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AB'S " got a reputation now. The first
story went across with a whoop.

NEWS

Bab

Brilliant as the sparkle of gems and sweet as an old
love song, Miss Clark will delight all your folks.
She's bound to put across all the " Bab " stories with
a rush.
Boost these Mary Roberts Rinehart stories from the
Saturday Evening Post.

They'll pay you big.

CpamniountC^ichims (7vpomtion
•^FOUR EIGHTY-FIVE ^ FIFTH AVENUE
FORTY- FIRST ST
NEW YORK
Controlled by FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
AtKJLrH Zuko«. Ffl».,jEm L Lasky, fkt-Pttt., fecit B DeMille. D,r«lor Crural

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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li/TERE words cannot
convey any idea of
the magnitude and scope
of this masterpiece.
Its internationally known
star, its famous director,
its brilliant supporting
cast, and its author have
made of it a thing beyond
the realm of cold type.
It must
realized.

be

seen

m

to be

It must be shown to be

%

profited by — both in pecuniary profit and prestige.
By Jeanie Macpherson
ABTCRAFT PICTU2ES COBP0GATION
72<5 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY
Comrof/.J b, FAMOUS PLAYER S-LASKY CORPORATION

ar/lr
/

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Mr

Exhibitor!

Book

JULIAN

The

World's

Foremost

Impersonator
Fair

of

the

Sex

For ten years Julian Eltinge has been
making and breaking box-offiee records
at the largest theatres of leading American cities, indicating he will prove the
year's biggest star of the screen.
Make arrangements with your Paramount
Exchangeman for JULIAN ELTINGE
Photoplays.
Critics

Praise

ELTINGE!

" Julian Eltinge is known to most
everyone as the greatest female impersonator the stage has ever seen.
His advent into pictures is worth
something right away before any
consideration is given to the production.
As a film star Mr. Eltinge registers
every bit as satisfactorily as he did
on the stage, if not more so. You
can safely promise that he is funm .
interesting
and
unusual,
but if
Eltinge has never played in your
town you want to lay it on thick
about his being recognized as the
neatest impersonator
the world has ever
known, because many
of your regulars may
never have heard of
him." — Wid"s.

Makes
In

His

a

Screen

Series

Winning

Countess
The

of

Debut

Three

Photoplays

Charming

Widow

s Mite

and

She GeverMw.

Carfax

These Lasky-Paramount made subjects
will prove the sensation of the season,
and it will be your loss if you do not
have them booked.
READ

THESE

EXCERPTS!

"Julian Eltinge, the wise ones predict the- sensation of the year in pictures. The camera
likes him, and, as one man said, ' He can get
away with murder after this,' and all because
his first picture, ' The Countess Charming,'
struck the public fancy at the Rialto yesterday.
The reason one enjoys the particular brand of
portrayal offered by Eltinge is because it is so
good that one instantly forgets that it is Eltinge."
—NEW YORK TELEGRAPH.
" The Rialto Theatre was crowded yesterday
afternoon and evening for the opening of the
new week's programme, which included as its
principal attraction the first moving picture for
which Julian Eltinge has appeared before the
camera." — NEW YORK HERALD.

"JULIAN ELTINGE in his first screen vehicle
not only landed on the jaws of several men on
the screen with both hands, but he also reached
the jaws of the audience, jarring them open
with laughs. Eltinge established himself immediately as the best woman of his kind in the
movies." — NEW YORK SUN.
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SMITH

jyresents

ALICE

JOYCE
m

THE

FETTERED

WOMAN

From the popular novel
" Anne's

Bridge"

Robert WChambers
Directed by
Tom

Terriss

The screen's rarest beauty- [§
America's foremost author-

ix

TheVitacjraph standard
of productionJl supreme combination

AFiveF^rt
1I

Blue Ribbon

Feature

GREATERVlTAGRAPn
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story
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already
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perfection
pictures
Qj
Qhe 9/iyhest Standard.
9h Motion Pictures"

Theatre patrons everywhere have hailed Perfection
Pictures with a shout of welcome. They have
found them light, pleasing comedy-dramas — breezy
— wholesome — entertaining. Stories by America's
foremost authors. A welcome relief from melodramas and problem plays.
Note
Taylor

These

Features:
Mildred

Holmes

in "Two
Bit Seats"
Produced
by Essanay

Leslie

Mary

McAlister

Produced
by EssanayMother
in
"Young
Shirley

Hubbard"

Courage

of the

Produced by Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
'
Commonplace'
Shirley Mason

Mason

in
"Theby Thomas
Awakening
Produced
A Edison, Inc. of Ruth"
Little

and

Austin

in "The
Little

Havens

Mary

McAlister

Produced
A. ker's
Edison, Inc. Ward"
Whitta
in "Cyby Thomas
Bryant

Washburn

Virginia
"
Produced
Essanay
in "Pabynts

Taylor

and

Valli

Produced
by Essanay
in
"The
Fibbers"

Holmes

in "Efficiency Edgar's
Produced by Essanay
Courtship"
Shirley

Mason

in
"The
Apple
Produced
by Thomas
A. Edison,Tree
Inc. Girl"

Taylor

Holmes

Produced
by Essanayfor Luck"
in "Fools

Jack

Gardner

in "Men
of the Desert"
Produced
by Essanay

one
every ion
is back
theseof Perfect
or
'ce
Patron Acceptan
Pictures as a result of a nation-wide campaign of
advertising. People are looking for the theatres
showing Perfection Pictures. Bring them to YOUR
theatre by arranging today to show the productions
which are known to represent "The Highest Standard in Motion Pictures."

■■■■■■■
GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM
Distributors
Pre111.s Branches in all Principal Cities
yChicago,
Executive Office*: 63 East Adams 7
Street,

USUI

r&

C0M6I

AUSTIN

of ft* C0MMONHACE

A picture of the sort that will please
any audience. It has an appeal for
the business man — the society matron — the college boy — the debutante, and the dyed-in-the-wool
motion picture fan. In five acts.
Released November 12th.

?
(.FORGE DISTRIBUTORS
KLEIN! SYSTEM
KjflOTTlUjUCdliOn,

GEORGE

The

\TWO

K.SPOOR

Personality

BIT

A film version of Gladys E. Johnson's
whirlwind story. Thousands have
laughed over the story. All of them
will be eager to see the film. It is a
triumph for Taylor Holmes, conceded
today to be without a peer as a comedian. Screen time : 65 minutes.
Released November 5th.
GEORGE DISTRIBUTORS
KLEINE SYSTEM

■ H

Presents

St&r

SEATS

Massive

! Appealing

!

AJteve^o-Be-forgotteti
George

Spectacle!

%leine

9rQsente

Revised
Soon

and

Elaborated!

To Be Released.

In light

Acts , through IQeine Exchanges
Evenjwhere.weorWrite forDetaik

SYSTEM
KLEINE
GEORGE
Sole distributors of Perfection Pictures Throughout America
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 63 EAST ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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FOR

THE

OF
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FREEDOM

WORLD

A spectacular and powerful
patriotic drama of the world's
battle for humanity.
An attraction that will make
money for any theatre on
earth in which it is presented.
A vivid, challenging production from Capt. Edwin Bower
Hesser's great story that will
thrill the heart and brain of
every loyal American.
Apply at once to any Goldwyn
I exchange for information
about contracts and open
dates.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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IN "THAIS"
GARDEN
MARY
AT REGULAR RENTAL PRICES

r^OLDWYN
PICTURES' powerful organization takes the most important
step of its career by announcing that all
contract customers of Goldwyn will receive
our most brilliant and costly production at
no advance in prices.
Having won exhibitor confidence by a policy of honor and squareness in our relations with the theatre-owners of the nation
we intend to hold and increase your confidence by giving you our biggest and best
efforts as well as our average of high
achievement,
We

could

make

a fortune

with

Mary Garden in "Thais" by
presenting her at advanced
prices;

by

exacting

rentals

for

the

tion of one of
greatest artists.

higher

first producthe

world's

But we prefer to have you, our patrons,
receive this record-breaking attraction and
play it to big profits. By doing this we
hope to bind you closer to us and succeed
in making you feel that you are our actual
partners in this great enterprise; that by
making you successful we are attaining the
highest success for ourselves.
Mary Garden in "Thais" will be released
throughout North America Dec. 30, 1917.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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MARY

GARDEN'S

POWER

TREMENDOUS

IN HER GREATEST

" 'THAIS,"

ROLE

from Anatole Frances wonder-

* ful story, is Mary Garden's biggest operatic achievement. It increased her fame
throughout the world. It gave her rank
as one of the world's greatest actresses.
On the production of "Thais" Goldwyn is
spending in excess of a quarter of a million
dollars and lavishing the attention of its
courageous and original producers, who
have attained the new and distinctive note
in motion pictures. The art and power of
"Thais" are immeasurable.
The organization that has produced such a
remarkable

picture as "The

Spreading

Dawn," playing now throughout America
and universally praised by the critics of the
entire nation, gains new strength and
power in each new release.
Think what it means to the exhibitors of
America — Our patrons — some of them paying as low as $15 a day to get, without
advance in prices, one of the greatest of all
stars in one of the most magnificent and
lavish productions— "THAIS." And think,
what it means to small exhibitors to get
"Thais" more quickly than they have ever
before obtained a big production.

®oldwyn@I^icturcs
Corporation
16 East 42d Street
New York City

iiiuinmwimmiiiiiHW
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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"T&eWick

edest

Woman

in

C HE played the game as thousands
^ of big city girls play it. Her
reputation — the
said
Wleast
or
l about
'
th
ebetter. Her
that
the
namedwas
always on the tongues of men.
And beneath this cynical exterior —
there was the real girl. The girl
who could cook and sew; the girl
who wanted a home and "kiddies;"
the girl who hungered for love and
affection. She is but one of the
hundred human characters in

Rex

Beach's

Greatest

Story

THE
AUCTION

BLOCK

which tells the life story of a million
girls in the big cities and small towns.
This and all future Rex Beach productions are released exclusively
through the offices of

Aoldmtjn
Distributing Corporation
New York City
16 East 42d Street

iiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiuiiraniiniiiiiiJiijiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiuiui
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Manx-Man"

Starts

m
in

Its Nation- Wide

Sweep

Ml

'The
Si

As

111
ill
TN
111

Illl
1
mi
■
in

II

a

Big

SEATTLE,

Profit-Maker

in Atlanta, in a score of

;ir •

* big cities this remarkable production has
drawn record-breaking attendances and
justified all predictions as to its success.

Mil

Exhibitors have found that Hall Caine's
name, as its author, has box-office magnetism; that this great story is already
known to all intelligent people who therefore wish to see it on the screen and that
the name of its director is a guarantee of
photodramatic achievement.
Here is a production that means
[profits everywhere it is presented.

Hall

LOANE
TUCKER'S
picturization of

Caine's

Greatest

MANX

mi
III
iti

- MAN

with
Elisabeth JRisdon
Henry
^Fred Groves
sill
ill
11
ill

Ainley

Booked as a'separate attraction and available to all exhibitors under the "open
booking" system. Telegraph at once for.
open dates to any of the offices of
ml
V^y%

Ell

iff
ill
fill.

r i
ipi
mM

Story

THE

If

it

ii
If

I PRESENTS

pi
In

i

IIP
m

1
GEORGE

III

assured

1

Pit
m

I

AoXdm^n
Distributing Corporation
(Ttf East 42d Street

11
> ' y//,.7-/'yy,zr,,,yy,/.'^y//AW>..lSJ'/
//,/'. yy y;y"*r"yyy.
& '"yAy/.y.'A
y/y .r: /„'•-/ yr': < J yyyyy>yyyyy,yy.y/yVA'.ys//yyyr-yy//yy^^ yyyyyyyyy /> >yyy;y vyy"yyry?v;yyis'y"^..

New York City

«-<yy'<yy yy.y.y. vyyvy. • .'■.,yy>'.<yyyy.y<yyr.yy.y/ */.i,Y.:yyy.y,y.-y. y/A'yyyy.'.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Billy Ruge

Happy

Slant

Comedies

Upon

Life

Vol. 16. No

NEWS

Have

the

RIGHT!

I

i

Fun

—

abound

Liveliness
when

—

Billy

Drollery
Ruge

—

all

rollicks
1

through
the
"SPARKLE"
Series
Here's the current lot of six — Billy Ruge and Kate Price featured :
Week End Shopping
In High Speed
PALS
A Bargain — 57.60
Ambition
Monkey — Maid — Man "
The wise exhibitor who wants a consistent short length comedy
that will cheer up the house engages these subjects by the
half-dozen — knowing that they invariably deliver the laughs.
JAXON FILM CORPORATION
SRfifitfA
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Soon

Tremendously
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!

Gripping

DAUGHTER
OF
Patriotism — Land

THE
and

Serial

U. S. A."
Sea
War

1
Scenes

of

ture— a

Thrilling

Love

Story —

counters on the
North

Vivid

Intrigue

Color

Martial
A
i!

of

of

Subjects,

Appealing
Beauty
and the Releases.
"J
prove
of

Unmasked

of
—

Nation's

Twelve,
Each
and

popular

season —

Snappy,

Featuring

Grace.

DAUGHTER

the most

the

En-

Prairies,

Streets

the

Adven-

the

Great

all

the

Greatest

Kaleidoscope.
Serial

Evoking

the

—

Exciting

Western

Woods,

Cities —

Action

OF

American

different

from

a

Wait

THE

EnthusiasmHeroine
for

the

U. S. A. "

motion

anything

picture
else —

of
Star

should
serial
better.

The up-to-date attraction for the theatre
novel and red-blooded stories.

that

FURTHER

PENDING.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

demands

Produced by The
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION

Commercial Trust Co: Bldg., 41st and Broadway, N. Y. City
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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II
present
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NEFTUNES
NAUGHTy

II

DAUGHTER

Released

Feat

Nov.

u

Irt

/

rin^
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aG.
BLx/°Tbf1E.
Director General
IN order to facilitate giving out information, terms, prices, etc., to the scores of inquiries that have
flooded our home offices on CENTURY COMEDIES distributed exclusively by the LONGACRE
DISTRIBUTING CO., we herewith publish the complete list of LONGACRE branch offices,
below. In writing to any of these offices, just bear in mind that YOU ARE FOLLOWING IN
THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE BIGGEST HOUSES IN AMERICA.— The Strand, N. Y. — The Broadway, N. Y. — entire circuit of Marcus Loew Theatres and scores of others. CENTURY COMEDIES
LEAD THE WORLD.
Communicate with any of these Longacre Branch offices.
SALT LAKE tribCITY—
Longacre Place
DisATLANTA — Consolidated F. & S. INDIANAPOLIS — Longacre Disuting Co., 56 Exchange
tributing Co., 58 W. New York
Co., Super Features Dept.,
Rhodes Bldg.
SEATTLE
—
Longacre
Distributing
St.
Co., 217 Virginia St.
BALTIMORE
— Baltimore
KANSAS
CITY— Longacre Dis412 E. Baltimore
St. Film Ex.
tributing Co., 606-7 Shukert
SPOKANE
DistributBldg.
ing Co., —16 Longacre
So. Washington
St.
BOSTON
Longacre St.Distributing
TOLEDO — Longacre Distributing
Co., 13 —Stanhope
LOS ANGELES—
Longacre
Dist
r
i
b
u
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
,
822
So.
Olive
St.
Co.,
439
Huron
St.
BUFFALO
— LongacreSt. Distributing
Co., 35 Church
TORONTO
— State St.,
Rights
MEMPHIS
— Longacre
Distribut-F.
106 Richmond
W. Pictures
ing Co., care
of Consolidated
BUTTE
—
8c S. Co., 226 Union Ave.
Co., 52 E.Longacre
BroadwayDistributing
WASHINGTON
—
Falrmount
MINNEAPOLIS tributing— Co.,Longacre
N.Feature
W. Film Ex., 307 9th St.,
CHARLOTTE — Bluebird Photo208 Film DisEx.
Bldg.
plays, Inc., 307 W. Trade St.,
WICHITA
— Longacre Distributing
CHICAGO
Distributing
NEW ORLEANS — Consolidated F.
Co., 220 —So.Longacre
State St.
Co., 209 E. t~l _
&
S.
Co.,
Super
Features
Dept.,
CINCINNATI—
Longacre
914 Gravier St.
uting Co., Room
504 DistribStrand
NEW YORK tributing
CITY—
Theatre Bldg., 531 Walnut St.
Co., 1600Longacre
BroadwayDisCLEVELAND
—
Longacre
DistribOKLAHOMA
CITY116— W.Longacre
uting Co., 850 Prospect Ave.
Distributing Co.,
2nd St.
DALLAS
— Consolidated
— Longacre Distributing
Co., 1900
Commerce St.F. & S. OMAHA
Co.,
214
So.
14th
St.
DENVER
— Longacre
PHILADELPHIA—
i r m Vine
o u nSt.t
Co., 1422
Welton St.Distributing
Feature Film Ex.,F a1302
DES MOINES
—
Longacre
DistribPITTSBURGH
uting Co., 702 Mulberry St.
uting Co., 934— Longacre
Penn Ave.DistribDETROIT
—
Longacre
Distributing
PORTLAND
—
Longacre
DistributCo., 75 Broadway
ing Co., 405 Davis St.
ELCo.,PASO
—
Longacre
Distributing
SAN
FRANCISCO—
Longacre
Discare of Consolidated F. & S.
tributing Co., 125 Golden Gate
Co., 110 E. Franklin St.
Ave.
ST. LOUIS — Longacre DistributFORT SMITH
uting Co., 24— S.Longacre
6th St. Distribing Co., 3547 Olive St.

41

COMPANY
mmmx
E
R
C
InL
case
is noA
LONGACRE DISTRIBUTING office near you,
NG
Othere
write direct for complete information to the home office.
Distributors of Century Comedies for United States and Canada
MECCA BUILDLNG, NEW YORK CITY
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Cracksman

H o rruxn ^tiy GreeJt

Novel

"RAFFLES,
the amateur crac\sman"
has been one of the greatest stage sue
cesses
Kyrle

of the
Belle w

has been

decade,

with

as Raffles. As

read by millions.

play, directed

by

George

As

the

late

a novel

it

a photc

Irving, and

starring John Barry more, its tremens
dous success from a box-office stand'
point
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IheRMOEDYQUEE
Story by Nell Bronson — Directed by Theodore Marsden
■
A virile interpretation of a little tousley-headed girl whose
imagination runs riot, leading her to believe that she is descended from royalty. With Miss Mersereau in the role of
"THE RAGGEDY QUEEN" you give your audiences an
hour of entertainment that still further registers the versatility of this Bluebird Star. The trials of " THE RAGGEDY
QUEEN " and her final triumph when her hours are darkest,
are woven into an entertaining play.
Book thru your local Bluebird Exchange or
Bluebird Photo Plays, 1600 Broadway, New York.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

William

Fox

A

Presents

Laugk

ever

tj Tick

the

60

oF

Clock

THE

TO

FIX

with

MINUTE-

YOUR

DATES

NOW!

1st

Release

Novll. ROARING

LIONS

AND WEDDING

BELLS

2d Release

Nov.

Henry

Pretttj

Funny

Lehrman

Girls

Galore

Comedians

Emotional

WILL

Productions

Animals

MAKE

6.. * f

XOUR

BOX-OFFICE.
ACT
LIHLE
THE
f<S0
U.S.AlIiVT

CO/WI/N

'A MILK-FED

VAMP"

3rd

Release

Dec. 9, "HIS

SMASHING

CORPORATION

CAREER"
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FEATURES
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51 -A. -YEAR

NOVEMBER

RELEASES
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Send the following telegram, subject to the terms
on back hereof, which ore hereby agreed to
Mr. L. A. Buettner
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Cohoes, N.Y.

October
League

23, 1917

of America

I want to acquaint you with the method of procedure exhibitors of New York
will take in handling the new Government tax on admissions which is
affective Ilovember first.
Finding no two exhibitors of the same opinion
as to what action should be pursued and no concerted action in sight I
called a special meeting of exhibitors in Greater ilew York and surrounding
territory on Friday afternoon October nineteenth at Hotel Aetor which was
very well attended by a representative body.
It was unanimously agreed
upon that the tax should be actually borne by the public.
Every patron to
pay the cent extra on a xen cent admission, two cents on a fifteen cent
admission, two cents on a twenty cent admission, three cents on a
twentyfive cent admission, etcetera.
It is my personal opinion that that
is the only solution to the taxes.
It was the intention of tne United
States Government to pin this tax on the public rather than upon the
exhibitor, but making the exhibitor responsible for the collection of this
tax as that was their only method of coming in contact directly with the
public.
I sincerely trust that you will call the exhibitors of your
territory together and adopt the same course.
WILLIAM

POX

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

TRIANGLE

Triangle

Feature

Delivered

by Aeroplane

Read this telegram from John J. Farren,
Manager of the Victoria Theatre at Rochester,
New York, sent to our Buffalo Exchange:

"I must have Triangle Service because Triangle Service
beyond the films mean everything to me. I more than appreciate the fact that after my show for to-day had missed the
last possible

express which

could

get it to me

matinee,
plenty

you sent it to me by aeroplane
of time. My theatre was crowded

in time

for my

and it arrived in
to the doors and

when the Triangle feature did not appear at regular schedule
time they were disappointed, but when I announced from the
stage, after your telephone conversation, that the feature
would

be delivered

just to satisfy them,
ley of applause.
because

we

know

from

Buffalo

to Rochester

by aeroplane
burst forth in a deafening volare for Triangle stronger than ever now

the house

We
you

are for us and will apparently do everything possible to take care

of the business

we

are giving

yoa."

TRIANGLE
presents

44

FIGHTING
w ith
William

BACK"

Desmond

A U. S. cavalryman

saved

for his country by a dancehall queen. A powerful
patriotic Western story
that will fill vour house.

Released

November

4

TRIANGLE

presents

UP

OR
George

How

an ex-convict with $5.00,

a shaved head and an idea puts
over the "best seller" of the
year. Here's a picture that
will go over big.

withDOWN?"
Hernandez

TRIANGLE

presents
Keystone Comedy

"HAUNTED
The

demonstration

BY

HIMSELF

of what will

happen if you pour whiskey into
the radiator of a Ford.

Released

November

■

4

Pathe

No Serial Can be qood

^SEVCN

without o qood slorn

PEARLS

KINGuith MOLLIE
HALE
and CDEICHTON
■

has

one

it was written by^>
Charles w. Coddard who
is celebrated as a novelist and plauwriqht

It is 1he Pathe policij ft) have
writers of note as the authors
of Pathe serials. Amonq ihemhave been Mabel Herbert Urner,
Gilson Willets, Wm. Hamilton Osborne
and Arthur B. Peeve.
Charles W. Coddard's plays are famous:
flmonq them have beent^he Ghost,
Breaker,"* the iastlauah."" IheMan /torn
the 5ea,u« Miss Information*" and" the
Mislead inq Ladqp which tan for seven
months at the Fulton Iheafer in New York
and for over a year at Iho P/ay house
in London.
"*1he SEVEN PEARLS " is crammed full
of romance and adventure . It vtill hold
uour audiences .

Produced

bj ASTRA

Pathe

Thursday, October 4. 1*17.
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Dated
-MX, Q. Erdmann,
Msr. Foursquare Pictures, Inc.,
217 Erie Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

SELECT(Kli)

Anna Q. Nilsson, leading
woman with
Charles Richman in "OverThere!"

PICTURES

For Immediate Distribution — the Patriotic Photodrama

"OVER
Charles

Richman

with
THERE!
and

Anna

Q.

Nil ssc

Holding in one hand the white feather which his sweetheart 1
given him as the hrand of his cowardice, Monte switched on
light — and his eyes focussed on the framed
cestor!
It is one of the telling moments in
regeneration of a fearful soul, the story of
spurious cowardice which enthralled him,

portrait of
this screen
a man who
and fought

his heroic
drama of
overcame
through

Man s Land
to the peace and happiness heyond.
"Over The
brings lumps to your throat, tears to your eyes, and a patriotic th
to your breast.
Produced by CharlesDistributed
Richman by
Pictures Corporation
An episode in
"Over There!
Charles Kichman as Monte.

H

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

SELECT

PICTURES
•

]lara
Kimball
Young
AND HER OWN
COMPANY
Present

The latest portrait of the tidisnguished star
of ■'Magda."

"MAGDA"
du shall do as I say, or neither one of us will leave this room
;! Thus spoke the Father of Magda. It is the climax of a
t play — a screen drama in which Clara Kimball Young, rising
ew heights of emotional acting, sweeps you along with her by the
r brilliance of her portrayal of one of the truly great roles of
na. "It is Clara Kimball Young s highest achievement! declares
New York Tribune.
Scenario by Margaret Turnbull. From the famous play. |
Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

The 'climax in
b'a
II as Kim
the»
Edward
"Magda.''
Father; fMiss
Young as
Magda.

SELECT
..,-1 , .
.,,
, ,.

SELECT

PICTURES

ALICE

She

CORPORATION

presents

BRADY

"HER
SILENT
SACRIFICE"
raised her glass for the toast that celebrated her own doom!

For

she had made the sacrifice — wide-eyed and knowingly — her all
against the welfare of the man she loved! And now she faced the future; this girl of Brittany who had become the idol of smart Paris; she
did not flinch. And then — the end came, swiftly, sudden as a thunderclap, and as startling. The screen has it, and you will rise to it, and
be glad!
Directed by Edward Jose

Scenario by Eve Unsell from the play, "The Red Mouse" by Henry J. W. Dam
Distributed by

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Alice Brady in a scene in her first Select Picture.

"Her Silent Sacrifice," now ready.

SELECT

JOSEPH

NORMA

(^PICTURES

M. SCHENCK

presents

TALMADGE
in

MOTH"
"THE
jThis woman and this man made a loveless marriage. Seeking happinesselnshly
s
each raised the cup of life to his lips, and found hitter
dregs. Fate held their hands, and raced with them; and finally Fate

was kind to one of them. It is the story of "The Moth," in which
Norma Talmadge has achieved success that overshadows her triumphs
in "Panthea" and in "Poppy."
Directed by Edward Jose
Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

729 Seventh. Avenue,

From the novel of Wm. Dana Orcutt

CORPORATION
York City.

i
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WORLD-BRADY-ANADE
FEATURE
J"
52 FAMOUS PLAY AND STAR PICTURED A YEAR
52 -AND OTHER
DRAMAS-COMEDIES - SERIALS- EDUCATIONAL5-CARTOON5
EXCLUSIVE

EXPORTERS

INTER/OCEAN
PaulH.Cromeun
Pres. & Gen'l, Mgr.

OF

FILM
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EE R

CARBONS

CORPORATION
220 W. 42 nd St?
Ntw York City.
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PARALTA
PICK

OF

THE

PLAY51
PICTURES

We

are making

We

will distribute these pictures

through
We

complete

such

headed
whose

pictures that are truly great.

a great organization.

have

with

Ml

arrangements

an organization

by a man
name

stands

for

Progress — Integrity — Permanence;
whose
The

working

principle is

Fair Deal.

This, all exhibitors

will gladly acknowledge

at the publication
of the name

of the man

and

his organization.

The

announcement

Paralta
and

of the organization

distributing

Plays

the method

will be published

of their distribution
in this space

next week.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

PARALTA
PLAYS,
Inc.
CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T. KANE, Viee.-Pres.
JOHN E. DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas.
NAT. I. BROWN, Secretaiy and Gen ! Manager

PARALTA

PLAYS,

PAPA
PICK

J.

LT A
OF

THE

Warren

PLAV5
PICTURES

Kerrigan

IN

Written by
Screen version by
THOMAS G. GERAGHTY

PETER B. KYNE
"A
Man's
Man"
DIRECTED
BY
OSCAR
APFEL

The

Rousing — Ebullient- -Vibrant — Seething

Story of an American

Superman.

Bessie

Barriscale
IN
Written by

Screen Version by
Monte M. Katterjohn

Harold MacGrath
"Madam
Who?"
DIRECTED BY REGINALD
BARKER
The

Mystery

Secret

Compelling — and

Henry

Service

the Speed

B.

and

Classic
Splendor

of a shooting

Star.

Walthall
IN

Screen Version "His
by Julian L. Lamothe
Written by Ethel C&> James Dorrance
Robe
of
Honor"
DIRECTED BY REX INGRAM
A

Leopard-Lawyer

sheds

ROBERT

his Spots and

BRUNTON,

PARALTA

chooses

Manager

between

of Productions

PLAYS,

Inc.

Loot and

Love

QOjOC

99
BIG

STARS

Plus

This

ONLY

Service

Plus big stars, big stories, big productions in every sense of the
word, Mutual Star Productions offer you a service designed especially to help you get business— a service that stands out conspicuously inthe minds of the thousands of exhibitors who are
profiting by it. Note these items :

use
for the exhibitor's
written
Complete
Press
— — — Sheets and
all readypress
to bestories
given to
your newspapers.
Synopses,
catch-lines for ads, complete newspaper ads all written and set for you,
"Who's who" in each subject," What the critics say, " Operator's cues— everything you need to play to big business. A new press sheet for each feature.
Cues Complete suggestions tor incidental music. Special
MllStC
— — — - music cues prepared for each subject by Mutual 's
Director of Music, Joseph O'Sullivan.
Posters Every size and style of paper, elaborately produced in five and
Special
posters by America's greatest poster
artists. ' Thesixsortcolors.
of paper
that ISstar
inviting.

in.
x 14feet.
of six-ll
photos
Lobbytitle
Accessories and
card. in sets
Banners
3f x V£
Advertisingy
Slides— the finest colored slides available— new styles for each subject.
Publicity cuts of stars in all sizes and styles for heralds, newspaper use,
etc. All are ready at your Mutual Exchange.
Inspection Careful inspection of each print is vital if you are to be cer'
tain of clean film, in good condition to be run without
interruption. Note how Mutual prints always reach you in good condition.

You'll find your nearest Mutual Exchange
of this service that goes with Mutual Star
ANN MURDOCK
MARY MILES MINTER
EDNA GOODRICH
JULIA SANDERSON
GAIL KANE
OLIVE TELL
MARJORIE RAMBEAU

ready to give you a demonstration
Productions, featuring these stars:
MARGARITA FISCHER
WILLIAM RUSSELL
JULIETTE DAY
JACKIE SAUNDERS
ANITA KING
NANCE O'NEIL
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

Go to your nearest Mutual Exchange and have this better Mutual Service explained. See
how you can benefit. See how you can get more service per dollar than anywhere else.

President
Mutual Film Corporation
BOOK

A

CHAPLIN

WEEK!

HaiC

"Q

y(cute

^

By Daniel F. Whitcomb. In live
acts. Directed by Henry King.
game
Released the week of Nov. 5th.
°fWit
£
The popular stage favorite, Gail Kane, in a most unusual production—sup orted bay cast including such notables as George
Periolat, Spottiswoode Aitken and Louis J. Cody. Book this
and other Gail Kane features at your nearest Mutual Exchange.
Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Preiident

Dittributed by
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
John R. Freuler, Preiident
BIG 3
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WALKER

WHITESIDE
As Victor Morenne

VALENTINE

GRANT
As Jeanne Datree

First
Presentation
of 's
Olcott
ney
Sid
Mr.

Walker

Whiteside

and

Miss

Valentine

Grant

IN

"THE
BELGIAN"
at the Strand Theatre, New York City, Thursday morning, went "over the top" with
an outburst of wild enthusiasm that will be felt in every motion picture theatre
box office throughout the world.
Hardened reviewers sat first moved by emotion, then thrilled by excitement, and
were finally brought to their feet by a wave of patriotism.
Mr. Harold Edel, manager of the Strand, complimented Mr. Olcott most highly on his wonderful production and also declared that the audience was the
largest and most representative one ever seen at a
morning showing on Broadway.
Story by FREDERICK

ARNOLD

WATCH
SIDNEY
1205

Candler

KUMMER
FOR

NEXT

WEEK'S

OLCOTT

Bldg. — 220

West

42d

Personally directed by SIDNEY OLCOTT
ANNOUNCEMENT

PLAYERS,

St., New

Inc.

York, N. Y. — Phone

The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

Bryant 3607

Available November 12
OVER
FIVE
MILLION
persons have read Herman Whitaker's fascinating
novel of the life of tropical America — adventure, love, and hate fill the story with
the fire of vital action — big, strong characters, a brute of a "heavy" — a hero with
typical American luck and pluck — a native heroine of charm — a slave girl with
the soul of an orchid — seven parts — sure fire at the box-office.
Starring
TYRONE

POWER,

presented

by F. M.

Manson.

A celebrated

star with

big box-office values in his record.

THE

SEASON'S

MUTUAL

vinous

Distributed
by
PREMIER

FILM

ai\d

SPECIAL

CORPORATION

d

Available November 12
A SUPER-FEATURE
of action, action, action!!
Made on the spot in
Southern Mexico — scores of big scenes, a plantation burned — a battle with
hundreds of slaves in mutiny — a man-hunt in the jungle — beautiful women in
tense dramatic situations — sure fire at the box office.

NEtr
d r^KT
TY
-t^RO
Helen
George

F. M. Manson —
d by
enteorti
pressupp
ng cast including :
big

uD
nnw
R,
WE
PO

Bateman
O'Dell

THE

Pearl Elmore

SEASON'S

.MUTUAL

Louis FitzRoy

Wiles

Distributed
by
PREMIER

FILM

ousa:

Mabel

Lamar

Johnstone

Lucille King

SPECIAL

CORPORATION
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First

offering

on

the

Program

Oro

LOYALTY
a

Bernstein

Production

in

Six

Reels

with

BETTY

BRICE— MURDOCK

McQUARRIE— JAY MORELEY

729
Oro

HARRY

Pictures

GROSSMAN,

Inc.

New

Seventh
York

Ave.
City

President
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presents

•I "J'ldil M 'Wi<

IvanAbramsons
Crowning

Creation

Portrayed by an

Ensemble

of

Brilliant Stars, including
WILFRED LUCAS,
BARBARA

CASTLETON,

LEAH BAIRD,

JAMES MORRISON, MAPAUNE
ANDERS RANDOLF

TRAVERSE,

FOR TERRITORIAL
RIGHTS
ADDRESS

^■^^

IVAN

FILM
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"Rialto"
the
L. Rothapfel

(Reprint from M. P. News, Nov. 3rd)
Y)0 you think that it is possible to make
a scenic stand out as one of the great
features of your program — more than that
to leave an impression upon every one in
the audience that will cause a buzz of
comment as the audience leaves, even
though the scenic is the first number of the
bill?
This is what happened at the Rialto this
week, and again this is largely due to the
wonderful settings to music that S. L.
Rothapfel gives his presentations. The
scenic, by Educational Films Corporation, is
" Niagara Falls." And to accompany the
grandeur of these waterfalls Mr. Rothapfel
selected
" Pomp composition
and Circumstance
march, Elder's
a remarkable
which"
was rendered with the pealings of the great
organ and the big orchestra. But the music
did not fit the picture as it was originally
arranged, so Rothapfel did what few exhibitors would think of doing — rearranged
the scenic to fit the picture. The result
was so perfect an accompaniment that the
notes might have been written for the film
by one dience
of bursttheintoworld's
masters.at The
auwild applause
the end
of it.

When a celebrated exhibitor like Mr.
Rothapfel features a scenic you know it
must be good, and you also know he has
the pick of the world.
Mr. Exhibitor, why don't you feature
our pictures and then see the marked
improvement in your program.

Extracts
from
America's There Leading
Papers
is something about the work
of Robert
MORNING TRIBUNE, Los Angeles Cal.
Brace that makes his pictures things apart.
He gets so far away from the stilted manner
of setting his subjects before the public, and
there is such an indescribable companionable
personal touch to them, that one really feels
one is making the journey through a wonder
Beautiful Scenes at Tally's Broadway
country with the artist, etc., etc.
RobertThrough
Brace'sWonder
Film Spots
Hunters
Take
One
of Northwest
By MA1TLAND DAVIES
THE MINNEAPOLIS, JOURNAL, October 4th, 1917
There are occasions when a feature, though 1
it l>e a good one, is not THE feature, and this
The real feature of the present program, however,
is
the case
at Tally'sTHE
Broadway Theatre
this
week.
the prois a scenic film of Alaska, showing glaciers in action.
gramTotheremythismind,
week is afeature
short ofscenic
film
To
watch huge masses of snow crumble and fall into
called the Film Hunters. It is another of the
the water, to see these floating in the current and to
series of educational pictures, photographed by
travel in a boat up to the edge of a glacier is an
Robert Bruce, and it is so beautiful, so full of
experience that dwarfs the thrills of any photoplay.
the spirit of the great outdoors, that I doubt
These scenes are beautifully colored and give the
if
eyen
The
Silent
Places
excels
it
in
attracmost
accurate idea of a glacier that the screen yet
tion.
has recorded.

Book
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You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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INCE'S
H.
AS
THOM
Newest and Greatest Spectacle
cA powerful drama by C. Gardner Sullivan, containing an overwhelming procession 6f smashing
episodes including:
The Zeppelin in action.
The inner workings of the mighty air monster.
The bombing and burning of towns and villages.
Mutiny in the gondolas of a dirigible.
A hugh "terror-of-the-skies" destroyed by fire in
mid air.
Multitudes of enslaved people sounding the battle cry
of freedom.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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COMING

Another

The

New

Great

THOS.

BESSIE

"THOSE
BY
HOW

TO

H.

S.

Production

BARRISCALE

WHO
C. GARDNER
SULLIVAN
BOOK

THE

PRODUCTIONS

U.

INCE

EXHIBITORS'

BIG
OF

BOOKING

Sensation

PAY"

SPECIAL

THE

CORPORATION

" THE ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID " and " THOSE WHO' PAY " are the first of the very exceppictures bought outright for cash and booked direct to exhibitors by the U. S. Exhibitors'
BookingtionalCorporation.
Beginning
the great INCE Spectacle, the pick of the studio's most important offerings will
be released
eachwith
month.
EVERY EXHIBITOR can book them immediately — open booking. And if there are no U. S.
EXHIBITORS' BOOKING CORPORATION FRANCHISE HOLDERS in your neighborhood YOU
can get these " box-office winners " first-run.
BUT if you hold a franchise, you have
production. You also get each picture at
if you want to. You must pay LESS for
reduction. And your franchise guarantees
famous directors can produce.
FRANCHISES

first call on every U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation
a franchise-fixed price. You can't pay MORE for it even
it when the purchase price of the negative allows for a
you the greatest record-breaking sensations that the most

AWARDED IN ORDER
Wire today

OF APPLICATION

U. S. EXHIBITORS' BOOKING CORPORATION
j.;
Times Building — New York
EXECUTIVES: Frank G. Hall, William Oldknow
ARRANGE BOOKINGS IMMEDIATELY THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
HOFFMAN-FOURSQUARE: NEW YORK (729 7th Ave.)— BUFFALO (47 W. Swan St.)— PHILADELPHIA (1325
Vine St.)— PITTSBURGH (127 4th Ave.)— CLEVELAND (Sloane Bldg., Prospect St.)— CINCINNATI (301 Strand
Theatre Bldg.)— DETROIT (Peter Smith Bldg.)— CHICAGO (207 So. Wabash Ave.)— ST. LOUIS (301 Empress Th.
Bldg.)— Farnk Gersten, Inc., NEW JERSEY (220 W. 42nd St., New York).
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU. Listen to them!
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Broadway

Theatre

41stISt. and B'way, N. Y. City
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10 A. M„ Wednesday, Oct, 31st
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We have been carefully investigating conditions in various
territories. I am ow closing negotiations. Announcement of the
allotment of territory will he made each week in the Mo tion Picture
News and in "The Parentage Messenger, the snappy little ' service
of ideas which has heen going forward to exhibitors throughout the
United States and Canada for the past three months. If you are not
getting the "Messenger you are missing some real business building
ideas. Send the name of your theatre to 610 Times Bldg., N. Y.

Tke

A

Canadian

Rigkts

MESSAGE
have been sold to

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

FILM

SERVICE,

Ltd.

12 Queen Street, East
Xoronto, Ontario
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BEST
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Now
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THEATRES
HERE

Now

Release

CHRISTIE
i

Each

FILM

Week

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO
Peerless Film Exchange
100 Golden Gate
N California and Nevada
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Peerless Film Exchange
802 So. Olive St.
S. California and Arizona
MINNEAPOLIS
The Film Library and Exchange
731 Hennepin Ave.
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Montana,
North and South Dakota
PHILADELPHIA
Peerless Film Exchange
940 Penn. Ave.
E. Pennsylvania, S. New Jersey, Delaware. Maryland, District of Columbia
and Virginia
NEW YORK CITY
Reiban Film Co.
729 Seventh Ave.
Greater New York and N. New Jersey
CHICAGO
Celebrated Players Film Service
207 So. Wabash Ave.
Illinois and Indiana
CLEVELAND
Standard
Columbia Film
Bldg. Service Co.
N. Ohio
CINCINNATI
Standard Film Service Co.
S. Ohio and Kentucky
DETROIT
Standard Film Service Co.
Michigan
OKLAHOMA CITY
R. D. Campbell
Lewis FilmBldg.Co.
1004
Texas, Oklahoma. Arkansas
PITTSBURG
Liberty Film Renting Co.
940 Penn. Ave.
W. Pennsylvania and West Virginia
KANSAS CITY
Standard Film Corporation
1305 Walnut St.
Missouri and Kansas
OMAHA
Standard Film Corporation
Nebraska and Iowa
TORONTO
Famous Players Film Service
12 Queen
St. East
Dominion
of Canada
BUFFALO
J. H. Michael
Academy Theatre
N. New York State
SEATTLE, WASH.
Greater Features Co.
Oregon, Washington and Idaho
BOSTON
Boston Photoplay Co.
New England States

ANGELES
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Cent

Blunder

INTO the midst of a turbulent industry, into minds already discontented and suspicious, another bombshell
has been tossed.
The advance deposit ghost was settling in its grave, the
question of higher rentals was losing its sting, and then the
tax of fifteen cents a reel per day burst from a clear sky.
And once more we hear of red-hot exhibitor meetings
throughout the country, the revolution-mill is again grinding, there are threats to cancel services — manufacturer and
exhibitor are again arrayed against each other.
At a time when harmony of thought and unity of action
is more sorely needed than ever we have naught but recriminations, bitterness and overhanging storms.
Where direct, unfaltering action was needed to enable
a settled industry to cope with the unavoidable problems
we will have instead a few unsettled weeks, many readjustments but more bitter words, some compromises but
still the antagonism.
* * * *

as to the right or wrong of the manufacturers' action.
View the facts regarding the method employed:
The exhibitor is told, in collecting his admission tax,
to " Educate the patrons." " Show slides," he is directed, give
"
them program talks, explain — educate.
Then there will be no trouble."
" Above all," he is admonished, " don't dodge the
issue
untilwas
November
ist. with
Pave the
the exhibitor?
way — educate."
What
the course
Was the

WITH

THE

distinguished counsel still quibbling and government officials still doubtful, it is not for us to

judge the right or wrong of the manufacturers'
action in passing the tax on to the exhibitor.
It is not the tax itself or the amount decided upon that
can here be called a blunder.
There are those who say that the lawmakers intended
the tax to be passed on down the line to his excellency the
ultimate consumer. The authority of President Wilson
is given for this statement.
There are others who declare the language of the law
to be clear in placing the burden on the manufacturer.
These are quibbles for the lawyers. The point that is
plain and clear is this :
No sane man expected that the manufacturer could
carry in its entirety a tax burden amounting to many
thousands of dollars every week. No business man believes that the present margin of profit is sufficient to
enable a large program to give Uncle Sam five thousand
or more a week and still keep his doors open.
A spirit of cooperation between manufacturer and exhibitor was necessary and to be expected.

B

way paved, was his confidence asked, was he — educated?
Short notices were sent from the exchanges. We
haven't seen all of these notes, but of those which have
been brought to our attention some were curt, others silly.
In some sections exhibitors were asked to sign contracts
obliging them to pay the tax — a tactful, diplomatic step.
In at least
one case an exhibitor's protest brought a cancellation threat.
Was not a storm to be expected ?
* * * *

....

manufacturers have been paying the tax since
October 4th. Quick action was needed, but one
fact was clear from the start :
Either in a rental adjustment or outright levy the manufacturer tax either in whole or in part was to find its way
to the exhibitor.
The ad. pages and editorial columns of the trade papers
would have been gladly given to the manufacturers for
frank, disinterested statements signed by all concerned
and showing the necessity of this.
The motives of the manufacturers are of the best. They
have met, conferred, figured and wrangled — seeking only
the best way out for all.
But the abrupt method of action casts these motives
into a shadow, distorts them, discolors them.
If education and preparation are necessary for the
patron, most assuredly were they needed for the exhibitor.
If compromises were to be reached the time was before
the storm and not after the wreck.
The tactical blunder results once more in bringing to exhibitor tongues the overworked rot of " downtrodden,"
0>i
" outraged," " buncoed."

UT compulsion does not secure cooperation. And
here is where we find our reason for the use of the

word " Blunder " — in the method employed.
Until authority has spoken let us lay aside discussion
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.

Henry F. Sewall, Vice-Pres.

E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.
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Speaking
Editorially:
uiiiiiiituuuuiiiiiiuuimiiNuiiiinimuiai
The Seventy Per Cent Man
EXHIBITORS running at a five-cent admission are
congratulating themselves on having escaped the
tax on patrons. From some sections come reports
that theatre men who have recently raised to the ten-cent
scale are considering a return to the lower level.
In both cases exhibitors are reckoning without a full
understanding of conditions.
Exhibitors with a five-cent scale should be preparing
quickly and certainly to raise to a ten-cent price. And
equally, there is no turning back for the ten-cent man.
Why? Because negative and positive film assessments,
and taxes of all sorts will make it an impossibility to produce subjects for the five-cent house during the coming
year. The margin between operating costs and admissions, already of tissue paper width in the five-cent house,
will be wiped out entirely.
The studios are already giving the answer. Manufacturers of cheap-rental subjects are not waiting to pay the
ghost, already many are disbanding companies, curtailing
production.
Congress has not brought the five-cent house back into
greater strength. The lawmakers have just pushed the
five-center a step nearer the slide to Oblivion.
Some

Quotations

Dont Forget " The Last Chance "
to have comparative reports
you onpreparing
ARE ready
December 1st showing, by reference to
October and November, the result of the admission tax on your business ?
Don't forget that there is a " last chance." Proper
representation at Washington with the opening of the new
Congress may yet win a modification of the tax law.
General Manager Pettijohn, of the A. E. A., has already
received assurances from numerous exhibitors that they
have their October accounts in shape to do some real comparative figuring. Do your share. Even- additional fact
and figure will help.
Let's quit being a pacifist industry. With facts our
armament, let's adopt a slogan of Preparedness.
A Word

of Thanks

Ligon Johnson, general counsel of the United
Managers' Protective Association, the picture industry owes a word of thanks.
While acting for an association more strictly allied with
the large " legitimate " theatrical interests, and only j
slightly concerned with motion pictures, Mr. Johnson A
has been in constant willingness to aid in solving the film j
tangles of the new tax laws.
Few have been in such constant consultation with gov-l
ernment officials as Mr. Johnson, few are so well postedl
on the law's intricacies and the varying interpretations, j
For itself and for the industry, Motion Picture News'
says, " Thank you !" to Mr. Johnson for his broadminded cooperation.
TO

is an interesting passage in our correspondent's report on the two-state convention held by
Nebraska and Iowa exhibitors to discuss the problems presented by the war tax. We give it here :
" The exhibitors said they feared that not only the $7.50
would be paid, but that the distributors were counting
The Exhibitor Slacker
upon some rich war profits ; the exhibitor bearing the
burden. They were not opposed to paying a sum equivCHICAGO reader of Motion Picture News has
A
alent to the tax placed upon the film by the Government,
christened the " exhibitor slacker."
He means the man who is in a position to secure
they declared, as they realized the money must eventually
come from the public anyway, but they were decidedly
more than a five-cent admission, provided he has but the
courage — and who cheats Uncle Sam by not doing so.
opposed to paying fat war profits."
To glory in escaping a tax that will beat the Kaiser, and
There is the rub. It is not the tax, but the lack of into give to patrons an opportunity to escape their just due
formation as to just what the tax means to the manufacturer that is the rub. It is the abrupt notice, and in indiis surely to earn the designation " slacker."
vidual cases lack of tact on the part of exchange men
Take your courage in hand, Mr. Five-Center, make the
which has caused the storm.
jump and just as surely you will be " doing your bit."
Perhaps a further quotation from Omaha will be interesting. We'll give it to you as it comes — and let you
America's Mr. Britling from Griffith?
search for your own moral :
CONSIDERING
the splendid opportunity that was
" The first action was a request that the exchange mangranted to David Griffith by the Allied Generals, to
agers tell whether the proposed fifteen-cent tax was imobtain, more closely than has ever been permitted
posed by the Government or by the distributors upon the
any other picture man, to the real heart of the war, to
exhibitor, and whether it did not more than cover the war
feel the soul of the monster, and also considering Mr.
revenue taxes upon the film.
Griffith's
past performances,
it seems
" The exchange men said they could not answer. Durthat he should
emulate for the
screen quite
what within
H. G. reason
Wells
ing the noon hour they had held a meeting and when
did for the printed page in the novel, " Mr. Britling Sees
asked for an explanation when the meeting was called in
the afternoon they repeated, one after the other, that they
it Through."
Mr. Griffith has that enviable quality of transposing the'
did not know. They did not know the tax upon the film,
purpose of life to the film.
or whether the fifteen-cents per reel would not more than
Comparing
Thecomparing
Birth of aa pigmy
Nation to" ato Brobdignag.
the task now
pay it. They did not know whether the Government was
before
him is "like
asking that the exhibitors pay the tax, or whether the disGriffith's
tributors had themselves asked it."
we Weare think
sure this
that is
he Mr.
knows
it is. great opportunity, and
The table of contents and the advertising index will be
Our profoundest wishes for success accompany him in
this
titanic undertaking.
found on page 3237
THERE
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Say

a
The Reel Tax Rouses the Ire of Some While the " Exhibitor Slacker" also Comes in For
Roast— One Has a Letter Which " We Won't Dare Publish," But Here it is Just the Same
Owing to the tax measure recently passed
"How About the Exhibitor-Slacker?" He
I cannot continue at my former ten-cent
Asks of the Five-Cent Man
1 This Is Your Forum, Mr. { price. I know it would be business death.
Editor, Motion Picture News.
After Nov. 1 I will raise my admission
Reader! Let's Hear
Dear Sir: In regards to the editorial in
pricelartoten-cent
a flat fifteen-cent level on the reguMotion Picture News of Oct. 27, stating
from You!
1 two-cent tax. shows. This will include the
govthe
that "the patron, once he learns
is not an easy matter to raise prices in
ernment's intention and is assured that he | C'The Reader Has His [ a It
small town and the result will be later
is not paying the exhibitor's bill, and will
Say " here on this page.
not
history.
Uncle toSam
" needs
mind.be a slacker," brings a question to my
money andHowever,
I am not " going
kick.
If I
We want to hear your
die
in
my
business
it
will
be
with
my
boots
For
How about the exhibitor slacker?
views — and to let others
on, making a try of it at least.
example, most of the movie-houses in the
hear them by publishing
James A. Patterson.
loop district of Chicago are charging from
The "La-Net" theatre, Wellington, Ohio.
ten to twenty cents, and some higher, but
them here. Give us your
there are a few who still cling to the five
cents admission price. The patrons of
"/ Read Every Ad. Carefully" — Says a
kicks, growls, boosts and
Wise Exhibitor
these nickel theatres escape the government
praise.
[
houses.
tax, as there is no levy on five-cent
Editor, Motion Picture News'.
If the exhibitors can run these places
Dear Sir: As you know I am a subj C Make it a " Brickbat and j
scriber to your paper and without handing
with a profit at a nickel admission they
you any bouquets, it is the paper. I get it
surely can on a ten or fifteen, or even
Bouquet" page. But don't
always wait until you have
every Wednesday noon and I am always
higher, so why not raise themselves above
very much interested in it until I have got
the nickel class. The point I want to bring
a
grouch.
The
anvil
\
the
entire contents.
out is this :
I am very much interested in the ads and
chorus is over-played in
They will not only profit by it, themby going through them carefully I am alselves, but in doing so, they will help the
pictures — say a good word
ways well posted on what the different
government, for then their patrons will
sometime for someone or
manufacturers have to offer and when the
have to pay the tax. How about it? And
agents come around I know just about
something.
wouldn't it be a good way to test the pawhere things stand.
triotism of their patrons? Surely they
The little heart to heart talks that are
C You have your say here —
wouldn't refuse themselves their pleasures
in the News each week are sure some fine
for the sake of one or two extra pennies
speak up.
articles and the man who writes them must
when they know they would be helping the
have a whole lot of pep and push in him.
government.
That you may know just what articles I
Why not get the five-cent exhibitors to- to raise my prices, but have been charging
mean
look on page 2711 of your issue of
gether and show them how they can help five, ten and fifteen cents for four years.
Oct. 20. I hope you will continue these
" Uncle Sam " beat the Kaiser and help
Eleven years' experience has shown me
articles,
something.as they make one feel like doing
themselves, too?
the
way.
Why
it's
just
fun
for
me
to
go
after the business nowadays. But when I
Julius E. Franke.
For good stuff I have a whole lot of conChicago, 111.
see the big fellow handing that tax on film
fidence in Metro. They have got some fine
down to the exhibitor it just gets my goat.
stuff and most all of their stars get over in
Wm. L. Woodin.
fine shape here.
"Another Kick at the Exhibitor" He Says
Keystone Opera House, Tonawanda, Pa.
Earl B. Raifstangel,
of Reel Tax
Mahaiwe theatre, Great Barrington, Mass.
Editor, Motion Picture News.
"Ready-Made AAd-Talks
a Good Thing" —
Dear Sir : The enclosed letter from an
Suggestion
" / Don't Suppose You Will Care to Use
exchange explains itself — another kick for Editor, Motion Picture News.
the exhibitor to help him on the downward
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir : Your " Ready-Made Adpath. It looks to me as though the proDear Sir: I am acting on the suggestion
ducers and exchanges could have shown at Talks " are a good thing. But although we
in your recent editorials and enclosing a
least a spark of patriotism and stood their would like to use them all the time yet we
story on the rental price evil which is
share of some of the burdens which the can hardly do it, for if we cut them out and
send them to our newspaper readers we
war has placed on us all. I believe this tax
upon
us. suppose you will care to use this,
would be spoiling some other reading on the
was placed there by the government with
I don't
the intention that the manufacturers should
as the advertiser will This
not "consider it a faopposite side.
vorable criticism of his motives, but it tells
My advice is that you print them on
pay it and that it should not be shifted on
pages so that the other side has advertising
down to the exhibitor.
the story here better than you know. Conor other news items which we do not mind
ditions are not considered by the powers of
I consider a tax dodger at this critical
cutting
out.
the New York office. Prices of rentals are
time in the same class with a deserter from
Henry Goldman.
made in New York and based on conditions
the army. When they hand this tax down
Colonial Theatres, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
existing at some former period or under
to the exhibitor they are certainly dodging
[Mr. Goldman's suggestion regarding the something that gave to the price asked by
what the government intended them to pay.
New York a queer twist.
popular " Ready-Made Ad-Talks " has been
In regard to the war tax at the box-office
put into effect, beginning with this issue of
The little fellow, the real life of the
I have decided on my plan of procedure. I Motion Picture News. — Ed. Note.]
game, is going to be crushed because fewer
will pay the war tax myself. A real showpeople can afford to go and the bigger felman will not fail in this matter. I expect
under.low will prosper and the little fellow go
Needs
It
—
Enuf
Sed
"
—
Says
my wits to pull me through. Just a little " Uncle Sam
a
Courageous
Showman
stronger drawing card, just a little more
Here we have always been asked awful
advertising, just a little better music, just a Editor, Motion Picture News.
rentals for pictures and we have always
little more effort during these trying times
Dear Sir : I am enclosing the card beargot a twenty-cent price. To raise is imposand I, for one, know I will not fail.
ing the information you desire.
sible and the new prices are ruinous.
I figure I will get more gross money by
My price for my regular feature proJo. E. Rickards.
leaving my admissions at even figures than
grams has always been five cents for chilThe Hip, Phoenix, Arizona.
dren under thirteen and ten cents for
I would with the added pennies. Unlike
[Mr. Rickards' story on the rental price
my fellow exhibitors in this territory I did adults—
specials fifteen or twenty-five for Ed.
will Note.]
be found on page 3246 of this issue. —
all
seats.
not wait for a crisis like this to come along
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Exhibitor Organizations Up in Arms — American Association Issues Statement —
Oregon and Iowa Leagues Take Action — Louisville Association Goes on Record
plUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllNliilliillllllwilMlllllilllllllUlllw
exhibitor orWITH startling rapidity,
ganizations in all sections of the
country have held meetings to protest
The Five Dollar a Reel Tax (?)
against the fifteen-cent a reel per day tax.
At least one organization, the A. E. A.
| <J William Wright, of the Kalem Company, appeared at the meeting of the National
branch in Chicago, has threatened legal ac1 Association last Friday with a letter from Commissioner Daniel Roper, of the
tion with the first attempt to collect the tax.
| Internal Revenue Bureau. Commissioner Ropers letter was intended to define
In most cases the organizations have con| the position of the commercial film printer, but in so doing included the foltented themselves with protests and the appointment of committees to study the legal I lowing sentence:
" The tax should be paid — by the owner of the film or positive print, and
aspects of the tax.
1 upon him the tax will be imposed at one-half rent per foot each time the same
C. C. Pettijohn Advises Protest;
Holds Exhibitor Meetings
From the office of Charles C. Pettijohn,
general manager of the American Exhibitor
Association, a statement was issued last
week advising exhibitors not to pay the 15
cents per reel tax levied by manufacturers
to carry to positive and negative burden.
" Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and Indiana have
already announced that they will not pay,"
he said, " and in many cases the manufacturers have backed up."
General Manager Pettijohn is actively
engaged in addressing exhibitor meetings
concerning the new tax. Meetings have
been held in Indianapolis, Cleveland and
Detroit.
Chicago Won'tAction
Pay; Talk Legal
Chicago (Special). — The Motion Picture
Theatre Owners' Association, Chicago local
of the American Exhibitors' Association, at
a meeting held in its club rooms at 19 West
Adams street, Wednesday, October 24, expressed great indignation at the move over
the new fifteen-cent per reel per day charge
which Chicago exchanges began to levy last
week.
Following a resolution adopted by the
meeting the following letter was sent out
to each member of the local association :
Brother Exhibitor :
After consultation with our attorneys,
Messrs S. & F. Lowenthal, it has been
made apparent to us that the exchanges
have no right to add a tax of fifteen cents
per reel to our film bills. We, therefore,
advise you under no circumstances to pay
this charge, and if your show is stopped get
in communication with the office immediately or with our attorneys direct.
Tax Committee.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners'
Association.
The exhibitors are making extensive
preparations to fight this new item that is
being added to their film bills, and are at
present waiting for a show to be stopped
because of refusal to submit to the new
tax. As soon as an exchange refuses to
give an exhibitor the film his contract calls
for, unless he pays the additional charge,
his case will be taken into court and the
legality
the extra
manufacturer's
attempt to
administerof the
tax, challenged.
A. J. Krug, formerly vice president of
the Theatre Owners' Association, is now
holding down the presidential chair previ-

|
|
|
|
1
|
i
I
1
j
|
1
1
1
1
i
1
|
I
I
|
1
|

is sold
or leased."
Strictly
interpreted, this sentence might mean that a tax of five dollars per
reel would be collected each time a film was rented. Interpreted otherwise, with
the passed
stress on
"bymanufacturer
the owner," would
it mightbe mean
that tothepaytax$5could
not
be
on, the
but words
that the
expected
per reel
tax on subjects for which he now receives SI rental. Or it could mean that the
Riallo, a week-run house, would mean a tax of S50 for the producer, where a
five-cent daily change house would bring taxes of $350 per week.
Further interpretations might prove that the moon is made of green cheese.
But New York attorneys who have been in consultation with Commissioner Roper
since the date on his letter to Mr. Wright, and with Deputy Fletcher, declare
that there is no such intention in the Commissioner's mind as might be gathered
from his joker sentence. Revenue bureau officials in New York affirm this view.
Meanwhile William A. Brady, Arthur Friend, P. A. Powers and Lee Ochs, as
a committee from the National Association, journeyed to Washington to confer
with Commissioner Roper on Monday. The general cool-headed opinion is that
when the genial Alabaman learns of the dire things he has almost done to the
picture industry he'll spank the clerk who wrote the letter and cuss himself out
for affixing his signature without close reading.
But on Saturday Lee Ochs's trade organ, which seems to have sensed the tax
situation from the start as a golden opportunity for yellow journalism — or else
"the new trade journalism" appeared with two page scare headlines which
made the extinction of the industry an imminent, over-night affair. New York
exhibitors were thrown into a panic and as the " new trade jourailsm " exponent
reached other cities the effect was the same. And incidentally the storm also
covered up the fact that a number of " exclusive interpretations " and " officially
approved blanks " had been shown to be entirely wrong.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM^

ously occupied by Herman Schoenstadt.
Mr. Schoensadt, who was a big factor in
the organization of both the American Exhibitors' Association and its Chicago local,
resigned after his two sons, Arthur and
Henry, were both drafted into the national
army. Mr. Schoenstadt, who up to this
time had had them to assist in the management of his theatres, found that his new
duties were too much for him and tendered
in his resignation.

League Takes Action
Oregon
Word
was received on Wednesday of last
week by Motion Picture News from its
Portland correspondent that exchanges in
that city had been notified by the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of Oregon that
none of its members will pay the 15 cent
per reel charge exacted each day.
No further information has been received
regarding the effect of the action. Exhibitors in Oregon have been firmly organized
within the past few months and the outlook
promises trouble.
Nebraska and Iowa Men Up
Arms; Pay Under Protest
Omaha (Special). — A committee to
whether the government intended the
hibitor to pay a fifteen cents per reel

in
find
extax

was named at a big meeting of Iowa and
Nebraska exhibitors held here this week.
It was voted to pay the tax under protest
until the committee reports.
The meeting was a most stormy one.
Frank D. Eager, of Lincoln, who gained
national prominence at the recent Chicago
convention, presided. The members stated
that they will refuse to pay the tax if the
committee reports that the government intended itfor the manufacturer and not to
be passed on.
The organization also decided to fight
the music tax by playing no music on which
a tax was demanded.
Regarding the admission tax it was decided that the members would .collect by
an out and out increase in price to the
amount of the tax, thus from a ten-cent
price to twelve cents, and so on.
Excelsior Has Slides Explaining
Tax
The Excelsior Slide Company, New York
City, has prepared a series of slides for exhibitors' use in explaining to their patrons
the new Government war tax. The slides
are valuable in letting the patrons know
that the tax is levied by Uncle Sam on the
patron and cannot be paid by the exhibitor.
The slides are now available.
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Mutual

Not
to Charge
Tax;
Independents
Uncertain
President Freuler's Message " To the Exhibitors of the United States " Mailed to
Every Theatre — Hoffman Foursquare, First Independent to Act, Will Not Charge
piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiimiiiiiiiiiip
WHILE manufacturers and exhibitors
were already at their wits end over
the entire tax muddle, a bombshell was
thrown into the situation on Friday by the
Some Questions Ansivered in Brief
announcement from Chicago that the MuQ. Does the child under twelve years of age pay a tax on a five-cent Ad' |
tual Film Corporation would absorb the
I
mission when the maximum charge is ten cents or more,
excise tax and not pass it on to the ex|
A. YES.
hibitors.
Q. Does the child under the age of twelve years of age who enters a motion | .
The announcement
the company's
de- | picture theatre ( or any other place of amusement i where the maximum admission §
cision came from theof office
of President
is ten cents or more have to pay a tax?
John R. Freuler, and was in the form of I
A. Yes.
a ■ " Message to Every Exhibitor in the
Q. Does the child pay the same as an adult?
United States." Copies of the declaration
A. Yes, where the admission for adults is ten cents and no more. No, where j
of the Mutual policy were immediately
| the admission for adults is more than ten cents. The child, whether he or she I
placed in the mail adressed to every ex|
pays five cents or five dollars to enter a theatre, pays a tax of one cent and NO |
hibitor in the country. The statement
reads :
|
MORE.
The adult pays ten per cent of the admission price — one cent on a ten- j
| cent admission, two cents on a fifteen or twenty cent admission, three cents on a I
Mutual Film Corporation,
I
twenty-five or thirty cent admission, and so on up the scale.
222 South State Street.
Q. Are five-cent seats exempted from tax where there is a maximum price f
Office of the President.
|
of admission of ten cents or more?
Chicago, October 26, 1917.
A. No.
To the Exhibitors of the United States:
We are pleased to inform you that the
This was explained in last week's issue of the MOTION PICTURE NEWS, |
Mutual Film Corporation will absorb the | but since other publications have interpreted this phase of the tax law in a different 1
light, and erroneously, the editor repeats this part of the ruling.
special war excise tax imposed on film, |
Q. If an exhibitor charges ten cents admission on one day a week, as a I
and that it has instructed its branch man|
maximum, and other days of the week he only charges a maximum admission fee |
agers to this effect in a telegram under
1 of five cents to all parts of the house, does he have to collect a tax on the days |
date of October 25. reading as follows :
I
he only charges five cents?
cancel all war excise tax instructions
It is the opinion of the writer and several attorneys that he does not have to |
and operations. make no charges or
|
pay a tax on the days he charges a maximum admission fee of five cents, but on |
collections. government permits us
to pay direct without passing tax on to 1 the day or days he charges a maximum admission fee of ten cents or more, he I
|
must collect a tax on all admissions, including the five-cent admissions.
exhibitors. destroy all stamped conA trade publication has run in its columns what is purported to be an official I
tract blanks and discontinue use rubber
stamp on vouchers. notify exhibitors
I
form, approved by the proper officials. According to a statement issued by Mark j
1
Eisner, Collector of Internal Revenue for the New York district, under the date 1
stop. had previously understood that
| of October 27th, THERE HAS BEEN NO FORM OF REPORT OR RETURN |
law required us to charge tax to ex|
APPROVED AS YET BY THE COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE. |
hibitors and believed that exhibitors
Mr. Eisner states that as soon as the monthly form has been approved by p
supported fifteen-cent tax charge proposed by national association motion pic- I
him and copies are available, they will be distributed. " In the meantime," con- §|
ture industry in which exhibitors are I
tinues the statement, " all proprietors of motion picture houses which charge |!
represented.
I
admissions of over five cents should be prepared to collect the tax, beginning ^
This means the Mutual Film Corporation
I
November 1st, on all admissions."
|
will pay the war tax on film.
Mutual Film Corporation,
ainmitiTOiOTimiiiwiinMiiim
by the manufacturer, producer or importer,
John R. Freuler, President.
manufacturers had arranged to make a leased
afoot.tax equivalent of l/3 of 1 per cent, per linear
charge of 15 cents per day per reel to take
whereasandthethroughout
moving picture
theatres
this" And
association
the entire
countryof
care of the new Federal tax for war purM. H. Hoffman, Inc., Will Not
are paying local war taxes based on the seating
poses
led
to
members
of
the
Louisville
capacity of the houses operating, and will be
Charge Reel Tax
Photoplay Association calling a meeting
required to place a tax on each ticket sold to
The first of the independents to take
the patrons, thereby curtailing its business.
and taking action on the matter. Members
" And whereas certain manufacturers are atdefinite action on the excise tax question
of the organization include the owners of
empting to charge the exhibitor the sum of IS
was M. H. Hoffman, who announced that every white moving picture house in the cents per treel
per day, to make the exhibitors pay
the
taxes
imposed upon the manufacturers by
Congress,
no charge would be made to exhibitors on city of Louisville, it being a 100 per cent
pictures booked through the Hoffmanorganization.
" It is the
meeting and
that wrongfully
the manufacturers osense
f films ofarethisunjustly
Foursquare exchanges. Mr. Hoffman's deFiguring the tax that has already been
attempting
to
evade
the
taxes
justly
laid upon
cision was made public in a telegram to the placed upon the exhibitor, the local men
them by the Congress of the United States, and
Cleveland Exhibitors League replying to a are up in arms over the matter and have
are attempting
to make the
assume
to his individual
taxesexhibitor
the burden
of thein
query regarding his stand. The wire read : adopted resolutions which are being sent to addition
manufacturers.
" And what is more intolerant and undemo" Foursquare will not tax exhibitors any the Kentucky Congressmen and also to the
cratic, the manufacturers by the charge of IS
amount above rental price.
Notwithstandfilm exchanges supplying service in the cents per day per reel will not only make the
ing that we are taxed on every foot of Louisville district. A meeting of the assoexhibitor
turer, butpay
will the
maketax a intended
profit of for
fromthe$20manufacto $30
positive film as well as negative, we feel
ciation was held on October 20, at which a per reel.
This association is convinced that the
that the exhibitor has sufficient burdens to full vote was recorded and a committee ap- war tax was not passed to be a weapon of greed
and evasion in the hands of manufacturers, but
bear without being further loaded. Taxapointed to launch a protest.
was designed to place the expense of this war
tion is the sinew of war. Foursquare will
upon justly.
all the manufacturers and exhibitors equally
and
Later the association gave out the followdo its bit without compelling exhibitors to
ing statement :
" It is the sense of this meeting that the officers
of this association protest to its representatives
pay it for them."
" At a meeting
of the resolutions
Louisville were
Photoplay
Association the following
adopted:
at
Washington
against
the high-handed
methods
of such
manufacturers,
and andthatunjust
the
" Whereas, the Congress of the United States
action of this association be communicated to all
has passed the following law:
Louisville Photoplay Association
" ' Upon all moving picture films (which have
of the trade
the to
nation,
thatrights
conaction papers
may be oftaken
protectso the
not been exposed) sold by the manufacturer or of the certed
Adopts Resolutions
exhibitors and the integrity of the act of
imported, a tax equivalent of $4 of 1 per cent, per
Louisville, Ky. (Special).— Notices ar- linear foot,' and
Congress.
" LOUISVILLE PHOTOPLAY ASSOC..
" Upontaining a picture
all positive
picture filmssold(conriving from film manufacturers that the
readymoving
for projection)
or
" (Signed) C. M. Greene, Secretary."
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up a certain amount of our big reserve
supply of negatives, we avoid the heavy
loss of having several companies lying idle
I Clearing the Air dome and Other Questions | on cloudy or rainy days. This, by the way,
happened only last week entailing a loss
A S previously stated in the MOTION PICTURE NEWS, five-cent admissions j
|
will not be exempted under the War Tax Law, where the maximum price of i of approximately, $15,000."
Mr. Laemmle continues : " It has taken
I
admission to any theatre is ten cents or more.
us a long time to arrive at the point where
Mark Eisner, collector of Internal Revenue for the New York district, so | we have accumulated enough high-class
§
states. Mr. Eisner cites Section 700 of the War Tax Law, which reads that ad- j negatives to carry out this economic policy.
I
mission tax "SHALL NOT BE IMPOSED IN THE CASE OF A PLACE, THE | In fact this is the first time we have been
|P
MAXIMUM
CHARGE
FOR officials
ADMISSION
TO WHICHhaveIS ruled
FIVE that
CENTS."
Mr. || in a position to take such radical steps.
Eisner says that
the proper
at Washington
this means
doubt this temporary suspension will
I
that where a house charges ten cents, for example, for an orchestra seat, and five | No
give rise to various rumors and it is to
g cents for a gallery seat, the five-cent gallery seat will be taxable at the rate of | prevent any possible misapprehension of
1
one cent.
It has also been erroneously stated that admissions up to ten cents are exempt | the true situation that the Universal com1
from taxation when applied to airdomes. This is not correct, says Mr. Eisner. |
pany has issued this official announcement."
j
Airdomes, where the maximum charge for admission is more than five cents, will B
St. Louis Men Refuse to Pay
|
be taxable on admissions, unless they are situated within outdoor general amuse- g
|
ment parks. The law provides that there shall be no tax for a show or other 1
Footage Tax
1 form of amusement, the maximum charge for admission to which is ten cents, I
A
resolution
was passed October 26 at a
|
WITHIN OUTDOOR GENERAL AMUSEMENT PARKS.
This is most important. Remember — where the airdome is situated WITHIN J meeting of the Theatre Managers and Exhibitors' Association of St. Louis, as fol|
OUTDOOR GENERAL AMUSEMENT PARKS, there will be no tax on a maxi- §
1
mum admission of ten cents. But where the airdome is situated WITHOUT 1
lows : " That the president and secretary
i
an outdoor general amusement park, there is a tax on admissions of more than I notify all film exchanges that the members
I
five cents. In other words, where an airdome is a distinct and separate amuse- | of this association refuse to pay their tax,
i
ment place from an amusement park (and this is usually the easel, there is a tax i and that no member pay any film tax until
1
imposed on admission where the maximum admission charge is more than five | notified by the Government, and not sign
any riders to be attached to contracts for
I
cents. An airdome, for example, situated within the amusement center at Coney 3 that
purpose.
|
Island, would not be taxed on its admission because it is WITHIN an outdoor j
"
The
manufacturer has taken the wrong
1 general amusement park. But if there is an airdome situated ir. your town or |
view in this matter in charging the exhib|
city, separate and apart from other amusements, the tax applies.
itor this tax, as the law specifically states
that the manufacturer must pay same."
Iriimiiiiimnramraimimn^
Cardinal Get6 Indictment on Alleged Duping
Was Claimed That Fred Beck, L ewis Weiss and Leo Singer Infringed on "Joan the Woman "—Held in $2,000 Bail Each
theft of one of the prints of "Joan the
ON complaint of the Cardinal Film Company, a subsidiary of the Famous
Woman." Ralph A. Kohn, attorney for
Famous Players-Lasky, took the matter up
Players - Lasky Corporation, indictments
were returned on Oct. 24 by the U. S. with Assistant District Attorney Stanton
and the latter conducted the criminal proGrand Jury on two counts against Fred
ceedings. It is claimed that the stolen
Beck, Lewis Weiss and Leo Singer, who, it
positive was taken to New Jersey, where a
was alleged, formed a conspiracy to induplicate negative was made and placed on
fringe upon a copyright of " Joan the
the market.
Woman," the motion picture feature owned
by the complainant.
" Joan the Woman " was produced by
The defendants were brought before
Cecil DeMille, and starred Geraldine Farrar. The feature had a long run at the
United States Commissioner Hitchcock,
and, after hearing were held for the Grand
Forty-fourth street theatre, and it was following the winter run that the positive was
Jury in $2,000 bail each. Their arrest resaid
to have been stolen from a film excently was said to be the result of the dechange.
velopment of events following the alleged
Laemmle
Explains Temporary Lull on Coast
Waits to See How Seriously War Tax Is Going to Affect the
Universal Company — Has Large Stock of Reserve on Hand
eral feature companies for about four
CARL LAEMMLE, president of the
weeks.
Universal Film Manufacturing Com" This will not affect the production of
pany, last week issued the following anserials, because we are not far enough
nouncement concerning the temporary
ahead on serial negatives to suspend prosuspension of a few of the producing comducing them. The same thing, of course,
panies at Universal City. The statement
will no doubt be of general interest and of applies to the Animated Weekly, the Current Events and the Universal Screen
particular importance to exhibitors who
Magazine because of the fact that it is
use the Universal product.
impossible to have a reserve supply of
" Until we know exactly how seriously
negatives on news events.
the war tax is going to affect us, and
until we are positively convinced that the
" The fact that the cloudy and rainy
season are about at hand helped us to
exhibitors will co-operate in collecting the
arrive at this decision, for we have not
money from the public, we intend to take
advantage of the fact that we have acquite enough electric light stages in Universal City for all our companies. By
cumulated the largest reserve stock of
suspending operations until we have used
negatives in our caretr by laying off sev-

Eastern Pennsylvania and Jersey
in Line, Says Mastbaum
The following telegram was received at
Friday's meeting of the National Association
Stanley
Mastbaum,
the prominentfromEastern
exhibitor
:
" Samuel Goldfish,
" Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
" 16 East 42nd Street, New York.
" In reference to the additional charge of
fifteen cents per reel that the exhibitors in
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey have been asked to pay, I have conferred with a great many of them, both
small and large exhibitors. They are ready,
anxious and willing to pay this charge, realizing the impossibility of the producer paying same. The attitude of many of the
manufacturers trying to give to the exhibitors film productions at prices which they
can afford
to pay,
shoulddoubly
make anxious
even- ex-to
hibitor in this
country
keep all hardships from his source of sup" Stanley \ . Mastbaum."
Nazimova Christens New House
ply.
in New Orleans
One of the events of the month in motion picture circles of New Orleans was
the christening of the new Liberty theatre
in an appropriate manner a few days ago
by Mme. Nazimova, Metro star, who was
there with a company of players producing a feature under the working title of
" The Madonna of the Rosebush."
It is announced that Manager Boehringer, of the Liberty, has arranged to
open the theatre with the Nazimova production, most of the scenes of which were
taken in New Orleans.
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Admissions Go Up as Tax Lays Its Clammy Grip on Hesitators — Portland Climbs a Rung — Chattanooga
Advances a Nickel — Omaha Still Active — New Orleans Hesitates — Los x\ngeles Again Heard From
tax will be too high. And the patrons
Detroit in the Ring
WITH clamorous meetings going
will not stand foF the class of film an exIn view of the coming tax on film and
on in scores of cities, big and
hibitor would be compelled to show if he
the rising costs generally of doing busilittle, where the downtrodden exhibicharged five cents.
ness,
Detroit
exhibitors
are
advancing
tor is endeavoring to express his woes
" He cannot get by, by cutting down on
prices to meet the new condition. Many
at the tragedy which has descended
theatres
that
divided
their
house
at
night
his
either. reel
Theyoupatrons
in our midst in the gloomy person of on the first floor between ten and fifteen
noticeprogram,
the additional
put on,don't
but
the war revenue bill, or devising ways
it doesn't take them a minute to get next
cent prices, are making the entire floor
to the reel you have taken off. The other
and means of telling the public how
fifteen cents straight. Others are adthe tax tickets must be patriotically
evening I showed ' The Flame of the
vancing fifteen cent seats to twenty. Anypaid for, the hordes of individual exway, there has been a general advance in Yukon ' to packed houses, and in order to
handle the crowds better I neglected to
hibitors who are seeing the light Detroit by the best houses, and they report
run a two-reel comedy I had advertised
no falling off in business.
sufficiently to jack up their admission
in
the lobby. I don't know how many of
prices without indulging in wailing
Omaha Gathers Them In
my patrons jumped me about leaving off
continue to increase.
President H. M. Thomas of the MoUp They Go!
those two reels."
tion Picture Exhibitors' League of Tax Coupon Books
The admission boosters are gathering
Nebraska
called
a
meeting
of
the
exhibiin converts every hour. All sections are
Every exhibitor heard from throughout
tors of Iowa and Nebraska at Omaha for
the Omaha territory declares now is the
taking heart. The old, weary cry, " My
Tuesday October 23, to discuss the tax
time for exhibitors to get together.
patrons won't stand for it," is being heard
and a uniform method of meeting it.
Something must be done or the motion
less frequently on all sides now. " The
A number of Omaha exhibitors, both
picture business will be crushed for the
patrons will stand for it," is the revised
suburban
and
downtown,
are
planning
a
slogan.
general increase in admission prices to time, they say. No plan has yet been
Out in Portland, Oregon, the Liberty
advanced for the out-state showmen ; that
offset the government tax and the increase
is, a plan which has been distributed with
and Columbia, two of Portland's leading
in
rentals,
expected
to
follow
on
the
heels
photoplay theatres, increased admission
the recommendation of the state league.
of the taxation of the raw materials.
prices from fifteen to twenty cents for
The coupon book plan rests its hope
Their
method
in
making
this
move
genadults, and children from five to ten cents,
for profit on human carelessness. Some
eral is unique.
Sunday. November 1, the remaining firstexhibitors figure that by selling a book of
Exhibitors C. Pramer of the Alhambra,
run downtown theatres — People's, Majesten coupons for one dollar, the holder will
Oscar Rohlff of the Rohlff, Eric Helgren
tic, Star and Sunset — will adopt this price
use most of the tickets and allow the
of the Suburban and Jules W. Rachman
schedule.
others to wear out or become lost. Some
of
the
Grand
drew
up
an
agreement
to
be
Suburban houses, the majority of which
" legitimate " houses in the central West
have been charging ten cents, will go to signed by other exhibitors. Those signare considering this plan, rather than go
ing
it
agreed
to
increase
their
admission
fifteen when the new admission tax becomes effective, while throughout the price to fifteen and twenty-five cents be- to the expense and inconvenience of keeping a stamp cashier along with the ticket
ginning November 1, to put up a bond of
state where a fifteen cent charge has al- $100 to show their good faith. These
seller.
most universally prevailed the jump will
agreements are now being circulated
New Orleans Fears Higher Rentals
be to twenty cents. A few twenty-five
suburban houses.
cent houses are expected to remain at this among
There is no doubt that the exhibitors
When
the
suburban
houses
complete
figure, while many five cent houses will
in the New Orleans film territory are consigning
them,
they
will
be
taken
to
the
adopt a more elaborate Sunday program
downtown houses.
fronted with a very serious situation, notpolicy and go to ten cents. Portland's
withstanding the fact that nearly everyfive cent theatres are in a quandary as to Big Fellows Lined Up
body
has
money
and the South is enjoytheir position but may be forced to raise
" With the big majority of suburban
ing higher market prices than it has known
through a rumored drive of the first run
exhibitors signed, and with their bonds to within the past fifty years. On the face
exhibitors against the exchanges.
show their good faith, we do not expect
of it the exhibitors should be doing a fine
much trouble in getting the big downtown
business, but they complain of increased
Folks Don't Mind Paying
Admission prices at the Alcazar Moexpenses to an inordinate degree in labor,
houses to fall into line," said Mr. Rachman.
tion Picture theatre, principal film house
overhead and film rentals. Their only
in Chattanooga, were formerly 10 and 15
As in other parts of the country, exto lie in an increase in adappears
hope
hibitors in the Omaha territory have
cents, but now range from 15 to 25 cents.
mission prices and even the suggestion of
The Alcazar and a string of theatres are
thought and talked of little else since the
this causes a chill to creep over the untax became a certainty. It has been freely
operated by the Signal Amusement Comfortunate theatre owner and he immedipany, but it is stated that the prices at the predicted no average house could remain
ately sees visions of increased film rentals.
other film houses have not been matein business unless some step was taken.
He has come to believe that the film
rially changed. It is also stated that the The Omaha exhibitors, discussing the
exchange manager makes it his particular
matter, decided upon the fifteen and five
price of admission at the Alcazar is govbusiness to watch every source of incent admission plan as the best way out.
erned by the quality of the picture. Peocome for the exhibitor and to immediateple gladly pay more to see a first-class pic- The next best plan in their estimation was
ly increase the price of service if he thinks
ture.
the coupon book.
the exhibitor has a spare nickel in his
Practically all of the houses now charge
Another Los Angeles Convert
ten and five cents. In the suburban houses
The DeLuxe theatre, an eight hundred
Exhibitors frankly make the charge
pocket. the expedient of increasing the adseat house in the Westlake residence dis- where a large percentage of patrons are
when
trict of Los Angeles, has this week in- children, the increase will not be so
mission price is suggested and they do not
creased the admission prices from ten, marked as to arouse opposition, the procare to undertake what they consider to
moters believe.
fifteen and twenty cents, to fifteen, twentybe a forlorn experiment.
five and thirty. This house is showing
The exhibitors declare it is improbable
Occasional experiments are made in
Fox Standard Pictures second run in Los
that more than a few will even try to
boosting, but in every instance the
price
Angeles, and has contracted for second
return to the old five-cent-admission plan.
exhibitor is sure of his subject before
run of Fox Sunshine Comedies, first run
" Unless it is a downtown house open for he tries the experiment on his patrons. If
of which for the territory will be at Millthe show has a reputation, he finds little
twelve hours a day, it will be impossible,"
er's Alhambra theatre.
(Continued on page 3246)
said Rachman.
" Costs even outside the
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Another Wail of Protest at High Rentals
"I Don't Object to High Rentals When Producers Deliver the Goods,
But I Do Complain About Being Sandbagged for Second Raters"
ONE should welcome your invitation to they are taking the same stars that they
show in program offerings to make these
air individual opinions of provincial
cxhbitors on a subject so paramount as that
" extra priced pictures," which have not a
single extra drawing trait save the trade
of the present day increased rentals.
journal advertisements to the effect that
Thevvave of high rentals now threatens to engulf the business, and it really
they are " world beaters." To buy this
sandbag product the contract holder must
amounts to that when one considers the inevitable outcome of the determination of
agree or see his program stars exploited
most all of the producing concerns to exact
by some big open shop house and their
value forever gone to him.
more rent from the retailer of pictures reFor these so-called extra pictures the exgardless of the drawing power of the indihibitor isasked to pay three and four times
vidual product.
what he is paying for program pictures. If
I hesitate to say, lest I be accused of lack
he asks what to do to offset the extra cost,
of modesty, that I am a successful exhibithe $40 a week exchange manager, who is
tor. I have made money since my transition from the legitimate to the screen end
" hopped " with the " stingem " serum of
the swivel-chair Solomons of the New York
of the game, and I have been a close student of conditions. I do not need to recall
offices, says " raise prices."
.An exhibitor with brains enough to go
to. you my successful exploitation of pictures to the extent of attracting national
home without a guide knows that is imattention from the trade journals, and not
possible when he has offered the same star
a day comes that does not bring mail from
two weeks previously at his regular house
other exhibitors whom I have never met,
price. How impossible is best judged when
asking me for copies of the ideas. that have
the wideawake exhibitor ponders over howcarried different exploitations to success in he
can " hop " a couple of thousand patrons
my theatre. Hence I trust I am not one of
who have been wise so long that they can
the brand you observe in your recent issue
tell you
the color of the director's hair in
half
the cases.
under the apt classification of " a swimmer
The
same
bunk the exchange manager
on the' tide of picture prosperity."
slips the man who has to take his service
I do not think any showman (there is a
vast distinction between showman and exor get out of the game won't work on the
hibitor) will complain of a legitimate inOne exchange manager when I called his
crease in film rentals on a product or star
public.
attention to a legitimate actress whom his
that has the pulling power to offset the advance, but it is not this producer that the
concern had sent out in an extra-priced
exhibitor is destined to battle for a just
special,
said : " But she is a great actress,"
film rental.
Perhaps a fact, but the sphere of her special
vogue is bounded on the north by the
It is the producer who is not able to seBronx, west by the Jersey meadows, east by
cure stars and stories to measure up to the
the Atlantic and south by Philadelphia. She
mark of the concern with the established
is not known in provincial picture circles as
star, that the exhibitor must fear. First,
well as some of the corn-fed serial thrilbecause the producer sees with greedy eye
the success of the tilt in prices accomplished
lers. Why extra price for her, I ask. " She
by the man with the stars and tries to emuis a good actress." I admit it. So are
Queen olives good, but you can bet your
late his innovation ; second, he has nothing
show shop aganst a German promise, and
upon which to base a claim for extra rennot give too much odds, that a Fiji Islander
tals save a promise of better pictures, for
his second rate stars are at the limit of
will not pawn his case breech clout to buy
Queen olives if he has never stuck a tooth
their drawing power.
in an olive.
He further knows that the exhibitor who
She is not known, and her vehicle is a
has his program is shut off from that of the
made to order one for an of the moowner of the really ' successful stars (and
ment picture. I played her on my
they can be counted upon the fingers of one
best days, worked for wreeks to create
hand) by reason of the fact that his competitor controls the service for his section.
an interest in her, did a nice business because my clentele took my word
With this weapon the man with the second
rate service demands, and as you say in for the picture and its merits. It was
good, but I turned around the next two
nine cases out of ten gets, the increased
days and topped the business $4 with one
rental, for the poor goof who has his service has probably built up a fair business at
of the same concern's program stars who
the former rental price and is getting by. was a lot better known than the " great
He has only one other course — give up
legitimate actress " to picture patrons, and
who had a vehicle with a good title and
his theatre, which often happens he is not
able to do without losing the fruits of hard
better
papera high
than rental
the so-called
" special,"
which was
picture only
in the
years of work.
Take my own case. I have a second rate
minds of the " Solomons " in New York,
service, which by dint of hard work and
who in nine cases out of ten don't know
where my burg is and could not find it on a
personal application and much original pubmap without the aid of the stenographer.
licty I -have made bring money into my
house, but the man who is my competitor
These extra-priced champions have seen
obtains the same result without the personal
one concern grab most of the stars of the
picture world, tilt prices because they have
touch because he has the real " McCoy."
the goods, and they long to pull the same
Recently this concern announced a series
stuff. There seems to be no relief in sight
of " extra priced pictures," and, mind you,

Vol. 16. No. 19
from this sandbag policy save organization
and community agreement.
There might be one solution, but it lacks
solution — " the independent marketing of
good high class independent pictures."
Admission Boosters
(Continued from page 3245)
objection to the increase in price, but
the great trouble, he argues, is in making
a horizontal raise in the price af admission when he is showing the ordinary program releases.
" We are going ahead and spending a
considerable amount of money in improvements which amount to the complete
rebuilding of our theatre," declared M. H.
Jacobs of Jacobs & Landry, in speaking
of the Prytanis theatre, " but we are doing
it because the character of our patronage
demands it, not because of the rosy outlook for business at the present time. We
feel that admission prices should be increased yet we cannot see, under existing conditions how it can be done with
Isenberg,
anyWilliam
degree of
success." proprietor of the
Bijou theatre, Greenville, Miss., and second vice-president of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America declares
that admission prices to the theatres
should by all means be raised and that the
exhibitors are confronted with a situation
where something must be done to relieve
it. Yet he fears that a radical advance
in prices would meet with such opposition
from the patrons as to make it a very dangerous experiment not so much on account
of the. money involved, but on account of
the general belief that the present quality
of feature productions does not warrant
the payment of more money to see them.
Manager R. M. Chisolm, of the Diamond theatre in New Orleans, the largest
exclusively motion picture theatre in the
city, is a believer in the ideas of advanced
prices.
" the
Diamond " Originally,"
theatre held heto declared,
the invariable
rule of one price, ten cents, for all productions, but I find that the people are
willing to pay what a picture is worth.
Recently we have been running some exceptionally strong subjects which, under
our policy of personally passing upon
every picture before allowing it to go
on our screen, were clearly worth double
the price of the ordinary feature production, therefore we doubled the price and
our audiences actually increased under the
plan. This proves conclusively that any
fault to be found with the fixing of the
prices of admissions, is to be laid at the
door of the production and not at the
door of the people or the theatre."
Jitneys Dying Like Flics
The Josiah Pearce and Sons syndicate
have occasionally increased their admission prices recently in the face of the
fiercest competition ever known in the
city, and they have found it to be to their
advantage, although they are compelled to
drop at once when a picture of only ordinary merit goes on the screen.
One of the noticeable conditions is the
marked falling off in the patronage of the
jitney motion picture shows. They are
dying like flies in the suburbs and have
a fearful struggle for existence in the
downtown districts.
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Hodkinson
is Formerly
Back President
"To of Rescue
Exhibitor"
Prominent Distributor,
Paramount andDrowning
Triangle Respectively,
Returns to
the Industry — Has Well Thought Out Plan — Will Proceed Methodically— No Releases Yet Named
bringing to his first national organization.
^YJ W. HODKINSON has reThe first long features had already ap* turned to the film industry.
peared, and the first principle of develFollowing a summer's rest since his
opment which Mr. Hodkinson worked on
resignation from the presidency of the
was a belief that the ultimate possibilities
Triangle Distributing Company, he
of the film business lay not in a vast inannounces his intention of returning
crease in the number of five-cent houses,
as was then generally believed, but in the
to form a new distributing organization to be known as the VV. W. Hodproduction and distribution of quality pictures for a public already tired of second
kinson Company. The reason for the
and third-rate productions.
use of his name is that the new comWhen the first long features were
pany will stand only for those prinbrought to this country, and later manuciples to which he is willing to give
factured here, he was one of the few men
that name. The announcement of the
who saw them as anything different from
first of his producing connections is
five reels of miscellaneous subjects. One
to be made next week.
of the landmarks of the business in this
country, if not in the world was his showRegrets Inability to Be Specific
ing, in 1913, at the Cort Theatre, a " legitiIn an interview given Friday, Mr. Hodmate " house of San Francisco, the film
kinson went somewhat into detail regardof
" Les Miserables
" as a full
ing his reason for taking his place in the
entertainment
at an admission
of evening's
50 cents.
business again at this particular time,
The run was for but one week, but the
while regretting his inability to be more
success was unqualified, and from the date
specific in his statement of what he exof that daring innovation the history of
pects to do.
the exhibiting business as it is organized
" I am coming back into the business
today must be counted.
now,'' he said, " for reasons similar to this last summer on state rights' pictures
The American feature producers, Famthose which have been behind every move
if I had cared to do so. But I had a
ous Players and Lasky, were then workI have ever made — because I feel that
broader thing in view in that, a thing
ing, and it was when Mr. Hodkinson and
the time is ripe for the raising of some
which has now taken very definite form
other owners of the state rights of their
sort of solid ground under the exhibitor
the company to which I have given my
to New York in 1914 to disto let him lift himself above the waves of in
name. And the name is there because I picturescuss came
new contracts that the Paramount
confusion which are threatening to drown
want the exhibitors to realize that this is Pictures Corporation was organized with
him — and drown him really, in a financial
something in which all that I have and all Mr. Hodkinson, who had called the meetsense. I have a plan which I can frankthat I know and believe about the motion
ing, as the first president.
ly say I believe will give him a chance
picture business is staked. It is all W. W.
No Hit-or-Miss Plan
of life, and that plan is the creation of a Hodkinson, and the things he has stood
distributing organization whose services,
for and fought for for ten years."
The two years that followed saw the dein the form of guarantees of the highest
Mr. Hodkinson began has career in the
velopment of this phase of the business
class of all round pictures that are promotion picture business in 1907, when he to maturity, and also marked the recogduced, of an adequate supply of such pic- bought a theatre in Ogden, Utah, and
nition for the first time, of the exhibitor
tures, and of a type of screen story which
made it a place where better class patrons
as a really vital factor in the trade. The
will appeal to his audience as the story
would feel comfortable. Shortly afterprinciples which Mr. Hodkinson had
can and will appeal, if properly presented
wards
he
entered
the
enchange
end
—
in
advocated in the West, with only the hitby the proper stars for the parts.
the free-and-easy ways of the exchange
or-miss productions of the old companies
"These are the surface things which my
methods of those days — in an effort to to work with, were then applied nationally
plan will give the exhibitor, and behind
get a better choice of pictures for his through Paramount. Better pictures, betthat will be an organization which will do
theatres. He went through some lively
ter theatres, higher admissions, longer
for him the sort of looking out for his times during the next five years, ending,
runs, were drilled into the business with
interests which he demands and the times
all the strength of the new organization,
at last, in charge of the Utah and Calidemand.
fornia territories for the General Film
and of its understanding of conditions
In Spirit an Exhibitor
Company. He first gave a chance to the and the future.
Mr. Hodkinson was eliminated from
development of high-class houses by con" You know, I am in spirit an exhibitor
trolling the distribution of films so that
Paramount when that great distributing
before I am anything else. My whole extheatres side by side were not showing the
organization was taken over by the properience has been with exhibitors' probducers, in the summer of 1916. During
lems, first in my own theatre and later in same pictures at the same time, and a
the first months following this change in
exchanges and distributing organizations. I premium was at last placed on exclusive
showings and better pictures.
the face of the business, Mr. Hodkinson
make no claims, moreover, to knowledge
otf the producing field, and my distribution
was approached by a number of companies
Success
at
Very
First
which were already feeling the pinch of
siiccess, so far as it has gone, has been
due to my years of experience with, and
His solution of the distribution probtheir new difficulties. The Triangle Dislems of his own exchanges was not being
tributing Corporation was formed in the
understanding of exhibitors, and my recogfollowed in other parts of the country,
nition of the rights and desires of the exwinter of the same year, with Mr. Hodkinson president, and Raymond Pawley,
hibitor as the thing of first importance.
although even at that time Mr. Hodkinson
who had been eliminated from Paramount
I am very sincere in this, and the friends,
had drawn up, for the General Film Compersonal and business, whom I have over
pany, a statement of conditions as he, al- with him, as treasurer. The lively three
months which followed ended in the sale
the whole country, help me to believe that
most alone, saw them, and a definite plan
for their solution nationally. This plan
of their holdings and the resignation of
when I say that I will not be misunderstood.
both as the result of the same tendency
was rejected by the forces then controlling
toward union of producers and distributors
" My plan doesn't consist in the dis- the film trade of the country, and it was
these same principles and largely this same
tribution of a few state rights pictures —
which has been the outstanding developclosing.ment of the business during the year now
I could have cashed in on the exhibitor's
achieving the trein
applied
he
which
plan
confidence in me in good, round figures
mendous success which he succeeded in
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England Merger Excludes Exchange Men
Massachusetts Exhibitors Join New England Picture Theatres and
New Title Is Chosen — Boston Meeting Is Spirited and Lengthy
getting together. We all call ourselves
THE Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
patriots — now it is up to us to prove to
of Massachusetts and the New Engthe world that we are. We have been
land Picture Theatre Association, meeting
honored by a call from our President and
in joint convention at the Copley Plaza
it is the duty of every man and woman in
Hotel in Boston on Tuesday of last week,
voted to merge. The combine was brought
the industry to stand together, at least
until after the war. If we do this we need
about only after members of the New England association were assured that the
never again fear censorship, because we
will prove we wish to be decent.
merger would exclude hundreds of exchange men. In barring the latter even
"A few weeks ago when a representafrom an associate membership in the new
tive delegation of your members called on
the President, God bless him, he called
association, the Boston convention is bethem into conference at the White House
lieved to have blazed the way for permanent exclusion of the exchange men in to see what could be done to properly put
before the Russian people the true facts of
exhibitors' associations.
The name chosen by the members for America's entrance into the war. The
moving picture men then told him that the
the new organization is Motion Picture
motion picture would tell the exact story
Exhibitors' League of Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, and the association will be of the work going on at every cantonment,
naval training station and even depict the
purely one for exhibitors.
American troops on French soil.
The meeting, which will undoubtedly go
down in history of the industry, was an
" This is not a cock and bull story, it is
a reality, and I urge you to take this
executive session that lasted from morning
until late in the afternoon. More than 300 national situation seriously. We have here
representative exhibitors from all parts of with us the very man that your associates
have picked to do this great work in
New England attended the star chamber
conference and the battle on the merger
Russia, and I am going to rob the presiding officer of this gathering of the honor
was waged for hours.
Another feature of the business meetof introducing to you Walter Irwin, our
ing was the discussion and final decision
representative
to Russia."
Mr. Irwin tactfully
avoided even a brief
on the new revenue tax question. It was
mention of his mission to Russia but
voted after an hour's fight to shift this
tax to the shoulders of the theatre patrons,
urged everyone to stand solidly united, deas various exhibitors declared that other
claring that this is no time for wrangling
taxes on films would have to be met by or jealousy. "The motion picture has althe exhibitor.
ready played an important part in the
furtherance of democracy and I hope that
William A. Brady, president of the N.
it will soon be the means of ending this
A. M. P. I., special guest at the banquet,
took occasion during his speech to rap the
terrible slaughter on the other side," he
declared.
attitude of the convention for eliminating
Lee A. Ochs, national president of the
the film men from their organization.
M. P. E. L. of A., declared that the price
"It is the patriotic duty of every man
of the motion picture show was far too
and woman in the industry to get together
low, and urged the members to get together
until the war is over at least," he declared.
" We should make good. This method of and demand their price. " At the present
you are selling a $2.00 production to the
individual associations going off into a different corner and holding their star champublic for 25 cents," he declared. "You
must either boost your prices or you will
ber proceedings is weak minded. Probe forced to get out of the business within
ducers, manufacturers and exhibitors
should stop these quibbling actions and all
a Mayor
few years."
James M. Curley of Boston was
come together for the good of the industry.
on hand to welcome the association to
" The motion picture industry has the
Boston and impress on them that the city
greatest possibilities of any industry in the
of Boston would guarantee them a reguworld. We are mere babies, just crawllar time at the National Convention in
ing, and cannot realize the great possibilities of working this huge gold mine. Up
1918. " It will be an extreme pleasure, I
assure you, for the city of Boston to spend
to a year ago the motion picture industry
was beaten around from pillar to post by $3,000 to entertain members of the motion
every conniving politician in the country.
picture industry," he declared.
Other speakers were Granville S. McFar" We were looked on a few short years
ago as smut providers and panderers. But
land, Stephen W. Bush and E. H. Horstmann.
to-day the greatest President of our time
has declared over his signature that he
Garner Appointed Canadian
believes that the motion picture industry is
the greatest publicity medium of the times.
Managerwasofmade
K-E-S-E
Announcement
last week that
" In the
past fewin months
censorship
nearly
vanished
most sections
of has
the
Charles A. Garner, formerly Mutual mancountry. Chicago has the most disager in Toronto, has been appointed
reputable censor in the country. All he
Canadian general manager of the K-Eneeds now is a little David with a pebble
S-E organization. It is said that General
Manager Garner expects to have six
and we will see the greatest Goliath of
modern history go down and out with a branches of the K-E-S-E in operation in
wallop on the head.
Canada before February of next year.
" Honest men and women in this in- This will likely include offices in St. John,
dustry should not lose another day in Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.
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Board of Review to Examine All
News Pictures
The Committee on Public Information
has asked the National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures of New York City, owing to the difficulties encountered in examining all films of news character in Washington, before their distribution and release, to examine such films in New York
in an advisory capacity. This is said to
mean that the National Board of Review,
in looking at films, will be expected to call
to the attention of the Committee on Public Information any scenes in films which
might give information to the enemy and
be harmful to the military activity of the
United States. The committee of the National Board of Review already see more
than 99 per cent, of the photoplays exhibited in America before they are released.
Prints of all pictures are early brought
to New York because of the important
place it occupies in the film industry, nearly
all of the big companies having their executive offices here.
Booking Records Boosted by
National Army Film
"Who Leads the National Army?", the
one-reel military training picture being distributed by the Triangle Distributing Corporation, showing how the drafted men are
trained by efficient officers, is said to be
breaking booking records for one-reelers.
The reason assigned by Triangle is
the timeliness of the picture, the patriotism
of the exhibitors in booking it and the
bonus offered by Nat Stronge, who is handling the picture for the Military Training
Camps Association, to members of the
Triangle Distributing organization. It is
said that as a result of the bonus offer
every Triangle salesman throughout the
country is working for the extra money.
In an announcement last week Nat
Stronge declared that of the sixteen motion picture theatres in L'tica, N. Y., each
had booked " W ho Leads the National
Army?".
Maryland
Exhibitors Hold Meeting in Maryland
Baltimorebranch of the
Members of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League held a
state-wide convention at the New theatre,
Baltimore, beginning Sunday, October 28.
Various features affecting the motion picture industry of the state were taken up
and discussed, particularly the phases of
state legislation which are felt to be adverse to the exhibitors of Marvland.
Next July
Detroit Prepares
for Convention
Detroit committees have already started
work on arrangements for the convention
of the American Exhibitors' Association
which will be held in Detroit July 3 to 6.
It has been definitely decided that there
will be no exposition, inasmuch as there I - t
will be so much business to take up. An
elaborate entertainment program, however,
is planned.
George Wilbur is president, and King
Pern-, secretary, of the Detroit branch of
the A. E. A., and both are members of
the committee on arrangements.
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Films

Success of First National Exhibitors' Circuit Induces Southerners to Try Plan on a Smaller
Aligned — Exchanges Alarmed
Scale — Will Establish Agency — Thirty E xhibitors
cure leases and options on suitable
benefits
which
may
accrue
to
the
individual
a
if
NEW ORLEANS exhibitors,
theatres and sites in this and other cities.
exhibitor, but the projectors, in a guarded
new plan of theirs goes through,
manner intimate that the movement is enModestly Reticent
are going to place themselves in a
tirely altruistic.
Mrs. Sessions is modestly reticent conAlready one of the leading exchange
position where the " czarism of the
cerning the plans but she at once set about
exchanges will be given the Siberia
managers has accepted the offers made for
to carry out instructions upon her arrival
service
and
it
is
understood
that
contracts
treatment."
home. She is an aggressive woman and
are being signed.
Preliminary details of the plan are
has a wide knowledge of film conditions in
Other
leading
managers
are
either
on
leaking through. The exhibitors have
this territory. She doubtless laid before
the defensive or preparing for the offenmet, planned and are prepared to take
the New York promoters the details of
sive, boldly asserting that any way they
swift steps. The result will be, they
important changes that appear to be infix it, the movement means lower rentals.
evitable in this section but which have not
hope, a squarer deal for the individual
exhibitor and better service all
yet become public property so far as publicity is concerned.
around.
Northern Gobblers Have South
It is certain that the entrance of such a
First National the Model
syndicate in this field at present would
in Arms that has set upset the plans that have already been laid
The plan had its inception with the first
One of the Up
announcements
National Exhibitors' Circuit, of which E. the Southern exhibitors " by the ears," as out by other interests for the ultimate conV. Richards, Jr., managing director of the
trol of the most profitable part of the field.
the saying goes, is that New York capiSaenger Amusement Company, is the repWith such a syndicate operating there is
talists
have
formed
a
syndicate
for
the
purresentative inthis territory.
a very strong probability that film rentals
pose of leasing, building and operating
Briefly, the plan is to arrange for all a chain of motion picture theatres in New
would not suffer any considerable slump
film rentals through a central agency of
Orleans and other advantageous cities in and that none of the established services
which Mr. Richards is said to be the offi- the contiguous territory. The details of would go begging for places on desirable
cial head. The exhibitors who have enthe arrangement were worked out in New
tered into the agreement will not rent
Mrs. Sessions is expected to return to
programs.
York and were at once put under way.
their film service from the various exNew York within a month with sufficient:
Mrs. Anna H. Sessions, manager of the
changes direct. Instead they will be served
tangible material in her possession to war-,
New Orleans exchange for the World Film
through the agency which contracts for Corporation, has just returned from a trip rant immediate inauguration of the next
film rentals in their interest and supplies
step in the plans.
to New York with the commission to sethem with the service.
There are probably sixty exhibitors in
Louisiana and Mississippi who have alParalta Reaches Decision Upon Distribution
ready affiliated themselves with the movement and it is expected that others will
Full Details Not Announced, But Plan That Works for Best In4
be added to the lists.
terests of Exhibitor Seems Assured — Features of High Grade
THE interrogation point that has been high standard and had proved it could
Advantage Expected
make really great pictures; and, therefore,
over the Paralta organization
It is expected that the arrangement will since hanging
the announcement in September that could afford to wait and bide its time to
afford advantages that could not be se- changes had been made in the matter of attain such a medium of distribution as
cured by any exhibitor who might be act- choice of medium for the distribution of its would assure to every exhibitor a means of
ing independently and that one of these
pictures, seems to be preparing to spread its procuring its productions on the fairest and
advantages would be a marked decrease in
most equitable terms.
wings
and fly away, according to developrental prices, ultimately. Some of the most
With the constant making of productions
ments
of
the
past
week.
prominent exhibitors in this section have
In a conservative announcement last of substantially standardized merit, in conbeen identified with the movement, among
nection with efficient, permanent and equiweek, Paralta made known the fact that it
them being E. M. Clark, who is the official has
table distribution, the officers of Paralta
come to a decision upon the matter of
head of the exhibitors' organization in distribution, and that the decision is ac- declare they feel that they will have very
Mississippi and generally accredited with
cented by the appearance of advertising in largely answered one of the great problems
being a farsighted and progressive exof the motion picture industry.
current
issues of the trade papers. Howhibitor. Over thirty of the Mississippi exParalta now has five star feature proever, no other information is available furhibitors have aligned themselves with Mr.
ductions ready for release and several
ther
than
that
a
definite
plan
has
been
esClark in the new arrangement.
others are said to be in rapid production.
t
a
b
l
i
s
h
e
d
.
I
t
is
expected
that
full
details
Naturally there has been considerable opwill be forthcoming within a few days.
position to the plan by the local exchange
Since September the question of Paralta
managers but they have been unable to
distribution has been a subject of spirited
Cinema Exhibitors of Bronx
devise any means whereby any effective
conjecture within the industry, without any
method of preventing the consummation
Stage Fifth Ball
of the plans of the exhibitors might be hint gaining currency as to what the comThe
Cinema
Exhibitors' Association,
pany's intentions were. It seems assured,
employed. The exchange managers conhowever, that no matter what the form of Bronx Local No. 2 of the M. P. E. L. of
tend that it means the eventual dictation
A., has completed all arrangements for its
distribution, it will work for the best interof prices by the head of this organization
fifth annual movie entertainment and ball
est
of
exhibitors.
and also the arbitrary cancellation of
to be given at Hunts Point Palace on the
service at will.
Paralta, since it began making productions in June, has expended great sums in evening of November 5, it was announced
last week by Henry Cole, chairman of the
order
to bring its producing staffs, comExchanges " Het Up"
Ball Committee. Mr. Cole, in his anpanies and studios up to such a high state
What causes the local managers more
nouncement, said the All-Star Photoplayers
concern than the actual formation of the of efficiency that a picture of the better
Grand March will be led by Earle Wiltype could always be assured.
alleged combination, is the air of secrecy
liams and Leah Baird.
When the channel of distribution first
with which all of the steps in the matter
It is expected that a large assemblage of
so far have been taken. It is openly contemplated was not followed, Paralta is
well-known players will shake a nimble
charged that the idea is nothing more nor
said to have felt that in J. Warren Kerrihoof at the ball, and that a good entertainless than a desire to dominate the situagan's "A Man's Man " and Bessie Barrisment will be provided.
tion without reference to the permanent
cale's " Madam Who," it had established a
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$301.76

patriotic opportunity is given to every American exhibitor to be of some use

to our soldiers in France.
They want " smokes " more than anything you can send them.
Motion Picture News, which is the official organ of the campaign, urges all exhibitors
to place receptacles in their lobbies, for the collection of coins and packages of cigarettes.
No cigarettes can be accepted except in original packages and on which the revenue
6tamp has not been broken.
This is an order from the Government.
How to Go About It
1. Send to Motion Picture News for a card, inviting your patrons to drop pennies and packages
of cigarettes into the bowl or box provided.
2. Arrange with the commissary department of your nearest cantonment for distributing (unbroken)
packages of cigarettes. In case you have superfluous packages send them directly to Motion Picture
News, New York, N. Y.
3. Pennies and other coins collected should be deposited at your bank and a check sent weeklv
to Motion Picture News.
For every 25 cents you collect, you will receive a postal of thanks direct from
the trenches. For example: If you contribute $10, you will receive 40 postcards of thanks direct from
the trenches in France.
These should be displayed in your lobby, photographed for slides or sent out
to your mailing list.

Cigarette Fund
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Remittances

Previously acknowledged
$231.66
Olympic Theatre, Portsmouth, Va., S. L. Harris, Manager $6.00
2.17
Orpheum Theatre, Muncie, Ind., John J. Meehan
Milton Movie Co., Milton, W is., Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Wood. 1.00
Firemen Theatre, Perkasie, Pa., W . B. Rosenherger, Mgr. .75
Opera House, Tarboro, N. C, P. L. McCabe, Manager. . . 20.55
Majestic Theatre, Willmar, Minn., M. H. Carey, Prop. . . 4.72
From Los Angeles Office of News:
Alhambra Theatre, H. H. Bosley, Manager
$18.65
Miller s Theatre, Frederick Miller, Manager
8.58
Rialto Theatre, J. A. Quinn
3.20
Woodley Theatre, Edward Holland, Manager
38
4.10 70.10
Broadway Theatre, T. L. Tally

|

$301.76
Packages of cigarettes have been received from the Tarboro, N. C,
Opera House, and from Miss Thelma Morehead, Port Gibson, Miss.
■iiiiiii

Picture Stability Evidenced by Conditions
Adolph Zukor Discusses Foundation of Industry and Compares
Methods of Production — Says Experimental Stage Has Passed
tainty that whatever may come, the film
DECLARING that the experimental
stage in the production of motion pic- industry will hold its own.
tures has passed, and that today the indus" Virtually," he continued, " the time
try stands upon a sure foundation, able to when it was necessary to experiment in the
face and overcome all obstacles, Adolph
matter of players has passed. There was
a time, not so long ago, when we were all
Zukor, president of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, discussed last week the status
' trying out ' untried material from the
ranks of the legitimate. Many of these
of the industry and of his own organizatr\--outs were failures, many have proved
tion under the existing unprecedented consuccessful and the result is that the screen
ditions.
today has a recognized roster of stars who
" The best evidence that the stage of experiment inmotion picture production is a are certain of their appeal and who have
thing of yesterday," said Zukor, " is that as powerful a following and are as capable
under the present conditions of stress and
and artistic as ever the stars of the legitimate stage could have been.
strain, it is strong enough to overcome all
obstacles and face the future, whatever it
" The same applies to those who write
for the screen, and while, as in the case
may bring, without fear and with a cer-

of the actors, there are continual additions
to the ranks, there is no longer a necessity
to experiment. Real screen literature has
been developed and great authors are turning daily to this medium of expression.
" The public is becoming daily more discriminating inthe matter of motion pictures and therefore the producer can never
stand still. Stagnation means decay.
Progress means perpetual vigilance and
continual effort to improve. That is what
we are striving for and the results seem
to indicate beyond the peradventure of =
doubt that we are succeeding."'
You are not going to war. The men tcho
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
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Rothacker to Print the Chaplin
Releases
One of the most important contracts in
motion picture printing and developing has
been signed and entered into between the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit of New
York and the Rothacker Film Manufacturof Chicago, it was aning Company
nounced this week.
By virtue of this document, the milliondollar Charlie Chaplin pictures, and other
releases controlled by the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit, will be made by the
home of " Perfect Developing and Printing" at Chicago and shipped from that
point to all parts of the world.
The contract was awarded the Rothacker
Company after careful analysis of the situation made by J. D. Williams, manager of
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, and
National Exhibitors'
of Firstcomposed
committee
aCircuit
members
of Aaron
Jones. Chicago ; Robert Lieber, Indianapolis, and H. Schwalbe, Philadelphia, and
was signed by S. L. Rothapfel and H.
Schwalbe as president and secretary of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, and
Watterson R. Rothacker and H. J. Aldous
as president and secretary of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company.
Details of this transaction are expected
to be announced shortly.
Canadian

Inspector on Trail of
Elusive Films
Otto Elliott, chief moving picture inspector for Ontario, is kept on the job
lately looking for films that are being
shown without first being censored by the
Ontario Censor Board. It is claimed that
on account of the close proximity of
Ottawa to Montreal, some exchanges in the
latter place have been sending in films that
have not been censored in Ontario. It is
said a similar print had been censored and
the exchanges evidently thought it worth
while to take a chance. However, several
current releases have been seized in Ottawa
because there was no censors' tag of approval in the reel box. During the past
week it is said that thirty-two uncensored
reels were also seized in Toronto.
It appears likely that Provincial Treasurer McGarry will fine the companies to
which the films belong for the alleged
sending out of uncensored films, and, if
the practice continues, Mr. McGarry declares there will be more severe punishment.
Car Strike Hurts Theatres in
Chattanooga
With the city of Chattanooga, Tenn., in
the grip of a street car strike, business
has been considerably handicapped and
motion picture theatres have suffered a
very noticeable decrease in patronage,
according to reports from that city last
week. The strike, which began early in
September, was thought to have been
settled a few days ago when the strikers
returned to work, but was resumed again.
Information from the Chattanooga office
of the Signal Amusement Company, which
organization operated a string of theatres,
was that business, picked up considerably
the day the cars resumed operation.

Rothapfel Retained as Pre-Production Counsel
Frederick L. Collins of Superpictures Distributing Corporation Conceives
Plan to Minimize Production Risks — Exhibitor Viewpoint Wanted
vital necessity of more judicous selection
IT was announced last week through the
of scenarios has impressed itself on me
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.,
that S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of
with constantly increasing force. If prothe Rialto, has been retained by Frederick
ducers could be present in the Rialto proL. Collins, of Superpictures Distributing
jection room during the hours I and my
staff spend in eliminating proffered subjects,
Corporation, as pre-production counsel. The
they would be astounded to see how much
announcement is said to bear striking significance when consideration is given the
good money is thrown away on pictures
possible effects of such an arrangement.
which haven't a hope of achieving more
than a modicum of success. Of course, my
Mr. Collins' idea in seeking the co-operation of the widely known exhibitor is said
duties will be purely advisory — -I can give
to be to get the exhibitor viewpoint, which
only a limited amount of time to them.
Aside from the pleasure I shall derive from
is the public viewpoint crystallized, on
scenario and production while the latter is the work, Mr. Collins' offer was so generin the making. The effect hoped for is the
ous as to tempt anyone. In judging scenarios Ishall have the aid of the board of
selection of scenarios with more popular
directors and officers of the First National
appeal and the elimination of mistakes
which are constantly apparent to the trained
Exhibitors' Circuit, which is to handle the
exhibitor.
releases of the Petrova Picture Company."
Speaking of his engagement, which will
Mr. Rothapfel will join in "on Madame
in no way conflict with his duties as manaPetrova's second release and accompany it
ger of the Rialto, Mr. Rothapfel said:
from selection of scenario to its presentation on the Rialto screen.
" Since my connection with the industry the
Brulatour

Names

Advisers

for

Pictures

Abroad

Will Be Duty of Advisory Board to Assist in Selection of
Films Sent for Showing to Soldiers — Shipments Coming In
A. A. Kaufman, George Mooser and
THE personnel of the advisory board,
John Tuerk have been selected by Comcomprising officials of representative
missioner Brulatour as his staff assistants
companies within the ranks of the Ameriwith offices at the headquarters of the
can motion picture industry who have
volunteered to assist in the selection of Commission.
American films which are to be sent to
Fairbanks to Make Ten Pictures
Russia, France and Italy for presentation
to soldiers and the populace, was anNext Year
nounced last week by J. E. Brulatour, of
John
Fairbanks,
business manager of his
Eastman Films and treasurer of the Naathletic brother's Artcraft company, while
tional Association of the Motion Picture
discussing official plans for next year, said
Industry. Mr. Brulatour was recently
last week : " We hope to make ten producselected as chairman of the American
tions next year. With two directors on the
Cinema Commission, with headquarters in
payroll, namely Allen Dwan and John
the United States.
Emerson, it will be a simple matter for
The Advisory Board includes William
each one to make five good pictures in
L. Sherrill, president Frohman Amusement
twelve months, which allows Douglas a
Corporation ; Adolph Zukor, president
week's vacation between stories. Each diFamous Players-Lasky ; Samuel Goldfish,
rector has a staff of assistants who look
president Goldwyn ; R. A. Rowland, presi- after the technical side of the production,
dent Metro ; J. A. Berst, vice president
while
Dwan or Emerson concentrates on
the story.
Pathe; W. R. Rothacker, president
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company ;
" Keene Thompson will collaborate with
S. L. Rothapfel, managing director Rialto
Dwan on scenarios, while Anita Loos contheatre ; Carl Laemmle, president Unitinues with John Emerson, and, of course,
versal, and Harold Edel, managing director
Douglas will act in a supervisory capacity.
Strand theatre.
" We are gradually corraling several exChairman Brulatour last week estabcellent scenarios to be developed along the
lished offices at 235 West Twenty-third
lines of the Fairbanks school by our staff
street, and within a few hours after the writers. Ruth Allen is scenario editor and
headquarters were opened film shipments
is in a position to render immediate debegan to arrive from some of the produccisions on submitted manuscripts."
ing companies. In the next few weeks it
is expected that the Advisory Board and
Wilson Not Reappointed on Ohio
the commissioners will have several hunCensor Board
dred thousand feet of film offered for examination and approval.
Through an error, it was announced recently that William R. Wilson had been
As previously announced in Motion Picture News Walter W. Irwin, general
reappointed by Governor Cox as a member of the Ohio Board of Censors. Mr.
manager of Vitagraph V. L. S. E., is the
commissioner to Russia; P. A. Powers,
Wilson's term, it becomes known, expired
a few weeks ago, and, because of the death
treasurer Universal Film Manufacturing
of a member of the Industrial Commission
Company, is the French commissioner, and
of Ohio, the new appointee has not be: o
Frank J. Marion, president of the Kalem
named.
Company, is the commissioner to Italy.
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Stars of Industry Garner Millions in Nation's New Liberty Loan Drive
FIFTEEN million dollars is estimated to
Pauline Frederick Sells Bonds at
Mabel Normand Makes Whirlbe the sum total raised for the Liberty
Fast Pace
wind Speaking Tour
Loan by Marguerite Clark, star in ParaPauline
Frederick,
Paramount star, acmount pictures, during her brief stay in
Mabel Normand, the Goldwyn comecording to an announcement made this
Cincinnati last week, it was announced by
dienne star, made a whirlwind speaking
week by Famous Players-Lasky, disposed
tour in eight New York theatres on the
Famous Players-Lasky.
of
Liberty Loan bonds approximating
Miss Clark went to Cincinnati on Tuesnight of October 22 in behalf of the Lib$20,000
in about thirty-five minutes on
day of last week, at the invitation of Mayor
erty Loan, thus polling her aid with that
Tuesday of last week in a New York deof other screen stars to help Uncle Sam
Puchta and the Chamber of Commerce,
partment store.
determined to make her record in the sale
in his hour of need.
Miss Frederick preceded her bond-selling
of bonds. On her arrival she found awaitBeginning at 8:30 in the evening at Marprogram with a brief address to the people
ing her a band, a squadron of police, a
cus Loew's American theatre, Miss Norwho had gathered.
mand made a two-minute talk first to an
company of Home Guards, twenty-five
autos and about 5,000 spectators. She was
audience on the roof-top theatre and a few
Jaxon Film Takes Slice of
escorted to Fountain Square, where a moments later met the audience in the main
Liberty Loan booth had been erected, and, ground floor theatre. Thereafter, she averLiberty Loan
mounting the platform, the diminutive star
aged one theatre every fifteen minutes.
The Jaxon Film Corporation, which produces Sparkle comedies, Jaxon comedies,
said : " My gracious ! I can't make a talk
but I am so glad to be here with you. And
and which is making a forthcoming patriI want every one to buy a Liberty Bond
Pearl White Invests in Liberty
otic serial, " A Daughter of the U. S. A.",
Bonds
which our blessed nation is selling."
all released through General Film, has subThe bids came quick and fast and sevscribed for $300,000 of the bonds offered
eral hundred thousand dollars were raised
Pearl White, the Pathe star, made the for the Liberty
Loan, it was announced this
rounds
of
some
fifteen
New
York
motion
in a very few minutes. Then she was
At a meeting attended by President
picture theatres the night of October 25, week.
escorted to the Chamber of Commerce,
Frank A. Tichenor and other members of
where she sold more bonds at offices set and made addresses for the Liberty Loan
the Board of Directors, Frederick S. Peck,
campaign.
Miss
White
told
her
audiences
apart for her use and with her name
financial chairman of the company, conthat she had invested $25,000 in the second
painted on the door. This little courtesy
ducted the purchase of the bonds.
issue
of
the
bonds.
was the work of the Chamber of ComThis is said to be one of the largest bond
merce. Later, at the reception in the ball
subscriptions recorded among motion picroom of the Hotel Sinton, she disposed of
ture producers.
Drews
Sell
Large
Number
of
still more bonds and went again to FounBit
tain Square to pick up additional buyers.
Liberty Bonds
Animal Red Cross Also Doing Its
Hotel lobbies, meetings, receptions, anyMr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, producers
where in fact that people had gathered
of the Metro-Drew comedies, sold $54,000
Although not much heard of in motion
were hunting grounds for Miss Clark, and
worth of the second Liberty Loan bonds
she had secured $920,000 by the time that
picture circles, it has been disclosed that
at the booth in a New York department
the American Red Star Animal Relief is
a big luncheon meeting of the various
store on a recent afternoon, it was anLiberty Loan committees was held at the
doing for the horses of the army what the
nounced by Metro last week.
Gibson Hotel.
Red Cross is doing for the soldiers. Thus
far it is estimated that a million and a half
En route to New York the following
horses have been sent to the battlefield.
wire was received by Miss Clark from J. National Association Offers Prize
The strangeness in this connection is that
Maurice Ridge, of the Famous Players Exfor Poster
some enterprising motion picture company
change in Cincinnati : " Gibson Hotel
The National Association of the Motion
meeting where Miss Clark appeared last
has not snapped up the chance to get the
raised $14,000,000 which goes to her
Picture Industry announced last week that pictures, as it cannot be denied this is a
it will offer a prize of $100 in gold for the novelty that should be of great interest to
credit."
the American public.
best poster design to be used in advertising
the
motion
picture
exposition
to
be
held
in
Theda Bara Sells Liberty Bonds to
Grand Central Palace from February 2 to
William Fox
Soldiers at Camp Upton to See
10, next year. The Association has invited
William Fox was one of the buyers of all artists and designers to participate in the
"Baseball Re™"
Liberty Loan bonds when his star, Theda
contest, the judges for which are located
Marty McHale, president of the AtlanBara, made her first and only appearance
tic Film Company, and producer of the
on the eighth floor of the Times Building.
"Baseball Revue of 1917" which was
under Relief
the auspices
the Stage
War
at their ofbooth
in frontWomen's
of the
shown for revue recently, announces that
New York public library on Friday after- Liberty Loan Looms in Universal
he has made arrangements to show the
noon of last week. At this booth it is estipicture at Yaphank, New Jersey, to the
Current Events
mated that more than $300,000 worth of
soldiers at Camp Upton. The picture is in
Among
the
nine
subjects
announced
for
bonds were sold by the vampire star.
five reels. It will be shown Thursday. Mr.
presentation
in
Universal
Current
Events
The usual Fifth avenue throng gathered
No. 25, scheduled for release November 3, McHale has received an offer from Washin front of the booth, and sent up a lusty
ington to take the position of physical dithe Liberty Loan drive looms up as one of
cheer when Mr. Fox assented to take
rector at the Long Island cantonment.
the features. This tinge of patriotic time$50,000 in bonds. He was the first buyer,
The
position
will carry with it the comliness is expected to show the demonstramission of lieutenant.
and was followed by Miss Bara's attorney,
tion
that
brought
to
a
close
the
second
bond
who took $28,000 worth. J. Gordon Edflotation, including the Caproni airplane
wards, Fox director, chipped in with $5,000
Tom Moore Does Full Share in
over the Metropolitan Tower, the British
and Miss Bara herself stored in a supply
tank rumblng down Fifth avenue, and the
worth $13,000. Within a few minutes over
Liberty Loan
captured German U-boat in Central Park.
$120,000 had been sold by Miss Bara.
Tom Moore, of Washington, president of
the Moore Motion Picture Enterprises and
A new trend in bond selling was introOther subjects are " Fighting the High
duced by Miss Bara, when she induced a
Cost of Gasoline." " Victory on Gridiron
the chain of Moore theatres, pledged himFrench sailor who stood in front of the Marks Opening of Football Season," "West
self to the Liberty Loan campaign for two
booth to permit her to auction his cap, the
Coast Honors Gerard." " Sousa's Naval
weeks, retaining but one hour a day for personal affairs. He himself took $50,000 in
sum realized to go into Liberty bonds. The
Band," " Spectacular Fire in St. Louis,"
cap brought $1,000, and an American sailor
bonds, and Mrs. Moore subscribed a similar
" United States Honored by France,"
amount.
" Food Control " and the cartoons.
then followed the Frenchman's example.
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" FINGER OF JUSTICE " AROUSES INTEREST
11THE FINGER OF JUSTICE," the new picture founded upon the highly
* successful
vice crusade
on byPictures
the Rev.Company,
Paul Smith
in San
Francisco
and produced
by thecarried
Paul Smith
has aroused
great interest in the city at the Golden Gate and it is certain that the run at
the Savoy theatre, opening October 29, will be a memorable one.
THERE was some opposition at first on the part of people who were put
* outciatesofreceived
business
big threatening
clean-up. Mr.character,
Smith and
some of his
lettersby ofthevery
demanding
thatassothe
work be suspended, but the film-making went right along without hesitation
or interruption, and when it became known gradually that types and conditions were being portrayed without the use of the names of men, women and
resorts at whom and to which the Smith campaign was directed, the hostility
died away.
A T the filming of the famous " What are you going to do with us? " raid
of the 300
women in onthetheoriginal
Rev. Mr.
the women
who underworld
had participated
raid Smith's
appearedchurch,
in the some
motionof
picture scenes. " I feel sure that I recognized the faces of a number of these
women,"stated
said that
Mr. numerous
Smith to awomen
representative
Motion
And
others
who had ofbeen
forcedPicture
out ofNews.
the underworld life were in the volunteer audience before the cameras. The raid
scenes were filmed in the California Street Methodist Church, one of the
largest and finest in San Francisco, and not in the smaller church, where the
original demonstration took place.
JANE O'ROARK
vampire young
queen actress,
of these with
women
the raid
picture. A talentedwasandthebeautiful
muchin stage
experience, she is making her film debut in this production.
f\ N Saturday, October 13, 142 scenes were filmed at the church in San
^ Francisco, these including the raid, the preaching of the fighting minister's greatepisodes
reform sermon,
with ofthetheregular
attendance,
and various
of the work
church congregation
people for thein good
of the
city and in behalf of the unfortunate women. The previous record is said
to have been eighty-one scenes in a single day, and Director Chaudet has
reason to feel proud of the work, which began early in the forenoon and
continued until late into the night.
Many well known clergymen and other church leaders appear in some of
the episodes of the new picture.
lV/f ISSJustice,"
GRACE hasMARBURY
SANDERSON,
FingerThanof
just completed
the scenariowhoof wrote
" More"The
Deadly
Battle,"
the second
picture
in the who
Paul Smith
series
andintocontaining
an expose
of
the
work
of
the
bootleggers
bring
danger
the
camps
of the
soldiers.
RAISE IN PRICES SUCCESSFUL, SAYS LURIE
<«/~\UR
raise
prices has
been very
said one
Louisof the
R. largest
Lurie,
^
partner of
of Howard
J. Sheehan
at thesuccessful,"
Rialto theatre,
and finest downtown playhouses in San Francisco. He beamed with satisfaction as he told a " Motion Picture News " representative the story.
nI TP twenty
to two and
months
Lurie,
"our prices
wereto ten,
thirtyago,"
cents.continued
Then weMr.made
a five-cent
advance,
fifteen, twenty-five
and
thirty-five
cents,
with
not
the
slightest
evidence
dissatisfaction resulting. On the contrary, our patrons seemed to realizeof that
costs in the film industry had gone up, along with everything else, and
they were ready and perfectly willing to pay the additional charge. At
these prices we are showing films for which the New York houses charge
as high as a dollar, with the minimum at twenty-five cents. When we increased our rates, the management of the Rialto made special effort to
ascertain the sentiments of our patrons in regard to the plan, watching the
box-office closely and keeping account of all that was said, and we feel that
the public is quite as well satisfied with the change as we are.
«« A S it is, our prices are very low, with such productions as ' The Honor
System,' ' Jack and the Beanstalk,' ' The Conqueror,' ' Aladdin and
the Wonderful
' andevery
Thedaweek.
Bara Ourin 'next
Camille
' on the
We will
are
showing
two bigLamp
features
program,
for list.
instance,
consist
of
'
Conscience,'
with
Gladys
Brockwell,
C.
Post
Mason's
1
London,'
the Hearst-Pathe News Weekly, an O. Henry story and organ selections.
We could well charge more than we do, but with the theatre constantly
thronged we are satisfied with the prices as they now stand."
"THE itnew
will charge
box chairs
seats, atof thirtywhich
will California
have 250, theatre
all reserved.
There fifty
will cents
be 268forloge
five cents. It is believed that this theatre, although having a total seating
capacityseats.
of 2,800, will find it expedient to increase the number of its highpriced
CALIFORNIA EXHIBITORS HOLD MEETING
THE Executive Committee of the Motion Picture Industry of Northern
1 California held a meeting at the Palace Hotel on October 10 and discussed the war tax, which is hitting the small independent exhibitors quite
as
hardwasas reached.
they are able to stand, according to the statements made. No
action
In this organization, Jack Partington, of the Imperial, succeeds E. B.
Johnson on the Board of Directors, and M. J. Cohen, of the George Kleine
System, succeeds W. D. Edmunds as member of the Executive Board. Other
officers are: President, L. Reichert, Metro; vice-president, Eugene H. Roth,
Portola and California theatres; treasurer, M. L. Markowitz, California Exchange; secretary, Norman A. Eisnar; directors, Howard J. Sheehan, Rialto
theatre, and Herman Wobber, Progressive Exchange.
PUBLIC BOOSTS SALARIES OF SCREEN STARS
p RESIDENT HIRAM ABRAMS of the Paramount Pictures Corporation
and General Manager B. F. Schulberg of the same company were among
the notables of the screen and stage who recently visited Denver. Mr.
Schulberg predicts higher salaries in the future for screen stars and says
there
a real scarcity
so far as male stars is concerned, with nothing in
sight tois relieve
the situation.
"In all probability," said Mr. Schulberg, "salaries for screen stars will
never
be less than they are right now and I personally believe they will be

COAST

3

COAST
much higher. It is the people themselves, you know, who really make the
stars. Their verdict in all cases means the advancement of the screen actor
or actress whose sole ambition is to reach the top of the ladder.
" Another
condition
of great
importance
is the with
great the
scarcity
male
stars. Only
a fewwhich
are inis the
business
now compared
numberof
of women stars. No relief is in sight.
" Still another thing that is also of vast importance is this," continued
Mr. good,
Schulberg,
" we have
itselfcannot
must
be
no difference
who now
the reached
star is. the
The point
valuewhen
of a the
storystory
simply
be Mr.
discounted."
Abrams and Mr. Schulberg both report a splendid business and are
both optimists with a big O. They are looking forward to a good measure
of prosperity in all departments of the business this fall and winter.
WILL RAISE PRICES IN PORTLAND
THE admission price situation, as it is to be affected by ticket tax, film
* tax, and perhaps higher film rental, is engrossing the attention of the
exhibitors of Oregon. In Portland several of the biggest exhibitors are advocating an increase to 20 cents, from the fifteen-cent fee of to-day, planning to use the extra nickel in paying the two-cent admission tax, and the
remaining three cents to cover increased expense of operation, including
labor.
f\ THERS believe that fifteen cents is the maximum figure for the average
^ able
photoplay
attraction
Portland,
that aform
step ofhigher
means a probweaning away
of the inmasses
from and
its cheap
entertainment.
If the admission tax is to be paid by the public in the shape of a direct
tax of two cents on each 15-cent ticket, it may be announced that Port^
land's ter.downtown
theatres
another
price increase
winIf the tax can
be paidwillbynottheattempt
exhibitor,
he undoubtedly
will this
increase
the admission fee to 20 cents, thus making a greater net on the individual
sale, even though temporarily the volume of business is decreased.
RICHMOND DISTRICT TO HAVE $200,000 THEATRE
THE Clement Theatre and Realty Corporation, with a capital stock of
1 $200,000, has been incoroprated in San Francisco for the purpose of
building a high-class film house in the Richmond District, the western part of
the city. The site is on the south side of Clement street, between Seventh
and Eighth avenues, with the dimensions 78 by 150 feet. A Class A theatre,
to compare with the finest in the city, will be erected immediately. The
corporation is composed of a large number of stockholders, the property
owners, merchants and residents of the district, who have organized for
the purpose of having a first-class theatre and the best film attractions in
their ownstreet.
neighborhood, which is several miles from the big theatres on
Market
WOMEN'S CLUB ENDORSED FOX SUBJECT
THE Manager
officers Fred
of theMoore
Women's
written
of theClub
U. of
of Berkeley,
C. theatre California,
at Berkeleyhavepersonally
thanking
him
for
showing
"
Jack
and
the
Beanstalk,"
the
Fox
Standard
picture, at his theatre. The house has a seating capacity of twelve hundred
on the ground floor, and according to Mr. Moore records were broken for
the house during the showing of this Fox Standard picture. The opening
day of the picture was the biggest in the history of the theatre, and this was
topped
the nexthe day.
Monday
of the two ofweeks'
showing
Mr.
Moore stated
could Onclosethe hisfirsthouse
the remander
the week
and still
have a good profit for the time after paying all his usual expenses. Thp
school authorities were quick to see the good qualities of " Jack and the
Beanstalk
" and one school was dismissed early on one day that children
could
attend.
WASHINGTON COMPANY SELECTS STUDIO SITE
r\ FFICERS of the Washington Motion Picture Company, recently organized in Spokane for the production of state rights pictures starring
Tyrone Power, have selected a site for their studio in Minnehaha, a park
suburb of Spokane. A number of buildings used previous for amusement enterprises, will be used for the studio buildings. Work of making other
changes is now going forward under the management of J. C. Ward. In
addition the company will build a scenic studio, 60 by 100 feet in size, a
portion of which will be used for an interior stage. Frank Montgomery, it
is stated, is to direct the production of the first subject.
ANIMATED DEMAND FOR UNIVERSAL WEEKLY
THE Universal Animated Weekly and Current Events films are very popular
with first run houses in San Francisco, five prints being necessary to
supply the demand. These are shown at Imperial, Alhambra, Hippodrome,
Wigwam and Strand theatres. In Oakland the Kinema, American, Franklin
and Broadway theatres are using the reels regularly as first run in that
territory. In the past two weeks the San Francisco Universal exchange has
found the need of increasing its regular order four prints for each week.
PICTURE WILL SHOW MANUFACTURE OF PHOTOPLAYERS
THE AMERICAN PHOTOPLAYER COMPANY, with factories and main
* offices in San Francisco, will shortly have a motion picture of several
thousand feet showing the manufacture of their instruments. This subject is
being prepared under the supervision of Jack Levy, manager of the publicity
department, and will show all details of the making, together with a very
comprehensive demonstration of the operation, of the mechanism of the
instruments, and may be used by sales forces in all parts of the country.
SHOWS APPARATUS FOR SENDING WIRELESS PICTURES
T J. LEISHMAN, of Ogden, Utah, has invented an apparatus for taking
and sending pictures by wireless. His genius came to the attention of
Frank Newman, manager of a Salt Lake City theatre, who at once arranged for a public showing of the apparatus, together with an explanation
by the inventor. The plan packed the theatre. Mr. Leishman has not been
able to perfect his machine to the point of taking motion pictures by wireless.
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DENHAM, DENVER, MAY BE PICTURE THEATRE
MARTIN BECK, managing director of the Orpheum Circuit; President
M. Meyerfield, Jr., of the Orpheum and Realty Company, and F. B.
Henderson, manager of the Orpheum in San Francisco, were in Denver on
company
Theirtheatre
comingwould
settledbe the
much discussed
question as tobusiness
whether recently.
the Denham
converted
into a picture
house.
TV/I R. BECK announced before his departure that in all probability the
Denham will be turned into a 10-20-30 cent vaudeville house. Business
will continue at the Orpheum as at present.
"■"THE theatrical business is good all over the country," said Mr. Beck,
"on Amusements
account of the
widespreadwellprosperity
all* lines.
are drawing
in Denver,now
as inruling
every everywhere
other Ameri-in
can city. I believe it will continue for some time."
HEAVY SELECT BOOKINGS REPORTED FOR DENVER
C ELECT PICTURES CORPORATION reports heavy bookings of the new
k-' Select pictures and special features, which include Eva Tanguay in " The
Wild Girl,"
featuring
RitaBrenon's
Jolivet. " Lone Wolf " and " Lest We Forget," the latter
O UGH RENNIE, manager of the Denver office, has closed a contract with
the Empress theatre, at Colorado Springs, for first run Select productions, featuring Clara Kimball Young, Alice Brady and Norma and Constance Talmadge.
TV/IURRAY HAWKINS, former manager for the California Film Exchange,
V*
Phoenix, Corporation,
Arizona, is now
connected
with the Denver
branchwhen
of the
Selectat Pictures
and not
with Goldwyn,
as reported
he
left Phoenix about a month ago. He is now covering Nebraska and the
Black Hills, which have recently been added to the territory of the Denver
office.
THE managers of the Isis theatre, at Longmont, are making extensive im* vaudeville
provementshaswhich
for additional
capacityplaced
of fifty
seats.theThe
for
been call
removed
and the screen
against
rearstage
end
wall. Box seats are also being added.
TWJANAGER
CHARLESof DECKER
of the toMajestic
theatre has
announced
further particulars
the new building
be constructed
on the
present
site of the Majestic early this winter. The new structure, he says, will
probably be four stories high, with a ballroom on one of the floors. It will
have a seating capacity of 1,400 and cost approximately $100,000. It will
be the
expensive
house on the Western Slope. The owners are
W.
H. most
Swanson
and H.picture
T. Nolan.
C" DWARD
ARMSTRONG,
districtFilm
manager
of the hasDenver,
Salt Lake genand
Butte offices
of the Universal
Exchange,
been appointed
eral manager of the Jewel Productions, Inc., for the intermountain territory.
This new brand has created a very favorable impression and the first few
releases, including " Pay Me," " Come Through," " Sirens of the Sea " and
". A Man Without a Country," have been booked for first run showings at
the new inAmerica,
in Denver,
theatre,
Salt Lake
City. the Rialto, in Butte, and Swanson's American
JOHN W. DRUM, formerly of the World and Triangle sales forces, has
Inc. been appointed local manager of the Denver office of Jewel Productions,
D W. MORRIS is covering Deadwood and Lead, South Dakota, for the
JJ* George Kleine System.
T HE Orpheum, at Twin Falls, Idaho, reports a big run on Goldwyn's
* " turned
Polly ofaway.
the Circus." A telegram from there says that large crowds
were
IE MANXM
Springs
J HEorado
MANXMAN"
started a week on the 11th, at the Paris, in ColA GOLDWYN conference was held last week in Salt Lake. Those in
attendance were W. S. Rand of Denver, W. W. Armstrong, special
representative
for Utah,
" The and
Manxman,"
Rex salesman
Beach, James
Gilmore, who
covers Idaho and
Harry C. and
Arthur,
for Montana.
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issue to exhibitors without additional charge. The notice is in the form
oftraining
a lettercamps.
from H. C. Stebbins, adjutant general at Chicago, in charge of the
"THE Kleine System has contracted with the Hawaiian Film Company to
1 supply features for the islands. The Consolidated Amusement Company
Hawaii.
of
Honolulu has booked " Gloria's Romance " for exhibition throughout
Q B.lastBATES,
at the Kleine
Exchange
drafted
Friday,shipper
and started
for Camp
Lewis for
on two
less years,
than was
twenty-four
hours' notice. C. F. Foster has become assistant shipping clerk at this
exchange.
jV/I ANAGER WILLIAM CITRON, of the Fox Exchange, reports a great
1VA boom in business. Contracts for Standard releases are coming in rapidly from all over the Western territory. One of the houses to take the
Standard service during the past week was the American theatre, Oakland,
of which C. W. Midgley is manager.
Turner and Dahnken have bought the California rights of " The Mormon
George M. Mann, general representative from the New York office of
Triangle,
branches. has been in San Francisco. He is looking over all the Western
/■"•Maid."H.pointed
Watson,
formerly
with of
the theVitagraph,
Seattle,
has Francisco.
been apassistant
manager
Triangle atoffice
at San
Ralph Smith, booker, has become salesmen in the local territory.
A. Kruger,
of the
hasM.returned
home president
after a tour
of theFranklin
South. Amusement Company, Oakland,
DILLY QUANN, assistant manager at the Tivoli, has gone to Sacramento
" H. tovonassist
Manager
Nafeya in
T. and theD. northern
theatre. part of California in
has made
tripthethrough
the interestEmmel
of Perfection
Pictures.
AT a meeting of the motion picture theatre owners of Southern California
**
on Monday,
October as8,members
the question
advancing
admissionlocalities
prices was
discussed,
but inasmuch
were offrom
many different
and
conditions in each were different, the members took no definite action. The
discussion, however, has led exhibitors of several given localities to see the
wisdom of increasing their admission prices, and agreements in two sections
have all ready been made.
D ECENTLY, all exhibitors of Hollywood, now and for the past several
years a part of Los Angeles, decided admission prices were too low
when they were charging ten, fifteen and twenty cents. On November 1
all Hollywood theatres will increase to fifteen, twenty and twenty-five cents,
but
will retain
a child's
admission
ticket, iswhich
sell at tenwhocents.
contention
of the
Hollywood
managers
that will
all children
requireThea
seat must have a ticket, and that an increase in the admission price for
children would greatly decrease the attendance.
The city ordinance provides all children under sixteen years shall be accompanied by parents or guardian.
A LL owners of the principal theatres in the beach cities about Santa Monica
" Bay, which includes Santa Monica, Ocean Park, Venice, Redondo and
Playa del Rey, will agree to plans now being perfected to increase their
admission price on November 1.
THE action of Los Angeles downtown and suburban houses is taken with* out
consideration
for the provides
theatre tax
to becomeof this
effective.
ever means
the Government
for shortly
the collection
will addWhatthe
tax to the regular admission price now adopted, making the increase ten per
cent,
more
in
all
instances,
if
the
interpretation
put
upon
the
Federal
act
is
correct.

"THE Isis theatre is spending about $4,500 in repairs, which will make that
* popular include
playhouse
of the
in Denver.
Thelobby.
new
decorations
largeoneplate
glassmost
panelsattractive
inside and
also in the
The work will be finished within a few days.
T. AND D. HOUSE TO CELEBRATE FIRST ANNIVERSARY
THE new T. and D. theatre, at Oakland, will on November 22 celebrate
its first anniversary. William H. Jobelmann, the Turner and Dahnken
publicity
" shooter,"
program willMyrtle
exceedStedman,
in importance
that
of
the opening
night, states
when that
Sessuethe Hayakawa,
Anita King
and
Tsuru
Aoki
appeared
in
person.
"
Joby
"
expects,
and
admits
it,
have Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin in real life onto
the stage at the November celebration.
Fred Dahnken, president of the big T. and D. Circuit, is soon to visit Los
Angeles on business in regard to certain affiliations of the First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Inc. manager of the T. and D. Theatre De Luxe, San
E. C. Clover,
formerly
Jose, has assumed the management of the big new house in Oakland, taking
the place of Frank Clark, who is now in New York.
THE Tivoli manager was recently ordered to report at police headquarters
delay in putting
out theto " the
S. R.patrolman.
O." sign, This
his negligence
trafficforunnecessarily,
according
was duringblocking
a performance of " The Lust of Ages."
NOTICE has been received by Maanger Cohen, of the George Kleine System that the War Department is sending out " Who Leads the National
Army? " a film story of the boys in the camps, which the exchanges will

Wra. S. Hart and Vola Vale in a Scene from Mr. Hart's Recent Artcraft
Picture, " The Silent Man "
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DS. MITCHELL, of the Los Angeles California Film Exchange, is home
" from
a tripcontracts
to San Diego,
where heby booked
Red Ace
" serial
three
theatres,
being signed
Manager" The
Gressler,
of the
Loganin
Heights theatre; Manager Nathorst, of the Hillcrest theatre, and Manager
W. H. Hilts, of the Alhambra.
BOOKINGS on Perfection Pictures are being made by the sales force of
the George Kleine Los Angeles branch in all parts of the territory.
Manager E. H. Silcocks is just home from a trip to San Diego where he
contracted with Manager G. A. Bush for this brand to be shown at the
Superba or Illusion theatre. While there Silcocks also secured contracts
from the Hillcrest, Palace, Logan Heights, Casino and Plaza theatres.
ARTHUR BRICK, a salesman of the Los Angeles branch, is making a
tour of Arizona, and eighteen Perfection Picture contracts have been
secured by him. Included in this list are those signed by A. J. Detloff, manager of the Orpheum at Bisbee; L. T. Gaines, of the Martin at Glove; J.
Leggitt, of the Airdrome at Douglass. Brick also contracted for Clifton,
Tucson, Miami, Lowell, Tombstone, and other towns.
BEN COHN, Pacific Coast manager of Select Pictures, spent the past
week with Manager H. H. Hicks, of the Los Angeles branch. Mr. Cohn
reports he found the business of the local exchange in excellent condition,
and was very complimentary of the bookings made on new as well as the
older subjects.
THE showing
Pathe release,
" The Tanks
At thefor Battle
of Ancre
" were October
booked for
at the Alhambra
theatre
the weeks
beginning
IS
and 22, contracts having been made by Manager L. E. Kennedy, of the
local Pathe branch. Manager Miller plans to show these pictures in two
installments, each of twenty-five hundred feet. In connection with the
booking, he is putting on a very extensive advertising campaign, using billboards, newspapers and street cars.
WA. CRANK, salesman of the Los Angeles Metro office, is making a
tour of Arizona, and Manager Harry Ballance is receiving very excellent reports as Mr. Crank progresses with the trip.
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Activities in Portland
JENSEN and VON HERBERG, leading motion picture exhibitors of the
Northwest, have joined with F. C. Quimby, former Pacific Coast manager for Pathe, in the purchase of the world rights to the 1917 " Pendleton
Roundup
J. G. Sill
H. Brownell
took 5,000
feet highest
of the
roundup, "andpictures.
Mr. Brownell
madeandtheH. sale
of the negative
for the
sum ever secured for a roundup picture.
A/I R. QUIMBY has taken the film to New York, and the report is that the
1V1National representatives,
Exhibitors' Circuit,
of which Jensen
and Von Herberg
are theFirst
Northwest
is to distribute
the subject.
JG. SILL has just completed a scenic of Mt. Hood, while H. H. Brownell
• is engaged in filming the Eagle Creek Trail on the Columbia River
Highway.
OERMAN WOBBER, vice-president and general manager of the Progressive Motion Picture Company, distributor for the Paramount-Artcraft
products, has been a visitor in Portland several times recently.
A/I RS. Clark Leiter, of the Arcade theatre, La Grande, spent an afternoon
with the exchange managers last week.
THE Oregon Industrial News, the latest Northwest news and industrial
pictorial, is becoming very popular throughout the state with the exhibitors. I. Leeser Cohen and Lewis H. Moomaw are putting out this interesting subject each week.
OARRY HUNTER, formerly with Mutual and Metro in Portland and
more recently of San Francisco, is a new road man under C. M. Hill at
the Portland Paramount-Artcraft Exchange.
17
screening
"Foolsusedfor lucky
Luck,"andtheunlucky
Essanay-Taylor
Holmes
F ORedy,its the
Sunset oftheatre
signs in its
lobby comdisplay. A ladder for people to walk under, broken mirrors, four-leaf clover,
many horeshoes, lucky pennies, and other gems of superstition were utilized
with good effect.
CG. BAUGHN opened his new Kelso, Washington, motion picture theatre on October 20 with " Snow White," the Marguerite Clark picture.
■"THE
new
Kelso
house,
second made
in the attractive
town, is towith
be named
the pub* lie.known toItKelso
is a theatregoers,
350-seatthe house,
many byby
devices
unand its program
is bulwarked
the entire
Paramount-Artcraft output.
l\yl ANAGER
MYRICK,
the recitals
Liberty bytheatre,
has inaugurated
a series of
Sunday of
organ
Albert Portland,
Hay Malotte.
Mr. Malotte, a well known organist, is giving special programs each Sunday between
12:30
and
1
o'clock
on
the
Wurlitzer
Hope-Jones
unit
orchestral
organ.
The first recital was a pronounced success
SALT LAKE SEES MANY STAGE STARS IN ONE PICTURE
C ALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, people had an opportunity recently of seeing
'-'
a number
stagefirst
starsof intheoneLiberty
picture,Loan
and pictures
at the same
perform
patriotic
duty.of The
were time
shown
at thea
Paramount-Empress theatre. The initial picture has David Warfield, Raythe cast.mond Hitchcock, Jefferson de Angelis, Mabel Taliaferro and other stars in
NOVEL SPIDER PICTURE SHOWN AT SALT LAKE
JAMES J. STANLEY, manager of the Mutual Film Exchange, at Salt
Lake, Utah, is exhibiting a picture received from his brother in Kansas
City, which shows a spider and its web, with the Words, " Millions for
War,"
woven intoin theKansas
fine texture
of the web.
web previously
is the second
its
kind discovered
City, another
spider The
having
spunof the
words, " War — War — War." Stanley is now said to be training a spider to
weave " Mutual Films Are Best " into a web, to be exhibited in the Salt
Lake office's window.
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BROADWAY
HOME 10525
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Title

Co.

631 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles

CAMBRIA SPRING COMPANY
" Quality First"
Auto and Truck
Springs.Wheels,
Rims and Bumpers
General Blacksmithing
Phones: Main 1076 Home F-5233

"Largest Spring
Factory on the
Forging Made and
Frames Straightened
Pacific Coast"
916-918 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Cat

TYPEWRITING
MCLTIGRAPHTNG
AL HOLMAN & COMPANY
F5244
609 So. Figueroa Street
F5244
Los Angeles, Cal.
WE SPECIALIZE ON TYPEINQ
SCENARIOS
MANUSCRIPTS
PRESS COPY
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Citizens

Trust

Savings
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and

Bank

HEADQUARTERSMOTION PICTURE ACCOUNTS
in LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
We are enjoying a large part of the motion
picture business of this city.
WHY
First — Because we offer fourteen hours of excellent
banking service, from eight in the morning until
ten in the evening, which affords an unusual
convenience for all depositors who are busily
engaged during the usual banking hours.
Second — Because
we the
appreciate
worthmotion
of, and
try
to promote
welfare the
of the
picture
business.
Third — Because our many satisfied depositors bring
their friends to the bank, who, in turn, become
satisfied depositors.
Fourth— Because all of the stock of this bank is owned
by The Citizens National Bank, the total remillion. sources of both banks being over twenty-five
CITIZENS TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK
Third and Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.
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TMt department has been inaugurated vith the idea o/ letting readers
ktlOtO the estimation in which the West Coast Edition of Motion I'ictuke
News is held by exhibitors. It is a kind of " Bouquet Column" to catch
the pleasant things people say about us. When these little tokens of
esteem are thrown at us from time to time we shall — irith all becoming
modesty — lioist them aloft for the admiring gaze of everybody. Hometimes a briar might be found in the " bouquet," but ichat's a thorn, more
or less, between friends! Each item is short, you will notice. There us
a reason. We can grasp just so many more of tltese good-nature ticklers
in our hands at once, for public inspection. Here is a handful for the
indulgent reader.
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"T") OCCalifornia,
" HOWE, finds
ownerMotion
and manager
of the soTemple
theatre,he atwould
Santa rather
Ana,
Picture News
interesting
read it than eat, even when the food is before him.
TACK CUNNINGHAM,
the Triangle scenario writer, very graciously
J thanks Motion Picture News for the opportunity of buying space in the
coming issue of the Studio Directory. Jack always was thoughtful and polite.
17 ROM the manager of the Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah, S. I. Goodwin, we
1Picture
received
bouquet: 13, "We
to receive
our acopy
of Motion
News this
of October
and itfailed
is almost
like losing
member
of the
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PICTURE
NEWSunstinted,
is the best
trade journal
have allandelseall weof
family."OTION
>t is helpful,
as it gives
unbiased
criticismswe and
need
to
know."
That
is
the
message
which
comes
from
Ray
ager of the circuit of theatres owned by George Mauk, in Meyers,
Hayden, manSan
Pedro and Winkelman, Arizona.
YY7 ILLIAM WIGGANS wig-wags from the Bon Ton theatre, in Imbler.
" departments.
Arizona, as follows:
Motion an
Picture
News is that
all ' best
its different
I cannot " suggest
improvement
would' inbenefit
the
It's all
exhibitors. Motion Picture News is as good as gold."
»U OTION PICTURE NEWS is a dandy. I received sample copy, sat
1'* right down and read it, and immediately subscribed for it.
good," is what W. E. Johnson, of the Jewel theatre, of Clarks Fork, Idaho,
writes.
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EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE

Theatres

and

Problems

THE Rourke theatre, La Junta, Colo., of which C. N. Wonderly is owner,
has a seating capacity of 800, and finds it profitable to otter weekly*
vaudeville nights. Good music, a clean house, kind and courteous treatmentpaniesby employees,
secretsexhibitors,
of success,
holds. byReleasing
and exchanges arecanthebenefit
he he
declares,
having a comfair
price and then sticking to it.
FLOYD H. GARDNER, owner of the Payson Photoplayhouse at Payson,
Ariz., has sold his interests to W. H. Hillegass, of that city, in preparation for a summons in the near future to join the colors. Prior to his disposal of his holdings Mr. Gardner arranged for the construction of a new
building, with complete lighting plant and equipment. The theatre seats
225, at
twenty-five
and thirty-five
cents, changes
and although
Payson weekly,
is one using
hundred miles
from a railroad,
the exhibitor
his features
first-run features on the Mutual program.
„THE
FLAMEat OF
" has
been theMont.,
best business-getter
in
1 months
the THE
Grand YUKON
theatre at
Hamilton,
a town of 1,500
population, according to L. H. Sutton, its manager. Daily changes of
pictures are effected for a seating capacity of 350, at ten and fifteen cents
admission,
by the use of Paramount, Artcraft, Triangle and Vitagraph releases.

AT the Rex theatre, in Platteville, Colo., changes of program are madei
twice weekly, with Pathe serials, Triangle and special features being
shown. The theatre, of which Charles C. Hamberger is owner and manager, has a seating capacity of 225, for which admissions of ten and fifteen
cents are charged. A player piano and a Victrola furnish musical accompaniment.
A CIRCUIT of four theatres in as many small towns has been established
to pull together for better service, beter film and better prices than
GEORGE W. CHAPMAN
COMPANY, Inc.
their competitors in other towns, according to the manager of the Arctic
theatre, of Nez Perce, Idaho, one of the four in the circuit. The house is
Makers of all kinds of plaster and papier mache work,
in a town of 900, seating 200 persons, at admissions of ten and twenty cents.
miniature sets of every description, and all kinds of props for
Six changes of program are made weekly, Universal, Bluebird, Butterfly,
the special needs of motion picture productions.
Triangle and Paramount releases being shown. Need of more information
inspection of film, with improved advertising
regardingareplays
Phono: Hollywood 1290 5155 Santa Monica, Blvd., Los Angeles
service,
urgedandfor better
the exhibitor.
D OUGLAS FAIRBANKS and Charlie Chaplin continue to remain the
at San
Odeon and Unique theatres Chaplin
strongest drawing cards at the
the Unique,
A. Huff, manager. AtOdeon
Francisco, according to Joseph
and
Fairbanks
the
at
while
weeks,
six
to
two
from
run
releases
Phone: Home 57096
Each house seats 300,
William S. Hart features always bring full houses.
Los Angeles Can Co.
Photographic Reproductions and
at a flat ten-cent admission. Lower prices on films for small houses are
Lobby Displays
Manufacturers of
urged as the chief aid which exchanges can give to exhibitors.
H IGH in the mountains near the California-Nevada boundary line, the
FILM
CASES
1Re-fl>boto
from toe rebenefit weeklyMotion
at Truckee, Cal., findsdepartments
Masonic theatre,
SUCCESSORS
TO ACMECo.
PIIOTO
Picture
of
303 San Fernondo Blvd.
views of pictures, advertising and projection
Reproductions Company
which
house,
The
manager.
its
Los Angeles, Cal.
News, acording to W. M. Englehart,with Fox and Paramount releases,
1509 Cahuenga Ave., near Sunweekly
times
three
program
changes
Sunset East SS9
Home 10669
cents
twenty
and
ten
chages
and
750,
set Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.
of
seats 250 out of a population
admission.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
985 Market Street, San Francisco, California
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Doing
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SATISFACTION with the service furnished by the Paramount and Universai programs is expressed by R. H. Morris, owner-manager of the
Elk River, Idaho, a village of 500. " The exhibitor should
Rex theatre,
study
his ownof little
business and keep a-plugging. If seven days do not
to six,," he advises. " Miss George Washington "
one best
from
out
cut
pay,
was found to be the
being pleased with the feature.attraction in recent months, all his audiences
D ATTLESHIP linoleum throughout the house and new color dissolves are
two of the improvements planned for the Symphony theatre, of Los
Angeles, by its manager, C. H. Gates. A very satisfactory business is
being built up, he says, by putting on the right pictures. The house, which
seats 750, uses Metro releases, of which Harold Lockwood pictures are
found_ the best attractions. In addition, business is increased by " live
wire " stunts of patriotic parades, costumes, pageants and special lobby
features.
Less ' bull ' and better pictures " are urged in improvement of
exhibitors' " conditions.
generalby news,
or failures
throughout
the
country, The
furnished
Motiontouching
Picture successes
News is found
most
helpful.
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HIBERNIAN

BUILDING

Los Angeles, Cal.
Broadway 7717

GREATER
2020 Third Avenue

A1321

FEATURES
CO.
Seattle, Washington

NOW
BOOKING
IN WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO, MONTANA
OUR NEW WESTERN PHOTO PRODUCTION
"THE

'AT with
the Broadway
theatre, lamp
Belgrade,
experiments
are Powers
to be made
the new Mazda
insteadMont.,
of carbons,
on two
6-A
projectors. Kinsey & Phelps, owners, object to the advance payments and
C. O. tween
D. the requirements
on the
differenceabout
beanxiety to getfrom
the exchanges,
money first,commenting
and then the
indifference
the quality of service.
" The Eyes of the World " has proved a big attraction in the town,
which has
population of 500. World, Paramount, K-E-S-E and Kleine
brands
are ashown.

C ENDING
complimentary
tickets
the "bestLander,
trade"Wyo.,
alwaysaccording
brings increased admissions
to the
Dixieto theatre.
to
Edith A. Nickerson, manager. The town has 2,500 population and the
house has a capacity of 300. Paramount, Artcraft, Selznick, World, Metro,
K-E-S-E and special features are shown, and of these, states the manager,
Douglas
attraction.Fairbanks in "Wild and Woolly" has proved the biggest recent

film

the

knowledge of Exhibitors in all parts of

• •IT takes good productions and common sense advertising to get by these
1Thisdays.is theTheopinion
picture'sof the
J. R.thing."
Linn and Son, managers of the Crawford
theatre, at Carlsbad, N. M., a city of 3,000. " Let each exhibitor make his
credit good and the business will take a big step forward," they believe.
" Releasing companies and exchanges can benefit us by having competent
employees
do changes
our shipping
anddaily.
fill our advertisingSelznick,
orders."
The graph
house
programare
and Triangle
releases
shown.Paramount,
Anita Stewart, MaryArtcraft,
Pickford Vitaand
Douglas Fairbanks are their biggest attractions.

A NEW bordered screen has just been installed in the Marysville theatre,
rt
Marysville,
town 225.
of 1,400,
and the Triangle,
house is being
completely
refinished.
The Wash.,
theatre a seats
Paramount,
Bluebird,
World
and Pathe brands are shown, and of these Fairbanks and Hart in any
picture go best.

supply

a first hand,

A " country
store " theatre,
on the of
opening
night ofCal.,a serial
alwaysare gets
results
^*
the Liberty
St. Helena,
out
of aforpopulation
of 1,500. Change
of program
iswhere
made 400
six timesseated
weekly,
states L. H. Killingsworth, owner and manager, Paramount, Vitagraph,
Fox, K-E-S-E and Pathe releases being used.
C ELECTIVE bookings from all exchanges and more circuits for small
'-' towns to reduce the present prohibitive express rates from exchanges to
small theatres " off the circuit " are suggested as the solution of the small
exhibitors'
Dodd, Amanager
Twilight
theatre,
Haines, Ore.,problem
where by250 N.areE.seated.
change ofof the
program
is made
twiceat
weekly, Brady-made, Metro and K-E-S-E features being shown. Of recent
features " Hell Morgan's Girl " and " God's Half-acre " drew the largest
crowds.
" Wegoodhavepictures
a smallat theatre
in a prices.
small town,"
but
try
to show
reasonable
We getwrites
good Dodd,
crowds " and
have no complaints to make."
CARAH BERNHARDT in "Mothers of France" proved a big attraction
k-'
at the writes
Star theatre,
McMinnville,
Thehouse,
star which
and subject
both lately
were timely,
M. L. Morris,
the ownerOre.
of the
has a
seating capacity of 245.
A 6-B Powers'
projector
just been
and pipe
xylophone
and traps
furnish has
music.
Plain installed,
lobby displays,
withorgan,
specialpiano,
displays for big features that will bring out the subject, are exchange aids
which are held needed, while abolition of advance payments on contracts are
urged.
The house changes program three times weekly. World, Brady-Made,
Fox, Metro, Vitagraph and other brands are used on open booking nights.
V XTRA-LENGTH pictures, such as " The Birth of a Nation," " The
Eyes of the
World Colo.,
" anda "city
The ofBarrier
have proved
best attractions
in Glenwood
Springs,
2,000, "according
to George
Hinman,
owner of thhe Orpheum theatre there. Large returns were obtained, he
states, because each picture was well known and heavily advertised.
A new Powers 6-B projector and new upholstered seats recently have
been installed, and a five-piece orchestra is a business-getting aid. Hinman
urges
that the exchanges send films by parcel post to reduce the cost to
exhibitors.

pHANGE
program
five timesin weekly,
use of
and
9*
Metro ofbrands
is effective
drawing with
business
to Triangle,
the ColvillePathe
theatre,
Colville, Wash., according to H. D. Williams, owner and manager. Of a
population of 1,500, the house seats 450, and does a good business. Trireleases especially, states Mr. Williams, are always good for business
in his angle
theatre.
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THE Regent theatre. Billings, Mont., is installing a large pipe organ and
1 player, states E. O'Keefe, its manager. The house has a capacity of
550. " Wild and Woolly " has been the best feature shown in Billings, a I
Western
States.
city
of 15,000,
months,
states O'Keefe. Business is good there
in spite
of high infilmrecent
rentals,
he declares.
Y\ R. E. C. WILLS, formerly owner of a theatre at Nogales, Arizona, has
purchased the Auditorium theatre, at Venice, and contracted for Fox
subjects.
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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NOTICE!

Motion

Picture

New

Manufacturers

Accessory

THE

and

House

EFFECT
INCORPORATED

Exhibitors

Opens

SHOP

Formerly known as F. W. Miller, has taken a long lease on Film Row at 832
South Olive Street, where they will open about January 1st with everything Electrical pertaining to the Motion Picture Industry.
A full line of the famous Kliegl Stage and Studio
carried in stock

apparatus

famous " Klieglight
" Photo
Lamp
equal, being used exclusively by the largest
film The
manufacturers
in the world.
There
musthasbe noa reason.
When you buy apparatus from us you are protected by patents which are not infringements.

FRED

MILLER'S

OVERHEAD

LAMP

Our own Alumlite overhead and location lamps have filled a long felt need. The most compact,
lightest lamp ever built. The former weighs 17 pounds, the latter 24 pounds. Will work in any
position and burn three hours continuously without attention. The accompanying cuts show the
overhead lamp complete. The original will be sent out, any time, anywhere, on trial upon request.
THE

EFFECT

SHOP
F 2192

Broadway 5981
Now
FRED

MILLER

at 217 W.

No. 19

9th Street
KENNETH

SAMPSON
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IN AND OUT OF TOWN
l_
M.n— — -I
A. H. Blank, prominent exhibitor of the
Middle West and in charge of the Iowa,
Kansas and Nebraska exchanges for the
First
National
New York
last Exhibitors'
week for theCircuit,
latest was
in filmin
circles. During the week Mr. Blank paid
a visit to the Brenon Studios, Hudson
Heights, New Jersey, and watched Mr.
Brenon " shoot " a number of scenes for
" Empty Pockets," his latest production.
James Quirk, editor of the Photoplay
Magazine, came on from Chicago last week
and will be in New York for a few days,
in the interest of his publication.
Samuel Krelberg, Overland Film Company, returning from Pittsburgh last week
where he had been for a few days in the
interest of his company.
Charles F. Schwerin, general manager
of First National Exhibitors' Exchange,
covering the territory of Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, arrived in New York last
week, to look over the market. Mr.
Schwerin returned to Pittsburgh Saturday.
Louis Geiger, sales manager, First National Exhibitors' Exchange, Pittsburgh,
returned to Pittsburgh Saturday, after
several days spent in New York, Mr.
Geiger for the past year has been assistant manager, Select Pictures Exchange,
Pittsburgh. He was formerly with the
World Film Corporation, as branch manager in Cleveland, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
William Steiner, Photodrama, returned
to New York last week, from a business
trip throughout the West.
Edward O'Donnell, exploitation manager
for Sidney Olcott, is in Chicago with a
print of Mr. Olcott's latest production,
" The Belgian." Mr. O'Donnell will show
" The Belgian " to the Chicago trade.
Pathe Promotes Regalado to
Poster Manager
M. R. Regalado, who has been in the
art and poster departments of the Pathe
Exchange for nearly four years, has been
promoted to manager of the department.
In addition to being an artist, Regalado
is an expert in photography and has made
a specialty in high-class portraiture.
J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has instal ed aforce of poster artists whose entire time, it is said, will be devoted to Pathe
work.
Paramount Publicity Man
Becomes a Navy Man
Lloyd Robinson, of the publicity staff
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, handling publicity for Paramount
pictures, has covered his typewriter to become a yeoman in the United States Navy.
He will be stationed at the Boston Navy
Yard for the present, it is predicted.
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Industry's Problems Solved in Five Reels
John W. Blackwood Explains in Exciting Fillum Exactly Why
Producers Are Willing to Murder High Salaried Stars
My word, you are popular in GuadaJOHN W. BLACKWOOD, who hammers
a typewriter in the Ince western publoupe, aren't you?
Mr. Hollywood.
licity department, has typed what might be
I must have a new contract at ten thouconsidered to be in many respects a mastersand a week ... or I quit. If you
piece. It is a scenario in five chapters, or
reels, relating to the star evil.
won't
will! pay me that, the Steelem Company
The prologue :
Mr. Trimmem.
" Many motion picture exhibitors com(Just a trifle wearily.)
plain that they are unable to continue in
business on account of what they term the
That's all right, Harold . . . sign
exorbitant prices they are called upon to your name on the dotted line — there, just
below mine . . . and many thanks for
pay for their pictures. They assert that
your loyalty to the Trimmem Company.
even if they play to crowded houses each
Next time you write to Mr. Polotzky please
performance
News item inthey
dailycannot
paper. make money." —
give love and kisses from me.
Chapter IV.
Chapter I.
Something About the Effect.
Part of the Cause.
Harold Hollywood, the handsome young
(Copymem, ofof
night letterFilm
fromCompany,
Ben Trim-to
thea Trimmem
star of the Trimmem Film Company, has
Isadore
Mexico.) Polotzky, of Guadaloupe, New
just made his greatest picture, "The Curse
of Beauty." In his newest picture Mr.
The Trimmem Film Company has just
Hollywood is seen in one hundred and
signed the beautiful young star, Mr.
eighty-four close ups, exceeding his previHarold Hollywood, for another year at
ous record by eighteen. — From the press
ten thousand dollars a week. Hereafter
sheet of the Trimmem Film Company.
your service will cost you one hundred
Chapter II.
and forty dollars a week instead of fiftyMore About the Cause.
five, the old price. Congratulate us on reMr. Isadore Polotzky, the enterprising
taining the valuable services of Mr. Hollywood who is, without any exception, the
and successful manager of Polotzky's Palace of Pictures, Guadaloupe, New Mexico,
greatest actor in the world and a wonderwrites to Mr. Harold Hollywood, as
ful favorite in Guadaloupe.
follows :
Big
(Signed)
Ben Trimmem.
Chapter V.
" I have just played your latest success,
' The Curse of Beauty,' to capacity houses
5"//// Discussing the Effect.
for two nights and a matinee. You are
(Copy
of a rush telegram from Isadore
the greatest actor in the world and the
Polotzky-, of Guadaloupe, N. M., to Ben
salvation of the picture business. A
Trimmem, of the Trimmem Film Company,
Harold Hollywood photoplay is money in of New York.)
the bank for every exhibitor in the counCancel my contract for Trimmem Films.
try. When are you going to start your
You robber . . . you goy . . . you
own company?
(Signed)
" I. Polotsky."
Chapter III.
Getting the Effect Started.
Scene : Office of the Trimmem Film
Company.
Discovered : Mr. Ben Trimmem, president and general manager of the Trimmem
Film Company, and Harold Hollywood,
the most popular star of the company. Mr.
Hollywood flourishes a letter in one hand
while the other digit grasps a copy of the
last issue of the Guadaloupe, N. M.,
Weekly Guardian.
Mr. Hollywood.
( Excitedly.)
Read this !
Mr. Trimmem.
(With just a slight interest.)
What's the high blood pressure about,
Harold?
Mr. Hollywood.
(Speaks zvith a note of absolute conviction
in his voice.)
I, the greatest actor in the world, am
underpaid. ... I am the salvation of
the picture game . . . read this here
letter from Manager Polotzky, one of the
most famous managers in the country !
. . . yes, and read this here criticism in
the Guadaloupe Guardian !
Mr. Trimmem.
(Scanning, hurriedly, the letter; but ignoring the paper.)

(Signed)
Isadore Polotsky.
ganeff.
Alma Hanlon Plans
Feed
for Soldiers
Alma Hanlon, who is co-starred in Harry
Raver's "The Public Defender" with
Frank Keenan and Robert Edeson, is busily
engaged in the preparation of a Thanksgiving dinner which she plans to send her
brother. Fred Hanlon, and seven of his
comrades, now in camp with the Twelfth
Regiment at Spartanburg.
Little Madge Evans Completes
Another Feature
Little Madge Evans, kiddie star of the
World Film Corporation, has finished a
new World-Picture Brady-Made called
" The Volunteer," it was announced this
week. Henry Hull is co-starred with the
youthful actress in the feature, which is
said to be of patriotic trend.
Charles Howard Eaton Dies
Charles Howard Eaton, well known in
music and motion picture circles, died suddenly at his home in Dorchester, Mass., on
Wednesday of last week. He had just completed atrip through Maine in the interest
of the World Film Corporaton and was
about to resume his activities when stricken.
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EXHIBITORS

TITLE

BRAND

ADVENTURER, THE. .
ALABASTER BOX, AN..
ARMS AND THE GIRL
ASHES OF HOPE
BAB'S MINE
DIARY
BABY

Mut-Chap
Vita.
Para.
Tri.
Para.
Gold.

BARBARY SHEEP
BARRIER, THE
BEAUTIFUL ADVENTURE, THE
BROADWAY ARIZONA
CALL OF THE EAST
CAMILLE
COLD DECK, THE
CONQUEROR, THE
CONSCIENCE
COUNTESS CHARMING
DEAD SHOT BAKER .
DEVIL DODGER, THE
DOUBLE CROSSED
DORMANT POWER, THE
FIBBERS, THE
FIGHTING ODDS
FLAME OF THE YUKON .
FOR FRANCE
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE
GHOST HOUSE, THE
HASHIMURA TOGO
HER COUNTRY'S
CALL
HONOR
SYSTEM, THE

Art.
Sel.Sp.
Mut.
Tri.
Para.
Gen. F.
Fox
Lynch.
Fox
Art.
Vita.
Tri.
Para.
World
K.E.S.E.
Gold.
Tri.
Vita.
St.Para.
Rts.
Para.
Mut.
Fox

HOSTAGE, THE
JACK AND THE BEANSTALK
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL
LOST IN TRANSIT
LOVE DOCTOR, THE
MAGDA
MAN FROM PAINTED POST
MOTH
NARROW TRAIL
NORTH OF FIFTY THREE
ONE SHOT ROSS
ON THE LEVEL
ON TRIAL
PARADISE GARDEN
POLLY OF THE CIRCUS
PRINCESS OF PARK ROW.
RASPUTIN
REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE..
SILENT SELLERS, THE
SKINNER'S
BABY.
SLACKER, THE
SLEEPING MEMORY
SOUTHERN PRIDE
SPREADING DAWN, THE
SPY, THE
SUNSET TRAIL, THE
THEIR COMPACT
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL.
VICAR OF WAKEFIELD . .
WHIP, THE. .. .
YANKEE WAY, THE.

Para.
Fox
Met.
Para.
Vita.
Sel.
Art.
Sel.
Art.
Fox
Tri.
Para.
1st Nat.
Met.
Gold.
Vita.
World
Art.
Art.
Met.
K.E.S.E.
Met.
Met.
Mut.
Gold.
Fox
Para.
Met.
Fox
Pathe
St.
Fox R.

Big
EAST
Big
Big
Big
Ave.

BOX

I Big
MIDDLE
Big
Big
Big
Big
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Extra
Extra
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Big
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.

Big
SOUTH
Big
Ave.
Extra
Extra
Ave.

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra
Big
Ave.
Ave.

OFFICE

Ave.
Extra
Big
Big
Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Extra
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Big
Big
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Big
Poor
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Poor
Extra
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Hill!
Big
Big
WEST
Ave.
Extra
Big
Poor
Big
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra
Big
Extra
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Extra
Big
Extra
Poor
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Poor
Ave.

REPORTS

EXHIBITORS' OWN COMMENTS
"Chaplin still ahead of them all."
"A good production; could have had a better name."
"Very good
that pleased
everybody."
"Extra
fine." picture
"Good— oneas William
S. Hart."
"The next 'Bab' picture is awaited with keen interset."
"Pleased, but did not draw extra business." "Good, but
lagged." "Too much same." "Satisfying, but doesn't
pull." "Great farce comedy." "Greatest and cleanest
comedy
I have ever run." Opinions are as various as the
box-office
style
play. results. Some attempted too long runs for this
"Very fine production, but object to foreign atmosphere."
"This is a great picture." "A sure box-oifice winner."
"Not enough to it for six reels."
"Very pleasing to all ages, desirable attraction."
"Best this talented Jap has done for some time."
"All patrons pleased." "A little long."
"Did over
not entirely please — too allegorical."
Went
cities. in few large cities, failed to draw in several smaller
"A good picture — pleased patrons."
"Good drama — Stewart a second Hart, if properly directed."
"Just a fair Frederick subject." "Not up to Frederick
"Clayton a great favorite here; splendid cast; good scenario."
"Astandard."
pleasant picture — good photography."
"Very good, but Miss Elliott does not draw yet."
"Second day twenty per cent, better than first."
"Picture backs up a timely title."
"Not
" and Huff."
"Bettera picture
features that
havedraws
been the
maderegular
with 'fan.'
Pickford
"Not a knockout."
"Fair patriotic feature, nothing out of the ordinary."
"S.R.O. at extra prices, everyone pleased." "Has everything
that makes a big picture." "Most wonderful." "Broke
all records even on a rainy night."
"No life to play, poor, not suited to star."
"Wonderful children's subject —played to 4,000 out of 9.000
school
(New had,
Englnad
. "Matinees
pricesto
as night,children"
largest ever
evenings
small, adultssameafraid
venture, beautiful feature." California .
"Best
appeared in, but did not draw" (South).
"VeryBarrymore
ordinary"ever(South).
"Very
"Good good
stuff."Beban subject." "Very satisfying."
"Started good, did not hold up."
"Not up to Fairbanks standard." "Gets over only on account of speed and melodrama." "Broke records" (West).
"Star growing in popularity." "Excellent picture."
'Excellent
'Cave man picture"
stuff." (East). "Only fair" (South).
'Very good; lot of my patrons like him better than Hart"
(Middle). "Picture fair; photography extra good" (South).
'Better than average Ward picture."
'Good
patrons(South).
not enthused."
'Broke picture,
all house but
records"
"Theme offended a great
people,
though"Star
a goodpopular,
production"
England.)
'Amany
dandy
picture."
story, (New
direction
good."
"Packed 'em in — drawing power good."
'Good
picture,
but
stars
not
known."
'Excellent." "Very good." "Timely, pleased an intelligent
audience — not for average fan." "Better than usual pro'Pleased gramall."
"Great — credit to industry." "Wonderful."
'Might be picture."
better known in East" (West). "Heavy ^advertising, al to no avail" (West).
'Good star, but picture not up to standard."
Pleasing
— gaining.""Weather
"Good light
'Fell
down"star (South).
ideal, comedy."
advertised big, picture good, business rotten" (Middle!. "One of strongest
emotional artists — fine production — big" (West).
'A good picture."
'Scenario weak."
'An
unpopularpicture."
type of picture."
'Wonderful
'One of her best pictures, star not popular here" (West).
'Picture fine — business poor." "Stars seem to have lost in
popularity
— good
picture."drama."
'Too
much of
a detective
'Very entertaining as well as educational. Schools glad to
'Popular type of picture, well made."
'Star
well liked— good entertainment."
cooperate."
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BOXNEWS
PICTURE
MOTIOxN
make their
REPORTS
OFFICE
initial bow
They

today.

are not the usual variety of exhibit-

or's report to his trade journal. EXAMINE THEM. You'll see the difference.
And remember this is only the BEGINNING of this real service of the sort upon
which

the very LIFE

of the industry hangs

today.
These

reports

HUNDRED,
successful

come

from

That

is why,

per-

haps, more " knocks " did not develop.
These men booked these pictures after
consulting every known source of information, and they TRIED
not to book
losers.

You

experienced

the final

" count," grading these reports — and the
same judgment is used here as is asked of
the exhibitor
We

find

in giving his grading

some

exhibitors

always

" high," some always " low."
rected. The grading herewith

to us.
grade

This is corpublished is

as accurate and reliable as great painstaking and knowing what the exhibitor wants
to know can make it.

these reports weekly. You
WATCH
will see NEW
WRINKLES
developed as we
don't

go along.

" make

remember

And

we

" these

reports — you make
them — and we need every early-run exhibitor behind this. Let us hear from YOU
today.

spots, by
of this record, to prove

Explanation:

neither we nor they purposelv avoided saying JUST WHAT
A PICTURE
DID.
sand exhibitors are behind

these reports.

Then

different
uniformly

IN

note

pretty good

we feel we have made
START.

Mr.

a

Johnston

looks at EVERY
report. Then it passes
to the editorial staff. The reviewers see
If you want

making

your

trade paper a " paper for the exhibitor,"
write us to send you report cards. We pay
all expense and postage.

States is di-

sections.

Most

pictures

for all sections.

To

grade

use

the

table, find the picture you seek by title, then
in column

under

your

part of the

country whether the picture went " Extra
big," " Big," " Average " or " Poor," in
your section. West of the Rocky Moun-

to be in PERSONAL

touch with every PERSON

United

rately reported when reports clearly indicate a different value for a picture in

every picture that is actively booking
will be rounded up in the count.
the meantime

The

vided into sections, and each section sepa-

will not be satisfied until over a thou-

them.

exhibitor makes

will find enough

close examination

We

Service

SEVERAL

not a few score, of our most

exhibitors.
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" East."

The remaining states north of " Mason and
Dixon's Line" are "Middle"; the rest
" South."
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BUREAU

A department devoted to the problems of every theatre manager

the adMAJORITY of
page a number
of advertisements of the
new
vertising that apHitting the High Spots in Ads
pears in the Sunday newsChaplin picture, the latest
Wm. S. Hart picture and
papers appears to have
Best Way to Attract Patrons Is to Say What
some older Hart films.
been prepared merely as
Now, before we go any
You Have to Say in the Fewest
a part of the routine of
further, give the page a
Words Possible
the exhibitors' business —
something that had to be
glance and see which of
these displays attract your eye. While in their reproduction they
done, and therefore the better gotten out of the way and on the
are reduced a little more than a half, the same comparative effect
road to the printer. Evidently many of the exhibitors say to themis there. Which advertisements were you led to read first? We
"
e
,
"
,
s
e
sit
v
they
then
and
l
now,
ads
my
writ
e
to
have
I
Well
s
down and dash off the first thing that comes to their minds.
have a pretty good idea of what your answer will be, but we want
to tell you why we believe that you arrived at these conclusions
There isn't the slightest doubt that adverising is one of the most
and why the public gets the particular appeals.
importantpartsof the exhibitor's business, but that doesn't mean that
Now the analysis :
all he has to do is to fill a certain amount of space and expect a
It is easy to see that there are three things that can be featured
stream of patrons at his box office. Here is one thing to remember :
in the Chaplin picture :
The advertising profession has grown by leaps and bounds, and
First, Chaplin's name, and his picture with it.
not only have the men who write the "copy" progressed, but also
Second, the name of the picture, and the fact that it is his latest.
has the public become discriminating. Merely because you buy a
And,
third if you have the space, that it shows the comedian
certain amount of newspaper space everyone that you want to reach
as a convict.
is not going to read your display.
The same is true of the Hart pictures. The name of the star
Last week we spoke about centering the weight of your advertisis the big thing in both cases. The association of the names of the
ing on your NOW attraction. In this article we want to urge you
actors with particular films is strong in the public mind. You
to pick out one point to advertise in your pictures — TO HIT THE
HIGH SPOTS.
don't have to go into detailed explanations.
Which brings up a point. Never try to diagram a picture for a
Do you know that big businesses pay their advertising managers
salaries that run into the tens and twenties of thousands of dollars
patron. Especially don't try to tell a patron something about a
player that the patron already knows. It is a fact that the average
for being able to write advertising that will attract more attention
than the display of their competitors. You cannot afford to do this, motion picture fan knows more about the players than the average
manager. So when you go into all this detailed explanation, you
of course, but neither can your competitor. But you can afford to
are, unconsciously or not, merely writing to fill valuable space which
give thought to your work, and if you give this thought and watch
could far better be occupied by the use of large type and more
carefully what the best exhibitors of the country are doing, as rewhite space in the display.
flected week after week in this bureau, you can make your adverWhat you need to tell the patron about the star is why the
tising stand out and cause it to be read before that of your competitor and with greater conviction.
patron should see him in this particular picture.
Now, let us take your current production. The simplest way to
Now let's see how the various managers whose ads are reproduced on the opposite page have dealt with the various pictures,
find out how to advertise this picture is for you to ask yourself why
you booked the picture. What made you believe that it would be a under the different circumstances and with the different combinations with which they have shown them.
good box office asset ?
William S. Hart and Chaplin are both stars on the bill of the
Did you book it on account of the great popularity of the star?
New Grand Central, St. Louis. The Chaplin picture is a new
Or was it because it was some smashing feature which could be
coupled with some current event? Or was it because of the comedy, this being the first time the comedian has been seen on
the screen in a number of weeks. The Hart picture was not a first
strength of the picture itself, its dramatic power or its comedy
run. The writer of the advertisement had so little information
effects?
on the Drew comedy that he couldn't even give the name. It
■Answer that question for yourself. The reason that you booked
seems to us manifest that the Chaplin picture should have been
the picture is the very thing you should advertise.
made the feature of the ad, but the man who wrote it couldn't get
Don'tREASON.
get a confusion of reasons into your head. Get THE
ONE
away from the cheap department store advertising plan and had

Once the writer of these articles worked on a very large newspaper under the direction of the highest salaried newspaper man
in the world. The writer had charge of the displays on the first
page of the paper during certain editions. It was a paper that
had an immense street sale and what the headlines said governed
the sale of the paper. One day the writer gave equal prominence
to two stories. He was called to the inner office and called DOWN.
The defense was that both of the stories were so big that he
could not choose between them.
"There are never two equal stories," was the reply from the
chief. " The stories are what you make the public think they
are. If you are in doubt, pick one and play it. That's the way to
sell papers."
And it's advertising
the way to- issell
admission to your theatre, so far as
newspaper
concerned.
Decide what is the feature of the picture that should be brought
out strongest in your advertising and then go to it.
Tell it to the public in the most direct manner and in the fewest
words.
And after you have done that, cut out about half that you have
written.
For this week we have taken the case of stars. From the Sunday newspapers for October 21 we have reproduced on the opposite

to throw in the line about " Four Big Stars." The result is that
nothing is featured and there is no one strong thing to attract
the attention of the public. It reminds us of the rival lemonade
stand across the street from the circus grounds that advertises the
drink " two glasses for a nickel."
Keystone theatre, Indianapolis, undertakes to feature Chaplin,
but the effect is confusing because each of the three features to
be shown during the week in connection with the corned}- is given
equal showing. And note that the ad never mentions what is to
be shown in connection with the Chaplin picture Sunday. The way
to make business with such an advertisement is to feature Chaplin
strongly as to be seen all week and the bill that was to be shown
Sunday, putting the other attractions in small type.
Loew's Hippodrome, Baltimore, uses smaller space, but gets the
effective result because Chaplin is brought prominently to the
front and the name of the feature is in smaller type.
Alaamo No. 2, Atlanta, sacrifices the chance to feature the comedian in a mass of type that gets nowhere. In the first place Chaplin,
so far as motion picture audiences is concerned, is not Mr. Charles
Chaplin. You are not presenting him in Shakespearean roles, but
in slapstick comedy. There is nothing distinctive in this advertisement. The O. Henry picture should have been announced in
(Continued on page 3258)
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Reduced a little more than a half, here are specimens of good and bad newspaper displays on Charlie Chaplin, W.
way tolastdisplay
of thewasproper
an example This
of theonSunthe theatre
advertisement
The putting
S. Hart and
week. the week's
discussed
currentis attraction.
the emphasis
same time
at thepictures.
and other
attraction
4 big stars at new grand central s&s"
SIDNEY
mrsano DREW
CHaPUN"!0"*11*wm^s^art'TchARLES
"THE
""TK^Sr^S?
.°™-COLD
» DECK"!
■„
"The Adventurer"™

JUST OUT Charles Chaplin
ANDteeALLM* idWEEK
My K«
ADVENTURER
Theatre
EYSTOH
150 1. Us. St E

Sftfw1i( tntj aft>eiaat flnl-fBB pBSta-alir. ;
COLUMBIA Todir, Tomorrow, Tiiitfa*. Widaasdar <k
ONE OFMALEOUR StAft
SEUCTIO* OF THE *
SfiR SER It$ -JIlM 10M"3 MOST POPULAR
WILLIAM 3. HART hmm^kmrnummtm
_ _ "THE

NARROW

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
la HAS H TMVR-* TOOO"
MADAME PETROVA
tm "THE LAW OF THE LA.VB"
FANNIE WARD
L» "OH TUX LXVUL"

TRAIL^

RI
ALTO
PERTO&MAJf OB : 11 to U— ADMISSION 16c mil 10c
ALAMO
No. 2
MONDAY and TUESDAY

The Screen » Most BnUian'
Yoosf Bur.

"The Million Dollar Comedian"
MR. CHARLES
CHAPLIN
In His Latest, Absolutely First-run Two-reel Comedy

CHARLES

ms

VAUDEVlLLEIl

HAR

HELL'f /- .

"The
Adventurer"
DO NT PAY 10 & J 5c TO SLE THIS WONDERFUL COMEDY
ELSEWHERE
ALAMO No. 2 will ihow it (or admiuion of
S and 10c
ALSO, Monday and Tuesday, One of the Celebrated
Five-Reel
f\ UCMDV
"^DqdeKyvl
FeaturesTh» Stare \J,
f1C.nl
■ Mr.
ol A* M+mm
Famltr A»f\O. Hum
tew 1LMargrave, weo.
»»o.r^uft,
mi.
WU MANLON ANO LIO OCLAHKV Th, I— Uw •*andUw bat.
n*|Ur W«rt«
In New Yet* Te# to I
' Devil"
"Pride I ORAMA
and OFfne
admission
ALL WUK ■'TSJt^J&ig'
i ) CENT*

of a Nation ")

His LowFat
her"!Acting and Moving PloU W\u Be
trery
af &xe*Un\
KoLhocUstla—ALSO—
Orel Thii PUr.

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

"The
The rim NewAdventurer"
Chaplin la Sevaril Months,
COMTHC NEXT
nr WEEK:
DOROTHY
In
"TEE PRICE DALTON
MASK."

-TUESDAY— I
HAROLD I
|Adventure"!
LOCKWOOD |
"Under Handicap" |
—THURSDAY— 2
GLADYS I|
BROCKWELL
e" ^=
Uu "Cons
tl "Th. cienc
Heaer Syilas."
niiniiiHii miirjiiini iiiq

4 Days, Starting

Great Double Bill
Beginning Today

TOO A Y — M OND A
HENRY B.
| WALTHALi
Who PI. r-d lb* Llttla Cola*.*! =
I"The Birth!

RAY
Is Hi*ePint Son
Piruinuitof'
"Th

ALHaMBRA

TODAY

the MILLION S COMEDIAN'S VERY LATEST
WjVL
Okas.
!fi The

S.

H

EAST 3^ ST NEAR EUCLID "
TODAY AND ALL WEEK.

"The Adventaer"

i:in:in;in:iM ■ili'illiiniiiunj
r A PLAj^OQ 'N-*!!^

■ no !Ul*rn> r. WQY »TtMI

s-

if
H^rsm-.u.
CHARLIE
CHAPLINII

HINGEf'Aft

ItlARY ANDERSON
A Wonderful Double BUI
CHAS. CHAPLIN
■In HIl Screaming Now Comedy
1| Ht>wCh"'"
How Siloilim
Hew
Wl"ER"
'< Fn
Hvlt Liuiht The
l»CW
MUini
NTUR
ADVE"CI!
AVTRA
Feature
'WHITHER THOU GO EST"
JOHNSON end RHEA MITCHELL
ORRIN

VICTORIA
ISous
iajaajrtUcAL
DAY, MOW,
TV ICR. endevr 1
Belle
Bennett
HillInJackAshes
Ueiirejei ueof JedHope
UvlieiM
WOMANHOOD GOV. I l*nj»
Charlie Chaplin
i The
s i PATHK
U Adventurer
H T weekly
TS P

ME

Chaplin
Adventurer
Charlie
escapeshe from
the Pen'
the harrowing
experiences
undergoes
whileandhiding
frrm big
Eric Campbell and a flock of guards constitute the
most laughable assortment of Chaplin stunts
L ever screened. The comedian andfhis associates
7L worked many weeks on this picture and the
results can be said to have more than justified
'-4^; trmir strenuous efforts
THE SOUTHERN BEAUTY
Virginia
Pearson
"THOU SHALT
NOT STEAL
A Clever Detective Story

Jack Devereaax
with Winitred
Id A Successful
Failure Mtea
la ^ykkftLM
i "THE PAWNLUtOlvEH-S ^

in THE
NARROW
TRAIL
Can Hart
you imagine
anybodyby trying
lo by"shanghai
this man1' thanThe Hart
attempthimself
la depicted
this
typical
story,
written,
the
way.
no
leas
a
personage
And init with
aVso
Includes a bit of life lifted from the now silent Bar bar? Coast of San, Francisco, presenting
the sensational
featuresmomentthat inmadeThethisNarrow
particular
thegraphic
worldvividness
over There
isn't a passive
Trail section
" of *' Frisco'' —
Alhambra Concert Orchestra
Burton Holmes Travelogue
Coming Thurs. — Carlyle Blackwell and Madge Evans in The Burglar*

William S. Hart
"Hell's Hinges"
Charlie Chaplin
"The Adventurer'
Si vsa ^r/jfs.-'ssitrs'.ss-
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Here is testimony to the value of plenty of electric lights along with a popular star. The two Marys seem to be
having a race for popularity. The picture at the left shows the cro-wd at American theatre, Oakland, Cai, to see Mary
Miles Mary
Minter Pickford.
and at the right a throng before the People's theatre, Portland, Ore., "waiting to get a chance to see the
latest
{Continued from page 3256)
smaller type, and if there was any necessity
for giving the bills for the latter part of
the week at all they should have occupied
about one fifth the space they take. The
whole tenor of the display is one that would
strike the man looking for amusement as an
emphasis on the cheapness of the show
rather than on the quality. It is too much
of a case of simply selling the reels rather
than the pictures.
Rialto theatre, in the same city, and probably the one at which the Alamo advertisement is aimed, plays Paramount-Artcraft
pictures regularly, and for this reason the
ad writer properly gives the principal space
to the Charles Ray picture, but he used the
Chaplin name in even larger type and a
good line, " The First New Chaplin in
Several Months." The display convinces
the patron that there is a real bill worth
the money without a mass of type aimed at
such a result.
The man who wrote the Mary Anderson,
Louisville, Ky., display should have been
content when he said that this was a new
comedy. Instead he consumes a considerable space with repetition of this statement
without getting anywhere. It would have
been a whole lot better had he used this
space to say in larger type the thing that
he does say later — that.it shows Charlie in
prison.
Victoria theatre, Richmond, Va., sacrifices space, in the first place, to tell all
about the middle of the week attraction.
He crowds up Belle Bennett and the comedian in such a way that neither attracts attention.
Colonial theatre, in the same city, gets a
much better effect. He brings out Chaplin
with a cut and then gives the Hart picture
rank ahead because the Hart picture will
be seen Sunday as well as Monday and
the Chaplin film is not released until Monday.
But easily the best Chaplin advertisement is that of the Isis theatre, Indianapolis. While we are not fond of heavy
black type, the Isis brings out the fact that
there is a big double bill, and features

Chaplin, together with a scene from the
production. The Virginia Pearson feature
is announced in a way that does not conflict. The only criticism is that there is
too much small type under the line " The
Adventurer."
It stands out as the work of a man who
had something to say and said it in as fewwords as possible. The reader gets what
he wanted to know and no more.
Now take the Hart pictures. Two of
these advertise the newest release, " The
Narrow Trail." Note the contrast between the Columbia theatre, Dayton, O.,
and the Alhambra, Indianapolis. The Columbia display is a mere mass of type. In-,
stead of making an attractive announcement, there are really difficulties put in the
way of reading the ad. Instead of the
right theory of advertising — making the
display so attractive that the reader will
unconsciously get the message, the writer
actually made the ad difficult to read. He
goes on the theory that everybody is dead
anxious to know what the Columbia has to
say. He may be right about a share of his
regular patrons, but he is wrong about the
general public. That sort of advertising is
not going to draw new business to a theatre.
The contrast — the Alhambra, with the
name of the star in big type and a cut. it
also stands out. Again we believe there is
too much reading matter. If the writer
had stopped with the words " Hart himself," he would have had a stronger display.
A relief of 'white space is a 'whole lot
stronger than a mass of small type.
And out of all the advertisements that
we have reproduced, the strongest is that
of the Orpheum, Cleveland. There is but
one feature to bring out Hart, in " Hell's
Hinges," and the two names, with the cut,
tells the whole story, for the cut identifies
the character of the play. And even if
there had been other attractions, they
could have been put below in small type
without spoiling the attractiveness.
You don't have to hold a post mortem

on your pictures. Remember newspaper
display is not intended to give a history of
the star, the story of the play contains a
mass of meaningless adjectives. It is
meant to get your patrons to your theatre
to see the picture. The strongest way that
you stamp the main points on their minds
the longer they will remember it and the
more quickly they will be convinced.
You have only to hit the high spots, but
hit them hard and often.
Don't think that you can fool the public
these days. You may get away with it in
one or two pictures, but you won't last
long. The public wants to know what you
have to say, but they want it in short
snappy sentences, even in words.
Here is our advice for a good advertisement on a star. First plenty of space.
Then a cut of the star, preferably a striking one showing him in the role in which
he will appear. His name and the name of
the picture and a sentence or two about
the film. Then plenty of white space
around the ad. Don't confuse the eye.
Make your message stand out sharp.
The "High Spot" stands out a whole lot
stronger if it is not surrounded by a lot of
unnecessary FLY SPECKS.
Petrova Pictures to Give Portrait
Every person who attends the showing
of Star
of the first Petrova picture, " Daughter of
Destiny." will received a large colored reproduction of the Underwood portrait of
the star which will appear on the front
cover of the December number of Ladies'
World.
This will take the place of the heralds
which have ordinarily been used, and
though the cost will be considerably
greater, the men who are paying the bills
are convinced that such striking souvenirs,
which will be taken into the homes, will
bring the recipients back to see other
Petrova films and will be well worth the
cost.
The first distribution of these pictures
will
whenRialto.
" Daughter of Destiny " is
shownoccur
at the
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Successful

Exhibitors I Have Known
By Carl Horton Pierce
siimiinMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiira
Mr. Pierce, who has traveled
the United States and Canada
THERE'S a rich lesson for some of us
in the experience and success of C. D.
for the past four years, calling
Buss, manager of the Third street theatre,
upon exhibitors in the interests
Easton, Pa.
I of the Morosco Photoplay Co.
Mr. Buss started in our " little industry " I and later for Paramount and
about seven years ago. You'd hardly recog- )
nize in the man, who takes entire pages I Artcraft, is in an unusual posiin his local papers and issues house or- || tion to give his impressions first
gans that anyone might be proud of, the | hand of the men of whom he
" C. D." — as he is familiarly called — who | writes. His perspective has enabled him to pick out the high
gave up a postion in the " opry " house at
$15 per to accept the job of ticket taker, || lights among the exhibitors of
His deductions
etc., in the poorest " movie " in Easton, at I| the continent.
$10 a week. Yet it is same " C. D." And |1 will be of interest to you, unhis meteoric career is worthy of spending §
| doubtedly.
five minutes of your time to peruse.
As he himself admits, his first move in ^ipnfhiih h<?h iniiiiiHiiii ifmiiniiiiiiiiiiifiiiiinniiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii|iiiiiiihiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiif^
and went out like sheep and they always
" our " business was a loss, but he had
seemed to have just one idea in mind, to
foresight plus principles, which, incidentally, is SOME combination and hard to PUT THE OTHER FELLOW OUT OF
beat. Within the first year, Mr. Buss had
BUSINESS. If you can't get business by
C. D. Buss, Manager Third Street Theatre,
taken on practically ALL OF HIS EMfair methods, then it is better to ' drop out.'
Pittsburgh, Pa.
"
In
the
publicity
end
of
my
experience
I
PLOYER'S DUTIES. Grasp that : clerks,
have used liberal newspaper space, window
employes, theatre " strap hangers," ushers,
operators, ticket takers, etc., etc. Are you
cards, heralds and programs. A favorite
To-day many exhibitors will immediately
tell you what their competitors are playing,
calling daily at the theatre, looking for
stunt of mine is to take programs or herpay day only, or are you seeking to take
alds and make the rounds of the grocery
instead of talking about what they themselves arc doing.
from the manager ALL OF HIS DUTIES,
stores and meat shops. I go to the owners
so that he may have more time to study
If one were to place his finger on the keyof these stores personally and ask them to
the new conditions that constantly present
allow me to place a few heralds or pronote of Mf; "Buss' success it might be this :
themselves to the trade ; so that he can
grams on the counter and in the orders they
" He's a leader; he doesn't shoot at his
read and keep posted on his trade papers ; deliver to the homes. For this favor I give
competitor,
he aims
his public."
so that he can THINK?
And he aims
at hisatpublic
with broadsides
them a few passes and I ALSO BECOME
ACQUAINTED WITH THEM. This last of publicity. Whole pages are devoted to
The owner and manager left Mr. Buss
outlining the policy of the Third street
alone. This brings up one of the carI figure a valuable asset. You can't know
theatre. House programs of a , superior
too
many
people,
especially
business
men.
dinal rules of business : " If you wish sucstyle accentuate and intensify the liberal
It
is
very
easy
for
a
grocery
clerk
or
cess, hire only good men — then leave them
newspaper advertising. Answer: SUCCESS
butcher
to
say
to
his
customers
:
'The
so
alone." From the poorest theatre in Easton, Mr. Buss soon produced the best. and so theatre always has good pictures,' or — a synonym for the name of C. D. Buss.
" How did I do it? " he asked in answer to ' did you see so and so picture at the
theatre? ' In fact you will always have him
my question : " I threw out pictures that
were only average and put in all of the to say a good word for you.
Plea for Animals in Mae Marsh
state rights features I could buy. I am
"Youthe might
just
walk
into
a store But
and
Film
leave
heralds
there
on
the
counter.
speaking now of the so-called ' early days.'
Goldwyn
Pictures
suggests to the exhibithen they are thrown away — at least they
tors the enlistment of the aid of the local
" I did not show these pictures for one
day — but three.
don't get attention. This stunt I do not
Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty
work to death, only when I have a picture
to
Animals and Audubon Societies in ex" I did not charge a nickel—/ charged
I feel is worthy of those extra efforts.
ten and fifteen cents.
ploiting Mae Marsh's second picture, " Sun" Did you ever stop to think that the gro"At that time, the charging of ten and
shine Alley." The picture is really a propacery store or butcher shop is one of the
fifteen cents was — so everybody thought —
ganda film and one that will be readily engreatest places for gossip, especially so in
equivalent to suicide. In reality, NOT TO
dorsed bythe societies named.
the
neighborhood
district?
The
women
DO IT IS SUICIDE— as my competitors
"The Quaintest Play of a Quaint Aclearned.
will come there and talk of things they
tress "is the attractive catch line that Goldwyn suggests for advertising use, together
shouldn't. Now there is where friend gro" I put on good music — only a pianist, but
a good one.
cer or butcher comes in. If you treat him
with "The Screen's First Plea for Dumb
right he won't hesitate a bit to mention
" Music and projection have always been
your theatre or your picture. Of course he
a ' hobby ' with me. I figure they are two
of the essential things in the success of a doesn't really realize that he is bringing you
Animals."
Special Concerts Given by
motion picture theatre.
business, but he. has an interest in you and
St. Louis House
your
theatre
because
he
gets
in
free.
That
" But, then,
must see
other
branches
of theyoutheatre
are that
takenthecare
of little pass to your 10 or 15 cent show will
An innovation has been started by the
do wonders, and it costs you nothing and
in the right kind of way.
New Grand Central Palace theatre, St.
very
often brings in a little extra money.
Louis, with popular concerts, which will be
" I have always found out that to ' tell
given on Monday and Tuesday evenings
Of course I don't believe in throwing away
the
truththan
' to all
yourthepatrons
will made.
bring more
results
salve ever
Get
of each week. On these occasions the
the pasteboards. It is a ' good trick ' to
your patrons to believe in you and your
regular
orchestra of the theatre is auggive
it work."business
entertainment and your success is bound
mented by a number of symphony artists
In athepass
old away
days inandthemake
advertising
to come. After you have won the conand five numbers, all of popular appeal, are
do you remember the groans of the adverrendered.
fidence and patronage of the citizens, then
tising agents who used to labor with their
The concerts begin at 7.45 p. m. and last
clients in trying to prevent them from aimkeep it and don't ever let them have reason
an hour. On these evenings there is only
ing their advertising at competitors instead
to doubt you. I have seen opposition manone showing of the picture program.
agers come and go. They came in like lions
of aiming at patrons?
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FROM

time to time we have called attention of theatre managers to the use
that can be made of the advertising pages
appearing in the News for house advertisements. It's a mighty good plan after
you have booked a certain picture to collect the advertising pages and you will probably find that you have an artistically made
ICPITERION
rjresents

TttEDAbARA
CA.MIL1L1E1
ATMSDABAAA SOPOlPlCUIBt
Soavonir
To the fifst Photograph*
400 tedtet W
cSlUtnets UoHdif
who poKheee
tickmofntttgen
MCtatl
photoa'tpk
Beri eoill be given. ot Terde
Door, Open 10:49
display. Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., by
using the silhouette of Theda Bara, which
appeared in one of the William Fox advertisements ina recent issue of this paper,
has a display that easily ranks with the
best of the week.
The management has carried the picture
idea still further by offering photographs
of the star as souvenirs to the first 400
purchasing tickets. The Criterion is getting the hundreds of followers of Miss
Bara " going and coming."
Put on " Think " — in multiple reels — at
your theatre now.
THE

Toronto office of Universal is sending out a clever postcard to patrons
of various theatres advertising " The Red
Ace," a telling little intimate message that
is bound to help business. Readers of the
motion picture departments of the daily
newspapers were familiar with the fact that
Marie Walcamp, the star of the serial,
has broken her arm during the filming of
one of the episodes and this message from
her will carry a special appeal. Exhibitors will find it well to imitate this card.
It is especially valuable in keeping up interest in a serial. Any little intimate mes-
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LIBERTY

sages concerning a star that is playing
regularly at your theatre will be of value
to you. In our opinion a postcard like
this is worth a dozen ordinary circulars.
Even if you are not a miner, digging into
your own business will be found mighty
profitable.
I_J ERE is another good use to which the
*■ * postal has been put, this being the
work of the Grand theatre, Faribault, Minn.
Note that this gives the feature attractions to be seen at the theatre all during
October and is in convenient form so that
the recipient may preserve it.
The expense of sending these cards to
several hundred patrons is very small,
slightly more than a cent each, yet every
day we hear of exhibitors who say that they
cannot afford programs or announcements
of any sort. We would be willing to go
on record as saying that in almost any
{■MMMMIMI
1 rr Things to '^member
Don't throw this away — Keep it handy
It gives you just the information you
desire A complete list of attractions
to be presented, at your favorite theatre
(Brand...
iiiiiiiiiiiiBi DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER""
Hon. 8-LOUISE
"Golden Rule Kale"
"A Hotel GLAUM
Disgrace"in Comedy
Tua. 9— Vitagraph
MARGUERITE
CLARK
in "The Valentine Girl"
Comedy
Wed. IO-ENID
BENNETT
in
"The
Mother Instinct"
The House of Scandal" Comedy
Thu 11— Cartoon
MARY PICKFORD
Comedy in Rebecca ofSunny Brook FarmFrl. 12— MARY PICKFORD in "Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm'
Sat. 13-DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKSDid and
in "Double
Trouble'K'stone
(Ret)
Fatty Arbuck'ein"He
Didn't' '2-Reel
Sun. 14— Sid
BRYANT
WASHBURN
in
The
ManWhoWas
Afraid'
Smith in "Oriental Love" 2-Reel Keystone
Hon. 18 — "ABESSIE
ARRISCALE
Love BCase"
Comedy in "Wooden Shoes"
Tue. 10— Vitagraph
SUSSE H AYAKAWA
in "The Jaguar's Claws"
Comedy
Wed. I7-W1LFRED
LUCAS
in
"Hands
"Skirt Stragedy" Comedy Up"
L-KO Comedy
Thu. 18— RUPERT
JULIAN in " Mother O Mine"
Fri. 19-SEENA
0\VEN
in "Madame
"His Widow's Mite"
Comedy Bo Peep "
S.t. 20-JACK
"CactusPICKFORD
Nell" 2-Reelin "Freckles"
Keystone
Sun. 21— "The
ANITABetrayal
STEWART
in "The2-Reel
Message
of the Mouse"
of
Maggie"
Keystone
Mon.22— to 28- JACK BESSIE STOCK COMPANY
Mon.29-DOROTHY
DALTON
"A Fallen Star"
Comedyin "The Ten O' Diamonds
Vue. 30— GEORGE
BEBAN in "Pasquaie"
Cartoon Comedy
W.d. 31-OLIVE
THOMAS Accident"
in "An Even
Break"
"A Matrimonial
Comedy
Nov. 1-2-MAE MARSH in "Polly of the Circus"
[Program Subject to Change]
MATINEES Week Days at 3:00— Sundays 2:30 & 3:4?
EVENINGS at 7:30 and 9:00 PRICES 10 and 15 Cents
community the response from owners of
automobiles alone would justify this
expense.
The exhibitor who is always " on his
toes" will never find his theatre "run dozim
at the heel."
PRINCESS theatre, Memphis, Tenn.,
has accomplished the best bit of advertising that we have seen in connection
with Liberty Bonds. Note that the house
offers to pay the first subscription on a
$50 bond for each patron who gives the
cashier $2, and in return the patron will
receive forty tickets to the house. In
other words, the Princess is really making

BONDS
at the
Princess

Theatre

To encourage the purchase
of Liberty
Bonds, The Princess
Theatre will for $2.00
paid the cashier and
signature to a subscription for one $50
Bond, make the first
weekly payment on
the Bond and give you
40 admissions to this
Theatre. See the
manager as you go
out.

Monday

Special

Wm. Brady's Great Success
THE BURGLAR
CARLYXE BLACKWEXJu
Evelyn Greeley and
Madge Evans
No Better Picture Ever
Shown In This City at 20c.

the first payment for it gives full value for
the cash received.
While we have no statistics at hand we
assume that the theatre did a rushing business in bonds, and certainly the manager
popularized his house by combining a patriotic opportunity with good business sense.
Confine
"Hotheat.Air" about your theatre to the the
winter
SCHADE theatre, Sandusky, 0., used a
novel idea in advertising the Goldwyn
Picture, " Baby
Mine MINE!
" and at the same
BABY
I've received a Hi By Prank S. Colbom. "ludcthowrSaa[ r g-irta and bora,
U»fr nineeveryone
— under nine
Just a Mne Just a line.
In line, be In enjoys—
line!
Bout a piny that
allaomeihlntadmire — fine OneBe thai
fine,
Don't
ferret
thebeamnameonb\bv
4n<1yourplateHMH
It'sSomething
a
picture
all
should
see
a the
smileecreen
face.
At the SCHADE It toon will be. h-hileAs Letupon
I
And It'sB\BVgreat,MINE!you'll ailB\BYimr
As
upon
the
screen
MINE! BVIIV MI\r vou trace —
GoBeanda forman,
buyLiberty
your
i hot.
be a Bond
man:
While
vou praytoday—
Be
■
Strike
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time boosting Liberty Bonds. Frank S. Colburn wrote a song under the same title
and Manager Schade had these printed on
small cards which were handed to every
patron of the theatre, and the song was
sung by the audience.
This is a clever idea and any time that
you can interest your audiences to this extent you have put over something real in
the way of salesmanship of your pictures.
The man who advertises will soon find
that his non-advertising competitor is paying the cost of the display.
WE'RE
getting toidea
this,used
but
here rather
is suchlateaninexcellent
by Manager Myers of the Waterloo, Iowa,
theatre, that we cannot pass it up. Note
Three things you can't disguise
"A

Married
"A

"Lillian

Man"

Ford"
and

not only
" word but
of itmouth
" advertising forcause
the theatre,
furnishes
the
manager a chance to find the drawing
power of a particular picture. It's an
idea that shouldn't be used often, but
right now when many showmen are faced
with the problem of raising their prices,
it affords an excellent chance to find out
how much your patrons are willing to pay
for a really
goodtrypicture.
And it's
also you
our
advice
not to
this stunt
unless
know in advance that the picture is a
good one.
" The Ninety and Nine " is a mighty
good hymn for the exhibitors to bear in
mind.
OUTHERN Metro Pictures, New Orleans, iscooperating with exhibitors by
preparing and mailing to lists of patrons
furnished by the theatres, folders about
coming attractions. While it is not expected to follow this plan on every release,
Southern Metro will from time to time call
attention of the patrons of various theaKAROLD LOCKWOOD

Walker's

Green
Stockings"
SHOWING HERE
Tuesday Night, August 14th
at 7:30
"HERE'S A NEW ONE"

Tbe effort
Manager
or yourfor yr
nor
lo secure
rlalnmeul Ihe best moving plctur.
produced ce, we hope you will And II conrenlent lo vim ibe
GRAND Donaldaonvllle.
THEATRE
La.)

Pay as you go out,

Sunday,
November
11th
to witness the exhibition
of Metros Super Picture

Not as you go in.

"PARADISE GARDEN"
drams, staged on ety !
Harold Lockwood, e of the handsjroe-,! and manll
there Is a splendid castnd opposite him Is winsome Ve
The
drama
as *holesoroe
and vigorous
as a ore:
In aproduction
heated isapartment
Its story
Itstruly
Is a triumph
ofPlclbIs unusual and wll
representative
of
Metro
to none
If everMends,
you hador your
a theatre
paity
is the Time Gather
pie.out this
your
familyfrom
and tbeInfindmind
theIt starting
you may
see the picture
start.
runs fortimeDearlyso that
two
hours.
Always tell your Iheatre manager what you think of a picture aftei
Do " this
— whether
Ibe pleases
picture
oryou notsee ItHe wants
your time,
candidplease
opinion
so a; toyoubooklikewhat
And
find
out
tbe
days
on
wblcb
be
shows
Metro
Picture*
so
that
you
see tbemand allBayne.MetrdHarold
Is now making theEdith
best, and Its Ethel
stars
are may
Bushman
you.
Madame Petro«a. Viola Lockwood,
Dana and Emmy Storey
Weblen ,

Lillian Walker
in

"Green
Stockings"
is so good that you will receive a ticket
FREE, keep the ticket while you see
the show, when you come out, hand the
ticket to the Cashier and pay her what
you think the show was worth.
If you think it was worth 25c— Pay it.
If you think it was worth 15c— Pay it.
If you think it was worth 10c— Pay it.
If you think it was worth 5c— Pay it.
And if in your judgment It was not
worth anything hand in the TICKET
but don't pay One Cent. TUESDAY
YOU SET THE PRICE.
that the patrons were asked to pay what
they thought the picture was worth as they
left the house. They were given the card
as they entered instead of an admission
ticket. Here is a novel idea that will

tres to notable pictures. This service is
entirely free and all that the exhibitor has
to do is to supply his mailing list.
Exhibitors were at first slow in supplying their mailing lists, thinking that this
service was another of the unfilled promises
so frequent with exchanges, but after they
saw the value of the folders they were quick
in their responses.
Bill T. put himself at the head of the
alphabet and now he is all ABILITY.

G
NL
AW
JV
C

in

from C3fc- J ATU!? DAV eVCNffTC

AGAIN, tre,this
weekN. the
Strand totheaRochester,
Y., comes
the
front with one of the best specimens of
advertising. Strand theatre designs all of
its own advertising and the results show
that this expense is fully worth while.
Large space in the newspapers is used and
a lot of wording is avoided. Note that
in this advertising the management featured the important points to bring out —
the name of the star and who she is, and
the name of the picture, together with the
fact that it was read by thousands of possible patrons in the Saturday Evening
Post.
The black and white effect is striking,
and the half-tone of the star gives the
necessary relief. It is the sort of advertising that brings business. In this connection we would call attention to the
point made in this department last week —
centering on your current attraction. Note
that the Strand does not even mention its
bill for the last half of the week.
Progress is the genii of the motion picture Aladdin.
ALVARADO THEATRE, Alvarado,
Texas, used a novelty in advertising
the first episode of Pattie's " The Fatal
Ring," by offering a premium of $2 to the
person bringing the largest number of people to his show in any kind of vehicle and
a prize of $1 for the largest family attending. People came to the theatre in
every sort of carry-all, from mule team to
automobile, from eight to eighteen in a
party, and record sizes for families were
established. In addition to the contestants
a large crowd was brought to the theatre
by the unique free show and an immense
audience saw the first episode of the serial.
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time and that one pounded, hammered and
blasted into its attention and favor.
And to encourage the exhibitor who is
just making a start at advertising and selling his show along new and modern lines,
please remember as James H. Collins says :
" Advertising isn't writing a world beating announcement the first time, nor waiting until everything is perfect before beginning. It's making a start somehow and
writing a better ad the second time through
experience of the shortcomings of the first,
and doing better the second year and hitting
a good pace and getting a second wind and
going
on and
That's
the on,
secretand— "on."
going on and on,
and on." .

Here is an example of what any theatre can do with a stage display and achieve a most
artistic effect. This is the M otitic ello theatre, Jersey City, which is under the management
of Robinson and Burns. At the right will be noted a pipe organ installed by the American
Photo Player Co. The zvhoic setting forms a most pleasing Japanese effect.
Exhibitor

Must

be

the

Livest

Sort

of a Retailer, Says Service Expert
William A. Bach, who is visiting
good retailer. No more was the average
principal exchange cities for Universal
jeweller, shoeman or grocer a few years
and establishing service departments,
ago. Just think back eight or ten years
writes this article in answer to critics
ago and contrast the old grocery store, shoe
of his previous contributions to the
emporium, dry goods house, with the
News. Mr. Bach is now in Denver
modern retailing institutions. There has
and he is able to throw valuable light
certainly been a wonderful advance.
on conditions in the various cities that
But the significant point is that there
he visited.
has been this advance. One might argue
that it is a far cry from the old store, with
its
kitchen chairs, to houses like the Rialto,
I'VE had one or two people ask me since
Strand, etc., and that is quite true, but the
my articles have appeared in the News,
house alone does not mark advancement.
why I am so " down " on the exhibitor. To
these people I explained that far from be- It is the methods of selling the goods that
count and in which the greatest progress
ing down on the exhibitor, I was very
has been made in all other mercantile lines.
much on his side and I was very anxious
to see him come into his own. Most of my
And, strangely enough, and most unforwork in the film business has been done on
tunately, man}- of our big thousand-seat
behalf of the exhibitor and I am deeply in- houses are still laying their wares before
terested inhis problems.
the public in the same fashion as they did
It is because of these facts that I am
years ago, when pictures were a novelty
and crowds were common and the rule
so blunt and plain in my articles. I believe the truth should be told, just as it rather than the exception.
The modern exhibitor should remember
exists and the results, I believe, will justify
the means.
also that his business differs from the ordinary mercantile crafts, because whereas
There is no use dodging the issue. The
the
storekeper
deals largely in standardized
exhibitor is the heart of the moving picare more or less firmly enture industry. Upon him depends its articles that
trenched in the public mind, he, on the other
growth and development. He, it is, that
hand, must put over each individual attracmeets the great public and " pleases " or
tion separately — which certainly calls for
" displeases " them, for strangely enough
even greater effort, greater skill, and
the exhibitor suffers far more from showgreater knowledge than the ordinary reing a poor picture than the manufacturer
tailer.
does in making it.
Again, competition is keen. Pictures are
He is the retailer of this great business
not
easy to gauge. But the picture-showof ours. That is why great manufacturing
man should be able to seize upon the vital
companies such as the Universal Company
point of contact or attraction, just as the
and others are establishing service departnewspaper headline writer picks his headments and training men to help the exhibiings from the most vital point of the story.
tor— not to teach him but to help him.
And upon this base, he should be able
These companies are doing this because
to build, to elaborate and to dilate in such
they belive that the market must be exa manner that the resulting advertising,
tended for motion pictures and the logical
display and decoration carries with it
channel through which to extend and depunch and dominance that cannot fail to
velop itis through the retailer or exhibitor.
interest and sell the public, which, it is a
But today, the average exhibitor is not a well known fact, likes but one idea at a

Cleveland Theatre Gives Home
Product Music
Mall theatre, Cleveland, O., used a novelty last week that could well be followed
in many of the principal cities. In connection with the Metro Picture, " A Sleeping
Memory," in which Emily Stevens is
starred, chief organist arranged a musical program consisting entirely of compositions of Cleveland musicians.
The program was announced far in advance and scores of music lovers who
rarely attended a motion picture exhibition
were brought to the theatre. The management believes that there are many of these
who were convinced of the artistic character of the offerings and that new regular
patrons were made.
Sporting Goods Store Aids Clark
Film
During the recent showing of Marguerite
Clark in " The Amazons," Hundred Per
Cent. Fullerton, advertising manager of the
Greater Theatres Company, was able to
use an excellent advertising scheme in
connection with the window display of
Piper & Taft, leading Seattle, Wash.,
dealers in sporting goods. This Paramount picture deals with an athletic young
woman and photographs of Miss Clark in
gymnasium suits were used. These were
combined with pictures of ParamountMack Sennett comedy girls in athletic
This same idea could be worked out in
the
smaller cities with equal benefit to the
poses.
exhibitor.
Novelty
Positive Print Used by Ogden in
Ogden Pictures Corporation, which is
now distributing its first release, Lillian
Walker in " Lust of the Ages," has evolved
an interesting advertising novelty in the
form of a film card in which are inserted
tinted and toned cubes of positive film
showing actual scenes from the production.
Jesse J. Goldburg, manager of productions,
has applied for a copyright not only on this
card, but on all wherein positive film is
used for similar purpose.
The film card issued in connection with
" Lust of the Ages " is in the nature of a
replica of a war chest. The card for the
next Lillian Walker production will be a
reproduction of the David Graham Phillips novel,film
" Thecards
Grain cost
of Dust."
These
$1.32 each to
produce.
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Walter F. Davis, Manager Palace Theatre,
Des Moines
Manager Requires " Thank You "
with Every Ticket
Walter F. Davis, manager of the Palace
theatre, Des Moines, while a believer in
good pictures and always careful in his
selection, declared that there is no picture
so poor that proper exploitation won't
benefit the box office, and that none is so
good that it does not need all the advertising the theatre can give it.
Lobby decoration is one of his hobbies
and he tries to have a new and striking
effect for each production through the use
of cut-outs and the printed matter furnished by the exchanges and artistically
arranged.
Politeness is one point on which Mr.
Davis is a stickler. No ticket is ever accepted at the Palace door without a "thank
you " from the ticket taker, and this official
is required to remain standing. Mr. Davis
believes that the employes should do their
resting in their hours off. " It's the little
things
count in theatre management,"
says Mr.thatDavis.

Mutual on Record for Truthful
Posters
Mutual has gone on record, according to
announcement from the Chicago headquarters as opposing " camouflage " in posters.
H. F. Turrill, who is in charge of the
poster work declares that while the public
demands realism, Mutual will show nothing on its displays that is not shown in the
picture in the same way.
" Mutual prepares its posters with two
purposes in mind. They are designed to
be attractive enough and bright enough to
catch the eye of the passerby, even though
he is across the street," says Mr. Turrill.
" They are prepared
be so attractive
that when, once they tohave
arrested the
attention of the passerby, they will create
a desire within him to see the production.
" Once the passerby is induced to enter
the theatre by a poster which
misrepresents
the attraction, he is apt never to be induced to enter that same theatre again
through the medium of the lobby display.
Human nature proves beyond a question of
doubt, the fallacy of deceptive paper."
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wanted and directing them to send no other
In this column the Exhibitors' Servkind.
ice Bureau will print comment from
Naturally there was some trouble thereweek to week on theatres actually
after with the film service. There are some
visited, pointing out faults found and
exchange men who work on the rule that
commendable features. The name of
the small town exhibitor will take any old
the theatre will not be mentioned , but
thing and in a couple of cases the exif it applies to you and you want imchanges sent pictures in direct conflict with
provement, write to this department.
the rules that the manager had laid down.
Repetition of this brought cancellations
LAST week we told you about Theatre
and finally the manager was able to get
F., located in a city of 8,000 people.
the very pictures that he wanted.
We also told you that the theatre is not
he proceeded to put personality
in existence now and that the reason for intoThen
his house. In the first place he hired
that was Theatre G. The stories of these
an operator for his projection room, in
two houses form a remarkable contrast in contrast
with Theatre F., getting the servgood and bad showmanship.
ices of a young electrician. At first he put
Theatre F. had been long established
his wife in his box office and he hired
when the manager of Theatre G. came to a couple
of young men, one to act regularly
the town. The latter had had no expeas usher and the other to spend the greater
rience in the management of a motion-picpart of the time at the same duties, but to
ture house, but he had ambition and energy
relieve the management on the door. Then
and the first thing that he did was to make
the manager set out to become personally
a careful study of local conditions. He
acquainted with every person in the town.
determined that the field was there and
There was one newspaper published in
that the main thing the matter with the the town. The manager
took this proprieestablished house was that it did not give
tor into his confidence and told him that he
the exhibitions that the people deserved.
needed publicity and that he could only pay
When we visited this little city both of for results. A reduced
priced admission
the theatres were in operation, but it was
card which was printed along with the adeasy to see which of the two would be in
vertisement was used as the basis for his
operation a year from then. We have al- rate, which eventually turned out to be a
ready told you that the manager of Theatre
higher rate than the newspaper was getting
F. attended to his own projection and left
from any other class of advertiser.
the front of the house to a young son and
Remember that we have told you that
to a cashier who paid much more attention
practical
ly everyone in the city worked for
to the beaux of the town than she did to
the single big manufacturing plant and the
business. And we have told you that the others
were storekeepers and various busimanager had to be content with taking such
nesses dependent on these workmen. One
film service as came to him, for he was
of the first things to which this manager
tied up seven days a week and unable to gave study was
the physical aspect of the
make trips to the exchange center close
factory. He quickly saw that practically
by to see the films.
everyone leaving work took one of three
After the prospective new manager had
routes. So he obtained permission from
sized up the city, where he had determined
the
company to put up three billboards, one
to locate, he went to the exchange center
on each route, and on these he made the
and proceeded to buy his films as he would
announcements for the evening at his
groceries, hardware or anything else. He
theatre. It cost a little money, but everylooked at the offerings of all the exchanges,
one in the factory knew what he was going
sat through showings on current releases,
to have that night and quickly people who
features as well as short subjects, and then
had never been to a " movie " before bemade his contracts. One thing he bore
gan coming to his house.
in mind through all of his purchases. His
Then the personal part when they did
town was one created by a single huge
come. He made it a point to
plant and therefore the greater part of his they were and to mail them find out who
a copy of his
patrons would be workingmen, though the
weekly program, which was printed on a
majority of them were skilled laborers.
small sheet and inexpensive. He didn't
These were people who came to the motion
lose any time in "hooking" a customer
picture theatre to be amused by pictures
and after that time his personal interest
of things that they understood. He knew
never relaxed. There was always a greetthat his competitor was running sensational
ing and finally the greeting became confeatures, with a large number of pictures
versation, and in hundreds of instances dethat referred to society life. He knew also
veloped
into personal friendships.
that a great portion of the men who were
In less than a year every man employed
located in his city, a new town, had come
by the great company began to regard the
there with the intention of staying permatheatre as a part of the plant— came to feel
nently, that they were buying their own
that it was created especially for them.
homes and preparing to raise their families
Do you think there is any doubt about
there. This drew his conclusion that the
reason that Theatre G. is today doing
pictures must also be such films as chil- the
a business that nets the proprietor $3,000
dren could see and understand. He made
a year and Theatre F. is out of business?
these points clear to the exchange men,
And you can make this your theatre.
telling them the sort of pictures that he
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operation ofevery musician that makes this
Seeing

the

Rialto
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UNQUESTIONABLY one of the most
remarkable presentations in the history of motion pictures.
That is our opinion of the entire bill at
the Rialto theatre this week which has as its
feature, Geraldine Farrar in the Artcraft
production of " The Woman God Forgot."
Please mark well that we have said, the entire bill, for the method of presentation had
enormous amount to do with the thrall under which one was left at the end of the
performance.
Mr. Rothapfel had splendid material in
this great feature, but to that he added the
resources of his wonder house and the fullest power of his genius. He rearranged his
entire program to achieve the effect, for
never was the tempo of a performance
more artistic, convincing and moving than
this.
Ordinarily, the feature is shown in the
middle of the presentation. This week it
is left to the end. Let us show you why
and give you Mr. Rothapfel's reasons for
reversing his plans to achieve the effect
that he secured. It is amazing what brains
applied to pictures and music to accompany
them, and the keeping of everything in harmony with the motive can attain.
" Carneval," Op. 92, is the overture and
this selection, singing the festive side of life
was splendidly played. Rather light, with
joy permeating its theme it left one spiritually on one's toes in expectation.
Rialto Animated Magazine this week includes pictures of the Liberty Loan parade
in New York, scenes which were met with
smashing applause. Note the opening and
then the closing numbers of the magazine.
This was followed by pictures showing
President Wilson signing the food bill, a
close up of Hoover and appeals for food
conservation. Great applause met the showing of the new Liberty Truck and its inspection by the President and Thomas A.
Edison. Then a few views of Thos. W.
Lawson's famous dogs, and bucking bronchos at the San Fancisco " Rodeo," which
gave a reverse English on the comedy effect. The lumber yard fire scene from St.
Louis furnished some thrills, and gave the
orchestra a chance for some of its novel
musical effects. Then came a lot of laughs
with Jeff and Mutt in "Laughing Gas."
Following this was another patriotic scene
showing U. S. Marines at drill, and this
faded into a Hy Mayer cartoon which
showed the eagle hatching her eggs from
which came a huge fleet of aeroplanes and
a deluge of Liberty Bonds. You see how
the effect of the opening was brought back
— and with the sort of a smash that drives
home.
One little touch was added after the
showing of the " At Your Service, Boys,"
of the Rialto, when there was flashed on
the screen the names of those who are doing their bit. This teas shown to the tune
of " Keep the Home Fires Burning," and
got from the audience the sort of applause
that is a real tribute to the boys that have
gone.

Rothapfel

I
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Mile. Madeline D'Espincy, who has won
such a warm place in the hearts of Rialto
patrons with her wonderful soprano voice,
sang the waltz from " La Boheme," a light,
airy and joyful song.
" Twelve Good Hens and True," a Drew
comedy and one of the cleverest that the
pair have ever produced, followed and with
the music, " Jump Jim Crow," from " Maytime," " Bees " and " Rooster Rag," played
slowly and very pianissimo, made the comedy much more effective.
Now get the presentation of the feature.
The lighting effects of the theatre were
used to the fullest effect, the red lighting
furnishing the flashing effect now strong,
now dim, while the orchestra played the
prelude of Victor Herbert's Natomah, amplified. Curtains at either side of the stage
parted, showing young girls dancing and
burning incense in the spirit of sacrifice, an
offering to the gods, the theme of the feature to follow.
The capacity audience sat spellbound, not
knowing what was to come. And while we
think of it, Mr. Rothapfel said to us afterward :" I wish it were possible not to ever
have a program in my theatre. I want the
audiences to get the fullest effect without
anticipation
coming."
And gets
one
who
attends of
the what
Rialtois with
regularity
the atmosphere with each of the presentations and the atmosphere is the added artistic touch. Then came the picture, and with
it the most wonderful musical score that a
picture has ever been given. There are
one hundred and four music cues as Rothapfel arranged them — more than there
are in grand opera, and they were rendered by the orchestra in a truly wonderful
fashion, especially when one considers that
here had been but one partial rehearsal. It
is the splendid training that the orchestra
has been given, the tireless work of Rothapfel and Dr. Reisenfeld, and the hearty cownnuiiiiiJiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiuiuiiMmuuimiu;
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possible.
The lighting of the screen at the beginning of the feature, with red on one side
and purple in the middle, and the great effect in the center added an artistic touch
that came in strongly with the scenes portrayed.
The music incidental to the pictures includes the works of Bizet, Elgar, Moskowsky, Meyerbeer, Debussy, Leroux, Rimsky,
Korsakow, Sandonai and Gluck, mainly exotic music which fits into the wonderful
story of Montezuma. And do not forget
the organ effect, the cresecenda appeal
which came with the motive of the production, the flag bearing the cross and the
words, " In this sign we conquer." One
has not space here to even attempt to tell
how this music carried the pictures, and
even if there were pages words are lame
without the symphonies, the cries to the
passion, the voice of the battle, the song
of lust and the sonnets of love that were
brought from the array of musicians.
And then following the picture was an
organ solo by Dr. A. G. Robyn, extemporized music built around his conception
of the picture. One could hear the minor
keys crying to the major, the voices singing
in the reeds, the call of battle, and the triumph of the flag intermingled. It followed
the spirit of the picture wonderfully, and
we asked what could be this great work
that fitted so well, and we would have been
surprised to learn that it was extemporized,
if we were ever surprised at anything done
at the Rialto. But we can never be, for
out of the Rothapfel mind that conceives
the whole of a presentation had come the
Perfection of his work — and the result was
but one thing — marvelous.
It proves that such presentations gain by
being " manipulated " up to the time of the
feature all was either comedy or news
feature. Then came the marked contrast
with the big smashing effect of the feature. And then the haunting " repeal " of
the organ music.
All of this made it a picture none will
forget and money
it created
advertising
cannot" word
buy. of mouth "
WEEK

OF OCT.
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MARGUERITE CLARK, at the Strand
theatre this week in the second of the
Mary Roberts Rinehart stories of the
" flapper girl," kept the audiences in a constant roar of laughter at the story of "Bab's
Burglar." The same cast which was seen
in the first picture again appears and once
more the titles are charming and full of
The Strand Review contains a large numjoy. ber of excellent subjects, most of which
are from Hearst-Pathe. It opens with pictures of the Liberty Loan parade, showing
the Italian aeroplane circling the city and
the British tank moving up Fifth avenue.
Rechristening the captured German U-boat
and the visit of the U. S. mission to Roumania follow. Then there is a Strand
special picture showing the methods of
aerial photography. Great bursts of applause came with the celebration at Eper-

nay, France, of turning back the Germans
three years ago. The marching French
troops got a big volume of applause. Paramount-Bray shows harvesting war timbers
in Maine, and there were scenes from Redwood City, Cal., showing the building of
the merchant fleet, followed by drills of
five thousand sailors at the Great Lakes
camp and of Marines at Quanico, Ya.
Victor Moore is seen in " Faint Heart
and Fair Lady," a very' funny creation, and
the other number is " Smaller Monkeys,"
a Ditmar's picture.
The overture is " II Guarany." Herbert
Waterous,
basso, cathedral
sang " Thesetting.
Lost Chord
before a special
Grace"
Hoffman, coloratura soprano, sang " Caro
Nome " from " Rigoletto." The dosing
organ solo is Gounod's " Marche SolenMae Marsh is next week's star.
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A Circus Wagon for a Box Office was one of the Features of the Lobby Display at the Showing of
" Polly of the Circus
at the Garden
The Design
Was Manager
Made by J. L. Shipley,
Office " Manager
for A. Theatre,
H. Blank,Des andMoines.
Dan Bergman,
House
Nebraska

Theaters

Profit

Capitalizing
THIS country is just getting a real start
into the war. The people are only
beginning to realize that there is a great
struggle ahead. There's going to be a lot
of unpleasant things that come out of it,
but just now, before any casualty lists have
been reported, the motion picture theatre
has a splendid chance to take advantage
of any film that offers the patriotic sentiment.
Newspapers have been fond of telling us
that the Middle West seems to be less concerned about the Fight for Freedom than
any other section, yet one mail brings us
in this record of the activities of theatres
in the Nebraska section.
The Empress theatre, Fremont, Neb., is
advertising in the newspapers, and its
lobby displays " The Latest War News "
ahead of any feature attraction that may
be booked for that day, and the box office
is showing excellent returns.
In Beatrice, Neb., the Lyric theatre
showed " The Stolen Treaty," a picture
that was made before the war began and
advertised it as a tale of government affairs and secret service agents. Attention
was called to this film as a portrayal of
conditions that cause wars.
George Monroe, manager of the Jewel
theatre, in the same city, reports that "A
Soldier of the Legion " drew big crowds
simply because it sounded like a war picture. He used posters in front of his theatre which emphasized the war tone of the
picture.
" The
Hidden
which
tells
of the
conflictChildren,"
between athestory
Americans
and the British in the War of the Revolution, attracted unusual attention at the
Wonderland, Hastings, Neb., because the
management emphasized that it told the
story of American pioneers fighting for
the flag, establishing the right to freedom.
Kearney, Neb., newspapers carried big
advertising when " The Star Spangled
Banner" was shown there, and newspapers
declare that the most enthusiastic crowds
that ever saw a film attended.

Through

Patriotism In Pictures
The Majestic theatre, Grand Island, Nebraska, featured the use of an aereplone
when " On Record " was shown there.
There was no faking in the advertising
of any of these pictures. There was no
effort made to persuade the patrons that
they were pictures of the present war.
Only the spirit of the film was used in the
advertising.
It's well and good to emphasize the patriotic spirit in your pictures, but do not
go further than they allow, or there is
likely to be a revulsion in sentiment at the
cost of your patronage. A patriotic picture, or one with the underlying notice,
should be dealt with just as honestly as
any other. There's a strong appeal today
to any film that deals with the present or
the past struggles of this country. But go
slow in exaggeration.
Pardde Advertises Opening of
" Liberty " Serial
Another exhibitor has been converted to
the use of stunts to put over a picture.
S. E. Koedel, of the Washington theatre,
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., at the suggestion of
the Make It Pay Department of the Universal Film Exchange of New York, used
an old but effective means for starting the
serial
" Liberty."
Koedel
procured a band of forty pieces
from the N. Y. Juvenile Asylum and also a
number of Boy Scouts. Four little girls
were dressed to represent Liberty and Koedel donned his old army uniform and carried a sign giving full information about
the opening episode. With this outfit Koedel then led the parade over the main
streets of the town and managed to arrive
at the public school at the time the children were being dismissed. As an attention-getter the parade was a big success, but what was most important was
the fact that the Washington theatre was
jammed that evening and the same was
true one week later.

Theatre Resumes Children's Matinees
Under the supervision of Jane Stannard
Johnson, who has set a new mark in special
children's matinees, these were resumed
Saturday, Oct. 20, at the Bunny theatre,
147th street and Broadway. These special
performances were begun last year and
continued successfully for six months.
They are held every Saturday morning at
ten o'clock during the winter season at an
admission price of ten cents.
The program for the second of these
exhibitions was the film fairy tale, "Alice
in Wonderland," done in true fairy form,
a Paramount Pictograph showing industrial
and educational subjects and a ParamountBray crayon of " Bobby Bups " and his dog.
Mrs. Johnson is especially pleased with
the interest being shown in these performances by the principals and teachers of the
schools in the vicinity and the hearty cooperation of parents. Children within a
radius of fifteen blocks flock to the Bunny
for these exhibitions. The mothers' meetings discuss the performances and the
parents associations include these performances on their programs with a qualified
speaker to present the subject.
Mrs. Johnson hopes that the whole country will become interested in these special
matinees and prove that children do count,
and that this series will go.
Farrar and Rothapfel Exchange
Felicitations
Just before the first showing of " The
Woman God Forgot " at the Rialto theatre
Sunday, Managing Director S. L. Rothapfel received the following message from
Geraldine Farrar, star of the production,
and her husband, Lou-Tellegen, who are
now in Boston :
" Our best wishes and hopes that picture
willMr.prove
a success
Rothapfel,
aftermutually."
the first showing of
the feature, wired back congratulating the
star on her splendid work and another message from the house chief told of the capacity crowds. At three in the afternoon it
was impossible to get to the entrance of
the theatre and all during the day tickets
were sold subject to delay, and lines a block
long were maintained.
On account of the enormous patronage
the Rialto is opening at 10 a. m. each day
during the engagement.
Vitagraph Posts 12,000 New 24Sheets on Serial
Greater Vitagraph announces that it has
completed posting of 12,000 additional 24sheets on " The Fighting Trail," the serial
featuring William Duncan and Carol
Holloway. This is the third stage of the
Vitagraph exploitation, the first being 12,000 24-sheets posted in all cities of the
United States and Canada of over 10,000
population four weeks before the first episode and standing for a month, and the
second being the issuance of a comprehensive plan book. The second set of different 24-sheets will also remain up for a
month.
In addition Vitagraph is furnishing exhibitors free all the 24-sheets they will

post.
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Gail Kane in " A Game of Wits " — The
READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
Woman Wins in This Little Game
(Mutual Vive-Reel Production)
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
November 3, 1917.
invariably
to the
of A onewoman's
who iswitsincere
in hercomes
desire
to dorescue
the
FEATURES
right thing, not alone for herself but for others.
In a late release from the American studios, on
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
the Mutual program, Gail Kane, whose exhibi" The Man Hater " Triangle 5 reels
tions before the camera are always marked by
" This is the Life " Fox
5 reels
quality actin?, presents the role of Jeannette
"" Shall
I will We
Repay Forgive
"
Vitagraph 5 reels
Browning, whose father, once wealthy, has lost
his fortune
over-night
and is given
opportu-of
Her "
World
5 reels
nity of retrieving
his fortune
at thetneexpense
"" The
Lust of ofPower
" Bluebird 5 reels
his beautiful daughter whom he must sacrifice
A
Daughter
Maryto the care of a man whom she does not love.
land " Mutual 5 reels
By accident Jeannette overhears the discussion
" Paradise Garden " Metro
7 reels
wherein Silas Stone tells her father that if he will
" Queen of Spades " Pathe
5 reels
consent to give his daughter to him in marriage,
"The Call of the East" Paramount 5 reels
he will save her father from financial ruin. Jean"Society's Driftwood " Butterfly 5 reels
nette thereafter proceeds to carry out a plan
"Next
Nancy"
which she feels sure will settle the argument to
" The Door
Sen to of
His Vitagraph 5 reels
the satisfaction of at least one of the contracting
Father "
Paramount 5 reels
parties. Her plan works to perfection and she
"The Auction Block " Goldwyn 5 reels
is not only saved from becoming the wife of the
" Arms and the Girl " Paramount 5 reels
man she does not love but she makes the man
pay dearly for his ungentlemanly tactics in choosing a wife. How does she accomplish this? The
band of Englishmen who go to France to rescue
answer
woman's
It will alltheatre
be told
condemned French aristocrats. Chauvelin, the
in
detail is,on "the
screen wit."
of the
on
Revolutionary chief, exerts every influence to dis— ■
of
week when " A Game of
cover the identity of the fearless Englishman.
Wits
"
is
shown.
Gail
Kane
is
the
prime
mover
He
gets information that Pimpernel is the man
in this little game of wits and outpoints her opand he attempts to coerce him through his wife
ponent in every scene. In the supporting cast
by threathening the safety of her brother. The
are: George Periolat, Spottiswood Aitken and
events that follow the discovery that Pimpernel
Louis J. Cody.
is the man who is making life miserable for the
revolutionary forces, serve as the foundation for
Alfred Whitman and Mary Anderson in
some of the best action ever transferred to the
screen of a theatre.
" The Flaming Omen " — Story of the Incas
At the
theatre
of
(Vltagroph Five-Reel Production)
week, Dustin Farnum in " The Scarlet Pimper" The directed
Flaming byOmen,"
picture,
Williama five-part
Wolbert, Vitagraph
with Alfred Whitman and Mary Anderson presenting the Bett\ Brice in " Loyalty " — Drama
principal roles, is a picture you all want to see.
Depicting Reformation of Drug Fiend
It is something different from the average run.
Novel in its construction, it gets away from the
(Oro
Pictures Six-Reel Production)
high, romantic drama and runs into the realm
Innel."
" Loyalty
" patrons toof see
the
of the cave men of long ago. The opening scenes
will
have
an
opportunity
a gripping theatre
photoare laid in Peru, in the country of the Incas,
play based on this cardinal virtue. It tells the
the tribe of image worshipers, who still retain
story
of
an
actress
who
married
a
worthless
felthe heathenish traits. An Englishman gets into
low addicted to the drug habit. Because of her
this country and marries a native girl. A child
marriage
she
loses
her
position
on
the
stage
and
is born, the Englishman strikes riches and deis unable to gain another. The man goes from
serts his wife and child and returns to his native
bad to worse and soon becomes almost a hopecountry, England. Later an English Lord, passless drug fiend. The girl has her opportunity
ing through the country, on a leisure trip, finds
forsake him, to go back to her old life on the
the mother and child, lying beside the image of to
stage
at which she was so successful, but inInti, the Sun God. He adopts the child. Twenty
stead she remains loyal. It is no easy matter,
years later the child has grown to manhood and
but
summoning
all her spare strength and courage
is now cessorknown
as theand" Red
Prince
and Havisucshe
puts stick
the proposition
to him
squarely
to the wealth
estates
of "Lord
she
will
by
him if only
he will
make— that
one
land. His father whom he does not remember,
slight effort to mend his ways. And so in the
has married again. His daughter is a visitor
wonderful
mountain
regeneration
at the Haviland estate. She loves the " Red
is begun and
the girlairhasthethe man's
satisfaction
of rePrince." whoHe ismeets
Blanca,finishing
a girl from
storing her husband to his people — the people who
country
attending
schoolthein Incas
Lononce snubbed her — a man in every respect. This
don. He has a strange desire to go to Peru.
gripping dramanewly
is the
first Oro
picture
to beandpre-is
There he learns the secret of his early existence
formed
Pictures,
and learns also that the girl who loves him is certain sentedtoby the
be a successful initial offering. Betty
his
sister.
" ThefootFlaming
Omen " reelage.
has a Brice, long a stage favorite on the Pacific coast,
new own
interest
in every
of its multiple
brings life to the role of the actress, while Jay
There is action aplenty and the members of the
Morley and Murdock MacQuarrie carry the other
cast do exceptionally fine work. Otto Lederer,
principal roles to fine advantage. Do not miss
S.
and Clara King are other members
this picture when it comes to the
theatre
of H.
the Jennings
cast.
on
of
week.
" The of Flaming
will beon
seen on theof
screen
the Omen "theatre
and Mary An" The Belgian " Tells of German Spy
derson are inweek.
the Alfred
leading Whitman
roles.
System — Presents Romance of Great War
(Sidney Olcott Production
Plat/crs. Inc.,
) Seren-Rcel
Dustin Farnum in " The Scarlet Pimpernel "
When " The Belgian," a seven-part special
— Adapted from One of " Best Sellers " production,
comes to the
theatre, patrons
(Fox Six-Reel Production)
will have an opportunity of witnessing one of
the
most
unusual
productions
of
the year. The
" The Scarlet Pimpernel," by Baroness Orczy.
secrets of the German spy system which was so
one of the
" bestscreen
sellersand" ofproduced
its time,by has
been
complete before the outbreak of the war, but
adapted
to the
William
Fox, with Dustin Farnum in the featured role.
which in these days is being shattered by the
steady pounding of the secret service of the
Adventure, romance, intrigue — every element that
Allied Nations, comes in for a striking expose.
goes to make an entertaining picture — are conThe agents of the German government went to
tained in this special production and the managesuch extreme lengths, one case of which is exment
of
the
theatre
has
no
hesitancy
in
inviting his patrons, one and all, to see this
emplified in " The government
Belgian " aspositions
to placein their
their
wonder picture. Full of action and stirring
agents in important
events, this work of Baroness Orczy adapts itself
enemy's
employ.
This
spy
is
postmaster
in
the
little Belgian village where the story opens, and
to the screen with all the vigor which the story
itself suggests. Dustin Farnum shines forth as
his constant access to all the mails put him in
touch with the doings of the entire country
an artist in this, his first special production under
around. But the fellow comes to grief when the
the banner of Fox pictures. Assisting Mr. Farnum in interpreting the action in this story are : little army collected by the village shoots him
Winifred Kingston. William Buress, Bertram
down like a do?. Interwoven with this spy expose is one of the most appealing love stories in
Grassby, Bert Hadley. Howard Gaye, Willard
Louis and Jack Nelson. Most of the scenes are
the world, which Walker Whiteside, a well-known
laid in France during the time of the French
stage actor, and Miss Valentine Grant, an old
Revolution. Sir Percy Blackeney is known as
favorite with picture patrons, admirably interpret.
" The Scarlet Pimpernel," and he is leader of a The picture was written by Frederic Arnold

Vol. 16. No. 1
Kummer, whose stories you have seen in many
of the popular magazines of the day, and Sidney
Olcott transferred it to the screen. You will
also be interested to know that the battle scene*
in " The Belgian " were personally supervised
by a member of the British army who has served
two years on the battle front and who came to
the United States on a furlough. To this extent
has thecuracyproducing
company but
gonethisto issecure
acin its entertainment,
only one
of
cases
where
The ofBelgian
" stands
out thefrommanythe
current
pictures
the day.
The
best thing week.
for you to do is to see it when it
ccmes to the
theatre on
of
Herbert Rawlinson Featured in Thrilling
Crook
Play? "Production)
The Man Trap *
(Bluebird
Five-Reel
The injustice of political intrigue, the injustice
of
the " third
and public
the vindication
an
innocent
victim degree,"
of crooked
officials areof the
revelations that will be made when " The Mao
Trap,"
latest Bluebird
featuringof Herbert
linson, the
is shown
on the screen
the Raw—
theatre. Mr. Rawlinson, who is featured in this
production, will be remembered for his excellent
work in Come Through." " The Man Trap I
is
another
crookis "thrown
play that
willscreen.
thrill with
every
scene "that
on the
Mr.
Rawlinson has the part of John Mull, a reporter
on the staff of a daily newspaper. He is in love
with Bess Miller, the ward of a crooked politician. Burton Grange, son of the district attorney,
is his rival for the hand of Bess. Mull gives information that assists Steadman and the police
inspector
to " put
over "by aMull
grafting
The
information
is given
in the scheme.
course
of his duty. Steadman and the inspector implicate Mull and he is sentenced to a long term
in prison by the court. Mull escapes from prison
and sets out to get revenge. The events which
follow his escape and the methods which be
employs to bring his accusers to justice are set
forth in this Bluebird production with all the
interest of reality. There is action every minute— action that keeps you guesing until the
run of the final reel, when everything is explained
and justice prevails over big odds.
theatre with
on Herbert of
week,
" leading
The Manrole.Trap,"
Rawlinson '
in Atthethe
" The Savage," a Drama of the Great
Northwest- Full of Action and Surprise*
(Bluebird Fire-Reel Production)
The Mounted Police of the great Northwest
have furnished material for many thrilling novels
of the adventurous life which members of this
police force lead. The Mounted Police, of Northwest Canada
and the aRangers
the Mexican
frontier
are without
doubt along
the most
efficient
police protection in the world. They are called
upon to risk their lives time and time again and
ther lives are in constant danger. Bluebird has
produced a five-reel, featured under the direction
of Rupert Julian, that of the adventures of this
body of police. Ruth Clifford has the principal
feminine role and Monroe Salisbury, noted for
his characterizations of strong, red-blooded men
of the plains, is in chief support. Others in the
supporting cast are: Colleen Moore. Allen Sears.
W. H. Brainbridge, Arthur Travers, George
Franklin and Duke Lee. These stars of Bluebird
stock
enact adventure
a strong, and
powerful
drama —is full
life action,
all. There
not ofa
dull moment to be experienced in reviewing this
feature.
Through
all runs a love
romance
romance such
as isit experienced
by the
men — ofa
the North — men who know not of the polished
manners of their neighbors farther South, but who
know the meaning of justice and whose hearts are
in
the and
righttheplace.
Therestretches
is fascination
in every
scene
beautiful
of the Northern
country are placed before your eyes.
The Savage," theatre
a Bluebird production,
at " the
week.willRuthbe
Clifford and Monroe Salisbury featured.
George
Hernandez
in " Upin orWestern
Down " Drama
—
Something
Different
(Triangle Fire-Reel Production)
George Hernandez, whom you will remember
for his comedy in Olive Thomas's last Triangle
feature,ceded by" some
Broadway
Arizona,"
and the
whobestis droD
concritics
be among
comedians in the
silentto drama,
is featured
in a
late
Triangle ofpicture
titled "species.
Up or The
Down."
comedy-drama
the Western
come-a
dian
presents
the
role
of
"
Dallas
"
Mike,
victim of circumstance, who has just arrived intos
the open from the confines of the prison walls.
He isa "plan
up against
it and some
has about
upon
to get "together
ready decidec
money,
by thedent, easy
" method,
meets, bywhoacci-is
Allan Corey,
an when
aspiringhe author
looking
idea."on He
to Mike
Mike
that
theyforgetantogether
the suggests
matter, and
agrees. Corey gives up his city apartment and
he and Mike strike out for the West. Passing
through the Rancho Verde district, an accident
happens which brings pretty Esther Hollister on
the scene, and she, being the owner of a large
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and profitable ranch, invites them to stay awhile.
Mike is hired as a puncher and Corey continues
to look for the " idea." Mike has faint idea of
the " idea " Corey needs, so he stages a series
of hold-ups, for which a noted bandit is charged,
and the entire country is on the lookout for
" Texas " take
Jack,place,
the bandit.
the events
and
robberies
Corey jotsAs them
down until
he has written a story, and it is accepted by
the publishers. The bandits .are caught by Corey
and afterwards liberated by Mike, who decides
to wash his hands clean forever more of crime.
" Up and
with
will beDown,"
seen onof
the George
screen week.
ofHernandez
the featheatre tured,on

Taylor Holmes in "Two-Bit Seats" —
As Good as the Best Comedy-Drama
(Essanay Five-Reel Production)
" Two-Bit
Holmes's
thirddrama
picture for the Seats,"
screen, isTaylor
a roaring
comedy
that is guaranteed to make the most sedate personage in a motion picture audience ripple with
laughter. comedy,
It is not
" slap-stick."
but ofclean,
wholesome
enacted
by an artist
both
screen and stage. Taylor Holmes is known from
coast to coast for his comedy " bits " on the
vaudeville stage. In " Efficiency Edgar's Court" he madewilla big
you who The
saw
this shippicture
vouchhit.forThose
this ofassertion.
critics proclaimed the picture one of the best bits
of comedy drama seen for some time on the
screen.
comedy,
" Two-Bit
Seats,"
you
will InfindhisMr.latest
Holmes
as funny
as ever
and
if anything a bit more so. His leading woman in
this picture is Marguerite Clayton, whose work
before the camera is as familiar to the millions
as some of the best known stars. The play was
adapted
fromandthecontains
Americansomemagazine
of theof
same name
of the story
best bits
original comedy ever enacted. The part fits Mr.
Holmes to perfection and he takes advantage of
every situation
puts itclerk
overwho,
" big.
He
presents
the part and
of a " young
although
working for a small salary, insists upon two-dollar
seats at ticular
the occassion
theatre.
happens isthatsoldon out,
one parthe Itorchestra
and
he is obliged to go to the gallery, in the " twobit
" section.
He ischarming
given a young
seat next
to' who
that
occupied
by a very
person
insists upon his attention by jabbing him with a
hat-pin. He accompanies her home and thereafter they are sweethearts. His boss, who has
seen him in the gallery, commends him for his
economy and gives him a promotion. The good
news is broken to his charming friend of the
" two-bitwill" seat,
and it isto decided
salary
be sufficient
support that
two. his new
Taylor Holmes, star of " Efficiency Edgar's
Courtship," will be seen on the screen of the
theatre
of
week.in " Two-Bit Seats," on
Harry Carey in Old-Time Western
Drama, "A Marked Man" — Butterfly
(.Butterfly Five-Reel Production)
Harry Carey in an " old-time " Western drama
— this is what you will see on the screen of the
theatre
week when " A Marked
Man," Carey
a five-part
feature,andis characshown.
Harry
is the Butterfly
featured player
terizes the "old-time" Westerner with all the
" tricks
the trade."Harry
In the
supporting Molly
cast
are
Mrs.of Townsend,
Rattenbury,
Malone, Vester Pegg and William Gettinger —
all stars of Butterfly stock. A Western drama
carries a touch of interest — real interest that is
not aroused within us by any other form of
drama. There is always the human appeal. The
majority of us have never experienced the real
thrill of meeting face to face the life as it was
lived
in athechance
days for
of you
the if" wild
woollythis" life
West.on
Here is
you like
the screen. He knows the life from start to
finish. a He
presents
of "a Cheyenne
Harry,
good-bad
man.theHe role
receives
letter from"
his aged mother, asking him to return to her in
the East. But he is under the eye of the law.
He escapes from his hiding place in the mountains and, in order to obtain money to visit his
mother, determines upon one more robbery. He
is caught but freed at the request of the daughter
of the man he attempted to rob. She had read
the letter from his mother. He is allowed to
go free, meets an old pal and is induced to rob
the stage. He is taken and accused of the murder of the stage driver. His mother, not hearing
from him, determines to visit him, and the sheriff
gives him two weeks' grace. See how " Cheyenne " makes
out in " A Marked Man," at the
theatre.
Alire Brady in " The Maid of Belgium "—
Pathetic Story of German Atrocity
(World Five-Reel Production)
The story of a Belgian refugee is told in the
latest World
The Maid
featuring
AlicePicture,
Brady. " This
is one ofof Belgium
the most"
powerful dramas ever produced, whose subject
matter deals with the terrible conditions which
exist in Belgium at the present time. Prior to the
time of the German invasion, everything was
peace and quiet in that country. After the Teutons had swept through Belgium, they left
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YOU ARE INVITED TO
SEND YOUR IDEAS
HERE
{[We have had scores of letters
from exhibitors telling us how
reading " Your
they— enjoy
Idea
and Ours." This department istruly the exhibitors' own and we will be very
glad to hear from showmen
everywhere as to stunts that
they are using, clever advertising that they are doing, etc.
f[ And we won't camouflage you
by telling you that the idea
is a good one when it is not.
Helpful criticism is a tonic of
the business.
nothing but waste in their wake. Not only
was the country devastated, but the men,
women and children were maltreated, the women
ravished and the men tortured who stood in defense of their wives and daughters. " The Maid
ofstar,
Belgium,"
in which
Brady and
appears
deals with
this Alice
condition
tellsasofthea
Belgian
girl
found
by
the
roadside
by
a party
of American tourists and taken to America,
with
her mind a blank as to the terrible happenings.
She is taken into the home of the Americans and
treated as their own daughter would have been.
She becomes a mother and her benefactress,
whose husband is abroad on business, decides to
take the child as her own, for she knows that it
is the fondest wish of her husband to have his
home brightened by the laughter of a child.
Adoree consents to this plan but later decides
to steal the child. She does so and is lost in
her wanderings. She is injured and her mind
restored. Her husband, who is an officer in Belgium and whom she thought was lost, is found,
and
wife. there is a happy reunion of husband and
" The dramas
Maid ofin Belgium
" is one
the been
best
screen
which Alice
Bradyof has
seen. She will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week.
"Peggy Leads the Way "—Mary Miles
Minter Is Peggy — Comedy-Drama
(Mutual Fire-Reel Production)
The little actress whom you can designate by
3 M's — Mary Miles Minter — comes to the
theatre
in Peggy
LeadsthethewayWay."
Mary — always
has led
when Peggy
it was— ora
question of sincere entertainment. She does so
in her latest picture. Peggy makes the folks back
home sit up and take notice when she arrives
in the little mountainous village in California,
fresh from the social surroundings of an Eastern
boarding
school.
remember she had
been Ever
in thesince
East sheandcould
because
her
father supplied her with plenty of money, she
was under the impression that he was a prosCalifornia.
A woman's
curiosityperousgotbusiness
the man
betterin of
her and she
decides
to go to California and investigate. She is more
than surprised when she finds that her father is
the proprietor of an ill-kept general store, with
the
usual atbunch
of " hangers-on."
takes
a hand
management
and effectsPeggy
a decided
change. Roland Gardner, who has bought up the
land for miles around, gives notice to the villagers
that they are not to trespass. Peggy realizing
that this action will mean that many of the
villagers will starve, sets out to beat Gardner at
" hisflood.
own game."
Therehis comes
a heavy
storm
and
Gardner and
guests are
left without
provisions and are compelled to visit the store.
Peggy
charges
Gardnerto fabulous
and
in the end
he consents
withdraw.prices
the order.
Peggy she
is assisted
Gardner's son,
whom
decides into her
makeplans
her byhusband.
Mary
Miles
Minter
in
"
Peggy
Leads
Way."
a five-part week.
comedy-drama, will be seenthe on
the
screen of the
theatre on
of
William Desmond Characterizes the
Weakling in " Fighting Back " — Western
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
A " sure-fire
Western
drama, screen
with plenty
action,
gripping" plot,
a popular
star, ofa
strong supporting cast and last but not least,
the scenes
at a riding,
rodeo orbucking
cowboy's
outing, andat
which
bare-back
bronchos,
daring deeds with wild steers, are the orders of
the day — this and more is what you will see
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when
" Fighting . Back
" comes
to the
theatre
William
Desmond
is the featured player. In the supporting cast are: Claire
McDowell, Jack Richardson. Curley Baldwin,
Pete Morrison, William Ellingford, Thomas H.
Guise, Thorton Edwards and Josie Sedgwick. In
this
picture Mr. Desmond
gives one
of theHebestis
characterizations
of his screen
career.
calledfind
the him
" Weakling
because
the punchers
who
exhausted" on
the plains,
fail in
their endeavors to arouse within him a spark of
nerve. The " Weakling " accepts their taunts
and goes his own way. He is hired by the foreman of the ranch and on pay-day he goes with
the punchers
to the
nearesthalltown
out." He meets
a dance
girl for
and a she" blowfalls
in love with him, but he offers her no encouragement until the day of the rodeo meet, when something happens that shows the true colors under
which
" Weakling
" is and
traveling.
his skilltheastride
a horse,
for the Helastshows
time
he takes an interest in the dance-hall girl in her
defense,ing. Later
giveshe the
the dance
beatvisitsbossthe ofdance
hall andhallthea boss,
seeking revenge, again insists upon a fight. He
gets what he is looking for and the " Weakling "
and
girl leave
the fort.
The been
" Weaking
is antheofficer
of the forarmy,
who had
unjustly"
accused of a traitorous deed. This is one of the
best Western pictures ever produced and the
scenes showing the events which take place at
a rodeo meet are true to life, full of action and
daring deeds by cowboys.
At the
theatre on
of
week,
Fighting role.
Back," with William Desmond
in the "featured
" The Best Man " — How Fate Takes
a Hand in Reforming a Drunkard
(General Four-Reel Production)
The man who is addicted to drink or any other
habit that is ruining both his health and career,
needs a strong incentive to conquer the habit.
His friends can counsel with him and even admonish him for letting the hab't get the better
of him. but all is of no avail. But a pretty girl
can come into the life of such a man and unconsciously he will endeavor to break himself of
the habit for her sake. This is what happens
when Arnold Hammond goes to a small fishing
village on the coast, to try and shake off the
curse of drink. He is placed under the care of
aFrom
country
doctor, he
whose
the minute
meetsdaughter
her the Arnold
desire meets.
comes
upon him, to forever abstain from drink and
he does so. A villager also loves the girl and she
finds it difficult to choose between the two men.
Again Fate takes a hand. Arnold invites the
girl for a yachting trip and engages the other
suitor to man the yacht. During the trip the
villager shows his true worth by attempting to
force Arnold to drink. He himself drinks heavily. A storm
comes isuprescued
and theandyacht
turned. The party
the isgirlover-no
longer is in doubt as to the better man of the
two. William Ehfe presents the role of Arnold
Hammond. Margaret Landis has the principal
feminine role. Others in the cast are: Capt.
Nicholson, Mollie McDonnell, Clifford B. Gray
and Frank Brownlee. The feature is in four
reels
and action.
every reel is characterized by strong
dramatic
At the
theatre on
of
week,
" TheLandis
Best inMan,"
with William
Margaret
the leading
roles. Ehfe and
Mme. Petrova in "More Truth Than Poetry"
— Written by Herself — Enacts Dual Role
(Metro Fire-Reel Product ion)
Riches seldom bring happiness — perhaps this is
what
the authorto when
of " More
Truth this
ThanstoryPoetry
had reference
she wrote
which"
has been adapted to the screen by Emma B.
Clifton and produced for the Metro Pictures Corporation, under the direction of Burton L. King.
Mme. Petrova is the author — Mme. Petrova is
the one who enacts the dual role of Elaine Esmond and Vera Maitland — and Mme. Petrova is
she who endows this appealing drama with a
certain vital " something " that seems to speak
from the screen. " More Truth Than Poetry " is
in five
parts. Mme.
Petrova's
leadingwho
man alsoin
this
production
is Mahlon
Hamilton,
presents a dual role. In the supporting cast are :
Charles Martin, Violet Reed, Harry Burkhardt,
Mary Sands, William B. Davidson and Anthony
Merlo. Briefly the story tells of how Vera Maitland, the daughter
a " her
steel husband
king," sacrifices
everything
in orderofthat
may be
successful in the legal profession and then — once
traveling the road of success, he forgets the one
who has been responsible for his success and
showers his affections upon another. Enraged at
his apparent neglect, she acts and quickly. She
learns that her husband is stopping at a hotel
with one them
of hisand" friends
going there
surprises
shoots "herandhusband
dead. sheA
trial is had, she pleads that she does not ask for
mercy,
question
there onebutlawjustice.
for theThe
woman
and arises,
another " forIs
the
man?"
The
last
scenes
of
this
appealing
drama show Elaine Esmond, the novelist,
completing the last sentence of her new novel entitled, "More Truth Than Poetry."
Mme. seen
Petrova,
the screen's theatre
greateston
emotional
actress,
at the
of
week in her own screen drama.
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Monat, French Buyer, Arrives in New York
Prominent Paris Film Man Discusses Plans with Motion Picture
News Export Editor — Has Nine Subjects — In Market to Buy, Too
pictures are not suitable to the American
people and the same rule holds true regarding American films in France. I
cannot describe one or the other limita-

THE

FAR

EAST

C Important and Interesting facts relative to conditions existing in the
film markets of the Far
East will be brought out
in an exclusive article
to be published in this
department next week.
C Mrs. Adele Howell, who
has recently returned
from Manila, is the
author.

tion in a few words. I must see the picM. Monat
MONSIEUR M. MONAT, one of the
most important figures in French
cinematographic circles, came to this
country on a French steamer last Thursday.
M. Monat has been expected in New
York several weeks, the announcement of
his pending arrival having been published
in this department more than one month
.ago.
A cablegram from Monatfilm, Paris, was
received by the export editor last Wednesday, instructing him to accept and hold
all mail and telegrams for M. Monat.
Friday morning, Monsieur Monat accompanied by the manager of his Paris
office, Maurice Meyer, together with a
lieutenant in the French air service, called
at Motion Picture News office, where they
will make their headquarters during their
.one or two months' stay.
Messrs. Monat and Meyer have come to
New York for a two-fold purpose, to buy
and sell. Their chief object is to secure
motion pictures suitable to the French
taste.
" \Ye have no use for seven, eight and
nine-reel subjects," said M. Monat to the
export editor. " Our public must have
action, and that action must be condensed
to suitable lengths, namely, five reels or
less. In exceptional cases we can of course
become interested in subjects of greater
•length. We appreciate that many French

Monsieur Monat brought with him from
Paris nine French subjects, the titles of
tures." follow:
which
Series Mistinguette : "Chignon d'Or"
("Golden Hair"), 5 reels; " Fleur de
Paris" ("Flower of Paris"), 5 reels.
Both these were produced by Hugon.
- Series Musidora : " Chacals" ("Jakals"), 6 reels; " Rcquins" (No literal
translation), 5 reels. Produced by Hugon.
Series M. L. Derval : " Sous La Menace" ("Under the Menace"), 5 reels.
Produced by Succes.
Patriotic film: " Gloirc Rouge" ("The
Red Glory"), 5 reels. Produced by
Aubert.
" Le Roi de la Mcr" (" The King of the
Sea"), 5 reels. Produced by Aubert.
" L' Ocean" ("The Ocean"), 5 reels.
Produced by Lumina.
" Le Balcony de la Mort" ("The Balcony of Death"), 5 reels. Produced by
Andreani.
Monsieur Monat served in the French
army for one year and a half, most of that
time being spent in the front line trenches.
He was permanently retired from active
duty a few months ago, suffering from
shell-shock and trench sickness. He has
been " over the top " half a dozen times.
. M. Monat and Maurice Meyer will receive all mail, telegrams, etc, at this office.
Letters and telegrams should be addressed
to them in care of the Export Editor,
Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y.

i
\

Miles Learns Second Hand Films
Are to Be Taxed
Joseph Miles, who distributes films to
Central and South America and Mexico,
informs the export editor that he has received advices from parties close to the
administration at Washington that it is the
intention of the framers of the new tax
on films that the levy also be made on
second-hand films, the tax applying on
films for export as well as those for domestic consumption.
As much of the film exported from this
country is second-hand, the new duty
would be ruinous. At the time of going to
press no reply to the telegraphic inquiry to
Washington regarding this new development has brought an answer.
It is hoped that the report received byMr. Miles is erroneous. The export editor
is of the belief that the ruling handed
down by the customs office or by a court
when a test case is brought for trial will
accede to exporters the right to draw back,
as was stated in this department last week.
In such case export of second-hand films
would be subject to no duty.
Mrs. Howells Return from East
Mrs. Adelle Howells returned to New
York recently from a long trip through the
Orient with her husband, who represents
Selznick, Metro and a large number of independent producers in the Far East. Mr.
Howells has just arrived in Singapore, according to a cablegram received by his
brother last Friday. He has just completed a trip through Japan, China, the
Philippines, Java, Indo-China, Siam and
will now proceed to India. Mrs. Howells
left him at Manila.
Chaplins Closed for France
William M. Vogel, president of William
Vogel Productions, Inc., announces the sale
of the First National " signature protected "Chaplins to the Mundusfilm Company of Paris for the countries of France
and Switzerland. This sale is the outcome
of negotiations through Mr. Sidney Garrett, president of J. Frank Brookliss, Inc.,
who is the personal representative of Mrs.
Schuepbach, one of the directors of the
Mundusfilm Company.
Mrs. Schuepbach recently returned to
France after several weeks in New York
City investigating film conditions. She
purchased a large number of films on this
market. While here she also considered
Chaplin pictures and determined to have
them if she could complete arrangements
satisfactory to all parties concerned.
Desires to See Foreign Buyers
Mr. A. Ziehm, in charge of the Export
Department of the Goldwyn Distributing
Company, would appreciate being notified
of the arrival
of foreign
resentatives inNew
York. buyers or rep-
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Bluebird

Prepares

Special

Christmas

Release

"My Little Boy" Is Screen Title, and Ella Hall Will Be
Presented as the Star — December 24 Set for Release

LAST year Bluebird issued as its Christmas release the Rupert Julian production of Dickens' immortal " Christmas
Carol," under the title of " The Right To
Be Happy." The announcement is now
made that Mrs. Rupert Julian (Elsie Jane
Wilson) has prepared a special Christmas
release, based on Eliott J. Clawson's story,
" Uncle Oliver's Christmas."
" My Little Boy " will be the screen title
of the work and Ella Hall will be presented
as the star with a special supporting cast,
including Little Zoe Rae, Emory Johnson
and Gretchen Lederer, when release date
arrives, December 24. The theme combines the Dickens traits of character in
Scrooge," with the juvenile hero of a
favorite poem that will be widely recognized.
Incidentally this should be a production

Work
William Fox Announces the Ascendance to the
Glittering Firmament
of Sonia Narkova, a
Russian Girl, Not Long from Petrograd
Leah

Baird Engaged for Six
Super-Features
The announcement was made last week
that Leah Baird, who has appeared in photoplays for Vitagraph, Ivan and Universal,
has been engaged to appear in six superfeatures. The name of the backers who
will produce the features was not made
known, but it is said a Wall street institution is concerned.
It is announced that Miss Baird will start
work on the first picture within three
weeks, and that an allowance of $60,000
will be made with which to stage the feature. The subjects, it is said, will be taken
from well-known books.
Nat. H. Spitzer, who probably knows as
much about selling pictures as any man
in the film industry, is mentioned as the
man who may handle the sales end of the
Leah Baird releases.
Enemy Plans Exposed in Metro's
Patriotic Feature
Enemy plans for the partition and despoiling of the country are said to be
exposed in "Draft 258," Metro's special
patriotic production in which Mabel Taliaferro has the star role, and which is expected to be released shortly. Metro has
promised that audiences who see the picture will be let into the inside workings
and proposed arrangements of German
agents, plotting abroad and in this country.

of a happy interest in the fact that Universal City's popular bride and groom, Ella
Hall and Emory Johnson, who appear together in the leading roles, were married
during the time the feature was being produced and spent their honeymoon making
the final scenes. Gretchen Lederer, who
will be featured along with Little Zoe Rae,
was maid of honor at the wedding ceremony and little Miss Rae was the flower
Although the regular schedule lists " My
Little Boy" for December 24, it is very
girl.
likely that the subject will be pre-released
during the current Bluebird season at the
Broadway theatre. But to all intents and
purposes
it will represent
Bluebird'sespecially
timeliness in presenting
an attraction
fitted to Christmas week showings, while
being serviceable all the year 'round.

Rushed
on Paralta's Hollywood
Stages
Space Needed to Accommodate Companies Now Engaged in Making
Feature
Productions — Work
on Fourth
Will
Shortly Begin

new
Paralta's
the stages
WORK
, Cal.,
studioon location
at on
Hollywood
is being pushed forward as rapidly as possible to afford the necessary space to accommodate the companies now engaged in
making feature productions. One of the
60 x 150 stages has been completed, and
two others are progressing so rapidly that
they can be used inside of the next week.
Work on the fourth will be begun as soon
as the stage floors of the two now being
built are fully laid. To gain time, all
the stages will be put in use before the
class roofs and side walls are constructed.
J. Warren Kerrigan had the honor of
doing the first work on the first new Paralta
stage and completed the final scenes of
" Turn of a Card " on it on Saturday,
October 20. This production is now going through its final editing and will be
forwarded to New York as soon as it is
completed.
Technical Director R. Holmes Paul, also
mounted a number of sets for the Henry
B. Walthall company on the first of the
new stages and is installing on the second stage sets for the production in which
Clara Williams is now engaged under the
direction of Reginald Barker. To protect all of these sets and their properties
from inclement weather till the new glass
stage houses are built, Manager Brunton
has had temporary scene docks and
property houses erected along the entire
east end of two of the stages.
The production plans of Paralta necessitated quick work in rushing these new
stages to completion. Mr. Walthall will
have completed his first picture as an inde-

producer,
Robe of Honor,"
this weekpendentand
will" His
immediately
begin a
new piece to be called " Humdrum Brown."
Howard Hickman is to appear in a special production called " Blue Blood."
Percy Standing to Join Brothers
in Service
Percy Standing, the well-known heavy
man, already has two brothers in the
British service, and is shortly going away
to join the Royal Flying Corps. He expects to train in Canada before going
overseas. During twenty-five years of
stage and screen experience, Mr. Standing has played many roles, one of them
being the invading conqueror in Thomas
Dixon's " The Fall of a Nation." Recently he has been playing heavy parts
with Vitagraph. He is now playing his
last film part before joining the colors,
that of the god Vulcan, in Capt. Edwin
Bower Hesser's mythological spectacle
" The Triumph of Venus," starring Betty
Lee as the love and beauty goddess.
Rita Jolivet Raises Flag on U-Boat
in Park
Rita Jolivet, survivor of the Lusitania
and who has been working all summer on
a motion picture feature in which the sinking of the big liner forms the central
thread, was selected to raise the flag on
the captured German U-boat mine layer
which was on exhibition in Central Park
as an incentive to Liberty Loan bond
buyers.
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Hutchinson Not Pessimistic Over
Tax Situation

Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the
American Film Company, refuses to be
pessimistic over the war tax situation, and,
in a statement this week made it understood he does not intend to take the price
of the tax out of the quality of American
productions.
Mr. Hutchinson said : " Taxation must
be heavy in every line of business in war
time. We must do our part — and do it
without grumbling. It is useless to whimper over spilled milk — but we can take care
not to spill any more than is necessary in
the future.
" I refuse to take a pessimistic view of
the situation. I believe that both the government and the film industry will be the
gainer by this taxation. It will bring us
in close touch with one another and while
the film men will have an opportunity to
learn something of the problems of the
government, the latter will be able to ascertain something of the difficulties under
which the pictures must be produced and
the manner in which the money must be
raised for expenses. It will do us both
good and perhaps the film men will be
Mary
Milesthe Minter
Undecided,
an American-Mutual,
Whether
taught how to protect their interests better
to
Invite
Young Seems
Man for
a ride in inHer" Peggy
Buggy Leads
or Not.the InWay,"
the Feature
the Youthful Star
is a
Mountain Maid, and is Said to Be at Her Best
than they have in the past.
" I am of the opinion that this tax will
speedily bring about a re-organization of
Vitagraph to Feature Florence De Shon
the film business that will put it on a sound
Was on Speaking Stage Until Year Ago, and Shows Promise
and enduring basis. The government canLong-Time Contract
of Developing
Into Star- -Under
not afford to be without the motion picture
industry, for it has become an integral part
ALBERT E. SMITH, president of features or complexion, and each was
chosen because of suitability for a specific of the nation. We want to work for the
Greater Vitagraph, last week added
line of interpretation. His choices, in their government and with it. Out of this taxaanother young artist to his list by signing
tion is going to develop a new feature for
work, range from the ingenue type to the
Florence De Shon to a long-time contract
tragic actress, but nowhere in the list is the motion picture.
providing for her appearance in feature
roles.
" The American Film Company will
there a " vamp." He says that Vitagraph
meet the new condition as we meet any
Miss De Shon, who was on the legitimate
has no intention of putting out any pronew business condition — and keep right on
stage until a year ago, is the third femiductions in which a " vamp " would be renine artist to be engaged by Mr. Smith in
producing good pictures. We will not imIn Miss De Shon the Vitagraph president
as many weeks and the fifth added to the
quired.
pair, in any way, the quality of our proVitagraph forces in the last few months.
thinks he has a " find," because before her
advent into motion picture work she had
For some time past Mr. Smith has been
had training on the legitimate stage, apgiving close study to the work of young
Dolly Dare Engaged for Oro
ductions."
women appearing on the screen, his search
pearing in a number of successful BroadPictures
for new artists being prompted by a desire
way productions.
Dolly
Dare,
well
known in motion picThe
Vitagraph
president
has
started
his
to get for Vitagraph talented young women
tures as an ingenue, has been engaged by
as varying in temperament as they are in scenario department working on a play for
Oro Pictures, Inc., to appear exclusively in
looks. No two of the quintette which he Miss De Shon and plans to start her operscreen productions bearing the Oro trade
ating at once.
has selected thus far resemble each other in
mark. She left for the Bernstein studios
in California last week, where she will imEdmund Breese Engaged to Star in Harry Raver Feature
mediately start work on a script which is
said to be especially suited to her talents.
It is announced that Alma Hanlon and
one of the best
.tSKrirLSfc., one
EDMUND BREESE,
Miss Dare has been in pictures but a
known character actors on the Ameri
a carefully-selected company of picture
short time, but her ability has already
can stage, was last week engaged to star players will be associated with Mr. Breese
in his first Harry Raver production. The caused favorable comment. Now that she
in a forthcoming mystery story to be produced by Harry Raver, it was announced.
picture, which as yet has not been named,
is to appear under the Oro banner in BernMr. Breese is equally as well known in will be directed by Burton King, who
stein productions, under the personal direction of Isadore Bernstein, it is announced
pictures as on the speaking stage.
staged several of Petrova's vehicles and that much care will be taken in the selecAs the leading character of the new provisualized " The Public Detion of material for her use, so that full
duction itis said Mr. Breese will have a more recently
fender" for Harry Raver.
scope of her capabilities will reflect upon
role entirely to his liking; one which perthe screen.
mits of the exercising of the full scope
fr om
" Public Defender " Titled
of his powers of dramatic technique. DurOriginal Drawings
ing the past few seasons he has appeared
Comedies Get
Under Way
Harry Raver, who recently completed a Four New Keystone
in " The Lion and the Mouse," " The
screen
production
of
"
The
Public
DeThird Degree" and "The Master Mind"
Work was started this week on five new
on the speaking stage, and in pictures was
fender," considers his feature especially
fortunate in that it has good descriptive
comedies at the Triangle Culver City stupresented in " The Spell of the Yukon,"
dios, with directors Reggie Morris, Harry
produced by Metro ; " The Walls of titles. It is said that all the titles of " The
Williams,
Willian Beaudine, H. Raymaker
Public
Defender
"
were
made
from
origiJericho," a Fox picture, and in the leadnal hand-drawn sketches, designed by a and Charles Avery. Four are Keystones
ing role of the screen version of "The
and one is a Triangle Komedy.
magazine artist.
Master Mind."
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Norman
Kerry,
Man,
Has Joined
the Bessie
Royal Barnscale's
Flying Corps,Leading
of Canada.
Alice Brady Finishes First Select
Picture
Alice Brady, whose first Select Picture,
"Her Silent Sacrifice," is receiving its finishing touches this week, is deep in the
throes of home-making. In order to be
within striking distance of the studio at
Fort Lee, where she expects to make several of her Select Pictures, Miss Brady has
leased a new apartment overlooking Central
Park, and all of her moments out of the
studio are spent in pursuit of furnishings
from kitchen requirmerits to oriental rugs.

Dora Mills Adams in Support of
Harold Lockwood
Dora Mills Adams has been engaged by
Fred J. Balshofer to appear in what is considered an important part in support of
Harold Lockwood, Metro star, in "Love
Me for Myself Alone."'

Studios Grinding Out Features for Mutual
Score of Five-Reel Subjects Already Completed and Twenty
More Well Under Way — Margarita Fischer on Second American
X " and " A Daughter of Maryland " have
STUDIOS on both sides of the continent
are busy turning out feature producfinished " American
popular,
proven" and
tions for release on the Mutual schedule.
Maid
is busyhason " Her Second HusAt least a score of five-reel features are
band," a story of society and business.
already completed and twenty more are
well under way.
" The Planter " Screened Amidst
Margarita Fischer, who recently joined
Scenes of Book
the forces at the studio of the American
" The Planter," the seven-reel film specFilm Company, Inc., Santa Barbara, Cal.,
tacle, adapted from the novel by Herman
has completed " A Daughter of Joan," the Whitaker with Tyrone Power in the leadfirst of her Mutual-Americans. Miss
ing role, scheduled for release by Mutual
Fischer is working on her second producon November 12, was actually taken in the
tion. She is under the direction of Lloyd
Ingraham, who has been directing the Mary
country in which the scenes of Whitaker's
book are laid, it is announced. Mr. WhitMiles Minter pictures.
aker himself went with the producing comWilliam Russell has finished "Snap Judgpany into Mexico and lived in that tropical
ment," afive-reel picture built on a story
region with the whole company of actors,
of a man and his double and is at work on
directors and cameramen during the month
" Aladdin's Night," a five-reel production
which it took to film the tropical scenes.
based on ductions
New
York's
life. ofBoth
proThe result is said to be some gorgeous
are under
the gay
direction
Edward
scenic effects.
S. Sloman.
" The Planter " is to be released by MuMary Miles Minter is engaged on her
tual as a special.
first sea picture, " The Mate of the Sally
Ann," a five-reel drama scheduled for re- Goldman Declines to Delve into
lease on November 26.
Politics
At the Empire studio, Glendale, L. I.,
Mayer C. Goldman, the New York atAnn Murdock has completed " My Wife "
and " Please Help Emily," her last stage
torney who wrote " The Public Defender," the film production sponsored by
success, and is at work on " The Richest
Girl," a Frohman stage play. Miss MurRaver and based on Mr. Goldman's
O'Brien.
dock is working under direction of John B. Harry
book of the same title, was nominated last
week for the office of President of the
Olive Tell is producing the second of her
Borough of Manhattan by the Progressive
pictures, " Her Sister," a picturization of Party. He declined the nomination.
the Frohman stage production. Miss TelPs
Harry Raver, producer of " The Public
success in " The Unforeseen," the first of Defender," speaking of Mr. Goldman's
her pictures, indicates big things from her
nomination and declination said : " Mayer
in the future.
Goldman is to be commended for his deAt the Horkheimer studio Anita King
cision. In his devotion to an ideal, the
has finished " Pitticoats vs. Pants " and is furtherance of the Public Defender movement, he has done what few men in his
at work on " The Princess Incognito," a
position
would have done — put aside his
storyproduction
of would-be-society.
Miss banner
King's
first
under the Mutual
personal ambitions, in order to carry out
a plan, which, when fully consummated,
was " The Girl Angle," a five-reel western.
will undoubtedly be a lasting benefit to the
Edna Goodrich, whose first three productions for Mutual, " Reputation," " Queen
entire country."

Valentine Grant's ParticularSheStyle
of Irish Beauty,
As WellWhiteside,
As Her Unmistakable
Willin No
a Great
Is Co-starred
with Walker
on the Right. Artistry,
The Scene
Center beDoes
the Doubt
All ButAsset
Talk.to "The Belgian," in Which
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Herbert Brenon Buys Hudson
Heights Studio
Transaction Said to Involve Sum Over Two Hundred Thousand
Dollars, and Places Brenon Among Biggest Single Producers
terior stuff. The two studio buildings
it was anHERBERT BRENON,
nounced this week, has closed a deal
have forty individual dressing rooms and
four star dressing rooms.
whereby he becomes sole owner of the
The office building and stucco garage
large studio property at Hudson Heights,
N. J., where he has been producing his most
have just been constructed. The adminrecent features. Through this deal Mr.
istration building houses the private offices of Mr. Brenon, his general manager,
Brenon has placed himself among the bigsecretary and department of exploitation
gest single producers in the motion picture
industry, and it is not improbable that he and accounting.
The Brenon plant, with its completely
will become very shortly the biggest single
factor in the business.
equipped laboratories, handles a motion
picture from actual filming to the finished
A recent acquisition of Mr. Brenon was
positive print. This assures Mr. Brenon
the complete control of the producing corof just exactly the sort of work that he
poration bearing his name, when he purdesires in every department. The Brenon
chased the other interests in the organilaboratories and factory have an unusual
zation. This gave him complete control
of production. The producer then turned
record of efficiency. Only recently a negative print was given the department at
his attention to the actual purchase of his
Studio, to insure complete freedom and
five o'clock in the afternoon. At nine
scope for his plans, which are said to be o'clock the next morning Mr. Brenon was
able to look at a finished positive print
very extensive. Negotiations were progressing for the studio during the past
being projected in the exhibition room.
The Brenon studio has a staff of two
several weeks, it became known this week,
hundred. George Rush is studio manager.
but were held up by Mr. Brenon's brief
The photographic department is headed by
journey to the hospital to undergo an
operation for appendicitis. The final
J. Roy Hunt, who has been cameraman for
Mr. Brenon for four years. Mr. Hunt
papers have been signed, and Brenon has
also supervises the film cutting department.
resumed active production at the studio,
Charles Ritchie is assistant cameraman.
" Empty
in
hand. Pockets " being the feature now
The studio property acquired by Mr.
Brenon includes some two and a half acres
of land, two studio buildings, laboratories,
administration building, garage and carpenter shop The studios are of concrete
and steel, with every up-to-the-minute detail of equipment They have a complete
electrical equipment, with Cooper-Hewitts,
etc. The larger studio has a floor space of
101 x 50 feet, while the other studio building has floor space of 50x40 feet. The
construction of the studios, by means of
sliding sides and balconies, permits of unusually long shots, ranging up to 125 feet.
One ballroom scene in " The Fall of the
Romanoffs " revealed the great depth of
shot possible.
A large outdoor stage, said to be the
first in the East, is being constructed on
the property. Aside from this, there are,
atop the studio, two outdoor spaces, each
A Moment of Indecision Seems Apparent in This
50 x 40 feet, which are utilized for exTriangle Scene from " Up or Down? "

Paralta Announces Cast in Two
New Productions
Paralta announced last week the cast of
principals in two of its new productions.
Supporting Bessie Barriscale in " Madam
Who," Edward Coxen, Howard Hickman,
Joseph J. Dowling, David M. Hartford,
Fanny Midgley, Nicholas Gogley, Eugene
Pallette, Wallace Worsley and Clarence
Barr head the cast.
Supporting J. Warren Kerrigan in
" Turn of a Card," the leading players are
Lois Wilson, Eugene Pallette, David M.
Hartford, William Conklin, Eleanor
Crowe, Roy Laidlaw, Clifford Alexander,
Albert J. Cody, Wallace Worsley and
Frank Clark.
Preparations are being made for an
early trade showing* of these productions.
" Miss U. S. A." to Head Fox
November Releases
William Fox's production of " Miss
U. S. A.," in which June Caprice is starred,
has been selected to head the November
releases of the Fox Film Corporation. It
is scheduled for the first public showing on
November 4, and is one of the regular Fox
Special Features of the 52-a-year series.
In " Miss U. S. A." June Caprice is declared to have made a great impression
upon the producer, and the picture is even
claimed to be the best in which she has
appeared. The action centers principally
about five characters, played by June Caprice, William Courtleigh, Jr.. Frank
Evans, Tom Burroughs and Al Hall. The
production was directed by Harry Millarde
and the scenario prepared by R. G. Lewis.
Twenty

Thousand

Extras in

William
Fox's Fox
" Cleopatra
From
the William
offices this "week
comes an announcement that, although it
was not made prior to the release of the
production, " Cleopatra," starring Theda
Bara, is certain to create a great amount
of interest among exhibitors. It is estimated, by the Fox publicity department, that
twenty thousand extra people were used in
the making of " Cleopatra," which had its
first showing at the Lyric theatre in New
York. In one scene alone, it is said, that
3,000 men and 1,000 horses were used. J.
Gordon Edwards directed the feature.

November 10, 1917
Two Fox Directors Make Change
in Location
Immediately following the completion of
special work away from their " home
grounds," two of William Fox's directors
changed their scenes of activities last week.
J. Gordon Edwards, who directed Theda
Bara in " Cleopatra," now running at the
Lyric theatre, returned to New York from
California, where the picture was made.
Frank Lloyd, who made the forthcoming
cinema version of Victor Hugo's novel,
" Les Miserables," left New York for the
West coast the day that Mr. Edwards departed from there. The latter had been in
California since May, and " Cleopatra " was
the first motion picture he had made on the
Pacific Coast. Within the next two weeks
he will probably start work on a new photoplay at one of the Fox Studios in New
Jersey.
It is announced that Frank Lloyd was
brought East for the sole purpose of filming "Les Miserables," in which William
Farnum appears as the star. The director's
next production will be made in Hollywood,
where his earlier pictures were screened.
" Within the Cup " Strong on
Emotional Drama
Bessie Barriscale believes that in Monte
M. Katterjohn's original story, "Within
the Cup," which she is now producing at
the Paralta studios in Hollywood, Cal., she
will have one of the most powerful emotional dramatic roles she has ever played.
What is expected will be a very novel
scene in " Within the Cup " will be a grotto
restaurant which will quite graphically picture the odd and bizarre resorts which have
now become the fad of the frequenters of
Greenwich Village, the home or haunt of
Bohemia in New York.
" Troublemakers " Has No Studio-Made Settings
William Fox, it was announced this week,
incurred heavy expense in the production
of " Troublemakers," a Fox Standard Picture featuring Jane and Katherine Lee,
transporting the entire company to villages,
towns and cities where necessary scenes
could be filmed, rather than depend upon
studio made-to-order sets. One scene required destruction by fire of a big farm
barn and its contents of hay and grain.
This was secured near Trenton, N. J. A
village church was also utilized, as was also
a suburban railway passenger station, trains
and even some of the road employes.
Helen Holmes Film Makes Hit in
Denver
Helen Holmes in " The Lost Express "
opened at the Iris theatre, Denver, to
5,000 people, and the second chapter
brought out 6,500, it was announced by
Mutual Film Corporation last week. A.
H. Haagen, manager of the Iris, is said
to have written the following to Mutual :
" Personally,
is the
Helen
Holmes Ihasthink
ever this
worked
in. best
Its
drawing power is immense. On my opening day I showed to 5,000 people and on
my second showing to 6,500. My patrons
have taken greatly to this serial and they
like the mystery."
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Triangle Has "Man Hater" Ready for Showing
Is the First Published Story Under Recently Announced Policy
of Screening Widely Read Literature — Winifred Allen Featured
IN keeping with its recently announced
policy, Triangle will issue in the next
few months several film versions of stories
by Well known authors that have appeared
in various publications, it was announced
this week.
The first of these to be released is " The
Man Hater," by Mary Brecht Pulver,
which appeared in a June issue of the
Saturday Evening Post. The picture was
produced under the direction of Allan
Dwan, with Winifred Allen in the title
role, and is scheduled for the program
published this week.
It is announced that H. O. Davis, vicepresident and general manager of Triangle,
has purchased several stories that have
appeared recently in the Saturday Evening
Post. " The Alley of Flashing Spears,"
by Donn Byrne, will shortly be made into a
seven-reel feature for the regular program,
it is said. Jack Cunningham, of the Culver
City scenario department, is completing
the picturization of " The Prince for Tonight," byan author well known to readers
of current magazine fiction.
Winifred Allen will appear during November and December in two plays adapted
from widely-read stories. The first on
the schedule is " For Valour," picturized
from " 'Melia No Good," by I. A. R.
Wylie, published a few months ago in
Good Housekeeping. The screen title is
taken from the inscription on the Victoria
Cross, which figures prominently in the
action. Richard Barthelmas, a young
player, has the leading role opposite Miss
Allen.

" From Two to Six," a novel tale by
Arthur Stringer, will be the December
feature in which Miss Allen stars. The
entire action of the play transpires between the hours of two and six o'clock in
the afternoon, as the title indicates. It is
described as a whirlwind romance with
lightning flashes of comedy. Earle Fox
appears
a young fifteen
man ofminutes
action who
ries theasheroine
aftermar-he
meets her. Albert Parker directed the
production.
The Cosmopolitan magazine furnishes
another contribution to the program in
the story, " Cassidy," by Larry Evans.
Dick Rosson is featured with Pauline Curley in this production, which was made
under the supervision of Allan Dwan. It
numbers among the recent program releases.

Melbourne McDowell in Paramount-Ince Features
Melbourne McDowell, converted to motion pictures from the legitimate stage, has
been re-engaged by Thomas H. Ince to appear in a new feature to be released by
Paramount and starring Dorothy Dalton.
During his previous appearances with Ince
as supervisor, McDowell was presented
with Miss Dalton in " The Flame of the
Yukon " as the " heavy."
It is announced that McDowell's first appearance under the new auspices will be
in Miss Dalton's second Paramount picture, following her most recent feature,
" The Price Mark," a current release.
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Scenes from Mme. Petrova's First Picture as the Star of Her Own Company Indicate That the Public Will Profit Through the Release of " Daughter of
Destiny "
Ince Plans New
Feature in New York
Returns from North Carolina After Completing Final Scenes of
"The Battle Cry"— Next Production Called "Step by Step"
day do not reveal themselves in this simple
RALPH W. INCE, the producer and
fashion.
screen authority, returned to New
York last week from Andersonville, N. C,
where the final scenes of " The Battle
Charles Ray at Work on Third
Cry
" were completed in the Blue Gap
Paramount
Mountains.
Mr. Ince has announced his intention of
There has been no delay in production
remaining in New York for some weeks,
work for Charles Ray, the Thomas H. Ince
star, whose current and first Paramount
and it is expected that he will shortly begin work here on " Step by Step," in which
production is " The Son of His Father."
it is planned to star Lucille Lee Stewart.
" His Mother's Boy," from a Rupert
The screen production, which has been
Hughes story, directed by Victor Schertadapted from the stage play of the same
zinger, under the supervision of Ince, is the
name, is said to be replete in dramatic
second feature, already completed and
situations, and there seems little doubt that
scheduled as a December Paramount reit will mark up another success to the
lease. Ray has now started work on the
credit of Ralph W. Ince.
third production under the new regime,
full particulars of which have not been
In reference to the Jewel feature, " The
announced.
Co-Respondent, " which a few days ago
closed a run at the Broadway Theatre,
with Elaine Hammerstein in the title role,
Mr. Ince brought the information that it
was completed in three weeks' time, this
proving the speediest feature Ince has yet
directed. " The Argyle Case " and "Today," former Ince successes, occupied four
and five weeks each, in production, said
Mr. Ince. Most of the scenes of " The CoRespondent " were made in New York
City. The rural scenes were made near
Bangor, Me., and a stretch of clear weather
resulted in the very fewest retakes that
Mr. Ince has so far encountered.
That a smooth continuity and a perfect
understanding on the part of each player
of his role prove the most vital factors of
the success of any photo-dramatic offering, is the contention of Mr. Ince. " I
consider a smooth continuity the most essential working factor in the success of any
screen offering," said Mr. Ince last week.
" It is the foundation on which I have always tried to build. This idea of jumping
the spectator, without reason, from one
scene and situation to the other, just as he
is becoming interested and his subconscious
mind is figuring out the scheme of development, seems to me all wrong. I think
Bessie Love, the Pathe Star, is as Winsome as
a story should unfold logically, and it is a
" Herself " as She Scenes
is in Her Most Fetching
fact to be deplored that more stories toRalph

Another Chambers

Romance

as

Vitagraph Feature
Another Robert W. Chambers romance
supplies the story for the Greater Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature, " The Fettered Woman," announced for the week of
November 5 by Albert E. Smith, president
of the Vitagraph Company. Alice Joyce,
star of many of the biggest productions
put out by Vitagraph, is featured in the
title role.
This is the second Chambers story to
appear on the Vitagraph lists during the
present year, the first having been " The
Girl Philippa," featuring Anita Stewart.
" The Fettered Woman " is an adaptation from Chambers' story, " Anne's
Bridge," rectionand
produced under the diof Tomwas Terriss.
Dorothy Dalton Busy on Second
Paramount Feature
" The Edge of Sin," by Shannon Fife,
has been decided upon as the next and
second Paramount feature for Dorothy
Dalton, who is now at work on the picture under the direction of Roy Neill.
Thomas H. Ince is supervising it.
Like " The Price Mark,'' the first Paramount production starring Miss Dalton,
which was released October 29, " The Edge
of Sin " is said to be of the intensely dramatic type. The latter part of December
has been set for the release of the feature.
"Young Hit
Mother
Avith Hubbard"
Exhibitors Makes
" Young Mother Hubbard," the Essanay
comedy-drama featuring little Man- McAlister and a group of other children, has
proved its popularity with exhibitors, according to reports from the George Kleine
Service. It is claimed the success of
" Pants " and other recent McAlister pictures has done much to create a demand
among both exhibitors and fans for little
Mary McAlister's work.
It is also contended that " Fools for
Luck," the comedy-drama featuring Taylor Holmes, and " The Fibbers," with
Bryant Washburn and Virginia Valli. are
continuing in brisk demand.
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Bluebird Director Takes Forces to
California
With Miss Ruth Clifford and Monroe
Salisbury, his leading players, and a large
company, Director Rupert Julian, of Bluebird Photoplays, left last week for the San
Bernardino Mountains in Southern California, where he will film the exteriors of
a new picture of the rugged West. The
story is by Elliott J. Clawson, but its title
has not yet been decided upon.
Director Julian himself will appear in
this picture, playing the role of a miner
who has many trying experiences in his
dealing with his fellow men. Miss Clifford
is said to have a very congenial role in the
forthcoming Bluebird photoplay and Monroe Salisbury, who plays opposite has been
cast for a part that Director Julian says
will be certain to add to his screen laurels.
The company will be away from the studios for at least three weeks, working in a
new region of the San Bernardino Mountains, never before invaded for motion picture purposes, and Director Julian declares
that the attractiveness of the scenes will be
added to materially by the scenic beauties
that will be transferred to the film.
Paramount

Shows Sea Crawler in
New Serial
Through a strange coincidence, Paramount was making a " sea crawler " and
putting it into its new serial, " Who is
Number One ? " at about the time Simon
Lake, a Bridgeport inventor, announced
that he had invented a boat that crawls
on the bottom of the sea and which is
equipped with an apparatus so that divers
can leave and enter the boat while it is
under water.
The third episode of " Who is Number
One? " which was completed several months
ago, according to announcements this week
from Paramount, is a submarine episode,
and a feature of this episode is an underwater battle between divers from the
" sea crawler " and their antagonists from
a supersubmarine. Both bands of men
are seeking sunken treasure.
Empire All-Star Announces New
Fitch Feature
The next production of the Empire AllStar Corporation will be Clyde Fitch's
play, " Thenounced lastGirl
and the Judge," it was anweek.
Olive Tell, Empire's newest luminary, is
to play the part created on the speaking
stage by Annie Russell, and, as in " The
Unforeseen " and " Her Sister," David
Powell will have the leading male role.
John
B. O'Brien
will have
of the
direction
of the feature
fromcharge
the scenario
prepared by Marc Edmund Jones.
Jewel Changes Title of Dorothy
Phillips Film
Jewel Productions,- Inc., announced this
week that the name of the feature, " The
Boss of Powderville," in which Dorothy
Phillips has the leading role, has been
changed to " The Grand Passion," and will
shortly be added to the growing Jewel
gallery. The story was written by Thomas
Addison, and is said to be of unusual
dramatic appeal.
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Personally Selects Cast for New

MADAME PETROVA, having completed "Daughter of Destiny," the
first Petrova picture, is engaged in the
making of the second of her personally
supervised productions, it was announced
last week. It is said the star personally
selected the cast.
The scenario for the second Petrova
picture was written by Mrs. L. Case Russell, author of several of Mme. Petrova's
previous successes. The theme is said to
be startling and dramatic in the extreme
and presents Mme. Petrova with an opportunity for the display of her emotional
powers. The Biograph Studio will be used
for the production of this picture.
Mme. Petrova has personally selected the
following supporting cast : Thomas Holding, leading man, will play the part of the
3'oung doctor who wins the young nurse
after many twists of fortune. Mr. Holding
was Mme. Petrova's leading man in
" Daughter of Destiny " and also played
with Clara Kimball Young in " Magda "
and with Pauline Frederick in " The Moment Before."
Lumsden
Hare will play the part of Clinton Durand, a middle aged millionaire of
an aggressive, domineering disposition, with
whose life Laurel Carlisle's is seemingly
inextricably woven. Mr. Hare was the
leading man in the World production,
" Friday the 13th," and in the Pathe production,The
"
World's Crucible."
Others in the cast are Clarence Hermitage, who plays the part of Wesley Raines,
a lawyer; Fred Jones, who takes the part
of an Italian chauffeur; Evelyn Dummo, as
Rosa, wife of the chauffeur, and Freddie
Verdi, a six year old boy who plays the part
of the young son of Clinton Durand. Larry
Trimble has been selected by Mme. Petrova
to direct this second Petrova picture. Mr.
Trimble directed the recent Goldwyn film,
" The Spreading Dawn," and also directed

Production

several pictures for Vitagraph. Robert
North will continue as studio manager.
Philip Rosen will be cameraman and Henry
Meurmessier will be technical director.
San Francisco Exhibitor Endorses
0. Henry Stories
The Rialto theatre of San Francisco,
which has been featuring the O. Henry
pictures produced by Broadway Star Features, has been placed in the booster class
for the O. Henry stories.
President Louis R. Lurie, of the Rialto
Company, wrote the following letter to H.
W. Schmidt, manager of General Film
in San Francisco : " I cannot recall a shortreel feature that we have shown that has
met with the success that the O. Henry
stories have. With their human interest
and tremendous appeal, there seems to be
an almost universal demand for these subjects, and I can truthfully say that they
have met with unanimous approval and
commendation from our patrons. Their
excellence is unquestioned and their drawing power is supreme, and many phone
calls are received each week inquiring the
name of the O. Henry story we are showing. This is in itself ample proof of their
popularity.
Trimble Now Directing Second
Petrova Feature
Fenimore Cooper Towne, who keeps the
trade and public informed concerning certain important people and things, this week
announced that Lawrence Trimble, after
directing " The Auction Block," by Rex
Beach, and " The Spreading Dawn," with
Jane Cowl as star, is now engaged in directing the second Petrova Picture, with
the star at the head of her own company.
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Percy Blakeney
the Fox Special
Release,
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ScarletArePimpernel."
ExtremeScene
Right He
Old Left,
Shopkeeper
Test HisSirVersatility.
Winifredin Kingston
and Farnum,
in the
Shown in a On
VerytheFetching
Fox Expansion Indicates Confidence in the Industry
augmented by the employment of Georgie
CONFIDENCE, not only in the general
Stone and Gertrude Messinger as the stars
future of the motion picture industry, but in the immediate prospects for of a new company — the third under Fox
greatly increased business, is indicated by management producing spectacles in which
William Fox in announcements made this juvenile actors and actresses are featured.
week regarding arrangements for strengthening and increasing the numerous comEx-Ambassador Takes Part in
panies under Fox Film Corporation manUniversal Feature
agement.
In the face of war taxes on positive and
James W. Gerard, ex-Ambasador to Germany, recently paid a visit to Universal
negative films and on theatre admissions,
Mr. Fox, who has been described in print City, and is said to have consented to enact
a part in one of the scenes of " Beloved
as having " an uncanny sense of foreseeing
Jim,"
a Christmas
which is
Prispublic taste and demands," is going steadcilla
Dean
is to be feature
starred.in Gerard
an
ily ahead with the development of ambiold-time friend of Carl Laeemmle. Directious plans for expansion. He has antor Stuart Paton is the man who is said to
nounced the creation or employment of five
new stars and the association with his have presided over the megaphone during
the Gerard scene.
organization, for leading roles, of two
more actors prominent in comedy.
Tom Mix, who has been elevated to stardom in dramatic productions and who
henceforth will specialize in the Western
type of pictures, already is working in California in his new capacity.
Sonia Markova, Fox's new Russian star,
this week will complete her initial Fox
production, " The Painted Madonna." She
has done most of her work at the Fox studio in Grantwood, N. J., where the lasl
set has been completed. For some of the
locations, the star and her director, Oscar
A. C. Lund, went to western New Jersey,
in the Delaware Water Gap district, but
all of the work of this sort has now been
finished.
Jewel Carmen, henceforth to be starred,
has returned to California where her activities will shortly be centered.
The creation of these three new stars,
which, of course, means the organization
of a company for each, has been followed
by the statement that Gloria Swanson and
Bobbie Vernon would have leading roles
in one of the several companies working
under the direction of Henry Lehrman in
the production of the Fox-Lehrman Sunshine Comedies. Mr. Fox also gives pubOlive Tell and David Powell in " The Unforelicity to the fact that his forces have been
se n," a Current Empire All-Star Release

Essanay Directors Make Hay
While Sun Shines
Essanay directors have been taking advantage of every clear day recently for
location stuff for pictures requiring summer scenes, in preparation against winter
weather. As a result, they are said to be
well up on summer scenes for pictures in
the making and even a snowstorm would
not frighten them. It is the usual thing
nowadays on a sunny day to find most of
the studios deserted. On days when
clouds that loomed in the early morning
cleared away later, action in studio sets,
planned to continue through the day, has
been suddenly abandoned for outdor work.
Oscar Depue Twenty-five Years
with Holmes
Oscar Bennett Depue, for twenty-five
years associated with Burton Holmes,
rounds out his quarter century of service
in this work with Mr. Holmes this year.
The first magic lantern used in the initial public appearance of Burton Holmes,
long before the motion pictures were a
successful enterprise, was operated by Mr.
Depue. He has traveled and projected his
pictures up to 1915, when the studio and
laboratory for the making of ParamountBurton Holmes travel pictures was established at 7610 North Paulina street, Chicago. He then assumed directorship of
the plant, said to be one of the most complete in the country. Much of the excellence of the Paramount-Burton Holmes
travel pictures is the result of the careful
handling of the technical details by Mr.
Depue and his staff.
Exhibitors Pay Cash for Run of
Paramount Serial
A large percentage of exhibitors booking "Who is Number One ? " the Paramount serial, starring Kathleen Clifford,
are reported to be taking advantage of
Paramount's discount offered to exhibitors who pay in advance for the entire
fifteen-weeks run.
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Feature

Adapted from Phillips's Work
" A Grain of Dust," the second Lillian
W alker feature, now under production by
the Ogden Pictures Corporation, is expected to be ready for release about November 1. Harry Ravier, who is directing
the production, has practically completed
the exterior scenes and is now engaged in
the studio taking the interior scenes.
" A Grain of Dust," is a screen adaptation from the book by David Graham
Phillips. The story calls for several night
scenes and Mr. Ravier and his company
were
three It
nights
" shooting
these engaged
exterior for
scenes.
is said
that of"
the 2,000 feet which have been taken, more
than a thousand feet were consumed camera and light effects.
Lockwood Real Drawing Card,
Says Metro Offices
According to the summary of many reports at the Metro offices from exhibitors
in all parts of the country, Harold Lockwood has developed into a genuine drawing
card upon the screen, and is now one of the
best money-getters in the Metro lists, it is
claimed.
Metro estimates that Lockwood's work
in recent releases, which are said to be the
best he has ever done, has considerably enlarged his circle of friends. " Love Me
for Myself Alone," which Lockwood feature is to be released shortly, is expected
to rank as one of his finest efforts and to
give additional impetus to his popularity.
Hobart Henley Starts Work on
New Astra Picture
Pathe's producing plans, according to developments last week, are maintaining a
great amount of interest. The most recent
announcement from Pathe is that Hobart
Henley has been engaged by Astra, and has
started work on a picture with Gladys Hulette and Creighton Hale. The story is by
Agnes C. Johnston, and will mark the first
appearance of Miss Hulette and Mr. Hale
together. It is also the first Pathe feature
to be made by Astra under any other director than William Parke. The latter remains, however, with Astra, and expects to
begin work shortly on a new feature.
to Have Studio at Lasky
Lumber Camp
It is planned to build a permanent studio in the very near future at Hoquiam,
Wash., primarily for George Beban, who
is making "Jules of the Strong Heart,"
for Paramount, but also for the use of
other pictures requiring a lumber camp
setting. The studio is to be built at the
Lasky lumber camp in the heart of the
woods. Two baggage cars will be used to
carry the furniture and a complete lighting plant, while other scenery and furniture will be made on the ground, it is announced. A full force of workmen from
the Hollywood studios is to take part in
the expedition, besides members of the
company, under Donald Crisp's direction,
and the technical staff. About fifty people
appear in the cast, and camp will be
pitched in the woods, where all hands will
remain for about a month.

Metro

Acquires
Albert Capellani, "Daybreak"
Most Recent Addition for
to MetroEmily
Directing Stevens
Staff, Will Produce It— Work Expected to Begin at Once
L'Estrange has been seen in Famous PlayMETRO PICTURES CORPORATION
ers and Pathe releases. His stage career
announced this week that it has acincludes five years with Sir Herbert Tree,
quired for the use of Emily Stevens the
Billie Burke and Maxine Elliott. A cast
photoplay rights of " Daybreak," the drama
by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin, which had
of special excellence will support Miss Stevens in her new production.
its premiere on Broadway at the opening
of this season and which is now on the
A production of more than usual interest
road.
is expected from this combination of star,
It is announced that Albert Capellani, the play and director. Capellani, in Emily Stevens, has a star of the first magnitude to inmost recent addition to Metro's directing
spire his efforts. Richard A. Rowland,
staff de luxe, will direct Miss Stevens in
president
of the Metro Pictures Corpora" Daybreak," work on which is expected to
tion, is well pleased over the prospective
begin at the Metro Studio as soon as the
working alliance, and is confident that the
star has completed work on the Blair Hall
story, "Alias Mrs. Jessop," under the di- forthcoming
production
of " starring
Daybreak,"
directed by Albert
Capellani,
Emily
rection of William S. Davis. Capellani and
Stevens,
and
produced
under
the
personal
June
Mathis are adapting " Daybreak " for supervision of Maxwell Karger, will be one
the screen.
of the most notable in the history of the
Julian L'Estrange will play the leading
male role, opposite Mi ss Stevens. Mr.
organization.
Clara Kimball Young Completes
44 Shirley
" Story
Edgerton
is crowed Kaye
out, and
then induces
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG has coma
young
Western
friend
to
come East.
pleted scenes of " Shirley Kaye," the The plot thickens when the new
boss of
second release of her own organization under the management of Harry I. Garson,
the road gets Kaye's daughter, Shirley, to
secure for his own daughter a foothold in
and the picture is said to equal, if not surpass, anything in which Miss Young has
society to satisfy her social ambitions. Another Westerner, a " diamond in the
appeared. The screen version of " Shirley
rough," enters the story, and some comKaye " is from the stage production which
plications follow, only to be straightened
had a run in New York with Elsie Ferguson in the star role. It is said to be rich out in the end.
In the cast are Corliss Giles, George
in interest, comedy and dramatic situations.
Fawcett, George Backus, Claire Whitney,
The story is centered about the control
Nellie Lindrich, John Sunderland, F. D.
by the Kaye family of the Union Central
Railroad in the East, and introduces a Young.
Winthrop, Frank Otto, and Clara Kimball
newcomer from the West who has made
most of his fortune in Western roads. He
The production is under the direction of
takes over the Union Central because
Joseph Kaufman.

Beban

Florence Reed, T. Albert Hall ofandAction
Wellington
Struggle Everlasting," Promise Plenty
for the Plater,
Harry inRapf"TheProduction
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" His Robe of Honor " Completed
Walthall
Henry has
Henry by
B. Walthall
completed work
on "His Robe of Honor," the seven act
production, adapted for the screen by Julian Louis Lamothe from the novel by the
same name written by Ethel and James
Dorrance. The production is now in the
final cutting
and inwill
mark plays.
Mr. Walthall's
debut
as a star
Paralta
"His Robe of Honor " was made under
the personal direction of Rex Ingram, and
is said to provide Mr. Walthall with a most
exceptional role suited to the style of dramatic interpretation which has won for
him his laurels.
Two leading women support Mr. Walthall in " His Robe of Honor." Miss Mary
Charleson, Walthall's leading lady with the
Essanay Company, will be seen in the role
of Roxana Frisbee, an adventuress in love
with Julian Randolph (Mr. Walthall), and
Lois Wilson, who appeared as leading
woman
with J.
in " of
A
Man's Alan,"
willWarren
be seenKerrigan
in the role
Laura Nelson, the woman whom Julian
Randolph sways the courts to win.

Harold Driscoll as the Christ-Child and Frederick Vrcom as Joseph in the Mena Film Company's
Production of " By Super-Strategy." Detail Was Not Overlooked in This Scene
Frank Keenan Starts Work
FRANK KEENAN, the new Pathe star,
has lost no time in getting to work
apparently for this week it was announced
that the first Pathe play of which he is the
star is already in the course of production
at the Sanger Studio in New York, which
Pathe recently rented. This studio has
been completely equipped with everything
needed in high class production and a
strong story has been selected for Mr.
Keenan's
premiere as a Pathe star, it is
said.
Frank Keenan was born in Dubuque,
Iowa, on April 8, 1858. His first appearance on any stage was made at the Boston College Hall in 1876. His professional
debut was made with the veteran actor,
Joseph Proctor, at Lawrence, Mass. For
some years Mr. Keenan had an extended
experience in stock, and acting with many

on His First Pathe Play
players of repute derived all the benefit of
such an association. Some of his earlier
successes were made in plays written by
Jas. A. Hearne, the author of " Shore
Acres." In several of these he played the
star part and made a particular success in
" Hearts of Oak." Later at the Boston
Opera House he made a big hit as Fagin
in " Oliver Twist." At this theatre he was
associated with Joseph Haworth, Annie
Clark, Sadie Martinot, and William Mestayer. Among the plays in which he appeared at this period were " Rosedale,"
" The Lyons Mail," " The Bells," and " A
Texas Steer."
Keenan's Later
screenhe career
with
theAir.
Universal.
became began
connected
with Thomas Ince and was featured in
" The Thoroughbred," " The Sin Ye Do,"
" The Bride of Hate," and " The Crab."

" Mother " in Story Form to
Magazine
length of intheWomen's
feature production
and the
EXHIBITORS throughout the country Appear
*— ' will no doubt be much interested in published story should afford deep human
interest and appeal for the thousands of
the announcement made this week by Mcmothers who are readers of The Ladies
Clure Pictures that the story of " Mother " World.
will apcar in reading form in forthcoming
An additional significance is loaned to
issues of The Ladies' World. It was this
the event by the prominence of the author
magazine that printed in story form what
of the novel from which George Loane
are said to be the first serials ever produced
Tucker has produced the six-part picturization of the film starring Elizabeth Risdon.
for the screen, " What Happened to Mary,"
Eden Philpotts is the writer.
the continued story starring Mary Fuller,
" The Mother," from which Mr. Tucker
and ' 'The Strange Case of Mary Page,"
released by Essanay with Henry Walthall
made the newest McClure production is
now in its fourth edition.
as the featured player.
The publication in The Ladies' World of
The story of " Mother " in The Ladies'
World is to be illustrated by actual scenes
the story version of " Mother " is thought
to be particularly appropriate because of the
from the film play, together with a series
fact that the film itself is a domestic drama
of posed art photographs of Elizabeth Risdon, who assumes the title role, and is at
built around the sacrifices and lifelong
service of a loving mother for a headstrong
present playing a part in William Faverand erring son. Pathos and comedy have
sham's
productiontheatre.
of " Misalliance " at the
new Broadhurst
been intertwined throughout the entire

King and Hale Sell Bonds in Big
Drive
Alollie King and Creighton Hale, immediately after completing work in " The
Seven Pearls," the Pathe serial in which
the>- are featured, went to Washington on
Wednesday of last week to participate in
the drive made in selling Liberty Bonds.
The booth from which they sold bonds
was located in front of the Capitol.
Coincidentally, Pathe announced that
the filming of " The Seven Pearls " has
been practically completed, and the members of the company are looking forward
to a rest.
The Pathe Exchange managers from all
sections of the country report that big
business on " The Seven Pearls " is continuing, and that both exhibitors and audiences are pleased with this serial.

A Brawny Play of the Old Merchant Marine
is Mutual's
The Sea Russell
Master," Featuring
William
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Wm. Brady Meets Notables
WILLIAM A. BRADY, general manager
of World-Pictures Brady-Made, was
the guest of honor last Tuesday night at
the banquet of the New England motion
picture exhibitors, held at the Copley Plaza
Hotel in Boston.
The occasion was of more than ordinary
importance, and at the speakers' table, in
addition to Mr. Brady, were Mayor Curley of Boston, former Governor Walsh of
Massachusetts, and other men of national
renown. After Mr. Brady had finished his
address to the assembled guests, he took
occasion to make himself personally acquainted with as many of them as he could
in the time at his disposal.
"I found these men an exceptionally
thoughtful and clear-headed body," said
he upon his return to New York. " About
three hundred of them were present, representing Massachusetts, Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and
Connecticut, doing business in all the cities
of consequence in what is the most thick-

Winifred Allen and the Daisies Appear in " The
Man Hater," a Triangle Play
Exhibitors Seem Pleased at
Goldwyn Proposition
The announcement made last week by
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation that all
Goldwyn contract exhibitors would be
given its production of " Thais," starring
Mary Garden, at no advance in rental
prices, seems to have won the nation-wide
approval of exhibitors.
Samuel Goldfish and all of his associates
in Goldwyn feel, it is announced, that the
basis of exhibitor confidence, as in any
other business, is honorable treatment of
a company's customers ; that all Goldwyn
customers are entitled to the biggest, best
and most costly pictures the company creates. They know, of course, that no producing organization ever formed has been
able to make all of its productions attain
one hundred per cent perfection, and it is
their feeling that the exhibitors who obtain all the regular output of the company are entitled to the exceptional productions at the same rental prices they
are called upon to pay for all pictures
under their contracts.
" Feet of Clay," Falcon's New
Detective Story
From glowing reports issued from the
offices of General Film it is anticipated that
one of the most thrilling detective stories
yet discovered in the Falcon Features, released through General Film, makes " Feet
of Clay," the twelfth story in the series,
good entertainment for both young and old.
R. Henry Grey, as Richard Armstrong,
the juvenile lead, and Margaret Landis, as
Dorothy Glenister, the heroine, are said to
have especially sympathetic parts. They are
supported by Bruce Smith, Frank Erlanger,
Charles Edler and others. H. M. and E. D.
Horkheimer supervised the making of this
feature attraction.
. Kathleen Kirkham and R. Henry Grey
are featured in the next Falcon release,
" Brand's Daughter."

Mary Garden Returns from
MARY GARDEN is back at work in the
Goldwyn Studios at Fort Lee, N. J.,
after her hurried trip to Florida, which was
made for the purpose of securing some
desert scenes. It is announced that twenty
scenes were taken at St. Augustine.
The Goldwyn studio staff regards the
diva's
as ainvolved.
record oneHad
for the
numberlongof jump
scenes
the
weather been favorable Miss Garden and
her party would have been but one day on
the desert she went so far to seek. As it
was she spent but two days in St. Augustine and put in but six hours in actual work.
In this time she and her leading man, Hamilton Revelle, the Paphnutius of the film,
were photographed in a dozen or fifteen
scenes highly important in the story.
Twenty-five hundred feet of film were
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with Exhibitors in Boston
ly populated section of this country — with
as high a range of intelligence as you will
find anywhere on earth.
" I particularly wanted to get the views
of these men on certain matters — more
especially the program vs. the special price
features, and I was entirely surprised as
well as gratified with the result. I found
the opinion to be practically unanimous
that the program was increasing in strength
every day, and that its ultimate survival
thing. all competition was regarded as a sure
over
" I suppose at least a score of those with
whom I conversed went out of their way
to commend the World for having given
exhibitors 'Rasputin' on the regular program at regular prices, and they also took
pains to speak in very high terms of ' The
Burglar,' ' The Maid of Belgium,' and the
general line of pictures we have been producing— which, of course, was very pleasant to us, and all of which is more than
ordinarily appreciated."
Scene-Taking

Florida Trip

exposed
by Davidunder
Abel,
Garden'sof
chief
cameraman,
the Miss
supervision
Frank H. Crane, her director. Despite the
brilliancy of the sunlight, reflected with almost blinding intensity from the superwhte sand of Anastasia Island, it was
deemed wise to use reflectors to insure
proper lighting effects.
Miss Garden laughingly observed after
two or three hours' work in this blazing
brilliance that the studio lights she had
been warned to regard with fearsome awe
could never try the eyes as did the intensified Florida sunshine.
In the diva's party besides Messrs. Crane,
Revelle and Abel were Assistant Director
George
C. Bertholon,
Miss Garden's
sister
and
a maid
and Miss Margaret
Townsend,
who plays a nun in the picture.

The Situation Might Easily Be Titled " Caught in the Act," But It Is Only One of the Scenes in
Universal's " A Muddy Muddle," with Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran Furnishing the Chief Comedy
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Screen
Players
m m
DO YOU
KNOW THAT
A casting director,
before completing
the roster of a company, consults the
portraits as well as
the biographies of
players in Motion
Picture News
Studio Directory?
Make it easy for
him to decide what
role he wants you
to assume in his
next photodrama.
With only a biography for reference,
and no portrait to
aid him in his selection, adirector is
apt to pass you
over for an actor
whose record is
complete. Let him
learn everything
about you, by inserting an advertisement, with a
portrait, in the
next issue of the
Directory.
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forwarded through
the Directory Post
Office.
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Screen
Players
DO YOU
KNOW THAT
Your screen ability
is handicapped
without publicity
in Motion Picture
News Studio Directory? No matter
how talented a
player may be, if
he expects to become successful
and remain a success, he must keep
his name before the
public. The Studio
Directory brings
more publicity
than any other
medium. Exhibitors use its biographies in the preparation of local
press notices, and
it is estimated that
there are 15,000
daily and weekly
newspapers in the
United States.
Can you afford to
miss this chance?

Have your Letters
forwarded through
the Directory Post
Office.

NEWS STUDIO DIRECTORY
Telephone Bryant 9360 NEW YORK CITY

"News"
Directory
List
Fills
Want
Placard
Containing
Names, Addresses'Phone
and Telephone
Numbers
of Firms
in the
Industry in the East, Compiled for Desk Use, Is Well Received by the Trade
THE hanger containing telephone numby twenty-two inches and is printed in
heavy cardboard, fit for hanging over a
bers of the principal studios, manudesk.
facturers, exchanges and accessory dealThe reception of the placard met with
ers in New York City and its vicinity, recently sent out for use in the film offices
instant success among members of the
located in the metropolis, has proved a trade who have received a copy. Some of
the comments from these firms indicate an
convenience appreciated by everyone who
has received one of these telephone lists. appreciation of the desire on part of
Motion Picture News to furnish them
The placard was originally designed for
the convenience of studio managers, but with something which is of real service.
others have found the ready reference of A few of the commendations are as follows :
names, addresses, and 'phone numbers
The International Film Service, Inc.,
equally convenient. It measures fourteen

Vol. 16. No. 19
says : " We wish to take this opportunity
of thanking you for the placard sent us
containing 'phone numbers and addresses
of the firms connected with the motion
picture industry.
" We have placed this in a convenient
position in our office, and will no doubt
thank Motion Picture News many times
for its thoughtfulness in arranging this
The Kalem Company says : " This is a
very
handy
Klotz
and card."
Streimer, Inc., says : " Kindly
accept our thanks for the ' Hello ' card
that you were kind enough to send us.
Again
card."you prove that at all times you are
ready to assist in saving time."
The George Backer Film Corporation
says : "Permit us to thank you for your
kindness and to assure you of our appreciation of the fact that you are trying to
make things convenient for us."
The C. P. Goerz American Optical Company says : " We have placed this in a
conspicuous place in our office for immediate reference. We also wish to thank
you for placing our name and telephone
number on this card and trust it will result in our mutual advantage."
Sharlow Brothers Company says : " We
beg to acknowledge with thanks the receipt
of your telephone directory card, which
will be of great service to us, as it contains the names of telephone numbers of a
great many of our customers."
Kliegl Brothers say: "We thank you
for your kindness, and think it will be of
much
use toand
us." Lomb Optical Company
Bausch
says : " We wish to express our thanks
for the card containing telephone numbers
of There
peopleisinnotthesufficient
trade." space to print any
of the other communications, but these will
suffice to indicate the reception of the card
by those in the trade.
Any office in New York City and its vicinity which desires one of these hangers
can obtain it by sending a boy to the office
of Motion Picture News. This distribution will continue as long as the supply
lasts. They are too bulky for mailing,
otherwise we would not request offices desiring a copy to send a messenger for a
placard.
The telephone list has been issued in
connection with Motion Picture News
Studio Directory, the fourth edition,
which will be out in December.
Select Was
Pictures
" Magda "
Not Says
Censored
Select Pictures last week made the announcement that despite the fact that the
reports that Clara Kimball Young*s production of " Magda " had been severely
censored and cut and the rumor gained
wide credence, there was absolutely no
foundation for the rumors. Select Pictures declares that not only are the reports
totally untrue that the Chicago censors
made any eliminations in the production,
but the very reverse of this is shown in
the fact that a white permit was issued
on " Magda." In Chicago the white permit is the highest form of permit issued,
and indicates that the production is judged
a suitable attraction for children to see.
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Universale " Mystery Ship " Presents One-Man Cruiser
WHAT is said to be a very novel feature
motor switches, wireless key, and all the instruments necessary to keep every piece of
of the new mystery serial, " The
mechanism in the ship within his command
Mystery Ship," which is being filmed at
at all times.
Universal City, is a one-man armor-clad
cruiser. This craft, which roams the seas
" The Phantom " skipper is a master
alone, is forty feet long and completely enscientist. The helmet which he has invented intensifies his senses a hundredfold,
closed in armor plate, and was built especial y, itis said, for the productions from
so that he can hear people talking in an orplans prepared by Milton Moore, technical
dinary tone at a great distance, or see things
director of the Universal Company. It is that are not visible to the ordinary eye. He
also has at his command a powerful lightpropelled by electrical current, and is controlled entirely by a single operator in the
ray capable of making walls transparent,
observation cupola rising above the deck.
melting steel plates or dealing death at will.
The pilot is a mysterious figure, whose
Nigel De Brullier, who had a part in
identity is concealed in a helmet of curious
Universal's
serial, " The Gray Ghost," apdesign. His control station also serves as
pears in the role of the scientist, and is
a turret for a rapid-fire gun. The operator
said to have created the most unusual characterization ofhis career.
has at his finger tips the steering-wheel

Violet Mercereau's Next Bluebird Is " The
Raggedy Princess," in Which This Scene Occurs
Viola Dana Leaves for Work on
West Coast
The staffs at the Metro studio in Sixtyfirst street, New York, suspended work
one afternoon last week when little Viola
Dana, the Metro star, left for California.
The entire studio force accompanied her
to the station in automobiles and taxicabs. Just before she left, the studio
working force presented her with a silver
loving cup, as a tribute of affection and
esteem, and a reminder that " the boys "
will be thinking of her while she is away
at Metro's west coast studio.
Accompanying the star were her director, John H. Collins ; his assistant, Albert H. Kelley; John Arnold, cameraman.
Preparations have been made at the
Hollywood studio by B. A. Rolfe, Metro's
Western representative, for the work of
the little star and her company to begin
almost immediately after her arrival in
California. Her first picture to be produced on the West coast will be " The
Winding Trail," by Katherine Kavanaugh
and June Mathis.
Metro Works at Night on Viola
Dana Feature
Viola Dana, Metro star, with her cast
and large company of extra players necessary for the mob scenes of the forthcoming Metro production of " Blue
Jeans," worked at the studio an entire
night to complete the final scenes of the
picture before the little star left for California, where shse will continue the productions of Metro wonderplays. Fifty
scenes were taken between seven o'clock
one night and seven o'clock the next
morning by Cameraman John Arnold, all
present working their hardest under the
direction of John H. Collins, so that Miss
Dana would be able to catch her train at
the time appointed. These fifty scenes
had been postponed on account of the recent automobile accident to Clifford Bruce,
the leading " villain."

Georgie Stone Heads New Fox Company of Youngsters
The Stone-Messinger Company will
THE nation-wide approval which greeted
make motion pictures in the Fox studios
William Fox's advance of the motion
at Hollywood, Cal. The new aggregation
picture through the presentation of " Jack
makes the sixth group of players now
and the Beanstalk," and, more recently,
" Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp," is screening dramatic subjects for Mr. Fox
said to have led Mr. Fox to organize still on the West Coast.
another company of juvenile players.
Georgie Stone was one of the assets
The new company, it is announced, will of the Franklin brothers, C. M. and S. A.,
be headed by Georgie Stone, not formerly
before they affiliated themselves with Mr.
connected with the Fox Film Corporation.
Fox. He appeared in leading roles in some
of the most important productions the
His leading woman will be Gertrude MesFranklins made prior to joining the Fox
singer, said to be talented and accomforces.
plished far beyond her age.
Mr. Fox retains, of course, the services
Gertie Messinger, even younger than
of Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee
Georgie Stone, rose to fame through her
characterization of Yasmini, the maid to
Corbin, the featured players in " Jack and
the Princess (Virginia Lee Corbin) in
the Beanstalk " and " Aladdin," and who
have the stellar roles in several other films
"Aladdin " and has been adding materially
to her successes ever since.
soon to be produced.

A Tensely
Produced Artistry
by Isadore
Oro Degree
Pictures, Inc.
BettyDramatic
Brice andScene
Jay from
Morley" Loyalty,"
Promise Character
of anBernstein
UnusuallyforHigh
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" Enchanted Kiss " 16 Thirtieth
0. Henry Feature
"The Enchanted Kiss," the thirtieth
O. Henry story to be screened, is the current release in General Film's Broadway
Star Feature subjects, and is said to be one
of the most charming of the two-reelers
issued thus far. In the picture are featured Chet Ryan and Frances Parks, who
have been appearing in nearly all of the 0.
Henry Western stories.
Last week it was announced by General
Film that the producers have made good
progress in picturizing the fourth series of
ten O. Henry stories, thus insuring that the
demand for these subjects will be satisfied
for some time to come. 0. Henry subjects
selected for early releases are : " The
Renaissance at Charleroi," featuring J.
Frank Glendon and Agnes Eyre, four
reels ; " One Dollar's Worth," Chet Ryan
and Frances Parks, two reels ; " The Skylight Room," Jean Paige and Carlton King,
four reels, and " Two Renegades," Chet
Ryan, and W. L. Rodgers, two reels.

Alma Reubens, Triangle Star, Is Never Happier Than When Doing Her Bit. She Expects to Auction
the Miniature Yacht at a Red Cross Benefit in Los Angeles in November
Mutual Issues Eight-Page Press Book on " The Planter "
THE Mutual Film Corporation has is- art slides, a throwaway, two double-column
cuts, a single and thumbnail and a set of
sued an eight-page press book on
ten lobby photos.
" The Planter," the seven-reel dramatic
It carries a musical setting prepared by
spectacle starring Tyrone Power which is
scheduled for release on November 12. Joseph O'Sullivan, director of music service for the Mutual Film Corporation, preThey are now ready for distribution to exhibitors.
pares cues for all of the Mutual star proThe book is a comprehensive and comductions. Mr. O'Sullivan has used standplete aid to the exhibitor who books the
ard music in his setting which will eliminate the necessity for buying an elaborate
production in addition to being an attraclibrary for the musical accompaniment of
tive piece of printing. It is done in two
colors, orange and dull black, profusely
the picture.
In addition to these features, the press
illustrated and printed on high-grade
enameled stock.
book contains two pages of newspaper publicity, written by trained newspapermen, a
The press book illustrates all the accessories available on the production, two sets
page of advertising suggestions and a comof one-sheet posters, two sets of three
plete outlay of material for the exhibitor's
sheet posters, a six and sixteen sheet, two
program.
Fox's Sunshine Comedies
IN the Sunshine comedies, William Fox
announced this week that he believes
he has struck a new note in the comedy
field, and one which will be appreciated by
both exhibitor and public.
Instead of relying upon the customary
custard pie for comedy situations, it is
disclosed in the Fox announcement that
Henry Lehrman, who is producing for Mr.
Fox, has set out to build these laughmaking situations through natural sequences of events.
Some of the funniest situations in Sunshine comedies are secured through the
introduction of animals, both wild and domestic, it is said. The laughable situations in which these animals appear are
not forced, but are natural and might happen in actual life.
" Take, for instance, Mr. Lehrman's handling of three lions in the first Sunshine
comedy release — ' Roaring Lions and Wed-

" Believe Me, Xantippe," Is Paramount Production
" Believe Me, Xantippe," which was
given its premiere as a stage production in
1913 at the Castle Square theatre in Boston, is to be produced for the screen by
Famous Players-Lasky for Paramount release, with Wallace Reid in the leading
role.
Full details concerning the screen production have not been announced, but it is
expected the actual work on the feature
will begin the latter part of the year.
Sparkling Laughs Promised in
New Sparkle Comedy
Kate Price and Billy Ruge, co-operating
in creating laughter, if they live up to the
promise made for them by General Film,
will create the biggest bundle of hilarity
they have yet turned out in the current release, "In High Speed," in the new series
of Sparkle comedies being distributed by
General Film.

Built on Natural Events
ding Bells,' " said Mr. Fox. " In this comedy there is real humor and farce. Two
porters are lying asleep in bed. The lion
jumps upon the foot of the bed in which
the men are sleeping and awakens them
by tickling their feet by switching his tail."
Ida May Park Devotes Whole
Time to Films
Ida May Park, who is directing Dorothy
Phillips in a series of emotional screen
dramas, is among the few women devoting
themselves entirely to photoplay productions. She is, in private life, Mrs. Joseph
DeGrasse, whose husband has worked in
conjunction with her in preparing for the
screen a number of Bluebird features. Miss
Park's latest work is the Jewel feature.
" The Grand Passion," with Miss Phillips,
and
which it is expected will be released
shortly.

Max Ingram Who is Directing " His Robe of
Honor," Walthall"s First Play with Paralta
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Vitagraph Announces
Favorites for November
First Release Is Two-Reel Drama Starring Edith Storey, with
Good Cast — Clara Kimball Young Comedy Is Included in List
Mrs. Sidney Drew, S. Rankin Drew, Ethel
/GREATER VITAGRAPH last week
Lloyd, Jane Fearnley, Arthur Cozine and
announced that its list of Favorite
Lillian Burns.
Film Features for release during the
month of November will be as follows :
November 26 : " The Portrait," two-reel
drama, with Naomi Childers, James MorNovember 5 : " The Strength of Men," a
rison, Mary Maurice, James Young and
two-reel drama, with Edith Storey, Ned
Donald
"How Fatty Made Good,"
Finley, Tefft Johnson and Herbert L. one-reel Hall.
comedy, with Lucille Lee Stewart,
Mack, E. K. Lincoln and Dick
Barry. " Captain Barnacle's Legacy," a Hughie
Rosson.
one-reel comedy, with Van Dyke Brooke,
Albert E. Smith, president of Greater
Flora Finch, Kate Price, Hughie Mack,
Robert Gaillard and Helen Costello is also
Vitagraph, is personally supervising the rereleased this day.
editing of favorite Film Features, which
are said to constitute one of the most popuNovember 12: "Just Show Folks," onelar units of Vitagraph service, and declares
reel drama, with Norma Talmadge, Courtthat the standard of quality established
ney Foote, Leo Delaney and Helen Coswith the first program put forth will be
tel o. Jerry's
"
Mother-in-Law," two-reel
maintained at all times. He now has in
comedy, with Clara Kimball Young, Sidpreparation the programs for the month
ney Drew, Kate Price and Rogers Lytton.
of December and announces that they will
November 19 : " Sisters All," one-reel
drama, with Edith Storey, Florence E. be given out shortly, so that exhibitors
may fill up their programs for the balance
Turner and Courtney Foote. " Never
of the year.
Again," two-reel comedy, with Mr. and
Kosloff, the Russian Dancer, as He Appears in
the Artcraft-Farrar Spectacle " The Woman God
Forgot "
Desmond Feature Released by
Triangle November 4
" Fighting Back," with William Desmond
in the role of a U. S. officer who struggles
to clear his name of military disgrace, and
" Up or Down ?", relating the adventures of
an author in pursuit of an idea, are the two
subjects for the Triangle program for the
week of November 4.
Haunted by Himself " is the Keystone
comedy for the week. It presents Blanche
Payson, the Amazonian star of comedy, as
a champion shrew who assists her husband
in conducting a gymnasium. Dale Fuller,
Maude Wayne and Eddie Gribbon assist in
the riotous action.
"A Hero's Downfall" and "An Interrupted Honeymoon" are the Triangle
Komedies supplementing the features on
the November 4th program. Harry Depp,
Jay Dwiggins, Blanche Phillips and Rae
Godfrey are the chief participants in "A
Hero's Downfall." Harry Depp and Rae
Godfrey are also featured in "An Interrupted Honeymoon," assisted by Earl Rodney and Tom McFarlin. Charles Avery directed both productions.

•'Queen of Spades," Pathe Release,
November 18
"The Queen of Spades" is announced
for release November 18 as the second of
Pathe's series of Russian Art Films and is
described as even better for the American
market than the first picture, " The Painted
Doll."
As in "The Painted Doll," the star of
" The Queen of Spades " is Ivan Mozukin.

Triangle Making Good
on Program Promises
Nine Directors Working Daily on Stories Varying from Comedy to Melodrama — Over Hundred Stock People Kept Busy
Director Gittens is putting the finishing
n's Culver
Corporatio
Film its
THECityTriangle
studio,
big ranch
plant and
touches on his first Triangle offering, " The
Ship of Doom," a narrative of the sea,
Hartville, are the scenes of unusual activwhich includes such spectacles as a fight
ity, in keeping with the recently announced
between the officers and a mutinous crew
intention of Triangle to furnish exhibitors
while the vessel is burning at sea, and a
and their patrons with a program diversibattle
between a man-eating shark and
fied as it is possible to make it. Nine
directors are busy daily shooting scenes of sailor.
stories varying from melodrama to comedy
" The Passion Flower," is the latest
picture to be selected for Alma Ruebens.
and drama, and more than one hundred
stock people are employed. Scores of A great part of the action is laid in sunny
Italy and France before the world war.
extra people are being used, and a great
The production is being directed by Walter
deal of location work is being done while
the weather is agreeable.
Edwards, who recently completed " The
Three directors, Ferris Hartman, Lynn
Fuel of Life." Life in the Latin quarter
of Paris will be depicted in this film, and
Reynolds and Jack Dillon, are waiting for
stories, and it is expected that the end of the scenic effects will be under the personal supervision of E. McCaskill. Others
the week will see the completion of three
cast in " The Passion Flower " include W.
pictures, " Fanatics," which is in charge of L.
Lawrence, Francis McDonald, Joe
Director Raymond Wells ; " The Sudden
Gregory,
John Lince and Harry Mann.
Gentleman," in which Thomas N. Heffron
is directing William Desmond, and " The
Ship of Doom," on which Wyndham Gittens is handling the megaphone.
"Hugs and Hubbub," Big V
Triangle pictures now completed and
Comedy This Week
awaiting shipment include " Regenerates,"
"
Hugs
and
described as p
featuring Alma Ruebens and Walt Whitthousand feet ofHubbub,"
snappy action and humor,
man ;" Indiscreet Corinne," starring Olive is scheduled as the Big V comedy release
Thomas ; " The Fuel of Life," in which
of Greater Vitagraph for this week. It
Belle Bennett is featured, and " Easy was written and directed by Graham
Money," with Charles Gunn in the leading Baker, and features Montgomery and
role.
Rock, with Patsy DeForest and Adele DeJack Conway, who directed " Doing Her
Garde as the principal feminine characters.
Bit," has begun work on " Because of the Incidentally, it marks the return of Miss
Woman," in which Belle Bennett is being DeForest to comedy after several months
featured. The supporting cast includes
devoted to straight dramatic work in Blue
Jack Livingston, George Chesebro, George
Ribbon features.
Pearce and Lillian Langdon.
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Elizabeth Risdon is the Bewitching Star Clure
of the Picture
George Loane Tucker Feature, " Mother," a McGail

Kane Tops MutuaPs Release Schedule
Is Starred in Five-Reel Drama Produced by American
and Released November 5 — Comedies Also on Program
lasco is the sufferer, banned by Mary's
release
Mutual's
topsweek
KANE
GAIL
of November
for the
schedule
pa, who sneaks into her house as a butler
and is exposed in the arms of a vampirish
5 in " A Game of Wits," a five-reel comedy
maid by his own wife.
drama produced by the American Film
Mutual Weekly hereafter goes to the
Company, Inc., under the direction of
screen on Monday instead of Thursday.
Henry King. The schedule carries two
The release of the week of November 5
comedies, a topical subject and a two-reel
serial.
is No. 149, which will be composed of photographs of current events up to the hour
" A Game of Wits " is said to be a clever
of the shipment of prints.
story, well told in the picture and showing
Miss Kane to advantage. It is said to be
" The Mountain King " is the title of
a superior production even to " Souls in Chapter VIII of " The Lost Express," the
fifteen-chapter Matual-Signal serial. The
Pawn," Miss Kane's most pronounced
screen success. Supporting Miss Kane in chapter introduces another mystery into
the sensational photoplay, the Thurston
the picture are Spottiswood Aitkcn, George
Periolat and Louis J. Cody.
gold mine known as " The Mountain King."
The comedy releases of the week are
The conspirators begin a struggle to prevent the Thurston estate from working the
" Mary's Merry Mixup," a one-reel Strand
property
and failing in that, attempt to
and " Jerry and the Vampire," a one-reel
Cub. Miss Rhodes is cast as a flirting
steal the gold which has already been
smelted.
bride in " Mary's Merry Mixup." Jay BeChester
Conklin
in Sennett
Comedy, November 4
Chester Conklin is announced as one of
the chief fun-makers in " The Pullman
Bride," the Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy scheduled for release November 4.
The picture was directed by Clarence
Badger under the supervision of Mr. Sennett, and in addition to Conklin will present
Gloria Swanson and others. Following
" The Pullman Bride " will be " Are Waitresses Safe?" on November 18, with
Louise Fazenda, Ben Turpin and Slim
Summerville in the leading comedy roles.
Freedom from offensive touches, plenty
of slapstick humor and other points which
have made the Sennett comedies desirable,
are said to characterize both these pictures.
R. Cecil Smith Joins Ince Scenario
Staff
The Thomas Ff. Ince scenario staff has
been augmented by the engagement of R.
Cecil Smith, the author, who henceforward will be busily occupied at the Ince
studios in Los Angeles preparing material
for the stars of that organization. Mr.
Smith has written many photoplays under
the Ince banner, and when the latter went
to Paramount and Artcraft, Mr. Smith
decided to go along.

Vol. 16. No. 19
Mary Pickford Sticks to Short
Skirts in Films
In " The Little Princess," the Artcraft
release scheduled for November 5, Mary
Pickford will be presented again in short
skirts, and there is little doubt that the
audiences who appreciated her recent
' kid " features will turn out en masse.
As Sara Crewe in "The Little Princess,"
Mary Pickford plays the part of a girl who
is suddenly plunged from wealth to poverty. She has been reared in India, where
her father was a captain in the British
army, and when misfortune overtakes her
and she becomes a scullery maid in the
fashionable boarding school where she has
been a favored pupil she accepts her fate
with pathetic stoicism and finds comfort in
the companionship of Beckj-, the little
slavey of the institution.
Next Fairbanks- Artcraft Release
in November
Artcraft is planning to release on November 26, " Reaching for the Moon," in
which Douglas Fairbanks is expected to
out-Fairbanks himself. He is shot,
stabbed, dumped into a canal, has his food
poisoned, and battles on a narrow ledge,
high above ground. Attacked by a half
dozen conspirators, he impersonates a
whirlwind, and the air is full of human
bodies. The rooms and furnishing are
said to be completely wrecked.
All these troubles come to Douglas because he discovers he is the heir to a
throne and claims his kingdom.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

Francis Ford Is Star of New
Butterfly Subject
Francis Ford is announced as the star
of "John Ermine of the Yellowstone," the
Butterfly production of Frederick Remington's
of frontier
days, which
is scheduled fornovelrelease
November
5.
In the feature Ford is supported by Mae
Gaston, William Carroll, Marc Fenton,
Duke Worne, John Darcloud, Burell Hamrick, and several hundred real Indians.
Maud Grange picturized the Remington
novel.
Paramount Elated Over Miss
Clark's Late Features
Paramount, in its announcements this
week, considers it already safe to declare
that never in her career as a Paramount
star has diminutive Marguerite Clark made
a more pronounced hit than in " Bab's
Diary," first of the Man' Roberts Rinehart stories. From even part of the country, according to Paramount, exhibitors
have been wiring their appreciation of the
film.
" Bab's Burglar," second of the series, is
the current release. It was given the first
public showings on October 29, and is to
be followed in November by " Bab's Matinee Idol."

Former Ambassador to Germany, James W. Gerard, Photographed at Universal City with Priscilla
Dean, in Setting of " Beloved Jim "
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( irrent Perfection Releases
of the Girl Who Took Notes and Got
WHAT is expected to be one of the
big drawing cards of the current
Wise
andtheThen
Fell Down,"fromandthe" The
Fable of
Back-Trackers
Hot
Perfection pictures program is the Chaplin-Essanay reissue, " By the Sea," said to
The fables and the Chaplin picture have
be one of the funniest subjects in which
aSidewalks."
screen time of 25 minutes.
the comedian has appeared. Other releases
announced are two comedy-dramas and
two George Ade fables.
Mills Gets Southern Atmosphere
" Two-Bits Seats," Taylor Holmes' third
at Savannah
Essanay production, is said by reviewers
Genuine Southern atmosphere, which the
who have seen advance showings to be
North has never been known to provide,
the best of the trio. The scenario was
was
needed for the O. Henry story, " The
adapted from the American magazine story
Renaissance at Charleroi," a Broadway
written by Gladys E. Johnson. Marguerite
Star feature for release through General
Clayton plays the leading feminine role.
Film Company, and Director Thomas R.
The
Mills hied himself and company to Savanutes. picture has a screen time of 65 minnah, Ga., to get it first hand. All of the
Little Mary McAlister is the star of the
exterior scenes of the production were
city.
taken at an abandoned plantation near the
second comedy-drama, entitled " Young
Mother Hubbard." The cast is composed
chiefly of children. " Young Mother HubMembers of the company who acbard " has a screen time of 65 minutes.
companied Director Mills were J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Ayres, Eleanor Lawson,
The George Ade fables are, "The Fable
Webster Campbell, Marguerite Forrest and
Ethel Northup. The camera work was
done by Fred Held.
Chaplin

Constance Talmadge is Only Resting Momentarily. Her NewandSelznick
play, " Scandal,"
Has
Been Released,
She Forthwith
Begins Work
on Another

Reissue

Among

General Promises Action in New
Releases
General Film Company this week announced three current releases that are expected to provide an unusual amount of
action, inasmuch as they include as stars
Helen Gibson, Ollie Kirby and Lou Marks.
" A Race to the Drawbridge," the first
release in the new Kalem series of " A
Daughter of Daring," is said to be replete
with action of the well-known kind furnished by Helen Gibson in her earlier pictures. She is supported in this subject by
George Routh and A. G. Williams. It is
announced her next picture will be " The
Munitions Plot," in which she is said to go
through new perils.
" Grant,heiress
Policefrom
Reporter,"
rescues
Western
the clutches
of aa
master criminal in " The Sign of the
Scarf," the third of the new series of the
police reporter stories being released for
Kalem by General Film.
Lou Marks, the " Three Comedy " star,
attempts to be a Lochinvar in " Stealing
a Sweetheart." Pearl Shepard, his leading
woman, is the stolen sweetheart. Oom
Paul is the third entertainer featured in
the one-reel subject, which is the sixth in
the new series of comedies. The seventh,
it is announced, will be " A Hash House
Romance," with the same featured players.
At Last!

Clues to Missing Train
Show Up
The first indication of what happened to
the missing passenger train in " The Lost
Express," Mutual's fifteen chapter photonovel starring Helen Holmes, comes in
Chapter VIII of the serial, released by
Mutual November 5 under the title " The
Mountain King."
Helen Thurston (Miss Holmes) and
Murphy, the railroad detective, follow the
crooked secretary, Pitts, into the mountain
and from the people of the hill country get
the first clues to the whereabouts of the
train which mysteriously disappeared in
the first episode of the serial.
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Ann

Pennington Does Antics in
New Production
The adventures of a harum-scarum
seminary girl are said to form the basis
of Ann Pennington's forthcoming Paramount release, " The Antics of Ann,"
which Paramount expects to have ready
for the public on November 5. This will
mark the first appearance of the little
star in some time. Edward Dillon directed the production and a strong supporting cast was supplied for the star.
The scenic effects will include a cabaret
interior, beach scenes, dance interludes, a
football scrimmage and, in fact, almost
everything that could be imagined of an
unusual nature.
Marguerite Courtot, Who Starred in the Screen
Production of " The Natural Law "
New Elsie Ferguson Film Released
November 12
The release date for the next Elsie
Ferguson feature has been set for November 12, acocrding to an announcement from
President Walter E. Greene, of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation. The name of the
production is " The Rise of Jennie dishing," from the book by Mary S. Watts.
" This second play of Miss Ferguson,"
says Mr. Greene, " presents the star in a
radically different role than the last film,
' Barbary Sheep,' and was selected because
of the wide range afforded her to display
her talent. It is a strong story, fearlessly
discussing modern tendencies of society,
and dealing with a question which is now
being generally discussed : What is our
duty toward orphan children?
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be
a slacker!

A Charming New Photograph of Clara Kimball
Young, Appearing in Select Pictures
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Scenes from " The Fettered Woman,"
a Blue
Starring
Alice Joyce, and Which Promises Not Alone
TenseRibbon
ActionFeature,
But Scenic
Beauty
Elsie Ferguson's Second Picture
on November 12
Elsie Ferguson's second photoplay, " The
Rise of Jennie Cushing," has been slated
for release by Artcraft on November 12.
Miss Ferguson made her screen debut in
" Barbary Sheep."
" The Rise of Jennie Cushing " was
shown privately in the executive offices of
Artcraft, and much satisfaction was expressed at the production. President Walter E. Greene heartily congratulated Miss
Ferguson upon her artistic work.
The photoplay is taken from the book
of the same title by Mary S. Watts and
deals with the duty of society toward
homeless and friendless children.
New Blackton Feature Follows
Book Closely
The story
of " The
Judgment
which
has been
announced
for House,"
release
through Paramount, on November 19, as
the first of the J. Stuart Blackton productions of Sir Gilbert Parker's novels, is
said to be one that is particularly powerful
and in which the producer has followed
the lines of the story with fidelity.
Wilfred Lucas will be seen as Byng, Conway Tearle as Stafford, Violet Heming as
Jasmine, Paul Doucet as Fellowes, Crazy
Thunder as Krool, Florence Deshon as
Al'mah and Luciel Hamill as Lou, the coster girl.
Marcus Loew Makes Another Trip
to Cleveland
Marcus Loew spent a recent Friday in
Cleveland, evidently looking for more
theatrical plums to pick. Just two months
ago he bought almost all the shares of the
Stillman theatre stock, and followed by securing control of the largest house in
Toledo. Last week he went back to Cleveland, where it is reported he is planning to
take over three more houses, one of them
being the Duchess and the others suburban
theatres. It is also considered likely that a
new theatre will be built in Cleveland by
Mr. Loew, equal to the Stillman.
Jack Kuhn, who has been managing the
Stillman since it was taken over by the
Loew interests, accompanied Mr. Loew to
Toledo, where he will remain temporarily
in charge of the new Loew house.

Baby Ivy Ward

Has Emotional

Role in " Draft 258 "
When Metro's patriotic special production, Draft
"
258," starring Mabel
Taliaferro, is released, Metro promises exhibitors and fans that some clever and
exceptional emotional acting will be disclosed in the work of three-year-old Baby
Ivy Ward, who has the part of a Belgian child. She was presented in Metro's
previous patriotic production, " The
Slacker," which was made by William
Christy Cabanne, director of "Draft 258"
and co-author with June Mathis. The picture is expected to add new laurels to Miss
Taliaferro's list of successes on stage and

Hearst-Pathe Shows Our Soldiers
in France

Vol. 16. No. igf

Coincidence Crops Out in Florence Reed's Career
If there is such a thing as coincidence,
that thing has been disclosed in the career
of Florence Reed, screen and stage star.
It is told that a few years ago Miss Reed
did not number among her treasures a
Broadway reputation as an actress, although the populace of a Massachusetts
town, where she was appearing in stock,
simply went " wild " over her. And maybe
it was this fact that gave Miss Reed the
ambition to play the part of "Body" in
" The Struggle Everlasting," which was to
be produced in New York. Nothing but
Broadway reputation could turn the trick,
and, alas, Miss Reed had it not— then.
But how times have changed! After
knocking them off the seats in Morosco's
stock company in Los Angeles Miss Reed
felt herself getting closer to that Broadway reputation, but it had not yet appeared,
as it did later.
In the meantime, other ambitions were
aroused by "The Struggle Everlasting," it
is _told. James Kirkwood suddenly acquired the ambition to direct it, and Bennett Musson opined that he would like
nothing better than adapting the piece for
for the screen. Naturally, they did not
know Miss Reed wanted the star role reserved for her.
Then Larry Giffin, play broker, took the
piece in hand and put it before Harry
Rapf, who arranged to make a picture of
it. Royle, the author, asked who Mr. Rapf
had in mind for the role of " Body."
"Florence Reed," said the manager. "And
whom to direct the picture?" And the answer was, "James Kirkwood." "And to
adapt the play?" And again came the answer, "Bennett Musson." And thus the
ambitions were brought
together.
Can you beat this coincidence stuff?

What are claimed by the International
Film Service, Inc., as the first pictures actually showing the training of the American
soldiers in France are presented in the
Hearst-Pathe News No. 85, a current release. Not only are these pictures said to
be remarkable in showing what the American boys are doing, but they are also reputed to be exceptional from a photographic standpoint.
Included in the pictures are scenes
wherein General Pershing and General Petain, the French Commander-in-Chief, are
shown reviewing the troops at the close of
the day's work, and the shoulder to shoulder allied comrades' march to their barracks.
Delayed in Publication, Conditions Are Changed
Through a delay in the publication of an
article describing conditions in Canada,
over the signature of W. A. Bach, in Motion Picture News of some weeks ago,
conditions which the writer mentioned in
bis article had changed when the story
appeared, thus giving rise to contradictory
remarks from other sources, one instance
of which was disclosed in an article of
refutation published over the signature of
L. Ernest Ouimet.

A Remarkably
Camp-Fire
fly's " A MarkedGoodMan,"
FeaturingScene
Harryin ButterCarey
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General to Release Physical
ANEW wrinkle in the way of screen
novelties is casting its shadow upon
the horizon of the industry, according to
an announcement made by General Film
last week concerning a new feature which
it plans to release in the future.
The subject which General Film expects
to be one of the most unique and novel
film features produced in many months is
Bernard Macfadden's Physical Culture
Screen Magazine, scheduled for release
monthly in one reel. The first number of
this new screen magazine is dated for
November 5, and is expected to offer something refreshingly new for the motion picture audiences. In view of the trend of
thought stimulated by the drafting and
training of huge armies for service abroad,
the Physical Culture Screen Magazine
promises to strike a popular chord. The
prominence of the editor, Bernard Macfadden, as a physical culture expert, predicts that the magazine will carry something of real value to every man, woman
and child anxious to improve his or her
own health through the medium of
strengthening and graceful exercises. The

Essanay Announces Titles
ESSANAY this week announced the
titles of its new series of scenic pictures, which are to have a screen time of
about fifteen minutes each. The pictures,
it is said, are of such nature that they may
be used in connection with any sort of
program, whether the feature picture be
comedy, comedy-drama or tragedy. The
fact that they are short is also cited hy
Essanay as an advantage.
It is planned to release the subjects
about the first of Deweekly, beginning
cember. The titles of the first ten are:
" Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick,"
Northeastern Canada ; " Lake Louise.
Visiting a Fairyland Which Artists of
Book and Brush Have Proclaimed the
America " ; " Banff
in North
Loveliest
National Spot
Park.
A Trip Through the
Great Playground of Canada, Covering an

Camps of Hearst-Patke
Arouse Interest
Much interest has been aroused wherever
the Hearst-Pathe has been shown in that
company's enterprise in getting out special
editions for each section of the country
showing the National Guard troops in
camp. Pathe announced this week that exhibitors have not been slow in trying out
the local " pull " of these special editions.
The first of these subjects was issued
the week of October 21, showing a bird'seye view of each National Guard cantonment, close-ups of the higher officers and
other interesting points. The sixteen
camps of the National Army are now
covered in the same way, but release dates
have not yet been announced.
Army

Culture Screen Magazine
subjects to be included in the first number
of the Physical Culture Magazine will
be muscular poses, wrestling, deep breathing, gymnastic exercises for girls, classical
dancing, laughing as an exercise, and
recreative stunts for youngsters, to be followed by more strenuous exercises.
These various subjects will be pictured
with
the aid athletes.
of some Miss
of America's
men
and women
Vera Roehm,
George Bothner, middle-weight wrestler,
and Miss Margaret Crawford, classical
dancer, are among the best known experts who assist Editor MacFadden in preparing the first release.
The Physical Culture Screen Magazine will be produced by the Physical Culture Photo Plays Company, of which
Bernard Macfadden is president and
treasurer ; M. Macfadden, vice president ;
Robert R. Reynolds, secretary and managing director. The executive offices of the
company are located in the Flatiron Building, New York. The company will produce photoplays dealing with physical subjects of which the magazine will be one of
the most important factors.

of Its New Scenic Series
Area of 2,000 square miles in the Heart of
the Rocky Mountains Park " ; " The Great
Natural Industries of Canada " ; " Water
Powers of Western Canada " ; " Through
Canada from Coast to Coast " ; " How
Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising " ; " Agricultural Opportunities inWestern Canada " ; and " Scenes
Among
the Navajos."
The first
series of pictures covers a
range of territory all the way from
Canada to the Southwest of the United
States. The photography is said to be
excellent, showing the scenery to the very
best advantage. The pictures show many
of the scenes familiar to tourists, but also
get away from the beaten path and give
many glimpses of out-of-the-way places of
rare scenic beauty, and depict also the
habits and characteristics of the natives.
Mutual
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Weekly
Sunday Changes

to

Mutual Weekly, the one-reel news feature released through the Mutual Film
Corporation, will hereafter be available to
exhibitors on Sundays instead of on
Wednesday as heretofore. Mutual Weekly
is produced by the Gaumont Company. It
is made up of current news pictures,
assembled at the latest possible moment
before shipment to exhibitors.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

Mutual Weekly Shows Acceptance
of War Motors
The acceptance of the newly designed
heavy service war trucks by the Government is a feature of the Gaumont-Mutual
Weekly, No. 148, it was announced last
week. The reel is scheduled as a current
release, being put out October 28. The acceptance of the trucks marks the completion of a task which sets a new record in
the designing of fifty engineers selected
from automotive industries who designed it
in less than one month, the complete truck
being ready for inspection in three-fourths
the usually required time.
President Wilson is pictured again in this
issue of the Mutual Weekly, the second
time in the act of affixing his signature to
the Food Bill, which will guarantee the success of the United States and its allies in
the war.
One subject in Weekly, No. 148, which
calls for special mention, shows the presentation to General Joffre by General
Pershing
of
the all
" Golden
Book Memorial,"
which contains
press notices
published
about the hero of the Marne during his recent trip to the United States.
Trench

Battery Shown in
Baltimore
Intimate and extensive views of the
Maryland Trench Mortar Battery, which
were taken especially for Baltimoreans,
were shown in Baltimore last week. These
men are now at Camp Mills, Mineola,
Long Island, and are a part of the " Rainbow Division " which will soon be fighting
in France. Under Captain Bob Gill, the
boys are shown at drill, on review and at
their games.
Paralta Vice-President Now a
Soldier
Robert T. Kane, vice-president of Paralta Plays, Inc., has become a soldier in the
National Army, and is now in training at
Camp Lewis, Washington.
The night before Mr. Kane's departure
for camp the Paralta studios staff and
producing companies gave him a farewell
dinner in Los Angeles. Nearly two hundred people were present, and every branch
of the company was represented. Nat I.
Brown, general manager of Paralta, represented the New York interests.
Hart and Fairbanks Reissues
Good in West
Manager Bromley, of the Triangle Exchange in Omaha, Neb., beamed an optimistic smile last week, according to reports, when he declared that every town of
over 5,000 population in Iowa, Nebraska,
South Dakota and Northern Kansas has
been booked with the Fairbanks and Hart
reissues.
Nelson Visits Home Office
A. J. Nelson, branch manager for General Film Company at Washington, D. C,
was a visitor at the home office of General last week. He reports a strong demand for the O. Henry and George Ade
releases, as well as an unusual amount of
interest in the de luxe production of " Camille," with Helen Hesperia, just released.
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Subjects in Review
By Clara DeL. Berg

STUDIOS SECURE VALUABLE ALLIANCE
Every exhibitor who has learned the wisdom
of
his patrons
best the
willgiving
see the
immediatethe value
to producer
himself inoffers
the
new alliance entered into between the Bray
Studios, Inc., and six of the leading periodicals
of the day.
The Bray Pictograph has always been noted
for its artistic and entertaining quality, but its
producers have felt that without sacrificing this
essential, they could add greatly to the esteem
in which it would be held if they could assure
exhibitors and patrons that the subjects treated
and the manner of their presentation would
resemble in character that of a high-class magazine.
In the field of the printed magazine were
periodicals of the nature and with the class of
readers aimed at by the Pictograph, and it needed
only the enthusiasm and effort of Mr. N. H.
Friend, Business Manager for the Bray Studios,
to effecttween theantwo.
alliance
practical
beThatof the
editors,co-operation
Bruce Barton
of Every Week, John A. Sleicher of Leslie's
Weekly, Gertrude
Woman's
Home
Companion,
E. F. Land
Warnerof oftheField
and Stream,
Waldemar Kaempffert of The Popular Science
Monthly,
and Carl
of thewayMetropolitan,
met
Mr. Friend
moreHovey
than half
is proof of
the respect in which the screen is now held as a
dignified and powerful medium of communication between author and public. Nor is their cooperation merely nominal. The editors of the
respective publications will furnish, from articles
which they have accepted, material for screen
purposes and will supervise its editing and titling.
Members of their staffs, and contributors whom
the film men could not otherwise reach, will also
assist. While not yet at liberty to give details,
Mr. Friend promises some extremely interesting
surprises in the names which the Pictograph will
bear in its Table of Contents.
The periodicals named give an idea of the
scope
of the
new venture.
Leslie's Weekly
about to
foreign field
some the
en-is
tirelycover
new andtheexclusive
war with
material;
Woman's which
Home concern
Companion
is a leader mother
in all
matters
the progressive
and house mistress, and has already, through its
Better Films Department, shown how heartily
it is inhibitor sympathy
with public;
every effort
of the
exto reach a better
Field and
Stream
and The Popular Science Monthly each occupy
a unique and long-established place, Metropolitan
numbers
its leaders
contributors
most thoughtful of theamong
radical
of thethe country,
while
of Every Week it is sufficient to say that it is
the child of Bruce Barton.
The exhibitor who books and who advertises
the newtorialPictograph
at hiseminent
back thewriters
best ediminds and thehas most
on
special subjects who are now contributing to the
public press. He has, as a possible patronage,
the eight or ten million readers already familiar
with
the some
periodicals
listed.demonstrating
The " short special
has for
time been
its abil-"
ity to "pull"; here is more power to its elbow.
WITH OUR BOYS IN FRANCE
For three months past we have had glimpses
of American soldiers in France, usually marching in review. But the Pathe two-reel film,
" Under the
Stars and
Stripes
in France,"
released,
is devoted
entirely
to every
phase of just
the
life of the men composing the first section of the
American army abroad.
It is a busy and apparently happy life. There
is plenty of hard work, when trenches are dug,
machine guns fired, and bombs thrown under the
direction of French officers. The men build
barracks, have strenuous running exercises, and
training
in charging,
falling
and can
in carrying wounded.
But work
over,flat,
a man
sit at
ease and enjoy the good food provided from the
field kitchens, sharing it perhaps with a French
comrade; he can help with the harvest and with
the harvester's
bottlewith
of anative
he and
can
exchange
experiences
veteranwineof ;1870
play with the kiddies, or learn French grammar
from demoiselles in the charming old French
villages.
There is not a foot of the film that is not
vividly human and interesting, while the beautiful country
in which ofthethearmy
is encamped adds
to the
attractiveness
scenes.
The film closes with a review of the troops
which gives more than a hint of the enormous
number of men already " over there."
WHERE EGGS COME HIGH
When a bird is so bold that he plucks fish
right out of the camp frying pan, and so greedy
that he discloses the whereabouts of his 11,500foot-high nest, just for the sake of an extra meal.

BRAY

PICTURE

he
namedtricks
the of" camp
robber."
These
are isa properly
few of the
the Rocky
Mountain
jay, as disclosed in Gaumont Reel Life, No. 78.
The pictures were taken in winter and include
a number of beautiful snow scenes.
all eggs
are than
as " they
steep "used
as this,
areNotmuch
steeper
to be,butifthey
the
double-exposure film entitled " The High Cost
of Living Then and Now " tells the truth. A
five dollar
bill
in 1848dowasthe not
a bad week's
salary
seemed
than
fiveandtimes
the to
amount at trick
present.even better
Anyone who dines in a Pullman wonders at
times how the thing is managed. Gaumont takes
us behind the scenes of a dining car running
eighty miles an hour and discloses the culinary
machinery. Supplies, coal, and ice are stowed
away underneath
the cooks
car. and
In the
by fourteen-foot kitchen two
two six
helpers
prepare all the food served. In the diner itself,
when not in use, new waiters learn every detail
in the correct setting of the table and removal
of dishes.rections in small
It is matters
amusing the
to see
how manyteacher
corexperienced
finds necessary, though to our eyes the pupil
waiter
has performed his task with quickness and
exactitude.
SKY HIGH PATRIOTISM
There are more ways than one of being a
patriot.
To the
boost United
the Liberty
" Daredevil
Ward " of
StatesLoan,
Aviation
Corps
(Universal Current Events, No. 24) shows how
entirely at home he is in high altitudes by riding
a bicycle
round
a building
dreds of feet
abovethethecoping
street.of For
pluck andhun-a
cool head he must have found a close second in
the cameraman.
The enemy that above all else is to be conquered by the dollars we are loaning Uncle Sam
is thementvicious
British captured
Governhas sent ussubmarine.
one of theseThemonsters
by her navy, and this issue of Current Events
shows it being landed in New York.
Engineers who are making ready to do their
part demonstrate their ability at bridge building,
landing fighters, and covering an advance, while
President
and Mrs.
Wilson Marshal
applaud.Joffre
Two and
devoted children
of France,
Mme. Maitre, receive tokens of the admiration
and licsheartfelt
hold them. respect in which the sister repubTIMELY INFORMATION
Uncle Sam's third of his Hints to Housewives
takes the form of a meatless meat loaf, a handsome and appetizing article made of a cup each of
carrots, boiled rice, tomato, and chopped peanuts.
How an aeroplane gun operates is shown in
the very clever drawings of J. F. Leventhal,
assisted in an editorial capacity by Waldemar
Kaempffert of the Popular Science Monthly. As
the highest speed can be obtained in a flying
machine whose power is located in the front, the
gun must be so arranged as not to interfere with
the operation of the propeller. The drawings
demonstrate how the gun is automatically fired
between the revolving blades. A type of handoperatedcombat.
gun is also demonstrated in a lively
aerial
Hunting humpback whales for their valuable
oil is shown in a series of pictures which include
the harpooning of the monster and the manner of
drawing it on to the deck, with brief glimpses of
the method of securing the blubber and rendering out the oil.
LITTLE FRIENDS
In his latestFilms
reel, Corporation),
" The SmallerMr.Monkeys
(Educational
Ditmars"
introduces
to
us
some
quite
likable
little
from South America and Africa. All of beasts
them
are tiny enough and seemingly gentle enough
for pets,
andTheall South
have unusually
large who
and sees
lustrous eyes.
American saki,
fit to show his tongue and bad manners before
the camera; the spider monkey, all legs and
arms; the Woolly Monkey from the River of
Doubt; and the Sumatra Gibbon who literally
" walks like a man," would endear themselves
to any audience and would cause shouts of pleasure at a children's matinee.
GUNS AND FISHES
Happy Hooligan has shown notable powers of
" imaginative memory " on other occasions, but
nothing
equal his
Tale of a was
Fish once
" (Pathe).
You see,toHappy
as a" fisherman
guilty
of an act of kindness to a little fish, and apparently fishes have memories. Also they grow
big. So when Happy and the crew of the pirate
ship had a difference of opinion and Happy found
himself in the watery depths and about to emulate
Jonah, he reaped the reward of his past per-

funny.
formance. The cartoon is more than a little
On the same reel with the above is a short
subject
produced
how
government
rifles by
are International
made. The showing
reel display!
the fine photography
and
careful
editing
characteristic of all the Pathe productions.
FOOD, AND SHIPS TO CARRY IT
In its Reel Life, No. 79, Gaumont handles in
admirable fashion two of the liveliest industrial
topics of the day— our food supply and the buildwater.ing of the ships needed to hurry it across the
The Argentine has come in for a great deal
of publicity these days. The probability of her
definitely allying herself against Germany is
strong. So that timely interest of the keenest
is felt in pictures such as are here displayed
showing the extensive scale on which her beef
and wheat industries are carried on.
Building Our Wooden Fleet is an extremely
interesting picture, taken at an immense mill
and ship-building
yardHere
in the
pine section of the South.
the yellow
great trees
are
felled and trimmed, and sawed into planks which
in turn are trimmed and bent to the curve of
the
ship's hull.
subject
concludes
with the
launching
of theThelargest
freight
and passenger
steamer ever constructed in the South.
A Dry Land Periscope affords a novel and
amusing method for watching the game without
paying
an Editor?
entrance Impropriety
fee. But why
the enough;
closing
scene, Mr.
is bad
when
it
is
associated
with
children
it
is
entirely
offensive.
TELLING ABOUT THE MARINES
While most of the actual training for fighting
is being given our boys in France, the United
States Marines are meeting conditions here which
are made to duplicate exactly those at the front.
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 95, has a fine
series
of pictures
ca " which
show taken
the men" Somewhere
at work. inTheAmerifirst
" shot " of the camera is made head on at and
above the marching body of men, so that rank
behind rank is seen receding in the distance.
Other pictures show a heliographer at work, and
the answer that comes in the shape of a field
gun hauled over the ground by a caterpillar
tractor. This last too is taken head on, and
affords
excellent idea of how these new " army
mules " anoperate.
Colonel Teddy may not go to war, but he is
keeping
just the ofsame,
is herecamp
seen with
hikinga
over thefit,grounds
his and
training
body of followers notably less in numbers at the
conclusion than at the beginning of the tramp.
The Oriental Pageant given by British Indians
on the beautiful Hampstead Grounds of Lord
Levershulme in London lends charm and variety
to the more prosaic subjects. An unusually fine
cartoon by Hy Mayer concludes the reel.
FLAMES
While tractive
theresubjectsarein several
and 147,
atMutual interesting
Weekly, No.
notably a scene in the town of Fresno, California,
which is collecting a mountain of shoes for the
needy in France, its most striking feature is a
series of notably fine pictures of the great fire
that destroyed 800,000 bushels of grain at the
Brooklyn docks. Views of fire fighting and snapplunging
wallsflames
are interspersed
withcould
picturesshotsofofthe
towering
that no painter
surpass in splendor.
MARCHING FOR DEMOCRACY
From all over our broad land comes
the sound of tramping feet, in the great
forward move of democracy's army, Mutual Weekly, No. 145, shows two battalions of these, animated by one purpose, yet
strikingly unlike in character. At West
Point the cadet corps is seen marching
with its marvellously machine-like precision before the Japanese Commission.
The footage of the film is generous and
allows the spectator ample time to catch
the rhythmic swing of the marching and
the beauty of the scene. Another fine
army is the band of 30,000 trained nurses
who paraded so impressively on New
York's Red Cross Day.
The hearts and footsteps of these splendid young men and women are still light.
But France bears the weight of sorrow
and fatigue. Yet in the latest pictures
taken on the front of men returning from
the battlefield there is no sign of faltering. The even ranks march steadily, though
a hard day's fighting has just been completed.
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Paramount in St. Louis Likes New
Offices
The new Paramount offices in St. Louis,
at 3927 Olive street, have been occupied
by G. E. McKean and his assistants for
only a short time, but already the difference that plenty of room and much new
equipment has made is being felt by the
entire force. The building was erected for
the Vandeventer Trust Company, and the
four commodious vaults are ideal for a film
exchange. The ground floor is used for a
waiting room, cashier's office and the booking department. The second floor is taken
up with the executive offices, three in number, another waiting lobby, and the poster,
slide, and advertising departments. The
location is about a block from Film Row
at Grand and Olive, and is within easy
walking distance from that point. The exchange, which is known as the K. C. Feature Film Company, handles also the Artcraft productions.
Middle West Conditions Good,
Says Select
Conditions in the middle west are most
favorable for high-grade pictures, according to the report which C. E. Shurtleff,
sales manager for Select Pictures Corporation, has made to General Manager Arthur
S. Kane on the conclusion of a three
weeks' trip which embraced St. . Louis,
Kansas City, Des Moines and Pittsburg in
its itinerary.
Mr. Shurtleff has been visiting Select
branches in that territory, as well as
establishing the recently announced branch
opened at St. Louis and placed under the
management of E. W. Dustin.
According to Air. Shurtleff, there is a
very general recognition on the part of
the exhibitor of the advantages accruing
from showing only the highest grade pictures and running them for more than one
day. Runs of two or more days are becoming much commoner than heretofore.
With this movement is the accompanying
demand for star pictures, and only the
very best of these. Also there is a willingness on the part of the exhibitor to pay
a much better price for these attractions
than he has been accustomed to paying
for the program features which he has been
showing under a policy of daily changes.

Rosenthal District Supervisor for
Universal
Barney Rosenthal, head of the Universal
exchange at 2116 Locust street, St. Louis,
has been made district supervisor over the
Kansas City and Cairo, 111., offices, and
other branches which take in part of
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kentucky, Missouri,
Illinois and Kansas territory. Mr. Rosenthal's headquarters
continue to be in
St. Louis, where will
he got his first
experience inthe film distributing business,
with the old Swanson-Crawford exchange
in the early days.

Here and There
B. C. Steele, former manager of the Lucier
theatre, Lakewood, Cleveland, has joined the
Vitagraph
expects to
ern Ohio.sales
It isforce
also and
announced
thatcover
next Northweek
Charles W. Schweitzer will sever his connection as treasurer
B. F. Keith's
Hippodrome
in Cleveland
to sellot Vitagraph
pictures,
traveling
out of Cleveland.
Charles Hall has been appointed manager of the
Union Film Company in Cleveland, taking the
place of Tom Colby, who has been drafted.
Maurice Lebensberger, treasurer of the Standard
Film Service Company, has also joined the colors.
Ira Aaronson, who has been Pittsburgh salesman for Jewel Productions, Inc., since the formaof thatDetroit
company,
been appointed
managertionof the
office,hassucceeding
Ralph Pielow.
This office has just changed its headquarters from
120 Broadway to the new film building at 5y
Elizabeth street. Mr. Aaronson before joining
Jewel
was manager of the Cameraphone theatre,
Pittsburgh.
The Pathe Exchange of Omaha gave a private
showing of " Stranded In Arcady," Mrs. Vernon
Castle's
first byPathe
last of
week,
which
was attended
quite Play,
a number
exhibitors.
Among those present were Mr. Brown and Mr.
Scofield, of the Dundee Theatre Company ;
LeDioux and LeMarquan, of the Empress theatre;
Mrs. Ellsworth, of the Orpheum, South Omaha ;
Eleanor Duffy, society editress; Mr. Hallgren,
Suburban theatre; Mr. Jansen, Hamilton and
Lathrop theatres; Mr. Harding, Princess theatre;
Miss Hetherington, of Pathe, and Mr. Holan,
manager of Pathe.
District Manager A. D. Flinton and H. C.
Wreath, of the Paramount Pictures Corporation,
were in Omaha, Neb., a few days ago, seeking a
location for a Paramount Exchange. It is said
that the exchange in Des Moines is to be moved
to Omaha.
Branches of the General Film Company are
reporting that the weekly releases of George Ade
fables and the monthly Chaplin re-issues are
growing in popularity.
Milton J. Goldbaum, who has been traveling
representative for the St. Louis branch of the
Universal Film Company for the past two years,
has been appointed manager of the Cairo, 111.,
office, to take the place of H. W. Talbot, who
has been sent to Kansas City, to be assistant
manager of that office.
Cecil Mayberry has been added to the Hoffman
Four Square forces in the Empress Building in
St. Louis, under the management of S. J. Baker.
Mr. Mayberry has been identified with the film
business for a number of years, and understands
both
exhibitors' and the exchangemen's side
of thethebusiness.
Harold Rodner, former Philadelphia manager
of the Peerless Film Exchange, having gone to
Camp
at hishascountry's
call,manager.
J. M. Flynn,
assistantMeade
manager,
been made
Mr.
Flynn was with the World in Philadelphia as
assistant manager for several years before joining the Peerless on its formation last year.
M. Milder, manager of Select Pictures in Philadelphia, has appointed as his assistant Herbert
W. Given, former manager of Triangle and previously acting manager of Paramount in Philadelphia. A. G. Buck, formerly manager of K-E-S-E
for Philadelphia, is special traveling representative for Select in that territory.
The Popular Film Exchange, having as its
slogan established
" Popular atStars
Popular
being
1331inVine
street,Films,"
Philadel-is
man. phia, under the management of Barrist & GoodThe Pan American Film Company, David B.
Gaily, director, has established an office at 1337
Vine street, Philadelphia. This company will
make any kind of film, paying special attention
to commercial work. Pictures will also be booked
for church and other similar entertainments. Mr.
Gaily was with the old Lubin Company and has
had other experiences in the producing lines.
J. O. Brooks, former manager of the Madison
Film Exchange in Detroit, and for two years with
Paramount, has gone with Goldwyn as traveling

representative in Michigan. Mr. Brooks much
prefers the road work to being inside. A. I.
Shapiro continues as manager at Detroit.
Ira Aaronson,
formerly an
exhibitor
in Jewel
Pittsburgh, has been appointed
manager
of the
Productions Exchange in Detroit, succeeding
Ralph Piewlow.
Ray J. Branch, former manager of the United
Theatretroit, isEquipment
corporation
in Denow Michigan
travelingbranch
representative
for Select Pictures.
Milton Feld Manages Jewel
Kansas City Branch
Milton Feld, formerly with Vitagraph
in Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed
Kansas City manager of Jewel Productions, Inc., succeeding R. M. Ward. This
marks Feld's return to the industry folan injury.lowing his retirement recently owing to
The Kansas City Jewel Exchange is one
of the largest on the Jewel list, occupying
almost the entire fourth floor at 1,025
Main street. Harry Berman, manager of
the New York office, has been in Kansas
City aiding Feld in getting things under
way, incidentally superintending the bookings of " Come Through " and " Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea."
Perry Succeeds Farrell for Pathe
in Boston
Edward J. Farrell, who has been in
charge of the Pathe office in Boston for
the past year and a half, has severed his
connections with that organization, and has
been succeeded by C. W. Perry, formerly
manager of the Pathe exchange in Detroit. The change in management of the
Boston office came as a distinct surprise
to Boston film circles.
Omaha

Bluebird Moves

to New

The Bluebird Exchange in Omaha, Neb.,
has moved to Quarters
214-216 South Fourteenth
street, where it is occupying the entire
second floor. The change was made necessary through the fact that the branch outgrew its former quarters. The new location is nearer the center of the business
district.
Attractive announcement cards were sent
out by Manager C. D. Calvert.
Alfred Tanzer Joins Paramount
Chicago Forces
Alfred Tanzer, for the past year or more
assistant manager of the Mutual Film Exchange in Milwaukee, has resigned that
position to go with the Paramount people
to their Chicago office. Mr. Tanzer will
take charge of the office detail and help
arrange the new exchange which Paramount will shortly open on the twentyfirst floor of the Consumers building, Chicago.
" According to the plans now under
way," said Mr. Tanzer, " the new exchange
will be a model of efficiency."
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Hall

and Oldknow Busy Organizing Sales Forces
U. S. Booking Corporation Announces Personnel of Membership — CountryWide Campaign Begun, Salesmen Already on the Job — First Release Soon
is particularly well equipped to handle the
HAVING completed all arrangements
for the launching of the newly-organforeign business of the U. S. Exhibitors'
ized U. S. Exhibitors Corporation, for
Booking Corporation, having served for
which Frank Hall and William Oldknow
two years as foreign representative for
Fox in all parts of the world. In that
are sponsors and executive heads, active
steps were taken during the past week to period Mr. Alexander established twentyfive exchanges for the Fox enterprises.
organize " live-wire " sales force to cover
the entire country. A number of repMr. Alexander exploited " The Daughter
resentative salesmen are now actively enof the Gods " in London ; Lynn S. Card,
who left the L. S. Card Booking Corporagaged in placing the new organization's
tion, the New Jersey exchange of the First
plans before the exhibitor, and frofn reNational Exhibitors Circuit, to join the
ports that have been received at the home
office indications are that the plan is being
U. S. organization. Mr. Card was formerly the Jersey manager for the Mutual
well received by those exhibitors to whom
it has been announced.
Film Corporation and also manager of the
Among those who have cast their lot Civilization Film Corporation, a Xew
with the new organization are : Joseph
Jersey state rights organization, of which
Partridge, one-time general manager of Frank Hall is president. Air. Card will
devote his efforts to the development of
the V. L. S. E. New York exchange and
who also served as a special representative
the New York territory for the Exhibitors'
in Canada for the General Film Co. and
Booking Corporation ; and Louis D. Lyons,
who will represent the new organization
was for two years its Canadian manager.
in Jersey, in which territory he has had
Later Mr. Partridge was with the McClure
long experience. Mr. Lyons formerly repseries department of the Triangle Distriburesented Pathe in New Jersey and served
ting Corporation; William Alexander, who
with the Mutual and the Civilization Film
has been with the Fox Film Corporation,
and who has had long experience both in Corporation, and is generally accredited a
live wire in the business.
the theatrical and motion picture fields and
Newly

Organized

Company to Produce Comedies
conditions and concludes that there is a
The Film d'Art Company, recently organized for the purpose of producing one
big market for refined comedies.
and two-reel comedies, announces through
"Auntie's Triumph" and "Cousins" will
be the first releases of the new company.
its president, John D. Perry, that within
These will be shown to the trade within
the next week a series of one and tworeel comedies written by Mr. Perry will
the week. Mr. Perry has under producbe shown to the trade. The comedies are
"Poor Uncle
"Peace."
Those tion,
featured
in theTed"
Perryandproductions
being produced under the personal direcare
:
Albert
Roccardi,
Jeanne
Hall,
tion of Mr. Perry, who has acted before
Aurora Wells and Charles Ascott. The
the camera and who for some time served
in the capacity of general manager for the method of release has, up to the present,
New Art Film Company. He was, also, not been announced.
affiliated with the dramatic stock and
The officers of the company are: John
repertoire companies. Before taking up
D. Perry, president ; S. H. Wells, vicethe production end of the picture industry,
president, and William H. Wells, secretary
Mr. Perry made a careful study of the and treasurer.

Wm. H. Clune
Olcott's " The Belgian " Shown
for Review at Strand
" The Belgian," Sidney Olcott's production for the independent market, was
shown last week for review at the Strand
theatre. Walter Whiteside and Valentine
Grant are featured. Mr. Olcott announces
that he will follow " The Belgian " with
three other productions, to be produced
under his personal direction within the
coming year. Mr. Olcott will be remembered for his production of " From
Manger to the Cross." He has directed
Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark and
other prominent stars.
Edward J. O'Donnell, who is handling
the exploitation of Olcott's feature, left
for Chicago immediately after the trade
showing at the Strand last Thursday,
where he expects to give a trade showing
for Chicagoans at one of the large theatres.
Noble's Production, " Shame,"
Shown for First Time

All But Six States Sold for 44 Lust of the Ages "
West Virginia were bought by Mayer SilTHE Ogden Pictures Corporation announces that during the past week
verman, representing the Liberty Film
eleven territories were disposed of for
Renting Company of Pittsburgh, and the
New England States were bought by Harry
" The Lust of the Ages," the first Lillian
Walker production for the independent
Segal, representing the Globe Feature Film
market. With the exception of the rights
Company of Boston.
included in the States of Ohio, Michigan,
Jesse Goldburg, exploitation manager of
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska, all the Ogden Pictures, announces that the second Lillian Walker production, adapted
territory has been disposed of, including
the foreign rights. S. Greiver of Greiver
from David Graham Phillips' novel, " The
& Herz, Chicago, who last week bought
Grain of Dust," is now well under way and
every
effort is being exerted to conclude
the rights for Indiana, Wisconsin and Illinois, says that he will use seven prints in the making of the film that it may be ready
this territory. Western Pennsylvania and
for release early in November.

John W. Noble's first production for the
independent market, " Shame," was shown
last week for the review of prominent state
rights men in Joseph Miles' projection
room. The production was shown in sixtyeight hundred feet. The story opens with
a prologue. It is said that the feature is a
strong offering. Zena Keefe is featured.
In the supporting cast are: Niles Welch,
Joyce Fair, Jack Dunn, Lionel Belmore,
Paul Daucet and Dell Boone. Herbert
Carleton did the camera work. The picture
has not yet been shown for review, but an
early showing is announced.
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Deposit System Works Fine in
Omaha, Says Manager
J. W. Rachman, of the Omaha branch
Of the Standard Feature Film Company,
Neb., writes that he has adopted a deposit plan that is new in the Omaha territory. A deposit covering the full price of
the picture is required for the first booking, after which the exhibitor is carried
on an open account. Mr. Rachman an, nounces that the first trial given this plan
proved a big success, and since its inception a better business and better collecI tions have been noted.
General Enterprises Acquires
Rights to " The Liar "
General Enterprises, Inc., announce the
purchase of the world rights to " The
Liar," produced under the direction of
William A. Haddock. The production is
in six reels. Gail Kane and Stanley Walpole have the principal roles. Arthur H.
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin negotiated the
transaction. The story deals with the
dangers that face a young girl who comes
to New York without the protection of
friends. General Enterprises is offering
the feature on the independent market.
The foreign markets are in charge of M.
R. Fink.
Star of Tucker's Production,
" Mother," an Author
Elizabeth Risdon, the star of George
Loane Tucker's late production, " Mother,"
has written a book dealing with the subject of "make-up" and character study.
Miss Risdon, although not yet twenty-four
years of age, is featured in the title role of
Mr. Tucker's production and, it is said that
she gives a characterization of a mother
that would be hard to equal. Miss Risdon
;is now appearing in George Broadhurst's
stage
production,
" Misalliance,'
running at
the new
Broadhurst
theatre.

N. H. Spitzer

THE

INDEPENDENT

Territorial Sales Reported
Productions

FIELD
During

TICKER

the Past Week

Buyer

Territory

"Lust of the Ages"
"Lust of the Ages"

Greiver & Herz, Chicago Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin.
Mayer Silverman, Pittsburgh.. Western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia.
"Lust of the Ages" Globe
Feature
Film
Co., Maine, New Hampshire, VerBoston
mont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
"The Mormon Maid"... Turner & Dahnken Circuit,
San Francisco
Northern California, Nevada.
" Souls Redeemed "
Globe
Feature
Film Co.,
Boston
New Fngland States.
Midget Comedies
Masterpiece Film Attractions, Eastern Pennsylvania, SouthPhiladelphia
em New Jersey.
"The Human Orchid".. Sikawitt and Goldstein
Foreign Rights.
"The Human Orchid".. Pioneer Civilization Corp NewJersey.
York, Northern New
"The Liar"
" The Liar "

General Enterprises, Inc
Exclusive Films, Inc

World Rights.
New York.

"West Progressive, Likes Novelty," Says Bob
Maurice Bob, President of Master Dramas, Says That the Western Buyer
Demands Something New to Advertise His Purchase — Novelties in Demand
MAURICEter Dramas
H. BOB,
president
Features,
Inc., ofwhoMas-is
exploiting "Who's Your Neighbor?"
through the Western territory, has written
to Herman Becker, general manager of the
company, in New York, that he is meeting
with much success with this production.
Mr. Bob is a well-known man in the
picture business, and during his trip
through the West he has made some interesting observations, which he gives in
the following interview :
" You've got to come West to see the
new bustle in the business. I don't say
this to discredit the East, where the theatres and exchanges are also doing well, but
you don't get the note of real prosperity,
real activity and real optimism you find
in the Middle West. Particularly in Chicago. It may be that the better business
wave that has hit the picture houses
reached the Middle West first. I don't
know, and I am not enough of an expert
to give reasons. I am only telling what
I see. I took samples of all our advertising
aids to show the Middle West buyers
that what would appeal to one man might
not appeal to another. A certain buyer
came in and insisted upon seeing all our
advertising matter. I snowed him the two
styles of window cards and half sheets,
the different sets of lobby display photos,
the sets of hand-colored photos, the display frames, the announcement slides and
banners, the advertising mats, the newspaper cuts of scenes and players. But
do you think I could suit him? He looked
over each piece of material carefully, and
then when I got through gave a grunt of
evident dissatisfaction.
"'What's the matter?' I said, 'isn't
there anything in this whole collection
that appeals to you?'
" ' Why, of course, there is,' he answered ;' I like the whole collection, but
as a matter of fact it isn't enough ! '
" I soon learned that he wanted a certain
advertising novelty that is seldom put out

with features, but which I had to promts.*
to have made up in order to get his business. Perhaps that is why these Westerners seem to do better than the Eastern
film men — they go to the very limit in
advertising
in hustlethat
! " the states of
Mr. Bob and
announces
Washington, Colorado, Nevada, Oregon,
California, Arizona, New Mexico, Utah,
Wyoming, Idaho, Montana and Northern
New Jersey have been closed and that
he will close ten Middle Western States
before he leaves Chicago, where he writes
Mr. Becker from the Hotel La Salle.
In the East General Manager Becker
announces that deals are pending for the
New England states, New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Los Angeles Company to Make
State Rights Features
A new film producing company, named
Vista Films, Inc., has been organized at
San Diego and will make five-reel subjects
for the state rights market. M. De La
Parelle is director, and is also author of
the first story, titled " Stripped for a Milture. lion." Crane Wilbur is starred in this picIndustry Quits the
Cleveland Exhibitor
Motion picture circles in Cleveland, O.,
were much surprised to learn last week that
Louis Becht has decided to retire, and quit
the industry. Becht was president of the
Mall Company, and actively managed the
Mall Duplex theatre. For twenty-five years
he has been associated with amusement in
various forms in Cleveland.
Becht's interests in the Mall have been
transferred to Edward P. Strong, Fred
Desberg and Joseph Laronge, and E. P.
Carroll, former assistant manager, has been
made manager of the theatre.
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Florence Reed's Greatest Ambition Was Said to Have Been to Play the Leading Part in " The
Struggle Everlasting," a Harry Rapf Production. Her Wish Has Been Grat.fied
Clara

Kimball Young's Second Picture Completed
" Shirley Kaye," Adapted from the Stage Play in Which Elsie
Ferguson Originated the Title Role, Is Said to Be Miss Young's Best
daughter of the president of a large rail<<C HIRLEY KAYE," Clara Kimball
road who meets a young Westerner and
►J Young's second production, by her
own company, is completed, announces
plays " hide and seek " with him until she is
assured that he really loves her. Another
Harry I. Garson, manager of the organizapowerful factor in the financial world has a
tion. Mr. Garson says that Miss Young's
daughter whom he desires to be a social
late picture is everything that he expected
and that he feels that it will impress the
leader. He entrusts the task of " putting
public likewise.
her in society " to Shirley Kaye. His
The screen version is adapted from the
daughter is engaged to the young Westerner. The Westerner, angry because he
stage play, which had a successful New
meets defeat at every turn at the hands of
York run a few seasons ago. Elsie Ferguson originated the title role, which part the Eastern girl, resolves to win her. It is
said that the story offers opportunity for
Miss Young presents in the screen version. In the supporting cast are : Corliss
strong, dramatic acting and that Miss
Giles, George Fawcett, George Backus,
Young finds in it every opportunity to display her talents and not in a single instance
Claire Whitney, Helen Lindroth, John Sunderland, F. D. Winthrop and Frank Otto.
does she slight these chances.
The release date for this production has
Joseph Kaufman directed.
not been announced..
The story tells of the adventures of the

Rankin Reports Success with " A Modern Lorelei "
Censors and he reports that it was passed
CHARLES RANKIN, who recently acwith
only one or two minor changes. The
quired the world rights to " A
production has been passed also by the IlModern Lorelei," the Marine Film produclinois board, without change.
tion, is now in the West arranging for the
exploitation of this production. He reports
When " A Modern Lorelei," under the
that negotiations are now under way for title of " Lorelei of the Sea," was shown
the sale of practically the entire Middle
for review a month or so ago, critics pronounced it a picture of scenic beauty.
West territory and he states that he will
There are more than two hundred and fifty
be in a position to announce the territory
disposed of, within a few days.
diving girls shown in as many different
scenes. The production was made off the
" A Modern Lorelei " is in six reels.
Tyrone Power is featured, with Frances
coast of California. Henry Ott, who diBurnham carrying the principal feminine
rected Undine,"
"
is responsible for the dirole. Ray Belasco has the juvenile lead.
rection of " A Modern Lorelei." Mr. Ott
was six months making the production.
Joseph F. Lee, who is handling the Eastern
Richard Willis wrote the story and made
territory for Mr. Hansen, showed the feature before the Pennsylvania Board of the adaptation.
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I SERVICE BUREAU MAKES ALL
SUGGESTIONS PASS
THE TEST
When the Exhibitors Service Bureau
1 was launched by the NEWS it was announced that this should be the |
gathering place of the industry for
1 men with ideas.
Turn to this department today and f
| see how near this ideal has been
| reached, how well it represents the
1 best suggestions that come from every
1 branch of the industry.
And these suggestions are not
| printed because of their source, but |
1 because of their value to the exhibitor.
1 No matter who may be the author §
each suggestion must pass the test of |
absolute
worth. You'll
any I
|1 idea
recommended
to younotasfind
a good
1 one
simply
because
some one
| powerful in the motion picture field §
submitted it.
Here is a department dedicated to
the exhibitor and the exhibitor alone. |
If you fail to read this department |
each week, you are deliberately avoid- I
1 ing something that will help you.
Read it now, and write to us your I
| troubles, your ideas, your successes.
Hoffman-Foursquare Exchanges
Established in Canada
Arrangements have been completed for
the establishing of Hoffman-Foursquare
exchanges at the principal distribution
points in Canada. The Canadian exchanges will be operated in conjunction
with the Metro Pictures Service in Canada, it is stated. The exchanges will
cover the three chief distributing points
in Canada. Offices will be located with
the Metro Pictures Service in Montreal,
Toronto, St. Johns and New Brunswick.
Northeastern Canada will be covered by
the St. Johns office. Mr. Hoffman says
that he has informed J. J. Unger, of the
Metro Service, Montreal office, that special salesmen have been engaged to handle
the Hoffman-Foursquare business.
Rights to " for
20,000
Leagues " Sold
Canada
Superfeatures Limited has closed all
negotiations for the purchase of the entire Canadian rights to the feature, " 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea," and has secured
bookings in the larger theatres. Charles
Stevens is general manager for Superfeatures Limited. He has announced that he
has " cleaned up " on " The Whip," which
he controls in Canada, with the exception
of a small bit of Ontario.
" Lust of the Ages " Booked
Heavily in Canada
Globe Films Limited announce that the
first Lillian Walker feature, " The Lust
of the Ages," has been booked heavily
through Ontario and will have its first
showing in the Madison theatre, Bloor
Street, Toronto. This theatre also played
" Birth," to women only, which film is being released by Globe Films, Ltd.
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General Enterprise, Inc., Report
Good Sales of " Warrior "
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
who are handling the exploitation of " The
Warrior," the rights to which were bought
by General Enterprise, Inc., from Harry
Raver, who introduced the seven-part feature, starring Maciste, the giant Italian, in
America, report that they have met with
success throughout the country in the disposition of territory. The Northwest,
Alaska, Canada and many of the large
Eastern States have been sold and Messrs.
Lubin and Sawyer announce that they expect to have the entire country disposed of
within the next few weeks.
Welfare League to See Tucker's
Production, " Mother "
General Enterprise, Inc., which is handling "Mother," George Loane Tucker's
late production, featuring Elizabeth Ris^
don, has received a request from Edward J.
Meagher, chairman of the Mutual Welfare
League, Sing Sing prison, for a showing
of this picture before the inmates of the
prison. General Enterprise has made arrangements to show the picture at the
prison October 17th. It is expected that
Mr. Tucker will be present at the showing.
The theme of " Mother " deals with the
mother-love instinct and shows the influence of a mother's love over a wayward
son whose headstrong tendencies eventually lead him to a prison cell.
Lesser to Go to Cleveland for
Conference
Sol L. Lesser plans to be in Cleveland
the early part of November for a conference in connection with the National State
Rights Buyers Association of which he is
the head. While here he will be the guest
of Leon D. Netter, with whom he is associated in the Masterpiece Film Attractions.
" The Warrior " Show to Members of Union League Club
Through the courtesy of Arthur H. Sawyer of General Enterprises, Inc., the screen
spectacle, " The Warrior," starring
Maciste, " the strongest man in the world,"
was shown on Tuesday evening October
11th, to the members of the Union League
Club, Fifth avenue, New York.
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Raver's Feature, "Public Defender," Praised
"The Public Defender," Written by Mayer Goldman, Prominent New York Attorney,
Is Praised by Sing Sing Inmates — An Appeal for Official Public Defenders in Courts
writes that the picture will make a pro"""THE Public Defender," Harry Raver's
A late production, which was shown
found impression with the powerful mesrecently for review and is now ready for
sage which it will bring to everyone who
distribution, has been passed upon by the sees it. " The picture," writes the ' Star
National Board of Review of Motion PicBulletin's ' critic, " combines all the paintures. Mr. Raver announces that the
ful truthfulness of the ' Third Degree '
Board sent in a special report, which stated
with the tense heart interest of ' On
that " The Public Defender " is a fine example of a photoplay with a purpose.
Mayer Goldman, prominent criminal
Mr. Raver stated, also, that one of New
lawyer of the New York bar, who started
the movement which resulted in the apYork's most successful playwrights has
communicated with him asking permission
pointment of nineteen Public Defenders in
"
theTrial.'
United
States and co-author of the
to dramatize the story of " The Public Defender." The playwright stated, anstory
from
which
" Thescreen
Publicby Defender
was adapted to the
Frederick"
nounced Mr. Raver, that the theme possessed potential possibilities for a stage
Rath, has received hundreds of letters
version and that it could serve as the basis praising him for this effort. Acting on the
of an exceptionally strong drama for the
suggestion of several lawyers and judges
who witnessed the trade showing at Hotel
speaking stage.
Astor, two weeks ago, Mr. Goldman has
The " Star Bulletin," an illustrated
monthly, published by inmates of Sing decided to utilize the picture as a help to a
Sing prison, contains in its current issue a series of lectures which he will give on this
criticism of this picture and the critic subject in New York during the winter.
Smaller Houses

Insist LTpon Star, Says Goldburg
GOLDBURG, exploitation and will be abandoned within six months, and
JESSE
production manager for the Ogden
the use of six sheets will be lessened materially, if not altogether abandoned within
Pictures Corporation, who has just rethe same period. And instead of making
turned from a trip through the Middle
West, reports that, while there, he made a the accustomed two style one sheets, the
study of conditions in connection with the line-up of lithographs will more likely run
exhibiting end of the business. Mr. Goldtoward the making of four style one-sheets,
burg states that until recently he has not four style three-sheets and two style sixsheets.
paid particular attention to the theatre
charging less than a ten cent admission.
" There is lots of room for original
On his trip through the West he states that ideas that will materially assist the exhibitor in packing his house, not necessarily
he took particular pains to get in touch
ideas along the lines of circus ballyhooing,
with the exhibitor who charges a minimum
of five and a maximum of ten cents ad- but dignified methods of advertising.
mission. Following are his deductions :
" The smaller house insists upon a pro"Great White Trail" Breaks
duction with a star, regardless of the age
Record in Canada
of the picture ; the bigger house insists
J. C. Green, manager of the Temple
upon a worthy production and the star is
of secondary importance.
theatre, Gait, Ontario, writes that " The
Great White Trail," Wharton, Inc., pro" It is important to note the changing
duction, handled through Canada by M.
viewpoints, not alone of the exhibitor but
of the public. For instance, the use of H. Hoffman, Inc., has broken all records
heralds is rapidly on the wane, and I at the Temple theatre. He says that it
would say that outside of five cities in the made the best record of any picture he
has ever shown.
United States the use of twenty-four sheets

1

Leah Baird, Anders Randolf, and Wilfred Lucas in Scenes from Ivan's " Sins of Ambition "
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Hoffman to Distribute W. J. Flynn's Serial
Chief Flynn's Serial Revealing German Spy System and Activities of
U. S. Secret Service Men Now Under Production at Wharton Studios
MH. HOFFMAN, INC., has purchased
" Selecting our product with the utmost
care, we are enabled to concentrate our
• the distributing rights to William
selling efforts upon each feature without
J. Flynn's serial dealing with German intrigue in America, and revealing the activitaking from it any energy or thought necties of the United States Secret Service Deessary to its most extensive booking.
partment, ofwhich Chief Flynn is head, in
" Having been chosen to distribute Chief
apprehending German spies. The serial is Flynn's serial, I feel that our organizanow under production at the Wharton Stution has been honored. I have gone over
dios in Ithaca, New York. A title for the
the episodes already in preparation, and
serial has not been announced.
I can state frankly that never have I seen
For the first time, the untold story of a serial possessing such a wealth of superwhat German spies have done and tried
lative material as this one. Here, I beto do to us will be set forth on the screen.
lieve,
we may well use the term ' super
The public has only the faintest idea of the
serial ' without fear of contradiction. It
lengths to which Germany has gone to will be found to be ' super ' in the richness
cripple the United States, and when all of incident in each episode; it will prove
these details, in proper sequence, are shown
to be 'super' in its quality of entertainment, and lastly, it will stir to the fullest
in the William J. Flynn serial, its impordepths within every loyal American his
tance as a source of pictorial entertainment can be realized.
or her patriotism.
Mr. Hoffman said, in commenting on the
" As I regard Chief Flynn's serial, it
work of Chief Flynn :
excels in dramatic elements even the finest
creative effort of pure fiction. Pioneers
" It requires a method of distribution
which will enable every motion picture
in the producing of serials, the Whartons
manager in the United States to show
will make Chief Flynn's serial something
to remember for all time. Nothing that
Chief Flynn's serial.
can contribute in the slightest degree to
" Freed from the necessity of having
to devote attention to too numerous feathe perfection of the whole production will
be slighted.
tures, and not being tied to program procedure, the Hoffman-Foursquare Exchange
" Therefore, I can confidently pledge to
the American exhibitors a serial which will
managers and attaches will be able to devote their energies to this serial in the
entertain their patrons to the limit of entertainment possibility, and which will
measure required to put it into the thousands of motion picture theatres which will
send
every
person
away from each epiwant it.
sode with patriotic endeavor."
Herbert

Brenon

is Now

in

Full
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Director and Producer Enters the Distributing End of the Business— Executive Offices on Fifth Avenue Will Supervise Every Detail
distribute this feature through the Brenon
HERBERT BRENON, who recently disposed of his interests in the Selznick
Distributing Corporation. Sol. J. Berman
enterprises, has incorporated under the will handle the production for the syndicate.
Mr. Berman has been engaged by Mr.
name of the Brenon Distributing CorporaBrenon to handle the sales end of all his
tion, and will actively engage in the distributing end of the motion picture business
future productions. Mr. Brenon announces
that he has the controlling interest in the
as well as continue his work in the producing field. Mr. Brenon has acquired full new corporation.
Mr. Brenon is one of the few directors
control of the film organization bearing his
name and this week marks the beginning of who give his personal attention to every
his career as a distributor. Mr. Brenon has
detail in the production of a picture — from
acquired, also, full title to the Brenon stuthe initial " shot " to the finished print.
dios, Hudson Heights, New Jersey, at a He has acquainted himself with every phase
cost, it is announced, of $250,000. He now
of the business and under his new regime
will supervise every move from studio to
has full and complete control of his productions. The executive offices of the laboratory and from laboratory to exchange
and from exchange to the exhibitor, thus
Brenon Distributing Corporation are established at 509 Fifth avenue.
insuring every satisfaction.
Mr. Brenon's studios at Hudson Heights,
are complete in every detail and can accommodate the largest or the smallest set Beynon Writes Musical Score for
Ivan Production
that a director may want to use. From the
Ivan Film Company- announce that
" shooting " of the initial scene to the developing of the finished positive print, Mr.
George W. Beynon, has completed the musical score for " Sins of Ambition," the
Brenon's studio can accommodate every delatest production from the Ivan studios.
tailed move essential to the complete product.
The " Aria " from Verdi's masterpiece,
The new distributing corporation will " La Traviata " is the accompanying selection for one scene of this production and
handle Brenon productions for New York
State and northern New Jersey. Mr.
Flegier's " Love Song " for another. The
Brenon has made arrangements with the
accompanying selection for the comedy
syndicate which recently purchased the New
scenes, is Godard's " Canzonetta." Throughout the score runs a musical setting from
York rights to his production of " The
"
Othello."
Fall of the Romanoffs," for $100,000, to

Four Laugh Makers by L-Ko in
November
Exhibitors who take their comedies
through Universal exchanges will have, according to the promise of J. G. Blystone,
director general, four good subjects for
laughter in L-Ko's now ready for circulation during November. The deliveries to
Universal exchanges have been made, and
release dates will bring two comedies by
Archie Mayo; one by James Davis, in
which Hughie Mack, late of Vitagraph, is
introduced to the program, and a fourth
comedy by Frank Clark.
" Double Dukes," directed by Mr. Mayo,
will be released November 7, with Eva
Novak, Eddie Barry, Chester Ryckman and
Bob McKensie featured. The November
14 release will be " Hula Hula Hughie,"
presenting Hughie Mack as an L-Ko
comedian, directed by James Davis.
November 21 brings " The Joy Riders,"
with Lucille Hutton, Billy Bevan and Bob
McKenzie featured, in a merrymaker produced by Frank Clark. The attraction
Thanksgiving week will be " Cute Kids
and Kidnappers," an Archie Mayo comic,
featuring Gladys Varden and Eddie Barry.
Mme. Nazimova

Christens New

Liberty Theatre
Mme. Nazimova, who has just returned
from New Orleans, where she made the
exteriors for her first Metro production,
" God's Message," had the honor of christening the Liberty' theatre, the new house
of the Boehringer Amusement Company,
formerly owners of the Triangle and Columbia theatres in that city. Mme. Nazimova broke a bottle of champagne over
one of the steel girders as she cried "I
Christen Thee Liberty."
The Liberty- will be one of the handsomest houses in the south. Mr. Boehringer
has embodied some of the best ideas in
theatre construction in this country and in
Europe and is personally responsible for
a large portion of the plans.
According to the present arrangements,
" God's Message " will be the opening bill
at the Liberty and this will be the first
time on record in which a great star has
christened a theatre in which she will play
the opening picture.
France Films First Production to
Be Shown at Broadway
UTHE duction
NATURAL
first Inc^
proof the LAW,"
France the
Films,
for the independent market, has been completed and will be shown to the trade
Wednesday morning, October 31, at the
Broadway theatre. Marguerite Courtot,
who was a featured player with the Kalem
Company, and who has appeared in the
leading roles of a number of independent
productions, is featured in " The Natural
Law" Howard Hall has the principal malt
role and George Larkin, the star of the
" Grant, Police Reporter," series, produced
by Kalem, will be seen as the juvenile lead
" The Natural Law " is adapted from thf
stage play of some years ago. It is a I
problem play and has for its chief character a young schoolgirl and tells of tht
problems that confront every girl who faces
the world alone.
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Exhibitors

in

Take

Small

Notice

THE expenditure by Jewel Productions, Inc., of the great sum of
$50,000 in sending people into your theatre to see "The Co-Respondent," has been so arranged as to work precisely the same
beneficial result for you, in the small town, as for the big cities.
Read the list of giant newspapers in our circular on your desk. "The
Co-Respondent's" dominating half-pages and quarter-pages will reach
out hundreds of miles into the country from every newspaper center.
They will cover your section exactly as the great New York dailies do
in New York territory.
In Addition —
Having played to capacity at The Broadway Theatre, New York and
being fully reviewed by the Dramatic Critic they depend on and
advertised in the journal they trust your patrons will mark down
"The Co-Respondent" as one photo-play they cannot afford to miss.
On this firm conviction we have closed arrangements to spend $50,000.
Book "The Co-Respondent"
Rare

Jewel

today and reap where we have sown.

Pictures

"Come Through"
George Bronson Howard's greatest melodrama.
"Pay Me"Dorothy Phillips in a Western drama with a
Grizzly's gT»P"K
Produced by Lois Weber
From Mary Roberts Rineharl's 2.000,000-readers
novel.

You

Can

Now

Obtain

'Sirens AofDream
the Sea"
of Fair Women.
'The Man
a Country"
The Without
Great Patriotic
Classic.
'The Co-Respondent"
Featuring Elaine Hammerstein. Produced hv
Ralph Ince. By Alice Leal Pollock and Rita
Weiman.

A through JEWEL Offices in Principal Cities or
from Home Office 1600 Broadway, New York

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Cities
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$350

00

spent in the first episode of "THE
MYSTER Y SHIP" for a few feet of
film. A fortune laid out for a few
scenes to give the people something they have never seen in their
lives in serial pictures. Nothing
ever attempted in serials even
compares\to this daring coup, and
this amount spent for the filming
of these scenes in the first episode
alone. Thus the exhibition of the
first episode of "THE MYSTERY
SHIP"f guarantees
capacity at the
remaining
IS.

opens with the most amazing scenes ever shown in the history of'serials.^ Description can't
cover it. You MUST see this opening instalment to realize to1- what extent the Universa[ ha»
gone to give thousands of exhibitors a real winner. With such^ well-known stars as
Ben Wilson — Neva Gerber — Kingsley Benedict
supported by a brilliant cast, "THE MYSTERY SHIP" towers head and shoulders above any
serial on the market. The blowing up of huge stone walls, the volcanic eruption, the devastating
of an entire village are but a few of the thrillers in the first episode. Go to your nearest Universal
Exchange. Ask to review this first instalment — then make your own decision. UNIVERSAL
FILM MFG. CO., 1600 Broadway, New York City.

THRU
BeBOOK
sure to mention " MOTION
PICTURE ANY
NEWS " whenUNIVEP^XL'E^MANGI
writing to advertisers
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ZOE

RAE

In an Unusual Drama of Stage Life

"THE
CRICKET"
A Tears and Smiles Photoplay of Wide Appeal
Directed by Elsie Jane Wilson

Reserve an Open Date for

NEAL

HART

"
from Montana
in " The Man
An Adventure Drama of East and West— of a Stinger Stung— and a Woman's Testing
Directed by George Marshall
Book thru your Butterfly Exchange, or Universal Film Mfg.
Co., Carl Laemmle, Pres., 1600 Broadway, New York.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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COAST

STUDIOS

By J. C. JESSEN

JULIAN ELTINGE has completed his engagement atthe Lasky Studio in Hollywood. The final scene for his third Paramount release, "The Clever Mrs. Carfax,"
has been filmed this week by William C
DeMille, director, and Mr. Eltinge is leaving in a few days for New York, where he
expects to complete negotiations for either
a permanent engagement in films or for
release of subjects in which he is starred.
In any event Mr. Eltinge will make Los
Angeles his future home and whatever subjects are made will be filmed here. He recently purchased a three-acre residence site
in Silver Lake Hill and a residence there
is now nearing completion.
It is understood Mr. Eltinge has a very
good offer from Pathe and that other organizations have flirted with him for a series of pictures. It is very probable, however, that he will follow the example of
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and
William S. Hart and, shortly, there will be
a Julian Eltinge Film Company. Mr. Eltinge, itbecame known this week, has been
looking for a studio site and it is very
probable options have been taken.
Lasky Company Goes Lumbering
The Lasky Company, which has George
Beban as star and Donald Crisp as director,
has gone to Hoquiam, Wash., to spend two
weeks filming exteriors for " Jules of the
Strongheart," which has a North woods
atmosphere. Properties taken by the players required two baggage cars, and included
in this is a lighting outfit which may be
used for night effects when scenes are made
in the big woods. There were about fifty
people in the party, with a complete staff
of carpenters, electricians and property
men. Telegrams from Mr. Beban state
weather conditions in that section of the
country are very unfavorable because of
rain and fogs, and it is probable a longer
period will be necessary for the taking of
scenes.
The filming of " Nan of Music Mountain," adapted from the Frank H. Spearman novel, will be completed this week.
Ann Little appears in the main role of this
subject and Wallace Reid is playing a featured role. The direction is under George
H. Melford, and he has the co-operation of
the author, Mr. Spearman, who resides in
Hollywood.
Herbert Standing has been engaged to
play in the next Mary Pickford Artcraft,
which was put in production this week.
Marshall Neilan, who has been excused
from army service, is to continue as Miss
Pickford's director. Conway Tearle will
be the leading man in this subject.
The eleventh episode of " The Lost Express " is receiving the attention of the
Signal Mutual Company, and Director J.
E. McGowan is staging a number of mob
scenes showing a battle in which more
than three hundred men take part for the
possession of the Mountain King Mine.
This episode will show a series of scenes

made near the entrance to Yosemite Valley
at the Mountain King Mine.
Privilege to use the ore carriers, which go
down a 36 per cent grade for 8,000 feet, was
secured on condition the mine company be
absolved from any damages in case of injury to any of the players.
Dalton-Ince Company Goes North
The Dorothy Dalton-Thomas H. Ince
Company, directed by R. William Neill, left
this week for Russian River district in
Northern California, where exteriors for a
story of the West will be taken. Thurston
Hall and William Conklin will have the
leading parts in support of Miss Dalton.
The company going to the North included
about fifty people, and the baggage contained amovable lighting equipment. Prior
to the company's departure the last scenes
for the second Dorothy Dalton release on

Jack Gilbert,ingofComment
Triangle-Ince
Kay Work.
Bee, Is Causby His Good
Paramount, " The Edge of Sin," was filmed.
Two-thirds of this photoplay is said to
have been made at the Ince Studios after
the regular working hours, this being done
to secure special effects.
Another Ince company 4is working at the
Edendale
filming Ray,
The supported
Hired Man,"
which willStudio
offer Charles
by
Dorris Lee, Charles K. French, Carl Ullman and others.
J. G. Hawks, who did his first scenario
writing for Thomas H. Ince almost three
years ago, and since has been identified
with the New York Motion Picture Corporation and its successor, the Triangle, has
completed his contract with the latter company and has been engaged by Mr. Ince as a
member of the scenario staff. Hawks began work at his new position this week.

William S. Hart and company have completed the second Artcraft release, " The
Silent Man," and the star is now working
in the preparation of his next story from a
scenario by Dennison Clist, a recent addition to the Thomas H. Ince scenario
staff. In the new photoplay Mr. Hart will
be seen as a railroad man of the earlywestern days, an entirely new characterization for the western player. In " The Silent Man " Mr. Hart rode a new bay horse
standing sixteen hands high, which was
purchased following the retirement of
" Fritz," who has been pensioned for life.
" The Silent Man " gives William S. Hart
a number of love scenes, which in former
productions have been foreign to the nature of his characters. Those who have
been fortunate enough to see the scenes
projected claim that Hart is a real for sure
lover, and the publicity department admits
it
by calling
attention
Hart's
severalin
years
as leading
man towithMr.Julia
Arthur
the presentation of " Romeo and Juliet."
Fox Companies Complete Stories
The Fox Studio is rather a quiet place
this week, because most of the companies
have just completed stories and it will be a
few days until new ones are started. The
only organizations working at this time are
those under the direction of the Franklin
Brothers, in which the Fox children appear in " The Mikado " and " Ali Baba and
the Forty
Thieves."
The with
latterallhas
a decided Persian
atmosphere,
specially
constructed sets.
The last scenes for "Responsibility" are
being made by Director Richard Stanton
and company, which includes Enid Markey
as star, and Director Bertram Bracken has
completed " The Awakening," with Gladys
Brockwell, Lewis J. Cody, Colin Chase and
Vivian Rich.
General Western Representative A. Carlos arrived home this week after spending
a short time at the offices of the William
Fox Company, at New York. He was accompanied byFrank Lloyd, a director, who
has been in charge of the making of William Farnum subjects at the Eastern studio. Farnum is having his annual vacation
and will not come to the Coast for several
weeks. In the meantime Lloyd will film
one photoplay, which will offer Jewel Carmen as star. Billy Foster, a cameraman
for Lloyd, is now on his way to Los Angeles from the East and is accompanied by
other members of the Lloyd producing
staff.
It is expected there will be considerable
activities at the studio of the Sunshine
Comedy Company, which occupies a portion of the William Fox plant. Henry Lehrman is completing a hospital comedy, in
which wild animals and automobile chases
predominate. Within the next few days
additional companies will start working
here, now that the comedies are being released by the Fox organization. Billie
Ritchie, Lehrman and Winifred Westover
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will be the principals of one company;
Lloyd Hamilton, Charles Conklin and James
jAdamas of the other.
The new stage at the Fox Studio, to be
used exclusively for the children, is to be
directed by the Franklin Brothers and is
|now in use.
Weber Company Strikes Storm
The Lois Weber Productions Company
encountered the most severe sandstorm of
the season Thursday of last week when
they were working on exterior locations at
Chattsworth, a small town thirty miles
north of Los Angeles, in the mountains. At
jthis place the principal street of the town,
which has a decided frontier appearance,
was the scene of action. The producing
company and about one hundred extra
people were working there when the storm
hit the section. It rained for several hours
and a number of the players were injured
by falling limbs from trees and portions
blown from buildings.
The subject in production has been titled
Imade
"The from
Man Who
Dared story
God."andIt scenario
is being
an original
|by Miss Weber herself. William Stowell,
twho was borrowed from the Universal
Company, is appearing in the main role, and
the principal members of the supporting
cast are Mildred Harris and Clara Whipple.
Universal Experiences Lull
This has been a quiet week at Universal
City. Two new productions were begun.
One is being directed by Ida May Park and
will offer Dorothy May Phillips as star in
" Broadway Love." William Stowell, Lon
Chaney and William Burress are principals.
Director E. J. Le Saint has gone to Bear
Lake Valley with a company to get exterior scenes for the " Wolves of the
I North." Louise Lovely is to be the featured player of this and Hart Hoxey will
I play opposite her. Betty Shade and Alfred
I Allen have important parts in this story of
the Northwest Mounted Police.
Universal City was invaded by a great
number of boys from the Strickland Home
| for Boys. They were entertained by Proi duction Manager Henry Ray and M. Systrom, special representative of President
Laemmle. F. B. Silverwood, vice-president
of the Home, was in charge of the party.
Metro Makes Foreign Feature
The schedule at the Metro Studio provides that the first western -made subject,
" The Legend of Death," in which B. A.
Rolfe will present Edith Storey, is to be
finished by November 3. The company has
worked at the studio a portion of the time
this week, where scenes showing the boudoir of the Czarina were filmed. Furnishings for this were borrowed by Property
Man Danny Hogan of the Italian Ambassador to the United States, who has his
winter home at Pasadena. The exteriors
were made at Monrovia, Cal., where a
church, said to be more than one hundred
years old, was the centre of action. Both
the interior and exterior of this was used.
Todd Browning is in charge of the direction, and the principals supporting this story
are Philo McCullough, Charles Gerard and
Pomeroy Cannon.
John Collins, who was detained in New
York in the finishing of a subject because
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of an accident which befell Bruce Edwards,
his leading man, is scheduled to arrive in
Los Angeles the middle of the coming week.
Mr. Collins will direct Viola Dana, and the
first subject to be made will be " The Winding Trail," which is from a scenario by June
Mathis.
Western Representative B. A. Rolfe is
" cashing " in on the circus experience that
he had in his younger days and has planned
a canvas-enclosed studio that may be used
during rainy weather, with artificial lighting, and transformed into an open stage
about as quick as a " big top " can be taken
down. A great quantity of lighting equipment and a giant generator have been purchased and are now being installed at the
Metro Studios.
Three American Companies Busy
All three companies of the American Studio at Santa Barbara are at work. A new
photoplay was put in production by the
William Russell company, which is the fifth
of the present series of six. This deals
with an Aztec treasure hunt in South America and gives " Big Bill " an entirely new
role. As with former Russell productions,
Edward Sloman will be in charge of the
production.
Russell is said to add considerable to his
reputation as a screen fighter in the film
just finished, " His Arabian Night," which
is being edited by Director Sloman.
" A Daughter of Joan," the first of the
Marguerita Fischer series being made by Director Lloyd Ingraham, is nearing completion, and the scenario department already
has prepared the second subject, which has
been titled "Molly, Go Get 'Em." The
story is by Beatrice Van, who, with William Parker, is author of the film now being
made. The new story is a comedy drama.
Final scenes for " The Mate of the Sally
Ann," which features Mary Miles Minter,
are to be made this week by Director Henry
King. Miss Minter in this story appears

in many scenes in the attire of a ragged
sailor boy. In other scenes she wears some
decidedly fashionable gowns. Alan Forrest is the leading man. George Periolat
takes the role of a slightly demented sea
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The American Film Company is having
prepared
a million postcards showing views
pilot.
of the studios at Santa Barbara, with inserts of the heads of the five stars working
at this plant. These will be distributed
throughout the country.
Triangle Ranks Making a Change
Members of the Triangle producing plant
at Culver City are preparing for an invasion. The coming week will be moving day
for the Triangle-Keystone aggregation,
which has been working at a Hollywood
studio. Numerous suggestions have been
made as to the recepton that should be accorded the six comedy companies. George
du Bois Proctor has suggested a plan which
may be followed. In the absence of General Manager H. O. Davis, who is in the
East, Mr. E. G. Patterson, studio manager,
will be master of ceremonies. The new
stage will be christened in an appropriate
manner, and the Keystoners have been assured they will be treated as royal guests —
on the first day, at least.
Nine of the twelve Triangle directors are
at work this week, three companies waiting
for stories. Three new subjects have been
put in production in the past few days.
A photoplay depicting life in the Latin
Quarter of Paris and sunny Italy before the
world war began, is now being filmed by
Director Walter Edwards, who has Alma
Ruebens in the featured role of " The Passion Flower." The supporting players include W. L. Lawrence, Francis McDonald,
Joe Gregory and others.
Another new photoplay, which now has
a working title of " Without Honor," is
being made by Director E. Mason Hopper.
It features Margery Wilson, supported by

George Walsh Is Right Where the Guns
Thickest in " This Is the Life," His Latest
Fox Are
Feature
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Walt Whitman, Darrell Foss, Laura Sears
and Diana Carrillo.
Life in the Northwest is to be shown in
" Until They Get Me," a photoplay now
being made with Frank Borzage. It will
show man-hunting by the Royal Northwest
Mounted Police. Pauline Stark, Jack Sertis, Joe King, " Curly " Baldwin and Anna
Dodge take part in this picture.
Jack Conway is directing the filming of
" Because of the Woman," which is to have
Belle Bennett in the featured role, supported by Jack Livingston, George Chesebro, George Pearce and Lillian Langdon.
A mammoth shark captured by fishermen
of a Japanese village on the beach near
Santa Monica was used in a number of
scenes for the Triangle photoplay, " The
Ship
of Doom,"
is being
madeBlue,
by
Director
Windhamwhich
Gittins.
Monte
Claire McDowell and Frank Brownlee are
principals in the subject.
G. P. Hamilton, directing the making of
" The Maternal Spark," has during the past
few days worked his company both night
and day in order that all scenes in which
Rowland Lee appears might be taken before it was necessary for him to depart to
an Eastern officers' training camp. Irene
Hunt, Joey Jacobs, Edward Jobson and F.
A. Newberg appear in this picture.
Exterior scenes are being made at Hartville this week by the Roy Stewart Company, directed by Cliff Smith, which has in
the making " The Learnin' of Jim Benton."
Fritzi Ridgeway is leading woman, taking
the part of a schoolmarm, and other roles
are taken by Edward J. Brady and Walter
Perry.
Subjects reported completed this week at
the Triangle Studio are : " Fanatics," directed by Raymond Wells ; " The Sudden
Gentleman," directed by T. N. Heffron, and
" The Ship of Doom," by Windham Gittins. Others ready for shipment now are:
" Regenerates," featuring Alma Ruebens
and Walt Whitman ; " Indiscreet Corinne,"
with Olive Thomas; "The Fuel of Life,"
with
Bennett, and
" Easy
which Belle
will introduce
Charles
GunnMoney,"
as the
featured player.
Joe King has been engaged by the Triangle as leading man, and will play opposite Pauline Start in " Until They Get Me,"
being directed by Frank Borzage.
Keystone Prepares a Burlesque
An early release from the Triangle-Keystone Studio will be a burlesque on the
popular Western drama. Exteriors for this
were made last week by Reggie Morris,
who has Ray Griffith burlesqueing the gunman character. The supporting cast includes Rose Carter and Franklin Bond.
Harry Williams has completed the direction of his third comedy and is now starting
a new Keystone subject with a cast that includes Mai St. Clair, Eddie Gribbon, Max
Asher, Alatia Marton, Dora Rogers, William Irving, Marianna de la Torre and
Alice Davenport.
H. Raymaker has a Keystone Komedy in
the making with Dale Fuller, Maud Wayne,
Lloyd Bacon, Milton Sims and Dorothy Hagar taking part. In a comedy just completed by Raymaker a ton of coal and several barrels of flour were consumed regardless of the high cost of living.
Record for speed was made at the Keystone plant this week by Triangle-Komedy
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[ SERVICE BUREAU IS FOR YOU,
OF YOU AND BY YOU
If you have passed it by in the past,
| turn now to the EXHIBITORS SERVj ICE BUREAU in this issue.
It is a department for you, of yon
| and by you.
The fact that it is not even more
BY you, is your own fault.
It is not a department of press
[| agent
boosts,exchange
manufacturers'
recom-It
mendations,
solicitations.
} is a department that reflects the best
thought of the industry with the exhibitor's interests in view.
You have here a place to bring your
| suggestions and your criticisms, a
I place to get help of any sort, for there
are no limits on the real SERVICE
that this bureau furnishes.
It is a place where you should give
1 other exhibitors the benefit of your
1 good ideas, accounts of your successes,
Either you are doing something
|I well
or you are
doing it badly. There's
no middle
ground.
Let us hear about it. Write the
1 EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
j TODAY.

1
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Arthur. the Naval Reserve and Fort McDirectors Prepare for Ball
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Director Charles Avery, who, with a company including Harry Depp, Fritz Schade,
Myrtle Lind, Jack Henderson, Ruth Langston and Lee Forbes, completed a one-reel
comedy in two days and two hours.
Mitchell Engaged by Balboa
Howard M. Mitchell has been engaged by
the Balboa Company to make the new subjects of the Horkheimer Mutual series starring Anita King and is now at work on the
second of the releases. Miss King will be
supported in this by Henry Gray, Bruce
Smith, Ruth Lackaye and Charles Dudley.
The scenario is by L. V. Jefferson.
Roscoe Arbuckle and company have begun work on the first subject for Paramount to be made in the West, and he and
his staff are busily engaged at the Balboa
Studio at Long Beach. Arbuckle was accompanied West by Lewis Anger, business
manager, and his entire staff. Since arriving at Long Beach Arbuckle has subscribed for $40,000 worth of the second
issue of Liberty Bonds.
Gifts for Film Men-Soldiers
Former members of the Los Angeles
film colony, who are now soldiers at the
several training army and navy camps on
the West Coast, will shortly receive sporting goods costing forty-five hundred dollars. Funds for the purchase of this was
raised at the Douglas Fairbanks-Billy
Sunday baseball game recently staged in
Los Angeles. The merchandise includes
boxing gloves, punching bags, football,
basket ball and baseball outfits complete,
together with dumbbells and other athletic
paraphernalia that may be used at the army
camps. Each camp will receive two outfits, and former film colony boys will be
the custodians. There are six camps on
the west coast located at Linda Vista,
American Lake, Fort Rosecrans, Camp

Motion Picture Directors' Association
has already made plans for its annual ball,
which will be held on Thanksgiving Night,
November 29, at the Rose Rooms of Hotel
Alexandria, Los Angeles.
At a recent
meeting the committee on arrangement!
was named, and includes Joseph deGrasse,
chairman; Frank Beal, Allen Curtis, William Russell, T. N. Heffron, Phillips
Smalley and Bob Daily. Plans already
made provide for a number of features for
this annual event, which is expected to be
far more elaborate than in former years,
Each member will have five guests and
the price will be ten dollars each.
Chairman deGrasse and committee have
received a number of suggestions, and one
that will in all probability be carried out
provides for a number of prizes to be
given some of the most successful players
of the screen for aidirtg with the program.
These prizes, it is understood, will personify releases of the stars.
Arbuckle to Work Again
Work of producing the first Roscoe Arbuckle Western made comedy has been
started at the Balboa studio, where Arbuckle has leased space and producing
privileges.
"Just Twins " is the title of the picture
selected as the first starring vehicle for
Kathleen Clifford, which will be made for
Paramount program and serve as one of
the six releases of this star.
All members of the Mena Film Company
are at the Hollywood studio attending a
directors' meeting, at which arrangements
will be completed for the erection of a
permanent studio in Los Angeles, and the
organization of a releasing system for the
company's multiple reel subjects. The officers and directors are C. G. Kuehn, presiJohn Kuehn, vice-presiToledo;
dent, ofof New
dent,
York; R. R. Hollister, foreign
representative, of Dayton, Ohio; Dr. L. W.
Jones, secretary and treasurer, of Chicago,
and C. C. Driscoll, general manager. All
members of the company are successful
business men, having been identified with
other lines, and are now devoting their
attention entirely to the film business.
The scenario for the second production
of the Mena company is now in preparation and the work of filming it will be
commenced as soon as their first feature,
" By Super Strategy," is completed.
Authors' Film a New One
The Authors' Film Company, organized
by Sam H. London, who was a former
Government investigator of white slave
traffic, is a new organization for Los Anrented at the Beruhas beena seven
Space where
geles.
stein studio,
or eight reel
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under the direc- I
is being
production
tion
of Frank
Beal, made
with James Crosby as
cameraman. The cast includes Ana Luther
and Billy Garwood as principals, with Ann
Schafer, Alida Jones and Tom Walsh
taking important parts.
California Cinema Company is a new
make comeproducing
dies for thecompany
General that
Film will
Company.
The
studio on Ninth street, in Glendale, has
been leased.
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ARTHUR RYAN, erstwhile assistant
cameraman for Robert G. Vignola, at
the Famous Players studio, was presented
with a kiss by Pauline Frederick, Paramount star, on the eve of his departure
for Yaphank as a member of the National Army. A purse of goodly proportions, made up by the studio folk, accompanied the donation, but it is said Ryan
values the farewell remembrance from
Miss Frederick more than the coin.
VACATION time is " when you can get
it " in the studios, and several Paramount stars are taking advantage of temporary lulls to hie themselves to the hills
or elsewhere between productions. Marguerite Clark, having finished the third
" Bab " picture, is taking a week's rest
at her home near Rye, N. Y. J. Searle
Dawley, her director, is also improving
each shining hour before time to grasp
the megaphone again. Elliott Dexter, having completed work in Lina Cavalieri's
first Paramount production, has been hovering in the neighborhood of Excelsior
Springs. Mo. Pauline Frederick has returned from a trip, and is at work on a
new production.
'"THE studio folk of the Empire All*■ Star Corporation have been congratulating themselves upon the acquisition of
R. H. Kelly as their new manager. He
was recently with Selznick, assisting in the
direction of Eva Tanguay's feature, " The
Wild Girl," but has spent most of his time
in the Western studios. Kelly was two
years with Thos. Ince and three years
with Selig, and is now putting the experience of those years to use in the Egyptian sets that are being made for " Her
Sister," the Clyde Fitch play that is serving Olive Tell as a starring vehicle. The
sets in this feature were designed and
executed under Kelly's supervision.
WHEN scenes were being " shot " for
"The Hidden Hand," the Pathe
serial, a few Sundays ago, Wall Street was
called into play as a location, and as a
result the widely heralded banking and
financial thoroughfare was the gathering
spot of more people than has been the case
on the Sabbath in these many years.
In addition to taking the scenes on Wall
street, itself, one of the stunts in the episode, called for Doris Kenyon, star of the
serial, to jump into a water tank. The
crowds that gathered to see the scenes taken
were said to be so large that the police reserves were called out to handle them.
ARTHUR ALBERTSON, of the Kalem
Company, who was one of the first
to enlist in the service of his country, is
now a seaman with a " mosquito fleet " in
a Southern Atlantic port. He has written
a friend in New York that he hopes soon
to be in European waters.

EDWARD EARLE, who is fast earning
the reputation of being the most persistent patriot in the Vitagraph ranks, has
again failed in his attempts to persuade
Uncle Sam to let him enter military service.
This makes the third time he has tried —
and the third time he has failed. So, in
order to satisfy his patriotic spirit in so far
as was possible, Earle visited four places
in New York where Liberty Bonds were
being sold and proposed to the salesman
that for a period of thirty minutes he
would purchase every fifth bond disposed
of. When he departed he had turned over
to the Government $2,000 of his cash,
which, he considered, was the next best
thing to enlisting.

Leah Baird
THE Brenon Studio on Hudson Heights
has taken on an entirely different aspect within the past few days, as, with the
passing of the Russian sets used in " The
Fall of the Romanoffs," the tenements of
the East Side have risen in their place.
The change is for the new Herbert Brenon
production, " Empty Pockets," which is
very likely to call forth all Mr. Brenon's
skill as a master of detail. One of the
unique features in the picture is a reproduction of a scene in the New York hospital.
CHARLES SUTTON, who has the role
of a minister in the forthcoming Metro
production, " The Eternal Mother," starring Ethel Barrymore, is said to hold a record for extensive traveling for the staging
of pictures. Sutton has been on the stage
all his life, and has been in motion pictures since their birth. Besides his Edison
appearances, which included " Napoleon,"
he has played the circus owner in " The
Rainbow Princess," the minister in " The
Valentine Girl," an old sailor in " Peg o'
the Sea " and the minister in " Blue Jeans."

WESLEY RUGGLES, who produced
" For France," the Greater Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature, as well as the
first four Bobby Connelly pictures, has
been notified by the Government that his
draft number indicates early training for
Ruggles, and he is holding himself in readiness to start at a moment's notice. He was
called once before, but was in the midst
of a feature and was fortunate enough to
secure an extension of time in order to
finish it. He is now settling his affairs
prepratory to donning the khaki.
MAE MARSH, star of the new Goldwyn her
photoplay,
has added
name to" Sunshine
the list ofAlley,"
benefactors of animals, which already includes
the names of Mrs. Fiske, DeWolf Hopper
and Bessie Love. Miss Marsh qualified
for the honor roll by the cocoanut grove
she provided for a monkey that used to
dance to the music of a one-legged hurdygurdy and doff his fez for pennies. It
happened at the time they were collecting the various animals to be used in
" Sunshine Alley," and the monkey worked
splendidly into the cast. The scene in
which the animals are used is supposed
to be a bird and animal store kept by an
old man and his granddaughter in a poor
quarter of a great city.
VIRGINIA
her featurePEARSON,
productions inby measuring
the mile,
estimates that she has completed, her thirteenth mile of film for William Fox. She
has finshed eleven pictures and is now busy
on her twelfth, "All for a Husband,"
which Fox expects to release as a Special
Feature on November 18. It is explained,
however, that the thirteen miles are not
the total length of the film in the production in which Miss Pearson has appeared,
but length of frames in which she figures
personally. Figuring on this basis it is
computed that Miss Pearson has been photographed well over a million times during
the eighteen months she has been in the
employ of the Fox Film Corporation.

""TWENTY-SEVEN years on the stage
A and screen is the record of Mrs. Lillian Paige, who has a role in the forthcoming Metro screen version of Blair
Hall's story, " Alias Mrs. Jessop," starring Emily Stevens. Most of these years
have been spent in the support of prominent stars, though Mrs. Paige admits that
she has had her share of " one-nightstands," and of the usual ups and downs
of the theatrical profession. Formerly
Lillian Paige played leading parts and ingenues. Now she is playing grande dames
and " sweet mothers." " That is the penalty I have to pay for having a lot of
gleaming white hair," said the acress smiling. "As soon as they see that they cast
me at once for a mother part. Well, I'm
PRODenough
UCERSto plav them."
glad
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By LONGACRE
VV7 LLIAM LORD WRIGHT, long pub▼V Hcity manager for Selig, has been
engaged by Pathe for important work in
the title and film editorial department. He
will be associated with H. C. Hoagland,
who recently forsook the general managership of Selig to take charge of this department at Pathe.

DECORATING the center of this page
is Paul Dowling, familiarly known as
Pat. Mr. Dowling has been identified with
the business just about one year too long,
this being the length of time he has pulverized the English language in a vain attempt to write pieces for the papers. Previous to his advent into the picture industry he had a striking career as stevedore,
street cleaner and jail bird. He is now a
refugee in the Lasky Studio on the west
coast where he continues, under the direction of Ken McGaeffy to horribly mutilate
the dictionary in order to publicize the
stars of that company. Our photograph
shows Mr. Dowling in one of his idle
moments.
How Very Clever ! !
" When Louise Huff was at boarding
school she and the other girls used to
amuse themselves sometimes by playing
a trick on the newsboys and bootblacks
that hung around the campus. Calling a
number of these youths under the windows
of the dormitory, Louise and the rest would
heat pennies over a gas jet, holding them
with a curling iron and then throw them to
the boys, taking great delight in watching
the kids try to pick them up."
"""THE first Thomas H. Ince Artcraft
A production, ' The Narrow Trail,' "
says the 'steemed Evening Mail, " will star
Sylvia Bremer, an Australian beauty." And
all the timethat
we Fritz,
were abiding
by Bill Hart's
assertion
the celebrated
pinto
pony, was the star.
WELL, the 'steemed News isn't much
better. On page 3107 of last week's
issue a picture of Wilfred Lucas was
pointed out as Thomas Meighan. Not that
we care at all, but both Wilfred and
Thomas might have some objections.

second Liberty Loan is all subscribed for by this time, but anyway
you might like to know that :
Tom North of Pathe gave the fifteen
hundred dollars he won on the White Sox
to Mrs. North, with permission to buy an
automobile, but instead she invested it in
Liberty Bonds.
Marguerite Clark of Paramount disposed
of a million dollars' worth of bonds working in the theatres of Cincinnati in conjunction with the Chamber of Commerce.

THE

THEDA BARA BEWARE

FLORENCE REED changes her costume no less than fifty-seven* times for
" The Struggle Everlasting," now in course
of production by Harry Rapf.
PETE SCHMID fled from New York a
week ago Saturday to handle the publicity on Douglas Fairbanks' Liberty Loan
campaign.
• Figures certified by Arthur MacHugh.

GEORGE BERTHOLON, the Goldwyn
assistant director, was in St. Augustine, Fla., with the Mary Garden troupe
filming scenes for " Thais." He returned
to the hotel after a brief shopping tour with
annoyance
in his voice and on his countenance.
" The old slave market is a bunk," he
announced in a tone that left no room for
doubt. " It's a bunk. They haven't got a
slave in stock."

Pat Dowling

THERE are a lot of people from this
neck of the woods who are terribly
disturbed over the report that C. N. Reinhardt of Broadway Brevities has been
drafted.
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LOCAL NEWS
EDITORIAL
— Rob't Bruce of Educational is
As old as the eons is the returning
in about 4 wks. or 1
mo., is the latest report.
controversy
as
to
what
con—
Ben
Grimm
was in town a
stitutes Art. Some of the
wk. ago. He is enjoying himself
masters have proven conclu- thoroughly for the time being.
Lyons and Lee Moran,
sively to their own entire sat- the— Eddie
comedians of the
isfaction, that to be art, a w. c,twoare best
in town at the present
thing must possess realism. writing, having a very" good time.
— M. J. Samuels, pres. of the
On the other hand, other American
Photoplay Co., was seen
equally brainy masters have looking for offices in the Godfrey
asserted, also with proof, that Bldg. one day last wk.
art, to be Art, with a capital — King Baggot, the w. k. actor
parts, even
walks say
around
"A" must never duplicate life ofdoesn't
" helloB'way
" to andus
as it really exists.
any more.
— A. T. Lang, of the Nick
If you were to ask Melton Power
Co., has shaved off his
Phelos, of Elyria, O., and hirsute adornment, regarding
manager of Elyria's biggest which we spoke in last w'ks
motion picture emporium, — This wk. Joe Kelley is going
what he thinks constitutes the pace that kills, he taking
Larry Reid's place of last wk.
Art, he is apt to agree with paper.
— " Seeing the Rialto with
the fellows who advocate Rothapfel
" Pritchard of the m.
p.
newsgous with
admits
he Tank
is analo-in
realism. And there's a reathe that
British
this
country.
son. As an advertising medium in connection with — E. W. Hammons is thinking
ot buying a limousine shortly, he
" Rebecca of Sunnybrook desiring at the same time to get
Farm," Manager Phelos dec- rid of his 7 passenger Paige,
orated his lobby with farm (adv.)
— Mabel Condon, the w. k. p. a.
products, among which were and agent of the w. c. , is in N. Y.
two hens. These hens must at the present writing and having
old acquaintances from renewing
all accounts.
have felt a deep responsibility a fine time
toward Phelos, because they — Helen Rockwell, of motohas an
elegant
have donated two fresh eggs graphy,
which seems
to belie
the fur
fact coat,
that
for his breakfast ever since she is only an m. p. reviewer.
—
Ed
Warren
showed
his
latest
they entered upon their artispicture
to the
at the
tic career.
phi theatre
one trade
day last
wk. Adel-

— Sid. Olcott showed his latest
picture to the trade at the Strand
one day last wk.
— Geo. Graves writes from
camp that the barracks look like
a Thos. H. Ince Western setting.
— Geo. Pardy sat way down in
front during the showing of the
Sid. Olcott's
show
his noble picture
profile. in order to
— Terry McGovern is going the
pace that kills. Ah there, Terry.
— Weed Dickinson is working
nights on the m. or 1. morning
telegraph these days.
— Connie Talmadge was seen
last wk. in a Selznick picture,
" Scandal " by name, in which
she did
the best
work of her feature career,
say we.
— Willard Bradley has not
come to see us lateiy, there being no scandal afoot.
—
was which
an exhibitors'
ball
last There
Sat. eve.
many from
this H attended.
— Messrs. Worts and Corey of
the m. p. news have decided not
to
buy warcigarettes
owing
severe
tax of one
penny.to the
— Mary Anderson has left the
west Vitagraph company, we
remark, in newsy style.
— Eddie Lincoln has just spent
a wk. in East Gloucester, Mass.
— Fritz Tidden's hair is coming
— Now is the time tor all good
men to come to the aid of the
party, (adv. )
—Walt K. Hill of Bluebird &
Universal promises to have picforetureslong.of his staff on this page be-
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Indianapolis Welcomes Several
Stars of Screen
Indianapolis extended a good old
Hoosier welcome to a galaxy of filmdom's
stars on October 20, when the players were
escorted to the Indiana metropolis by the
American Exhibitors' Association of Indiana. Included in the party were Lillian
Walker, Naomi Childers, Rose Tapley, little Madge Evans, Mary McAlister, Anne
Stewart, June Elvidge, Belle Bruce, Marguerite Snow, Jimmie Morrison, Lester
Parks and Taylor Holmes.
" Indianapolis can thank Charles C. Pettijohn for our being here," said Rose Tap|ley,
for companies
it was onlywere
through
his influence
that "our
prevailed
upon to
release us for the time."
Most of the money taken in through the
visit of the stars went to the Movie War
Fund.
Censorship May Be Thrust Upon
Gary, Indiana
According to information received last
; week from Gary, Ind., a secret committee
said to be composed of fifteen persons is
;! attempting to impose censorship on the
motion picture theatres of the city. Some
! of the newspapers of the town have taken
the matter up, commenting upon it in the
news and editorial columns from time to
time.
The Lake County Times, at Hammond,
Ind., denounces the alleged attempt at censorship with the following : " This comi mittee, whose executive committee for the
heavy work is not revealed, was organized
| by the politicians and anti-labor union officials of the steel chiefs of Gary, ostensibly
, for reform purposes but really for the city
campaign."
Vitagraph Sends Cowboy to
Herald New Serial
Vitagraph has sent one of its dyed-inthe-wool Western cowboys out on the road
to tell the public a lot of intimate things
about its new serial, " The Fighting
Trail." Denver Dixon, the missionary,
went into Cleveland last week, and will
remain there until next week, during which
time it is expected he will wear off some
of the newness of his first visit across
the Arizona border. He is appearing in
person in the theatres showing " The
Fighting Trail," and is telling the audiences
how the feature was made and other points
of interest.
Omaha

Newspaper Woman Edits
Picture Page
Miss Elinore Duffy, a society and club
editress on a daily paper in Omaha, Neb.,
has been engaged as motion picture editor
of the Daily News in Omaha. She is the
first woman motion picture editor in that
city.

EXHIBITOR

PERSONALS

ARIZONA. — J. E. Foley is putting his Gem theatre, at Chloride, in shape for solid comfort
during the coming Winter. He is having the
inside
lined with
plaster-board,
ceiling
with suitable
material
and the the
entire
insidelinedof
the building painted and overhauled. A new
screen has been installed and very soon the
patrons of this popular playhouse will enjoy a
continuous performance, made possible by the
addition of another projecting machine.
CALIFORNIA. — J. A. Ouinn, an exhibitor of
Los Angeles, has decided to establish a chain
of Quinn's
throughout
the beWest,
lieving thattheatres
by so doing
he will
able be-to
eliminate a great deal of overhead expense, and
avoid much of the waste exhibitors now suffer,
for the same publicity campaigns and posters
will accompany each film that goes over the
Quinn circuit.
GEORGIA. — Dick Tant has been appointed manager of the Forsyth theatre, Atlanta.
ILLINOIS.— G. W. Tenfel and Ray Pfetcher
have bought the Isis theatre at Roseville, and
will conduct same in conjunction with their
Astoria house.
Johnment ofJ.theO'Herren
has assumed
the and
manageGrand theatre,
Knoxville,
will
run a combination program of vaudeville and
motion picture.
Misssical Grace
has undertaken
end of theWhaling
new theatre
at Kewanee.the muAscher Brothers, theatre operators, have
added another large theatre to their chain,
having leased from Thomas A. Collins the
Grand-Oak theatre building on the Grand boulevard, near Oakwood boulevard, for a term of
ten years at a reported rental of $7,500 per
annum. With this theatre the lessees will have
twelve motion picture theatres in various parts
of the city. The lease was negotiated by B. W.
Eisendrath and David S. Simon, the legal details being handled by N. R. Jones and L. F.
Jacobson. L. E. Wheeler has leased the PrinINDIANA.—
cess theatre at Vincennes.
A. L. La Fountain is enlarging his theatre,
The Fowler, at Fowler, and putting in a new
balcony to seat about 40 extra people.
Allardt Brothers of Chicago, owners of the
Orpheum theatre, Elkhart, have leased the thetre to Julius Lamm and S. Abrahames, of Chicago, for five years. Two new motion picture
machines, costing $1,400, have been installed
by Charles
the lessees.
Gray, formerly owner of the Star
theatre, Bluffton, has sold his moving picture
show city.
at Montpelier to George Bretzinger of
that
G. E. Price of Parker, Ind., has bought the
Pastime
theatre, at Hartford, and will move
to
this city.
The Lenwood Amusement Company, now
conducting the Rialto and Lenwood theatres,
Indianapolis, has taken over the Gayety theatre
in East Washington street and will present
photoplays
and vaudeville.
The Gayety has
undergone extensive
Improvement.
James Bouras of Chicago, has bought the
Royal Grand theatre, Warsaw, off W. R.
Deaton.
IOWA. — Lawrence Kiernan of Ida Grove has
purchased the Princess theatre from W. D.
Pringle of Des Moines and expects to open
the beautiful playhouse in a short time under
new management, which will be announced
later.
J. C. Duncan has bought the Plaza theatre,
112 Pierce street, Sioux City, and contemplates
making many improvements. The new owner
was for many years manager of the local branch
of the National Biscuit Company, and has been
connected with the Globe Film Companv for
the last two years. J. E. Bryant, of Waterloo, la., was formerly in charge of the theatre,
being president of the Plaza Theatre Company,
former
house. lessee of the popular Sioux City picture
R. S. Benjamin has taken over the management of the Peoples theatre at Redfield.
MARYLAND. — Joseph Brodie, proprietor of the
Brodie theatre, Baltimore, gave a sacred concert on Sunday a week ago to provide comforts
for the drafted men of his section. The arrangements were in charge of a committee
headed
by Frederick Obrecht and a goodly sum
was raised.
James J. Hartlove, proprietor of the Crescent
theatre, South Charles street, Baltimore, gave
a special picture show on Sunday, October 14,
to raise funds for a football outfit for the soldierstendedat Fort
Howard, and great success athis efforts.

South Dakota Business Picking Up
According to reports in Omaha, Neb., the
exchange centre for adjacent territory,
South Dakota is experiencing better business than was expected this fall. A large
number of houses in the smaller towns are
increasing their number of shows and show
days and new theatres are expected to open
about November 1.
While the increase in admission prices
has not been marked, it has been general
over the State, until no five-cent houses
and an ever diminishing number of tencent houses remain. Here and there over
the State, although not as thickly as in
Iowa and Nebraska, are fifteen, twenty and
twenty-five cent houses. An increasing
number of houses are charging higher admission prices when showing big features.
Express Deliveries Discussed in
Cleveland
Representatives of the motion picture
industry and of the various express companies in Cleveland met last week in the
Chamber of Commerce to talk over the
difficulties motion picture men are having
in regard to express deliveries. The delays are not only annoying, but are a source
of financial loss in many cases where films
are said to be delivered too late for a
show. The express companies claim this
is due to congestion all along the lines, and
declare that nothing can be done at this
time to alleviate the difficulty.
Northwest Exhibitors Let Soldiers
in Free
Free admission for soldiers is getting to
be the rule in the smaller towns of the
Northwest and exhibitors are finding that it
pays, when too many troops are not quartered in a place. Theatres in St. Cloud,
Fairmont and Albert Lea took the lead and
others fell into line. It has proved a good
plan. Soldiers don't like to go to theatres
alone but they go and take the family or
other guests with them.
Lillian Walker Helps Red Cross
in Indianapolis
Lillian Walker, star of the Ogden Pictures Corporation, left on Friday night of
last week for Indianapolis, where she was
expected to appear at a benefit to be given
by the Indiana branch of the American
Exhibitors' Association for the benefit of
the Tobacco and Red Cross Fund for
American soldiers. She was accompanied
by Lester Park, general manager of OgPictures Corporation; Belle Bruce and
Rose denTapley.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
rtmiminini mmiiitinii llOTtl iitniininiiiimiittinnttmiiiiiiiHimii)
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Chicago Theatre Passes
The old American Music Hall, now
known as the Chicago Theatre at Wabash
avenue and Eighth street, the scene of
many bracing musical comedies and minstrel shows in the old days and of late the
home of moving pictures, is to be turned
into a public hall and " emergency " place
of assembly.
Sunday School Man Holds Up for
Pictures
C. O. Frisbie, newly elected Sunday
school superintendent of the La Salle Avenue Baptist church, Chicago, sent in his
resignation last week when the board of
deacons forbade his using pictures in the
church on Sunday.
" If the men of the La Salle Avenue Baptist church," declared Mr. Frisbie, " had a
little more red blood in them there would
be no trouble. I put more than $100 of my
own money into these pictures. I simply
wanted to use them as a means of attracting the boys. I have been a Sunday school
superintendent for fifteen years and think
I know something about what children like.
And I also know what's good for them."
Cuneo

Turns Speaker to Aid
Recruiting
Lester Cuneo, the man who has played
the " heavy " for Harold Lockwood for the
last two years or more, is in Chicago, making speeches in theatres to stimulate recruiting. Cuneo enlisted in the infantry a
a few weeks ago and during the interim
until he is called for active service is spending his time speaking in theatres.
" Lockwood and I drew straws," said Mr.
Cuneo, " to see which one of us would represent the Yorke Film Corporation in the
United States Army. And I won and am
glad of it. I don't know when I will have
to report, but until I am called I shall continue my speech-making campaign among
the playhouses."
Wholesome Not Working at the
Rothacker Studios
A mistake was made in Motion Picture
News of October 20, when it was stated
that the Wholesome Film Company was at
work at the Rothacker Studios, making
a picture featuring Charlotte, the skater.
The concern making the film is the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, and not
the Wholesome Film Company.
Albright in Chicago for Motion
Picture News
Lisle M. Albright, formerly connected
with Motography in the Chicago Daily
Herald, has joined the staff of the Chicago
office of Motion Picture News. Mr. Albright will have general charge of the editorial work there, and will also aid in the
advertising campaigns, under the direction of Wm. J. McGrath, western manager.

AND

COMMENT

J. McGRATH
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Edward W. Johnson is a new Pathe salesman,
taking
the place of Bert Graham, who has been
transferred.
The owner of the Republic theatre on Lincoln
avenue had a taste of the horrors of war recently
when three men enlisted and two were drafted
on the same day. His manager, operator, piano
player, stage manager and drummer left him
within twenty-four hours and for a time he
thought he would have to close up shop.
Billie West was in Chicago last week visiting
his family. The Standard Film Company is releasing the Billy West comedies in this section of
the country.
Marguerite Snow was the guest of honor at the
Hamilton Club at a luncheon Oct. 22.
Ricord Gradwell, general manager of the World
Film Company, was a visitor at the local office
Oct. 19. He is on his way to the Pacific Coast,
making a tour of the Western branches, and incidentally hopes to see about a new home he is
building in Los Angeles.
The new Hoffman Foursquare Exchange in the
College
Building film
is more
like a Rich
broker's
than an ordinary
exchange.
green office
carpet, mahogany desks and furniture and plenty of
plate glass make the exhibitor feel that he is on
La Salle street buying bonds instead of on
Wabash negotiating a film transaction.
L. A. Rozelle, manager of the World exchange,
has a newecutiveman
whom
is grooming who
for anis the
exposition.
C. A.he Thompson,
recipient
of
this
special
training,
has
only
been
there about three weeks.
N. S. Kaplan, promoter of Russian Art Films
in this country, stopped off at the local Pathe
exchange last week on his way back to Russia.
Martin Sachs, manager of the Knickerbocker
theatre, who was seriously hurt in a recent auto
accident, is still in the hospital, but is doing very
well. The two companions with him at the time
of the accident, however, are not expected to
live.
Simeon Greiver, of Greiver and Herz, attended
the Indianapolis convention of the American ExAssociation,
20. given
and seemed
very muchhibitors'
pleased
at October
the ovation
Lillian
Walker when she put in her appearance at the
meeting.
"
Lust
of
the
Ages,"
her
first
picture,
made by Ogden Pictures Corporation, is soon to
be released by Greiver and Herz.
A. G. Stanton and George E. Pfisterer, speakers for the Liberty Bond Committee, addressed
employes of the American Film Company at a
noon meeting one day last week and found it a
hot-bed of patriotism. Every employe of office
and factory
signed
up, and the
has arranged to aid
its employes
in company
making monthly
payments through the office.
George H.
Gibson,
one ofFilm
the Manufacturing
factory representatives of the
Rothacker
Company, is now in the United States army
" somewhere in the East." Fred Nieman of the
factory organization of the Rothacker studios is
also doing his bit for Uncle Sam at Rockford, 111.
Charlie Chaplin in his latest and last Mutual
picture,
Adventurer,"
the screens
of Chicago" The
theatres
last week,occupied
North, East,
South
and
West.
Douglas
Fairbanks
in
"
from Painted Post " and Marguerite The
ClarkManin
" Bab'sandDiary
" were the
the city
other generally.
headliners in the
loop
throughout
The Playhouse theatre in Oak Park, Chicago
suburb, is now under the administrative guidance
of a woman. Mrs. J. R. Gage has supplanted
Mr. Compton as manager, and the firm of Hill,
Davis and Ellsworth, owners of the building, are
relying on the enterprise and ability of Mrs.
Gage to pull the Playhouse out of a tight place.
Up to six months ago she controlled and operated
a string of theatres in Northern Illinois.
Max Levy, salesman for Metro, did the big
towns between Chicago and St. Louis last week
in the interests of the new production, " Draft
The Central Park, a new Balaban and Katz
house, opened up Saturday, October 27, to an
audience that eyed with wonder this new temple
of the cinema. The Central Park has a seating
capacity
and is a masterpiece of theatre
258." of 2,600
construction
and equipment. Among other features it has an orchestra of twenty-two pieces.

Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American FilmfromCompany,
reports
a sale of "film
The trade.
Diathe Sky
" to the
Brazil mond
thus gets
exclusive
rightsBrazil
to the picture,
the subject being 60,000 feet in length.
W. R. Sheehan, general manager of Fox Film
Corporation, paid Chicago a flying visit last week
to hold the reins at a special conference of Fox
exchange managers of the central states and Far
West. Among those in conference with Mr.
Sheehan were C. W. Eckhardt, of the local office,
together
with Jack
O'Toole
Lester Sturm.
Charles Manfrey
of the
Omahaandexchange,
Robert
Churchhill of the Denver branch, Whitney Young
of the Kansas City branch, E. A. Westcott of
Minneapolis and E. H. Wachter of the Dallas
office.
Louisas alive
Frank,as live
thatthat
he kidnapped
is, wasn't
quite
the exhibitor
auto thieves
his car last Saturday, October 20, while he was
paying a friendly visit in the College Building.
207 South Wabash avenue.
P. G. Baxter, formerly with Triangle in Kansas City, is now salesman for Metro in Illinois.
He is taking the place of H. R. Skirboll of the
local office,
who is now boosting Metro productions in Indiana.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association,haslocaltaken
of the
tion,
new American
offices on Exhibitors'
the seventh Associafloor of
the Mailers Building.
Although cramped for space. Manager Bayley
of the Greater Vitagraph exchange is trying to
wait the outcome of the proposed ordinance forcing all exchange offices out of the loop before
taking more commodious quarters. The Vitagraph Company is said to be utilizing but one
third of the floor space companies of similar size
are using in Chicago.
Herman Wolfgram, sales manager of the Milwaukee Universal exchange, was in Chicago last
week undergoing an operation on his throat.
Mr. Wolfgram claims he wore his voice out
selling Universal service, but the home office
thinks
he lost his voice rooting at the SoxGiants game.
I. VanRonkel. manager of Bluebird Photoplays
in Chicago and vicinity, announces that hereafter
the regular Bluebird showing for exhibitors and
press will take place Wednesday mornings.
The Motion Picture Club held a meeting Wednesday evening, October 24, at the Hotel Morrison. Following the dinner a brief snappy business meeting was held.
Abe Stern, manager of the L-Ko Studio in
Universal City, paid Chicago a visit last week on
his way to New York. On his return from the
East Mr. Stern expects to tour the principal
cities
in behalf of Century Comedies and the
L-Ko Comedies.
Manager C. W. Eckhardt, of the local Fox
office, spent a few days in Milwaukee last week
on business.
Catherine Melcher, in charge of the work of
keeping Chicago and Illinois exhibitors informed
as
to whatandis fruitful
non-taxable
doing atsome
intensive
work music,
in heris office
the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League.
Myrtle Stedman, who is making a tour of the
Paramount theatres between New York and Chicago, is doing something different than is usually
seen on this sort of tour. She is singing as well
as delivering talks to the audience. She will resume picture making after this missionary work.
Fairbanks \isits Chicago on
Liberty Loan Tour
Douglas Fairbanks visited Chicago last
week after the manner of Haroun Al
Rachid rather than according to the custom of a well press-agented modern screen
actor. Anyway, not many people knew of
Doug'sonvisit
hadshort
gone.notice
He
came
fromuntil
Newafter
Yorkhe on
and made a whirlwind campaign in hotel
lobbies and picture theatres, urging people
to buy Liberty Bonds.
Doug had with him his wife and young
son, Douglas, Jr., a robust lad of eight
years and a real boy.
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" The Spreading Dawn "
(Goldwyn — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
JANE COWL makes her debut as a Goldwyn star in " The
Spreading Dawn," a photoplay written for her by Basil King
and produced under the direction of Larry Trimble. Miss Cowl,
an actress of rare ability on the speaking stage, loses none of her
talent and magnetism even when deprived of her voice. Her
slightest expression carries the greatest significance and the manner in which she has here shaded, here lightened her character of
Patricia Vanderpyle shows her a competent mistress of the art of
screen acting.
Miss Cowl is not all of " The Spreading Dawn," but she is a
considerably large portion of it. The main story, told in retrospect, centers entirely on a love theme, and does not conclude
happily. It is filled with misunderstandings on the part of the
heroine, mainly brought about through the plotting of another
woman flirt. It possesses one of those single track plots that
requires little shift of scene and one which after going at top
speed for a length of time seems to lose itself against a wall.
It is only the most skilful playing of Miss Cowl and her support
and the generally expert handling of the plot hy Mr. Trimble
that makes the picture what it actually is — an enjoyable piece of
entertainment.
When the main story is concluded the picture returns to its
modern characters. The niece of Patricia closes her aunt's diary.
And then there is a picture of her lover still awaiting his answer
without the door. This got a laugh at the Strand. It was a
pretty long wait even when the answer was " yes." But such a
slip can easily be corrected. The main thing to report is that
the Strand audience seemed to thoroughly appreciate " The
Spreading Dawn " in its entirety.
Mr. Trimble has handled his scenes capably and there are not
.a few strikingly artistic effects introduced. Miss Cowl, even
as Patricia Vanderpyle in her declining years, is a convincing
figure. Orme Caldara is a most pleasing hero, and Harry Spingler,
Mabel Ballin and Edmond Lowe head a good supporting cast.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Georgina (Mabel Ballin), asks permission from her old aunt, Patricia
Mercer Vanderpyle (Jane Cowl), to marry Captain Nugent (Edmond Lowe)
before his departure for France. Patricia refuses it and in reply to
Georgina's urging gives her an old diary of her own girlhood to read.
There is then unfolded the story of Patricia's romance with Anthony
Vanderpyle
(Orme
Caldara),interference
in the daysof ofMrs.
'61.LeAfter
winning
her despite the
attempted
Roy wooing
(Florenceand Billings),
he is called to the colors the day after the wedding. Later he returns on
furlough. After a few moments with Patricia he suddenly leaves her to
see Mrs. Le Roy. Patricia's suspicions are aroused particularly when
Le Roy (Henry
her husband's
actions.
Le Roy,Stephenson)
in a rage, comes
returnsto toherhiscomplaining
home and ofshoots
and kills
Vanderpyle.
In the last page of the diary is a letter from Vanderpyle to Patricia, written the same day. which she has never opened. Georgina opens it. It proves
to have been written after the shct was fired, and exonerates Anthony. He
had gone to straighten out the affair of his brother, Bentley (Harry Spingler), who had carried on a flirtation with Mrs. Le Roy. With this revelation Patricia dies meeting Anthony again in the Spreading Dawn. Only
a few days later Georgina watches her husband, the young captain, march
off to war.
"The Belgian"
(Sidney Olcott Players, Inc. — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
""""THE BELGIAN," a story of the European war, written by
*■ Frederic Arnold Kummer and produced by Sidney Olcott
with Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant as featured leads,
is the latest picture offered States rights buyers.
The war is employed merely to create a dramatic situation
that is only a part of the photoplay, although what few battle
scenes appear are handled realistically. And Mr. Olcott has
chosen to surround these scenes with a number of patriotic
sub-titles that will easily stir the easily stirred picture audience
of these times. Closing with views of English, French and American soldiers preceded by flags of the respective nations, the
picture is certain of being heartily applauded.
" The Belgian " was written by Frederic Arnold Kummer, an
author of note, who chose as his leading characters, a young

sculptor who rises to fame, the simple fisher-lass who is forgotten,
and the seductive adventuress, this time a German spy ; who claims
the sculptor's attentions, until he learns the truth. He is blinded
in the war and as the spy wants nothing more of him after that,
the fisher-lass takes her place hy his side and contrives various
ways with which to make him believe that the other woman is
faithful.
Mr. Kummer's story resolves itself mainly into this familiar
tale of love, with the war motif in the background, and interwoven
through it and often eclipsing it, an expose of the German spy
system in Belgium and France before and during the war.
The main plot has its beginnings sluggishly. The characters
are introduced firmly and there is a wealth of detail to plant the
different situations. The vitals of it are not reached until the
war is introduced. Subsequently the action progresses swiftly
but even here unity and coherence of scene are sometimes lacking.
As for the spy system with its numerous code messages, one
becomes thoroughly saturated with it before the picture closes.
It is overworked.
In fact the main fault with " The Belgian " can be traced to
the apparently inexperienced continuity writer. The looseness of
the beginning, the sometimes obvious lack of dramatic technique
and the superfluity of the spy stuff standing witness to this statement. Mr. Olcott's direction is generally commendable and Mr.
Whiteside and Miss Grant, besides being excellent types, play
enthusiastically and with good results. Georgio Majeroni, Sally
Crute, Anders Randolph and Arda La Croix appear in parts to
which they are well fitted.
" The Belgian " is a good title, and the picture has its good
points including the patriotic touches. And when it comes to
author and star its advertising possibilities are many. From the
box-office standpoint these merits may overshadow its artistic
weaknesses referred to.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Victorvelops a Morenne
(Walker
in a Belgian
detalent for modeling Whiteside),
and, under fisherman
the patronage
of Dupinvillage,
(Georgio
Majeroni), journeys to Paris to study. He meets with success and forgets
his former sweetheart, Jeanne (Valentine Grant), when he is introduced to
the Countess de Vries (Sally Crute), who is, in reality, a German spy.
Back in the village Berger (Anders Randolph), the postmaster, another
spy, presses his suit for the hand of Jeanne. Victor returns home at the
outbreak of the war, and joins the Belgian army. While aiding in resisting
the German attack he is shot in the head, and as a result loses his sight.
He is sent back to Paris to recuperate, where he begs visits from the Countess, who has not yet been apprehended. Jeanne, acting as his nurse, writes
him letters
from the
When Victor
he is learns
nearly the
recoveredpurporting
Jeanne returns totocome
Belgium.
His Countess.
sight restored
real character of the Countess, and shortly afterward she is captured. He
leaves to rejoin his regiment. Jeanne, in possession of important papers
given her by a wounded messenger, is captured by the Germans. She is
about to be executed when the Belgian attack proves successful. Jeanne and
Victor are reunited.
"The Adventurer"
(Mutual-Chaplin — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE

Adventurer
The with
to "meet
to say in
much Chaplin
THERE
as much"
his tricks
and regard
thatnotCharles
except is
response as ever. He appears as an ex-convict who, after eluding
his pursuers, rescues a girl from a watery grave and then poses
as a man of wealth. He does a lot of kicking and has conceived
many ridiculously funny methods of escaping the prison guards.
" There is not much to say," sounds rather detrimental, on second thought, but naturally its meaning should not be interpreted
as such. If "The Adventurer" were the comedian's first picture
there would be pages to write, but his personality, his brand of
humor, and his competence as a producer as well as an actor
are so well known that they need no further elaboration.
Suffice it that Chaplin's last Mutual comedy is crammed with
laughs. His well aimed pedal attacks on an adversary's posterior
regions are as funny here as they ever were before, while his
nonchalant attitude in performing his business serves to the usual
uproarious
effect. and Eric Campbell again lead the supporting
Edna Purviance
cast which, individually and as a whole, plays up to Chaplin in
faultless style.
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" The Man Trap "
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE

1 I ' HIS is decidedly one of the best mystery pictures yet seen.
■ ■■■ And one of its strong points is that there is not a superfluity of mystery. Many producers in an attempt to get the
audience wondering, throw a maze of scenes on the screen that
mean little or nothing even when the final explanation forthcomes. Waldemar Young, who wrote " The Man Trap," has
written each scene for a definite effect — he has evolved a mystery
story that is not a mess and naturally it follows that his material,
when well pictured, entertains up to the very last.
The seemingly hopeless plight in which the hero is thrown on
the night of his escape from jail leaves one totally in the dark
as to his way out. The suspense created by this situation is
admirably maintained until the inspector's confession clears both
the hero and the weak-minded fellow who supposes himself
guilty of the crime — and who, it may be remarked, the audience
also supposes guilty. It comes as a certain surprise when he is
cleared and when the hero's ready offer to save the girl he loves
from disgrace turns in his favor and freedom instead of a
second jail sentence.
Herbert Rawlinson as John Mull, the hero ; Ruby La Fayette
as his mother, and Sally Starr as the heroine, make a pleasing
trio and the support shows to very good advantage. Elmer Clifton has given the picture a production that stamps him as master
of every detail of his craft.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
John Mull (Herbert Rawlinson), once a reporter, has been made the
goat of his grafting employer, Steadman (Mark Fenton) and the police
inspector, Finch (Frank MacQuarrie), and starts a twenty-year jail sentence. He makes good an escape after a year's imprisonment and, after
visiting his mother (Ruby La Fayette), makes for Steadman's house with
intent
to
Steadman's
Starr),
whose (Jack
hand
John was kill
oncehim.
a suitor,
plans ward,
to elopeBessthat(Sally
evening
withforGrange
Nelson), son of the district attorney (Dana Ong). While he is waiting,
Steadman surprises him and orders him to leave. They quarrel, and Grange
hits Steadman, who falls. Believing himself a murderer, Grange makes
good his escape, taking Bess with him. When the servants discover the
murder they notify Finch, who conducts the investigation. Evidence points
to Grange as the guilty man. He is caught and confesses. While on the
way to jail the automobile is wrecked and Grange escapes. In the meantime, John, attempting to enter the Steadman home, is shot at by a policeman. He runs away, later encountering Grange and Bess, who are attempting to relieve the former of his handcuffs. John learning the news sends
them both home, telling them to leave the matter in his hands. He goes
to the home of Finch and finds him looking through the papers which
sent him (John) to jail. He returns to the Steadman home with the inspector as a prisoner, who after the third degree, confesses having killed
Steadman
himselfhisafter
unconscious
fromhasGrange's
the
cause being
desirediscovering
to obtain him
the papers.
Grange
accused blow,
Bess
as being the cause of all his trouble, and, realizing his selfish character, she
goes to John after his name has been cleared.
" The Maid of Belgium "
(World Film — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
MOTHER love is the dominating note in " The Maid of Belgium," which stars Alice Brady. And while it has been
juggled with rather freely at times from the standpoint of the
mother mind, its various twists result in a number of melodramatic situations that create both suspense and sympathy.
Alice Brady has seldom been seen in a role that gives such
full play to her varied talents. There are three distinct phases
of the part. She is the young girl, the partly demented refugee
from a ravished land, and the loving mother. Acting with a
sincerity and a striking enthusiasm for her character in every
scene Miss Brady is highly effective in registering the many high
lights of the story that fall into her hands.
The support too is in keeping with the customary high standard
evinced in the majority of the World-Brady subjects. George
MacQuarrie makes a human figure of the American business man
who longs for a child to brighten his home, and Louise de Rigney
is natural in the somewhat artificial and difficult role of his wife.
The picture opens with scenes of Belgium immediately prior
to the war. The quiet and peace of the little village stands in
striking contrast to the fine suggestion of war and pillage that
follows soon afterwards. When the scene shifts to America a
number of pretty suburban views form a background for the
exterior action.
Adrian Gil-Spear is the author of " The Maid of Belgium,"
while George Archainbaud directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Adoree (Alice Brady), fleeing from her ruined home in Belgium is cared
for by the Hudsons (Louise de Rigney and George MacQuarrie), American
tourists,
who eventually
The isshock
mind
to that
of a child.adopt
Whenher.
a child
born oftowarher,hastheturned
doctorAdoree's
(Lotta
Burnell) and Mrs. Hudson urger her to allow the latter to claim it as hers,
in order that it may have a name. Mrs. Hudson's motive in doing this is
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o gratify her husband's longing for children of his own. And so he is led
to
thatforAdoree's
his wife's.
only isable
stand
thisbelieve
situation
a short child
time.is She
kidnaps Adoree
the babyis but
laterto found.
Another sudden shock causes a return of her memory
and
Adoree
tells
story of her marriage to Jean (Anthony Merlo) on the eve of the war the
la
possession of the truth the doctor demands that
Hudson restore the
child to its rightful mother. It is a severe blow toMrs.Hudson,
but he finally
excuses
wife's atdeceit
and restores Adoree to her husband, who happen*
the time.
America
to be in his
" Loyalty "
(Oro Pictures — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<<T OYALTY " is the first picture to be presented by the newly
formed Oro Pictures, Inc. It presents a melodrama in
which the central figures are an actress and a dope fiend. Its situations are, on the whole, lurid, but the story works out to a
satisfactory, morally correct ending.
Isadore Bernstein is the producer of " Loyalty." One is at
something of a loss to classify his picture in any of the pigeonholes of the day, but by harking back a few years, when, it will
be remembered, dope fiends were ever present, it will find many
companion pieces. The public that appreciated Herman Lieb's
Loyalty."from a
upon Bernstein's
favor Ashton
lookandwithRosalie
" will
" Dope
Beatrice
Moss
made the "scenario
story by Ray Lewis and the cardinal essential, action, has been
given featured prominence. There are some ever attractive shots
behind the scenes of a Broadway show and the atmosphere
throughout is convincing. Jack Pratt directed.
Betty Brice carries off acting honors as Nell Woodward, the
actress, while Jay Morley gives a sincere interpretation of the
dope fiend. Murdock MacQuarrie is successful as an overly
nervous theatrical manager and the support renders adequate
assistance.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Nell Woodward (Betty Brice), on the night of her success on the stage
marries Hugh Gordon (Jay Morley) to spite his mother (Jean Hathaway)
who snubbed her. Randell (Murdock MacQuarrie), the manager of the
show, is infuriated at this and cancels her contract. Hugh uses dope to
excess and shortly becomes a hopeless fiend, while Nell is hardly able to eke
out an existence for herself and her husband. Mrs. Gordon offers her
five thousand dollars if she will leave the city, thereby believing that she
will be able to reclaim her son. Nell takes the five thousand and departs
to the shore, taking Hugh with her, where, after a strenuous siege, she succeeds in curing him of his habit.
"The Seven Pearls"
(Pathe — Ninth Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
FURTHER complications are present in this number of the
serial entitled " The Warning on the Wire," due to the introduction of the Mayor and his daughter. It appears that Perry
Mason (Leon Bary) is leader of the city's gangsters and gunmen
and when the district attorney presses the law breakers he is
found dead in his bed the next morning. The Mayor is warned
to desist in his efforts to apprehend the guilty parties.
Harry and lima who have made the acquaintance of the Mayor
through his possession of one of the seven pearls, learn that a
dentist has secreted deadly poison underneath a crown on one of
his teeth. The poison will take effect in an hour. They try to
reach the Mayor by 'phone, but a falling tree cuts down the
wires. They try an automobile but this breaks down too. So
nothing remains for lima to do but hang over a precipice, reach
the electric wires and send a message in code to the Mayor.
" The Fatal Ring "
(Pathe — Seventeenth Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE sixteenth chapter left Pearl seated beneath a descending
pile-driver, all unaware of her danger. The seventeenth entitled "The Death Weight " opens with her hair's breadth escape
from this fate. Tom and Pearl then pursue Carslake over housetops and down-stairs, but though a number of hazardous fights
are staged between the two parties the villain eventually makes
good his escape.
Carslake evolves another plan. Reading of the death of Burke,
the one-time partner of Pearl's father, and of the visit that his
daughter, Bessie, is to make to the city, he sends a young girl to
Pearl with a letter explaining that she is Bessie Blake. She is
cordially received and Pearl and Tom suspect nothing. On a trip
to Chinatown, staged in order to show Bessie the sights, the party
is attacked. Pearl dodges all her pursuers except Bessie who,
for the final scene, holds her up at the point of a gun and demands
the diamond.
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"The Best Man"
(Balboa-Falcon — Four Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
«THE BEST MAN," produced by Balboa under the direction
A of Bertram Bracken and released as Falcon Feature on the
General program, is an average four-reel feature, with William
Ehfe and Margaret Landis presenting the leading roles.
This General release has been given a good production, set off
by clear photography. The acting of both the " leads " and support, is good. There are no " stars " represented in the cast,
but each character is portrayed with dramatic feeling. The story
runs smoothly. The suspense is well kept to the end. The
scenarioist has resorted to the unnatural, at times, supposedly to
retain smoothness in action.
The fact that it runs only to four reels may influence the
exhibitor to " think twice " before booking it, especially if his
patrons have been educated to expect five-reel features. This is
not a " world beater," but it will give satisfaction. William Ehfe
characterizes an habitual drunkard with dramatic ability. In a
few scenes he " overdoes " his characterization, but on the whole,
his part is well taken. Margaret Landis screens well and carries a not-too-difficult role, without evidencing unnaturalness.
Capt. Nicholson fills the " shoes " of a " small-town " doctor, in
good fashion. Gordon Sackville makes a villainous " heavy."
Others in the cast are : Mollie McConnell, Clifford B. Gray and
Frank Brownlee — all doing their " bits " well. George Cain wrote
the story.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Arnold Hammond (William Ehfe), a business man, drinks to excess.
Drink gets the better of him and he goes to the country under the care of
Dr. Storm (Capt. Nicholson), a country doctor. He meets Ruth (MarLandis),histhereform.
doctor'sPierre
daughter,
and (Gordon
falls in Sackville),
love with aher.
She
brings garet
about
Lemoyne
seaman,
also loves Ruth. She cannot choose between the two. Arnold invites her
on
trip,refuses
and hires
Pierre back
to " when
man " athestorm
yacht.approaches.
Pierre showsPierre
his
truea yachting
colors. He
to turn
drinks heavily and tries to fcrce Anold to drink. The yacht is overturned
and the party is rescued by sailors. Ruth then decides and Arnold takes her
as hii wife.
"A Marked Man"
(Butterfly-Universal— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
HARRY CAREY is again the star in this western, written by
George Hively and directed by Jack Ford. The reformed
bad man is the central figure, a character which Carey well
knows pathy
howfrom to
interpret
and as usual he has the spectator's symstart
to finish.
The latter portion of the film introduces some strong heart
interest when the mother of the bandit is brought into the story.
The outlaw is permitted to leave jail for a few days in order
that he may receive his aged parent posing as a respected citizen
of the western village. The suspense, too, runs high during this
part of the film.
Ford's direction is everything that could be desired for a
western of the usual type. The support headed by Molly Malone,
who makes a delightfully appealing heroine, and Vester Pegg as
the other bad man, contributes a number of capable performances.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Harryin (Harry
a bandit,(Molly
who has
reformed
theCheyenne
faith placed
him by Carey),
Molly Young
Malone)
and because
her fatherof
(Harry Rattenberry), a rancher, is lured from the straight and narrow by
an old pal, Kent (Vester Pegg), who suggests that they hold up the stage.
Kent shoots and kills the driver and before the two highwaymen can loot
the
express
box murder
the sheriff's
upon them.
Both from
are about
to be
hanged
for the
when posse
Harry isreceives
a telegram
his mother
fMrs. Townsend), saying that she is on her way to visit him. The sheriff
(William Gettinger) allows Harry to deceive his mother into believing
that he is an honorable citizen and after her happy visit, the bandit keeps
his promise and returns to jail. When one of the occupants of the coach
tells that Kent fired the fatal shot, Harry is allowed to go free — to Molly.
" Under the Stars
(Pathe —and
Two Stripes
Reels) in France "
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THIS war number is of the greatest interest and will prove
A of feature worth to every theatre fortunate enough to secure
it. It shows the American troops in France undergoing the
rigorous training of months since their arrival in Europe. This
training is something that the general public has to become acquainted with through the medium of this picture. They are
shown receiving instructions in bomb throwing, machine gun
operating and the physical exercises necessary to get chem in
perfect trim for service under fire. These last are some of the
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most curious pictures ever thrown on the screen. Pershing's men
have been taught to run on all fours, obviously to keep themselves
as close to the ground as possible while advancing on an enemy
trench.
Interspersed between these scenes are a number of human
interest touches, besides glimpses of camp routine. The number
closes with a review of the troops by General Sibert, second in
command to Pershing, and a regular closeup of Pershing conversing with General Joffre, pictures which brought forth rousing
cheers from a Sunday afternoon Strand audience.
A Two Cylinder Courtship
(Strand-Mutual — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
BILLIE RHODES and Jay Belasco manage again to fool daddy
in this enjoyable
reel chances
comedy'. soMiss
is evidently
willing to single
take long
that Rhodes,
she may asbeMary,
with
her lover who has to resort to numerous manoeuvres to outmanoeuvre papa.
Jay and Billie cannot overcome father's objections, so they elope
in Jay's two-cylinder car. Before they start Jay empties almost all
the gasoline from father's car, so just as the chase becomes lively
father's car is stalled.
A telephone call from father to Lawyer Jones of Beaumont
causes the lawyer to disguise himself as a minister. Arriving at
Beaumont Jay and Billie are delighted to meet a minister and when
invited upstairs for the ceremony, they are trapped and locked in
a room.
Making a rope of blankets and sheets the pair are just about to
escape when father rushes in. They hide and while he is trying to
discover whether they escaped by means of the rope, run out the
open door and entrap father and the fake minister. A real
minister meets them on the street and from the window upstairs
father is an unwilling witness of their marriage.
The photography throughout is good and the production reflects
creditably on Director Scott Sydney. Release date October 30.
This comedy will surely be well received wherever shown.

'

"The Planter"
(Mutual — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT

THIS powerful seven-reel feature production put out by the
Nevada Motion Picture Corporation, and released through
Mutual, is without doubt one of the really great pictures of the
year, and yet, while some will give it the most ardent approval
of which they are capable, others will feel that it is too brutal.
Men will like it for its tremendous strength. Women will shrink
from the brute force and ruthlessness which are predominant in
some of the big scenes.
But there is stuff in this great picture, featuring Tyrone Power,
such as is seldom seen on the screen. You can take it away with
you and think about it afterward. And that is the trouble. Some
of the scenes are so terrific you can't forget them. In one place
a Yaqui chief, who has bolted the plantation, is staked to the
ground and given a beating that makes you cringe with vicarious
suffering.
For a portrayal of strength and power mixed with an inexplicable element of tenderness there has been nothing in many
moons that can hold a candle to the work of Tyrone Power in
this picture. The setting is laid in the rubber plantations of
southern Mexico and offers a wealth of tropical scenery that
ought to carry a strong appeal to the people of this temperate
zone. The cast supporting Mr. Power is to be commended for
its work, and photography and direction are excellent.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
David Mann (Lamar Johnstone), pampered son of a rich widow, leaves
New England for Southern Mexico as manager of a rubber plantation in
which his friends have invested. His next neighbor is Ludwig Hertzer
(Tyrone Power), a cruel and brutal planter, who takes a dislike to him when
he is smitten by a pretty Mexican girl with whom Hertzer himself is in love.
Mann is appalled by the economic, social and moral conditions that exist
on the plantations and as soon as he gets the reins in his hands inaugurates
reforms. He gets still further into the bad graces of Hertzer when he tries
to keep the latter from beating a slave who has attempted an escape.
Mann discovers that a group of grafting promoters are manipulating the
plantation he is managing and goes back home to expose them. In the
meantime Hertzer has been overcome with a passion for possession of the
girl. Heoner. While
lureshe her
to his toplantation
start a toschool
and slaves
makes revolt
her aand
pris-a
is trying
get her toto submit
him his
battle ensues in which the planter and his overseers are beaten. Hertzer,
" hamstrung,"
crawls
his cabin to die as Mann, just back, rushes to
the
plantation and
savesback
his tosweetheart.
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" The Race
to —the
"
(Kalem
One Drawbridge
Reel)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
HELEN GIBSON, as Helen, the telegraph operator at Fardale,
crowds many stunts of a stirring nature in this single reeler,
particularly when rescuing the railroad detective from what
appears to be instant death. The detective is shackled and
strapped to a handcar, which is turned loose on a down grade,
toward the open drawbridge. Swinging perilously in midair,
Helen dangles at the brink of the river as the handcar is about to
plunge into the river. She reaches down, grabs the detective by
the handcuffs on his wrists and swings him to safety. And all
this on account of her receiving news of a bank robbery and
incidentally becoming possessed of a real clue to the robbers.
The reels teems with exciting episodes. The story is well told
and clear and the photographic effects are good.
The release date is set for Nov. 7, and should prove a winner
wherever shown.
This was originally included as an episode of "A Daughter of
Daring," but Kalem is releasing it as an individual feature.
" A Daughter
of Maryland
"
(Mutual — Five
Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
THIS is a pretty story of a proud Southern aristocrat and an
equally proud daughter who takes offense at a young Northern landscape gardener who starts improving their estate by cutting down all the old landmarks. After getting her father to fire
him she finds, after all, in a scene in which he saves an old man
from death in a burning house, that he is the kind of a man she
admires.
Edna Goodrich as the spoiled " daughter of Maryland," who
has been used to having her own way and doing as she pleases,
is seen to good advantage in this picture. A black ghost that
haunts the Treadway home, and the superstition of an old colored
man and woman add interest and humor to the picture. There
are many picturesque settings and scenes and the directing is
good, although the manner in which the villain gives himself up
at the end after having shoved the blame for his crime on another man's shoulders is rather far fetched. The sleuth work
of the old darky houseman also seems a little uncanny and makes
one feel that he must have acquired some of his information
from the script.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Beth Treadway (Edna Goodrich) lives with her father (William Carleton)
and her aunt (Helen Strickland) in the old manor house of the Treadway
family, which has been handed down from father to son. She is sought by
Ripley (Jack Hopkins), a young Southerner, of good family but doubtful
reputation, when John Standish (Carl Brickett) comes on from New York
to reconstruct the grounds of the old estate. The young landscape gardener
arouses the antagonism of Beth by his independence and she persuades her
father to discharge him. Standish, however, shows his metal when he saves
an old tenant from a fire which threatens to incinerate him. Incidentally he
gains the regard of Beth and she then has her father reinstate him.
Ripley in the meantime has lost money in stocks and attempts to rob
Treadway'sis safe.
Treadway
shot. The Major catches him and in the struggle which ensues
" The Race with the Limited "
(Signal-Mutual — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
THE seventh episode of this serial, " The Lost Express," opens
with a. dash and maintains its soul-stirring stunts throughout
the two reels. Gaston Pitts (Leo Maloney), Thurston's private
secretary, by some unexplained means has obtained power of
attorney to manage the Thurston estate during Thurston's sickness,
and while in league with the marauders, still continues in that
capacity. Helen, however, is sure of his identity as Harelip, in
spite of his strenuous denials. Bonner is appointed to represent
Helen at the Mountain King mine, and Pitt tips off the Baron and
his crew to waylay him and an awful fight ensues on the observation platform of the Limited when Bonner is overpowered and
thrown from the train. Pitts' telephonic message to the Baron,
however, was overheard and transmitted to Helen, who, in an auto,
is " burning sand " to overtake the Limited. This she does and
incidentally rescues Bonner and the end of the second chapter
shows them both once again actively in the trail of the Baron and
Valquez, et al.
For thrills this chapter cannot be beaten and Helen performs
her usual number of hair-raising deeds ; dropping from a telegraph
wire seat to the top of a rapidly moving train is but a mere incident in her young life.
This episode abounds in thrills and is calculated to interest and
hold spell-bound the most case-hardened audience.
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" The(Kalem
Munitions
— One Reel)Plot "
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
TIE mysterious blowing up of munition trains is giving the
railroad and express companies much trouble and an enquiry
fails to enlighten the officials, but Belding (G. A. Williams), the
brains of the dynamite gang, and his accomplice, Steele (George
Routh), get a line on these proceedings and determine to pull their
projected plan in a hurry. By tapping wires, they learn the position of the dynamite cars in the train, the time of its departure
and its destination. Helen Gibson, the operator, in the meantime
has been bound and gagged and made prisoner.
Just before the train is due to leave Helen manages to break the
bonds with which she is tied. In the distance, she sees the two
dynamiters board the freight just above Fardale. She climbs a
telegraph pole, gets into a carryall, which runs on a wire between
poles on each side of the road, swings across the tracks, and as
the train passes beneath her, she drops to a flat car. The plotters
have already set their dynamite and lighted it, and Helen, by a
bold dash, is just in time to heave the satchel of explosives off
the train and save the supply of ammunition.
This reel, originally an episode of "A Daughter of Daring," is
being released Nov. 14 as a separate picture. It, too, is full of
thrills
shown. and is sure to delight any audience before which it is
" A Game of Wits "
(Mutual-American — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
THIS is the kind of picture that will make the exhibitor who
books it smile and rub his hands. It will please any
audience that sees it, no matter how fastidious. It fairly scintillates with clean, fine humor and there isn't a suggestion of anyat which
any admirably
one could acted.
possibly take offense. It's a good
story, thing
well
told and
Gail Kane as the pretty heroine, who tries to rid herself of an
aged Wall street wolf she has consented to marry in order to
save her father from financial ruin, is delightful and grips the
heartstrings of the audience right at the outset. The fast pace
in hill climbing sports, and a laughable confession she makes to
the effect that sometimes at night a desire steals over her to shed
the blood of those she loves best, after a time causes her aged
admirer to believe that he has made a mistake and to feel that
perhaps after all he would be happier in the state of celibacy
than with her as his wife.
There are no strained points in the story and nothing overwrought in the direction, which must be chalked up to the credit
of Henry King. The excellent photography and beautiful scenic
effects add greatly to the all around charm of the picture. Spottiswood Aitken, as the Wall street broker, with a desire for a
young
Louis J.inCody
as thebeyond
heroine's
lover and George
Periolatwife,
all perform
a manner
reproach.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jeanette versation
Browning
returns
from aa party
conbetween her (Gail
fatherKane)
(George
Periolat),
broker and
whooverhears
is on the a verge
of bankruptcy, and Silas Stone (Spottiswood Aitken), a Wall street shark,
demandingtending notherto ashavehis overheard
wife in return
for saving hershefather
the conversation,
entersfromthe ruin.
room Preand
later consents to marry him. Jeanette assumes to disregard the disparity in
their ages,
youth and
vivacity
the old
age Later
at a
holiday
partybutin pits
the her
mountains
in such
a way against
as to make
him man's
feel it.
she trots out an imaginary family skeleton and pretends to be a subject of
queer spells. Stone sickens of his bargain finally and attempts to steal away.
She then threatens to sue him for breach of promise and he buys her off with
a check for $100,000. She is then left free to accept the man she loves and
live in happiness.
"The Savage"
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
«'THE SAVAGE" is another Rupert Julian Bluebird with Ruth
A Clifford and Monroe Salisbury in the principal roles.
Elliott J. Clawson prepared the scenario from an original story
of his own and it is filled with human interest situations through
which are sprinkled some of the best thrills possible. " The
Savage," once the vitals of the plot have been reached, truly grips
one.
This story is set in some of the most beautiful mountain scemery
ever brought within camera range. While Bluebird pictures have
long been known for the magnificence of their exteriors it must ke
confessed that " The Savage " is superior in this respect to practically every picture the company has released with the possible
exception of " God's Crucible."
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Ruth Clifford in the role of Marie Louise is a thoroughly
charming heroine. Monroe Salisbury as Julio Sandoval, the half
breed, has been given a very sympathetic role to interpret and he
never fails to get the most from it. A. D. Sears as the courageous
member of the Canadian Northwest mounted police heads a supporting cast of excellence.
Mr. Julian's direction
is complete
every detail.
THE STORY
AND inPLAYERS
Captain McKeever (A. D. Sears), of the Northwest Mounted, visits the
town of Cheval Blanc to welcome his sweetheart, Marie Louise
(Ruth Clifford), and to arrest Joe Bedotte (Arthur Tavares), a whiskey
smuggler.
The various
hangers-on
at Bedotte,
the trading
postattacked.
resent hisIt appearance, and, when
he attempts
to arrest
he is
is only
through the interference of Julio Sandoval (Monroe Salisbury), a half-breed
that he is saved from death. Later McKeever departs to Bedotte's lair to
make
the arrest.
Marie,
he hasthenursed
childhood
at lengthSandoval's
gets the passion
better offorhim,
and which
he kidnaps
girl. since
But
in his cabin he is taken down with a fever, and Marie, sorry for him, nurses
him back to health. McKeever has not returned from the Bedotte strongbold, and as various searching parties have failed to locate him, Sandoval,
grateful to Marie, sets out to rescue him. He is successful, but while holding back the outlaws in order to permit the lovers to escape he loses his own
life. .
Colleen Moore, W. H. Bainbridge, George Franklin and Duke Lee complete the cast.
" Scandal "
(Select Pictures — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE role of Beatrix Vanderdyke in this adaptation of Cosmo
Hamilton's bon bon novel, fits Constance Talmadge like a
glove — so it seems. As the spoiled and foolish daughter of parents who are too busy with society to give her much attention,
she plays with a natural air of extravagance, a realization of her
self-conceived importance, that will win her unusual praise.
" Scandal " ran serially in the Green Book magazirre and is now
out in book form. In its frankness, its display of delicate situations for sensational purposes, it follows the course laid down in
many of Mr. Hamilton's previous writings. And as his writings
are immensely popular — as " Scandal " as a novel was immensely
popular — so " Scandal " as a picture should be, for it has received
good treatment at the hands of the adapter and director.
It is not an offensive picture, as well it might be by reading
merely the bare outline of the plot. Miss Talmadge, because she
acts her role so well, obscures any such possibility. She is the
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foolish virgin playing with fire and not realizing that fire burns.
Her actions are free from any passionate feeling that would, in
an instant, transform suspenseful though delicately humorous situations into more or less disgusting scenes with the sex element
predominating.
Harry C. Browne makes a pleasing figure of the hero, J. Herbert Frank gives another fine characterization as heavy, and Aimee
Dalmores is a fascinating widow, the exact counterpart, it may
be said, of all the author's fascinating widows and adventuresses.
Charles Giblyn has given the picture a rare production, while
photography, scenes and settings measure well up to the high
standard maintained in all other departments.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Beatrix Vanderdyke (Constance Talmadge), a spoiled society girl, to
quiet a scandal concerning herself and York (J. Herbert Frank), a fashionable portrait painter, announces that she is married to Franklin (Harry
C. Browne), and then asks him to carry the bluff through. Franklin accepts the challenge, but makes it plain to Beatrix that he wants nothing to
do with her. When York starts wagging his tongue, Mr. and Mrs. Vanderdyke (W. P. Carleton and Ida Darling) send Beatrix and Franklin off on a
yachting
his distaste
for members
Beatrix's of
lie, the
findsparty
himself
falling intrip.
love Franklin,
with her, despite
and when
the other
go
ashore he orders full speed ahead and leaves them behind. But Beatrix
is as cold as ice to his advances. The change takes place in her, when
later she sees Ida Larpent (Aimee Dalmores) making love to Franklin.
Matters are brought to a head when York again starts to gossip, inferring
that Beatrix and Franklin were never really married. So Franklin, after
silencing
on his yacht and, outside the threemile
limit,thetheyartist,
are takes
marriedBeatrix
by theaway
captain.
" Weavers of Life "
(Edward Warren Productions — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE central
figure
of Life
is Peggy,
an aoptimistic little
shop ingirl" Weavers
whose advent
into" the
home of
too
wealthy family eventually results in the reformation of all its
members. This coupled with a minor thread of romance is the
substance of Edward Warren's latest independent production.
Jack Clymer and Harry Hoyt prepared the scenario and the
material used presents a striking array of possibilities for heart
interest action. Little Peggy is snubbed from the moment she
sets foot in the rich household. She startles fashionable society
by her very frankness and refuses to allow herself to be swept
into the current of foolish convention. It is only after two
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42 Rue Le Peletier, Paris
Desires

to inform

the American

Trade

that he

has arrived in New York, where he will negotiate the French rights to American produced
cinematographic
of the American

attractions,

as well as dispose

rights to Nine

Super-Dram-

atic French productions, prints of which
companied him across the Atla ntic.
M. Monat can be reached by mail addressed to him in
care of tke Export Editor, Motion Picture News.
The correspondence may be eitber in Englisb or Frencb.
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Jane O'Roark, onWilbur
the Left,
the "inVamp
for " inThean Finger
o f Justice,"
Paul Oaker
Smith andPictures
Company
Whitman, Crane
and Supplies
Mae Gaston,
Center," Thread
Are Shown
Interesting
Scene. aJohn
Mae Gaston
Are Feature.
Shown onVelma
the Right.
The exhibitor need have no hesitancy in booking this feature
months that the members of the family awake to a sense of her
for an extended run. Those who see it will tell others — it will
sweetness and purity and are influenced by these qualities to mend
advertise itself. You have the efforts of a master director to
their own erring ways.
vouch for its assured reception with " open arms " ; you have the
It is a " Pollyanna " type of role and the authors and Mr.
crowning achievement of a star's career as collateral against loss;
Warren have not failed in making it as sugary as possible, contrasting itplainly with the rather exaggerated society types in- you have a strong meaning, appealing title to flash in incantroduced.
descents — the brighter the better — in short you have every essential quality in screen drama which goes to dispose of extra reels
The picture has been given a production meeting all requireof tickets and which is good insurance against vacant seats.
ments of the story while the cast plays sincerely.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
who ingo this
to aproduction
theatre toa see
moretechnique
than plain
" movies
willThose
perceive
certain
in the
art of"
Peggy (Helen Hayes), a shop girl, believes herself in love with George
Pratt (Earl Schenck), a rich society man. George introduces her to his
father (Howard Hall), who suggests that Peggy live with the family for
screen drama that is immediately associated with a master's
the spacetations of
two ofmonths.
AfterButa she
time hasGeorge
his father's
expecThe direction — the power behind the silent drama's throne
and tires
the girl.
provenfulfills
so adept
at caring
for —genius.
is, with every flash of pantomime, in evidence — standing out
Bessie
(Dorothy
Benham),
the
child
of
Pratt's
daughter
Estelle
(Gladys
with the prominence of a lone pedestrian in Times Square. It
Alexandria) and Dr. Van Anden (Kenneth Hunter) that she is urged to
remain. When Pratt fails in business, the entire household awakes to the
strikes home; it smacks of technique, of a master mind. Roy
fact that there is something else in the world besides empty pleasures, ar.d
Xeill is accredited with the direction, but the reviewer ventures
when Peggy departs she carries the thanks of all. She then returns to her
former
lovertaxi(Gilbert
the assertion that Mr. Ince was within a commanding distance
an honest
driver. Rooney), who from a corner loafer has graduated into
Isabel West, Edna Hibbard, Barney Gilmore, Beatrice Allen and Harry
when the " shooting " was in progress.
Hadfield complete the cast.
William Conklin and Thurston Hall, who interpret the principal male roles in support, do work of quality. They register
in every scene. Adele Farrington, Edwin Wallock, Dorcas Mat" The Price Mark "
(Paramount — Five Reels)
thews and Cleo Avers — all are to be commended. The last named,
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
although doing only a " bit " give promise of doing bigger " bits "
if the opportunity presents itself.
({rT1HE PRICE MARK," a Thomas H. Ince production for the
*■ Paramount program, will live in the memories of those
STORY AND PLAYERS
Fielding Powell (William Conklin), a noted artist, and Dr. Daniel Melfi
who see it for three reasons : first, because Dorothy Dalton im(Thurston Hall) visit Egypt. Powell gets into trouble with a native girl
and her father attempts to kill him, but Dr. Melfi saves Powell and takes
bues itwith a vital " something " that is indefinable but ever preshim out of the country. Powell meets Paula Lee (Dorothy Dalton) and
ent, reaching out from the silver stage of pantomime, even to the
engages her as his model. He learns to love her. He persuades her to
live in the apartment he has furnished for her and she falls a victim to his
" standing-room only crowTd," and gripping the very heart-strings
treachery. Later Paula decides that so long as she is disgraced in the eyes
for attention ; secondly, because the great guiding influence back
of the world she must act the part. When Powell sees her smoking and
of all this " something " is Thomas Ince, and thirdly, because
acting commonplace, he realizes for the first time that he really loves her.
He tells her he will leave for a time, and when he returns, he says, he will
John B. Ritchie's story is human — granting the delicacy of the
marry her. In the meantime she meets Dr. Melfi and a strong friendship
subject matter which makes it the more human — and tells on the
springs up between them. He asks Paula to marry him, but she refuses,
saying that she is not his equal. He tells her that he will be waiting alscreen one of life's tragedies — one that is enacted often with the
whole world as a stage but with the beast and his prey at once
ways. Powell
Melfi's
the Melfi
floor.andHe they
accuses
Paula and
tells returns
her to and
go tofinds
her Dr.
lover.
She gloves
goes toon Dr.
are
actor and audience.
married. Some time later, Powell calls on Dr. Melfi and learns for the first
time
that
Paula
is
his
wife.
The
Doctor
has
a
sick
call,
and
when
the
two
Perhaps this last should be first and the first last, but in the
are alone, Powell tells Paula that he will tell the Doctor all. Paula pleads
with him. and he consents to keep the secret if Paula will visit him that
spirit which is suggested by the familiar passage, " last but not
night at his studio. She does so and Powell attempts to exact the price.
least," Mr. Ritchie's story comes last in the list of reasons why
His valet, who is the Egyptian whose daughter Powell had deceived, kills
him.
"The Price Mark" is a model of story-telling on the screen; of
dramatic artistry and masterful direction in presentment and of
sound entertainment in the list of silent dramas.
"Mothers of Men"
From the sensuous, heartless, mock-loving vampire when seen
(Robards Players — Five Reels — State Rights)
REVIEWED
BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
in " The Flame of the Yukon," Miss Dalton goes before the
camera again — changed in soul, in thought, in action. Paula Lee
WITH a strong title, a timely theme and presenting, as it does,
is the personification of an innocent, unsophisticated, trusting girl.
a subject in which millions of our women are interested,
was a Cleopatra, incarnate — delighting in her
" Mothers of Men," produced by Robards Players, under the divictories over men and numbering her victims with the smile of
rection of Willis Robards, and released on the state rights market
a cynic. The contrast is striking — vouching for this actress's
by Sheppard and Van loan, is entitled to a good bit of considversatility — her broad range of all things dramatic and her maseration from every exhibitor and in proper turn will, in the
tery of the art of expression.
(Continued on page 3318)
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RELEASES

IN

THE

INDEPENDENT

1

FIELD

For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture NewHis Vindication
5 reels
American News Weekly
I Believe
7 reels The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
Nary activities.
Creative Film Corporation
General
Enterprises, Inc.
The Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail)..* reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
The Warrior (Maceiste)
7 parts
Dixie Films
May
C..15 reels
reel
Gold Medal Photoplays
May 5.7. Jones'
When Jonah
Justice Day
Errs,(Sunshine)
D
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)...S reels
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel Just
a Song at Twilight
5 reels
Cruxe. George Spencer) i reels
May 14. The
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
Frank P. Donovan Productions
Golden Features
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
A Bit of Life
1 reel
July — Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk).. 1 reel
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
Aug. — Butting in Society (Lou Marks).. 1 reel
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
Aug.
—
After
Her
Dough
(Lou
Marks)....
1
reel
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
5 parts
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross) . . 1 reel
Rex Beach On the Spanish Main
S reels
Aug. — His Dirty Career (Lou Marks).... 1 reel
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
S reela
Anti-Vice Film Company
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel
Is Any Girl Safe?
5 reels
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....5 reels
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) 5 reels
Sept. — His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)..l reel
Argosy
Inc.
Features
Til* Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels Sept. — At the Barber's Ball (Lou Marks).. 2 reels
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
Sept.
— Was She to Blame? (in prep.) 2 reels
Whtre D'ye(King
Get Baggott),
That Stuff
reels
Sept. — In and Out (Tammany Young) .... 1 reel
D.
W.
Griffith
Absinthe
Universal Re- i5s ue 5reels
Sept.— His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
Intolerance
9 reek
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Arizona Film Company
Frank Hall Productions, Inc.
Should She Obey
— reels A Natural
Ebony
Corporation 1 reel
(A. H. Jacobs, Prod.)
Born Film
Shooter
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) — reels
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Arrow Film Corporation
The
Bar
Sinister
— reels
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine)....7 reels
Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
Hanover Film Company
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
Maciste
— reel*
The Barrier
9 reels
Trooper 44
5. reels
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Elmont Feature Film Co.
Bernstein Film Production
Hawk Film Corporation
People vs. John Doe
6 reels
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels
Monster of Fate
— reels
God's Law
6 reels
Bluebird Extraordinary
Herald Film Corporation
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Enlightment Corporation
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels
Clifford)
Enlighten Thy Daughter
7 reels
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
Brenon Productions
Eugenic Film Company
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reeU
Birth
i reels The
Lene Wolf
7 parts
Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S reels
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
European Film Company
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Film Co.
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels
At the Hippodrome
Front with the Allies
Cardinal Film Corporation
Jm» the Woman (Geraldine Parrar) 11 reels
Exclusive Features, Inc.
Historic Features
Where is My Father?
7 reels
Christus
8 reels
Century Comedies
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL.)
Export and Import Film Co.
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Balloonatica
2 reels
Robespierre
— reels The Sin Woman (Irene Fenwick, Clifford
Automaniacs
2 reels
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Bruce and Reine Davies)
7 reels
Neptunes Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Madam Sherry
5 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Sinister (Hedda
Nova and Mitch- 8 reels
Hate
7 reels The Bar ell
Benjamin Chapin Productions
Lewis)
(CHARTER FEATURES CORP.)
Flora Finch Film Co.
The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and
My Mother
2 reels
Sills)
7 reels
War Prides
2 reels One Milton
My Father
2 reels
Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale) 6 reels
Myself
2 reels
The
Silent
Witness
(Gertrude
McCoy)
6
reels
The Call to Arms
2 reels
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Inc.
A Trip
Through China (Brodsky's Art Pie-.8 reels
ture)
Christie Film Company
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
On Trial
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Charles Chaplin
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel
Genung and Norbert Myles)
6 reels
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
Whither
Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
The
Maid
reel
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
The Milky Way
1 reel
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
July
9.
Cows
and
Caws
His Last Pitl
1 reel
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
July 16. Submarine Chasers
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
July
23.
Cheese
Tamers
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Down by the Sea
1 reel July 30. Janitors
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Skirts
1 reel Aug.
A Chemical Calamity
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel Aug. 13.6. As
O'Neil. Ekaterina Galanta. Alfred
Prospectors
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
His
Merry Love
Mix-Up
11 reel
A Smoky
Affair
reel
Fort Pitt Corporation
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
The Italian Battlefront.
Enlighten Thy Daughter
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Fox Film Corp.
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Ivan Film Productions
One Law for Both
8 reels
(Standard Pictures)
Claridge Films, Inc.
The Spy
Babbling
Tongues
6 reels
The Birth of Character
S reels The Honor System
The Heart of New York
S reels Jack and the Beanstalk
Jewel Productions, Inc.
The Conqueror
Pay
SirensMe.of the Sea.
Clune Productions
Camille
The Man Without a Country.
Oct. 14. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Ramona
8 reels
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Woods
Eyes of the World
9 reels
Juvenile Film Corporation
World War in Kidland
1 reel
Fraternity Films, Inc.
Corona
Cinema Company
1 reel
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reels A Chip Off the Old Block
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
Chip's Backyard Bam-Stormera 2 reels
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
Chip's
Rivals
1
reel
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise) . S reels
For Sale, a Daddy
1 reel
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels
Chip's Carmen
2 reels
Animal World. No. 2 Issue.
Birdland Studies.
Friedman Enterprises
A. Kay Co.
Horticultural Phenomena.
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray) 6 reels
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden
Spoon Mary
Cosmofotofilm Company
Some Barrier
11 CC
Frohman Amusement Corp.
His Trial
1C
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Pai.e...Ed.
Wherty Hall
4 reels
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Marie
No.
1.
Character
as
Revealed
in
the
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
The Black Ipot
4 reels
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Ed.
Victoria Crocs
4 reels
Conquest of Canaan
S reels
(Continued on page 3313)
O H
4 reels God's Man
9 reels
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Oct. 22. More Truth Than Poetry (Mme.
Petrova)
5
Aodpted Son (Bushman and
5 Oct. 29. The Bayne)
6
5. The Outsider (Emmy Whalen)
6
5 Nov.
Nov. 12. Outwitted (Emily Stevens)
S
Nov. 19. The Voice of Conscience (Bushman
and Bayr.e)
5
5
Mutual Film Corporation
ford) 5
5
Oct. 1. HerMinter)
Country's Call (Mary Miles S
ers) 5 Oct. 1. Queen X (Edna Goodrich)
5 Oct. 8. Southern Pride (Gail Kane) Amer- 5
5
ican 5
Girl Angle (Anita King)
5 Oct. 8. The Horkheimer
5
Beautiful Adventure (Ann Mur5 Oct. 15. Thedock)
5
Oct. 15. The Calendar Girl (Juliette Day)
S
Oct. 22. The Sea Master (Wm. Russell) S
Oct. 22. The Unforeseen (Olive Tell)
S
Leads the Way (Mary Miles 5
5 Oct. 29. Peggy
Minter)
Daughter of Maryland (Edna
5 Oct. 29. A Goodrich)
5
5 Nov. 5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
5
Nov.
12.
(Special)
The
Planter
(Tyrone
Pow,
S
er)
7
5
Paramount Pictures Corp.
S
S Oct. 1. The Ghost House (Jack Pickford &
Louise Huff)
5
5 Oct. 8. Arms and the Girl (Billie Burke) 5
Oct. 8. The Trouble Buster (Vivian Mar- tin) 5
6 Oct. 15. The Call of the East (Sessue HayaSon of His Father (Charles
son) 5 Oct. 22. TheRay
5
5 Oct. 22. The Price Mark (Dorothy Dalton). S
5 Nov. 5. The Antics of Ann (Ann Penning- ton) s
5 Nov. 5. The Hungry Heart (Pauline Frederick) s
5 Nov. 5. The Clever Mrs. Fairfax (Julian
Eltinge
5
son) 5 Nov. 12. The Little Princess (Mary Pickford) 5
Nov. 12. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
5
5
Nov. 12. Jack and Jill (Pickford and Huff) 5
Nov. 19. Molly Entangled (Vivian Martin) 5
Nov. 19. The Judgment House (J. Stuart
Blackton's Prov.)
7
5
forbank
the Moon
1010 Nov. 19. Reaching
Fair
s)(Dougias 5
86 Nov. 26. The
Will
Thing iams
We Love )
(Reid' aiid' 5
Nov.
26.
Bab's
Matinee Idol (Marguerite ' c
7
Clark)
8 Nov. 26. The Silent Man (Wm. S. Hart )'.'.'.'.' 5
6
Artcraft Releases

The Eternal Sin (Brenon) (Florence Reed)... 6
The Easiest Way (Clara Kimball Young)
8
The Silent Master (Robert Warwick)
7
The Lone Wolf
7
Scandal (Constant Talmadge)
—
The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
—
Lest We Forget (Rita Jolivet)
—
Magda
(Clara
Kimball
Young)
The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)
——
The Barrier
—
War Public
on Three
Fronts
—6
The
Be Damned

£!!lllllllllllllllll«

Oct.
Oct.

Art Dramas, Inc.
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur Horsley

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Bluebird Photoplays
17. Bondage (Dorothy Phillips)
22. The Desire of the Moth (Ruth Clif29. The Man Trap (Herbert Rawlinson)
S. The Lash of Power (Carmel My12. Princess Virtue (Mae Murray)
19. The Savage (Ruth Clifford)
26. The
Winged Mystery (Franklyn Farnum)
3. Theeau)
Raggedy Queen (Violet Merser-

Butterfly Productions
1. The Secret Man (Harry Corey
Edith Sterling)
8. The Girl Who Won Out (Violet
Mersereau)
Oct. IS. '49 — '17 (Donna Drew, Joe Girard).
Oct. 22. Society's
Driftwood (Grace Cunard,
Joe Girard)
Oct 29. A Marked Man (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
Nov. 5. John Ermine of Yellowstone (Francis Ford)
Nov. 12. The Cricket (Little Zoe Rae)
Nov. 19. The Man from Montana (Neal
Hart, Vivian Rich)
Oct.
Oct.

Fox Film Corporation
Oct. 7. Conscience (Gladys Brockwell)
Oct. 14. Thou Shalt Not Steal (Virginia PearOct. 21. This is the Life (George Walsh) . .
Oct. 28. The Scarlet Pimpernel (Dustin Farnum)
Nov. 4. Miss U. S. A. (June Caprice)
Nov. 11. The Painted Madonna (Sonia Markova)
Nov. 18. All for a Husband (Virginia PearNov. 25. A Branded Soul (Gladys Brockwell)
Fox Standard Pictures
Aug. 19. The Spy (Dustin Farnum)
Aug. 26. The Honor Syst
em
Sept. 2. Jack and the Beanstalk
.
Sept. 16. The Conqueror (William Farnum)..
Sept. 30. Camille (Theda Bara)
Oct. 7. When a Man .Sees Red (William
Farnum)
Oct. 14. Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp!!!
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Woods
Dec. 2. A Kel
Daughter
of the
Gods (Annette
ler
man
n)
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Mar.
June
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

Goldwyn Features Corp.
7. Fighting Odds (Maxine Elliott)
14. The Spreading Lawn (Jane Cowl) . .
4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy) . .
2. Joan of Plattsburgh (Mabel Normand)
16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh)..
Ivan Feature Productions
It. Two Men and a Woman (Jamaa
Morriion, Christine Mayo, Rttybe
Dc Remer, Our Coomb*, Joan
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold) ....
— One Law For Both
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
1. The Apple-Tree Girl (Shirley Ma6. Fools forson)
Luck (Edison)
(Taylor Holmes)
(Essanay)
15. The Fibbers (Bryant Washburn)
(Essanay)
_
22. Cy Whittaker's
(Shirley Mason) Ward
(Edison)
29. Young Mother Hubbard (Mary McAlister) (Essanay)
5. Two Bit Seats (Taylor Holmes)
(Essanay)

6
6
6
6
6
6

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

5
5

Select Pictures
The Common Law (Clara Kimball Young)....
War Brides (Brenon) (Nazimova)
Vera the Medium (Kitty Gordon)
The Foolish Virgin (Clara Kimball Young)...
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
The Argyle Case (Robert Warwick)
The Price She Paid (Clara Kimball Young) ...
The Law of Compensation (Norma Talmadge)

7
8
5
6
7
7
7
6

Oct.
Oct

—
—
—
—
—
—

Metro Pictures Corporation
Oct. 1. Paradise Garden (Harold Lockwood) 6
Oct. IS.8. ALife's
Whirlpool
Oct.
Sleeping
Memory(Ethel
(EmilyBarrymore)
Stevens) 57

5
5
ford) 5
5
5

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
7. The Heart of Ezra Greer (Fredererick Warde, Leila Frost, George
Forth. Thomas A. Curran, Lillian Mueller)
14. Stranded in Arcady (Mrs. Vernon Castle, Elliott D
Dexter), Astra
14. The Torture of Silence (Mrs.
Emmy Linn, F. Genier, E. Tallier,
Mr. Gillis) Gold Rooster D
21. The Painted Doll (Ivan Mozukin,
Tanya Fetner, Mme. Lesienko) ...
4. The Mark of Cain (Antonio Moreno,
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Sainpolis)
11. France in Arms (War Film)

Oct.
5
9

(PARAMOUNT)
15. The Narrow Trail (William S. Hart)
22. The Woman God Forgot (Geraldine
Farrar)
5. The Little Princess (Mary Pick19. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
26. Desert Dust (Wm. S. Hart)

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

5

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Oct. 14. One Shot Ross (Roy Stewart)
5
Oct. 14. Wild Sumac (Margery Wilson)
5
Oct. 21. The Firefly of Tough Luck (Alma
Ruebens)
S
Oct. 21. Cassidy (Dick Rosson)
5
Oct. 28. The Man Hater (Winifred Allen) 5
Oct. 28. The Stainless Barrier (Triangle Play- ers) S
Nov. 4. Fighting Back (Wm. Desmond,
Claire McDowell)
5
Nov. 4. Up or Down (Geo. Hernandez).... 5
Nov. 11. The Medicine Man (Roy Stewart).. 5
Nov. 11. Indiscreet Corinne (Olive Thomas). 5
Nov. 18. A Case at Law (Dick Rosson).... 5
Nov. 18. Fuel of Life (Belle Bennett)
5
Nov. 25. The Regenerates (Walt Whitman,
Alma Ruebens)
5
Nov. 25. For Valor (Winifred Allen)
S
V-L-S-E.
Oct. 15. Vitagraph
Dead
(William Duacan, Shot
Carol Baker
Holloway)
Oct. 22. The Bottom of the Well (Evart
Overton, Adele de Garde, Agnes
Ayers, Alice Terry)
Oct. 29. The Flaming Omen (Mary Anderson, Alfred Whitman)
Nov. 5. The Fettered Woman (Alice Joyce,
Webster Campbell)
Nov. 12. I Will Repay (Corinne Griffith,
Mary Maurice, Wm. Dunn)
Nov. 19. Next Door to Nancy (Mildred
Manning, Wallace MacDonald)
Nov. 26. WhoCorinne
Goes Griffith)
There? (Harry Morey,
Dec. 3. TheCarolTenderfoot
(William Duncan,
Holloway
Dec. 10. An Investment in Petticoats (Mildred Manning, Wallace MacDonald)
Dec. 17. A Woman Between Friends (Alice
Joyce, Marc MacDermott)
Dec. 24. John Burt
Anderson, Alfred(Mary
Whitman)
Dec. 31. HisGladys
Own Leslie)
People (Harry Morey.
Wholesome Films Corporation
The Penny andPhilanthropist
Ralph Morgan),(Peggy
D O'Neil 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special
Children's Cast), Juv
4
World Pictures
Oct. 15. Shall
We Arthur
Forgive Ashley)
Her (June Elvidge,
Oct. 22. The Dormant Power (Ethel Clayton)
Oct. 29. The Burglar (Carlyle Blackwell,
Madge Evans, Evelyn Greeley) . . .
Nov. 5. The Maid of Belgium (Alice Brady)
Nov. 12. The
Alibi (June Elvidge, Arthur
Ashley
Nov. 19. Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
Nov. 26. The
Good Evelyn
for Nothing
(Carlyle 5
Blackwell,
Greeley)

5
5
5

RELEASES IN
THE INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 3312)
July
,
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

King Bee Comedies
1. Back Stage
The Hero
Doughnuts
Cupid's
Rival
The
Villain
The Millionaire
The Goat
15. The Fly Cop
1. The Chief Cook
15. The Candy Kid
(Continued on page 3315)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Sept.
Land That Doesn't
Sept. 12.5. Tinklebottora
Passes Wiggle
Through.Much.
Sept. 19. Fading of Local Color.
Sept. 26. Tinklebottom's Finish.
DITMARS
"LIVING
OF NATURE "
Sept.
3. Kangaroos
and BOOK
Their Allies.
July
July
Aug.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Foxfilm Comedies
9. Bingl Bang! (Charles Conklin)
23. A Soft Tenderfoot
6. A Domestic Hound
3. Tom and Jerry Mix
11. Wedding Bells and Roaring Lions..
18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
9. His Smashing Career

I
2
2
2
2
2
2

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Last of the Troubadours (S. E. Jennings, Dan Duffy)
2 D
The Duplicity of Hargraves (J. Frank
Glendon, Chas. Kent)
4 C-D
The Lonesome Road (S. R. Jennings, Chet.
Ryan)
2 D
Dry Valley Johnson (Carlton King, Jean
Paige)
4 D
Law and Order (Chet Ryan, Claire Ton- er) 2 D
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances
Parks
2 C-D
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
ESSANAY
("THE Green
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
The Long
Valli,
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't Lose Your Coat
2 C
Star Dust (Margaret Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
up by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C
A Jitney Elopement
2 C
By the Sea
2 C
FALCON FEATURES
The Best Man (Margaret Landis, William
Ehfe)
4 D
The Lady in the Library (Vola Vale, Jack
Vosburgh)
4 D
The Clean Gun (Kathleen Kirkham) 4 D
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
Grey)
4 D
Brand's Daughter (Kathleen Kirkham, R.
Henry Grey)
4 D
His Old-Fashioned Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
Mollie McConnell)
4 D
Zollenstein (Vola Vale, Monroe Salisbury). . .4 D
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2 D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
("THE FURTHER
ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE" WITH TRUE BOARDMAN)
Through Fire and Water
2 D
ATheBushranger's
Strategy
22 DD
Stranger at Dumcrieff
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The
Boot and oftheWhiskers
Loot
A Whirlwind
1J CC
1C
e
Reveng
Magnate's
Onion
The
The Bath Tub Bandit
1 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES 1 D
of Room 422
Mystery
ATheDeal
in Bonds
J£
The Sign of the Scarf
i U
The Man with the Limp
1D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1D
The Munitions Plot
Jg
The Detective's Danger
JU
The Railroad Smugglers
J1 VV
The Deserted Engine
JAXON COMEDIES
From Bad to Worse
|1 C
A Day Off
1 «How It Happened

Too Much Alike
1C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
•' Breaking In "
1C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge)l C
Pals
1C
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
1 C
A Bargain, $37.50
1C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Peaceful
Laundry Flat
Mix-Up
11 CC
Cheating His Wife
1 C
"A Bathtub Marriage"
1C
KLEINE
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES)
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1 C
Some Statue
1 C
SELIG
Every Other Wednesday2 D
TheSelig-World
Law NorthLibrary
of 65
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1 D
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1 D
The
Vindication
21 DD
The Rustler's
Witness for
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1C
A Harem
Romance
(Lou Marks, Pearl Shep- 1 C
ard, Oom
Paul)
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
1 C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille
(Helen
Hesperia)
6
The Marvelous Maciste
6 DD
CINEMA NEWS SYNDICATE
American War News Weekly, No. 25
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 26
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 27
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 28
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 29
1 war
PLAYS CO.
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued Monthly).
Inter-Allied Films
1
July 14. Cine Topics
Kleine Exchanges
CONQUEST-EDISON
Saturday, September 29, 1917
1 reel
Paul Revere's Ride (historical drama).
by R. Lov- reel
One Kind of Wireless (drama),
.l
Macklm..
Albert
featuring
ell Combs,
(comedy-drama),
Putting the Bee in Herbert featurin
g Harry
Georgeand Weston,
by
...4 reels
Ethel Fleming(scenic).
Benham
The Healthiest Spot in India
Cashmere, the summer resort Split reel
The Champion Baby (comedy), by Ray
McKee DO CHILDRE
-JLU+J***
r<5el
N
SERIES—
ESSANAY
Little Mary McAhster)
g
(Featurin
COUNT?
Aug. 1 The Season of Childhood 2 g
« D
White Girl
Aug. 8. The Little
2 D
y
Aug. 15. The Bridge of ofFanc
2 U
Hope
Kingdom
Aug. 22. The
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
2 C
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 t
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
l
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bel
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
Pictures Corporation
Metro
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
C
1J J;
dom
Joy
The
Oct. 8.1. His Doubleof Free
Life
Cct. 15. The Dentist
J J;
Oct. 22. Hist! Spies
J^
Oct. 29.5. Twelve
Good Calm
Hens and True
lJ ^^
Nov.
His Deadly
Nov. 19.
12. ARebellion
of Mr. Minor
1J J;
Nov.
Close Resemblance
J;
1^
Us
Nov. 26. As Others See
Mutual Film Corporation
Wednesday, October 24, 1917
GAUMONT— Mutual Weekly, No. 147 1 Top.
Thursday. October 25, 1917
CUB— Jerry's Soft Snap (Geo. Ovey) . .1 C
Life. No. 78: Rocky MounGAUMONT — Reel
tain Jay; Then and Now; or Highof Living
TriniQueer Trees
Cost Wins the Race;
How the American
on Wheels—
dad; Dining
Animated Drawings from
is Fed;
Traveler
Life- The Apparel and the Man Not Guilty.
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Wednesday, October 31, 1917
GAUMONT— Mutual Weekly, No. 148 1 Top.
Thursday, November 1, 1917
CUB — Jerry's Lucky Day (Geo. Ovey) 1 C
GAUMONT— Reel Life, No. 79: Building Our
Wooden Fleet; Important Industries of Argentina; An Unusual Foster Mother; A Dry
"Land
Life ")Periscope; Had Your Mining Stock
Panned Out (Animated Drawing from
Sunday, November 4, 1917
GAUMONT— Mutual Weekly, No. 149 1 Top.
Thursday, November 8, 1917
CUB — Jerry and the Vampire (Geo. Ovey)...l C
GAUMONT— Reel Life, No. 80: Safety Last;
The Pipe Organ; A Cord Tire Machine; The
"Story
Life."of Water. It Wasn't the Colic — from
Monday, November 12, 1917
GAUMONT— Mutual Weekly, No. 150 1 Top
Thursday, November 15, 1917
CUB — Jerry's
Running
Fight (Geo.
Ovey) . . . 1 C
STRAND
(BILLIE
RHODES)
Oct. 2. Some Nurse
1 reel
Oct. 9. Firine Father
1 reel
Oct. 16. For Sweet Charity
1 reel
Oct. 23. And Along Came Mary
1 reel
Oct. 30. A Two-Cylinder Courtship 1 reel
Nov.
6. Mary's
11 reel
Nov. 13.
That DogMerry
GoneMix-Up
Dog
reel
Serials
Oct. 1. The Lost Express, No. 3 (The
Wreck at the Crosisng..) 2 D
Oct. 8. The Lost Express, No. 4 (The Oil
WeU Conspiracy)
2 D
Oct. 15. The Lost Express, No. 5 (In Deep
Waters)
2D
Oct. 22. The Lost Express, No. 6 (High
Voltage)
2 D
Oct. 29. The Lost Express, No. 7 (The Race
with the Limited)
2 D
Nov. 8. The Lost Express, No. 8 (The
Mountain King)
2 D
Nov. 15. The Lost Express, No. 9 (The
Looters)
2 D
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Oct. 22.
14. Home
The CowDefense
Jumped Over the Moon...l1 CC
Oct.
Nov. 5. Faint Heart and Fair Lady
1C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Sept.
Susie's Slipe
Scheme
Oct. 17.
7. Susie
One Over
11 CC
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Sept. 30. Oh, Doctor!
1C
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Oct. t. Across Manchuria to Korea.... 1 Trav.
Oct. 8. The Singular City of Seoul 1 Trav.
Oct. 15. Queer Corean Customs
1 Trav.
Oct. 22. Tokyo, the Metropolis 1 Trav.
Oct. 29. Nikko in Snow Time
1 Trav.
Nov. 5. The Land of Madame Butterfly.. 1 Trav.
Nov. 12. Around Fujiyama
1 Trav.
Nov. 19. Kyoto, the Ancient Capital.. ..1 Trav.
Nov. 26. Three Marvelous Matsuris 1 Trav.
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 11 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
the Sun Food Comes
Dec. 24. Going toFarm
Where the
Dec. 31. On the
From
1 TrayCOMEDIES
Nov. 4.MACK
Pullman SENNETT
Bride
J-j
Nov. 18. Are Waitresses Safe?
•l C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS .
izmg
De-Indian
ol.
, „
to 16.Scho
a Sculptor's
In Man,
Septthe
Bumps _starts
Bobby
Cartoon —Studio,
Red
on the Carolina Coast.
Sept. 23. After Mallards
Unmasking the Mediums. In Camp with the
Cartoon — A SubCorps,
U. S. Ambulance
marine Destroyer.
Oct. 1. Denizens of a Metropolitan Jungle,
Cooks
Army
for tive.
Education
HigherLunch
_A _DenDetec
Dirt
— Goodrich
Cartoon
ment,
Entertain
ishawn
WarR. F. Hints
with Sams
Hunt,Uncle
Oct. 8. nerA of Southern
Stream;
Field and Deer
to ' Housewives, No. 1, Soap-Making at
pping
Wood-ChoBobby
Home, Aes."
Seri
_ Contest
TI ,inWorld
_ New
Bumps
Cartoon—
Zealand,
Oct. 15. Woodcraft and Camping. Uncle Sam s
ReHints to Housewives. No. 2. The Iceless
Juntan
a Metropoli
Denizens ofDoodles
frigerator,
Cheater.
the
gle, Cartoon — Quacky
Unin the
Oct. 22. cleHumpback
No. 2. ine
s, Pacific.
to Housewive
Sam's Hints Whaling
s Aeroplane
Leventhal
Loaf,
Meat
Meatless
Machine Gun.

November 10, 1917
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, November 4, 1917
The Fatal Ring, No. 18 (The Subterfuge),
Astra
•,• • "2 S
The Seven Pearls, No. 8 (The Man Trap)... 2 D
Fifth Avenue, New York, U. S. A
1 trav
Lonesome Luke in Love, Laughs and Laughter, Rolin
2 C
of a Fish), Car(The Tale
Happy Hooligan
toon), and Making
Rifles (Educ.) 1 reel
Wednesday, November 7, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 90
1 top
Saturday, November 10, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 91
1 top
Sunday, November 11, 1917
The Fatal Ring, No. 19 (The Crystal Maze),
Astra
2D
The Seven Pearls, No. 8 (The Warning on
the Wire), Astra
2D
The Flirt (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels),
(Rolin)
1C
Baby's
Snow (Trav.)
Underat Porchefontai
JapanHome
ne and
(Ed.),ThePathe...
Split reel
Katzenjammer Kids (The Mysterious Yarn)
(Cart.), and Lace Making (Ed.), International Split reel
Wednesday, November 14, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 92
1 top
Saturday, November 17, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 93
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Nov.
Fall
Nov. 4.
4. AAn Hero's
Interrupted
Honeymoon
Nov. 11. A Boomerang Frame Up
Nov. 11. His Household Butterfly
Nov. 18. War and Matrimony
Nov. 18. An Innocent Vampire
Nov. 25. A False Alarm
Nov. 25. A Tough Turkey Trot
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Nov. 4. Haunted by Himself (George Binns,
Maude Wayne)
Nov. 11. False to the Finish (Myrtle Lind,
Aletia Martan)
Nov. 18. The Soul of a Plumber (Fritz
Schade, Dora Rogers)
Nov. 25. Won by a Foul (Fritz Schade,
Claire Anderson)

11
1
1
1
1
1
1

CC
C
C
C
C
C
C

1
2
2
2

C
C
C
C

Universal Film Company
Monday, November 5, 1917
NESTOR— Caught in the Draft (Dave Morrison and Gladys Tennyson)
2 C
Wednesday, November 7, 1917
L-KO— Double Dukes (Eva Novak, Eddie
Barry)
2 c
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 97.
Friday, November 9, 1917
UNIVERSAL
No. 44. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 26 (Shipping date, November 3.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — The Undercurrent
(Fourth Episode of "The Red Ace"
Serial)
• •• •2 D
SPECIAL — The Famous Finley Nature Pictures (Educ.)
1 reel
Monday, November 12, 1917
NESTOR— The Shame of the Bullcon (Gale
Henry and William Franey)
1C
Wednesday, November 14, 1917
L-KO— Hula Hula Hughie (Hughie Mack).. 2. C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY —
Weekly. No, 98.
Friday, November 16, 1917
UNIVERSAL
sue No. 45. SCREEN MAGAZINE— IsUNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 27 (Shipping Date Nov. 9).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— In Mid Air (Fifth
Episode
of "The
Red Ace"
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL—
TheSerial)
Mystery 2 D
Ship (First Episode of "The Crescent
Star " — Serial)
SPECIAL
Finley Nature Studies, No. 2 2 D
(Training Wild Birds), Educ
1 reel
Monday, November 19, 1917
NESTOR— Strike One (Dave Morris, Gladys
Thompson)
1 C
Wednesday, November 21, 1917
L-KO— The
Joy RidersHutton)
(Phil Dunham, Lu- 2 C
cille
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY —
Weekly No. 99.
Friday, November 23, 1917
UNIVERSAL
sue No. 46. SCREEN MAGAZINE— IsUNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 28 (Shipping Date Nov. 16).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Fighting Blood
(Sixth Episode of " The Red Ace " Se- rial) 2D
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — The Grip of Hate
(Second Episode of "The Mystery Ship" 2D
Serial)
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies, No. 3
(The Bears of the Yellowstone), Educ.^ reel

PICTURE
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Vitagraph
BOBBY CONNELLY SERIES
Oct. 15. Bobby's Fairy.
Oct.
Home Defenders.
Oct. 22.
29. Bobby
Bobby ofandtheCompany.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
Nov. 5. Epi. 9. The Bridges of Death. 2 parts
Nov. 12. Epi. 10. The Sheriff
2 parts
Nov. 19. Epi. 11. Parched Trails
2 parts
Nov. 26. Epi. 12. The Desert of Torture 2 parts
Dec. 3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Horrors. 2 parts
Dec. 17. Epi. 15. Out of the Flame 2 parts
BIG V COMEDIES
Oct. 1. Plagues and Puppylove
Oct. 8. Sports and Splashes
Oct. 15. Riffraff and Rivalry
Oct. 22. Tough Luck and Tin Lizzies
Oct. 29. Hugs and Hubbub
Favorite Film Features
Oct. 15. Dr.Young,
La Fleur's
(ClaraVanK.
MauriceTheory
Costello,
Dyke Brooke, James Morrison) ... 1 D
Oct. 15. Terry's
Drew, Uncle's
Louise Namesake
Beaudet, (Sidney
Rogers
Lytton, Kate Price, Wm. Shea,
Ethel Lloyd)
2 C
Oct. 22. The Still Voice (Edith Story, Sidney Drew, S. Rankin)
2 D
Oct. 22. Chumps (Leah Baird, John Bunny,
Marshall P. Wilder, Wm. Shea,
Wallace Reid)
1 C
Oct. 29. TheJuliaLion's
Bride
(Harry
Morey,
Swayne, Tafft Johnson) 1 D
Oct. 29. Beauty Unadorned (Clara Kimball
Young, Sidney Drew, Templar
Saxe)
2 C
Nov. 5. The Strength of Men (Edith Storey,
Tefft Johnson, Ned Finley, Herbert
L. Barry)
2 D
Nov. 5. Captain
Barnacle's
Dyke Brooks,
HughieLegacy
Mack, (Van
Kate
Price,tello,Flora
Finch, Helen Cos- 1 C
Robert Gaillard)
Nov. 12. Just Show Folks (Norma Talmadge,
Leo Delaney, Courtenay Foote,
Helan Costello)
.1 D
Nov. 12. Jerry's ballMother-in-Law
(Clara KimYoung, Sidney Drew,
Kate
Price, Rogers Lytton)
2 C
Nov. 19. Never Again (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew, Lillian Burns, Ethel Lloyd,
S. Rankin Drew, Arthur Cozine)..2 C
Nov. 19. Sisters All (Edith Storey, Florence
E. Turner, Zena Keefe, Courtenay
Foote. Tom Powers)
1 D
Releases in the Independent Field
(Continued from page 3313)
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
S reels
The Secret Treaty
5 reeli
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. . . .23 reels
reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Pogt Mason Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and by Night) 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance
1C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov.
Hicks- and
11 CC
Dec. 26.3. Waves
and Hornets
Wimmen
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy

— reels

Moral Uplift Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter
Mo-Toy Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy
Gets
the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In Jungle Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
AGoldie
Trip Locks
to the and
Moon.the Three Bears.
Dolly Doings.
School Days.

3315
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
S reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
5S reels
One Hour (Seauel to "Three Weeks")
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
Whip
8 reel*
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmie, the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Photoplay
Magazine
— Screen
reel releases
giving
intimateSupplement
interviews — ofOneall
the stars.. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earl Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
.....5 reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Sturmer)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6 reels
The

Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
7 reels
The Ne'er-Do- WeU
• reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Elliot, Inc.
The Crisis
10 reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Signet Film Corporation
The Masque of Life
7 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
t reels
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Ultra Film Co.
A Day at West Point
West Is West
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The Bishop's
Secret
45 reels
reels
The
Lottery Man
The Marriage Bond
5 reels
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Margarita Fiscber) 4 reels
Hell
Girl
57 reels
Come Morgan's
Through
reels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
f
The Pursuing Vengeance
5
The Price of Her Soul
7
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6
The Slave Mart
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
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All releases of the month are listed. In the index, C. stands for "Comedy"; Cart., for "Cartoon"; C.-D., for "Comedy Drama";
D., "Drama"; Juv., "Juveline"; Sc., ', Scenic"; Top., "Topical." The figure before the ahbreviation is the number of reels,
date is the date of release and the figure the page of Motion Picture News on which the picture was reviewed. The second number
refers to the music chart for the picture. The number in parentheses (.) refers to the page whereon will be found the "Ready-Made Ad-Talk."
Numbers preceded by an asterisk * refer to " Short Subjects in Review.'
Society's
(Butterfly),
5D, Oct.
3132
FEATURES
Son of HisDriftwood
Father, The
(Paramount;,
5D, 22
Oct. 22
3131
Southern Pride (Mutual-American), 5MD, Oct. 8
2953 (2531)
'49—
'17 (Butterfly),
Oct. 17
2950 (2900)
Spotted Lily, The (Bluebird), 5D, Oct. 1
2580 (2717)
ADOPTED
Son, The5D,(Metro)
6D, Oct. 29
Spreading Dawn, The (Goldwyn), CD, Oct. 14
(2899)
Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp (Fox Standard) 8Jan. Oct. 14.2580 (2530)
Stainless
Barrier,
The
(Triangle),
5D,
Oct.
28
3132
Anything Once (Bluebird), 5D, Oct. 8
2769 (2717)
Stranded
in
Arcady
(Pathe),
5D,
Oct.
14
2580
Apple Tree Girl, The (Kleine-Edison), 5D, Oct. 1
2582 (2717)
Sunlight's
LastTheRaid
(Vitagraph),
5D, 5D,
Sept.Sept.
24
2389
(1993)
Arms and the Girl Paramount), 5D, Oct. 8
3131
Sunset
Trail,
(Lasky
Paramount),
17
2582
(2530)
Ashes of Hope (Triangle), 5D, Oct. 7
2583 (2717)
TARHEEL Warrior, The (Triangle), 5CD, Sept. 30
2390
BAB'S Burglar (Paramount), 5D, Oct. 29
This Is the Life (Fox Film). 5D, Oct. 21
Thou
Shalt
Not
Steal
(Fox
Film),
5D,
Oct.
14
(2900)
Bab's
Diary
(Paramount),
5CD,
Sept.
24
2949
(2899)
Baby Mine (Goldwyn), 6C
2581
Torture of Silence, The (Pathe), 5D, Oct. 21
2772 (2717)
Baseball Review of 1917, The (Marty McHale)
2951
Trouble Buster, The (Paramount), 5D, Oct. 8
2950 (2900>
Beautiful Adventure, The (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 15
22
(2899)
UNFORESEEN,
The
(Mutual),
5D,
Oct.
Blind
Man's
Holiday,
A
(Broadway-General),
4D
2388
Bondage (Bluebird), 5D, Oct. 17
2952 2976 (2900)
Unto the End (Art Dramas), 5D, Oct. 8.
Bottom of the Well, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D, Oct. 22
Broadway, Arizona (Triangle), 5D, Sept. 30
2391
WHEN A Man Sees Red (Fox Standard), 5D, Oct. 7
Burglar, The (World), 5D, Oct. 29
3130 (2718)
Wild Sumac (Triangle), 5D, Oct. 14
2772 (2530)
Woman God Forgot, The (Artcraft), 5D, Oct. 22
CALENDAR Girl, The (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 15
Call of the East, The (Paramount), 5D, Oct. 15
YOUNG Mother Hubbard (Kleine-Essanay), 5D, Oct. 29
3131 (2530)
Camille (Hanover-General), 6D
2950 (2718)
Your Obedient Servant (Edison-Conquest), 6D
2582
Cassidy (Triangle), 5D, Oct. 21
2951 (2899)
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Wholesome Films), 4Juv
— ;—
SHORT SUBJECTS
Conscience (Fox Film), 5D, Oct. 7
2584 (2344)
Corner Grocery, The (World), 5D, Oct. 1
2388 (2344)
ABANDONED Mine, The (Astra-Pathe), Episode of "The Seven
Countess Charming, The (Paramount), 5D, Sept. 24
2388 2976
Pearls" Serial, 2D, Oct. 21
2771
Crooked Romance, A (Astra-Pathe), 5CD, Sept. 30
2391
All
at Sea Girl,
(Triangle),
1C, (Kalem)
Oct. 7
Curse of Eve, The (Corona Cinema Co), 8D
2951
American
The Series
:
The Man Hunt at San Remo, 2D
Cy Whittaker's Ward (Kleine-Edison), 5D, Oct. 22
The Door in the Mountain, 2D
Daughter of Maryland, A (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 29
Sagebrush Law, 2D
Dead Shot Baker (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D, Oct. 15
American
War News Weekly No. 25 (Cinema News), lWar
Desire of the Moth, The (Bluebird), 5D, Oct. 22
3134 (2900)
American War News Weekly No. 26 (Cinema News), lWar
Doing Her Bit (Triangle), 5D Oct. 28
American
War
News Weekly No. 27 (Cinema News), lWar
Dormant Power, The (World), 5D, Oct. 22
3132 (2899)
Ambition (Kalem-Sparkle), 1C
EDGE of the Law, The (Butterfly), 5D, Sept. 24
2390
Amid Serial,
the Clouds
(Astra7
Pathe). Episode of "The Seven Pearls" (2344)
2D, Oct.
Exile (Lasky-Paramount), 5D, Oct. 6
2389 (2345)
Eyes of the World, The (W. H. Clune), 7D
2584
And Along Came Mary (Strand-Mutual), 1C, Oct. 23
Angel of Poverty Row. The (Selig-General), ID
FIBBERS,Odds
The (Goldwyn),
(Kleine-Essanay).
5D, 7
Oct. 15
2771 (2530)
(2717)
Auld Lang Syne (Favorite Film), 2D, Oct. 8
Fighting
6D, Oct.
2769
Firefly of Tough Luck, The (Triangle), 5D, Oct. 21
2952 (2899)
BAD Little Good Man. A (Joker-Universal), 1C, Oct. 29
Flaming Omen, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D, Oct. 28
Bargain, $37.50, A (Kalem-Sparkle). 1C
Flirting With Death (Bluebird), 5D, Sept. 24
2582 2803
Barnyard
Frolics The(Kalem-Jaxon).
lC
Fools for Luck (Kleine-Essanay), 5D, Oct. 8
2581
Bathtub Bandit,
(Kalem), 1C
2390
Bathtub Marriage, A (Kalem). lC
GHOST House, The (Paramount), 5D, Oct. 1
2772 (2717)
Beauty
Unadorned
(Favorite
Film),
2C.
Oct.
29
Girl Angle, The ( (Horkheimer-Mutual), 5D, Oct. 8
(2531)
Bedroom Blunder, A (Mack Sennett-Paramount), lC, Oct. 7
Girl Who Won Out, The (Butterfly), 5D, Oct. 8
2771 (2717)
Best Man, The (Falcon-General). 4D
Gulf Between, The (Technicolor), 8R
2391
Between Fire and Water (Astra-Pathe). Episode of "The Seven
HEART of Ezra Greer, The (Pathe), 5D, Oct. 7
2583 (2530)
Pearls"
Serial. ( Rolin-Pathe)
2D. Oc. 14
Birds
of a Feather
. 2C. Oct. 7
2584
Her Country's Call (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 1
3130 (2344)
Bliss (Rolin-Pathe). lC. Oct. 14
INDIAN Motorcycle (E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.), 5Ind
2392
Bobby of the Home Defenders (Vitagraph). Oct. 22
Bobby. Mayor of Kid City (Vitagraph), Oct. 8
KIDNAPPED
(Edison-Conquest). 7D
2390
Bobby's
(Vitagraph),
Oct 15
Boot and Fairy
the Loot.
The (Ka'em),
lc
LEST We Forget (Select Pictures), D
Brand's Daughter (Falcon-General). 4D
Breaking In (Kalem-Jaxon) lC
Life's Whirlpool (Metro), 5D, O t. 8
Bushranger's
Strategy. A (Kalem). Episode of "Stingaree" Series.
MAGDA (Select Pictures), 5D
3135
2D
Man From Painted Post, The (Paramount), 5D, Oct. 1
2769
Man Hater, The (Triangle), 5D, Sept. 2
3130
CHAMPION
Law (Kalem). Episode
of "Stingaree Series.
Man Trap, The (Bluebird), 5D, Oct. 29
Champion. Theof the
(Chaolin-General).
2C
Cheating His Wife (Kalem). lC
Man's
Law,
A
(Overland
Film),
5D
2769
(2718)
Mark of Cain, The (Astra Palhe), 5D, Nov. 4
2949 (2899)
Chumps (Favorite Film). lC. Oct. 22
Marked Man, A (Butterfly), 5D, Oct. 29
Clean Gun. The (Falcon-General). 4D
Marvelous Maciste, The (Hanover-General). CD
Counting Out the Count (L-Ko-Universal). lC. Oct. 3....
Cross-Eyed Submarine. The (Universal). 2C. Oct. 18
Men of the Desert (Essanay-K-E-S-E), 5D, Sept. 24
2391 (1811)
Miss U. S. A. (Fox Film), 5D, Oct. 28
Moth, The (Select Pictures), 5D
3153 (2717)
DAGGER
Episode of "The Fatal Ring" 2770
Serial,Duel.
2D, The
Oct. (Astra-Pathe).
14
NARROW Trail, The (Artcraft), 5D, Oct. 15
Dash for
Arabia,
A
(Astra-Pathe),
Episode
Serial, 2D, Sept. 30of "The Fatal Ring" 2390
Daughter of Daring. A Series (Kalem):
ONE Shot Ross (Triangle), 5D. Oct. 14
2772 (2530)
A Race to the Drawbridge, ID
The Munitions Plot. ID
PAINTED Doll, The (Pathe), 5D, Oct. 21
2581 (2530)
Paradise Garden (Metro), 6D, Oct. 1
The
Danger, ID
The Detective's
Railroad Smugglers.
ID
Peggy
the Way The
(Mutual),
5D, Oct.Films),
29
The Deserted Engine. ID
Penny Leads
Philanthropist.
(Wholesome
5D
2952
David
Garrick
(Favorite
Film),
2D. Oct. 1
Phantom Husband, A (Triangle), 5D, Oct. 7
Polly of the Circus (Goldwyn), 8D
2035 2415 (1992)
Day Off, A (Kalem-Jaxon. 1C
2583
Price Mark, The (Paramount), 5D, Oct. 22
Deal inSeries,
Bonds.ID
A (Kalem). Episode of "Grand. Police Reporter"
Princess of Park Row (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D. Oct. 1
2770
Princess'
The (Select
(Edison-Conquest).
7Juv
2389
Death Serial.
Weight,2D.The
Episode of "The Fatal Ring"
Oct.(Astra-Pathe),
28
Public Be Necklace,
Damned, The
Pictures), 6D
Public Defender, The (Harry Raver), 5D
2773 (2718)
Dentist. The (Metro-Drew). lC. Oct. 15
Deserted
Engine.
The (Kalem). Episode of "A Daughter of Daring"
Series.
ID
QUEEN X (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 1
2802 (2345)
Detective's
Danger.
The (Kalem). Episode of "A Daughter of DarRASPUTIN, The Black Monk (World), 7Hist, Oct. 8
ing" Series, ID
Don't
Lose
Your
Coat
(Essanav-Black Cat), 2C
SEA Master, The (Mutual-American), 5D, Oct. 22
2952 (2899)
Door in
Mountain,
The (Kalem). Episode of "The American
Secret Man, The (Butterfly), 5D, Oct. 1, 2583
2612 (2344)
Girl"the Series.
2D
Shall We Forgive Her? (World), 5D, Oct. 15
2771
DoubleSerial,
Disguise,
The 21
(Astra-Pathe"). Episode of "The Fatal Ring" 3133
2D, Oct.
Sleeping Memory, A (Metro), 5D, Oct. 15
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Dr.
Theory (Broadway-General),
(Favorite Film), ID, Oct.
IS
Dry LaFleur's
Valley Johnson
4D....,
Duel, Oct.
The (Universal),
Episode
of
"The
Gray
Ghost" Serial, 2D,
6
Duke for a Day, A (Edison), 3C
Duplicity of Hargraves (Broadway-General), 4CD
END of the Run, The (Gold Seal-Universal), 3D, Oct. 23
Even as Him and Her (L-Ko-Universal) , 2C, Oct. 29
FABLE of All That Triangle Stuff, The (George Ade-General) , 2C. .
Fable of the Film-Fed Family, The (George Ade-General), 2C
Fable of the UDlifter, The (George Ade-General), 2C
False Serial,
Pearl, 2D,
The Oct.
(Astra-Pathe),
Episode of "The Seven Pearls"
28
Fat and Foolish (General Film), 1C
Fat and Furious (L-Ko-Universal), 1C, Oct. 24
Fatal Ring, The Series (Astra-Pathe) :
The Painted Safe, 2D, Oct. 7
The Dagger Duel, 2D, Oct. 14
The Double Disguise, 2D. Oct. 21
The Death Weight, "2D, Oct. 28
Feet
of Clay
4D
Fighting
Trail,(Falcon-General),
The Series (Vitagraph)
:
The Other Half, 2D, Oct. 1
Torrent Rush, 2D, Oct. 8
The Ledge of Despair, 2D, Oct. 15
The
2D, Oct.
The Lion's
Strands Prey,
of Doom,
2D, 22
Oct. 29
Fire Escape Finish, A (Nestor-Universal), 1C, Oct. 23
Firing Father (Strand-Mutual), 1C, Oct. 9
Flying Trip Through the Hawaian Islands (Educational Films
Corp.), 2Ed
For Sweet Charity (Strand-Mutual), 1C, Oct. 16
From Bad to Worse (Kalem-Jaxon), 1C
From London to Laramie (Rolin-Pathe), 2C, Oct. 21
GETAWAY,
(Bison-Universal),
Grant, Police The
Reporter
Series (Kalem)2D,: Oct. 27
The Mystery of Room 422, ID
A Deal in Bonds, ID
The Sign of the Scarf, ID
The Man With the Limp, ID
Gray Ghost, The Serial (Universal):
The Duel, 2D, Oct. 6
HALF and Half (Triangle), 1C, Oct. 7
Harem Romance, A (General Film), 1C
Helping Hand, The (Vitagraph), Oct. 1
Her Naughty Choice (Joker-Universal), 1C, Oct. 4
High 2D,
Voltage
Episode of "The Lost Express,"
Oct. (Signal-Mutual),
22
Hindu Hoodoo, A (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Oct. 21
His Busy Day (Triangle), 1C, Oct. 21
His Crooked Career (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Oct. 7
His Disguised Passion (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Oct. 28
His Double Life (Metro-Drew), 1C, Oct. 8
His Watery Waterloo (General Film), 1C
His Winning Ways (General Film), 1C
Hist! Spies (Metro-Drew). 1C. Oct. 22
Hot Applications (Nestor-Universal). 1C. Oct. 9
How It Happened (Kalem-Jaxon), 1C
Hygeia at the Solita (Broadway-General), 2D

PICTURE

2582

3134
2951
2583
2770
3133
2771

2772
2392
2951
2770
2583
2583

IN Deep
Waters
(Signal-Mutuai)
, Episode of " The Lost Express " 3132
Serial.
2D, Oct.
15
In High Speed (Kalem-Sparkle), 1C
-.
JERRY In Yodel Land (Cub-Mutual), 1C, Oct. 4
2772
Jerry's Big Deal (Cub-Mutual), lC, Sept. 27
2584
Jerry's Lucky Day (Cub-Mutual), lC, Oct. 31
Jerry's Soft Snap (Cub-Mutual), 1C, Oct. 24
Jitney Elopement, A (Chaplin-General), 2C
Joy of Freedom, The (Metro-Drew), lC, Oct. 1
KICKED In the Kitchen (Victor-Universal), lC, Oct. 5
LADY In the Library, The (Falcon-General), 4D
Last of the Troubadours, The (Broadway-General), 2D
Laundry Mix-Up, A (Kalem), lC
Law and Order (Broadway-General), 2D
Law North of 65, The (Selig-General), 2D
Ledge of Desoair, The (Vitagraph), Episode of "The Fighting
Trail" Series, 2D, Oct. 15
Lion's Bride, The (Favorite Film), ID, Oct. 29
Lion's Lair, The (Bison-Universal), 2D, Oct. 6
Lion's Series.
Prey, 2D,
The Oct.
(Vitagraph),
Episode of "The Fighting Trail"
22
Little
Mariana's
Triumph
(Universal),
Oct. 25lC, Oct. 21 1770
Lonesome Luke from London to Laramie2D,(Rolin-Pathe),
Lonesome Road, The (Broadway-General), 2D
Long Green Trail, The (Essanay-Black Cat), 2D
Lost Express, The (Signal-Mutual) :
The Wreck At the Crossing (3d Episode), 2D, Oct. 1
The Oil Well Conspiracy (4th Episode), 2D, Oct. 8
2950
In Deep Waters (5th Episode), 2D, Oct. 15
3132
High Voltage (6th Episode), 2D, Oct. 22
The Race with the Limited (7th Episode), 2D, Oct. 29
Love Doctor, The (Vitagraph- V-L-S-E), 5D, Oct. 8
2949
Lure of the Unattainable, The (Universal), Episode of " The Red
Ace" Serial, 2D, Oct. 27
MAGIC Jazzy Boo, The (Joker-Universal). 1C, Oct. 18
Man Hunt At San Remo, The (Kalem), Episode of "The American Girl" Series, 2D
Man With
Limp (Kalerr), Episode of " Grant, Police Reporter "
Series,theID
Masked Marvels, The (Joker-Universal), 1C, Oct. 6
Modern Sherlock, A (Triangle). 1C, Oct. 21
Monkey — Maid — Man (Kalem-Sparkle), 1C
Munitions
The (Kalem), Episode of "A Daughter of Daring"
Series,Plot.ID
Mutual Weekly No. 144 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 3
*2747
Mutual Weekly No. 145 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 10
Mutual Weekly No. 146 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 17
Mutual Weekly No. 147 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 24
Mutual Weekly No. 148 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 31
Mysterious Iron Ring, The (Gold Seal-Universal), 3D, Oct. 29
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Mystery of Room 422, The (Kalem), Episode of " Grant, Police
Reporter" Series, ID
2583
NEARLY A Husband (General Film) 1C
Night In New Arabia, A (Broadway-General), 4D
Ninth Day, The (Gold Seal-Universal), 3D, Oct. 9
Nurse of An Aching Heart, The (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Oct. 10
OFFICER Jerry (Cub-Mutual), 1C, Oct. 4
Oil Well Conspiracy, The (Signal-Mutual), Episode of "The Lost
Express" Serial, 2D, Oct. 8
2950
Onion Magnate's Revenge, The (Kalem), 1C
2390
Other Series,
Half, The
(Vitagraph),
Episode
of
"The
Fighting
Trail"
2D, Oct. 1
2771
PAINTED
Serial,Safe,
2D, The
Oct. (Astra-Pathe),
7 Episode of "The Fatal Ring" 2583
Pals (Kalem-Sparkle), 1C
Peaceful Flat, A (Kalem), 1C
Pearls and Perils (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Oct. 14
Pete, the Prowler (Nestor-Universal), lC, Oct. 2
Plagues and Puppylove (Big V), 1C, Oct. 1
Politician's Dream, The (Favorite Film), 1C, Oct. 1
Prairie Heiress, A (Triangle), 1C, Oct. 14
Prairie Romeo, A (Universal), 2D, Oct. 4
Prince for a Day, A (Universal), 2D, Oct. 11
RACE To the Drawbridge, A (Kalem), Episode of "A Daughter
of Daring" Series, ID
Race With the Limited, The (Signal-Mutual), Episode of "The
Lost Express " Serial, 2D, Oct. 29
Railroad Smugglers, The (Kalem), Episode of "A Daughter of
ID
RainbowDaring"
Island Series,
(Rolin-Pathe),
1C, Oct. 28
Rainstorms and Brainstorms (Joker-Universal), lC, Oct. 13
Red Ace, The Serial (Universal) :
The Silent Terror, 2D, Oct. 20
The Lure of the Unattainable, 2D, Oct. 27
Reel Life No. 75 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 4
Reel Life No. 76 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 11
Reel Life No. 77 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 18
*2924
Reel Life No. 78 (Gaumont), lTop, Oct. 25
Rough Toughs and Roof Tops (Big V), 1C, Oct. 8
Rustler's Vindication, The (Selig-General), 2D
SAGEBRUSH
Law (Kalem), Episode of "The American Girl"
Series, 2D
Saving the Fast Mail (Bison-Universal), 2D, Oct. 13
Seven Pearls, The Serial (Astra-Pathe) :
Amid the Clouds, 2D, Oct. 7
2344
Between
Fire andMine,
Water,2D, 2D,Oct.Oct.
14
The Abandoned
21
2771
The False Pearl, 2D, Oct. 28
2951
Sign of the Scarf, The (Kalem), Episode of "Grant, Police Reporter" Series, ID
Silent Terror, The (Universal), Episode of "The Red Ace" Serial,
2D, Oct. 20
Somebody's
(Triangle), 1C,
Some
Nurse Wife
(Strand-Mutual),
1C, Oct.
Oct. 28
2
2584
Some Statue (General Film), lC
Star Dust (Essanay-Black Cat), 2CD
Still
Voice, The
The Further
(Favorite
Film), 2D,
Oct. 22
Stingaree,
Adventures
of (Kalem)
:
Through Fire and Water, 2D
A Bushranger's Strategy, 2D
The Stranger At Dumcrieff, 2D
A Champion of the Law, 2D
Storm Woman, The (Gold Seal-Universal), 3D, Oct. 2
StrandsSeries,
of Doom,
Episode of " The Fighting Trail "
2D, The
Oct. (Vitagraph)
29
Stranger
At
Dumcrieff,
A
(Kalem),
Episode of "Stingaree" Series,
2D
Suit and A Suitor (General Film), 1C
Sultan's Wife, The (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Sept. 30
2584
TAMING of Lucy, The (Gold Seal-Universal), 3D, Oct. 16
Temple of Terror, The (Bison-Universal), 2D, Oct. 20
Terry's Uncle's Namesake (Favorite Film), 2C, Oct. IS
Their Husband (Triangle), 1C, Oct. 28
Their Love Lesson (Triangle), lC, Oct. 14
Three Billion In Three Weeks (Liberty Loan), 3R
2391
Through2D
Fire and Water (Kalem). Episode of "Stingaree" Series,
Tight Wad, The (Joker-Universal), lC, Oct. 25
Too Much Alike (Kalem-Jaxon), 1C
Torrent Rush (Vitagraph). Episode of "The Fighting Trail" Series,
2D, Oct. 8
UNIVERSAL Animated Weekly No. 92 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 3..
Universal Animated Weekly No. 93 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 10
*2924
Universal Animated Weekly No. 94 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 17
Universal Animated Weekly No. 95 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 24
Universal Animated Weekly No. 96 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 31....
Universal Current Events No. 21 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 6
*2747
Universal Current Events No. 22 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 13
*2924
Universal Curent Events No. 23 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 20
Universal Current Events No. 24 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 27
Universal Screen Magazine No. 39 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 5
Universal Screen Magazine No. 40 (Universal), 1 Top, Oct. 12....
Universal Screen Magazine No. 41 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 19
*2368
Universal Screen Magazine No. 42 (Universal), lTop, Oct. 26
*2747
VAMPING Reuben's Millions (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Oct. 17
Vengeance vs. Mercy (Selig-General), ID
WALLOPING Time, A (Victor-Universal), 1C, Oct. 12
Wart On the Wire, The (Joker-Universal), lC, Oct. 11
Week-End Shopping (Kalem-Sparkle), 1C
What'll We Do With Uncle? (Victor-Universal), 1C, Oct. 26
When Liz Lets Loose (Victor-Universal), 1C, Oct. 19
Whirlwind of Whiskers, A (Kalem), 1C
Who Done It? (Joker-Universal), 1C, Oct. 20
Wild and Woolly Women (Nestor-Universal), lC, Oct. 16
Wild Girl, The (Select Pictures), D
Wise Dummy, A (Joker-Un: -rsal). 1C, Oct. 27
Witness for the State. The (Selig-General), ID
Wreck At the Crossing, The (Signal-Mutual), Episode of "The Lost
Express" Serial, 2D, Oct. 1
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rings
TO ALL INTERESTED IN MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS SEND
AT ONCE FOR OUR LATEST
LIST. ASTONISHING VALUES
IN HIGHEST GRADE MOTION
PICTURE CAMERAS AND TRIPODS. 1917 MODEL UNIVERSALS COMPLETE — $235. 1916
MODEL UNIVERSALS COMPLETE— $215. ALL MAKES.
TRIPODS
FROMAGENTS
$15 UP.
ERAL SALES
FOR GENTHE
UNIVERSAL AND THE FAMOUS
K-B COMBINED CAMERA AND
PROJECTOR FOR $150. WRITE
FOR LIST AND BOOKLETS AT
ONCE. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, 108 NO. DEARBORN
STREET. CHICAGO, U. S. A.
For sale, 3, 4, 5 and 6 reel features
in excellent condition, with plenty
of advertising matter. Reasonable.
Big A Film Co., 145 W. 45th St.,
New York.
WANTED, ORGANIST: Must be
first class picture player. Reference
required. Permanent position, if satisfactory. Reply to Walter T. Reed,
Atlantic City, N. J.
FOR SALE. — 4 ceiling fans, 3 12in. wall fans,
fans, 11 silveroid
6-in. fan, screen,
2 12-in.1
exhaust
Berrywood 11-piece orchestra (1700
instrument). All practically new.
Make offer. S. G. Brown, Mooresville, N. C.
We EXPORT Films all over
the Globe.
What have yon to offer?
Only honorable business considered.
Let ns hear from yon.
A. B. C. FILM CO.
145 W. 45th Street
New York

and Art
Laboratories
Your Success means
Our Success. That is
the Reason we stand
behind our work and
actually guarantee its
quality.
We work for you —
and make it our business to bring out successfully the result of
your effort and skill
in producing.
ART LABORATORIES
Developing - Titles - Printing
316 East 48th Street
Murray Hill 6973
Edmond Kuhn, Snpl.
Office :
Bryant 8324
1476 Broadway
NEW YORK

Vol. 16. No. IS
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" Mothers of Men "
(Continued from page 3310)

business
Sifcfe

PICTURE

opinion of the reviewer receive praise from the patron, regardless of his or her status in life. Its timeliness will strike home.
Although the author has looked a long way into the future and
placed a woman as the presiding judge in a court of law, there
are thousands who will praise his efforts, especially the ardent
suffragists and all womankind who are optimistic concerning
universal victory for woman suffrage. Assuming that all women
of the United States had the vote and the problem which the
author seeks to expound, in this propaganda play, be sound reasoning, there are none who can deny that women would take
their places beside the men in our courts of law, as presiding
justices.
The author has been original in weaving his theme, but the
director has been very commonplace in transferring some of the
author's ideas to the screen. Incidents which should have received
only a passing notice or a flash on the screen, Director Robards
has run to noticeable lengths, thereby creating in his production
a certain offensive element. This is particularly true of the scene
depicting the condemned man's last hours before going to the
death chamber. He makes too much of the religious aspect of
the situation and not enough of the real purpose for which his
production is screened — to disseminate the doctrine of women suffrage.
Dorothy Davenport does very well in the principal role. She
so far outshines exhibitions of some members of her supporting
cast that an audience is given the impression that she does superexcellent work. Willis Robards, enacting the principal male role,
insists upon being too much of an " actor." At times he displays
true artistic talent but more often he either " flies too high "
or falls into a coma, failing to appreciate the fact that he is interpreting an emotional role. Every one in the audience will know
that Katherine Griffith is " Clara's blind sister." She insists upon
this and therefore registers the " stone " blind expression throughout the scenes in which she appears. Arthur Travares " overdoes " the " heavy " part. He impresses as being over-anxious
to convince. Hal Reed and Mrs. Hal Reed are in evidence because of their very amateurish performance. Air. Robards's legal
procedure is not according to best authorities.
" Mothers of Men " is timely, has a good title and should not
meet with disappointment with any exhibitor. He can book it
and " cash." The photography and lighting effects are " up-to-the-
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Clara Madison (Dorothy Davenport) is an ardent suffragist and leader
in the cause. She is elected judge of the Supreme Court. She meets Worthington liams
Williams
Robards),
a lawyer,
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are prohibition
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the death
chair.
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Governor
of the State,andandsentenced
the wholeto community
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to see how she will employ her power to pardon a condemned man.. She
remains passive and does nothing. A few hours before the death penalty
isinnocence.
to be exacted, a confession is made by a gangster which proves Williams's
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1 Mr. Johnston, Motion Picture News, Inc.
g
§j 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
j
I
Dear Mr. Johnston :— Will you be kind enough to have mailed to me a copy of your 1
I last Studio Directory. I had one and somebody swiped it. Perhaps someone else in the 1
f office found it to be as full of good information as I did. Until it disappeared from my |
1 desk, I have had numerous occasions to refer to it and found the very information I I
I sought.
|
1
Trusting you are well and with the kindest regards, I am, Yours truly,
I
1
W. K. Hollander, Editor Motion Picture Department, |
I
Chicago Daily News.
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FOR
ITS PRESENT
REPUTATION!
When you trim your lamps with Silvertips it is well to remember that this
industry-endorsed carbon is being used by the most discerning and critical
exhibitors in the country.
It is not an idle boast that Silvertip has been adopted as the projector
standard of the world. Go into the largest and most up-to-date houses —
into theaters where the length of throw and character of pictures presented
demand a pure white projection light of far above normal intensity — and
you will see the reason why.
What is satisfying critical thousands the country over is worth a trial
from you. Silvertips mean perfect projection and minimum carbon adjustment. Itis little wonder that operators from coast to coast want them
right now.
Let us send you our free booklet, " The Why of the Silvertip."
NATIONAL

CARBON

CO., INC.,

CLEVELAND,

OHIO
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This notice is addressed to the minority of our subscribers who do not regularly answer
advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing direct to our advertisers; in fact, you
do not do enough of it for your own good, but we do want you to get the proper goods to
fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy to write each company separately;
therefore we are offering our co-operation, which means that you will receive full information
on any subject which you may designate by merely filling out the coupon, designating by
numbers the goods in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded to reputable manufacturers, even though
the goods on which you wish information are not advertised in the "News."
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business depends for its existence upon scientific accuracy —
upon the standardizing of machines and equipment — upon the
practice of the principles of efficiency in every department.
And so, careless of the results of their muddling and with a
confidence born of ignorance, they go blithely about the task
of undoing the work of the experts who are striving to put
the industry on such a sound basis as will make certain its
orderly progress.

*
| SECTION OF MOTION

PICTURE

" The muddlers have added nothing to the safety of the
picture-viewing public by forcing the adoption of these special
perforations. But they have added immeasurably to the difficulties which beset the path of the men who are unselfishly
trying to benefit the industry."

|
NEWS j

THE
|| Devoted to the technical branches of the motion^ picture
if industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
I in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inI ventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
| commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
I pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
I furnishing field.
_
I ' No charge is made in these departments for answering
1 questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
I E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
I Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor

f
\
§
|
|
\
|
\

first paragraph of this quotation draws attention to the
obvious fact that unscruplous people in the industry, or in
fact any one so minded, would experience no more difficulty in
having ordinary inflammable film stock made and perforated to
a special gauge — for use with a specially designed sprocket— than
is incident to the preparation and use of film of standard dimensions ;and insurance authorities could thus be deceived at will.
This is a point which most people in the business absolutely overlook; but yet it is one of the most obvious conditions which
could possibily be imagined.

This special film has been suggested and pushed by people who
j
feel that they can create a monopoly and supply something which
| no one else can possibly get hold of. There is no doubt that the
public, whether they be city authorities or individuals, are hoodwinked by this sales argument, whereas, if they were to consider
conditions as they really exist they would very soon realize that
Special Width Films
they are not only buying something with a limited use but are
depriving themselves of the possibility of using and showing in
THE question of special width film and special projectors seems
their homes, churches, schools, etc., films which have been made
to be causing a considerable amount of interest in the equipin
the past and which, if they are going to get a hundred per cent
ment field and the advocacy of this special equipment is causing
out of their equipment, they must be prepared to exhibit.
no small amount of trouble in the various municipalities throughout the country, where laws are being enacted requiring special
Non-inflammable film is manufactured, and if there is a suffilm, etc.
ficient demand for it it will be produced in large quantities. This
can be marked so that any inspector or member of the audience
To our mind there is absolutely no excuse for this condition
will know at a glance that the laws are being complied with, and
and no reason why the adoption of this unstandardized material
should receive any consideration at all by any one interested in that non-inflammable film is being used. If this were not possible
there might be a semblance of excuse for the present agitation in
the progress and betterment of our industry.
regard to special films, but if non-inflammable film can be obtained
The Society of Motion Picture Engineers, which, as we all in
one size it can certainly be obtained in the standard size.
know, is made up of practical men, all interested and actively engaged in the promotion of motion pictures, has gone on record
as being unalterably opposed to anything which is not absolutely
LASTthis week
this page
we discussed
Open
in accordance with accepted standards. The opinion of these men
were on
adopted
it would
be a stepthein "the
rightBooth."
direction,If
certainly deserves the deepest consideration, and the mere fact
for it would tend materially to convince the municipal authorities
i that they have gone on record as opposing this movement is sufthat their fears with regard to motion picture exhibitions are praci ficient proof that the far sighted individuals in the trade have
tically as groundless as was the fear of the ferry-boat proprietors
condemned something which in the end will only have to be pulled
who in the past would not allow an automobile with a tank of
out by the root and thrown into the discard, which is a process
gasoline to come on the boat. We have at the present time no less
i which might as well be avoided now instead of waiting until later.
than seven projectors on the market, which are so designed as to
reduce to a minimum the chance of a film igniting while being
projected,
and which, moreover, can be operated with perfect
I WISH to quote from a letter from one of the largest manusafety
by
a
man who knows his business (as all operators should
facturers inthe country, who has nothing to do with the proif they have obtained a license).
I duction of film, or with the manufacture of projection machines.
I He says :
A manufacturer of a special machine was in this office only a
day or two ago. He asked me whether I would be willing to give
" In dealing with the question of guarding the public against
an exhibition in my home at a child's birthday party with a
danger from film fires the underwriters laboratories have permachine running standard film even with an operator who knew
sistently ignored one thing which is ordinarily strongly emphahis business from the ground up. My reply was that I absolutely
sized by insurance men — the moral hazard. Nothing could be
would and that I not only would do it, but have done it, and have
more ridiculous than the assumption that the adoption of a
advocated that it be done in the homes of friends, for I do not
special gauge of perforation will insure the use of nonconsider that there is any more danger in doing this than I
inflammable film. Given a man who has no scruples against
consider there is danger in attending the motion picture theatre
breaking the law or exposing the public to possible danger —
which I patronize, and which is equipped with a fire-proof booth.
confront him with an opportunity to profit by the use of ordinary film stock — and he will have that stock perforated to the
To be sure, the insurance authorities are only just beginning to
special gauge. Men of that sort recognize but one deterrent —
become accustomed to motion pictures as a risk. As this becomes
the fear of punishment. A stiff fine — or a fine and imprisonmore common and they are called upon to do more of this insuring
ment— in prospect, would cause him to use non-inflammable
we will have laws passed which will be fair and equitable to the
stock. But protection to the public will lie in the fear of
motion picture, and in them I hope will be incorporated a demand
punishment rather than in the freak perforation.
that none but standard films shall be used. Whether this is
inflammable or non-inflammable makes but little difference.
" The pity of it is that muddlers have not learned — or have
not been willing to acknowledge— that the motion picture
E. K. Gillett.
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A N S WERED
QUESTION-

making a splice. The technique of splicing, such as
The Mechanics
of Film Splicing
■l large percentage of the
the scraping of the emuloperator's
troubles
are
due
and a Suggested Standard Film Join
to the bad condition of
sion from the film, application of the cement, etc,
film, and it is also an
has been frequently dwelt upon and need not therefore be conestablished fact that a new film deteriorates rapidly with use. Missidered here. One point should be established, however, before
handling; worn or incorrectly adjusted projector mechanisms; and
we proceed further; it is not possible to make a perfect, or even
a variety of other causes contribute to this rapid deterioration of a
a highly serviceable, splice in cine film without the aid of a
film positive, but it can be emphasized that a film positive, carefully
splicing machine (so called) or press, wherewith to force the
prepared in the laboratory, and used by a competent operator on
cemented edges of the film into complete contact at the point
a clean and accurately adjusted projecting machine, may be
where the join is made. In that which follows the use of a
screened thousands of times without showing any appreciable
press of some sort is assumed, since it is indispensable to the
effects from such use. This is not an imaginative statement formulated as an introduction for that which follows, but is founded
production of first-class results.
There are a variety of methods of cutting and overlapping the
on the study of the condition and characteristics of many reels
ends of two pieces of cine film in order to make a join, but they
of film which have undergone long and continuous use under our
are all derived from two distinct and extensively used types of
personal observation.
film splice. As no good could come from the description of
The proper care of motion picture positive prints is a subject of
numerous impractical types of join, we shall therefore consider
itself, but we propose on the present occasion to record some
only the two principal forms, and it will presently be apparent
observations on the important item of the splices by which lengths
that one of these types of join is so vastly superior to the other
of cine film are joined together. Film splices are termed
that there is, in fact, only one type of film splice which is worthy
" patches " by the average operator, but this term is rather a
of consideration and use by the laboratory and the conscientious
misnomer, and is discouraged by makers of cinemachinery, while
operator.
the term " patch " is rarely heard in a film laboratory.
Modern positive printing methods have made possible the
preparation of a thousand-foot reel of film with as few as five
or six splices for a straight black and white subject, but in the
case of a film containing frequently alternating scenes of different
tints, a reel as issued by the laboratory may contain a great manyjoins. Although a new film positive is supposed to be in perfect
condition, it is a fact that there is much careless joining done
in cinematographic laboratories, and it seems that every film
joiner in a laboratory has his, or her, own special method of
In Fig. 1 is shown a type of film join which is in extensive use.
As Fig. 1 shows, this style of splice is made by g.
cutting
5. the two
ends of the film to be joined right through Fi
the middle of the
space between two consecutive pairs of sprocket holes. The
section A of the film then has the emulsion scraped away to
the center of the space between the two pairs of sprocket holes
nearest the end. The end of film B is then laid over it ; the
sprocket holes registered; and the join made.
In spite of the fact that this type of splice is in extensive use
it can be stated that a large percentage of cases of losing the
loop, film riding the sprocket, and other accidents while the film
is passing through the projector are due to this impractical and
unscientific type of film splice. A splice of this type also makes
more noise when passing over the intermittent sprocket than most
other forms of film splice, and while it might be thought that
this is an inconsequential item, the fact that such splices make a
lot of noise in traversing the intermittent is an indication of
itself that they are not passing through in a frictionless and
unimpeded manner. The result of this is severe wear on the film,
and the rapid breaking down of the sprocket holes following a join
of the type in question.
The appearance of these broken sprocket holes is shown in Fig. 2,
which is based on the study of films, otherwise in perfect condition, which have been repeatedly projected on a machine which
was in first class adjustment. Fig. 2 refers to the effect of a
splice such as is depicted in Fig. 1 on the pairs of sprocket holes
following the splice. Needless to say, this breaking down of the
sprocket holes, when once started, spreads rapidly along the film.
The reason for this will be presently explained, but a further
study of Fig. 1 will make it plainly apparent that to make a join
which encircles the sprocket hole is to join the film at its weakest
Let us, however, see why it is that the form of join illustrated
point.
by Fig. 1 is handled so roughly in its passage through the projector mechanism. The reason is really a simple case of mechanical misfit, as is made evident by Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 is shown a
section of a projector sprocket. A join of the type represented
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in Fig. 1 is shown passing over the sprocket teeth. When we
consider that a film splice represents approximately double the
ordinary film thickness, and that all film splices are relatively
unpliable, it is at once apparent from Fig. 3 that such a splice as
we are now considering can easily ride the sprocket teeth, and
also that the strain on the edges of the sprocket hole which forms
the center of such a join must be very great. It is readily apparent therefore why this type of splice deteriorates so rapidly and
is the cause of much trouble. In passing over the sprocket teeth
it is situated at the most unfavorable point possible.

A.
3means
Fithe
We have now to consider
of improving this unfeasible
method of joining cine films. This is accomplished by making
splices of the type shown by Fig. 4. In addition to being the
most serviceable of all splices in practical use, it is very easy to
remember the correct method of making this type of join correctly. Fig. 4 shows that the two films to be joined are so cut
as to leave on the end of each strip one complete space such as
separates successive pairs of perforations. There should be
no excess portions of the next pair of perforations, such as is
caused by cutting the film across a pair of perforations. When
the films have been correctly cut, so that the end of each strip
represents a space of the width which separates successive pairs
of perforations, the end of film A, Fig. 4, has the emulsion
scraped away to the extent of one space (between perforations).
The end of film B, Fig. 4, is laid on the scraped surface just
so as to cover it (to the extent of one space) and the join made.
Now we have a splice as nearly perfect in mechanical design as
it is possible to make in a conventional cine-film, for use with the
present style of projector. A splice of the type shown by Fig.
4 will pass through a projecting machine with less resistance or
strain than will any other form of join; with the result that reels
of film having all of their splices made in this manner will give
less trouble to the operator than will films joined with any other
type of splice. This statement, it is understood, assumes the use
of a correctly adjusted projector, for with a badly adjusted machine any quality of film will speedily come to grief. Even so,
the style of join depicted by Fig. 4 will fare better than other
styles, because, as previously noted, its design permits its free
passage through the projector mechanism.
We see this illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows a section of a
projector sprocket and a join, as illustrated at Fig. 4, traversing
the sprocket. This type of splice, it will be recalled, occupies
the space between two successive pairs of perforations on a film,
and therefore when such a splice passes over a projector sprocket
it lies in the depression between successive pairs of sprocket teeth
as Fig. 5 shows. It is evident from Fig. 5 that this type of
patch occupies the position of least strain in passing over a
projector sprocket, and also that the sprocket holes at either side
of the patch are more securely engaged by the sprocket teeth,
than could possibly be the case with a splice of the type illustrated in Fig. 1.
In view of these graphical illustrations it will be readily apprei ciated that films containing splices made as per Fig. 4 will give
the most satisfactory service, and will also be subject to less
breaking down of the sprocket holes following the joins than is
the case with films spliced in any other manner. With a properly
adjusted projection machine there is in fact no breaking down
whatever of the sprocket holes following splices of type Fig. 4,
I and we recommend the adoption of this form of patch by all
laboratories and projecting machine operators.
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An Unexpected Lecturer for the I. P. A.
/^\N Friday evening, Oct. 19, the members of the International
Projection Association, Inc., met at their club rooms, 652
Bergen avenue, Bronx, N. Y., to listen to the third of a series
of lectures to be given its members during the winter months
by well known men engaged in the motion picture industry.
Shortly before midnight, President Polin announced that an unexpected pleasure was to be the meed of the " boys," and introduced Mr. J. T. Caldwell who was accompanied by Mr. H. L.
James, both of these men being present in the city at this time
representing the National Lamp Works of the General Electric
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, at the hig Electrical Show held at
Grand Central Palace, and to which Mr. Caldwell cordially invited every member of the I. P. A. for the purpose of witnessing
a demonstration of the " Mazda " lamp. Speaking of the Mazda
lamp and its possibilities, Mr. Caldwell said : " The first of these
lamps was made in 1915 and placed in operation at the Home
theatre, Cleveland, Ohio ; the second installation was at the
Windamere theatre, also in Cleveland, where they have been in
operation and given very satisfactory results up to the present
time. These lamps," said he, " are not intended to replace all arcs,
but they will replace arcs up to 35 amperes, using A. C. Nor
will they, as many have said, throw operators out of their positions, for skill is required in the handling of these lamps if they
are to give satisfactory results." After a forty-minute talk in
which he was able to bring out many points of interest to his
hearers, Mr. Caldwell with Mr. James made their departure in
order to catch an early train for their home city.
Mr. Leonard Ruess, electrician for the Nicholas Power Co.,
the scheduled lecturer, was then introduced and give an interesting and instructive talk on " Electric Motors." Time and again
the speaker pointed out that the first essential to the successful
operation of a motor was cleanliness. Taking apart both an A. C.
and a D. C. motor and explaining each and every part, Mr. Ruess
then showed the boys how to make tests for grounds in either the
armature or field coils, also how to change the direction of the
motor by changing the wiring.
The chief cause for a motor failing to work properly was dirt
accumulating between the collector rings and the housing, which
could be avoided if the operator would take care to clean this dirt
out at least once a month, using a hand bellows for the purpose.
After a most interesting talk, taking up the various motor troubles
experienced by operators, Mr. Ruess spoke on Inductors, and in
the twenty minutes consumed by this subject gave much valuable
information to his hearers.
The subject of lubrication being brought up, Mr. Ruess then
told his hearers why he decided to " invent " the lubricant known
as " Leonard's Motor Grease," which met with great success
among exhibitors and operators the first day it was introduced
to the trade. Said Mr. Ruess, " In my capacity of electrician for
the Nicholas Power Company it becomes my duty to examine
every motor sent in to the factory for repair, and I have found
that the chief trouble lay in improper lubrication, either the bearings would be dry or they would be literally swimming in oil,
with the result that the motors were in some instances absolutely
ruined. It was then that I began experimenting with various
lubricants, and at last after exaustive tests, using this lubricant
on motors, and finding that there was no oil in the motors I decided to place on the market the grease which bears my name."
At the conclusion of the lecture, President Polin and his staff of
officers conducted their guests to an eating emporium, where full
justice was done to an epicurean feast prepared by a famous
Manchurian chef. Announcement of the next lecture will be
made in these columns.
Recent Simplex Installations
A number of Simplex installations are reported for the New
England territory, among which may be mentioned the following:
Strand- theatre, Newburyport, Mass.; Town Hall, Amesbury,
Mass., and the Exeter street theatre, located in the Hub City's
famous Back Bay residential section.
Lewis M. Swaab Issues Catalogue
LEWIS M. SWAAB SUPPLY HOUSE of 1327 Vine street,
Philadelphia,
Pa., have
justa issued
Swaab'saccessories;
Quarterly
circular.
This circular
contains
listing the
of various
also, many bargains for motion picture theatres. A copy of this
circular can be had by anyone interested by writing the company.
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Pledge
National Anti-Mi sframe League

Steadier
I#1

A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is 'willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

Light
The alternations of the current in
an alternating-current arc cause the
light to flicker. This flickering is made
more noticeable on the screen if the
shutter is not operating properly,
causing fatigueTheto current
the patrons'
eyes and making
them
dissatisfied.
in a direct-current
arc flows
continuously in the same direction so that its light is
steady and restful.
If your electric service is only alternating current, a
i

Westinghouse-Cooper

Hewitt

Rectifier Outfit
will convert it into the direct current
you need. These outfits are automatic, they regulate the current
to produce the steady pictures
your patrons like so well.
Write for folder 4205-C
for more particulars.

Roll of Honor
Errol Wood
Mattoon, 111.
Joseph
White Huntington,
Mattoon,
111.
Chester R.Sarvis
W. Va.
ML D. Walling
Springfield, Tenn.
John C. Clevenger
Indiana Harbor, Ind.
Earl C. Ameling
Benton Harbor, Mich.
W. H. Russell
Denison, Tex.
Barney V. Cook
Fulton, K. Y.
M. Swarrngen
Petersburg, Va.
Charles W. Kirksey
Houston, Tex.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.
mini rn j111mij j111rm 111tn ij111;ittu i i[tun ::Jiimu iitiiiiii iitmiiu Jrj_u.inuj iimiuiiitui i:i;iun i^i;iniiu i[unm l n n :itni ]i[iijij m 11jiti imi^ i:iuhit umiuiuiiivLLiiit^'

SERVICE
|
H
Are foryouyour
getting
service where you are purchasing your supH
plies
Theatre?
1
DO YOU GET PROMPT SHIPMENTS?
1
DO YOU GET SATISFACTORY GOODS?
§
EVERY CUSTOMER SATISFIED IS OUR AIM.
=
We have an efficient organization and we specialize in GOOD
I GOODS and PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
We guarantee satisfaction
j or money cheerfully refunded.
|
A TRIAL ORDER Will CONVINCE YOU.

g§
|
1
|
=
|

Members previously recorded
Members registered this week

516
10

Total membership to date

526

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Largest
Exclusive
Dealers
to
the
Moving
Picture
Trade
:; AMU
SEM
ENT
SUPPLY COMPANY 1 Address of theatre and name of manager
I Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Edison
and Standard Machines, I
g
Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers, and everything g
g
pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres. g
This notice does not apply to those \vho have already sent in this
Third Floor, Mailers Building,
information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so, many
Corner Madison Street and Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
having merely given their names and name of city, without any
|
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
i street address, making it impossible for the post office to deliver
^■mnnuimnmiiiiiminniiMniimnnnnniiiritniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinim iiiimn mmi inninmnninninnniiiinn iiminninnm imm m 11imn niinm iimim
the letters addressed to them.
Not
BUT
of any

Seventeen Years Old
Seventeen Years Ahead

other

toe

Motion

Picture

Machine

SIMPLEX

Motor Generators and General Supplies
MINUS A Gold Fibre Screens
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
We are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
machines with tools made by the factories. No other
concern can offer better service than we. Try us.

*-.G
Wl»
TVf
I

Qwanh
OWttttU
DISTRIBUTOR

T
STREEPA.
1327 VINE IA,
PHILADELPH

Noiseless Carbons for Alternating
Current
IN the smaller cities and towns where A. C. is the only current
obtainable, and theatre owners are not desirous of installing
equipment to change this to D. C, operators are compelled to
work under a severe handicap. It has been impossible, up to
this time, to project photoplays with alternating current and
have the same intense, bright light that direct current houses
are obtaining.
This entire condition has been changed by the introduction of
the Speer " Alterno " Noiseless Carbons for alternating current
By the adoption of special materials, both in the body of the
carbon and in tne core, the Speer Carbon Company is able to
offer to the exhibitor and operator a carbon with intensely bright,
white-light producing qualities.
The noise, which in the old style carbons almost drove the
operator insane, and in many instances caused patrons to leave
the theatre, has been eliminated.
Speer " Alterno
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Regarding the wandering of the arc, or the flickering of the
light, it can almost be said — " it cannot be made to wander."
While it is not recommended, the operator might safely leave the
machine, to do other work about the booth, and know that the
arc would be steady and as originally adjusted, upon his return.
The adoption of Speer " Alterno " Carbons merely necessitates
the proper placing of the carbons in the upper and lower holders.
No new housing, no additional lamp jaws, no adapters — simply
the same equipment used for other carbons.
In the use of Speer " Alterno " Carbons the same sized upper
and lower is positively necessary, and the following table indicates
the proper combinations, according to the amperage secured :
Carbon Combination
Amperes
40 to 55
5^" upper and lower
55 " 70
" "
"
H"
70 " 85
«
«
«
It is strongly recommended that 7A»
the above
combinations be
employed, for in no other way can improved projection be
assured.
Speer "Alterno" Carbons cannot be used in conjunction with
any other carbons. However, after the lower carbon has been
used up, the remaining portion of the upper carbon may be set
in the lower holder and a new twelve-inch " Alterno " again employed above — thus effecting the original and correct combination.
In the placing of the carbons, the "jack-knife set" will probably be found to give the best curtain illumination and the most
uniform brilliancy of light. In this setting, the lower carbon is
vertical while the upper carbon is inclined at an angle of 30°
from vertical. This permits the greater percentage of light to
be thrown directly toward the lens. In all operations on A. C,
particular care should be exercised to see that the carbons are
not jammed or frozen. When carbons are brought together it
invariably destroys the crater, causes graphitization, and in many
instances breaks off small particles of the carbons.
Where current of less than 60 amperes is used, a very short
arc length should be maintained at all times. This should not
be in excess of one-eighth inch. As the amperage is increased
this can be slightly lengthened. The correct arc is easily obtainable by careful adjustment of the carbons.

EXCEPTIONAL
ARE NOW

SPEER
That

Sharp,

Clear,

= Definition

■

to the very comers of the screen, characterizes pictures projected by

Rausclf

|om[>

Projection [enses
These lenses, because of their crisp
definition, make the details of the film
stand out in the bold relief that gives the
atmosphere of real life.
That's why Bausch & Lomb lenses are part
of the regular equipment of all Edison and
Nicholas Power Machines. For your profit's
sake, try them on your machine.

Bausch & [pmb Optical (5.
669 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Chicago
Washington
Naw York
San FrancUco
Leading American Makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Lanterns (Salopticons), and Other High-Grade Optical Productt.

ADVANTAGES
AFFORDED

WITH

"ALTERNO"
CARBONS
Were Never Before Deemed Possible

Perfect Projection
Noiseless Operation

Immovable

Arc

Brilliant Illumination

A bright, flickerless, eye-resting light
No changes required in booth equipment
By the adoption of special materials, both in the body of the carbon and the core, the Speer Carbon Company is able to offer
to the exhibitor and operator a carbon with intensely bright, white light producing qualities. The illuminating qualities of the
SPEER " ALTERNO " CARBONS bring out the minute details of the film and yet have a most pleasing effect on the eye.
The operators' difficulties, which included a wandering light, ghosts in the picture, sputtering of the arc, and a noise almost
intolerable, have all been relegated to by-gone days. This entire condition has been changed by the introduction of the SPEER
" ALTERNO " NOISELESS CARBONS for alternating current.
The exceptional advantages and possibilities now afforded for alternating current counteract the arguments formerly used for
the installation of elaborate and expensive apparatus for the changing of alternating current to direct.
Write today for the folder describing Speer "Alterno " Carbons
" THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE "
Speer

Carbon

Company

St. Marys,

mum
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

Pennsylvania
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Sensitometry
{Continued from last week)
THE appearance of a developed sensitometric test-plate is shown
by Fig. 4, from which it will be noted that the plate bears a
graduated series of densities, each representing an exposure twice
as great as its predecessor. The ends or edges of the test-plate are
clear unexposed portions of the emulsion and are termed " fog
strips " because when their opacity is measured photometrically the
reading on the photometer will show the absorption of light by
the glass and gelatine of the emulsion, and also that due to any
fog inherent in the emulsion, or produced by the action of the
developer.

The opacities of the graduated series of exposures on the testplate have now to be measured, and this may be accomplished
with various types of photometers, but in accordance with the
Hurter and Driffield principles, it is densities which are recorded
by, and read from, the photometer scale, although it is the
opacities of the test-plate which are measured. We saw in an
earlier installment that the density D, was the common logarithm
of the opacity O, and it will further be recalled that in H. and D.
sensitometry the measurements are based upon the weight of
silver per unit area on the negative, which the density D, represents.
In their classical researches Messrs. Hurter and Driffield used a
modified form of the well known Bunsen grease-spot photometer,
similar to that shown in Fig. 5. The sight-box of this photometer
(shown in the center of the cut) contains the conventional Bunsen
screen, consisting of a piece of paper bearing a translucent greasespot, while behind the screen two mirrors are mounted at suitable angles, so that both sides of the Bunsen screen may be seen
at once by the observer at the front of the instrument. The sightbox is moved from end to end of the photometer by means of a
long rack, upon which it travels, and a pinion at the front of
the sight-box. Below the track along which the sight-box travels
is a scale graduated into opacity logs or densities. As Fig. 5
shows, the front of the H. and D. photometer is provided with
a large hood, or shadow-box, which screens off the extraneous
light shed by the comparison lamps (not shown) at the two sides
of the instrument. Hurter and Driffield used two kerosene lamps
with glass chimneys and burners giving flat flames. At the right
and left of the track along which the sight-box travels are two
holes, provided with diaphragms of various sizes, through which
light from the two lamps reaches the two sides of the Bunsen
screen. Near the light aperture at the left side of the photometer
is a spring clip by which the test-plate to be measured may be
held in the path of the light beam.
Before proceeding to measure a test-plate, Fig. 4, it is customary
to draw lines between the various densities with a pen and ink,
as this facilitates their adjustment before the photometer aperture. It is also necessary to determine the zero point of the
photometer before commencing to measure densities ; the zero is,
of course, the position of the sight-box showing both sides of
the Bunsen screen equally illuminated, when no absorbing media
is introduced into either light beam. For simplicity in scaling
the photometer some point other than the true zero is made the
zero of the density scale.
The first part of a test-plate to be measured is the " fog strip,"
and if the zero of the photometer scale is not the true zero of
the instrument the scale zero must be subtracted from the fog
strip density reading to give the true fog density. The densities
of the nine graduated exposures are next measured in succession,
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and by subtracting the fog density from each of these determinations their true values are secured. In accurate sensitometry each
density is read a number of times and the mean of the readings is
used in subsequent calculations.

For numerous reasons which need not be considered here, the
Fig. is5.not as precise an instrument as
Bunsen grease-spot photometer
is desirable in modern sensitometry, so research workers and the
manufacturer's laboratories use spectrophotometers, or polarization photometers, wherewith to read the densities of sensitometric
test-plates.
The Martens polarization photometer has proven handy for
this class of work, but the Hiifner spectrophotometer, which was
employed by Mees and Sheppard in their researches, has now been
adopted by the testing laboratories of many photographic manufacturers. This spectrophotometer, as modified by Mees and
Sheppard and manufactured by Hilger of London, England, is of
the differential type, in which two portions of a spectroscopic
slit are illuminated by one light source and brought into optical
contact by a specially designed prism. The intensity of one half
of the slit is diminished by the medium whose absorption is to
be measured (in this case the photographic plate), while thf
illumination of the other half of the slit is varied to secure a
photometric match by means of polarizing prisms. The Hiifner
spectrophotometer is shown in Fig. 6, where A is the light source
(a Welsbach burner) and B is an adjustable sliding pillar on
which the photographic test-plate is mounted in a special holder
which allows it to be slid along, thereby bringing its various
densities before the spectroscopic slit of the instrument. C is a
Hufner-Albrecht rhomb by which the two photometric fields
(corresponding to the two halves of the slit) are brought into
close juxtaposition, while D is a small Xichol prism which
polarizes the light perpendicularly before one half of the slit
The light rays now pass through collimator E and are dispersed
into contiguous spectra by a Hilger constant-deviation prism F
(see Hilger' s spectroscopic catalog for description), and then
traverse an analyzing Nichol prism w^hich can be rotated about
its axis and the angular extent of the rotation read off on the
vernier scale G. The absorption spectrum of the test-plate and
the comparison spectrum now enter the telescope H and are
photometrically compared by observation through the eye-piece I.
This is hy no means a complete description of the Hiifner
spectrophotometer, but the principles of spectrophotometers, and
the measurement of the absorption-spectra of colored media, will
form the subject of a later article.
Suppose, however, that we have a test-plate before the slit of
the spectrophotometer and wish to measure the series of graduated densities. Upon looking through the telescope eye-piecej
two spectra are seen, one above the other. One is the absorption spectrum of a portion of the test-plate (for sonic arbitrary
wave-length, bright green being generally used), while the other
is a comparison spectrum which can be reduced in intensity by
rotating the analyzing Xichol. The extent to which the com-is
parison spectrum is reduced, by rotation of the analyzer,
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recorded on the scale G, and by exactly matching any desired
part of the two spectra an exceedingly accurate measurement
\ of the opacity, or light absorption of the photographic test-plate,
• can be secured. Now the intensity of light transmitted through
jcrossed Nichols is proportional to the square of the cosine of
fthe angle 0 between them. (See subject of polarization in any
[work on Physical Optics or advanced text-book on Physics).
} Therefore, using Hurter and Driffield's notation, the results will
be represented numerically as follows :
T = Transparency = Cos20
0 = Opacity = i
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teristic curve " of a plate. Suppose we compare the typical
plate curve, shown in Fig. 7, to a flight of stairs. It will be
seen that in the underexposure period (lower portion of the
curve) the steps show a gradually increasing rise. Keeping in
mind that each step upward means a growth in density, it will
be seen that in this portion of the curve we have an absolutely
false relationship; in this case proportionality exists between
exposure and density, instead of between exposure and opacity.
A negative, the gradations of which fall within this period,
is of the soot and white-wash variety, and would be recognized
as underexposed by a competent photographer. In such a case
the shadows and nearly all of the half-tones are represented by
almost
density. bare glass, while the high-lights are of relatively extreme

D = Density = log.™ Cos20
In using the Hiifner instrument the measurement
of the fog
Cos-c
;idensity, and consequent subtraction of its value from the series
[of photographic densities, as determined on the spectrophotometer, can be avoided by so mounting the test-plate before
I the apparatus that the fog-strip comes in front of the comparison
[half of the spectroscopic slit. The readings are thus compensated
for fog density without calculation.

Fig .7.
In the period of correct exposure, however, the steps are all
of equal rise, or, in other words, each doubling of the exposure
is represented by an equal gain in density, so that a negative
whose gradations fall within the period of correct exposure
faithfully reproduces the light and shade of the subject photo-

The numerical values of the densities measured on the photometer, or spectrophotometer, are now plotted on a special chart,
a specimen one being shown in Fig. 7. The abscissa or baseline of this chart is a logarithmic scale, being, in fact, similar
to the scale of a slide-rule repeated four times. This logarithmic scale is termed the inertia scale, the "inertia" of a plate
being denned as the minimum amount of light action required
to make a silver bromide grain developable.
This definition
of " inertia " is a more or less theoretical one, as it assumes a
perfect plate. The top of the chart is laid off in exposure times,
expressed in candle-meter seconds (C.M.S.), the Hurter and
Driffield exposure unit, while the ordinate scale on the left of
the chart represents densities (as measured) which are, according to H. and D.'s notation, opacity logarithms. When, now,
the measured densities are plotted on the chart against the
logarithms of the light intensities (exposures) which formed
them, and the corresponding points on the chart joined together,
the result is a curve having an / shape. This is termed the
"characteristic curve" of the plate, not because it represents
the characteristics of the particular emulsion being tested, but
ibecause Hurter and Driffield observed that the curves of all
' Iplates were of the same characteristic shape. The curves of
|photographic plates are always of an / shape, and if the plates
have been correctly exposed these curves may be divided into
hree regions: the concave lower portion corresponding to underexposure and hence called the under-exposure portion of the
plate curve; the straight portion corresponding to the period
pf correct exposure, and the convex upper portion representing
.1 he period of overexposure. To these portions of the characteristic curve is sometimes added another; with excessively long
pxposure the upper portion of the curve bends downward again.
I This corresponds to the period of photographic reversal or solariI :ation. This stage of exposure is never reached, however, in
>ractical plate-speed testing, unless some freak emulsion is being
experimented with.
Let us now consider more closely the exact action of light
ipon the photographic emulsion, as revealed by the " charac-

graphed.
Coming now to the period of overexposure (upper portion
of the plate curve), we see that it is characterized by a gradually decreasing rise in the steps, which finally becomes almost
imperceptible. Here we see that the densities instead of increasing along with the exposure are steadily decreasing. A
negative, the gradations of which fall within the period of overexposure, isequally as false, but in an opposite direction, as if
its gradations fell within the period of underexposure.
When plate curves are correctly plotted from accurate measurements they tell us many things about the characteristics and
properties of photographic emulsions. An important discovery
of Hurter and Driffield was — that with prolonged development
the increasing densities still bore the same ratio to one another,
although the ratio of the opacities (which are considered by
photographers) to one another did not remain constant. They
termed this fact the law of "constant density ratios," and
thereby proved in a scientific manner that the errors of under
and overexposure cannot be corrected in developing the plate.
There are many photographers and laboratory workers who believe that they can compensate for exposure errors in the developing operation, but a study of the Hurter and Driffield system supplies scientific proof that this is indeed not possible.
They also noted, in their paper of 1890,- that the f erricyanide and
hypo (Farmer's)
totally altered the ratios existing between the densitiesreducer
of a negative.
The length of time to which a plate is developed determines
the degree of contrast in the resulting negative, and in H. and
D. sensitometry the degree of contrast is termed the gamma
(7) or development factor, being represented on the chart as
the tangent of the angle which the straight-line portion of the
characteristic curve makes with the exposure axis at ten times
the inertia. This is indicated in Fig. 7 by the diagonal line in
the right hand corner. Gamma 1, or normal contrast (a perfect
negative), is represented by a line joining 100 on the inertia
scale to 1 on the gamma scale. There is a limit to which the
densities or contrast of a negative can grow with prolonged
development, and this is termed gamma infinity (7 ). It represents the maximum contrast attainable in a given plate.
Let us now return to the characteristic curve and see what
more can be learned from it. It is found that the portion of
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the curve representing the period of correct exposure
a straight line. The length of this straight-line portionis always
of the
characteristic curve varies, however, with different types of plates,
and the longer the straight-line portion of the characteristiccurve, the greater the latitude of the plate.

Naturally such productions as The
Birth of a Nation, Intolerance, Joan
the Woman,

and A Daughter

of the

Gods, were made on

EASTMAN
FILM

Fig. 8.
The straight-line portion of the plate-curve has further importance in sensitometry, for it enters into the calculation of
plate-speed. By laying a ruler along the straight-line portion
of the curve, and continuing it until it intersects the inertia
scale (at the bottom of the chart), the inertia of the plate is
thus obtained, and by dividing a certain number, or factor, by
the value of the inertia the speed of the plate is secured. Hurter
and Driffield used 34 as their factor, e.g., they divided 34 by
their inertiae values to obtain their plate-speeds ; but this constant
34 only holds good when the exposing light is a standard candle.
For different light sources another constant must be determined;
in the case of acetylene lights, such as are now extensively used,
a factor of SO is generally employed. In other words, 50 divided
by the inertia gives plate-speed. In the example given, Fig. 7,
the inertia is .41 and the plate-speed is 34 -5- .41, or 82.92.
In practical plate-speed testing it is absolutely essential that
two strips of a given plate be exposed together; one strip is
then developed for tl and the other for t2, or, in other words,
one strip is developed twice as long as the other. When the
two series of densities, as measured on the photometer, are
plotted on the same chart, Fig. 8, another manifestation of the
theoretical correctness of Hurter and Driffield's system becomesapparent. It will be seen that although one test-plate was developed twice as long as the other, the two inertiae coincide;
both straight-line portions of the curves cut the inertia scale
at the same place (.365), and the speed of the plate is 93.15.
This shows that variation in the development time does not give
variations in plate speeds as determined by the H. and D. method.

The film that first made motion pictures
practical, remains to-day a big factor in
their success.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.

HEAR

HEAR

YE!

YE!

Why accept a lesser degree of DEVELOPING and
PRINTING ability than is offered in the EVANS
SERVICE?
Our superiority is unquestioned ; desire to
serve you, genuine ; ability to satisfy you,
positive and guaranteed by our reputation.
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th Street, New York City
Telephone St. Nicholas 3443-44

CAMERAMEN,
LABORATORY-MEN,
PRODUCERS, and EXPERIMENTERS
Let the
Camera
Motion

Department
of
Picture

News

Solve Your Problems
Submit your questions to the
EDITOR OF THE CAMERA DEPT.

i

i

Amongst the many characteristics of photographic emulsions
which are revealed in the practice of H. and D. sensitometry
is another interesting case which we demonstrate here. This
is the determination of whether or not there is free bromide in
an emulsion. Some manufacturers prepare photographic plates
with emulsions from which the excess potassium bromide has
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not been washed out, in order to confer better keeping qualities
upon the plates; but, inasmuch as this bromide retards development, it has the effect, in the case of a short or normal development time, of rendering the plate slower than some other
variety of plate of lower rated speed. Indeed, it frequently
happens in focal-plane work that a slow plate containing no
free bromide will develop a denser image than a rapid plate
containing free bromide, if the time of development in both
instances is equal and normal. The same thing may be true
of a slow plate with a high development factor contrasted against
a rapid plate which cannot be forced in development without
chemical-fog setting in. From this it is seen that in the case
of very short exposures (as in focal-plane work) the slowest
plate may sometimes be, in effect, the fastest.
If, therefore, we wish to ascertain whether free bromide is
present in an emulsion, we expose two strips of the same plate
together for the same length of time, and develop one strip
twice as long as the other. Suppose that on plotting the
two curves on the same chart, Fig. 9, we find that they run
parallel to each other and that they do not cut the inertia scale
at the same point. This proves at once that there is free bromide
in the emulsion. The presence of free bromide in an emulsion
actually lowers the speed of a plate with a given time of development, so that the inertiae obtained are wrong. The H,
and D. method does not fail in this contingency, however, and
we may still ascertain the true inertia and speed of the plate.
The way to find the true inertia is to prolong the straight portion of curve No. 1 (Fig. 9) below the inertia scale, and from
any point, A for instance, draw the ordinate A B. Bisect A B
at C and join C D, the latter being the point where curve No. 1
cuts the inertia scale. Continue the straight portion of curve
No. 2 until it cuts C D, and from E erect the perpendicular E F
until it cuts the inertia scale. This point (0.2) is the true inertia
value, and the speed of the plate is 170.
Another plate constant determined sensitometrically is the
" velocity constant " of a plate, or the speed with which it develops, but the thorough elucidation of development velocity is
somewhat beyond the scope of the present article.
The Hurter and Driffield system is a most important exposition of the theory of photographic action, and all photographers
should be guided by its scientific teachings. A. S. C.
Seneca Camera Co. Distribute K-B Cine Camera
AFTER a trip of- three months through the east, W. A. King,
manager of the K-B Motion Picture Camera department of
Barker Brothers, Los Angeles, has returned to the West Coast to
resume his duties here, after making arrangements for the distribution of the K-B camera. The Seneca Camera Manufacturing
Company of Rochester, New York, will be general distributors for
the east. The Moving Picture Appliance Company of Boston
will take care of the New England states' business, and the Bass
Camera Company of Chicago will handle sales in the middle western states.
Every place that our camera has been introduced," Manager
W. A. King told a " News " representative, " the motion picture
theatre managers have been quick to take advantage of it for the
filming of local events for their theatres. It has proven ideal for
producers to use in the projecting rooms of the cutters, and as it
requires a very small amount of electricity, the combined projecting machine has been adopted by schools and colleges. My
trip was highly satisfactory in every respect, and I am sure the
matter of sales now being handled by some of the largest camera
firms of the country will insure the speedy introduction of our
camera in all sections."
Castle Square, Boston, Ready
With the idea of catering to the most exclusive trade in the city
of Boston, the Castle Square theatre has been transformed into one
of the most gorgeous and prettiest theatres in the Hub City.
The operating room, located on the ground floor at the expense
of a large number of seats, was so constructed that it is entirely
sound proof, and is a model of its kind.
, The lens ports are on a direct line for the screen and the management isto be congratulated upon the amount of time and money
expended to make perfect projection possible in a theatre that was
first designed for other high class forms of amusement.
Mr. A. V. Birkholm, one of the leading projection men of New
England, laid out the booth and installed two Type S Simplex Projectors and other apparatus.
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New

Features

Sure

Results!

Faster, finer and CERTAIN results now are
gained with the new improved Universal Motion Picture Camera — the camera that keeps
abreast
tography.of the science of motion picture phoThe New Advantages of
UNIVERSAL
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
New framing adjustment — Better film transmis ion— Advanced film channel — New focusing tube — New Footage indicator — New
" static " prevention. New automatic dissolve now ready.
200 feet magazine capacity —
more speed — better results.
At Less Than Half the Price
of other similar cameras
Send Postal Today
for complete description of the
world's greatest value In motion
picture cameras.
BURKE & JAMES, INC.
Sole Wholesale Agents
240 East Ontario Street, Chicago
Eastern Branch: 225 Fifth Avenue,
New York City

INFORMATION
I am interested in Motion Picture Photography
and would like

Without

Obligation

on my part to obtain information on the equipment
as checked
CAMERAS
CAMERA ATTACHMENTS
TRIPODS
LENSES
FILM STOCK
STUDIO LIGHTS
LABORATORY APPARATUS
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
(Tear out this advertisement and mail to MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 729 7th Avenue, New York.)
Name
Theatre
Address
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from Composers' Society
any pique or hurriedly formed conclusion. When questioned
about the matter the other day, Harry said:
" The society may be a wonderful thing for some publishers,
but it will never do me any good. And by the time that the
various officials and staff have been paid off every year I don't
see how there will be anything left for popular publishers. If
motion picture houses want to use scores from Broadway musical shows that their patrons never hear, why let them pay for
the individual privilege, but I don't want that sort of thing to
interfere with my general business."
Ben Bornstein, his professional manager, shared Harry's sentiments.

Harry Von Tilzer
HARRY VON TILZER does not feel that the Authors and
Composers' Society will ever do him any real good, and has
sent in his resignation. Von Tilzer knows the popular song business from every angle, so he is not drawing out as the result of
General Comments
WILLIAM JEROME has just finished a new war song with
Seymour Furth, called, " When the Yanks Come Marching Home," and it looks like it will give " Over There " a stiff
run for the big hit of the house. Those who have heard the number think it is the best lyric that Jerome has turned out in years.
As usual, Jerome does not rave about it, but merely says he
thinks it gill go over, there and everywhere.
Jerome has a good manager in James Troupe, who used to be
manager for Cohan and Harris's theatrical productions. Mr.
Troupe knows the show business from Maine to the coast and
has a host of friends that are boosting his publications all over
the big and little time circuits.
Ray Walker and Addison Burkhardt have written a song about
the Liberty Bond. For a bond number it certainly has punch,
and should be instrumental in selling bonds to some of the apathetic individuals who have not learned how to untie their purse
strings. Ray Sherwood and Max Burkhardt are out every night
plugging the song in conjunction with loan committees. The
writers promise to use all the royalty they get from the song
in buying Liberty Bonds, and Walker has already purchased two,
in addition to having sold a dozen to his friends.
Jack Mahoney bought a Liberty Bond, the kind that is punched
every week, and when asked if he intended to give it to his little
boy, Jackie, Mahoney smiled :
" Not on your life. Jackie has a conductor's punch he found
and if he got hold of the slip he'd have it filled with holes in
fire minutes."

" Tell him about the letters we get from picture houses," Ben
suggested.
Harry clipped the end of a cigar before replying.
" We get hundreds of letters from picture house pianists,"'
Harry said, and Meyer . Cohen, his chin resting in the palm of
his hand, gave a slight nod. " Picture house pianists and leaders
write in asking if there isn't some way that I could suggest so
that they could play my stuff without getting into trouble. My
numbers are so entirely different from the general run of songs,
and so appropriate to light comedies and comedy-dramas, that
they are willing to pay whatever I want for the orchestrations,
but they can't play them without the exhibitor paying the tax.
" So you see I am not getting anything from the society and
at the same time I am losing business by staying in it. If a man
is willing to pay me for the orchestration that is all I ask I
don't know what other publishers are getting from the society,
and if their business is being injured by remaining a member
that is their own funeral. As far as I'm concerned I am not
taking this stand because I fear competition, for I have been
writing hits for twenty-five years, and am just as capable of
pleasing the public today as I was when I first started in the
business. Wherever music is played I want mine played, and
the picture houses are welcome to it without paying
tax."
E. M. any
Wickes.
C. Arthur Pfeiffer, Quincy, 111., has a corking good number
in " We're Going Over," and although he is far away from the
musical center he is getting any number of calls from performers for it. He expects to see it on the phonograph records in
the very near future.
Mabel Whaley's number are doing a great deal towards keeping The Red Star Publishing Company on the musical map. She
is one of the few women composers who know the art of writing the kind of music that will appeal to the general public.
"Just Send Me Away with a Smile," Al. Piantadosi's big hit,
which he calls " flop " number one, looks as if it will do even
better than the " Sunshine of Your Smile." If Al. can keep up
the pace that he has cut out for himself he will be one of the
big guns in the music business before very long, which means
that he will be selling close on to a million dollars' worth of
music every year. He evidently knows that business as well as
the musical end of the game, which is absolutely necessary these
days.
For some time Joe McCarthy and Fred Fischer have been
working like beavers, and the result is that wherever yon go you
will hear some one singing or whistling, " They Go Wild, Simply
Wild
dramas.Over Me." It is a great song for moving picture comedyThe other night, during the running of a new feature, the orchestra in a vaudeville house played seven popular numbers, and
repeated the chorus of one song nine times. During most of the
time a number of the persons in the audience continued to hum
the songs being played.
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Fred Vandersloot has had a war version written for " I Wonder How the Old Folks Are at Home," which carries a great
deal of sentiment and truth for the soldiers and sailors on duty.
From now on Vandersloot intends to be in the front rank with
his popular numbers, and as his old college chum, Fred Forster,
has a Liberty Bond song, they the going to give each other a
race.
Judging from the sales the public does not appear to be able
to get hold of enough war songs, but if it does not it will not
be Leo Feist's fault, for he is reported to have something like
twenty new war songs ready for early release.
E. M. Wickes.
FALSE TONGUES SPEAK"
(Fox Special Release)
Theme: Extase (Dramatic Melody) by Ganne
1— Theme until — T : " Does Mr. Walton, etc."
2 — " Home from the Club " (Characteristic) by Laurendeau until —
T: "I have endured all that I can."
3 — "Continue ff until — T: "Newspaper row."
4— "Affaire
" Ten
cents a D'Amour
hundred." " (Tempo di Gavotte) by Puerner until — T:
5 — " Heart's Secrets " (Melodious Serenade) by Diamond until — S :
" Several young men fighting."
6— Short Agitato to action until — T: " I was jest hummin', etc."
7— "Barcarolle Characteristic" by Conterno until — T: "One of
Walton's friends."
8— Short Organ to action until — T: " On the edge of the Abyss."
9— "Vision" (Characteristic) by Blon until — T: "The sport of
chase."
10 — Theme until — T: "Come, let us forget."
11 — "Two Preludes" by Chopin until — T: "I'm sorry, God knows
I did not mean."
12 — Organ improvise to action until — T: "The afternoon of the
fateful day."
13 — " Garden of Dreams " (Serenade) by Lincoln until — T : " Where
false tongues speak."
14 — Theme until — T: "As nine o'clock draws near."
15 — "Short Rest" (about 3 min.) Organ to action until — S:
" Burglar near wall safe."
16 — " Mysterioso Agitato" to action until — T: "She ain't bringed
me, etc."
17 — " En Mer " from Symphony Suite by Holmes until — S : " Burglar
near bird cage."
18 — Long Mysteriosos to action until — S: "Girl looking at picture."
19 — Theme until — S : " Walton's wife arrives."
20 — Continue ff with ad. lib. Tympany Rolls until — S: "Walton
fighting with his wife."
21 — Long Hurry to action until — T: " Listen, Kid, we've done our
last trick."
22 — Short Rest (about 4 minutes) organ to action until — T: "The
flames across the country."
23 — Theme ff until — T: "All right if you can get ready in three
minutes."
24 — Short Hurry pp until — S : " Interior of office."
25 — Silence (about IS seconds) until — S: " Man on wagon hitting
his horse."
26 — Short Agitato until — S : " Flashback to office."
27 — Fata Morgana (Characteristic) by Tobani until — T: "I left
through that room."
28 — Continue ff (watch for police whistle) until — T : " I'll be damned
if I'll let. etc."
29 — " Dramatic Tension No. 2 " by Reissiger until — T : " It measures
the same as it did last time."
30 — Short Rest (about 3 minutes) organ to action until — T: " I
said, send me up Gamble."
31 — " Ein Maerchen" (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until — T:
" Evidence has been found.
32
— Hurry tountil
actionS :begin
pp until — T: "Oh, Gee I My Pup."
33
" *Interior
34—— Silence
Good March —until
* * of* theatre."
* END.
" THE DESIRE OF THE MOTH "
(Bluebird Photoplays)
Theme: "Longing" (Dramatic Andante) by Bendix
1— " Forest Whispers" (Gavotte) by Losey until — T: " Mack Lisner,
Sheriff."
2 — "Whims" (3/4 Allegro Giocoso) by Schumann until — T: "Colonel Vorhis, etc."
3 — " Adoration " (Moderato) by Barnard until — T : " At the falls."
4
—
"Rustles
of Spring"
" I want
to borrow
a horse."(Dramatic Agitato) by Sinding until — T:
5— Galop to action until — S : " Girl in bed."
6— Theme until — T: What are they doing, etc."
7— " Dramatic Tension " by Funck until — T : " Morning brought
complications."
8— " Yester
" Come
out of Love"
there." (Intermezzo Andantino) by Borch until — T:
9 — " Dramatic Adagio " by Kretschmer until — T : " Time passes
and Stella, etc."
10 — Theme until — T: "A year passes."
11 — Agitato to action until — S: "After the fight."
12 — " Violetta " (Characteristic Concert Piece) by Herman until —
T: " Here — you, quick, etc."
13 — " Illusion " (2/4 Moderato Intermezzo) by Bustanoby until —
T: " Shoot! Shoot! "
14 — Agitato to action until — T: " Auld Lang Syne."
15 — "Auld Lang Syne" (popular old time song) until — T: "Midnight."
16 — "Allegro" by Bach until — T: "Where's Foy?"
17 —fore" theErl
King" (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert until — T: "Bedawn."
18 — "Dramatic Tension" by Winkler until — T: "Then came the
dawn."
19 — "Broken Melody" (Dramatic) by Van Biene until — T: "And
we'll
20 — arrest,
Theme etc."
until * * * END.
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MISSOURI-WALTZ"
The World's
and Greatest
Most

Popular

Waltz

"WHEN

30c Per

Copy

For Piano For Orchestra

\ \ and Piano

25c

For Orchestra

- Full and Piano

35c

Forster

Music

509

Publisher,

So. Wabash
CHICAGO,

Inc*

Avenue
ILL.
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G. SCHIRMER'S GALAXY
OF ORCHESTRA
MUSIC
jj

Free from all performing fees

SPECIAL

OFFER

For a limited time only we offer the
complete Galaxy of 102 numbers at
special 50% discount price. This
an unequalled opportunity to get
motion picture music library at

a
is
a
a

bargain.
Small Orchestra
(Regular price, $131.75)
$65.88

Full Orchestra
(Regular price, $158.95)

$79.48

G.

SCFIIRMER

3 East 43 d Street

New

York

|
|
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Piano Copy 15c

Orchestra 25c

(Victor Record Hank"
18321)
"Slippery
Tantalizing

One- Step

Tune

Piano Solo — Orchestra — Band
25 Cents Each

VANDERSLOOT
PUBLISHING
Williamsport,

CO.

Penna.
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M. WINKLER'S
DRAMATIC and INCIDENTAL NUMBERS
are specially written and composed for
THE

MOTION
PICTURE
IF YOU MENTION
PRICE
SPECIAL
THE NEWS
Small Orchestra and Piano 23c.
Fall Orchestra and Piano 30c.
DRAMATIC TENSION
CHINESE ALLEGRETTO
WESTERN ALLEGRO
INDIAN LOVE THEME
are now obtainable from
CARL FISCHER-Cooper
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"Longing For My Dixie Home"
The Song That Is Making
Dixie Famous
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" THE EDGE OF THE LAW "
(Butterfly Pictures)
(Reviewed on page 2390)
Theme: AJbumleaf (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer
1 — " Illusion Intermezzo " (2/4 Moderato) by Bustanoby, until
T: " On one of the city's, etc."
2— " Road to Yesterday" (Valse Lente) by Ellis until— T: "Hello
Spider!
How'sRelations"
the kid?" (Marcis Mysterioso) by Bendix, until — T:
3 — "Poor
" The charity expedition."
4— " L'Adieu " (Dramatic Andante) by Karganoff, until — T: "Even
old5— carpets,
" Vanity etc."
" (Allegro) by Jackson, until — T : " We will take her
6— " Dramatic Tension No. 1 " by Reissiger, until — T: "The wound
on 7 —herTheme
head, until
etc."— T: "To further a gigantic swindle."
home."
8— " Bowl of Pansies " (Moderato Intermezzo) by Reynard, until—
T: "Though he has become, etc."
9 — "Forsaken" (3/4 Andante) by Kretschmer, until — T: "Harry
10 — " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach, until — T:
"Hopkins,
Give me etc."
a list, etc."
11 — "Dramatic Tension" by Winkler, until — T: "Who are you?"
12 — Dramatic Andante by Ascher, until — T: "A meeting of tht
13 — " La Grace" (Moderato) by Bohm, until — T: " Out there in th«
directors."
14 — Theme until — S: "Dancing."
15 — Popular Waltz, until— T: "Find Mr. Hopkins."
10 — " Romanze " (4/4 Andante) by Rubinstein, until — T: " You'v*
played
with me, etc."
17 — "Dramatic
Tension No. 1" by Ascher, until — T: "Having a
."
We18st
— night,
"First etc."
Concert Waltz" by Durand, until — T: "I think the»«
great
19 — Theme
Agitato until
to action,
the dip."
20—
* * until
* —* T:• "There's
END.
papers, etc."

PICTUR0LL

FILMUSIC
1729 Highland

" ANYTHING ONCE "
(Bluebird Production)
(Reviewed on page 2769)
Theme: Serenade (6/8 Andantino) by Czerwonky
Laurendeau.
Opening (3 minutes), "Home from the Club" (characteristic), by
Note'til
— "Home
Uome
Morning."from the Club" Opens Kith "lie Won't (omc
"Dorothy Stuart was," etc., " Enchanted Hour " (Andantino),
byT.Mouton.
T. " No Tickee — No Shirtee," hurry to action.
T. " Atby aRoberts.
few minutes before noon " " Cupid's Caress " (Vals*
Lente),
T. The other condition, etc.," Theme.
T. "The woman of mystery," " Moraima " (Spanish Caprice), by
Espinosa.
S. "Woman
votte), by Morse.leaves the house," "Little Puritan" (Moderato GaT. Here's a photo," etc., "Western Allegro," by Winkler.
T. "That's
the kind of a man," " Yester Love" (Intermezzo Andantino), by Borch.
T. " Something awful must have, etc.," " Lively Intermezzo to acT. " Exactly one minute to six," Mysterioso to action.
T.
the fog,
Teddy, etc.," hurry to action.
T. "InThrough
the morning.
Theme.
T.
"The
Town
of
Cactus,"
Three Graces (Allegro Intermezzo), by
Herman.
tion." Bring your wild horses," " Captain Cupid " (Allegretto graxiT.
"
oso), by Bratton.
T. " Iprice),don't
know who your, etc.," " Budding Roses " (Valse Caby Kretschmer.
T. " Trouble started when, etc.," Theme.
T. " Pedro and his gang, " Galop to action.
T.
reported, etc.," " Western Allegro," by Winkler.
T. "" Pedro
He's hurrying
to catch, etc.," Several Galops to action.
T. " Horn Toad and I, etc.," Theme until *..*..•..*..*..*.. END.

BULLETINS?

COMPANY

Avenue

Los Angeles, Cal.

THE
BART
OLA.
Mr, Michael Steifel of the Grand and Windsor Theatres, Philadelphia, says he
bought two Bartolas after hearing every other instrument on the market.
You will do the same thing if given a demonstration.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, III Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
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Architect's Drawing of Side Walls and Interior Photograph of New Fillmore Theatre, San Francisco
New Theatre Starts Eighth Successful Year
Ampere, East Orange House, Plans Changes
ONE of the most enterprising exhibitors in the country, whose
SO successful has been the record of the Ampere theatre, East
work has been often mentioned in the Motion Picture
Orange, N. J., that the owner, A. J. Van Bueren, is considerNews, is C. A. Lick, manager of the New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
ing enlarging the house so as to seat 750 people and installing comHis management and his theatre prove that showmen in the smaller
plete new equipment, including chairs and a small organ. The
cities can make relatively as great successes as exhibitors in the house now seats 450 and music is furnished by violin and piano.
metropolis.
The Ampere is built of concrete throughout and occupies a plot
The New theatre is celebrating the beginning of its seventh year,
50 by 150 feet. It is equipped with the Typhoon ventilating system
having been first opened in October, 1911.
and is heated by steam. Two Powers 6-A machines throw the pictures 55 feet to a silver fibre screen. The theatre has just ordered
The house occupies a plot 75 by 90 feet at the corner of Tenth
and Garrison streets, in the centre of the city. It is constructed of

New Theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
brick, concrete and terra cotta, the interior being plain, but attractive. The house has a seating capacity of 1,200.
Powers machines are used, the throw being 65 feet to a dull
finish screen. The projection room is equipped with a mercury
rectifier. Seats were made by the American, and the Typhoon ventilating system is used.
Music is furnished by an excellent orchestra and considerable
attention is paid to this department. The program of pictures is
changed every two days, eight reels being shown at each of the five
daily shows. Admission ranges from 5 to 20 cents, both afternoon and evening.
Mr. Lick is a great believer in advertising and uses both newspapers and billboards. In addition he devotes a great deal of
though to special stunts and very frequently puts over ideas that
attract the attention of the whole industry.

Ampere Theatre, East Orange, N. J.
a supply of Menger and Ringe frames, which will be used in a
lobby 20 feet square.
Four shows are given each day, the program consisting of eight
reels. Universal Metro-Drew comedies and Paramount Pictograph and Arbuckle comedies are used for the shorter pictures,
and Artcraft, Paramount, Vitagraph, Fox, Triangle and Perfection
pictures and state rights are used as the features. Ten cents is
the afternoon admission price, with 15 cents in the evening. The
theatre advertises through attractive programs, giving the bill for
the week, which are delivered through the house mailing list.
Newspaper advertising is also used.
Although the musical facilities are somewhat limited now, special music is furnished with each picture and the overtures are
printed on the programs.
The Ampere is under the able management of Mercer Beasley,
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who has experience in both the selling and exhibiting end of the
business. When he took charge of the East Orange house he made
a number of changes, one of his insistences being that proper music
should be provided with each picture. He gives close personal
attention to the house and has scored a big success.
Typhoon Ventilating System at Rivoli
RIVOLI theatre, the new house at Forty-ninth street and Broadway, which will be under the direction of S. L. Rothapfel of
the Rialto, has adopted the Typhoon cooling and ventilating system and this plant is now in place. This comprises a set of four
mammoth fans of the same type that has been used so successfully
in the Rialto for the past two years for cooling the house in summer.
The Rivoli theatre will in cold weather be heated in a particularly
efficient and economical manner — and here, too, a Typhoon system
plays its part. On the roof will be placed a set of Vento Heat coils,
through which a smaller Typhoon equipment will draw fresh air.
The air is heated to the proper temperature as it passes through the
coils, and in this way a steady circulation of fresh, warm air is
maintained throughout the house.
A Typhoon equipment in the basement, to draw the heated air
down, completes a perfect heating and ventilating system.
Nicholas Power Co. Gets Big Paris Order
Export Department of the Nicholas Power Company reports shipment of 75 of their " Excelite " incandescent equipments to Paris, France. Before the order was placed an exhaustive
test was made by projection engineers, who attested the superiority and economy of the "Excelite " Cameragraph. The machines
have been shipped to the National War Council of the Y. M. C. A.
at Paris.
The Power Company further reports a very large number of instal ations ofthe Cameragraph No. 6A in governmental work, the
most interesting of the recent installations being Aviation School,
Mineola, L. I. ; Camp Merritt, Tenafly, N. J. ; Camp Taylor, Louisville, Ky. ; U. S. Naval Training Station, Pelham Park, New York
City, and Fort Mott, Salem, N. J. The largest theatrical installation made by the Power Company during the past week has been
made in the Lyric theatre, Broadway and Forty-second street, NewYork City, with 6B Cameragraphs.

THE

Automatic Prepares Tax Law Digest
WITH exhibitors everywhere seeking a booklet that will show
at a glance the provision of the new tax law as applied to
motion pictures, the Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register
Company, 1735 Broadway, has stepped into the breach. This booklet will be sent free to any reader of the News who addresses the
Automatic.
The booklet tells in clear, brief and simple form what the tax
is, how it is to be collected, and how the exhibitor can best conform to the regulations without being in danger of having to pay
more than he ought to, or having to give up much of his time
and his records to government inspectors looking for tax
deficiencies.
Fabrikoid Offered as Leather Saver
ATTENTION of theatre managers and builders of new houses
is being called to fabrikoid by the Du Pont Fabrikoid Company as a material for upholstery which is not effected by the
high price of leather, due to the war. The company points out
that by using this material motion picture proprietors can have
the best of upholstery and still not enter the field in competition
with the government which needs all the leather that it can get.
Fabrikoid is a leather substitute which wears for years and is said
to show nothing of the shabbiness of split leather. It is a
preparation which is manufactured with a basis of strong, tightly
woven cotton cloth into which the outside coating penetrates so
that the cloth and coating become one.
Simplex Projectors in New York Camp
The 23rd N. Y. Regiment have installed a Simplex Projector with which to while away their spare time while at Spartansburg and keep in touch with things at home through the news
weeklies.
Uncle Sam's sailor boys have built a club house at the Newport Training Station and in order to make it complete, a public
spirited citizen has donated a Simplex Projector.
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ARKANSAS
J. E. house
Lancaster
of thein Wynne
erecting a modern motion
picture
at Wynne
the nearcontemplates
future.
CALIFORNIA
Plans have been prepared and the contract let for a brick motion picture theatre projected by J. Q. Tabor at Hollywood Boulevard and Wilcox avenue, Los Angeles. The structure will be 50 x 160 in size, and
in
addition
in charge of tothe the
work.theatre will contain two stores. Frank L. Meline is
Miller's
new
theatre,
of erection atof Ninth
Main
streets, Los Angeles, is now
to costin incourse
the neighborhood
$100,000,andaccording to the estimate of Col. J. B. Lankersheim, the architect.
Miss Aline Barnsdall is preparing to erect a theatre in Los Angeles
for the silent and spoken drama. This theatre will have a seating capacity
of at least 1000, will be located in the heart of the retail business district, if a lease can be secured at fair terms on property she has in
view, and will be built with the idea of adaptability to all kinds of
theatrical
attractions
— forcoast
MissandBarnsdall's
companyIt
that
will travel
on the
spend onlyplans
a partcontemplate
of the yeara here.
is her purpose, if it be found practicable, to make Los Angeles the winter
headquarters and Seattle the summer home of the company.
CONNECTICUT
Plans are being drawn by Architect A. C. Kelley for alterations to a
moving picture theatre in Milford for Mrs. Gill of that place. The plans
will be ready for figures shortly.
IDAHO
Probabilities are that no further work will be done on the new Metrotheatre at
spring.in Atthe least
is the situationpolitan
according
to Wallace
men whountil
are next
interested
new this
enterprise.
The
foundation is in, and everything is in readiness for the brickwork, and so
the whole matter will likely rest till spring. The reason for the delay lies
in the matesfact
reported,whothatdrewbidsthedidplans.
not come
estiof the asarchitects
When anywhere
the plans near
were the
ordered,
acording to men interested in the new enterprise, the architect was advised
that there was $60,000 to put into the building, and that the cost of
the structure was not to exceed that amount. When bids were opened
the shareholders in the new company were amazed. The bids run up
to practically twice the amount of the estimate. In fact, the bids made
hovered around the $110,000 notch in a bunch.
The Liberty
at Coeur
d'Alene
opened
days ago after
having
undergonetheatre
a thorough
change,
in the
way aoffew
improvements,
and
according to B. L. Daniels of Kellogg, the new proprietor, is now practically
fireproof.
The
chairs
are
practically
new
and
are
leather-seated.
The stage has been entirely rebuilt, new lighting fixtures have been
installed, the floor of the foyeT has been tiled, and, perhaps the most
important of all, two new picture machines, among the best that are
manufactured, have been installed, making the house very complete for the
purposes intended.
ILLINOIS
Kilbourne has a new motion picture theatre. The outfit of the old
Gem Theatre has been transferred to new hands and is being installed in
the Ketchum Building. It is expected that everything will be in readiness for opening in a few days. A portable stage and scenery will be
installed later and every effort will be made by the management to give
theThepeople
that community
of service.
Joy oftheatre,
located inthethebestWitt
Building, on East Wood street,
Paris, opened its doors to the public on Oct. 20. The house is under
the
of Virgil
La and
Vern,whowhounderstands
has had twelve
years'
experience
in themanagement
motion picture
business
the wants
of the
people.
A
new
motion
picture
theatre
on
Chicago's
West
Side
is
the
in course of construction at 2737-45 West Twenty-second stret. Fairfield,
between
Fairfield and California avenues. In addition to the theatre, which will
have a seating capacity of 1,000, the building will contain four stores
and six offices. It is being erected by Edward Kounovsky and its cost is
placed at $91,000. C. C. Mitchell & Co. have underwritten a bond issue
of Pete
$57,500Pinkleman,
at 6 per cent,
owner onofthefourproperty.
of the leading motion picture theatres
at Quincy, is having plans prepared for another to be erected in the
spring.
The Imperial theatre, recently opened at 236 North Main street, Jacksonville, under the management of Chase M. Harrison, opened most successfully, patrons being turned away at both performances.
INDIANA
The Gayety theatre, located on East Washington street near New Jersey
street, Indianapolis, has been taken over by the Lenwood Amusement
Company, now operating the Riflto and Lenwood theatres, and will be
completelv remodeled and redecorated.
Business men of Lafayette are co-operating in the organization of a stock
company, which will build a new $125,000 theatre in that city. Mayor
Bauer, Luke H. Balfe, Henry W. Marshall and others are pushing the
enterprise, which seems most promising. A splendid spirit is being manifest and the Lafavette Life Insurance Company is pledged to take practically half of the stock. Mrs. William F. Fry and Eldon Lewis are among
those who have made it possible to carry' the project to success by offering leases on land that is needed for the structure. The ground faces
Sixth street for 80 feet and is 150 feet deep. The new theatre that is
planned will seat 1,600 peope. and beside showing pictures will be capable
of The
showing
the besttheatre
of dramas
and musicalwhich
shows.has been dark for fifty
Auditorium
at Connersville,
days and nights, has been reopened after being completely remodeled so
as to make it one of the most modern and up-to-date photoplay houses in
Indiana.
Schilling is manager of the theatre, which
is owned
by
the orderJoseph
of Eagles.
.
'Extensive
improvements,
are to be of
madeseating
in thecapacity
Luna
theatre
at Lafavette.
Thesecosting
include$35,000,
the enlargement
by the construction of a balcony, making it possible for 1.250 people to
decorations
The
attend the popular photoplay house at each performance.
alone
cost several
dollars. also is to be remodeled. It was
The will
Victoria
theatre hundred
at Lafayette
purchased
recently
by
F.
J.
Watson
of Jackson,.
Mich., who_ is ^in Lafayette
planning the improvements.
Clyde Quimbv. owner of the Jefferson theatre at Ft. « ayne. has
closed a long-term lease on the Strand theatre and expects to open the
house in the near future. The Jefferson
islatter
one place
of the asbesta moving
photoplaypicture
houses in the state, and Mr. Quimby announces
that the new Strand will be operated on the same plan as his other theatre.
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Bids will be received soon for a new theatre at Terre Haute. F. H.
Gruneberg, president of the Bankers and Merchants Theatre Company
of
that city,
has and
the Wabash
plans ready
at Eighth
street
avenue.for the theatre, which will be erected
The new Castle theatre at South Bend has been opened. Handsome
electric fixtures, silk hangings and an attractive decorative scheme adds
much to the pleasing appearance of the auditorium. A new fibre screen
had been installed. This is surrounded by a bas relief plaster moulding
that sets it off nicely. A solid concrete wall surrounds the orchestra pit
and that is covered with palms and flowers.
The Colonial theatre, at Winchester, leased by Messrs. Lightner and
George Brothers for a term of years, having undergone extensive repairs and
alterations, was opened last week, and is now regarded as one of Winchester's finest motion picture houses. IOWA
Faith in amusement of the men at Camp Dodge as a business venture
was illustrated by the subscription of the $50,000 worth of stock in the
Cantonment Amusement Company, articles for which were filed
within two hours of the time the plans were completed for the proposition.
The company will erect and operate a motion picture house in
Herrold upon the property owned by Gorman Bros, and Snyder Bros.
The building will be 57 by 125 feet, will have an ornate electrically lighted
canopy over the entrance, and two storerooms in the front. The officers
and directors of the new corporation are: President, C. C. Deering; vicepresident, Axel Nelson; secretary. Burt German; treasurer, C. F. Frazier;
directors, John A. Elliott, W. P. Bair and Fred German.
The house will have a seating capacity of 1,500. An experienced moving picture man has already been secured to manage the theatre.
KENTUCKY
The Colonial theatre, Winchester, which has been closed for several
months, was reopened recently under the management of the Colonial
Theatre Company. They will show regularly each afternoon and night.
LOUISIANA
Active, visible operations have commenced upon the new Liberty theatre,
which is the Xew Orleans project under the direction of the Boehringer
Amusement Company. This theatre is being erected in St. Charles street
adjacent to the Orpheum theatre, and Manager Boehringer promises that
it will be one of the most pretentious motion picture theatres in the entire
South when it is completed. No expense on appliances will be spared to
make it a model theater in every respect. The work is being pushed with
feverish desire on the part of the contractors to finish the theatre at the
earliest possible moment consistent with good construction.
MAINE
Work on the new theatre building at Waterville is once again well under
way. Lack of material and inability to secure same hampered the contractors considerably for a time, but progress is now being made and every
endeavor
clusion. will be used to bring the theatre's construction to a speedy conMARYLAND
It is generally rumored that a motion picture theatre will replace the
Trolley Company's
offices in the
Antietam
Company's
building
on
Summit
avenue, Hagerstown,
although
no Fire
definite
particulars
are yet
available.
The Homewod Amusement Company, Edward C. Sandell, manager, incorporated with a capital stock of $200,000, has acquired part of the old
Casino
on Norththeatre
avenue,on near
erect a property
new Homewood
it. Charles street, Baltimore, and will
The Parkway Theatre Company have plans for the erection of a new
motion picture theatre at Charles street and Lafayette avenue, Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS
The walls are up to the roof on the motion picture theatre at 705-711
Washington and South streets, Rosindale, for C. J. Gorman Amusement
Enterprises, 294 Washington street, Boston.
A new motion picture theatre is being erected in Worcester by> James
Greeko.
new Strand theatre, in Lowell, has recently been opened by Louis
B. The
Mayer.
The mentPark
the October
newest addition
"Shoefilled
City's"
amusecircles,theatre,
opened Lynn,
its doors
18 with tothethehouse
to capacity.
The Park was formerly the Lynn theatre, which was entirely remodeled
and rebuilt. Its seating capacity is 1,600 and the house is luxuriously
furnished throughout. It is also uniquely designed, both as regards interior and exterior. The theatre is incorporated for $5,000. Simon Frankel
of
president;
and Lynn,
RoberthasM. been
Hellerelected
of Salem,
clerk. Max L. Bixby of Salem, treasurer,
The reopening of the Castle Square theatre, Boston, is announced for
Monday, October 29. The policy that will prevail will be the presentation
of motion pictures under ideal conditions in conjunction with artstic musical programs by accomplished vocalists and players.
Members of the Grand Lodge of Masons in Massachusetts are at Camp
Devens in Aver arranging for a theatre to be erected in the cantonment.
The cost will be about $10,000.
MICHIGAN
The Willard theatre, Michigan City, opened Sunday, Sept. 2, under the
new management of J. H. Duvall, who recently purchased this theatre.
Matinees will be given on Sundays. The theatre will be opened on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays.
MINNESOTA
The United Theatre Company is building a new theatre in Austin, to cost
$45,000. It will have all up to date features. The United Theatre Company
is incorporated under the laws of South Dakota and has theatres in Owatonna, Willmar, Sandstone, Hutchinson and Cambridge, all good Minnesota
towns. The company will also build a theatre in Grand Forks, N. D.
C. F. Hansen has just opened the new Strand theatre in Warren, Minn.
The
theatre isand
new,thoroughly
decorated equipped.
after the plan used in the New Garrick theatre,
Minneapolis,
MISSOURI
A new motion picture theatre, the Liberty theatre, is to be erected on part
of the site of what was the old Commercial block, at the southwest corner
of Eleventh and Main streets. Kansas City. The theatre building will be at
1104-06 Main
will immediate
be just south
building
being street
erected and
on the
corner.of the eight story mercantile
The new theatre will have a seating capacity ot 1,200. It is being erected
by
the Harding
Overland ofAmusement
Company, controlled by Samuel Harding and
Omaha.
David
The
building,
which
is
fireproof,
a front entirely in polychrome
terra cotta, rendered in ivory, brownswillandhave
purples, with a red
roof. The
latest ideas in theatre construction have been incorporated by tile
the architect,
Frederic
Mcllvain. The building is being erected under "the supervision
■of
HughesE Bryant
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Artistic
The decorative
should be artistic
pleasing effect for

Yet Reasonable
treatment of a theatre interior
and inviting. You can secure a
your theatre by installing

They combine the beauty of moulded plaster with
the strength of steel. A wide range of attractive
designs especially suited for theatres.
These ceilings are sanitary, durable, fire resisting,
non-collapsible, easily erected and reasonable in cost.
They eliminate repair expense.
Send for " Classik " Book D. M. N.
mm THE BERGER MFG. CO., Canton, Ohio
Branches: Boston. New York. Philadelphia,
Chicago,
St. Louis, Minneapolis, San Francisco.
UH IBERCEHI Export Dept. : Berger Bldg., New York City,
U. S. A.
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GRAVURE
P,ROGRAM
that will Individualize your theatre, size
S^jxSHtiful Inches.
Front page
beauhead of a leading
playercontains
(latest a poses)
which covers entire front, leaving a small
space for the name of the theatre. Tour
patrons will certainly carry this picture
home. grams
Youfromwon't
of these
proyour sweep
floor. any
32 BIG
NAMES
NOW READY. Your local merchants would
gladly buy tabspace
back cover,
thereby
eslishing a Houseon Organ
for your
theatre
without mens.
anyPlease
coststate
to you.
Write
for
speciweekly requirements.
A flatweekly.
low price Irrespective of quantity If
used
LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size 22 1 28 75c Each Size 11 z 14 20c Eacb
SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS $3.00 per thousand .
Made by a process that has the appearance of a
real photograph. PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8 z 10, all
the prominent players. 600 different names. 20c. each.
KRAUS MFG. CO., 220 W. 42nd Street, N. Y.
12tb floor. rANULEB BCrLDLNO.
Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and samples free. Write us
giving details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.
Taking

A

ou book any picture for your theatre, without knowing
it is about and whether it will appeal to your patrons?
pretty big chance
take, especially
you can secureto
nformation
on anyto picture
producedwhenby subscribing
screen Opinions
The iDik'peadeQt. Comprehensive Re
"Screen issue
Opinions"
yousynopses,
each week
each
month.
The
%factService
weekly
containscomes
reviews,to during
cast —andinThe
full
informareleased
the week.
monthly
issue
containstion on! allall pictures
the information
contained
in the preceding
weekly
Issues
additionalPicture
data.Market.
Let "Screen Opinions" acquaint you
with thewithMoving
Write In for Fu)l Information
Cahill -Igoe Co. Chicago V
U7W. Harrison St • the home of'CICQ products
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How

Theatre

Managers

Expand
Cash

Returns

HpHE problems of higher costs, better films
and a fickle public demand extra attention from managers today. Please the people and make large extra net profits, the way
hundreds of other managers are doing, with
the Butter-Kist
Pop-CornMachine.
to
The big crowd $600
keeps coming
Extra
where it most en- $3120
joys the extra ser- Profits
vice as well as the Yearly
pictures. This popular machine
Makes about 65c Net
Profits on Each $1
Automatic. Runs itself. No time wasted. No extra
clerk. Takes only 26x32 inches
of floor or window space. Beautifully built — lifetime construction— visible action. Over 60,000,000 last year bought

III

I77T3'
) 1-1
POP CORN—TOASTY
FLAVOR
Hundreds of theatre managers are now making
$600 to $3120 extra net cash profits yearly this way.
Adds plus to your business. Takes nothing away.
We send you the proofs.
No City Too Large
No Hamlet Too Small
Crowds come from all directions
to buy delicious Butter-Kist Pop
Corn — crackling, white and toastyflavored. Made only by the famous
Butter-Kist Machine.
Easy to Pay Us From Profits
A small cash payment starts the Butter-Kist Pop Corn Machine bringing in a
tide of nickels, dimes and quarters. Balance soon paid out of Butter-Kist sales.
PROOF FREE
Our
valuable
"America's
Industry." gives book,
full details,
photos, New
and
proof
of
profits.
Sent
free
to
Man'
ager. Mail your address on theanycoupon
or write today, without fail.
This Brings Profit Book FREE
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. COMPANY
X (283)
62 4-618 Van Buren Street, Indianapolis, Ind. /
I am willtng to be shown how I can make $600 to $3120 extra profits
yearly. Send your book of facts,
America's New Industry," free.
Name
Address
1. .......
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NEBRASKA
The new Dean theatre, at York, resplendent in new paint and decorations,
remodeled to meet the better needs of the public and better equipped in
every way to cater to the films crowds, will be opened to the public some
time next week. The opening date had been set for Saturday of this week
but it was found that the building would not be ready for occupancy then
so a later date was necessarily made.
NEW YORK
Announcement was made yesterday that the Lyric theatre, Endicott's new
motion picture house, now under construction at Johnson City, will be
opened to the public early in November. According to Benjamin Dittrich,
manager
Novemberof 1.the theatre, it may be possible to give the first performance on
George Wilkins, of Kinderhook, builder and contractor, has taken the
contract
to remodel
moving picture
theatreSamuel Wilson's cafe, on Main street, Valatie, to a
According to the announcement of a well known local real estate man of
Lansingburgh
the ruins
of Thomas'
a shortot
time
and a modern
moving
picture livery
theatre,stable
one will
withbea razed
seatingwithin
capacity
1,000 people or more, will be erected on the site. The transaction of the
sUe is now under way and in all probability the deal will be closed by the
early
part of next week. A local man is to be connected with the theatre
company.
NORTH CAROL! \ A
The Charlotte Cantonment Company, of Charlotte, has been incorporated
for theandpurpose
of erecting
Green
a miniature
carnivalfivecity.new motion picture theatres near Camp
OHIO
Lorain's
Board inoftheEducation
votedauditorium
a few days
install of
a motion
picture
machine
high school
for ago
the to
portrayal
educational
films.
Superintendent
Boone
says:
"This
is
the
day
and
age
whena
motion pictures may be aptly used to impart knowledge and I think
machine
will
be
of
great
value
to
the
high
schools
in
this
regard."
Newest ventures in the motion picture field at Cleveland include the project
of A. Silberberg, who is building a $45,000 structure. The theatre will be one
story
high H.andWilliams
occupy hasa plot
to seatKausek
about on650thepersons.
Charles
taken38a by
lease154fromfeet,August
motion
picture
theatre
at
St.
Clair
avenue
and
East
Sixty-second
street. The lease
is for seven years at a rental of $2,400.
S. L. Rothapfel, of New York City, is about to construct a motion picture
theatre at Urbana, to seat 3,000 persons. Accommodations are being made
in
plans for an orchestra ot 200 pieces. Further particulars
willthebe construction
announced later.
OKLAHOMA
H. C. Brice, proprietor of the Standard theatre at Oklahoma City, has
leased a lot 140x25, and will erect a three-story building thereon, a part of
which will be devoted to motion pictures. The building will be constructed
of stone front and brick walls. The theatre will be located on the lower
floor and will have a unique marble tile entrance, plate glass front and
electric elevators running to all floors. The theatre will be strictly modern
and up to date, and will be completed and ready for opening by the first
of the year.
ONTARIO
The new Allen theatre, of Toronto, is rapidly nearing completion and wm
throw open its doors to the public in a few weeks, if present plans carry.
Without question this theatre, which occupies a wonderful site in the downone of Canada's
largestwithcities,
the already
theatre
de luxetown ofdistrict
the ofDominion.
In keeping
the Toronto,
high policywillthatbe has
been set by the Allen Brothers, contracts have just been closed with Canadian Universal Film Company, Limited, for the Screen Magazine to be
shown in this house for a period of one year.
PENNSYLVANIA
A new theatre is being erected at Fourth street and Edgmont avenue,
Chester,
Albert by
DahlthehasKeith
the interests.
contract to erect a motion picture theatre at Ellwood
City for Frank Biordi.
A $15,000 motion picture theatre will be erected on Idaho street, Farrell,
by The
Herman
First Stahl.
National Bank of Irvona has plans for a new $15,009 motion
picture theatre to be erected at Irvona.
John Crossett will lease a store building on McKean street, Kittanning,
and open it as a moving picture theatre.
G. L. Higgins and L. J. Chamberlain are erecting two new motion picture
theatres at Shamokin.
TENNESSEE
The newly decorated and vastly improved Lyric theatre at Chattanooga
opened a few days ago under the Loew regime. Current events are shown,
a feature photoplay and a comedy film. The Loew circuit now embraces
hundreds of houses, including some of the largest in the East, which means
that many feature attractions can be brought to Chattanooga that could not
otherwise be secured.
Marcus Loew will soon begin the construction of a theatre in Memphis
that will cost between $500,000 and $700,000. The new theatre will have a
larger seating capacity than any theatre in the South.
E. A. Schiller, Southern manager of the Loew circuit, arrived in Memphis
this morning for a conference with officials regarding the erection of the
new theatre.
Schiller says that when the new theatre is completed it will compare favorably with any theatre in the country.
The site for the new building has been practically decided upon. However, officials will not announce the location until the deal has been closed.
It will be only a short time until actual construction starts on the new
building,
to Manager
Schiller according
is very bitter
in his Schiller.
denunciation of the Sunday closing order.
He says it is not the mercenary point that bothers him, but that he is worried
by
protests
from
every
direction
over the ban being _placed on Sunday
amusements.
He says if anyone thinks the theatres wish to run on Sunday merely to
add to their profits, they can investigate and see where Loew's has donated
his Sunday receipts to charity.
TEXAS
Work will begin at an early date on the Watt property in Waco, located
at the northwest corner of Franklin and Fifth streets, and which has been
leased for a term of two years by the Parker Amusement Company.
1 excavation
Plans formade
the building"
be erected
have analready
been accepted.
some timeto ago
will furnish
ideal basement,
which The
will
be fitted up to accommodate some of the amusement features handled by
PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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the Parker people, while a structure will also be erected above the ground.
The entire Watt tract, which covers half a block of ground on Fifth street
and for a still greater distance on Franklin, will be utilized.
W. H. Coon, proprietor of the Mission theatre in Amarillo, has bought
the C. A. Bowron lot on Broadway in Plainview, paying $6,700 for it, and
it has let the contract for the erection of a two-story brick building to cost
$10,000, to be used as a motion picture show, to be known as The Mission.
It will be modern in every way, and will be under the management of Robert N. Smith, now manager of the Mae I theatre.
WISCONSIN
The
Diamond
theatre,
Superior's
newest
moving
picture
opened
a few days ago at 707 Tower avenue
in the
location
that house,
was formerly
ocupied
by
the
Rex
theatre.
It
adds
to
the
already
fine
list
of
local
play
houses and will show pictures that are nothing but the best. The Diamond
is owned by Blackmore Brothers of Duluth, who also operate a theatre in
that city under the same name.
Wilkes-Barre Operators True Progressives
Fred J. Alles, chief operator, Orpheum theatre, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., sends in a list of fourteen new members of the National
Anti-Misf rame League, and remarks as follows :
" As a member of the N. A. M. F. L. and as a very good recruiting officer, enclosed find the names of a few men of Local 325,
I. A. T. S. E. Wilkes-Barre, Pa., is still on the map, even if we
are a little slow in coming, but here they are and all through
my encouragement.
" All are good men and promise to live up to the rules of the
league. Quite a few of the boys said it wasn't necessary for them
to join the league, as they always did, and always will, remove
defective sprocket holes and bad patches (also misframes — Ed.),
all of which goes to show that our boys of Wilkes-Barre are the
goods."
In Reply: Our Wilkes-Barre correspondent has certainly put
his city prominently on the map as a Mecca of " live-wire " operators, and a healthy place for reels of film.
His energy in rounding up his fellow operators for league
membership is to be commended, and we are of the opinion that
if there are any operators left in Wilkes-Barre who have not
agreed to uphold the league pledge, our hustling correspondent,
Mr. Alles, will be sure to " get them."
It is distinctly to the credit of the Wilkes-Barre boys that they
were, even before joining the N. A. M. F. L., in the habit of putting their films in proper condition before trying them out on
the audience.
Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York
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Cooper Hewitt Electric
Company
EIGHTH & GRAND STREETS,
HOBOKEN, N. J.

A

Dollar Saved
is not only a dollar earned, but it's
An Earning Dollar
All supplies for the M. P. Theatre at fairer
pricesITthanPAYS
you'll TO
pay elsewhere.
DEM. WERE
Send
for
Price
List SUPPLY
"N"
INDEPENDENT MOVIE
CO.
6th Floor
, 729 7th Ave, New York
TO LET — Floor Space Suitable for
POSTER (Sl
SUPPLY HOUSE
Keystone Press
727 — 7th Ave. .Next door to Godfrey Bldg.
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BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Mb.Don't
Exhibitor:
—
you" realize
not alone
" NEWMAN
stand forthat
QUALITY,
but does
also
ORIGINALITY?
We are Originators of every conceivable
style of frame in which to properly display
POSTERS AND PHOTOS.
YOU will eventually use brass frames.
WHY not now?
Get our Latest Catalogue.
It is yours for the asking.

The Newman
Mfg. Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Established 1882
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone, Rialto
Frames, Easels,
Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada
Kails, Grills, Signs,
PacificSanCoast
— G. A. Cal.
Metcalfe,
Francisco,
Choppers, Kick
Corner
Unit
Hinged
Frames
Plates, Door Bars
THEATRE
MAILING

AND
LIST

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
•0 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
Phone, 2003 Randolph
42S ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
Addressing
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting

OPERA

7
CHAIRSN 13

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
can help you dispose of old chairs.
Write for Catalog N.
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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You
that

remember,

don't

nineteen-year-old

we

showed

you

last

you,

Projector
week?

As we pointed out, that Machine possessed many features
that have since become standard; but naturally, it had
its weaknesses and shortcomings.
Cannock

and Porter could have eliminated these as experience pointed them out; they could have added new
features, one by one, as their need developed.
But the result would have been a patched-up

Machine

which didn't look as if it had really been designed. It
would have looked as if it "just grew," like Topsy, in
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Nothing
would

do

of

for

the

kind

these

experts!

They took all the experience gathered, all the knowledge
developed since their pioneer days, way back in the last
century —
— and designed a Machine

with not a gear in sight, a

Machine that's as much of a feast to the eyes of a mechanic
as the picture it projects is a feast to the eyes of picture
fans —
— a Machine

that every Operator can look upon and say

"Now I've got the very best tool that can be placed in
my hands; I can now project an unsurpassable picture'' —
— the Machine that is the choice of practically every
Exhibitor of note, as being the only one that can lead to
success.
For the screen is the vital spot.
It is how you put there what you
put there that decides either for
success or for failure.
To install the Simplex

is wise.

It projects pictures

ThePrecisionMachine&.Tnc.
317 East 34 th: St - NewYork

kind

to the eyes.

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

presents

HEART "
PAULINE FREDERICK in " THE HUNGRY
By David Graham Phillips, scenario by Charles Maigne, directed by Robert G. Viijnola.

The circulation of one of the greatest magazines in America was built
up on the popularity of the fiction stories of David Graham Phillips.
A Paramount picturization of one of these stories mB help to build up your business

NOVEMBER

17,

1917

em

West

HAS

THE

Coast

QUALITY

The

Edition

CIRCULATION

sign

of

better

OF

THE

TRADE

pictures

Advertising has proven to the people of America
that Paramount and Artcraft Pictures are
better, and

why.

Experience

claims — Experience

has

has borne

out the

also demonstrated

that

there are really only two kinds of Pictures —
Paramount and Artcraft Pictures, and the others.

Famous Players-Lasky.Corpn.
Adolph7ukor Prts. Jesse LlasKy »>«• Pm Cecil B.DeMil!eflwwtoa»/.
New York City

vol. xvi-no. 20
NEW
YORK
LOS ANGELES
price
Entered as Second Clots Matter, August 87. JS17, at the Post Office at Note York, N. Y., under the act of March Srd, «7».

10 cents

J J

J
with beautiful
RUTH

CLIFFORD

An Unusually Powerful Drama. A half
breed torn between his white and savage
natures, portrayed by the most magnetic
star on the screen today. Now ready for
booking. Be sure to book "The Savage."
Monroe Salisbury will attract people who
have never been in your house before.
Directed by Rupert Julian.
WATCH

FOR

the Next BLUEBIRD
Franklin

Farnum

"The
Winged
Mystery"
A Drama of Love and an International
Plot, from the story by Archer McMackin.
Directed by Ed. J. LeSaint
Book through your local BLUEBIRD Exchange or BLUEBIRD
Photoplays (Inc.) 1600 B oadway. New York
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presents

W

^ Ballon

Mark

From the story by John B. Ritchie

Predictions

Fulfilled

In the Morning Telegraph of Sunday, October
2i, we said: "Watch for the reviews in tomorrow's papers. We predict that they will tell
the old, old story of another Paramount
winner."
The reviews below justify our prediction.
Herald (New York)
Thos. H. Ince presented Miss Dorothy Dalton in a photographic version of " The Price Mark " by John B. Ritchie,
in
he Riallo
TheatreCor.lln
yesterday.
Miss Dalton
picturlzed
with William
and Thurston
Hall Inwas
a series
of emotional scenes, which were played with stirring
realism. One of these was a struggle with Mr. Conlin,
which
reminiscent
of Baron
with LawasTosca.
This climax
took Scarpla's
place In alast
largemoments
studio
apartment, and many of the ornaments and much of the
bric-a-brac were destroyed In the struggle.
Tribune (New York)
Anyone who likes to speculate on the two-men-and-awoman
problem will enjoyDorothy
" The Price Mark,"
and It la
interestingly
lent momentspresented.
as Paula Lee. the Dalton
heroine has
whosome
was excelmore
finned against than sinning, and she looks handsomer
than we have ever seen her look before. The picture Is
beautifully staged and the Eastern scenes are particularly
attractive.
Thos.

H.

Ince

Production
It requires no gift of prophesy to predict a
Paramount winner. Success for Paramount
and Paramount Exhibitors is foreordained because all the elements of success are combined
in every Paramount production.
3 FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

i m

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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1TTLE
BY FRANCES
SCENARIO BY
DIRECTED BY
MARY

3347

NEWS

PRINGESX
HODGSON BURNETT
FRANCES MARION
MARSHALL NEILAN

PICK

FORD

always

makes good — in any kind of a
story. When fitted with a vehicle
of the calibre of " The
cess "we
you the
value.

Little Prin-

feel that we are giving
ultimate in attraction

Unlimited

Exploitation

Possibilities
The same advertising possibilities underlie this picture that underlie " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm " — and
you know what handsome returns that

paid.

•Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU. need.
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BURKE
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Jv

--Arms
And
the
gidx
JBy GRANT STEWART and ROBERT BAKER
DIRECTED BY JOSEPH KAUFMAN
Here's How to Sell This Picture
Just tell your people that dainty BUlie Burke is In a story of the Belgian outrage.
Ambassador Gerard's articles about this event are being read by millions of people all
over the country and all of them will want to see It brought to life. It's up to you
to connect up to this timely coincidence and make it pay.
r

NEW YOKK "MORNING TELEGRAPH"
In this play Miss Burke Is seen as an
American girl stranded in Belgium at the
opening of the present war. She innocently
exchanges her passport with a Russian girl,
who proves to be a spy. and in consequence
meets with numerous thrilling experiences at
the hands of the Germans, who seize the
town and arrest her and the young Amerifor complicity.
Arms constructed
and the Girlplay"
is ancan,interesting
and " well
and Miss Burke has a role well suited ther histrionic capabilities."
None of the sordid side of war. A huge " German " army is there, but only as
a punching bag for Billie Burke's quick-witted jabs. Get "more time."
SUN " defied the
At the NEW
Strand, Billie " Burke
whole German army in the film adaptation
of " Arms
and Balnter
the Girl,"
created
by Fay
on theplaying
stage the
with part
all
the charm one naturally demands from a
young tingAmerican
girl
in
Belgium
who
Is
pither wits
the martial
taches
of the against
Teuton all
General
Sniff. musHer
effortsman tocaughtaidInthe(heescape
of
a
young
countryGerman Jam at the
start
of the war, principally by the expedient of
marrying the stranger on the spot, prove
even
more thrilling than when they were
done audibly.
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NEWS

presents

ROSCOE

FATTY

ARBUCKLE

FATTYYour

CO

AIEY

One

Best

ISLAND
Bet

Can't you imagine it yourself? "Fatty" in the home of "hot
dogs," string molasses candy, ar d custard pie comedy.
" The Butcher Boy," great as it was, never even approached this.
Putting across one of " Fatty " Arbuckle's rollicking riots of
joy is simply a matter of letting them know you have it.
l^^S^^Z FAMOUS
ADOIPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pnt JESSE L LASKY- LASKY
Wet Pm CECILCORPORATION
B DE MULE D'rvOorCtmrul \i
\*rmfg\U\

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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beautiful, popular and powJANE COWL,
erful star, with her assured following
throughout America, scored a nation-wide
success in her first Goldwyn Picture.
"The Spreading Dawn," a story by Basil
King, already known to millions through
its publication in the Saturday Evening
Post, provided Miss Cowl with a play that
still further increased her drawing power.
So great was the dramatic, the artistic, the
technical merit of this production that in
every part of the country it played to capacity audiences and is repeating its record
this week -being hailed by critics everywhere as Goldwyn's greatest production.

prerente ■

5C

, III IdlhUlllI LilLI IM. I. I.I. 1.1

£3

by Basil King

Advisory Board:

with the certain assurance, based on our

SAMUEL GOLDFISH
Chairman
EDGAR SELWYN
MARGARET MAYO
IRVEM S. COBB
ROI COOPER MEGRUE
ARCHIBALD SELWYN
CROSBY CAICE
PORTER EMERSON BROWNE

own knowledge of its box-office drawing
powers, that it will prove to be one of the
most popular and most praised pictures
ever offered in any theatre.

m I'l'I'ri'l'I'nM'MIMII'I'I'lllM'I'IM'I'I'l'I'ITITiriil'VM'Vn'IT
S3

Corporation
16 East 4 2d Street
New York City

m
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ictures

CHE was poor and humble. She had
^ youth and charm and beauty, but she
was just a helpless and almost friendless
little girl in a big, cold city.

HE was rich and heart-hungry and no girl
had won a place in his affections.
Accident brought Romance into their lives.
Can you imagine the unusual events that
drew these two together? Today, in leading theatres everywhere, millions of ad-:
mirers are applauding as

presents ■
(^oldwyn
JAq

adorable

by- Mary
Supported
1.1.1,1.1,1.1. 1,1.1.1,1 .1.1.1

,1,1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 111, 1,1,1,1,1,1 m

Advisory Board:
SAMUEL GOLDFISH
Chairman
EDGAR SELWYN
MARGARET MAYO
IRVIN S. COBB
ROI COOPER MECRUE
ARCHIBALD SELWYN
CROSBY GAIGE
PORTER EMERSON BROWNE
Ok I'riTI'HTIVi'l'lll'f't'lH'I'l't'l'Pri'lM'I'H'ITI'H'IHTI'I'H1 m

fitt/e -favorite

Rider

by popular

Robert Harron

"It's A Goldivyn picture"
This means that it is a beautiful produc-;
tion created by great artists and filled with
novelties and refinements you so rarely see
in motion pictures. In "Sunshine Alley"
Mae Marsh is even more beautiful than
she was as the beloved Polly in Margaret
Mayo's "Polly of the Circus."

6old\yyn^l^icturcs
Corporation
New York City
16 East 42d Street

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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An
On

Exhibitor
Every

Profit

Booking

of

"The
Manx-Man"
THIS is one of those unusual productions
that triumphs over every kind of local
condition. If a city is having a "dull week,"
this powerfully-told story draws the crowds
again into the theatre.
"The Manx-Man" freshens public interest
and sharpens the public appetite because
it has, first of all, a "grip" in its theme;
a pictorial dramatic power and a trio of
popular stars. It has within it the genius
of a brilliant director and one of the greatest stories of modern literature. Those are
reasons enough to insure the popularity
of any production.

I PRESENTS

Loane Tucker's
George
of
picturigation
Hall

Caine's

Greatest

Story

THE

MANX-MAN
with
Elisabeth

Risdon

Henry Ainley - Fred Groves
to the exhibitors of North America under the
open booking plan and announces to all interested exhibitors the tremendous success of this
production as a box-office attraction which can
be booked only through the twenty-five offices of

Q

un
oldm
Distributing
Corporation
16 East 42d Street
New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

LET

THE

CRITICS

TELL

YOU

Moving Picture News: "Best of its fynd."
"Who Is 'Number One1?" is to be the best of its kind.
The subtitling is pithy and cleverly written. . . The
atmosphere is complete.
Motion

Picture

News:

"More

and more

tense."

Mystery is the dominating element in "Who Is 'Number
One1?" The action grows more and more tense. . . The
production has been made on a lavish scale.

The

Telegraph: "A Wmner."
Paramount^ initial chapter film is a winner ... a plot of
unique interest and thrilling suspense. . . The producers
have given us a splendid production. . . Exhibitors should
find "Who

Is 'Number

One1?11 a business getting serial.

Dramatic Mirror: "J\[oteworthy."
"Who Is 'Number One1 ? 11 is noteworthy.
New

York Review: "Sure fire winner."
Kathleen Clifford is started well along a career. . . "Who
Is 'Number One1?11
an winner
exceptionally
good thriller. . .
Paramount has a sureisfire
on its hands.

Variety : "Undoubted success."
The producers have admirably visualized Anna

Katharine

Green's work. . . The detail in the serial is wonderfully
worked out. . . "Who Is 'Number One1?11 is an undoubted
success.

Exhibitors1 Trade Review: "Hits high water mar\"
As a serial, "Who Is 'Number One1?11 undoubtedly hits
the high water mark in the way of continued stories.
Motography: "Altogether delightful."
There are thrills aplenty. . . The story will not disappoint
. . . the customary Paramount touch. . . Kathleen Clifford
is altogether delightful.

L.LAWRENCE

WIBER.PHOTO

DRAMAS.

m
IN

—JOHN

BARRYMORE
the

^4

biq

rrtusiery
seven-reel

picture

from,

every

drama

viewpoint

AFFIX

iAmateur

BIG

Sta

BIG

Story

BIG ^roductt'ort
BIG ^fdvG

1

Cracksman

(Pr-OH^dj ~ BIG
^Profits
STATE

~ BlGi

RIGHTS!

ROW

Jo w

booking:

fxx&t

Exchanges

ffialioiml

of

felxibifor#

Circuit

Petrova

Picture

Frederick

C. Colli

Compani]
Of,

President

TKe
keart

play
will

tkat

touck

touckes

tke

keart

a

Con.vi.cts

of

tke

wor

~ear Mr. Tucker :We projected George Loane Tucker's
screen version of "Mother* last evening and about 1200
men viewed this remarkable visualization of the sweetest
story in the world.
"Mother* is a picture possessing one
essential, outstanding feature which will insure its
success wherever shown; sustained human interest and
once seen will not be easily forgotten.
Elisabeth Risdon's wonderful characterization of the quaint, charming lovable mother completely
won all our hearts, carrying us back down through the
years to Home and Mother, with the wisdom of the ages
in her quiet, passionless eyes.
Facing all things with courage and
patience, making the countless little sacrifices for her
boy's happiness that only a "mother" could make. She was
your "Mother* - my "Mother* - our "Mother" — and the fires
of desire to be fine and clean and decent, rekindled and
burned anew within most of our hearts.
I want to thank you for your courtesy
and kindness in making it. possible for us to show this
extraordinary picture to the men here and although many
of us have strayed afar and missed the path, we cannot
help but being better men if we only heed the message
which 'Mother* brought to us all.
With very best wishes and kindest regards, we are.
Yours very truly,
£. J. Meagher,
Mutual Welfare League of Sing Sing.

For

terms

and

open

territory

MCCLURX

23 W. f f "Street

apply

at
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An
The

Utmost

O

HENRY

in
Masterpiece

!

Program
ALBERT
E- SMITH
t^resents

Features
J.HE short-length O. Henry
dramas have been the screen

CORINNE

GRIFFITH

with MART

^

sensation of the year.
A

And now comes the First
Five-reel O.Henry — a superb
production in cast and direction, and a tale of such depth
and power as only O. Henry
could tell.
With this photoplay, the
last word has been spoken
in Program Features. It is
from every angle a 100% ■i
attraction.

MAURICE

WILLIAM

DUNN

m
IT
I WILL

FIVE

REPAf

PART

BLUE

FEATURE

RIBBON

FROM

famous

Story
Y'S

OHENR
"A MUNICIPAL

Directed
William

REPORT'
by

PSEarle

\ /—GREATER— i
VlTAGRAPn

Oke Mark oflheHighest
in Photoplay Art
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Hodkinson

The first product to be released by the

W.

W.

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

will be the

PARALTA
In announcing

to the exhibitor that these, the most

productions

in the market,

HODKINSON
It was

PLAYS

will be issued

CORPORATION,

important

at once by the W.

I wish

not alone the high quality of the Paralta

unattached

to add one

word

W.
:

plays, such as "A Man's

Man" with Mr. J. Warren Kerrigan, "Mme. Who?" with Miss
Bessie Barriscale, and the pictures in which Mr. Henry B.
Walthal

will appear,

with Paralta
I was

by the thoroughness

and the seriousness
distribution

to releasement,
of the elements

of its intentions.
I have

such

been

of successful

as the

The

fields should

Plays,

and the far -reaching

first of the Paralta plays, "A MAN'S
now ready for immediate bookings.
W.

W.

of Paralta

s organization,

In few other products

with

has there been, prior

of capital, such
such

a gathering

intentions

and

and its officials.

with high ideals in the exhibition

join with

officials of Paralta

intentions
industry.

into a contract

production,

by Paralta

It is but natural that similar elements
other

to enter

connected

an investment

ideals, as are expressed

and

me

Plays, Inc.

attracted still more
whose

that induced

me

when

they understand,

Inc., understand,

plans which

my

own

I shall offer to the

MAN," with Mr. J. Warren Kerrigan, is
Address the New York Office,

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

527

New

Fifth Avenue,

York

Telephone; Murray Hill 2123
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[er

hand

sought

the

pweled dagger in her
bsom that was to be her
:st defense.

As

she

j:ood, hesitating, there
lime to her, by a trick
f memory,
arly

scenes

of her

happiness.

With

rhat high hopes she had
een Vale set forth, on
:ie

road

to

fame

and

Drtune ! And now — the
acrifice!
Her
hands
ghtened
-well
imb

she

the

would

dagger
be

no

led to the slaughter !

Isn t she
Of

on

stunning !

course,

its

ALICE

BRADY
IN

"HER

SILENT

SA(Directed
by Edward
CRI
FIJose)
CE

"

and

it is the

first of her

SELE^^]PICIURK
Distrib uted by
ELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729
Seventh. Avenue
New York City

Having dismissed the maid, he turned to her. "If you and
were on a desert isle, he hegan, and then she received t
surprise of her spoiled young life. You, too, will get t
surprise, for you have heen holding your hreath with excit
ment all during this swiftly dramatic scene in

[(Directed"SCANDAL"
by Charles Giblyn from tbe serial by Cosmo Hamilton)
This is the first of the splendid series of star pictures in whi
LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

presents

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
You

will he for her from the very first reel !
Distributed by

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventb Avenue, New York City

pictures!

you lie was a coward ! | Under trie acIt
isation
Monte
flinched, as from a blow, and
tt
it he remained
silent! Silent, while his
wondered;

lends
mded

him

ward?

You

back

silent,
his

ring.

will decide

(Directed by James Kirkwood.
"OVER

while

when

his

But
you

fiancee

was

he

a

see

Produced THERE!"
by Charles Richman Pictures Corporation.)

embodies the patriotic spirit, and envisions the soul-stirs' scenes that are making history today.
As its stars are
CHARLES

ANNA

RICHMAN
and

Q.
NILSSON
Distributed by
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventn Avenue, New York City

JESS!
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S a child Clara dreamed
and

he married
would

"Little Boy

have

that one day she would
a little hoy —

he Paul, hut to her he would

Blue."

Clara—

Vol. 16. No. 20

NEWC

his name
always

he

Ella Hall.

ITTLE Fred, too, had a dream. He was going to
have a wife and love her very much. And the
wife that he saw

looked just like the girl who

was dreaming of "Little Boy Blue.
up) — Emory Johnston.

UNCONSCIOUS
Uncle

of any failing in himself. Fred s

Oliver neither understood

^<^n weakness
for Fred s future.

Fred {grown

nor permitted a

in others.

Clara had no place in his plans
U ncle Olivet
Winter Hall.

A BLUEBIRD Photoplay that will live in the memory of millions As exquisite as a breath
of morn. Directed by Elsie Jane Wilson Book through your BLUEBIRD Exchange, or
BLUEBIRD Photoplays. (Inc.) lt>00 Broadway. New York

EAUTIFUL

sweet and altogether lovely though

she was,. romance

had

gone

out of the life of

Clara s mother, hut it returned to her when

Fred

and Clara met and loved. Clara s mother — GretchenLederer.

OE,

hless him, had lived with the family for many

years.
grow

"Fred,

said Joe, "If you re like your

father you '11 lick your Uncle Oliver when
up.
You can t help it. Joe — Harry Holden.
IS name

was

Paul, hut his mother

you

called him

"Little Boy Blue,
as she had dreamed. And
Uncle Oliver s dislike was turned to love only
when he thought their "Little Boy
gone forever.
Paul — Little Zoe Rae.

Blue

was

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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SOUL
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every
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!

traitor
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[

love

I

to

country?

toUCXU

heart

SweetIfyom
heart
was
a

or

"Wbuld

woman

make

lis pidture

your

you

o€Z2

savelim

f/iese

!

is a November
release

zndUke

all others
wonderful
to women

"Wire

Fox

interesting"
situations
are
story
portrayed
in
this
compelling

"has a
appeal
patrons

ycrar

|Ni
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Film

iDiraxtdlv
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Corporation
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HEART

NEVER,
VIRILE

SO

AND
COURAGEOUS
AS
*****

'WILLIAM
,
THIS

FARNUM
APPEARS
IN
RUGGED,
MODERN

RED

BLOOD

WHICH

STORY
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POPULAR
BGDK

SO
IN

FORM

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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VAHPiRE

WILLIAM
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FOX
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THEMBAM
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ROSE

0FBW9D

Ey Richard

Ordynski

Staged by J. GordonEdwards
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of dissipation?

^Redemption

Or would you
ta^ke up a life
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of repentance
5Kadame Kafkova

and frequent
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or today

has these problems
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her first starring
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$10,000

with

three

for

Greater

other

buyers!

Just as we hear of the " death of state rights " for the steenth time,
four determined buyers make liberal offers for the rights of " Who's
Your Neighbor? " in the Greater New York territory. One of them
bid $10,000, and got the picture. After he had signed on the dotted
line, he said the reason for his unusual bid was his unusual confidence
in the picture and because he had been assured a single " circuit
booking " that would guarantee the safety of his investment. The
man was B. H. Mills of the Elk Photoplays, 126 W. 46th St.. New
York.

The

Buyers

Kansas,

of "Joan

Missouri

the Woman"

and Oklahoma

Yes, the Yale Photoplay

make

and

"The

Whip"

for

a third purchase-" WHO'S

Company,

922 Oak

Nebraska,
YOUR

Iowa,

NEIGHBOR?"

Street, Kansas City,

Mo., decided that "Who's Your Neighbor?" was their sort of a
puller. This firm, as their ownership of " Joan " and " The Whip "
must prove, will only handle a BIG picture. Exhibitors in their territory know their "peculiarity" in this respect. The result is that
exhibitors out there go to the Yale for real features — which " Who's
Your Neighbor? " indisputably is.
9 Territories

closed

in a single

week!

Isn't that

a sales

record?

Of course, it is— and of course " WHO'S YOUR NEIGHBOR ? " stands alone
this week in this sales achievement. Here are the territories, nine — count 'em —
NINE: Illinois, Indiana, Southern Wisconsin,
(to FRANK
ZAMBRINO,
Unit y FtoloFkys Co., Chicago)
Greater New York, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma ! Good
enough ? Do you believe now that our winter sales campaign is on in earnest ?
That the whole country is going— going— go— THAT YOU'D BETTER BUY
THE STATE YOU WANT BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE? If you are a real
showman, if you can play a real feature like a show, every minute you spend
hesitating about making us a bid is a priceless minute wasted.

MASTER

DRAMA

1493 Broadway

-

FEATURES,
-

THE
THE
THE

PRODUCTION — by 8. Rankin Drew.
STORY— by Wlllard Mack.
CAST
dolf. — Christine Mayo, Evelyn Brent, Anders RanTHE PUBLICITY
unusual story— Jnst
filmedwhat
this you'd
year. expect on the most
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New
Herman

York

inc.
City

Becker,

General Manager.

Pathe

"Oneo/^finest"
and reviewers, exhibitors, and public aqree
thatHAROLD
LLOYD
star of the two reel
LONESOME
LUKE
COMEDIES
and ihe onp reel —
ROLIN

COMEDIES

is one or" the finest
in everq
the
word .sense or""
"7rom London to Laramie* is a
hnumber.
iq h 14 comical
Luke
It ij the"Lonesome
sort of comedy
that should
over JVettfs
anywhere."
— ' MotionqetPicture
7rom London to Laramie is the
kind of comedy audiences like.
In all of Me Luke comedies there
has been an abundance of new
material Situations that have
been uproariou3q funnqlfan
exhibitor will^and by the exit of his theatre just after
he has shown fhtgj ilm he will
see a smile on /Ae "face o/ ever 4 patron?
Dramatic Mirror "

wiii MOLLIE
and
CPEIGHTON

KING—
HALE —

Written by CHARLES W. CODDARD —
author of " The Perils of Pauline"! and
"7he Exploits of Elaine."
nbe SEVEN PEARLS WENT GOOD
AT THEIP THEATRES
Under the caption " How did that picture qo at your theatre? " The Exhibitors
Trade Review of October 202 and IJ^
cjare the following reports -from theatres
showmq'lhe
PEARLS
"these piclures
beina SEVEN
all that were
published
on
this serial.
nhe SEVEN PEARLS/ LYRIC, Bdialo.NY. VERY 0000
1he SEVEN PEARLS.-COJTELLO, NV.f/fy VERY GOOD
nhe SEVEN PEARLS-PALACE. N.Y.Cify VERY GOOD
^ SEVEN PEAMS,-NEW COLUMBIA. BOSTON, MASS,AUDIENCE APPRECIATIVE
It looks like a unanimous vole, gentlemen. How about putting Hon at your tfiealre.
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Triangle

Magazine

is published
exhibitors
Do

you
If

make

receive

not,
name

to

send
and

help

money.

it regularly?
us

your

address.

in Baker, Oregon, on October 23, writes :
"Just a word of commendation to the publishers of
Triangle Magazine which the writer considers one of
the best trade papers which comes to this office."

THE

TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING
1457

Broadway

New

York

CORPORATION

TRIANGLE

Olive

Thomas

"INDISCRE

ET

CORINNE1

She

shocked

family

by

her

aristocratic

craving

to be

a

"regular vampire with a past."
Her wild escapades as a
masked
patrons

dancer
in

will keep your
suspense

and

laughter.
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Roy

Stewart

MEDICINE

This man's "Medicine" is a
sure cure for a failing box
office. Here's a gunfighter
who teaches the six-shooter
new tricks.

Released

November

11
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MAN
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Keystone

"FALSE

THE

Comedy

TO

FINISH"

His wife and mother-inlaw combine to end his
love

affairs

pretty

gown

with

the

models.

A

Promise

From

and

Director

a Fulfillment
to

Exhibitor

A business transaction of unique interest to the
entire motion picture industry has just been
effected, whereby Herbert Brenon's "Empty
Pockets" will be distributed throughout the
world by the First National Exhibitor's Circuit.
The Rupert Hughes' story of THE MELTING
POT of New York, with its notable Brenon cast,
is a thrilling and absorbing melodrama of swift
movement, adroit turn of plot and appealing
love interest.

ROCK

OF GIBRALTAR

FROM.

ACTUAL

(g)

PHOTO

UNDERWOOD
UNDERWOOD

5L

BRENON CORPORATION
{Controlled by Herbert Brenon)
Executive Offices: Distribution Offices:
BRENON STUDIOS,
509 FiftfTAvetme,
Hudson Heights, NJ.
New York City, N.Y.
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OF
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Joseph

has written his most
Lone Wolf."

powerful

October 27, 1917

melodrama

LOME

WOLF

Vance

in his sequel to "The

Mr. Vance's fascinating hero makes his return as a spy behind the German lines. The story, moving with tense speed,
rapidly carries him through an amazing series of adventures on
the Flanders battlefield and in a Teuton submarine. The trench
scenes and moments on a death-dealing U-Boat
turesque background for the thrilling action.

will form

a pic-

The sequel has already attracted wide attention. It has
been pronounced to be far swifter and more unusual of plot than
its predecessor. It will make a more compelling film story than
"The Lone Wolf" because Mr.
the screen adaptation in mind.

Vance

wrote

the new

DISTRIBUTION

story with

CONTROLLED

BY

BRENON
CORPORATION
BRENON
STUDIOS
HUDSON
NEW

HEIGHTS
JERSE1V

"Never played a picture in the Hamilton
Theatre that met with
better commendation
than 'The Lone
Wolf.' "—Hamilton
Amusement Co., Lancanster, Pa.
"'The Lone Wolf was
one of the best productions that we have
ever shown at our
Strand
Theatre."—
M. E. Comerford
Amusement Co.,
Scranton, Pa.
" 'The Lone Wolf got
over in splendid shape
and was quite a sensational success, creThe Circle
Theatre
ating much talk."
—
Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.
"The acting of Mr.
Lytell in every detail
was excellent." — F. B.
Hammond, Philadelphia, Pa.
"I could give enough
remarks on Mr. Lytell
to fill a book."— A. L.
Zacherl, Grand Forks,
N.'D.
"Mr. Lytell's acting
favorably impressed
everyone." — E. Brodie, Lawrence, Mass.
"Mr. Lytell is sure to
be a favorite."— Jack
F. Truitt, Sedalia,
Mo.
BERT

AS
LYTELL

MICHAEL

LANYARD
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State

Rights

PEGGY

Scintillating

Star

HYLAND

the most fascinating Star in the World

"Persuasive
Peggy"
Mayfair's Superb Six-Part Comedy Drama
Based on MARAVENE THOMPSON'S Famous Novel
Directed by CHARLES J. BRABIN
SALES

Mayfair

AGENTS:— SHALLENBERGER and
Times Building, New York City

Film

Corporation,

10 Wall

PRIEST

St., New

York
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MiWFAIR.FILM

CORPORATION"

These shrewd buyers of 100 per cent.
Productions
have
acquired Territorial
Rights in "Persuasive Peggy"— May fair's
first production, which
has elicited a
complete
consensus of complimentary
criticisms in the trade:

H AR

RIS

P.

WOLFBERG,r
Western Pennsylvania
West Virginia
Ohio

STANLEY

V.

Pittsburgh

MASTBAUM

HARRY^SCHWALBE,

and

Philadelphia

Eastern Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
J. L.

Deseret

ADAMS

Film

Salt

Lake

11 Western
SALES

Company,
City
States

AGENTS:— SHALLENBERGER

and

PRIEST

Times Building, New York City
Mayfair

Film

Corporation,

10 Wall

St., New

York

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

City
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Pictures

Justice

Is of Vital

Interest

Country

This picture is based upon the vice-crusade of San Francisco,
which has been the greatest movement for social reform and the
most damning weapon ever launched against commercialized vice.
The clean-up of San Francisco by the Rev. Paul Smith has been
the most talked-of campaign ever known, and has received more
newspaper comment than any similar movement.
Rev. Smith, knowing the power of the screen, has produced the greatest
and most dramatic-true-to-life picture, which depicts an evil existing in
every city.
The production of this picture has been of such great interest that
newspapers have commented on it, and editorials have been written about
it throughout the entire country. Never before has a minister turned to
the screen and never in the history of picture production has the subject
of commercialized vice been so forcibly dealt with.

This eight-reel feature will be the biggest box-office winner that
exhibitors in your states can book. The first two nights of the initial run
of the picture in San Francisco has been sold five days before the opening,
with prices at twenty-five and fifty cents.

Crane Wilbur, as the fighting minister, is surrounded by an all-star
cast and 2500 people.
Story by
Grace

Marbury

State-rights

PAUL

Louis

Sanderson

for the Picture

SMITH

Monadnock

Will

be Sold

Bldg.,

San

by

William

Chaudet

Write

at Once.
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Francisco,

Cal.
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State'Rights
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following

George

of

Buyers
the sale

territories

Loane

on

Tucker's

feature production

"I

Believe"

Greater New

York

Northern

New

to Harry A. Samwick,
N. Y. C.

729

Seventh

Ave.,

Jersey to Frank Gersten, Inc., 220 West 42nd St..
N. Y. C.

Illinois to Unity Photoplays Co., 207 S. Wabash

California, Utah
Nevada.

Ave., Chicago, El.

and

Washington,

Oregon
and Idaho.
Montana, Wyoming.

f t0 Deseret Film Co., 52 Exchange Place,
f
galt Lake City? Utah

Colorado, Arizona
and New Mexico.

For

Territory

Open
Wire

or

Write

PARALTA
PICK

OF

THE

PLAY5
PICTURES

Paralta Plays
are distributed by
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
which was organized to distribute
the best pictures obtainable.
It is W. W. Hodkinson's aim
to bring together
Producer — Distributor — Exhibitor,
and combine all their efforts
without jealousy and cavil
toward each other;
but only striving towards
unceasing progress
and prosperity
in equal measure
for all concerned.
The co-operation of
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
with Paralta Plays Incorporated
ushers in a new era
in the motion picture industry,
because it means:
That the best pictures
are distributed
by the best method
to the satisfaction
of the Exhibitor;
That no promises are made
unless they be fulfilled:
And this co-operation
inspires to the fullest extent
that which alone had made
industry successful
since the days
when Joseph sold grain
to the Egyptian Pharao;
that which is summed up
in the one word:
Confidence !

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

PARALTA
PLAYS,
Inc.
CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T KANE, Vice. -Pres.
JOHN E DeWOLF. Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas.
NAT I. BROWN, Secretary and Gen'l Manager

PARALTA

PLAYS,

Inc.

PARALTA
PICK

J.

OF

P1AY5

THE

IN

Warren

PICTURES

Kerrigan
Written by

Screen version by
THOMAS G. GKRAGHTY

PETER B. KYNE
"A
Man's
Man"
DIRECTED
BY
OSCAR
APFEL

The

Rousing — Ebullient — Vibrant — Seething
Superman.

Bessie

Story of an American

Barriscale
IN
Written by

Screen Version by
Monte M. Katterjohn

Harold McGrath
DIRECTED BY REGINALD
BARKER
?"
Who
Madam
The

Mystery

These

Compelling

two

Secret

Service

— the Speed

great Paralta

and

Plays

Classic

Splendor

are now

of a shooting

Star.

available for bookings!

For bookings communicate with New York Offices
W.

W.

527 FIFTH

HODKINSON

AVENUE

Telephone Murray Hill 2123

Another

BESSIE

CORPORATION
NEW

YORK

CITY

Big Paralta Play

BARRISCALE
in "ROSE
O* PARADISE
By GRACE MILLER WHITE, Author of "Tess of the Storm Country"

— The

Play

that will warm

ROBERT

BRUNTON.

PARALTA

the cockles
Manager

of your heart —

of Productions.

PLAYS,

Inc

Contracts

for

Mutual

Service

have
been
pouring
into Mutual
Exchanges
in
tremendous quantities since the announcement of the new
Mutual Service arrangement. Thousands of exhibitors are taking advantage of this new rental plan which includes such stars as:
EDNA GOODRICH
ANN MURDOCK
MARY MILES MINTER
OLIVE TELL
JULIA SANDERSON
GAIL KANE
WILLIAM RUSSELL
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
MARGARITA FISCHER
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JULIETTE DAY
NANCE KING
O'NEIL
HELEN HOLMES
JACKIE SAUNDERS
ANITA
This new Mutual plan provides you with Big Star Productions
— the Charles Frohman Successes in Motion Pictures— Chaplin Specials —
everything to give you big box-office value.
Have you looked into it? Ask your
nearest Mutual Branch to show how you can earn bigger profits through this new arrangement.

f
(

/ JMutual President
Film Corporation

A romantic

drama

in five acts.

Scenes

laid

in a New England village and on the palmfringed coast of the Island of Hullaballoo.
By Edward

Hungerford.

Directed

by Rollin

S. Sturgeon. Released the week of November 12th. Book this and other Juliette Day
features

at your

nearest

Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pretidert

Mutual

Exchange.
Distributed bv
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
John R. Freuler, President

November 17, 1917
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SUCCESS

"On my opening day I showed 'The Lost Express* to 5000
people and on my second showing to 6500. I think this is
the best serial Helen Holmes has ever worked in," writes
A. H. Haagen, Mgr., Iris Theatre, Denver, Col. Here is
a message from one exhibitor to others. Let it be a tip
to YOU.
Go to your nearest Mutual Exchange today
and arrange to show "The
Featuring Helen Holmes.

Lost Express." 15 chapters.
Directed by J. P. McGowan.
Distributed by
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
John K. Frenler, Pres.
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"THE
ZEPPELIN'S
LAST RAID"
IMMEDIATELY
For the first time, a big spectacular drama like this magnificent
Ince production has had the advantage of months of front page
newspaper publicity — the kind of advertising money cannot
buy! Capacity houses are assured. The picture is a marvel of
rapid-fire action, gripping story, and new and startling effects —
which means business that builds, and a great demand for earlyrun bookings!

: ^
IN

FRANCHISES

Executives — Frank G. Hall — William Oldknow
TOP O' THE TIMES BUILDING— NEW YORK

Book through the following exchanges: HOFFMAN-FOUR SQUARE — NEW YORK (729 Seventh ave.), BUFFALO (47
West Swan St.), PHILADELPHIA (1325 Vine St.), PITTSBURGH (127 Fourth ave.), CLEVELAND (Sloane Building,
Prospect st ) CINCINNATI (301 Strand Theatre Building), DETROIT (Peter Smith Building), CHICAGO (207 South
Wabash ave.), ST. LOUIS (301 Empress Theatre Building), KANSAS CITY, MINNEAPOLIS, DENVER, PORTLAND,
SAN FRANCISCO (address 729 Seventh ave., New York, p ending opening of new offices). FRANK GERSTEN, INC.,
NEW JERSEY (220 West Forty-second st., New York).
leeping qu
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" THE ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID," BESSIE BARRISCALE
in" THOSE
WHO PAY," and all of the exceptional subjects to follow, are open to every theatre in the country. Chances to advertise extraordinary pictures that draw new
faces to the box office are rare. All exhibitors may take advantage of any of these
valuable offerings. Only in ZONES (or neighborhoods) where exhibitors hold
franchises, will these special
fixed" prices) FIRST. It is
ings be made as EARLY as
equitable, and U. S. business

productions play " franchise houses " (at " franchisetherefore imperative that applications for open-bookpossible. You will find the U. S. schedule of prices
methods unusually attractive.

FRANCHISE-HOLDERS
U.

S.

EXHIBITORS'

BOOKING

CORPORATION

REPRESENTA-

TIVES, in each exchange handling " THE ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID," the
sensational— IN CE-B ARRIS C ALE feature " THOSE WHO PAY," and all of
these very special pictures, guaranteed to you by vour franchise, are YOUR PERSON AL REPRESENT ATIVES. They are under complete instructions from
headquarters to see that you get each production at your Franchise-Fixed price,
even if it is the greatest box-office winner ever produced— to see that you get preference of run in your zone no matter how great the demand for bookings — and to cooperate with you in making each picture do an exceptionally large volume of
business. Your " Committee of Selection " is making a careful study of every production above the regular program standard of merit. Only special pictures that
exhibitors and exchangemen

recognize as sure-fire " hits " are being considered.

ALL U. S. EXHIBITORS' BOOKING
CORPORATION
offerings will be
announced at least one month before release date. Keep in touch with your
representative and see that he gives you the FIRST-CLASS, EFFICIENT
SERVICE to which your franchise entitles you.
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gY means of this simple diagram you can see the advantages of registering with the newly-created SERVICE BUREAU
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, formed to do away with employment agency evils and
extortions

The following companies are members of the National Association and active participants
in the operation of the SERVICE BUREAU:
ARGUS LABORATORIES
ERBOGRAPH CO.
A. H. JACOBS PHOTO PLAYS, INC.
SANGER PICTURE PLAYS CORP
ARROW FILM CORP.
EVANS FILM MFC CO.
KALEM COMPANY
.NORMA TALMADGE FILM CORP.
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FILM
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FAMOUS
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ASTRA FILM CORP.
FOX FILM CORP.
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SELECT PICTURES CORP.
BALBOA AMUSE PROD CO.
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L. K. O.L. MOTION
PICTURE PLAY
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BIOGRAPH CO
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METRO
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OGDEN PICTURES CORP.
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PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
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UNIVERSAL
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MFG.
CO.
V.WHARTON.
S. MOTIONINC.PICTURE CORP.
COSMOFOTOFILM CO.
THOS. H. INCE
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
CRYSTAL FILM CO
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE
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OF
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CRAFTSMEN FILM LABORATORY
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
VITAGRAPH, V. L. S. E.
HARRY RAPF
E. 1 S MOTION PICTURE CORP.
WORLD FILM CORP.
INTEROCEAN FILM CORP.
ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO.
Suite 320-321 Longacre Building, 1476 Broadway, New York City.
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O. Henry in this story rears a great dramatic structure. The situations
are so truly American as to make their appeal sensational. A New York pugilist
stranded in the Southwest — a " lunger " — is regenerated in spite of his depravity,
his ignorance and his churlish metropolitan narrowness. It comprises a huge
joke — a typical " 0. Henry " joke on human nature.
Told in an Exciting Way and Cleverly.
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Where

November

Was

the

dust is settling; the war tax is with us, but much
of its worries are past. Out of the maze of interpretations exhibitors have evolved their rules and
the nervous tension and unrest that preceded the first collection of the admission tax are giving way.
With a watchful eye on the box-office each exhibitor is
preparing to meet as an individual the distinctive problems the tax will create for him.

THE

Only the fifteen-cent-per-reel tax remains as a cloud on
the horizon.
With the skies clearing and the panicky days passing,
we once more hear a question that has been often spoken
in the past :
"Where was the National Exhibitors' Organization?"
In the columns of its vest pocket organ we have read
of many and varied activities ; in the letters from our
exhibitor readers and reports of meetings of its local and
state branches we have heaid nothing.
Where was the national organization ?
* * * *

NEVER, in the country's history, have exhibitors been
so much at sea as during the trying days preceding November ist. Seldom have so many questions been asked which demanded speedy, immediate solution.
Motion Picture News answered by mail over two
hundred of these queries regarding legal phases of the
law. By telephone twoscore more were answered for
nearby theatre owners.
Exchange managers were deluged with questions, film
salesmen became near-lawyers. William Fox did valiant
work in New York, calling a solidly attended exhibitor
meeting, which he backed up by sending broadcast a valuable "catechism of the tax."
But — through it all —
Where was the national organization ?
General Manager Pettijohn, of the A. E. A., did all that
a new organization could do. From his national headquarters he directed a decided stand against the reel tax.
But while local and state branches of the League were
holding meetings, while Eager and others of his enterprising type were doing their best —
Where was the national organization?
iiiiuuiuuiiuiiiiHiiiiiiniiti 1 1 i i i i i i i ,
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.

17, 1917

Organization

?

INSTRUCTION sent to exchange men regarding the
collection of the reel tax bore the signature of the
secretary of the National Association. The M. P. E.
L. has a voice in the councils of the National Association,
at best nominally. Presumably its representatives knew
of the progress of the producers' reel tax discussions.
Did any instructions carrying the signature of either
the National Association secretary or the League secretary reach the organization's branches?
Did the national organization turn a finger to explain
to its ranks the necessity or lack of necessity of the reel
tax?
Did the national organization utter a word as to how
the fifteen cent figure was reached, as to its justice or
lack of it?
Did the national organization, aside from its publishing
department, know that there was a war tax ?
Where was the national organization?
jJj jj» )|t sfi
are prompted by an observer of the
THESE
of the legitimate theatre managers through
work thoughts
their United Protective Association during the trying days.
Through
Johnson,
Association's
general
counsel,
the Ligon
managers
were inthe
almost
daily consultation
with the revenue authorities at Washington.
From the offices of the Association there came frequent
bulletins informative and satisfying. Finally, a few days
before the tax became due, a lengthy, complete summary
was placed in the hands of every member.
But meanwhile picture theatre managers were working
out their own salvation as individuals and as local organizations.
They have come to a state of mind that gives no thought
to the national organization in times of stress. They expect to hear from it but once a year — now it will be twice —
at Exposition time. But all the other months roll round
with the words echoing :
Where is the national organization ?

Henry F. Sewaix, Vice-Pres.

E. Kendall Gillett, Sec . and Treat.
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A New

Distributing Force

\V. W. Hodkinson came East a few years
WHEN
ago to give national scope to the principles he
had intensively developed on the West coast — of
fewer pictures, longer runs and higher admission prices —
a powerful film executive whose beliefs ran contrariwise,
admitted that he was watching the new move with great
interest.
Mr. Hodkinson's moves have always been watched with
interest; and so, in particular, will be his present reappearance in the field after a disassociation which, by his
statement, he made deliberate and complete in order to
tackle a new and big work without entanglements and
with a clear perspective of present conditions.

It's a Merry Life!
suggested some time ago that since exhibitors,
WE
with all their protesting, are paying the higher
rentals and therefore the big question remained :
What methods shall we use to increase incomes proportionate with rentals? We attempted to point out that
higher admissions were needed and that only better retailing could secure higher admissions.
For this we were told by one excited reader: " You are
a manufacturer's paper.
Consider this a cancellation
out."
runs
subscription
my
when
That is one side.
Later we stated it was our conviction that the manufacturers have blundered in their method of putting into
force the fifteen-cent-a-reel tax. We decry the haste, we
wonder that more general thought and educational discussion was not given.
For this we hear, "I am glad to see- that you spoke
while the supposed ' by and for exhibitors' papers maintained acringing silence. You are the really representative paper."
Oh, it's a merry life.
Especially if you are trying to be truly representative,
to say your say no matter whom it hurts, so long as you
are convinced that you are speaking for the good of the
industry.

It is easy
creetlv
silent.to follow the multitude, it's easier to be dis" Too Long — Too Long "
wish that it were possible for every director and
WE
scenario writer to glance at each card that comes
to our Exhibitors' Box Office Report department.
We would like to have every director who thinks only in
terms of close-ups to read the oft-repeated line " Too
Long."
" Good picture, but too long — it tired them " is the most
frequent comment.
There's a warning here for manufacturers who deterof a picture by the star's name and rental
the length
value mineand
not by the story.
The condemnation " too long " will never be heard when
the strength of the vehicle justifies the length; it will continue to be heard until the warning note spells danger to
some stars' reputations when length is sought regardless of
merit.
■ I

A Progressive Step

ran an editorial called " The
time rago
SOME
Swivel-Chai
in we
New York," pointing out the fact
that film executives got their perspective too much
from this relatively insignificant orbit and not enough
from the ocean to ocean field of exhibitor and exchange
activity where business problems are as thick and various
as films are.
We are pleased to note the field trips now being made
by the president and general manager of Paramount Pictures Corporation, Messrs. Hiram Abrams and B. P.
Schuelberg, and that these trips are to be made regularly
hereafter. This is a progressive step and bound to be a
successful one.
There are many big corporations today, in other fields,
who believe that the founding of a single branch of their
business, however small, is worth the presence on the
ground of their leading executives.
Drag-]\etting the W eek End

Guest

the exthat taken
mentioned
this page
agoin ouron little
AWHILE hibitor
in
town had
Long weIsland
s
a lot more admission than formerly by posting a
sign at the station where incoming commuters learned
that they were mistreating their wives by not taking them
regularly to his theatre.
That was a more or less typical small-town exhibitor
problem, and he solved it in a way easy enough for others
to follow.
Now he has gone after the week-end guests.
Small and large estates outside the village have house
parties regularly. Their hosts own automobiles.
The exhibitor saw that his Saturday and Sunday performances were made up of somewhat undesirable citizens from what we call " the hollow."
He wanted to spruce up those Saturday and Sunday
performances — to bring nicer people into his house.
So he went after the " week-enders."
First he mailed out form letters to the automobile owners, notifying them that when week-end guests began to
seem bored, why not pile them in the car and go to the
" movies " for the lark of it ?
That worked.
Next he had handbills wrapped up in grocery packages,
hinting at the same idea. The grocer was obliging. So
was the butcher.
The fad was a difficult one to start. He began about
two months ago. But he had sown the correct seed.
Not long ago after his form letters went out, a certain
house party " fell flat " because the hostess had intended
to rely upon outdoor entertainment.
There is nothing so tragic in a woman's life as to have
a houseful of guests — and nothing for them to do!
Her motor car made two trips to our friend's theatre.
Next week he saved another hostess from the social bankruptcy of a week-end failure.
Now
the week-end trip to the " movies " is an establishment.
Perhaps not many exhibitors can solve their problem
of emptv seats by precisely his method.
At all events, his experience should give others an idea
to work on.
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The War Tax Continues to be a subject of interest in all parts of Country. Kicks
are plentiful, a few boasts.
One young man has something to say about specialists
War Taxes Close One House and Curtail
Others' Program
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir : Through some error your
issue of October 27th failed to reach me.
Wish you would start another copy on the
way as we must have a complete file of the
News.
The producers are sure soaking us fellows on the film tax. As near as I can
figure they are getting out of it scot free
and making some profit besides, allowing
for the average life of the film. But we
cannot raise prices, so we are closing one
house and cutting oil one reel all round.
Yours truly,
F. F. Latta.
The Cozy Company,
Austin, Minn.
Operating Lyric, Cozy, Princess and New
Park Theatres.
Reading Exhibitors Congratulate Mutual on
Reel Tax Action
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir : Enclosed herewith you will
find a resolution passed by the Reading Exhibitors at a recent meeting.
We trust that you will publish this so
that other communities may do likewise.
A six reel feature run three days cost $2.70
war tax. We feel that this is working
hardship on the exhibitor.
Since passing this resolution we find that
the Mutual Film Corporation has decided
to assume the war tax. Let us hope that all
other exchanges will do likewise.
Thanking you in advance we beg to
remain,
Respectfully,
M. P. Exhibitors of Reading, Pa.
H. J. Schad, Sec'y[The resolution adopted by the Reading
picture men will be found on page 3421 of
this issue of Motion Picture News. — Ed.
Note.]
Time to Stop Crying
" Wolf! " in Picture
Advertising
Motion Picture News,
New York City, N. Y.
Gentlemen : In your editorial in November 3 issue of the News, headed
Ivery
Pointinteresting
Your Own
Moral,"
I findifsome
matter,
especially
one
will just read between the lines a little.
Of course we know and realize that
press agents must write up some good
"ordope
on poor
the success
of eachcould
feature,
else" the
little fellows
not
hope to hold their job long, and perhaps
they are right in their criticisms of the
feature in question, but I am frank to say
that some of those press agents must view
the feature through smoked glasses, for the
feature that they call great, I would call
"punk."
Of course the first thing that two old
heads do when they start a feature film
exchange, is to go to the big city to see
personally the big features that they shall
buy, and while in New York last week,
W. E. Drummond of our company had
a chance to see with his own eyes some of

Is this slacking on the part of the distributors? Give us a write up on this
line if you have not
already
Yours
truly,done so.
Be Sure to Write —
But Sign Your Letter!
([We are sorry but —
C^e can't pay any attention
to unsigned communications.
Whether it is a bouquet or
brickbat for us — or for some
one else — you must sign your
letter.
([We want to hear from you.
"The Reader Has His Say"
is meant to give you your say
— but say it loud and strong
and back it up with your
name.
Sit down now — you must
have something on your mind
that you want our readers to
hear. Start a discussion —
make it lively. It will be
snappy, interesting reading
and it will do lots of good.
([It's your move next — Scurry
over a sheet of note paper!

those features that they call great. Should
we have bought every feature that was
labelled great, we would have enough
films to furnish service to every theatre
in the South, so we only bought three out
of the bunch that was suited to our needs.
It does seem like the time is ripe for
producers to know when they have a
really good one and that they should take
warning about false advertising regarding
their features. Of course, not all of them
do this, but there are instances that I
have known of right recently.
Nat. L. Royster.
Knoxville, Tenn.
" Are the Distributors
Slackers? " Queries
an Alabamian
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir : What do you think of the
exhibitors having to pay the fifteen cents
per reel tax that the distributors are passing on to us ?
Do you not think that Congress intended
that the distributors should pay this out
of their profits, and do you think that the
distributors have a right to add this to
their invoice of contract pictures where
they have agreed to furnish them at a contract price.

J. W. Bowser.
Pastime Amusement Company
Tuscumbia, Ala.
Another Kick Added to a Growing Pile
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: I have a theatre here seating
two hundred and fifty, and in which I get
a fifteen-cent admission price. Today I received the enclosed notice from the California Film Exchange.
What do you know about this? Why
should
war
tax?the exhibitor pay the producer's
W. W. Sandy.
Liberty theatre, Azusa, Cal.
" Where Are the Specialists to Be Found? "
Asks One Who Isn't
Editor, Motion Picture News,
Dear Sir :
I now
man'smyself
typewriter
hand
in take
orderanother
to spread
upon ina
condition existing in the industry at the
present time, and w hich I believe would be
partly remedied by the healthy light of
publicity.
I am a young man who has had one year
of experience with one of those producing
companies that come and go with the seasons. This concern met its sad demise
about eight months ago, and since then
I have been making successive attempts to
reconnect myself with the industry. What
has been the result? Nothing. It seems
that the business has been seized with a
mania for " specialists." Now I may appear to be obtuse, but where on earth is a
business going to procure specialists when
none of these rare birds are extant, especially in the picture game? Where can the
industry find a Ford or Schwab at whom it
can safely point a proud finger and say,
" There is a specialized product of the moving picture business."
Anybody
with half an eye will acknowledge that present methods of management
in the industry are as short-sighted, unprogressive and slipshod as were any ever
conceived for any business. Are these
methods those of specialists? No doubt
specialization is a great thing for any business, but so long as the picture business
has not developed any up to the present
time there's no sense in crying for the
moon.
In spite of the fact that I am not a
specialist I am going to make a few predictions. First : Sometime in the future
the dominant method of distribution will be
by franchise. Second: That producers will
have to cut down on quantity and give
quality instead. Third : The producer will
be forced to drop his grab-it-all policy and
adjust his prices
so as to let the little
fellow live. Yours,
Murray A. Schulman.
New York City.
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Patrons Pay with a Smile in Most Cases, but Lack of Pennies and Change-Making
Cause Some Confusion — Business Hurt Where Flat Raise Was Made to Cover Tax
MOTION PICTURE NEWS presents herewith the first countrywide reports from exhibitors concerning their initial experiences in
the collection of the new Federal tax
on admissions.
Optimism pervades most of the reports. This is especially true in cities
where the patrons are paying the tax
in pennies themselves. In these cases
there is a smile and a joke as the
patron digs down. But in cities
where admissions had been increased
a flat five cents, out of which the exhibitor pays the tax, a falling off in
business is reported.
It is still too early to form definite
conclusions regarding the effect of
the tax. From the smaller communities the few reports received are disquieting. There is every indication
that the combination of the reel tax
and Federal taxes will cause many of
these houses to close down.
West Coast Theatres Put Tax into
Effect
Theatres in all West Coast cities, excepting Oakland, Cal., are now charging their
patrons the ten per cent, war tax in addition to former prices, according to Motion
Picture News Los Angeles correspondent,
who wired this week that no noticeable
falling off in business has attended the enforcement of the tax. On suggestion of
Fred Miller, of Miller's theatre, exhibitors
of Los Angeles conducted a four-days' advertising campaign, using half-pages in all
dailies to make patriotic appeals to their
patrons to shoulder the tax. This campaign
was backed by the Theatre Owners' Association, which raised the money to cover
the expense in five minutes at the regular
weekly meeting on Monday of last week.
The advertisements, in addition to quoting Section 700 of the Federal War Tax
law read : " Sixty million dollars. Your
pennies paid to theatres will amount to that
sum and help win the war! Remember, it
amounts to only two or three pennies from
an individual, and may be the means of
eliminating other taxation which might be
heavier. You love your country ! Do your
!"
bitAccording
to the statement of Fred Miller, made to the correspondent of Motion
Picture News, the tax is not affecting receipts. The only lessening visible appears
to be the receipts of the News' Cigarette
Fund. Al Nathan, of Superba, is glad to
contribute, and deposited his pennies with
the remark : " Here's more bullets to get
the Kaiser." Charles Gates, of the Symphony people, exclaimed that he has not
lost the sale of even four tickets in four
days. Christ Glimm, of the Garrick, shares
the same opinion, and says business has not
been decreased by adding the tax to the admission prices. The chief trouble seems to
be the securing of pennies for change. N.

L. Watton, of the Strand, Sacramento, reports a most favorable reception there for
the war tax. J. W. Di Stasio, of the Liberty theatre, Sacramento, asserts that no
one has turned away from the box-office at
his house because of the additional charge.
One of the greatest handicaps of the new
tax was found in handling the crowds during the evenings immediately after the tax
went into effect. Lines half a block long
extended to most all box-offices, and waits
were caused by numerous explanations to
patrons and in making penny change. The
Tivoli theatre in San Francisco installed an
additional box-office and cashier.
All houses in Oakland, Cal., have increased the admission prices by five cents,
and have announced their intention of paying the war tax out of the general receipts.
Patrons accepted the increase without any
undue unfavorable comment.
The fiftecn-cents-a-reel tax on exhibitors,
though, is a tax of " another color," it appears. Exhibitors of Los Angeles and San
Francisco are incensed over it, as all exchanges in those cities excepting Mutual
and Triangle have put the reel tax into effect. To show appreciation to the latter
companies, the Los Angeles Theatre Owners' Association, with a membership of over
a hundred, has adopted resolusions pledging all possible business to Triangle and
Mutual. At San Francisco League officers
and members called on exchange managers
in body and threatened a boycott. In a few
instances managers refused to take shows
out of the exchange unless the reel-tax was
eliminated. The same conditions prevailed
in Los Angeles. Several contracts were
reported canceled by exhibitors because the
tax was renewed.
Nebraska Feels No 111 Effects of
War Tax
Although exhibitors of Omaha and
throughout Nebraska think it a bit early
to pass an opinion upon the effects of the
war tax upon tickets to patrons, most of
them, it appears, are optimistic over the
ultimate outcome.
Wilfred Ledoux, of the Empress, in
Omaha, although asserting that another
month will be required before effects can
be noticed, claimed that his business for
the past week was better than a week ago.
In a month, Mr. Ledoux thinks, patrons will
be used to the small increases and very
few will kick. H. M. Thomas, of the
Strand, stated to a correspondent of Motion Picture News that his patrons are
gladly paying the tax, and that not a complaint has been registered with him since
it went into effect. However, he has to
help sell tickets now and then as the
crowds become too large for the cashier.
E. L. Hallgren, of the Suburban, announced that his business was falling off,
but that he did not blame it on the tax.
R. D. Shirley, of The Muse, said business
was better than the week before, and that
his patrons are joking about the tax while
digging down willingly to pay it. Louis
Marcus, of the Majestic at Council Bluffs,

la., declares business has not fallen off,
but is better, if a change can be noticed.
Other theatres in the Iowa town also claim
to be getting their full share of business, j
as do also the legitimate houses in Omaha. I
In a very few instances it has been |
found, the exhibitors say, that some
patrons complain that the tax is being
charged by the theatre and not the goveminent, and that they consider it a holdup.
Explanations, in most cases, straighten this
misunderstanding out.
New

Orleans Accepts Tax in
Cheerful Mood
The war tax on admissions to theatres
has been accepted in New Orleans readily
and cheerfully by the patrons, it is announced. The attendance is apparently
normal, and most of the theatres are
crowded, as usual.
Manager Cornelius of the Strand, said:
" I am delighted with the way patrons took
to the new rule. Most of them had pennies ready. The comments were goodnatured, and I was surprised to note the
patriotic
voiced of
concerning
the said:
tax."
Managerspirit
Kattman,
the Palace,
" It is truly wonderful how quickly people
responded to the change. There has been
no trouble at all. Attendance is really

■
I
.
j

larger than we can accommodate."
Manager Turner, of Loew's Crescent,
said : " A shortage of pennies is the only
trouble we have had. People seem to consider paying the tax another form of buying Liberty Bonds. They take to it cheerfully, and business
Manager
Peritz, is
of better."
the Suburban, announced that his theatre is absorbing the
tax, but that the people are very willing to
pay the extra few cents to aid the Government. Manager Peritz declares the
only kick is on the attitude of exchanges
in passing the manufacturers' tax to the
Al G. Shear, of the New Carrollton
people.
theatre, remarked : " The fact that people
do not kick convinces me in - advance that
the raise in admission will be accepted
without objection. Every one appears glad
to There
help Uncle
is a Sam."
deep feeling of resentment
against the collection of fifteen cents ai
reel on present releases by the exchanges.
This seems to be hurting business more
than anything else, and is causing the small
country theatres to close.
Tax in Michigan Is Apparently
Successful
According to telegrams to Motion
Picture News from correspondents in
Detroit and oeher Michigan cities, the war
tax on admissions in Michigan is apparently
a success, despite the many complaints at
the small houses in poorer sections. In
better neighborhoods, however, the people
understand the reason for the extra charge,
and are paying it without objection.
The larger houses in Detroit are finding
(Continued on page 3424)
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Chicago Meeting Decides
Reading, Pa., Men Irate at
VARIOUS exhibitor bodies met
last week and discussed indignantly the plan of many producers to
add the fiteen-cents-a-reel-tax to the
daily rental of films, declaring that the
idea is obnoxious, unequitable, unjust.
Members of the American Exhibitors' Association have refused to pay
the tax of 15 cents per reel for films
delivered by exchanges, upon the
theory that the footage tax is a tax
upon the manufacturer and the Eastman Company, and was never intended
as a tax to be paid by the exhibitor.
Present indications are that exhibitors
will not be compelled to pay this tax.
" Let 'Em Cancel! " Chicago's Cry
AT a meeting of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners' Association of Chicago, held in their club rooms at 19 West
Adams street, October 30, practically the
whole of the time was given over to the
consideration of measures to effectively
combat the tax of 15 cents per reel which
manufacturers and producers have instructed exchanges to charge.
Exhibitors declared they were simply refusing to pay the tax and that up to the
present had not had their shows held up.
They expressed worry, however, over the
exchanges' insistence on placing the tax
levy on their bills even after they had refused to pay. Many of them felt that the
exchanges would never be able to collect
the back charges on their contracts, which
make no allowance for a boost in price
without the exhibitors' consent.
" Let them cancel us," was their defiant
slogan, as they felt with Mutual, Triangle,
Hoffman Foursquare, Unity and Standard
not making the charge, that they could
survive without the film of the other large
exchanges if it came to a show down.
The members finally pledged themselves
to a man to stand by the judgment of the
assembly and cancel any one company in a
body which, in the estimation of the exhibitors, had proved particularly obnoxious
in insisting on the reel tax. After counting
noses to find out the number of exhibitors
present using the services of the different
film companies it was decided to cancel
where they could hit the hardest. In the
roll call which followed it was discovered
that twenty members were using K. E. S. E.
service and that concern was chosen for
the wholesale cancellation.
A committee of Edward T. Beatty, Louis
Frank and W. J. Mulligan was appointed
by President Krug to carry out the decision
of the assembly to notify William Jeners
of the local K. E. S. E. exchange that if
he insisted on charging the reel tax that he
might expect a number of cancellations.
Would Cancel K.E.S.E.
The members who pledged themselves to
cancel K. E. S. E. in the event that that exchange refused to rescind the tax were as
follows: Max Cooper, W. H. Holton, W.
J. Mulligan, H. Bambara, George Henry,
Meyer Kimmel, C. F. Fricke, Lanus Kahn,
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to Fight Producers Who Assess Fifteen Cents Per Reel Tax —
Plan— Say Exchanges Would Make Profit of Fifty Per Cent or More
because of the high standard of quality in production whichporation,
is andmaintained
by action
the Mutual
urge similar
upon Film
the Corpart
TWO
TANGLED
POINTS ! of exhibitors
not affiliated with this organization.
Be
it
further
FINALLY CLEARED UP
RESOLVED, That this resolution be spread on
the records of this association, copies sent to the
1. Commissioner Roper in a I various other affiliated organizations of thee American Exhibitors'
Association
a request
conference with producers last j they take
some similar
action, with
and that
a copythat
be
sent to the Mutual FilmE. Corporation.
THOS. BEATTY,
week made plain that the " $5- [
LOUIS H. FRANK,
1 a-reel " tax was a misinterpreta- f
W. J. MULLIGAN,
Tax Committee.
Chicago,
October
31,
1917.
j tion.
2. The unit of taxation is the \
Reading Up in Arms
I performance: not the day.
Copy of resolution passed by the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of Reading, Pa., October 22:
(If your matinee price is 5
We, the undersigned Motion Picture Exhibitors
1 cents and evening prices 10
of the city of Reading, Pa., hereby express our
I cents or higher, or if the ad- } disapproval
10 cents or ofIS the
centsWarperTaxreelfilmas charges
proposedot byeither
the
various exchanges of Philadelphia, as such a
I missions some days are 5 cents
charge
would
result
in
a
profit
of
from
100
per
1 and 10 cents or higher other
cent, to 500 per cent, to some exchanges.
In view of the lact that the Government charges
I days, the 5-cent tickets will not
$5 for each 1,000-foot reel, it is quite natural to
1 be taxed.)
assume
that eachwho,
exchange
at least
100 regular customers
in turnhas will
receive
these
respective
reels.anyThis
War obliged
Tax wasto pay
not it,
calculated to enrich
person
we
therefore feel that at 5 cents per reel we are payA. Treulick, Charles Faulhaber, Henry
ing our full share, and we hereby request all exchanges dealing with us to adhere to a uniform
Lutz, Louis Frank, J. Rennyas, Max Jescharge of 5 cents and no more, as this will cover
the
tax,
and in most cases leave a profit to the
selson, Harry Lindner, Charles Benesch,
exchange of 50 per cent, to 100 per cent., or the
Richard Delly and Adolph Powell.
exchange assume the tax and thereby " do their
Frank Rembusch, national organizer of
Signed by : Harry C. Stimmel, for Majestic
the American Exhibitors Association, was
theatre; H. S. Rentz, San Toy; H. S. Rentz,
Victoria ; J. G. Hansen, Gem ; Heilman and Egolf,
present at the meeting and told of the reVictor; L. B. Reinert, Savoy; Carr and Schad,
fusal of exhibitors to pay the tax all over
Inc., Colonial; Carr and Schad, Inc., Princess;
the country.
Carr and
Schad, Inc.,
ston, Pictureland;
FrankArcadia;
D. Hill,Henry
Lyric;R. W.John-C.
" We are not paying the tax in IndianKarntner, Grand ; J. M. Harpst, Family ; R. K.
Hammer, Queen ; Frank A. Gould, Rex ; Haas and
apolis," declared Mr. Rembusch, " and we
Moyer, Star; Haas and Moyer, School Avenue.
don't intend to. I believe the Government
thought the manufacturers should pay some
First National to Absorb Tax
tax, but they are trying to place their burbit."
den on our shoulders. And we have plenty
After having secured an expression of
to take care of as it is. The worst of it is opinion from the entire membership of
manufacturers are not trying to make us
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, its
pay just the amount they would have to officers announce definitely that their orgive in meeting the footage tax but are
ganization will pay the war tax of 15c.
asking more. They are trying to make
per reel recently imposed by the Governexcess war profits out of a tax they are
ment. This action will, no doubt, be very
supposed to pay. Under the present condiwelcome news to practically every exhibitions it's up to exhibitors to stand together
tor in the country as the circuit's new
and resolutely refuse to pay this unjust
" Signature Protected "• Chaplin comedies
levy. If we do that I think we can force
promise to be booked by many theatres.
them to give in.
The same policy will apply to all First
During the week the following letter,
National
releases, due to the circuit's memcommending President Freuler of Mutual
bers' belief that the various new war imfor his refusal to make the charge and
posts are going to prove a heavy burden
on their fellow exhibitors.
urging exhibitors wherever possible to patronize the company he heads, was sent out
The First National Exchanges are
broadcast
by
the
Theatre
Owners'
Associrapidly
preparing for business, reports ination :
dicating that those not already in full
working order will be completely organized
Freuler Commended
WHEREAS, The motion picture distributors ot in ample time to take care of the early
the United States have, arbitrarily and unjustly,
releases of Petrova's first picture, " Daughand we believe unlawfully, decreed that each reel
ter of Destiny " ; Brenon's " Empty
of film shall be assessed IS cents to cover the
federal war excise tax, and
Pockets," " Alimony " and Chaplin's comeWHEREAS, this assessment, now in force,
dies. The releases will probably take place
works an undue hardship upon the exhibitor of in the order mentioned.
motion pictures, jeopardizes his business, and
WHEREAS, The Mutual Film Corporation,
through
president,
Mr. John
H. Freuler,
has
announcedits its
determination
to absorb
the war
St. Louis Exhibitors Reject the
excise tax and instructed the managers of its
Excise Tax
various exchanges to cancel the 15 cent assessment. Therefore, be it
Exhibitors of St. Louis are much conRESOLVED, By the Motion Picture Theatre
cerned over the proposed excise tax of 15
Owners' Association
that thebe thanks
mendation of its members
extendedandtocomthe
Mutual Film Corporation and its president for cents per reel on positive films, which is
their fairness
and justness in meeting this situaalready casting its shadow with those made
tion. Be it further
by ever-increasing taxes and licenses. All
RESOLVED, That the members of this organization endeavor, whenever and wherever possible,
but
four of the St. Louis exchanges, it beto book the productions ot the Mutual Film Cor(Continued on page 3422)
poration not only as a matter of principle, but
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Triangle Favors Only Non -Taxable Music
Announces That Its Cue Sheets, as in Past, Will Carry Only
Free Numbers Obtainable Either in Solo or Orchestral Form
IN an announcement just issued to its exchanges, and through them to all Triangle exhibitors, the Triangle Distributing
Corporation has announced its attitude toward the proposed music tax.
" It is our policy to protect our exhibitors in every way we can," said Y. F.
Freeman, general manager of the organization. "As in the past, all of the music cue
sheets which accompany Triangle pictures
will be composed of musical numbers which
may be played in any theatre for the
purchase price of the music, and that alone.
Our music expert, M. Winkler, has been
instructed to bear this fact in mind when
arranging Triangle music cue sheets, and
we hope that our policy in this matter will
be of general benefit to those playing
Triangle productions. It is our duty to
the exhibitor — just a logical phase of Triangle service."
While on the subject of picture music,
Mr. Freeman further remarked a point in
the compilation of cue sheets which is
often lost sight of.
" We firmly believe that every musician
or leader playing for pictures can compile

Music
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his own cue sheet if he has a chance to
see the picture at least a day before the
actual performance, but of course such cues
would be of service to only one individual,
and would entail an enormous waste of
effort. Nine times out of ten they would
not serve for general distribution by a
distributing company to its clients, simply
because the compositions would in all
probability not be obtainable for every possible combination of instruments. In case
the compiler were a pianist, it might be
expected that most of the numbers mentioned on bis cue sheet would not be available for orchestra use, and likewise, the
same condition would exist where an orchestra man overlooked the needs of the
piano or organ soloist.
" For this reason we have been very
careful to place our musical work in the
hands of a man who is a musician of many
years'
experience
in this particular
He is also
a representative
of severalfield.
of
the largest music publishing houses, insuring exhibitors that his selections may be
purchased by any musician, no matter what
instrument or combination is to be used."

Minus Tax Will Be Used by Vitagraph
Walter W. Irwin Notifies Exhibitors That Company Will Have
Taxless Tunes in Accompaniments — First Company to Give Notice
Motion pictures are interpretations of
WALTER W. IRWIN, general manager
of the distributing and selling orwriters' thoughts and musical accompaniganization ofGreater Vitagraph, last week,
ments, to be of value, should be faithful
through his press department and the cominterpretations of these other interpretations.
pany's house will
organ,
exhibitors
that Vitagraph
not notified
have in its
musical
" Big pictures require big music and big
music means the classics. Excerpts from
accompaniments any but non-taxable music,
henceforward. This action on the part of Hayden, Beethoven, Mozart, Mendelssohn,
Mr. Irwin marks the first official notice
Tschaikowsky, Chopin and other masters
that any producing company has taken of will be found consistently in the musical
the attempt of the American Society of suggestions prepared for Vitagraph proAuthors and Composers to impose a tax on
ductions. These are woven together with
anyone using copyrighted music.
such exceptional skill, that when used in
Vitagraph, in fact, has never put forth
conjunction with the picture they become
any music that could be taxed, it is claimed.
the voice of the silent drama. Music must
The activities of the American Society
be the voice of the screen."
have been closely studied in detail, Mr.
Irwin states, and it was decided many
N. A. M. P. I. Arranges Program
months ago that Vitagraph musical sugfor Sunday Schools
gestions cue sheets should be arranged
Under direction of Frederick H. Elliot,
only from such music as was permissible
to be played free of the tax. S. M. Berg, executive secretary, National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry, a carefully
the company's musical director and arranger, was chosen to make a special in- selected program for Saturday afternoon
vestigation and as a result of his studies, it performances to be given children attendwas decided by the Vitagraph Company
ing Sunday schools is being arranged.
Feature pictures, scenics, comedies and
that the whole question of taxable music
short dramas are to be shown on Saturwas really a trifling one to exhibitors, who
day afternoon and evening at the Grace
are endeavoring to feature the music in
conjunction with the picture, because the Methodist Episcopal Church, West 104th
music which this society controls is the street, New York, of which Dr. Christian
popular music of the moment.
F. Reisner is the pastor. This special committee has selected an alert young college
In discussing this phase of service to
exhibitors, Mr. Irwin said: "We have tried graduate in the person of J. V. Lacy, of
to devote as much care and thought to our
Chicago, who will direct the use of the
pictures and study the moral, educational
musical accompaniments as we do to our
and recreational effects of the pictures.
film productions, and there is no reason
Dr. Reisner in his letter to President
why this should not be done, because in
William A. Brady dwelt at some length
the final analysis they are similar in purpose, there is no room or there should not upon the importance of pictures in constructive work of this nature.
be for careless preparation in either field.

Exhibitors Bare Teeth
(Continued from page 3421)
came known last week, have sent out notices that the reel tax of 15 cents will have
to be paid by the exhibitor. Many cancellations are the result of these notices and
there is much protest against what is called
an injustice by the exhibitors.
At a meeting last week the exhibitors
adopted a resolution to send a letter to the
exchanges informing the latter that they
refuse to pay the tax, and that no exhibitor
who is a member of the league will pay any
film tax until notified to do so by the government. The letter was signed by J. Mogler, president, and Edward Pohlman, secretary, of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of St. Louis.
Los

Angeles
Theatres Set
Minimum Admission
Coincident with the inauguration of the
Federal tax on theatre admissions, all
down-town theatres in Los Angeles will increase the admission price to a minimum
of ten cents, it has been agreed. This
action has been taken by the owners of
theatres on Main and Spring streets, where
there have been a number of houses that
continued at a five-cent admission with the
showing of old subjects. At the same time
Los Angeles theatre men will put the tax
assessment squarely up to their patrons,
providing that each person entering the
theatre shall pay the ten per cent war tax
the government has levied. At a meeting
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners'
Association of Southern California Monday of last week, all members unanimously
voted to adopt the policy of patrons paying
the war tax. Arrangements for providing
a convenient way for the public to pay this
tax was placed in the hands of a committee,
and it is very probable the theatres may
open a clearing house which will take care
of a uniform stamp that will be honored at
all theatres. The stamps will be sold by
all theatres, and under the supervision of
the clearing house each patron of a theatre
will give stamps to the doorman which in
turn will be retained by the clearing house,
thus refunding to the theatre the money
they pay to the government monthly.
Taylor Holmes Aids Spoor in
Saving Food
Taylor Holmes, it was announced last
week by Essanay, is giving valuable assistance to George K. Spoor, president of
Essanay, in carrying out the work of Food
Administrator Hoover's food economy
campaign in Illinois, in which Mr. Spoor
is actively engaged as chairman of the Illinois Motion Picture Bureau of Food Administration.
Mr. Holmes, now being featured in Essanay comedy-dramas, has been added to the
list of four-minute men of the Chicago
district, and speaks each night in the
Windy City theatres.
The Illinois Motion Picture Bureau is
working in co-operation with Harry A.
Wheeler, state food administrator, and
widespread results already have been
gained, it is said.
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New

Companies Enter Motion
Picture Industry
Four new companies to deal in films and
motion pictures were incorporated during
the past week, according to the records of
the Corporation Trust Company, of Jersey
City.
The Veritas Film Corporation, capitalized
at $6,000, was formed by Domenico De
Falco, Angelo Prevete and Antonio Perretta for general film, motion picture and
theatrical purposes.
Alankivell Films, Inc., was organized in
New York by Edith Mankivell, Arnold
Mountford and John MacGregor, to deal in
animated cartoons and motion pictures.
Liberty Photodrama Production, Inc.,
was formed with a capital of $500,000, offices in New York, to handle motion pictures. Incorporators are Zenas Upham
Dodge, Walter H. Thacher and James T.
AlacLean.
W, W. Hodkinson Corporation, with
capital placed at $600,000, was formed in
New York to handle motion pictures.
Henry J. Mason, Kenneth S. Dalgeish and
Sinclair G. Weeks are the incorporators.
It is announced this company will be the
distributing medium for Paralta Plays.
Directors' Association Develops
into Lusty Youth
The Motion Picture Directors' Association, organized in 1915, is growing to be
one of the healthiest youngsters in the East,
according to reports issued from the Association headquarters at 234 West Fiftyfifth street. It is announced the growth
of the association has been very satisfactory in every way during the past year,
and that the future looks exceedingly
bright.
Within the past year the association has
entertained S. L. Rothapfel and Adolph
Zukor, both of whom made interesting addresses to the directors. At the last meeting Director Travers livened things up by
reading a paper on *' Do Illustrated Subtitles Help or Harm the Story? " " Should
a Director Cut His Own Picture?" and
" Is the Star System an Aid to the Industry?'' Director Edwin Carewe replied to
the first section ; Director Sidney Olcott
to the second and Director Joseph Kaufman, of Famous Players, to the third.
At the next meeting Director Robert
Yignola, of Famous Players, is scheduled
to read a paper upon a subject which is expected to be of great interest to all directors, the subject of which has not been
announced.
Lee Sells Territory for Rankin's
"A Modern Lorelei"
Joseph F. Lee, exploitation manager for
Charles Rankin, who controls the world
rights to the Marine Film Company's production, A" Modern Lorelei," featuring
Tyrone Power, reports from Pittsburgh
that he has sold the westerner Pennsylvania and West Virginia rights to this production to Roland Clark, of the First National Exhibitors' Exchange, Pittsburgh.
Mr. Lee has been traveling through the
Central Atlantic States for the past week,
and reports that the production is going
big. Before he returns to New York Mr.
Lee will cover the Southern territory.
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Paralta

Releases Through Hodkinson Company
Now Being Organized with Offices in Fifth Avenue, and Will First
Turn Attentions to Production, Starring J. Warren Kerrigan
THE production of Paralta Plays, Inc., photodrama of substantially standardized
and its allied producing companies, it merit, it is announced.
The first Paralta release which Air. Hodwas announced last week, will be diskinson's new organization will make will
tributed to exhibitors through the organization now being formed by W. W. Hodbe J. Warren Kerrigan's " A Man's Alan."
This production was recently given a " trykinson, with offices at 527 Fifth avenue.
out " of one week at Clune's auditorium in
Affiliations between Paralta and Mr. HodLos Angeles, where it played to the second
largest record of receipts in the history of
kinson's new company are expected to mean
much to exhibitors, according to plans
that house.
being advanced by Paralta. It is cited that
Air. Hodkinson's second Paralta release
Mr. Hodkinson entered the industry as an
will be Bessie Barriscale's production of
exhibitor and has, therefore, a most inti" Aladam Who." Then will follow in quick
mate knowledge of every condition that exsuccession Henry B. Walthall in " His
hibitors have to face. His experience in Robe
of Honor." J. Warren Kerrigan in
connection with the General Film Company
" Turn of a Card," Bessie Barriscale in
and as president of the Paramount and Tri" Within the Cup " and " Rose o' Paraangle distributing corporations widened his
dise," Henry B. Walthall in " Humdrum
vision to take in all angles of the business.
Brown," and Clara Williams and Rhea
The Paralta organization, formed and
Alitchell in productions which are now
known only by working titles.
operated under the direction of Carl Anderson, has been in existence only since last
Some time ago it was announced that
March, but during its brief career has made
Paralta had planned to make fifty-two starrapid strides toward its goal. The aim of
feature productions in its first year, and to
the Paralta companies, which includes J. this end negotiations are now said to be in
Warren Kerrigan and Bessie Barriscale as
progress with several stars that this may
stars, as well as Henry B. Walthall, Rhea
be accomplished by June 4, 1918, which
Mitchell, Clara Williams and Howard
will be the first anniversary of Paralta's
Hickman, has been to constantly produce
entry into the picture production field.
Censorship on Rack at Baltimore Convention
Maryland Exhibitors Take Definite Step to Combat State Control
of Motion Picture Exhibiting — Slides to Be Used in Campaign
Rome was sent to Washington on Alonday
of the memof opinion branch
THE consensus
bers of the Maryland
of the to personally interview officials of the Internal Revenue Department.
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, which opened a convention in
At Sunday's meeting there was a sugBaltimore on October 28, seemed to be
gestion made by some of the exhibitors
they propose to advance their prices to
" Can the motion picture censor." And, in that
fifteen cents and make no mention of the
line with this apparent feeling, immediately
war tax to their patrons and simply pay
following the convention definite steps
the tax out of their receipts. The Internal
were taken to combat censorship in Baltimore, and it was decided to inaugurate a Revenue officials state, however, that the
war tax must be stated definitely to the
state-wide campaign against state control
patrons of the amusement enterprises. If
of motion picture exhibiting.
the admissions are made fifteen cents to
At a meeting of the executive committee
of the Maryland League held October 30 cover the war tax the exhibitor must make
it plain that his admission price is thirteen
plans were decided upon to prepare a series
of slides, seventeen in number, which will cents and that the remaining two cents is
for the war tax.
be exhibited in every motion picture theaThe slides to be exhibited at the various
tre in Maryland with a view of acquainting
motion picture theatres will bring the war
the people with the exact status of the state
tax proposition to the attention of the
censorship and urging that they use their
influence on legislators to repeal the censorpublic in the most simple and direct manner. A committee consisting of Guy L.
ship act at the next meeting of the MaryWonders,
William Stump f and M. T.
land state legislature, to be held in Annapolis in January.
Eysare was appointed to take charge of the
slides.
Aside from the slide campaign every
The work of eliminating censorship is in
newspaper in the larger cities of Maryland
charge of a committee consisting of Louis
as well as the county papers will he apSchlichter, Eugene B. AlcCurdy, E. C.
proached by representatives of the exhibitors and their co-operation asked in Sandall, C. Walter Pacy and J. Louis Rome.
Attendance to the convention was in the
this fight. The question of censorship occupied the entire night session of the neighborhood of three hundred. Frank A.
Maryland convention on Sunday.
Hornig, president of the Alaryland Branch,
The entire afternoon session on Sunday
presided.
was devoted to the war tax proposition.
At this session it was decided to conduct
You are not going to war. The men who
a motion picture slide campaign with the are need all the comforts^ou can give them.
view of telling the public just what the Help them get cigarettes. That is your
war tax meant. With a view of getting
the exact status of the government on the patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
amusement war tax situation a committee
a slacker!
consisting of Walter Pacy and J. Louis
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events, nevertheless all managers have been
considerable difficulty in making change,
keeping a keen eye upon the box-office, and
and for the first few days both the public
a few of them are able to give the results
and the theatre considered themselves
of their observations so far.
working under a handicap or hardship on
Frank Buhler, general manager of the
account of waits and other minor annayances. As a result of this, Manager John
Central Market Street Theatres' Company,
Kunsky has adopted the multiple system at which caters chiefly to transients coming
into the Pennsylvania and Reading terminthe Washington, Madison, Adams and
als, says he has noticed no differences
Strand, increasing the admission by five
cents on some seats and merely adding the whatsoever in the receipts. He makes the
standing tax to others. The idea is, it is excellent suggestion that men in uniform
be allowed to enter without being taxed,
explained, to get away from pennies and
since they are already doing their full duty
conodd prices, otherwise causing great are
toward their country.
fusion. The majority of exhibitors
Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, representing a
adding the regular tax to their usual prices,
circuit of theatres chiefly in the somewhat
while a few others are raising the prices
outlying districts of the city, believes his
from ten to fifteen cents, with a great
patrons are continuing to attend as heretendency toward fiften and twenty cents
tofore, because they had been informed by
as a standard.
success
a
tax
"
Four-Minute
Speakers " during the Libthe
thinks
Manager Kunsky
erty Loan campaign, just how necessary the
as far as the public is concerned, even
theatre taxation was. Mr. Nirdlinger
though it will take a while for the patrons
added that he was rather proud to be actto become used to the new conditions.
ing, as it were, as a deputy collector.
The Stanley Company, with its usual reticence regarding all financial matters,
Seattle Houses Raise Prices to
would make no statement regarding the
situation, but from a general observation of
Pay Tax
their houses it can be said that there has
Motion picture theatres in down-town
been no diminution in patronage.
reports reSeattle, Wash., according toPicture
The only difficulties experienced by the
News
ceived this week by Motion
various managements have been in their
each
to
cents
five
added
have
,
via telegram
inability to obtain a sufficient number of
admission to care for the war tax. The
pennies
for the change-making, in the defirst four days of the tax showed a falling
lay at the box-offices, occasioned by the neoff in attendance, and exhibitors fear the
cessity for making odd change, and the
increase in cost will materially affect busi- newness of the situation to patrons.
ness.
Jensen and Von Herberg, operating the
Liberty and Coliseum, say they expect a
Select Establishes Two New
decrease in box office receipts of at least
Exchanges
The Clemmer declares busi10 pernesscent.
will be affected materially, and the
Several changes and expansions in
Rex asserts that patrons will not come so
Select Pictures Corporation exchanges
throughout the country' mark the progress
often. A greater loss in attendance is exwhich this company has made. Two new
pected by this house as time advances.
The Strand fears the increase, in company
exchanges have been opened during the
with the other theatres.
past week, one in Detroit and the other in
Neighborhood houses in Seattle declare
Cincinnati. Sam E. Morris, manager of
the Cleveland branch, has been given
they cannot raise prices to cover the tax,
as the patrons will go downtown to the
supervision of Detroit territory in addishows, and that the theatres themselves
tion to Cincinnati, which was already concannot afford to foot the war charge.
trolled byhim.
They are in a quandry, and know not
As branch manager in Detroit, Mr. Morris has secured W. D. Ward, one of the
which way to turn, according to the managements. Itis expected that several will best known exchange men in Michigan.
close their doors. As children must pay
The Detroit exchange is located at 906the tax also, there will undoubtedly be a 907 Peter Smith Building. The territory
decrease in such attendance, it is thought,
includes Michigan, with the exception of
and exhibitors have announced their intenthe northern peninsula, which is handled
tion of using great care in booking high by the Minneapolis and Chicago exchanges.
priced specials or state rights features
The change in Cincinnati gives that city
until they see what volume of business they
a full-fledged Select exchange under the
can depend upon.
supervision of Mr. Morris, whereas formerly Cincinnati only had a subsidiary
office. This exchange is located at 302
Strand Theatre Building. The expansion
Philadelphia Reacts
was made necessary because, on account of
Although it is difficult to judge as yet the rapidly increasing volume of business
it was deemed advisable to establish a real
the effect of the imposition of the new
tax upon Philadelphia patrons of the
exchange here. At the same time the
pictures, because of the fact that last Cincinnati territory has been expanded, as
almost all the southern Indiana territory,
Thursday, when the law went into effect,
including Indianapolis, has been taken
and the day following were All Saints' and
from the Chicago office and given to the
All Souls' Days respectively and many perCincinnati branch.
sons look upon these occasions as solemn
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Buffalo Prices Absorb Tax
Manager Harold B. Franklin of Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y., springs a new
one in connection with the war tax on
tickets by announcing that, commencing
Sunday, November 4, there will be a
slight raise in prices at Shea's Hippodrome
for Sunday only, when enormous crowds
attend this theatre.
The announcement says that in order to
facilitate the handling of the line at the
box office, simplify the collection of the
tax, and also to avoid confusion, the new
prices will take care of the war tax and
patrons will not be put to the inconvenience
of waiting until change is made in pennies.
Fifteen-cent seats in the balcony will be
twenty cents, twenty-five-cent seats in orchestra thirty cents and box seats forty
cents instead of thirty-five cents. This
new schedule of prices will not affect the
week-day prices.
Two Main street five-cent admission film
houses in Buffalo tried to gain patrons by
misrepresentation this week when they displayed banners reading :
" No war tax here — we pay it for you."
As there is no tax on five-cent houses
several local managers got sore and informed the local revenue collector with
the result that the signs were soon ordered
down. Otherwise the tax is working
smoothly in Buffalo.
State Rights Distributors to Meet
in New York
The announcement was made last week
from the office of Sol L. Lesser that the
next meeting of the State Rights Distributors, Inc., will be held at the Claridge
Hotel, New York, on Tuesday, November
20, at 11 a. m.
As many pictures have been presented to
the members for national distribution, this
is expected to be one of the most important meetings.
The offices of the corporation are temBuilding. porarily located at room 523, Longacre
Mr. Lesser advises that the organization
being complete, manufacturers who have
worthy productions can secure an immediate market.
Harvey B. Day Joins Select
Pittsburgh Office
The Pittsburgh exchange of Select Pictures Corporation has been placed under
the charge of Harvey B. Day, an old campaigner in that territory, and, beginning
this week, the business of that office will
be handled by him.
In order to join the Select Pictures, Mr.
Day, who established the Fox exchange in
Pittsburgh three years ago, resigned his
position as personal representative to Stanley V. Mastbaum, the Philadelphia motion
picture man.
World-Brady Announces Feature
for December 17
The next World-Picture Brady-Made in
which June Elvidge and Arthur Ashley
have
leading roles
is " Broken
Ties,"
it
was theannounced
this week
The release
date has been set for December 17.
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Leah Baird Leads Exhibitors'
Grand March
Coincidental with the announcement of
the Ivan Company last week of the completion of " The Sins of Ambition," a superfeature starring Leah Baird, it was announced that the star had consented to
lead the grand march of photoplayers at
the ball given by the Bronx exhibitors at
Hunts Point Palace the night of November 5. Earle Williams, of Vitagraph, was
Miss
Baird's partner
the ofgrand
and numerous
other in
stars
the march,
screen
were present.
Film d'Art Will Show First Comedy Releases to Trade
The Film d'Art Corporation will show
its first two comedy releases, Perry Pictures, to the trade on Thursday morning
at
10:45
o'clock
Wurlitzer
first street.
The incomedies
are Hall,
in twoFortyreels
and were written and directed by John D.
Perry.
Withdraws
as Paralta
Publicity Man
Wilbur Bates, it was announced this
week, has resigned as general publicity
director for Paralta Plays and its affiliations, with which companies he has been
identified since their organization, the
withdrawal to take effect November 10.
He has not announced plans for the future.
Mr. Bates is what is termed an old-timer
in the theatrical and motion picture business, beginning first as a newspaper man
when but seventeen years of age. In
1898-9 Bates exploited Viola Allen in Hall
Caine's " The Christian,"
of the
success of which was said tomuch
be attributed
by theatrical managers to a new system of
intensive newspaper work originated by
Mr. Bates, and used for the first time in
the exploitation of this play and star.
In November, 1899, Bates became general representative for Klaw and Erlanger,
and was probably the first newspaper man
employed by any theatrical firm to create
nation-wide publicity. He made his entry
into the motion picture end of the business under the guidance of David W. Griffith, handling the exploitation of " Intolerance." Later he handled publicity for
" The Deemster," and last March became
general publicity man for Paralta.
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Pathe

"Argus
Pictorial"
November
18
Will Be Released
Every
New Screen Magazine
in One Reel Starts
Two Weeks— Development Is Credited to Horace D. Ashton
PATHE announced last week that the stories of insects are scheduled for presentation. Other difficult art and scien. first issue of the new screen magatific subjects that should interest the public
zine in one reel, to be known as the " Arwill also be shown, it is said.
gus Pictorial," will be released November
18, and will be issued every two weeks
The Argus Laboratories, Inc., has corthereafter. The reel will be devoted, it
respondents inall parts of the world, including Australia, the South Seas, New
is announced, to ultra-scientific, scenic, art
and educational subjects, the collection of Zealand, Siberia, Africa and Alaska, who
which is the culmination of long and tire- are expected to gather artistic and interless effort on the part of Horace D. Ashesting "educationals " to be included in the
ton, head of the company, who has de- magazine.
A subject announced for the first issue,
voted several years of study to reach the
and which is expected to be of unusual inpoint where subjects which were heretofore considered impossible as screen stories
terest, is the life history of the " Starcould be presented in an entertaining and
Fish." Ashton believed there was a story
instructive manner.
in this apparently uninteresting crustacean.
This one-reel magazine, according to Pictures taken under water, on the beaches,
Pathe, will not be devoted entirely to mi- on artificial sea-bottoms in aquariums,
under the most trying circumstances were
croscopic and ultra-microscopic subjects.
The big game that is found beyond the said to be necessary to produce this part
vision of the human eye, scenic subjects
of the " Argus Pictorial," which is now refrom all parts of the world, and the life
plete with interesting data.

Bates

Odd Paramount Scenes Going to
the Front
Several thousand photographs, snapshots, scenes from Paramount productions,
and other odds and ends have been collected at the Lasky studios in California
and given to Major Ross Moore, the neurologist, who will be in charge of the Neurasthenic hospital back of the American
lines in France. The photographs will be
in charge of Louis Coleman Hall of Los
Angeles, and will be used to detract the
minds of soldiers from mental disorders.
The Lasky Company has also arranged
to send with Major Moore's detachment,
Arthur Streib, one of its photographers. He
will not only take pictures of the hospital
cases, but will also run the hospital projection machine and tell stories of the life
of the studios to the convalescents.
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is
always in demand with people interested in the film industry. This is
because they know that the " News "
gives them the news when a story is
news.
The owner of a copy cannot go out
of sight a moment without there being
someone who takes it away to devour
the contents.
This is the experience of R. G.
Marshall of The Journal in Minneapolis. He complains that " It is impossible to keep a MOTION PICTURE NEWS in a newspaper office
longer than half an hour."

Scott Says War Changes Attitude
Toward Films
j
" The war is greatly changing the attitude
I
public
regarding
pictures,"
| of
said the
Elmer
Scott,
former motion
Commissioner
of
I Public Welfare of Dallas, Tex., and rei
cently elected to membership on the Advisory Committee of the National Board of
f Review, when in New York a few days
| ago. " It has opened the minds of the pub§
lic and tended to nationalize us all. It is
1
|
|
\
f

Essanay Goes to Court Over
Censor Decision
" Skinner's Baby," the Essanay production with Bryant Washburn, having been
rejected in Pennsylvania by the State
Board of Censors, an appeal has been taken
by Essanay against the decision of the
board. Arguments were heard in Common
Pleas Court by three judges, who also reviewed the picture.
David B. Smith, formerly attorney on
the side of the censors in other appeals,
was retained by Essanay, while Deputy
Attorney General Joseph L. Kuhn represented the board.
No decision has been handed down.
Atlas Builds Studio Short
Distance from Boston
The Atlas Film Corporation, which recently consolidated with the Dadmun Company, and of which L. E. Dadmun is president, has built a studio at Newton, Mass.,
about twenty-five miles from Boston. Three
companies can use the first-floor stage at
one time, it is said. The basement is devoted to laboratories, dressing rooms, properties and workshop.
F. J. Howard is vice-president of the
Atlas Film Corporation and C. O. Mason is
treasurer.

blotting out provincialism. The attitude of
the people in the theatres of Dallas, for instance, regarding motion pictures has
changed in the last six months. We now
think as you do about them. Our audiences
laugh at the same things and seem to think
in the same way that the people of Manhattan and other sections of the country do.
This is a clear evidence of the new national point of view which all America is
gaining as a result of this tremendous conflict. It is too bad that it seems to require
such a world upheaval and shedding of
blood to bring about this closer community
of feeling."
Play "Who's Your Neighbor?"
as Show, Says Mills
Believing that in the interest of his
buyers in big centers of population it
was up to him to impress on them they
must exploit
his picture
a " show,"of
General
Manager
Hermanas Becker
Master Drama Features sought to convince Bernard H. Mills, of Elk Phoplays,
729 Seventh avenue, New York City, purchaser of the Greater New York rights
of "Who's Your Neighbor?" of the desirability ofplaying his film in this fashion.
Mr. Becker's argument was that a
special film production was of the same
public importance as a special stage production, that it was up to the film theatre
manager to give his production the same
amount of advertising and featuring to
the public as the legitimate theatre manager would be sure to give his, and that
a film could do as much business as a
stage play, everything else equal, if it
" went after " the public the same way.
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"EmptyBrenon
Pockets"
Goes High
Through
National
Considers Transaction
Compliment, First
a* Production
Has Not Yet Been Screened Bert Lytell Has Principal Role
AMONG

the more important and interesting transactions in motion picture
circles last week was a deal closed between
the Herbert Brenon Film Corporation and
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.,
whereby the latter has acquired the distributing rights to Brenon's " Empty Pockets," now in the process of production.
The combination came as a distinct surprise to the industry, as no inkling of how
the production was to be released had been
given The officials of the Brenon Corporation consider it one of the highest compliments ever paid their producer and director,
Herbert Brenon, because the transaction
was effected without the First National Exhibitors' Circuit having seen " Empty Pockets " screened. This is doubly emphasized
by the announcement that the money involved establishes a new record for the disposal of the rights for a single production.
" I am exceedingly proud of the honor
accorded me by the astute showmen of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit," said
Air. Brenon. "I realize that every director
of that organization is a shrewd and keen
exhibitor — each a representative man in his
section of the country. An organization
which has for its governing board such
men as S. L. Rothapfel, of New York ; T.
L. Tally, of Los Angeles ; Harry S.
Schwalbe, of Philadelphia; Fred Dahnken,
of San Francisco ; Aaron J. Jones, of Chi
cago : Robert Lieber, of Indianapolis, and
E. H. Hulsey, of Dallas, could not be otherwise."
The officers of the First National con-

Poland

sider " Empty Pockets " another excellent
addition to their growing list of highclass attractions and a demonstration of
what exhibitors may anticipate in future
releases.
They state that they have secured the
rights for the entire world and that the
price paid is one of the highest ever
brought by a single negative.
Theyfirms believe
that ofthethedeal
"also plan,
conthe excellence
selection
which is that the judgment of expert and
experienced exhibitors be passed on subjects offered for purchase and only those
which are approved by these critical
scrutineers find their way to the circuit
program. Such a plan completely eliminates weak subjects and is certain to result
in one of the strongest lilm services known
to the business.
" Air. Brenon' s name is one the circuit
is proud to associate with its other leaders
in the industry — his production will be
handled in the way it deserves. Altogether the deal cannot help strengthening
the position of both contracting parties."
Thebe release
date shortly.
of " Empty Pockets "
will
announced
" Empty Pockets," which is now being
completed, was adapted for the screen by
Mr. Brenon from Rupert Hughes's novel
of that name. Bert Lytell, who played the
title role in " The Lone Wolf," has the
principal male role, while the cast numbers
Barbara Castleton, Susan Willa, Kathcrine
Galanta, Peggy Betts and other well-known
players.

Writes
From
Scenarioist's
Standpoint
Joseph F. Poland,
Who Has
Contributed Many Screen
Plays, Throws a New Light on That Phase of Industry

JOSEPH F. POLAND, scenario writer,
who has given to the screen some of its
best plays and has scenarioized many well
known novels, throws a few side lights on
this branch of the motion picture work in
the following interview :
" In the movie-writing profession we
have some advantages of training and some
drawbacks. It remains to ask, ' Does it afford a sound basis for literary reputation?'
" The answer at present must be ' No.'
We know that a well-known author or
dramatist is sought after by movie concerns
as a person capable of writing photoplays.
But does a magazine or a producing manager ever ' go after ' a screen writer with
many original stories to his credit? Quite
the contrary. They look askance at him,
for he is a ' movie writer,' the popular misconception ofhim being a slave who grinds
out hackneyed, or even purloined, plots at
from thirty-five to fifty dollars a week.
And anyone in moving pictures knows that
this class of writer is practically non-existent.
" Some, or all, of these conditions may
change. But at present they obtain. And
the writer who is about to offer his pen to a
writing profession should think the matter
over carefully, considering all these things,
before he enters the ' picture game.'

" He may decide to make first a literary
reputation and then later go in for photoplay scenarios. And he will be strengthened in this if, in reviewing the field to day.
he sees the great tendency to film the ' big
books ' and successful plays.
" But once choosing photoplay work, he
will find it a fascinating game, as all of us
do ; a field where there is no place for quitters, or whiners. or inefficients — only for
fighters.
" It's a great game."'
Mr. Poland is not a stranger to the Manhattan studios, and among his most popular writings are " The Flower of Youth,''
" Patsy," " Miss Nobody," " Dimples, the
Diplomat." " The Cloud," " Miss Deception," "The Action of Virtue," and the
adaptation of " The Runaways," for Julia
Sanderson ; " Daughter of Maryland," for
Edna Goodrich, and " The Beautiful Adventure,"My
"
Wife " and 11 Please Help
Emily," for Ann Murdock.
You are not going to ivar. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be
a slacker!campaign, get busy — noiv. Don't

Florence De Shon (Vitagraph)
Hoffman,

Inc., Grows Too Fast
for Exchanges

The announcement was made last week
by M. H. Hoffman, Inc., that so rapid has
been the growth of the company through
the demand of exhibitors for its pictures,
that the extension of its exchanges has
been made necessary. Planning, when the
organization was formed late last Spring,
to limit during the first year the number
of Hoffman-Foursquare Exchanges to ten,
it has been found imperative, it is claimed,
to meet the demand by establishing additional branches.
Jerome Abrams has been promoted from
the position of division manager in Pennsylvania and adjacent territory, to assistant
general manager of exchanges. Jack
Greenberg. formerly assistant manager of
the Fox Philadelphia offices, succeeds Mr.
Abrams in charge of the Hoffman-Fouradelphia.square Exchange at 1325 Vine street, PhilSan Francisco will be operating Hoffman-Foursquare product within a very
short time, and Portland (Oregon), starts
next week. With these exchanges in operation, the total Hoffman- Foursquare offices
will number eighteen.

France Play Shown to the Trade
" The Natural Law," produced by France
Films, was given a trade showing last
week. Marguerite Courtot. who is the star,
has appeared in many productions, being
featured by such producers as Mutual and
Paramount. Other notables in the cast are
Howard Hall. Jack Ellis, Lila Blow, Gordon Gray. Leah Pecok and Mr. France.
The strong cast and the exceptional advertising
resultingplay
fromon Al.
presentation of the
the Woods's
stage should
insure success o fthe highest order for
" The Natural Law."
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" Russian Revolution " Sold by
Samuel Krellberg
Samuel Krellberg, president of the Overland Film Company, returned last week
from a flying trip to Pittsburgh, where he
sold his latest feature, " The Russian Revolution," to Joe P. Maloney for Western
Pennsylvania. This picture has been sold
to the Pioneer Feature Film Company for
New York State and Northern New Jersey,
il is announced, and negotiations are said
to be pending for Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey and Ohio.
Piedmont Buvs Foreign Rights to
" The Human Orchid "
In the last issue of the News it was announced that Sikawitt and Goldstein had
purchased the foreign rights to " The
Human Orchid," a five-reel state rights
production to Piedmont Pictures Corporation. This was incorrect owing to a typographical error. Sikawitt and Goldstein
sold the foreign rights to this production
to the Piedmont Pictures Corporation.
The News regrets this error.
Exposition Company Elects Brady
as President
William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, was unanimously elected president of the Motion Picture Exposition
Company at an organization meeting held
October 25 by the board of directors of
the latter association.
In addition to Mr. Brady, the following
officers were elected : Lee A. Ochs, vicepresident ; J. H. Hallberg, vice-president ;
J. A. Berst, treasurer, and Louis F. Blumenthal, secretary. Frederick H. Elliott,
executive secretary of the National Association, was chosen general manager of
the coming Motion Picture Exposition,
scheduled for Grand Central Palace the
week of February 2, next year. Samuel
Grant, of Boston, will assist Mr. Elliott in
the management, it was arranged. A reverse order of things was decided upon
for the exposition to be held in Boston, in
July, when Grant will be manager with
Elliott assisting. As assistant managers
for both the New York and Boston shows
Fred H. Hartman and William Hilkemeier
were chosen.
,
Ohio Theatre Joins Houses That
Raise Price
The New Strand theatre at Marysville,
O., has announced that fifteen cents admissions will be charged henceforward for
adults, and ten cents for children, effective
October 25. Matinee prices will be ten
cents for adults and five for children. Two
performances will be given each evening.
Paramount, Triangle and Artcraft pictures
are shown at the New Strand, the management of which informed the public of the
raise through the following announcement :
"The inevitable has come; the moving
picture business is feeling the stress of
special war taxes, as well as increased
charges on the better grades of films, such
as Marysville has been getting. In many
other cities admission prices have been
raised to twenty and twenty-five cents."
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U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corp. Launches Drive
Hall and Oldknow Combination Take Entire Floor in Times Building — S\>tem
of Active Co-operalion to Lend Aid to Exhibitor — First Feature Ready
paign are being formulated by experts to
FRANK HALL and William Oldknow
assist exhibitors throughout the country in
who are the moving spirits in the orexploiting
" The releases
Zeppelin's
Last corporation.
Raid," and
ganization of the U. S. Exhibitors' Bookthe
subsequent
of the
ing Corporation, announce that a countrywide business drive in the interest of the Arrangements have been made with a
new organization has been set in motion
well-known agency for the placing of large
advertisements heralding the new Ince proand that representatives of this organizaduction in newspapers in all of the large
tion are now working in all parts of the
country, establishing exchanges and ar- cities in which the U. S. branches are located. These ads will appear daily for a
ranging details for the distribution of the
week
in
advance of the trade showings.
organization's first release, " The ZeppeCoupled with these ads, which will be delin's Last Raid," a Thomas Ince production. This production was given a trade
signed to " catch " the theatre-going public, will be another publicity drive in the
showing at the Broadway theatre, Tuestrade publications, so that the exhibitors
day morning.
New York headquarters for the U. S. will have the double benefit of public and
Corporation have been established in the trade advertising. Similar campaigns are
contemplated for all subsequent U. S. reTimes Building, Times Square. The enleases.
lire top floor has been reserved. It is_also
" It is the idea of the U. S. Exhibitors'
announced that distribution of this organization's productions will be handled in Booking Corporation," said Air. Hall, president and general manager of the new
many of the larger cities by the HoffmanFoursquare exchanges. All of the Southenterprise, " to give the exhibitor every
possible co-operation in the exploitation of
ern territory will be handled by Mr. Oldknow, who is one of the oldest exhibitors
our productions. Our initial release, " The
and exchange men in the South. Mr. OldZeppelin's Last Raid," is a particularly
timely subject and excellent promotion maknow's headquarters will be in Atlanta,
terial.
Ga. The Frank Gersten exchange will
handle distribution in N^ew Jersey. About
" With Zeppelins again in action on the
west front in Europe public interest is
twenty-five branches will be in operation.
centered more than ever before upon these
A special representative will be stationed
in each of the exchanges and it will be his giant dirigibles. Therefore, we believe
that it is up to us to let the public know
duty to attend solely to the exploitation
of the U. S. productions. Not only will that our picture presents for the first time
he book the pictures but he will assist the on the screen the Zep in actual operation.
We do not intend to let our relations with
exhibitor in the important work of proexhibitors cease after the renting of our
motion. A system of active co-operation
by which the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking
In addition to the trade and newspaper
Corporation will lend special aid to exadvertising it is also the intention of the
hibitors in exploiting its films is now ennew
corporation to bombard the public
gaging the attention of advertising expictures."
from billboards throughout the country. A
The work of organizing the sales forces
twenty-four sheet litho depicting the deperts.
struction of a Zeppelin in mid air has been
in the Western territory is in charge of
prepared and soon will occupy boards
Joseph Partridge, one time general manthroughout the country.
ager of the V-L-S-E in New York, and
later affiliated with the Triangle Distributing Corporation. Mr. Partridge is now
Where is Thomas Figee?
on a tour of the Western division and will
W. F. Figee, chief engineer for the Spray
place U. S. representatives in all of the
Engineering Company, 93 Federal Street,
exchanges west of Philadelphia. He will
Boston, Mass., is desirous of locating his
visit Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Debrother. Thomas Figee, who has been astroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Cosociated as aconcerns
" Rough atRider
with for
several
lumbus and Toledo. He will arrange also
of the film
the "coast
the
for trade showings of " The Zeppelin's
Trade
showings will take place this week
Last
Raid."
in New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Boston, and in other Western cities next
week. Trade showings of " Those Who
Pay," starring Bessie Barriscale, the second
of the U. S. pictures will follow. No release date for either production has yet
been announced. No bookings are being
accepted in advance of the trade showings.
The assembling of the distribution forces
in New York and elsewhere in the East
is in the hands of Lynn S. Card, general
sales manager of the new concern, who will
have his headquarters in the main office in
New York. Mr. Card will devote his attention principally to the development of
the Metropolitan territory.
Plans for a nation-wide advertising cam-

past five or six years.
Fort PittExchange
Company

Opens

The Fort Pitt Theatre Company, of
Pittsburgh, of which William Moore Patch
is president and managing director, has
opened a New York exchange in the Godfrey building, on the seventh floor.
The Fort Pitt Theatre Company is directing the tour of the Italian war pictures
throughout the United States, and from
this new exchange. New York State, Northern New Jersey and Long Island will be
handled.
Samuel Pelzman, who has been connected with the Universal Company for
change. has been made manager of this exyears,
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Motion

Picture

Division

of the Our

Boys

in France

Total to date
A SPLENDID

patriotic opportunity is given to every American

Tobacco

Fund

$326.99
exhibitor to be of some use

to our soldiers in France.
They want " smokes " more than anything you can send them.
Motion Picture News, which is the official organ of the campaign, urges all exhibitors
to place receptacles in their lobbies, for the collection of coins and packages of cigarettes.
No cigarettes can be accepted except in original packages and on which the revenue
stamp has not been broken.
This is an order from the Government.
How

to Go

About

It

1. Send to Motion Picture News for a card, inviting your patrons to drop pennies and packages
of cigarettes into the bowl or box provided.
2. Arrange with the commissary department of your nearest cantonment for distributing (unbroken)
packages of cigarettes. In case you have superfluous packages send them directly to Motion Picture
News, New York, N. Y.
3. Pennies and other coins collected should be deposited at your bank and a check sent weekly
to Motion Picture News. For every 25 cents you collect, you will receive a postal of thanks direct from
the trenches. For example: If you contribute $10, you will receive 40 postcards of thanks direct from
the trenches in France. These should be displayed in your lobby, photographed for slides or sent out
to your mailing list.
Cigarette Fund

Remittances

Previously acknowledged
$301.76
Majestic Theatre, Keene, N. H., E. L. Campbell
$2.79
Princess Theatre, Culbertson, Mont., P. Slustrop, Manager. 2.00
Firemen Theatre, Perkasia, Pa., W . B. Rosenberger, Mgr. 1.00
Bijou Theatre, Houma, La., A. J. Bethancourt
3.80
Broadway Theatre, Hopewell, Va., W. F. Harris
3.46
New Plaza Theatre, Corning, N. Y., E. B. Hendrick, Prop. 4.62
" Old News Reader "
7.56 25.23
$326.99
Packages of cigarettes have been received from: Motion Picture
News, Los Angeles office, two large boxes; Broadway Theatre, Hopewell,
Va., about 2,000.
■mill:
In

and

Out

Fred C. Quimby, formerly branch manager for Pathe interests on the coast, now
representing Jensen and Von Herbert, who
control the First National Exhibitors' Circuit franchise for Idaho, Montana, Washington and Oregon, arrived in New York
last week. Mr. Quimby will look at current productions offered on the independent
market. He is stopping at Hotel Astor.
He will return to Seattle, Wash., next
week.
Joseph F. Lee, exploitation and sales
manager for Charles Rankin, who owns
the rights to "A Modern Lorelei," left
New York last week for a trip through the
South to arrange for the exploitation of
Mr. Rankin's picture.
Edward O'Donnell returned from Chicago last week, where he showed to the

of Town
Chicago trade Sidney Olcott's late production, "The Belgian."
E. W. Hammond, Educational Films, returned from Washington, D. C, where he
spent
a
company. few days in the interest of his
H. O. Davis, vice-president and general
manager of Triangle Distributing Corporation, returned to New York last week
after two months' absence, during which
time he has been in Culver City, Cal.,
superintending various improvements on
the Triangle Studios and carrying out his
plans of reconstruction in different
branches of the Triangle organization.
J. J. Allen, Famous Players Film Service,
Ltd., Toronto, Canada, left New York last
week for Toronto after several days' stay
in the city, in which time he negotiated

for purchase of the Canadian rights
to Frank Seng's picture, " Parentage." Mr.
Allen took with him a print of this production and much advertising material.
Drama

League Executive Praises

Silent secretary
Drama of
" the
C. "H.Splendid
Gifford, executive
Drama League of America, writing from
the National headquarters, Washington, D.
C, to Benjamin Chapin, whose studio at
Ridgefield Park, N. J., he visited the week
previous.
" I am not an expert on what constitutes
a good motion picture entertainment; and
my very pleasant visit to Mr. Chapin was
all too brief to enable me to adequately
discuss the merits of the Lincoln story.
" Permit me to say, however, that
through his genius in arranging the story,
his devotion to the subject treated and his
absolute refusal to be contented with nothing but the best, even in the minutest detail of studio equipment, Mr. Chapin has
made a lasting contribution in this splendid
silent drama."
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ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISING

Know

Your

ERVICE

Market

Producers need a thorough first
hand knowledge of their market.
It costs time and money

to get it.

We

got it.

You

paid the price — and
can get it— from

A1321

Bdway. 7717
202

HIBERNIAN

LOS

us.

BUILDING

ANGELES

to " The West Coast " Section Should Be Sent to Our
LOS ANGELES OFFICE Communications PertainingTelephone
Main 7140, F4661
429 SO. FIGUEROA STREET
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Seat Tax
Does
Not
Agitate West
Coast
Exhibitors
San Francisco Theatre Managers Decide to Maintain Old Prices and Collect War Revenue — Straight Raise of Five
Cents Is Decided Upon in Seattle — Denver Will Probably Follow Suit — Portland
Does Record Business Regardless of Increase
THE San Francisco film theatres have decided to maintain
collect a tax of twenty cents on each ticket, which is fully
the old prices of admission and collect the war taxes for
the average price of admission to a first-class picture theatre.
the government. This decision was reached at a meeting and
luncheon of the United Motion Pictures Industry of Northern
AT several preliminary conferences of film men, Turner
California, in the Palace Hotel, October 23, when resolutions
and Dahnken favored a plan of paying the tax for the
to act in accord with the combination and vaudeville houses
patrons without any increase of rates, though they readily
were adopted. These other theatres, represented by the Allied
agreed to the adoption of the majority plan.
Theatrical Managers, had the previous day concluded to make
no raise of rates.
LOUIS REICHERT of the Metro Exchange presided at
the meeting in the Palace, with Norman Eisner as secretary. Eugene Roth, of the Portola and California theatres,
and J. A. Partington, of the Imperial theatre, were appointed
a committee to confer with the theatrical managers and take
any action necessary in establishing a uniform system for the
collection of the tax. Only one manager advocated a raise in
prices.
AMONG the film men present at the conference in addition
to those already named were: Sol L. Lesser, Louis R.
Lurie and Myrt T. Blum of the Rialto, Fred Dahnken, Secretary R. E. Johnson of Turner and Dahnken, William J. Citron
of the Fox Exchange, Herman Wobber of Paramount, Irving
Ackerman, representing the vaudeville and picture houses;
Greenfield and Kahn, New Fillmore and New Mission; Emil
Kehrlein of the Kinema, Oakland; Karski, Oppenheimer and
Levy of the Royal, Sol Pincus of the Imperial, Rex Midgeley
of the American theatre, Oakland; Managers Schmidt of the
General Film Company and Simpson of the Triangle, and
Managers Mix of the St. Francis, Gosliner of the Edison,
Smith of Palo Alto, and Beatty of San Jose.
ALTHOUGH some of the Oakland managers attended the
Palace meeting, they did not subscribe to the no-raise
policy for their own houses. On the contrary, they had already made increases. The four leading film theatres in Oakland adopted a new scale of prices on October 22, the plan to
go into effect with the beginning of November. These are:
The Kinema, Emil Kehrlein, proprietor and manager, which
has raised the prices from 5, 15 and 25 to 10, 20 and 25; the
Franklin, owned by F. Kruger, from 10 and 15 to 15 and 20;
the American, Rex Midgeley, owner, and the new T. and D.,
same schedule and change as the Franklin. These theatres
will, of course, pay the tax. The smaller houses on the east
side of the bay, of which fifty-two are represented in the
Alameda County League, seem divided as to the policy they
should adopt, but with a general tendency toward higher
rates.
ttT^HE public will accept the higher rates, there is no ques1 tion about that," said Manager Kehrlein of the Kinema
to a representative of the Motion Picture News. " We are
putting slides in all the theatres giving full information in
regard to the tax. We are telling our patrons about the tax
of fifteen cents per reel that we have to pay on the film and
the graduated tax on our seating capacity in addition. We
are showing them that we give a program which is very expensive, as we run ten reels, and that for similar pictures
much higher rates are charged elsewhere. The people know
that they are getting far more than the worth of their money,
and I do not think there will be any complaint."
PICTURE theatres in San Francisco are expected to benefit
somewhat at the expense of the high-priced dramatic
houses. A theatre charging two dollars will be compelled to

Advanced

Prices Make

Record

Business

A

RECORD business under advanced prices is the Portland
answer to the wails of many exhibitors that the public
will not pay an additional five cents for film entertainment.

WHILE

November 1 was the day set for the general advance of admission prices in Portland and throughout
Oregon, the Liberty and Columbia theatres, the two Jensen
and Von Herberg houses in Portland advanced from 15 to
20 cents on Sunday, October 21. At the Liberty, where William S. Hart was the attraction in " The Narrow Trail," all
records for that 2,000-seat house were broken. At the Columbia, where Norma Talmadge held forth in " Poppy," business
was unusually good. And this record was made in the face
of such competition as " Jack and the Beanstalk " at the Majestic and Charlie Chaplin in " The Adventurer " at the Star.

PRICES for children in the downtown first-run houses have
been advanced 100 per cent, or from five to ten cents.
For several months the first-run price has been fifteen cents,
against a ten-cent matinee and fifteen-cent evening and Sunday price for more than a year prior to that.
THROUGHOUT Oregon, where the 15-cent admission has
generally prevailed, the jump was to 20 cents on November 1,when the 10 per cent government war tax on admissions
went into effect. The few 25-cent houses did not advance,
but they may go five cents higher within a few weeks.
The Portland suburban houses, most of which had been at
ten cents, advanced to fifteen.
THE

status of the 5-cent houses is still a matter of conjecture, or was when this was written. Several of them,
notably the Circle and New Grand, are expected to maintain
at least a 10-cent Sunday figure, with a better program offering on that day, while there is considerable talk of a drive on
the part of the first-run houses against the exchanges to force
the nickel houses to a universal 10-cent charge.

THE

experience of the Portland houses in the advance to
15 cents under conditions more nearly normal proved so
satisfactory that exhibitors are confident that any falling off
in business occasioned by the 20-cent price will be adjusted
within a few weeks.

EXHIBITORS refused to admit for weeks that there was
a possibility of an increase over 15 cents, the general
interpretation of the revenue bill being that the theatre must
force payment from the public in the shape of a 2-cent extra
charge at the box office. With the news that the exhibitor
might pay the tax came the sudden shift to a unanimous
agreement for a 5-cent jump to cover other taxes and increased cost of general operation.

THE
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Five Cent Increase Planned in Seattle
SEATTLE photoplay houses are patriotic, at least. That
is, one should say, if the raise that the moving picture
theatres are planning to cover the 10 per cent dividend can
be called patriotism. For the rise is inevitable.
NOVEMBER 1 the straight raise of five cents on every
price will be made. This means that all theatres charging ten cents for their pictures will then charge fifteen; all
houses showing pictures at fifteen cents will raise to twenty;
the few that demand twenty will ask twenty-five cents. At
last we will have seen the passing showing of the 10-cent
movie house and the forerunner of the steady rise of prices.
BUT even this does not seem to cause fear to photoplay
managers and exchanges. In Seattle the motion picture
theatre is the most popular. The three larger theatres are
busy daily and packed, crowded, turning away thousands, Sunday. Some weeks are better than others, reason the actor or
actress, but the favorites are frequent, and eagerly attended.
NOT

only the motion picture houses are raising prices, but
the vaudeville and speaking stage in Seattle will on that
same date demand a 10 per cent raise.

Nickel Raise in Denver Likely
DENVER exhibitors have not yet reached any decision as
to the proper method of collecting the war tax of 10 per
cent on gross receipts. A few exhibitors in territory tributary
to Denver have already announced a nickel raise in the price
of admission, and this action has met with no advance protest.
It is believed that this action is the only really feasible solution of the problem, especially in so far as it concerns the
larger houses with heavy expenses. A meeting will soon be
held to determine what action will be taken. It goes without
saying that the public will cheerfully abide by whatever ruling
is made by the exhibitors.
Lannon Includes Oregon
JACK LANNON, president of the Greater Features Company of Seattle, and distributor for the Northwest of
some of the biggest film features in the United States, is enlarging his activity
to include the Oregon territory. On
a recent trip to
Portland, where he
was the guest of

Jack Lannon, President Greater Features Company, Seattle

J. J. Parker, managing owner of
the Majestic theatre and treasurer
of the Motion Pict u r e Exhibitors'
League of Oregon, Mr. Lannon
booked " The Mormon Maid " with
Mr. Parker.
In addition to
" The Mormon
Maid" Mr. Lannon, who is one of
the most popular
film men on the
Pacific Coast, controls in that territory such pictures
as "The Conquest
of Canaan," "The
Witching
Hour,"
" Where Are
My
Children?" and a

film version of Dante's "Inferno."
Mr. Lannon's productions are not confined to dramas, however, for he is distributing the comedies made by Al Christie
in Los Angeles.
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cAnnouncement
Citizens

Trust

and

m
Savings

Bank

HEADQUARTERSMOTION
PICTURE ACCOUNTS
in LOS

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

We are enjoying a large part of the motion
picture business of this city.
WHY

I

First — Because we offer fourteen hours of excellent
banking service, from eight In t!«e morning until
ten
In the evening,
which affords
convenience
for all depositor*
who anareunusual
busily
engaged during the usual banking hours.
Second — Because we appreciate the worth of, and try
to promote the welfare of the motion picture
business.
Third — Because our many satisfied depositors bring
their friends to the bank, who, In turn, become
satisfied depositors.
Fourth — Because all of the stock of this bank Is owned
by The sources
Citizens
Nationalbeing
Bank,
totnl reof both banks
overthetwenty-five
million.
CITIZENS TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK
Third and Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Films

MFG.

CO.

Made

to Order
EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE

985 Market Street, San Francisco, California

MULTIGRAPHING

F 5344

F 5344

MIMEOGRAFHIN G
F 5344

TYPEWRITING
PRESS COPY
MANUSCRIPTS
SCENARIOS
Al. Holman & Co. 609 S. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles.
Phone : Home 57096
Photographic
and
Lobby Reproductions
Displays

Los Angeles
ManufacturersCan
of Co.

1Re-B>boto Co.
SUCCESSORS TO ACME PHOTO
Reproductions Company
1R09 Cahnenga Ave., near Snnset Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

FILM CASES
303 San Fernondn Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Sunset Bast 389
Home 10689

Many a packed boose is directly traceable to an advertisement to the " News.'
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Seattle,

SELECT PICTURES BOOK WELL
|V/f ANAGER ROSENBERG, of the Select Pictures Corporation Exchange,
iv*
_ reports
Salesman
B. O.he Keller
road going
throughareOregon
closing
contracts
everywhere
stops. on
For the
instance,
the following
doing
splendidly; Clara Kimball Young in " Shirley Kaye "; Alice Brady in " Her
Silent Sacrifice"; Norma Talmadge in "The Secret of the Storm Country"; Eva Tanguay in "Wild Girl"; "Public Be Dammed," with Mary
Fuller
" Over Richman
There," taking
authorized
by George
Cohan, and
with Charles
Anna Q. Richman,
Nilsson andandCharles
the leads.
All Select pictures are booked at the two Seattle theatres. Coliseum and
Liberty, as fast as they arrive.
LEONHARDT PAYS VISIT TO GOLDWYN
p OLDWYN EXCHANGE had a visit during the week of October 17 from
Harry Leonhardt, general Western manager of this corporation. " Free
dom
the World,"
the newestManager
and finest
features,
is having
good ofbookings,
he reported.
Hill,ofofGoldwyn
the Seattle
Exchange,
expressed
his
delight
in
Goldwyn's
rising
success
by
saying
that
the
Seattle
Exchange is unable to keep up with the demand of their films.
"NARROW TRAIL" SHOWN AT LIBERTY
"DILL"
Hart
Trail," his
first October
appearance2, with
under raised
the Artcraft banner,in "The
opened Narrow
at the Liberty
theatre
admission prices. Both Sunday afternoon and evening crowds thronged the
streets hoping for admittance. It was reported that at least one thousand
were turned away in the afternoon; the same in the evening. It is recognized that " Bill " Hart is a Seattle favorite.
HAMRICK TO ERECT THEATRE
C EATTLE is to have another new photoplay theatre, whose policy will be
cateringand tois the
select."
Thisstreet,
newestonebidder
patronage
the Little" theatre,
located
on Pike
block fornearer
the cityis than
the
Coliseum. John Hamrick, the well-known theatrical man, is the owner
and manager. He is also manager of the Seattle Rex photoplay house.
P"
Triangle
Keystoneabout
comedy
be shown
1 IRST-run
the beautiful
new productions
playhouse. and
Everything
this will
theatre
is of theat
best, and it will undoubtedly occupy a prominent place in amusement cirhouse. cles. "Broadway, Arizona," featuring Olive Thomas will open the new
" BATTLE OF ARRAS " SHOWN AT ORPHEUM
««THE BATTLE OF ARRAS," photographed by Pathe, the proceeds from
1 the use of which is to go to various organizations active in war reduringCircuit
the week
of OctoberIt will
28 incontinue
conjunction
withweeks,
the regularliefbillwasofplayed
Orpheum
Vaudeville.
for six
two
reels appearing weekly.
LATHROP VISITS SEATTLE
APTAIN A. E. LATHROP. of Cordova, Alaska, owner and controller
^was ofa Seattle
all photoplay
Valdez 17andto 31.
Anchorage,
visitor houses
during of
the Cordova,
two weeksSeward,
of October
While
in Seattle he was concerned with the signing of new film features and closing of contracts for the future welfare of Alaska theatregoers. He was most
optimistic over his theatre business in the North, and was more so after his
trip to this city.
/"VTHERS
have been
recent
guests ofof Seattle
interested
picturewhobusiness
include
Joe Lucas,
Centralia,
owner inof the
the motion
Grand
theatre,
of
that
city,
and
J.
J.
Parker,
of
the
Majestic
theatre,
Portland,
Ore.
""THE Theatre Supply Corporation in Seattle is unable to keep Monographs
on turbed
itsat this.
local floor
And thetime
manager's
assistant
seemed
ratherto disUp tospace.
the present
the eight
machines
ordered
fill
floor space have all been spoken for — two sold outright.
lV/TRS. VERNON CASTLE in "Stranded in Arcady " is the newest of
lvl
offerings,
and theManager
exclusiveGeorge
rightsEndert
have been
giventhisto theatre
the Strand
theatrePathe
of Seattle,
because
believes
will
give Pathe pictures better care than others in the city.
THE first feature, with Mrs. Castle, opened Saturday, October 20. The
1 same ginning
filmNovember
has 1.
beenWith
booked
the ClemmerPathetheatre,
Spokane,
bethis with
announcement
also adds
its new
stars, Bryant Washburn, Fanny Ward, Bessie Love, Frank Keenan and
Pearl White. Manager George Endert is very optimistic as to the future
of Pathe in the Northwest, and from the inquiries coming in everything
points toward success.
CEATTLE photoplay managers and a few newspaper people had the honor
— of being
luncheon
by PatheofExchange,
the New Washington Hotelatin a honor
of N.given
S. Kaplan,
the RussianInc.,Artat Corporation
and
representative of the famous Moscow Art theatre, and his wife. Several
motion picture representatives from other States were also present.
Mr. and Mrs. Kaplan left Vancouver October 25 to continue in Moscow
the production of film features for Pathe. With their party went an American cameraman and laboratory manager, giving assurance of the best that
can be produced in Russian and American photoplays.
<<VJj7HO'S
NEIGHBOR?"
beganunder
its second
week run
at the Rex
** theatreYOUR
October
21. It is running
raised prices
for admission.
xTHE MORMON MAID," controlled in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Montanatheatre,
by the Seattle,
Greater during
Features
of Seattle,
plays at
the1 Clemmer
the Film
week Company,
of November
10, at increased
prices. Bookings are big on this feature in these States.
A L ROSENBERG, secretary of the De Luxe Feature Film Company, of
n Seattle, returned October 22 from a three weeks' tour of the Northwest States booking " Redemption " and " Narrow Trail." Everywhere these
two productions found the best in prices and went " strong."
A W. EDEN, branch manager of Fox Features, has just signed up Fox
*»• features with the American theatre in Butte. Mont. He also has signed
a second
for Annette Kellermann's " Daughter of the Gods " for
some
time release
in December.
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E" H.Company,
GOWEN,has been
who taken
was formerly
a salesman
with theCorporation
Johnson Chair
on the Triangle
Distributing
force
as agent.
THE Johnson Chair Company is doing business! Of course, that is to be
* supposed, but when dealing with Seattle moving theatre owners, Manager Johnston has found it impossible to sell arc controllers. Along
comes the monthly motion picture meeting of the Northwest, and with it
Fred Mercy, of North Yakima, who this last week decided that the best
thing toforinstall
" his them.
back Home " was two arc controllers. Now he has gone
back
A NOTHER bit of salesmanship interesting to the Johnson Company was
rt' the arriving of R. R. Pratch, of South Tacoma, owner of the Idle Hour
theatre,
purchased
6-A chairs
machine.
Somewhere
books
there is who
also the
selling aof Power's
250 theatre
to Mat
Matson. inof the
Wilkeson.
owner of the only theatre in that part of the country.
OREGON EXHIBITORS REFUSE TO PAY TAX
THE members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Oregon have
1 flatly refused to pay the 15-cent per reel charge assessed by the Portland film exchanges against each rented reel. Each exchange has been furnished with a copy of a letter to this effect, the exhibitors contending that
it is up to the manufacturers to pay their own film tax as their contribution
to the war fund to be raised by the special revenue bill.
'BACK-TO-NATURE" MAN IN PICTURES
JOEanimal
KNOWLES,
" back Washington.
to nature man,"
is going
to make
a wild
picture attheSeaview,
Knowles
is known
throughout
the country for his many stunts of invading the woods, minus clothes, food
or weapons and emerging after several months clothed in animal skins.
1^ NOWLES
made to oneget orsome
two unusual
animal pictures,
backed inby their
this
experiencehashopes
pictures and
of animals
haunts in the high woods of the Oregon-Washington coast.
THE LIBERTY TO GIVE ORGAN RECITALS
THE Liberty organ recitals which are to be entertainment features of each
1 Sunday
the biglovers.
Portland
houseHayare Malotte,
meeting one
with ofan the
enthusiastic
ception frominmusic
Albert
best knownreyoung organists in the West, renders a special program each Sunday from
12.30 to 1 o'clock.
VON HERBERG BUYS $100,000 BONDS
T G. VON HERBERG, of Jensen and Von Herberg, owners of the Liberty
J*
Columbia
in Portland,
dropped$100,000
into town
during
days and
of the
Libertytheatres,
Loan drive
and subscribed
to the
loan.the Itlastis
understood that the same amount was subscribed in Seattle.
COLLADAY ON TRIP IN NORTHS F.ST
f M. COLLADAY, special representative for Vitagraph, is in the Northwest for a six weeks' stay, handling the William Duncan-Carol Hollaway serial, " The Fighting Trail."
WINSTOCK REPORTS BIG BOOKING
V/IELVIN G. WINSTOCK, of Winstock & Schlaifer, is experiencing much
success in booking his products in the Oregon territory- This firm
owns four pictures in the Northwest, " Idle Wives," " The Girl Who Doesn't
Know," a" score
The Woman
the Beast
" andof scenic
" War'ssubjects
Women."
also
handles
of other and
features,
100 reels
and 40It reels
of comedies. The Lampman Film Exchange material and Pallay Features
subjects are distributed by Winstock and Schlaifer.
THE Majestic theatre of Portland has supplanted its boy ushers with girls
1 and all are bedecked in handsome new uniforms of black broadcloth and
gold stripes.
THE Orpheum, Grand and Empire theatres at Baker City. Ore., have
1 • been completely remodeled under the direction of J. P. Cotter, owner
and manager. New equipment throughout has been installed, with a new
pipe organ in the Orpheum. Contracts for the entire Artcraft. Paramount
and Fox output have been made. The three houses have a combined seating capacity of 1.275, in a population of 8,000.
Amazons Clark
" proved
the favorite.
biggest recent attraction in Baker City, where
Marguerite
is a big
Co-operation between exchange and exhibitor, with the employment of
competent exchange help, is sadly needed. Cotter declares, to eliminate
endless
waste.would
" If exchanges
employ
help,"
he states,errors
"an and
exhibitor
have time would
to devote
to hiscompetent
own business;
as it is. he devotes the greater part to adjustment of errors occurring in
the exchanges."
HALVERSON REOPENS HIPPODROME
TJENRY HALVERSON has reopened the Hippodrome theatre at Shedd.
" Ore., and anticipates an unusually good season.
SLIPPER USES MOTIOGRAPH
AND BAIRD MACHINES
T N order to better demonstrate equipment to prospective purchasers, the
1 J. Slipper and Company projecting room is being fitted with Motiograph
and Baird projecting machines, and a Hertner Transverter. The protecting
room is a commercial one where exchanges give trade showings. The instal ation of the projecting machinery, which the firm is distributor for.
enables them to give the best possible sales demonstration.
PARKER ENTERTAINS KIDDIES
J J. PARKER,
manager-owner
of the
host tomatinee
nearly perform
a thousand poor kiddies of Portland
at aMajestic,
special was
morning
ance of " Jack and the Beanstalk."
MRS. LEITER INSTALLS ORGAN
MRS-.Arcade
O. C.theatre,
LEITERat La
has Grande.
dedicatedOre.
a handsome
new haspipebeenorgan
in her
The theatre
remodeled
and a new
lighting
cessful nouses
of the system
State. installed. This theatre is one of the mo»t suc-
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JEWELL THEATRE IS OPENED WITH " MANXMAN "
aPENING
with Hall
" Thetheatre
Manxman,"
anu
other features,
the Caine's
new Jewel
in San Christie
Francisco,Comedies
on Market
street near Seventh, made its first bid for public favor on Saturday, October
27. H. D. Pressey, L. D. Graeter and Frederick M. Gibbs are the owners,
with Mr. Gibbs, who has had years of experience as a Market street film
manager, tendingin fromcharge
the enterprise.
The thJewel
is a are
pretty
exMarket ofstreet
to Jessie, and
pictures
giventheatre,
a longer
projection than in any other theatre of the city. A dazzling electric sign is
jewel-shaped, and covered with glittering mirrored surfaces. There is an
onyx stairway from the entrance to the loge section which contains 230
chairs.
'ISITORS on Film Row, San Francisco, during the past week, were:
F. Williams,
Unique theatre,
Santa Pleasanton
Cruz; J. Langley,
theatre,
A. M. Schuman,
Gem theatre,
; George Vallejo
F. Madson,
VL.1 Vallejo;
Bell theatre, Lovermore; Charles Fraler, Arlington theatre, Tracy; W. R.
Spalding, Visalia theatre, Visalia; Theodore Keech, Liberty theatre, Fresno;
H. C.tre,Schmidt,
theatre, Palo
Charles
theaSacramento;Marquee
C. C. Carring,
Rose Alto;
theatre,
SantaGoddard,
Rosa; JGusStreet
Johnson,
Star theatre, Newman; F. G. Meismer, M .and N. theatre. Healdsburg;
Frank Burgi, Fairyland theatre. Willows; District Manager Jensen, of the
World Exchange; W. S. Webster, Strand at Woodland, and Auditorium
at
Dunsmuir;
Harry Stark, Opal theatre. Hollister; C. Unger, Unger's
Opera
House, Sumner.
George M. Mann, district manager of Triangle, has gone to Los Angeles.
THE Imperial theatre, at San Francisco, booked the Leon F. Douglas
motion pictures in natural colors for first public showing, presenting
them during the week beginning October 28. These pictures show Yosemite Valley, Niagara Falls, with the rainbows at midday, forest fires, scenes
in the conservatory at Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, bringing out the
colors of the flowers, a Golden Gate sunset, and some patriotic subjects
with vivid displays of the Red, White and Blue. Among the players in the
color films are Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Ruth Stonehouse and
Louise Huff.
INVITATIONS for the opening of the California theatre on Thursday
*seatsevening,
1, were inThese
great seats
demand,soldandat patrons
eagerly
in the November
reserved section.
50 cents,
and booked
are the
first to be taken.
CHARLES ROSENTHAL, JR., associated with E. B. Mayer in the
Mayer and Rosenthal Exchange, has gone to New York on a business
trip. He is accompanied by Mrs. Rosenthal.
THE Turner and Dahnken Circuit has purchased the Perfection franchise
* for the San
Tivoli,
San Berkeley
Francisco,houses.
and also for its Hanford, Watsonville,
Richmond,
Joseinand
Dr. John A. McNear, Jr., manager of the Petaluma Opera House and the
Mystic theatre, at Petaluma, has returned from an Eastern trip.
Salesman C. I. Luntz, home from a Coast tour, reports business good
everywhere.
IV/IaNAGER COHEN, of the George Kleine System, has been making a
record during the past week with bookings all over San Francisco. He
has been running Bryant Washburn in " Filling His Own Shoes " and
Shirley Mason in " The Apple-Tree Girl " at the St. Francis, Mary McAlister in " Pants " at the Tivoli, " Law of the North " at the Mayo. " One
Touch
of Nature " at the Wigwam, and " Effic iency Edgar's Courtship " at
the Queen.
J7 I A.C. SERVISS
the aliberty
Marysville,
succeeding
Adelburg, has
who bought
has taken
lease oftheatre,
the Pantages
theatre
at Seattle.K.
The Pride theatre, at Monterey, owned by H. Von Protz, has closed temporarily.
George Keats will manage the Liberty theatre, Fresno.
Lucius
Freitas,
owns the
Stockton theatre, is reported to be improving in health
at a who
sanitarium
in Colfax.
THE Maze theatre, at Stockton, has been transferred from H. Wilson to
* some
James time
W. has
Barlow.
The later state
was an
San Francisco exhibitor, and
for
been handling
rightearly
features.
L.
G.
Dolliver,
business
agent
of
the
Motion
Picture Operators' Union,
is going East.
Gilbert Moyle, traveling man for Pathe, has gone to Los Angeles.
JD. FARLOW, of Londer, Wyom., is in San Francisco, assembling the
• film of a big coyote and wolf drive taken in Wyorrfing wilds. In the
picture
Indians. are shown fully 1,500 wild horses, 1,000 coyotes, 150 wolves and 2,000
The Garden theatre at Burlingame is to open in the middle of December.
It is being erected by W. P. Archibald, who owns the Strand at Los Gatos.
r\ONALD B. SMITH has resigned his position as booker for the ProgresJ--/' siveteenth Motion
Picture
Company,
to joinat the
Three Hundred
and SixField Battalion
of the
Signal Corps
American
Lake, Wash.
Mr.
Smith had served with Progressive for several years, and had become very
popular with his associates, who, on his departure, presented him with an
expensive wrist watch.
TAYLOR IS HOUSE MANAGER OF THE AMERICAN
THE theatrical and motion picture fraternity of Salt Lake City, Utah, is
1 welcoming a newcomer this week in the person of James P. Taylor,
newly-appointed
sumed his duties. house manager for the American theatre, who has just asTV/I R. TAYLOR has a long record of achievements in the theatrical busilvl ness. As long ago as 1877 he was associated with Mr. and Mrs. W.
J.
Florence,
coupleall were
in " The
of Leave
Man."
Since
then hewhen
has that
traveled
over playing
the country
with Ticket
theatrical
productions,
but
of
late
years
has
been
connected
with
the
motion
picture
industry
in
New York City.
M R. TAYLOR is a brother-in-law of Ernest C. Ward, who produced and
directed the big motion picture, "The Man Without a Country."
PANTAGES THEATRE WILL BE IN HEART OF CITY
p LANS for a new Pantages theatre in Salt Lake City, Utah, were consid1R. Newman.
ered last week
at a conference
between
architect
A central
location has
been the
secured,
and and
the Manager
building Frank
to be
erected will be one of the handsomest in the West, it is reported.

Salt

5

Lake

and

Ogden

T HE lease on the present theatre property now housing the Pantages Cir* new
cuit structure
Vaudevillewillin star
Salt January
Lake City1, still
two years to run. Work on
the
it washasannounced.
"SPIRIT OF '17 '- EXCITES INTEREST IN SALT LAKE
C ALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, theatregoers are looking forward with interest to the production at the Paramount-Empress theatre in that city
of
" Theby Spirit
'17," Brown,
to be produced
companycourt,
and
written
Judge ofWillis
first judge byof the
the Paramount
Salt Lake juvenile
and now a resident of Chicago and judge of the juvenile court there. Jack
Pickford has been cast for the leading role in this new production.
STANLEY LEAVES PROGRAM FOR STATE RIGHTS
I AMES J. STANLEY, who has for the past two months handled the busiJ<
end sever
of thehisMutual
Exchange
Lake City,
Utah, will
in the
the
near ness
future
connections
with inthatSaltconcern
and branch
out in
state eralrights
field.
Stanley
has
a
very
flattering
proposition
to
handle
sevlarge state right pictures in western territory. Since joining the Mutual
forces Stanley
been the means
concern
in the has
Intermountain
West. of securing much new business for the
FAIRBANKS AIDS LOAN IN SALT LAKE
FAIRBANKS was given a great reception by Salt Lake City,
D OUGLAS
Utah, people on October 23, when he stepped off the train at the Mormon capital, and delivered an address on how to make " American dollars
whip
the byKaiser
and makecomprising
the world thesafeLiberty
for democracy."
was
received
a committee
Loan Board Fairbanks
and Governor
Simon
Bamberger.
ADVERTISING SOLVES PATRONAGE PROBLEM FOR OGDEN
MAN
SUGGESTIONS to managers of theatres in out of the way places, or on
*J streets where traffic is too heavy, are made in a letter from H. E.
Skinner, general manager of the Alhambra Theatre Company, at Ogden,
Utah. This house is out of the beach tract, and all business must be
drawn there by advertising, or other inducements, and Mr. Skinner has
had a very interesting time in putting the theatre on a strictly paying
basis. But he now has people coming there, and the business is reported
very pood.
"O
°' tnewith
^rst tmnss watchman
I did was to put in joyan riders
automobile
feature,
did notchecking
bother
the^|cars.
I directed special
a strong campaign toforseethethatpatronage
of children,
being
careful not to drive away adults, for I thought that if I could bring the
kiddies I would also get the other people. It took considerable pounding,
but the business finally won. One of the most successful business-getting
innovations was the introduction of a fish pond. This provides each child
who comes to the theatre with a souvenir by fishing it from a fountain in
the lobby. I use this Saturday afternoon, and it creates a lot of eniithusiasm."
A NOTHER successful medium for inducing people to read my printed
matter is the insertion in the folder occasionally of a coupon which
entitles the bearer to tickets on a certain date. This feature, investigation
has proven to me, has given me almost one hundred per cent, efficiency
in the matter of getting attention from prospective patrons when the folders
are mailed to them."
TJHE Alhambra theatre has a seating capacity of twenty-one hundred and
is equipped with a twenty-thousand-dollar Kimball pipe organ. The
building is fire-proof throughout and fitted with a very good ventilating
device. Ogden has a population of approximately 30,000.
OGDEN MANAGERS LEAD FIGHT IN TRAFFIC
DISCRIMINATION
T HEATRE
managers
Ogden, discrimination
Utah, have ledagainst
the fight
city's
businesstrain
men
to stopin alleged
Ogdenof intheelectric
interurban
service.
C ALT LAKE CITY and Ogden are connected by the Bamberger Electric
~ Railway.
two cities may
are athrow
score their
of prosperous
ties. ResidentsBetween
of these thecommunities
patronage communito Ogden
or Salt Lake as they see fit.
D UT the last train each evening departed from Salt Lake at 11:45 p. m.
LJ and the last train from Ogden at 10:30 o'clock.
|\/J OTION
and others
Ogdenbecause
declaredthethatresidents
Salt Lakein was
getting picture
more men
patronage
than inOgden
the
interurban communities had plenty of time to attend theatres in Salt Lake
and
get
trains
for
their
home,
while
in
Ogden
the
early
departure
of
the
last electric train necessitated too much rush.
SMALL THEATRES HOLD THEIR OWN
T HAT the day of small theatres, with capacities for handling 200 or 300
lt spectators
each, has bynotthepassed,
immense
theatresUtah,
are
competing,
is disclosed
successeventhatthough
Stanleythe Stek
of Ogden,
has attained.
CTECK operates three small theatres — the Cozy, the Lyceum and the Rex.
'-'
He fills
them his
every
night clean,
he operates.
picking
best re-run
offered,
keeping
theatres
and usingBy short
newthepictures
with
lively
human
interest,
he
pleases
a
large
class
of
Ogden's
thirty
thousand
persons.
BIG FILMS OUT OF REACH OF SMALL EXHIBITORS
HE
releasing companies have put the price out of reach of the extremely
T small
town exhibitor on the worth-while subjects, according to W. E.
Johnson
Mr. ofJohnson's
is
locatedof inthea Jewel
town theatre
of 250 at
andClark's
has a Fork,
seatingIdaho.
capacity
150. Hehouse
has
attempted to give his patrons the best films on the market, but in all instances save one he reports he failed to come out alive.
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DESCRIPTIONS

1 fiimmmiii'iinimiiiimiimnmiimiimiiiTffliiiinni™
This department has been inaugurated with the idea of letting readers
1 fcnoic the estimation in which the West Coast Edition of Motion PicrnaE
I News is held by exhibitors. It is a kind of " Bouquet Column " to catch
§ the pleasant things people say about us. When these little tokens of
| esteem are thrown at us from time to time we shall — with all becoming
| modesty — hoist them aloft for the admiring gaze of everybody. HomeMotion Picture Title Co.
| times a briar might be found in the " bouquet," but what's a thorn, more
or less, between friends! Each item is short, you will notice. There if
a reason. We can grasp just so many more of these good-nature ticklers
631 S. Spring Street ( in our hands at once, for public inspection. Here is a handful for the
S Broadway 1153
indulgent reader.
theatre,
Los Angeles
| home 10525
11TELL
the reader Idaho.
all you You
know,"forget
advises
S. Graham,Mr.Clermont
* Winchester,
the H.censorship,
Graham
p. mmm rmra mm iiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii imaaauiuiiuiiauiiwiiiuuniunuiimiwiiiiiiiiiiiwfi
iiTHE screen examinations, music cues and talks in Motion Picture News
* are most helpful," is the word from the Arctic theatre at Nez Perce,
Idaho. " These are the only things many of the small town men have to
give them on ideas regarding many plays."
GREATER
FEATURES
CO.
«iVY7E
are sending
subscription
herewith. theatre,
It looksCarlsbad,
good to N.
us."M. J. R.
" Linn
& Sons,ourmanagers,
the Crawford
2020 Third Avenue
Seattle, Washington
uf* IVE us the plain, unvarnished truth and not play for big advertising,"
says E. O'Keefe, manager of the Regent theatre, Billings, Mont.
Help yourself, from cover to cover, E. O'Keefe.
NOW
BOOKING
,<THE
Motion
* Hope,
Idaho.Picture News is O. K." John Larson, Empress theatre,
IN WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO, MONTANA
<«Y^UR
magazine
very good,
the Longmont,
section on novel
1 postals
Ralph isGwynne,
the especially
Art theatre,
Colo. advertising,'
OUR NEW WESTERN PHOTO PRODUCTION
"THE
ALSO

SEEMORMON
WID'S, FEB. 22nd, 1917 MAID"
CHRISTIE
COMEDIES— COMEDIES
UNEQUALED

| f

CAMBRIA SPRING COMPANY
" Quality First "Largest Spring
Auto and Truck
Sorings, Wheels,
Factory on the
Rims and Bumpers
Forging
Made
and Coast"
General Blacksmithing ^*LLfLl-/
FramesPacific
Straightened
Phones: Main 1076 Home F-5233 916-918 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Cal.
GEORGE W. CHAPMAN
COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of all kinds of plaster and papier mache work,
miniature sets of every description, and all kinds of props for
the special needs of motion picture productions.
Phone: Hollywood 1290 5155 Santa Monica, Blvd., Los Angeles
^milllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM
J. SLIPPER

&

COMPANY

I

BAIRD - POWERS — MOTIOGRAPH and SIMPLEX |
Projecting Machines
Hertner Transverters, Minusa Gold Fibre Screens
and General Theatre Equipment and Supplies
|viiromniiiinniwiiiiiniM
728 South Olive Street
Los Angeles |

West

Coast Exhibitors

THE new Rialto theatre, at Fullerton, California, has been opened bv Man1 opening
ager Wilbur,
who used the Fox picture, " Jack and the Beanstalk." for
his
attraction.
CINCE the introduction of the Fox Standard Program, Manager Brown of
the Majestic theatre, at Boise, Idaho, has changed the nolicv of his
house to two changes of program weekly instead of four. The Standard
Pictures are shown four days and the Fox Specials three days each week.
THE new Liberty theatre, at Fresno. California, built by Beatty and Keith.
1 is to be opened about the middle of November with " Jack and the
Beanstalk and
" asspecial
the attraction
and theThemanagement
Fox
Standard
feature releases.
new theatrehaswillbooked
have a all
seating
capacity of approximately twelve hundred. It occupies a strictly fireproof
building, patterned after the Rialto theatre of New York. A feature of the
house is a deep balcony with inclines leading to its several entrances. A
big pipe organ has been purchased for the theatre.
V* ANAGER JAMES CLEMMER of the Clemmer theatre, at Seattle, has
1»1 been meeting with great success since the policy was adopted for the
showingleases of
Fox Standard
Pictures.
the same increased
t:me the first
of theseto 10.
rewas shown
at the Clemmer
the Atmanagement
the prices
IS and 20 cents, and has continued with increasing business regardless of
the other theatres retaining the former prices of 10 and IS cents. Manager
Clemmer makes a feature of his Russian symphony orchestra, which now
consists of eighteen people.
A/TESSRS. JOHNSON and Sharp will shortly open a new theatre, to be
™'
named and
the when
Isis, itat was
Ojai.destroyed
California.
was renamed
formerlyit known
as
Nordoff,
by fireThisthe town
citizens
before
rebuilding.
A N unusual testirhony has been received by Manager Robert Poole of the
** Laughlin theatre, at Long Beach. California, the chief executive of the
city having written congratulating Poole on the booking of the Fox Standard
Pictures. Standard subjects are each shown five days and the remander of
the program is made up every other week of a Fox Special subject, and
every other week a Goldwyn release.
f\ NE of the biggest newspaper advertising campaigns put on in Los Angeles
for any film is that which will be inaugurated bv the Superba theatre
concerning
showing
" Thesix Co-Respondent.
" Ha'f and
page
ads.
will be the
carried
in all ofof the
Los Angeles newspapers
dailyquarter
for several
days preceding the initial showing.
A/I D. HOWE, who has the Temple Hippodrome motion picture theatre
at Santa Ana. has leased the Grand Opera House of that city and will
use it for the exhibition of larger than program subjects and for an occasional
road show.

^TGHT STORY FILM BUILDING PLANNED FOR LOS ANGELES
THERE is considerable agitation on the part of Los Angeles real estate
* owners for the erection of a building between Eighth and Ninth streets
<JWe want to hear about you, your theatre; we want
on
to fitof the
of the
film fireproof
exchanees.
Th's
is toOlive
consist
eightneeds
stories
and accessory
of a Classdealers
A type,andbeing
throughout. The building plans provide for a ground space of 60x100 feet, with a
to let others hear.
parking lot in the rear for automobiles of the film exchange men and exhibitors. If these plans go through it will mean the locating of all film exchanges between Seventh and Ninth on Olive.
<JDrop a newsy item to our Los Angeles office. A
P"ILMLos ROW,
Los Angeles,
was moved
last week
made the T.home
of the World
post card will do.
*
Angelestoof 818
branch,
by Manager
E. Hancock
Grand avenue
Southwhich
Olivewasstreet.
This
leaves but two
exchangesfrom
off
of Olive street, the Progressive Motion Picture Company, which handle*
Paramount and Artcraft, and T. L. Tally, who is opening the First National
Exhibitors' Exchange.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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West

Coast Exchanges

of the Los Angeles Fox
FIELD CARMICHAEL, who has been manager
branch for the past sixteen months, is to be transferred to another
territory, which comes as a distinct promotion for the excellent services
he has rendered the Fox sales organization in that territory. Up to this
advised what territory he will be transtime he to,has not been definitely
ferred but assurance from Winfred Sheehan is to the effect that it will
afford him bigger opportunities.
GUY GUNDERSON, who has been salesman for the local exchange foi
-the past eighteen months, is to succeed Carmichael as manager, and
will have the aid of Mr. Perry as salesman. Perry being transferred to
Los Angeles from San Francisco.
Clayton Sheehan, who has been in Los Angeles for the past three weeks
and on the coast fully twice that period, this week departed for the East
to complete his tour of the Western exchanges. Mr. Sheehan went to
Salt Lake from Los Angeles by way of Needles, Cloride and Kingman,
Arizona.
DAVE BURSHON, manager of the California Film Exchange of Los
Angeles, and C. L. Theuerkauf, Bluebird salesman, took care of the
San Diego territory by a trip to that section last week.
A A. LLOYD has leased the Argus theatre, formerly conducted by H. K.
• Marble
Santa ofBarbara,
shortly
not
until
after a at
number
changes Cal.,
have and
been will
made.
Santareopen
Barbarait, isbuta city
of about ten thousand, and there are four motion picture theatres, the others
being owned by W. Markus.
JOE RICKARDS of the Hipp theatre at Phoenix, Arizona, spent several
days in Los Angeles last week, and while there contracted for the
serviceber of ofchanges
the First
He is planning
a numfor National
his houseExhibitors'
which willExchange.
be inaugurated
along with
the
introduction of the new program which will only fill a portion of the time
at the Hipp theatre.
r~)OUGLAS
the Colonial
on Vermont
avenue, LosJARMOUTH
Angeles, to has
G. P.soldWalker,
who takestheatre
possession
at once.
PJORNER AND DICE, who recently purchased the Palace theatre at
*^ Forty-seventh and Moneta avenue, Los Angeles, have added all new
equipment for the projecting booth. This includes two new Power 6-B
projectors and two fifty ampere rectifiers of the General Electric make.
The
sales were made by the Pacific Amusement Supply Company of Los
Angeles.

Los Angeles

Studio

Colony

i
RAWLINSON will shortly be seen in " The Flash of Fate,"
H ERBERT
jumping across a twelve-foot airshaft, nine stories above ground. In
performing the stunt. Rawlinson badly sprained one ankle and wrenched
his wrist. He is thankful that nothing more severe happened.
A LL the employes of Universal City accepted an invitation one evening
"progress
duringin the
week into a attend
Sunday meetings,
Los past
Angeles,
body. theIt Billy
was estimated
there werenow1,000in
present, and to music furnished by the Los Angeles Ad Club's jazz band
the Universalites sang their song, 11 Come to Universal City."
pRANKLYN FARNUM is said to be right at home in taking the role of
1 a carefree son of a newspaper owner for the Bluebird " The Scarlet
Car,"director
adaptedof from
the Richard
Harding
the
this subject
and has
a castDavis
that book.
includesJoseph
some DeGrasse
of the best-is
known
the screen, including Al Filson, Edith Johnson, Lon
Chaney players
and Sam ofDeGrasse.
/"•HARLES
comedian which
of the has
Henry
Big Dill
V Comedy
^ Company, DILL,
has a leading
green automobile
been Kernan
named the
Pickle.
DIRECTOR WILLIAM WOLBER has been charged with requiring his
playersin for
" The clothes.
Eighth The
Greatcomplaint
Grandparent
" to dobecause
circus ofandthenear
slap-stick
evening
is voiced
increasing size of the cleaners' bill.
p1
seemsdebut
particularly
happy will
in his
engagement
the
1 RED
Fox CHURCH
Studios. His
in Fox Films
be new
the hero
part in at" DuBarry," the coming Bara production.
ANID MARKEY is reported to have the larger part of "Responsibility"
*» fall
her shoulders,
because of her strenuous work in this subject she upon
is promised
a vacationandshortly.

COAST
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BAXTER RUNS " FLAME " 15 DAYS
SAMYukon
BAXTER,
proprietor
the Isis,
recently runbroke
" Theall Flame
the
" for the
fifteenth ofday.
The attendance
records,of and
is proof of the popularity of this picture.
SR. KEMP, sales manager for the General Film, visited the Denver office
• last week on his way to Los Angeles.
WC.
Star visit
theatre
at Scott's Bluff, Neb., placed some
• newCALHOUN,
contracts onof atherecent
in Denver.
GEORGE F. MacCREARY, owner of the new U. S. A. theatre, at Sidney,
Neb., has closed an annual contract for new Perfection pictures.
HW.
the Ogden
Ogden,up Utah,
returned home
• fromPERRY,
a recentof Denver
visit. theatre,
He hasatsigned
for Foxhas Standards.
RJ.
manager
the Denver
Fox headquarters,
returned
• a CHURCHILL,
few days ago from
a trip ofcovering
Wyoming
and New Mexico,
and
reports heavy bookings for Fox productions. Upon his return he left on
a business trip to Chicago for a few days. The Denver office is a strenuous
contestant for the big prizes hung up by the Fox Corporation.
AF. BERGEN, of the Fox road force, has returned from a successful
booking trip on the Western siope and in the Arkansas Valley territory.
CHARLES BISE. who recently opened a new theatre at Worland, Wyo..
will open another new house in Greybull, Wyom., about December 1.
HI. WALLICK has been transferred from the Triangle in St. Louis to the
• sales department of the Denver office.
WALTER S. RAND is back from Salt Lake, where he placed Goldwyn
pictures with the American. Mr. Rand is up against a hard problem.
He doesn t like the Rio Grande route, and every time he hits the Union
Pacific the train is from two to seven hours late. He is thinking seriously
of buying an aeroplane.
AN an innovation
has been
El to
Pasoworkill
effort to benefit
the introduced
children of bythatthecityWoman's
primarily,clubandofalso
for the educational and moral improvement of the community through the
medium of screen pictures.
THE experiment has met with great success. It is so successful in fact,
that the standing room only sign was necessary at the hrst and second
performances.
|Wl RS.
T. W. NEWTON,
president
of the club,showing
has placed seven
a contract
foroi
program
reels the
No. Edison
2 for theConquest
second time.
Thepictures,
club hasafter
also closed a the
contract with
management of the Garden theatre for one afternoon and evening of each
week for the pictures.
""THE
High series
School at the
Sterling, Col.,andhasentertainment
also closed ofa contract
for The
the
* Conquest
its apparatus
classes.
school
building is for
equippededucation
with a theatorium and modern
for
the showing of pictures.
D ICHARD GRADWELL RICORD, general manager of the World Film
Corporation, visited Denver recently, on his way to Salt Lake and San
Francisco.
EORGE BOURKE, local Bluebird manager, has returned from a successful trip to the Black Hills district, where he lined up a new circuit, placing Bluebird in every town between Denver and Billings.
'T'HE
local throughout
supreme management
reports
* comedies
Wyoming and
Utah. heavy bookings of Billy West
VY/ J. HAZELTINE, for four years membership secret:
secretary of the Young
" • Men's Christian Association in Denver, has joined the sales force of
the Triangle.
DENVER FILM MEN HELP UNCLE
joined SAM
I~\ ENVER
exhibitorsduring
are notthebehind
the against
general the
co^
operationdistributors
with the and
Government
presentin war
Kaiser. Everybody connected with the industry in that city has demonstrated his patriotism to the fullest extent, and not alone by money contributions, but in divers ways.
T" HE accompanying picture shows the members of the Screen Club in
* Denver who were topnotchers in securing Liberty Bond subscriptions
on the opening day of Denver's second big drive.

r-ENERAL
O. Triangle
DAVIS has
put into
a new order
concerningMANAGER
conditions H.
at the
Studio.
The effect
men hereafter
will
occupy dressing rooms on the first floor, and the ladies will be found on
the second story tier of dressing rooms. The change caused some weeping
and
wailing, for players had in some instances handsomely decorated their
quarters.
SHIFT OF BUSINESS DISTRICT CREATES NEW FIELDS
A SHIFT of the business district of Los Angeles, which for the past ten
*» years has been located on Broadway, has created new fields for motion
picture theatres. The Kuhrline Brothers, who have large houses at Oakland
and Fresno, on November 1 opened their new house on Grand avenue just
off Seventh street, three blocks west of Broadway. This theatre will have
a seating capacity estimated at more than 2,000.
This shift has also caused a re-opening of what is known as the old
Mozart or Strand theatre. It has been leased by R. W. Woodley who
formerly
conducted thethehouse
Woodley
and Lyric theatresThein theatre
Los Angeles',
who has renamed
the Woodley-Strand.
will be and
redecorated, and present plans provide for the showing of Paramount subjects.
WOODWARD WAS NOT ORGANIZER OF ISIS, SAYS BAXTER
THE statement appearing in a recent issue of the West Coast Section of
1 MOTION
PICTURE
who
had
closed a deal
with theNEWS
Nationalto the effect tothatact W.as O.
its Woodward,
producing agent
in Denver, was one of the organizers Company
of
the
Isis
theatre
in
that
city,
is
correct, according to S. L. Baxter, proprietor
Isis Amusementinsamethename.
Company, Denver, controlling the theatre of the of
" Mr. Woodward knew nothing of the Isis theatre and was not in Denver
at the timeof oftheits theatre."
organization," says Mr. Baxter. " I am sole owner and
organizer

The members of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club composing
Team No. io of the Liberty Loan Campaign, who won the honors
for getting the highest amount of subscriptions for Liberty Bonds
on
the World;
first dayW.ofE.Denver's
big drive.
LeftLustig,
to rightMetro;
— H. I.George
Rosefield,
Scott, Mutual;
Harry
T. Wells, captain; H. T. Nolan, president of the Rocky Mountain
Screen Club; and T. Y. Henry, Paramount ; Lower row — R. S.
Nelson, General; H. E. Friedman, Pathe; A. E. Fair, Triangle;
H. Bradley Fish, Goldwyn; and J. M. Tally, Vitagraph.
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Australasian Films, Ltd., and Union Theatres, Ltd., of Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania, Conclude
Negotiations with First National Exhibitors Circuit to Handle American Chain's Acquisitions in South Land

AUSTRALASIAN Films, Ltd,
which with Union Theatres, Ltd.,
imports and exhibits a goodly majority of the motion pictures seen by
the people of Australia, New Zealand
and Tasmania, has become a member
of The First National Exhibitors' Circuit on the same footing as the American exhibitors who recently formed
the big co-operative film purchasing
organization.
Actually One Concern
The two Australian firms are really one
concern — the former being the film dealing, the latter the exhibiting end of a well
organized amusement business formed by
the amalgamation, several years ago, of the
interests of West Pictures, Ltd., Spencers
Pictures, Ltd., and the greater J. D. Williams Amusement Co., Ltd. The head offices are in Sidney from where the business of the huge chain of theatres — about
seventy in number — is administered.
The joining up of this overseas company
with an association of American exhibitors
is one of the most notable examples of
international good-will and community of
interest so far furnished by the motion
picture industry.
Speaking of it, Mr. Millard Johnson,
who has for several years been the new
circuit members' New York representative,
made the following comments :
An Interested Observer
" From the very outset our firm has
been an interested observer of the formation and progress of the ' First National,'
which is really based on the idea that
made our companies dominant in the
southern hemisphere. Its centralized purchasing power vested in a viewing board
which is made up of successful exhibitors
is not apt to make many bad buys. It
didn't take us long to arrive at the conclusion that ' What is good enough for
the First National is good enough for us.'

Speaking for my firm, I am pleased to
say the Circuit admitted us upon an equal
footing with its American and Canadian
members — in fact, made us one of them.
" It has always been our purpose to support the independent producing organization. Ibelieve our Circuit is going to afford the independent producer a safe and
profitable outlet for his product — which
Enid

will encourage directors and stars who
have been hampered by the limitations of
the program plan in their efforts to do the
best
in the
them."
Thethat
newsis of
big deal was confirmed
by the New York officers of the circuit,
who expressed themselves as highly pleased
at the successful conclusion of several
weeks' negotiations.

Bennett Wins Point Against Triangle
Court Decides Cancellation of Contract Was Valid, and Star
Immediately Signs with Ince to Appear in Paramount Releases

ENID BENNETT, the young Australian
actress who was discovered by Thomas
H. Ince while playing in Boston, and who
starred in a number of Triangle subjects
when Ince was connected with the New
York Motion Picture Corporation, won her
suit against the Triangle Film Corporation
for annulment of contract this week when
Judge Russ Avery of the Superior Court,
Los Angeles, gave a ruling following a
hearing of five days.
Miss Bennett immediately signed a contract with Mr. Ince for the Paramount
program, and will shortly begin work in the
first release, which will be issued early
in the coming year.
The Bennett suit was similar to that of
William S. Hart, in that the plaintiff contended her contract with the Triangle was
automatically cancelled when the subjects
in which she was starred were not personally supervised by Thomas H. Ince. Counsel for Triangle maintained that subjects
made for the New York Motion Picture
Corporation under the contract prior to Mr.
Ince severing his connection with the comhad not been and
made that
under
personalpany, supervision,
Mr. Ince's
Ince
in making the contract merely acted as
agent for the New York corporation.
There were no arguments presented by the
attorneys in the case.
Coincident with Miss Bennett completing her testimony and the cross-exami-

nation ordeal, she received a cablegram
from relatives in Australia, announcing the
death of her brother, Lieutenant Reginald
Bennett, of the Australian contingent now
fighting on the West front in Europe.
Miss Bennett had just left the witness chair
when the cabelgram was delivered to her.
Arrangements are now being made by cable
by Miss Bennett and her sister, Marjorie,
who is playing in Ince subjects, for their
mother to come to America and reside with
•them in Los Angeles.
It had been planned that if the suit was
won by Miss Bennett she would begin
work immediately for Mr. Ince in a subject for Paramount program, but owing
to the news
her brother's
deathweeks.
production will beof delayed
for several
Story and scenario for her first photoplay
are now being prepared, and arrangements
have been made for Jerome Storm to serve
as director. Storm has been associated
with Mr. Ince for the past four years.
It is stated that Mr. Ince now has the
maximum number of companies at work
that will make sufficient photoplays for his
allotment on the Paramount and Artcraft
programs.
Bert Ennis Handles Publicity for
McClure
It was announced last week that Bert
Ennis, formerly in charge of publicity for

First Pictures of the Material Obtained by D. W. Griffith in France. Lillian (on the Left) and Dorothy Gish Photographed in the Ruins of a French Village,
to Be Seen in Griffith's Next Spectacle, " Somewhere in France "
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Carl Laemmle and the Universal's Servicenoting aFlag
Man ofSentTwoto Hundred
the War and Seventy-one Stars, Each DeFlai
Service
Universal Unfurls Many- Starred
Is Constant Reminder to Throngs of Broadway That Universal Has
Two Hundred and Seventy-one Employees in United States Service bunting
THE Universal Film Manufacturing
" The service flag is no holiday
Company at noon on Wednesday of emblazoned for gayety or vanity.
the Stars and Stripes are not a painted rag,
last week unfurled a brand-new United
as
States service flag from a window of its but a whole nation's history, so Just
is the
offices on the third floor of the building
service flag a solemn national insignia. I
think, as Plato thought in his wonderful
at Forty-eighth street and Broadway,
under most auspicious circumstances.
conception of the Republic, that the citizen should be willing to live for and die
Probably the most significant thing about
for his country. The Universal is proud
the flag, which now snaps in the breeze
lively enough to attract the attention of to have contributed its quota to a nation's
every passer-by, is the collection of 271 glory and a nation's hope."
stars, each representing a man from Universal who has taken his place in the ranks
General Enterprises Makes Large
of the country's defenders.
Purchase of Bonds
The flag, said to be the largest in the
Harry G. Kosch, treasurer of General
motion picture district, was run out from
Enterprises, Inc., announces that this coma window of President Laemmle's office
pany, through him, has purchased $10,000
at noon on October 31, to the accompaniworth of the second issue of Libertv Bonds.
ment of cheers from the company's staff
and the throng of spectators that nearlyblocked the street below.
The best bunting available went into the
making of Universal's service flag, which
measures twelve by twenty feet. With its
red borders and field of white thicklyflecked with stars, each standing for the
life of an employe offered to the nation,
it is strikingly visible for many blocks to
the thousands passing up and down that
busiest section of Broadway.
The Universal men who have gone to
the front represent every branch of the
service of this, one of the largest of motion picture companies.
The flag raised in the honor of the men
who have left Universal to do their bit
for the nation is the latest, not the last
nor least, of festations.
Mr. FromLaemmle's
mani-in
the first hepatriotic
has been
close touch with officials at Washington
and has co-operated with them in the
spreading of the propaganda of patriotism
through the thousands of motion picture
screens which Universal supplies, and, almost every day, in every town and city of
the country, his work is seen in the News
and Screen Magazine films shown in the
motion picture theatres.
Speaking of the sentiment that all service flags embody, President Laemmle said :
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Fanny Ward Buys Liberty Bond
from President
It remained for Fanny Ward to gain the
palm in all the recitals of the activities of
screen stars
furthering Uncle Sam's
Liberty
Bond in
campaign.
For the Pathe star, before the close of
the campaign not only purchased a large allotment of the bonds, but the salesman who
turned the trick was Woodrow Wilson himself. Miss Ward's purchase was $50,000 —
and no wonder, for who could take a smaller amount from the hands of the President?
Miss Ward was scheduled on the day of
her purchase to be the principal feature of
a whirlwind bond-selling day.
with the Paralta studios as publicity writer
and more recently sub-title editor in the
scenario department. O'Hara's only brother
is a yeoman in the U. S. Navy.
It is told that when Miss Ward arrived
at the Capitol the rain was falling in torrents and all hope of carrying out the
original intentions of selling bonds had to
be abandoned. However, the star was invited to meet the president, and, in the
course of their conversation she remarked :
" Mr. President, I wish that you personally
would receive my subscription for $50,000
worth of the bonds."
Kenneth Aviation
A. O'Hara
CorpsJoins the
Kenneth A. O'Hara, one of the most
prominent publicity writers of the West
Coast film colony, and author of the life of
Thomas H. Ince, which was published serially, has given his services to the Government and is now a member of the U. S.
Aviation Corps, stationed at Angel Island,
near fiedSan
Diego.
O'Hara has
with the
film industry
for been
three identiyears,
the greater portion of which time he spent
as manager of the publicity department at
the Xew York Motion Picture studios. For
the past six months he has been identified

Lewis W. Foster, Sales Manager, Famous Players Film Service, Cincinnati. O.. Presenting Marguerite Clark to James J. Heekin, Chairman of the Liberty Loan Committee. Upon Her Arrival
in the Ohio City Where she Personally
Raised More
$1,250,000,
and Directed
duced $14,000,000
in Liberty
Bonds a Day's Work Which Pro-
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TIMES are changing constantly. The old
order passeth away and something
new occurs almost every week these days.
For instance, George Larkin, appearing in
" The Natural Law," doesn't once don
that black and white sport shirt of his during the entire seven reels.
AND

Charles Condon, so long synonymous with Motography, has deserted
that neat, little office in the Longacre Building and has attached himself to the Photoplay Magazine, for which publication he
will proceed to garner large advertising accounts.

BUT

the biggest surprise of all is furnished by the Moving Picture World,
long a recluse down at 17 Madison avenue, which has finally pulled up stakes to
settle down again at 516 Fifth avenue, as
high as Forty-third street. This will come
as a severe shock to those who entertained
the conviction that the well-known " bible "
of the film industry was rooted forever in
the narrow confines of the Pullman
Building. But be that as it may, we, with a
fine show of brotherly love, welcome the
members of its staff to the thriving centre
of the film business and express the hope
that they will soon become acclimated to
the rush and roar of upper Broadway and
Fifth avenue, so strikingly in contrast to
the environment of their former home.

reel allegorical photodrama. " The Suwhich will shortly have its premiere onpreme,"
Edisonway.
How Many W. K. Hills Are There,
Anyway?
W. K. Hill declares that Bluebird photoplays are the best.
W. K. Hill declares that Paramount ser^
vice is the best.
W. K. Hill declares that Universal service
is the best.
" Which arrived first, the hen or the
egg?"
tlemen. inquires one of the well-known genBERT ENNIS, desiring the entire trade to
know that he is working in the interests of McClure publicity, asked us to mention it here. We're always willing to grant
such small requests.
FJ. BIRD, of the sales department of the
• Nicholas Power Company, was married on Friday of last week to a Miss Cox,
former habitat Brooklyn. Atlantic City
was their honeymoon goal.
ANENT this announcement Arthur J.
Lang declares that Will C. Smith and
himself are the only unmarried department
heads left in the establishment. Not knowing Mr. Smith personally, we will venture

no remark as to his state of bachelorhood,
but this Lang person ! Who cares whether
he is unmarried or not. Do you, girls? We
don't. WILLIAMS, who used to pound out
AL.
Mutual publicity when that company
recognized New York as the centre of the
film business, but who is now back on the.
staff of the New York Journal, was presented with a son and heir by Mrs. Williams on Wednesday of last week. The
chances are that the new attraction will be
termed AL, Jr., although at this early date
no returns regarding the selected cognomen
have reached this office.
WATTERSON
ROTHACKER,
resting up inR.Excelsior
Springs, after
Mo.,
intends to arrive in New York shortly, according to a postal received here. His reasons are not stated, but we hazard a guess
that New York will easily succeed in counteracting the rest furnished at the Springs.
FROM a four hundred word story we
glean the fact that pink is the favorite
color of Elaine Hammerstein.
THE cityors'election
Ball have and
both thebeenBronx
and Exhibitgone by
this time, but owing to the time of going to
press we are unable to publish the returns
of either one of these important affairs.

In Filadelfia
A SODA fountain on Vine street, Philadelphia, advertises the " Billy West
Tuesdae," said to be far superior to the
" Nut Sundae."
Western Union, Please Write!
GERTRUDE MESSINGER, who gained
favor as the dancer in "Aladdin and
his Wonderful Lamp," has just been elevated to leading roles by William Fox.
Gertrude, who is in the neighborhood of
four years old, has a brother, Buddie,
slightly older, and a sister, Margery, about
seven, both of whom are working in Fox
pictures on the Coast.
With so many Messingers in his employ
Mr. Fox is considering the advisability of
beginning an A. D. T. service.
AMONG other things pictures are the
means of family reunions. Witness
the case of Mary McDonald of Quincy,
Mass., who through the medium of HearstPathe News was permitted to catch a
glimpse of her brother, George, maneuvering around Paris. We only hope George
was behaving himself.
ASTRONOMICAL NOTE :— A new
star will shortly make its appearance
in the firmament. Its name is Beverly
Bruce, a Montreal society girl, who has
come to New York to make her mark.
She will appear in Willard Bradley's eight-

Sty? ICongarrf
fGamjromt
All the News That Fits, We Print, Longacre Square, N. Y., Nov. 17, 1917
EDITORIAL
Herewith is another of Pat
Dowling's series entitled
" How They Did It in the
Good Old Days." This one
might well be called " The
Birth
a New Idea."
The ofMovoscope
Company,
through its President, Joe
Greenberg, announces that it
is contemplating an entirely
new departure in motion
pictures — the use of wild
animals before the camera.
This idea grew from the
necessity of keeping a savage
bull dog before the studio
door to prevent detectives
from the rival company from
gaining admittance and stealing certain devices of the
Movoscope camera. Mr.
Greenberg, cogitating one day
after the bull dog had mistaken him for one of the detectives and had consequently
removed a large piece of
cloth from his nether garment, suddenly realized that
the animal could be worked

into the script of the company's next picture. The
script originally called for a
kitten but Mr. Greenberg
says that it can easily be
dog.
altered
to fit the savage bull
This is only one of the
many innovations instituted
by the Movoscope company, a
concern which undoubtedly
can lay claim to the title of
" pioneer of the picture busiLOCAL NEWS
— Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
are still
around Broadway,
rivalling the illumination
of this street
nightly.
— Hurry Home Van Loan is
ness."
making good
name and
returning fromhis
Honolulu,
is the
latest report.
Farrar'sunusual
latest picture
was— Jerry
entertaining
crowds
at the Rialto all last wk.
—
Jerry
Wilson
has
severed
connections with Universal for
the 2nd time of recent date.
— Fritz Hirsch, the w. k. collector of the empy news is now
bothering players of both sexes
directory.
regarding the empy news studio
— Bill Johnston of here and
Bayside moved last wk., he having bought Frank Powell's old
place.

— Bill Barry of here and Bayside
also moved
he also,
remaining
in the last
L. I.wk.,
village.
— Randel Baremore wasn't to
any of the popular trade showings
last wk. Perhaps some kind
hearted person has put him out
of the way, say we hopefully.
— The men of our city voted for
Mayor and for or against woman
suffrage on Nov. 6 last, a large
vote being cast on both sides.
the— Hyatt
ringsideDaab
one took
eve. yelasted.wk.,to
expecting
to get
tion for it,
but considerable
even this ismentoo
much considering the fights.
—Fritz Tidden is thinking of
setting himself up as a guide in
Greenwich Village and Larry
Reid is jealous.
— Frank Ford, generally known
as Francis, arrived in our city
last wk. to sign with Metro and
direct Hal Lockwood now and
then.
— Mabel Condon, after looking
over New York for about ten
days, has departed for Virginia
and west
will go
from Goodbye
there back
the
coast.
again,to
Mabel.
— Jules
can actor ofCowl,
the the
East,great
insistsAmerithat
Bill Beecroft framed him in a ten
cent gambling game last wk.
— Peggywas Hyputland's
first
May fair
picture
on to
private
last
wk. and proved
be a view
very
delightful affair.
— News are scarce this wk-
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TITLE
ADVENTURER, THE...
ALABASTER BOX, AN.
ARMS
ASHES
BAB'S
BABY

AND THE GIRL.
OF HOPE
DIARY
MINE
,

BARBARY SHEEP
BARRIER, THE
BEAUTIFUL ADVENTURE, THE .
BONDAGE
BOND OF FEAR
BROADWAY ARIZONA
CALL OF THE EAST
CAMILLE
CAMILLE
CHARITY CASTLE
COLD DECK, THE
CONQUEROR, THE
CONSCIENCE
COUNTESS CHARMING
DEAD SHOT BAKER
DESIRE OF THE MOTH
DEVIL DODGER, THE
DOUBLE CROSSED
DORMANT POWER, THE

BRAND

Big
EAST

Mut-Chap.
Vita.

Dig
Big
Ave.
Big

Para
Tri.
Para.
Gold.
Sel
Art. Sp
Mut.
Blue.
Tri.
Tri.
Para.
Gen.
Fox F.
Mut.
Fox
Lynch.
Fox
Art
Vita.
Blue.
Tri.
Para.
World

Big
MIDDLE
Dig
Big
Big
Big
Ave.

Rio
Ave.
Big

Big
Ave.
Extra
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big

Ave.
Extra
Poor
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Poor

Ave.

Ave.
Extra

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big
Poor
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra

Fox
Para.

JACK AND JILL
LAW OF THE LAND, THE...
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL
LONE WOLF, THE
LOST IN TRANSIT
LOVE DOCTOR, THE
LUST OF THE AGES
MAGDA
MAN FROM PAINTED POST.

Para.
Para.
Met.
Sel.
Para.
Vita.
Ogden
Sel.
Art.
B'fly

MARKED MAN, THE
MISERABLES, LES
MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY.
MOTH
NARROW TRAIL

Pathe
Metro.
Sel.
Art.

EFFICIENCY EDGAR'S COURTSHIP. . K.E.S.E.
EXILE
Para.
Par.Arb.
FATTY AT CONEY ISLAND...
XI .C.o-C
Gold.
Tri.
Blue.
Vita.
St.Para.
Rts.
Para.
Mut
Fox

HOSTAGE, THE
JACK AND THE BEANSTALK.

FIBBERS, THE
FIGHTING ODDS.
FLAME OF THE YUKON...
FLIRTING WITH DEATH..
FOR FRANCE
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE.
GHOST HOUSE, THE
HASHIMURA TOGO
HER
CALL....
HONORCOUNTRY'S
SYSTEM, THE

NORTH OF FIFTY THREE.
OH, DOCTOR!
ONE SHOT ROSS
ON THE LEVEL
ON TRIAL
POLLY OF THE CIRCUS...

Vol. 16. No. 20

Fox
Par.Arb.
Tri.
Para.
1st Nat.
Gold.

Big
SOUTH
Dig
Big
Ave.
Titer
Extra
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Poor
Ave.

Big
WEST
Dig
Big

EXHIBITORS' OWN COMMENTS

Ave.

"Chaplin still ahead of them all." "Best he has ever done."
"A — good
name."of movie
"Fine
makeproduction;
more likecould
them have
withhadthea better
old school
"Very
that pleased
everybody."
"Extra good
fine." picture
"Good— oneas William
S. Hart."
"The next 'Bab' picture is awaited with keen interest."
"Pleased,
did not draw extra business." "Good, but
actors." but"Too
lagged."
much same." "Satisfying, but doesn't
pull."
"Great farce
comedy." "Greatest and cleanest
comedy
I
have
ever
run."attempted
Opinions too
are long
as various
the
box-office results. Some
runs foras this
style play.
"Very fine production, but object to foreign atmosphere."
"This is a great picture." "A sure box-Oifice winner."
"Not enough to it for six reels."
"Very fine production. Bluebird improving remarkably."
"Fair picture. Story not appreciated by the masses."
"Very pleasing to all ages, desirable attraction."
"Best this talented Jap has done for some time."
"Classics do not seem to draw unless people know star."
"Most all of Bara's followers liked this picture."
"Poor title — people thought it a costume play."
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card."
"All patrons pleased." "A little long."
"Did not entirely please — too allegorical."
"Fair program picture." "Business fell below average of
"A Paramount."
goodWestern,
picture —title
pleased
patrons."
"Good
misleads
fans."
"Good drama— Stewart a second Hart, if properly directed."
"Just a fair Frederick subject." "Not up to Frederick
"Clayton a great favorite here; splendid cast; good scenario."
"Picture made friends for the star and the house." "Miss
standard."
Clayton
gaining
in popularity."
"Very
pleasing
— patrons
highly satisfied." "Light comedy.
"Not
on
level
with
usual
Not much story."
Not best
enough
to it."comedyParamounts.
"The
the John
old KeystoneArbuckle
slapstick stuff,
but toverydate.funny.A lotAlof St.
and
Buster
Keaton
fine
support."
"A pleasant picture — good photography."
"Very good, but Miss Elliott does not draw yet." "Weak
scenario for prominent star like Maxine Elliott." "Not
up to day
Holdwyn's
"Second
twenty standard."
per cent, better than first."
"Good
picture."
"Picture backs up a timely title." "Wid roasted this. Our
patrons highly pleased" (South).
"Not a picture
" and Huff."
"Better
features that
havedraws
been the
maderegular
with 'fan.'
Pickford
"Not apatriotic
knockout."
"Fair
feature, nothing out of the ordinary."
"S.R.O. at extra prices, everyone pleased." "Has everything
that makes a big picture." "Most wonderful." "Broke
all records even on a rainy night."
"No
life to play,
poor, subject
not suited
to star."
"Wonderful
children's
— played
to 4,000 out of 9,000
school
children"
(New
England*.
pricesto
as night, largest ever had, evenings "Matinees
small, adultssameafraid
ventuie,
beautiful
feature."
(California).
"Pickford a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever.
picture with
plenty
"AnGoodinteresting
feature,
but ofnotaction."
big in any way." "Picture
drags,
action too
"Best
Barrymore
ever slow."
appeared in, but did not draw" (South).
"Very ordinary" (South).
"Excellent." "Second week run."
"Very
subject." "Very satisfying."
"Good good
stuff Beban
"
"Fine Production."
"Started
good, did not hold up." "Business poor in com
• parison
what she has
done" (West*.
"Not
up toto Fairbanks
standard."
"Gets over only on ac
count
of
speed
and
melodrama."
"One of the best attractions of the"Broke
year" records"
(South). (West
"Extra .
big on return date" (East*. "Suited everyone — we need
"Good
more business,
like this."fine, pleased."
"Old but appreciated."
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff."
':Star growing in popularity." "Excellent picture." "Extra
big business." "Only fair — fine photography, but draggy."
"Excellent picture" (East). "Only fair" (South). "Best
Hart up to date." "Pinto pony excellent; caused as much
comment
Rebecca"This
of Sunnybrook."
"Cave man asstuff."
star draws well."
"Usual Arbuckle comedy — not as good as others."
"Very
good;
lot
of
my
patrons
like himextra
bettergood"
than(South
Hart"
(Middle). "Picture fair; photography
"Better than average Ward picture."
"Good picture, but patrons not enthused."
"A"Packed
dandy picture."
"Star popular,
story, "A
direction good."
'emduction."
in —"Whiledrawing
power good."
pronot a wonderful
picture, itsplendid
drew extra
well
and
pleased
immensely."
"Pleased
everyone—
played
capacity — class of picture if this company continues to
make will rank foremost in business" (West). "Hope they
can keep it up" (East). "Mae Marsh no drawing card"
(South).

Extra
Poor
Big
Ave.
Extra
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Extra

Ave.

Ave.

Ave.

Ave.

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Extra

Big
Ave.
Extra
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Extra
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Ave.
Big
Extra
Big
BigBig'
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Big
Extra
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
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Dig
EAST

TITLE

Vita.

PRINCESS OF PARK ROW
RASPUTIN
REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE
SHALL WE FORGIVE HER?
SILENT SELLERS, THE
SKINNER'S
BABY
SLACKER, THE
SLEEPING MEMORY

Big
SOUTH
Extra

Met.

PARADISE GARDEN

World
Art.

Art.
World
Met.
K.E.S.E.
Met.
B'fly
Met.

Rio
Ave.
Extra

ve.
Extra

p
Extra

Extra

Extra

Extra

Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Poor
Ave

Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave *
Poor
Dig

Big ■
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave

SOCIETY'S
SON OF HIS DRIFTWOOD
FATHER
SOUTHERN PRIDE
SPREADING DAWN, THE
SPY THE
SUNSET TRAIL, THE
THEIR COMPACT
THIS IS THE LIFE
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL
TROUBLE BUSTER THE
VICAR OF WAKEFIELD
WHIP, THE
\X/m\vT A "NT fi.r\T\ UADflAT TUP

Fox
Para.
Pathe
St. R.
Art.

YANKEE WAY, THE

Fox

Par.
Mut.
Gold.
Fox
Para.
Met.
Fox

Ave.
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Ave
Dig

Ave
Bie
Ave.

Ave

*

Rip
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.

Rip
Ave
Big
Big
Ave.
Bip
Ave.

Big

Big

Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
RioBig
Ave.

WEST

EXHIBITORS' OWN COMMENTS

"Broke all house records" (South). "Theme offended a great
many
thoughit isa good
production'* (New England.)
"Good people,
show, only
too long."
Poor
"Good picture, but stars not known." "Good picture, Miss
Extra
Manning excellent."
"Excellent."
" Very good." "Timely, pleased an intelligent
audience — -not for average fan." "Better than usual proExtra
"Pleased all." "Great — credit to industry." "Wonderful.'*
"Great gram— picture.
best ' Pickford picture ever released." "Great —
went big.
' ' * 'Great — the most natural and appealing kid
Big
circus possible." "Work up children's matinees on this .
"Our patrons considered this Mary's sweetest characterPoor
ization. Agreat picture for the kiddies."
"Might
be better known in East" (West). "Heavy adverBig
t
i
s
i
n
g
,
a
l to no avail" (West).
Ave.
"Only an average production."
Ave.
"Poorest Petrova we have had." "Good star, but picture
Big
Ave
not up star
to standard."
"Pleasing
— gaining." "Good light comedy."
"Fell down" (South). "Weather ideal, advertised big, picture good, business rotten' ' (Middle ). ' 'One of strongest
emotional artists — fine production — big" (West ).
"A good picture." "Very good, photography first class, cast
Ave
good." "Very good in every detail; should draw." "Star
exceptionally
good. An unusual picture."
"Very
good" (South).
"Very good picture. Very good direction . " " Very good ,
Ave.
from allweak."
angles." "Not much picture — star very popular."
"Scenario
Ave.
"An unpopular type of picture." "Does not compare favorBie
ably with picture.
other Goldwyn's."
* ' Wonderful
' ' " The best box-office attraction tha t
Ave.
can
be
obta
ined
.
"
"One
of
her
best
pictures,
star not popular here" (West).
Big
Poor
"Picture fine — business poor." "Stars seem to have lost in
Ave.
popularity
— good picture."
"Walsh
is a comer.
About the best drawing card on regular
Ave.
"Too
much
of
a
detective
drama."
Big
Fox program."
' * Picture
extra good.as* ' well"Onyas educational.
fair. ' '
"Very
entertaining
Schools glad to
Extra
"Popularmanytypestrange
of picture,
made.""Very spectacular, won"Drew
faces" well
(West).
cooperate."
derful production, yet not over-pleasing." "Grand, wonderful production." "Elaborate, great cast." "Star and title
drew well
firstliked
day."
— good entertainment." "Much better than
Ave* "Star
average Fairbanks, great drawing card." "One of the best
of the Walsh pictures."

EXPLANATION: — "Extra" — extra big business getter; "Big" — unusually good; "Ave." — average, not an exceptional picture; "Poor" — not a box-office picture.

Are

You

Pleasing

YOURSELF

Patrons
AS

study the new box-office reports OURSELVES— what interests us more than anything
else is the difference in opinion of exhibitors
AFTER they have run a picture. And the way their
opinions seem to differ from their own box-office results.
An exhibitor who tells us frankly he thinks these boxoffice reports won't benefit HIM any, because he runs the
pictures close to release, writes us a three-page letter. In
that letter he names as his ideal picture a certain release
that has proved a very popular booking and yet has not
made above " average " in any theatre of which we have
record. He says this picture was " 97 per cent perfect
for children, 98 per cent perfect for women, 98 per cent
perfect for men." He says : " In my time I have viewed
not less than 2,200 pictures, and I have found that what
the patrons as a whole enjoy most are comedy dramas."
Then speaking of the film above mentioned, he says if he
could have got people into the house to see this picture,
they would have been highly pleased but " we could NOT
GET THEM INTO THE HOUSE."

w

we

E took a hurried glance at our reports on this picture.
We could see the exhibitors liked it. One excused poor business by recording a " blizzard " on

or

Your

?

the day he showed it. Another said his patrons were very
much pleased, but reported average business, no better
the second day than the first. Only one out of several
exhibitors complained of the picture as " Light comedy
with
to it."
Nownothing
the BOX-OFFICE
verdict showed that as a
BUSINESS proposition this comedy was decidedly "light"
and literally had " nothing to it."
You can't stay in business and run pictures that mean
NOTHING to you from a box-office angle. The film
company producing this picture has all the facilities and
brains for turning out pictures that will offer you something more than " pleased patrons afterwards."
Unless your business is always the same, certain types
of patronage will always be on hand to see their type of
picture, and are pleased with that picture if it is well done
of its class.
Those who like comedy drama will go in — those who
don't, as the exhibitor above says, you CAN'T GET IN.
So the audience which LIKED this picture was bound to
like it, and ask for more * of *that* kind.
*

DEADLY MOVIE FAN who knows what he
wants and gets it is not the man to build your busiSAFELY
can't build RE
ness on. You EVERYWHE
like. unless you
know what audiences

THE
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A department devoted to the problems of every theatre manager
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of the favorite
tion, there is no reawails of the exhibson in the world exMaking
the Stars Work
For You
itors these days are that
cept lack of foresight
the stars are " getting all
Use Pictures of Them in Your Newspaper
why
you
should notyour
be
able to illustrate
the money." Much more
advertisements
with
stock
Displays
and
Get
the
Personality
time is spent on these exEffect
clamations than in study
cuts. Practically evenas to how you can actually
distributing concern furnishes these at less than cost and they are available in nearly
make the stars work for YOU. Not long ago the Motion Picall of the exchanges. Wc believe that every exhibitor who is
ture News said editorially that there was no question that the
showing the same stars from time to time should have a complete
present was the day of the star; whether the period would last
only time will show. And whether it lasts or not you should take
set of all the players and that there should rarely be an advertisement inserted that did not carry one of these cuts.
advantage of the situation now and capitalize on every star that
appears at your house.
The outlay is small, and if it is made gradually as you play
Many big productions go over in which there is no star featured
each attraction you will hardly notice the expense. And then
and we do not believe that it is essential for you to have big you can fit yourself up a small filing cases or series of boxes to
stars every day at your theatre to attract patrons. But what we
keep them for ready use. Get them back from your newspapers
do insist on is that while you are playing pictures in which some
when you use them and put them away against that day that you
may need them again.
one or two stars are featured, that you ought to get the most possible out of pictures you show.
Keep the faces of your stars before the public. Pictures appeal
where mere TYPE fails to get over. They attract instant attenOne of the theories of star productions as applied to extion of every follower of particular players, and more than that,
hibitors isbad, bad because it is a false theory. Two many showmen expect the name of the star to carry over the production
a picture will "get the eye" of your non-patron a great deal
quicker than any other display. People who have passed by your
without doing anything themselves. They expect that the foladvertisement because they never go to that house will read it
lozvers of Marguerite Clark or Pearl White or Francis Bushman
will be brought to the theatre with the mere announcement that
when you have it illustrated, and a certain percentage of these
will be found inside your doors.
they arc to appear.
Were the writer running a theatre he would advertise the most
Especially should this be true if your paper runs any photopopular star all the more for that popularity. He would see to
play news. If it does there will be short items printed about the
players that will keep them closer to the attention of your patrons
it that every possible patron in this section knew of the appearand there will be a quick response when you use the face.
ance of that player and that this fact was impressed on him with
On the opposite page we have reproduced, in about half their
the most striking effect. If that were not true, every theory of
actual size, a number of good and bad advertisements of star
advertising that is followed by the biggest advertisers the country
over would be false.
attractions. No attempt has been made to select the best advertisements of the week or the worst, but to show what average
And right here is another point. We receive complaints from
exhibitors are doing with their star productions.
many exhibitors that on certain programs and in certain brands
Notably standing out in this list is the Lothrup theatre. Omaha.
of pictures they are offered there are some stars of great popuThis exhibitor felt that he could use very small space, and he
larity and others that are little known and are of lesser drawing
power. Before the exhibitor complains we would first ask him:
only employed five inches one column deep, yet he gave over half
of this space to a picture of Mae Marsh and the ad draws atten"What are you doing to make these stars better known?" The
tion even in the midst of a number of larger ones around it.
sane producer is not going to attempt to force for long on the
Three ads of pictures in which William Farnum is appearing
public stars that have no ability. It is too true that some of these
come and go into the discard, but the point remains that you
are reproduced. Broadway Strand, Detroit, and Shea's Hippoare never going to know what a particular player will do at your
Buffalo,thebothsame
advertise
" When
a Man one
SeesinRed."
and bothdrome,use
scene him
from inthe
production,
half
theatre unless you advertise that one.
tone
and
the
other
in
line
drawing.
Both
of
these
attract
attenDon't
and such aWeplayer
a poor drawing
card
untilsimply
you say
find that
out such
for yourself.
haveis spoken
in these
tion. But note the display of the Muse theatre, Omaha. The manager of this house knew that the big thing in his advertisement
columns time after time of exhibitors who jump to a conclusion
was the name of William Farnum, the personality of him. if you
and are hard and fastbound, not by some lesson that they have
will. Yet all the effect, that was achieved was in using his name
learned from experience, but something which they have made
up their mind MUST be true. Many exhibitors are guided by in 60-point type and crowding around it a mass of unnecessary
what they THINK instead of what they KNOW. And in many
reading matter. One-third of the space devoted to a distinctize
cut of the star would hare made a smashing display, but as it
cases it is not even a case of thinking, but supposition.
appears in the newspapers, surrounded by other advertising, it
This is not meant to be an argument for any particular class
of pictures, but we are merely trying to tell you how to get the
is simply a mass of type in a Zinlderness of other typographical
more-or-less efforts.
worth out of the stars that you are playing, and not ten per
Forsyth theatre, Atlanta, Ga., and the New Grand Central,
cent of th'e exhibitors of the country are doing that. One of
the principal means for doing this is through newspaper adverSt.
had Marguerite
Clark in "ofBab's
Burglar." The
New Louis,
Grandboth
Central,
from the specimens
its advertising
that
tising— the right sort of advertising that attracts attention to the
we have seen, appears never to use the cut of a star and to use
stars and keeps that attention fixed.
about the same size type in all of its advertising and to make
Certainly the personality of the star enters into his or her
a uniform effort to get a lot of matter into a small space. We
drawing power. And certainly the greatest way that you can
have commented before that St. Louis is a poor advertising
express that personality is through a picture, either that of the
town so far as motion picture houses are concerned, but this is
star in the particular role that you are advertising, or in a stock
pose. If you are a manager in the larger cities where you have
all the more reason why those managers who know the value of
engraving facilities at your hand, we would always advise showadvertising
should make their appeals the most striking possible.
ing the player in some scene from the production — one in which
the star is not dominated by others, or still better in the part she
The Forsyth theatre uses one of the designs furnished by Paramount. We would prefer Miss Clark alone in the cut, but still
plays, with nothing more to distract the attention.
But if you are in a smaller city or you have a house in which
her name is so strongly brought out and so placed that one reads
(Continued on page 3477)
you cannot afford to pay for a special cut on each produc-
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With

Use

of Cuts

Here are some remarkable contrasts in the advertising of motion picture stars. These advertisements have not been selected with the
intention of getting either the best or the worst displays, but they have been taken from a number of papers through the country to
shozv what average exhibitors are doing. A discussion of these advertisements, together with suggestions for getting the greatest
possible pulling pozver out of your stars will be found in the article on the opposite page.

HOW ilrociciwciySircincl
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SU«1., Tab Aft......
MANWM. W„. FARNUM
LOOKS
■•WHEN HE
i" ■ Sm.,k,„; b., Fi*i PL,
SEES RED" WrlLl^THISA IS MAN
SEES RED
A REAL THRILLER
i FamBesturn's
AXSO NEW HACKFight
"ROPING HER ROMEO"
THRILLS
A PICTURE YOU
WON'T FORGET

- SOBS
THE WILLIAM FOX
Wonder Picture

LIAM

LAUGHS
COME
EARLY

FARNUM

"THE
CONQUEROR"
ACareer
Gripping
Drama Sam
Picturing
the
A
COST
of General
Houston
Three Hundred
of
the
\lost
Famous
American
In$300,000
SUPER
dians, with Their Chiefs, Mexican Soldiers, United
States Cavalrymen, Texas ftangers. Trappers and
8,000
PICTURE Guides.
PEOPLE
A PICTURE THAT WILL GO DOWN IN THE
ANNALS
OF
FILMDOM
Dc. '.UXE
1,000
Directed by R A. WALSH
HORSES
Who M>de
"The Ou-uteea
Honor Sj-.ler.
fi REELS
Written
by Henry
Wen
Continuous
2 P.M. till 11 P.M.

ALL
I'WEEK,
Starting
'today

MUSE
THE HOUSE THAT PUT
A-MUSE IN AMUSEMENT

BRYANT WASHBURN
in, "SKINNER'S BABY*

AT WILLIS
WEEKWOODWARD
STARTINGSCREEN
SUNDAYDEBUT
MATINEE.
OF OCTOBER I«
The Intensely Attractive Female Impersonator
«
JULIAN
Elting
The
itSS, Countess Charming
Murphy, Van & Kenyon I Mutt and Jeff
NEW SONC
SELECTIONS
I "THE *'iVENTRILOQUISTS'
Rex Beach
Travel Picture*
pwdetoo? .Ujf' %
OTHER FILMS-He. AND
1800 Lin*MUSICAL
iuu I FEATURES*
WEEK
ALL
Starting
Today
Marine*

MADISON
I T BR0ADWAY4 &RAND CIRCUS PARK * 1
A Mammoth Triple *
GREATEST AND BEST MOTION PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT DETROIT HAS EVER SEEN K

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

WM. S.

I HART

SESSUE
Hayakawa

Matinee Prices
Same As Night

BUTTEfFLY
INCOMPARABLE
BUTTERFLY
XHESTRA
ALL SEATS 10c G*S0 SBl
A SENSATION DIRECT FROM NEW YORK!
PUyed the Pa. i Weefc at the Rielto Theater. New York, at 60c I
AND VAS THE TALK OF ALL NEW YORK
DOROTHY DAL
TON
The Most Beautiful and Shapely Woman on the
Screen, Who Starred in "Flame of the Youkon."

WELLS
THEATR
■ ■
THIS WCEK=
Matinee 10c, Night 15c
Daily 12-M to 11 P. M.
FIRST SHOWING IN NORFOLK
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Jesse L. Lasky Presents Cecil B. DeMille's Product! orG£KALDI\B KAKK'AK
in "THE WOMAN GOD FORGOT"
With Wallace Reid and a Strong Cast o[ Famous Players
Also a BIG "V COMEDY
-WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAYGoldwyn Presents
MADGE KENNEDY
in "BABY MINE"

FORSYTH
n. Adult* 16c and Children 10c
All Week mon. OeL 29

— FRIDAY
ANDParamount
SATURDAYAnother Stellar
Picture

in "THE
SON ANDOFeV*
HIS COMEDY
CHARL
RFATHER"
A Y
Also
MUTT
JEFF
First Paramount
Trios. H. Ince
Production.
bHer"THE
PRICE
MARK"
THIS GREAT STORY WILL BE THE TALK
OF MILWAUKEE AS IT WAS OF NEW
YORK, PICTUR1ZING A BEAUTIFUL ARTFIRST APPEARANCE IN THIS THEATER OP
GOODIST MODEL'S
NAME STRUGGLES
IN THE FACETO OFPRESERVE
POVERTY.A
A Story of Exotic Love. Thrill and Adventures and
MARGUERITE CLARK
Hair
Raising
Suspense.
Laid
in
New
York's
Giddy
Latin Quarter.
IT Will STICK IN YOUR MIND FOR MAN; A DAY! I Delight/ ul Corned?.
Rlnehart
A NEW COMEDY BV MR. AND MRS SIDNEY DREW
EXTRA! WISCONSIN BOYS AT WACO, TEX.
ExclusiveNewTravelGrandPicture*,
Trip Through
Centra]' ' ATopical
Review China. ' '
MOTIONBUTTERFLY
PICTURES THEATER
TAKEN BY —HEARST-PATHE
ESPECIALLY
FOR
THE
IT SHOWS HOWNEWS,
THE BOYS
ARE BEING
Humf
eld'srr*«ui
Orchestra.
'P*p
C—
fCT<
tat
Addition
to
BffDlM
Mood*?
end T.iasxltvj EvmirxC*.)
TRAINED AT CAMP MacARTHUR — ALSO OTHER PATHE NEWS.

■"Bab's

:

Burglar":

coming-next"yveek
MAE
MARSH
«
In
J>_* "SUNSHINE
Jl «. - «_*-«-&•ALLEY"
* * ■ ■ ■ |j|
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| Vitagraph Display
Scores Hit with
Alice Joyce Poster
^iiaiiiniintiiiiiiMiji!i!inHHnmnmHtiiiiinn:niimiiinniiimnniminimimmiui:nnininniiniii!iimiitiiF
VITAGRAPH offers as a distinct
achievement in poster work a sixsheet stand issued in connection with the
release W.of Chambers
" The Fettered
the
Robert
drama inWoman,"
which Alice
Joyce
is starred.
Vitagraph
is giving much thought to its
poster work, and an inspection of some of
the recent work revealed to the Exhibitors
Service Bureau that this company is taking a far stride ahead in honestly and
strikingly advertising its pictures. Vitagraph holds that the poster is the only advertising link between the company itself
and the exhibitor and seeks to give him
the best.
In the first place the most striking large
pictures of the stars are used in this display work, many of the recent ones being
real works of art. They do not consist
of meaningless scenes from the production, but the most striking that stand out
as self explanatory. Gobs of red ink,
scenes of horror and the "burlesque" type
of " beauty " are barred from these dis-

Here is a reproduction of the 6-sheet that Vitagraph is issuing in connection zvith
Alice Joyce in " The Fettered Woman." The black and white fails to shozv the
beauty of the color work.
Exhibitor

and

Exchange

Paper

Men

Score

Supplied for Lobby Displays
easels and other exhibiting devices. This
con- ' is of paramount importance at present and
two protests
A DAY'S
d by mancerning mail
the brings
paper furnishe
ufacturers for lobby displays. One of the manufacturer who starts this movement
will be a boon to the theatre man.
these comes from an exchange manager
" As for cuts and photos, that is another
and the other from a " live wire " theatre
advertising phase that needs improvements.
proprietor. And they agree that the larger
Photos should be made to be purchased
part of the matter now being supplied
outright by the exhibitor for say 25 cents
makes it impossible for the showmen to ima set — and I think it can be done — the exprove their theatres and to gain more busichange would be relieved of the constant
ness, as they are constantly being urged
to do.
writing and worry of having these returned. With the present rental system,
Both of these men also claim that the
manufacturers need to get out on the road cuts and photos are seldom returned with
the show and the result is considerable loss
and become acquainted with exhibiting conditions through the country and see the
of money and time to both parties. Exhibitors would readily pay a nominal price
needs. The point is made that the manufor the purchase of cots and photos to be
facturers are zvasting hundreds of thourelieved of the bother of returning them,
sands of dollars every year by sending out
matter that cannot be used.
or even remembering they have to be returned. Besides, this would give each exManager A. Dresner, of the Exhibitors'
hibitor aclean set for exhibition material,
Film Exchange, Washington, declares that
he has more trouble with posters than any
and the exchange would have a good suppart of the booking work. He adds that
ply always on hand. Even the booking attending these small items is a nuisance and
the eight-sheet poster is almost a dead loss
a task. This is a matter worth the serious
to the exchange, as few theatres can use
that size and comes out for standardizing
consideration of the manufacturer."
of paper by the manufacturers.
" If the manufacturer must have higher
" Such a movement would work to a rentals," writes T. E. Rickards, manager
good end for exhibitor, exchangeman and
of
Phoenix, something
Ariz., " thento
let the
themHipgivetheatre,
the provincial
manufacturer,"
says
Mr.
Dresner.
"
As
assure
him
attention
from
the
men and
most exhibitors use films from more than
one manufacturer, it is necessary that they women who stop in front of his place and
(Continued on page 3443)
have uniform paper to use in their frames,

" The Bettered Woman " six-sheet is a
plays.
big dominating portrait of Alice Joyce,
perfect in its likeness to the beautiful Vitagraph star. It is lithographed in five colors, delicate in its handling, yet by that
very delicacy certain to stand out boldly
against an array of the more glaring type
of posters which so frequently fight each
other to mutual ineffectiveness.
And combined with the artistic side of
the paper there is a real box-office value
in the selection of this particular portrait
for use as a poster. " The Fettered Woman " is an appealing title. Linked with an
exquisite portrait of a player whose beauty
is most enhanced by the air of tragedy
that surrounds the roles for which she is
best known, full advantage is taken of the
personality of the star.
Too much cannot be said in commendation of the tendency of the leading companies to improve the quality of their
poster output. Vitagraph, through its sales
force, and by correspondence with exhibitors, checks the effectiveness of its posters
to the end that the selling value of its
paper, from the exhibitor's standpoint, may
at no time be impaired by an over-artistic
effort. Yet exhibitors have given the company every encouragement in the gradual
trend toward a higher type of poster, and
the Vitagraph line of paper, as it is being
issued today, may fairly be considered as
representing the combined thought and
work of both exhibitor and producer — the
kind of paper that gets business and gets
it clean.
Some months ago Vitagraph issued a
series of window cards with portraits of
leading stars tipped-on in the style of
mounted photographs. One was issued as
an experiment, and so unanimous was the
exhibitors' approval, that a series was
made
covering
feminine
stars. the entire list of Yitagraph's
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Exhibitors I Have Known
By Carl Horton Pierce
|
^nmraiiiiiiiimnniimiininHiiimHimiiiHinmmnimnmiiimninniiinninnimiiiimniiiiiiiiniiinii msmm
Mr. Pierce, who has traveled |
NO man in the business has shown more j| the United States and Canada |
of a desire to keep pace with the | for the past four years, calling §
industry than Frank L. Newman, prop- |j upon exhibitors in the interests |
prietor of the Royal and Regent theatres |j of the Morosco Photoplay Co. |
of Kansas City. " Frank," as all of his j| and later for Paramount and j
friends, who are legion, term him, is a j
| Artcraft, is in an unusual posi- |
live one. You might call him the Rothap- || tion to give his impressions first §
fel of the Middle West.
Thre years ago, over a table in a little j1 hand of the men of whom he j
anteroom in the Baltimore Hotel, Frank, |j writes. His perspective has en- |
Carl Mensing of Leavenworth, Kansas, and |j abled him to pick out the high |
I sat for several hours discussing raising |j lights among the exhibitors of |
prices. Surely the market indicated the || the continent.
His deductions |
demand. Mr. Newman recognized it, but || will be of interest to you, un- |
he was a cautious man, and the change j
from ten to fifteen cents meant the taking 1| doubtedly.
of a momentous step. In fact, one of ^luininiiiitiiiimiinniiiiiiiiiuiiTiiiTiiiTTtiiiKiiiiitiitiiiiitniiiiiEtiittiiEriTtiiriiiiiiiTuiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiHiuijn^
Mr. Newman's steady patrons came to him
are essential in any business. The question at this time is this : How to keep up
and said : " The day you raise your prices
to fifteen cents, that day you seal the doom
with the times, stepping even a little faster
of
yournot.
theatre." But did that deter him?
It did
than the industry itself."
Courtesy and Cleanliness
The Royal went to fifteen cents, and
went over that figure. This was a much
Mr. Newman takes the courtesy and
more difficult proposition than it sounds
cleanliness as a matter of fact, yet here is
to read about it, because the Royal theatre
the compliment paid Mr. Newman recently
is a small house in the heart of the town —
by one of his competitors who — though
588 seats. Now you come to make 588 thirty miles away — nevertheless follows the
seats pay with Paramount and Artcraft
lead of the Royal and Regent theatres in
pictures in the heart of a big city and you
the
big city. He said : " There is no doubt
are " going some." But that change to about it, Frank. You put that genial
radiance that people call Frank Newman
higher prices — among other things — is the
very thing that put the house over and
into every one of your theatres. Your
kept it over. This might be well for some
Royal and Regent theatres abound with
of you exhibitors to put down in your
the geniality of your own personality. You
MAKE the theatre go over because it is
note books — for present and future reference.
a part
of YOU."
Absorb
that — you gentlemen who think
that you can run a theatre the same as you
Foresight Plus Backbone "
In other words, Frank Newman had the
run a piece of machinery. You can't. It
foresight plus the backbone to go through
requires personality.
with a policy that was written on the face
" Did you ever stop to figure," says Mr.
of the wall in large letters that were large
Newman,
" that 95 per cent of the exhibenough for anyone to read who would.
itors throughout the country try to get
And even now when some exhibitors are
their help as cheaply as they possibly can?
short-sighted enough to fear raising their
After all, you only get what you pay for.
prices ; when — three years later— they canMy idea has been that I have tried to get
not see that the very thing that will save
the BEST — the best help, the best in mutheir lives is the step that Mr. Newman
sic, the best in everything — and I always
took, do you think that Frank is stopping?
pay them more than any other theatre
He is not. He is surging ahead — ahead of pays. In the first place, employees are comthe procession.
petent and they become more so — they become a part of the theatre — and the patrons
" It isn't a question of price," says Mr.
see for themselves that the same people
Newman. " A man may be satisfied — he
are kept. This establishes a welcome and
may be making money — but that isn't the
thing for you to think of : You must
a hominess that makes for business on a
CREATE SOMETHING. The man that
permanent basis.
does stand still, when a man with new
Permanency of Help
blood comes in and he raises his admission
price or does anything new or starts some" In theatres where there is a charge of
thing, has to be left behind. The new
two or three admission prices this permanency of help is an asset to the manman — if he charges the new price — has
opportunity to pay for better service. Then
agement, because when a cashier gets accustomed to the priced seat that a man
the better service, plus the new ideas and
usually buys she does not to bore him by
all, command the better class of people,
and then the first man is a dead one.
asking — she simply hands him the ticket
or tickets that he is accustomed to order.
"The trade journals have all had comments from a great many exhibitors about
" Take the history of the Regent theatre
as an instance of the outworking of this
the employees being courteous, the cleanliness of the theatres, etc. That is — or
principle with my help. When I started
in the Regent I could not get people in at
should be a thing of the past, now, because business are conducting the theaten cents — this was because they didn't
know the class of show that I was trying
tres, and they understand that these things
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Successful

Frank L. Newman,
Proprietor
Theatres,
Kansas Royal
City and Regent
to run — I was in a cheap neighborhood —
the people had to be made patrons of the
theatre. In other words, it took time for
them to find out the class of show that I
was conducting. When they did, a regular
clientele was established, and now it is
easy — even easier — for me to get fifteen
cents than formerly it was to obtain ten
cents. All of this brings me back to the
point
that it isn't the price but the tout
ensemble.
" A great many exhibitors — on the days
when business is coming — will cut or they
will run the show they have so fast that
they will ruin the picture. I started out
in St. Joe, Mo., in 1912, to make a schedule
for my shows, because at that time I
showed my first big production — ' Queen
" Ever since that time I have made a
Elizabeth.'
schedule for my operator for each picture— in other words, I established a regular show time for each day of the week.
When my subjects were short, I would
add on a reel to fill out the regular schedule time. I feel that we should please the
people that are in the theatre — we should
give them the show that they have paid
for, the way that it should be shown.
Those that are in are then satisfied. Those
that can't get in are an adv. for you. This
is always a better plan than to murder
some production — thereby destroying your
Best
in Musicians
clientele."
One of Mr. Newman's competitors said
to him a day or so ago : " Frank, I never
hear people speak of your pictures — they
speak of your music." Frank replied :
" Thanks. It isn't the number of musicians
you have in your orchestra. Pay a little
more and get the BEST. Sweetness
counts. Don't drown your people out with
mere noise. Give them fitting music of
high
grade.
peopleupwill
the rest."
When
FrankTheopened
the dotheatre
— the
Royal — the price was ten cents. Then
came ten and twenty — and now it is fifteen
and twenty-five. " At the rate things are
going now it will soon be twenty-five and
thirty-five," said Mr. Newman last week.
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Idea — and
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Almost every one will read the entire ad
FLOATS, auto displays and the like are
and talk about it.
of much more value in small towns
than in cities where they would have to
make an almost endless journey to be seen
An hour's thought to the presentation
of a picture is worth ten days of crying
by a greater part of the people. However,
Ludeke Brothers, of St. Peter, Minn.,
from the housetops.
showed their value on the occasion of the
17 OX'S Comedy theatre, Brooklyn, not
* only got all of the admirers of Francis
X. Bushman into the theatre on a specified day, but made the souvenir that was
presented advertise the next picture to be
shown. On a certain day the management
handed every person leaving the theatre an
envelope bearing the words " His Photograph," and in this
was this letter telling of
the photograph
offer.
When this Bushman photograph was distributed itbore on the back an announce*

ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO
PATRONS SERVICE BUREAU
COM WM.
EOT FOX'S
TH EATRE
194 GRANO ST.
BROOKLYN , N. V.

showing of " The Fall of a Nation." The
British tanks being foremost in public attention the Messers Ludeke used their auto
to fit up a miniature model of a trench conqueror and sent it through the town. Inasmuch as the entire outfit cost only $3
it certainly was a cheap enough way to
exploit the picture.
There's one tax that all can evade—that
of the patron's patience.
HERE is a very catch advertisement that
was used in the New York papers
during the run of Theda Bara in " Cleopatra." It's an idea worth saving for those
who are going to show the picture later.
Exhibitors will be able to obtain full-sized
copies of this display by writing to the
William Fox office.
Note that this display is " different." It
occupied a quarter of page space and gave
plenty of room for the text matter and illustrations and then left the desired white
space. Here is an example when a catch
phrase can be used to the very best effect.
A

IT COST CAESAR
AN EMPIRE TO SEE
CLEOPATRA
IT COSTS YOU 25c-$1.00
WILLIAM FOX Presents
THEDA BARA in CLEOPATRA
Stc tbt Passions
Pageants
Egypt's Overturned
Vampire Queen
Sf( Howandand
Why OneofWoman
the World
Men/ Cleopatra
ol Her Time.Conquered the Two Gr<

Dear Madam;A Photograph of Francis X. Bushman
will be presented to all Ladies on Wednesday,
Oct.
10th, at Fcx's
194 Grand Street,
in celebration
of an Comedy,
event extraordinary.
We knew that we would be serving you
by letting you know that Francis X. Bushman
has returned to the screen, and will appear
at Fox's Comedy Theatre.
Mr. Bushman was kind enough to supply
us
with a number of his photographs
for the ladies.
Very truly,
COMEDY THEATRE.
P. S. Bushman and Bayne's latest Photoplay, "THEIR COMPACT", will be shown
at
Wm. onFox's
Comedy October
Theatre,10th.
194 Grand
Street,
Wednesday.
Please
remember — One Day Only.
ment of Ethel Clayton's play, " The Woman
Beneath
" and a personal message from the
star.
Always let the "added feature" at your
theatre be the smile of satisfaction on the
face of the departing patron.
WAR

taxes arc not going to hurt the
progressive exhibitors of Scranton,
Pa. These men are up on their toes to
take advantage of the situation and they
have put the matter straight up to the public in page advertisements in the Sunday
papers. The public is naturally suspicious
and the ordinary patron has not read the
law with the same attention that the exhibitor has. Many of them, especially
women and children, probably do not even
know that there is such a thing as a war
tax on pictures. Four theatres of Scranton realized this and they used big space

The U. S. War Tax
On Theater Admissions
Goes Into Effect On
Thursday,
Nov. 1 st

THIS IS THE LAW— AS IT READS

I Hum TTi«*im Win Hmndl* Uve I.
Strand Poli Majestic Academy

This Advertisement Donated by the
Management of the Above Theaters
to call attention of the various methods
that would be followed in collecting the
tax and telling why they were forced to
put this added charge on the public.
Long ago big corporations realized the
necessity of taking their troubles to the
public, of telling the truth about increases
in prices, etc. It's a mighty good thing
when exhibitors realize the same thing.
And there's another thing. These four
theatres did not hesitate to unite in making
their talk to the public.
// competition is the life of trade, cooperation may be the soul of progress.
CORT theatre, Fort Thomas, Ky., sends
out one of the best announcements
for each week's bill that we have seen.
This is in the form of a card with a hole at
the top so that it can be hung up for the
convenience of the family and not mislaid on the reading table among a bunch
of magazines.
There is something more about this card
AM
rftDT TiiriTPr
Program for Week of Sept. 17th
MONDAY— The Double Standard. Just what the name
implies.Deeds,
Will joker
not appeal
His Dark
Comedy.to children.
TUESDAY— Ruth Storehouse in The Stolen Actress.
Luke, the
runnierbrandthan new.
Charlie.
Pathe
News,Plumber.
alt currentHe'sevents:
WEDNESDAY— Alice Brady in Darkest Russia. A
timely story of Russian intrigue.
Happy Hooligan, Razoo — A cartoon comedy.
THURSDAY— Dorothy Phillips in The Flashlight.
A stirring
story. It's a Blue Bird.
Kitchen
Ella, adetective
Joker Comedy.
FRIDAY— AMargarita
Fisher
in
The
Pearl of Paradise.
Hawaiian Hula Hula story.
Jerry, The Lady Detective, a comedy.
SATURDAY
i * Mr:>;:r.u : Seeds of RedempDry trorK
Goods and Damp Deeds, an L-Ko comedy.
All the latest military news in the Animated
Weekly.cinnatiPositively
Theatres. first run. ahead of CinSUNDAY— drama
The Fire
of
a rapidsnappv.
fire comedyfeaturingYouth,
that happy,
speedy,
Over jack
the Mulhall
Fence, some baseball comedy.
Shows
start
at
night 8:45.
except Sunday.
Three shows Sunday7 o'clock
night— every
6r00. 7:30,
Admission, 10 Cents
Soldier boys can buy tickets at the Post Exchange with
Canteen checks.
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that gives a hint to the exhibitor. This
is the frank statement about each film.
Note that in referring to " The Double
Standard " the card says that this is not
a picture that will appeal to children. There
are just a few words used in describing
each picture, but these are sufficient to describe their character. The Fort theatre
is not trying to get anyone into the house
with false promises or exaggeration.
Y Gwyr yn Erbyn y Byd is Welsh. It
is the Druid tribatic and it means " Truth
Against the World. There are a lot of
exhibitors who could borrow it.

is a rather novel method of advertising. Manager Robert Poole of
the Laughlin theatre, Long Beach, Cal.,
uses a full page in the Sunday paper tellof the
ingtre.
week's
at his theaHe pays
for attractions
the whole amount
and
only occupies a small amount of it with the

HERE

BIGGEST SEASON
ucfJ^ IN CITY'S HISTORY
uuaiuN-iorpRicEPOuct
VMm
WI6 16TAHMNHHJ5 SUtttSIr^^^0UScluu™
of LWHUX prnmB

"Unas■ 1>L
jsi,*^--ftsSssBEJt£«•shritsc
KNWut
' •-"--=--'
WV ;"i->]*s
-: = ■
vin

Are

Doing
rnmiiininiiiiiiinmrnTrmnninnrmniniimiiimimitHi,—

is the wise thing to do, to direct every possible penny spent by the distributor to
your own house.
We have taken many specimens of good
advertising from the Strand theatre,
Omaha, and here we have another example
of coupling the theatre up with Paramount

^^aramount
SusdlaT, 21tt.
Monday.22d TuridaT.
October
*r.d 23d, f
MAXINE ELLIOTT in

W tdnetda
"Fighting
October
24tk,j. ThurKiar.
2Stk. 26U>Fndir
and Odds"
27andtb, Saturday,
MARGUERITE CLARK in
"Bab's Diary"
"ROPING HER ROMEO.

advertising. Yet there is one slip here
that was probably made unconsciously, but
it is a bad one. The impression would be
lefta by
this display
that when
" Fighting
is
Paramount
picture,
as a Odds
matter"
of fact it is a Goldwyn product. There is
always a certain element of the public that
is looking for things like this as a basis
for theatre criticism and it's a mighty good
idea to play absolutely safe.
The best way to keep ahead of the other
fellow is to start first.

MAE MARSH pgsfSZS
ggTig— -~ -":
-FtniYOframair
display, the remainder being devoted to
reading matter. This is probably a good
plan where your local newspaper does not
co-operate with you, but we believe that it
would be much better if the manager
would go to his editor and tell him that he
is willing to use a page advertisement every
Sunday, but that he wants co-operation in
the news columns. If your paper is worth
anything, it will co-operate with you. When
a manager is paying for the reading matter there is a very strong temptation to
use adjectives and strong expressions that
do not convince the public.
The advertising reading public is a
mighty wise public these days.
Help yourself to another portion of the
idea dish.
\Y/E note with interest that many of the
" liver exhibitors of the country are
coupling their theatres up with the national advertising being done by several of
the distributing companies. Certainly this

MANAGER POWELL, of the Rex theatre, Racine, Wis., in a recent issue
of his house program announces that he
has raised the price of admission. After
reciting that the costs of everything in the
motion picture industry have gone up just
like in other lines, Mr. Powell fully justifies the increase. But he isn't going to
impress his patrons very much with the
policy of better entertainment when he
uses such phrases as this : " Yesterday
two of us went into a commonplace restaurant downtown (one of the 'hash houses'),
etc." This sort of language isn't going
to add to the dignity of the theatre and
you are putting your house on a low level
anyway when you compare it with a
" hash house."
Keep lost motion out of your projection
machine — and your exhibiting sense.
""THE greatest novelty stunt to boost the
* sale of Liberty Bonds among theatres of Boston was an original scheme of
Thomas D. Soriero, manager of the Park
theatre, by strapping an illuminated sign,
bearing
" Buyusher.
a Liberty
on the the
backwords,
of each
The Bond,"
white
flashes of the Liberty Bond seen twinkling
through the auditorium of the theatre
made a big hit.
Beside this up-to-date stunt Manager

Soriero was able by the aid of Marguerite
Snow, to sell $100,000 of bonds at the
Park theatre, during a matinee and evening performance. The ushers were each
trained when a patron came down the
aisle to stand at attention and salute. As
he turned his back to lead the patron to
a seat the electric sign was flashed on
and continued flashing until the party was
seated. Boston newspapers each day commented favorably on the action of Manager Soriero, and several managers of
other houses copied the idea with success.
Half the worry that you spend on your
competitor could well be used in sizing up
yourself.
HEREthe isidea
a novelty
is a novelty
; it's
of a that
manager
who shows
that he is thinking about how to attract
new business to his house. Manager Otis
Hoyt of the Liberty theatre, Long Beach,
Cal., recently advertised an " old fashioned
picture show " to start at midnight. He
finally obtained a print of the first Keystone comedy that was ever made, and this
was accompanied by the most primitive of
" nickelodeon " music. After the audience
had seen a slide programme that lasted
fifteen minutes, an illustrated song was introduced. This was sung by Keystone Director
Harry
who wrote the song
over ten years Williams,
ago.
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William C. O'Hare,
ManagerIowaMajestic Theatre,
Des Moines,
Des Moines Man Makes Second
Run Hit
William C. O'Hare, of Des Moines, has
shown that it is possible to score a success where there has been nothing but
failure before. He proved this with the
Majestic theatre, and he did it in an unusual way.
Year after year, under different managements, all sorts of policies has been
followed. After repeated failures with the
legitimate and numerous periods of vacancy motion pictures were introduced, and
for a short time the house enjoyed unusual prosperity, but this was short-lived.
Again the house changed management and
" big features only " were tried, but though
money was spent with a lavish hand the
house did not prosper.
Then Mr. O'Hare bought a half interest
in the house and after two weeks of experimenting hefound that the other houses
in Des Moines had tied up all of the best
features and that the public was educated
to these theatres. So Mr. O'Hare hit upon
the plan of booking second-run pictures
which had proved popular at other houses.
The result was that the Majestic is prospering, literally turning people away from
the doors.
Triangle UrgesSaving
Mats as Exhibitor
Triangle is urging exhibitors of the country to use mats instead of cuts or electrotypes for their newspaper advertising.
After investigation the publicity department has found that only papers in the
smaller towns are not equipped with stereotyping apparatus that enables the use of
the mats and that these will save the exhibitors alarge amount of money in the
course of a year.
Triangle suggests that exhibitors consult
with their newspapers at once and that
when they find that mats can be used instead of the cuts, they notify their exchange and get the immediate benefit of the
saving.

Your
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Theatre

?
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His entire exhibition was over by ten
In this column the Exhibitors' Servo'clock. The manager says that he could
ice Bureau will print comment from
do even better if he were able to use
week to week on theatres actually
special reels for the children, but he is
visited, pointing out faults found and
unable to pay a double rental, especially
commendable features. The name of
since the greater part of his evening
the theatre will not be mentioned, but
patrons are adults and he cannot show
if it applies to you and you want imthem juvenile films.
The next problem that he was up against
provement, write to this department.
was advertising. He could not afford large
display space in the papers published in the
THEATRE H. is truly a suburban
theatre. It is located in a residence
city because of the fact that he got the
district, about five miles from the heart of benefit of only a small part of its circulation, there being only about 500 people in
the city and outside of the municipal
limits. It has a population of some 4,000 his section who subscribed for the daily
and practically all of the men folk and
in their homes and he figured that probably a fourth of the male members of the
some of the women work in the city.
household
took these copies of the paper
The house itself is a neat one, seating
off
with
them
to their work and that thereabout 400 people, built of frame, but atfore he would miss the members of the
tractive in appearance and well managed
from the physical point of view. The house
family that he wanted to reach. He obvihad recently changed management for the
ated that difficulty by taking into his business the two boys who delivered the
reason that two previous managers had
papers in the section, and each day had a
failed. There had been one period during
which the theatre was dark for about six small handbill struck off announcing the
months and this had helped to get the attractions for the day at the theatre. For
$1 each a week the newsboys were quite
people out of the habit of attending motion
ready to fold one of these handbills in each
pictures, for while the people were willing
enough to make a night trip to the city to copy of the paper. These served the purpose especially well because they dropped
see some striking stage attraction and once
out when the paper was opened and the
in a while a special picture, they would not
handbills themselves remained in the home.
make the journey to see an average feature.
Still this means did not reach all of his
Another problem the new manager was
up against was that when the men came
patrons, for the suburb occupied a considerable territory and people were not
home from the city the most of them
wqre tired and were unwilling to walk to willing to walk down to the theatre and
take a chance on what they might see.
his hquse or to take another car ride.
Previous managers had given shows only
This had been the great trouble with the
in the evening, arguing that the men folk
previous managers and the new man set
were away in the daytime and that the at- out to achieve that end. Next he figured
tendance would not pay expenses, even
out that those who bought the groceries
though he had to pay as much for his film
in the city were those who read the daily
for the two showings at night as he did papers and phoned their orders in. These
for the entire day. Practically all of the people he was reaching by his circulars in
the newspapers. Then he proceeded to go
other expenses save the operator's salary
to the five or six stores in the suburb and
and cost of electricity were the same as
if the theatre ran the full day.
induced them to include one of his folders
The new manager set out to get as much
they delivered.
He simply
didn't
out of his film as he could. In the first in
do each
this package
by free passes
or pay, but
place he determined that there should be by presenting the business argument that
a matinee, but the problem was twofold.
if he could keep the patronage of the
First it must not be so early as to interfere
suburb in the suburb he would save each
with school and second it must not be so
patron
ten cents carfare on each admislate as to interfere with the wives and
sion, and that there would be more money
mothers getting to their homes in time to left for the grocers and the butchers. And
see to the preparation of the evening meal.
it was true. In addition to this he handed
The manager also reasoned that a late each patron leaving the theatre another
show would not pay more than expenses,
one of these circulars, all of which he
for such had been the experience of printed himself on a small handpress he
bought.
previous managers, so he decided to arrange his bill in this way:
This manager
capitalized
human •
nature.
He keptsimply
the house
scrupulously
schools
out picture
at four ato'clock,
so All
he the
started
his were
feature
three
clean and absolutely orderly. He succeeded
so as to appeal to the adults who were able
in bringing from the home even- night a
to attend and then followed this with his near
capacity audience, and by the conduct
three short reels. By this time he figured
of his house made it recognized as a safe
that the children would arrive and for
place for the children to come alone in
them he repeated the feature afterwards.
the afternoon or for women unaccomThus he ran the feature twice in the afternoon and the short reels only once. In
This manager had many difficulties to
the evening he gave but one show, which
panied.
override. There are dozens of others who
have the same problems.
started at slighJy different hours according to the season, either 7.30 or 8 p. m.
Is this your theatre?
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MR. S. L. Rothapfel.
RIALTO THEATRE.
NEW YORK City.
MY DEAR Sam.
ONE NIGHT.
A LONG time ago.
I WENT to your theatre.
A>ID THERE was a long line.
LEADING TO the box office.
AND I got in
AND STOOD there.
AND WAITED.
AND LOOKED around.
AND WAITED.
AND STOOD there;
AND RIGHT ahead or me.
THERE WAS a big man.
AND HE never moved.
AND I couldn't understand.
IF HE was dead.
WHY HE didn't fall oyer.
AND AFTER a while.
I DISCOVERED.
I WAS standing in a crowd.
THAT WAS looking.
AT SOME funny hats.
IN THE millinery store.
NEXT TO your theatre.
AND
I reft them.'
AND WENT
to the box office.
AND BOUGHT A ticket.
AND THE girl smiled.
AND I wonSered.
IF SHE'D seen me.
IN FRONT.of the hat store.
AND WAS kidding me.
AND THE next week.
I WENT back agaiD.
AND BOUGHT my tickets
AND THE girl smiled.
AND LAST week.
I WENT back again. .
AND THE girl smiled.

GOSSIP
(BES.U-6.PAT.0FT.)
DY K.C.D.
AND I said to myself.
"SHE WASN'T kidding me.
"SHE KNOWS me.
"SHE READS my column."
AND THEN I saw.
THAT SHE smiled.
AT A little old lady.
WHO WAS back of me.
AND AT a big fat man.
WHO CAME next.
AND I watched her.
AND NO matter.
WHO IT was.
SHE ALWAYS smiled.
AND JUST because.
YOU NEVER buy tickets.
AT YOUR theatre.
I HAD an Idea.
THAT MAYBE.
YOU DIDN'T know.
ABOUT HER smile
AND I want you to know.
AND I want you to tell her.
IF IT ever happens.
THAT A strange man.
WITH A new Fedora hat.
PUTS HIS hand.
THROUGH THE little wicket.
THAT
she mustn't
SHE MUST
just takeshoot.
the hand.
AND SHAKE it.
IT'LL BE mine.

I THANK, you

K. C. B.'s Voluntary Appreciation of the Cashier's Smile atin the
RialtoYorkTheatre,
Appeared
the Neio
AmericanWhich
Fox Offers $500 Prize for
" kiddies' "
Fox Film Corporation Essays
is supplying its
branch managers with attractive four-page
booklets announcing a prize offer of $500
for the best reviews by boys and girls under fourteen of " Jack and the Beanstalk,"
the first of the big fairy stories issued by
that corporation. These pamphlets are reported as having worked wonders in stimulating the interest in the production.
Exhibitors have been able in many instances to trace direct results from this
publicity because large numbers of children
who patronize their theatres during the
showing of " Jack and the Beanstalk "
carry note books or scratch paper and pencils, obviously for the purpose of making
notes on the production.
Equally definite evidence that the idea
is bearing fruit is furnished by the Fox
Kiddies editor at the Fox offices in New
York, to whom it is provided in the pamphlet that all reviews entered in the contest shall be sent. The submitted matter,
which generally complies with the requirement that it shall be concise, already fills
the Kiddies editor's desk and a large filing
cabinet in the office as well, and additional
contributions are pouring in with every
mail.
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Smile of Cashier Brings
Tribute from K. C. B.
in N. Y. Paper

politeness in a motion picture
DOES
theatre pay? Does the smile of the
cashier with the sale of each ticket bring
patrons back to the theatre?
Read the answer in probably the biggest
piece of free advertising that a New York
theatre ever received. K. C. B. who writes
his own invented style of vers libre for the
New York American was so impressed by
the smile that he was given when he bought
a ticket at the Rialto theatre that he returned to his office and wrote one of his
famous creations about that smile. It impressed him and of course it impressed
everyone of the several hundreds of thousands that read it.
And S. L. Rothapfel was quick to appreciate the value of this. K. C. B.'s
" article " appeared in a Monday issue of
the American. The following Sunday Mr.
Rothapfel bought space in the Sunday issue and answered it. Both of these are
reproduced on this page as probably the
most unique contributions to motion picture advertising. As Mr. Rothapfel says,
it was " good publicity " and he takes advantage of the fact to say that one of the
two young ladies will be taken to his new
Rivoli theatre soon to open. And you see
the great point that Rothapfel emphasizes
that all of his ticket sellers are going to
keep smiling when they serve the public.
Politeness — and the smile — have come to
be recognized as a necessity in the motion
picture business. The public comes to the
theatre for amusement and the public isn't
going to be delighted when it is met by a
CRAB. Courtesy and all that courtesy
means is just as much a theatre necessity
as are the pictures that are thrown on the
screen.
But evidently all theatres are not following this policy, or else K. C. B. would not
have picked out the Rialto to give it an advertisement worth hundreds of dollars.
And courtesy ought to be so universal in
its rule as to need no special mention.
" Parentage " Supplies Complete
Exhibitors' Campaign
Frank J. Seng, distributor of " Parentage," reports the receipt of letters from
exhibitors all over the country praising the
service that his office is giving every exhibitor who books the picture.
An interesting and complete publicity
plan is followed. Immediately after an exhibitor, no matter where he may be located, books the picture the fullest material
goes out to him. This is accompanied by
a letter from the publicity department making suggestions as to how to treat the picture in newspaper advertising, special
stunts, etc.
This is not merely a bunch of press notices, but a comprehensive campaign which
includes newspaper articles suitable for
publication from the time that the picture
is booked. If the exhibitor will use these
stories in connection with his paid advertising there is no reason why " Parentage " should not be well known to everyone before the picture is shown. There

K. c. B.
YE TOWNS Gossip.
NEW YORK American.
NEW YORK.
DEAR K. C. B.
ILAST
READ MONDAY,
your column.
THATAI THE
girl smiled.
AND
was'
IT'S
nice glad.
smile.
ISN'T IT, K. a. B.
AND I'M glad.
THAT SHE smiled.
A SMILE that was real.
AND SINCERE.
AND BECAUSE the girls.
IN MY box office.
SMILE AS they do.
THEY MUST be happy.
AND IF they are happy.
IATAMYOU.
glad they» smiled.
BECAUSe'bVERYBODY reads.
YOUR COLUMN.
AND THEREFORE.
IT WAS £pod publicity.
AND I know.
BEEN bought.
ITHAVE
COULDN'T.
WHICH
MAKES me smile.
AND AS I dictate this.
MY PRESS agent smiles.
SO DOES my secretary.
AND MY manager.
AND NOW Dr. Rlesenfeld.
HAS JUST come In.
AND
AND, HEK. C;smiles.B.. he has.
SUCH A funny smile
AND NOW we are all.
SMILING.
SO TOU lee.

YOU HAVE made us.
VERY HAPPY.
AND WHEN folks read.
YOUR COLUMN that morning.
DOZENS OF them called u».
JENNY AND Ray Prussak.
.THOSE TWO pretty girls.
IN THE box office.
AND OOT them.
OUT OF bed.
TO TELL them.
ABOUT IT.
AND
girls smiling.
smiled.
AND ,THE
ARE still
SO WHEN I open.
THE RIVOLI.
MY NEW theatre.
I AM planning.
TO SPLIT their smiles.
BY TAKING one of litem.
CP THERE.
WI.TH ME.
FIFTY-FIFTY*.
SO IF you ever.
GO TO either place.
AND PUT yc^r hand:
THROUGH THE little portal.
IN THE box office.
ONE OP. the other.
OF THOSE girls.
WILL g'raSP R.
IN BOTH of hers.
AND SMILE.

I .THANK you.
Hon: tion
S. inL.a Rothapfel
Replied
the the
AppreciaPaid Advertisementto in
Same
Newspaper and Elaborated the "Smile" Idea
are further notices to be used during the
run of the film.
This service is in addition to the " Parentage Messenger," a magazine published
every two weeks under the editorship of
Victor B. Johnson. It is filled with pertinent advertising suggestions, care being
used to make all of these ideas applicable
to " Parentage."
Portland Manager Adopts Saturday
Opening
Where a program is running a week, it
is policy to introduce the new bill on Saturday, the best day of the week, according
to Manager James Parker of the Majestic
theatre at Portland, Ore.
Mr. Parker recently inaugurated this
policy, and he attributes a thirty per cent
increase in his business to the change.
Parker's argument is that if a picture is
first shown on Saturday will all the attending publicity the theatre gets the
greater benefit from the word of mouth
advertising from the people who see it ©n
Saturday and Sunday.
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Seeing

the

Rialto

with

Rothapfel

sun, .n iiiii
LAST week the bill at the Rialto was
rather heavy, with the Geraldine
Farrar picture, " The Woman God Forgot,"
as the feature. This week it is striking
contrast, full of fun and life. And this is
not an accident. Rothapfel does these
things for the effect they have upon Rialto
patrons. The sharp contrasts are created
for the psychological effect. The change
" rests " the audiences and contributes to
that atmosphere that always prevails at
the Rialto — that you never know what you
are going to see until you see it.
To digress for a moment. It may be
interesting to know that " The Woman God
Forgot " was the fourth biggest week in
the history of the house, and to know too
that the war tax has not had the slightest
effect upon attendance. Mr. Rothapfel told
the writer that he has not had a single
complaint, and everyone of his employes
were instructed to watch for any comment. Rothapfel always wants to know
what the public is thinking and saying.
It's an examule that every exhibitor in the
country could safely follow with sure benefit to his business, for after all its the
public. And it is a tribute to the Rialto
that not a single soul complained about the
increased admission.
Julian Eltinge is the star in " The Clever
Mrs.
Carfax,"thanthishisweek's
feature,
and areis
even better
last one.
There
enough laughs to fill an evening, but on the
same bill is the Mack Sennett comedy,
" Roping Her Romeo," which is not only
screamingly funny, but introduces a series
of daring feats that would do credit to
the most widely-advertised " thriller."
But as good as both of these are the
Rialto Animated Magazine is the striking
feature of the week, because of the way
that Mr. Rothapfel has made it. There
has never been a more striking effect
achieved than the arrangement which follows.
The magazine opens with a Food Editorial. The U. S. bureau sent the Rialto
some cards to be shown, but instead of
using these Rothapfel made a moving picture of the message and accompanieu it
Wi— the " Battle Cry of Freedom " and
followed it with a cartoon showing the
Hoover barber shop preparing to cut off
the excess profit whiskers. With this the
"Battle Hymn of the Republic" was played.
Anyone can imagine the effect that these
pictures, with the music by the immense
orchestra has upon the audience. Note
there were already two patriotic numbers,
and then the picture swung into a scene
showing the Great Lakes Training Station,
one of the greatest pictures of the largest
number of sailors that we ever saw in a
film, and to this the orchestra burst forth
into " Red, White and Blue " in a way that
brought cheer after cheer. This was followed by Ambassador Reid, a visit to the
Y. M. C. A. " hut " and was accompanied
by " Time for Every Boy to be a Soldier."
The British tank performing on the New
York streets was shown to the music of

" Boys of Tipperary." Now get a wonderful effect with the topical. " Our
Feather Friends," in colors, was then put
in,
withfora this,
purpose.
" Sunbeam
the and
music
and then
after "a was
few
bars
"Queen
the pictures
turnedof into
thatofofthetheAir"
Curtiss
School
Fliers, probably the most remarkable aviation picture ever made with the airmen
doing all sorts of stunts. See the contrast
— real birds and the man-made ones?
After the few bars all music stopped except a wind effect just loud enough to be
noted. At the end of this came yachting
scenes and there was forced to one's mind
unconsciously the comparison of the air
and the sea. " Sailing " was played writh
this and, before one knew what had happened, Greek Evans, baritone, stepped upon
the stage in sailor uniform. At the same
moment the curtains at either side had
parted showing striking sea scenes. In the
meantime the whole lighting effects of the
theatre had become a deep blue. Then Mr.
Evans began to sing " Three for Jack "
and so thoroughly was the audience carried away with the arrangement that it
insisted on bursting into applause before he
had ended.
Did you think that this could be done —
the welding the picture with the human
voice so that one is almost unconscious
where one ends and the other begins? In
our opinion, this is one of the most remarkable of the many achievements of Rothapfel. It shows surely and without question
the perfection to which motion picture
entertainment can be carried. And, more
than that, it shows what the manager who
studies and thinks can do. You may not
be able to do the same thing, for you
haven't equal opportunity, but if you put
into your presentation the same thought
that Rothapfel puts there you would have
Mjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiimiiiiiiiiiuiuiiuuiiuitii
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STRAND theatre patrons went into a
veritable tornado of laughter over
'* Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells," a
Fox comedy which is one of the features
of the bill. It is one of the most remarkable animal pictures that has ever been
shown and the audience testified its appreciation. The writer really feared for the
life of a lady who sat next to him — she
couldn't stop laughing to breathe.
As a matter of fact this might be called
" animal week " at the Strand for the Mae
Marsh feature,
" Sunshine
Alley," and
is built
around
birds and
other animals
the
effect goes over great with the special
music.
After the orchestra had rendered Tchaikovsky's March
"
Slav," the excellent
Strand Topical was shown. This opened
with Camp Lewis, Wash., showing soldier
boys at sports and was followed by ginning
cotton ahead of time at El Centro, Cal.

a presentation increased one hundred per
cent.
Let us show you again what can be done
with a scenic. First let's take the overture
w-hich imediately preceded that picture.
This week it is the Fantasie from "Faust."
Of course everyone knows that one naturally connects this production with Hell and
before the music started the flashing red
lights gave one the immediate effect. The
lights remained red for a time and then
grew white and passed into blue just before
the scenic was shown. And then the lights
seem to leave the theatre and there were
chimes and musical effect that told one
at once that it was Sunday morning in
Bruges, Belgium, the city that was pictured
in this wonderfully beautiful hand-colored
film. Again the effect on the audience, for
everyone sat spellbound as they listened to
Rosse's " Poesia Pastoral " and Nevin's
" Narcissus " from the orchestra. Music
and the lighting brought every mind into
complete harmony with the picture. It
raised the artistic appreciation immeasurably and it is not surprising that more
applause greeted this picture than most
features receive and the applause was vigorous and prolonged.
Mr. Rothapfel urges the exhibitors to
pay attention to the smaller subjects. If
you will turn back in your mind you will
remember that it is not the features that
we have commented on so much here, but
the shorter subjects — the little things, if
you will. And it is the great attention, the
intimate touch that Mr. Rothapfel gizes
these things that makes his whole presentation an artistic feast. He doesn't put
on
a
scenic
a comic merely
"fill And
in,"
but he makesor everything
stand toout.
that is the reason that he was happy after
the first performance, because the huge
audience spontaneously and vigorously applauded EVERY number.
A clever feature this week is a duet
from " Lakme," rendered by Misses Mary
and Louise MacFarland. who are twins.
The other musical number was " Polka
Caprice,"
Stanzione. a piccolo solo by Carmine
■
WEEK

OF OCT

TunnoranjMO
Paramount-Bray contributed a novelty in
showing how to put volcanos to work.
Cheers greeted the pictures of the German
soldiers being put to work by the French.
The visit of King George to Glasgow and
his honors to the women munition workers
and wounded soldiers got a big hand. Then
followed another Paramount-Bray, " Fanning for Fox," an interesting novelty. St.
Louis's home defense army, and pictures
of the Eighth Illinois at Houston, Tex.,
followed and the picture was given a
stirring ending with a view of the first
of our boys in France ready to go into
action — in fact, marching to the trenches.
" Picturesque Postcards of Japan," a
Pathe in colors, was a novelty.
Grace Hoffman, soprano, sang " Une
Voce Poco Fa " and Mischa Ellman, violinplayed " Canto
while setting
lights
wereist,dimmed
and aAmoroso."
beautiful stage
of sea and mountains shown.
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A Message to Roswell
and Sam Swartz

Goldwyn
Pays Tribute
First Buyer of Its
\
Pictures

to

Goldwyn Pictures publicity department
takes pride in doing the unexpected. Here
is an example of it.
When Goldwyn began its publicity campaign a year and a half ago Sam Swartz,
manager of the Roswell theatre, Roswell,
N. M., accepted the new organization at
its face value and sent his check to cover
the first run booking in his town. The
check was framed and a letter of appreciation of confidence sent Mr. Swartz.
But the incident was not forgotten.
The other day it came time for the Roswell theatre to run the first Goldwyn Picture, "Polly of the Circus." Without the
knowledge of Mr. Swartz, Goldwyn secured one of his photographs and had a
carefully prepared advertisement placed in
the daily papers of Roswell. And when
Sam Swartz opened his papers at the
breakfast table to take a look at his own
display he was surprised to find a quarter
of a page carrying his own portrait and
carrying a message from Goldwyn to the
people of Roswell. The advertisement is
reproduced here.

'TODAY the citizens, of Roswell will see
* the first Goldwyn Picture, "Polly of the
Circus," at Sam Swartz' Armory Theatre.
For the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation in
New York and ils Denver offices a peculiar
sentiment attaches to this first presentation
in Roswell.
Sam Swartz, the manager of the Armory'
Theatre, way back in April, sent to Goldwyn
the first money we ever received from the
owner of a motion picture theatre in
America.
Coldwyn had at that time never released or
shown one of its pictures. Mr. Swartz did
not know, and no one knew, whether we
were deserving of the confidence he then
placed in us.
Today things are different. We believe we
do deserve the confidence and patronage of
the American public. And we believe you
will feel as we do when you have seen "Polly
of the Circus" in Sam Swartz' Theatre.
There IS such a thing as sentiment in business and there is a photograph of Sam
Swartz' check framed and hanging on the
wall of Samuel Goldfish's office in Coldwyn
Pictures
offices. Corporation's New York home

sale. This is supposed to be the ' big thing
in " artistic
circles.''
Honestly,
now. What kind of an impression do you think the average fan,
who has not been bombarded with the producer's seventy-fives in the shape of literature, that makes the old-time circus poster
seem like a Sunday school tract, gleans
from that dame gazing into the grate?
" Is there a suggestion of what the fan
is to see contained in this supposed 'piece
de resistance ' of picture maker's lobby dis-

(5oldv^yn^picturcs
Corporation
New York City
16 East 42d Street

This is the advertisement of appreciation that was placed by Goldivyn Pictures in
the newspapers of Roswell, N. M., on the day that the Armory theatre showed
"Polly of the Circus."
Exhibitor

and

Exchange

Men

Score

Paper Supplied for Lobby Displays
getting his contract and his deposit, what
(Continued from page 3436)
he has provided in the way of ammunition
'picture shop.' They don't walk right in for the exhibitor to go gunning after the
now. They give the lobby more consideration than they do picking out a suit of patron.
clothes."
" Here is the formula and few if any
Mr. Rickards declares that lobby display
deviate from it to any extent: Set of 11-14
fotos (indifferent brown sepia), pair 22-28
is the most important part of theatre management today and his comment on the
said to be hand-colored taken from 'stills'
material sent out by most manufacturers
made from some ultra inception of the diis breezy. He continues :
rector, who is striving to bring a great
light to the world, said light shy on bat" The exhibitor in provinces, is smothered in a barrage fire of lurid literature,
tery power, save as it is discerned by the
shot through the mails daily, some of director. A one six or three sheet done
which costs the producer more than the
from some lethargic scene taken from the
exhibitor takes into his theatre in a year,
worst bit of the picture, or the reproducand to what end? To induce the exhibitor
tion of a murder. They never miss a murto sign a contract. And when he has that
der. Or perhaps it is a scene where the
name on the line, Mr. Producer feels asheroine sits gazing into the fireplace with
an expression on her face like that of a
sured that he has done 'his bit.'
woman who has missed a bargain store
" I wonder if he ever stops to think after

play?
" Not on your life. It is simply the average poster material. No better, no worse,
than any of the others the exhibitor gets
daily from his exchange.
" The producer sends you gunning like a
Chinaman friend of mine was wont to do.
He did not care about the selection of his
weapon when the desire to hunt took possession of him. A forty-five-ninety Winchester was as good to kill snow birds, as
twelve-bore shot gun was for bear.
" How many producers are shooting at
the exhibitor with Krag-Jorgensens and
giving him bird shot to bring down the
It is only too true that the statements of
bear
these patrons?"
two men are true as applied to the
great majority of the film manufacturers.
Many of them are simply furnishing the
same material that they supplied years ago.
They are not offering the exhibitors the
material with which to make displays in
keeping with the picture. That lobby displays have progressed has been practically
entirely due to the exhibitor.
Manufacturers who devote more time to
achieving striking effects and novel plans
for exploitation through the lobby are going to find the future sale of their films a
whole lot easier.
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" France in Arms "' — The Story of the
Part France Is Taking in the War
[Pat he Special Five Reels)
Taken by the cinematographic section of the
French
army,illustrates,
" France asinitsArms,"
a Pathe every
fivereel
special,
title suggests,
side of the mighty effort France is making to defeat the Teutons. The picture takes up the activities of the French army from the time of the
declaration of war, and comes down to the present when her armies are fighting desperately to
drive the Germans from her soil. At the start
we see the young men called to the colors, going
through the course of training as prescribed by
the military authorities. Then it shows how
France has
alonein mobilized
machinery, butnot
shows
detail whather thefighting
industrial
workerstoriesare
doing
and
the
vast
amunition
which are turning out millions of rounds fac-of
ammunition to supply the millions of soldiers on
the firing line. It shows the ever-increasing efficiency along those lines of industrial activities,
and as evidence shows mammoth storehouses filled
with clothing, food, ammunition and small arms,
to be used by her armies. The picture
takes you to the country and shows the work
that the farmers are doing. You are shown the
manufacture of small guns, big guns, trench mortars, giant guns mounted on railways, and throwing shells weighing more than a ton, a distance
of thirty miles. You are shown the advance made
in aeroplane construction, and the part this branch
of the French military service is taking in the
struggle. In these scenes you are shown the
most thrilling and most marvelous air activities
ever seen.
At the
theatre
of
week, " France in Arms," Pathe special.
"Who Is Number One?" — Paramount
Serial Featuring Kathleen Clifford
[Paramount Serial — Tiro Reels)
bafflingandmystery
hasAnna
been Katherine
adapted toGreen's
the screen,
producedstory
by
Paramount, with Kathleen Clifford in the featured
role
Aimeeof Villon.
" Whowhich
is Number
is theof title
this story,
has beenOne?pro-"
duced in fifteen episodes, the first of which is
titled,
" Theplans
Flaming
Cross."
The story
centers
about the
of a gang
of plotters
against
the
fortune of Graham Hale, a millionaire inventor.
It is a story of revenge — the revenge of a mysterious personseeks
who tois the
a woman
makeinstrument
a famous through
inventorwhich
and
capitalist pay for his scorn. The woman scorned
does not seek the life of the man who has scorned
her, but she desires that he shall be ruined —
that one by one the big things that go to make
him a powerful factor in the world of invention
and terfinance
taken possession,
from him,hisand,
afhis most are
valuable
son,lastly,
is taken,
then that his mind shall be destroyed. Camille
Arnot gathers about her men capable of fighting
such a foe, and at the head of this body of men
is
placed
One," the
mysterioushappiness
person
who
directs" Number
allof the
activities
and fortunes
Graham
Hale.against
In thethemidst
of all
this intrigue
and
plotting
is
Aimee
Villon
(Katherine Clifford), who is in love with Tommy Hale,
and who fights to save the Hales from destruction
from this mysterious foe.
The first episode of " Who is Number One? "
entitled
Flaming role,
Cross,"
Clifford in" The
the featured
will bewithseenKathleen
on the
screen of the
on
of
week.rial production.
The first episode of Paramount's first seOlive Thomas, One of the Beauties of
the Screen, in " Indiscreet Corrine "
[Triangle Five-Reel Production)
Thousands of New Yorker flocked nightly to
the roof of the New Amsterdam theatre to see
Olive
Thomas
the " Midnight
Frolic,"
the
most novel
and inpretentious
revue ever
presented
on the stage of any theatre. This was only a
few seasons ago when Miss Thomas was the star
attraction
Mr. Ziegfeld's
then
Miss atThomas
who was" Follies."
pronouncedSince
by
Charles Dana Gibson to be the prettiest girl on
the stage, has entered the motion picture studio,
and has appeared in a number of productions, produced by Triangle, and pronounced by the critics
to be excellent.
week she comes to the
theatre young
in " Indiscreet
Corrine,'
story of a wealthy
girl who had
become
bored with quiet home life and insisted upon establishing a" past." She sees an ad in the paper asking for two beautiful young girls " with a
past,"
and
induces her maid
her arein
answering thesheadvertisement.
They todo join
so, and

READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
November 10, 1917
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
" A Game of Wits " Mutual S reels
"The Flaming Omen" Vitagraph 5 reels
" The Scarlet Pimpernel "
Fox
5 reels
" Loyalty "
Oro Pictures
6 reels
" The Belgian "
Sidney Olcott Players 7reels
" The Man Trap "
Bluebird 5 reels
" The Savage "
Bluebird 5 reels
" Up or Down "
Triangle 5 reels
" Two Bit Seats "
Essanay 5 reels
"" AThe Marked
5 reels
Maid Man
of "Bel- Butterfly
gium "
World
5 reels
" Peggy
Leads the
Way "
Mutual S reels
" Fighting Back "
Triangle 5 reels
"" The
Best
Man
"
More Truth Than General Film 4 reels
Poetry "
Metro
5 reels
surprised when informed of the nature of the
work they were asked to do. A prominent young
millionaire was expected to arrive by boat, and
Corrine and Pansy Hartley (presented by Josie
Sedwick), who is the other girl selected from
among
thosehisanswering
to attract
attention, theand" ad,"
obtainwerefromsupposed
him a
promise to marry. The events which follow the
meeting with the young millionaire, form the main
theme of the story, and give rise to some situations that go to make the best in screen drama.
Miss Thomas is given the opportunity to demonstrate her ability as a dancer and entertainer.
At the
theatre
of
week, Olive Thomas in " Indiscreet Corrine."
Roy Stewart in Gripping Western
Drama, " The Medicine Man "
[Triangle Five-Reel Production)
Roy" Stewart,
was enacted
last seen" The
in " One-Shot
Ross
has sincewhothen
Medicine
Man " before the camera, and the results of his
work will be seen on the screen of -i
theatre on
of
week. Mr. Stewart's work
in Western
parts ofhastheentitled
him to
a place
in rankcharacter
with some
best.
He
typifies
the
Western
"
bad-man
" or Hethe undergoodbad man,
and
always
with
realism.
stands the West and its ways. His latest story was
written by Jack Cunningham, produced under the
direction of Cliff Smith for the Triangle program.
He is supported by Ann Kronan, who has the
principal feminine role, Percy Challenger, Aaron
Edwards, Carl Ulman and Wilbur Higbee. Mr.
Stewart presents the role of Jim Walton, who
drifts into a small Western town during the time
when the man quickest on the trigger ruled.
Because he was fearless and quick with a sixshooter,
sheriff.
month
from the Jim
timewashe chosen
took over
the Within
office ofa sheriff,
the town of Eldorado was cleared of undesirables.
Joe Malone
charactergoldis from
discov-a
ered by Jim ofin questionable
the act of taking
deserted mine. He has the mine closed, and orders Malone to keep away. Malone tries to get
control. A quack doctor comes to town, and has
with him a young girl, who dances to attract a
crowd. It develops that this girl is the owner of
the mine. Jim meets her, and the two work to
defeat the plans of Malone to get control of the
mine.
Roy Stewart in a typical Western drama, " The
Medicine Man,"
the
theatre on
of at week.
Earle Williams, Vitagraph Star, in
Mystery Drama, " The Grell Mystery "
[Vitagraph Five-Reel Production)
Earle Williams, the Vitagraph star, will be seen
on
the
screen
of the
theatre
on story,
of
week
in a modern
detective
that has all the elements which go to make for
swift moving action, stirring plot material and
exciting mystery. Miriam Miles has the principal
feminine role in this production. The remaining
members of a strong supporting cast are: Jean
Dumar, Denton Vane, who impersonates a dual
role; Mabel Trunnelle, Frank Crayne, Bernard
Siegel and Robert Gaillard. " The Grell Mystery " is the title of this detective story, written
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by Frank Froest, and enacted on the screen with
all the exciting moments that usually accompany
the reading
of oneThere
of Sherlock
Holmes's
exciting stories.
is mystery,
love, most
romance
and adventure — all combined in one gripping
drama. Mr. Williams has been seen in several
mystery dramas,
the management
the
theatre but
will venture
the assertionof that
in none has he been seen to better advantage than
in his latest,
" Theof Grell
Mystery."
He impersonates the part
a rich
criminologist,
who
places duty above love, and convicts his own
sweetheart of murder by finger print evidence, afterward
exonerating
her of
all guilt ofon a thedancer
evidence
contained
in the
confession
who confesses that she stabbed the man whom
his sweetheart had been accused of killing. Ex
citing events follow in quick succession, and
" The start
Grell toMystery
from
finish. " will keep you " guessing "
At the
theatre on
of
week, Earle Williams in mystery drama, " The
Grell Mystery."
The Talented Child Actress, Madge
Evans, in " The Adventures of Carol "
[World Five-Reel Production)
" The
Adventures
Carol "Evans,
is the the
latestWorld
picture in which
Little ofMadge
Pictures'
star,
appears.
She
is
the
featured
player,
and a more accomplished portrayal of a featured
role has seldom been witnessed than the one
little Miss Evans gives in her late picture. You
will remember that this little star was featured
with Carlyle Balckweek, in " The Burglar," an
adaptation
of Augustus
stage play
of Evthe
same ansname.
In this,
herThomas's
latest
picture,
Miss
has the role
of Carol
Montgomery,
the little
daughter of an officer in the U. S. Navy. Before
leaving for the service, her father cautioned her
against answering any questions asked her by
strangers, and this little Carol promised to do.
Left alone one day, she starts out to find her
mother,
had ingone
a friend's
Little Carolwho
is lost
the tosubway,
and house.
when questioned by a subway
concerning
her parents
she refused
to tell.guard
She leaves
the station
and
wanders about the streets, and is taken to the
police station by an officer. She slips out while
no one is looking, and again becomes entangled in
the crowds. When night comes she lies down in
a doorway, and is found by an organ grinder,
who makes her accompany him South, and sing.
She escapes from the organ grinder, and is taken
in by Mr. and Mrs. Fairflax, an old Southern
family. It develops that Carol's mother is the
daughter of strumeCarol's
and Carol
is inntal in unitingbenefactors,
father, mother
and daughter.
" The inAdventures
of Carol,"
Madge
week. featured
Evans
the
role willwithbe Little
seen on
the
screen of the
theatre on
of
June Caprice, Fox Star, in Patriotic
Drama, " Miss U, S. A."— Thrills Aplenty
[Fox Five-Reel Production)
In a red, white and blue story, full of patriotism
and the
spirit first
that, ofattheir
present,
prompts
Americans to think
country.
JuneallCaprice,
the winsome, little Fox star, appears at the
theatre on
of
week.
The title of the production, which is in five reels,
is " Miss U. S. A.," and. it is as patriotic as
its name suggests. Unlike any other role which
Miss Caprice has interpreted before the camera,
that of tunity
Capitola
offer inthe tattered
opporfor Miss Black,
Capricedoesto not
appear
clothes. Heretofore in nearly all her pictures,
the little star has been seen in one or more
scenes in the role of a poor, little girl, romping
the tenement districts in rags. In her latest production Miss Caprice is given the opportunity to
interpret strong, emotional characteristics, and
she does
so with
all the actress.
ability ofThethescenes
screen'sof
most
talented
emotional
the play are laid in Virginia, soon after the
United States declared war on Germany. Miss
Baltimore Paper Features Stars in
Verse
Last Sunday the Baltimore News opened
a verse-writing contest, which is to be a
regular feature of the mition picture section. Every man, woman and child in Baltimore may enter the contest and prizes
will be awarded. The first subject is Wallace Reid, the verse being limited to eight
lines. The winner will be announced on
Sunday, when the next subject will also be.
made known for the following week, and
so on.
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Caprice presents the role of Capitola, whose
mother and father had died shortly after her birth.
A brother of her father, wishing to gain control of
the large family estates in Virginia, ordered the
nurse girl to get rid of her charge and to kill if
necessary. The nurse took her charge to New
York, and left her with a tenement family. Years
later when the baby had grown to womanhood.
The nurse confesses to Major Warfield, brother
of Capitola's mother. The Major goes to New
York and gets the girl. Capitola assists in apprehending a gang of German spies, and it develops thatwastheonemanof the
who spies
had whom
orderedCapitola
the nurse
to kill her
had
captured.
Juneto Caprice
drama,the
" Miss U. S.■
A.,"
be seen inon patriotic
the
theatre
on
ofscreen of week.
Marguerite Clark in the Second
" Sub-Deb " Story, " Bab's Burglar "
(Paramount Five-Reel Production)
Marguerite Clark will be seen on the screen of
the
theatre in the second of Mary
Roberts Rinehart's " sub-Deb " stories, " Bab's
Burglar."
The first
was " Bab's
Diary," andhada
more delightful,
refreshing
comedy-drama
never been seen on the screen than " Bab's
Diary." The second of this series, " Bab's Burglar " promises
as first.
rich inIt pretty
romance
and clever
comedyto asbe the
is unnecessary
to venture the statement that Miss Clark is " at
her bestways at "herin best,
this, and
her in
latest
She leaves
is althispicture.
picture she
room for no exceptions to the rule. J. Searle
Dawley,
has isdirected
Miss for
Clark's
popular screenwhoplays,
responsible
this, most
her latest.
In the supporting cast are: Leone Morgan, Richard Barthelnes,
Losee,Hinckley
Gabriel O'Madigan,
Helen
Greene,Frank
William
and Guy
Coombs. In order to economize, Bab buys a
roadster, explaining that " it will save shoe
leather." The roadster saves " shoe leather," but
it doeslons of milk
not save
milk succeeded
wagon, and
several gal-in
whicha she
in upsetting
one of her " joy rides." At last she hits upon the
idea ofriesusing
her toroadster
as a "thejitney,"
and carpassengers
and from
station.
She
gets, as a passenger, a mysterious young man,
whom she suspects as a burglar. A reward is
offered for the capture of the mysterious burglar
who had terrorized the neighborhood, and Bab
determines to get the reward. Her older sister is
anxious to marry. The young man whom she suspected of being the burglar was none other than
her sister's
beau,been
and planned.
Bab had prevented an elopement that had
At the
theatre on
of
rite Clark. week, " Bab's Burglar," with MargueMadge Kennedy, Star of "Baby Mine,"
in " Nearly Married " — Stage Success
(Ooldwyn Six-Reel Production)
Madge
Kennedy,
of "ofBaby
Mine,"
conceded by the
critics, star
be one
the best
comedydramas ever produced on the screen, is to appear at the
theatre on
of
" Nearly
Married,"
the comedydrama thatweek
tookin all
Broadway
by storm
when it
was produced by Edgar Selwyn, the well-known
playwrite and producer, last season. " Nearly
Married " byhasGoldwyn,
been adapted
to the screen
and
produced
and it promises
to surpass
I| even
"
Baby
Mine
in
popularity.
Miss
Kennedy
is the star. In her supporting cast are : Frank
i Thomas, Mark Smith, Alma Tell, Richard Barthelnes and Hedda Hopper.
Have you heard
of the latest and most novel profession — a professional corespondent? There is such a profession,
and it is stated on good authority, there are those
who have taken it up. At any rate, Hedda Hopper, who presents the role of Hattie King in Miss
Kennedy's
takenonlyit up,
and she
will convincelatestyoupicture,
that ithas
is not
an exciting
; profession, but one that is full of romance, and
incidentally carries with it a good fee — as fees go.
Betty Griffin and her husband disagree from the
moment they are married. " Hubby " objects to
his wife's brother accompanying them on their
honeymoon,
and the and
two heagree
to disagree.
brother is a lawyer,
proposes
that hisBetty's
sister
get a divorce; he agrees, and her husband also
consults his lawyer friend, and the two decide
; to enlist the services of a " professional corespondent." The divorce proceedings are well un. der way when Harry persuades his wife that " it
!I is
all
wrong,"
and theythatelope.
Dick, thereafter
appears and announces
the divorce
has been
\ granted. Then the fun begins. This little tangle
! will be straightened out at the
theatre
on
of
week, when Madge Kennedy appears in " Nearly Married."
Peggy Hyland in the First Mayfair
Production, " Persuasive Peggy "
{Mayfair Six-Reel Production)
Peggy Hyland, the charming young English
ictress, will be seen on the screen of the
theatre
week Thompson,
in " Persuasive
Peggy,"
ivritten by Maraverne
and produced
ander the direction of Charles Brabin for the
Mayfair Pictures Corporation. You will remem>er Miss Hyland for her work before the camera,
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in Vitagraph productions a year or more ago. As
the
suggests, husband
Peggy isdecided
persuasive
at least
her title
old-fashioned
so —after
she
had suggested a few changes in the manner of
" back on the farm." When the story opens,
Peggy is enjoying her honeymoon with her rustic
husband, Ed. Niagara Falls is selected as the
proper place to spend a honeymoon, after which
Ed. suggests that they attend the State Fair.
This
did not
seem and
the steals
right move
and she
rebels
away in toPegg's
the mind,
Falls.
Thus the stand is taken early in the young couple's
lives,
and
Peggy
demonstrates
her
persuasive
character. Back on the farm Peggy becomes restless, and she resolves to furnish the home in keeping with her modern ideas of refinement and
taste. Because of her extravagance, Ed. rebels, in
turn, but she maintains her point and the young
husband submits. She then directs her attentions
in favor of the custom of allowing the farm hands
to eat at the same table as the members of the
family. Her stubborn husband, at last, submits,
and all is peace and happiness until she absents
herself from the home on various occasions, the
reason for which Ed. could not understand. It
develops, however, that she has been sitting for a
portrait which she presents to her husband as a
birthday present. The appearance of a little
stranger completes their happiness.
At the
theatre on
of
week, " Persuasive Peggy," with Peggy Hyland
in the featured role, supported by William Davidson, Mary Cecil, Gertrude Norman, Charles Sutton, Jules Cowles and Arthur Houseman.

One of 0. Henry's Most Appealing
Stories " Renaissance at Charleroi "
(General Four Reel Production)
O. Henry stories have proved as interesting
and entertaining on the screen as they did between the covers of a book. His millions of
readers who have been brought in close intimacy
with the human tragedies which he so vividly depicts in his stories are given the opportunity of
seeing the characters which he made real in his
stories tell their story in pictures. His latest to
be adapted to the screen, " The Renaissance at
Charleroi,"
is in four reels.
appears
as Grandemont
Charles, J.andFrank
AgnesGlendon
Ayres
as Adele Fauquier. Eleanor Lawson, Webster
Campbell, Marguerite Forrest and Ethel Northrup are in support. It is a story of the South
and O. Henry never wrote a more appealing romance. The story deals with the attempts of a
wealthy Southerner to find Mile. Adele, the girl
whom he wishes to make his wife. His search
reaches over a space of ten years, and in this
time he spends a vast fortune. His last dollar
he spends in rehabilitating the old family home
on the occasion of the family anniversary. In
bringing his story to a climax O. Henry has
employed one of his most striking and sympathetic denouements. In modern phraseology
he
has given
" punch,"
that
registers
with hisallstory
the arealism
that and
he one
intended
when he penned the episode, " The Renaissance
AtCharleroi."
the
theatre on
of
at
week,
an adaptation from an O. Henry story. ...

Juliette Day's First Appearance in
Pictures
— " Five-Reel
Betty andProduction)
the Buccaneers "
(Mutual
Juliette being
Day who latest
" brokerecruit
" into the the
" movies "
recently,
ing stage, is tothe appear
on the from
screen ofspeakthe
theatre on
of
week
in
" Betty by
and the
the American
Buccaneers,"Filma five-part
produced
Company,drama
releasing
on
the
Mutual
program.
If
like romance, adventure and would like to seeyoua duplicate
of Robert Louis Stevenson's " Treasure Island "
flashed attraction
on the screen
you don't wanttheatre.
to miss Miss
this
latest
at the
Day
has
not
been
seen
before
on
the
screen,
but
because of her excellent work before the camera
in this picture
she
has
demonstrated
to
the
satisfaction of the critics that she is entitled to a
niche in the hall of fame among the screen stars.
Before entering the studio of the motion picture
Miss Day appeared on the stage. She has a
magnetic
" winner,"
and makes personality,
those who seescreens
her wishlikethata there
were
more like her to tell their story on the screen.
In her first production she presents the role of
Betty, the daughter of a professor. Her father,
'not
familiarthe with
the ofwaysan ofoldtheseabusiness
is easily
victim
captain,world,
who
persuades him to invest his money toward equipping an expedition to search for a " treasure island." Herbut
fatheris persuaded
not only consents
to furnish
the money,
to accompany
the
expedition. Once on the open seas, the old sea
"anddogleave
" compels
the
professor
to
make
his
will,
him, the captain, executor of the estate.
The plan works well enough until a secret service
man meets Betty and the plan is exposed.
Juliette Day, first appearance in motion pictures, in " theatre
Betty on
and the Buccaneers,"
at the
of
week.

" John Ermine of Yellowstone," a
Butterfly Picture — Story of Indian
(Butterfly Five Reel Production)
" John Ermine
of Yellowstone
" was with
writtenLouis
by
Frederic
Remington
in collaboration
Evans Shipman. Mr. Remington will be remembered for his paintings of Western characters
and his thorough knowledge of the Indian and his
ways. He has written " John Ermine of Yellowand it has
been adapted
under stone
thePark,"
direction
of Francis
Ford toforthethescreen
Butterfly program. Mr. Ford also takes the leading
role of John Ermine. In the supporting cast are:
Mae Gaston, Burwell Hamrick, John Darkcloud,
Joe Flores, William Carroll, Duke Worne, Marc
Fenton and Elsie Ford. If you like action in the
photodrama, you will like this late Butterfly; if
you like a story of the American Indian together
with an unusual love romance and adventure,
you will enjoy this production. There is everything contained that goes to make an entertaining
screen drama. John Ermine, when a baby was
stolen from his white parents by Indians and
reared under the care of Fire Bear, chief of the
Crow Indians. Until he becomes a young man, he
believes that he is of Indian blood. With difficulty the old chief convinces him that he is the
son of white parents. He finds a photograph of
acommander.
young girl,Hewhoafterward
is the meets
daughter
post
her ofand therescues
her from the hands of the Indians. An army officer mine
is inkillslove
him. with her, and, in her defense, ErAt the
theatre on
of
week, Francis Ford in " John Ermine of Yellowstone," written by Frederic Remington.

Ann Murdock in Adaptation of Broad"Please
Help Emily"
(Mutualway Success,
Five-Reel
Production)
"
Please
Help
Emily,"
a
comedy-drama,
which
had an extended run on Broadway last season,
has been adapted to the screen and produced under the direction of Dell Henderson for the Empire All-Star Corporation, releasing on the Mutual
program. Ann Murdock, favorite on the speaking
stage and recently induced to work before the
camera, interprets the title role of Emily. In the
supporting cast are: Herbert Bruce, Hal Brown,
Amy Veness, Grace Carlisle, Katherine Stewart,
Rex McDougall, Ferdinand Gottschalk, John Harwood, Jules Raucourt and Harriet Thompson.
Miss Murdock made her professional debut in
1908 as Ardminter Nesbitt in " The Lion and
the
After was
threecalled
performances
of this
play Mouse."
Miss Murdock
to New York
and
created the ingenue role of Margy North, playoppositerecently
Robert that
Edeson
in " The motion
Offenders."
It isingonly
she
tures, but in the short
time entered
in which she pichas
worked before the camera she has demonstrated
that she can make possible five reels of sound entertainment. This is particularly true of her latest
appearance in pictures. " Please Help Emily "
is
a rollicking
" punch."
Emily
is a girl comedy-drama
who can make with
more a trouble
for
others in the space of twenty-four hours than
the most
harum-scarum
type
of
girl.
Miss
Murdock will convince you of this when you see her
unconsciously scare up trouble for Judge and Mrs.
Lethbridge, in whose care she has been placed by
her father, who is a professor. She has many
admirers of the opposite sex, and two in particuthelar. Don't let Miss
theatreMurdock
without leave
everytheonescreen
of youof
seeing
her impliedly
ask, on
" Please Help
Emily."
At the
theatre
of
week.

Little Mary McAlister, the Child Actress
in Strong Drama, "The Kill Joy"
(Perfection Five Reel Production)
Little Mary McAlister, the little screen star
who has delighted the millions by her work before the camera comes to the
theatre
on
of
week in " The Kill Joy,"
a five-part ventPerfection
production,
telling
of
the
adures of a little waif, left homeless on the
Western plains, when her father while crossing
the plains
of " Contentment," fallstofromthea frontier
cliff and town
is killed.
Billie is
picked up by Bob, the driver of a merchandise
wagon,
taken herto the
town His
of " actions
Contentment,"
where heandkeeps
hidden.
arouse
the suspicions of the natives, and they suspect that
he has a woman concealed in his cabin. A Vigilance Committee is organized and preparations
are made for a " hanging " when they discover
that the " woman " is a little child whom he has
rescued from the plains. One of the questionable
characters of the town kidnaps Billie with the
aid of a band of Indians. Billie has made friends
with the majority of the townspeople, and they
set out to bring her abductor to justice and to
deathabduction,
if necessary.
has and
planned
her
is won" The
overCrab,"
by herwhosmile
perfect confidence in him, but it is too late. He is
overtaken
brought Billie
back makes
to " Contentment
to suffer theandpenalty.
a plea for his"
life, and he is spared. He afterward reforms
and
becomes
one
of Billie's
many " fathers."
" Theyoung.
Kill Joy
" promises
entertainment
for part
old
and
Little
Mary McAlister
plays the
of Billie to perfection. In the supporting cast are:
Granville Bates, James Fulton, James West, William F. Clifton, U. K. Houpt and Cris Pino.
Little Mary McAlister will be seen on the
screen of the
theatre on
of
week in " The Kill Joy."
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Metro

Reaches

Height

of

Production

Career

Many Features Under Way at Both Eastern and Western Studios
Has Had
Best Company
of Corporation Stars Considered

MANY productions which are proclaimed
by Metro as magnificent are under
the Eastern and Western stuway atdiosboth
of Metro Pictures Corporation, it
ced
was announ
last week. Never in the
history of the organization has it claimed
such a notable group of photodramas and
stars at the same time.
Prominent in the list of features under
way at the Metro studio in New York,
where Maxwell Karger is personal supervisor, is " An American Widow," the new
comedy in which Ethel Barrymore will
star. It is said to be a distinct departure
for Miss Barrymore from the emotional
roles she has been doing in previous Metro
plays. Irving Cummins is Miss Barrymore's main male support in the feature,
which will mark his debut in Metro subjects. Frank Reicher is directing the fivepart production.
In the vanguard of the present Metro
productionsas is
Message,"
Nazimova
star." God's
It is being
directedwith
by
George D. Baker.
Emily Stevens, having completed work
under the direction of William S. Davis
on " Alias Mrs. Jessop," is beginning work
on the screen version of " Daybreak," with
Albert Capellani as director. Julian L'Estrange will play opposite the star.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
Bushman-Bayne
Feature Has
Well Selected Cast
Metro has announced that a cast of
prominent motion picture players has been
assembled to support Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne, the Metro co-stars, in
their forthcoming picture, " Red, White and
Blue Blood."
The cast includes Adella Barker, character actress, William H. Tooker, Duncan
McRae, Arthur Housman, Edna Hume, I.
Tomamarto, Corinne and Gladys Malvern,
Germane Bourville, Maude Scofield, Edward Lawrence, L. R. Wolheim and
Thomas Blake. Charles J. Brabin is
director.
Three C Comedies Get Three New
Players
President Joseph A. Klein, of the Commonwealth Comedy Company, producer of
the Three C comedies, released through
General, has engaged three new players to
be featured in these productions. They
are Claude Cooper, Virginia Clark and
Kenneth Clarendon, all with previous motion picture experience with leading companies. In addition, Arthur Ellery, comedy
director, has been engaged to handle the
new set of Three C leads.

have begun the production of " Red, White
and Blue Blood," under the direction of
Charles J. Brabin. William H. Tooker,
Adclla Barker, Duncan MacRae, Arthur
Housman and Cecil Fletcher are among the
players included in the cast.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew continue to
produce one one-act Metro-Drew comedy
a week. At present they are preparing
" The Spirit of Merry Christmas," which
will be released during the holidays.
At the Quality studio, under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer, Harold Lockwood is completing his production of " The
Square Deceiver," a screen version by Mr.
Balshofer and Richard V. Spencer of
Francis Perry Elliott's story, " Love Me
forOut
Myself
in Alone."
Metro's Western studios, at
Hollywood, Edith Storey is engaged in the
production of " The Legion of Death,"
based on the present situation in Russia.
Viola Dana has begun work at the Pacific
coast studio on " The Winding Trail," under the direction of John H. Collins, who
was also Miss Dana's director in the East.
Emmy Wehlen will return to appear in
a new Metro wonderplay after a complete
rest, following her completion of " The
Outsider," directed by William C. Dowlan,
adapted by Charles A. Taylor from Louis
Joseph Vance's novel, " Nobody."
General Issues New

Press Sheet

for " Camille "
General Film has issued a second press
sheet for the de luxe six-reel production of
" Camille," which is being distributed for
the Hanover Film Company.

Mme.

Nazimova, Productions
Appearing

in Her Own
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Clara Kimball Young Begins on
New Feature
Clara Kimball Young, it \va.s announced
last week, has started work on a new
feature to be called "The Marionettes,"
which was at first expected to be the first
feature for Miss Young under her own
management. A misunderstanding with the
Charles Frohman Estate is understood to
have caused her to screen " Magda " and
"Shirley Kaye " before starting on it. It
is announced the question of screen rights
lished.
to
" The Marionettes " has been fully estabThe supporting cast will include Nigel
Barrie, Alexander Francis and Corliss
Giles, who appeared with Miss Young in
" Shirley Kaye," which production marked
Mr. Giles's first appearance on any screen.
With Miss Young in the picture will also
appear her father and mother.
Emile Chautard, who has just finished a
picture for Lina Cavalieri, has been engaged to direct
" The
Marionettes,"
will direct
for Miss
Young
all picturesandin
the future.
Fun-Art Films
Promises
Comedy
Way Much

in

In " A Rag, a Bone and a Hank of Hair,"
the first two-reel comedy to be released by
Fun-Art Films, Inc., it is declared that Vincent Bryan, author and producer, is at his
best. Gordon Dooley and his sister, Ray,
well known in vaudeville, are featured in
the comedy. Edward Kimball, father of
Clara Kimball Young, also has a prominent part.
The second picture, already under way
at the Thanhouser Studio, will be a burlesque on " Cleopatra," called " Leo Patrick," itis announced, and this will be folThe Opento Car
Conductor."
It is lowed
theby "intention
release
on the state
rights plan eighteen or more comedies a
Butterfly Stars and Directors Are
Rearranged
Stars and directors on the Butterfly
program have been rearranged in accord
with President Carl Laemmle's instructions
and production at Universal City for features to be released under that brand will
involve the following combinations : Harry
Carey and Molly Malone, directed by Jack
Ford ; Jack Mulhall and Donna Drew, directed by Douglas Gerrard ; little Zoe Rae.
directed by Stuart Payton ; Louise Lovely
and Hart Hoxie, directed by Edward J.
Le Saint ; Ella Hall and Emory Johnson,
directed by Elsie Jane Wilson. An important exception to the foregoing arrangement will be noted in the combination of
Ella Hall, Emory Johnson and Little Zoe
Rae, directed by Elsie Jane Wilson, in a
special feature made for the Bluebird
program,
be entitled
" My week.
Little Boy."
and set forto release
Christmas
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First Three Sunshine Comedies in
Exchanges
It was announced last week that the Fox
Exchanges in the United States have been
supplied with the prints of the first three
announced Sunshine Comedy releases and
have held trade showings in their various
cities. The exhibitors went to these show"
acid test
the "which
upon ofputting
intentbrand
to theings allnew
comedies
Mr.
Fox is offering, Mr. Fox insisting that the
exhibitors see Sunshine Comedies before
they booked them.
I have no fear for our Sunshine
Comedies," declared Mr. Fox. " The trade
showings and the response of exhibitors in
booking them have convinced me that these
comedies have not only struck a new note
in the production of comedies, but that
they will please the exhibitor and the
public.
" Sunshine Comedies have now been
shown the exhibitors in every section of
the country. I have received hundreds of
letters in praise of them.
" One exhibitor writing me from the
Middle West said he regarded it as his
patriotic duty to book Sunshine Comedies
and show them to his audiences."
Church
Appears with
Kathleen Clifford
The production at Balboa studios, Long
Beach, Cal., of a new five-reel society
drama by Harl Mclnroy and featuring
Kathleen Clifford, has been started, it was
announced last week. Fred Church has
been engaged by President H. M. Horkheimer as Miss Clifford's leading man. The
star's support includes Mollie McConnell,
Gordon Sackville, Ruth Lackaye, Neil
Cameron Hardin, Jr., Marie Van Tassell,
Nell Holman and Ethel Pepprell. The title
of the Mclnroy script is " Glad Glory."
Edgar Jones, under whose direction the
fifteen-episode serial, " Who Is Number
One?" featu ring Miss Clifford and released by Paramount, was staged, will
' direct the new production.
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Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, Noted Actor of the Stage, Visits Herbert Brenon at His Studio

Fred
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Dorothy Dalton Works at Night on
New Feature
It is announced that Dorothy Dalton and
her company are working after regular
hours each evening on the next Thomas
H. Ince production for Paramount. Special
lighting effects are required, which is one
of the reasons assigned for this strenuous
activity. After the picture is finished it
is said that Miss Dalton intends to hie herself to Arrowhead Springs, Cal., for a week
or so of rest.
Herbert Standing Appears with
Child Actress
In Baby Marie Osborne's latest picture,
" The Little Patriot," which is not yet down
for release, Herbert Standing played an
important part, this being his first appearance in Pathe pictures. He has been an
actor for over fifty years, and for twentythree years in succession appeared at the
Criterion theatre in London. The little
Pathe star is said to be the first child with
whom he had ever been cast.

Herbert Brenon to Direct English Stage
Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson to Be Presented on Screen in
" Passing of Third Floor Back
Released Before the New Year
SIR JOHNSTON FORBES-ROBERTSON, the English stage star, is to be
presented on the screen by Herbert Brenon
in Jerome K. Jerome's " The Passing of the
Third Floor Back," it was announced this
week. The role of the Stranger in Mr.
Jerome's drama is said to be the English
actor's most popular stage creation.
" I fel singularly fortunate in being able
to present Sir Forbes-Robertson in ' The
Passing of the Third Floor Back,' " says
Mr. Brenon. " First, because Sir ForbesRobertson is the greatest living English
actor.
Secondly,
becausemessage
Mr. Jerome's
drama carries
a striking
of love
and uplift and human kindliness in these
troubled times. I feel sure, too, that Sir
Forbes-Robertson's playing of the Passerby
will go down among the great things of the
silent
Sir drama."
Forbes-Robertson has just arrived
in this country and expects to return to
England as soon as the screen production
is completed. The English star, it is said,
came to this country solely to do the
Jerome drama before the motion picture
camera and the fact that he selected Mr.
Brenon to interpret the play on the screen
is a high compliment to the producer. Mr.
Brenon has already commenced work on
" The Passing of the Third Floor Back,"
and he plans to show the finished production before the first of the year.
" The Passing of the Third Floor Back "
is, in a measure, a symbolical story. It is
replete, however, with human humor and a
compelling charm of telling, aside from the
spiritual note of its message. To a dingy
and drab boarding house in the sordid end
of London, a house beset with bitterness
and rancor, and peopled with souls discouraged with their never-ending struggle

Star

against circumstances, comes a Stranger —
a Passerby — who is relegated by the landlady to the third floor back. The Stranger,
by refusing to see in the landlady and his
fellow boarders anything but the best, calls
out the best in them and, one after another,,
they become morally rehabitated. Before
his tender smile and understanding words,,
their bickerings and hatred disappear.
They grow mutually helpful and strangely
happy. Then, when love has entered their
hearts, the Stranger passes from their
midst as mysteriously as he came.
Mr. Brenon is surrounding Sir ForbesRobertson with what is considered a
brilliant cast. Many of the original players
will appear with the star in the film adaptation. Mr. Brenon has temporarily postponed the filming of Hall Caine's " The
Woman Thou Gavest Me " until he completes The
"
Passing of the Third Floor

Ethel Barrymore's Next Is a
Comedy Feature
It was announced by Metro last week
Back."
that
the next picture in which that company will star Ethel Barrymore will be a
comedy. After a series of screen plays
of the dramatic type Miss Barrymore expects to demonstrate her versatility on the
screen by appearing in a character said
to be wholly different from any of the
ones in which she has appeared. Coming
close after " The Eternal Mother," work
upon which Miss Barrymore is now completing, Metro considers the contrast
surprising.
The name of the comedy, it is announced, is"An American Widow." Frank
Reicher is the director.
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Evelyn Greeley. Little Madge Evans, Kitty Gordon, June Elvidge and Ethel Clayton, if Each Were Not a Star in Her Own Right, Would Form the Five
Points of One of the Brightest Stars That Ever Shone for World-Pictures Brady-Made

"FreedomGoldwyn
of Asserts
World"
Publicity
Chance
Feature IsAffords
One of Most Timely
Patriotic
Subjects Produced — Said to Show Army Life Thoroughly
work of which was done under the eyes
IRA M. LOWRY'S photospectacle, "For
the Freedom of the World," which is to of men said to have participated in real
warfare. Cooperation of the Canadian
be distributed to exhibitors through Goldwyn exchanges, is described by the latter as Government was enlisted in the work because the officials are said to have felt that
one of the greatest and most timely patriotic motion pictures ever produced, and
the film was an authentic document designed for the good of all people.
is expected to afford one of the most seaOne of the special means of securing
sonable opportunities given thus far for
securing publicity.
publicity on the picture is the co-operation
which Goldwyn expects from all enlistment
At a time when the entire group of civilstations. In this instance Goldwyn said in
ized nations is engaged in making the world
safe for democracy Goldwyn expects the an announcement : " All enlistment stations
appeal of this drama to be universal. It is will be glad to co-operate with the exhibitor
said to be not a propaganda picture in the on this release, from aiding him to dispose
of tickets to taking seats en bloc. Patriotic
ordinary sense of the word, for the story
it tells is reported to have interest quite societies of all kinds may be approached in
apart from any other appeal.
the same way and certainly with equally
" For the Freedom of the W orld " is said good effect. The patriotic nature of the
to show the whole possible career of the appeal will also open to the exhibitor cerman who enlists in the service of his countain window displays in the neighborhood
try, from concentration camp to the front;
work of the Red Cross nurse, life in the of his theatre not accessible on ordinary"
release. The exhibitor must be cautioned,
trendies and other details of the vast war
machine. Regarded as a spectacle the fea- however, about using the American flag in
advertising, as this is in violation of fedture claims one of the most powerful battle
scenes ever produced, the photographic
eral statute."
Theda Bara Begins Twenty-seventh Production for Fox
-THEDA BARA, after a rest of two
The Fox production of " Cleopatra " is
now in its fourth week at the Lyric theaA weeks, the first she has had in more
than a year, started work on October 29
tre, Xew York, and still is playing to good
houses. Standing room only has been the
at Fort Lee, X. J., on her twenty-seventh
production for William Fox. As usual, she condition confronting the management on
is under the direction of J. Gordon Edpractically every night since the opening,
wards.
and it is estimated that half as many persons as have seen the picture have been
Following a long sojourn in southern
California, where, after the completion of turned away. The length of the Xew York
City run is indefinite.
** Geopatra," she finished two other
Standard Pictures. Miss Bara at first
found it rather trying to work under the Jack Dill Gets Setback in Armv
artificial light of the Eastern studios. She
Plans
expressed herself as preferring natural
light conditions such as usually are obtainTack Dill, playing the lead in Henry Kerable at Hollywood.
man's Big V comedy company on the VitaMiss Bara's new vehicle is said to be graph lot, was all ready to go to war, repeculiarly suited to her talents.
signed his part in the new Vitagraph picIt was
written by E. Lloyd Sheldon and is deture, made himself a present of an armyclared to be a gripping, virile type of story haircut and reported at headquarters, only
to be told that his contingent would not be
to contain many decidedly tense dramatic
called for possibly six weeks or more. So
situations. The action takes place in and
around Xew York.
Jack Dill is again cavorting in Big Vs.

Here n Distributed by
World Film
"0ver
" Over Here " is announced as the title
of what is claimed to be an exceptionally
timely and unusual motion picture of contemporary patriotic interest that will
shortly be distributed by the World Film
Corporation. The subject, which is in two
reels, shows the building of one of the
United States Army cantonments, from an
actual wilderness to a city housing 40,000
troops, The
in ascene
periodis of
onlyPike,
fifty-two
days'
time.
Camp
situated
in
Arkansas, not far from Little Rock
Cbarles Edward Russell Makes
First Screen Attempt
Charles Edward Russell, Socialist leader,
has just made his first appearance before a
motion picture camera at the Herbert
Brenon studios. Mr. Russell was one of
the principal members of the American
(Root) Commission to Russia and. since
the return of the Commission to this country, has lectured and written extensively
on the birth of democracy in Russia.
At the Brenon studios scenes were
staged depicting the arrival of the Commission in Petrograd, the reception of Mr.
Russell by the Duma, his welcome by the
committees of workingmen as the representative of American labor, and glimpses
of the Commission en route across the
new republic in the former Czars royal
train, which actually was placed at the
disposal of Elihu Root and his associates.
The new scenes are to be incorporated
in Mr. Brenon's production of " The Fall
of the Romanoffs."
" Son of His Liked
Father ?" Is Well

Thomas H. Ince's first Charles Ray picture for Paramount seems to have struck
a popular chord among both exhibitors and
their patrons. Concerning " His Father's
Son," the concensus of opinion has been
summed up by Paramount as : " A feature
quite above the ordinary."
It is expected that " His Mother's Boy,"
Ray's second film, supervised by Mr Ince,
to be released in December, will be fully
as interesting if not even more striking
than the first production.
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Stern Brothers Map
Change Places on
The Stern Brothers, of L-Ko, changed
places on the map last week, and boosted
trans-continental railroad travel in a manner thus : President Julius Stern departed
for Los Angeles, where L-Ko Studios are
located, at Hollywood, immediately upon
the arrival of his brother, Abe Stern, treasurer of the company, from the Pacific
Coast. While President Julius is in California, Treasurer Abe will remain in New
York, to manage L-Ko affairs in the Mecca
Building.
Donald Hall Has Role in Emily
Stevens Subject
Donald Hall has been engaged to play
the role of Raymond Fluery in support of
Emily Stevens in the forthcoming Metro
picture, " Alias Mrs. Jessop," it was announced last week. The picture was
adapted by Albert LeVino from the story
of Blair Hall, and is directed by William
S. Davis. Hall recently played opposite
Norma Talmadge in " The Moth," Shirley
Mason in " The Awakening of Ruth " and
Violet Mersereau in " The Raggedy
Queen."
Especially Equipped Studio for
Lee Children
When, recently, through General Manager
Sheehan of the Fox Film Corporation, it
was announced that hereafter Jane and
Katherine Lee would be starred in Fox
Standard Pictures, there was set aside for
them a special studio at Fort Lee where
they will work for a solid year.
Dressing rooms such as are provided for
the most important stars in filmdom are at
their disposal; rest rooms, furnished with
everything in which children delight, are
there; playing quarters were not overlooked, and should they want to remain
over night at the studio sleeping rooms are
ready for them.

Jane and Katherine Lee (Fox)

Harold Lockwood in a Scene from His Next Metro " The Square Deceiver," Based on the Novel " Love
Mt for Myself Alone "
Yorke-Metro
Gives Lockwood
Two
Directors
Planned Under New System to Produce One Lockwood Feature Each Month — Fred J. Balshofer Is Director-General
supervision of the preparation and actual
ACCORDING to an announcement
issued last week by Yorke Film
staging of the pictures.
In line with this policy Yorke Film
Corporation, the dual director system, successfully employed with Bushman and
Corporation has engaged Francis Ford as
Bayne, Edith Storey and Viola Dana, will one of the two directors. Mr. Ford has
been in motion pictures since its earliest
be adopted by Yorke, whose star is Harold
Lockwood.
days, both as a director and player. Mr.
This means that two directors will be Ford's motion picture debut was made at
a time when only single reel subjects were
engaged in directing Harold Lockwood.
Each director will put on an alternate pic- made. He was a member of the Melies
ture and use the time between to assemble
Company in the days of the Westerns ; this
and cut his last picture and prepare for his was one of his early associations. Later he
became associated with the New York Monext production.
tion Picture Company, which also produced
Under this system Yorke Film CorporaWesterns.
tion will make one Lockwood production
The selection of the alternate director has
a month for release through Metro without sacrificing quality for speed. As a not yet been made and should it happen
matter of fact the system augers for that no one is engaged for the post up
smoothness in production on account of to the time Mr. Ford finishes his first production Mr. Balshofer will stand ready to
the length of time allotted each director
direct the subject to follow.
for preparation.
The new system will go into effect imFred J. Balshofer, who has been directing Lockwood in his recent releases, will
mediately with Mr. Ford directing the next
be director-general. He will have general
picture.
Capellani Begins Work for Metro
Corporation
Albert Capellani, the director who will
be introduced to Metro patrons in connection with an Emily Stevens picture,
already has begun work on the new production, a screen version of " Daybreak,"
the play written by Jane Cowl and Jane
Murfin. Produced in New York earlier
in the season, and now touring the country, it has been adapted for the screen by
the director himself in collaboration with
June Mathis. Julian L'Estrange will play
the part opposite Miss Stevens. Mr. Capellani is now directing Mr. L'Estrange and
the other members of the supporting cast

in
the opening
scenes of thewill
'play.
Stevens,
it is announced,
beginEmily
her
work in the production within a few days,
being
in selecting her gowns
for thebusily
new engaged
play.
New

Photolight
Used for
Marguerite Clark
For what is said to be the first time in
history of motion picture work, it is stated,
the new Harmer-Mark Photolight is being
employed in the production of a new picture starring Marguerite Clark, to be released by Paramount in December. Two
of the lights are being used, each with a
100,000 candlepower.
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Pathe Bookings Mean Bonds to
Exhibitor
Pathe this week made known through
its publicity department a statement made
by a New York exhibitor concerning " The
Seven Pearls " and " The Fatal Ring," the
two Pathe serials starring Pearl White and
Mollie King. Creighton Hale appears with
Mollie King in " The Seven Pearls."
The statement, which is no doubt of interest to other exhibitors, reads : " I was
lucky enough to book both ' The Fatal
Ring ' and ' The Seven Pearls,' and as a
result, when the Government called for
subscriptions to the Liberty Loan I managed to make a good sized subscription.
I have divided my bonds into two packages,
one I call ' The Fatal Ring ' and the other
' The Seven Pearls,' and it is going to
mean joy to me for many years in the
future to spend 'The Fatal Ring' and
' The Seven Pearls ' income that accrues
from these bonds."
Paramount

Parading in Handsome Gowns Is Only One of the Things That Grace Cunard Does Well in " Society's
Driftwood." a Butterfly Production
Bluebird and Butterfly Companies Active
Eight Kept Busy Creating Features for Distribution Early
in New Year — Programs Scheduled Well Into December
UNIVERSAL publicity department this upon a Butterfly to be called " Hawaiian
week announced that eight companies
Knights," a five-reel comedy by George
Hively. Then, too, Douglas Gerrard is
arc busy at Universal City creating feadirecting Jack Mulhall and Donna Drew
tures for distribution early in the new year
on the Bluebird and Butterfly programs.
in "Madam Spy," a narrative written byThese programs, as already announced, are Lee Morrison and prepared for the screen
scheduled well into December, and it i^- by Harvey Gates.
said there are plenty of subjects ready to
The stages at Universal City arc also
be listed.
occupied
for Craig Hutchinson's comedy
For the Bluebird list Joseph De Grasse
double-reeler, " Seeing Things," to feature
Stanley Laurel and Kathleen O'Connor
is completing " The Scarlet Car," made
from the late Richard Harding Davis' story
while the second episode of " 'The Bull's
of the same title, in which Franklyn
Eye," an Eddie Polo serial ; the last chapFarnum will star, supported by Edith Johnter of " The Red Ace," the serial now
son, Lon Chaney and Al W. Filson.
running, and the seventh episode of " The
George Siegmann is directing Carmel
Mystery Ship,"
just getting
under waylistwith
exhibitors,
complete
the current
of
Myers in Doris Schroder's screen version
Universal
production
activities
on
the
west
of Frank R. Adams' popular story, " Molly
and I," with Kenneth Harlan leading the coast.
supporting company.
Alice Brady Starts on Second
" Broadway Love" will have Dorothy
Phillips, the Bluebird star, in its chief role,
Select Picture
with William Stowcll her leading man.
At the Paragon Studio in Fort Lee Alice
The adaptation and directing is credited
Brady began work last week on her
to Ida May Park. Juanita Hanson, Eve
second Select picture. This is a screen
Southern, Gladys Tennyson, Lon Chaney,
Harry Von Meter, and William Rurress
version of Charlotte Bronte's immortal
novel, "Jane Eyre." The picture is being
are supporting Miss Phillips. " The Highest Card," directed by Rupert Julian, from
directed man
by Edward
leading
is Elliot Jose.
Dexter. Miss Brady's
Elliott duced
J.on location
Clawson'sas scenario,
proa Bluebirdis being
with Ruth
Coincident with the beginning of her
second Select picture, it is announced that
Clifford the star and Monroe Salisbury
to be featured as her leading man.
progress is being made on the cutting and
Rutterflys in preparation include " Betitling of the first of Miss Brady's Select
loved Jim," a Christmas story written by star series, " Her Silent Sacrifice." This
picture was also directed by Mr. Jose. The
Joseph Girard, and directed by Stuart Paydirector, Miss Brady, the star, and a few
ton, with Harry Carey and Priscilla Dean
officials of the Select company saw a
to be featured ; " Wolves of the North,"
from a story by R. N. Bradbury and F. H.
roughly-cut version of the picture for the
Clark, sccnarioized by Charles Kenyon, and
first time on Saturday and were said to
directed by Edward J. Le Saint, starring
be pleased with its many appealing qualiLouise Lovely and Hart Hoxie.
ties. "Her Silent Sacrifice " is being put
Harry Carey and Molly Malone are
into
shape for early release through Select
Exchanges.
working under direction of Jack Ford,

Serial Advertised Big
in Virginia
The Serial Department of Paramount
Pictures Corporation, in charge of Jerome
Beatty, last week announced that theatres
in Virginia are launching big advertising
campaigns
publicity
on " serial
Who
Is 'Number and
One'?"
the drives
Paramount
starring Kathleen Clifford, laying great
stress upon the fact that Miss Clifford is
a Virginia girl, claiming Charlottesville
as her home town.
Miss Clifford is co-operating with Virginia exhibitors and is writing for them
open letters, addressed to her friends, telling of her work in " Who Is ' Number
One ' ? " These the Virginia theatre managers are said to be using to excellent
effect in their advertising.
In Buffalo and vicinity, theatres bookIs ' Number
'? " are driving
homeing "Who
the fact
that AnnaOneKatharine
Green
wrote the novel. Anna Katharine Green
has long lived in Buffalo.
Ashley to Direct Madge Kennedy
Productions

Arthur Ashley, formerly actor and director for the World Film Corporation,
has been engaged by Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, it was announced last week,
to direct the future productions of Madge
Kennedy, whose first Goldwyn release indicated that other features with this star will
be welcome.
" Oh Mary Be Careful ! " is the first
Goldwyn picture Ashley has been deputized
to direct with Miss Kennedy as star. His
company- has gone to the South, where exterior scenes will be taken. Clarence Jay
Elmer, assistant to Mr. Ashley at the Peerless studio, is also with him at the Goldwyn studios.
Second Series of Ade Fables \ear
Close
The second series of the Ade Fables in
slang, made by Essanay for release through
General, is drawing near a close. The
eleventh of the twelve, which has just been
completed, is " The Fable of the Back
Trackers from the Hot Sidewalks."
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William Desmond and Director Raymond Wells
Followed the Trend of Fashion, and Donned
Khaki in Triangle's " Fighting Back "
Select Claims That " Over There "
Aids Recruiting
It was announced by Select Pictures last
week that reports have been received by
Arthur S. Kane, general manager of Select
Pictures, which indicate that one of the
reasons why " Over There," the new Select
production starring Charles Richman and
Anna Q. Nilsson, is being heavily booked
throughout the country is because of its
very direct appeal to men of enlisting age
throughout the communities where it is
shown. It is estimated that its presentation
will have an appreciable influence on recruiting for the United States army, and
in this connection the land battleship, " The
Recruit," which is anchored in Union
Square, plays a leading part. The picture
was produced under the direction of James
Kirkwood.
Title of Harold Lockwood Picture
Changed
The title of Harold Lockwood's next
Metro wonder play has been changed from
"Love Me for Myself Alone" to "The
Square Deceiver." The original title is
the same as that of the novel by Francis
Perry Elliott from which the screen play
was adapted. The picture is a comedydrama and presents Mr. Lockwood in the
role of a multimillionaire who, meeting
his dream girl, conceals his identity, become- a chauffeur and lives a most unusual romance. The production is in five
reels.
May Get Scenes in
Hawaii
Famous Players-Lasky last week announced, through its publicity department,
that Sessue Hayakawa and a company of
fifteen people may shortly go to Hawaii
to film scenes in a forthcoming Paramount
picture. The Japanese star's next picture
will
be " Therelease.
Secret Game," a December
Paramount
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Triangle Staff Works
on High Quality Reels
Olive Thomas Busy in " Betty Takes a Hand," and Authors Are Furnishing Scripts for Wide Range of Dramas — Directors Await Stories
'HREE
new
pictures
THREE new pictures have
have been
been started,
started,
which J. Barney Sherry 'has the leading
four are
various stages
of rnnconfnnr
r,rp in
in v.nrimis
ctpirps nf
part ; "The Learnin' of Jim Benton," with
struction and five directors have finished
the cowboy star, Roy Stewart, and " The
their latest offerings and are waiting for
The large
stock company at Culver City
Maternal
Spark."
stories at the Triangle's Culver City has been noticeably increased within the
Studios, it was announced last week.
past two weeks by considerable promising
With the scenario department working
talent, and Casting Director Arthur
under full sail on some of the finest stories young
Floyt declares he has engaged several
obtainable, including fiction from the Sat- " dark horses " who may yet be numbered
urday Evening Post, Cosmopolitan, and
among the reigning favorites of the films.
other publications, the coming Triangle
Several new players will make their initial
productions from the West promise to in- appearance with Triangle in the new productions soon to be cast.
clude many sure-fire hits, the offerings of
Jack Dillon is handling the megaphone
some of the nation's best known writers.
Three pictures have been shipped in the on Olive Thomas' latest story, " Betty
past week: "Indiscreet Corinne," starring
Takes a Hand," by Katherine Kavanaugh.
Included in the cast are Charles Gunn, who
Olive Thomas ; " The Fuel of Life," with
is playing opposite Miss Thomas, George
Belle Bennett in the stellar role and " ReHernandez, Diana Carillo and Frederick
generates," featuring Alma Ruebens and
Vroom.
Walt Whitman. Stories completed and
The five directors who are waiting for
awaiting shipment are William Desmond's
latest offering, " The Sudden Gentleman " ; new stories include Cliff Smith, G. P.
Hamilton, Thomas N. Heffron, Ferris
" The Ship of Doom," featuring Claire
McDowell and Monte Blue; "Fanatics," in Hartman and Wyndham Gittens.
Metro Star Stages Two Features
at Once
Ethel Barrymore, the Metro star, and
Frank Reicher, her director, have been
trying recently to see how much work
they can consume, according to their activities on two productions at the same
time. They have been engaged in the
preparation of " The Eternal Mother," a
dramatic feature, and "An American
Widow," a screen
comedy
melodrama.
In orderversion
to leaveof ata the
time
scheduled for Savannah, Ga., to make the
outdoor scenes of the latter production,
interior scenes of both pictures had to be
made simultaneously.
The main and most important point
about this, according to the Metro publicity department, was the fact that this
double-barreled program could not have
been carried out except for the excellent

mental balance of both star and director,
whose " team-work " throughout was remarkable. Miss Barrymore was obliged
to change her whole mental viewpoint
daily, entering into the spirit of first one
character and then the other.
Macdonald
Scenarioizing for
Jackie Saunders
Sherwood Macdonald, it was announced
last
week,story
is scenarioizing
Lee Arthur's
five-reel
for Jackie Saunders,
the
Horkheimer-Mutual star. Supporting Miss
Saunders will be Daniel Gilfether, Mollie
McConnell, Gordon Sackville, Arthur
Shirley, Ruth Lackaye and Bruce Smith.
" Billie " Beckway, who has been in the
East for two months, is back in front of
the camera in Director Macdonald's company at the _Balboa studios. Long Beach.

Hayakawa

Mary Anderson
Are Featured
in " The Between
Flaming Mirth
Omen,"and a Consternation
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon,
This and
SceneAlfred
from Whitman
Which Appears
to Be Divided
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At the Goldwyn Studio.
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Samuel Goldfish with Geraldine Farrar and Mary Garden, in the Centre. On the Left, Madge Kennedy in " Nearly Married."
Right, Mae Marsh and Robert Harron in a Scene from " Sunshine Alley "

Essanay Recent Releases Reported to Be in Demand
The luck of " Fools for Luck " is said to
THROUGH the publicity department of
be continuing without a halt. The picture
Essanay it was announced last week
has made a hit everywhere it has been
that exchange men report recent Essanay
shown, and apparently it has a long run
releases are in good demand and that booking is brisk.
ahead of it. " Fools for Luck," in which
Taylor Holmes, the noted comedian, plays
" Young Mother Hubbard," Little Mary
the leading role, exposes the foolishness of
McAlister's latest comedy-drama, has
proved popular. Exhibitors who have al- superstition. It is Mr. Holmes's second
ready shown it have been so successful
Essanay comedy-drama, " Efficiency Edwith the picture and have made such comgar's Courtship " being the first.
plimentary reports that other exhibitors are
Theinalnew
prints
Chaplin's
comedies
and oftheCharlie
Ade fables
alsoorigare
said to be hurrying to book the feature. It
is described as a picture of the sort that is reported to be in good demand.
bound to be popular, for it unfolds the joys
and the heartaches of four little abandoned
orphans. " Little Mary " plays the role of Triangle Hurries Film for Uncle
" little mother " to the other three.
Sam
" The Fibbers," in which Bryant WashDirector Hamilton, of Triangle, worked
burn and Virginia Valli play the leading
roles, also has proved to be a winner. It is his company night and day on " The Maa comedy-drama based on young married
ternal Spark," in which Irene Hunt is
starred, in order to release Rowland Lee,
life — the theme that made the Skinner series
who had been called to the colors, as soon
so popular. Many exhibitors have reported
that they believe " The Fibbers " is as big a as possible. The picture was turned out
in record time, and Lee is now serving
drawing card as the Skinner pictures, which
Uncle Sam.
also starred Washburn.
Harold
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Lockwood

Finishes First New

WITH the filmization of a number of
scenes in Fifth avenue last week,
Harold Lockwood finished his next-to-bereleased Metro feature. The picture is the
first Lockwood has made under the MetroYorke banner in the East.
Advance announcements gave " Love Me
for Myself Alone " as the title, but this has
been changed to " The Square Deceiver."
Francis Perry Elliott wrote the story and
in the multi-millionaire young man who
became a chauffeur in order to learn if his
" dream girl " loved him for himself alone
he provided Mr. Lockwood with what is
said to be a most congenial role and one
that is different from those he has played
in recent releases.
The story is a romantic comedy drama
of society life and dwells upon the machinations of Mrs. Pugfeather, who is anxious to break into the inner circle of society, hoping thereby to have her daughter

York

Made

Picture

Celia meet and win Billy Van Dyke (Harold Lockwood) whose splendid qualities of
young manhood and whose vast wealth
have made him much sought after by
mothers of marriageable daughters.
The paign
first
Mrs.a Pugfeather's
camis to step
lookin for
liveried chauffeur
and her ward, Beatrice Forsythe, is sent to
hire one. Van Dyke sees her driving
through the park and immediately recognizes her as his dream gin. When he
learns of her errand and that it has not
been successful he, struck by an idea, dons
his ex-chauffeur's coat and cap, approaches
his dream girl, offers his services as chauffeur and is engaged. Thus begins a romance that completely thwarts Mrs. Pugfeather's plans for her daughter and wins
for Billy a girl who loves himself alone.
A cast including Pauline Curley, William
Clifford, Dick L'Estrange, Dora Mills
Adams and Kathryn Hutchison supports.

Picturized Novel, " K," Released
Jewel Productions, Inc., announced this
by Jewel
week
will
shortly
releaseRoberts
" K,"
adaptedthat
fromit the
novel
of Mary
Rinehart which was published serially in
a widely read magazine, and which has
been prepared for the screen by Lois
Weber and Phillips Smalley, who also produced it. Mildred Harris, Miss Weber's
recently " discovered " star, is to be
presented in the leading role, and True
Boardman will have the role opposite in
support. Albert Roscoe, Zella Caull and
Carl Miller are also in the cast. The production is said to be on a very elaborate
scale, and has been purchased by Jewel for
distribution after a New York showing at
the Broadway theatre.
Army Officers Host to Little Mary
McAlister
Three thousand future United States
army officers, members of the officers'
training camp at Fort Sheridan, near Chicago, were given a touch of home life
recently when they were hosts to Little
Mary McAlister, six-year-old Essanay
star, at a reception in her honor at the
fort.
Two hundred feet of film showing
maneuvers of the command from the fort
which recently visited the Essanay studios
in charge of Dick Travers, former Essanay actor, also was shown as part of
the day's entertainment.
Egyptian Citv Reproduced

in

What Goldwyn's
is said to be a" faithful
Thais "reproduction to scale of one of the principal streets
in the ancient city of Alexandria. Egypt,
is a scenic feature of Goldwyn"s production of " Thais," Mary Garden's first motion picture vehicle, the photography of
which
progressing steadily at the studio
at Fortis Lee.
The scene set, which was built on the
lot back of the studio, is said to have kept
fifty workmen busy seven days a week for
nearly three weeks. About 1.500 extras
will be used in the scenes requiring the
set, it is announced by Goldwyn.
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Mae Marsh and Robert Harron in
New Feature
In its production of " Sunshine Alley "
Goldwyn has scheduled not only its second
Mae Marsh starring vehicle, but also the
reunion of one of the best known costarring teams of the early days of Triangle. Robert Harron will mark his return
to the screen as Miss Marsh's co-star in
Goldwyn's " Sunshine Alley."
In addition to the appearances of Miss
Marsh and Harron in the five-reel features, "The Wharf Rat," " The Little
Liar" and "A Child of the Paris Streets,"
they also had prominent parts in the Griffith spectacles, " The Birth of a Nation "
and "Intolerance."
It is announced by Goldwyn that Miss
Marsh's next feature, following " Sunshine Alley," will be " The Cinderella
Man."
Bryant Washburn Begins Work
on Pathe Play
Bryant Washburn, the new Pathe star,
according to an announcement made this
week by Pathe, has arrived in Los Angeles
and has begun work on his first Pathe
play. A portion of the Kalem Studios as
Glendale have been rented for Washburn,
it is announced, and extensive improvements have been made.
Richard Foster Baker, who directed
Washburn for Essanay, is also with him
on the Coast, in charge of the direction
of the new Pathe play, the working title
of which is " Kidder and Koe." Gertrude
Selby, recently of Fox, will be Washburn's
leading woman.
Drews

Complete Christmas
Comedy

-Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Metro funmakers, have completed their Christmas
comedy picture, it was announced this
week, and it will be released at the holiday
season.

Significant in Themselves Are These Two Dramatic Scenes Clipped from the Jewel Production,
' The Price of a Good Time "
Jewel

Features Booked For Moss Theatres
" The Co-Respondent Is in Seven Reels and Stars Elaine
Hammerstein — Prize Offered in Jewel Question Contest
Miss Hammerstein is seen to advantage
PRODUCTIONS,
INC.,to furin the role of Anne Gray. George AnderJJEWEL
nished enough
activity in regard
two
son, Winifred Harris, Richard Neil,
of its features during the past week to
bring forth a bright ray of light from the Charles Smith, Josephine Morse, Hattie
Horn and Jennie Mayo complete the cast.
Calcium machine of the industry. ExRalph W. Ince is the director.
hibitors will no doubt be greatly interested
Officials of Jewel Productions, Inc., have
in the trend of events, which indicate that
offered
a prize of $50 for the best answer
Jewel is not only maintaining its " place in
the sun " but is even taking steps beyond.
to the question, " What is the Grand
Contracts were exchanged last week be- Passion?" the title of their newest Jewel
release, in which Dorothy Phillips stars.
tween Jewel Productions and B. S. Moss,
The title of this feature was " The Boss
whereby the latest seven-reel feature, "The
of Powderville," after a story by Thomas
Co-Respondent," with Elaine Hammerstein,
will be shown in all theatres controlled by Addison. When it was shown upon the
Mr. Moss.
screen in Jewel Productions, Inc., projection room, it was deemed necessary to
"The Co-Respondent" is adapted from
change the title. Discussions then arose
the stage play of the same name by Alice
over the definition of the title, resulting in
Leal Pollack and Rita Weiman, in which
Irene Fenwick starred at the Booth
the offer of a prize of $50 for the best
theatre two years ago. It tells the story
answer to the question, and $25 for the second ablest definition and results are
of Anne Gray, a New England girl, who
anxiously awaited.
is wooed by Langdon Van Kreel, a
dissolute multi-millionaire whose wife has
" The Grand Passion " is an Ida May
him followed to a small town hotel as he Park production and the cast includes
is about to have his friend perform a William Stowell and Lon Chancy, in Miss
mock marriage after having brought the Phillips' support; Jack Mulhall, Evelyn
Selbie, Bert Appling, and Alfred Allen.
girl to the hotel.

"Mother"
Unusual
ic
George Offers
Loane Tucker
Said to Have Photograph
Taken Full Advantage
of Opportunities, with Hills of England as a Locale

Alice Brady in " Her
Silent Sacrifice " (Select
Pictures)

THE oft accepted theory propounded
anent the unsatisfactory atmospheric
conditions prevalent in England is said to
be set at naught by the camera effects
achieved in George Loane Tucker's screen
production of " Mother." The story is said
to lend itself admirably to beautiful scenic
effects and striking panoramic views.
George Loane Tucker has taken full advantage of the splendid photographic possibilities offered by a picturization of Mr.
Philpott's book with its rural settings and
pastoral beauties.
Selecting as a locale the hills of Dartmoor, England, made famous by " Lorna
Doone " and other widely read novels, the
American producer has secured a series of
what are considered surpassingly beautiful
views, embracing the quaint architecture
and rolling expanses of a section in England hithertofore undiscovered by the eye
of the motion picture camera. Mr. Tucker

Effects

has also succeeded in securing a most realistic moonlight effect, exquisitely tinted and
toned.
Said to be second only in importance to
the scenes aforementioned are the striking
effects obtained by recourse to night photograph}'. One shot taken by Mr. Tucker
shows a light burning in the window of a
small cottage nestling in a valley, shadowed
on either side by the hills of Dartmoor. The
craggy peaks and sheer walls of the surrounding country stand out as though
photographed in clear sunlight, while the
little house with its shining beacon is silhouetted clearly in relief. A number of
clever double exposures also add greatly to
the camera values.
The six-part
screenRisdon
versionand
of "sponsored
Mother,"
starring
Elizabeth
by McClure Pictures, is expected to set a
new mark in the matter of artistic locations
and stereoscopic photography.
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Triangle Scribes Keep Pace With Production
Literary Department Under Julian Johnson Makes Things Hum
with Wide Range of Subjects — Magazine Material Leads Field
in a recent issue of the Saturdav Evening
T'lECulver
Literary
Triangle of
at Post.
City,Department
under the of
supervision
George du bois Proctor, of the scenario
Julian Johnson as editor-in-chief, is keepforce, is in the throes of another story.
ing pace with the steady production of feature pictures covering a wide range of sub- He is working on " Captain of His Soul."
jects, itwas announced this week, followan adaptation from Eleanore Kinkade's
ing late developments on the West Coast.
" Shackles."
The scenario force, it is made known, has story,
Catherine
Carr, Triangle continuity expert, is working on the screen adaptation
a large volume of good material on file
at present, most of it being from the pens
of " Real Folks," which won first honors in
of well-known writers whose product is the recent Photoplay Magazine contest.
The story is by Mrs. Kate Corbaley of Los
in demand by the weekly and monthly
Angeles.
magazines.
Alvin J. Neitz, Triangle scenario writer,
Jack Cunningham has just finished the
just finished " The Gown of Destiny,"
continuity for " Betty Takes a Hand." by has
from the Saturday Evening Post story,
Katherine Kavanaugh, one of the prizewinning stories in the Photoplay Magazine
"Derr
EachBiggers.
According to His Gifts," by Earl
contest. He is now working on " LimouVerne Hardin Porter, author and former
sine Life," by Ida H. Evans, which was
published in a recent issue of the Red
magazine editor, Joseph Anthony Roach,
Book.
H. B. Daniels and Maude Reeves White are
working on original stories for the TriGeorge Elwood Jenks, also of the Triangle, while Elizabeth Haas and Marion
angle script department, is working on the
Dummer are reading the offerings of varicontinuity for " The Alley of Flashing
ous authors.
Spears," Don Byrne's story which appeared

Sing Sing Inmates Appreciate
Tucker Photoplay
A touching and appropriate tribute to
" Mother," the latest McClure Pictures
screen offering, has been received by
George Loane Tucker, who directed the
feature. Through the courtesy of Mr.
Tucker the inmates of Sing Sing prison
were
enabled to view " Mother " at a recent
screening.
The letter, from a member of the
Mutual Welfare League of Sing Sing, said
in part : " ' Mother ' is a picture possessing
one essential outstanding feature, which
will insure its success wherever shown ;
sustained human heart interest, and once
seen will not easily be forgotten. Elizabeth Risdon's characterization of the
quaint charming
completely
won allandour lovable
hearts ;' Mother
carrying'
us back down through the years to home
and to mother with the wisdom of the
ages in her quiet, passionless eyes.
" Facing all things with courage and
patience, making the countless little sacriher make
boy's: happiness,
that mother,
only a
motherfices forcan
she was your
my mother — our mother, and the fires of
desire, to be fine, and clean and decent
rekindled and burned anew, within most
of our hearts."

Advertising Drive Brings Increased Publicity
Paramount and Artcraft Both Said to Have Profited Through Big
Newspaper Drive, and Exhibitors of Their Features Should Share It
what it claims to give. It is claimed there
IN an announcement this week from Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, it is has never been a time in the whole history
said that as a direct result of the Paramount
of the industry when greater care, expense
and skill have been brought to bear upon
and Artcraft million-dollar advertising
campaign in the dailies and magazines, a productions. Nothing has been permitted
veritable flood of publicity for these pic- to interfere with this. The pictures released
tures isgoing out to the people to whom the by Paramount and Artcraft have represented not only the cumulative thought of
names of Paramount and Artcraft are inexperienced motion picture men, but the
variably becoming synonymous with the
best in motion pictures. It is said that best
that could be had artistically and technically.
newspapers that did not before accord much
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
space to pictures are becoming more acstates that it will continue to advance along
quainted with the importance of this form
the lines that have brought it success. And
of entertainment, and in every case, virtually, have employed the names of Paramount
this advertising campaign is to tell the people that Artcraft and Paramount pictures
and Artcraft in their announcements as diare representatives of the most advanced
rectly indicative of the best in screen entertainment.
methods in the production of entertainment
Similar evidences of the popularity of for patrons of the photoplay industry of
the present age.
the players appearing in these productions
are constantly appearing. There can be but
one answer to this — Paramount and Artcraft photoplays have become a standard
of excellence in quality of production and
character of subjects, while the popularity
of the stars appearing in these pictures has
become a recognized fact.
During the last three weeks statistics
have been compiled by the advertising department of the organization which are said
to show" that by means of advertising in the
national magazines every town in the
United States is being blanketed successfully in this campaign. It is said there is
hardly a city that has not more magazines
in circulation than there are families in the
community.
The satisfactory thing about the whole
matter from the exhibitors' point of view is
that the Famous Players-Lasky CorporaFrancis Ford Demonstrates His Artistry as an
tion is backing up its advertising for ParaIndian in Butterfly's " John Ermine of the
mount and Artcraft Pictures by giving
Yellowstone "

Fox Makes Change in One Scene
of Bara Feature
It was noticed by visitors to the Lyric
Theatre, where William Fox's spectacular
production of " Cleopatra," starring Theda
Bara. is filling an indefinite engagement,
that a change has been made in the opening scenes of the feature, and that it now
has a decidedly more effective introduction.
The first scene of the picture, as it now
is being shown at the Lyric, shows the
great desert outside Alexandria, the capital
of Cleopatra's kingdom. In the distance are
the Sphinx and two of the pyramids. The
view changes quickly to a close-up of the
inscrutable face of the Sphinx, which then
fades slowly into the features of Miss
Theda Bara, the star of the picture.
In this way, J. Gordon Edwards, who
directed the photoplay, registers at once,
and in unmistakable fashion, the thoroughlytialEgyptian
which it is essenshall be atmosphere
created.
Frieda Hempel. Prima Donna, to
Appear
in Pictures
The rumor
circulated
recently to the
effect that Frieda Hempel, prima donna
of the Metropolitan Opera Company, would
shortly make her debut in motion pictures,
found confirmation this week, when it was
announced that the singer has received
special permission to appear in a series of
feature plays prepared for her exclusive
Miss Hempel, who will make her appearance as usual at the Metropiltan Opera
• season, has not decided, it is
House
use. this
said, whether she will make a screen feature before or after her marriage, which is
rumored as impending. Neither has the
singer decided, it is announced, whether or
not she will contract as a star with a producing company or organize a company
of her own.
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" The Rose of Blood " Was Made During Star's Long Stay on
West Coast — Story Said to Center About Russian Revolution
WILLIAM FOX announced last week most of Miss Bara's pictures, including her
the completion of a new Theda Bara " Cleopatra," had charge of the filming of
" The Rose of Blood." He claims to have
Superpicture,
Rosewas
of Blood."
told a straightforward story of deep
The picture," The
which
made during
dramatic
intensity, in a manner which
MisssaidBara's
long stay
the Pacific
Coast,
is
to concern
the onRussian
Revolution
brings to the front all the power of its
theme.
and the part which the people of the White
Theda Bara, it is announced, considers
Empire played in bringing it about. It is
said to show particularly the work done
" The Rose of Blood " one of the finest
things she has done. In it, she plays the
by a woman in overthrowing the despots
who ruled the country.
role of a Russian girl who is led by circumstances to cast her lot with a group of
It is announced that " The Rose of
Revolutionists. A short time afterward she
Blood " is from a story by Richard Ordynmarries a Prince. When he becorpes
ski, stage director of the Metropolitan
Opera House. In addition to writing the Premier of the Empire and signalizes his
piece, Mr. Ordynski supervised the details
power by deeds of oppression, his wife is
instructed to assassinate him, which she
of art in the staging; and also played the
leading male role. As he was born in eventually does.
Poland, and has spent a great part of his
The problem which confronts her in this
crisis gives the big moment to the picture.
life in various parts of the Russian EmThe decision she makes is instrumental in
pire, it is said he has been able to make
the settings and atmosphere of the pro- bringing about the uprising of March, 1917,
duction correct in every detail.
which resulted in the founding of a new
J. Gordon Edwards, who has directed
republic.
Theda Bara in Another Pose from William Fox's
Spectacular Production of " Cleopatra "
Beatriz Michelena Completing
Her New Picture
According to announcements from Boulder Creek, Cal., where Beatriz Michelena
is in the midst of production activities, the
star is now completing her second picture
at that place, under the title of "Just
Squaw." Tt was preceded by " The Dead
Line." Both are stories of the primitive
West, and the outdoor scenes in which that
section abounds are said to be a very decided feature.
It is understood that none of the Beatriz
Michelena productions will be offered for
release until the third is completed, and it
is expected the star will begin work upon
it immediately following the completion of
the one in which she is now appearing.
Ann

Pennington Plans New
Paramount Picture
Ann Pennington, diminutive Paramount
star, having completed " The Antics of
Ann " for release by Paramount November
5, will, it is said, begin work shortly on a
new production, the nature of which is not
yet announced.
Variety in scene is said to be a feature
of " The Antics of Ann." There are
bathing scenes, dance scenes, boardingschool scenes and football scenes. A
thread of love runs through the picture
and the characters are interpreted by a cast
who were especially chosen.
Fifth in Russell Series Is Aztec
Picture
William Russell, American Film Compnay star, has started work on his fifth
production of the present American series
of six, according to news from Chicago
this week. Raymond L. Shrock wrote the
;tory, which centers on a treasure hunt
:hat takes the scene into South America,
ind Edward Sloman is directing it.

American

Accomplishes Laboratory Feat
Charles A. Ziebarth, superintendent of
the American Film Company, Chicago, has
completed what he considers a rather
notable bit of laboratory work for a firm
in Nashville, Tenn. It is claimed the
American laboratories were found to be
the only ones in the country equipped to
handle the new process of filming a picture.
The process requires a strip of film a
trifle over four inches wide, and runs from
right to left in a six foot camera. There
are five lenses which produce a strip of
pictures five deep, each one three-fourths
of an inch square. It is said that the picture thrown on a thirty-six-foot screen will
give an entire view of any outdoor event,
such as a pageant, parade or baseball game.
The new film will be figured by weight instead of by footage and is the first development made of the new process.

Grotto Scene for Barriscale Is
Elaborate Kind
Paralta, in an announcement last week,
states its impression that an idea can be
gained of the magnitude of Bessie Barriscale's
production,
" Within
Cup,''
from anext
description
of one
of the the
elaborate
sets now under construction at the Paralta Studios at Hollywood. Although only
a small part of the action is expected to
take part in the set, the structure is being
erected, it is said, with as great care as if
the leading interests of the entire story
centered there.
The set is known as a grotto cafe, and
occupies a space of 60 x 80 feet and is
25 feet in height. It is said that fifteen
tons of plaster and 1,500 pounds of burlap
have been employed in its construction, in
addition to a massive lumber framework.
Twenty men have been constantly at work
on the set for a month, it is said.

Burns and Richards Join Sennett
Comedy Forces
Neal Burns and Chris Richards, it was
announced last week, have joined the
Mack Sennett forces and will appear in
a Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy to be
directed by Clarence Badger, and featuring Marie Prevost. Burns is already
known to screen patrons, but, according
to the announcement from Famous PlayersLasky,
whateverRichards
that is.is from the "noisy" stage,
George Binns, an old-time Mack Sennett
comedian, is again at work, and will appear, it is said, in the comedies Sennett
is producing for Paramount.
Virginia Foltz Joins Triangle
Virginia Foltz, formerly in musical comedy productions, and who recently turned
her attention to motion pictures, has be^n
added to Triangle's playing forces at Culver City, and will probably be cast for the
first time in " The Gown of Destiny," Director Lynn Reynolds's latest picture.

Mary Pickford
Is NotScene
Doingfrom
a "Vamp"
Merely
a Pretentious
Her Next Part;
Artcraft, " The Little Princess "
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Long Beach Theatre Gives Arbuckle Warm Reception
the surprise of the evening by presenting
THE Liberty theatre, of Long Beach,
Arbuckle with a rattan chair of generous
Cal., has written its name in indelible
proportions which was built expressly for
ink on that page of motion picture history
the star, and announced to the audience
reserved for " How Stars are Received at
that the chair would be placed in a box
' Personal Appearance ' Parties," and the
which would be reserved exclusively for
star in this case was no smaller a personthe Arbuckle party during their stay in
age than Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle.
Long Beach.
When Manager Otis Hoyt, of the LibThe announcement that passes would
erty, learned that the hefty comedian was
come under the new theatre tax was also
headed for California he planned a rousing
provided for by Manager Hoyt. As box
reception. The theatre is playing the
seats in the Liberty are thirty cents, it will
Arbuckle-Paramount comedies, and, upon
cost Hoyt eighteen cents every time the
hearing news of Arbuckle's approach,
Arbuckle party attends his theatre. A
booked a return of " Oh, Doctor " and arsmall item, to be sure, but it gives one an
ranged with Lou Anger for the appearance of Arbuckle in person.
idea of Hoyt's thoughtfulness and thorWith the stage braced for the occasion,
oughness.
Mr. Arbuckle announced to the Liberty
Hoyt played to the largest house in the
history of the theatre. After addressing
audience that he had signed a five-year lease
the audience for a few minutes in his in- with the Horkheimer Brothers for the use
of their studio and that except for an
imitable way, the comedian introduced his
occasional picture in the East, he would
jumping-jack relative, Al St. John and the
produce all of his future comedies for
village pest, Buster Keaton. Arbuckle's
forthcoming Paramount programs in Long
canine pal and actor, " Luke," also horned
in on the reception. Manager Hoyt sprung
Beach, California.
Caprice Feature Shows Will
THE past week brought many things of
interest concerning William Fox features and stars, not the least of which was
the release on November 4 of "Miss U. S.
A.," in which June Caprice has the leading
role. The feature, along patriotic lines, is
said to be the most dramatic Miss Caprice
has had, and is also the first in which she
has a " dressed up " part throughout the
film. At no time does she appear in the
rags which have been associated with her
roles in the past. Harry Millards was in
charge of the direction.
Richard Stanton has completed another
story for William Fox, with Enid Markey,
Ralph Lewis and Bertram Grassby in the
leading parts. It is said to have taken Mr.
Stanton forty days to make the stormy
weather scenes which give the atmosphere.
Carl Harbaugh, who is directing Virginia
Pearson in her newest vehicle, " All for a
Husband," has completed the cast for the
play. Out on the West Coast again, BerAubrey Causes
Kennedy's
Versatility
Comment
Various film men in bits of gossip recently have expressed themselves as not
being open to surprise if a new male star
suddenly looms bright and high in the motion picture sky. In fact, it is said that
visitors to the Goldwyn Studio even now
make the mistake of thinking General
Manager of Productions Aubrey M. Kennedy is a screen idol. Just how soon he
will take the leap is a matter of conjecture.
However, it is said that if Kennedy
should decide to shift his talents to
histrionic channels it would not be the
only thing he has done in motion pictures.
He has taken hold of the business end of
the Goldwyn Studios and has systematized
all departments to a remarkable degree of
efficiency. It is whispered that he has
written the scenario for one of the big
productions, and that during an unexpected
rush of work he personally jumped in and

m
Star
" Dressedrapidly
Up with
"
tram Fox
Bracken
is progressing
" A Branded Soul," in which Gladys Brockwell will be presented by Mr. Fox. One
scene in the drama will show the ancient
and far-famed Babylonian slave mart in all
its splendor.
" Troublemakers " has been selected as
the title for the recently completed production starring Jane and Katherine Lee,
which William Fox will soon release. The
starlets are at present busily engaged on
their third film for Standard Pictures.
The recent announcement that William
Farnum had finished " Les Miserables," a
picturization of Hugo's novel by Frank
Lloyd, calls to mind the fact that the fast
closing year has been one of achievements
by Mr. Farnum. His outstanding pictures
are " A Tale of Two Cities," " The Conqueror," and " When a Man Sees Red." In
addition to these subjects, the star also had
the stellar roles in " The Price of Silence "
and " American Methods.
from 7 p. m. to 7 a. m. completed about
one-third of one of the most successful features. In several instances he has personally cut the pictures, and he is the fountain
of practical knowledge to which all departments turn for guidance.
Several
ago Kennedy's
ments for years
the American
Companyadvertisecreated
much comment in the trade. It is about ten
years ago that he first became identified
with the film business, soon becoming the
general manager of the Essanay Company.
" Who

Is Number One? " Creates
Ticket Idea

The Palace theatre in Los Angeles is said
to be handling with success the season
ticket idea on "Who Is Number One?"
the Paramount serial starring Kathleen
Clifford. The Palace is advertising the
Anna Katherine Green serial with the
slogan, " Seats now selling fifteen weeks
in advance."

Charles Richman and Anna Q. Nilsson in " Over
There," a Select Picture
"Babes in the Woods" Fox
Christmas Offering
" The Babes in the Woods," one of the
William Fox Standard Pictures, which had
been set for release November 18, has, according to an announcement made this
week from the Fox offices, been moved
along
to December 23, making it a holiday
week offering.
Two reasons are given for the change.
One is that another Standard Picture,
Theda Bara in " The Rose of Blood," has
been completed and, on account of its
timeliness, has been set for release November 4. The other reason advanced is the
success attending "Jack and the Beanstalk " and " Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp." These productions, the first of
which has been released since September 2
and the other since October 14, are in the
same class of productions as " The Babes
Carpenter and Virginia Lee
in Francis
the Woods."
Corbin are the stars of the new picture,
which is reported to be even stronger
dramatically than either of the other two
recent releases in which these juvenile
actors have appeared.
Triangle Presents Juvenile in
Feature, November 28
Richard Barthelmess, regarded by many
in motion picture circles as one of the most
promising juveniles in pictures, is scheduled
to make his appearance in the Triangle
play, " For Valour," adapted from the story
" Melia No-Good," on November 28.
In " For Valour," which was directed by
Albert Parker, under the supervision of
Allan Dwan, at the Triangle Yonkers
Studio, Barthelmess has the part of a
young Canadian slacker who does not feel
the stir of patriotism until touched by the
sacrifice
of his little sister, played by Winifred Allen.

November 17, 1917
Borrows Kerensky from
the Army
When Herbert Brenon, last week, decided
to incorporate some new scenes in " The
Fall of the Romanoffs," he encountered one
of the unusual difficulties that face the
screen creator.
Mr. Brenon wanted to film scenes depicting the reception of Charles Edward Russell, the representative of American labor,
by the Russian Duma. He particularly
needed a young actor named W. Francis
Chapin, who nad played Alexander
Kerensky, the Russian man of the hour,
in " The Fall of the Romanoffs." But the
vicissitudes of real war had already overtaken the mimic Kerensky. Mr. Chapin
had oeen drafted and was a soldier in Company A, 305th Infantry, located at Camp
Upton. Mr. Brenon sent a representative
to the camp and obtained a special permit
for Mr. Chapin to return to his character
of Kerensky for twenty-four hours. A fast
automobile raced Chapin to the Brenon
studios, where the soldier-actor shed khaki
and donned a Russian uniform. Then at
the end of the day he dashed again to
khaki and was hurried by motor back to
Camp Upton.
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Brenon

Essanay Releases Unique Feature
Picture
What is said to be an unusually unique
feature picture, entitled " The Curse of
Iku," has been released by Essanay. It is
cited by Essanay as all the more a novelty
in that, although primarily it is a drama
of Japanese life, it is at the same time a
historical film and a scenic picture.
Tsuri Aoki, wife of the Japanese star,
Sessue Hayakawa, plays the leading role,
that of Omio San, sister of a Japanese
prince. The picture opens with the Japan
of fifty years ago, when Japan was a land
of barbarity and when no foreigners were
allowed to land there with the exception of
Dutch sailors, who were permitted to unload their cargoes at Nagasaki.
"Please Help Emily" Next Empire
All-Star Release
" Please Help Emily," adapted from the
stage production of the same name, is
announced this week as the next Empire
All-Star picture that Mutual is to release,
Nov. 19. Ann Murdock is star of the
feature as she was of the play, and many
of the original cast have been engaged
for the production. Ferdinand Gottschalk,
Hubert Druce, John Harwood and others
are in the supporting cast. Dell Henderson directed the feature.
Pokes Impersonates Scarecrow in
New Picture
Pokes and Jabs, according to the latest
reports from the publicity department of
General, indulge in more romps in " Barnyard Frolics," the current Jaxon Comedy
release of General Film Company. Pokes,
who takes the place of a scarecrow, starts
an uproar, which does not subside until the
police are called in to rid the place of
spooks. It is said to be one of the most
whimsical laugh-makers in the series.

" Sunshine Alley " Is the Name
Marsh Rider
Will Be Seen Among Goldwyn
Releases.of theTheNextStoryPlayWasin Which
Written Mae
by Mary

I Will Vitagraph
Repay"
Claimed
Be a12,Perfect
Schedules
It for ReleasetoNovember
with Corinne Feature
Griffith Featured— Was Directed by William P. S. Earle
WHAT is claimed by Vitagraph as a 100 Seldom, indeed, thinks Vitagraph, have
scenes fitted so happily into the theme and
cent,E.feature
" I Will Repay,"
which per
Albert
Smith,is president
of the atmosphere of a story as in this Blue Ribbon feature, which is located in the city of
company, has announced as a Blue Ribbon
Nashville.
feature, adapted from O. Henry's novel " A
Press critics who saw the pre-release
Municipal
picture is12to and
be
released theReport."
week ofTheNovember
showing of the picture were unanimous in
pronouncing it one of the most finished
features Corinne Griffith, with Mary Maurice and William Dunn in supporting roles.
photoplays they have ever seen, a real
President Albert E. Smith looks upon " I story convincingly and charmingly told.
" I Will Repay " is the romance of a
Will Repay" as a 100 per cent, picture
viewed from any angle ; a romance of the
young Northern magazine writer and the
Southland which is said to have lost none
beautiful daughter of a Southern judge
of its strength or appeal in the screening.
linked with the emancipation of a delicate
William P. S. Earle directed the feature.
and cultured authoress from the curse of
a vicious husband.
A
striking
merit
in
"I
Will
Repay"
is
President Smith has favored the feature
claimed in the lighting and photography,
which is said to be especially marked in with a cast, well balanced and considered
evening scenes under soft Southern skies.
of exceptional strength.

Cooper Writes Scenario for New
Wharton Feature
Courtney Ryley Cooper, author of the
Shoestring Charlie stories, has been engaged to write the scenario of the new
Wharton super-serial of German intrigue
and espionage in this country, from the
stories furnished by William J. Flynn, chief
of the U. S. Secret Service.
In spite of the fact that Cooper has written some two or three million words of fiction in the last six or seven years, in which
he believed he had installed a few thrilling
situations, he now claims that the Kaiser is
a better dealer of thrills than any fiction
writer could be.
" My whole trouble now lies in trying to
put the excitement of sixty five-reel features into twenty two-reel episodes," says
Cooper. "That's just about the amount of
material furnished by Germany's agents in

this country in the last three or more
The picture is to be distributed through
the Hoffman-Foursquare exchanges for the
Wharton Releasing Corporation, and it is
expected nounced
theshortly.
date or release will be anLibrary
years."
English Hop Fields in New

Selig

A combination of what are said to be
interesting subjects gathered from all corners of the world is featured in the current
issue of the Selig World Library No. 23,
released through General Film. The subjects are: "The Hop Fields of Kent, England," Shearing
"
of a Prize Long-haired
Goat," " Mammoth Tree Grove of Mariposa, Cal.," " An Odd Boxing Contest Between Blind Boys," and " Rice Culture in
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Greater Vitagraph on Eve of Campaign for New Serial
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
WALTER W. IRWIN, general manager
and Cyrus Townsend Brady, the former
of the Greater Vitagraph distributing
being in close touch with Director Duncan
organization, announced last week that the
on every detail connected with the filming
company will shortly inaugurate its camof the story. The authors are said to have
paign for " Vengeance — and the Woman,"
the new fifteen-episode serial, which is provided a multitude of thrilling action
and Duncan, whose reputation as a star has
scheduled to start its run the last' week in
been builded largely on his work in roles
December. This campaign, it is said, will
be wider in scope than that which attended
calling for strengthful performance, is interpreting them in his usual heroic style.
the booking of " The Fighting Trail,"
Carol Holloway is again featured with him
Vitagraph's outdoor serial.
in the leading feminine role.
Reports received from the Western Vitagraph studio, in Hollywood, where William
Mr. Irwin and his executive staff, according tothe announcement issued by him,
Duncan is directing and playing the leading
are working out the details of the plan by
role in the new serial, indicate that the
actor-producer is going to duplicate his feat
which
" Vengeance
the Womanand" will
be introduced
to —theandexhibitors
the
of turning out a big serial ahead of schedule time. The first seven episodes of
public. The Vitagraph distributing chief
says that in the marketing of " Vengeance
" Vengeance — and the Woman " have already been shipped to the Vitagraph labora— and the Woman," the company will foltory in Brooklyn and the work of titling
low the same policy that it pursued with its
and printing is well under way.
other work — that of having its salesmen
see the serial before they set forth to offer
" Vengeance — and the Woman " is deit to exhibitors. Also, it is planned to have
scribed by Vitagraph as a powerful story
of the fight of a man and woman against a
as many exhibitors as possible see the vaband of heartless men who strive to get
rious episodesprojection
in the company's
home office
and branch
rooms before
they
the woman as a means of wreaking vengeance on the man. It was written by are invited to book it.
Norma Talmadge Begins Work on Third Select Picture
line role, Stuart Holmes, Ida Darling and
NORMA TALMADGE, it was announced
this week by Select Pictures, began
John Daly Murphy. The sets are said to
be remarkable for their richness, even
*ivork on October 31, in her Forty-eighth
^iTeet studio, on the third of her series of among the notably luxurious backgrounds
Select Pictures. The feature is a screen
which have been erected for Miss Talmadge's recent productions. The Fortyversion of the play, " Two Women," by Rupert Hughes, in which Mrs. Leslie Carter
eighth street studio now contains a reproduction of the interior of the Bal Taberin
starred some time ago. It will be noticed,
however, according to Select Pictures, that in Paris, which will serve as a setting for
when the subject is presented the first part one of New York's Broadway entertainments during the filming of the picture, and
of the drama has been changed and Americanized in theme and setting, and will be numerous sumptuous exteriors designed by
well-known artists.
produced under the title of " The Ghosts
The photoplay is said to give Miss Talof Yesterday." Charles Miller, it is anmadge an opportunity to play two strikingly
nounced, will direct the picture, which will
different roles, first as the beloved little
be presented by Joseph M. Schenck, probseamstress who redeems a young master
ably next in order to " The Secret of the
Storm Country," which is the second of from a spendthrift life and a suicide's
grave, marries him. and dies just as he
Miss Talmadge's Select Pictures.
In support of Miss Talmadge will appear
meets with success, and later as the Pawhat is said to be one of the most notable
risian singer, who so strikingly resembles
the dead wife, and yet is so unlike her in
casts ever seen in her productions, includnature.
ing Eugene O'Brien in the leading mascuLois Weber's Latest Feature Plays Broadway Theatre
bring to the screen for the first time scenes
LOIS WEBER'S latest production, "The
from the various sections of a large dePrice of a Good Time," with Mildred
partment store. There is shown the girls
Harris and Kenneth Harlan in the leading
at work at various counters, at play in
roles, is being presented at the Broadway
theatre this week, opening there November
the gymnasium, at lunch in the huge modern lunchroom, at rest in the rest and
4, being released by Jewel Productions, Inc.
The feature is described by Jewel as a recreation rooms. All the scenes were
made in a Los Angeles department store
story of life in " the city where nobody
cares," and was adapted for the screen by for which special permission had to be
Miss Weber and Phillips Smalley, both of obtained from the store proprietors and
whom also had a hand in the directing of the city officials. Miss Weber is said to
the picture. It is said to dramatically re- have attained in " The Price of a Good
veal in a series of intimate chapters the life Time " some of the most novel effects that
and moods of two department store girls have punctuated the work of the woman
who work side by side in the perfumery
producer of "Shoes," "Where Are My
section of a store in a chain owned by Children ? " and " Even As You and I."
To Jack Bloom goes the credit for some
James Winfield, whose only son, Preston,
unusual lighting effects.
is engaged to a girl of aristocratic family,
The cast includes Helene Rosson. Ann
and who seeks after a bit for "diversion's
Schaefer,
Alfred Allen, Adele Farrington
sake" to show one of the girls "six nights
and Gertrude Aster. Allen Seigler is the
of good times."
" The Price of a Good Time," is said to photographer.
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Carmel Myers and Kenneth Harlan Share the
Honors in Universale " One Clean Call "
Vic MooreNew
Turns
Blacksmith in
Comedy
Klever Pictures, Inc., released this week,
on November 5, a new Victor Moore laughprovoker called " Faint Heart and Fair
Lady," in one reel, written by Thomas J.
Gray and directed by Chester M. DeVondc.
In the picture Vic is a village blacksmith,
with a husky comedian helping him.
Things happen thick and fast when a bevy
of city girls appear, and later Moore
" dresses up " to go to the city to plan an
elopement
with the " queen of his heart,"
and
he succeeds.
" Faint Heart and Fair Lady " is described as a different kind of a comedy than
any the Klever Pictures Corporation have
made and Moore has a character which
affords him many opportunities. He is supported by Dave Don, Peggy Adams and
a big cast of comedy players.
Triangle Adds
CulverTwo
CityPlayers at
The past week in Triangle circles was
marked by the addition of two new players
to the Culver City studios colony. The
new members are Frederick Vroom and
Edward Jobson.
Frederick Vroom, it is announced, has
been engaged to appear for the first time
under Triangle direction in Olive Thomas's
latestbeen
play,in " pictures
Betty Takes
Hand."
He
has
for athe
past five
years as actor and director.
Edward Jobson, well-known character
man with both legitimate and screen exbeen actors,
added andto will
Triangle's
large force perience,
of hasstock
be presented shortly as a sympathetic father and
in similar character roles, it is announced
by Triangle.
" Ashes of My Heart " Claims
Remarkable Scene
What is claimed to be one of the most
remarkable scenes ever put into canned
form for flickering purposes across a motion picture screen is announced as a feature of " Ashes of My Heart," an early
release of the Berg Productions, featuring
Barbara Castleton.
Some of the biggest action in the story
is laid in a Chinese opium den in the old
Chinatown of San Francisco.

November 17, 1917
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Vitagraph Calls Sales Chiefs Into
Conference
A special meeting of Greater Vitagraph
sales chiefs was called last week by Walter
W. Irwin, general manager of the company's distribution, at which he received
a complete report on conditions in all parts
of the country. For several weeks prior
to the conference, which was held in the
company's offices in New York, Mr. Irwin
had had the company's eastern and western
division managers, E. Auger and H. D.
Naugle on special tours of their respective
territories and A. W. Goff, assistant general manager, made a special trip to the
South to study conditions there.
Mr. Goff visited New Orleans, Atlanta,
Baltimore and Washington, and spent a
day in Philadelphia on his way to New
York. He brought back encouraging reports of conditions among the exhibitors
of the South, especially in Louisiana and
Mississippi. He said that the recent sugar
crisis, which means millions of dollars for
the planters of Louisiana, is going to have
a splendid effect on theatrical conditions,
especially in the outlying parishes of the
state, where the greater part of the population relies on the sugar industry for its
income. Mississippi, he found, is enjoying an era of prosperity as the result of
the good prices for cotton and the same
condition prevails in Georgia.
Universal Exchanges Want More
Nestor Comedies
Upon request of Universal exchange
managers, the plans of that organization
have been conditionally changed to allow
four more weeks of Nestor comedies to be
distributed, covering the month of November, itwas announced last week. The selection of these releases has been made
from the best negatives that have been prepared and include, for November 5, Dave
Morris and Gladys Tennyson in " Caught
iu the Draft"; the November 12 Nestor
being Gale Henry and William Franey in
" The Shame of the Bullcon," palpably a
burlesque
on a well-known novel and screen
story. Selections of comedies for November 17 and 24 have not been announced.

Leo Udry Moves Up in Cincinnati
Leo Udry, for some time head booker in
the Cincinnati Famous Players branch, has
been chosen assistant to L. W. Foster, sales
manager of the Famous Players Film Service. Udry was formerly with General
Film Company.

Finley Nature Subjects Handled
in Toronto by McKenny
J. R. McKenny announces that he will
handle the Finley Nature Study Subjects
in the Toronto territory. Mr. McKenny
says that pictures of educational interest
are in big demand in this territory.

Here and There
Arthur S. Kane, general manager of Select Pictures, has been receiving many congratulations
on Select's,
having
engaged
C. Aiken
as
manager
of the
Chicago
branch.Fred
. Aiken
was instal ed as branch manager when Sydney E. Abel,
executive
office representative, was in Chicago a
few
days ago.
G. L. Hanes, of the Pathe Los Angeles office,
has joined the colors, and has been appointed
captain in charge of Army District 11. B. E.
Loper, who represented Pathe in Los Angeles tor
some time, is also in khaki and is seeing active
service.
G. A. Margetts, manager of the Canadian Universal Film Company, Ltd., of St. John, N. B., is
recovering from a siege of illness that has kept
him away from business for the past few weeks.
James Travis, formerly Pathe manager in Toronto, has become the manager of the Mutual
exchange there, succeeding Charles A. Garner,
now with K-E-S-E.
It is announced from Oklahoma City that
Thomas Goggan & Brothers have become Texas
distributors of the productions of the American
Photoplay Company. Mr. Holt will act as special salesman for Texas and Oklahoma, and an
agency will be established in Oklahoma City.
R. E. Bishop has been appointed manager of
the Cincinnati branch of Jewel Productions, Inc.,
and has substituted his name plate for that of
Ralph Peckham, formerly in charge of that office.
Bishop has been with General Film in Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Columbus in the capacity of
booker and assistant manager, and was manager
for Mutual in Minneapolis.
Ten Pathe representatives had their names
carved in the Pathe niche of fame last week by
leading the field in the efficiency race which the
company has had under way the past six months.
They are F. A. Grady, H. P. Calloway, H. I.
Goldman, W. H. Rankin, J. Deutsch, J. J. DonE. F.G.Johnston,
feld andnelly,E.
Briggs. C. U. Martin, S. HochA recent promotion in the Jewel Exchange at
Cleveland has placed A. Kaufman in the salesman
class, the recommendation being made by Manager A. J. Mentz, of the branch. On his first
trip Kaufman closed some desirable contracts in
Elyria
and Lorain
on "for
Sirens
of theandSea."
He
was formerly
salesman
General
Unicorn.
Manager
Pathe's
Cincinnati tenofrecentlyWessling,
put
over of
what
is considered
strike,fice,when
he went
through
a list of anames
of Cincinnati people who had never attended
a picture show, and which list was compiled by
a daily paper, and sent each of the persons named
an invitation to a private showing of some of
Pathe's best
It is said all of the invitations havepictures.
been accepted.
In line with the precedent established ten
weeks ago to make an addition each week to the
selling force of the Harris P. Wolfberg Attractions, Pittsburgh, comes the announcement that
Walter A. Blaney has been appointed representative of that company in West Virginia. He will
handle in that territory " The Mad Lover,"
" Today," " The Deemster," " The Crisis," " Persuasive Peggy " and " Hate."
A. A. Schmidt, special representative of Jewel
Productions, Inc., left New York last week in
the interest of Jewel Productions. His destination was given at that time as Detroit.
Hunter Bennett, of Jewel Productions, Inc.,
has gone to Omaha, where he expects to work
for three weeks in the interests of " Come
Through," " Sirens of the Sea," " Pay Me,"
" Man Without a Country," " The Co-Re"and to" The
Price ofa aclean-up
Good Time,"
which country.
arespondentsaid
be making
of the
entire
A1,er>. president of the Famous Players
bilm Service, Ltd., and allied companies, was
in Calgary,
Alta., torecently on a tour of inspection. In addition
visiting Calgary, Mr. Allen
stopped
off
and Winnipeg.at Edmonton, Regina, Moose Jaw

Vitagraph St. Louis Exchange
Prepares to Move
The Greater Vitagraph Exchange at
3630 Olive street, St. Louis, is preparing
to move within a few days to larger quarters in the Plaza Building, where, owing to
the shape of the building, the exchange
w ill have two entrances, one on Olive street
and the other on Lindell boulevard. More
room has been needed by the Vitagraph
Exchange for some time. Other exchanges
in the Plaza Building are the Kleine, Goldwyn, Select and Triangle.
Back in film row on Olive street at Grand
avenue, D. M. Thomas, manager of the
William Fox Exchange, next door to Vitagraph, has made arrangements to tear down
the wall between the Fox office and Vitagraph, thus increasing the Fox offices to
twice the present size.
Omaha

Steps to Fore as an
Exchange Center
What is considered one of the most important and significant motion picture features of the Middle West this fall is the
increasing importance of Omaha, Neb., as
an exchange centre. In Omaha's territory
are about 2,000 theatres, and its railroad
facilities claim the best connection with all
parts of Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and
Northern Kansas.
For years the General, Pathe, Universal,
Mutual and World exchanges have been in
Omaha. During the past year the Fox
exchange and the Fontenelle Feature Film
Company, state rights exchange, began to
take an active part in the field. Others now
in the swim in Omaha are the Standard
Feature Film Company, managed by Jules
Rachman; feature department of Omaha
Film Exchange, with Phil Goldberg as
manager; Triangle, Jewel, Bluebird, formerly in connection with Universal but now
in separate offices; Butterfly, and Longacre
Distributing Company, handling Alice
Howell comedies.
Late reports indicate that Select Features, the Selznick organization, will open
an exchange in Omaha in the near future,
as will also Paramount.
Fox Boston Office Adds Three
Salesmen
The Boston office of the Fox Film Corporation has added three salesmen to its
New England force. They are A. F.
Walters, formerly manager of the Opera
.House in Rumford, Me.; Mose Eberstein,
former salesman for "The Battle Cry of
War," and Claude Fredericks, who traveled with "The Birth of a Nation"
New England and who was also formerlyin
connected with Samuel Grant, of Peerless
Pictures Corporation, Boston.
Manager William Shapiro has transferred David I Gars, formerly representative in New Hampshire and Vermont, to
western Massachusetts and Connecticut.
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Film Arts Club Starts Drive for
Large Sum
The Board of Governors of the new
Film Arts Club met October 25, at the
office of their president, C. R. Plough, of
the Universal Film Company. In addition
to outlining their by-laws for the coming
year it was decided not to hold any meeting
of the whole membership of the organization until the entire $10,000, necessary to
equip the club quarters, is practically assured.
The responsibility of securing this money
was placed on the shoulders of Secretary
Hill Bernstein, who was one of the principals in the formation of the club. It was
decided to solicit and accept membership
in such a way that should the goal fail to
materialize all money will be returned. The
Board of Governors, however, are confident
their project will succeed and expect the
organization to be well under way by the
first of the year.
Funkhouser

Appeals to Women
for Aid
Major Funkhouser, Chicago's censor,
threw down the gauntlet before the film
manufacturers last week at a luncheon
of the Woman's City Club. He called upon
the clubwomen to help him in what he
termed his fight against licentious films.
" There are pictures shown in this city,"
he said, " which would make the high
school girls who see them suspect their
own mothers. It is not the Chicago firms,
but those from outside whose pictures I
am called upon to censor. I must wash
New York's dirty linen.
" The time is past," he declared, " when
I can submit to being vilified by the film
companies for doing what the law calls
upon me to do. The vice interests and
the film companies are both against me but
with the women with me I can fight and I
shall do so. I appeal to the women to
help."

Here and There
G. B. Swenson, contruction engineer of the
Mutual Film Corporation, is back in Chicago
after several weeks in New York.
A. St. Leger, superintendent of the shipping
department of the American Film Company, is
recovering from a minor operation performed last
week at the St. Joseph Hospital.
Manager Mintz, of Unity Photoplays Company, reports the purchase of the feature film
" Who's Your Neighbor? " for Illinois, Indiana
andenjoying
Wisconsin.
"Souls bookings.
Redeemed," he states,
is
extraordinary
The Commonwealth Pictures Corporation extended a general invitation to the public October 26 to visit the Chicago Arena free of charge
and watch the making of scenes featuring
Charlotte, the ice skater, as she did some of her
sensational work at the north shore skating rink.
Manager Frankland of the Pastime theatre
has made arrangements to show first-run Triangle pictures in the loop every Monday and
Tuesday, exclusively. He began by featuring
" The Firefly of Tough Luck."
I. L. Lesserman, manager of the Laemmle
exchange, was in Omaha last week on an inspection trip of that office.
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Leaks in the Loop
s
s
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The La Salle theatre at Division and Wells
streets, owned by Tom Mitchell, has closed. It
is rumored that Christy Brothers, who own the
Elmo on Van Buren street, are making arrangements toculation
open
it again
placemovie
back patrons
in cirthe 1.000
seats and
which
have been deprived of.
Arthur Events,
S. Dowd,Screen
sales Magazine
manager for
Current
and Universal's
Animated
Weekly, arrived in Chicago last week for an
indefinite stay. He is boosting these reels
throughout the country and comes to Chicago
after a campaign in Pittsburgh. Mr. Dowd states
that Current Events hereafter will be devoted
entirely to the work, fun and training of the
boys in camp, as it is a subject in which pretty
nearly every one is interested.
Grace communications
O'Kane, operatorforat the
the Pathe
center of-of
allMiss
telephone
fice, slipped one over on her friends recently,
when she let
O'Rourke
her upabout
to theit
hymeneal
altarCarter
without
saying lead
anything
until it was too late to hunt up old shoes.
Si Greiver confides that he expects to make a
big clean-up on the Lillian Walker feature, " Lust
of
the Ages,"
he hasasbought
for Illinois,
Indiana,
and which
Wisconsin,
he declares
the
dimpled star is a strong puller with exhibitors.
Paramount and Artcraft are getting ready to
boost their stock still higher, according to a
report from " Doc " Hill, of the local offices.
It's
not a boost
in rentals.
Paramount
are merely
goingFamous
to takePlayers
over and
the
entire twenty-first floor of the Consumers building.
Two Alfred Hamburger theatres on the South
Side, the Panorama on Prairie avenue and 51st
street, and the President on 55th, between Calumet and South Park, after undergoing alterations and repairs opened up last week as additions to the chain of Continental theatres. They
were formerly operated by the Ascher Brothers.
R. P. Madden, sales manager of the local
Triangle office, announces keen rivalry between
the different Triangle exchanges throughout the
country over the single-reel feature, " Who Leads
the
Nationalefforts
Army?"
exchange
is making
strenuous
to turnEach
in the
best booking
report on this film.
A. S. Kirkpatrick, of the sales department of
Mutual Film Corporation, spent a few days last
week in Omaha on an inspection trip.
Richard R. Nehls, manager of the American
Film Company, delivered an address Thursday,
November 1, before the Illinois Women's Press
Association on the " Psychology of the Motion
Sidney Abel, former manager of the local VitaPicture."
graph office, was in town last week looking after
the interests of Select Pictures Corporation.
This concern has established a local exchange
in the rooms formerly occupied by Artcraft on
the fourteenth floor of the Consumers building.
The Chicago office of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit is now in the hands of R. C.
Seery,
change. former manager of the local Triangle exCharles Film
O'Connor,
projection
expert
of the
American
Company,
tested out
twenty-nine
of the new American Projectoscope machines
last week and sent them out to their respective
destinations.
machine is accurately tested
shop. before itEvery
twice
is allowed to leave the American
M. M. Wolf, formerly of the Milwaukee Universal office, has been transferred to the Chicago
office to take charge of the supply department.
" Italian Battle
" pictures,
hadThea successful
run at Front
top notch
prices which
when
shown at the Auditorium recently, returned to
Chicago
again theatre.
last week for a four-day's run at
the
Orpheum
Manager M. J. Mintz, of the Unity Photoplays
Company, announces that the first Chicago showings of the thefeature
" I the
Believe."
held
throughout
city in
Lublinerwillandbe Trinz
houses.
D. W. Griffith, the director and producer, was

j

Democracy Marks Aaron J.
Jones's Career
Aaron J. Jones, head of the firm of
Jones, Linick and Schaefer, probably Chicago's largest amusement concern, last week
started on his twenty-third year of catering to the fancies and desires of the general
Mr. Jones is president of a concern that
is looked upon as unique in many ways,
public.
and most especially because of the absolute
democracy that prevails among the three
members of the firm and their many emAdolph Linick is the financial executive
ployees.
of the concern, while Peter J. Schaefer
looks after properties and sees that they
are always kept in ship-shape condition.
Aaron J. Jones keeps in constant touch
with the exhibiting end.
Samuel I. Levin, the general manager, is
the oldest employee in point of service and
was the first manager of the Orpheum
theatre in the heart of the city.
Ralph T. Kettering, general representative and director of publicity, is well
known in Chicago, where he has spent
twenty years of his life. He is a playwright and author of reputation.
Norman E. Field, manager of the Colonial theatre, now playing legitimate attractions, was one of the early employees,
having drawn a salary in what is claimed
was the first motion picturd house of the
State of Illinois, opened in 1903 by Jones,
Linick & Schaefer.
Louis J. Jones, brother of Aaron J. Jones,
acts as manager of the smaller picture
houses controlled by the firm, and he is
probably the busiest man of the lot. His
theatrical career dates back to the Chicago
World's Fair, when he and Aaron were
joint partners in the program privilege of
the Anthropological building.
Sigmund Faller. manager of the Bijou
Dream, has made good use of his many
years of association with that playhouse,
until at the present time in addition to
managing the theatre, he boasts a large
block of the capital stock.
a guest last week at the local Famous Players
office while on his way to California.
Earl W. Ferney, city salesman for the Motiograph Company,
street, re-of
signed his position564lastWest
weekRandolph
as an exploiter
the well-known projection machine to manipulate a department store in a Michigan town.
Homer G. Gill, who has been handling Monographs in Southern and Western territory, has
been called in by O. F. Spahr. general manager
of the concern, to take Ferney's place.
Nat S. Stronge, Vitagraph publicity manager
until recently, and now connected with the Training Camps Association, in introducing the spe" Whoin Leads
Army,"
spentciala feature,
few days
ChicagothelastNational
week greeting
his friends and pushing the project he is furthering. According to rumor, Mr. Stronge may soon
be connected
ficial capacity. with Triangle in an important ofAmong the distinguished visitors who paid
respects to Chicago last week was Adolph Zukor,
who
for a day
trip to with
the
coast stopped
from Newoff York.
After ona his
conference
Max Goldstein, chief of the Windy City Paramount office, on the subject of the fifteen-centsper-reel tax, Mr. Zukor sped on his way.
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m

Herbert Rawlinson

in George

A power-packed drama of New
York newspaper life, featuring
Elaine Hammerstein and Wilfred
Lucas in a Ralph Ince version of
the stage play by Alice Leal Pollock
and Rita Weiman. $50,000 spent in
seventy biggest papers guarantee
you capacity business on this brilliant Broadway Theatre Success.

Bronson Howard's greatest melodrama. Played at The Broadway
for four solid weeks — at Los
Angeles for two and repeated for
two more — at Seattle, to more
money than the Liberty Theatre
ever took in before. Hailed by the
critics as the best suspense drama
New York has had for years.

" Sirens of the Sea"
Louise Lovely and Carmel Myers
in a Twentieth Century enchantment of female loveliness. Fairy
scenes of beautiful water nymphs.
A daring combination of fantasy,
realism and beauty's revelations.

"Pay Me"
Dorothy Phillips in a 7-Reel drama
of the West as rugged as the
Rockies. A picture of lawless passions at flood tide — of Love springing up like a spotless lily out of
ashes — of retribution.

"The Man

Without a Country"

The greatest patriotic picture ever screened — the surest money maker.
The story of an American man of today in a bitter struggle between
Pacifism and Love of Country — a modern version of the by-millions-read
masterpiece of Edward Everett Hale. A warning to slackers. A rouser of
the Nation.
6 Reels. Produced by Thanhouser.
Two Lois Weber Productions on the Point of Release
rrK"
From the famous novel by Mary Roberts
Rinehart, which was read in McClure's
Magazine and book form ( HoughtonMifflin Co.) by 2,000,000 people.

"The Price
a Good
Mildred
Harrisofand
KennethTime"
Harlan in a
Lois Weber sympathy - picture of the
world's most affecting problem.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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MYSTERY
SHIP" is the direct answer to
ousands of Exhibitors for a Serial that is a
guaranteed winner. If you think this broad statement is "just conversation" — go to your nearest Universal
Exchange, ask to have the first few episodes of "THE
MYSTERY
SHIP" projected for you on the screen AND
THEN PASS YOUR OWN OPINION.
In the first episode alone, $35,000 was spent
to give your patrons a few thrills they have never
witnessed in ANY serial in the history of moving
pictures.
This huge sum was for JUST A FEW FEET OF FI LM.
What serial have you ever run in your house or that you ever
heard of that expended any sum or any fraction of such a
sum for a few feet of film IN ONE EPISODE ALONE?
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Smashing

Serial

ORDINARY

THUS
with the tremendous punches in the first epi1 sode, you tie your patrons up for 16 solid weeks, and
whoever sees this first episode will want to fight his way in if necessary
to see what follows. If you appreciate what the first episodes of a serial mean,
you will waste no time in booking. With such a list of popular Stars as

BEN WILSON

NEVA

GERBER -KINGSLEY BENEDICT
f.^^°rt6*d
a big CaS,t' X°U insure y°urself °f capacity for the serial and continFvkV!
aAnm,fnt °f ^e mOSt amazi"S character for your "patrons.
As one
a serial that's a real serial."
episodes-"Here's
^e
*
,
«WP'
RT
Y^TF
M
THE
r««„ ort the cf^ J 15 Tea1, ,°ne. Ser,es of Punc"es from start to finish. Get
a=, copy
BIG ad campaign book and see what we have prepared for you to
B°°k ^ ^
^
Universal Ej^hange. SH,P" ™ ** 16

G CO.
MANUFACTURIN
FILM Laemmle",
L
President
UNIVERSA
^'^"Carl
"
=j - - 'The Largest Film Manufactur
1600 Broadway, New York
Concern in the Universe"
ntvA

of

our

73

Exchanges

to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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STOUNDING ' BEYOND BELIEF — unparalleled
in spectacular punch are the hair-raising scenes,
in the TWO-A-WEEK-NEWS-SERVICE'S BIG SPECIAL of the first aeroplane close-ups ever taken in
mid-air from a speeding companion aeroplaneScenes that will grip every audience that witnesses
the death defying accomplishments of America's
magnificent aviations. More power to them. All
of these astounding scenes are — ■

Shown

ly

Exclusive

in

UNIVERSAL

TWAWEEK
No. 1. — Aeroplane doing death
defyingchine" caught
loop in" —upside
MaNEWS...
down position.
No. 2 — Tail spin — One of the
most dangerous feats of
flying.
One ismiscue
and
sure death
the result.
No. 3— Vertical
bank
—
Flirting
with death unless done
by photographer
an expert — Flyer
and
accomplished feats.who
It's another smashing SCOOP. Another
link in the chain of supremacy establishing the fact that in TWO-A-WEEKNEWS-SERVICE (Universal Animated Weekly and
Current Events), you are enabled to show all the
world's biggest news FIRST in your house. In the
box on the side is explained the feats as performed by
our aviators. If vou are a regular subscriber for
TWO-A-WEEK-NEWS-SERVICE you get all these
big extra specials without cost.
BOOK
THIS THRILLER
—and contract immediately for TWO-A-WEEKNEWS-SERVICE. Give your patrons the
biggest treats of the week — twice every week,
drawing them to your house with as much
power as ment.
the BOOK
biggest
in theany
picture
firmaNOW.Star thru
Universal
Exchange or communicate with the —
TWO-

A-

WEEK

NEWS-SERVICE
1600 Broadway,
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

New York City
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Bluebird Presents Four Girl Stars
in December
In announcing the releases set for the
Bluebird program to finish the current
year, Managing Director Carl Laemmle
lists the second Mae Murray feature, another Robert Leonard production, for
Christmas week; places Ella Hall's next
appearance on the program for the week
preceding, and gives Violet Mersereau and
Ruth Clifford positions in the opening
fortnight of December. Thus, it is cited
by Bluebird's press department, appear
four girl stars in Bluebird's galaxy in
offerings that promise to capitalize the
screen popularity of those players to the
fullest extent.
Violet Mersereau's appearance in " The
Raggedy Queen," week starting December
3, has previously been published. John C.
Brownell prepared the scenario and the
direction was accomplished by Theodore
Marston. Donald Hall, Charles Slattery,
James O'Neill, Frank Otto, Robert F. Hill
and Grace Barton appear in the supporting company.
Ruth Clifford's appearance December 10,
will be made in conjunction with Monroe
Salisbury in Rupert Julian's presentation of
Samuel Merwin's story, " Anthony the
Absolute." George McDaniels and W. H.
Bainbridge will have important roles in
the support.
Ella Hall will next appear in what might
be called her " honeymoon picture " — for
she was married to her leading man, Emory
Johnson, just previous to beginning work,
under the direction of Elsie Jane Wilson,
on " My Little Boy," the feature to be released December 17, with Little Zoe Rae
and Gretchen Lederer sharing the billing
honors with Miss Hall.
Mae Murray brings her second Bluebird
to the schedule December 24 to mark
Christmas week. Robert Leonard produced "Face Value " from
own story.
Fred Mytcn helping on the his
scenario.
Brenon Plans Film Service for
State Prisons
Herbert Brenon, as the result of a showing at Sing Sing of the Brenon production,
" The Fall of the Romanoffs," has laid
plans for the formation of a distributing
service for State prisons and it is announced the idea is now being worked out
to the desired end.
Upon his return to New York Mr. Brenon dictated to his secretary letters to each
of the wardens of State prisons throughout
the country, asking their co-operation in
this matter of arranging an organized
method of the distribution of films to the
prisons.
Up to the present time it has been more
or less a matter of chance whether or not
the prisoners have been provided with pictures.

Power Feature Among
MutuaFs
New
Releases
" The Planter," Scheduled for November 12, to Top Mutual Releases
for This Month — Juliette Day in Five-Reel American Drama
Joe King, William Kyle, Tote du Crow,
THE seven-reel spectacle, " The Planter,"
Grodon Russel and Harold Wilson.
produced
from
Herman
Whitaker's
novel, with Tyrone Power in the leading
Chapter IX of " The Lost Express," the
fifteen-chapter Mutual-Signal photonovel,
role, is scheduled to top Mutual's releases
for the week of November 12. The pic- is entitled " The Looters." The chapter
ture is released as a special, it is announced.
closes with a 'fight aboard a runaway ore
The star production release of the week
car between Miss Holmes and Leo Maloney,
who plays the role of Pitts in the
is " Betty and the Buccaneers," a five-reel
drama from the American studios, starring production. The story of the missing exJuliette Day.
press train with its incidental plots is said
" The Planter " is described as a to reach a new pitch of interest in Chapter
gorgeous production. The motion picture IX in the course of which Helen recovers
the stolen papers containing the formula
was produced by F. M. Manson under the
personal direction of the author, who went
from the gang of thieves who stole them
from the train in Chapter I.
into Southern Mexico with a company of
a hundred actors and a technical staff to
The comedy releases on the week's
supervise the filming of the scenes from
schedule are " That Dog Gone Dog," a
his book. It is claimed few productions
one-reel Strand starring Billie Rhodes, and
have ever been made under more careful
"Jerry's Running Fight," .a one-reel Cub
direction, with greater attention to detail
comedy featuring George Ovey. Miss
and with more wonderful scenic effects.
Rhodes is supported in the Mutual Strand
"Betty and the Buccaneers" is Juliette comedy by Jay Belasco and the same company which has been appearing with her
Day's third production for Mutual. The
production is in five reels, and was directed
in the new series of Mutual one-reelers.
by Rollin S. Sturgeon. Supporting Miss
The Ovey comedies are directed by Milton
Day in the picture are Charles Marriott,
Fahrney at the Horsley studios.
Universal Sets Butterfly December
Schedule
Features Announced as Far as December 17, with Information
That Productions Under Way W ill Carry List Into the New Year
UNIVERSAL has arranged its schedule
Soul," being a pictorial treatise upon
hereditary tendencies.
of Butterfly features as far in advance as December 17, it was announced
December. 6. — " Fighting Mad," in which
William Stowell is featured with Helen
this week. Productions completed or
under way, it is said, will carry the list Gibson and Betty Schade prominent in the
well into the new year.
support. Messrs. Alexander and Myton
also furnished this story, under the
For November 5 "John Ermine of Yellowstone," with Francis Ford as star, is original title of " The Man of God." Edward J. Le Saint directed. Mr. Stowell
released. Sensational moments are promised, attacks by Indians upon the old- has all along been leading man for Dorothy
Phillips in Bluebirds.
fashioned stockade being the capping features.
December
10. —Rae
" The
LadyLederer
" will
have
Little Zoe
and Silent
Gretchen
November 12. — " The Cricket," presentfeatured in the billing.
ing Little Zoe Rae, in E. J. Clawson's story.
Rena Rogers, Hal Cooley, Harry Holden,
December 17. — " Bucking Broadway,"
Winter Hall and Fred Ward have roles of starring Harry Carey, and Molly Malone
importance. Elsie Jane Wilson, one of featured as his leading lady. George Hivethe few women devoting themselves to ly wrote the story and Jack Ford directed
a pictured narrative of a cowpuncher who
moving picture direction, made the production.
rescued his lady love from the " Great
November 19. — "The Man from Montana "offers Neil Hart and Vivian Rich in White Way."
the star parts. Harvey Gates and George
Marshall, of Universal's writing staff, furNovember
Brings
" Luke " and
" Rolin
" Comedies
nished the story and George Marshall diThe weeks of November 18 and 25 and
rected. Theterminstory
pictures
a miner's deation to avenge
a swindle.
December 2 have been set down by Pathe
in which to offer something said to be esNovember 26. — " Fear Not," a feature
introducing Brownie Vernon and Murdock
good in " Luke " and " Rolin "
McQuarrie, in a story contributed by J. comedies.peciallyThey
are the two-reel LoneGrubb Alexander and Fred Myton, prosome Lukes, " Clubs Are Trumps," and
duced by Allen Holubar. Joe Girard and
" We Never Sleep " and the one-reel Rolin,
Frank Borsage will be featured in the
"All Aboard," in all of which Harold
support. In the first announcements this Lloyd, Snub Pollard and Bebe Daniels apattraction was referred to as " The Twisted
pear.
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Bert Lytell Stars in Lone Wolf
Adventures
It was announced last week by Herbert
Bfenon's Department of Exploitation that
arrangements have been made for Bert
Lytell to appear on the screen in Louis
Joseph Vance's "The False Faces," a continuation of the adventures of " The Lone
W olf," which is now running in the Saturday Evening Post.
Mr. Lytell created the title role in "The
Lone Wolf " and will have the character
in the continuation, which will be released
under the screen name of *' The Lone
WOlf's Return." "The False Faces" i»
said to exceed " The Lone Wolf " in
adroitness and speed of story. Running
as a serial in the Saturday Evening Post.
the story has been attracting wide attention. It is expected to be even better fitted
to
the
screenwrote
than the
its continuation
predecessor sineMr. Vance
with

Wistful, Ardent Vivian Martin, Having Concluded " The Sunset Trail," Is Again Hard At It
In Another Paramount Picture, " The Trouble Buster "
November
Triangles Promise Program of Merit
Olive Thomas and Winifred Allen Slated Among Quality Productions,
with Walt Whitman, Alma Ruebens and Roy Stewart Also on Bill
sion of the liquor evil. Riley Hatch and
s announceto Triangle'
ACCORDING
ment this week
of its program
for
Dick Rosson are also presented in promNovember the list of five-reel features has
inent roles, and Pauline Curley has the
a broad and varied appeal for all types of leading feminine part. The picture was
supervised by Allan Dwan and was directed
theatre-goers. The dramas are said to have
light and heavy characters, plots sinister
by Dick Dosson.
The second half of the same week will
and complex, and also themes of more jolly
vein. There is a play about prohibition,
see what Triangle considers new in vamone with a military fulcrum, a couple of
pires, when " The
Fuel of Life,"
Belle Bennett,
is released.
Texas featuring
Guinan,
Westerns along modern lines, a society
rama
J. Barney Sherry and Thomas Guise are
comedy-d
and a drama featuring
Winifred Allen amid recruiting and training
members of the supporting cast. The piccamp scenes across the Canadian border.
ture was directed by Walter Edwards.
The first week in November William
The week of November 25 Triangle expects to offer two features which should
Desmond, with Claire MacDowell, is premake many new friends for this brand of
sented in " Fighting Back." In the supporting cast arc Jack Livingston, Josie
pictures. Walt Whitman, with Alma RueSedgwick and a large company of Triangle
bens, will be presented in " The RegenerWestern players. The feature centers
ates," supported, by Pauline Stark, Darrell
about the theft of despatches from an
Foss, John Lince and others. The direction
army officer by a peon servant.
is by E. Mason Hopper. " For Valour," the
second of the week, is said to give Winifred
"Up or Down? " also released November
Allen a vehicle worthy of her talent. It is
4, is a story of wavering fortune, in which
George Hernandez has the leading male
a story of war with the scenes laid in
Canada. Richard Barthelmess has the role
role. Many of the scenes, it is said, were
opposite Miss Allen. Allan Dwan supershot on the O'Neil Ranch, near Santa Barvised the picture.
bara, Cal.
" The Medicine Man," scheduled for November 11, stars Roy Stewart, and deals
Irene Castle Release Slated for
with the work of a gun-man of the West.
November 25
Ann Kronan has the leading feminine role
opposite Stewart. The second half of the
" Sylvianouncedof
Secret
Service
anas thethethird
of the
Irene" is
Castle
same week " Indiscreet Corinne," the comPathe Plays for release November 25. It
edy-drama featuring Olive Thomas, is
scheduled for release. It is her first siren
is described as a detective play, said to be
play. Miss Thomas is supported by George
characterized by more thrills and fast acChesebro, Josie Sedgwick, Lillian Langdon,
tion than any in which Mrs. Castle has apThomas Guise and Anna Dodge.
peared. In this the star has a part that is
said to give her greater opportunity than
In " A Case at Law," slated for November 18, Triangle is said to offer one of the over. The picture was produced by Astra
under the direction of George Fitzmaurice.
strongest pleas ever made for the suppres-

the future film adaptation in mind.
For many of its scenes, " The LornWolf's Return " will have the background
of the Flanders battlefield since the LoneWolf, who, it will be recalled, was the
masterful leader of ?. gang of Parisian
criminals, returns in the guise of a spy.
The Lone Wolf risks his life behind the
German lines to obtain valuable information for the Allies.
" The Lone W olf's Return " will be Mr.
Lytell's first stellar vehicle since he entered
pictures and scored one of the hits of the
last screen year in " The Lone Wolf." He
is now playing before the camera in the
leading male role of " Empty Pockets."
'" Battle of Exchanges
Arras
at the Pathe
Pathe announced last week that the
films, " The Retreat of the Germans at the
Battle of Arras," which have been shown
in the Keith and Orpheum vaudeville
houses with much success, can now be secured at the Pathe exchanges.

Kenneth Harlan Is Said to Have One of the Best
Roles of His Illustrious Career in a New Lois
Weber Feature, with Mildred Harris.
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David Powell, Now Making His Sixth Picture for
Empire All-Star
Universal Is Actively Producing
Serial Pictures
Because of the fulfillment of Universal's
faith in the serial form of photoplaying,
President Carl Laemmle has given instructions to add further to the effort that has
always been put behind the " continued-inour-next " productions at Universal City.
As a consequence the serial directors have
barely outlined the offering upon which
they are proceeding, when they turn their
surplus thought to successive creations.
Jacques Jaccard has finished the seventeenth episode of " The Red Ace," in which
Marie Walcamp is now sustaining interest
and is ready to enter that star in another
race with adventurous fate. With " Liberty "and " The Red Ace " to their credit,
Mr. Jaccard and Miss Walcamp realize that
it will ''take a bit of doing" to surpass
their past records.
" The Mystery Ship," featuring Ben Wilson, starts its serial appearances November 12, as the Universal's successor to
" The Red Ace." In this attraction, directed
by Harry Harvey, under the supervision
of Henry McRae, the heroine is Neva
Gerber. who leads in the " stunts " with
Ben Wilson a close runner-up. Mr. McRae
has suggested the story for the serial to
follow " The Mystery Ship " and James
W. Horne will do the directing. Eddie
Polo will be star of " The Bull's Eye,"'
with Vivian Reed his collaborator in excitement.
Farrell Succeeds Mayer in Metro
Territory
Edward J. Farrell, formerly manager of
the Boston Pathe Exchange, has succeeded
Louis B. Mayer as general manager of the
New England territory for Metro. The
change became effective last week.
Mr. Mayer will become New England
manager for the Select Pictures Corporation, itis announced.

"Hidden Hand" Released November
25
Doris Kenyon Is the Star, and Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty and
Mahlon Hamilton Are Featured — Much Expected of Feature
PATHE, in its announcement last week
— the man who helped to make many of
the serials Pathe has released the successes
of the release of its new serial, " The
they are. He is said to know what the
Hidden Hand," on November 25, when the
first episode will be presented, claims for
public wants in serials, and is responsible
the subject an interesting story, four screen
for giving additional thrills to the confavorites, mystery and interest and an adtinued photoplay he is supervising.
vertising campaign that is expected to reach
every part of the United States. Pathe
Sonia Markova Feature Released
considers this a combination that will spell
on November 11
success for the picture.
As
Stella
Dean in " The Painted Mastory of
Hidden
donna," Mme. Sonia Markova, the Russian
to The
be replete
with" The
suspense
and Hand,"
mystery,saidis
actress recently engaged by William Fox,
by Arthur B. Reeve and Charles A. Logue.
scheduled to have her introduction to
They have written both the story and the is
stardom on November 11. She has the
scenario.
character of a country girl who goes to the
Not
the
least
important
part
of
Pathe's
city, becomes popular and then reckless as
announcement of the serial is that which
a member of the chorus, develops thence
concerns the star and associate players.
into a woman of the world and eventually
In fact, it is said that " The Hidden Hand "
reforms, turning her home into a refuge
has already become known among exhibfor friendless girls.
itors as a "four-star-serial" because Doris
The cast includes Sidney Mason, who
Kenyon, Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty and
Mahlon Hamilton have the chief roles.
played Jimmie in " Alias Jimmy Valentine "
and Blackie Daw in " Get Rich Quick WalMiss Kenyon has appeared in screen prolingford." and who is cast in " The Painted
ductions for about eighteen months, and
Madonna" as Milton Taylor, the artist:
has in that time made a neat record. This
William Lampe, who plays the role of
is her first serial. Sheldon Lewis is well
John Radon, the villain, who is killed by
known to serial audiences, having appeared
lightning; David Herblin, who is Frank
in " The Iron Claw " and " The Exploits of
Osborne, the artist's chum ; Albert TaverElaine." Arline Pretty will, in " The Hidnier as Rev. Charles Lamb, Anita Navaro
den Hand," make her debut in serials for as Helen, Edith Reeves as Fanny Ben and
Pathe. Mahlon Hamilton has played leads
for Olga Petrova, Ethel Barrymore, Gail
Julia Stuart as Annabel Dean, Stella's
mother. The story is by George M. ScarKane and Marguerite Clark.
was directed byThe advertising and publicity campaign
Oscar A. boroughC.and the
Lundpicture
and photographed
by
on " The Hidden Hand " is being conducted
Joseph Ruttenberg.
by the International Film Service and large
display ads will appear, it is said, in more
Patriotic Picture for Baby Marie
than threescore important papers in the
larger cities throughout the country. Most
Osborne
of these newspapers will carry the full
Baby Marie Osborne, the little Pathe
novelization of this serial by Arthur B.
child star, will make her next appearance
Reeve.
on the Pathe program early in December,
it was announced this week. The picture
" The Hidden Hand " is being produced
under the supervision of G. A. Smith,
is called " The Little Patriot," and is said
former serial publicity manager for Pathe
to be the best in which she has appear-";!.

Pearl White, Warner Oland and George B. Seitz Caused Thrills Among the Spectators and Re
istered Thrills for the Screen When This Scene for Pathe's " The Fatal Ring " Was Shot
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VoL 16. No. 30
Hearst-Pathe News Shows Point*
of \Tar Interest

Specialties
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Prominent Editors Contribute to Pictographs
Several Declare the Paramount-Bray Film? to Be an Invaluable Educational Influence — Subjects Timely and Educational
the drive of a national magazine, the combination isinspiring."
John A. Sleicher, editor of Leslie's, said:
" The people of this country were never
more eager to learn than they are to-day
in this world-war crisis. I congratulate the
Paramount Pictures Corporation on its purpose to give to the people films of educational value. It will help them to think, to
know and to understand, and thus to be
prepared
to rule expressed
wisely and their
well.*'opinion in
Other editors
like terms.

J. R. Bray. President Bray Studios, Inc.
IT was announced through Famous Players-Lasky this week that prominent editors of various publications in the United
States are to contribute to the ParamountBray Pictographs, " The magazine on the
screen." It is said this arrangement was
perfected last week, and it is expected to
prove a valuable move in the direction of
co-operation for the purpose of bringing
to the public, by the medium of the screen,
subjects of timely and educational interest.
Besides offering their co-operation with
the Paramount-Bray films, many of the
editors are said to have been eulogistic in
their words of approbation for " The magazine on the screen."
Gertrude B. Lane, editor of The Woman's Home Companion, made the following statement : " Every magazine editor has
moments of wishing to show readers with
his own hands how things are actually
done. Three pictures, or four, or even a
dozen, we can use in our pages to accompany a single article, and these are merely
the high lights. But think of showing the
whole process of such homely, essential
tasks as upholstering a chair, cooking a
dinner, building a fire or bathing the baby !
Imagine the boon to Mrs. Newlywed, or
Mrs. Young Housekeeper, who can not only
read about her daily problems in her favorite magazine, but see them made clearer
than daylight in her favorite motion picture
!"
theatre
Carl Hovey, managing editor of the
Metropolitan, wrote : " The Metropolitan
will be glad to co-operate with you in evenway in producing magazine features for the
pictographs. Opportunities in the motion
picture field of reaching the great American
public are simply phenomenal, and when we
combine this form of popular publicity with

Educational
Shows " Smaller
" at Strand
One Monkey?
of the specialties
scheduled for
presentation at the Strand theatre in New
York last week is " Smaller Monkeys,"
supplied by the Educational Film Corporation of America. The picture is a chapter
from "The Living Book of Nature,*' produced by Raymond L. Ditmars. Harold
Edel, managing director of the Strand,
has been booking these pictures during
the past fifty-two weeks, of which the
Ditmars animal pictures were booked
forty-five weeks. E. \Y. Hammons, of
the Educational Film Corp., in speaking
of this long time booking, said that Mr.
Edel will continue booking this series because they have never failed to interest
his patrons, who seem to be most discriminating.
Cinema Change? Name of \Tar
News Weekly
The Cinema News Syndicate has announced that the title of its "American
W ar News Weekly," a General Film release, has been changed to " The American
War
and onthata inmuch
the
futureandit News
will beWeekly.'"
conducted
broader scope than in the past Instead of
picturing war-time activities exclusively,
this program feature is expectel to include
other live news items of topical interest,
giving theatres a wide variety of subjects.
It is announced that news pictures will be
gathered from all parts of the world by the
thirty cameraspondents who have been engaged in collecting war pictures for past
releases.
Comedy

Creeps Out in HearstPathe News Reel
One never looks for comedy in a news
reel, but occasionally it may be seen there,
just the same. An instance is said to occur in the Hearst-Pathe News, No. 8S, in
which scenes are shown of the defeat of
King Alcohol at Redondo, CaL, where
" blind tigers " are being put out of business by the Government in order to keep
the army camp located there free from
evil influences.

Hearst-Pathe News No. 87, a current release, isalmost entirely given over to points
of war interest, covering territory both in
the United States and abroad.
The reel starts with Great Lakes, 111,
where Secretary- of the Navy Daniels
greets 5.000 jackies at the Naval Statior„
and proceeds to Red Wood Gty, CaL, showing steel wooden and concrete ships in
the making for America's merchant marine; Epernay, France, where new war
scenes are presented; J assy, Rumania,
showing the first pictures of the visit of
the U. S. Mission to die Eastern front;
Quantico. Ya., with the marines going
through various manoeuvres; New York
City, showing T. A. Berst, of Pathe, engaging Bessie Love to appear in Pathe Plays,
which contract was roncfnded over the
long-distance phone; Fort Sheridan, IIL
for some more war preparation scenes, and
the patriotic demonstration for the Liberty
Loan in New York Gty.
Universal Animated Shows Some
Aerial Stunts
What Universal claims to be without a
doubt the most amazing series of airplane
pictures ever shown constitute the nam
feature of Universal Animated Weekly No.
96. just released. The pictures were made
at the Curtiss Aviation school at Newport
News, Ya.. by F. J. Conway, and the men
who made the flights are Ed Sanson and
Carl Bans, instructors at the school. The
fliers are shown in loop-the-loops, nose
dives, spirals, tail spins and all the other
hair-raising feats which have become, a
necessary part of the equipment of every
air scout on the French front. Most
aviators, however, insist upon an altitude
of at least 3,000 feet for these stunts, hot
Stinson and Bans are shown doing them
only 400 feet up.
Goodrich Dirt Lacks Not in
Patriotism
son. Goodrich Dirt is not lacking in patriotism and in his
adventure m the
ninety-second release of the Paramountcamp, He has pnHstrd with the evident
desire to serve his country and incidentally
to insure himself and his pup three
■ squares " a day. This feature is said to
give a very pleasing variety to the latest
release of the Paramount-Bray film.
Mutual Weekly Shows Treatment
of Prisoners
prisoners of war. as described in books on
the su'rhect if the kir.i ar.d hurr. are treatment accorded German prisoners m France,
a? rieturei ir. Gaurr. :::: Weekly No. 149,
released Neve— ber - :y Mutual
Another picture, taken in France, shows
the training of American officers at the
front Other timely subjects are scheduled.
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Subjects in Review
By Clara DeLissa Berg

To the Exhibitor
What sort of audiences do you want?
Capacity ones, of course.
But more than that, they must be happy
audiences, pleased audiences, pleased not
only with the performance but with themselves.
You choose your program with care,
selecting what you believe will attract and
hold your patrons. You wait for the laugh,
the sudden stiffening up in the seat, the
spontaneous applause. These are what
make for a capacity house not once or
twice a week, but every night in the week.
" I always enjoy the show at the Blank
theatre," says the neighborhood patron.
And he not only drops in himself, but
brings his family again and again.
Do you know what, in the big, successful houses, is the picture that instantly
wins applause, that makes the spectator
not merely an onlooker but a performer?
Nine times out of ten it is a scene from
a topical review. Of course, you say, that
is easy. Wave the flag, and you have
them. But it isn't only and always the
flag. It's very often something that
pleases your audience just because it's
something they know or have recently
read about. We all like to display a careless familiarity, or, a bit of inside information with what the newspaper headlines,
whether it is a cabinet officer or a new way
to utilize breadcrumbs.
Every one of the current events weeklies and the screen magazines contains
material that will instantly awake that delightful feeling of " Yes, I know about
that!" and will put the spectator in a good
humor lasting over the entire evening.
You have been depending largely on
the drawing power of your feature, giving it ample lobby display and utilizing in
your press or house organ the material on
it furnished by the publicity man. Do you
realize that, when it comes to weeklies and
screen magazines, the press of the entire
country is your publicity agent? All you
have to do is to call to the attention of
your patrons the fact that the events
which have been engaging their interest
every morning in type appear with all the
power of actuality on the screen in your
theatre. Every man who has a Penny to
spend reads the paper every day. How
many of them devote an hour a week to
fiction?
Hereafter, this department, in addition
to its regular reviews, will devote a brief
editorial to those portions of the weeklies, magazines, and other short subjects
which bring to a focus events and topics
of current and universal interest, and will
indicate how the exhibitor can take advantage of the news value of these to increase the attracting power of his house.
AMAZING AVIATION
There are several subjects of interest in Universal Animated Weekly No. 96, including scenes
with
original command, the
Sixth General
United Pershing's
States Cavalry,
the Rio
Grande, and of the fine parade foralong
suffrage held
recently in New York. But the amazing
feats of

the Curtiss Aviation School graduates, occupying
fully a half of the reel, tempt the reviewer to
neglect everything else. No words can convey
the unbelievable daring of those human birds,
who drive their machines in swooping spirals and
headlong dives over the jutting roofs of the city.
As we are privileged to make the ascent with
the cameraman we feel all the exhilaration of flight
in vast spaces and catch our breath as a sister
plane
drops alongside, turned upside down but
still going.
No carefully
concocted intensity
" thrillerof" interest
can equalthesein
continued
and climactic
astonishing photographs of men who are about to
enter the
listsair.with the world's most illustrious
heroes
of the
THE

GLORY

OF THE YELLOWSTONE
It does not need the words of the film editor to
tell us that the wonder of Yellowstone Park is the
strange and beautiful coloring of its rock formations and tumbling waters. In Pathe's latest
scenic
release,
" The well
Yellowstone,"
the cameraman
has done
his work
and generously,
giving us
sweeping panoramas of the most striking and
beautiful parts of the park; but a great deal of
attractiveness has been added by the artist who
colored the film.
In a program of the ordinary black and white
this picture glows like a gem.
INTRODUCING

THE " ARGUS

PICTORIAL
"
With the firstreleasing
number through
of the " Argus
International
Pathe Pictorial,"
makes its
entrance into the field of the screen magazine.
The opening subject is a well-taken picture of
spring logging. Then follow underwater views
and close-ups of live starfish. The melting of
sulphur and its rapid crystallization are demonstrated. Finally, a clever craftsman shows us how
a carved potato (what will Mr. Hoover say?), a
dish of lampblack and a square of linen are all
that are needed to reproduce the highly prized
and highly priced woodblock prints of the Orient.
Katzenjammer
Kids disport themselves on
theTheremainder
of the reel.
A REEL FOR THE FAMILY
In Universal Screen Magazine No. 46 pleasant
views of the Brooklyn kiddies who are collecting
paper and
pay pictures
for tree worthy
planting ofareAlma
followed by tinfoil
a seriesto of
Tadema, showing girls dancing on the seashore.
Then comes a vaudeville turn, the performer being a fly with a genius for dumbbell exercise.
The final and most important subject deals with
the billion dollar Barge Canal that runs between
Buffalo and Albany, and, by means of the Great
Lakes and the Hudson River, connects Dalcota
with the sea and enables the boats that lie idle on
the lakes in winter to reach a point of departure
for active war service. There are views of the
caterpillar tractors at work, and the operation of
the locks. An animated map makes clear the
route of the canal.
The reel is especially well-balanced and interesting.
LOSS BY THE MILLION
With the coming of the snow begins the work
of harvesting the timbers that are to help us win
the war. The Paramount-Bray Pictograph No. 92
has some strikingly fine scenes taken during the
winter and spring at logging camps in Maine.
With the freshets swelling the rivers the millions
of logs are started on their water journey, only to
pile up in tightly wedged jams that must be
blasted apart with dynamite. In the midst of the
swirling waters .the veteran woodsman spins
merrily down stream on a log that threatens
every moment to run amuck and toss him to his
death in the crowding mass.
The fireless cooker is no novelty, but Uncle
Sam, in his Hints to Housewives, demonstrates
how easly and cheaply any woman can make such
a utensil for her own kitchen.
Goodrich Dirt, at the training camp dreams of
valiant encounters, only to wake to the humiliation
of the impending guardhouse.
HIGH
STANDARDS ACHIEVED
BY UNIVESAL'S TOPICAL
WEEKLIES
Exhibitors who have been watching with interand pleasure
the the
development
Universal's
threeest topical
issues,
Animated ofWeekly,
Current Events and the Screen Magazine, will congratulate themselves on the attractive program
about to be offered by this last, the Magazine.
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First in importance is a series of twenty-six
subjects
with United
the co-operation
and under theof
direction made
of the
States Department
Agriculture, to appear every other week. Leading
the list is the picturesque work of the Forest
Ranger. This is followed by scenes in the life
of that Jack of all trades, the Government Fire
Fighter, who, in his lonely life spent here and
there in remote stations on hilltops, must be surveyor, telegrapher, cook and skilled fireman. Other
activities of the department to receive attention
are the Bureau of Animal Industries, whose latest
endeavor among young people, the Pig Clubs,
lends itself admirably to amusing screen depiction.
Of those who patronize picture houses it is
reckoned that 50 per cent, are women and 25 per
cent, children. Recognizing this fact, the Screen
Magazine
specialA new
provision
their interest in eachmakes
number.
series,forshowing
how
some of our most startling and expensive fashions
in clothes originate, promises elements of dramatic
interest far beyond the ordinary screen " Fashion
Notes."
Suffice a itPeruvian
to say that
" in some
the cast
are
to be found
mummy
2.000"
MuMetropolitan
the
of
Curator
the
years old,
seum, Roshanara, the dancer, and an opera coat
fresh from Fifth avenue.
How a fact of scientific import can be conveyed
in story form so that even the immature mind can
of
shown in a demonstration
its meaning
graspworking
the
of the isseismograph.
The editor does
not content himself with some close-ups of the
instrument. The concern of the learned gentleman
in attendance at the bureau in Washington at
noticing the action of his seismograph arouses
the curiosity of the spectator, while scenes of an
actual earthquake convey better than any title the
reason for the invention and the cause of its
turbance. dis..
Screen magazines are often, and obviously,
" thrown together." Not so with the Universal's
publications. In the highly intelligent and painsMr.
of the Screen
Ernest taking
H. workCulbertson,
we Magazine's
have fresh editor,
proof that
men of experience and ability in other fields are
Mr.
devoting their talents to screen production.
and magaCulbertson has been a newspaper man
of cohervalue
the
knows
He
zine
contributor.
ence and climax in the development of an idea.
He has studied the psychology that underlies the
spectator's attention — or lack of it — and he is
bringing
to bear in the arrangement. and
titling of these
the Magazine.
Seen week after week this screen periodical
in which
grows in dignity, interest and the manner
the demand for interest and entertainit meets
ment among intelligent men and women and their
children.

Rialto Starts Series of Educational
Concerts
Rialto theatre, New York, has inaugurated a series of thirty concerts, educational concerts and films, which are to be
shown each Saturday morning at 10:30 as
the first step in a comprehensive plan to
give the school children and the people
of New York an opportunity to hear the
best of music at the smallest possible cost.
An admission of ten cents, which does not
the cost of the entertainment, is
pay
charged.
Seven numbers are rendered each Saturday by the full Rialto orchestra under the
direction of Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld. Works
of leading composers are included and
there will be at least one work by an
American composer at each performance
There will also be one solo number, rendered by one of the soloists appearing at
the regular Rialto performances during the
week.
In addition to the music there is an educational film. At the opening concert, October 27, this was Edison's " Getting Acquainted with Bees," and on November 3
Lyman H. Howe's " Yosemite Valley " was
the picture.
The program for the second musicale
was as follows :
Battle Hymn of the Republic.
Oberon Overture, C. Von Weber.
Gypsy Rondo, J. Hayden.
Gavotte
from Manon," J. Massenet, sung by
Mile.
D'Espinoy.
War Dance, Charles Skillton.
mann.
(a) Reverie and " By the Fireside," R. SchuMarchHerbert.
of the Toys, from " Babes in Toyland,"
Victor
Star Spangled Banner.
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Elsie Ferguson in Representative Scenes from Her Coming Artcraft Production, "The Rise of Jennie Cushing "
Edison Announces New PerfecParamount November
Releases Look Very Good
tion Production
Among Features Is Julian Eltinge in His Second Photoplay
A
screen
version
of the Mary Raymond
and Pauline Frederick in Drama — New Billie Burke Release
Shipman Andrews' story, " Courage of the
Mr. Holmes will take his travelers
PARAMOUNT'S line-up of releases in picture
to Nikko in snow time.
Commonplace," will be released November
November, or at least the partial line12 as an Edison Perfection five-part picup, as announced last week through the
" Bab's Matinee Idol," third of the subture, through
the Kleine System, it was anpublicity department of Famous Playersnounced last week.
deb stories, starring Marguerite Clark, is
Lasky, will no doubt look very good to completed and this Paramount picture is
The story is said to be a narrative of
exhibitors. Included among the stars who
said to be perhaps the most amusing of the
romance and action woven around a stuwill be presented are Jack Pickford and
three. It will be a November release.
dent's days at Yale, following him through
Louise Huff, Julian Eltinge, Pauline Fred" Bab's Burglar " went to the public Oclater years. Some of the scenes were taken
erick, Marguerite Clark, and, in December,
tober 29.
at Yale, it is said, with President Hadley
Billie Burke.
It has now been decided that " The Land
Paramount is said to consider the anhimself in some of the " shots."
Promise," starring Billie Burke, will be
nouncement ofa co-starring production for of
released by Paramount in December. While
Jack Pickford and Louise Huff, invariably
Weber Called to the Colors
the production has been completed for some
welcome by screen patrons and exhibitors.
time it was held back because it was beJoseph S. Weber head of the Laemmle
" The Ghost House," their last picture from
Film Service Company, at Omaha, Neb.,
lieved that " Arms and the Girl," recently
Paramount, received good reviews in all the
released, would be particularly timely, owpostal department, has joined the National
Armv.
trade papers and was received generally
ing to its war features.
with favor. " Jack and Jill," which Paramount will release November 12, will no
Fox Schedules Farnum
Feature For December
doubt prove as successful.
November 12 is also the date set for the
" The Heart of a Lion " Based on Ralph Connor's Novel Called " The
release by Paramount of Julian Eltinge's
Doctor," and Is Star's First in East Since Year Before Last
next photoplay, " The Clever Mrs. Carfax,"
said by those who have watched the filming
ABOUT thecordingmiddle
of December,made
ac- the scenes were taken on or near Mr.
of the production to be among the cleverest
to an announcement
Farnum's estate at Sag Harbor and part
things of its kind. Hector Turnbull, author
this week by William Fox, the producer
in a wild and rugged portion of eastern
of numerous Paramount pictures, wrote the will release another William Farnum proL'nited
at
Fort States.
Lee, N. The
J. studio work was done
story with Gardner Hunting and the scenduction, The Heart of a Lion." The picario was arranged by Mr. Hunting. DonWith Mr. Farnum in the cast of the picis based on Ralph Connor's novel,
ald Crisp directed the picture. He also
ture are Marc Robbins, Mary Martin,
"The tureDoctor."
directed the first screen success of Mr.
It is claimed that the original version of William Cortleigh. Jr., Wanda Petit,
Walter Law and Rita Bori. There also
this tale of the Rockies has been closely
Eltinge, " The Countess Charming."
followed by Director Frank Lloyd. This, are a number of village characters — resiW hat is said to be an unusually attractive feature of the November Paramount
dents of Sag Harbor and neighbors of Mr.
and the fact that Mr. Farnum's supportFarnum — who are used as extras. These
ing company has been carefully selected,
release
is
"
The
Hungry
Heart,"
in
which
Pauline Frederick is starred. Robert G. should be sufficient to insure a picture of include Tom Carroll, who is said to be
exceptional merit, in the opinion of the nearly 100 years old.
Vignola directed the picture. It is announced also that Miss Frederick has comFox publicity bureau. Arrangements are
pleted Mrs.
"
Dane's Defense," from the now being made by branch officers for
Henry Arthur Jones drama, which will be trade reviews, in accordance with the Fox
a paramount release for the near future.
Taylor Appointed Select Manager
policy of insisting that Standard Pictures
in Omaha
This was directed by Hugh Ford. She is shall be seen by exhibitors before they can
now at work on a third picture. Robert G. be booked.
C. W. Taylor, formerly manager of the
Vignola is director.
" The Heart of a Lion " is the first big Mutual, then the General and still hter
film feature Mr. Farnum has made in the the Standard exchanges in Omaha, Neb.,
Jn the enghty-ninth release of the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures the East since 1915, and it is the only comhas been appointed manager of the new
celebrated traveler takes the spectator to
Select Feature Film Company exchange
plete picture Director Lloyd has produced
for Fox outside of California.
Part of in Omaha.
Tokyo, metropolis of Japan. In his next
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First National Exhibitors Buy
" Alimony "
" Alimony," an independent production in
six reels, has been purchased by the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, it is announced. The story was written by Haydon Talbot and produced under the direction of Emmet J. Flynn. Josephine Whittal, Lois Wilson and George Fisher are in
the principal roles.
The story, it is said, reveals some of the
existing evils of the divorce law. It is
said to be a powerful drama based upon
facts gathered by the author in the capacity of a New York newspaper man. A
member of the purchasing committee of
the First National Circuit said : " We reviewed this production three times to see
if there was any cutting possible, but found
there was not a scene which could, with
profit, be eliminated. We have looked at
a number of features in the past month
with a view to buying, but ' Alimony ' is
the first to measure up to our standard as
a box office attraction."
Abrams Made Assistant Manager
of Hoffman Exchange
Jerome Abrams has been promoted to assistant general manager of exchanges of
Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures, it is announced. He left last week for Atlanta,
where he will establish a branch. As soon
as this office is put in running order and
the branch manager installed, Mr. Abrams
will proceed to Dallas, his second objective.
" The South offers abundant opportunity
for such an organization as Hoffman-Foursquare," said Mr. Abrams. " At this time,
especially, there is widespread demand for
quality pictures. Having product which we
believe conforms to this requirement, and
having determined not to add the positiveprint war tax to the reasonable prices we
charge for bookings, I am confident that
the South will welcome our coming and
gives us the support deserved."
Middle West Likes Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures
E. T. Lux, division manager in charge of
Hoffman-Foursquare territory, including
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky, after visiting
the Cleveland, Cincinnati and Indianapolis
offices reports satisfactory bookings on all
Hoffman-Foursquare features and mentioned the gratification of his patrons over
the plan of his company to pay the positive
print war tax on all releases.

Hoffman's Cleveland Manager
Reports Good Business
G. W. Erdmann, Cleveland manager of
Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures, is busy in
the new ofhces of his organization, now
located at 310-312 Sloan building, Prospect
street. Mr. Erdmann reports a good business and a new record for Hoffman-Foursquare pictures.

Rightly
Administered
Economy
Essential"
M. H. Hoffman,
of Hoffman-Foursquare
Pictures, Says, However,
That It Is Extravagance Not to Pay Well for Good Stories
IT is contended by M. H. Hoffman, of
*■ Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures, Inc., that
even though the swift, onward march the
last decade has witnessed in the Nation's
industries, none has advanced with more
rapid and " sure-footed " pace than the
motion picture industry. Rightly administered economy, Mr. Hoffman contends, is
the back-bone of success in any adventure
and is bound to win. "The keenest judgment and the quickest moves," he says,
" are required to hold the reins of leadership in one of the biggest and most powerful industries in America — the motion picTo turetheindustry."
consistent appeal for economy in
the expenditure of money in producing and
distributing pictures, Mr. Hoffman makes
one notable exception wherein he maintains
that it is extravagance not to pay substantially for what is the heart and soul
of the picture — the story. This expenditure, declares the head of Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures, is in the purchase of
original stories by distinguished authors,
or plays or novels.
Raver

Starts

Production

" The very foundation of motion pictures is the good story," says Mr. Hoffman.
" Provided with a good story, the director
is fortified at the outset, and with it he is
enabled, with an adequate cast, photographers, lighting, technical heads and settings, to produce a picture that will do
credit to the organization back of it.
" The sooner producers look squarely in
the eye conditions that must be adopted to
turn out first-class product the sooner will
the average rise to that level which, once
reached, will benefit all in the industry —
distributors and exhibitors as well as producers.
" For the better the average of the
product, the stronger will be its appeal to
the public. So with the number of patrons
steadily added, all who in any way cater
to them must profit. Let producers weigh
well these facts, and welcome the chance
to purchase a fine story — whether it be
original, or in play or novel form — and
be ready to save himself money in the
end even though he pay a good price for

with

Breese

Featured

Under the Direction of Burton King, Harry Raver Commences Work on New
Production for the Independent Market — Praise for "Public Defender"
HARRY RAVER announces that his Raver's productions arc : Justice Edgar J.
next production is now under way at Lauer, of the Municipal Court ; Rev. John
the Raver Studios, at Yonkers. Edmund
E. Zeiter, pastor of the First Methodist
Church, Bronx ; Edward J. Dunphy, Dr.
Breese is to be featured with the principal feminine part taken by Alma HanWilliam J. O'Sullivan, medico-legal expert
Ion, who played opposite Frank Keenan in in criminal law; Samuel J. Siegel, Rabbi
Samuel
Greenfield, Myron Sulzberger,
Mr. Raver's last production for the indeFranklin Tomlin and Frederick S. Zobel.
pendent market, " The Public Defender."
it."
The title for this production has not been
announced. The story, it is said, tells of
a person afflicted with a peculiar form of Lust to Distribute Oro Pictures in
monomania which results in mysterious
Maryland Territory
thefts that baffle the police authorities.
Oro Pictures, Inc., announce that a contract has been entered into between this
Burton King who directed " The Public
company and Sidney B. Lust, of WashingDefender
"
is
directing
this
new
production.
ton, D. C, whereby Mr. Lust controls the
distributing rights to Oro productions in the
Mr. Breese will interpret in this production what is commonly referred to as
territory which embraces the States of
" crook " roles. It is said that he will be
Maryland, Delaware, North Carolina, a section of West Virginia and the District of
called upon to impersonate several disColumbia. The first releases of Oro Pictinct characters, all-characterized by the extures which Mr. Lust will handle through
pletive,crook,"
"
in this production. Mr.
Breese has had more than twenty years
this
territory
are " Loyalty," " Humility "
experience on the stage and before the
and " When Destiny Wills."
camera. He is an able exponent of charMr. Lust is prominent in exchange circles in the independent market and has
acter acting. One of Mr. Breese's best
been instrumental, in a large measure, for
known parts was taken in " The Master
the progressive steps which have been
Mind," produced some time ago.
Mr. Raver reports that he has received
taken in the territory which he controls
numerous communications from prominent
for Oro Pictures. He expresses satisfacmen in public life, praising his production,
tion with the acquisition of the Oro releases and says that he can promise the
" The Public Defender," written by Mayer
C. Goldman. Among those who have
exhibitors in his territory features that
placed their stamp of approval on Mr.
will show results at the box-office.
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Mme. Petrova and Two Scenes from Her Initial Production Under the McClure Banner

Newspapers Unfair To Silent Drama," Says Rapf
Harry Rapf Criticizes the Attitude Taken by the " Dailies " —
" Screen Plays Equal in Importance to Spoken Drama," He Says
HARRY RAPF, prominent factor in
" Hugh Ward, the Australian theatrical
producing end of the motion picture
magnate, recently paid $100,000 for the
industry and a progressive worker in the rights to twelve Broadway successful stage
interests of independent productions, has plays, while A. H. Woods paid $125,000
for a half interest in one photoplay. What
the following to say on the attitude taken
by newspapers and newspaper critics in more powerful argument in favor of the
importance of the photo play could be
reference to the motion picture:
" Dramatic critics of the big dailies,"
said Mr. Rapf, " do not give the motion
offered? "
picture play the attention that its popularity
Educational Films Establishes
and importance warrant.
Exchange in Minneapolis
" I have often wondered," continues Mr.
E. W. Hammons, vice-president and
Rapf, " if the newspapers and the critics
realize what it means to put a production
general manager of the Educational Films
on the screen. There are very few outputs
Corporation of America, announces that
on November 15 he will open an exchange
to-day in pictures that represent less than
$40,000 and many of them upward to one
in Minneapolis. The exchange will bear
hundred and one hundred and fifty thouthe name of Educational Films Corporasand dollars. The author, the director, the
tion and will be under the management of
actor, and the manager of photoplays toP. H. Carey, who is well known as an exday represent a standard that is hardly
changeman. Mr. Carey was formerly gensurpassed in the personnel of the spoken
eral manager of the Zenith Feature Film
drama.
Company of Minneapolis. Mr. Hammons
said that he now has distributing points for
" Yet, in the face of these compelling
Educational Pictures in all parts of the
facts and the universal popularity of motion pictures, very few photoplays, outside
country, except in the states of Virginia,
of the most spectacular productions, are
Maryland and the District of Columbia.
given an eye by the critic. Nearly all of
Plans are now being considered to establish convenient exchange facilities for this
the important motion picture producers advertise generously in the papers, but picture
territory.
reviews must give way to the columns of
space devoted to the stage pieces.
W. H. Productions to Release
" In my forthcoming production of ' The
Struggle Everlasting,' in which Florence
Hart
The Bargain
Reed is the star, Edwin Milton Royle, the
The W.Feature,
H. Productions
Company r'anauthor, gives all his time and ingenuity to
nounce as one of its first releases " The
the completion of the piece, working along
Bargain," featuring William S. Hart. This
with the director, James Kirkwood. If a production was made under the direction
man like Mr. Royle, who is one of the
of Thomas Ince. Clara Williams presents
foremost authors of the spoken drama, will
the principal feminine role. Others in the
devote all his time to the completion of his
cast are J. Frank Burke, Barney Sherry
play on the screen, and if a stage star like
and James Dowling. The picture was made
Florence Reed will give over all to the
more than a year ago. Mr. Hart has the
pictures when the legitimate stage conrole of a " good-bad " man, whose good
side triumphs over the bad side because of
stantly calls for her, I can't understand why
the influence of a true woman. It is a
pictures should have secondary consideration from the newspapers.
typical Western drama.

" Mothers of Men," Robards Production, Propaganda Play
H. J. Shepard, of Shepard and Van Loan,
who is handling the exploitation of
" Mothers of Men " for the Robards Features, reports that he has received communications from independent buyers
throughout the country asking for detailed
information concerning this production.
" Mothers of Men " was shown to the trade
recently. It is a propaganda play in the interest of woman suffrage and tells the story
of a young woman who is a justice in a
court of law and later elected Governor of
the State. Her husband is accused of murder, and as Governor she is confronted with
the problem of freeing her husband. She
has the right to pardon him but lets the law
take its course until the day of execution
when the confession by one of the accused
men clears the husband of all guilt. It is
in five reels.
Film d'Art Comedies to Be Released on Open Market
John D. Perry, president of the newly
organized Film d'Art Company, announces
that the two-reel comedies to be produced
by this company under the personal direction of Mr. Perry', will be released on
the independent market. Two comedies,
" Cousins " and " Auntie's Triumph," are
completed and will be given a trade showing this week. Announcement of the time
and place will be made in due time.
" Cousins," the first two-reeler to be completed, contains a patriotic appeal and tells
of Auntie's activities in organizing a
" home guard." " Auntie's Triumph " is
based on the temperance question and tells
how Aunties swings the county in favor of
prohibition.
Winkler

^ rites

Score for

""Zeppelin's Last Raid"
Max Winkler, it is announced, has completed the musical score for " The Zeppelin's Last Raid," one of the first productions
to be released by the newly-organized U. S.
Exhibitors' Booking Corporation.
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Praises Olcott for

Work Arnold
on " The
Belgian
Frederic
Kummer,
author "of a
number of plays and books, and who contributedThe
"
Belgian," which was adapted
to the screen and produced by Sidney Olcott and shown to the trade for review recently, has a word to say regarding the
work of Mr. Olcott in producing for the
screen his story of " The Belgian."
" Were all authors of motion pictures so
fortunate as to have their works produced
by such an artist as Sidney Olcott," said
Mr. Kummer, " the prej udice which many
writers feel against expressing their works
in screen form would be eliminated.
" After my experience with Mr. Olcott in
making ' The Belgian,' " Mr. Kummer continued,I" am screen
convincedsuccesses
that the are
reallybuilt
big
and notable
rather than written. When, over eight
months ago, I was asked to write this
photoplay especially as a vehicle for Walter
Whiteside and Valentine Grant, who are
featured, I sat down and drafted a synopsis of the picture, containing much of the
material which appears in its finished form.
But that material, as then assembled, would
not have made such a picture as was finally
evolved had it not been guided by such a
director as Mr. Olcott."
Backer of Mammoth

Film Forms

Producing Company on Coast
F. E. Backer, president of the Mammoth Film Corporation, announces that
he has formed a producing company, with
headquarters in San Francisco and will
start on the first production about the
1st of January. Mr. Backer has been on
the coast since last August and has thoroughly acquainted himself with the producing end of the business. He says that he
has a few ideas that he is anxious to put
to a practical test. He reports that the
booking from the Mammoth offices in New
York are satisfactory.
Lawrence to Direct New Ivan
Problem Play
Edmund Lawrence, who directed " Married in Name Only " for Ivan Film Productions, has been engaged to direct the
production
of " Life
Honor,"work
by
Ivan Productions
and Against
will commence
on same this week. Leah Baird, James
Morrison and Edward Mackay have been
selected to interpret the principal roles.
The names of the others who will be
selected for support, will be announced
later. The production will be one of the
series of problem plays which the Ivan are
producing, the latest one to be completed
being " Sins of Ambition." The theme of
the new production is not announced.

Keith Circuit Book King-Bee
Billy West Comedies
Nat H. Spitzer, sales manager of the
King-Bee Company, closed a deal with Tom
Daly, representing the Keith Circuit, for
twenty-days' showing of Billy West in
King-Bee two-reel comedies. The first
comedy to be shown on the Keith Circuit
under this contract will be " The Fly Cop,"
released October
1.

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported During the Past
Weeh
Territory
Productions
Buyer
Carle
E.
Carlton.
.
Minnesota, North and South
"The Lust of the Ages".
Dakota.
Michigan
"The Lust of the Ages"... John H. Kunsky
Film Attrao
"The Lust of the Ages"... Masterpiece
tions
Ohio, Kentucky
Dollman and Vandawalker Illinois, Indiana, Southern
"Today"
Wisconsin.
(Dollman Film Co.)
Dollman and Vandawalker
Illinois, Indiana, Southern
"The Mad Lover".
(Dollman Film Co., Chi.). Wisconsin.
Deseret Film Corporation.. (Eleven Western States.),
; Persuasive Peggy ".
Harris P. Wolfberg, Pitts- Western Pennsylvania, West
Persuasive Peggy".
burgh
Virginia, Ohio.
Peerless Feature Film Com- Eastern Pennsylvania, DelaPersuasive Peggy".
ware, Maryland, District of
pany, Philadelphia
Columbia, Virginia.
"The Two Gun Man" in
"The Bargain" (William
S. Hart Feature)
Magnet Film Exchange
New York City.
" The Two Gun Man " in
Toronto.
"The Bargain"
Regal Films, Ltd
Hub Film Company, Boston. Maine, New Hampshire, Ver"A Modern Lorelei"
m o n t , Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Schlesinger Reports Sales On Peggy Hyland Picture
President of Mayfair Film Corp oration Says That Middle West
and Foreign Rights Have Been Sold for "Persuasive Peggy"
MAYFAIR FILM CORPORATION has
has given ' Persuasive Peggy ' a flawless
production. It is a story founded on the
launched its first independent production, with Peggy Hyland in the leading
basic theme of a bride and her young husrole. It was shown for review at the
band building their home of happiness on
Broadway theatre, last week. It is titled
the experiences of their early married life.
The theme has a widespread if not a univer" Persuasive Peggy," adapted from Mrs.
sal appeal. Everybody understands and
Maravene Thompson's novel. M. A.
Schlesinger, president of the Mayfair Film
appreciates it.
Corporation, announces that a large part
" Such a production is a sure-fire winof the Middle West territory, including
ner. It demanded world-wide and indiChicago had been disposed of before his
vidualistic exploitation which you could
production was shown for review, and says
only
give
it
by the state rights plan of distribution.
that he takes this as pretty good evidence
" The foreign rights were soon disposed
that Miss Hyland's first picture is going
of, the Western and Middle Western terover
with
a
"
bang."
Mr. Schlesinger in commenting upon his
ritories have gone and buyers and exproduction has the following to say:
hibitors alike have already expressed themselves as delighted with the money mak" Two sales plans presented themselves
to me — either I was to attach the fortunes
ing properties of the picture. Canada and
of the picture to a program or I was to
a few territories are under consideration."
place it on the independent market.
" It has been said that the program is the
Schlesinger Visits New England
States
buryingures. ground
of
many
state
rights'
failIn other words if your picture is not
Gus S. Schlesinger, manager of the
good enough to stand on its merits •some
Domestic Department of the Inter-Ocean
program will take care of it. This means
Film Corporation has left for a tour of the
a sacrifice of individuality, and, of course,
New England States in interest of the deproblematical results.
partment he represents. M. S. Epstin of
" The recent return to the plan of open
the same office has just returned from a
booking in the exploitation of picture prosuccessful trip of the Middle West States
ductions isan argument in favor of state
in interest of " Kerensky in the Russian
rights methods. ' Persuasive Peggy,' in my
opinion, is too good for program purRevolution of 1917."
poses. It has the advantage of the presOgden Pictures Completes Second
ence of a motion picture star, Miss Hyland.
Walker Production
Miss Hyland is naturally talented. She
takes to screen work as readily as a duck
Ogden Pictures Corporation announces
takes to water and registers emotion with
that " The Grain of Dust," the second
Lillian Walker feature, is completed and
dramatic appreciation. She had done stage
will be ready for release about the middle
work in England and had made many
screen successes accrediated to her.
of November. The picture has been under
production for about seven weeks. It is
" The character of Maravene Thompsaid that 42,000 feet of negative film was
son's heroine metaphorically fits Miss Hyland like a glove. Director Charles Brabin
used in the filming of this production.
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Broadway
Jewel's Late Production Opens at
Jewel Productions latest seven-reel feature opened at the Broadway theatre, this
week. It is titled "The Price of a Good
Time," an adaptation from Marion Orth's
story, dred
" The
by debut
Lois Weber.
MilHarris Whim,"
makes her
as a motion
picture star in this production. " The Price
of a Good Time " is described by Jewel
Productions as being a " Within-the-Law
Cinderella," play, its theme dealing with the
adventures of a department store girl who
desires the good things in life and whose
anxiety leads her to " pay the price."
Offices Established to Handle

Spitzer Corrects Statement by
Trade Publication
Nat. H. Spitzer, vice-president and sales
manager of King-Bee Film Corporation,
wishes to correct an erroneous statement
which he said appeared in the columns of
the Trade Review of last week to the effect that he had severed connections with
the King-Bee Corporation and would devote his time to the exploitation of the
Leah Baird productions.
Mr. Spitzer sent the following letter to
the editor of the above-mentioned trade
publication, which he has forwarded to the
editor of the Motion Picture News, and
which explains Mr. Spitzer's attitude in the
matter. Addressing the editor of Exhibitors' Trade Review, Mr. Spitzer wrote :
" Your last issue carried an announcement implying that I had severed my connections with the King-Bee Films Corpora
tion. Will you kindly correct this in your
next issue, as it is absolutely without foundation. Istill retain my interests in that
company, will continue my activities there,
and nothing is further from my thoughts
or inclinations than severing my connections with King-Bee Comedies.
" The success of King-Bee is now, and always will be, something toward which I
want to point with pride. My efforts,
coupled with Mr. Hiller's and Mr. Burstein's, have put these comedies where they
are to-day, and now that the hard work is
over I want to enjoy the fruits of it.
"Any announcement of my being interested in the Leah Baird productions has
nothing whatever to do with my activities
with King-Bee Films Corporation."
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes
" campaign, get busy — note. Don't
be
a slacker!

| We

Dont

f[ It's
way
you
you

Mind

It At All! \

no trouble to us to go
back in the files and get
the review of a feature
have
just bought or consider buying.

It's no trouble at all for us
to send you typewritten
copies of the publicity
stories we have published on
the feature to help you in
your advertising.
It's no trouble at all to list
your subjects in our files so
that we can tell inquiring exhibitors in your territory
that you are handling a certain picture.
In fact — it's no trouble at all
to extend to you our entire
facilities, to place our entire
facilities at your service —
will give us the chance
you
//
Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures Going Good in New England
Samuel Rubenstein, manager of the Boston Hoffman-Foursquare Exchange, arrived this week in New York and reports
that Hoffman-Foursquare pictures are
meeting the demands of New England exhibitors.The
"
quality of the pictures,"
said Mr. Rubenstein, " and the fact that
we are co-operating to the full with every
exhibitor, form two elements which appeal
to every fair-minded business man. Then
our prices are reasonable, which enables
exhibitors to make a profit on every Hoffman release."

Flynn Serial
The Wharton Releasing Corporation announces that offices have been established
on the third floor of the Longacre Building,
Times Square, New York, for the purpose
of handling the executive business incident
to the exploitation of the serial, now under
production at the Wharton Studios, Ithaca,
N. Y., which will tell the inside story of
German intrigue in America. The story
for this serial, the title for which has not
been announced, was written by William
J. Flynn, chief of the United States Secret
Service. The serial will be released through
M. H. Hoffman, Inc. Charles V. Henkel
will be in charge of the New York office.
" Sins of Trade
Ambition
" Ready for
Showing
" Sins of Ambition," the late Ivan production, has been cut and edited and is nowready for a trade showing, it is announced.
The date for the trade showing has not
been announced. The story tells of the
cause and effect of unrighteous ambition
and is one of the series of problem plays,
to be produced during the coming year by
Ivan. Ivan Abramson directed. Leah
Baird is in the featured role. Others who
interpret outstanding roles are: Wilfred
Lucas, Barbara Castleton, James Morrison
and Anders Randolf.
Seng Sells Canadian Rights to
" Parentage "
FRANK J. SENG announces that he has
closed a contract with J. J. Allen, vicepresident of Famous Players Film Service.
Ltd.. of Toronto, whereby this company
acquires the distributing rights to Mr.
Seng's production, " Parentage." Mr. Allen
left for Toronto last week, taking with him
advertising helps which, Mr. Seng says, are
without a doubt the most novel display of
advertising sheets ever prepared for any
one production.
Mr. Allen shortly after his return to To
ronto reported to Mr. Seng the following
information :
" We have booked ' Parentage ' to open
Loew's theatre in Montreal on November
12. We believe that you are aware of the
fact that this will be one of the most beautiful theatres in Canada. The fact that
' Parentage ' has been selected for the opening is, in our opinion, one of the strongest
testimonials your production has ever re-

November 17, 1917
Ginsberg Assistant Manager of
Sales for Oro Pictures
Harry Ginsberg has severed connections
with the Short Features Exchange, to accept the position of assistant general manager of sales with the Oro Pictures, Inc.
He took up his new duties last week.
Mr. Ginsberg's association with the motion picture industry covers a period of a
little more than a year. He entered the
business a novice, his first experience being
with the Mutt and Jeff Exchange, of which
H. Grossman was general manager. After

Henry Ginsberg,OroAssistant
Pictures,Manager
Inc. . of Sales of
^» short time as salesman for that firm,
he wastions inmade
manager
New York
State.of the firm's operaWhen the A. Kay Company was formed
to market state rights productions, Mr.
Ginsberg was made assistant to the president of that concern.
Mr. Ginsberg toured the country in the
interests of this concern. Up to about this
time the A. Kay Company had not as yet
found a market for its product in New
York, and Mr. Ginsberg opened an exchange to handle A. Kay releases. This
was the start of the Short Features Exchange.
Mr. Ginsberg's new connection puts him
back with old friends again. His first position in the picture business was with the
Mutt and Jeff Film Exchange, of which
Mr. H. Grossman was general manager.
Mr. Grossman is now president and general manager of Oro Pictures, Inc.
Henry New
SiegelYork
Manages
Office Select's
Changes made last week in the New
York exchange of Select Pictures places
Henry Siegel in charge as branch manager, it was announced last week. Mr.
Siegel had previously been assistant manager, and when the opportunity arose his
record made him a first choice for the
executive.
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Berg Reports Bright Outlook for Cast leton Features
Harry Berg, President of Berg Productions, Says That the Trade
Through the West Is Enthusiastic Over His Last Production
Harry Berg, president of Berg Productions, who is visiting all the large centers
between here, New York, and the coast,
in the interest of his latest production,
featuring Barbara Castleton, to be released in the near future, reports that independent buyers throughout the territory which he has covered, including all
important cities from New York to Denver, express satisfaction with his production, and he says that the success of his
new organization is assured if the reception given him by the independent trade
can be taken as a criterion for future business. In a letter written to his New York
manager, Mr. Berg said:
" At every distribution point I have met
with a most enthusiastic reception. The

people and
outthehere
knowof pictures
Miss Castleton's
work,
quality
in which
she has appeared. Consequently, they are
only too ready to take over our releases
for their territories. It is the easiest selling proposition that I have ever run up
against.
" I have already closed two deals covering a territory of seven states and have
several other offers which I expect to close
in the near future. I am continuing on to
the coast, and expect to close out practically the entire country, before my return. From all appearances at present, our
Castleton productions will be one of the
most successful groups of releases of the
Mr. Berg.
year
on the state rights market," concluded

Wolfberg Thinks Time Ripe to Raise Admissions
before the people in its true light but no
HARRIS P. WOLFBERG, of Harris P.
attempt has been made to present to these
Wolfberg Attractions, Pittsburgh, ansame people the constant rising costs of
nounces that as a result of a several days' doing
business. Who is going to take care
trip through the territory of Ohio, he has
noticed that few if any exhibitors in this of these? In every line of business they
have been taken care of by an increase of
territory have raised their admission prices
price, but those exhibitors who are still!
as the result of the War Tax on amusecharging the same prices that they did two,
is Mr.
Wolfberg's
three, and four years ago are playing a
statementments.onThe following
this situation
:
losing game.
"The majority of the exhibitors in this
territory are making it plain to the public
" It is clear that the time is ripe for the
general advance of the price of admission
that the tax which is being collected, goes
to the Government, but in very few in- and the sooner exhibitors will get together
stances has there been an attempt made to and bring about such a rise the sooner will
the business of entertaining people become
raise the prices.
more than an exchange of dollars for the
" Here is a lost opportunity," says Mr.
Wolfberg, " the war tax has been placed
small exhibitor."
Billy West Company Start Work in Hollywood Studio
ary 1, Billy West will be seen in the first
MEMBERS of the Billy West comedy
five-reeler made by the King-Bee Company,
stock, who left New York last week
for the coast are reported to have arrived
entitled " King Solomon." Work on this
safely and will commence work in the production will be started soon.
Christie Studios, Hollywood, Cal., which
There were twenty-seven members of the
King-Bee roster taken to Hollywood, instudio the King-Bee Corporation has taken
over for the period of a year.
cluding the stage hands, property men, carpenters, scenic artists, cameramen and
Over twenty people traveled in the party,
scenario writers.
including Babe Hardy, Leo White, Ethel
Nat H. Spitzer sales manager and viceGibson, Budd Ross, Fred Baine, Henrypresident of the company had to remain
Bard, Susie Bard, Bennie Berk, Rex Tayin New York to close some important deals
lor, Henry Obrock, Millie Burstein and
for foreign rights. He expects to rejoin
Louis Burstein, president of the King-Bee
Company. Billy West and Arvid Gillstrom
the part}' in California for the Christmas
holidays.
joined the party in Chicago. About Janu" Daughter

of Destiny " Title

«p\AUGHTER
is the
U title chosen OF
for DESTINY"
the first production
of the Petrova Pictures Company, in which
Madame Petrova is featured. Frederick
L. Collins, president of the company, announces that the production is completed
and that Director George Irving is now engaged in cutting and titling it. Mr. Collins stated that when the picture was shown
recently at a private review S. L. Rothapf el
and members of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit expressed satisfaction.
" Daughter of Destiny " tells of the

of First Petrova

Production

career of an American girl whose father is
an American ambassador, stationed at one
of the political " hot-beds," in Europe.
The girl becomes entangled in a web of
diplomacy. She has many exciting adventures, but holds true to her American
ideals and wins out in the end.
It is announced that Mme. Petrova will
commence work on her next picture at
once. It will be produced at the Biograph
studio and the name of the director for the
next production will be announced as soon
as possible.
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Chinese Exhibitors Loading Up for Bad Spell — Manila Weak — Japs
Doing Land Office Business — Orient Shipping Badly Crippled
The picture business as well as most
WE visited the Philippines, China and** other business in Japan is flourishing. The
Japan all during the rainy season
Japanese are becooming a very rich and
and found business somewhat dull on acprosperous people and are making themcount of it. Between Nagasaki and Maselves almost indispensable in the manunila we were caught in a typhoon and
facture of certain articles. They manuafter being whirled about for two days
facture a great many pictures, including
and two nights were nearly dashed on the
rocky shores of Formosa. On one part Japanese dramas, adaptations of European
of that island it is said only women live, dramas, scenics and industrials. They have
so the men on board were praying that if big, fine, modern studios and are going at
we had to be shipwrecked it would be the thing in a scientific and artistic way.
there 1 In Manila picture men were in- As far as other business goes, Japan is
very busy manufacturing shoes and clothes
clined to be conservative regarding new
for the Russians in wholesale quantities
business as the Philippines have been very
hard hit by the entry of the United states as well as building ships, the latter industry
in the war and they are waiting to see having increased over 400 per cent since
what the future will bring. The terri- the beginning of the war. Japan is enthusiastically with the Allies and intends
tory there is usually worked in connection
to see the war to a finish !
with China as there are not enough houses
Oriental film dealers are having considin either country to use a supply of film
erable difficulty with their shipping, as
alone.
In China we found the rainy season ex- there are not enough ships on the Pacific
tra long and heavy. Exhibitors were los- to handle the tremendous business growing there. They complain that their film
ing business on account of floods. In Canton, where the streets are only six feet and mail are constantly delayed and that
the freight rates they now have to pay are
wide, the owners of houses were worrying for fear that their experience of a atrocious. There seem to be no German
raiders in the Pacific at present, although
few years ago would be repeated.
At that time the floods rushed down the several interned German boats have escaped from Java. When near Honolulu
narrow streets and became so deep that
we were alarmed by the sight of several
they washed into buildings on the second
story and caused considerable loss of life submarines. When they came out of the
water, however, and we saw the Stars and
as well as great damage to property.
Stripes floating behind them we lost our
The rainy season in China is followed
by the typhoons and people are afraid to fears and realized that we were back in
adventure abroad much during this time the protection of Uncle Sam.
of the year so that picture proprietors
cannot expect very good business again Denmark Thinks Our Entrance
until about November.
Will End War in Six Months
Film dealers in China are buying with
Chinese money (Mexican silver) every
Through a downtown business man the
inch of suitable film they can lay their
export
"department is informed of the rehands on as the exchange is very favorceipt by him of a letter from Ingvalid C.
able for them just now, silver being higher
Oes, Scandinavian representative of the
than it has been for twenty years.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who
Two years ago, Chinese merchants had
resides in Copenhagen, Denmark, in which
to pay two dollars Mex. for film valued at he says :
one dollar gold. Now they have to pay
" There is a feeling over here that the
only one dollar fifty cents Mex. for the action
of the United States in entering the
same amount so they are investing their war will bring about a conclusion of the
money in pictures and putting them on the
conflict in six months."
shelves until they need them.
Transportation of film is extremely difficult in China, especially when it is being
Inter-Ocean Hears from Optisent into the interior. There the Chinese
mistic Belgian
pirates are still doing business in the same
old way, and when the Government sends
Most interesting letter was received this
soldiers to capture them they offer the week at the offices of the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation from an optimistic manager of
soldiers more than the Government is paying them so the soldiers promptly turn to one of the largest houses in Belgium who
stated that he would be pleased to enter
the side of the pirates and help them with
their looting. At present foreigners are into a contract now for exclusive rights
not allowed to travel about much in the for Inter-Ocean film productions for
north part of the republic on account of flict.
Belgium after the close of the present conthe recent revolutionary attempts.

Holland Firm Has Mutuals
J. Boun, of the Algemen Internationaal
Filmbureau, Mauritskade 25, Amsterdam,
Holland, wishes to announce to the trade,
through Motion Picture News' Export
Department, that his concern has secured
the exclusive rights to the Mutual Chaplin
films for Holland, the Dutch East Indies
and West Indies. The deal was negotiated
through the Oceanic Film Corporation, the
overseas agents for Mutual.
Garrett Is Youthful Executive
Sidney Garrett, who at the age of thirtyfour finds himself president of the film
exporting business of J. Frank Brockliss,
Inc., of 729 Seventh avenue, New York,
belongs to the new school of film executives, upon whom the industry in this country rests its hopes. Born in England, Mr.
Garrett had considerable commercial experience inLondon.
Mr. Garrett, in 1916, went to New York
and broke into the film game by buying
pictures for foreign markets. About the

Sidney Garett Is President of J. Frank Brocklis,
Incorporated
same time Mr. Brockliss established an
American branch of the world-wide film
distributing business and early this Spring
the two joined forces.
Mr. Garrett has handled such film deals
for abroad as " Intolerance," " The Deemster," "The Barrier." " The Mormon
Maid," " Billy West Comedies," " For the
Freedom of the World " and others. He
buys pictures for England, France, Italy,
the Balkans, China, Japan, for South
America; for all the world outside the
United States that isn't fighting, in fact.
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Newsy Notes from Busy InterOcean
John H. Taylor, managing director of
the London office of the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation, has cabled to the home office
here of his safe arrival in London after being; three days overdue.
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation announces
it has procured for the United Kingdom
and the Continent a new line of five reel
productions, name of same withheld for
the present.
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation reports
the sale to Japan the " 13th Labor of
Hercules.''
Malitz Explains Exporters' Case to
Washington
FELIX MALITZ, general manager of the
Piedmont Pictures Corporation, in a
lengthy letter to the Commissioner of Internal kevenue, Daniel C. Roper, last week,
took up the cudgels on behalf of the exporters. Mr. Malitz explained forcibly the
case of the world market men in regard to
the new war taxes. His letter follows :
October 27, 1917.
Treasurv Department, Washington, D. C.
Attention of MR. DANIEL C. ROPER.
Commissioner.
" Gentlemen : A few days ago we made tree to
send you
a
telegram
regarding the new taxes imposed on films.
" Whilepreciatewetheir necessity,
are believers
taxes andrespectfully
fully apwe, inhowever,
want to draw your attention to the fact that when
it comes to export, the imposition of such taxes
might have a very discomforting effect on the
trade of this republic.
" ersOur
firm from
is onethisof country
the most; inimportant
of films
fact, we exportexport
to alltriescountries
of
the
world
except
and we represent quite a number enemy
of the counmost
prominent producers in this country, abroad.
Therefore, the question of taxes on export films
is not only for ourselves, but mainly to the proone. ducing concerns whom we represent, a very vital
" Kindly
bearcountry
in mindbefore
that thethewarexporting
films
from this
was neverot
very lively and successful, and on the average
only very cheap prints were exported.
As soon as the war broke out the main buyers
of European film productions .turned to this country because they had difficulty in receiving films
from European countries on account of war conditions and taxes imposed through the war.
" Iters is,
however,
a facttothat
of these
address
themselves
thismost
country
morebuy-or
less reluctantly because they contend that the
European productions are more advantageous for
them and, as a rule, cheaper.
"Now,
therefore,
the American
producers
face
there
a very
acute question
and they
must make
all kinds of efforts in order not only to firmly
establish themselves in foreign markets, but also
to be in a position to hold their own when the
war will be over.
" We American
all are interested
in thewe first
place,
commerce,in expanding,
and this firm,
believe, is one of the most courageous fighters for
the acquisition and maintenance ot such supremacy, and in this regard we firmly believe that,
together with other firms engaged in the same
line of business, we should receive all the encouragement possible, because of the fact that our
fight is a very hard one and we are up against
almost impossible conditions every day in order
to carry on the business of exporting films.
of three-quarters
of acurtail
cent the
per busifoot,
as "itThe
now taxpractically
stands, will
ness very materially, because there are certainly
acountries,
great many
whichcountries,
cannot especially
stand such Latin-American
an increase in
price
because
the
density
of
the
population
and
the social and financial conditions are such that
they cannot pay high prices for the films they
receive, and the prices obtained by the American
producers in these countries so far are such that
they most certainly do not allow an addition of
three-quarters
of a cent
per footwilltax.
words, the American
producers
haveIn toother
sell
at prices which would mean a loss to them or
forget about the business ; or the foreign customers will have to pay prices which are prohibitive
for them.
" We sebeg
repeatof that
are respectful
rvers ot theto laws
this wecountry
and wish ob-to
do anything prescribed by such laws and pay all
duties and taxes faithfully and cheerfully, but
would ask you to kindly consider the questions
brought up in the present letter and let us know
what your views in this matter are and what can
be done to meet conditions."

Here
is another
strikingIt stage
display
by Managerwith
Harold
B. Franklin,
of Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo.
was used
in connection
the Liberty
Loan Campaign
and the greatest credit ivas given Mr. Franklin for his assistance. The theatres of
Buffalo themselves contributed $200,000 to the bond subscription.
Make

Stars Advertising
Work for You Thro'

(Continued from page 3434)
straight into the picture. We would have
advertised here that this was the second
of
the done
MaryintoRoberts
Rinehart
" Bab
stories
films, and
the fact
that"
the name of the author and that the story
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post
weakens the pulling power of the display.
Madison theatre, Detroit, may seem in
contrast to the advice that we give last
week — to hit the big idea hard. But look
at this display and you will see that the big
idea has been hit hard. The triple program
is featured, true, but there is a cut of each
of the three stars. Detroit theatres are
much better advertisers than those in most
cities, jet this one stands out among the
rest, even though the display of the Majestic, in the same city, is hard to beat, with
a cut of the star and the name properly displayed.
Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, gets the
right idea of making a strong display of the
picture of Dorothy Dalton, but the designer
has hurt the pulling power by using too
much type. The name of the star appears
cramped. The matter about the picture being the talk of New York is badly repeated.
If the first three lines about the picture had
been left off and the word " Dorothy "
given the place there would have been
a much more striking display.
A good, safe rule is to try to see how
little you can put in your advertisement,
and not how much.
The display of Wells theatre, Norfolk,
Va., is reproduced because this is, from
every angle of advertising, utterly bad. We
don't like to pick out pictures for their
quality in this department of exploitation
conduct, but it is nevertheless true that here
are three attractions of unusual worth, and
the stars are three of the greatest appearing

on the screen. Yet the three attractions
were given equal space and all without a
picture. What would we have done here?
Bearing in mind that all three attractions
were great ones, we would have done one
of two things — really both ; used much
larger space or made an effort in this display
to pack the people in to see Geraldine Farrar and let the week day advertising take
care of the other two attractions. But if
we had used much larger space, and here is
a case where the exhibitor could have used
half pages and have made money, we would
still have given the Farrar picture dominating position because it is the first attraction of the week and we would have used
smaller space for the other two pictures.
The man who designed this advertisement
passed over every pulling point that he had.
The display reads like the work of one who
felt that he had to advertise and who did
it in the easiest way, simply ruled off the
space and divided it among the three attractions.
All the stars in the world, the greatest of
them, and for that matter the greatest of
all productions, are going to avail a theatre
little so long as it follows such a policy.
There are lots of other ways of popularizing a star and of getting the fullest
benefits of that popularity. In previous
articles we have spoken of the use of their
pictures in the programs of elaborate lobby
displays containing as many different pictures of them as possible, of telling the followers of particular players that their favorite iscoming to the theatre soon in such
and such a play. We are going to take this
matter up again in a separate article
The star is getting big money. Make
him work for you. He is there ready and
willing to do the work if you will put the
punch behind him. Every exhibitor can.
do that, no matter what the conditions are
in his town.
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PATHE west coast studios will be
opened during the coming week when
work will be commenced by Bryant Washburn in the filming of " Kidder and Ko," a
five-reel comedy drama, the first of the
\\ ashburn series for the Pathe program.
Mr. Washburn, accompanied by his
family and Director Richard Baker, arrived in .Los Angeles Wednesday of the
past week, and have been busy organizing
his producing staff. In this he was aided
by C. R. Seelye, general representative of
Pathe, who has been on the coast for the
past eight weeks, and who departed Saturday for the east, having completed his work
here. The entire staff for the Washburn
company has not been selected. Gertrude
Selby will play the leading feminine role.
The Pathe western studio will, for the
present, be located at the former Kalem
plant in Gletidale which was recently taken
over by the Diando Film Corporation,
under management of W. A. S. Douglas,
who is making the Baby Marie Osborne
subjects for Pathe.
Carlos Returns to East
A. Carlos, who since the opening of the
W illiam Fox western studios in Los Angeles, has served as general manager, has
left that post for the east where he will
he identified with the Fox Film Corporation in a more important capacity. Mr.
Carlos departed for New York Saturday,
October 27, and his leaving the friends he
has made at the producing studios, was
made an important event in his life by the
entire organization accompanying him to
the station, where he was presented with
numerous remembrances. Sol Wertzel is
to succeed Mr. Carlos at the Fox studios.
It is very probable that Director Richard
Stanton will be sent to the eastern Fox
studios within the next few days to make
one or more subjects. No official action
has been announced at the William Fox
Hollywood studios, but preparations are
being made for this move.
Work is progressing very satisfactorily
on the next subject directed by Bertram
Bracken which has Gladys Brockwell as
star. This film which has been in production for two weeks has now been given the
title of " A Branded Soul,' which may later
be changed.
Director Frank Lloyd has begun the
filming of a Fox Special feature with
Jewel Carmen as star. This will take Mr.
Lloyd's time until the arrival of William
Farnum, whom he will again direct.
The Franklin Brothers, C. M. and S. A.,
are now making the last scenes for " The
Mikado," which has a big company headed
by Francis Carpenter and Virginia Corbin,
and are also working on scenes for " AH
Baba and the Forty Thieves" in which
George Stone and Gertrude Messenger take
the important parts.
" V " City Center of Rumors
If the hundred and one rumors, current
this week, could be verified as authentic,
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By J. C. JESSEN
Universal City would become a thing of the
past. Rumors of all descriptions were
current throughout the film colony due to
the closing of a few companies as they
finished productions.
Officials at the film city, including Mr.
Sistrom, who is acting general manager of
the plant, stated that as far as known now,
the Universal Company has reached the
minimum respecting the size of its producing organization. Radical changes in
the policy of the company have made it
necessary to eliminate all companies making subjects other than for the Bluebird
and Butterfly programs or serials. In
other words, all producing units making
comedies and one, two and three-reel
dramas have been dismissed. The Universal Company, according to a statement
issued from the publicity department, now
have sufficient pictures made for their two
programs to continue releases up to in
April, in the event that all companies now
working were dismissed.
Plans made by the Universal Company,
including the building and equipping of
large enclosed stage, indicate that it is the
intention to continue production throughout the rainy season in California, with
more companies working than in the same
season of the past. During the week no
additions have been made to the producing organization, and on the other hand
it is reported four directors and players
sufficient for four companies have been
dismissed.
West coast Universal officials and all
staff took conproducing
the interest
people of siderable
in the second liberty
loan campaign, and there is every reason
to believe there will be a greater sale of
bonds at the film city for this issue than
for the first. The total at that time was
$60,000.
New Universals Under Way
Several new photoplays were put in production this week at Universal City. One
is titled " The Wolves of the North " which
will star Louise Lovely, supported by a
cast that includes Hart Hoxie, Betty
Schade, Alfred Allen and Grace McLean.
The direction of this is by E. J. LeSaint,
and the story is furnished by R. N. Bradbury and F. H. Clark. The screen version
was prepared by Charles Kenyon.
Herbert Rawlinson is to be the featured
player in "The Love Claim," now in the
making by Director Elmer Clifton. This is
an original story by Walter Woods, of the
Universal Scenario Department, who also
prepared the screen version. The cast will
include Sally Star. Clarissa Selwyn. Neal
Hart, Millard K. Wilson, Sam de Grasse
and Paul Hurst.
has prepared an adaptaIda May Park
tion from a W. Carey Wondcrly story
be produced as " Broadway
which will
Miss Park will be in charge of the
Love."
direction of this and will have Dorothy
Phillips as star of the subject, supported by

a big company that includes Juanita Hansen, Lon Chaney, Harry Von Meter, Eve
Southern, William Burress, Gladys Tennison and Lule Warrenton.
The filming of " Green Magic," an original photoplay by Waldemar Young, has
taken a Universal company headed by Ella
Hall and Emory Johnson to Seven Oaks,
Cal., where many of the exterior scenes
will be made. The cast includes such w ell
known Universal players as Gretchen Le?
derer and Harry Holden.
Another new play put in production is
" The Highest Card," which will co-star
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford. It is
laid in the gold mine country in the early
West, and is an original one by Elliot J.
Clawson.
Col. Jasper E. Brady, head of the Universal City Manuscript Department, has departed East for a conference with the heads
of the Universal Company concerning future productions.
In making the final scenes for " Anthony
the Absolute" Monroe Salisbury, who is
co-starred with Ruth Clifford, received a
bad wound in the arm while taking part in
a knife fight on the stairway of a set
Three serial companies are at work. The
making
of "The
MysteryHarvey,
Ship" who
is under
the direction
of Harry
has
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber as his prinW. Home is working on the
cipalsJames
;
episode of " The Bull's Eye," writsecond
ten by Tom Gibson, with Eddie Polo and
Vivian Reed as leads, and Jacques Jaccard
is finishing the last episode of the " Red
Ace," starring Marie Walcamp and Eddie
Polo.
All of I nee Forces Busy
Within the next three days all of the
Thomas H. Ince producing units will be at
work. William S. Hart and company of
thirty are camping in the canyons, near
Chatsworth Park, getting the exteror
for his third Artcraft release, " The
scenes
Bloodhound." Vola Vale, who appeared
Hart in " The Siin the leading role with
lent Man," has been retained for this production.

A company of fifty, headed by Dorothy
of R. WilDalton, and under the direction back
woods
liam Ncill, have gone to the
country, in the vicinity of Santa Cruz,
where they are securing scenes for Mr.
Ince's next Paramount "Flare-Up Sal."
The company will be absent from the
studio fully ten days.
The scenario for this story was written
who last week became afHawks,
by J. G. filiated
with the Thomas H. Ince organization. It is the sixty-third photoplay
Hawks has written for Mr. Ince. Eleven
were of two reels each; three were for
and the remaining forty-eight
state rights,
were
each of five reels.
A new story has been prepared for
Charles Ray, and work on this will be
commenced during the coming week. Di-ia
rector Victor Schertzingcr will continue
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charge of this producing unit. Upon the
Hired Man," Ray's
of " The
completion
third
Paramount,
he left for Buena Vista
in the vicinity of Bakersfield, California,
where he is enjoying a vacation in duck
hunting.
Viola Dana Starts a Neiv One
The Metro Studios took on additional
activities this week when the second company, headed by Viola Dana, and directed
by John Collins, began work on " The
Winding Trail." Miss Dana arrived on
Wednesday, and everything was in readiness for work of filming her first western
made picture. Besides Director Collins,
she was accompanied to the west coast by
Assistant Director Andrew Kelly and Cameraman John Arnold.
The Edith Storey company made a number of very interesting scenes this week
showing the Russian woman's regiment
which will appear in the photoplay titled
" The Legion of Death." It required several days training before the action of the
female regiment received an official O. K.
from western representative B. A. Rolfe.
The Metro Company has leased a big
plot of ground in the San Fernando valley
where war scenes are being filmed.
Trenches, duplicated from photographs,
were built, and here will be staged scenes
from the western front European battle
fields.
Norma Nichols, who has been seen in a
number of Triangle pictures, and Irene
Aldwin, who has played in a number of
photoplays, have been engaged by Manager
B. A. Rolfe to appear in scenes for "The
Legion of Death," supporting Edith Storey.
Paralta Studio Grows Fast
Rapid progress is being made on the
construction of the new Paralta Studios
by a big force of men under the supervision of Studio Manager Robert Brunton. Two of the large stages have already
been completed, and are now in use, and
the third is in the process of construction.
Work on the fourth will be commenced
shortly. In all there will be four stages,
each one enclosed with glass that it may
be used at any season of the year or under
any weather conditions.
Raymond B. West, who aided in laying
out the Triangle Studios at Culver City
so that the maximum amount of light could
be secured, is also responsible for the
ground plan of the new Paralta Studios.
Mr. We st is now a director there in charge
of the Bessie Barriscale company.
The first work by the Rhea Mitchell
Company toward the first production was
done this week. Wallace Worsley is the
director, and Edward Coxen is playing the
male lead.
Reginald Barker directed the activities
of approximately 2C0 people at Catalina
Island this wcrk when the Paralta Company of which Clara Williams is star, went
to the island for a number of scenes for
the Klondike story written by Monte M.
Katterjohn. When weather conditions
make possible the filming of snow scenes
in the Truckee district, about fifty people
will go to that northern California point
for additional scenes in this photoplay.
Henry Walthal is starting work in a new
subject, the production of which will be
directed by Rex Ingram. The scenario and
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continuity were prepared by Julian Lamothe from a story titled " Humdrum
Brown." Mary Charleson will be the leading woman in this subject.
Add to Vita Western Forces
Additional preparations are being made
at the Vitagraph Hollywood Studio for an
increase in the production staff. General
Manager W. S. Smith now has in construction another mammoth stage of the
same proportion as recently built, which
will give the plant a stage floor space of
30,000 square feet. There are four companies now engaged at this plant, and it is
expected an additional one will shortly be
sent from the Brooklyn studio.
The Vitagraph lot now has taken on the
appearance of circus grounds, for scenes
in " The Eighth Great Grand Parent " provide that a society girl who boasts of her
ability as a rider shall take part in the
circus performance. Nell Shipman is the
principal who performs the circus riding
stunts under the direction of William Wolbert.
The serial company directed by William
Duncan, now making the sequel serial,
" Vengeance and the Woman," is at work
on the sixth episode. Many of the scenes
for this are being made in the canyons
north of Hollywood.
The Big V Comedy Company, directed
by Henry Kernan, which has Charles Dill
and Carolyn Rankin as principals, are now
filming the one-reel subject titled " Quarantined," and David Smith is directing the
filming of a two-reel O. Henry story
adapted from " The Fourth at Salvador."
Chet Ryan and W. L. Rogers are leads in
this. A peculiar feature of this is there is
not a woman character.
Signal-Mutual in Tivelfth Episode
The Signal-Mutual Company have had a
great collection of " props " this week for
the staging of thrillers in an episode of
" The Lost Express." The list includes a
partial suspension bridge which was torn
loose at one end and permitted to swing
free, a burning railroad train, and a runaway engine. All of these were used in
the twelfth episode which has now been
completed by Director J. P. McGowan.
The company has been detained in completing the production, owing to the illness
of Leo Maloney, leading man, and S. A.
Sues, photographer, who are both confined
at the Sisters' Hospital in Los Angeles.
Maloney is suffering with muscular rheumatism, and Sues from a general nervous
breakdown due to overwork.
Director McGowan has secured permission to use the jacknife drawbridge at Los
Angeles Harbor, San Pedro, to stage a
scene with Helen Holmes. The actress, as
soon as the company resumes work, will
be called upon to ride the burning train onto the bridge and leap from the coach platform into the harbor when the drawbridge
opens and stops the train from going on
across.
The favorite poem of James Wlu'tcomb
Riley, " Little Orphan Annie," has been
adapted into a multiple reel scenario, and
is now being filmed at the S:lig stud:o by
Colin Campbell and a big cast. The screen
adaptation was prepared by Gilson Willetts. Coleen Moore, who was discovered
by D. W. Griffith and featured in a num-

ber of Fine Arts subjects, has been engaged to take the name role in this production, which will also have Tom Santchi,
Mae Gaston, Lillian Hayward, Eugenie
Besserer and a number of others. Many
important parts will be taken by child
General Manager James McGee of the
players.
Selig studios, has just returned from a
trip East. He accompanied the body of a
relative who died in California to Indiana.
Canyon in Next Fairbanks
The next Douglas Fairbanks-Artcraft
subject will have a Grand Canyon atmosphere, the company having left the Hollywood studios Saturday, October 27, for
Williams, Ariz. They will probably be in
the vicinity of the canyon two weeks. The
entire producing staff, including directors
John Emerson and Allan Dwan, Anita
Loos and playrers made up the party. No
name has been selected for this film.
The next Lasky subject, starring Sessue
Hayakawa, will have a Hawaiian atmosphere. This is being directed by George
H. Melford. Eileen Sedgwick, leading
woman of the Universal organization, has
been borrowed by the Lasky company for
appearance in this subject opposite Mr.
Hayakawa.
Director Melford has almost completed
the Lasky picture, " Nan of Music Mountain," all scenes except those of the snow
country having been filmed. These will
be made at Truckee as soon as weather
conditions are right.
Chet Withey is to return to the West
coast, and will serve as director for Morosco-Paramount companies, first directing Vivian Martin. Mr. Withey did his
first directing work on the West coast
for Fine Arts, and for the past eight
months has been in the East serving as director for Vitagraph and Goldwyn.
William D. Taylor has completed the
filming of a patriotic story, " The Spirit of
'17," which has Jack Pickford as star.
Plans are now being made for the filming
of an adaptation from a well-known novel
in which Jack Pickford will be co-starred
with Louise Huff.
The George Beban company are still in
the northern part of California filming the
exteriors of " Jules of the Strongheart."
A change was made in the executive
staff of the Lasky Studio this week when
Wellington Wales, who has served as
auditor was appointed comptroller. Wales
has inaugurated the efficiency accounting
system at the Lasky Studio, which has
aided greatly to reduce costs of production. L. L. Baxter has been appointed
auditor and Edmond Mitchell purchasing
agent. Faces at Triangle Home
New
An increase in the stock company at the
Culver City Triangle Studios has been
found necessary to supply the needs of the
twelve different companies, and this ftudio
now has many new faces. Wheeler O: kman, who has served as leading man for
a number of subjects made at Selig, Mabel
Normand and Universal studios will play
with Alma Ruebens in " The Passion
Flower." This photoplay is now being
directed by Walter Edwards. Others in
this cast are Francis McDonald and Jack
Dyer.
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October the Thirtieth.
Mr. Johnston,
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Johnston :May I apply this far in advance for a copy of
your Studio Directory, when it comes out* I have the
last one you issued, and find it more than handy for
answers to questions that pour in, as well as making up
screen biographies to use in the column Sunday.
Let me know the directory cost, and I'll send
you the money. Anything I cai ever do at any time, —
just write.
Very sincerely,

Photoplay Editor.
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Virginia Foltz, former musical comedy
favorite, has been selected to play an important part in " The Gown of Destiny,"
which is now being filmed by Director Lynn
Reynolds. Miss Foltz created the Spanish senorita role in " Madame Sherry," and
was the original Boy Blue in " Babes of
Toyland." Reynolds's present story is
adapted from " Each According to His
Gifts," which appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post under the by-line of Earl
Derr Biggers, author of " Seven Keys to
Baldpate " and others. Herra Tejjedda, a
French actor, has been engaged to take the
role of a French designer, and Alma Ruebens will wear the gown. Allen Sears takes
the leading role opposite Miss Reubens.
Having completed " Fanatics," Director
Raymond B. Wells is now busy with the
making of " The Man Above the Law,"
from an original scenario by Lanier Bartlett, which has a Navajo atmosphere, and
is laid on the painted desert.
E. Mason Hopper has begun the filming
of " Without Honor," a Triangle which
will have Marjorie Wilson in the sympathetic role. She marries a youth to save
him from himself, and thereby brands herself a scarlet woman, to keep him from a
prison cell on a charge of bigamy. After
many privations gone through with a
smile, a marriage license is secured and
a name obtained for her child. Derral
Foss, Walt Whitman and Laura Sears play
in support of Miss Wilson.
One of the big Triangle stages was the
scene of much social activity when an informal dance in a beautiful mansion was
staged there by Director Jack Conway for
" Because of the Woman," a Southern
story, with Belle Bennett in the leading
role with Jack Livingston playing the masculine lead. It was impossible to secure
sufficient extra people who were sufficiently
proficient in the terpischorean art and Conway pressed into service almost a half
hundred members of the Triangle stock
company, all in evening clothes, for these
scenes.
Olive Thomas in her next picture will be
seen as a poor girl who is suddenly thrown
into position where she can have anything
that wealth can buy. Jack Dillon is directing this subject, which is titled " Betsy
Takes a Hand," which is one of the prize
scenarios in the recent Photoplay Magazine contest. Charles Gunn is playing the
lead opposite Miss Thomas and George
Hernandez, Diana Carillo and Frederick
Vromm take the principal parts.
" Until They Get Me," the story with
Canadian northwest mounted police taking an important part, required Director
Frank Borzage and company to spend all
of this week at the big Hartville ranch.
In the cast for this story are Jack Curtis,
Pauline Start, Joe King and Curly Baldwin.
Final scenes were made for " The Learnin' of Jim Benton," by Director Cliff Smith
at Hartville this week, when a cowboy
town was built in short order. The place
was actually completed overnight, and the
population taken to the town by carry-all
automobiles from Los Angeles. It occupied
a prominent place in one of the valleys of
Hartville. Roy Stewart is featured in this
Western play which is virile in western
atmosphere.
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Not so fair.
Mason Hopper was off duty
thisE. week.
Charley Murray has not been in
a benefit for a week.
Harry Williams' next song will
be " Moving of the Movies."
" Wait Till the Clouds Roll
By " was a popular song this
week.
Prosperity
Note: Jack
Conabout way,
in Triangle
a new director,
auto. is flitting
Arthur Shirley is enjoying all
the comforts of being a father,
including walking the floor all
night.
Paddy Maguire has established
the reputation of standing still in
the movies and moving in the
stills.
Marguerita Fischer and her director, Lloyd Ingraham, are anticipating a pleasant winter at
Santa Barbara. They both have
bought bungalows.
Edith Storey has a new dog, i.
e., she had a white one when she
lett
York, its
but trip
it didn't
like New
that when
across look
the
desert was completed.
Not one of the Signal players
knows what happened to " The
Lost
or howto Jimmie
it will
return Express,"
again, according
Tynan,licity
of department.
J. P. McGowan's pubBlanche Payson, the 200-pound
policewoman, followed Bill Beaudine's instructions of throwing her
weight teriagainst
doorwhole
when durn
enng a set, anda the
thing collapsed.
And now we learn Anita King
grub-staked a miner on that famous across-the-country dash by
auto and has received the astonishing news that she is half owner
of a copper mine.
Mabel Condon has deserted her
mountain home in Rattlesnake
Gulch and is enjoying a three
weeks'
trip tothis
the being
fair Broadway
of America,
the first
time back in twenty-seven months.
B. A. Rolfe is not used to
punching the clock and consemissed several
mentsquently
the other
morningappointwhen
the gateman told callers he was
not in. Now B. A. is not so
strong for the efficiency method.
Francelia Billington is now to
burn up the road between our
fair town and Santa Barbara with
a new Oldsmobile Sedan. She
claims to know all about every
one of the many cylinders that
make up its beautiful engine.
Mac-na-mara translated into
good
old Irishof means
" Son-ofthe-Sea,"
which
the actionsall and
habits explains
of one
Walter Macnamara, who adds
brightness to the titles and scenarios of Triangle Comedies.
A samovar was the cause of
much trouble at the Metro studio,
but the pesky thing is working
now, for C. W. Thomas, studio
manager, came to the rescue of
the technical department and
taught them how it is used in
Russia.
Another cruel joke flitted into
HOOKUM sanctum this week in
the form of one of those endless
chain letters — write to four of
your
friends
send twenty-five
cents to
the— chairman
of the
committee
—
perpetrated
by John
B. Ritchey.
Tom Gibson and Karl Coolidge
are the Universal serial hounds,
and at present are engaged in
writing " The Bull's Eye " and
" The Mystery
Gibson
wrote
comedies Ship."
for thirty-two
weeks, and has been turned loose
on serials by way of diversion.
Just when we begin to learn to
love Aaron Bernd Sill Fox's New
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York office wires him to come
back to the wild and wicked
bright way. Aaron left our midst
on Saturday. Stuart Atcheson
will
way. manipulate the ivories of the
Fox Underwood in a publicity
With the departure of Charles
Chaplin and company from the
studio woodleased
by Metro toin remove
Hollyit was necessary
Chaplin's mascot, a goat, to new
quarters. Danny Hogan, a former pug, induced Billy to leave
the lot, but Hogan kept about
twenty feet in front ot him all the
time.
the attractiveness
ofAppreciating
Motion Picture
News, the
Thomas H. Ince publicity department has adopted the Persian
orange as the official color for
envelopes containing news matter
which is sent to newspapers and
magazines throughout the world.
We thank you, Bert Lennen, for
the compliment.
Roscoe Arbuckle, in telling how
he broke
now
admitsintohe thefirstpublic's
served eye,as
guard for players in the early
vodeville " days, his duty being
to stop stale fruit that came
toward the stage. He became
eo proficient that he is now the
heavyweight champion custard pie
stopper and heaver of the screen.
Charles Arthur Kenyon, the
author, writing for the well
known " Motion Picture News
Studio
that
his
heightDirectory,"
is dignified,advises
his weight
under control, complexion good,
hair variable and eyes ravishing.
Referring to his hobbies, he says
he hates to pay debts, and is
fond of all trains leaving Los
Angeles
and thinks they should
be encouraged.
The Lasky zoo is now said to
contain seven members. One plays
a cornet, another a flute, and
in the cage next door is the man
who beats the drums. On the
opposite
tier, a violinist,
'celloa
player, accordion
pumper and
saxaphone wheezer keep all players in an unhealthy mental condition. It's a great life for Louis
Gottchalk,
whofor isLasky
writingproducincidental music
tions.
R. Seelye
says LostownAngeles
is C.about
the slowest
in a
business way, but for speed socially they was no beaten it. It
has been said there are some steppers in the village.
Bill Hart has left the narrow
trail, and is now roaming about
the desert
tell
what asBilla miner.
will do You
next,can'tas
was shown recently when he gave
"saleFritzto "himself.
the Pinto pony a bill of

whatever way he spells his name,
has not filed criminal libel charges
against the publisher of HOOKUM because this publication of
wide circulation changed the
spelling of his name, to conform
with present day conditions, and
to lose its Teutonic atmosphere.
A. Carlos is home from New
York.
Welcome back, Frank Llovd.
Ditto, Billy Foster.
Five or six film companies are
about to blossom forth.
Super Prosperity note: B. A.
Rolfe is flitting about in a new
auto.
Charlie
Chaplin
thing to his
walk will
whenaddhesomegets
back from Honolulu.
E. Mason Hopper is reported
to be some nimrod until the time
to
rives.start early in the morning arProsperity Note : Roy Stewart
and Director Cliff Smith have
given
critters.up borse flesh for gasoline
A traveling attraction of trained
fleas an's
visited Studio
J. " Pep " week
McGowthe four Signal
dogs of thethis
lot broke and
up
the show.
The caused
foggy days
the past week
have
H. ofRaymaker,
the
three cornered director, to invent
a new appliance — " The mid-night
Roscoe Arbuckle finds it necessary to purchase two seats for
the weekly manly art contest at
Jack
Doyle's w. k. establishment
in Vernon.
Bill day
Harton isandgettin'
every
off theyounger
stage.
He
has
cut
out
his
cave-man
ways
ot
winning
and
is
wooing
in a
lens." style.
Romeo
Metro has
Studio
Manager
C. W.
Thomas
become
accustomed
to the word " unusual " and the
phrase " the first time in twenty
years,"
as used by California
people
weather. with respect to the
Raymond West has adopted a
camouflage effect, for he is now
wearing
a mustache,
whichit causes
him much
trouble as
insists
upon
curling
upward
at theisends.
William H. Clifford
the
father of a boy. His celebration
has not in any way interfered
with
the work
of the " Shorty
Hamilton
Western
Comedy
Drama Company which bears the
father's name.
R been
Seelyehere
is inforourseven
midst.or
HeC. has
eight weeks now and still insists
that Pathe
the greatest
zation of theis fillum
world. organi-

C. B. de Mille took an assignmentaminerfromto write
the Los
Angeles
Exup Billy
Sunday,
and termed the revivalist " the
great director
the world's
greatest
drama."of Some
people
just talk shop all the time.
A rawhide Idaho miner has
proposedcause hetosawa Keystone
lassie beture and knows hershe fight
couldin usea picthe
rolling pin to aid him in his daily
toils. The proposal is still under
consideration, for the comedienne
vows it's as hard work to swing
pies as picks.
Guy Price, who hammers out
the photoplay
dramatic
sections of our and
esteemed
contemporary, Los Angeles Evening
Herald, after three years in the
great Bear state, has found an
outing
necessary,
goneofback
to Indiana
on theandbanks
the
Wabash. Guy took Charley
Pike's Salt Lake Special out ot
town,neyand
so a safe byand hissanefriends.
jourwas predicted
Up to the minute of going to
press, Charley Fuir or Fuher, or

HOOKUM
readers'
attention
called
to the need
of truth
in fill-is
ing out biography blanks for the
t'ourth edition of Motion Picture
News Studio Directory- Be truthdraft.ful about your age — remember the
Jack from
Cunningham
moved to
Palms
our fairhasHollywood.
He selected
the
house
cause it had a place laidthere
out betor
the pitching of horseshoes, the
pegs being in place and a good
supply of quoits on hand.
Tom Geraghty, since coming
to California from Rushville, Indiana, has developed a Luther
Burbank habit, for he now has
created Idea plants, which grow
luxuriantly in the garden in front
ment.
of the Paralta scenario departDirectors are warned that tickets for the annual dance at the
Alex. Thanksgiving night, will be
ten
dollars.
Joe committee
de Grasse onis
chairman
of the
arrangements and everyone is expecting something better than
ever.
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" When a Man Sees Red "
(Fox Standard Pictures — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
ADAPTED from Larry Evans' story which ran in the Saturday
Evening Post under the title of " The Painted Lady," this
Standard picture presenting William Farnum is, if memory does not
betray, the strongest picture of the year. Mr. Farnum is supplied
with a fighting role, " his greatest fighting role," says the press
agent with a show of modesty that is surprising. He might well
have said " the greatest fight role " and been on safe ground. For
there never has been such a virile part calling upon the actor to
put into it every ounce of fighting power he possesses. It is not
all physical combat, although there is plenty of this element to satisfy, but the spectacle of a man struggling and fighting against
tremendous odds and finally winning out in the cause of virtue.
Mr. Farnum appears as Luther Smith, a happy-go-lucky seaman
who returns from a voyage to discover his sister dead from the
ravages of a brutal sea captain. Shortly afterwards his mother
passes away from the shock and Luther is left without a friend
in the world. He vows vengeance and after long and weary wanderings, during which time he sees the world " through the blood
red haze of the madman," he at length encounters the despoiler of
his home and strangles him to death. The love story in which
Luther and " The Painted Lady " figure, is brought in to furnish
contrasting interest.
Frank Lloyd, who made the adaptation of Mr. Evans' story and
who directed, has done his usual excellent work. The production
is abundant in the atmosphere of the sea, the dramatic scenes are
staged with fine taste, while the continuity runs smoothly from beginning to end.
There are some stirring fights staged and for an additional
thrill there is the realistic wrecking of a yacht. The types are
ideal. Mr. Farnum, leading the cast, does fine work. G. Raymond
Nye as the brute-captain, fits the part wonderfully well, and Jewel
Carmen as " The Painted Lady," makes a most appealing impression. Marc Robbins as the old sailor furnishes the comedy relief.
"When a Man Sees Red" is essentially a man's picture. It
doesn't quibble with situations or attempt to present them in anything but their true light. Plain, straightforward, red blooded action, composed so that the utmost amount of drama has been derived from it— it is typical in every instance of the word " gripping "— a claim to THE
which STORY
few pictures
can even attempt to make.
AND PLAYERS
Luther Smith (William Farnum), first mate on a sailing vessel, returns
to his home port to find his sister (Lulu May Bower) dead from the
ravages
of Sutton
"the grief.
worst With
captaina silent
out ofvowhell."to
His mother
(Cora (G.
Drew)Raymond
shortly Nye),
dies from
avenge their death, Luther ships as Sutton's mate, unaware of the fact that
he
the guilty
On seahimLuther
Sutton's
and isafter
soundlyman.
thrashing
leavesresents
the ship
when various
it puts brutalities,
into port.
Here he encounters the yachting party of Lewis (A. Burt Wesner), the
most prominent member of which is Violet North (Jewel Carmen), known
as
Painted ofLady."
falls the
in love
but she, him
realizing
she " isTheunworthy
it, sails Luther
away with
party with
after her,
acquainting
with
her
true
character.
Sutton's
vessel
has,
in
the
meantime,
put
out
sea.
Sutton has left Logan (Marc Robbins), a sailor, who knew too tomuch
about
his
affair
with
Luther's
sister
behind.
Logan
again
meets
Luther
and tells him the story. With hate in his heart, Luther hunts for his
enemy. The yachting party is wrecked in a storm and Sutton rescues
Violet.his When
she proves
and ashore
stabs him
force
attentions
on her ahespitfire
takes her
and when
starts heto attempts
auction herto
off to the natives. Then Luther appears. He fights with Sutton and finally
strangles him. He becomes delirious afterwards and Violet nurses him
back anew.
to health again. Later the two forgive and forget the past, starting
life
" France in Arms "
(Pathe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
DATHE has released a number of interesting war pictures
A since the beginning of the world conflict, but " France in
Arms " is better than any of them. It has all the suspense of a
five-reel drama, as many thrills as one of Pathe's own serials
and enough interest to spread over many additional thousand feet
of film.
The feature opens with a close-up of Marshal Joffre conversing
with General Pershing and the various scenes that follow are
supposedly illustrations of their conversation. The first reel dis-

plays the rigid training undergone by the French recruits and
subsequently the manufacture of all ammunitions from small
arms to the biggest howitzers is depicted in brief yet immensely
interesting flashes. Facts regarding the distance made by every
type of gun, the weight of the shells, and the amount used during
certain years are interspersed between the scenes, lending added
interest.
The huge store houses containing the food supply of the entire
French army come in for their share of exposition also. These
scenes give a wonderful idea of the manner in which the commercial as well as the man resources are mobilized for the superlative effort made necessary by war.
The most wonderful thing in " France in Arms " shows the
destruction of a German aeroplane. The camera man went
up with a French aviator and was right on the job when the
shot settled the enemy birdman. The doomed machine is seen
to hesitate and then drop suddenly, turning clumsily over and
over during its descent to the earth. It is a breath-taking episode, the like of which has never been seen before.
The manufacture of aeroplanes is also shown and the various
types of machines now in use in the French army are compared with those in vogue at the outbreak of the war. The
figures show the great change for more efficient types of machines
that has taken place during the last few years.
The soldiers themselves are not neglected. Following the
pictures of the training camp, they are shown building railroads,
setting up wireless apparatus and telegraph poles, constructing
bridges, reconstructing roads and the like. There are a thousand
and one things which the soldier of the present must know and
" France in Arms " gives a little bit of his every task.
There are a few scenes taken in the front line trenches, and
one shot shows the French going over the top, shows them
charging across No Man's Land to meet the enemy attack and
shows them returning, some on foot and others on stretchers.
In fact there is no department of war that " France in Arms "
neglects. It draws an ever varying picture of it— a true picture of it— and sets it right before you. It strikes home with a
strike that is needed and welcome.
"The (Artcraft—
Woman Six
GodReels)
Forgot"
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE latest spectacle in which Jesse Lasky presents the brilliant
Geraldine Farrar is " The Woman God Forgot," a picture
of old Mexico at the time of the Montezumas and the Spanish conquests, prepared by Jeanie Macpherson and produced under the
direction of Cecil B. De Mille. Without fear of contradiction it
may be termed one of the few crowning spectacular achievements
of the screen. Its magnificent scenes representing the ancient city
of the Aztecs, peopled with hundreds of barbarously and gorgeously clad men and women, alternate with the intimacies of the story
in holding the spectator spellbound. Miss Farrar lends of her
best to the role of Tecza, daughter of Montezuma, and her best
is truly something superlative. She has risen to heights equal in
her new art to those achieved in her original field of endeavor.
Miss Macpherson's scenario provided Mr. De Mille with wonderful opportunities to exercise his art in obtaining spectacular effects, and while these plainly dominate the picture, the personal
interest has by no means been neglected. The love story of Tecza
and Alvarado furnishes an appealing angle, while the fate of the
proud and haughty Montezuma when the Spaniards take possession of his rich city and cast him in chains attracts much of the
spectator's sympathy. The happy ending is perhaps the only
dramatically weak point in the entire picture. It is somewhat illogical considering the facts and runs contradictory to the title
and yet the producers know their public so well by this time that it
must have been appended in answer to popular taste.
The settings of " The Woman God Forgot " are stupendous. One
in particular, representing the exterior of the Aztec temple, is one
of the biggest ever seen in a picture. On this in one of the final
scenes the soldiers of Montezuma and the forces of Cortez do bat-
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tie for possession of the city. There is thrill after thrill in this
scene, particularly when some of the participants, struck down by
adversaries fall the whole length of its slightly slanting walls.
Wallace Reid is again Miss Farrar's leading man and makes an
engaging figure of Alvarado. Raymond Hatton, Hobart Bosworth, Walter Long and Theodore Kosloff appear to striking advantage in roles congenial to their ability. Alvin Wyckoff was
in charge of the photography and lighting effects, which are magnificent, and W ilfred Buckland as art director, has done his usual
careful and accurate work.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Cortez (Hobart Bosworth), a Spanish adventurer, arrives on the coast
of Mexico to conquer the native race. He dispatches one of his captains,
Alvarado (Wallace Reid), to Montezuma (Raymond Hatton) with a message
that he surrender his city to the Spaniards. Montezuma refuses and casts
Alvarado in chains. He is rescued by Tecza (Geraldine Farrar), Montewho Tecza
falls in
with discovers
him. ButAlvarado
Guatemoco
Kosloff),zuma's
whodaughter,
desires
for love
himself,
in her(Theodore
chamber
and he is captured again. He promises Montezuma he will marry Tecza
anyway provided Alvarado be offered to the gods as a sacrifice. Tecza
steals silently out of the city and acquaints Cortez with the facts. She
promises to admit him and his armies within the gates, that they may
rescue Alvarado. providing they retire as soon as this is accomplished.
In the huge temple Alvarado is about to be sacrificed by Taloc (Walter
Long), the high priest, when Cortez and his men enter. They rescue
Alvarado, but then, breaking their promise, take Montezuma captive and
proceed to sack the city. The natives, under the leadership of Guatemoco.
fight back, but are eventually defeated. Tecza is the sole survivor of the
royal family, and with bitterness in her heart she departs with a single
servant for a distant valley. There Alvarado finds her after the battles are
over and their love rises above all prejudices.
"The Natural Law"
(France Films — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
AS a play " The Natural Law," based on a theme dealing with
sex attraction, was presented by A. H. Woods. And Mr.
Woods was never known to go half way in anything. The picture
version adheres closely to the frankness, to say the least, of its
spoken predecessor. As soon as the principals meet, the sex attraction starts in working with a vengeance and only halts for a
brief respite when its inevitable mission has been accomplished
without the formality of a marriage ceremony. Then enters considerable emotion on the part of the girl, the boy and the doctor
who loves the girl very dearly. A little talk of abortion also enters— that is, a little suggestion of it— but a very significant suggestion. But the doctor throws this element out of the story and
prepares to marry the girl and shield her with his name in the
absence of the boy. The boy returns, however, to prove himself
a man after all and the law of sex attraction again asserting itself,
youth and youth unite and middle age steps gracefully aside.
"The Natural Law" deals openly with matters of sex and
openly with matters related thereto.
Marguerite Courtot presents the heroine of the story in an appealing light. George Larkin is a good type for the hero and
Howard Hall, author of the original play, who also furnished the
continuity for the picture, makes a quietly sympathetic figure of
the middle aged doctor. Charles H. France directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Ruth Stanley (Marguerite Courtot), engaged to Dr. Webster (Howard
Hall), meets Jack Bowling (George Larkin), an athlete, and the two are
immediately attracted to one another. To such a great extent, in fact, that
while
from the
city they
are thrown
in each
other's
companyWebster
daily, isand,absent
the better
judgment
of each
going down
before
the
desire of the moment, the inevitable occurs. The doctor returns to find
things in a bad mess with Ruth seeking his professional services to prevent
the ruin of her name. The doctor refuses and attempts to arrange a marJack on games.
the eve Ruth
of therefuses
latter's
departure
for
Swedenriagetobetween
enterRuth
the and
international
to listen
to him
and Jack is finally kidnapped by his pals and taken captive aboard the
ocean
liner.
his return
to Ruth's
and operated
again pleads
with her.
The Ondoctor,
to test hehis makes
love, tells
him thathome
he has
upon
Ruth. Jack threatens to sue him for violating the oath of his profession.
The doctor, satisfied, tells Jack the truth. Ruth, realizing that he really
loves her, accepts him, while the older man stands aside.
Mr. France, Jack Ellis, Lila Blow, Gordon Gray and Leah Peck appear
in support that generally takes the form of comedy relief.
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though the role is a light one, she merits the highest credit, for
it is a role that could easily be overdone.
Famous Players has picked a splendid cast to support Miss Clark
through this series of pictures and inasmuch as the same players
appear in each production exhibitors have an excellent chance to
popularize the members of the supporting cast as well as the star.
Notable work is done in all of these pictures by Leone Morgan,
Helen Greene, Frank Losee, William Hickley and Guy Coombs.
The direction of J. Searle Dawley is of the highest order and
the locations selected are most striking.
Many series pictures have proved losing propositions to the
exhibitor, but these should be advertised frankly as "Another Bab
picture
appeal will
willwant
be found
for everyone
who
witnesses" and
one the
of these
to see strong,
the whole
lot.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
"
Money
is
the
root
of all evil,"Clark)
is Bab's
sentiment
in telling
in her diary. Bab (Marguerite
is just
home from
schoolthisandstory
her
father puts her on allowance, giving her $1,000, which is to pay for everything for a year. To Bab and her chum Jane (Leone Morgan) this is a
fortune and they wonder how Bab is going to be able to spend it all in a
year. Bab starts in on a lavish scale, but the real trouble starts when she
buys an automobile and proceeds to wreck the country side and to keep
busy filling out checks for the damage done. In the course of these
adventures with the auto she enlists the aid of Tommy Cray (Richard
Barthelnes) and he gives her his frat pin as a sign that they are " praca call,ill smokes
one oftheBab's
(Frank
Losee) tically
cigarsengaged."
and Tommy,
becomes ondeathly
and because
fatherfather's
has told
her
jokingly that he will poison any suitors that come around she concludes
that he has fulfilled the threat. Burglar's break into Tommy's house and
Tommy,
led by
the burglar
in Bab's
onlyof tocarrying
wreck
it. Bab has
now theusedreward
all herpursues
bank account
and hits
upon car,
a plan
people from the station for fifty cents a head to raise funds. It is while
driving one passenger that she finds in his pocket the plans of ber home,
and she is convinced that her patron is the burglar. So she sets herself to
watch that night and traps the burglar who proves to be Harry (Guy
Coombes), a secret suitor with whom her sister Leila (Helen Green) was
going to elope that evening. Poor Bab is heart-broken that she has prevented whattoshehersought
to accomplish
— marrying
and retired
room theto most
cry, but
father stands
by her offandherthesister
story—
ends the next day with Bab telling him, " No, she is not too old to be
held in laps."
" The Lash of Power "
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE

uyHE LASH OF POWER" is another dream picture wherein
1 the hero, after behaving like a villain in a horrible nightmare, wakes up to mend the vicious ways conjured up by his sleeping mind. The dream he dreams in which he sees himself as
master of the financial world until he attempts the impossible
task of bucking the combined resources of all the other business
men of the street, is sensationally melodramatic to the extreme and
possesses the majority of the elements that helped to make the
ten, twenty, thirt', of years ago famous wherever performed.
The picture serves to present Carmel Myers as a Bluebird star
for the first time. She gives a realistic interpretation of the ambitious society girl during the main portion of the film and in the
introduction and conclusion is in striking contrast to this character.
But to Kenneth Harlan falls the major burden of the acting. He
makes a firm and vigorous figure of the millionaire made by the
war, despite the sometimes foolhardy acts he is called upon to do.
J. Grubb Alexander and Fred Myton wrote " The Lash of
Power," and while their story does not bear close inspection, it
moves rapidly, is filled with sensational episodes and is well put
together from the standpoint of continuity. There are some incidents that fail to register owing to their far-fetched character
and yet it is probable that the audience that takes kindly to the
melodrama of the old school will accept every turn of this picture
in good faith. In this respect it is more of a " class " picture than
anything Bluebird has turned out of recent date, but in this respect
also it offers unusual possibilities to the exhibitor who caters to
the melodramatic loving public.
Harry Solter has given it a satisfactory production, included in
which are a brace of spectacular explosion scenes that are undeniably realistic.
"Bab's Burglar"
(Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
REVIEWED BY R. E. PRITCHARD
John
Rand
(Kenneth
Harlan) entertains an ambition to duplicate NapoEVEN more delightful than the first of the Mary Roberts
career inSherwood
the financial
worldHill
of the
Unitedfather
States.
His opportunity
arrives leon's
when
(Charles
Mailes).
of Marion
(Carmel
Rinehart stories, " Bab's Burglar," is of the few motion
Myers),
his
sweetheart,
inherits
charge
of
a
large
trust
company
in the
picture productions that will make a nation laugh. And the city and offers him a minor position in his employ. Shortly afterwards
Rand asks Sherwood for the hand of his daughter, but is refused because
most striking thing about all of these stories is the fact that there
his comparative
Rand's explosive
opportunityin comes
when an The
inventor
is never the slightest tinge of the improper, for they are pictures of
leaves
the formulae poverty.
of a powerful
his keeping.
next
that will appeal to the cleverest and the cleanest.
morning
Rand
reads
of
the
inventor's
death.
Selling
the
formulae
to a
foreigntrial government
and,
with
the
proceeds
of
the
sale,
buying
up
indusstocks, he soon makes millions when the foreign government declares
" Bab " is a delightfully innocent, foolish little creature, one of war on its
neighbor. Marion has, in the meantime, married Rex Reynolds
the most lovable characters in recent fiction. She is running over
(T.
D.
Crittendon)
in orderlostto hisobtain
finding
himwith good humor, and even in her seriousness she is appealing. In
self ostracized and having
love social
for allposition.
finer thingsRand,
in life,
proceeds
to break all those who have snubbed him throuph the market. His end
Marguerite Clark there is just the right person to portray such
comes when an anarchist blows him to atoms with a bomb for having
roles, and Miss Clark has never done anything better. And even caused
the war.
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" Persuasive Peggy "
(Mayfair — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
PEGGY HYLAND'S first picture under the Mayfair banner
proves to be a light and human domestic comedy-drama
told in a number of interesting episodes. It is based on a story
by Maraverne Thompson, the point of which is that woman deserves at least an equal share of the responsibilities of the home
And so his principal male character is a stolid, conventional
farmer, and his principal female character, Peggy, a young lady
who resolves to have quite a voice in the running of her household
and who by persuasion, subtle and effective persuasion, finally
manages to drive home her point.
This theme as developed unfolds a large amount of comedy,
none of which, it is fair to the producers and the intelligence of
picturegoers to state, will be wasted when it flitters across a public screen. Peggy finds her husband silently indifferent as to her
proper place. He thinks it all wrong when she has the livingroom repapered and refurnished, but the neighbors soon convince him that her good taste has improved the appearance of his
house a hundred per cent. Likewise, does she bring him around
to thinking her way as regards a separate bank account. And
then later when the harvest is in danger of being ruined by rain
she shows her diplomacy by placating the angry farm hands.
It can be easily divined from the above that " Persuasive Peggy "
is divided distinctly into episodes, but each one is handled so well,
with such a full appreciation of its humorous possibilities that the
six reels never tire or let down in interest to any perceptible extent. Miss Hyland's bright and happy personality, her charming
appearance and her ability to sense the value of the situations in
the story put it fairly and squarely over. The picture should go
specially well at matinee houses where women predominate in
the audience and before family theatre patrons. There is an intimacy about it, a total lack of the offensive, a mildness that such
patronages will appreciate thoroughly.
William Davidson is a very stolid farmer husband of the country gentleman type. Jules Cowls as the head farm hand gets in
some excellent comedy whenever given the opportunity, and
stands out in a good supporting cast. Charles Brabin made the
adaptation and directed. Some of the exterior locations, showing
views of Irish country estates, made ideal settings for the story,
while the photographic work in every instance is of the best.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
After her marriage to Ed Trowbridge (William Davidson), gentleman
farmer, Peggy (Peggy Hyland) sets out in diverse ways to assert herself in
his home and before long the astonished Ed discovers himself giving way
to her wishes at every turn. He acknowledges her correct in the majority
of her moves. Finally he discovers that her many visits to the city have
not been(Arthur
to the Houseman).
dentist's, as she
said,hebutdenounces
to the studio
of asadly
portrait
painter
In has
a rage
her and
she
returns to the home of her parents (Gertrude Norman and Charles Sutton).
Later Ed learns that Peggy was having her portrait painted at the studio
as a surprise for him. He asks her forgiveness but it is not until Peggy
learns that she is to become a mother that she returns under her husband's
roof.
" The Fettered Woman "
(Vitagraph — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
"•"THE FETTERED
WOMAN,"
adapted from Robert W.
* Chambers' " Anne's Bridge," and
by Vitagraph
drama,
light, romantic
under the direction of Tom Terris, is a produced
typical of Chambers' style and presented with appreciation by a
capable cast, with Alice Joyce interpreting the principal feminine
role. Like most of Chambers' works, " Anne's Bridge," appearing on the screen under the title of " The Unfettered Woman," is
more fiction than fact but this only adds to the entertaining possibilities which the author invariably makes possible.
Alice Joyce is placed in an appealing, pathetic role, which she
interprets with all the grace and pathos that was meant to emanate from the soul of Angelina Allende. She is at no time called
upon to present the stately, dignified woman of the drawing room,
but breathes the air of the wide, open country, and her impersonation of the girl in gingham dresses who has been wronged by
unscrupulous men from the city, is marked by true, artistic ability.
In the early scenes, Miss Joyce is shown as the college girl but
only a flash of this phase of Angelina's career is shown. For
the greater part of the reelage she is the unsophisticated country
girl and although it is undoubtedly the wish of Miss Joyce's admirers that she be seen in more unconventional roles, she will more
than gratify their expectations, when seen in " The Unfettered
Woman,"
of the contrast, and her perfect understanding
of the part because
she is presenting.
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Tom Terris has given Chambers' story a good production. The
name of the scenarioist is not given, but whoever did the adaptation is deserving a word of praise for the comedy situations which
have been worked into the story to advantage, and which bring
the desired relief at the right time. The locations have been
chosen with an eye for the proper atmosphere and the rural
scenes are typical of country life. The scenarioist could have
prevented the false impression which is conveyed by reason of the
fact that Angelina is alone in her home with one boarder, and
could have made possible some good bits of comedy if he had
created the character of an old maid or a colored housekeeper to
relieve the embarrassing situation in which the audience finds
Angelina. Webster Campbell gives a good performance in chief
support. Donald McBride is good in the heavy role. Templar
Saxe and Lionel Grey justify minor parts.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Angelina Allende (Alice Joyce) is at college when she receives word
that her father, who at one time was the owner of prosperous chemical
works
in Anne's
small
countryhe town,
was dead.Angelina
Depressed
mind because
he Bridge,
had losta his
fortune,
kills himself.
is leftin
only the old home and several hundred acres of land.
Jack Wolver (Donald McBride) and Adolph Bink (Templar Saxe), real
estate brokers, induce Angelina to accompany them to the city where they
inform her they can dispose of her property at a nice figure. Bink with
a woman posing as his wife, arrange a dinner at which Angelina is present.
He attacks her and Wolver who sees the outrage, shoots Bink. Angelina
is accused of doing the shooting and sent to the House of Refuge for three
years. she
When
she is free
she neighbors.
returns to the
town offor Anne's
where
is shunned
by the
She little
advertises
boardersBridge
and
James Deane (Webster Campbell) answers. During his stay he learns to
love Angelina and asks her to marry him. She refuses and he learns that
she had been accused of a disgraceful affair. He goes to New York, learns
the truth and returns to marry Angelina.
" A Night
New Reels)
Arabia "
(General in
— Four
REVIEWED BY R. E. PRITCHARD
THIS
lacks is
a great
deal of touch
being toonetheofrather
O. Henry's
bestplot
stories,
but there
a whimsical
ordinary
that
will afford interesting entertainment. The story carries one along
and retains the interest to the end. However, as the picture is
produced there has been considerable padding, especially in the
close-ups of J. Frank Glendon and the smiling that grows very
tiresome.
Those who get the sarcastic vein of O. Henry will be delighted
with this production, but those who take it as a mere story will
say, " Huh, I knew the plot from the very first reel." But the
touch of O. Henry is brought in well in the sub-titles and there
shouldn't be any reason why any intelligent person should grasp
the fact that it is, as we are told in the foreword, " The story
of a man who is driven by a troubled conscience into the ranks of
the Haroun al Raschids that infest Bagdad on the Subway." The
picture has a whip snap at the end that ought to get a good laugh
at the expense of the money kings.
With the exception noted, that the picture has been padded, the
direction is good. There is too much of the auto pursuit stuff.
There is an acceptable cast and many of the settings are very
beautiful.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jacob Spraggins (M. Venton) is driven by a troubled conscience to
donations to charities, but these fail to bring him happiness. Finally he
decides that his uneasiness was caused by the fact that in his earlier days
he swindled one McLeod out of property worth $10,000, and he hires
detectives to learn the heirs. They learn that Tom McLeod (J. Frank
Glendon) is driving a delivery wagon for a grocery store. But they fail
to
learnin that
this Spraggins's
daughter
(Patsyin Dethe Forest)
has
fallen
love before
with Tom
and, pretending
to beCelia
a maid
household,
has encouraged his courtship. But Spraggins is impressed by the youth
and hints that the driver may marry his daughter, but Tom refuses the
invitation to dine at the house, declaring that he is already engaged to a
parlor maid. And then with the $10,000 all is ready for the elopement, but
before this is begun Celia confesses her true identity. Annette McCorlle
(Hazlan Delaro), a real maid, gives away the elopement plans and the
father starts in pursuit, only for the purpose of adding his blessing. A
year later Spraggins has a grandchild and determines that the little one
shall not be in " want," so raises the price of vinegar three cents a gallon.
" Jerry's Lucky Day "
REVIEWED
BY —F.One
G. SPENCER.
(Cub-Mutual
Ree'l)
THIS Cub single reeler is very much akin to all its predecessors
in which George Ovey is featured and relies almost entirely
upon slapstick to put it over, but, at the same time where Jerry is
known, Jerry in this instance will in most likelihood prove acceptable.
The whole theme centres upon Jerry and a tramp, just becoming
acquainted, and both being hungry hit upon a novel scheme to fill
the inner man. Observing a detective remove a disguise and hide
his regalia in a deserted spot in the park, they appropriate the
same and decide that one shall visit a good restaurant and dine
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well, and at a given signal, the other disguised and with a police
badge, shall arrest him, and so get away with the meal. Then the
order was to be reversed.
Jerry dined first and the scheme worked well, but with the
tramp, things did not pan out so well, for when the tramp, having
eaten his fill, and given the signal for the arrest, Jerry was busy
with his girl, so the tramp gets in bad. But from papers found
in the uniform of the officer result in the arrest of a notorious
crook and incidentally a reward of $1,000 falls to Jerry, so he saves
the tramp anyhow. Release date, Thursday, November 1.
" The Adventures of Carol "
(World Film— Five Reels)
REVIEWED
BY PETER MILNE
LITTLE MADGE EVANS, who is perhaps the cleverest child
player on the screen today, is the star of this comedy-drama
by Julia Burnham. It is very aptly named inasmuch as the story
does not possess the unity that might be suggested had the
singular been used in the " adventures " of the main title. The
episodes are somewhat detached but thanks to the pleasing personality and the marked naturalness of the star as well as her
most peculiar support, the interest remains well sustained throughout the five reels. Madge has plenty of opportunities to display
her ability and whether she attempts either pathos or comedy the
results are equally effective.
The peculiar support referred to is Garibaldi, an organ grinder's
monkey, who, above all things displays that dominating trait of
the race of the prehensile tail — curiosity. And he too, is allowed
full play. His investigation of the most commonplace fixtures of
a home, his little tricks and his ease before the camera, will result
in rounds and rounds of laughter and his rather tragic death earns
him the sympathy that humans always extend to dumb animals in
distress in portions perhaps even greater than they profess toward
their own fellow men. Garibaldi is the second attraction in " The
Adventures
of Carol " and it is to Madge's credit that he is not
the first.
Miss Burnham's story does not bear too close inspection. It is
cut from a familiar cloth, although it must be confessed that its
handling prevents the ending from jumping up and introducing
itself right at the start. And while its main situation, wherefrom
the adventures of Carol spring, is quite obviously artificial, few
if any will look for technical defects in such light and pleasing
entertainment as the picture offers through the medium of its
featured player and her comical assistant.
Good performances are given by every member of the supporting cast while a comedy colored couple appear in a light that
is much more pleasing than the ordinary effect produced by such
players. Ilarley Knowles has given the picture a good production,
which includes a number of New York scenes.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Carol Montgomery (Madge Evans), because of the constant admonitions
of her father (George MacQuarrie) to refrain from telling strangers her
name because of the fact that he is commander of one of the United
States battleships, and fears of spies, refuses to disclose her identity when
she strays from home and loses herself in the city. Beppo (Nicholas
Long), an organ grinder, finds her and takes her to the South with him,
where she dances to his music while Garibaldi, the monkey, proves an added
attraction. Carol and Garibaldi lose Beppo one day and take refuge on
the estate of Colonel Fairfax (Jack Drumier). His wife (Kate Lester)
has never spoken a word for ten years, owing to the fact that he disowned
his daughter, following her elopement with a man he did not favor. Carol
soon patches up the aged feud and gains a place in the household. Later,
when the Colonel's daughter (Rosina Henley) returns to her old home with
her husband, the young couple prove to be Carol's parents, and all ends
happily.
Frances Miller as the old colored mammy, and Carl Axzell as a spy
complete the well-balanced cast.
" The Clever Mrs. Carfax "
(Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY GEORGE N. SHOREY
THIS is a picture that will set people talking, for more reasons
than one. It is marred at the very start by a " College Reunion "scene which represents college men as " loving " to assume
feminine attire, introducing the star as the guest of honor.
Dramatic license, however, has inured the public to strange presentations of " College Life."
If the public likes something entirely different, a most unusual
combining of opportunity to show off Mr. Eltinge's unusual talents, with really well constructed dramatic climax, it is sure to
like this play.
What we ourselves like most about it was that the plot gives
Eltinge the man a real chance to do some excellent acting, and
uses the feminine disguise more as a comedy lightening of really
tense plot, than with any attempt to weave it seriously into the
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story. Only at the final climax, where " Mrs. Carfax " fells the]
villain with a well directed masculine fist, does the feminine char--'
acter get in any heavy work. As the young lover, Mr. Eltinge.'
makes many of our juvenile leading stars appear effeminate beside]
him, and this is as it should be. It seems to us a very strong;
point in favor of this play.
There is a very strong suspense when the two villains, and the
hero's man-servant are all hiding in his bed-chamber, waiting thei
final untangling of one of the best worked up moments we haven
ever witnessed.
Rosina Marstini as the female accomplice, and Jennie Lee as
Mrs. Keyes deserve special mention.
We predict that "The Clever Mrs. Carfax" will prove a splen-;
did box-office attraction. Mr. Turnbull's story and Mr. Prop's
direction are very much above average. The star is given a man's
part with a " stunt " addition that does not detract or draw attention from the real purpose of any play — to make the audience forget the person of the star in the character he assumes. Mr-. Carfax really docs not seem an impossible or unnatural role. This is
the great strength of the play.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Temple Trask (Julian Eltinge), a college graduate, meets another college
friend after a reunion, in which Trask has revived his college accomplishment
ofthatimpersonating
female
characters.
Trask's
he will not dare
accompany
TraskBilly
intoWise,
a public
place.friend, takes a bet
Trask, in disguise, recognizes a crook he knew in former reporting days,
who is trying to steal a fortune from the girl whom he has fallen in love with.
The lark develops into a serious business, and Trask follows the girl and
the villain, winning the former's love in his true character, while trailing the
latter
in hisin character
of " Mrs. Carfax," adviser to the lovelorn, which he
represents
his profession.
The play ends with a powerful climax, in which Adrian Graw (Noah
Beery), the villain, and his accomplice, Rena Varsy (Rosita Marstini), are
turned over to the police while fighting over the bonds stolen from Helen's
(Daisy Robinson) grandmother (Jennie Lee) in " Mrs. Carfax's " room.
"The Flaming Omen"
(Vitagraph — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
WILLIAM WOLBERT, who directed "The Flaming Omen,"
the late feature from Vitagraph's western studios, was
confronted with a difficult script to interpret when this story of
Andras de Sagurola, was given to him to transfer to the screen.
But this work was no less difficult than that assigned to the cast,
for they are called upon to interpret the ways, habits and manner
of living of the Incas, a tribe of idolatrous Indians, living in Peru.
The burden of this work falls to the lot of Mary Anderson,
and because Nature has given her large, blue eyes and a vivacious
disposition, she fails to impress as Blanca, the daughter of a
native woman who marries an Englishman.
" The Flaming Omen " is episodic in presentment and its plot
is carried over a space of twenty or more years. The opening
scenes show the natives of Peru, the tribe of Incas, or sunworshippers. Five years elapse and then twenty more are numbered and a young English nobleman is introduced who is prompted
to go to Peru, where he discovers that he has fallen in love with
his half-sister.
In the latter reels there is strong, dramatic action registered
and the scenes of outdoor life and the mountainous country representing that of Peru, are beauties and add a refreshing touch to a
picture that should prove of highly entertaining value because of
its unusual theme and its romantic, adventurous side.
The Vitagraph production has a meaning, attractive title, it has
strength of plot and is punctuated by swiftly moving action and
attractive exteriors — three elements which the exhibitor cannot
overlook when he is arranging his bookings. The members of the
cast are not always convincing, but considering the fact that they
are called upon to enact " something different," it is only fair to
assume that any shortcomings registered will be overlooked by
the audience that seeks exciting, well-balanced moments rather
than strict conformity to the rules of stage dramatics and a director's idea of good types.
Alfred Whitman, who will be recognized as Alfred Vosburgh
in previous pictures, gives a good account of Dorian, " The Red
Prince." S. Jennings, in the role of Natche, does his bit welL
Clara King, is the one member of the cast who typifies the Incas
woman. Otto Lederer in a character role, does well.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
The story opens with scenes of the native Incas. of Peru, performing
their religious rites. They attribute the eclipse of the sun to the presence
of the Christian Incas and slay or drive from the settlement all such.
Coya (Clara
foundyears
by Watkins,
English prospector,
and isis
taken
to his King)
cabin. isFive
later Lordan Haviland
(Otto Lederer)
visiting his estates in Peru with his daughter who is in ill health. While
driving over the mountains they find Coya dead, and crying by her side
a baby which Lord Haviland adopts. The child when grown to manhood
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succeeds to the title and estates of Lord Haviland. Watkins, who has gone
to England, marries an English woman. They have a beautiful daughter
whom young Lord Haviland loves. Blanca (Mary Anderson) is visiting
at the Haviland estate. She is a descendant of the Incas. She loves young
Lord Haviland. He sees in a vision, his native land of Peru and decides
to return. Watkins and his daughter accompany them. Blanca follows.
Natche, an Inca chieftain, loves Blanca and when he sees Lord Haviland
in her company, he arouses his fellow Incas and they raid the place where
the party is stopping. Watkins is shot, and dying reveals to Lord Haviland
that he isis his
son andinjured
the half-brother
of the
he loves.
daughter
seriously
by a shot and
dies.girlYoung
Lord Watkins's
Haviland
then directs his attentions to Blanca, a girl of his own kind.
"The Kill-Joy"
(Essanay-Perfection Pictures — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
uHPHE KILL-JOY," an Essanay number written by Charles
A Mortimer Peck and featuring Little Mary McAllister may
be set in the same class as her previous effort, so charmingly yet so
simply and sometimes tiringly set forth in her previous release,
" Young Mother Hubbard." Like it " The Kill-Joy " is essentially
a matinee picture, for the kiddies and for the women and for those
who desire a change from the customary actionful picture of the
day. There is a certain amount of appeal and a certain amount of
sure comedy throughout the five reels, but Mr. Peck's story never
deserved a five-reel setting. It is clean and nice and pretty — and,
in the popular words of the day — and everything, but even these
qualities cannot bear the burden of superfluous footage.
Little Mary arrives at the Western town of Contentment, conspicuous only from other Western towns because no members of
the feminine sex are allowed within its confines. The inhabitants
are a hardened lot as witness their names : The Crab, Shoot 'em
Up Bob, Rattlesnake Pete, Sure Shot Mike, the Denver Kid and
Death Valley Joe, but Little Mary is undaunted and before the
five reels have passed she has converted everyone from a pessimistic, drunkard, sentimental, woman hater, into everything
opposite. .-.
Moral effect : Excellent.
As a whole : Pleasing.
But rather slow moving and quite obvious in a good many
places. The star does her usual highly sincere and pleasing work,
while the elderly male support performs to good advantage.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Shoot
'em
Up
Bob
Fulton),
stage driver,
Billie
(Little Mary McAlister)(James
who has
been ajourneying
Westcomes
with upon
her father.
He has gone for water and has not returned. Bob discovers that a fall
has resulted in his death. He takes her back to the town of Contentment
where no women are allowed to enter, and after trying to hide her is
finally forced to admit that he has violated the rule of the place. The
rest of the boys excuse him, on the grounds that Billie is not a woman
yet and from the first day of her stay in the place she begins to make
inroads to the heart of every rough in the settlement. And when the
story closes they are all so fond of her that she is practically boss of the
place.
" The
Fatal Ring
"
(Pathe
— Eighteenth
Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE pursuit of the violet diamond unfolds a number of new
adventures for both parties in this episode, entitled " The
Subterfuge." Pearl, escaping from her pursuers in the slums,
enters a Chinese shop and when she hears Carslake approaching
drops the damond in one of four bottles of perfume. The arrival
of the police soon afterwards prevents her from regaining it
again.
The rest of the two reels are taken up with the visits made by
Pearl and Tom and Carslake and his henchmen to the homes of
the purchasers of the four bottles of perfume. Carslake, reaching the fourth house first discovers it at last. Pearl enters and
holds the villain up, but just as she is about to snatch the diamond
from his hand, one of his men proceeds to hold her up.
" John Ermine of the Yellowstone "
(Butterfly-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
FRANCIS FORD returns to the screen in this Indian picture
adapted from a story by Frederic Remington and Louis Evan
Shipman. With its Indian raids, its stockade and its blue-coated
soldiers who served to pave the way for the civilization of the
West a generation ago, it is oftentimes mindful of the broncho
and bison pictures of the past. But this number of the present,
does not, it must be confessed, possess the directness and the rapid
fire action of its two-reel forerunners. There are certain standards in picture telling as well as story writing that must be observed in order that the completed whole will have the proper
effect.
" Johnof mind.
Ermine," with
the resultThethatstandards
one is leftarein disregarded
a dissatisfied inframe
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John Ermine is a white man, who from childhood has been
brought up among the Indians. He is finally told that his blood
is not the redman's. Then he falls in love with the post commander's daughter who, along with the soldiers, believes he is a
half-breed. So he can't have the girl, but proves his love by laying
down his life for her. Here we are given the situation of two
people loving one another with no barrier between them, but that
reared by hearsay, and neither one makes any attempt to break it
down. So John Ermine doesn't draw sympathy sufficient to make
him a full-blooded hero. A better effect would have been obtained
had the authors made him a half-breed in reality.
prepared the scenario, and Mr. Ford himself diMaud Grange
rected. The picture has a convincing atmosphere, and in other
respects is interesting in its action, although the last fight in which
John Ermine loses his life is somewhat weakened owing to the
other skirmishes scattered through the previous reels. Mr. Ford is
given good support, Mae Gaston, Marc Fenton and Duke Worne
standing out in a cast full of Indians and soldiers.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
John dians,
Ermine
(Francis
Crow man.
Inbelieving that
he is Ford)
one ofhas
the been
tribe.brought
He is, upin among
reality, the
a white
When he meets Katherine (Mae Gaston), daughter of the commander (Mark
Fenton) of the army post, he immediately loves her, and one day tellt her
so. The girl believing him a half-breed, at first takes it as an insult as do
her lover (Duke Worne) and her father. Later she comes to the realization
that she loves him and begs his forgiveness, but Ermine goes back to his
tribe. When the fort is attacked by hostile Indians, the Crows are sent for,
and come to the rescue in the nick of time, but John Ermine falls in battle.
Burwell
Hamrick,
cloud,
the Indian,
are William
others in Carroll.
the cast. Elsie Ford, Joe Flores and Dark" The Seven Pearls "
REVIEWED
(Pathe — BY
TenthPETER
Episode)'MILNE
THE tenth episode of this serial, featuring Mollie King and
Creighton Hale is called " The Holdup." One of the seven
pearls is in possession of Falenti, the dishonest president of an
east side bank. Harry, learning of this and having a" little inside
information as to the bad condition of- the bank's books, evolves a
of Grady's gang, 'he comthe interests
plan. Atmands first,
Falenti toacting
leavein twenty
thousand dollars in the safe for
them to rob. Later he tells him to take all the money home with
him. Harry gets Grady to break into the bank. When they
discover no money, the boss ganster only believes Harry to have
followed up a false clue.
share
and demand
home'gives
Falenti's
go toquiet.
and lima
them a, acertain
Falenti
keeping
for then
the money
of Harry
Falenti
pearl..
the
for
him
offer
amount which they immediately
consents to this and lima takes the jewel. While Harry is at the
telephone she mysteriously disappears.
" Mary's Merry Mix-Up "
(Strand-Mutual — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
JAY BELASCO (Jack), as a life guard at the beach, and Billie
Rhodes (Mary), as the irrepressible flirt, furnish the fun in
this lively single reeler. Father objects to Jack, and on discovering
Jack and Mary in a happy tete-a-tete on the beach, he whisks
Mary home. But Jack follows, and gaining access to the house in
the role of butler he commences to make things hum. The chief
part of his butler make-up is a pair of short side whiskers,
adorned with which he is engaged by pa. On meeting the son,
Jack makes a moustache from the same article, and to greet
mother he uses the same adornment for heavy eyebrows, and so
start the complications, for never before has a hirsute appendage
performed so many different duties.
But then, when matters are straightened out, and father learns
that Mary had already married the life guard, they all decide
to make the best of a bad job in the hope that it will tend to terminate Mary's promiscuous flirtations.
This is a comedy well worth while, and will prove a winner
wherever shown. Release date Tuesday, November 6.
"The Enchanted Kiss"
(General Film — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY R. E. PRITCHARD
Here is a clever little story that ought to delight everyone, for
it shows the gentle irony of O. Henry at the best. It is a
splendid example of anti-climax, the sort of a picture that everyone will remember. It is an excellent film to show in connection
with some powerful love story like " The Price Mark " where the
heroine battles against terrific odds to win happiness in the end. It
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is the story of Sam Tansey (Clict Ryan) timid in love who adores
Katie (Frances Parks), the daughter of his landlady, but who is
intimidated by her father, Captain Pack (W. L. Rogers). Then
the hero drinks a double absinthe for the first time in his life
and under its influence he falls asleep and then he rises to great
courage. Then follows a series of allegorical settings with Katie
being sold for a million dollars to a man who has found the secret
of remaining young by eating the flesh of a maiden every year.
Sam rescues her and is rewarded by a kiss that brings him happiness. Coming out of his trance he goes home to make his dream
in part real, but though Katie is willing, Sam loses his courage
and clambers up to bis hallroom leaving Katie in withering scorn.
The picture is well directed and there is never a dull moment in it.
" A Daughter of Daring "
(Kalem — BY
One F.Reel
Each)
REVIEWED
G. SPENCER.
THESE three episodes of " A Daughter of Daring," under the
titles of " The Detective's Danger," " The Railroad Smugglers "and " The Deserted Engine," contain all the thrills that have
made Helen Gibson so justly famous, yet there are one or two
incongruities and improbabilities that will take much explaining
away to the initiated.
These things may go on the movie stage, but never, never, never
in real railroad life.
But still, taken all in all, they abound in stirring incident, Helen
ever on the alert, and the mode of transportation — either by horse,
motorcycle or other means — ever at her disposal, she performs
some truly wonderful stunts.
" A Daughter of Daring " is a serial which will never fail to attract and hold its audiences spell bound throughout. The release
dates for the three now under treatment are November 21, November 28 and December 5.
Following each episode runs a trailer calling attention to the issuance of Liberty Bonds, depicting a woman giving her sons to the
army and navy and asking why the more fortunate should not lend
their dollars.
" Indiscreet Corrine "
— Five Reels)
REVIEWED(Triangle
BY JOSEPH
L. KELLEY
OLIVE THOMAS with a good story to tell, appears in " Indiscreet Corrine."
is a typical
Thomasthe story
told
in a typical Thomas
way.It There
is dancing,
cabaretandscene,
a romantic adventure, a happy ending, a bit of risque — all punctuated by the fascinating presence and smile and personality of
Olive Thomas. If it were not for the fact that H. B. Daniels,
the author, has contributed a good " live " script for the consideration of the Triangle scenario forces, Miss Thomas would
have been the " whole show." Considering only the cast, she is
the "whole show" for it cannot be said that any member of
those in support give more than an average performance. And
this is not due to the fact that they are not given an opportunity.
■George Chesebro, in chief support, tries to smile his way through
.the scenes and with very few exceptions " overdoes " every action.
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George Elwood Jenks did the scenario. Jack Dillon directed.
Both have done their duty faithfully with an "eye" toward efficiency and entertaining value. Thomas Buckingham directed the
destinies of the camera and picked out the brightest spots to do
his " shooting." The story has been " made-to-order " for Miss
Thomas, and it fits her like a "Fifth avenue frock." The author,
has in no instance, created situations that call for " heavy " dramatic work. He has seen to it that Miss Thomas is given opportunities to pose, smile, dance and give vent to her own captivating
ways. Miss Thomas is not an actress in the strict sense of the
term but she is a clever personality and possesses characteristics
far more valuable to the screen drama than those possessed by
some of the " stars." Miss Thomas is a star of the class of screen
luminaries that numbers its member in a small total. She pleases
in light drama, where some fail to register in the " high spots."
Her work in this late production is done with appreciation for
this element of lightness in the drama and it is safe to assume that
her audiences will express all satisfaction and no regrets.
With the exception of George Chesebro, Josie Sedgwick, Joseph
Bennett and Annette De Foe, the members of the supporting cast
have minor roles.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Corrine Chilvere (Olive Thomas) is the daughter of wealthy parents.
She
is dissatisfied
withRocky
the conventional
life and longs
for ahe ispast."
She refuses
to marry
Van Sandt, home
her sweetheart,
because
not
of a romantic nature. Corrine and her maid Florette (Annette De Foe)
decide upon a plan to make a past. They answer an ad in the paper
calling
two beautiful
girls awith
" past."
accepted
for the for
position
and Pansyyoung
Hartley,
girla with
a past,Corrine
is alsois accepted.
They
are
to
meet
and
obtain
a
promise
of
marriage
from
Nicholas
wick, a millionaire. Both meet Fenwick, Corrine as a masked dancerFen-in
cabaret Pansy
and Pansy
" Countess."
Corrine
to beher.
visiting
her
aunt.
falls asin a love
with Rocky,
who isinsupposed
turn loves
Corrine
is captivated by the millionaire and Rocky is only too glad to be released
from his engagement to Corrine. He asks Pansy to marry him. Corrine's
driveafterwards
her from the
house by
but all
she concerned.
is content to go with Fenwick
and theparents
two are
forgiven
" Fighting
"
— FiveBack
Reeis)
REVIEWED(Triangle
BY JOSEPH
L. KELLEY
"CIGHTING BACK," from the Triangle Studios, with William
* Desmond featured, is an adaptation from Harry Shumate's
story by Alvin H. Nietz and produced under the direction of Raymond Wells. William Desmond has been given better starring
vehicles than this late one. It is typically Western with moments
of strong, convincing action, but the author has kept for his
climax information which according to all known laws of logical
reasoning, should have been made known in the initial reels. But
if he had given this information there would have been a onereel instead of a five-reel drama, for after knowing that the
" Weakling " was once an officer in the army, there is nothing
more to tell. The author presumes on the weaknesses in human
nature. If an audience can overlook the inconsistencies in the
plot, and if they go to the theatre to see William Desmond and
not a good, reasonable true-to-life story enacted on the screen,
this late feature from the Triangle Studios will please. There
is some good Western " stuff " contained, particularly the scenes
at the rodeo or cowboys' field day. Stunts with the lariat, bucking bronchos and trick riding are very much in evidence. If

a France Productions Feature,
Marguerite Courtot Is Said to Have Done Some of the BestfromScreen
Her Illustrious
WhichWork
Theseof Scenes
Are TakenCareer in " The Natural Law.'
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the part of her father, the unsuccessful storekeeper, does very
excellent work and holds one's sympathy from the start.
The mountain setting furnishes an excellent background for
the picture, and photography and direction are all that could be
asked. It's a picture, in fact, that any audience with an appreciation of good, clean comedy will like, and over which the particular Mary Miles fans will clap their hands lustily.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
H.tle E.mountain
Manners
Arbuckle)He isis the
proprietor
of a store
a lithamlet(Andrew
in California.
a failure
in business,
but inbeloved
by all who
know
him.
Peggy,
his
daughter
(Mary
Miles
Minter),
after
finishing her education at a fashionable seminary in the East returns to find
her father, whom she thinks is doing a profitable business, struggling with
a grocery store that refuses to show a profit. She throws herself into the
balance, and soon has the store on a paying basis.
Roland Gardiner and two guests, a mother and her daughter, for whom
the scheming mamma hopes to ensnare a wealthy husband and preferably
Gardiner's
son, are The
camping
on an
estatewithnearby
Gardiner
has recently
son afalls
love
Peggy,which
proves of thepurchased.
match. After
big instorm
the supplies
atbutthe the
campfather
are disapwiped
out, and
Peggyto turns
the table
on her aristocratic
when, in desperation, he tries
buy some
groceries.
She chargesenemy
him outrageous
prices,
and wins him with the spirit and spunk she displays, and he finally withdraws
his objections to the marriage.
(Continued on paye 3493 )

Kalem

Gordon Dooley, Edward Kimball, Ray Dooley, Helen Badgley and Tula
Belle Produce
Merriment
in " Released
A Rag, a byBone
and aFilms,
Hank Inc.
of Hair,"
the First the
Two-Reel
Comedy
Fun-Art
your patrons like Western " stuff " for its appeal regardless of
story, they will like " Fighting Back."
William Desmond has a difficult character role tc inleipret but
he meets every demand. He is, however, handicapped by a poorly
written story and one that has very little foundation after the
run of the first reel. Claire McDowell, known to the lovers
of the screen drama when the one-reelers were in vogue, is seen
in the leading feminine role. She is not the type some of us
would expect to be casted for such a role as she interprets here.
Jack Richardson has his usual " heavy " part to present and he
rgisters with " punch " and " villainy." Josie Sedgwick, in a
minor role, gives a good performance. Others in a good supporting cast are Curley Baldwin, Pete Morrison, William Ellingford, Thomas H. Guise and Thornton Edwards.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
" (William
the plains,
exhausted,
by " aThebandWeakling
of cowboys.
He isDesmond)
taken to isthefound
ranchon and
given work.
He
refuses to mix with the others and refuses to give information concerning
his past. On pay day the boys go to the nearest town for a good time.
" The Weakling " is induced to go along. At the dance hall " The Weakling " meets "The Fury" (Claire McDowell) and a mutual liking takes
root in both souls. Later at the rodeo meet, " The Weakling " and " The
Fury of
" meet
again.
is accompanied
China at Mex,
boss
the dance
hall." The
ChinaFuryMex" decides
to take abychance
ridingthea
broncho which had defied the prowess of the cowboys. He is thrown
ridiculed.and" The
had Heshaken
off the
mask
ofandcowardice
asks Weakling
permission " toby trythisthetime
steed.
succeeds
in riding
the broncho and China Mex infuriated because " The Weakling " has
" shown " him " up " in the presence of his sweetheart, strikes " The
Weakling." Later when the crowd returns to the dance hall, " The Weakling " gets his revenge, " cleans " out the place and takes " The Fury "
away hewith
They having
cross been
the border
" The Weakling
" confesses
that
is inhim.
disgrace,
accused and
of stealing
certain papers
while
an officer in the army. He resolves to return to the post and is surprised
when
he
learns
that
he
has
been
cleared
of
all
wrong,
that
the
papers
had been recovered.
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" Peggy Leads the Way "
(Mutual — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
Mary Miles Minter, little enchantress of the screen, in " Peggy
Leads the Way," plays the role of a girl just back from finishing school who takes hold of her dad's rundown grocery store
in a backwoods town and puts it on a paying basis and incidentally teaches some idle rich a necessary lesson in manners.
Mary's bright smile and curls are usually enough in themselves
to make a bad picture good, and while the story and acting in
" Peggy Leads the Way " is good to start with, she enhances its
charm
with her excellent work and fascinating personality.
The scene in which she gets the upper hand in her fight with
Roland Gardiner, the wealthy landgrabber, who is oppressing the
people, and forces him to pay a thousand dollars for a ham, fifty
dollars for half a pound of cheese, and a dollar a piece for crackers will make audiences chuckle. Andrew Arbuckle, who plays
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SHORT

SUBJECTS

CURRENT

General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Last of the Troubadours (S. E. Jennings, Dan Duffy)
2 D
The Duplicity of Hargraves (J. Frank
Glendon, Chas. Kent)
4 C-D
The Lonesome Road (S. R. Jennings, Chet.
Ryan)
:
2D
Dry Valley Johnson (Carlton King, Jean
Paige)
4 d
Law and Order (Chet Ryan, Claire Toner) 2 D
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances
Parks
2 C-D
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
Hygeia at the Solito (Chet Ryan, W. L.
Rogers)
2 D
ESSANAY
(" THE. Green
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES Valli,
")
The Long
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't
Lose (Margaret
Your Coat
2 C
Star Dust
Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
op by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the Hot
Sidewalks
2 C
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C
A Jitney . Elopement
2 C
By the Sea
2 C
FALCON FEATURES
The Best Man (Margaret Landis, William
Ehfe)
4 D
The Lady in the Library (Vola Vale, Jack
Vosburgh)
4 D
The Clean Gun (Kathleen Kirkham) 4 D
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
Grey)
4 d
Brand's
(Kathleen Kirkham, R. 4 D
HenryDaughter
Grey)
His Mollie
Old-Fashioned
Dad (Daniel Gilfether, 4 D
McConnell)
Zollenstein (Vola Vale, Monroe Salisbury).. .4 D
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2 D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
("THE FURTHER
ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE
" WITH
TRUE BOARDMAN)2 D
Through
Fire and
Water
ATheBushranger's
Strategy
22 DD
Stranger at Dumcrieff
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The
Onion
Magnate's
Revenge
1
The Bath Tub Bandit
1 CC
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Danger
11 DD
The Detective's.
Railroad Smugglers
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
From Bad to Worse
1 C
A Day Off
1 C

COMING
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Sept.
Land That Doesn't
Sept. 12.5. Tinklebottom
Passes Wiggle
Through.Much.
Sept. 19. Fading of Local Color.
Sept.
26. Tinklebottom's
Finish. OF NATURE "
DITMARS
"LIVING
Sept.
3. Kangaroos
and BOOK
Their Allies.
Fox-Lehrman Sunshine Comedies
Sept. 3. Tom and Jerry Mix
2 C
Nov. 11. Wedding Bells and Roaring Lions.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C

AND

How It Happened
1 C
Too Much Alike
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
" Breaking InSPARKLE
"COMEDIES
1 C
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge)l C
Pals
1 C
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
1 C
A Bargain, $37.50
1 C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1 C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Peaceful
Laundry Flat
Mix-Up
11 CC
Cheating His Wife
1 C
"A Bathtub Marriage"
1 C
KLEINE
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES)
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1 C
Some Statue
1 C
SELIG
Every Other Wednesday2 D
TheSelig-World
Law NorthLibrary
of 65
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1D
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1D
The
Vindication
21 DD
The Rustler's
Witness for
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1 C
A Harem
Romance
(Lou Marks, Pearl Shep- 1 C
ard, Oom
Paul)
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
1C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard,
Oom Paul
1 C
HANOVER
FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
CINEMA NEWS SYNDICATE
American War News Weekly, No. 25
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 26
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 27
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 28
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 29
1 war
American War News Weekly, No. 30
1 war
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture
MagazineCOMEDIES
(Issued Monthly).
SELBURN
Hubby's Holiday
2 C
Inter-Allied Films
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed.
Kleine Exchanges
CONQUEST-EDISON
Saturday,
September 29, 1917
Paul
Revere's
Ride (historical
One Kind of Wireless
(drama), drama)
by R. Lov- 1 reel
ell Combs, featuring Albert Macklin. ..1 reel
Putting the Bee in Herbert (comedy-drama),
by George Weston, featuring Harry
Benham and Ethel Fleming 4 reels
The Healthiest Spot in India (scenic),
Cashmere, the summer resort Split reel
The Champion Baby (comedy), by Ray
McKee
Split reel
ESSANAY
SERIES— DO CHILDREN
COUNT? (Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D
Aug. 8. The Little White Girl
2 D
Aug. 15. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The
Kingdom
of
Hope
2
D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Oct. 1. The Joy of Freedom
1 C
Oct. 8. His Double Life
1 C
Oct. 15. The Dentist
1 C
Oct. 22. Hist! Spies
1 C
Oct. 29. Twelve Good Hens and True
1 C
Nov. 5. His Deadly Calm
1 C
Nov. 12. Rebellion of Mr. Minor
1 C
Nov. 19. A Close Resemblance
1C
Nov. 26. As Others See Us
1 C
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
1 C
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
1 C
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas 1 C
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
1 C
Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
Sunday, November 4. 1917
GAUM O NT— Mutual Weekly, No. 149 1 Top.

lillUill.UillUllUE

Thursday, November 8, 1917
CUB — Jerry and the Vampire (Geo. Ovey)...l C
GAUMONT — Reel Life, No. 80: Safety Last;
The Pipe Organ; A Cord Tire Machine; The
"Story
Life."of Water. It Wasn't the Colic — from
Monday, November 12, 1917
GAUMONT— Mutual Weekly, No. 150 1 Top
Thursday, November 15, 1917
CUB — Jerry's
Running
Fight (Geo.
Ovey)...l C
STRAND
(BILLIE
RHODES)
Oct. 2. Some Nurse
1 reel
Oct. 9. Firine Father
1 reel
Oct. 16. For Sweet Charity
1 reel
Oct. 23. And Along Came Mary
1 reel
Oct. 30. A Two-Cyiinder Courtship 1 reel
Nov.
6. Mary's
Mix-Up
11 reel
Nov. 13.
A MaidMerry
to Order
reel
Serials
Oct. 1. The Lost Express, No. 3 (The
Wreck at the Crosisng..) 2 D
Oct. 8. The Lost Express, No. 4 (The Oil
Well Conspiracy)
2 D
Oct. 15. The Lost Express, No. 5 (In Deep
Waters)
2 D
Oct. 22. The Lost Express, No. 6 (High
Voltage)
2 D
Oct. 29. The Lost Express, No. 7 (The Race
with the Limited)
2 D
Nov. 8. The Lost Express, No. 8 (The
Mountain King)
2 D
Nov. 15. The Lost Express, No. 9 (The
Secret of the Mine)
2 D
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Oct. 22.
14. Home
The CowDefense
Jumped Over the Moon...l1 CC
Oct.
Nov. 5. Faint Heart and Fair Lady
1 C
Nov. 19. Nutty Knitters
1 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Sept. 17.
Susie's Slipe
Scheme
Oct.
7. Susie
One Over
11 CC
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Sept. 29.
30. Fatty
Oh. Doctor!
11 Cr
Oct.
at Coney Island
Nov. 26. A Country Hero
1C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTUK
Nov. 5. The Land of Madame Butterfly.. 1 T. .v.
Nov. 12. Around Fujiyama
1 Trav.
Nov. 26.
19. Three
Kyoto, Marvelous
the AncientMatsuris
Capital.. ..11 Trav.
Nov.
Trav.
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food Comes
From
1 Trav.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL (SERIAL)
Nov. 5. Episode 9. The Bridge of Death. 2 D
Nov. 12. Episode 10. The Sheriff 2 D
Nov. 19. Episode 11. Parched Trails 2 D
Nov. 26. Episode 12. The Desert of Tor- ture 2 D
Dec. 3. Episode 13. The Water Trap 2D
Dec. 10. Episode 14. The Trestle of Hor- rors 2 D
Dec. 17. Episode 15. Out of the Flame 2 D
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Nov. 4. Pullman Bride
l.C
Nov. 18. Are Waitresses Safe?
1 C
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1 C
Dec. 16. That Night
1 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Sept.the16.Red
In Man,
a Sculptor's
Cartoon —Studio.
Bobby De-Indianizing
Bumps starts
to
School.
Sept. 23. After Mallards on the Carolina Coast,
Unmasking the Mediums, In Camp with the
U. S. Ambulance
marine Destroyer. Corps, Cartoon — A SubOct. 1. Denizens of a Metropolitan Jungle,
Higher Education for Army Cooks, A Denishawn Entertainment, Cartoon — Goodrich
Dirt Lunch Detective.
Oct. 8. A Southern Deer Hunt, with R. F. Warner, of Field and Stream;
Sam's Hintsat
to Housewives,
No. 1,Uncle
Soap-Making
Home, A Wood-Chopping Contest in New
Zealand, Cartoon — Bobby Bumps " World
Oct. Hints
15. Woodcraft
and Camping.
to Housewives,
No. 2. TheUncle
IcelessSam's
Refrigerator, Denizens of a Metropolitan Jungle, Cartoon — Quacky Doodles the Cheater.
Oct. 22. Humpback Whaling in the Pacific, Uncle Sam's Hints to Housewives. No. 2. The
Series."
Meatless
Meat Loaf, Leventhal's Aeroplane
Machine
Gun.
(Continued
on page 3492)
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F*c>r Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Cosmofotofilm Company
Frohman Amusement Corp.
American News Weekly
On* reel each week exclusively on Army and
The
Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Incomparable
Mistress
Bellairs
4
reels
Nary activities.
liberty Hall
4 reels
Jack
Sherrill,
Helen Conness
Arnold, Marie 6 reels
Shotwell
and Robert
I he BUck Spot
4 reels
Victoria Cross
4 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Conquest of Canaan
S reels
0 (S
4 reels God's Man
9 reels
May
C..15 reels
reel
His Vindication
5 reels
May 5.7. Jones'
When Jonah
Justice Day
Errs,(Sunshine)
D
1 Believe
7 reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
May 14. The
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
Creative
Film
Corporation
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
General Enterprises, Inc.
The Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail) . . 6 reels
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
The Warrior (Maceiste)
7 parts
Oct. 7. The Mystery o£ the Boule 5 parts
Dixie Films
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
5 parts
Gold Medal Photoplays
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely) . . . S reels
Just a Song at Twilight
S reels
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
ti- Vice
Film Company 5 reels
Cruze. George Spencer) 5 reels
Frank P. Donovan Productions
ti AnyAnGirl
Safe?
Golden Features
July — Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk).. 1 reel
A Bit of Life
1 reel
Aug. — Butting in Society (Lou Marks).. 1 reel
Argosy Films, Inc.
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels Aug. — After Her Dough (Lou Marks).... 1 reel
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross) . . 1 reel
Where D'ye Get That Stuff
S reels
Aug. — His Dirty Career (Lou Marks).... 1 reel
Rex Beach On the Spanish Main
5 reels
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re- is ue 5reels
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
5 reels
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer)..l reel
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....5 reels
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) 5 reels
Sept.— His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)..l reel
Arizona Film Company
Ball (Lou
Marks) . .22 reels
Should She Obey
— reels Sept.
Features ....5 reels
Sept. —— At
WastheSheBarber's
to Blame?
(in prep.)
reels
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
Sept. — In and Out (Tammany Young) 1 reel
Arrow Film Corporation
Sept.— His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
D. W. Griffith
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Intolerance
9 reels
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
Frank
Hall
Productions,
Inc.
Ebony
Film
Corporation
The Barrier
9 reels A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel
H. Jacobs, Prod.)
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel Her Fighting (A.
Chance (Jane Grey) — rerls
Bernstein Film Production
The
Bar
Sinister
— reels
Shine
Johnson
and
the
Rabbit's
Foot
1
reel
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels
Hanover Film Company
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
— reels
Bluebird Extraordinary
Trooper 44
S. reels Maciste
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o'
Mine
(Rupert
Julian
and
Clifford)
S reels
Elmont Feature Film Co.
Hawk
Film
Corporation
People vs. John Doe
6 reels Monster of Fate
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson)
— reels
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips)
God's Law
6 reels
Mother o' ford,
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
ClifHerald
Film
Corporation
Ruby La Fayette)
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Enlightment Corporation
Brenon Productions
Enlighten Thy Daughter
7 reels
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
Lone Wolf
7 parts
Eugenic Film Company
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Birth
S reels The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S reels
Empty Pockets
7 parts
European Film Company
Film Co.
Cardinal Film Corporation
At the Hippodrome
Front with the Allies
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels
loan the Woman (Qeraldine Parrar) 11 reel*
Exclusive Features, Inc.
Historic Features
Century Comedies
Where is My Father?
7 reels
Christus
8 reels
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL.)
Balloonatics
2 reels
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Export
and
Import
Film
Co.
Automaniacs
2 reels Robespierre
— reels
The Sin Woman (Irene Fenwick, Clifford
Neptunes Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Bruce and Reine Davies)
7 reels
Madam Sherry
S reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Benjamin Chapin Productions
The
Bar
Sinister
(Hedda
Nova
and
MitchHate
7 reels
ell Lewis)
8 reels
(CHARTER FEATURES CORP.)
The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and
My Mother
2 reels
Flora Finch Film Co.
My Father
2 reels War Prides
Sills)
7 reels
2 reels One Milton
Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale) 6 reels
Myself
2 reels
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy) 6 reels
The Call to Arms
2 reels
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
A Trip
Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic-.8 reels
Inc.
ture)
Christie Film Company
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
On Trial
Pather's Bright Idea
1 reel
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Charles Chaplin
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
Genung and Norbert Myles)
6 reels
The
Maid
reel
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
The Milky Way
1 reel
Bud
Fisher
Film
Corporation
Orrin
Johnson)
5 reels
His Last Pill
1 reel July 9. Cows and Caws
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
July
16.
Submarine
Chasers
Down by the Sea
11 reel
July 23. Cheese Tamers
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Skirts
reel July
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
30.6. Janitors
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel Aug.
A Chemical Calamity
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel Aug. 13. As Prospectors
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
h Smoky Love Affair
1 reel
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Fort Pitt Corporation
The Italian Battlefront.
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Enlighten Thy Daughter
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Fox Film Corp.
Ivan Film Productions
(Standard Pictures)
Claridge Films, Inc.
One Law for Both
8 reels
The
Spy
The Birth of Character
5 reels The Honor System
Babbling Tongues
6 reels
Tha Heart of New York
5 reels
Jack and the Beanstalk
Jewel Productions, Inc.
The Conqueror
Pay
Me.of the Sea.
Clune Productions
Sirens
Camille
Ramona
8 reels
The Man Without a Country.
Oct. 14. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Eyes of the World
9 reels
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Woods
Juvenile Film Corporation
Corona Cinema Company
Fraternity Films, Inc.
World War in Kidland
1 reel
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels The Devil's
A
Chip
Off the Old Block
1 reel
Playground (Vera Michelena) — reels
Chip's
Elopement
1 reel
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
The
Birds*
Christmas
Carol
(Mary
Louise).
S
reels
Chip's
Rivals
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
For Sale, a Daddy
;
1l reel
reel
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) S reels
Animal
World,
No.
2
Issue.
Chip's Carmen
2 reels
Friedman Enterprises
Birdland Studies.
(Continued
on
page
3492)
Horticultural Phenomena.
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray) 6 reels
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, November 4, 1917
The Astra
Fatal Ring, No. 18 (The Subterfuge), 2 D
The Seven Pearls, No. 8 (The Man Trap).. .2 D
Fifth Avenue, New York, U. S. A
1 trav
Lonesome ter,
Luke in Love,Rolin
Laughs and Laugh- 2 C
Happy Hooligan (The Tale of a Fish), Cartoon), and Making Rifles (Educ.)....l reel
Wednesday, November 7, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 90
1 top
Saturday, November 10, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 91
1 top
Sunday, November 11, 1917
The Astra
Fatal Ring, No. 19 (The Crystal Maze), 2 D
The Seven Pearls, No. 8 (The Warning on
the Wire), Astra
2D
The Flirt (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels),
(Rolin)
1 C
JapanHome
Underat Porchefontaine
Snow (Trav.) and
Baby's
(Ed.),ThePathe...
Split reel
Katzenjammer Kids (The Mysterious Yarn)
(Cart.), and Lace Making (Ed.), International Split reel
Wednesday, November 14, 1917
Hearst-Pathe
News,
No.
92
1 top
Saturday, November 17, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 93
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Nov.
4.
A
Fall
Nov. 4. An Hero's
Interrupted
Honeymoon 11 CC
Nov. 11. A Boomerang Frame Up
1 C
Nov. 11. His Household Butterfly 1 C
Nov. 18. War and Matrimony
1 C
Nov. 18. An Innocent Vampire
1 C
Nov. 25. A False Alarm
1 C
Nov. 25. A Tough Turkey Trot
1 C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Nov. 4. Haunted by Himself (George Binns,
Maude Wayne)
1 C
Nov. 11. False to the Finish (Myrtle Lind,
Aletia Mart an)
2 C
Nov. 18. The Soul of a Plumber (Fritz
Schade, Dora Rogers)
2 C
Nov. 25. Won by a Foul (Fritz Schade,
Claire Anderson)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday, November 12, 1917
NESTOR— The Shame of the Bullcon (Gale
Henry and William Franey)
1 C
Wednesday, November 14, 1917
L-KO— Hula Hula Hughie (Hughie Mack).. 2. C
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY —
Weekly. No, 98.
Friday, November 16, 1917
UNIVERSAL
MAGAZINE— Issue No. 45. SCREEN
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 27 (Shipping Date Nov. 9).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— In Mid Air (Fifth
Episode
of "The
Red Ace"
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL—
TheSerial)
Mystery 2 D
Ship (First Episode of "The Crescent
Star " — Serial)
SPECIAL
Finley Nature Studies, No. 2 2 D
(Training Wild Birds). Educ
1 reel
Monday, November 19, 1917
NESTOR
— Strike One (Dave Morris, Gladys 1 C
Thompson)
Wednesday, November 21, 1917
L-KO— The
Joy RidersHutton)
(Phil Dunham, Lu- 2 C
cille
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY —
Weekly No. 99.
Friday, November 23, 1917
UNIVERSAL
sue No. 46. SCREEN MAGAZINE— IsUNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 28 (Shipping Date Nov. 16).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Fighting Blood
(Sixth Episode of " The Red Ace " Se- rial) 2D
Monday, November 26, 1917
NESTOR— Water on the Brain (William
Franey)
1 C
Wednesday, November 28, 1917
L-KO — Kid Snatcher (Gladys Varden, Eddie
Barry)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY —
Weekly No. 100.
Friday, November 30, 1917
UNIVERSAL
No. 47. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 29 (Shipping Date Nov. 20).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Lion's Claws
(Seventh Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Crescent Star
(First Episode of "The Mystery Ship" 2D
Serial)
Vitagraph
BOBBY CONNELLY SERIES
Oct. 22.
15. Bobby's
Oct.
Bobby of Fairy.
the Home Defenders.
Oct. 29. Bobby and Company.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
Nov. 5. Epi. 9. The Bridges of Death. 2 parts
Nov. 12. Epi. 10. The Sheriff
2 parts
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Nov. 19. Epi. 11. Parched Trails
2 parts
Nov.
Epi. 12. The Desert of Torture 2 parts
Dec. 26.3. Epi.
13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Horrors. 2 parts
17. Epi. BIG
15. OutV COMEDIES
of the Flame 2 parts
1.
Plagues
and
Puppylove
Oct.
Oct. 8. Sports and Splashes
Oct. 15. Riffraff and Rivalry
Tough Luck and Tin Lizzies
Oct.
Oct. 22.
29. Hugs and Hubbub
Favorite Film Features
La Fleur's Theory (Clara K.
Oct. 15. Dr.Young,
Maurice Costello, Van
Dyke Brooke, James Morrison) ... 1 D
Oct. 15. Terry's
Uncle's
Drew, Louise Namesake
Beaudet, (Sidney
Rogers
Lytton. Kate Price, Wm. Shea,
Ethel Lloyd)
2 C
Voice (Edith Story, SidOct. 22. The Still
ney Drew, S. Rankin)
2 D
(Leah Baird, John Bunny,
Oct. 22. Chumps
Marshall P. Wilder, Wm. Shea,
Wallace Reid)
1 C
Bride (Harry Morey,
Oct. 29. TheJuliaLion's
Swayne,
Tafft
Johnson)
1
Oct. 29. Beauty Unadorned (Clara Kimball D
Young, Sidney Drew, Templar 2 C
Saxe)
Nov. 5. The
Strength of Men (Edith Storey,
Tefft Johnson, Ned Finley, Herbert
L. Barry)
2 D
Nov. 5. Captain
Barnacle's
Dyke Brooks,
HughieLegacy
Mack, (Van
Kate
Price,tello,Flora
Finch, Helen Cos- 1 C
Robert Gaillard)
Show Folks (Norma Talmadge,
Nov. 12. Just
Leo
Delaney,
Courtenay Foote,
Helan Costello)
1D
Nov. 12. Jerry's
Mother-in-Law
(Clara
Kimball Young, Sidney Drew, Kate
Price, Rogers Lytton)
2 C
Again (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Nov. 19. Never
Drew, Lillian Burns, Ethel Lloyd,
S. Rankin Drew, Arthur Cozine)..2 C
Nov. 19. Sisters
All (Edith Storey, Florence
E. Turner, Zena Keefe, Courtenay
Foote. Tom Powers)
1D
RELEASES IN
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 3490)
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden
Spoon
Mary
Some Barrier
11 CC
His Trial
1C
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Face. . . Ed.
No. 1. Character
as Revealed
in the
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Byes... Ed.
THE

King Bee Comedies
1. Back Stage
f reel*
The Hero
2 reels
Doughnuts
2 reels
Cupid's
Rival
The
Villain
22 reels
reels
The Millionaire
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
Sept. 15.1. The
The Chief
Fly Cop
reels
Oct.
Cook
22 reels
Oct. 15. The Candy Kid
2 reels
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Secret Treaty
S reels
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The
Realisation
Negro's Ambitions. . . .23 reel*
reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Mason Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and by Nieht) 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplift Society of America
It May Be Your Dsurhter .
Mo-Toy Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy
Gets
the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In
Jungle
Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
July

Vol. 16. No. 20
Mary and GreteL
Dinkling ot the Circus.
AGoldie
Trip Locks
to the and
Moon.the Three Bears.
Dolly Doings.
School Days.
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reeks
Coots ana Saddle*
S reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
In theGirlHands
the Lew
55 reels
reel*
One Hour (.Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon
Films
The Whip
I reek.
Peter Pan(Mo-toy
FilmTroupe)
Corporation
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 real
Aug. 2. Jimmie, the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Photoplay
Magazine
— Screen
reel releases
giving
intimateSupplement
interviews — ofOneall
the stars.. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earl Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
S reel*
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reel*
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Stunner)
— reel*
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and S reel*
Francis Ford)
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6 reel*
Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
The
Ne'er-DoWell
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
Who Shall Take
My Life?
Frank
J. Seng

7
II•
—

rees*
reels
reel*
reel*

Parentage
7 reel*
Sherman Elliot. Inc.
The Crisis
l • reel*
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reel*
The Land of the Rising Sun
Signet Film Corporation
The Masque of Life
7 reek*
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reds
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reel*
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
It reel*
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reel*
Ultra Film Co.
A Day IsatWest
West Point
West
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The
Secret
45 reels
reel*
The Bishop's
Lottery Man
The Marriage Bond
5 reel*
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard mad
Margarita Fischer)
4 reset
Hell Morgan's
Girl
Come
Through
75 reelsreels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
< re***
The Pursuing Vengeance
5 reels
The Price of Her Soul
7 reels
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6 reel*
The Slave Mart
5 reel*
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ADVERTISERS
BY
PRODUCTS
" Betty and the Buccaneers "
(Mutual-American — Five Reels)
CAMERAS
Bass Camera Co
3493
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
Burke & James
3493
Outside of the admirable acting of Juliette Day in this story CARBONS
Speer Carbon Co
3S01
of the romantic and adventure craving " Betty " the work of an
old seafaring parrot and the touch of pirate atmosphere and CHAIRS
Steel Furniture Co
3513
EQUIPMENT
treasure hunting his presence inspires, is perhaps most noteworthy. ELECTRICAL
Edison Lamp Works
3496
The old polly is a pretty good actor and the nautical phraseology
Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co.. 3493
National Lamp Works
3502
with which his lines bristle keep the audience laughing.
FILMOPING
PRINTING AND DEVELJuliette proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that she is capArt
aboratories
3493
able of mighty clever acting, and as the little girl whose imagEmpire City Film ab
3504
ination runs away with her and carries her up to the clouds, she
Evans Film Mfg. Co
3504
Kalem Co
3489
plays her part for all there is in it. The photography of this LENS
MANUFACTURERS
picture, the beautiful scenic effects, and a number of clever vision
Crown Optical Co
3500
DISPLAY
scenes are all up to the highest standard attained by the Ameri- LOBBY
Newman Mfg. Co
3515
can Film Company, and when you have said that what more is
Rawson & Evans Co
3493
MISCELLANEOUS
there to say.
A. B. C. Film Co
3493
Automatic Ticket Selling &
Rollin S. Storgeon, who directed the production, did some exCash
Register
Co
3514
cellent work in casting the players for this story. Charles MarCahill-Igoe Co
3513
riott as the studious old professor, Tote de Crow, as Captain
Exhibitors'Film
Booking
Assn....
3489
Rothacker
Mfg. Co.
Back cover
Tobias Crook, the old pirate sea captain, and William Kyle, GorMotion Picture Directory Co. 3515
don Russell and Harold Wilson as his three rum-loving tars are MUSIC & MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
all admirably fitted for their parts.
American Photoplayer Co.... 3515
Bartola Musical Inst. Co 3509
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Filmusic Co
3509
" Betty for
" (Juliette
is the daughter
a retired
who has
Forster Music Pub., Inc 3508
a hobby
collectingDay)
old coins.
She has of
always
lived profeessor,
a prosaic existence
Wm.
Jerome
Pub.
Corp
3507
until Captain Tobias Crook (Tote de Crow), a piratical mariner, induces her
G. Schirmer
3508
father fetos or is taken
accompany
and finance
a lost treasure
hunting voyage.
proVandersloot Mus. Pub. Co.... 3507
to a desert
island slugged
by the buccaneers
and left The
for dead.
M.
Winkler
3509
In the meantime Betty, who has been left behind, meets Dick Winthrop, and
James S. White Co
3509
tells him of the expedition on which her father has embarked. Winthrop PROJECTION
MACHINES
(Joe King)
has
heard
that
Tobias
is
in
the
business
of
promoting
expediEnterprise
Optical
Co
3495
tions, in which he maroons his financial backers on desolate islands and
Precision Machine Co
3517
Nicholas Power Co
3516
starts out to save Betty's father.
Lewis
M.
Swaab
3515
returnshimself
to the and
professor's
home, ofinforms
Bettyin that
her father
is The
dead,captain
and installs
the members
his crew
her home.
In RAW STOCK
a drunken brawl that follows Captain Crook and one of his crew are killed
Eastman Kodak Co
3504
by the other two, who then start after Betty. Frightened, she rushes to
her room, and locks herself in. The door is broken in and Betty faints. SLIDES
Excelsior Illustrating Co.... 3500
When she awakes instead of finding herself in the hands of the marauders, SUPPLY
DEALERS
she is looking up into the smiling faces of Winthrop and her father, who
Amusement
Supply Co
3500
returned just in time to save her.
Independent
VENTILATINGMovie Supply Co. 3493
Typhoon Fan Co
3515
Newman Outfits Two Dayton Theatres
A Dollar Saved
NEWMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, with factories
is nnt only a dollar earned, but it's
An Earning Dollar
located at Cincinnati, Ohio, and 68 West Washington street,
All
supplies
for the M. P. Theatre at fairer
Chicago, manufacturers of brass posters and photo frames, easels,
prices than you'll pay elsewhere.
IT
PAYS
TO DEM. here
railings, grilles and ornamental work, is equipping the Apollo and
Columbia theatres of Dayton, Ohio, with the latest style of special
INDEPENDENT
MOVIE
SUPPLY
CO.
Send for Price
ListA».„
"If" New York
hinged
Clh Floor
729 7th
lobby. posters and photo frames to fit the front corners of the
{Continued from page 3489)

(Business
Pfcferin^s
TO ALL
INTERESTED
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS IN SEND
AT ONCE FOR OUR LATEST
LIST. ASTONISHING VALUES
IN HIGHEST GRADE MOTION
PICTURE CAMERAS AND TRIPODS. 1917 MODEL UNIVBRSALS COMPLETE — $235. 1916
MODEL UNIVERSALS COMPLETE—$215. ALL MAKES.
TRIPODS
PROMAGENTS
$15 UP.
ERAL SALES
FOR GENTHE
UNIVERSAL AND THE FAMOUS
K-B COMBINED CAMERA AND
PROJECTOR FOR $150. WRITE
FOR LIST AND BOOKLETS AT
ONCE. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, 108 NO. DEARBORN
STREET. CHICAGO. U. S. A,
For sale, 3, 4, 5 and 6 reel features
In excellent condition, with plenty
of advertising matter. Reasonable.
Big
Film Co., 145 W. 45th St.,
New AYork.
FOR SALE— 6, 5, 4, reel features, 100 singles, comedies and
dramas with and without posters.
Peerless Film Co.. 145 W. 45th
Street, New York City.

fnrlavfetor interesting
Wrifo
"rue loaaJl
ng bookand unique line of describi a ntte
ELECTRIC SIGNS for
PICTURE THEATRES
Lowest prices — Highest e ffieiencief
RAWSON & EVANS CO.
711 W.Washington Boul., Chicago, HI.

and Art

Laboratories
Reputation is a
structure that is
never complete.

The Newman Company were selected to do this work by Mr.
Gross of the Columbia theatre and Mr. Chifos of the Apollo because of the fact that they enjoy the reputation of turning out only
high grade work.
The New Adams theatre in Detroit is also being equipped by
this concern, with special brass photo and poster frames and brass
railing work.

We are building
ours — the work we
do for you is its
foundation. Therefore, every job is
made perfect in
order that our Reputation will stand
firm.
ART LABORATORIES
Developing - Titles - Printing
316 East 48th Street
Morrij Hill 6973
Edmond Kobo, Sop!.
Office:
Bryant 8324
1476 Broadway
NEW YORK

We EXPORT Films all over
the Globe.
What have yon to offer?
Only honorable business considered.
Let us hear from yon.
A. B. C. FILM CO.
145 W. 45th Street
New York
lran^ferteK
Automatically supplies only such voltage at arccurrent
requires.
No wa»te ol
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S. A.
UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed,
better results,
at half the

GET

YOUR RELEASE DATES
IN BY SATURDAY

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Write for 6 new feataret
price.
Burke & James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago
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FEATURES—

CURRENT

AND

COMING

Pn.:;i
Oct.
Oct.

Art Dramas, Inc.
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
8. Untoley
the End (Crane Wilbur Hors-

5
5

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Bluebird Photoplays
17. Bondage (Dorothy Phillips)
22. The Desire of the Moth (Ruth Clif29. The Man Trap (Herbert Rawlinson)
5. The Lash of Power (Carmel My12. Princess Virtue (Mae Murray)
19. The Savage (Ruth Clifford)
26. The
Winged Mystery (Franklyn Farnum)
3. The Raggedy Queen (Violet Mersereau)

S
ford) 5
S
ers) S
5
S
S
5

Butterfly Productions
Oct. 1. The Secret Man (Harry Corey
Edith Sterling)
Oct. 8. The Girl Who Won Out (Violet
Mersereau)
Oct. IS. '49 — '17 (Donna Drew, Joe Girard) .
Oct. 22. Society's
Driftwood (Grace Cunard,
Joe Girard)
Oct 29. A Marked Man (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
Nov. 5. John cis
Ermine ofFord)
Yellowstone (FranNov. 12. The Cricket (Little Zoe Rae)
Nov. 19. The Man from Montana (Neal
Hart, Vivian Rich)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Fox Film Corporation
7. Conscience (Gladys Brockwell)
14. Thou Shalt Not Steal (Virginia Pear21. This is the Life (George Walsh)..
28. Thenum)
Scarlet Pimpernel (Dustin Far4. Miss U. S. A. (June Caprice)
11. Thekova)
Painted Madonna (Sonia Mar18. All for a Husband (Virginia Pear25. A Branded Soul (Gladys Brockwell)

6
son) S
5
5
5
5
son) 5
S

Fox Standard Pictures
Aug. 19. The Spy (Dustin Farnum)
Aug. 26. The Honor System
Sept. 2. Jack and the Beanstalk
Sept. 16. The Conqueror (William Farnum)..
Sept. 30. Camille (Theda Bara)
Oct. 7. When a Man .Sees Red (William
Farnum)
Oct. 14. Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp...
Nov. 4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara)..
Dec. 2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Kellermann)
Dec. 23. The Babes in the Woods

7
10
10
8
6
7
8
6

Goldwyn Features Corp.
7. Fighting Odds (Maxine Elliott)
14. The Spreading Lawn (Jane Cowl) . .
4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy)..
2. Joan of Plattsburgh (Mabel Normand)
16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh)..

6
6
6
6
6
6

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

6

Ivan Feature Productions
Mar. 18. Two Men and a Woman (James
Morrison, Christine Mayo, Ruybe
Do Remer, Guy Coombs, John
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold)
June — One Law For Both

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
1. The Apple-Tree Girl (Shirley Ma)
6. Fools forson)
Luck (Edison
(Taylor Holmes)
(Essanay)
15. The Fibbers (Bryant Washburn)
(Essanay)
22. Cy Whittaker's Ward (Shirley Mason) Hubbard
(Edison)
29. Young Mother
(Mary Mc5. TwoAlister)
Bit (Essanay)
Seats (Taylor Holmes)
(Essanay)

5
9

—
—
—
—
—
—

Metro Pictures Corporation
Oct. I. Paradise Garden (Harold Lockwood)
Oct. 15.8. ALife's
Whirlpool
Barrymore)
Oct.
Sleeping
Memory(Ethel
(Emily
Stevens)
Oct. 22. More Truth Than Poetry (Mme.
Petrova)
Oct. 29. The Aodpted Son (Bushman and
Bayne)
Nov. 5. The Outsider (Emmy Whalen)
Nov. 12. Outwitted (Emily Stevens)
Nov. 19. The Voice of Conscience (Bushman
and Bayne)
Nov. 26. Themore)
Eternal
Mother (Ethel BarryMetro
Dec. 3. The Square Deceiver (Harold Lockwood) Yorke Film
Dec. 10. Alias Mrs. Jessop (Emily Stevens)
M etro
Dec. 17. God's
Outlaw
Bushman,
Beverly
Bayne)(Francis
Metro
Dec. 24. An American Widow (Ethel Barrymore) Metro
Dec. 31. Getting Even (Harold Lockwood)
Yorke Film
Oct,
Oct.
Qct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Mutual Film Corporation
1. HerMinter)
Country's Call (Mary Miles
1. Queen X (Edna Goodrich)
8. Southern Pride (Gail Kane) Amer8. The Girl Angle (Anita King)
Horkheimer
15. The Beautiful Adventure (Ann Murdock)
15. The Calendar Girl (Juliette Day)
22. The Sea Master (Wm. Russell)
22. The Unforseen (Olive Tell)
29. Peggy Leads the Way (Mary Miles
Minter)
29. A Goodrich)
Daughter of Maryland (Edna
5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
12. (Special) The Planter (Tyrone
Power)
19. Snap Judgment (William Russell) .
19. Please Help Emily (Ann Murdock)
Frohman

Paramount Pictures Corp.
Oct. 1. The Ghost House (Jack Pickford &
Louise Huff)
Oct. 8. Arms and the Girl (Billie Burke)
Oct. 8. The Trouble Buster (Vivian MarOct. 15. The Call of the East (Sessue HayaIcflw^s) .............•>.•••••••
Oct. 22. The Son of His Father (Charles
Ray
Oct. 22. The Price Mark (Dorothy Dalton).
Nov. 5. The Antics of Ann (Ann PenningNov. 5. The Hungry Heart (Pauline FredNov. 5. The Clever Mrs. Fairfax (Julian
Eltinge
Nov. 12. The Little Princess (Mary Pickford)
Nov. 12. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
Nov. 12. Jack and JiU (Pickford and Huff)
Nov. 19. Molly Entangled (Vivian Martin)
Nov. 19. The Judgment House (J. Stuart
Blackton'sforProv.)
Nov. 19. Reaching
the Moon (Douglas
Fairbanks)
The Thing We Love (Reid and
Williams)
Nov. 26. Bab's
Matinee Idol (Marguerite
Clark)
Nov. 26. The Silent Man (Wm. S. Hart)
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

15.
22.
12.
19.
26.

Artcraft Releases
(PARAMOUNT)
The Narrow Trail (William S. Hart)
TheFarrar)
Woman God Forgot (Geraldine
The Little Princess (Mary PickThe Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
Desert Dust (Wm. S. Hart)

Oct

6
57
5
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

14. The Torture of Silence (Mrs.
Emmy Linn, F. Genier, E. Tallier,
Mr. Gillisj Gold Rooster D
Oct. 21. The Painted Doll (Ivan Mozukin,
Tanya Fetner, Mme. Lesienko) ...
Nov. 4. The Mark of Cain (Antonio Moreno,
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Sainpolis)
Nov. 11. France
in Arms (War Film)

S
5
S5

Select Pictures
The Common Law (Clara Kimball Young).... 7
War
(Brenon)
85
Vera Brides
the Medium
(Kitty(Nazimova)
Gordon)
The Foolish Virgin (Clara Kimball Young)... 6
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
7
The Argyle Case (Robert Warwick)
7
The Price She Paid (Clara Kimball Young)... 7
The Law of Compensation (Norma Talmadge) 6
The Eternal Sin (Brenon) (Florence Reed)... 6
The Easiest Way (Clara Kimball Young)
8
The Silent Master (Robert Warwick)
7
The Lone Wolf
7
Scandal (Constant Talmadge)
—
The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
—
Lest We Forget (Rita Jolivet)
—
Magda (Clara Kimball Young)
—
The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)
—
The Barrier
—
War Public
on Three
Fronts
—6
The
Be Damned

5
5
ican S
5 Triangle Distributing Corporation
14. One Shot Ross (Roy Stewart)
5
5 Oct,
14. Wild Sumac (Margery Wilson)
5
5 Oct.
Firefly of Tough Luck (Alma
5 Oct. 21. TheRuebens)
5
5 Oct. 21. Cassidy (Dick Rosson)
5
5 Oct. 28. The Man Hater (Winifred Allen) 5
Oct. 28. The Stainless Barrier (Triangle Play5 Nov. 4. Fighting Back (Wm. Desmond, ers) S
5
Claire McDowell)
5
Nov. 4. Up or Down (Geo. Hernandez).... 5
7 Nov.
The Medicine Man (Roy Stewart).. S
5 Nov. 11.
11. Indiscreet Corinne (Olive Thomas). 5
5 Nov. 18. A Case at Law (Dick Rosson) 5
Nov. 18. Fuel of Life (Belle Bennett)
5
Nov. 25. TheAlmaRegenerates
(Walt Whitman, 5
Ruebens)
Nov. 25. For Valor (Winifred AUen)
5
5
5
tin) 5 Oct, 15. Vitag
E. DunraphBakerV-L-SDead Shot
(William
can, Carol Holloway)
5
5 Oct. 22. The Bottom of the Well (Evart
Overton, Adele de Garde, Agnes
S
Alice Terry)
5
5 Oct. 29. TheAyers,
Flaming
Omen
(Mary Ander- S
son,
Alfred
Whitman)
ton) 5 Nov. 5. The Fettered Woman (Alice Joyce,
Webster Campbell)
S
erick) 5 Nov. 12. I Will Repay (Corinne Griffith,
Mary Maurice. Wm. Dunn)
S
5 Nov. 19. Next Door to Nancy (Mildred
5
Manning. Wallace MacDonald) S
Nov. 26. Who Goes There? (Harry Morey,
Corinne Griffith)
5
5
5 Dec. 3. The Tenderfoot (William Duncan,
Carol Holloway
5
5
Dec. 10. An Investment in Petticoats (Mil5
dred Manning, Wallace MacDon- ald) 5
5 Dec. 17. A Woman Between Friends (Alice
Joyce. Marc MacDermott)
5
5 Dec. 24. John
Burt
(Mary
Anderson, Al- 5
fred
Whitman)
5 Dec. 31. His Own People (Harry Morey.
5
Gladys Leslie)
S
5
S
ford) S
5
5

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Oct. 7. The Heart of Ezra Greer (Fredererick Warde, Leila Frost, George
Forth,
Thomas A. Curran, LU- 5
lian
Mueller)
Oct. 14. Stranded in Arcady (Mrs. Vernon Castle, ElliottDDexter), As- 5
tra

Wholesome Films Corporation
The Penny andPhilanthropist
Ralph Morgan),(Peggy
D O'Neil 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special
Children's Cast), Juv
4
Oct. 15.
Oct. 22.
Oct. 29.
Nov. 5.
Nov. 12.
Nov. 19.
Nov. 26.

World Pictures
Shall
We Arthur
Forgive Ashley)
Her (June Elvidge,
The Dormant Power (Ethel Clayton)
TheMadgeBurglar
Blackwell,
Evans. (Carlyle
Evelyn Greeley)
...
The Maid of Belgium (Alice Brady)
The Alibi (June Elvidge, Arthur
Ashley
Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
The
Good Evelyn
for Nothing
(Carlyle
Blackwell,
Gre«ley)

5
5
5
S
5
5
S
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Motiograph
knoiun for its SERVICE
its

WEAR

-EVER

and

qualities

GO andinto
place He
of business
askanv
forMOTIOGRAPH
MOTIOGRAPH dealer's
GEARS.
will tell
you that he does not carry them in stock, for he has never
known a gear on the Motiograph to wear out. Even if it
has been in use for four, five or even six years, every user will
tell you the same story.
Every other part of the machine is made of the same high
class material and backed up by our MOTIOGRAPH
EXPERT
MECHANICS.
Call at any MOTIOGRAPH
will find
THE

QUALITY
Write

ENTERPRISE
564-572

West

GOES

dealer, check

CLEAR

it up and you

THROUGH

for literature

OPTICAL

Randolph

Street,

MFG.

CO.

Chicago,

Illinois

Western Office: — 833 Market Street, San Francisco, California
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The

Latest

Achievement
Motion

in

Picture

Projection

Edison

Mazda

C

Motion

Picture

Lamps

THEY
cut down operating expenses by saving current, and
give a light of even intensity which greatly improves the
quality of the pictures. Better than the old arc light in every
way — offers greater accessibility, less heat, no dust, no carbon
ash, no fumes.
Every performance means a money loss to you as long as you
continue the old method of projection. Get in touch with our
nearest distributor or write for Bulletin, telling about this new
Edison Mazda development.
EDISON

LAMP

WORKS

of General Electric Company
HARRISON, N. J.
NEW YORK
United
Theatrt' Equipment
Corp.
729 Seventh
Ave.
Independent
Movie
Supply
Co.
729 Seventh Ave.
Chas.131 Beseler
Co.St.
E. 23rdBOSTON
A. T.15 Thompson
Tremont St.
PHILADELPHIA
Phil.132Elec.
Co.. St.Supply Dept.
So. 11th

Partial List of Distributors:
United
Theatre
Equip.
Corp.
CLEVELAND
United
Theatre
Equip.
1233 Vine St.
314 Columbia
Bids. Corp.
Williams.
Brown St.4 Earle
918 Chestnut
CINCINNATI
ATLANTA
United
Southern
115 W.Theatre
7th St.Equip. Corp.
Atlanta,Theatre
Ga. Equip. Co.
DALLAS
CHICAGO
E. E.3208Fulton
Southern
Theatre
CarrollCo.Ave.
1816 Main
St. Equip. Co.
PITTSBURGH
DETROIT
United Theatre Equip. Corp.
Erker611 Bros.
OpticalAve.Co.
940 Penn Ave.
N. Grand
OMAHA
United
13th Theatre
& HarneyEquip.
St. Corp.

MINNEAPOLIS
United Theatre
Equip. Corp.
16 No. 7th St.
KANSAS
CITY
Kansas
Citv Machine
813 Walnut
St. & Supply Co.
DES MOLNES
Kansas
UticaCity
Bids.Machine & Supply Co.
Erker Bros. ST.
OpticalLOUIS
Co.
608 Olive St.
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate St,
G. A.117 Hetcalf

\
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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absolutely insists that he receive film which is
being shown at this advance in price. To do
ever, he must go up in his rentals and pay the
enough to warrant their improving their
service.
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
| industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
[ ventions
in the mechanical
and scientific
field;devices
projection
helps, and
inand suggestions
; camera
analyzed
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor

i\
§
I\
\
\
\
{
\
|

The War Tax vs. Film and Equipment
THIS is the question which is being asked from one
end of the country to the other by theatre owners
and managers. It is a question which is naturally
of the most vital importance and one which cannot be
ignored, though its importance is not as great at the present time as it may be in the future, when these taxes are
still further increased.
It is for this future contingency which we must prepare
at the present time.
Many of the theatres are raising their admission prices,
which should not only take care of the tax but should materially increase the theatre profits.
There is no form of amusement today where so much
is given and so little received in return.
Where can a man or woman go and enjoy themselves
from an hour to two hours with the small outlay that they
can when they attend motion pictures? There is therefore
not only justice but right in this increase in admission
price.
There are, however, other angles to be carefully considered. The first is that the public has been educated to
the present prices and therefore in increasing them the
theatre men must be able to offer inducements for patronage which are superior to those offered at the present
time.
* * * *
THE

STORY ON THE SCREEN is what every man
is selling. Therefore, the choice of subjects to be
shown can be picked out by each individual theatre
owner for his own particular clientele. This is entirely up
to him, as there is very little difficulty in fitting the picture
to the audience.
The chief trouble to-day is therefore not the subject of
the film, but the physical conditions of that film, combined
with the mechanical projection of it on the screen. This
makes the picture projected a salable commodity which
will attract patrons or one which automatically poisons
the mind of patrons against
*f* pictures
*(* T as a whole.

THERE is absolutely uo use in advocating that the
theatre man raise his price, or trying to show him
the wisdom in so doing unless he sees to it and

3497
worthy of
this, howexchanges
inspection

In addition to this the theatre man must absolutely insist upon their operators lending their co-operation to the
exchanges and examining every film minutely before it is
shown on the screen. This is being done at the present
time with the greatest success by the members of the
Anti-Misframe League, who started this co-operative
practice some time ago.
We have on the market today projectors capable to
doing ioo per cent efficiency work. These projectors,
however, cannot be expected to stand up for an unlimited
length of time without proper attention.
* * * *

going through the theatres across the country we
find that some projection machines have been used
as long as six and seven years. We find sprockets
on these machines from which the teeth have been in some
instances absolutely sheared off. In others we find that
this process is only starting, and that the teeth have
reached the stage where they are undercut, this being
caused by the continual wear of the film against the teeth.
This condition tears the film and makes the film absolutely
unsatisfactory for use in the next house which may have
a machine in perfect condition. This means so many feet
of film absolutely ruined for which there is no excuse,
with sprockets selling at from $2 to $3 each.
This lack of upkeep in the machines themselves is absolutely due to nothing but gross carelessness on the part of
the theatre owner, or of his operator, who often neglects
or overlooks calling the attention of the manager to the
defects in the machine which is projecting the picture, and
which is the only thing sold to the patron. This question
of replacement of parts is something which is given altogether too little attention by theatre owners. It is a detail
which actually spells success or failure. It is not merely
the parts which need replacing, but in many places the entire projector should be *junked.
* * *

BY

projection machine is not the only part of the
equipment which is being overlooked or maltreated We find the source of light is another problem which must not be overlooked. Alternating current
as against direct current must be considered. The angle
at which the picture is being thrown on the screen is another factor which enters into its perfection and the right
which a manager has to increase his admission fees.
All of these things are of the utmost importance, and
are not realized by the theatre managers who for the past
few years have gone along without giving any thought to
anything other than that their patrons were getting their
money's worth.
This is absolutely true. They were getting their money's worth, but now is the time when you've got to give
them more perfect pictures and get more money in return.
Therefore, there is no use in fooling ourselves, we have
got to get better pictures in better condition and project
them with better machinery or we are going to lose the
patronage which we enjoy at the present time.
Of course, these things do not apply to a great many
of the houses throughout the country, yet the affect
enough of them to cause a great falling off in motion picture patronage in general unless they are attended to.
Motion pictures today are popular, and they will continue to be so, even at an advance in admission prices if
we can prove to the public that we are giving them a better product on the screen for the advance in the admission's rate.
E. K. Gillett.
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lumens; 4* represent™ ■
T HE subject of iliumthe area of the surface
Important
Data
on Illumination
brilliancy, is an important
of a sphere at the center
Which Should Be Preserved for
is
of located).
which the light source
one in motion picture proFuture Reference
jection, and the experimental work of the last few years has resulted in considerable
10. LUX — a unit of illumination equal to one lumen per square
meter. The C. G. S. (metric) unit of illumination is one lumen
literature of a valuable nature upon the efficiency of the light
per square centimeter. For this unit Blondel has proposed the
sources and screen surfaces used with optical projection apparatus. In all of the more important articles on illumination, the name "Phot." One millilumen per square centimeter ( milliphot) t
is a practical derivative of the C. G. S. system. One foot-candle
various characteristics of light sources, light distribution, etc.
are expressed in standard terms, which, while well understood by is one lumen per square foot and is equal to 1.0764 milliphots.
(The milliphot is recommended for scientific records).
illuminating engineers are frequently the cause of much confusion on the part of the lay reader. As it is our intention to
11. EXPOSURE — the product of an illumination by the time.
publish in the forthcoming issues of the Projection Department
Blondel has proposed the name " phot-second " for the unit of
some valuable and timely articles on screen illumination, the exposure in the C. G. S. system. The microphot second (O.OOOOOt
efficiency of various light-sources, and the optical system of the phot-second) is a convenient unit for photographic plate exposure;
projector, it is therefore thought advisable to first present a list
12. SPECIFIC LUMINOUS RADIATION, E', is the luminous
of definitions of the standard units by which light sources and
flux-density emitted by a surface,
flux emitted per unit!
E' = boorin the
of
emissive area. It is expressed
lumens per square centit
illumination are measured and expressed in the literature on
meter. It is defined by the equation :
these subjects. The definitions which follow are the standard
definitions of the Illuminating Engineering Society, and we recommend that these be carefully saved by all readers of the Proin the case of the surfaces obeying Lamberts' Cosine Law off
emission. (The Lambert cosine law will be explained and demonjection Department, as it will greatly facilitate the exact understrated in a subsequent installment — Ed.)
standing of some subsequent articles if these definitions are
available for reference.
13. The BRIGHTNESS, b, of an element of a luminous surThe definitions are as follows :
face from a given position, may be expressed in terms of the
luminous intensity per unit area of the surface projected on a
1. LUMINOUS FLUX, F, is radiant power evaluated according
to its visibility, i. e., its capacity to produce the sensation of light.
plane perpendicular to the line of sight, and including only a'
surface of dimensions negligibly small in comparison with the
2. The VISIBILITY, K\ of radiation, of a particular wavedistance at which it is observed. It is measured in candles per
length, is the ratio of the luminous flux to the radiant power
square centimeter of the projected area, and defined by the
producing it. (The Greek letter ^ represents the wave-length, or
color, or dominant-hue of the light considered.)
dl
equation :
3. The MEAN VALUE OF THE VISIBILITY, Km, over any
range of wave-lengths, or for the whole visible spectrum of any
source, is the ratio of the total luminous flux (in lumens) to
where 0 is the angle between the
normal to the surface and the
the total radiant power (in ergs per second, but more commonly
dScos*
line of sight.
b=
in watts). |
4. The LUMINOUS INTENSITY, I, of a point source of
14. The NORMAL BRIGHTNESS, bo, of an element of a surface (sometimes called the specific luminous intensity) is the
light is the solid angular density of the luminous flux emitted
by the source in the direction considered ; or it is the flux per
brightness taken in a direction normal to the surface, (in practice, the brightness b of a luminous surface or element thereof is
unit solid angle from that source. It is defined by the equation :
dF
observed, and not the normal brightness t>°. For surfaces for1
which the cosine law of emission holds, the quantities b and bo are
equal).
I=
15. BRIGHTNESS may also be expressed in terms of the
or, if the intensity is uniform,
F
specific luminous radiation of an ideal surface of perfect diffusdo
qualities, i. e., one
w
6.ingLAMBERT—
the obeying
C. G. S.Lambert's
(metric)cosine
unit law.
of brightness is
where " is the solid angle.
the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface radiating or reflecting one lumen per square centimeter. This is equivalent to
5. Strictly speaking no point source exists, but any source of
dimensions which are negligibly small by comparison with the the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface having a codistance at which it is observed may be treated as a point source.
efficient of reflection equal to unity and an illumination of one
phot. For most purposes, the millilambert (0.001 lambert) is
6. ILLUMINATION, E, on a surface, is the luminous fluxdensity on that surface or the flux per unit of the intercepting
the preferable practical unit.
area. It is defined by the equation :
A perfectly diffusing surface emitting one lumen per square foot
dF
will have a brightness of 1.076 millilamberts.
Brightness expressed in candles per square centimeter may
dS
E =
be reduced to LAMBERTS by multiplying by *- = 3.14. ( The
or, when uniform,
Greek letter ir represents the ratio of the circumference of a
F
circle to the diameter and its numerical value is 3.1416. It is much
used in photometric calculations, and its meaning and numerical value should be borne in mind. — Ed.)
where S is the area of the intercepting surface.
Brightness expressed in candles per square inch may be reduced to foot-candle brightness bv multiplying by the factor
7. CANDLE — the unit of luminous intensity maintained by the
national laboratories of France, Great Britain, and the United
144 r (144x3.1416) =452.
States. (This unit, which is used also by many other countries,
Brightness expressed in candles per square inch mav be reduced
is frequently referred to as the international candle).
to LAMBERTS by multiplying by t/6-45 = 0.4868.
8. CANDLEPOWER — luminous intensity expressed in candles.
In practice, no surface obeys exactly Lambert's cosine law of
9. LUMEN — the unit of luminous flux, equal to the flux
emission ; hence the brightness of a surface in LAMBERTS is,
emitted in a unit solid angle (steradian) by a point source of in general, not numerically equal to its specific luminous radiaunit candlepower. (A uniform source of one candle emits 4t
tion in LUMENS per square centimeter, but in this case is
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dF
dS
L = —

or, when uniform,

F

L= —S
17. COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION— the ratio of the total
luminous flux reflected by a surface to the total luminous flux incident upon it. It is a simple numeric. The reflection from a
surface may be regular (specular), diffuse or mixed. In perfect
regular reflection, all of the flux is reflected from the surface
at an angle of reflection equal to the angle of incidence. In perfect diffuse reflection the flux is reflected from the surface in
all directions in accordance with Lambert's cosine law. In most
practical cases there is a superposition of regular and diffuse
reflection.
18. The COEFFICIENT OF REGULAR REFLECTION is
the ratio of the luminous flux reflected regularly to the total
incident flux.
19. The COEFFICIENT OF DIFFUSE REFLECTION is the
ratio of the luminous flux reflected diffusely to the total incident
flux, and, letting m be the coefficient of reflection (either regular
or diffuse), is defined, for any given portion of a surface, by:
' • E'
tn = —E
(To be continued next week.)
Has Cure for Noisy Rectifier
INDIANA (name and town suppressed by request) writes as
follows :
"Am sending a description of how to stop a rectifier from
humming. It is simple, but it does the work. We have one of
the late models (G. E. Mercury Arc Rectifier) and I don't know
just how to connect up the old models as I haven't worked on
cne for quite a while and I have almost forgotten the different
hook-up on the hack of the panel. The one that I am using now
has a lever to regulate the amperage ; also a double-throw threepole switch, which is thrown up for direct current and down for
alternating. It has been in use for almost two years and has
been making quite a good deal of noise, so I fixed it up, although
I don't know if it will meet with your approval.
" Here's how I did it. First I rounded up an old rheostat, one
that can be regulated ; be sure it is not shorted. Then I connected itup as the diagram shows. It works all right and hasn't
given me any trouble since. If you can pass it favorably, pass
it on to the fellow that has a noisy rectifier."

Comment: Provided the rheostat which you have shown in
your drawing is properly designed, there is no reason why it
would not work in place of the reactance on the G. E. Mercury
Arc Rectifier. It is quite true that a rheostat can be made less
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noisy than a reactance. A reactance, however, as is well known,
is designed to be an efficient current reducer, whereas, in a
rheostat all the current reduced is in the form of heat dissipated
in the rheostat. The makers of the Mercury Arc Rectifier, no
doubt, use the reactance because it is more efficient, while, in
most cases, it will also be found quite noiseless.
In some cases rectifiers become noisy due to rough handling
in shipment, causing loose laminations, etc., and it also occurs
sometimes that rectifiers became noisy after several years' use,
as in the case of the present correspondent. This noise may be
eliminated by cutting in a rheostat, as shown in the diagram, but
this procedure is by no means to be recommended in preference
to the use of the reactance supplied with the rectifier.
Iris Dissolver for Changing Over
<<D F. RANDEGGER, Chicago, 111., writes:
■TV." I see by the current issue of the News that the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers have adopted the suggestion that I
offered some time ago in regard to the use of titles to change
over on, and I am sure if it is used by the manufacturers it will
prove satisfactory in most cases.
"Here is a method of dissolving . (changing over is the correct
term. — Ed.) that I have been using, which, although a little expensive, gives excellent results, and I am sure that wide-awake
exhibitors would not mind the expense.
" I have been using the pair of iris dissolvers taken from a
Powers Double Dissolving Stereopticon, and have them fitted to
the projecting lenses of my Simplexes, replacing, of course, the
short connecting rod between the two irises with a longer one.
This pair of iris dissolvers cost $15, but I am sure that they
could be made in quantities and sold for considerably less than
Comment: The method of changing over referred to by the
correspondent was mentioned in our account of the New York
meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers (News of
October 27, page 2965) and consists, briefly, of ending each part
ofthat."
a multiple reel film with a sub-title, and commencing the
succeeding reel with the same sub-title. When changing over
from one machine to the other these two identical sub-titles
are on the screen simultaneously, and provided the titles are
accurately framed, when the projectors are threaded, the effect
is as near perfect as any method of changing over could ever be>
This is by no means a new scheme as it has been practised by
various concerns, and in various isolated theatres for some
years past, but since it has been approved as good practice and
recommended by the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, it is
likely that the use of this method will spread considerably, and
that representative film producers will shortly prepare their
positive prints in a manner which will facilitate the carrying out
of this system of changing over.
The correspondent's method of dissolving the pictures with iris
diaphragms when changing over from one machine to another
will doubtless prove of interest to all readers. The type of iris
diaphragms which he uses are well known in the trade, being
made by Bausch and Lomb and supplied with the various makes
of double dissolving stereopticons.
With regard to their use on motion picture projectors we have
the following comments to make : The correspondent states that
he has them attached to the lenses (presumably by the three
thumb screws with which they are provided) of his projectors.
The focusing of a projector lens is a delicate operation, and
it does not take much movement of a correctly focused motion
picture projecting lens to completely destroy the accuracy of the
definition on the screen. It appears, therefore, that the operation of these dissolvers would alter the focus of the projecting
lens each time a change-over was made, if they are attached to
the lenses as stated by the correspondent.
There is no doubt, however, that the effect produced by a
good pair of iris dissolvers is a very pleasing one, and if it is
found that they alter the focal adjustment of the projector lenses,
they might be mounted at some other place in the optical system of
the projector. We have, for instance, seen a pair of iris
diaphragms mounted to the lamp-house cones of two projectors
and connected by an overhead system of levers which were readily
accessible but out of the operator's way. We trust that Mr.
Randegger will communicate further information on this subject,
and, if possible, supply a sketch of his method of attaching the
iris diaphragms to the lenses of his machines.
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"Standing
Room
Only"
How
often does that apply to
your theatre?
While your attendance depends primarily on
the pictures you show, the number of regular
patrons who come week in and week out depends on the way you show the pictures.
It is the steady attendance of regular patrons
that pays best. To build up that patronage show
your pictures the

Pledge
National Anti-Misframe. League
A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his pro*M fession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange m
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that 1 will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the
exchange
that effect so that they may use their
rfT~,.ir
f0 correct
thistoevil.

way, by using a Marlux projection lens which
insures clear illumination and sharp definition
of every detail in every part of every picture.
The Marlux costs no more than any
good lens, and gives better results.
Ask your Dealer about the optical perfection and
the focusing construction of the Marlux, or write
direct to
CROWN

OPTICAL COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

I
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HOW
TO
SAVE
MONEY
Send for our NEW THEATRE CATALOG and get
in touch with us.
We have just issued the most complete catalog ever published
of
goods
the MOVING
PICTURE THEATRE.
In all
it you
will pertaining
find a lot ofto valuable
information.
Sent free upon request.

[
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Roll of Honor
Eddie
O'Dell
Monett,
Martin A. Kirchner
Monett, Mo.
Mo.
Ernest Lissard
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
John
Jr
Standard,Mont.
III.
Ira E.Novak,
La Londe
Outlook,
Charles Trammel
Pruden, Tenn.
George Letzner
Lorain, Ohio
Walter Strang
Lorain, Ohio
Charles N. Beidlman
Exeter, Cal.
C. W. Langford
Lewiston, Pa.
Ewell M. Gordon
Athens, Ala.
J. W. Anderson
Belt, Mont.

Members previously recorded
Members registered this 'week

526
12

Total membership to date

538

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
| Member's name
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade.
Home address
Dealers
in Motiograph,
Simple®, Edison
and Standard
Machines, § Name of theatre where employed
Transverters,
Motor Generators,
Rectifiers
and Everything
Address of theatre and name of manager
Pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres
Third Floor, Mailers Building,
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in this
Corner Madison Street and Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so, many
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
having merely given their names and name of city, without any
Hiiinm;munri nnMiTHmuiwiiinimiunmMiiiiiinTiiuiiiTHMiiintiTiiiininniiiinTTiiiniTnirniinnrmnnntmtittTniittiiiumnirminiTrrfn miTimiimrimTiimirrrnmin^ street address, making it impossible for the post office to deliver
the letters addressed to them.
Greet
Your
THANKSGIVING
CHRISTMAS
NEW YEARS

Patrons

with

i
|
E

Nicholas Power Company Notes
The United States Government and the National Y. M. C. A.,
in their general programme for the entertainment of the new na■lid:
tional army have undoubtedly considered motion pictures as the
most important and most popular form of amusement, and considering the large number of motion picture projection machines
Special New Artistic Designs
recently installed at the various army cantonments, it would appear
Each Slide Hand Colored
that motion pictures have become as much a part of army life
as any other form of instruction given to the enlisted men. The
Nicholas Power Company have furnished a large number of the
25c each— set of 12— $2i2
projection machines to these camps, and during the past week they
Write for Pamphlet illustrating and describing them: also
report the following new installations of the Cameragraph : Camp
our latest stock advertising and announcement slide catalogues.
Shelby, Hattiesburg, Miss.; Fort Caswell, Wilmington. N. C. :
EXCELSIOR
ILLUSTRATING
CO.
Army Y. M. C. A., Fort Myer, Va. ; Army Y. M. C. A., Norfolk.
Va. ; Navy Y. M. C. A., Cape Charles, Va. ; Navy Y. M. C A., Nor219 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
folk, Va. ; Army Y. M. C. A., Fortress Monroe, Va., and at the Y.
M. C. A., Harvard Radio School, Cambridge. Mass.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PI CTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Lucas Busy with Simplex
The Lucas Theatre Supply Co., Atlanta, Ga., have been very
active lately in the educational field, and as a result of their
efforts in this direction have installed Simplex projectors in the
following institutions : Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn,
Ala.; the Brenau College, Gainesville, Ga. ; Clemson College,
Clemson, S. C. ; State Normal School for Girls, Harrisonburg,
Va. ; Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La., and the
Lfnited States Penitentiary.
Some other Simplex installations reported during the week
include the new large theatre of J. Fred Zimmerman, The
Edgemont, at Chester, Pa. ; Harry Crandall's New Knickerbocker
Theatre, Washington, D. C, and the 1,200-seat Knickerbocker
Theatre at Columbus, Ohio.

IS£5LS15-°JisiGNMENT OF

Power Forces Active in Omaha

on a two weeks' honeymoon.

W. W. Lewis, Nicholas Power's representative, is spending a
few days at the Omaha, Neb., branch of the United Theatre
Equipment Corporation. " I have been over the territory and I
find the middle Western exhibitors are good students of equipment and projection," he said. " More than that, they are all
good business men and they realize the value of giviug the public
its money's worth. Business is splendid throughout Nebraska,
and one of the best winters of the state's history is looked for,
the exhibitors tell me."
F. A. Van Husan, manager of the U. T. E. branch in Omaha,
says Mr. Lewis made a flying trip through northern Nebraska
and sold a number of machines.
E. J. Dean, of York, Neb., has opened a brand new theatre,
buying a Minusa screen and two Power machines. The Orpheum, a Martin-Beck house in Lincoln, Neb., has bought a
Power 6-Z machine. The Orpheum, a motion picture theatre in
chine.
South Omaha, Neb., has also installed a new Power 6-B ma-

A. L. Raven, of the sales forces of the Nicholas Power Company, was an active and enthusiastic volunteer in the Liberty
Bond sales army and his efforts resulted in the sales of many
thousand dollars of bonds among motion picture people.
PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

The Columbia theatre, Omaha, Neb., has installed a Power
6-A machine. The Holdrege, Neb., Auditorium Association has
installed a booth and Power machine in the auditorium of that
city. The house seats 3,500.
II

1 1■ i
A Bulk of Powers' Projectors Recently Made Their Way Into Omaha. Neb.
Bird, of Power Forces, a Benedict
Fred J. Bird, of the sales department of the Nicholas Power
Company, on Thursday, November 1, was married to Marion
Evelyn Cox, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Chas. N. Cox, of
Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Bird has been connected with the Nicholas
Power Company for about five years and is very popular with
the motion picture exhibitors and accessory men. Miss Cox,
W'holynhas
rich contraltoMr. voice,
has Bird
been have
prominent
amateura theatricals.
and Mrs.
left for inthe BrookSouth

EXCEPTIONAL
ARE NOW

SPEER
That

ADVANTAGES
AFFORDED

"ALTERNO"
CARBONS
Were Never Before Deemed Possible

Perfect Projection
Noiseless Operation

Immovable Arc
Brilliant Illumination

A bright, flickerless, eye-resting light
No changes required in booth equipment

I

m

WITH

By the adoption of special materials, both in the body of the carbon and the core, the Speer Carbon Company is able to offer
to the exhibitor and operator a carbon with intensely bright, white light producing qualities. The illuminating qualities of the
SPEER " ALTERNO " CARBONS bring out the minute details of the film and yet have a most pleasing effect on the eye.
The operators'
whichto included
wandering
light, ghosts
sputtering
of the
arc, and of
a noise
almost
intolerable,
have all difficulties,
been relegated
by-gone adays.
This entire
conditionin the
has picture,
been changed
by the
introduction
the SPEER
" ALTERNO " NOISELESS CARBONS for alternating current.
The exceptional advantages and possibilities now afforded for alternating current counteract the arguments formerly used for
the installation of elaborate and expensive apparatus for the changing of alternating current to direct.
Write today for the folder describing Speer " Alterno" Carbons
"THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE"
Speer
iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii

Carbon

Company

St. Marys,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!
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National MAZDA C Projector Lamp
20 Amperes — 28-30 Volts
600 Watts

NAT

Bring

Projection
Operators

and exhibitors

Up

Your

to

are thoroughly

Date
tired of the

troubles that come from old-fashioned
projection
methods. The welcome accorded the new NATIONAL
MAZDA
C Projector Lamp has been so prompt that
already hundreds of theaters are being equipped with it.
This lamp does away with flickering light. It steadies
and brightens the picture. It gives to the screen a
brilliant illumination that's absolutely uniform from
- - . '■■»«;
_
corner to corner.
This MAZDA
lamp is never refocussed. Once adjusted, it
requires no further attention. When it finally burns out, a new
lamp swings into place without the loss of a moment.
It reduces the hazard of fire.

It does not overheat the booth.

The patron likes it because of the better pictures. The operator
likes it because the strain of attention is gone — he has " nothing
to watch but the film." The exhibitor likes it because it pays for
itself in economy of current and afterwards adds to the dividends.
For full information about this new lamp and how your
projector may be rebuilt to accommodate it, write your supply
house or Nela Specialties Division, National Lamp Works of
General Electric Co., 106 Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
il!j'l!!l!il!!l!!!llliill!llfl!ll!!
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Color Sensitometry
As we have seen in the preceding issues how the speed or
sensitiveness of ordinary photographic plates is determined, it
will prove interesting to consider the methods by which the colorsensitiveness of ortho- and panchromatic emulsions is investigated,
which is a question of interest in view of the extensive experimental work that is constantly being prosecuted in the realm of
color photography.
There are, in general, two methods of color sensitometry, e. g.,
quantitative and qualitative methods, and since we have just con< eluded, in the previous issue, the description of quantitative sensiI tometric methods, we will logically follow this up by considering
first the quantitative methods of color sensitometry, whereby
more or less exact numerical data concerning the spectral sensitiveness of color-sensitive plates and films is secured.
It will immediately appear to all practical readers that if we
desire to ascertain the color-sensitiveness of a given film or plate
we could secure some information along this line by exposing the
plate to the spectrum, for instance the solar spectrum, and plotting
the densities of the developed plate against wave-lengths throughout the extent of the spectrum which is recorded by the plate.
Before considering this matter any further it should be emphasized, however, that the prismatic spectrum cannot well be employed insuch procedure, because, as is well known, the dispersion
of the prismatic spectrum is not proportional to the wave-length.
The red of the prismatic spectrum is unduly contracted in area,
while the blue is unduly extended. The red of the prismatic
spectrum is therefore of greater intensity than would be the
1 case for normal dispersion and the red region of a spectrum
exposure with prismatic apparatus will show an apparently exalted
i degree of red-sensitiveness which the plate in reality does not
| possess. For this reason it is necessary, in making sensitometric
: test exposures to the spectrum, to use a normal spectrum, such
for instance as the spectrum produced with a diffraction grating.
Sir Wm. Abney was an early worker in the field of color
l sensitometry. As long ago as 1888 he practised the method of
exposing a photographic plate to the spectrum, and also impressing
| upon the plate a series of varying exposures to white light. The
: measured opacities at various parts of the spectrum exposure
! were interpolated between the values of the measured opacities of
j the white light exposures and the curve thus plotted was representative of equivalent intensities incident. While the results
( thus secured are in general independent of exposure or time of
development they are far from being an accurate representation
Iof chromatic sensitiveness, because no account is taken of the
fact that the steepness of gradation of a photographic emulsion
Ivaries with differing wave-length of the exposing light. This
!latter point was briefly touched upon in our previous articles on
I" Photographic Resolving Power," and various investigators have
■shown that photographic gradation varies with changing wavelength of the exposing light.
The process of color sensitometry which consists of making
exposures to the spectrum and plotting curves of density against
wave-length has been brought to a high stage of accuracy, however, by R. James Wallace,1 whose methods
be briefly summed
up as follows: The plates to be tested (forcanchromatic
sensitiveness) are exposed to daylight in a spectrograph specially designed
^_Mr\ Wallace. This instrument is known as the Wallace
Diffraction Spectograph and is shown diagramatically in Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1, which is a side elevation, it is seen that the collimator
section of the instrument is mounted on a hinge and may therefore
3C inclined to the body of the instrument. In addition to thus peruitting the grating spectrum to be centered on the photographic
Mate, the slit of the spectrograph can be pointed to the Northern
;ky, which is the illumination Wallace uses in making test exposures. In Fig. 1, A is a spectroscopic slit whose width is
idjusted by the graduated drum B. The slit is focussed with
Respect to the collimator lens D by the focusing pinion C. Having

Marc^lTo?)" Pag« T^SO.' L

Astrophysical J°urnaI- Vo1- 25- N°- 2

traversed the collimator tube and lens D, the light from slit A
falls upon the diffraction grating W and is dispersed into a
spectrum which is transmitted by the lens E to the photographic
plate at the focal plane M. The plate-holder is mounted between
the guides N and Ni and may be moved past the exposure
aperture /8, Fig. la, by a rack and pinion actuated by the Knob O.
A series of spectra can therefore be photographed on one plate.

As the intensity of the daylight used in making the test exposures is found to Fij.t.
vary, Wallace makes preliminary exposures
on a standard plate of known speed (the same brand being always
used), which is his method of determining the intensity of the
light on the various occasions when tests of color-sensitiveness
are made. When the test-plates are developed their densities are
measured with a Brace-Wallace spectrophotometer, and from these
measurements the curves of spectral sensitiveness are plotted for
the various plates. In the practice of color sensitometry by making
exposures to the spectrum and plotting their measured densities
against wave-length it is important that the developed densities
of various plates should be proportional to their sensitiveness
which cannot be guaranteed by merely developing the plates for
the same length of time. Instead of developing the various test
plates for the same time they must be developed to the same 7 (see
last week's article), if accurate comparisons are to be secured,
and Mr. Wallace develops all his test plates to 7 1.
Color sensitometry is still a very unsettled branch of photographic research, and no particular method of determining the
chromatic sensitiveness of plates and films has yet found universal
acceptance; but Mr. Wallace's system, as described in the paper
cited, is as carefully worked out and as accurate as any method
that has been proposed to date.
A simple and practical method of estimating quantitatively the
color sensitiveness of an ortho- or panchromatic emulsion is that
proposed
by be
Dr.tested
J. M. are
Eder.
In Eder's
method two
the plate to
exposed
to a standard
light sections
through ofa
yellow filter and a blue filter respectively, the exposures being
made with the graduated sector-wheel used in the Scheiner system
of sensitometry. This method is based on the assumption that
with normal exposures any sensitiveness to light of longer wave
length than 500, in the case of a color-sensitive plate, can be
considered as being produced by the action of the dye with which
the plate was sensitized. Accordingly the spectrum is divided
into two at W. L. 500 by the pair of filters used, because, as is
well known, the spectral sensitiveness of an ordinary emulsion
terminates at about 500 in the blue-green.
Eder's yellow filter consists of a 4 per cent solution of Potassium
Chromate used in a cell of 1 cm. internal thickness, while his blue
filter consists of a 2 per cent solution of Copper Sulphate saturated
with ammonia, likewise used in a cell of 1 cm. internal section.
The color-sensitiveness of a plate or film is represented in
Eder's method by the ratio.
blue sensitiveness
yellow sensitiveness
which, in the case of an ordinary, non-color-sensitive, plate will
be numerically stated as about 112'
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Naturally such productions as The
Birth of a Nation, Intolerance, Joan
the Woman,

and A Daughter

of the

Gods, were made on

EASTMAN
FILM

The film that first made motion pictures
practical, remains to-day a big factor in
their success.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.

TO
THIS
If you would have your DEVELOPING and PRINTING done in
the most expert manner, have EVANS do it for you.
We have one of the most modern!; equipped plants iu the world
for doing this particular line of work, employ the most skilled
operators in every department, and all work is safeguarded in
the most careful manner to assure you of the best possible
results.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.

416-24 West 216th Street
New York City
Telephone— St. Nicholas 3443-44
—

Printing, Developing,

-

Toning, Tinting

Titles
Domestic

Foreign

Empire City Film Laboratories, Inc.
345 West 40th Street
New York
Be sure to mention " MOTION
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As Eder makes his tests by the Schtiner method of sensitometry his sensitiveness determinations are, of course, based upon
the observation of the " Schwellenw erth " or least deposit visible
in the developed test-plates, but the principles of his method of
color sensitometry, using yellow and blue filters, may be applied
to H. and D. procedure, in which case the inertiae of the sections
of a plate exposed behind the yellow and blue filters would be
calculated, instead of observing the threshold exposure. If,
therefore, we expose sections of a color-sensitive plate to al
standard light behind the H. and D. sector wheel, with yellow
and blue screens (as used by Eder) interposed, and determine
the inertia? of the two sections of the developed test-plate, the
chromatic sensitiveness of the plate may be expressed by the
yellow inertia
blue sensitiveness
blue inertia
yellow sensitiveness
ratio —
which x.is designated in sensitometric literature by the Greek
letter
Mecs and Sheppard have experimented with this method of
color sensitometry and have given numerical data obtained in
this manner for various types of plates (" Investigations on
the
Theory the
of study
the Photographic
Process"
— pp.interested
318-322).in We
recommend
of their results
by those
the
subjects of orthochromatic and color photography.
This two-color (or two-filter) method of color sensitometry, if
one may use the term, is only of value, however, in determining
tbe spectral sensitiveness of so-called orthochromatic or greenand-yellow sensitive plates, because in the case of a red-sensitive
or panchromatic emulsion the red-sensitiveness, as determined
under the yellow filter, would have far too high a value for
obvious reasons. If it is desired to determine the color-sensitiveness of a panchromatic emulsion by Eder's method, it is therefore
necessary to use three filters (a red, a green and a blue) through
which to make the test-exposures. A little consideration will
make it clear that filters having overlaps in their spectral transmissions, such as are commonly used in tricolor photography,
would not serve for use in color sensitometry, for in the case of
red and green filters with overlapping transmissions the orange
and yellow of the spectrum is transmitted by both filters, and the
developed results would make it appear that the plate possessed a
bigher red-sensitiveness than was actually the case.
Obviously, therefore, in the practice of the sensitometry of
panchromatic plates by this method, the three filters used must
sbow no overlapping of the red, green and blue spectral regions.
The transmissions for these filters may be, according to Mees and
Sheppard (loc. cit.) ; red filter W. L. 700 to W. L. 590: green
filter W. L. 590 to W. L. 500; blue filter W. L. 500 to \Y. L. 400.
These workers used for the blue, Eder's blue filter (previously
described)
; for a the
green, solution
Eder's yellow
filter,acetate,
to absorb
blue,
combined with
saturated
of copper
to absorb
the red ; and for the red a special filter composed of Rose Bengal
and Tartrazine. The spectrum transmissions of this last filter
are given (loc. cit., p. 324) and the study of this data will enable
interested experimenters to construct a similar filter.
of inaccuracy in the determinaThere is a very evident source
tion of the color-sensitiveness of red sensitive plates by thil
method of exposing through a set of three filters. Suppose, for
instance, a plate is tested which has no red-sensitiveness but a very
high color-sensitiveness to the orange of the spectrum. The red
filter (transmission to IV. L. 590) transmits the orange strongly,
and therefore, the developed test-plate would have the deceptive
appearance of great red-sensitiveness.
(To be continued next week)
Practical Advice for Cameramen Bound for the
Front
PELL MITCHELL, editor of the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly, has
just received an interesting letter from one of his former
staff, who writes that he is now " somewhere in France, turning the
crank on real warfare."
M
There is so much practical advice in the letter, which will be of
value to motion picture photographers who have volunteered their
services, that we take the liberty of copying it.
\fr. Mitchell's correspondent says :
" Thinking it may be of interest to some of my brother crank
turners, I am taking the liberty of describing my outfit in detail;
also, some of my observations relative to photographic conditions
over here in France. To begin with, one's outfit should be complete in every detail before leaving the states, as it is very difficult
to secure things you need on short notice. Carry as little baggage
PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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as possible, yet include everything you actually need, for one is
often obliged to carry his own outfit on ten-mile hikes ; therefore,
weight and bulk are to be seriously considered.
" My present outfit is fitted with Goerz micrometer mount adjusted to take a 2 inch, 3 inch and 6 inch lens for long distance
work, extra magazines for 2,000 feet of film, as one is never sure
of proper conditions in which to change film. This is more than
enough for a day's work under most conditions. The Gaumont,
Pathe, Debrie, Moy and Universal are all good cameras for this
work. The tripod should be as light as possible and yet rigid,
with panoram and tilting top. All carrying cases should be
especially strong with brass bound corners as they receive much
h*rd usage in transit. Film can be ordered direct from the Eastman Kodak Company, in Paris, but a good supply should be taken
along, and if properly cared for and kept from dampness, will last
for some time. All film should be ordered in separate cans and
opened only as needed. Development should follow the exposure
at the earliest opportunity to obtain the best results. Light conditions here in France are about the same as in the states at this
time of the year, and therefore require the same exposures. Duplicates of such parts as are likely to wear out with constant use
should be taken along, not forgetting extra handles for both
camera and tripod. A complete set of small tools is very necessary.
Also, a small electric dark room lamp, several rolls of tape, a level,
3-in-l oil, camel's hair brush, focusing magnifier, and whatever
other tools one requires in his daily work with the camera.
" So far I have had no trouble with static, but should this bugbear appear, a small piece of cotton soaked with a weak solution
of ammonia or glycerine, and placed in the corner of the retort
will do the trick. A metal crank, I believe, has been suggested and
used with good results for this same purpose. Loading retorts under blankets is only one of the many difficulties encountered in the
long list of inconveniences that the war photographer has to overcome. He soon gets used to it, and if he is an old timer, always
finds a way out of what at the time seems an unsurmountable difficulty. Owing to the complicated apparatus necessary for the
proper developing of cine film it should never be attempted while
in the field; but the negative should at once be returned to Paris
or the States to be properly finished.
" Still pictures offer much less difficulty, and with a 3 A Kodak
Special, fitted with an F 6.3 Zeiss lens in Optimo or Compound
^nutter, good results may be secured. For the best results, however, Irecommend a 5 x 7 Graflex, fitted with the F 4.5 Zeiss, or
'an equally good and fast lens; also film pack adapter, as this form
lot carrying twelve exposures is the best I know of. Developing
-till pictures offers very little difficulty, and with the aid of the
tank, a pail of water, pyro developing powders, and acid fixing
:>alts, good negatives can be had even in the field. Should one find
it necessary to develop at the end of a day's work with nothing
but muddy river water at hand, the following method can be used
to advantage. Put one ounce of alum in a barrel of water and al1 low it to set over night. After draining off, very clear water suitable for mixing developer and hypo is obtained. Film clips, cotton,
and metal trays complete one's outfit except the few things necessary to make prints. It might be well to have a tripod and a
small amount of flash powder, as one never knows when he might
otherwise miss getting a really worth while picture.
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INFORMATION
I am interested in Motion Picture Photography
and would like

Without

I

Obligation

on my part to obtain information on the equipment
aa checked
CAMERAS

CAMERA ATTACHMENTS
" Good aerial pictures can be secured only with the proper outtit, and this I have found in the Eastman aeroplane camera. Owing
TRIPODS
to the extreme vibration and high speed of the modern war plane
LENSES
lit is necessary to use a much faster exposure than you otherwise
FILM STOCK
jwould as there are two forces to overcome. Taking movies from
he aeroplane is in no way as easy as it would seem, as the vibraSTUDIO LIGHTS
ion of the motor produces a decided dizziness in the projected
LABORATORY APPARATUS
Picture. This can be overcome by stopping the engine and volplaning during the time the picture is being made. The shutter
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
•peed should be greatly increased, however, and a long focus lens
tsed owing to the great height.
t " Regardless of what branch of photography is being attempted
(Tear out this advertisement and mail to MOTION PIC'tie is constantly up against all kinds of difficulties which can be
TURE NEWS, 729 7th Avenue, New York.)
wercome only by good judgment and past experience.
Name
i " Nearly all countries now at war have their photographic detriments composed of enlisted men, whose duty it is to photoTheatre
iraph every phase of actual warfare. All of which proves that
•hotography plays a very important part in this, the greatest war
Address
he world has ever known. Over 20 per cent, are killed while at
heir perilous task, still, the click of the shutter goes on, and the
'ictorial record of events grows day by day."
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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Gilbert and Friedland Going into Business
L WOLFE GILBERT and Anatol Friedland have resigned
• from Jos. W. Stern & Co., to go in the music publishing
business. Ever since they joined Stern's forces they have turned
out hit after hit, and they feel that it is about time that they
esablished their own business. With the big personal following
they enjoy, as well as their song writing ability, there is no reason
why they should not be a success from the outset. At present
they are being featured as headliners in all the big time vaudeville houses, where they are top notch favorites.
Pace and Handy " Blues " Specialist
IN the past few people tbought that it was possible to open
a music publishing hotise down South and make a success of
it. But Pace and Handy, who seem to have a corner on the
" Blues " songs have done so. Their " Beale Street Blues " is
one of the big hits of the season. It does not seem to make much
difference these days where you hang out your shingle if you have
the goods. And if you have the goods in any line and keep on
the job you will not have to worry about the rent man. The commercial salesman who keeps well supplied with the latest stuff
in his line is the man who puts over the big contracts, and the
musician who keeps up to date with the latest music receives first
call and the high salary when anything worth while is to be given
out
Sherwood Makes Good for McKinley
IT took Mr. Sherwood, professional manager for the McKinley
Music Co., a long time to convince his firm that it would be
a wise move to establish a professional headquarters in New York.
And once he obtained his firm's consent to do so he kept on the
job night and day until he built up a following that is bringing
the house splendid results. His office is located in the Exchange
building, in West Forty-fifth street, and although it is large, it
is not any too large to handle the crowd of performers, big and
little, who find the McKinley numbers to be great applause
getters.
Patriotic Songs Get a Big Boom
public does not seem to be able to get enough patriotic
songs at the present time, and the publishers who are keen
enough to feel the public pulse are reaping a rich harvest. The
sentimental and eulogistic numbers pertaining to the flag are not
much in evidence, but novelty, humorous, and gang songs are
sweeping the country. Fred Vandcrsloot is fortunate in having a
ballad that will hit soldiers, for every soldier, once he leaves
home, will be wondering how the old folks are at home, and
Vandcrsloot, knowing of the " punch " " I Wonder How the Old
Folks Are at Home " carries for the fighters, has had a patriotic
version written for the number, which has been responsible for
many additional orders from the syndicates.

THE

Jeff Branen Not Worrying About War Songs
JEFF does not have to worry, not with the way his " Valley
Rose" is selling. His daily orders for this number make
it look as if it will outstrip " In the Valley of the Moon." Nevertheless, Jeff has not been sleeping relative to patriotism, and has
a big seller in " We're Going After You."
Lee Orean Smith Issues Date Book
FOR the benefit of musicians, Lee Orean Smith, Feist's expert
arranger, has brought out an excellent date book, which
also carries the Feist edition of band and orchestra publications.
In the beginning few had faith in it, hut the fact that the first
edition has already been sold is excellent proof that it is popular
with the profession. On several pages is printed the following:
"You take no chances when ordering 'Feist' music. If you're
not satisfied, back goes your money. That's the 'Feist' way;

that's
The
but is
every
free.

the right way." And the slogan is fast gaining ground.
little book is not only handy to keep track of engagements,
valuable as a reference book for old and new music. With
order for two dollars worth of music a book is presented
Forster Has New

Novelty Number

u/^VER
THE which
PHONE"
the latestwilladdition
to Forster'i
catalog,
he feelsis positive
be as big
a hit as
"Oh Johnny!" was. However, Forster has not let up on "Missouri Waltz," as this number is selling better than ever. Fred is
hoping that Harry McClaskey, the well-known phonograph singer
will be able to use it; he hoping, for as yet, McClaskey has not
heard it.
A peculiar feature about " Missouri Waltz " is that none of
the song experts can tell just why the number is selling the way
it is, and what ever led Forster to think that he could turn it
into a million-copy hit at thirty cents a copy.
E. M. Wickes.
Feist Has Another War Novelty
IT is about as easy to induce E. E. Bitner, general manager
for Leo Feist, to say that any particular new number will be
a hit as it is to persuade a woman about thirty to tell you her
correct age. So when Mr. Bitner says that " We'll Knock the
Heligo-Into Hcl:go-out of Heligoland " is the nearest thing to a
sure-fire hit that he has seen in many moons, you can rest assured that it is far from being an ordinary number. It is the
first real number that has been written about the sailors, and another feature about it is that the lyric is by a real jack tar from
the navy.
Thousands of songs have been composed about the soldiers,
but no one appeared to give any thought to the sailors, untD
John O'Brien, a newcomer loomed up on the horizon with his
nautical lyric. Some time ago a friend of Teddy Morse's sent
O'Brien to Morse with some lyrics, which were conventional and
did not appeal to Morse.
"Forget about the obvious stuff," Morse said, "and see if yoc
can't
up asailor
novelty."
Whendig the
returned a few weeks later with his new lyric

he was welcomed with open arms. This is another proof tha'
when you can deliver the goods you will not have any trouble iij
finding a good melody writer and a first-class publisher.
The " Heligoland" number has a wonderful swing to it, and i:j
easy to learn. The lyric has plenty of " pep," and makes a grea ]
crowd song. It is a wonderful number for comedy photoplays. ]
Musical Review of Latest Composition?;
1 — " It's a Long Way to Berlin." One-Step by Leon Flatow. A
' popular novel. y and song h.t which has taken the whole country
by storm.
Long ofWaypopular
to Berlin
" almost
overnightMilitary
leaped
into
the very" It's
fronta ranks
favorites
for National
Parades,
showing
every
day
in
the
week
on
every
screen
in
the
City.
United States and Canada, this song hit is the most proper accompaniment. Published by Leo Feist, 232 W. 40th street, New York
O — "Wilson,
Over There."
George M.
Cohan's historic
war song.
Pres'dent
Teddy Rooseve
t, everybody
has speken
of it.
Every
camp
regiment,
company,
officer
and
private
's
singing
it
and
dance hit it's the birgest riot. When New York refirr.ents leftasfora
France
heardfor nothing
" Overcharacter.
The e.**
Be up toanddatetraining
and playcamps
this you
favorite
scenes ofbutmilitary
Published by Wm. Jerome, Strand theatre building, New York City.
■2 — " We're Going Over " (somewhere in France. By C. Arthur
-'
ffcr.andA enormously
fine stirring popular,
meloc'y, cwing
the catchiest
chorus melody
you havein
ever Tfeheard
t3 i s catchy
general. Published by C. Arthur Tfeiffer, Quincy, 111.
A — " I Wonder How the Old Folks Are at Home?" By F. W.
■ Vanrlersloot.
A genuine
mus:cal this
;em song
and hit
a treat
for brth musicians and listeners.
For orchestra
is obtainable
as a
cornet or trombone solo, and also in a waltz arrangement. As a
waltz it presen's the most successful and best liked number for
" dance purposes." As a song it is charming melody which will
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sound in your
forever — Company,
you can'tWilliamport,
forget it. Pa.
Published by
Vandersloot
Musicears
Publishing
" Souvenir
Waltz."
Choquette.
of the most
JC — and
beautiful
waltzes Bywritten
by thisOne
wonderfully
giftedcharming
writer.
L — " My Soldier Boy." Smashing patriotic song hit featured in the
" Rolfe and Maddock production " America First." The song which
fcy virtue of its catchy melody, military swing and snappy " All
America
" sentiment,
clear and
strong in the horizon of
aew patriotic
song hits.standsCarloutFischer
edition.
" I don'tnumber
Want which
to Getevery
Well."
HarryandJentes.
A really will
ex*J — quisite
musicBy lover
every audience
appreciate.
It
is
an
allegro
moderato
movement
with
a
very
melodious chorus, and is very appropriate for love themes and scenes.
Published by Leo Feist, Feist building, New York City.
— con
" Valley
Rose movement
Ballad." considered
By Evans toLloyd.
beautiful
andante
espressivo
be the Agreatest
ballad
ever
written by an American writer. It is a composition of artistic value
from a musical standpoint and still so wonderfully constructed that
the listener or player after hearing it once is bound to remember
it forever. For pathetic scenes and the like, this composition is
unreplaceable. Published by Jeff Branen, 145 W. 45th street, New
York City.
Q' — we
" Missouri
Waltz."to By
Eppel.
Aboutwork,
this itwaltz
have nothing
say.John
Get Valentine
it for your
picture
will
i speak for itself. Published by J. A. Forster, Chicago, 111.
Irt — of
"Homeward
Bound."
By Geo.a new
Meyer.
A typical
composition
popular appeal
introducing
surprise
in every
bar. A
fine snappy number with unusual attractive chorus and arrangement
which leaves absolutely nothing to be desired. Published by Leo
Feist, Feist building, New York City.
II — "Just as Your Mother Was." A beautiful and melodious waltz
I • movement.
Published by Harry von Tilzer.
II — "We Can Muster Uncle Sammy Ten Million Men or More."
' " A patriotic
and most
inspiringMuscatine,
melody for
Published
by Frederick
H. Green,
Iowa.patriotic scenes, etc.
1 "1 — "Slippery Hank." By Losey. A characteristic one-step of
'J exceptional
merit which should be in every musician's library.
Vandersloot
edition.
|'*A — movement
"Love's Melody"
(Reverie).
By melody
Shannon.
charming slow
with a most
delightful
— mostA appropriate
for
love
scenes. Vandesloot
edition.
1C — " Astralita Serenade." By Mabel A. Whaley. Considered by
1 J manyto competent
to be
a very leader
fine composition
which
deserves
be owned judges
by any
orchestra
or piano player.
Published by the " Red Star Music Company," Red Star, Ark.
|£ — "All That I Want Is in Ireland." By Lloyd. An exceptional
j'"
fine bar.
" andante
espressivo ofmovement,"
typical Published
and original
jin every
It is aconcomposition
standard quality.
by
Jeff Branen, 145 W. 45th street, New York City.
17 — "The Vampire" (a dramatic theme). By Sol. P. Levy. An
!■ original
most appropriate
for theMusic
purposeCompany,
as described in thecomposition
title. Published
by the Cinema
Columbia theatre building, 47th street and Broadway, New York City.
18 — Carl
" Elks Fischer
March." edition.
A brand new novelty march. By M. L. Lake.

"OVER

THERE"

GEO.

The

M.

Master

COHAN

Patriotic

The

biggest

song

hit

in

war
years

Orchestrations

-

Piano

-

Solo

copy

Song

-

25c
-

-

Copyright 1917
Wm.

Jerome

STRAND

THE

THEATRE

GREAT

Publishing

Corp.

BUILDING,

N. Y. City

PATRIOTIC HOME
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c

SONG HIT
Band 25c

i|Q
"The
Leo Andrew
Feist Music
House
announces that tenor,
they have
secured
I1 7— interesting
from Mr.
the "celebrated
land
son^s ofMack,
his own
composition.Irish Two
of several
these nrw
Mr.
Mack is singing himself in his new production of " Molly Dear."
These are entitled: " It's You, Only You. That I Love," and " It's a
[Long, Lonfj Way to My Old Home Town." A third song, entitled
" America Made a Man," is specially featured by Clifton Crawford
■in thebe production
" Her Soldier
Boy."thisAllseason.
three ofOrchestrations
these songs
(will
in constantof demand
by dancers
(of the two first-mentioned songs are ready.
!?Q — recently
" Chasing been
the published
Chickens." by the
A fox-trot
jazz Company,
number, has
" ForsterandMusic
509
South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111."
— A selection and several of the most popular extracts from
" haveat special
been published
G. Schirmer, and are now
red" Maytime
to the trade
reduced by
prices.
" THE FIREFLY OF TOUGH LUCK "
(Triangle Production)
Reviewed on Page 2592
Theme: "Venetia" (Dramatic Moderato) by Tobani
I— " Butterfly
(Intermezzo) Allegretto by Steincke until — T:
Bert Wilrcx a parasite."
I 2— Piano silo — " Over There " —Jerome edition (cafe house scene)
I ntil — T: "Cut the weeps."
3 — "Iris"
(Moderato Grazioso) by Reynard until — T : " She'lloi
it."
ake
4 — Theme unti' — T: "Baxter City, more often called to."
5— " Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "Interior
. rain."
i S— Continue to action until — T: "Better sit on your grip, etc."
7— " TheJackCaress"
Moderato) by Lemond until— T:
etc."
Clarke, (Intermezzo
I Hapry
8—
'
Dramatic
Tension
No.
1"
for
disputes by Ascher until — -T:
T:
In the private car."
9— —" T:
Pierrot
Serenade " (Allegretto molto Moderato) by Randegger
'V/a'e'."
ntil
10 — Theme until — S: " Olm man arrives, etc."
II— that
" After
Sunset " (4/4 Moderato) by i-ryor until— T: "In the
follow.
ays
12—
"
Dawn
of Loveis "a (Melodious
Allegretto) by Bendix untilballad."
Out first number

15c

VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Pa.
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13 — "It's a long way to Berlin" (Feist edition) until — T: "By
special— request,
.Vote.
Vocal noloetc."of popular xong with piano acc.
44
U
—
"Valley
Rose" Ballad
— T: acc."The Finale."
\ote. — To be performed
ti* a (Branen
vocal noloEd.)
withuntil
piano
15 — "We're after you" by Lloyd (Branen Ed.) until — T: ' Silent
MISSOURI-WALTZ
Dan turns up, etc."
16 — "Slippery Hank" by Losey (Vandersloot Ed.) until — T:
Funny that a man like him, etc."
17 — "Agitato No. 6" by Kiefert until — T: "The call of gold."
18 — Continue pp until — T: "Happy Jack's bet almost lost.
19 — "Novelette" (Moderato) by Marquis until — T: This looks
Note. — Wateh explosion.
The World's
Greatest
and
20 — "Three
" The
news of Graces"
the strike,(Allegro
etc." Intermezzo) by Herman until — T:
21 — Continue ff until — T: "The call of the lights."
Most Popular Waltz
22— tain"Hail!
Hail! the Pang's all here" (Feist Ed.) until— S : Curfalls.
23—
Theme
until—
S : "The fight."
£ood—." To be produced
Xote.
with violin, piano and drum* only.
24 — "Agitato No. 49" by Shepherd until — T: "It did not take
Bert Wilcox long, etc."
25— " Loves Conflict" (Characteristic) by Tobani until — T: "Gathclouds."
26 — ering
"Dramatic
Tension No. 1" by Reissiger until — S: "Burglars
going
through
window."
27— " H eavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "A private
28 — " the
Kunihild
Prelude to Act V (Dramatic) by Kistler until — T:
"
With
trail "lost."
30 c Per Copy
For Piano
29 — " Amo " (Dramatic Lento) by Robyn until — T: "And as the
court."
30— sun's
Theme rays."
until * * * END.
early
X X and Piano 25c
1
For Orchestra " CASSIDY "
(Triangle Production)
Reviewed
on Page 2591
For Orchestra - Full and Piano 35c
Theme: "Dawn of Hope'* I Dramatic Andante) by Casella
1— " Canzonetta " (6/8 Moderato) by Nicode until T: " Cassidy
was2 — one
of these."
Continue
to action until T: "In the backroom of a saloon.
3 — "Pathetic Andante" by Margis Berger until T: "Cassidy was
4— " Old Timers' Waltz " (On typical old New York Songs) by
Werner until S: " Cassidy looking at his shoes."
5 — Serenade (3/4 Moderato assai) by Karganoff until T: "CorrupForster Music Publisher, Inc.
tion prevaded the politics."
6 — Ecstasy (Allegro) by Zamecnick until T: "Kitty's place wai
509 So. Wabash Avenue
."
thesi
7 —cklast
"It'sport."
a long way to Berlin" (Feist Ed.) until T: "Cassidy the
amateur
selected."
8 — "Characteristic"
(Tremolo) by Lovenberg until T: "It hapCHICAGO, ILL.
pened to be, etc."
910— — Continue
to
action
until toT: action
" Garvice
the bigscene)
boss." until T:
Piano solo improviso
(barroom
5iiiiiiniiimiiimiimiii;imiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiimm',miiiiiiim"niini
!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIinillO>lllllllllll
" Cassidy listened."
1112 —— Theme
"That'sun Garvice
the big byboss."
Visions until
(3/4 T:Andante
poco rubato)
Tschaikowsky until
T: "Only the porch light burning."
13 — "Heavy Mysterioso" by Sol. P. Levy until T: "Cassidy steals
a 14little
warmth." (Dramatic) by Bendix until T: "The twelve twenty
— " Longing"
15 — "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until T: " You know
G. SCHIRMER'S GALAXY
16 — —Theme
until lib.
S: heavy
"Fight rain
in taxi."
Xote.
With ad.
effects.
OF ORCHESTRA
MUSIC
Cassidy."
17
—
Agitato
to
action
until
S:
"Old Morgan talking to girl."
is18 in."
— "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — S: "The fight."
19 — Agitato to action until — T: "Not that way."
Free from all performing fees
20 —— Continue
Hurry pp ffuntil
chance."
21
until— —T:T: "Cassidy
"Betweengetsthehisbucks,
etc."
Note. — Watch shots.
22 — "Prelude" (heavy dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T: "He
said23 —to" tell
you, etc."
Sidewalks
of New York " (Old time New York song hit)
until
T: "In * the* morning."
24 —— Theme
* END.
SPECIAL OFFER
" THOU SHALT NOT STEAL "
For a limited time only we offer the
(Fox Special Release)
Theme: "Hallowe'en Episode" i Long Mysterioso* by Lake
complete Galaxy of 102 numbers at a
1 — " Dying Poet " (Andante) by Gottschalk until — T : " A vititor
2 — "abroad."
La Grace " (Piece de Genre) by Bohm until — T : V The unspecial 50% discount price. This is
from
happy
little French
maid." (Heavy Dramatic) by Langey until — T:
3
—
"Dreams
of Devotion"
an unequalled opportunity to get a
" Country cousins."
I
4—
"
Heartsease
"
(Melodious) by Moret. until — T: "Midnight."
motion picture music library at a
5— Theme until — T: " No one leaves until the police arrive."
6— " Serenade Hongroise " (Characteristic) by Jonciers until — T:
" 27 —A.Orchestra
M. the inquiry
begins." 12 minutes) organ improvise to action
bargain.
Rest (about
(scenes
of
neutral
character)
until — T: " Ruin is before me. but I
Small Orchestra
8— "Rustles of Spring" (Dramatic Agitato) by Sinding until — T:
$65.88 (Regular price, $131.75)
promise,
" In the etc."
morning."
9— " Le Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until T : " After night fall.
10 — " Menuet des Follets " (Mysterioso Character) by Berlioz until
— T : " The Bruce costume ball."
©7QJ/aO
AO
Full Orchestra
11— " Beautiful Girl of Valenzia " (Waltz) by Morena until — T:
«PI
(Regular price, $158.95)
" The tragedy of Madame Li Foo."
12 — Theme until — T: "Who am I? I am a friend."
13 — "Military Hurry" by Rob. Edwards until — T: "The fortyeight
are up."
14 — "hours
Olympia
Overture " (Heavy Dramatic) by Ascher until — T:
" I will marry you in your apartment."
15 — "Creepy Creeps" (Mysterioso) by Tyers until — T: " Don t
G. SCHIRMER
shoot,
I am her Home"
son." (Overture) by Tobani until — T: "Congratu16 — "Harvest
late
Mr.
Kelly
of
Scotland
I
3 East 43d Street
New York I
17 — Hurry to action
untilYard."
— T: "As administrator of the rightful.
etC18— Theme until — T : " My first name is Philip."
19 " Garden of Flowers " (Reverie Moderato) by Vandersloot
iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii
i
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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MAN FROM PAINTED POST "
(Artcraft Production)
Reviewed on Page 2769
Love Theme: "Maryland" (Fantasia) by Short
" The
|
1 — Knights Templar Overture (Allegro con Spirito) by Koppitz
I until — T: "Going back some years."
2 — Hurry to action begin pp until — T: " 30-30 Smith got away."
3 — "Paroles D'Amour " (Moderato) by Tobani until T: " Bronson
: the owner of the V bar."
|
4 — "Petite Serenade" (6/8 Allegretto) by Horton until — T:
\ next night he got, etc."
Painted
1
5 — Continue pp watch shot until — T: "But this ma
I Post."
.
I
6 — " Harvest Home Overture " (Allegro) by Tobani until — T :
week Bronson
gives, 5etc."
.
| " Next
7— Orchestra
rest (about
minutes). Orgon or piano improvise
to action until — T: ''Well, have you thought it over?"
g — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until T: "And so when
the new owner showed up."
9 — •• Causerie " (prairie flower) (4/4 Andante) by MacMillen until
\ — T: " If you send that note, you better, etc."
II trict
io — school-house
"Woodland 29."
Whispers" (Allegro) by Czibulka until — T: " Dis11 — Organ or piano to action (short scene) until — T: "You are
from the East."
I 12 — Theme until — T: "Abandoned cabin had excited, etc."
I 13 — "Rustling Leaves" (Characteristic) by Koehler until — T:
II " Fancy
Jim rest
follows
the 3advice."
14 — Short
(about
minutes). Organ or piano improvise to
I action until — T: "Abandoned cabin has strange, etc."
1 15 — " Erl King" (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert until — T: "Rust§ lers are not the only thing."
1 16 — Theme (from beginning) until — T: "People in the East uphold
I the law."
|
17 — Continue to action until — T: " Pals."
1 18 — "Springtime" (Valse Intermezzo) by Drumm until — T: "Fancy
I Jim brushed up on geography."
I
19 — Theme until T: "Thought you might like to know, etc."
I
20 — " Herodiade Fantasia" by Massenet until — T: "Safe home."
| sembled."
21 — Theme (from beginning) until — T: "The Madden gang as22 — Finale from " Arielle " (Allegro) by Bach until — T: "Well,
good-bye."
23 — Theme ff (from beginning) until — S : " Boy on galloping horse. '
24 — "With whip and spur" (Galop) by Isenman until — S: "Girl
in her room near fireplace."
25 — Hurry begin pp then to action until — T: "And they've carried
the teacher off."
26 — " Qui Vive " (Galop) by Ganz until — S : " Fairbanks near
cabin."
27 — Continue pp until — S : " The fight."
28 — Continue ff until — T: " Madden's 30-30 bullet."
29
Hurry toff action
" I'm dead stuck, etc."
30—— Theme
until until
* * — *T : END.
" THE Reviewed
SPREADING
DAWN "
on Page 3305
(Goldwyn Production)
Theme: "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic Allegretto Espressivo)
by Grieg
1— "Reverie" (4/4 Andante) by Vieuxtemps until T: "Patricia's
Urandniece."
2 — " Triumphant America " March by von der Mehden until — T :
" We'll be off for France soon."
3 — Continue ff until — T: "Don't gabble, read."
4— Theme until — T : " Auntie said you cared only for my money."
5 — "Adieu" (Andantino Espressivo) by Friml until — T: (On album
page) " I have decided to keep a journal."
6— " Menuet " by Paderewsky until T: (On album page) "And
on my way home."
7— " Serenade " (2/4 Allegretto) by Drdla until— T: (On album
page) " My ball was a great success."
8
"Menuet"begins(Characteristic)
by Boccherini until — S: Orchestra
(on— screen)
to play.
9 — "Southern Roses" Waltz by Waldteufel until T: (On album
page) " We danced until dawn."
10— " Admiration " (4/4 Moderato grazioso) by Jackson until — T:
(On album page) " This day I rode, etc."
11 — "Whispering Flowers" (Characteristic Waltz Intermezzo) by
Blon until — T: (On newspaper) " Excitement in city."

YOU

GETTING

THE

Avenue

1
|
I|
f
I
\
|I
|
=
|
=§
\
|
=

I 12 — "First Concert Waltz" by Duurand until — T: (On album
|1 page)
Last night Overture
I went toby theBeethoven
theatre." until — S : Curtain falls
13 — "" Egmont
14 — " Tendresse Melody" espressivo by Ravina until — S: "Rags
||
I1 down.
near
flame tocatch
15 — gas
Furioso
actionfire."
(for fire scenes) until — T: (On album page)
| " Of what use to talk."
| 16 — Organ improvise to action (wedding ceremony) until — T: (On
|I album
" After" the
wedding
etc."Widow" by Lehar
17 — "page)
Ringelreihn
(song)
from wethedrove,
"Merry
|I until
—
S:
"Soldier
blowing
bugle."
18 — Bugle call " To Arms " followed by
| 19 — Silence until — S: "Bugler appear again."
1 20 — Bugle Call " To Arms " until — followed by
| 21 — Silence until — T: "Report to me at dawn."
| 22 — "Good Bye" (Song) by Tosti until — T: (On album page)
I " He marched away today."
I Important Note. — watch for bugle call ' To Arms " twice.
| 23 — "Marching through Georgia" (Patriotic Song) until — T: (On
| album page) " Elizabeth is always with Benthley."
| 24 — " In the Garden " from the " Rural Wedding Symphony " (4/4
I Andante) by Goldmark until — T: "You know the situation between
|
25 — "Prelude" (Heavy Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T: (On
|§1 those
album
page)
came on furlough tonight."
Note. —two."
Watch" He
shot.
\ 26 — Theme until — T: "I have had a call, etc."
| 27 — " Broken Melody " (Dramatic Lento) by Au. van Biene until
T: —"IWatch
don't shot.
want my brother's name, etc."
=1 —Note.
| 28 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "The Spreading
|
29
—— Theme
— T : March
" And now
I1 Daw
30n."
Americanff until
Patriotic
until as* then."
* * END.
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W-I-L-S-O-N
means
WILSON
The Latest Song that means Something
CHORUS
The Latest Fox-trot
" That Tickling Melody "
W — Is for Wars, in the past we have won,
Piano, 10 ets. ; Orch., 25 cts.
gun.
I — for and
independence,
we'd protect with sword
Big Told
NoveltyYouSong
" Who
You Hit
Knew
L — for the Land of the Brave and the Free
S — for her Sons, who love their liberty,
How
to Love?Hit"
O — for Our Army, the best in any land.
Big Ballad
" Somewhere
a Heart 19
N — (or the Navy,
by it we will stand.
W-I-L-S-O-N
meansandWILSON.
With the good old U. S. A. at his command.
10 cts. each.
The
4
for
35c.
Yearning "
JAMES S. WHITE CO., Inc., 224 Tremont St.. Boston, Matt.
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FREE

ONE

WEEK'S

TRIAL

Give your Patrons a Double Show
Good

Pictures

and

a Fine

Concert

Explicit Information Upon Request
M. Winkler, care of Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

PICTUR0LL

FILMUSIC
1729 Highland

3509
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" THE

ARE

SECTION

BULLETINS?

COMPANY
Los Angeles, Cal.

BA.RTGLA,

Take care of your tax increase by installing this instrument. It will improve your
music — cut down your expense and better satisfy your patrons. Write for Catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, III Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Exterior and Interior Views of the New Harlem Strand Theatre, One
New Theatre Opens in Harlem
NEW YORK CITY'S newest theatre to open is the Harlem
Strand, on 125th street, between Park and Third avenues. It
occupies a plot 78 by 150 feet and has been leased by J. Hirsch,
who opened the house two weeks ago.
The new theatre seats 1,500, the chairs being especially designed
by the American Seating Company. The floor is so graded as to
take care of the line of projection. In the rear part of the house
these are given a slight tilt with the back the lower, this throwing
the eyes on the screen without any strain to see from any part of
the house. The graded floor then passes to the level and then
slightly up again, making it possible to see clearly from any part
of the house.
Indirect lighting is used and the ventilating and cooling system
was especially designed for the house by J. F. Dailey, ventilating
engineer for the Typhoon Fan Company. The equipment consists
of two giant reversible type multiple blade blowers.
Two motor driven Simplex machines throw the pictures to a
Radium Gold Fibre screen.
New $100,000 Theatre in Waterbury
ON Saturday, November 24, the new $100,000 Rialto theatre will
open in Waterbury, Conn., and that it is going to be one of
the live wire houses of the state is evidenced by the fact that J.
Harry Nicholls, the lessee, has already begun to advertise it.
Bearing the design reproduced here, which will be used in all
the advertising, the first issue of the Rialto program has already
made its appearance. This announces the opening date and gives
a detailed description of the house. The opening bill will be the
William
Fox Standard
The Honor
The Rialto
is located picture,
on East " Main
street, System."
in the heart of the
theatrical district, and occupies a space 204 feet long by 57 wide.
Plans for the building, which is being constructed by the Rialto
Theatre Company, were drawn by Brown and Von Berin, of New
Haven. The front of the theatre is three stories and all of the
fourteen hundred seats are on one floor, every one placed in a
direct line so that one may sit in any part of the house and get a
direct view of the screen. The seats were manufactured by E. H.
Powers.
The building is built of gray brick with black mortar and a
stucco center, and marquise 45 feet long. The lobby is 20 by 35
feet and the foyer 18 by 45 feet. In the lobby there are brass
frames for photos only, the policy of the management being to
have everything in keeping with the artistic character of the house.
The interior of the house is decorated in gold and blue with
oil finish, plush tapestries and blue carpets.
Two operators will be employed at Powers projecting machines,
which have a throw of 45 feet to a Mirroroid screen.

Hundred

and Twenty-fifth Street, between Park and Third Avenues.

The lighting system is Indirect-D. C. and the ventilating system
is Typhoon, with twenty ventilators in the roof. In its advance
announcements, the management calls special attention to the fact
that there will be an entire change of air every three minutes.
Music will be supplied by a massive Hope-Jones organ and
especial attention will be paid to the program with each production.
Two girls will be employed in the booth where National Cash
Register ticket machines will be used.
Much attention is given in the advance program announcement
►>! 1 wALWAVF~WORTrrwilTL£^\

WATERBURYS

BEST PHOTO

(J| *

PLAY THEATRE

concerning the class of pictures to be used. There will be three
changes a week. The show that opens on Sunday remaining for
Monday and Tuesday. The management calls attention to the fact
that there will be no " special Sunday shows," but the same bill
will be given for the three days. Sundays, Mondays and Tuesday
Goldwyn and Artcraft and Fox Standard pictures will be used;
on Wednesdays and Thursdays there will be a double bill, including World and Paramount pictures and on Fridays and Saturdays
Fox Special pictures will be shown. At matinees there will be
1,150 seats at ten cents and 250 reserved at fifteen. The evening
prices will be fifteen and twenty-five cents. Advertising will be
practically confined to the newspapers and the house organ.
The theatre will be under the personal direction of J. Harry
Nicholls, who promises to make the house one of which all Connecticut will be proud.
Newburyport Theatre Soon to Open
new Strand theatre on Green street, Newburyport, Massis substantially completed and the date for the dedication and
formal opening will soon be announced. The only delay is the
failure of 1,000 seats to arrive, they being held up by railroad
embargoes.
The theatre is owned by a stock company of enterprising Newburyport people. Lynn capital is largely interested, and the manager, Victor P. Hoyt, has invested liberally The architect is Peron
Varney, of Lynn.
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The exterior gives a fine impression of what may be expected
on entering. Everything has been done to provide comfort to the
playgoer and at the same time beauty to the surroundings.
The building is built of brick, with tapestry effect at the front
and water struck face brick on the exterior courses elsewhere,
making the construction as thoroughly fireproof as possible. The
building is 56 by 90 feet, and has an interior height in the clear of
31 feet. The main floor is of concrete, with foundations of concrete strong enough to support a much heavier superstructure. The
roof has parapet finish, and the rain water is taken care of by
means of a pipe leading to a culvert on Green street.
The front of the theatre is imposing, with the name " Strand "
prominently displayed, and with ornamental roof extension and

SECTION

The interior of the theatre has been decorated in a 3511
soft
gray with dainty old rose stenciling that gives a charming effect.
Special attention has been given to ventilation. A large amount
of air from the outside is taken in over steam pipes and heated
before put into circulation. Great ducts are arranged at either
side of the stage and at various parts of the building and mushroom ventilators along the floor are added. The theatre is heated
by The
steam.
lighting arrangements have been especially arranged. There
is a big chandelier with 28 lights suspended from the centre of the
auditorium, with clusters further back over and under the balcony
and numerous wall lights. Three 200 candle flood lights have a
place at the main entrance and a row of five incandescents are
arranged under the marquee.
Film Colony at " California " Opening
OPENING of the California theatre in San Francisco on the
evening of Thursday, November 1, brought a number of
prominent men of the Los Angeles colony to that city. The principal of the opening bill was the premier of the Geraldine Farrar
feature, " The Woman God Forgot."
The delegation from Los Angeles was in charge of Manager M.

New Strand Theatre, $100,000 House, Just Erected at Newburyport, Mass.
other breaks in the main formation. An ornate marquee with
glass top forms an important feature at the main entrance, where
there are four double doors opening into a spacious, roomy lobby.
Mahogany paneling with glass poster frames attract the eye on
entering. The floor of the lobby is of red tile, laid in black cement,
with marble baseboard. A large ticket office with glass top sets in
the centre of the lobby. An automatic ticket selling machine is
used.
There are 566 chairs on the main floor. At the rear is the foyer
rail with wood base and brass top from which is suspended drapery
of such a height that air from the main entrance will be broken
and not felt disagreeably by those in the rear chairs. Cork
linoleum runners have a place on each aisle.
The proscenium arch is 26 feet wide and 18 feet high, and the
stage is shut off from the auditorium by an asbestos curtain. This
is in old rose color, with drapery effect in gray and gold bearing
the initial " S," in the centre. The stage is equipped with necessary curtain for pictures and also beautiful scenery for productions
or vaudeville.
In front of the stage is a pit built for the mammoth Loto player
organ.
The balcony extends from the Green street side of the auditorium and runs along the east and west sides, forming a sort of a
horseshoe. It has a seating capacity of 401 chairs. The incline
in the balcony is marked, bringing every seat in full view of the
stage.
Stairways to the balcony lead from either side of the lobby,
and have a width of five feet. In space over the lobby there has
been arranged modern retiring rooms.
Away at the top of the balcony, having a position against the
Green street wall of the building, is the asbestos protected booth.
There are two motor driven Simplex machines.

New California Theatre, San Francisco
L. Lewis, of the Progressive Motion Picture Company, which
handles Artcraft and Paramount subjects, and among the visitors
were exhibitors, exchangemen, and a number of plaj .rs from the
Paramount and Artcraft Studios.
Changes in Sales Force of National X-Ray
Reflector Company
The National X-Ray Reflector Company, 235 West Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago, 111., announce the following changes in their
sales department:
Norman B. Hickox has been appointed sales and advertising
manager of the National X-Ray Reflector Company.
E. H. Cameron, formerly sales manager, has severed his connection with the company and is now located in Seattle.
Hugh D. Butler, former manager Chicago sales, has been appointed assistant sales manager.
Guy R. Hastings, formerly assistant manager Chicago sales, has
been appointed manager Chicago sales.
George D. Bryson has been appointed assistant advertising manager.
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Central Park Theatre Opens in Chicago
Better

Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News."
1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
10. Change Making Machines
11. Condensers
12. Converters and Transformers
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15. Developing Tanks
16. Disinfectants and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28.
Engines
29. Gas
Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Metal Ceilings
36. Motors
37. Mural Paintings
38. Musical Instruments
39. Paints
40. Perforating Machines
41. Printing Machines
42. Programs
43. Projection Booths
44. Projection Lenses
45. Projection Machines
46. Projection
Machines (Home)
47.
Reels
48. Rewinders
49. Safety Exit Locks
50. Screens
51. Slides
52. Stage Settings
53. Studio Lights
54. Ticket Selling Machines
55. Uniforms
Ticket Taking Machines
56.
57. Ventilating and Fans
58. Vacuum Cleaners
m theGentlemen:
above lists.Please send me descriptive matter on the subjects marked
Name

Theatre
City
State

SATURDAY evening, October 27, Chicago's picture loving public
turned out by the hundreds to attend the opening of the beautiful new Balaban & Katz Central Park theatre on West Twelfth
street and Central Park avenue. Never at any time in the motion
picture history of Chicago did a house get the ovations from an
opening night audience that was accorded this synthesis of all
progressiveness in theatre construction.
Barney and Abe Balaban and Sam and Maurice Katz, the quartet
who scoured the earth to bring together the equipment and devices
that are found under the roof of this playhouse, were swept off
their feet by the congratulatory wave that broke over them. Motion picture producers, exchange men, exhibitors and theatre
supply representatives from all parts of the country were present
to get ideas on house construction from this West Twelfth street
model.
From the symphony in lighting effects, which are operated at
a switchboard so as to throw diffused green, blue, red or amber
light over any part of the house, to the dictaphone system that
covers the building, the Central Park is a masterpiece. From
operator's booth to orchestra pit the house is said to be unsurpassed by any in the country, not even excepting the Rialto in
New York. Every floor has a promenade foyer beautifully furnished, off of which open smoking rooms for the men and parlors
for the women. The orchestra of fourteen pieces is made up of
the best artists that the management could find and a huge Bartola
organ adds its accompaniment to the musical output of the pit.
Beautiful mural paintings, rich decorations, fountains, French
windows with mirrors for panes, a wonderful lighting system, a
wealth of velvet draperies, perfect picture projection and a policy
that calls for the very best pictures available all conspire to make
patrons feel that they have in truth paid a visit to a picture temple
when they go to the Central Park.
Particular attention has been given the lighting arrangements
by the management and the electrical installation and fixtures,
furnished by the Amusement Supply Company of Chicago, came in
for a large share of praise from the pleased people of the West
Twelfth street district.
The Central Park with its seating capacity of 2.600, and built
at an estimated cost of $400,000, represents the acme of Chicago's
achievement in theatre construction. Nothing has been overlooked, nothing has been sidestepped because of cost, that could be
calculated to increase the enjoyment of patrons in watching the
screen.
Pictures of the Central Park will appear in next week's issue.

Two Marx and Goodman Houses Ready
NEXT month will see the opening in Chicago of two big Marx
and Goodman houses. The Broadway Strand at Paulina and
Twelfth street will open within the next week or two. It has a
seating capacity of 1,600. The Marshall Square, a still larger house
seating 1,800, will open a couple weeks later on the corner of
Twenty-second and Marshall boulevard.
Ed Kanouvsky is going to open a house on West Twenty-second
street the middle of November which will accommodate 800 people
At the same time the Central Park, the magnificent new Balaban
& Katz house, threw open its doors to the general public on the
evening of October 27. Ascher Brothers christened a fine house
they have just added to their string. It is called the Peerless anc j
is located on the corner of Grand and Oakwood boulevards
Ascher Brothers have another large house in course of construe |
tion to be known as the Adelphi. It will not be ready, however
for some time to come.
To the north of the city still another big prospect is well unde
way by Lubliner & Trinz. which when completed, will travel unde
the entitlement of the Devon.
The string of theatres owned and controlled by Herman Schoen
stadt & Sons will soon be led by the Atlantic, a new 2.000 seate
located at 3934-48 West Twenty-sixth street. The building wi
cost $215,000 and it is expected it will be ready by Christmas.
Schaefer Brothers expect to open the Crystal theatre. 2701 Wc5
North avenue, on November 8. There are 1.900 main floor seat
and a svmphony orchestra will be a feature.
The Woodland Theatre Companv is erecting the Woodlan !
theatre on Sixty-third street and Maryland avenue, under th
direction of Mr. Karzas, at an approximate cost of $250,000.
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seven reels are presented at an admission price of five and ten
I cents. Fox, .Metro, Pathe and Triangle services are used.

Good Seats Plus a Good Picture
Equals Pleased Patrons
OUR
OPERA

CHAIRS
HAVE
Comfort and Quality. Our
Service Department Open to
You.
Write for Catalogue N
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

WhyWorfc
InThe
Dark?

Colonial Theatre, Egg Harbor, N. J.
The theatre is located on the main street of Egg Harbor and
only heralds and paper are used for advertising.

You would laugh at the business man who refuses to use light
while he is working, to keep down expenses. That man
would be paying dearly for his so-called economy. But you
are doing the very same thing with your theatre, unless you
bscnbe for

Broadway to Get Big Summer Theatre
YORK is to have a new motion picture house during the
Summer months in a new building which will be erected by
Thomas Healy at Broadway and Ninety-fifth street.
While the building will be used chiefly as a restaurant, there will
!be a skating rink on the lower floor in Winter and in the Summer
lit will be used for motion pictures, affording a seating capacity of
14,500. Construction of the building, which will occupy a ground
I space of 170 bv 150 feet, a half block, is about to start.
NEW

"Screen
Opinions"
Tbe Independent, Comprehensive
Reviewing Service
Itcasts—
kUi number
you all ofaboutreelsall— author—
the pictures
released
— reviews
directoryou— arcstar.
And —if synopses
you don't—id
these things you
jre working
theknowdark
nickel blindly
a Jay,thefor—proposition
this servicebooking
— lea your
irun pictures
it cose for
i«o
lights inIf costs
>our lewlobbythan— ainvestigate
now
Write In for Full Information
CaHill -Igoe Co. Chicago
HZWHarrisonSt- thehomeof'CICO products

Designs, Builds and Manages House
COLONIAL THEATRE, Egg Harbor, N. J., has the distinction
of having been designed, owned and managed by the same
I man, Emjle Weiler.
It occupies a space 36 by 110 feet and seats 400 people. It is
Jcooled in Summer by fans and exhaust fans and has a steam heating plant which manufactures its own direct current for lighting
Jthe house and giving power to the Simplex projection machines.
The theatre is built of stone and stucco. There is a metal ceiling
I and the interior walls are appropriately decorated. Two small
stores occupy the front of the house with the lobby between, with
a measurement of 10 by 34 feet.
There is but one show a day, in the evening, and at that time
DIRECTORY

OF

NEW

lllllllllllli|||l!inilllllll!IN

MUSIC

The

THEATRES

ARKANSAS
W. J. Boody, of Eureka Springs, is making arrangements to open a
motion picture
and expects to have the house open for
business
by the theatre
first of there,
the year.
CALIFORNIA
The new Jewel theatre, situated on the south side of Market street,
near Eighth, San Francisco, opened to capacity on the 27th ult., with
Hall Caine's " The Manx-Man."
The new Kinema theatre, on Grand avenue, north of Seventh street,
Los Angeles, is now open to the public. The management have had the
gallery
to severe tests as to safety, and so satisfied the City
Building subjected
department.
The new Strand theatre, at Third and Broadway, Los Angeles, underwent a similar test, was pronounced stable and is also open for business.
The new California theatre, of which Eugene H. Roth is manager, was
opened last week, and is generally conceded to be the largest and finest
motion picture theatre in the West.
CONNECTICUT
Architect F. McCabe is preparing plans for the erection of a theatre
and
business
block
at
278
Water
street, New Haven. Lapides and Feuber
are behind the project.
IDAHO
H. J. Brown, of Boise, has purchased the Nampa theatre, Nampa. Improvements will be made including the installation of a pipe organ. B. E.
Sherman secured a contract for the painting and the Nampa Electric &
hV-IP \!?rnPan>'
secured the
the award
contractfor forthe thecarpenter
electric work.
wiring The
and front
repairs.
William
Corduck secured
of
will be changed. The new pipe organ, which is already ordered,
the building
cost $5,800.
will

interchange of ideas between musicians is most important if Motion Pictures are to

have the proper musical
§
J
3m

accom-

paniment.
Motion Picture News is aiming to promote as rapidly as
possible this advancement. We

j
g
1
are anxious to receive suggesg
g
tions, no matter how simple,
g=
which
we can publish and
=
S
which can be used by others to
jj
=
g
improve their own local condiI
tions.
g
M=
|
B
JVrite
g=
M=
iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News !
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Used Wherever Tickets Are Sold "

THE

ANSWER

WAR

TAX

TO

THE

PROBLEM

The War Tax means additional pennies and additional tickets to handle, additional questions of
patrons to answer, additional records to keep and
in a way satisfactory to the Government, which
has the right of inspection any time. The
AUTOMATICKET

SYSTEM

solves your War Tax problems. It means speed,
accuracy, and convenience.
Used by over 4000 exhibitors, including such
leaders as the Rialto, Strand, Marcus Loew, etc.
It includes : AUTOMATICKET SELLER AND
REGISTER, dispensing at the touch of a button
from 1 to 5 tickets; the AUTOMATICKET
MUTILATOR ; the AUTOMATICKET SELFPROVING TAX REPORT; the AUTOMATICKET SNAPSHOT CHANGE MAKER:
all kinds of strip and theatre tickets.
Send for descriptive literature
Also for Free Booklet, " The Movie Tax in a
Nutshell "
Automatic

Cash

Ticket
AND

Register

1735 Broadway,

Selling

Company
New

York
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ILLINOIS
A deal was recently closed whereby E. C. Smith becomes the ow
of the business block on Chicago street, Rossville, known as the Ad
Hoover block. Mr. Smith intends using the building for a motion pict
theatre after extensive alterations and additions
been made,
architect is drawing plans now, and work will starthave
next week. An ai
tion will be built on the rear, a heating plant installed
and a mod
front erected.
regular business.Seats will be provided for 300, which will be ample for
Harry Taylor, of 701 Washington avenue, Cairo, has made arrangemc
to open a new picture theatre at McLeansboro. He declares the t
most opportune for such a venture and McLeansboro an ideal locatiot
The Isis theatre, at Roseville, was opened a few days ago and ■
show motion pictures Wednesday, Friday and Saturday of each week.
Chicago's South Side is to have a new motion picture theatre, si
and office building.
Alexander Flower, theatre operator, has purcha
from Israel Cohen the property northwest corner of Thirty-fifth street
Forest avenue, 125x150, for $40,000. He is having plans prepared fo
structure
theatre,
stores and offices to cost $200.(
The Gemto contain
theatre, ana 1,800-seat
new motion
picture
house, opened recently in
new Hunt Building, Ramsey. E. Perryman is in charge of the venb
The new Globe theatre, at Christopher, owned bv Robert Cluster
Hearing completion and will be one of the finest in Southern Illin
It is being erected along modern lines and can accommodate the I
companies on the road.
INDIANA
George Terrell, of Crothersville, is tearing down his blacksmith shop
make room for a cement building 30x70, into which he will move
motion picture apparatus.
Business men of Dana are considering the prospects of erecting a mot
picture theatre here to operate Wednesday and Saturday nights.
KANSAS
Topeka is soon to have another theatre showing high-class motion
tures. I. Feltenstein, who for a little more than a year has been orche
leader at the Orpheum theatre, has closed a deal by which he leased
Iris theatre, which has been dark for some time, owing to litigation.
Up to two years ago the Iris, under the management of H. S. Mi
gomery, had the best picture show patronage of any Topeka theatre
Mr. Feltenstein announces that he intends to try to restore the house
its former prestige among movie fans. High class plays will be she
and special attention will be given to the music, which is an increasin
important item in motion pictures.
KENTUCKY
The Gaines theatre at Pineville, owned by Col. Clyde Gaines of V
Chester, having undergone extensive alterations and improvements,
reopened to the public a week ago. Ernest Younkin is the manager
the New Gaines. He comes from Irvin, where he has been in cha
of
Gaines'
has had
experience
the one
showof Col.
business,
and theatres.
it goes He
without
sayingmanythatyears
he will
give
theatregoers of Pineville the best attractions the market affords. Aire
a number of the best feature pictures from various producers, have t
booked, and others will be secured.
The Walnut theatre, having been practically reconstructed and rei
orated, will now be given over to motion picture. In its new dress
Walnut presents a very attractive appearance ; the lobby is distinctly si
its gold and rose and cream-color scheme which is carried into the the
and into the woman's restroom and the reception hall just east of
lobby.
Handsome carved frames of Roman gold adorn the walls of the lo
and foyer and new doors divide the lobby from the foyer, which will
covered with battleship linoleum, allowing a softness of tread equal
that on a velvet carpet. The display frames will cover beautiful ph
graphs,
which have
especially
made for the
• Amuses
The Walnut
is nowbeenunder
the management
of Walnut.
the Sturlie
Company, of which Joseph Sturlie is president.
MAINE
The new theatre being built in Waterville by former Governor Ha
and to be operated under a long lease by the Black interests, is appro:
ing completion. It will be known as the Haines theatre. Edward
Bolen of Biddeford, representing the Blacks, will be its manager.
MICHIGAN
Two more theatres are being added in Michigan to the chain of I
Patrick & McElroy, who have headquarters in Chicago. The Princes
Big Rapidsof a isnewone theatre
of their
newest, and they will start at once
erection
in Cadillac.
MISSOURI
The McKinley theatre, at Jefferson avenue and Accomac street,
Louis, was reopened after having been closed several months, by Ro
Miksicek, formerly manager of the Maryland theatre on South 13th St>
When Mr. Miksicek sold the Maryland to William O. Reeve, the pre
proprietor and manager of that house, he had decided to retire
manently from the film exhibiting business, but after almost a yea>
travel
and idleness,
he just picture
" couldn't
any McKinley
loneer " and
look about
him for another
show,stand
withit the
as thebegat
re
MONTANA
The American theatre, situated on Twenty-seventh street. Billings, I
opened last week under the management of Dave Wolfson.
The Orpheum theatre at Poison is being remodeled and will she
reopen under the management of Henry and Christian Rakeman.
Capitalists who own and operate motion picture theatres in Spokl
Wash., Butte, Missoula, and other towns in the Northwest, are
considering the erection of a $25,000 house in Kalispell.
NEW YORK
The Wardwin Company, owner of the Webster theatre, at 400 East 1 I
street, Bronx, New York, has purchased through G. A. Pfortner five I
adjoining the theatre on the west side of Webster avenue. 150 feet sout I
167th street, and extending through to Brook avenue, as a site foil
addition
to the present
The seating
will be increased
to 2,000playhouse.
by the proposed
addition.capacity of the the '
New
Rochelle
is
at
last
to
have
its
much
needed
new theatre.
Rush, well known New York theatrical man, has purchased
the Edwar
South Ij
corner of Huguenot and Division streets, opposite Trinity church, f
which
he Mr.
intends
building
from $°0.00(
$100,000.
Rush erecting
purchaseda theatre
the propertv
from costing
the Millbrook
Compl f
The plot has a frontage of 100 feet in Division street, and 150 feel
Huguenot street. His plans call for the theatre entrance on the cc
with stories facing on both streets. Besides the theatre there will 1 1
large auditorium.
OHIO

The New Majestic theatre, formerly The Eagle, at Middletown. ha |j
been thoroughly overhauled and put in first class shape, opened a week P
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Saturday. One great feature is the glass mirror screen — the only one in
jthe city — upon which pictures are thrown brighter and clearer than ever
Ibefore.
UTAH
iwithin
Plans thefor next
a newfewPantages
theatre
Salt Lake probably
will be adopted
days, following ina conference
between Manager
Frank
^. Newman of the local Pantages theatre and the architect for the Panages chain of theatres.
, Manager Newman declined recently to state what locations for the
,iew
being thereon
considered,
will be a central
lica t retheatre
to be areerected
one ofbuttheit handsomest
in the one
West,and the
j The lease on the present theatre property has two years to run. Work
>n the new structure is to start January 1.
TEXAS
L.
M.
Moss
and
A.
Levy
are
putting in a new 450-seat motion picture
iheatre at Waco.
WASHINGTON
i W. T. Moore, proprietor of the Colonial theatre, Tacoma, Wash., will
;oon begin the construction of his new $100,000 house, to seat 1,600. Mr.
VIoore is a pioneer Paramounter and Artcrafter, and while the Colonial
s classed among the best houses in the city he says he intends to keep
'ace with the advancement in the art, and provide a suitable place to
■xhibit the Paramount and Artcraft features.
E. R. Saunders
of a motion 'picture theatre at Ilwaco,
iimensions
of whichplans
are the
to beerection
30 x 100.
Work on the foundation of the new $35,000 theatre building being
greeted at the corner of Tower avenue and Centre street, Centralia, which
vas held up on account of the non-arrival of cement and reinforcing rods,
las been resumed and every effort is now being directed to the compleion of the building by January 1 next.
A three-year lease on the Hancock Building, corner of Second and Allen
jtreets, in Kelso, has been secured by C. G. Vaughan of Centralia. Mr.
/aughan intends to open a first-class moving picture theatre in the building as soon as the necessary improvements can be completed.
theatre,
Seattle's newest
motiona picture
locatedbusi-at
16ThePikeness.Little
street,
was thrown
to the and
public
week agohouse,
to capacity
John Hamrick
is the open
new owner
manager.
That latest ideas of architecture will be embodied in the construction of
he projected Rialto theatre building on the corner of Ninth and Market
treets, Tacoma, was announced last week by John S. Baker, who is inerested with other local capitalists in erecting the structure.
Mr. Baker announced that Roland E. Borhek, the Tacoma architect, who
ias been commissioned to prepare the plans and specifications, will probbly tour the Pacific coast to inspect latest and most modern types of
heatre
in order to obtain new ideas to incorporate into plans
or
the buildings
Tacoma structure.
Preliminary drafts of the building are being made and actual plans and
pecifications will be rushed as quickly as possible. The structure, which
vill occupy a site measuring 90x120 feet, will have a seating capacity of
letween 1,600 and 1,700 persons.
The Hancock Building, at Kelso, is being remodeled to instal a motion
■icture theatre. C. G. Vaughan, formerly of Centralia, is behind the
roject and announces the opening at an early date.
WISCONSIN
C. M. Waterbury recently announced that the new Rex theatre at Chipiewa Falls would be opened soon with high class vaudeville and pictures.
The program will be announced in a few days. The following department
leads have been appointed: Stage manager, Alvin Lego; pipe organist, Max
ichuldt; picture operator, Charles Lavinge. During fair week John Wininrer and company will put on a repertoire program the entire week. A new
oncrete sidewalk is being placed around the theatre.
Neenah will have a new vaudeville and motion picture theatre in the
Spring.
Plans for the new enterprise have been completed and the work of
tuilding will start as soon as the Winter ends.
The exact location of the new theatre has not as yet been decided on.
ttreet.
will, however, very probably be constructed on North Commercial
A. A. Green, formerly manager of the Neenah theatre, now associated with
[he Bluebird Motion Pictures Corporation, is to be the manager of the
ew house. The theatre will specialize in high-class motion pictures and
audeville and will be especially constructed to be a home for entertainlents of this type. Arrangements have already been made to place the
ouse on the direct vaudeville circuit with Appleton and Oshkosh. Although
le building of this house has been considered for some time, the plans have
ut recently been perfected. Local capital is backing the proposition.
! H. F. Johnson of Minneapolis recently closed a lease for Miner's Opera
louse,
for a the
period
of fourandyears.
It isput
Mr. itJohnson's
intention
d paint Necedah,
and decorate
building
otherwise
in first class
conition. He will operate a motion picture show of high quality, and
ndeavor to give the people of Necedah and near vicinity an amusement
puse well worth while.
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" BRASS

FRAMES AND RAILS
DO YOU KNOW ?
that 90% of all the brass frames used In the
moving picture houses throughout the country
are "NEWMAN'S"?
WHY?
Because we steadily have refused to cheapen
or lower the quality of our goods, even though
others have sought to undermine our prestige
by
underselling
with cheapened
That
Is one
of the reasons
why nineproducts.
out of every
tenInsist
frameson sold
that bear
nametheandnamesave"NEWMAN."
money.
You ought to have our latest catalogue. Write us today.
The Newman
Mfg. Company
Established isss
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Frames,
Easels,
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Grilles, Ralls,
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone, Rialto TheaSigns,
Choppers.
Montreal, Canada.
Kick Plates, Door Bars Pacific Coast — G.tre Bldg.,
A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
THEATRE

AND

MAILING

LIST

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
•0 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
425 ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
Phone, 2003 Randolph
Addretsing
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting

Not
BUT
of any

Seventeen Years Old
Seventeen Years Ahead

other

S6e

Motion

Picture

Machine

SIMPLEX

Motor Generators and General Supplies
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
We are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
machines with tools made by the factories. No other
concern can offer better service than we. Try us.
1327 VINE STREET
Lewis
M. Swaab
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
DISTRIBUTOR

[OOLI
NGSYS
W
544 BROADWAY
*w HIVI TEH
YORK CITY

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
THE WILLIAMS PHI-NTING COltl'ANT, NEW TO

It is not necessary to cover this
entire page with words, nor
need we shout it in large type,
to show how important it is to
you that three out of every four
Simplexes sold take the place
of other makes of projectors.

ThePrecisionMachine(p.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork
< >

We

will

this
studio

Most

let

you

have

magnificent
at

efficient and

of floor space — ample
everything up-to-date.

rental

lighting equipment

dressing

rates

in America — plenty

manufacturers

We
make
photoplays
to order —
commercial developing and printing
make

of

rooms — in fact, everything — and

We
are the senior and largest
of industrial moving pictures.

We

use

multiple-set

reasonable

modern

the

titles — we

sell

raw

we

stock

do

and

portable projectors.
We
produce
advertising
animated cartoons.
TVe

are anxious

photo-playlets

to serve

and

you.

There are reasonsCome and see them.

rtisi. a

a' a' a' a*

NOVEMBER

West

HAS

THE

24,

Coast

QUALITY

"Nothing

1917

Edition

CIRCULATION

Stop

Can

OF

THE

TRADEl

Us"—

Foremost stars, superbly directed in clean motion pictures
"
ures
^Pict
— and nothing can stop you if you do your part in giving the
pictures a presentation, in a manner and place worthy of
their quality.
$1,000,000.00 is being spent in advertising for you —
— what are you doing for yourself?

S FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
OlEW Vice
YORK—
♦ ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
Pres. CECIL B.DE MULE Dirvctorjeneml

ol. xvi-no. 21

NEW

YORK

LOS

ANGELES

price

10 cents

MAE

MURRAY
A Super BLUEBIRD Wonder- Play
which Oives great Scope to the remarkable Versatility and unique
Personality of Broadways Favorite
Star.
Directed by Robt.Z. Leonard
BLUEBIRD
Photoplays
dno
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Dear dainty Polly Moran, piquant as a
champaign glass, light as a gazelle, oh,
yes — light fingered with a "48."
— and piquant — why Polly and truck six
tip the beam together.

— but she got her man,—
— and she got him good.
Also, there is Ben Turpin
and Sum Summerville who
always bring home the
bacon.
Remember, you're not
Columbus — you can't find
America by looking for India.
Just book the Paramountry j-it-t Mack
Sennett Comedies.

Not to fill out your program
—to fill up your house.
CpammountCPictiires
(^pomUon
*-^POUR FICHTY-FIVE ^FIFTH AVE N \J)zit
FORTY- FXRST SX
NEW YORK
Controlled »y FAMOUS P LAYERS- LASKY CORPORATION
Adolph Zukok, ft,,.
IESSI: L. Lassy, Vitt-Prts.
Cecil B. DeMclle, Dirrcur Gtntral
lb

HERE'S MACK SENNETT *S RECIPE FOR
A PARAMOUNT- MACK SENNETT COMEDYCombine Grandma s, Grandpa's, Mother s and Dad's private
laugh recipes with a little spice from brother's fertile imagination, and some ideas from sister's pet modiste —
Stir the ingredients in the Sennett joy tank with a few
slapsticks, a custard pie or two, and other articles of
disturbance, and you'll have it.
A bright, brand new sparkling, kicking, gurgling, Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedy.
Send 'em out laughing — then they'll come back for more.
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that the illustration of this advertisement ran in the Sunday
ou
know
Morning Telegraph of October 21st, but do you know that since
that
date
there
is
one
more
theatre
in
Detroit
playing the famous Paramount and Artcraft Pictures for a
solid week?
NOW, THERE ARE EIGHT WISE MEN IN DETROIT.
Seven of the wise theatre managers have theatres located
as shown in the illustration and the eighth theatre is located on Monroe Avenue.
These eight theatres are classed as first-run theatres.
The quality of Paramount and Artcraft Pictures enables these theatres to show Paramount and Artcraft Pictures
for
entire week. They are not little two-by-twice houses, but photoplay theatres in every sense of the word.
For an
instance—
ORPHEUM THEATRE — Seating capacity, 2,000. Under the personal
^PLT.?^ 1TRE— Seating capacity, 3.000. Only recently acquired
directionmountofand Chas.
H. Miles.
Paraco.nhlnW.i^n
the Personal supervision of Chas. Miles. Policy is
Artcraft
featuresPolicy
and issixcombination
vaudeville second-run
acts. Admission
sei™ v»\,h ,?,econ<i-run Paramount
and
Artcraft
features
and
cents.
°"y
*°
prices, fifteen to thirty-five cents.
M MAnNns tutitot. 'on Vricea,
BROADWAY-STRAND — Seating capacity, 1,600. Owned by Messrs.
Kunlkv w ^^j^^E
Seating capacity. 2,000. Owned by J. H.
Harry I. Garson and Phil Gleichman. Resident Manager, Mr. Phil
wLv,
dFaces Grand
^ newest
theatre
in
town,
having
opened
only
beautiful
structure,
last
March.
Circus Park,
Gieichman. Admission prices, fifteen to fifty cents.
and isprices, fifteen to fifty
aa
Admission
centsthe photograph will sho
LIBERTY THEATRE — Seating capacity, 700. Operated by J. H.
Kunsky, Inc. Located on Monroe Ave. and Farmer St. Playing
third-run Paramount features. Admission price, fifteen cents.
K^sU^L^^^-^^
capacity, 1,900. Owned by J. H.
Hotel AdmUfiVn°„Ca^e? °D Washington Boulevard,
adjoining
Statler
BIJOU
THEATRE — Seating capacity, 300. Direction of Schram Amuse"IAJESTIC THEnRF^ fl,teeD *° **** Ceatament Company. Located on Monroe Avenue. Catering largely to
tic , tL ,™ r» RI^-Seating capacity, 1,820. Owned by the Majestransients,
yet always playing high-class pictures a solid week.
Admission prices,
„r£L twenty-five
FndeJL Lne to
Personal
direction of W. W. McGee.
^omission
Admission price, fifteen cents.
fifty cents.

^aromow^<^Qrlcra£i

*
res
ictu
^P
"FOREMOST STARS, SUPERBLY
DIRECTED,
IN CLEAN MOTION PICTURES"
ave made it possible for wise exhibitors, the country over, to build up permanent and profitable business with the continuous supply of
nabty pictures. The exhibitors of Detroit have done it—
YOU CAN DO IT!
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres JESSE L LASKY-LASKY
l\v Pres. CECILCORPOMTIONifP"
B DE MILLE Director Ciotnl
vt FAMOUS
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By Jeanie Macpherson
Rialto (N. Y.) gives extra performances tohandle crowds.
— Moving Picture World.
If ever the exhibitors of the country were
handed a gold mine on an inlaid pearl
platter Artcraft has performed this feat of
generosity to them in " The Woman God
Forgot." " The Woman God Forgot " is
a " special " if ever there was one. It
might just as easily have opened at $2,
and the people who paid that price would
have received their money's worth.
— " Zit " in the Evening Journal (New York).
On account of the enormous patronage the
Rialto (New York) is opening at 10 a.m.
during the engagement.
— Motion Picture News.
As an evidence of its popular appeal, the
theatre at its opening performance last
night was packed, and at times the ticket
line extended several rods down the street.
— Salt Lake Telegram.

In the present production it is safe to say
caught in sethat Mr. Exhibitor will bepalms
together.
cluded corners rubbing his
No expense has been spared in production.
No thought has been spared in direction.
Result— what you would expect the result
to be.
—May Tinec in the Chicago Daily Tribune.
Are you dead-sure that your present run is sufficient to handle the
,^
crowds?
ABTCBAFT PICTURES CORPORATION
720 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY
Controlled by FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

An

Artcraft

Picture

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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By Beulah Marie Dix
Directed by
William C. De Mille
One of the Best
Paramount Pictures
"The Ghost House" just
fits Jack Pickford.
— Chicago Daily News
It does not contain a dull
moment.
— Dramatic Mirror
"The Ghost House"
ought to be popular with
— M. P. News
young and old.
" The Ghost House " is a
clean cut entertainment
of the very best.
—Exhibitor's Trade Revieiv
Look up all of the reviews
on this picture — it will pay
vou to book an "extra run."

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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with a whimsical

face

seen

in

Six New

Sparkle
C omedies

Releases

r

BILLY

RUGE

Is carded to keep " Sparkling"
next six weeks in his newest
Reel

-SPARKLE"

for the
One-

Comedies

On the Love Line
The Detective

After the Matinee
Double Cross

Smashing the Plot

The Best of a Bad Bargain

They're Being Booked

by Exhibitors Who Know
Brighten a Program

What's Needed

Produced by the
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION

Commercial Trust Co. Building, 41st Street and Broadway, New York City
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

to
pa
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KENNEDY
— ANP HSR SY<ES
-PUMP HGR SMIL€

again will captivate the millions who frequent the nation's picture theatres in a
rollicking comedy-drama of laughter, plot,
situation and adventure

NEARLY
MRRRED
by €DGBR S€L<0YN

This picturization of a famous stage success
marks the second big step upward for this
young and joyous star who with her first
production attained nation-wide popularity.
If you liked Madge

Kennedy

in Margaret

Mayo's "Baby Mine" then your audiences
will adore her in "Nearly Married."
PS

lLi,iil,IJJ;liiilili))lilil
Advisory Board:
SAMUEL GOLDFISH
Chairman
EDGAR SELWYN
MARGARET MAYO
IRVIN S. COBB
ROI COOPER MECRUE
ARCHIBALD SELWYN
CROSBY GAIGE
PORTER EMERSON BROWNE

Love story— action— drama— a swift,
speedy story and the girl with the sunniest
smile in the world. Who could demand
more in one picture?
Released everywhere November

18.

0oldwyn@i^icturcs
Corporation
16 East 42d Street

^'HIM'lTH'ri'l'K f'l'r'IVI'JTH'l'H'M'I'ri'l'H'I'l'ITT'

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Unanimous

in

Chicago

I

^anteTuck:of
G?orge
»
Tribune: er-s
production
Chicago
The v
"The Manx-Man," from Hall Caine's story, is a great picture.
It contains a big story and a big cast. It is one of THE pictures of the day. Don't fail to see this unusual production
released through Goldwyn.

The Chicago Herald: ^hI^%T£S
success in his production of "The Manx-Man," one of Hall
Caine's greatest stories which is now distributed by Goldwyn.
Elisabeth Risdon is tremendously likeable and there is a big
and powerful supporting cast.

The Chicago Examiner: S^SXC
spectful attention of all critics of the photo-drama. There is
heart in the story and tremendous interest. It will be a great
success in theatres everywhere.

The Chicago American: ?S?„^"e
ing "The Manx-Man" from Hall Caine's novel, has scored a
triumph for Goldwyn, which released this remarkable picture.
In Chicago "The Manx-Man" is drawing capacity audiences.

r's
Tuckeof
e
Loan
ge
Geor
powerful
picturi.zati.on

Hall

Caine's

Greatest

Story

with
Elisabeth

Risdon.

Henry

Ainlejr

Fred

Groves

is receiving the whole-hearted indorsement of all newspapers and the delighted approval
of the public in all cities where it is presented.
This production is offered to all exhibitors under a system of open bookings and can be
obtained only through the North American Branch offices of

mn
oldu
(3 Distributing
Corporation
New York City
16 East 42d Street

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Troftts!

Phi l?l «wi
IVftftfl
Ampriran'"' "For the Freedom of the World," a big special production released through
«.
iu miKiivaiii
Goldwyn, has grip, intensity and it contains the best battle scene any patriotic film
has ever included in a picture. — a big, thrilling production.
* • • The North American's three stars mean "a picture of special excellence."

Phila. Public Ledger: ZV^rZ^J.
ing the Victoria Theatre Is thrilling and compelling — a
patriotic
popularity.drama . done on a big scale, that will" enjoy wide

the specthathe makes
picturethat
is a proud
Here feel
Pv*>«C* tator
Ptliln
is an American
*
—"For the Freedom of the World." Patriotism, romance and
thrills
crowdto see
the it.picture from start to finish— all Americans
will want

tne year has °een
^° Picture
H* staged
Rpooviu«
Pfiila
******* i»vl.u
on so°ftremendou
s a scale as
"For the Freedom of the World." A lesson in genuine patriotism. . . An unrivalled picture of human valor. . . . Thousands have been turned away during the engagement!

r una. inquirer. is the best story of its kind
ever
TnniHVDV* "F°r tne Freedom of the World"
Ptlilsi
shown on the screen Every scene is alive with the tensity
and naturalness of war. It makes one proud of the men who
fight. for their country.

-it
r\

+
r\

it
r\

IraM.Iowry
presents'
r\

+

WORLD

Capt.

Edwin

Bower

Hesser

The answer to the remarkable reviews quoted from the powerful and conservative Philadelphia newspapers isthat the Victoria has done a capacity business for a week with a turn-away at all performances.
This production will turn the tide against war tax depression or dull business for exhibitors everywhere. Prints, accessories and remarkable lithographs are ready in all our branches. "For the
Freedom of the World" is released exclusively through

tmn
oldt
Corporation
(3 Distributing
New York City
16 East 42d Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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"

CAPACITY

The test
office.

of a serial

Therefore,

read

a few

is at the

box-

opinions

from

exhibitors :

"Played

to capacity

"Obliged

to turn

second

episode."

"Never

had

all day."

away

crowds

the

a serial that pulled them

in stronger."
"Best

That's
WHO

serial I have

what

they

ever

are

saying

IS "NUMBER

PARAMOUNT'S

booked."

FIRST

about

ONE"?
SERIAL

Patriotism, Interne Interest in Our Boi/s Abroad,
faq ernes s of Those Hundreds
and friends are alreadu

of 7housands Hhose Motive f

in the Service, 7o see the life then

vtill Live -Allthif uou have to appeal
7m Reel
UNDER

ihe STARS

and ihe

and

to when

STRIPES

uou shou the

in FRANCE

the first complete and aulhentic motion picture record
of the life oi our army in Trance.
Brimful of human interest,
timelu to Ihe minute, ifour audiences will be thrilled to ihe core.
Show it and hear the applause f
READY

NOW- GET IT FROM

THE NEAREST

RATHE

EXCHANGE

Phatoqtaphed bif the Cinematographic Division of the Trench Army^^

THDILUNC ~ DIRECTION^
FLAWLESS -BICH IN DRAMATIC SITUATIONS w FUIX OF
SUSPENSE - MAINTAIN TENSEST DITEBEST

I

that's what men mho know say
of the PATHE PEAYS- —
'Stranded in Arcady' is thrUlinq..
It interest? and holds throughout.
'The Mark at Cain' a mystery
Story of unusual excellence. A
model of its type"
Moving Picture Uforld
"'Stranded in Arcady ' teemS with action
Maintains tensest interest. Direction
flawless'. 'The Mark of Cain ' is Swift
of movement Rich in thrillinq
Situations " -Motion Picture Hews
In Stranded in Arcady 'suspense
is kept up until the final fadeout . .
Satisfactory in every way "the
Hark of Cain ' isbrimnunq over
with thrills, action and excitement.''
Exhibitors Trade Beviettr
'''Stranded in Arcady'' full oi thrilling
adventures
Will he popular.'
The
Mark
of Chinlplenty
of suspense,
action fast" ( Dramatic MirroF

T3PYANT WASHBUDi
BUDN?
'12

'kl

<BEftlE LOVE

rnfc CHAEM1NU , DA^HINGr;
NATIONAL,

^HBRlTYrr

IRENE
CASTUE
«
iV the ftar of the tbitd qreatr
hax office PATHE PLAY

SECEET
SKBV1CE
a five part drama
thrilbna situation?,
■produced and enacted
by a cast thai if
Superior in every
ivau. • r 7777777 77
Story
by Jbfcphby Irani
*-* * Scenario
77
"r Directedby
Philip
BarrJjohmae
George
Ht^maurice
r" Produced
by *

CAN BE PDOUD
TO$H0WT0(YOlIR
PATRONS
JteTea&ed Nov.

mam

J

§§§|§

fethe

"W«4r
THE
GREAT
EST
Or
TAV
WOQLD

i&
of

RETREAT
if*

IN

WE

GERMAN/"
•• • .
of
ARRAX

of the

BATTLE

{official

SHOWMEN

(jovernment

pictures

of

the war)
THE B.Or r.THEATRES
KEITH
CIRCUIT

Oetr. 10-1917
^alarr- (EhrutrrHwililiuB Ji"rni}Jork Citg.
October 3.1917

Official
Government
Picture!, Inc.,
25 West
New «5th
York Street,
City.

Dear Sirs,1 want to take this opportunity of expressing to your
company derful
the plcturee
great"Theeatlefactlon
inat handling
your wonRetreat of weCircuit
thehavecereofhadensTheatera
the Battle
Arrae",
and otherof
clrculte throughout
affiliated thewithOrpfieum
ul.
We aresuccess
almoetof dally
expreaelons
of gratification on the
thete receiving
plcturee.
and I want
tell you
that have
without
exception,
wherever
theee pictures
have toappeared,
they
proven
a big eueceaa.
Aa you know,yourourcompany
Intention
booking
they are
work plcturee
aplendldthetheee
thein public
in vaet
flretlyout toandhelpto put
waa
carrying
before
ourwestern
work
being
done
by
the
British
Army
at
the
Front.
As
a
box
attraction it was a secondary consideration, but in this office
aa
well
ee
satisfying
our
patrons.
It
has
been
most
successful,
and we will be very glad to cooperate with you on any thle
future counto
bring
to
elect
may
kind, thatthatyouAmerica
of this sure
pictures
everytar, ofthatno better
onetry,want*for weto are
see what now
is being done, andIs I incanthethink
way to ehow them, than through your Cfflelal British Plcturee. ,

Captain J. ItcLeod Bsyne,
Official Government Pictures, Inc.,
Ho. 25 West 45th St. .New Tort.
My dear Captain:
The picture "THE RETREAT OT THE GERMANS AT Iff BATTLE OF
ARRAS", produced by the Official Government Pictures, Inc., has had
a very eueceesful run on the Keith Circuit. It is not customary
in otfr houses to play pictures, as our entertainment is exclusively
vaudeville, but inasmuch as we have been interested in all movements
thet will benefit those engaged in the war in any direction, were
only too pleased to play these plcturee. I believe, in a way, that
you are doing much good in exhibiting the plcturee before the thousands of people who witness them every week and bring direct 'to their
hcc
attention the vicieaitudee of this war, bringing to them a realisation
of why those who remain at home should help.
I want to thank you for your heartycooperetlen, and anytime
that I can further the interest of anything that has to do with the
successful operation ef the war, I am at your command.
Very truly youre.

27*BIG TIME'* THEATRES
in New York^
citq showed these pictures siMultaneouslu.
Alow

IO prints

ate booked

solid

houses

in the same

tertitoru!

picture

SIX

EPISODE/of

TWO

in the best

REELS

•••

EACH

V
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W.

Hodkinson
ANOTHER

STEP

FORWARD

1907 — Started m$ first ten=cent house, the same

program

all week.

1911— Placed the hundreds of Pacific Coast customers of the General Film Co. on
a non-conflict, uniform age, definite schedule basis, with special services for
better houses charging ten cents and using longer runs.
1913 — Organized the "Progressive" exchanges in Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Seattle, establishing through their service and protection to exhibitors the
first houses in the United
States to run the same
program for
a full week at ten and twenty cents.
1914 — Founded Paramount, applying the year-old "Progressive" policies of
service and exhibitor protection on a national scale. Originated and
applied the percentage basis of handling films between producer and
distributor, which gav*e the first incentive to quality production and
assured a co-operation which created the largest organization $et knov?n
in the business.
1917 — I am applying the same principles of protection and co-operation but
dividing the responsibility and profit between producers and exhibitors
to the end of insuring the exhibitor against paying more than any
picture is xCorth to him, and to the further end of typing exhibitor
and producer together for the development of the business along its
logical, progressive lines.
Instead

of exhibitor

toward

and

producer

each other, which

feeling no responsibility

is the tendency

time, I expect to bring those elements

at the present

with which

I deal

together as units co=related and interdependent
each other with fair profits for all concerned.

upon

Exhibitors are invited to write to the home office regarding the first of the Paralta Plays,
"A MAN'S MAN" with Mr. J.Warren Kerri gan, which is ready for immediate bookings, and "MADAM
WHO?"
with Miss Bessie Barriscale, which will be hooked now
for showings after December first.
Both are in seven reels.
W.

W.

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

527

New

Fifth Avenue,

York

Telephone: Murray Hill 2123
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Earle

ALBERT
E- SMYTW
Presents

Williams

Features

EARLE

WILLIAMS

An Unbroken Line of
^ Successes — Every
Feature
a Proved
Box -Office Winner
THE

LOVE DOCTOR
EARLE WILLIAMS
with Corinne GriHith

TRANSGRESSION
EARLE WILLIAMS
with Corinne Griffith
THE
STOLEN TREATY
EARLE WILLIAMS
*iih Corinne GriHith

LSTROM"
MAEWILLIAMS
THE EARLE
with Dorothy kelly
THE

SOUL
THE

MASTER

Q

THE

GRELL

MYSTERY

An

Ama^

Detective

Love

Interest

and

Hold

to the

Last

A

Story, with

Mystery
Foot

Five l^rt Blue

Ribbon

by Frank

Fnoest

that

of Film.
Feature

HAWK

APARTMENT
ARSENE

m

29

LUPIN

NOW
BOOKING AT
ALL VITAGRAPH
EXCHANGES

Directed £y^u\

Scardon

\ /-GREATER-ii
VlTAGRAPri
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Played
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Phenomenal

Bayard filler's
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for Sixteen

Melodrama

Months

On

WITHIN

Broadway

THE

99
WITH

IN

LAW
□
is scoring

THE

dreds of successes like this:

LAW

"Kindly let us know
when we can re-book

FEATURING-

ALICE

'Within the Law.' We
found this such an ex-

JOTCE

cellent production —
one of 'THE' features
of 1917 — that we are

AND

HARRY

hun-

MORE

Y

□

anxious to repeat it at
>
early date."
an CARR
& SCHAD,
Reading,
Pa. Inc.

A

Special

Blue Ribbon

Directedby

Feature

WilliamPSBarh

/— GREATER— I
WagrapH

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Book

it Now

and

let it do the same
for your

house!
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STAGED

FOX
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BY

P/ay of 7d&

R. A WALSH,

DIRECTOR

NEW YORKS
FAVORITE
FILM
SOLDIER

BIGGEST,
,

MOST

BOOK

NOW

PRETENTIOUS,
AT

NEAREST

M05T
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EXCHANCE
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FILM
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GREATEST

BOX
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EVER

HONOR

SYSTEM"

NET

OFFERED

o/a/ Americans
THE

MM.

ml/reve/

''THE CONQUEROR"

ETC.
AN ACTIVE
AND MANLY
STAR

PRODUCTION
FOX

EVER

FILM

MADE

FOR

A

FEATURE

CORPORATION

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!
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WILLIAM
FOX.
PRESENTS
VIRGINIA
PEARSON
STJST

ALL

for

a

HUSBAND

THIS
GIRL "WAS
SIMPLY
GRA&Y
ABOXJf
A MANT

Crazy!
Dippy!
even a little wild, and she
went a little farther than,
most ^ just how far you will
see in this November
release

pressure

or explosive

-your
test or,
laugh
theatreter
trails,-will
^lr: Exhibit
and
youll learn how much cash can
he crowded into your sock.
OTHER

NOVEMBER.

Caprice
JnissiU.SA.
xAplayikaiynll
Stir the patriotism
of ihe country

tfOX

FUM

RELEASES

/ rSoriia.
Markova
•/
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^PAINTED
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MADONNA
Redemption of
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a fallen girl
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HERE
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IS
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• fffj

WHAT

SOME

ABOUT
AT

THE

ST]

FjiaaroiiBiiiroTOTOiini^^

CTRAND theatre patrons went into a
^ veritable tornado of laughter over
" Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells," a
Fox comedy which is. one of the features
of the bill. It is one of the most remarkable animal pictures that has ever been
shown and the audience testified its appreciation The writer really feared for the
life of a lady who sat next to him— she
^couldn't stop laughing to breathe
^sa matter of fact this might
MOTION PICTURE HEWS

OF

THE

CRITICS

SUNSHINE

SAY

COMEDIES:

Anew series, side- splitting in humor,
is
inaugurated in the presentation of the
Fox Sunshine CbrnedieS/'FLoaring Liong
and Wedding Bells!' M?w York, Evening fun
^^^com^oy
film "Roaring Lions
Wedding Pells" drew
great lauohter
the large

audience"

Acw

Yor-fe

and
from
G7obe

"A Vox Sunshine Comedy called "Roaring
Lions and Wedding BeHs'is Mew
trulyYbrk.7ribztH£>
marvelous

FOX
FILM
CORPORATION
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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BARA

aJkedajBara

Another

Superpicture

Colossal

Production

Ike tragic story of a famous
French
adventuress who rose from poverty
to dictatorship
only to die on

in the court
the

dashing picture
court intrigue

guillotine.
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conditions
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world.
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RALPH CONNOR'S

NOVEL "THE DOCTOR"

the tip of the world
in
Canadian
Rockies^ where

it is man
heaven

against

lielp

the

man

and

weakest^

'ftie Lion Heart of William Tavnum
was never better shown than in
this

wonderful

FOX

FILM
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Watch

our

release

list

grow

Release date Dec. 3, '17
The story of an unwanted wife

The tie that burns.
"ALIM0NY"
Strictly
high-class production.
Corp.
Produced by Selexart Film
Story by Hay den Talbot.
Robt. Brunton, production
manager.
Emmet J. Flyrm, director.
Cast Includes :
Josephine Whittal as the divorced adventuress; Lois Wilson as the true wife; George
Fisher as the man loved by
two women ; Ida Lewis as Mrs.
Lansing ; Wallace Worseley
as the blackmailed husband;
Arthur Allardt as the crooked
lawyer ; Joseph Dowling as the
square attorney, and Marguerite Livingstone as the sympathetic secretary.

WRITTEN BY A COURT REPORTER — IT DETAILS A STRIKING CASE IN THE DIVORCE TRAFFIC OF CROOKED
LAWYERS WHO PREY ON THE RICH.
Not a horror FILM — NOT a problem play, but a powerful blending of gripping DRAMATIC
INTEREST, PATHOS AND SUPREME LOVE.
COMING

Herbert

"If

ATTRACTION

Brenon's

it's

good
The

"Empty

enough
First

National

for

Pockets

"

the

First

Exhibitor's

Circuit,
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Note

the

calibre

of

productions

Release date Dec. 17, ' 17

MME.

TR
PE
first
Petrova
PictureOVA'S

"DAUGHTER

OF

DESTINY"

The story of a great love, enacted by a great actress; supported by a strong company;
magnificent settings ; big scenes.
This first release from Mme.
Petrova's own studios is a
splendid picture.
Mme. Petrova is to make eight
subjects for release through
our exchanges.
The wise exhibitor will start
with this subject and run the
eight — for the profits will
mount with each re-appearance
of this star, whom he can make
his own star.

"Daughter of Destiny" cannot be regarded as a single
release, but as ^he first of
eight — each of which will earn
increasing profits.

OADAMe
in "DAOG

HT£R

P6TR.OVA
OF D6 STI (N V
■
'"7"'-

Charles

Chaplin's

Greater

Comedies

SIGNATURE
PROTECTED "
Foreign rights controlled by WilUam Vogel Productions, Inc., Longacre Bldg., New York City.
National

it's

good

Inc., 18

41st

St., New

East

enough

York

for

you"

City
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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PICK

OF

THE

PICTURES

THEATERS
COMPANY
B4T SOUTH BROAD WAY
LOS ANGELES
October

8

1911,

Paralta Plays, Inc.,
729 Seventh Ave. ,
New York City,
New York.
Gentlemen:
With J. Warren Kerrigan in "A MAN'S MAN" as the
attraction, we did a phenominal business all last week at
CLUIJE'S AUDITORIUM, seating over 3000, breaking the house
record on Saturday night and being compelled on both Monday
and Saturday nights to turn away more people than we couli
accommodate inside. At the matinees on practically every
day the line up for the second show extended a block long
nr more.
CLUNE'S AUDITORIUM, having had the premier presentation of the world* 8 greatest pictures, such as "THE
CLANSMAN" or "THE BIRTH OP A NATION", "RAMONA" , "THE EYES
OF THE WORLD", etc, we are particularly gratified that
"A MAN'S MAN" should have approximated the business on those
pictures.
Criti«isms in the six daily newspapers of Los
actually graded 100$.
Unanimously they complimented everything connected with the picture; especially
the fine, clean work of Mr. Kerrigan, Miss Lois Wilson and
Miss Ida Lewis; the devotion to details in the settings,
the praotically faultless direotion, superb photography,
and the excellence of Mr. Kyne's story as adapted for the
picture.
At CLUNE'S AUDITORIUM this seven-reel production
pleased all who attended.
Praise was unstinted.
I consider "A MAN'S MAN" exceptionally acceptable to the public.

Angeles

Paralta Plays, Inc. is to be congratulated on
the success of its first release.
It is but natural that
the success of "A MAN'S MAN" at CLUNE'S AUDITORIUM should
create the wish on my part to have the opportunity of giving your next release its premier showing at the same house.
I remain

With sincere

wishes

for your continued
Very truly yours.

WHC/LS

PARALTA

PLAYS,

I nc

success,

PARALTA

PICK

J.

OF

THE

Warren

IN

PLAYS

PICTURES

Kerrigan
Written by

Screen version by
THOMAS G. GERAGHTY

PETER B. KYNE
"A
Man's
Man"
DIRECTED
BY
OSCAR
APFEL
Nothing that we could say
would be as truly convincing
as Mr. Chine's letter,
on the previous page,
wherein he tells of the results
he obtained by booking
"A Man's Man."
Earnestly we advise you to heed
the injunction of the good book;
"Go and do thou likewise."

For bookings communicate with New York Offices
W.
527 FIFTH

W.

HODKINSON

AVENUE

CORPORATION

Telephone Murray Hill 2123

Bessie

NEW

YORK

CITY

Barriscale
IN

Screen Version by
Monte M. Katterjohn

Written by

u

Harold McGrath
DIRECTED BY REGINALD
BARKER
?"
Who
Madam
ROBERT

PARALTA

BRUNTON,

Manager

PLAYS,

of Productions.

Inc.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
YORK
CITY
£ EW

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T. KANE, Vice.-Pres.
JOHN E. DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas.
NAT. I. BROWN, Secretary and Gen'l Manager

PARALTA

PLAYS,

Inc

CHARLES
PLAYS
EMPIRE

PttOHMAN'S
Pictures
in

ALL-STAR

CORPORATION

Presents

ELPEM
Direcied

by
7

Dell

Henderson

The tremendously successful comedy - drama in
which Ann Murdock appeared last season at the
nation's largest speaking stage theatres— breaking
house records in many cities. Now produced in
motion pictures with a cast including many notables
who appeared in the original Charles Frohman production. Itis an attraction of super-excellence.
Released the week of Nov. 19th. Bookings can be
made for this and others of Charles Frohman's
Plays in Pictures at your nearest Mutual Exchangee
Produced by
EMPIRE ALL-STAR CORPORATION
JAMES N. Distributed
SHELDON, byPresident
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
JOHN R. FREULER President

Samuel SMulch'mson, Prer/cfenf
AMERICAN

FILM COMPANY, MC.,<presexfr
in

SNAP

JUDGMENT
w

An unusual five-act drama. Directed by Edward
Sloman. Released the week of November 19th
A tale of dual personality.

William

Russell appears

as Jimmie

Page,

Eastern society man, and "Arizona Pete," a Western bad-man. Laughs,
thrills and romance are skillfully mingled throughout the plot. This
and other William Russell subjects are available at all Mutual Exchanges.
Distributed by
Produced by
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
John R. Freuler, President
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President
Bit
Aft*
ONLY

MOTION
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Jerry Takes
Released

29th, 1917

Gas

December 6th, 1917

CUB

COMEDIES

BOOK

4_ [Mutual
DAVID

THROUGH

Film

HORSLEY

THE

Corporation
PRODUCTIONS

Festtm & Fcrtitn Sales Representative
D.|W. RUSSELL
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Studios & Offices
Los Angeles, Calif.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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yee^v

Will
jays:
This poworful seven reel feature production
put
out by P.M. Man son and released through Mutual is without
doubt one of the really great pictures of the year. For
a portrayal of strength and power mixed with an inexplicable
element of tenderness there has been nothing in many moons
that could hold a candle to the work of Tyrone Power in
this picture.
The setting is laid in the rubber plantations
of Southern Mexico and offers a wealth of tropical scenery
that ought to carry a strong appeal to the people of this
temperate zone.
The oast supporting Mr. Power are to be
commended for their work, and photography and direction
are excellent.
Reviewed By
Lisle M. Albright.

hays:
"THE PMNTER" is a splendidly produced picture,,
The story has been handled in an excellent manner, the
settings are very well selected, the photography clear,
and the work of the cast is fine.
Tyrone Power's
acting especially is something that theatre patrons do
not have an opportunity of seeing every day.
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mm
Corporation
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Unanimous^

Worlds

To follow "Empty
Pockets" Mr. Brenon will
present Sir Johnston
Forbes-Robertson in
"The Passing of the Third
Floor Back" — another
important and distin^
guished contribution to
the silent drama.

Greatest

endors
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|Swanson and Nolan,
Denver, Colorado.
I Brenon, so well knowm
|aruong manufacturers and,
(exchanges, comment superIfluous. Among largest exhibitors regarded as one of
[America'sducers,foremost
prohighly qualified,:
capable and successful. All
mis productions big winners.'

,
€. H. Hulsey
su°n of Dallas Texas.
Want to congratulate you on lining
up with Herbert Brenon. In my opinion
he is unquestionably a genius and one
of the few great directors in the business.a"Empty
is a great
storv
and, with
man Pockets"
like Brenon
handling
it, picture should be a sensation. Believe our connection with Brenon is next
if not equal in importance to Chaplin
deal.

Turner & Dahnken,
of San Francisco, California.
Congratulations on closing deal with
Herbert Brenon for Empty Pockets as we
consider Brenon to be the greatest director in the business to-day and his productions are sure-fire, big money from
box office standpoint. Empty Pockets
should do enormous business throughout
thft entire country

Mr. Brenon conferring:
with Rupert Hughes, author of "Empty Pockets."
This is the sort of cooperation that advances
the motion picture— that
makes Brenon Productions pre-eminent in the
sIm world.

James B. Clark,
Rowland and Clark Theatres,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Congratulations on latest acquisition
to our high standard of screen offerings.
The combination of Herbert Brenon's
masterful direction and screen artistry
together with the effort of Rupert
Hughes' magic pen is sure to win absolute approval of the greatest critic and
reviewer, the box office.

Robert Leiber,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Highly pleased to know you. have
closed Brenon "Empty Pockets" for
the First National Exhibitors Circuit.
Brenon is always to be relied upon as a
producer, not only does he know how
to get out an artistic production but he.
seems to know the public and as a result Brenon Productions are sure firebox office attractions.

tep . Cu't '
William Sievers,
St. Louis, Missouri
Congratulations.on purchase
of ''Empty Pockets." Believe pictures of this calibre,
with
Brenon's well-known
qualifications
a director,
'will
be added asboost
to our
Circuit.

A. H. Blank,
of Des Moines, Iowa.
Congratulations for closing with
America's greatest director Herbert
Brenon for his production "EmptyPockets " You could'nt hrve done
better. Had a long talk with Mr. Breever. non about two weeks ago and know his
future productions will be greater than
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SPECTACLE

Written

by

C . GARDNER
Directed

and

Photographed

IRVIN
THE
NOTHING

AT

NEW
ALL

SULLIVAN

¥•

YORK
LIKE

by

WILL

TRIBUNE
IT HAS

AT.
SAYS:—

EVER

BEEN

SEEN

ON

THE SCREEN! "
Applications for bookings, following the " Trade Showings " in
New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, prove that exhibitors all over the country appreciate the wonderful money-making
qualities of this smashing big INCE success.
DEMAND
ALSO

'SPOT

OPEN"

BOOKINGS

apply for the franchise for your ZONE

IMMEDIATELY
(or neighborhood)

and become a part of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
with early-run and franchise-fixed-maximum-price privileges.

IffiEXHiBiTORS^OyKiNG
CORPORATION
EXECUTIVES: Frank G. Hall, William Oldknow
TOP O' THE TIMES BUILDING, NEW YORK
BOOK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES: —
HOFFMAN-FOURSQUARE:— NEW YORK (729 7th Ave.); BUFFALO (47 W. Swan St.); PHILADELPHIA (1325
Vine St.) ; PITTSBURGH (127 4th Ave.) ; CLEVELAND (Sloane Bldg., Prospect St.) ; CINCINNATI (301 Strand
Theatre Bldgr.) ; DETROIT (Peter Smith Bldg.); CHICAGO (207 So. Wabash Ave.); ST. LOUIS (301 Empress
Theatre Bldg); KANSAS CITY, MINNEAPOLIS, DENVER, PORTLAND, SAN FRANCISCO (Address 729 7th
Ave.; New York pending opening of new offices). FRANK GERSTEN, INC.: — NEW JERSEY (220 W. 42nd St.,
New York); GLOBE FEATURE FILM COMPANY: — NEW ENGLAND (20 Winchester St., Boston, Mass.);
CONSOLIDATED
DALLAS (CommerceFILM
St.). & SUPPLY COMPANY: ATLANTA (Walton St.); NEW ORLEANS (Gravier St.);
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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'NEPTUNE'S
NAUGHTY
DAUGHTER"
Released Nov. 1.
by the
LONGACRE
Exchanges
Listed Here.

Past
Releases
"Balloonatics"
Sept. 1st

oman
'AutOct
. iacs
1st ''

are the two bigges*
Here
Feature
If you
season. productions of theComedy
— youto
themnity
haven't
an opportu
still have played
clean up. Communicate with
any Longacre Office. See list,
on the riirht.

TER
DAUGH
Directed by J. G. BLYSTOXE

ATLANTA — ConsoUdated F.
& S. Co.; Super Features
Dept.. Rhodes Building.
BALTIMORE — Baltimore
Film Ex.; 412 E. Baltimore
St. BOSTONtributing— Co.;Longacre
Dis13 Stanhope
St. BUFFALO — Longacre
Distributing Co.; 35 Church
St. BUTTE — Longacre Distributing Co.; 52 E. Broadway.Photoplays,
CHARLOTTEInc.;
— Bluebird
307
W.
Trade
St.
CHICAGO
Longacre Distributing Co.— ;
220 So. State St. CINCINNATI — Longacre Distributing Co.; Room
504 Strand
Theatre,
531 Walnut
St.
CLEVELAND — Longacre
Distributing Co.; 850 Prospect Ave.
solidated F. DALLAS
& S. Co.;— Con1900
Commerce
St.
DENVERCo.;
—
Longacre Distributing

1422 Welton St. D E S
MOLNES — Longacre Distributing Co.; 702 Mulberry St.
DETROIT tributing
— Co.;Longacre
Dis75 Broadwav.
EL PASO — Longacre Distributing Co. ; c /o Consolidated
F. & S. Co.; 110 E. Franklin
St.
FORT
SMITH Co.;
— Longacre Distributing
24 S.
6th St. INDIANAPOLIS —
Longacre Distributing Co. ; 58
W. New York St. KANSAS
CITY — Longacre Distributing
Co.; 606-7 Shukert Building.
LOS ANGELES — Longacre
Distributing Co.; 822 So.
Olive
MEMPHIS Co.;
— Longacre St.
Distributing
c o
Consolidated F. & S. Co.; 226
Union Ave. MINNEAPOLIS
— Longacre Distributing Co. ;
208 Film Exchange Building.
NEW ORLEANS
dated F. & S. —Co.;ConsoliSuper
Features Dept., 914 Gravier
St. NEW YORK CITY —
Longacre Distributing Co. ;
1600 Broadway. OKLAHOMA CITY — Longacre Distrib-

uting Co., 116 W. 2nd t
OMAHA — Longacre Dig tuting Co.; 214 So. 14tt t
PHILADELPHIA
— .»
mount
Feature Film
1302
Vine
St.
PITTSBU
— Longacre Distributing
Penn Ave.Distributing
PORTL D
—934Longacre
405
Davis
St. SAN"Distr
FI *■tCISCO
— Longacre
ing Co.:
Ave.
ST. 125
LOOSGoldea
— Loaj M»
Distributing Co.; 3547 *
St.
SALT Distributing
LAKE CI -|
Longacre
56 Exchange Place. SI *
TLE — Longacre Distrib <t
Co.; 217
Virginia St.
KANE
— Longacre
Distz >■
ing Co.: 16 So. Washii ■
St.
TOLEDOCo.;— 439LoojI I*■
Distributing
St. TORONTO— •<
Rights St.,
Features,
106 ] *•r
mond
W. WASH
TON — Fail-mount Fe »
Film Ex. ; 307 N. Ml *
WICHITA
— Longacre
tributing Co.;
209 E. u *■»-

LONGACRE
DISTRIBUTING
C'.
HOME OFFICE— MECCA BUILDING. 1600 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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PICTURES

S

JOSEPH

M. SCHENCK
presents

NORMA

THE

SECRET

TALMADGE
in

OF

THE

STORM

COUNTRY
Norma Talmadge as Tess

From the book of
the same name by

Norma Talmadge, a personal portrait

GRACE

MILLER

WHITE

Picturized bj>
Mar? Murillo and Courtene^ Ryley" Cooper
Directed by Charles Miller

In

this, tke

second

series

of

Select

Norma

Talmadge

in

her

Pictures,

is seen in the

role of Tess, the little daughter ofthe squatter tillage on
the

shores

made

of Lake

famous

White

in

b$ Grace
her

novels, "Tess
Country"

Cayuga,

and

two

Miller
popular

of the

Storm

"The

Secret

of the Storm Country)."
It is a role which will add new laurels
to the heroine of "The Moth,"
" Poppy," and " Panthea." As Tess,
Miss Talmadge grOes further proof
of her versatile talent as a screen
actress of the highest order. Already
this picture has broken records whereever it has been show'n.

" The

Secret of the Storm Country" sets a
new mark in Miss Talmadge's record
of artistic achievement.
Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

^ f. 729 Sev'entk Avenue, Ne\v> York

I

1

PICTURES

"SCANDA
in ^KicK LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

L"
presents

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
Directed by* CKarles Giblyn; from the serial by* Cosmo Hamilton
has scored an instantaneous Kit! It Kas been
received enthusiastically by critics, by exhibitors
and by the public. Tke story Kas been praised
as one Kundred per cent, entertainment — tKe
star Kas been acclaimed a brilliant and gifted
artist of tKe screen.
" Scandal " is excellent entertainment ! —
Moving Picture World.

TKe lovely star of " Scandal," from her lates; portrait
Constance Talmadge and Harry C. BroeJne in "Scandal"

Here

is a typical

"SCANDAL"

V

endorsement

from

oj\

an exhibito)\

of high ran\
Chicago, Nov. 3rd, 1917. 1
Mr. Fred Aiken, Branch Manager,
Select Pictures Corporation,
220 South State Street. Chicago. 111.
Dear Mr. Aiken:
It is very seldom that I am ever moved sufficiently to voluntarily wafl
a letter to any distributing concern, relative to their productions, — but 1
wish to say that I started a nine (9) days' run of Constance Talmadge n
"Scandal" at the Bijou Dream yesterday morning, and my business waste
unusually satisfactory that I was wondering if it was the weather, but t>
day's extraordinary business satisfies me that it is a combination of the star
and story, "Scandal," which is responsible for the satisfactory box-office
receipts. My patrons are all well pleased.
I have always figured productions from two angles: my personal opinio*
and box-office receipts. The latter, of course, always having preference owr
the former, but Constance Talmadge in "Scandal" makes good on both.
Here'sof hoping
that you will be able to "offer me many productions in the
future
equal merit.
Cordially yours,
BIJOU DREAM THEATRE.
By Sig. Faller, Treas. and Mgr.
Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue, New York CiXrp
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MAYFAIR
.FILM
M.A.SCH L.ES INGER

STATE

RIGHTS

MAYFAIR'S
written by
by

CORPORATION
PRESIDENT

Charles

FASTEST

SELLER

masterly production in six-parts,
Maravene
Thompson;
directed]
J. Brabin.

PEGGY

HYLAND
AS
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Peggy

World's Rights and Half of U. S. Territory were
disposed of in a week and the rest of the States are
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&
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Frieberg

)

Dawn Masterplay Co., ^ Michigan
Detroit.
j

Heidelberger
Civilization
Company,
SALES
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Alsop

i

Film

>

Feature
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New

Newark

AGENTS :— SHALLENBERGER
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PRIEST

Times Building, New York City
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Film

Corporation,

10 Wall

St., New
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ORGANIZATION

WE ARE THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF FILMS IN FOREIGN FIELDS
WE ARE ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS
WE
SPEAK
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NATIVE
TONGUE
WE ARE SPECIALISTS
IN FOREIGN
FIELDS
WE ARE EXCLUSIVE EXPORTERS OF
WORLD-BRADY-

MADE
PRODUCTIONS
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DRAM AS-COMEDIE5-SERIAL5-EDUCATIONALS- CARTOONS
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► EXCLUSIVE
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■*

FILAV
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PRES. 6 GENL. MGR.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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NEW YORK CITY
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the News! "

PARIS

FOR NEGOTIATION
U. S. AND CANADIAN RIGHTS.

FOUR

ATTENTION OF
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
STATE RIGHT CIRCUITS, &c.

BRITISH

SUPER-STAR-PRODUCTIONS
NEGATIVE RIGHTS FOR IMMEDIATE SALE AT
PRICES ENSURING HANDSOME DISTRIBUTION PROFITS.
MISS

ELLEN

TERRY

THE BRITISH SARAH BERNHARDT-FOR YEARS
LEADING LADY OF SIR HENRY IRVING'S COMPANY— IN A SLX-REEL MASTER PRODUCTION
SUPPO
DENNIS NEILSON TERRY. *
"HRTED
ER BY
GREATEST
PERFORMANCE

"

ELDEST SON AND SUCCESSOR OF SIR HENRY
IRVING, IN A SIX-REEL SCREEN VERSION OF
'THE FRENCH CLASSIC,
H.

|B. IRVING
MISS

IRENE

ROOKE

ONE OF ENGLAND'S GREATEST EMOTIONAL
, ACTRESSES IN THE PHENOMENALLY SUCCESSFUL SOCIETY DRAMA,
" LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN "
BY OSCAR WILDE.
FrVE REELS.

SIR
JOHN

" THE LYONS MAIL "
SIR HENRY IRVING'S GREATEST SUCCESS.

HARE

THE "GRAND OLD MAN" OF THE ENGLISH
.STAGE, IN A SLX-REEL PICTURIZATION OF
OLIVER GOLDSMITH'S
" THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD "
PRODUCED AMID THE ACTUAL SCENERY
DESCRIBED BY GOLDSMITH.

STARS

AND PLAYS WHOSE NAMES ARE HOUSEHOLD WORDS
WHEREVER THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IS SPOKEN.

POSITIVE SAMPLE PRINTS WILL BE SCREENED BY APPOINTMENT
ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO
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Ghost House " considered best Pickford-Huff 3526
Billy Ruge Makes More Burlesques for General
3527
" Nearly Married " is Madge Kennedy's Next for Goldwyn
3528
"The Manx-Man" Gets Praise from Chicago Dailies. .. .3529
While Philadelphia Lauds "Freedom of the World "... .3530
Paramount Serial Going Strong
3531-32
Pathe's Products Please All Patrons
3533-34-35-36
Hodkinson Talks Straight from the Shoulder
3537
Earle Williams in Another Detective Mystery Play ..3538
Exhibitors Ask for Re-bookings on "Within the Law".... 3539
George Walsh Still Smiling
3540-41
Fox Comes to the Fore With Christmas Offerings 3542-43
Robert Louis Stevenson's Classic Done by Fox
3544-45
Virginia Pearson in Daring Picture
3546
All Unite in Praise of Fox Sunshine Comedies
3547
Theda Bara and William Farnum in New Standard
Pictures
3548-49
First National Has "Alimony"
3550
Charlie Chaplin and Mme. Petrova Pictures Coming Soon. 3551

Found

in the Ad- Pages

King Bee's Current Release Full of Laughs
3552
Paralta's Distribution Plans
3553-54
Mutuai's Insert Displays Powerful Pictures 3555-56
George Ovey's Latest Comedies
3557
News and Herald Praise "The Planter"
3558-59
Press Speaks Favorably of Brenon's Work
3560-61
Thomas H. Ince's Latest Spectacle Now Ready 3562-63
Alice Howell in Another Burlesque..
3564
Variety of Features from Triangle
3565-66-67-68
Metro's Current Releases vie for First Honors. .. .3569-70-71-72
"Secret of the Storm Country," Norma Talmadge's Best. 3573
Constance Talmadge in "Scandal" a Great Hit
3574
Eva Tanguay's First Picture Ready
3575
M. H. Hoffman Offers a New Picture
3576-77
Loew First to Book "Over Here"
3578
Territory
Going Fast on Mayfair's First
3579
Inter
Ocean
3580
" Struggle
Unusual Morality Play with 3581
Florence Everlasting,"
Reed
"Weavers of Life" Presented by Renowned
3582
Piedmont
3583
Frank Seng Has Further Plans
3584
Mary McLane's First Production Ready at Essanay 3586
"Mystery Ship," Universal's Latest Serial
3644-45
Brownie Vernon in Butterfly's "Fear Not"
3646
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Your

news agencies under a Chicago date-line have
spread a story which saw publication in some
Western newspapers somewhat to this effect:
" Chicago picture theatres seize war tax as pretext to
gouge public. Uncle Sam asks only pennies, but managers boost prices a nickel to get war profits."
The news accounts went into great detail. Where published they did immeasurable harm, of course, an injury in
direct ratio to the inaccuracy of the stories.
But the warning to all of us for caution in every step
to be taken in meeting the varying war conditions is clear.
The same distorted view of conditions, the same vision
of " war profiteering " is to be expected in every situation
where an increased price is demanded without the necessary preliminaries of education
* * * and
* explanation.

THE

have been pounding away at a higher admission
price crusade for many months now.
But war
taxes and war's problems have for most theatres
made a necessity of a crusade.
But, in truth, higher admission prices for most theatres
were every bit as necessary a month ago as they are now
with all the war burdens. Taxes have merely crystallized
and made concrete the necessity for increased revenue.
Too many exhibitors had found themselves merely
" breaking even," too many were falling behind, for the
business of exhibiting to continue healthy.
If higher rentals and all the increased cost of better
picture presentation were necessary — then higher admission prices had to come. If higher rentals, necessary or
not, were being paid, the public had to, in turn, pay the
piper.
An industry so many of whose retailers were fast becoming unpaid agents for the manufacturers could not
boast of health.
So higher admission prices had to come. And just as
surely, if war taxes have not already caused you to raise
your prices, must you plan and prepare for the step during
the coming year.
* * * *

WE

TAKE heed now from the lesson of the Chicago men
accused of profiteering.
Even if you have not raised your prices, but are
charging the admission tax in extra pennies, prepare now
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.

24, 1917

Step

for the inevitable possibility of a flat raise within the year.
The war has only begun ; as it grows, so will its problems
and so will the hatred of the war profiteer. Prepare the
way now, that when increases do become necessary you
will not be running counter to public opinion.
Education is the keynote. The public knows only that
which it is told. It knows of the admission tax, but it
does not know — unless you tell it— that :
Rental prices and operating costs are increasing by
leaps and bounds.
You are paying a seat tax to the Government.
You are paying, through the manufacturers, a reel tax
to the Government.
You are paying express taxes — and a hundred and one
other taxes.
You must drive these facts home now — even in cases
when your patrons are willingly and complacently paying
the small admission tax.

THE

manufacturers have learned their lesson of education inthe matter of the fifteen-cent per reel tax.
They are feeling the stigma of the " war profiteering " charge. It behooves the exhibitor to begin now on
Mr. Public that the long months of war to come will bring
no danger of a like fate.
Let the patron know that you are not getting off scot
free — that is the dangerous impression that is likely to
have been created by the methods of advertising used so
far to explain the tax. Drive home this message:
" The admission tax is merely your share, Mr.
;
Uncle Sam is also collecting from us and in manyPatron
ways.
In addition our pictures cost us 33% more than a year
ago, our operating costs have increased likewise. We

bit." the American mind welcomes frankdoing our that
areRemember
ness, explanation and education; it balks and harbors
suspicion when moves are drastic and unexplained. Lay
your cards on the table, now, and —
Watch your step.

Henry F. Sew all. Vice-Pres.

E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.
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Speaking

Editorially:

A Fair Question
FROM an editorial in The Idaho Statesman, we quote
the following:
" The same Congressmen and Senators who
framed the income tax clauses of the War Revenue Bill
in such manner as to exempt their own salaries and fees
from the Government from tax provisions, also saw fit to
exempt chautauquas and lyceum bureaus from the taxes
paid by theatres, moving picture houses and other places
of amusement.
" Newspapers, theatres and moving picture houses are
in the same position relative to the lyceums and chautauquas that salaried men occupy toward the Congressmen or other Federal or State employes. Not only are
they heavily taxed, while the lyceums and chautauquas
go tax-free, but they are continually called upon by the
Government to give free advertising for Liberty Bonds,
Red Cross, the food conservation movement and other
things connected with the war. Newspaper columns have
been crammed with this free publicity, and where is the
theatre or moving picture house that has not shown slides
and even whole reels of pictures with patriotic appeals,
besides giving time to the Four Minute Men for their addresses in favor of Liberty Bonds and food saving?"
"Is this quite fair?" asks The Statesman.
"Is it?"
Good — Better — Best
hate to talk about ourselves, but —
WE
Are you watching our new Exhibitors' Box
So many readers have told us
Office Reports?
ent's
of this departm
value that we'd hate to have you
by any accident miss a good thing.
Have you noticed the new Table of Contents on the
right hand page preceding the editorial page? Right at
the opening of the book — and in a glance — it gives you
all the news of the week in both editorial and ad pages.
Are you following " The Reader Has His Say " on the
opposite page? You'll know the exhibitor viewpoint better if you do. And let us tell you that the exhibitor as a
writer is no mollycoddle. It's a page brimful of ginger,
pep, snap and dynamite.
How often have you asked " What kind of a fellow
is— " You'd never know the big fellows from the average interview, but you can almost shake hands with
Richard A. Rowland as seen in William A. Johnston's
" imaginary interview " on page 3603 of this issue.
Yes, we hate to talk about ourselves, but —
Have you ever noticed that we are never satisfied to
rest on our oars, but just keep plugging away our darndest
to give you — along with everything you get elsewhere —
more and more of the things you can't get anywhere else?
Passing the Buck

Note

read with interest : " The Trade Review is in
receipt of the following communication from Lee
WonderA. ifOchs—
Mark "Twain ever received communications

WE

from Samuel Clemens, or if, perchance, O. Henry ever
heard whisperings from Sidney Porter?
Gosh, but this fifteen-cent tax does make an " exhibitor's only friend " feel like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
And those new postage rates have made " communications "so expensive a pastime, too.

Prayer of a Waste Basket
I AM the waste basket. The woes of the Belgian, the
lot of the Armenian fall on my ears like chants of
glory — for I am the persecuted of the earth, the
downtrodden, the oppressed.
My abode is in the film marts. I work for an editor.
Enough, you say? But wait, Oh, Allah, and save me —
Three page stories of thrilling hold-ups which turn
from —
out in the last line to have been staged " for a scene in the
forthcoming Bul-Bul release, ' The Last of the Moe
Two page rehashes of jokes Joe Miller inherited credited to the handsome Howard Hollywood in an oddly
intelligent moment.
"
Interviews
with Dolly Dotty, whose third cousin once
Egans.'
saw a National Guard drill and therefore inspires the
press agent to six
Letters from a
who " cannot die
graphed photo of

pages of
private
in battle
the fair

" timely war stuff."
in the Umpty-Umpt Flutileers
until he has received an autoBessie Mess to wear next his

Press agents
send the scenario
label it " worn
news by
" ;"
descriptions
of who
the fabulously
valuableanddiamonds
the
star in Scene 349; adjectives regarding the historic asheart."
sociations of the antique mahogany rolling pin used in
Scene 943 — and — Oh, Allah — from tearful six-page interviews with Hugh Muckamuck telling how he loves, protects and cherishes the poor exhibitor.
From these, Oh, Allah, and from seven times seventy
plagues like unto them, save me.
The Silver Lining to the Cloud
FOR lining.
one effect of the war taxes we should be grateful.
If clouds must come let us look for the silver}'
The necessity of " taking the sting " out of the admission tax has resulted in beneficial co-operation among exhibitors inmany sections that had hitherto remained deaf
to appeals for organization.
None but the best of results are reported from every
city where exhibitors co-operated in newspaper advertising explaining the war tax to the public. Motive? were
unquestioned and explanations accepted at their face
value — something not always occurring where individual
exhibitors bore the brunt of the work.
The Man

in the Sticks Wants to Know —
the manufacturer takes a stage star not known
WHY
forty-five minutes from Broadway, charges him
a sky-high rental for the production, and then
effectually dampens any prospect of satisfying his audi-,
ence by staging a story that might do credit to a single
reeler.
" The other good productions on a program might
make me willing to swallow the distinguished but useless
star and pay the rental," he writes, " if the producer
would
only give me a picture that would merit an ' average 'rating.
" But when they even fall down on the story — then —
well, as a man in the sticks I want to know why they
laugh at me as a business man and call themselves mag-

nates."
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to Price of Admission

AT

a recent special meeting of the Rocky Mountain Screen
Club in Denver, which was attended by sixty exhibitors
and film men, it was decided to add the actual war tax to the
price of admission at all theatres in Denver and tributary territory.

THE

action taken means that the public will pay an additional cent for a 10 cent admission, 2 cents extra with
a 15 cent or a 20 cent admission, and where 25 cents is the
price of admission they will contribute 3 cents to the theatre
war tax.

ALL

legitimate theatres including vaudeville houses will
adopt the plan that has been decided upon by the screen
exhibitors. It is estimated that the revenue to the government from Curtis street picture houses alone will exceed
$100,000 a year. To meet the demand for pennies on the first
day when the tax became effective all box-offices were liberally supplied with pennies from the Denver mint. The Strand
laid in a supply of 100,000 and the Princess 50,000.

THE

war tax has resulted in several theatres in this section
gradually increasing their prices for admission. The
Rialto in Denver broke the ice on October 25 by a jump from
15 to 20 cents. They have played to capacity houses since
that date. It is predicted that other houses will soon follow
the action of the Rialto, which has proved conclusively that
no loss of patronage will result from raising the admission to
a legitimate standard.
San

Francisco Film Men Help Liberty
Bond Parade
DURING the Liberty Bond parade in San Francisco a
number of prominent film men were standing on top
of the marquee of the new Jewel theatre, among them being
H. D. Pressy, president of the Jewel Amusement Company,
which operates the new theatre, and Harry Leonhardt, general
western manager of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. In
the steam laundry section of the parade a number of pretty
girls carried a large American flag, which they held so as to
catch coins which were plentifully thrown all along the way
to assist in the purchase of bonds.
" We musn't let that pass without doing our bit!" exclaimed
Mr. Leonhardt, as, suiting the action to the word, he flashed
out a silver coin and threw it into the centre of the flag.
" I'm in on this, too," said Mr. Pressy, as he dug his hand
into his pocket, pulled out a coin and threw it. " Here's another dollar!" he shouted to the girls. But as the coin sailed
through the air he noted a yellow gleam as the coin whirled
its way through the afternoon sunlight and landed squarely
in the flag. He had thrown a $20 gold piece.
" Well, it's all for the government," smiled the theatre
man, " and, like the pictures we are running, the gold wins."
Leonhardt nearly fell into the flag.
Price Situation in Oregon Is Unsettled
WITH the Evening Telegram of Portland editorially advising theatre people not to raise admission prices
above the figure necessary to collect the new war revenue tax,
O. P. Hoff, state labor commissioner, making a violent and
plausible, if ignorant, attack on the film exhibitors for exacting excess profits from war conditions, and the Orpheum
theatre of Portland assuming an " I am holier than thou " attitude and announcing that not for worlds would it take advantage of the public and ask for more than the specific number of pennies required by the war tax, the Oregon priceraising situation is more muddled than ever.
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IT is probable that several weeks will pass before the admission schedule is at the figure due for maintenance throughout the season. The public does not fully realize that the proposed five-cent general increase of motion picture admission*
is based on a general increase in exhibition expenses, and figures that an increase from 15 to 20 cents means a clear excess
profit of 3 cents for the exhibitor. This misunderstanding
of the situation is causing many exhibitors to talk of the
penny as a power in the box office, and in a number of place*
the proposed 20-cent ticket is likely to be placed on sale at
17 cents.
THREE Portland down-town first-run houses went to 20
cents before November 1. They were the Liberty, Majestic and Columbia. The Peoples and Star changed prices
on the day the law became operative. Unless John A. Jennings suffers a change of heart he will keep the Sunset price
at 15 cents, or at least 15 cents for matinees. The Sunset is
the other first-run house of Portland, using Vitagraph and
Perfection pictures.
Lesser Gives "Bicycling" a Set Back
"DICYCLING" films has been given a set-back at San
D Francisco, when an exhibitor who had been sub-renting from another theatre owner, was forced to pay rentals to
the exchange owning the pictures that been sub-let. The
matter was brought to the attention of Sol Lesser, president
and general manager of All Star Feature Distributors, when it
was learned " The Whip," " Civilization," and " Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," all owned by this exchange,
had been shown in two theatres for two nights each at a onehouse rental. Mr. Lesser turned the collection of the bill over
to his attorneys, with instruction that prosecution be started
if the full amount were not paid immediately. The bill was
paid within twenty-four hours.
AN

innovation in motion picture exhibition has been introduced to the audiences of the Elite theatre in Merced, California, of which C. H. Douglas is owner. Mr.
Douglas is a brother of Leon F. Douglas, inventor of the
natural color motion pictures, which have attracted wide attention on the Pacific Coast. Every exhibition has brought
crowded houses. Mr. Douglas writes that he finds running
full page advertisements in the daily papers and distribution
of a monthly program to 500 names on a mailing list bring
excellent results in increasing attendance. If the exhibitor is
willing to work hard all the time, Mr. Douglas believes, and
gives the people a square deal, he cannot lose.

THE

necessity of some kind of a circuit of small houses in
order to meet high charges on express shipments is
urged by W. H. Robinson, manager of the Iris theatre, at
Northport, Washington, as the chief need of the exhibitor in
the small town. " Unless this is done," Mr. Robinson says,
" the little man at the end gets the heavy express bills." Mr.
Robinson finds that " Womanhood " has been his best recent
feature, because it fully met the claims of the excellent advertising matter published, and satisfied patrons who paid advanced prices. This theatre contains a small balcony and four
boxes, with a seating capacity of 400. The lighting system
gives red, green and white lights, which can be manipulated
to give an atmosphere to the picture being shown.

THE

Empress theatre of Hope, Idaho, of which John Larson is owner and manager, is an excellent example oi
the resources possible for the showman handicapped in th«
matter of a house. The theatre, which seats 225, was re
modeled from a general store, and a change of progran
three times weekly brings nearly all the town's populatioc
of 500. Mr. Larson shows Universal, Pathe and Triangle re
leases.
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Coast Exhibitors
Pay-As

UALITY pictures, well advertised, and courteous treatV£ ment to patrons, and perfect projection, are the best
business getting stunts I use," says W. B. Martin, owner
and manager of the Strand theatre of Modesto, California.
His house, which is in a city with a population of 7,000, has
a seating capacity of 700, with a change of program four times
weekly. Artcraft, Paramount, Goldwyn and Pathe pictures
are shown. Mr. Martin urges exhibitors to hammer away
for more sensible prices and more modern business tactics
by manufacturers and producers. " Get film prices within
reason, stop sky-high salaries for stars, cut out advance deposits by all means."

Voglesong

PERFECT

AMATEUR nights, pig and potato stunts, adding and spelling contests, shoe changing, wood sawing, nail driving,
pie eating, Sis Hopkins country grocery stores, etc., are the
means which George W. Rankin finds profitable in filling his
Town Hall theatre at College City, California. More metropolitan methods by advertising and promoting business are unjustified for him, he says, because of the small size of the
community.
«Vy/I5 would appreciate it if you could have the next issue
VV done in Alice blue or a turquoise green, as it is so interesting that it is necessary for us to read same from cover
to cover, and as our eyes must be used for divers purposes we
will appreciate any attention you may give this matter," writes
M. H. Lewis, Artcrafty-like.
<<\TO improvement could be suggested for the Motion Pic1^1 ture News," writes N. E. Dodd, manager of the Twilight theatFe, Haines, Ore. " It looks good to me as it is. The
critics' column is most helpful. I don't get a chance to see]
advance showings, so depend on the critics' /udgment in
booking programs."
«<TT'S a mighty good magazine as it is." C. N. Wonderly,
1 owner of the Rourke theatre, La Junta, Colo.
The Rialto theatre, in association with the San Francisco
Examiner, made " Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp " free to
the orphans in the San Francisco public institutions in commemoration of the Liberty Bond observance.
JOHN JOHANSEN, who manages the Yuma and Casino theatres at
Yuma, Arizona, was in Los Angeles last week arranging bookings for
his two houses.
YY7 W. WITSON of the Plaza theatre at San Diego is having his theatre
" • letters
redecorated
and are
remodeled
an electric
the
of which
four feetthroughout,
in height and
and iswillhaving
contain
the namesign,of
the stars of pictures showing each week, erected for the front of his theatre.
THE Garrick theatre, Los Angeles, has contracted for the Pathe series of
*■ pictures
starring
Mrs. Vernon
Castle.
the series
will be
shown
the week
of November
11, and
one The
each first
monthof from
then on.
<«T1 NTOLERANCE,"
whichjustis handled
the All Star
in this territory, has
closed abysuccessful
threeFeature
weeks Distributors
run at the
Majestic theatre in Los Angeles. Up to this time the film has played
thirteen weeks in Los Angeles to exceptional business.
" HOWE
the Temple
M. D.over" DOC
the Grand
Operaof House
of Santatheatre,
Ana. Santa Ana, has taken
A T a dinner given at the Los Angeles Athletic Club recently, Charles
rt
MurrayArmy,
read American
a postcardLake,
from Washington,
Billy Williams,
a member amatuer
of the
Liberty
who now
is champion
fancy diver, and former cameraman at the Sennett studio. The message
stated that cigarettes and smokes were scarce at the cantonment, and the
soldiers were being charged higher prices. In five minutes the members
assembled
seventy-oneto Williams.
dollars to a cigarette fund and Omars to
that
amountdonated
were forwarded
RANE WILBUR, who has just completed an engagement with the Paul
*-J Smith Picture Company at San Rafael when he was starred in " The
Finger of Justice," has accepted a four-weeks engagement to appear in stock
at Bishop's Playhouse, Oakland, and will be starred in " The Hawk,"
" Under Cover," " The Great Lover," and " Experience."
|_I CALLIS, manager of the Potter theatre in Santa Barbara, has been
*nights
*• devoting
himselfof tothepromoting
boutslastbetween
show
and openings
big featurewrestling
films. The
one wasroadbetween
Bull Montana
and
a
man
by
the
name
of
Martin.
"
Bull
"
will
be
remembered for his parts in the late Douglas Fairbanks pictures.
a friendship
existing
between
" Doug
Callis,at the
the match.
screen
starThrough
was induced
to journey
to Santa
Barbara
and "be and
present
Needless
to
say
bis
coming
was
heralded
far
and
near
and
a
capacity
house
greeted him.
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Portland,

RAISES PRICES

GT. to HOLTZCLAW'S
Circle Theatre,
five-cent Portland
jumped
ten cents on November
1. Mr. a Holtzclaw
has been house,
charging
ten
cents for his Sunsay shows for a number of weeks. His Fourth Street
photoplayhouse
was suburban
one of the
leading
city. cents,
Several Portland
houses
have five-cent
advancedtheatres
from tenof tothefifteen
including the Union Avenue, W. A. Graeper; Echo, Joe Bradt; Victoria,
J. B. Washtok; Alhambra, W. E. Tebbetts.
The Midway of Newport and the Rialto of Medford are among the
Oregon State theatres which have advanced from fifteen to twenty cents.
At Salem, the capital, no decision had been made when this was written,
George Bligh of Ye Liberty and the Bligh favoring an advance to twenty
cents
from fifteen, and George Guthrie being understood to favor a twocent raise.
house of Portland which
the vaudeville-picture
THEhas Hippodrome
just signed theatre,
a contract
for World productions for the Thursday
change of each week, has made but two price changes, an increase of five
cents for adults at evening, Sunday and holiday performances, and five
cents extra for box seats.
The extra
is expected
for the tax
on ten-cent
matinee
tickets
and nickel
fifteen-cent
childrento fully
ticketscareevenings,
Sundays
and holidays,
these latter figures remaining as before.
THE Sunset Theatre, Portland, is becoming the most popular point for
trade showings of pictures in the Oregon metropolis. The latest offering
was by Manager W. W. Kofeldt of Pathe, who gave a number of local
exhibitors a midnight matinee consisting of the Pathe play " Stranded in
Arcady,"
withscenic.
Mrs. Vernon
Castle, aincluded
" Lonesome
comedy and
Refreshments
cigars.Luke " comedy, cartoon
AFTER announcing the acquisition of the Vining theatre, of Ashland,
Oregon, George Hunt, of the Page theatre, Medford, sprung the news
last week that he has not only relinquished the Vining before he took
formal possession, but has sold his Page theatre to Mrs. O. T. Bergner.
Mrs. Bergner figured in the original deal as the seller of the Vining.
GA. FARIS, Vitagraph northwest manager; Manager Eden of the Fox
• northwest
organization;
"Monty"
among
recent Portland
exchange
visitors. Montgomery of Triangle, were
IJ A. ZOLLNER of the Rex theatre, Mount Angel, Ore., has temporarily
Molallaretired
ranch.from the motion picture business to look after his 120-acre
WILLIAM FOX pictures are to be shown at the Strand Theatre. Port" land, during the next few months. The Majestic is using the big
Fox features but the regular program features have not been used in the
Rose City for several months.
"DEADHEAD"

NUISANCE IN DENVER ELIMINATED BY
POLICE HEAD

DENVER exhibitors are loud in their praises of the action of Commissioner of Safety Dewey C. Bailey, as announced a few days ago.
Commissioner Bailey has issued an order calling in the badges of authority
in the hands of several hundred special policemen of Denver and their
commissions are to be revoked. It seems that every city administration for
many years past has distributed commissions carrying police authority to
reward their friends for political activity, in most cases, and they still hold
their special commissions. The number has steadily increased every year
with the result that the aggregate is not only large but unwarranted.
T T goes without saying that a great many of these citizen policemen are
* theatre
picture patrons
houses and
have also
experienced
difficulty with deadheads.
them. Many Local
are regular
bring theirmuch
families.
A refusal to pass them into the theatre has often resulted in a " rough
house
" toThis
the will
annoyance
of the
management
disgust of paying
patrons.
be ended
through
the actionandof theCommissioner
Bailey
and the deadhead list reduced at least 90 per cent.
f\ D.Francisco
WOODWARD
has returned
from a trip
Los heAngeles
and San
and announces
the following
cast towhich
has signed
for
initial productions of the National Film Corporation, of which he is president and general manager: Marshall Stedman, director; Eva Lang and
Jack Halliday, leads; William Morse, Edward Wade, Marian Black, Homer
Barton, Nelson Stevens, Emmett Nogan, Edith Lawrence, Adele Bradford.
Clare Hatton and Ralph Lee.
Eva Lang and Jack Halliday were signed in San Francisco a few days
ago, on their return from the Orient where they have been playing star
engagements for several months. Both have played leading parts for
several years in various stock companies and Mr. Halliday has had some
screen experience. Both possess ability.
William Morse is a former Metro actor with Flo Reed and played the
titleEmmet
role inVogan
" The andShooting
Dan McGrew."
Edith ofLawrence
were with the Lakeside Amusement
Company in Denver during the past summer.
The balance of the cast have had long experience either in stock or
vaudeville and their new work will be watched with interest.
Whiletheywaiting
for thein completion
the buildings
at Denver's
new opening
movies
city,
are filling
23 days of ofstock
at the Denham
theatre,
with " The Cinderella Man," Saturday, November 3.
TV^R. WOODWARD has been a dramatic director for more than twenty1*1 five years. He was manager of the Boyd and Brandeis theatres in
Omaha, the Willis- Wood and the Auditorium in Kansas City, and the
Denham in Denver. He has directed some of the largest productions
ever put on the American stage, such as " The Roundup," " Joseph and
His Brothers,"
" Kismet,"
City," " toCleopatra,"
and and
a great
many
others, using
anywhere" The
from Holy
one hundred
two hundred
fifty
people in the cast. He is a tireless, systematic and intelligent worker,
and has personally produced a large number of plays. Local film men
and exhibitors are extending the glad hand to Mr. Woodward and wishing
him abundant success in his new field of work.
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CC. PERCY, who was manager of the Paris in Denver for four yean, i
succeeds Mr. Cassidy. He enjoys the personal acquaintance and
warm friendship of many of the exhibitors in this territory.
George M. Mann, general representative of the Triangle, was a recent
arrival in Denver from Salt Lake, en route to New York.
F. E. Whitcombe, owner of the Theatorium at Buffalo, Wyo., was a
recent Denver visitor.
R. J. Churchill, local Fox manager, is back from a conference in Chicago
with General Manager Sheehan.
D. T. McElhenney, formerly with the Vitagraph in Omaha territory,
will betravel
out of Denver for the Fox Film corporation, beginning Novemr 4.
17 W. NORMAN is another new road man out of Denver for Fox. Mr.
1of' FoxChurchill
says and
the special
local office
is meeting
big success
standards
features
and iswith
looking
forward intobookings
further
increased bookings of the new Sunshine comedies.
The Denver office is being remodeled and redecorated throughout, which
will make it one of the most attractive film headquarters in the West.
THE Supreme Denver branch has acquired the rights in Colorado, New
* Mexico and
for " The Lust of the Ages," the new
production
of thea part
Ogdenof Wyoming
Pictures corporation.
J. W. Scott, Mutual road roan, has joined the ranks of the Benedicts.
The
said ' I will "ofin Beth
response
the usualchurch,
questions
Rev. girl
J. who
F. Huckleberry
Edento Baptist
was propounded
Miss Lucilleby
Zerschey, daughter of Mrs. J. J. McCrea, and until the day the ceremony
was performed was cashier at the Colonial. Mr. and Mrs. Scott have
returned from a brief honeymoon trip and are at home to their friends
at 2753 Bryant street.
S. E. Abel, special representative for Select Pictures, left for the East
and was a Denver visitor during the last week of October.
Virtue,"
Murray
film release
which territory.
was screened here,
has" Princess
arrived and
is nowMaybeing
distributed
in Denver
W. A. Bach, assistant to General Manager Goldstein, New York, has
left for Salt Lake and Los Angeles after a week's visit in Denver.
The finished
Rocky the
Mountain
Screen
team in
the second
Liberty ofLoan
drive
campaign
with club's
the largest
average
subscriptions
any
competing team.
CASSIDY

RELIEVES

STANLEY

IN SALT LAKE

I_I ARRY CASSIDY, formerly manager of the Universal branch exchange
1Mutual
1 at Salt
Lake out
City,ofUtah,
but Colorado,
more recently
of the
exchange
Denver,
has road
been representative
appointed to relieve
James J. Stanley as manager of the Mutual exchange at Salt Lake. Mr.
Stanley has tendered his resignation to take up state rights subjects in the
Intermountain section and will manage the office of the Mammoth Film
Corporation at Salt Lake. The Mammoth is a recently formed concern.
It already
the World
Your Neighbor? "
on
the roadhasand" The
has Eyes
severalof other
prints" and
under" Who's
negotiation.
w ILL J. HOPKINS, familiarly known in theatrical and motion picture
" Hoppie,"
afterforces
a seven-years'
Salt
Lakecircles
City, as
Utah,
to join the
of W. H. absence
Swanson,hasthereturned
theatricalto man
who ownsthemore
than a dozen
the West.
assumed
management
of the houses
Strand intheatre
in Salt Mr.
Lake Hopkins
City. has
for inmany
with Mr.
interestshe
at Mr.
the Hopkins
old Rex was
theatre
Salt years
Lake.connected
After leaving
the Swanson's
Mormon capital
was for seven years with John Cort of New York City. He rejoins Mr.
Swanson in the same theatre in which he broke into the theatrical business,
although the house has now been renamed to the Strand.
He replaces Walter J. Poulton, who has been manager at the Strand
for some time. Poulton is leaving the exhibiting end of the business for
the producing field. He is also interested in state rights on several large
productions released through Salt Lake exchanges.
CALT LAKE CITY, Utah, theatres made extensive arrangements for
^by made
productsMotion
a weekPicture
ago when
" Theat Lust
of the
producedits
the Ogden
Company
Ogden,
Utah,Ages,"
was given
initial showing at the Strand theatre. On the first night of the picture so
many people wanted to see the picture that the management was forced
to stop the sale of tickets at 9.15 p. m. More than three thousand people
saw the picture on the first day.
CALT LAKE CITY, Utah, theatres made extensixe arrangements for
^gaveplacing
in effect
the theatrical
war the
tax newspapers
on Novemberand 1.in Theatre
men
the tax
wide publicity
through
the lobbies,
and on the day for putting the fee into effect there was no trouble. The
theatregoers for the most part accepted the inevitable in a patriotic spirit
and it is not expected that business will suffer as a result.
VT7 H. SWANSON, owner of the Swanson theatre circuit, comprising
*" • theatres in Utah, Colorado and Arizona, was the recipient of a most
exquisite array of floral gifts from many friends in celebration of his fortysixth birthday anniversary on October 26. Mr. Swanson acted as host to
the old folks of Salt Lake City at the American theatre on that day.
Notable among the 1,500 guests who attended the afternoon performance
was William C. A. Smoot, the last of the survivors of the original pioneers
who crossed the plains to Utah. July 24. 1847. In addition there were
present eight or nine old folks wearing white ribbons, indicating that they
had reached the nonagenarian stage.
'tUI R.watching
SWANSON
throughout
the the
afternoon
mingled
the folks
audience
with keen
satisfaction
enjoyment
which with
the old
and
the orphans of the city derived from the entertainment. A special program
had been planned.
Mr. Swanson has been engaged in the motion picture business continuously for a period of twenty-one years. He is said to have been the
first to show a motion picture in this country. He met a French inventor
in Boston, in whom he had faith and whom he financed in developing a
motion picture machine. The first picture was shown in Trinidad, Colorado,
in 1895. after
Mr. Swanson
had been ignored by New York and San
Francisco
theatrical
men.
JUI R. SWANSON was instrumental in interesting Thomas Edison, the
»™
inventor, ininterest
the machine.
company,
the controlling
of whichHehe organized
sold two the
yearsUniversal
ago for Film
$1,000,000.
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T. & D. BUYS ATWELL TRAVELOGUE
THE film exchange of the T. & D. circuit at San Francisco has purchased Nevada and Northern California rights for the seven-reel travelogue, had
"Atwell'sbeen
Tripviewed
Throughthreethe times
Orient."
The purchase
made ofafter
the film
by Manager
E. M.wasAsher
the
exchange, who believes it to be the best film that was ever brought out
of the Orient.
THE popularity of Christie Comedies in northern California territories
is shown in the fact that Manager E. H. Emmick of the Peerless
Exchange has contracted for the weekly showing at the new Jewel theatre
at San Francisco, and at all of the T. & D. Circuit houses outside of
San Francisco.
SOL LESSER is shortly to leave San Francisco for the East to preside
at the meeting of the State Rights Distributors, Inc., which will be
held beginning November 20. Mr. Lesser is now thoroughly recovered
fiom the illness due to typhoid fever, which prevented him from continuing
his work while East recently, and for the past two or three weeks has
been giving his entire attention to business pertaining to the All Star
Feature Distributors Exchange and the organization of state rights men.
CUGENE L. PERRY, special representative of the Fox Company, who
has been working in the Seattle and San Francisco territory, has completed his work there for the present and is now giving all his time to the
Los Angeles branch. He will remain in Los Angeles working with Manager
Guy Gunderson,
who territory.
is to succeed Field Carmichael, shortly to be transferred to an eastern
CHILDREN'S PROGRAM DISCONTINUED IN SPOKANE
DR. program
H. S. which
CLEMMER,
that the
has been Spokane,
a featureannounces
at that theatre
for children's
some time hour
has
been discontinued on account of lack of patronage.
jV/TANAGER STILWELL, who is ever alert for improvements, has added
1"
the attractions
of the aRexgoodtheatre,
pipe house.
organ which,
with tospecial
music, is proving
drawingSpokane,
card ata that
A T the Lyric theatre, Spokane, Manager J. W. Allender is proving the
efficiency of advertising in the serial " Who Is Number One? " simultaneously with the printing of the story of the same in the Sunday " Spokesman-Review." He is playing to good houses under an increased admission.
jV/IANAGER
J.
C. KNIPE
Majestic
there is noFordecrease
in the attendance
since ofhetheraised
the reports
price ofthatadmission.
some
time, while playing some of the larger features, he • has had an increase
of price, so the change was easily made.
LEVIN IN CHARGE OF NOTABLE AT BUTTE
CAMUEL LEVIN, formerly booking clerk for the Notable Feature Film
^as branch
company,manager
with headquarters
in SaltwithLake
City, Utah,at has
named
for that company
headquarters
Butte,beenMontana.
Mr. Levin is now assistant manager of the Denver branch of the Notable
concern, but will assume his new duties at once.
Louis Marcus, district manager for the Notable company, made a visit
to Butte last week to superintend the opening of the branch office. He
says that the growing demand for Paramount and Artcraft pictures in the
Northwest has made the establishment of a branch at Butte necessary to
insure more rapid and efficient distribution and to establish a closer relationship between the exchange and the exhibitor.

West

Coast Exchanges

Spokane

and
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POPULARITY OF PICTURES IN MEXICO ON THE INCREASE
A DELBERTO GONZALES, general manager of Tivoli Cine of Hermosillo
in the State of Sonora, Mexico, who is connected with one of the big
banking institutions of Hermosillo, and with other Mexican capitalists is
interested in theatres in Nogales and Hermosillo, has prepared plans for the
erection
of four
new houses. All theatres of this company are supplied by
Los Angeles
exchanges.
IN speaking of conditions in Mexico with respect to motion picture theatres
1people
Mr.there
Gonzales
statesat there
is greater
demand
amusements by the
now than
any time
in the past
severalforyears.
" The patronage of our finest theatre at Hermosillo is about equally divided between English and Spanish speaking people," Mr. Gonzales said,
"and
order to accommodate
classesareweSpanish
have employed
for theinsub-titles.
In the event both
the titles
we have interpreters
an English
interpreter, and vice versa if the titles are English. We get films containing
both Spanish and English titles in Mexico, and so we must be prepared for
all emergencies."
A S an illustration of the desire of people in Hermosillo for amusement Mr.
Gonzales told of the business of the theatres continuing about normal all
season in spite of the fact that this year there were far more heavy rains
than usual. In the summer all theatres are closed and airdomes are used.
The patrons found they could use umbrellas without obstructing the view
badly and this they did night after night during the rains. The business at
the airdomes continued good during the entire season.
ONCERNING American films, Mr. Gonzales said most of them were
^ pleasing to the patrons of their theatres. On several occasions Mexican
people were shown in a very unfavorable light and there was much dissatisfaction. On one occasion a film came near causing a riot. To use Mr. Gon" thethepatrons
with forbricks
and and
shouts."
showingzales'ofwordsthis
theatreprotested
was closed
a week,
it tookFollowing
all kinds theof
political string pulling to prevent the alcalde, or mayor, from keeping the
theatre closed permanently. Local newspapers had editorials prepared, but
these were never used. The film that caused so much trouble was the
Triangle release " Let Katy Do It."
T OIS WEBER and her company recently made a trip to Oatman, Arizona,
L-'
nineaidscenes
shot forand" workmen,
The Man Who
and turned
while
therewhere
had the
of minewereofficials
and theDared
entireGod,"
village
out to work in mob scenes. By special lighting equipment Miss Weber was
able to secure scenes in several of the shafts of the greatest copper mines of
the country, in some instances working from eight hundred to a thousand
feet
belowHarris
the surface
of thefeminine
earth. lead.
William Stowell is the leading man and
Mildred
plays the
^"HARLES
is now devoting his spare mo\" .. ments to GUNN,
the indoorTriangle
sport ofleading
scenarioman,writing.
v :
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Savings

■

\Jf ANAGER IRVING LESSER of the Los Angeles branch of the All Star
"1 Feature Distributors, announces the booking of " The Mad Lover,"
which this company recently secured, at Quinn's Rialto, Los Angeles, for
the
week oftwoNovember
26, and "with
Todaythe" week
which ofwill
be shown3. at Tally's
Broadway
weeks beginning
December

j§
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C1 RANK CHURCHILL, booker for the Los Angeles Mutual Film Cor*Filmporation's
exchange,
has left where
to becomewillaffiliated
with ofthetheAmerican
at Santa
havewhocharge
employment Company
department.
GeorgeBarbara,
Slater, experthebooker,
has been
connected
with the Mutual Dallas, Texas, branch, will succeed Mr. Churchill at the
Los Angeles office.
THHE World Film Corporation is now located at their new quarters, 818
1 South
Street, equipped
on Film Row,
Los Angeles.
of theis new
office
is aOlive
completely
projecting
room. T.A E.feature
Hancock
the
new manager of this branch.
D ICORD GRADWELL, vice-president and general manager of the World
*^
Corporation,
was a trip
visitor
at the
Los branches
Angeles ofbranch
last coast.
week
whileFilm
en route
on a business
to the
various
the west
V XHIBITORS
viewingandlaststarring
week "The
the
Nevada Film were
Company,
TyronePlanter,"
Power, produced
which is bybeing
handled by the Mutual Film Corporation. This picture will be released
the week of November 12.
LJ UBERT SOLMSON, formerly identified with the Peerless Film Service
*Army
* in atSanCamp
Francisco
manager,Lake,
has Washington.
become a member of the Liberty
Lewis, asAmerican
V E. EBERHART, who has been manager of the World .San Francisco
" • branch,
has tendered
his resignation
and been succeeded
E. R.
Jensen.
Mr. Eberhart
will engage
in the manufacturing
business atby Kansas:
City.
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Bank

HEADQUARTERS —
MOTION PICTURE ACCOUNTS
in LOS

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

We are enjoying a large part of the motion
picture business of this city.
WHY
First — Because we offer fourteen hours of excellent
banking service, from eight In the morning until
ten in the evening, which affords an unusual
convenience for all depositors who are busily
engaged during the usual banking hours.
Second — Because we appreciate the worth of, and try
to
promote the welfare of the motion picture
business.
Third — Because our many satisfied depositors bring
their friends to the bank, who, in turn, become
satisfied depositors.
Fourth — Because all of the stock of this bank is owned
by The Citizens National Bank, the total remillion. sources of both banks being over twenty-five
CITIZENS TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK
Third and Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.
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I

I

and

Arizona

Fifteen of the best

WM.

S.

HART

I PRODUCTIONS
Made

by THOS.

H. INCE

The collection is the selection of the most
successful subjects of two reels each in
which the screen's greatest male star was
featured. They have stories equally as good
as those used today, but in all instances
they have been boiled down to speedy action.
These Hart subjects will prove features that
will get the money for your theatre. Territory now going fast, so you must write or
wire now.
WESTERN

FEATURE

FILM

CO.

180 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

GREATER
2020 Third Avenue

PICTURE

(

PHOTO

PRODUCTION

SEEMORMON
WID'S, FEB. 22nd, 1917MAID"
CHRISTIE
COMEDIES— COMEDIES
UNEQUALED
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TITLES
OF

ALL

Motion

Title

Co.

631 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles
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A T the Vitagraph studio they tell the story on Bill Duncan, the actor director of " Vengeance and the Woman " serial, that he tried to go easy
in
scene evening
with an extra.
He didn't
want to beat
up tooandmuch.
Thea fight
following
he attended
the amateur
boutstheatmanVernon
his
opponent of the screen battle carried away the honors of the sixth bout card.
U DWARD SLOMAN, American director, is entitled to put in a bill for
'-'
He recently
discovered
withinscenes.
fifty
milesseveral
of thethousand
studios dollars.
that is ideal
for South
Americana location
atmosphere
Inasmuch as he saved the company transportation on the players is it not
right that he should receive the difference in the cost of making the coming
Bill Russell subject?
VT/E have a new mistaken identity story. Carmel Myers was garbed as an
" Italian
peasant
son of Italy,
sightseeing
at Universal
City,
thought
he had
found and
his asweetheart
who came
to America
several years
ago. It took several minutes to find an interpreter who could explain to
him that Miss Myers was just made up and playing she was an Italian maid.
JV^ILDRED
HARRIS,
Weber
woman,
narrowly
escaped injury
one Lois
morning
this Productions'
week when aleading
street car
ran down
her
automobile. The rear part of the auto was badly smashed.
T TNIVERSAL CITY had as its distinguished guests this week Captain K.
^ Midzutani and S. Iwaka of the Japanese Army, who are in this country
to study automobile construction. They were shown about the place of wonders by Frank Tokanaga, Universal's Japanese actor.
VIAL ST. CLAIR, Triangle Keystone comedian, bought a Ford the other
day and the first time he had it out came back after parking it for a
few minutes to find a half dozen just like it in a row. Now he does not
know whether he is driving his own fliv or not.

DESCRIPTIONS

Picture

Players

A MY JEROME, leading woman with the Mena Co., has an apartment
*"*
in her honor.
Clare LosApartments
is thebuilding
name ofintheLosnewAngeles
structurenamed
at Eleventh
and LakeThe
Streets,
Angeles.
Incidentally Amy Jerome in private life in Amy Clare.

"THE
ALSO

the

B ESSIE BARRISCALE is said to be the most enthusiastic and unblushing
rooter of the film colony's baseball fans.
T"\ARRELL
FOSS, Triangle
into the
Monica Mountains,
reports actor,
having after
seen four
a totalexcursions
of fifty deer.
No Santa
statement is made concerning the number killed, even though this is the open
season.
/"""HARLES
GUNN, andTriangle
leading man, is home from a vacation spent at
^ San Francisco
Portland.

FEATURES
CO.
Seattle, Washington

WESTERN

What

D OY STUART is using a six-shooter carried by his father when he served
^ as sheriff of Hangtown, California, in the early frontier days. This
willthebe Sheriff
seen in of" The
Medicine Hangtown
Man," in which
Roy made
Stuartfamous
takes the
part
of
El Dorado.
has been
by Bret
Harte and a number of the stories picture Stuart's father as the Sheriff.
17 ORMER employes of the American Film Co., at Santa Barbara, are living
1 high
havingperformance
plenty of smokes
Camp Lewis,
the
of aandbenefit
given byat players
of the Washington,
American Filmas Co.
I result
at Santa Barbara theatre. Fifteen men at Camp Lewis were former employes of the American.
ILLIAM
RUSSELL, while between pictures, is spending a few days
w with Lieut.
Roy Edward Wales, a former American actor, who is now
I a member of the Aviation Corps at San Diego.
ACK CUNNINGHAM has just completed a scenario for Olive Thomas,
star, which is an adaptation from the Katherine Kavanaugh
1 JprizeTriangle
screen story of the Photoplay Magazine contest.
NUMBER of Keystone players, including Max Archer and Eddie Gribben, took part last week in a Red Cross benefit at Seal Beach, Cal.
■ A
TJARRY DEPP, between appearances before the Keystone camera, is culti*and
1 onions
vating to
a fall
garden and claims to have the largest eggplants
be vegetable
found in California.
A LBERT GLASSMIRE, production manager at the Triangle-Keystone,
^* was given inspiration for a comedy the other morning when Rudolph
Bylek, a member of the scenario staff, took him to the studio in his automobile. Bylek claims it is a regular automobile, but Glassmire believes soft
coal is used and that it is of the same temperament as David Harum's horse.
FARRELL McDONALD has been discovered. Keystone studio associates visited a suburban theatre the other night and saw him playing leads
opposite a well known star. Prior to this discovery they thought he had
been a director and writer all his life.
D ICHARD WILLIS has compiled answers for all classes of players to give
1showing
on employment
The mostshowing
recent of
seriesprodigy.
is that
the answers application
given by ablanks.
proud mother
hertheinfant
Theschool.
mother, Sheaccording
Willis, the
writes
: " The
not need She
to gois
to
has beento around
studios
and child
knows does
everything.
the most beautiful child in the world, has the loveliest color of hair and the
bluest eyes." Concerning salary she says, " enough to keep her pa and ma
■ Jcomfortable."
ACK
beforeKERRIGAN
the camera. is still walking on crutches except when appearing

NOW
BOOKING
IN WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO, MONTANA
OUR NEW
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17 RED PALMER is a new member of the Keystone-Triangle scenario department. He was formerly with the Sennet-Keystone organization but
I *for the
past eight
at Universal
City. months has been writing exclusively for Lyons and Moran

| BROADWAY
I HOME 10525
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VT7 ILLIAM IRVING was assigned to hiding under a bear rug during cer" lunch,
tain and
actionhe inslept
a Keystone
the other day and the company went off
for
for severalsethours.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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ANEW Western is being filmed at Universal City, with Harry Carey as
Cheyenne, under the direction of Jack Ford. Molly Malone is to continue as leading woman and besides a number of U cowboys appearing in
the subject important parts are taken by Vester Pegg, Helen Wright and
Martha Mattox. The story is adapted from one by Frederick H. Bechdolt,
with scenario by George Hively.
itTHE MYSTERY SHIP" serial company, which has Ben Wilson and
•I Neva Gerber as principals, under the direction of Harry Harvey, are
nowtheon third
the ninth
episode
The Bull's
" serial
progressed
to
release.
This and
will "feature
EddieEyePolo,
with unit
Vivianhas Reed
as his
leading woman. The serial is being directed by James W. Home.
SHERIDAN BICKERS has been added to the Universal City scenario
department and is to write especially for Mae Murray.
EDWARD ULLMAN, superintendent of the photography for Universal
west coast plants, is taking his first vacation since becoming affiliated
with the Universal, almost five years ago.
"TWOone new
weretheputother
in production
week,
to beSennett-Paramount
directed by Eddiecomedies
Cline and
by Victor this
Herrman.
William Campbell and company, which is headed by Polly Moran, are still
at
on " Taming
Target
Center,"
and
Director
Clarence
G. Badger
is
stillwork
filming
subject
whichnamed.
Chester Mary
Conklin
and Marie
Prevost
are principals. Thisa has
not inbeen
Thurman,
Charles
Murray
and
Weyland Trask are the principals of the Herrman subject, while Louise
Fazenda,
Summerville
take
part "inSlim
the "Cline
subject. and all the animals of the Sennet lot will
THE Billy West-King Bee company arrived in Los Angeles Saturday,
October 27, and have completed negotiations for the use of the YorkeMetro studio on Gordon street, Hollywood, where work will be begun shortly
on the first picture. Besides Jules Bernstein and Billy West, Leo White
came west to play with the company.
THE cowboys of Hartville came into possession of the fact that Roy
Stewart was celebrating a birthday — no, he has not said which one —
early this week and so the horse opera troupe treated him with such respect
that he will never forget. He was chapped, which means he is now taking
his meals from a mantle piece or high manger, according to what location
may be in use at the times he takes on food.
Daily Change Is Over, Says Marcus
THE age of the daily change has passed, according to Louis Marcus, dismanager Utah.
for the This
Notable
Feature
Film Company,
ters at SalttrictLake,
company
distributes
ParamountwithandheadquarArtcraft
products in the mountain territory.
<<T N STEAD of the daily change of program the week run is coming," Mr.
^ Marcus development
said recently.
is in keeping
as a result
the
remarkable
in the" Itproducing
end ofwith,
the and
business.
Just asof the
quality of productions improves, so the runs will be lengthened. The day
of
the cheap
' pennypaper
dreadful
a decade ago,orand
with
ittion.the
novel' in
of juvenile
no value literature
either for passed
real entertainment
instruc" Just
the cheap one
and pays
trashy
a parallel withsotheis literature,
morefilmforproduction
good bookspassing,
and theyandlastas longer.
So with the motion pictures. There is a greater demand for the highclass productions, and houses playing such features as ' The Man From
Painted
Post,' ' and
The other
Womanplays
God ofForgot,'
Girl,' thetoJulian
Eltinge series,
similar ' Arms
calibreandarethecompelled
turn
would-be patrons from their doors without tickets, because of lack of house
capacity. This is true on four-day runs, indicating that the demand for such
productions is so great that in a little time the week-run will be necessary.
11 T MPROVEMENT in production is reflected in the physical improve^ ment of playhouses. The most modern conveniences are installed in
all new houses, and in those that are being remodeled; every thing to prothe comfort
the patron
is given,
the ' dump
' is
gone.vide forMotion
pictureoftheatres
of to-day
can and
wellthebe day
calledof motion
picture
palaces, for they are palatial in their luxury and beauty."
f\ NE of the snappiest and most readable trade letters issued recently by a
film exchange to promote the sale of merchandise, has come from the
prolific typewriter of Gordon H. Place, publicity manager for the Notable
Feature Film Company of Salt Lake, distributors of Paramount and Artcraft products in the mountain territory. The letter breathes the spirit
of youth, and recalls some of the most delightful of boyhood experiences in
every man's life. Here are some of the gems from the letter:
nC VER go to a circus when you were a kid? Ever get up at daylight
and hike down to the tracks to watch them unload those great mysterious wagons with the canvas covers from under which issued the savage
growls of the jungle beasts? Ever follow the wagons and the elephants
to
the
circus
aroundfraternize
the cook-tent
the roustabouts
and the riders lot
and and
the hang
ringmaster
over thewatching
hot coffee?
Ever sneak
under the ' big top ' if you didn't have a quarter to get in at the main'
entrance?
" Of course you did if you were a sure-enough kid !
" Whatboards filled
young gorgeous
brain with24-sheets?
the circusOffire?
Wasn't
it theWhat
billwith theiryour
perfectly
course,
it was!
kid could resist the alluring temptation to see the beautiful lady leap
through the flaming hoop from the back of a galloping milk-white steed?
What youngster could stay at home when the calliope tooted after he had
gazed in wide-eyed wonder at the brilliantly colored snow-bills picturing
all the winders to be seen under the 'big top'?
"I_I UMAN nature is the same to-day as it was when you wore knee*■ 1 breeches. Boys and girls and their parents, too, are attracted to
amusement offerings by bright colors and attractive advertising, just as they
have been since Adam, in bis youth, was attracted by the blushing rosy
tints of that historic apple.
Why first-class
don't you 24-sheet
play on stands?
human nature
littlethestronger
one
or " more
It willa get
money.andItputwillupmake
your enterprise conspicuous. It will tell all the people that you are in the
entertainment business with Paramount or Artcraft, or both.
• •""THE
24-sheets
ParamountUseandthemArtcraft
entertainment
are
* without
equalsillustrating
for attractiveness.
and draw
all the people
to your house. It pays or the circus wouldn't keep it up year after year.
If it's good for them it's good for you.
"WE have Paramount and Artcraft 24-sheet (stock) which we will send
" free to you if you'll use them. We have special stars and subjects at
$1.75 each. Tell us what you want. We'll send it. Then get your billsticker on the job. Keep at it a while and you'll see that it pays.
Shoot along your order right now! What shall we send you first? "

fl.CGOULD
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'Em
Answer
You
Is it necessary for an advertisement tolook like a circus
parade
Has

to get attention?
ad those

a circus parade

re-

qualities that command
spect and belief?
What

is the

objective

advertising — to make

of

a noise

or get business?
HIBERNIAN

BUILDINGJ

Los Angeles, Cal.
Broadway 7717

A1321

CAMBRIA SPRING COMPANY
" Quality First"
Auto and Truck
Springs,
Rims andWheels,
Bumpers
General Blacksmithlng
Phones: Main 1076 Home F-5233

"Largest Spring
Factory on the

ForgingFrames
MadePacific
and Coast"
Straightened
916-918 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Cal .

GEORGE W. CHAPMAN
COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of all kinds of plaster and papier mache work,
miniature sets of every description, and all kinds of props for
the special needs of motion picture productions.
Phone: Hollywood 1290 5155 Santa Monica, Blvd., Los Angeles
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Say

"Most Interesting Reading in the Trade Field," One Reader Calls This
Page— This Week Brings Many Writers Who "Dare You to Publish This"
seeing that not only the new stuff that is
Ml am Writing This to Get It Out of My
released under the tax brings a payment
! The Box-Office Reports — As j from the exhibitor but they use it as a
"
System News.
Editor, Motion Picture
graft to charge an extra fifteen cents on
Seen by a Big Exhibitor
their old junk regardless of age. In
Dear Sir : I am writing this to get it
When I received your first j all
our case we use four to five-month stuff
out of my system, but frankly, I do not
letter regarding the report I with even older fill-ins, but even then there
dare write what I am thinking of.
is a fifteen cents per reel charge.
service I took it for granted
I would like to know why the exhibitor
food speculator takes advantage
is to pay all the war tax of the picture
that your request was just ] of Ifthethesituation
to charge a high price he
industry. We pay taxes on our seats, taxes
one of the many similar reis called a traitor and an enemy to his govon reels, tax on express, tax on parcel post,
quests we receive pertaining j
tax on admissions, etc. That makes five
ernment. Then for
sake what is
the manufacturer
andheaven's
exchange?
to our business and for this
taxes.
We
note
that
one
manufacturer
is seeing
Yet one manufacturer had the exalted
reason did not give the matthe white and is not going to charge this
nerve to say that fifteen cents on a fiveter any particular attention, f tax. We hope that exhibitors as far as
reel feature is only seventy-five cents. Yes,
but he did not think of the other taxes.
1
After receiving the Novem- 1 possible will remember this manufacturer,
at the present time alone but at all
ber 10 issue of the MOTION I not
The tax on the express will be six cents, I
future times.
and so on. They are all howling " Do your
PICTURE NEWS and look- j
It stands to reason that the manufacbit ! " Why do they not take their own
ing over the department |
medicine?
turer's margin is not so close that he cannot afford to pay the tax when we think
While I am at it I want to mention some" Exhibitors Box-Office Re- j of the
enormous salaries being paid to the
thing about the service of some of the exports," and finding five pic- 1 stars. I am sure also that there are exchanges. Why is it that most of them
tures shown recently at the }
hibitors whose margin of profit is large
will always send you their worst pictures?
Alamo theatre were listed,
enough to pay this tax if they care to, yet
I am in a town of five thousand and good
that
is
not
the case with the small town
and that the consensus of j
westerns and comedies always go big, yet
man
whose
margin
is fixed and cannot be
I have to fight all the time to get them.
opinion all over the country f
improved.
It does not cost the exchange any more to
Yours
sincerely,
concurred with my own box- f
send the good ones. I see where the same
office reports on each of 1
Oscar Korn.
concern I have in mind has started a
The Grand Theatre, Bay City, Texas.
service department to help the exhibitor.
these subjects I readily real- [
What good is all their help and advice and
ized at last that the true, j
Should Uncle Sam Have Shown More
their fandangled ideas about putting the
logical,
conclusive evidence, I
Gratitude?
picture over if they do not send pictures
if such is possible, had been 1 Editor, Motion Picture News.
that can be put over? Send me the good
ones and I will see to the rest myself.
found through the medium f
Dear Sir: The war tax proposition is
It is a wonder the manufacturers would
of
your
department.
certainly
going to put thousands of smallnot get wise and cut out the cartoon stuff.
town shows out of business but I am going
In consequence I shall be I to try and fight it through as long as posIt is only good for one thing to me and
that is on a busy night it makes a fine
sible. Ithink Uncle Sam could have been
only too glad to furnish you 1
chaser.
more liberal as far as the motion picture
each
week
with
the
report
f
C. E. Leininger.
card as requested. I sincerely j was concerned. Instead of charging 10 per
The Grand, East Palestine, Ohio.
cent on gross receipts he should have asked
hope and trust that all ex- | one-tenth of one per cent. This would
hibitors
throughout
the
Valueless Trade Papers One of the Evils of
have meant a great deal to us but would
the Business
not have been felt so badly. I have been
country to whom the request
best for Uncle Sam in advertisis made to co-operate will f doinging themyLiberty
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Loan ever since it was first
comply with your wishes | broached. Have watched for and read all
Dear Sir: If your paper is intended for
with a little more speed than ] items in your past issues and am anxiously
the exhibitor's benefit and the upholding
of the industry and you have enough backwaiting your magazine from week to week.
I
originally exhibited.
bone to publish this letter without fearing
I love to read and look it over.
FRED J. DOLLE, President,
Business has taken an awful tumble. My
you will lose some advertising space — then
here it is :
Broadway Photoplay
receipts have already fallen off 20 per cent
One of the evils we have to contend with
Enterprises, 1 since the draft and what the effect of the
in this business is a number of trade pub- 1
Louisville, Ky. f new taxes will be no one can say. Enlications which are both valueless to the
closed herewith you will find a clipping
trade and the exhibitor and which insists on
from my local newspaper showing how I
staying in the field to complicate matters.
am trying to explain the tax to my people.
First, the busy exhibitor has no time to they blinded by selfish motives that they
But I find it a terrible job in a small town.
cannot see their own disaster staring them
Wishing the best of success to Motion
read anything that is not said by an auPicture News, I am,
in the face.
thority; second, these publications cannot
Yours respectfully.
even help the advertiser since they have
The exhibitor has been paying a seat tax
no prestige but as a rule are only backed
now for three years and this alone is a
B. Hatke.
by a few exchanges to help put over local burden on many small theatres. I know of
Royal Theatre, Sabetha, Kans.
stuff in their territory.
many that existed before this tax and canWe have marked the item enclosed from
not run now, small as this tax may seem
A Bureau of Advertising Investigation
a recent issue of the . . . They are try- by the year. As a result the exchange is
Needed in Picture Business
ing to put over the fact on their first page
losing that portion of the business.
Editor,
Motion Picture News.
that all these taxes are just, that they
Now we are facing the admission tax.
Dear Sir : The motion picture industry
should all be shouldered by the exhibitor.
Some exhibitors are paying it, others are
needs a bureau patterned after the New
The whole trouble lies in the fact that trying to charge it to the patrons, but even
York Tribune Bureau of Investigations.
the manufacturers are organized, while the this latter will mean a loss in patronage.
exhibitors are not. The manufacturer
On top of this comes the footage tax — for The little editorial " Point Your Own
knows this and is taking advantage of the the exhibitor, when the Government has Moral " which you published in a recent
issue and which I have here attached as
situation. Such trade papers as we have
distinctly placed it on the manufacturer.
mentioned know that this is so and that
Exhibit A, was a step in the right direcHad they intended it for the exhibitor they tion.
they must do all in their power to keep the could easily enough have dug up another
The out of town exhibitor depends enexhibitors from waking up to the fact that tax in addition to the admission tax.
(Contimied on page 3598)
The exchanges take great pleasure in
these charges are unjust. So much are
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All Large Cities Reflect First Great Spirit of Uniting on a Substantial Basis That Has
Ever Characterized Exhibitor Meetings — Movement Is National to Inform Public Upon Tax
WITH
petty
v" politics left
out of the discuss i o n s entirely, a
$60.000.000.00
brand new type of
Your Pennies Paid to the Theaters for Uncle Sam Will Amount to
exhibitor meeting
has sprung into
Sixty Million Dollars and Will Help
being in cities
large and small
WIN
THIS
throughout the
United States.
Remember, It Amounts to Only 1, 2 or 3 Pennies from an Individual and
May Be the Means of Eliminating Other Taxation Which
Fully convinced
Might Be a Heavy Burden on You
of the threatening
character of the
tax, exhibitors
YOU LOVE YOUR COUNTRY ! DO YOUR BIT?
have been drawn
Beginning November 1. AD Theaters Must Collect 10% on Each Ticket Sold, as a War Tax
together for
the grave task of
T.tle Vtl WAR TAX ON ADMISSIONS
from atteistd.
and aftercollected
the firtt andday paid,
of November
informing the pubenteen,Section
there 700.thall beThatlevied,
a tax of .I nineteen
cent for hundred
each 10 andcenti*eo-or
lic. The result has
fractionor thereof
the amount
to any place,
idmujionADMISSION
by teamon
ticket
nbKription.
TO BEpaidPAIDfar BYadmistton
THE PERSON
PAYINGincluding
FOR SUCH
been not only
THIS MEANS A TAX OF ONE CENT FOR EACH 10 CENTS OR FRACTION THEREOF
a co-operatiun of
thoughts, but a cooperation of bank.They Turn Your Penny In to the Government omd
SOMA 6flqfrTjfeg#gfe *^pU
rolls for advertisHalf-Page Advertisement Appearing in the Los Angel es Newspapers
A
ing purposes.
Tax Increases Business
The reports say that the public is had a genuine kick from any of his clientele. The first two days of the tax wittaking to this tax with enthusiasm.
Manager Weil, of the Castle theatre, on
nessed a little trouble in educating them
State street, also reported a cheerful
on the part of the exhibitor, but immeacquiescence to the ruling on the part
Chicago Public Meets Tax in
diately afterward they adjusted themof
the Government. " The tax has not
selves to conditions and proved themselves
Agreeable Mood
Contrary to all expectations, and much
hurt
ourhasbusiness
a bit,"
" In
patriotic as well as motion picture fans.
fact, it
increased
since hethe said.
law went
In fact, there were expressions on many
to the joy and satisfaction of the exinto effect. At the Castle theatre the
hibitors, the Dear Old Public, as far as
sides that they considered the paying of
people are paying 20c. admission fee and
it relates to Chicago, made little or no
the tax a privilege. Many of them took
the 2c. tax without a murmur. Of course
protest again the Government taxation
the stand that they realized amusements
is the traditional grouch to be met
on tickets. Not an exhibitor in the city are always luxuries, and, therefore, they there
with every once in a while who objects.
had no other recourse than to pay the
He generally relieves himself in this mantax.
ner and then aredigsa few
up the
extra
2c." from
Following
short
opinions
Ascher Surprised at Results
managers of Chicago motion picture theaNathan Ascher, speaking for the experitres regarding the statement of the people
ence throughout his long chain of theatres
on the tax :
in Chicago, said : " The people are glad
Sigmund Faller, manager of the Bijou
to pay the tax. We were remarkably
Dream, declared that he had had little or
surprised. There was a slump in busitrouble with the people objecting to the
ness for a day or two, but it could be no
admission tax.
more readily blamed on the weather.
" In fact," he said, " up to the present
During the past week, again aided by the
only two people have kicked at all and
weather but with a better kind, everyone of our theatres have sent in encouragone was a what
Polishwe woman
couldn't
understand
tried towho
tell her
and
ing box office reports daily. The people
the
other
was
a
Chinaman
in
the
same
took the tax philosophically. They even
The people are paying the tax with
joked as they counted their pennies for boat.
smiles on their faces and business is as
the extra assessment. While we had

A Lobby Display Stand Suggested by Bluebird.
This is Mounted in a Prominent Position in the
Lobby of New York's Strand Theatre

made provision to meet the tax by mobilizing all of the pennies we could get hold
of, most of the people applying for admission during the past week have had
their extra coppers ready."
At the Alcazar, Rose and Boston theatres, managed by Harry C. Miller, the
admission price still remains at I5c. in
all three houses. Out of this, Mr. Miller
states, they will be able to pay the tax
themselves. These three houses are right
in the heart of the Loop district, and
one
house.of them, the Rose, is an all night

good as ever.
Costs Exhibitor Money
" No one can afford to pay the tax himself. During the first four days the
amount I took in that I had to turn over
to the Government was Sl5l, or more
than my profit. The war tax is going to
cost me $1,000 a month, so what I'd like
to do." he said, " would be to take the
tax and turn my theatre over to the GovMr. Faller is charging 10 and 15c. and
requiring the tax of 1 and 2c. extra.
ernment."
George H. Moore, manager of the Or-
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^Inform
IsSizes,
Slogan
of of Exhibitors
Everywhere
Theatre The
Men MergePublic"
in Cities of All
Sharing Costs
Strong, Patriotic Newspaper
Newark HaAdverppy
tisements — Reports Continue That Public Wants to Pay Tax — Few Sections Feel Depression
the Exchangemen's Organization, and
served notice that service would be disconNewark exhibitors almost without extinued ifexhibitors were forced to pay the
NOTICE!
ception report that their patrons have
tax.
No
action
has
been
taken
by
Presitaken
kindly
to the new war tax on adOpnunensun today, Thursday, Not, 1. the government taxes for ad
dent Reichert or members of the Exchangemission tickets. Local exhibitors are arminion to nwntu picture tbp*teri is in effect. According to the law
as pass*! by Congress, the person buying a ticket must pay a tax as fol
men's Association.
ranging their policies to make the burden
km:
On another day, thirty or more theatre
of the increased charges of as little inTICKET TAX
TOTAL
owners called in a body on M. L. Markoconvenience aspossible to their patrons.
10 cents 1 cent 11 cents
witz, manager of the California exchange
Several of the larger picture houses have
IS cents 2 cents 17 cents
handling Bluebird, Butterfly, Jewel and
decided upon the policy of leaving un25 cents 3 cents 28 cents
Universal subjects.
changed their admission prices for matinee
Children under 12 years must pay a tax
performances. A five-cent increase in
of 1 cent, regardless of admission price.
evening admission prices has been put in
House Mo. 6
Please remember that this entire tax goes to the Government and in
operation
by those exhibitors who have
S.
Z.
POLL
Prop.
addition thereto the theaters are compelled to pay a seat tax and a tax on
Alms. EVERY TIME YOU ATTEND THE MOVIES YOTJ ARE
not increased the prices for the afternoon
HELPING YOUR COUNTRY TO WIN THE WAR.
shows. The Strand theatre and the GoodBox Office Statement, Hartford, Gonn,
Actual
Tickets
Sold
to
Children
Under
12
Tears
ol
Agewin are both working on this arrangeUncle Sam Gets It— We Don't
ment and declare it has many advantages
over others.
TICKETS
Published by the Moving Picture Theaters of Cleveland
2331
total Aarr. I'. 3. REVEM'F
Closing
" My plan is to cause as little inconMATINEE
Starting
11c
venience as possible to Goodwin patrons,"
passes
(
)
explained George Turner, assistant manThis Advertisement Was Run in Each of the
Sold
Three Cleveland Dailies the Day Before the Box
ager. "By keeping the price of the afterClosing
BOXES
36*
Went Into Effect
noon performances the same we encourage attendance at these shows. The night
Starting
passes ( )
crowds are generally of a little different
Sold
pheum, said that he was charging the tax
type than the afternoon patrons. They
lie
EVENING
extra and asking 15 and 20c. for admisare often better able to pay and the extra
GALLERY
Closing
sion.
nickle is of little consideration to them.
passes ( )
Starting
" It's the only safe way to get along,"
" Then, too, it avoids confusion in thehe said. " I have had a few kicks from
Sold
atres that have small lobbies. It elimiClosing
people, but I guess they must have been
BALCONY
nates the long line before the box-office
pro-Germans. Most of them are paying the
16c
that is forced to wait while change in
Starting
passes ( )
tax without quibbling."
pennies is being counted.
Sold
A. Zilligan admitted that he had exAnother advantage of the straight charge
ORCHESTRA
perienced abig drop in business since he
Closing
26c
in
nickel denominations is that it constarted collecting the tax. He started out
Starting
passes ( )
serves pennies, in which there is a reported
charging 6 and lie, but said he thought
shortage. This is a serious matter, and
Sold
he could do better by raising his prices
exhibitors can co-operate by reducing its
BOXES
Closing
to 10 and 15c.
36 c
Starting
Max Barling, proprietor of the Madlin
passes ( )
and Ashland theatres, said he was chargSold
A War Tax Suggestion by a
ing 10 and 15c, and paying the tax himdangers."Successful Exhibitor
CHILDREN, Mat
self. He stated that he thought in genMATINEE
The trouble the exhibitor will find in
eral Chicagoans were paying the tax
CHILDREN. Eve.
willingly.
EVENINO
collecting the new war tax will be to exS. Katz, owner of the Wallace and inplain to(Continued
the people that
this 3597)
is an honestTOTAL
on page
terested inthe big Central Park and others,
Treasurer
stated that at his little house he was
— Manager
Uncle Sam Has Asked From The
charging 6 and 11c. and that his experiAmusement Seeking Public The Sum
ence had been that people came expecting
day of 191_
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
to pay the war tax.
Of Fifty-Three Million
To Be PaidDollars
Annually by
Notary Public
" I haven't had any real complaints," he
the "Penan
So Admitted" Until This
World
said, "just a few good natured joshes."
Great War is Oyer.
Louis Frank, when questioned on the
subject, said that his patrons were paying
W. D. atrical
Ascough,
of the Maangers'
AssociationPresident
of Connecticut,
Prepared TheThis
the tax gracefully.
Box-Office Statement, Which has Been Approved
by the Revenue Collectors
Exhibitor-Exchange Clash in Los
Angeles
The fifteen-cent per reel tax on film has
caused much discontent at San Francisco,
and caused the exhibitors to reorganize
the Exhibitors' League of America Branch
there. Wilbert Corey was named president, H. T. Goethe, secretary and Ike Oppenheim treasurer.
In San Francisco, all exchanges except
the Triangle and Mutual are charging
fifteen cents per reel per day tax, and the
exhibitors contending that this was unjust
called upon President Louis Reichert of

When threats of discontinuing service
were made, Mr. Markowitz pointed out
that his action was directed by the company
he represented, and the government, and
he could do nothing but collect the tax.
At the same time he called to the exhibitors' attention, the efforts he had put
forth in the past to aid conditions for them,
in the matter of censorship, etc., and
pointed out that the exchangemen had done
everything possible for the betterment of
exhibitor conditions in San Francisco, and
it was up to the exhibitors to befriend the
exchangemen now when they were confronted with difficulties.

An Advertisement Prepared and Paid for by the
Exhibitors of Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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Mutual Sues New York M. P. Corporation
Asks $400,000 Alleged Damages in Action Instituted in Superior
Court, and Also Wants Permanent Injunction on Certain Pictures
lated in the contract before made and enFilm Corporation, it was
Mutual
THE
tered into.
announced last week, has filed in
the Superior Court of New York a suit
" The motion pictures involved," remarked President John R. Freuler, of
for $400,000 alleged damages against the
New York Motion Picture Corporation
Mutual, " include all of the pictures made
for the Mutual by the defendants in the
and a group of related concerns. The
suit is one that will no doubt commend
period of 1912-15, which means the old
more attention within the industry than
Keystone comedies, the W. S. Hart pictures of that period, the Charles Chaplin
any threshed out in the courts in months.
comedies made by Keystone, the early
In addition to asking the large sum
in alleged damages, the Mutual action in- Mack Sennett comedies and the Western
productions of Broncho and all Domino
cludes a prayer for a permanent injunction restraining the defendant concerns
pictures.
from the further circulation of various
" The contracts covering these pictures
motion pictures. The defendants include
provided that the Mutual Film Corporathe Broncho Motion Picture Company, the
tion was to have exclusive right of distribution inthe United States and Canada
Keystone Film Company and the Domino
and that the Mutual was to be supplied
Motion Picture Corporation.
with additional positive prints of any of
The Mutual Film Corporation charges
that the New York Motion Picture CortheThe
pictures
suit at
is any
undertime."
the supervision of
poration and its allies have violated conPresident Freuler and Samuel M. Field,
tracts for the exclusive sale of the
pictures in question to the Mutual Film
general counsel for the Mutual Film Corporation. The suit is being handled in
Corporation and that they have further
New York by John G. Turnbull, Eastern
refused to deliver to the Mutual addicounsel for the Mutual Film Corporation.
tional print copies of the pictures as stipuGriffith Resumes Operation in Los Angeles
Prepares to Screen Remainder of Three Subjects for Which He
Secured Exteriors in Europe — Stars Arrive on the Coast
GRIFFITH arrived in Los
tolerance." At this place he will build sevDW.
eral big exterior settings, duplicates of
• Angeles, Friday, November 2, and
immediately began making plans for the ruins he photographed in war-ridden
Europe. It is very probable his producing
work of filming the remainder of the three
activities will again be centered at the Fine
subjects for which he secured exteriors
while on the war front in France. Mr.
Arts studio, shortly to be entirely vacated
Griffith brought with him to Los Angeles
by
the Triangle-Keystone producing organization.
approximately 80,000 feet of negative film
Mr. Griffith did not make any statement
exposed while in Europe. He was accompanied by his cameraman, Billy Bitzer, and
concerning his three productions with respect to the length or stories they will tell.
the day following Robert Harron, Misses
He intimated it is very probable almost as
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, and Mrs. Gish,
arrived from the East.
much negative will be made in Los Angeles
as was taken in Europe, and the three subMr. Griffith will use the lot in Hollywood, made famous by the great
jects will be taken from this great assortment of scenes and action.
Babylonian sets erected there for " InLust Exchange Gives Advice
About Express Delays
Owing to the irregularity of expressage,
Sidney B.. Lust, manager of the Lust Exclusive Exchange, Washington, D. C, has
suggested to his patrons in the small
towns that the exhibitors combine and have
on hand several films suitable for all occasions, to be known as emergency films,
to be used when shipment of shows is
delayed. This should help to lessen the
disappointment of patrons and exhibitor.
Mr. Lust- is also not making bookings so
close as formerly, to provide for such
delays. Sending films by parcel post is
also to be considered.
Seelye No Longer with Pathe
Exchange
It was announced at the offices of the
Pathe Exchange, Inc., this week that C. R.
Seelye, who has been business manager for
Pathe for the past year, is no longer connected with the organization.

Levine Acquires Laboratory
Agency
H. Z. Levine, who operates a free lance
bureau, buying and exploiting special attractions, has acquired the agency of one
of the largest laboratories in the East, it
is announced, and has moved from the
Candler Building to the Times Building.
Dwight Whiting Visits Pathe
Exchange Main Office
Dwight Whiting, treasurer and general
manager of the Rolin Company, maker of
the " Lonesome Luke," " Rolin " and
" Toto " comedies for Pathe, accompanied
by his wife, is in New York for a few
days' visit at the Pathe Exchange main
offices. He brought with him a " Toto "
comedy
called
Night Only," which
is described
as a" One
knockout.
Mr. Whiting reports a large expansion
of the Rolin Company during the past
year, and many improvements in the
studios.
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Sherwood Does Not Personally
Approveassistant
Films secretary of
H. F. Sherwood,
the National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, has called attention to the circulation of reports, both spoken and printed,
in which it was claimed he expressed special approval of a particular photoplay, and
has asked Motion Picture News to state
that .the reports were used without authority. Mr. Sherwood said he has not been
interviewed for publication, and if asked
to do so, he could not express a personal
opinion of a production, as the action of
the National Board regarding specific pictures is that of committees and not individuals.
Century Theatre Club Honors
the Silent Drama
The first time in its fifteen years of
existence, the Century Theatre Club recently turned over its monthly social
meeting to the consideration of the play
and the screen.
As a good example of what can be done
in an artistic way in the film world it
selected the Goldwyn organization, and as
the latest exponent of new ideas and
methods it invited the Goldwyn staff to
present its own ideas to the members.
Margaret Mayo was selected as the Goldwyn representative and was introduced by
Edith Ellis, head of the Goldwyn literary
department, who was one of the three
founders of the Century Theatre Club.

" Movie Ambulance " Used to
Raise More War Funds
The ambulance for service in France
which was provided by donations from motion picture producers and their star;, including Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Drew, Ruth
Roland, Louise Huff, Bessie Barriscale,
Mae Murray, Violet Virginia Blackton,
Jackie Saunders and Florence Turner, will
not, as was first intended, be put into immediate service for the war. It will be
used to raise money for six more of the
same pattern, it is announced, and motion
picture people will guide the campaign to
its goal.
Mrs. J. Stuart Blackton is the chairman
of the committee in charge of the work,
and others on the committee are Daniel
Frohman, J. Stuart Blackton, Jesse Lasky,
Edgar Selwyn, S. L. Rothapfel and George
Kleine.
Three Mutual Companies Declare
Big Dividends
Three of Mutual's subsidiary and allied
corporations have declared important dividends and stock redemptions involving
large sums in profits paid over to stockholders in these Freuler enterprises.
The companies are the Lone Star Corporation, the concern which produced the
Mutual-Chaplin comedies : the Lincoln
Film Corporation, which financed the production of the Helen Holmes serial. " A
Lass of the Lumberlands," and the States
Film Corporation, which made the Helen
Holmes serial, " The Girl and the Game."
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Vitagraph's Head Feared Handicaps to Work Through Lack of Full Co-operation— Makes Public His
Correspondence with George Creel, Resulting in Withdrawal from American Cinema Commission
kind of homes they occupy, clean rooms,
picture business, and who has never undertaken
WALTER
W. IRWIN, of the the
the execution of a business plan of this kind, is
clean clothes, the President walking at the head
not
as well qualified to exercise judgment or to
of the parade of those drawn by conscription,
Vitagraph Company, has withthe parade of the Red Cross nurses, the great dictate its administration.
drawn from the American Cinema
Western farms with the farming done by maYet, in the final analysis, it would be Mr. Sischinery, munition factories, big railroad stations,
son's hejudgment
wouldto control,
at all
Commission, organized to carry Uncle
tall buildings, cattle herds, chicken farms with
times
would bewhich
privileged
exercise for
the power
incubators, railroads running through mountains,
of veto, so that in reality I could carry out no
plans without keeping in close touch with him and
Sam's message to the people of Russia,
the railroad crossing Salt Lake at Lucin Cut-off,
using the time and energy of explaining them to
big bridges, etc., etc., would be a most effective
Italy and France by means of the momedium
of
counteracting
the
propaganda
of
our
him and convincing him; instead of meeting contion picture.
ditions as they arose; and, at all times, would be
enemies, by educating the Russian people and
subject to his disapproval either of execution or
troops as to the real facts of our democracy,
of
expenditures
involved.
the
results
to
the
people
obtained
under
a
demoClash of Views
To thus jeopardize the cause of democracy by
cratic form of government, and of our gigantic
A clash of views over vital matters in the preparations to make democracy safe; and thereplacing this work under the authority and control of one incompetent by training or experience
by so increase the morale of the Russian people
conduct of the commission's operations is and troops, as to cause the latter to remain in to judge or to execute, would in my judgment be
the trenches, and thus prevent the transfer of unpatriotic.
given as the reason for Mr. Irwin's withthe Germans from the Eastern front to the
To determine definitely upon a plan of prodrawal, with George Creel, of the ComWestern front; that if this result could be obcedure before leaving for Russia is, of course, impos ible. It might well be, that upon arriving in
tained through the motion picture, it would not
mittee on Public Information, representing
only
mean
the
shortening
of
the
war
and
the
Petrograd
or Moscow, I would find that such mothe Washington viewpoint and Mr. Irwin
tion picture exhibitors as there are in Russia,
saving of hundreds of thousands of lives, but
the practical motion picture standpoint. In the saving of the lives of tens of thousands of would not readily take and exhibit the pictures to
the extent desired, or that the Russian public
American boys; in fact, that the educational
response to a request from Motion Pic- motion
which is extremely suspicious, would not believe
picture by aiding in keeping the Russian
ture News, Mr. Irwin declared that he troops in
that the pictures were sent by this Government,
the trenches, would be an important
because of the fact that the exhibitors charged
factor in assuring victory, and likewise would
did not care to make' any statement in addiadmission, or that all the exhibitors would not
be a decided influence in enabling Russia to an
furnish readers to read the Russian titles to the
tion to the plain declaration of his withmore quickly become a stable Republic after the
war;
and
that
the
Government
desired
the
Movery
large percentage of the illiterate, or that our
drawal, but solely in the interest of makenemies were causing the titles to be incorrectly
tion Picture Industry to recommend a competent
ing his position clear he consented to throw
man to establish in Russia an organization for read and the films to be destroyed by the operators, and that, therefore, it would be inadvisable
the distribution of these pictures, as well as a
open his correspondence with Mr. Creel.
man for each of the countries of France and
at that time to establish a system of exchanges;
The correspondence, which shows that Italy to undertake work along similar lines.
that it might be decidedly more advantageous
to obtain the largest theatre or theatres in each
From the moment that this country entered
Mr. Irwin was responsible for an ambitious
into the war, I think there is hardly a man who
of the largest cities, and operate them simultaneand detailed scheme of operations for the has not felt every time he met another in khaki,
ously, of course with no admission price, from 9
o'clock in the morning until 12 o'clock in the
commission, throws a clear light on the and
that who
he would
like been
to find
a way over
to doin his
has not
turning
his "bit,"
mind
night,attendance
or duringwarranted
the entireit, twenty-four
the
by the reasonhours,
of theif
situation and effectually banishes any whisthe question as to how he can actively support
proclamations issued by Premier Kerensky, the
the President, and thus do his part not only
perings of the rumor-mongers. For that for
the American people, but in the cause of military Governors of the Provinces and the Civic
reason Motion Picture News presents the democracy.
authorities calling upon the people of Russia to
letters in full.
In my own case, I am too old to be a private,
pictures, and, if necessary, with extenand am likewise too old for a commission as see these
sive advertising in addition to the proclamations;
The first communication herewith is a a lieutenant, and could not hope to be a captain
the program of pictures to be changed weekly, bia very long period of study and training.
or monthly,
as ofthepictures
attendance
reply of Mr. Irwin to a letter from the without
ranted,monthly,
so that
each unit
wouldwar-be
Therefore, I was troubled because at a loss to
head of the Committee on Public Informaknow what I could do. But from the moment
shown to the greatest percentage of the people in
I listened to your recital, I realized that here
each outcity,
and tocities,
continue
tion which is withheld out of deference
the smaller
until this
the process
hamlets throughand the
was a splendid work in which I was thoroughly
to Mr. Creel and the Government because
crossroads
were
finally
reached.
Or it might be
competent, just as much as I would be for an
that after the initial showing in the larger cities
officership, had I graduated from West Point or
of its confidential nature. The letter, howand the proclamations accompanying them, the
Annapolis, and that accordingly, I had no right
ever, brings out one important point, that to
people would be so aroused and so anxious to see
consider my family, my personal responsibilities, or my business, or permit those factors to the actual social, industrial and economic condiof Mr. Irwin's appointment, in the sentions of this country, that they would be willing
influence me in not undertaking a work which I
to pay the exhibitors admission price, and that
knew I could accomplish to the fullest extent
tence, When
"
you are ready to go to possible
the
product
could be placed in the hands of the
under
the
conditions
existing
in
Russia;
Russia a warrant will be issued for your
exhibitors without undue fear of its destruction
in other words, obtain the exhibition of educathrough
sinister
influence, and that, therefore, the
tional motion picture subjects to the largest posexpenses." The other points necessary to
establishment of a system of exchanges would be
an understanding
sible percentage of the Russian public and to all more
of the situation are covexpeditious
and economical.
of the Russian troops within the shortest possible
Whatever the plan determined upon, each memtime. to make the motion picture a
lowered
s : in Mr. Irwin's reply, which is as fol- space
ber of the small organization taken from this
The ofendeavor
country, would be thoroughly competent to exefactor in the saving of the lives of thousands
Hon. George Creel, Chairman,
arise. cute it, and to meet all conditions that would
of American boys by exhibiting to the largest
Committee
on Public
percentage of the Russian public and to all of
Washington,
D. C.Information,
In fact, after quickly but thoroughly gaining
the Russian troops within the shortest period
My dear Mr. Creel:
the information as to the operating conditions
of time, in other words, by getting the largest
24 was duly received. Your favor of October
percentage of the people to thinking upon the now existing in Russia, a plan of procedure would
When five or six representatives of the Mobe laid out, and the members of the American
same subject at the same time, involves a tretion Picture Industry, including myself conUnit would spread out over Russia with specific
mendous responsibility to the cause of democferred with you at your office in Washington
instructions,
of which each would be thoroughly
racy, to the support of the President, and to the
about September 18, you stated in effect, that
competent of execution. What section of Russia
American people. Even now, the Italian lines
innumerable
German agents, together with from
I
myself
would
handle is, of course, unknown,
are being
crushed front.
by the Germans withdrawn
twelve to fifteen thousand people who had left from
the Eastern
but after
determining theuponspecific
the method
of operathis country or were deported from it, were
tion
and
developing
instructions,
my
However, you say in your favor of October 24, own work would be of the same character
spreading the propaganda among the Russian
as that
people and troops, that this country is not in that Mr. E. G. Sisson " will be in absolute
of
my
associates.
fact a democracy, but, on the contrary, is an
authority," and that " all expenditures before
Under these circumstances, I and my associates
autocracy of wealth, with autocratic principles
being
must receive
would at times be several thousand miles away
It isincurred
to be assumed
that his
the approval."
recommendation
equa'
to
those
of
Germany;
that
accordingly,
from
Mr. Sisson, and therefore unable to properly
by
the
Motion
Picture
Industry
of
me
as
the
the United States is devoid of justice; that it is
explain to him, or, if necessary, convince him of
proper person to undertake this work in Russia,
not preparing for war, nor has it any intention
the
desirability
or necessity of certain expendmeans
that
by
training
and
experience,
I
am
an
Of participating actively as an ally, for its en- expert, qualified to form the best judgment to
itures ormunicate
procedure,
trance into the war is a mere bluff; that this accomplish the end under the conditions as I find
with
him
at orall.may be, unable to comcountry does not intend to assist Russia either
Such conditions would be both impracticable
and likewise fully qualified to accomplish
to win the war or to establish herself as a them,
intolerable in the interest of the results to be
the execution of the plan determined upon. It is and
democracy, and that these false preachments
attained.
also to be assumed that Mr. Sisson, who is an
were partly responsible for the demoralization
Evidently,
conditions
under
which soldiers,
exhibiaccountant,
who
knows
nothing
about
the
motion
of the Russian Army ; that in the judgment of
tions would the
be given
to the
Russian
the Government, the wide exhibition of motion
would
have
to
be
met
as
I
found
them,
for
upon
pictures demonstrating that this country is a
conferring at your request with Dr. Mott, the
democracy, and showing the social
and economic
You
are
not
going
to
war.
The
men
who
results obtained under a democratic form of
head
the Young
Christian
he wasof unable
to tellMen's
me how
many Association,
amusement
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Government, and the preparedness of this councenters they intended to operate; how many would
try to actively participate in the war until its Help them get cigarettes. That is your
be
in
existing
barracks;
how
many
they
intended
successful conclusion, such pictures as our troops
build; when these would be constructed; how
in the French trenches, our tremendous training patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the to
they
would
be
equipped
;
whether
he
would
be
camps in this country, our great aeroplane fields
able to supply them with expert operators;
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
and factories, our schools and school children,
whether
he
would
furnish
experts
with
which
to
a
slacker!
our factories and industries, the life of our work(Continued on page 3599)
men and the conditions under which they work,
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P. E. L. Protests Fifteen Cents Per Reel Tax
Lee Ochs Issues Eight-Page Letter, All of Which Cannot Be
Crowded in Here, Setting Forth Exhibitors' Complaint
one concerned, the producer, distributor, and
Lee A. Ochs, president of the Motion
exhibitor. They cannot believe that the average
Picture Exhibitors League of America, on
life of an average picture is only fifty to fiftyfive days, especially when they are booking picSaturday issued an eight-page open letter
tures that are two and three years old. . . .
to the picture distributors regarding the
believe theagainst
charge theis small
unjust exhibitor
because
it "isThey
discriminatory
fifteen cent per reel tax.
forcing him to pay a high percentage of taxation
the first-run
man with . the. big
Mr. Ochs is at pains to explain that he while
an infinitesmal
percentage.
. house pays
is "acting merely as the mouthpiece of the
"
The
exhibitors
from
all
parts
of
country
hotly resent the arbitrary manner inthewhich
the
exhibitors " in presenting the arguments
distributors sought to impose this fifteen-cent
charge
upon
them.
.
.
.
against the manufacturers' attempt to colThe exhibitors
for the
lect the fifteen cent tax. Quoting the exof " argument,
that believe,
it was granting
impossible
for sake
the
hibitors the letter goes on to give the first distributor
to pay this tax and remain in business, and that he was forced to pass it on
really definite and exhaustive statement of
to the exhibitor, that a more just and equitable
the exhibitors' case. Motion Picture
way could have been found of apportioning it,
News suggests that the late receipt of the instead of displaying the crass fear of the big
first-run theatre which is manifest in the method
communication, it being delayed until after they
adopted.
the Trade Review had appeared, makes it
" The exhibitors call your attention to the
that many of your exchanges are endeavorimpossible to publish the letter in full. fact ing
to collect the tax on pictures that were
Briefly summarized the points it makes are released prior to Oct. 4, 1917, the day on which
the
law
went into effect. This, in their opinion,
as follows :
is nothing more or less than an attempt to collect
money
under
false pretenses, as you, as dis.."As thehibitorspresident
of the Motion
Pictureas Exibutors or producer, are not compelled to pay
League of America,
and acting
the a tax on trsuch
pictures.
mouthpiece of the exhibitors of the country, 1
" The exhibitors are free to admit that the
feel it my duty to advise you that the exhibitors
war
revenue
law
as applied to motion picture
of the United States will not submit to your
is unjust, inequitable and discriminatory.
arbitrary action of recent date, namely, the im- films
But
they
see
no
reason
why, because Congress
position of a charge of fifteen cents per day in its ignorance of the motion
picture business,
per reel on all film leased by you, as a means
saw fit totributor
passwho has
a lawnotof such
this kind,
that theshould
disof providing revenue with which to meet the
an
footage tax
on film
providedTaxin Law.
section six endeavor to continue the evil and excuse
seek to slide
hundred
of the
War asRevenue
it off on the shoulders of the exhibitor. They
" I base
opinion
hundreds
ot telebelieve that the remedy lies with Congress and
grams andthis
letters
whichon Tthehave
received
and
that
if the producer and distributor have been
upon the action of exhibitor organizations all unjustly
taxed they must seek relief from Conover the country since the first brief, curt, mandatory, notes were sent out by your exchange
gress and not from the exhibitor."
managers advising exhibitors of your arbitrary
action.
" It iseration only
through
careful study
and come
consid-to
Rembusch Lavs Blame on Lee
of the mass
of material
that has
me on this subject that I have felt the necessity
Ochs
of transmitting to you that what in reality
amounts to a consensus of opinion of the exhibMotion Picture News herewith presents
itors of the United States on this vitally important subject. I will endeavor to present to you part of a communication from Frank
the various arguments that have been advanced
Rembusch, national organizer of the
as to why this tax should be paid by you and not
by the exhibitor. In doing this I am acting
A. E. A., concerning the exhibitors' war
merely as the mouthpiece of the exhibitors, and
take this means of pointing out to you that, if taxes. Mr. Rembusch delivers a stinging
you persist in the attempt to collect this unjust
rebuke to Lee A. Ochs, on whose attitude
charge, it harmony
will between
resultdistributor
in a periodandof exhibitor
strife and atdis-a since the beginning of the tax trouble he
time when the interests of the industry, patriotism,
places the blame for most of the exhibitors'
and civilization, demand a united and co-ordiworries. The communication follows :
nated
body
working
in
the
closest
co-operation
and harmony.
"taxTheon recent
revenuewhich
act tax
of Congress
film stock,
went into placed
effect
" Thestand exhibitors
oi theit necessary
country cannot
under- aimmediately
why you consider
to gracefully
ui>on the passage of the law early
slide out from under this tax and attempt to place
in October. The tax amounts approximately to
it on their already overburdened shoulders.
$5 per reel of 1,000 feet.
"
You
have
made
statements
in
your
meetings
" Immediately
the N. A. decided
M. P. toI.
held
a meeting following
and the producers
and in your advertising to the effect that you cannot pay this tax out of your own pockets and re- pass this tax along to the exhibitors by charging
each exhibitor 15c. per reel per day. On good
main in business. Do you think that the exhibitor is in any better condition to pay the tax out authority we are advised that Lee Ochs voted
of his pocket and remain in business, or do you
the fourteen proxies of exhibitors directors in
think that he can arbitrarily collect it from his favor of placing the added burden on the exhibpatrons
itors. Evidently Congress expected the film probusiness? without
. . . sacrificing a large part of his
ducers to pay this small tax out of their profits
the same as any other business, but the producers
" It is bv
no
means
clear
in
the
minds
of
exhibitors, although a statement often reiterated,
decided that the exhibitors should not onlv pay
that if you pay this tax you will be forced out of the burden but they added sufficient to the bill as
business. . . Do you mean to contend that it they passed it to net them a neat profit besides.
is impossible for you or your producers as busi" For example,
a reelearned
that runs
three
ness men to save the small sum of $1,575 in the hundred
days will have
$45 forusually
exchanges,
production of a picture, a sum amounting to a profit of about $40 a reel, or about $200 on
a five-reel feature per vear. This is indeed a
merely five and one-quarter per cent, in a picture
costing $30,000, and a much smaller percentage
great injustice
and stand
exhibitors
backbone
will never
for it. that have any
in a product of higher cost? . . .
"
The
exhibitors
of
the
country
believe
that
it
"
Without
asking
the
exhibitor,
the film
comis the patriotic duty of every producer and dispanies (excepting the Mutual Film
Company
tributor ot motion pictures to assume and pay this and many of the state rights companies) added
tax, and, judging from the high prices which the the 15c. per reel on the bills to the exhibitors.
exhibitors are called upon to pay for film, believe
In some instances the film companies held up the
that the producers and distributors can well afford
show if the exhibitor refused to pay the tax. A
to pav it.
storm of protests arose all over the country and
meetings have been held all over the United
"
The
exhibitors
point
with
pride
to
the
fact
that in every instance where they have been
States and exhibitors are uniting everywhere
called upon to do something to aid the Governagainst this outrageous extortion on the part of
the film exchanges.
ment
that
they
have
responded
willingly
and
enthustically.
" The American Exhibitors' Association wired
their state presidents to stand against the im" The
exhibitors
emphatically
attention of the
other two
branches ofcallthetheindustry
position and a fight will be waged by the National
to thetaxes.
fact that they are already overburdened
Organization and the State Organization until not
with
a single exhibitor will pay this tax. At this
writing everv exhibitor in Indiana, Oklahoma,
It isthis
theircharge
opinionof that
theycents
shouldperrefuse
North Carolina. Chicago, Illinois, and many
to " pay
fifteen
day
per reel because it is unjust in its method of other cities and states have pledged themselves
that they will never submit.
application. They believe that the " average
method
out by the isexpert
"Arrangements
are being
caneel
all
services
of the producers
that made
insist toupon
adding
employed" asbyworked
the distributors
unfairaccountants
to every-

the tax. The producers that are asking this tax
are mostly all advance deposit producers and it
is natural that they would be inclined to add every
hardship to the exhibitors' burden as usual.
" This
is the second
time taxation
certain film
producers
have
attempted
to escape
on film
stock
by
'
passing
the
buck
'
to
the
exhibitor
each case Mr. Ochs has taken the side and
of thein
film interests against the exhibitor. It is presumed that because he runs a trade paper which
depends on its existence by the advertisement of
film interests that he cannot do otherwise. Exhibitors are realizing that the Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
being ends
used and
by the
film
interests for League
their ownis selfish
the only
hope for exhibitors is to join the American Exis composedmanagers.
alone of
bona-fide hibitors'
theatreAssociation,
ownerswhich
or accredited
" Here is Immediately
a bit of history
many
exhibitors.
after unknown
war was to
declared,
Congress began work on a Revenue Bill which
included a proposed tax on theatre admissions
and another tax on film stock. We are asked to
believe that the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry is instituted to protect
the industry as a whole in a big, broad, unselfish
way. It was at this time confronted with the
most important question in its history. Did they
call a with
meeting
exhibitor-directors
counsel
them ofas the
to what
the tax should and
be?
Certainly not. However, the producers branch
held a meeting and rushed off to Washington with
Mr. Ochs advocating that the tax on film stock
be entirely eliminated and all the tax for war
purposes De placed upon the exhibitor.
" The frame-up was about like this : ' Dear
Congress,
don'texhibitor
tax filmpaystock,
to make the
it, ifbecause
you do,we inexpect
addition
to
the
admission
tax.'
They
stop
here, but proceeded to state that thisdidtaxnotshould
be ten per cent on gross receipts. In other
words, it mattered not what the exhibitor thought
about it, ' we will ask for a high tax on the
exhibitors and then Congress will leave us out.'
ask,specifying
did the
N._ " A.LetM. any
P. I.fair-minded
do right in person
asking and
a tax without consulting the exhibitor? Was it
not the business of the exhibitor to say what
his tax should be? And does it not show a very
selfish spirit on the part of the N. A. M. P. Lj
and prove that this organization is a film organizaand that
the isMotion
Leaguetion of
America
workingPicture
into theExhibitors'
hands of
the film interests against the exhibitor? Has
the N. A. M. P. I. ever done anything that
helped the exhibitor? Has it not looked after
the film interests first, last and always as a
general thing?
" LasthibitorSpring
Ochs camouflaged
exby wiringMr.exhibitors
everywhere the
to ask
their representative to favor a tax like the
Canadian tax. Many exhibitors followed his
instructions, not knowing about the frame-up,
and we now have the unique spectacle of exhibitors being at present greatly alarmed about the
results to their business from the present tax
and the record that Congress will now show
that they advocated and practically said to
Congress, ' Please put a tax of ten per cent on
" gross
There receipts.'
is no reason why film producers
my
should
noternment thepay
and of
support
the them
Govsametheir
as tax
the rest
us. Let
cut down the general extravagance practised in
production and distribution and the salaries of
great stars. The interest they get on the money
exhibitors have up in advance deposits will pay
the tax many times over. If a great company
like the Mutual can pay the film tax the balance
of the producers should be able to do likewise
or go out of business."
John Francis Skerrett Dies
John Francis Skerrett, vice president
and general manager of the Nicholas
Power Company, died on the morning of
November
eral months.10 following an illness of sevHe was forty-two years of age, and is
survived by a wife and infant son.
The Power official was a pioneer in the
picture game, having been a municipal
inspector in the days when pictures were
introduced in New York and film trailed
through the machine down into baskets
or often over the balcony rail to the
orchestra. He joined the Power forces
several years ago and in addition to being
one of the most popular of film men,
gained a wide reputation as an executive.
Numerous prominent film men were
present at the funeral services, held Monday, at ten o'clock.
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Public Takes Kindly to Tax
(Continued from page 3593)
to-goodncss tax, levied by the Government itself, and that it is not a hold-up
on the part of the exhibitors ; that it
is no trick to get a few more pennies.
This is the trouble we experienced in
Canada, when we were compelled to do
the bidding of the powers that be.
I said that the big idea was to impress
the people with the truth of the matter.
The Canadian plan is a feasible one, and
a replica of that in vogue in Paris.
I would suggest that a theatre have roll
tickets printed, with the words " War Tax "
prominent, and also show the denomination, viz., one cent, two cents, or three
cents, etc. Then have a sign prominently
displayed at the entrance of the theatre
explaining the new ruling. The War Tax
Ticket is to be presented to the doorman,
together with the regular admission
ticket. Have the tax tickets numbered
in the usual way, so that you can check
up with the cashier. Allow patrons to
buy more than one ticket at a time. This
stops future congestion at the box office,
and also helps the patron to eliminate the
nuisance of carrying a lot of pennies
in his pocket. You will find that usually
you will sell more tax tickets than admissions. Feature the two words all the
time, War Tax, WAR TAX !
The greatest thing that could happen
would be for all the exhibitors in a town
or city to get together and agree to use uniform tickets, all the same style, and thereby
convince the people that the tax comes
from the same source and goes to the same
treasury.
M. Kashin.
Brooklyn.
w ar Tax Added to Admissions in
Illinois City
At a special meeting of all the motion
picture managers of Quincy, 111., at the
Orpheum theatre in that city last week, it
was decided to add the war tax to the
admission price at each theatre in town,
with no exceptions. Business has been reported good in that section, and the exhibitors have expressed themselves as very
well pleased with the outlook for business
during the coming months.

Exhibitors in Iowa and Nebraska
Divided on Tax
While many exhibitors in Iowa and Nebraska are paying the 15-cents-per-day-perreel tax charged by many of the exchanges,
others are refusing, and exchanges in
Omaha have received a flood of cancellations. The exhibitors, in their letters to
these exchanges, complain that the tax is
not just; that the distributing companies
are making a big war profit, and they will
not pay it.
Exchanges whose companies are not collecting the tax report a big increase in
business during the first week of Nevember. " Our increased business will more
than pay the $7.50, each 1,000-foot reel
will cost us in Government tax," said one
exchange man.
A committee appointed at a recent meeting of the Iowa and Nebraska exhibitors
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Triangle and Mutual Win
Exhibitors' Thanks
Decision to Absorb Reel Tax Brings Forth Avalanche of Favor
from All Parts of Country — Move Will, No Doubt, Repay Them
win favor of the exhibitors, as most of the
THE announced decision of the Triangle
exchanges are already trying to collect this
Distributing Corporation and the Mutual Film Corporation to absorb the fifteenitem from the exhibitors."
cents-a-reel tax on films going to the
President
JohnMutual
R. Freuler's
announceexhibitor has called forth a volley of
ment that the
Film Corporation
would
absorb
the
Federal
excise
tax and
" Thank yous ! " from all sections of the
notifying exhibitors that Mutual branch
country, and both companies appear certain that their move in this connection will
managers had been instructed to cancel the
assessment of 15 cents per reel, brought
be rewarded many times over in gratitude
and business from the exhibitors.
forth a deluge of letters and messages of
congratulation and commendation.
In discussing the new war tax shoulOrganized exhibitors passed resolutions
dered upon the industry, Y. F. Freeman,
of commendation, officers of exhibitor orgeneral manager of Triangle Distributing
ganizations, local and state, sent letters of
Corporation, made the following statement
congratulation, and individual exhibitors,
as to the position Triangle would take
from coast to coast, wrote Mr. Freuler
with the exhibitors :
" It is not our belief that the tax of 15 voicing the thanks of the exhibitor for his
help in handling one of the most difficult
cents a reel imposed upon film manufactursituations which has ever confronted the
ers was intended by the United States
industry.
Government to be paid by exhibitors, as
Resolutions of the Chicago Theatre
they have already been taxed 10 per cent,
on admission charges. We believe that
Owners' Association, affiliated with the
film producers and distributors should hear
American Exhibitors' Association, signed
by Louis H. Frank, W. J. Mulligan and
their just proportion of the new tax, and
we are not in sympathy with any plan that
E. Thomas Beatty, commended Mutual's
is intended to throw an additional burden
action, and follows in part : " Whereas,
on the shoulders of exhibitors. It is for
the motion picture distributors of the
this reason that we have announced to United States have, arbitrarily and unjustTriangle exhibitors that we will pay the
ly, and we believe unlawfully, decreed that
each reel of film shall be assessed 15 cents
entire tax of 15 cents a reel levied upon
to cover the Federal war excise tax ; and
Triangle
productions."
whereas this assessment, now in force,
The attitude
of Triangle on the question
of war taxes is another indication of the
works an undue hardship upon the exhibitor of motion pictures, jeopardizes his
endeavor of the largest producers to treat
business ; and whereas, the Mutual Film
all exhibitors fairly and squarely. That
Corporation, through its president, John
this announcement is appreciated by TriR. Freuler, has announced its determinaangle exhibitors is illustrated by the following letter received from J. R. Rainey
tion to absorb the war excise tax and inof the Princess theatre, Clarksville, Texas :
structed the managers of its various exchanges to cancel the 15-cent assessment;
" Let me take this opportunity to express
therefore be it resolved by the Motion
my appreciation
Triangle's
gard to the war oftax.
While Ipolicy
thinkinitre-is Picture Theatre Owners' Association that
the thanks and commendation of its memnothing more than right that the producers
bers be extended to the Mutual Film Corshould bear their part, as the exhibitors
are to pay their 10 per cent, of the gross
poration and its president for their fairreceipts, nevertheless you will certainly
ness and justice in meeting this situation."
at Omaha to investigate the 15-cents-perreel-per-day and report back whether it is
just and whether the exhibitors should pay
it, had not reported on Nov. 4. The exhibitors voted to pay the 15-cents-per-reelper-day under protest, until advised of the
instructions of the committee. Many of
them are not waiting for the instructions,
but others are all paying the charge under
protest.
Attendance in Pennsylvania
Holds Up Well
Reports received by Motion Picture
News from its representative in Harrisburg, Pa., indicate that at the end of the
first week in which the war tax on tickets
has been in force there has not been any
serious falling off in motion picture theatre attendance in Central Pennsylvania.
Many of these houses have raised their
prices and are paying the tax out of the
receipts.
In
cases
were
attendances have

dwindled to some slight extent, theatre
managers for the most part report that
increased revenues coming from the higher
prices of tickets fully if not more than
offset any loss which might be expected to
result from the small reduction in the
number of theatre patrons.
Practically All Raise Prices
In practically all of the theatres in the
cities of 50,000 or more population in
central and eastern Pennsylvania, which
had been charging only 10 cents admission,
the placing of the war tax on theatre
tickets resulted in increases of the admission price to 15 cents. The placing of
the tax was regarded as presenting an
opportunity for exhibitors to put into
effect increases in admission prices that
most of them have for some time felt
should be in force. Many exhibitors, however, had some misgivings as to whether
the boost to 15 cents would not result
in such a falling off in attendance as to
cause a falling off in net revenue, but
(Concluded on page 3669)
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Varner Defines Purpose of Organization
A Letter Well Deserving Publication, Written by H. B.
Varner to Theatre Owners' Association of Los Angeles
H. B. Varner of the A. E. A. has sent go on to show that this tax is unjust, that
no other business in the country has been
the following admirable letter to Mr. Glenn
so burdened, and try to get it thoroughly
Owners'
the Theatre
Harper, secretary
Association
of LosofAngeles,
Cal. :
impressed that the motion picture exhibitors are not all rich and that they are
Dear Mr. Harper: There is no end to
not
making
any more money than anythe things that you can accomplish as an
body else.
association that will be profitable to the
The great trouble has been that we have
individual theatre owners. First, you
done too much blowing and bragging about
should have a good organization with
the amount of money we were making
practically all theatre owners in it. You
when there was no ground for it.
should discuss and have all the members
Last, but by no means least, you should
to engage in the discussion as to the best get hooked up with the national organizamethod of conducting a theatre, not only
tion that is in sympathy with your business.
how to make money for yourself, but you
Up to the present time the old Motion Picshould study what is best for your reture Exhibitors' League has not done
spective communities — try to eliminate ob- enough for the exhibitors to justify their
jectionable pictures, and the theatres should
existence. On account of this fact a new
join in with the community and work for organization was born in Chicago last
the best interests of all the people from, a
July known as the American Exhibitors'
moral and civic standpoint.
Association, composed of nothing but bonaThrough an organization you can use
fide exhibitors, with headquarters in the
your influence to repeal objectionable laws
Times Building, New York City, in charge
in your state affecting your business. That
of Chas. C. Pettijohn as general manager.
cne point is of great importance. As an
This new organization has been busy
organized body you can prevent dis- getting together the greatest organization
criminating against your business in the of exhibitors ever before organized in the
various towns and cities where your memUnited States, and it is the purpose of this
bers do business. The biggest piece of new body to perfect a strong organization
business that you can do at the present time
in every state in the Union and in that
is to get your people all lined up to fight way be in position to be a powerful inthe obnoxious and burdensome tax that
fluence for bringing forth a better day for
was placed on the industry by the extra
the exhibitors of the nation. When this
session of Congress — a 10 per cent tax on
organization is completed and is properly
admissions, as well as a footage tax, for
financed they propose to have a representathe theatres either have to pay this tax
tive to look after legislation in the interest
themselves or pass it on to the public, and
of
the
exhibitors in the Capitol of the nawe as theatre owners ought to protect the
tion. Your association should be a part of
public when it is in our power to do so.
this organization, and your influence should
Personally, I have been fighting the
be felt not only in California but in the
battles for the exhibitors of the nation to
Capitol of the nation. I feel confident that
the best of my ability for more than three
Congress has no desire to be unjust to the
years in Washington without reward or
exhibitors of this country. The trouble is
hope of reward, and with very little cothat members of Congress have not been
operation from the theatre owners of the
properly
informed as to our conditions and
country. If we had been organized
our needs.
properly and had put forth the proper efThe only way we can succeed is by orfort at the extra session of Congress we
ganization. Every exhibitor in the nation
would not now be burdened with this unshould stand together, because what is best
just tax on admission. I fought the matfor the exhibitor in North Carolina is best
ter through the Senate Finance Committee
for the exhibitor in California, and when
and through the United States Senate, and
we exhibitors benefit ourselves we naturmotion picture admissions were exempted
ally are benefiting the entire motion picture
from taxation up to and including 25-cent
industry. Your organization should be one
shows ; but I got disgusted and practically
of the instruments to assist in getting the
quit, and the result is that we are in industry of the nation to work together to
trouble.
save it from itself.
What your organization should do is to
With best wishes, I am
have each individual member to personally
Very truly yours,
interview as many of your Congressmen
H. B. Varner.
and Senators as possible and urge them to
repeal the tax on admissions, and you
should have each member to write a strong Directors' Association Addressed
letter to the Congressmen and Senators
by Jos. Farnham
from California, calling attention to the
At the last meeting of the Motion Picfact that the moving picture exhibitors of
ture Directors' Association in New York,
the members were addressed by Joseph
the country have been extremely patriotic
during the period of this war and have
Farnham, president of the Screen Club and
done everything in their power for the Red
general manager of the Frohman Amusement Corporation. During the business
Cross, for Food Conservation, to sell Liberty Bonds, for enlistment in the Army
session the following directors were
elected to membership : James Kirkwood,
and Navy, and that they have stood loyally
back of the President and Congress in Roscoe Arbuckle, Hobart Henley, Carroll
Fleming,
George Irving and Charles F.
this great crisis, and are hoping to conMiller.
tinue to do this patriotic work. And then
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Rodgers Shows
How to
Save Exhibitors
Money
National Organizer David C. Rodgers,
of the M. P. E. L. of A., has been in
Nebraska recently helping the League of
that state gain in membership, and incidentally showing the exhibitors a few
methods of economy.
It is announced that the Nebraska plan
of annual dues will be changed to dues
of one cent per year per seat, with an additional $1 a year for the support of the
National Association.
" We are showing the exhibitors where
they can save one year's dues in the matter of lights alone," said Mr. Rodgers.
" Combining in the League, they can buy
lamps 35 per cent cheaper than they could
by making individual purchases."
Deitrich Resigns from International Service
Theodore C. Deitrich, for years with the
editorial departments of Hearst papers,
and who, during the past two years, has
been advertising and publicity director of
Hearst's International Film Service, has
turned in his resignation, to take effect
November 22, it was announced this week.
It is understood that Mr. Dietrich expects
to enter the motion picture producing field
as president and general manager of an
organization recently incorporated.
The Reader Has His Say
(Continued from page 3591)
tirely on trade publications for his viewpoint. Those who have the opportunity to
be in touch with central points such as New
York and Philadelphia know just how
much of the advertising, news and reviews
can be depended upon to be the truth. It
is an unfortunate condition that no trade
paper is entirely free of these false items
— and some are worse than others.
Motion Picture News is my favorite
trade paper. I read seven weekly publications devoted to trade events but none can
compare with the News. And yet — even
the News hasn't the courage to call a
spade a spade, when from the standpoint
of theory your first duty is to your readers
and not to your advertisers. The company
that made the picture mentioned in your
editorial may, perhaps, benefit by your mild
reproof, but your exhibitor will go on
carrying the wrong impression.
Dare you in the present instance show
up the glaring example of fraudulent advertising which I have labelled Exhibits
"B " and " C " ? With best regards, I am
Very truly yours.
Walter Brooks.
The Auditorium, Coatesville, Pa.
[Exhibitor Brooks encloses as Exhibit
" B " an advertisement of Pathe's " ToDay," and " The Mad Lover." which declares "The Pennsylvania Board of Censorship passed these remarkable features
with
high
commendation."
As Exhibit
"C" he encloses
the official report
of the
Pennsylvania Board of Censorship on
" To-Day." Suffice it to say that ad and
report are far from agreeing.
We thank Mr. Brooks for his declaration
that Motion Picture News is his favorite
trade paper. We will thank him again
should he give us further opportunity to
" show our courage." — Ed.]
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Withdrawal
Irwin's
Cause
Conflicting Views
(Continued
from page
3595)
, train operators;
or what
the amusemstances, adirect appointment
by the
dent or a cumilitary
title, or both,
wouldPresi-be
ment centers would
possess,equipment
and I procured
for
b him an expert and worked with the expert in lay- thoroughly consistent with your favor of October
I ing out the full detail of projection equipment
24, in which you say that I was to be granted
I units to meet all conditions, and now you in- "success
all proper
recognition
" with which to produce
to the
fullest extent.
1 struct me to put the " Y. M. C. A. matter to one
As to the matter of salary, this item can be
I sideWith
for conditions
the moment."such as these, it is apparent
entirely eliminated as far as I am concerned, and
I have no doubt that this statement applies as
■ that the important matter of serving the troops
I with the educational pictures would have to be well to Mr. Powers and Mr. Marion. The $5,000
per year, as you know, was considered for the
■ determined and executed, unexplained to or un► approved by Mr. Sisson. I am inclined to think
purpose of partly covering personal expenses.
I that with the press of important matters, it has
With most necessary articles practically unobtainable, and with the price of those that are
I been impossible for you to give sufficient considobtainable, advanced from several hundred to
I eration to the matter in question, to realize that
I the proper execution of the work in Russia would
several thousands of per cent, and with the
necessity of the American Unit to take with it
Y constitute a big business undertaking for which
even stable articles of food, such as flour, tea
I but one head must be responsible for the results
t produced.
and coffee, it is reasonable to assume that my
personal expenses for which in traveling about
In other words, no one not an experienced
Russia, Iernmentcould
not always
to theexceed
Gov■ executive in the handling, distribution and exhiby voucher,
would account
several times
' bition of motion pictures, would be any more
the amount of my compensation. As I explained
r competent to pass judgment upon my plans than
to you, I looked upon this item merely as one
I he would be to lay out for me a complete and
which would partially cover expenses out of my
I sufficient equipment of projection, either with
I or without electrical current, or for exhibitions
own pocket.
As to being given supreme power in Russia to
I both within doors or without, for it was my
conduct the business at hand, and to direct the
I intention as soon as the weather broke, to give
■ outdoor exhibitions to ten or twenty thousand
expenditures necessary to produce the quickest
and best results, such authority would follow as
I troops at a showing, and to have portable equipa matter of course, otherwise no competent man
I ment by which the entire population of a town
could
undertake the work. And this is precisely
I could witness a unit of the pictures each evening,
in accord with our understanding, for in your
I or to lay out for me complete exchange equipfavor of October 24, you say that you understood
[ ment to meet conditions under which not even
\ wrapping paper can be obtained.
that
the MotionandPicture
Industry
" in returnwould
for
full authority
all proper
recognition
It of course follows that I could not underI take to handle the moneys necessary for the take charge of the film campaign in Russia," and
I work of the American Unit any more than I yet in the latter part of the same favor you say
| would undertake to handle the moneys involved
that Mr. Sisson will be in absolute authority,"
I in the conduct of this company, and that such
and that " all expenditures before being incurred
i business must necessarily be attended to by Mr.
must
his approval."
Sisson, or some other accountant appointed as
As receive
I explained
to you, I would only attempt
to handle the matter in a big way, fully con[ the official disbursing agent for the Government,
sistent
with
the
presentation
by the United States
but to place such agent in " absolute authority
and with getting the largest perand
to compelbefore
me tobeing
abideincurred
by a rule
" all Government,
expenditures
mustthatreceive
centage of people to thinking upon the same
subject at the same time; and I assume that
his
approval," would make accomplishment imthe Government would want me to conduct its
possible.
With regard to receiving an appointment by business in just such a manner, for my observathe President, I beg to refresh your recollection
tion is that Governments at war make all expenditures necessary to produce all possible influupon our conversation at your office, the morn| ing of September 18, in which you stated, in
ences in the winning of the war, whether such
be large or small.
I reply to questions, that the executives would be influences
If the Government desires me to undertake this
i responsible solely to the President; that all ex- work
in a manner that will mean success, I shall
penditures would be paid from the Presidential
Emergency Fund, and that we would be under
be only too happy to do so; if it does not desire
me so to do, I will be very greatly disappointed,
the full responsibility of establishing a distribution organization in the respective countries to in not being able to do my " bit." But, as a
patriot, I feel that it would not be the part of
which we would be sent, and in executing the
work of distribution. This Mr. Brady confirmed
good conscience for me to undertake a work
by assuring us that we would be appointed for involving such splendid possibilities under conditions which, in my judgment, would make for
the work by the President. Moreover, my understanding from you was, that the pictures to be failure.
Sincerely,
exhibited in these foreign countries were to be
WALTER W. IRWIN.
presented as the pictures sent by the United
States Government. The title which you say
COMMITTEE
ON
PUBLIC
INFORMATION
was suggested, " The American Cinema CommisWashington, D. C.
sion inreceive
Europe,"a commission
implies thatdirectly
the executives
were to
from the
October 31, 1917.
Government. The authority to present these
Mr.1600Walter
W. Irwin,
Broadway,
pictures in behalf of the Government would not,
so far as I can see, involve any ambassadorial
New York, N. Y.
My dear Mr. Irwin: I have read your letter
powers.
In the case of Russia and its present labor
with close attention and deep interest, and the
change in plans does not affect my appreciation of
conditions,
by seem
which that
laborif itis became
almost necessary
unobtainable, it would
your patriotic desire to serve. The authority that
to establish a system of exchanges, or to operate
you wished was promised, and could only have
a chain of theatres, that I might be compelled
been
given, ofunder
the MotionWhen
Picture
Industry's
to request the Government of Russia to some
assumption
all expenses.
it became
necextent to detail intelligent soldiers to perform
essary for the Government to assume the entire
the services, or would be obliged to appeal to burden, it became equally necessary for the Government to assume control.
the class
people who
gratuitously
ices in thisof country
in behalf
of suchrender
causesserv-as
You are mistaken in assuming that Mr. Sisson
the Red Cross, to volunteer their services in is an accountant. I have been placed in full
spreading the real facts regarding America.
charge of the entire Russian matter, and Mr.
Under these circumstances, it would seem that
Sisson, as Associate Chairman, went to Russia
direct appointment by the President would make
as
my personal representative, concerned not only
success much easier of accomplishment.
with the motion picture end of our campaign, but
With regard to a military rank or the wearing
with the campaign as a whole.
of a uniform, the suggestion arose by virtue of
I have been fortunate in making some new arinformation obtained by Mr. Marian and Mr.
rangements that will carry out my plan effecPowers from persons in a position to judge,
tively, and I shall always be sorry that our differand thereafter by statements made to me by
ing views prevented me from accepting your offer
Mr. and Mrs. Kaplan who have lived in Russia
of service. As new things come up, I hope to be
for the last four years, including the period of able to call upon you with every assurance of
revolution and many months thereafter, and with
your
willingness
Believe me,to aid.
whom some of your representatives consulted
Very sincerely,
regarding the motion picture conditions there,
to the effect that the work would be tremendously
GEORGE CREEL,
Chairman.
facilitated, particularly in the most difficult distribution problem to be handled, that of transNovember 3, 1917.
portation, ifthe members of the American Unit
possessed a military title. Personally, I have no
Hon. George Creel, Chairman,
desire to possess a military title or uniform for
Committee on Public Information,
the sake of my own pride, but I do desire both
Washington, D. C.
of them if they would be an asset to the cause;
My dear Mr. Creel: I greatly appreciate the
in other words, if the work would be facilitated
kindly expressions in your favor of October 31,
and the cause thereby advanced, they ought, if results.
and deeply wish for the undertaking the fullest
possible, be granted as an asset to results, not
for the sake of personal pride; for with so much
If anything new arises in which I can be of
depending upon the exhibition of the pictures in service, I beg of you to call upon me with the assurance of my eagerness to be of assistance.
Russia, the cause ought to be granted every possible asset, so as to best cope with conditions
VeryWALTER
sincerely, W. IRWIN.
now existing in that country. Under these cir-

Board Co-operates With
First National
It was announced last week that arrangements have been made with J. D. Williams,
manager
of thewhereby
First National
Exhibitors'of
Circuit, Inc.,
the productions
that organization will be reviewed systematically by the National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures. Mr. Williams has expressed it as the desire of the First National, in line with its policy to present to
the country the best productions possible,
to co-operate with the National Board to
the fullest extent.
Greene Urges Continuation of
Patriotic Spirit
Concerning the subject of patriotism as
applied to the motion picture industry,
Walter E. Greene, president of Artcraft,
said
: " Thethatmotion
picture menof
shouldlastbeweek
thankful
the President
the United States recognizes the importance of the industry. We must not
rest, however, but should stand behind the
President as a unit. Patriotic slides can
be exhibited, and Old Glory should be unfurled from the top of every picture house

in America."
Henderson's " Road to France "
Read in Public
Daniel M. Henderson, advertising director of McClure Pictures and the Petrova Pictures Company, claims the distinction of having his war poem, " The
Road to France," read at the Army and
Navy Bazaar recently. He was awarded
$250 by the National Art Club for the
poem.
Another Triangle Employee Joins
the Colors
Donald Fullen, the latest Triangle employee to heed the call of the war bugle,
has chosen a rather unusual field in which
to do his bit. He plans to go to Seattle
to enter the employ of a shipbuilding concern, andmarine.
will help increase Uncle Sam's
merchant
Raver's "Public Defender" Shown
at Progress Club
" The Public Defender," Harry Raver's
screen production of Mayer C. Goldman's
story of the same name, was shown at the
Progress Club last Sunday evening.
The exhibition of " The Public Defender," which was arranged through the
courtesy of Harry Raver, brought out a
large attendance. Among those present
were : Judge David Weil, of the Municipal Court, Supreme Court Justice Warley Platzek, Judge Leo Prince, Max D^
Steuer, and Saul Rogers, attorneys.
" The Public Defender " met with an
enthusiastic reception. A letter of appreciation was sent to Mr. Raver by a leading
member of the Progress Club, and stated
in part : " The audience applauded the
picture generously at its conclusion and
countless members expressed their appreciation of ' The Public Defender ' both
in the light of a powerful argument for a
necessary reform and as an excellent entertainment aswell."
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Universal Files Counter Suit
National Association Computes Footage Tax
Baruch
Universal Against
Price, Waterhouse and Company Assert Law Is in Some
Film Manufactur
ing Company,
Respects Ambiguous — Cite Ways to Collect Tax on Reels
which was sued recently for $50,000 alleged
damages by Dr. Baruch for showing in its
many times a given print will be leased;
PRICE, WATERHOUSE & COMPANY, of 54 William Street, New
the accounting would be burdensome ; " Current Events " Baruch walking with
former Ambassador Von Bernstorff, has
the plan is not easily worked.
York, in compliance with a request from
instructed its attorneys to enter a denial
the National Association of the Motion
(3) An average charge on all film
Picture Industry for a computation of the
leased; the charge to be sufficient to rethat they
" falsely
maliciously
tended to injure
him, and
it was
announced" inby
recently imposed footage tax, replied as
imburse the manufacturer for taxes paid.
Universal
this
week.
follows :
"Plan
No.
1
is
too
unjust
for
serious
thought.
The answer, according to Universal,
" At your request we have computed the
will
contain the allegation, backed by afficost of footage taxes imposed on film by
" Plan No. 2 is theoretically correct, but
the War Excise Tax Law of 1917. The
the work it would entail would double the
davits by Jack Cohn, manager of " Current
law is in some respects ambiguous ; the total cost of the tax. It would offer speEvents," that Dr. Baruch personally asked
Cohn
to
take the picture, and, when Cohn
cial difficulty in the case of replacements of
figures given herein are based on an interrefused, Baruch carried his appeal to Presipretation of the law agreed upon by your
reels or parts of reels, because such redent Laemmle.
placements ifmade after October 1, 1917,
members and are subject to the final determination of the meaning of the act:
would pay footage tax. You would have
the anomaly of subjects, some copies of Cinekrome Color Pictures Shown
(1) The tax will be imposed only on
film released after October 4, 1917.
which were not taxed, some partly and
at Wurlitzer Hall
some wholly taxable.
(2) The tax — one-half cent per foot —
The latest results of the natural color
Sec. 600 X — will be paid only once on
" Upon the whole, the third method ap- cinematographers were unfolded before a
each print, not paid each time the print
pears to be best. If adopted, the charge
trade audience by the American Cineis leased.
to exhibitors would take the form of an
krome Corporation at Wurlitzer Hall, Newaddition
to
the
rental
of
a
fixed
amount
" Upon this basis the cost would be nearYork, on Friday evening, November 9.
ly 9-10 cent per foot of released positive,
per reel per day, the amount being comThe demonstration consisted of a short
puted as follows :
the taxes being one-half cent on released
program
of miscellaneous scenes designed
prints, one-quarter cent on raw stock, inCost (per reel) of taxes — approximately $8.75. Number of rental days to show the ability of the Cinekrome proccluding waste and prints not released, toess to reproduce all sorts of color schemes.
gether with one-quarter cent on negative
earned by each print as per estimate furThe
process was evolved and worked
nished
to
us
and
according
to
the
best
raw film, none of which is leased.
out by the Kunz, Wheeler Moffat Cominformation
we
can
obtain
—
average
50.
" Sec. 1007 provides that where contracts
pany, of Boston, and a feature of the new
are made prior to May 9, 1917, the film
Cost of tax per rental day, per reel —
system is the use of a duplex projecting
16 cents.
owner may collect the tax from the lessee.
machine, this most ingenious piece of
We understand that you have agreed that
" So far as we can ascertain the average
mechanism having been designed by J. E.
the manufacturer or producer must in some
of rental days given above is reasonable.
Robin of the American Standard Motion
way make a charge to the lessee to cover
" The charge would apply on all film, Picture Machine Company, New York, and
old or new, the manufacturer pays the full
this footage tax. This can be done in sevspecially constructed for the Kunz,
eral ways, some of which are as follows : tax upon release, and the charge would
Wheeler. Moffat Company, under Mr.
(1) Collect the whole tax from the have to be applied on all film to reimburse
Robin's supervision.
exhibitor who first releases a print. This
the manufacturer's outlay. On the other
A technical description and review of
would be easy for the manufacturer but hand, upon the repeal of the law the charge
the Cinekrome process will appear in the
should cease immediately, although there
unjust to the exhibitor. If the latter
would then be much film in use on which
happened to get a new copy he would pay
Camera
News in Department
due course. of Motion" Picture
the whole tax. Sec. 1007 of the law cited, tax had been paid.
however, seems to contemplate just this
" Even this plan would entail much addimethod.
tional clerical work. The number of tax
items
would be the same as the number of
(2) Division of the tax among the
State Rights
Special Features Buys '^Raffles'"
entries of film rentals, the individual
successive lessees of a print. UnforThe Special Features Company, of
tunately no one can tell in advance how
Knoxville, Tenn., has bought the first
amounts being very small."
block of territory for the open market
production, " Raffles, the Amateur CracksClark to Manage First National Exchange
man,'" itwas announced last week. This
territory includes Georgia, Florida, AlaWill Also Be Treasurer of New Organization, with Quarters in
bama and Tennessee, and marks a precFifth Avenue — Distribute Subjects in New York Territory
edent in state rights circle, as it is probTivoli Opera House, which post he held
WITH the appointment of R. H. Clark,
ably the first time southern territory has
long associated with the Turner & until placed in charge of the new T. & D. been disposed of before other parts of the
theatre in Oakland.
Dahnken interests on the Pacific Coast,
country' were sold.
Mr. Clark is surrounding himself with
as general manager and treasurer of the
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman," is
a staff thoroughly familiar .with local connew First National Exchange, all specubeing handled by Hiller and Wilk, and the
ditions. Although it will be a few days
lation as to who would manage the affairs
picture stars John Barrymore.
of the new organization were brought to a before the new firm is fully ready for business, Mr. Clark and his salesmen will be
halt. The quarters of the company are
at 509 Fifth avenue.
New Mary Pickford-Artcraft Picon hand to discuss bookings of Chaplin's
ture Is Started
new
"signature-protected"
comedies
and
Mr.ner &Clark's
with when
TurPetrova films. He states that other reDahnkenexperience
in San began
Francisco
Following " The Little Princess," the
leases will be added as rapidly as quality
their exchange business was taken over by
current Mary7 Pickford feature through
productions
can
be
purchased
on
the
open
the General Film Company. He left them
market.
Artcraft, the star's next production will
to associate himself with Sol Lesser, who
be " Stella Maris," it was announced last
week by W alter E. Greene, president of
had just contracted for all the Mutual SinYou are not going to war. The men who
Artcraft Pictures Corporation. Work on
gle releases. When the World Film Cor- are need all the comforts you can give them.
poration opened its San Francisco offices Help them get cigarettes. That is your
the picture has already started at the
he was chosen for manager, remaining in
Holly-\vood Studio, under the direction of
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the Marshall Neilan, who was recently drafted
that capacity two and one-half years, when
"
smokes
"
campaign,
get
busy
—
now.
Don't
he resigned to reassociate himself with be a slackerl
in the National Army but was discharged
on account of poor eyesight.
Turner & Dahnken as manager of their
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Personalities

Now that the exhibs have bared their
teeth at the alleged buck-passing, the producers can only bite back!
Because the News has clearly denominated the weapons as molars !

" This
a department
— it's ait.pleasure. Thatisis,notto the
chap who writes
The
effect on the reader is not guaranteed. It's
a supposed burlesque on the motion picture
news (take it either way) of the preceding
week. And some other things.*' — Dedicatory- Notice.
Wellington's "Where Is Blucher?" had
nothing in imperativeness on W. A. J's
" Where was the national organization ? "
in last week's editorial !
However, the editorial says, exhibitors
know there is a national organization at
exposition time.
So do the manufacturers !
Exposition "for
taxesthese
" really
the
manufacturer
war prepared
ones !
Only NOW are lots of us realizing that
war is — what Sherman said.
For it's remarkable how a shot in the
pocket pains !
Plaint of King Exhibitor:
" Pennies, pennies, my kingdom for some
pennies! "
'* Triangle favors only non-taxable
music," says News' headline. Now, if
Washington would onlv favor non-taxable
film!
Heading on same page says : " Tailor
Holmes aids Spoor in saving food.'' Trying to reach all the Ho(l)mes in Illinois,
I suppose !
Another caption says : " State Censorship on rock at Baltimore convention."
Wish someone would take it down and put
it in the basket!
Best Joke of the Week
Exchange salesman solicits booking for
a feature from theatre manager who tells
him to bring feature up to the theatre for
inspection; after viewing it, theatre manager turns picture down and his operator
hands salesman a bill for projection
services.
Studio executive who knows the game
from the cutting room out has been laid
up with illness for many months. Went
through his savings and lost touch with
people in the business. Too proud to tell
those who could help. Large family directly dependent on him. And all he needs
is a job.
They

Should Kick About
Cost of Living
Rockefeller
H. Whitman Bennett
Sam Trigger
Chaplin
Maurice Fleckles
Morgan

the High

Earl Hammons
Automobile salesmen who specialise in
movie star trade.
" A penny for a puff," suggests Bill
Wright of Kalem by way of campaign
slogan for the News' cigarette fund. But
I wonder if it wasn't a veiled attempt at
bribing the reviewers who look at Kalems ?
" Her Hour " is announced as Kitty
Gordon's next, but I should say it relates
more directly to Miss Gordon at a particular time on the last day of the week at
the World Film Studios!
" Censors," declares a caption, " trying to
get
writers feel
for ifphotoplays."
wouldbetter
the censors
the scenario How
folk
sent out this : " Writers trying to get
better censors for photoplays." ?
" The films that made Charley Chaplin
famous," says an ad. Or did Charley make
THEM famous, to be intensely accurate? '
Now that "Persuasive Peggy" has been
launched
to
show uson ifthe
she sales
is? seas, it's up to her
Modesty note. News claims 11,475 circulation but you'll be surprised what " Personalities "will yet do for it !

Bet tothework
fellerforwhoa dentist
wrote !THAT " head "
used
Being humoristic he can hardly find his
job a grind !
I'm waiting for him to describe Mae
Marsh as " toothsome."
buckle
And ! to say the public aches for ArCan you guess how he'd label my next
paragraph?
" The last chew ! "
B. A.
IN AND

OUT

OF TOWN

R. O. Proctor, general manager of Standard Film Corporation, Chicago, arrived in
New York last week to look over the
market.
S. L. Rothapfel, director of the Rialto
theatre, left New York last week for the
West where he will spend his vacation.
Mr. Rothapfel will spend a week or more
in the Southwest.

MillionLeslie.
note. First
It's always
million
for
Arthur
he sueda for
the late
Mrs. Frank Leslie's, and now he has been
sued by Charles Chaplin in the same
amount !

Carl Pierce, manager of Artcraft Service Department, returned Monday from
Montreal, Canada, where he spent several
days visiting the various theatres carrying
the Artcraft service.

And just as Paramount answers our
fears as to "Who Is Number One?"
Metro ups and asks "Who Is June?"
What Does the Exhibitor Like Best?
(Fifty feature films for the best answer.)
Rainy weather.
Handing out passes.
Advertising films.
Advance deposits.
A blbzard.
The " show " that fails to arrive.
Press agent " facts."
Dear B. A.: How often is your News
kolyum to be issued? FRANK KRANE.
Dear Frank: — As often as we feel it
coming on.
B. A.

Lewis J. Selznick left last Friday on a
business trip to Detroit, Cleveland and
Pittsburgh. Mr. Selznick will visit the
Select exchanges in the above cities.

How the War Tax Hurts Business
From the last issue: " H. M. Thomas
of the Strand, Omaha, stated to a News
correspondent that his patrons are gladly
paying the tax and that not a complaint
has been registered since it went into effect.
However, he has to help sell tickets now
and then as the crowds become too large
for the cashier! "
"Exhibitors BARE TEETH at producers who pass tax along," says another
heading. Where's the Comstock society?

Ben Friedman, Friedman Film Corporation, Indianapolis, is in New York on business. Mr. Friedman is making his headBuilding. quarters at Hiller and Wilk, Longacre
Joseph Partridge, division manager, U.
S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, left
last week for a trip through the West in
the interest of the company. Mr. Partridge is organizing the sales forces.
William Alexander, U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation, has returned to New
York from business trips to Boston, Philadelphia and other large cities where he
arranged for trade showings of the company's first release, " The Zeppelin's Last
Joseph F. Lee, who is handling the exploitation of Charles Rankin's independent
feature, " A Modern Lorelei," returned to
New York last Wednesday from a busiRaid."
ness trip to Pittsburgh and other points
south. Mr. Lee disposed of the western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia territory
for this production.
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S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of
the Rialto theatre, New York, has agreed
to turn over five per cent, of his total receipts during Tranksgiving week to the
motion picture division of the " Our Boys
in France Tobacco Fund," realizing his
patriotic opportunity in helping to supply
that prime necessity of trench life —
tobacco !
Mr. Rothapfel has written a letter,
copies of which will go out to every known
exhibitor in the country, urging them also
to contribute a small share of their
Thanksgiving week receipts for this praiseworthy cause.
The letter follows:
Dear Sirs : A copy of this letter will be
sent to every known moving picture exhibitor in the United States. It is written in
an effort to mobilize, during the week in

PICTURE

NEWS

in Thanksgiving

Week

which Thanksgiving Day occurs, all of
the tremendous force of the combined effort of moving picture theatres in this
country in support of a nation-wide movement to supply our soldiers at the front
with tobacco.
This national movement was organized
and is maintained by Our Boys in France
Tobacco Fund, 25 West Forty-fourth
street, New York City, to which hundreds
of newspapers, magazines and trade journals throughout the country have lent their
powerful support. Scores of tons of tobacco have already been shipped to the
boys at the front. Hundreds of tons will
be needed. The tobacco is supplied at absolute cost by the five greatest tobacco
companies in the country, acting in cooperation. Labor, transportation, office
facilities — everything is donated free of

Smoke

Vol. 16. No. 21
Fund

Drive

charge. Not one cent contributed is spent
for anything but tobacco at cost of manufacture. Every dollar contributed purchases two dollars' worth of tobacco at retail price. There is no waste.
The Rialto of New York City has investigated the entire project with the utmost care and respectfully invites your
sincere co-operation. The Rialto will contribute 5per cent, of its gross receipts to
Our Boys in France Tobacco Fund during
the week beginning Sunday, November 25,
1917, and urges you to do the same.
Write today to Our Boys in France Tobacco Fund, notifying them that you will
do this. Our fighting men somewhere in
France will know and will not forget. Do
Your Bit.
The Rialto,
S. L. Rothapfel,
Managing Director.

Pllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Motion

Picture

Division

of the

Our

Boys

Total to date
A

SPLENDID

in France

Tobacco

Fund

$363.03

patriotic opportunity is given to every American exhibitor to be of some use

to our soldiers in France.
They want " 6mokes " more than anything you can send them.
Motion Picture News, which is the official organ of the campaign, urges all exhibitors
to place receptacles in their lobbies, for the collection of coins and packages of cigarettes.
1
No cigarettes can be accepted except in original packages and on which the revenue
[
stamp has not been broken.
This is an order from the Government.
|

How

to Go About It
1. Send to Motion Picture News for a card, inviting your patrons to drop pennies and packages
j§
of cigarettes into the bowl or box provided.
2. Arrange with the commissary department of your nearest cantonment for distributing (unbroken)
packages of cigarettes. In case you have superfluous packages send them directly to Motion Picture
|
News, New York, N. Y.
(
3. Pennies and other coins collected should be deposited at your bank and a check sent weekly
to Motion Picture News. For every 25 cents you collect, you will receive a postal of thanks direct from
the trenches. For example: If you contribute $10, you will receive 40 postcards of thanks direct from
the trenches in France.
These should be displayed in your lobby, photographed for slides or sent out
H
to your mailing list.
Cigarette Fund

Remittances

j

Previously acknowledged
$326.99
Pastime Theatre, Tuscumbia, Ala., J. W. Bowser, Manager $2.00
Princess Theatre, Golden, III., H. E. Detmers, Manager .. . 1.00
New Hippodrome Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., A. J. Sardine,
Manager
4.63
Hamilton Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y., A. E. Hamilton,
President
28.41

1
1
1
jj
m
I

8363.03
Cigarettes also ivere received from the Princess Theatre, Golden, III.,
and Hamilton Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y.
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Rowland?
" Producer ? " queried
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
AND," I
ROWL
R.
<t]V/I
1V1 began, " I have
Mr. Rowland. " Well,
Men of the Picture Game — Caught in Action!
been commissioned by
maybe. I might admit it
—
Next
Week
—
Adolph
Zukor
Motion Picture News to
to you — confidentially. But
if I say so it will make
"
—
I
you;
interview
By William A. Johnston
Mr. Rowland raised a
Mr. ofRowland
some
the boyslooked
sore — at"
detaining hand. He swivhis watch. " That reminds me. I'm due in the projection room
eled his chair, cocked his hat, and deposited two nattily leathered
feet upon his desk. His socks were of purplish hue, matching
right
awayMr.now
— "
purplish stripes in his shirt.
" But,
Rowland,
you haven't told me about yourself."
"
See
Joe
Engel,"
said Mr. Rowland absently. " I refuse to be
" Easy," he counseled. " Easy. You mean you commissioned
yourself. Let's cut out the bull, now, and begin right. Shoot ! "
" But Mr. Engel referred me to you."
"Fine! Mr. Rowland," I replied. "Fine! I'll put down your
Mr. Rowland yawned. " You'll have to excuse me," he said.
exact words. That's just what I want— an intimate view of your
" I've got to go in and swear at a picture."
natural self."
quoted."
Here are a few things said offhand about Mr. Rowland by his
" More bull," said Mr. Rowland tersely. "If you took down
co-workers
and other acquaintances:
my exact words you couldn't print them. You know that."
"
He
is
essentially
and truly democratic."
" Very well. Very well. Suppose then we try something con" He never worries."
ventional. For instance — do you know, Mr. Rowland, why you
" He shakes trouble easily and is a sort of human buttercup."
were chosen to head this series of interviews?"
" He hates unfairness."
" Certainly.
You and I
" He will not tolerate a
agreed to it, didn't we? "
man in his organization
" Yes — yes, I know. But
we can't say that. We
who" Heplayssticks
selfishly."
up for his
— "
ought
Mr. to Rowland laughed
"He genuinely enjoys the
sardonically. " Say, why did
you pick on me, anyway?
" He " puts organization
friends.
Zukor's out of town, isn't
film game."
first
in his business world."
he?" he asked suddenly.
" He is open-handed with
" Yes, he's on the West
deas — anybody can have
Coast."
them
wants
" Hiswhoclothe
" I thought
so."bored.
Mr.
s arethem."
like his
Rowland
looked
attitude toward life — snappy
" Say, honestly," he began,
belie
" I don't want any of
and" He
colorf
ul."ves in efficiency,
this publicity stuff. Why
art."
effic
not
but
iency in
" He computes
figur
don't you hand it to our
es as
fast as an insurance actustars? Say." Mr. Rowland
grew suddenly interested.
ary. He can figure in a
twinkling the minimum
" There's an idea ! Open up
and
maximum receipts on a picwith me — you know — just
mention my name and then
give a bunch of stuff to
" He believes that honesty
and fair play in business are
each star." Mr. Rowland
grew serious and earnest.
of more value
capit
" Hethancanno
t al."
tol" Can't You
you help
that?
knowme out on
erate people who
— just a little rot
he
— an
ahout each one.
ture." are
always
wants slow
We've got to hand
it to them, you
answer."selfinsta
" Hent detests
know. Be a good
" He believes that
f e 1 1 o w." Here
an employee
Mr. Rowland
should neve
grew genially playconceit." r be so
ful and leaning
busy that his head
over confidentially
is not above his
flicked his ciga" He says that the
rette ashes in the
interviewer's vest
idea
s
— it's neve
the rmancount
who
pocket.
" Sorry," I said.
" He is human
" Sorry,land. ButMr.
this Rowis on
and emin
entl"y senit over.
puts
you. Now, why
[This is the first
can't we say that
you were chosen
BUSINESS
of a series of unfirst because you
der-the-skin studHIS HOBS/
stand out as a
ies ofjob."
big men of
remarkable comthe picture
game,
bination of all
illustrated
by
sible."
branches of the inissues.]
Harry
Palmer.
dustry. You are an
Watch for coming
exhibitor, a distrib—
MOBILING
AUTOFOR,
utor, a producer."
RECREATION
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PICTURE

BOX

BRAND

ADVENTURER, THE.
ADOPTED SON, THE.

Met

ARMS AND THE GIRL.

Para

ASHES OF HOPE.
BAB'S DIARY. .. .

Tri
Para.

BAB'S BURGLAR.
BABY MINE

Para.
Gold

BEAUTIFUL ADVENTURE, THE .
BONDAGE
BOND OF FEAR
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE. . .
BROADWAY ARIZONA
BURGLAR, THE
CALENDAR GIRL, THE
CALL OF THE EAST
CAMILLE
CAMILLE.
CASSIDY. .
COLD DECK, THE.
COME THROUGH . .
CONQUEROR, THE.
CONSCIENCE
COUNTESS CHARMING.
DEAD SHOT BAKER
DESIRE OF THE MOTH.
DEVIL DODGER, THE.
DOUBLE CROSSED
DORMANT POWER, THE.
EXILE.
FATTY AT CONEY ISLAND.

Dig
EAST
id: „
Dig
M
Ave.
Dig
Big
Rio
Big
Ri a

Dig
MIDDLE
Ave.
Dig
Big
Ave
Big

REPORTS
_

Dig
•
Ave.
Big
Ave

WEST
Dig

EXHIBITORS' OWN COMMENTS

Rio
Dig

"Chaplin still ahead of them all." "Best he has ever done."
"Chaplin at picture;
his best in this picture."
"Meritorious
best thing he has done; but no improvement in business" (South). "Good story. Feud
stuff well done. Gives Bushman fine chance."
"Very
picture — one
pleased"Good
everybody."
good—good
improvement
over that
others."
picture but"Very
only
fair
drawing
card."
"Better
than
first
picture."
"Extra fine." "Good as William S. Hart."
"The
next Bab picture is awaited with keen interest." "Clark
great."
"Best Clark picture yet." "One of her best pro"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture, but held up all week."
"Takes Clark to get this over."
"Pleased,
ductions."but did not draw extra business." "Good, but
lagged."
"Too farce
much comedy."
same." "Satisfying, but doesn't
pull." "Great
"Greatest and cleanest
comedy
I havebutever
run."
"Good iswholesome
comedy."
"Good show,
rather
tiresome,
the comment."
"Not enough to it for six reels."
"Very fine production. Bluebird improving remarkably."
"Fair picture. Story not appreciated by the masses."
"A good interest holding picture."
"Very pleasing to all ages, desirable attraction."
"Splendid picture, stars lack draft."
"Not up to Mutual standard."
"Best this talented Jap has done for some time."
"Classics do not seem to draw unless people know star."
"Foreign picture."
"Most all of Bara's followers liked this picture."
"Good picture — no name — no star — no business." "Most
morbid production — a business killer."
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card."
"Dandy Hart picture."
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this."
"All patrons pleased." "A little long."
"Did not esting
entirely
— too allegorical"
"Interstory, and please
the production
end ranks(Middle).
well among
the
program class — average business" (South). "Fair only."
"Fair program picture." "Business fell below average of
"AParamount."
good picture — pleased patrons."
"Good
Western, title misleads fans." "Title not appropriate. Good picture. Monroe Salisbury a comer."
"Good drama — Stewart a second Hart, if properly directed."
"Just a fair Frederick subject." "Not up to Frederick
"Clayton a great favorite here; splendid cast; good scenario."
"Picture made friends for the star and the house." "Miss
standard."
Clayton
gaining
in popularity."
"Very pleasing
— patrons
highly satisfied." "Light comedy.

Big
Rio
Riff
Extra

Ave
Big

Big
Ave

Big
Ave
Big

Big
Poor
Big

Mut.
Blue
Tri.
Vita.
Tri
World
Mut.
Para.
Gen F
Fox
Tri.
U Sp
Lynch.
Fox
Fox

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Poor
Big
Poor

Poor

Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Ave.
Poor
Dig
Big
Big
Poor
Extra

Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big

Art
vita.
Blue.
Tri.
Para.
w oriQ

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor

. K.E.S.E.
Para.
Par.Arb.

Rio

K.E.S.E.
Gold

Poor
Ave.

FIREFLY OF TOUGH LUCK, THE
FOOLS FOR LUCK
FLIRTING WITH DEATH
FOR FRANCE

Tri.
K.E.S.E.
Blue.
Vita.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

St.Para.
Rts.
Mut.
Mu t .

Ave.
Poor
Ave.

HONOR SYSTEM, THE..

r OX

extra

c-xtra

HOSTAGE, THE..
JACK AND JILL.
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL.
LONE WOLF, THE...
LOVE DOCTOR, THE.
LUST OF THE AGES.
MAGDA
MAN FROM PAINTED POST.

Para.
Para.
Met.
Sel.
Vita.

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big

Big
Big
Ave.

Ogden
Sel.
Art

Big

Blue.

Ave.

MAN TRAP, THE
MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY.

SOUTH

Biff
Extra

Ave.

Jewel

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
±51g
Ave.
Poor

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Big
Poor
Extra

Poor
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Big

Big

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Ave.

Ave.

Ave.
Big

I
=
i

Dig

Ri a

FIBBERS, THE....
FIGHTING ODDS.

GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE.
GHOST HOUSE, THE
GIRL ANGLE, THE
HER COUNTRY'S CALL.

OFFICE
Dig
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"Not
level with
Not onenough
to it."usual Paramounts. Not much story."
"Just a fair picture — star does not draw here."
"The beststoneArbuckle
comedy
the John
old Keyslapstick stuff,
but toverydate.funny.A lotAlof St.
and
Buster
Keaton
fine
support."
Ave.
Big
"A pleasant picture — good photography."
"Fine. Well
liked." "Good, but didn't draw."
Ave.
"Very good, but Miss Elliott does not draw yet." "Weak
Big
scenario for prominent star like Marine Elliott." "Not
Big
Ave.
up to Goldwyn's
'Routine
Western." standard."
Ave.
'Did not draw." "Fair picture."
Ave.
"Good picture."
"Picture backs up a timely title." "Wid roasted this. Our
patrons highly pleased." "Picture such as an audience
thoroughly enjoys.
Fine." regular 'fan.' "
"Not
'Bettera picture
features that
have draws
been the
made with Pickford and Huff."
Ave.
''Good, clean entertainment."
'Forced comedy, not liked generally by patrons."
Ave.
'Fair patriotic feature, nothing out of the ordinary." "Very
pretty picture — star becoming a favorite." "A fair picture
Extra
— she always draws well" I Middle).
'S.R.O. at extra prices, everyone pleased." "Has everything
that makes a big picture." "Most wonderful." "Broke
all records
on a rainy
best picture
ever
had in even
my house.
A realnight."
box-office"The
attraction
if prop IAve.
Big
'Noerlylifeadvertised."
to aplay,
poor,Douglas
not suitedFairbanks.
to star." "Poor
as to clever.
plot.'
'Pickford
young
Huff also
Good
picture
with
plenty
of
action."
Ave.
Extra
'Best Barrymore ever appeared in, but did not draw" (South).
"Very ordinary" (South).
'Excellent." "Second week run." "Return business to
'Good stuff "
Fine
Production."
capacity."
Started
good, did not hold up." "Business poor in comrison towhat she has done" 'West'. "Splendid" (Middle).
Extra
Ave. ' 'Not up pato
Fairbanks standard." "Gets over only on acc
o
u
n
t
of speed and melodrama." "Broke records" (Wot).
'
e.
Av
"One of the best attractions of the year" (South). "Extra
big on return date" lEast). "Suited everyone — we need
more
like this." liked — about 50-50."
Not
Fine especially
patriotic well
production that any audience will like"
(South). "Great, if publicity properly handled" (Middle).
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TITLE
MARKED MAN, THE
MISERABLES, LES
MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY
MOTH
NARROW TRAIL

NORTH OF FIFTY THREE
■OH,
I
ONE DOCTOR
SHOT ROSS
ON THE LEVEL
PAINTED DOLL, THE
PARADISE GARDEN

MOTION
B'fly
BRAND
Pathe
Me
Sel.tro.
Art.

Fox
Par.Arb.
Tri.
Para.
Pathe
Met.

Big
Big
MIDDLE

EAST
Big
Big
Ave.

Big

Extra
Big
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Big
Ave.

Seng.

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS...

Gold.

PRICE MARK, THE
PRINCESS OF PARK ROW.

Para.
Vita.

Ave.
Ave.

RASPUTIN

World

Extra

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM

Art.

SHALL WE FORGIVE HER ?
SILENT SELLERS, THE
,
SCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE.
SLEEPING MEMORY, A

World
Met.
Fox
B'fly
Met.

SOCIETY'S
SON OF HIS DRIFTWOOD.
FATHER....

Par.

SOUTHERN PRIDE
SPREADING DAWN, THE.
SUNSET TRAIL, THE.
THEIR COMPACT
THIS IS THE LIFE
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL.
TROUBLE BUSTER. THE.
VICAR OF WAKEFIELD..
WHEN A MAN SEES RED
WOMAN GOD FORGOT, THE.

Mut.
Gold.
Para.
Met.
Fox
Fox
Para.
Pathe

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Fox
Art. St.

Ave.
Big

Extra

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Fox

EXPLANATION: — "Extra" — extra big business getter; "Big"
A
WE

Big
SOUTH
Big
Big
Ave.
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Big
Big
WEST

EXHIBITORS' OWN COMMENTS

Ave.

"Good business, fine, pleased."
"Old but appreciated." "Good business getter.'"
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff."
Extra
Big
"Star growing in popularity." "Excellent picture." "Extra
big business." "Only fair — fine photography, but draggy."
"Excellent picture" (East) "Only fair" (South). "Best
Big
Extra
Hart up to date." "Pinto pony excellent; caused as much
Big
Big
comment as Rebecca of Sunnybrook" (East). "Star well
liked. Remarkable horse" (South). "House record — best
Hart to date — big hit here" (West). "Best of its kind"
Big
(Middle).
"Cave
man stuff." "This star draws well."
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
"Usual
Arbuckle comedy — not as good as others."
Ave.
Ave.
"Very good; lot of my patrons like him better than Hart"
"Routine
Western." "Picture fair; photography extra."
Ave.
Ave.
"Better than average Ward picture."
Ave.
Poor
"Don't take to foreign style of acting here."
Extra
"Broke all house records" (South). "Theme offended a great
many
thoughit isa too
goodlong."
production"
England.)
"Good people,
show, only
"Very (New
well liked.
Best
Big
Lockwood in some time." "Exceptionally good picture.
Photography
very good.
Ave.
"One
of the greatest
picturesStar
everlikable."
made, but could not draw
Ave.
Ave.
with it" (Middle). "Exceptional picture advertised big,
poor
business."
(East).
Extra
"A dandy picture." "Star popular, story, direction good."
Extra
"Packed 'em in — drawing power good." "A splendid production." "While not a wonderful picture, it drew extra
well
and —pleased
"Pleased
everyone
— playedto
capacity
class ofimmensely."
picture if this
company
continues
make will rank foremost in business" (West). "Hope they
can keep it up" (East). "Mae Marsh no drawing card"
(South). "Despite heavy rain first day went over fine and
great." "Three days extra big" (Middle).
Ave.
Ave.
"Good
picture
its kind.
suggestive"than
(Middle).
"PicAve.
ture more forof the
H. B. Too
(high-brow?)
the average.
Bad
start
for
this
program
here"
(South).
Poor
Ave.
"Good picture, but stars not known." "Good picture. Miss
Poor
Manning excellent." "Your review Oct. 20, page 2770, is
misleading."
(We are
infallible.
THESE REPORTS
AREnotFOR.—
Editor.)THIS IS WHAT
Extra
Extra
Extra
"Excellent." "Very good." "Timely, pleased an intelligent
audience — not for average fan." "Better than usual proExtra
Extra
Extra
"Pleased gramall."
"Great — credit to industry." "Wonderful."
"Great— picture."
best Pickford picture ever released." "GreatBig
went big." "Great — the most natural and appealing kid
circus possible." "Work up children's matinees on this."
"Our patrons considered this Mary's sweetest characterization. Agreat picture for the kiddies."
Ave.
Ave.
"Only
an average production."
Ave.
Ave.
Big
"Poorest
Petrova
we have had." "Good star, but picture
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
not
up
to
standard."
"Star popular, but this type (costume) not wanted at all." (South)
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
"A good picture." "Very good, photography first class, cast
good." "Very good in every detail; should draw." "Star
exceptionally good. An unusual picture." "Poor subject"
Ave.
(South).
Ave.
"Very
good" (South).
Ave.
"Very good picture. Very good direction." "Very good ,
from all angles." "Drew good business for a four day run"
Ave.
(Middle).weak." "Not much picture — star very popular."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
"Scenario
Ave.
"An unpopular type of picture." "Does not compare favorAve.
ably with other Goldwyn's." "Patrons satisfied" (South).
Ave
Ave.
"One of her best pictures, star not popular here" (West).
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Ave.
"Picture
fine — business poor." "Stars seem to have lost in
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
popularity
— good picture."
"Walsh
is
a comer.
About the best drawing card on regular
Big
Big
Ave.
Fox program." "Star becoming popular very fast."
Ave.
Ave.
"Too
much
of
a
detective
drama." "Average feature —
Big
director-actor steals show from star."
Ave.
Ave.
"Picture
extra
good."
"Only
fair."
Ave.
"Very entertaining as well as educational. Schools glad to
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
co-operate."
"Just
what the title calls for." "Good picture."
Extra
"Drew many strange faces" (West). "Very spectacular, wonBig
derful production, yet not over-pleasing." "Grand, wonderful production." "Elaborate, great cast." "Star and title
drew first day." "Big production, no heart interest."
"Wonderful
goodwant
photography,
excellent
not
a picture picture,
the public
at this time.
I takecast,
my but
hat
off
to
De
Mille
as
a
director
—
now
glee
us
a
change."
"Star well liked— good entertainment." "Much better than
average Fairbanks, great drawing card." "One of the best
of the Walsh pictures."
— unusually good; "Ave." — average, not an exceptional picture; "Poor" — not a box-office picture.
Ave.
Extra

PARENTAGE

YANKEE WAY, THE.

PICTURE

Question

are in receipt of a letter from Mr. Henry Goldman, of
Green Bay, Wis., who says he has compared our reports
with pictures he has run in his house and NINE TIMES OUT OF
TEN found them wrong and ALWAYS in favor of the picture.
You do not mean these box office reports, Mr. Goldman, or
if you do you are the man who needs most to learn that these
reports ARE HONEST.
If you refer to our reviews of pictures, Mr. Goldman, we
wish to call to your attention that the reviewer's name is always
given, and if he has injured you by reporting too favorably on
the picture these box office reports will give you something
besides your opinion to back up your complaint.

Ave.

of Honesty
WE

gladly accept all criticism that is fair. We don't doubt
Mr. Goldman means to be fair. But when he goes further and says he can " read between the lines " even in our
editorials a favoring of the producer, he gets a bit too far away
from the facts not to force a little proof on our part to the
contrary

These box office reports do not favor the producer, as
man who reads them without reading between the lines can
They are not based on reports from unsuccessful exhibitors,
give no picture a chance, and therefore the majority of the
tures reported are at least " average " pictures. But they
based on typical successful exhibitors' findings.

any
see.
who
picare
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A department devoted to the problems of every theatre manager
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
the exact production, with
SINCE we have been
the same cast that New
printing these talks
Putting the Punch
in the Title
York and Chicago and
on advertising, with speBoston had been seeing.
cial reference to the SunFind Out the "Big Idea" in Your
The same temptation
day displays, the greater
Feature and Use Everything
that led to exaggeration
portion of the specimens
to Drive It Home
in the legitimate field
have been of the exploitaaffects many exhibitors
tion of pictures in which
when they book a big feature. They are not satisfied that it is
stars have been, and rightly, featured over the production itself.
genuinely a BIG feature. They are not content unless they declare
This has brought a number of inquiries concerning the exploitation of a picture for the picture itself, and without reference to that it is the BIGGEST EVER.
the cast.
" Greater Than ' The Birth of a Nation ' " has been worked so
much overtime that the expression must bring a smile to the face
It is a self-evident truism that no feature can be stronger than
the cast, if by that one means a comparison between the capable
of every intelligent patron. And yet the same time worn expression isused in one of the displays printed on the opposite page.
and the incapable, but it is equally true that there are pictures that
in themselves are stronger than any star and which deserve to be
There's
of room for strong exploitation -without exaggeration and plenty
superlative.
featured for the stories and the productions themselves.
In the first place the name of the picture itself ought to be a
The one weak point in the star system- — at least so far as exploistrong appeal, and if the name tiself does not drive home the chartation is concerned — is that when the star is seen in a poor or
unsuitable vehicle the drawing power of the star in the following
acter of the picture you ought to pick out enough of the spirit of
picture is generally weakened. Few patrons really put the blame
the production to couple the name with the motif of the picture.
There is a reason why the picture was made— tell it to the public.
where it should rest — on the producer, or the author or the director,
but the star must take the blame.
You booked the picture believing that there was a reason why the
Another weak point in star advertising is the temptation on the public would want to see the picture. Don't hide behind " stupendous," "marvelous" and other circus words but jab out every jab
part of some of the producers and a great percentage of the exbehind the one thing that really stands out above everyhibitors to announce that the latest production is " the greatest in you have
thing else in the picture.
which Mildred Jones ever appeared," regardless of whether they
Now take the advertisement of the Strand theatre, Minneapolis,
know or believe that this is true. Of course every producer and
every exhibitor knows that he is working against the future when
on the opposite page. The production is "The Mormon Maid"
he makes statements that he does not know to be true, but there
and the advertiser has been able to express the whole spirit of the
production in few words and with an attractive design. He adveris a subconscious self-conviction that leads into these practices.
tises the name above the star who appears in this picture, and
We say this in explanation, because many of the statements in
this article bear to a considerable degree on the star pictures as properly, for the picture is not sold to the public on account of
well as those which are featured for the strength of the stories
Mae Murray, but on account of the expose of early Mormon
themselves.
methods. The " eye " at the top gives the idea of baring a secret
Now let us suppose that you have booked a big, smashing picture,
and the hooded figure at the bottom conveys the mystery element.
one that carries itself because of the event with which it deals, its Everything is in keeping and there is one single idea brought
method of production or its timeliness in presenting some present
before the public that this picture exposes alleged terrible Mormon
secrets. There is more punch to this display than had there been
day problem. In the first place, you ought to see this picture before
a thousand lines strung with adjectives attempting to enumerate
you undertake to exploit it, as you ought to see all pictures before
you try to tell your patrons about them. But if you cannot do this, a hundred different elements.
Modern theatre, Boston, accomplishes the same result in a difstudy the picture carefully. Watch the reviews in the News, read
carefully the entire press matter that is sent you and give several
ferent way. Of course the average reader could fairly well guess
the character of a picture by that title itself if featured above
hours of study to it.
You cannot expect to have a story dependent on the punch of the everything else, but still there is enough explanation to make the
first impression a convincing fact. Again the stars are not feastory itself go over unless you put the punch behind your advertising.
tured and the ordinary reader would gather that the production is
greater than the stars, that there was some reason for it beyond
Every prize fighter has one particular punch with which he wins
from the greater portion of his opponents, there is one particular
the appearance of the stars — and this is the impression the advertising of every big feature ought to have.
blow on which he relies chiefly to " bring home the bacon." His
other blows are effective and contribute toward the result, but
Starland theatre, St. Paul, has relied on the title of " The Man
there is one that brings the KNOCKOUT. And the same is true
Without a Country " and big type alone. Good space is used in
of every picture that depends on the essence of the picture itself.
the display and it strikes one immediately upon looking at the
The prize fighter who went into the ring knowing nothing about
page, but there are still a lot of people who haven't meard of
the power of his own punches and the ones on which to rely would
" Edward Everett Hale's Famous Patriotic Novel," and there
be pretty sure to be licked. And the exhibitor who goes into the
should have been an added kick put behind the picture telling
exploitation of a picture without knowing what is the thing to just what it is about.
exploit.
In writing the advertisement for " The Honor System " the
manager of the Lafayette theatre, New Orleans, seems to have
If you know why you booked the picture you ought to know
deliberately avoided telling what it was about. We defy the man
what to advertise, you ought to know the driving power of it.
who is not familiar with the subject to get any idea of the picture
All of you who live in the smaller cities through the country
from the considerable amount of text. The name of the picture
remember that when the legitimate was in its glory practically
every stage production that came to your city was advertised as and the stripe border might carry the impression to some that it
" the sensational success direct from New York " or as a play is a story of prison life, but no advertisement should rely on impression. Feints are all right in prize fighting, but feints never
" with the original Broadway cast," and that when you went to
the theatre you generally found that it was the same play all right put over a knockout blow. There is splendid material in " The
enough, but generally produced by a third or fourth rate cast and
Honor System " for advertising, yet the impression is left on one
that the writer of the advertisement did not want to say that it
often with dirty scenery and travel worn effects. It was this very
was a story founded on prison life, but at the last moment he
thing that gave motion pictures their great handicap over the spoken
drama. The public was tired of being bunked by policies of the threw in the picture of a man about to be lashed just as added
{Continued on page 36081
legitimate stage. They recognized that in the film they might get
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Picture

With the exception of the display of the Circle theatre all of the advertisements shown here and explained in the article on the opposite
page are reduced one-half. The display of the Circle has been brought down until it is less than one-fourth its original size.

A Jewel Film Version of Edward Everett
Hale's Famous Patriotic Novel of
the Same Name, Featuring
FLORENCE
DO

LA BADIEand H. E. HERBERT

NOT

IHISS

IT
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YOU—

is YOUR
Business — Efficient?
Turn on the Spotlight of Truth and See ^^here
You Stand. Here Are Twenty Pertinent Questions — Can You Answer "YES"

to Each One?

For Each WKole-hearted "Yes," Credit Yourself witL 5%. If In Doubt
Mark Down 3% for Your Answer. The Total Will Show How Closely
You Approach 100% Efficiency in Your Business of Retailing Morion Picture*
1Q Have you won the confidence of your
patrons by
advertising truthfully?
Answer
%

■*•
| ness?
Have you a genuine interest in your busi/tnstuer fc
O Do you mingle with your patrons unobtrusively to learn their likes and dislikes?
Answer
%
O Do you keep records that tell you the volume of business played to with programme
pictures— independent features — serials ?
Answer %

1*1 Have you made a determined effort to
At/
acquire the best billboard locations?
Answer.
1 A Do you see each film before your patrons,
even though you see it at 10 A. M., to be
sure it is in perfect condition and is not
objectionable?
Answer <f0
1 £ Do you insist upon courtesy from your
■L*/ house
and see that they live up
to the rule? attachees
Answer %

A Are ycu willing to — do you — act upon suggestions forAnsiver
improvement?' %
tL Do you make a comprehensive study of the
trade publications?
Answer r ■ ■%
tZ Is your house clean, inviting, well venti^ lated, and comfortable?
Answer %

1£ Is your publicity properly prepared and
■LW does it reach the home of every logical
prospect in yourAnswer
community? %

Y Do you keepAns
yourwer
lobby attractive?
%
Q Have you an advertising campaign with an
appropriation based on your seating capacity
to test your ability to keep all your seats working
for you?
Answer %
O Are you making any effort to keep your
attendance from dropping off on rainy days?
Answer. ... %

17 Do you publish a house-program or house
organ thatAnswer
carries personality?
%
1Q Have you issued a standing invitation to
all worthy organizations to make of your
house a public forum for morning meetings,
provided
ahead ? they make arrangements a week
Answer
%
1Q Have you made friends with the newspaper men in
your community?
Answer
%

20 Is your Pr°jection
Answera11 that
f0 it should be?

Ofl Are you working on ideas to make your
matinees Answer
more profitable?%

11 Does your musica' program harmonize
* with yourAnswer
picture program?
%

Parentage "Messenger" devotes a page in its current issue to a test of exhibitors. They
•are asked to answer tivcnty questions and to grade themselves on their replies and see
how many reach ioo%. Here are twenty things well worth thinking about. Give a fciv
minutes each day to each one of them.
Putting

Punch

In

the

Title, Secret

of Success In
(Continued from page 3606.)
camouflage.
There is no excuse in the world for
advertising any picture this way. There
is a reason why the public should see every
picture, or there is NO reason, and when
there is no reason you are losing money by
attempting to advertise it. Don't write
around a big picture and expect adjectives
to carry you through. That day is done.
Now there is another type of a big feature in the display of the Circle theatre, indianapolis, which, by-the-way, is one of the
most intelligently advertised houses in the
country. The big feature for the week was
" The Battle of Gorizia," although there
was another feature also shown. This advertisement ofnearly five full columns, and
accordingly in the greatly reduced reproduction the display appears crowded. But
note the way that the writer has been able
to bring out the war idea. He has put
• every punch behind the title of the picture,
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Big Picture Exploiting
he has made his illustrative drive home
stronger, the fact that it is a real picture of
a real battle, and then he has gone further
to tell in detail some of the scenes that are
shown. You won't find in this advertisement the statement that these are the greatest war scenes ever made or anything of
that sort, but with the punchy title to start
with, there is smash after smash that convinces you that it is a production you cannot
afford to miss. There is no curse of the
fakily written advertisement here.
Because it helps to emphasize the full
scope of the expression, " Putting the
Punch in the Title," we have also shown
here an advertisement of Gordon's Olympia
theatre, Boston, on the Sunday before the
opening of the serial, " Who is ' Number
One'?" Paramount has been spending hundreds of dollars in Boston explaining this
chaptered story. Especially with the first
episode of so well an advertised picture
about to open the punch is in the title, and

the title with a picture of the star was featured and smaller type told the rest. Here
is a fine example of trading on the name
and on the publicity already given. It was
a case where the theatre was justified in
playing the serial ahead of such a big feature as " The Woman God Forgot," because
here was the one single chance to get
the punch home on the serial opening with
all its power.
Cuts are essential in the newspaper display of a big picture. We have advised you
in the case of other films to use pictures of
the stars. Here in the case of the production featured for itself alone, the smash
should be put behind the title by explaining the nature of the picture itself as the
Strand theatre has done, or there should be
scenes, like those in the Circle ad. that
" guarantee " the picture. The advertisement of the Starland would have been a
hundred
display. per cent, more efficient with cut
Make the title of the big picture stand
out.
Make every word you use give a reason
why the reader should see that picture.
Back these reasons up with cuts that illustrate or explain the production.
Then you are aiming every blow in the
same direction, on the same spot, and there
is bound to be telling results. The way
to win a knockout is to aim for one thing.
The way to make a picture a success is to
convince the public that it is the one picture
with ONE purpose.
In the displays of the Strand and the
Circle, no matter where your eye may fall
you cannot
the
thing
to put escape
behind the
everypunch.
pictureThat's
that you
show — punches all with the same purpose,
not wild blows that merely fan the atmosphere.
UniversaVs Service Bureaus Grow
Through the West
When W. A. Bach has finished his
present tour of the United States, every
Universal exchange will have in helpful
operation
a exclusive
" Service and
Department
" that
will
act in an
special capacity
as assistant to every exhibitor in the territory serviced by the various exchanges.
Mr. Bach has reached Denver on his way
to the Pacific Coast, his further route embracing visits to Salt Lake City, Spokane,
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, El Paso
and back to New York with stops arranged
to cover the Southern territory.
The Service, or "Make It Pay" department, first became operative and was
tested with entire satisfaction by Mr.
Bach in connection with Universal's exchange at Toronto, Can. When it was decided to put a man on the road to build
up and extend the idea to all Universal
branches, Mr. Bach was appointed for the
work. He first established the department
in connection with Mecca exchange, in
New York, leaving C. G. Wood in charge.
Taking to the road, Mr. Bach visited the
following cities and appointed managers:
Detroit, B. B. Greensburg: Chicago, M. L.
Firestone ; Toronto, Raymond S. Peck ; St
Louis, G. H. Giebler. Meanwhile the territory served by Portland, Spokane and
Seattle was placed under the " Make It
Pay " supervision of Dean Collins, with
headquarters in Portland
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iimiimuiiiiMUiuiuiiiiuiiiuiiiii!iuiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuii>iiiiiiiiiiHiuiii>iiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii"ii£ the curtains over the panels on either side
of the screen parted, showing in deep blue
effects the minarets of Jerusalem and at
the same moment, Gaston Dubois, first
Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel
'cellist of the Rialto orchestra, seated on
I the stage in the half light, played the ritual
mlnn^ninn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinnii nmniiiiiniinii inmnn iimnniinni miniinnnnmniiiinnnrainnnniinii Minmonnnmnnn innnrnnnnnn innimiinnnnnnnmnniirnniiniii iniiniuiniinnmiiiiinn^ melody in a master.ly manner.
THIS week the title of this series of weaving in the picture and the music at
Now note that both so-called solo effects
articles is slightly misleading, for the end of the Rialto magazine. But first were brought in with pictures. There not
let
us
consider
the
parts
of
the
animated
S. L. Rothapfel is out of the city on a
only wasn't the slightest element of
vacation earned by his strenuous work in weekly. It opens with a cartoon on
" weight," but pictures and music were so
Wheatless and Meatless Days and then
conducting the Rialto and making the plans
blended that the psychological effect is a
turns into Daniels reviewing marines at most happy one. We have spoken before
for the new Rivoli.
But while Rothapfel is not present in the
of making pictures and music and lighting
Quantico, Va., shown to the tune of " Here
into a harmonious whole. The Rialto has
They Come," and then did a comedy turn
flesh he is there in the spirit and one who
has for weeks studied his presentations by into Mutt and Jeff in " Kanning the
done it and many other exhibitor can do
Kaiser," an unusually funny cartoon which
this — at least now and then and the re:his side many feel the very spirit of the
sult will be to set your whole city talking
Rialto remains whether the director is in got over well with the aid of a Fox trot.
Few numbers have scored more applause
about
your theatre.
remarka
is
it
And
person present or not.
at the Rialto than the pictures of King
able tribute to the ability of Mr. Rothapfel
There was another clever effect with the
Victor
Emmanuel
of
Italy
visiting
the
to build up a wonderful organization which
French front. When the veterans who
feature picture, Elsie Ferguson in " The
runs smoothly when the master is away.
stopped the Germans at Verdun were
Rise of Jennie Cushing," a picture by the
For all of the employes have completely
way with wonderful heart interest. The
shown in review there was burst after
entered into the ATMOSPHERE— and
opening scenes of the picture show the
burst
of
applause
that
would
have
done
there is truly an atmosphere of its own
East Side and children dancing to the
credits
to
heroes
of
some
American
vicat the Rialto— and that is something that
music of the hand organ. So the Rialto
tory. The stirring music of the " March
secured a hand organ and with this played
every manager should strive to create for
this theatre.
Royale " and the " March Bombardment "
" Around the Town." A simple thing,
brought
out
the
fullest
emotions.
An
esWhich reminds us : When the new Rivoli
wasn't it? And anyone can do it— anyone
pecially clever feature following, Mutual
opens in December the head of every de- presenting a letter from a boy in France
who
will which
think can
" littleAnd" things
partment will be some man or woman
like that
madedo a many
BIG hit.
these
to his folks at home, each paragraph bewho has been in the employ of the Rialto.
things are well worth trying. You can all
ing
illustrated
by
pictures
of
the
soldiers
:So complete an organization has Rothapfel
book the big pictures and all of that, but
created that he will not be compelled to at work in France. " The National Spirit "
it is the close touch to detail that helps put
march
set
it
off
and
then
came
a
Hy
Mayer
them over with the rarer success that
go outside his own ranks to find the chiefs
cartoon
showing
Liberty
standing
behind
in all departments. And while we are
marks the Rialto presentation. The
a
charging
American
soldier,
and
as
the
not at liberty to tell you the details of the
LITTLE BIG things count.
orchestra turned into " The Battle Hymn
plans for the Rivoli which we know, we
Following the feature, which has little
of the Republic " the real welkin of American drop a hint here that this new theatre
of the comedy element the orchestra came
can freedom rang through the big theatre.
is going to be the greatest and most deNow note another turn into a musical
in with selections from " Alma, Where Do
lightful surprise that the motion picture
number.
Coming immediately after the
You Live?" light and airy music that
public has known.
relieved the strain that one felt after havcartoon and apparently a part of the ani" Me and My Dog," a scenic picture
mated magazine there were some scenes in
ing witnessed the powerful work of Miss
made by Robert C. Bruce for Educational,
Jerusalem. The orchestra began to play
Ferguson.
probably sets a record for applause at the
" More Haste and Less Sleep," a Christy,
Max Bruch's " Kol Nedrei," a setting for
Rialto this week. Five times during the
'cello and orchestra of the ancient Hebrew
is the comedy feature this week, shown
showing of the picture there came great
ritual melody sung in synagogues on the
with light and whimsical music.
bursts of applause. It is really one of the
Day of Atonement. As the picture ended
most remarkable scenics that we have ever
The overture was Massenet's " Phedre,"
WIIH Illl i ""mum ' miiiiiiiimiiiimiiuiMiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiini lUWUaimuimuniBBmraB^^
seen and it was put on with that care to
music and lighting that makes the Rialto
showings such successes. A man and his
AT THE STRAND WEEK OF NOV. 11
friend, the dog. see scenic wonders in
^riiniHMMiiiiinaimniinmnriDnminimnnjinniJHramniiiimjuuiiOT.niJiaTTnTTisiimiii
(niuiiunnHmiMimnmnmnraifln
Montana, Washington and Alaska. The
subtitles are clever and there is a human
Sunday got much applause in his address
RANCES HODGSON BURNETT'S
touch all the way through that is appealstarting the Y. M. C. A. Army Fund camstory, " Sarah Crewe," shown on the
ing. Dr. Reisenfeld selected unusually atpaign at Camp Kearney, Cal. Then came
tractive music for this scenic, playing
screen with Mary Pickford as the star under the title of " The Little Princess," de- another Paramount-Bray, " Over the Jumps
selections from " The Queen of Sheba."
lighted Strand audiences this week. There
And he also arranged a clever effect that
with Army Tractors," which pleased the
was a splendid musical score for this protook the house by storm, for at the end
audience mightily. " Spending the Day
duction, and as played by the Strand orof the scenic he introduced a picture showwith the Drafted Men at Camp Upton "
chestra enhanced the presentation greatly.
gave a splendid local touch, and the topical
ing an Indian dance and then a river scene.
ended
with a picture of Mayor-elect Hylan
Rossini's " Siege of Corinth " is the overThe lighting effects during the scenic had
and his family. All the pictures except
ture, and this is followed by the Strand
become striking, the dome now becoming
those noted were Hearst-Pathe.
dark blue, with the proscenium red and the topical, which opens with President Wilson voting in the recent election at Princeblue of the dome gradually fading into a
There is an interesting picture by Educaton and then turning into pictures of the
pinkish center.
But to continue the
tional this week in " Enemies of the Garvictorious
New
York
suffragettes.
Pic"weaving in." A title, "The Land of the
den," one of the Ditmar creations. It is
tures
of
the
Rochester,
victim
of
a
subSky Blue Water," was shown and as the
a particularly appropriate film in these days
Indian scenes were shown Miss Mary Ball
marine, leaving an American port fol- of food conservation. The comedy element
lowed, and then there came great applause
in Indian costume stepped in front of the
with the parade of the women workers of is supplied by Victor Moore in " Nutty
curtain and after the orchestra had played
Glasgow, in their working clothes, pledgan Indian war dance the melody turned
ing their aid to England. A ParamountThe soloists were Helen Scholder, 'cellist,
into " The Land of the Blue Sky Water "
Knitters."
by Cadman, and Miss Ball sang the song in Bray showed the method of preparing and
in
" Rhapsoide Hongroise " and Herbert
weaving hats in the West Indies, and then
Waterouse,
baritone, in " On the Road to
awant
manner
brought applause that didn't
came some views of the sunken Southern
to bethat
stopped.
Mandalay," and " Believe Me If All Those
There was another splendid example of Pacific ferryboat at Oakland, Cal. Billy Endearing Young Charms."
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WE have printed so much about getting
the punch out of your to-day attraction and the division of space on coming
offerings that we are glad to print the display of the Zelda theatre, Duluth, Minn.
On the Saturday on which this advertisement appeared the three day run of W. S.
Hart in "The Cold Deck" was just comUSt TIMES lOMOn f
WM. S. HART
"The cold deck" w
TURK
DATS hovSTARIIHQ
FOUR DAYS STARTING TOMORROW
Thursday,
an
ZELDA

MARY

PICKFORD

PAULINE
FREDERICK

for the following week.
// you leave all your business to some
one else it is probably done per-Haps.
HERE is an idea that may be of value to
men who own a string of theatres.
It is being used by General Manager Frank
B. Buhler, of the Grand Central Market
Street Company which operates six houses
in Philadelphia. The idea has been followed for some time by newspapers in
" charting " attractions at local theatres for
the week, especially by the Philadelphia
Evening Ledger and the New Orleans Item.
The idea, of course, of this form of a
Central Market St Co.
weekly photo play program
ween or OCTO8E0 22nd

THE
HUNGRY
HEART

ing to an end and therefore little space was
given that attraction, although the display
was made at a place where it could not be
missed — right next to the name of the
house. Then the main space was given to
Mary Pickford in " The Little Princess "
and a space of about one-fourth the size
tc the Pauline Frederick bill the latter half
of the next week. It is excellent Saturday
afternoon advertising.
While we haven't reached Saturday afternoon in our talks on advertising, we take
this chance of saying that in cities where
pictures are allowed on Sunday it is a good
plan to announce your Sunday bill in considerable display on Saturday, because it
catches the attention of those who are making "dates " for the next day.
Make your "date" to meet cheerfulness
and courtesy at your theatre to-day. They
won't be jealous of each other.

PARKWAY theatre, Baltimore, gin addition to its newspaper advertisin mails
a card announcing the attraction for the
week to a big mailing list. A specimen of
one of these is reproduced here. The management always illustrates this card with
a picture of the star or a scene from the
production and then devotes only a few
lines to the production. Instead of trying
to tell the public " all about the attraction
these cards serve to whet the appetite of
the fans. Parkway theatre finds these
cards valuable not alone for bringing business from those who do not read the daily
papers, but also for their cumulative effect.
Note that the card also tells the attraction
""41/1*1

Home of F\rst Showings of fjl
Arljrraft & Paramount Pictures ^
PROGRAM
Week B.jmnmg No.ember 5th. 1917.
ZUKOR PRESENTS
Marguerite Clark
in "BAB'S BURGLAR"

Ours

folder, which is sent to the mailing list of
all the theatres, is that it saves expense in
having six sets of programs printed. There
is another argument in its favor, and that is
that by giving the names of all of the attractions atall of the houses it is likely to
bring the follower of some particular star
or one who has heard about a particular
picture to one of the company's houses.
Penny-wise is generally picture foolish.
WE

tell you often about the value of
keeping up to the minute and taking
advantage of every opportunity that some
Vote For Kate

Saxon

For Sheriff
11 sounds like a joke' Bui after next Tuesday it may be a
genuine
haveseveral
"votes counties
for women"
in thiswomen
stale
next year,^ssibiliTy.
who knows Ifbutwewhat
may elect
sheriffs
in
1918.
But
can
tb*y
perform.
the
duties'
One
woman,
elected Sheriff, cleaned up a rough mining town tnal had defied
her male predecessors. It is graphically shown in the Vitagraph
picture.
Right theof Possession"
at tbt.clever
Familycomedies
Theater andto-day.
See
it andBy know
frjlure. Several
the
last Sunday Song Revue of lhe season are on the same programme.
current event gives you to advertise your
theatre. And we have illustrated a number
examples of doing so, but none better than
that of the Family theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
On the day before the November election
the theatre put in the newspapers advertising like that reproduced here.
Especially since votes for women was one
of the issues, this advertisement attracted
unusual attention. The remainder of the
paper was filled with displays on behalf of
the various candidates, and because this
advertisement carried the name of a woman
it attracted instant attention and centered
the interest on the attraction at the Family
theatre.

Plavsic al Culture
Screen

Magazine

General Film Service

m

GENERAL FILM is supplying exhibitors
with unique small easels for advertising the Bernarr-Macfadden series of physical training pictures. These are in the form
of an easel and show Mr. Macfadden in the
attitude of a wrestler. These little stands
will be found excellent for use in store
windows and merchants will probably be
glad to use them for your theatre because
they do not take up a great deal of space.
They might also be used in connection with
displays in sporting goods stores.
Put your aim high and instead of shooting once, keep pulling the trigger.
THIS is just a little thing, but little
things count in successful picture exhibition. It is nothing new for theatres
to give away passes to the first episode of
a serial, though we believe that free
tickets, unless connected with some contest that bring in more paid than free admissions, are bad things. But here is the
This Ticket

^- ^o*»oay'oct e
(JrfAra'vrtioCAPM
TntrrarnvGlM
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Service

Doing

rnirnwrnimiTOntmniiminiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii''''"!''''"'"""""""'"''"
Today "''' juiiiu njiimTiimmiiiniui HiimriiiiimiTiiTiiimiiiiimnn n nnniimiimniiexample of coupling the free admission
with publicity. Instead of merely printing
Tomorrow
a card saying that it is good for a look
at the first chapter of " The Fighting
TMI CROWNING
ACHIEVEMENT
Trail,"
theatre,scenes
Orange,
J.,
PRESENT SCREEN
SEASON OF THE
has
usedthetwoBijou
attractive
whichN. will
not only intensify the interest of the recipient, but will probably draw paid adGERALDINE
mission through word-of-mouth advertising. Here is an example of making
FARRAR
everything you do count, of getting the
Utmost out of every penny that you spend
— INin your house.
Most managers would merely issue a
"THE WOMAN
ticket This manager thought about what
he was doing and put forward an idea.
Things don't HAPPEN. Some one
makes them happen. Do the day's events
in your theatre surprise you?
Greater titan her famed "Carmen" is
GodmoreForgot"
of Geraldlne
Farrar.FO
sumptuous
in
RG
GOtin^s.
OT
more fascinating
In"any
action D
and has
characterization
thanartistic
play
thai
come
from
the
crucible
Lostcy carved
Studios,fromit
PLENTY of white space is a requisite
s<artds outoflikethea cameo
the ivory
genius in- the great diadem of :beof screen
for good ads. Don't think that you
have to fill up every line of space that you
buy simply because the space is there. It
is a mighty good plan to figure out how

|

Bureau

Yours

Alone; You're More
Than Welcome

I

{[ This whole Service Bureau
belongs
to you, Mr. Ex|
hibitor.
| |J You are not only invited, but §
urged to send us your ideas, |
your
criti- |{
cisms.suggestions
If we can and
do better
for you what we are doing |
we want to know it.

I

U And we want to know what

f

you yourself
are doing.
Let's
have
your ideas,
specimens
of your advertising, accounts
of special stunts that you put
over, photographs of your
lobby displays — in short anything that you think will interest other exhibitors.

1f
|
J
|

d You
get benefit
from and
reading
the ideas
of others
you j
know that co-operation is the {
of success — so let's 1
keynote
do it.
^[ Dash off
a few
con- {
tribute afew
centslines,
to Uncle
Sam's war funds and we'll 1
do the rest when the letter j

if you want a
sermon — go, to
a church
if■mashing
you want
entertainment
good
go to the
BROADWAY
TBEkATRS.
B WaT AT iZST ST
TODAY
LOIS WEBCRI
"THE PRICE
OF A
GOOD
TIME"
NOON TO MIDNIGHT
20c— 30c— We
much space you need to say what you really
have to say and then buy just twice as much
room. Especially if your advertisement appears next to those of other theatres, you
will find the white space has more than
paid for itself.
For example this display of the Broadway theatre in the New York Sunday papers was placed on a page nearly filled with
other advertisements, yet it stood out above
them all because the copy writer used plenty
of white space.
Your theatre is no longer a nickleodeon.
Are your methods?
DALACE theatre is one of the best ad* vertisers whose work comes to our
attention. Located in one of the smaller
cities, the display of the Palace is uniformly superior to that done by most of
the managers in large communities. In

ESPECIALLY ARRANGED
MUSICAL SETTING BY
P. HANS FLATH
Overture
Wagner.
Indian Lovefo Parsifal,
Lyric!? byby Finden.
-Marcle Stave,1 TchalkowakySelection
from ■•Lohengrin."
"Persian Suite."
Sioughton. Wagner.

|
Afternoons 10c
Evenings 15c

coming wed. CHARLES

RAY

arrives.

| f[ AND DO IT NOW!
no ringing of the doorbell by the distributor
and no disturbance of the householder. He
found it the next morning and took time
to read it. This little stunt was responsible
for a record Sunday business at the
Comedy.

the first place the name of the house, in
outline lettering and uniform style is always kept close to the top of the advertisement and there is plenty of white space to
set off the typing. The cuts are not
crowded next to the text and the manager
has not confused the reader by sharing the
display with a coming attraction, but he
effectively announces his mid-week change
by simply using the name of the star who
will appear on Wednesday.
Do you think merely about the " picture
business" or THE picture that you are
showing?
HERE is a novel idea that could be used
with especially good benefits by exhibitors in the smaller cities and particularly by the managers of neighborhood
houses, although the idea comes from the
Comedy theatre, Brooklyn. This theatre is
located in a section where it cannot be
reached by newspaper advertising, especially since the larger part of the population
does not read English papers. This circular
is so cut that it may be hung on the door
knob.
During the night the manager of the
Comedy had one of these hung on the door
of everv house in the section. There was

for
the conviction
of ARD
the man or
0 REW
$5,00
woman
who killed Nathan Standlsh.
Many are suspected. There is a
general Idea that his sister Is
stopping the police from getting
the true facts, because she wants
the family name unstained. Their
servant Is now belng*sentenced with
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
It 19 the greatest mystery in
years. The population of an entire
Continent Is interested. Are you?
Is It possible
thatAttorney
the sister
married the District
In order
to hinder Justice? You can See the
true facts on Sunday, Oct. 21, at
Wm.
Fox's This
ComedytrueTheatre
Street.
story, 194
has Grand
been
filmed, and 'the title is
THE BRIDE'S SILENCE
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In this column the Exhibitors' Service Bureau mill print comment from
week to week on theatres actually
visited, pointing out faults found and
commendable features. The name of
the theatre will not be mentioned, but
if it applies to you and you want improvement, write to this department.

John J. McNally, Manager New Newark Theatre
High Prices Come to Stay in
Newark
Anything that will bring the exhibitor
closer to the public and especially his
patrons will only reflect to his good."
" High prices have come to stay," declared Mr. John McNally, proprietor of the
Newark theatre. " Many said when I
opened the Newark theatre as a motion picture house that the Newark public would
not pay 50 cents to see any form of screen
entertainment. They have done it and are
now doing it. My theatre has played to capacity houses practically since its opening
a month ago. My 50-cent seats are those
that are the first to be sold."
Puts on Actual Race in
" The Whip "
Manager Tom Moore, of the Strand
theatre. Washington, introduced a novelty
during the recent showing of " The Whip "
and literally brought his audience to their
feet by combining the film drama with the
stage spectacle and giving the actual race
scene which is one of the big points in the
film production. But instead of showing
the film scene Mr. Moore secured a treadmill and five horses from the Hippodrome,
New York, and staged the spectacle at the
proper point. The entire stage setting was
in keeping with the race effect.
Mahanoy

City Theatre Claims Tax
Honor
Manager McAtee, of the Elks theatre,
Mahanoy City, Pa., claims the honor of
having sold the first war tax ticket with
an admission. One minute after the war
tax went into effect, Manager McAtee reopened his house and the first ticket was
sold to Joel A. Levy, representing the
Pathe Exchange out of Philadelphia.

WHEN we walked up to the door of
Theatre I a small automobile was
standing in front of the door, immediately
opposite the entrance. There was no chauffeur and the machine appeared to be the
property of someone who was seeing the
show. We noticed that others coming to
the theatre in machines were compelled to
stop at one side or the other and we wondered why the manager of the house,
which evidently should make an appeal to
the auto-owning trade, did not ask the
owner of the blockading car to move it.
We found out later that the owner was
none other than the manager of the theatre and that the car would stand at that
position through the evening.
This house is located in the residence
section of a city of 125,000. In many ways
it is the most attractive theatre building in
the town and the most modern. It was
built about a year ago by a realty concern
which was improving that section of the
city because it believed that amusement
near at hand was needed. Construction of
good streets brought the theatre within
easy distance of everyone in the city who
owned a machine and there were thousands
of these. The house was just far enough
from the center of the town to be in pleasant driving reach and afford time for an
evening spin and the enjoyment of the
show.
The next thing that we noticed about the
house was that the entire front of it was
plastered with vari-colored posters of all
dimensions, with an occasional streamer
flaunting in the wind. It might have been
possible for one standing directly in front
of the house to discover what series of
pictures formed the day's bill, but certainly
no one driving by the house would ever
find it out. Instead of attracting attention
the whole effect of the front was to confuse the possible patron and so disgust
him that he would not stop. No one likes
to go into a store and not make a purchase.
Neither does one like to have to stop in
front of a theatre and diagram the program
and probably drive away.
After that we walked into the house and
we were surprised to find that the interior
was attractive, that the theatre was apparently well managed from the inside and
that there were high-class pictures being
shown. These were pictures that were
shown for the first time in the city some
three weeks previously at one of the downtown houses. In the meantime the films
went on a tour of the neighboring cities
and this was the first time that they had
been shown here again. So it might legiti-

the city. mately be called the second-run house of
When we say that the theatre was apparently well managed from the inside we
mean that the theatre was clean, comfortable and cool (it was then summer), that
the cashier was polite, the seats comfortable and the projection good. But there
was something absolutely impersonal about
the theatre. Evidently the manager, when
he left his machine standing in the roadway, went to his private office, for there
was no evidence of him around.
Three months later we chanced to visit
the same theatre again. The car wasn't
standing in front of the house, and instead the lot next door had been cleared
off and it was well filled with machines
parked there. The mass of posters had
disappeared from the front of the house
and there was a simple display with a
strip across the front of the house telling
the name of the star and the title of the
picture. A little closer look and we saw
the manager in front of the house greeting
his patrons and another man going about
taking the numbers of the cars that were
parked there and also recording the numbers of those who passed BY the house.
It did not take an announcement to see
that the house had changed management.
And two things had been put into the
theatre — attention and intelligence.
The that
pictures
better
than
those
had beenweren't
shown any
on the
previous
visit ; in fact they were of the same make.
The house wasn't any cleaner nor the projection any better. The physical house remained about the same, but the ATMOSPHERE was wonderfully different.
We learned that the theatre had changed
managers only a few days after our first
visit. The first thing that the new director realized was that he ought to get
business other than the neighborhood
trade. And it occurred to him as it would
have occurred to any other intelligent man
that what he needed was the auto trade
that was passing his doors — and passing.
So the first thing that he did was to insert
a small ad. in the daily papers. He felt
that he could not afford to spend as much
as the downtown theatres and so he undertook to announce only the name of the star
and the title of the picture, counting on
the publicity that had been given the production on its first showing to do the rest.
Of course he went about developing the
neighborhood trade, but the place that most
of his money was coming from — or rather
his additional patronage was to come from
the owners of machines.
And he did this in a very short time and
very simply. He first got a list of the auto
owners and sent them all a neatly typewritten letter calling attention to the change in
management, the class of picture being
shown, and how easy of access the theatre
was. But he followed this up with a couple
of form letters. One of these went to
every owner of a car the first time after
(Continued on page 3613)
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Calvert

Brings Whole City's Theatres
to New Plane by His High

a DSYCHOLOGICAL
dressing of the
A photoplay."
That sounds awfully high brow to some
of the exhibitors of the country who knowlittle more about their business than to
open the theatre, sell as many admission
tickets as they can, project the pictures on
the screen, count up the cast and go home.
There was a time not so very long ago
that the motion picture houses in most of
the large cities came within this class, but
there has been a marvelous progress in
exhibition, and none more marked than
the evolution that has taken place in
Minneapolis.
Three years ago when conditions which
we have just described existed, Lowell A.
Calvert became managing director of the
New Garrick theatre. He had had early
training in newspaper work and then was
associated with various releasing companies, and so he was well fitted for his
post. But above everything else Mr. Calvert brought brains to the New Garrick.
He spent more time in thinking than he did
in apparent work
And that is the reason why, a short time
ago, the head of one of the biggest film
companies in this country placed Mr. Calvert among a small group of the leading
exhibitors of the country. Mr. Calvert is
essentially a modest man and it is difficult to
get his story into the trade press, but his
position is one that brings him to the
fore to show what can be accomplished in
motion picture exhibition by the men who
will think.
But to get back to the psychological
dressing of which we spoke.
Mr. Calvert believes that everything
should be in harmony, that pictures, and
music and colors should unite in the
proper presentation
an evening's
tainment. Few otheroftheatre
managersenterare
harmonizing these elements, but more and
more are doing so. Mr. Calvert was one
of the pioneers in this field.
Special sets around the screen were
really an adaptation from the scenery of
the speaking stage, but the lighting effect
which blends with the music and the picture is a recent accomplishment of the
greatest exhibitors. Mr. Calvert pays perhaps more attention to his electrical department than to any other phase of the
theatre. There are light cues prepared
with each picture, just as they are for the
musicians and the effects that one gets at
the New Garrick are little short of wonderful. Yet one gets them unconsciously
for they do not obtrude. The psychology
of color is that it must blend. In other
words, it must so nearly approach the
motif of the picture and the music that it
seems a natural part of the whole.
Mr. Calvert pays great attention to his
stage settings. They are changed from
time to time and always kept in good taste,
pleasing in their simplicity and attractive
in their modesty. Perhaps they are representative ofa series of French windows,
with fountains playing outside of them,
with palms and shrubbery growing about ;
they do not reach the massive and gorge-

Example

ous stage that makes one admire them for
the first few times, but they are more
along the line of unconsciously knowing
that one'sfortablesurroundings
are pleasant, comand a bit unusual.
It would hardly be necessary to say that
he has developed his orchestra to a point
of perfection, or say much about the style
of his house decorations, when a man has
reached into new -avenues that Mr. Calvert has.
But there must be two sides to every
theatre manager, a vein of art and a
strain of business. Tucked back somewhere in his busy brain there is a portion that takes care of the business and
of theatre. While these other things are
basically created for a better business
there are still some things that require a
business man's nerve to accomplish.
Minneapolis has never been known to
be a high priced admission town. For
several years quite a few of the theatres
have attempted to raise the price from ten
to fifteen cents. The attempts were never
profitable.
Mr. Calvert decided however that it
could be done. Shortly after the first of
this year he put out his fifteen-cent sign.
It was looked at askance by many of the
other theatres and some few immediately
started a battle royal. Big pictures at the
good old price. Mr. Calvert stuck to it
however, with a little better music, a few
more constructive ideas, a little more
solicitous for the comfort of his patrons,
insisting on more courtesy from his employees and in many other ways strengthening up the details of his organization
which was worth more than the additional
five cents to his patrons. And after a
week or two, when the town saw he was
in earnest, there were indications of a
steady increase. It shortly reached the
old proportions — and then the rest followed suit.
It is interesting to see what sort of pictures Mr. Calvert selects. For instance,
for the week beginning November 4 the
bill includes Mary Pickford in " The Little Princess," Pathe Current Events,
" Mutt and Jeff " and an Italian travel
picture, while the orchestra and pipe organ rendered Ponchelli's " Dance of the
Hours," from " La Gioconda," and there
was special incidental music for the pictures.
Magazines to Co-operate with
Pictograph
Ten million magazine readers are expected to be attracted to the ParamountBray Pictographs as the result of an arwhereby theScience
editorsMonthly,
of Leslie's,
Every Week,rangement
Popular
the
Metropolitan, Woman's Home Companion
and Field and Stream are to prepare and
edit the subjects used in "the magazine of
the subjects which appear in the
theAllscreen."
Pictograph will also appear in printed
form in the magazines

Lowell V. Calvert, Managing Director, New
Garrick Theatre, Minneapolis
This

House

Develops Auto
Patrons
(Continued from page 3612)
he has visited the house, conveying the appreciation of the management and calling
attention to the bill for the next week or
so. The second letter went to all who
drove by the house each evening. It referred to the fact that the manager had
seen Mr. A
drive by and called to
notice the bill for the next few days, etc.
The result was wonderful. The letters were
so astonishing that they attracted immediate attention to the theatre.
The manager told us that he was finding
that he was getting the business of quite a
few people who deliberately passed up the
downtown showing of the picture when
they knew that they could see it later at his
house which was reached in a pleasant ride.
In short this manager was capitalizing on
every benefit of his theatre.
Nearly every house which isn't literally
located in a mud-hole can get this sort of
business. The auto is no longer a luxury.
It is almost a vehicle of the common people. The new manager knew that auto
owners liked motion pictures as well as
anyone else, and to them he made a simple
little appeal that made them know his
house was worth while.
Your theatre can in some degree reap the
benefit of this example. Why can't this be
your theatre?
Exhibitor Clears His House After
Each Show
Instead of having one continuous show,
Exhibitor Frank Eager of Lincoln, Neb.,
clears out the Lyric at the close of each
show, an entirely new house seeing each
picture. As a usual thing he packs them
in twice a night at 15 and 25 cents.
Mr. Eager, who also runs the Orpheum
and the Wonderland, was in Omaha the
other day. At the Lyric he shows Gold
Roosters three days ; " The Seven Pearls "
and Pathe News at the Orpheum and " The
Fatal Ring," two-reel Luke comedies and a
single reel comedy at the Wonderland.
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General Front View and " Close Up " of the Lobby of the American Theatre, Butte, Montana,
During the Run of " Golden Rule Kate." Note the Signs " Paradise Post Office " and " Red
Lite Saloon " and the Primitive Settings
Montana

Exhibitor

Sets

Pace

For

All

In Novel Displays and His Advertising
UNQUESTIONABLY one of the most
lights in the front of the theatre. The
enterprising exhibitors in the country
entire front from the electric sign to the
is located in Butte, Montana, the city made
sidewalk was symbolic of ' Golden Rule
famous by Mary MacLane. He is P. E. Kate' and ' Redlight Saloon,' and that
Noble, manager of the American theatre,
was what we wanted to impress the Butte
a house that in its physical form and in people with, and from the business we are
its atmosphere would be a credit to the doing I heartily recommend this to anylargest cities. Manager Noble truly gives
body anywhere.
the house his personal attention and stands
" The lobby display costs only fifty dollars and can be used over and again (of
out at the very front of managers. The
Motion Picture News is printing this as course my time costs nothing, and it only
the first of a number of stories telling of took the spare time of two days)."
stunts that Mr. Noble has put over with
Prior to this display and current with
success.
it Mr. Noble used one of the cleverest adNaturally conditions differ in various
vertising campaigns that we have seen, and
sections of the country and in the West
while it is applicable to but few attractions
the patrons want plenty of " pep " in their and probably would not go in the " effete
displays. This is meant as a foreword to cast," it was strikingly original and scored
a big hit. These were all in large space,
an account of the lobby display that Mr.
Noble used in " Golden Rule Kate," the ranging from eighth to quarter pages.
story of a western dance hall in which
All of these displays carried heavy black
Louise Glaum was starred. Here is his borders which made them stand out. The
own description of the display :
first ad bore the words " Sh-h-h. 3-7-77.
" The lobby display is made of set pieces Warning." This was used because it was
the same as scenery and is screwed to- the sign used on the body of the I. W. W.
gether, the scene of the desert country, the leader who was hung by Vigilantes. It
cactus, the evening glow of the sunset, to- had every one guessing, and this was folgether with the cabin in front with the
lowed by another display headed, " If Wiltwo doors, one opening into the Paradise
liam S. Hart and Douglas Fairbanks," and
Post-office and the other into the Redthe third had a big question mark and the
words. A Minister Tends Bar in the Redlite Saloon, has caused unending comment and has been more than worth the
light Saloon." Then followed two quartime and money to build. I made all of
ter pages during the run of the picture,
and on the last day an eighth of a page
this myself and would be pleased to furnish instructions and data to any exhibitthe words " Have You " and a quesors interested. The box used over the with tion
mark in bold black type.
Next week we will print some of the
sidewalk is also easily constructed, and
would be pleased to furnish full particulars
lobby displays on other pictures. They are
to those interested. The sides are apart
all thoroughly striking, and exhibitors
from the box and used as inserts, the let- everywhere can get some most valuable
ideas from the work of this Montanan
ters and figure being cut out, reflectors
who does things with a bold hand, not
being used inside, together with sixteen
globes to furnish the inside illumination.
only in his lobby displays but in his newsLetters were of red as were all of the
paper advertising.

Petrova Brochure to Tell "10
Petrova Picture
company
is" preparing a
Reasons
Why
brochure which
will tell
exhibitors
of the
country
"The
Ten
Reasons
Why"
these
productions should be booked.
The booklet will explain the drawing
power of the star herself, the great exploitation campaign inaugurated in behalf
of her productions which includes displays
in twenty-five national magazines and a
$50,000 newspaper campaign. Emphasis
will be placed on the manner in which her
vehicles are selected and attention called
to the fact that S. L. Rothapfel will act as
" Pre-Production Counsel " and will pass
on all productions.
Other points which are to be covered are
the cost of production of the pictures, the
public popularity evidenced from the
various announcements of the company in
the hundreds of inquiries received, the supporting casts, the mechanical system installed for the laboratory treatment of the
films, editing and titling and the remarkable
staff of studio assistants who will figure
in the making of even' Petrova production.
Free Cincinnati
" A umber Theatres
Ones" Pack
Avenue and Royal theatres, Cincinnati,
report success with one of the stunt suggestions given in the Paramount advertising book on its first serial, " Who Is ' Number one?'" The newspapers advertised
that the theatres would give a pass to the
" Number One " employe in all of Cincinnati's large department stores, and the
police and fire departments and to conductors and motormen.
It is reported that the plan worked most
successfully and that a great share of the
" Number Ones " brought their families
along to see the first episode.
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some of the exhibitors into really inexcusable extravagance in the matter of music.
Two of the houses, which I understand
have just installed elaborate and beautiful
pipe organs, are now arranging for large
orchestras, which are totally unnecessary.
In the matter of music the same principle
can be applied as to the display, and that
is, concentration on one thing will undoubtedly bring success, and this fact is strongly
evidenced by the record of one house on
Curtis street which still uses a graphaphone
and yet gets the crowds. But on the
whole the music is good and the projection
is something upon which the Curtis street
exhibitors can be congratulated. Several
of the houses are installing new screens,
which undoubtedly will bring this important
point of their houses to even further perfection.

Here is probably the most unique use to which one of the few remaining horse cars left
in the country has been put. Manager M. K. Harmon, of the Odeon theatre, Cottonwood Falls, Kansas, employs it on the interurban line between that town and Strong
City as an advertising medium. Mrs. Harmon is on the rear of the car which is carrying
a display on Mary Miles Minter in "Her Country's Call" and at the front is Mr. Harmon.
Denver

Theatres

Use

Wealth

of Electric

Signs In Advertising Their Attractions
of the lobby that seems to prevail here,
William A. Bach, who is touring
would be a wonderful point of attraction.
principal exchange centers and establishing service bureaus for Universal,
Much Better Than in East
writes this week of conditions as he
However, the average display on Curtis
observed them in Denver. Mr. Bach
street is much better than those I have
is writing a series of articles for the
observed in the cities of the East. Several
News. These have been appearing for
of the exhibitors have grasped the theory
several weeks.
of concentrating on one thing in their disThe spirit of Denver that made Curtis
play. For instance, one house advertising
a new feature of a well known male star
street the center of amusement, recreation,
etc., in the days of the old West seems to concentrated upon this star's name, which
in itself fills houses. The photos, which I
have lived right through, with the result
have pointed out before, are a vital point
that to-day Curtis street is still the center
of gravitation for the entire population of of attraction and create greater interest
Denver for their amusement. The old than any poster, were most attractively and
effectively displayed on a background that
gambling houses that lined this street have
their direct antithesis in the modern
brought out their whole detail.
Then a simple but striking cut-out was
"from
movieFifteenth
" palacesstreet
that to
make
the two blocks
Seventeenth
street
used of this star in action, evidently produced from a poster, and to strengthen the
brighter and " crowdier " than any two
blocks on Broadway.
whole arrangement a most vivid color comLight is the first feature that strikes one
bination of orange and black was used
in reference to Curtis street. Possibly it is throughout the whole display.
the flat rate in existence in this town that
Again, another house carried out the
same idea of concentration by having the
makes them so prodigal of their electric
current, but the fact that one house alone
name of the play which they were showing
uses 87,000 candle power a night on the cut out in large letters and suspended across
the entire front of the house. These letters,
front is significant of what these two blocks
look like after dusk.
which were at least four feet high, made a
Most certainly from the theory that most striking display and could be seen for
some distance, and as the name itself was
bright lights attract, Curtis street has taken
no chance.
interest-attracting it produced the business.
And in any town where electric current
is at all reasonable Denver's example is a Touch of Coney Island
good one to follow. Unfortunately on CurA touch of old Coney Island was imtis street it has developed into a race, with
parted this week by the appearance of an
orchestra, of which the drum was the most
the consequence that each front is simply
a glare, which, while it has its effect on the important part, on the outside balcony of
street as a whole, does not really give the one of the theatres. While it attracted the
individual theatre the benefit it should for
attention and arrested the progress of passthe current expended. Another point that
ersby, I do not think the stunt was prothe Curtis street exhibitor has overlooked
ductive of many dimes in the box office.
And speaking of the subject of music,
is that a display of his offerings, were it
only the name of the feature placed among
the great and somewhat unreasonable comthe lights on the high front above the arch
petition which exists on this street has led

Suburban Houses Unimportant
The keen competition which exists on
this street, which enjoys rather an unusual
distinction as in Denver there are only one
or two suburban houses of any importance,
has produced a large rental price for the
pictures that are being shown on the street,
and moreover this is practically a street of
first runs and I do not believe that anywhere in America in such a short length of
street can so many big stars in big features
be seen.
The result of this terrific competition
should be to foster extensive selling. The
exhibitors should give their attention to
every point that goes to make up their
theatre — display, projection, music, comfort, convenience, and last but not least,
the pictures they are showing. And again,
the location of the house, if properly used,
may spell the difference between success
and failure. For instance, one house which
is ideally located on the street for the transient trade, women downtown shopping,
etc., is at present running heavy, highly
dramatic features, and it is my opinion, as
well as that of many others in Denver, that
if this house would switch to a lighter,
prettier brand of pictures which would be
more to the taste of the casual passerby,
the house would do a bigger and better
business.
In conclusion, although better than the
average display, projection and comfort
which exists in the downtown Denver theatres, there is still an opportunity for some
house to make for itself a Rothapfel reputation for music, just as one of the theatres
here has already gained such a reputation
for comfort and elegance.
Exhibitor Uses
tiveSerial
Nightsfor 6 Consecu~
Small town exhibitor's problem of getting
a full house each night has been solved by
G. F. Geidle, of Fargo, North Dakota. He
booked the Mutual serial " The Secret of
the Submarine," showing five reels each
night for six consecutive nights. On one
night his receipts exceeded $72.
Speeding up serials is becoming increasingly popular among exhibitors in small
communities. One exhibitor recently
booked " The Vampires," the Mutual-Gaumont serial at three chapters a week, running the picture every other night until the
final chapter.
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Harold Lockwood and Pauline Curley in
READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
"' The Square
Deceiver "Production)
— A " Best Seller "
(Metro Five-Reel
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
November 17, 1917
" The Harold
Square Lockwood
Deceiver " isis the
first picture
which
featured
since hisin
FEATURES
transfer to Metro's Eastern studios in New York.
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
It is adapted from Frances Perry Elliott's novel,
Pathe Special 5 reels
" Love Me For Myself Alone." Pauline Curley,
' France in Arms " Triangle
Mr.
Lockwood's
new
leading
lady,
is
seen
for
the
5 reels
first time in this production in support. The
' Indiscreet Corinne " Triangle
S5 reels
' The Medicine Man " Vitagraph
management of the
theatre extends
reels
to his patrons a most cordial welcome to the
'' The
Mystery of"
The Grell
Adventures
theatre
when
Mr.
Lockwood's
latest
Fox
55 reels
picture is shown for the reason that he firmly
World
reels
believes that it is the best Mr. Lockwood has
Paramount
Miss U.
S. A.""
S reels
'M
utual
Goldwyn
ever done. It is a typical Lockwood production,
'' Bab's
Burglar
S
reels
for it smacks of the romantic. Miss Curley is
'' Baby
" "the Buc Mutual
Betty
and
Carol Mine
good to look upon. In this picture you will see
5
reels
her in a role that fits her like a " Fifth Avenue
5
reels
'
Please
Help
Emily
'
Frock play"thoseand
gives
her
the
opportunity
to
discaneers " at Char
' Renaissance
talents which have given her a place in
General
4 reels
rank with some of the most talented screen stars.
Mr. Lockwood has the role of Billy Van Dyke, a
' John Ermine of Yel Butterfly
5S reels
young
millionaire,
who waits
for his has
" dream
girl."in
Perfection
reels
' The
Kill
A certain
society-mad
millionaire
arrived
leroi
" "Joy " SERIALS
lowstone
New York with his daughter and his ward, Beatrice. By accident Billy meets both the daughter
Who is Number
and the ward, but is impressed by the fact that
One? "
Paramount, 1st Episode
Beatrice, the ward, is something different from
2 reels
the average run of girls. Her guardian needs a
INDEPENDENT
chauffeur, and he dons his ex-chauffeur's uniform
1 Persuasive Peggy " Mayfair 6 reels
and hires
as the
society-mad's chauffeur, winshimself
the girl out
of his
dreams.
Harold Lockwood at the
theatre on
of
week in " The Square
and it happens that she is not only permitted to
continue her studies, but she is brought to the
Deceiver," with Pauline Curley in chief support.
realization that she loves the man whom she married for the sake of her career.
William Russell in a Clever ComedyAt the
theatre on — —
of ■— —
week, " role.
Easy Money," with Ethel Clayton in the
Drama,
"Snap
Judgment
"—
Great
leading
(Mutual Fire-Reel Production I
The " have
funmakers,"
cartoonists
the comic
weekly
told us the
a lot
about theandgroom
who
'" The Fringe of Society," with Ruth
disappointed the bride on the day of the marRoland and Milton Sills Featured
riage,
having
overslept
or
forgotten
the
engage(Hoffman-Foursquare Seven Reels)
ment, but it is seldom, if ever, that we have heard
of the actual occurrence. There may or may not
Deception even in its mildest form is destruchave been an actual occurrence, but William Rustive of human happiness. The longer the decepsell speaks from the screen, and says that such is
tion lasts the greater will be the penalty. In some
instances
the revelation brings about a better unpossible.
" Snap release
Judgmentwhich
" istells
the of
titlea ofyoung
the
five-reel Mutual
derstanding, but this is the exception rather than
man who forgot that he was to be married on a the rule. Pierre
V. R. Key, a newspaper man and
for many years musical critic on the New York
certain morning until it was time for the ceremony. His intentions are good, but in the spirit
World, dealing
has written
The result
Fringeorofresults
Society," deits
suggested by the lines of the once popular song,
theme
with " the
ception in our domestic
relations.
His storyof has
" PleaselookedGo
Way
And
Let
Me
Sleep,"
he
overthis important event in his life, and in his been adapted to the screen and produced by the
eagerness to get their on time at the same time
George Backer Film Corporation, releasing
to assist his fellowmen, he gets into trouble and
M. H. Hoffman, Inc. Ruth Roland,
finds himself in the wilds of Arizona, far from the through
whom
he will remember for her work in Pathe's
scene of the supposed marriage ceremony. Not
" The Neglected
is also
only is he separated from the bride, but he is serial,
a comedienne
of note, Wife,"
is castandin who
the leading
role. Milton Sills is in chief support. Leah
mistaken
for
a
Western
"
bad-man,"
and
it
takes
a lot of money and influence of his fiancee to conBaird, the popular screen star, has an important
vince the populace of a certain town in Arizona
role, and George Larkin, who is seen in darethat he is some one else than Arizona Pete,
stunts inpictures
the " Grant
Police
sealthough he did have to admit that he looked like
riesdevil
of stunt
produced
by Reporter
Kalem is" also
his
with and
the groom
" bad-man
" name.
At and
any
prominently
cast.
Others
in
"
The
Fringe
rate,friend
the bride
become
husband
Society " are Ollie Kirby, Tammany Young andof
wife, berbut
beforewhich
this takes
there subjects
are a numCowles. The author takes up the question
of events
afford place
excellent
for Jules
of modern
someunderhanded
of its sescreen conversation.
crets. Thesociety,
social and
leperreveals
and his
At the ■
theatre on
of
methods
are
"
shown
up."
The
husband
and other
wife
each love the other, but each believes the
week, " Snap Judgment," William Russell.
to be a " teetotaler." The husband, outwardly, is
a strong advocate of prohibition. What is the reEthel Clayton, Favorite World-Brady
sult?
The
theatre will give the answer when
Star,
in
"
Easy
Money
"
—
Romantic
" The Fringe week.
of Society
is shownandon
( World Fire-Reel Production)
of
Ruth " Roland
Milton Sills
in
the
leading
roles.
You're
on
the
road
to
fame
as
a
sculptor.
Your
uncle has been supplying the money to carry on
your education along these lines. He writes that Irene Castle in Baffling Mystery
he can no longer continue the practice. Your room
rent is due. You haven't sufficient money to buy
Drama,
Sylvia of Production)
the Secret Service "
your
next young
meal. lady.
And And
" you this
" allcharming
the timeyoung
is a
(Pathe " Fire-Reel
charming
lady is asked by a young man to marry him, in
Irene Castle will be seen at the
—
order that he may get possession of a large
on
of
week in " Sylvia
amount of money due him at the event of his theatre
of the Secret Service," produced by Astra and
marriage to any girl excepting a certain actress
released on the Pathe program. This is a " corkof questionable character. What would you do?
ing " good mystery
and onehasofever
the been
best
If you wished to continue your art you would
photodramas
in whichdrama,
Miss Castle
think twice before refusing. In the late World
seen. It is mystery from start to finish. The
picture Ethel Clayton, as Lois Page, is placed
" Kimberly " diamond has been lost, and Sylvia
Carroll (Irene Castle), a girl detective, is placed
in thisof situation.
" iswhich
the very
title
this five-reel" Easy
featureMoney
picture
will apt
be on the trail of the gang. Much of the action takes
seen on the screen of the
theatre on
place aboard channel boat to England. Later
of
week. Miss Clayton has the scene of action changes to New York. Presbeen seen in World pictures for some time back,
cot , a young clerk in the establishment which
and it is to be doubted if she has ever once dis- was sending the diamond to England, is responsiap ointed. In the supporting cast with Miss Clayble
for
safediamond
delivery.disappears,
While aboard
chan-is
nel boatitsthe
and the
Sylvia
ton are: John Bowers, Frank Mayo, Louise Vale,
Eugenie Woodward and Charles Morgan. The
made prisoner, because it is discovered that she
is a detective. The proprietor of the store from
story
of " Easy
by Gladysof which
E. Johnson,
and Money
produced" was
underwritten
the direction
the diamond was sent is murdered, and
Travers Vale. Lois decides to take the chance,
Detective Hemming, from Scotland Yard, ar-
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rests young Prescott for the murder. Hemming
arrives in New York on the trail of the " Kiroberly " diamond,
there infinds
that has
the been
girl
detective,
whom he and
belittled
England,
assigned by the New York authorities to assist
him in locating the gang supposed to be responsible for the robbery. She succeeds in rounding
up the gang.
One ofofthethe gang
confesses to the
murder
of the owner
diamond.
At the
on mystery
ofdrama,week,
Irene Castletheatre
in a stirring
" Sylvia of the Secret Service," in five reels.
" A Case at Law " — Human, Appealing
Story, with Dick Rosson Featured
(Triangle Fire-Reel Production)
How a young girl brings about the reformation
of
a young
and physician,
incidentallyis
reforms
her newspaper
father, who reporter,
is a noted
told
in
"
A
Case
at
Law,"
a
Triangle
release
featuring Dick Rosson. Pauline Curley presents
the principal
feminine
role,
Riley
Hatch
sonates the doctor. Jimmy Baggs is a imperyoung
newspaper reporter and a victim of drink. He
meets ders.
Mayme
daughter
Dr. for
Saun-he
Mayme didSaunders,
not remember
her offather,
had left her when she was very young in the care
of friends. Not wishing to have his daughter
know that her father was an inveterate drinker,
he went West to try and conquer the habit. It
was years later when Mayme met the young reand, taking
interest
in him,
advisesporter,
him to
go withan her
to Sago
City she
in the
West. They elope, and for a time her husband
goes straight.
Getting
withtracks,
old friends,
however, he falls back
in hisin old
and Mayme
goes to see Dr. Saunders. The doctor recognizes
her as his daughter. The two work together to
save the young reporter, and how th;y bring
about his reformation, and how the doctor conquers the drink habit is revealed in this late Triangle picture featuring Dick Rosson. Miss Curley has a role that is well suited to her charming
personality,
she enacts In
the the
part supporting
of Mayme
Saunders
with and
appreciation.
cast with her are Jack Dillon and Ed. Sturgis.
At the
theatre on
of
week, " A Case at Law," a five-part Triangle picture, with Dick Rosson in the featured role.
Belle Bennett in "Fuel of Life "-Story
of How a Wronged Woman Sought Revenge
Fire-Reel given
Production)
Belle (Triangle
Bennett, recently
a place among
the stars of the screen drama, will be seen in the
feature role of a five-part of a Triangle picture,
entitled " Fuel of Life." It tells the story of
the wife of a Wall Street banker, who loves her
husband and leads a double life. She finds her
husband unfaithful to her, and rather than submit
to
to revenge
on his
otherperfidy,
men. determines
Miss Bennett
presents her
the wrongs
role of
the
wife.is aBragdon
friends,
rich mineBrant,
owneronein oftheAngela's
West. new
Angela learns that her husband has been lost at sea,
and is given a free hand to get her revenge.
Brant wishes to get control of a certain railroad,
which is the only means of communication to his
mine, and he sends Angela to get control of the
road. Young Spalding is the owner. Spalding
falls in love with her at first sight, but after
securing
control She
of thetries
roadtoforruinBrant,
she but
leavesis
for the East.
Brant,
halted by Spalding, who has followed her to New
York.ward He
her that
is working
toher ownconvinces
destruction,
and she
proves
to her that
he is sincere by asking her to become his wife.
In the supporting cast are: F. H. Newburg, J.
Barney Sherry. Texas Guinan, Lee Hill, Margaret
Shellingford, Alberta Lee. Lee Phelps, Eugene
Burr, Edward
Estelle
La Cheur.Hayden, Thomas H. Guise and
Belle Bennett, a new addition to the list of
screen stars, will be seen at the
theatre
on
of
week in " Fuel of Life.
"His Old-Fashioned Dad "—Story of a
Fathers Sacrifice for His Son
(General Four-Reel Production)
" His Old-Fashioned Dad " is the title of one
of the most appealing screen dramas ever shown
on the screen of any theatre. It tells of the
sacrifice a father makes for his son, who is at college, and who is unreasonable in his demands for
money.
The father,
an old-fashioned
country
tor, has every
confidence
in his son, but
when doc-be
has mortgaged his home, and realized on every
tangible article which he possessed, he grew suspicious of histoson's
demands Arriving
for money,he
and decides
visit continual
him at college.
finds his son playing poker and he tells his father
that he is working on a formula that will make
him rich, if he can get the money to complete his
experiments. The old doctor, thinking that his
son is really old-fashioned, believes him. He
leaves to return to his home, and is caught in an
automobile wreck. A stranger is killed, and the
old doctor leaves certain articles and papers on
of the dead man, which would indithe person
cate that it was he who was killed. He then disinthe son
wife iscollects
appears
from
surance policy,sight.
and theHismoney
given on
to the
Later the old doctor
to complete his experiments.
longing for a sight of the old home returns, his
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wife taking him for a burglar, shoots, and kills
him. This is the story that will be enacted for
you on the screen of the
theatre when
" His Daniel
Old-Fashioned
" istheshown
on the screen.
Gilfether Dad
enacts
role
of
the son.
country doctor and Richard Johnson that
of the
Alice Joyce in " The Fettered Woman " —
Adapted from Chambers' Story, "Anne's
(Vitagraph Fire-Reel
Bridge " Production)
Alice Joyce is to appear on the screen of the
theatre
week in an adaptation
of one of Robert W. Chambers' most popular
stories, " Anne's Bridge." It appears on the
screen Joyce
under presents
the titletheof "roleTheof Fettered
Alice
Angelina Woman."
Allende,
who is at college when she receives word that her
father has killed himself because he had lost his
fortune. Allende is left alone in the world with
only the old homestead and two hundred acres of
land. She can not work the land herself and being without ready money she accepts the offer of
a real estate broker to dispose of the property.
He tells her that she will have to accompany him
to New York, where he attempts to force his
attentions upon her. He is shot by his partner
in the scheme who is jealous and the blame is
thrown upon Allende. She is sent to the House
of Correction and after three years is released.
She returns to the old home, disgraced in the eyes
of the neighbors. She advertises for boarders and
the
onlyThe
applicant
is a young
York.
two become
close man
friendsfromandNewhe
proves her innocence after learning her secret.
Webster Campbell, Donald McBride, Lionel Grey
and Templar Saxe are in the chief supporting
roles. Tom Terriss directed. This Vitagraph
production offers Miss Joyce every opportunity to
display those talents that only she possesses.
There are some nice bits of comedy contained
and the main theme of the story will hold your
undivided attention for every minute that " The
Fettered
Woman "theatre
holds the
At the
onscreen. of
week, Alice Joyce in screen drama adapted from
Robert W. Chambers' story, " Anne's Bridge."
Jack Gardner Full
in " ofGiftThrills
o' Gab and
" — Story
Adventures
(Perfection Fire-Keel Production"*
A seriesplanatioof
" stunts
and himself
an exn of how" hair-raising
a young man
can talk
into and out of trouble form the material for
"Essanay
Gift o' and
Gab,"
a five-reel
produced
released
on thefeature,
Perfection
program.by
Jack Gardner, who has been seen in some of
Essanay's role
bestof five-reel
Western
has the
featured
Tom Bain,
whose pictures,
propensities
for
talking prompted his parents to predict for him
the career of a Demosthenes or a Cicero. Tom is
ambitious to become an inventor and invents what
he
believesmanufacturing
to be a " worldcompany
beater."thatHe heconvinces
a large
has invented amachine that will start at one side of a
mountain and dig a tunnel through to the other
side in
without
the aid and
of man.
His gift the
of gab
helps
him
this matter
he convinces
manufacturer that he should give it a trial. He sells the
rights to the machine, but it proves worthless.
Tom, however, because of his loquacious qualities
is engaged as salesman. He has a series of adventures in this capacity that is guaranteed to thrill
the most hardened. Then he meets Betty and he
convinces her that she is the right sort of partner
for him. There is every essential to sustaining
interest in the screen drama contained in this
late offering from the Essanay studios. Helen
Ferguson presents the principal feminine role.
Jack Gardner will be seen in a series of thrilling escapades
when he enacts
" Gifton
o' Gab " onof
the screen
of the
theatre
week.
Emmy Wehlen in " The Outsiders," Adapted
from Vance's
of Fiction,
" Nobody "
(Metro Work
Six-Reel
Production)
Lovers of the silent drama will be pleased to
know that Louis Joseph Vance's most popular bit
of fiction,Those
" Nobody,"
has have
beenread
adapted
to theof
screen.
of you who
this work
Vance's
Manvers.
Did you remember
ever wish the
that character
you could Sally
see this
character on the screen? It is a pretty sure wager
that you have. Well, did you ever have in mind
Emmy Wehlen as a good type for the character
of
stars this
Miss role,
Wehlen
was Sally?
chosen Ofas all
the ofoneMetro's
to interpret
and
Metro has made no mistake. The director could
have looked the length and breadth of the land
and
nearerhetoselected
Mr. Vance's
idea heof couldn't
Sally thanhavehe come
did when
Miss
Wehlen
to
present
this
role.
"
Nobody
"
has
transferred to the screen under the title of " been
The
Outsidersscreen
" andsubjects.
it provesAmong
a " winner
" among
kindred
the Metro
stars
who assist Miss Wehlen in enacting this drama
are Herbert Heyes, who has the principal male
part; Florence Short, Virginia Palmer, Jules Raucourt, Harry Beham, Ilean Hume and Gladys
Fairbanks. Every incident
any importance
which Mr. Vance created in of
story has been
transferred to the screen by hisDirector
Dowlan.
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Are You Getting Most Possible Out of Advertising?
Are you getting the most out of
your advertising?
It will pay you to read these Ad.
Talks whether or not you use them
just as they art written. It will save
you a lot of time in wading through
long-winded press matter to find out
what the picture is ABOUT.
That is what you want to tell the
public — and in the fewest words possible. But you cannot talk to the
public about something of which you
know nothing yourselves. Read these
before you try to write the advertising for your newspapers.
And after you have read them, you
will find that they make mighty good
reading notices that most newspapers
will give free to theatres that advertise liberally. Try using these in your
daily papers.
On another page we discuss exploitation with you each week, but after all
it's you that must do the exploiting.
Be informed so that you will exploit
intelligently.
Sally is one of the many shop girls who becomes
dissatisfied with the routine of the dreary life they
lead. She rebels and resolves to be one of society's "hangers-on."
She goes
the toroofsolveof
the tenement
house in which
she onlives
the problem, falls asleep, and is awakened by a
heavy storm. The entrance has been closed and
she runs across the roofs for an opening. Finding
one she descends and finds herself in a beautifully
furnished
apartment
face ofto events
face withthata burglar. Then
follows aandseries
bring
startling results.
Emmy Wehlen,
in " The of
Outsiders," week.
at the
theatre on
Vola Vale as the Princess in Royal
Romance, " Zollenstein " — Political Intrigue
(General Four-Peel Production)
A royal romance always affords food for entertainment. It is difficult to find more suitable material for reproduction on the screen than that
which results from a royal romance. " Zollenwith Daniel
Gilfether,
and ofMonroe stein,"
Salisbury
in the
leadingVola
roles,Valetells
the
rulers in the principalities of Zollenstein and
Saxonia. The two houses have always maintained
the most friendly relations and it is planned to
marry the daughter of the King of Saxonia to the
son of the King of Zollenstein. The rulers failed,
however, to take cognizance of the fact that the
young prince was already married to the " maidof-honor-to-be."
Enraged when
he learns
the
truth
the King of Zollenstein
banishes
the young
prince and his wife. They go to London, accompanied by Betty, a servant. A child is born. The
young princess dies. The prince is recalled to be
crowned King of Saxonia on the death of his
father. Boris, an illegitimate brother of the deceased king, conspires to have the infant son of
the new king killed. He finds Betty, the servant,
and she tells him that she has made away with
the child. Betty, however, takes the child away.
Boris informs the king that his wife and son have
died. Betty rears the child as her own and calls
him John Mortimer. Years later an envoy sees
Mortimer and is struck by his resemblance to the
king. He is publicly declared heir to the throne
and Boris attempts to disprove the prince's right.
Betty arrives and gives evidence of the prince's
birth
father. and he is crowned king on the death of his
" Zollenstein," a four-part drama, with Daniel
Gilfether, Vola Vale and Monroe Salisbury featured, will be at the
theatre on
of
week.
Ann Pennington, Beauty from Ziegfeld
Follies,(Paramount
in "Antics Five
of Ann"
Comedy-Drama
Reel —Production)
Pennington,
former
" Follies
nowAnna star
in the silent
drama,
will be" beauty
seen at and
the
theatre in " Antics of Ann." This clever
littledelighted
dancer from
the ZiegfeldwhoFollies'
has
the thousands
have school
visited who
the
New
Amsterdam
roof
is
now
doing
her
"
bit
toward entertaining the crowds that flock to the"
New Century theatre nightly. Miss Pennington
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is one of the busiest members of the theatrical
world. During the day she works before the
camera and at night she " trips the light fantastic "behind
the footlights.
has Paramount
found time
to enact
the principal
role in She
a late
production,
"
Antics
of
Ann,"
and
the
result of
her work will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week. She has
the role of Ann Wharton, a troublesome little
pupil attratedaat the
girls'breakfast
school. table
Becauseshe ofisa sent
joke toperpeher
room in disgrace. Looking from her window she
sees Tom Randall crossing the campus for the
football practice. Ann climbs through the window
and joins him. When he leaves her she secretly
enters the gymnasium and dons football togs.
She rushes headlong into the game and not until
it is over do the boys discover her identity. She
rushes back to school and is climbing back
through
her room forwhen
Mrs. Bredwell sees the
her.window
She isofhorrified,
she thinks
that
ais man
is
entering
Ann's
room.
She
learns
Ann herself and to punish her she makesthatherit
display herself before the student body arrayed in
football togs. Tom takes her clothes from the
locker and plans to return them to her at the
dance. His plans fail, however, and the clothes
are
sent given
home. to Mrs. Bredwell. Ann, in disgrace, is
Ann Penningtonof
in " Antics week.
of Ann," at
theatre
Vivian Story
Martinof in
" MollyandEntangled
Ireland
Irish Blue" — Eyes
(Paramount Fire-Reel Production)
" Molly
is the tolatest
supplied VivianEntangled
Martin in" which
ride tovehicle
the hearts
of her thousands of admirers. It is a story of
Ireland — Irish blue eyes, golden curls and a teasing smile. Vivian Martin typifies the Molly
Shawn who lives with her father, the smithy of
a small town in Ireland. Barney is the helper
in the fields and toward Barney the big blue eyes
of Molly
likesexists
Barneybetween
and Barney likes are
her.turned.
A bitterShefued
the
families
of
the
Barrys
and
the
O'Maras.
Jim, and
the
only son in the Barry family, is a black sheep
his parents are anxious for him to marry in order
that the vast lands of the Barrys might be kept
from
descending
to thedrunk
O'Maras,
who are
distantof
relatives.
Jim while
falls down
a flight
stairs and is seriously injured. His mother, desiring that he marry so as to leave an heir, asks
Jim his choice of a wife. He names Molly and
Molly is brought. A midnight wedding takes
place and Molly is taken to the big gloomy house
of the Barrys as the wife of Jim. Jim recovers,
but Molly does not love him. She longs for the
old smithy and one day secretly steals away and
visits her old home. She finds Barney. While
they are talking Jim appears, and realizing that
Molly loves Barney he tells them the secret of
their marriage. The marriage he tells Molly was
performedments.byWhena Molly
criminallearns
garbedthatin she
a priest's
is freevestshe
throws
herself
in
Barney's
arms
and
happiness
reigns in the hearts of both.
Vivian
Martin,
Molly
" will onbe
seen
on the
screenin "ofweek.
theEntangled theatre
of
Second Episode of Paramount's First
Serial — '"Who Is Number One?"
The second episode of "Who is Number One? ",
Paramount's first serial, is titled " The Flying
Fortress," ever
and contains
some Kathleen
of the mostClifford
thrillingis
incidents
screened.
in the featured role. The mystery of " Who is
Number
One? "the deepens.
assists
the
Hales against
T-T-T andAimee
a flying
fortress
is placed in operation. The flying fortress plunges
through an obstacle. The fugitives, who have
marked
as a victim
of "overtaken
Number byOne,"
flee
aboardTommy
a locomotive,
but are
the
flying fortress and cornered.
Thrills aplenty characterize this second episode
of Paramount's
the byword— there is first
actionserial.
every Action
minute is Kathleen
Clifford is in the midst of the excitement every
minute and convinces by her dare-devil stunts that
she is entitled to a place with the screen's most
daring
" dare-devils."
At the
theatre on
of
week, the second episode of Paramount serial,
featuring Kathleen Clifford, " Who is Number
One? ". " The Flying Fortrss " is the title.
Saturday Morning " Mats " Prove
Big Success
Saturday morning
matinees for school
children have been tried out with such
success by several of the Marcus Loew
theatres that they are to be ultimately
adopted in all the houses of the circuit,
according to reports from Paramount,
which is supplying the features for these
exhibitions.
Earlier releases of pictures with Mary
Pickford and Marguerite Clark have
proven especially popular.
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MutuaFs Music Expert Is Also Against the Tax
Thinks Exhibitor Should Divorce His Program from All Taxable
Tunes and Let Distributors Suggest Music for the Pictures

H O'SULLIVAN, director of the
JOSEP
music service of the Mutual Film Corporation and who has made an exhaustive
study of the exhibitors' music tax problems,
is also among those who have arrayed
themselves against the tax imposed by the
authors and publishers. He thinks the
exhibitor should eliminate all taxable music
from his program.
Concerning the question, Mr. O'Sullivan
said : " There is no reason for the exhibitor to feel alarmed over the activities
of the American Society of Authors and
Composers in enforcing the tax on music
composed and published by members of that
society. However, precautions should be
taken that no taxable music is used, as the
simplest and most effective means of eliminating this rapacious element from the
motion picture sphere is by ignoring their
output and using only non-taxable music.

" The exhibitor who is using Mutual cuesheets is protected in this matter, as in all
the musical settings only non-taxable music
is cued in. By following the suggestions in
these cue-sheets the exhibitor can rest assured that he will not be liable to litigation
on account of music tax.
" Service, to be of real benefit to the
exhibitor, should be all that the name implies, and of this service the music suggestions have become an important element.
" Under present conditions it is up to the
music service department of the film distributors toeliminate all taxable music from
their cue-sheets so as to protect the exhibitor. For screen purposes the so-called
' popular ' music is not essential, except in
light comedies and direct cues for up-todate dances, and even of this class of music
there is plenty available that is not subject
to tax."

Irving

Cummings
In Metro-Barrymore Feature
" An American Widow " Has Well Selected Cast and Is Being
Directed by Frank Reicher — Screen Version from the Play
WHAT Metro has announced as a su" The White Raven," with the present
star, and in other Metro wonderplays.
perb cast has been selected to support Ethel Barrymore in her next Metro
The
Has Good
wonderpiay, " An American Widow,"
which is now in the process of production.
"
Game
et
Secr
Heading the list of players is Irving
Cast
What is said to be a cast of more than
Cummings, who will have the role opposite
Miss Barrymore in this five-act feature, di- ordinary excellence has been chosen to support Sessue Hayakawa in his forthcoming
rected by Frank Reicher, and adopted by
Albert Shelby Le Vino from the play by Paramount picture " The Secret Game,"
directed by William C. de Mille.
Kellett Chambers. Mr. Cummings' most
The star has the role of Nara-Nara, a
recent appearance was in W. A. Brady's
Japanese detective; Jack Holt is Major
" Rasputin, the Black Monk." For the Fox
Company he has been co-starred recently
Northfield, head of the Quartermaster's
Department, supposedly located in Los
in three features with Virginia Pearson.
Angeles ; Florence Vidor is the girl in the
H. Dudley Hawley, a well known actor
of the speaking stage, will make his screen
case, May Kelso has the role of Miss Loring, while Charles Ogle is Dr. Smith, a ringdebut with Miss Barrymore in " An Amerileader in the machinations of German spies.
can Widow," playing the Earl of DexminRaymond Hatton is said to have one of the
ster. His twenty-one years' stage experimost unique parts that he has ever had,
ence includes drama, comedy, vaudeville,
that of Airs. Harris, a spy disguised as a
stock and musical comedy.
Earnest Stallard will have the role of woman.
Tutwiler in the new Barrymore production. Mr. Stallard is considered one of
Thomas Meighan Opposite Billie
the most distinguished English players
Burke in New Feature
now on American soil. He was a memthe cast
of "Burke
The Land
ber of the late Kyrle Bellew's support in in Forwhich
Billie
willofbePromise,"
starred
" The Builder of Bridges."
shortly, Paramount announces a number
Alfred Kappler is another well known
of excellent screen players, including
player of the cast of the coming producThomas Meighan, who appears opposite
tion. Mr. Kappler first won recognition
Miss Burke in the leading male role.
in musical comedy and vaudeville, being
Helen T. Tracy, J. W. Johnson, Mary
featured successfully with Audrey Maple.
An old Metro favorite, George A. Alden, Margaret Seddon, Walter McEwen,
Wright, will play a county judge in the Grace Studeford and John Raymond comnew production. Mr. Wright has been seen
plete the cast, and in each case it is claimed
they were chosen because of their peculiar
as a friendly valet in " His Father's Son,"
with Lionel Barrymore, as Simpson in fitness to the roles.
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Farrar Spectacle Eclipses Her
Former One
According to W. E. Greene, president of
Artcraft, " The Woman God Forgot " is
meeting with unusual success, and the
records of the company show that the
Farrar "spectacle
Woman
in every has
way.eclipsed " Joan the
"The popularity of this subject," said Mr.
Greene, " demonstrates conclusively that
the objection of some exhibitors to a costume play is unfounded. ' The Woman
God Forgot ' has played to turn-away business in all parts of the country and has
been acclaimed by critics in trade, theatrical and daily papers as a superpicture
standing as a colossal monument to the remarkable degree of artistry the motion picture has attained.
" Scores of theatres whose patrons were
unable to get into the theatres when the
film was exhibited have rebooked the film,
the number of such return engagements
greatly exceeding our expectations. In
New York the Rialto theatre opened at
ten o'clock in the morning during the week
the subject ran there.
"In Cincinnati, Ohio, the Walnut Street
theatre played to absolute capacity, and the
newspapers frankly stated that it surpassed
any spectacular attraction that had ever
visited that city at two-dollar prices. We
have reports like this from coast to coast,
which tend to show that this picture will
prove one of the greatest attractions."
Goldwyn
Specials Meet
Favor Generally

with

Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, according to an announcement made through
its publicity- department, is having exceptionally good fortune with its special productions, Rex Beach's " The Auction
Block," " The Manx-Man " and the Ira M.
Lowry production, " For the Freedom of
The Rex Beach feature has been disthe World."
tributed to all Goldwyn offices in North
America and is also in Australia, where it
is claimed to be meeting with general
favor among the exhibitors.
Bookings
on " The
Manx-Man
" are
said
to be climbing
steadily,
and Goldwyn
attributes much of the impetus of the past
fortnight to the claim that exhibitors in
many sections have played the production
at a good profit. Marcus Loew is now
showing " The Manx-Man " in his New
York City houses.
Goldwyn offices in the various American
zones are said to have booked their prints
of " For the Freedom of the World " well
ahead. The picture is reported to be one.
of the most timely war panoramas o(
current issue.
No ill effects in booking have been felt
by Goldwyn, it is announced, because of
the war tax situation which recently went
into force.
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Experience"
Circle of Film
w Tenth
Enters
Hodkinson
Prominent Distributor Who Has Returned to Industry After Absence of Six Months Has Had
Worlds of Experience in All Branches of Business — First " Circle " Was His Exhibitor Experience
crease its business by more than 20 per
situation still more chaotic. Mr. HodkinIN the course of an interview given
cent,
despite
all predictions to the contrary
son
approached
this
problem
from
a
new
on
recently by W. W. Hodkins
at
and revolutionary angle. His plan was to and bitter opposition from the theatre manthe offices of his new distributing oragers, but the theatres themselves, after the
require the larger houses to charge ten
ganization, he stated that he felt that
first weeks, found that new stability and
cents and change only two or at most three
his greatest usefulness to the motion
times a week. The smaller houses were to assurance of continued patronage that has
been changing the business slowly from a
picture industry had been his knack, as
be put in the same regulations, with a limit
he called it, of bringing together the of three changes weekly. At that time each
get-rich-quick proposition to a substantial
industry. And stability was really new
forces which can and he feels, must
exhibitor was trying to get at least one
six years ago, as old exhibitors well rework together toward a common goal first-run film each day, and filling in with
member.
reels already shown by his competitors.
of stability and success.
The readjustment would give him films of Protecting the Exhibitor
the same age, none of which had been
Nine Previous Experiences
It was in San Francisco, in the situation
shown in his location before. Here are
Mr. Hodkinson spoke of nine previous
the words in which Mr. Hodkinson set just related, that Mr. Hodkinson first
complete experiences in the business, the down the solution of the local situation,
tested out his principle of protection for
the exhibitor, in his guaranteed territory,
present
company
being
his
tenth
"
circle."
six years ago, when no one else, either exHe added that in each of the previous
no matter what his rental. After the San
hibitor or producer or distributor, saw anycircles he had worked out his principles as
Francisco situation was cleared up, a simthing ahead but higher rentals and a genfar as circumstances would admit, and had
ilar plan for the entire United States was
eral scramble for the newest films without
offered to the General Film Company by
progressed to the next circle because in
attention
to
quality
or
competitive
condithe larger field alone were new opportunitions. It is extremely interesting in the Mr. Hodkinson. A quotation from this
ties to be found.
plan, as Mr. Hodkinson wrote it in 1912,
The trade will remember that the first light of the present and of whatever plans will illustrate the continuity of his developMr.
Hodkinson
may
have
to
offer
to
the
of those circles was a small theatre in
ment toward the idea which he put into his
industry. In his report to the General Film
Ogden, Utah, from which Mr. Hodkinson,
first
great
national distributing organizaCompany, Mr. Hodkinson wrote:
faced with the difficulty of getting the sort
tion and also toward what may well be exThe Daily Change
of films he wanted, entered the exchange
pected of him in his new enterprise. It
business as a side line, in order, if possible,
need
hardly
be said that Mr. Hodkinson's
" To offset the imagined disadvantage of
to have some control of the product he switching
plans have seldom been limited to himself,
from daily change to three times
had to show. From this first step his weekly, the following advantages may be but have been capable of adoption throughprogress has been largely that search for shown. No conflict or running pictures
out the industry, as the distribution
principles he laid down in Paramount were
a better product; and for the sort of propreviously seen, with great emphasis on
tection to the exhibitor which he has felt the fact that the showing of pictures previ- accepted generally throughout the distribuwas the fundamental basis of the stability
tion and production branches of the trade
ously seen is responsible for reducing the
of the business.
as a cure for many of the evils of three
attendance. Each patron will soon learn
In all that fight with conditions up to that the three places do not conflict and
years ago.
the organization of the Paramount PicIn 1912, writing his outline of a plan for
then will attend all instead of one only,
the development of the business of the
tures Corporation, where he first en- having two nights in which to do it, which
deavored to apply the principles nationally,
really figures cutting your number of General Film Company, then at the very
probably the most interesting from the changes in two but increasing the number
apex of
dicted : its career, Mr. Hodkinson previewpoint of the exhibitor with his own
likely prospective customers by three."
problems in his own territory, is the story of This
was written before the arguments
" Our future depends on our ability to
of his work in San Francisco.
against daily change were thought of by increase the efficiency of a certain number,
a very limited number, of reels so that
It was in the old Nickelodeon days, in anyone else, and before the quality picture
1911, that Mr. Hodkinson, then with the had come as even a hope for the future.
they can do for us the following things :
General Film Company, faced a situation
Mr. Hodkinson had this in view, also, as
" Bring in large rentals per reel, control the business of the best houses, and
that, with the thirty-six reels of film then was indicated by the following paragraph :
in time let us eliminate all reels that have
issued, was common throughout the coun" Further advantages are that it is easier
no value. Under present conditions there
try. There was daily change of three or to get three genuine features than seven,
four reels, requiring each house to use
is nothing to prevent the independents from
and genuine features properly put on and
making just as good service as we are
twenty-one to twenty-eight reels weekly,
advertised will cause the first night
making it impossible for two or more
renting. In connection with this let a conaudience to send others to the second night
cern or combination place upon the market
houses to be patronized by the same people,
performance. The running of pictures
as they inevitably saw films they had seen
four, eight or twelve reels weekly of really
more than one night will induce the manua day or two before in the other house if
superior films, say stuff like the Famous
facturers to turn out reels with more secthey tried the experiment of going to a
Players Company announces, the Helen
ond-night drawing power while, under
Gardner stuff, or just pick-up features
competitor's show. The big houses, al- present arrangements, the main consideraready building, were using the entire firsttion of the exhibitor is that the reel be wherever they may be purchased and that
concern will be able to find a market
run output and ruining the business of the new. Such an arrangement would let each
throughout the country for a few superior
smaller exhibitors. As Mr. Hodkinson put exhibitor announce his whole program
it at that time, " These houses pay big knowing that no one not seeing pictures in films that will bring more profits than we
will get from our many, especially in view
rentals, but I don't think the business of an entirely different locality could have
all the smaller houses can be ignored on
of the fact that such a movement would
seen any of them. At present no exhibitor
that account. The weakness of the situa- cares to put out any poster excepting that have as followers the best of the licensed
tion is due to the large houses giving the covering his new reel, and disappoints his business. What has the General Film
public too much for the money. They
Company to-day to offer the man who
public when it gets inside. And so on,
should not have been allowed at less than
would get more than five cents admission?
world
without
end."
Our business is built to cater to the
ten cents admission and less frequent
The story is completed with the showing
Nickelodeons, although the Nickelodeons
changes of film."
of the reports of the San Francisco Exare bound to be superseded by the higher
change for the month immediately precedA New Angle
ing the change and that immediately fol(Concluded on next page)
Other complicating causes made the
lowing. Not only did the exchange in- class places."
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"Scandal" is Considered a Triumph Two-Fold
Constance Talmadge and Lewis J. Selznick Share the Honors
Resulting from Production, Distributed by Select Pictures
the markedly welcome reception accorded
" Scandal " by critics and exhibitors registers a triumph for both Constance
Talmadge, the star of the feature, and
Lewis J. Selznick, who presents Miss
Talmadge in the production, which is dischanges. tributed through the Select Pictures ExThe announcement cites that it was

Constance Talmadge
(Selznick's "Scandal")

to the announcement
ACCORDING
emanating last week from Select Pictures, through the publicity department,

Lewis
Selznick's
placed
in
the J.ranks
of thejudgment
stars Misswhich
Talmadge,
whose past performances were not sufficient to indicate the latent ability waiting
to be developed by director and producer.
And, Constance Talmadge has made good
with
vengeance,
it appears.
" Scandal
is her a first
star picture,
and is also
the first"
of her Select Star Series.
It is reported by Select Pictures that exhibitors throughout the country have been
very
generous
in booking
" Scandal,"
and
that wherever the
picture has
been shown
the exhibitors have expressed themselves
as pleased with this first offering of a new
star. This fact is said to have been registered in letters and telegrams received by
Select Pictures either at headquarters or
through its branches.
In the meantime, it is announced that
Miss Talmadge has completed another of
her Select Star pictures, " The Honeymoon," which is now being cut and titled.

Takes Great Pride in Feature Titles
Considers "The Grand Passion" One of Most Appropriate
and Luring Ever Used on a Picture — Officials Select Names
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC., which
came, overnight, " The Grand Passion "
has recently announced a number of and lost not an iota of strength by the
transition.
attractive titles for their feature productions, considers none more appropriate and
Exhibitor Hare Finds That
alluring than its newest, " The Grand PasAdvertising Pays
sion," which is being used on the feature
in which Dorothy Phillips again appears
One of the many exhibitors who have
as a Jewel star.
been tying up with Paramount's "Who Is
Officials began with George Bronson
Number One?" advertising campaign is
Howard's " Come Through." which was
W illiam O. Hare, manager of the Majestic
titled by R. H. Cochrane, vice president of theatre in Des Moines, la.
Universal, who also named the Jewel feaThat he is well pleased with results is
ture, "Pay Me," in which Miss Phillips
evidenced by the following wire, which he
first made her appearance as a Jewel star.
sent Paramount : " Very much gratified
Then came " Sirens of the Sea," which
with first showing of Paramount serial
answers to the call of a number of god- 'Who Is Number One?' at this theatre
fathers who stood sponsor at the Christenstarting yesterday. Played to capacity all
ing, and Lois Weber herself is responsible
day. Obliged to turn away many during
for the title of " The Price of a Good
evening. Our method of bringing out great
Time," which closed a run at the Broadadvertising possibilities of title of serial,
way theatre last week, and in which
coupled with Paramount quality and pubMildred Harris is the featured player.
licity should assure us very satisfactory reWhen Thomas Addison's story, titled
turns for entire period."
" The Boss of Powderville " was first seen
Mr. Hare shows " Who Is ' Number
on the screen in the Jewel projection room,
One
?
'
" three days a week.
it was decided that its title should be
changed, and as is the custom, slips were
Jewel Claims Big Business for Its
sent around to the various departments,
Features
for the purpose of obtaining a " symUnusual business has been claimed by
posium "on the best possible title for the
story of human appeal and power. By an
Jewel Productions, Inc., on Jewel producodd coincidence, four of the officials detions, which, up to date, include " Come
cided on " The Grand Passion " and, when
Through," " Pay Me," " Sirens of the
its possibilities as a title were realized,
Sea," " The Man Without a Country,"
lesser lights quickly followed suit, with the " The Co-Respondent," and " The Price of
result that " The Boss of Powderville " bea Good Time."
Jewel
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Hodkinson's " Tenth Circle "
(Concluded from preceding page)
Interesting History
This interesting bit of heretofore unpublished history was written five years ago,
before the first Famous Players production
had been released, and when the number
of ten-cent houses in the whole United
States
could be has,
counted
on one's
Mr. Hodkinson
in nearly
everyfingers.
case,
foreseen and worked out the developments
of the industry in its higher business
aspects. Each step has been related to
those which have gone before, but have not
been an imitation of them. And the industry as a whole has, by following the line
thus opened, found many of its best paths.
The new enterprise can, it is confidently
predicted, be looked to not to produce an
imitation of any of the previous Hodkinson
enterprises, but something as revolutionary
as the suggestion of a company with
twelve reels weekly superseding in volume
of business, a company with sixty reels
weekly of inferior product- — a thing which
actually happened within two years. What
the direction of that new movement will
be may be indicated in the statement from
the Hodkinson offices this week :
" My distribution system is designed to
help the exhibitor do what my previous
distribution plans, fitted to other conditions, did for the producers. It is still being worked out in its details, but my experience to date convinces me that it is not
only feasible but inevitable."
Unique Scenes Presented in Latest
Metro Production
Vivid scenes of Red Cross rescue work
in desolate " No Man's Land " after a battle are to be shown in " God's Message,"
Nazimova's first Metro picture. This picturization of Mabel Wagnalls's novel. " A
Rose-Bush of a Thousand Years." is being
directed by George D. Baker, and the rescue scenes are on Staten Island.
An ultra-Bohemian Parisian cafe of the
Latin Quarter was built at the Metro studios for the staging of some of the scenes
in " God's Message."

An Effective Close-Up in Triangle's " The Stainless Barrier "
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Triangle Studios Set New
Production Record
Work Reported Progressing Steadily on Manuscript and Mechanics
for Early 1918 Plays — Six Directors Rest for Renewed Attack

WITH two new stories cast during the
past week, three films completed
and two pictures, " The Ship of Doom "
and " The Sudden Gentleman," shipped,
Triangle's Culver City studio appears to
be easily keeping pace with the production
schedule set some weeks ago.
Director Raymond Wells has started
shooting on "Man Above the Law," a story
of life with the Navajo Indians on the
painted desert. In this tale of the Southwest in which a squaw man rules an entire
Indian nation, Jack Richardson has the
leading role. He is supported by Josie
Sedgwick, Claire McDowell, Olga Gray
and Dark Cloud.
An unusual Western story has been
chosen as the next vehicle for Roy Stewart,
Triangle cowboy star.
Director Cliff

Francis Ford, Who Will Hereafter Alternate in
the Direction of Harold
Pictures Lockwood's Metro
Viola Dana Starts Picture at Metro
.Coast Studio
Viola Dana, Metro star, has begun work
in
Windingat Trail,"
her first
to "beTheproduced
the Metro
West picture
coast
studios, under the direction of John H.
Collins. " The Winding Trail " has been
written by June Mathis and Katherine
Kavanaugh in collaboration.
" The Winding Trail " is said to be a
powerful Western drama of the early mining days, and will present historical characters who actually lived in the period depicted in the Metro picture. A strong cast
is being engaged to support Miss Dana,
including Clifford Bruce, Haywood Mack
and Mabel Van Buren.
Bickers Writes Exclusively for
Mae Murray
After purchasing two plays written especially for Mae Murray, Carl Laemtnle
has entered into an agreement with H.
Sheridan Bickers, by which this English
playwright and dramatic critic will write
exclusively
est star. Mr.hereafter
Bickers for
has Bluebird's
previously newbeen
engaged as staff writer and title editor for
Paralta, and latterly has been acting as
scenario and publicity director for Lois
Weber.
Work has already been started on the
first of the Bickers stories for Miss Murray, which will be produced by her director, Robert Leonard. The plot of this
is being carefully handled, as it is intended
as a novelty in photodrama, and will, in
part, mark the screen's incursion into the
hitherto unexploited field of classic pantomime.
In " The Eternal Columbine.'' as this
story is called, Miss Murray will for the
first time in motion pictures return to the
sphere of her many former triumphs as a
dancer.

per; Director Jack Conway's picture, "Because of the Woman," featuring Belle Bennett, and in which she is supported by Jack
Livingston, George Chesebro and other
favorites ; and " Until They Get Me," a
story of the Canadian Northwest, directed
by Frank Borzage and including Jack
Curtis, Pauline Starke and Joe King in the
cast.
In addition to Conway, Hopper and
Borzage, the other directors who are waiting for stories are Ferris Hartman,
Thomas N. Heffron and G. P. Hamilton.
Hayden

Talbot Joins Triangle
Scenario Staff

Hayden Talbot, journalist, foreign correspondent and playwright, is the most recent addition to the scenario writing forces
at the Triangle Culver City studios. In
addition to his newspaper experience, Talbot is well known in the theatrical world
and has met with considerable success in
the motion picture industry. Among Talbot's plays are " The Little Joker " and
" The Truth Wagon," both produced by
Oliver Morosco. He also wrote " O Joe,"
produced by Oliver Morosco at the Burbank theatre, Los Angeles, with Walter
Edwards, now a Triangle director, in the
title role.
Miss Hazel MacDonald, formerly on the
Photoplay Magazine staff, and a wellknown newspaper woman, has been added
to the force of readers in the Triangle
scenario department. Miss MacDonald is
now working on the large number of manuscripts which have come to Triangle as
a result of its announcement that all aspirants would get a fair hearing, regardless of previous literary achievements.
George du Bois Porter, of the scenario
staff at Culver City, has left for Xew
York for a six weeks' vacation.

Latest
Triangle
" TheIs Man
She Hates
Men. Appearance,
At Story
'east That
What Hater
One is"
Led to Suspect From the Title of Winifred Allen's
Smith will work with such well known
favorites as Fritzie Ridgeway and George
Hernandez, in support of the star.
Director Jack Dillon is nearing the completion of his latest Triangle offering,
" Betty Takes a Hand," in which Olive
Thomas is supported by Charles Gunn.
Lynn Reynolds is making rapid strides
on
the story,
Gown the
of Destiny,"
on
which
he is" The
handling
megaphone.
Some of the costumes to be worn in this
picture are said to be marvelous creations
while the wardrobe department is working
overtime preparing the uniforms for the
allied and German soldiers called for in
this script.
Stories completed last week at the
Triangle's Culver City studio include
" Without Honor," featuring Margery Wilson, under the direction of E. Mason Hop-

Emory Johnson and Ella Ha 11, Just Married (in
n Reality)Release
for " My
Reality),
Love C('hristmas
Little and
Boy,"Making
Bluebird's
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Brisk Demand

Claimed

for

Essanayfor Production
Brisk demand
recent Essanay- releases
is reported by branch managers of the
George Kleine exchanges, according to Essanay, which insists that Kleine agents have
received reports from exhibitors that indicate that Essanay pictures are very
popular with motion picture patrons. Apparently they approve George K. Spoor's
policy of presenting comedy-dramas to help
offset the worries caused by the war.

Good Characterization and Plenty of Fighting Are Among the Features Which Should Go a Long
Way Toward Making Herbert Brenon's " Empty Pockets," a Strong Production

" Widow's Might " Is Title of New
Eltinge Feature
Following " The Clever Mrs. Carfax,"
Julian Eltinge's second Paramount play, released this month, the impersonator of feminine characters will be presented in " The
Widow's Might," it was announced last
week. William C. de Mille will direct the
feature, which has as its locale a Western
ranch which is said to provide opportunities
for scenes and situations entirely different
from those in " The Clever Mrs. Carfax,"
which ran all last week at the Rialto, New
York.
Comedy
Jazzville Built for New Arbuckle

Brenon's Position in Producing Field Unique
Frederick James Smith Comments Upon It in Article Which
He Calls " Herbert Brenon's Declaration of Independence "
Mr. Brenon would not, for instance, cut
HERBERT BRENON'S unique and dis- expenses on a big studio set if he felt
tinguished position in the motion picthat it was necessary to a production. I
ture industry, brought about by his steady
know, because I have studied his plans for
climb to the head of his own plant, company and all, has brought forth many and
the production of " Kismet." Nor would
Jazzville was created in California,
he waste money by going to California or
sundry comments, one of which, by Fredwherein the scenes of the comedy, " A
some other cross-country spot to do the
erick James Smith, published here, will no
doubt be of interest:
Country Hero," which will be Roscoe " FatRussian scenes of " The Fall of the Roty" Arbuckle's next production following
I envy Herbert Brenon his opportunity.
manoffs." They were staged close to the
" Fatty at Coney Island," were staged. It
Because he is the only big motion pic- New Jersey studios. The director created
ture director in the industry today who is his own atmosphere, instead of getting nature to do it for him.
absolutely independent. Which means that
Mr. Brenon not only controls his own
no contracts or agreements exist to curb
producing corporation, but he has taken
"his ideals or curtail his plans.
over the complete control of his studios,
Consider the tremendous opportunity.
laboratories and factory. He can handle
Mr. Brenon intends to make his indea photoplay from the studio floor to the
pendence mean something. I have talked
to him. Fresh from a hospital bed, he is finished positive print. This because he
alert, dynamic, brimming over with ideas, wants to send a production to the public
restless with nervous energy. He conjust exactly as he wishes it. " We will
valesced, let me add, with a telephone —
turn out as near perfect prints as possible,"
connecting direct with his studio — rigged to Mr. Brenon told me. " There will be no
inferior prints in order to save a few cents
his cot.
" My plans are broad but I promise you
Mr. Brenon has radical ideas on expenthat I shall not supervise productions," he
a foot." ditures. The
"
story will always be my
declared. " I shall personally make four,
possibly five, productions a year. These
first and foremost consideration," he dewill get my individual attention down to
clares. I" shall not spend thousands on
the smallest detail. They will be mine in puerile themes that count for nothing. I
shall spend my money to get the best story
every sense of the word. I hope you will
and
the most out of it. That means — in
make that statement go on record."
Mr. Brenon, I am sure, feels that the the end — the most for art and the most
photoplay is not advancing because di- forThethe producer
box office."
does not believe in stars.
rectors are handicapped by producing and
distributing organizations. Gentlemen at No ingenues are waiting at the Brenon
Studios to have human themes sugared
de luxe roll top desks decide that exactly
so much money may be spent on a picture.
to fit their limited abilities. " I shall present stars on the screen only where the
They surround a director — no matter how
role
absolutely
demands it," Mr. Brenon
big — with scores of entanglements. Business has harnessed the brains of the screen
told me. " In ' Kismet,' for instance, Otis
Is Fatty Arbuckle a Feminist? This Coy Pose
Skinner is vital to the character of the Was
Secured from His Latest Paramount Comdrama to the grindstone.
edy, "Fatty at Coney "
None of that for Mr. Brenon. His in- beggar, Haji. He built it into a big, vivid,
dependence means that, of the great di- dominating stage figure."
is said Arbuckle spent much time imrectors, he alone will make each and every
mediately after reaching California not long
picture-drama bearing his name. His " Love Letters " Title of Dorothy
since, motoring around in search of a site
Dalton Picture
studios will not be crowded with the profor Jazzville, but no luck attended the trips
duction of dozens of film plays of which
Paramount announced last week that the and it was decided to build the town in the
he necessarily cannot personally produce.
title of the next picture starring Dorothy
rear of the Arbuckle Long Beach studio.
Speed has been the bane of film producDalton, the Thomas H. Ince star, has been
Alice Lake has rejoined the comedian as
tion. Mr. Brenon intends to eliminate
leading lady, it is announced. The new
changed
to
"
Love
Letters."
The
picture
that. Not that he leans towards art at will be released in December, it is anArbuckle comedies will be released through
nounced.
Paramount.
the expense of business. Or vice versa.
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Goldwyn Plans Ahead for Mae
Marsh Features
Goldwyn announced this week that when
Mae Marsh completes the final scenes in
" The Cinderella Man," adapted from the
stage piece, the star will begin immediate preparations for her next screen production, giving herself no more than a
week-end of rest before starting work
again. Her new picture, it is announced,
will
be " The Beloved Traitor," by Frank
Packard.
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Blackton Discusses Charm of Parker Novels
Declares That Quality of Humanness Is Element That Makes Them
Successful and Popular — Puts Himself into All His Work

Since " The Beloved Traitor " includes
many episodes dealing with the life of
fisher-folk, more open-air work " on location " is said to be necessary for this film
than for any previous Goldwyn production. To achieve just the right atmosphere,
Goldwyn expects to send Miss Marsh and
her company first to the rocky coast of
New England.
Since Director George Loane Tucker is
giving all his time to the cutting and editing of " The Cinderella Man," a director
new to Goldwyn, William Worthington,
will take charge of the next Marsh picture. E. A. Thurston will be assistant
director.
Educational Gets Wire Praising
Hawaiian Trip
R. W. Hammonds, of Educational Film
Corporation, last week received a telegram
from Eugene H. Roth, of San Francisco,
in regard to " A Flying Trip Through
Hawaiian Islands " that speaks for itself.
The telegram read : " Have truthfully
never witnessed such genuine approval and
applause of any scenic picture as was accorded your first part of ' A Flying Trip
Through the Hawaiian Islands,' at the
opening of our California theater last
night. I look forward to equal approval
of second part which follows. The picture helped make California opening
memorial. Keep up this high standard in
your future releases."

Ida May In Park
Is ofDirecting
a Series
Bluebird Dorothy
Dramas Phillips
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J. Stuart Blackton
DISCUSSING the peculiar quality of Sir
Gilbert Parker's works of fiction, Commodore J.Stuart Blackton, who is producing for the screen some of the best known
novels by that writer, for release by Paramount Pictures Corporation, said recently :
" It is not so difficult to put one's finger
upon the el em eat in Sir Gilbert Parker's
books that renders them so signally successful and so universally popular. It is

the quality of humanness. . Perhaps I have
had a better opportunity than most persons
who have read Sir Gilbert's books to judge,
because in addition to having read them I
have talked long with the author while I
was producing ' The Judgment House,'
and have discovered that he puts something
of himself into all his works.'
" Sir Gilbert Parker is a student of
human character also. He reads the natures of men and women with a discriminating eye and a retentive mind. He has a
charity for the foibles, frailties and follies
of men and women that is as wide as the
sea, and an appreciation of their efforts
that is generous in the extreme. Add to
this the fact that he is an artist in letters,
with remarkable powers in the way of characterization and descriptive writing, to say
nothing of ingenuity at plot construction,
and you have the ideal combination for an
author of books that will be read and remembered byeveryone who cares at all for
fiction that embodies strength and historical
accuracy, coupled with a human interest
that makes the characters and their doings
realistic and compelling.
" I count it as a great privilege to have
been associated with Sir Gilbert Parker
for even a brief time, while filming some
of his works. I count it also a privilege
to have had the task of translating these to
the screen. And I know instinctively that
when ' The Judgment House ' is released
by the Paramount Pictures Corporation on
November 19 it will do justice to the
author. With me it has largely been a
labor of love. I have never worked harder
to put into a picture the real essence of the
writer's original thought. And having
used every endeavor to follow him, I feel
that I have succeeded."

Mothers' Clubs Desire to See Tucker Feature
Request Comes to McClure Pictures from President of the Federation, Who Thinks Film Carries a Message for Every Woman
THE unusual interest which is said to present is starring in the William Faverhave been created throughout the sham production of " Misalliance," by
George Bernard Shaw, current at the New
country by George Loane Tucker's proBroadhurst theatre.
duction of " Mother," distributed as a ter" Mother," which was filmed by George
ritorial feature by McClure Pictures, was
Loane Tucker from the novel by Eden
strongly accented last week when an unusual request was received by McClure in Philpott, "The Mother," deals with the
the form of a letter. The communication
theme of mother-love. The picture is a
human document, depicting the hopes and
was from the President of the Federated
Mothers' Clubs of America, bespeaking a fears of a fond mother for an erring son
and points out a strong moral to the chilshowing of the Tucker feature before
dren of the present generation. It is conmembers of the various branches of the
organization, which are located in the
sidered one of Mr. Tucker's most noteprincipal cities of the United States.
worthy efforts.
In her communication, the leader of the
movement which numbers among its membership women of all classes and walks of
Pokes and Jabs in Jaxon
life, states that the McClure picture
" Burglar " Comedy
" Mother " carries a message for every
woman in the land.
Pokes and Jabs become burglars, with
what are said to be most laughable results,
The McClure organization has the request under advisement and arrangements
in the current Jaxon comedy, " Breaking
may be made, if possible, whereby ElizaIn," a General Film release. This is the
sixth and last picture of the fourth series
beth Risdon, star of " Mother," will appear
at the showings in New York City, making
of Jaxon comedies released through Gena short address on the subject dealt with
eral and will be followed by a fifth series
in the Tucker feature. Miss Risdon at of six subjects, according to present plans.
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Without Even a Description, Exhibitors and Public Would Know That Mary Pickford Is in Our Midst Again. Her Inimitable Characterization of Child
Parts Has Full Sway Once More in " The Little Princess," Her Newest Artcraft
DeMille Thinks Hunting Helps in Directing
Director General of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in New
York for Brief Stay — Centers Interest on His " Specials "
CECIL B. DeMILLE, director general
" I am an absolute believer in the vital
necessity, also, of allowing individuality
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who is in the East on his first to develop in directors and actors. I never
visit in this territory for some time, made
tell
director
to ' do and
it thatwatch
way.'himI tell
him a what
is needed
do
some interesting statements regarding his
vacation and directing when seen by a it in his own way. I take suggestions
representative of Motion Picture News.
from given
everyone.
had You
splendid
ideas
me byWhy,
extra I've
people.
are
" The last time I took a vacation," renever
too
old
or
too
wise
to
learn
in the
marked Mr. DeMille, " I made the serious
mistake of coming to New York first. picture business. You know, that idea
The result was — there was no vacation. So
of individuality is preserved and fostered
this year I went off into the country first in the whole organization — in the business
and came to New York last. Now, I've
as well as the artistic departments. It's
had my rest, you see, and I'm all ready
the onlv way. It's democratic ! "
to jump into the whirl of things."
" Speaking of pictures — I'm immensely
interested just now in my special 'DeMille 'pictures. The first is ' The Whispering Chorus,' by Perley Poor Sheehan.
Honestly, there's one of the most dramatic, most powerful psychological stories
I've
ever
It is a wonderful
piece
of work. read.
Miss MacPherson
has written
the scenario. I can't say much about it
yet — save that it is a purely modern story
with an element of sacrifice that equals
that in ' A Tale of Two Cities.'
" I do not apprehend any momentous
changes in directorial or productional
policies with us in the year to come," pursued Mr. DeMille. " Of course we are
striving for advancement — always. Really,
there isn't such a great deal more to be
said. It is just a case of forge ahead and
make each picture better than the last.
But variety — variety — that's the thing.
" What we must avoid is having a hundred photoplays, each with the same type
of plot — no matter how good each may
be, individually speaking. There must be
variation ; it is essential, vital. That is
what makes the game interesting — like
hunting moose," he smiled — "it's the search
for novelty.

J. Gordon Edwards Directed Theda Bara in Fox's
" Cleopatra "

June Caprice on Eleventh William
Fox Feature
The cast has been nearly completed and
work has been commenced at Fort Lee on
Tune Caprice's eleventh photoplay under
the management of W illiam Fox. The
company of the young star, whose last release was " Miss U. S. A.," will include
players who have nearly all worked together previously in Fox productions.
The role of the leading character, Dola
Belton, is divided, Kittens Reichert portraying Dola's childhood period and Miss
Caprice carrying her on through later years.
Other women in the company are Florence
Ashbrook, who played in " The Scarlet Letter," and Inez Marcel, who had parts in
" The Mischief Maker " and " A Small
Town Girl." Dan Mason, who has appeared in " Thou Shalt Not Steal " and
four or five other Fox pictures ; Richard R.
Neill, who was cast in " A Child of the
Wild," "The Battle of Life" and "The
Ragged Princess," and Tom Burrough,
have also been chosen for the new picture.
Three or four roles remain open.
The scenario of the production is by
Adrian Johnson and the director is Harry
Millarde, who produced " Every Girl's
Dream " and " Miss U. S. A." for Fox.
Bluebirds Fly Again to Broadway
in New York
After a lapse of one week, to introduce
the latent Jewel production, " The Price of
a Good Time," at the Broadway theatre,
full-week showings of Bluebirds resumed
there Sunday, November 4, with presentations of " The Winged Mystery-," with
Franklyn Farnum the star. This is a prerelease, the regular schedule calling for
distributions of " The Winged Mystery "
'hroughout the country November 26. In
this feature, Mr. Farnum, who plays a dual
role, has the aid of two leading ladies in
progressing a mystery tale — Claire Du
Brey and Rosemary Theby.
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Berman

Returns from Three

Weeks' Western Trip
H. M. Berman, New York manager of
Jewel Productions, Inc., returned to New
York last week after a three weeks' Western trip in the interest of Jewel productions.
In Chicago, Mr. Berman's first stop,
headquarters at 220 South State street,
reported a flourishing condition under the
managership of Eli Van Ronkel. In Kansas City, the next stop, a publicity drive
for the Thanhouser Jewel Patriotic feature,
" The Man Without a Country," resulted
in the placing of the feature, on November
3 and 4, in Convention Hall.
In St. Louis headquarters were seen to
be imperative with the increase in the business of the Kansas City territory which
Kansas City alone could not handle and
Mr. Berman there established headquarters
and will this week appoint a St. Louis manager.
Mr. Berman leaves Thursday on another
three weeks' trip in the interests of Jewel
Productions, Inc., whose features so far
include George Bronson-Howard's " Come
Through," " Pay Me," " Sirens of the Sea,"
"The Man Without a Country" and the
Ralph W. Ince production, " The CoRespondent," starring Elaine Hammerstein.
New Stars Announced in Falcon
Features
Mollie McConnell and Daniel Gilfeather,
leads
Old- Fashioned
Dad,"
drama in
said "His
to contain
unusual heart
inter-a
est, are new stars in the Falcon Features.
The picture is the fourteenth of the features released by General Film, and was
supervised by H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer.
The next subject in the Falcon series will
be " Zollenstein," it is announced. The
picture is described as a drama of romance
and intrigue, featuring Vola Vale and
Monroe Salisbury.

" Lest We Forget " Used Large
Number of Extras
Through information furnished by the
publicity department of Select Pictures, it
became known last week that it is estimated 27,000 people have been used in the
filming of " Lest We Forget," the war
drama in which Lewis J. Selznick is
presenting Rita Jolivet. After six months
of steady work, the picture itself is completed, and the titling and cutting practically so.
" Lest We Forget " was made
Rita Jolivet Film Corporation, and by
will the
be
distributed through Select.
Pathe Committee Lauds Baby
Marie Osborne Feature
The report of the Pathe film committee
on "The Little Patriot," a five-reel Gold
Rooster Play to be released December 2,
is said to read : " Best Baby Osborne picture yet."
The story is said to be full of human
interest and little touches, but is not without its decided thrills.
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All- Star Cast in New World-Brady Production
" The Volunteer," Featuring Madge Evans and Henry Hull, Also Presents Kitty Gordon, Ethel Clayton, William A. Brady and Others
not of it in a battlefield sense, little Madge
PROBABLY the most distinguished cast
that has ever been put together for a years, whose father goes to France with his
regiment, while her mother joins the Red
World-Picture Brady-Made is the one asCross at the front. In this exigency Madge
sisting Madge Evans
in "company
The Volunteer,"
a new production
by that
in which
Evans is sent to relatives out West, to remain until the conflict is over.
little Miss Evans and Henry Hull are the
But before she goes, the little star bids
featured players. The list includes Kitty
Gordon, June Elvidge, Ethel Clayton.
good-bye to all the notables in the World
Studio at Fort Lee, and to most of those
Evelyn Greeley, Carlyle Blackwell, Monwho are not notables but vastly important
Brady.tagu Love, Harley Knoles and William A.
factors in the making of motion pictures —
such as electricians, grips, property men,
The World Brady press department admits that it is true that each of the screen
scene painters and the like.
players, directors and magnates whose name
For the opening scene of " The Volunoccurs in this enumeration appears for not
teer "director Knoles had a platform built
more than a minute or two with little
outside the studio wall nearly up to the
Madge, and thus for the occasion becomes
roof, andof the
fromgreat
this structure
he " shotwith
" the
interior
its whole
seven
a " bit " actor or actress. But it is a fact
nevertheless that every one of these artists
picture plays in the course of simultaneous
manufacture. It is believed that the inner
of the film has a separate scene with the
diminutive star.
life of the photoplay actors is more fully
It all happens like this: In " The Volunshowneverin before.
little Madge's newest production
than
teer," which is a play about the war but

Larry

Trimble
Directs
Is the Second Subject
Star WillPetrova's
Make in Series of New
Eight to Feature
Be Distributed Through First National Exhibitors' Circuit
the director and producer is the author of
some of the earliest successes of the Vitagraph Company of America, with which
organization he began his screen career in
1908. He also produced the Florence
Turner feature, "Auld Lang Syne," and
" The Battle Hymn of the Republic." At
the formation of the Florence Turner Picture Company in 1912 Trimble left Vitagraph to become managing director of the
new organization, and for three years
produced a series of screen plays starring
the Vitagraph favorites in England.
Returning to this country in response to
a bid received to direct the production of
Rex Beach's novel " The Barrier," Mr.
Trimble immediately established himself as
one
of the
most distinguished
workers.
He screen's
was immediately
engaged
following this to picturize " The Spreading
Dawn," a new Goldwyn offering starring
Jane Cowl.
Mr. Trimble will be assisted in his direction of the dramatic star, Madame Petrova,
by a staff of carefully selected experts.

Madame Petrova, Who Has Made " Daughter of
Destiny " asStarHerof Her
First Own
Feature
Contribution as
Company

THE announcement was made this week
A by Madame Petrova that Larry Trimble has been engaged to direct the second
of her eight starring features to be distributed through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. Trimble has been prominent for many years on both sides of the
water as a director.
Work on the new Petrova production
was started almost immediately after the
final scenes of " Daughter of Destiny " had
been shot, and the picture is said to be now
well under way at the Petrova studios.
In looking back over the career of Larry
Trimble, the publicity department of
Petrova Picture Corporation recalls that

Enid Markey Engaged by National
for Feature
Enid Markey, who played a role in
" Civilization," has been engaged by President William Parsons, of the National
Film Corporation, for the part of Jane
Porter in that company's production of
" Tarzan of the Apes."
This picture includes, in addition to
Miss Markey, such players as Elmo Lincoln, True Boardman, Kathleen Kirkham,
Kenny.
Gordon
Toner,
Jefferson,Griffith,
GeorgeBessie
French
andThomas'
Colin

Director Scott Sidney last week produced some wild animal scenes. Elmo Lincoln performed his hilarious stunt of pulling a lion from the cabin window by its
tail.
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" Man

Without a Country " Welcomed in Minneapolis
E. H. Goldstein, general manager of
Jewel Exchanges, last week received the
following telegram from B. N. Juddell,
Jewel manager at Minneapolis : " Please
place order additional print " Man Without Country." Picture opened at Strand
theatre biggest business in years. Received
ninety.
with
ovation.
Me " hundred
opened
New great
Garden
theatre" Pay
to two

Mr. Goldstein has expressed himself as
well pleased with the prospects of Jewel
Productions, Inc., all over the country.
The offerings include " Come Through,"
" Pay Me," " Sirens of the Sea," " The Man
Without a Country," "The Co-Respondent "
and " The Price of a Good Time."

Scenes from " The Voice of Conscience," aandMetro
Feature
Beverly
BayneProduction Co-starring Francis X. Bushman

ff Gaston Olaf" Bought for Harold Lockwood
Will Be His Next Metro Production Following " The Square
Deceiver," Recently Completed — " Getting Even " Title Chosen
IT was announced last week by Yorke
are described as people of the great out1 Film Corporation that Harold Lockdoors— big, rough and ready, and with red
blood coursing through their veins. The
wood's next Metro play following " The
chief figure is Gaston Olaf Francois ThorSquare Deceiver," which has been completed and awaits release on December 3, son, a blood-brother of the big outdoors,
strong but generous and just, with some
will be an adaptation of Henry Oyen's
reputation for lawlessness made at the exnovel, " Gaston Olaf," the rights of which
have been acquired for Lockwood.
pense of men who questioned his nationality. Gaston is an American, born and
The adaptation has been made by Francis
reared, of a French mother and a giant
Ford and Mary Murillo, and the business
of screening the book began this week
Norse sire. After six months " in the
under the direction of Ford, with Fred J. brush " he descends upon Havens Falls, a
Balshofer supervising. The photoplay will lumber camp settlement, with his partner,
Tom Pine.
be known under the title of " Getting
The role of " Gaston " is being played by
Even," it is announced.
Mr. Lockwood, who has filled many roles
The
story
of
"
Getting
Even
"
is
of
the
of a like nature.
North woods and the characters concerned

Essanay to Make Cantonn
IT was announced last week by Essanay
that it has closed a contract with the
United States government to make moving
pictures of many of the military cantonments in various parts of the country. Already, itis made known, two directors and
their cameramen and other assistants are
in the field, and others are expected to
follow them soon. The government will
show the pictures throughout the country,
and the proceeds will be turned into the
Divisional Staff for soldiers in training in
this country and those at the front in
France.
Essanay recently sent a squad of cameramen to Rockford, 111., where the government has built its Illinois cantonment and
where thousands of Illinois drafted men
are in training for war. The object was to
show by living pictures how the men are
treated and how they enjoy the life, so
their friends and relatives back home may
rest at ease regarding their welfare. This
picture was not made for the government.
The men are shown at mess, in their sleep-

lit Films

" France in Arms " Shown to
Distinguished Gathering
It developed this week that the five-reel
Pathe special, " France in Arms," was
shown by the United States representative
of the Cinematographic Division of the
French army to a distinguished gathering
at Washington recently. Among those
present was President Wilson, in addition
to members of the Cabinet, many Senators
and Congressmen and most of the Ambassadors of the allied governments.
Walthall Boosts Patriotism Before
His Next Feature
Henry B. Walthall, who recently completed his first Paralta play, " His Robe of
Honor," has been aiding patriotic organizations on the West Coast before starting
work on his second feature for Paralta.
Recently a benefit was given for the Red
Cross in the form of a fair, in Central
Park, Los Angeles, at which Mr. Walthall
headed a number of entertainers. Picture
actresses served tea and refreshments.

for Government

ing quarters, playing outdoor games, drilling, at bayonet practice, and in other
forms of their work. The picture gives an
excellent view of the buildings, both inside
and out.
The picture will be shown in every theatre in Chicago and in most of the cities and
towns of the state and adjoining territory.
Last George Ade Fable Is Current
Release
The last of the George Ade Fables in
Slang, made by Essanay, and which is
called " The Fable of the Back TTacker
from the Hot Sidewalks," is the current
release of the General Film Co. This completes the second series of twelve Ade
Fables.
One of the best of the last six Fables in
Slang is said to be " The Fable of the
Toilsome Ascent and the Shining Table
Land,"
series. which is the eleventh release in the

Dorothy Dalton. The Thomas H. Ince Star,
Smile is Her
SecondArtistry
in Brilliance Only to
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Los Angeles Fears Enforcement of
Censorship
Los Angeles, which for the past eighteen
months has been free from motion picture
censorship, is threatened with the enforcement of the ordinance, which has not been
effective, Mayor F. T. Woodman being back
of the movement, for the organization of
a censorship board and revision of the
present ordinance, which will provide that
the city shall charge a fee of $2 for the inspection of each reel or film. All motion
picture organizations, including the Motion
Picture Producers' Association, Motion
Picture Theatre Owners' Association, and
the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
and the Merchants' and Manufacturers' Association, are opposed to the passage of
amendments to the present ordinance or
the enforcement of the same as it stands
now on the ordinance books.
Norma Talmadge Feature Packs a
Loew Theatre
According to an announcement issued
last week by Select Pictures, all house attendance records at the New York theatre
were broken on November 6 when Norma
Talmadge's second Select Picture, " The
Secret of the Storm Country," kept the
Loew playhouse packed with auditors
from early morning until the end of the
last showing at 1 o'clock the following
morning.
Fox Shows Fallacy of Circumstantial Evidence
The fallacy of accepting circumstantial
evidence in murder trials is said to be
proved in " Troublemakers," the Fox
Standard picture featuring Jane and Katherine Lee.
In the picture, child wit upsets the whole
theory of prosecution and establishes the
innocence of a young man condemned to
electrocution. The humor in " Troublemakers "is said to dissipate any possible
gruesome impressions.
Virile Drama Selected for William
Fox Star
The new photoplay on which Theda
Bara started work a few days ago in the
Eastern studios of William Fox is claimed
by the Fox publicity department to be a
gripping, virile drama, the action and
scenes of which are in and around New
York.
After her long sojourn in California,
where, after finishing " Cleopatra," Miss
Bara also finished two other Standard productions, the star complained that she
found it rather hard to work under the
artificial light of the Eastern studios.
Helen Chadwick Now Stars for
Astra Film Corporation
Helen Chadwick, is is announced by
Pathe, is now one of the stars of the
Astra Film Corporation. She recently
signed a new contract, and her first part
under it is in the all-star cast of George
Fitzmaurice's production, particudars of
which are expected shortly from Pathe.
Miss Chadwick's first picture was an
Astra-Pathe Gold Rooster play.
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Henry B. Walthall Presents Himself as a Lawyer in His First Paralta Play, " His Robe of Honor "
Paralta Plays Ready for Release This Month
Kerrigan Feature Is Expected to Be Handled by Hodkinson's.
New Company Middle of Month — Barriscale Feature to Follow
the period of the Civil War. In the proPARALTA Plays announced last week,
close on the heels of the news that
duction Miss Barriscale is supported by
Ed Coxen, Howard Hickman, Joseph J.
its productions would be released through
the newly formed company with W. W.
Dowling, David M. Hartford and Allan
Crandall.
Hodkinson at the head, and details of
" His Robe of Honor," starring Henry
which were carried in last week's Motion
Picture News, that Paralta features
B. Walthall, is announced for release
about the middle of December, following
would make their debut in the distributing
field about the middle of this month.
which another Kerrigan feature, " Turn of
The first production to be released, it is a Card," will be released. Then is schedannounced, is the story of adventure staruled Miss Barriscale's second Paralta
Play, " Rose o' Paradise." All of these
ring J. Warren Kerrigan, " A Man's
productions are completed, and six comMan." The feature is in seven reels, and
is expected to prove a great favorite with
panies are at work at the Paralta West'
Coast studios.
the women patrons of the motion picture
theatres.
Carl Anderson, president of Paralta, left
About the first of December is the time
New York last week for Los Angeles,
where he expects to spend several weeks
set for the release of Bessie Barriscale's
at the studios consulting on the future deinitial Paralta Play, " Madam Who," described as a secret service classic, laid in
velopments of the Paralta organization.

Finger of Justice" Shown
in San Francisco
Opened October 29 at Savoy Theatre, with All Seats Sold Out Two
Days in Advance — Attracts People Who Seldom Visit Theatres
From the professional point of view,
tt'T'HE Finger of Justice," the new
J- morality photodrama produced under
" The Finger of Justice " is logical in story
and action, well constructed and calculated
the auspices of the Rev. Paul Smith at San
Francisco and closely following the story
to keep up the interest of all classes of
patrons. It was made with great rapidity,
of the recent " cleanup " in that city, opened
but Director Louis W. Chaudet worked
at the Savoy theatre, San Francisco, on
with enthusiasm and the production reflects
Monday evening, October 29. The house,
with seats all reserved at 25 and 50 cents,
credit upon him.
sold out two days in advance, and the picture is continuing to big business.
Mildred Manning Again in O.
There was an alleged attempt, on the
Henry Stories
part of the producer's enemies, to have the
police censor stop the showing of the picMildred Manning, star in many of the
ture on the opening night, but this was
earlier O. Henry stories, will be featured
merely in the nature of a campaign move.
again in a new series of O. Henry stories
now in the course of preparation by
Sergeant Peshon, the police represenative,
attended the first showing, but he found
Broadway Star Features, it was announced
nothing to call for interference. Some of last week.
the scenes show the inveigling of innocent
Miss Manning's reappearance will be
girls into disreputable places, and the probably in " The Last Leaf," a New York
women of the underworld play an im- story in which the action is laid in the
portant part. There is nothing, however,
Washington Square neighborhood. It is
that should be kept from the view of any said to be one of O. Henry's tenderest,
picture patrons, and the lessons are all most whimsical stories and will no doubt
strong and beneficial. This picture is at- prove an excellent vehicle , for the. little
tracting to the Savoy many hundreds of actress. Ashley Miller, who has directed
people who have never before patronized
Miss her
Manning
releases, ' will
theatres of any kind.
direct
in the inO. feature
Henry subjects.
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Omaha

Picture Public Buys

Heavily of Bonds
Motion picture theatre patrons as Liberty
Loan bond buyers kept pace with the patrons of the legitimate houses in Omaha,
Neb.,
week. according to figures released this
When ex- Vice-President Fairbanks spoke
in Omaha theatres for the Liberty Loan
bonds, twice as many were sold at the
Strand, a motion picture theatre, as were
sold at any other house in the city except
the Orpheum, playing vaudeville. When
General Wood, army commander at Camp
Funston, spoke in Omaha three times as
much was realized at the Strand as at any
other house except the Orpheum.
Voshell Assists with New Clara K.

Last Week We Showed Marguerite Clark in the Act of Falling Into a Bathtub with All of Her Clothes
On. Contemplate the Above, then
JointoUsLead
in Wondering
Paramount's " Sub-Deb " Stories are
Going
Marguerite What
Into Next
Marguerite Clark to Make
MARGUERITE CLARK, whose most
recent escapades in the sub-deb
stories, the third of which, " Bab's Matinee
Idol," is scheduled for release November
26, have met with apparent hearty approval
in all theatres where the pictures have been
shown, is already at work upon a Christmas
play for Paramount, it is announced. The
feature is said to be in the nature of a
gorgeous fairy tale, the title of which is
" The Seven Swans." The picture is expected to be elaborate in every detail of
setting and costuming and will present the
diminutive star in a role that is said to be
ideally suited to her talents.
J. Searle Dawley, who directed the Bab
stories, is also handling the Christmas pic-

Fairy Story for Christmas
hire and declares that he is finding a lot
of pleasure in the work, and results certainly prove the same.
The studio looks like a series of pictures
taken from some of the gift books of fairy
stories. There are interiors showing bedchambers wherein royal princesses are wont
to woo Morpheus. Stately towers arise and
it is claimed no stage of an English pantomime ever presented a more fanciful and
picturesque appearance. Actors, clad in the
resplendent raiment of the imaginary kingdoms of childhood dreams, are everywhere
and Miss Clark, herself bewitchingly garbed
in velvet and ermine, might well have stepped from the pages of Hans Christian
Anderson or the Brothers Grimm.

Metro Chooses Good Cast for Emily Stevens Feature
appeared in a long list of Metro pictures,
WHAT Metro has announced as a superior cast of players has been enincluding " The Millionaire's Double "
gaged to support Emily Stevens in " Daywith Lionel Barrymore, " The Weakness
of Strength " with Edmund Breese, and
break," acoming Metro feature from the
play by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin. The
" The Iron W oman " with Nance O'Xeil.
production is being directed by Mr. CapelHermann Lieb, formerly in the vaudelani, this being his first picture for Metro.
ville sketch " Dope," will be seen as the
attorney, Herbert Rankin. Mr. Lieb enJulian L'Estrange will play the leading
tered motion pictures in 1909.
masculine role of Arthur Frome, the husband of Edith Frome (Emily Stevens).
Joe.Dailey, who played the role of Peter
L'Estrange has supported Pauline Fredin Metro's production of " Romeo and
erick in " Zaza," " Bella Donna " and
Juliet," starring Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne, will be Ordway the butler,
" Sold " for the Famous-Players.
and Mrs. Evelyn Axzell will appear as
Augustus Phillips, a Metro favorite, will
Meta Thompson, the maid.
be seen as Dr. David Brett. He has appeared prominently in many Metro pic" Daybreak " will be produced in five
acts and will be personally supervised by
tures starring Viola Dana.
Evelyn Brent, another Metro favorite,
Maxwell Karger, general manager of
is cast as Alma Peterson. Miss Brent has
Metro's Sixty-first street studio.

Young Feature
Jack Voshell, who for more than a year
has been assistant director under Joseph
Kaufman, who recently finished " Shirley
Kaye,"ture, hasClara
Young's
picbeen Kimball
engaged by
Harry latest
I. Garson
to assist Emile Chautard, the French director, in Miss Young's future releases.
Jacques Bizeul, who met with a painful
automobile accident, is about again and
taking full charge of the camera work of
" The Marionettes," on which Miss Young
is busily engaged.
Lois Weber Goes to Arizona for
Authentic Scenes
" The Man Who Dared God," newest of
Lois Weber productions, required authentic scenes in a copper mining district. To
provide them, Miss Weber took her company, headed by William Stowell and Mildred Harris, to Oatman, Ariz., where the
Big Jim, Arizona Ray and United Verde
copper deposits are being worked. The
trip was made from Universal City, Cal.

Guaranteed to Make Any Woman Turn Her
Head for a Second Inspection Is This Startling
Dress Which Adorns Margarita Fischer in
American-Mutual's " A Daughter of Joan "
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Brenon
Heartily Endorsed
By First National
Producer of " Empty Pockets " and Other Features Receives Many
Telegrams from Throughout Country Concerning Recent Contract

Fannie Ward (Pathe)
Pathe Offers Advertising for
Russian Art Film
An announcement from Pathe this week
states that to insure the Russian Art Films
being given presentations throughout the
country in keeping with the high class
productions, the company will allow its
exchanges to give three or more twentyfour sheets on " The Painted Doll," the
first of the pictures, free to exhibitors who
will post them.
" The Painted Doll " was released on
October 21. The second picture, " The
Queen of Spades," is released November
18. The advertising matter on this picture includes one, six and two styles of
three-sheets, colored photographic lobby
display, two 22x28 photographs, slide,
music plot and campaign book.
Kenyon Is Author of Hart's
Second Artcraft Subject
Charles Kenyon, one of the best known
American playwrights, has written a film
play around William S. Hart, the Thomas
H. Ince star, which is being released by
Artcraft, entitled "The Silent Man." Hart
appears in the role of a miner who is defrauded out of his claim. Mr. Kenyon
made a close study of Hart, it is said, and
framed his story in such a way that the
delineator of Western roles is given a
wide range of action.
Care with Petrova
Delay Picture Causes
Frederick L. Collins, president of the
Petrova Picture Company, in response to
inquiries as to why "Daughter of Destiny,"
the first Petrova picture, has been delayed
beyond October 22, the date first announced, has announced that the feature
was completed by Madame Petrova exactly
as scheduled, and that the postponement
was due to the extraordinary care that has
been taken to insure the mechanical perfection of the picture, in titling, tinting, and
cutting. It is said the picture has been
gone over at least six times by expert
cutters.
It is expected the picture will be shown
at the Rialto theatre in New York soon.

PROBABLY no motion picture producer,
according to information furnished by
the Herbert Brenon Department of Exploitation, ever received a more hearty or complete endorsement than that accorded Herbert Brenon by the heads of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
The announcement that the First National Circuit had acquired the distribution
rights to Brenon's production of " Empty.
Pockets," details of which were announced
last week in Motion Picture News,
aroused the members of the organization
to a degree of enthusiasm, it is said.
Brenon was accorded an unusual endorsement when the " Empty Pockets " deal was
closed, through the fact that the purchasing
board of First National, including S. L.
Rothapfel, T. L. Tally, H. S. Schwalbe,
Fred Dahnken, Aaron Jones, Robert Lieber,
E. H. Hulsey and J. D. Williams, unanimously endorsed the deal. Immediately
upon the circulation of the announcement,
however, the various members seized upon
the occasion to wire their endorsement to

the New
York headquarters with remarkable results.
" Congratulations on closing deal with
Herbert Brenon for " Empty Pockets,"
wired J. T. Turner and Fred Dahnken of
San Francisco, " as we consider Brenon to
be the greatest director in the business today and his productions are sure-fire big
money from box office standpoint. ' Empty
Pockets ' should do an enormous business
throughout
the of
country."
A. H. Blank,
Des Moines, was equally
enthusiastic. " Congratulations for closing
with Herbert Brenon for his production of
' Empty Pockets,' " he said. " You couldn't
have
done Leiber
better." of Indianapolis wired:
Robert
" Highly pleased to know that you have
closed
Brenon ' Empty
' forto the
First National.
Brenon Pockets
is always
be
relied upon as a producer. Not only does
he know how to get out an artistic production but he seems to know the public mind.
Other telegrams and messages regarding
the deal were of like nature.

Work

Starts on Charlie Chaplin's New
Plant
Comedian Personally Swings First Shovelful of Earth, and
I
His Brother Proves Himself Adept in Use of the Pickaxe
happening, but the community as a whole
CHARLIE CHAPLIN formally started
the construction of his half million
was ignorant of the proceedings and everything moved smoothly.
dollar motion picture plant last week, when
without ceremony and in the presence of
Within four weeks the one-time McClelan estate will have taken on quite a
a few members of his company he plunged
a shovel deep into the earth of his $30,000
different appearance. From every outward
plot of ground in the Hollywood dictrict
appearance
lish village. there will stand a quaint Engof Southern California, and later
watched a gang of workmen go at things
Chaplin plans to spend more than a half
million dollars improving the property.
for all their worth.
Everything used in the construction work
Sidney
Chaplin, the
comedian's
brother,a and
all of the equipment will be the very
also
distinguished
himself
by swinging
pickaxe for several minutes after his best obtainable, and no expense will be
brother carted away the initial slice of
spared in putting in innovations unique in
studio construction.
earth, and then the members of the comThe entire plant will not be completed
pany took a hand in shoveling the excavafor at least two months, but there will be
tion to a greater depth.
There were no speeches, fireworks or
enough completed within the next three
brass bands. Everything was done in a weeks so as to enable the star to start on
his initial production for the First Navery quiet manner, without the eternal barbecue and usual handshaking. A few of
tional Exhibitors' Circuit, for which organization he will make eight pictures.
the nearby neighbors knew something was
Lasky Sends Melford and Hayakawa Company to Hawaii
since he left there ten years ago. In adGEORGE MELFORD, Lasky director,
dition to his work as assistant cameraman,
and a company of fifteen departed
he will serve as interpreter and guide.
from San Francisco Thursday of last week
for the Hawaiian Islands, where exteriors
This will be the longest and perhaps the
most expensive trip taken by a Paramount
for a subject starring Sessue Hayakawa
or Artcraft producing unit, and the fact
will be filmed. The company went direct
that Melford was selected as director is a
to Honolulu, and from there will journey
distinct honor to this producer. It will be
to Hero Island, a thirty-six hour ride from
remembered that Melford won the Lasky
Honolulu. The story to be filmed is " Hidthousand-dollar
prize for making the best
denofPearls,"
ber
years and
ago. is laid in the island a numpaying subjects at this studio during the
Principals of the producing company be- past year. Mr. Melford has been with the
sides Melford and Hayakawa are Margaret
Lasky Company for three years, and during
Loomis, the dancer, who will play the that time he made more than thirty productions. His most recent subject, which has
feminine lead ; James Cruze, Noah Beery,
Charles Gildert, and others. Paul Perry is just been completed, is "Nan of Music
the cameraman, and Henry Kotam assistant
Mountain." A new contract has just been
cameraman. Kotam is a native of Hawaii,
made with Director M-elford by the Lasky
Company.
and this is his first visit back to the islands
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Alice Joyce Signs New Vitagraph Contract
Renewal Assures Exhibitors of Unbroken Chain of Joyce Features
During Coming Year — Is Now Working in Ninth Production
ALBERT E. SMITH, president of has been co-starred with Harry Morey and
Greater Vitagraph, has announced
the team has proved one of the most popthat Miss Alice Joyce has renewed her day. ular combinations in motion pictures tocontract with the company, the papers havIn addition, Miss Joyce appeared with
ing been signed last week. Thus exhibitors are assured of an unbroken chain of Marc MacDermott in " An Alabaster Box,"
Alice Joyce releases for the coming year. which was released on September 10, and
was featured alone in " The Fettered
The renewal of Miss Joyce's contract
calls attention to the number of Vitagraph
Woman," released November 5. In this she
releases this player has had during the last played the role of a girl forced to leave
college at the death of her father, and in
year. Beginning with " Whom the Gods
some
of the lighter scenes of the play she
Destroy," which was released on December 18 last, Miss Joyce has appeared in was the embodiment of girlishness and
eight features during a period of less than juvenile naivete.
eleven months, and is now at work on her
Quite in contrast to this was her porninth picture, a Robert W. Chambers story.
trayal of Mary Turner, the falsely accused
Two of her releases, in which Harry
shopgirl in " Within the Law," and her
Morey was featured with her, " Within the work as Mary Ward, the tragic heroine of
" Womanhood." Her ability to play both
Law," and J. Stuart Blackton's " Womanhood, the Glory of the Nation," were su- light and heavy emotional roles perhaps accounts for her constantly growing popuper-features.
larity among motion picture audiences.
In most of her productions Miss Joyce
Greater Vitagraph Plans to Add New Line of Comedies
GREATER VITAGRAPH is going to laughs for picture fans. During the two
years he has been writing comedies he has
add to its program in a few weeks
a brand new line of comedies, according to come to be known as one of the leading
humorists of the picture business.
a statement given out by Albert E. Smith,
President Smith, discussing the new
president of the company.
These comedies, which will be one-reelcomedies, said : " We were moved to return
to this line of production by reason of the
ers, will not interfere with the production
of Big V's, because Mr. Smith recently put fact that the people must be afforded
two new companies to work on the well laughs, and slapstick comedy does not appeal to every one. Vitagraph was the first
known Vitagraph brand of slapstick, now
having three in action. The new brand is company to produce one-reel comedies of
expected to be a higher grade of comedy,
the higher class — the drawing-room commade from the works of some of the best
edies, we might call them — and in these
comedies we featured John Bunny and
known humorists of the present day, and
will be produced under the direction of Flora Finch, Wally Van and Lillian
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew,
Graham Baker, well known as the author
Hughie Mack, Kate Price and others.
of most of the Big V comedies.
Edward Earle and Agnes Ayres, two
These were all very popular with the pubBlue Ribbon feature stars, will be featured
lic and the pictures in which they appeared still measure up to the best standin this new series of humorous productions.
ards of production. So good are they that
These comedies will mark the transition
they are today among our most popular offerings, and they are getting laughs all
of Graham Baker from slapstick to legitimate fun. Mr. Baker, who was associated
over the country under the title of Favorite Film Features. In addition we have
with Lawrence Semon in the production of
the
Frauk
Daniels comedies — the Kernel
the Big V's as author and assistant producer, was, like Mr. Semon, a cartoonist
Nutt and Mr. Jack series — which are also
before he took up the work of providing
drawing well."
Petticoats Versus Pants " Is Next Mutual-Horkheimer
fragists. Itties the picture up with one of
" Petticoats Versus Pants " has been
selected as the next of the series of Mutualthe most thoroughly agitated of domestic
Horkheimer star productions featuring
questions.
Anita King, it was announced last week.
It has been set for release December 3.
"Mother" Evokes Interest That
Miss carries
King isthe
castdoctrine
as " Efficiency
Ann,"
who
of feminine
Seems Country -wide
McClure
Pictures, the organization which
emancipation to the women of " Red
Dog," the run down, vice ridden, boss
is distributing George Loane Tucker's prodominated western community where she
duction of " Mother," last week received
a letter from a Connecticut theatre
operates an eating house. The role is said
which is considered by McClure to be
to be admirably suited to Miss King's
talent and personality. She is distinctly the more proof of the interest that the feature has aroused throughout the country.
type of self-sufficient women who would
be expected to handle the rough and ready
The letter, from Norman Cables, proprietor of the Kingsbury, in Waterbury,
male population without gloves.
The story deals with the feminist moveConn., said : " We, the theatregoers of
ment, not so seriously as to offend and not
Waterbury, are hungry to see your picso lightly as to stir the ire of ardent sufture production, ' Mother.' "

A Flash from the Vitagraph Picturization of O.
Henry'sJ. "Frank
The Renaissance
Charleroi,"
Glendon and atAgnes
Ayres with
" A Woman Between Friends "
Stars Alice Joyce
In the production of " A Woman Between Friends,-' a Greater Vitagraph feature, Albert E. Smith, president of the
company, has given director Tom Terriss
carte blanche, and the result is that one
night last week there was staged at the
Vitagraph studio in Brooklyn one of the
biggest carnival scenes ever made for the
screen.
Alice Joyce is starred in this feature,
Marc MacDermott appearing with her,
and it is the intention of President Smith
to give his stars the very best possible
settings available. The play is an adaptation from the Robert W. Chambers' story,
" Between Friends."
Knitting Habit Parodied in Latest
Klever Komedy
The knitting fever which has swept the
land is said to be cleverly parodied in the
forthcoming Klever Komedy, " Knutty
Knitters," which features Victor Moore
and will be a paramount release November 19.
The comedy, according to report, is fast
and full of funny kinks and is expected to
be one of the most popular of the Victor
Moore pictures.
Jean Lenox Makes Debnt with
Norma Talmadge
Jean Lenox, it was announced last week
by Nellie Revell, is making her film debut
in the adaptation of Rupert Hughes' drama,
" Two Women," which Miss Norma Talmadge is making.
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Madge

Kennedy
Starts New
Goldwyn Feature
Madge Kennedy, one of the newest of
screen stars, is to be the means of introducing another artist to the field of
silent drama, according to an announcement from Goldwyn last week. The debut
will belong to George Weston, a writer,
whose stories have never been put into
scenario form, but who will get his chance
when Goldwyn presents Miss Kennedy in
his " Oh ! Mary, Be Careful," upon which
the star has begun work.
Miss Kennedy has chosen all her costumes for " Oh ! Mary, Be Careful " ; the
first settings have been erected at the Goldwyn Studio, and work has already begun
on a few of the episodes involving Miss
Kennedy alone. There are a number of
these in the book and, upon their completion, the full cast will be assembled for
work, it is announced.
Gladys Leslie Prepares for Second
Vitagraph Film
Gladys Leslie has completed her first
Vitagraph feature and is getting ready to
begin work on a second, it is announced.
" His Own People," in which she is featured with Harry Morey, is a romance of
Old Erin and will be released on the Blue
Ribbon program December 31.
In her second picture Miss Leslie probably will be linked with J. Frank Glendon,
who has risen to a stellar place among
Vitagraphers by his work in the O. Henry
pictures. W. P. S. Earle, who directed
Miss Leslie and Mr. Morey in " His Own
People," will continue to direct her.
General to Distribute Selburn
Comedies
Announcement was made this week by
General Film Company that it has acquired
for exclusive distribution a new series of
short-length subjects to be known as the
Selburn Comedies. The series is controlled
by the Piedmont Picture Corporation, and
one subject is to be released each month,
beginning November 19, when " Hubby's
Holliday" is expected to be ready for distribution. This picture is described as a
two-reel, high-class comedy, and the succeeding ones will be of one reel.
Neal Burns and Gertrude Selby are featured in the Selburn Comedies, which are
said to be the most attractive vehicles in
which they have yet appeared.

fm. Fox's New Boston Building Ready for Occupation
first floor, is large and is equipped with
ers of the Fox Film
THE new headquart
Corporation in Boston are ready for
every modern appliance and convenience
occupation. Contractors who have been
to expedite the delivery of film. It covers
working on the structure in Piedmont
nearly a third of the first floor. A dumb
street for nearly six months completed
runs :"
installed,
- been :floor
waiter thehas second
their task last week when the finishing
from
to thewhich
basement,
touches were put on the building.
thus making it comparatively easy to
There now remain but a few minor de- transport the films from the vaults on the
tails to be attended to before the Fox
second floor to the shipping room.
The building is equipped with a large
Corporation will move in, but these Manager William D. Shapiro is looking after
number of fire-proof vaults, capable of
with a view to having things in shape for holding several hundred rolls of films, and
receives excellent ventilation.
occupation very shortly.
The new building, which is one of the
Great pains were taken in laying out
the re-wind room, which is located in the
largest and finest exchanges built in Boston for motion picture interests, covers a front part of the second floor, receiving
the abundant sunshine from that part of
considerable area of ground and is located
in an ideal section of the film district. The
the building. It is large enough to acmain office covers a large part of the
commodate more than a score of girls.
The exhibition room is one of the finest
first floor and is furnished in up-to-date
in the city. It is built to hold about fifty
style for convenience and efficiency. The
persons and makes it possible for exhibitmanager's office is located in the front section of this floor. Next to Manager Shaors to view the " run-offs " with every degree of comfort and advantage. A large
piro's office is the booker's quarters. The
bookkeper's office is also on the first floor, motion picture booth has been placed in
the exhibition room and is equipped with
adjoining
the booker's
room.situated on the two brand new machines.
The shipping
room, also
Theodore Wharton Owes New Serial to Enemy Country
to the Kalem, to build their first indoor
""THEODORE WHARTON, of The
studio ; then to Pathe and to Essanay,
* Wrhartons, Ithaca, N. Y., remarked
last week that as a thing of kindness and
where he produced " The Wars of the
West," featuring Buffalo Bill, General
culture the Imperial German Government
Miles and others, and including 1,200
may be a good deal of a fizzle, but that as
United States soldiers and more than 800
an instigator of ideas for scenarios it Indians. This was probably one of the
manages to do very well.
first really big spectacle productions ever
The Whartons, as announced recently
put on in America.
in Motion Picture News, are putting on
Shortly after this, which was in 1913,
the new super-serial, written by William
Mr. W'harton and his brother, Leopold,
who had become one of the favorite diJ. Flynn, chief of the United States Secret
Service, which is to tell the inside of Gerrectors with Pathe, went into the contractman plots and intrigue in this country.
ing motion picture business at Ithaca,
For, Mr. Wharton avers, when Germany
N. Y., where their studios now are located. Their first big production was
did its plotting in this country, it unwittingly wrote the greatest motion picture
"
The
Exploits
of Elaine," which was folof them all
lowed
by
"
Wallingford,"
' Beatrice FairAnd Mr. Wharton should know a good
fax," various features, and finally " Pamotion picture when he sees one, for it tria," in
which Mrs. Vernon Castle made
her debut as a serial motion picture
was when the motion picture business was
hardly big enough to reach out for its actress.
The new serial, however, which The
teething ring that Theodore Wharton entered the business as a director for the
Whartons are making now, is being done
for themselves, and is to be released
Edison Company back in 1907. Following
his connection with the Edison Company,
through
changes. the Hoffman Foursquare exMr. W harton went to the Vitagraph, then

Scenes Showing the Restful Contrast Throughout First National Exhibitors'
Circuit'sPlayers
" Alimony," in Which Lois Wilson and George Fisher (in the Auto)
Are the Leading
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PROGRAMS

Christmas

Feature

Added

to

Butterfly Releases
To admit into its schedule a subject particularly applying to Christmas tide, the
Butterfly arrangements for December have
been revised. Harry Carter and Priscilla
Dean
stars the
of "shift
Beloved
Jim," the
featurewill
thatbecaused
in details.
In

Gloria Swanson, of Mack Sennett-ParamountCelebrated
Fame, Graciously
Baths Allows the Sun to Give Her One of Its
Paramount
Puts Big List on Open Market
Includes About Three Hundred Five-Reel Features, with WellKnown Stars, Released Prior to August 5 — Exhibitors Pleased
WHAT will no doubt be very interesting
news to exhibitors is the announcement made last week by Paramount that
a list of about three hundred five-reel
features, in many cases with stars including
Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark and
Pauline Frederick, is now available without territorial restrictions upon the open
booking market.
These films, it is made known, are those
which were released on the program system
prior to the adoption on August 5, last, of
the Star Series Selective booking plan.
There are several plays, for example, in
which Miss Pickford starred before the
advent of Artcraft. Among them are
named : " Such a Little Queen," " Cinderella," Mistress Nell," " Fanchon the
Cricket," " The Dawn of a Tomorrow,"
" Little Pal," " Rags," " Esmerelda," " The
Girl of Yesterday," " Madame Butterfly,"
" The Foundling,' '' Poor Little Pepina,"
" Hulda from Holland," and " The Eternal
Grind."
The Marguerite Clark features embrace,
among others, " Wildflower," " The Crucible," The
"
Goose Girl," " Gretna Green,"
" The Pretty Sister of Jose," " Seven
Sisters," " Helene of the North," " Still
Waters," " The Prince and the Pauper,"
" Mice and Men," " Out of the Drifts,"
" Molly Make Believe," " Silks and Satins,"
"Little Lady Eileen," "Miss George Washington," Snow
"
White," " The Fortunes of
Fifu " and " The Valentine Girl."
Pauline Frederick is represented in the
list by " Sold," " Zaza," " Bella Dona,"
" Lydia Gilmore," " The Spider," " Audrey," "The Moment
Before," "The

Plan

World's Great Snare," " Ashes of Embers,"
" Nanette of the Wilds," " The Slave
Market," " Sapho," " Sleeping Fires," " Her
Better Self " and " The Love that Lives."
Aside from these there are said to be
dozens of other productions with Marie
Doro, Fritzi Scheff, Victor Moore, Hazel
Dawn, Elsie Janis, Blanche Sweet, Myrtle
Stedman, John Barrymore, Violet Heming,
Laura Hope Crews, Lenore Ulrich, Charlotte Walker, Geraldine Farrar, Edna
Goodrich, Fannie Ward, Lou-Tellegen,
Theodore Roberts, Anna Held, Constance
Collier, Donald Brian, Vivian Martin,
Dustin Farnum, Irene Fenwick. George
Beban, Mae Murray, Kathlyn Williams,
Mme. Petrova, Ann Pennington, Wallace
Reid, Anita King, Louise Huff, Max Figman, May Irwin, Bessie Barriscale, Florence Reed, Macklyn Arbuckle, Rita Jolivet,
Ina Claire, John Mason, Peggy Hyland,
and many others.
First Selburn Release Claims
Timely Complications
Neal Burns and Gertrude Selby are said
to set a fast pace for themselves in "Hubby's Holiday," the first of the new Selburn
comedies to be released by General Film
for the Piedmont Pictures Corporation.
Some of the cleanest and best light comedy
found in many months is promised in this
two-reel production.
Future Selburn Comedies will appear in
one-reel form. Four have been announced
to date, in all of which Neal Burns and
Gertrude Selby, the light comedy stars, are
featured.

other respects the December Butterflys will
conform with previous arrangements as
now fully detailed in the following specifications :December 3— " Fighting Mad,"
depicting the state of mind a minister of
the Gospel (portrayed by William Stowell)
found himself in when he submitted to
weakened faith. Helen Gibson and Betty
Schade will have essential roles. December 10— Little Zoe Rae, in "The Silent
Lady."
17 — comes
" Beloved
Jim,'' toa
ChristmasDecember
attraction,
in time
contest for attention with Christmas shopping. Harry Carter, Priscilla Dean and
Joseph Girard will lead the presenting
company. December 24 — Harry Carey,
with Molly Malone his featured leading
lady, will present " Bucking Broadway."
" The Grell Mystery " on Screen
Week November 19
" The Grell Mystery," a Blue Ribbon feature starring Earle W illiams, was scheduled for release the week of November 19
by Greater Vitagraph. This picture, according to the Vitagraph announcement,
affords Mr. Williams one of the best opportunities he has had since " Arsene Lupin," and Albert E. Smith, the Vitagraph
president, has given it an extraordinarily
fine production. It was directed by Paul
Scardon, who has worked with Mr. Williams in most of his pictures during the
last year, and the company declares it one
of
done.the best things Mr. Scardon has ever
Ann Murdock Feature Presented
to Screen November 19
Ann Murdock, the Frohman star, is
scheduled to trip silently, but effectively
across the motion picture screen on November 19 in the third of her Empire productions for Mutual release, " Please Help
Emily," a picturization of the comedydrama in which she appeared on the legitimate stage. It is announced that the production will be presented with practically
the entire original cast intact.
Dell Henderson directed the feature.
" The Fair Barbarian " to Follow
" Molly Entangled "
" Molly Entangled," which is announced
for release by Paramount on November 19,
with Vivian Martin in the role of an Irish
colleen, will be followed the first part of the
new year by " The Fair Barbarian," an
English story, said to again differ in character from Miss Martin's recent productions.

November 24, 1917
Herbert Brenon Starts ForbesRobertson Production
HERBERT BRENON has completed his
production of Rupert Hughes's mystery romance, " Empty Pockets," and has
started " The Passing of the Third Floor
Back," in which Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson will appear in his role of the
Stranger.
The conclusion of one production and
the launching of another was said to have
been accomplished without a single hitch
in the Brenon system of production. Mr.
Brenon " shot " the last scenes of the Rupert Hughes story on the exact day he
had planned. Scenario, sets and every detail of production for " The Passing of
the Third Floor Back " had been prepared
by Mr. Brenon's executive staff, and the
director began his first scene with Sir
Johnston Forbes-Robertson.
That all this was accomplished without
rush, confusion or a slip in production
schedule testifies to the remarkable organization built up by Mr. Brenon. There are
no gaps in activities at the Brenon Studios
as will be duly seen and fully appreciated
from the foregoing.
In its screen form " The Passing of the
Third Floor Back " will undergo certain
changes necessary to give variety of background and to work out the development
of the characters. In the stage version of
Jerome K. Jerome's drama, the action
centered in the living room of a shabby
London boarding house. The spoken dialogue made it possible to show the individual shading of character of the various
people with a single room. The motion
picture adaptation, on the other hand, will
necessarily reveal the different rooms of
the lodgers. The three whole floors of
the Bloomsbury Place boarding house have
been constructed at the studio, including
seventeen different rooms, halls and stairways. These range from the slavey's garret corner to the third floor back abode, to
which the Passerby is relegated by the mercenary landlady, Mrs. Sharp.

John Barrymore in a Tense Moment from " Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman "
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Carmel Myers, on the Left, Shows a Decided Contrast to the Carmel Myers on the Right, Where She
Is Shown in a Bluebird Scene with Sidney Dean. The Production Is " One Clear Call "
Bluebird Changes Its December
Arrangement
Ella Hall Feature, Intended for Christmas Week, Placed Ahead
One Week, and Mae Murray Subject Is the Yuletide Attraction
FOR the purpose of giving exhibitors a
Mae Murray feature for Christmas
week, the Bluebird release dates have been
slightly changed for the last month of the
year. It had been intended to present Ella
Hall in " My Little Boy " at Yuletide, but
in the rearrangement Miss Hall takes the
week earlier. Here is the detailed announcement for the month : December 3 —
Violet Mersereau in " The Raggedy
Queen." This feature was directed by
Theodore Marston from John C. Brownell's scenario of Nell B. Bronson's story.
The supporting company includes Grace
Barton, Donald Hall, Robert F. Hill,
Charles
Slattery, James O'Neill and Frank
Otto.
December 10 — Ruth Clifford in " The
Door Between," a Rupert Julian production, made from Samuel Merwin's novel,
" Anthony the Absolute." Monroe Salisbury will be featured in Miss Clifford's
support, playing the role of the eccentric
Anthony. Special stress is laid upon the

scenic mounting of this production, the atmosphere of Japan and China having been
carefully translated to the screen in especially contrived settings, all of which are
truly true to nature.
December 17 — Ella Hall in " My Little
Boy," created from Elliott J. Clawson's
story and scenario, originally titled " Uncle Oliver's Christmas." This Bluebird
will carry, it is claimed, exceptional opportunities for advertising a peculiar " heart
interest "— f or it is Miss Hall's honeymoon
picture, in which her husband, Emory
Johnson, and her bridal flower-girl, Little
Zoe Rae, are featured, along with Gretchen
Lederer, her bridesmaid.
December 24 — Mae Murray, in " Face
Value," entirely created by her director,
Robert Z. Leonard, who wrote the story,
fixed up the scenario and directed Bluebird's newest star in what will be her
second release. Bluebird intends this production to constitute a special Christmas
bill for exhibitors.

Second Russian Art Film on Pathe Program
Last Episode of " The Fatal Ring " and a Two-Reel Comedy Also
Presented Week of November 18 — New Screen Magazine Starts
crooked banker named Falenti. As the
THE second of the Russian Art Films,
episode ends, however, lima is kidnapped
the last episode of " The Fatal Ring "
by Mason and Harry sets out to search
serial, a two-reel comedy and a new screen
for her.
magazine are the outstanding points of
Pearl White stars in the twentieth and
Pathe's program announced for the week of
November 18. Among the stars in these
last episode of " The Fatal Ring."
films are Ivan Mozukin, Mollie King, Pearl
Lonesome Luke is presented in a twoWhite and " Lonesome Luke."
reel Rolin Comedy, " When Clubs are
The Russian Art Film is entitled " The
Trumps." Harold Lloyd as Lonesome
Luke, a football of fate; Harry Pollard as
Queen of Spades," and is in five reels.
Like " The Painted Doll," this has for its Snub, a humble stroller; Bebe Daniels as
star Ivan Mozukin, and is said to be an
the girl and Bud Jameyson as Bill Beezer
are said to make this one of the funniest
even better attraction than " The Painted
comedies produced for Pathe.
Doll " for the American market.
This program also contains the release
The tenth episode of " The Seven
of the first Argus Pictorial, produced by
Pearls," in which Mollie King, Creighton
Argus Laboratories to be released by
Hale and Leon Bary are presented, is entitled The
"
Holdup." lima receives a Pathe regularly. Among the subjects
high voltage electric shock, and Harry sucshown are : a log-drive in the north woods,
ceeds in rescuing her. He and lima then
the starfish, sulphur and potato printing.
delve into the underworld and succeed in
A one-reel scenic is entitled " Our Narecovering still another pearl from a
tional Parks."
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Fox Exchanges Report Rush for
New Sunshine Comedies
HP HE William Fox publicity department
* last week announced that exhibitors
have crowded the Fox exchanges throughout the United States during the last week
viewing the new Sunshine Comedies, made
by Henry
liam Fox. Lehrman, and offered by Wil-

June Caprice as Capitola in William Fox's Production of " M!ss U. S. A." Tries to Stay a
Father's Wrath, With Only Partial Success, it Appears
Coming Fox Features Promise Much of Interest
Virginia Pearson Drama Scheduled for November 18, on Which Date
Third " Kiddie " Picture Is Due — " Troublemakers " in December
Fox features anKatherine Lee as " Troublemakers " has
AMONG the William
nounced for release before the first been announced for December 9. " Troublemakers is the second Fox Standard Picof the new year are four which promise
to be of unusual interest as well as worth
tures featuring the Lee " Kiddies " and is
to exhibitors, if advance announcements
said to measure up fully to the requirements demanded by Mr. Fox.
from the Fox organization prove as
The last release of the present year from
authentic as they have in the past. These
the William Fox offices will be a Theda
features include " All for a Husband," starBara Super-picture, " Du Barry," which
ring Virginia Pearson
;
"
Treasure
Island,"
has been announced for initial showing on
with the youngsters, Francis Carpenter and
December 30. This will be the third of the
Virginia Lee Corbin ; " Troublemakers,"
Standard Pictures featuring Miss Bara
with Jane and Katherine Lee, and " Du
which has been released since September
Barry,"
starring
Theda
Bara.
The
last
named is scheduled to be the last release
30. The first of these was " Camille," folof the year from the William Fox offices.
lowed November 4 by " The Rose of
A play with a startling ending — a Carl
Harbaugh punch — is the description given
of " All for a Husband," the Fox Special
Blood."
Feature to be released November 18, and
Louise Fazenda in New Mack
in which Virginia Pearson is starred. The
Sennett Comedy
action centers about a beautiful lunatic, a
woman hater, the woman hater's sister and
Victor Heerman, who directed " Are
a friend of the latter. Besides Miss PearWaitreses Safe?" a Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedy to be released November
son the cast includes Herbert Evans, Doro18, the entire production being supervised
thy Quincy, Gladys Kelly, Carl Moody and
William W. Crimans.
by Mack Sennett, is said to have outdone
himself in filming a laugh-provoking story
" Treasure Island," the third of the new
with that illustrious comedienne, Louise
series of pictures featuring Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee Corbin, will also be
Fazenda, as the featured feminine charreleased November 18, it is announced.
acter. Ben Turpin, Slim Summerville and
The picture is based on the Robert Louis
Teddy, the dog, help along the fun. One
of the features that is expected to appeal
Stevenson classic and is reported to be the
to all those who are appreciative of
same sort of production as " Jack and the
Beanstalk" and "Alladin and the Wonderfeminine pulchritude is the fact that "Are
ful Lamp:" The directors, C. M. and S. A.
Waitresses Safe?" abounds in examples of
Franklin, however, are said to have laid
girlish beauty and a crop of " Comedy
considerable more emphasis on humor than
Cuteys " which takes part in the ensemble
in the previous pictures.
scenes is said to be exceptional even in
Mack Sennett productions.
William Fox's presentation of Jane and

The exchanges have just received prints
of the comedies, and already, it is said, a
large number of exhibitors have contracted for the new comedies.
Following are a few of the theatres in
various parts of the United States, showing how country-wide is the appeal for
comedies : Newark theatre, Newark,
N. J. ; Eckle theatre, Syracuse, N. Y. ; Alcazar theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Colla
and Tate Circuit, St. Louis, Mo. ; Strand
theatre, Knoxville, Tenn. ; Cabrillo theatre, San Diego, Cal. ; Strand theatre,
New York city; Academy, Fall River,
Mass. ; Proctor's, Portchester, N. Y. ;
Strand theatre, Youngstown, O. ; Strand
theatre,
Francisco,
Cal. ; Fay's
theatre, San
Providence,
R. I. ; Alhambra
theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal., and Lamara theatre,
Phenix, Arizona.
Following are some of the reviews of
newspaper critics :
" A new series, side-splitting in humor,
is inaugurated in the presentation of Fox
Sunshine Comedies, ' Roaring Lions and
Wedding Bells. ' " — New York Evening
Sun.
" A new comedy film, ' Roaring Lions
and Wedding Bells,' drew great laughter
from the large audience.*' — N. Y. Globe.
" A Fox Sunshine Comedy called ' Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells ' is truly
marvelous." — New York Tribune.
Mr. Fox has arranged that Sunshine
Comedies will be released on an independent basis, so that any exhibitor, no matter
what his film affiliations may be, may show
them.
Olive Tell Works on Third
Empire Feature Subject
Olive Tell, it is announced, is now at
work on her third picture for the Empire
All-Star Corporation, " The Girl and the
Judge,"
the Clyde
Fitchsome
playtime
in which
nie Russell
appeared
ago. An-

Juliette Daythein Buccaneers
a Fanciful Scene
from " Betty and
" (Mutual)

November 24, 1917

Doris Kenyon Persecuted Heroine
in " The Hidden Hand "
"The Hidden Hand," Pathe's new
serial which is scheduled for release November 25, is said to have all the thrills,
stunts and story that have made other
Pathe serials welcome to exhibitors and
their patrons in the past.
In claiming that Doris Kenyon, heroine
of the serial, is one of the most persecuted
girls now on the screen, Pathe offers proof
by compiling a list of " happenings " from
the first ten episodes of "The Hidden
Hand." This compilation recites : That
Miss Kenyon was trapped in a liquid air
explosion in her bedroom and escaped by
a giant swing on a scaling ladder from
balcony to tree, dropped to the ground, and
suffered many other experiences equally
thrilling.
"The

Mystery Ship" Release
Date Is Changed
The release date for Universale serial,
" The Mystery Ship," has been changed to
November 26, a fortnight later than first
announced. Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber
are the principal adventurers in this new
thriller, the direction of the sixteen episodes being in charge of Henry McRae,
superintendent of productions at Universal
City.
General Releases " On the Love
Line." December 13
Billy Ruge, the comedian, is again featured in the fifth series of Sparkle comedies now scheduled for release by General
Film. It is announced that " On the Love
Line," the first of the six new subjects, will
be available December 13.
Other subjects in which Ruge will appear
are " The Detective," " Smashing the Plot,"
" After the Matinee," " Double Cross " and
" The Best of a Bad Bargain." This last
release will carry the series far into January, insuring that the early winter demand
for clean comedy subjects will be well
cared for.
Gertrude McCoy Guest of Namesake Baltimore Theatre
Gertrude McCoy, the Hoffman-Foursquare star, was the guest of honor at the
anniversary celebration of the theatre in
Baltimore, dedicated to her, the Gertrude
McCoy, the latter part of last week.
" Madame Sherry " and " The Silent
Witness," the two Hoffman-Foursquare
pictures in which Miss McCoy starred,
were shown for the celebration.
Hart Starts "The Bloodhound"
for Artcraft Release
William S. Hart has begun his third picture for Artcraft, to be known as " The
Bloodhound," and to be quite different
from any of Hart's contributions to the
screen. The Thomas H. Ince star will
play the part of a Western railroad man —
a giant among his fellows, a master mind
in his particular field of endeavor. Miss
Vola Vale, who played opposite Hart in
" The Silent Man," has the leading feminine role in " The Bloodhound."
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Comedy
Prevails In Latest Mutual Schedule
Week * of November 19 Brings Light Subjects Starring William Russell and Ann Murdock- -Shorter Fun-Makers Included THEcomedy
demand
for "good-sized
of
is given
as the reasondoses
for the
large number of features and shorter subjects which Mutual has announced for its
program the week of November 19. The
list is headed by " Snap Judgment," with
William Russell, and " Please Help Emily," with Ann Murdock, and these are
followed by a one-reel Strand comedy, a
one-reel Cub comedy, a two-reel serial
and a one-reel topical.
| " Snap Judgment " is said to be one of
the most exceptional things William Russell has ever done. It is described as a
fast action drama — snappy, red-blooded
and jam full of laughs and very many
amusing situations.
" Please Help Emily " is a picturization
of the Frohman comedy .success in which
Miss Murdock played at the Lyceum Theatre, Broadway, last spring, and which
scored a long run in Chicago and other
cities. Supporting Miss Murdock are
Jules Raucourt, Ferdinand Gottschalk,
Amy Verness and Grace Carlyle.

Since the
first ' release'
i.of '.tfre
Mutual
comedies,
exhibitors
and Strandpublic
have shown their approval of . the one-reel
features. In " A Maid tovOriSer," Billie
Rhodes and Jay Belasco are said to present a merry mix-up. Thi§.-laugh promoter will be available November 20. On
November 22, George Ovey,' in " Jerry's
Victory,"
released. a one-reel Cub Comedy, will be
Various exhibitors are commending Mutual for the change from Wednesday to
Monday
as release19 days
' for date
Mutual
Weekly. ' November
is release
for
No. 151.
The tomystery
of the
seems
grow deeper
in "theLost
tenthExpress
episode"
of this Mutual-Signal chapter play. In
attempting to solve " The Secret of the
Mine " Helen is imprisoned by the gang,
escapes through an underground passage,
obtains the aid of detectives, but when
they follow up the clue, find that the trail
has been destroyed by a terrific, explosion.
Helen is lost as well as the Express.

Essanay Has Ready Four New Comedy-Dramas
For Release Before First of Year, in Addition to Usual Weekly Subjects and Other Pictures Released Monthly — " Kill-Joy " Is First
T^OUR new comedy dramas are ready for near the home. Then one day Helen was
taken to the hospital with appendicitis.
*■ release by Essanay late in- November
Helen and Jack were quick to see their
and December, it was announced last week,
opportunity, and a minister did the rest.
in addition to the usual weekly releases and
The release date is November 26.
other pictures that are released monthly.
Mr. Holmes is featured in the third
Little Mary McAlister is featured in two
comedy
drama, from
" ThetheSmall
Town
Guy."
of the comedy dramas, Taylor Holmes in It was adapted
Munsey
Magazine
another and Jack Gardner in the fourth.
story, " The Picture of Innocence."
The first released is " The Kill-Joy," feaHelen Ferguson is " the girl " and the
turing Little Mary. The picture is hailed
picture ends with a wedding march touch.
Another picture featuring Little Mary is
as unusually unique, especially in view of
the fact that the little actress has the only to be released on December 24. It is enfeminine role. Then, the plot itself is said
titled Sadie
"
Goes to Heaven," adapted
from the Good Housekeeping Magazine
to be unique. The release date is November 19.
story of the same name by Dana Burnet.
Little Mary is in the role of a child of the
" Gift o' Gab," featuring Gardner, details
slums.
the adventures of an ambitious young man
These features are all Perfection Picwho can talk most anyone into most anytures, released through the George Kleine
thing. There are just two people on earth
System. They have a screen time of apJack couldn't win by his gift o' gab. They
proximately 65minutes each.
were the parents of Helen. He couldn't go

Beatrice Michelena in Scenes from Her Latest Production, " Just Squaw 1
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good
Vengeance—
and the Woman."
Lastserial,
week " 183
theatres were
added to the
list of several thousand already presenting
"The Fighting Trail."
In a number of ways, Mr. Irwin believes,
this serial has established records for
features of this type and he is particularly
gratified
that " The
Fighting Trail " has
been instrumental
in broadening
the field of
possibilities for serial runs. He attributes
the success of the serial in no small degree
to the fact that it is different from any
other serial ever produced on the screen.
Practically the entire picture is outdoor
photography, the story moving along over
mountains and desert trails with unprecedented swiftness, and the Vitagraph
executive is of the opinion that the outdoor
scenes have a special appeal to audiences.
" The record made by ' The Fighting
Trail,' " said Mr. Irwin, " convinces us that
the motion picture public wants serials and
that there is virtually an unlimited field for
such pictures. However, I believe that
serials, to be successful, must be made with
the same smoothness that characterizes
regular features ; that there must be a good
story, plenty of strong action and capable

Audiences Who Drop into the Theatre to See the Forthcoming Universal Serial, " The Mystery Ship,"
Can Expect to See This Strange and Interesting " Phantom " Manipulate the Mysterious Water Craft
Triangle Release Strong Plea for Prohibition
"A Case at Law," Featuring Dick Rosson, Announced for Release
Week of November 18— Belle Bennet Fea'ture Is Also Listed
OF the two screen features announced
ture was supervised by Allan Dwan and
for release by Triangle the week of directed by Arthur Rosson.
" The Fuel of Life," a romance of
November 18, " A Case At Law," featuring
modern business, promises something new
the youthful character player, Dick Rosson,
is said to be a direct slap at the liquor
in the early winter crop of vampires. The
plot is based on the eternal triangle, the
■evil. The other production, " The Fuel
■of Life," will have Belle Bennett in the action originating with an atractive woman
leading role.
who is employed to further certain promo
tion schemes.
In " A Case At Law " Triangle aimed to
visualize one of the strongest pleas ever
Texas Guinan, J. Barney Sherry and
made for the suppression of the so-called
Thomas Guise are members of the supportliquor evil. Dealing as it does with what
ing cast. The picture was directed by
Walter Edwards.
some consider the most vital problem confronting people of all nations today, it is
" Her Busted Debut," the Keystone release for November 18 is said to provide
expected by Triangle to outrank in importance of subject the pleas for social
another opportunity for the Keystone
beauty crew to frolic in the water and as
purity, ethical justice, and the endless
number of propagandist subjects which
nymphs of a traveling burlesque chorus.
periodically clamor for attention. The plea
" War and Matrimony " and " An Inis presented through the personalities of a
nocent Vampire " will be released on the
Doctor Saunders (Riley Hatch), who has
regular program as one-reel Triangle
Komedies. Both of these pictures
fought a winning battle against the rum
measured over two thousand feet before
demon, and Jimmy Baggs (Dick Rosson),
a youth whose weakness proves both his the cutter received them, insuring the same
rapidity of action which has popularized
undoing and his salvation. Pauline Curley
plays the leading feminine role. The pic- these laugh-makers.
Irwin

Gets Serial,
Good
Reports
onin Ninety-seven
f Fighting
Vitagraph
in Ninth
Week, Presented
Houses Trail
That Never Before Used Serials — Apparently Going Strong
The report, among other things, revealed
W ALTER W. IRWIN, general manager
the following : Ninety-seven theatres which
of the Greater Vitagraph distribunever before had run a serial are showing
ing organization, has been receiving some
very complimentary reports concerning
" The Fighting Trail." In the Dallas territory, which has 213 cities and towns of
" The Fighting Trail," Vitagraph serial in
1,000 or more population, 208 theatres are
fifteen episodes, according to an announcement from Mr. Irwin's office last week. In showing the serial. In St. Johns, N. B.,
every theatre in the town has booked it and
a summary from the company's statistical
in addition all of these exhibitors already
department some remarkable facts about
the serial are shown.
have taken bookings for the company's next

Burglars Attentive to St. Louis
acting."
Exhibitors
Robbers, according to reports from St.
Louis, are beginning to turn their attentions
in great volume toward Mound City exhibitors. Only a few days ago William
Sievers, of the New Grand Central theatre, at Grand and Lucas avenues, was
robbed of $1,700, and following closely on
the heels of the haul Gabe Wagner, of the
Alps theatre, reported the loss by robbery of $100. Wagner was going to his
home at night when held up by two men.
John

G. Hawks
Writes for
Dorothy Dalton
John G. Hawks, the scenario writer, is
again on the Thomas H. Ince staff, it is announced, and his first work to receive the
approval of the producer is a new picture
for Dorothy Dalton, a story of the West
in the late 'fifties. This is said to be
Hawk's sixty-second scenario accepted by
Mr. Ince in a little more than two years.
Theda Bara Visits Fox Theatre
Election Night
Theda Bara appeared in person the night
of November 6 at the Academy of Music in
New York, a William Fox Theatre, where
the latest Fox Standard picture, " The Rose
of Blood," is being presented.
Manager John Zanft took advantage of
the occasion to decorate one of the lower
boxes for Miss Bara, who made an address
to the packed house.

" In the Park," with Chaplin, Late
Reissue
" In the Park," claimed by General Film
to be one of the best early successes of
Charlie Chaplin, is announced as the next
release in Essanay's series of Chaplin new
editions being distributed through General
Film Company. It is reported that many
theatres are featuring these comedies from
one to four days.
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Universal Special Reels Feature War Scenes
Animated Weekly and Screen Magazine Both Give Clear Road to
Views of War and Armies Here and Abroad— Well Balanced
The preparedness section is devoted to the
SCENES of armies and war are the keynote of both the Universal Screen
new style of army automobile field kitchen,
Magazine No. 45 and Universal Animated
which promises to revolutionize methods
Weekly No. 97, announced by Universal
of feeding armies, here and abroad. A
monster magnet with a lifting capacity of
as current reels. Despite the seeming predomination of war, the reels are said to a ton of iron at a single effort is the new
be nicely balanced, also showing other
invention illustrated, while the child eduviews that promise both novelty and as
cation section depicts a system of training
great moment of interest.
whereby a child of two and a half years
In the Animated Weekly views are
can easily be taught to spell simple words.
shown of the Archbishop of Rheims blessWillie
Hopkins's miracles in mud, the title
ing the graves of war heroes at Gueux;
of
this
"being "Under the Eagle's
the presentation by the municipality of St. Wings," subject
completes the reel.
Afrique of a sword to Gen. Castelnau, hero
of the Marne; the Prince of Connaught
Essanay Promises New Idea in a
reviewing the French army on the Aisne
December Release
front and bestowing military decorations
A brand new idea in the novelty picture
at Noyon, and the heavy artillery of Serline is promised exhibitors by Essanay,
via's little army hammering Bulgarian
trenches. Other topics are: King George
December
17, when
DreamPictures
Doll "
will
be released
on the" The
Perfection
bestowing Victoria Crosses on eight war
heroes at Buckingham Palace; Cincinnati program through the George Kleine System.
The novelty is the invention of Howard
police in military review at the annual inspection by Mayor Puchta; unveiling of S. Moss, an expert in the work of making
and handling dolls. His collection of
the Lafayette memorial tablet at Norfolk,
midgets, many imported, are said to be
Va. ; long distance tire efficiency test, Akron, O., to New York, and the unfurling
worth thousands of dollars. When a picture calls
dolls ofmakes
a type
can't type.
find
of Universal's service flag containing 270 in stock
he for
promptly
the heproper
stars, President Carl Laemmle at the halIn " The Dream Doll " both living charyards. Hy Mayer's cartoons complete the
reel.
acters and dolls are used. Marguerite
A collection of views, many of them
Clayton plays the role of Ruby, the daughter of the Toy King, John Cossar, and
hitherto unpublished in any form, of New
Bobby
Bolder appears as A. Knutt, a crackYork's new $175,000,000 waterworks system, comprises the leading article in issue brained chemist. Rod La Rocque is Ruby's
fiance.
No. 45 of the Universal Screen Magazine.

American War and News Weekly
3637
Makes Strides
The first chapter of the American War
and News Weekly, under its new name, is
considered by General Film to be by far
the best issue of the twenty-eight put out
thus far. Not only is it said to contain
up-to-the-minute war news in pictorial
form, but also the cream of the week's
news. Among the subjects in the first
issue under the new title are the drives
for the Liberty Loan, dry-docking of a
battleship, scene in American oil fields, aircartoons.plane stunts and Terry's animated war
Japanese Scenes in Burton
Holmes New Reels
Burton Holmes, in the ninetieth release
of Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures, takes the spectators to Nikko, Mecca
of the Japanese, and shows that " Nikko
in Snow Time" is beautiful enough to be
the Mecca of beauty lovers the world over.
In the days before railroad, the Japanese
pilgrims used to come on foot from all
corners of Japan to this spot; nowadays
they come by train. Among other interesting things that are shown is the " Basha "
or Japanese bus, that Mr. Holmes does not
advise his friends to ride in.
Weekly
War Letter Is Feature of Mutual

What is said to be a very interesting
letter from an American soldier in France
to his mother is announced as the center
of attraction in Gaumont-Mutual Weekly
No. 150, which was released November 12.
Billy Sunday, the evangelist, is also in this
reel, and additional war subjects.
Trench Torches Shown in Magazine-on-the-Screen
Three subjects that are claimed by Paramount to be of unusual interest have been
chosen for the ninety-third release of Paramount-Bray Pictographs, "The Magazineon-the-Screen." Of these perhaps the most
timely is that showing the trench torches
designed by Mrs. Edward Stockbridge
Gushee. Thousands of these have been
made and sent to France for use in the
trenches in place of lanterns and candles.
in

A Corner of the Argus Laboratories Atop the Candler Building, High Above the Bustle of Fortysecond Street, Near Broadway, New York. Mr. Ashton and Prof, de Vyree Are Shown at Work

Concentrated Patriotism
Universal Events Reel
Current Events, No. 26, the news feature release on the Universal program for
November 10, is expected to arouse more
patriotic spirit than is usually the case in
reels of the kind. Among the subjects is
a series on the recent voyage of the British "tank" through Fifth avenue. Other
subjects are: "Mrs. McAdoo Lights Beacon of Liberty" (Washington, D. C.) ;
" London Joins in Opening ' War Huts '
for U. S. Soldiers " ; " Soldier Fire Laddies Protect Army Camps"; "Aerial
Dance Steps" (Somewhere in America);
" Governor Whitman Sees Plattsburg in
Action " ; " Americans in France," training camp scenes and cartoons from the
newspapers.
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order, and this was supplied in the national capital
by a huge bonfire. As Mrs. McAdoo pushes a
button the pile becomes ignited and in a few moments is a gorgeous tower of flame.
Glimpses Barrett
of a spirited
Short Subjects in Review
Lieutenant
and A.boxing
Drexelmatch
Biddlebetween
show
one
way
in
which
our
men
are
getting
fit. Views
By Clara DeLissa Berg
of our airmen in France present another side of
the training. Three cartoons from leading newspapers drive home their lesson with suggestive
humor.
preparation
for
the
feast
by
eating
every
NEW CONQUEST PICTURES IN
ART AND ITALIAN
last
PREPARATION
Pathecrumb
News.)handed out to them. (Hearst- JAPANESE ARTIFICE
GOATS to the rescue! Great flocks of
A picture program that the whole family
The lightning
has natural
been chained,
harnessed. The latest
force to Niagara
come under
can see, enjoy, and afterward discuss in these thrifty animals in California promise
bring
an increase in the MILK AND WOOL
concert is a program that will
the
yoke
of
man's
ingenuity
is
the
volcano.
In
Larederello, Italy, a clever scientist, with a title
patrons back to the theatre that shows it. SUPPLY. Work and play at the TRAINby
the
way,
has
tapped
the
subterranean
steam
ING CAMPS. Equally exciting are
Conquest Pictures, put out by Thomas
passages necting
leading
a local crater
and bywheels
conthem withto dynamos
and driving
de- TREE FELLING and OBSTACLE
Edison, Inc., some months ago, wereseem,
and forcing them to generate electricity and run
signed to achieve this purpose, and
RACES.
(Hearst-Pathe News.)
munition works, is offsetting to some extent
from letters received by Mr. L. W. Mc-in
Consider the TOAD. He's going to be and
Italy's
need itself
for coal.
How inthis
done
howcrying
the steam
is formed
the isdepths
Chesney, manager of motion pictures
very useful in keeping your next summer's
of
the
earth
are
cleverly
illustrated
in
animated
the Edison Company, to have been most
garden free from destruction. Mr. Dit- drawings by J. F. Leventhal in Paramount-Bray
mars snaps him in the act of SNAPPING
successful in all parts of the country. The
Pictograph
THE CUT WORM.
The turmoilNo.of 93.
war has not yet upset the patient
pictures have been issued in twelve groups,
tradition
of Japan. Handed down from generation
each group containing a three or four-reel
to generation is the lore of flower arrangement, a
science as exact as mathematics, though much
feature portraying the romantic or advenmore charming in effect. Miss Mary Averell, an
An Example
turous side of life, a clean, amusing comAmerican woman, has won the title from her
scientific,
scenic,
the
of
edy, and one or two
Japanese friends of " Lady of All Flower Knowlor natural history subjects for which Mr.
{J The Broadway Photoplay, a
edge,"theand interesting
with the aidprinciples
of a Japanese
pupil floral
illustrates
of artistic
Edison has been famous. While the sevhouse in the early hundreds,
arrangement.
eral groups were intended as complete
War thrift on the one hand and wilful extravawith a patronage of the highbeen possible for the exit has single
on the other. large
The must
womanstillwhose
balprograms,
subjects from them,
hibitor to lease
ancegance
is comfortably
have bank
her silver
est class, and changing its bill 1
fox,
and
this
number
of
the
Pictograph
contains
or to reassemble the subjects into a probut twice a week, runs the
shots,
" snapshots
" in more fursense
than are
one, bred.
of a
gram to fit his particular need. Two of
farm where
the handsome
bearers
Hearst-Pathe News during the
Their manners are as bad as their coats are beauthe Conquest Pictures already released are
tiful, as witness the actions of a couple of pups
first half of the week, the Unibeing widely used for propaganda purposes,
worth all of $1,500 each. Indeed, domestic pets
versal
Weekly
during
the
that
require
the most careful handling, strong wire
Table."
the Square
"Knights
James
of •made
direction
under the ofpersonal
fences to keep them in place, and an armed guard
second.
accompanied
by a Great Dane to keep marauders
Wilder of the National organization of
{[At the entrance of the lobby, | out, are not to be commended to the farmer seeking a quiet life. However, one may endure much
Boy Scouts, and " Your Obedient Servant,"
the poster on the Weekly | for the
$2,500 which each adult skin brings.
the great"BlackforBeauty,"
adapted
stands shoulder to shoulder
kindness to dumb
ever made
est plea from
beasts.
with those announcing the
WAR'S WORK
AND WAR'S
REWARDS
Use of such programs as these does not
feature and comedy.
So excellent and interesting throughout are
begin till the close of the vacation season,
issues 89 and 90 of the Hearst-Pathe News that
" Every evening," says the
so, as releases were in advance of bookit is difficult to choose any part of them for
ings, the Edison Company has suspended
special mention. For instance, in No. 89 are
manager,
"
I
am
called
up
views
showing the increasingly important goat
production for a short time. A new series,
several times and asked at {
industry, with charming pictures of the flocks in
however, said to be even better than the
what
time
the
Weekly
wiU
go
California. There is a thrilling tree-chopping
first, is in preparation, and will shortly be
episode, taken near Houston, Texas, where negro
on. At least three hundred of
put on the market.
infantrymen are clearing the grounds for their
training
camp.
One ground,
catches with
one'sthebreath
the
my
patrons
come
for
that
1
tree swoops
to the
men as
barely
MR. EXHIBITOR
escaping from the crashing boughs. Quite as
alone, sometimes not even reexciting are the athletic contests at Camp Lewis,
Do you realize that the NEWS
Washington, which include a tug of war, hurdling
maining for the feature."
WEEKLY, which you have been regardand
"obstacle
sad andthesober
comesan with
those race.
scenesThein which
men part
and
ing as a mere " program
filler,"
may
be
a
women
who
have
already
dared
and
suffered
reutilize
you
if
means of filling your house
BOXING BY THE WHOLESALE
ceive the thanks
ofofEngland's
King.in But
again,
the attracting power of its timely topical
the
brighter
side
war
appears
splendidly
An army that must be raised over night, as it photographed scenes at the front, where American
interest?
were, cannot receive much individual instruction.
If you run any of the subjects reviewed
So Martin Delaney, training reserve officers at aviators, ready at last, take their place of duty in
Fort Sheridan, Illinois, in the art of boxing
theNo.air.90 contains such lively subjects as a footbelow, bulletin them in your program, your
(Mutual Weekly No. 149) takes them in batches
house sheet, the local press, or even on
ball game between sailors and soldiers at New
of 300. The work is amusing to the spectators,
Haven and the running of the famous Derby at
but is taken very seriously by the men themselves.
a placard in front of your theatre in someLatonia,
Kentucky. The horses are snapped head
Another
out
of
the
ordinary
effect
of
the
war
is
thing this fashion:
on as they rush down the track and are shown
the manner in which Redondo Beach, California,
ITALY: Short of Coal but long on In- carried out its bone-dry decision. To show its rounding the curve in close formation. A most
sight is the submerging and rising of
contempt for intoxicants it literally lays the dust interesting
genuity. She harnesses a VOLCANO and
a submarine being tested at New London before
them
by
pouring
gallons
of
wine
into
the
uses its steam to turn the wheels of her with
way. sprinkler and sending it on its irrigating
being shipped to the Chilean Government.
town
Thetion inever
problem
receives
munition factories. Leventhal's drawings
two present
pleasing food
forms.
Whether
or notattenwe
in motion show you how the trick is done.
In these days of like work and equal suffrage
are
going
to
be
thankful
on
the
last
Thursday
among men and women it is hardly possible to the month, we are hoping to eat turkey and it ofis
(Paramount-Bray Pictograph.)
set
apart
any
subjects
as
appealing
especially
to
PROHIBITION gains a new recruit.
reassuring to see large flocks of them happily preone sex or the other. Yet we imagine the very
paring for the feast at Calapatria, California. Of
Redondo Beach SPRINKLES ITS
chic boots displayed by Mollie King will cause
more
than
a festive day'saround
interest,Newhowever,
is the
the
STREETS with the contents of its wine
many a woman a pang of envy. Were we oursugar
problem.
Orleans
selves to own a pair of " Mollie King boudoir
bottles. (Mutual Weekly.)
women are out inDown
the fields garnering
the cane,
sandals
"
we
fear
the
boudoir
would
be
our
fawhile mechanical loaders and giant crushers
BRITISH TANK tamed for parade
vorite abiding place.
hasten its transformation and transportation.
Interesting
pictures
ofFrench
how well
German
prispurposes. A FIVE-STORY BONFIRE
oners
are
faring
at
the
front
complete
the
blazes the success of our Five Billion Dolreel.
PUTTING THE TOAD TO WORK
lar Liberty Loan. (Universal Current
Your garden was a prey to vermin? They
LIBERTY LOAN IN A BLAZE OF
Events.)
bored into your cabbages and chewed up your
GLORY
Guns plus MACHINERY will win our
tomato
plants?
What'swho thejustanswer?
small army
of toads,
love to Why,
dine offa
war. Ore for our Allies hastened on its
In all the numerous parades which have graced,
cut
worms
and
cabbage
worms,
and
snap
like a
more or less, the length of Fifth avenue during
hair tripper when one such delicacy appears on
way by giant unloaders handling 17 TONS
the
past
months
probably
nothing
excited
interest
the
path.
at ONE SWING. (Universal Screen
in greater degree than did the British tank, which
But toads are not yet for sale on the market, so
Magazine.)
the guidance of her own crew (Universal
Mr.
Ditmars inFilms
his "Corporation)
Enemies of the
Garden
The latest in DERBIES! Not a hat under
Current Events No. 26) lumbered with surprising
(Educational
shows
other"
in the last Liberty Loan procession. The
methods that can be employed to preserve our
but a HORSERACE. Head-on scenes at agility
title man has prefixed each view with a clever vegetables. Discarded paper drinking cups form
the famous race track in Latonia, Ky.
excellent shields around the roots of young plants
which addsmonster.
to the spectator's
enjoyment
THANKSGIVING is coming. Flocks of jingle
the celebrated
The harvest
of bondsof and a tempting meal of bran and arsenic soon
cheerful gobblers are doing their bit of being gathered in, a suitable celebration was in proves fatal to the greedy intruder.
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Hart Feature Released by W. H.
Productions Company
" The Two-Gun Man " in " The Bargain," a William S. Hart feature, one of
the first to be offered on the independent
market by the W. H. Productions Company, is reported to be going big in the
territories for which it has been sold. The
feature has been recently released by the
W. H. Company and last week the Canadian
rights and the New York City territories
were sold. It is said that " The Bargain "
presents Mr. Hart with opportunities never
before offered him and that his role of

Frank
His Advertising
?f Parentage
"
and That It Brought
Unheard of
Says Seng
That HisExplains
Plan Was Original
Have
Lost
Their
Significance,"
He
Says
Results — " Runs in Legitimate Theatre
statement explaining in detail why I chose
FRANK SENG, who has accomplished
the Rialto theatre for a first run of this
such good results with " Parentage,"
production, instead of placing it in a legitiwhich he placed on the independent marmate theatre. That advertisement sounded
ket last summer, tells in the following interview the results he obtained from a the death knell, I think, of forced runs in
legitimate theatres by which means many
had tried to inflate the value of a production by pocketing a big loss on a ' New

Iand
Two-Gun
" Stokes
is typically
Western
an ideal
Hart role.
It is said
that
" The Two-Gun Man " in " The Bargain "
shows the quality of his work as well as
any picture that he has ever done.
U. S. Exhibitors Name Metropolitan Heads
Sales force of the U. S. Exhibitors
Booking Corporation for the metropolitan district was practically completed this
week with the announcement of the selection of P. E. Myer as resident general
manager of the New York Exchange,
with headquarters at the Hoffman Four
Square offices, 729 Seventh avenue, and
A. J. O'Neill in charge of the Brooklyn
sales with his headquarters in the same
offices.
Both of these gentlemen will work under
the direction of Lynn S. Card, general
sales manager of the booking corporation.
Green Controls Canadian Rights
to " Great White Trail "
Due to a typographical error, it was
erroneously stated in the November 10 issue of Motion Picture News that M. H.
Hoffman, Inc., controlled the Canadian
rights to " The Great White Trail," produced by Wharton, Inc. John C. Green,
manager of Wharton's Canadian Features,
is in sole control of the Canadian and
Alaskan rights to this production. Mr.
Green reports that the picture is a " very
big success" in this territory. The feature is handled through the six branch
offices of the Regal Films, Inc. The picture is booked, states Mr. Green, until
February 1.

Frank Has
J. Seng,
" Parentage,"
Made Whose
Good atFeature,
the Box-Office
campaign of advertising which he says was
marked originality. Mr. Seng said :
" In The Motion Picture News of
May Sth, 1917, there appeared a series of
simple, yet very effective ' teaser ' ads
scattered throughout its pages announcing the coming of a new film production.
These ' teaser ' ads, followed by others,
were the opening guns for ' Parentage.'
" From such an humble beginning there
developed one of the best directed campaigns of trade paper advertising ever
launched in this industry. Within thirty
days there
an exhibitor
in not
the
United
Stateswasn't
and Canada
who did

Mammoth to Handle Ivan Feature
in Southern New Jersey
The Mammoth Film Corporation announces that arrangements have been completed whereby this company is to handle
the distribution of Ivan's production,
" Married in Name Only," in the Southern
New Jersey territory. The Mammoth
company handle the distribution of other
Ivan productions in Northern New Jersey. Milton Sills is featured in "Married
in Name Only."

know about ' Parentage, A Message,' and
feel that it was really a ' worth while '
production. No extravagant claims were
advanced. In fact, all of the word and illustration ammunition seemed to be concentrated on getting over the fact that
here was a picture that differed radically
from anything previously released through
independent channels.
" On the sixth day of June ' Parentage '
was given its trade showing at the Rialto
theatre to a large and enthusiastic audience. Iimmediately followed this showing with a 'straight from the shoulder'

" So-called runs in legitimate theatres in
York
Xew run.'
York have lost their significance.
During the past year many mediocre films
were given forced runs on Broadway at
heavy financial loss. Buyers and exhibitors no longer consider a run a mark of
quality. ' Parentage ' is not a $2.00 film.
Folks in New York City should not be
asked to pay $2.00 to see it, when it is
afterwards to be shown all over the United
States at from ten to fifty cents. But it is,
we think, the greatest film ever screened to
be " played
at fifty
cents all
top records
price."
'Parentage
' broke
at the
Rialto. More than ten thousand were
turned away during the week. In the advertising that followed, I made it clear
that the prestige of the Rialto alone could
not of itself make this picture an overwhelming success throughout the country.
I urged every exhibitor to use his own initiative, and place liberally the many ad
helps that had been prepared for him on
this remarkable film."
To the distributor of " Parentage," who
is himself a successful exhibitor of Wilmette, Illinois, goes the credit for the introduction of the first house organ to be
launched in the state rights field. This
little magazine of service has now reached
its eighth issue and promises to be continued until every exhibitor in the country has had an opportunity to book and
play " Parentage."
Big Advertising Campaign
Planned for Flynn Serial
M. H. Hoffman, Inc., which has the
distributing rights to the serial written by
William J. Flynn, Chief of the United
States Secret Service, is busy completing
plans for an extensive advertising campaign that is to be launched soon and arHoffman ranging
saidfor :adequate distribution. Mr.
" Our various exchanges, both in this
country and Canada, are in receipt of requests for information concerning this
serial, and fourteen branch managers are
asking for prints. As a consequence our
organization is working overtime getting
data prepared and every executive staff
member realized that in point of volume
Chief
record. Flynn's serial will establish a

" The Whartons are busy casting the
serial, and expect to have the first episodes under production soon."
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production. He doesn't know the market nor does he know
values of the various territories. In consequence, if he attemptthe
s
Via
States
Rights
By
H.
J.
Shepard
to go ahead upon his own initiative, he gets into trouble In the
Ymmm,, , „„ „„„„„„ „„„„„,„„„ im.i,.m„..m.,i„„imii m ii.iiim.iiiui ■ mmmimmm., mm
first place, he may not really have a States Rights picture
and,
FIRST OF A SERIES
if so, ghetheis naturally wasting his time. In the second 'place
grantin
former, he has no understanding of the proposition
with which he is dealing, and probably will end by getting thorI
" Via States Rights " is the first of a series of
articles on the independent field, based upon I
oughly "stung."
In putting
a picture on the States Rights
one great
long experience, by H. J. Shephard, in which he
question faces the distributor and the territoriamarket,
l buyer. This is
promises to call a spade a spade.
the question of percentage and cash. The distributor usually
wants cash. He wants to get his money out of the picture in
I
The second is entitled " Sharpshooters in the
the quickest possible way. He will promise everything— and give
Industry," and will appear next week.
nothing. After he has gotten the purchase price out of the territorial buyer, the deal is finished in so far as he is concerned.
THE States Rights market is here to stay. It is a big, new,
There is no co-operation— he just forgets all about him. The
lasting institution and nothing can prevent its rapid growth
buyer, left to hoe his own row, may lose or win. Consequently,
the next time that he buys a picture he negotiates for it upon
and development. Even though all the " stars " who enjoy such
enormous popularity were gathered into the fold of the large
the percentage basis. He wants the distributor— and he is justiprogram distributors, who claim them to be the real box-office
fied in this — to take a chance with him. In other words, he is
assets, there would sill be a possibility of producing good photoassuring himself of co-operation.
plays from strong, virile stories, which have proven in the past
The distributor usually doesn't respond. He feels that the buyer
to be more lasting. Film " stars " are the most transient of is trying to let him in for a share of his possible
losses. There
beings, and many of them take the plunge over the horizon of is a mutual distrust. The distributor has no confidence
in the
dramatic obscurity only too quickly, — while stories live forever, —
buyer. If the buyer has lost money on a previous proposition,
if they are good. Shakespeare never saw a motion picture, nor
it is because he has bungled his territorial distribution— never
because his picture has not been practically and properly backed
did he ever exploit a " star," but he certainly whispered someup by the distributor. The buyer naturally has little faith in the
thing in that little remark of his about " the play being the thing."
This is not an empty statement, but one which has been indubidistributor, for he feels, and in many cases he is justified, that
tably proved over and over again by the success in this field of his failure with a former picture is due entirely to the desertion
any number of big features, which depended entirely on their
on the part of the distributor. And so it goes.
stories to carry them through. So strive as the program distributors may to gather all the good material into their nets,
The Unsuccessful Many
there will always be sufficient productions to fill the States Rights
It is undoubtedly true that the failure of many States Rights
market.
productions is due to the foregoing reason. They do not succeed
States Rights vs. Program
because there is little or no assistance given to the territorial
There is no strongly defined line of distinction between a States
buyer by the distributor after the sale. A competent, careful
Rights and a program picture. An exceptional program feature
distributor knows the financial value of his picture and he also
can be turned into a States Rights production, if it falls under
knows that the picture is fifty per cent sure of success if he aids
the classifications of the pictures designed for that field, and if the territorial buyer with the proper information and backs him
it is properly advertised. No picture, no matter how valuable,
up with an advertising campaign. When all our distributors come
to the realization of this important fact, we shall find the number
can be successfully " put over " without recourse to the medium
of a well-planned advertising campaign; on the other hand, an
of States Rights failures materially reduced. The slogan of the
exceptional program picture, with the force of an organized camdevelopment of this new field of the industry should be : " Copaign behind it, can be made a very good States Rights proposiin
the long run.operation," and it is that and that alone which will win for us
tion. The industry is coming daily to see this more clearly, and
in consequence the market in this field is becoming correspondOne of the greatest evils of the States Rights trade is a wedge
ingly enlarged. This is borne out by the fact that many of the that has long stood between the distributor and the buyer. This
large program organizations, when they find that one of their
is the middleman, or broker. The industry is crowded with these
releases is of more than usual merit, and falls under States Rights
men who are entirely lacking in the principles of decent business.
classifications, take it off their regular program and charge a They prey upon the distributor and territorial buyer alike. Respecial price for it.
tained by the one, they play both ends to the middle, and it
The successful productions for the States Rights market come
doesn't
matter who gets stuck, so long as they get theirs. It even
under three classifications : the sensational, the propaganda, and
frequently happens that more than one of these chevaliers of inrthose containing an exceptional story. If the release is built
dustry will claim the representation of the distributor or the
;around some sensational event or happening of the day, or has
buyer, and all will claim the commissions, so that there are several
percentages to be deducted from the final settlement
.a plot filmed under such trying conditions as to cause public comment, it falls under the first class, and may be judged fit for the
It is unfair to make the statement that all the middlemen in
States Rights market. It may contain a preachment on suffrage,
the industry are of this type. There are some very good ones,
war, peace, religion, any subject that offers material for a sermon
who are doing the States Rights trade a vast deal of good. Moreer a teaching, rendered in a dramatic and interesting way, and
over, they are gradually eliminating the disreputable faction in
come under the second. And finally, a story of exceptional power
their own trade, for they are daily bringing both the distributor
and force, containing perhaps a little historical value, will serve
and the buyer to closer understanding of conditions, and teaching
them to deal with those who make use of only honorable business
to bring a release into the third class. Of course, even a combination of all three of these qualities will not bring a picture
methods.
within the radius of the States Rights limit if the utmost thought
and care are not put into its production.
A Solution
If every States Rights organization, being formed at present,
Producer's
Conception
Wrong
Unfortunately,
the average
producer does not know anything
is really " all for one and- one for all," the solution is easily
found. However, this is a distinctly hypothetical proposition.
about the above. The trouble with the average producer's conHow many States Rights organizations have thoroughly analyzed
ception of a States Rights picture is that he hasn't any. He does
■ot distinguish between picture values. He gives no consideration
the market conditions of the country? How many have listed
to the fact that his picture may or may not be adaptable to the
and graded the theatres in each territory? Have they even obStates Rights market. His story may not qualify under any of
tained general data in connection with them? The answer is:
the three qualifications of the pictures successful in that field.
No. They should be in a position to estimate the approximate
returns from each territory for each production. They should
That doesn't make a bit of difference. All his work — in his own
•stimation — is so far superior to anything that has ever been done
realize that the market conditions vary throughout the country
previously — by anyone else — that he succeeds in very successfully
as to bookings, and that therefore in the matter of territory perpulling the wool over his own eyes as to the true value of his
centages the value of each picture is different It is only by
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thoroughly familiarizing themselves with
this data that the distributors can place
themselves in a position to really consistently work with the territorial buyers
and not leave them to shift for themselves.
It is only by this method that a proper
understanding between the two parties can
be built up, and the States Rights sphere
come into its proper degree of efficiency.
The solution of the States Rights problem lies then in three things: The analysis
of all territories by the distributor, the
proper consideration of the story of the
picture and of those other essentials which
go to make up the careful preparation of
a feature picture, and — co-operation. The
last is perhaps the most important of all,
for the best of releases can be made or
broken on the wheel of negligence. The
distributor must support the territorial
buyer. He must give him the benefit of a
comprehensive and thorough advertising
campaign, and special, personal help when
necessary. In the matter of percentage, he
must not only be willing, but be glad to
take a chance on the success of his picture
with a reliable buyer, realizing that if they
work together the production has a much
better chance of going across.
Duskin Joins Sales Forces of
Wolfberg Attractions
J. M. Duskin has been engaged by the
Harris P. Wolfberg Attractions, Pittsburgh, to handle the Western Pennsylvania territory, it is announced. He will
devote his time to the exploitation of
" The Mad Lover," " The Deemster," " Today," "The Crisis " and " Persuasive
Peggy," all of which features Wolfberg
controls for this and other territory.

Scene from " Auntie's
Film D'Art,
States Triumph,"
Rights
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Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
Productions
Buyer
Territory
"The Mormon Maid"
Turner
and
Dahnken,
San
Southern
California, AriFrancisco
zona.
"The Mormon Maid"
"The Mormon Maid"

" The Lust of the Ages "

Northern California, Nevada.
Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana.
Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Wisconsin.
The Supreme Film Company.Iowa, Nebraska.
Aaron Jones (Central Film
Company, Chicago) Illinois, Indiana.
Peter
C. Crown, Dallas, Texas,
Oklahoma, Louisiana,
Texas
Arkansas.

" Souls Redeemed "

Renowned Pictures Corpora-

"Weavers of Life"

Renowned Pictures Corpora-

"The Mormon Maid"
"The Mormon Maid"
"The Mormon Maid"

T. L. Tighe
The Greater Feature Company
Wescott Film Company

tion South African Rights
tion South African Rights

"The Russian Revolution ". A. (First
H. Blank
Enterprises
National
Exhibit- Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Neors' Circuit)
braska.
"The Russian Revolution ".Supreme
Feature
North and
Compa
ny Film Minneapolis,
South Dakota,
Southern
Wisconsin.
"The Lust of the Ages" Masterpiece
Attractions,
Cleveland
Ohio, Kentucky.
"A Modern Lorelei" Roland and Clark, Pittsburgh (First National Western Pennsylvania, West
Exhibitors' Circuit)
Virginia.

wLust

of the Ages" Sells More Territory
Only Few of States Are Left — Second Lillian Walker
Picture Finished — Ogden Company President Here
months, every one of them have bookings
Robert C. Crown, of Dallas, Texas,
that cover the full cost of the production
has purchased the rights for " The Lust of to them, together with a fair margin of
the Ages," starring Lillian Walker for the
states of Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and
A notable cast, which is announced for
Arkansas, announcement is made by the
the first time, supports Miss Walker in
profit.
Ogden Pictures Corporation, which had
"The Grain of Dust." Ramsey Waljust completed the second Lillian Walker
lace, who appears opposite the star, has
picture,
"
The
Grain
of
Dust."
had a noteworthy career in this country
The sale to Mr. Crown completes the
and England on the legitimate stage. Miss
disposal of all the world's territory with
Corinne Ursell is seen as his sister and
the exception of Kansas, Missouri, Iowa
Miss Edith Day plays the role of his
and Nebraska, and the territory in the
fiancee. The remainder of the cast inSouth with Atlanta as its center. Negocludes George Henry, Jacques Tyroll, Redtiations are now on with interested parfield Clark, Cecil Fletcher, Marjorie Vonties and Jessie Goldburg, promotion and
negut, Charles Eldridge, R. Wangerman
sales manager for Ogden, expects to sign
and Lawrence Evart.
the last contract within a few days.
Great demand is already reported for
the second Lillian Walker as the result of Hirsh Optimistic on Conditions in
Film Industry
the money that " The Lust of Ages "
had made for the purchasers of territorial
Nathan Hirsh, president of the Pioneer
rights. Albert Scowcroft, president of the
Ogden company, is now in New York for Film Corporation, who has booked the late
the purpose of conferring with General
William S. Hart production, "The Cold
Manager Lester Park and Mr. Goldburg
Deck," on the Loew Circuit, speaks in optimistic phrases on the present conditions
relative to enlarging plans for the comof the film industry. He said :
pany's operations. Although " The Grain
" It is strange, but true, that at this moof Dust," taken from the famous novel
ment of unsettled times, a special feature
by the late David Graham Philips, is
complete, no offers for its sale are to be is responsible for exceptionally fine business at the Loew houses. This assures me
considered until after its public showing.
that conditions are rapidly improving, and
" First, in order to establish the Ogden
trademark and, secondly, to test out the can be made to improve if you have the
full popularity of Miss Walker as a star, proper productions. ' The Cold Deck,'
played,' has proven to be one of
we disposed of ' The Lust of the Ages ' wherever
the best Thomas H. Ince-Wm. S. Hart
at prices that are profitable to us, yet were
exceedingly reasonable to state rights productions made, from a box office standpoint. Exhibitors everywhere have volunbuyers. We, however, keep in touch with
tarily reported to me that 'The Cold Deck'
territorial buyers on ' The Lust of the
has proven the best money getting attracAges ' and
although
the protion this season.
duction hasfind
been that
released
less than
two
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us. Just what they shall be and who will
make them we are not yet in a position
to divulge. We have inspected perhaps
twenty different subjects since getting the
U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation
under way, 'and only three met our requirements.Barriscale
'The Zeppelin'ssubjects
Last Raid'
and two Bessie
have
already been chosen, and in the near future we shall announce the acquisition of
at Among
least twothemore."
recent additions to the sales
forces is Frederick Holderman, veteran
film man who invented many of the sales
forms now in use by exchanges the country over, the first booking manager of
the General Film Company. Mr. Holderman will be in charge of the marketing
of the U. S. subjects in Northern New
Albany..
York, having headquarters in Buffalo and

A Scene from " The Zeppelin's Last Raid," an Ince Produced Picture, the First Released by the
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation
First U. S. Corporation's Release Well Received
" The Zeppelin's Last Raid," a Thomas Ince Production, Has Trade Showing
in New York and Boston — Gordon Gets New England Distributing Rights

U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation, of which Frank Hall and
William Oldknow are the leaders, announces that after the trade showing of
its first release, " The Zeppelin's Last
Raid," there is little doubt of the success
of the newlyThe organized company's first
venture. picture was presented last
week at the Broadway theatre, New York,
and those who saw it pronounced it an
unusual production. It was presented for
the first time in Boston last Tuesday night,
at the Fenway theatre, and, according to
reports from the Massachusetts exhibitors,
the picture proved satisfying in every respect. It will be shown to Pennsylvania
exhibitors this week, in Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia. The picture will be shown
in Philadelphia Sunday night. The date
for Pittsburgh has not been announced.
The distribution of the corporation's features will be handled by Hoffman-Foursquare Exchanges, with the exception of
the New Jersey territory, which will be
handled by Gersten Exchange, operating
from headquarters in New York.
The management of the Strand theatre,
Providence, R. I., has obtained the firstrun privileges for " The Zeppelin's Last
Raid."
The Gordon interests, comprising one
of the biggest independent distributing
companies in the East and a chain of
theatres in New England, have affiliated
with the U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation to market special productions by
a novel system of distribution.
After viewing " The Zeppelin's Last
Raid," Nathan Gordon, of Boston, directing head of the New England enterprises that bear his name, contracted for
the sole distributing rights to U. S. productions in New England.
The U. S.

THE

subjects will be marketed through the
Globe Feature Film Company, of Boston,
of which Mr. Gordon is president and
general manager.
The arrangement guarantees to the
U. S. franchise-holders and the open
market in the New England territory a
most efficient distribution and promotion
service.
Arrangements also have been completed
for a pre-release engagement of " The
Zeppelin's Last Raid " at the Scollay
Square theatre, Boston, beginning November 12. Thereafter the Ince spectacle will
be released both to franchise-holders and
the open market, with the former, of
course, getting preference of runs at the
franchise-fixed price.
" It is the intention of the new concern
to handle only productions that are above
the accepted program standard," said Mr.
Hall. " At present it is planned to
distribute about twelve a year, all . of
which will be purchased outright for cash
and a majority of the subjects will feature a noted star and will be adaptations
either from a well advertised book or a
successful play. Only pictures that possess exceptional exploitation possibilities
will be selected.
" We do not fear any possible shortage
of suitable productions," he said, " but in
order to safeguard ourselves against such
a contingency we have decided to have
a series of special productions made for
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

A. Lincoln Ehrgott, who recently resigned from the managership of the Boston office of the Triangle Distributing
Corporation, will handle the same field
for the U. S. For a number of years he
was manager for the General Film Corporation atBangor, Me., and New Haven,
Conn. A. A. Lee, who for years has served
as special representative for Gaumont
Company in the West, will have charge
of the Michigan territory for the U. S.,
with headquarters in Detroit.
Julius Singer Takes Charge of
Bee-Hive Exchange
Julius Singer took up his duties as manager of the Bee-Hive Exchange last Monday. The Bee-Hive is handling the Billy
West Comedies for New York and New
Jersey. Mr. Singer reported to Nat H.
jspitzer, sales manager, King-Bee Company, that he has contracted with New
York exhibitors for seventy-two releases
to commence the current week.

Charles and Al Christie, of the Christie Film
Company, Seldom Get Within Camera Range.
Here They've Been Caught in a Studio Kitchen
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Friedman Reports Good Sales for
" The Mormon Maid "
Benjamin Friedman, president of Friedman Enterprises and owner of the world's
rights to " The Mormon Maid," featuring
Mae Murray, announces that he has disposed of the entire United States with the
exception of three territories. Mr. Friedman has just returned from an extended
tour of the country and reports that the
feature is making money for exhibitors.
Turner & Dahnken bought the rights for
Southern California and Arizona ; T. L.
Tighe for Northern California and Nevada ;the Greater Feature Company for
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana ;
the Westcott Film Company for Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Wisconsin; the Supreme Film Company for
Iowa and Nebraska, and Aaron Jones, of
the Central Film Company, Chicago, for Illinois and Indiana.
Mr. Friedman is making his headquarters at the office of Hiller & Wilks, his
New York representatives, and announces
that he is in the market for world rights
to other big pictures.
Southern Exhibitors Need

More

" Pep," Says
Nat L. Royster, sales Royster
manager, Special
Features Company, Knoxville, Tenn.,
writes that after an extended trip through
the Southern territory, he finds that two
out of three of the best houses in the
South are leaving one and two days each
week open on their program for independent features, the managers claiming
that they get the biggest results from the
right kind of independent feature.
" Exhibitors through the South," says
Mr. Royster, " are generally pessimistic
concerning business. They all declare that
business is ' rotten ' and that they will
probably have to close because of the war
tax. I find that in most instances it is the
exhibitors' own fault, and not that of the
war tax, that they are not doing a good
business. The great trouble seems to be
that the exhibitors need more ' hustle '
and ' pep.' Most of the evils of the business could be remedied if the salesmen,
exchange managers, exhibitors and all concerned would work together," concluded
Mr. Royster.
Flynn, Who Directed " Alimony,"
One of Youngest Directors
Emmett J. Flynn, who directed the production of " Alimony," which was purchased recently by the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, to be released
its exchanges about December 3, isthrough
one of
the youngest men directing the destinies
of the silent drama. Mr. Flynn is only 25
years of age. His first experience with
theatricals was an engagement with Willard Mack in Salt Lake City. Some of his
first work in the studio was done under
the supervision of D. W. Griffith, playing
opposite Francelia Billington and Irene
Hunt. He played opposite Myrtle Steadman in her first Paramount picture and
later was assistant to John B. O'Brien, director.Alimony
"
" is Mr. Flynn's first
big production for the independent market.
The story was written by Hayden Talbot
and deals with the divorce question.
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Reports Big Business in South and West
Arthur S. Kane, General Manager of Select Pictures, Gives List of
Prominent Theatres in South and West That Will Show Select Product

REPORTS received by the home office
of the Select Pictures Corporation
would indicate that Select Pictures are
being heavily booked in the South and
West. Arthur S. Kane, general manager
of Select Pictures, announces that he received during the past week contracts from
the managements of some of the finest
theatres in the South and West for Select
Pictures.
Select Pictures have already been booked
heavily in the New York and Middle Western districts, he reports. " V. P. Whitaker,
the manager in charge of the new Select
Exchange in Washington, D. C," says Mr.
Kane, " has been particularly successful in
landing some big contracts. He has signed
Crandall's new Knickerbocker theatre for
all pictures of Select stars. These include
all the pictures made and presented by
Clara Kimball Young and her own company ;the pictures made by Norma Talmadge and presented by Joseph M.
Schenck; Constance Talmadge's star pictures, presented by Lewis J. Selznick ; and
the pictures of Select's latest star, Alice
Brady. Mr. Crandall also obtained the
Select Star Pictures for his other houses
in Washington, the Savoy, the Avenue
Grand, and the Apollo theatres.
" In Baltimore, Mr. Whitaker has placed
a contract for the Select Star Pictures
with Bernard Depkin for his house, The
Parkway theatre, which is one of the
finest in Baltimore. When Mr. Depkin's
fine new house, now under construction, is
completed, Select Pictures will be shown
there. Mr. Depkin has also contracted to
show the Select stars in his Wizard and
McHenry theatres.
" Mr. Whitaker also signed Otto Wells'
theatre, The Colonial, in Richmond, Va.
Mr. Wells will also obtain the Select Pictures for his Wells theatre at Norfolk.
Besides these contracts for the Select Star
Pictures, some notable contracts have been
signed for Eva Tanguay's first screen offeringThe
,'
Wild Girl.' In this territory
Mr. Whitaker's contracts include E. D.
Craver's Paris theatre, in Durham, N. C,
and the Broadway theatre in Charlotte.
" In Georgia, Walter J. Price, Select's
executive in charge of the Atlanta Branch,
has been placing Select Pictures to advantage with the prominent theatres of the
Southern district. In addition to the Criterion theatre in Atlanta, where all Select
Pictures are presented in runs of a solid
week each, Mr. Price has signed up the
American theatre, conducted by S. E.
Posey, at Columbus, Georgia; W. A. Wassman's Knickerbocker theatre in Nashville ;
the Signal Amusement Company's Alcazar
theatre at Chattanooga; the Straud at
Knoxville; the Capitol theatre at Macon,
conducted by Ralph De Bruler; and the
Rialto at Birmingham, conducted by the
Mudd-Colley Amusement Company. These
theatres have contracted for all pictures of
the four Select Star Series, and in addition splendid contracts have been signed
with the Rialto theatre at Birmingham for
Eva Tanguay in ' The Wild Girl,' and for
Select's big patriotic photodrama, ' Over
"
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" On the Pacific Coast, the San Francisco branch manager, X. K. Stout, has
shown the way with a splendid contract
for all Select Pictures to be exhibited at
Eugene Roth's magnificent new California
theatre, which was opened on Thursday,
November 1. This two million dollar palace is situated at the corner of Fourth and
Market streets in the very heart of San
Francisco. In Sacramento, Mr. Stout
placed
Select Pictures
in Godard's
'J '
Street theatre,
the beautiful
new picture
house opened last May.
" In the Pacific northwest, B. R. Keller,
manager of Select's Seattle Exchange, has
contracted with the Jensen & van Herberg
interests to place all pictures of the Select
stars in their chain of theatres in Seattle.
Portland, and Butte, including the following leading houses : The Liberty and
Coliseum in Seattle; the Liberty in Portland ;and the Rialto in Butte.
" Another contract in the Pacific northwest district was closed with W. W. Freeman of Great Falls, Mont., for all Select
stars to be shown at his Imperial theatre
in that city.
Leah Baird Signs for Six SuperProductions
It is announced that Leah Baird signed
a contract to appear in six super-productions during the coming year. The company which will produce these pictures has
not as yet taken out incorporation papers,
and until these are on file in Albany, the
name will be withheld, it is announced.

Frieda Hempel, Prima Donna, Who Expects
Shortly to Appear in Her First Screen Feature
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ALONE
QEND
to yourExchange
nearest
*^
Universal
ALL

RECORDS

and secure a copy of the
big

Advertising Campaign hibitors)
book (Free
to Ex-to
showing how
put over "THE M YS TER Y
SHIP" in whirlwind style
for 1€ straight weeks.
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t's
a
Winner
THE MYSTERY SHIP" directed by Jack Harvey is not an ordinary winner
— It's an extraordinary winner, because it's that exact type of serial
lat the public want.
Never have sucb colossal scenes ever been attempted in ANY serial
55,000 for
spent
to blow
a huge
givingalone.
millions of fans a $35,000 thrill when they see' it.
(5,000
a few
feet ofupfilm
in one set,
episode
Thus with the huge opening smashes, you tie up your
itrons for 16 weeks.
With THREE popular Serial
tars— BEN WILSON— NEVA GERBER— KlNGSEY BENEDICT and big cast, you have a whale
an advertising possibility and the serial backs up
ery word you can say. Book thru any Universal
(change. TODAY.
JNIVERSAL
ILM MANUFACTURING CO.
Carl Laemmle, Pres.
« Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
DO BROADWAY, NEW YORK

The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Directed by Allan Holubar

When the public wants melo
drama they want it hot. They
want it big and fast ; and they
must have it with a punch.
Here you have an alLstar cast
in the swiftest melodrama you
have ever shown. Our advice
and
boostis itbook
hard."Fear
Write Not"
your
to you
nearest Butterfly Exchange.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

November 24, 1917

Mildred Harris, Lois Weber's Recent " Find,"
Who Scored in " The Price of a Good Time "
Warren's " Souls Redeemed "
Praised by Welfare League
I Edward Warren, of Edward Warren
Productions, is in receipt of a letter from
|E. J. Meagher, chairman of the Mutual
Welfare League, Sing Sing Prison, thanking him for the courtesy shown the members of this league when his feature picture, Souls
"
Redeemed," was shown at the
prison last week.
Mr. Meagher speaks highly of the picture and voiced the opinion of the members of the league in the following extract from the letter received by Mr.
Warren :
" No doubt you observed the picture
went over ' big ' and that fact speaks for
litself as a production to merit the approval
Iin this way, unless a picture pleases them
much."
Hoffman

Establishes First Foursquare Exchange in South
The first Hoffman-Foursquare exchange
(to be established in the South is located
in Atlanta, Ga. M. H. Hoffman, last week
completed arrangements for the first
Southern exchange branch. Offices are located at 73 Walton street. Jerome Abrams,
assistant general manager of exchanges,
is in Atlanta superintending the opening.
Charles W. Harden will take charge of
Hoffman-Foursquare pictures in this territory.
Mr. Abrams writes : " They all feel,
down here, that our attitude is one which
gives first consideration for the prosperity
of the men who really give us a chance.
The fact that Hoffman-Foursquare intends
— as it now is— paying the war-tax on
positive prints is evidence of a sincere desire to help the exhibitor during a time
when he needs help. From the way matters are shaping up I can see that my preliminary work in Atlanta will be finished
soon. First trade showings of all our
subjects are now being given, and I expect
to be able to report splendid business in
time for Thanksgiving celebration."
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Oro H. to
Shoulder
Burden
of Expense
and
Grossman,
President and
General Manager
of Oro Pictures,
Says Work"
That
Plan of Distribution Designed to Help Exchange and Exhibitor
will measure up to the highest standard
THE initial announcement of Oro Pictures contained information to the
in motion pictures. Each picture will bear
effect that the productions were to be the stamp of perfection. This precaution
in the part of Oro Pictures, Inc., will be
distributed under a co-operative plan,
taken on all of the pictures released
which was to place " the burden of the
work and expense upon the shoulders of under the Oro banner in order to insure
Oro Pictures, Inc.; and not upon the exa profit to the exchange, which will inevitably mean a profit for Oro Pictures.
change
handling
its
product."
Since this announcement, Oro Pictures,
" One of the outstanding features of
Inc., has been the recipient of a large
the Oro plan of distribution will be a
service to the exchange. This service will
number of inquiries relative to its cooperative plan whereby the burden of excomprise not only the publicity and adpense and work is borne by it, and not
vertising in the numerous trade journals,
by the exchange. In answer to these in- but will also include a direct-by-mail advertising to practically every exhibitor in
quiries, H. Grossman, president and general manager, says : " The Oro plan of the country. This spirit of co-operation
distribution has been designed to help the between exchange and distributor will tend
exchange and the producer for the betterto establish a bigger market for Oro Picment of the mutual interests of these
tures, and will incidentally result in larger
returns on each Oro production.
two important factors in the motion picture business. The Oro Picture is not
" Isadore Bernstein will personally supersold to the exchange, but is placed there in
vise every Oro production.
such a manner as will meet with the ex" Big stories by big writers ; big stars
change's approval. The Oro plan is a in big pictures; big service and big advertising; al these will go in the making
quasi partnership agreement between exand distribution of Oro pictures, with a
change and distributor whereby both
derive a proportionate remuneration for
hope that a new standard will be set
their work.
as an example of the highest attainable
" Under the Oro plan each production
in motion pictures."
Thomas -Raver Combination
Take Initial Step
Augustus Thomas, Who Has Recently Joined Forces with Harry
Raver, Commences
Work on Story for Initial Production
Mr. Thomas's ability as a playwright
AUGUSTUS THOMAS, playwright,
and author is well known. He has given
who has joined forces with Harry
Raver and will co-operate with him in to the speaking stage a number of sucfuture productions, has taken up the
cessful dramas, " As a Man Thinks " and
reins, it is announced, and is working on
" The Witching Hour " having been pronounced by critics to be the best examples
the story which will be the foundation
of his work for the stage.
for the initial release of the ThomasRaver combination. The title of the story
Mr. Raver announces that the Thomashas not been announced. Mr. Thomas,
Raver productions will be made in the
it is said, hopes to have it finished and
East and that Mr. Thomas will have supervision of casting for the production,
ready for production within the next week
or two. Mr. Thomas announces that the
staging the production and incidental demain theme of the story will be based
tails relative to direction and the marketing of the new productions.
upon a subject of current interest.
" Struggle Everlasting," Featur
HARRY RAPF announces that "The
g," his latest proStruggle
Everlastin
duction for the
independent
market, is
d.
complete
The finishing touches were
given last week. The production is in
seven reels and is said to be of an allegorical nature. Mr. Rapf says that the production has cost him more than any previous
one he has attempted due to the extravagant "sets " for which the story called.
Florence Reed presents the featured role.
In the supporting cast are Milton Sills,
Irving Cummings, E. J. Radcliff, Wellington Plater, J. Albert Hall, Fred C. Jones
and Edwin Hoyt. Mr. Rapf says that it
is the biggest thing he has ever done for
the screen. A scene showing the grandeur
of restaurant life in New York and one
showing a cabaret setting, are said to be
example of detailed work and realistic reproduction. Adetail of the cabaret scene
is a huge tank used for the diving girls
to perform their aquatic feats. James
Kirkwood directed.

ing Florence Reed, Completed
The picture will be given a trade showing at one of the Broadway theatres within
the next week, it is announced.
According to his present plans Mr. Rapf
intends to release "The Struggle Everlasting " on the states rights plan. He may,
however, sell the picture outright as he
did with previous productions.
Warren

Production Booked on

BigElkCircuits
B. M. Mills,
Photoplay Company,
reports a thriving business with " Souls
Redeemed," Edward Warren Production,
which is now playing the Keith, Proctor
and Fox houses. Mr. Mills also closed a
deal with the M. & S. houses. The picture is reported doing great business on
this circuit.
M. F. Sanford, Southwestern Art Dramas,
Inc., Dallas, Tex., reports that he is getting liberal bookings and excellent results
from " Souls Redeemed."
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Defeat Stirs Interest in Italian
War Films
Instead of having any bad effect on the
bookings, the Italian disaster of the past >
two weeks has boomed interest in the
Italian Official War Pictures, according to I
announcement of William Moore Patch, I
president of the Fort Pitt Theatre Comcountry.pany, which is releasing the picture in this

Billy West's King Bee Comedy Company Gathered Around, with Billy West and Director Gilstrom in
the Foreground, for " Dope " on a New Script
Standard Film Sells Hart Re-Issues to Metro, Texas
Phil L. Ryan, sales manager of the
portunities offered by the two-reel length.
I was myself surprised at the remarkable
Standard Film Corporation, recently returned to the Kansas City office after a amount of story that Hart has crowded
into each of these pictures. But possibly
trip to Dallas, Texas, where he sold the
reissued William S. Hart-Thomas H. Ince
Mr. Ince's directorial brain should have
two-reel productions, which the Standard
the credit for that. It is nearly unnecessary to say that these pictures did much
recently purchased from Warner Brothers,
New York, to the Metro Exchange, of to make ' Bill ' Hart. The surprising
that city.
thing about it is the fact that the ' Bill '
These Hart pictures were made nearly
of
threebyyears
ago is thetoday.
' Bill ' so
wellloved
theatregoers
Perhaps
three years ago, at a time when both Hart
here
again
Mr.
Ince
should
be
awarded
and director, Thomas H. Ince, were aimthe honors. It is certain that Hart has
ing for the success which is now theirs,
fought and struggled hard for the honors
and it is to be safely said, Mr. Ryan
and the financial reward that is now his —
claims, that there is more action in some
and I feel, as I said before, that these
■of these pictures than some five-reel
Western productions made recently. " I determination
pictures are very
human
signs of ' Bill's
to gain
an everlasting
great '
believe," says Mr. Ryan, " that Hart and
Ince realized, at the time they were making these pictures, that the public would
Mr. Bickell, of Metro Exchange, Dalnave to be educated to like Westerns of success."
las, is highly elated over acquiring the
Hart productions and looks forward, as
the type that is now demonstrated Hart
does the Standard Film Corporation, to
and Ince alone can make, and they acdoing a big business with them.
cordingly took every advantage of the opArt-Films First Comedy Release — Dooleys Featured
4i A RAG, A BONE AND A HANK OF
are featured in the comedy, are a well*» HAIR," the first comedy release of known team on the big time vaudeville
the Fun- Art Films, Inc., was completed last circuit. The Dooleys, although young in
week at the Thanhouser studios. Gordon
years, are live wires that need no recharging. Gordon Dooley, famous for his falls,
and Ray Dooley, brother and sister, are featured. The comedy was written by Vincent
slips and slides with utter disregard for
Bryan, who is responsible for most of limbs or neck, has never failed to convulse his audience with his sure-fire rapid
Charlie Chaplin's successes, such as " Carstyle of entertainment. He has duplimen," "Police," " The Floorwalker," " The
cated his vaudeville stunts on the screen
Fireman," " The Vagabond," " The Count,"
in the opinion of all who have seen " A
"The Pawnshop," "One A. M.," "The
Cure " and others. Mr. Bryan is also well
Rag, a Bone and a Hank of Hair." The
cast also includes Edward Kimball, father
known as the author of many successful
of Clara Kimball Young, Tula Belle and
plays and popular songs, such as " Down
Helen Badgley, two little children well
Where the Wurzburger Flows," " Cubanola
known for their exceptional work in many
'Glide," " Tammany," etc. He also wrote
prominent film productions.
" The Man from Now " and has written
successful songs for Montgomery and
It is the intention of Fun-Art Films,
Stone, Lew Dockstader, Nat Wills, and
Inc., to release eighteen two-reel comedies
■others.
a year, and will be marketed on the state
Gordon Dooley and his sister Ray, who
rights plan.

It is pointed out that the pictures show
the tremendous part that Italy has already
played in the war and there is bound to be
the greatest interest of the public in seeing
exactly what was done during the victorious advance on the Austrians.
The following territories have already
been released, and Mr. Patch has personally selected the following exchanges to
handle the films for him : In New England, Nathan Gordon ; in Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland,
Delaware and the District of Columbia,
Stanley V. Mastbaum, of Philadelphia; in
Illinois and Indiana, Jones Linick &
Schaefer; in Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and Idaho, Supreme Feature Film
Company ; in Western Pennsylvania, Ohio
and West Virginia, the Fort Pitt Theatre
Company Exchange ; in Pittsburgh, Norman S. Carroll, manager.
" Those Who Pay," Second U. S.
Corporation Release
The U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation announces as its second production
for release following " The Zeppelin's
Last Raid," which was shown to the trade
last
week, H.willInce
be "production,
Those Who featuring
Pay," a
Thomas
Bessie Barriscale.
This production is said to be a strong
drama of romance and political intrigue.
C, Gardner Sullivan is responsible for
the scenario. Mr. Sullivan will be remembered as author of " Civilization." He
wrote,
also.theme
" The ofZeppelin's
The main
the story Last
dealsRaid."
with
the " eternal triangle " — one man and two
women. It will be released about December 15.
Peggy Hvland's Next Picture
AdaptedFilmfrom
" Why Not? "proMayfair
duction featuring Corporation's
Peggy Hyland next
will be an
adaptation
fromsecond
the novel,
Work on this
Hyland"Why
featureNot?"
will
be commenced within the next week.
Max A. Schlesinger, president of Mayfair, announces that owing to mis-stateactivitiesmentsheconcerning
desiresPeggy
it to Hyland's
be knownfuture
that
Miss Hyland is under a ten year contract
with the Mayfair Corporation, to appear
exclusively in its productions.
Mr. Schlesinger announces that " Persuasive Peggy," featuring Miss Hyland, is
meeting with unexpected success. Buyers
who have acquired territory for this sixpart feature, report that they have contracted for extended bookings and that
exhibitors express satisfaction with the
picture. The production has been
launched successfully as an independent
feature and Mr. Schlesinger expresses confidence that it will " get over " big.
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Flynn to Australia
J. C. Flynn, who recently resigned his
position as manager of the Cleveland General Film Branch, will represent Goldwyn
in Australia. He will open a distributing
office in Sydney. Mrs. Flynn accompanied
him to San Francisco last week, where they
embarked on one of the Union Line
steamers for their new home.
Record European Shipment Made
by Blumenthal
What is said to be one of the largest
exporting shipments to Europe has been
made by the Export and Import Film Company, of New York, of which Ben Blumenthal ispresident.
Notwithstanding the difficulties that beset exporters under present conditions, it
is cited by Blumenthal as a very significant
fact that his concern should place in transit over 400,000 feet of film for release in
Europe. It is pointed out in film circles
that the only time that this record has
been equalled is in the shipment of second
hand films. This shipment includes eight
complete multiple-reel subjects of the
Ivan Film Company's productions and
eleven comedies, hitherto unreleased in the
European territory covered by Mr. Blumenthal's activities.
The Export and Import Film Company
also owns the rights for the entire foreign
market on " Man's Law," in which Irving
Cummings is featured, and the most recently exploited Bernstein productions,
" Loyalty " and " Humility " of six reels
each. The " Tweedledum " comedies featuring Perez, the eccentric comedian, have
also been contracted for, the company now
owning full foreign rights on them.

B. J. Brandon, Manager of the Oceanic Film
Corporation

Louis Brock

Has Film Knowledge Worthy the Name
1910 at their Whitestone studio as assistant
director and later became manager of the
same plant. During that time he accumulated considerable knowledge in the technical end of the industry, which has been a
valuable asset to him in later years.
After the Kinemacolor Company had
ceased active operations in this country
young Brock proceeded to the Dominion of
Canada and there acted in the capacity of
exhibitor and managed the Scala and Francais theatres in Montreal and the Strand
theatre in Toronto and later took up the
exchange end of the business, managing
nipeg.
Allfeatures,
Ltd., both in Toronto and WinIt was not long after this that the great
rush was made to the South American republics, and Louis Brock was one of the
first in the field with American productions. Having thoroughly finished his missionary work in Argentine and Brazil, he
immediately changed his course to countries
on the Continent, visiting Spain, Switzerland and France, in each country gaining
knowledge
that is invaluable as sales manaLouis Brock of Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
ger for the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation,
whose film business encircles the entire
world. In visiting each foreign field Brock
Although young in years, but twentyseven summers, Louis Brock, nephew of not only obtained valuable information as
the late Henry J. Brock, has to his credit
to the film situation but gained further
quite a few years in the motion picture
knowledge of each language. Spanish, Gerbusiness, having commenced his career with
man, French, Portuguese is all as familiar
the Kinemacolor Company of America in to him as his native tongue.
Foreign Rights Are Sold for " The Grain of Dust "
The Crest Pictures Corporation has adUNDER the contract entered into bevised the Ogden Pictures Corporation by
tween The Crest Pictures Corporation and The Ogden Pictures Corporation,
letter that they have executed contracts for
the rights to the entire foreign territory
the exclusive exhibition rights for Scanwere sold to the Crest Pictures Corporadinavia on " The Grain of Dust " for the
tion on the next Ogden Pictures Corporasum of $1,500. Carle E. Carlton, the president
of
the Crest Pictures Corporation,
tion's release, " The Grain of Dust,"
adapted from the novel written by the late further stated: "This is the largest purDavid Graham Phillips and in which prochase price for rights on state rights production Lillian Walker is starred.
ductions registered to date in Scandinavia."
The Ogden Pictures Corporation has
Harry Raver, director of " The Lust of
the Ages," the initial Ogden Pictures Corbeen engaged in the making of " The Grain
of Dust " three weeks and will require six
poration's release, is directing " The Grain
week more to complete.
London Theatre Is Bomb-proof
The Stoll picture theatre, of London,
formerly famous as the London Opera
House, has a bomb-proof, Zeppelin-impervious roof. The roof is of heavy concrete, three feet thick, built to withstand
the most violent of German air bombs.
They have been running the following
advertisement in London newspapers :
" Two men took twenty-two hours to
chisel a 12-inch diameter hole through the
3-foot flint concrete roof (1 foot is considered bombproof) that protects this palatial theatre. Our stalls tea room will
accommodate 1,000 people. It is 16 feet
under the level of the street, with IS feet

of
of Dust."
concrete and iron girders overhead.
Here you have a veritable Gibraltar of
safety, where you can enjoy the most wonderful entertainment in London."
Current Broadway Feature Is O.
Henry Story
The O. Henry Western story, " Hygeia
at the Solito," is announced by General
Films as the current Broadway feature on
the General lists. Chet Ryan and W. L.
Rodgers, who have been featured in nearly
all of the two- reel Western stories in this
series, are the principals in the picture.
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Taylor, of Des Moines, Well
Known in Industry
C. W. Taylor, who sits in the executive
chair at Select's Exchange headquarters in
Des Moines, la., is probably one of the
best known executives of the Iowa and
Nebraska territory.
Mr. Taylor was but recently appointed
to look after Select's interests there. He
is one of the newcomers in the motion picture field. More than a dozen years ago
he might have been found doing business
for the Amusement Supply Company in
Chicago, and a little later with the Theatre
Film Service Company in the same city.
This was the concern founded by Hutchinson and Aiken, and Mr. Taylor remained
with them for several years, finally becoming their assistant manager. Later on he
became manager of the City Hall branch
of the General Film Company, but left this
firm to go with the Mutual Film Corporation in 1915 as manager of their Omaha
branch.
For the last two years he has been located in Omaha as manager for first the
Mutual, and afterwards, one year later, for
the General Film Company.
Herbert Brenon Opens Company
Branch in Montreal
The Herbert Brenon Film Corporation
is opening a Canadian Branch of the organization inCanada, and of which Chandos Brenon, of Montreal, will be in charge.
Chandos Brenon made a hurried trip to
New York last week, to make the final
plans for the opening of the Canadian offices, arrangements for which have been
pending for some time. Mr. Brenon will
have his headquarters in Montreal, and
will have complete charge of the exploitation of Brenon pictures in Canada.
Chandos Brenon is the brother of the
director and producer, and is widely
known in the film world of Canada, having been the Canadian representative of
several big American moving picture concerns in that territory.
Victor Film Handles Bluebirds in
Cleveland
The announcement was made last week
by E. J. Schmidt, manager of the Victor
Film Service Company, of Cleveland, that
in the future he will look after the
handling of all Bluebird pictures for the
Cleveland vicinity. For this purpose a special sales department will be created in
connection with the Victor Film, to insure
good service to all Bluebird exhibitors, but
the department will be directly responsible
to Mr. Schmidt.
Since Mr. Schmidt took over the management of the Victor Service many
innovations have been introduced into the
office, and most of these, it is said, have
been profitable.

Here and There
A. Bandy,
GoldwynH. office,
was inmanager
Columbusof the
last Cleveland
week, carefully
guarding the new Goldwyn
acquisition,
" TheatAucany harsh
treatment
the
hands tionofBlockthe" against
censor board.
Joseph
R. Diener,
former manager
bird exchange
in Cleveland,
is now otin thetheBluereal
estate business in the Ohio city. His partner is
Max Schactel, formerly manager of the Victor
Film Co. It is said the latter intends to establish
a chain of motion picture theatres and operate
them on a circuit.
Sam Morris, who is handling the Select Pictures
in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky, has spent the
past
month making a comprehensive tour of his
territory.
A recent
change
zation is the
returnin General
to that Film's
companysalesof organiJ. W.
Hicks, Jr., who is now branch manager at the
Omaha office. Hicks was formerly with General
Film as branch manager at Kansas City and left
to take charge of a Paramount exchange.
Billie Allen, the Montreal manager of the
Kleine-Edison office, left Montreal ■ last week for
a short trip to the Maritime Provinces.
" The square
Barproduction
Sinister,"
the first
in Canada,
was Hoffman-Fourscreened to a
full house at the Strand theatre, Toronto, recently.
Hoffman-Foursquare productions are being handled in Canada by the Metro Film Service, Ltd.
The allyHarris
P. forces
Wolfbergtogether
Attractions
is gradugetting its
in Pittsburgh,
Cleveland and Cincinnati. Every week additions
have been made. The latest announcement is that
J. J. Laughlin
has Cleveland
been appointed
representative for the
office special
for northern
Ohio.
He
will
expend
his
energies
on
"
To-day
and " The Mad Lover." The Cleveland office is"
in charge of Thornton M. Eckert, who made such
aCrisis
good " showing
" Thegiven
Deemster
" and of" The
that he with
has been
full charge
the
First National Exhibitors' first release, " On
Trial," tor the entire State of Ohio.
Manager E. A. Eschmann, of the World Film
branch in Cleveland, last week received a print
of Milton
the latestFeld,
war Jewel
preparation
Over Here."
managerfilm,at " Kansas
City,
has moved Jewel headquarters to the Boley Building, Twelfth and Walnut streets, Kansas City,
because, it is said, of the increased Jewel business
on " Come Through," " Pay Me," " Sirens of the
Sea," " Man Without a Country," " The CoRespondent " and " The Price of a Good Time."
F. J. Flaherty, special representative of Jewel
Productions, Inc., in Pittsburgh, has returned to
that
after aof successful
two weeks'E. road
trip
in thecity
interests
Jewel Productions.
H. Goldstein,
New
York
manager
of
the
exchanges,
presses himself well pleased with the outcome. exAllan Christie, who has been managing the
office of the Independent Film Company in St.
John,
N. B.,
is toitbeistransferred
Montreal
office,
announced.to the
His company's
successor
in St. John will be S. Starfield, of Montreal.
The Specialty Film Import Co., of St. John,
Canadian distributor ot Pathe films, reports many
inquiriesis expected
for the newto serial,
" The inHidden
Hand,"
which
be released
that territory
about the last of December.
Mutual New York Exchange
Moves to Broadway
The Mutual Film Exchange in New
York has moved from 71 West Twentythird street to quarters in the Mecca Building, 1600 Broadway, with executive offices
on the fifth floor temporarily, and film and
poster departments on the tenth floor. It
is expected that all offices will be on the
tenth floor shortly, making Mutual one of
the most complete exchanges in New York.

Universal's
TakesMontreal
the Leap Manager
Ed. S. Gronau, Montreal manager of the
Canadian Universal Film Company, Ltd.,
was married recently to Miss Jeanne
Lionais, amid scenes of festivity that gave
the couple a decidedly good send-off on the
mysterious sea of matrimony.
On the eve of his marriage, Mr. Gronau
was tendered a banquet by his friends and
associates in the motion picture industry, at which every exchangeman and
prominent exhibitor in Montreal was present. George Nicholas, manager of the
Strand, was toastmaster. Among the speakers were H. W. Conover, of the Imperial;
Mr. Bary, of the Windsor; Mr. Clancy, of
General Film, and T. O. Beyerle, of State
Right Features. Jim Malone, Johnny
Smythe, of Griffin Pictures and Jim
O'Loghlin, of Metro, furnished the humorous stories, while Mr. Eckstein demonstrated his skill on the piano. Messrs.
Flannigan and Johnson sang.
Changes Take Place in Toronto
Film Exchanges
A number of changes have taken place
in the film exchanges of Toronto recently.
C. A. Garner, formerly of Mutual, has become affiliated with the Kleine office there,
and Frank Mulhall and J. Nelson, former
road men for Mutual, are also employed
in a similar capacity with the Kleine office.
James Travis, formerly manager of the
Toronto Pathe office, and later with Bluebird, has been placed in charge of the
Mutual office as manager.
The Toronto Pathe office has also
changed managers, James Davidson having
resigned and John Collaton being placed
in charge. The latter was on the road
for the old Standard Film Service, but
for the past year has been on the road
for Pathe, and still later with Metro.
Dan Freeman, formerly working out of
the Vancouver office of the Regal Film
Company, has gone East and is now on the
road for the Toronto office of the Regal.
Pathe Club Officers Elected at
Annual Meeting
The annual election of officers of the
Pathe Club was held recently, and J. A.
Berst was re-elected president. Paul Brunet, vice president, and J. W. Kyle, secretary. J. Egan was chosen treasurer. M.
Ramirez Torres, P. A. Parsons, L. E.
'•ranconi and M. W. Davidson were reelected to the board of governors. A. Gini
The
the
finances treasurer's
of the club report
to be in showed
good shape,
with a surplus in the bank.
It is planned, according to announcement last week, to secure a club house
within the near future, and a committee
has been appointed by President Berst to
look up desirable quarters.
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Regal and Triangle Merge in
Maritime Provinces
The merger of the Regal and Triangle
Film services in Canada has taken effect
in the Maritime Provinces. In St. John,
Manager Sourkes of the Regal will continue in that capacity, while the interests of
the Triangle will be looked after by Don
Macrae, formerly of Halifax. A. K. Mundee, recently appointed manager for the
Triangle Service, will, it is understood,
take up another connection. The Triangle
has already signed up a number of good
accounts in the Maritime Provinces and
business is reported to be good.
Canadian Exhibitors Dislike
Deposit System
A meeting of the executive committee
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of the Maritime Provinces, held in Halifax, decided against the proposal of the
Famous Players Film Service that exhibitors should make a cash deposit or else
give a bond before they could be supplied
with that company's productions. Letters
were read from Manager Golding of the
Imperial, St. John ; F. G. Spencer, of the
Spencer chain of theatres, and J. J. Gaudet of Summerside.
Boston Theatre Converted into
Picture House
The Castle Square theatre, Boston's
home of stock productions, repertoire and
grand opera, has been converted into a
motion picture house, reopening last week
after being thoroughly overhauled and redecorated. The opening show drew a
packed house.
The initial bill included " The Manxman," Hearst-Pathe News Reel, a General
Film comedy and an American War News
Weekly.
Some Cleveland Houses Lower
Admission Prices
In spite of the many excellent reasons
for raising the admission prices to motion
picture theatres, it was reported last week
from Cleveland that several of the downtown houses in that city are either reducing their prices or are advertising that
they are not advancing admissions for
what is known as the super-picture.
The Mall and the Alhambra announce
that in the future they will ask 15 cents,
except on Sundays, when the price will be
25 The Standard, beginning last week,
charges 15 cents straight, Sunday excepted,
and the Strand, another downtown theatre,
is laying particular stress on its 10-cent
seats, whereas the house formerly catered
to the 15-cent trade.
The Stillman took the first step toward
a general reduction in prices several
months ago, when Marcus Loew announced a10-cent scale.
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MARYLAND. — Baltimore: Harry A. Henkel anreopening of the Academy of
Music thisnounces theweek.
MASSACHUSETTS.—
formerly
connected with the William
Universal White,
Film Company,
as a salesman
in
New
England,
is
now
managing the new Rialto theatre, Brockton, Mass.
Mr. White's wide experience and acquaintance
in New cessful
England
manager. should make him a very sucA. N. Sanborn, who operates the Town Hall,
a motion picture theatre at Sanbornville,
closed his house on account of his being drafted,
but his exemption plea having been accepted,
he has reopened his house.
C. Bragdon of Ipswich has assumed the
management of the new Strand theatre at
Newburyport.
Marblehead: George Crocker has leased and
reopened the Warwick theatre.
MICHIGAN. — F. Ray Hancock, owner of the
American theatre, Charlotte, has purchased the
Arcade theatre of C. C. Newman and will make
the latter one of the best movie houses in the
State. The former will be open only Saturday
nights and when the Arcade has feature shows.
Charlotte: erican
F. theatre,
Ray has
Hancock,
owner the
of theArcade
Ampurchased
theatre from C. C. Newman.
MINNESOTA.— Louis Ditkof of Minneapolis, has
purchased the Grand theatre, Rochester, from
William J. Pierce, who has entered military
service.
The Lawler theatre, Rochester, was recently
opened under new management, the United
Theatre Company now owning the house.
The United Theatre Company, of which
Frank E. Nemee of Minneapolis, is president,
has purchased the St. Cloud theatre, in St.
Cloud, which
they have redecorated and refurnished throughout.
MONTANA. — The new opera house erected by
G. N. Bain at Bainville, is nearing completion
and will be opened to the public in ten days.
It has been leased to A. G. Torfin, of Aneta,
N. D., who has installed one of the best moving
picture machines obtainable and has made arrangements to secure
the country.
product of the leading film concerns
of the
NEBRASKA. — C. W. Peterson has opened the
Gilbert theatre at Beatrice, Neb., which had
been closed for repairs. Mr. Peterson also
operates the Lyric.
Wilburn
of Port's
Sibley,
la.,Porthas L.sold
his house
to Dr.theatre,
Dickson,
his
competitor. Dr. Dickson has closed the Opera
House and is devoting his entire attention to
the Port's theatre.
C. J. Brown has just opened the Casino, 800seating capacity theatre at Mason City.
E. J. Myers has sold the Lyric theatre, North
Bend, to A. D. White.
Harry Higley has sold his interest in the
Home theatre, at Blair, to Frank Creely, who
has already assumed active management.
The Hamilton theatre, at Forty-first and
Hamilton streets, Omaha, is now being managed by W. O. Jensen, who has been conducting the Lothrop theatre for the past few
years.
NEW YORK. — Benjamin Able, of Brooklyn, has
bought
from F.theE. motion
Lovell. picture theatre at Flemington
James Gault has leased the motion picture
theatre, located in East Bridge street, Oswego,
and
operate same after having it renovated
and will
refitted.
NORTH CAROLINA.— Curdts and Wilson, of
Greenville, owners of the Bijou theatre, have
bought the Liberty theatre in Greenwood and
this house
be operated
under
their supervision and will
management
in the
future.
NORTH DAKOTA.— H. O. Mugridge, former
theatre man of Thief River Falls and Aitkin,
Minn., has become owner of the Foto Play
theatre of Grand Forks, formerly owned by
A. J. Kavanagh.
Floyd Jenkin has bought the Isis theatre at
Fargo from McCarthy Brothers.
P. Cornish, formerly of Great Falls, Mont.,
has purchased the Theatre Royal, Grand Forks,
from A. L. Zacherl, and has taken over the
personal management of same.
OHIO. — C. H. Miles has leased the Lyceum
theatre, East Ninth street, Cleveland, and af-

ter havingterationsitwillundergo
open it extensive
under its repairs
original and
name,al" The Grand," with " Captivating Mary Carstairs,"
Talmadge. of the new
W. J.featuring
Woods isNorma
the manager
theatre, " The Yale," situated at St. Clair
avenue and East Eighty-second street, Cleveland.
G. Gullia, owner of the Venice theatre on
Mayfield Road, Cleveland, had motion pictures
taken of his recently arrived son and heir, and
displayed them on the screen of his theatre
to the great delight of his audiences.
A. A. Silberberg has had plans prepared for
aWork
$65,000
to be erected
Cleveland.
will theatre,
be commenced
in the innear
future.
L. O. Dysert has bought the Eagle theatre,
Third street, Middletown, and contemplates
making numerous changes for its betterment.
John A. Himmelein, owner of the Sandusky
theatre, has bought the Plaza, also of Sandusky.
He will personally manage both.
F. J.chasedRoudebush,
Hanoverton,
the Sun theatre,of Norwalk,
from has
FredpurA.
Wilcoxson.
PENNSYLVANIA.— William I. Snyder, proprietor and manager of the Aurora theatre, Pennsburg, has leased the motion picture theatre in
the new East Greenville lodge building and expects to open the first week in November.
The Strand theatre, at Washington, has been
purchasedsenting anby
J. Walter
Eastern
syndicate.Lowenhaupt, repreWilliam Moore Patch announces that the
Pitt theatre on Penn avenue and Seventh
street, Pittsburgh, will be reopened shortly.
Walsh Brothers have reopened the Grand
moving picture house. The place has been
closed for the past two months.
Bowen: H. S. Toops, of Clayton, has taken
over the management of the Opera House
here and opened a week ago to capacity.
Monessen: Peter Sotus has purchased the
Olympic theatre, on Bonner avenue, Philadelphia. William F. Boogan contemplates
erecting a new theatre on the site of the
old Tioga theatre here.
VERMONT— Bennington: J. B. Hart has taken
over the Opera House here and will operate
it as a motion picture theatre.

Sunday Shows Threatened in
Cleveland District
The Sunday motion picture show in the
Cleveland district is being threatened, according to developments last week. Judge
Leighley sustained the action of the Probate Court of Medina County in fining
William Standen, an exhibitor, for keeping
his show open on Sunday. The decision
is liable to affect all motion picture theatres in Cuyahoga County, in which Cleveland is located.
Baltimore Exhibitor Favors
National Army Men
The drafted boys from the Sixteenth
Ward of Baltimore, now at Camp Meade,
will be looked after by the residents in
the section from which they were drawn.
With a view of giving the fund for this
purpose an impetus, Eugene B. McCurdy,
manager of the Lafayette theatre, donated
the use of the theatre and the performance
for a special benefit last Sunday.
The pictures, as well as the special music
for the benefit, were donated by the management of the house. The proceeds of
the entertainment will go directly to purchasing necessities and comforts for the
boys.
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Artcraft Press Agent Suffers
Breakdown in Chicago
Pete Schmidt, of the Artcraft publicity
department, came into Chicago last week
after his strenuous trip through the country with Douglas Fairbanks. He was met
at the station by W. K. Hill, of the Chicago Paramount office, and taken to the
Congress Hotel in a wheel chair to recuperate for a few days before attempting
to go to New York.
Pete had tried to keep pace with the
speedy Douglas on the latter's bond selling trip through the country, a trip which,
by the way, netted the tidy little sum of
$1,000,000. After signing up folks for half
a million dollars' worth of bonds in New
York and $50,000 worth in Chicago, Doug
and Pete boarded the train for the West.
Rothacker Appointed to American
Cinema Commission
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, has been appointed a member of the
advisory board of the American Cinema
Commission, which will have charge of
the circulation of motion pictures in Russia, France and Italy. The pictures will
cover the industrial life of America and
are intended for the soldiers at the front,
and also for the general instruction of the
public in the three countries mentioned.
The personnel of the board besides Mr.
Rothacker comprises the following: Wm.
M. Sherrill, Adolph Zukor, Samuel Goldfish, R. A. Rowland, J. A. Berst, S. L.
Rothapfel, Carl Laemmle and Harold
Edel.Wholesome Finishes First of Its
Comedy Films
The Wholesome Film Corporation has
finished the first of its comedy releases.
The release stars Rex Adams, a new
comedian, in a knock-about farce entitled
" His Awful Downfall." It is in one reel,
and is booked only in conjunction with
" The Penny Philanthropist," " Cinderella " and other Wholesome releases.
Since finishing this picture, Mr. Weisfeldt,
the manager of Wholesome Films, has
gathered a company together to begin
work on the next feature release, to be
entitled "Little Red Riding Hood." According to the plans and hopes of Mr.
Weisfeldt this picture will surpass the recent "Cinderella " production.
" The Penny Philanthropist," recently
released, was put on the screen at the
Hyde Park theatre, on the south side of
Chicago, on Tuesday night, Nov. 6.
Jos. D. Roderick, formely connected
with the Universal Exchange in Chicago,
has gone to the Wholesome Film Corporation as assistant general manager. Mr.
Roderick has had a wide experience in the
film industry, and numbers his acquaintances up in the four figure mark.
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Leaks in the Loop
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B. W. Beadell, assistant manager of the new
Chicago offices of Select Pictures Corporation,
announces that Constance Talmadge in " Scandal " is priproving
a winner.
etor of the Bijou
Dream, Sigmund
ran it lastFaller,
week. proThe booking club of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners'
Association
workfloor
lastofweek
at its
new offices
on thestarted
seventh
the
Mailers Building. Louis Frank declared that they
are cooperating with both exhibitors and film concerns and making it easy for both.
At
the
meeting
of the
Exhibitors'
some fortylast
theatre
owners
signed
up for theLeague
onereel
film
"Who
Leads
the
National
which is being distributed by Triangle Army?"
for the
Training Camps Association.
George Lewis Roberts, now of the United States
Aviation Corps and formerly connected with the
office staff of the American Film Co., dropped in
at the American plant Saturday, November 3, in
his new uniform.
W. K. Hill of the Paramount office furnished
the film and Sales Manager Gunderlock of the
De Vry Portable Projection Machine Co. furnished
the machine for a showing last week at the Old
Ladies' Home. " Never in my life did I see anything so appreciated," said Mr. Hill.
Si Greiver, of Greiver & Herz, announces that
Lillian throughout
Walker in the
" Lust
of the and
Ages Trinz
" opens
this
week
Lubliner
houses.
Alfred tinental
Hamburger,
director general
of the Mary
ConTheatres Corporation,
will show
Pickford
in her latest
The Little Princess,"
at
the Ziegfeld
theatreplay,
this " week.
E. J. Arnold, manager of the poster department
for Mutual Film Corporation, is a firm believer in
service and efficiency. He has placed his department on a systematic basis and is cooperating with
the exhibitors in every way possible.
Mary Anderson, formerly of Vitagraph, stopped
off in Chicago, Tuesday, November 6, while en
route to her home in New York. Miss Anderson
has been with Vitagraph for more than five years
and did not give her reasons for leaving.
The Imperial theatre, 1,210 East Sixty-third
street, which has been featuring vaudeville, has
changed into a picture house. It opened up to
the new order Wednesday, November 7, with Jack
Mulhall in " The Hero of the Hour."
Bryant Washburn is certainly having some
trouble establishing his claims to exemption from
military service. Life for him is just one appearance after another before the appeal boards and
exemption officials. The appeal board in district
No. 2, however, last week finally affirmed the finding of the trial board before which Washburn
claimed exemption because of having dependents.
C. W. Phillips, for three years representative of
World Film Corporation on their sales force, has
left them to handle the Paramount and Artcraft
brand of celluloid.
Irving Mack, the live-wire publicity flinger for
Universal, has pushed his wedding date up a
coupleabout
of months.
figures now on " stepping
off
the first He
of December.
C. W. Bunn, dynamic manager of the local
Pathe office, declared that the past week was the
biggest in the history of the Chicago exchange.
He said that despite the high current of feeling
amongnever
exhibitors
over the
business
had
been better
and reel
that tax
the that
cancellations
had been surprisingly few and unimportant.
Ottotual Golz,
Milwaukee branch
managerFreuler
for Mu-of
and brother-in-law
of President
the Mutual Film Corporation, is reported as very
sick. He has been taken to a hospital to be
operated on for gall stones.
Hiram Abrahms and B. P. Schulberg, president
and general manager respectively of Paramount,
arrived in town Saturday, November 3, on their
cross country trip from Los Angeles to New
York. They are making a tour of all the towns
of 20,000 population and upward, visiting the
theatre owners and getting in touch with exhibitors.
John Emmerson and Anita Loos, associated
with tiesDouglas
in the
respective
capaciof director Fairbanks
and scenario
writer,
paid Chicago
a visit for a couple of days last week.

Unity Photoplays Co., distributors of George
Loane Tucker's
I Believe,"
has prepared
a very
effective
circular " on
this feature,
with numerous
clippings from newspapers in which the play ha*
been heartily endorsed and with many favorable
quotations from Chicago clergymen.
Percy Plummer, of Amusement Supplies, reports
that business is sort of crowding him. One of hie
latest jobs he admits has been that of furnishing
the Simplex machines, spotlight and dissolver for
the big, new Broadway Strand, near completion,
on the corner of Twelfth street and Paulina.
The known
efficiency
Paramount's
man,
to theof trade
as W. K." set
Hill,'emis right
shown"
in reports he recently got from an exhibitor who
was having a hard time getting people into bis
house on Monday and Tuesday nights. Hill wrote
some
letters office,
to thewith
exhibitor's
patrons
the
Paramount
the result
that from
Monday
and Tuesday are now on a par with Friday and
Saturday for this theatre owner.
Ben Edelman and G. L. Levine, on the road
for the Laemmle Film Service, have been called
into town for a couple of weeks to try their hands
or rather hibittheir
on the sophisticated exors of the arguments
big metropolis.
H. J. Smith, former Mutual branch manager at
Fargo, North Dakota, is now under Terry Ramsaye's tutelary wing in the Mutual publicity department.
A. E. Curtis, who, until a few days ago, was
managing editor of Motography, has resigned
his position with that publication to enter the
educational film field on his own hook. Since
entering the moving picture field he has been
interested
in the possibilities of films for educational purposes.
Superintendent Ziebarth, of the American Film
laboratories,
is spendingof much
his time ofstudying the possibilities
a newof process
film
making brought to the laboratories last week
by a Nashville (Tenn.) firm. The film is four
inches wide, containing pictures in rows of five
each, and destined to give an entire view of any
scene.
Managerchange,
Bayley,
the local Vitagraph
announces of
extraordinary
bookings Exfor
the
serial
"
The
Fighting
Trail."
Every
village,
hamlet dianaand
town
in
Wisconsin,
Illinois
and
Inis running the serial, and, according to
reports, exhibitors consider it one of their best
drawing cards.
C. R. Seelye, business manager of Pathe,
stopped off in Chicago for a few hours last week
on his way from Los Angeles to New York.
Mr. Seelye has been spending his time of late
on the West coast directing and overseeing
the work on the new studios Pathe recently took
over. He was preceded by a day on his return
by A. Carlos, former studio manager for Pathe,
who was also on his way to New York.
Abe Teitel, of Chicago, recently completed his
biggest job, cleaning the many reels of an " Intolerance "print.
Aaron Jones Optimistic Over the
Coming Year
Aaron Jones, president and director of
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, one of the foremost theatre operatig companies in Chicago and throughout the Middle West, has
given forth his prediction as to what is in
store for the motion picture business during the approaching new year. Together
with a most optimistic prediction for the
business during 1918, he states officially
for the first time that Jones, Linick &
Schaefer plan to build the most magnificent motion picture theatre in Chicago in
the near future. " We have the location
selected and leased," he said, " but the
present war conditions make the investment too great and hazardous to begin at
this time. I will say, though, that we plan
to take active steps to build such a theatre
when the time warrants."
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Doll- Van Corporation Makes Big
Strides Forward
The Doll- Van Film Corporation, of Indianapolis, recently organized, bids fair to
oecome one of the most potential factors
;n the State rights field during the coming
year. Following the opening of its first
office in the Merchants Bank Building, at
Indianapolis, a Chicago office was opened
on the thirteenth floor of the Consumers
Building. Henry Dollman, well known
business man of Indianapolis, is president
of the organization, and D. M. Vanderwalker, Jr., is vice-president. Mr. Dollman is in charge of the Indianapolis office
and Mr. Vanderwalker is directing the
business from the Chicago end.
1 " We are in the State rights field to
stay," said Mr. Vanderwalker at the Chicago office. " We have taken a franchise
in the State Rights Distributors' organization for Indiana and Illinois, and our
first quota of pictures shows that we will
always have something worth while. ' Big
stuff ' is to be our slogan. We have a
Triangle picture, ' The Cold Deck,' for Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky ; Florence
Reed in ' To-day,' and Robert Warwick in
The Mad Lover ' for Illinois, Indiana and
southern Wisconsin."
Mr. Vanderwalker has been elected to
the Board of Review of the State Rights
Distributors. He also announces that he
has already signed up the first quota of
their controlled productions for Ascher
Brothers' string of theatres in Chicago.
They will be played two days in each house.
While the Doll- Van people will buy pictures independently they will also make
purchases through the State Rights Exhibitors.
Funkhouser Again Opines That
Film Morals Are Punk
In an address before the Irish Fellowship Club last week at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, Major Funkhouser delved into
the so-called moral standard of the motion
picture again, this time declaring that next
to the cabaret it is the greatest agency of
immorality in the city.
"Will we allow the motion picture to
tear down our morality ? " he asked, " when
it can be made such a potent force for
good. America is dollar mad. And this
applies to the motion picture industry
which does not care for the moral calibre
of its films. All they want is a picture
that will bring in the money at the box office. They don't care what children are taught
nor what happens to their moral fibre."
The major then appealed to the women
to help remedy this condition by standing
by him and he told of his personal part in
the fight for morality.
" First I was accused of being antiCatholic," he said. " And then when it
was found that I had a Catholic son-inlaw, the charge was forgotten. Then they
said I was anti-Jewish. I stopped three
pictures caricaturing the Jews and that
talk was stopped. Lately I have been accused of being pro-German, and there has
been an appeal to that effect filed in the
Federal courts. But I can trace back my
American ancestry to the year 1700, and I
defy any one to produce evidence of a lack
of patriotism on my part."
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Charlotte Picture Gets
Showing in New York
The first picture of the Commonwealth
Pictures Corporation featuring Charlotte,
the skater, will be given a trade showing
this week at the Rialto, New York. H. A.
Spanuth, president of the company that
made the feature of the ice-skating star,
left Chicago with a tinted print under his
arm to personally oversee the premiere
and to talk with prospective buyers.
After completing the picture, which was
photographed and made at the Rothacker
studios, the Commonwealth heads were so
elated over the result of their labors that
they made a present of a good-sized block
of stock to each member of the company
who had materially aided in making the
film a success.
Up to the time of leaving for New York
Mr. Spanuth declared they were still undecided as to the name they intended to
bestow upon their initial production with
Charlotte
" We have had thousands of names submitted in the contest we have conduceted,"
he said, " but even now I can't tell definitely which oneof itthewillplan
be." he intended to
In speaking
pursue in disposing of his production, Mr.
Spanuth announced that he would sell
outright for the whole United States or
else follow the original Commonwealth
plan of selling to the state rights buyer,
who in turn would act as an agent for all
future productions of the company.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
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Nehls Thinks Censorship Will
Fall to Producers
Richard R. Nehls, general manager of
the American Film Company, made a stirring address before the members of the Illinois State Women's Press Association
recently, in which he pointed out that the
trouble with the early history of the motion picture industry was that it was built
upon a foundation of suspicion, distrust
and greed.
" All that has gradually been eliminated
with the passing out of the men who cared
merely for the grabbing off of quick profits," he said. " The strength of the film
industry today lies in the fact that it is
being built upon a solid foundation of
business integrity, by men who have
brought into it both dignity and well directed effort. I believe that the majority
of the producers today are honest in their
determined effort to put out better films.
The day will soon come when the public
censor will be out of a job because each
producer will be his own censor and the
most severe critic of his own productions."
Peggy Hyland Too Busy to Make
Personal Appearances
Since the Mayfair Film Corporation
has placed " Persuasive Peggy " on the
open market and Peggy Hyland has been
seen in action, there have been numerous
requests received at the offices of Mayfair Corporation asking that the star make
personal appearances at motion picture
theatres. Owing to the fact that Miss
Hyland will start immediate work on her
next picture, titled "Why Not?" she
will be compelled to decline these invitations, itis announced. " Just too busy to
spare the time from her work," said Mr.
Schlesinger.

Mentioning Hilarity; a Glance at Billy Ruge and His Large Company in This Scene from " On the
Love Line," a Sparkle Comedy, Would Indicate That Fun-Making is the Best Thing They Do.
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EDWIN F. MURPHY, superintendent of
Universal's laboratory at Fort Lee,
N. J., has been having a lively time in his
campaign for the office of Mayor of that
town. When the soldier vote is all counted,
Mr. Murphy will know whether or not he
must congratulate his opposition. Murphy
is a Democrat, and the forces contesting the
election have been using his occupation as
an argument against his fitness for office.
To be in the motion picture business is
said, in Fort Lee, to make a man open to all
sorts of suspicion.
THERE

was a delay of four days recently in finishing " The Painted Madonna," a drama starring Mme. Sonia
Markova, which is scheduled for release
November 11 as a Fox special feature. The
delay was occasioned by the theft of an oil
painting — a portrait of Mme. Markova,
which a New York artist had completed
only a few days before. The portrait was
used in several of the scenes. The filming
had been completed when it was reported
that a short section of the film could not
be found in the cutting room. Arrangements were accordingly made for the star
and Sidney Mason to retake this portion of
the picture. Everyone reported bright and
early at the Grantwood studio, but when
they looked in the property room for the
essential portrait it could not be found.
The story goes that the portrait was
never located, but that the missing strip of
positive had been found on the fourth day
after it disappeared.
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France. He came to the United States
when Emile Chautard was signed by the
Peerless Producing Company, and was assistant to M. Chautard until a few months
ago, when he was promoted to the rank of
director. Since then he has directed Montagu Love in two features, Ethel Clayton,
Alice Brady and Kitty Gordon.

tion. The drawing power of the picture
passed all expectations of the manager of
the Webster, who said that October 26 and
27 would stand out as the red letter dayi
of the theatre, for Miss Shotwell's appearance on the first day is said to have spread
its influence even to the second day.

ESTLEY N. ROTHSCHILD, the youthful screen player, has completed work
in a five-reel Edison production called
" Three Things," in which his idea of makeup for the role he played is expected to
create quite a bit of attention. In order to
get the proper " atmosphere " and the realism necessary, Rothschild had all his hair
removed for a scene requiring a " fractured

VIOLA
star ofof the
MetroDANA,
production
the forthcoming
melodrama,
" Blue Jeans," jumped from the loft window of an old sawmill at Roslyn, L. I., for
one of the many thrilling scenes needed in
the picture, which was directed by John HCollins. As the little Metro star would run
the risk of at least breaking an ankle, not
to mention more serious injury, Director
Collins offered to get a double to jump
from the loft. Miss Dana would not hear
of a double performing the feat, as she believes in the truth always. So Miss Dana
did the jump. Below there was a large
heap of sawdust, and she landed in the
middle of it and jumped up from the pile
laughing. Her shoes were full of sawust,
and she declared that it reminded her of
jumping into the sand from the boardwalk
at the seashore when she was a youngster
of six or seven years.

KAJ GYNT, who has the role of Kate in
skull."
support of Ethel Barrymore in " The
Eternal Mother," a Metro production, is
well known on the Swedish stage and
screen. She is of Viking ancestry and is
the possessor of numerous copper heirlooms
handed down from the days of the great
Norsemen. Miss Gynt made her motion
picture debut with the Swedish Film Company and has also played for the Kino Company of Germany and several Scandinavian
companies. Most of her work has been in
features of four and five reels.
GERALDINE
and Mary
den met atFARRAR
the Goldwyn
studioGar-in
Fort Lee, N. J., a few days ago during the
making of Miss Garden's Goldwyn production of " Thais." However, " met " is said
to be hardly the proper word, for it was the
renewal of old operatic acquaintance. ■ Miss
Farrar, who has returned to New York
for her season's work at the Metropolitan
Opera House after a summer in the Pacific
Coast studios, has long known Miss Garden, and it was a sincere desire to renew
an old acquaintance and to compare notes
on screen work which caused Miss Farrar
to determine on paying the Goldwvn star a
call.

CAMOUFLAGE in the form of make-up
is said to be one of the chief tricks-intrade of Elizabeth Risdon, star of George
Loane Tucker's " Mother." It is told that
Miss Risdon recently invited an actress
friend to be present at a private screening
of " Mother." Due to a delay in rehearsal,
the artist in question was a few minutes
late and projection of the feature had
started. Throughout the length of the
Tucker picture she commented upon the
acting of the player in the title role of the
picture, and at the conclusion of the performance she turned to Miss Risdon and
inquired as to when the picture in which
she appeared was to be screened. The
young star of " Mother " then gently broke
the news to her blissfully ignorant friend.
She had been sitting there watching Elizabeth Risdon in the character part of an old
woman and did not know it.

Atwo-hundred-and-four-pound
arrived in New York last pumpkin
week as
another tribute to the popularity of Jane
and Katherine Lee, the William Fox kidlet
stars. The pumpkin, which won a prize for
weight at the recent New Jersey State Fair
in Trenton, was used by the Lee children
as a Jack-o-Lantern on Hallowe'en night,
when they were hosts to a party of friends.

GEORGES ARCHAINBAUD, who is
directing Montagu Love and Jeanne
Eagles in a film feature for the World
Film Corporation at the Peerless studio,
has reason to feel right at home in this
production, the locale of which is laid in
France and Belgium, territory which Archainbaud travelled extensively while on theatrical tours as assistant to Emile Chautard
while the latter was a stage director in

MARIE SHOTWELL was greeted by
about half of the population of the
Bronx, it appeared, when she appeared in
person on the night of October 26 at the
Webtser theatre. She was given a rousing
reception.
" Married
in Name Only,"
one
of
the late Ivan
Film Productions,
in which
Miss Shotwell starred and which received
the highest number of votes in the Bronx
as the most popular play, was the attrac-

Jr. and Mrs. A.
BOLDT,
E C.Miles,
GEORG
Graham
recently gave Director
William Christy Cabanne permission to use
their magnificent country estate, one of the
show places of New York's millionaire
colony in the Thousand Islands.
It is with the various backgrounds of the
country home of the proprietor of the famous Waldorf-Astoria hotel that many of
the exterior scenes of " Miss Robinson
Crusoe " were taken.
The company supporting Miss Wehlen
took pictures of the country club lawn,
the private golf course and the boathouse. One of the scenes flashed was that
of a fancy dress party on the green lawns
of the Boldt estate — taken at night. Mr.
Miles had lights strung all around the
lawn. A special cable was run to work the
spot light.

X, senior
SCARDO
PAUL
Vitagraphat
of the director
studios
the Eastern
Company, after completing twenty feature productions within a period of sixteen months, has established what is said
to be probably the record for volume of
footage and for successes in big subjects.
These features are said to represent one
hundred reels, containing a total of 100,000
feet, and, according to records kept by
Vitagraph, each of the subjects that Scardon has directed since joining the directing forces of that company has proved a
box office winner.
The feature on which Director Scardon
is now working is starring Earle Williams,
with Grace Darmond as his leading woman.
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By J. C. JESSEN
WILLIAM H. HART and company,
who have a camp at Hessen, in
tChatsworth Park count}-, forty miles
inorth of Los Angeles, staged a genuine
!train hold-up last week. Hart learned that
■President Adolf Zukor and Vice-President
(Jesse L. Lasky were to be on the train
;passing through Hessen, and made arrangements with the railroad officials to
.stop the train there for a minute or two.
Members of the Zukor-Lasky party on the
way to San Francisco to attend the opening of the new California theatre, arranged details on the train so there would
be no opportunity of Hart or any of his
players being injured. The heads of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation were
on the rear of the observation car when
the thirty cowboys, headed by Hart, all
wearing black masks, appeared after a
fusillade of shots, and demanded money
and valuables. Hart was recognized after
securing a portion of Lasky's valuables,
and was congratulated by the film men and
hundreds of passengers for the realistic
manner in which he staged the " stick up."
Enid Bennett Picture Started
Work was commenced at the Thomas
H. Ince Studio on the first Enid Bennett
Paramount picture last week. This has
not been named, and only the preliminary
scenes in which Miss Bennett does not appear are now being made. While working in these, Bob McKim fell upon a
broken bottle, and seven stitches were required.
The title of the second Dorothy Dalton
release for Paramount by Thomas H. Ince
will be known as " Love Letters." This
picture was originally titled " The Edge of
I are
Sin."stillMiss
Dalton
and a company
forty
in the
northern
Californiaof woods
country securing exteriors for " Flare-Up
Sal."
Victor Schertzinger has begun the mak1 ing of another Charles Ray picture, but no
title has been selected for it.
Metro Begins a Dana Western
Filming of the first western made Metro
picture starring Viola Dana, was begun
last week under the direction of John Collins. The story is of the early western
mining day type, and several historical
characters who lived during that period will
be portrayed. Two large sets will be built
for this picture, one on the Mojave desert
and the other at the studio. Western Representative B.A. Rolfe, Director John Collins and Cameraman John Arnold made a
trip to the Mojave desert to select a location for the setting to be built there. Clifford Bruce will be the leading man opposite Miss Dana, and others in the cast are
Mabel Van Buren and Hayward Mack,
well known for their work in Paramount
and Ince-Triangle productions.
Western Representative B. A. Rolfe last
week engaged Eva May Roth to take complete charge of the wardrobe department

of the West Coast studios of the Metro
Company. Miss Roth has had considerable experience along this line, having formerly been connected with the Lasky and
Keystone Studios for a number of years.
Edith Storey, the Metro star, who is
working at the Western studios in " The
Legion of Death," has volunteered her
services as an active member of the committee which is arranging a benefit for the
purpose of sending Christmas boxes to our
boys in France. The benefit will be held
at Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles, November 26, and Miss Storey will be seen
in a sketch which she will stage for this
event.

Bryant Washburn and His Family Hobnobbing
With Pueblo Indians cently
as the Star Was on His
Way From Chicago to the West Coast ReHelen Holmes Near Death
The Helen Holmes Signal Company,
under the direction of J. P. McGowan, last
week completed the twelfth chapter of the
" Lost Express " serial which is titled
" Daring Death." The story for this installment called for scenes of a burning
Pullman car, and in order to get the required atmosphere, Director McGowan had
one end of the coach " Signal " saturated
with distillate. It was during the making
of these scenes that Miss Holmes narrowly
escaped death. An instant after the signal
was given to start the fire, the flames became uncontrollable. Miss Holmes started
from the burning end of the Pullman car
but found her way blocked by the camera
which Cameraman Wayman had been
using, the tripod having become jammed
between the berths. Miss Holmes finally

escaped by crawling on her hands and
knees under the tripod of the camera. This
Pullman car, which has been used for
many scenes in Helen Holmes serials, is
now a total wreck.
After two weeks spent at a local hospital, Leo D. Maloney, well known heavy
and leading man with the Helen Holmes
Signal Company, has returned to the studio
ready for work. S. A. Sues, superintendent of the Signal laboratories, is still confined at his home suffering with a severe
cold and general break-down. During his
absence Elmer Wayman, assistant superintendent of the Signal laboratories, who
is also an expert cameraman, is serving as
chief cameraman for Director J. P.
McGowan.
Helen Holmes was the guest of honor
at a banquet and ball given by the exhibitors and operators of San Bernardino.
Cal., on Saturday, November 3. Miss
Holmes autographed 100 of her photos,
which were sold by the ball committee and
the proceeds turned over to the local Chapter of the Red Cross.
Triangle Starts New Plays
Two new plays were begun at the Triangle studios last week. Director Raymond Wells has put in the making " Man
Above the Law," which will have an earlyday Western atmosphere, and many of the
scenes laid in the Navajo Indian painted
desert country. Director Wells has a big
cast that includes Jack Richardson, Josie
Sedgwick, Claire McDowell, Olga Grey
and Dark Cloud. Roy Stewart is next to
be starred
" The isLaw's
rector CliffinSmith
to be Outlaw."
in charge Diof
making this, and Fritzi Ridgeway will
play the feminine lead, and George Hernandez the important character part.
Since completing
" ThebeenShipworking
of Doom,"
Wyndham
Gittins has
with
the scenario and production department
on matters pertaining to his next photoplay, which as yet is untitled. It will deal
with the capture of river pirates and a
gang of counterfeiters, and the company
will go to San Francisco for many of the
exterior scenes.
"Betty Takes a Hand," the coming
Olive Thomas subject which has Charles
Gunn in an important role, is nearing completion under the direction of Jack Dillon.
Venice has been built at the Triangle
Culver City studio for a number of scenes
for " The Passion Flower," which Walter
Edwards is making, with Alma Ruebens
and Wheeler Oakman as principals.
Lynn Reynolds and a company are working on " The Gown of Destiny," for which
he has worked out a great number of new
photographic effects that will add materially to this subject. Reynolds has completed anumber of very exceptional photoplays since his affiliation with the Triangle, and continues to uphold the Reynolds quality which he established while affiliated with other organizations.
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NEW YORK
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Motion Picture News Studio Direotory,
739-7th Ave., City.
ATTENTION - MR. W. A. JOHNSTON

Dear Mr. Johnston:I note that you are about to issue a 1918 edition
As I have found your previous issues oT

of your studio direotory.

great value in this department, in the way of furnishing tabloid
information about various players, I would request tnat as soon as
issued you send me a oopy of the direotory.

Frequently we sign up new players and in order
considerable
to get information oonoerning them speedily, I have made
It certainly is a valuable help to the publicity
use of the directory.
and advertising man.
Yours very truly,
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
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William D. Taylor has commenced the
production of a subject co-starring Jack
Pickford and Louise Huff, at the Morosco
studio.
Julian Eltinge, having completed his engagement atthe Lasky plant in the making
of three subjects, has departed for the
East, where he will complete negotiations
for future affiliations. When Mr. Eltinge
came to California, it was with the intention of appearing in two pictures, but he
was induced to remain for a third. Mr.
Eltinge is now building a residence in
nently.
Hollywood, and will remain here permaWilliam Russell Cast Selected

The scenario department of the Triangle
has been increased by two additions this
week. Hayden Talbot, playwright, has
been added, and is now working on his
first photoplay. Hazel MacDonald, formerly of the Photoplay Magazine staff, is
a new reader for the Triangle scenario
department.
Norbert Myles, heavy, and Eugene Corey, juvenile, are new members of the Triangle stock.
Mrs. William Desmond, wife of the
Triangle actor, died early this week at
their home in Hollywood. She was a sister of Nance O'Neil, and had been an invalid for several years, as the result of a
fall while with her husband in Australia
when he made his stage debut there.
Keystone Loses Three Members
The Triangle Keystone organization
lost three members last week when Ray
Griffith, featured comedian ; Roy del Ruth
of the writing staff, and Duke Reynolds,
assistant director, went to American Lake,
Washington, as members of the Liberty
Army.
Reggie Morris, who has had Ray Griffith as featured comedian, has started a
new picture, and Harry Gribbon, late of
the Sennett organization, has been engaged. He will make his first reappearance in Keystone comedies in the role of
a dancing master. Claire Anderson,
Franklin Bond, Dora Rogers, Mario Biancho, Lallah Hart and Aileen Allen appear in the cast.
Harry Williams, who has been directing
Keystone, has tendered his resignation.
His most recent subject, which has just
been filmed, had Max Asher, Alatia Marton, Mai St. Clair and Eddie Gribbon.

This story was centered about a big ball,
ting. required an unusually attractive setand
Herman Raymaker is at work on a picture with Blanche Payson in the role of a
boarding house keeper. Dale Fuller takes
the part of her assistant, and others appearing are Lloyd Bacon, Milton Sims,
Maude Wayne aad Billy Franey.
Lasky Leaves for the East
Jesse L. Lasky, who has been at the producing plant since early in September, departed Thursday of last week for the East
by way of San Francisco. Mr. Lasky has
been serving as director-general during
the absence of C. B. deMille, who has
spent a six weeks' vacation in the East,
and is expected back at the studio about
Nov. 20.
President Adolf Zukor arrived in Los
Angeles the early part of last week, and
will remain in active charge at the studio
until the arrival of Mr. deMille. Mr.
Zukor states he has come to California
for a vacation, and the business of his trip
here is to have a rest. He was accompanied by his son, Eugene, who is making a
study of the film business.
The need of increasing the size of the
laboratory building at the Lasky studio has
been found necessary, and work on this
is now being done. The addition will contain a projecting room, the third of the
studio, and drying and printing rooms. To
supply the necessary prints of Paramount
and Artcraft productions made at the
Lasky plant, the laboratory for the past
year has been using two shifts, and turning out approximately 600,000 feet weekly.
When the addition is completed the output
can be increased to a million feet weekly.

Complete cast for the next William Russell American-Mutual subject has been announced by Studio Manager J. R. Crone
to include, in addition to Francelia Billington, who plays the feminine lead opposite
Russell, Harvey Clark, Bull Montana, Carl
Stockdale, Lucille Ward and Fred Smith.
" In Bad " is adapted from a story by Raymond L. Shrock, scenarioized by Chester
B. Clapp, and deals with the adventures of
a young man who scorns society for a busy
life. His adventures take him to Yucatan
where many of the scenes filmed will represent the Aztec ruins. Miss Billington
takes the role of a society girl whose snubs
to Russell causes many complications. Bull
Montana appears as a prize fighter, Harvey Clark as the father of the society girl,
and Carl Stockdale the heavy. Edward
Sloman continues as director of the Russell features.
" The Veil of Memory- " is the title selected for the next Mary Miles Minter
American subject, and work has already
been started on this by Director Henry
King. The scenario is being prepared by
Daniel F. Whitcomb and Chester B. Clapp.
The cast for the subject has not been selected.
Two Fox Films Under Way
Filming of two subjects will be commenced early this week when Bertram
Bracken, directing Gladys Brockwell, and
Frank Lloyd, who has a company headed

Lina Cavalieri, in Paramount Pictures, Appear*
to Be Waiting for Her Ship to Come in
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by Jewel Carmen, will commence production. The supporting cast has not been
selected for the Carmen picture, but it is
definitely decided that Willard Louis,
Charles Clary and Colin Chase will be the
principal males of Bracken's picture.
The Franklin brothers, C. M. and S. A.,
have completed the children's picture, " The
Mikado," and are now both giving their
attention to the making of scenes for " Ali
Baba and the Forty Thieves." At the
studio " The Mikado " is spoken of as the
most beautiful child picture completed by
the Franklin brothers.
Arrangements are rapidly being made
for the beginning of work on the first Tom
Mix Western Fox picture, in which Marin
Sais will play the opposite lead.
Richard Stanton and his assistant, Cliff
Elfelt, together with Ed. Sedgwick, scenario writer of the Fox organization, have
gone East and will make one or more subjects at the Fox studios.
Henry Lehrman, managing director of
the Sunshine Comedy Studio at the Fox
plant, is spending a week in San Francisco filming scenes for a coming picture.
He was accompanied by Billie Ritchie and
other players of the staff.
An early Sunshine comedy release will
introduce Winifred Westover as leading
woman, and at the same time a specially
designed wardrobe of particular charm.
Universal Starts New Ones
Several new productions were commenced at Universal City last week. One
is directed by Stuart Paton, and is an

Gretchen Lederer, One of the Most Prominent
Members of the Bluebird Stock Company

Theda Eara Goes Back to the Modern Role in The Rose of Blood, Written Specially for Her by
Richard Ordynski, and Offered by William Fox as a Standard Picture
adaptation from the Charles Edmond Walk
novel, " The Green Seal." The screen version is being prepared by A. G. Kenyon.
This subject will offer Carmel Myers as
star.
Joseph de Grasse has begun the filming
of " The Catamount," with Franklyn Farnum as the featured player. The story is
by R. N. Bradbury and F. H. Clark, and
the continuity was written by Charles
Keynon. Edith Johnson will continue to
play opposite Farnum. Others selected for
this photoplay are Fred Montague, Charles
Mailes and Morris Foster.
Louise Lovely, it became known this
week upon the return of the E. J. LeSaint
company from Bear Valley, was injured
there early last week when a horse she was
riding in scenes for " The Wolves of the
North," stumbled and fell, throwing her.
The supports of Miss Lovely in this picture are Betty Schade, Hart Hoxie and
Alfred Allen.
Forty people were used in scenes made
under the direction of Ida May Park at
Long Beach this week for " Broadway
Love," story of New York theatrical life
adapted from the magazine story by W.
Carey Wonderly. Dorothy Phillips is
starred in this picture with William
Stowell as leading man, and Lon Chaney
in an important part. Miss Park has a
very large cast of well-known players for
this photoplay.
Two Reel Keystones Completed
The production department of the Triangle-Keystone has completed six two-reel
subjects which are now on their way east
for printing.
Director H. Raymaker and company
which includes George Binns, Dale Fuller,
Lloyd Bacon, Maude Wayne, Andy Ander-

son and Tim Donnelly, have filmed " A
Grave Undertaking," a suicide's and underinsurance.taker's story involving the collection of
Three stories have been finished by
Harry Williams and organization which is
composed of Dora Rogers, Eddie Gribbon,
Mae St. Clair, Rose Carter, Blanche Payson, Alice Davenport and Max Asher.
These have been titled " An Ice Man's
Bride," " His Nimble Twist " and " A
Coward's Courage."
" A Sanitary Scandal " is the name given
to a picture in which Paddy Maguire,
Fritz Schade, Joseph " Baldy " Belmont,
Peggy Pearce and Claire Anderson take
part, under the direction of William Beaudine. This company also made " Won by
a Fowl " which will be released during
Thanksgiving week.
Real Artillery in American
When Santa Barbara citizens entertained
twelve hundred members of the California
Artillery Corp at breakfast while they were
being transferred from one camp to another, Director Lloyd Ingraham and company headed by Margarita Fischer, made
more than fifty scenes for " A Daughter of
Joan." The making of these completed the
subject, and Miss Fischer and company
are now beginning work in " Molly Go
Get 'Em," from scenario written especially
for her by Beatrice Van. Jack Mower
has been retained as leading man opposite
Miss Fischer for this subject.
The artillery corps taking part in "The
Daughter of Joan " has been named " The
Grizzlies," and is the first organization since
the cantonments were organized to take
part in a West coast made film.
Henry King, director, and the Mary
Miles Minter Company of Santa Barbara
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The Romayne Super Film Compan
which recently leased the Yorke-Metr
Studios, have completed their first pictun
" The Crimson God," of two reels whic
makes a patriotic appeal for aid to th
Liberty Loan. The subject has been show
to the trade at two private exhibitions, an
is now being arranged for its releas
throughout the country through the Re<
Cross Association. Henry P. Romayne i
president of the company and George I
Hutchins is director general.

" Public Defender " Endorsed b\
Current Periodicals

Gail Kane, Who Has Never Been Known to " Misfit " a Role, Is a Stunning Horsewoman in This
Scene from " A Game of Wits," a Mutual-American Production
spent a portion of this week in Los Angeles, securing the final scenes for " The
Mate of the Sally Ann." A new story is
now being prepared for a Minter production by Charles Dazey, who is author of
"In Old Kentucky"; the William Russell
story, " The Sea Master " and " Her Country's Call " and " Peggy Leads the Way,"
both Mary Miles Minter pictures.
The William Russell Company which is
directed by Edward Sloman, has now
started work on the filming of " In Bad."
Besides Francelia Billington, who plays the
role opposite Mr. Russell, Harry Clark,
Lucille Warde and Bull Montana are taking leading parts.
Every member of the American Film
Company's staff, according to statement
by Ralph W. Hiett, special representative
of the United States Government, has purchased Liberty Bonds during the second
loan campaign. Furthermore, practically
every one took a very active part in the
sale of the bonds. On Liberty Day, Mary'
Miles Minter led the parade at Santa Barbara, and sold $18,000 worth of bonds in
addition to the $20,000 worth which she
Mabel Normand, the Beloved Comedienne, in
purchased. Little six months old Leslee
One of Her More Pensive Moments in GoldSloman, daughter of Director Edward Slowyn's " Joan of Plattsburg "
man, purchased $6,000 worth. All banners,
animals,
it falling to Lincoln to leap upon
flags and decorations for automobiles takthe back of the lion and kill it by choking
ing part in the Liberty Loan Day parade
it to death, or breaking its neck. Lincoln
were furnished by Manager J. R. Crone
will be remembered as the Mighty Man
of the American Studios.
of Valor of Griffith's " Intolerance," and
is the giant of the West coast film colony.
Parsons Starts Zoo for " Tarzan "
When it became known the city had sold
Manager William Parsons of the Nathe animals to Parsons, a number of the
tional Film Corporation of America, has
members of the local humane society,
purchased from the city park commissioner,
sought by court injunction to prevent the
two large speimens of African wild anistaging of the scenes, but decision was
mals, a lion and leopard, which will be
killed for scenes in the picturization of
given Parsons, and the pictures will be
made in Griffith Park. All scenes for the
"Tarzan of the Apes." Some sensational
National photoplay will be completed withwork which endangers the life of the leadin the next ten days, and the officers of the
ing player, Elmo Lincoln, who takes the
role of Tarzan in the principal section of company anticipate the subject will be ready
for the market rbout December 1.
the story, will be filmed by the use of the

Harry Raver's "The Public Defender,'
propaganda
play written by Mayer C
Goldman and produced by Mr. Raver, i:
the subject of praise in the columns o
some of the leading publications. Th<
Roycroft Magazine, successor to " The
Fra," the late Elbert Hubbard's periodical, endorses "The Public Defender" it
its editorial
columns. The writer says
" Goldman, the author of ' The Public
Defender,' is very mild, in that he simply
suggests that a public defender as well
as a public prosecutor be engaged. One
to protect the innocents while the other
runs down the crooks. That suggestion is
all right, but it falls fifty per cent short
Only one man is necessary; that one a
public defender."
Krellberg Closes Territory for
" Russian Revolution "
Samuel Krellberg, president of the
Overland Film Company, reports big sales
in the West for his latest production,
" The Russian Revolution." Last week a
trade showing was held at the Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, and Western buyers expressed satisfaction with the production.
Arrangements have been made for the feature to have its Boston premiere at the
Tremont Temple for a run of two weeks.
The road companies, it is announced, are
now touring the New England States. Mr.
Krellberg reports that it is one of the
biggest successes he has ever handled.

Sessue Hayakawa
Big Scene Picture
in " The Secret Game,"ina aParamount
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AT

first glance one is at a loss to know
whether the New York Star is featuring Bill Beecroft or Bill Beecroft is
featuring the New York Star.

given advice to manufacOUR freely
turers isto lay off the production of
pictures dealing with the Russian question
until all the revolutions are catalogued and
numbered.
THERE is no truth in the report that
Roy Somerville is attending the current Purity League Convention in Louisville, Ky.
<<IN one episode of this serial (' The
1 Seven Pearls' ) ," says Mollie King via
the press agent, " two of the pearls I am
looking for are hidden in the eyes of an
image. In my effort to secure them the
arms of the image close in on me and hold
me in their grasp."
This and the rest of the story makes interesting reading, but why didn't the p. a.
get the facts straight? It is not Mollie
King that has this adventure but Leon
Bary.
WHEN the Famous Players company
uncovered a blackmailing, wife-deserting fortune hunter in " The Antics of
Ann," it is gratifying to note that they saw
fit to entitle him Gordon Trent, who by his
writings in the Telegraph has long proved
himself just this sort of a fellow or worse.
Now if some producer will only use the
name George T. Pardy as typifying a
gangster, trafficker in forbidden things and
fugitive from justice, he will have our
hearty endorsement of the choice.
THE Cinema Camera Club held its fifth
annual ball at the Hotel Plaza on Saturday evening, November 10. A more detailed report concerning the merrymaking
of the crankers will appear in next week's
SINCE last week's issue and at this particular moment of going to press Jerry
Wilson has twice rejoined Universal in
some capacity or another and has resigned
an equal number of times. Doubtless when
this is published he will have been in again
and out again a little more. Personally we
have given up all hope of attempting to
keep tab on Jumping Jerry. When interviewed on this question his enlightening
reply was : "I am working on a number
of scenarios which it is only natural to
assume the best producers will produce."
WISH all of our readers could glimpse
the front page of the Pacific Commercial Advertiser of Honolulu, dated
October 23, showing H. H. Van Loan with
his arms draped casually about two grass
skirted hula hula ladies ! It is interesting
to note that Mrs. Van, at the opposite end
of the picture, is looking only in one direction.

GEORGE DU BOIS PROCTOR, just
about as well known in the trade as
the Godfrey Building, and a durn sight
older, by heck, suddenly loomed up on
Broadway last week after an extended
period of exile on the other coast. George's
right mitt is working overtime as a result.
<<DRETTY
Girls and Wild Animals
*
Furnish Humorous
Situations " —
Headline in Exhibitors Herald.
If anything, rather tragic, we should think.
"LJERE'S a day from the life of Louise
A* Huff," remarks a particularly
frenzied press agent. " She had seventeen
different gowns fitted at seventeen different
dressmakers, made seventeen scenes for the
Paramount picture " Bunker Dean " and
during her spare moments acted as hostess
at a dance given for the sailors stationed
at San Pedro. Outside of this she had
nothing to do. Who says the life of a
motion picture star is an easy one?"
Only trouble with this is that it should
have been sent out when " Seventeen " was
in course of production.
IF anyone finds it hard to believe the following story, Mr. Rothapfel of the
Rialto, is willing to make an affidavit that

it is true. He has just received the selfexplanatory letter printed below and in his
opinion the search for an honest man, begun by Diogenes some centuries ago, will
come to an end the moment the writer is
located. Here is the letter:
" To the Managers, or whomsoever receives this, of The Rialto Theatre:
" On Saturday, October 27, I enjoyed the
performance, and on leaving the theatre
took a drink of water on the second floor
by means of one of the free drinking cups.
Being curious, I took another cup from
the holder, and wasted it. As I am very
conscientious, I am enclosing one cent for
same. Please accept it for the above cause.
"Patron of the Theatre."
MARYhas GARDEN,
it has
been observed,
lived so long
in Paris
that she
speaks French with greater fluency than
English. Frank H. Crane, her director in
Goldwyn's " Thais," sat up nights with a
language phonograph to be able to tell her
in French, " You are beautiful this morning, mademoiselle," but the only approach
to that speech offered by the phonograph
was, " I shall want a boiled egg in the
morning."

All the News That Fits, We Print, Longacre Square, N. Y., Nov. 24, 1917
EDITORIAL
It is with great regret that
we print below the last of
Pat Dowling's sensational articles entitled " How They
Did It in the Good Old
Days." These have proven
very popular through the
trade we understand from no
less an authority than Mr.
Dowling himself. And besides they have rid us of a
lot of trouble — which is more
important from our point of
view.
" The Pioneer Producing
Co., Morris Sheppard, vice
president, treasurer and general manager, staged a number of stupendous battle
scenes for its forthcoming
thousand foot spectacular
feature, ' The Blue and the
Gray,' at Asbury Park recently.
"It is said that fifty extra
actors, aside from the mem-

bers of the regular company,
were hired to play the parts
of soldiers in the Union and
Confederate armies. This is
probably the largest number
of people ever caught by the
motion picture camera. These
' extras,' as they are called,
alternated in appearing as
Northern and Southern soldiers, changing their uniforms in the bushes nearby.
" Mr. Sheppard issued the
following announcement
after the scenes were completed : ' I consider this an
entirely new departure in film
production. However, the
motion picture business is still
in its infancy and doubtless
the Pioneer Producing Company will take the initiative
along other lines as well. The
field embraced by the motion
picture camera is unlimited in
its scope. Such spectacular
effects as we have secured for
' The Blue and the Gray '
could never have been obtained on the stage.' "

LOCAL NEWS
— Many from here attended the
Bronxeve.exhibitors' ball a wk. ago
Sat.
— Pete Schmid is back from the
coast and now wishes to be
termed a globe trotter.
— The women can now vote in
N. Y. and Hylan is the next
Mayor (adv.)
— Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran,
the w. k. and popular comedy duo
say they will be on their way
back to the p. c. on date of publication.
— Al Scowcroft, the genial pres.
of Ogden
Pictures
tained several
of hisCorp.,
iriendsenterone
p. m. last wk.
Mary co.Anderson,
the— Vita.
on the w. recently
c, arrivedof
in N. Y. last wk. to look the town
over after an absence of 3 yrs.
Welcome back, Mary, we remark
cordially.
— Jules Cowles suffered a great
sorrow last wk. He came to the
trade showing of " The Fringe of
Societyscenes
" andhe was
couldn't
discover
what
in. Heartfelt
sympathy,
Jules.
— Helen Rockwell has discarded
her fur coat for the time being
and is unable to show a ticket.
— Geo. Pardy's greatest delight
is covering
shows
Fri. p.12 m.odd reels that G. F.
— The film bus. is now in its
social swing, as it were. There
seems to be a ball or so every wk.
—Bill Fox is turning out a lot
of fine pictures these days.
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" The(Joseph
SecretM. ofSchenck-Select
the Storm— Six
Country
Reels) "
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<<"\y/HEN
yer Tess
don't to
do Frederick
right, Frederick,
wrong,"a
VV remarks
Graveseverything
when hegoes
proposes
secret marriage. But the ceremony is performed anyway, and
sure enough, everything goes wrong until the road is paved for a
very happy ending. But that which is wrong does with the case
of " The Secret of the Storm Country " turn out to be dramatically
powerful as well. The supreme hardships endured by Tess before
the sun consents to shine on her world furnish moments of suspense and pathos that serve to make the entire picture one of the
most thoroughly entertaining that Norma Talmadgc has yet done.
The talent of the star has never been taxed so varyingly as by
the role of Tess, heroine in Grace Miller White's novel herein
presented on the screen. As the daughter of an old ex-convict,
living in a section almost exclusively peopled by his one-time cell
mates she is at first the attractive and care-free young girl, later
the trusting wife of a moral weakling, then the mother " churched "
as a magdelene by the hypocritical landlord because of the cowardly silence of her husband and lastly the contented woman living
in the happiest of environments. Miss Talmadge brings out every
emotion demanded by the various transitions of her character
with the sincerity and appeal that is always synonymous with her
work. It is a distinct triumph for her — this latest Select picture.
Miss White's novel lends itself admirably for picture purposes.
It sounds the depths of pure pathos particularly in the episodes
concerning the escaped Andy accused of murder and the branding
of the innocent Tess, while its dramatic moments of both mental
and physical variety offer further attractions. For instance the
rain storm and the fire and the meeting between Tess and Frederick after his second marriage and the silence in which she bears
the contempt of Walderstricker, the hypocritical member of the
church. These crises come thick and fast — not too thick and fast
■— but regularly, ancl the action bridging the space between them
can never be anything less than unusually entertaining.
Niles Welch presents the character of Frederick in all its weakness and a more convincing Walderstricker than J. Herbert
Frank's could not be found. Charles Gotthold, Ethel Grey Terry,
Edwin D. Denison and James Mack figure to very good advantage
in prominent parts. The production is thorough and while some
of the scenes appear to be under-exposed they never interfere with
the absorbing interest which Miss Talmadge's performance and
the excellent character of the story create.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Tess (Norma Talmadge) daughter of Orn Skinner (Edwin D. Denison),
a squatter on land controlled by Ebenezer Walderstricker (J. Herbert
Frank), secretly marries Frederick Graves (Niles Welch), a student.
Shortly afterwards Frederick is forced into a marriage with Madelene
Walderstricker (Ethel Grey Terry) by his mother (Mrs. J. H. Brundage).
For his sake Tess remains silent. When, however, Madelene discovers
that Tess is shortly to become a mother she is ordered before the churchmen and practically cast out for refusing to tell the name of the man.
Frederick attends the meeting and despite the suffering endured by Tess
remains silent. With the death of her father, Tess is taken into the home
of
a middle-aged
man ofwhoyears.
has always
admireda
her.Young
Here (Charles
she lives Gotthold),
with her child
for a number
There comes
time
when
old
Mother
Moll
(Julia
Hurley)
kidnaps
Walderstricker's
(Lorna Volare), the only being he loves, because of her hatred ofchild
the
landholder. The squatters' village is set ablaze and Tess rescues the little
girl.
Frederick's
cowardly
silence
has
begun
to
tell
upon
him
and
shortly
after this he suffers a heart attack and dies and only then does Tess accept
Young's
proposal
wife. Pallett complete the
Helen long-standing
Bahl, Albert Hart,
W. toW.make
Blackherandhis Ann
unusually large cast.
"Easy
(World
Film—Money"
Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<«U,ASY MONEY," by Gladys Johnson, is one of those pictures
■I—4 wherein a girl makes a marriage for convenience in the first
reel and learns to love her husband in the fifth. She goes through
mental torture after mental torture while accepting the bounty of
her chosen mate and refuses even to let him touch her until a
second man proves himself a villain and not her friend. Then,
presto, she wakes up to the fact that her husband isn't such a
rapscallion after all.

|
|

This transition in her character has not been well brought out
by the scenario writer. After the wife has resisted a drunken
attack of her husband she scurries away on an auto ride with the
other fellow. He takes her to a roadhouse and then attacks her.
Husband enters, completely demolishes villain, and then wife goes
to husband's arms. Evident moral: If between two evils, chose
your husband.
In fact " Easy Money " never rings altogether true. A plentiful
supply of mechanics was employed to create the main situation
and subsequent events, though many of them might probably be
natural under the curcumstances, seem on close inspection very
artificial due to their unnatural source.
Ethel Clayton, effective in an emotional way in the part of the
wife, manages to arouse a portion of sympathy, and Frank Mayo
is at least an energetic villain, more potent in this line than John
Bowers is as the husband-hero. Louise Vale is a tempestuous
siren and the support is efficient.
Travers Yale directed. The production is adequate and includes
a numberticular way.of " drunk " scenes that are humorous in their own parTHE STORY AND PLAYERS
Richard Chanslor (John Bowers) marries Lois (Ethel Clayton), a sculptres , in order to secure his inheritance. Each agrees to live totally apart
from the other. So Chanslor continues his drunken escapades with Lily
Lorraine (Louise Vale), of the Follies, and Lois goes about her study.
When Richard begins to show some slight interest in his wife, she gives him
the cold shoulder. One evening he returns to his home under the influence
of liquor and attacks Lois. The next day she accepts an invitation from
Hildreth (Frank Mayo), an artist, whom she believes is her friend. But
he, in a disreputable road house, proves a villain, and Lois is glad to accept
the love and protection of Richard after he has rescued her from Hildreth.
Jack Drumier, Eugenie Woodward and Charles Morgan complete the cast.
" The Price of a Good Time "
(Jewel Productions — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
LOIS WEBER'S first contribution to the Jewel series of features based upon a story entitled " The Whim," by Marion
Orth, advances the sound preachment that in the environment of
the home rest the influences that predominate in a young person's
future life. To score this point she introduces two girls, one from
a happy home and the other from the most contrasting surroundings. Her picture deals largely with the latter girl who after a
taste of luxury that lasts a short week is unable to bear the return
to her sordid life and suffer the stinging suspicion of her mother
and brother and who as a consequence chooses suicide as a way
out of her troubles.
The suggestion of a sex muddle carried in the title is never
a reality in the picture drama. It resolves itself into a human
story, well told and strong, preying heavily upon the sympathies,
particularly in its latter reels and entertaining from the very first
There were many unable to suppress sniffles after an afternoon
showing at the Broadway theatre last week and when a picture
can produce such results on its audience it is deserving of the
highest praise for its realism. And as it is absolutely devoid of
anything objectionable, anything at all offensive and while it does
at the same time carry a moral — a healthy, digestible moral — under
a cloak of absorbing entertainment, it may well be termed a fine
picture. Blessed with such a wallop in its title it should certainly
prove a complete box office success.
A remarkably good cast was assembled to interpret the leading
roles, which under the discriminating direction of Miss Weber
does, individually and collectively, superlative work. Mildred
Harris as Linnie, the girl from the second home, gives a wonderfully appealing characterization. It was not so long ago that Miss
Harris was doing kid stuff. Her rise to prominence during the
past year has been almost meteoric and certainly her performance
in this picture is her crowning achievement, sufficient alone to lift
her to the ranks of stardom. Kenneth Harlan as Preston Winfield, the man innocently responsible for Linnie's downfall, gives
a clean, well-defined interpretation of the idle society man.
Helene Rosson, Ann Schaefer, Alfred Allen. Adele Farrington
and Gertrude Aster have all been selected for roles into which
they fit with perfect ease.
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The production furnished the picture by Miss Weber and Phillips Smalley is the most remarkable in its taste and faithfulness
Thomas Ince's pictures.
to detail that the writer has seen outside the
same close attention
The photography and light effects show
to detail and are as a result extraordinarily realistic.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
in a large
Linnie (Mildred Harris) salesgirl at the perfume counter been
reared
(Alfred Allen) has her mother
by Winfield father
department store operated
a paralytic,
amidst distressing surroundings. Her
home
her
anarchism,
in
absorbed
brother
her
and
indifferent,
neglectfully
(Kenneth Harlan), son
is little better than a jail. When Preston Winfield
noticing
and
day
one
Linnie
encounters
he
alone
left
is
owner
store
of the
the forlorn look in her eyes asks her whether she has ever had a good
week of pleasant
leads him to suggest a about
girl's negativeIn reply
time. And the
extra work
order to do this, she lies
evenings in his company.
never known
has
she
world
a
enters
she
nights
six
For
to her mother.
On the seventh she elects to spend
before and enjoys herself thoroughly.
that she owns
in the Winfield home (the family being away) pretending
innocent desire
lets her have her way. An
it. Preston good naturedly
closet and so
a
in
finds
she
silk
and
lace
of
leads her to don a negligee
attired she spends an innocent evening with Preston. But when her
discovered her whereabouts, enters, he naturally misbrother, having
interprets the situation. He and Preston engage in a furious fight until
But
home. take
her brother
the police interfere. Under suspicion Linnieherreturns
motherto and
her life is unbearable. The attitude which
toward her and her longing for the other life and lastly her love for
Preston drive her distraught. One evening she wanders out into the streets
and when she catches sight of Preston driving in his car, in desperation
throws herself under the wheels. In the hospital she dies.
" The Antics of Ann "
(Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
uHTHE ANTICS OF ANN " is a light and breezy comedy which
1 opens with the heroine in a boarding school, playing all
sorts of tricks on the staid old matron in charge. It belongs to a
school of light comedy that producers usually see fit to produce as
vehicles for actresses of the type of Ann Pennington, who is
starred here. And Miss Pennington it may be remarked does full
justice to the confidence placed in her by the producers. She performs the various tricks allowed her with a sincerity, an absence
of affectation and a fine sense of comedy. The result is that " The
Antics of Ann " is a succession of hearty laughs.
We were going to say one long laugh, but the story prepared by
Frederic Chapin is distinctly episodic and prevents any such statement of effect. However, the personality of the star and the truly
humorous nature of the various complications in which she finds
herself furnish entertainment aplenty and the lack of a sustained
story is never felt. Miss Pennington has been given opportunities
to dance and to wear fetching costumes and to pose, but despite
the fact that she has been obviously featured her every appearance
is a real delight.
Harry Ham
a likable hero
and W.as T.theCarleton
Ann's
harassed
fathermakes
and Charlotte
Granville
stately as
boarding
school mistress have important comedy parts. The picture was
staged by Edward Dillon, who knows comedy values to a nicety
and who has gotten the most from every situation provided by Mr.
Chapin's script.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Ann because
Whartonof (Ann
Pennington),
beingarrives
expelled
school
a number
of hoydenishafter
tricks,
at a from
summerboardingseaside
resort to join her father (W. T. Carleton), and older sister, Olive (Ormi
Hawley). She continues her pranks in this locale; goes in swimming in
a one-piece suit, and impersonates a Russian dancer. Later she exercises
her wit, and prevents Olive from marrying Cordon Trent (Crauford Kent),
a fortune hunter, and then to prevent any scandal circulating about herself she marries Tom Randall (Harry Ham), who has stood ready for such
a moment since her school days.
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When convinced that he no longer is as stupid as originally supposed, shetoaccepts
him.calculations.
The " for better
for certain
worse " heclause
seems not
enter her
She is orpretty
is a
comer before she capitulates.
After his failure to win top honors at Yale he attends the Boston
Technicology School of Mines, emerging at the head of his class.
He tries to reform a very degenerate mine, to which he is appointed superintendent, encounters the inevitable labor troubles
and rises to the opportunity of a fist fight with the gang leader at
the bottom of an isolated sump which is cut off from the surface
by an underground fire. The fight is clean, fast and exciting.
First the hero is knocked out. When he recovers he turns loose a
pair of beautifully trained fists, and beats his assailant all over
the place.
Some interesting night and day scenes of a class re-union at
Yale wind up the picture.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Johnny McLean (Leslie Austin) graduates from Yale without honors,
breaking a family tradition. His sweetheart (Mildred Havens) witnesses
his humiliation. Three years later he graduates from Boston Tech at the
head of the class, is appointed superintendent of the Oriel mine. Labor
troubles come up, the mine is set afire and the gang leader is trapped
underground. Johnny puts on a helmet, the imprisoned crew is rescued,
shortly previous to which he engages O'Hara in the fight aforementioned.
Returning to Yale in time for the re-union he is hailed as the university's
hero.
" Up or— Five
DownReels)"
(Triangle
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY

TRIANGLE'S late production, featuring George Hernandez,
might be placed in most any class of the drama. There is
Western stuff, there is comedy and there is the melo element — all
coming in for about an equal share of prominence, with the Western stuff in the driver's seat. It is not certain in which class Lynn
F. Reynolds, author and director, meant to have this photoplay
placed, but it is certain that he did not mean to have his play left
out of the dramatic category entirely. He was pretty sure of
having it in one of the various classes — for he has made possible
a good bittainmenof
element that goes to make up an hour's entert attheevery
theatre.
Comedy is assured with George Hernandez in the principal role.
He couldn't be serious if he tried. In this production the droll
comedian is unconsciously humorous. Attired as the typical " bad
man " of the West he looks the part from head to feet, but from
the round, jovial face of the comedian emanates a certain humorous atmosphere that is undeniable and ever present. Even when
he sits astride his mount and scans the horizon for the bandits his
attitude is the essence of comedy.
Without any preliminary advances Mr. Reynolds has jumped
right into the midst of his story and started things moving from
the beginning, and from the time " Dallas Mike " finds himself free
from the confinement of prison walls to the final fade-out there
is action — action every minute. Mike is whirled away to the Western plains and bumps into excitement before he has actually got
his bearings, grasps the situation with both hands and starts to
create material for his benefactor's " great " novel. Your most
conservative patron and the one who drops in — "just to pass an
hour " — both will find in this Triangle production something that
touches the responsive chord. The children will come in for their
share when Elwood Bredell, a youngster, assumes the title of a
young " Sherlock Holmes." Very little encouragement can be
given the class of patrons who desire the heavy element in the
" Courage of the
Commonplace
"
(Perfection-George
Kleine-Edison
— Five Reels)
screen drama, unless the three bad men tally up to their idea of
REVIEWED BY GEORGE F. WORTS
A SNAPPY fight at the bottom of a mine dump strikes the top the heavy element. Mr. Reynolds has given " Up or Down " a
good production. He could have given it a more meaning title.
level of interest achieved in Edison's latest Perfection ReExterior scenes predominate throughout. Clyde R. Cook did the
! lease, " The Courage of the Commonplace." Before and after the
fist battle the tension is somewhat uncertain, fluctuating in one
camera
and registered
some feminine
good " shots."
Fritzi work
Ridgeway,
in the leading
role, smiles as though
direction and then another as the interest shifts.
she meant it, screens well and presents a pretty Esther Hollister.
" The courage of the commonplace," says a father to his unJack Gilbert in the juvenile lead does his usual good work. Jack
brilliant son, " is greater than the courage of the crisis." On the
Curtis, Graham Pette and Ed Burns handle the character work
convincingly.
son's failure to qualify as one of Yale's brightest scholars his
father gives him this sound advice; on that sentence, Mary AnTHE STORY AND PLAYERS
drews Shipman, the author, builds her plot with screen results not
Dallas Mike " He(George
Hernandez)
just hecompleted
a long
the" penitentiary.
is debating
whether has
or not
should turn
a jobterm
when,in
I always telling.
by accident, he meets Allan Corey (Jack Gilbert), a young author, who has
The point widest open to criticism is the action of the heroine.
decided the
to goservices
West for
" local and
colorafter
" andselling
an idea
a big story.
He
Story and screen heroines are supposed to be sacrificial creatures,
enlists
of Mike,
his forhousehold
furniture,
stakes Mike, and they start out. In the heart of the Western country, the
who willingly follow their lovers across burning desert sands,
wagon in which they are riding is overturned and demolished, and Mike gets
treacherous rivers, continents, etc. But this heroine does not do
a job as cowpuncher on a ranch in the Rancho Verde country. The proprietress of the ranch, Esther Hollister (Fritzi Ridgeway), takes a liking to
so. Apparently disgusted with her lover's lack of brilliance, she
Corey, and permits him to work on his novel at the ranch. She suggested
waits for him to make good, come to her and tell her about it. that
he accompany her to town for the payroll, and, Mike, seeing in this ven-
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ture a means of supplying Corey with a suggestion for a punch for his story
decides
impersonate
"Texas"
a notorious
bandit,
and holdsto up
the two when
they Jack
return(Jack
with Curtis),
the payroll..
The hold-up
is attributed to " Texas " Jack and his gang. A posse is organized, and
the country
for " Texas
" Jack,
searching
party.
Mike, isinsearched
the meantime,
robs the
town and
bank,Mike
and leads
swingsthea few
other
notorious
deals,
all
of
which
are
attributed
to
"
Texas
"
Jack
and
his
Corey gets the material for his greatest story and Mike figures that crowd.
he has
done his duty. " Texas " Jack and his gang are caught by Corey, after Mike
has " fixed " it up, and he is a hero in the eyes of Esther. Afterward Mike
engineers a "jail-breaking." and "Texas" Jack and his gang are liberated.
Mike's secret ii known only to himself and all ends happily.
" Sylvia
of the —Secret
Service "
(Astra-Pathe
Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
«OYLVIA OF THE SECRET SERVICE," another feature pre^ senting Mrs. Vernon Castle in the title role, is a high speed
melodrama similar in situations and development to a Pathe serial.
Even the precious jewel is present which Sylvia struggles to regain from a band of crooks in order that the man she loves be
freed from the clutches of the law. The chase for the jewel starts
in Holland, proceeds to England and winds up in the United
States, and there are any number of subterfuges employed by both
parties to throw their antagonists off the track that serve to keep
the suspense well up on the scales, while there is an abundance of
hand to hand encounters, in which Mrs. Castle displays almost
as much ability as a wrestler and pugilist as she has as a dancer.
Incidentally the fascinating Irene appears arrayed in any number
of peculiarly Castle gowns and her posing has been nicely introduced so as not to interfere with the action of the melodrama.
Elliot Dexter is a fairly pleasing opposite and Suzanne Willa, by
reason of her ability, and J. W. Percival, by reason of his role,
contribute some excellent helpings of comedy. The gangsters, with
Macey Harlan leading, are generally good as to performances and
types, save for the exception of one vaseline-haired youth with a
baby face who might have been plucked from an afternoon tea.
Still, if one wants a few more laughs
As a piece of pictorial construction " Sylvia of the Secret Service " is sometimes illogical, but usually so speedy that logic is
forgotten. It seems peculiar that none of the gang recognized
Sylvia when she set herself up disguised as a Western millionairess, while the business in the cheap cafe preceding the climax
is rather befogged. And though the feature will probably please
large audiences it appears to the writer that Astra in the production of the majority of its recent pictures has absorbed too much
of the serial idea. One high light after another in the story is
touched and there is hardly enough detail for intermediary respites
to make certain twists stand out with the proper degree of significance.
George Fitzmaurice has endowed the picture with a rich production and the technical detail is quite perfect.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Prescott (Elliot Dexter) traveling from Amsterdam to England aboard
ship is robbed of a valuable diamond, which he has been commissioned to
deliver to the English Crown. Sylvia Carroll (Mrs. Vernon Castle), of the
U. S. Secret Service, also aboard realizes the robbery is the work of the
Wade Gang, but Hemming (J. W. Percival), of Scotland Yard, believes Prescott guilty, and also accuses him of the murder of his former employer, Van
Brunn (J. H. Gilmour), a diamond merchant of Holland, who in reality
was killed by a member of the gang. Sylvia returns to the states, and
shortly afterward Prescott arrives, having escaped from the British detectives. Theto rest
of the
taken toup Hemming
with Sylvia's
successful efforts
regain
the picture
diamond,is prove
that ultimately
he is not the
good
detective he believes himself and free Prescott, whom she loves, from all
suspicion.
"The Seven Pearls"
(Pathe — Eleventh Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
"■"FHE SEVEN PEARLS" is reviving melodramatic tricks of
A the long ago — stuff that is seldom seen on either screen or stage
in the present day. " The Gems of Jeopardy," as the eleventh episode is entitled, introduces Leon Bary in a high silk hat and black
mustachios curling villainously. In addition he attempts in the
most fiendish manner to force lima to give him information concerning the whereabouts of three of the seven pearls. He binds
her to the crossbar of a table, hangs a pair of scales (miraculously
produced from his vest pocket) on his cane, and placing a burning
candle on one side and a bottle of strong acid on the other, gloatingly awaits for his victim to either confess or have her eyes
burned out and her " fatal beauty " destroyed forever more.
Kismet, he who persistently has worn a raincoat throughout the
serial, arrives just in time to dash the acid aside as it is about to
fall on the prostrate lima. Subsequently Kismet informs lima and
Harry that one of the pearls has fallen into the hands of Mr. and
Mrs. Stokes. Harry, disguised as a gas man, and lima, playing
the detective, visit the house and attempt to gain the jewel. Harry
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finally gets it but is pursued by Stokes, Mason (Leon Bary) and
others. They chase him over several house tops and when the
episode finally closes Harry is grappling with one of them on the
very edge of the roof.
" The
Fatal Ring
"
(Pathe
— Nineteenth
Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
"""THE CRYSTAL MAZE," from latest reports, the second hind*■ ermost episode of this highly successful serial, features a
fight between Pearl and her aides, Carslake and his band, and the
members of the Sacred Order of the Violet God. This takes place
underground, in a winding, treacherous passageway walled with
mirrors which leads to the den of the Spider, Pearl's ally. The
fight is quite exciting as the various searchers fire often and usually
break a mirror instead of wounding an opponent.
The episode opens with Pearl and Tom in possession of both the
diamond and its setting. They are examining the treasure in the
Spider's den when the Sacred Order bears down upon them en
masse and proceeds to capture the precious spoils after a hot fight
They make for the " next boat to Arabia," leaving one of their
number to guard the exit way of the passage. When Pearl and
Tom finally gain the open they are held by this sentry.
" The Cricket "
(Butterfly-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
f ITTLE ZOE RAE, Universale clever child actress, is fea■1— 1 tured in "The Cricket," one of the most thoroughly enjoyable pictures released under this brand. It is essentially comedy
but balancing this element is a wealth of fine human interest provided by the little lead and her support.
The three old actors who adopt the Cricket after the death of
her mother supply much of this welcome sentiment. Fred War
Harry Holden and Winter Hall take these parts, and the human
things
they do are alternately lightly humorous and wholesomely
entertaining.
The vehicle supplied by Elliott J. Clawson to exploit the tal
ents of Zoe is immaterial when merely the outline of the plot
is sketched. It is the incident and the acting that counts. Elsie
Jane Wilson has given it a most satisfactory production.
Rena Rogers, Gretchen Lederer, Hal Cooley and George Hupp
complete the cast rendering appropriate and attractive perform
ances.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
On the death of her mother (Gretchen Lederer), the Cricket (Zoe Rae)
her
is adopted by three old actors. She brightens their bachelor
homedaughter,
considerably.
After the passing of years, the Cricket (Rena Rogers) announces her intention of marrying an actor, Pascal (Hal Cooley). Her guardians, now
wealthy, refuse to permit this selecting for her a foolish young man with
lot of money. But the Cricket takes matters into her own hands and elopes
with Pascal. The old men remain obdurate, and refuse to forgive her, and
what is more, this leads to quarrelling among themselves and they separate. A few years later they all happen in to see Pascal and the Cricket
perform. Their child (Zoe Rae) sitting in a box with one of the old men
indirectly proves the means of a very happy ending.
" The Fringe of Society "
(George Backer-M. H. Hoffman — Seven Parts)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
(<THE FRINGE OF SOCIETY," a melodrama from the per
A of Pierre V. R. Key, sets out with prohibition as its theme
but this shortly dropped in all but a merely superficial way, ant
the story resolves itself into a battle royal of the eternal triangl
type with the head of a prohibition paper pitted against the cap
tain of the liquor trust, with the former's wife creating the thin
angle.
It is a picture rich in typical melodramatic situations. Th
villain compromises the perfectly innocent wife by seizing her ii
his arms just as the husband arrives. The wife is practicall
ready to barter herself to save her husband and there is the roar
ing fight between the two men out of which the hero eventual!
emerges triumphant.
Ruth Roland, Milton Sills and J. Herbert Frank, a popula
trio, take the triangle roles successfully. An effort was made t
find room for George Larkin, Ollie Kirkby, Leah Baird an
Julis Cowles at the top of the cast, but Larkin is the only on
who gives more than an extra's account of himself. His rescu
of his employer from the gangsters' den is his big stunt. An
the big should be capitalized. The two are successful in escaj
ing from at least a score of antagonists. Here was anothe
chance for realistic stuff but two vs. twenty and successfully :
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that seems rather impossible, all things considered.
Plainly the strong point in "The Fringe of Society" is the
cast. To be sure, there is some suspense allowed toward the end
and there are parts of it that interest averagely well, but its
editing and inconsistencies in incidents seldom allow the plot to
exercise what dramatic force it might possess.
The photography and lighting are somewhat below the standard
of the day.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Martin Drake (Milton Sills) supports Prohibition through the columns of
his
paper,for " drink.
The Record,"
because that
of his
at times(J. assertive
craving
He is unaware
his own
close secret
friend,andMedford
Herbert
Frank), leads the liquor interests, nor does he for the moment suspect him
of" Record
coveting" reporter,
his wife, Esther
O'Neill
Larkin),
acquaints(Ruth
him Roland).
with the Tip
former
fact, (George
and shortly
after-a
ward Martin happens upon Medford, just after he has seized Esther in his
arms. In a rage he takes to drink, and the next morning faces the judge on
a charge of disorder. Rather than give his real name he assumes a fictitious one, andYoung)
goes toseesthe him,
islandandfor when
ten days.
of Medford's
(Tammany
he is One
released
blackjackslieutenants
him and
makes him captive, so that he will not be able to produce evidence obtained
by Tip, which will incriminate Medford. In the meantime Esther has gone
to Medford's rooms in the hope that he will listen to her pleas for her husInsteadtheheplace,
attacks
her.himTipin discovers
Martin's
whereabouts,
and,
breakingband.into
assists
escaping from
his captors.
Tip takes
the evidence which serves to show Medford up. Martin hurries to Medapartment, and
and explains
nearly strangles
to death after a furious fight.
Esther ford's
intervenes
all to herhimhusband.
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lutionist leader, and Charles Clary and Herschel Mayall appear
to striking advantage in parts calling firstly for an imposing
appearance.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Lisza
Tapenko
(Theda
in thearistocracy
household ofofRussia.
Prince Arbassoff (Charles Clary), looksBara),
with governess
envy on the
When
his wife dies she eventually fills her place in everything but name. The
Prince refuses to marry her because of the difference in thir social station.
Vassya (Richard Ordynski), a revolutionist, Lisza's former lover, urges her
to
join for
the Switzerland,
cause. Smarting
under the Prince's
she does But
so and
leaves
the headquarters
of the refusal,
revolutionists.
the
Prince's boy insists on Lisza's return. The Prince eventually yields to the
child's
demands
and
asks
her
to
return,
with
the
promise
that
he
will
make
her his wife.
As Princess Arbassoff Lisza still continues her activities with the revolutionists. She succeeds in causing the death of officials high in Russian
diplomatic
her husband's
discovers her circles.
duplicity Koliensky
and agrees (Herschel
to remain Mayall),
silent providing
she payfriend,
the price.
The climax comes when the revolutionists order Lisza to slay her own husband. Torn between love for the Prince and love of Russia she is in a
tumult until finally her devotion to the cause triumphs. She accomplishes
the demands of the revolutionists but dies with her husband.
Marie Keirman, Bert Turner, Genevieve, Joe King and Hector Sarno
complete the cast.

" The Zeppelin's Last Raid "
(U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
urr,HE ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID" is a Thomas H. Ince pro1 duction. Every detail speaks of Ince supervision. The
"The Fuel of Life"
spectacular is in evidence in every reel — in every scene. This, the
(Triangle — Five Reels)
first release of the U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation is a
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THIS picture the central figure of which is a woman who has
typical state rights' production and will take rank with some of
the best, along spectacular lines. With only a thread of a story
sworn to be avenged on all men because of a faithless husrunning through its six reels, this Ince production runs, with a
band and whose heart is finally melted by a strong minded Westsmoothness that is seldom apparent in screen productions. The
erner, fails to come up to the average that Triangle has mainstory is that of the unfortunates who have met the fate decreed
tained since its recent change of policy.
by the destructive air monster, known as the Zeppelin. Seldom
The story written by Maude Reeves White and adapted to the has
the screen witnessed an exhibition wherein action has taken
screen by Grant Wallace doesn't deserve five reels in the first such prominence. There is action with every flash — moving with
place. This superfluity of footage results in a number of scenes
that contain just action and hardly any significance. And this the swiftness and regularity of a rapid-firing gun. A flash of
naturally has the effect of putting a large crimp in the interest.
the observation room in the huge aircraft — then a " long shot "
of the monster sweeping through space — a " close-up " of the
Furthermore it delves so far into the intricacies of stock-jobbing— the minor details of it, that the spectator will very likely electric magnet releasing the death-dealing bomb — this missile
through the air and then — destruction on the ground
become confused. A large cast appears, the chief pastime of' the plunging
beneath. All this taking place in what seems an instant. Acmajority of its members seems to be double crossing one another
tion is the strong point in this spectacular screen version of what
and there is too much of this.
the German aircraft accomplishes.
Belle Bennett is featured but has few real opportunities. Texas
With a meaning, powerful title to announce its advent, the
Guinan as the vimpire overacts considerably and can't quite shed
her musical comedy mannerisms. The rest of the cast does its story of the Zeppelin — disclosing the ways and means of this
machine of war — is everything that speaks for a sucbest but is naturally handicapped by the character of the pic- destructive
cessful showing at a motion picture theatre. The title will first
ture. Walter Edwards directed.
incite everything that goes to arouse curiosity in the minds of the
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Angela De Haven (Belle Bennett), discovering the weak character of her public and having once aroused within the man, woman or child
husband (Lee Hill) leaves him, and embittered against the world she rei this curiosity, " The Zeppelin's Last Raid " will not disappoint
solves to vent her anger on everyone, the male sex in particular. She sails when
that curiosity is once given the opportunity to be satisfied.
along smoothly for the time, working hand in hand with Brant (J. Barney
Sherry), a dishonest promoter. But when she encounters Spalding (W. H.
It is not ordinary but on the contrary marvelous. Some of the
Newburg), a western miner, she meets the Waterloo of her futile life. She
tricks him from his entire holdings, but when the showdown comes is " tricks of the trade " which have been evidenced by Mr. Ince
and his cameraman in the production of this picture are beyond
unable
to betray
to
a happy
ending.him into Brant's hands. Instead her love for him leads
the comprehension of the one who is not conversant with the seMargaret Shillingford, Alberta Lee, Lee Phelps, Eugene Burr, Edward
Hayden, Thomas S. Guise and Estelle La Cheur complete the cast.
crets of artificiality in screen reproduction. The actual happenings could not have been more impressive — more spectacular.
There are " spots " in this production that are too obvious but
" The Rose of Blood "
these are passed over hurriedly and will be forgotten in the
(Fox Standard Pictures — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
realism that follows.
Much of the photographic work is nothing less than marvelous.
THEDA BARA'S latest picture, "The Rose of Blood," deals
with the Russian Revolution. It was written for her by " Trick " photography is the only fair way to describe it, but
Richard Ordynski, himself a Russian and well known in the when this term is employed it is not meant to detract from the
value of the production. Every one knows that it would be next
theatre. He has provided Miss Bara with a role rich in opportunities for her to display her special talents and has built about
to impossible to " shoot " the activities of these war monsters.
it an actionful piece of fiction that has a wealth of popular appeal, • Realizing this and at the same time deceived because of the
besides possessing most of the other attributes of a successful
realism that Mr. Ince has made possible in this production, it
makes his work all the more marvelous.
picture.
And the climax to all these spectacular events is the destruction
Dealing with a section of Europe that is now more than ever
of the Zeppelin, high in the air. Of equally great importance to
in the public eye and favoring the masses as against the aristhis action in the climax, is the thought that prompts the comtocracy of the Russia that was, "The Rose of Blood" seems
certain of finding favor. And particularly in houses of the type
mander of the death-destroying machine, to throw the electric
of William Fox's Academy of Music in New York, where it switch that means self destruction. It is hardly conceivable, considering the past performances of the Germans, that one of their
was first shown. A large audience, the majority of which probably knew Russia better than the alphabet, was moved to ap- kind would be touched as is Howard Hickman who presents the
role of the commander of the Zeppelin, but this fact serves to
plause several times when the story struck a popular note.
whet the rough edges and leaves an audience in a more quieted
J. Gordon Edwards, director of all Miss Bara's recent sucframe of mind. There is one fault that is noticeable in the stagcesses, was in charge of production of " The Rose of Blood."
His work is effective in every department, the mob scenes being
ing of scene in the climax and that is that Mr. Ince has permitted
particularly realistic. Ordynski himself is seen as Vassya, a revothe Zeppelin to remain in the air, apparently intact and still re-
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George Walsh. Fox Star, Takes a Little Light William Far num's Next Fox Standard Picture is " The Heart of a Lion,*' Based on Ralph Connor's
Exercise
Novel, " The Doctor "
taining its " lighter-than-air " qualities after it has been enveloped
in flames. In this, the reviewer is of the opinion that Mr. Ince
has overlooked the significance of the law of gravitation.
" The Zeppelin's Last Raid " is characterized by a strong title,
swift, impressive action, spectacular scenes and the height of
cleverness in the use of the camera and " props." It will meet
every demand of the exhibitor whether he cater to a hundred
a night or two thousand, and regardless of his neighborhood. It
is far from being the best work that Mr. Ince has done, but considering the difficulties which presented themselves, it is a production that can well stand for Ince supervision.
" I Will Repay "
(Vitagraph — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
HI WILL REPAY" will stand as the best O. Henry subject that
■1 has been adapted to the screen. It is adapted from Mr.
Henry's " A Municipal Report," and presents a most human story
in a most human way. William P. S. Earle directed and has
transferred to the screen Mr. Henry's idea of " A Municipal Report " with full appreciation for the author's ideas. " I will Repay" is not alone the best O. Henry subject that has been seen
on the screen but it ranks with the best that Vitagraph has produced for the screen. With every flash there is some detail of
importance told. There are no far-fetched situations — there are
no unnecessary details. Realism is the foreword and realism
holds throughout the run of the five reels. Unlike most of
Henry's works that have been transferred to the screen, this subject affords as sound entertainment in pictures as in words. It
will " go over " before the most varied audience, not by virtue
of the unusual but because it tells of natural events and presents
its characters in human, natural, homely roles.
The scenes, excepting the first flashes, are laid in the South
and they are typically Southern in every detail. The scene which
is laid at the railroad station could not have been shown with a
more realistic setting. The " darkey " with its " jitney " and his
older competitor with the time-worn hack — both spell the " sunny
South." With the opening of the first scene to the final flash
there is action. Not the virile, strong action that is registered
in our Western dramas or those relying upon fist fights and Indians to give rise to action, but the drowsy, free-and-easy action
that typifies the people of the South. And every scene is a link

in the chain that gradually and with natural movements, winds
around the plot material and closes tight with the climax. The
(Continued on page 3680)
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Fox Exchanges on Coast Find
Business Good
C. P. Sheehan, special representative of
the William Fox releasing organization,
has been in Los Angeles getting acquainted
with conditions at the studios of the Fox
Company and working with the local exchange in the handling of Fox subjects. A
great number of new accounts have been
added by the Fox Los Angeles exchange,
Mr. Sheehan reports, since September 1. Mr.
Sheehan has completed a tour of the west
coast, visiting Seattle, Portland and San
Francisco, and will return East by the way
of Salt Lake and Denver after spending
another week at the Fox Studios. He
speaks very enthusiastically of conditions
in all western territories with respect to the
Fox programs being attractions in the important cities. The first run bookings have
been made by most of the leading houses,
and in all instances the Fox pictures get
into practically every town in the territories.
Field Carmichael, Los Angeles branch
manager, is now completing a trip through
Arizona and reports from him are to the
effect that F$x pictures will go into every
town of that State where there is a theatre
with the exception of Clifton and Morenci,
where strike conditions at the present time
have caused the closing of the theatres.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. Tlmt is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

Lester Cuneo, Who Appeared in Many Metro
Features with Harold Lockwood, Is One of the
Latest to Join the Ranks
Men of Uncle Sam's Fighting
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Monro* Salisbury and Maud Emory Appear to Be Having a Turbulent Time in a Scene from
" Anthony the Absolute," a Forthcoming Rupert Julian Bluebird
Five

Companies Make
Bluebirds on the
Equal Number Busy on Butterflys, and Two Organizations Are
Working on Serials — For Release After First of the Year

ACTIVITIES at Universal City, and on
locations thereabouts, engage ten
companies making five-reelers for the
Bluebird and Butterfly programs, with two
organizations working on serials. These
subjects will not reach the screen until
early in the New Year.
The activities of Director Robert Z.
Leonard are now centered in a production he is creating for Mae Murray, to be
called " The Eternal Columbine." In this,
her third Bluebird, Miss Murray will introduce her dancing.
Dorothy Phillips, under direction of
Ida May Park, is creating " Broadway
Love," prepared for the screen by Miss
Park. William Stowell again becomes
Miss Phillips' leading man.
Joseph De Grasse is directing Franklyn
Farnum in a Bluebird, to be entitled " The
Catamount," using Charles Kenyon's scenario of R. N. Bradbury and F. H. Clark's
story. Edith Johnson becomes Mr. Farnum's
feature. permanent leading lady with this
Rupert Julian's production of " The
Highest Card " is being largely created
at Seven Oaks, Cal., with Ruth Clifford
in the star role and Monroe Salisbury
her leading man. Elsie Jane Wilson is also
at Seven Oaks with Ella Hall and Emory
Johnson
directing them in " Green Magic,"
a five-reeler.
Production has begun on a Harry Carey
Butterfly, "Back to the Right Trail."

Coast

Mollyenne " Harry
Malone Carey.
will play opposite " Chey" Wolves of the North " is being produced by Edward J. Le Saint, with Louise
Lovely figuring in the stellar role.
Walter Woods also furnished the scenario from which Elmer Clifton is directing Herbert Rawlinson, with Sally Starr
heading the support.
Douglas Gerrard has returned to directing and is now doing " Madam Spy," with
Jack Mulhall and Donna Drew leading a
company that includes Maud Emery,
Claire Du Brey and Wadsworth Harris.
Universal serials now in process of production are " The Mystery Ship," with Ben
Wilson and Neva Gerber, and " The Bull's
Eye,"
Eddie Polo and Vivian Reed
as
chiefhaving
adventurers.
Netter Buys Territory for " Lust
Leon D. Netter,
the Masterpiece
theofannounces
Ages
" that he Attraction,ofCleveland,
has
bought the rights to the Ogden production,
" The Lust of the Ages," featuring Lillian
Walker, for the territory of Ohio and Kentucky. Mr. Netter is associated with Sol
Lesser in the independent field. The other
features controlled by Masterpiece in this
territory are " The Garden of Allah,"
" Redemption," " The Cold Deck," " Beware of Strangers," " Purity," John Mason
in " The Libertine," and " The Ne'er Do
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Chicago Picture Club Hears Tax
Addresses
Daniel J. Chapin, revenue agent in charge
of the Chicago district, and Robert W.
Blair, revenue agent of accounts from
Washington, D. C, were the principal
speakers at a luncheon of the newly-organized Motion Picture Club of Chicago held
at the Hotel La Salle, November 7. The
men spoke on film taxes and confined most
of their remarks to the construction and
interpretations the revenue department has
placed
on ofthethemanufacturer's
footage
tax
a feature
tax that has been
grossly
misinterpreted from time to time.
While admitting that there was still considerable doubt on the measure, and that
details on the department's construction
were changing daily, they declared that the
whole thing was first being taken out of the
nebular stage. They assured producers that
there would be no floor tax on film, and
that, unlike the case of whisky and perfume manufacturers, they would not be
charged for goods on hand prior to October 3.

" And Along Came Mary,' Is the Name of this Strand-Mutual Comedy, Starring Billie Rhodes and
Jay Belasco
Directors Needed in Africa
Buffalo Manager Thinks Tax Will
Hurt Business
Max Schlesinger, American representative of the African Films Production, Ltd.,
" While we have not at present noticed
any falling off in business on account of with offices at 10 Wall street, New York,
last week announced that high class motion
the tax on tickets, I believe that this addipicture directors are badly needed for protional levy will eventually cut into box
duction work in South Africa.
office receipts," said Harold B. Franklin,
manager of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
N. Y., " and we are figuring on increasing
our advertising and booking the biggest
features possible in order to combat this
eventuality.
" If business is poor and you begin cutting your program, business becomes worse.
We are planning to add to it and keep business normal.
" We are living in critical times. Every
cent counts in the family expenditures, especially those devoted to amusement. It
was with this fact in view that we hesitated to raise our Sunday prices five cents,
which includes the war tax, but we found
that otherwise we would never be able to
handle the crowds. However, simultaneously with boosting the admission we
bettered the program and to date have received no kicks."
Mr. Franklin is a firm believer in the
power of publicity to pull in the patrons
and his weekly advertising bill mounts to
a tidy sum. No local legitimate attraction
is advertised bigger on the Sunday drama
pages than are the Hippodrome attractions.
The result is that not only are seats at a
premium Sunday evenings but it is indeed a difficult matter to get into the
theatre at all.
In spite of the fact that two box offices
are kept open on this day long lines are
seen until after the second show.

" Persuasive Peggy " Booking
Becomes Rather Brisk
Rights to the six-part Mayfair production, "Persuasive Peggy," are going fast,
according to announcements made by the
Mayfair Corporation, of Wall street, New
York. The entire foreign rights to the
feature have been disposed of, it is announced, and the Dawn Masterpiece Company, of Detroit, has acquired the rights
of the picture for Michigan.
The New Jersey rights to " Persuasive
Peggy " have been bought by the Civilization Feature Company, of Newark. These
state rights deals were put through by
Shallenberger and Priest, in the Times
Building.

Release for November 19, Features Neal Hart and
The Man From Montana," Universal's Butterfly
Vivian Rich
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Exhibitors

Join

Hands

their experience thus far has proved in
most instances that there was no real
ground for timidity in the matter of demanding higher prices for what are admittedly higher class productions than were
offered several years ago, when 10 cents
was actually regarded as a fair price from
the exhibitors' point of view.
S. Rudolph, representative in that territory of the .Philadelphia office of the
Fox Film Corporation, was in Harrisburg
last week, after a tour of the larger cities
of central Pennsylvania, and asserted that
while in the smaller towns exhibitors, as
a rule, contented themselves with merely
adding the amount of the war tax to the
price of their tickets, exhibitors in the
larger cities have almost all come up to
the 15-cent price of admission and that
thus far they have had no reason to regret it.
Patrons Require Little Time
" It will take some theatre patrons a
little time to realize the justice of the
increased charge," said Mr. Rudolph,
I but it is my belief the increase to 15
cents will not have any permanent effect
of keeping any large number of patrons
away. I have heard of some cases in
which patrons have refused to buy tickets
at a box office upon learning of the 5-cent
increase, but upon going to other theatres
in the same town and learning that the
increase has been made by all the houses
of their city, they have become reconciled
to paying the higher price.
" In some of the smaller towns where
the 10-cent price, with the addition of
1 cent war tax continues in force, some
of the exhibitors are planning to give
10-cent shows four days a week and to
give special attractions, with a better class
of films, on two days a week, charging
15 or 25 cents on the days of the special
attractions."
Peter Magaro, proprietor of the Regent
theatre, Harrisburg, who was the pioneer
in advocating 15-cent admissions in that
city, declared the plan is working admirably.All
"
the theatres are getting
the higher price without any loss of business," said Mr. Magaro. " It is my
opinion that, considering the high class attractions that are being exhibited in Harrisburg and the increased costs of operating, the price should have been made even
higher."
Exhibitor Sees No Change
James George, of the Victoria, another
of the leading Market street theatres,
who took a conservative attitude when the
question increasing prices was advanced,
but who nevertheless joined the others in
going to 15 cents, said that his net
revenues have not diminished since the
increase has been in force.
"It has been about an even break," said
Mr. George. " Though a few patrons have
shied at the higher price. I cannot say
that my earnings have been reduced, as
the higher price yields, of course, an additional margin of profit over the total of
the combined war tax on tickets and the
tax which the producers require the ex-
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hibitors to pay on each one thousand feet
of film shown. It's too early to say
whether 15-cent admissions will be a success in Harrisburg, though I am rather
inclined to the view that it would be
better business to charge 11 cents — representing a 10-cent rate of admission plus
the war tax on tickets — and then two or
three times a week put on a special production of a class that would warrant the
charging of 25 cents on those days."
Stamps for Pennies
Fearing a shortage of pennies, exhibitors throughout the middle West who have
increased their admission price one or two
cents to collect the tax, are laying in a
supply of stamps.
" Tax and Casualty Lists Will Hit
Patronage
The following
statement "was issued on
November 1 by Charles Pettijohn, of the
American Exhibitors' Association:
" The war tax arrives today for an indefinite stay, and the tax of fifteen cents
per reel has been offered to the exhibitor
for ' adoption.'
" Attendance at motion picture theatres
has fallen off during the past thirty days,
and it will fall off a great deal more as it
did in Canada, when we begin to receive
news from France of the deaths and
wounding of the boys of our patrons.
When these messages begin to arrive many
familiar faces will be absent from the little
neighborhood theatres.
" These conditions must be faced by all
the exhibitors of motion pictures. Some
motion picture theatres can raise their
prices; others cannot. Experience has
taught us that the public does not attend
motion picture performances on empty
stomachs."
Wintroub Says He Will Not
Charge Fifteen Cent Tax
Max Wintroub, manager of the Fontenelle Feature Film Company, Omaha,
Neb., announced last week that his company would not charge the fifteen cents a
reel being demanded by some of the exchanges.I" did not have to pay this price
for most of the pictures I own, and as
they do not come under the government
tax, it would be decidedly unfair to the
exhibitor if I added the charge."
Mr. Wintroub said that he would not
make the charge in the future. " The
charge will be made in a lump sum to
me. I will pay it, and then continue to
distribute the picture at a fair charge to
the exhibitor, as I have in the past."
Westerners Buck at Reel Tax
W. A. Bach, managing the Colorado
Jewel Exchange at Denver, advises Motion
Picture News of a consolidation of exhibitors in the west to thresh the tax in
its numerous aspects. Mr. Bach says :
" Exhibitors of Idaho, under the leadership of Mr. Brown, have announced consolidation for the purpose of resisting the
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payment of war tax on reels imposed by
exchanges on orders from manufacturers.
They evidently will make the public pay
the admission tax, however.
" The exhibitors of Montana and Colorado have taken the same action. The
Rocky Mountain Screen Club, however, announces that the exhibitors are cheerfully
and gladly paying all war taxes, including
that imposed by the exchanges, through
the medium of the newspapers in Denver,
while in reality they have announced to
the exchanges that they will not pay the
fifteen cents. Untruthful advertising? It
looks like it— at any rate it is inconsistent.
" Only two exchanges are not charging
the fifteen cents in Denver — Mutual and
Triangle.
" Practically all the exhibitors in the territory have added the war tax to their
admission prices, although not many actual
round figure increases have been noted."
Sam Morris Expresses Himself
Concerning Tax
Sam Morris, representing Select Pictures in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky,
and who has spent the past month making
a tour of his territory, thinks himself well
equipped to express an opinion on the war
tax on admission prices, as he has given
the matter careful attention while on the
road and meeting exhibitors.
Mr. Morris said: "The majority of the
exhibitors are standing pat and letting the
public pay the additional one, two or three
cents. Some few of them have raised
their prices and are carrying the tax
themselves, but I think they are wrong.
What are these fellows who are paying
the exhibitor's tax now going to do when
the Government imposes further taxes
on the industry? And I feel confident
that that is just what's going to happen.
They can't go on indefinitely standing it
themselves. Eventually, they will have to
pass it on to the public, and it will be ten
times harded for them to do it than it
will be for the exhibitor whose patrons
have already been educated to the fact
that their pennies are contributing to the
maintenance of the American army and
the American navy."
Exhibitor Co-operation Saves One
Man a Show
Exhibitors of Halifax, N. S., had an opportunity to test the value of co-operation
a few days ago, and the test demonstrated
that in unity there is strength. A severe
wind and rain storm had tied up railway
traffic in the Maritime Provinces and the
theatre managers suffered from delay to
their programs. Among those so inconvenienced was Manager Metzler of the
Empire, whose program did not arrive.
He had but one reel in the house and it
looked as if he would miss his show. He
appealed to his brother managers, with the
result that the Casino contributed a MetroDrew comedy, Manager Walker of Dartmouth helped out with two reels, and Manager Herschorn of the Imperial similarly
obliged. The result was that the Empire
had a cracking good general program.
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" Help Yourself " Jewel Publicity
Idea
Jewel Productions, Inc., announces the
launching of a " Help Yourself " department, which promises many innovations.
Instead of one style of advertising,
Jewel officials announce that they will supply through " Help Yourself " two, three,
four or as many styles of advertising as
is necessary for any one production. For
example, in the case of " The Co-Respondent," starring Elaine Hammerstein,
there will be put into effect next week two
distinct plans of advertising, differing in
type, composition, cuts and copy. For
some of the higher class of publications,
the " highbrow " type, there will be used a
style of advertising that will appeal to
possibly the non-movie element. In addition there will go into effect a clever and
effective series of advertising chapters
which will spread itself all over the country in various mediums, trade, daily, Sunday, weekly, and in magazines. A series
of chapters from the first reel to the seventh are employed to tell the story in
convincing narrative form.
Marion

Kathleen Clifford Is Comfortably Seated to Receive the Attentions of the Ardent Young Man in the
Paramount Mystery Serial, " Who Is Number One? "
Remarkable
Scenes in Hart's "The Bargain"
Is Typical Western Drama Produced by Thomas H. Ince and Will
Be Distributed by W. H. Productions Company Very. Shortly
WILLIAM S. HART, featured as the
" two-gun man " in " The Bargain,"
one of the pictures which will be distributed
by the W. H. Productions Company, is said
to take very active part in some of the most
remarkable scenes ever photographed in a
Western drama. This picture was directed
by Thomas H. Ince, which fact bespeaks the
last word in scenic construction. However,
it is claimed Mr. Ince has surpassed himself
in this production, and has created an atmosphere that fairly breathes the life of
the old West.
Perhaps the most remarkable piece of
work in " The Bargain " is the complete
Western town, which is far and above the
sets usually made for such pictures. It contains the entire street of the town, with its
stores, houses and hotels. There are several luindred people used in the scenes, consequently giving the impression of being
really populated and busy, and not merely
set up for theatrical or background purposes. The feature of the set is the great
gambling and dance hall, where a large part
of the action takes place. This, of course,
is the center of the town's activity, and it
is here that is found most of the real Western atmosphere. It is claimed that no detail is omitted; everything is historically
correct and exactly as it was in the days
of '49.
Another feature of the picture is the leap
on horseback which Hart accomplishes
from the top of a high cliff. With the

posse at his heels and cut off from every'
avenue of escape, Stokes, the outlaw, takes
without hesitation the one chance that is
offered him, and rides his horse off the top
of the precipice, to go rolling over and over
into the canyon below. In this connection
it is said Mr. Ince has surpassed himself
as a director, and has given the screen one
of the most thrilling scenes in the history
of motion pictures.
The W. H. Productions Company announced this week that it has devised a
unique press book which will, no doubt,
prove of great value to the exhibitor; also
one, three and six-sheet posters, each in
three styles. There has been designed, also,
a special twenty-four sheet which promises
to take its place among the spectacular
things of its kind.
Freuler Loses Wife by Death
The wife of John R. Freuler, president
of Mutual Film Corporation, died in her
home at Milwaukee, Wednesday, November
7, after a sudden attack of heart trouble.
She was a familiar figure to all who knew
her husband, for wherever it was possible
they were always found together. It is
rumoredthethat
as a consequence
of his
wife'sto
death
Mutual
president may
move
Chicago so as to be nearer his place of
business. Up to the present he has been
making the trip every day from his home in
Milwaukee to the Mutual offices in Chicago.

Leaves for Cuba

and

Spain Saturday
Francis Marion, of the Kalem Co., leaves
for Cuba, Saturday, from where he will
sail to Spain and Italy to inaugurate his
work for the foreign Cinema commission.
Mr. Marion is enthusiastic about the
smooth
working
out of pleased
the commission's
plans and
is especially
with the
splendid co-operation of Jules Bronlatour
in selection of subjects and the collection
of the necessary films.
Four British Star Productions for
Sale
A new shipment of four British superstar productions has reached the Cosmofotofilm Company's offices from London,
consisting of three six-reelers and one fivereeler, as follows : Miss Ellen Terry in
" Her Greatest Permormance," Mr. H. B.
Irving in "The Lyons Mail," Sir John
Harr in " The Vicar of Wakefield," and
Miss Irene Rookie in " Lady Windermere's Fan."
Michigan Exhibitors Hold Detroit
Conference
A number of prominent exhibitors from
the leading cities in Michigan held an informal conference in Detroit November
6, at which they decided to take active
steps immediately to build up the membership of the Michigan Exhibitors' Association. To this end. those present decided upon their own responsibility to engage Ray Branch as state manager, and
each one present agreed to bear individually his share of the necessary expense until the next meeting of the Association, when the latter will undoubtedly
confirm the appointment.
It is ainnounced that Mr. Branch will at
once start a statewide campaign for members, and this will be followed by a state
rally at the Hotel Tuller in Detroit on
November 27, according to plans.
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Ann Murdock, Who Will Next Be Seen in a Pictured Version of the Stage Success Please Help
Emily " (Empire-All Star-Mutual)
Turner and Dahnken Book PerColin Gets Congratulations on
Animated Weekly
fection Pictures
M. J. Cohen, manager of the San FranJack Cohn, manager of Universal's Animated Weekly, is said to have received
cisco branch for the George Kleine service, announces that he closed a contract
telegrams and letters, and even oral congratulations, from exhibitors and film men
last week with Turner and Dahnken Circoncerning the airplane pictures which are
cuit for the exclusive showing of Perfection Pictures in the ten houses on the the chief feature in the Animated Weekly
No. 96.
Turner and Dahnken Circuit. The consideration issaid to be more than $100,000
for the year's service.
Cleveland Exchange Jottings
Sam Morris, who has had charge of the
Select pictures in Cleveland ever since the
change in policy in regard to the distribution of Selznick pictures, is making a short
road tour. He was in Detroit last week,
and is this week in Cincinnati.
A. J. Mentz, Cleveland manager of the
Jewel Productions, was in Cincinnati last
week, arranging for the opening of " Sirens
of the Sea."
The National Film Service in Cleveland
has been moved from the Frederick Building to the Belmont Building. Manager
Stern is always on hand with a full assortment of short reels.
J. M. Cummings has been appointed
to take charge of the Cleveland branch of
General Film. He will also supervise the
Columbus office.
W. W. Hines, general sales manager of
the Triangle forces, was in Cleveland recently on his way back to New York after
a three weeks' visit to all the branch exchanges. He complimented Irwin Hirsch,
manager of the local office, on the manner
in which he handled the business in and
around Cleveland.
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Screen Club Ball Held Saturday
of This Week
The Screen Club will hold its sixth
annual ball in the Hotel Astor gold room
on the evening of Saturday, November 17.
This will be the fourth year the Screeners
have gathered in the Broadway hostelry.
President Joseph W. Farnham and his
associates are bending every enregy in
an effort to make the coming affair even
better than those that have gone before.
Special attention will be paid to the
music. As heretofore, the hotel orchestra
has been engaged, which will play in conjunction with the organ. Supplementing
these will be a marimba band, so that in a
musical way there will be something doing
every minute.
The sale of boxes under the direction of
Max Mayer is proceeding satisfactorily.
Augustus Phillips will be chairman of the
reception committee at the ball. John
Harvey will have charge of the clubhouse
at the post-reception.
Reports so far received indicate that
New York fiilmdom's select event, the
Screen Club Ball, which will be held at the
Astor this Saturday evening, is certain to
far surpass any of the previous affairs.
With Joseph Farnham as standard bearer,
the club's forces are working with greater
energy than ever and it seems certain that
the events will set a record to shoot at for
many years.
The Screen Club Ball is the one film
affair which brings the elite of the stars
and all the prominent executives to the
front. Boxes for this year's event have
already been secured by all of the prominent companies. Tickets may be obtained
at the clubhouse, 117 West 45th Street.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. Tlwt is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't

Madame Petrova's New Play Has Been Given a Name.

It Is " A Daughter of Destiny '
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Oct.
Oct.

Art Dramas, Inc.
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur Horsley

Bluebird Photoplays
Nov. 5. The Lash of Power (Carmel MyNov. 12. Princess Virtue (Mae Murray)
Nov. 19. The Savage (Ruth Clifford)
Nov. 26. The Winged Mystery (Franklyn Farnum)
Dec. 3. Theeau)
Raggedy Queen (Violet MerserDec. 10. The Door Between (Ruth Clifford
Dec. 17. My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
Dec. 24. Face Value (Mae Murray)

ers) 5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Butterfly Productions
John cis
Ermine ofFord)
Yellowstone (Fran- 5
The Cricket (Little Zoe Rae)
5
The Man from Montana (Neal
Hart, Vivian Rich)
5
Fighting Mad (Wm. Stowell, Helen
Gibson, Betty Schade)
5
The Silent Lady (Little Zoe Rae,
Gretchen Lederer)
5
Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter
5
Bucking Broadway
(Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
5

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5.
12.
19.
3.
10.
17.
24.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
7. Conscience (Gladys Brockwell)
14. Thou Shalt Not Steal (Virginia Pear21. This is the Life (George Walsh)..
28. Thenum)
Scarlet Pimpernel (Dustin Far4. Miss U. S. A. (June Caprice)
11. Thekova)
Painted Madonna (Sonia Mar18. All for a Husband (Virginia Pear25. A well)
Branded Soul (Gladys Brock-

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Fox Standard Pictures
7. When a Man .Sees Red (William
Farnum)
14. Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp...
4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara) . .
18. Treasure Island
2. A KeDaughter
of the Gods (Annette
Hermann)
23. The Babes in the Woods
30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)

Goldwyn Features Corp.
7. Fighting Odds (Maxine Elliott)
14. The Spreading Lawn (Jane Cowl) . .
4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy) . .
2. Joanmand)
of Plattsburgh (Mabel Nor16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh)..
Ivan Feature Productions
Mar. 18. Two Men and a Woman (James
Morrison, Christine Mayo, Ruybe
De Reiner, Guy Coombs, John
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold) ....
June — One Law For Both

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

5
5

6
son) 5
5
5
5
5
son) 5
5
7
8
6
6
6
6.
6
6
6
6
6
6

S
9

George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Oct. I. The Apple-Tree Girl (Shirley MaOct. 6. Fools forson)
Luck (Edison)
(Taylor Holmes) —
(Essanay)
Oct. 15. The Fibbers (Bryant Washburn) —
(Essanay)
—
Oct. 22. Cy Whittaker's
(Shirley Ma- —
son) Ward
(Edison)
Oct. 29. Young Mother Hubbard (Mary McAlister) (Essanay)
—
Nov. 5. Two Bit Seats (Taylor Holmes)
(Essanay)
—
Metro Pictures Corporation
Oct. 1. Paradise Garden (Harold Lockwood) 6
Oct. 15.8. ALife's
Whirlpool
Oct.
Sleeping
Memory(Ethel
(EmilyBarrymore)
Stevens) 57
Oct. 22. More Truth Than Poetry (Mme.
Petrova)
5
Oct. 29. The Aodpted Son (Bushman and
Bayne)
6
Not. 5. The Outsider (Emmy Whalen)
6

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

12.
19.
26.
3.
10.
17.
24.
31.

Outwitted (Emily Stevens)
The Voice of Conscience (Bushman
and Bayne)
Themore)
Eternal
Mother (Ethel BarryMetro
Thewood)
SquareYorke
Deceiver
(Harold LockFilm
Alias
Mrs.
Jessop
(Emily
Metro Stevens)
God's
Outlaw
(Francis
Bushman,
Beverly
Bayne)
Metro
An American Widow (Ethel Barrymore) Metro
Getting Even (Harold Lockwood)
Yorke Film

Mutual Film Corporation
Oct. 1. HerMinter)
Country's Call (Mary Miles
Oct. 1. Queen X (Edna Goodrich).,
Qct. 8. Southern Pride (Gail Kane) AmerOct. 8. The Girl Angle (Anita King)
Horkheimer
Oct. 15. The Beautiful Adventure (Ann Murdock)
Oct. 15. The Calendar Girl (Juliette Day)
Oct. 22. The Sea Master (Wm. Russell)
Oct. 22. The Unforseen (Olive Tell)
Oct. 29. Peggy
Leads the Way (Mary Miles
Minter)
Oct. 29. A Goodrich)
Daughter of Maryland (Edna
Nov. 5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
Nov. 12. (Special) The Planter (Tyrone
Power)
No. 19. SnapAmerican
Judgment (William Russell)
Nov. 19. Please
Help Emily (Ann Murdock)
Frohman
Paramount Pictures Corp.
29. Bab's Burglar (Marguerite Clark)..
5. The Antics of Ann (Ann Penning5. The Hungry Heart (Pauline Fred5. The Clever Mrs. Carfax (Julian
Eltinge
12. The Little Princess (Mary Pickford)
12. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
12. Jack and Jill (Pickford and Huff)
19. Molly Entangled (Vivian Martin)
19. The Judgment House (J. Stuart
Blackton'sforProv.)
19. Reaching
the Moon (Douglas
Fairbanks)
The Thing We Love (Reid and
Williams)
Nov. 26. Bab's
Matinee Idol (Marguerite
Clark)
Dec. 3. The
Eternall
Temptress (Lina Cavalieri)
Dec. 3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa)
Dec. 10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke)
Dec. 10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
Dec. 17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Reid)
Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin)
Dec. 24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton)
Dec.
24. The
His Mother's
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)
Dec. 31.
Seven Swans
Clark)
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

Artcraft Releases
(PARAMOUNT)
12. The Little Princess (Mary Pick19. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
26. Desert Dust (Wm. S. Hart!
17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar)
31. D'Artagnan
of Kansas (Douglas
Fairbanks)
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
7. The Heart of Ezra Greer (Fredererick Warde, Leila Frost, George
Forth, Thomas A. Curran, Lillian Mueller)
14. Stranded in Arcady (Mrs. Vernon
Castle, Elliott D
Dexter), Astra
14. The Torture of Silence (Mrs.
Emmy Linn, F. Genier, E. Tallier,
Mr. Gillis) Gold Rooster D
21. The Painted Doll (Ivan Mozukin,
Tanya Fetner, Mme. Lesienko) ...
4. The Mark of Cain (Antonio Moreno.
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Sainpolis)
11. France in Arms (War Film)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Select Pictures
The Common Law (Clara Kimball Young).... 7
War Brides (Brenon) (Nazimova)
8
Vera the Medium (Kitty Gordon)
5
The Foolish Virgin (Clara Kimball Young)... 6
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
7
The Argyle Case (Robert Warwick)
7
The Price She Paid (Clara Kimball Young) ... 7
The Law of Compensation (Norma Talmadge) 6
The Eternal Sin (Brenon) (Florence Reed)... 6
The Easiest Way (Clara Kimball Young)
•
The Silent Master (Robert Warwick)
7
The
Lone
Wolf
'5
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
6
Lest We Forget (Rita Jolivet)
8
Magda (C!ara Kimball Young)
5
The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)
5
Barrier
7
5 The
War
on
Three
Fronts
Si
5 The Public Be Damned
t
5
ican 5 Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady)
5
Triangle Distributing
Corporation
Back (Wm.
Desmond,
5 Nov. 4. Fighting McDowell)
5 Nov. 4. UpClaire
or
Down
(Geo.
Hernandez)....
5 Nov. 11. The Medicine Man (Roy Stewart)..
5 Nov. 11. Indiscreet Corinne (Olive Thomas).
5 Nov. 18. A Case at Law (Dick Rosson) . . . .
Nov. 18. Fuel of Life (Belle Bennett)
5 Nov. 25. TheAlmaRegenerates
(Walt Whitman,
Ruebens)
5
Nov. 25. For Valor (Winifred Allen)
7 Dec. 2. The Sudden Gentleman (Wm. Des5 Dec. 2. The Ship of Doom (Claire McDowell) 5mond) 5
9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
5
5 Dec.
Dec. 9. TheStewart)
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy 51
Dec. 16. Because
of the Woman (Bille Bennett)
Dec.
16.
The
Maternal
(Irene Hunt).. 5
5 Dec. 23. Without HonorSpark
(Margery Wilson).. 5 1
Dec.
23.
Until
They
Get
Me
(Pauline
Hart).. 5
ton) 5 Dec. 30. The Gown of Destiny (Alma Reubens)
5
Dec.
30.
Easy
Money
(Charles
Gunn)
5
erick) .5
5
5
V-L-S-E.
Dead Shot
(William Duncan, CarolBaker
Holloway)
5 Oct. 15. Vitagraph
5 Oct. 22. The Bottom of the Well (Evart
Overton, Adele de Garde, Agnes
5
Ayers, Alice Terry)
5 Oct. 29. The Flaming Omen (Mary Anderson, Alfred
Whitman)
5 Nov. 5. The Fettered
Woman
(Alice Joyce,
Webster Campbell)
5 Nov. 12. I Will Repay (Corinne Griffith,
Wm. Dunn)
5 Nov. 19. NextMaryDoorMaurice.
to Nancy
(Mildred
Manning,
Wallace
MacDonald)
j Nov. 26. Who Goes There? (Harry
Morey.
Corinne Griffith)
5
5 Dec. 3. The Tenderfoot (William Duncan,
Carol Holloway
5
Dec. 10. An Investment in Petticoats (Mil5
dred Manning, Wallace MacDon5
ald)
5 Dec. 17. A Woman Between Friends (Alice
Joyce. Marc MacDermott)
55 Dec. 24. John
Burt
Anderson, Alfred(Mary
Whitman)
Dec. 31. His Own People (Harry Morey.
Gladys Leslie)
ford) 5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
S
5

Wholesome Films Corporation
The Penny andPhilanthropist
Ralph Morgan),(Peggy
D O'Neil
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special
Children's Cast), Juv
World Pictures
Oct. 15. Shall We Forgive Her (June Elvidge, Arthur Ashley)
Oct. 22. The Dormant Power (Ethel Clayton)
Oct. 29. The Burglar (Carlyle Blackwell.
Madge Evans. Evelyn Greeley) . . .
Nov. 5. The Maid of Belgium (Alice Bradyl
Nov. 12. The
Adventures of Carol (Madge
Evans)
Nov. 19. Easy Money (Ethel Clayton)
Nov. 26. Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
Dec. 3. The
Awakening
(Montagu Love and
Dorothy
Kelly)
Dec. 10. The
Good
for
Nothing
(Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greelevl
Dec. 17. The Tenth Case (June E'vidge)
Dec. 24. The Volunteer (Madge Evans and
Henry Hull)
Dec. 31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, INarues and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory
or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
me Black Spot
4 reels
American News Weekly
v ikiona Cross
4 reals
God's Man
9 reels
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
U is
4 reels
Nary activities.
Mis Vindication
5 reels The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
I Believe
7 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
General Enterprises, Inc.
Creative Film Corporation
Hay 5.7. Jones'
Jonah Day
C..15 reels
reel
May
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine)
D
7 parts
Th Warrior (Maceiste)
The Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail) . . 6 reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
The Gold Medal Photoplays
May 14. The
Daughter
of
Darkness,
EpiDixie
Films
sode No. 1, D
2 reels
Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)...S reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
Cruxe, George Spencer) 5 reel*
5 reels
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts Just a Song at Twilight
Golden Features
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
Frank
P.
Donovan
Productions
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
5 parts
A Bit of Life
, reel
July — Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk).. 1 reel
Grand Feature Film Company
Aug. — Butting in Society (Lou Marks) .. 1 reel
Anti-Vice
Film
Company
Aug.
—
After
Her
Dough
(Lou
Marks)
....
1
reel
Is Any Girl Safe?
5 reels
Rex Beach On the Spanish Main
s reels
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross) . . 1 reel
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
reels
Aug. — His Dirty Career (Lou Marks).... 1 reel
Argosy
Films,
Inc.
Kex
Beach in Footsteps of Capt, Kidd 5s reels
rhe Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) 5 reels
Graphic Features
Where D'ye(King
Get That
Stuff
reels
Sept. — His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)..l reel
absinthe
Baggott),
Universal Re- iSs ue Sreels
The Woman and the Beast
5 reels
Sept.
—
At
the
Barber's
Ball
(Lou
Marks)..
2
reels
Sept. — Was She to Blame? (in prep.) 2 reels
D. W. Griffith
Intolerance
Sept. — In and Out (Tammany Young) 1 reel
Arizona Film Company
9
Sept.— His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
should She Obey
— reels
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Frank Hall Productions, Inc.
Arrow Film Corporation
Ebony
Corporation 1 reel Her Fighting Chance
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine)....7 reels
A Natural
Born Film
Shooter
(Jane Grey) — reel.
reels
Baru Sin
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Prod.)
reei.
Jacobs,er
{A,t H-ist
• ver
«The uHano
Film
Com
pan
rhe Barrier . :
9 reels Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
y
Maciste
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
Bernstein Film Production
How Uncle Sam Prepares
Trooper 44
5. reels Th
.4 reelt.
(one — . Who Knows?
6 reels
William S. Hart
Elmont Feature Film Co.
Bluebird Extraordinary
Cold Deck
People vs. John Doe
6 reels
5 D
Jept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels
God's Law
6 reels
Clifford)
Hawk Film Corporation
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson)
Monster of Fate
Enlightment Corporation
re#u
Sell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips)
Enlighten Thy Daughter
7 reels
Herald Film Corporation
Mother o' ford,
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
ClifRuby La Fayette)
Around
the
Eugenic Film Company
World in 80 Days
6 reel*
Brenon Productions
Birth
6 reels
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
;•"« Wolf
7 parts
European Film Company
The Battle
Gettysburg
'all of the Romanoffs
8 parts
The Wrath ofof the
Fighting for Verdun
5 reek
Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5_ reel.
reels
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Exclusive
Features,
Inc.
Cardinal Film Corporation
Hippodrome
Film
Co.
At the Front with the Allies
Where is My Father?
7 reels
loaa the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
Historic
Features
Christ
us
Century Comedies
Export and Import Film Co.
■ 8 reels
Robespierre
— reels
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL.)
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
salloonatics
2 reels
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
^atomaniacs
2 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
The Sin Woman (Irene Fenwick, Clifford
Jeptunes Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Hate
7 reels
Bruce and Reine Davies)
7 reels
Benjamin Chapin Productions
Flora Finch Film Co.
(CHARTER FEATURES CORP.)
Madam Sherry
s ™,*
War
Prides
2
reels
5'
The ell
Bar Lewis)
Sinister (Hedda .
'Nova 'and 'Mi'tchl g ...i.
■y Mother
Father
22 reels
reels
Circuit,
&"}!,;■•••*
ree1' First National Exhibitors'
Inc.
The
Call to Arms
22 reels
On Trial
Christie Film Company
Th' «?iOUI t.?-eena K«fe' and' Alan Hale) 8 reels*
Charles Chaplin
father's Bright Idea
1 reel
AHerTHn t£ Wltn«s (Gertrude McCoy).. .6 "els
Vith the Mummies' Help
1 reel
Fighting Chanc'e (Jane Grev)
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
Pic-!fi
"he
Magic Way
Maid
11 reel
(Brodsky's
July 9. Cows and Caws
ture!She "
Should
Obey? (Alice
Tie Milky
reel
Wifson',Art
' Gene
Whither
July 16. Submarine Chasers
Thouand
Goest
(Rhea
lis Last PiM
1 reel
Mitchell
Ti^
^enu^
Norbert
Myles)
.....
and 6 reel.
rhe Fourteenth Man
1 reel July 23. Cheese Tamers
Ornn
Johnson)
July 30. Janitors
iown by the Sea
1 reel Aug.
The Great White Trail (Doris keMyon)"!. reel,
Calamity
iiftfts
reel Aug. 13.6. AAs Chemical
IJiodor Picture Corporation
Prospectors
Von in a Cabaret
11 reel
lis Merry Mix-Up
1 reel
Fort Pitt Corporation
ONeil,
Galanta
Hickman Ekatenna
i Smoky Love Affair
1 reel The Italian
ConwayFil
Tearle)
— reel.
Battlefront.
n-M1 ?/ th£.and
,R°manoffs
(Iliodor,
Nance
m Cor
p.
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Inter
Ocean
Fox
Film
Corp.
Tie 13th Labor of Hercules.
Enlighten Thy Daughter
(Standard Pictures)
The Sp
y
Claridge Films, Inc.
The Honor System
Ivan Film Productions
Je Birth of Character
5 reel«
Jack Con
and the Beanstalk
T»e Heart of New York
5 reels The
One
Law
for Both. .
que
ror
Babbling Tongues
Camille
. . \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\\ \ \ \ \\ l„
Clune Productions
Oct. 14. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
J
ewel
amona
g reels
Prod
uctions, Inc.
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Woods
yes of the World
9 reeis
fay
SirensMe.of the Sea.
Fraternity Films. Inc.
The Man Without a Country.
Corona Cinema Companv
*e Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reel» The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena)— reels
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise) 5 reels A7<£ld.
'IVING
STUDIES
IN
NATURAL
Chip_OWar
HISTORY
in Kidl
ff the
Old Block. and
A
Bit
O' Heaven (Mary Louise) S reels
.nimal World, No. 1 Issue.
woJUwenUe^Film
Corporation , rMl
nimal World, No. 2 Issue.
Friedman
Enterprises
irdland Studies.
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray) 6 reels
Chip's' Elopemint °"
} «•«
lorticul rural Phenomena.
Frohman Amusement Corp.
For
Sale,
a
Daddy.::.;.':
}
r!f
Cosmofotofilm Company
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith.
(Continued
forme
onr;:::
page :::::
3675) ::, ye%
8$ Carmen
Jack SherriM, Helen Arnold, Marie
Chip's
ref'
Miserable Mistress Bella Irs
4 reels
4 reels
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
2 reels

3674
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Sept.
5.
Land
That Doesn't
Sept. 12. Tinklebottom
Passes Wiggle
Through.Much.
Sept. 19. Fading of Local Color.
Sept. 26. Tinklebottom's Finish.
DITMARS
"LIVING
OF NATURE"
Sept.
3. Kangaroos
and BOOK
Their Allies.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells. .2 C
Nov. 25. A Milk Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
Law and Order (Chet Ryan, Claire Toner) 2 D
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances
Parks
2 C-D
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
Hygeia at the Solito (Chet Ryan, W. L.
Rogers)
2D
The Skylight Room (Jean Paige, Carlton
King)
4 D
ESSANAY
("THE Green
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
The Long
Valli,
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't
Lose
Your
Coat
2 C
Star Dust (Margaret Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
up by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the Hot
Sidewalks
2 C
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C
A Jitney Elopement
2 C
By the Sea
2 C
In the Park
2 C
FALCON FEATURES
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
Grey)
4 D
Brand's
(Kathleen Kirkham, R. 4 D
HenryDaughter
Grey)
His Old-Fashioned Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
Mollie McConnell)
4 D
Zollenstein (Vola Vale, Monroe Salisbury).. .4 D
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2 D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
(" THE FURTHER
ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE"
TRUE BOARDMAN)2 D
Through
Fire andWITH
Water
A Bushranger's
Strategy
22 DD
The
Stranger at Dumcrieff
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The
Onion TubMagnate's
Revenge
11 CC
The Bath
Bandit
GRANT. POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The Detective's
Danger ,
The
Railroad Smugglers
11 DD
The Deserted Engine
1 D
COMEDIES
From Bad to JAXON
Worse
1 C
A Day Off
1 C
How It Happened
1 C
Too Much Alike
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
"Breaking In"
1 C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Week
End
Shopping
(Kate
Price,
Billy
Ruge)l
Pals
1 CC
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
1 C
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A Bargain, $37.50
1C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
Laundry Flat
Mix- Up
I1 CC
AA Peaceful
Cheating His Wife
1 C
"A Bathtub Marriage"
1 C
KLEINE
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES)
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1 C
Some Statue
1 C
SELIG
Every Other Wednesday2 D
TheSelig-World
Law NorthLibrary
of 65
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1 D
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1 D
The
Vindication
21 DD
The Rustler's
Witness for
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1 C
A Harem Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
1 C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Millions (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
CINEMA NEWS SYNDICATE
American War and News Weekly 1 Topical
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
SELBURN COMEDIES
Hubby's
Holiday
22 CC
Too Much Elephant
Inter-Allied Films
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed.
Kleine Exchanges
CONQUEST-EDISON
Saturday,
September 29, 1917
Paul
Revere's
Ride (historical
One Kind of Wireless
(drama), drama)
by R. Lov- 1 reel
ell Combs, featuring Albert Macklin. ..1 reel
Putting the Bee in Herbert (comedy-drama),
by George Weston, featuring Harry
Benham and Ethel Fleming 4 reels
The Healthiest Spot in India (scenic),
Cashmere, the summer resort Split reel
The Champion Baby (comedy), by Ray
McKee
Split reel
ESSANAY
SERIES— DO CHILDREN
COUNT? (Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D
Aug. 8. The Little White Girl
t D
Aug. 15. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The
Kingdom
of
Hope
2
D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Nov. 5. His Deadly Calm
1 C
Nov. 12. Rebellion of Mr. Minor
1 C
Nov. 19. A Close Resemblance
1 C
Nov. 26. As Others See Us
1 C
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
1 C
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
1 C
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas 1 C
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
1 C
Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
Sunday, November 4. 1917
GAUMONT—
Mutual November
Weekly, No.
149 1 Top.
Thursday,
8, 1917
CUB — Jerry and the Vampire (Geo. Ovey)...l C
GAUMONT— Reel Life, No. 80: Safety Last:
The Pipe Organ; A Cord Tire Machine; The
Story
" Life."of Water. It Wasn't the Colic — from
Monday, November 12. 1917
GAUMONT—
Mutual November
Weekly. No.
150 1 Top
Thursday.
15, 1917
CUB — Jerry's
Running
Fight (Geo.
Ovey) . . . 1 C
Monday,
November
19, 1917
GAUMONT—
Mutual
Weekly
No.
151
1 Top
Thursday, November 22, 1917
CUB— Jerry's Victory (Geo. Ovey)
1 C

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
2. Some Nurse
9. Firing Father
16. For Sweet Charity
23. And Along Came Mary
30. A Two-Cylinder Courtship
6. Mary's
Merry Mix-Up
13.
That
Dog-gone
Dog
20.
A Maid
to Order

1
1
1
1
1
11
1

red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red

Serials
Oct. 1. The Lost Express, No. 3 (The
Wreck at the Crosisng. .)
2 D
Oct. 8. The Lost Express, No. 4 (The Oil
Well Conspiracy)
2D
Oct. 15. The Lost Express, No. 5 (In Deep
Waters)
2D
Oct. 22. The Lost Express, No. 6 (High
Voltage)
2 D
Oct. 29. The Lost Express, No. 7 (The Race
with the Limited)
2 D
Nov. 8. The Lost Express, No. 8 (The
Mountain King)
2D
Nov. 15. The Lost Express, No. 9 (The
Looters)
2 D
Nov. 22. The Lost Express, No. 10 (The
Secret of the Mine)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
-Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Oct. 22.
14. Home
The CowDefense
Jumped Over the Moon...l 1 CC
Oct.
Nov. 5. Faint Heart and Fair Lady
1C
Nov. 19. Nutty Knitters
1C
Dec. 3. Toothaches and Heartaches 1 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Sept.
17.
Susie's Slipe
Scheme
Oct. 7. Susie
One Over
11 CC
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Sept. 30. Oh, Doctor!
1C
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1C
Nov. 26. A Country Hero
1C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Nov. 5. The Land of Madame Butterfly.. 1 Trav.
Nov. 12. Around Fujiyama
1 Trav.
Nov.
19. Three
Kyoto, Marvelous
the AncientMatsuris
Capital.. ..11 Trav.
Nov. 26.
Trav.
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food Comes
From
1 Trav.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL (SERIAL)
Nov. 5. Episode 9. The Bridge of Death. 2 D
Nov. 12. Episode 10. The Sheriff 2 D
Nov. 19. Episode 11. Parched Trails 2 D
Nov. 26. Episode 12. The Desert of Tor- ture 2D
Dec. 3. Episode 13. The Water Trap 2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 14. The Trestle of Hor- rors 2D
Dec. 17. MACK
EpisodeSENNETT
15. Out ofCOMEDIES
the Flame 2D
Nov. 4. Pullman Bride
l.C
Nov. 18. Are Waitresses Safe?
1C
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1C
Dec. 16. That Night
1C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Oct. 1. Denizens of a Metropolitan Jungle,
Higher Education
for Army
Cooks,
A Deaishawn
Entertainment,
Cartoon
— Goodrich
Dirt Lunch Detective.
Oct. 8. A Southern Deer Hunt, with R. F. W~
ner,
of Field and Stream;
Sam's Hin
to Housewives,
No. 1,Uncle
Soap-Making
Home, A Wood-Chopping Contest in New
Zealand, Cartoon — Bobby Bumps " World
Oct. Hints
15. Woodcraft
and Camping,
to Housewives,
No. 2. TheUncle
IcelessSam's
Refrigerator, Denizens of a Metropolitan Jungle, Cartoon — Quacky Doodles the Cheater.
Oct. 22. cleHumpback
in the Pacific.
UnSam's Hints Whaling
to Housewives.
No. 2, The
Series."
Meatless Gun.
Meat Loaf, Leventhal's Aeropla
Machine
Patlie Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, November 4, 1917
The Fatal Ring, No. 18 (The Subterfuge),
Astra
2D
The Seven Pearls, No. 8 (The Man Trap).. .2
Fifth Avenue. New York, U. S. A
1
Lonesome Luke in Love, Laughs and Laughter, Rolin
2
Happy Hooligan
(The Tale
of a(Educ.)....l
Fish), Cartoon), and Making
Rifles
Wednesday, November 7. 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 90
1
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Saturday, November 10, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 91
1 top
Sunday, November 11, 1917
The Astra
Fatal Ring, No. 19 (The Crystal Maze), 2D
The Seven Pearls, No. 8 (The Warning on
the Wire). Astra
2D
The Flirt (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels),
(Rolin)
1 C
(apanHome
Underat Porchefontaine
Snow (Trav.) and
The
Baby's
(Ed.), Pathe. . .
Split reel
Katzenjammer Kids (The Mysterious* Yarn)
(Cart.), and Lace Making (Ed.), International Split reel
Wednesday, November 14, 1917
Hearst-Pathe
News,
No.
92
1 top
Saturday, November 17, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 93
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Nov.
4.
A
Fall
Nov. 4. An Hero's
Interrupted
Honeymoon
Nov. 11. A Boomerang Frame Up
Nov. 11. His Household Butterfly
Nov. 18. War and Matrimony
Nov. 18. An Innocent Vampire
|Nov. 25. A False Alarm
'Nov.
A Tough Turkey
Trot
Dec. 25.
2. An
Dec.
2.
SauceOfficer's
for the Miss
Goose
Dec. 9. Their Straying Feet
|Dec. 9. When War Meant Peace
,Dec. 16. His Bad Policy
Dec. 16. A Discordant Note
Dec. 23. A Counterfeit Scent
Dec. 23. A Birthday Blunder
iDec. 30. In Wrong Right
(Dec. 30. His Double Flivver
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Nov. 4. Haunted by Himself (George Binns,
Maude Wayne)
Nov. 11. False to the Finish (Myrtle Lind,
Aletia Martan)
Nov. 18. The Soul of a Plumber (Fritz
Schade, Dora Rogers)
Nov. 25. Won by a Foul (Fritz Schade,
Claire Anderson)
Dec. 2. An Eddie
Ice Man's
Bride (Dora Rogers,
Gribbon)
Dec. 9. The Grave Undertaking (Geo. Binns,
Maude Wayne)
Dec. 16. A Sanitarium Scandal (Paddy McGuire, Peggy Pearce)
Dec. 23. The Courage of Cowardice (Eddie
Gribbon, Mae St. Claire)
! Dec. 30. Welcome Home (Milt Sims, Maude
Wayne, Lloyd Bacon, Dorothy
Hagar)

11
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CC
C
C
C
C
C
CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

2 C

Universal Film Company
Monday, November 19, 1917
NESTOR
— Strike One (Dave Morris, Gladys 1 C
Thompson)
Wednesday, November 21, 1917
L-KO— The
Joy RidersHutton)
(Phil Dunham, Lu- 2 C
cille
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY —
Weekly No. 99.
Friday, November 23, 1917
UNIVERSAL
MAGAZINE— Issue No. 46. SCREEN
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 28 (Shipping Date Nov. 16).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Fighting Blood
(Sixth Episode of " The Red Ace " Se- rial) 2D
Monday, November 26, 1917
NESTOR — Water on the Brain (William
Franey)
1 C
Wednesday, November 28, 1917
L-KO—
Kid Snatcher (Gladys Varden, Eddie 2 C
Barry)
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY —
Weekly No. 100.
Friday. November 30, 1917
UNIVERSAL
No. 47. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 29 (Shipping Date Nov. 20).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Lion's Claws
(Seventh Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Crescent Star
(First Episode of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)
Monday, December 3, 1917
NESTOR— The Other Stocking (Eddie Lyons, Lee Horan)
1 C
Wednesday, December 5, 1917
L-KO — A Hero for a Minute (Bobbie Dunn,
Ed Kennedy, Katherine Young)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 1.
Friday, December 7, 1917
UNIVERSAL
No. 48. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 30 (Shipping Date Dec. 1).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Lair of the
Beast (Eighth Episode of " The Red
Sea " Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL— The Grip of Hate 2 D
(Second
Episode
of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov
Nov,
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov,
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Vitagraph
BOBBY CONNELLY SERIES
15. Bobby's Fairy.
22. Bobby of the Home Defenders.
29. Bobby and Company.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
5. Epi. 9. The Bridges of Death. 2 parts
12. Epi. 10. The Sheriff
2 parts
19. Epi. 11. Parched Trails
2 parts
26. Epi. 12. The Desert of Torture 2 parts
3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Horrors. 2 parts
17. Epi. BIG
15. Out
of the Flame 2 parts
V COMEDIES
1. Plagues and Puppylove
8. Sports and Splashes
15. Riffraff and Rivalry
22. Tough Luck and Tin Lizzies
29. Hugs and Hubbub
Favorite Film Features
5. The Strength of Men (Edith Storey,
Tefft Johnson, Ned Finley, Herbert
L. Barry)
2 D
5. Captain
Barnacle's
Legacy
(Van
Dyke Brooks, Hughie Mack, Kate
Price,Robert
Flora Gaillard)
Finch, Helen Cos- 1 C
tello,
12. Just Show Folks (Norma Talmadge,
Leo Delaney, Courtenay Foote,
Helan Costello)
1 D
12. Jerry's ballMother-in-Law
(Clara KimYoung, Sidney Drew,
Kate
Price, Rogers Lytton)
2 C
19. Never Again (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew, Lillian Burns, Ethel Lloyd,
S. Rankin Drew, Arthur Cozine)..2 C
19. Sisters All (Edith Storey, Florence
E. Turner, Zena Keefe, Courtenay
Foote, Tom Powers)
1 D

RELEASES IN
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 3673)
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden
Spoon
Mary
11 CC
Some Barrier
His Trial
1 C
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Face... Ed.
No. 1. Character
as Revealed
in the
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Ed.
THE

King Bee Comedies
1. Back Stage
2 reels
The Hero
2 reels
Doughnuts
2 reels
Cupid's
Rival
reels
The
Villain
22 reels
The Millionaire
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
Sept. 15. The Fly Cop
2 reels
Oct. 1. The Chief Cook
2 reels
Oct. 15. The Candy Kid
2 reels
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Secret Treaty
5 reels
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Realisation
Negro's Ambitions. . . .23 reel*
reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK...
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Mason Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and by Night) 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
'
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplift Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter
Mo-Toy Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy
Gets
the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In
Jungle
Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
A Trip to the Moon.
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.
Dolly Doings.
School Days.
July

3675
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
55 reels
One Hour i Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon
Films
The Whip
8 reels
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmie, the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In J a poland
1 reel
Photoplay
Magazine
— Screen
reel releases
giving
intimateSupplement
interviews — ofOneall
the stars.. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earl Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Sturmer)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6 reels
Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
7 reels
The Ne'er-Do- Well
S reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Elliot. Inc.
The Crisis
18 reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Signet Film Corporation
fne Masque of Life
7 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reels
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Ultra Film Co.
A Day at West Point
West Is West
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The
Secret
45 reels
reels
The Bishop's
Lottery Man
The Marriage Bond
5 reels
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Margarita Fischer)
4 reels
Hell
Girl
reels
Come Morgan's
Through
75 reels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
6
The Pursuing Vengeance
S
The Price of Her Soul
7
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6
The Slave Mart
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
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TRUTH

Tax became

effective November

VoL 16. No. 21

ABOUT

1st.

The war tax on films began on the 4th of October, the day after President
Wilson signed the bill.
Ever since October 4th we have been paying our toll of over $100,000 a week.
The same toll will continue — over $100,000 a week — as long as the law remains in effect.
The government never expected us to pay that money out of our own pockets,
but it does hold us responsible for that amount, and it is not concerned in our
method of getting it.
Uncle Sam merely says " Pay me."
He expects us to COLLECT that amount and turn it over to him at the rate
of over $100,000 a week, and the undersigned cannot pay this amount and remain
in business.
The only possible place we can collect it is from the public, but we can't do
this direct because we don't own the theatres. We therefore have to do our collecting through the people with whom we deal' directly — the exhibitors.
Nor does the government expect the exhibitors to stand this drain on their
own bank accounts. It expects the exhibitors to COLLECT the money from the
public — because every tax ultimately comes from the people.
Every school boy knows that if a tax is placed on cigars,
part of the COST of producing and marketing the cigars, and
the men who ultimately CONSUME
the cigars.
If a tax is placed on telephone calls, the tax is paid by
telephone.
Any tax that is levied on the theatre you occupy is added

this tax becomes a
is therefore paid by
the USER

of the

to the rent by your

landlord and in the end you pay the tax — not the landlord. And you, in turn,
operate your theatre for a profit and in so doing you pass that tax, plus all your
other expenses, PLUS YOUR PROFIT on to the public for ultimate payment.
And so on with everything and anything that is taxed or taxable.
Some exhibitors have complained because we adopted the method announced
to provide the money that the government has called for. Some of them have
cancelled their orders with some of our exchanges.
But the cold hard fact remains that the Government demands the tax, and
we intend to see that it gets it.
This is the whole story of the tax in a nutshell. We can't dodge it and you
can't. Your clear duty is to collect the tax from your patron. Motion picture
entertainment is taxed. It is put outside of the classification of necessities. It is
in the classifications of luxuries, the enjoyment of which the people must pay for.
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fTHE

WAR

TAX

And if any of your patrons kick about it or threaten to quit patronizing your
theatre because you do your plain duty, you will know just exactly how we felt
when exhibitors did the same thing to us.
Obviously there were two other methods by which we could have passed this
tax along to those who Congress intended should ultimately pay it. The first was
by raising our prices to the exhibitors; the second was by unfair competition.
The exhibitor should not fool himself. In most contracts between distributors and exhibitors there is a cancellation clause, and no exhibitor hesitates to
cancel when his business does not permit him to pay the prices agreed on for pictures. Every distributor who does not honestly and straightforwardly announce
as we have announced that we are compelled to collect substantially the same
amount as we are required to pay to the government will be forced to cancel his
existing contracts and raise his prices, or he will try to make the exhibitor think
he is a philanthropist and actually get an additional return sufficient to cover his
tax and more by taking on at a higher rate than he has asked before, the business
which we lose through cancellation.
It is all absurdly simple.
As the cost of product increases, the sales price must increase or business
must go into bankruptcy.
And with business gone, what of the " boys over there? "
Incidentally, and to set any fears or suspicions at rest, there is not a penny of
profit in it for us to collect FIFTEEN GENTS PER REEL PER DAY from
exhibitors. As a matter of fact, the most expert accountants in New York have
demonstrated that the tax actually costs over SIXTEEN CENTS PER REEL
PER DAY for every reel that works. But to simplify bookkeeping the tax was
fixed at FIFTEEN cents. The only persons who can possibly object to the present arrangements are those who do not fully understand it.
We are a nation at war. Not at play. War is hell. We've got to go through
hell and taxes before we can expect to reach peace and pleasure. Those of us
who are not shouldering a gun and offering our lives, as the flower of the nation's
young men are doing, will do well to face whatever music remains to be faced at
home — whether it is taxes or sacrifice or privation of any sort.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE, INC.
COMPANY
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
VITAGRAPH, V. L. S. E., INC.
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES CORPORATION
WORLD FILM CORPORATION

inn
This advertisement is published gratis at the request of the above signers through the courtesy of Motion Pictubb News.
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(Business
Pfcferin^s
TO ALL INTERESTED IN MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS SEND
AT ONCE FOR OUR LATEST
LIST. ASTONISHING VALUES
IN HIGHEST GRADE MOTION
PICTURE CAMERAS AND TRIPODS. 1917 MODEL UNIVERSALS COMPLETE — $235. 1916
MODEL UNIVERSALS COMPLETE— §215. ALL MAKES.
TRIPODS
FROMAGENTS
$15 UP.
ERAL SALES
FOR GENTHE
UNIVERSAL AND THE FAMOUS
K-B COMBINED CAMERA AND
PROJECTOR FOR $150. WRITE
FOR LIST AND BOOKLETS AT
ONCE. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, 108 NO. DEARBORN
STREET. CHICAGO. U. S. A.
My method of taking scientific care of
your hair and scalp will positively
stop it from falling, cure dandruff,
and itching scalp, and causes newhair to grow. Marianne F. Iby, formerly of Frances Fox Institute, 406
East 57th
Phone
Plaza street,
4139. New York City.
MOVING PICTCRES
MADE TO ORDER
MULTIPLE-SET STUDIO
FOR RENT
PERFECT DEVELOPING AND
PRINTING
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.,
1339-51
Diversey
Chicago,
U. S.Parkway,
A.

■xpenence

Laboratoriei
Our plant is constructed
to work efficiently — its arrangement isthe result of
the Experience of Experts —
so, also, is its equipment.
Edmond Kuhn, formerly
of the Fox and Vitagraph
companies gives the management the result of his
Experience beginning with
the International Film Co.
in 1896— the year the first
successful moving picture
was made.
ART LABORATORIES
Nim; Hill 6973
Ednxtad Kuhn, Supl.
316 East 48th Street
Office:
Iry.nt 8324
1476 Broadway

NEWS

. "I Will Repay"
{Continued from page 3666)
(Vitagraph — Five Reels)
suspense element is sustained in a true artistic style, to the end.
Upon a torn bill rests the clue to the main theme, and this has
been handed here and there, with perfect naturalness, until it
rests in the hands of the one who is to turn the key and make
way for justice. The unexpected happens but it is never farfetched. Naturalness stands out in this production with the prominence that it should always maintain in e,very exhibition on the
screen.
Corrine Griffith presents the featured role and typifies our idea
of a Southern beauty. Miss Griffith fully appreciates her position and her actions coincide with what the author would expect
from his character of Virginia Rodney. Mary Maurice as Azalea
Adair gives a praiseworthy performance. William Dunn does his
usual good work in the " villain " role. George J. Forth does his
work as the reporter with ease and deserves honorable mention.
Eulalie Jensen does well in the character woman's role. Arthur
Donaldson makes a good " black-faced " character.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Roger
Kendall
(George
Forth) is asentwriter.
to Nashville
to obtain
ices of Azalea Adair (MaryJ. Maurice),
He receives
a tornthebillserv-in
change from the cab driver as he leaves New York, and this he gives to
the old darkey, who drives him to the home of Azalea. Later this bill turns
up in an unexpected manner, and gives him a clue to the relations which
exist between Major Casewell and Azalea. Virginia Rodney, a friend of
Azalea, meets Roger, and a close friendship results. Steve Bascomb (WilDunn) is Beulah
an admirer
of Virginia.
frequents
the " speak easy
run
by a liam
mulatto.
(Eulalie
Jensen), He
a woman
of questionable
character.
Roger pays Azalea to bind the contract for her services to the paper he
represents in the North, and Caswell seeing him hand her the money, and
later
takesDonaldson),
it from her.the Hecolored
goes tohackthe driver
" speakandeasyservant
" withofSteve.
(Arthur
Azalea,Caesar
finds
his
mistress,
senseless
on
the
floor,
goes
to
the
"
speak
easy
" and kills
Caswell. Azalea goes to live with Virginia, who later marries Roger.
" Auntie's Triumph " and " Cousins "
(Film d'Art Corporation — Two Comedies — Two Reels Each)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY

Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

PICTURE

THE

first two comedy productions by the Film d'Art Corporation, "Auntie's Triumph " and " Cousins," written and directed by John Perry, reveal clean, wholesome humor with bits
of the "slapstick" injected, more in evidence in "Auntie's Triumph " than " Cousins." Of the two comedies, " Auntie's
Triumph " is the better and more entertaining. There is contained
sufficient plot material to entitle it to a place in the drama and
the events are disclosed in logical sequence. " Cousins " discloses
in two reels what should be disclosed in one. Many of the scenes
run to too great a length and this fact taints the entire run. It
becomes boresome for the audience. With some of the scenes
cut to mere flashes action would be quickened and the humor
which is now lost in a maze of lengthy scenes would stand out
more prominently.
Director Perry has given these two comedies good productions.
He has revealed some humorous situations and with the exception of the fault noted above, he has given to the screen productions that will serve as excellent " fillers " for a featured program. The author. Mr. Perry, has not jumbled a series of comedy situations together and rested content with the result but he
has made the plots of both comedies as important as the comedy
they reveal. The fault as noted in " Cousins " and to a lesser
degree in "Auntie's Triumph" can be easily eliminated by the
cutter. With this done, the Film d'Art Corporation can place
their first products on the market and rest assured that the exhibitors and patrons will demand more of the same order.
Jeanne Hall is featured in both comedies and merits the honors
given her. Her work is never " overdone."
Greef Your Patrons with
THANKSGIVING
CHRISTMAS
LIDES
NEW YEARS
Special Xew Artistic Designs, Each Slide Hand Colored
25c each — set of 12 — $2.50
Write for Pamphlet Ulustraticg and describing: them; also
our latest stock advertising and announcement sUde catalogue*.
Excelsior Illustrating Co., 219 Sixth Avenue. New York
FILMS
FOR
SALE
g 400 reels. Released two and three years ago, consisting of one, two
§ and three-reel subjects — comedy drama and Western*, with rtnmr
§ noted stars. Film is same as new. Send for list. Address Film.
I c/o Motion Picture News, Chicago, niinois.
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Motor-Generatcr
that produces
Perfect Arcs
You Should Have One
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The Hertner Electric & Ntg. Co.
1908 West 114th St, Cleielind. Ohi.
Exclusive Canadian Distributors
PERKINS ELECTRIC CO
Head Office:
Montreal, Can.

Time

Writes

Projector's

Your

Guarantee
No xVIOTIOGRAPH Sliding
disc has ever worn out or shown
any defect since the first one went
into service, July 15, 1913.
Hundreds have been in use since
that time. Indications show that
the machines that have been in
service these many days and weeks
will last many years longer.
Could you ask more of a projector? Its guarantee of service is
written by its past performances.
THE QUALITY GOES
CLEAR THROUGH
Write for literature
Enterprise Optical
Manufacturing Company
564-572

W.

Randolph

Street

Chicago, Illinois
WESTERN OFFICE:
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Projection
with

MAZDA

Lamps

The New Type I Compensarc

Developed

especially for use with Mazda

Lamps.

After many months of experiment the General Electric Company now introduces projection equipment which has for its lighting unit
the well known Mazda Lamp.
The control equipment consists of the
Type I Compensarc illustrated herewith.
device is very compact (dimensions 20 by
6 inches) and can be mounted on the wall
to the projection
instant control.
A

machine,

new
This
9 by
close

giving the operator

three point starting switch

limits the rush

of current, and a multi-point rheostat and ammeter enable the operator to keep the current
adjusted accurately

at all times.

The

Type I Compensarc is rated at 750 watts, no to 120 volts, alternating current, and will operate either the 20 or 30 ampere Mazda
lamps that have been developed especially for this work.
Get the Control

that was developed

Ask your dealer or our
pensarc.

nearest

especially for Mazda

office about

the new

Lamps.

Type

I Com-

General
Electric
Company
New Haven, Conn.
Atlanta, Ga.
Columbus, Ohio
St.
Mo. Utah
New Orleans, La.
♦Dallas, Tex.
Baltimore, Md.
Salt Louis,
Lake City,
General Office : Schenectady, N.Y.
New
York, N. Y.
Birmingham, Ala.
Dayton,
Ohio
San
Francisco,
Denver, Colo.
Boston, Mass.
Schenectady, N.Cal.Y.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
ADDRESS
NEAREST
CITY
Buffalo, N. Y.
♦Oklahoma City, Okla.
fDetroit, Mich.
Seattle, Wash.
Butte, Mont.
Des Moines, Iowa
Omaha. Neb.
*Houston, Tex.
Charleston, W. Va.
Los
Angeles,Ky.Cal.
Duluth, Minn.
Spokane, Wash.
Philadelphia.
Pa.
Louisville,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Elmira, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Springfield,
Syracuse, N. Mass.
Y.
Erie, Pa.
Jacksonville,
Fla.
Portland, Ore.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Toledo,
Ohio D. C.
*E1 Paso, Tex.
Providence,
R.
I.
Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Joplin,
Mo.
Washington,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Kansas City, Mo.
Richmond, Va.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Youngstown, Ohio
Knoxville, Tenn.
Rochester, N. Y.
Cleveland, Ohio
Nashville, Tenn.
Hartford, Conn.
fGeneral Electric Company of Michigan
♦Southwest General Electric Company
For Canadian Business refer to Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Foreign Sales Offices, Schenectady, N. Y.; 30 Church St., New York City; 83 Cannon St., London, E. C, England.
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor

Prosperity — Pictures — Progress
YV/E may have started something. I hope so.
Conditions under which pictures are shown must change.
The theatres themselves must be improved. The patrons must
be educated into paying a greater admission price. They have
been getting too much for their money in the past. A theatre,
in order to be a paying investment, must make more profit. The
operator to make more salary must be with a successful theatre.
He must do his part in bringing about this condition.
The operator must get behind and push. He must sec that
his boss improves that part of the establishment for which he
is responsible. It is up to him to put the picture on the screen
and if he does not do it better than Jim Jones up the street why
should he expect to have his salary raised — the admission price
of the theatre increased — or his boss prosperous, and believe me
a prosperous man is the man to work for.
I TERE is a letter selected from many received on this general
subject :
November 2, 1917.
Motion Picture News, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen : I received the Anti-Misf rame League labels and
card. Many thanks for same.
Now I will take up a few minutes of your time in a little talk
about the troubles and carelessness of operators. First of all,
many operators, myself for one, have had a lot of things to put
up with. When I took my present position, over five years ago,
the machine (you could hardly call it a machine) was a wreck
as its days were past. Well, I had the greatest time to get a new
machine put in, but I finally succeeded. And a great machine
it is— quite a difference from the old worn-out one. I have had
real pleasure in running any show for the last four years.
Here is another thing many operators have to put up with.
If you want a new part for the machine this is the answer you
get if business isn't first class — " Can you make it hang out for
a few weeks till things pick up." Now if anything happens and
the show breaks down, who gets the blame? Why, of course,
the operator.
There are many other things I could tell you but I will not
take up your time.
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I have just had the pleasure of reading your letter on " The
Open Booth " question, which I think would be a very good thing.
I can remember about ten years ago, in Toronto, that the backs
of some of the operating booths were of glass. The people could
see from the street the operator at work and what he was doing
at all times, which was a good thing. But where the booth is
upstairs this could not be done.
The things you say are true. Operators do smoke; keep fire
shutter fastened up, etc. I will tell you a few more things that
I have seen : fastening down door so they could have a big
loop in order that if it ran off they could throw it on the sprocket
again without having a stop. Another bad thing is to let the lens
holder get full of dust and oil. This is very dangerous. Some
operators would not bother to clean out the booth, often leaving
loose paper in booth. And to top all, some operators never clean
their machines — all they do is put in a carbon when necessary
and oil when the machine binds. I think this kind of an operator
should not get a license.
I hope I have not taken up too much of your time.
Yours for success,
I IOW many theatres are running to-day and trying to sell to
the public pictures projected with a piece of junk? How
long does a new machine last? Until it is worn out? Yes, but
like a human being, its life is limited, depending upon the treatment received. Four years as an average usually spells — JUNK —
at least in a house running from 10 A. M. till 11 P. M., and during that time constant attention and Replacements are necessary.
The intermittent set to 1-10,000 of an inch cannot stand much
wear without being sent to the factory. No screw-driver adjustment in the up-to-date house.
" Wait till things pick up," is a great answer. Better burn the
house down, collect the insurance and let the fellow up the street
have your business — you are only killing patrons — hurting the industry— and taking up a building site which would be better used
for ^an insane asylum.
¥ F you are going to run a prosperous business you must keep
improving conditions — have your place at all times 100 per
cent efficient — give the best pictures with the best projection in
town. Pay to get the best operator. Give him conditions which
are healthy. Advertise and you are bound to win out.
When I read a letter like the above from an operator — member
of a M. P. O. Local — and himself progressive, trying to boost
things without proper encouragement, I can not help wondering
what will become of the industry. " Operators do smoke ; keep
fire shutters fastened up, etc." This is illegal enough for the
worst but when he says " All they do is put in a carbon when
necessary and oil when the machine binds," the limit is reached.
Working purely for the Saturday night pay envelope — no ambition— no desire to help a great industry — no self-pride — no thought
of the safety of others.
Those who would do this are not men. They do not belong
in a scientific business where brains should dominate. They
should be disowned by their locals and not allowed to continue
in the industry. Let's start cleaning from within. Let the members of the Anti-Misframe League make the start in their localities and in their other organizations. We will back them every
inch of the way. Let them drive out those who are breaking
the law and let them carry on an active campaign to improve
projection conditions, delivering better pictures to the public
which will mean an advancement in admissions and more prosperity all along the line.
E. K. Gillett.
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EQUIPMENT
OPERATING

PROJECTION

QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

does not apply, the results
LAMP — a generic
Data
of Illumination
for an artificial
should always be given as
of light.
"
candlepower
atapparent
the distance
employed,"
Standard Definitions of Photometric Terms
PRIMARY LUMINOUS STANDARD
which distance should al(Continued from last week)
ways be specifically stated.
— a recognized standard
37. THE SPECIFIC OUTPUT of electric lamps should be
luminous source reproducible from specifications.
stated in terms of lumens per watt, and the specific output of
22. REPRESENTATIVE LUMINOUS STANDARD — a
illuminants depending upon combustion (arcs, for instance), should
standard of luminous intensity adopted as the authoritative custobe stated in lumens per British thermal unit per hour. The use
dian of the accepted value of the unit.
23. REFERENCE STANDARD— a standard calibrated in of the term "efficiency" in this connection should be discouraged.
When auxiliary devices are necessarily employed in circuit with
terms of the unit from either a primary or representative standard
a lamp, the input should be taken to include both that in the lamp
and used for the calibration of working standards.
and that in the auxiliary devices. For example, the watts lost in
24. WORKING STANDARD — a standardized luminous
lamp.ballast resistance of an arc lamp are properly chargeable to the
the
source for daily use in photometrv.
25. COMPARISON LAMP— a lamp of constant but not neces38. THE SPECIFIC CONSUMPTION of an electric lamp is
sarily known candlepower against which a working standard and
test lamps arc successively compared in a photometer.
its
consumptionin per
lumen. with
" Watts
per incandescent
candle " is alamps,
term
usedwatt
commercially
connection
electric
26. TEST LAMP (in a photometer) — the lamp to be tested.
and denotes watts per mean horizontal candle.
27. PERFORMANCE CURVE— a curve representing the be39. LIFE TESTS — Electric incandescent lamps of a given type
havior of a lamp in any particular (such as candlepower, consumpmay be assumed to operate under comparable conditions only when
tion, etc.) at different periods during its life.
their lumens per watt consumed are the same. Lift test results,
28. CHARACTERISTIC CURVE— a curve expressing a relation between two variable properties of a luminous source, such as
in order to be compared, must be either conducted under, or reduced to, comparable conditions of operation.
candlepower and volts, candlepower and rate of fuel consumption,
etc.
40. IN COMPARING different luminous sources, not only
should their candlepower be compared, but also their relative form,
29. HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION CURVE— a polar curve
representing the luminous intensity of a lamp, or lighting unit, in brightness, distribution of illumination and character of light.
LAMP ACCESSORIES
a plane perpendicular to the axis of the unit, and with the unit at
the origin.
41. REFLECTOR — an appliance the chief use of which is to re30. VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION CURVE— a polar curve
direct the luminous flux of a lamp in a desired direction or direcrepresenting the luminous intensity of a lamp, or lighting unit, in tions.
a plane passing through the axis of the unit, and with the unit at
42. SHADE — an appliance the chief use of which is to diminish
the origin. Unless otherwise specified, a vertical distribution curve
or to interrupt the flux of a lamp in certain directions where such
is assumed to be an average vertical distribution curve, such as
flux is not desirable. The function of a shade is commonly combined with that of a reflector.
may in many cases be obtained by rotating the unit about its axis,
and measuring the average intensities at the different elevations.
43. GLOBE — an enclosing appliance of clear or diffusing material the chief use of which is either to protect the lamp or to
It is recommended that in vertical distribution curves, angles of
diffuse its light.
elevation shall be counted positively from the nadir (lowest point
ABBREVIATIONS FOR PHOTOMETRIC UNITS
of the circle forming the basis of the chart) as zero, to the zenith
1. Photometric Name of
Abbreznation for
as 180°. In the case of incandescent lamps, it is assumed that the
vertical distribution curve is taken with the tip of the lamp downQuantity
Unit
Name of Unit
ward.
Luminous flux
Lumen
L
2. Luminous intensity Candle
cp.
31. MEAN HORIZONTAL CANDLEPOWER of a lamp—
3. Illumination
the average candlepower in the horizontal plane passing through
Foot-candle
f c.
ment)
the luminous center of the lamp.
4. Exposure
Phot-second
phs.
It is here assumed that the lamp (or other light source) is
Brightness
(Seement)
equations in previous installmounted in the usual manner, or, as in the case of an incandescent
lamp, with its axis of symmetry vertical.
Normal brightness (Seement)
equations in previous install32. MEAN SPHERICAL CANDLEPOWER of a lamp— the
average candlepower of a lamp in all directions in space. It is
Specific luminous radiation (See
equations in previous installment)
equal to the total luminous flux of the lamp in lumens divided bv
4 7T.
Coefficient of reflection. ... (See equations in previous install33. MEAN HEMISPHERICAL CANDLEPOWER of a lamp
9.
10.8. Mean Spherical candlepower
..scp.
(upper or lower) — the average candlepower of a lamp in the hemisphere considered. It is equal to the total luminous flux in that
11. Mean lower hemispherical candlepower
1 c p.
hemisphere divided bv 2 w.
Mean upper hemispherical candlepower
u c p.
12. Mean zonal candlepower
13.
34. MEAN ZONAL CANDLEPOWER of a lamp— the averzcp.
age candlepower of a lamp over the given zone. It is equal to
Mean horizontal candlepower
m h c p.
14. 1 Lumen is emitted by 0.07958 spherical candlepower.
the total luminous flux emitted by the lamp in that zone divided by 15.
the solid angle of the zone.
1 spherical candlepower emits 12.57 lumens.
16. 1 lux = 1 lumen incident per square meter = 0.0001 phot.
35. SPHERICAL REDUCTION FACTOR of a lamp— the
17. 1 phot = 1 lumen incident per square centimeter = 10,000 lux.
ratio of the mean spherical to the mean horizontal candlepower
18.
19. 1 milliphot = 0.001 phot = 0.929 foot-candle.
of the lamp. (In the case of a uniform point-source, this factor
-would be unity, and for a straight cylindrical filament obeying the
1 foot-candle = 1 lumen incident per square foot = 1.076
20.
milliphots = 10.76 lux.
Lambert cosine law it would be t/4.)
36. PHOTOMETRIC TESTS in which the results are stated
1 Lambert = lumen emitted per square centimeter of a perin candlepower should be made at such a distance from the source
fectly diffusing surface.
21.
1 millilambert = 0.001 lambert.
of light that the latter may be regarded as practically a point.
Where tests are made in the measurement of lamps with reflectors,
1 lumen, emitted, per square foot of a perfectly diffusing surface = 1.076 millilamberts.
or other accessories, at distances such that the inverse square law
20.
term
source
21.
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23. 1 millilambert = 0.929 lumen, emitted per square foot.
24. 1 Lambert = 0.3183 candle per square centimeter = 2.054 candles per square inch.
25. 1 candle per square centimeter = 3.1416 Lamberts.
26. 1 candle per square inch = 0.4868 Lambert.
A Manager's Views on the Condition of Film
C. B. Clark, proprietor and manager of the Iris theatre, Pacitic
Grove, Cal., writes :
" I have read everything published concerning the National
Anti-Misframe League, and I feel that you are on the right track,
and every manager should give you his support. Personally, I was
an operator before I became a manager, starting in the days when
the Optigraph was considered the perfection of projection machines,
and films were run into a sack for convenience. Perhaps I may be
a little radical upon the subject, but I consider that every manager
of a picture theatre should have a complete knowledge of projection. When he goes 'through the mill ' himself he knows what an
operator has to contend with, and consequently will see that his
projection room is equipped and his machinery kept up as it
should be.
" A mis-frame is a badly repaired break in a film and breaks
are caused in the majority of cases by projection machines in
poor condition. Another cause of films being returned to the
exchange in a mutilated condition is a ruling of the exchanges
that all films should 710/ be rewound after last showing. This
ruling, if observed, necessitates the use of small hub reel-spools
on the last show, which put extra strain on the film through the
first third of the reel, thus weakening the film and laying the
foundation for future breaks. If this were not so, why would
the titles of a film give out first? This exchange rule we ignore
at this theatre, as we use the large hub take-up reel, and the operator has positive instructions to repair all breaks and return the
film to the exchange in perfect running order, which would not
be done if we did not rewind after the last showing, so the exchange, in order to save a little work, spoils a lot of film and
makes itself a lot of extra work.
"Another cause for mis-frames is the factory. If a break
occurs in the dark of a ''fadeaway,' where no division lines are
visible, how can any operator tell where to put his splice? Give
us some dividing lines on 'fadeaways' and a lot of mis-frames
will be eliminated."
COMMENT: It is gratifying to note that in some instances, at
least, the managers of motion picture theatres, such as our correspondent, make it a point to keep in touch with the projection end
of the business, and we congratulate Mr. Clark on his insistence
that all films leave his theatre in perfectly usable condition.
The use of film reels having large hubs is instrumental in
greatly prolonging the life of a reel of film, and the film reel recom ended as a standard by the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, at their recent meeting, is one possessing a 5-inch hub.
With regard to the dividing lines between pictures in the case
of fade-outs and other dark scenes in a film, the dividing lines
could be made white (clear film) instead of dark by special means,
employing unstandardized aperture sizes in cine cameras and
printing machines; but no matter how dark the scene on a film is
printed the dividing line between images is always perceptible,
according to our experience, and may be detected by holding the
section of film in question up to a strong light.
Next Meeting of I. P. A., Inc.
Friday evening, November 16, the I. P. A., Inc., will meet
at their club rooms, 652 Bergen avenue, Bronx, at 12 o'clock,
midnight, to hear a lecture by Mr. Frank S. Pircher, E.E., B.Sc,
on the subject " Electro-Magnetic Induction."
The meetings of the Association for the fall and winter months
are steadily increasing in interest and value to the members, and a
number of gentlemen well known in the projection end of the
business are scheduled for lectures.
Mr. Pircher's forthcoming lecture is but one of a series which
will take the members of the I. P. A. from the power-house to the
lamp-house of the motion picture machine.
The meetings of the I. P. A. are only open to such operators
as are members of the Association, but all licensed operators in
Greaterin New
Yorkshould
are eligible
for membership,
and those Secreinter-'
ested
joining
communicate
with the Recording
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The Model 2 Victor Aniniatograph
Although the Model 2 Victor Animatograph now being placed
on the market by the Victor Animatograph Company of Davenport, Iowa,
is not
a new
machine,
the improvements
that have already
been made on this
instrument, during
the past year,
place it in a class
by itself. It is
intent to appeal to
the manufacturers'
an entirely separate field, that of
1 i g h t-exhibition
only. The Animatograph is in-is
tended ,and
guaranteed, for
traveling exhibitions, private
hibitions, andexall
educational and
religious
institution work in
both
small and large
rooms.
A remarkable
feature of the Victor Animatograph
is that
the image
that it produces on
the screen i s
standard in qualcomplete,
ity, yet thement instruready for service,
weighs but forty
The image, for
pounds.
steadiness, lack of
flicker, and general quality, is beyond criticism. The
manufacturers'
recommendation is that
the
maximum size of image should be 10x12
feet. This size is sufficient for 99 per cent,
of the buyers of this
type of instrument.
Standard one thousand foot reels of
standard film are used,
and a standard lantern
slide attachment is a
part ofment.each
equipOne excellent
feature of the Anible focus matogcondensing
raph isthe "flex-

ON

tary, Morris J. Rotker, at the club's address given above. .
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lens system,"
employs
a set ofwhich
very
short focus condensing
lenses on the motion
picture side, and a
quick shift of the lamp
house automatically
changes the focus of
the condensing lens
system to spread the
beam of light to cover
the standard slide lens.
Animatograph Mechanism, Showing Film
Threaded

TIlis. Condenser system
provides for a perma-
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Vary

Some of your patrons like " thrillers,"
others like comedy, still others " sob "
stories — but all are agreed that the
images must stand out sharply and
distinctly.

d|omb
|&uscii
Projection [eixses
are the ideal solution of the projection
problem. They illuminate the screen
brilliantly and evenly to the very edges.
Edison

and Nicholas

Power

Machines

are regularly equipped with Bausch &
Lomb lenses. They will improve your
projection too.
Bausch & Ipmb Optica' ©.
669 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Chicago
San Francisco
New York
Washington
Leading American makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic
Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Lanterns (Balopticons),
and Other Iliyli-Oradc Optical Products.
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nent location of the lamp, thereby eliminating many of the confusing adjustments to center the light, to clear the field.
The Animatograph is equipped only with Mazda incandescent
lamps. There are several varieties of concentrated filament lamps,
for picture machines, now ready which permit direct attachment
to any lamp socket, and the production of a ten-foot motion picture image. All varieties of the new lamps can be used.
The Animatograph is not a hand-made machine ; all parts are
machine-made and interchangeable.
The intermittent used is the star and cam type of rapid action.
The interrupting shutter is a double two-blade device which operates in an enclosed case, directly at the aperture. The two blades
revolve in opposite directions, so that the aperture is closed by the
.shutter entering at the top and bottom at the same time. This
feature, together with the quick action of the intermittent, and the
increased light produced by the short focus condensers, permit unusual brilliancy with lamps of comparatively low power. The instrument is,of course, equipped with a framer, an excellent and
sure working safety shutter, and motor drive and speed control, if
desired.
From what we know of the Animatograph, and judging from
the manufacturers' protective guarantee, we feel quite sure that
the Animatograph will well serve the non-theatrical user of motion
picture film.
;. !....:::::.: Mullliil.IillUUIUUUUUlUUIIUI

Pledge
National Anti-Misframe League

A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
:;!:. :j
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of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
| IT HAS PAID OTHERS.
IT WILL PAY YOU | first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
| to investigate our system of selling machines on |
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
| the PARTIAL PAYMENT PLAN.
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
We will sell you a latest type MOTIOGRAPII. SIMPLEX or 1
I STANDARD Moving Picture Machine on a SMALL PAYMENT i motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
| DOWN, BALANCE on MONTHLY INSTALLMENT.
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
Write today for information and catalog.
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
•iiuiiiiiiiimmimn
1 AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY
COMPANY
|
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade.
Roll of Honor
1 Dealers in Motiograph, simplex, Edison and Standard Machines, 1
Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and Everything
Pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres
Clayton O. Flint
Delhi, N. Y.
Joseph Zelechower
Waukegan, 111.
Third Floor, Mailers Building, Corner Madison Street and
Leonard
Ford
Oskaloosa,
Iowa
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, niinois
Clarence \V. Locke
Brighton, Iowa
Charles
A.
Hosford
Fort
Wayne,
Ind
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
Andrew J. Osborne
Bluefield, W. Va.
Jacob W. Sheetz
Northampton, Pa.
aillli Ml :■! mini Ill li'llll iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiuiiiiiii niiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii:iiiiiiinil!il!liinimini!.
William J. Crane
Nashville, Tenn.
Charles L. Martin
Dayton, Ohio
s
I
M
P
L
E
X

IMPLEX
Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
but far superior to any other. We are exclusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland.
Motor Generators and General Supplies
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
We are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
machines with tools made by the factories. No other
concern can offer better service than we. Try us.

LR/I
eWlS

M.

1327 VINE STREET
L. Philadelphia,
O
OWaab
pa.
DISTRIBUTOR

Members previously recorded
Members registered this week

538
9

Total membership to date

547

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who
have neglected to send in the desired information. If you will
fill out the blank and mail to this office, button and membership
card will be forwarded.
Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PTCTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Get the Other Fellow to Join
GILBERT HEATWOLE, Harrisonburg, Va. (League Member
No. 423), writes:
"As a member of the N. A. M. L., I have wondered what is
the matter with the /Virginia boys. I have seen very few Virginia
operators' names on the Roll of Honor. I am going to try to
get the fellow at the other theatre here to join. I also wish to
state that I won the World Film Co., Washington, D. C, Better
Service Prize for September."
Comment: This communication is representative of the spirit
of the class of operators who have been attracted to the progressive organization known as the National Anti-Misf rame
League.
We like the correspondent's whole-hearted attitude in trying
to "get the fellow at the other theatre to join," and in this way
doing his bit toward the success of the progressive policies
which the League stands for.
If every other League member will do a little missionary work
in his own vicinity, the betterment of the condition of films
will be just so much more speedily brought about, a condition
the desirability of which is apparent to all operators.
The progress so far made by the League is a guarantee of
ultimate and absolute success, but it will express the highest
ideals of League membership if every member will try and " get
the other fellow to join."
Anti-Misframe Pastre Becomes Banker
WE have just received word from Gary, Indiana, that Mr. John
C. Pastre, who originally suggested the National Anti-Misframe League, has advanced himself very materially. Mr. Pastre
has forsaken the position of motion picture operator and has become affiliated with the South Side Trust and Savings Bank of
Gary.
There is no doubt that a progressive spirit, such as Mr. Pastre
has proven himself to be, will find success in any field of endeavor
and we wish Mr. Pastre good luck in his newly chosen work.
It is to be hoped, however, that Mr. Pastre will not forget his
friends the operators, by all of whom he is highly esteemed, and
we hope that he will favor the Projection Department of Motion
Picture News with an occasional communication.
Slipper of Los Angeles Issues Neat Catalog
J SLIPPER & CO., well known dealers in theatre equipment, of
• 728 South Olive street, Los Angeles, California, have favored
us with a copy of their latest catalog of theatre accessories, projection machines, appliances, etc.
In addition to being distributors for the Motiograph and Baird
projecting machines, Messrs. Slipper & Company's catalog lists a
representative line of transformers, motor-generators and other
requirements for up-to-date projection, and this new price list
should prove useful and suggestive to all exhibitors and customers of the firm.
Nicholas Power Company Notes
W ill C. Smith, acting general manager of the Nicholas Power
Company, is very busy these days. As treasurer of the Screen
Club he is working hard to sell a record-breaking number of
tickets for the forthcoming ball, and says that judging from the
rapidity with which boxes and individual tickets are being disposed of, the Gold Room at the Astor Hotel on Saturday, the 17th
inst., will be filled to capacity.
Mr. Smith announces that the " Excelite " Cameragraph equipment is creating unusual conditions in the office of the Power
Company, owing to the large number of inquiries from exhibitors
and operators, and that extra help had been employed to take care
of the correspondence. Quite a number of the new incandescent
" Excelite" outfits have been sold recently to theatres approximating 80 feet throw, giving results far exceeding expectations of
the exhibitors, and the Nicholas Power Company looks for a very
large business with the new equipment. The most important instal ations of 6B cameragraphs reported by the Power Company
during the past week are: Public School 158, Brooklyn, N. Y. ;
American Red Cross, Westchester Chapter ; Manhattan Country
Club, Freeport, L. I. ; Lafayette theatre, 13 Kosciusko place,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and Star theatre, New Brighton, Staten Island.
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Unquestionably

I

influences

your decision

SPEER

ALTERNO
FOR

CARBONS

A.C. WORK
AND

SPEER

HOLD-ARK
FOR

Not

D.C.

CARBONS

W'ORK

only please and satisfy, but

also delight — gladden — elate and
so enthuse exhibitors and operators that their use is inevitable,
following the initial trial.

PARAMOUNT
ALTERNO

FEATURES —
CARBONS

Perfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
Noiseless Operation — Brilliant Illumination.
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.

ESSENTIAL

ADVANTAGES

HOLD- ARK

CARBONS

Permanent Arc
Longer Life
Perfect Crater
Minimum Adjustment
Hard Core and Metal Coating
Elimination of Projection Difficulties

When ordering specify whether for
alternating or direct current. Each
style has a special duty to perform.
Substitutions
or attempted alterations
are costly.

Write today for descriptive literature
"THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE"
SPEER

CARBON

COMPANY

ST. MARYS, PA.
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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SPECIAL

CARBON

Gives Pure White Light and Noiseless Operation
Noiseless operation, pure white light and steady burning, combined with simple adjustment, has made the new White A. C. Special Moving Picture Carbon the leader in its
field. Operators who hitherto have felt that A. C. was not desirable for moving picture
operation have completely reversed their position due to the splendid results obtained by
using the White A. C. Special.
The change from the old carbons is simplicity itself. No new lamp housings, no
changes of any kind, simply take out the old carbons and put in the White A. C. Specials
and vou have a pure white light that insures perfect screen definition.
Write for our new booklet
describing these W hite A. C. Special Carbons
FOR

D.

C.

OPERATION

the National-Silvertip combination is standard the country over. Silvertip means
projection to operators everywhere.
With

perfect

these tivo carbons ive can fill every projection requirement in the motion picture industry.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio

Westinghouse
Leading

•V*

WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC

Houses

Everywhere

are using —
cjr

Westinghouse
Motion

Picture

Equipment

to change the alternating current
supply to the d.irect current
needed to produce the clearest
and steadiest pictures.
Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

STRAND - NORFOLK. VA.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Color Sensitometry
(Continued from last week)
THE qualitative methods of color sensitometry are more readily
within the scope of the amateur or occasional investigator
than are the quantitative methods, and while not comparable in
exactitude to the results secured by plotting the photometrically
measured densities of plates exposed and developed by standardized methods, the results of qualitative measurement, if scientifically and accurately carried out, will nevertheless yield useful data
concerning the spectral sensitiveness of photographic emulsions.
The simplest method of qualitative color sensitometry is undoubtedly the exposure of the plate or film to be tested behind an
integrating sensitometer, such, for instance, as the Chapman-Jones
Plate Speed Tester. This device was briefly described in our previous article on sensitometry, but it will be advisable to outline
more explicitly the use of this device in investigating the colorsensitiveness of photographic emulsions.
Besides the twenty-five squares of increasing density (used in
ordinary sensitometry) , the Chapman-Jones testing plate is provided with a series of four colored squares (a red, a yellow, a
green and a blue) and a neutral gray strip, all reduced to the same
'uminosity, and, in addition, there is another set of four squares
. ransmitting monochromatic light of red, red-orange, green and
blue color, respectively. A little consideration will now make it
apparent that if a perfectly orthochromatic plate (one equally
sensitive to all spectral colors) is exposed behind such a sensitometer, the four color patches and the gray strip, which are of
equal luminosity, will be represented on the developed test plate by
a series of deposits of equal density. The four monochromatic
tints of the Chapman-Jones sensitometer are, of course, useful in
detecting the maxima and minima of color-sensitive emulsions.
We have next to consider the ingenious system of color sensitometry devised by M. Edouard Belin, a noted French investigator
on the photographic processes.1
In Belin's method of spectro-sensitometry a spectrum produced
with a diffraction grating (normal spectrum), and the usual spectroscopic accessories, is received on the plate to be tested, which
latter is situated at the focal-plane of a spectrograph. There is no
novelty in making straight exposures to the spectrum on photo-

1 "A53 Method
of Spectro
Sensitometry." British Journal of Photography,
Vol.
(1906), Pages
630-632.
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graphic plates, but Belin proposed to have the spectroscopic slit of
his spectrograph unequally illuminated from end to end. or, in
other words, to decrease by a variable aperture the effective width
of the slit when making test-exposures.
This he accomplished by rotating, during exposure, a small
sector-disc having openings of varying width before the slit of his
spectrograph. A little explanation will be necessary to make this
principle clear, reference being had to Fig. 2. It was shown in a
recent article how a graduated series of exposures, having a definite relationship to each other, were secured in H. & D. sensitometry by rotating before the sensitive plate a sector-wheel having a
series of nine apertures of geometrically increasing angular width.
In the method of spectro-sensitometry devised by Belin the sectorwheel is rotated in front of the slit of the spectrograph, and instead
of nine apertures in Belin's rotating sector there are seven apertures. The angular extent of these seven apertures increases in
powers of two (geometrical progression) , as in the case of Hurter
and Driffield's sector-wheel, but, as Fig. 2 shows, the apertures are
distributed on opposite sides of Belin's disc; one side containing
the equivalent of four apertures, while the other side of the disc
bears the remaining three. Instead of being in the form of angular steps, these apertures are cut out in the form of smooth curves
which join the points of the successive angles as laid out preparatory to cutting the sector-wheel. (See Fig. of H. & D. wheel in
article "Sensitometry.") The disc as prepared by Belin, Fig. 2,
is reminiscent of the older form of Scheiner wheel, and it is apparent upon consideration that with a sector-wheel having its
increasing angular apertures joined in the form of a curve, a
photographic plate may be given a series of exposures of gradually decreasing intensity without any dividing lines between the
varying exposures, as in the case of the H. & D. sector. Aside
from the use of these wheels in sensitometry, they may be used
in preparing graduated black wedges for various photographic
and scientific purposes.
It is apparent that by using such a sector-disc as is shown in
Fig. 21jefore the slit of a spectrograph, the exposure can be gradually diminished from top to bottom of the spectrum photographed,
and when an exposure to the spectrum has been made, using such
apparatus, the developed result will show a wavy outline which
represents the maxima and minima of the spectral sensitiveness
of the emulsion, and is more or less an approximation to the sensitiveness-curve which would be secured by measuring the densities
of a plate of like variety exposed straight to the spectrum and
plotting the densities against wave-length on a suitable chart.
This wavy deposit on the test-plate would tell us nothing definite, however, unless the spectrum to which the plate was exposed
is exactly oriented against the contours of the developed image.
Accordingly a scale-plate is prepared, by photographing a linespectrum in the spectrograph (with the slit closed to a narrow
opening) and then ruling an exactly spaced copy of this linespectrum upon a clean transparent plate of glass. In addition to
laying off the prominent Fraunhofer lines along the abscissa axis
of the scale-plate, it is also necessary to lay off a series of seven
equally spaced transverse lines, or ordinates, which correspond to
the seven successive apertures in the rotating sector-wheel.
The line-spectrum is produced on a photographic plate by placing a Bunsen flame before the slit of the spectrograph and burning
the salts of Sodium, Potassium, Lithium, etc., in the flame, and
some prominent lines are also secured by burning Magnesium ribbon before the spectroscopic slit. The completed scale-plate
(ruled on glass) is placed in contact with the photographic plate
to be tested, and when inserted into the spectrograph the scaleplate must be accurately adjusted by observing a line spectrum
produced with the spectrograph and bringing certain designated
lines on the scale-plate into exact incidence with the corresponding spectral lines at their point of incidence in the focal-plane of
the apparatus.
When a test exposure has been made to the spectrum behind
the scale-plate, the resulting negative bears an exact copy of the
lines on the scale-plate and represents the extent of the spectrum
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to which the emulsion is sensitive ; while by reference to the transverse lines, or ordinates, a fairly accurate quantitative estimate
may be formed of the degree of sensitiveness to various colors
which the emulsion possesses. This method of spectro-sensitometry evolved by Belin is a most interesting one to practise, and is
also very serviceable in practical research work.
The next method of spectro-sensitometry which we shall mention is similar in basic principle to the method of Belin, and was
proposed by Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees and Mr. S. H. Wratten.2
The spectrograph used by Messrs. Mees and Wratten was the
very favorably known Spectroscopic Camera, designed by Alex.
A. K. Tallent and manufactured by A. \Y. Penrose & Co., Ltd.,
109 Farringdon Road, London, England. (Messrs. Penrose issue
ment.)
gratis an interesting booklet describing and illustrating this instruBriefly, the Spectroscopic Camera consists of a light-tight box
at the back of which the plate to be tested is received in a special
plate-holder. The scale-plate is mounted, just before the sensitive
plate, at the focal-plane of the instrument. At the front of the
camera is an adjustable spectroscopic slit, and at the proper distance behind the slit is a brass receptacle in which are mounted :
the usual collimator-lens ; a Thorp replica of a Rowland diffraction grating, mounted on the sloping side of a right-angled prism ;
and behind this an objective lens which projects the grating spectrum onto the photographic plate at the back of the camera.

Entrust the developing and printing of the films to
Evans and avoid disappointment as to quality.
Our service has reached the highest stage of pertection
in every detail.
Ask those we serve
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.

416-24 West 216th Street New York City
Telephone — St. Nicholas 3443-44
Now we have previously seen that by gradually decreasing the
illumination from top to bottom of the spectrograph slit, we can
secure negative records of the spectral sensitiveness of the plates
CAMERAMEN,
LABORATORY-MEN,
exposed which have the form of curves showing various heights
PRODUCERS, and EXPERIMENTERS
at different parts of the spectrum. Belin produced a gradual increase in illumination from top to bottom of his spectrographs
Let the
slit by the use of the sector-wheel already described, while the
same end was achieved by Dr. Mees (loc. cit.) "by placing before
Camera
Department
the slit of the Tallent spectrograph a small wedge of " neutraltint " black glass of such slope that the light transmitted from the
thin end to the thick end of the wedge varied as 1 : 10.000. In
of
order to avoid refraction effects, due to the prismatic shape of
Motion
Picture News
this black glass wedge, it was cemented with Balsam to an exactly
similar wedge made of clear optical glass of identical index.
Solve Your Problems
Spectrograms (as they are called) taken through the black glass
Submit your questions to the
wedge show the same wavy outline as those taken with Belin's
EDITOR OF THE CAMERA DEPT.
sector-wheel apparatus, and the " neutral-tint " wedge has become
2 " The Wedge Spectrograph " British Journal of Photography, Vol. 54
(1907), Pp. 384-385.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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very popular on account of its ease in manipulation. There is,
however, a serious drawback to the use of the black glass wedge
in accurate spectrographic work of any nature ; none of the socalled " neutral-tint " black glass is really a neutral black. The
nearest approach to black glass which one can secure is of a blueviolet color when closely examined. It will be appreciated that no
glass or similar medium could show color without absorbing its
complementary, hence the results through these wedges are incorrect in the green, yellow and red. The wedge, although very convenient to use, is therefore inferior in accuracy to a sector-wheel
which transmits the exposing light without any selective absorption. It is difficult to cut a sector-wheel with accuracy, but it is
by no means impossible to'have an accurate sector-disc prepared
by a competent instrument maker.
The advantages of Belin's system of spectro-sensitometry have
been taken into consideration by Mr. R. James Wallace, who has
designed a rotating logarithmic aperture, or sector, which is revolved in front of the slit of the Wallace Diffraction Spectrograph
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Naturally such productions as The
Birth of a Nation, Intolerance, Joan
the Woman,

and A Daughter

of the

Gods, were made on

EASTMAN
FILM

The film that first made motion pictures
practical, remains to-day a big factor in
their success.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,
(described last week) when making tests of the color-sensitiveness of photographic emulsions.
The Wallace logarithmic rotating sector is not a copy of Belin's
sector-wheel, however, although it operates upon the same principle. In Fig. 3 is shown the form of the Wallace sector-disc:
the illustration being a contact print from an actual disc. It is
apparent from Fig. 3 that the disc is laid out in a manner similar
to Hurter and Driffield's wheel, with the exception that in order
to facilitate adjustment of the sector-disc before the slit of the
spectrograph the successive apertures do not commence at the
center of the disc, but are placed near its edge. The correct
angular values can still be given the various segments comprising
the complete aperture, which only needs to be as wide as the slit
of the spectrograph. Instead of nine successive apertures, as in
the H. & D. sector-wheel, there are only eight apertures in the
Wallace disc, but the angular value of these apertures increases
in powers of two, just as in the case of the Hurter wheel. When
the apertures have been laid out, their angular points are joined
in the form of a smooth curve and this segment is cut out entire,
leaving an aperture of the shape shown in Fig. 3. It makes a
somewhat better balanced wheel if the center or 180° segment is
divided into two, half being cut from one semi-diameter of the
disc and the other half from the opposite semi-diameter. The
form of disc shown will be found serviceable in practice, however. A scale-plate must of course be prepared in the spectro-

Fig. s
graph and adjusted to the instrument for use with this logarithmic sector-wheel. In this instance there will be eight horizontal
{Continued on page 3696)
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LABORATORY APPARATUS
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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How
Many Copies of "Over There" Can Feist Sell?
method of investing money in advertising and publicity is a sane
ON Saturday morning, November 4, E. F. Bitner, general manone, and instead of dreaming his time away he is constantly
ager for Leo Feist, walked up to William Jerome's publishing office and delivered a check for $25,000 in payment for
devising ways and means as to how he can get his firm's publications the greatest amount of publicity. He has invented a few
" Over There." And before noon Mr. Bitner had seventeen difwrinkles of his own that are bringing wonderful results, but he
ferent publicity angles working on the song that few ever dream
about.
does not want to see them told in print. The big sales of " Way
Just now every one appears to be wondering how Air. Feist and
Down in Macon, Georgie, I'll Be Makin' Georgia Mine," and
his sagacious manager are going to realize a profit from a song
*' America " have satisfied his firm that his new ideas are ajl right.
that has already sold half a million copies. To Feist and Bitner
The old idea of putting out a song and letting it ride of its
it looks like a simple matter to sell an additional million and a own accord has become obsolete with most of the big publishers.
half copies, and possibly two million, because they have an efficient
There is nothing new in the system of getting behind a song
and pushing it on every side, for this stuff has made the big corprofessional department headed by Phil Kornhiser, have the distribution of sheet music down to a science, and conduct publicity
porations inother lines just what they are. And the man who
campaigns, in addition to their expensive advertising methods,
does not believe in the get-up-and-get-after plan usually falls into
which are far above anything that has ever been seen in the
the discard, be he a merchant, a publisher or a cobbler. Be satisfied with what you have belongs to the past century. A moving
popular sheet music business. And the peculiar feature about it
picture exhibitor in a western town had believed in old methods
is that Feist has no monopoly of this sort of business, except
that he and Bitner realize the full value of publicity and leave no
for a long time and was contented with the profits he made from
antique films. Then one day he became ambitious. He heard
stone unturned to see that every song they bring out gets its full
share.
that a big feature was coming out, one that was causing a lot of
L. Wolfe Gilbert is a firm believer in the Feist method, but he
talk, so he collected all his own funds, borrowed from every one
has never had a free hand to experiment. In a very short time,
he knew, and although some of his friends called him crazy he
gambled with the feature and won out. Today he will take
however, he and Anatol Friedland will enter the publishing end,
nothing but the best and pays top-notch prices.
and it is ten to one that Gilbert's modern ideas about song pubWhen you are a winner the crowd will follow you, and the
lishing will bring him to the front in record time. And to make
secret of success is to grab the makings of another winner while
sure that he will not have to worry about the business end very
you have one in your hands. And the best way to become a
much he has engaged Harry Goodwin, formerly advertising manwinner is to get the goods and then let the public know that you
ager for Joseph W. Stern, to look after the business end.
have them. When the public comes to buy your goods act as if
Mr. Sherwood, professional manager for the McKinley Music
you really enjoyed doing business.
E. M. Wickes.
Company, is another energetic man who thinks that the Feist

Edw.

A.

Zorn— The

"Rothapfel" of Toledo
Andante Expressivo e Allegro non Troppo.
EDW. A. ZORN, general manager of the Temple and the Alhambra theatres in Toledo, deserves the compliment of being
Organ Solo — Thomas Grierson.
(5) Largo
Dvorak
called " The Toledo Rothapfel." He has achieved a remarkable
From the New World Symphony.
standard in exhibiting pictures and in developing wonderful ideas
as to how to get the people into his theatres.
(6) a — Valse Triste
Sibelius
b — To Spring
Greig
A well-known exhibitor recently remarked that " There are
c — Scotch Poem
MacDowell
plenty of human beings that would like to see a good picture,
(7) Group of Songs (Selected).
but most exhibitors don't know how to get them into their
Mrs. Edward T. AfHick.
theatres."
Mrs. R. S. Donaldson, Accompanist.
Edw. A. Zorn knows how. He has given the people of Toledo
Overture.
two "temples of art " ; he has given them double and three times
(8) Oberon
Weber
the value of their money; he gives ten shows in one — pictures,
music, science, art, education, etc.
He just received an invitation from this moving picture Belasco
General Comments
of Toledo to attend one of his concerts, " Morning Musicale " (as J\MES CASSEY, who wrote " Sing Me a Song of the Sunny
he calls it). He will not write any comments on the selection of
South " some years ago, has opened an office at 145 West
the program selected for this occasion, but as an example of highForty-fifth street, and has installed Miss Gertrude Baum to look
est efficiency in managing a motion picture theatre, he suggests that
after the business. Miss Baum has been with Joseph W. Stern
exhibitors read the following program, and take an example from
for several years and knows every phase of the business. Mr.
Edw. A. Zorn of Toledo.
Casey has just brought out a novelty song called " Come Along
PROGRAM
Ma Honey." which carries a double melody, the original and the
melody of " Down Upon the Suwanee." The song has been re(1) Pomp and Circumstance
Elgar
corded on the Q. R. R. rolls and several other instruments. It is
Two Marches, Op. 39 (No. 1 in D minor, No. 2 in A minor).
an excellent number for quiet situations in photoplays.
(2) Adagio Pathetique
Godard
In a week or ten days Mr. Casey will leave for a trip through
Op. 128, No. 3.
the West, where his numbers, including "After the War Is Over "
Aria for Soprano.
and " My Hawaii Is Calling Me," are enjoying big sales.
(3) Herodiade
Massenet
(4) Ballet Egyptien
Luigini
Fred Vandersloot Has a Novelty
In Four Movements :
Allego Non Troppo.
MR. VANDERSLOOT has a novelty in "Snowflake-Christmas
Allegretto.
Chimes," which was issued in October. This is also a double
Andante Sostenuto.
number, two song in one. " Christmas Chimes Reverie," pub-
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for your Features — Make
LATEST POPULAR SUCCESSES

your

music

a Feature!

Written by
T 14 17 P 17 !
C% \F V I>
Sung by
NORA BAYES
U
V LR
1 0 H IV H i
Geo. M. Cohan
ffe just paid J28.000.00 for this wonderful sons— a fraction over 9176.00 for every note of the melody:
IT'S A LONG
THE

DARKTOWN

I DON'T
HAIL

THERE'S

WAY

BERLIN

STRUTTERS'

WANT

TO

GET

BALL

WELL

! HAIL ! THE GANG'S ALL
HOMEWARD
BOUND

SOMETHING

I LL COME
AT

TO

IN THE

HERE

NAME

OF

IRELAND

BACK TO YOU, WHEN IT'S ALL
THE YANKEE MILITARY BALL

CHINA,

WE

MOTHER,
GOOD-BYE,
WHERE

OWE

A LOT

DIXIE

BROADWAY,
DO

WE

GO

AND

TO

YOU

YOU

HELLO
FROM

OVER

FRANCE

HERE

!

?

Piano Solo (vocal) any one of tbo abovo numbers 15c; Orchestra 10, Piano and 'Cello 25c; Full Orchestra, 40c.
NEWEST STANDARD WALTZ NUMBERS
Celebrated Joyce Waltzes
CHARMING
PASSING OF SALOME
Piano Solo 30c; Orchestra 10, Piano and
'Cello 50c; Full Orchestra 75c

SING ME LOVE'S LULLABY
Piano Solo (vocal) 30c
Orchestra (Concert or Waltz) 10, Piano
and 'Cello. 25c; Full Orchestra 40c.
OUR

"JAZZ"

FLORA BELLA
Introducing:
Yon O." 75c.
Pa. 30c: Orch.' 10," Give
Pa. & MeC. All
50c: ofFull
LOVE, HERE IS MY HEART!
Pa. (v. or in.) 30c; Orch. (Concert or Waltz)
10, Pa. & C. 85c; Full Orch. 40c

HEADLINERS

BARNYARD BLUES
NEW ORLEANS "JAZZ"
Played by Tho Original Dixieland Jazz Band
As played by Richardson's Society Orchostrn
NUT GROVE "JAZZ"
COCOA
As played
Piano Solo of e ach 30c; Orchestra 10, Piano and 'Cello 25c; Ful 1 Orchestra
40c. by Brymn and his Jasi Band
MOST POPULAR MARCHES
CIVILIZATION
Piano Solo 15c.

THE RAINBOW
MAIDEN AMERICA
Piano Solo 30c.
Piano Solo 15c.
Orchestra (of either march) 10, Piano and 'Cello 25c; Full IOrchestra 40c.
...
MUSICAL COMEDY HITS
from
( Since I First Knew Ton
) n1 FOLLOW ME
(I Through
Some Day Twilight Lane Me
( I'm Not So Different From the Girls of Lone Ago ( "
FromBaldwin
" DEW Sloan*
DROP INN " by
| Mandalay
A.
The Huskin' Bee
1 It's You. Only Yon that I Love
[ ^« by An<few
)
You
Kind
O'Look
Good
:
1 If* A Long, Long Way To My Old Homo Town | «moII,Y DEAR
( Travel On
(My Old Dish Mother and Ireland ^
(The
of MyButHeart
FiskoFROM
O'HaraWICKLOW
in
J/ Give
From " FLORA BELLA
Flora MeBellaAll of You
I 1 LovePrincess
and Adore
Thee II Sung
" THE byMAN
(What Shall I Say?
'
Piano (vocal) any of above 30c; Orchestra (double numbers a9 indicated) Auto Edition 10, Piano, 'Cello and Horns 25c
THE "FEIST" DATE BOOK
YOUR COPY IS WAITING FOR YOU!
A handy little volume of 96 pages for booking your engagements.
A pago for each week. A space for each day.
MaUed to you on receipt of 10c. in sta-ipe
rrom
tius page
fr^m"^
„^T^:
W,l^h
r?* a °rder
amo™»»S to S2.00 or over
we will
include
copy FREE!

New York, N. Y,
LEO. FEIST, Inc.,
hereon for Pianochecked
numbers
send
5
enclosed
For
Orchestra (underline which)
Name
Address
State
City

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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lished in 1915, has sold more than half a million copies. From
now until Christmas Fred expects to sell at least another two
hundred thousand copies. Vandersloot's big winner is " I Wonder
How the Old Folks Are Tonight," which has just been recorded
for the Victor by Fred Reimers.
White Music Company Doing Well in Boston
MR. JAMES S. WHITE, head of the White Music Company
of Boston, sends in word that his " W-I-L-S-O-N " number is selling far beyond his expectations, and what pleases him
immensely is the fact that in most of the moving picture houses
he visits he hears it played and hummed by the audience.
Joseph W. Stern & Company will be an open house in the
future for all song writers. The other day Jack Mahoney was
seen coming from the office, smiling, and Jack seldom even grins
coming from a publisher unless he is after getting an advance
royalty on one of his songs.
Fred Forster has a wonderful number in " Missouri Walt?,"
but he does not know that it has bothered L. Gladys Fuller, a
young woman living in the West, to such an extent that she has
written a song about the way it follows her wherever she goes.
Forster has just brought out another novelty number in " Any
Old Horse Knows His Own Way Home." Fred has set out to
be as big as any publisher in the business, and in the future one
hit at a time will not satisfy him. These are the instructions he
sent to Maurice Ritter, his New York professional manager.
" Good-Bye Broadway, Hello France," Still Winning
Contests
THIS song is still going strong out West, and at a contest in
Detroit a short time ago was put on at the last moment and
took first prize against a raft of other good numbers. Since then
it has won several other contests.
Leo Feist will have another $5,000 advertisement in the Saturday Evening Post issue of November 15.
C. Arthur Pfeiffer of Quincy, 111., sends in word that his
"We're Going Over" has taken a wonderful jump and he is
having his hands full supplying performers and the trade. Pfeiffer,
by the way, is one of the small publishers who keep everlastingly
at it.
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Musical Review of Latest Publications
1 — " Stolen Sweets," a beautiful and melodious Waltz Movement by
' Harry von Tilzer. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)
"In a Garden
Shadows
Tears," by (Vanderlost
A. Manlowe. Pub.A very
^"f —attractive
melodyof of
patheticand character..
Co.,
Williamsport, Pa.)
— " Hail, Hail, the Gang's Here," by Theodore Morse. Every
the famous
song hit,
Come Home
Tillmusician
Morning."knows" Hail,
Hail " isoldbetter.
(Leo" We
FeistWon't
Edition.)
A' — march
" We'resongs,
Aftermost
You,"appropriate
by Lloyd. for One
of
those
typical
cartoons of political up-to-date
character.
(Jeff Branen, Ed., 145 W. 45th Street, New York City.)
C — " Buy a Liberty Bond for the Baby," Harry von Tilzer's latest
-' hit. As popular as the " Liberty Bonds."
C — " Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy. An exceptionally fine
"situations.
compositionThisdepicting
of intensefromdanger
and heavyMusic
dramatic
number scenes
is obtainable
the Cinema
Co.,
Columbia Theatre Bldg., 47th St. and 7th Ave., New York City, at
a special reduced price.
7' — "Chasing
the Chickens,"
great Jazz number. (Published by
Forster Music
Co., Chicago,a 111.).
Q" — Intermezzo,
"A Russian melodious
Pansy." and
by Otto
and new
most Langey.
appropriateAn forattractive
love scenes.
(G.
Schirmer Edition.)
— (Richmond
" Ching, Chong,"
a
great
"
Jazz
"
One
Step
and
popular
favorite.
Music Co., 147 W. 45th St., New York City.)
"THEStandard
CONQUEROR
(Fox
Production)"
Reviewed on page 2205
Theme: "Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming," by Foster
1 — "Southern Rhapsody" by Hosmer until — T: "Tell my boy I
wait for him."
2 — Continue pp until — T: " Beyond the western banks, etc."
3 — "Grey Eagle" (Indian Intermezzo) by Morse until — T: "But
Houston was not so easily, etc."
4 — Short Hurry to action until — T: "Cherokee trail watchers."
5 — Repeat
lingering
on.""Grey Eagle" (same as Cue No. 3) until — T: "Still
6 — " Adagio Lamentoso " from the " Pathetic Symphony " by
Tschaikowsky until — T: "The town of Nashville, Tenn."
7 — Intermezzo from " Goyescas " (3/4 Andantino Sostenuto) by
Granados until — T: "The home of Judge Allen."
8— Theme until — T: "Sam's prime object."
9 — "Southern Girl" (Gavotte Caprice) by Kremer until — T: "This
is how the young idea, etc."
10 — Open with effect of bell (school bell) followed by
11 — "Abila " (Intermezzo) by Gruenwald until — T: "A young daredevil, etc."
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12 — Short Galop to action until — S: " Elizah near her house."
1314 —— Theme
until — T: "The spirit of a conqueror."
Short Rest
(about four minutes) organ improvise to action
until — T : " While the high aim rests, etc."
15 — Piano, improvise to action (about one minute) until — T: "Confidently he starts his spring."
16 — Theme until — T: "Here trustful citizens, etc."
17 — "Dramatic Tension" by Borch until — S: "The riot in the
18 — Hurry to action until — T: "While the worthy commissioners."
19 — 'Southern Revery " (4/4 Andantino) by Bendix until — T: "At
the
old Houston homestead."
street."
20 — " Humoresque " (Characteristic) by Tschaikowsky until — T:
" Still aiming higher."
21 — "Southern Ideal March" by Heed until — T: "It is not time
to mention our wedding day."
22 — Theme until — T: "At Georgia, Stokes begins, etc."
23 — "Romance" by Rubinstein until — T: "Elected governor for
Repeat " Southern Ideal " by Heed (same as cue No. 21)
one24 ——term."
until
T: "Again Elizah offered, etc."
25 — "Dreams of the South" (Waltz) by Ascher Mahl until — T:
"And then the chivalry and beauty."
26 — "Southern Echoes Quadrille" by de Ville until — T: "You have
married
a man,untiletc."
27 — Theme
— "At last the merry wondering."
28 — Continue ff Allegro until — S : " Houston and Elizah near big
29 — Theme ff until — T: "Just as Stokes surmised."
stairway."
30 — "Broken Melody" (Dramatic) by Van Biene until — S: "Elizah
fighting
with Agitato
man." to action until — T: "Houston having resigned
31 — Short
32 — "Indian Love Song" by Smith until — T: "Repentant and
33 — Short
unable,
etc." Rest (about one minute) organ improvise until — T: "The
despotic
MexicanArtillery
Government."
34 — "Flying
Overture" by Bergenholtz until — T: 'Nearer
and nearer came the Mexicans."
35 — " Lakesonian March " by Lake. Vote — Play second part only
(not trio) until — T: "The Cherokees abused, etc."
36 — "Indian Trail" by Lamater until — T: "Stokes' plundering
37 —etc."
Play the same as for Cue No. 35 ff until — T: " On a commanding
position."
38 — Battle
Furioso to action until — T: "At the peaceful convent."
39 — Organ improvise to action until — T: 'Vesper Bell."
40 — Silence, just produce effect (bell) until — T: "Houston's mesband."
senger
summons Hurry
the Cherokees."
41 — "Allegro
No. 42" by Becker until — T: "The toll of
the42 —Vesper
Organ Bell."
to action with ad. lib. bell effects until — T: "Lesser
and43 —sugar,
Short etc."
Rest Piano (not organ) to action until — T: "The battle
continues,
etc."
4445 —— Long
Battle
Hurry
"Theor woman."
Cherokees are coming."
Continue ff until
— T:until
"No— T:child
46 — Organ to action with ad. lib. bell and battle effects until — S :
" Soldiers breaking the gates to the convent."
47 — etc."
"Long Battle Furioso" until — T: "Can a former Governor
find,
48 — Theme until — T : " May the blessings of grateful hearts, etc."
49 — Organ to action until — S : " Houston and girl are leaving the
convent."
50 — Theme ff until *****
END.
" FLYING COLORS "
Theme: Serenade (4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Widor
1 — " Reve D'Amour " (2/4 Allegretto grazioso) by Zamecnik until —
S: " Young man embracing girl."
2 — "Dramatic Tension No. 1" by Ascher until — T: "Telling to
3 — " Violetta " (a concert piece) by Herman until — T: " Powell
Brewster who fears death." Note. — In substituting Cue No. 3.
select a number which opens iciththe first four bars as an " A.gitato " and continues as a " 4/4 Moderato."
4— " Visions, Reverie " (3/4 Andante un poco Rubato) bjr
Papa."
Tschaikowsky
until — T: "The beginning of the realization."
5 — " On Wings of Song " (6/8 Andante Tranquillo) by Mendelssohn until — T: "Bull Ferris known from his, etc."
6— " Romanze " (3/4 Andantino) by Hegner until — T: "The Lansing house party."
7— "Vision"
(3/4 Characteristic) by Blon until — T: "Ann, Ruth's
8— Theme until — T: "Brent wasn't strong for his new job."
9 — Short March — to action until — S : " Flashback to former scene."
10 — "Forest Whispers" (Tempo di Gavotte) by Losey until — T:
" sister."
You formerly wore a mustache."
11 — Continue pp until — T: "When hearts are trumps."
12 — Theme until — T: " Billiard room 12 o'clock."
13 — "Air De Ballet" (3/4 Allegro) by Chaminade until — T: " Have
placed
Capt. Drake."
14 — Continue
pp until — T: "The following evening."
15 — Popular One-Step until — T: " Capt. Drake has been, etc."
16 — "Essence Grotesque" (Mysterioso) by Lake until — T: "This
detective stuff is all nonsense."
17 — "Pizzicato" (Mysterioso) by Lake until — T: "What income
should
a man until
have."
18— Theme
— T: "Two A.M."
19 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by Pierne until — T: "Confounded
train is late."
20— y" Ecstacy
Allegro)for byautomobile
Zamecnik effects.
until — S : " Brent
climbing
on wall."" (Dramatic
Xotc. — Watch
21 — "Dramatic Tension" by Borch until-— T: "Hello, Craig — boned
in, etc."
22 — " Brokeneverything
Melody "but(Dramatic
" Forgetting
grief." Lento) by van Biene until — T:
23 — " Erl King" (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert until — S: "Brent
jumping
througheffect
window."
24 — Produce
(Cymbal Crash) followed by
25 — Agitato to action until — S : " Craig with his wife."
26 — Dramatic Adagio by Kretschmer until — T: "Brent Brewster's
comeback."
27— Theme until • * • • • END.
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" THE PRINCESS VIRTUE "
(Bluebird Photo-Plays)
Theme: "Love Song'" (Dramatic) by Flegier
Opening — " Legende " (Andante) by Friml.
T: "Almost in her infancy" — "Andante Cantabile ' by Tschaikowsky.
T: "Basil Demarest, etc." — "Serenade" (Moderato) by Czerwonky.
T: "But who — who can love her?" — Theme.
S: " Girl leaves the room " — Continue ff.
T:
" Mile. Sari, the most talked, etc." — " A La Bien Aime " (Valse)
by Schuette.
T: "The Princess Virtue holds court" — " Menuet " by Paderewski.
T: "Tell me of your home" — "Prelude" (Heavy Dramatic) by
Rachmaninoff.
T: "On the high seas" — "Gavotte Moderne " by Hartog.
T: "An emissary from over the seas " — " Sleeping Beauty " (Waltz)
Tschaikowsky.
T: "I gretto)
sawby Bendix.
your grandmother" — "Sweet Jasmine" (Melodious AlleS: "Girl playing piano" — Piano Solo improvise to action.
S: "Girl stops playing" — Theme.
S: "Exterior before duel" — "Presto" by Lake. Moderato) by
T:
Basil, of etc."
— "Serenade"
Widor. "DawnXote.found
— Effects
rough
scaxhore. (4/4
T: " Emile is seriously wounded" — Continue ff.
T: " L'Affaire D'Amour " — "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic) by Grieg.
S: "Near roulette tables" — "A la Ballerina" (Valse Lente) by
Braham.
T: "Your affair with Sari, etc." — Theme.
T: "Experienced
in the battle, etc." — "Three Graces" (Allegro
Intermezzo)
by Herman.
S:
"Girl
writing
letter" — "The Vampire" (a dramatic theme)
by Sol. P. Levy.
T: " Four o'clock " — " L'Adieu " (Dramatic Melody) by Favarger.
T: " I wish you joy, etc." — Theme.
T: " Gaudier's,
Presto)
by Arenski. where the fashionable, etc." — "Intermezzo") 2/4
T: "The cafe Du Moyen " — Brilliant Waltz.
T: "You are not happy" — Theme.
T: "You shall give me, etc." — Continue ff. (Dramatic Overture)
"With the morning light" — " Olympia "
byT:Ascher.
T: "Homeward bound" — Theme until * * * * END.
" THE MAN HATER "
(Triangle Production)
Reviewed on page 3130
Theme: "Prelude Due Deluge" (4/4 Adagio) by Saint-Saen.s
1— " Anvil Chorus " from " II Trovatore " by Verdi until — T :
" Phemie Sanders hated nothing."
2 — " Yester Love" (Intermezzo Andantino) by Borch until T:
" Phemie's father who seldom came home."
3 — Theme until — T: "Mrs. Sanders, etc."
4— " Reverie " (4/4 Andante) by Vieuxtemps until — T: "Then one
rainy night."
5 — " Canzonetta (Moderato) by Nicode until — T: "Closing time."
6 — Theme until — T: "It's too late, Phemie."
7 — "Dawn of Hope" (Dramatic Lento) by Case! a until — S: "Exterior of blacksmith's shop."
8 — " Le Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until — T: "Phemie blossomed
out."
9 — "Captain Cupid" (Allegretto Grazioso) by Bratton until — T:
"Aw! Phemie, can't you love me?"
10 — Theme until— T : "In the City Hotel."
11 — "Melody" (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T: "Had
Phemie lacked, etc."
12 — "Serenade" (6/8 Andantino) by Czerwonky until — T: "Never
trust a man."
13 — Theme until — T: "Poor Joe invented a Lucy."
14 — 'Gavotte"
(Moderato) by Gossee until — T: "Joe faithfully
avoided,
etc."
15 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse) by Borch until — T: "I only took
it, etc."
16 — "Petite Serenade" (Allegretto) by Horton until — T: "At ten
thirty, etc."
17 — "L'Adieu
(12/8 Andante Sostenute) by Favarger until — T:
" Seems
like you
18— Theme
until made."
*****
END.
STAINLESS BARRIER"
(Triangle Production)
Reviewed on page 3132
Theme: "Sweet Ponderings" I Dramatic Moderato) by Langej
1 — " you
Extase
child,
look D'Amour"
just, etc." (3/4 Andante) by Roze until — T: "Betsy,
2 — "Serenade" (Allegretto) by Rubinstein until — T: "The struggle
to get started."
3 — "Valse
Lento" by Schuett until — T: "Love lingers under the'
southern
moon."
4 — Theme until — T: "The Vulture's roost."
"Debutante
for5 —Dick's
return." Waltz" by Santelman until — T: "The stage is set
6
—
"L'Adieu"
(12/8 Andante) by Karganoff until — T: "Planting
the scheme by mail."
7
—
"Air
de
Ballet"
(3/4 Moderato) by V. Herbert until — T: "The
return of Richard Shelton."
8— "Budding Roses" (Valse Caprice) by Kretschmer until — T:
" Weaving the invisible net."
9 — "Memories" (Melodious) by Kuessner until — T: "Her lifelong
routine."
"Serenade"
(2/4 Allegro
the10 —face
of such cordial,
etc." Grazioso) by Cesek until — T: "In
11 — Theme until — T: "A meeting in the capital city."
12 — " Romance " (4/4 Moderato con expressione) by Mericanto
until — T: " Wallance and Williams make a fast, etc."
13 — "Intermezzo" (2/4 Presto) by Arenski until — T: "A war
council."
14 — "Poor Relations" (Marcia Mysterioso) by Bendix until — T:
" You can square yourself."
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The Harry Von Tilzer
Music Company wish to
announce that the following orchestrations can be
played without a tax or
license by any theatre
orchestra, motion picture
house, pianist, dance orchestra or any place where
music is played.
These
numbers are now ready;
consisting of ten parts,
'cello and piano.
SAYS I TO MYSELF, SAYS I, one-step 1 . oub|e „UIr
25c
nu"
JUST AS
YOUR
- - J -double
- one-step
WAS waltz
MOTHER WAS,
YOUR MOTHER
AS KNOW
o IJUST
DON'T
WHERE
I'M
GOING
for
ON MY WAY
one step
R THEBUTOLDI'M TOWN
PUMP
fox trot
C STOLEN SWEETS
10
waltz
H GIVE ME THE RIGHT TO LOVE YOU - - foxtrot
SOMEONE MORE LONESOME
E THERE'S
THAN YOU
one-step
S ON THE SOUTH SEA ISLE trot
WILL FIND THE WAY
waltz i Piano
T LOVE
BABETTE,
DID ORDER
THE MINUET
R YOU
WERE SHE
JUSTALWAYS
MADE TO
FOR ME one-step
fox trot |
and
A IT'S A HUNDRED TO ONE YOU'RE
IN LOVE
one-step & trot
HONEY BUNCH
fox trot
THE MAN BEHIND THE HAMMER AND
parts
THE PLOW
Medley-one-or two-step '
Send for the Harry Von Tilzer piano catalogue, so that
you can make your selection for piano. This includes all the
Harry Von Tilzer song and instrumental hits, which will be sent
at 10c per copy. If you do not wish to send direct for same,
all'the Harry
Tilzeris sold.
hits canAddress
be foundall oncommunications
sale at all music
counters
whereVonmusic
to
Harry Von Tilzer Music Publishing Co.
222 West 46th Street
New York City
MEYER COHEN, Manager

THE

GREAT

PATRIOTIC HOME
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c

SONG HIT
Band 25c

"THE

VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Pa.

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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15 — Galop to action until — T: " In the hopper of the law."
16 — " EinShelton,
Maerchenetc."" (Dramatic Fantasia; by Bach until — T:
" Richard
17 — " Violette Concert Piece" by Herman until — T: "Yes, it is
true."Moderato.
Note — First four hart, are an "Agitato Movement " then
4/4
18 — Theme until — T: "After an hour of ceaseless, etc."
19 — " Dramatic Tension No. 1 " (for heavy disputes; by Ascher
until — T: "On Stone's orders."
20— Theme until *****
END.

The World's Greatest
and

"{Continued
Color Sensitometry
from page 3691)"
lines, or ordinates, required on the scale-plate, corresponding to
Most Popular Waltz
the eight segments represented by the sector aperture. The
spectrum lines, for orientation, are produced on the scale-plate in
the same manner as has been previously outlined.
Fig. 4 shows a Wallace Diffraction Spectrograph with the rotating logarithmic sector-wheel driven by a small motor, and the
plate-holder in place for making exposures. By reference to the
diagram, Fig. 1 (last week's iustallment) , it will be noted that the
spectrum is produced vertically (with respect to the axis of the
instrument) in the Wallace spectrograph, instead of horizontally,
as with most spectroscopic cameras and spectrographs.
For Piano - - - 30c Per Copy
The appearance of a spectrogram taken with the aid of the rotating logarithmic sector wheel is shown by Fig. 5, which repreFor Orchestra- \ \ and Piano 25c
sents the extent and degree of the spectral sensitiveness of a panchromatic emulsion. When photographing these spectrograms the
For Orchestra - Full and Piano 35c
slit of the spectrograph is opened wide, to shorten the exposure
and prevent the formation of a line-spectrum, which is not required in this phase of the work. Another important item in Una
class of spectro-sensitometry is the length of the exposure given.
The exposures should be just sufficient to yield a developable
image, for with prolonged exposures a red-sensitiveness may be
Forster Music Publisher, Inc* | recorded which the plate being tested does not really possess.
By mounting photographic color-filters before the spectrograph,
509 So. Wabash Avenue
and exposing through them on suitably sensitized plates, the spectrum transmissions and absorptions, or " cuts " of the niters may
CHICAGO, ILL.
be recorded with the same degree of approximation to their spectro-photometric absorption curves.
Alfred S. Cory.
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THE

BARTO

LA

The Central Park, Chicago's most beautiful picture theatre, seating 2,300, has installed
a Bartola de Luxe. The owners investigated every other instrument on the market
before purchasing.
You should do the same.
Write for Catalogue
CHAS. C. PYLE. General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, III. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis
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1729 Highland
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WONDERFUL

SONGS
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JEFF

BRANEN

Los Angeles, Cal.
and

EVANS

LLOYD

VALLEY
ROSE
A WESTKKN BALLAD — A (JEM
ALL

THAT

I WANT
IS
A CLASSIC BOTH l.N WOKUS AND MUSIC

IN

IRELAND
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AFT
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COMEDY SOLDIER
SONG. ANOTHER
HOT TIME YOU
Piano copy, 15 cents each
Dance orchestrations, 25 cents
145 West 45th Street

JEFF

BRANEN,

Publisher
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Front and Interior Views of the Central Park Theatre, Chicago, Which Opene d October 27. A description of This Theatre, Which Is Owned by Katz tc
Balaban Appeared in Last Week's Issue of the News
Kehrlein Adds New House to Kinema
Circuit
THE Kehrlein Kinema circuit announces the opening in the near
few equals in its majestic aspect anywhere, the structure being in
future of its third theatre on the Pacific coast, the Kinema
design pure Italian renaissance. Its huge colonnades lend an imtheatre in Los Angeles, now under construction at the fountain
pressive strength to its outlines, tempered by the ethereal splendor
of the graceful curves in its myriad of Delia Robbia frescoing.
head of Los Angeles' new shopping centre at Seventh street and
Grand avenue, with a seating capacity of 2,500.
Over the marquee, itself a tribute to the craftsmanship which
If the unusually brilliant successes of the Kinema theatres at fashioned it, are three Venetian windows, imposing in themselves,
hat fading into repose between the mighty colannades. Above
these are three more latticed windows of smaller proportions, representing the outlook from the executive offices. The entire
building
will
remindandonethis
who impression
has travelled
of the by
Doge's
palace at Venice,
willinbeItaly
enhanced
the
weird cloud of glowing red steam flowing silently at nighttime
from the delicately carved stone vessels at opposite ends of the
facade.
The patrons will pass through a tiled lobby into a luxuriouslyappointed foyer, modeled after that of the Comedie Francaise at
Paris. In the centre, directly confronting one's entrance, is the
grand escalier, reminiscent of the Grand Opera House, Paris, leading to the mezzanine floor, promenade and drawing room. The
promenade, at the head of the staircase, is faced with Venetian
mirrors, which reflect the drawing room across, a room conspicuous for the well selected paintings and etchings hung on its walls,
for its divans, and its woodwork of a delicate greenish tint.
At opposite ends of the drawing room are the rest rooms, on the
right, milady's, a beautiful melange of silver, black and rose, where
the feministic element may find combs and brushes, hairpins and
manicure sets, all arrayed on French dressing tables with the accompanying mirrors, and on the left her escort's. Public telephones are an added innovation to the complement of both milady's
New Kinema Theatre, Los Armeies
dressing room and the lounging room of monsieur. The latter
adheres to a more severe type, being done in oak, a style more
befitting the requisites of the male contingent.
Oakland and Fresno may be taken as fitting criteria of the enterprise of the Kehrlein interests their entrance into the theatrical
A strong feature of the Kinema is its comparatively flat balcony,
field of the sunny southwestern metropolis will create quite a stir with its seating capacity of 1,000. This flat balcony is, like the
there.
rest of the building, of reinforced concrete construction. It is 75
feet wide and 102 feet from front to rear. The slope is of easy
Emil Kehrlein, Jr., will guide the destinies of the Los Angeles
Kinema and will as heretofore emphasize thoroughly his ideals as
grade because of the entire balcony being carried on four huge reinto courteous service and the harmonious blending of incidental
forced concrete cantilevers running lengthwise of the building. The
music with the individual spirit of each photodrama produced.
cantilevers are supported by two massive concrete columns built
The exterior of the Kinema in point of architectural beauty, has
in the side walls and by an immense concrete girder that runs
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between these two verticals horizontally. Two of them rest directly on the columns. In the entire interior of the Kinema there
is not a single obstruction owing to the cantilever construction
system.
The color scheme of the entire interior is of taupe, rose and
purple, the latter exemplified in a thick carpeting of royal purple
and the velvet curtain of the same hue. The lighting system reveals an artistry almost incomparable in its effect of producing a
rich, warm glow, sometimes rising to the splendor of the sun at
high noon.
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which it is conducted by its efficient manager, Earl B. Raifstanger.
With a seating capacity of 1,000 it is the most completely
equipped house in the Berkshire country and is owned by L. E.
Raifstanger, father of the young manager. The house is located
in the business section, at No. 14 Castle street, and occupies 100 by
150 feet. The building, which is built of brick and stone, was
erected in 1908.
The interior of the house is attractive with stucco decorations.
Two Power 6-A machines supply the projection 95 feet to a

Kansas City to Get New Theatre
KANSAS CITY, MO., is to have one of the handsomest motion
picture houses in the Middle West, according to the plans
completed by A. E. Elliott, who holds a 99-year lease on the property at 205-207 East Twelfth street, in the business section of the
city. Clifton B. Sloan, architect, has completed the plans for a
photoplay house which will cost in excess of $50,000.
Mr. Elliott announces that the present building would be razed
when sub-leases expire next May and that in the interval footings
would be sunk so that the construction of the building could be

Mahaiwe Theatre, Great Barrington, Mass.
heavy canvas treated screen. The lobby is 28 by 50 and National
Cash Register Machines are used in the ticket booth. There is a
three piece orchestra and especial attention is paid to the music.
Seven reels are shown at each show, of which there are four
daily. Admission in the afternoon is 5 and 10 cents and 10 and
15 in the evening. Metro, Vitagraph, World, Pathe and Special
features are used. The theatre advertises through the newspapers,
an excellent house organ and on billboards.
DIRECTORY

Proposed Elliott Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
carried on in record time. Mr. Sloan, the architect, has designed
the footings and steel frame with a view to the erection later of
a ten-story building on the property.
The theatre building will be 38^ x 76 feet. The first floor will
be planned to seat 420 persons and the balcony 280, giving a
seating capacity of 700.
The tail feathers of the peacock, which Mr. Sloan has made the
crowning feature of the exterior design, will form a thirty-foot
semi-circle.
The proposed theatre is to be just west of the Regent theatre.
" Berkshire Gateway " Boasts Fine House
GREAT BARRINGTON, Mass., boasts of a theatre that would
do credit to one of the biggest cities of the country.
Located in " the Gateway of the Berkshires " and in a section
where the theatre can appeal to high class patronage, the Mahaiwe
is attractive not only in its Indian name, but in the manner in
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ARKANSAS
Plans for the new Government theatre to be built at Camp Pike were
received recently, and Major John R. Fordyce, construction quartermaster,
immediately ordered building material. The building will be 120 by 196
feet, with a seating capacity of 3,000 and a stage 26 by 35 feet. It will be
located on 14L street, about 600 feet north of the railroad. Edward L. Tilton, of New York, is the architect.
J. H. Barncord opened his new Opera House, at Winslow. Saturday a
week ago with the best motion pictures obtainable. A complete heating system has was
been begun
installed,
newthedevice
for his theatre
patrons' atcomfort.
Work
a fewalso
daysevery
ago on
Government
Camp Pike,
near Little Rock, Ark. The building will have a seating capacity of 3,000,
and ingwas
designed
by
Edward
L.
Tilton,
ol
New
York
City.
The buildwill be completed by December 1.
CALIFORNIA
Geo. D. Carter, of Oakland, has leased the Evans Hall at Happv Camp,
and will remodel it for a motion picture house, giving shows every Saturday
night until further notice.
The Broadway Amusement Company has purchased the Illusion theatre,
and will open that house shortly with top notch motion picture programs.
The Broadway Amusement Company now controls three motion picture
houses in San Diego, the Broadway, at Eighth and Broadw ay ; the Superba,
at Third and C streets; the Illusion, and the Strand theatre, at Coronado.
This latter theatre and the Illusion are the latest acquisitions of the comExtensive work has been done on the interior and exterior of the Illusion
pany.
theatre,
newrenovated
seats being
inside, theinstalled.
auditoriumG. rearranged,
the entire house
and placed
new ventilation
A. Bush, president
of the company, states that the attractions at the new house will all be first
class, first
release
angle feature
play. photo drama and comedies, including each change a TriThe Bell theatre, at Laguna Bell, which has been closed for some time,
will reopen very soon under the management of J. E. McPheeters.
The Auditorium theatre, at San Pedro, was opened a week ago, under
the
ness. management of Elmer W orkman and Carey Chandler, to capacity busiMany workmen are still busy on the new theatre building in Exeter
which, when finished, will be one of the finest small theatres in the county.
Omar Jackson has the contract for making the change, and has sublet the
brickwork to W. O. Rowley.
Whensures a good
finished
will ofhave
twenty-one-foot
purethisair theatre
regardless
the acrowd.
A space ceiling,
will be which
left forin-a
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balcony to be added as soon as business warrants building one. Manager
Cook is doing his best to accommodate the theatregoing public, and his
place of business should be liberally patronized.
Redwood City is to have a large amusement place. It is to be located
in Germania Hall on Broadway, and is to be conducted by two enterprising local men, who have a lease from the Kuck estate. Carpenters are
already at work renovating the interior ot the building and putting it in
shape lor a grand opening in about two weeks.
The respect,
promoters
enterprise
intend City
having
a first-class
place andin
every
whereof thethepeople
of Redwood
and visitors
can gather
enjoy themselves. Its main purpose will be to provide amusement and
entertainment for the soldiers from Camp Fremont at a cost to them as
low ashere
possible.
come
to visit.It will give enlisted men a suitable place to go when they
ILLINOIS
A modern up-to-date theatre, with a ground floor seating capacity of 1,000
seats will be built on the old City Hotel site on East Ryder street in Litchfield. W. B. Kneedler, of Collinsville, has purchased the property from Mrs.
Elizabeth Lauber. The property runs 96 feet on Ryder street and 132
feet deep. Mr. Kneedler will build a fireproof building, the front to be
two stories and will contain flats. The back part will be only one story.
The theatre will be equipped to handle the largest road shows as well as to
take care of moving pictures. It will be built of brick and concrete and
will cost about $25,000.
IOWA
D. Earl Combs opened his new theatre, at Chariton, last week, and it is
now assessed as one of the best equipped and most finely finished in the
State.
Mrs. Victoria Dewey is making extensive improvements on the south
side tretheatre
the Temple.
fine theafront hasbuilding
been putChariton,
in the formerly
building, known
and theas inside
is beingA remodeled
and modernized. As soon as it is completed the Grand and Temple theatres will be consolidated, and will be known as the Lincoln theatre. She
and Mesdames Becker and Bowen will hold joint ownership in the new
Lincoln theatre. Ralph Becker has been manager of the Grand and recently ot the Temple, but as he will soon enter the military service the
management will be turned over to the new concern.
The Unity Investment Company, of Des Moines, Iowa, is contracting for
the construction of a new theatre to cost $25,000.
W. F. Kucharo & Co. have let the contract for a new theatre at Camp
Dodge, Des Moines, Iowa.
KENTUCKY
Marcus Loew, one of the foremost motion picture magnates of the United
States, arrived in Louisville recently to complete arrangements for the establishment in Louisville or at Camp Zachary Taylor of a new motion picture theatre that will, it is said, surpass anything of the kind in this part
of the country. Steps in this direction were begun when Mr. Loew was
here
soon. some time ago, and it is expected that negotiations will be completed
MAINE
A. S. Black is erecting the New Haines theatre at Waterville.
MASSACHUSETTS
The new motion picture theatre being erected at 41 Millbury avenue,
Worcester, for B. I. Coonan, is rapidly nearing completion. The structure
will be 186 by 191 feet, and will be of three stories. More and Yutan are the
contractors.
Scanlon Bros, are considering the erection of a theatre on their large
front on Monument square and Pleasant street, Leominster.
MICHIGAN
Cadillac is to have a new $50,000 vaudeville and motion picture theatre.
A company that owns and operates a string of theatres in the Middle
West purchased the offices of William Brothers Lumber Company and adjoining property, and operations were commenced last week.
NEW BRUNSWICK
Fred G. Spencer has just opened his splendid new theatre in Amherst, a
local production,
" Brown
ot Harvard,"
with vehicle
the proceeds
devotedto to
patriotic purposes being
selected
as the opening
and playing
capacity business. The Empress, which will seat 1,000 people, is one of the
best equipped theatres in the Maritime Provinces offering many novel features, and being thoroughly up to date in every respect. For the present
it willNova
play Scotia
pictures,
little
town.but will be available for road shows visiting that busy
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Good Seats Plus a Good Picture
Equals Pleased Patrons
OUR

OPERA

CHAIRS
HAVE
Comfort and Quality. Our
Service Department Open to
You.
Write for Catalogue N
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

IsYourTheatre

Worth

ANickelANight?
That is what it costs to secure the most
comprehensive reviewing service on Motion Pictures.
screen Opinions
1 ho Independent. Comprehensive Reviewing Service
costs you less than a nickel a day — and by subscribing
for it, and reading it, you can select the pictures that
w ill briny the most money toy ou. It is surely worth a
Nickel a Night to safeguard the good name of your
theatre — so investigate "Screen Opinions."
Write In for Full Information
Cahill -Igoe Co. Chicago
117 W. Harrison St • the home of'CICQ'prdoucts

NEW JERSEY
The Stanley vaudeville and motion picture house, at Wrightstown, is
nearly completed, and will have a seating capacity of 1,800. The theatre
will be opened this Wednesday afternoon.
NEW MEXICO
Work on the construction of the Park theatre, on Railroad street, Gallup,
is progressing rapidly, and bids fair for completion by the first of the newyear.
NEW YORK
James
Kernan
is
erecting
the
new Liberty theatre at Park avenue and
Liberty street, Syracuse.
The
Scottish
Rite
Masons
are
planning
to erect a moving picture at Yaphank.
The New Breglio theatre has been opened in Utica.
One of the biggest real estate sales that has taken place in Glens Falls
in years was consummated a few days ago when F. F. Pruyn sold the
Knickerbocker
knownandas Tames
the old
" opera houseof "Burlington,
block in
Warren
street toBlock,
Fred better
E. Colburn
R. Lockwood,
Vt.
The new owners plan on remodeling the rear part of the block into a
modern motion picture theatre. Mr. Colburn stated that he and Mr. Lockwood planned on expending about $25,000 for improvements to the building.
While their plans have not been completed they expected to remodel the
rear part of the building, so that the theatre will have a ground floor with
the balcony and a seating capacity of about 1,400.
It was announced that the work of rebuilding the Lyric theatre, Watertown, which was badly burned at the time ot the Charlebois Block fire about
two weeks ago will be started within a few days. It has not been decided
yet whether any changes in the plan of the theatre will be made. It will be
continued under the management of Papavanakos Brothers.
Many a packed house ist directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Better

Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately ; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News."
1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
10.
11. Change
CondensersMaking Machines
12. Converters and Transformers
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15. Disinfectants
Developing Tanks
16.
and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Metal Ceilings
36. Motors
37. Mural Paintings
38. Musical Instruments
39. Paints
40. Perforating Machines
41. Printing Machines
42. Programs
43. Projection Booths
44. Projection Lenses
45. Projection Machines
46. Projection Machines (Home)
47. Reels
48. Rewinders
49. Safety Exit Locks
50. Screens
51. Slides
52. Stage Settings
53. Studio Lights
54. Ticket Selling Machines
55. Uniforms
Ticket Taking Machines
56.
57. Ventilating and Fans
58. Vacuum Cleaners
: Please send me descriptive matter on' the sub) eo ts marked
in theGentlemen
above lists.
Name.
Theatre.
CHy. .
State.
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A. C Hilkert, the owner of the new Regent theatre, Geneva, which is
being constructed from the old Johnson Opera House Building at Fall and
Mynderse streets, stated that if the weather was favorable for the quick
drying of masonry, he would be able to open the theatre on Thanksgiving
Day as was originally planned. The construction work has reached a point
now where the size and appointments of the new theatre are apparent. The
work has also reached a state where a delay of a few days in the interior
mason work will probably disrupt the opening plans.
OHIO
The Majestic Picture theatre, at Middletown, which was formerly the
Eagle, having undergone an extensive titivation was opened to the public a fewmenselydays
Manager L. O. Dysert expressed himself as impleased ago,
at theandresult.
The Union theatre, Cleveland, opened October 29. It is a beautiful little
theatre,
accommodations tor 500 people, and is under the management
of
Georgewith
Treka.
The new house is equipped with a Simplex machine and a Danish Diamond
screen, both of them supplied by the Oliver Motion Picture Supply Company of Cleveland.
C H. Miles has opened the new Grand theatre, Cleveland, after an enforced shutdown, necessitated by extensive improvements and alterations.
The result of these changes being that the Grand is practically a new house,
everything in it being new. The shell alone stands to remind the public
■if olden times. The equipment is of the latest, and includes a Simplex projection machine, which was furnished by the Oliver Motion Picture Supply
Company; a $25,000 organ, installed by Hillgreen, Lane & Co., from Alliance,
Flexume
" signs and a new marquis which was erected by
Rutkowski Ohio;& "Co.,
of Cleveland.
PENNSYLVANIA
The Orpheum Moving Picture theatre on East Third street, Bethlehem,
is undergoing improvements. A new front is being constructed, the seating
capacity is being increased, and the interior is in the hands of decorators.
The Lincoln theatre, at 529 Lincoln avenue, Bellevue, has been opened
to the public.
BarnesCity.is the name of a new moving picture theatre being erected
at The
Ellwood
The Queen Lane Theatre Company has plans for the erection of a new
$15,000 moving picture theatre to be known as the Queen, at Philadelphia.
J. H. De Johns has just opened his New Castle theatre, at McKees Rocks.
Home & Wolfe are erecting a new Brushton theatre, at Brushton.
The new Jackson theatre has just been opened at York.
J. S. H iggins will shortly open his new Majestic theatre at Shamokin.
Preliminary plans are being made by Harry Stahl for starting work on
the erection ot a new vaudeville theatre on Idaho street, Farrell, to cost $15,000.The contract to build the motion picture theatre at Queen Lane and
Schuyler street, Philadelphia, for the Queen Lane Theatre Company, has
been balcony.
awarded to Alexander Chambley. The structure is to be one story
and
Improvements costing several thousand dollars are to be made upon the
Rex theatre, Farrell. David Garfunkel is owner of the building.
TENNESSEE
Through the conference in Memphis Wednesday of Marcus Loew, head
of the Loew circuit of vaudeville theatres, and E. A. Schiller, Southern general manager, and local architects and builders, Memphis will in all probability get a larger theatre than was at first intended. Plans which had
been tentatively accepted were altered by Mr. Loew, with the view of erecting his theatre here in anticipation of meeting the demand for years to come.
The new theatre, as now proposed, will seat 3,000 persons, and will be
nearly a block in length. The total amount involved in the deal is given as
approximately $800,000.
Negotiations for the site are practically closed, and when the altere<
plans are again considered, it is expected that the contracts for the con
struction of the new playhouse will be awarded.
Both Mr. Loew and Mr. Schiller left at night for New Orleans. Mr.
Schiller will return within a few days to further plans for the proposed
theatre.
VIRGINIA
W. J. Rahily has purchased the building at 16 North Sycamore street,
Petersburg, and will remodel it into a moving picture theatre.
The Stewart Amusement Company has plans tor the erection of a new
$5,000 moving picture at Newport News.
J. C. Shore, S. W. Zimmer, J. L. Vaughan, and others are interested in
the erection of a theatre near Camp Lee, Petersburg.
WEST VIRGINIA
J.treC.to beHolt
has
had
plans
erected at Richwood.prepared for a new $7,000 motion picture theaTimely Slides Issued bv Excelsior
'HE accompanying illustration shows one of the
timely slides
issued byCompany,
the Excelsior Illustrating
of 219 Sixth Avenue, New
York. Mr. Knoppleman, president and general manager of
the company, has prepared a
number of these slides in various designs for exhibitors
to use for Thanksgiving.
Other special designs have
been prepared for Christmas
and New Year. These designs have been supplemented
in their regular catalogue, which shows many novel and interesting slides for announcement and advertising purposes. Any
reader of the News can obtain a copy of this catalogue by writing to the Excelsior Illustrating Company.
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"NEWMAN"
Ticket
Chopper
Safeguard against having your tickets
used over
stancesagain
sometimesand
causeresold.
many Circummen to
yield
to
temptation.
Newman's
ticket
choppers positively chop and positively
insure
yon against
any collusion
ticket seller
and ticket
taker. Thebetween
most
practical and most attractive choppers
made. Write in for 1918 Catalog of
Ticket
Rails. Choppers, Brass Frames and
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washington
Street,
Established
1882Chicago, 111.
Coast Representative — G. A. Metcalfe,
119 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Can,
CanadianRialto
Representative
— J. T.Montreal,
Malone
Films,
Theatre Bldg.,

THEATRES

THAT

ARE

WORTH

Frames, Easels, Rails, Grilles, Signs,
Choppers, Kick Plates, Door Bars

WHILE
THEATRE
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MAILING
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■

PICTURE

729 Seventh Avenue

NEWS
New

York City

LIST

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
i
a saving to you of 'from
30 to 50% in postage, etc.

YOURS?

IF it is, send us full details— also photographs, in
order that we may run a
complete and fully illustrated story of which you
will be proud.

EXCHANGE

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
■0 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 CheUeo
Phone, 2003 Randolph
425 ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
Addressing
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting
i

A

Dollar Saved
is notonly a dollar earned, but it's
An Earning Dollar
All supplies for the M P. Theatre at fairer
prices than you'll pav elsewhere.
IT PAYS TO HE*' "RRE
INDEPENDENT
MOVIE
CO.
Send for l*riee
List SUPPLY
"N"
6th Floor 729 7th A»e„ New York
THE WEST

COAST

Service Plus— to Readers
Circulation Plus— to Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'1

STUDIO

LIGHTS

N '39
Company
Cooper Hewitt Electric

EIGHTH & GRAND STREETS,
HOBOKEN, N. J.
We EXPORT Films all over
the (ilobo.
What have yon to offer?
Only honorable business consldered.
Let ns hear from yon.
A. B. C. FILM CO.
145 W. 45th Street
New York
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JACK LIPPMAN.
VICE PRE6 AND TREASURER
BOYLE 1627
41 1 34

BERNSTEIN
BOYLE

FILM
PRODUCTIONS
STUDIO AND OFFICES
AND STEPHENSON AVENUES
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA.

1
I

October
Twenty Ninth
Nineteen Seventeen.

■P1

Nicholas Power Company,
90 Gold Street,
New York City,
New York.
Gentlemen;
I notice in your "close-up" of last
week* s box score showing the number of Power' s
in the Pacific Coast Studios that you have the
studio of the Bernstein Film Productions classed
among "other makes".
Whoever "kept score" evidently
committed an "error"when it came to us as we have
always used a Powers. In fact I installed the
first Powers in the Universal Coast Studio.
Kindly make this correction as we
dont want to be olassed among the "Other Wakes'1.
There is only one machine when you want real
projection.
Very truly yours,

President
P. S. We use a Powers

and General

Manager.

6B — No. 19694.

(We sincerely apologize to the BERNSTEIN FILM
PRODUCTIONS for the typographical error which
placed

their i\ame

Nicholas
4

*mony

*he users

of "OTHER MAKES*

Power Company
INCORPORATED * *~ "»
90 GOLD ST
New York
m

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEW'S " when writing to advertisers
THE WILLIAMS PBINTIKO OOMPANT, KKW TOME

—

w

Wouldn't
Scrap-heaps
grow
into Mountains
if everybody
adopted every improvement
at once?
It is lucky for us that some people take longer to become convinced
than others. For how could we possibly build Simplexes for everybody at once?
But the process of conversion is going on, as is shown, for instance,
by the table below. A few years ago you could hardly find a Simplex
in use by these eastern
— and look at them now!
S.mplexorganizations
Makes
Other
Studio, Producer, or Exchange
Studio, Producer, or Exchange
Carried forward
Craftsman Film Laboratories, Inc. . . .
Eclipse Film Laboratories
International Film Service
.'
Co Co
Crystal Film
Blackton
Productions
Export and Import Film Co
Vitagraph
Hepwich Films
Paragon Film Corp
Pathe Exchange, Inc., 1600 Broadway. . .
Solax Co
Balbao Amusement Producing Co
Peerless Film Co
Renowned Pictures, Inc
Ideal Film Laboratories and Studios.
Bluebird Photo-Plays, Inc
Herbert Brenon Studios
Hamilton Motion Picture Service Corp .
Biograph Company
Public Projection Rooms
Erbograph Company
J.
R. Miles Projection Room
All Star Feature Film Co
Kineticartoon Corp
Artcraft Pictures
Liggett & Greene
World Film Corp
Paramount Pictures Corporation
Selznick Pictures
C. L. Chester, Inc
Russian Art Films
Clinical Film Service Co., Inc
Hedwig Laboratories, Inc
Goldwyn Pictures Corp
Sherry Films
Pathe Exchange, Inc., Projection Rooms
Urban Spirograph
Cardinal Film Co. (Joan the Woman). . .
Horsley Studio
Ince Pictures Corp. (Civilization)
Inter-Ocean Film Corp
Wark Producing Corp. (D. W. Griffith)
Sun Photoplay
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp
Cosmofoto Film Co., Inc
General Film Co
Universal Film Corp., N. Y. Office. . .
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co
Ivan Film Productions, Inc
Famous Players Film Co
Steiner Films
Paramount Pictures Corp
Allen Film Co
Triangle Film Corp., Offices
Beseler Educational Film Co
Metro Pictures Corp
Uncle Sam Rims
Artfilm Studio
Select Films
Vitagraph Studios
Renfax
Myers & Weil
American Film Laboratories, Inc
American Correspondent Film Co
Highgrade Films
Equitable Motion Picture Corp
Commercial Slide and Film Service .
Rolfe Studios
Eclair Studio
Metro Pictures Corp., Studio
Palisade Film Studio
Educational Films Corp. of America
Fox Studio
Prizma, Inc
Charter Features
Triangle Studio
N. J. Metro Film Service
Goldwyn Studio
Unicorn Films
Universal Film Corp., Studio
V. S. L. E
Lloyds Film Storage Corp
Submarine
Film Corp
Fox Film Corp., N. Y. Office
Rex Film Laboratories
Exclusive Features, Inc
10
Carried forward
Simplexes,

Grand Total

85

over 88 per cent.

All other

makes,

less than

85
Othe
Simplex Make
10
2
2
2
2
2

42
15
12
24
43
12
1
2
2
1
2
2

2
1
2
6
2
I
278
12 per cent.
37

This evidence bears out what we told you
last week: that three out of every four
Simplexes sold take the place of other makes.
If the Simplex

has not yet replaced yours — NOW
ThePrecisionMachine (p.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork

is a good time

THE

PRICE

OF

A

GOOD

TIME,"

created by Lois

Weber from Marion Orth's story "The Whim'"
is the most affecting picture ever made of Woman's
struggle against illicit pleasure and clothes. Features
Mildred Harris and Kenneth Harlan in settings so marvelously enriched by sympathetic detail as to reveal at first
sight the master-touch of the Belasco of the Screen. At
the Broadway Theatre — a triumphant success. Just
released.

"The
A

Man

Without

Country

Endorsed by the Committee on National
Defense as the greatest patriotism-maker
ever offered the American public. The
modern version of the deathless masterpiece of Edward Everett Hale.
"Pay Me"
Dorothy Phillip* in a T-reel drama of the
West that grips like a Grizzly. Punch,
power and pressure at their highest notch.

"The

C o-R.es fiondent

Elaine Hammerstein and Wilfred Lucas
in a §50,000 publicity driven drama of
modern newspaper life made by Ralph
Ince from the stage play by Alice Leal
Pollock and Rita Weiman.
"Come

Through

Herbert Rawlinson in George Bronson
Howard's mightiest melodrama. The
Critics said: — "The best suspense drama
Netv York has had for y ears.''

xjirens o fthe Oea
Louise Lovely, Carmel Myers and countless Venus-formed maidens in a ravishing
dream of female loveliness. Glorious diving nymphs enticing a young man of to-day
into the magic grottos of the sea where they sport unrestrained by society's conventions. The Picture Magnificent — 6 Reels.
See and book at any Jewel Exchange or write the
Home Ojfice. 1600 Broadu av, N. Y.

PRODUCTIONS
INC

DECEMBER

1, 1917

Reg. U* D. 8. Patent OUU-*

West

I HAS

THE

vol. xvi-no. 22
ia^^.

Coast

QUALITY

NEW

Edition

CIRCULATION

YORK

LOS

OF

THE

ANGELES

TRADE
'

price

10 cents

Bmtm'td — Second Out a Hatter, August tn, 19/7, at the Pott Office at New York, K. I'., under the act of March >1r<(, *S79.
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MOTION

EVERY

PICTURE

DAY

IS

NEWS

SERVICE

DAY

for
HcrxxM
^u
u^
mo
^ara

Foremost

stars, superbly directed, in clean motion
ures
^Pict

pictures.
"

Take

any one week in the year, in the Publicity, Advertising and Service Departments, and the Calendar looks as
if the entire time was taken up in the service of the
exhibitor.
Something

isdone

directly

for the exhibitor

of the year— for instance

—

1917

October

Week

of

21st

every day

1917

Mon.

12 advertisements appear in 12 great metropolitan newspapers ; 15,000 one-sheets distributed free for exhibitors tie-up. Cuts and mats on productions and stars distributed
by exchanges to newspapers — pure publicity.

m
I 11PS.

35 advertisements appear in 35 great metropolitan newspapers ; 15,000 24-sheets printed
for
f ree Picture
distribution
; 28 stories,
45 pages,
supplied
to allpage.
dramatic and sporting papers,
Motion
magazines,
newspapers
running
magazine

Wed.

44 advertisements appear in 44 great metropolitan newspapers. Advertisement prepared
for Theatre Magazine. 1,500 newspapers supplied with 2 news stories and 25 short
paragraphs of news items.

I ilUr*

Four
mailed
to selected
big townPlay
newspapers.
Plav> exclusive
Photoplay stories
Journal,
Motion
Picture list
andof Picture
Magazines, "December issue.

Fri.

Sat.

Can

70 advertisements appear in 70 great metropolitan newspapers ; 30 full-page mats made
and distributed free on request of exhibitors featuring increase in admission price and
inaugurating longer runs with the addition of all Artcraft and Paramount Pictures by
Service Department.
Ad of
prepared
for orLadies'
Journal,
December
Two
selected
consisting
interview
SundayHome
Magazine
stories,
mailed issue.
to selected
list of 275stories
newspapers.
85 advertisements appear in 85 great metropolitan newspapers ; 2 full-pages in Saturday
Evening Post. Five special news stories distributed to newspapers in which we advertise. Special news paragraphs distributed to 200 newspapers. Special news mats disibuted tospecial
525 newspapers.
Stories
of current productions sent out to photoplay magazines,trwith
supply of new
photographs.
any organization so dedicated to the service of its customers help succeeding?
Then why not succeed with us?

i FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
-/V it ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY Via Pres CEO! B DE M11XE Director General

Illlii

MOTION
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FT

Show

BRITISH

your

PICTURE
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NEWS

patrons

EGYPT— UPPER

NILE — LOWER

NILE— REAL

STREETS

OF

CAIRO

THE very beginning of History comes drifting down the Nile : A desert-bordered, mysterymurmuring river — a 3000 mile mirage come true. Ruins of Egyptian Temple, 6000 years
old — The Silent Sphinx — Arab Dancing Horses — An Oasis with Palms — a " Dahbeah," the
original houseboat — Busy Bazaars — The Gymkana, or field sports — Real Streets of Cairo —
Bedouin " Bergass," the equivalent of our Western Round-up — Ancient Grecian Temple of Isis
— University Mosque of ElAzar, where 7000 Mohammedans study the Koran — the Silk Twisters
making silk fabric the same as in the Time of Moses —
Mummy of a club foot Pharaoh and the Tombs of the
Pharaohs.
The remembrance of Paramount-Burton
Holmes QUALITY— the quality that fills Carnegie Hall's (N. Y.) $2.00 seats — remains
long after the title of the picture is forgotten.

5 FAMOUS
J
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Prvs JESSE L *""N
LASKYE*- LASKY
MaVOBK_
pres CECILCORPORATION
B OE Mill F Anorfam

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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JOS.

M.

PICTURE

SCHENCK

NEWS

presents

ROSCOE

FATTY

»

FATTY**

AR

BUCKLE

COW

EY

ISLAND
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EVENING OUR METHOD OE
„,81L1TES

OE T ITLE OE SERIAL

TV AR—OONT GUAU
COUPUEO
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E CO
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R. one YOU need.
Better to read fifty advertisements
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An Advertisement by W.

THE
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OLDEST

PICTURE

NEWS

Vol. 16.

Hodkmson

CONCERN

IN

THE

BUSINESS

The hundreds of friends who have written and telegraphed congratulations on tbe organization of
the ''new

"W. Hodkmson Corporation, suggest these thoughts to me.

This company is not new. It is ten years old. It is the oldest concern with a continuous history of
ONE CONSISTENT POLICY and one fairly consistent head that the trade has
seen or seems likely to see.
Only in corporate form are we new. Our ideals and our policies are as old as my experience in
the business.
I have talked with exhibitors for ten years, and I number by thousands those who believe in
me and in my understanding and sympathy with their problems.
For the others, I set down here the exhibitor experience which followed the four big steps
listed last week. The records will bear out every statement I make.
In 1907, in Ogden, Utah, my exhibitor rivals followed me with programs running a full week,
— and made more money.
In San Francisco in 1911, the tri-weekly change, with non-conflict, uniform age, scheduled films,
bettered the service of the big houses and saved the lives of the little ones.
The ''Progressive exchange system of 1913 built the Pacific Coast into the greatest motion
picture territory in the world for exhibitors as well as producers.
During my presidency of Paramount, the feature picture was definitely established as the solid
basis of the business, and my policy of exhibitor protection and a dependable program put
literal thousands of exhibitors into Dun and Bradstreet with ratings into the millions.
Not one of my plans has been a rehash of the old — nor are my plans of today like, in detail, anything that I have ever offered before. But each has been grounded on the same eternal
principles of fairness, cooperation and inter-dependence. Each grew with the business; each
was adapted to and looked beyond the crisis of the moment.
Today, again, my plan faces and looks beyond the present crisis. It does more than that. In the
past my progress has been made in opposition to the elements which ruled the business and to
the elements which surrounded me.
Today, in full control of my organization, free to select the greatest pictures and distribute them
in a way worth while, I have also eliminated all the elements whicb could possibly obstruct
me. Today you are dealing alone with

Bookings for the first two Paralta Plays are now being made : " A MAN'S MAN,"
with Mr. J. W arren Kerrigan, and "MADAM
WHO?",
with Miss Bessie
Barnscale.
Write the home office.

W.

W.

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

527

New

Fifth Avenue,

York

Telephone: Murray Hill 2123
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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ALBERT

PICTURE

E. SMITH

WHO

An

amaynsf

NEWS

presents

GOES

of international
intrigue
"
!
E
ER
from the
Famous
Novel
H
T

Adapted

Lv ROBERT

Jove

W-

romance

CHAMBERS

eatunng
A
HARRY

MOREY
WITH

CORINNE

GRIFFITH

and a large and splendidly balanced
cast of Vitagraph favorites including
MARY
ARTHUR

MAURICE.

ANNE

&RODY,

DONALDSON ,STANLEY

DUNN

and others

DIRECTED BY *
WILLIAM
PS.EARLE
A SUPER-FEATURE
BOX-OFFICE

IN

VALUE

A

PRODUCTION

OFFERING

EXHIBITORS

ENORMOUS

ADVERTISING

\

POSSIBILITIES

y— GREATER—

1_|

VlTAGRAPn

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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WILLIAM A.IMIAUV,
O i rati or-PICTUM5S
- General '.
WOULD
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Pathe
MODE

INTEQESTINO

THAN

ANY

FEATUPE-

THPILUNCMOPE
THAN THE WILDEST
MELODPAMA

••

FPANCE

PART?
5
Phofoqraphed

bq the cinematographic division of

the French Army^>^~'

'ne of the most
shown0

interestinq

war

pictures ever

variety

Affords the spectator anq number of thrills - )4n
unusual attraction, opportune and hiqhlij entertaininq.
Without
sometime.

a doubt the most

interest! nq film seen for

Astronq box office attraction!' exhiqitops trade review.

Verq interestinq . . Great camera work.. Aeroplane
battle one of the most remarkable shots I have ever
seen for a thriller.. It should be a winnerWIO'5 MAGAZINE

Pathe

DORIS
without
beautrful

doubt

KENYON
one

of

the

most^-

qirU of staqe

and

screen

is the star of '7he HIDDEN HAND; With her
are such sterlinq plovers as Sheldon Lewis, who
in Pathe serials has set a new standard for screen
heavies/' Arlin© Prettq.and

If gpu are one of the qreat majority, of
successful exhibitors qou have made much
money

with Pathe serials. You know

theq

are built for qour audiences. You owe it to
qourself to look into"3»e HIDDEN HAND."
risk the nearest Pathe exchanqe to screen
for qou several episodes. You'll want it!
1?e/eas<?d Alovember

2^-

Mahlon Hamilton.

A scientific criminal of extraordinarq attainments and utter malevolence; a beautiful
American
is involved

qirl who throuqh

accident

fa\\\t

of birth

in the political strife of a qrecrt-

empire and thus has powerful and
enemies -there are the elements

unscrupulous

of a fascinat-

ing and thrillinq serial.
%

HIDDEN

HAND

°Vou remember

the constant and endless charm

of *lhe Exploits of Elaine" with its new tqpe
ot scientific criminal. Arthur B. Peeve wrote
it. /low with the aid of Charles A Logue he
has put those ttirills into ^HIDDEN

hand:*

Pathe

Tie. QUEEN

of

SPADES

>4 five

part

plaij written

by A.I.Pushkin
Russian

the

celebrated

author, featuring

■•■
■ ■■

MOZUKIN
reaiesi
one of
actors

the

world's

q

We are again indebted to WID* for
an intelligent and appreciative
criticism of these RUSSIAN
ART

FILMS;

" Meeting

that you will surely have

success with u 7he Queen of Spades"
I ihink you can very safely play it
up. This is decidedly different from
American films in many ways. It is
also decidedly more interesting than
the average American program
ing. Star fine r Widk Magazine
Released

Nov. Igth

offer-

Mutual

Film Corpora lioa,

cPrese/t/s>

mci'tean
In five acts. Directed by Albert Capellani.
Released the week of Nov. 26th.
Check up for yourself the box-office value of this picture. The
star— Edna Goodrich, known the world over as a beauty and one
of America's foremost actresses. The director— Albert Capellani, a man whose work is known to photoplay fans everywhere.
The story — an intense heart-interest drama brimming over
with patriotism. Add up these factors and you'll realize that
"American Maid" is a picture you can't afford to overlook.
The big houses are booking it for long runs.
Other Edna Goodrich features available at
Mutual Exchanges include "Reputation,"
"Queen X" and "A Daughter of Maryland."
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
John R. Freuler, President
Exchange! Everywhere

Samuel S. Hutchinson, President
AMERICAN

MARY

FILM COMPANY, \WZ.< presets

MILES

\\l

THE

OTHER MINTER SUCCESSES
Available at Mutual Exchanges

"Peggy Leads The Way"
"Her Country's Call"
"Charity Castle"
"Melissa of the Hills"
"Periwinkle"
"Annie-For-Spite"
"Environment"
"The Gentle Intruder"
"The Innocence of Lizette"
"A Dream or Two Ago"
"Faith"
"Dulcie's Adventure"
"Youth's Endearing Charm'

MINTER

TE

A\A

°P

A comedy-drama in live acts. By Henry
Albert Phillips. Directed by Henry King.
Released the week oi November 26th.
'
ANN
LLY
SA
Nary Miles Mini er, the idol
of hundreds of thousands of
picture-goers, never had a
more fitting vehicle. Dock
the "Sally Ann" in your theatre and "pipe" all hands on
deck. This and other Minter
features can be booked at
any Mutual Exchange.
Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President
Distributed by
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
John R. t reuler. President
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JOSEPH

M. SCHENCK
presents

NORMA
in
TALMADGE

"THE

SECRET

OF

THE

COUNTRY"
(A sequel to
"TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY")
Directed by Charles Miller
Picturizec! by Mary Murillo and Courtney Ryley
Cooper from fhe novel of the same name by"
GRACE MILLER WHITE
STORM

"A distinct triumph for Norma
Talmadge"! — Motion Picture News.

SF.T^PT

DISTRIBUTED BY
PTrTITRRS.
CORPORATION

PICTURES

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

presents
ALICE
BRADY
in
"HER

SILENT

Directed by Edward Jose
CRIF
Scenario bySA
E^e Unsell,
from theIC
play "The
E"Red Mouse
by Henry J. W. Dam
The

love tkat dares all,

and wins all! — tkis is tke
tkeme of Miss Brady's first
Select picture.

SE'""

DISTRIBUTED BY
VUTVUV*
C. O R P flR ATlflN

SELECT(&iD)PICTURES

TKe Photoplay of tKe Hour:

Directed by James Kirkwood
E"
ER
Produced
hy
Charles Rickman
Pictures
Corporation
TH
E
OV R
witk
Charles

Anna

Richman

Q.

Nilsson

"It will without a doubt provide tKe exhibitor with a
Exhihitors attraction"
Trade Review
strong box-ofjfice

DISTRIBUTED BY
SELECT

PICTURES

CORfOR

A T 10 N

LEWIS J. SELZNICK
presents
RITA

JOLIVET
TKe International Star
in
"LEST

WE

Scenario and direction by Leonce Perret "
Produced
bj) Rita Jolivet Film Corporation
FO
RGET

More tkan a photoplay — a supreme
screen romance, and the greatest
spectacle ever filmed!

Distributed by
SELECT

PI CTURES

CORPO

RATION
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NEWS

HAS

DECREED

THAT

THEIR BROWS IN PERPLEXITY AT THE 5CARCITY OF GOOD COMEDIES
WITH THE INCREASED OVERHEAD — DECREA5E OF MIRTH*
MAKING CONSISTENTLY FUNNY FEATURES— RESTRICTED)
DISTRIBUTION OF OTHER BRANDS EXCHANGEMEN HAVE BECOME

WHEN A5KED BY EXHIBIT0R5 * WHAT GOOD COMEDY CAN
YOU GIVE. ME TODAY?" WHAT A TREMENDOUS RELIEF
IT WOULD BE WERE YOU ABLE TO SAY TO YOUR LIST OF EXHIBITORS
"THIS WEEK WE CAN 6IVE YOU A TWO-REEL COMEDY
OF THE HILARIOUS KIND THAT CREATES LAUGHS WITH THE

WIDE 'OPEN
REAL DYED-IN-THE-WOOL SHOUT PROVOKING COMEDIES CONCEIVED ALONG
ORIGINAL LINES WITH NEW PL0T5.5ITUATI0N5.CLIMAXES AND FEATURING
THE MOST UNUSUAL ACROBATIC COMEDIAN THE SCREEN HA5 EVER KNOWN
YOU CAN NOW APPEAL TO THE GREAT ANP GROWN 6 CWEDYWVM

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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COMEDIES

ARE

COMEDIES

ONLY

WHEN

THEY

TPYM/IMID
THE

LAUGHS.
WE

HAVE

FIRfT

FOUR

TO REACH

COMMENT
BECAME
WE

PILE THEM

THAN

ARE

TERRIBLV

production;

and

THE

THE MARKET

WILL CREATE

MORE

DEMAND

BOfy

WE

NOT

MWT
WORK

WAITING

IHOWN

we

are

WITH

US M

FOLLOW

THE

AND THE FACT THAT

OTHER
jo

MIRTHJOME

Bu;y

we

5U6GE5TED
HUNDRED;

mu/t

BELOW.

OF LETTER/

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

THE ENERGy

IN THE FOUR

MISTAKE

FOR COMEDIET

TO AflMR

NECEWARILy

WE WILL AVOID
GOOD

TIME

LATE5T

ORIGINATING

TO COMMUNICATE

WHICH

KAI/ER'J

becau/e

HAVE

ANOTHER

COMPLETE.

mm
WILL

UPON

COMEDIEJ

THE

OF THE GROWING

ONE

SO IMPORTANT-

WE REQUIRE TO CONTINUE

COMPLETED

COMEDIEJ

NOW

By RECEIVING ALL MAIL AT THE ADDREJI GIVEN AT THE BOTTOM

THE

ON HAND

OF THII PA6E.

POLICY
ONE

TWO

EVERY

REEL

TWO

COMEDY

ABSOLUTELY
IDEAS AND

WEEKS.

TO
TERRITORIAL
PLANS
THE

FRANCHISE

TO GOVERN
SALES.

BACK

NOVEL PLOTS,
CLIMAXES.

THE

PRODUCTIONS

WITH

THE

GREATEST

MOST

HUMOROUS

OF EXPLOITATION
WATCH

FOR THE SEMI-MONTHLY

£|.RPLEXED
BOX

20002

EXCHANGEMEN

CAMPAIGN

EVER CONCEIVED.

TICKLE

ADDRESS

MOTION.PICTURE

AND

NEWS

YOUR LETTER IS NOT ANSWERED WITHIN ONE WEEK IU WILL KNOW YOUR TERRITORY HA5 BEEN DI5PO5E0 Oft

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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DO

TO

YOUR

PICTURE

YOU

PAY

AS

M

LA50CATORY
WORK
AND
as you
do youo.

PEPHAP5

BEST
vs. IMPROVED NEGATIVE VAULT
COMMANDING
THE LOWEST INSURANCE RATE

994

Vol. 16. No.

NEWS

YOU

UC

H

TITLES

HAVE NEVER HEARD

ABOUT U5

THAT'S

YOU!} MISFORTUNE NEVERTHELESS
WE ARE GRINDING AWAY filGHT AND PAY
00IN6 LABORATORY
THE

WORK

IN AIL 5 RANCHES

DISCRIMINATING

FOR

PRODUCER.

LET
US PRINT
YOUR
NEXT
PICTURETHE PROOF IS IN THE FINISHED PRODUCT — AND ABOVE ALL
"WE
mmmw
220 W. 42w5T, NEW

NEVER
film
YORK CfTY

DISAPPOINT"
EjA©

6rat9mes
ALLAN A.L0WNE3, 6EN1

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

inc.

-BUILT TO MAKE YOU ENJOY LIFE' —
- f/6HTEEN -HIGH-SPEW SURE-FIRE ■ TWO-REEL- COMEDIES ^EAWX
ESTATE

RIGHTS

NOW

^£nd

SELLING

street,

-

-

> r~

SERVICE
Ever? member of tke staff of
Motion Picture News realizes
that tke publication's success
is bound up inseparably v?itk
tke all-round

success

of

tke business \Ce serve —
and works in tkat spirit.

L

!

I

I

ANGL

V

"THE

REGENERATES"
with

Alma

Rubens
and
Walt

Released

The
when

blue

blood

not mixed

November

of
with

aristocracy

Whitman
25

turns

the red blood

racy. Here's a play with a message
linger with your audience.

yellow

of democthat will

Keystone

Comedy

FOWL"
BYwithA
WON
Claire Anderson, Peggy Pearce
and
Fritz Schade
Released

It's some
oven

November

predicament

and

companion.

to crawl

find a sputtering
Here's

25

into a baking

bomb

a smile

for a boon

all the

while.

TRIANGLE

r

i

■

resents

£ir

FoFbe$-Robei?t^on
Johnston
<a.g,,ccffie ^tranqer"

tfthe
Theik?$incf
a $tory of tremendous
charm
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all

elates
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mankind.

mm
"To me the message of loving
kindness is the greatest message that can be borne to the
world today, and that is the
message of 'The Passing of
the Third Floor Hack.' I love
the subject; it is full of sunshine, beauty, and comedy;
and drama of the finest order.

eg

Sam

■

m
mm
■ir-r Jsni

I am ' firmly convinced that
not only will it be the most
artistic achievement of my
career, but the most popular,
and what is equallv as important, fulfills to the highest
extent one of the greatest
functions of the screen — to
spread the message of Hope
to the masses."
—HERBERT

BRENON

BRENON

CORPORATION

" (ContYolled by Herbert Brenon)
Executive Offices
Distribution Offices
509 Fifth Avenue
Brenon Hei^hts.NJ
Studio's
Hudson
New Yorrf City. NY.
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The
Your

Auction

Block"At

Regular

Rental

INHIBITORS at this moment need all of the powerful
productions that producing organizations can give
them to offset war taxes and purely temporary conditions.
Goldwyn therefore announces that Rex Beach's remarkable and costly production, "The Auction Block/' will
be released to all Goldwyn contract exhibitors December
2nd, at the regular rental prices paid by them for the
Goldwyn productions.
We

have paid the Rex Beach corporation a tremendous

sum for the right to release "The Auction Block" under
these conditions as a substitute for Mabel Normand in
"Joan of Plattsburg." Miss Normand's first picture contains military material that officials deem it unwise to
reveal at this time. To avoid embarrassing our government in any way "Joan of Plattsburg" will be held until
the proper changes can be made in the story.
Never before has a Rex Beach production been available
to exhibitors except at advanced prices and Goldwyn
makes the statement that never again will exhibitors have
the opportunity to book a Rex Beach picture under such
conditions as these.
On the opposite page exhibitors may see for themselves
the immense profit-making opportunities afforded them
by the next four Goldwyn releases.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION®
Margaret Mayo
Edgar Selwyn
Samuel Goldfish
Editorial Director
President
Vfce President
New York City
16 East 42d Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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No
Ever
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Did

Company

This

For

You

''THINK of the power, the liberality and the bigness of
a producing company that offers in straight succession
to exhibitors such an array of remarkable productions
as these:
November 18: MADGE KENNEDY in "NEARLY MARRIED"
by Edgar Selwyn. All exhibitors liked this young and
appealing star in "Baby Mine." Your public will like her
still more in "Nearly Married ' because it is a greater
picture.
December 2: REX BEACH'S greatest story, "THE AUCTION
BLOCK." You remember the profits you made on "The
Spoilers," "The Ne'er-Do- Well" and "The Barrier"? You
will do a still bigger business with "The Auction Block."
It is the biggest of all Rex Beach productions.
"December 16: MAE MARSH in "THE CINDERELLA MAN,"
from Oliver Morosco's stage success by Edward Childs
Carpenter. More beautiful and appealing than "Polly of
the Circus." George Loane Tucker directed this, the
greatest Mae Marsh production ever made.
December 30: MARY GARDEN
FRANCE. First appearance
world's greatest personalities
all modern
stories.
est international
fame."Thais"

in "THAIS," by ANATOLE
on the screen of one of the
in the most widely known of
gave Mary Garden her great-

Any theatre on earth could make a success and play to
capacity audiences with, these four productions, each of
which has cost a fortune. At no performances will you
be able to accommodate the crowds at the box-office.
Think of getting productions like these at regular contract rentals. Only Goldwyn does things like these for
its exhibitors.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
Margaret Mayo
Samuel Goldfish
Edgar Selwyn
Vtce President
Editorial Director
President
16 East 42d Street
New York City

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Thrills

rjECEMBER 9 is the release date for this
famous comedienne's second appearance in her new series of uproarious screen
entertainments.

Exhibitors throughout America are stimulating their programs and attracting new
patronage by booking this Marie Dressier
series of two-reel comedies.

Dressier

VroducinQ

Qtrporation

presentsMARIE

DRESSIER

"F
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99

These popular comedies are released on
the open booking plan and can be booked
only through the offices of

Q

yn
oXdm
Distributing
Corporation
16 East 42d Street
New York Qty
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Distributing Corporation
16 East 42d Street
New York City
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Warren

IN

PLAYS
PICTURES

1

Kerrigan
Written by

Screen version by
THOMAS G. GERAGHTY

PETER B. KYNE

"
Man
Man'
"A
DIRECTED
BY sOSCAR
APFEL

Clune's Auditorium
"A Man's Man" was
Clune's Auditorium
But it remained for
Clune's Auditorium
How many seats in
It isn't enough !

in Los Angeles seats 3,000.
shown there and packed them in four times a day for a full week.
has played the biggest, from "The Birth of a Nation" to "intolerance."
"A Man's Man" to break the Saturday night house record of attendance in
in Los Angeles.
your theatre ?

For bookings communicate with New York Offices
W.
527 FIFTH

W.

HODKINSON

AVENUE

PARALTA

CORPORATION

Telephone Murray Hill 2123

PLAYS,

Inc.

NEW

YORK

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
YORK
CITY
2 EW

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T. KANE, Vice. -Pres.
JOHN E DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas.
NAT. I. BROWN, Secretary and Genl Manager

DISTRIBUTED
W.W.

HodkInson

CITY

By

Corporation

PARALTA
PICK

The

OF

THE

Second

Bessie

PLAYS
PICTURES

Paralta

Play

Barriscale
IN

"Madam
Who?"
Screen Version
MONTE

M. KATTERJOHN
DIRECTED

The

Henry

BY

REGINALD

Third

B.

Written by
HAROLD

MacGRATH

BARKER

Paralta

Play

Walthall

IN

"His
Robe
of
Honor"
Screen Version
Written by
JULIAN

L. LAMOTHE
DIRECTED

ROBERT

BY

BRUNTON,

ETHEL

REX

W.W.

INGRAM

Manager

DlSTPi BU ted
HodkInson

and JAMES

of Productions.

By

Corporation

DORRANCE

Book

a Lights
vjf ^(zshxxytkroudk
the fc
[Trough, me
following exchanges -

First National Exhibitors Circuit Company of Ohio,
302 Sloan Building, Prospect Avenue,
Cleveland, O.

First National Exhibitors Exchange,
833 South Broadway,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Turner ii Dahnken,
134 Golden Gate Avenue,
San Francisco, Calif.

Three Tremont Row, Boston, Mass.
Garden Theatre,
Washington, D. C.

Exhibitors Film Exchange,
1200 Fourth Avenue,
Seattle, Wash.

First National Exhibitors Exchange of New Jersey,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City

Swanson Nolan,
1744 Curtis Street,
Denver, Colo.

First National Exchange,

National Film Service, Ltd.,
1 3 18 Standard Bank Building,
Vancouver, B. C.
Central Film Company,
1 10 South State Street,
Chicago, 111.

509 Fifth Avenue,
New York City
300 Westinghouse Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Peerless Feature Film Exchange,
1339 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Henry Brouse,
Imperial Theatre,
Ottawa, Canada

H. Lieber Company,
24 West Washington Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Garden Theatre,
Des Moines, Iowa

J. H. Butner,
Lyric Theatre,
Atlanta. Ga.

G. N. Montgomery,
Metro Service of Michigan,
73 Broadway,
Detroit, Mich.

E. V. Richards, Jr.
Care of Saenger Amusement Company,
Strand Theatre,
New Orleans, La.

First National Exhibitors Circuit of Northwest,
717 Hennepin Avenue,
Minneapolis, Minn.

First National Exhibitors Circuit of Texas,
1920 Main Street,
Dallas, Texas

William Sievers,
New Grand Central Theatre,
St. Louis, Mo.

Big Feature Rights Corporation,
Strand Theatre,
Louisville, Ky.

Eh
CO.
INC.
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The " SPARKLE
" Comedies Go Everywhere!
Downtown, in the neighborhood, in the suburbs — city, village or campground, SPARKLE Comedies brighten
the program with their quick, electrifying flashes of mirth. Wide-awake exhibitors engage these comedies bv the
series of six so as to be assured of one every week.
THF CURRENT SIX:

Featuring Billy Ruge
On the Love Line
After the Matinee
The Detective
Double Cross
Smashing the Plot
Making the Best of a Bad Bargain

Produced by the
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION

Commercial Trust Co. Building, 41st Street and Broadway, New York City
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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NEW!

" O. HENRY'S Epic of a Counterfeit Coin Told in a Picturized Interpretation
of an Intensely Characteristic Literary Achievement

Chet Ryan and Frances Parks In " One Dollar's Worth."

"ONE
DOLLAR'S
Drama in Two Parts

WORTH"
Directed by David Smith

Other

" O. Henry " Western stories ready, full of the
author's whimsicality, dramatic ingenuity and responsive human touch, are the following:
John Tom Little Bear
The Lonesome Road
Hygeia at the Solito
The Last of the Troubadours

BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURES

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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George

K.

WONDERS

Spoor

Announces

OF

SCIENCE

and

SCENICS

NATURE

INDUSTRY

SUPREME

embracing the beauty spots of the Canadian Rockies, with their
snow-clad mountains, glaciers, lakes and giant waterfalls — logging
scenes on rushing streams, great prairies and wheat fields.
ONE

15

MINUTE

PICTURE

EACH

WEEK

Beginning November 24 with
"SALMON
FISHING
IN NEW
BRUNSWICK"
Showing intimate camp scenes with the famous authors :
MAXIMILLIAN

FOSTER

JACK

GRANTLAND

LAIT

HUGHIE
RICE

BILL

Book one of Essanav's
BRAND

NEW
Each Week

EVERY

ONE

A

FULLERTON
McGEEHAX

,

COMEDIES

SCREAM

"HARD
LUCK"
"THE
GENERAL"
Released Nov. 24
Released Dec. 1
FIT FOR
ANY
PROGRAM
Screen time 15 minutes

^sisioiniaiu
1333 Argyle Street, Chicago

EegTu*s!pst.Ki9"7

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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COMR^MY
FILM

Chaplin's

"IN

Great

THE
NOW

Laugh

Maker

PARK"

BOOKING

Don't Miss These Essanay-Chaplin
Films That Made
Him Famous

"THE

CHAMPION"
"A

NEW

JITNEY

"BY

THE

SEA"

ELOPEMENT"
NEW

PRINTS

PAPER

■"■^
M.M«.jMJ.I.I-W-HiHI.H .WMJ
1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. 1907

George K. Spoor, President
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

Trademark
Reg. D. S. Tat. 1907
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ANNOUNCING
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FIRST
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WHOLESOME

REX

COMEDY

ADAMS

"HIS

1

AWFUL

A Single Reel Scream of Continuous
"Wholesome"
DO
WNFALaughs
LL"
Book

These

Today!

"THE

PENNY
PHILANTHROPIST"
The Supreme Screen Offering

7 Parts — From

Clara Lau&hlin's Famous

Story

"CINDERELLA^
MAGIC
SLIPPER"
Booked in All Ascher Theatres, Chicago

Exhibitors— We
and

Ct

Pay

peggy

o'neill
and
RALPH MORGAN

Express

~
ommg:

WHOLESOME

Book

"little

Both

WRITE

OR WIRE

red

riding

Direct
Ways

hood"

FILM
Milton Daily,
S Pres.CORPORATION
CHICAGO

THREE SCENES FROM "CINDERELLA AND THE MAGIC SLIPPER"

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Help
Make

her

fill

a

pipe

for

"Sammy"!

Thanksgiving
Week
"Smoke
Week"
inJYour
Theatre
See S. L. Rothapfel's Endorsement on the rev?rse side of this page
25 West 44th Street "OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND" New York City

RIALTO THEATRE CORPORATION
OPERATORS

14087 )>Bn

L. ROTJHAPFEL
SECRETARY8. AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR

THE
RIALTO
"The Temple of The Motion Picture"
TIMES SQUARE
NEW YORK
November

7, 1917.

A copy of this letter Trill be sent to every known moving picture
in the United

States.

which Thanksgiving
of moving

picture

It is written

Pay occurs,
theatres

supply our soldiers

TOBACCO

all of the tremendous

in this country

movement

FUND, £5 West 44th Street,

Scores

Front.

Hundreds

greatest

tobacco

companies

two dollars*
THE RIALTO

week beginning
Write
will do this.
DO YOUR BIT.

is donated.

at retail

Sunday, November

your sincere

Every dollar

price.

is

contributed

THERE IS NO WASTE*
the entire project with the

cooperation.

to OUR BOYS IN FRANCE

TOBACCO

THE RIALTO will
FUND during the

25th, 1917, and urges you to do the same.

TODAY to OUR BOYS IN FRANCE
Our fighting

Labor, trans-

Not one cent contributed

of New Yora City lias investigated

5% of its gross receipts

of news-

is supplied at cost by the

acting in cooperation.

at cost of manufacture.

invites

by OUR BOYS Hi

the country have lent their powerfu

The tobacco

- everything

worth of tobacco

utmost care and respectfully
contribute

to

have already been shipped to the boys at the

in the country

but tobaooo

and is maintained

throughout

of tons of tobacco

portation, office facilities

purchases

effort

movement

New York City, to which hundreds

of tons will be needed.

spent for anything

force of the combined

in support of a nation-wide

was organized

papers, magazines and trade journals
support.

during the week ii

at the front with tobacco.

This national
FRANCE

in an effort to mobilize,

exhibito.

men SOMEwHERE

TOBACCO

FUND, notifying

them that you

IN FRANCE will know and will not forget.
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DUPING
Is the lowest form of THIEVERY
ROBBING
A blind man — or the poor box of a church — Is
the epitome of honor compared with DUPING
Burglars and highway robbers command a
kind of respect — They have the nerve to run
the risks of their calling — but
The Duper
works in the dark like
A

Rat

Gnawing into the vitals of the brains and
energies of the honest producer and distributor
Every honest man

will expose

. The
Reliable Exchanges
note:

Duper
and Exhibitors

please

Several prominent crooks in
the Industry are offering Duped
two reel William S. Hart productions for sale
We intend prosecuting these parasites to
the full extent of the law — and will give them,
a^free, National Publicity Campaign.
Do you want to be placed in the same category
with these "Honorable"

Gentlemen

?

Authorized two reel William S. Hart productions taken from the negatives bear the
trade mark of, and are distributed by
W.

H.

71 WEST
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Bookings for the WILLIAM S. HART TWO REEL PRODUCTIONS can
be contracted for through the RELIABLE EXCHANGES mentioned below.
The following first SIX subjects are NOW ready for release:
"DAKOTA DAN"
"THE LAST CARD"
"A SQUARE DEAL"
"DOUBLE CROSSED"
"A KNIGHT OF THE TRAIL"
"HORNS & HOOFS"
There are also NINE more subjects ready.
Arrange for bookings NOW through the following RELIABLE EXCHANGES:
TERRITORIES
EXCHANGES
N. Y. Metro Film Service, Inc.
E. M. Saunders, General Manager
Greater New York
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
N. Y. Metro Film Service, Inc.
E. M. Saunders. (Jen. Mgr., Bway.
New York State
and Clinton Ave., Albany, N. Y.
N. Y. Metro Film Service, Inc.
E. M. Saunders, General Manager
New York State
327 Main Street, Buffalo, H. Y.
Boston Photoplay Company
Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Mass., Conn..
195 Pleasant Street
Rhode Island
Boston, Mass.
Eastern Pennsylvania,
Masterpiece Film Attractions
Southern New Jersey
1225 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.
Exhibitors Film Exchange
286 Market Street, Newark, N. J. Northern New Jersey
Liberty Film Renting Company
Western Pennsylvania,
938 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
West Virginia
Delaware, Maryland,
Exhibitors Film Exchange
420 Ninth Street, N. W.
District of Columbia,
Washington, D. C.
Virginia, Nor. Carolina
So. Carolina, Georgia.
Jake Wells
Colonial Theatre
Florida, nessee,
Alabama,
Mississippi TenRichmond, Va.
Mr. Hulsey
Metro Pictures Corporation
Texas and Arkansas
Dallas, Texas
M. Simmonds
Inn Hotel Building
Louisiana
Carondelet St.. New Orleans, La.
Mr. A. Warner
Standard Film Service
Ohio and Kentucky
716 Columbia Bldg., Cleveland. O.
Standard Film Corporation
Illinois,
207 South Wabish Avenue
diana
Wisconsin, InChicago, Illinois
L. D. Balsly
Standard Film Exchange
Missouri and Kansas
L305 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. C. W. Stombaugh
Standard Film Exchange
406 Film Exchange Building
Minnesota,
South DakotaNorth and
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mr. J. W. Rachman
Standard Film Corporation
1417 Farnuni St., Omaha, Neb.
Nebraska and Iowa
Mr. F. J. Fegan
Standard Film Corporation
304 Empress Theatre Building
St. Louis, Mo.
Missouri
Swanson & Nolan
Colorado, Utah, Wyo1744 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
ming, New Mexico
Lewis Film Exchange
1004 Campbell Building
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Oklahoma
Casino Feature Film Company
2212 Dime Bank Building
Michigan
Detroit, Michigan
Mr. E. H. Emmick
Peerless Film Service
100 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, Calif,
Oregon, Washington.
(temporary address)
Idaho. Montana
Western Feature Film Company
180 Golden Gate Avenue
California,
Arizona and
San Francisco. Calif.
Nevada
Regal Films, Ltd.
21 Adelaide St., W. Toronto, Can.
Canada
V/.

H.

71 WEST

PRODUCTIONS
23rd STREET

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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AS
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Means
Capacity Lousiness
Box Office Profits
.Satisfied Patrons
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15 HIS GPEATEST

PftOPUCTION

Ask your best I ade pendent
Exchange
Now
for bookings
STATE
( For

RIGHTS

Territorial

Rights

BUYERS
Apply

WH.PRODUCtlONS
71 WEST 23rd ST.
NEW YORK
Phone, Gramercy 3027
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3
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An Unprecedented Recordr All
foreign Rioht5 3o(d Within one Week.
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Washington,

Modern Feature Photoplays
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
New York State, Northern New Jersey

D. C.

Super Film Attractions
903 "E" Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Maryland, Delavcare, Dist. of Columbia, North Carolina,
West Virginia

Boston

Maine,

Memphis

Boston Photoplay Company
195 Pleasant Street, Boston, Mass.
New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island

Kaufman Specials
52 South 4th Street, Memphis, Tenn.
Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi

Chicago

Philadelphia

Celebrated Players Film Co.
207 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin

Philadelphia Ideal Film Exchange
235 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey

ORO

PICTURES,

729 Seventk

Avenue,

New

York

Inc.
Cit$

lliiiil
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ABOUT

ATEST

SPECTACLE

3*':.t.

Written 6y
^C. GARDNER SULLIVAN
. 'Directed and Photographed hy
tl7.j-^ , y^'

IRVIN

V. WILLAT.

NEWS: "It will meet every demand, of the exhibitor,
whether he cater to a hundred a night or two thousand, and regardless of his neighborhood."
WORLD: "For the FIRST TIME the workings of a
German dirigible are shown on the screen, and the
DETAILS OF A RAID upon a DEFENCELESS
VILLAGE REPRODUCED."

WID: "Properly handled, 'THE ZEPPELIN'S LAST
RAID ' should get oodles of money. If you can't
get real money with this, it would seem to me that
you should go out and have a heart-to-heart talk with
yourself and find out what's the matter."
TELEGRAPH: " The newly organized U. S. EXHIBITORS' BOOKING CORPORATION have in ' THE
ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID,' their first release, a
feature that will thrill, entertain and impress all zvho
see it, and one which the zvise exhibitor mill make

MIRROR: "All in all, 'THE ZEPPELIN'S LAST
RAID ' again demonstrates the skill and artistic sense
of THOS. H. INCE as a director and producer of

every effort to show."
REVIEW: "The U. S. EXHIBITORS' BOOKING
CORPORATION are launching 'THE ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID ' as their initial release. SUCCESS IS SPELLED FOR THEM."

NEW YORK
TRIBUNE:
big pictures."
IT
HAS
EVER

" NOTHING AT ALL LIKE
BEEN
SEEN
ON THE

SCREEN."
1FS EXHifiiTQRr BUUKiNfi CORPORATION
EXECUTIVES: Frank G. Hall— William Oklknow
TOP O' THE

NEXT

Bessie
OPEN

Another

Barriscale
BOOKING

TIMES

Thos.

BLDG.— NEW

H. Ince

Sensation

in "THOSE

OR FRANCHISES

YORK

IN ORDER

WHO

PAY"

OF APPLICATION

Book Through the Following Exchanges: —
HOFFMAN- FOURSQUARE: NEW YORK (729 7th
Ave.); BUFFALO (147 W. Swan St.); PITTSBURGH (127 4th Ave.); CLEVELAND (Sloane
Bldg., Prospect St.); DETROIT (Joseph Mack Bldg.,
Elizabeth St.) ; CINCINNATI (301 Strand Theatre
Bldg.); CHICAGO (207 So. Wabash Ave.); ST.
LOUIS (301 Empress Theatre Bldg.) ; KANSAS
CITY, MINNEAPOLIS, DENVER, PORTLAND,
SAN FRANCISCO (address 729 7th Ave.. New York,
pending opening of new offices) ; FRANK GERSTEN,
INC.: NEW JERSEY (220 W. 42nd St., New York) ;
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.: NEW ENGLAND
(20 Winchester St., Boston, Mass.); CONSOLIDATED FTLM & SUPPLY COMPANY: ATLANTA
(Walton
St.)
; NEWSt.).ORLEANS (Gravier St.) ; DALLAS (Commerce
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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It represents
the name.
JJEMEMBER
all that is expected in Comedies —
Big

laughs.

Comedies

ArWays

refined and

clean.

that will please an)) audience.

PERCY

PICTURES

be released through the best
^^ILL
Exchanges throughout
Independent
the

Territory

country.

be announced

closed

will

later.

E\)ery co-operation
both exhibitor

now

and

xtfill be extended

State Rights Buyer

standing solidly behind
advertising campaign

D'ART
47 West

b))

Perrj) Pictures in an
that will interest you.

Write or wire us to-day^ regarding your territory.
FILM

to

CORPORATION

42nd St., Mew

York

swam
"allied art SERVICEThe " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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^Morning

MR. AND• Mrs.
• # Sidney Drew.
SOMEWHERE IN New York.
DEAR FOLK6.
• • •
I'VE NEVER
• •
AND ON • my•
ABOUT •NEW•

met
. you.
paths.
»
•York.
I'VE NEVER
you.
• • Been
•
BUT SOMEHOW.
• • •■
I HAVE •a feeling.
• •
THAT WE'RE
• • • friend*
AND THAT
• • some
• day.
WE'LL JUST
» * •sit down.
AND START
in.
• • right
•
WITHOUT• •ANY• preliminaries.
OR ANYTHING.
• • ♦
AND JUST
• •be • friends.
AND WE • probably
wont. •
BUT ALWAYS.
• • •
THERE'LL
• •BE• tbat feeling;
AND I'LL• know
• • about it
AND SO •w^l• you.
9
BECAUSE• IT
* •must b«
THAT WHEN
■ • • folksGIVE SO• much
• • pleasure.
OF A clean.
• • •
AND HEALTHY.
• • •
AND WHOLESOME
son
• • •
AS YOU •give.
• •
THAT IN• rotnrn.
• •
THERE-MUST
• • • come back.
A CONSCIOUSNESS.
• • •
OF THE » friends
• ♦ you make.
AND FOR• months.
• •
I'VE WANTED
• • • to tell you.
THAT WHENEVER
it happens.
7* • •
I SEE your
• •pictures.
•
IN A picture
• • house.
•
I COME •away.
• •
WITH A • desire.
• •
TO SIT •right• down.
•
AND WRITE
• • you.
•
AND TELL you.

ASKS YOU.
• • •
HOW MUCH it cost.
• • •
TO GET in here.
• • •
THE WAY• •you• hav«.
JUST TELL
• • him
•
THAT ALL
it
• • •cost.
WAS A cleanly
• • • mind
AND ITS use.
• • a
IN THE things yoo do.
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Seeing the " Rialto "
With S. L. Rothapfel
(Reprint Motion Picture News, Nov. 24th)

"Me and My Dog,"
picture
made by Robert C. Bruce aforscenic
Educational,
probably sets a record for applause at the
Rialto this week. Five times during the
showing of the picture there came great
bursts of applause. It is really one of the
most remarkable scenics that we have ever
seen and it was put on with that care to
music and lighting that makes the Rialto
showings such successes. A man and his
friend, the dog, see scenic wonders in
Montana, Washington and Alaska. The
subtitles are clever and there is a human
touch all the way through that is appealing. Dr. Reisenfeld selected unusually attractive music for this scenic, playin°selections from "The Queen of Sheba."
And he also arranged
a clever effect that
took the house by storm, for at the end
of the scenic he introduced a picture showing an Indian dance and then a river scene.
The lighting effects during the scenic had
become striking, the dome now becoming
dark blue, with the proscenium red and the
blue of the dome gradually fading into a
pinkish center.
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Dog
Applause

at

the

'Rialto
Theatre'
B'way New York

New

Says
York

Globe

Robert C. Brace's scenic
feature, " Me and My
Dog," enjoys
the rareforth
distinction of calling
repeated bursts of applause, a tribute to the
magnificence of the mountain scenery it disclosed.
M. P.SaysNews
Five times during the
showing of the picture
there came great bursts of
applause.
Praised by every critic in all
N. Y. newspapers.

ALL
the newspapers in New York accorded "Me and My Dog"
the compliment of being the greatest scenic picture ever shown.
We also showed at the Strand Theatre, Broadway, New York,
a Ditmars Living Book

of Nature

animal picture, "Enemies

Garden."
This is the 45th Ditmars picture shown
during the past year.
Isn't this another record?

of the

at the "Strand"

Mr. Exhibitor: — Your Safest guide for booking good pictures is b>
following the 'Rialto' and 'Strand' New York, Programs. This is
your guarantee for big box office receipts.
Book

through

the Exchanges in your territory {handling
Educational Features

the

GDRPORAnON

NEW

YORK,

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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We have been criticized, in a friendly way, by several exhibitors and in an
unfriendly way by others, because of the 15c per reel per day film tax.
The unfriendly critics say that we ought to pay this tax ourselves. They
charge us with the lack of patriotism. They declare that we will ruin 50% of the
exhibitors in this country if we pass the tax along to them. They assert that they

§

cannot pass it along to the public because the public won't pay it.
The friendly critics tell us that we are quite right in passing the tax along to
the public through the exhibitor, but that we made a serious blunder in not explaining the situation more carefully to the exhibitors. To this last charge we
plead guilty.
Our only reason for not having told the story to the exhibitors sooner was
that the tax took the whole Industry by surprise, for the Senate Finance Committee unanimously declared against the film tax, and from the information at hand
we believed that the bill would emerge from the conference committee of the
Senate and House devoid of such a tax. Thus we were left as confused and unable
to act as all other branches of the Industry.
Moreover the tax went into effect on October 4th and was accruing against
us while we were conferring with each other. To have attempted to confer with
committees of exhibitors would have meant endless discussion and much delay,
resulting in the accumulation of a burden that we could ill afford to assume.
We took too much for granted. We assumed the exhibitor would understand
that it was a financial impossibility for us to pay $100,000 per week out of our
own pockets, just as we understood from the beginning that it would be an impossibility for the exhibitor himself to pay the various taxes imposed on him.
Our whole idea has been to pass the tax along to the public, just as every
other tax in the world is passed.
As for the charge that we have done an unpatriotic thing, we are satisfied to
let the government say whether we have done our part or not.
But as for the claim that we will ruin fifty per cent of the exhibitors by asking them to pay about one dollar a day in film tax and pass even that small amount
on to the public, it is absurd on its face. A far greater danger to the exhibitor
lies in refusing to act as the channel for passing the tax along, thus forcing many
of us to discontinue business. In such an event, with his source of film supply
shut off, how long could any exhibitor stay in business? Not fifty per cent would
have to quit, but one hundred per cent.
Furthermore, the public will not refuse to pay the tax.
It has not refused to pay the war tax on passenger fares, on Pullman accommodations, on telephone calls, on theatre admissions, on tobacco, on beverages, on
bonds, on cameras; and it is even now paying the tax on chewing gum. cigars,
cigarettes, deeds, express, radio messages, games, graphophones, insurance premiums, jewelry, playing cards, automobiles, patent medicines, letters and scores of
other luxuries and necessities.
We do not say that we WON'T pay the tax. We say that we CAN'T.
We have not been arbitrary in the matter, regardless of what any exhibitor
may think. We used the utmost care to determine whether our action was fair.
We knew it was legal, but we considered fairness far more important than the
mere legal right to pass the tax along to the public. We discussed the situation
from every possible angle. We called in the best available experts to check our
figures and prove their correctness.
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In spite of this we find that we have undercharged rather than overcharged.
Some of us even after we have collected every penny of the 15c per reel per
will still have to pay at least 33% of the tax out of our own funds. Some of
undersigned distributors have found that the charge to exhibitors should be
per reel per day instead of 15c.
The 15c charge is based on a figure which did not take into consideration
additional cost to do business in collecting the tax; additional billing clerks,

additional bookkeeping because of additional entries in customers' accounts and
additional employees in the auditing department of each home office because of
the necessary increase in the auditing.
Furthermore, some day the tax will be taken off and at that time we will
have released a great many subjects on which the tax must be paid, but which tax
we will be unable to pass along to the public through the exhibitor or any other
channel. Nor does the 15c charge take into consideration the fact that films of all
ages are constantly being replenished. The undersigned companies must pay the
tax on all the subjects which are being reprinted to take the place of worn out
copies in various Exchanges, even though the subjects were originally released
prior to October 4th.
We firmly believe that all distributors MUST pass the tax along. We believe that any distributor that claims to be paying the tax out of his own pocket
is only seeking to get a little extra business at a critical time by posing as the
friend of the exhibitor. We believe that such tactics are a menace to the distributor that does it and to the exhibitors, and thus to the whole industry. When the
day of reckoning comes we can see nothing but disaster for those who play politics in such a crisis.

We

urgently advise every exhibitor to start a campaign of education, impressing itupon his patrons that a higher admission price is bound to come, not
only because of war taxes (and more taxes will come) but on account of the abnormal increases in all costs of producing and distributing pictures. Everything
else in the line of luxuries or necessities is leaping up in price; but the moving picture business continues to serve the people at the same old figure, or, at most, a
small advance.

A committee claiming to represent the exhibitors of the United States called
upon us recently and threatened various sorts of action against us if we persisted
in trying to pass the film tax along to the public through the exhibitors. It
threatened to split the whole Industrv open at a moment when there is the greatest need of power.

Does that committee represent YOU or do you feel that we have taken our
action in the past in good faith and only because necessity compelled us to do so?
The government must and will have money. We can't pay it. You can't
pay it. All we ask you to do is to open the way to pass it to the public, where all
taxes must eventually go.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
FOX FILM CORPORATION
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE, INC.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
GREATER VITAGRAPH
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
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An
To Commissioner

Open
of Internal

NDER the heading " Show Managers Make a
Profit,"World.
the following appeared in Sunday's New
York
Just how some theatre proprietors have taken advantage of the
new profit from their patrons is explained in a statement issued
yesterday by W. H. Edwards, Collector of Internal Revenue for
the New York district.
" It is done ingeniously," he asserts ' and the theatre-goer pays
the raised price and often remains under the impression that the
advance is entirely due to the war tax imposed. Thus a ticket
for which the former rate was 50 cents is sold by the theatre for
60 cents, including the war tax. As a matter of fact the tax on
a 50-cent ticket is 5 cents and the complete charge therefore
should be 55 cents. The actual charge in these cases is 54 cents
plus 6 cents as a war tax. Although the price, 54 cents, is
printed on the ticket, yet due to the novelty of the new tax and
the old sums involved, the customer is seldom aware that he has
paid
more been
than stated
usual toforthethecollector
ticket itself."
It has
that this is done to enable

u

the box-oflice to make change more readily by handling even
sums. A great many moving picture houses have complained
that business has fallen off considerably on account of the tax
imposed. " There should be pasted in the window of every
theatre and moving picture house," the collector says, ' that
part which is paid for the tax and which for admission."
Stories to the same effect, based on Collector Edwards'
statement, appeared in the other New York papers. Since
the Associated Press two weeks ago carried similar warprofiteering tales on its wires from Chicago there is every
likelihood of it giving country-wide publicity to Collector
Edwards' declaration.
At the moment of writing we have not learned whether
others of your deputies have taken to issuing " statements."
IT matters little. The spirit of protest plays but a small
part in this letter.
A slight part, it is true. For in the collection of
the admission tax the picture managers of the United
State are working for Uncle Sam — just as surely as any
of your deputies are, and at great expense and no pay.
And when a lack of knowledge of true conditions prompts
a further blow at their interests they may be pardoned
a slight expression of complaint.
But rather is this open communication a request — an
appeal. More strongly is it an effort to give you a clear
understanding of the situation and then to show you a
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.

1, 1917

Letter
Revenue,

Daniel

C. Roper

slight act by
which
burdened
industry. you can give invaluable aid to an overFirst to the knowledge. Such statements as that above
would make it appear that the only reason back of a
raise in admission price is a dishonest desire to collect
profits under the guise of a tax — falst pretense.
Parenthetically we might say that there is an elemental
reason why this could not be so. No swindler would attempt to secure money under false pretenses when it was
necessary to explain to his victim that half of the money
were being secured dishonestly.
Here are the facts :
* * * *

leading manufacturers and exhibitors of the
THE
country have been urgently advocating a raise in
admission prices by the majority of theatres for over
a year. The files of this trade paper will show a consistent fight to show the necessity of higher admission
The theatres of the country are paying an average of
prices.
33
a conservative figure — more for their pictures
thanpera cent
year— ago.
Music and other " better entertainment " features made
necessary if an exhibitor is to survive have increased his
operating expenses tremendously.
Posters and other advertising matter which a few
years ago was given free to exhibitors must now be
purchased at considerable cost. Carbons and ether materials needed have sky-rocketed in price.
A seat tax has been paid to the Government since the
beginning of the war in Europe. A tax on every reel of
film shown is now asked because of the Government's excise levy on negative and positive film.
Every tax that affected other walks of business had its
effect on the picture man. Along with all other citizens
he saw every article used in his daily life advance in
Is it any wonder that higher admission prices were beprice.ing urged? Is it any wonder that —
A serious percentage of the picture theatres of the nation
looked forward to this winter facing a certain loss — at
" even break."
for no better
least half hoped {Concluded
on than
next an
page)

Henry F. Sew all, Vice-Pres.

E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.
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Who

Do You Own

Will Be in Washington?

the National Association, the A. E. A. and the
M. P E. L. we propound the question : Who will
be in Washington in December?
If the purpose of the admission tax — the increase of
revenue — is to be achieved, if the well being of the industry is to be safeguarded, there must be modifications and
amendments in the present legislation.
A united front will secure them. But there must be
unity — a singe representation. As individuals, exhibitors
can do Trojan work with their local representatives, but at
Washington there must be solidity of representation and
action.
It is not too early to begin the formation of a committee
that will be empowered and able to speak for all at Washington. It is not too early to begin work on a definite
program of action, to decide on the main point and begin
the drive toward it.

TO

By way of parenthesis we might borrow the Paramount
exhibitor slogan and advise the picture industry to " think
big " at this moment. As a business of showmen we show
little showmanship in our political undertakings.
The first lesson of Washington showmanship is to engage a " big name " that will at least gain the ear of the
newspapers and public opinion for your cause.
Can the picture industry afford the services of a
Charles Evans Hughes, a Samuel Untermyer, or other
prominent legal light as the mouthpiece of its committee
at Washington in December?
This is " thinking big," it is showmanship, politics,
good business. And don't forget that there are few more
important questions confronting the industry at the moment than —
Who will be in Washington in December?
The Short Arm

of Service

IN a coming issue Motion Picture News will present
some interesting fact-stories of the troubles of smalltown picture managers as presented in their letters to
us. Interesting they all are, a touch of humor here and
there ; under it all a near-pathetic, helpless attitude.
There is one outstanding point, however, which will
bear separate mention here. A mining town exhibitor
voices the common complaint in a nutshell :
" Why do exchange managers so often not even show
us the decency of answering our letters? We know we
are small and our rentals small — but if they are so anxious
to get our business and our checks why can't they go a
step further and treat us as humans."
It is granted that such a condition cannot be universal,
or even prevail in the majority of exchanges. But the
complaint is frequent enough to be of interest — and more
than passing interest — to exchange managers and to the
executives who sit in New York sincerely and earnestly
striving for service.
You'll get a " down-in-the-mouth " feeling when you
read what our small-town readers have to say about that
self -same Service.
They saymiles
it's afrom
greattheword,
but it's Greek to the man
a hundred
exchange.

a Small Theatre?

ARE

you running a suburban house, or trying to ma
ends meet in a rural village?
Then cut out the story on page 3784 of this isst
" Taxes and Draft Combine to Throttle Small Theatre:
Add to it a letter giving the real facts regarding yo
house. Send the whole batch to your Representative a
State Senators. Do it today !
An Open Letter
(Concluded from preceding page)
These are facts. They can be verified. So also can tr I
statement :

War taxes or no war taxes — a general raise in admi\
sion prices was as certain this winter as the falling of //
leaves.
* * * *

There remains tl
the knowledge.
YOUfavornowthathave
we ask.
Every picture theatre manager in the Unitc|
States charging more than a five-cent admission is at th
moment working for you. With the dawn of Novemtx
1st more than ten thousand men were added to the ros
of your department — delegated by Congress to collect fro:
each patron a tax.
Congress gave you these ten thousand unpaid worker
Congress gave to the ten thousand heavy bookkeeping e?
pense in the performance of their work. Congress gave 1
the ten thousand the certain knowledge that their patroi
age would be adversely affected because of that work.
The spirit with which America's picture theatres wer
to their task is sufficient proof of their faithfulness to th
nation in its crisis, sufficient assurance of their loyalty t
Uncle Sam as your subordinates.
Irresponsible criticism from official sources is endange
ing that harmony of action, further harassing ten thousan
loyal workers already grievously burdened.
* * * *

FIRST, therefore, we ask of you the word to you
Department that will bring a cessation of " talk with
out knowledge."
Easily
Second, enough
we ask granted,
a favor isn't
that it?
will newly enliven the spiri
of the ten thousand, that will make easier their task of tax
collecting from the most difficult of sources — the genera
News space has been freely given for adverse stories
public.
It would be as generously granted for a statement fron
you to this effect:
" The Government is appreciative of the spirit displayei
by the motion picture theatres in their task of collecting «
tax on each admission ticket and of the assistance pictur,
patrons render in this way to win the war. It must 61
realized that the theatres of the country are under heavi
burdens — causing many of them to increase their prices—
and under the circumstances the co-operation given tht
Government is all the more valued."
It isn't much. But it means a great deal to Uncle Sam'
coffers, even more to a badly shaken industry. Will vov
do this for ten thousand subordinates?
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From Harry Nace — Pioneer of Phoenix
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir : I am herewith enclosing report cards on pictures shown under our
I management in the past week and trust
they will meet with your approval. Kindly
accept my best wishes for your earnest ef| me
fortsassure
to further
exhibitors'
Let
you that
I for oneinterests.
stand ready
to supply you with any information you
may request.
I have been thinking very seriously as to
: the future of the star productions. You will
i do me a great favor if you will kindly write
I me your opinion of the following : About
a year or more ago you will no doubt recall
I the big exhibitors of the country were all
talking of the enormous salaries the producers were paying the different stars and
J that the exhibitors would have to pay it in
the end in rentals. If I am not mistaken
it was about the time Mutual had signed
with Charlie Chaplin and the salary of
Mary Pickford had been announced, as
i well as other big stars.
Now we find some of the same exhibitors
i step out and offer more than the producers
could afford to offer, and you will also find
! that these same exhibitors who are offering
■ this great amount of money are offering
the producers'
producJ; money
tions, inmade
which from
the same
stars they are
now
after appeared in.
Please do not misconstrue my letter, only
I believe I can see coming in the future of
the industry the big exhibitor freezing out
| the small one, for if these big stars are
controlled by the big exhibitors it is only
natural that where they see a small exhibitor doing big on their stars they will say :
I " We can cancel his contract and move in
, build
there aand
takehouse
it ourselves."
bigger
because theyThey
have can
the
' enough
money and
the
little
fellow
who
was
good
to make the star popular forfeits
•j everything.
In regards to high rentals and taxes I
wish to say that as an exhibitor, and the
oldest one in Phoenix, I am at all times
ready to pay the producer more money,
provided he in turn gives me better pictures, for in this way the future of the
motion picture will be maintained, as well
as the fact that better pictures will bring
bigger attendance and get more money into
I my box office.
I could write a whole lot more on this
line but I presume you have too many letters of the sort. I will ask you to use this
as you see fit, trusting it will in no way
I offend any one. Wishing you continued
f success,
Very sincerely,
Harry L. Nace.
Barncord and Nace, Lamara and Empress theatres, Phoenix, Arizona.
[Mr. Nace makes a most interesting
point,
but we
really can't
agree
him
in the view
he foresees
of the
big with
exhibitor
i crowding out the smaller one. Stars are an
; important matter, but there are so many
other factors that go to make up the success of a theatre man in any particular
territory that we do not believe the mere
control of the stars could prompt or guarantee any factor controlling the business.
Mr. Nace can analyze his own situation in
Phoenix and agree with us.
The point made regarding exhibitors
complaining of high salaries and then pay-

MUSIC

Has

HAS

NEWS

His

CHARMS

Rothapfel brought many
new patrons into his house
because of the goodness of
his music.
He realized that all people like music and appreciate appropriate music.
Do you?
Does your musician play
the right music at the
time, or —
thing? he play — any old
f[ Does
Let us help you straighten
out your music problem.
We want you to make
your music the best in
town. And —
fj We run a department
solely for that purpose.
U Cue sheets for pictures.
Useful, specific suggestions. Advertisements
that give positive, helpful
information.

{[ Our Music Department —
Page 3886.
ing them themselves is well answered by
Mr. times
Nace ready
in his tolater
— "I am
all
payparagraph
the producer
moreat
money, provided he in turn gives me better
pictures." The exhibitors referred to said:
" We want to guarantee ourselves the stars
needed for our theatres and sufficient top
notch productions. There are a certain
few stars — less than the fingers of one
hand — who are worth any price, for they
never fail — in any type of theatre, under
any conditions.
To return your good wishes for Motion
Picture News — let us hear from you again,
Mr. Nace. The type of letter that shows
sincere thought and knowledge is ever welcome.— Ed. Note.]
" Better Stories — Brighter Themes the
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir : You can count on me to keep
you in touch with this end of the earth for
your
Reports.
really Exhibitors'
do feel thatBox
theOffice
producers
shouldI
Need"
know how we exhibitors feel about their
productions. I know if some of the producers knew how I felt about some pictures
Imore
haveathad
all. lately they wouldn't make any
I think the trouble with the producer is
that he is not careful enough in selecting
his stories. He should pick out stories that
the public would be likely to enjoy reading,
then he would be bound to get out good
pictures. I have noticed one producer in
particular lately who is trying to make pictures as cheap as he can, using Western
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Say

stuff entirely. In fact, this producer has
put out so much lately that he has killed
in my house.
picturessincerely,
his brand of Yours
C. D. Cooley.
Strand Amusement Co., Tampa, Florida.
"A Slight Kick and a Big Boost"
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir : Just a line to ask you to have
your circulation department look into the
late delivery of our copy of the November
10 issue of Motion Picture News.
Your News in invaluable and it would be
impossible to get along without it and get
the results weYours
now very
obtain.truly,
Lloyd and Cane.
West Street Theatre, Coudersport, Pa.
"Where Is the Sam
Organization
Bullock Now?" Asks
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: Mr. Johnston's editorial
"Where Was the Organization?" in theis
current issue of Motion Picture News
pertinent and to the point. Every exhibitor
should wake up to the importance of that
though Varner of Carolina
question,
reached most of us with the necessary
details some months ago, when he went
" over the top " at Washington in the inthe " organi, while favored
terests of the exhibitorsleaders
the
plan.
" Ontariozation's"" peerless
Well, we've got it— or a similar plan.
And while the millionaire patriots are seekthree-quaringterstoofdodge
a cent payment
a foot taxofandtheir
seeking
to put
exhibitor,
out
flattened
already
the
on
it
said exhibitor is advised as the only solution : " Raise your prices— I've raised
mine," by President Lee Ochs, who opposed Varner at Washington.
There are 108 theatres out of 151 in
Cleveland that cannot raise their present
of Mr. Ochs'
price of 10 cents. Theatres
Mr. Ochs' price.
class here are getting cents,
some regu15
getting
are
Others
larly, some on specials. I only know of
three or four nickel shows in Cleveland,
and I know every location in the city.
Between the forty-odd first, second and
third run shows here it is possible to get
top prices down to fifteen cents. Then
after productions have run the gamut of
these shows and become available for the
108 others it is impossible to get more than
10 cents, except on a special occasionally.
The patrons are " wise " to the fact that
big organs, augmented orchestras, elaborate
admisfor higher
call wise
appointments,
sions, but they etc.,
are also
enough to say
to the small fellow : " Yes, but that picture
was run at the Knickerbocker six months
ago and over and I don't expect to pay
over 10 cents to see it now." And they
Newspaper advertising has made them
specials "
the fewthe" exhibitor
won't.
and upon
overcritical
is charged
where 15 cents
benefits not a cent when his extra expense
the of" 108canvassed
is figured in.
the
In view
I know.
" andI have
ten-centers
his stories. He should pick out stories that
foregoing and Mr. Ochs' advice your question is after all not as pertinent as " Where
n now?" Sam Bullock.
is the organizatio
Yours truly,
Cleveland Local, M. P. E. L. A.
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Army Volunteering and Draft Make Heavy Inroads in Patronage of Small Community
Houses — Taxes and Mounting Expenses Add to Problems and Create Serious Crisis

Typical Small
Town Theatres
Wh ch Will Suffer from Tax and
D raft Levies

ryEPORTS reachPicture News from
J£\^ ing Motion
many quarters indicate
that a serious crisis
confronts t h e small
theatres of the country in suburban and
rural communities catering to limited patronage. The draft
and volunteering for HI
service in many sections have made heavy inroads on the
theatre patronage, not only through taking
away the younger men, but in its effect
on the theatre-going of the women.
Added to these problems there now
comes the war tax on admissions. The
smaller theatres complain that with their
patronage already hanging by slender
threads any attempt to raise admissions or
even to collect the few pennies of the tax
will be disastrous in its aggregate effect
on attendance. Then topping the problem
there are the steadily mounting operating
expenses and the reel tax.
It is from the smaller community houses
alone that the reports gathered by Motion
Picture News as to the effects of the war
tax bear any semblance of unanimity.
From the larger 'theatres the opinions
vary. Some sections declare that business
has slumped, others that a slight temporary
slump has given way to a return to normal
conditions, while with many it is declared
the tax has had no effect and has even
aided conditions by forcing admission
raises which had long been necessary.
But the smaller theatres face a problem
of serious import to the industry. Exchange managers have long known of
many of the very weakest of these rural
houses that had been forced to give up the
ghost even by the comparatively small
seat tax. Others have barely struggled
along on the thinnest of ice — and now there
are sounds of cracking.
Herewith Motion Picture News presents a report from its Los Angeles correspondent on conditions as found by the

exchanges there, together
with two frank expressions from small theatre

Suburban Coast
Houses May Close
Up Some Nights
Los Angeles (Special).
— If theatre business of
the Los Angeles suburban
houses and theatres of the
smaller cities of Southern
California does not improve within the next
week, it is the plan of a
number of managers to
close the theatres three or
four nights each week.
Attendance for the past
two or three weeks has
been smaller than at any
time in the history of pic-

ture showing in California,
managers attributing this
slump partially to the war
tax on tickets which keeps
people from the theatres,
but more to the general financial depression due to
Liberty Loan bond sales,
and many contributions to
charities created as the result of the war.
Business of the Los Angeles downtown theatres is
reported to be from forty to sixty per
cent below the average for this season of
the year. One house which has a daily
expense of approximately three hundred
dollars, has total receipts which for the
past ten days averaged less than two hundred. Another theatre manager reported
his business at just half the receipts of
last year, and his expenses fully forty per
cent higher for the same period. A manager of a leading theatre in a town of
sixteen thousand with a daily expense of

sixty dollars, reported an average
twenty-one for the past nine days, and
another house in a fifteen thousand town
where film rent amounted to forty-five dollars per day, has been having gross receipts totalling about thirty dollars.
Managers of the smaller theatres believe
closing three or four nights each week
will be highly beneficial to their busine*!
for the other three or four days, and while
it will increase their overhead expenses peri
running day, the biggest item of expense,
that of film rent, will be eliminated for the
greater portion of the week, and it is believed the receipts for the nights that the
houses are opened will be greatly increased.
Theatre managers find practically everyone is familiar with the war tax, and
where this has been added in addition to
the admission price, no one has turned
away from the box-office of it. Instead
managers believe many of the people stay
away from the theatres because the tax
has been added. Optimistic managers feel
that the depression is only temporary, and
that within a few weeks conditions will be
normal, but this opinion is not shared by
anything like the majority of exhibitors.
The situation is a very serious one to every
exhibitor of the territory with a few exceptions where war conditions have caused
unusual activities.
" What Am I to Do? " Asks a
Small Towner
Motion Picture News, New York.
Dear Sir : What would you do if you
were in my place?
We have invested
here in Newport, $11,0C0 in a building and
equipment for motion
been running
have
house, since
picture
'"""til i^i
Dec. 9, 1913, and have
made a little money all
the time, but no big
amount, until the past
ten weeks and am losing steadily now.
(Cont'd on page 3886)
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Step"
Tour
"Watck
to
Aid
First
"W7ATCH
YOUR
STEP " declared William A. JoKnston last week in
VV urging tKe most careful procedure on the part of picture theaters which
have raised their admission prices coincident \\>ith the war tax and those
planning to take the step during the coming months.
"TKe war profiteering ckarge is being heard," he asserted. " As the v?ar grows so will
the intensity of the feeling. You must take y\>ur patrons into your confidence. Tell them
your problems — educate. Let them see that no matter what price action you have already
taken a higher admission would be justified and may soon be necessary."
That the theme was timely is shown bj) the numerous expressions of approval which
have reached this office. With the approbation comes also the suggestion that Motion Picture
NevJs lay out an educational campaign for the use of exhibitors.
We are glad to comply. On this page is the first of a series of educational talks, for use
in programs, on separately printed cards, or in newspaper advertisements. The first is an introductory, semi-teaser chat. Successive instalments vJill be more specific, taking up each of your
problems in turn, and leading up to an admission increase.
Where possible get the co-operation of the other theaters of your community in the use of
these talks. Let each instalment bear the signature of the association. This will aid greatly^
in their success.

This is the first talk of the series.
Each week additional talks will appear, together w'ith slide suggestions
and program readers. The slogan
to be played up is " We Are Doing
Our Bit" The teaser line to liven
and maintain the interest is the suggestiveSecrets
"
of the Movies."

Doing
Our
Bit!
Uncle Sam Said to Us:
" I need money to win this war. I know that the patrons of the better class of picture theatres — those charging more than five cents — would be glad to give me a
few cents each time they attend. Will you collect it
for me? "
So We Went to Work for Uncle Sam:
We took on additional bookkeeping and ticket expense —
tax-collecting is no cinch. We advertised to explain
Uncle Sam's desires to you. We sweated over the tangle
in our admission prices, we groaned at the ticket-window
confusion.
Then We Got a Terrible Shock
People
began
call tous pay.
" lucky(See
dogsfootnote
" because
we escaped
war
taxes
theytohad
here.)
They Didn't Know That Uncle Sam:
Was getting " his " from us in many other ways. That
the job of collecting a tax from you was only given us
after he had finished devising taxes that find their way
into our bank book. That the task of giving top-quality
entertainment at a moderate price is becoming so difficult
that HALF THE THEATRES OF THE COUNTRY
ARE LOSING MONEY.

Footnote : Add to this paragraph })our particular problem. For instance, if you have raised
y\>ur prices : " Thev seemed to think that our
new price scale gave us some soft easy graft."
Or, " They grumbled at irksome features of the
tax with a look that said ' You're to blame somehow— you're putting something over on us ! ' "
SimiHnfliiramiOTiinnnmHmiM

It Was All Our Fault:
We haven't told you enough about our business. You
only hear the press agent rot. So we sat down and
wrote a series of talks like this one. We call them " Secrets of the Movies." Each week you will get a new
one. Don't miss any of them — we are going to uncover
ajust
lot going
of snappy
stuff.
— no,
to show
you We're
with amad
smile
thatwe're not. We're
We

Are

Doing

Our

Bit!
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Christie Makes Trip to East
C. H. Christie, general manager of thi
Christie Film Company, left Los Angele
the latter part of last week on an extendet
trip throughout the East. Mr. Christie
on his way, is visiting many of the exchanges en route to New York in the interest of Christie comedies.
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€lThe following message comes from our Cleveland correspondent :
C[On

the petition of the local organization of

motion picture exhibitors the fifteen-cent a
reel tax found its way into the Cleveland
courts on November 16th.
CJudge

Estep, of Common

Pleas Court, heard

the petition of the theatre managers against
the action of the principal local exchanges in
seeking to collect a tax of fifteen cents per
reel per day.
CAt the conclusion the Judge granted to the
exhibitors a temporary injunction restraining
all offending exchanges from collecting the
footage tax pending a full hearing on the case.

WiiiiininiiiiniTnntiiriuiiiiTiiiiiitiniiitiiJitHimTiirmiTiiiiniiiiiiTiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiitTnriiiiuriiimiii n iimwmiiimiim^
Tax,

Loan

and Draft Hit Small Exhibitor
(Concluded from page 3784)
I think that the real harm is in the big
Have always ran good pictures and nothsalaries that are being paid. No man or
ing but good, clean shows have appeared
woman living is worth what some of them
in the Gay, but here is where the trouble
started. The town has only 2,003 people
get and I personally think that we are
according to the census, and during the coming to the time when the manufacturers
Summer more than 250 volunteered for
are going to kill the goose that lays the
army service and then the draft carried a golden egg, by paying too large salaries
and forcing the exhibitors to pay so much
lot more, that cut the attendance like everythat many will be put out of business.
thing, not only the boys but they brought
Here where you can tell today just how
girls, and it's a fact that the more that
came, the more wanted to come.
many people will come to your show three
The exchanges are steadily getting the weeks from now and who they will be,
rent higher and not only the rent but they this continual raising of everything we use
hurts, they may make it in the cities and
added the return express charges to our
bills a while back, then posters had to be judging from the way they were patronized
bought outright, and now not only the in Philadelphia all summer they can but
tax the Government intended for us to not here.
I imagine Newport is just one of many.
pay, but the one intended for the manuI want the News though if I stay in picfacturers has been handed to us, together
ture business or not, truly,
they make such a hot bunch of expense
Jay Allen Glenn.
that the cost of running is outrunning
the cash coming in.
Now another thing is the location of
Small Town Manager Throws
Newport, it's in the mountains, and farming is the principal occupation, but we can
Books Open
not count on anything at all from farmers
in the way of direct receipts. Living exMotion Picture News, Johnson, Ariz.
penses have increased so much that the
Los Angeles, Cal.
wage earners here have to give up shows
to buy grub, and as a result we are losing
Gentlemen : I am glad to know there is
a chance to repeal the tax on admission to
steadily and I see no way to help it.
the picture show. As I see the proposition
Now I might add that I am not feeling
as it is now, it means that the small picblue over it at all. I don't need the show
ture shows will have to close the shows.
and can afford to shut it up entirely, as
well as my two partners, we each have
Take my business. I am located in a
small mining camp. My total receipts per
incomes and have never, taken any money
out of the show but invest in real estate
week is as follows for the month of October :
any profits we make.

Langley Joins Dominion Exclusives as Representative
E. R. Fauser, managing director of the
Dominion Exclusives, Ltd., distributors of
Fox productions in western Canada, has
announced that E. A. Langley, formerly
British Columbia manager of the Canadian Universal Film Co., has joined the
Dominion Exclusives, Ltd., as special representative. Mr. Langley is now covering
the Province of Alberta.
Mr. Fauser also states that a change has
been made in both the Winnipeg and Calgary offices of this concern. W. S. Jones,
who was formerly owner of the Columbia theatre in Winnipeg, has assumed the
management of the Winnipeg office, replacing W. Etris, who has been transferred to the Calgary office and replaces
J. C. Belmont.
R. A. Scott, general representative of
the Dominion Exclusives, Ltd., is at the
Winnipeg.time making his headquarters in
present
[van Mozukin

Aids New Government in Russia
Through Pathe Exchange, Inc., it was
announced on Saturday of last week that
Ivan Mozukin, according to reports received in America, has for the time being
given up his stage career to work for the
new government in Russia.
Mozukin is considered one of the foremost Russian actors, and is starred in
many of the Russian Art Films controlled
in the United States by Pathe. Two of the
films are " The Painted Doll " and " The
Queen of Spades."
Week
ending Oct. 13
6
'
" 20
" • "
" 27
Total receipts for month
Total expenses for month

$108.65
121.05
110.55
117.65
$457.90
$395.60

Net profit for October $ 62.30
We have film service expense of $270.60;
operation expenses, $125 : total expense,
$395.60.
You will notice from the above statement we only had $162.30 after paying the
expense of the show. November will be
less, as the war tax will be about $45. This
would only give me about $20 for the
month. I think the American Exhibitors'
Association and the theatre owners should
get busy, and be ready to go before Congress, at their first session, and get some
relief for the little picture shows.
Believe me, I am ready to the cause in
any way that I can. Trusting that you will
meet with lots of success in your effort
to repeal the Admission
Yours veryTax.truly,
W. Harry Miller
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Zukor?

Editorial Note. — The
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
mere fact that Mr. Zukor
Zukor,
stars'
" I can't
hearsalaries."
you at all,"
Men of the Picture Game — Caught in Action!
said Mr. Zukor.
is now in Los Angeles for
—Next Week — William A. Brady
" Well, Mr. Zukor,
an extended sojourn could
haven't you some message
not be permitted to interBy William A. Johnston
rupt this series of interYes,"to said
Mr. Zukor,
views. Motion Picture
to "give
the exhibitors?"
I News, with its usual spirit of progressiveness sent in seventeen
firmly. " Tell them to think big! "
telephone calls to points on the West coast between Los Angeles
" Dig deep? "
and San Francisco, finally locating Mr. Zukor at the Hollywood
" No no, no — not dig deep. Think big. Say, what's the matStudios of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. This long dister? Can't you hear me? i can hear you plainly enough — now."
tance interview follows at the rate of a dollar a word (adv. note
" Well, Mr. Zukor, we would like then to ask a final question
which will take a long answer. How much of the industry do you
— to be made up for in Paramount advertising) .
U/~* OOD afternoon, Mr. Zukor?"
vJ
"Good morning, who is it?"
"This is Motion Picture News, Mr. Zukor, we want an interview."
Silence over the 'phone ; then Mr. Zukor's voice in an undertone :
(" It's a trade paper. Get a publicity man.") Mr. Zukor, resuming: "I'll send you
a statement."
"That won't do,
Mr. Zukor. We're
going to press, and
can't wait."
Mr. Zukor, politely : " Would you
like to speak to Mr.
Schulberg? "
" No, Mr. Zukor "
(firmly),
"we from
must
have a word
you. We're going
to press."
" You trade paare,"
jpers
snappedalways
Mr. Zukor.
> " What's the matter,
" We are asked,
Mr. Zukor, to put a
question to you.
When will the stars'
salaries be reduced "?
Silence. Mr. Zu'kor's
audiblevoice
in a again
side
whisper. (" Get
'Mrs. Pickford out
of the room.")
i Resuming. " What
i did you say? "
" Salaries — stars'
salaries ! we'd like
to know whether "
"The weather?"
said Mr. Zu k o r ,
|q u i c k 1 y . " The
(weather's fine. Sunshine every day.
'Making fine pictures— all of them
best, but some are
(better than others."
" No, no, Mr. Zu[kor. Not theweath|salaries.
sr. Salaries,
When stars'
will
:Jiey come back? "
" I'll be back in
;xve
weeks,"
sed Mr.
Zukorprom
. I " Salaries,

M r.

Then the pleasant, well modulated tones of Ben
nowClick
own! ? Silence.
"
Schulberg over the wire.
" Say, Bill honestly, you'll have to cut out the rough stuff. The
Boss is getting sore. Now, look Bill. Have you got a pencil
handy? Just take this down."
" Adolph Zukor, president, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
upon being
interviewed by Motion
Pi c t u r e News,
stated that big developments are bei n g inaugurated
within its great
West Coast Studios,
the details of which
will shortly
be announced in Motion
Picture News.
High quality production upon an unprecedented scale is
under way. In his
estimation the latest
Mary Pickford pict u r e , ' Stella
Maris,' is the greatest of all Pickford
pictures. The
lion-dollarmilParamount-Artcraft
advertising campaign
i s crowding the
American public into Paramount-Art"Is
that enough,
craft theatres "
"Yes, that's
"All right, Bill,
I'll say good-by to
enough,"
you."
Zukoright,
Mr."All
r for good-

Bill?"
These ousspontaneexpressions
were gathered from
people
whowatched
have
known and
Mr. Zukor since he
entered the picture
industry. Included
are a banker, a competitor and a lawyer
" He's a keen and
by
(not Mr. f"Zukor's).

A man
millions
a paper

" His desk is alst." He
wquic
a ky sanaly
clean.
thinks and has
(Cont'd on page )
others execute."
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Exhibitors Oppose the Tax on Reels
New Association Prepares to Fight the Issue, and Takes
Exception to Mastbaum's Telegram to Samuel Goldfish
THE United Exhibitors' Association, the tion, stated that Mastbaum had conferred
with a large number of exhibitors and that
newly formed organization of exhibitors in eastern Pennsylvania, southern
they were ready and willing to pay the adNew Jersey and Delaware, at a meeting
ditional charge of fifteen cents per day on
reels.
last week voiced unanimously its protest
against the reel tax of 15 cents per day,
Members of the United Exhibitors' Aswhich is already being levied on many exsociation, at last week's meeting, declared
they could not recall any conferences with
hibitors by various exchanges and manufacturers. The decision of those who at- Mastbaum, and refuted the statement that
tended the meeting was to refuse to pay
they are ready and willing to pay the tax.
On the other hand, just the opposite is true,
the footage tax, which they termed void
declare the exhibitors represented by the
under the law, and to immediately advise
their counsel regarding alleged unfair ac- new organization.
In this connection, the United Exhibitors'
tion taken by the exchanges. '
The new association, which during its Association asked it entered into the
records that future announcements through
brief existence has expanded to include
sixty theatres, also took exception to a Mr. Mastbaum be not construed as voicing
telegram which Stanley V. Mastbaum, of the sentiments of the members of the orPhiladelphia, is said to have sent to Samuel
ganization.
Charles Segall is acting chairman of the
Goldfish, president of Goldwyn, a copy of
association, and Jay Emanuel is recordwhich was published. The telegram, acing secretary.
cording to the United Exhibitors' AssociaOchs

Appeals to Exhibitors in Tax Question
Declares That Concerted Action Will Undoubtedly Bring About
Equalization of Two Sections of Law Considered Grossly Unjust
by the decision of the majority, and work
WHILE Lee Ochs was speeding on his
way to California last week a lengthy
hard for the carrying out of such action.
No. 2. Arrangements should then be
call was issued from his office to the exhibitors of the nation for action in the war
made for a delegation to visit the Congressman and Senator and lay before them
tax crisis on the reassembling of Congress
in December.
the arguments in favor of amending the
law. The delegation should consist of
Prefacing the nine-page letter with the
every exhibitor in the district, and various
hopeful remark that the large number of
iniquities and injustices included in the
members should be designated as spokesmen. A regular plan of procedure must be
law may be stricken out when called to
the attention of Congress at the coming
adopted.
session, and closing with the statement that
No. 3. A vigorous campaign should be
he is firm in the belief that the exhibitors
instituted in every theatre to educate the
of the United States are big enough, broad
public to the necessity of having the law
amended. This can best be done by means
enough and brainy enough to forget personalities and unite in the interest of the
of slides flashed upon the screen, bearing
common good, Mr. Ochs makes a strong
the subject-matter.
appeal for instant and decisive action on
No. 4. A petition addressed to the Conthe part of the exhibitors.
gressman and Senator in the district in
which the theatre is located should be
Concerning the equalizing of the admisdrawn up and placed in a prominent posision tax and the footage tax, the two section, and the audiences urged in every way
tions of the law referred to in the letter,
to sign it. The more signatures, the better.
the Ochs epistle declares it the duty of exhibitors to mobilize public opinion and to
No. 5. After the Congressman and Senbring it to the attention of Congressmen
ator leave home to attend the opening sesand Senators. It is cited that there are six
sion of Congress, letters and telegrams exmethods of bringing this result about, as
pressing public sentiment should be sent
them.
follows :
No. 6. There should be an extensive
No. 1. There must be a meeting of all
publicity campaign in local newspapers.
exhibitors in each Congressional and SenIf possible, exhibitors should band together
atorial district of the country, and perfect
and take full pages.
harmony must reign. Let every man abide
Fuel

Administration Asks Help of Industry
Garfield Writes Significant Letter to Stanley V. Mastbaum,
of Philadelphia, Urging Co-operation — Coal Question Acute
admirable way and put their shoulder to
HAVING been called upon in a lengthy
the wheel that will stop the fuel leak.
array of instances to lend their supUnited States Fuel Administrator, H. A.
port in aiding America in the war, the
Garfield, has written Stanley V. Mastbaum,
exhibitors of the country are now being
appealed to to conserve fuel. Of all the of Philadelphia, concerning the conservation idea, and the latter has caused copies
first-aids-to-the-country set forth, the fuel
question is one of the most important, and
of it to be sent to every exhibitor in the
Philadelphia territory so that they may
requires the closest attention of the counthoroughly understand and appreciate the
try. There seems little doubt that the exsituation.
hibitors will step forward in their usual

Vol. 16. No. 2
For the benefit of exhibitors who ma
not have received communications from, o
concerning, the fuel administration, Mono:
Picture News re-prints parts of the letto
as follows :
" It is perhaps unnecessary to sugge*
that the coal situation is a serious one bu
I will state the case in general figures.
" The war needs this year for all its net
activities at least 100,000,000 tons of coa
more than in previous years. This tota
is made up of the increased fuel consump
tion of the railroads, the munition factorie
and the steel factories, the navy, the arm}
the cantonments and the requirements o
our allies. The utmost possible increase o
production for the year is 50,000,000 tons
Here we have a gap of 50,000,000 ton
which must be filled in some way. Eithe
the war will be lost through lack of th>
basic element of fighting — coal — or do
mestic consumers will go without or th>
industry not essential to the war will hav
to be limited in a way to release the coal. \
" The government is determined that th<
war shall have its necessary coaL It i|
also determined that the people of thi
country shall not go cold. Hence you cai
see that every business like your own t
intensely interested in promptly puttini |
into effect measures which will save th<
amount of coal needed. We are all inter
ested that this coal should be saved rathe: i
than obtained by the limitation oi industry |
but the quantity is so great that only bjl
the intense patriotic efforts of all fue I
users can we make such saving as to pre
vent the necessity for limiting what ar<
called " nonessential " industry.
" My suggestion is that you encouragi
some organized movement to study at al •
times the cutting down in the moving pict ,
ure houses of heat, light and power; all o
which consume coal. Electricity and gas
however used, mean the consumption oSchools Get Lists of Approved
Motion Pictures
The principals of the 300 public school
of coal."
Chicago are to be provided with th«
monthly list of approved films issued by th<
better films committee of the Illinois Con
gress of Mothers. The Chicago Board o
Education is cooperating with the com
mittee in every way possible and the ex
changes are making it easy for the womei
of the various subsidiary committees wh(
look at the films each week to see both nev
and old releases which might be suitable a1
children's entertainment.
Mrs. Frederick Michael, chairman of th«
better films committee, is preparing severa
programs which are of interest to exhibi
tors
wishing tospecial
put on for
children's
afternoon
or something
the kiddies.
Schmidt Manages Victor in
Cleveland
E. J. Schmidt, who has been handlinj
" Idle Wives " in the states of Ohio, Ken
tucky and Indiana has been named manage:
of the Victor Film Sen-ice Company fa
Cleveland, O. Max Schachtel, who man
aged the Victor for several years, resignet
last week to devote more time to his thea
tres.
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to Indianapolis
Moves
Association
Exhibitors'
American
Headquarters, and Also
Located
Centrally
with
Secured
Be
Can
Exhibitors
for
Results
Decides That Best
Considers Reduced Operating Expense— Now Has Membership of 2,786 in United States and Elsewhere
formed AmerTHAT the recently
ican Exhibitors' Association,
which had its inception in Chicago as
a result of the mid-summer split of
exhibitors from several states and the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, is in a decidedly healthy condition, able to use both arms and both
legs and its mental faculties to the
fullest extent was indicated at a meeting of the directors of the organization on Tuesday of last week at headquarters in the Times Building, when
various subjects of interest and importance came up for discussion and
decision.
Among the more important results
of the meeting was the agreement of
the directors to sustain the recommendation of Charles C. Pettijohn,
general manager, that the offices of
the organization be removed to the
Indiana Trust Building, Indianapolis.
In addition, the present condition of
the organization was made public.
Offices Centrally Located
General Manager Pettijohn gave as his
reasons for the recommendation to move
the headquarters to Indiana the following:
First — That numerous requests have
been made from State organizations in
the South, Middle West, Northwestern and
Western States that the headquarters be
more centrally located.
Second — That the expenses of maintaining offices in Indianapolis would be less
than maintaining them in New York, and
inasmuch as every other branch of the industry was at present lined up against the
legitimate exhibitor there was no necessity
; for maintaining an office in New York for
• the purpose of co-operating with other
branches of the industry until such time
as the other branches of the industry
should see fit to co-operate,
i Mr. Pettijohn asked the directors to be
relieved of the duties of secretary of the
organization in order that he might devote
all of his time to the duties of general
■ manager and contemplated legislative work
and recommended that the directors select
Frank J. Rembusch of Shelbyville, Ind., to
fill the position of secretary. The recommendation was approved and a wire was
I sent Mr. Rembusch asking if he would
; accept the place, which he did by wire on
the following day.

per reel, that the exhibitor has a right of
action both for damages and for breach
of contract against the person, persons or
corporation canceling the service. The directors recommended that each exhibitor
refuse to pay the tax, even though the
exchanges cancel. It was shown that should
a test then be necessary the exhibitors
would be firmly entrenched against the exvictory. changes and in better condition to achieve
It was also agreed, following discussion
of the footage tax, that headquarters for
the State of New York should be established at327 Main street, Buffalo, in charge
of I. M. Mosher. The request of the Michigan branch of the organization that the
National Convention be held in Detroit
6, during Detroit's " Movie
July 2, 3,was5 and
Week,"
also granted, and a great time
was promised every exhibitor who attends
on July 4.

Membership Throughout States
One of the most substantial proofs that
the American Exhibitors' Association
means business and that its hat is in the
ring to the finish was the announcement of
the present condition of the association,
showing a membership of the organization
in forty-six States, the District of Columbia, Alaska, Mexico and Canada. The total
membership on November 14, this year,
was announced at the meeting as 2,786, a
very concrete growth since July. It was
cited that State organizations have been
completed in twenty-one States and two
Canadian Provinces.
The membership is listed as follows :
Alabama, 6; Alaska, 3; Arizona, 5; Arkansas, 9; California, 59; Connecticut, 9;
Delaware, 6; District of Columbia, 12;
Florida, 8; Georgia, 17; Idaho, 9; Illinois,
218; Indiana, 216; Iowa, 45; Kansas, 41;
Kentucky, 34; Louisiana, 19; Maine, 21;
Maryland, 47; Massachusetts, 59; Mexico,
1; Michigan, 217; Minnesota, 78; Mississippi, 16; Missouri, 61; Montana, 14; Nebraska, 14; New Hampshire, 12; New Jersey, 23 ; New Mexico, 3 ; New York, 328 ;
North Carolina, 61; North Dakota, 17;
Ohio, 168; Oklahoma, 97; Oregon, 8;
Pennsylvania, 264; Rhode Island, 6; South
Carolina, 49; South Dakota, 8; Tennessee,
9 ; Texas, 41 ; Utah, 4 ; Vermont, 6 ; Virginia, 72; Washington, 2; West Virginia,
46; Wyoming, 5; Wisconsin, 68; Canada,
247.
Neat Balance on Hand
The total funds received by the association since its birth at the Chicago convenOppose Footage Tax
tion on June 20, according to the records of
the organization, amount to $4,618. There
At last week's meeting of the directors
of the American Exhibitors' Association it is a balance of cash on hand of $401.39, the
was also agreed that it should be the policy
total moneys expended being $4,216.61. The
debts and liabilities of the association on
of the organization to resist payment of the
November 14, this year, were given as
so-called 15 cents-a-reel tax resulting from
the war. A legal opinion was rendered to none.
the effect that in case any manufacturer
Upon recommendation of the general
manager, approved by the directors, it was
|or exchange cancels a contract for films
now in existence because the exhibitor reagreed to use all funds on hand and all
fuses to pay the footage tax of 15 cents
funds coming into the hands of the organi-

zation in the future for constructive work
on behalf of the motion picture exhibitors,
that no salaries shall be paid to any officers
of the association until after the Detroit
convention, the week of July 2, 1918.
Each and every officer of the association
agreed to the above conditions and voted
for the approval of the recommendation.
In conclusion a resolution as follows was
adopted by the directors: "That the diExhibitors' Assothe American
rectorsdoofhereby
heartily endorse the aims
ciation
and purposes of the Fosdick Commission
plan of co-operation in connection with the
community and welfare work on behalf of
soldiers and enlisted men and that the
members of this association co-operate in
this connection whenever called upon as
far as is consistently possible, and be it
further resolved that any authorized movement in connection with war welfare work
in the various States be, and same is hereby
endorsed, and that the members of this association berequested to co-operate whenever called upon as far as is consistently
possible.
Fire in Detroit Exchange Imperils
Lives
In a fire that on last Friday night swept
through the third floor of a film exchange
building in Detroit, occupied by nearly all
the exchanges in the city, several girl employees experienced narrow escapes from
death and valuable films owned by the
exchanges were destroyed.
The fire started in the warerooms of the
General Film Company and the offices and
storerooms of General Film and Vitagraph
were soon in flames. The financial loss is
estimated at $500,000.
Thomas

H. Ince Plans Producing
Plant on Coast
It was announced in Los Angeles on Saturday of last week that Thomas H. Ince
now has plans nearing completion for the
building of a $500,000 producing plant, the
site selected being on the east side of
Washington Boulevard just outside the
City. Angeles corporation line, in Culver
Los

The property is almost triangular in
shape, with a frontage of 300 feet on
Washington Boulevard, where the administration building will be erected. On a
part of the eleven acres it is planned to
huild also two mammoth glass studios, two
open air stages and other necessary buildings, all of fireproof construction. The
Spanish style of architecture will be followed.
It was also announced in Los Angeles
Saturday that D. W. Griffith is to build a
plant at Culver City, and William Fox and
others are said to be negotiating for real
estate there. Triangle and Essanay are
already located at Culver City.
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George Kleine, Perfection Pictures, returned to Chicago last week after several
days spent in New York on business.

cational Films Corporation, arrived in New
York last week after an extended trip to
Minneapolis.

Harry K. Lucas, general manager of
Lucas Theatre Supply Company, Atlanta,
Ga., stopped off in New York last week on
his return to Atlanta after an extended
business trip through the Middle West. He
will be in town for several days. Mrs.
Lucas accompanies him.

Among the members of the American Exhibitors' Association who attended the meeting of that organization, at
the Association's offices, Times Building,
New York, are: William Fait, Jr., Utica;
W. H. Linton, Little Falls and Utica; J.
E. Sherwood, Madison, Wis. ; R. D.
Craven, Charlotte, N. C. ; J. M. Mosher,
Buffalo; Peter Jeup, Detroit; Moe Levy,
representing Jake Wells, Richmond, Va. ;
H. Oppenheim, Detroit.

L. J. Pollard, general manager Ebony
Film Corporation, Chicago, is in New York
arranging for the marketing of Pollard
Productions. Thomas Graham of the same
company is also in New York assisting Mr.
Pollard in the matter of exploitation of his
product.
S. H. De Roy, Automatic Ticket-Selling
and Cash Register Company, returned to
New York from Pittsburgh, Monday, after
several days spent on business in the interest of the company.
Robert C. Bruce, scenic director for Edu-

Joseph F. Lee was in Boston last week
in the interest of Charles Rankin's independent feature, "A Modern Lorelei."
Mr. Lee is exploitation and sales manager.
H. A. Spanuth, Commonwealth Pictures
Corporation, Chicago, is in New York in
the interest of his company. Mr. Spanuth
expects to remain in the city for several
days.

Distributors Show Way to Settle Tax Squabble
Ask Exhibitors to Co-operate in Passing Footage Charge on
to the Public- Declare Fifteen-Cent Levy Is Too Small
THE truth about the footage tax.
be reached in the matter, and the industrywill once more pursue the even, or uneven,
That sentence, thus far, has not been
used as a title to a book or booklet setting
tenor of its way, following the readjustments being set forth by the distributors.
forth the genuine facts and phases of the
reel tax which descended suddenly and
In a scries of logical advertisements, the
first of which appeared in Motion Picture
without warning upon the industry October
News last week, the producers and distrib4, causing countless thousands of exhibitutors named above are sifting the tax ques
ors, exchangemen and others to become
mixed up in what appears to be the most
tion thoroughly, as well as consistently,
thorough squabble that it has ever been the making explanations where explanations
are called for and citing facts to eventually
misfortune of the motion picture business
to experience. But, with the recovering of bring to the attention of exhibitors the
truth about the footage tax.
senses following the first fury of the storm,
and with the clearing away of the attendant
The gist of the series is easily condensed
fog, showing several companies, including
into a few words, two of which are " quit
Artcraft, Fox, Goldwyn, International,
squabbling." The producers very wisely
insist that only concerted action will bring
Metro, Paramount, Pathe, Select, Universal, Greater Vitagraph and World Film,
the desired results, and proceed to back up
standing solid and united in their belief
their belief by uncovering an avenue of
that the footage tax should not fall upon
escape; a harbor of refuge, for both distributors and exhibitors.
the distributors, the truth of the whole situation, although a little hazy as yet, is be" The public must pay the tax."
ginning to dawn upon the industry.
That is the answer, in a nutshell, accordFirst of all, it seems consistent that the
ing to the distributors. In the words of the
suddenness with which the footage tax enlatter : " We took too much for granted.
We assumed the exhibitor would underveloped the exchanges and exhibitors is restand that it was a financial impossibility
sponsible for the varying opinions and
misunderstandings so prevalent at the
for us to pay $100,000 per week out of our
own pockets, just as we understood that
present time. Confusion reigned ; distribit would be impossible for the exhibitor to
utors were called upon for money by the
Government and this was collected from
pay tne various taxes imposed upon him.
the exhibitors while the latter tore their
Our whole idea has been to pass the tax
hair and yelled about the injustice of it all.
along to the public, just as every' other tax
in the world is passed. The claim that we
For the nonce everything was upset, and
the exhibitor was as nearly right in his
will ruin fifty per cent of the exhibitors bycomplaints as any one concerned in the
asking them to pay about one dollar per day
whole thing. The whole trouble seemed to
in film tax, and pass even that small amount
be that distributors and exhibitors did not
on to the public, is absurd on its face. A
have time to get together and thrash the
far greater danger to the exhibitor lies in
refusing to act as the channel for passing
thing out, and decide how the footage tax
should flow into the coffers of the Governthe tax along, thus forcing many of us to
ment. Now that this is possible there is
little doubt a satisfactory settlement will
Continuing,
quit
business." in answer to the inquirv as to
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Hague Succeeds Wilson on Ohio
Censor Board
Maurice S. Hague, of Columbus, Ohio,
has been appointed a member of the Ohio
Board of Censors to -w < < < A W. R. Wilson.
He began his duties last week.
Goldstein and Blecher Form
Photoplay Agency
Irving E. Goldstein, former scenario
editor of the Select Film Company and
the LaMont Film Company, has formed a
partnership with W. Erich Blecher and the
two have launched a photoplay agency at
the Fitzgerald Building, New York, to be
known as The Superior Photoplay Cos*
Mr. Goldstein last week declared the purpany.
pose of the concern will be to help free*
lance writers, revising plays should it be
necessary in order to put them over.
JNicholas Power Chooses Smith
General Manager
At a recent meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Nicholas Power Company,
Will C. Smith was appointed general manThe appointment is one of great interat
ager.
to the motion picture industry, as Mr.
Smith is well known and highly esteemed
by exhibitors, operators, accessory dealer!
and connected with the business in all partfj
of the country. He is claimed to be one
of
the best projection experts in thai
country.
Mr. Smith is treasurer of the New York
Screen Club, treasurer of the National Society of Projection Engineers, and is a
member of the Machinery Club of Nfll
York and of the Green Room Club.
whether or not the public would stand for
the extra small amount, the distributor*
declare the public will not refuse, as it hat,
never yet refused to pay the tax on any
taxable thing. Further in their lieht-sb^H
ding series the distributors disclosed irtaS
will no doubt be genuine, if startling, neafl
to exhibitors. By calling in the best available experts to check their figures anfl
prove their correctness it was found that
exhibitors are being, according to statin
tics, undercharged rather than overcharge!
insofar as the footage tax is concerned]
The distributors assert that some of theau
even after collecting every penny of
fifteen cents per reel tax, still have to paj
at least 33 '6 per cent of the tax out al
their own pockets. Some of the di-tribe^
tors in the list, including Artcraft, Fox,;
Goldwyn, Pathe, Metro, International. Pall
amount, Select, Universal. Yitagraph and
World declare that they have found that
the charge to exhibitors should be twentyr
two cents per reel per day instead of fita
teen cents.
Concluding, after giving further reaa^H
for believing the tax should be passed^H
to exhibitors, the distributors said: "
urgently advise every' exhibitor to s
campaign of education. The Govemust and will have money. We can't
it. You can't pay it. All we ask yon
do is to open the way to pass it to the p
lie, where all taxes must eventually go."
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Bids Farewell

to Carmichael

ANGELES film row was closed Saturday for two
hours that the managers and employes could bid farewell to Field Carmichael, who has served for a year as manager of the Los Angeles William Fox Exchange, who on that
day left for Detroit, where he is to assume the management
of the Fox branch. The change comes as a distinct promotion
to Carmichael, inasmuch as the Detroit field is approximately
twice as large as the Los Angeles. The farewell given Carmichael is perhaps the most unique in the history of the film
industry. When he walked down film row Saturday morning
he found in each window large signs referring to himself.
These were later used on automobiles in the parade that traversed the principal streets of Los Angeles, headed by a jazz
band, when Carmichael was taken to the Santa Fe station at
1 o'clock. One sign read, " Bisbee Has Nothing On Us — Carmichael Must Go!" (referring to driving the I. W. Ws. out
of Bisbee). Another was, " Watch Michigan Go Wet, Carmichael Is Coming." And then, " Detroit Is to Have Two
Flivvers — Ford and Carmichael." Toward the end of the
parade was one which read, "Poor Carmichael; No One-Piece
Bathing Suits in Detroit," and " ' At Last Carmichael Goes to
Work.' His Old Boss, Harry Leonhardt."
At the station were more than one hundred affiliated with
film exchange assembled. There was a walk around, an exhibition dance by Leonhardt and Carmichael, and a Billy Sunday chorus led by the jazz band. Members of the Fox Exchange presented Carmichael with a handsome chain and
knife, and he was given sustenance to aid him across the dessert. One bottle was auctioned off, the funds to go to the
Red Cross, which sold at $10.50, and following this a general
donation to the Red Cross was made which totaled about $40.
The committee on arrangements for the parade included
Harry Leonhardt, of Goldwyn, as chairman; H. H. Hicks, Select; Guy Gunderson, Fox; Dave Burshon, Universal California, and each exchange manager took an active part, as did
many of the theatre men of Los Angeles.

NEWS

New
THE

Mission

Boosts

Price

New Mission theatre in San Francisco, Kahn & Greenfield, owners, has been enlarged and with a seating capacity of 2,800 it will rival the California in size. It is the big
picture house in the populous Mission District and, built only
a year and a half ago, one of the finest in the entire city. R.
F. Abraham is the manager.
At the reopening on November 15 Mayor James Rolph, Jr.,
delivered an address and there were elaborate ceremonies,
with the Mission Merchants' Association and the Fillmore
Improvement Association, two powerful organizations, in attendance.
Heretofore a five and ten cent house, the New Mission is
advancing its prices to ten and fifteen cents and will show
Artcraft, Paramount and De Luxe films.

No. 2

C#AIT
Spokane's

LOS

Peerless May Invade Field
PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER E. H. EMMICK, of the Peerless Film Service, with offices in San
Francisco and Los Angeles, is shortly to invade the Seattle
field. He plans on opening an exchange there in the near future and will handle the re-issues of the early William S.
Hart two-reel productions released on the Mutual and also
some of the later five-reel subjects in which Hart appeared.
Mr. Emmick has purchased rights for these films on the
Southern California territory as well as in the four states that
are handled out of Seattle. These films will be handled at San
Francisco by the Western Feature Film Company, 180 Golden
Gate Avenue, which is managed by Abe Markowitz.
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Own Producer
on Studio

Starts Work

THROUGH the acquisition of fifteen acres of Minnehahi
Park negotiations have been closed through the Spo
kane City Park Board giving the Washington Motion Pic
ture Corporation a long-time lease allowing them to use th«
park and three large buildings which it contains for motior
picture work. The corporation has secured the services of th«
well-known architects, Whitehouse & Price, who are just completing plans and specifications for the erection of a high-class
studio to cost in the neighborhood of $150,000.
Mr. Price has just returned from southern California, where
he completed a tour of inspection of some of the largest studios of that section. He brings back many very good ideas
and the latest methods of construction, which will be used in
the building of the Spokane studio. The construction work it
being done under the personal supervision of Mr. C. J. Ward,
general manager of the corporation, who claims the studio will
be second to none. It will be thoroughly equipped to meet all
requirements for the starring of the eminent actor Tyrone
Power. He is at present playing in New York in the Manhattan Opera House in " Chu Chin Chow," and will return to
Spokane at the close of his engagement to take up his work
here.

Prosperity

Lustig
the Keynote

in Denver,

Says

METRO'S western special representative, Harry Lustig, m
now in Denver. Mr. Lustig has charge of the entire
Intermountain as well as coast offices for Metro and has but
recently returned from a tour of the various offices under his
supervision. He states that the motion picture business at the
present time is enjoying unusual prosperity and that the outlook for exhibitors as well as the representative manufacturers is exceptionally bright.
He states that theatres, large and small everywhere, are
playing to big receipts and the biggest crowds in their history. Labor troubles, which have caused worry in some sections, are being adjusted so quickly that they are having no
appreciable adverse effect upon the business.
Exhibitors in the Intermountain territory are awaiting
Metro's next big production, " Draft 258," which is scheduled
for this
earlyterritory
release. from
Much thepublicity
beenandgiven
" Draft
258 "
in
Denver has
office
heavy
bookings
are anticipated.
Slipper's New Catalog Out
firm of J. Slipper & Co., Los Angeles accessory house,
has just issued an attractive catalog covering accessories
and theatre supplies. This is valuable to any manager, in that
it contains a great quantity of information pertaining to machines, accessories and projection. The catalog is conveniently arranged and bespeaks the progress of this enterprising company.

THE

Bloom

Laboratories

a New

One

JOHN McLEAD BLOOM, formerly affiliated with the D.
W. Griffith laboratories at the Fine Art Studio in Hollywood, has organized a company and is opening a new plant
to be known as the Bloom Film Laboratories at 7,520 Sunset
Boulevard, Hollywood, which will be ready for use within the
next week or two. Mr. Bloom expects to specialize on making special effects and the higher class of laboratory work, in
which he has had a very wide experience.
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San Diego News and Jottings
LOCAL motion picture houses have met the new war tax
on admissions in various ways. The Broadway Amusement Company, which has owned the Broadway and Superba
for a long time and which had recently taken over and opened
the Illusion, for some months closed, runs a feature line in its
advertising reading, " No Extra Pennies Needed." The prices
of 20 and 30 at the Broadway and Superba and of 10 and 20 at
the Illusion include the war tax.
The Pickwick is charging 15, 20 and 30 cents and collects the
war tax in addition to these prices. The Plaza, charging 20
and 30 cents, says to its patrons, " You will be glad to pay the
tax." The Hillcrest has raised its admission from 10 to 11
cents, which meets the war tax.
The vaudeville houses have made no raise in their schedules of admissions, but the Hippodrome announces that " We
pay the war tax," while the Savoy (Pantages) asks its patrons
to pay the war tax in addition to its regular prices.
MANAGER HILTS, of the Alhambra,. has installed a
Powers 6-B Cameragraph and is receiving the commendations ofhis audiences on the improved projection of his
pictures.
THE

projecting machine of the Ocean Beach motion picture
theatre was stolen recently while the house was temporarily closed. It was later recovered in a hotel room and a
former employe was placed under arrest, charged with burglary. ALLEN H. WRIGHT.

Lesser Organizing Film Fellows
THE Film Fellows is the name of a new club being organized in San Francisco by Sol L. Lesser of the All-Star
Features, M. L. Markowitz of the California Echange, Ben
Simpson of Triangle and M. J. Cohen of the George Kleine
system.
Sol L. Lesser will start for New York from San Francisco
on November 16 to attend a meeting of the state right distributors.
James Beatty of San Jose is building a new theatre at
Fresno, to open the latter part of November. The film men
of San Francisco have planned to charter a special train and
attend the opening, starting for home immediately after the
performance. This is intended as a tribute to Mr. Beatty, who
is held in high esteem by the exchange managers.
THE Robert-Morton division of the American Photo Player
*■ Company has instituted a lecture course on the history
and art of organ building. This marks one more step in the
march of progress taken by the officers of the company in a
social and educational manner.
H. LYONS, the American Photo Player Company's representative traveling from St. Paul headquarters, reports excellent business throughout the State of Iowa. He
has sent in some nice business from that territory.

3

Unique Testimonial at California's Opening
THE new California theatre at San Francisco, already described in the Motion Picture News is meeting with
great prosperity. Notwithstanding its seating capacity of
nearly 3,000, this theatre finds difficulty in accommodating
the throngs and the management may find it expedient to
raise the prices.
A very pretty and well-deserved compliment was paid to
Manager Roth by the leading film men of San Francisco in
presenting the following testimonial:
" Aware that the new and magnificent California theatre,
whose doors are today thrown open for the first time to the
moving picture loving public, represents an appeal to all that
is highest and best in our art and craft, lending to the finest
work of the producer a fit setting for its display and to the
votary of the art a sublime temple for his devotions, on a scale
of majesty, of beauty and of grandeur hitherto unapproached,
and realizing that this new edifice and the enterprise for
which it stands now come as the culmination of long, patient
and painstaking labor on the part of its manager, Eugene H.
Roth, and as a testimony of his undaunted energy, his unbounded faith in the moving picture industry, his vision, his
loyalty and his zeal, and as a further manifestation of those
fine ideals for which he has always stood in his daily dealings
and business relationships;
" The undersigned representatives of the motion picture industry of San Francisco desire on this occasion to extend to
Eugene R. Roth their sincere congratulations upon this
auspicious event, to express to him their gratification and their
deep appreciation of the service he has rendered the craft,
to give assurance of the high esteem and warm personal regard in which he is held by all his friends, endeared to him by
his kindliness, graciousness and many fine personal qualities,
to assert their confidence in the unqualified success of the new
venture, under its present guidance and to voice the hope that
this new structure, destined to dignify and elevate the motion
picture art, will long endure, a monument worthy of the city
by the Golden Gate, a delight to this and many future
generations.
" Dated at San Francisco, California, November 1, 1917."
This was signed by M. J. Cohen, W. J. Citron. Marion Kohn,
Harry Schmidt, Joseoh Huff, Louis Hyman, Edward Kfrnn. E.
H. Emmick, E. B. Johnson, E. M. Asher, W. O. Edmunds,
Herman Wobber, J. H. Allen, Ben F. Simrjson. E. M. Simmons, E. O. Child, Kahn & Greenfield. Sol L. Lesser. Falnh
B. Quive, M. L. Markowitz, Abe Markowitz, Louis Reichert,
Ben Cohen, X. K. Stout, E. C. Jensen, Newt Levy and E. A.
Church.
At the opening of the theatre, Market street was so congested by the thousands that tried in vain to obtain admission
a squad of ten policemen, headed by Caotain Anderson, was
required to keep order. The doors opened at 7:30 o'clock, but
it was nearly 9 o'clock before the ticket-holders were all in
their seats, so difficult was it to get through the crowds.
Captain Anderson said that not less than four thousand persons were turned away from the continually reforming box
office lines.
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GROWING business in Montana and the need of establishing a closer relationship between the exchange and the
exhibitor has caused Louis Marcus, district manager for the
Notable Feature Film Company, distributors in the mountain
states for Paramount and Artcraft picture products, to establish a new branch office at Butte. The company already has
a large and flourishing branch at Denver.
Samuel I. Levin, former booking clerk at the central office,
but who for three months has been assistant to T. Y. Henry,
Denver branch manager, has been named as manager of the
Butte branch.
The territory covered by the Notable Company in Montana is very large, including the entire state with sections of
adjoining states included, and in order to keep in close touch
with exhibitors and to supply all their needs with as little delay as possible it was found necessary to open an office at
Butte.
Mr. Levin has a close personal knowledge of conditions in
Montana and of the trade in general, and his appointment is
considered as a happy selection.
DUCK dinners were in vogue during this week in the homes
of all the members of the Notable Feature Film Company's Salt Lake staff as a result of the splendid marksmanship of Eric V. Saderup, accounting department.
Mr. Saderup and three friends drove on Saturday night to
Strawberry Reservoir, in what was formerly the Uinta Indian
reservation, and in two hours the three men, who took their
guns, bagged 135 fine fat ducks.
THE

output of first-class mail issued in October by the
publicity department of the Notable Feature Film Company, Gordon H. Place, manager, was double the volume issued in September.
Mr. Place urged exhibitors to issue letters to their mailing
lists in advance of the inauguration of the three-cent rate, with
the result that the publicity department was almost swamped.
But the last of the letters was safely deposited in the mail with
a good margin of time, thus saving the exhibitors a cent for
every letter mailed.
Results of these letters are so satisfactory, according to exhibitors' reports, that many of them are arranging for regular
monthly or bi-monthly service of this character.
A

WEEK to a subject will be the policy of ParamountEmpress theatre, at Salt Lake, playing Paramount and
Artcraft releases. Beginning November 11, the new policy
will be effective, with Mary Pickford in " The Little Princess "
as the first offering.
James Brown, of the Paramount-Empress staff, has arranged asplendid lobby display to announce this policy. A
Mary Pickford portrait in colors, 22x28 inches, is surrounded
by an attractively lettered mat. A striking feature of the mat
is a November calendar sheet with the week's dates, November 11 to 18, done in a brilliant red, "Red Letter Days to See
Mary Pickford." It attracts much favorable comment.
MANAGER

GEORGE E. CARPENTER, of the Paramount-Empress theatre, was ready before November 1
for collection of war tax on all admissions to that theatre. A
second wicket was cut in the box-office glass front, with an
attendant in charge. Five colors of war tax tickets were provided, red, white and blue, for the three admission prices;
green for school children and pink for passes. As the ticket
chopper issued admission tickets the tax collector issued the
tax ticket of the corresponding color and made separate collection. The tax money is thus kept separate from the house
money, preventing confusion in accounts. At the doors the
tickets are dropped in separate boxes.
It is feared that a shortage of pennies will work a hardship on theatres and patrons alike. Pennies have had but
little vogue in the Western states, and it is only a few years
ago that fractional coinage of less than 25 cents was consid-
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ered "not legal tender." The growth of the penny's pop
larity in the last few years has been far in advance of
supply issued (just the same as with all other coins), with tlfc
result that the pennies are kept on the jump and there a
not enough to go around.
<«rT1 HE Woman God Forgot," the Artcraft spectacle
A which Farrar is the brilliant luminary, and Cecil ]
DeMille directed, caused a jam at every performance for foi
days at the Paramount-Empress, Salt Lake, with the resu
that many were unable to see the beautiful film. Manage
George E. Carpenter says that the production is worth a sed
ond run in Salt Lake and that when it is repeated it will likel
have a bigger vogue than on its first showing.
HM.
Horkheimer, president of the Balboa Amusemerl
• Producing Company, acting on the beliif that thl
rugged scenery in Utah's great southland, where severs f
natural bridges have been formed by the workings c
the elements throughout the ages, is planning to send Aniti
King and a company of photoplayers to Salt Lake City, Utaxjj
soon. Word to that effect was received this week at Salt Lakl
picture exchanges handling the Balboa products.
Two Frisco Men Go Traveling
DS. MARKOWITZ, manager of the Western FeaturJ
•
Film Company, has gone to South America with re I
issues of the William Hart two-reel pictures.
J. C. Cohen, of the Consolidated Amusement Company i
Honolulu, will sail for the island capital on November 15
He intends to make another San Francisco and New Yorli
trip next summer.
CRANE WILBUR, who starred in "The Finger of Jus
tice," is playing a four-weeks' stage engagement in tht
Bishop theatre, Oakland.
F. B. Riley has assumed charge of the George Kleine shipping department in San Francisco.
J A. KRAKER, Vitagraph salesman, who was drafted, has I
• been transferred from American Lake to Camp Kearney \
He is in Company A, 159th Infantry. Jack still boosts for
films and he requests his friends to send him copies of the
Motion Picture News for distribution among the boys at
Camp Kearney.
Roy Burt, snipping clerk for Universal, and Fred Blote, poster man for General, have gone over to Pathe.
Visitors in San Francisco's Film Row during the past week
were W. B. Martin, of the Star theatre, Modesto; Arthur
Brick, Perfection salesman, from Los Angeles, and Sydney E.
Abel, of Chicago.
Thomas O'Day is directing a picture and vaudeville house,
with seating capacity of 1,800, at Camp Fremont.
FV. EBERHART, manager of the World Exchange, in
• San Francisco, has gone into the printing business in
Kan-as City. The interests of the exchange will be looked
after untildivision
the endmanager.
of the year by E. C. Jensen, the World's
Western
Mohr & Martinez, owners of two other theatres, have
bought the Ocean View, at Daly City, from V. Preston.
CL. LANGLEY, formerly of Turner & Dahnken. is building
• a new theatre at Taft, Cal., to open February 1.
WILLIAM H. JOBELMANN, the popular publicity man
of Turner & Dahnken, has resigned to become general
manager of the Paul Smith Motion Pictures Company, producers of " The Finger of Justice." The T. & D. publicity will
be handled in San Francisco by Manager William Casey, of
the Tivoli, and in Oakland by Manager E. V. Clover, of the
Oakland T. & D. theatre.
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:
\ P. HAMILTON, who
4
recently finished his first
GILBERT
Triangle play, is next to make " The Three Godsons of
" Janette Gontreau," which is now being written for the screen
: by Harvey Gates, a new member of the Triangle scenario
' staff. It is an adaptation from the magazine story of the same
title.

LABORATORIES
CAMERAMEN— We

WALTER EDWARDS this week directed scenes on the big
Venetian set built at the Culver City studios for scenes
in " The Passion Flower," which offers Alma Reubens supported by Wheeler Oakman. This story will probably be released under the title, " I Love You." The scenes made here
required a large number of extra people as they represented
carnival nights in the famous city of water highways. The
palace built immediately back of the large suspension bridge
will be the centre of action for many scenes of the play, for
it is here that a brilliant ball is held. The ballroom set was
erected on the new comedy stage, just completed, and was
so large that it required all of the floor space, 80x400 feet.

your stuff. Give you tests. Give
you

us.

Ask

service.

ivas for years specialty

chemist for D. W . Griffith.
DEVELOPING

PRINTING

INTENSIFICATION

Indian settlement has been completed in the foothills near the Triangle Studio for " Man Above the
Law," which Director Raymond Wells is now filming. Jack
Richardson has the featured part, supported by Claire McDowell and Josie Sedgwick.

hundred children, including such well-known film
players as Billy Jacobs, Lillian Wade, Doris Baker and
George Hupp, this week worked under the direction of Colin
Campbell at the Selig plant in scenes for " Little Orphan
Annie."
The name.
screen version is adapted from the Riley poem
of
the same

personal

J. M. Bloom

NAVAJO

J P. McGOWAN has again been wayward in the matter of
• conserving railroad rolling stock and this week put to
the bad another perfectly good car. This was shunted off a
suspension bridge, which three cameras registered the action
for the twelfth episode of " The Lost Express." The scene
was filmed in the Arroyo Seco before 5,000 people who had
gathered to witness the making of the thrill. On another day
McGowan worked on the famous " jacknife " bridge at the
San Pedro shipyards, where players were dashed to the waters
of the harbor many feet below and then found it necessary to
work for several hours in wet clothing.
The Signal Company is now working on the thirteenth installment of " The Lost Express," titled " The Escape."

take care of

COLOR

REDUCTION

The highest class color work in the
trade. Mr. Bloom has an international
reputation for his color research work.
RELEASES
Largest and most modern in the West
7520 SUNSET BOULEVARD
Phone: Hollywood 4015
LOS

I

ANGELES

For California, Nevada
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Arizona
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In Los Angeles

Fifteen of the best

!

WM.
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HART

1

j PRODUCTIONS

J

Exchanges

WJ.
•

MULLANEY, Pathe salesman, is home from a trip
through Arizona and reports conditions greatly improved there as the result of settlement of strikes at Bisbee,
Jerome, Glove and Miami. Conditions in the cotton belt look
very promising in the face of a very excellent crop.

D EERLESS Film Service has made first run bookings for
* the William S. Hart two-reel re-issues, fifteen in all,
which are to be shown first at the American theatre, in Los
Angeles. Following this they go to the Strand, at Pasadena;
Strand, at San Bernardino; Clune's, Santa Ana; La Petite,
Ocean Park; Neptune, at Venice, and play a week at Gore's
Main Street theatres. Many other bookings have been made
for later dates.
JOHN RUGER, who has been cashier of the General Film,
Los Angeles, has been engaged for this position at the
Mutual Los Angeles branch.
The business of the Mutual Film Exchange is reported to
be approximately 60 per cent, better than a few months ago,
the increased business being attributed to the improvement of
Mutual films.
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The collection is the selection of the most
successful subjects of two reels each in

g

which
screen's
male star
was
featured.the They
have greatest
stories equally
as good
as those used today, but in all instances
they have been boiled down to speedy action.

g
g

These Hart subjects will prove features that
will get the money for your theatre. Territory now going fast, so you must write or
wire now.
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180 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco. Cal.
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to Order

EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE
985 Market Street, San Francisco, California
CAMBRIA SPRING COMPANY
" Quality First"
Auto and Truck
SDrings, Wheels,
Rims and Bumpers
General Blacksmithing
Phone* : Main 1076 Home F-5233
MULTIGRAPHING
F 5244

"Largest Spring
Factory on the
Forging! MadePacific
and Coast"
^Frames, Straightened
916-918 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Cal .

CARL STERN, who has been on the road for Paramount
serials, has resigned on account of the serious illness of
his wife in Seattle.
T. Y. Henry, Denver manager for the Notable Feature Film
Corporation, has returned from an auto trip covering six
towns in southern Colorado, including Trinidad and Walsenburg. He made contracts in all of them as far south as Tucumcari, N. M.
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TYPEWRITING
SCENARIOS
MANUSCRIPTS
Al. Holman & Co.

PRESS COPY

609 S. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles.
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GEORGE W. CHAPMAN
COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of all kinds of plaster and papier mache work,
miniature sets of every description, and all kinds of props for
the special needs of motion picture productions.
Phone: Hollywood 1290 5155 Santa Monica, Blvd., Los Angeles
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<IWe want to hear about you, your theatre; we want
to let others hear.
CfDrop a newsy item to our Los Angeles office. A
post card will do.

Phone : Home 57096
Photographic Reproductions and
Lobby Displays
IRe-pboto
SUCCESSOBS
TO ACMECo.
PHOTO
Reproductions Company
1509 Cahuenga Ave., near Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

HC. Arthur, Goldwyn's representative in Montana, reports
• great interest in " The Manx-Man " and "The Auction
Block." He has been so busy that he has been unable to report to Denver headquarters personally since his transfer two
months ago from the Seattle office. He is expected in Denver within the next ten days.
in by
Select
closed,
where
MURRAY HAWKINS, the popular salesman for broad
Pictures, doesn't know that the baseball season has
He is still pegging away up in the Black Hills section,
he is batting .900. Manager Rennie is wearing a big, bunch
smile over the big bundle of contracts Hawkins sent
parcel post. He says Murray has lined up the entire
of western Nebraska towns and in the Black Hills.

Los Angeles Can Co.
Manufacturers of
FILM CASES
303 San Fernondo Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Sunset Bast 389
Borne lOSSS

Strand theatre, holders of Metro's first run franchise in
Denver, report a phenomenal four days' business on
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in " The Adopted

Thomas Kirby, proprietor of the Grand, at Sheridan, Wyo.,
reports that " The Slacker " played to capacity business during
the recent snowstorm, when all traffic was delayed and railroad business was almost at a standstill.
M.
" Kravetz has been added to the Denver sales force of
Son.M.
Metro. He has been identified with the film business several
years and formerly was the owner of the Capitol Film Exchange.
EDWARD ARMSTRONG has just returned to Denver
after an extensive trip through the Universal territory,
including the exchanges in Butte and Salt Lake City. Mr.
Armstrong met Mr. W. A. Bach, service organizer for the
Universal Company in Salt Lake City, for a conference with
George Mayne, local manager there, relative to putting over
the big crop of new pictures on hand and also to move up Mr.
Moran, their former bookkeeper, to the post of assistant to
Mr. Mayne. This latter action was made necessary by the
big increase in Mr. Mayne's managerial duties, as the new
Jewel productions for that territory are now in full swing.
Mr. Burke, special representative for the Universal out of
the Denver office, has also completed a long trip into the
hinterland hereabouts and reports that exhibitors are doing a
good business in spite of the war tax, which they are quite
properly turning over to the public. Mr. Armstrong, Unidistrict manager,
well trip.
satisfied with Burke's
armful ofversalecontracts
securedsayson hethisis last
JEWEL productions, ably represented by Mr. Drum, who
who has just completed his initial trip throughout this
territory, are going to have a big showing, according to Drum,
who claims he has lined up 95 per cent, of the territory he
covered. Curtis Street has already shown quite a few of the
Jewels to appreciative and critical Denver audiences.
Louis Goldstein, manager of the Supreme, in Denver, will
leave about the 15th for Chicago and New York.
MORRIS COHN, part owner of the Circle, at Indianapolis,
has returned from a conference with other directors
and the manager of the Circle. The war tax is now being
taken care of by the Circle, which has raised its prices from
15 to 25 for its 1,500 seats downstairs and from 20 to 25 for
mezzanine seats.. Balcony seats at 10 cents remain unchanged.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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BRIGGS is a new World representative, recently
transferred to the Denver office from Salt Lake City.
N. A. Thompson, auditor of the World Film Corporation,
is in Denver for a few days. He is en route West.

EP.

Here and There in Spokane
MANAGER RALPH RUFFNER, of the Liberty theatre,
says in relation to the raise in admission, that it is going
like " a million dollars." At the Clemmer theatre the usual
good attendance is announced by Dr. Clemmer under the new
schedule of prices.
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I Pay-As-YouEnter
I
VOGLESONG
SYSTEM

STOPS
THE

MANAGER C. STILLWELL reports a raise in price of
five cents in all but his nickle nouses with no falling off
in patronage.
Pathe reports the opening of a new moving picture theatre
in Mansfield, Wash.
Manager Potter, of the Universal, finds a flourishing business in his line in this section.

REFUND

NUISANCE.

CONFUSION
AND
DISCOMFORT IN THE LOBBY.
DELAY
ATRE.

GA. METZGER, general manager of the Film Supply Co.,
• stopped over in Spokane on his way back from Portland to New York and spent the day calling on exhibitors
there.
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Coast Exhibitors
W RITE

THE

Argus theatre, at Santa Barbara, which has been closed
for some time, has been opened under the management
of A. A. Lloyd, an experienced theatre man, who has contracted for exclusive Mutual service in the home city of
American films and will use two changes weekly.

American

EMERYVILLE,

THE first run of the Mutual release, "The Planter," has
been booked for Grauman's Strand theatre, at San Francisco, where it will be shown for the two weeks beginning
November 11 and 18. Negotiations are now pending for the
Los Angeles release and it is a certainty the film will be shown
at one of the largest theatres.
increase in admission price is reported at San Diego,
where all of the former five-cent houses have increased
to ten cents with the exception of the Casino. The Grand,
which was formerly five and ten cents, is now charging ten
and fifteen cents. In all instances except the theatres controlled by G. A. Bush, Superba, Broadway and Illusion, the
San Diego theatres are charging the public for the war tax
in addition to the regular admission price. The theatres conducted by Bush are all charging ten, twenty and thirty cents.
The Silver Strand theatre, at Coronado, and the Rialto, at
Long Beach, have both been closed.

|
|
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Citizens
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and
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HEADQUARTERSMOTION PICTURE ACCOUNTS
in LOS

WILSON, owner of the Plaza theatre, at San
Diego, which has been conducted by H. H. White,
has assumed the active management of the house. He has
remodeled the theatre, redecorated throughout, added an attractive marque, and an electric announcing sign with fourfoot letters, together with two new Powers 6B projecting machines. He reopened the theatre with the Mary Miles Minter
subject, " Charity Castle," to good business, and followed this
with the showing of the Jewel production, " The Man Without
a Country."

""THE War Department has not given a decision with respect
* to who is to have the amusement concession at Camp
Kearney, San Diego. There are three bidders for this: Virginia Judd, of San Antonio, Texas, and F. N. Howe and G. A.
Bush, of San Diego.

Co.

Announcement

WW.

exceptional display was made in a seventy-foot window
of Barker Brothers store on Broadway, Los Angeles,
last week of Mutual stars in connection with a display of Barker Brothers K-B camera, a device for the amateur to make
and project motion pictures. The display was arranged by
Manager Merrick, of the Los Angeles Mutual Film Exchange,
and C. F. Smith, Barker Brothers' advertiser.

Register
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We are enjoying a large part of the motion
picture business of this city.
WHY

g
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First — Because we offer fourteen hours of excellent
banking service, from eight In the morning until
ten In the evening, which affords an unusual
convenience for all depositors who are busily
engaged during the usual banking hours.
Second — Because we appreciate the worth of, and try
to
promote the welfare of the motion picture
business.
Third — Because our many satisfied depositors bring
their friends to the bank, who, In turn, become
satisfied depositors.
Fourth — Because all of the stock of this bank Is owned
by The Citizens National Bank, the total resources of both banks being over twenty-flve
million.
CITIZENS TRUST AND

SAVINGS
jThird and Broadway

If you like the "News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

BANK
Los Angeles, Cal.
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EJ. MYRICK, manager of the Liberty and Columbia the• atres of Portland, and formerly president of the Oregon
Film Association, is recovering from a hospital experience
that reduced his weight nearly 20 pounds and robbed him of
such unnecessary things as tonsils and adenoids.
Mr. Myrick went to a surgeon's office for a few minutes'
stay, went from there to the hospital for a scheduled appearance of one day and before he had finished with the specialists
they had discovered so many things requiring the knife that
he was away from his Liberty theatre office for more than a
week.
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Business Returning to Normal in Portland
TWO weeks of increased admission prices, coupled with the
first flashes of winter weather, resulted in a noticeable
falling off of the receipts of Portland's first-run houses, but
the situation is rapidly assuming normal conditions.
Exhibitors were first inclined to charge the decrease in attendance to the 5-cent increase in prices, as considerable
criticism resulted from the November 1 raise, but when the
5-cent houses, a few of which still adhere to the old price
figure, also complained, weather conditions were charged
equally with the dropping off in revenue.
John A. Jennings of the Sunset theatre is the only first-run
downtown owner who failed to jump the full 5 cents. He
finally adjusted his figures so that matinees remain at 15 cents
and the evening, Sunday and holiday crowds pay 20 cents.
The Union Avenue theatre, owned by W. A. Graeper, vicepresident of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Oregon, was the first suburban theatre to increase prices from 10
to 15 cents, and Mr. Graeper is flattered at the result.
" I can see no difference in the attendance following the
change," comments the elated owner. " I am giving my people
better music, with a new Kimball organ recently installed,
and have a program lineup for the season that will be a
record-breaker."
Mr. Graeper has added a program house organ to his service and gives his patrons a printed glimpse of the features
booked for a full month in advance.
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Strand theatre of Portland, the motion picture-vaudeville house, has inaugurated a new program policy as
well as new admission prices. From a 10-cent straight fee
the prices were advanced on November 7 to 15 cents for evenings, Sundays and holidays.
The new program policy will give its patrons two changes
of show weekly, with five or six acts of vaudeville from Fisher
and Hippodrome time, and pictures from Fox, Bluebird and
Butterfly. Manager Armstrong is satisfied that this lineup
will make the Strand one of the most popular theatres in
Oregon.

CHARLES W. MEIGHAN, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Oregon, has returned from
an exhibition experience of more than a month in Tacoma,
Wash., and is temporarily handling film features for Jack
Lannon of the Greater Features Company of Seattle.
Mr. Meighan is negotiating for several houses in the Northweeks.west and expects to be firmly established within three or four
a J T NDER the Stars and Stripes" established a new attendance record for private exhibitions last week
when W. W. Kofeldt of the Pathe Exchange corralled more
than 250 people into the Hippodrome theatre.
DSLAYBACK, formerly of the Crystal theatre, Portland,
• has taken over the Mutual theatre at 1062 Union avenue, Portland, and after making a number of changes is in
the market for a full feature program.
HW.
HARDING & SON, newcomers to film exhibition,
• are also new theatre operators of Portland. They have
bought the old American, at Russell and Shaver streets, and
have opened it as Ye Liberty.
ER. SAUNDERS of Ilwaco, Oregon, is putting up a new
• 300-seat fireproof film house to replace his wooden
house, the Bell.
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Lawson Gets Scenic Artists to
Learn Camouflage
Lee Lawson, according to a telegram
from Los Angeles, has organized companies of sixty scenic artists from the
West Coast studios to become a part of
the Twenty-fourth Engineers, to prepare
camouflage on the battle front. The company left for the East Monday, it is understood.
Lawson, who was formerly technical di-,
rector of Universal and other studios,
is known as the man who built Rome in a
day.
Anti-Censorship Discussed at
Baltimore Meeting
A meeting on the anti-censorship question was held at the New Theatre, Baltimore, last week, at which plans were
discussed as to the best methods of abolishing motion picture censorship for Maryland. Two members of the House of
Delegates, who will represent their contingent at Annapolis at the coming Maryland legislature in January, were present at
the meeting and announced that \hey
were against censorship. The Maryland
exhibitors were represented by J. Louis
Rome, Walter Pacy, Frank A. Hornig,
Louis A. DeHoff, Eugene B. McGurdy
and E. C. Sandall.
Preceding the meeting there was a dinner
held at Nixon's Hotel.
Review Committee Catalogues
Garden of Pictures
The National Committee for Better
Films, a committee of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures, of 70 Fifth
avenue, New York, has had printed and
issued a very neat catalogue of motion
pictures produced in America between
April 1 and October 1, this year, and
which is called "A Garden of American
Motion Pictures." Following the title of
the catalogue the National Committee has
designated that the films are for father,
mother and the young people.
Companies represented in the catalogue
by numerous pictures are General Film,
Mutual, Universal, Fox, Greater Vitagraph, K.E.S.E., Metro, Paramount, Pathe,
Triangle, Artcraft, Art Dramas, Bluebird,
Christie, Goldwyn, World; Selznick, Ivan,
Jewel and others.
Cromlow

Film Laboratories Get
Their Full Share
The Cromlow Film Laboratories, with
offices at 220 West Forty-second street and
a complete plant at Orange, N. J., are
getting their full share of business within
the industry, with prospects brighter as
time advances.
Under the management of Allan A.
Lownes, Cromlow Laboratories have done
in the past, and are doing now, laboratory
work for some of the foremost concerns
in the East, among them Inter-Ocean,
Paramount, Manx-Man, McClures and
others. Aside from the printing end of the
business, Cromlow Laboratories have been
specializing in a distinctive type of titles,
illustrated.
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Marion

Leaves on First Leg of European Trip
Is First of Commissioners for Foreign Service to Depart
for Scene of Activities — Sails for Italy from Havana
Creel was kind enough to assure me
FRANK J. MARION, president of the "onMr.behalf
of the other members of the
Kalem Company, and government film
Committee
on Public Information that all
commissioner to Spain and Italy, is the first
of their representatives and attaches in
of the commissioners appointed for foreign
Spain and Italy will co-operate with me in
service to depart for the scene of activities. He left November 16 for Washingevery possible manner. For the time being, I expect to make my headquarters at
ton, where he had a final conference with
Barcelona, Spain. While general plans have
government officials and visited his daughter
at the National Cathedral School. From
been made for the distribution and exhibition of our films, this is a matter which I
Washington Mr. Marion proceeded to
Havana, Cuba, and from there he sails im- must work out after I have personally inmediately for Spain.
vestigated conditions. With the liberal
financial arrangements which the governMr. Marion goes on his mission as representative of the Committee on Public Inment has made and the co-operation from
all quarters which has been assured me, I
formation, ofwhich George Creel is Chairshall have every opportunity in my mission
man, the other members being the Secretary of State, the Secretary of War and the to apply the principles which have been so
Secretary of the Navy. Like the other
successful
in America."
commissioners who have undertaken this
During the
past month Mr. Marion has
patriotic
work,
Mr.
Marion
receives
no
worked
at
high
speed in co-operation with
salary.
J. E. Brulatour, the American commissioner, and his staff headed by A. A. Kauf" Although there may be an impression
man, selecting educational films for the
in the trade that the government has placed
undue restrictions upon the commissioners,
populace of Spain and Italy and entertainment subjects for the Italian soldiers.
I want to say that Mr. Creel has been most
The films which Mr. Marion is taking
liberal," said Mr. Marion on leaving. " He
has shown a keen appreciation of the exinto Spain and Italy cover a wide educational field — intimate views of industries
acting duties before me and has done everyand institutions essentially American,
thing possible to expedite my work abroad.
He even went so far as to appoint me fiscal
schools, colleges, military activities, the
agent for the government in the matter of pastimes of our people, films portraying the
expenditures which will be necessary in the democratic spirit of our executives, and
work of the commission. He secured for withal a remarkable assortment of pictures
me a special diplomatic passport and I am
which proclaim to the world the independence of the individual in America and his
indebted to him for his personal superwonderful opportunities for advancement.
vision of the transportation of my baggage, films and equipment, which have
In short, each film fairly breathes Amerigone forward as diplomatic material.
ca's message that prosperity and the joy of
living are found only in democracy.
" Furthermore," continued Mr. Marion,
O'Sullivan Urges Hoover Method in Music
Thinks Many Withdrawals from Composers' Society Will
Put That Organization in Class with Food and Coal Barons
CONCERNING the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers in
their connection with the motion picture
industry insofar as the music tax is afdirector
of music
service fected,
for Joseph
theO'Sullivan,
Mutual Film
Corporation,
said last week :
" As far as the motion picture exhibitor
is concerned, the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers is now
hors du combat. The elimination of taxable music from their theatres has proved
an effective means of convincing these
bumptious music-mongers that the public
can ' Hooverize ' on their product without
any serious detriment to its tonal digestion.
The many withdrawals from membership
in that society will soon put it in a class
with the food barons, coal barons, and
other obsolete institutions of this great,
free and enlightened United States.
" In common with all other animals, the
motion picture ' hound ' welcomes a relief from the persistent ' stuffing ' process
practised by all venders of cheap — if deleterious— concoctions, whether in the form
of saccharine and soporific tonal melange,
or the more palpable confections that account for the high cost of little Johnny's
upkeep.

Tax

" A steady diet of good, wholesome
music, even if somewhat aged in the vat
of time, will soon obliterate from the
amusement public all remembrance of the
' musical jags ' superinduced by the cheap
fizz-water of the erstwhile ubiquitous jazz.
" A little condiment — a dash of tobasco —
is a splendid relish, but a constant and
persistent indulgence in hors d'oeuvre and
pastry, not to mention camembert, is fatal
to the gastronomic appartus of the most
callous and inveterate gourmond."
Al Lena Still Assists Chautard in
Young Films
Jack Voshell, formerly assistant to
Director Joseph Kaufman, has not displaced Al J. Lena as assistant director to
Emile Chautard in the production of Clara
Kimball Young features, as was suggested
in a statement issued from Miss Young's
publicity department recently. Voshell has
been added by Harry I. Garson to the staff,
but Lena, who has assisted M. Chautard
for
tion. the past three years, retains that posiT. Clemons, it is announced, also remains
with the French director as technical
expert.
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Minnesota Exhibitors See Way Through Winter
Prices Raised to Meet Extra W ar Tax, and Thus Far No Decrease in Attendance Has Been Noticed — Looking After Morals
the theatres in the state have followed the
MINNESOTA exhibitors can see their
example. The theatres pay their own tax
way through the winter. They have
and save the bother of making change in
increased prices to meet the extra war
taxes and give a little income to meet the
pennies. The old school theatres had to
increased costs of operation and closing orlay in stocks of pennies to meet the condition and the Orpheum theatre paid $1.05
ders issued by the state public safety commission tend to help further.
for each 100 pennies turned in the first
week of the new tax. They bought
By ordering every dance hall in the state
to close at 10 p. m. the commission has
about 25,000 pennies. The even increase
virtually approved the motion picture
imposed by the exhibitors eliminated the
difficulty.
theatre as the chief form of amusement.
This order includes cafes where dancing
The managers of all the Twin City theatres met and agreed to meet the tax with
is permitted. Pool halls must also close at
an increase rather than by attempting to
10 p. m. and the saloons were long ago ordered to close at that hour.
sell stamps and tickets or go into any
With the closing wave on and half a elaborate scheme. For once no one comdozen organizations watching closely for
plained of a combine.
The results have been good. There was
temptations to the young, it is up to the
no falling off in attendance, exhibitors
theatres now to look carefully to their
said, the patrons taking the increase as
places and prevent complaints, just or unjust. Theatres may keep open until 11 p. their share of the war expense. The New
m. or midnight if they choose, though most
Garrick theatre now charges 25 cents adof them close about 10:30 p. m. If the
mission, the New Lyric and the Strand,
20 cents, and the New Astor, New Unique
theatres are watched by their owners, they
and New Garden, 15 cents each. These are
will have a prosperous winter in the opinion
of most exhibitors.
the principal downtown theatres. The
Minneapolis and St. Paul theatres have
others were 10-cent houses and they are
raised prices 5 cents all around. Most of
now all charging 15 cents.

Tax

Thins

Audiences

in

Baltimore

Theatres

Exhibitors Declare That Big Deficit in Receipts of Houses Is
Noted — Some Consider Going Back to the Former Prices
but there does seem to be an injustice in
SINCE the government has inaugurated
the collection of the war tax from
the methods of collecting the war tax.
patrons of motion picture theatres, taken
" I mean by this that I, as an example,
charge 10 cents admission matinees and 15
in conjunction with the increased admission prices charged by exhibitors due to cents, minimum, at night. On the matinee
higher cost of operation, there has been a performance the children's admission is 5
noticeable falling off in the attendance at cents. This would necessitate the parent
Baltimore picture theatres.
who brought the child to pay me 17 cents
This does not mean that the exhibitors
for himself and child to get into the show.
are getting the same money with fewer
A man next door to me is running a 5-cent
theatre, charges no war tax whatever and
patrons, but that the falling off in attendance has caused a big deficit in the receipts,
in this way it seems that a hardship is, imnotwithstanding the increased admission
posed upon the man running the better
class house. I believe that there should
prices. Some of the exhibitors are seriously
be a tax of 1 cent on a 10-cent admission
considering going back to former prices
and being satisfied with much smaller
and when there is one 5-cent admission
profits. This is in view of the fact that a charged, whether it is half-price or not.
good many houses are being run at a loss
there should be no tax upon it unless the
now.
tax is imposed upon all 5-cent admissions.
In speaking of the situation, Guy L.
" I know that the exhibitors of Baltimore
Wonders, manager of the Wilson theatre,
feel this way about the proposition. Up to
the present, however, there has been no
Baltimore, said : " The theatres in the
concerted action to draw the attention of
center of the city have very little complaint
regarding the increased cost of admission,
the Government to the injustice it works."

Cleveland Exhibitors Discuss Footage Tax
Vitagraph Local Manager Speak s in Behalf of All Exchanges
Put That Organization in Class with Food and Coal Barons
A LARGE number of exhibitors turned
been a bone of contention between exout on Tuesday of last week in changemen and exhibitors since it went
into effect.
Cleveland, O., at the regular League meetInstead, however, of the various exing, to which all the local exchange managers had been invited to partake in the
changes being represented individually, J.
discussion of the footage tax, which has
R. Johnson, manager of Cleveland branch

Vol. 16. No. 22 i
Jacksonville Starts Drive for
Picture Companies
Jacksonville, Fla., has decided to start
a campaign to convince motion picture producers that they should locate in the Florida metropolis. For this purpose a special
department has been created in the Chamber of Commerce.
The Florida Metropolis, of November 15,
carried the following paragraph : For the
purpose of going after the motion picture
producer and induce him to locate in Jacksonville, the Chamber of Commerce has
established a precedent by inaugurating a
motion picture service department, with
George B. Massey in charge, and through
the co-operation of the merchants and business men, will start an active advertising
campaign to tell those picture makers who
are strangers to Jacksonville, the many advantages offered here, and invite those
ducers who are annual visitors here,pro-to|'
return.
The Motion Picture Department is the
result of a meeting of the Motion Picture
Committee of the commerce body held several days ago, at which it was decided to
request the board of governors to inau
rate such a department with a competi™.
man in charge, and promising the organization their active support and co-operation.

of Vitagraph, spoke for all the exchanges
who are charging the tax.
" I am in no position to tell you on what
basis this tax was figured," said Mr.
Johnson. "In fact, my only source of information isthe same as yours. All I
know is that I have instructions to charge
the footage tax, and in case an exhibitor
refuses to pay I have instructions to cancel
Schumann, of the Dennison Square
hisDave
service."
theatre, was of the opinion arbitration
would help matters, but it was apparent
this did not express the sentiments of the
League, as Sam Bullock declared " The
law distinctly says that the manufacturer
shall bear that burden. And there is no
place where it says anything about passing
it on to the exhibitor. I am willing to put
it to the test. I shall refuse to pay the
tax and will go to law to prove that I
to."
have manager
don't
Another
who does not approve
of placing the tax on the exhibitor is Leon
D. Netter, of Masterpiece Films. He went
on record at the meeting, as saying that it
was not fair.
The discussion finally drifted back to the
exhibitors, who unanimously passed a motion that : Inasmuch as the government
has not imposed the footage tax on the exhibitor, The Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of Ohio, Local No. 1, does strenuously object to stand any portion of his
tax. A copy of this motion is to be sent to
every exchange in town and every exhibitor inthe Cleveland district will receive
a communication stating the stand taken
by the League and requesting that he adhere to it. In case an exchange should
cancel service on an exhibitor, that exhibitor is told to report the act to the
League's executive committee, of which
Emery Downs is chairman, and the matter
will receive immediate attention.
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Famous Players-Lasky Get Unique
Special Privilege
Funeral ceremonies of Queen Liliuokalani
of Hawaii, who died in Honolulu November 11, are to be filmed exclusively for the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation by arrangement with the territorial Government
of the Hawaiian Islands, secured by George
.Melford, who is now at the Islands with
Sessue Hayakawa directing " Hidden
Pearls" for Paramount.
This is the last time a funeral will be
held with the ancient Hawaiian rites and
ceremonies, and the perpetuation of the
event in celluloid will no doubt be invaluable from a historical standpoint and also
form an interesting and impressive picture.
Following the death of the Queen, who had
been in ill health for many months, preparations were made for the body to lie in
state with a territorial guard of honor,
pending the funeral arrangements.
Lydia Kamehaha Liliuokalani, the first
and only Queen of Hawaii, was born in
Honolulu, September 2, 1838, and ascended
the throne January 20, 1891, following the
death of her brother, Kalakaua I. She
had been regent for some time before his
death. In 1862 she had married John O.
Dominis, an American by birth, who subsequently became Governor of Oahu and
who died in Honolulu half a year after his
wife became Queen.
Hillar and Wilk Sell Territory
for " Raffles "
Hillar and Wilk, who are handling the
exploitation of " Raffles the Amateur
Cracksman " with John Barrymore in the
featured role, report the sale of a large
block of southern territory for this independent production. The Special Features
Company, Knoxville, Tenn., is the buyer.
W. E. Drummond and Nat Royster negotiated the purchase for Special Features.
Georgia, Flordia, Alabama and Tennessee
are the territories bought.
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman " is an
adaptation from E. W. Hornung's play of
the same name, produced on the stage
about ten years ago. Mr. Hillar announces
that within the next week, a trade showing
will be given at one of the Broadway
theatres, the time and place to be announced later. Mr. Hillar stated also, that
he is negotiating for the sale of the entire
foreign rights to this production and expects to close the deal this week.
Many Papers Advertise Pathe
Cantonment Films
The Atlanta Georgian, Chicago Examiner, Chicago American, Los Angeles Examiner, San Francisco Examiner, New
York American, New York Journal and
Boston American, have been advertising
extensively the special National Army
Cantonment editions of the Hearst-Pathe
News. The idea of showing to every section of the country scenes of the Army
camps where their particular men are located has apparently made a big hit. Theatre managers report that the advertising
in these papers has helped to create a general interest in these special issues.
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Former Universal City Men Wear U. S. Uniform
Nearly Ten Per Cent, of Those on West Coast Now in Cantonments
or in Europe, Probably on Firing Line— Some Still on Coast
Shield, well known juvenile comedian, and
to Uncle Sam's call for
RESPON
Stanley Fitz, who played in several of the
men DING
to serve as parts of his warmachine, nearly 10 per cent, of the men of
early
of Universal's
Red Aceare"
serial, episodes
are sergeants.
Several " others
Universal City are now either in cantonsoon
to
be
named.
ment, en route to strife-ridden Europe or
Every department of the immense Uniactually on the firing-line. Nearly twothirds of the men who have gone from
versal studios is represented in the following Honor Roll of enlisted men : Charles
the Cinema city did not wait for the selective draft, but hastened to enlist when it Allen, nurse, Universal hospital ; Maurice
was decided that their beloved Uncle was
Blache, laboratory; Douglas Bronston,
writer; Ted Brooks, actor; Charles Catgoing to take an active hand in the giganron, property man; Casey Cuthbert, astic quarrel.
sistant director; J. R. Davis, electrician;
Douglas Bronston of the scenario deFrank Elliott, bookkeeper; Stanley Fitz,
partment, engaged in writing the first
actor; Capt. Sterrett Ford, employment
episodes of the serial, " The Mystery
department; Charles J. Gillam, stage carShip," forsook his Remington typewriter
penter; John Goodrich, scenic artist;
and is now packing a Remington rifle
Harry
Gunstrum,
property man ; Carl W.
somewhere at an officer's training camp.
Heindle, operator; Burt Howell, stage
Allen Watt, formerly an assistant direccarpenter; Jack Hutchinson, actor; H. Lee
tor, who went to Europe at the outset of
Hugunin, stenographer; Howard Knoth,
the conflict to film war pictures, now is a
actor; Herman Krause, property departcaptain of the " regulars," commanding a
ment; E. McDawd, cameraman; Eric
machine gun division. Victor Rottman,
Meisel, property department; Carl Miller,
who played a principal role with Donna
actor; E. J. Montgomery', property man;
Drew in " The Ghost Girl," also is an
Joe Neary, actor ; Joe .Parker, storeroom ;
officer of America's fighting force.
W. L. Prager, actor; W. Pasquette, actor;
Many of Universal's men are with the
H. B. Pritchard, bookkeeper; S. Quincy,
Seventeenth Coast Artillery stationed at
Fort McArthur, Los Angeles, guarding
assistant cameraman ; Cecil Reed, laboratory; Victor Rottman, actor; Ernest
submarine bases and the shipping in the
Shield, actor; W. Tomlinson, actor; Clyde
harbor. The nucleus of this company
originally was formed among the boys of
Vineyard, property man ; Dan Welsh,
chauffeur; Allen Watt, assistant director
the film capital two years ago. Former
Assistant Director Casey Cuthbert is now
and Charles Woolstenhulme, property defirst sergeant of the company, and Ernest
partment.
Schenck and Steger Join — Active Co-operation
Joseph M. Schenck and Julius Steger Announce Closer Alliance
— Schenck's
Offices in Longacre
Building Headquarters
effect
that
Miss Case had signed to appear
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and Julius
Steger have joined forces and will in in pictures for the first time under Mr.
Steger's management and direction. Due
the future be actively engaged in co-operato the fact that Miss Case has been engaged
tive work along producing lines. For several months back Mr. Schenck and Mr.
in concert work, she has not been at liberty
to start work in pictures. In January, her
Steger have been associated in a business
concert work will have been completed for
way but not until last week did they come
out flatly with the announcement that they the season and immediately thereafter she
will commence work on her first production
were to act together. The partnership arrangement will not, it is stated, interfere
He announces that Evelyn Nesbit's second picture, " Disillusioned " has been comwith either Mr. Schenck's work in promotpleted with the exceptions of the titles and
ing the interests of the Norma Talmadge
editing. The feature is now in the hands
Company
nor
will
Mr.
Steger's
work
in
of the cutter, Mr. Steger announces, and
connection with productions in which
will be ready for release about the middle
Evelyn Nesbit, Charlotte Walker and Anna
of December. The production in which
Case, be affected.
Charlotte Walker appears as the featured
Mr. Schenck and Mr. Steger now occupy
player, is also completed and in the hands
the same suite of office in the Longacre
of the cutter and editor, he announces, and
Building, Mr. Steger having moved from
be released the latter part of December
the suite formerly occupied by him in the will
or the first part of January.
same building. Mr. Steger announces that
the relations which have existed in the past
between him and Mr. Schenck have been of Universal Shows
"Mystery
at Broadwa
y
Ship"
a quasi-partnership nature and that the
Universal has announced a special exprogress which both have made in the producing lines necessitated this closer alliance
hibition of the first six episodes of " The
which was effected last week.
Mystery Ship" at the Broadway theatre,
Thursday morning of this week (Nov. 22),
Early in the new year, Mr. Steger announces that he will commence work on
at 10 o'clock. Invitations have been mailed
the production in which Anna Case, the to exhibitors in Greater New York and the
surrounding territory, announcing the event
opera star, will be featured. Announcement was made some months ago to the to individual showmen.
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First National Exhibitors Get Behind "Some
Smoke"
Campaign
HE
leading
theatres
of
the
First
National
Exhibitors'
Tobacco
Fund
'
and
the
Rialto
theatre
of New York,
T
circuit have agreed to give 5 per cent of their re- " The plan calls for each theatre to give 5 per cent f
ceipts Thanksgiving week to " Our Boys in France To- its gross receipts for Thanksgiving week to this fund. {
bacco Fund."
am very sure that this amount will come back to you arm
Following is a letter from J. D. Williams, general mana- and over again through the increased attendance,
ger of First National Exhibitors' circuit, to which the " I hope you will write at once to ■ Our Boys in Frai;
theatres of his circuit are responding enthusiastically :
Tobacco Fund,' telling them to count on you.
" Gentlemen: — I cannot too strongly endorse, both from
,T
.
er^ ru ^ >ours>
a business and a patriotic standpoint, the proposition made
to you in the enclosed letters from ' Our Boys in France
" J. D. Williams/ I
illlllllilll!!lillilil!!llilllillllll!lllll!li
Motion

Picture

Division

Entire Fund
Motion
A

SPLENDID

of the Our

Boys

in France

Total to Date

Tobacco

Fund

$96,526.01

Picture Division, Total to Date

392.46

patriotic opportunity is given to every American exhibitor to be of some U6e

to our soldiers in France.
They want " 6mokes " more than anything you can send them.
Motion Picture News, which is the official organ of the campaign, urges all exhibitors
to place receptacles in their lobbies, for the collection of coins and packages of cigarettes.
No cigarettes can be accepted except in original packages and on which the revenue
stamp has not been broken.
This is an order from the Government.

I

How

to Go

About

It

B
1. Send to Motion Picture News for a card, inviting your patrons to drop pennies and packages
J
of cigarettes into the bowl or box provided.
2. Arrange with the commissary department of your nearest cantonment for distributing (unbroken)
packages of cigarettes. In case you have superfluous packages send them directly to Motion Picture
News, New York, N. Y.

1

3. Pennies and other coins collected should be deposited at your bank and a check
to Motion Picture News. For every 25 cents you collect, you will receive a postal of thanks
the trenches. For example: If you contribute $10, you will receive 40 postcards of thanks
the trenches in France.
These should be displayed in your lobby, photographed for slides
to your mailing list.

I

Cigarette Fund

Remittances

Previously acknowledged
I

sent weekly
direct from
direct from
or sent out

$363.03

Opera House, Wadsworth, O., Alfred B. JFerhan, Operator $1.73
Strand Theatre, Poplar, Mont., H. C. Walker
11.16
Majestic Theatre, Keene, N. H., E. L. Campbell
1.00
From our Los Angeles office:

I
I

1

Millers Theatre, Frederick Miller, Mgr
Broadway Theatre, T. L. Tally
Rialto Theatre, J. A. Quinn
Alhambra Theatre, H. H. Bosley, Mgr
Sennett

I
1

5.00
2.09
2.31
5.55
59

29.43

$392.46

Cigarettes have also been received from Cee Bee Theatre, Manson, loiva.
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Love Reelected on Censorship
Board in Nashville
Hamilton Love of Nashville, a member
of the Advisory Committee of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,
has just been reelected chairman of the
'Board of Censorship of that city at the
first meeting held by it since he was reap ointed member
a
of the Board by Mayor
William Gupton. The Mayor also reappointed the other members of the Board
whose terms of appointment had terminated. Itis interesting to note that their
reappointments took place regardless of
the fact that practically all of them were
I opposed
Mayor
Gupton's
campaign
for
election. toThis
means
that the
regulation
of motion pictures in Nashville will be
carried on in the future as in the past. The
Ibulletins of the National Board of Review
' are used as a basis for the regulation of
motion pictures in Nashville.
Augusta Jessica Freuler Buried
Gorgeous floral offerings, hundreds of
messages of condolence from all over the
country and the presence of prominent
film men marked the funeral of Mrs. Augusta Jessica Freuler, wife of President
J. R. Freuler, Mutual Film corporation, in
Milwaukee, November 10. A special party
from Chicago was composed of Terry
Ramsaye, John F. Cuneo, Dennis J. Sulli, van, Hobart Hutchinson, Paul R. Kuhn,
i Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sheffield and Mr. and
Mrs. Richard R. Nehlss.
Edison Service Flag Carries Nine
Stars
The service flag of the Edison Studios,
it was made known this week, has added
the ninth star. E. H. Griffith, former director, is engaged in social hygiene work
for the National Defense Council; C. S.
Williams, Jr., former scenario editor, is a
Captain in the Officers' Training Camp at
Plattsburg, and other Edison employees
are in the service of Uncle Sam in various
branches.
Directors' Association Initiates
Members This Week
At the regular meeting of the Motion
Picture Directors' Association to be held
on Tuesday evening, November 20, the following directors will be initiated : James
Kirkwood, Leonce Perrett, Hobart Henley
and George Irving.
In the absence of Director Dwan, Director J. Gordon Edwardes will occupy the
chair.
Director Travers Vale is expected to read
another of his interesting papers.
Producers Reserve Boxes for
Annual Ball
The Manhattan Local No. 1, of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, announced last week from the office
of State Secretary Thomas Howard, that
Vitagraph, Powers and Universal are among
those who have already reserved boxes for
the seventh annual ball of the League at
Terrace Garden, December 7.
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Creates New
Position for F. C. Quimby
Latter Now Holds Post of Sales Manager and Takes Full
Charge of Selling Organization — Knows Business All Way Through

F. C. Quimby,ager ofRecently
Appointed Inc.
Sales ManPathe Exchanges,
A PATHE announcement this week con**■ tains news of the creation of a new
position, that of sales manager, and the
appointment of one of the best known
salesmen in the country, F. C. Quimby, to
the post.
Mr. Quimby is said to know the Pathe
organization from the ground up, there being few if any of the present sales force
who have been with the company longer
than he. He was special representative in
charge of the Pacific Coast offices when he

left Pathe recently to take a position with
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
He now returns to take active charge of
the entire Pathe selling organization, acknowledged to be one of the best in the
industry, and it is understood that this
Pathe sales efficiency is in no small meaMr.which
Quimby's
in the
West, surehisdue to
ideas,
he putwork
in practical
and successful operation, having been
adopted throughout the country.
Mr. Quimby has had four years in the
newspaper business and for four years he
managed his own theatre. He has had six
years' experience as exchange man and
division manager. He knows advertising
and the practical exploitation of the picture. His idea is to train the entire Pathe
sales force till every man in it can put a
picture over for exhibitors.
There are four cardinal principles of
business to which Mr. Quimby expects to
devote his time, attention and energy:
1. The running of each and every department in each and every exchange on a
clean practical business basis.
2. Following to the letter Pathe's policy
of courtesy in the conduct of an office.
3. Cooperation of a really practical
kind, between home office, exchange, exhibitor and newspaper.
4. An efficient and sincere investigation
of any possible complaints and troubles
that might arise either within the sales
organization itself or between the sales
force and its customers.
J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe, issued the following
statement to the organization : " F. C.
Quimby, formerly one of our branch managers and more recently northwestern division manager, has been appointed sales
manager. Mr. Quimby will assume active
control of the sales department in the very
near future."

General Film Rejects Footage Tax on
Advises All Branch Managers to Charge Exhibitors No Tax
on Their Pictures — Credits Move to Co-operative Spirit
ON

Monday, November 12, all General
Film branch managers were notified
from headquarters in New York to abstain
from making the recently agitated charge of
fifteen cents per reel per day against exhibitors for rented films.
This action lines up the General Film
Company squarely as one of the distributing organizations which will not expect exhibitors to bear this added charge.
An official of. the company described the
action in the following words : " The
directors of the General Film Companyhave ordered the discontinuance of the
charge of fifteen cents per reel per day.
This was done at the first regular meeting
after the passage of the Revenue Bill, and
as soon as the directors had the opportunity to act on the information gathered
for their consideration.
" The action is taken with the full understanding ofthe additional burden which
will have to be borne by the company

Reels

and its contributing manufacturers, the extent of which is now appreciated by the
exhibitors. However, it was determined
to relieve the exhibitor in every possible
way, even though sacrifices had to be made
to do so.
" In doing this the General Film Company is following its policy of co-operating with the exhibitor in every way in its
power in order to advance his interest.
It is the practice of the General Film Company wherever it can to suggest to its
exhibitors means and methods for the promotion and increase of their business. The
exhibitors appreciate this and the action
of the General Film Company in meeting
the demands of the exhibitors in the matter of discontinuance of the fifteen cent
charge is a further evidence of its desire to do all within its power to advance
the interests of those who look to it for
assistance in promoting the Motion Picture Industry."
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Big
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
ADVENTURER, THE (Chaplin— Mut.)
ADOPTED SON, THE (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)
ARMS AND THE GIRL (Billie Burke— Para.) .
ASHES
BAB'S
BAB'S
BABY

OF HOPE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
DIARY (Marguerite Clark— Para.)
BURGLAR (Marguerite Clark— Para.) .. .
MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)

E.
Dig
Ave.
Dig
Big
Big
Rio

Ave.

BARBARY SHEEP (Elsie Ferguson— Art.) .

Ave.

BARRIER, THE (Rex Beach Story— St. R.).

Extra

BEAUTIFUL
ADVENTURE, THE (Ann MurdockMut.)
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
BOND OF FEAR, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita.)
BROADWAY ARIZONA (Olive Thomas— Tri.)
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World)
CALENDAR GIRL, THE (Juliette Day— Mut.)
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.)
CAMILLE (Helen Hesperia— Gen. Film)
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
CASSIDY (Dick Rosson— Tri.)
CHARITY CASTLE (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.) . .
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch)
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Uni. Sp.)
CONQUEROR, THE (William Farnum— Fox St.)..
CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)

Ave.
Ave.

COUNTESS CHARMING (Julian Eltinge— Para.) .

Ave.

DEAD SHOT BAKER (William Duncan— Vita.)
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
DOUBLE CROSSED (Pauline Frederick— Para.)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) .
EFFICIENCY
EDGAR'S COURTSHIP (Taylor Holmes
— K.E.S.E.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

EXILE (Madame Petrova— Para.)
FATTY AT CONEY ISLAND (Arbuckle— Para.) .

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Big
Big
Ave.
Big

Ave.

Ave.
Ave.

FIBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.) .. .
FIGHTING ODDS (Maxine Elliott— Gold.)

Poor
Ave.
Big

FIREFLY
OF TOUGH LUCK, THE (Alma Reubens—
Tri.)
FLAME
OF
THE YUKON, THE (Dorothy Dalton—
Tri.)

Ave.

FLIRTING WITH DEATH (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
FOR FRANCE (Edward Earle— Vita.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
GIRL WITHOUT A SOUL, THE (Viola Dana— Metro.) . Ave.
GIRL WHO COULDN'T GROW UP (Marguerita Fischer 1Ave.
GHOST HOUSE, THE (Pickford-Huff— Para.) .

S. Big
W.
EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
Dig Dig
N.
Extra Extra Extra 'Chaplin still ahead of them all." "Best he has ever done." "Chaplin at hia be
in this picture." "Went over big." "At his best." "Chaplin's beat."
Big 'Meritorious
picture; best thing he has done; but no improvement in business
Ave. Ave. Ave.
(South). "Good story. Feud stuff well done. Gives Bushman fine chance.'
Big
Dig Big Big 'Very
good picture — one that pleased everybody." "Very good — improvemer
over others." "Good picture but only fair drawing card." "Better than fin
Big
picture." "Good, pleased all, second day even with first." "Good pictur
Big Big
only fair drawing card." "Very good — improvement over others." "Ver
good." "Very fine — pleased everybody."
Rio
"Extra fine." "Jack Livingstone very good." "Very fine — played capacitypleased
"Above average — ran 2 days — business good."
Extra "The next all."
Bab picture is awaited with keen interest." "Clark great." "Bes
Clark picture yet." "One of her best productions." "Patrons liked it."
"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture." "Very pleasing star, clever actress, fin
Ave. Ave. Ave. "Pleased, but did not draw extra business." "Good, but lagged." "Too muc
same." "Satisfying, but doesn't pull." "Great farce comedy." "Greatet
comedy."
and cleanest comedy I have ever run." "Good wholesome comedy." "Goo
show, but rather tiresome is the comment." "A very fine picture, but did nc
draw — advertised with 24 sheets, etc." "Surely made good, box-office gooc
fine production,
but the average patron does not like the foreign atmoe
audience
fine." photography
Big "Very
Ave. Ave. Ave.
phere."
"Good
and settings; no story." "Wonderful picture
but unappreciated." "Acting fine, setting fine, story rotten."
Extra
"Superb in every detail, perfect cast and splendid direction." "Pleased audience
Extra
'Song of the North' rendered by singer in organ loft." "A great picture,
Big Big
sure box-office winner."
enough to it for six reels."
Ave. Ave. Ave. "Not
fine production. Bluebird improving remarkably."
Ave. Ave. "Very
"Fair picture." "Story not appreciated by the masses." "Nothing to rav
about
not an attraction."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. "A good — interest
picture."
Ave.
Big "Very pleasing to holding
all ages, desirable attraction." "The kind of a production
Big
people
want
to
see;
will
please everybody."
Ave. Ave. Ave. "Splendid picture; stars lack draft." "Good picture, very sad, not kind tha
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
"Not up to Mutual standard." "A pleasing picture."
will this
draw."talented Jap has done for some time."
Big Poor "Best
Poor Poor
do not seem to draw unless people know star." "Foreign picture."
Big "Classics
"Most
all of Bara's followers liked this picture."
Poor "Good picture
— no name — no star — no business." "Most morbid productionBig Big
Big
a business killer." "Leading role very well done."
Big
"A
picture
more
for the young folks." "People thought it a costume playAve. Ave.
Big Ave.
Extra
Extra "A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture.
"Best title."
Hart has done — we think." "Wonderful picture — big money-getter."
poor
"Rattling
good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business 01
this than Hart two weeks before" (West).
"All patrons pleased." "A little long."
Ave. Ave. Ave. "Did not entirely please — too allegorical" (Middle). "Interesting story, and th
production end ranks well among the program class — average business" (South
"Fair only." "A very fine picture — only like others before, failed, too aUe
gorical" (West).
Ave. Ave.
picture."
fell well.
below Patrons
average inof the
Paramount."
Ave. "Fair
was program
a good subject
but "Business
did not draw
smaller towns"Thidc
8
'
p6
not know who Julian Eltinge is." "Good program picture — worth to us jus
one sixth the amount we paid for it."
Ave.
Ave.
good picture — pleased patrons."
Ave. Ave. Ave. "A
"Good p3'8
Western, title misleads fans." "Title not appropriate. Good picture
Ave. Ave. Ave. "Good
Monroedrama
Salisbury
— Stewarta comer."
a second Hart if properly directed."
Ave.
Ave. Big Ave. "Just a fair Frederick subject." "Not up to Frederick standard." "Good, wen
well."
"An
excellent
(West1.
Ave.
Big "Clayton a great favoriteproduction"
Ave.
Ave.
here; splendid cast; good scenario." "Picture mad<
friends
for
the
star
and
the
house."
"Miss Clayton gaining in popularity."
Big
Ave. Poor Ave. "Very pleasing — patrons highly satisfied.' "Light comedy. Not enough to it.'
"Good picture, no drawing power."
Ave. Ave. Ave. 'Not
on level with usual Paramounts. Not much story." 'Just a fair picturestar does not draw here."
'The best Arbuckle comedy to date. A lot of the old Keystone slapstick stuff
but very funny. Al St. John and Buster Keaton fine support." "A gooc
Ave. Poor Ave. 'Acomedy
brought
themphotography."
back."
pleasantandpicture
— good
"Fine. Well liked." "Good, bu
Poor Ave. Ave.
didn'tgood,
draw."
"Very
but Miss Elliot does not draw yet." "Weak scenario for prominen'
Big Big
star like Maxine Elliot." "Not up to Goldwyn's standard." "Rotten photog
raphy. N. G." "A big disappointment." "Did not draw at all." "Pooi
production. Star not popular." "Not a popular subject." "Weak picture.'
Ave. Ave. Ave. "Routine Western."
Extra
"Wonderful Weatern picture — far above the average." "Our second day wa;
twenty per cent better than our first day." "The best box-office attraction 1
have ever handled." "Best attraction of the year — broke all records in this
city — everybody enjoyed the picture" (California). "One of the BEST, acting
Ave. Ave. Ave.
is
GREAT."
picture." "Good business, picture well liked." "Extra big business."
Ave. "Good
Ave. Poor
Ave. Ave.
"Fair picture."
"Audience pleased." "Good picture." "Went very well." "Picture backs up s
timely title." "Wid roasted this. Our patrons highly pleased." "Picture
Ave. Ave. Ave.
such as an audience thoroughly enjoys. Fine."
"Better features have been made with Pickford and Huff." "Good — patrons
liked it." "Ghost House picture is a good one but will only do average business
Ave. Ave. Ave.
if they like the stars." "Good, clean entertainment."
"Picture pleasing, star excellent. This is a good picture — exhibitors don't be
afraid to boost this one." "Good picture."
Ave. Ave. Ave. 'Pleased and drew well." "She is clever." "Fine picture (comedy).
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

E.

HER COUNTRY'S CALL (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.)

Ave.

HONOR SYSTEM, THE (Milton Sills— Fox St.)

Extra Extra Extra Extra

HOSTAGE, THE (Wallace Reid— Para.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.

JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff— Para.)
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL 'Ethel Barrymore— Metro.)
LONE WOLF, THE Ha^el Dawn— Sel.)
LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl Williams, Vita.).
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)
-Art.
MAN TRAP, THE iHerbert Rawlinson— Blue.)
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MOREMet.)
TRUTH THAN POETRY (Mme. PetrovaMOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
NARROW TRAIL, THE (William S. Hart— Art.)
NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Farnum— Fox)
OH, DOCTOR! (Arbuckle— Para.)
ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
ON THE LEVEL (Fannie Ward— Para.)
PARADISE GARDEN (Harold Lockwood— Met. i

N.

S.
Ave. Ave.

Big Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Olg
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave. Dig
Extra
Big
Extra
Extra
Dig Olg
Rio
Big
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS (Mae Marsh— Gold.) ... ,

Extra

Extra

PRICE MARK. THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
PRINCESS OF PARK ROW, THE (Mildred Manning
—Vita.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

RASPUTIN,
THE BLACK MONK (Montagu LoveWorld)

Extra Extra

Extra

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM (Mary Pickford Extra Extra
—Para.)
Extra Extra
Big Big
Big Big
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)....
SCARLET PIMPERNEL (Dustin Farnum— Fox)
SHALL WE FORGIVE HER? (June Elvidge— World)
SILENT SELLERS (Mme. Petrova— Met.)
SLEEPING MEMORY, A (Emily Stevens— Met.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
SOCIETY'S
Cunard—
Ave.
SON
OF HIS DRIFTWOOD
FATHER, THE(Grace
(Charles
Ray—Butterfly
Para.) >
Ave. Ave. Ave.
SOUTHERN PRIDE (Gail Kane— Mut.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
SPREADING DAWN (Jane Cowl— Gold.)
Ave.
SUNSET TRAIL, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
THEIR COMPACT (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)
Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
THIS IS THE LIFE (George Walsh— Fox)
Big
Big Ave.
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL (Virginia Pearson— Fox)... Ave.
Big Ave.
TROUBLE BUSTER, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.) . Ave. Ave.
Big
WHEN A MAN SEES RED (William Farnum— Fox St. I Ave.
Big Big Ave.
Ave.
WHIP, THE (All star cast— Paragon)
Ave.
WOMAN BENEATH, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) . . Ave. Ave.
Big Big
WOMAN GOD FORGOT, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.)
Big

Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Ave.

YANKEE WAY, THE (George Walsh— Fox).
.Big
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Fair patriotic feature, nothing out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
star becoming a favorite." "Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middle).
"Good photography — direction poor in spots, some settings not elaborate
enough." "Well liked." "Title killed this one" (West). "Patrons tired of
war plots" (South).
"S.R.O. at extra prices, everyone pleased." "Has everything that makes a big
picture." "Most wonderful." "Broke all records even on a rainy night."
"The best picture I have had in my house. A real box-office attraction if properly advertised." "Broke box-office record."
"No life to play, poor, not suited to star." "Poor as to plot." "Reid is a favorite." "Popular star, weak plot." "Very good." "Will satisfy any audience
■— I consider best Reid ever appeared in" (New England).
"Pickford a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. Good picture with
plentyBarrymore
of action."ever appeared in, but did not draw." "Very ordinary." "A
"Best
good picture — star just fair here."
"Great picture — big drawing card — good picture to start the 10% raise on."
"Splendid picture." "Wonderful picture, very timely, sure-fire box-office
success."
star could
"Good
stuff." "Good,
"Not but
up toanystandard
— buthave
went putbig."it over just as well."
"Started good, but did not hold up." "Business poor in comparison to what she
has done" (West). "Splendid" (Middle). "Very poor" (West). "Did not
please audience" (West).
"Not up to Fairbanks standard." "Gets over only on account of speed and
melodrama." "Broke records" (West). "One of the best attractions of the
year" (South). "Extra big on return date" (East). "Suited everyone — we
need
more like well
this."liked,"Drew
and gave"Interesting,
complete satisfaction."
"Good."
"Not especially
aboutwell50-50."
entertaining, big
busi"Good business, fine, pleased."
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff." "Nothing extra." "Best Petrova
yet." "Splendid picture, did not draw especially." "Went only fair." "Star
growing
popularity."
picture." "Extra big business."
"Only
fair —in fine
photography,"Excellent
but draggy."
ness."
"Excellent
picture" (East). "Only fair" (South). "Best Hart up to date."
"Pinto pony excellent; caused as much comment as Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" (East). "Star well liked. Remarkable horse" (South). "House record
— best Hart to date— big hit here" (West). "Best of its kind" (Middle).
"Same old Hart — best drawing star in the business — cannot handle the crowds."
"Cave
stuff." "This star draws well." "This type of play very popular
here"man(Middle).
"Usual Arbuckle comedy — not as good as others."
"Very good; lots of my patrons like him better than Hart." "Routine Western."
"Picture fair; photography extra." "Good picture, but star not well enough
known to have much pulling power."
"Better than average Ward picture."
"Broke all house records" (South). "Theme offended a great many people,
though
a goodliked.
production"
(New England).
show "Exceptionally
only it is too long."
"Very well
Best Lockwood
in some"Good
time."
good
picture. Photography very good. Star likable."
"Very good. Broke all records for one night attendance" (West). "A dandy
picture." "Star popular, story, direction good." "Packed 'em in — drawing
power good." "Splendid production." "While not a wonderful picture, it
drew extra well and pleased immensely." "Pleased everyone — played capacity
— class of picture if this company continues to make will rank foremost in
business" (West). "HOPE they can keep it up" (East). "Mae Marsh no
drawing
"Despite
heavy rain first day went over fine and
great." card"
"Three (South).
days extra
big" (Middle).
"Good picture of its kind. Too suggestive" (Middle). "Picture more for the
H.B. (high-brow) than the average. Bad start for this program here" (South).
'Good picture, but stars not known." "Good picture, Miss Manning excellent."
"Your
20, Page
2770, is ARE
misleading."
(We are not infallible.
THIS ISreview
WHATOct.THESE
REPORTS
FOR.— Editor.)
"Excellent." "Very good." "Timely, pleased an intelligent audience — not for
average
fan."
Star's best
work."Better
Well than
liked."usual program picture." "Could be condensed.
'Pleased all." "Great — credit to industry." "Wonderful." "Great — best
Pickford picture ever released." "Great — went big." "Great — the most
natural and appealing kid circus possible." "Work up children's matinees
on this." "Our patrons considered this Mary's sweetest characterization. A
great picture for the kiddies." "Pleasing throughout, our first successful week
run." "Best she ever made. A money getter, capacity three days." "Dang
fine biz on Artcraft." "Great." "You got to give it to her, it's a wonderful
'A big money-getter." "Extraordinary with us."
"Star
popular,
but production."
this type play (costume) not wanted at all."
"Only
an average
picture."
'Poorest
Petrova we have had." "Good star, but picture not up to standard."
'Not attractive kind of picture." "Hypnotic plots unpopular." "Poor subject." "A good picture." "Very good, photography first class, cast good."
"Very good in every detail; should draw." "Star exceptionally good. An
unusual
"Very
good"picture."
(South).
'Very good picture. Very good direction." "Very good from all angles." "Drew
good business for a four-day run" (Middle). "Very good production." "Entirely satisfactory business on this" (West).
"Scenario weak." "Not much picture — star very popular."
"AnGoldwyn's."
unpopular type
'of picture."
not "Very
comparepleasing
favo ably
other
"Patrons
satisfied" "Does
(South*.
story.withPatrons
well satisfied, comments." "Fine production, poor business."
"One of her best pictures, star not popular here" (West).
"Picture fine — business poor." "Stars seem to have lost in popularity — good
"Walsh
a corner. popular
About very
the fast."
best drawing card on regular Fox program."
"Star isbecoming
"Too much of a detective drama." "Average feature — director-actor steals show
picture."
"Picture
extra good." "Only fair."
"A from
very star."
fine picture." "Good picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
time
to
this star."
"Ideal kindbring
of bigback
feature."
"Very good." "Nearly as much business on return
"Good."
"Very good." "Picture well liked, star popular."
as first
"Drew
manyrun."strange faces" (West). "Very spectacular, wonderful production,
yet not over-pleasing." "Grand, wonderful production." "Elaborate, great
cast." "Star and title drew first day." "Big production, no heart interest."
"Wonderful picture, good photography, excellent cast, but not a picture t^ie
public wants at this time. I take my hat off to De Mille as a director — nw
give us a change." "Cleaned up on this picture."
"Star well liked — good entertainment." "Much better than average Fairbanks;
great drawing card." "One of the best of the Walsh pictures."
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EXHIBITOR

SERVICE

BUREAU

A department devoted to the problems of every theatre manager
IlllllllllillilllllllllllllliUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
we have said to you before about maintaining
discusinsions
pREVofIOUS
advertising
this
Keeping
After Patrons Every Day
the individuality of the
department have referred
house by using your
Suggestions for Advertising Weekly and
only to the Sunday displays. The weekday exSemi-Weekly Change Houses —
standard
and
keeping"name
close toplate"
your
ploitation isjust as imVarying Displays
regular
styles.
ortant, though many exThere are certain days
hibitors do not appear to
believe so. In fact, it is remarkable in a survey of a number of of the week on which both weekly change and semi-weekly change
daily newspapers to find that in some instances, and in cities of houses should use more space than on other days and there are
very apparent reasons for that. (In fact the more you begin to
considerable size, that many theatres are content to use space on
Sunday only and none during the week.
study all angles of advertising — and for that matter all angles of
theatre management — you will find that there is a very marked
That is poor policy. If a theatre can really afford only a certain
amount of money for display, it would be a great deal better psychology to all of it.)
Let us take up first the weekly change house, which we will
to reduce the Sunday display to the point that will provide for
showing on every day of the week. And, as a matter of fact, if illustrate with the advertising of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
one of the most intelligently exploited houses in the country and,
the' exhibitor
that the Sunday
advertising
is paying
him, he therefore, one of the most successful financially.
will
find that finds
the increased
patronage
will justify
the additional
expense of seven days a week advertising.
We will presume that in all cases of week-run advertising you
have hit the picture a big smash on Sunday. This is essential
Keep
your
wares
before
the
public
every
day.
Don't
rely
on
whether you have a Sunday showing or not. The Sunday paper
the reader of your Sunday display making up his mind to see your
is the most closely read issue of all, because it remains in the
picture on Tuesday or Wednesday or Thursday. Put your punch
in your newspaper display Sunday and, if possible, get the idea in home and is seen by practically the whole family— because it causes
gossip and because it fixes more or less firmly in the minds of the
his mind that he will see the picture on a certain day, but be sure
readers their program for the wek. If you are interested in what
that when that day rolls around you will have a reminder before
the Circle did on its Sunday display, turn to last week's issue
' himWe inhave
the shape
of
an
advertisement
in
the
newspaper
that
day.
heard some exhibitors oppose daily advertising on the of the News and you will find a reproduction of the advertisement
which
occupied a space five columns wide by nineteen inches deep.
ground that they want to center the display on Sunday and then
While
we failed to receive a specimen of the Monday advertisedepend upon the " word of mouth " advertising that will come
from those who determine to see the picture Sunday or Monday.
ment on this big double bill, the Italian war picture and " Magda,"
Certainly there can be no question about the fact that " word of we know enough about the policies of the Circle to feel sure that
mouth " advertising is the most valuable sort, but it is folly to on that day a smaller advertisement was used. The reason for
depend upon that alone. Granted that a person who has seen
this is that the " word of mouth " advertising does get in a great
effect for the first day and the strength of the Sunday display
your attraction on Sunday or Monday recommends it to a dozen
is
still pulling patrons in for you. And another point is that the
more people, would it not be a much surer guarantee that those
newspapers give reviews of the pictures on Monday and this may
persons would attend if they had a daily reminder that this was
a good show? Certainly there could be no argument about that. be counted as directly in addition to the display advertising and
Other exhibitors who advertise only on Sunday base their policy the best possible sort of publicity, for a great percentage of those
who saw your display Sunday and failed to go to the theatre that
on the fact that they get representation on the theatre or motion
picture page with stories and pictures on Sunday and that they day will be anxious to see what the newspaper says about it. In
keeping with the amount of space used on Sundays and other
get none during the week. Experience all over the country has
weekdays we would advise a space two columns wide by three
shown that there can be no discussion about this. Newspapers
inches deep on this Monday display.
everywhere will be found ready to co-operate with the theatres,
Now note that this is in the case of theatres that give Sunday
and they will help convince the exhibitor that it does pay to
showings. If you are unable to open until Monday you should
advertise every day in the week. Your example may start the
other houses to using daily space and any newspaper, when it again use considerable space in your Monday display — say about
finds that there is a demand for this matter and that the advertishalf as much as you used on Sunday. You haven't yet had the
ing justifies it is pretty certain to meet the conditions. That is advantage of the " talk " from those that have seen the picture.
On Tuesday the advertising should grow. You should figure
the reason why papers all over the country are running daily
that by this time the pulling power of your Sunday display has
photoplay columns. We know of one instance where the owner,
when the price of paper soared, attempted to cut out this column
grown less and you need a new argument to put before the public —
with the result that there were so many complaints from patrons
additional reasons why this bill should not be missed — Circle theatre increases its advertising to 4^4 inches across 2 columns. Right
themselves that the column was speedily restored. We are going
to take up later this question of newspaper co-operation and show
here it is well to call attention to one thing that makes the adveryou what papers are doing in various sections, but this will serve
tisements of the Circle theatre stand out — they are different. You
to dismiss the argument here.
will sec that the same cut is not used tzcice in the scries; each disIt seems so obvious that theatres making daily changes or runplay has a separate appeal and therefore each one will attract atning pictures for only two days are compelled to advertise daily,
tention to itself as well as achicz-c the cumulative effect.
What is true of Tuesday conditions is even more true on Wedeven if merely in " directory " form, that we are going to confine
the discussion here to theatres running pictures a week, or those
nesday and Thursday. The Circle increases its advertising on
those days still further, using a space Wednesday 2 columns
making mid-weekly changes.
wide by 7 inches deep and Thursday 3 columns by ZVi inches.
Most of the theatres that are converted to daily advertising
do not get the full benefit out of their expenditure because they Now such advertising ought by this time to have attracted the
do confine their week-day advertising to the directory or the attention of everyone in the city. The various displays should
card form. In other words they write their Sunday display and
drawn so many people into the theatre that the " word of
then a smaller display which is printed in the dailies — in the have
mouth " advertising has been increased many fold since Monday.
The theatre can now afford to drop down for the remaining two
identical form — during the run of the picture.
days, but it cannot afford to drop out.
This is bad advertising. There should be thought given to each
The Circle theatre evidently believed that it had attracted all the
display each day and there is never any excuse in running the
identical advertisement more than two days in succession. It
(Continued on page 3800)
should be as strikingly different as possible, keeping in mind what
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How to Keep Up the Interest in Your Pictures by Daily Advertising
Ixample of displays of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis {Week run), and Imperial theatre, Montreal {twice weekly change). The small
lettering on the cuts indicates the days the various displays appeared.

IMPERIAL
TO-DAY AND TO-MOKBOW

IMPERIAL
SA^tVBDAT
CLARA

Charles Ray
"SON OF HIS
"
Dirt*FATV
vP' gtnJaa
THOM.lrfH.INCE
Fatty Arbuckle
Gltea » Ue*rty Lsajh In
" OH ! DOCTOR"
MA* ETTA DOO, luiiaji 8ln*er».

KISV: ALL
The ^Vernal" Shetlfng
Submarine,ami aSinking
Scene inof an Austrian
"THE With BATTLE
Land,OF
Sea andtoGORIZIA'
laAmerica
the Air.ON AN
The GreatestItaly's
War Armies
PicturesonEver
Brought
UNSURPASSED DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM WITH
Clara
Kimball Young MARIE
-in- VAN
"MAGDA"
CIRCLE ORCHESTRA
METER, Soloist

YOUNG
MARA.
iif:a.\H inni. Nan
folio « ,r tuttl
Mlnnlo Fluke,
OITcU! nt«rp
re Downedrotation
lUa-le ofelmeilV

—This Week—

7J
MANETTA
ITALIAN 81NGERS.DUO

LAST TIMES TODAY
Double Feature Program
CLARA KIMF^'-L YOUNG
In "IVI /3DA"
ad "THE
BAT',
With Italy's
Armies on^ai
Land, OF
Sea andGORIZIA"
in the Air.
Charge of the Italian "Bicycle Cavalry.
AN UNSURPASSED DOUBI " FEATURE PROGRAM
"THE
BATTLE
With Italy's
Armies «• ^y' SeaFandGORIZIA"
In the Air, and
Clara Kimbali oung in "Magda"
—ELECTION RETURNS TONIGHTComplete Returns of Indianapolis, New York and other Important
elections will bo given throughout the evening
Performance Continuous Until Midnight
MARIE
VAN ORCHESTRA,
METER. Soloist,
CIRCLE
ALL THIS
WEEK

'BUY

TODAY AND SATURDAY
LAST TIMES
GLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
"MAGDA"
^ a Laces and Boi
'TheUATTLE of GORIZIA"
f££ jSS£

VICTORY

Both
BON "'
pictures DSare

Julian
EWige
TODAY
CHARLES RAY
"SON OF HIS
With
only four
men,captured
and l ..selfAustrian?
unarmed, nodthe was
gallant
SubUeu Italian
tenant
Barruzzl
awarded
the
Cross
of Gold, the 200
most coveted n_ilitary
medal
In
the
world,
and
wh)ch
Is
possessed
by
only
seven
living
men—
this Is one of the wonder acenes In
"THE
BATTLE
With Italy's
armies on Land.OF
Sea andGORIZIA"
In tbe Air.
AN UNSURPASSED DOUBLE
WITH FEATURE PROGRAM
Clara Kimball Young "Magda"
CIRCLE ORCHESTRA
MARIE VAN METER
Soloist
Tfris Week

and this makes the
FUN in
IMPERIAL
TODAY;

FATHER"
TO-MORROW r.\«ZT'
CIA?

a

KIV&ALL
YOUNG
la the SUit CUosIc thai h** Twenty
\etrs of Socoofs to M- ( red It.
"MAGDA"
MANETTA DUO

Kl'

>aLL

YO'JNG
the rreot octrees
Sfollowing
MU.lt BERNHARDT,
None©
O'Neill
and
Minnieof theFUke.(TeatLn
the
lDteirprr*a(jf«)
Glare clonic ,

MANETTA DUO
ITALIAN SINGERS

Clever

Mrs

Carfax
On Sun., atMon.,
the Tues.
IMPERIAL
WED.GERALDINE
TO SAT
FARRAR
In her greatest film pla7.
The Woman God Forgot
TODAY
Clara Kimball Young
In "MAGDA"
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Day

Way to Keep Your Theatre Before Public
(Continued from page 3798)
But the point that we have tried to point
out here is that not only must you adverattention necessary to " The Battle of
tise every day, but there are some days on
Gorizia " for it turned its attention Friday
and Saturday to Clara Kimball Young in which advertising is worth more than
others, and resting upon perfectly logical
" Magda." Friday the theatre uses a space
theories.
2 columns wide and 2^4 inches deep and on
Saturday the same width but only 2 inches
Here is a suggested arrangement of the
deep.
expenditure of space for a week run attraction :Sunday, 30 per cent ; Monday, 5 ;
In our opinion the Circle theatre furnishes asplendid example of the way to di- Tuesday, 10; Wednesday, 15; Thursday,
vide your advertising over the various days.
15 ; Friday, 10, and Saturday, 15.
The only criticism that we would make is
For a twice-a-week change the same
that we believe that it is good policy, in space on Sunday and Monday, and 15 per
most communities, to enlarge the Saturday
cent on Tuesday, provided you are changdisplay and devote two-thirds of the ating the bill the next day, and then 20 per
tention to the picture that is to open Suncent on the day of the change, followed by
day. It gets the " advance jump," so to say.
10 on Thursday, 5 on Friday and 15 on
Saturday.
It takes advantage of those who on Saturday are making their plans for Sunday and
Of course, these percentages are subject
there arc a large number who are doing
to local conditions. There are a few cities
this. Still, this is a point on which many
LieraineEtaiL
authorities differ, some preferring to keep in the country where Saturday advertising
is
not
considered
of
great
value
because
of
all the interest on the NOW picture until
the tact that it is a half holiday. No one
REPONDM
the run is entirely ended.
I1ALPH INCES GREftT PHOTODlWIflnC
Now for the house that changes its bill can figure out any definite schedule without taking local conditions into consideratwice a week. We take as an illustration
i
tion. You can better figure these periyJUr^m/Pollodt
JttjfPty FIRST
of this the Imperial theatre, Montreal.
•fc
PRESENTATION £/>MoWmt»
AT T>*
centages
out
for
yourself.
(And let us say in this connection that
► PALACE THEATRE
But the point is that you should advermany American exhibitors might well' take
.'y*
iai4
MARKET
tise every day and that you should take
^ *
Comm*
tC A. M. W STREET
ft If P M
exploitation tips from their Canadian aladvantage of the pulling power of adverlies.) The Imperial changes its bill on
tising on different week days. Try to keep
Sundays and Wednesdays. A peculiar situation exists in Montreal in that most of your theatre before the public always and
& WET
TODAY. TOMO
t^^Jt^
That Jewel
Productions
is RROW
keeping it.
the papers are not printed on Sunday. But try to gauge your advertising, in quantity
promise to supply highly artistic advertis
and quality to build up your business on
the Imperial furnishes an excellent example
ing during the runs of its productions it
what would be the weak days if you failed
of the arrangements of advertising, if one
certain cities is evidenced by the adver
simply adds to that a liberal display in the to advertise or simply resorted to the standtising campaign that is being conducted it
ing card system.
Sunday papers, which are printed in most
Philadelphia in connection with the showitii
There are lots of things to learn about
of the cities in this country.
of " The Co-Respondent," Starring Elain<
Hammerstein. All of these advertisement. •<
advertising, but none more important than
So we will presume that the campaign
" big copy " carrying striking hal.
has been started by a Sunday display, ad- timing your blows to get the most out of are
tones with artistic typing. It is the sort o. I
vertising the picture opening that day, with them.
display that is bound to attract attention <
reference at the bottom of the ad and in
smaller type to the mid-week change in bill.
Monday the Imperial uses 3J4 inches
Vivid Motion Pictures of YOUR BOY in the Army
single column advertising its current attraction, for the same reasons as we have
Hov» members of the National Guard, from this and nearby
cities, spend their days at Camp Wadsworth wiD be shown m
pointed out in the case of the Circle. But
Tuesday the situation is different. This is
HEARST-PATHENEWS^^ Out Tomorrow
the last day of the run of the Charles Ray
picture and Sunday having been, presumably, the big day, the Imperial devotes the
greater part of its attention to the attraction for the coming day, Clara Kimball
Young. Wednesday and Thursday the
same advertising is used, with a cut of the
star and occupying a space 7{4 inches deep.
Friday the theatre can afford to drop down
slightly in the space used and it does so,
though it keeps the name of the star and
the story prominently to the front.
On Saturday the Imperial hits a swat for
its Sunday change, although we believe it
is bad form, where you have a Sunday paper coming in between, to devote any space
Pictures o£ Camp Upton, Where the New National Army from This District
at all to the middle of the week change.
It Located, Will Be Shown in issue No. 91, Out November 10
The Imperial cut the TODAY attraction
down too far in order to accomplish this
display. We would at least have given Now Hearst-Pathc Neifs is tying itself up zAth local interest in the National Arm
Cantonments. The Atlanta Georgian, Chicago American, Chicago Examiner, Los Angele
" Magda " the additional space accorded
Examiner,
San Francisco Examiner, New York American, New York Journal and Bosto
the Geraldine Farrar picture — if we also
American
have
been advertising the special National Army editions of Hearst-Path
had the Sunday paper, though, of course,
Ncu's. The idea of showing to every section of the country scenes in the army camp
the Imperial was laboring under this handiwhere
theirtheboys
are located
cap.
increased
interest
greatly. has made a big hit. Theatre managers report adz'crtisin.
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Bureau Invites Ideas Used in j
Stunts for Holidays
What holiday stunts are you j

I
|
I
f
j
|
I
1
I
1
I
I
1I
|
1
!

piitting over at your theatre?
How are you utilizing Thanksgiving,
Christmas
and
New
Year's in your program, your
newspaper advertising and your
exploitation
Have you ? done anything put

|
I
|
j

j
f
|
j
|
j
|
§
|
|
hs to illus- |
you have
trate
them, photograp
or specimens of your |
advertising and programs.
The live exhibitor is taking 1
advantage of this season of the §
year to promote business. Are |
you doing that?

of the way in stage displays, in
the decoration of your theatre,
in special music or original programs?
The Exhibitors' Service Bureau would like to have the
benefit of your ideas. Send us
an account of the special stunts
that you have used, especially if

plan and a number have promised to cooperate with him in lowering the flag from
the stores and buildings as Mr. Noble
sounds retreat from the roof of the American theatre.

Fox Issues Handsome
Brochure "Cleopatra"
Manager P. E. Noble, of the
American theatre, Butte, Montana, preparing to hoist the
Stars and Stripes; and picture
of the front of the house shozving the national emblem flying
above.
Butte

Theatre

Manager

Raises

and

Lowers the American Flag Every Day
is Charles Kelly, who was a member of
LAST week we told you that P. E. Noble,
manager of the American theatre,
the Ninth Illinois regiment in the SpanishAmerican war. Inauguration of this
Butte, Montana, was one of the exhibitors
ceremony brought prominent displays in
of the country well worth watching. He
the Butte papers.
is up to date on lobby displays, advertising and all of the branches of exhibition.
" My action is a patriotic endeavor to
get the people of Butte to extend the honor
Now here is another way that he has taken
advantage of conditions and has served
and courtesy to the American flag that it is
to unite patriotism with exploitation.
entitled to," declared Mr. Noble. " The
American theatre has flown no flag until
Mr. Noble started the patriotic movement in Butte recently by setting the exit could do so properly — that is, lower it
at sundown, as prescribed by military law.
ample for proprietors of big business houses
There are a number of states that demand
to raise the American flag each morning
this. Some cities also have ordinances
and to lower it each evening. Rain, snow
that make it compulsory to lower Old
or sunshine, the national emblem goes up
and down every day over the American
theatre.
Glory
sundown."
Mr. at
Noble
added that it is the desire
of the American theatre management to
Mr. Noble, who had a military course
have all business houses, in the downtown
at the Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge, acts as bugler. In fact he persection at least lower their flags. Busiformed the same role at the military colness men, with whom Mr. Noble has discussed the matter are enthusiastic over his
lege. Assisting Mr. Noble in the ceremony

As an exhibitor's aid in the exploitation
of " Cleopatra," the big production starring
Theda Bara, the Fox Film Corporation
has issued an unusually handsome sixteenpage brochure. These were inaugurated
with the presentation of Dustin Farnum
in " The Spy " and will be continued on all
Standard Pictures.
The brochures, which by their own quality emphasize the elaborate and artistic
sides of the productions, describe the picture in such a manner as to give the exhibitor an excellent idea of the points to
be developed in his own publicity work.
The "Cleopatra" booklet, for instance,
the cover of which is in purple, black and
orange on white cardboard, is a reproduction of the Sphinx with the face faded
into a likeness of Theda Bara, exactly as it
is shown on the screen.
The articles between the covers, all well
illustrated — many without much covering
except that of the book— emphasize the
sumptuousness of the production, explain
the version of " Cleopatra " followed by
Fox, discuss reincarnation theories and
cryptic prophecies coupling the Cleopatra
personality with that of Miss Bara and
give details regarding the elaborate settings
and costumes and the battle effects on land
and sea. The two center pages are devoted
to pictorial presentation of " the three
loves of Cleopatra " — the tempting of
Pharon, the ambitious love for Caesar and
the real love for Antony.
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RECENTLY we called your attention to
the value of the use of cuts of the
stars in your advertisement. Standard
theatre, Cleveland, O., which is one of
the most intelligently advertised houses
in the country furnishes a novel example
of the use of four cuts of Mae Marsh
and one of Bobbie Harron in advertising
wm
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text type was used in the name of the
theatre, Chaplin's name and the title of
the picture. This kept them from standing
out and " giving away " the notice and
caused the public to read entirely through
the card. These were 11 by 14 inches and
were tacked up all around the city of
Easton and placed in store windows.
Most people who try camouflage in the
motion picture business generally end by
hiding the truth from themselves.
MANAGER J. A. CARRIER, of the
Avon theatre, Decatur, 111., put over
a clever one over the opposition of his
afternoon newspaper and the stunt had
everyone in the city talking. The Decatur
Review refused to sell Mr. Carrier a thousand copies of the newspaper, suspecting
that he had some advertising scheme, but
this did not stop him. He arranged a crew
of boys to purchase papers from the newsboys as fast a,s they came out of the newspaper office, and these were rushed to the
printers where the imprint advertising
"The Whip" was placed over the front
page in red ink. The papers were then

AU WHK KMC m CVWW6 IStVjb ADMtMOK 15* OtCOT JUNOW »K

EW :MHOOn
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" Sunshine Alley." This was a particularly adaptable subject, for Miss Marsh
has a most appealing face and one that
attracts the attention of readers without
the name. Note that the Standard has not
gone into any description of the picture —
it is allowed to stand simply on the popularity of the two stars. And in order that
one may remember her work in past productions she is shown as she appeared in a
couple of her former pictures.
Every now and then we find the expression-' "Nothing cheap except the prices."
Certainly the expression itself is.
THIS is an idea that we wouldn't recommend for steady use, but once in
a while these circus stunts go over. Manager Buss, of the Third Street theatre,
Easton, Pa., used big red cards with good
effect in advertising Charlie Chaplin in
" The Adventurer." This is perfectly legitimate advertising and will attract attention
in small communities.
It is a good idea to note that Church

Public Opinion
Demands the manager of the Clint *trm
fflit.uic to place Mattresses hi the aisles, so
the patrons uonl hurt themselves tailing
Off the seats, laughing at Clurlcr Cluptin as
"Clit asiantum," on Friday and Saturday,
November Ninth and Tenth.
Signed,
Safety First Committee.

SENSATIONAL TRAIN WRECK

Good

Things

NOVEMBER

Arthur C. Stoilt ■ Manager
STRAND

HI

THIRD
THEATRE
J} VENUE

in the possession of any good printer, even
in the smaller cities and they added a holito the yourself
program.to There's
a wholeIt
lot inday touch
adapting
the season.
makes your program all the more read,
and certainly convinces the public that you
are enterprising.
No matter what your finances may be,
remember that the public . has the first
mortgage on your theatre.
LM.
SCRIVEN,
manager
the Lyric
• theatre,
Hawarden,
Iowa,of shows
that
a small-town exhibitor can adopt ideas that
will bring him business. He believes in
keeping up the interest in serials and so

Motton PiSftrS'e

1 jj j "k™*

tSR
Starting..T<jiwrrO»

You will find my picture on
the other side of this card.
I am
stars.

one of Pathe's greatest

My name
KING.

is MISS MOLLY

turned back to the regular newsboys free
and they were sold in that shape. In addition copies were placed in all of the business houses and one on every table in the
restaurants. The newspaper management
was somewhat peeved at Mr. Carrier's enterprise, but forgave him on his promise
of " Never Again." Vv'e don't recommend
fighting the newspapers, but one has to
hand this showman the palm for enter-

hanging in mid air, awaiting the
breaking of an acid-eatertjope.

prise.
Fifty-seven varieties of policies are
pretty certain to put your theatre in pickle.

I can see an aeroplane approaching.

IT ERE is just another of the little things
* * that count in conducting a motion
picture theatre. To no increased expense,
Manager Arthur G. Stole of the Strand
theatre, Cedar Rapids, Iowa., used a
specially designed program for his November bill, carrying out the Thanksgiving
idea. These " stock cuts " are such as are

Last Thursday night, while trying to redeem the third pearl of
the Sultan's necklace. 1 was caught
and tied to a baloon and left

Will I be rescued?
Lets all go to the Lyric TONIGHT and find out.
In connection a 2 reel Max
Linder comedy.

December 1, 1917
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the run of "The Seven Pearls,"
during
Pathe serial starring Mollie King, he mailed
his possible pato all of his patrons and picture
of Miss
trons cards bearing the
King. On the reverse side was the message
reproduced here.
perThis is getting into play the direct
sonal touch on the current chapter. Note
the name of the picture itself is not even
mentioned and doubtless there were scores
of people who had not seen the first epiwere attracted by this announcement. sodes who

Live exhibitors are men who put the
"Am" in Ambition.

of the clever
is' another
HERE
ing that example
is being done in New
advertis
ra," in which
" Cleopat
City isonstarring
York
. It might be called
Theda Bara
the more sensational style of display, but
still the subject is well fitted to this plan.
In this display the designer has hit upon
the idea of camparing Venus, Cleopatra
and Miss Bara in their physical form and
while there is no special reason for the
comparison, it is bound to attract attention.
And the big point about this advertising is
that it is unusual, and unusual things generally accomplish all that is asked for them
in the way of exploitation.
The " Special Vampire Matinee " is another good idea. Real, imaginary, finished

Are

Doing

mrarrmrarammiirmmiiiriiiiifflrmtiii?
and amateur vampires were invited to come
that day. It was a clever stunt.
Put that " Welcome " from the doormat
on your face. A lot more people will
see it.

CASTLE SQUARE THEATRE, Boston,
has adopted a rather novel idea in
its house program — a map of the neighborhood to show the public how to reach
the theatre. This shows the location of
the house and the various "L," subway
and surface lines going to various parts
of the city. Evidently this house is
working for new patronage all the time
and this is one of the ways to get it. Of
course, Boston is a large city and there
is an almost unlimited field to which the
theatre may appeal, but the same idea

MRS.
VERNON
CASTLE
IN A COMPLETE MELODRAMA
"STRANDED
HER CO DOWNIN THEARCADY"
FOAMING RAPIDS IN A
QHEMU*»Y Stf FRAIL
CANOEOFFAND A THEN—
HER LEAP
CUFF TO THE RIVER
SIXTY THRILL
FEET BELOWEVERY MINUTE
Mght! A Tonight!
SESSSB
SPECIAL COLLEGE MUSIC FOR THE BOYS
and leave nothing for the imagination of
the patron?
The exhibitor who is following the same
policies he followed four years ago is generally the one who sees nothing but gloom
in the industry.

wTLLIAM FOX presents JHEDA BARA

EOPATRA
CL
A wood andreusthepicture
Egypt,
thethe Egypt
ofoftheantiquity
Greek, andthe
Raman
Ptolemy,ofgloryoldheavyarid
with
legends
rich with the reflected
splendors
of iU unbridled
energy.
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might be used with success by many of
the neighborhood houses in cities of 100,000 and more, because it will be found
that the greater part of the people are
uncertain what car lines to take to reach
these houses.
The idea might be further elaboratd to
good use and used in country weeklies to
show the auto trade of your section how
they can get to your house and what
are the good roads to it from the various
neighboring towns.

O., used a
Sandusky,
SHADE
ve lobby
display
and inexpensi
novel theatre,
during the run of the Goldwyn picture,
" Baby Mine " recently. The lobby is long
and between the ropes dividing the entrance
from the exit space a nurse was placed
with a couple of large dolls in baby carriages. In addition there were a couple of
other large dolls seated in swings, while
all around the ceiling of the lobby were
other dolls. Along the walls still others
were hung. It is noteworthy that there is

it There
over. is but one " U " in success. Think
Tne Grandest Achievement 2nd Advance In Dramatic and
Spectacular Presentations In All the History of the, Stage.
Fnui! otei Thret
tlx Spccict U Mom Dcidlv
tlx
Ho. k« ^XtC
tk*"Th<Dtewtiboi
T»kt Th.o
Oct wwacxhise at the» D«*lli*it.
St»tu<. adt»*tThtroot CJioA*.to .cryOachLbcch
much »lr.c.
VOIDS THEDA BARA
'Tooq^SPATRA
Vampire Qmoi

OFOFAIT,r"~—
STAOf
AM SCBAEM
AAE Nov.
'Vampire'
Mat.
Mon.
19
REAL OKIL vunUl
VAMPIRES
ALL
T4JLPIUS.
iDLUHA1
MLS II CO]
riJatVJ
OA AAAAOUE.
MAY EJiVLB*
ttmoAic
AjroL>3. CONTEMPOULEY
coKTmroAAAv
coMTrrmoH
itamrnm.
THEATRE,
Broa4w»y-43d
8t
MATINEETOKIOHT
TODAY
AT 8 J0 at 3 P.M.
LYBIC
Y~ Cm - Jlttt

HERE is the best advertisement of a
theatre that has been called to our
attention during the week. It is the work
of the Strand theatre, Seattle.
In the first place one must understand
that it occupies a space four columns wide
by sixteen inches deep. And then you appreciate how striking the face of Mrs.
Castle appears, occupying more than half
of the entire space. Also note that there
is very little type, for really the name of
the theatre in outline space at the top ard
the smashing profile of rhe star tell the
whole story. How many exhibitors using
an equal amount of space would try to tell
everything they knew about the production

not a single sign or piece of printed matter
in the display. The management centered
everything on the baby idea and got it
over in splendid fashion.
The theatre manager who sees gloom
ahead all the time need not expect crowds
thronging to his theatre seeking joy.
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SOME weeks ago we told you that
Rothapfel said that he had never allowed the Rialto to be used for propaganda except the propaganda of patriotism. And the Rialto is going to that to
the limit, and anyone who does not leave
the theatre at least a more active American in the cause of his country certainly
lacks the red corpuscles in his blood. To
tax a theatre that is doing what the Rialto
is doing is injustice; better had the Government pay such a motion picture house
a bonus.
And every one of you can aid your country along the same line — all can contribute
something to the national cause through
your screen and your music. And you can
do it with the feeling that you are giving
the public just what it wants— if you show
the pictures in that spirit that warms the
heart — and not in the spirit of exploitation. Rothapfel does not advertise his
patriotism : the Rialto reveals it. And we
use the word " reveal," because the whole
atmosphere of the presentation is perfect; because you are led to the spiritual
plane where you do not force yourself to
applause to show that you are a good
American, but where you are carried away
on the tide of sentiment. It is one thing
to show a picture to invite applause, another to make the picture itself sweep you
along.
In all the writer's experience with motion picture
we don't
believe
that
we have
evertheatres,
seen staged
in any
theatre
a novelty that got as much heart-made
applause as did the musical episode, " The
Farewell," which is being sung this week
by Greek Evans, baritone, and Mary Ball,
soprano, two artists who have often scored
big hits at the Rialto. Dr. Reisenfeld, who
is in charge of this part of the program
in the absence of Mr. Rothapfel on the
coast, staged this patriotic wonder. First,
with the lights low, and only the blue tone
illuminants aglow, Miss Ball comes on
the stage and begins to sing " Goodbye
Dolly Gray," which was one of the most
popular songs in Spanish-American war
days. Finally, at the end of the verse, Mr.
Evans, wearing the uniform of blue that
obtained in the army in those days appeared and joined the duet. The audience went mad with applause. But that
was not all — there was a second verse,
this time applying to the boys who are
going to fight for the liberty of the world.
As this second verse began the curtains
before the caplay panels on either side of
the screen parted and showed the Statue
of Liberty, illuminated, on one side, and
the water front of Manhattan at night
on the other. And as Mr. Evans reappeared, this time in the khaki uniform
of to-day, there appeared behind the
Statue of Liberty the beams of red, white
and blue that caused the audience to
drown the voices of the singers. Voices in
the gallery cried out and there were
mighty few dry eyes around the place
where we sat.

You haven't the lighting effects of the
Rialto, nor such a splendid orchestra, but
a tableau along these lines could be put
on in any theatre and your audiences will
NEVER forget it.
With the exception of a Katzenjammer
Kids cartoon, which is put in to relieve
the strain, every number in the Rialto
Animated Magazine bears on the war, and
every one gives a thrill of patriotism.
But first let us explain a most clever
introduction to the weekly and one that
Dr. Reisenfeld has splendidly worked in
with the music and lighting. After the
scenic feature the orchestra takes up
" The March of the Toys " from Victor
Herbert's
" Babes in
at the conclusion
of Toyland."
the numberAlmost
from
either side of the screen comes a young
lady dressed in the costume of a toy, and
do the clever mechanical dance which ends
in their parting the curtains over the
screen for the announcement of the magazine. It was a delightful little touch.
The magazine opens with an " Editorial "— " Be a War Daddy "■— with an appeal for the community camp service.
Then follows pictures of the National
Army in training "somewhere in America " and the orchestra made it stirring by
playing " Loyal Comrades." Then followed a Hy Mayer cartoon, " The Height
of Liberty," celebrating the victory of
woman suffrage. The musical accompaniment was " Oh, Johnny," one step.
This fit exactly into the pictures of the
first women mail carriers that followed.
There the spirit of men and women joining to win the war followed with pictures
of city firemen knitting for the soldiers.
It has a clever comedy element. The
Washburn Wire Works fire, the supposed
work of enemies was shown to the acgiiiuiniibiiinutuiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiuuiujiuiiiiuiiii
AT
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companiment offire bells, rushing water,
etc. There came a pretty turn next with
the American flyers in France paying
tribute to the memory of Guynemer, the
French aviator. The orchestra halted and
the great organ broke into a chant of victory. A French officer who sat in the
front row and whose blue cap lay on the
orchestra rail, put his handkerchief to
his eyes and every American heart in
the audience burst with the emotion that
was aroused by the picture. Then came
contrastic relief with the comic cartoon.
More excerpts from a letter written by
one of Pershing's men to his folks in
America, illustrated with scenes in France
was shown while "Wake Up America"
was played, intermingled with cannon
shot and noise of combat. Then followed the visit of President Marchado of
Portugal, accompanied by President Poincare to the French troops at the front,
shown with " The March of Honor " and
the audience cheered itself frantic The
magazine closed with a second cartoon,
" Rushing the Christmas Kit," which
filling Italy's stocking
the ofAllies
showed
her need.
in the time
There is an interesting nature picture
this week, one of the Pathe color products, showing how birds feed their young.
There are plenty of laughs to it and it was
accompanied by Victor Herbert's " BadiThe audience was particularly delighted
with the feature, Douglas Fairbanks in
" Reaching for the Moon," a fantastical
comedy with plenty of action in it, and
they even applaud Fairbanks name in the
nage."
title.
" Yvette," a one step was the musical motif. A splendid comedy effect was
attained in the flat blare of trumpets
every
the King
" was
flashed time
on the" Long
screen, Live
an element
of humor
that one must see the picture to realize.
There is another one of the clever,
intensely human Drew-Metro comedies,
this
being
Resemblance
"—
nothing
much" Abut Close
a whole
lot of good
humor of the clean, appealing sort.
WEEK

OF NOV.

18
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Foxfilmis
■L-' comedy, atNOthe GOOD,"
Rialto thisa week
another riot of laughter. When one of
the girls appeared in an abbreviated costume a middle-aged lady just in front of
us commenced " The very idea " in much
shocked tones, but in a moment she was
forgetting herself with the rest of the
audience in their hilarity of merriment.
It is about the limit in slapstick comedy,
" marvelous " escapes and trick comedy.
It's about the biggest bunch of real funny
nonsense put together.
Pauline Frederick is the star in the feature, "The Hungry Heart," an intensely
dramatic story and the rest of the bill is
set around this to be light and diverting.
overture, well
Auber's
" Maxzaniello,"
wasTheparticularly
received
and it was
followed by a beautiful Pathe scenic,
*" Picture Ghent."
Strand topical this week contains a number of interesting subjects. It opens with

the Paramount-Bray pictures of the
greatest police force in the world (New
York) and this is followed by a clever
contrast showing the Pasadena, Cal., firemen knitting for the soldiers. Throngs
in Petrograd and pictures of Kerensky
drew applause. Inter-allied Films showed
French soldiers at training, which was received with laughter and cheering. The
Portuguese President's visit to the French
front brought a tribute to the veterans.
Making guns for the Italians at Genoa and
explanation of the gasoline engine by
Bray, followed. Then followed the big
patriotic elements, showing the new army
in training at Camp Grant, Illinois, and
President Wilson at the American Federation of Labor, Buffalo. These were
Pathe.

in " A Dream " and " DeJohn Phillips
sign," and Mery Zentay and Mischa Violin
in a violin duet, Alard's "Second Symphony "were the musical numbers.
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Here is a postcard called from far away Japan by "Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel"
Triangle

Tells
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Exhibitors

How

to Get

Best Attendance in Holiday Season
DISTRIBUTING COR" During the school holidays, preceding
TRIANGLE
PORATION is urging exhibitors to and following Christmas day, a series of
take advantage of the holiday season to Kiddie Mornings might be arranged to the
increase business and has issued a number
profit of the exhibitor. The program for
these mornings should be of the type that
i of suggestions as to how the motion picture
appeals to children. A consultation of the
i theatres can profit from the spirit of feslist of past Triangle releases will supply
tivity and gaiety. It is pointed out that
. Thanksgiving Day inaugurates the holidays
any number of features particularly suitand that from that time on social events
able, as " The Sawdust Ring," " In Siumberland," " Cheerful Givers " and any of the
will increase and " shop early " signs will
Bessie Love plays. Additional entertaini be seen everywhere. " Just as the stores
ment might be provided by having a reader
: urge ' shop early '," Triangle advises, " so
t should the theatre urge ' play earl}' '. tell children's stories or give a few humorous .selections. Horns, rattles, drums and
' Thanksgiving is an auspicious time for
other noise-makers so delightful to kiddies
imbuing patrons with this mood."
Here are some of the suggestions :
might be kept on hand and distributed.
Souvenirs of popcorn or candy would also
"The one means of inviting the passerby
be welcomed to small hands and would
! to entertain and relax himself is by decorating the lobby in such a way that he attract children to the theatre the next
' feels the impulse. It is unnecessary to day as molasses would bring flies.
I enumerate what are appropriate decora" A Kiddie Christmas morning has been
attested a success by several exhibitors.
! tions. They include pumpkin jack o'lanterns, pyramids of cornstalks, turkeys, and
The performance should begin about nine; everything that suggests a harvest of thirty or ten o'clock to give ample time
for enjoyment before the Christmas dinner.
i plenty. Souvenirs of all styles are availA Santa Claus and Christmas tree should,
| able at small cost, and these may be used
I on circulars sent out to patrons on the of course, be the prime features.
" An exhibitor who tries out a kiddie
' mailing list aunouncing the feature of the
morning plan will be surprised to find the
. day together with any attractions that may
number of adults attracted to his house,
\ be added, such as special instrumental
for nothing is more enjoyable than to wit1 music, singers, dancers or readers.
ness the enjoyment of children as they
"A few weeks before Christmas it would
I be well for exhibitors to commence emfollow intently a picture that they understand. Aside from the five-reel features
| phasizing their matinee programs through
I advertisements and special features. Neatly
suggested above, the Keystone and Triangle Komedies are good juvenile enteri printed invitations, announcing the ppotainment ;the antics of the performers
I gram for the week and urging women to
invariably delight youngsters.
I make the theatre their headquarters while
I shopping, might be sent out to the mailing
" These special morning entertainments
| list. If an exhibitor has no such list, he should be advertised by circularizing the
should compile one, from the directory of schools just prior to the holiday vacation,
j his town or neighborhood, for it is a valuand by informing parents through newsable aid. Exert every effort to make the
papers or mailing lists that wholesome diversion will be provided for children, with
theatre particularly attractive during matattendants to look after their welfare durinee hours. Have flowers or Christmas
ing the shows.
decorations in the rest room, and. if possible, station a maid there to assist women
" A novel way to supply entertainment
that advertises itself is to employ a camera
and to check packages.

"
<<OEEING Rothapfel
THE RIALTO
WITH
ROTHAPFEL" is being read by exhibitors al over the country as is attested by
the letters received by the Motion Picture
News and by Mr. Rothapfel himself.
Even far away Japan is interested in what
the big New York theatre is doing, for Mr.
Rothapfel has just received the postcard
reproduced here asking for a full copy of
his program. If a showman in Yokohama can get benefit out of these articles
the American exhibitor ought to get very
much more.
Here is what the postcard says :
" Dear Sir : The other day your advertisement in the Motion Picture News.
Please send to me your hall program of
weekly. Hoping " to
hear Show,
from you soon.
Movie
" Manager
F. Horibe,
" Yokohama Kwan,

" Yokohama, Japan."
Not only will Manager Horibe receive
a full copy of the Rialto program in due
course of the mails, but the incident was
so unusual that several of the New York
newspapers printed the story.
man to take several hundred or a thousand
feet of film showing the children of the
town at play on the school grounds or
marching past the camera close enough for
each to be recognized when the picture
is projected on the screen. Announce to
them that their pictures will be shown
during the holidays at the theatre. Pictures of prominent women shopping or any
group of individuals would be an added
attraction for any performance. This has
been done by several exhibitors on divers
occasions and advertised with the line
' Come and See Yourselves as Others See
You.' The pictures of children would, of
course, attract their families as well as
themselves.
"If an exhibitor plans extra entertainment and special decorations during the
holidays, — and virtually every one does, —
it would be a good plan for him to mail
out neat cards printed to the effect that
' We Not Only Wish You a Merry Christmas, We Present You a Merry Christmas.'
Below this greeting could be listed the
program for the holidays, calling attention
to the music, the decorations, the special
matinees and whatever other attractions
are planned. Advertisements to the same
effect in the newspapers and in the house
programs would bring results. Another
form is that of using the name of the star
who is to appear Christmas week in a way
that makes her seem hostess for the occasion, as ' Margery Wilson, our presiding
Christmas star, wishes you a Merry Christmas and invites you to her photoplay party
at the Grand theatre holiday week.' "
// was the one ADDITIONAL straw
that
the camel's back. Did you ever
think broke
zvhat one additional effort might do
for the benefit of your theatre?
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the Exhibitors' Servcolumn
In icethis
Bureau
will print comment from
week to week on theatres actually
visited, pointing out faults found and
commendable features. The name of
the theatre will not be mentioned, but
if it applies to you and you want improvement, write to this department.

Oral D. Cloakey, Manager Allen Theatre, Calgary, Canada
This Manager Uses Pages in
Newspapers
Here is an example of an exhibitor who
not only believes in advertising, but who
believes in going the limit — in using page
displays when his pictures warrant the use
of that space. He is Oral D. Cloakey, manager of the Allan theatre, Calgary, Canada.
Mr. Cloakey is an American, having been
born in Michigan. He is a musician and
was identified with a circus for some years.
In 1913 he went to Calgary and became
assistant manager of the Allen theatre,
from which position he was promoted to
his present post.
This manager pays a great deal of attention to his music and the fact that he has
the technical knowledge, makes this feature one of the most attractive about his
theatre. He also uses all of the exploitation knowledge that he secured during his
circus connections and that accounts for
the fact that the Allen is one of the best
advertised houses on the continent.
Attracts

Breakfast Matinee
Children
In connection with the showing of the
Fox Standard picture, " Aladdin and His
Wonderful Lamp, Manager Fred Miller, of
Miller's theatre, Los Angeles, sprung an entirely new one by giving a breakfast matinee for school children on Saturday morning of the first week this picture was on exhibition at this theatre. The ticket office
was opened at 8.30 a. m., and found a waiting line at that hour. By nine o'clock the
auditorium was completely filled, and the
show continued from that time throughout
the day.
In the second week Miller is getting
the children's patronage by taking advantage of the shortage of pennies in Los Angeles. He admits children at half price
during the matinees if they will bring pennies for the admission price. Pennies are
now being sold by the bank at a premium
of forty cents on the thousand.

THEATRE J. was especially built for a
motion picture house. It is located on
the main street of a city of about 300,000.
and although not in the busiest portion of
the shopping district, it could be easily
made as popular as any of the other houses
were the proper attempts made. The theatre is now principally devoted to vaudepicturesfeature.being shown only as an adville,ditional
While there is no question about the
fact that this city is now in the grip of the
cheapest sort of vaudeville, the history of
the house would not make it appear that
it failed of success because it was devoted
to motion pictures, but rather because of
the conduct of the house.
In the first place there was a gaudy lobby
display of six sheets, crowding the entrance and confusing the patron. But
worse than this was the man walking down
in front of the theatre distributing handbills. The man was dirty and unkempt and
one rather resented having him walk up
and hand out one of the circulars. It was
not in keeping with the physical appearance
of the house. Such methods leave the impression in the mind that there is something of the fake inside.
But even these facts weren't the cause
of the house turning to vaudeville.
Shortly after the opening the theatre
adopted the policy of showing a single
serial for a week, together with other pictures. This serial was not a success in
this house. Although the serial was well
advertised by the manager in advance and
the story printed in one of the local papers,
manager of Theatre J. did very little to
keep it linked up with his house.
After this the house secured the second
run franchise of one of the most popular
brand of pictures which had been shown at
a two change a week house only a couple
of blocks away. There were probably hundreds who had failed to see these pictures
at the first run house who could have been
induced to see them at Theatre J. except
for the fact that this second manager advertised practically one, and when he did
he used a ten line " display " and crowded
into it enough material for ten times the
space.
Then there was another change, this
time the picture being the so-called special
feature, though for a time it is said that
it appeared that the house was trying to
show those near the ragged edge. Then
came another change, this time the house
getting the first run franchise of one of
the most popular brands, but still the manager failed to advertise, and it was largely
as the result of this policy that he lost

this franchise, it being taken over by ar
other house on the same street.
Then came another change back to till
special features, and then into vaudeville
' There never was any particular polic
for any length of time at this house. Fir'
the theatre tried to appeal to the societ
element and then reversed from that t
those patrons that the first run house ha
missed. Then it passed to those wh
wished to see drama that at least migh
be classed under the " strong " class. Prot
ably the best chance that the theatre ha
was when it secured the first run franchis
to which reference has been made. Th
manufacturer urged the theatre to adver
tise these pictures on a plane equal to th
other houses on the same street, but wit
the exception of an occasional spurt thi
policy was not followed.
Theatre J. never became identified in th
general public mind with any particula
class of pictures, and therefore it had n«
particular line of trade. In fact it shifte<
policies so often that one who was not ;
regular attendant never knew what sor
of pictures they would see there. The
did know the sort of pictures which th'
other leading downtown houses showed
and though, on account of peculiar ex
hibitors, war conditions that existed fo:
a while, there were a number of change:
in service franchises, yet the public wa:
familiar with the class of pictures.
Mark what the conditions were in tht
case of Theatre J. In the first place i
occupied a location where there had nevei
been a theatre before and there was needec
an advertising campaign to familiarize the
public with the house itself. This was noi
done. The manager bought the serial mentioned on the strength of the advertising
but did not keep up the advertising himself. When he got the second run franchise he still did not make any play foi
those who had failed to see these attractions at the other house.
the smallest
" special possible
feature " space
idea
heWhen
still he
usedgot the
in the newspapers. For some reason,
and mistaken in most cases, these picture;
are
have made
a " show
girl that
" appeal
but supposed
no effortto was
to get
anc
the advertising was done in the front oi
the house, in just sufficient superiority tc
disgust any of the highest class of fonnei
But the point was that the theatre nevei
patrons.
had any permanent policy — it never meam
anything to the general public. Wher
Theatre
J. got tothecure
firstitsrunerrors
privilege
had
a chance
of thti'
If your
past,
but ittheatre
didn't. is going to be a success
you've got to identify it with a certair
quality of pictures. People like to speal
about going to the Queen or the Standarc
or theof Victory
because
know The>
wha'
class
pictures they
will they
see there.
don't like to be unfamiliar with the atmosphere, in the first place and then b<
left in the air by the lack of advertising
Is Theatre J. like yours?
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Leading Exhibitor Finds
" Great
Value " in
Service Bureau
Harold B. Franklin, manager
I of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
\ and one of the leading exhibitors of the country, whose efforts
I have been noted many times reService
the Exhibitors'
cently in writes
Ij Bureau,
:
"The Motion Picture News
\ has always
been
anxiously
1 scrutinized and your depart1 ment has been not only interestI ing but of great value."
jmaMmnniHinnimiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMitHiiiiiiiuiitiitiiiiii mniiniiii minimi iminiiim

Atten
Many ParentsMatin
ee d Children's
Mall theatre, Cleveland, O., has scored
children's
with its
such a complete
matinees
that aftersuccess
the second
week it was
Iannounced that they would be continued
indefinitely. The bill on November 10 included "Chris and the Wonderful Lamp"
and comedy pictures. Two performances
are given at 9 and 10 :30.
On Saturday the Mall devoted the
greater part of its regular newspaper space
to the announcement of this matinee. Parents who accompanied their children were
admitted at the same price — ten cents.
Many attended. The regular feature was
shown at the afternoon and evening performance.
Theatre Saves Time by
" Forward " Exit
The forward exit plan that has proved
successful in street cars has been just as
irnuch of a success in one Minneapolis
:heatre. The Calhoun theatre, Girard avenue and Lake street, though in an outlying
i iistrict, is one of the large theatres of
i Vlinneapolis and one of the most crowded.
1 The lounge is packed to overflowing on
many nights and when one run is completed those who leave are asked to leave
i )y the exit near the screen. The theatre
) s on the corner and the exit opens to a
t ;ide street. This leaves the doors between
i he lounge and auditorium free for the new
I matrons to pass in without inconvenience.
20,000 Children See Film in
Minneapolis
Charles Branham, manager of the Strand
heatre, Minneapolis, made the whole city
ee " The Man Without a Country," when
t played in his house. He ran the film
n a week in which there were three school
lolidays due to an educational convention.
The theatre and the Minneapolis Journal
entered a partnership and the paper in/ited the children to be its guests. A couJon printed daily in the Journal admitted
he children free at children's matinees.
Three of the matinees were in the morning
lours when the theatre is ordinarily
:losed. Fully 20,000 children saw the film,
hey told their parents and the parents saw

j
j
j
j
j
j
j
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Striking lobby display put on by the Rialto theatre, Toronto, Canada, during the run of
"ofThe
of Death."
an Jockey
old circus
wagon. Note that the circus effect is fully carried out, even to the use
Canadians,
Set

Leaders

Fine

in Lobby

Example

Displays,

for American

Theatres

By William A. Bach
Service Head, Universal Film Co.
arresting and selling fronts that bring the
FROM what I have seen of the theatres
in multitudes to their houses.
in the United States, I'm convinced that people
Toronto might almost be called the home
the exhibitors of Canada and particularly
Eastern Canada have on the whole a keener
of lobby display, to such a fine point has
the art been brought. Most certainly, I
sense of display, of hitching up the selling
am sure, no American city can boast such
points of a picture to a big dominant display on the front of their houses, with the an array of clever, and carefully thought
out ideas, which is not to the credit of
consequent luring of dollars to their reAmerican showmen. At one time, when
spective tills.
our friend Kashin was in Montreal, that
Take for instance, the photo of the lobby
city was a great rival, but with Kashin's
on the " Jockey
of DeathThis
" which
companies this article.
picture,ac-I flitting to New York, Toronto has assumed the lead.
believe is a repeat in the Rialto theatre of
.Perhaps one of the most notable displays
Toronto, Canada, in whose lobby the disin Toronto, which by the way would have
play shown was erected. Mr. Stewart,
been a knock out in the United States was
the man who was responsible for the idea,
is one of the new school of exhibitors and
put
on by
the was
Rialtodecorated
for the "toCrisis."
Halfa
of the
lobby
represent
the proof of the pudding is that he is sucfort. The exit being through iron gates.
cessful. And at one time this house was
The other half brought back to the minds
a lemon in Toronto. Anyone who knows
the house realizes the wonderful change
of all that passed the country of the cotton fields and old log cabins. Through
that has taken place in it, with the new
the window of the cabin was seen the
owners who have had it for some months.
In this case the dominant idea of a White House and just above the window
circus was brought out to a nicety by the
the caption read " From Log Cabin to
White House." At the extreme left hand
circus " big top " — the circus ticket box —
corner of the lobby, there was a cut-out of
and the circus slogans. The whole, howAbraham Lincoln draped in an American
ever, was not allowed to degenerate into
flag, with a basket of raw cotton at his
a motley mess of apparata, but was held
feet. If this got crowds in British Torontogether by a uniformity of design and
to, what would have happened in volatile
decoration that put the whole thing over
New York, sentimental Washington or
with a punch.
sensation-loving Denver.
The Rialto is not the only house to use
It may seem that I have harped a little
these striking displays, although it is perhaps the most prominent of them all. The
too much on this one theater, but my excuse is that it is the leader in this move" Strand," the " Globe," the " Colonial,"
whose advertising on the Gray Ghost serial
ment of " sell your film on the sidewalk,
resulted in a line up on the last night that
not in the theatre" of which I am heartily
in accord and also, because I believe Mr.
smashed his front doors, "His Majesty's
Stewart deserves credit for what he is
and a dozen others downtown and suburdoing and for what he is teaching all of
an houses in Toronto, all through their
managers' use of brain and craft, have
us.
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Mae Murray in Parisian Society
Drama, " Princess Virtue " — Romance
(Bluebird Five-Reel Production)
Mae Murray, in a Parisian society drama,
" Princess Virtue,"
at the
theatre
week. will
In be
the seen
supporting
cast with
Miss Murray are Lule Warrenton, Wheeler Oakman, Clarissa Selwynne, Gretchen Lederer, Harry
von Meter, Paul Nicholson and Jean Hersholt.
In thisoratepicture
Murray Inwears
a mostof elabcollection Miss
of gowns.
support
Miss
Murray, Paul Nicholson, known to the millions
for his work on the musical comedy stage, will
be seen. Miss Murray has the part of Liane
Demarest. The drama is an adaptation from
Louise
Winter's
popular novel
the samesalons,
title.
It presents
the grandeur
of theof Parisian
night life in Paris and the gay life in general as
led by the idle rich. Liane Demarest is reared in
the midst of the gay life of Paris. Her companions are without funds but with high-sounding
names and respectable ancestry. She is an American by birth. She is sought by the social
lepers, who have nothing but ancestry to offer.
She has an adversion to their autocratic ways
and refuses to be led astray by their companionship. She loves the gay life and realizes that
only through associations with such men can she
move in the social circles. She finds true romance
at an unexpected time and from an unexpected
source.
is known
as " the
Princess
a relativeShelearning
through
papersVirtue
that "sheandis
associated with the society scandals, goes to Paris
to investigate. Her many adventures and the
events
which follow
her relative's attempt to draw
her away
ture worthfrom
while.her parasite friends from a picSee Mae Murray at the
theatre on
of
week in " Princess Virtue."
William Desmond in Irish Character Part
in Late Picture " The Sudden Gentleman "
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
The story of a rollicking Irish lad is told by
William Desmond in his late Triangle picture
entitled
" The running
Sudden through
Gentleman."
With
bits of humor
the five
reelsniceof
this dramatainment foit
serves
as
good,
refreshing
enterr drama on the screen. Mr. Desmond
is supported in this picture by Mary Mclvor,
Jack Richardson, Margaret Shillingford, A. Hollingsworth, Donald Pullen, Alberta Lee, Walter
Perry and Percy Callenger. Garry Garrity is the
role presented by Mr. Desmond and his leading
lady. Miss Mclvor presents that of Louise
Evans. Garry wakes one fine morning and finds
that he has fallen heir to a large fortune and the
guardianship of a young girl. He leaves his home
in the little Irish village for the city of Chicago.
Louise learns that she has been left by her
father's
will only
few thousand
dollars.
has
dreamed
of a a Count
whom she
wishes Sheto
marry but decides that the small amount of
money left to her by her uncle is not sufficient
to induce the Count to consider the marriage.
She events
is angered
by Garry's
free and
manners,
but
so shape
themselves
as toeasy
convince
her
that the real man is underneath the happy-golucky Irishman who is her guardian. They marry
and then a friend of the Count tries to comGarry. Garry
the Count toIn confess and promise
the way
is pavedforces
for happiness.
this
picture Mr. Desmond
gives
one
of the the
besttypical
characterizations ofhis career. He makes
Irishman. The story was written by R. Cecil
Smith and scenarioized by Joseph Anthony
Roach. Thomas N. Heffron directed.
At the
theatre on
of
week William Desmond in " The Sudden Gentleman," a Triangle feature.
Kitty Gordon in Latest World Picture,
"Her Hour"— Story of Modern Life
(World Five-Reel Production)
Modern life in a big city and the trials of a girl
who is compelled to face the world alone are the
points ofduction
interest
the Gordon.
World Film's
featuring inKitty
The latest
story prowas
written by Raymond Schrock and the production
made under
the
direction
of
George
Cowl.
Supporting Miss Gordon in this production are
George Morgan, George MacQuarrie, Edward
Burns, Lillian Cook, Eric Mayne, Yolande
Brown, Jean Wilson, Frank Beamish and Justine
Cutting. Miss Gordon presents the role of Rita
Castle, employed in a department store who,
because she resents the advances made by one
of her superiors, is discharged and is finally compelled to receive the attentions of a man whom
she does not love in order that she may earn a
livelihood. Her brother has been sentenced to a
term in prison and she is left alone to face the
world. The man soon tires of her and she meets
a prominent business man who loves her and they

Ad-Talks

READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
November 24, 1917.
FEATURES
PRODUCER
TITLE OF PLAY
Metro
The Square
5 reels
Mutual
S reels
World
Snap
Judgment
"
"
S reels
The
of"
Easy Fringe
MoneyDeceiver
Hoffman-Foursquarereels
7
' Sylvia of the Secret Pathe
5 reels
Triangle
5 reels
Societ" y " Triangle
' A Case at Law
5 reels
'' His
Fuel Old-Fashioned
of LifeService
"
"
reels
4
General
' The Fettered
Vitagraph
5 reels
Perfection
5 reels
' Gift o* Gab "
Metro
reels
6
' The Outsiders "
4
General
' Zollenstein "Woman d " " Paramount
reels
5
' Antics of Ann " Da Paramount
S reels
' Molly Entangled SERIALS
"
Who Is Number
Paramount, Third
One
Episode, 2 reels
marry. Trent, who had disgraced her, turns
up and her husband suspects that she has a past.
She admits that she has and is driven from the
house. Years later Trent is nominee for a public
office
him. and Rita is given the opportunity to defeat
" Her
Hour is" given
is thethetitle
of the picture
and
Miss
Gordon
opportunity
to display
all those talents that endeared her to the millions
when she was behind the footlights.
" Her Hour." with Kitty Gordon in the leading
role, will be shown on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week.
" The Regenerates," with Walt Whitman in
Featured Role — Alma Reubens Supporting
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
" The picture
Regenerates
" is Walt
the title
of the one
latestof
Triangle
featuring
Whitman,
the oldest and most capable character actors on
the screeen or stage. Alma Ruebens, one of the
most beautiful girls on the screen, presents the
principal feminine role. Others in the supporting
cast are Darrel Fpss, John Lince, Louis Durham,
Allan Sears, Wilfiam Broady and Pauline Stark.
Mr. Whitman presents the role of Mynderse Van
Dyun, of a wealthy New York family. His chief
aim in life was to bring about a marriage between
his granddaughter, Catherine Ten Eyck, and his
grandson, Pell Van Dyun. He wanted to perthe familyandname.
Catherine's
was
of a wildpetuatenature
had fallen
victim tocousin
the drug
habit. She detested him. Her choice was Paul
La Forge, whose family name was not high
sounding enough to please the old man. He obto his the
granddaughter's
to La
Forge. jectedPell,
grandson, hasmarriage
an unfortunate
affair
with
Nora,
Catherine's
maid,
and
Nora
forced to leave the house. La Forge and Pellis
quarrel
Catherine.
Soon ofafter
is
found over
on the
lawn in front
the Pell's
house body
and
La Forge is held for the murder. Later he is
released because of lack of evidence and he and
Catherine
that the
murdered manareandmarried.
Nora hadIt develops
been secretly
married.
A baby is born to Nora. The old man, proud of
his ancestry, is finally reconciled to the situation
and
gratefully ofacknowledges
Nora's little son as
the possessor
the family name.
Walt
Whitman
in
"
The
Regenerates
" will on
be
seen on the of
screen ofweek.
the
theatre
" For Valour," with Winifred Allen
Featured — Story of a Sister's Sacrifice
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
Winifred Allen presents the featured role of
I. A. R. Wylie's story, " For Valour," a five-part
Triangle production to be seen at the
theatre
week.veteran
'Melialiving
Nobbs
is the
daughter of a Boer War
in Canada.
When
the great
breaks show.
out 'Melia
is a chorus
girl inEuropean
a musicalwarcomedy
Her
brother works for a small salary and through his
desire to furnish the girl whom he loves with
pretty clothes gets into financial troubles and asks
'Meliatheatre
to assist
the manager
the
wherehim.she 'Melia
works asks
to advance
her theof
money but he refuses. Leaving the th-eatre she
sees the star's purse lying on the dressing table
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and takes it. The manager sees her. She returni
home and gives the money to her brother and
urges him to enlist. He does so. She is later
arrested. The strain has been telling and she
collapses and is taken to the hospital. Her
brother wins honors on the battlefield and returning learns of the sacrifice that his sister had made.
The manner in which he makes restitution for
his sister's sacrifices for him is told in this most
interesting drama, with Winifred Allen interRichard
Barthelmas
presents preting
thethe role
role ofof 'Melia.
the slacker
brother.
Henry
Weaver and Mabel Ballin are in support. " For
Valour " is a strong, meaning drama and contains
everything tainment
thaton thegoesscreen.
to make The
for an
hour's enterproduction
was
made under the direction of Albert Parker and
supervised by Allan Dwan.
At the
theatre on
of
week, " For Valour," with Winifred Allen in the
leading feminine role, supported by Richard Barthelmas.
" I Will Repay," Adapted from O. Henry
Story, with Corinne Griffith Featured
(Vitagraph Five-Reel Production!
O. Henry's " A Municipal Report " has been
adapted
toandtheit screen
thesaidtitlethatof it" Iis Will
Repay
can ofbe under
safelyHenry
one
of the "best
works
Mr.
that has been
produced for the silent drama. The story is laid
in the South and has been produced by Vitagraph
under the direction of William P. S. Earle. with
the typical Southern atmosphere abounding in
every scene. It is one of the very human stories
by this author, who has written of those phases
of life and those in it that most appeal. His
characters are taken from life and made to enact
the natural. His character of Virginia Rodney
is impersonated by Corinne Griffith, who has
been
seen in some of Forth
Vitagraph's bestthefive-reel
productions.
principal supportingGeorge
role of Roger presents
Kendall, a young
newspaper reporter who is sent to Kentucky to
obtain the services of Azalea Adair, a woman
writer. At the station in Nashville he gives the
old darkey who takes him to the home of Miss
Adair a torn dollar bill, and through the medium
of this bill he learns information that reveals the
secret of athe
writer's
life.andHe later
alsomarries
meets
Virginia,
friend
of thesad
writer,
her. It develops that her husband, who is a
drunkard, has been extorting money from her
and that she has given it to him to save herself
from disgrace. He is seen spending the money
which Kendall had given her as advance money
on her contract and the old darkey servant, who
had seen him take it from his mistress, follows
and kills him. Through the entire run of this
picturization
of Miss
O. Henry's
an
appealing note.
Griffith work
in the there
leadingisrole
is everything that the character of Virginia should
week.
be. At the
theatre on
of
" A Little Patriot," with Baby Marie Osborne
— Patriotic Drama with Many Surprises
(Pathe Five-Reel Production )
Pathe presents Baby Marie Osborne, the child
actress,of inArc." A The
Littlelittle
Patriot,"
Joan
actressa modern
will be story
seen onof
the screen of the
theatre on
of
week and will give her audiences her
idea of patriotism. John W. Grey is the author
and the picture was produced under the direction
of William Bertram. Little Miss Osborne has
the role of the little patriot, whose teacher reads
her the story of Joan of Arc and who is so impressed bythat
the patriotism
the French
that
she insists
her father ofenlist
and do girl
his part
in the war. Her father feels that he should not
enlist,
daughter's
insistence
prevailsbutandhishelittle
leaves
for France.
Mariefinally
organizes a company of soldiers among her playmates.
The
little
patriot's
mother
takes
a
boarder
whose actions arouse the suspicions of Marie. He
does not leave his room and explains that he is
working noticedonand crawling
an invention.
Marie
in un-a
under the
sofa slips
overhears
conversation between the strange boarder and his
friend. They leave with a suit case and Marie
follows. Her mother searches the room and finds
evidence to convince her that the boarder is a
spy. Little Marie, who has followed the two men
to the laboratory of a rich manufacturer, sees the
men light a bomb and run. She picks it up and
is injured. The owner of the building finds her
and takes her to her mother. When he arrives
with Marie he recognizes her mother as his long
missing daughter.
At the
theatre on
of
week, Baby Marie Osborne in " A Little Patriot."
Little Mary McAlister Has Adventure
When " Sadie Goes to Heaven " Is Shown
(Perfection Fire-Reel Production)
" Sadie Goes to Heaven " is the title of the late
five^reel production featuring Little Mary McAlister,
Essanay'simpression
clever child
who leftof
such
a favorable
withactress
her millions
admirers when she appeared in the " Do Children
Count " series a few months ago. Since then she
has
in several
five-part
dramas
has
met appeared
with success
as a star.
In her
late and
picture

December 1, 1917
she is given the role of Sadie, a six year old child
of the tenements, to impersonate. Sadie has a
vision of heaven awakened within her by the
teachings of a settlement worker. She sees the
worker's motor car standing in front of the mission house and thinking that this is part of her
reward in heaven, she jumps in, conceals herself
in the clothes hamper, and is whirled away to the
beautiful home of Mrs. Riche. She is discovered
by the servants and they, thinking that Mrs.
Riche would give her the best of care, dress the
little stranger in beautiful finery and turn her
loose in the big mansion. Mrs. Riche returns
unexpectedly and is immediately won over by the
child's panied
winning
ways.Riche
Sadie's
her and Mrs.
ordersdogthehaddog accomto be
put out. Sadie refuses to stay unless her dog
remains so she departs for home and tells her
mother
that inshethe has
Sadie'sa
experiences
homebeenof toMrs.heaven.
Riche form
quality of entertainment on the screen that is
seldom surpassed. Comedy, pathos and child
simplicity are combined to make an hour or
more of real, satisfying entertainment.
See Little Mary McAlister in " Sadie Goes to
Heaven,"on
to be shownof
on the screen
theatre
week.of the
"All for a Husband," Virginia Pearson's
Late Picture — Impersonates Dual Role
(Fox Five-Reel Production)
Pearson
an all-star
cast
of Virginia
Fox screen
artists,supported
includingbyDorothy
Quincy,
Gladys Kelly, Carl Moody and Williams Crimans,
appears at the
theatre
week in
one of the most unusual photodramas ever presented on the screen of a theatre. " All for a
Husband sonates"adual
is the
Pearson
role.titleTheandstoryMisshinges
on theimperfact
that
Henry Hardin
is a isso-called
and Henrietta
Hardin
convinced" woman-hater
by his sister"
that she is the one woman in the world who can
bring about a reformation in the life and ways
ofHardin
thinking
She isandliving
-at her
the
campof inherthebrother.
Adirondacks
writes
brother to the effect that she has a friend stopping
with her whom she wants him to meet. He writes
her that he does not trust any woman and does
not want to meet her friend. Myra Haynes, who
is mentally deranged and a patient at the sanitarium nearby, escapes. His sister and Henrietta
get an idea and Henrietta leaves for the city.
Myra also arrives at the same time and announces
during a political meeting at which Hardin is
speaking that she is his wife. Myra goes to his
home, having
been thegiven
the key
by Hardin's
sister,
and awaits
coming
of Hardin.
The
complications that follow this mix-up form the
important events in this late Fox production, " All
for a Husband," featuring Virginia Pearson. Miss
Pearson's last picture was " Thou Shalt Not
Steal."
ThisHerwaslateacclaimed
big success
by
I the
critics.
picture isa equally
as good
and different from anything that has been seen
I on the screen.
" Allthe
for a Husband
" will
I be Virginia
seen on Pearson
the screenin of
theatre
on
I
of
week.
Jack Pickford and Louise Huff in
" Jack and Jill " — Story witb a Punch
(Paramount Five-Heel Production)
Another five-reel feature, with Jack Pickford
and Louise Huff in the leading roles. A typical
Pickford-Huff story, offering opportunities for
both to present themselves in true fashion. " Jack
and Jillgaret
" Turnbull,
is the who
title.hasIt was
written many
by Mar-of
contributed
Paramount successes to the screen, and adapted
by Gardner Hunting. The picture was produced
under the direction of William D. Taylor. Jack
Pickford has the role of Jack Ranney, who has
set out to win his fortune with his fists. He
enters the roped arena for one purpose — to obtain
enough money to marry Jill ( Louise Huff). The
picture opens with Jack and Jill standing in front
of a motion picture theatre debating whether or
no they shall spend the price of admission. While
discussing this important matter the manager of
an athletic club approaches Jack and offers him
a good proposition if he will fight. Jack consents,
not fight
knowing
that and
the Jack
fightdelivers
has been
" fixed."
The
is staged
the knockout
blow. The managers tell him that he has killed
his opponent and offer him $25 to leave town.
Jack takes the money and leaves for New York.
New York doesn't
hima and
manyin
adventures
he findsappeal
himselfto in
ranchaftertown
Texas. He boasts of what he accomplished in the
fighting game in the East and the cowboys arrange with some friendly Mexicans to call his
bluff. What happens and haw Jill learns of the
true state of affairs concerning the fight follows.
Jack and Jill are united and settle down in the
little ranch town to happiness.
Jack Pickford and Louise Huff at the
theatre in " Jack and Jill."
Zoe Rae, Most Talented Child Actress
on the Screen in " The Cricket "
(Butterfly Five-Reel Production^
Zoe Rae, one of the most talented child actresses on the screen, is featured in a late Butterfly production
in fiveonreels
Cricket,"■.—
which
will be seen
the entitled
screen of"The
the
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FILE AWAY AD TALKS
AND KEEP INDEX
OF THEM
Read over all of these now,
then file them away. For
your index book you will find
it convenient to clip the box
which appears each week telling of the subjects covered in
the last issue. Then you can
file these entire pages or the
entire issue away, and find
the matter you need at any
time by referring to your
ready made index.
theatre on
of
week. The story
opens in the Latin quarter of New York, where
The Cricket, a child of six, is found. Saveline,
Caesar and Pinglet live in the Latin quarter and
when ThehemiansCricket's
mother Twelve
dies theyears
threeelapse
Boadopt the child.
and The Cricket has become a beautiful girl.
Her three benefactors, who made a vow that a
woman should never come between them have
been successful. The three men have devoted
their lives to the happiness of the adopted child
and when she refuses to marry the man whom
they have chosen for her they adopt ways and
means to prevent her from marrying another.
They talk
persuade him with
not toPascal,
see herwhom
again.sheSheloves,
stealsandaway,
finds Pascal and they are married. She becomes
a great factors
actress
later her
three girl
bene-is
see her and
at theyears
theatre.
A little
brought coverstothatthe
and he disshe box
is theSaveline
child ofoccupies
The Cricket.
He
takes the child to the garret, invites his two
friends, whom he has not seen for years, and
waits for The Cricket to come for her child.
She finds
ness results.them and a happy reunion and forgiveMary Miles Minter in Typical Minter Production, "The Mate of the Sally Ann"
(Mutual Five-Reel Production)
" The
Mate featuring
of the Sally
Ann Miles
" is theMinter
next that
Mutual release,
Mary
will be shown at the
theatre. The little actress has been given an ideal part to interpret in this production, and she does not disappoint. She presents the role of Sally, the ward
of an old sea captain, who has had unpleasant
acquaintances in the world, and keeps as nearly
isolated from others as possible. Sally who is
full of life and fond of acquaintances is kept
aboardsult thatthesheshipis as
as possible,
the relittlemuch
acquainted
with with
the outside
world. Nearby Hugh Schuyler and his mother
live in the summer colony. Hugh makes daily
visits to the home of Judge Gordon, and reads
law with the old man. The Judge is alone in the
world, his only companion being a dog. Sally,
while lowsonit tothe thebeach
the dog,There
and folhomeplaying,
of itssees
master.
she
meets Hugh, and finds in him the ideal of her
dreams. The Judge is struck by her beauty, and
gives her the dog as a token of his friendship.
Thereafter Hugh comes to the beach often to see
Sally. The Captain sees him on one occasion and
drives him away. The Judge gives a party, and
Sally is invited. She is given pretty dresses and
wears shoes and stockings for the first time.
The Captain suspecting that she is at the home
of the Judge follows her there and takes her
home. blance
Thebetween
nextSallydayandthehisJudge
a resemwife, sees
and discovers
on investigation that she is his daughter. The
Captain, the Judge, and Hugh are united, and
isSaUy
hers.is made mistress of a yacht and happiness
Edna Goodrich Presents Red Cross Nurse
in Her Latest Picture, " American Maid "
(Mutual Five-Reel Production)
In the role of a Red Cross nurse, serving the
wounded in France, Edna Goodrich comes to
the
theatre on
of
week. " American Maid " is the title of the fivereel drama, in which Miss Goodrich will be seen.
In the liamsupporting
GeorgeHopkins.
Henery, Miss
WilB. Davidsoncastandare:John
Goodrich is known to the thousands who have
patronized the spoken drama, for she has been
seen in some of the biggest successes on Broadway. It is just recently that she has entered the
studio to work before the camera, but in the
comparatively short time she has given to the
work of the silent drama she has gained a reputation equally as good as followed her in the
spoken drama. In her latest work before the
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camera, she presents the role of Virginia Lee, a
Red Cross nurse. David Starr, an American soldier in France (part interpreted by William Davidson), describes to his comrades in arms, the
ideal
Shortlywhoafterward
is wounded,
sees ingirl.
the nurse
cares forhe him
while in and
the
hospital, the ideal girl of his dreams. Starr is
sent to Washington to recover from his wounds,
and there,
at thethat
Embassy
ginia. Realizing
he can Ball,
neverhewinmeets
her Virlove
in his station, he goes West to make his fortune.
There he meets with adventure, and it develops
that
him. Virginia is the one who is destined to free
At the
theatre on
of
week, Edna Goodrich in " American Maid."
Claire McDowell Seen in Thrilling
Scenes Five-Reel
in " The Production)
Ship of Doom "
(Triangle
Claire McDowell, whom you will remember for
her appearances in the silent drama when the
single and two-reelers were the features of the
motion picture theatre's program, is featured in
a late release of Triangle, entitled " The Ship of
Doom."wards andMonte
Arthurare Millet,
Aaron The
EdFrank Blue,
Brownlee
in support.
story was written and directed by Wyndham Gittens. fordMiss
McDowell
and Blanche
Sweetplayed
when with
theseMary
two Pickstars
were featured in the old Biograph dramas. She
is one of the best known actress on the screen,
and her ability to interpret character woman roles
is known to the millions. In this late Triangle
feature, Miss McDowell presents the role of
Clara Gove, belle of a little fishing village. She
is engaged to Martin Shaw. She boasts of her
friendship with Jeff Wittlesey and Martin kills
him. Before the guilt is fixed, Martin and she
escape on a fishing launch. One of the crew falls
in lovetin. with
he conspires
MarThere isClara,
mutinyandaboard
the ship,to itkillcatches
fire, and Clara and Martin find themselves tothe same
goes on
over-a
boardgethertoin save
Clara,lifeboat.
and theMartin
two meet
desert island.
" The Ship of Doom," with Claire McDowell
in the leading role, will be seen at the
theatre on
of
week.
" The Man from Montana," with Neal
Hart and Vivian Rich in Leading Roles
(Butterfly Five-Reel Production)
" The Man from Montana " is the latest Butterfly production, featuring Neal Hart, who is known
to the millions for his characterizations of Western era.
roles,There
andarehis thrills
thrillingaplenty
stunts inbefore
the camthis Butterfly
offering which is typically Western, and is punctuated by rapid-fire
action Mr.
in every
scene — with
every flash
of the camera.
Hart presents
the
part of Duke Farley, part owner of mining property in the little town of Green Water in the
heart of the West. His partner, Dad Petzel
(George Berrell), is given the power to dispose
of the mining property. During the absence of
Duke, Dad sells the more productive of the two
mines to a gang of speculators. The speculators
had introduced
girl to and,
Dad, having
and he trusted
having succumbed to her abeauty
her,
sold the mine. When Duke returns and learns
of the transaction, he starts East to apprehend
the swindlers and the adventures, he has form
the main action of this powerful drama. Dad and
his pals follow Duke to the Eastern city, and having indulged too freely in liquor, find themselves
along the water front, and are taken by the crew
of a sailing vessel and find themselves shanghaied.
The swindlers are apprehended, and Duke finds
the one girl in all the world who can make his
life happy. In the cast with Mr. Hart are E. J.
Piel, Betty Lamb, Willard Wayne and Vivian
Rich,
who Man
is Mr.from
Hart's
new leading
" The
Montana
" will lady.
be seen at
the
theatre
on
of
week.
" The Sea Crawler " — Third Episode of
" Who Is Number One? "—Kathleen Clifford
(Paramount Serial, Two-Reel Production)
"The Sea Crawler" is the title of the third
episode
of "Who
Is Number
One? " Paramount's
first serial
production,
with Kathleen
Clifford in
the featured role. This baffling mystery story
from the pen of Anna Katherine Green is replete
with thrills and surprises. The first two episodes
you have seen. Hand-to-hand conflicts on the
bottom of the ocean and thrilling adventures with
a submarine are the sensational thrills that will
be seen in this late episode. The Hales, assisted
by Aimee, continue the search for their enemies.
They follow in a submarine. The party reach a
treasure ship and Tommy Hale and his companions don diving suits and leave the submarine.
Tommy is captured and imprisoned in the treasure
ship. The T-T-T lays plans to dynamite the ship.
This episode reveals some of the most thrilling
stunts ever accomplished before a camera and
stands out as a rapid-fire, sure-hit chapter in this
mystery
serial.
At the
theatre on
of — —
week, the third episode of Paramount's mystery
serial
"
Who
Is
Number
One?
" " Sea
Crawler
the title of this episode. Kathleen
Clifford "is isfeatured.
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Globe

Films Distribute Paralta

Plays in Canada
Arrangements have been consummated
between Carl Anderson, president of Paralta Plays, Inc., and Arthur Cohen, president of Globe Films, Limited, of Toronto,
Ontario, under the terms of which the
Globe Films, Limited, will be the distributors of Paralta Plays throughout the Dominion of Canada.
This deal will no doubt have a very
great and far reaching influence on the motion picture industry as it brings into correlation in interests another distributing
organization with Paralata Plays which are
to be distributed throughout the United
States by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Globe Films, Limited, have been a potent
factor in the film industry for a number
of years and represent in Canada the output of the foremost film producing companies in the world. Philip Kauffman,
vice-president of the company, who is one
of the early pioneers of the Canadian film
industry, has been in New York for a number of days arranging the details for the
distribution and is most enthusiastic over
the Paralta Plays which he has seen.
Paralta Plays include the productions of
Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan and
Henry B. Walthall. "A Man's Man," in
which Mr. Kerrigan appears as the star,
will be the first picture to be released under
this agreement. This will be followed by
Bessie Barriscale in Harold MacGrath's
secret service classic, " Madam Who," after
which will come " His Robe of Honor," in
which Henry B. Walthall will make his
debut as a Paralta star.
Woman Exhibitor of Moncton
Robbed of Receipts
Mrs. Walter Davidson, proprietress of
the Dreamland theatre in Moncton, N. B.,
was the victim of masked bandits one
night recently. She was held up in true
Western style, the robbers binding and
gagging her and robbing the safe of the
day's receipts.
It had been Mrs. Davidson's custom to
bank her weekly receipts on Monday morning, but the week of the robbery, which
occurred on Saturday, she had gone to the
and thus only one day's
day early,
bank a was
money
in the theatre.
Edmund

Owens Appointed to New
Brunswick Board
The vacancy on the New Brunswick
Board of Motion Picture Censors has
been filled by the appointment of Edmund
Owens, who for many years has been a
follower- of the theatre here and was for
a time the St. John representative of the
Dramatic Mirror.
Mr. Owens is well known to the film
men and theatre managers, and is expected to prove a satisfactory official.

Breezy Items
Charles Lalumiere, manager of the Montreal
office of the Specialty Film Import, Ltd., recently
to his
office there
from very
a tripgood.
to Ottawa. He returned
reported
business
J. Lieberman,
managerX. ofB.,thewasFoxin Film
Corporation ot St. John.
Montreal
the past few days, taking up several matters of
importance with the Montreal offices.
Joe Kauffman, of the Montreal office of Globe
Films, has been appointed manager of the St.
John office ot Globe, which was recently opened.
Visitors who were recently noticed at the
Canadianrange their
Universal
Toronto,included
to arprogramsExchange
for thein winter,
Manager Morgan, of the» Princess, Stratford,
Ont., and Manager Jackson, of Xewmarket, Ont.
The following out-of-town exhibitors were in
Montreal
the interests
of theirtheatre,
various housesrecently
: Georgein Yallieres,
Olympia
Grand Mere ; A. Parent, Casino theatre, Three
Rivers ; D. Bertrand, Princess theatre. Riviere du
Loup, atre,
andQuebec.Henri Paguet, of the Auditorium theJohn F.N. O'Connell,
the will
Academy
of Manager
Music, Halifax,
S., which of
house
begin
showing pictures the first of the year, was in
New York recently in connection with the inauguration ofthe new policy at his theatre. The
Academy
stock house.has heretofore been a 'legitimate and
Academy of Music in Halifax
Shows Pictures
An announcement of interest in motion picture circles in the Maritime Provinces is that the Academy of Music, Halifax, which has hitherto played only legitimate companies and for five years has been
the home of a winter stock company, is
to join the ranks of the converts to the
silent drama. Manager John F. O'Connell,
who has directed the Academy's destinies,
is the moving spirit in a syndicate of
Halifax men who have acquired the lease
of the theatre, and will run it as a combination picture and vaudeville house, playing the better class of road attractions.
Mr. O'Connell will continue as manager
and it is understood the house will be run
in close co-operation with the Imperial,
St. John, as to bookings.
The change will take effect the first of
the year. The Academy of Music is an
historic old theatre, one of the finest in the
Provinces.
Bessie Love Company Gets Scenes
at Palm Beach
Bessie Love, the Pathe star, has gone to
Palm Beach, Florida, with her director,
Madame Blache, and a large company
which includes Donald Hall and Flora
Finch.
Miss Love's first work under the Pathe
banner is on Henry Kitchell Webster's
" Spring of the Year." The script requires
much work in and on the ocean. Palm
Beach now has two companies working on
Pathe pictures — the Bessie Love company
and an Astra company, with Gladys Hulette
and Creighton Hale. The Astra company
is under the direction of Hobart Henley.

Loew Opens New Combination
House in Montreal
Marcus Loew's new motion picture theatre and vaudeville house on St. Catherine
street, West, Montreal, was opened Monday, November 19, to a packed house, and
everyone who attended the opening expressed themselves highly pleased with the
theatre and the program presented.
The theatre is said to be the largest and
costliest in Canada, and is probably one
of the finest in the world. The big feature for the opening was Norma Talmadge
in " The Secret of the Storm Country."
No expense has been spared in building. The costliest Italian marble, expensive silk for the walls, heavy velour
hangings, the finest painters and artists
for mural decorative work — all have combined to make it not only a theatre, but
a show place, a palace of art second to
none. It will seat 3,400 people. In this
temple of amusement will be shown feature photoplay productions of the very
best, with an orchestra of twenty pieces.
Exhibitors in British Columbia
Organize
The owners and
managers of the motion picture theatres in British Columbia,
according to respondent
Motion
Picture
corin Toronto,
have News'
organized
under the name of the Moving Picture
Exhibitors' Association. Immediately following its formation, the organization declared itis here to stay, and that the exhibitors realize the only way they can
stand up for themselves is by organizing.
Officers elected were J. R. Muir, of the
Dominion theatre, president ; Hector
Quogliotti, Colonial theatre, vice-president;
Frank Gow, of Broadway theatre, secretary- W. P. Dewees and F. Gow were
appointed to secure information for the
association in regard to the new amusement tax and the revenue being raised
from this source for the Provincial Government.
in Winnipeg
First Western
Canada Film Ball
The first film ball to take place in western Canada has been set for November 29
at the Fort Garry Hotel, in Winnipeg,
under the auspices of the Manitoba Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Association, it was announced last week. Arrangements have
been made to utilize both ballrooms on
the seventh floor of the hotel for the ball;
dancing in one hall and vaudeville in the
other. The entertainment is expected to
be on a pretentious scale, with enough of
interest to attract all the film people within
that section of the province. Exhibitors
of Winnipeg have been making arrangements for the presence of several well
known picture stars, to lend distinction to
the ball.
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" Retreat of Germans " Gets Many
Bookings
After proving to be a box-office attraction over the Keith and Orpheum circuits
the various Pathe exchanges, it is 'announced, are booking " The Retreat of the
Germans at the Battle of Arras " in many
of the best theatres of the country for extended runs.
Among the houses booking the six two(reel episodes are the Market and Beaver
Realty Co. of Newark, N. J., for two
weeks, the Orpheum of Madison, Wis., for
three days; Poli's Bijou, New Haven, and
'Poli's Plaza of Bridgeport, Conn., for
!three days each; the Orpheum of Champaign, 111., for three days ; the Empress of
Decatur, 111., for three days; the Mt. Mor^is, New York City, for two days; the
Strand of Torrington, Conn., and the Libjerty of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for two days.
'Among other houses booking the attraction
are the Rose of Chicago, the Montclair of
Montclair, N. J., the Community of
Oneida, N. Y., and the Washington,
Claremont and Palace of New York City
Storm Ties Up Goldwyn Company
in Maine
Mae Marsh, Goldwyn star, who, .until
her debut under that trade mark in " Polly
of the Circus," was familiar with only the
balmy climate of California, had a real
taste of Eastern climatic conditions recently when the company with which she
is engaged in making her next photoplay
to follow " Sunshine Alley," took her to
Sebasco, Maine, to " shoot " a number of
fishing and seacoast scenes.
At Sebasco the company, which included
the entire cast of " The Beloved Traitor,"
together with Director William Worthington; his assistant, F. A. Thurston, and
George Hill, cameraman, was weatherbound at the hotel for three days. In
addition to Miss Marsh, the cast of players numbered E. K. Lincoln, George Fawcett, Hedda Hopper, J. A. Furrey, Jack
Ridgevvay, Myra Brooks, Louis Grisel and
Ann Pallette.
Gail Henry Appears in L-Ko
Comedies in Future
Gail Henry, who has established herself
as comedienne of Joker Comedies under
Universal brand, has transferred her activities to L-Ko, and will work opposite Hughie
Mack and Bobby Dunn. Thus, talent from
three well-known brands will assemble in
this particular L-Ko organization; Hughie
Mack having lately come from Vitagraph,
Bobby Dunn from Keystone, and Miss
Henry from Joker. President Julius Stern,
of L-Ko, made the trip to Los Angeles to
rearrange the comedy organizations in consultation with J. G. Blystone, director general of L-Kos. There will be further
changes, it is announced.
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Fall ofIs Said
Romanoffs"
Opens
of Russian Idea
Incidents in
That Producing
Can
to Be First Big Story
renon
Discovers
Elastic
Quality
Be Changed with the Times — B
screen a combination of the salient qualities
THE rapidly changing political situation
of the history, drama, and newspaper.
in Russia, in bringing out the unique
American directors have contributed the
quality of Herbert Brenon's " The Fall of
flash-back, the close-up, and other essenthe Romanoffs," is said to be revealing a
tials of the screen play of today. Mr.
new field of thought in film production.
The screen story of the birth of Russian
Brenon believes that, through his " Fall of
freedom is claimed to be the first producthe Romanoffs,"
sion to the screen.he is giving a new mistion ever made which can be changed with
the times.
Already a new scene has been added to
" The Fall of the Romanoffs." This shows
Mr. Brenon created " The Fall of the
the appearance of Charles Edward Russell,
Romanoffs " as complete in every way as
the socialist member of the American
possible. When he filmed it, it is said, he
had no intention of adding new scenes.
(Root) Commission, before the Russian
However, as events in Russia developed,
Duma. Through the interest of labor
the director found that history itself was
leaders in the production, Mr. Russell himfurnishing new and vital incidents of
self posed staged
in a reproduction
of the
Duma's
striking dramatic force.
reception,
at the Brenon
studios.
Thus the producer hit suddenly upon a
It is said to be very possible that other
scenes will be incorporated in the historical
new idea, capable of great scope and posdrama. If the Bolsheviki revolution
sibilities. Mr. Brenon has unexpectedly
proved that a big photodramatic story
proves a fore-runner of other startling decould be built around current history, and
velopments inPetrograd, these will necesthen kept alive and up-to-date by additions
sarily be added to " The Fall of the
from time to time.
With these possible additions in view,
The elastic quality of " The Fall of the
Romanoffs."
Mr. Brenon has retained all the players
Romanoffs " is considered unlike anything
in the development of the silent drama,
who participated in the production, so that
opening up a hitherto untouched field of
he
may call upon them at a moment's
notice.
thought in screen production. It gives the

Cinderella
Named
as Holiday Goldwyn
Has Been Man"
Set for Release
on December
16, with Mae Marsh
in the Star Role — Said to Follow Original Story Closely
THE

release of the Goldwyn production,
" The Cinderella Man," starring Mae
Marsh, which has been set for December
16, has been apparently well timed by Goldwyn for holiday showing at first-run photoplay theatres. The very nature of the
story makes it exceptionally well adapted
to feature purposes during the Christmas
and New Year period.
Importance of the holiday note to exhibitors throughout the country, according
to Goldwyn, can not be over-emphasized,
for the Christmas period, it is cited, is
notoriously slack for theatres, the money
of the public being devoted to gifts rather
than to amusement and entertainment ; and
special inducements are required to keep
up the average of patronage.
In " The Cinderella Man " the entire
action takes place during the Christmas
season ; and it is said to be full of holiday decoration, Christmas cheer and good
will to men.
However, although the story has an unusual number of elements that apply to
the holidays, it is said to constitute a yearround appeal, a fact attested by the long
run of the play when it was on the speaking stage. According to the statement
from the Goldwyn offices, the play by
Edward Childs Carpenter, the well known
dramatist and short story writer, required

little or no change to adapt it to the screen,
so its popularity in the new field seems
virtually an assured fact through its success in the world of the regular theatre.
It is said, further, that Mae Marsh has
not found a more congenial part in her
entire screen experience, than the role of
Margaret Caner, the millionaire's daughter
in " The Cinderella Man."
The play derives its title, " The Cinderella Man," from the circumstance that the
hero is as poor and generally miserable
as the little girl in the classic fairy tale, a
poet living in a garret ; and the heiress
who reciprocates his love is a veritable
fairy godmother, bringing him all manner
of riches in a mysterious way.
Fannie Ward Begins Her Work
for Pathe
Fannie Ward, the Pathe star, has already
started work in the Astra studios on " Innocent," the George Broadhurst play produced by A. H. Woods, which had a run
in New York and on the road some seasons back. " Innocent " ran at the Eltinge
theatre for six months with Pauline Frederick as the star. George Fitzmaurice is
directing the picture which will be one of
the Pathe Plavs.
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Reproductions of the Cover, an
Frontispiece
and Two
Pages inAre
Jewel's
Edition
de Luxe of
" Pay Phillips
Me," Fivein Thousand
Equal Number
of Dollars,
BeingElaborate
Distributed
to Advertise
Dorothy
the Feature.Copies of Which, at a Cost

Jewel

Booster for "Pay
Publishes
Is Edition De LuxeNifty
in Things of Its Kind, and Represents
Cost of $5,000, After Seven Weeks in Preparing and Printing

AN edition de luxe of " Pay Me," the
five-act Jewel production, is off the
press, and represents one of the most
comprehensive photodramatic campaign
complements ever issued. It was conceived and developed in the New York
offices of Jewel Productions, Inc., and is
said to have cost $5,000. It was seven
weeks in the making; nine different types
of paper were used in its construction,
each page representing a plate, hand-drawn
and hand-lettered; six artists are represented. Some 5000 copies are being
issued.
The book proper has sixty-six pages,
with French fold, shadowed cover, bound
with silk cord and bow, an inner cover,
back and front, of spiderweb tissue. The
cover design, printed in black and gold
and embossed, represents a jewel box,
with contents escaping. The hand lettering announces, " Jewel Productions, Inc.,
Present Dorothy Phillips, The Idol of
Millions, in ' Pay Me.' "
The mottled paper employed for this
cover, which is peculiarly appropriate for
it, was secured after three weeks of effort,
through a New York jobber, from an upstate mill, which, because of war conditions, had discontinued making the superweave. Superfine white coated paper- is
employed in the rest of the book, which
boasts in the centre a 21 x 8^-inch insert
photograph of Miss Phillips, the production's star.
The pictures and photographic compositions of the book are backed with delicate
buff tints, which bring out the fine details
of the drawings. The first page announces
in hand-embossed black and gold the
book's contents. The second page
presents an autographed photograph of
Miss Phillips. Page three presents Miss
Phillips, wearing her much-discussed
trouserette gown, poised, butterfly-like,
above a dazzling background of Broadway,
at night. Page four introduces scenes
from "The Nugget" wherein is staged
the big manfight of the piece, and the
roulette table which plays so vital a share

Me"

in the Jewel production. A clever innovation gives credit to Director Joseph De
Grasse, to De Jonjhe for the costumes, to
Bess Meredith for the scenario, to
Brinkerhoff for locations, scenes and
settings, and to King Gray for the superphotogi aphy.
The entire remainder of the book is occupied by reproductions of headlines and
criticisms, — excerpts from New York daily
and trade papers, commenting on " Pay
Me." A synopsis of the piece, an effective
page of stills, from tense moments in the
drama, advertising aids to the exhibitor,
co-operative press suggestions, cuts, pages,
illustrative in art and copy of the primitive
passions, love, hate, fear, jealousy, which
largely feature the offering, alternate
effectively with these critic pages.
The last five pages of the book are occupied by the five other exceptional Jewel
offerings which have attracted such widespread attention since the inception of
Jewel Productions, Inc.. in the early
Autumn.
" Freedom of World " Sweeps
Critics Off Feet
What was intended to be a mere experimental showing developed into what
Goldwyn considers a season's event when
that company began its distribution of Ira
M. Lowry's production, " For the Freedom
of the World," with an engagement at the
Victoria theatre in Philadelphia.
Goldwyn announced this week that the
dailies of the Quaker City outdid themselves in extended encomiums of praise
that were longer in many cases than the
reviews accorded elaborate productions
on the legitimate stage.
As a sample of the reviews in Philadelphia Goldwyn furnishes the following,
from a daily that accorded the picture
" three stars " as a mark of excellence :
" The story has real grip and dramatic
intensity, and incorporates about the best
battle scene any patriotic picture has so
far included."

Elsie Ferguson's New Feature ]
Completed
Walter E. Greene, president of Artcrai
announced last week that a new photopb
with Elsie Ferguson as star, has been con
pleted, and is a dramatization of the bool
" Rose of the World."
"In this subject," said Mr. Green
" Miss Ferguson is seen in a role simils
to those in which she has won her triumph
on the regular stage. The press of th
country has been flooded with praise b
dramatic critics of Miss Ferguson's emc
tional work, and in ' Rose of the World
she is given an opportunity of displayin
these talents with the widest latitude. A
Rosamond, the heroine of the story, sh
encounters incidents of such dramatic in
tensity
that Tourneur,
her hair turns
white."
Maurice
it is
announcec
directed the picture, and in the cast ar
Wyndham Standing, Percy Marmonl
Ethel Martin, June Sloane, Clarenc
Handysides, Marie Benedetta, Gertrud
LeBrant and Sloane DeMasber.
The release date of " Rose of th
World " has not been announced.
Bara and Caprice Again to For<
for Fox
Following so closely on the heels of th'
successes chalked up by Theda Bara an<
June Caprice in " Cleopatra " and " Mis:
U. S. the
A.," William
respectively,
announcemen
from
Fox the
offices
last weel
that the two stars are shortly to be pre
sented in photoplays that should prove
equally as popular is of more than pass
ing interest.
June Caprice, it is made known, is ir
the midst of another feature that has i
theme said to be as splendid as that ir
" Miss U. S. A." The cast includes Kittens Reichert, Florence Ashbrooke, Ine2
Marcel,
Dan Mason, Richard Neill and
Tom
Burrough.
The next widely known character that
Theda Bara is scheduled to add to her
repertoire is that of Madame Du Barry,
in an elaborate production of a feature
with that title. The picture, which is said
to have been done on the scale characteristic of Standard
coming release. pictures, will be a forth-
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Universal Directors Steer Serials
by Chart
Directors of Universal serials have
worked out a system for directing and
keeping track of the advancing episodes.
With " The Mystery Ship," featuring Ben
Wilson and Neva Gerber, under way and
the
serial,
The Bull's
in which
EddienewPolo
and " Vivian
ReedEye,"
are the
chief
adventurers, there are endless details to be
worked out in advance and systematically
scheduled.
The chart idea is being especially applied
to " The Bull's Eye," under production by
Director James W. Home, in association
with Tom Gibson, the writer. The chart
is more or less on the order of a map of
the imaginary locality " out West " in which
much of the action occurs, and push-pins of
different shapes and colors mark the whereabouts of different factions and characters
in the story. A card attached to the pin
explains just what that person or faction
is doing there. On the map is shown the
distance between important points, boundary lines of ranches, rivers, roads, railroads
and telephone lines. With this before them,
the producers more easily can visualize the
action as it is invented, having the entire
story thus mentally pictured.
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Petrova

Promises

New

Characterization

Deplores What She Terms " Artificial and Unreal " in Motion
Picture Presentations — Is in Favor of Modern Roles Only
on the part of the film producer, and a
severe blow to the popularity of the lead
among her screen followers who witness
the production.
" I have contended for some time that
the player should always fit the role for
which she is cast, and that the methods
employed by many producers wherein a
story is purchased for the sole sake of the
publicity reputation,
value attached
to consideration
the author's
literary
with no
of its suitability to the talents of the star,
is a grievous mistake, and one which reacts both artistically and commercially on
all those concerned.
" I personally believe that a long-suffering motion picture public is tired unto
death of the simpering, gushing ingenue
and the many remarkable species of
" vampires," so-called, who continue to
" vamp " regularly along the artificial and
unnatural lines laid down by short-sighted
producers. The person should be nothing
less than a medium for the true interpretation of life in all its naturalness and its
many-sided phases through which all of us
must pass every day of our lives.
" To this end, I have decided that my
future screen efforts shall be entirely devoted to characterizations portraying the
woman of today :— a modern, quick-thinking and wholly human woman with an
appeal to every member of both sexes by
reason of her naturalness and lack of
" motion picture heroics." The formation
of the Petrova Picture Company has enabled me to carry out this idea in its
entirety. My first production, ' Daughter
of Destiny,' to be shown at the Rialto
theatre, New York, for its initial presentation in the near future, will prove, I feel
certain, the truth of my assertions on this

Robert McKim Shines in Feature
with Wm. S. Hart
Robert McKim, described by certain individuals inthe film industry as the king
bee delineator of screen scoundrels, is
said to have a role of almost stellar importance with William S. Hart in " The
Silent Man," made by Thomas H. Ince for
Artcraft pictures.
In Hart's new photoplay, " The Silent
Man," to be released in the near future,
McKim will be presented as the proprietor
of a gambling place in a small town on
the borderland of the Arizona desert. In
this film he is said to have a particularly
strenuous character to portray and it is
expected that he will receive new prominence among film patrons as a result of
this portrayal.

Madame Petrova, Along with Her Remarkable
Artistry, Displays a Wonderful Array of Gowns
in Her First Petrova Picture, " Daughter of

Earle Williams Begins New Blue
Ribbon Feature
Earle Williams, with Miriam Miles as his
leading woman, has begun work on another
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature, with Tom
Mills as his director. The company was
on location all last week at Glen Cove,
L. I. This picture will mark the return
of Mr. Mills to the regular Vitagraph
feature production department, he having
devoted his time and talents for months
past in the making of O. Henry pictures.
This is the third picture in which Miss
Miles has worked with Earl Williams, they
having appeared together in "The Grell
Mystery," soon to be released, and " In the
Balance," a Blue Ribbon feature adapted
from "The Hillman," a story by E. Phillips Oppenheim and scheduled for release
about the middle of December.
The working title of the picture Mr.
Williams is making now is " The Stars in
Their Courses."

Destiny " at present enMADAME PETROVA.
gaged in the screening of her second
starring feature for the Petrova Picture
Company, under the direction of Larry
Trimble, is frankly at odds with the choice
of many of the roles essayed by the various
female stars of the screen, and has deputized her press department to air her
opinion freely.
The Polish artiste, in a discussion of the
point, said : " One of the extreme personal
pleasures connected with the recent organization of The Petrova Picture Company, formed for the purpose of presenting
eight starring vehicles for myself during
the forthcoming year, is the opportunity
offered for my own selection of the roles
I am to depict. .
" Since my entrance into the fields of
the cimema art, I have observed countless
cases of parts foisted upon highly capable
female players for which they were neither
suited by talents or inclination to portray.
The result invariably has been a poor
characterization by the star, dissatisfaction

Enis
Gets Busy for McClure
subject."
Petrova

and

Bert Ennis, the publicity purveyor, reto the Pictures
post of and
publicitydirectorcently
forappointed
McClure
the
Petrova Picture Company, has taken up his
new duties, and is keeping the Underwood
well exercised.
Ennis will handle exclusively the trade
press exploitation matter for Madame
Petrova and the eight starring vehicles in
which she will appear during the forthcoming year. He will also publicize
" Mother," the six-part George Loane
Tucker production sponsored by McClure
Pictures, together with the other film interests of the firm, with headquarters at
25 West Forty-fourth street, New York.
Roy Stewart Begins New Western
at Hartville
Director Cliff Smith and company-, including the Triangle cowboy star, Roy
Stewart, have begun work on a new Western drama
Hartville, title
Triangle's
studio.
Theat working
of the ranch
new
picture
is " The Law's Outlaw." Others
Brady.
in
the cast are Fritzi Ridgewav and Ed
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Crute Appears With Harold Lockwood
Engaged by Metro for Leading Feminine Role in Feature
Now in Making, " The Avenging Trail," Directed by Ford
Solax, Edison, Lubin and Metro. She
was featured by Edison in a number of
productions, including " The Magic Skin,"
" The Colonel of the Red Hussars " and
" In Spite of All." For the Lubin Company
she appeared as leading woman for Orrin
Johnson in " The Light of Dusk." Miss
Crute's latest engagements have been with
Metro for whom she played in " Blue
Jeans," starring Viola Dana, and " A Wife
by
Proxy,"
starring
MabelwasTaliaferro.
Another
recent
appearance
in Syd
Olcott's production of " The Belgian."
On the perience
speaking
Miss Crute's
numbered stage
engagements
with exthe
Elitch Garden Stock Company in Denver;
a season as Aggie Lynch in " Within the
Law," and appearances in " The Only
Son," " The Deep Purple " and " The
In " The Avenging Trail " Miss Crute
Rosary."
is playing
inine role. Rose Havens, the leading fem-

Sally Crute Has Been Engaged to Play Leads
with Harold Lockwood, Metro Star
METRO last week announced the engagement of Sally Crute, the wellknown actress of stage and screen, as the
leading support to Harold Lockwood in his
new Metro play, " The Avenging Trail,"
now being produced under the direction of
Francis Ford, with Fred J. Balshofer
supervising.
Miss Crute has been appearing before the
camera for the last six years with Essanay,

Hale Thinks Screen Men Make
Excellent Soldiers
That motion picture actors will make
good soldiers and will have less trouble
than the average man is the opinion of
Creighton Hale, who plays one of the leading roles in " The Seven Pearls," the
Pathe serial which is apparently making a
hit with exhibitors and audiences.
" No soldier is more prompt in obeying
orders given by his officer than the motion picture actors are in obeying orders
given by the director — and this holds
doubly good if the actor is working in a
serial," said Creighton Hale.

Commonwealth

Into

Settles

a Yonkers

Vol. 16. No. 2 P
Ida Darling Engaged for Talmadg*
Feature
Norma Talmadge, now at work on he;
next Select production, "The Ghosts o:i
Yesterday," in which she will be presentee
by Joseph M. Schenck, has engaged Idj|
Darling for a role in the picture, thu;
bringing the cast up to what Miss Talmadge considers perfect.
Ida
Darling's
character
work on
tht '
legitimate stage and
in pictures
is wel:i
known. Since leaving the speaking stage L
she has appeared in pictures for Fox T
Lubin, Selznick, Pathe and Famous j
Players.
Following closely on the heels of Miss
Talmadge's first two Select successes,
"The Moth" and "The Secret of the
Storm Country," "The Ghosts of Yesterbreak records, in the'
opinionday"ofpromises
the toSelect
exchanges, which j
will distribute the feature.
Dainty Dorothy
Phillips
Theatrical
Story Stars in
A drama that is said to go deeply into
the life that lies beyond the footlights of
New York's theatrical world is " Broadway
Love," upon which Director Ida May Park
lately started production. It is a picturized
version
Wonderly.of a magazine story by W. Carey

'
j
|
i
I
i

Dorothy Phillips plays the leading role,
surrounded by a cast in which William
Stowell is the leading man and Lon Chaney
is playing the principal character role.
Others in the cast are Juanita Hansen,
Gladys Tennyson, Lule Warrenton, Eva
Southern,
Burress. Harry Von Meter and William

I
,
t
I

Studio

Begins Production of a New Series of Comedies for Release
Through General Film — Cooper, Clark and Clarendon Stars
THE

Commonwealth Comedy Company,
it was announced last week, has
moved into permanent quarters at the Epic
studio, East Yonkers, and has begun production of a new series of comedies for
General Film distribution. The Commonwealth company was formerly installed at
New Rochelle, where it made Three C
Comedies.
Arthur Ellery, among the well known
comedy directors in the United States, has
been engaged to direct Claude Cooper, Virginia Tracey Clark and Kenneth Clarendon, a trio of Commonwealth stars.
Beginning with " The Hod Carrier's
Million " these new single reel comedies
will be released weekly, it is announced.
President Joseph A. Klein of the Commonwealth Comedy Company, promises a
high order of subjects under Director Ellery, who directed the Princess and Falstaff comedies. Claude Cooper, the leading man, holds a record for comedy parts,
having appeared in 492 roles on the stage.
His first work in pictures was as a direc-

tor, and for fourteen months he directed
and played leading parts in Falstaff Comedies. He has also played in support of
Mary Pickford, Jane Cowl, Ethel Barrymore, Weber & Fields, and in *' The
Garden of Lies," " The Sign of the Cross,"
" Three Weeks," " The Melting Pot," " The
Magpie " and " The Man Without a
Miss Clark, the ingenue star, gained her
Country."
first picture experience in a child's part
seven years ago. For two years she has
been appearing in high class film productions, such as " Gloria's Romance," with
Billie Burke, the Perry Comedies, the Billie Quirk Comedies and a series of the
Pokes & Jabs Comedies. Her last engagement was in the King Bee Comedies,
opposite Billy West. The third member
of the group, Kenneth Clarendon, has been
appearing in comedy pictures for eight
years with the Edison, Thanhouser and
Vitagraph Companies and in the Falstaff
and Princess Comedies, assisting Mr.
Cooper.

An Unusually Bright Scene, Indicating Laughter and Love.
" The Which
Grell Mystery."
Vitagraph
Blue From
Ribbon
Earle Wil-a
liams is thein Star
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William Farnum Is Said to Have Done the Best Work of His theScreen
Careerof inFrank
the William
Direction
Lloyd Fox Production of " Les Miserables," by Victor Hugo, Under
Frieda Hempel Possesses Valuable
Screen Assets
From various sources, since it was announced in Motion Picture News that
Frieda Hempel, the prima donna of the
Metropolitan Opera House, was considering several offers to enter motion pictures,
it has been reported that numerous persons
have taken special occasion to tabulate the
singer's abilities and assets as a motion
picture star — and these indicate that Miss
Hempel will no doubt become a genuine
favorite in the silent drama as well as on
the operatic stage.
It has been set forth that none can fail
to be impressed by the aspect of the singer,
whose grace in acting promises to lend itself admirably to the screen in developing
for her a personality second to none of
the stars now in pictures.
It has not been decided by Miss Hempel,
according to announcements last week,
whether she will sign a contract with a
company now in operation or accept the
offer of financial interests which desire to
form a company exclusively for her.
Edison Gets Rights to a Printed
Serial
The motion picture rights to " Josselyn's
Wife," the latest serial by Kathleen Norris, have been acquired by the Edison Studios, it was announced last week. The
story is now appearing in printed form in
a weekly publication.
The screen production, it is said, will
feature a Broadway star, whose name has
not been announced, and the picture will
be released as a Perfection Picture through
the George Kleine System.
Ethel Clayton's Photo Used on
Flour Calendar
Ethel Clayton, the World film star, expects to have her picture in over a million
homes during the coming year, as a result
of having been selected by a well known
flour manufacturer as an exponent of
American womanhood. The picture, which
will be used, according to plans, on a calendar for 1918 distributed by the flour company, was selected from sixty negatives.

Fox

Companies Start Seven New
Productions
Two Are Announced as Standard Pictures and Five as
Special Features — George Walsh Completes Latest Feature
IT was announced last Sunday by the brooke, Inez Marcel, Dan Mason, Richard
Neill and Tom Burrough.
Fox Film Corporation that work was
begun last week in the William Fox studios
The next Theda Bara Super-picture has
on seven new productions. Two of them
been cast, except for two roles. The company will include Wayne Hope Allen,
are Standard Pictures, and five are Fox
Special Features. The Standard Pictures
Walter Law, Sidney Mason, Hugh Thompand two of the Special Features are being
son, Lisle Leigh and Reba Porter. Besides
studio work at Fort Lee, scenes also have
made in the East, it was made known.
been taken in and around Patchin place
In addition, it was announced that
in Greenwich Village.
George Walsh has completed his latest
In the Western studios, Jewel Carmen,
feature,
" The Markova,
Pride of New
Mme. Sonia
whose York."
first picture
Gladys Brockwell and Tom Mix are engaged on new productions. Miss Carmen,
as a star, " The Painted Madonna," was
who shortly will make her debut as a star,
released November 11, went to Massachusetts the first of last week with Director
is working with Frank Lloyd, her company
O. A. C. Lund and members of her comincluding Genevieve Blinn, Joseph Manpany to take a number of scenes in a new
ning, Nancy Taswell, G. Raymond Nye and
Murdock MacQuarrie. Miss Brockwell,
Russian drama which George Scarbaugh
has written for her.
under the direction of Bertram Bracken, is
doing a story of a patriotic sort, the scenes
Jane and Katherine Lee, who finished
of which are laid in Berlin and on the
" Troublemakers " only a few days ago,
Western front just before the declaration
already are taking scenes under Kenean
of war by the United States. Betram
Buel's direction for a new production.
Grassby, Charles Clary, Willard Louis and
They are working in the New Jersey studio
Colin Chase are the members of the cast
which Mr. Fox recently equipped for their
who have been selected.
special use.
The company which is to support Tom
June Caprice is being directed by Harry
Millarde in a production which is said to Mix in his first picture as a star in Western
be equally as timely and forceful as her dramas has been selected and Mr. Mix is
fairly well along with his scenes. Wanda
last picture, " Miss U. S. A." In her comPetit is a member of the cast.
pany are Kittens Reichert, Florence AshTom Ince's " Wonder Boy "
CHARLES RAY, the youthful star, who
is generally referred to as Tom
Ince's " wonder boy," holds a unique place
among screen players.
Ray, one of the youngest and most
versatile of stars, whose poplarity is second
only to his artistry, has never been with
any other producer than Thomas H. Ince.
His first picture, screened two years ago,
was " The Favorite Son," which was followed by " The Sharpshooter." Following them a long series of pictures demonstrated Ray's talent and artistic sincerity.
Recently discussing this young actor, Mr.
Ince thus accounted for his appeal : " If
I could sum it up in a phrase," said Mr.

lolds Unique Place in Films
Ince, " I should say it is because Ray has
youth ; expressive youth. That is, he naturally and unerringly portrays the emotions
and mannerisms of youth.
" It is a strange thing, but a fact, that
nearly all leading men choose as their
models actors who are old enough to be
their fathers — often their grandfathers.
They are really imitating the mature
methods of artists who are unable to express youth and who have to rely on their
acquired artistry and stage technique to
supply the illusion. Ray has never made
this mistake. He has always, so to speak,
played the youthful part called for by the
scenario."
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Releases New
Farrar Feature Shortly
Walter E. Greene Schedules "The Devil Stone" as Artcraft's
First December Picture — Wallace Reid Again Opposite Star

Geraldine Farrar as She Appears in Her Newest Artcraft Feature, " The Devil Stone "
WALTER E. GREENE, president of
Artcraft Pictures Corporation, announced last week that the next Geraldine
Farrar subject, following " The Woman
God Forgot," will be completely finished
within the near future, and that it will be
the first release of Artcraft in December.
The picture, which will be called " The
Devil Stone," is now going through its
final treatment before presentation, the
scene of activities being the Lasky plant
in California.
It is said that one of the most attractive
features of the new photoplay is the artistic
presentation of the theme, which is based
on superstition, by Cecil B. De Mille, who

staged the production. In handling the
supernatural effects of the story Mr. De
Mille was afforded particular opportunity
to display his master technique. In staging
such situations Mr. De Mille is probably
in a class by himself and that the new film
should prove an artistic triumph both in
point of the star's acting and the director's
presentation is anticipated.
Jeanie Macpherson, who wrote the
stories for " The Woman God Forgot,"
" Joan, the Woman," and other Farrar
photoplays, is responsible for the scenario
of " The Devil Stone," which is adapted
from the original story by Beatrice De
Mille and Leighton Osmun.
Geraldine Farrar in this picture is said
to offer a characterization entirely different
from anything in which she has ever appeared on the screen. As Marcia Manot,
she portrays the part of a simple Breton
tisherwoman who believes she finds a
famous stone which has been lost for generations and as a result enters a new world
from that in which she has been living.
The treatment of the story links the time
of the legendary Queen Grenelda, of Norse
folk lore, with the present and promises a
novelty in the handling of a film story.
Opposite the star again appears Wallace
Reid. Other well-known players who have
won distinction in Farrar pictures appear
in the new production, including Hobart
Bosworth, Tully Marshall, James Neill and
Raymond Hatton. Gustav von Seyffertitz,
Ernest Joy, Mabel Van Buren. Lillian
Leighton and Burwell Hamrick also appear
in important parts.

Auction
Block" with
Sells
Regular
Price
Goldfish
Makes Arrangements
Beach at
Whereby
Exhibitors
Get Another Advantage — Scheduled for Release December 2
the dates of their release are as follows :
UNDER an arrangement made last week
between Samuel Goldfish, president of
November 18, Madge Kennedy in " Nearly
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, and Rex
Married," by Edgar Selwyn ; December 2,
" The Auction Block," by Rex Beach ; DeBeach, the latter's screen production, " The
Auction Block," will be delivered to all
cember 16, Mae Marsh in " The Cinderella
Goldwyn contract customers at the regular
Man " ; December 30, Mary Garden in
price paid by exhibitors for Goldwyn Pic" Thais,' by Anatole France.
tures, itwas announced this week.
" Miss Normand's second Goldwyn pro" The Aucion Block " will be released
duction," by George Laone Tucker will
soon be ready to again bring her back to
throughout North America December 2, rethe screen," said Mr. Goldfish last week.
placing Goldwyn's own picture, " Joan of
Plattsburg,"
which
was
scheduled to inmake
her Mabel
return Normand
to the screen.
Marie
Dressier
Begins New
Certain military material depicted in
Comedy for Goldwyn
" Joan of Plattsburg " is said to be of such
a character that government officials deem
Marie Dressier, the " Tillie " of the stage
it unwise for Goldwyn to release it at this
and screen, who recently completed " The
particular moment when affairs at the
Scrub Lady," a comedy being released
through Goldwyn exchanges, has begun
Plattsburg camp are guarded with all possible secrecy and the request has been made
work on a new production from her own
that Goldwyn temporarily postpone the repen called " Fired," and described as the
story of the busiest day of her life.
lease of Miss
Normand's
production.
Samuel
Goldfish
determined
at once to
" Fired," which will also be released to
strengthen the Goldwyn organization with
exhibitors through the Goldwyn sales orthe exhibitors of North America by obtainganization, is another
the " Tillie
ing for them a special production which had
series, and begins
with theofejection
of that"
been made to command high rental prices
character for the 'steenth time in her
from exhibitors.
rather checkered career from the hash
Goldwyn therefore announces four profoundry operated by Simon Legree. That
ductions instraight succession. These and establishes the title.

Vol. 16. No. t
Malcolm Williams Live Corpse i
Malcolm" Empty
Williams Pockets
has what " is terme
the unique distinction of playing a dea
man throughout the whole length of Hei;
bert Brenon's production
of Rupei
Hughes'
romance,
" Empty Pockets.
" One thing alone relieves my mind," sai l
Mr. Williams, in discussing his decease b
depiction, "I'm the livest dead man evel
Mr. Williams plays a millionaire man .
celluloided."
about-town, " Merry " Perry Merithew :
whose body is found on an East Side tene
ment roof in the first scene of the Hughes:
melodrama. In the slain man's hand i
clutched a long strand of red hair. This i t
the only clue, and the rest of the romance
deals with the unraveling of the mystery t
Exhibitor Writes Mutual About
Helen Holmes Film
Box office receipts are said to be ex |
ceeding fondest expectations of exhibitors!
who are showing Helen Holmes in heii
new Mutual-Signal chapter play, " Thcl
P. K.
Peters, manager of the Fountain!
Lost
Express."
theatre, Terre Haute, Indiana, writes tcl
Mutual as follows : *' It gives us much)
pleasure to inform you that ' The Lostj
Express ' is a howling success from a box'
office point of view, having exceeded fondest expectations; it is gaining us more
trade with each episode. The story is
good and the mystery well sustained."

"The

One of Ann Pennington's Antics in Her Latest
Paramount, " The Antics of Ann "
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• Fall of the Romanoff's " Given
Special Trade Showing
Sol. J. Berman, sales manager of the
3renon Distributing Corporation, showed
, .' The Fall of the Romanoffs " to the New
t'ork and New Jersey trade, last week,
.;. it Wurlitzer Hall. After the showing
vfr. Brenon, in a short address, outlined
he important historical events depicted in
iiis production and explained the publicity
. ilans which will be followed in exploiting
, he production.
Among the exhibitors present were the
vlessrs Wolf, of the Adelphi ; A. Bologlino, of the Arena ; Blenderman, of the
Clinton Star; C. Steiner, of the new
•"ourteenth street theatre; Meyer and
. khneider, of the Palace; S. Krauss, of
he Harlem Fifth Avenue; A. Harstn, of
he Regun ; Edelstein, of the Mt. Morris ;
lurst, of the Harlem Strand ; Butler, of
I he Atlas ; S. Cohen, of the Empire ; Levenhal, of the Manhattan; Cohen and Pearl,
>f the Arcade ; Silverman, of the Windsor ;
>hulman, of the Majestic; M. Machat, of
'he North Star; Solomon, of the Cresent; Moore, of the New, Newark; Amterdam, of the Plaza, Newark; Kaisertein, of the Strand, Bayonne ; Manheim,
" f the Times, Forty-second street, New
fork; Lederer, of the Colonial, Brooklyn;
ilynn, of the Century, Brooklyn ; Bock, of
'he
Heights, Brooklyn
Stockheimer,
of
he Victoria,
Brooklyn ;; Sanders,
of the
.larathon, Brooklyn ; Rachmiehl, of the
Sheffield, Brooklyn ; Title, of the Avon,
Brooklyn ; Kerman, of the Chester, Brookin; Kaplan, of the Evergreen, Brooklyn;
. .iam Shear, of the Palace, Corona, L. I. ;
,). V. Picker, of the Burland, Bronx, New
I'ork City ; Suckman, of the Golden Rule,
Jiivington, and Mrs. Webb, of the Good,in, Newark.
Sliallenberger and Priest Handling "Persuasive Peggy "
W. E. Shallenberger and W. R. Priest,
rith offices in the Times Building, New
1 'ork, whose latest work in the independent
| eld is- the exploitation of " Persuasive
eggy,"with
produced
May fair
Film Corpor!|ition,
Peggy byHyland
featured,
report
access with this production. Both these
ien are prominent in the independent field.
Ir. Shallenberger is president of the Ar3w Film Corporation whose latest prouction is the " Deemster," based on Hall
aine's novel of the same name. He has
een identified with the picture business
>r several years. Mr. Priest will be re■embered for his work in connection with
le exploitation of the Captain Scott piclres, the British War Pictures and
homas Ince's production. " Civilization."
Mr. Shallenberger and Mr. Priest anDunce that following the exploitation of
Persuasive Peggy," they will market
The Eyes of the World " and " Ramona."
ing-Bee Takes Out Insurance on
Billy West
The King -Bee Films Corporation,
trough Willard Curtiss, insurance broker,
lve taken out an insurance policy on Billv
Zest's
for $50,000.
The policy
is to
in fivelifeyears.
The comedian
is under
ntract with King-Bee for five years.
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Barbara Castleton, Kitty Galanta and Peggy Betts, Three Types of Feminine Beauty, Who Are
Contributing Their Artistry to Herbert Brenon's Production of " Empty Pockets "
U.

S. Exhibitors

First

Release

Well

Received

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Trade Showings of " The Zeppelin's Last Raid "
Attended by Enthusiastic Buyers — Good Reports from Other Sections
Philadelphia, making his headquarters at
FRANK HALL, president and general
the
offices of the Hoffman-Foursquare
manager of the U. S. Exhibitors BookExchange.
ing Corporation, reports that the work of
the organization is running along with the
The Pittsburgh showing at the Pitt theatre was held under even more auspicious
circumstances. It was the first trade
screening ever held on a Sunday in the
GET IN TUNE
Smoky City and exhibitors within a radius
of one hundred miles came by train and
automobile to see what the newly organized
Would you wear a masquerade costume to a
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation had
funeral?
to offer as its initial release. Representatives of the Clark and Rowland chain of
Would you read classical
theatres were present and heartily endorsed
poetry between rounds at
the production.
a prize fight?
With an efficient system of distribution
already in full operation in the East, South
W ould you send violets to
and Middle West, the Ince spectacle is
a big, dashing brunette?
being heavily booked in these territories,
Then why will some exit is reported. The Fox theatres throughhibitors offend their intelout New England also have booked.
ligent public by playing
Nathan Gordon, directing head of the
Gordon picture and theatrical interests of
music utterly inapproNew England, is handling the distribution
priate to the picture that
of the U. S. subjects through the Globe
accompanies it?
Feature Film Corporation of Boston. Ne{[ Our music department
gotiations also are under way for circuit
makes it a business to sugbookings in the metropolitan district.
The Southern territory distribution is
gest proper music for current pictures. It gives cue
being handled through the exchanges of the
Consolidated Film & Supply Company,
sheets. It gives lists of
with offices in all the principal cities of the
the best and most popular
South. Although in operation for only a
and timely of new music.
Its advertisers are there to
week many bookings have already been recorded in the South. William Oldknow,
help you please your
a well-known Southern film man, will
tory.
supervise U. S. distribution in that terri{[ Get
in tune now. Turn to
public.
Arrangements are under way for the
establishment of a distribution system girpage 3886.
dling the West. It is likely the HoffmanFoursquare interests will handle U. S. subsmoothness of machinery. Reports from
jects beyond the Rockies and by January
Pennsylvania exhibitors, who saw " The
1, the Booking Corporation will have a
Zeppelin's Last Raid," last week when it complete distribution system covering the
was shown for review in Philadelphia and
entire country and Canada.
Pittsburgh, gave this production a welcome
receptiqn.
The Philadelphia showing was given at Foreign Rights to Hart Feature
the Locust theatre and was attended for
Sold by W. H. Co.
the most part by exhibitors from eastern
The W. H. Productions Company, conPennsylvania and southern New Jersey.
trolling the rights to " Two Gun Man " in
The showing was in charge of William
" The Bargain," featuring William S. Hart,
Alexander, special representative of the
report that during the past week the Eurobooking corporation, and Allen May, who
sold. pean territorv and Canadian territory were
will handle the business of the concern in
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Every photoplay projected in a theatre should
be accompanied by appropriate, modern music.
^[ Every scenephasized,
should
be embrought out,
by
music in harmony with its
^[ Such
spirit. harmony between
picture and music can be
obtained in any theatre
by frequent and constant
use of the professional
service provided by
MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS in the Music DeMusic
lists — cue sheets —
partment.
advertisements are of pertinent value to you and
Florence Reed, Edwin Milton Royle, James Kirkwood and Harry Rapf Chatting Over the Tea Cups
at the Studio After a Day's Grind in Scenes of " The Struggle Everlasting," the Rapf Feature
Foursquare Pictures, Inc., Organized in Colorado
New Organization Will Handle Independent Features of the Hoffman-Foursquare Brand in Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and Mexico — Cohen Manager
ANNOUNCEMENT is made of the formation of the Foursquare Pictures,
Inc., of Colorado, for the purpose of
handling distribution of independent productions in Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and
New Mexico.
The officers are George Backer, M. H.
Hoffman and Ben. S. Cohen ; and the concern mentioned will be affiliated with M.
H. Hoffman, Inc.
Among the Hoffman-Foursquare features which Mr. Cohen will offer through
the Foursquare Pictures exchange, in Denver, will be " The Bar Sinister," "The
Fringe of Society," " The Sin Woman,"
"One Hour," "The Silent Witness,"
" The Great White Trail," " Her Fighting
Chance " and " Madame Sherry." Other
super-features, just secured for his territory by Mr. Cohen, are " The Whip," " The
Zeppelin's Last Raid " and " The Italian
Battle Front."
M. H. Hoffman, in commenting on the
deal, • said :
"As one of the broadest-minded men in
the business, Mr. Cohen's move is of the
utmost advantage, to us as well as to his
own step toward independence. As vicepresident and general manager of the
Foursquare Pictures, Inc., of Colorado,
Mr. Cohen virtually enters business for
himself and I am gratified in having him
as an associate.
" During Mr. Cohen's two years with the
World Film, when he served as manager
of the New York exchange, and later as
division manager for the territory including Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Indianapolis and Detroit, he joined the Selznick
organization and was instrumental in form-

ing the Clara Kimball Young Corporation.
He opened nearly all the Selznick offices,
selling franchnse changes in the West and
exercised general supervision of eleven of
the various exchanges.
Mr. Cohen said: "A believer in actions
rather than words, I think at this time the
least said the better. It is sufficient, in the
circumstances, to remark that I am proud
to serve as an officer of our new corporation with Messrs. Backer and Hoffman,
for they are men whose business ideals and
methods mean everything for the progress
of a great industry which is fast coming
into its own.
" Exhibitors in Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah and New Mexico will be considered
first of all, and if I am correct in my beliefs they and we will work in harmony —
for the greatest and most lasting good of

all concerned."
Japanese Scenes in Next Burton
Holmes Feature
DURTON HOLMES, in the ninety-first
release of the Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travel Pictures, is to introduce his
followers to the pictorial beauties of that
modren fairyland, "The Land of Madame
Butterfly. The picture is said to be not
alone very interesting as a specialty, but is
also a lovely reel in so far as scenes are
concerned.
In the ninety-second release of the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures will
be shown the immediate environs of a certain mountain well known throughout the
world. This release is called " Around
Fujiyama."

your house.
{[ Lean on this department.
You'll find it on page 3886.

Lubin and Sawyer Report Record
Business
withand" Warrior
"
Arthur
Sawyer
Herbert Lubin
sales managers of the General Enterprises:
Inc., report record sales of the company's
two big features, " The Warrior " and
" Cabiria." They are now in the Middle
West and, last week, reported that during the week the\r had closed a deal with
the Allen Film Corporation, of Chicago,
for the territories of Illinois, Michigan,
Nebraska
and Iowa,
" Thecent
Warrior."
It is estimated
that for
SO per
of the
country's territory7 has been sold for this
production. The Canadian rights are
owned by the Globe Films, Ltd., Toronto,
Canada. During the absence of Messrs.
Lubin and Sawyer in the West, exploitating these two productions, M. R. Fink,
head of the foreign department of the
General Enterprises, Inc., will handle the
affairs at the New York office.
McClure

Pictures Reports Good

Sales
for "reports
Motherthat" George
McClure
Pictures
Loane Tucker's latest production, "Mother"
with Elizabeth Risdon featured, is meeting with success on the independent market. Good sales are reported. Elizabeth Risdon, the featured player, who is
to start on tour with William Faversham's
production of George Bernard Shaw's
stage play, " Misalliance," will have the
unique distinction of appearing in the
same city, at both the theatres offering the
spoken and the silent drama. She will
leave this week with the road production
and appear in every important city from
New York to the Coast. It is pretty cer- i
tain that at some point between here and
the
Coast
she theatres.
will find " Mother " showing
at one
of the

I
December 1, 1917
' The Fringe of Society " to Be
Given Trade Showing
i The Fringe of Society," recently finished
by the George Backer Film Corporation,
will have its first New York presentation
during the latter part of this month. The
distribution will be handled by M. H. Hoffman, Inc., and although business has not
been sought by the various Hoffman-Foursquare exchanges throughout the country
demands for early booking have been received, itis announced.
Manager Hy. Gainsborg, of the New
York Hoffman-Foursquare exchange, has
ordered twice the customary number of
prints for this feature. Canadian exchanges have placed an order for an extra
supply.
M. H. Hoffman says " The Fringe of
Society," is a picture which possesses not
only distinction but so many elements of
entertaining appeal that it is certain to
istrike an exceptionally popular note.
No inconsiderable part of the quality of
" The Fringe of Society " has been gained
through the supervision given the setting
by George Backer, president of the George
Backer Film Corporation. Mr. Backer
provided for interiors which are typical
of those to be found in the homes of
people of means having the best taste.
Ruth Roland and Milton Sills are costarred, and Leah Baird, J. Herbert
Frank, George Larkin, Ollie Kirkby and
Tammany Young are in support. The
story was written by Pierre V. R. Key.
" In all respects," said Mr. Hoffman,
"'The Fringe of Society' is worthy to
carry the Hoffman-Foursquare brand. It
'is on that account that I have confidence
Jin its value to the exhibitors, for the reason that it will, in my judgment, meet
every requirement which is being sought
by the men who realize the importance of
giving their patrons the best."
May, Philadelphia Representative
for U. S. Exhibitors
Allen May has been appointed Philadelphia representative for the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation and will make
his headquarters at the Hoffman-Foursquare Exchange at 1325 Vine street, that
, city. He has taken up his new duties and
\ reports a good demand from eastern
Pennsylvania exhibitors for " The Zeppelin's Last Raid," the Ince production
Iwhich is the initial release of the booking
corporation.
Mr. May is one of the pioneer exchange' in
mentheatrical
of America
lines. and has been prominent
He retired from the theatrical business
to take up motion pictures and affiliated
himself with the World Film Corporation
at the inception of that company. He
joined the sales forces of the Universal,
from which organization he comes to the
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation.
ntuuijiiimi! uiuimun jiuiiu Huimtuiitti i mil u m in miuiiiiiMiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiuiiimiMiiimiiiiimi
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy— now. Don't
a slacker!
»^l«iii™nw«,,mi,nnmnitrtMmttmi,miri,imiitiii)rmti)iniiiiitttii)iiiiitiii(iiiiHmnniitt.ffni1i«ii
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Silhouettes of Charlotte, the Ice Skater, Whose First Feature for Commonwealth Pictures Has Been
Completed. It Promises to Add Much to the Prestige of the Silent Drama
Schlesinger

Pleased with
Results of Hyland
Production
President of Mayfair Film Corporation Gratified with Reception of
First Peggy Hyland Picture — Example of Clean Drama, He Says
tion is was because it made an appeal to
« DERSUASIVE PEGGY," the late proevery girl, in every home. It is a newly
* duction of the Mayfair Film Corporation, with Peggy Hyland featured, is, wed theme.
according to reports received from M. A.
"Miss Hyland, the star; the direction;
Schlesinger, president of the company,
the photography, are all in accord with
the clean, wholesome, entertaining drama
meeting with the approval of the exhibitors who have booked same. In a comfound in ' Persuasive Peggy.' "
paratively short time this production has
been placed in more than half of the territory in the independent field and Mr.
Has Your Competitor Got An I
Schlesinger accepts these rapid sales to
Advantage Over You?
buyers throughout the country as assurance
of marked success for his production.
Some of the wise independent j
Shallenberger and Priest are handling the
I exchanges know that MOTION J
exploitation of this production.
[ PICTURE NEWS is just as good I
In commenting upon this production and
the rapidity with which it has been placed | as a New York office for them. |
Information of all kinds is right 1
on the independent market, Mr. Schles| on tap to be supplied them at 1
inger said :
1 the word.
" I am more than pleased at the recepSome of the other exchanges f
tion which ' Persuasive Peggy ' has been
given by the press and trade. The public | are slow to take advantage of |
at large, and the vast preponderance of
{ this service. They would not let I
people who visit motion picture theatres,
which means of course the majority of the | their competitors get an advan- 1
people, are clean in their aspirations and
I tage over them in their terri- 1
want clean subjects presented to them for | tories, yet they let Mr. Competi- |
the screen. I saw that screen salacity,
1 tor have the full advantage all
though successful for a time, would only i alone of MOTION PICTURE I
have a transient existence. At least 60 I NEWS facilities.
per cent, of the frequenters of motion picture theatres are women and girls. If you
It isn't right. It isn't good I
| business. Let us hear from you, |
please them you make a success of your
| too. Let us do favors for you. |
picture.
" This fixed principle was in my mind be- | Get ready — shoot!
We Are Ready.
fore we started on the production of ' Persuasive Peggy.' I recognize the pulling
power of big authors' names ; we all do, of
course. But your big author is sometimes
Morgan, Hoffman Exchange Man,
an awkward asset.
Leaves for Aviation Camp
" ' Persuasive Peggy ' didn't trouble the
H. P. Morgan, of the Chicago branch of
censors. Maravene Thompson writes for
the millions and not for the few. The outthe Hoffman-Foursquare Exchanges, left
last week to enter the aviation service.
put of magazines and publications appealMr. Morgan was well known in his terriing exclusively to women is vast.
tory and was doing good work, reports
" When ' Persuasive Peggy ' was chosen
Branch Manager Flaherty.
as the theme of the first Mayfair produc-
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Mutual Presents Edna

Metro

Answers
the
Question,
"Who
is June?"
Following Extensive
Advertising
Campaign Explains
That June
Is None Other Than Viola Dana in " Blue Jeans " Feature
before. Then, nothing could be simpler
"Who Is June?"
THE thatflaring
been asked in the adverhas question,
than the question, "Who is June?" In
tising pages of magazines, trade and newsthe
end it all
out to was
everybody's
satisfaction
and came
everybody
happy.
papers, and which has created an unusual
June came into her own.
amount of interest throughout the counIt is estimated that about six million
try, has been answered by the Metro Pictures Corporation, which organization expersons in the United States have witplains that the unique " teaser " method of
the legitimate production of " Blue
stirring up interest was taken because it Jeans."nessedThose
persons paid admission
was felt that a more lasting impression
prices running from thirty cents minimum
to
three
dollars
maximum.
could be given the trade and public that
way.
The screen production, it is announced,
will be presented at prices commensurate
" Who Is June ? " turns out to be none
other than Viola Dana, the Metro star, in with prices usually asked for the best of
" Blue Jeans," a feature in which she is special productions and these prices will
expected to pack all, theatres that show it. be far less than those obtained by the
theatres at which the legitimate production
The question arose from the name which
Miss Dana bears in the picture, that of
was presented.
Already numerous theatre managers of
June. In this case Metro explains that
June, or Miss Dana, is a demure little
houses where the legitimate play was presented are said to be asking for the
country girl, without mother, father, or,
first run of the picture version. Motion
in fact, anything that most little country
girls have in their youthful days. June
picture exhibitors throughout the country also are making inquiries regarding
is even put out of the poor-house because
she pulled a geranium from the flower bed
" Blue Jeans." In the majority of cases
it is said they are endeavoring to book the
with which to decorate her mother's
grave. Following this she travels over the
picture for long runs.
hills of Indiana, arrayed in nothing more
As the result of the screening of " Blue
fine nor costly than a gingham dress. For
Jeans," Metro thinks there probably will
be a revival of the popular songs of a
a long time, according to Metro, June
decade ago. One of the first of these
was not exactly sure of just who June
was. She thought she did until she dis- will no doubt be " The Picture That Was
covered that her dead father wasn't her
Turned Toward the Wall." This song was
written by Charles Graham as the result of
father at all, and, as a result of the revelation it looked as if she had married
an
inspiration he' received while witnesher brother and that her husband was not
sing the premiere performance of " Blue
her husband because he had been married
Essanay Plans Release of
Jeans."Perodical Specials
Features Will Be in Six or More Parts, and Stories Are to
Be Chosen from Best Books of the Day — Only Big Stars Used
and winds up in the United States. Taylor
SPOOR, president of EsK.
E
GEORG
Holmes takes the part of an impoverished
sanay, announced last week that his
English lord, who is such a decent chap
company will shortly begin the release of
special features of six or more parts, at that he takes the pains to cure a grouchy
American of splicing.
varying intervals. The stories are being
The second super feature to be released
selected from the best books or literature
will be that of Mary MacLane, the writer
of the day, and only stars of national importance will appear in them, it is said, and
and author of " I, Mary MacLane " and
other books. She is now working at the
the features will be placed on the market
Essanay Studios under the direction of
as specials independent of any program.
Arthur Berthelet in one of her own works,
A national advertising campaign is about
" Men Who Have Made Love to Me."
to be launched, including the bill-boarding
This is described as a series of vampirish
of the entire country, it is announced. This
experiences of a world weary woman.
work, with other lines of specialized adverThen is scheduled to come another spectising, isexpected to begin early in December.
ial, with Taylor Holmes in " Ruggles of
One picture already has been completed,
Red Gap," from the book by Harry Leon
another in course of production and the
Wilson. The exterior settings for this picture will be taken in Arizona, and L. C.
rights for two others have been purchased
and are being put into shape to put on the
Windom is now picking a troupe to accomfloor.
pany Mr. Holmes West, where a temporary
camp will be established for several weeks
The first picture will feature the former
until the picture is completed.
stage star, Taylor Holmes, who recently
appeared in the photoplay, ' Efficiency
You are not going to war. The men who
Edgar's Courtship." This was followed by
the pictures, " Fools for Luck," " Two Bit are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
Seats " and " The Small Town Guy." The
name of his first super feature is anpatriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
nounced as " Uneasy Money," taken from
"smokes" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
P. G. Wodehouse's story, and directed by be a slacker!
L. C. Windom. The story starts in London

Goodru

" American
"
Edna inGoodrich
will beMaid
presented
"American
Maid," the fourth of tl
series of motion picture productions whitl
she is making for Mutual, on Xovemb r
26, it was announced last week. The fell
ture is a five-reel drama written by JuliM
Rothschild and was adapted for the sere ft
by Hamilton Smith. It was directed ll
•Albert Capellani, the French director, ai ■
produced at the Glendale studios of tlfl
Mutual Film Corporation.
In " American Maid " Miss Goodrich
cast as a typical American girl. The sta!
is built around the melting pot idea. sho\
ing the variety of types and nationaliti'
which have been blended to make tl
American woman the queen of creation.
The story opens in a field hospital ne;
the French firing line and the reproductic
of this battle scene is said to be a masterfi
portrayal. Miss Goodrich is a Red Cro;
nurse. A romance has its inception in tl
hospital, the lovers are separated during a
attack by the enemy and are brought tc
gether two years later, she finding that he
soldier is an outlaw. Time proves he i
worthy of her love and that he was merel
shouldering the crime of another.
In the supporting cast with Miss Good
rch are George Henery. William B. David
son, John Hopkins and others.
Miss Goodrich's pictures have proved ou
at the box office. " Reputation," the firs
of the series, was a revelation and " Quee
X " and " A Daughter of Maryland," sec
ond and third of the series, have shown he ti
growing popularity as a screen star. Sh
is just completing " Her Second Husband.
Gladys Hulette Likes Role in
" Over the Hill "
In "Over the Hill," the Pathe Goh
Rooster Play for December 9, Gladys Hu
lette is said to be cast in another five-ree
feature of the kind she is said to deligh I
in. a young girl story where humor anc
pathos are mingled. Lois Zellner wrote th< i
story, William Parke directed the pictun i
and Astra produced it.

December 1, 1917
More Service Stars Are Added to
Triangle's Banner
Triangle Distributing Corporation anI nounced last week that several new names
'have been added to the roll of honor at the
'Triangle Culver City studio in the past week.
Among the young men who have dei parted to swell the ranks of Uncle Sam's
army are Harry Gunstrom, property man,
now at Camp Lewis, American Lake ; Joe
i Roach, scenario department, to Camp
Lewis; Chick Collins, employment bureau,
to Camp Kearney, San Diego ; William
' Lipe, member of the Triangle playing
I forces, to Camp Lewis ; Alfred Werker,
company clerk for Director G. P. Hamil! ton, also to Camp Lewis ; and Oliver
Perrault, assistant cameraman with
Director Jack Dillon, to Toronto, Canada,
I to join the Royal Canadian Aviation Corps.
The latest Triangle-Keystone employee
to be called to the colors is Duke ReyI nolds, who was assistant to Triangle-KeyI stone director Harry Williams. Duke
left for the training camp at American
Lake, Washington, last week. Mr. Reyi nolds' wife, known to filmdom as Cecile
' Arnold, has also left for Tacoma, Wash-»
ington, to he near her husband until he
I is called to France.
Roy Del Ruth, of the Triangle-Keystone
scenario staff, also left for American Lake
last week, but it is reported that a telegram came shortly after his arrival at the
training camp, permitting him to return
' to
his comedy work in Southern California.
Mai (Slim) St. Clair, the Triangle-Keystone comedian, when asked if he was subject to the draft, gave out two good reasons
why he didn't expect to be dodging
, shrapnel in the present war. The first is,
that he is under draft age, and the second, that his linear perpendicular is all out
of proportion to his gross tonnage.
" A Branded Soul " Finished by
Gladys Brockwell
The William Fox production, " A
Branded Soul," in which Gladys Brockwell is the star, has been completed at the
Fox studios in the West, it was announced
last week. The picture is said to end with
many thrilling scenes distinctly new in
character.
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"The Bull's Eye" Is Narrative of Cattle Country, and Is
Being Directed by James W. Home — Cast Is Well Chosen
STARTING right off with a slam-bang, a
new serial recently went into production at Universal City. It is called " The
Bull's Eye," and is a narrative of the cattle
country — said to depart from the usual
sort of wild-and-woolly Western yarn.
Eddie Polo, whose strenuous work in
previous Universal serials, notably " Liberty " and " The Gray Ghost," has made
him one of the popular male stars, is playing the leading role in the production.
Vivian Reed has been secured by the Universal Company to play opposite Polo.
The basic idea of the story was furnished
by Henry McRae, production manager of
Universal City and formerly a director of
Western features, who knows whereof he
speaks when he tells of the unbounded
West. The story is being written by Tom
Gibson, who has been responsible for a
large number of photoplays during an engagement of three years on the scenario
staff of the Universal Company.

James W. Home has been " turned loose "
as director of " The Bull's Eye." In a long
engagement with the Kalem Company he
produced, among others, " The Mystery of
the Grand Hotel," " The Girl Detective,"
" Social Pirates," " The American Girl,"
" TheFlavin
Girl from
Stingaree."
Art
is his 'Frisco,"
assistant and
and " Al
Cawood
is the photographer.
William Welsh, who formerly played
roles in Universal films, notably in
" Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea," has rejoined the company after a
year's absence and is playing the " heavy."
Hal Cooley plays a juvenile lead and Ray
Hanford has an important part, as has
Frank Lanning, recently of the Lasky
Studio, who plays the role of a sheep baron.
Noble Johnson, who will be well remembered as the Indian, Little Bear, in
Universal's " Red Ace " serial, also aprole. pears in " The Bull's Eye " in an essential

Molly

Pearson Makes Screen Debut for Brenon
Will Appear with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson in " The Passing
of the Third Floor Back " — Formerly in the Stage Production
with Olga Nethersole's company. She did
MOLLY PEARSON, the Scotch heroine
of "Bunty Pulls the Strings," is to not, however, attract unusual attention,
make her screen debut with Sir Johnston
until she appeared with Sir JohnstonForbes Robertson in " The Passing of the
Forbes-Robertson in " The Passing of the
Third Floor Back." Her touchingly drawn
Third Floor Back," it was announced this
portrayal of the little slavey of a drab Lonweek by the Herbert Brenon Film Cordon boarding house established her as a
poration.
young actress of unusual ability.
The Jerome K Jerome symbolical
Miss Pearson scored again when she apdrama, in which Sir Johnston will be seen
peared in the role of the canny Scotch
in his role of the Stranger, is now in
progress of filming at the Brenon Studios,
lassie, Bunty, in " Bunty Pulls the Strings."
Broadway.
In a single night she became the talk of
Hudson Heights, N. J. Miss Pearson has
started her first film work, playing the
Miss Pearson has since appeared in a
role of the slavey, Stasia, which she
wide variety of New York productions,
created in the original New York producranging from drama to musical comedy,
tion of " The Passing of the Third Floor
but it is probable that the theatregoers of
Back," when it was presented at Maxine
the country best remember her as the
Elliott's theatre in 1909.
Miss Pearson was born and educated in
Stasia of " The Passing of the Third
Scotland. She obtained her first theatrical
Floor Back," and the Bunty of " Bunty
position with the Ben Greet Players and
Pulls the Strings." Her re-appearance in
the role of the slavey, on the screen with
subsequently toured England, South
Sir Johnston, should consequently have
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and Inunusual interest.
dia. Miss Pearson came to this country

Raymond West Nears Completion of First Paralta Play
work are to be used to judge from.
RAYMOND B. WEST, late drector of
No less than a dozen very elegant setInce-Triangle subjects, expects to
tings, each of a distinct type and out of the
shortly complete the filming of his first
ordinary finish for detail, will be used in
Paralta play which stars Bessie Barriscale.
the Cup." They represent beauThis is titled " Within the Cup " and is " Within
tiful entrances and interiors to homes of
from an original scenario by Monte M.
the wealthy, elegant interiors of stylish
Katterjohn, which in addition to having
an atmosphere of Paris, has many of its lobster palaces, and of particular interest
should be the views of the bal-masque,
scenes laid in the artist colony of New
York.
which will be a reproduction of the annual
Mr. West has been with Paralta since a
artists' event in Paris. Mr. West plans it
will require at least three weeks for the
week or two after the studio was opened in
filming and editing of this subject. George
Los Angeles, but until a few weeks ago his
Fisher, who had an important part in
time was entirely taken up with other matters pertaining to production. But what
" Civilization " and has since played in a
time he has lost in making pictures will be
number of releases with Mary Miles Minmade up in quality of his first subjects if riscale.
ter, is playing the lead opposite Miss Bar1 Jack
Jill Jack
" Is aPickford
Paramount,
Featuring
Huffthe elaborate settings and painstaking detail
and Louise
CleverandPair,
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Material Assigned to Triangle Directors
Announcement of Coming Releases Shows Efforts of Julian Johnson to Get Best Fiction and Encourage the Staff Writers
GREAT things are forthcoming, ap- duced by the Triangle under the new
parently, from the scenario departregime,
will adaptation
probably do
Folks."
The
screen
was" Real
prepared
by
men at Triangle's Culver City studio, acCatherine
Carr.
cording to an announcement that several
high-class and unusual stories are now in
Director Jack Dillon has almost comvarious stages of completion there. This
pleted work on the story " Betty Takes a
seems to insure promises of production up Hand." Olive Thomas and Charles Gunn
have the leading roles in this feature. Miss
to, if not above, Triangle's standard.
In addition to original stories by the Thomas' next story, already completed and
Triangle staff authors, it is announced that waiting for her, is " Limousine Life."
Texas Guinan, who recently returned
several well known magazine authors are
from her New York vacation, has been cast
represented in the assortment of stories
to play the title role in a Western story,
soon to be produced. Neither pains nor
money are being spared by Julian Johnson,
" The Gun Woman," to be released in
January.
editor-in-chief, and Frank Beresford,
scenario editor, in their efforts to obtain
Roy Stewart, under the direction of Cliff
the best material on the market.
Smith, has commenced " The Law's OutOne of the productions said to be of
law," by Ethel and James Dorrance. The
screen adaptation of the story was made
unusual interest is the original story now
by Alvin W. Neitz.
called " Evidence," by Jack Cunningham,
for which the scenario is being prepared.
Wyndham Gittens has put the finishing
Another one which Triangle puts in the touches on an original story dealing with
crooks along new and unusual lines, which
same class is being completed by E. Magnus
George
Elwood Jenks is preparing for the
Ingleton, who wrote " Because of the
Woman," the seven-reel feature on the screen. Director Gittens expects to begin
December program. It will probably bear shooting in a few days.
the title of " Mr. Butterfly," as it sets forth
after finishing " The Gown
a reversal of situations and characters in of Immediately
Destiny," a war drama featuring Alma
Rubens,
Director
Lynn Reynolds will
the story, " Mrs. Butterfly." E. Mason
probably start work on a drama of the oil
Hopper is expected to direct the feature,
fields. The story is from the pen of Wilbur
with an all-star cast.
Hayden Talbot, recently added to the Hall.
Harvey Gates is writing the continuity
Triangle scenario staff, has completed a
on
" Three Godsons of Jeanette Gonplay of American life entitled, " The Girl
treau," from the story of that name by
Nobody Knew," as a stellar vehicle for
Belle Bennett. Jack Conway, who has Francis William Sullivan. This will probably be the next story on which Director
completed " Because of the Woman," the
G. P. Hamilton will begin shooting.
first seven-reel program feature to be proVitagraph Western Studio Keeps Things Moving
Big Sun Stage Is Nearing Completion and Will Provide Much
More Production Space — Two Administration Buildings Ready
Just as a side issue, a three-ring circus
ACCORDING to reports from Vitagraph offices last week, a visit to tent has been pitched outside the studio
Greater Vitagraph's western studio, in lot for the filming of a scene in " The
Hollywood, Cal., would convince even the
Eighth Great Grand Parent," by George
most pessimistic that there is no such thing Randolph Chester and Lillian Chester and
as vetrenchmerit in the motion picture in- made into a forthcoming Blue Ribbon
feature, starring Alfred Whitman and Nell
dustry, atleast insofar as Vitagraph is concerned. The studio is said to be one of Shipman.
Nearby is the Vitagraph menagerie,
the busiest spots in Los Angeles county,
where the comprehensive program of buildsaid to be already " some " show and growing. In it, among other exhibits, are the
ing an expansion laid out by Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph, is being llamas used in the Peruvian picture " The
hurried to completion.
Flaming Omen," the big bear, hero in the
The big " sun " stage, 100 x 100 feet fourteenth episode of " Vengeance — and
square, is nearing completion and will provide an additional production space of the Woman."
Fifth Group of Jaxons Start
10,000 square feet. Two concrete administration buildings have been turned over
Through General
In the new series of six Jaxon comedies
by the contractor, and are models of their
kind. They will house the executive
released by General Film, Pokes and
offices of the Western Vitagraph ompany.
Jabs are slated for some more hilarity in
Early in the summer there was completed
the form of screen fun. The current release in this, the fifth, series, is called
an up-to-date building for the screen folk,
twenty-four dressing rooms with showers
" Blundering Boobs," and other subjects
and every other convenience — each room
in the series are " Disappointed Love,"
to satisfy a star.
" He's In Again," " How It Worked,"
Actors in four producing companies are
" Their Model Careers " and " His Fishy
turning night into day with Blue Ribbon
Footsteps." The last two subjects, it is
said, will introduce a new comedy team,
features, Big V Comedies and the fifteenFinn and Haddie, who promise many
episode serial, " Vengeance — and the Wonovelties in the comedy line.
man."
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Tucker Struck Snags in Filming
Risdon Film
According to George Loane Tucker, the '
ordinarily peaceful pursuit of producing ,
motion pictures takes on an entirely different aspect when attempted on. English ;
soil at the present time. The director, [
now at work in this country for Goldwyn
Pictures, encountered many difficulties during his picturization of the McClure production,Mother,"
"
starring Elisabeth Risdon. Made in the Dartmoor Hills section
of England, close to the sea-coast, the
various locations necessary for the screen
productions are said to have offered a
shining mark for the raids of German
Zeppelins. Due to the many interruptions
necessary during the visits of the air ships,
the time consumed in filming " Mother " is
said to set a new record in feature productions.
Bluebird Specializes in Novels
and Stories
Managing Director Carl Laemmle, of
Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., is evidencing a
purpose to incorporate more popular novels
and published stories in Bluebird features
than heretofore. Bluebird's staff of
scenario writers will furnish various original scripts to diversify the offerings, but
the announcement is made that future releases will be largely made from novels
that have attained popularity with the reading public.
Among
the stories
are :Phillips,
" Heart's
Blood," assigned
to Dorothy
the
novel by Elaine Stern ; " Back to the Right
Trail," by Fred Bechdolt, will be given a
production
"special
Kane of
Liscarra ;" John
and "S.TheMcGrogarty's
Mortgaged
Wife," by F. H. Clark, will become future
Bluebirds. Many others are also under
negotiation.

Syn de Conde, French Screen Player, Who Will
Make His First American Appearance with Mme.
Nazimova in Metro's " God's Message "

December 1, 1917

New York
Signs Two
Towns for Paramount
The towns of Schenectady and Albany,
N. Y., were definitely won over to Artcraft and Paramount when William L.
Sherry visited them last week, and five
houses were signed for the Star Series
Service offered by the two distributing
companies. Mr. Sherry returned to New
York last Monday with the contracts, ag■ gregating, including the new Paramount
serial and other short subjects, $100,000.
The total will be $150,000 worth of business when contracts now pending are
closed.
In Albany, where the Star Series Service had never been placed, although offered to the exhibitors of the town since
last August or before, four houses were
signed by Mr. Sherry with arrangements
for the taking on of two others if bookings could be arranged. The houses are, in
the order of their run on the production :
The Regent on South Pearl street, managed by S. Suckno; the Leland on South
Pearl street, a Proctor house managed by
E. Hart ; the Colonial on Central avenue,
managed by Walter Powers, and the Pine
Hill on West Lawrence street, under> the
management of George Wright. The Orpheum and the Hudson theatres have deals
pending which Mr. Sherry has neither
accepted nor rejected as yet.
In Schenectady the Lincoln theatre,
under the management of J. G. Walker,
was taken on by Mr. Sherry in addition
to The Albany, which had been previously
signed for the Sherry service. Seven
houses are to use, or are already using,
Paramount's serial production, " Who Is
Number One?" with Kathleen Clifford.
Mr. Sherry's trip to Albany and Schenectady lasted but a week and a half. The
$100,000 worth of business he secured,
aside from $50,000 worth of contracts
pending, is regarded by the wiseacres of
filmdom as probably the greatest volume
of booking contracts ever closed by one
man in so short a space of time.
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Sherry

Marie Shotwell

Victor Moore Didn't Like to Do It, But He Had to Learn to Knit in His Latest Comedy, " Nutty
Knitters," a Klever Komedy Release Which Is Among the Most Timely Things of Its Kind
Pathe-Astra Enters Era of Renewed
Activity
Louis J. Gasnier Has Big Plans and Is Said to Be Working
Them Out in Big Way — Many Pictures Now in Production
GREAT activity with big pictures the work on what is expected to prove Agnes
order of the day is reported at the C. Johnston's best picture. Miss Johnston
Pathe-Astra Studios in Jersey city and in is the author of " The Shine Girl," " Her
Fort Lee. Louis J. Gasnier, president of New York," " The Candy Girl " and other
Pathe features.
Astra has big plans and is said to be workAlbert Parker, a new Astra director, is
ing them out in a big way.
making what is considered a remarkable
William Parke, the director who made
the Gladys Hulette Pathe-Astra pictures,
picture from A. H. Woods' stage hit, " The
Other Woman." The star has not yet beenis producing " The Frame-Up " by Wallace
announced, but the supporting cast includes
D. Clifton with Mrs. Vernon Castle, Helen
Milton
Chadwick, Warner Oland, Paul Everton,
Parke, Jr.Sills, Anna Lehr and William
Harry Benham and J. H. Gilmour. This
is expected to prove the best of the CastleAs " The Fatal Ring " is now completed,
George B. Seitz, director of this serial, is
Pathe Plays. It is said to be a very
strong story, with big situations, which
resting in Atlantic City. His next production will be one of the Pathe Plays starring
give Mr. Parke fine opportunities for draPearl White. This was written by Charles
matic development.
George Fitzmaurice is now preparing the T. Dazey and Roy Somerville.
It is stated also that plans are now about
A. H. Woods success, " Innocent," for Fancompleted for the production of a new
nie Ward. The cast will also include John
Miltern of the original company and
Pathe-Astra serial, and further details
Caesare Gravina.
about this are expected to be forthcoming
in the very near future, just as soon as
Hobart Henley is in the South with
Gladys Hulette and Creighton Hale, at some of the minor details are adjusted.
Many Weil-Known Players Appear with Lina Cavalieri
Hallen Mostyn, James Laffey, Pierre De
lWfME. LINA CAVALIERI, it was anMatteis and Peter Barbier.
I'l nounced last week, will have excelent support in her first Paramount picture,
Emile Chautard, who directed the production, isknown internationally. He has
" The Eternal Temptress," in which she
will appear as the Princess Cordelia
directed, among others, Vivian Martin,
Sanzio. The cast has been chosen with
Alice Brady and Kitty Gordon. The
story was written by Mme. Fred de
great care, it is said, and consists of many
well known screen players.
Gressac and Eve Unsell prepared the
scenario.
The role of Harry Althrop is interMme. Cavalieri was born in Rome,
preted by Elliott Dexter, well known to
Paramount patrons, while Count Rudolph
where appropriately enough many of the
scenes in her first Paramount picture are
Frizl is portrayed by Alan Hale. Among
other prominent actors who appear are
laid. From comparatively humble beginEdward
Fielding,
Mildred Conselman,
ning she became a celebrity.
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Hodkinson
Continues Series of Paid Articles
Believes That Men In Industry Should Read Advertisements
as Well as News Columns to Keep Up with Business Advance
THE series of signed advertisements by
" Men in the industry have been good
enough to say that they were interested in
W. W. Hodkinson, which have been
my views on the business and also in the
appearing in the trade papers for three
things which I plan in a larger way.
weeks past, is to be continued for some
Naturally, they look on my distribution
time, according to information from the
plans in the light of what they mean to exoffices of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporahibitors individually, but what I am looktion at 527 Fifth avenue. Mr. Hodkinson's
ing forward to in the business, the things
idea in putting out, over his signature, his
views of the industry was explained last which may mark the future development
of the trade, are, these men say, of genuine
week, when he discussed the relationship
interest. And just now, at any rate, I am
of motion pictures and advertising.
willing
to let it go at that.
" I find that the advertising pages of the
trade papers — those of national standing in
" I got away from the whole scrambling
particular — distinctly a place where we all game last summer and went fishing. I
watched from a distance and I have come
say the thing we want to say, without restrictions, and virtually over our own sig- back with a little clearer vision than I
had when I left or than most of my friends
natures," said Mr. Hodkinson. " To a cerhave today. The past two weeks I have
tain extent this is true of all advertising,
been laying a groundwork for the men in
but to no such degree as in the motion
picture weeklies, where it is as important
the business, and particularly the exhibitors who do not know me, so that they
to read the advertisements if you would
will understand the experience on which I
keep up with the business as it is to read
the editorial and news columns.
base my assertions. From now on I will
" This being the condition, I decided that have some pertinent things to say on conditions which will not only explain fully
as long as the advertising sections were
the reasons for my return to the motion
public platforms I could say my say there
picture business but may throw some light
as well or better than anywhere else. And
on the works that are back of or are not
as every advertisement is inspired by someone, though his name does not appear, I de- back of a lot of the big clock faces that the
cided to sign my advertisements, so that
trade is keeping its eyes on with the purpose of reading the true signs of the
there would be no doubt about my meaning what I said.
times."
Chautard Directs Only Clara Kimball Young
Star Was So Well Pleased with Director's Work in " Magda "
That His Services Were Clinched by Exclusive Contract
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG and her
tress," in which Lina Cavalieri is starred.
associates, it was announced by Select
As soon as this picture was finished, however, he returned to Miss Young for work
Pictures last week, were so well pleased
with the work of the French director,
on " The Marionettes," and now has
Emile Chautard, in the first of Miss
signed to become her permanent director.
Not only Mr. Chautard's directing, but
Young's Select Pictures, " Magda," that
contracts have been signed whereby the also the camera work shown in " Magda "
screen star secures for herself the excluhas been praised by many who have seen
sive services of Mr. Chautard as director
the picture, it is said. Jacques Biguel is
in the future.
the photographer who was responsible for
this camera work, and he has returned to
Miss Young is now at work on the third
the Clara Kimball- Young Company with
of her Select Pictures, " The Marionettes,"
under Mr. Chautard's direction in the Mr. Chautard. Mr. Biguel, it is claimed,
Thanhouser studio at New Rochelle.
photographs Miss Young in a manner parEmile Chautard first directed Clara
ticularly suited to bring out the texture
for which her screen portraits have beKimball Young in " Magda " ; then, owing
to a prior contract, he was obliged to
come known. " The Marionettes " is now
the third week of its work, and is said
leave Miss Young's company in order to in
to be rounded into shape.
direct the making of " The Eternal TempMelody Is Recalled by Feature, "Mother
"Just Break the News to Mother" Suggests Itself to Exhibitor
When He Sees Picture, and Song May Be Used as Accompaniment
starring
APPARENTLY echoes of a song which
your
production
of
'
Mother
Elisabeth Risdon.
stirred the United States during the
last war crisis through which this country
" Have you in connection with this feapassed have been reawakened by the film
ture the war song on slides 'Just Break
the News to Mother'? At the present
production of " Mother," the six-part
crisis
this combination of song and story
George Loane Tucker feature starring
Elisabeth Risdon.
should prove
sensation.
" Yoursa very
truly,
McClure Pictures, which organization
"
M.
G.
Kirk
man, Mgr.,
is at present disposing of territorial rights
for the feature, were in receipt of the
" Strand Theatre, Hays, Kansas."
The suggestion contained in the comfollowing letter a few days ago : " Gentlemunication has been taken under consideramen : Nothing has appealed to me so
tion by the McClure Pictures executives
strongly in the moving picture world as

and the strong sentimental interest attached to the inquiry may lead to arrangements being made, if possible, for a reissue of the old war tune on slides to
accompany the showing of " Mother."
" Just Break the News to Mother " swept
the United States during the struggle between this country and Spain, and the
beautiful idea of mother-love expressed in
the former war-time melody parallels most
closely the dominating theme of the Mcproduction
" Mother."
SinceClurethe
outbreak
of hostilities with
Germany " Just Break the News to
Mother " has been republished in song
form and bids fair to outrival the present
day crop of war songs.
Jewel Gets Telegram Lauding a
Patriotic Picture
That the people of the West Coast are ■
strong for pictures containing a patriotic
appeal, is indicated in the following telegram from W. W. Whitson, manager of
the Plaza theatre, in San Diego, who, on
commenting on the success of Jewel productions inhis house said : " It may interest you to know that "The Man Without a Country" has played to the most
profitable week's business the Plaza theatre
has ever known under the present management and has twice broken house records for attendance and receipts. It has
been the film sensation of the city and the
dear old Plaza has topped them all for
the entire week."
Christie Hollywood Plant Not
Leased to King-Bee
A general denial that the Christie plant
in Hollywood has been leased to the KingBee Company, making Billy West comedies,
was made last week by General Manager
Charles Christie. When the King-Bee organization came to California it was the
intention to lease stage space at the
Christie studio, but they found it to thenadvantage to take a separate studio, and
so are now busy with their first Westernmade subject at the Yorke-Metro studio,
a few blocks distant, in Hollywood.
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Director Leonard Races Feature
for Drafted Actor
While creating Mae Murray's second
Bluebird, to be released December 24,
under the title of " Face Value," an exciting and unique race against an issue
that could not be avoided was successfully
accomplished by Director Robert Leonard
and his company of players and Wheeler
Oakman, the leading man, in particular.
Director Leonard was trying to keep ahead
of the selective draft.
Mr. Oakman had put in four weeks'
work on " Face Value " when he was notified to hold himself in readiness to join
Uncle Sam's forces at a moment's notice.
Under ordinary conditions it would take
two weeks more to finish the production,
and when Mr. Oakman got his " red card "
a very delicate problem confronted Director
Leonard.
Director Leonard decided to take a desperate chance to save the situation and investment. Working night and day, sleeping and eating only while he was waiting
for new sets to be finished, the director
sidetracked everything else to secure Oakman's scenes. The other members of the
company, had to be within call at all times
so that there would be no delay when action
came that rquired their appearance with the
leading man. Everybody pitched in and
helped. At two o'clock one morning an intruder at the studio might have seen Director Leonard pushing a grand piano the
entire length of the big stage, while Oakman and Casson Ferguson, one of the players in " Face Value," laid rugs and arranged
furniture on the sets and Miss Murray herself, at the top of a step-ladder, hung pictures on the walls.
" France in Arms " Goes Strong in
Pathe Exchanges
" France in Arms," the five-reel Pathe
special which was made by the Cinematograph Division of the French government,
not only has received good reviews, but is
being booked by many of the leading theatres of the country, it is announced.
The Pathe Los Angeles Office wired that
the Plaza at San Diego has booked the picture for seven days, and the Alhambra of
Los Angeles for the same length of time.
Other Western theatres booking it are
the Princess in Denver for four days, and
Rothe's New California in San Francisco.
Bluebird Features Continue at
Broadway Theatre
Bluebird will continue to provide attractions at the Broadway theatre, New
York, where three subjects from that program have already been shown. This
week's attraction, finishing November 24,
is " The Door Between," a five-reeler created from Samuel Merwin's novel, " Anthony the Absolute." Ruth Clifford is the
star in this Rupert Julian Bluebird, with
Monroe Salisbury featured as Anthony. The
regular program date for distributing " The
Door Between " will be December 10.
During the past week Franklyn Farnum
made his first appearance at the Broadway
in " The Winged Mystery."
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Anita

Loos

Visit

New

York

Now Working on the Script and Making Arrangements for Next
Douglas Fairbanks Picture — Expect to Uncover New Idea

Loos, direcAnita respectivel
N andwriter,
JOHN EMERSO
y,
tor and scenario
for Douglas Fairbanks, arrived in New
York last week from California, and have
been spending much of their time at the
headquarters of Artcraft.
Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos are working
on the script and making arrangements for
'the production of the next Fairbanks picture to follow " D'Artagnan of Kansas,"
now being filmed at Grand Canyon, Ariz.,
under the direction of Allan Dwan. This
is in accordance with the new Fairbanks
production plan whereby one director prepares the next play while the other is being made so that no time will be lost between pictures.
At the Artcraft headquarters Mr. Emerson announced a novel idea affecting the
new picture. " We will stage this photoplay in six different cities, which means
that the entire company will travel from
coast to coast enacting the play in six representative locales of the United States.

Work

The idea of the story is a particularly novel
one but I am not in a position to go into
further details at this time.
" Miss Loos and I are at present making
arrangements for the production of this
picture in the various cities and are working out the details of the script so that
there will be no delay in starting work,
when the present film is completed.
" We are also looking about for ideas for
new stories. We are not anxious to get
scripts — our scenario department will attend to that — but are seeking novel ideas
for photoplays. No one outside of our organization can develop a story in the manner we treat it. Our method is entirely
different from that of any other organization and a person is wasting time trying
to lay out a series of situations for Douglas
Fairbanks, but if he will just devote his
time to creating the basic idea for an
original plot, our staff will attend to the
rest. Douglas Fairbanks' stories must be
different from any now being shown."

of Forest Rangers in Universal Release
Is First Film Under New Contract with U. S. Agricultural Department, and Is Scheduled for Initial Showing November 29

THE

first release under the new contract between the Department of Agriculture of the United States of America
and the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, by the terms of which Universal secured the exclusive rights to film and
present pictures showing the activities of
the department, will be made on November 29 in the Universal Screen Magazine,
under the title of " The Work of the Forest Rangers," it was announced last week.
Speaking of this latest addition to the
numerous phases of the industry conducted byUniversal, Carl Laemmle, is president, said : " There are two things that
especially please us in undertaking this
new work — one is the broad educational
value that cannot fail to inhere in the presentation to the people of the country of
pictures of the great work the Department
of Agriculture is doing for them, and the
second is our natural gratification at the
recognition by the National Government
of Universal as a medium through which
to make this work fully known to the
people.
" The Government has from forty to
fifty thousand feet of negative films, which
by this agreement are placed at our exclusive disposal for motion picture purposes.
The films we will first release show the
work the National Forest Service is doing.
In the pictures will be seen the forest
rangers hunting down predatory animals,
stringing telephone wires in a national forest, making trails and building bridges, on
posts at lookout stations, marking trees that
are to be cut down and sold for timber,
planting trees that are to replace them,
placing fish in streams, and all the other
activities of the daily life and work of
the ranger. Then there are views of cat-

tie and sheep grazing in the forest, of the
homesteads built there, of miners at work,
of reservoirs to supply irrigation to neighboring farmers, of hydro-electric developments. There are more than one hundred
and fifty million acres of land in the national forests and the pictures showing
those forests and the life within them will
be a revelation to the people of this and
other countries who see them.
" Under the terms of our agreement with
the Government, Universal will distribute
its films through all its exchanges in this
country and Europe, in the Philippines, in
South America, in India, China, Japan —
all over the world."
i

Ernest

Swartz,

Erie Theatre,

Cleveland. Ohio
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William S. Hart Need Not Take the Handkerchief From His Eyes for Identification, as Exhibitors and Audiences Know Him Too Well to Be Fooled Like That. In " The Silent Man," an
Artcraft Feature, Hart Again Juggles His Shooting-iron to Advantage i*

Artcraft Productions Hold Sway on Broadway
Mary Pickford Feature Causes Ripples of Delight at Strand,
While Elsie Ferguson's Strong Acting Pleases at Rialto
ARTCRAFT PICTURES were the big and many particularly favorable comments
were accorded the pictures by New York
attractions at New York's two leadcritics. The New York Tribune in its
ing Broadway motion picture theatres
last week — the Strand and the Rialto. At
review of " The Rise of Jennie Cushing,"
the former Mary Pickford in " The Little
said :ture"in Evidently
those sent
who all
saw ofthe their
picthe afternoon
Princess " drew big crowds that came out
apparently well satisfied that the little friends to see it in the evening for unless
princess of the curls is still leading the you knew the pass word it was impossible
field in her particular branch of motion
to get within a block of the theatre. As
picture endeavor, and at the Rialto Elsie
Jennie Cushing, Elsie Ferguson does one
of the best things that ever has been done
Ferguson, in " The Rise of Jennie Cushing," attracted long lines of waiting patrons
in the drama, either silent or spoken."
in front of the box-office, and these same
Of Mary Pickford's film, the Herald
theatre-goers later remarked audibly and to said : " It is one of the best productions
Miss
Pickford has had, being well balanced
themselves that Miss Ferguson's acting
was among the best they had ever seen
with pretty comedy and pathetic little
either on the screen or in the legitimate
touches of girl-hood." Other reviews were
theatre. Even the critics agree that Miss
to the same effect.
Ferguson in her second Artcraft picture
has created a character, Jennie Cushing,
that is well nigh perfect.
Tooker Appears in Cast with
The two Artcraft offerings were similar
Bushman and Bayne
in many respects, not only as far as their
William
H. Tooker, widely known for
drawing power was concerned but in the
his screen portrayals, will play the role of
productions themselves. Both plays were
Patrick Connolly in support of Francis X.
adapted from well known books. The
Bushman and Beverly Bayne, in their new
consensus of opinion was that these two
subjects were the best pictures of each
Metro production, " Red, White and Blue
star. Both photoplays were produced at Blood," under the direction of Charles J.
Brabin, it is announced. The picture was
the
the same
West time,
Coast" The
underLittle
the Princess
direction" on
of adapted by June Mathis from the story of
Shannon Fife.
Marshall Neilan and " The Rise of Jennie
Mr. Tooker has just completed his work
Cushing " at the Fort Lee plant by Maurice
Tourneur. Both film plays were taken
in the role of Michael Ford in " Alias Mrs.
from books by women authors, the original
Jessop," starring Emily Stevens. In the
Pickford story having been written by Stevens picture he played the father of
Lillian Ford and the uncle of Janet Ford,
Frances Hodgson Burnett and the Ferguson subject by. Mary S. Watts.
both of the last-named characters being
portrayed by Miss Stevens.
Both theatres reported good business
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Lumsden Hare Engaged for
Madame Petrova Productions
Madame Petrova announced last week,
through her publicity department, that a
contract has been made between the Petrova Picture Company and Lumsden
Hare, the English player, whereby the
latter will appear in the forthcoming productions of the Petrova company.
Already, it is announced, Mr. Hare is
playing one of the leading roles in the
second starring vehicle now in course of
production at the Petrova studios under
the direction of Larry Trimble.
The latest addition to the carefully
selected cast supporting Madame Petrova
has been internationally prominent for
many years as a producer and actor. He
founded the Pastoral Amphitheatre at
Ranelagh, England, which was the forerunner of the famous English country
clubs and for two years Mr. Hare produced all of the pastoral plays, which obtained a wide vogue in Great Britain.
He has also appeared on the other side
in
the stage
Barker,
Cyril productions
Maude and ofSirGranville'
Arthur
Collins.
At the instigation of Charles Frohman,
Mr. Hare came to this country to play
opposite Ethel Barrymore and during his
two years here, has appeared with John
Drew, Maude Adams, Billie Burke, and a
host of American stage artists.
His debut in the shadow world was
made with Kitty Gordon in " As in a
Looking Glass," and since then has become familiar to picture patrons throughout the country by reason of his many
characterizations for the World Film,
Pathe, Famous Players and others.
While appearing opposite Elsie Ferguson in " Barbary Sheep," Mr. Hare attracted the personal attention of Madame
Petrova and his present appearance in the
supporting cast of the second Petrova
picture was the result. He depicts the part
of Clinton Durand, a wealthy clubman and
the husband of Madame Petrova.
Pickford and Huff Again Co-Star
for Paramount
It was announced last week by Famous
Players-Lasky that William D. Taylor,
having finished the direction of a new picture starring Jack Pickford, and to be
released in the near future by Paramount,
is busily engaged in preparing a production wherein Jack Pickford and Louise
Huff will again co-star. It is said to be
an adaptation from a well known novel and
play, and that it was the author himself
who suggested that Mr. Pickford and Miss
Huff would be the ideal combination for
the leading roles.
Naval Recruits See Presentation
of " The Slacker "
Election Day was celebrated by the men
in training at the Naval Training Station.
Pelham Bay, by attendance at a special
exhibition of " The Slacker," arranged by
the Drama League of America through the
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures. The use of the film was contributed
by the Metro Company.
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Paramount Serial Credits Measure
of Success to Tide
A goodly portion of the success of
"Who Is Number One?" the new Paramount serial starring Kathleen Clifford, is
said by Paramount to be due to the unusual
title given the Anna Katherine Green
story.
It is the opinion that unless the title is
strong and easy to remember, and stimulates the imagination, the advertising must
necessarily be weak. " Who Is Number
One?" according to Paramount's reports
of communications from exhibitors, has
every necessary quality for advertising. It
is said that exhibitors have recognized
the value of the title and have taken advantage of it. In this connection Paramount cites the case of Wm. O. Hare, the
exhibtor of Des Moines, who, on the first
day of the serial played to capacity all day
and turned several hundred away at night.
Also, it is announced, a large number of
exhibitors have used the season ticket idea
in connection with " Who Is Number
One?" and have sold tickets, at a reduced
, rate, good for the entire fifteen weeks' run
of the picture. It is said the exhibitors
and the patrons who have bought these
tickets are greatly interested in the latest
twist in the war tax relating to admission
to theatres. Tickets bought before November 1 are not subject to the tax, even
though they are good for performances on
or after the date the tax went into effect, is
Paramount's opinion, but an effort is now
being made to have this reversed and the
outcome is being watched with keen interest by many exhibitors who find themselves
similarly situated.
Markova Has Russian Type Role
in New Film
Madam Markova, the William Fox
star, whose most recent release was called
"The Painted Madonna," has the role,
of a Russian girl who is the guest of her
uncle, the Russian ambassador to the
United States, in her second starring
feature for Fox.
Although the cast is not complete, the
principal members of the company are
working in Massachusetts on the sea scenes
essential to the picture. These include
David Herblin, who also was in Madam
Markova's first picture ; Eric Mayne,
Bradley Barker, Stanley Heck, Wu-SoyFa and Charlie Fang.
Walthall's First Paralta Play
Being Assembled
The final scenes of Henry B. Walthall's
initial Paralta play, " His Robe of Honor,"
have been taken in Hollywood, and the
final details of assembling and cutting are
being finished with all possible dispatch.
In order to prepare this production for an
early shipment to New York, orders have
been issued by Robert Brunton, manager
of productions, to give it precedence over
all other work in the cutting and assembling rooms. It is expected that the final
work of preparing the production will be
completed this week and that the picture
will be on its way to the New York office
of Paralta plays ready for screening.
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Director Walsh

with Goldwyn — Tucker Directs Normand
tion of a director who recently finished a
Goldwyn production for early release.
The latter is George Loane Tucker and
the former is R. A. Walsh, well known for
his recent Fox features.
Raoul A. Walsh, it is announced, joins
the Goldwyn organization in December,
having signed a contract with Samuel
Goldfish, president of Goldwyn, last
week. At the expiration of his now expiring contract with William Fox, Walsh
will immediately, according to plans,
begin work on a production which Goldwyn will hold pending his advent into
its ranks.
Among productions which Walsh has
directed are " The Honor System," " "The
Serpent," with Theda Bara ; " Regeneration," The
"
Innocent Sinner " and
" Betrayed."
George Loane Tucker, Goldwyn has
announced, has been engaged, immediately
following the completion of " The Cinderella Man," in which he directed Mae
Raoul A. Walsh, Who Has Been Engaged to
Marsh for Goldwyn, to direct Mabel NorDirect Goldwyn Productions
mand's second Goldwyn production, work
on which is expected to start at once.
Its title and the make-up of the cast have
GOLDWYN Pictures Corporation last
week announced the acquisition of a not been announced.
new director to its already efficient staff,
" The Cinderella Man " is a Christmas
story timed for the holiday season.
and the re-engaging for a new producNational Film Prepares Multiple-Reel Subject
"Tarzan of the Apes" Expected to Be Excellent Production,
Featuring Elmo Lincoln — May Be Ready Early in December
A VERY excellent production is exThe supporting cast includes such wellknown motion picture players as Thomas
•** pected from the studios of the NaJefferson,
True Boardman, who has just
tional Film Corporation of America,
completed
a title role part for a Lois
which has for the past several months been
Weber production, and prior to that feabusy in the making of a multiple reel subin the Markey,
two Kalem
" Stingaree
series ; turedEnid
late star
of Fox"
ject, "Tarzan of the Apes," adapted from
the novel and newspaper serial of the
West Coast studios, takes the leading femisame title, for General Manager William
nine role, and Kathleen Kirkham, who
Parsons has selected some of the best
was featured in the " Eyes of the World "
known
and capable
players
of the roles.
West' and other subjects, is to be seen in a
Coast screen
colony for
the leading
principal supporting part. Director Scott
Elmo Lincoln, who played the featured
Sidney, who has been in charge of the
production, is a former Ince director,
part opposite Mae Marsh in " Her Shatwhere he served for three years. Later
tered Idol," together with a number of
other successes from the Fine Arts Stuhe was with Morosco, and Pallas for one
dio, will be seen in the coming release in year, where he made some very excellent
the title role, that of Tarzan, the ape man.
Paramount subjects.
The story relates to a baby being kidIt is expected now that the eight or ninenapped by a mother ape whose baby had
reel film will be ready for the market
been killed by hunters. This child is early in December, all but a few of the
reared to manhood in the jungles of
scenes having been made, and the organiAfrica, and it is in the later period that
zation has been editing the subject as- it
the greater portion of the picture is laid.
was produced.
Peggy Hyland Completes New Feature at Astra Studios
" Patria." Others in the cast are Anna
AN announcement from the Pathe Exchange, Inc., last week carried the Lehr and William Parke, Jr.
It is understood that this picture will be
information that Peggy Hyland has comcharacterized by an entirely new system of
pleted afive-reel feature at the Astra Stulighting and photographic work and other
dios, an adaptation of the A. H. Wroods
novel ideas, which have been carefully
stage production called " The Other Womworked out. Two studios have been used
The production was under the supervision of Albert Parker, a new Astra director, and it is expected to prove one of
the
best
company. five-reelers yet made by that
Thean."
leading man of the feature is Milton
Sills, who played opposite Irene Castle in

in making it in order to obtain the desired effects.
Peggy
in " beTheseen
Other
will,
it isHyland
reported,
on Woman
the Gold"
Rooster feature program. The other Gold
Rooster stars are at present Gladys
Hulette and Baby Marie Osborn.
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ADVANCE
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THE

Jane and
Katherine
Lee,a inChurch
" Trouble
Their Newest
Picture, Another
Create Much
Merriment by Hiding
Under
Pew, Makers,"
a la Dishabille.
FrancisFoxCarpenter,
Fox Kiddie
Star, is Perfectly at Home in His Role in " Treasure Island "
Fox

Picks Specials for the Holiday Season
Release Dates of Several Productions Advanced for Showing
During Usual Dull Period — Kiddie Features Are Included
they possess the quality of interesting
ACCORDING to William Fox, exhibitors who believe in making the most
children far more strongly than any series
of every opportunity are responsible for of photoplays ever previously released by
the selection by the Fox Film Corporation
us. They are elaborate productions, the
of what are declared to be especially apequivalent in this respect of the best obtainpropriate pictures for holiday season
able today, and yet they are developed
programs.
along lines so definited, direct and forceful— their stories are so realistically told
" We have had a large number of let— that interest in them becomes rather a
ters from exhibitors," Mr. Fox explained,
matter of ability to see than of age. Their
" saying they want to appeal to the children
of all ages, which includes adults, during
appeal
is as broad as human nature."
the Christmas vacation of the schools.
' We ought to have an opportunity for
as liberal selection as possible of high
" A Branded Soul " Parallels Old
grade, wholesome featurtes,' is the way the
Country Incident
appeal was stated, ' and of course the pictures ought to be of the sort which will
A picture that is said to parallel an incident that occurred in Rome nearly two
prove
entertaining
"
The equally
Fox answer
to this to
was adults.'
a decision
thousand years ago with one of today in
a quaint old Mexican village is the Fox
to push ahead the release dates of a numSpecial Feature release for November 25.
ber of productions which otherwise probThe title of the play, which is derived
ably would not have been available to exhibitors until after the first of the year.
from one of the strongest scenes, is " A
" The Babes in the Woods " and " Treasure
Branded
Brockwell, Soul," and the star is Gladys
Island," featuring Francis Carpenter and
Miss Brockwell is supported by a cast
Virginia Lee Corbin ; " A Daughter of the
including
Colin Chase, who was cast in
Gods," the fairy story in which Annette
"Conscience;" Vivian Rich, who played in
Kellermann is starred, and " Troublemak"The Price of Silence;" Willard Louis,
ers," of which Jane and Katherine Lee are
who has been in eighteen Fox productions,
the principal characters, all were brought
forward for pre-Christmas booking. In including " The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
addition to these are two previous re" American Methods," " A Tale of Two
leases, Jack
"
and the Beanstalk " andN Cities," " The Island of Desire " and
" High Finance," and Lewis J. Cody, Glo" Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp,"
ria Payton, Fred Whitman and Barney
Carpenter-Corbin features.
Furey, who are making their first appear" We never have offered a better selecances in a Fox company.
tion of pictures for holiday week showing,"
The
story is by E. Lloyd Sheldon, the
said Mr. Fox. " These pictures, except that
of Miss Kellermann, are a development of scenario by Franklyn Hall and the photography by Charles Kaufman. Bertram
the present year in the motion picture
Bracken is the director, this being his sixth
industry. Their appeal, of course, primariFox picture.
ly is to adults, tut they have demonstrated

PROGRAMS

Irene Castle Feature Released
December 16
Irene Castle, in a drama of society and
high finance, is the Pathe Plays release announced for the week of December 16.
The title is " Vengeance is Mine," scenario
by Howard Irving Young from the novel
of John A. Moroso, directed by Frank
Crane. This is the fourth of the series of
Castle-Pathe Plays, complete in five reels.
The others are : " The Mark of Cain," a
murder mystery by Carolyn Wells,
directed by George Fitzmaurice with Antonio Moreno ; " Stranded in Arcady," a
story of adventure in the North Woods
by Francis Lynde, directed by Frank
Crane, and " Sylvia of the Secret Service."
Title Sounds Like Good Picture
It was announced last week from the
William
Fox offices
thatissued
George
Walsh's
next production
will be
by William
Fox under the title of " The Pride of New
If the production lives up to its title, as
all Fox features are wont to do, it is predicted it will be another winner for the
smiling star.
York."
Pathe
Productions Thick in
Minneapolis Houses
In Minneapolis five downtown first-run
theatres showed Padie productions week
before last. " Under the Stars and Stripes
showed at the New Lyric. Manager Calvert of the New Garrick used the threereel picture,
" In theplayed
Wake theof New
the Huns,"
while
other Pathes
Astor,
New Grand and the New Palace theatres.
The Castle pictures have been booked for
the New Aster.
Frank Phelps of the New Palace, Superior, Wisconsin, has also booked the
Castle pictures, as has Tom Furniss of the
Rex, Duluth. Mr. Furniss has also contracted with Harry (Pathe) Buxbaum for
the Russian Art Films.
Louise Fazenda's fewest Comedy
Is Released
Louise Fazenda, whose skill in comedy
work displayed itself admirably when she
was with Triangle, made her ParamountMack Sennett debut on the screen in " Are
Waitresses Safe?" November IS, when the
picture was released by Paramount, and
proceeded to chalk up another success for
herself. The comedy, directed by Victor
Heerman and supervised by Mack Sennett.
includes in its cast Ben Turpin, Slim Summerville,
a canine
for the part
opposite." actor " and a feline
Coincidental with the release of the new
Louise Fazenda fun-maker, it was announced that the first of the ParamountArbuckle comedies to be made in California, entitled " A Country Hero," is well
on its way. and promises to be one of the
best two-reelers Arbuckle has made.
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"Who Goes There?" Released
by Vitagraph November 26
" Who Goes There," a Greater Vitagraph
1 feature starring Harry Morey, with Corinne Griffith, is announced for release
November 26 by Albert E. Smith, president of the company. The play was made
from the novel of the same name by Robert W. Chambers, and was produced under
; the direction of William P. S. Earle.
The picture is said to be one of the finest made by Vitagraph during the last
year. The story is claimed to be an exceptionally strong one, the stars are box-office
attractions and the direction is said to be
fully up to the standard set by Mr. Earle
in his productions of " Within the Law,"
" Mary Jane's Pa," and other big proI ductions.
The story is laid in Belgium at the time
of the German invasion and the role of
. Kervyn Guild is said to afford Harry
I Morey one of the finest opportunities of
1 his career. Miss Griffith, as Karen Girard,
a spy's courier, has an appealing role and
1 her work is declared to be equal to the
I best she has ever done.
Vitagraph lavished money on the pro; duction and the feature is said to be remarkable for the extraordinary number of
fine exterior scenes. One of the striking
incidents is the destruction at night of
a battleship attacked by a U-Boat. The
shipboard scenes were made on the steamship Christianaford, which was wrecked a
few days later after it sailed from New
York.
The play is the third which Vitagraph
has made from stories by Robert W.
Chambers, the others being " The Girl
Philippa," and " The Fettered Woman."
Vitagraph has the exclusive film rights to
the works of Chambers and has another
big picture, adapted from " Between
Friends " in production now.
Salisbury and Vale Stars in
" Zollenstein "
Vola Vale and Monroe Salisbury are
the featured players in " Zollenstein,"
the current Falcon Feature released
through General Film, and which is an
adaptation
of W.
Ferguson's
story of
a contest for
the B.throne
of Zollenstein.
" Zollenstein " is announced as the last
of the current series of Falcon features
released by General Film.
In the cast
I with Salisbury and Vale are Daniel
I Gilfether, William Edler, Frank Erlanger,
i Jane Pepperell, Edward Jobson and Leah
Gibbs. H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer
j supervised the making of the feature.
Victor Moore Finds Fun in
Knitting Craze
Victor Moore heads a very good cast of
comedy players in the Paramount-Klever
Komedy, " Nutty Knitters," released November 19. Among the well known players are Dave Don and Peggy Adams.
Thomas J. Gray is author of the comedy,
which is woven about the knitting craze.
Chester M. De Vonde directed it.
Another Paramount comedy release that
is said to be meeting with much favor is
the current Black Diamond comedy, " A
Society Scrimmage," released Nov. 12.
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Alma Ruebens Demonstrates Two Forms Which
of Embrace
in " The Regenerates," a Triangle Play, in
She Stars
Unusually Diversified Program for Triangle
Features for November Expected to Round Out One of Most Varied
Schedules of That Company in Months — Patriotic Play Included
pervised the production. In connection
THE last week of this month is a notable one insofar as Triangle and with the showing of this picture at first
run houses, the Publicity Department of
Triangle productions are concerned.
The Triangle features to be released that
Triangle is sending out a very comprehensive promotion plan designed to make
week, beginning November 25, are expected
to round out one of the most diversified
this an " Allies Week " at Triangle houses.
A meal ticket starts Paddy McGuire on
programs which has been put out by that
company in several months.
his merry way in the Triangle-Keystone
Following the military drama, " Fighting
comedy for that week, " Won by a Fowl."
Peggy Pearce, as the jealous wife, and
Back," with William Desmond and Claire
Claire
McDowell;
"Up
or
Down?",
the
comedywaitressAnderson,
sweetheart,Chef
are Baldy
among Belmont's
the girls
drama featuring George Hernandez ; Roy
who assist Fritz Schade in his adventures
Stewart's Western, " The Medicine Man " ; as boss of the cafe. William Beaudine
"Indiscreet Corinne," Olive Thomas'
fourth photoplay; the prohibition story of directed the comedy.
" A False Alarm " and " A Tough
" A Case at Law," and " The Fuel of Life,"
in which Belle Bennett is a vampire, " The Turkey Trot " will also be released on the
regular program of November 25 as oneRegenerates " and " For Valour " are ex- reel
Triangle Komedies.
pected to pull big business when they are
released November 25.
Walt Whitman, who scored in " The
Firefly of Tough Luck," with Alma Rubens
in the title role, will again star with Miss
Rubens in " The Regenerates." The new
1
play is said to give him a wide range for
the intensive character work which has
been so favorably received. In the supporting cast with Miss Rubens arc Pauline
Starke, Darrel Foss, John Lince, and a
well-balanced company of Triangle players.
The picture was directed by E. Mason
Hopper.
" For Valour," the second release of the
week, gives Winifred Allen a vehicle which
is said to be splendidly adapted to that
young lady's talent. It is a timely story
of the war, but does not draw on the grim
and sordid aspects of the conflict for its
theme. Henry Weaver, who had the parts
of Simonides in " Ben Hur " and the public
prosecutor in " The Only Way," on the
legitimate stage, appears in " For Valour,"
A. Lloyd Lock as Ambassador Gerard
as Miss Allen's father. Allan Dwan su-
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Goldwyn Furnishes Stimulus for Fading Year
Has Four of Own Features to Coax Crowds to Box Office, and
Is Distributing Three Specials That Promise Good Returns
And, in between its four productions of its
own Goldwyn is offering to exhibitors the
privilege to book in the open market three
special productions, the distribution of
which it controls.

Seldom Does the Photographer Catch Three Such
Celebrities as Geraldine Farrar, Samuel Goldfish
and Mary Garden in the Same Group

to Goldwyn's
according
pictures,
GOODreceipt
for ailing
business in picture
theatres, are the cure-alls for either loss
of interest or streaks of frugality. Give
them good pictures and it is sure to stop
picture devotees from counting the pennies, is Goldwyn's belief.
In this respect, it appears that Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation is fortunate at this
season of the year, and at this particular
moment, in having as its next four releases
pictures of accented strength and appeal.

Butterfly

Schedules

The following are Goldwyn's own releases :Madge Kennedy in " Nearly Married," by Edgar Selwyn, released November 18; Mabel Normand in "Joan of
Plattsburg," by Porter Emerson Browne,
to be released December 2; Mae Marsh
in " The Cinderella Man," by Edward
Childs Carpenter, for release December
16, and Mary Garden in " Thais," by
Anatole France, scheduled for release December 30.
The special productions, now announced
as ready for distribution, are George Loane
Tucker's "The Manxman"; Ira M. Lowry's " For the Freedom of the World,"
and
Rex Beach's
The Auction
In addition
it is "announced
the Block."
second
comedy in the series made by Marie Dressier, as " Tillie," will be released December
2 under the title of " Fired."
Mabel Normand's' return to the screen
after a year's absence promises to be an
event in filmland and surely one that will
give audiences something new to talk about.
The popularity of Miss Normand has apparently increased and Goldwyn thinks
there are millions of persons ready to welcome her back when she makes her reap earance inthe patriotic comedy-drama,
" Joan of Plattsburg."
" The Cinderella Man " is claimed to be
beyond question the best and most beautiful Mae Marsh picture ever produced, and
being released as a Christmas offering its
popularity should be tremendous.
Of course, the screen debut of Mary
Garden in " Thais " on December 30 is expected to be one of the big events of the
year in motion picture affairs.

Its Releases

for

January

" The High Sign," Featuring Brownie Vernon and Herbert Rawlinson, Leads Off New Year — Louise Lovely Feature Next
ARRANGEMENTS for Butterfly productions in the first month of the
new year have been made by Universal.
Nearly all of Butterfly's galaxy of stars
will be found in the line-up, either late in
December or in January bills. Ella Hall,
Harry Carey, Louise Lovely, Molly Malone
and Little Zoe Rae now comprise the fixed
stars of Butterfly, but in the following
arrangements there are some features that
were made at Universal City previous to
the new alignment of principal players —
hence the presentation of Herbert Rawlinson, Grace Cunard, Brownie Vernon and
Jack Mulhall in some of these.
For New Year's week, starting December
31, " The High Sign," featuring Brownie
Vernon and Herbert Rawlinson will be the
Butterfly. The story was written by J.
Grubb Alexander and Waldemar Young
and the production was made by Elmer
Clifton.

January 7 brings Louise Lovely in " The
Wolf and His Mate," directed by Edward
J. Le Saint from Doris Schroder's scenario
of Julia Maier's story. Hart Hoxie and
Betty Schade will be featured in Miss
Lovely's support. The January 14 Butterfly will be " Hell's Crater," featuring Grace
Cunard, with Ray Hanford and Eileen
Sedgwick also appearing in vital roles.
" Madam Spy," on January 21 will have
Jack Mulhall featured in a story by Lee
Morrison prepared for the screen by Harvey Gates. The production was directed
by Douglas Gerrard. Featured in supporting roles will be Donna Drew and Claire
Du Brey.
Louise Lovely will complete the month's
schedule with presentations of " Painted
Lips," made from Charles Kenyon's scenario by Edward J. Le Saint. In Miss
Lovely's support Alfred Allen and Betty
Schade will have leading roles.

Vol. 16. No. 2

Klever
Pictures
Now Present*
Victor Moore as a Knitter
Klever Pictures, Inc., released on No-[
vember 19 Thomas J. Gray's newest comedy "Nutty Knitters," featuring Victor!
Moore. The subject was directed by Chet-I
ter M. DeVonde.
The story goes: Vic goes to see his'
sweetheart's father to ask for her hand,
arici the old man tells him he is patriotic!
and that if Vic will knit fifty sweaters, he
can call around again. Vic agrees to do
this and off he goes. In the meantime his
sweetheart's father phones to a detective
agency, to trail Vic, and be sure he knits
the sweaters himself, and does not buy
them. Vic gets his knitting things and |
starts for home trailed by the detective.
He drops his ball of wool upon entering
his flat, which serves as a clue for the
detective. The detective follows the trail
of wool,
which theleads
Vic's but
apartment,
where
he finds
doortolocked,
he can
hear Vic on the inside. Unable to get in,
he lights the trail of the wool, which runs
under the door, and then dashes off downstairs. Vic in the meantime is busy inside
knitting on an old-fashioned loom. It is
not long before he realizes that something is burning, and before he can do
anything, his whole room is afire. He
rushes downstairs to the fire house, where
the firemen are all busy knitting and entreats them to come to his house to put
the fire out. They refuse and kick him
out. He rushes to the police station, where
the policemen are also busy knitting. He
also entreats them to come and "arrest"
the fire, and they also kick him out. He
starts down the street dejected and feeling
that the opportunity to win his sweetheart
is lost, when a truck passing down the
street, drops a case off it, it breaks open
and a lot of sweaters fall out of it. Vic
seeing this rushes over to it, and picks up
the sweaters feeling that they surely must
h?ve fallen from heaven. By this time the
truck driver has discovered his loss, and
starts back after his sweaters. Vic seeing
this grabs up the sweaters and runs for
his dear life, with the truckman and police
after him. Vic makes straight for his
sweetheart's house and rushing in with the
armful of sweaters, asks the father to
give him the " bless you my children." By
this time the truckman and the police have
reached the house and rushing in. make
for Vic. Before anything can be done,
Vic is hauled off to the lock-up. and for
the finish we see him knitting his head off
behind the bars.
Much

Fun Promised in Third
Suh-Deb Story

What the French describe as " contretemps," according to Famous PlayersBab's
forthcoming
theMarguerite
Lasky, render
Matinee
Idol," the
Clark" Paramount picture scheduled for release November 26, highly diverting and full of
laughs. This third comedy in the sub-deb
series is claimed to be the most laughable
as well as the daintiest of the trio.
J. Searle Dawley directed the three subdeb pictures with Miss Clark as star:
" Bab's Diary," " Bab's Burglar " and
" Bab's Matinee Idol."
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He pokes a gun in my face and backs me across the room
to a minister and a girl I never saw before and says :

GEORGE BRONSON HOWARD at his incomparable best. An
underworld and society drama with the biggest twist ever
screened. Surprise at the shouting point. One absolutely
certain money-getter.
Publicity of every kind to match.
"The M,
The Co-Respondent
A. Country
Endorsed by the Committee on National
Defense as the greatest patriotism-maker
ever offered the American public. From
the deathless masterpiece by Edward
Everett Hale. Produced by Thanhauser.

Dorothy Phillips in a 7-reel drama of the
West that grips like a Grizzly. Punch,
power and pressure at their highest notch.

Elaine Hammerstein and Wilfred Lucas
in a $50,000 publicity driven drama of
modern newspaper life made by Ralph
Ince from the stage play by Alice Leal
Pollock and Rita Weiman.
rrens o f the S ea
Louise Lovely, Carmel Myers and countless Venus-formed maidens in a ravishing
dream of female loveliness. Glorious
diving nymphs. The Picture Magnificent.
6 Reels. Produced by Allen Holubar.
OO
ime
d Tr

Mildred Harris and Kenneth Harlan in the most affecting love story ever fatefully
surrounded by the temptations of illicit pleasure and clothes. From "The Whim" by
Marion Orth. Produced with indescribable richness of sympathy and detail by Lois
Weber, the Belasco of the Screen. See and book at any Jewel Exchange.

INC
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The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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iirTHE MYSTERY
» biggest money

PICTURE

MEWS

of

For

Exhibitors

SHIP" is without the slightest shadow of a doubt the
getter of the season for Exhibitors. If you think this

is "advertising talk" go to your nearest
them to project the first episodes of "THE
the screen — then pass your own opinion.

Universal Exchange and ask
MYSTERY
SHIP" for you on

spent to $35,000^
procure a few feet of film for the first episode alone — but ye
gods — what colossal thrills in that few feet! Huge castle walls dynamited— destroying $35,000 worth of property to give your patrons a
$35,000 thrill — biggest they have ever seen in any serial in their lives.
Judge of the immensity of this serial by this tremendous wallop.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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book?

BIGGEST
and finest advertising
issued, ready for every Exhibitor.
ideas, ready
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campaign book
ever
Completely filled with

display ads-novelties-stunts

and

illustrated

publicity stories and helps to assist you in putting over "THE
MYSTERY
SHIP" for 18 straight weeks in tornado style.

BEN

WILSON

NEVA

GERBER

Kingsley

A

Real

and big Universal cast,
enables
you
to advertise
broadcast the serial with
the ALL STAR CAST.
A score of distinct advantages guarantee you
biggest returns you
ever had.

Winner!

From any angle you view "THE MYSTERY SHIP"—
you'll find that it's a rea/ winner. Punch-power-loveromance-daring adventure-thrilling escapes — combine to
give your patrons the serial with 18 weeks of wallons.
BOOK NOW- thru any Universal Exchange.
UNIVERSAL
The Largest Film Manufacturing
Concern in the Universe"

FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
CARL LAEMMLE, President
1600 Broadway,

Benedict

New

York

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Chosen
UNITED

Vol. 16. Not

NEWS

by the
STATES

GOVERNMENT
Department

greatngdrawof itsenabli
BECAUSEing power,
the
widest possible publicity
to the people of the United
States, the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture chose the UNIVERSAL
SCREEN MAGAZINE to exploit and set before the American public such information as
Government Officials see fit to
publicize. The Government had
its choice from among all newreels of the screen. It chose
the UNIVERSAL SCREEN
MAGAZINE. Does that — or
doesn't it mean something of
unusual importance to you?
UNIVERSAL

of Agriculture

ERSALit
means
that exhib
UNIVitors
wd
shre
TO SCRE
EN MAGAZINE has
pulling power — it can and does
draw the crowds. That's why
the Government chose it. That's
why YOU should choose it—
advertise it— play it up to the
limit and get the big results.
It covers such fascinating subjects as Art — Travel — Science —
Household Hints — Inventions —
Industry and other subjects
of widest interest. Your nearest Universal Exchange will
give vou more facts. BOOK
NOW.

SCREEN

MAGAZINE

1600 Broadway, New York
EDUCATION

UN

IVE RIAL

SCREEN

MAGAZINE

1600
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Fox December Special Features
Present Women Stars
All of the releases of William Fox
Special Features during December will
feature women stars it was announced
last week, the same feminine stars appearing as in the 52-a-year pictures for November, except that a new star, Jewel Carmen,
is scheduled to replace the new Russian
star, Madam Sonia Markova.
As last month, the first picture will be
June Caprice feature. She was last presented in " Miss U. S. A.". Dec. 9 will
bring her back in " Unknown 274," the
title being the tag number of a foundling
|in an orphan asylum. The action hinges
around the life and identification of the
girl, her restoration to her father finally
being tioneffected
through
latter'swhich
recogniof the tone
of the
a violin
he
played in his younger days.
Miss Carmen's debut as a star will be
made Dec. 16 in "A Soul for Sale," a
Western mining camp story, in which the
heroine sells herself for $6,000 to raise
money for her brother, and is " bought "
by a minister who is interested at first
only for humanitarian and moral reasons,
but who eventually develops a much more
personal interest in his purchase. The
drama is said to be rich in emotional opportunities.
The two other December releases have
been completed but not titled. One, Dec.
23, will be a Virginia Pearson picture, and
the other, to be available Dec. 30, will feature Gladys Brockwell.
Triangle Releases Seven-Reel
Feature on Program
" Because of the Woman," which has
been completed by Triangle on the Coast,
under the direction of Jack Conway, will
be the first seven-reel feature released on
the regular program under the new Triangle regime, as announced in September.
Belle Bennett has the leading role, with
Jack Livingston opposite her.

ru^Y Kel'y- Featured with Montagu Love in
Lne Awakening," a World- Picture Brady-Made
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Irene

Castle Production Released Next Week
Is on Pathe Program Also Sche duled to Include First Episode
of " The Hidden Hand "—Harold Lloyd Comedy Also in Line-Up
IRENE CASTLE, in what Pathe describes
Jeopardy" with Creighton Hale and Leon
* as a fast action photoplay, produced
Bary. The
mystery as to Ilma's disapunder the direction of George Fitzmaurice,
pearance issolved
in the beginning of this
episode when it is learned that Perry
the first episodes of "The Hidden Hand"
Mason, at the point of a revolver, forced
serial, another chapter of " The Seven
her
Pearls," and a Harold Lloyd comedy are
No. to10. leave Falenti's home at the end of
among the features of 'Pathe's line-up for
the week of November 25, it was announced
" All Aboard " is the title of the Harold
this week.
Lloyd comedy produced by Rolin in one
reel. This comedy takes the company
Irene Castle is to be presented in " Sylaboard a steamer bound for Bermuda and
via of the Secret Service," a Pathe Plays
special in five reels, produced by Astra,
practically all of the farce is staged on the
water. Lloyd tries with success to steal the
directed by George Fitzmaurice, scenario
by Philip Bartholomae; from the story by Lady Fair from the " Barren " to whom
Joseph Trant. The picture is announced
she has been promised by her unyielding
as a detective play characterized by more
thrills and fast action than any yet of the
parents.
"Around Central Auvergne" and
Irene Castle-Pathe Plays. In it the star
"
Tonic Towns of England " are the splithas a part that is said gives her greater
reel Pathe colored scenic release. The
opportunity than any she has had before,
first half shows the picturesque wooded
heights of the highest mountains in the
either in " Stranded in Arcady " or " The
interior of France, and the second shows
Mark of Cain."
The first chapter of " The Hidden
the popular watering place of Harrogate
Hand " is entitled " The Gauntlet of with the Royal Baths, Fontaine and scenes
Death." It stars Doris Kenyon, Sheldon
in the quaint town of Knaresborough.
Lewis, Arline Pretty and Mahlon HamilAn International Cartoon and Scenic
ton.
Split reel and Hearst-Pathe News No. 96
Mollie King is starred in " The Seven
Pearls," No. 11, entitled " Gems of and No. 97 complete this program.
Fairbanks

and

Hart

in

New

Artcraft

Releases

Athletic Comedian Presented November 19 in " Reaching for the
Moon," and Hart Feature Is Scheduled for Screen November 26
ARTCRAFT PICTURES is carrying
Ince release through Artcraft, " The
out its carefully laid plans, apparentSilent Man," will be the last November
offering, on the 26th. This story is from
ly, and is rounding out what it considers
its banner month with Douglas Fairbanks
the pen of Charles Kenyon. The effort
and William S. Hart attractions, following
of " Silent " Budd Marr, the role portrayed
closely the two productions starring Elsie
by Hart, to recover a gold mine that has
been taken from him by an unscrupulous
Ferguson and Mary Pickf ord in " The Rise
gambler, with the connivance of a governof Jennie Cushing " and " The Little
ment agent, forms the basis of this story.
Princess," respectively. These four feaStaged under the supervision of Thomas
tures in the same month, each an acknowlH. Ince, this production it is promised
edged box-office attraction second to none,
is probably a record in the motion picture
discloses " Big Bill " in a part that gives
industry, and embrace the largest number
him great opportunity to not only display
his histrionic talents, but his physical
of releases for Artcraft since its inception.
The latest Douglas Fairbanks offering
prowess as well. Appearing opposite the
star is Vola Vale. Others in the cast are
was released November 19, and is entitled,
" Reaching for the Moon." The story, by Robert McKim, J. P. Lockney, George
Anita Loos and John Emerson, was staged
P. Nichols, Gertrude Claire, Milton Ross,
under the direction of the latter. It was
Dorcas Matthews and Harold Goodwin,
for this picture that the entire Fairbanks
a boy actor.
producing organization crossed the continent to film eight scenes in New York
" The Lost Express " Causes
City, after which it returned to California
Interest to Grow
to produce the major part of the photoplay. It is announced that this is the most
As the solution of the mysterious diselaborate Fairbanks picture yet produced
ap earance of " is
Thesaid
Lostto Express
draws
nearer interest
increase " in
the
and entailed the building of several
chapter play, now being released by
gigantic sets including a Venetian village,
Mutual and featuring Helen Holmes.
with its picturesque canals and romantic
gondolas. The story tells of an American
ChapterNovember
XI, " A 26,
Fight
for a itMillion,"
released
possesses,
is said,
youth who finally realizes his ambition to
distinctive
features
of
photography
as
become a king but soon learns the truth of
well
as
thrills,
in
that
it
was
staged
in
the
the saying, " uneasy lies the head that
beautiful Yosemite Valley. Miss Holmes
wears the crown." In the cast are Frank
Campeau, Eileen Percy, Millard Webb,
enacts a dual role in ,this episode — bookkeeper as well as the leader of the little
Eugene Ormonde, Jim Hogan and Keene
Thompson.
army struggling against the villainous
William S. Hart's second Thomas H.
syndicate.
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Vol. 16. No. 22
rccted the production and designed the
scenes as well as the characters. His
groups of dolls are valued at thousands
of dollars, and in most cases were imported and made to order. He was assisted by Charles D. Bennes.
Women Stars Dominate William
Fox December Program
All but one of the releases of William
Fox Special Features during December
will feature women stars, the same actresses appearing as in the 52-a-year pictures for November, except that this month
another new star, Jewel Carmen, will replace the Russian star, Madam Sonia
Markova.
The first picture, December 2. will be a
draft-to-the-trenches war story, " The
Pride of New York," with George Walsh
battling for love and liberty. June Caprice,
who was last seen in " Miss U. S. A.," will
return December 9 in " Unknown 274," the
title being the tag number of a foundling
in an orphan asylum. The action hinges
on the life and identitification of the girl,
her restoration to her father finally being
effected
the which
latter'sherecognition
of
the tone through
of a violin
played in his

Essanay aHasSeven-Reel
Raised theFeature,
Word "ofDrama
of Effectiveness
" The Scenes.
Curse of Iku,"
Which" to
Thisthe isHeight
But One
of the Many inTense

Vitagraph Supplies Serial Episode Each Week
"The Fighting Trail," Now at Height of Its Run, and "Vengeance
and the Woman " Is Almost Completed — Third Now Is Under Way
PRESIDENT ALBERT E. SMITH, of
are
withbookings
' The Fighting
Not setting
only areup the
setting aTrail.'
new
Greater Vitagraph, in line with an announcement issued from his office recently,
record, but the point that gives me the
last week declared, in an announcement
greatest satisfaction is that exhibitors are
concerning Vitagraph activities, that his doing a volume of business almost unprecompany intends to supply exhibitors with
cedented in serials."
a serial episode for every week in the year.
" The Fighting Trail," released in September, isnow at the height of its run, and
" Vengeance — and the Woman," the next
one slated, is nearly completed. A third,
the name of which has not been announced,
is said to be in preparation, and production
is already under way.
" Vengeance — and the Woman," which
is scheduled for release in the latter part
of December, is the joint work of Albert
E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend Brady. It
features William Duncan and Carol Holloway, who play the principal roles in " The
Fighting
under
the Trail,"
directionandof is
Mr. being
Duncanproduced
at the
company's plant in Hollywood.
" ' Vengeance — and the Woman,' " he said,
" is the cumulative result of more than two
years of study- and experimentation in the
matter of serial production and I can assure exhibitors that it will be the finest
one we ever have sent forth. In the making of our serials, of which ' Vengeance —
and the Woman ' is the fifth, we have
maintained a policy of steady progression.
We have striven to make each one better
than its predecessor, profiting by our experiences as we weigt along, and I believe
we have been successful in our object.
In records
witness that
of this,
I needof only
point
to "the
thousands
exhibitors

younger days.
Miss Carmen's debut as a star will be
made December 16 in " A Soul for Sale," a
western mining camp story in which the
heroine sells herself for $6,000 to raise
money
for herwhobrother
and isat "bought"
by
a minister
is interested
first only
for humanitarian and moral reasons, but
who eventually develops a much more personal interest in his purchase. The drama
is said to be rich in emotional opportunities.
The two other December releases have
been completed, but not titled. One, December 23, will be a Virginia Pearson picture involving an attempt to fasten the
theft of a painting on an innocent woman,
and the other, to be available December 30,
will feature Gladys Brockwell.

" The Dream Doll " Promises New
Delights to Children
According to an announcement from
Essanay last week exhibitors who book
Essanay's novelty photoplay " The Dream
Doll " can promise to their patrons an
attraction that will bring new delight to
the hearts of the children and evoke wonder and interest in the grown up moviegoers.
" The Dream Doll," released on December 17 on the Perfection Pictures program,
is the attainment of Howard S. Moss, who
has achieved a means of animating dolls
into motion picture actors and actresses.
In " The Dream Doll " Mr. Moss has employed a " stock company " of f ourteeninch actresses, portraying a romance amidst
scenery that is said to belie the artificial.
Through a patented process, after patient
toil of nearly six months, Mr, Moss has
portrayed the romance of Ruby and her
lover.
Employing the Essanay players, Marguerite Clayton and Rodney LaRocque, to
blend the legend of the elixir of life upon
which it is built, this picture is said to aftrons. ford a rare entertainment for theatre paMr. Moss wrote his own scenario, di-

Harry Morey. with Corinne Griffith, are features
in Vitagraph's " Who Goes There? "
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Minter

and

Goodrich

Star for Mutual

Next

Week

Presented in Five-Reel Productions Said to Be of Widely Diversified Character — Serial and Comedies Are Also Included

Mae Murray, Bluebird Star, in a Winsome
Scene from " Face Value "
Fox to Present William Farnum
in Hugo Novel
William Fox, when he caused to be announced last week the screening of " Les
Miserables,"
Victor
with
William Farnum
in theHugo's
immortalnovel,
character
jf Jean Valjean, delivered a punch that is
likely to count for much in the exploitation
bf the picture by piloting from the Encydopaedia Britannica as follows :
" ' Les Miserables,' the greatest epic and
dramatic work of fiction ever created or
;onceived; the epic of a soul transfigured
md redeemed ; figured by heroism and glorified through suffering; the tragedy and
:omedy of life at its darkest and its
arightest, of humanity at its best and at
its worst."
Further in the Fox announcement it is
declared " Les Miserables " will be undoubtedly the masterpeice of th Fox Film
Corporation. The photoplay, it is said, will
follow the story with realistic fidelity.
Mr. Fox entrusted the making of the
.photoplay to Frank Lloyd, who directed
'A Tale of Two Cities" and other productions. In "Les Miserables" Mr. Lloyd
s said to have excelled all his past efforts.
The feature was made under ideal conditions in New Jorsey, and at a time of
•:he zenith of photoplay production.
| Under the heading " General Comment,"
he National Board of Review said : " In
I he opinion of those present this picture is
Un adequate representation of the great
:300k and a fine example of the justice the
notion picture can render the classics. The
Jean Valjean of William Farnum is a
.vonderful creative effort."

Wary Pickford and Her Scenarioist, Frances
Marion, Decorating the Front Porch of Miss
Pickford's Bungalow on the Artcraft Studio Lot.

TWrG> five-reel productions said to be of
a widely diversified character are on
the Mutual schedule for the week of November 26, and in addition there are slated
a chapter of the Mutual-Signal mystery
serial, a one-reel Strand comedy, a onereel Cub comedy and the Mutual Weekly.
The first of the five-reel features stars
Mary Miles Minter, and is called " The
Mate of the Sally Ann." The picture is
a comedy-drama, and will mark Miss Minter's first appearance under the direction
of Harry King. " American Maid," starring Edna Goodrich, directed by Albert
Capellani, is also released on the same
day.
" American Maid " is Miss Goodrich's
fourth Mutual production. The story, beginning in a French field hospital in the
war zone, changes to the American West
and does not depend on a war theme to
maintain interest, according to reports.
The Strand Mutual comedy, released
November 27, starring Billie Rhodes, is

said to be a regular laugh f est. " Tom,
Dick
and Harry
of love
three ofchums
who match
wits " tois awintalethe
one
girl. One brings candy, another flowers
and each dopes the other's offerings with
dire results to love's sweet progress. A
flank attack in the park with a grease gun
wings the wrong victim.
" A Fight for a Million," Chapter XI of
" The Lost Express," featuring Helen
Holmes in her latest Signal-Mutual serial,
develops intense situations as the solution of the mystery draws near. Bonner
learns of Helen's plans through a stolen
message and a pitched battle is precipitated
at the mine in which the conspirators are
victors.
In " Jerry and the Burglars," the Cub
comedy, released November 29, George
Ovey is said to get the most out of what
is described as a cleverly written sketch.
The Mutual Weekly, available Monday,
November 26, presents happenings of interest abroad and at home.

World -Brady Releases Ready to End of Year
List Starts November 19 with Ethel Clayton Feature and Closes
December 31 with Kitty Gordon in "Diamonds and Pearls"
Johnson and directed by Travers Vale,
THE release dates of World-Pictures
while George Kelson was the director of
Brady-Made were last week announced from November 19 to December
Miss Elvidge's screen drama, " The Tenth
31, and include a number of features which
" The Volunteer," in which Madge
look especially attractive to exhibitors, according to reports.
Evans and Henry Hull are co-stars, is
The list is scheduled as follows : Nofrom Julia Burnham's story, the scenario
having been made by Virginia Tyler Hudvember 19, Ethel Clayton in " Easy
son, with the direction in the hands -of
Money " ; November 26, Kitty Gordon in
Case." Knoles.
Harley
" Her Hour " ; December 3, Montagu Love
A formal announcement of World-Picand Dorothy Kelly in " The Awakentures Brady-Made to follow the beginning
ing"; December 10, Carlyle Blackwell and
of
1918
Evelyn Greeley in "The Good-For-Nothnounced. may be expected shortly, it is aning " ; December 17, June Elvidge in " The
Tenth Case " ; December 24, Madge Evans
and Henry Hull in " The Volunteer " ; DeUniversal Changes Release of
cember 31, Kitty Gordon in " Diamonds
" The Mystery Ship "
andMiss
Pearls."
Postponement of the release date of
Gordon's early play of this series,
" Her Hour," was written by Raymond
" The Mystery Ship," Universal's latest
Schrock and directed by George Cowl,
serial, originally announced for Nov. 19, has
while her second contribution to the list, been announced as desirable in order that
the advance preparations may be entirely
titled " Diamonds and Pearls," was produced under the direction of George
completed. An unusual amount of heraldArchainbaud.
ing will be applied to " The Mystery Ship,"
For " The Awakening," directed by it is said, and the new date of release, now
definitely
decided upon, will be November
George Archainbaud, Miss Dorothy Kelly,
26 in all territories throughout the country.
a very well known screen actress, was
By that time six episodes will have been
specially engaged as co-star with Mr. Love,
and she is said to have a role that closely completed and turned out of the factory
suits her acting capacities.
ready for distribution.
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber will be
Mr. Blackwell himself discovered a play
chief adventurers in " The Mystery Ship,"
suitable to his requirements in " The GoodBenedict their featured asFor-Nothing," and rewrote portions of the with Kingsley
sistant. Elsie Van Name and Duke Worne
story. Mr. Blackwell also directed the
making of this photoplay in addition to will also have roles of prominence in the
acting the leading male character. Miss
eighteen-chapter serial. Harry Harvey is
directing the feature and is making rapid
Evelyn Greeley, who is starred with
progress
toward the final episodes. PresiBlackwell in " The Good-For-Nothing,"
dent Laemmle, of Universal, intends ^hat
has advanced with great rapidity in the esteem of World-Pictures patrons.
" The Mystery Ship " shall start upon its
Miss Clayton's most recent picture play, voyage better equipped than any serial his
" Easy Money," was written by Gladys E. organization has ever released.
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Blue Ribbon New List
Tenderfoot" Heads with Carol Holloway and
Is Second of "Wolfville Stories,
William Duncan Featured — Four Other December Features
by Cyrus Townsend Brady, and is
«rTHE TENDERFOOT," another of written
said to be an exceptional offering.
1 Alfred Henry Lewis's Wolfville
stories, heads the December program of
December 17, " In the Balance," featuring Earl Williams. This production, an
Blue Ribbon features, according to an announcement byAlbert E. Smith, president
adaptation from E. Phillips Oppenheim's
of Greater Vitagraph. This is the second of novel, " The Hillman," was made under
the Wolfville stories to be released by the direction of Paul Scardon. He has a
supporting cast, which includes Grace
Greater Vitagraph.
Darmond, Miriam Miles, Denton Vane,
William Duncan, with Carol Holloway,
is the star of the feature and he also di- Robert Gaillard, Julia Swayne Gordon,
rected it. This combination appeared in Templer Saxe and Frank Crayne.
December 24, " The Men Are Tempted,"
" Dead Shot Baker," the first Wolfville
feature, and probably will be used in featuring Mary Anderson and Alfred
Whitman. This was adapted from the
others to follow.
In addition to the name of Alfred Henry
novel, " John Burt," by Frederick Upham
and was produced under the diLewis, those of several other writers ap- Adams rection
of William Wolbert.
pear on the December list of Vitagraph
features, they being Frederick Upham
December 31, " His Own People," Harry
Morey with Gladys Leslie. This is a story
Adams, E. Phillips Oppenheim and Cyrus
of Irish village life and was produced
Townsend Brady.
under direction of William P. S. Earle.
The list as announced by President Smith
In it Harry Morey plays the role of a
is as follows : December 3, "The Tendervillage blacksmith and Miss Leslie plays
foot"; December 10, "The Marriage Spec- the part of a little colleen. In addition to
ulation," featuring Mildred Manning and the stars, the company includes William
Wallace MacDonald. This play, produced
Dunn, Arthur Donaldson and Stanley
Dunn.
under the direction of Ashley Miller, was

The

Metro

Releases Five Features in December
Ethel Barrymore, Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
Emily Stevens and Harold Lockwood Are Stars Concerned

METRO plans to bring the year to a close
with five strong releases. Slated for
appearance during the month of December
are productions starring Ethel Barrymore,
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
Emily Stevens, and Harold Lockwood, the
last named beginning and ending the
month, being represented by two pictures.
First on the list of December releases is
" The Square Deceiver," starring Harold
Lockwood. The feature is a picturization
of Francis Perry Elliott's story, " Love Me
for Myself Alone," carrying out the policy
of Fred J. Balshofer, president of the
Yorke Film Corporation, which produces
" The ularSquare
transferring
fiction to Deceiver,"
the screen.
Others in popthe
cast are Dora Mills Adams, Richard
L'Estrange and E. P. Sullivan. Fred J.
Balshofer adapted and directed the feature. Pauline Curley has the feminine
lead.
The December 10 release is " Alias Mrs.
Jessop," with Emily Stevens as star. This,
too, is a book play. Williams S. Davis
directed it, Albert Shelby Le Vino adapted
it for the screen and it was produced under
the personal supervision of Maxwell
Karger.
On December 17 will be shown for the
first time, " God's Outlaw," with Francis
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne as co-stars.
" God's Outlaw " was written and directed
by William Christy Cabanne, the man who
made ' The Slacker," and who directed the
successor to " The Slacker" — " Draft 258."
" An American Widow," with Ethel
Barrymore as star, will be the release of
December 24. Frank Reicher is directing
" An American Widow " and it will be
produced under the personal supervision of
Maxwell Karger.

The final release of the year is " The
Avenging Trail," with Harold Lockwood as
star. " The Avenging Trail " is a picturization of Henry Oyen's novel, " Gaston
Olaf," a story of the North woods. Mr.
Lockwood's role in this production is a
distinct contrast to his part in " The Square
The usual number of Drew comedies will
Deceiver."
be released during the month of December.
"Madam

Who" Claimed to Be
Remarkable Film

" Madam Who," Bessie Barriscale's
forthcoming Paralta picture, is claimed to
be one of the most remarkable productions
yet announced for consumption of screen
audiences. It is said to represent the highest type of directorial skill and thorough
coordination of all the details that go to
make a picture good.
In discussing reasons for the finished
character of the feature, Robert Brunton,
director of productions for Paralta, said:
" The underlying thought in making this
picture has been to attain an excellence in
the primary branches of the motion picture
art and by the skillful combination of
them, produce a picture that stands forth
in finish of all technique. This is what we
havethe accomplished
In
first place, thewith
basis'Madam
of any Who.'
good
picture must be a story that has the merit
of dramatic interest. No matter how good
a star and the support may be or how able
the director may be, no well-rounded picture can be made unless there is a good
story to serve as the vehicle for their
dramatic and technical skill."

Vol. 16. No. i
Hearst-PatheWide
NewsRange
Has Unusuall
The Hearst-Pathe News, No. 91, whic
is announced as a current release in new
reels, covers, as usual, a wide era, consic
ering territory.
It begins with scenes of Billy Sunda;
the evangelist, in action at Camp Keame
Cal., where he made addresses to the sol
diers in the drive for Y. M. C. A. fund
Then comes scenes of the disastrous fir
at Paterson, N. J., recently, in which foui
teen men lost their lives. On the Atlanti
ocean the steamer Rochester is shown, bt
it is not made known whether the scene
were made before or after the ship wa
torpedoed by a U-boat. At Glasgow, Scot
land, Britain's women workers hold a patri
otic celebration to demonstrate their un
swerving allegiance to their country, am
in Paris scenes were taken of children o
France paying a visit to the capital a
guests of the city.
Artist Makes Sketches for Singl
Reel Pictures
James Montgomery Flagg, the artist, ha ;
prepared a series of life character sketche:|
for the screen, it was announced last week i
which, for motion picture purposes, will b|
grouped under the general title of " Girl ;
You Know-." Mr. Flagg terms them "so
Each sketch, it is announced, provide
cial
satires."
the basis
for a single reel picture, twelv
of which will be released at intervals o
two weeks by the Edison Studios, it i
planned. The artist appears in each pic
ture, seated at the easel in his studiroughing out a sketch of a model wh
stands before him. The model asks th
subject of her pose, and Mr. Flagg pro
ceeds to tell her in what is said to be i
new manner in pictures. Then is showi
the humorist's conception of his mode,
punctuated by Flagg titles which are ex
pected to be as humorous as the scene
themselves.
The productions will be handled as Per i
fection Pictures by the George Kleine Sys $
tern, it is announced.
Essanay Completes Eleven Scenit
Productions
Essanay, it was announced last week, ha
completed the production of eleven scenic
under the general caption of " The Won
ders of
Nature,
Science theandmostIndustry,'
which
is said
to be among
remark
able ever put out both from the view
shown and from the photography. Thes
pictures are 1,000 feet in length and ar 1
released each week through General Film
beginning November 24.
Essanay, it is announced, has aimed t>|
get away from the long distance shots o
the ordinary scenics and has secured som
highly interesting close-ups and intimat
touches, while at the same time giving ;
comprehensive panoramic view of the sec
tions touched upon.
The first picture is said to be of peculia
interest as it shows five of the best knowi
writers in the country, Maximillian Fostei 1
Jack Lait, Hughie Fullerton, Grantlan< J
Rice andH New
Bill Brunswick.
McGeehan,
fishing fo *|
salmon
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Exhibitors Find Jewel Features Money-Makers
Good Reports Reach Home Office of Receptions of " Pay Me " and
" Come Through " — One Manager Lets Exchange Put Film Over
confidence, and packed houses made the
THAT exhibitors throughout the country
fast recognizing the worth of Jewel
feature's run a profitable one.
Productions, and are realizing that Jewel,
Adolph A. Miller, manager of the
Knickerbocker theatre in Columbus, Ohio,
Inc., is making every effort to co-operate
with them to obtain the highest efficiency is named as another exhibitor who has
in advertising and publicity, is the gist of taken the trail as a Jewel booster. In a
an announcement from the Jewel offices letter to the home office he states that
last week, after developments in regard to " Come Through " is a money-maker. " I
various of its pictures had been watched
believe," he continued, " that every exhibitand results noted.
or in the country will profit by showing this
As an example of the confidence shown
picture to his patrons, not only in the
by exhibitors, Jewel cites the action of friends he will make, but in the actual
O. T. Berger, manager of the Page theatre profit his increased receipts will return."
When a moving picture feature, playing
in Medford, Oregon. Mr. Berger recently
bought the Page, and was unfamiliar with at low prices can take in $105 in one day,
in a town of 1900 persons, it must be
its management and operation, according
to Jewel. Hearing of the success of " Pay " some feature," yet that is what the Jewel
Me," he went to the Jewel offices in Portproduction, " Sirens of the Sea " is said
land, booked the feature and gave over his to have done in Hawarden, Iowa.
entire publicity campaign to the exchange
L. Scriven, manager of the Lyric theatre
there is said to be so pleased with the
to handle, it is said. His only restriction
was the limit of expenditure. Results are
success of the production that he contemplates booking it for a return date.
said to have fully justified Mr. Berger's
Louise Huff Is to Be Presented Again in Paramount Features, with Jack Pickford Once More
Playing Opposite Her

L-Ko

Names

Comedies

for Release

in December

Training Camp Abroad Shown in
Mutual Weekly
A very appropriate opening scene for
(Mo. 151 of the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly,
which was released November 18, shows a
jaumont cameraman starting on a special
tour of the U. S. Army Camps. This is,
|bf course, only one of the many Gaumont
i{;taff photographers who are making an
nccurate picture record of the life and
I vork of our soldiers at home and abroad,
j A fire which consumed a hugh war plant
tn New York is included in the scenes in
i his release. Other scenes serve to keep
.ludiences posted as to what is happening
n France and the United States.
Scenes in California are also presented
n this issue of the Gaumont-Mutual
vVeekly.

"A Hero for a Minute," Featuring Bobby Dunn, Leads Off on
December 5, Followed by Three Others That Promise Much Fun
THE trip to the West Coast that involved
Deeds," starring Myrtle Sterling and featconsultations between President Juluring Al Forbes at the head of her supporting company. This is also a Blystone
ius Stern and Director General J. G. Blystone, of L-Ko, has developed matters of production, directed by Vin Moore.
progress in that series of merry-makers,
December 19, " Shot in the Excitement,"
showing thus early in the December re- which pictures the philanderings of a raspleases. Plans for the future carry further
berry Romeo, will have Dave Morris as
advancements to keep L-Kos at the head
the star in a special L-Ko directed by Craig
Hutchinson. Over this subject Julius
of the procession. Four comedies are
Stern becomes especially optimistic.
ready for December, to reach exhibitors
through Universal Exchanges on the folDecember 26 — L-Ko's Christmas present
lowing distribution dates : December 5, to exhibitors is the first of a series of
special comedies involving Max Swayne,
" Hero for a Minute," featuring Bobby
Dunn, late of Keystone's forces, and the heavy-moustached " Ambrose " of
screen comedy repute, who will offer
Kathcryn Young, L-Ko's comedy vampire.
Robert Kerr directed this J. G. Blystone
" Ambrose's Ice Love." This one was dioffering.
rected by W. Frederick, who will produce
further " Ambrose " frolics as L-Kos.
December 12, " Deep Sea and Desperate

uha Sanderson Is Spending Her Working Hours
of the Empire AllStudio'Company
IslandMutual
n the Long Star

Farnum's New Bluebird is Pronounced
Perfect
Feature from Late Richard Harding Davis' Novel Scheduled
for Release January 7— Murray Feature Nears Finish
past week Franklyn FarCarey Wonderly wrote " Broadway Love,"
DURING the next
reflecting a new side-light on the famous
num's Bluebird release was
shown to executives in the New York
thoroughfare, with most of its fashions,
foibles and frivolities.
headquarters and passed upon for schedule
Further preparations for the Bluebird
January 7 as embodying every element that
makes for good photoplaying. The late
program
include by" The
Richard Harding Davis wrote the story.
is being filmed
JosephCatamount,"
De Grasse, which
with
Mystery and adventure, with an engaging
Franklyn Farnum the star, and Edith Johnlove story, provide the features. Joseph
son, leading lady, from a story by R. N
Bradbury and F. H. Clark. There will be a
De Grasse made the production, Mr. Farnum's support including Edith Johnson, his
Rupert Julian presentation of " The Highleading lady; Al W. Filson, especially enest Card," written and scenarioized by ElLon
gaged; Chaney, Sam De Grasse and
liot J.Clawson, in which Ruth Clifford will
other
star with her leading man, Monroe Salisforces. selections from Universal's stock
bury, prominently featured.
" The Eternal Columbine," written by H.
Violet
Mersereau's appearance in " The
Sheridan Bickers, and produced by Robert
Girl by the Roadside " has been announced
as the final Bluebird for 1917. This preLeonard as Mae Murray's third Bluebird
sentation will be made December 31, to
offering, is nearing completion at Universal
complete the holiday fortnightly begun by
City,
along
with
"
Broadway
Love,"
the
Ida
May Park production, in which Dorothy
Mae
24. Murray, in " Face Value " December
Phillips will appear, late in January. H.
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Hammons
Gives Opinion of Educational Films
Vice-President and General Manager of Educational Films
Corporation Thinks Brevity of Subjects Is Success Keynote
think that one reel will be the average
IN an announcement last week giving his
maximum length in 1927, as it is today. I
opinion of educational films in general
and Educational Films in particular, E. W.
think that two reels will be the exceptional
maximum length ten years from now, as
Hammons, vice-president and general manit is today.
ager of the Educational Films Corporation,
commented as follows : " I consider one of
" Of course, you will point to the war
the chief reasons for what success we have
films and say : ' They're educational and
achieved in the educational field the brevity
they're feature length ! ' But they are in a
of our subjects. Do I mean to infer by that
special class. Naturally the things they
show will hold an audience for their entire
that I feel they have won out because there
is so little of them? I do. This sounds
length. That is due to the state of mind
sensational, but it is the truth. I have
of the public.
a warm spot in my heart for those educa" The general educational output will altional picture boosters who feel that the
ways be strengthened by pruning. The day
educational film of "feature " length will
of the frequent educational "big film" —
become as popular and common as the draif big means length — will never come. I am
jealous of the length of the dramas, all
matic "feature " film, but I do not share
their optimism. I am of the belief that the
right, but I am not losing time worrying
that educationals will ever rival them in
educational film of the future, like that of
the present, will be best because brief. I
Army

Tractors Caper in New Bray Pictographs
In the Ninety-fourth Release of This Subject Through Paramount
Tropic Straw Weavers Are Also Shown — More Hints to Housewives
hundreds of thousands of hats are made
THE success of the tractor in modern
warfare, which prompted the U. S. from the leaves of the palmetto palm and
army officials to investigate the claims of shipped all over the world.
manufacturers concerning the huge maUncle Sam's fifth Hint to Housewives,
tells how to preserve fresh eggs. These
chines, has been seized upon by ParamountBray as a corking good idea for scenes in " hints " have attracted much favorable
comment and the Bray Studios, Inc., have
the 94th release of the Paramount-Bray
decided, therefore, to release another of
Pictographs, the magazine-on-the-screen.
the subjects. The methods of keeping eggs
In this reel many shots were taken of the
fresh, shown on the screen in this release,
tractors while being put through their
capers for the experts to decide whether
are the approved ones and should be unthey were up to requirements. Many of
derstood by all housewives. The comthe bjg engines went through evolutions
plete details are given in pictured form.
that were said to be startling, and as reBobby Bumps' many friends will no
markable as the stunts of the British tanks.
doubt be glad to know that the 94th reOn the reel with the tractors are also
lease of the Paramount-Bray Pictographs
other subjects which vary enough to make
will again present one of the adventures
of this creation of Earl Hurd, together
the release very well balanced. In Florida
and elsewhere where the palmetto palm
with Fido, the pup, whose birthday is
celebrated in the humorous cartoon
flourishes, there is a unique industry that
comedy.
is shown in the Pictographs. Annually,
Universal Completes Roster of Cartoonists
Names Thirty-nine Wielders of the Sketching Pen Who Will
Contribute Drawings to Current Events — All Well Known
UNIVERSAL Current Events, which
Eagle
; Ted Brown,
Chicago
Cy "
Hungerford,
Pittsburgh
Sun Daily
; BertNews
Link,; " Pittsrecently inaugurated the policy of reburgh
Press;
Elmer
Donnell,
St.
Louis
GlobeDemocrat; Claude Shafer, Cincinnati Post; W.
producing newspaper cartoons on the
A. Ireland, Columbus Evening Dispatch; Harry
screen, announced this week that it has
J. Westerman, Ohio State Journal ; Harry Keys,
Columbus Citizen ; J. H. Donahey, Cleveland
completed its roster of cartoonists whose
Plain Dealer; James Lavery, Cleveland Press;
Fred O. Seibel, Albany Knickerbocker Press ;
work is to be exclusively presented in moWm. A. McKenna, Albany Evening Journal; W.
tion picture houses through the medium of
K. Patrick, New Orleans Times-Picayune ; Luke
Universal Current Events.
Pease,
Newark Journal
Evening; Lewis
News; C.Alfred
Brewerton, Atlanta
Gregg,W. Atlanta
The list, which covers the choice terriConstitution;
"
Cad
"
Brand,
Milwaukee
Sentinel;
Gaar Williams, Indianapolis News; Cornelius J.
tory of the United States, includes thirtyKennedy
nine well-known cartoonists, as follows :
O. Evans, ("Ken"),
Baltimore Buffalo
AmericanEvening
; G. R.News;
Spencer,R.
W. A. Rogers, New York Herald ; W. C. MorOmaha World-Herald; J. P. Alley, Memphis Comris, New York Evening Mail ; Robert Carter, Philmercial Appeal ; Paul B. Fung, Seattle Post-Intelligencer; John F. Knott, Dallas News; James F.
adelphia Press: Charles Henry Sykes, PhiladelLynch, Denver Rocky Mountain News; Paul A.
phia Evening Ledger; R. K. Chamberlain, PhilaPlaschke, Louisville Times ; McKee Barclay, Baldelphia Evening Telegraph ; F. T. Richards,
Philadelphia North American ; John L. De Mar,
timore Sun ; Walter Blackman, Birmingham AgePhiladelphia Record ; Fred Morgan, Philadelphia
Herald ; A. J. Taylor, Los Angeles Times ; Roy
Inquirer; Nelson Harding, Brooklyn, N. Y., Aymond, New Orleans Daily States.

E. W. Hammons, Vice-President and General
Manager of Educational Films Corporation
Universal Releases Well Balanced
News Reel
Universal Current Events, No. 27, released Nov. 17, is a very good example
of a well balanced reel of its kind, and,
while the war exerts considerable influence
in framing the feature, other points of interest are not overlooked.
The reel begins with " Patriotic Fervor
Puts Pep in Election Contests," and shows
how the cares of war-making are shelved
for one day while several little domestic
matters are decided here and there. It
then proceeds to " Londoner Defies Raids
with Back-yard Bomb-proof," and continues with " Another Strong Arm for
America's Big Push," showing an Oregon
regiment starting for its training point;
" Uncle Sam's Army Mules of Steel Replace the Live-and-Kicking Kind," " Houdini Escapes Again While Hung in MidAir," " Big Explosion of Bronze Powder
Takes Heavy Toll," " Italy's King Sees
French Front
German daily
Guns paper,
Roar,"onea
cartoon
from aas Chicago
from a Louisville paper and a third from
a Philadelphia paper.
Patriotic Fervor Reflected in
Animated Weekly
The patriotic fervor that is sweeping the
country is said to be vividly reflected in
the Universal Animated Weekly No. 98.
There are many new highlights to the situation and all are portrayed in this latest
issue.
Naturally, the first question is whether
the men are fit to take up their duties in
the defense of the nation as time, the main
essential, has been very short. This point
is covered in the first part of the weekly,
" Glimpses of Our National Army in the
Making," which shows the rookies in the
various camps being trained into huskynephews of Uncle Sam.
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Subjects in Review
By Clara DeL. Berg

NEW HORIZONS
A pretty humdrum place, the town you
live in, isn't it? If you had a comfortable
bank balance, wouldn't you be tempted to
chuck the job and set out for somewhere
else, — most anywhere as long as it was
different?
Before the blight of war fell on Europe,
the lands across the sea were the goal of
everyone who could afford a steamer
ticket, from the school teacher who spent
the savings of years in a six weeks' trip,
to the Pittsburgh millionaire who left a
golden trail from Stockholm to Salamanca.
Of course some people don't see much
fun in tramping round hot cities, even
beautiful foreign cities, in summer time.
These spend their vacations where the
trout lurk and the campfires rise.
Well, Europe is not for pleasure seekers
these days. The storied castles of Spain
can be seen only in pictured representations. And winter and hard work hold the
nature lovers to home or desk and duty.
If you are an exhibitor always alert to
meet unexpressed demands, and even to
create a new demand, let your screen be
the Magic Carpet that, with the beautiful
scenics put out each week, transports your
patrons to wonderlands and playlands far
away from the prosy round of life.
C. deL. B.
A TREASURE SPOT OF BELGIUM
A scenic, so beautiful and so singularly appealing at this time that though not a recent release
it was run at the Rialto theatre a fortnight ago,
is "Thechange,Waterways
(Pathe
ExInc.). Bruges isofas Bruges"
much a city
of canals
as Venice. Lining the banks are quaint houses of
red brick, thick shrubbery, and overhanging trees.
Arched bridges repeat their graceful curves in
the tranquil waters. As charming as paintings
by
old in
Flemish
masters days
are thebefore
variousthe " war
Quais,"
where
entrancedthevisitorspeaceful
loved to watch
the little boats
and silently gliding swans. The writer herself
was such a visitor some years ago. To her this
exquisite film, so faithfully reproducing in every
tint the beloved little city, afforded the keenest
pleasure. It cannot fail to give artistic delight
even to those for whom Bruges is now, alas, but
another victim of German greed.
BOOSTING THE PICTURE IN
JAPAN
The publicity man is always with us, even when
we
a " Trip Through
(Educational
FilmstakeCorporation)
by way Japan
of the" Golden
Gate
and the Hawaiian Islands and find ourselves in
busy Yokohama. In this enterprising city " the
exhibitor
" doesof his
not house
contentto himself
ing the front
announcewiththeplacardattractions within. He sends out a procession of
strangely garbed gentlemen, bearing banners and
standards, to parade the streets.
This is just one of many quaint scenes in the
film. Very attractive are the young folk, and the
fat baby who occupies the position of honor in
the group. The making of barrels by hand and
the endless chain of humans who pass coal into
a steamer in an amazingly short time give an idea
of the cheapness of labor in that distant land.
Moonlight on the bay, and a drenching storm at
sea add beauty and variety to a pleasant picture.
UNFAMILIAR AGRICULTURE
The two subjects which stand out most prominently in Selig World Library No. 23 (General
Film Company) are " Hop Fields of Kent " and
" Rice CultureIn intheJava,"
interesting
and
picturesque.
first, both
close-ups
of the hop
blossoms introduce the spectator to a plant widely
known but
miliar. Theinhopactual
pickingappearance
is done byentirely
women unfaand
children of the London slums, queer slatterns
and pathetic mites that might have come straight
from the pages of Dickens.

The ramas
rice showing
picture
is carefully
taken,
with where
panoextensive
terraced
swamps
the rice grows and excellent close-ups of plowing,
with
men and harvest
cattle knee-deep
mud. which
Womenis
and children
the ripe ingrain,
threshedtars. A strange
out by contrast
the women
in
heavy
stone
morto the monster machines
that help us gather in our great harvests.
A MAN'S SIZE DOG
Everyone
has mountains
seen Robert
tures, takenwho
in the
of Bruce's
Oregon picand
Washington, knows the great dog who ranges
with him in the wilds. In the latest scenic release of the Educational Films Corporation, "Me
and
" Me " mountains
plays second
even Mythe Dog,"
magnificent
and fiddle,
lakes and
are
but backgrounds to this splendid beast, powerful
as a panther, yet a tender, worshipping friend of
the man who echoes the prayer, " Make me
worthy
my itsdog."
Aside offrom
sympathetic interest the film is
noteworthy for the great beauty of the tableaus,
where the man and his companion, silhouetted
against the sky, seem cast in bronze by a master
sculptor.
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houses can move motors can swim, plung wheeldeep clouds
across ofa spray.
stream, covering their occupants
with
Marines may acquire sea legs, but it doesn t
prevent their having very active land legs. Men
of the Marine Corps demonstrate how they erect
a wireless outfit and have it in working order
within seventy-five seconds.
A picture of President Wilson addressing the
American Federation of Labor at its recent convention shows him speaking with earnest force.
point toof the
by Hythe Mayer
ardent gives
patriotism
his President's
cartoon. appeal
Library
Scenes of India in Selig World
The current issue of the Selig World
Library, a General Film release, includes a
wide variety of subjects which, it is asserted, make it one of the most valuable
issues produced. Among the subjects are
" The Ole Swimmin' Hole," at Delhi, India ;" The Fuel Markets of India," " The
Source of Rubber," " Your Thanksgiving
Day," " No Cows and Chickens on this
Farm," and " Knit a Bit."

FISHERMEN'S LUCK
If each succeeding number of Essanay's new
series, " Wonders of Nature and Science (General Film Company), is as lively as " Salmon
Fishing
in New
Brunswick,"
the toexhibitor
will
have
a very
desirable
short subject
add seasoning to his program. Up in Canada the salmon
are not caught in an acre-wide net by the ton
but on the end of a line, and only after a struggle
lasting sometimes two hours. That, at any rate,
was the experience of Hugh Fullerton, Grantland
Rice, Jack Lait and other notables in the realms
of sport, writerswho
fountain
and typefor theexchanged
canoe paddle
and pens
the stout
rod
and reel. Fullerton was perhaps the hero of the
day, for his catch proved a " whale," but honors
were shared by " Bill " McGeehan, who in the
absence of a guide with a gaff, landed and secured his fish with a lively bit of football strategy.
Needless to say, Flap Jack Joe, who sends them
sailing into the air, is a welcome sight at the
close of the day.
ICE AND FLAMES
The second issue of the Argus Pictorial (Pathe
Exchange, Inc.) is, in point of dramatic interest,
a great improvement over the first. How the
State of New York saves its great forests from
destruction is shown in lively fashion. The
watcher on the tower scanning the horizon with
his telescope, discovers smoke and instantly sends
the alarm over the telephone. How this is received by the Fire Warden, and the method of
clearing underbrush and splitting stumps to check
the fire, are shown in a series of spirited pictures.
Just why fishermen choose the winter as a
suitable season for eel catching we cannot say —
perhaps because people who esteem eels as food
will eat them all the year round. At any rate,
eels are located in their snug bed beneath several
inches of ice and by means of a fork thrust
through a hole are brought wriggling to the surface. An animated drawing adds to our knowledge of what happens beneath the ice sheet.
Professor Thatcher of the Department of Fine
Arts of Columbia University continues his interesting lessons in stencilling. Animated Clay Fignote. ures, by Helena Smith Dayton, add the comedy
WRESTLERS
Bernarr Macfadden, of national repute, enters
the screen world with a Physical Culture Magazine, the first number of which has just been
released by the General Film Company. Illustrations of gymnastics and deep breathing exercises
by girls, and dancing out of doors by Miss Margaret Crawford and her pupils, are followed by
an exciting wrestling match between two experts
in which a variety of holds are illustrated and the
seemingly impossible achieved. The camera is
close enough to the actors to afford excellent
views of the positions assumed.
MOVING DAY FOR Y. M. C. A.
up your
someone
at " aPick
training
camphouse
whenandthewalk,"
boys said
criticised
the
location
of
the
very
popular
Y.
M.
C.
A.
"
Hut."
So a hundred or so of the dissatisfied ones (UniAnimated
Weeklyhoist
No. the
98) put
theiroffshouldersversal
to the
timber,
edifice
the
ground, and move it to a more accessible spot.
Then the motor trucks, just to show that if

F. D. Allison,Newark,
ManagerN. Strand
Theatre,
J.
Breese and Hanlon in ThomasRaver New Production
HARRY
RAVER,
working with
Augustus
Thomas,whotheisplaywright,
on
the script for his most recent work in the
productions field, announces that the interior scenes are practically completed and
that work on exteriors will be commenced
this week. The story is the work of Mr.
Thomas and is in the nature of a mystery
drama. The title has not been announced.
Edmund Breese, the well-known character actor and Alma Hanlon are interpreting the principal roles. The supporting
cast will be announced soon. Miss Hanlon
appeared in the principal feminine role in
Mr. Raver's last production for the independent market,
Themany
Public
Defender."
She has been
seen" in
of the
popular
feature pictures of the current year.
It is stated that Miss Hanlon's part in.
the forthcoming Thomas-Raver production
of Mr. Thomas's own story, is one that affords her every opportunity to display her
dramatic talents.
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?? Zeppelin"
Through
in the South
Method of
Distribution Is Consolidated
Such That Feature Is Immediately
Available to All Exhibitors — Simple, but Revolutionary
ARRANGEMENTS have been com" The system is simple and at the same
pleted, it was announced last week,
time revolutionary," said Frank Hall at
whereby " The Zeppelin's Last
Raid," and the Broadway theatre during the trade
all of the special productions released by showing of " The Zeppelin's Last Raid."
" Its simplicity was proven by the speed
' Booking
n,
the U.beS. booked
Exhibitorsto
will
SouthernCorporatio
exhibitors
with which it was put into operation.
through the offices of the Consolidated
Three weeks ago we announced our first
Film and Supply Company, in Atlanta, New
picture and started arrangements for its
Orleans and Dallas.
release. To-day we are booking it in nearly
The method of distribution decided upon
every part of the country. Our exchange
affiliations once made and our representaby the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporatives in their ' trenches ' what was to keep
tion is such that " The Zeppelin's Last
Raid " is immediately available to all exus from going ' Over-thc-top ' ? Our franchises are proving to be popular and while
hibitors, itis announced. Established exa franchise is not necessary in order that
changes in every territory, it is said, are
accepting booking for all of the U. S. pic- an exhibitor may book our pictures, the
whole proposition was worked out from the
tures, both from theatres holding franchises in the organization and from exexhibitors' standpoint and it is natural that
hibitors doing open booking.
they should wish to take advantage of a
f ranchise-fixed-maximum-price, especially
The Hoffman-Foursquare exchanges represent the U. S. Exhibitors in New York,
when they know that they will also
Buffalo, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveprofit by receiving pictures for less than
land, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago and St. their franchise price in each case where
Louis. Foursquare is also preparing to the cost of production makes it possible.
We realize that we must buy productions
handle the output in offices to be opened
in the West. Frank Gersten, Inc., has New
that are above the regular program standard of merit and that they must also have
Jersey. The Globe Feature Film Company :
New England, and the Consolidated the a very special advertising value to get
South.
across in these times of keen competition.
Lewis J. Selznick Closes Contract with Loew
Select Star Series of Pictures Booked in Loew Houses in Greater New
York and New Rochelle — Young, Talmadge and Alice Brady Included
Brady has completed one of her Select
LEWIS J. SELZNICK. president of the
Select Pictures Corporation, anPictures, " Her Silent Sacrifice." Edward
nounces that he has contracted with MarJose directed. Miss Brady is now at work
cus Loew for runs in all Marcus Loew
on her second, " The Lifted Cross," which
houses throughouf Greater New York and
is being directed by Edward Jose. Paul
New Rochelle for the select star series of
West made the adaptation from Charlotte
pictures produced by Clara Kimball Young
Bronte's story, " Jane Eyre."
and her own company, by the Norma
Talmadge Film Company, and pictures
Uno Buys Japan Territory for
starring respectively Alice Brady and ConMoss Productions
stance Talmadge. They will be shown in
the various houses of the Marcus Loew
It is announced that U. Uno, reprecircuit in this district for runs of seventy
sentative film importer of Japan, has contracted with B. S. Moss to take over the
consecutive days each.
The stars whose pictures are affected by rights for Japan, for " One Day," sequel
this contract have already completed one
to Elinor Glyn's " Three Weeks," and the
or more of their offerings in the Select
" To Boots and Saddle " adapted from
Star Series of pictures. Clara Kimball
Eugene Walter's play of that name.
Young's first picture is " Magda," directed
by Emile Chautard ; and " Shirley Kaye,"
her latest, directed by Joseph Kaufman.
Garson Buys " The Cold Deck "
for Michigan, from Triangle
Norma Talmadge's first Select Picture is
Harry I. Garson, of Harry I. Garson
" The Moth," directed by Edward Jose ;
Productions. Detroit, anounces that he has
her second picture, " The Secret of the
Storm Country," directed by Charles Milpurchased " The Cold Deck," featuring
William S. Hart, from the Triangle Film
ler. Constance Talmadge's first star picCorporation, for the State of Michigan.
ture, "Scandal," is a current release, and
was directed by Charles Giblyn. The new
Mr. Garson is manager of Clara Kimball
picture which Miss Talmadge has just
Young and has been actively engaged in
the independent field, especially in the midfinished for Select, " The Honeymoon,"
dle western territory.
was also directed by Mr. Giblyn. Alice

Weisfeld Says There Is Need for
Children's Program
M. J. Weisfeld, general manager of
Wholesome Films Corporation, who has
personally visited hundreds of exhibitors throughout the country, has some interesting observations to make concerning
the necessity,
as he says, Hefor says:
children's programs in the theatres.
" I found a strong demand for children's
programs, but a shortage of pictures
adaptable to them. I do not mean by
children's programs, just the so-called ' kiddie ' pictures. The young of our nation
have a broader appreciation of motion picture essentials than their elders permit
them to have of any other sort of paid
amusement. The result is that children
demand a little bit more than the ' kiddie '
pictures, so called.
" The picture to suit this demand must
be clean in story, action and production,
yet
not so adult
as toyouthful
be ' overin plot
the heads
of children,
nor too
not to'
interest their elders.
" One exhibitor whom I interviewed gave
me an excellent illustration. He said,
' The whole children's program demand is
the old story of the circus over again. The
circus, primarily for children, is an adult
amusement as well, and it always will be.
My father always took me to every circus
that came to our town.
" ' Why did he do it ? I'll tell you. There
were two reasons. He wanted me to see
the circus and just as important, he wanted
to see it himself. Often he would talk
about it long after the activities of youth
had chased the circus from off ray reflectivedren's
horizon.
programs.That's the answer to chil" ' Get good, clean pictures that will entertain them and also their elders, and you
solve a big problem for the producer, as
well
for we exhibitors,
public' "
Mr.asWeisfeld
announces and
that the
Wholesome
Films Corporation will offer exhibitors a
complete children's program, including a
novelty reel, comedy, scenic and dramatic
feature.
" A complete children's program which
will afford varied entertainment with plenty
of drama in the feature, good, clean humor
in the comedy and something decidedly
unique in the novelty reel," he said.
Peggy Mayfair
Hyland'sOnly
Contract
Myth with
PeggyWhitely
Hyland's
personal
representative,
Adele
Fletcher,
last week
made an
announcement in which it was denied there
was any truth in a recently published statement to the effect that Miss Hyland had
signed a ten-year contract with the Mayfair Film Corporation, with which company she has been associated since Spring
and whose first picture under that banner
is called " Persuasive Peggy."
It is declared Miss Hyland has no contract with Mayfair.
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Fun-Art Films to Show First
Comedy Release
Fun-Art Films, Inc., announces that the
first two-reel comedy production, " A Rag
A Bone and A Hank of Hair," written by
Vincent Bryan, and featuring Ray and
Gordon Dooley, vaudeville stars, will be
shown to the trade, this week. The place
of showing and date will be announced in
due time. Mr. Bryan, responsible for the
script and direction of this comedy production, is responsible for many of Charlie
Chaplin's successes. He is also a song
writer of note. Ray and Gordon Dooley
are favorite vaudeville entertainers. This
will be their first appearance in pictures.
Toronto Company Reports Good
Bookings in Canada
States Rights Features reports from its
Toronto office, Canada, that it has booked
" Sirens of the Sea," " Man Without a
Country " and
for
consecutive
runs" The
of oneCo-respondent
week in the " four
leading first-run houses in Toronto. A
good business in the independent field is
reported.
A Typical W. S. Hart Scene in " The Two-Gun Man," Which W. H. Productions is Distributing
Blystone Completing Fifth Century Comedy with Alice Howell
J. G. Blystone, director general of Century Comedies announces that he is now
working on Alice Howell's fifth production,
" The Village Blacksmith." This he announces, will be completed soon and he and
Miss Howell will commence the sixth
production which is titled " School Days."
" School Days," " Neptune's Naughty
Daughter," " Automatics " and " Her
Bareback Career," are the Century
Comedies, featuring Miss Howell, now on
the market.
Julius Stern announces that he has met
with good success in the marketing of these
comedies and states that the four above
named, which are now placed in nearly
every territory, are proving strong boxoffice attractions.
Billy West's Latest Production
" Old King Sol "
" King Solomon," the title of the KingBee Comedy, featuring Billy West, now
under production, has been changed to
" Old King Sol." This change was made
by Nat I. Spitzer, sales manager of KingBee after receipt of a letter from a London
company, stating that it had the world
rights to a picture under the title, " King
Solomon." " Old King Sol " will be the
first five-reel production made by KingBee with Billy West featured.
Ohio Board Passes " Lust of
Ages " Without Change
The Ogden Pictures Corporation announces that the Ohio Board of Censors
has passed " The Lust of the Ages," featuring Lillian Walker, without change.
Leon Netter, of Masterpiece Attractions,
Cleveland, who has the Ohio rights to this
production, presented the picture for review of the Board.

Hart

Officials Complain of Film Pirates
Special Two-Reel Hart Features Which This Company
Controls, Are being Duplicated by Film Pirates, Official Says
that handle these subjects are practically
OFFICIALS of the W. H. Hart Proplaced in the same category as the dupers
ductions Company, who control the
themselves. They certainly come into bad
exclusive rights to a number of special tworepute with every decent distributor and
reel productions featuring William S. Hart,
in the end will find themselves in a most
now offered on the independent market,
are on the trail of film pirates, who, it is awkward position. The industry is waking
up and really going after these parasites
stated, are duping some of the special twoand the time is not far off when we shall
reel Hart features which this company
be entirely free of them. There is now
controls. An official of the company commenting upon this said :
a plan on foot whereby the reputable producers and distributors will cooperate in a
" The industry has long been troubled
policy to eliminate business dealings with
with the activities of men of this type and
any exchanges making it a business of
it is to be hoped that they will be dealt
handling duped films.
with in a most summary manner. They
are gradually being eliminated, as was illustrated recently in the case of " Joan
PrincetonLate
Students
to See Rapf's
Production
the Woman " and the Chaplin pictures.
However, there still seems to be some who
Harry Rapf announces that his late prohave not profited by this warning and who
ductionThe
" FlorenceStruggle
Everlasting,"
turing
Reed, will
be shown feafor
still continue to try ' to put one over.'
" We have good evidence as to who the
the review of the Princeton College studparties are in this latest outrage and they
ents before it is shown to the trade. The
will be prosecuted to the full extent of the
author, Edwin Milton Royle, is graduated!
law. The unfortunate part of the whole
from Princeton. Many of the scenes in this
affair lies in the fact that these crooks are
production were taken about the Princeton
being aided by the industry itself, that is campus. The story is based on the strugto say, certain of the exchanges and exgle of a college student after leaving the
hibitors— not the reputable ones of course —
seat of knowledge. One of the scenes
will purchase and book these duped prints
shows the Princeton students who have enand use them. Often an exhibitor will get
tered the aviation school and the activities
stuck with one of these prints and show
at this school.
it, laboring under the delusion that it is
genuine. The result is that he has a print
Randolph Sells Interest in All Star
of inferior quality and if it happened often
Features
would naturally ruin his business. The
D.
C.
Randolph,
one of the pioneer disfact that this duping has recently become
tributors inthe Southern States, has sold
such a menace, should put every exhibitor
his interest in the All Star Features Comupon his guard, for it is through their
pany, of Jacksonville, Fla., and announced
agency and that of the exchanges that we
last week that, he will assume the managecan hope to blot out this illicit trade once
and for all. Fortunately, the reputable exment of the recently organized Exhibitors'
Booking Association, with headquarters in
hibitors and exchanges will not have anyJacksonville.
thing to do with duped film and exchanges
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Oro's First Release, "Loyalty,"
Shown to Trade
"I OYALTY," the initial release of the
J-' newly organized Oro Pictures, Inc
was shown to the trade at the Broadway
theatre last Friday. Special music, arranged by S. M. Berg, accompanied the
showing. The production was shown
to
the reviewsrs some weeks ago and they
were of the opinion that " Loyalty " would
be well received by the trade. The audience which attended the showing last week
was composed of exhibitors and independent buyers and they pronounced the Oro
release one of
merit.
"Loyalty" tells of the experiences of
an actress who comes from the West to
New York. She attains fame in the profession and marries a man who is addicted
to the drug habit. She loses her reputation but determines to cure her husband
of the habit. Her loyalty to her husband
wins his respect and he, after a fight, wins
out in the fight with drug.
Betty Brice is the featured player. Murdock McQuarrie is in chief support. Humility "is the second
of the Oro
Pictures. Miss Brice release
is featured in this
production also. The third release is
" When Destiny Rules." Grace Davison is
featured. Melbourne MacDowell is in support. Dolly Dare has been engaged by Oro
to appear in a picture now under production at the Los Angeles studio.

New

Betty Lee, a Worthy Model for Any Sculptor, Is the Goddess of Love in " The Triumph of Venus."
Captain Hesser's Mythological Spectacle
Large Offices Leased for Hesser Enterprises
CAPT. EDWIN BOWER HESSER
correctness of every detail of the costuming and incidentals are authentic.
announces that he has leased a floor
There is never at any time the slightest
suite in the Candler Building, New York,
suggestiveness. The production is artistic
and the offices of the two enterprises with
which he is connected will be located here.
from every standpoint, and opens up to
filmdom that world of mythology from
They are the Victory Film Manufacturing
which poets and artists have received inCompany and the Hesser Publicity Bureau.
spiration for centuries and which still may
The Hesser Publicity Bureau will retain
profitably lie drawn upon.
its offices on Forty-seventh street, as
studio room for its art department.
The change was made necessary, it was
announced, by the increase in business in
both the publicity end and because Capt.
Hesser has entered other branches of the
amusement field. The Victory Manufacturing Company will handle the five-reel
drama, " The Triumph of Venus," starring Betty Lee. This production will be
offered on the independent market. The
executive work connected with the exploitati'T'. of this production will be
handled from the new offices.
Capt. Hesser states that in " The Triumph of Venus " he has an independent
feature which is especially suited to the
times. Commenting on this production, he
said :
" Public amusements should, more than
ever, be of a bright and cheerful nature,
and war
of a and
kind itsthathorrors.
will takeThe
people's
minds
off
war drama
has its place but I feel that a revival of
the classic, with all its beauties and charm,
will be appreciated. ' The Triumph of
Venus ' is a story of antiquity. The classic
spirit is preserved throughout, and the
fascinating tale unfolded of the Olympic
deities has not only beauty and novelty but
a strong human interest as well. Five
amonths
, 6
• production,
j „• and,the
E. V. Richards,
Jr., Co.,
General
were spent in
Amusement
New Manager
Orleans Saenger

Company
Organizes to
Handle Short Features
TACK H. GLAUBER and Nat Nathanson
J announce that they have organized the
Associated Film Service, with offices at 145
West 45th street, New York, for the purpose of handling one and two-reel features
in the New York state territory. Mr.
Glauber is president of the organization
and Mr. Nathanson is general manager.
Mr. Glauber is a prominent film man of
many years eperience. He has been associated with many of the large distributing
companies. He commenced with the firm
of Kessel & Bauman. He connected later
with Great Eastern Film Company, Mutual Film Corporation and Greene Features Film Company. Mr. Nathanson was
formerly general manager of the Federal
Feature Film Company.
Negotiations are now under way whereby the new organization announce that they
will gain control of a number of' short features. Mr. Glauber announces that the
company is ready now to take care of
exhibitors with some good short features
at reasonable prices.
Capitalize All Star, Goldtoyn
Urges
In its promotion hints on Madge Kennedy's second picture " Newly Married "
Goldwyn is calling especial attention to
the popularity that the noted stage star
achieved in her initial screen effort and the
fact that she became known almost over
night to the millions of picture fans who
had not seen her in any of her stage
productions.
Goldwyn urges the exhibitors to take advantage of this popularity, especially by
lavish use of pictures of the star in lobby
displays and in the newspaper advertising.
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Giles Company Takes Over
Trimount Interests
It was announced last week that on November 1the interests of the Trimount
Theatres, Inc., which, as a Massachusetts
corporation, controlled the Princess and
Gorman theatres in Farmingham, Mass.,
and the Orpheum and Gardner theatres in
Gardner, Mass., were taken over by the
George A. Giles Company, a new Massachusetts corporation with a capitalization
of $1,000,000.
Mr. Giles, treasurer of the old company,
is also treasurer and general manager of
the new corporation, which is already making plans for more extensive operations.
St. Louis May Exclude Youngsters
at Some Shows
The Board of Aldermen of St. Louis
has under consideration the adoption of
a motion picture ordinance intended to prohibit the admission of young people under
sixteen years of age to exhibitions of motion pictures which depict abduction, elopements of married persons, mock marriages,
white slavery, murders, robberies, the interiors of questionable resorts and others
of like calibre.
Orrin G. Cooks, advisory secretary of the
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures, has pointed out to officials in St.
Louis that such an ordinance would " exclude from the screen such famous stories
as George Eliot's " Adam Bede," Hawthorne'sScarlet
"
Letter," " The Silence of
Dean Maitland," " Tess of the Storm
Country," Hall Caine's " The Manx-Man,"
because they depict seduction ; Ibsen's
" Doll's House," which deals with the elopement of married persons ; Dicken's " Oliver
Twist"; some of Scott's Tales; Shakespeare'sMacbeth,"
"
" Hamlet," and " Julius
Caesar"; many Indian and frontier tales
where courts of justice have not been established;'war stories;
the shooting
of men and
by
the police
and countless
historic
classical stories.
Many other films were named.

Anna Q. Nilsson, Co-Star with Charles Richman in " Over There," a Select Picture

Gordon Dooley and Edward Kimball Are Chief Engineers of the Comedy Action in " A Rag, a
Bone and a Hank o' Hair," the First Release of Fun-Art Films, Inc.
Exhibitors Affiliated With New
Organization
Allied Exchanges, Inc., Newly Formed State Rights Organization, Ready
for Business — In the Market for Big Features — Franchises Acquired
The five members who have been selected
THE Allied Exchanges, Inc., a newly
formed organization, announces its for this committee are : Messrs. Friedman,
Nixon-Nirdlinger, Crandall, Lowrie and
advent into the field of independent activities. Its membership is composed of
Jackson. The other two members will be
elected at the next meeting.
prominent exhibitors and state rights
operators and has been organized for the
A member of the purchasing commitpurpose of purchasing and distributing
tee, speaking for the organization said in
independent productions. At a meeting
commenting upon the policy of the comheld last week, at Hotel Astor, the following officers were elected : Fred Nixon" Itpany : is not the object of the organization
Nirdlinger, first vice-president; J. L.
to have regular releases. The Allied ExFriedman, second vice-president; Lynn S.
changes, Inc., will release only when it has
something big to offer. There may be a
Card, treasurer; David L. Lowrie, secrerelease every month, and it may happen
tary, and A. J. Cobe, general manager.
that there will be one only every three
The election of a president of the new
months. The number of releases and the
organization has been postponed until the
meeting to be held at Hotel Astor, Novemregularity in which they are released deber 19, at which time final arrangements
pends entirely upon the number of features
will be made for the launching of the orthat meet with the approval of the purchasing committee. Most of the members
ganization.
of this organization are exhibitors and the
A purchasing board of seven members
will pass upon all productions submitted
releases will be run first at their thefor the consideration of the organization.
atres where this is possible."
Chadwick Now
in Full
Ivan Abramson Severs Connections
wick, Former General
Manager,
IVAN ABRAMSON, who was director
general of the Ivan Film Productions for some time, has severed his connections with this company, it is announced. I.B. Chadwick, who has been
general manager of the company for the
past two years, has with his associates,
purchased
Abramson's
interests.
Mr.
Chadwick Mr.
announces
that Mr.
Abramson
will, in all probability be engaged to direct
some of the future productions of the
company but his interests will be those of
a director, only. He says that he will endeavor to meet the demands of the market
with a sufficient number of high-class productions and will at the same time endeavor to place the Ivan Film Productions,

Control of Ivan, Inc.
with Ivan Company — I. E. ChadBuys
Abramson's Interests
Inc., in the front ranks of the industry.
The latest addition to the directorial
staff of the Ivan Film Productions is F. J.
Grandon. Edmund Lawrence, who directed Married
"
in Name Only " and is
now at the studio, working on " Life
Against Honor," will continue in directorial capacity, and negotiations with another director are now pending.
" Life Against Honor," Leah
Baird's Late Ivan Picture
" Life Against Honor " is the latest Ivan
production in which Leah Baird is featured. Edmund Lawrence directed.
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By H. J. Shepard
Sharpshooters
IN order to truly eliminate an evil, we must uproot it— strike at its
source. There is a great field for the reformer in the motion
picture industry, and, if he chooses to specialize, he could find no
more fitting sphere for his efforts than the independent market.
There, among certain sharpshooters of the industry, he could lay
bare the underhanded and unreliable methods of a number of men
engaged in that trade.
The independent producer making a picture, unless it is so exceptional as to be able to stand up under criticism, finds himself
laboring under an extremely difficult handicap. As is usually the
case, he is unacquainted with the methods of distribution, and
consequently he is fair game. In a number of instances, recently,
independent producers have come to New York with fairly good
productions, and have been obliged to sacrifice their pictures at a
loss. This has come about through the combination of their ignorance and the methods of the men with whom they are forced to
deal.
When the unsuspecting producer arrives in town, he comes in
contact with a certain group of this type, who immediately proceed to knock and hammer his picture, and to spread derogatory
reports concerning it throughout the entire trade, making the disposal of it impossible. The producer becomes more and more discouraged. He can get no results, and finally these highbinders
bring him to the point where he is willing to sell his picture for a
song, and betake himself to a more kindly commercial climate.
Distorted Advertising
The next step of the buyers of the negative — after their victim's departure — is to boost the picture through the medium of
distorted advertising in order to obtain the disposal of the picture
to the various state rights buyers. After the picture has been
sufficiently talked about through this method, and the owners
get a nibble from a buyer on their proposition, there are several
varied schemes of commercial roguery, which are brought into
play.
One of these is called " creating competition." This is accomplished by the owners, whose various " friends " in the territory
in question, wire in offers on that territory, which are shown to
the legitimate buyer. These " friends " of course have no idea of
buying the picture for they have no money. In fact, they are
probably not even engaged in the state rights trade. However,
the buyer has no knowledge of this, and naturally receives a
false idea of the value of the picture ; therefore, he boosts his
offer.
Another clever little trick is that of juggling options. Mr. A.
owns a certain picture. Mr. B., a territorial buyer comes to make
him an offer on it. " I am very sorry, Mr. B.," says Mr A., " but
I have just given Mr. C. an option on that particular territory.
Perhaps I can get him to release it in your favor." This naturally stimulates Mr. B.'s desire for the picture. When he came
in, he probably had no intention of making a definite offer on it,
but he gets the idea that it is being rapidly sold out and that he
had better get in on the proposition as soon as possible. He
eagerly consents to Mr. A.'s offer to try to influence Mr. C, and
the latter, after some unnecessary hesitation, decides to withdraw
from the field. Mr. B. then obtains the rights to the picture,
which may be no good at all, for his territory, and discovers
only when it is too late that he has been let in on a losing
proposition. Mr. C, of course, is only just another convenient
friend of Mr. A.
Stage Money
Still another method, is turning over the negative to another
organization, and publishing the fact that it has been sold for
a big price. No money, however, has actually passed. Now the
average territorial buyer on reading or hearing such a report,
naturally assumes that the picture must be good to have been
turned over in its entirety, and - consequently will frequently
rush in to take a chance. This last is one of the commonest
tricks in the trade, and one against which the wise buyer is ever
on the guard. There are others too numerous to mention, but
the above gives a sufficient indication of the conditions in this
particular branch of the industry.
There are also quite a number of men in town, who cleverly
play the game form both ends. Unfortunately, for those with
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whom they deal, their cleverness is only matched by their lack
of principle. These men are the representatives of clints, —
territorial buyers — in the West. A distributor may have a very
bad picture. He comes to one of these " representatives " and
makes him a present — in the way of a few dollars. It is all
just between friends, of course. The latter in return recommends
the picture to his client. Thus the deal is consummated and the
territorial buyer is stuck. The representative, however, as is
easily seen, draws his profit from both ends of the transaction —
his
commission from his client, and his "present" from the
distributor.
The Ham Director
From the production angle of the independent field, there is
one great evil which is being gradually eliminated ; soon we hope it
will have entirely disappeared. This is the ham actor-director,
or in many cases, the wise, unprincipled promoter. Through
some influence, this type of person secures an " angel " to back
him with a sum of from fifteen thousand up, to make a picture, and having spent the entire amount, upon the completion
of his release, turns out a piece of junk.
Here are a few ways that the money was spent — and wasted :
inflated salaries; the engaging of people not required; unnecessary sets, automobiles, retakes, spoiled negative, special studio
hire, special trips, bad weather conditions. Often the director
feels that a sea trip will do him good, or failing that, at least
a trip from the Coast to New York. In such a case the continuity of the story is sure to demand whatever is required.
There are more ways than one of killing a cat. After the last
layer of this cake of heedless extravagance is complete, a frosting is added in the way of some inconsistent and futile advertising.
Then we have the result : the initial investment wasted, — often
the entre amount lost. What chance has the "angel" got?
Not even a run for his money! He's just one of those who are
born every minute for the profit and edification of the wise ones.
He is thus initiated into the ranks of wisdom, but — the process
has been expensive.
Of course, the producer may be perfectly straight, and be a
natural ham without real abilitay. This type would be in their element clerking in a bank. Such a man often gets a good story but
lacks the genius to put it over. Or, he makes a good picture, but
spends so much money in the process, that he can never hope to
get any satisfactory returns on the investment. It is for this
reason that many independent producers, spend their own money
— and by trying to spend it carefully — run into failure.
Few Capable Ones
There are a few capable directors in the independent field who
work upon a percentage basis, and they are doing more than
anyone else to eliminate the mushroom producer. The majority
of these turn out good, strong productions, which bring excellent results to their backers. Men like these are coming to be
better known throughout the state righs trade, and in consequence they are beginning to set a standard of production in that
field. There is always a ready market for good releases made by
reliable directors and in addition to the number of dependable
independent distributors there are several new motion picture
exhibitors'
distribution. leagues which are excellent mediums for state rights
However the day of the sharpshooter of the industry is on the
wane, and out of the chaos of commercial immorality is emerging
an era of efficiency and decency, an era of real business. The
good director is crowding the poor one to the wall, and the latter's productions are coming to be a drug on the market. It
is simply a question now of having everybody in the trade " get
wise " to him, and to give him a wide berth. The underhanded
methods of the distributors are gradually being weeded out,
for the state rights buyers are coming to realize the true value
of territories and of different types of productions. In most
cases they are thoroughly familiar with local sales conditions
of their individual territories. Hence, they are capable of making
a close estimate on the possible returns upon any picture that
they may take over, so they are not apt to pay too much for
territorial rights. It is still only necessary to reach those who
have not yet come into contact with the ingeniously crooked
methods of the sharpshooters' fraternity, and put them upon
their guard. It is only in this way that the present evils may be
eliminated.
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Commissioner Rules on Exported Positives
Daniel C. Roper, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Says Exported Positives
Will Be Taxed But Not Negatives — Lawyer Interprets Bill for Exporters
on exports within the prohibition of the
COMMISSIONER DANIEL C. ROConstitution.
PER of Internal Revenue has given
his decision on the export tax to be levied
The provisions of the constitution, proon export films, a subject treated in this
hibiting taxation on exports, are limited to
department by the export editor in the apply to those cases, only, where a tax is
issue of November 3.
levied on the export rather than on the
The Piedmont Picture Corporation,
thing. Where the tax is levied generally
prominent exporters, inquired specifically
upon a class of things, or upon the creation of a class of things, the fact that some
regarding the department's disposition on
the subject of export tax and were ac- of them may be exported does not make
corded the following reply :
it a tax upon exports, and this though such
Replying to your letter of the 27th ultimo, you goods be manufactured under contract for
are advised that the department has ruled that, export. The practical effect of holding
as the tax applies upon positive moving picture
films upon sale or lease thereof and trie exportar
be to give a bonus to extion of such films in a subsequent act, such films otherwiseporterswould
over and above the return enjoyed
may not be withdrawn from the place of manufacture for export without payment of tax. Your
those dealing within the country. The
attention, however, is invited to the fact that there by
is no tax imposed upon moving picture negatives, question has arisen before and been carried
i. e., blank films that have been exposed and to the Supreme Court of the United States.
developed. The tax is imposed upon the blank In the case of Cornell v. Coyne, 24 Sup.
before exposure and upon the positive print made
from the exposed and developed film.
Ct. Rep. 383, Mr. Justice Brewer delivered
Respectfully,
the opinion of the court, stating the facts
(Signed) DANIEL Commissioner.
C. ROPER,
as follows :
In further reference to the export tax
" Plaintiffs in error were manufacturers of
filled cheese, entered into contracts for its manuon films, Mr. Joseph P. Bickerton, a New
facture and export, and under such contracts
York counsellor at law, has prepared the
manufactured and exported 1,580,479 pounds of
cheese. They were required by defendant
following interpretation. In his letter to filled
in error, as collector, to purchase and affix stamps
the editor Mr. Bickerton takes exception
to the exported packages of filled cheese. They
protested against such required purchase — on the
ground that such taxation was prohibited by
to the Export Editor's interpretation of
Section 9, Article I of the Constitution of the
the law, claiming that the tobacco case
mentioned therein was subject to special
United
States,"
and held:
exemption according to the legislative act
itself. Mr. Bickerton claims that the film
" The was
contention
is that under
inasmuch
as thisforfilled
cheese
manufactured
contract
extax is not an export tax ; that no mention
port, and was in fact exported, the tax of 1 per
cent,
per
pound
prescribed
by
Section
9,
Article
of exports is made in any of the provisions.
1, of shall
the Constitution,
whicharticles
reads:exported
'No taxfromor
duty
be laid on any
Mr. Bickerton's report follows :
MEMORANDUM RE LIABILITY TO
" Subjecting
filledtocheese
manufactured
the
any
State.'of export
TAXATION
UNDER FEDERAL
purpose
the same
tax as allforother
filled cheese is casting no tax or duty on articles
WAR TAX FILM MANUFACexported, but is only a tax or duty on the manufacturing ofarticles in order to prepare them for
TURED UNDER CONexport. While that which is asked in this case is
TRACT FOR
the
return
of a manufacturing tax, there is nothEXPORT.
ing in the constitutional provision to distinguish
between manufacturing and other taxes, and if
The War Revenue Act of 1917, approved
the plaintiff's tax,
contention
sustained
as to
manufacturing
it wouldbe follow
that the
Gov-a
by the President October 3, 1917, and
ernment
was
bound
to
refund
all
prior
taxes
imwhich, in so far as it taxes motion film
posed on articles exported. A farmer may raise
cattle
with
the
purpose
of
exportation,
and,
in
footage, went into effect October 4, 1917,
fact, export them. Can it be that he is entitled
to
a
return
of
all
property
taxes
which
have
been
subjects such footage to taxation as folcast upon those cattle? The true construction of
lows :
the constitutional provision is that no burden by
TITLE VI.— WAR EXCISE TAXES.
way of tax or duty can be cast upon the exportation of articles, and does not mean that articles
Section 600. That there shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid
exported are relieved from the prior ordinary
(c) Upon all moving picture films (which have
burdens of taxation which rest upon all property
not been exposed) sold by the manufacturer or
similarly situated. The exemption attaches to the
importer,
a
tax
equivalent
to
one-fourth
of
1
per
export, and not to the article before its exportacent, per linear foot ; and
(d) Upon all positive moving picture films and the tax was held proper and fixed
(containing a picture ready for projection) sold
or leased by the manufacturer, producer, or im- accordingly.
tion,"
porter, ataxfoot;
equivalent to one-halt of 1 per cent,
per linear
And in Turpin v. Burgess, 6 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 835, the court said :
It has been suggested, and the question
has arisen, that the said section, in so far as
" The
prohibition
in bothon cases
imposition
of duties
goodshasbvreference
reason orto
is would tax footage which is intended for the
because of their exportation, or intended exportaexport, and which is manufactured under
tion, or while they are being exported. That
would be laying a tax or duty on exports, or on
contract for export, is violative of Article
articles exported, within the meaning of the Constitution. But a general tax, laid on all property
1, Section 9, Subsection 5, of the Constialike, and not levied on goods in course of exportution of the United States, which reads:
tation, is not within the constitutional prohibi" No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exThese cases are determinative of the
ported from any State."
The tax imposed by the Act is not a tax point under consideration.
tion."
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A Chinese Title, the Main Caption in William
Fox's " Cleopatra," Which Will Soon Greet the
Yellow " Sons of Heaven "
Panama Regulates Her Signs
The city council of Panama has issued
a decree that in future no signs or advertisements will be permitted in public
places unless the owners sign a contract
with the municipality for their display.
Commercial signs in front of places of
business are excepted from this decree.
They pay
$1 a month, or if paid in advance $10 yearly.
All signs displayed in public places must
be stamped, showing compliance with the
provisions of this decree, and must be in
Spanish, although a foreign language may
be placed immediately under the official
language of the country.
Violations of this decree are nunishable
with a fine of $10 for the first offense, and
$20 in case there is a repetition.
You arc not going to war. The men who
arc need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!

William Russell, American Star, Welcoming
Lionel Jupp, Exhibitor, of China, to California
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Industry in Chicago Forges Ahead,
Despite Taxes
Despite the taxes on music, on film and
on admissions ; despite the war, high prices
and the general tendency to retrench
wherever possible, Chicago has just gone
through some of the most memorable
weeks in its history, so far as the launching of numerous big playhouse projects is
concerned.
Two weeks ago the Central Park opened
on West Twelfth street and was loudly
praised for its beauty. Since that opening
a whole new constellation of large and
beautiful houses have appeared with their
winking electric displays and luxurious
appointments to attract Chicago's moving
picture public.
On November 7 the Madison Square
theatre at Madison, near Cicero avenue,
threw open its doors to a public who for
some time had been watching the external
construction and development of this palatial shrine of the cinema. This project
was promoted by the West End Amusement Company, which controls the Crawford and the Virginia, and which together
with the Crawford Trust is sponsor for the
venture. The coterie of men in the companies includes William E. Heaney, James
B. Heaney, William F. Merle, J. D. Murphy,
H. J. Paul and John Armstrong. The
Madison Square has 2,000 seats, all on one
floor. The Exhibitors' Supply Company
furnished the three Simplex machines
which are responsible for the perfect projection, and they also supplied the double
dissolvers, spotlight and Martin Rotary
Converter. Mae Marsh in " Sunshine Alley" christened the gold screen of the
Madison Square and since its opening the
house has produced results which, if continued, will soon confirm the excellent
judgment used in its building.
Following, the next night, on the heels of
the opening of the Madison Square, the
Chicago public was initiated into the mystery surrounding the interior of the Crystal
on North avenue, near California. This is
a half million dollar structure erected on
the site of the old Crystal theatre. Schaefer
Brothers Theatre Company tore down the
old structure, two four-story buildings,
bought adjacent property and raised this
new Phoenix from the ashes of the old.
November 10 wasn't content to usher in
just one theatre but marked the opening of
two. The Adelphi, an Ascher house at
Clark and Estes avenue, and the Broadway
Strand, a Marx & Goodman house, at West
Twelfth and Paulina, both threw open their
portals to the public on that night.
The Adelphi is a 1500-seat house in
Rogers Park. The Broadway Strand is
larger, having a seating capacity of 2,100
on the main and mezzanine floors. Two of
its unique features are a gymnasium for
the
employes
and a asymphony
big playroom
for the'
children.
It has
orchestra
of
fifteen pieces which is supplemented by a
massive pipe organ built by Kimball & Co.

Exchanges in Loop Face Removal
to Distant Parts
That all of the film exchanges now located within the loop section of Chicago
are to be finally forced to move to the
outer section of the city is a foregone conclusion. However, as a result of a meeting
of the sub-committee of the City Council
on Wednesday, November 14, the time for
forcing the removal has been extended because of the present abnormal conditions
resulting from the war.
Attorneys representing the film exchanges conferred with several of the aldermen on the committee at Wednesday's
meeting and the latter made it plain that
film exchanges would have to finally move
from the center of the city. Representatives of the exchanges pleaded that because
of the practical impossibility of having a
suitable building to house all of these exchanges erected outside the loop, because
of the present conditions within the neighborhood circles, it could not be thought of
for at least a year. The various difficulties
to be met with because of lack of labor
and high cost of materials, was cited, and
the councilmen, while determined in their
statements that the exchanges must move,
agreed that there should be a longer limit
of time granted. To set this time there
will be a meeting held Wednesday, November 21.
The move to force the exchanges from
the loop, because of their presenting a
dangerous fire hazard, started several
months ago. The agitation followed upon
the heels of a rather disastrous and dangerous fire that broke out in the Pathe
Exchange in the Consumers Building,
which was preceded by another bad blaze
in the Standard Film Company's exchange
in the College Building.
The greater portion of the exchanges in
the city, and in fact all of the big ones,
are gathered within three buildings in the
heart of the loop section. They are in the
Consumers Building, the Mailers Building
and the College Building. According to the
tentative plans, a large, modern fireproof
structure especially adapted for the exchanges isto be built in one of the outer
reaches of the Northern or Southern section of the city.
Mutual Releases
" Tobacco " Film
in Chicago
A fifteen-hundred-foot 'special motion
picture of " Our Boys at Camp Grant "
has been made by a Chicago daily paper
to be presented in the Chicago theatres
for the benefit of a tobacco fund started
to supply smokes to the soldiers in
France.
The picture was released November 19,
through the Chicago exchange of the Mutual Film Corporation, which is rendering
free service in the handling of the film as
a contribution to the patriotic fund. All
of the proceeds go to the fund.

Wholesome Corporation Screens
Another Fairy Tale
Explaining that the Wholesome Films
Corporation had committed itself to a
strong policy of children's pictures, M. J.
Weisfeldt, of that concern, declared that
his latest play, " Little Red Riding Hood,"
which is now in the process of making, will
in all probability surpass " Cinderella,"
which he says is undergoing extraordinary
success.
" I didn't know we had such a popular
thing in ' Cinderella ' until exhibitors began to tell me how much they liked it and
asked to have their bookings extended. At
the present time here in Chicago, Aschers,
Lubliner & Trinz and Schoenstadt & Sons
are featuring ' Cinderella ' in their circuits.
" Our children pictures are going over
the top so strong that we have decided to
focus our attention and efforts on them so
that exhibitors can inaugurate a children's
night instead of a serial night if they so
desire.
" There is a big movement afoot for pictures for children and when we saw the
way ' Cinderella ' was going we decided that
another child picture would be a good follow-upLittle
.'
Red Riding Hood ' I expect will be ready for release during the
holida}' season."
William Fox Gives Special ShowA regular inggrand
opera audience,
with
of " Cleopatra
"
all the prestige and distinction of a first
night gathering, turned out at the invitation of William Fox to see a special showing of Theda
Bara in "This
Cleopatra
" at
Orchestra
Hall, Chicago.
production
played to one of the finest audiences that
ever gathered for the purpose of witnessing
a picture.
As the automobiles rolled up to Orchestra Hall last Wednesday afternoon
many of the most successful men and
women of the city from Mayor Thompson's
wife down, got out of their machines and
devoted two hours of their time viewing
the tremendous Fox production. And
judging from the applause that followed
the showing there were many present who
intended to fill out the blanks given them
as they entered by C. W. Eckhardt, head
of the local Fox offices, upon which they
were asked to write down their opinions as
to the artistic excellence and historical accuracy of the film.
It is the intention of the Fox officials to
gather a little thunder from some of the
best people in Chicago to use against
Major Funkhouser before submitting
" Cleopatra " to the reckless shears of the
Chicago censor. C. W. Eckhardt, in sending out the invitations, picked art societies,
literature classes, archeological and
historical societies, and people whose
artistic sense and knowledge of history and
literature would be authoritative and hard
even for Major Funkhouser to overlook.
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National Security League, the Military Training
Association, the Navy League and the Boy
Scouts were among the various societies represented.
Bruca Godshaw, new manager of the Lane
Court theatre, one of the Ascher houses, upon
taking overmediately
theinaugurated
reins aoffewthelittle
establishment
innovations im-of
his
own.
He
announces
Friday
as
" sweetheart
night " and promises to give the kiddies
candy
on Saturday,
while
vaudeville
is
the
added attraction for Sundays.
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The Vitagraph Company has inaugurated a
the
they their
driftplayful
away
from Kaiser's
the war airplanes
zone and should
commence
profit-participating
scheme
emtactics around Diversey Boulevard.
ployee of the concern
on histhattoeshasallevery
the time.
The home office declares what it shall consider
H. W. Willard, formerly of Triangle and later
one hundred per cent business for each exchange
of Lubliner & Trinz, now connected with Fox
and then as an incentive to each office it agrees
in Boston, will soon be back in this city again
to give fifteen per cent of the amount reached
as a salesman for Metro.
over one hundred per cent to the employees. H.
J. Bayley, manager of the Chicago Vitagraph
office, says that everyone connected with the
R. C. Cropper, head of the Standard Film Comlocal exchange is determined to do his bit to
pany,
announces that
Hart reissues are proving
very the
goodWilliam
cards forS. exhibitors
boost business over the one hundred per cent
mark in order to have a melon to cut.
and
that " The Deemster " is enjoying large
bookings.
Frank Flaherty, manager of the Hoffman
P. A. Powers, treasurer of the Universal Film
Foursquare exchange, spent last week in Minneapolis with the idea of establishing a branch
Company,
was local
in conference
with first
officials of the
exchange.lastIt week
was the
office up there. He left with the intention of entime in two years Mr. Powers had been in
gaging a man with headquarters in the twin
Chicago as his duties usually confine him closely
cities, even if he didn't establish a branch office.
to New York.
Edward Tiden, leading man in " Upstairs and
Minnie Nieman, Famous Players operator,
Down," playing at the Cort theatre, will enact
whentor tolast
new reliefFamous
operathe rcle of the sixth of the " Men I Might Have
take seen
the was
placegrooming
of Mabel a Sullivan,
Married,"
which
is
being
filmed
at
the
Essanay
favorite,
who
is
so
busy
in
the
contract
departstudio, with Mary MacLane as the star.
hasn'tin time
once orment shetwice
a day.to say " hello " more than
A member of the Tell Taylor music publishing
house was rather put out recently when he found
The Central Park Theatre put on a special
exhibitors refusing to play the music of his concern because they thought it was a member of showing of Geraldine Farrar in " The Woman
God three
Forgot,"
played
new was
housea prothe
the Society
of Authors,
Composersthatand
first
dayswhich
of last
week.at the
There
lishers. He wished
it understood
the Pubfirm
logue of classical dancing and operatic singing to
he represented was no longer affiliated with the
enhance one of the scenes of the play.
organization, having withdrawn.
The management of the Adelphi theatre, the
H. A. Spanuth, president of the Commonwealth
Pictures Corporation, left for New York last big Ascher house on Clark and Estes avenues,
week to put on a trade showing of the New York
which
opened last week,
stoodEmily
'em out
for thein
first performances,
showing
Stevens
Rialto of the latest Commonwealth film featuring
" Outwitted." This is the third Ascher house to
Charlotte. This picture has just been finished,
be opened this year with a Metro picture.
and Mr. Spanuth is very sanguine as to the market he expects to find for it.
H. J.at Bayley
states that
the 20
Lawfor"
opens
the Orpheum
theatre" Within
November
G. J. Wegner is the new manager of the Austin
Theatre at 5619 West Madison street and his
an
indefinite
run.
Aschur
Brothers'
circuit
houses will get it next. Manager Bayley declaresof
friends are expecting him to do big things with
he is writing all over the country to see if he
his new project.
can scrape up a few more prints of the film.
He has twelve now but is still short.
Luther W. Thompson, recently of the Pittsburgh'Paramount
office,
is nowformed
in thescreen
local exexGeorge Kleine, well known picture magnate of
change in charge of
a newly
this city, left last week for New York on a busiamination department. Mr. Thompson is in good
ness trip. He will be gone a week. George K.
hands
for
he
is
under
the
protecting
wing
of
Doc
Spoor, Essanay head, is also in New York.
Hill.
Goldwyn is moving its offices from 110 South
Del Goodman has earned the title of " repreState street to the College Building, where exesentative
de
luxe
"
of
the
local
Pathe
office.
cutive offices are being furnished on the third
Among other things he wears a rock that nearly
floor and a shipping room and poster department
blinds one and a fur coat that is very plutoare being arranged on the fifth. Alfred Hamcratic. He says when he gets his stick and goes
burger, who formerly occupied the quarters on
out to call on some exhibitor on business they
the third floor taken over by Goldwyn, has
think
he's
a
Pathe
actor
out
to
address
the
audimoved his executive offices to the fourteenth
ence.
floor of the North American Building.
Herbert Levy, of the Universal Film Company,
M. J. Mintz. manager of Unity Photoplays, is
has been given the reins of authority in the
making a tour of the state that is proving so
shipping department of that concern. Henceforth
successful that Frank Zambreno, president of the
the work of directing, inspecting and patching
concern,
considering
advisability
the films that come in and go out of the Uniing him onis the
road all the
the time.
So farofhekeephas
versal exchange will be under his supervision.
placed contracts in every town he has visited.
Cresson Smith and Max Levy of the Metro
Hiram Abrams. president of Paramount, who
exchange have found a new vice that is now constopped off in Chicago for a few days to see
suming their undivided interest. They have dissome
of the local exhibitors, started on his way
covered the tremendous money-making possibiliback to New York last week. Accompanied by
ties of betting on the races. Only last week, the
B.
P.
Schulburg, general manager of Paramount,
first time they tried this naughty pastime — they
lost. Max Levy tried to alibi himself by saying
Mr.
Abrams
has been
making
four months'
tour of the country
to study
film a conditions.
that atif he
Fruitcake
but
thathadn't
he gotbethison just
deserts.he'd have won,
F. M. McMillan of the Safety Projection Company, has returned from a trip to Duluth where
Watterson Rothacker, after spending ten his company
is planning the production of a new
days at Excelsior Springs, Missouri, left last
portable
film shooter.
week
a two
weeks'
in atNewthe York.
While for
riding,
hunting
and stay
resting
MisArthur E. Curtis, former managing editor of
souri resort Mr. Rothacker enjoyed the comMotography.
whohasrecently
into circulars
the educa-to
pany of Elliott Dexter, husband of Marie Doro,
tional film field,
sent outwent
his first
who was Also down South recuperating a bit.
churches, schools, and institutions interested in
pictures of an educational nature and announces
Charles C. Pyle, of the Bartola Musical Instruthat he is now in a position to furnish travel picment Company, spent last week on a business
religiousworks.
and industrial films and pictrip that took him to New York and Philadelturized tures,
literary
phia.
H. P. Morgan, Indiana salesman for Hoffman
H. J. Bayley of the Vitagraph exchange declares that exhibitors are already inquiring about
Foursquare
Pictures,
the aviation corps last
week was
and accepted
ordered tofor report
for
the new Vitagraph serial, " Vengeance and the
duty. Rex O. Lawhead. Hoffman sales manager,
Woman," which is scheduled to follow " The
who
at
present
is
holding
down
the
reins
of
Fighting- Trail." The latter, he reports, has enauthority in the local office while Frank Flaherty
joyed
phenomenal
success,
and
so
far
hasn't
been
is
in
Minneapolis,
jumped
into
the
breach
and
cancelled by a single exhibitor although the
bombarded some of the Hoosier exhibitors with
tenth chapter is now booking.
his heaviest artillery.
H. J. Aldous, secretary and treasurer of the
The heads of several patriotic organizations
Rothacker Film Company, spent the past week
were given a private showing last week of the
on a duck shooting trip in southern Illinois.
Mr. Aldous is getting his trigger finger in good
Jewel feature, " The Man Without a
working condition so that he can lay low any of special
Country." The State Council of Defense, the

The local Vitagraph exchange now has a gettogether meeting every Wednesday at which the
employees see the new releases for the week.
H. J. Bayley
says stenographers
are ainvited
bring
their sweethearts
and make
regularto
family affair of the showing, for he feels that
they can write better about a picture if they
have seen it and are really interested in the
affairs of the company.
Frank Zambreno, president of Unity Photoplays Company, announces the purchase of the
rights for Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin of two
new
" The Marriage
Bond " and " Who's
Yourpictures,
of which
will
have
aNeighbor?
downtown" both
showing
as soonhe asstates
pending
arrangements can be completed. An effort is
being made
stage " The
Bond,"
featuring NattoGoodwin,
whileMarriage
that actor
is still
here playing in " Why Marry? "
Rothapfel Visits Windy City
While on Vacation
Among the film men who visited Chicago
last week was S. L. Rothapfel, managing
director of the New York Rialto, who
stopped off for a day on his way to the
Coast. Mr. Rothapfel was en route west
to meet Doug Fairbanks and Charlie
Chaplin, with whom he expects to spend his
vacation hunting and fishing. The New
York showman glad-handed a number of
his Chicago friends and explained what he
thought was the trouble with many houses
that were not paying as well as they
ought to.
" A great many exhibitors," said Mr.
Rothapfel, " could add a great deal more
art to their picture presentations. I think
more attention to music would increase
the popularity of many a house whose
owners get through counting box office receipts toocould
soon all
every
don'tdone
knowat
that they
do night.
what I Ihave
the Rialto. They probably couldn't. But
they could at least get the artistic atmosphere in many cases and improve their
music a good deal.
" Another place where exhibitors are apt
to fall down," Mr. Rothapfel confided, " is
in not making the house the thing. Advertising the house rather than the particular brand of picture being shown is
much the better way of advertising and the
sooner exhibitors find this out the better."
Illinois Women Favor Censorship
of Pictures
At the convention of the Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs, held last week at
the
Sinai
Temple,
Chicago, the women's
organizations
unconditionally
pledged
themselves to state censorship of moving
pictures.
Mrs. Guy M. Blanchard, one of the
speakers at the meeting, said : " There
should be a' motion picture chairman in
every club no matter how small. It is not
so bad in Chicago as it is in the small
towns, but we are in constant danger. The
next time you go to the movies watch the
audience instead of the pictures and get in
the epressions of their faces the effect of
stance, vampire scenes and sensual pic-
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Baltimore Theatre Inaugurates
Combination Policy
There has been a change of policy at the
McHenry theatre, Baltimore, Maryland, in
order to give South Baltimoreans their
first vaudeville entertainment. At the
same time exclusive first showings of
Paramount and Artcraft pictures in this
section of Baltimore will be continued.
Residents of this section heretofore have
been forced to go North of Baltimore
street for vaudeville, but with the new
policy at the McHenry it means that the
highest class of variety acts will be brought
right to the doors of the people of this
section of Baltimore. Booking arrangements have been made by which all of
the standard vaudeville numbers that are
playing the principal theatres in the country will be shown here.
Three feature numbers will be shown
each week, the entire bill being changed
every Monday and Thursday. G. Fred
Nixon-Nirdlinger is the chief agent for the
selection of the best acts and not only will
individual stars appear but as many of the
big feature acts as are available. Five
shows will be given daily, the first beginning at 2.15 p. m. and the last at about
9.30 in the evening. There will be no
change in prices.
Pennsylvania

Theatre

Shows

"Tanks" to Big Profit
As a result of the excellent drawing
power of the Pathe Special, " The Tanks at
the Battle of the Ancre," the Victoria theatre of Harrisburg, Pa., turned over to
the
Harrisburg
Soldiers ChristmasPatriot-Evening
Fund, a checkNews'
for
$401.35, representing 20 per cent, of their
receipts of two days only. This showing
was a matter of gratification with both
the newspaper people and the theatre.
Hartlove, of Baltimore, Tries
Novel Presentation
A novel innovation in the showing of
motion pictures was arranged by James
J. Hartlove, manager of the Crescent theatre, Baltimore. This novelty was conducted in conjunction with the presentation of " Damaged Goods." A portion of
the play — that showing the suicide of one
of the characters — is not in the film, but
it was enacted on the stage at the Crescent.
The picture led up to the story of the
suicide and then the curtain was raised
and actors and actresses representing the
screen characters appeared. The scenes
showed the doctor of the play and one of
the leading men with other characters of
the screen story. After the scene was
enacted the curtain dropped and the picture continued on the screen.
A scene of the play was arranged in one
of the large windows of a South Baltimore merchant, while a number of other
merchants contributed to exploiting the
feature.
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ARIZONA. — G. W. Barnett of Skagway, Alaska,
is the new manager of the Orpheum theatre,
Douglas.
ARKANSAS.
" ShortyPine
" Levine
leased
Hauber —theatre,
Bluff,hasfrom
O. the
C.
Hauber for a term of years.
CALIFORNIA. — The Argus theatre, State street,
Santa Barbara, was reopened a week ago
under the management of E. L. Marvin. It
will
future be ofknown
as " Lloyd's,"
A. A.
Lloyd,in president
the Lloyd
Transportation
Co., being the new owner.
K. A. Adelberg has sold the Liberty theatre atham.
Marysville
to E. has
A. Serviss
DurAlthough Serviss
been inofcharge
of the menttheatre
since
October
14,
the
announceof the sale has just been made public.
C. L. Head, formerly proprietor of the
Fairyland theatre, Araheim, has purchased
that theatre and the New Grand from Walker
and Donley, and took possession November 1.
L. I.beamKing,
proprietor theof the
Suntheatre, former
has purchased
Wigwam
moving picture theatre, located at 61st and
Moneta streets, Highland Park.
J. M. Deeds of Seattle, Wash., has taken
a two-year lease on -the Opera House at
Reo Bluff, and will run two feature pictures
a week.
DELAWARE. — Theodore Jelenk, for over a year
president
manager
of the Victoria and
Theatregeneral
Company,
Wilmington,
has
sold out his interest in the company to Benjamin J. Schwartz, treasurer of the company.
Mr. Jelenk is interested in several moving
picture houses at Carney's Point and other
ILLINOIS.—
Willard
Fleming
the Garplaces.den theatre
at Arthur
to A.hasO.soldCrosno
and
Wayne Chandler.
G. W. Hill has bought the Court theatre
at Peoria and took charge last Sunday.
Joseph chased
Eyber
and Phil Airdome
H. Cohn and
have Lyric
purthe Washington
theatre at Belleville.
C. J. Price, who has been running the
Elite theatre in Leansboro for the past two
years, sold the same to H. R. Jenkins of
Dahlgreen.
Hogan & Davidson have sold the Royal
theatre in Morris to Lee Osmanson, who
operates the other picture house there.
INDIANA. — T. B. Grimes of the FulwiderGrimes company here has sold his theatre at
Crawfordsville and will confine his interests
entirely to the local battery agency.
O. Hansen of St. Joseph, Mich., has
bought the Lyric theatre, South Bend, from
B. D. Deardorff. Clayton Johnson and
Homer Griffin of Russellville have bought
the Palace theatre at Waveland.
Eagle'schased bytheatre
at Wabash
has been
Elmer Davis,
of Toledo,
Ohio. purClarence Stroh has bought the Arc Motion
Picture theatre at Crawfordsville. Grimes
Bros., the former owners, have purchased a
vaudeville theatre at Anderson.
Rex Judy
of 'AtticafromhasJ.bought
theatre,
Covington,
B. Stine.the Lyric
IOWA. — Harold Kelly, owner of the Allerton
theatre, Independence, has bought the Isis
theatre from Guy A. Curtis.
RaymondMotion
has secured
interestfromin
theJack
Radcliffe
Picture antheatre
Daniel Estel.
J. E. Fee is the new owner of the Lyric
theatre. Coon Rapids.
David Miller has sold the Idle Hour theatre. New Hampton, to William H. Keigley
of Albert Lea, Minn. Mr. Keigley assumed
management November 1.
B. S. Benjamin has taken over the manent of theDixon,
People's
theatreof attheRedfield.
Dr. G. agemE.
manager
motion
picture theatre at Sibley, nas taken over the
management of the other theatre in his
town
tion. which gives him control of the opposiKelly & Rock have taken over the management of the M. W. A. opera house at Blancoe. tures
The between
houseroadis show
new and
will show picattractions.
Frank
G.
King,
manager
of
theatre at Estherville, has purchasedthetheKing
Princess
theatre at Ida Grove ; the Princess will be
renamed
Charles" King."
Peterson, of Belmont, has purchased the Windsor theatre at Hampton, and
assumed charge last week.
C. E. Webb has leased the moving picture
theatre at Clarinda, Iowa.
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Brechner & Irving have reopened the
Columbia theatre at Vinton, Iowa.
C. ture
E. theatre
Brownat Mason
has purchased
a moving picCity, Iowa.
D. L Wilbern has sold his moving picture
theatre at Sibley, Iowa, to G. E. Dixon.
Charles Paterson has taken over the management of the Windsor theatre at Hampton, Iowa.
KENTUCKY.— Clarence Bunch has purchased
the Dixie theatre at Franklin and will operate
it on week.
Monday, Thursday and Saturday of
each
NEBRASKA— M. Williamson has bought the
Rex theatre at Albion from James Haire.
A.tre W.
Hindman has bought the Gem theaat Hebron.
A.
D.
theatre at White
North has
Bend. purchased the Lyric
Clarence
Schafer
has taken over the manBluff.
agement of the Orpheum theatre at Scotts
J. B. Reid has sold his interest in the
Elite theatre, Hebron, to F. M. Fetterman.
R. O. Canady and Herbert L. Wendland
have opened the Opera House at Meriden.
A.
Hindman has bought the Gem
theatre W.at Chester.
Oaks
&
Carroll
theatre at West
Point.have bought the Ideal
NEW MEXICO.— Oscar Fuhrman has leased
Adolf atre,Schutz's
Silver City.interest in the Princess theNEW YORK.— E. Tailor of Port Leyden will
manageof the
new Strand theatre, now in
course
erection.
Peter Lengline has purchased the Arcade
theatre at Camden and took possession recently. This is the only picture theater at
Camden
and look
the prospects
new venture
very good.of success in the
OHIO. — Fred Hilton has bought the Arris theatre, Mansfield, from Fred Stecker.
The Sun theatre, Norwalk, is under new
management for the first time in many years
Fred A.
an old
of Norwalk, hasWilsoncox,
sold the house
to F.resident
S. Roudsbush.
TEXAS.
—
Johnnie
Miller
has
purchased
the
theatre at Gilmer from C. A. M. Hootetv Rex
Georgeeration oClaire,
Jr., has taken
opf theis Hippodrome
theatreoveractor
at the
Dallas.
Mr. Claire
a former dramatic
and
has written many scenarios for pictures.
Brandon & Thomas are re-equipping the old
Majestic theatre at Alvord and will give it
their personal attention, having moved from
Ringgold
to Scowcroft
Alvord. has purchased the inUTAH.
— Albert
terests of Charles
Zeimer and H. A. Sims in
the Alhambra theatre, the largest picture
house in Ogden.
WASHINGTON. — Peter David, a prominent
lawyer of
Tacoma,
leased the
theatre
there,
and hashasassumed
actualLibertymanagement.
Josephpolitan
A. theatre
McMillan
has
bought
the
Metroat Winlock.
E. A. Abbott has disposed of his interest in
the
Empire
theatre,
Brcs. Morine F. HaasAnacortes,
of Seattle tohasDodge
been
appointed
manager.
G. W. and
W. P. Armour have purchased
the Gem theatre at Elma from Herman
Fowler.
WEST VIRGINIA —Mrs. F. S. Justice has
bought the Glocke theatre at Glenville. from
Wilbur Beall and rechristened it " Picture
WISCONSIN.—
Peter
Boebel has from
bought
the
Amuse theatre
at Fennimore
Andrew
Allen.
John P. Gruwell and Otto Rupnow of
Grand atreRapids
Palace the-1.
and have
took purchased
possessiontheNovember
Land." there
MISSOURI.
— The Rigney theatre is now under
the management of Messrs. D. R. Patterson
and C. sumed
H. charge,
Kirby,taking
of Kansas
City,ofwhoC. asthe lease
E.
Littlewood,
who
had
been
operating
the theatre for several months.
E. E. Wagner has bought the Airdome
from Frank McLaughlin.
Hal Kelley of Beatrice, Neb., closed a
five-year lease with J. G. Schneider for the
Colonial theatre in the Schneider building at
Seventh and Felix streets, St. Joseph.
You are not going to war. The men uho
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!
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as
expressed
under
the
searching
and
anthe
with
week
this
you
greet
the beholder. ... It is confidently exWE
nouncement that the Cinema Camera
truthful eye of the camera betrays no
pected that the experiment will be of great
Club Ball held at the Plaza, a week ago
flaw, no atomic imperfection, no flicker
value in the selection of further subjects
Saturday night, was, to coin a phrase, a for so much as the billionth part of an
for Universal's news reels."
complete success. This leads up to the instant," wrote Leander, in part, thereby
enlightening the searching Arthur on a
question : Was any motion picture ball
GRAHAM BAKER, of Vitagraph, once
long bothersome question.
ever anything else but a complete success?
played bridge with Mrs. Cornelius
The which, however, we refuse to answer
Vanderbilt.
Perhaps the publicity departon advice of counsel.
ment has left out the most important part
IN one issue of Essanay's series "The
* Wonders of Nature, Science and Inof this story, the results of the game, beFROM our secluded observation spot in
cause Mr. Baker furnishes the answer
dustry," Grantland Rice, Maximilian Fosa corner of the ball room we observed
ter, Hugh Fullerton, William McGeehan
himself by being in the motion picture
that no static flew until 2 a. m.
business.
and Jack Lait, all newspaper and magazine writers of note, are seen engaged in
Alfred Is With Us and Talks of a
SUBSEQUENTLY it entered a lot of catching salmon in the waters of New
Parroturtle
Brunswick, and H. G., who sends in this
people's visions and some few got
quite out of focus. But, after all, when
interesting item, heads it " Wonders of ALFRED GRAESCHEL, accompanied
one attends
a ball,
by his famous turtles, arrived in New
observe
business
ethics.one isn't obliged to
York last week from San Francisco. Mr.
Oh
Look What Jack Went and Done!
Graeschel, who has made a specialty of
Which?"
A GROUP gathered about John Boyle
ttT^O
increase
the
efficiency
of
the
news
training
turtles for the past five years, anand Rial Schellinger, the cinema*■ standard of the Animated Weekly
nounces that he has the greatest collection
of talented tortoises ever seen. One of
tographers of " Cleopatra," demanding first and Current Events (Universal), Jack
hand news from the front. The gentleman
Cohn introduced the psychometric test to them, he claims, can climb up a three-foot
in question declined to discuss the matter,
secure a scientific measurement of the relarope. Another, he states, always walks
claiming that the ladies might overhear.
tive values of the subjects chosen. This
backwards to keep the dust out of his eyes.
creation of modern science was connected
Mr. Graeschel is now conferring with
FROM
the November
issue of the with the pulses of a special board of men
Louis
Loeb, well known in film circles,
Cinema News, distributed at the ball, and two thousand feet of news scenes were
for a series of motion pictures presenting
we lift the following:
the accomplishments of his pets. When
shown them and the results being indicated by the movement of the needle on
seen recently Mr. Loeb parted with the
THE CAMERAMAN'S PRAYER
the dial, were charted. The chart sheets
information that his friend is anticipating
By R. E. Sibley.
were taken to a laboratory which makes a the greatest achievement of his life, namely
Give us this day our daily sunshine, light
specialty of grading the inherent selling
the crossing of a turtle with a parrot, thus
sets and less static.
power of an article through its effect upon
obtaining a tortoise that can speak.
Lead us not into double exposures, but
endow us with less buckles and more alibis.
Forgive us for all retakes, and help us
to keep our feet warm, our heads cool, the
shutter open, and the titles straight.
IGampmm
Stye iOnngarrp
Deliver us from the hot, stuffy dark
All
the
News
That
Fits,
We
Print
Longacre
Square, N. Y., Dec. 1, 1917
room, and all American-made dyes.
Take from us all dark and evil, make
— Mrs. and Jim Hoff occupied a
EDITORIAL
up, and the Ford touring car.
prominent enough to be table
for a portion of the eve.
Cover us not with fog and clouds of dust,
It seems such a little thing, noticeable. It would cer- — Terry McGovern went to the
tainly work to the good of ball with ye ed. but walked out
and help us to pile up much footage.
so inconsequential in the
early in the eve.
Anoint our film, but not with oil or
the picture if the action was on — him
Fritz Hirsch of the empy
production
of
a
five
reel
or
scratches.
halted
in
the
full
set
before
news studio dir. was also there, he
.greater length picture, but it
spilling
lot of dope
Give us this day a solid tripod, a steady
is the little things that are the emotion in question was this
nexta edition
will on
B. how fine
hand, and a full magazine.
expressed
and
then
the
these days attracting the at- camera moved for the close — The grand march was led by
Watch over us while we iris in and out,
Phil Rosen and Jane Murfin.
tention of the particular picand in the end grant us a slow gentle fade,
— Ole Otto Brautigam was
ture fan. ihat is the rela- scene. And there are a chairman
of the w. k. reception
for thine is the plot and the scenario.
tion of the full scene to the number of other ways that
closeup.
Ahem !
might be adopted in order
The closeup is generally to make the action as con- — Jules Cronjager acted as floor
I ARRY REID allows that if he were a used to bring out a certain
mgr.
tinuous as is humanly pos- com'it'e'.
— E. Burton Steele was chairsible between two such
man of the w. k. entertainment
significant
point
that
the
*—> film magnate he'd have this guy Bolscenes.
sheviki, who has lots of pieces in the papers
greater range included in the
CAMERA
CLUB BALL
LOCAL NEWS.
about himself, in pictures by this time.
full set is unable to bring
EXTRA.
■— Ed Mullen is thinking of goout. And so a switch from — Jim Kirkwood shone at danc- com'it'e'.
ing into temporary retirement at
/^\UR idea of a job for a well-trained
ing with a pretty partner.
the one to the other should
Mass., his native village.
soldier is to attempt an approach to
— Mary Anderson and hub. Holyoke,
be
absolutely
continuous.
—
The Screen Club ball will be
fresh from the p. c. were present a thing
the Rialto theatre on Sunday night.
of the not forgotten past
But time and again have we as was derson
the family.
rest of the w. k. Anon datepates a good
of pub.
ed. had
anticinoticed that the player ex- — A] Kaufman was approxi- all.
LEANDER RICHARDSON has writtime Yeto be
by
pres es, inthe full scene, the
mately the last person to leave.
ten Arthur James^ with the idea of
—
Pete
Schmid
wishes
his
host
very emotion that he must
— Mrs. and Harris Gordon were of admirers to know that he has
stilling his greatly press agented hunt
there. Mrs. is some dancer,
as a consequence repeat in also
we
remark in a knowing way.
seeking the answer to the query : " Who
quite recovered.
the closeup.
Timer showed up again
— Alice Brady came in for a last— Jules
Is June?" "Who could, would or should
wk. without a uniform.
So here is a slight degree short time, radiant as per usual.
be June but Miss June Elvidge, the fairest,
— Mrs. and Francis Ford, fresh was— Elsie
2nd Artcraft
sweetest, loveliest, most wondrously be- of repetition, not at all seri- from
shown Ferguson's
at the Rialto
last wk.
the p. c, seemed to enjoy
to unusual applause.
ous to be sure, but just themselves.
witching girl in the world, whose artistry
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MONTAGU LOVE, star of World-Pictures Brady-Made, served as auctioneer at a smokes-for-soldiers affair recently, and when he could not get a bid
for a basket of fruit, started things off by
offering $5 himself. This woke everybody
up, and the basket was finally auctioned off
to Love for $40.
CHARLES

EMERSON COOK was authority for the announcement last
week that Mabel Ballin was asked by Mary
Garden to help the latter apply the makeup necessary for appearing before the
screen in Goldwyn's " Thais."

STUDIOS

IIIIIIIIIIIIIH

PROPERTY men at the Famous Players
Studio in New York recently constructed two gigantic bats for a scene in
a new feature of which Pauline Frederick
is the star. They were so genuine looking that Harry Lee almost decided to take
them to the Museum of Natural History.
HELENE CHADWICK has completed
the filming of " Nalauhka," under the
direction of George Fitzmaurice at the
Pathe-Solax Studio. She had but one
day's pause before starting her next picture— and on that day she had three
photographers snapping photographs of
liei

EVA TANGUAY, it is said, wore a
speedometer on her person one day
while making scenes for her first picture,
" The Wild Girl," for Lewis J. Selznick,
and it registered seven miles when the
whistle blew at night. Miss Tanguay
thereby won a bet from a crank who asserted there was no action in picturemaking.

EMMY WEHLEN, a Metro star, has
gone South for a vacation before
starting work on her next feature. The
star's most recent Metro wonderplay is
"The Outsider."
THOUGH the story suggests otherwise,
the character of Gaston Olaf, which
Harold Lockwood is playing in his new
picture, "The Avenging Trail," now in the
making, under direction of Francis Ford
— Fred J. Balshofer supervising — is said to
be a thoroughly American type.

JAMES MONTGOMERY FLAGG, the
artist, is appearing in a series of pictures featuring types of attractive American girls, from stories of his own writing.
The productions are being made at the Edison Studios, for release under the series
title, "Girls You Know."
THE

reappearance of Jean, the Vitagraph
dog star, in the second starring subject of Madame Petrova, is expected to
elicit a hail of delight from many who remember the canine performer in stunts
while with Florence Turner.

,i ' ..I i 1 ■ ..i 'I ' ■ , 'n
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LUELLA PARSONS, photoplay editor
of a Chicago daily, spent an entire
day recently visiting the William Fox
Studios in New Jersey, and chatting with
the Fox stars who are at work there. Miss
Parsons went first to the Lincoln Studios,
where she met Theda Bara, who is
under the direction of J. Gordon Edwards.
Walter Sanford, Fox press agent, did the
introducing.
MADGE KENNEDY and her Goldwyn
company, for proper atmosphere and
exteriors in " Oh, Mary, Be Careful,"
went to Georgia in search of peach blossoms.
MAE MARSH and Mabel Normand,
Goldwyn stars, were twin attractions
Lt the recent Army and Navy Bazaar in
Grand Central Palace, New York. They
posed for the making of a special film so
that the crowd could see the actual process
of the making of a photoplay. Samuel
Goldfish, president of Goldwyn, accompanied the stars to the Bazaar.

FOR Alice Brady's new Select production, "The interiors
Lifted Cross,"
one offorthea
most elaborate
ever devised
screen play was built in the studio in
Fifty-fourth street.
DIRECTOR CHARLES J. BRABIN,
of Metro, staged a real fox hunt on
Long Island recently for scenes in " Red,
White and Blue Blood," with Bushman
and Bayne. Those who took part in the
chase during the two days on location were,
besides the stars, Adella Barker, Arthur
Housman, Wm. H. Tooker, Cecil Fletcher,
Duncan McRae, Jack Raymond, T. Tomamato and Edna Hume.

illllillllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllillll<llllll!ll!l>! ill

Edward Earle, of Vitagraph, Is Trying His Hand
at the Aviation Game

BEVERLY BAYNE has written a booklet called " The Soldier In Her
Kitchen," following the general idea of
food conservation. Miss Bayne is said to
have
receipt.a housewife's delight in trying a new
LETENDRE, publicity representaTE.
• tive for various film stars, who recently returned from a business trio to
Boston, Indianapolis and Chicago, is back
at his office in the Times Building, after
being laid up with a sprained foot.
three-yearMetro's
IVY WARD,
BABY
old emotional
actress,
has been in motion pictures since she was six months old.
She has appeared with Bushman and
Bayne, Ethel Barrymore and Mabel Taliaferro.

GEORGE WALSH, the athletic motion
picture star, was last week under the
doctor's care because of his effort to save
Regina Quinn, his leading woman, from
a fire in one of the William Fox Studios
at Fort Lee. At the time of the accident
Walsh did not realize he had injured himself seriously, and went back to work.
Later he was overcome.
PRACTICALLY all the exterior scenes
in "The Heart of a Lion," William
Farnum's forthcoming Standard Picture,
were taken near his home in Sag Harbor,
L. I.

WHEN ARTHUR
MOMAX,
ist, recently visited
the cartoonFamous
Players Studio in New York, where Paramount productions are under way, and expressed to William J. Scully, assistant to
Director Robert G. Vignola, a desire to
try his hand in the films, his wish was
granted. He annexed a dress suit and
went in with the extras. The picture stars
Pauline Frederick, and will reach the
screen after the holidays.
MONTAGU LOVE has been booked by
Manager Thomas D. Soriero, of the
Park theatre, Boston, for a personal appearance there shortly. He will also visit
Lowell, New Bedford and Providence
while on the trip.

WALLACE Reid will come to New
York shortly, for the first time in
six years, to film a production at the
Studios of Paramount in the East. Kenneth McGaffey, in charge of publicity for
Famous Players-Lasky, on the West Coast,
will make the trip with Reid, and will return to the Coast after looking New York
over.
GEORGES ARCHAINBAUD is staging
a feature picture at the Peerless
Studio in West Fort Lee with French, German and Belgian soldiers in it The director served under the French flag and
knows soldiers when he sees them. Montagu Love is star of the picture being
made.
director,
MORE,
ETHEL
company of
and a her
Reicher,
Frank BARRY
Metro players have deserted the Eastern
Studios for the time being, having gone
to Savannah, Ga., for exterior scenes for
the forthcoming Metro feature, " An
American Widow."
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By J. C. JESSEN
STATE rights subjects now being made
at the Paralta Studio, are to be
released under the trade name of Selexart,
it was made known last week. At this
time three pictures for this brand are
being made. Howard Hickman is being
starred in one at present known as
" Aristocracy," which is being directed by
Eliot Howe. The film story is based on
heredity. Rhea Mitchell is working under
the direction of Wallace Worsley in a
story titled " On the Level," which is also
for this brand. Reginald Barker is making
an Alaskan story starring Clara Williams,
which at present is known as " Carmen
of the Klondike." Edward Coxen is playing opposite Miss Williams. The story
for this photoplay is by Monte Katterjohn, who also prepared the scenario and
is author of the Dorothy Dalton film of
this nature, titled " The Flame of the
Yukon."
Dorothy Dalton Subject Rushed
Producing activity at the Thomas H.
Ince Studios was last week centered on
the Dorothy Dalton subject, as it has been
decided to release the second picture in
which she appeared third, and so it was
necessary for Director R. William Neill to
complete " Flare-up Sal," so that prints
could be delivered to exchanges four or
five weeks earlier than at first planned.
The cause of the change is that " Love
Letters," Miss Dalton's second release,
gave her much of the same style of role
as that played in her first Paramount-Ince
subject, "The Price Mark." In "Flare-up
Sal," a story of California in the early
fifties, William Conklin and Thurston Hall
are principals of the supporting company.
Following the completion of " Flare-up
Sal," Director Neill, Miss Dalton and company will leave for Honolulu, where exteriors for the next subject will be made,
the story and scenario having been completed and are now ready for production.
Earl Rodney has been engaged by Thomas
H. Ince as leading man to play opposite
Enid Bennett in her first Paramount re• lease, now in the making under the direction of Jerry Storm. Rodney was formerly with the Mack Sennett-Keystone organization, where he played juveniles, and
more recently was with Triangle-Keystone.
Irvin Willat, a Thomas H. Ince director, is now in charge of a mystery company. He is engaged in the making of a
subject which no one about the studio,
save Ince and the laboratory men knows
anything about — even the publicity department is in the dark. For the past week
Willat and players have been busy at San
Pedro, where Los Angeles harbor is located, and it is hinted that a subject is
being made for the government.
William S. Hart and company arrived
home recently from a three weeks' camp
at Hessen, in Chatsworth Park, where all
exteriors for the Western railroad story,

" The Blood Hound," were filmed. It will
take a few days to make the remaining
scenes of the play at the Hart Studio in
Hollywood, and then work will be started
on the next subject, being written now by
John G. Hawks, who prepared the stories
and scenarios for several of the Western
actor's most successful photoplays.
The studio of the Charley Chaplin Film
Company in Hollywood is rapidly nearing
a state where it will be possible for Chap-

" Smilingthe" Sunshine
Billy Mason,
Who Puts
in Christie
Films Some of
lin to begin the. filming of his first comedy for the First National Exhibitors'
Association. Syd. Chaplin, John Jasper,
and Carl Robinson are principals of the
business organization now at work at the
new plant, and it is expected the first shooting will be done during the coming week.
New Pickford Film Finished
The Artcraft subject, " Stella Maris,"
adapted from the William J. Locke story,
which is the next starring vehicle for Mary
Pickford, has been completed by Director
Marshall Neilan. Conway Tearle is Miss
Pickford's leading man, and the principal
character role is taken by Herbert Standing. Following the making of the last
scenes for this film, Miss Pickford, accompanied byPresident Adolf Zukor, his
son, Eugene, Miss Frances Marion, scenario writer for Miss Pickford, and Paul
Dowling of the Lasky publicity department, went to San Diego.
Rollin S. Sturgeon has been added to
the directorial forces of the MoroscoPallas Studio, and is now at work on the

filming of a story which will have Vivian
Martin as star. At the same studio, Director William D. Taylor is making the
final scenes for a subject with Jack Pickford and Louise Huff.
Cablegrams from George Melford, who
with Sessue Hayakawa has gone to the
Hawaiian Islands, brings the report that
the company secured some excellent effects
aboard ship, and plans for invading several semi-savage islands were made. By
this week Melford and troop should be
en route back to the United States, as
transportation plans provide they would
spend but ten days on the island.
Wallace Reid has been granted a vacation to go east about the first of December, and plans are now being made for
stops in cities where there are ParamountArtcraft exchanges, and for Mr. Reid to
make personal appearances at the theatres.
Kenneth McGaffey, in charge of publicity
at the Lasky Studio, will accompany Mr.
Reid and manage the personal appearance
tour.
he Saint Directs Mix Feature
The Tom Mix Fox unit begun work this
week when Edward J. LeSaint, one of the
best known directors of the West Coast
colony, was engaged as director to make
the Western subjects in which Mix is to
be starred. The first to be filmed is
" Cupid's Checkerboard," adapted from
George Scarborough's novel of the same
name. Scarsborough, it will be remembered, is author of " The Lure." This is
a story that opens in the Middle West,
and has many scenes laid in the Rocky
Mountains. Wanda Petit, who came to
the Coast several weeks ago and has appeared in one
subject,
"This Iswoman
The Life,"
has been
named
as leading
for
Mix.
Frank Lloyd has selected Genevieve
Blynn, G. Raymond Nye and Joseph Manning as principal supports for Jewel Carmen in the Alaskan story he has just begun the filming of for Fox.
Bertram Bracken is at work on a new
Gladys Brockwell subject which deals with
the experiences of an American woman
who was in Berlin at the time the United
States broke with Germany. It will be of
the nature of a patriotic appeal to Americans, with Charles Clary, Bertram Grassby, Colin Chase and Willard Louis in the
important parts.
Another of the Fox child pictures has
been completed for release. This is
" Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," which
has George Stone and Gertrude Messenger as the principals. One of the most
important sets for this was of a Persian
nature, and is distinctly new and attractive,
as well as very expensive. S. A. and
C. M. Franklin are now working with their
scenario writer, Bernard McConville, in
the preparation of stories which will be
taken up shortly.
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Triangle Starts Nine Subjects
Within the next few days nine Triangle
•companies will begin the filming of new
subjects, scenarios now being in preparation for the several directors of the Culver City studios who have been waiting
for continuity. The big staff under Julian
Johnson, editor and chief, and Frank
Beresford, scenario editor, have been extremely busy recently. Jack Cunningham
is writing an original titled " Evidence "
which is of the nature of a mystery story.
E. Mason Hopper will next direct a
story titled " Mr. Butterfly," now being
made, which is a reversal of the story of
"The
Madam
by be
Johnnamed
Lutherwithin
Long.a
cast Butterfly,"
for this will
few days.
Hayden Talbot is writing continuity for
an American life story, " The Girl Notody Knew," which is an adaptation from
his stage play " Oh Gee ! " Belle Bennett
will be starred in this, and the subject
will probably be made by Director Walter
Edwards. " Oh Gee ! " was one of Oliver
Morosco's most successful plays. Edwards
was leading man in the original stage production.
At Hartville ranch, Cliff Smith and
Western Triangle actor Roy Stewart are
working on " The Law's Outlaw." The
screen version for this story was written by Alvin W. Neitz and is an adaptation from the story of the same name by
Ethel and James Dorrance. Fritzi Ridgeway is to continue as leading woman for
this production, and Edward Brady will
take the part of heavy.
Within a few days the photoplay, " BettyTakes a Hand," which has Olive Thomas
and Charles Gunn in the leading roles,
will be completed, and Director Jack Dillon will film " Limousine Life " which has
heen prepared. This is from a magazine
story of the same name.
Texas Guinan has returned from New
York where she recently went to replenish
her wardrobe, and is to play lead in a
western story, " The Gun Woman." This
has not been assigned to any director, but
filming, it is understood, will be started
within the next few days.
Having completed " Because of the
Woman," the first seven-reel subject to be
produced by Triangle, Jack Conway is now
preparing to begin the filming of " Real
Folks." This is one of the prize stories
secured by the Triangle in the Photoplay
Magazine contest, and the screen adaptation has been arranged by Catherine Carr,
a recent addition to the Triangle scenario
staff who was formerly with Lasky.
Lynn Reynolds, who has achieved success by combining travelogue and story,
is shortly to take up the making of a
photoplay that will be laid in the several
oil districts in and about Los Angeles.
Reynolds is now completing the scenes for
" The Gown of Destiny," which is spoken
of as a war drama. In the filming of this
attention was given to the small details to
get them exactly accurate. Director Reynolds had the assistance of an American
soldier, Frank Dudley, who served with
the French on the west front, and was discharged after seeing the battle of the Marne
because of inhaling poisonous gases at
Ypres. Dudley brought with him to America, a number of souvenirs he secured
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on the battle line, including costumes of
German, French and English soldiers.
These were duplicated for this film. His
new story was written by Wilbur Hall,
contributor of the Saturday Evening Post.
Universal Activity Wanes
Universal City has taken on the appearance of a different place. The number of
companies wrorking there has been reduced to nine engaged in making five-reel
subjects, and three on serials. This is
smaller than the number at any time in the
past three years or more.
Ida May Park has completed the filming of " Broadway Love," starring Dorothy Phillips, and Allen Holubar will next
direct this actress with the same supporting company which includes William
Stowell, Lon Chaney, William Burress and
others.
The subject now holding the attention
of Mae Murray, directed by Robt. Leonard, has been titled " The Eternal Columbine," which consists of five reels written
by H. S. Bickers. Kenneth Harlan has
been chosen to play opposite Miss Murray,
and Albert Roscoe, Joe Girard and Paul
Weigel are principals of the photoplay.
During the past week the Leonard company has been working in the mountains
securing the exteriors for this film. On
one occasion Miss Murray fell off a cliff,
and was caught by the hair by Director
Leonard.
Ella Hall and Emory Johnson have completed their work as co-stars in " Green
Magic," written by Waldemar Young, and
directed by Elsie Jane Wilson. Gretchen
Lederer, Harry Holden and E. A. Warren
are in this company.
Eliot J. Clawson has written ano'.her
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semi-western subject for Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford which has been
titled " The Highest Card." The company under the direction of Rupert Julian
are now at Seven Oaks, California, working on this subject.
Director Stuart Paton has begun the
filming of " The Green Seal " which stars
Carmel Meyer. Harry Carter, Ashton
Dearholt, Frank Deshom, Frank Tokanaga, Alfred Allen and Betty Schade are
appearing in the film.
" Back To the Right Trail " is a new
five-reel western drama in which Harry
Carey is appearing under the direction of
Jack Ford. It is adapted from the Fredrick R. Bechdolt story, who formerly contributed to Kalem. Molly Malone is to
be the leading woman, and the big cast
of western characters includes Vester
Pegg, Helen Wright, Martha Mattox, L.
M. Wells, John Cook and H. Tembrooke.
A new serial company is to be organized within the next few days. This will
be directed by Jacques Jaccard who is
now preparing scenario and story.
" The Bull's Eye " Company, in charge
of James W. Home, is now working on
the fourth episode, and Director Harry
Harvey of " The Mystery Ship " serial
which has Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber,
is at work on the tenth episode.
Keystone Postpones Moving
The Keystone-Triangle organization has
become so accustomed and delighted with
its surroundings at the 4500 Sunset boulevard studio, that it has weekly delayed
pilgrimage to the new plant at Culver
City, the latest reports being to the effect
that moving day will not occur now for
at least two weeks. The present plant has

Scenes Like This Are Usually Very Ordinary in Pictures, But With Ethel Barrymore's Artistry
Added, as in Metro's " The Eternal Mother," They Become Strong Links in the Chain of Reels
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been equipped with lighting devices, and if
they can work there throughnecessary
out the entire winter.

Billy Franey and Milburn Moranti, formerly members of the Joker Company at
Universal City, were recently added to the
Keystone organization, and this week Gale
Henry becomes a member of the same
troop. These three have played together
continously for almost three years, and
they will be in the same films with Keystone.
New Faces at American
There are a number of new faces at the
American at Santa Barbara, Studio Manager J. R. Crone having made a number
of special engagements for productions
now in the making. Jack Mower is to
again play opposite Marguerita Fischer in
" Molly Go Get 'Em," now being filmed
by Director Lloyd Ingraham. Hal Clements is to play an important character part,
and True Boardman takes the role of a
French crook. Other new players for the
American in this subject are Margaret
Allen, Alfred Ferguson and Emma Kluge.
The Mary Miles Minter Company is at
work on " Mile. Tiptoe," which is a screen
play prepared by Elizabeth Mahoney from
the Arthur Barthelet story. Filming of
this by Director Henry King is now under
way.
The William Russell Company has left
the Santa Barbara studio for two or three
weeks, which will be spent at Oxnard,
California, where a number of big Aztex
sets have been completed for the film play
" In Bad." Around these settings will be
staged several big fights for possession of
the hidden treasure.
Metro Companies Busy
Both Metro companies are continuing
on subjects recently begun. "The Tiger
Cat," adapted from the novel by the same
name by H. P. Keeler, has kept the Viola
Dana Company at the studio w-orking on
interiors for this Western production
which has Clifford Bruce, who has appeared opposite Miss Dana for the past
several releases, as her leading man. Mabel
Van Buren has been engaged for an important part, as has also Clifford Mack.
Director John Collins is in charge of the
filming of this.
Additional eastern battle front scenes
were made by Director Tod Browning for
the Edith Storey subject, "The Legion of
Death," in which several hundred extras
were used. These scenes represent the
first battle in which the Russians took part
in the present world war.
William Parker, author, has been engaged by B. A. Rolfe, and is now preparing the continuity from the story,
" Weaver of Dreams," by Myrtle Reed;
which is to be the next subject for Viola
Dana. Mr. Parker has been identified with
several Western companies, including Fox,
Triangle, American and Universal, and has
a number of popular subjects to his credit.
Sennett Comedy Named
" The Kitchen Lady," is the name
selected for the Sennett-Paramount comedy now being filmed by Director Eddie
Cline with a cast including Louise Fazenda, Glen Cavender and Slim Somerville,
together with Eva Thatcher and Alice
Maison. Cavender in this comedy takes
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the part of a bear trainer but he was not
as successful in this class of work as the
finished film will show, and as the result
of one encounter with Bruno he received
a number of painful wounds on the arm.
The picture which has had the attention of Director Clarence G. Badger for
the past two weeks has been titled " His
Hidden Purpose." Chester Conklin is the
featured player of this and the supporting
players are Marie Prcvost, Neal Burns
and Gene Rogers.
While Clarence Sovern was riding a
horse down a hill at full speed for scenes
in the Sheriff Nell Sennett comedy William Campbell is directing, with Polly
Moran in the featured part, the horse fell,
and Sovern was badly injured. He has
been in a local hospital for several days
and it is feared he is internally injured.
Ben Turpin plays a most important part
in this celluloid capsule of laughs.
Mena Picture Ready by Christmas
The board of directors of the Mena Film
company met last week at the Mena plant
in Hollywood to discuss production of " By
Super-Strategy," the multiple-reel feature
now being staged by Director Howard
Gaye. Those attending were John E.
Kuehn, New York city; Dr. L. W. Jones,
Chicago, and Foreign Director Robert R.
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Hollister, Dayton, Ohio. The film, it is
stated now, will be released about Christmas.
Paralta Stars Hard at Work
Several changes have been made at the
Paralta Studios, partially due to the return
of J. Warren Kerrigan, who recently met
with an accident in which bones of one
leg were broken. Mr. Kerrigan is now
sufficiently recovered to resume work and
Oscar Apfel is continuing with the production inwhich Kerrigan is starred, " The
Turn of a Card." This is now almost
finished so far as the filming of scenes is
concerned.
Oscar Apfel was originally selected to
direct Henry Walthal, but upon the return
of Kerrigan, Rex Ingram was engaged.
The first Walthal subject is "His Robe of
Honor," adapted from the story of the
same name by E. S. and J. F. Dorrance.
The scenario is by Julian Lamothe, late
staff writer for the American at Santa
Barbara. Mary Charleson is playing opposite Mr. Walthal in this subject.
Reginald Barker, whose latest work was
directing Bessie Barriscale in " Madam
Who," is now working with the scenario
department and technical staff in preparing
for the filming of a subject which will offer
Clara Williams as star.
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" The Rise of Jennie Cushing "
(Artcraft — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
ELSIE FERGUSON'S second appearance on the picture screen
occurring in " The Rise of Jennie Cushing," an adaptation of
the novel by Mary S. Watts, results in a second distinct triumph
for her. Again have the art of the director and the appreciation of
the fine points of the book evinced by the adaptor aided her
in attaining her success, but good production, good preparation
and all it is Miss Ferguson's performance that dominates. It
is the same skill that was unanimously acclaimed as without parallel in " Outcast," the play that has made " The Rise of Jennie
Cushing," the picture.
The depth, the delicate shadings, the beauty of personality and
of feature that she brings to the role of Jennie Cushing are
unified, a rare treat. She manages to express in the mute eloquence demanded, but so seldom obtained, by the secreen, the
deepest emotions by the mere movement of her eyes, the turn
of her head, or the compression of her lips. Hers is indeed an
art that brings subtlety, the lack of which is so often condemned
by the artists who object to the motion picture, to the realms of
the silent drama.
The adaptation of the book devised by Charles Maigne is replete
with opportunities for the star. Mr. Maigne's system of scenario
construction is singular in comparison with that of other scribes
of the screen. He shapes his story so that the action is always
progressing. Of burdensome detail there is none, of colorful
detail there is aplenty. But smoothly and swiftly he works from
one high light of his plot to the next, obliterating by his evident
knowledge of his art any decrease in interest after a single crisis.
As for Maurice Tourneur, his work is so well known that
mention of its perfection is superfluous. He handles individual
scenes with a fine sense of their dramatic effect and the atmosphere he injects into his work is realistic to the last degree. To
cite the episode in which Jennie and Meigs are glimpsed in Europe, working at the latter's painting in first one town and then
the next, is to give a fair idea of the manner in which Mr. Tourneur
has treated his whole work. This series of scenes depicts the two
travelers in a blissful state of happiness. Though unmarried, the
attitude they take toward one another combines the atmosphere
of true love and friendship that is beautiful in its effect. It is
action calling for the most unaffected performances and the most
artistic of staging and Mr. Tourneur has presented the man and
woman before a background of exquisite taste.
Supporting Miss Ferguson in the opposite part is Elliott Dexter,
who does probably the best work of his career as the artist.
Fania Marinoff, Frank Goldsmith and Edith McAlpin are others.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jennie (Elsie Fergucon), granddaughter of a disorderly woman (Mae
Bates) and without a name, is placed in a reformatory to spend the early
days of her girlhood, and is as a result forever branded with a suggestion
of infamy. When eighteen she is put in charge of a kindly old farmer and
his wife. For appearances sake she adopts the name of Cushing. After
amaids
time and
Jennie,
ambitious,
learns inthethisintricacies
profession
ladies'
secures
employment
capacity ofwiththeEdith
Gerrardof (Sallie
Delatore), a society girl. She accompanies her mistress on her visits to the
studio of He
Donelson
(Elliott
work ofonit Edith's
portrait.
asks herMeigs
to pose
for a Dexter),
Madonna,an andartist
the atupshot
is that
they two fall in love. Meigs urges her to marry him, but she, realizing the
gap between their social positions and the shadow that her early career will
cast upon her, refuses. Instead she aserts her willingness to come to him
body and soul but not in name. He accepts and together they travel the
continent of Europe, he on his commissions and she as his helpmate. They
live in a perfect atmosphere of combined love and platonic friendship until
they meet Meigs's aunt (Isabel Vernon), a conventional old maid who
believes altogether in "family." She l elates to her nephew the facts of
Jennie's past. Astounded he returns to their hotel to find her gone. A note
informs
him thatforsheher,hasduring
anticipated
For herself
two yearsan
Meigs searches
which his
time aunt's
Jennie,mission.
discovering
outcast, devotes herself to the care of homeless children. At length his
long search is rewarded. In repentance he asks her to many him, but she,
still believing in their different stations in life, bids him go with her heart
returnsunited.
and the foolish prejudice of society is swept away
—breaking.
the man But
and hewoman
Through an oversight the name of Charles Miller, director of
"The Secret of the Storm Country" (Select) was omitted from
the review which appeared in last week's issue of Motion Picture
News. Liberal credit is due Mr. Miller for his fine work in handling the production of this picture.

" Draft 258 "
Seven Reels)
REVIEWED(Metro
BY — LISLE
M. ALBRIGHT
THIS big seven-reel production, directed by William Christy
Cabanne for Metro as a sequel to " The Slacker," surpasses
even that successful picture in intensity, force and patriotic appeal.
Built upon the problem of the draft, and showing the difference
of opinion that entered nearly every American home as the
numbers started coming from the great bowl in Washington,
" Draft 258 " presents a succession of patriotic wallops that will
make any American audience sit up with pride over the entry
of the United States in the world war.
This spectacular successor to " The Slacker " will probably outdo
even the latter as a box office asset, for it deals in a broad and
faithful way with one of the greatest events in American history,
weaves in and out the story of the part a young girl played in one
locality, and bares the workings of German intrigue and the
eagerness of German agents to enlist the conscientious objector
and pacifist as a tool to be used against the United States.
It is a picture that spreads the doctrine of Americanism and
offers an appeal that will go a long way toward convincing
skeptics, pacifists and socialists of the necessity of America's being
in the war — and with that granted — of the necessity of the draft.
Mabel Taliaferro heads an excellent cast, and as the girl fired
with patriotism and the spirit of Joan of Arc, she makes slackers
ashamed of themselves and finally even gets her brother, a
conscientious objector, to enlist. The play is given an excellent
production and ought to prove one of the big successes of the
season.
the story and players
Mary Alden (Mabel Taliaferro) lives with her mother (Sue Balfour) and
two brothers, Matthew, a soap box orator (Earle Brunswick), and George
(Eugene Borden). She and Matthew and John Graham, her sweetheart
(Walter Miller), all work together in a department store. Mary is intensely patriotic, and, when the draft comes, tries to get her younger brother
to enlist. Matthew, however, preaches pacifism to him, and finally decide*
to harangue the crowds on the folly of the United States going to war.
German agents hear Matthew talk and decide to use him. He is introduced to Amiel Van Bierman, a wealthy banker, and one of the higherups of the Kaiser in this country, who is spreading German propaganda.
Van Bierman gets Matthew to address a so-called peace meeting, and the
latter lets his sister, Mary, have the floor to make a speech. She turns a
withering verbal fire upon the audience, who are forced to listen at the
pointhisofsister,
her younger
brother's
revolver.theEugene
has hebeen
prevailed
by
and instead
of regretting
fact that
pulled
No. 258uponin
the draft, he considers it an act of Providence to be so honored.
Van Bierman and his agents slip up behind Eugene, overpower him, and
pack Mary Alden away to their headquarters in an auto, where they lock
her in a room. Matthew is admitted to a special meeting of the higher-ups,
who feel that they can trust him, and he sees the tool they are making of
him and he revolts. He is knocked down and gagged. In the meantime
Eugene, who followed the spies, slipped off to a nearby army camp and came
back with a battalion of soldiers, who capture the nest of German agents,
free Matthew, who later enlists, and get Mary out of the clutches of Van
Bierman. And as she recovers from her fright she finds she has been rescued
by her own khaki clad lover, John Graham.
" The Hidden Hand "
(Pathe
— First and
REVIEWED
BY Second
PETER Episodes)
MILNE
AS a writer of detective stories, both for the animated screen
and the printed page, Arthur B. Reeves has long since given
demonstration of an ability sufficient to place him in a class with
the top-notchers at the very least and, at a. slightly less moderate
estimate, in a class occupied solely by himself. So the absorbing
elements of mystery present in the opening episodes of " The
Hidden Hand," made interestingly intricate by surprising innovations and from time to time slightly cleared by convincing analysis
may well be expected to run the full length of the serial.
The initial number, comprised of two reels, brings to light a
murder mystery, and although it is not so difficult to guess the
party who committed or promoted the crime, the finger of
suspicion points to any number of comparatively innocent persons
probably implicated. The case is taken up by a prominent secret
service agent and things promise to be exceedingly lively for him
as the serial waxes older. Indeed, as far as that is concerned, they
are exceedingly lively for him in the four reels of the first two
episodes, but a reviewer is ever at a loss to prevent himself from
assuming a prophetic attitude with opening serial numbers, particularly when the action gets under way as brilliantly as it doea
in " The Hidden Hand."
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The serial introduces a four-star cast, two of which have had
thorough experience in this line heretofore, and two of which
give promise of becoming just as popular as the most idolized
of Pathe's serial stars. Sheldon Lewis and Arline Pretty are the
first two and Doris Kenyon and Mahlon Hamilton the second.
Mr. Lewis is probably the most popular of serial villains. Miss
Kenyon is a fascinating heroine, Miss Pretty disturbingly mysterious and Mr. Hamilton a good appearing detective with a nasty
appearing double.
Then, least we forget, there is— ??????? — The Hidden Hand!
Who is the Hidden Hand? Well, we should say for a first guess,
Sheldon Lewis again, but far be it from us to betray secrets.
The idea is that the other members of the cast don't know that
Mr. Lewis, presuming of course, that it is he, is doubling up on
them. Therein lies a clever trick of scenario writing that scores
heavily in the serial's favor. This person wears the most horrible
looking gauntlet conceivable. It is of leather, bound with brass
and covered with knobs and long nails from one of which oozes
a poisonous gas ! Also this Hidden Hand person is proficient in
plastic surgery. He is able to change the contour of any face,
molding it into an exact counterpart of any other he may select.
If these attributes fail to constitute a perfect mystic-villain, then
we know of none that will.
Charles A. Logue collaborated with Mr. Reeves on the scenarios
and James Vincent is directing. Properties, photography, lighting, etc., are altogether
and well
— they're off !
THE suitable
STORY AND
PLAYERS
The Russian
Gaunlet Empire.
of Death,"
first isepisode,
relates
of theA birth
of a girl
in "the
Her thefather
the Grand
Duke.
mad monk
informs the Czar that after eighteen years her beauty will result in the ru.n
of
his
kingdom.
Whitney,
an
American
millionaire,
is
given
the
child
to
care for.
Eighteen years later he is mysteriously murdered, and the Grand Duke
come to claim his daughter, fatally wounded. Doris Whitney (Dor.s Kenyon) supposedly the girl in question is horror struck. Suspicion points
to Dr. Scarley (Sheldon Lewis), her nance, to Verda Crane (Arline Pretty),
Whitney's
his brother,
and toHamilton),
a villainousa detective.
brute (Mahlon
Hamilton), ward,
doubleto ofAbner,
Jack Ramsey
(Mahlon
The
cause for the murder seems to have been to procure a certain jeweled box
left Doris.
in Whitney's
Czar,prints
the key
to which
is a locket
worn
by
The boxpossession
contains bythethefinger
of the
baby, which
will serve
to identify the girl. The box falls into the clutches of the Hidden Hand
after the murder. He and his henchman attempt to procure the locket.
The double of the detective makes it easy for the Hidden Hand to enter.
This mysterious character is about to poison Doris with the fumes from
his gauntlet when the first episode closes.
Counterfeit
Faces," Hand
the second
to thepursues.
rescue
of "Doris.
The Hidden
escapes episode,
from thebrings
house, Ramsey
and Ramsey
He loses track of his prey, but suddently comes upon Dr. Scarley. His
suspicions are aroused. Verda is captured by the Hidden Hand, and told
that
she inis his
the scheme
late Whitney's
real ofdaughter.
resolves
to assistbring
the
monster
for a share
the fortuneVerda
it will
undoubtedly
her. She admits the Hidden Hand to her room that night. He pours liquid
air
the that
radiator
pipe,both
which
the heater
in Doris'unconscious.
room. In
the down
explosion
follows
she settles
and herin enemy
are knocked
When their senses are restored Doris attempts escape, but is overtaken by
the Hidden Hand, and carried to his lair. Here he takes the iocket from
her neck and inserts it in the box as the episode closes.
" The Little Princess "
(Artcraft — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
MARY PICKFORD in curls and short dresses, some few
snatches of her engaging comedy, a few less of pathos and
a beautiful production are the principal if not the only ingredients
of " The Little Princess," an adaptation of Frances Hodgson
Burnett's story. When a star has attained such prominence as
has Miss Pickford, one weak picture can not easily injure her
reputation and so " The Little Princess," though it is undeniably
weak, is not uneradicable. The facts of the case are that it was
written for children in the first place and that its present appeal
includes few others but children. The main reason being that
it is pretty alone; failing in dramatic quality and disappointing
because of a constant slight suggestion of surprise which is never
realized.
There will be those whose appreciation ' of Mary Pickford,
whose memories of Mrs. Burnett's book, will surmount the lack
of plot material in the picture version. They will be mightily
pleased by Sara's unaffected sweetness as brought out by the star,
by her childish pranks, her wholesome philosophy, her experiences
with Becky, the slavey, but when the last foot of film has slipped
through the machine, they will hardly be unable to express, perhaps only to themselves, a feeling that Miss Pickford chose an
extraordinarily slim vehicle in " The Little Princess."
Frances Marion, who has prepared a number of the star's
scenarios, made the adaptation of the book. Handicapped by the
lack of picture material her talent has not been allowed its full
scope but what she has done she has done well. Marshall Neilan
endowed it with a rich production. The story of Ali Baba and
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the Forty thieves, ever so slightly tinged with a note of burlesque
with which a child would naturally color it as related by Sara to
her companions, is in itself a miniature extravaganza. This
interpolation, however, with Miss Pickford assuming the role of
a slave girl, has little if anything in common with the career of
Sara. The atmosphere of refinement that all of Mr. Neilan's
pictures include is by no means lacking here. Settings and
photographic effects are all that could be desired.
Zasu Pitts as Becky has a part in heavy contrast to Miss
Pickford's and handles it with a real sense of its value. Norman
Kerry as Sara's father, in the few times he appears, never is
able to strike a paternal attitude. The support, including some
score of children is adequate.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Sara Crewe (Mary Pickford) is put in a fashionable London boarding
school by her father (Norman Kerry), a wealthy English army officer.
Little Sara is virtually the life of the school. While she is celebrating her
birthday word is received that Captain Crewe has died in India from the
shock caused by the loss of his fortune through the supposed deceit of his
partner. The matron immediately reduces Sara to the rank of slavey and
she is obliged to work hand in hand with Becky (Zasu Pitts) a girl who
has never known what money is. Into the house next door moves a man
with an Indian servant. From his attic window the servant watches Sara
and Becky in their barely furnished room. He reports to his employer and
at Thanksgiving the two girls discover a spread laid for them by the Englishman, who has entered their room over the roof. The matron discovers
them over the repast and scolds them. The Englishman enters and explains.
He
lets
it
he was
the latewasCaptain
Crewe's
that long
the
report that behe known
double that
crossed
the officer
a mistake,
and partner,
that he has
been searching for Sara, who is after all fabulously wealthy again. So Sara
and Becky move into the house next door, where at Christman time they
hold
royal on.reception
for the poor children, while the spirit of Captain
Crewe a looks
,
" The Seven Pearls "
(Pathe — Twelfth Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
"DURIED ALIVE," the twelfth episode of this serial intro*-) duces an adventure separate and apart from the main plot
as have its immediate predecessors. Perry Mason and his associates plan to confine lima in an insane asylum in order to prevent
her from searching further for the seven pearls. Their plan is
an intricate one and finally they succeed in imprisoning her. One
of the inmates of the asylum, however, shows her a way out of
the building. She secrets herself in a cave until nightfall when
she believes she may make her escape. But Mason and his
aide are right outside to catch her when she emerges and when
the episode closes she is once more in their power.
" Over Here "
(World— Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
<</~\YER HERE" is a two-reel pictorial review of the activities
in connection with the erection of the Government cantonments at Camp Pike, the site occupying 3,000 acres of land near
Little Rock, Arkansas. The pictures were taken under the supervision of a reprcsentatve body of citizens of Little Rock and are
released on the World program. "Over Here" will be a worthy
addition to
and alla exhibitors'
programs.
It is timely,
instructiveany
and presents
pictorial review
of activities
in which
we are all interested — the work of Uncle Sam in housing and instructing the young men who are the protectors of freedom.
The work that has been accomplished in bringing into being
this city of soldiers can be described only with the descriptive,
marvelous. In fifty-two days — from June to July of the current
year — a city has been made from a wilderness. The camera
reveals, in the first scenes, a sweeping panorama of a vast wilderness on the outskirts of Arkansas' capital city. Then an army of
workmen are introduced and at the expiration of less than two
months, miles of railroad are laid, hundreds of buildings are
erected, drainage systems are laid, macadamized roads are built,
warehouses capable of housing millions of dollars worth of food
and supplies are erected, and a modern, sanitary settlement with
accommodations for more than 40,000 soldiers is the result — all
this accomplished in fifty-two days.
"Over Here" takes you from the beginning of this work to the
end and every detail in the erection of this modern city is shown.
Intimate views of Secretary of War Baker; Major John R. Farchyce, constructing engineer and the brains behind this work;
the citizens of Little Rock who raised the money to purchase this
tract of land and presented it to the Government, and the vast
army of workmen who accomplished these wonders in construction— all are shown in this worth-while picture which the exhibitor of every neighborhood can book and be assured that he
will have presented a picture that every patron has enjoyed.
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"Her Hour"
(World Film— Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
girl who loses her position because

of her
shop
THE
virtue.
Who is bereaved of mother and brother at one blow.
Whose confidence is betrayed by her next employer.
Who marries without disclosing her past.
Whose momentary happiness is destroyed by her husband's
discovery of it.
Who plans to ruin the life of the man who ruined hers.
Who is prevented from so doing because of her love for her
daughter.
And who dies disowning her, that she may be happy with the
man she loves.
These are the principal events in " Her Hour," a melodrama
from the pen of Raymond L. Schrock, directed by George Cowl
and starring the stately Kitty Gordon. It is a story of a conventional type offering a sympathetically written central character— the woman betrayed because of man's treachery. It
appeals to a certain extent ; it would have to a greater extent had
Miss Gordon put more warmth, more feeling, more depth into
her part.
But it is filled with the sort of situations that Mr. Brady
selects to offer his public, which seem to be pleasing his public
and which are therefore quite right and proper. There are a
number of times when Mr. Schrock has gained a point by merely
introducing it and not developing up to it, but this is by no means
confined to " Her Hour " alone among World pictures.
Prominent in the supporting cast are Eric Mayne, George
MacQuarrie and Lillian Cook, all rendering effective support to
Miss Gordon. The production is adequate without being pretentious.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Though she has been betrayed by Trent (Eric Mayne), Rita Castle (Kitty
Gordon) marries Christie (George MacQuarrie), leading a happy ex stence
until he discovers her past relations. A cast off again, Rita becomes a
prominent lobbyist. Trent is nominated on a reform ticket for district
attorney. Rita tells him she will expose his true character on the eve of
election.
Trent's campaign
Clement
(Frank Beamish),
this
by informing
Rita that manager,
it will ruin
the happiness
and futureprevents
of her
daughter, Alicia (Lillian Cook), who has been brought up in ignorance of
her mother's life. Alicia, using her mother's assumed name, has become
engaged to Christie's son, Dick (Edward Burns). Trent carries the election.
During thehome,
night shoots
Clementandbreaks
returning
kills into
him. Rita's
Trenthouse
tells and
her attacks
he will Alicia.
prosecuteRita,to
the full extent of the law, but quickly changes his mind when Rita informs
him that Alicia is his daughter. Rita, suddenly suffering from heart failure,
declares that Alicia is the daughter of old friends of hers and dies, happy in
the knowledge that the girl will be happy with Dick.
" The Grell Mystery "
(Vitagraph — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
D AUL SCARDON'S latest work for Vitagraph and the screen
A is a mystery drama from the script by Frank Froest. Mystery inculcated with strong, dramatic effects is the essential ingredient ofentertainment and this is faithfully presented in pantomime by a good cast, headed by Earle Williams. The melodramatic touch, usually associated with mystery drama, has been
used sparingly by Director Scardon with the result that he has
produced for screen presentation a form of entertainment that
will receive a hearty welcome in any neighborhood and can be
booked with assurance of success by any and all exhibitors. Careful attention has been given to detail in production; the suspense
has been maintained to the climax without resort to the unnatural in plot development ; the characters are presented faithfully by a competent cast and each scene is a link in a chain of
mystery that is unraveled with dramatic artistry rather than the
bold outbursts of imagination, usually resulting from an author's over-anxiety to develop mystery.
" The Grell Mystery " is a good box-office attraction, containing,
as it does, a variety of elements which are essential to the entertainment of a varied audience. It is not a mystery drama that
has to be confined to the downtown houses. The party who
arrives in a limousine, the family circle and the tenement dwellers
— all will find in this Vitagraph production, entertainment. The
author has laid his plot with care and the director has, with equal
care, followed these plans. The result is, a good picture with
entertainment for all.
Earle Williams is the featured player on the program but it is
a question whether his audiences will accept this assertion after
viewing the picture. Denton Vane, in a dual role, although not
as much in evidence as Mr. Williams, is deserving of especial
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credit for his work in the character roles. Mr. Williams has
proved by his past performances in mystery drama, that he can
present the part of a detective or central office man with true
appreciation for the subtle instincts of the secret service. In
the role of Hcldon Foyle, his late endeavor in the mystery drama,
Mr. Williams leaves no room for disappointment although he is
not given the opportunity to display the cleverness of which he
is capable in the enactment of similar roles. Miriam Miles, who
has the principal feminine role, is convincing but never prominent
in the scenes of action. Jean Dumar presents a semi-important
part with promise of doing better when the opportunity presents
itself. Mabel Trunnelle is deserving of more promiiunce than
the role of Lola offers. Bernard Siegel is a fine type and impersonates the minor "heavy" with realism evident in every
action. Robert Gaillard
does a "AND
bit " PLAYERS
well."
THE STO-RY
Eileen Meredith (Miriam Miles) is in love with Robert Grell (Denton
Vane). Robert has a double, Harry Goldenberg (also Denton Vane).
Goldenberg has a record for blackmail. Lola (Mabel Trunnelle) is the wife
of Goldenberg and tries to protect Grell from her husband. Goldenberg
goes
to Grell's
home toGrell
collect
followsis and
Goldenberg
to death.
fleesblackmail
and the money.
body of Lola
Goldberg
takenstabs
for
that of Grell. Immediately after the stabbing, Helen Meredith enters the
Grell home and sees the dagger. She picks it up and leaves finger prints
on the handle, from which clue Heldon Foyle (Earle Williams), detective,
arrives at the conclusion that she is the murderer, but refuses to be convinced without further investigation. Suspicion falls upon another, Ivan
(Bernard
Siegel),learned,
who was
servant.
Lola, in
whose
past
has been
tellsGrell's
all. Grell,
who Heis confesses
in hiding,after
is found
his
home,
seeking
money.
Lola's
confession
clears
him
and
he
and
Eileen
are
united. Heldon marries Helen.
" The Fatal Ring "
(Pathe — Twentieth Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE thefinal
episodeofofthe
"The
FatalOrder
Ring"ofcloses
in Arabia
members
Sacred
the Violet
God with
and
Richard Carslake and his band safely out of the way.
On the boat bound for Arabia, Carslake succeeds in stealing
the diamond and its setting from the High Priestess. Later while
traveling across the desert to the temple he is overtaken by the
members' of the Order. In a fight he succeeds in overcoming all
of them except the Priestess. Reaching the temple he secures a
wonderful liquid possessing the power of dissolving any matter
that comes within its rays. When the Priestess arrives he turns
these rays on her with the consequence that she quickly dissolves.
Pearl and Tom arrive soon after. Pearl secures the retort containing the liquid and permits its rays to play upon Carslake. He
meets the same fate as the Priestess. The lovers, realizing its
deadly power dispose of the liquid and securing the fatal ring
set out for home.
"The Man from Montana"
(Butterfly-Universal
— F^ve MILNE
Reels)
REVIEWED
BY PETER
((THE MAN FROM MONTANA," presenting Ncal Hart in
*■ the title role is a picture contrasting an honest West with a
crooked East to an effect that is always interesting and sometimes
humorous.
Harvey Gates, author of the picture, has supplied plenty of
action to round out the five reels. The experiences which Duke,
the man from Montana, has with the two swindlers are many
and varied and complications arise thick and fast. A love
interest is supplied through Duke and an innocent tool of the
swindlers which balances the action to a nicety.
The spectator is also treated to some conventional yet effective
comedy, supplied by the group of Western miners and cowboys
who arrive in the east clad in their native garb to become initiated
into the ways of bellhops, hotel elevators, wine dinners and the
crowded streets.
Neal Hart makes a likable figure of the star part and Vivian
Rich is an appealing heroine. George Berrell, as Duke's partner,
creates an eccentric old character that will create a generous
measure of quiet comedy.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Swindled of their mine by a pair of Eastern crooks, Duke Farley (Neal
Hart) and Dad Petzel (George Berrell), start to work over again and soon
strike pay dirt a second time. Duke sets out for the city, bent on revenge
on the swindlers. Warren Summers (E. J. Piel) and his wife (Betty Lamb),
the pair in question, employ Meta Cooper (Vivian Rich), as an innocent
tool in their various enterprises. They learn of his arrival, and plan to
relieve him of his latest roll. Through Meta they manage to catch Duke
violating the Mann White Slave Act, although both Meta and Duke are
innocent. They demand a large sum for their silence. Duke enraged, and
fully aware that Meta is not in sympathy with the Summers marries her.
When the blackmailers see themselves thus tricked, they have Duke shanghaied, and all seems well. But on the same ship are Petzel and the rest of
the
have and
comeDukeEastis infinally
searchreunited
of Duke.
nose boys
back who
to port,
with They
Meta, turn
while theMr.ship's
and
Mrs. Summers are put forever to route.
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" Shame "
(John W. Noble-Duplex Films, Inc. — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<*OHAME" is one of those pictures that bears a "message."
*J It wants to know just why a girl who has led a blameless
life should be branded as an outcast because of the sins of her
parents. Society in so doing is all wrong. The girl in question
should be accepted on her own merits it argues. And it puts forward by way of Zena Keefe's fine characterization of the girl and
some sound arguments in the subtleties logical proof of its original
premise. It doesn't attempt to legitimatize illegal marriage contracts, excuse prostitution or preach any reversal in conventions
that would result in a worse state of affairs. It merely states that
the sins of the parents should be confined to the parents themselves and not visited upon the children.
As to qualities of motion pictorial construction " Shame " is both
strong and weak. It would be difficult to find a more well-balanced, absorbing episode than that of Mary's parents, which, however, is little more than a prologue. Getting down to the modern
story which sets forth the career of the innocent daughter, it must
be confessed first of all that it is too long. There is a little too
much of the hunchback and his violin to gain the desired response
of sympathy in the spectator, while the affair between the society
girl and the cabaret dancer is quite obviously introduced for contrast and not well welded with the main line of action.
The brightest spot in " Shame " is Zeena Keefe. Her performance, first as the mother and then as the daughter, is noe of the
deepest, most sincere that has ever been contributed to the screen.
She registers her points clearly, with a fine show of emotion that
is suppressed enough never to be tiresome and significant enough
to create a wonderful appeal. Niles Welch as the young doctor
and Paul Doucet as the hunchback work well in the roles of next
importance. Jack Dunn as the doctor's father, Joyce Fair as the
society girl and Lionel Belmore as the heartless farmer contribute
a trio of good characterizations.
John W. Noble, who is presenting the picture also directed it.
His work in this line is adequate.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Mary (Zeena Keefe), denied a decent home because of the indiscretion of
her parents, is adopted by Peters (Lionel Belmore) and made to slave on
his farm. Her only friend is Seppe (Paul Doucet), a deformed boy who is
also a social outcast because of the sin of his parents. When Mary can
stand
Peters'
cruelty
no longer
to the(Jack
city and
after His
a while
a position
in the
hospital
run bysheDr.fleesStrong
Dunn).
son secures
Donald
(Niles Welch) soon falls in love with her. She accepts his proposal of marriage, but their engagement is broken when he learns of her past from
Peters, who has come to take her back to the farm. Court proceedings are
necessary for Peters to prove his legal right to the girl. In the midst of
these Seppe shoots Peters, so that Mary may remain where she will. Donald
decides that he will marry Mary despite her lack of name, and after she and
Seppe have been liberated on the discovery that Peters is only slightly
wounded, he asks her again. But this time Mary elects to go away with
Seppe,
marriagebelieving
with her.that Donald would be socially ostracised if he entered upon
Dell Boone and Jack Davidson complete the cast.
"Jack and Jill"
(Morosco-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
JACK AND JILL carry this Morosco-Paramount up the hill
until a mighty high pinnacle of interest is reached and what's
more, they don't fall down. In fact, "Jack and Jill," which by
the way, has nothing whatsoever to do with the popular nursery
rhyme, is a pleasing, originally treated and entertaining comedydrama in which the stars, Jack Pickford and Louise Huff, score
another decided success.
Gardner Hunting prepared the scenario for it from a story by
Margaret Turnbull. Jack is more or less of a failure as a prize
fighter in New York and Jill hankers for a change of atmosphere
while selling chewing gum and cheap candy at the subway kiosks.
The authors have transplanted the swaggering youngster of the
prize ring to a western ranch along about the middle of the film
and here the contrast between his east side city manners and the
more unassuming attitude of the group of good-natured cowboys
results in a lot of sparkling comedy. In the scenes of New York
too, the humor is abundant, particularly when the subtitle writer
gets down to prize ring lingo and Bowery slang. On the other
hand the frameup arranged by the fight promoter to trap Jack
is productive of a generous amount of suspense. This is
paralleled in the latter half by the Mexican raid which Jack is
largely responsible in checking.
In fact, " Jack and Jill " is a comedy-drama excellently balanced
from start to finish with the interest well maintained
from the
outset. While the two leads are never typically tough, their per-
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formances are always refreshingly youthful and thoroughly pleasing. The support includes a number of prize ring, cowboy and
Mexican types that have been judiciously selected. William
Taylor has given the picture a production that in every department reaches the high standard maintained by the Paramount
offerings.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jack Ranney (Jack Pickford), the victim of a framed fight, is forced to
flee the city, believing he has killed his opponent (Leo Houck). His sweetheart, Mary Dwyer (Louise Huff), known as Jill, discovers the fraud, and
collects
rightfully
Jack. where
In the city
meantime
he hasandarrived
at a
cowboy the
townpurse
on the
Mexicandueborder,
swaggering
his boast
that herives athas
killed
a
man
take
little
effect.
Jill
gets
track
of
him,
and
arthe ranch to meet him. In town the boys have faked a Mexican
raid
to
scare
Jack,
but
the
scare
doesn't
work.
He
learns
of
Jill's
arrival,
and streaks it to the ranch house, where he encounters Mexicans bent on a
real raid. He protects the women folk until the cowboys arrive, and is
thereafter proclaimed a hero.
Don Bailey, J. H. Holland, Hart Hoxie, Col. Lenone and Beatrice Burnham complete the cast.
" For Valour "
(Triangle—
Reels)MILNE
REVIEWED
BY Five
PETER
THE eastern Triangle company has furnished the program
with a number of thoroughly human offerings during the
last few weeks and ' For Valour," which includes a dominant
note of patriotism, can take its place among them. It is taken
from a magazine story by I. A. R. Wylie and directed by Albert
Parker, a man who can get the most from a plain story without
spoiling
by unnecessary
effects.
" For Valour
" like
his otherit pictures
produced theatric
under the
supervising
direction
of
Allan Dwan sounds a realistic note throughout.
Mr. Wylie's story tells of the manner in which 'Melia, a
young girl of the poorer quarter of Toronto kindles the spark
of patrioism in the breast of her extremely self-centered and
snobbish brother. He has treated his story naturally, interestingly and without recourse to the impossible. The latter reel is
truly one of the most sympathetic ever seen. The picture of
'Melia lying alone in the prison hospital waiting for news from
her brother, his final appearance at her bedside and her knowledge that he has " done his bit " with more than the usual show
of bravery, unite to create a series of scenes that will very
likely bring tears.
" For Valour " is, indeed, a picture that should prove exceedingly popular in this day. Its patriotic trend, though of Canadian nativity, should prove just as effective in the United States
for obvious reasons. And the picture's realism, its fine treatment and its intelligently conceived story do the rest. Winifred
Allen and Richard Barthelmess as the sister and brother furnish a brace of good performances, while Mabel Ballin and
Henry Weaver contribute sterling support.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
'Melia
Nobbs
(Winifred
Allen),fordaughter
soldier
(Henry Weaver), keeps a home
him and ofhera veteran
brother, Canadian
Henry (Richard
Barthelmess), clerk in a law office in Toronto. Henry, as he advances, beashamed sacrifices
of his shabby
home, has
and made
finallythat
leaves
altogether,
forgettingcomes
the many
his sister
he itmight
succeed.
He
becomes engaged to Alice (Mabel Ballin), stenographer in the office. At
the outbreak of the war he evades enlistment on the grounds that there are
plenty of others with nothing to do would might as well join the ranks.
Looking forward to his marriage with Alice and, realizing his inadequate
wage, he is led to gamble with some of the firm's money. He loses and goes
to
asks a loan
from a burlesque
manager
for his
whomsistershe forhasassistance.
worked, but'Melia
his disgusting
proposition
causes a revulsion
of
feeling
within
her.
She
flees
his
office,
and
passing
the
prima
dressing-room sees money lying on the table. This she gives to her donna's
brother
to clear his debt, but only after a severe lecture on his caddish ways and
with the understanding that he enlist in the overseas forces. He keeps his
promise, and before leaving tells of his poverty to Alice and begs for forgiveness from his sister. In the trenches he proves himself a hero, and
after
from wounds
sent sent
home.
He discovers
in the
prison recovering
hospital, where
she has isbeen
for her
theft. She'Melia
is suffering
from a nervous breakdown, but the sight of Henry with his Valour Medal
and the Understanding that she has been responsible for the awakening of
manhood within him gives her final peace and happiness.
" Please Help Emily "
(Mutual-Empire — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
ANN MURDOCK in " Please Help Emily " gives a portrayal of
a harum-scarum, thoughtless girl who is always getting into
embarrassing situations and getting others in with her that is
delightful. The picture is just a succession of the scrapes into
which Emily drags the highly respectable members of two wealthy
Long Island families. She starts out by merely knocking the rear
wheel off a farmer's buggy in trying to get past him in her racer,
but she winds up by getting several families implicated in a grand
hotel mixup.
Her childish innocence, naivete, fickleness and inability- to see
the consequences of her actions make her an adorable character,
and Ann Murdock fills the role perfectly. " Please Help Emily "
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is the kind of picture we need during these war times — a picture
full of comedy and humor — that keeps one laughing right from
the start and makes trouble take a back seat for a while. This
third of the Ann Murdock pictures was directed by Dell Henderson and the cast gives the little heroine good support. The work
of Rex McDougall, Ferdinand Gottschalk and Katherine Stewart
is particularly worthy of mention.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Emily has many suitors, but two in particular, Richard Trotter (Rex
McDougall) and Herbert Threadgold (Ferdinand Gottschalk). Trotter has
proved
a goodin friend
on many
occasions
has
aided herhimself
to suchto anbe extent
getting ofoutEmily's
of scrapes
that she
naturallyandturns
to him for protection. Threadgold, on the other hand, is a pest and proposes to her on every occasion. There is a club dance, at which Threadgold
is to receive his final answer, but before he arrives Emily goes out with a
soldier friend to dance at a cabaret and forgets all about the answer she had
promised. She stays out so late she is afraid to go back home, so hurries
to
thatsleep.
he is still at the club. She goes in
andTrotter's
curls up forin assistance
his bed to and
get finds
a little
Finally she is missed at home and the whole place is in an uproar. When
comes
in she
take morning
her to herand aunt's
in order
an
alibi.
He gets
startshimouttonext
they stop
at a that
hotelsheonmay
the have
way
for
lunch.
In
the
meantime
Threadgold
and
Emily's
cousin
stop
the
same hotel and Aunt Geraldine accidentally drops in there herself onat her
way to make a call on Emily's folks.
police with
haveTrotter.
been notified
of Emily's
disappearance
is traced
to The
the hotel
The different
parties
meet just asandtheshepolice
come
on the scene and arrest them for kidnapping Emily. The affair, however, is
£nally cleared up and Trotter accepts the job of taking care of Emily for life.
"(Rolin-Pathe
We Never
Sleep
"
Two
Reels)
REVIEWED
BY — PETER
MILNE
THIS Rolin number features Harold Lloyd and Snubs Pullard
as detectives on the trail of a bank robber. They shadow a
suspect and his pretty wife all the way to the seashore and capture him only after a great effort, but all their work proves
futile as immediately afterwards they receive word that the real
robber has been caught. As a result they are chased from the
hotel in shame.
This makes an average comedy number — average for Rolin —
considerably above it remembering the ordinary product of the
day. Lloyd will certainly get a hearty laugh on his introduction
and his subsequent activities on board the sleeper and at the
beach are responsible for not a little comedy of the typical Lonesome Lake variety.
In addition there are half a dozen pretty girls, without which
apparently a comedy cannot be up-to-date, who lend complementary interest to the beach scenes. Bebe Daniels as the wife of
the suspect and Bud Jamison as that gentleman himself, complete
the quartette of principals.
" The
Regenerates
(Triangle
— Five Reels) "
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
«T~,HE REGENERATES" is a somewhat muddled affair dealing with pride of race. It was written by John Lynch,
prepared for the screen by Catherine Carr and directed by E.
Mason Hopper. Walt Whitman, the familiar character actor of
the Triangle western studio has the principal part.
He is seen as an old-time New Yorker, whose family name
is to him sacred. It is his fondest wish that his grandson and
his granddaughter, first cousins, marry. And thereon hangs the
tale. The grandson, his veins thought by the old man full of blue
blood, turns out to be utterly worthless — a dope fiend, a cad and
what not.
The story as originally written probably convinced and possessed an average amount of force. But in its migration to
the screen someone has erred. There are a number of scenes
that either because of their very presence or because of their
handling quite fail in conviction, while the sub-titles are for the
most part altogether too flowery to be in keeping with the action.
Mr. Whitman's performance is the best of all the cast. Alma
Reubens has the role of the heroine, which she handles nicely,
and Pauline Stark does an emotional bit as the betrayed servant
girl. " The Regenerates " possesses some of the elements of popular appeal but it seems to be loosely put together and as a whole
is considerably below the accepted standards of the times.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Van Dyun (Walt Whitman), an old New Yorker, rebels when his granddaughter, Catherine (Alma Reubens) displays affection for La Farge (Allan D. Sears),
author. The old gentleman would prefer that she marry
her coum, Pell an
Van Dyun (Darrel
Foss), in order that blue
be mated
with blue blood. Pell, however, turns out to be a hopeless blood
besides being secretly married to a servant girl (Pauline Stark).drugHe fiend
at length in a quarrel with his servant, Slade (Lewis Durham), overis killed
some
dope. Afterward his wife dies, leaving a son. Van Dyun, his hopes shattered, refuses to recognize the baby, and so Catherine,
La
*arge, cares for it. It is only after a number of yearswhothathasthemarried
little boy
•ettects a reunion between Catherine,
her
husband,
and
the
old
man.
John Lince and William Brady appear in congenial character roles.
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" Snap Judgment
"
(Mutual-American
— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
PLAYING
the partboth
of agive
ne'er-do-well
whose
father
and sweetheart
him up as scapegrace
hopeless, and
breathing
life into the character of a notorious bandit of the plains, William
Russell in " Snap Judgment " gives an exhibition as gunman and
fighter that ought to add greatly to his already long list of admirers. The story of the play is built around the likeness between
Jimmie Page, who gets into a fight on the night of his wedding
and went out West, and Arizona Pete, the bad man of Lone Star.
Both parts are played by Russell in the picture, although in the
story not until the end do Jimmie Page and Arizona Pete come
face to face and discover the similarity that has been getting both
into more or less hot water.
Those who admire Russell for his fighting ability will see him in
action here in practically every reel, fighting thugs, dodging sheriffs, bolting into groups and tossing them about like mannikins.
The picture is bristling with action. It moves rapidly, following
a story that holds together with good continuity and has a generous sprinkling of laughs. The protography and direction are
both all that could be asked and the settings are typically MutualAmerican. The cast gives excellent support.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jimmie Page (Bill Russell), wild and undependable but lovable withal,
gets a late start to a wedding at which he is to play the part of the groom.
The taxicab in which he is riding breaks down near an alley and Jimmy
steps out to tear his hair but sees an attempted holdup going on and lights
into a pair of thugs.
Policemen arrive on the scene and Jimmie is taken to the police station
and the wrong sort of a story gets into the papers. In the meantime Jimmie's
Manning bridesmaids,
(Francelia Billington),
decidesand that
hopelesssweetheart,
and sendsMarah
the preacher,
etc., back home
callshe theis
wedding off. The next day Jimmie bumps into the man he had saved the
night before and agrees to go West with him.
As soon as the unfortunate youth plants his foot in Lone Star he is
arrested for who
Arizona
is let out
jail, and
however,
by Arizona's
sweetheart,
thinksPete.
she isHerescuing
her oflover,
they escape
to the
mountains.
In
the
meantime
the
story
of
Jimmie's
heroism
is
printed
in the
papers ness.
backWhenhome
and Marah
Manning
comes on accompanied
to give Jimmieby her
she starts
to Lone
Star, however,
her forgivefather,
the coach is held up by Arizona and Marah is taken as ransom until Mr.
Manning returns with $10,000.
Jimmie, in hiding from the sheriff and his posse, accidentally runs into
the cave where Arizona lives and rescues Marah. The posse arrives on the
scene in time to see Arizona escape and they realize the mistake in identity.
"A Little Patriot"
(Diando-Pathe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
BABY MARIE OSBORNE is the little patriot. Dressed in a
uniform she organizes the children of the street, drills them
over and over again and eventually is largely responsible for the
capture of a German spy. And too she arouses the spark of
patriotism in her more or less spineless father and proves the
means of a happy reunion between her grandfather and her
mother. In between times she salutes the American flag, pictures of President Wilson and makes everyone else do the
same. She is not only a little patriot but a big little one.
Withal " A Little Patriot " is essentially a number for those of
the same age or thereabouts as Baby Marie. She sets a good
example to the younger generation in it and is the center of both
amusing and melodramatic action — but always very simple and
obvious action. The inevitable colored boy of Baby Marie's pictures is again present and is responsible for a large share of
laughs on his own account, sometimes assisted by an equally
colored father who has a very funny walk and bearing.
John W. Grey wrote the story and William Bertram directed.
The production is quite plain but meets every requirement of
the scenario. Herbert Standing, Marian Warner and Jack Connolly render good support.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Marie Yarbell (Baby Marie Osborne) is responsible for the enlistment of
her father (Jack Connelly) in the army. Her mother (Marian Warner) rents
one of her rooms to help raise money. The man who takes it proves to be
a German spy. He attempts to blow up a laboratory where an inventor is
experimenting on an aerial torpedo. Marie seizes the bomb and carries it
out to the street. She throws it down but the explosion injures her. Mulhauser (Herbert Standing), who has financed the inventor, takes her home
with him, where he learns that she is the child of his own daughter, who
had married against his wishes. Marie collects her army of children and
makes an attack on the spy, who is attempting to escape. Her mother
brings her husband to the rescue. After a hot fight the spy is subdued.
Mulhauser forgives his daughter and welcomes her and the rest of the
family to his home.
" The Lost Express "
(Signal Mutual Serial — Two Reels Each)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
THE ninth and tenth episodes of this interesting serial, under
the titles of " The Looters " and " The Secret of the Mine,"
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A Scene During
MakingCharlotte,
of the New
" Charlotte
PictureIs atSeated
the Rothacker
Studio
by Left
Commonwealth PicturestheCorp.
the Famous
Ice "Queen,
on the Sofa,
at the
are as full of stirring incidents as any of the foregoing and furnish Helen Holmes with ample opportunities for the display of
her skill and daring, for which she is now well known to screen
patrons. Ever and anon is she called upon to checkmate the intrigue of her wily opponents, and always does she manage to rise
superior to their machinations.
These episodes are brimful of interest and all portray actual
mining and railroad conditions to minute details, the tenth episode
revealing a glimpse of " The Lost Express," which Helen doubtless
will take full advantage of in an early reel, providing the malefactors do not again imprison her and jeopardize her life.
No matter where shown, these late episodes will most assuredh
be well received, for throughout the whole recital so far the continuity has been unbroken and reflects great credit upon Director
J. P. McGowan.
" (Goldwyn
Sunshine
— SixAlley
Reels) "
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
MAE MARSH and Robert Harron give to Mary Rider's version of " Sunshine Alky " a certain dramatic strength which
would be found wanting if these two stars were not interpreting
the principal roles. Mae Marsh is featured on the program, but
not in the estimation of her audiences after Robert Harron is
seen in action. Mr. Harron is entitled to equal honors with Miss
Marsh and together they give a performance which is worth while.
The story reaches dramatic heights, only in spots. It has the
one element that always strikes home with the average picture
audience, and that is the human note. The author has not made it
necessary for those who witness a performance of " Sunshine
Alley " to prey upon their imagination for a solution of the plot.
She has taken plain people, given them a simple but noble work
to perform, and upon this situation has founded plain, natural
events in their lives and with them she has contrasted the lives
of a class of parasitic individuals, thereby creating antithesis of
action and events that together result in a humanely pathetic
drama, particularly suited to the Marsh-Harron types.
The late Goldwyn production is not due more favorable criticism than is included in the expression " fair." Miss Marsh and
Mr. Harron are more than 50 per cent of the production, speaking in terms of value. Lesser lights in the ranks of screen artists
would fail to convince in Mar}' Rider's screen play for the reason
that she has apparently relied upon such artists as the principals
to supply the dramatic strength which is lacking. She has written
a photoplay that has for its main support pathos and sympathy
to be supplied. Without this being supplied her story would fall
flat. The story is of the class that will afford more sound entertainment when followed through the pages of a book than when
enacted on the screen, providing such artists as the Marsh-Harron
combination are not back of it to push. John Noble has two things

Adolfo Roca, Prominent Havana Film Importer
and Distributor
to be thankful for — his careful direction and the work of Miss
Marsh and Mr. Harron. W ith a light, quivering script to work
from, this combination has fashioned for the screen a production
that Goldwyn can release to the exhibitor with a feeling that it
has done its duty toward both exhibitor and public. The auhor
has done its duty toward both exhibitor and public. The author
a success. She has made possible enough of the melodramatic element in the drama to insure it a good reception by the patrons
of the theatres that cater to the class who insist upon the poster
setting forth the " blood-and-thunder " situations. With this class
(Concluded on page 3874)
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Here and There
The Barnett Film Attractions, Cleveland, O.,
which was under the guidance of B. Barnett, has
closed its doors and Sir. Barnett, it is said, has
gone to Minneapolis. The two features, " Joan,
the Woman," and " Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under
the Sea,"havewhich
company
that territory,
been thetaken
over byhandled
Famousin
Players and Jewel respectively. Both of the
features have done very well in Ohio.
James Steele, district manager of the Famous
Players company, covering Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh and Detroit, was in Cleveland recently for the first time in almost three months.
M. A. Lebensberger, secretary and treasurer
of the Standard Film Service Company, of
Cleveland, O., has donned the khaki and the call
of duty has taken him to Chillicothe, O. He is
considered one of the most capable men in the
industry, and his loss to the organization is
keenly felt.
J. W. Fuller is now manager of Pathe's Charlotte. N. C.jmanager
office, and
V". Anderson
been
appointed
of theR. Atlanta
office, has
succeeding George R. Allison, resigned.
H. P. Calloway earned the distinction of leading the entire Pathe sales force for the month
of October, according to figures compiled at the
home office. F. A. Grady is second and H. L
Goodmancludes C.isC. third,
and the
of leadersJ. in-E.
Buchanan,
A. list
H. Toeffler,
Schwartzbine, K. A. Suelka, E. W. Johnson, H.
Dickenson, M. Hulling, J. Meyer, J. Sockoloff,
B. C. Johnson, R. E. Walker, J. Hill, J. O.
Manson, H. V. Catlin and F. J. Cavanaugh.
Abeles Goes West to Open Pathe
Oklahoma Branch .
A. S. Abeles for the past three years
Manager of Pathe's New York branch,
has been appointed special representative
by J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
manager, and has gone to open a new office
in Oklahoma City. His successor as manager at New York is William E. Raynor,
who leaves a similar position with Mutual.
Mr. Abeles and Mr. Raynor are two of
the best known men in the exchange field.
Abeles has been with Pathe about three
years, for two of which he has managed
* the biggest office. Raynor's entrance into
the film industry came through George
Kleine when he introduced " Quo Vadis "
at the Astor theatre in New York. Mr.
Raynor promoted the publicity for this
attraction.
Wolfberg Manager Organizes
Some New Offices
H. E. Stahler, manager of the Pittsburgh
office of the Harris P. Wolfberg Attractions, left the Smoky City last week to organize offices in Maryland and Delaware.
The first production to be distributed in
these two states by the Wolfberg exchange
will be " The Crisis," it is announced,
which is in line with the precedent established at the time when the Cleveland and
Cincinnati offices were opened by Wolfberg.
During Mr. Stahler's absence from Pittsburgh, J.L. Ellman, who heads the publicity department, will be in charge of the
office.

Paramount-Artcraft in New
Haven Quarters Shortly
Paramount-Artcraft will occupy new
Connecticut state headquarters at New
Haven about January 10, it was announced
last week.
The new building being erected for them
is to contain a prerelease theatre seating
forty people, and will be the first of the
sort to be built outside of Boston in New
England.
John P. Kilfeather, owner of the present Film Exchange building at New Haven,
is providing the new Paramount-Artcraft
quarters which will be thirty feet on street
front and sixty feet deep. Besides office
suite and theatre the building is to have
four film vaults, rewind room and shipping quarters.
Henry T. Scully, state manager, will increase his staff to twelve when the new
building is done. At present he has two
salesmen and a booking man, John V. Pavone. Paramount-Artcraft business in
Connecticut has increased so much lately
sary. the new quarters are absolutely necesthat
Cleveland Branch Managers
Discuss the Tax
A meeting of the branch managers of
the Cleveland exchanges was called for
Thursday afternoon of last week at the
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce. It was
the purpose of the managers to have a final
discussion of the footage tax, and decide
how to meet the present situation of the
opposition of the exhibitor to pay it and
the refusal of four exchanges to charge
it. Results have not been made known.

Burchfield Added to Sales Forces
of Wolfberg Attractions
Harris P. Wolfberg, of Harris P. Wolfberg Attractions, Pittsburgh, announces C.
Burchfield as the latest addition to his sales
forces. Ohio and Pennsylvania will be
covered by Mr. Burchfield. He will handle
the Wolfberg features in this territory. Mr.
Kennedy is the fourteenth member of the
sales forces to be engaged during as many
weeks.

R. H. Clark, Treasurer and General Manager of
First National Exchange, Inc.
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t What

Kind

of a Fellow Is—
Zukor?
(Continued from page 3787)
" He has kept poise. He deals in millions now as he formerly dealt in dollars."
" He never flouts his power. He deliberately gives an impression of humaneness
not of bigness."
" He makes a point of knowing his men
— their home lives as well as their abilities."
" His men — like him — not with hero
worship, but just plain liking and respect."
" He's a poor speaker- — and shy in public."
" He never struts. He's a hard, serious
worker, with his mind on his work and
never on himself."
" He's a listener. He asks plenty of advice, and then goes ahead on his own
line."
" He is extremely sensitive to criticism.
He hates it and fights it."
" He's a nervy speculator ; but he speculates only on the present. He builds for
the future."
" His real interest is in the future."
" He's a showman. He spends lots of
time furtively in theatre lobbies, listening
to the patrons, and often basing production
upon scraps of conversation."
" His consuming ambbition is the successful entertainment of the masses."
" He hates detail, and demands results."
" He draws his men out; he loves to play
with personalities."
" He's a
er. Replying
once to an homely
executivephilosoph
who resented
a stiff
calling down, and called attention to his
extreme loyalty, Mr. Zukor said : ' Certainly. But I've known cows to give lots of
; good milk, and then kick the pail over.' "

W. H. Company Promises Co-operation with Trade
Exchange Men and Exhibitors to Be Given Complete Material for
Exploitation of Each Picture — •" The Bargain " First Hart Release
WH.
PRODUCTIONS COMPANY
the essential of good, independent distribution. It is our aim to give the exchange
• this week announces the organization's prospective method of distributing
expert assistance in the methods of exthrough the independent exchanges and
ploitation, and to aid him to build proper
contact with his exhibitors. We do not
the methods of exploitation. In its statement the company points out the faults of intend to over-sell or under-sell our productions but to work upon a sound and
the past, committed as the result of this
method of release, either as the result of efficient commercial basis. We appreciate
that the best method of getting results is
misrepresentation in the sale of pictures
or the failure of the distributor to treat
to show the exchange how to bring its
the exchange man fairly, charging him too business up to a greater earning capacity,
high a price for the film.
and this we intend to accomplish by working with each one individually. To this
It points out further that many distribend we are planning a complete exploitautors, after sending the film to the extion campaign for the exchange-man and
changes have left the exchange men to
the exhibitor, on each of our productions.
shift for themselves, and consequently the
exchange has been unable to aid the ex" As a sample of our policies concerning
hibitor. This looseness has worked to the
detriment of the distributor, because the the above, let us take our first release featuring William S. Hart, as the ' Two-gun '
exhibitor blames the picture for its failure
Man in ' The Bargain.' In the first place we
to make money, while the exchange man
know that this picture is a typical state
suffers because he is unable to aid the rights production, containing qualifications
showman and get the greatest sales poswhich place it in that field. It features
sible.
a star whose popularity and drawing power
The W. H. Company in announcing its are recognized. The story is strong and
plans, says :
virile, of sufficient strength in fact to carry
" Our policy is to be co-operation in itself without the necessary aid of a star's
its broadest sense, as we believe that to be name.
THE

INDEPENDENT

Territorial Sales Reported
Productions

During

Harry Wolfberg
•
J. L. Adams (Deseret Film
Company)

"Persuasive Peggy"

Stanley V. Mastbaum and
Harry Schwalbe (Peerless Film Co.)

"Persuasive Peggy"
"The Human Orchid"
" The Whip "
"The Whip"
" Raffles, the Amateur
Cracksman "
"The

Cold Deck"

" Raffles, the Amateur
Cracksman "

TICKER

the Past

Buyer

"Persuasive Peggy"
"Persuasive Peggy"

"Persuasive Peggy"

Leah Baird

FIELD

Week

Territory

Ohio, W. Pa. and W. Va.
Alaska.
Entire 11 Western States and |

Delaware, Maryland, District 1
of Columbia and Virginia. |

Heidelberger and Alsop
(Civilization Feature
Film Co.)
New Jersey.
Hyman
and
Frieberg
|
(Dawn Masterplay Co.) . . . Michigan.
Globe Feature Film Company, Boston New England States.
Special
Features Co.,
Knoxville, Tenn
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, j
Tennessee.
Ohio.
J. Frank Hatch
Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, 1
Special
Features Co.,
Knoxville, Tenn

Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, 11
Tennessee.

Harry Garson Productions,
Detroit

Michigan.

Dawn
Masterplay Co.,
Detroit

Michigan.
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Walthall Prepares to Start New
Paralta Play
Returns to Hollywood After Vacation with Brother on Farm
in Arizona—" Humdrum
Brown ' ' Is Title of Second Feature
Mr. Walthall's debut as a star in Paralta
plays, was completed about two weeks ago.
Mr. Walthall considers it the crowning
achievement of his career and is said to be
anxiously awaiting the comment of the
press and public.
Julian Lamothe, who adapted Mr. Walthall's initial Paralta play for the screen,
also did the continuity on " Humdrum
Brown."
The story
deals was
with ofthethecareer
of
a man whose
existence
most
prosaic character in a small uninteresting
town. Possessing a soul that yearned for
the romantic, " Humdrum " did not find
the opportunity for gratifying his secret
desire until late in life. When events did
demand that he show fortitude and courage
of the highest order, the quiet, retiring man
bility.
responded with rare and unexpected no-

Mary Charleson, Who is Appearing with Henry
Walthall in Paralta Productions

WALTHALL, it was anHENRY B. nounced
last week, has returned to
the Paralta Studios in Hollywood, Cal.,
after spending two weeks with his brother
on his farm in Arizona, and is preparing to
begin immediately production work on his
second Paralta play, " Humdrum Brown,"
from the pen of H. B. Daniel.
" His Robe of Honor " which will mark

Rex Ingram who directed Mr. Walthall
in " His Robe of Honor," will direct
" Humdrum Brown." Mr. Ingram has
been busy for the last week searching for
an effective location for a part of the story.
He wanted to secure some town resembling those to be found up in New
England. He found such a place in the
town of Norwalk, about thirty-five miles
out from Los Angeles. While Norwalk is
now a bustling community, still there are
sections of the place, where the atmosphere
and architecture of the streets and houses
are very similar to those of a New England
town.
Days will be passed on this location by
Mr. Walthall and company.

Vol. 16. No 22

Essanay's Productions Bring
Glowing Reports
Essanay during the past week received
many glowing reports concerning its several features, according to an announcement made this week, as follows: "Gift
o' Gab," Essanay comedy-drama, featuring Jack Gardner, has the gift of drawing
crowds to the box office, according to the
word from exhibitors. The picture has an
unusual amount of snappy comedy action
and has won almost unanimous approval
of audiences.
New heights also have been won by
Little Mary McAllister in her latest picture, "The Kill-Joy." Taylor Holmes'
third Essanay comedy-drama, " Two-Bit
Seats," has exceeded his former offerings,
" Efficiency Edgar's Courtship " and
" Fools for Luck " in pulling power, box
office men declare, and scores have written
the producer asking for more. Demands
for bookings also continue for " Young
Mother Hubbard," featuring Little MaryMcAllister,
and for
The Fibbers,"
Bryant
Washburn
and " Virginia
Valli inwith
the
leading roles. All of the above are offered
for booking at branches of the George
Kleine System.
Frederick Bennett Joins Triangle
Producing Staff
Frederick Bennett, who collaborated in
the stage production of " Very Good Eddie," joined
the Triangle-Keystone
staff last
week.
Mr. Bennett holds ascenario
unique
office especially created for him by Studio
Manager S. C. Burr and Production ManIt is Mr. where
Bennett's
duty ager
to Albert
takeGlassmire.
up the scenario
the
writer has left off and inject laughs or
" gags," as they are called, into the skeleton. This work requires a man with a remarkable sense of comedy situations as
well as a thorough knowledge of dramatic
construction, and the Triangle-Keystone
management is confident that Mr. Bennett
will prove a valuable addition to the staff.

ter'
s Daugh
"Eve'
Appea
by
Scenarioized
Has Been
Burke
Play in
Stage r
Grace George'stoCurrent
Margaret Turnbull, and James Kirkwood Will Direct Feature
is said to be much delicious comedy, much
THE Famous Players-Lasky Corporadramatic force and withal a play that
tion, in an announcement last week,
should appeal to any intelligent audience.
cited that it is seldom that a play which
It will afford, according to the estimates
has just been presented on the legitimate
of those who have read the scenario and
stage is being translated to the screen
seen the play, a role that should enable
simultaneously with its metropolitan run.
Billie Burke to repeat her recent screen
Eve's
"
with
case
the
is
,
This, however
Daughter," which recently concluded a triumphs in "The Mysterious Miss Terry"
brief run at the Playhouse, New York, with and " Arms and the Girl," and which it
is confidently expected she will again
Grace George in the leading role, and which
is being produced for Paramount release
achieve in " The Land of Promise,-' soon to
be released.
with Billie Burke in the star part.
James Kirkwood, director of many pictJNazimova's Second Metro Filmed
ures, including "The Heart of Jennifer,"
in Arizona
" Saints and Sinners," " The Innocence of
Lizette " and "The Gentle Intruder," and
Nazimova has completed work in " God's
who has been in the employ of Biograph,
Message," her initial Metro production,
Reliance, Universal, Mutual and Famous
and will soon start her second picture
Players companies, has been specially en" A Child of the Sun." George D. B iker,
gaged to direct the production for Parawho guided the star in her first Metro
mount.
appearance, will again direct her in the
Margaret Turnbull has adapted the play,
new picture, which will be staged in
Arizona.
by Alicia Ramsey, for screen purposes.
" Eve's Daughter " was presented in three
" A Child of the Sun " is said to be
acts, and had its premiere in New York,
a rugged romance of old Mexico, providing
October 13.
Xazimova with a role of dramatic intenIt is believed that the role of Irene will
sity. The Metro star will be presented
as a native Mexican girl, with the blood
prove admirably adapted to Miss Burke's
qualities as an actress ; she will be surCharles Bryant, -who played opposite
rounded by a capable company of players
Xazimova
in " God's Message," will again
and with what is said to be a production
support the star in the leading male role This Is Not a Naughty Lady. Merely Julian
of the most sumptuous character. There
Eltinge in " The Clever mountMrs.
Picture Carfax." a Parain " A Child of the Sun."
Billie
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Vitagraph Promises Innovation in
Interior Sets
An innovation in interiors is promised
in the '* The Eighth Great Grand Parent."
a forthcoming Greater Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature. One of the sets is laid in a hotel,
and Director William Wolbert of the Hollywood studio, plans to set the camera on the
mezzanine floor of a leading Los Angeles hostelry and have Alfred Whitman
and Nell Shipman, and the supporting cast,
mix with the guests in the lobby so the
picture can be taken unknown to the patrons. In this way it is planned to eliminate the stiffness that so often occurs in
scenes of this kind.
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Wharton
Baggot Plays Leads in
Will Be Star's First Appearance on Screen in Over a Year, and
Return Is Event of Genuine Interest — Secret Service Role

Plays Comedy

a King
dime Baggot
novel." is to play the part of Frederick Grant, president of the Criminology
club in the new Wharton serial. He already has held several conferences with
Chief Flynn, who is furnishing the facts
for the serial, and is familiarizing himself
in every way with the part that he is to
play.
. w

Role in

" Square
Deceiver
"
Since he
enrolled under
the Metro
banner Harold Lockwood has appeared in romantic drama, melodrama and farce, and
in his latest Metro wonder-play, " The
Square Deceiver," he plays a comedy role.
True, it is said, there are impressive
dramatic moments in which Mr. Lockwood
figures in " The Square Deceiver," but for
the most part his role of Billy Van Dyke
is a comedy character, not the broad kind,
but of the light and breezy variety.
" The Square Deceiver " is described by
Francis Perry Elliott, the author of the
novel " Love Me for Myself Alone," from
which the photoplay was adapted, as a joyous comedy of youth and love.
The production was made under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer and will be
released December 3.
Sheridan-Bickers Writes for Mae
Murray Features
H. Sheridan-Bickers, the playright and
dramatic critic, has been especially engaged by Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., to
write exclusively for Mae Murray. All
future Mae Murray productions will be
written and edited by Mr. Bickers, whose
first story for her, " The Eternal Columis now being
made This
underis the
tion ofbine,"Robert
Leonard.
said directo be
an entirely new idea in motion picture
drama, and will feature the Bluebird star
in a role of unique emotional variety and
power, as well as bringing back her
former stage triumphs as a dancer.
Prior to his present engagement by
Bluebird, Sheridan-Bickers was staffwriter and title editor for Paralta, and
has also been associated with the InceTriangle forces and with Lois Weber.

Seria

ter is to play the male lead in the new
Wharton secret service serial by William
J. Flynn, Chief of the U. S. Secret Service.
The picture is scheduled to tell the inside of all the alleged diabolical plots which
the Imperial German Government planned
against the United States.
In regard to his decision to return to
the screen, Mr. Baggot said : " What else
could I do? I've been a personal friend
of Chief Flynn for years. My greatest
admiration has always been for the Secret
Service. In the days when I was writing
my own stories and then playing them I
was always happiest when I could get the
idea for a good secret service picture. Seriously, Ibelieve that the new serial is to
be a wonderful thing. I have seen the
first episodes of it and they impressed me
so much that I walked along the street,
reading them, like a messenger boy with

" Quarantined 99 Said to Be a
Genuine Comedy
" Quarantined,'' a comedy now being
filmed at the Greater Vitagraph Hollywood
studio, is said to be so funny that even the
hardened directors have been laughing at
it in the taking. H. Kernan and Charles
Dill, two soldiers of the road, break into
a girls' seminary through a mistaken sign,
advertising for paper hangers, and - find
that the place is under quarantine as all
the beautiful pupils, one of whom is Carol
Rankin, are supposedly ill with diphtheria.
Once inside, they attempt a little original
experimenting with the pastes, paper and
brushes of the paper hangers.
Lockwood
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King Baggot, WhoService
Stars Serial
in Wharton's Secret
THFOUGH the press medium of the
Wharton Releasing Corporation, it
was made known to the motion picture industry this week that King Baggot, who
reached the height of his screen popularity,
which began in the early days of pictures,
in Universal productions, is to return to
the silent drama after a retirement of over
a Last
year. week, it is announced, a contract
was signed between the Wharton Releasing
Corporation and Baggot, whereby the lat-

Kaplan
Thinks Revolution
Released Russian
- _ - _ Art ' ' ^ " '" : i
That the world in general will learn of
Russia as she really is, because of the
revolution, and that other nations will
have the chance to share Russian art, including motion pictures, are the opinion
of N. S. Kaplan, representative of the
Moscow Art Theatre, who visited America recently to conclude arrangements
with the Pathe Exchanges, Inc., for the
distribution of the Russian Art Pictures
in America.
His beliefs were imparted to the Pathe
officials before he returned to Russia.
99

Metro

Films the Russian "Legion of Death
Picture Said to Be Nearly Completed at Company's Western
Studio, Under Direction of Tod Browning, Recently Abroad
Prior to the release of the picture it is
«THE
LEGION
OF DEATH,"
*■ talion
of Russian
women whothearebat-in probable that government officials will be
the fighting ranks of their country, is to be consulted as to the best time to present it
to the public. This plan will be followed
immortalized on the screen, it was announced
as it is claimed by the producers that the
last week by Metro. Already the picture,
picture will do more than has anything else
according to Metro, is nearing completion
to bring home to America the realization
at the Metro Western Studio, and it is said
that this is a war of extermination in which
exhibitors
are awaiting the production anxiously.
the women of Russia are doing more than
their part to overcome the autocratic aims
The majority of the scenes have been
of Germany in her desire to rule the entransplanted almost bodily from Russia and
tire world.
from the Eastern battle front, it is said,
from which Tod Browning, who is directing the picture, recently returned. Director
Browning went abroad unheralded, for the
Photoplay
Magazine Engages
purpose of obtaining an intimate study of
Condon
the Russian political situation in order that
the picture might carry a love story and
Photoplay Magazine, on Monday of this
take it out of the class of war propaganda
week, announced that it has appointed
pictures of which it justly could be classed
Charles R. Condon, formerly of Motogif it simply carried the historic fighting of raphy, as manager of its film advertising
the Russian women.
department.
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Constance Talmadge Begins New Select Picture
Will Be Her Third Under That Banner, Following "Scandal" and
" The Honeymoon " — " The Cliffs " Is Title of New Production
" Scandal," which is a film version of the
serial of the same name by Cosmo Hamilton, had no sooner had its first showing in
the first run theatres than Miss Talmadge's
director completed her second Select production,The
"
Honeymoon." " The Honeymoon,' as has been announced, is said to
be a swift, clean, high tension comedy of
marital mishaps, with scenes at Niagara
Falls ever in the background.
" The Honeymoon," which was also directed by Charles Giblyn, received an enthusiastic reception from the Select officers
when it was shown to them for the first
time. Constance Talmadge's work in this
picture is said to have surprised even her
most ardent supporters
The new Select production, to be called
" The Cliffs," has now been begun by Miss
Talmadge, and the company assembled by
Director Giblyn. " The Cliffs " is an adapConstance Talmadge in a Scene from " Scantation by Paul West from the comedy,
dal," a Selznick Picture Distributed by Select
" The Runaway," by Pierre Veber and
Henri de Gorsse. Earle Fox, who supports
CONSTANCE TALMADGE, the star
Miss Talmadge in " The Honeymoon," is
whom Lewis J. Selznick presented
likewise
her leadingandmanthein entire
" The company
Cliffs."
Miss Talmadge
lly
first
her
Scandal,"
"
in
successfu
very
feature for Select Pictures, is said to be have been spending a week at Ausable
Chasm, and in and around Marblehead,
making screen history with great speed unstory. filming some of the scenes of the
der the tutelage of Charles Giblyn, her di- Mass.,
rector. Work has started, it was announced
" The Cliffs " will be distributed through
last week, on Miss Talmadge's third subject
the Select Exchanges.
for Select, under the title of " The Cliffs."
Triangle Enriches Several Who
Submit Scripts
Has Recently Examined 7,000 Scenarios of Writers from Various
Parts of Country — Two Stories Chosen Already Produced
To Mrs. Kate Corbaley, of Los Angeles,
BOTH from the point of view of results
Triangle gave $1,000 for the first story
and interest aroused, Triangle considers its recently closed offer of acceptchosen,
the titlescenarios
of " RealforFolks."
She has under
been writing
about
ing scenarios and ideas from the general
eighteen
months,
and
has
sold several to
public and awarding cash for those
the Sidney Drews. Katherine Kavanaugh,
selected as best, as the most successful
formerly with Valerie Bergere, wrote the
thing of its kind ever attempted During
the time concerned in the experiment more
second scenario in the list chosen by Triangle, and was given $500 for it. She has
than 7,000 manuscripts were examined by
Triangle, and these scripts came from all been writing photoplays for one year, and
in that time is said to have sold six, two
parts of the world.
Aside from the fact that the exhibitor
of which, " The Wheel of the Law " and
should welcome excellent stories with
" Peggy Will o' the Wisp," have been produced.
fresh viewpoints, these plays are considered to have a valuable sales asset in
Honorable menti >n was given by Triangle to the following seven stories, some
that they were chosen from among so
of which will be bought by Triangle, it is
many by J. M. Quirk, editor of Photoplay
Magazine, and H. O. Davis, vice president
said: "His Brother's Keeper," "The
and general manager of the Triangle Film
Panther," " Cupid Picks a Lock," " The
Corporation. It is cited further by TriDoctor," " A Man of Resources," " Temangle that the theatres situated in the difpering Justice " and " The Alien Strain."
ferent localities from whence the scripts
came will have a local angle for adverGeorge Beban Pictures Under
tising.
Time-Saving Plan
For the best four stories Triangle
In order to hasten production work on
showed its appreciation by giving certain
cash sums to those who submitted them.
two forthcoming Paramount pictures starring George Beban, Donald Crisp is comTwo of these, it is announced, have already been filmed, and others are being
pleting "Jules of the Strong Heart," while
William C. De Mille and his company are
shaped for immediate production. Mr.
filming the incidents in the second Beban
Davis declared last week that no money
production which do not require the actual
will be spared in presenting these plays
to the best advantage. Olive Thomas, it presence of the star, it is announced.
is made known, will shortly appear in the
" Jules of the Strong Heart " is pracfinished. As soon as Mr. Beban is
leading role of " Betty Takes a Hand," the throughtically
with this picture, he will start
second of the submitted scenarios to be
work under Mr. De Mille.
selected by Triangle.
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u The Auction Block " Directed
Trimble
Throughbyan Larry
error made
last week in a
published announcement from the publicity department of Petrova Pictures, con- j
cerning past achievements of Larry
Trimble, the director, it was stated that the
latter directed " The Barrier," by Rex
Beach. The novel by Rex Beach which
Trimble directed was " The Auction
Block," not " The Barrier."
Trimble is at present directing Madame
Petrova in her second starring feature for
the Petrova Picture Company.

KatterjobnParalta
Signs Plays
for Year with
Monte M. Katterjohn has been placed
under contract for a -period of one year,
and an option taken for his second year's
services for Paralta Plays. The new contract with Katterjohn is said to be different from contracts of other scenario
writers in that it specifies that he shall
receive a salary' and percentage on all pictures that" he writes. He is to receive a
bonus for all original photoplays, and a
greater percentage on receipts of original
pictures than he does on the receipts of
adaptations from other stories, plays or
novels.
A number of Katterjohn's stories are
now in production at the Paralta plant.
One is " Within the Cup," which is being
directed by Raymond B. West and will
offer Bessie Barriscale as star. Another
is an Alaskan story which Katterjohn
claims is even better than his recent original photoplay, " The Flame of the Yukon," made by Thomas H. Ince for the
Triangle. This photoplay is at present
known as " Carmen of The Klondike," and
will star Clara Williams under the direction of Reginald Barker. Mr. Katterjohn
also prepared the screen version for
" Within the Lines," now being produced
by Dave Hartford as director with Lewis
Stone as star.

The Beauty on the Left is Fatty Arbuckle. The
Scene is from Paramount's " Fatty at Coney "
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Hist. — It's a Mystery! — Those
Comedies
A DISPLAY advertisement arrived at
this office last week, in which those
responsible for its insertion, leave everything to the imagination, in that, the name
of the producing concern, its star and its
location are hidden in the request to address replies to box number 20002 Motion
Picture News.
The display advertisement was delivered
to the office by a Western Union messenger boy, who, under cross questioning, refused to divulge the address from which
the plates were sent.
Shortly after the plates arrived, a masculine voice, over the telephone wires stated
that a check was being sent in payment for
the advertisement and that as the companyhad four comedies completed — that these
comedies were to be readily shown to propective customers and that the organization was so firmly established that it had
under contract an unusual acrobatic comedian, whose work in the four comedies was
such as to justify the firm in securing his
name to a three-year contract and that
the firm had gone to great pains and expense to make these four comedies before
announcing or launching its plea to buyers
in order that experimentation and uncertainty would be eliminated, no address or
details would be given until all announcements were made good.
The four comedies, said the voice, are in
shipshape order and have been shown to
several of the most exacting exchangemen
in the industry with the result that offers
were immediately forthcoming and one of
them who represents a great chain of
theatres said, " No one could have told me
I would have sat through eight reels of
comedy and laughed at the last act in the
last reel."
So thoroughly impressed are we, and
everybody we have shown the four completed pictures to, that we have now definitely decided to make twenty-four a year
and release them on a franchise basis, and
by communicating with us through the
Motion Picture News prospective buyers
can corroborate every statement we make
in our preliminary announcement.
For the benefit of the readers, we will
say that we have one of the best screen
comedians our experience in the industry
has ever brought to our attention, a remarkably prolific director, ample producing facilities, and that we have sufficient
original scenarios and ideas to carry us
through our first year without the slightest possibility of disappointment.
Schwartz Films in Chicago Moves
to New Quarters
Schwartz Films, Inc., formerly located
in the Schiller Building, Chicago, has
moved into new quarters at 112 North
LaSalle street, and has announced that in
the future it will operate exclusively under
its own name.
Charles Clary Cast with Gladys
Brockwell
Charles Clary, it was announced this
week by William Fox, has been cast to appear with Gladys Brockwell.
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Triangle Wins in "Happiness" Court Wrangle
Court of Appeals Reverses Order Granted J. Hartley Manners
Last June — Dispute Arose Over Title Alone, and Not Story
duction with Enid Bennett as star, under
A COURT decision of unusual interest
to the motion picture industry was
the
title
of " Happiness," and which Trihanded down in the U. S. Circuit Court of
angle distributed, the first presentation being made at the Rialto in Brooklyn. The
Appeals last week, when Judge Ward reversed an order granted to J. Hartley Mansuit by Manners followed closely thereafter, and a temporary injunction was
ners last June, restraining the Triangle
Film Corporation from exhibiting the Enid
The dispute was solely as to the title of
granted.
Bennett
feature picture, " Happiness," under that title.
the play. There was said to be no similarThe case originated in a complaint made
whatever between the defendant's film
by the playwright against Triangle and the and ity
the complainant's one-act sketch in reRialto Theatre Corporation last May, and
spect to the subject-matter and there was
the affidavits filed with the complaint
no evidence to show that Triangle was atshowed that in 1914 Manners wrote a
tempting to make the public believe that its
playlet called " Happiness," which he photo-play was the same as the complainpresented at the Cort theatre, with Laurette
ant's play. The contest being as to the
Taylor as star. Later it was announced
rights of the parties respectively, it was of
he intended to present a three-act play of no importance, said the Court of Appeals
the same piece, and is said to have contended that he had " trademarked " the in granting relief, that the defendant
film corporation could have changed and
word " happiness."
In February of this year the New York
could now change the title of its photo-play
Motion Picture Corporation filmed a pro- at small expense.
"The

Belgian"
of King
Albert
Ritz-Carlton Shown
Hotel Is Sceneinof Honor
Brilliant Assemblage
to
View Sidney Olcott's Production — Veracity of Film Lauded
AS a testimonial tendered to His Majesbut also to the true appreciation of the pubty King Albert of Belgium, on the
lic of the marked advance in the moving
occasion of his birthday, under the auspices
picture art.
of His Excellency Baron de Cartier of the
A few of the guests present were Brigadier-General W. A. White, Sir Stephenson
Belgian Legation, Sidney Olcott's cinema
Kent, Captain Norman Thwaits, Captain
production,
"
The
Belgian,"
in
which
Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant are
W. R. Dugmore, Major Ian Hay Beith,
starred, was given its premiere in the
all of the British army ; Lieutenant Count
Grand Ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
d'Ursel, Secretary of the Belgian Legation ;
on Friday evening, November 16.
Monsieur J. Geo. Van Der Kley, Comte
The picture was splendidly received and
Ferri-Pisani, Lieutenant Comte de Chemade a deep impression upon the brilliant
vigne, naval attache of the French Emaudience assembled, among whom were
bassy; Sidney Olcott, Louis Lazard and
many members of the allied diplomatic
Mrs. Perry Belmont, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Harriman, Mr. and Mrs. Angier B. Duke.
corps and New York's prominent society.
At the conclusion of the showing of the
Mr. and Mrs. James Lowell Putnam, Mr.
film Captain C. P. Dugmore of the British
and Airs. Madison R. Porter, Mr. and Mrs.
army, made a spontaneous address, in Elbert H. Gary, Mr. and Mrs. S. Goodman,
which he dwelt on the detail and veracity
Mrs. Herbert Shipman, Mrs. Alexander D.
of the picture, complimenting Mr. Olcott
B. Pratt, Mrs. Henry P. Perry, Mrs. Wilmost highly upon the authenticity of the
liam Astor Chanler, Mrs. John Wanavarious incidents, as shown upon the
maker, Jr., Mrs. William Disston, Madame
screen. Captain Dugmore stated that the
Mali, Mrs. Benjamin Guinness, Miss Valenentire picture recalled to him vividly the
tine Grant, Mrs. Henry J. Wigham, MadeGerman invasion of Belgium, where he was
moiselle Juliette Goudeket, Mrs. J. Gordon
Douglas, Miss Elsa Maxwell, Mrs. Cyrill
at the outbreak of the world's conflict.
P. W. Dugmore, Mile. Thamara Swirskaya,
Following Captain Dugmore, Lieutenant
Mrs. Cornelius Tangeman, Mrs. Miller
Count d'Ursel, secretary of the Belgian
Graham.
Legation, who has but recently returned
from the battlefields of Flanders, in a short
speech complimented the producer on the
realistic Belgian atmosphere created and
William Fox Prepares Exhibitors
stated that had he not been informed that
for the Holidays
the pi<*ture was entirely made in America,
Six photoplays from the William Fox
he should certainly have accepted it as being taken on his native Flanders coast.
studios are said to be particularly attractive during the coming holiday season. The
Count d'Ursel very warmly thanked Miss
Grant for her rendition of the goldensextette consists of " A Daughter of the
hearted Belgian peasant girl and commend
Gods," with Annette Kellermann, which is
ed the entire cast as being splendidly repissued for general release early in Decemresentative oftheir various types.
ber ;" The Babes in the Woods," Jane and
The Grand Ballroom was crowded. The
Katherine Lee as " Troublemakers,"
admission on this occasion being placed at
" Treasure Island," " Jack and the Beanstalk " and "Aladdin and the Wonderful
three dollars per seat was a notable compliment not only to Mr. Olcott's creation,
Lamp."
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Art Dramas, Inc.
Oct. 1. (Undecided) Erbograph
5
Oct. 8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur Horsley
5
Bluebird Photoplays
Nov. 5. The Lash of Power (Carmel Myers) 5
Nov. 12. Princess Virtue (Mae Murray)
5
Nov. 19. The Savage (Ruth Clifford)
5
Nov. 26. The Winged Mystery (Franklyn Farnum)
5
Dec. 3. The Raggedy Queen (Violet Mersereau)
5
Dec. 10. The Door Between (Ruth Clifford 5
Dec. 17. My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
S
Dec. 24. Face Value (Mae Murray)
5
Dec. 31. The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Mesereau
—
Jan. 7-18. The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum —
Butterfly Productions
Nov. 5. John cis
Ermine ofFord)
Yellowstone (Fran- 5
Nov. 12. The Cricket (Little Zoe Rae)
5
Nov. 19. The Man from Montana (Neal
Hart, Vivian Rich)
5
Dec. 3. Fighting Mad (Wit. Stowell, Helen
Gibson, Betty Schade)
5
Dec. 10. The Silent Lady (Little Zoe Rae,
Gretchen Lederer)
5
Dec. 17. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter
5
Dec. 24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
5
Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Oct. 7. Conscience (Gladys Brockwell) 6
Not Steal (Virginia PearShalt
Oct. 14. Thou
son) 5
Oct. 21. This is the Life (George Walsh).. 5
Oct. 28. The Scarlet Pimpernel (Dustin Far- num) 5
Nov. 4. Miss U. S. A. (June Caprice)
5
Nov. 11. The Painted Madonna (Sonia Markova)
5
Nov. 18. All for a Husband (Virginia Pearson) S
Nov. 25. A Branded Soul (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Fox Standard Pictures
Oct. 7. When a Man .Sees Red (William
Farnum)
7
Oct. 14. Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp... 8
Nov. 4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara) . . 6
Nov. 18. Treasure Island
6
Dec. 2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Kellermann)
Dec. 23. The Babes in the Woods
6
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
6
Goldwyn Features Corp.
Oct. 7. Fighting Odds (Maxine Elliott).... 6
Oct. 21. The Spreading Lawn (Jane Cowl).. 6
Nov. 4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
6
Nov. 18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy).. 6
Dec. 2. The Auction Block
6
Dec. 16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh) . . 6
Dec. 30. Thais (Mary Garden)
S
Ivan Feature Productions
War. 18. Two Men and a Woman (Jame«
Morrison, Christine Mayo, Ruybe
De Remer, Guy Coombs, John
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold) ... 5
iune — One Law For Both
*
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Oct. 1. The Apple-Tree Girl (Shirley MaOct. 6. Fools forson)
Luck (Edison)
(Taylor Holmes) —
(Essanay)
Oct. IS. The Fibbers (Bryant Washburn) —
(Essanay)
—
Oct. 22. Cy Whittaker's
(Shirley Ma- —
son) Ward
(Edison)
Oct. 29. Young Mother Hubbard (Mary McNov. 5. TwoAlister)
Bit (Essanay)
Seats (Taylor Holmes) —
(Essanay)
—
Metro Pictures Corporation
Nov. 5. The Outsider (Emmy Wehlen)
6
Nov. 12. Outwitted (Emily Stevens)
5
Nov. 15. (Special) Draft 258 (Mabel Talia- fer o) 5
Nov. 19. The Voice of Conscience (Bushman
and Bayne)
5
Nov. 26. The Eternal Mother (Ethel Barrymore) Metro
5

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

3.
10.
10.
17.
24.
31.

The wood)
SquareYorke
Deceiver
(Harold LockFilm
Alias Mrs. Jessop (Emily Stevens)
Metro
(Special)
Blue
Jeans (Viola
Dana)
God's
Outlaw
(Francis
Bushman,
Beverly
Bayne)
Metro
An American Widow (Ethel Barrymore) Metro
The Avenging
Trail (Harold
Lockwood) Yorke Film

Mutual Film Corporation
Oct. 29. A Daughter of Maryland (Edna
Goodrich)
Nov. 5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
Nov. 12. (Special) The Planter (Tyrone
Power)
No. 19. SnapAmerican
Judgment (William Russell)
Nov. 19. Please
Help Emily (Ann Murdock)
Frohman
Nov. 26. The Mate of the Sally Ann (Mary
Miles Minter)
Nov. 26. American Maid (Edna Goodrich) ...

Vera the Medium (Kitty Gordon)
The Foolish Virgin (Clara Kimball Young)...
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
The Argyle Case (Robert Warwick)
The Price She Paid (Clara Kimball Young)...
The Law of Compensation (Norma Talmadge)
The Eternal Sin (Brenon) (Florence Reed)...
The Easiest Way (Clara Kimball Young)
The Lone
Silent Wolf
Master (Robert Warwick)
The
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
Lest We Forget (Rita Jolivet)
MagdaWild(Clara
Young)
The
Girl Kimball
(Eva Tanguay)
The Barrier
War on Three Fronts
The Public Be Damned
Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
5
5
5
5

Triangle Distributing Corporati*
Nov. 4. Fighting
Back (Wm. Desmond,
Claire McDowell)
Nov. 4. Up or Down (Geo. Hernandez)....
Nov. 11. The Medicine Man (Roy Stewart)..
Nov. 11. Indiscreet Corinne (Olive Thomas).
Nov. 18. A Case at Law (Dick Rosson) . . . .
Nov. 18. Fuel of Life (Belle Bennett)
Nov. 25. The
(Walt Whitman,
Paramount Pictures Corp.
AlmaRegenerates
Ruebens)
Nov.
25.
For
Valor
(Winifred
Oct. 29. Bab's Burglar (Marguerite Clark) . . 5 Dec. 2. The Sudden GentlemanAllen)
(Wm. DesNov. 5. The Antics of Ann (Ann Penningmond)
ton) ±.--y 5
2. The Ship of Doom (Claire McDowell)
Nov. 5. The Hungry Heart (Pauline Fred- erick) 5 Dec.
Dec. 9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
Nov. 5. The Clever Mrs. Carfax (Julian
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy
Eltinge
5 Dec. 9. TheStewart)
Nov. 12. The Little Princess (Mary Pickford) 5 Dec. 16. Because of the Woman (Bille Bennett)
Nov. 12. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
5 Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt)..
Nov. 12. Jack and Jill (Pickford and Huff) 5 Dec. 23. Without Honor (Margery Wilson)..
23. Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart)..
Nov. 19. Molly Entangled (Vivian Martin) 5 Dec.
Dec. 30. The Gown of Destiny (Alma Reubens)
Nov. 19. The Judgment House (J. Stuart
Blackton's Prov.)
5 Dec. 30. Easy Money (Charles Gunn)
Nov. 19. Reaching for the Moon (Douglas
Fairbanks)
5
The Thing We Love (Reid and
Williams)
5
VitagraphBakerV-L-S-E.
(William DunNov. 26. Bab's
Matinee Idol (Marguerite 5 Oct. 15. Dead Shot
can, Carol Holloway)
Clark)
Oct.
22.
The
Bottom
of
the
Well (Evart
Dec. 3. The
Eternall Temptress (Lina Cava- 5
Overton, Adele de Garde, Agnes
lieri)
Ayers,
Alice
Terry)
Dec. 3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa) 5 Oct. 29. The Flaming Omen (Mary AnderDec. 10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke) 5
son, Alfred
Whitman)
Dec. 10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
5 Nov. 5. The Fettered
Woman
(Alice Joyce,
Dec. 17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Campbell)
Reid)
5 Nov. 12. I Webster
Will
Repay
(Corinne
Griffith,
Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin) 5
Wm. Dunn)
Dec. 24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton)
5 Nov. 19. NextMaryDoorMaurice.
to Nancy (Mildred
Wallace MacDonald)
Dec.
His Mother's
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)
Dec. 24.
31. The
Seven Swans
Clark) 55 Nov. 26. Who Manning.
Goes There? (Harry Morey,
Corinne Griffith)
Dec. 3. TheCarolTenderfoot
(William Duncan,
Holloway
Artcraft Releases
Dec.
10.
An
Investment
in
Petticoats (Mil(PARAMOUNT)
dred Manning, Wallace MacDonNov. 12. The Little Princess (Mary Pick- ford) 5
ald)
Dec. 17. A Woman Between Friends (Alice
Nov. 19. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Joyce, Marc MacDermott)
Ferguson)
Anderson, AlNov. 26. Desert
Dust (Wm. S. Hart)
55 Dec. 24. John Burt
fred(Mary
Whitman)
Dec. 17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar) 5 Dec. 31. His Own
People (Harry Morey.
Dec. 31. D'Artagnan
of Kansas (Douglas 5
Gladys Leslie)
Fairbanks)
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
7. The Heart of Ezra Greer (Fredererick Warde, Leila Frost, George
Forth,
Thomas Mueller)
A. Curran, Lillian
Oct. 14. Stranded in Arcady (Mrs. Vernon Castle, Elliott D
Dexter), Astra
Oct 14. The Torture of Silence (Mrs.
Emmy Linn, F. Genier, E. Tallier,
Mr. Gillis) Gold Rooster D
Oct. 21. The Painted Doll (Ivan Mozukin,
Tanya Fetner, Mme. Lesienko) ...
Nov. 4. The Mark of Cain (Antonio Moreno,
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Sainpolis)
Nov. 11. France in Arms (War Film)
Nov. 18. The Queen of Spades (Russian
Special)
I. I.
Mozukin, (Mme.
Mme. Shebueva,
T. I. Ivan,
Mme. Orlova), Astra
Nov. 25. Sylvia of the Secret Service (Irene
Castle, Elliott Dexter, Susanna
Willa, T. W. Percival, J. H.
Gilmour), Astra
Oct.

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Select Pictures
The Common Law (Clara Kimball Young) .... 7
War Brides (Brenon) (Nazimova)
8

Wholesome Films Corporation
The Penny andPhilanthropist
Ralph Morgan),(Peggy
D O'Neil
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper .(Special
Children's Cast). Jut
His feet,
AwfulC. Donwnfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Littlefeet.Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

World Pictures
15. Shall We Forgive Her (June Elvidge, Arthur Ashley)
22. The Dormant Power (Ethel Clayton)
29. The Burglar (Carlyle Blackwell,
Madge Evans, Evelyn Greeley) . . .
5. The Maid of Belgium (Alice Brady)
12. The
Adventures of Carol (Madge
Evans)
19. Easy Money (Ethel Clayton)
26. Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
3. The
Awakening
(Montagu Love and
Dorothy
Kelly)
10. The
Good
for
Nothing
(Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley)
17. The Tenth Case (June Elvidge)
24. The Volunteer (Madge Evans and
Henry Hull)
31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
reela
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Conquest
of
ine
Black
Spot
4
reels
Canaan.
God's Man
American News Weekly
Victoria Cross
4 reels
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
0 ,s
4 reels
re«li
Navy activities.
His Vindication
5 reels
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
1 Believe
7 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
May
C..1S reels
reel
General Enterprises, Inc.
Creative Film Corporation
May 5.7. Jones'
When Jonah
Justice Day
Errs,(Sunshine)
D
The Warrior (Maceiste)
7 parti
rhe Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail) . 6 reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
The Gold Medal Photoplays
May 14. The
Daughter
of
Darkness,
EpiDixie
Films
sode No. 1, D
2 reels
Web of Life (Hilda Nord, Jama*
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)...S reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
5 reels
Cruxe, George Spencer) 5 reek
Sept 17. My Country First
6 parts Just a Song at Twilight
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
Frank P. Donovan Productions
Golden Features
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
S parts
A Bit of Life
1 reel
July — Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk).. 1 reel
Aug. — Butting in Society (Lou Marks).. 1 reel
Anti-Vice Film Company
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
Aug.
—
After
Her
Dough
(Lou
Marks)
....
1
reel
la Any Girl Safe?
5 reels
Rex Beach On the Spanish Main
5 reals
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross)..l reel
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
5 reals
Aug. — His Dirty Career (Lou Marks) .... 1 reel
Argosy Films, Inc.
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd 5 reals
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reela
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) S reels
Where D'ye(King
Get That
Stuff
Sept.— His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)..l reel
Absinthe
Baggott),
Universal Re- i5s ue 5reels
Features
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
reels
Sept.
Ball (Lou
Marks).. 22 reels
Sept. —— At
WastheSheBarber's
to Blame?
(in prep.)
reels
D.
W.
Griffith
Arizona Film Company
Sept. — In and Out (Tammany Young) 1 reel
Intolerance
9 reels
Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
Should She Obey
— reels Sept.— HisDuesen
and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Frank
Hall
Productions,
Inc.
Arrow Film Corporation
Her
(A. H. Jacobs, Prod.)
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine)....7 reels
Ebony
Corporation 1 reel
A Natural
Born Film
Shooter
Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) — reels
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
The
Bar
Sinister
— reels
The Barrier
9 reels Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
Hanover Film Company
Maciste
Bernstein Film Production
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
How Uncle Sam Prepares
. 4 reels
Trooper 44
S . reels
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels
Elmont
Feature
Film
Co.
William
S.
Hart
Bluebird Extraordinary
People vs. John Doe
6 reels The Cold Deck
5 D
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels
Clifford)
God's Law
6 reels
Hawk Film Corporation
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson)
Enlightment Corporation
Monster of Fate
— reels
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips)
Bnlighten Thy Daughter
7 reels
Mother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifRuby La(Rupert
Fayette)
Herald
Film
Corporation
Eugenic Film Company reels
Around the World in 80 Days
f reel*
Brenon Productions
Birth
i
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
Lone Wolf
7 parts
European Film Company
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels
Empty Pockets
7 parts
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S reels
Exclusive Features, Inc.
Cardinal Film Corporation
loan the Woman (Qeraldine Farrar) 11 reels
Where is My Father?.:
7 reels
Film Co.
At the Hippodrome
Front with the Allies.
Century Comedies
Export and Import Film Co.
Historic
Features
reelt
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL.)
Robespierre
— reels
Christus
8
Balloonatics
2 reels
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Automaniacs
.2 reels
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Fairmount Film Corporation
Neptunes Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Hate
7 reels
The Sin Woman (Irene Fenwick, Clifford
Bruce
and Reine Davies)
7 reels
Benjamin Chapin Productions
Flora Finch Film Co.
Madam Sherry
5 reels
(CHARTER FEATURES CORP.)
War
Prides
2
reels
The
Bar
Sinister
(Hedda
Nova
and
MitchMy Mother
2 reels
ell Lewis)
8 reelt
My Father
2 reels
The Milton
Fringe Sills)
of Society (Ruth Roland and 7 reelt
Myself
2 reels First National Exhibitors'
reelt
Circuit,
Inc.
The Call to Arms
2 reels
One
Hour
(Zeena
Keefe
and
Alan
Hale)
6
On Trial
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy) 6
Christie Film Company
Charles Chaplin
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic-.
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel
„Her ture)
reels
With
the Mummies'
Help
reel
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6s reelt
The Magic
Maid
11 reel
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
July 9. Cows and Caws
The Milky Way
1 reel
Genung and Norbert Myles)
6 reels
July 16. Submarine Chasers
His Last Pill
1 reel
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
July 23. Cheese Tamers
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
July
30.
Janitors
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Aug. 6. A Chemical Calamity
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reelt
Skirts
1 reel
Aug. 13. As Prospectors
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel
Iliodor Picture Corporation
His
Merry Love
Mix-Up
11 reel
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
FortBattlefront.
Pitt Corporation
The Italian
A Smoky
Affair
reel
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Fox Film Corp.
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
(Standard Pictures)
The
Spy
The Honor
Enlighten Thy Daughter
Claridge Films, Inc.
System
The Birth of Character
5 reek
and the Beanstalk
Ivan Film Productions
fWs Heart of New York
S reels Jack
The Conqueror
One Law for Both
8 reels
Camille
Clune Productions
Babbling Tongues
6 reels
Oct.
14.
Aladdin
and
the
Wonderful
Lamp.
Ramona
8 reels
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Woods
Eyes of the World
9 reels
Jewel Productions, Inc.
Fraternity Films, Inc.
Pay Me.of the Sea.
Sirens
Corona
Cinema Company
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reelt
rhe Curse of Eve (Enid Markeyl 7 reels
The Man Without a Country.
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
Film Corporation
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). 5 reels
WorldJuvenile
War in Kidland
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
1 reel
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
A
Chip
Off
the
Old
Block
1 reel
Friedman Enterprises
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Chip's
Elo
pem
ent
1
Birdland Studies.
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray) 6 reels
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Horticultural Phenomena.
Chip's
Riv
als
reel
Frohman Amusement Corp.
■ 2 jl reelt
a Daddy
reel
For
Chip'sSale,
Carmen
The Witching Hour (C Aubrey Smith,
Cosmofotofilm Company
Jack
Sherrill,
Helen
Arnold,
Marie
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
(Continued
on
page
3873)
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
Liberty Hall
..4 reels
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Sept.
Land That Doesn't
Sept. 12.5. Tinklebottom
Passes Wiggle
Through.Much.
Sept. 19. Fading of Local Color.
Sept. 26. Tinklebottom's Finish.
DITMARS
"LIVING
OF NATURE"
Sept.
3. Kangaroos
and BOOK
Their Allies.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 25. A Milk Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
Law and Order (Chet Ryan, Claire Ton- er) 2 D
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances
Parks
2 C-D
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
Hygeia at the Solito (Chet Ryan, W. L.
Rogers)
2 D
The Skylight Room (Jean Paige, Carlton
King)
4 D
One Dollar's
Worth Parks)
(Chet Ryan, Fran- 2 D
ces
ESSANAY
("THE Green
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
The Long
Valli,
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't Lose Your Coat
2 C
Star Dust (Margaret Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
up by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the Hot
Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Hard Luck
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick 1 scenic
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C
A Jitney Elopement
2 C
By the Sea
2 C
In the Park
2 C
FALCON FEATURES
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
Grey)
4 D
Brand's
(Kathleen Kirkham, R. 4 D
HenryDaughter
Grey)
His Old-Fashioned Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
Mollie McConnell)
4 D
Zollenstein (Vola Vale, Monroe Salisbury).. .4 D
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2 D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
("THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE"
TRUE BOARDMAN)2 D
Through
Fire and WITH
Water
ATheBushranger's
Strategy
22 DD
Stranger at Dumcrieff
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The Bath
Onion Tub
Magnate's
Revenge
11 CC
The
Bandit
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective's
Danger
11 DD
The Railroad Smugglers
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
From Bad to Worse
1 C
A Day Off
1 C
How It Happened
1 C
Too Much Alike
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C

"Blundering
Breaking InBoobs
"
]1 CC
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
ll CC
How In
It Again
Worked
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge)l C
Pals
i C
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
l c
A Bargain, $37.50
l C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1 C
On the Love Line
1 C
The Detective
l C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
l C
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Peaceful
Laundry Flat
Mix-Up
l1 CC
Cheating His Wife
1 C
"A Bathtub Marriage"
1 C
KLEINE
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES)
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1 C
Some Statue
1 C
SELIG
Every Other Wednesday2 D
TheSelig-World
Law NorthLibrary
of 65
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1 D
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1 D
The
Vindication
21 DD
The Rustler's
Witness for
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1 C
A Harem Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
1 C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Millions (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
SELBURN COMEDIES
Hubby's
22 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
Inter-Allied Films
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed.
Kleine Exchanges
CONQUEST-EDISON
Saturday,
September 29, 1917
Paul
Revere's
Ride (historical
One Kind of Wireless
(drama), drama)
by R. Lov- 1 reel
ell Combs, featuring Albert Macklin. ..1 reel
Putting the Bee in Herbert (comedy-drama),
by
Georgeand Weston,
featuring Harry 4 reels
Benham
Ethel Fleming
The Healthiest Spot in India (scenic),
Cashmere, the summer resort Split reel
The Champion Baby (comedy), by Ray
McKee
Split reel
ESSANAY
SERIES— DO CHILDREN
COUNT? (Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D
Aug. 8. The Little White Girl
2 D
Aug. 15. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The Kingdom of Hope
2 D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Nov. 5. His Deadly Calm
Nov. 12. Rebellion of Mr. Minor
Nov. 19. A Close Resemblance
Nov. 26. As Others See Us
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Mutual Film Corporation
Monday, November 12, 1917
GAUMONT— Mutual Weekly, No. 150 1 To
Thursday, November 15, 1917
CUB — Jerry's Running Fight (Geo. Ovey)...
Monday, November 19, 1917
GAUMONT— Mutual Weekly No. 151 1 To
Thursday, November 22, 1917
CUB — Jerry's Victory (Geo. Ovey)
1
Monday, November 26, 1917
MUTUAL — Mutual Weekly, No. 152 1 To
Tuesday, November 27, 1917
CUB — Jerry and the Burglars (Gzorge Ovey)l
Monday, Decembber 3, 1917
MUTUAL — Mutual Weekly, No. 153 1 To
Thursday, December 5, 1917
CUB — Jerry Takes Gas (George Ovey) 1
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Nov.
6. Mary's
Merry Mix-Up
11 re.re
Nov. 13.
That Dog-gone
Dog
Nov. 20. A Maid to Order
1 re
Nov. 26. Tom, Dick and Harry
1 re
Serials
Oct. 22. The Lost Express, No. 6 (High
Voltage)
2 D
Oct. 29. The Lost Express, No. 7 (The Race
with the Limited)
2 D
Nov. 8. The Lost Express, No. 8 (The
Mountain King)
2 D
Nov. 15. The Lost Express, No. 9 (The
Looters)
2 D
Nov. 22. The Lost Express, No. 10 (The
Secret of the Mine)
2
Nov. 26. The Lost Express, No. 11 (A Fight
for a Million)
2
Dec. Death)
3. The Lost Express ,No. 12 (Daring
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Oct. 22.
14. Home
The CowDefense
Jumped Over the Moon...l1 Ci
Oct.
Nov. 5. Faint Heart and Fair Lady
1
Nov. 19. Nutty Knitters
1
Dec. 3. Toothaches and Heartaches 1 C|
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Sept.
Susie's Slipe
Scheme
Oct. 17.
7. Susie
One Over
11
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
lC
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 Cj
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Sept. 30. Oh, Doctor!
1C
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1
Nov. 26. A Country Hero
1
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Nov. 5. The Land of Madame Butterfly.. 1 Trav.
Nov. 12. Around Fujiyama
1 Trav.
Nov. 19. Kyoto, the Ancient Capital.. ..1 Trav.
Nov. 26. Three Marvelous Matsuris 1 Trav.
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food Comes
From
1 Trav.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL (SERIAL)
Nov. 5. Episode 9. The Bridge of Death. 2 D
Nov. 12. Episode 10. The Sheriff 2 D
Nov. 19. Episode 11. Parched Trails 2 D
Nov. 26. Episode 12. The Desert of Tor- ture 2D
Dec. 3. Episode 13. The Water Trap 2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 14. The Trestle of Horrors 2 D
Dec. 17. Episode 15. Out of the Flame 2 D
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Nov. 4. Pullman Bride
l.C
Nov. 18. Are Waitresses Safe?
1 C
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1 C
Dec. 16. That Night
1 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Oct. 28. Adirondack
Trails;
Jewelry
and
Personality; A Potato Skyscraper; Bobby
Bumps, chef, by Earl Hurd.
Nov. Hints,
4. Harvesting
War Housewives.
Timber; Uncle
Sam's
No. 4, to
The Fireless
Cooker; Goodrich Dirt at the Training Camp.
Nov. 11. Most Beautiful of Far Eastern Arts;
Farming for Furs ; Putting Volcanos to
Work.
Nov. 18. Straw Weavers of the Tropics; Uncle
Sam's
Hints,
5, How
Preserve Bobby
Eggs;
Over the
JumpsNo.with
Army toTractors;
Bumps at Fido's Birthday Party.
Nov. Trench
25. TheTorches;
World's TheGreatest
GasolineMounted
Engine. Police;
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, November 18, 1917
The Fatal Ring, No. 20 (The End of the Trail
(Pearl White, Henry Gsell, Warner
Oland, Ruby Hoffman), Astra
2 D
The Seven Pearls, No. 10 (The Hold-Up),
(Mollie King, Creighton Hale, Leon
Bary), Astra
2 D
Lonesome Luke in Clubs Are Trump (Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard, Bebe Daniels,
Bud Jamison), Rolin
2 C
Argus Pictorial, No. 1 (Educ), Argus 1 Ed.
Our National Parks (Mesa Verde Park),
Pathe)
1 Sc.
Katzenjammer Kids (Der Last Straw) and
Making Shrapnel for the U. S. Army
(International)
Split reel
Wednesday, November 21, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 94
1 top
Saturday, November 24, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 95
U top
Sunday, November 25, 1917
The Seven Pearls, No. 11 (Gems of Jeopardy)
(Mollie King, Creighton Hale, Leon
Bary), Astra
2 D
The Hidden Hand, No. 1 (The Gantlet of
Death)ton,(Doris
Kenyon,
Mahlon
HamilArline Pretty, Sheldon Lewis),
Pathe
2D
All Aboard (Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard,
Bebe Daniels), Rolin
1 C
Around Central Auvergene — France Colored) and Tonic Towns of England (Colored), Pathe
Split reel
Happy Hooligan — The Tale of a Monkey —
and Making Big Shells (International),
Wednesday, November 28, 1917Split reel
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 96
1 top
Saturday, December 1, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 97
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
I)ec.
2. An
Dec. 2.
SauceOfficer's
for the Miss
Goose
11
.Dec. 9. Their Straying Feet
1
Dec. 9. When War Meant Peace
1
Dec. 16. His Bad Policy
.1
Dec. 16. A Discordant Note
1
Dec. 23. A Counterfeit Scent
1
Dec. 23. A Birthday Blunder
1
Dec. 30. In Wrong Right
1
Dec. 30. His Double Flivver
1
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Nov. 4. Haunted by Himself (George Binns,
Maude Wayne)
1
Nov. 11. False to the Finish (Myrtle Lind,
Aletia Martan)
2
Nov. 18. The Soul of a Plumber (Fritz
Schade, Dora Rogers)
2
Nov. 25. Won by a Foul (Fritz Schade,
Claire Anderson)
2
Dec. 2. An Eddie
Ice Man's
Bride (Dora Rogers, 2
Gribbon)
Dec. 9. The Grave Undertaking (Geo. Binns,
Maude Wayne)
2
Dec. 16. A Sanitarium Scandal (Paddy McGuire, Peggy Pearce)
2
Dec. 23. The Courage of Cowardice (Eddie
Gribbon, Mae St. Claire) 2
Dec. 30. Welcome Home (Milt Sims, Maude
Wayne, Lloyd Bacon, Dorothy
Hagar)
2

CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Universal Film Company
Monday, December 3, 1917
NESTOR—ons, The
Other Stocking (Eddie Ly- 1 C
Lee Horan)
Wednesday, December 5, 1917
L-KO — A Hero for a Minute (Bobbie Dunn,
Ed Kennedy, Katherine Young)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 1.
Friday, December 7, 1917
UNIVERSAL
No. 48. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 30 (Shipping Date Dec. 1).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Lair of the
Beast (Eighth Episode of " The Red
Sea " Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL— The Grip of Hate 2 D
(Second
Episode
of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)
Monday, December 10, 1917
JOKER— Water on the Brain
1 C
NESTOR — A Munition Worker's Curse
(Dave Morris, Gladys Tennyson) 1 C
Wednesday, December 12, 1917
L-KO — Deep Seas and Desperate Deeds
(Merta Sterling, Al. Forbes)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 2.
Saturday, December 15, 1917
UNIVERSAL
sue No. 49. SCREEN MAGAZINE— IsUNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 31 (Shipping date Dec. 8).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— A Voice from the
Past
(Ninth Edition of "The Red Ace" 2D
Serial)
^UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL— Adrift (Third
Episode of "The Mystery Ship " Serial), 2 D

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov,
Nov
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Vitagraph
BOBBY CONNELLY SERIES
5. Bobby to the Rescue.
12.
Country
Adventure.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife.
26. Bobby the Magician.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
5. Epi. 9. The Bridges of Death. 2 parts
12. Epi. 10. The Sheriff
2 parts
19. Epi. 11. Parched Trails
2 parts
26. Epi. 12. The Desert of Torture 2 parts
3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Horrors. 2 parts
17. Epi. BIG
15. OutV COMEDIES
of the Flame 2 parts
5. Rough Toughs and Rooftops.
12. Hustle and Harmony.
19. Grit and Gratitude.
26. Spooks and Spasms.
Favorite Film Features
5. The Strength of Men (Edith Storey,
Tefft Johnson, Ned Finley, Herbert
L. Barry)
2 D
5. Captain
Barnacle's
Dyke Brooks,
HughieLegacy
Mack, (Van
Kate
Price,Robert
Flora Gaillard)
Finch, Helen Cos- 1 C
tello,
12. Just Show Folks (Norma Talmadge,
Leo Delaney, Courtenay Foote,
Helan Costello)
1D
12. Jerry's ballMother-in-Law
(Clara KimYoung, Sidney Drew,
Kate
Price, Rogers Lytton)
2 C
19. Never Again (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew, Lillian Burns, Ethel Lloyd,
S. Rankin Drew, Arthur Cozine)..2 C
19. Sisters All (Edith Storey, Florence
E. Turner, Zena Keefe, Courtenay
Foote, Tom Powers)
1 D

RELEASES IN
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 3871)
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden Barrier
Spoon Mary
Some
11 CC
His Trial
1 C
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Face... Ed.
No. 1. Character
as Revealed
in the
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Ed.
King Bee Comedies
June 1. Back Stage
2 reels
June 15. The Hero
2 reels
July 1. Doughnuts
2 reels
July
Cupid'sVillain
Rival
22 reels
reels
Aug. 15.1. The
Aug. 15. The Millionaire
2 reels
Sept. 1. The Goat
2 reels
Sept. 15. The Fly Cop
2 reels
Oct. 1. The Chief Cook
2 reels
Oct. 15. The Candy Kid
2 reels
Nov. 1. The Hobo
2 reels
Nov. 15. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
S reels
The Secret Treaty
5 reels
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. ...23 reel*
reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Mason Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and by Night) 4 reeU
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplift Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter
Mo-Toy Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy
Gets
the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In
Jungle
Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
THE
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A Trip to the Moon.
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.
Dolly Doings.
School
Days.
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
5i reels
In theGirl.Hands
the Law
reel.
Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")..
One
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
*
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
The Whip
• reels
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmie, the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Photoplay
Magazine
— Screen
reel releases
giving
intimateSupplement
interviews — ofOne-all
the stars.. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earl Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
S reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Stunner)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
e reels
Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
The
Ne'er-DoThe Garden of Well
Allah (Selig)
Who Shall Take
My Life?
Frank.
J. Seng

7
108
—

reels
reeli
reels
reels

Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Elliot, Inc.
The Crisis
is reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Signet Film Corporation
The Masque of Life
7 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reel»
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Ultra Film Co.
A Day Isat We
West Point
West
st
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The Bishop's Secret
45 reels
reels
The Lottery Man
The Marriage Bond
5 reek
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Margarita Fischer)
4 reels
Hell Morgan's Girl
57 reels
Come Through
reels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
( reals
The Pursuing Vengeance
5 reels
The Price of Her Soul
7 re*li
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6 reels
The Slave Mart
5 reels
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TO ALL
INTERESTED
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS IN SEND
AT ONCE FOR OUR LATEST
LIST. ASTONISHING VALUES
IN HIGHEST GRADE MOTION
PICTURE CAMERAS AND TRIPODS. 1917 .MODEL UNIVBRSALS COMPLETE — $235. 1916
MODEL UNIVERSALS COMPLETE— $215. ALL MAKES.
TRIPODS
FROMAGENTS
$15 UP.
ERAL SALES
FOR GENTHE
UNIVERSAL AND THE FAMOUS
KB COMBINED CAMERA AND
PROJECTOR FOR $150. WRITE
FOR LIST AND BOOKLETS AT
ONCE. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, 108 NO. DEARBORN
STREET. CHICAGO. U. S. A.
My method of taking scientific care of
your hair and scalp will positively
stop it from falling, cure dandruff,
and itching scalp, and causes new
hair to grow. Marianne F. Iby, formerly of Frances Fox Institute, 406
East 57th street, New York City.
Phone Plaza 4139.
Fur Sale: — Motion Picture Theatre
in town of 1,000, doing good business. Reasons for selling. Bargain
for someone. Address Frank A. Irwin, Strand Theatre, New Paris. O.
FOR SALE: 280 Opera Chairs.
Mahogany finish — with hat wires.
American
SeatingBooth.
Co.'s Asbestos
No. 9.
1 — Two Machine
and Steel. Used two months. Address inquiries: C. Prank Schwep, 11
Broadway, New York City.

PICTURE

" Sunshine Alley "
(Concluded from page 3862)
provided for the balance and major portion of the production
offers dramatic entertainment which carries assurance of a hearty
reception by all others. " Sunshine Alley " has been produced with
directorial skill. Mr. Noble has been painstaking and careful as
to detail ; the cutter has used his scissors with the eye of an artist,
and the subtitler has been original in his selection of descriptive
phrases, and these have been inserted without leaving the impression that the one who did them was compelled to finish the
work that the director should have done.
J. A. Furey, in the supporting cast, does his usual good character work. It is hard to beat Mr. Fury in impersonations of old
men parts. Dion Titheradge, in a "heavy" juvenile role, gives
promise of better things to come. Ed. See, John Charles, W. T.
Carleton, Isabel Berwin and Jack Grey are in minor parts. They
give good support.

Kalem

Printing

Can

Do

Your

and Developing
BY THE

A

Process

Laboratory
Our' plant is constructed
to work efficiently — its arrangement isthe result of
the Experience of Experts—
so, also, is its equipment.

Greatly increased facilities enable us to handle a large
amount of additional laboratory work — guaranteeing the
Kalem standard of excellence, praised by the trade for
TEN YEARS
Our PR I MART laboratory process means that long experienced experts handle with supreme skill and care every
operation in printing, developing, tinting and toning, with
the aid of up-to-the-minute equipment.
Our prices, in view of the extraordinary quality of the work,
will surprise you. Write for quotations.
COMPANY
New York City
235 W. 23rd St.

Dollar Saved
is
a dollar earned,
but it's
An not only
Earning
Dollar
All supplies for the P Theatre at fairer
par elsewhere.
r>E*' "ERE
pricesITthanPAYS
you'll TO
INDEPENDENT
MOVIE
SUPPLY
CO.
Send
tor
Price
"N** New York
6th Floor 729 7thListAte,
We EXPORT Films all over
the Globe.
What have you to offer?
Only honorable business considered.
Let us hear from you.
A. B. C. FILM CO.
145 W. 45th Street
New York

KALEM

Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money

Edmond Kuhn, formerly
of the Fox and Vitagraph
companies gives the management the result of his
Experience beginning with
the International Film Co.
in 1896— the year the first
successful moving picture
was made.
ART LABORATORIES
Murray Hill 6973
Edmond Kuhn, Supt.
316 East 48th Street
Office:
Bryant 8324
1476 Broadway

ADVERTISERS
BY
PRODUCTS
CAMERAS
Bass Camera
387fl
Burke & James
3874
CARBONS
Speer Carbon Co
3Mfl
CHAIRS
C. Frank Swep
38741
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Edison
3876]
Hertner Lamp
ElectricWorks
& Mfg. Co.387#
National
Lamp
Works.
..
3882
FILMS
Eastman Kodak Co
3884 |
Evans Film Mfg. Co
38841
LENS
. 1
Crown MANUFACTURERS
Optical Co
3885
LOBBY DISPLAY
Newman Mfg. oC
3899
Rawson & Evans Co
38741
MENTS
MUSIC & MUSICAL INSTRUAmerican
Photoplayer
Co 38841
3890
Bartola Musical
Inst. Co
Filmusic Co
3889
Forster Music Pub., Inc 388(1
Wm.
Jerome Pub. Corp. 3888
M. Winkler
38891
Vandersloot Mus. Pub. Co 38891
PROJECTION
MACHINES
Enterprise Optical
Co
387fl
Precision Machine Co
3895
Nicholas Power Co
38
Lewis M. Swaab
38
Victor Animatograph 387
SUPPLY
DEALERS
Amusement
Supply Co
3883
Independent Movie Supply Co. 3874
VENTILATING
Typhoon Fan Co
389J
lran^rteR
Automatically supplies only such voltage at arccurrent
requires.
No waste of
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

ing
erest
ivf orint
writep ioaa
tnrljylet
Writ
ibing
descr
a new
and unique line of
bookELECTRIC SIGNS for
PICTURE THEATRES
Lowest prices — Highest efficiencies
RAWSON & EVANS CO.
711 W.Washington Boul., Chicago, 111 •
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1733 Broadway, New York

UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed,
JACKSONVILLE.

FLA.

Idle — Prints
PUT TO WORK— THAT IS OUR SPECIALTY.
PLACE
THAT
LIABILITY
WITH
US, WE
WILL
MAKE
IT REVENUE PRODUCING.
QUICK RETURNS— WEEKLY SETTLEMENTS

better results,
at half the
Write for 6 new feature*
Burke & price.
James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago
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Ask

the

MOTION

Men

PICTURE

Who

NEWS-

Know

If you have tried a thing under exacting conditions and found it stood the
test, then you know

what you are talking about.
Read what the operator of the Silver Palace
Theatre Co., San Francisco says:
" Gentlemen :—
The Motiograph machines were installed in our booth
November 1st, 1915 and have been in constant use 14
hours per day ever since. I have not spent a single cent
for new parts or any other repairs during this time and
aside from proper oiling and cleaning they have not required the slightest attention or adjustment.
The tention shoes and aperture plates, which are usualh
the first parts to show wear on any machine, are still
in very good condition, the wearing surfaces being perfectly even. It will be some considerable time yet before
they will need any new parts or other repairs.
Owing to the very slight tention on the film required to
insure perfectly clear and steady projection, we are able
to run our picture at a very high rate of speed during the
rush hours, with perfect safety and without damage to
the film and as our seating capacity is very small, we find
it necessary
to often
"speedin up"
for from three
to fourwe hours
each
night and
the afternoon.
In short,
have
found the Motiograph to be satisfactory in every respect.
Sincerely yours,

(SD)

This is one of the many endorsements of the Motiograph.
It is well to profit by the experience of others.
IV rite for literature
THE

ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MFG.

CO.

564-572 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Western Office: 833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

A. F. Howell.-'
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Better

Pictures

Bring

Crowds
Bigger
You're interested in anything that improves the
quality of your show, and draws bigger crowds.
Just note the marked advantages of this Edison
Mazda C, over the old arc lamp:
There's acurrent
great reduction
in operating cost, through
decreased
consumption.
The focus is permanent.
The light is of an even intensity — no flicker.
And this means Better Pictures, a Better Show.
Then there is less heat, less wear and tear on
machines and film, due to the absence of all carbon
ash
— carbon and resulting carbon troubles are eliminated.
Get in touch with nearest distributor, or write
for bulletin, describing this new MAZDA development.
EDISON

LAMP

WORKS

of General Electric Company

Harrison, N. J.

Partial List of Distributors:
NEW YORK
United Theatre Equipment
Corp.. 729 Seventh Ave.
Independent Movie Supply Co.
729 Beseler
Seventh Co.Ave.
('has.
131 E. 23d St.
BOSTON
A.15T.Tremont
ThompsonSt.
1'nited
Theatre St.
Equip. Corp.
129 Pleasant
PHILADELPHIA
Phil. Elec. Co.. Supply Dept.
132 So.Theatre
11th St.
United
1233 Vine St. Equip. Corp.
Williams,
Brown St.& Earle
918 Chestnut
ATLANTA
Southern Theatre Equip. Co.
Atlanta, Ga.

EDISON

MAZDA

Southern
Theatre
1S15 Main
St. Equip. Co.
PITTSBURGH
United Theatre
Equip. Corp.
940 Penu Ave.
OMAHA
United Theatre
Equip. Corp.
13th and Harney Sts.
CLEVELAND
United Theatre
Equip. Corp.
314 Columbia Bldg.
CINCINNATI
United Theatre
Equip. Corp.
115 W. 7th St.
CHICAGO
E. E. Fulton
Co.
3208 Carroll Ave.

C

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Erker Bros.DETROIT
Optical Co.
511 N.Theatre
Grand Equip.
Ave. Corp.
United
409 Peter
Smith
Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS
United
Theatre
Equip.
Corp.
16 No. 7th St.
Kansas KANSAS
City Mach.CITY& Supply
Co., S13 Walnut St.
Kansas DES
City MOINES
Maeh. & Supply
Co., Ctiea Bldg.
ST. Optical
LOUIS Co.
Erker
Bros.
60S Olive
St.
SAN FRANCISCO
G. 117A. <Metcalf
'olden Gate St.
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are willing to start investigations will never accomplish
anything.
Old houses cannot be changed but the new houses can
be forced to put in running water in or near the operating room with a toilet for the operator. The larger
houses, where several men are employed as operators,
should install a shower bath, as well as the necessary conveniences which humanity itself demands.
| SECTION

OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

]

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analysed and
commented upon; musical cite sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
| questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
| E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
| Alfred S. Cory
•■
Technical Editor

|
|
I
|
|
|
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and
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Efficiency

SOME days ago I was fortunate in
to discuss operating conditions with one
posted men in New York. He brought
tions as they exist and of which the exhibiting
industry should be ashamed.

being able
of the best
out condiend of our

We are all part of a community which is supposed to
be striving for better conditions, which will result in better health and greater ability to shoulder those duties of
the community which fall upon our shoulders. We find,
however, in a surprising number of operating rooms in
New York City conditions which should not be allowed
to exist. We find men working under handicaps which
are inexcusable but yet which are overlooked by the
authorities. Why we do not know, for the proof is there.
It is bad enough when running water is not supplied
but when we find the operators in this great city not
given the chance to visit the toilet from the beginning of
the show till midnight we have reached a stage which is
inhuman and which should be punished. Perhaps to some
extent it is the operators' fault, as for example, sometime
ago a movement was started to improve conditions. As a
result of complaints inspectors were sent around to visit
some of the worst cases. When they reported it was to
the effect that they had found conditions exaggerated and
actually passable. This report was brought to the attention of a gathering of operators and those cases which
were known to be the worst were called upon to report on
the inspectors' visit. The reply was in every case :
" Well, do you think I was going to tell him what I was
forced to do in order to hold my job? No, I told him
my conditions were satisfactory."

OF

course, if the operators themselves are not strong
enough or men enough to state facts as they are
they cannot expect improvements, and those who

In the old houses which cannot be greatly improved
there is no excuse for present-day treatment, for any
house seating five hundred or over should be made to
have an operator and an assistant, who may be learning
the profession, but who could and would be allowed to
run the show for the few minutes when the operator was
forced to be out temporarily. At the present time the
only recourse is to the manager, but if the inspector happens in when the operator is out and the manager is in
the booth it means the summoning of the operator to the
Bureau and the recalling of his license. This is not only
unfair but it is absolutely unjust.
The supper hour is another problem which should not
continue as it is. A time should be set between five and
six or between six and seven when the operators should
be allowed to go out and eat like any other human being.
If the house manager does not wish to close he can call
in a relief operator, of which there are many who make
it a business of going around filling in this way, or the
assistant can be allowed to run things during this dull
hour when there is usually but a handful of patrons in
the house, if any.
*

* *

AS

it is at present, we find the one operator all grease
and grime with a pail on the stool beside him
stuffing in sandwiches while he is trying to run
the show as it should be run. He can't keep his health
working like this. It is impossible, and the only reason it
has been tolerated as it has is because we have projection
rooms tucked away where they can't be seen and where
the patrons are not forced to realize the conditions under
which their entertainment is being ground out. This is
only another argument for the " Open Booth " as advocated by members of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers.
Another hardship which should be prohibited is the
use of the operating room as the chief ventilating system
for the house. With the window open in the projection
room as it should be to carry away the heat from the projector all the rotten air of the house rushes up through
the ports and takes the place of the fresh air to which
the operator is entitled. It results in the forced closing
of the window with the result that the projection room
is as unhealthy as any place could possibly be imagined.
This condition has been eliminated in some houses and
should be in all houses by the installation in each port of a
piece of very fine glass which causes but little loss of light
and that little can be sacrificed for the sake of the health
of a human being.
These conditions are not only confined to New York.
They are so to a greater or less degree all over the country. However, it makes no difference where they are
found, they should be corrected and made just as near
perfect as the physical characteristics of the individual
theatre will allow. The improvements will be immediately
reflected in the box office receipts.
E. K. Gillett.
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Light Projection with Mazda
C Lamps
the dimensions.
By R. C. Burrows and J. T. Caldwell
engineering depart3. The construction
Engineering Department, National Lamp Works of General Electric Co.,
ment, National Lamp
Cleveland, Ohio.
or form of the source
Works of General
governs the distribution of light which in turn limits the amount
Electric Company, has been actively engaged in the study of
of light utilized by the condensing lens.
light projection with Mazda C lamps, and especial attention has
4. Wattage. The wattage is limited by
been given to development work in the endeavor to produce a
(a) Size of light source.
lamp and optical system which would successfully project motion
(b) Construction of light source.
pictures in the larger theatres.
(c) The diameter of filament.
Viewed from practical and commercial standpoints, optic proThe purpose of the projection lens (that nearest the screen) is
jection has many complicated features. Moreover, the principles
to gather the rays which have passed through the film and reof light projection, although theoretically the same for arc and
direct them to the screen producing the size of picture desired.
incandescent lamps, differ greatly in their application to these
The larger the size of this lens, the more light will be projected,
two forms of light source. The arc, in the past, the source
but the loss of definition and the high cost of large lenses of this
most widely used for light projection, is commonly, though in- kind
limit the size to be used.
correctly, considered a point source, and light projection with arc
During the period of experimental work incandescent lamps
lamps has been accomplished with varying degrees of success, due
varying in wattage from 25 to 2,000 watts, in voltage from 6 to
mainly to the high brilliancy of the arc and less to the efficiency
110 volts, and in current from 4 to 90 amperes, with various filawith which the light is utilized. With Mazda C lamps the brilment forms, have been investigated with a view to developing
liancy islimited to about one-fourth that of a good direct-current
an incandescent lamp for motion picture projection. With the
arc, and the success with which the light
cooperation of theatre managements, the more promising designs
is projected consequently depends upon the
have been thoroughly tested under actual service conditions with
efficiency with which the light is utilized;
the result that a Mazda lamp operating at 20 amperes on a voltage
this is of the utmost importance in the use
of 28-30 volts, has been standardized by the National Lamp Works
of Mazda lamps for projection purposes
of General Electric Company for motion picture projection
The study of an optical projection system may be divided into three parts and
each considered individually, and then all
considered collectively. They are the source
of light (including reflector), the condensing
lens, and the projection lens (or objective).
They are related as follows : the condensing lens gathers the rays of light from the
light source and redirects them through the
object (film or slide) to be projected, to the
projection lens which in effect enlarges the
object on the screen.
In general, the shorter the rear focus of
the condensing lens (distance between 'lens
and illuminant) the more light it will gather
up and redirect. Limitations are that :
1st — Too short a rear focus will give too
great thickness of lens, which
(a) Increases absorption — due to its
thickness and internal reflection.
(b) Gives poor definition, due to spherical aberration.
(c) Gives color to edges of screen, due
J?ig. 1. — 20 Ampere,
3
to chromatic aberration.
30 Volt National MazLamp
da C Lamp for Projec2nd — Too short a focus will require light
tion Service
rays to strike the lens surface at too great
an angle, increasing the surface reflection
2. — Filament Windings; A — Stereopticon Lamp. B — Motion Picture
and causing a loss of light.
3rd — Too short a focus will require too small a bulb which
This lamp, which is shown in Fig. 1, is of the Mazda C con
decreases the wattage to a point where too little light on the
The filament is wound in the form of four parallel
struction.
screen results.
helical coils lying in the same plane, and are arranged with the
The light source may be considered from four standpoints:
distances between coils equal to slightly more than one-half the
brilliancy, size, construction and wattage.
diameter of the coils. The lamp is designed for operation on
1. Brilliancy, limited by
circuits regulated for current rather than for voltage. It is made
(a) Life of filament: the higher the temperature, the shorter
for operation with the tip end of the bulb uppermost, has a maxithe life and the greater the candlepower emitted per unit area
(dismum overall length of 10 inches, and light-center length
of filament.
tance from the extremity of the base to the center of the light
(b) Diameter of filament : in general, the greater the diamesource) of 4$4 inches. The bulb is tubular and of such length
ter of filament the higher the operating temperature for the
that the fine particles given off by the filament are carried upward
same life.
by the hot gas and deposited on a portion of the bulb well out
2. Size of source. With condensing lenses and projection lens
of the zone of useful light. The rated average life is 100 hours.
given there is an area of source larger than which the efficiency
No doubt the most radical change in lamp design which resulted
of utilization decreases. It should be understood that a larger
from this research work is the use of the so-called " monoplane "
source size can be used but that portion falling outside the dimentype of lamp filament, which is so arranged that all of the coils
sions determined by the character of the optical system is used
are in one plane. This is not an entirely new development, since
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Standard

Projector

ANIMATOGRAPH

VICTOR
Exclusively

Light- Exhibition

Equipped

Intended

Lamps

Mazda

ith

W

and

Guaranteed

for —

Traveling Exhibitions
Small Theatres
School
Church

Auditoriums
Auditoriums

m
m
m
m

Lodge
Halls
Road
Shows
Private

Exhibitions,

or

For any showing of standard film for any
purpose not requiring an image of more
than twelve feet in width, and a throw of
more than 100 feet.

THE

PIONEER

LAMP

MAZDA

PROJECTOR

In the Animatograph, incandescent lamps
give more light on the screen, than in any
other existing projector. The patented optical system, improved intermittent, and shutter, designed for use with Mazda lamps,
save a large percentage of the light wasted
in all other machines.
Motion

Pictures

Whenever

and

Wherever

You

Want

Them

The Model 2 Victor Animatograph is a standard film projector, with standard slide attachment. Lamps
and lenses are interchangeable, to conform to requirements of size of picture and distance of throw.
For quality of image — steadiness, lack of flicker, illumination — no machine of any size or type, is superior to the Animatograph.
This is guaranteed.
TO OPERATORS. — Private exhibitions are becoming popular
everywhere. There's good money in running them. It is a
one man job to carry, set up, and run the Animatograph.
Lamp socket attachment saves time and wiring trouble.
Write for other information.

NOTE. — Eighteen months ago we announced to the trade that
incandescent lamps were soon to be practical for motion picture projection. Much ridicule was heaped upon us. Now
we tell you that a 40-pound machine equals the image quality
of
the
best heavy machines. We will prove this, too, if you
are interested.

A new illustrated descriptive catalog is ready.
VICTOR
160 VICTOR

ANIMATOGRAPH

BUILDING

Write today to
COMPANY

DAVENPORT,

IOWA,
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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some Mazda lamps, for example, the 2.0-ampere 12-16 volt automobile headlight and the 15-ampere 400 candlepower street series
lamps
have
monoplane
" filaments.
construction
most of the "filament
to come
within theThis
focus
area of theallows
lens
system, to a much greater extent than that used in the regular
stereopticon lamps, in which the area occupied by the filament
is much greater, and the coils cannot all be in proper focus. Both
constructions are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows how with the

Fig. 3. — Diagram Showing How Properly Focussed Motion Picture Lamp
Filament Forms Solid Plane of Light. A and C — Paths of Light Rays and
Effective Light Source for 4-Coil Filament. B — Paths of Light Rays for
Single Coil Filament
monoplane construction images from the filament can be made
to fall at points between the filament coils, if the lamp and reflector are properly focused. The light source thus becomes a solid
plane of light ; in the drawing, the black circles denote the filament coils, and the white circles the filament images falling between the coils. This can be accomplished by the use of a spherical mirror, as indicated in the sketch, so placed that the filament
is at the center of the radius of curvature of the mirror. It is
evident that to secure this effect with the stereopticon lamp filament
would be impractical, if not impossible.
Another characteristic feature of the new filament construction, which is of great importance, is the light distribution in a
horizontal plane. This distribution is shown in Fig. 4. As has
already been pointed out, since the utilization of light is of great
importance, the advantages of a distribution such as that shown
for the motion picture lamp, are evident from the sketch of Fig. 4.
The light from the monoplane construction falls largely within
angles at which the light can be utilized by the lens and reflector
system.
REFLECTOR

LENS

Fig. 4. — Characteristic Light Distribution in Horizontal Plane for 4-Co l
Type of Filament Construction
It must not be construed that the use of the monoplane filament
construction is best adapted for all types of lamps for projection
service. There are cases where in order to obtain the size of
source necessary some other type of construction must be used.
It will be readily seen that if a large bulb were to be used to
enclose the filament, advantage could not be taken of the short
focus condensing lens, consequently, it is necessary to use a bulb
of as small a diameter as possible. The size of bulb, that is, the
area, is determined mainly by the wattage of the lamp. If the
bulb can be made long and small in diameter, in other words,
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tubular, the necessary area can be obtained with the advantage
of the small diameter.
In obtaining concentration of filament, it is necessary to get as
high a wattage and filament brilliancy as possible for the size of
light source previously determined. This can be most easily ac-'
complished by the use of a large diameter wire, or in other words,
through the use of a high-current low-voltage lamp. With such a
lamp the high source brilliancy is obtained by operating the filament at a higher temperature than for lower current lamps, and
at the same time by the use of high current at low voltage it is
practical to concentrate a higher wattage in the same size of source
than if the lamp were designed to operate directly on 110-volt cir-;i
cuits. This low-voltage high-current lamp is objectionable from
one standpoint, namely, that it cannot be used directly on regular
lighting circuits. However, equipment can very readily be ob-j;
tained for the operation of this lamp on lighting circuits ; for
alternating current circuits a transformer or compensator similar in appearance to that used with high current street series
lamps is the simplest arrangement.
It has been found economical to burn the lamp at a high efficiency. It has also been found that where these lamps are used'
for longer periods, say daily, such as where they are to replace
carbon arcs, the renewal cost on the basis of 100 hours lamp life
is comparable to the average cost of carbons, and though the cost
of carbons may in certain cases be slightly lower, the reduction
in wattage by the use of incandescent lamps with properly designed
lens systems is such as to more than overcome this difference.
An article of a general nature such as this necessarily cannot
include a discussion of all of the phases of the subject of optical
projection with Mazda C lamps. Since it is the purpose of thi
article to introduce the more important aspects of the subject,
more details will appear in future issues of the Motion Picture
News.
A Compensarc

for Mazda

Projection Lamps

SUCCESSFUL Mazda lamp projection, considered both fron
business and engineering standpoints, depends on close regulation of the current passing through the lamps, for close regulation of the current gives the most satisfactory light and by preventing undue strains on the lamp filament, due to excessive currents, adds materially to the length,
of life of the lamps.
The importance of having a de
vice to give this close regulation oi
the current was early realized. Th<
Compensarc engineers of the General Electric Company therefon
worked in conjunction with th<
engineers of the lamp departments
of the same company and develop©
for this particular purpose the Type
I Compensarc.
The Type I Compensarc is a sel
contained device requiring no auxiliary attachments and is rated 7.
watts, 110/120 volts A-C prima
and 20/30 volts secondary. Thi
working parts consist of compe:
sator, starting switch, rheostat am
ammeter. The starting switch, rhei
stat handle and ammeter all appe;
on the front of the steel cabin.,
which houses the compensator rheostat and other working parts. Th
steel cabinet is arranged for w
mounting at a point where the controls will be convenient to the projection machine operator. The starting switch at starting the lamp automatically puts some resistance in the
lamp circuit, so that excessive rush
of current through the cold filament is prevented. The ammeter
indicates at all times the current passing through the lamp and the
finer adjustments of current are controlled at the will of the operator by means of the adjustable rheostat. The operator can therefore easily adjust the rheostat to compensate for the slight variations in the commercial line voltage and thereby conserv e the life
of the lamps.
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SATISFACTION
Unquestionably
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National Anti-Misframe League
Pledge
A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in tinfilm which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
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only please and satisfy, but

also delight — gladden — elate and
so enthuse exhibitors and operators that their use is inevitable,
following the initial trial.

John Conner, Carthage, Mo.
Delmar Dotson, Cherokee, Okla.
Thomas P. Finn, Baltimore, Md.
Marvin H. Thoreau, Victoria, B. C, Canada.
H. C. Rodden, Victoria, B. C, Canada.
J. H. Leslie, Victoria, B. C, Canada.
L. D. Foxgord, Victoria, B. C, Canada. '
Richard A. Jones, Victoria, B. C, Canada.
Maynard F. Macdonald, Victoria, B. C, Canada.
M. D. Macdonald, Victoria, B. C, Canada.
Guy Hill, Yakima, Wash.
Ralph Fredenburg, Fulton, N. Y.
Val E. Strong, Kennett, Cal.
Harold D. Gothsell, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Frank A. Henry, E. Stroudsburg, Pa.
Avard P. Symes, Belt, Mont.
Warren R. White, Chickasha, Okla.
Earl C. Jones, Blocton, Ala.
Otis A. Kendrick, San Rafael, Cal.
Total membership to date

your decision

Not

Roll of Honor

influences

PARAMOUNT
ALTERNO

FEATURES—
CARBONS

Perfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
Noiseless Operation — Brilliant Illumination.
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.

ESSENTIAL

565 m

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

HOLD-ARK

CARBONS

Permanent Arc
Longer Life
Perfect Crater
Minimum Adjustment
Hard Core and Metal Coating
Elimination of Projection Difficulties

Member's name
Home address
•■
Name of theatre, where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
Victoria, B. C, Operators Endorse
Anti-Misframe League
MR. MARVIN H. THOREAU, Royal Victoria theatre, Victoria, B. C, sends in the applications of seven Victoria operators, for membership in the National Anti-Misframe League,
stating that four of the new League members belong to Local
348 of Vancouver, and the other three to Local 168 of Victoria.
According to Mr. Thoreau, there is but one other operator in Victoria who has not applied for membership in the N. A. M. L.
We belieye it will be no trouble to induce this lone exception to
indorse the policies of the League, and that the progressive operator League members of Victoria will shortly see to it that their
city is solid for progress in projection and improvement in the
condition of the films they use.

ADVANTAGES

When ordering specify whether for
alternating or direct current. Each
style has a special duty to perform.
Substitutions
or attempted alterations
are
costly.

Write today for descriptive literature
"THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE"
SPEER
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MAZDA

you turn on a MAZDA

a

Lamp
lamp

at home

you don't think of it again until it burns out or
you turn it out. Your projector light need give
you scarcely more trouble than that! If it's a
NATIONAL
MAZDA,
you focus it once—
then pay it no attention for 100 hours. When it
burns out you swing another NATIONAL
MAZDA
into place — and
for another 100 hours.
W hat does it cost?

instantly go ahead

Renewals

cost no more

than

your present carbon renewals. Cuts two-thirds from
the cost of your current. Saves the heat-breakage of
lenses and cracking of carbon jaws, and prevents much
of your present repair expense. The savings .pay for
the new equipment in three to six months.
Does it improve the screen illumination? It does.
The light is steady, flickerless and uniform over all the
screen. No phantoms or shadows. You get BETTER
PICTURES — at a saving in cost — and with great, improvement in the conditions in the booth. Ask vour
supply house for full information, or inquire of Nela
Specialties Division, NATIONAL
LAMP WORKS
of General Electric Co., 107 Nela Park. Cleveland.
Ohio.

ONAL

an
BETTER

LIGHT

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertiser*
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The Measurement of Absorption Spectra
TO the active experimenter on color photography the spectroscopic examination of color-filters is a subject closely allied
to the estimation of the color-sensitiveness of photographic emul! sions, for the correct adjustment of color-filters to color-sensitive
emulsions is an absolute requirement in a scientifically worked out
i color process, and such adjustment can only be effected with the
aid of quantitative data concerning the spectral characteristics of
emulsion and filters. We have shown in the preceding article how
the color-sensitiveness of plates and films may be ascertained, and
; it will now prove instructive to outline the methods of securing
quantitative information about the spectrum transmissions of col1 ored solutions and such other media as are used for color-filters
by experimenters and workers on color photography.
It is well known that most all colors are the result of selective
!absorption, and since, in general, it may be stated that a given color
I results from the fact that its complementary colors have been absorbed from the light which makes this color visible, it is at once
I apparent that in defining and analyzing a color the portions of the
I spectrum which have been absorbed, or extinguished, in its production, are a logical subject of investigation. As photographic
I'color-filters are naturally composed of light transmitting media, we
I leave out of consideration the production of color in opaque bodies
;by selective absorption, and will confine our attention to trans{parent absorbing media, such, for instance, as colored solutions,
colored glass and colored gelatine. Upon examining a transparent
Icolored medium, a piece of colored glass for instance, with a
: spectroscope it is seen that some portions of the spectrum are not
! transmitted by the medium in question. The colors which are not
transmitted are represented in the resulting spectrum by black
bands, showing that certain portions of the incident light have been
filtered out in passing through the colored glass, and hence the
origin of the term light-filter or color-filter. The extent of the
spectrum which is transmitted by a filter or other transparent
colored medium under examination is known as an absorption
! spectrum because the dark bands crossing it at one or more places
show the spectral regions or colors which have been absorbed, or
in other words, are not transmitted, by the filter.
When the dark bands of an absorption spectrum are examined
it is seen that the edges of some bands are very sharply defined
while the edges of other bands shade off gradually, or a band may
have one sharp edge and one edge which shows a gradually decreasing absorption. Baly points out ("Spectroscopy," page 500)
that all absorption bands may be resolved into their component
spectral lines, and that a sharp edge to an absorption band is caused
by the spectrum lines being very close together at that end of the
band. The end of an absorption band which shows the sharpest
or most abrupt edge is known as the " head " of the band, and may
|be either toward the red or the blue end of the spectrum, but it
happens in the case of the Isocyanine series of color sensitizing
dyes, and also in the case of some dyes used in filter making, that
the heads of the absorption bands are almost all toward the red
end of the spectrum. Another point of importance in the study
of absorption spectra is the accurate location of the position of
maximum absorption in an absorption band, and as this is not
always at the middle of the band, as might be supposed, it is
advisable to study absorption spectra with apparatus which will
give the absorptions at various wave-lengths in the form of a
curve, instead of trying to estimate the transmission by examination of the apparent intensity at various parts of the band by the
use of an ordinary spectroscope.
The two most practical methods of securing accurate data on
the absorption spectra of dyestuffs, or other colored solutions, and
the various transparent media used as photographic color-filters,
are the use of a spectrophotometer or the photographing of the
absorption spectra upon suitably sensitized plates through the instrumentation ofa diffraction spectograph such as was figured
and described in the preceding article.
The most accurate method of recording absorption spectra is by
measurement with the spectrophotometer, but this is also the slow-

est and most, tedious method and is limited in extent to the visible
spectrum, while with a spectrograph the infra-red and ultra-violet
spectral regions may be photographically recorded.
As the spectrophotometer is such an important instrument in
physical, chemical and physiological research it will be well to outline the principle upon which these instruments work before considering their application to the subject in hand. Briefly, a spectrophotometer isa spectroscope provided with two collimator-tubes
and two slits, and with the eyepiece of the observing telescope
provided with a pinhole ocular, or a narrow slit, which allows very
narrow portions of the spectrum to be isolated. In front of the
slit of one of the collimators is placed the color-filter or solution
whose absorption is to be measured, while the standard or comparison light source is placed before the slit of the other collimator.
The light beams from the two collimators now fall upon a prism
and are dispersed into spectra, which, by special adjustment of the
apparatus may be made to appear close together, one above the
other. In this most elementary style of spectrophotometer the
absorptions are measured by equating the luminosity of the comparison spectrum to that of the absorption spectrum of the substance being measured by closing the slit of the comparison collimator, but it has been found that adjusting the intensity of the
spectrum used for comparison purposes by altering the slit width
is subject to considerable error, and requires exacting computations and the employment of correction factors to compensate this
defect.

This fact has led to the perfection of polarization photometers
and spectrophotometers which are a practical improvement over
slit-width adjustments, and the polarizing principle of equating
the luminosities of a comparison and an absorption spectrum may
be shortly stated as follows : In the tube of the comparison collimator is mounted a Nichol prism which polarizes the comparison
beam, and in the observing telescope is mounted an analyzing
Nichol which may be rotated about its own axis. Now, as is well
known, the light transmitted through crossed Nichols is proportional to Cos 2 8, where 6 is the angle between them, and thus the
intensity of the comparison spectrum can be reduced to the intensity
of the absorption spectrum by rotation of the analyzing Nichol,
and the opacities as observed at various wave-lengths throughout
the spectrum are read from a scale over which moves a pointer
attached to the analyzing Nichol. It should be mentioned here
that a spectrophotometer must be provided with a movable telescope or some other means of passing along the spectrum, as only
a very narrow slice of the spectrum is visible at a time through the
ocular slit.
Since, in spectrophotometry, we measure the opacity (relation of
the light intensity incident on the absorbing media to the intensity
of the light transmitted at every few wave-lengths) it will be
apparent that we can express these opacities numerically as opacity
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logarithms or densities — as in H. and D. sensitometry — but in
spectrophotometry these values are called " extinction coefficients,"
following Bunsen and Roscoe's terminology of 1857.
There have been various highly accurate forms of spectrophotometer evolved in recent years, but a very suitable type for work
Naturally such productions as The
upon absorption spectra is the HOfner instrument, which was
Birth of a Nation, Intolerance, Joan
illustrated and briefly described in our recent article " Sensitometry" (Camera Dept., November 10, pages 3328-3329). For
convenience we again reproduce the illustration of the Hufner
the Woman, and A Daughter of the
spectrophotometer. The Hufner spectrophotometer, Fig. 1, as was
Gods, were made on
explained in the article cited, does not have two collimator tubes
and two separate slits, but has one collimator provided with a slit
consisting of two separate halves. The comparison light, which
enters the lower half of the slit, is polarized by a Nichol prism D,
while the light passing through the medium whose absorption is
to be" measured enters the upper half of the slit. The two beams
EASTMAN
are optically brought into close juxtaposition by a Hufner-Albrecht
rhomb, C, and traverse the collimator tube E, falling upon a Hilger
constant-deviation prism F. This prism may be rotated by a
FILM
graduated drum, and the use of a movable observing telescope is
thereby obviated, as by rotating the constant-deviation prism sue-:
ceeding portions of the spectrum are brought within the field of
view of the ocular slit with which the telescope, H, is provided.
The film that first made motion pictures
The prism, F, disperses the two beams from the collimator into
two spectra which adjoin one another in the field of view of the
practical, remains to-day a big factor in
telescope eyepiece, I, and the intensity of one of these spectra (the
their success.
comparison spectrum) may be varied by rotation of an analyzing
Nichol so as to match the intensity of the other, or absorption
spectrum. The opacities of the media being measured are recorded
on the scale, G, which is connected to the analyzer and records its
degree of rotation in opacity logarithms or " extinction coeffiEASTMAN
KODAK
COMPANY,
cients." *
The colored solution or color-filter whose absorption is being
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
measured is mounted before the
slit of the spectrophotometer on
the holder, B, which is in the
path of the rays from the light
source, A. If a colored dye solution is being measured it is
placed in a glass cell and
mounted before the upper half
of the spectroscopic slit, while
a solid glass cell of equal thickness is placed before the lower
half of the slit, and, likewise, if
a glass color-filter is placed before the instrument for measurement of its absorption, a
DEVELOPING and PRINTING allow of no variation in film
dummy
(clear
glass and gelawork — it must be the very best.
tine) filter of like thickness and
EVANS' SERVICE is the logical choice for you if quality,
construction must be placed beresponsibility and promptness are the qualifications you
fore the lower half of the slit.
demand.
A most important practical
consideration connected with
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
the recording of spectrum absorptions asextinction coefficients
416-24 West 216th Street
New York City
is the fact that these values are
Telephone — St. Nicholas 3443-44
directly proportional to the
weight of dye or substance used
in preparing the color-filter, and
reliable data is thus secured
which will permit the exact
Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting
duplication of any filter after
its absorption spectrum has
once been recorded in extinction coefficients. This is seen,
Fig. 2
upon consideration, to be comTitles
parable to H. and D. sensitometric methods, where the densities as measured represent the
Domestic Foreign
weight of silver per unit area upon exposed and developed
photographic plates.
When, now, the spectrum absorptions of a color-filter have been
measured on the spectrophotometer, at intervals of every" 10 a a,
for instance, throughout the visible spectrum, and the readings
Empire City Film Laboratories, Inc.
as opacity logs or extinction coefficients against waveplotted
New York
345 West 40th Street
lengths, on squared paper, the result is the spectrophotometric
absorption curve of the filter examined, and is the most accurate
representation of its absorption spectrum which can be produced.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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It is a tedious process, however, to pass through the spectrum
in this manner, taking readings at every few wave-lengths, and
recourse has therefore been made to photography as a handy
means of recording absorption spectra. In this work the Tallent
ToLrz* \^
spectrograph may be used for photographing the absorptions of
1 «KC
I OUl
dye solutions. To obtain a photograph which shows the absorption
*
j
spectrum
in the form
form the
,/\.HCl
81 * 1GCG
spectrophotometric
curve ofof athecurve
same approximating
solution, it is in
necessary
to

1 CllCll
* y\
Oi
A 21061"

place the dye solution in a wedge-shaped glass cell, which therefore
represents an increasing thickness of solution (corresponding to
HOW much money do your films COSt
decreasing illumination) from one end to the other of the spectro- yOU each year?
graphic slit. The prismatic refracting effect of this dye solution
wedge must be compensated by placing in contact with it another
What percentage of that amount would it take
wedge-cell of identical shape and size, filled with water or whatto buy a Marlux lens, and insure getting the full
ever solvent the dye is mixed with.
value from every foot of film you use?
In the case of photographic color-filters made of glass their
Figure it out.
absorption curves may be photographed by placing them before a nnip'htv small oneYou will find that percentage
the slit of a spectrograph provided with a black glass wedge
.
,
'.
'"e Pnce OI a
no^
(described last iveek), but these results are inaccurate for reasons
stated in the preceding article.
If, however, a spectrograph equipped with a Wallace logarithmic
rotating sector is used, dye solutions may be placed before the
spectrographic slit in ordinary flat glass cells and very close photographic representations of their spectrophotometric absorption
curves secured,
the
curves of
,lens stand
„. A «.
C1i
, and
,be photographed
, . absorption
I a with
i photographic
*•color*
you andj
the increased, , ,box
filters may also
a close
approximation
to
^
. between
^ . ^ J
office receipts that you will obtain if you show
the results of spectrophotometric measurement.
yom Plct«res the Marlux way.
The illustration, Fig. 2, shows the absorptions or " cuts " of a set
of tricolor filters, photographed on a panchromatic plate in a
The Marlux costs no more than any
Wallace Diffraction Spectrograph, with a logarithmic sector wheel
good lens, and gives better results,
rotating before the slit.
A. S. C.
_,
, not ,
. of the Marlux ask
If you do
know the price
— ■— —
your Dealer, or write direct to
Greater Vitagraph Inspects Films Rigorously
CROWN
OPTICAL COMPANY
IN the interest of better service for the exhibitor, Greater VitaRochester, N. Y.
graph has recently added to its force of inspectors in all of its
exchanges and is working on a night and day basis in many cities
^^^^^^^
.
to keep film in the highest state of perfection at all times. ^initniTi£DiinTTTini<
riiuiri iiiurnn iiMiri iiiiiititiiiiiiiii 11utin in Jinrrrii itjii in jiurri 11•tftrrn vMiriTn^ itnm jiiiiiiiuitiiiii iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiunininiiiiinmniimn;
In the case of the New York Exchange, the company has taken I
nnniTTT m
-mm- „TT
|
additional space in the Mecca Building, 1600 Broadway, New |
REBUILT
MACHINES
York, three thousand square feet of floor space having been leased j
We have on hand a number of rebUiit machines which we |
to jaccommodate
Two huge
guarantee byto NEW
be in GENUINE
Al adjustment,
worn parts
been ==
.
i j • , ■ the
, . Vitagraph reel department.
f.
t
. jvaults == replaced
PARTSall MADE
AND havingGUARANand two additional inspection rooms have been constructed on the | rEED By the manufacturer of the particular machines. §
tenth floor of the building and the work of moving part of the | ah orders subject to prior sales.
thousands of reels into the new quarters is almost completed. | POWERS No. 6, complete with lenses and Rheostat $100.00 I
t-. • .,
, • r i
.i
^
.i
§ Motio, 1909 Model, complete with lenses and Rheostat 75.00 =
During the recent trip of the company S sales executives to the
| Motio, 1908 Model, complete with lenses and Rheostat 50.00 1
50.00 =i
Rheostat
with lenses
5 completeModel,
Powers No.
on film handling
check
Various,~- branches , a •thorough
,
•• was made
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=I Edison
Exhibition
completeand with
lenses and
in each office and, without exception it was found that the system
=
Rheostat
50.00 I
40.00 =I
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and Rheostat
lenses and
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SfJff?5?* complete
reel
in force .i is well-nigh
tt-. i mistake-proof.
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•
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=1 Monarch,
35.00
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Vitagraph office is doubly inspected, first when it is |
. nM-TTo-ri-fc/r-n-ivrm oTTnnT
,
1
handed to an exhibitor and second, when it is returned by him. |
AMUbjtiMllJN 1 SUPPLY COMPANY
In order to do this is was necessary to increase the inspection |
Largest exclusive dealers to the Moving picture Trade I
force and everyJ exchange
has had added to it one or more in- =I Machwes,
m^J^J" Transverters,
JIotiograJ>h' 8,im?lexA
PoweT'g> Edison
&
Motor Generators,
RectifiersandandStandard
Every- =|I
spectors.
g thing Pertaining to the Moving
Picture Theatres.
TH^£D, ^OOTt' wallers building, COR. MADISON I
has been another important Dart 1
of 8green' film
handling ui
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/
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STREET AND WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.
ot Vitagraph service With the view of prolonging the Me pari
him, Vitagraph installed in each of its branches a Weiss bumof ^aummiHiiamuiuimmiwii mniimmniniimtiiiuiiiniiiiiiuni mnmranrammnn niimmi imrammnnniiniiin ninum iramnnJ
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the purpose of hardening the emulsion on the film and serves a
xt. i
^^vw^^v/v^w^vw^ >~v~>~s/n~s^^/s^v^/s^^wvs,
double purpose. It not only protects the company, but by reducing
the
possibility of scratching and preventing the ripping of sprocket A
< Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
holes it guarantees exhibitors that their film will be in first class a >
< but far superior to any other. We are excondition.
I^rl
< clus>ve agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
j Delaware and Maryland.
XT*
the
condition,
class
first
in
film
to keep
own effortsorganization,
Besides its
Vitagraph
distributing
under the personal direction T>
Motor Generators and General Supplies
of Walter W. Irwin, general manager, is continually working in M
>
^
co-operation with theatre operators. A "Golden Rule" plan reI
MINUSA
Gold Fibre Screens
cently put into operation, whereby operators are requested to
{
replace reel bands properly so that the man who gets them next
\ SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
will be spared trouble, is said to be working out very satisfactorily.
_
<
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, projection
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1327 VINE STREET
the result that not for many months has the company had any
\ LiCWlS
1V1.
jWucID
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
complaint or trouble on this score.
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Musical Review
of
— " My Yokohama Girl," a master melody and dance hall
favorite, by Harry Tierney. (Published by Jerome H.
Remick.
— " When the Yanks Come Marching Home." One-step
by Jerome and Furth. A worthy song to go with our
great hit, " Over There." A wonderful over-night success.
You never played a better dance for orchestra. (Published by
Jerome Pub. Co., New York City.)
— "Cartoons Set to Music." Rube Goldberg, the celebrated
cartoonist, has set some of his nonsense to music and
has succeeded in putting as much comedy in his tunes as he
has in hi6 cartoons. The first of this series are the musical
settings to " Father Was Right " and " Silly Sonnets." Feist
has just issued dance arrangements of these — the first as a
one-step and the second as a fox-trot. They ought to prove
immensely popular with all dancers. " Father Was Right,"
one-step, and " Silly Sonnets," fox-trot. (Leo Feist Editions,
New York City.)
— " Jack O' Lantern," Musical Comedy, by Ivan Caryll.
Several popular song extracts have been published lately
by Chappell & Co., New York City.
— " Dramatic Agitato," by Henry Hough.
This is not an
ordinary Agitato Movement, but a classic in a class by
itself. (Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg., 47th St.
and 7th Ave., New York City.)
— " Blue Rose Waltz," composed by the writer of " Missouri Waltz," a wonderful and dreamy Waltz which can
be considered a very valuable addition to any musician's library. (Forster Music Pub. Co., Chicago.)
— " A Russian Pansy," by Otto Langey. " A Russian
Pansy " is an attractive new intermezzo from the pen
of Otto Langey. It has much of the appeal of the familiar
" Flower Song " by Gustav Lange, together with the freshness and the interest attached to a new composition. (G.
Schirmer Edition, New York City.)
— " Strike Up the Band, Here Comes a Sailor," by Chas.
B. Ward. An inspiring and well-sounding melody; most
appropriate for news weeklies. (Published by Harry von Tilzer, New York City.)
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Latest Compositions
— " Snowflakes Song " and " Christmas Chimes." Twc
exceptional songs of rare tonal beauty.
Two songs
which in years to come will attain the same popularity as
" Adeste Fidelis '' or other famous Christmas songs. (Published by Vanderlost Music Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
1I V
f\—" Longing for My Dixie Home," by Shannon. A 4/4
Andante Moderato Movement — very melodious and very
effective. (Published by the Vandersloot Music Co.)
1 1 — " Stolen Sweets," a beautiful and melodious Waltz
I I Tilzer.)
Movement, by Harry von Tilzer. (Published by Harry
von
1 O — " In a Garden of Shadows and Tears," by A. Manlowe.
I £ A very attractive melody of pathetic character. (Vanderlost Pub. Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
1 O — " Hail, Hail, the Gang's Here," by Theodore Morse.
I Every musician knows the famous old song hit, " We
Worft Come Home Till Morning." " Hail, Hail" is better.
(Leo Feist Edition.)

1 A — " We're After You," by Lloyd. One of those typical
' • up-to-date march songs, most appropriate for cartoons
of
political
York
City.) character. (Jeff Branen, Ed., 145 W. 45th St, New
1C — " Buy a Liberty Bond for the Baby," Harry von Tilzer's
J latest hit As popular as the " Liberty Bonds."
1 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy. An excepI tionally fine composition depicting scenes of intense danger and heavy dramatic situations. This number is obtainable from the Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg.,
47th St. and 7th Ave., New York City, at a special reduced
1 H — " Chasing the Chickens," a great Jazz number. (Pubprice.
I / lished by Forster Music Co., Chicago, 111.)
1Q — " A Russian Pansy," by Otto Langey.
An attractive
-5 and new Intermezzo, melodious and most appropriate
for love scenes. (G. Schirmer Edition.)
1Q
" Ching,
Chong,"
a great Music
"Jazz"Co.,
One-Step
I S —York
lar
favorite.
(Richmond
147 W. and
45thpopuSt,
New
City.)

Stern Has New
War Song by a Real Soldier
and is very valuable to those who play for the program releases.
JOS. W. STERN & CO. has just brought out a new war song
The collection has music that will fit any situation, be it a fire,
called " When the Moon is Shining," by Frederick Rath, a
private stationed at Camp Upton. Mr. Stern and his partner,
a storm, a wedding, railroad scenes, auto races, etc. With a copy
close by no picture musician need worry about the future. There
E. B. Marks, are very enthusiastic about the number, which has
are two volumes and both have been heartily endorsed by the
a mighty good swing to it, and they are preparing an extensive
advertising and publicity campaign for the song. Orchestrations
leading motion picture producers.
are being rushed and should be ready for moving picture musicians
about the time this notice appears in print.
Five and Ten Cent Stores Feature " Over There "
Stern is getting a great deal of new business, resulting from
Many of the windows of the five and ten-cent stores are covthe war. Firms in South America that formerly handled German
ered with copies of " Over There," which is good proof that
music are now substituting American products, and one house
Feist has not let any grass grow under his feet since he acquired
has just ordered an assortment of ten thousand copies from Jos.
the number. While the song has enjoyed a big sale here in the
W. Stern.
East, the West has scarcely been touched, and by the way the
Other numbers from the Stern catalog which are still selling
calls are coming in for copies and orchestrations, it would seem
that western folks are just beginning to realize that it is the
big are : " Oriental Nights," which Anatol Friedland says is the
biggest patriotic number that this country has ever seen. Of
best melody he has ever turned out ; " Lily of the Valley," " Set
Aside Your Tears for Laughter," and " Camouflage." " Good
course, " Over There " does not prevent other songs from selling
over the five and ten-cent counters, and among the numbers that
for Nothing Jim," by Jack Mahoney, and " I'm in the Army Now "
have just been added to the catalog.
made the cash registers ring frequently in three big stores one
Hamilton S. Gordon's Motion Picture Album
" Gordon's Motion Picture Collection," prepared by Sol. P.
LevVf contains appropriate music for every type of motion picture,

day last week are : " I Don' Want to Get
I Hear You Calling Me," " It's a Long Way
Dixie and You," " Set Aside Your Tears,"
souri Waltz," " I Wonder How the Old

Well," " My Hawaii,
to Berlin," " Mother,
"Valley Rose," " MisFolks Are Tonight"
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'Just as Your Mother Was," "After the War is Over," "The
Darktown Strutters' Ball," " There's Some One More Lonesome Than You," "Lily of the Valley," " A-M-E-R-I-C-A,"
' Somewhere in France Is the Lily," and " It's a long way to the
U. S. A." And when all is said and done it is the sales that indicate the popularity of any song.

" SCANDAL "
(Select Pictures)
Reviewed on page 3309
Theme: "Extase" (9/8 Andante Moderato) by Gamie
1 1 — " La Grace " Piece de Genre (4/4 Moderato) by C. Bohm until
| 2 — T : " How dare you, etc."
| 2 — Continue ff until — T: " In the same studio building."
| 3 — "Water Lilies" (Andante Moderato) by St. Clair until — T:
| " At the country home."
I 4— "Just a Gem" (Intermezzo Moderato) by Tobani until — T:
|I "Why
the gloom? " Moderato by Godard until — T: "Through the long
5 — "Canzonetta
|
6 — Theme
1 evening,
etc." until — T : " Will my lord permit me, etc."
I 7 — " Dramatic Agitato " by Hough until — T : " If you and I were,
I 8 — " Legende " (Melodious) by Friml until — T: " Franklyn on his
|| arrival
in town." Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy until — T : " You bluffed
9 — " Dramatic
1| about
the
marriage."
et10c.—" Continue
ft until — S: "In garden."
II 11 — Theme until — T: " Fraser arrives for the pageant."
| 12 — "It's a Long Way to Berlin" (Feist Ed.) until — T: "She re| fused
to takeastheYour
cruise."
1
13 — "Just
Mother Was" (Harry von Tilzer) until — T:
| " Remember we are on our honeynroon."
1 14 — Theme ff until — T: " I came to the yacht, etc."
= 15 — Continue rp until — T: "The more Pelham studied, etc."
| 16 — '* Notturno " (9/8 Andante) by Grieg until — T; "The honey= moon begins from today."
1 17 — " Le Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until — T: "The rising tide
1
18 — " Heloise
Intermezzo (2/4 Andantino) by Langey until — T:
|| brought,
etc."the engine
" I'm afraid
is done for."
I 19 — Hurry to action until — S : Beatrix in bed." (Note — begin pp —
| then to action " Watch Explosion.")
| 20 — " Serenade ' (Allegretto) by Kautzenbach until — T : " Ivanhoe
| 21 — "Vision" (Characteristic 6/8 Andante) by Blon until — T: "I
I heard what you said to Beatrix."
I 22 — Theme until — T : " On their arrival, Pelham, etc."
|| In23n.—" " Intermezzo " from " Carmen " (4/4 Andante quasi Allegretto)
| by Bizet until — T: " No, I went there, etc."
1 24 — "Dramatic Theme" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "You can't!
|
26 — Continue
ff until *****
END.
I smarty
!"
" UP OR DOWN "
(Triangle Production)
Reviewed on page 3663
Theme: "Serenade" (Allegretto) by Kutzenbach
1 1 — Theme until — T : " Ten years gone."
1 2 — Hurry to action until — T: " Makes a fool out of a horse."
I 3 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by Pierne until — T: "We come for
| the4—furniture."
1
"Capricious Ninette" (Moderato) by Orth until — T: "On the
I 5 — Pathetic Andante by Paul Vely until — S : " Wagon runs down the
I Tra6il.
— Ad lib. Tympany Rolls until — folowed by
I| 7 — ""Cupid's Frolic" (6/8 Moderato) by Miles until — T: "On the

Echo Music Company's Catalogue Selling Fast
On his last trip through the West, James W. Casey, who is
at the head of the Echo, took orders for more than 100,000
copies of " My Hawaii, I Hear You Calling Me," which he purchased some time ago from the manager of a five and ten-cent
store for $500. Up to the present time the number has been
recorded by seventeen phonograph and music roll companies,
and the royalties for the past three months amount to $1,500.
This is one Hawaiian song that never fails to please a buyer or
i customer. " My Golden West," by James W. Casey, has just
been issued by the Echo Company. It is a wonderful number.
Wm. Jerome's New War Hit
In " When the Yanks Come Marching Home," by Jerome and
Seymour Furth, the firm appears to have another smashing parotic hit. Frank Troupe, the general manager, says that it is
idling faster than anything they ever had, considering the short
:ime it has been out. With a number of this sort Jerome need
lot worry about this future prospects as a writer or publisher.
E. M. Wickes.
General Comments
L WOLFE GILBERT and Anatol Friedland have leased three
• floors of 232 West Forty-sixth street, where they will be
ready for business in a few days. The first song to be issued by
them is "Are You from Heaven," a ballad, which they have been
featuring at the Palace theatre.
P. J. Holwey at 146 West 45th street, has become the Eastern
representative for Pace and Handy, the Southern " Blues "
ipecialists. " Beale Street Blues," "Joe Turner Blues," and others
of this type are now ready for performers and musicians who
have calls for this sort of music.
The Forster Music Co., Inc., has just issued an excellent instrumental number, called "Chasing the Chickens," by Ray Walker.
It carries a wonderful swing and is well suited to comedy pictures. When writing for orchestrations address the home office,
509 So. Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
The Vandersloot Music Co., Williamsport, Pa., is receiving
many calls for its novelty number, " Christmas Chimes," which is
very appropriate for Christmas scenes and the coming holidays.
Jos W. Stern & Co., have a special edition of motion picture
music that is making many friends among musicians who play
for the pictures.
" FIGHTING BACK "
(Triangle Production)
Reviewed on page 3488
Theme: (''Pathetic Andante") by Paul Vely
1— "Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Each until — T: " Range
Knights riding, etc."
j 2 — "Canzonetta" (Alegretto Moderato) by Godard until — T: "And
as the morning sun, etc.".
I 3 — Continue pp until — T: "The lazy 'Y' home ranch."
I 4— 'Admiration" (Moderato grazioso) by Jackson until — T: "The
easy Western life."
5 — " Felize " (Andantino Canzonetta) by Langey until — T: " Cring\ ing from the lashes,"
I 6— Continue :o action until — T : " Homeless and penniless, etc."
1 7 — Theme until — T: "Pay day."
I 8 — "Moment Musical" (Moderato) by Schubert until T: "Sleeping
1 Dog asleep only, etc."
| 9 — "Captain Cupid" (Alegretto Grazioso) by Bratton until — T:
1 " The Devil's workshop."
1 10 — 'It's a Long Way to Berlin" (Feist Ed.) until — T: "Is there
| anyone? etc."
|5 11 — Theme until — T: "Dregsof the night's last hour."
I 12 — "The Liule Puritan" (Moderato Gavotte) by Morse until — T:
1 "A safe and sane Fourth of July."
1 13 — " When the Yanks Come Marching Home " (Jerome Edition)
| until— S : " The fight."
i 14 — Agitato to action until — S : " After the fight."
| 15 — Repeat March, "Cue No. 13," until — T: "The Rodeo where."
= 16 — Galop to action until — T: "Reckon you're the champion."
I 17 — Hurry pp until — T: " You make fool of me."
I 18 — Continue ff until — T: "And when the Rodeo was over."
| 19 — Theme until — T : " My own world cast me."
| 20 — "Inspiration" (Andante Sostenuto) by Edwards until — T:
1 " The celebration over, etc."
§ 21 — "Dramatic Agitato" by Kough until — S: "Derelict holding
I Bible."
..
I 22— Theme until — S : " The fight."
23 — Hurry to action until — T: " Back to his world."
j 24— Serenade (Alegretto) by Kautzenbach) until * * * * END.

SECTION

|
|
I
|
I
|
|
I
|
1
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|
I
|
|
|
1
|
I
I
I
|
§
I
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I
I
1

II| Nogales
River." Moderato " by Bach until — S : " Young man at type— " Western
hil8l."
| 9'— "Missouri" Waltz (Forster Edition) until — S: "Boy attempting
|1
writer."
| to
kitchen."
10enter
— Allegro
by Bach until — T: "You can use this comedy."
| 11 — Continue pp until — T: "In town the following morning."
| 12 — "Intermezzo" (2/4 Presto) by Arenski until — T: "Tell me
|
| how13 —it Finale
ends." from " Ariele " Allegro by Bach until — T: "Considering
|| that14 —youTheme
reallyuntil
did,— etc."
T: "Outlawry begins, etc."
I 15 — Hurry to action until — T: "While the posse swarms, etc."
| 16 — "Heavy Mysterioso No. 1" by Sol P. Levy until — T: " Morn|| ing17 with
it — a story, (4/4
etc." Moderato) by Gregh until — T: "Our wives
— "Quietude"
| 18 — Galop to action until — T: "Hidden in the old, etc."
|
— "Vanity" (Allegro) (Caprice) by Jackson until — T: "You
| are19 cut."
| ride20 —the" Yelva
canyon."
|
" (Dramatic Overture) by Reissiger until — S: "The
I 21 — Hurry to action until — S: "After the fight."
| 22 — Theme until — T: "Aw, you needn't worry."
| 23 — Continue ff until *****
END.
I fight."
" THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL "
|
(Fox Production)
|
Theme: Canzonetta (6/8 Moderato) by Nicode
I
1 — " Menuet " from " Manon " by Massenet until — T: "So you are
I determined to marry, etc."
I 2 — Continue ff until — T: " Into the holy bonds of matrimony."
I 3 — Organ to action (Wedding Ceremony) until — T: "In Paris."
I 4 — Tympany Rolls only until — T: "The Scarlet Pimpernel."
| 5 — Heavy Mysterioso by Sol. P. Levy until — T: (On slip of paper)
I " Rendezvous discovered."
I 6 — Credo from "St. Cecile Mass" until — T: "On the road to the
I
7 — Continue pp and slow until — T : " But in England Sir Percy,
II Coast."
8 — Theme until — T: "In Dover."
| 8 — Orchestra rest, Organ improvise to action (Seashore effects) un|| tiletc—10."—T: Effect:
" One Strike
o'clock One
and onallbigis well."
gong, followed by
i
I
11 — A Hallowe'en Episode (Mysterioso) by Lake until — T: "The
I| following
day."until — T: "At Lord Greenville's that night."
12 — Theme
I
13 — Oxen Menuet by Haydn until — T: "Here is my latest rhyme."

i
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14 — Pomp and circumstance, Grand March until — T : "The Scarlet
Pimpernel will be, etc."
15 — Menuet from " Sonate in E Minor" by Grieg until — T: "Then
we 16—haveContinue
failed." pp until — T: "Love and need sweep away, etc."
17 — Theme until — T: "And but a short hour later."
18 — Dramatic Recitative by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "At the Chat
Cris19 —inOrchestra
Calais." Rest, Organ improvise to action until — T: "A fair
exchange:
pepper (Allegro
for snuff."Caprice) by Ja'.kson until— T: "Old Blan20 — "Vanity"
chard's huts, where, etc."
21 — Continue ff until — T: " He is a traitor."
22 — Elijah Fantasia by Mendelssohn (Vote — Begin from Letter
" L~ Allegro con fuco " to Letter " P-Andante " anil repeat if necettnary) until T — : " Percy, my husband! fly! "
Continueuntil
ff until
— T: "They END.
seek him there, etc.".
2423 —— Theme
*****

44
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" THE SAVAGE "
(Bluebird Production)
Theme: "Sweet Pondering^" I Melodious I by Langey
Opening: "Forest Whispers" (Gavotte) by Losey.
T: "Captain McKeever, etc.," " Romanze " (Moderato) by Rubens. \
T: "I remember him." Theme (Xote — Tympany during Water- I
fall Scenes) until — T: " She just likes a horse " Continue up.
S:
Flegier.Interior of barroom.. "Love Song" (Dramatic Andante) by
S: "The fight." Mysterioso Agitato by Becker.
T:
Marie Louise,
nice, etc.".
Allegro
by Bach.
S: "Interior
of room. she LawasPaloma
(Spanish
Serenad)
by Yradier.
Girl reading
letter. Vanity (Allegro Caprice by Jackson). (.Vote
to S:action
pp or ff,)
S: Policeman near big tree. Hurry to action.
T: ican
"That
af'.crnoon
the factor, etc." Manzano (Characteristic MexIntermezzo)
by Brooks.
T: "Julia Sandoval — The Savage." Missouri Waltz (Forster Ed.)
by T:Braham.
Sandoval running after girl. Hurry to action.
T: Where it was almost impossible. Characteristic by Lovenberg.
T: When darknes fell. After Sunset (Dramatic Moderato) by Pryor.
T: The search for Marie Louise. Continue ff.
T: You don't cry any more. Theme.
T:
The deep
silence,ofetc.the morning.
Dramatic Pathetic
'Cello SoloMel.with
piano Vely.
acc.
T: With
the coming
b/ Paul
T: Five days later. Venetia Spring Song (Dramatic) by Tobani.
T:
Lizette's
etc. Dramatic
DramaticModerato)
Tension by
Funck.
T: You
wait repentance,
here. Cavatine
by Bohm.
S: Policeman
Watch
shots.) escapes from prison. . Hurry to action. (Note —
T: He is holding the trail. Theme until *****
END.
" THE
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MAN FROM MONTANA "
(Butterfly Production j
Reviewed on page 3308
Theme: "At Sunset" (4/4 Moderato Grazioso) by Brewer
Opening: Dolorosa Poeme (4/4 Moderato) by Tobani.
T:
"After Buck had gone." Continue pp.
Langey.
T: "While in the next town." Heloise (Moderato Intermezzo) by
T: "After Arnold sold, etc." Melody (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer.
T:
neverthousand
thought miles
they were
Theme. (Moderato) by
T: "I
Three
East,crooks."
etc. Canzonetta
Schuette. (Vote — Watch for railroad effects. I
T: "Then the worm turned." Intermezzo (2/4 Presto) by Arenski
T: " Did you ever see a girl, etc." Theme.
scenes).
T: "Dad's first official act." Piano solo improvise to action (barroom
S: " Automobile in view." Legende (Melodious Moderato) by Friml.
T: " Fearful lest Buck, etc." Reve D'Amour Allegretto) by Zamecnik.
T: "Take us to the best hotel." Lunita (Moderato Intermezzo) by
Loraine.
Levy.
T: " It's about twenty miles." DramaticDramatic
Tension_by
WinklerL
Tension
by Sol. P.
T: " Darkness and the storm, etc'
Debutante
waltz
by
Sar.telman.
T:
"Birds scene.
of a feather
etc."
S: Storm
Hurry flock,
to action.
Theme ff.
T: " Now I know what sort, etc."
T: ' The pity of sweet innocence." Le Secret (Characteristic Intermezzo) by Gautier.
T:
afternoon." Dramatic Tension No. 2 by Reissiger.
T " Nextit was
all a frame-up." Moderato Agitato by Becker.
T: ''ISoain't
explainin', etc." Galop to action.
T: ' I'm going
to force you." Theme.
The fight in the automobile." Hurry to action.
T: ''Send
this
to
Strong's apartment." Dramatic Tension No. 44 by
Borch
T: Along the waterfront." Agitato to action.
T: ' Twenty miles off shore." Felize (Moderato Canzonetta) by
Godard
S : " The fight on board of ship." Hurry to action. * * END.
T: " Stil trusting in Arnold." Continue ff.
T: "What did you stop for?" Theme until * * *
"MAGDA" .
S: '
(Select Pictures)
Reviewed on page 3135
Grieg
Theme: "Heart Wound" • By(Dramatic
Allegretto Expressivo)

Inc*
Opening — Silence. Important Xote — All cues marked piano solo
should not be substituted by organ solos as they are all " direct
cues
by the action of the picture.
1 I S: "" suggested
Magda at piano" — Piano Solo improvise to action.
S : " Magda
walks away from piano " — "Tendresse" (2 3 Andantino
Melody)
by Ravina.
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T: "I want you to persuade my father" — Theme.
T: "Anticipating
father's permission" — "Pastel Menuet " (3/4
Allegro
Giocoso) by herParadis.
T:
"You
have
refused
Hialmar " — " Cavatine " (4/4 Dramatic
Moderato) by Bohm.
T: "In the city" — Piano Solo improvise to action.
T: "A visit to friends" — Silence.
S: " Magda at piano" — Piano Solo improvise to action.
S: "Young
man with violin" — Violin Solo with Piano Accompaniment to action.
S:
"Magda
stops to play" — " Serenade " (6/8 Allegretto) by
Rubinstein.
T: " Magda, I have received a letter " — Theme.
T: "As the weeks pass" — Piano Solo improvise to action.
S: "Girl by
stopsGounod.
playing piano" — " La Colombe Intermezzo" (4/4
Allegretto)
T: "And then one day" — Theme.
T: " In the depths Magda " — Continue pp.
T: "While in her old home" — "Valse des Fleurs" by Tschaikowsky.
" Magda
singingEdition).
on stage " — " We're after you (popular song)
by S :Lloyd
(Branen
Note — Must be produced as a vocal solo with piano accompaniment.
S: Crowds applauding " — Repeat " Valse des Fleurs."
T:
the passing years " — "Awakening of Spring " (4/4 Andante) With
by Bach.
T: The
Grand
Grand March to action.
T: Father, let usFeteask" —her,
etc." — Theme.
T: Keep
her
here,
if
you
can" — "Air de Ballet" (3/4 Moderato)
by Herbert.
T: "Home, home at last" — "Home, Sweet Home" (Song).
T: "We can not marry, etc." — " Dramatic Adagio" by Kretschmer.
T:
" Ekdal Krogstad now, etc." — " L'Adieu " (12/8 Andante) by
Favarger.
T:
"I have heard enough" — " Elegie " (Dramatic Cello Solo) by
Mattioli.
T: "Stop! I have led my own life" — Theme ff.
T: "I have
the honor of asking you " — " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic
Fantasia)
by Bach.
T:
"You
cannot
terrify me!" — " Erl King" (Dramatic Agitatol
by Schubert.
T: "Wait!
Hope, perhaps, etc."— Theme until * * * END.
"THE SPOTTED LILY"
(Bluebird Photoplays)
Theme: "Daisies" (Melodious Moderato) by Bendix
Opening (4 minutes and 20 seconds), "Intermezzo Francaise " by
Hammer.
T: "When Evening Came," Good Violin Solo. Note. — Without any
accompaniment.
T: "It was a young man," Theme.
T: "We were happy until" (Moderato Intermezzo) by Tobani,
" Just
a Gem." of second reel (Allegro Intermezzo) by Herman,
S: Beginning
" Three Graces."
T: "With gold he paved, etc.," Theme.
T: "My husband is tired, etc.," Organ improviso to action.
T: "And I have kept my promise (3/4 Andante) by Holmes,
" Night of Love."
T: " The flood of gray uniforms," Battle hurry to action."
T:
"FathermanAnatole
not, "etc.,"
WaltzSotc.
by —DmWithand.
S: Young
playingdidviolin.
Violin First
Solo Concert
to action.
out an;/ accompaniment.
T: "The lodgings were not, etc.," Another Violin Solo to action.
Note.
any accompaniment.
S: —Old'Without
lady demanding
rent (4/4 Moderato) by Gruenwald, Leaflet,
Salon Piece.
S: Dancing, Piano Solo improviso to action.
S: Violin player near piano. Very Pathetic Violin Solo to action.
Note. — Without any accompaniment.
T: "Can that high brow, etc.," Theme.
T: " The weeks dragged by," Lunita (Moderato Intermezjo) by
Loraine.
T: "No, no, Jean, etc.," Silence.
"Play me something," Violin Solo to action. Note. — Without
anyT: accompaniment
T: "You are wonderful," Theme.
T: " Even Genius is not proof," Valse Lente by Schuett.
S:
minutes).
improviso
to action.
S: "Dancing"
Girl returning(5 home
with Piano
violin Solo
(Andante
Serenade)
by Losey,
" Dream of Autumn."
T: " He has gone, father " by Reissiger, " Dramatic Tension No. W
T:
" Drink
gladly,"
8: Girl
withyeviolin
near Organ
door. improviso
Silence. to action.
S:
"Marseillaise,"
Marseillaise
Song. Note.—
• violin nolo tcithout any avaompanivieni
iuU<l To * be• pcrtoT^rd
• • END.r~$
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Exterior and Side of Lobby, Strand Theatre, Perth Amboy, N. J.
Strand

at Perth

Amboy

Notable

New

Theatre

WITH the opening of the Strand theatre, Perth Amboy, N. J.,
a new standard has been set for a motion picture house
in a city of 50,000. The theatre is one that would be a credit to
the largest cities, and it is an example of what can be done by
careful attention to every detail and getting the most out of every
expenditure. While the house itself does not represnt a lavish
expenditure, the architect, builder and all concerned saw to it
that everything was of the best.

art panels on either side of the auditorium. These are pictures,
artistically done and in keeping with the whole of the theatre.
There is an elaborate stage setting which will be changed from
time to time.
The decorated steel ceiling adds much to the general effect.
There are four boxes on either side of the stage and there are
1,300 seats, furnished by the American Seating Company, and of
special design.

Auditorium Strand Theatre Showing Panels in Side Walls
Connihan and Shannon, who have offices in the Strand theatre
building, New York, are the lessees. They already operated the
Majestic, a vaudeville house in the same city.
The exterior of the Strand is of white glazed brick and marble.
There are two small stores on either side of the handsome lobby,
in the center of the front. The interior of the lobby, which is
illustrated here, is unusually striking. It is decorated with stucco
and paneled, and in each of these panels hangs a picture of one
of the stars who will be seen regularly at that house.
Passing into the theatre itself one is immediately struck by the

Stage Setting and Boxes, Strand Theatre
Music is furnished by an excellent orchestra and music will be
one of the features of all pictures shown at the Strand. Two
Simplex machines are used.
•
Typhoon cooling system is installed. This is equipped with two
eight-foot fans of the reversible type which enable them to drive
out the foul air and drive in the fresh. They were especially
designed for this house by James H Dailey, C.E.
The Strand occupies a plot, 61 by 166 feet. The height of the
ceiling is 28 feet, the stage, 24 by 61, and the lobby, 20 by 45.
Joseph Duke Hampton, of New York, is the architect, and it is
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largely due to his personal attention that such striking results
have been achieved.
'
GOOD
SEATS
The best seats for
Theatres, Picture
Houses and Auditoriums are seats upholstered in
DU PONT FABRIKOID
Craftsman Quality
Especially popular in
Moorish Finish, U 2
Grain.
Our 6000 and 4000
qualities are lighter
and less expensive.
Fabrikoid seats are
water, dirt, grease,
germ and perspiration
proof. They are washable and sanitary, will
not rot like leather.

Knickerbocker Appeals to High Class Trade
KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE, Euclid avenue and Eightythird street, Cleveland, Ohio, is setting a high mark for the
other houses of that city. Under the management of Emery N.
Downs there have been many innovations introduced which have
attracted attention all over the country.
The theatre is owned by the Atalas Amusement Company, and
is built of brick and concrete, occupying a plot 90 by 170 feet. The
theatre seats 1,000, the chairs having been made by the American
Seating Co. The interior of the house is finished in pearl gray
with panels of burnt orange tapestry effect.
The house has a special ventilating system, fresh air in the
summer and heated air in the winter being blown in from the
roof. The Knickerbocker uses two Powers' 6-A machines with
a throw of 67 feet.
The lobby is 27 by 44 feet, and is equipped with special Menger
and Ring frames. In the ticket selling booth there are automatic

Write for Samples and Prices
DU PONT

FABRIKOID

WILMINGTON,

"NEWMAN"

CO.

DELAWARE

BRASS
FRAMES
AND
RAILS
Accompanying
cut shows
our new
style
unit frame for corners of theatre lobbies.
Especially designed to fit irregular shaped
columns and sloping entrances. Neat, atenablesprogram.
the passerby to see tractive
at andacomplete,
glance theit entire
Send sketch for prices arid ask for new
1918 catalog.
The

Corner Unit Hinged
Frames

Newman
Established 1882Mfg. Co.
Write for our Latest Catalogue
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone Films,
Rialto Theatre Bldg.. Montreal, Canada
PacificSanCoast
— G. A. Cal.
Metcalfe,
Francisco,
Frames, Easels, Rails, Grilles, Signs, Choppers,
Kick Plates, Door Bars

Auditorium, Knickerbocker Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
cash register and ticket selling machine and a Barrett change
maker.
One of the special features of the theatre is the splendid tenpiece orchestra. The theatre caters to the fashionable Euclid avenue trade, and to the students of the Case School of Applied Science and Reserve College. The theatre uses Paramount service
the first four days of each week, and open bookings for the remaining three days. Ten and fifteen cents is the charge for the
matinee, and the evening prices are 15, 25 and 35 cents. Four
shows of seven or eight reels are given each day.
Manager Downs is a great believer in advertising, and a number
of his displays have been printed in the Exhibitors' Service Bureau.
He uses the daily papers Sundays and every day of the week. In
addition he employs a mailing list, and puts special emphasis on
the service that he accords his patrons.
DIRECTORY

CAMERAMEN,
LABORATORY-MEN,
PRODUCERS, and EXPERIMENTERS
Let the

OF

NEW

THEATRES

ARIZONA
The new Gondolfo theatre at Yuma was opened a week or so ago under
most auspicious circumstances. During the course of the evening Judge
J. H. Westover, representing the Yuma Chamber of Commerce, paid a high
"tribute
to Tohn the
Gondolfo,
whom ofhe the
addressed
as " Big
Chief John
Gondolfo,"
and
eulogized
public spirit
townspeople
in aiding
Gondolfo
in his
venture.
Camera
Department
CALIFORNIA
of
Tlans have been prepared for the enlargement and practical remodeling
ot the Rosemont theatre at Huntington Park, a suburb of Los Angeles. The
building will be extended 51 feet to the property line in the rear, a new
Motion
Picture News
front put in. newly equipped throughout and made modern in every way.
Mr. Lewis, who has recentlv erected the block of new buildings, is the
owner and has let the contract to W. A. Alexander, the local contractor.
The work will be started at once and rushed to completion.
Solve Your Problems
The new Edison Building, now in course of construction at Third street
and Broadwav, Los Angeles, is fast nearing completion and the theatre part
Submit your questions to the
of it will be remarkable not only for its size but for the construction of the
EDITOR OF THE CAMERA DEPT.
concrete arch of a 110-foot span.
on a reinforced
is carried
gallery, whichcapacitv
place will be close to 3,000. Sid Grauman, a
of the
seating theatrical
The
San Francisco
man, has taken over this part of the property for
a term of vears. The big Broadway improvement will cost, with all equipBe sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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ment, close to $1,000,000 and is being built by the Stability Building Co.,
which is composed of some ot the leading property owners of downtown
Los Angeles. A. C. Martin is the architect and R. H. Arnold has the
contract.
The new Mission theatre, erected hardly a year ago in San Francisco and
one of the finest in the West, is being enlarged and 1,000 seats will be added,
making a total of about 3,000. A formal opening of the reconstructed house
was planned for Thursday, November 15.
CANADA
A million dollar vaudeville and moving picture house is being built in
Montreal by Marcus Loew, who owns 127 theatres in the United States.
This theatre will be the largest in Canada and is to be a palatial structure.
Costly Italian marble is to be used in constructing the walls and floors, while
silk hangings and beautiful mural decorations will be in evidence, the color
scheme to be harmoniously rendered in French gray, rose and gold. A
unique and magnificent lobby leads from the main entrance into the rotunda.
Here patrons may promenade, or before a homelike fireplace read magazines,
provided by the management. Writing tables are also to be provided for
the use of the audience. On account of the cantilever principle on which
the theatre is being built the use of pillars is obviated and an uninterrupted
view of the stage from any seat in the house will be possible. Concealed
lighting is used throughout and seven different colored lighting effects can
be obtained. Equally luxurious is the accommodations for the artists. A
green room is provided for their use behind the stage which is the largest
in Canada and shower baths are fitted to every dressing room. The maximum admission price will be 25 cents, with the exception of the boxes.
Three shifts of men are working on this building to rush it to completion.
The new Allen theatre, Toronto, opened last Saturday night. The public
of Toronto have been looking forward with interest to the opening of this
new first run downtown theatre. It will be one of the finest theatres in
Toronto, with Ben Cronk as manager.
The Oakwood
theatre,
Toronto's
new built
uptown
modern
November
12. This
theatre
has been
in one
of thetheatre,
finest opened
residentialon
districts in Toronto. The Oakwood has been built with an eye to comfort,
exclusiveness and unusual entertainment and will cater to the higher class
of moving picture fans.
IDAHO
John Nickey is having plans prepared for the erection of a $6,000 structure
of brick and stone for a motion picture house. The building is to be modern
and will be 25 x 75 feet and have a seatine capacity of about 300. The
construction will be under the supervision of Mr. Hodgkins of Post Falls.
ILLINOIS
Plans for the enlargement and remodeling of the Triangle theatre, Evanston, have been drawn up and the alteration work will be commenced by
spring. The seating capacity will be increased to 1,000 or 1,200. There
are two plans under consideration, one tor an addition to extend south of
the present building, the other calls for an extension north. No decision has
been reached as to which will be followed.
The Bodkin-Keane theatre with the proposed enlargement will be the
largest in the city. Its present seating capacity is slightly more than 400.
In addition the entire building will be redecorated. Manager B. F. Teetzell
has been appointed afternoon manager at the Strand theatre, allowing Manager Bodkin to review every picture that is released for showing in this
State. By installing overhead lights in the Strand theatre the interior is
light enough to read by and does not interfere with the projection of the
picture. The same scheme will be tried at the south end show house.
The Jacobson block, fronting 85 feet on Main street by 144 feet on
Madison avenue, Peoria, has been sold by L. W. Allison, trustee, to J. W.
McDowell of the Title and Trust Co., acting for a client who as yet is not
disclosed. The deed was recorded recently, the consideration being $150,000. A part of the site will, it is stated, be used in the building of a
magnificent motion picture theatre, which, it is said, will be the finest
theatre of its kind in the Middle West, and even Chicago will have nothing
to equal its gorgeousness and artistic embellishment. Plans for the new
building have been drawn and now that the transfer is made the contracts
will be let very shortly and the work of construction begun. Speculation
is rife as to who the new Richmond in the motion picture field really is,
but beyond the fact that it is local capital those conversant with the deal
decline as yet to announce. This sale will practically clear up the tangled
affairs of Attorney Abe Jacobson and to a large, perhaps entire, extent
permit him to straighten out the financial entanglement in which he became
involved some years ago.
Mrs. Celia Zahr has purchased the Capps Building, on the north side of
the public square, Mount Pulaski, and is making arrangements to remodel
and
1. O. there
O. F.open
room.the Dreamland theatre, which at present is located in the
INDIANA
The Royal theatre, at Portland, is undergoing extensive repairs. Manager
Templeton pronoses to make it into one of the niftiest little inovie houses
in this State. To that end he is adding new opera chaiss, new carpets,
mattings and sidewalk canopy, besides redecorating the interior, which will
put an entirely new face on the play house. The color scheme is a skilful
combination of red, gold and green, with pretty paneling. A big, new
electric sign will be installed and a new piano has been ordered.
The Majestic theatre, Logansport, formerly the Nelson theatre, which has
been undergoing a thorough course of improvement and embellishment, is
practically completed and Manager Robinson recently opened the theatre
for the inspection of the public and a general reception for the people. A
trip through the Majestic theatre will disclose the fact that the whole interior appearance has been revolutionized by the painters, decorators, carpenters, upholsterers and the small army of busy folk who have swarmed
over the place during the period of improvement. The house has been
painted and decorated from pit to dome by the Becker Wall Paper Co.
Walls have been beautifully decorated in harmonious tints, the boxes have
been finished in white enamel, floors have been painted, new carpets laid,
new lights have been installed, seats reupholstered and varnished, the box
office has been changed to the lobby near the entrance door, and fitted with
new office equipment, throughout the building there is the smell of freshness
that is invigorating.
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J. H. S. Ellis has announced his intention of thoroughly remodeling the
interior of the Ellis theatre, Rensselaer. Present filans are to remove the
entire present balcony and make a new one that will extend from the rear
of the present balcony to the front of the building. The main floor will
remain as at present and beneath the proposed balcony will be constructed
several suites of office rooms. The new balcony will have two stairways
leading to it instead of one as now.
IOWA

South theMainevening
street,wasCharion,
opened
to D.the Earl
publicCombs'
a few new
days theatre
ago, andon while
cold andwasthreatening a fine audience was present. The theatre had not been completed, owing
to the inability to get workmen and materials and the light fixtures were
not in place, but the management took care of the crowd well in spite ot
handicaps.
MASSACHUSETTS
The Haynes Construction Co., 40 Court street, Boston, has the contract
for the erection of a theatre at 213 Hanover street for Tivoli Amusement Co.
MONTANA
A. M. Holter ot Helena, Firman Gage and F. A. Schlick of Missoula
became the incorporators Saturday of a company capitalized at $125,000
which proposes to build a new, modern moving picture house in Missoula
in
Otherbuilding
capitalwillis be
interested
investors'
names
havethenotnear
beenfuture.
told. The
located but
on athe
favorable
downtown
site. It will be constructed in a thoroughly fireproof manner and seat 1,200
people. Accommodations are also planned for five retail stores and for a
large hall for general purposes. A modern ventilation system will feature
the theatre, which will provide a change of air every ten minutes. The
plans are now being prepared by architects.
NEW YORK
Another motion picture theatre is about to be opened in Binghamton.
A. W. Newman and Lee M. Cafferty, heading a corporation for the operation
of a motion picture house, have secured the Lyric theatre, on Water street,
and are remodeling it so as to make it sanitary, comfortable and up-to-date
in every way. The workmen already are busy on the interior of the building.
It is expected that it will be ready for opening in about five weeks.
Frank Tinney has engaged Christian E. Kern, of East avenue, as the
architect for his new theatre building, to be erected on West Merrick road,
Freeport, on the property formerly occupied by Charles I. Wallace.
Ground was broken for the new Keith theatre and office building in South
Salina street, Syracuse, recently. Maurice Goodwin, attorney for the Keith
interests, presided and introduced the speakers.
A. L. Hoag & Son, the West avenue automobile agents and garage proprietors of Lockport, recently made announcement of their purchase from
the Miller estate of the old Exchange Hotel property, on that street, near
Transit, upon which it is proposed to erect a two-story concrete and steel
garage and ground floor theatre.
It is expected that the new Regent theatre, being constructed from the old
Johnson Opera House at Seneca Falls, will be opened on Thanksgiving Day.
PENNSYLVANIA
The Orpheum theatre, Reading, opened its doors a week ago for the first
time as a motion picture playhouse. The Wilmer & Vincent management
guarantees the picture and screen devotees of Reading entertainments of
superior grade and only features ot recognized merit.
Harry ofStahl
is completing
negotiations
to starting
the
erection
a $35,000
vaudevillefinalhouse
on Idaho preliminary'
street, Farrell.
Mr. Stahl
is having the plans drawn now. He states that the playhouses will be one
of the finest in this section of the State. The interior decorations will be
copied
the principles of Gothic architecture and the seating capacity
will be on1,000.
WASHINGTON
Work has started on the construction at Camp Lewis, Tacoma, of a
$27,000 theatre. The building will be inside the camp grounds, not far
from the administration building. The stage will be large enough to accommodate the biggest productions. The seating capacity will be 3,000.
There will be twelve side exits and five large entrances.
azBS

Does your weekly program lead your
patrons to believe that your theatre is a theatre
of Refinement — or don't you care? You must realize that your program
is the connecting
your box
office and ofyouryourpatrons'
books.
Why not link
makebetween
it a worthy
representative
theatre?pocketUse
Write
for Fu1)
tion
Informa-

"De Luxe E*j Programs"
They are beautifully printed in colors— they cannot fail to convince
your patrons
even arein the
smallest
detailthatLetyouus are
showconsiderate
you why ofDe their
Luxe taste,
Programs
the
logical program lor your theatre
Cahill-Igoe Co.
•PRINTERS of QUALITY"

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

Chicago
EBB
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THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY, NEW TORE

Senores

y

Amigos

Those who enable the Operator to project pictures that delight his audiences and his employers, are truly his friends.
No

wonder, then, that this Operator

in San

Pedro de Macoris addresses us as "Senores y
Amigos" (Gentlemen and Friends).

San Pedro
Precision
New York,

Machine

Gentlemen

and Friends:

de Macoris,

Oct.

15, 1^17

Co.,

The purpose of this letter is to state
lowing in regard to your Simplex Machine:

the fol-

It is over four years since our Manager installed
a Simplex in the Theatre, and in all that time no
repairs of any kind have "been needed.
As a result, I recommend to everyone intending
to go into the Motion Picture business to get the
Simplex Projector,
in order to obtain the perfect
projection for which these Machines are known, and also
because they are so strong and durable.
You may make use of this as you see fit, as proof
of the satisfaction your Machine is giving.
I place
myself at your disposal.
Respectfully,
(Signed)

Think of it! Here's a Theatre way
down in Santo Domingo that has projection equal to the best houses on
Broadway (where, of course, the Simplex is considered necessary — and still

There's gain in giving.

Miguel de Rodriguez

there are Exhibitors

right in these

United States who haven't yet made
sure of Projection that Pays: the
Permanently Perfect Projection only
the Simplex can give.

Give your Operator the Simplex and you'll see.

ThePrecisionMachine (q.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork
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Rupert Julian's great photo dramatic production featuring Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford —
An intensely dramatic picturization of Samuel Merwin's widely read fiction success — "ANTHONY THE
ABSOLUTE". Book thru your local Bluebird Exchange or BLUEBIRD PHOTO PLAYS, (Inc.) 1600 Broadway, N. Y.

RBF*

TWWfafi
Thacker
ay is said to have discovered the title Bride
for "Vanity
Fair' in a dream.

That was before the days of the ParaM0UNT--MaCK SENNETT
Comedies.
In fact, if anybody had ever dreamed of anything
like ' ' The Pullman Bride" in Thack's day, everybody inthe town would have been praying for sleep.
Gloria Swanson is the bride and Chester Conklin
mixes things up for the groom.

It's some dream all right, all right /
Cpa/iimountQ>ictures (dhomUon
FOLK K IGHTY-F1VENEWFIFTHYORK
AVENUE^?, FORT V-FXRST ST
A.'" Z«^,FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKV CORPORATION

"THE

PULLMAN

BRIDE**

"Here comes the bride" and "CM, Boy" — it's some bride.
It s a hne little wedding with the groom all resplendent with that greenish
expression, and the meek little bride with the exultant look and a piano
mover grip on his arm.
Gosh — ain t matrimony wonderful.
And the Pullman honeymoon — thats when it really starts — Oh! mercilul
camoullage — the wedding party gets so mixed.
Did you ever think ol all the lunny things that could happen to a new
bride in a Pullman car?
Of course you couldn't
But MaCK SENNETT didn't miss any — in lact he invented a few new ones.
Don't miss it.
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A

new

the

force

at

exhibitors

work

of

for

America

Leading, as always, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has encouraged newspapers to go to work seriously and scientifically, to
develop our great industry.
Of course, exhibitors of Paramount and Artcraft Pictures will reap
most or nearly all of the benefit of this great movement, because it is
so firmly impressed in the minds of newspapers through the million
dollar advertising campaign, and from actually viewing the pictures
and plainly recognizing the superiority in quality — that there are
only two kinds of pictures, namely, Paramount or Artcraft Pictures
— and the others.
For

instance

the Troy (N.Y,)

Sunday Budget writes in part—
"weI might
call
to the fact
on Sunday,
December
9th,
plan to put your
out a attention
special theatrical
and that
motion
picture section
of some
12 or 16 pages, which we will circularize from Troy, Albany, Cohoes,
Watervliet, and Mechanicsville — the general idea of this section being
to create sentiment for the need of amusement of our people in the midst
of war times. The section will contain strong editorial argument,
specially written articles by well-known men generally and locally, on the
subject of amusement The fact that there are very few legitimate theatres
in this territory will make the section chiefly devoted to motion picture
theatres."
We have literally hundreds of letters of this kind and in an early issue
of the u Morning Telegraph " where the space available for display
is larger, we will print excerpts from thirty of them, selected to cover
nearly every State in the Union.
Here is a permanent value — the exhibitor buys in addition to the
privilege of showing the foremost stars and productions available
today.
Here is immediate revenue, which the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is turning to the thousands of theatres on whose screens the
Paramount and Artcraft productions are seen.
Pictures

that

pictures your

are

worthy

patrons

want

of

newspaper

to see — and

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

backing

you

want

are

the

to show.

Look at the "News!
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: "29 Seventh Avenue, New York C'Hy

AT I Q N

SELECT(MU)PICTURES

JOSEPH

M. SCHENCK

presents
NORMA
TALMADGE
in

"THE

SECRET

OF

THE

COUNTRY"
STORM
(A sequel to "TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY"
From the no^5el of the same name
by GRACE MILLER WHITE
Picturized by Man? Murillo and Courtney Ry'lej? Cooper
Directed by Charles Miller
The pinnacle of popular success — "Panthea," "Poppy," "The Law of Compensation," "The Moth," and now "The
Secret of The Storm Country!"

DISTRIBUTED BY

SELECT

PICT

U RE S

C O RPORATIO

N

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

presents
ALICE
BRADY
in

"HER

SILENT

Directed
by Edward
Jose
SACR
IF
IC
E"
Scenario by* Eve linsell, from the play "The Red Mouse"
by Henry1 J W Dam
A a Select star Miss Brady will eclipse
even her notable performances in "Bought
and Paid For," "Maternity," and other
favorites. "Her Silent Sacrifice," is a
glorious beginning/

DISTRIBUTED >Y

SELECT

CORPORATION
PICTURES
729 Seventh Avenue. New York City
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Another
WOLFVILLE

STORY

ALFRED
HENRY
LEWIS

ALBERT E. SMITH
PreaenU
WILLIAM
DUNCAN
How Wolfville Received the Tenderfoot

with

CAROL
In
HOLLOWAY

"THE
TENDERFOOT"
A Five Part Blue Ribbon Feature
Directed by William Duncan
"TAEAD SHOT BAKER," the first of the "Wolf\-J ville" stories to be filmed, has "gone over" with
tremendous success. Reviewers and exhibitors call it
"the best western ever produced." And the boxoffice results prove that the public agrees.
Now comes "The Tenderfoot" — another of the beloved tales of Alfred Henry Lewis — another opportunity for exhibitors to play an assured money-maker.
Advertise it to your limit. Millions have read
and read again these wonderful "Wolfville" stories.
Not one of them will willingly miss the "Wolfville" films.

\

j—

GREATER-ii

VITAGRAPn
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How the Tenderfoot
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COMEDIES
Featuring

Edward

Earle

and

Directed by Graham
To be released early in December :
FIRST COMEDY
"A Family Flivver"
SECOND COMEDY
"Paging Page Two"
One reel to be

Agnes

Ayres

Baker

Delightful little society comedies — sparkling with youth
and happiness and the joy of living.
Clean, wholesome fun — reflecting the human side of the
average family life and appealing to every man and
woman — and twentieth century child — with a sense
of humor.
High class comedies — the kind that the public has demanded for years — now made available for theatres
everywhere.

released each week

If you like the " News," write our advertiser*; if not, tell us.
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OVER

HERE

New

"

York Tribune:

"EVERY MOTHER WHO HAS GIVEN
HER BOY TO HER COUNTRY SHOULD
SEE 'OVER HERE.' 'Over Here' shows in the
minutest details how our soldiers are made fit to
go 'over there.'
ANY ONE
INTERESTED IN WINNING
THE WHO
WAR ISWILL
BE
INTERESTED IN THIS PICTURE."

Motion Picture News:
" 'Over Here' will be a worthy addition to any
and all exhibitors' programs. It is timely, instructive and presents a pictorial review of activities in
which we are all interested. A worth-while picture
which the exhibitor of every neighborhood can book
and be assured that he will have presented a picture
that every patron has enjoyed."

Moving Picture World:

Sunday Telegraph:

" 'Over Here' is strongly imbued with the spirit
of patriotism, not alone through the nature of the
picture itself, but by means of subtitles which are
stirring and which make the picture an inspiration
to work and fight for the 'freedom of democracy.' "

" 'Over Here' — incidentally a most appropriate
and effective title — is a very graphic motion picture.
It is needless to say that it will be given an enthusiastic reception wherever shown. It is an entertaining and informative picture which everyone will

VARIETY:

be eager to see."
Dramatic Mirror:

" 'Over Here' is a two-reel picture distributed by
World, showing in a most interesting and often a
most inspiring way how the big cantonments are
created for the reception of our troops.
"The main interest in such a production, aside
from the patriotic feature, which is exceedingly compel ing, isthe speed and efficiency of the entire proceeding. 'Over Here' winds up in a blaze of
fervor."

"The picture has great informative value in that
it shows the people of this country what can and
has been dene with their dollars in government preparations. 'Over Here' is calculated to interest all
classes of theatre-goers."
WORLD
- PICTURES
Exclusive

Sales Agent

Be sure to mention V MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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This

NEWS

Is A

Friends

Time

To

Make

instead

of

Profits

GOLDWYN
PICTURES organization recognizes that
in these trying days the exhibitors of North America
must make profits. This is the day to make exceptional
effort and the direct result of such effort by any producer
is exceptional productions.
Big pictures — powerful, vital stories and tremendously
popular stars— today are the only means of attracting big
audiences into your theatres. And the four biggest productions immediately available in the motion picture industry today are Goldwyn attractions, released as follows:
MADGE KENNEDY in "NEARLY MARRIED" by Edgar
Selwyn. A play many times as dramatic and joyous as the
great laughter-making hit "Baby Mine." A story of situations
and thrills; filled to the brim with wonderful comedy. Released November 18.
REX BEACH'S greatest story, "THE AUCTION BLOCK,"
one of the most dramatic pictures ever made and possessing
greater drawing power than his noted screen successes, "The
Spoilers," "The Ne'er-Do-Well," "The Barrier." Given at your
regular rental to Goldwyn contract customers. The first and
only Rex Beach production ever available in this manner. Released December 2.
MAE MARSH in "THE CINDERELLA MAN" by Edward
Childs Carpenter. A beautiful and wonderful holiday picture
made by one of the greatest of all directors, George Loane
Tucker. A picturization of Oliver Morosco's big stage success.
Released December 16.
MARY GARDEN in Anatole France's famed story, "THAIS,"
bringing this artist of world-wide reputation to the screen for
the first time. This will be the most sensational and remarkable'
box-office success ever booked for your theatre, and you get it
at your regular Goldwyn rental. Released December 30.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
Margaret Mayo
Samuel Goldfish
Edgar Selwyn
Editorial Director
President
Tfee Prttident
New
York City
16 East 42d Street
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Another

Smashing

Unrivalled
INHIBITOR

Madge

Success

Kennedy

telegrams and newspaper reviews

^ in important first-run cities make good the
Goldwyn prediction that this joyous girl from the
beginning would be one of the screen's most
popular stars. Enthusiastic reviews quoted here
reveal that

Madge

Kennedy
in

NearCy
hy Edgar

Married
Selwyn

instantly registered both a box-office and dramatic
success and that her popularity is increasing with
amazing swiftness.
PHIL A. NORTH AMERICAN: Ederar Selvryn'a "Nearly Married" la (all of fan, plot, action and "pep." It la a real*
picture. Madge Kennedy la wonderful.
BOSTON POST: Madge KenBOSTON GLOBE i An even
greater aacceaa la Madge
nedy In "Nearly
la drawing
packedMarried"
houses
Kennedy In "Nearly Marat
the
Boston
Theatre.
ried" than in "Baby Mine."
CLEVELAND LEADER: In
PHILA. PRESS: Madge Kenthe acreen vrorld there
nedy brlnga Joy to the all
la no comedienne like
Stanley
patrons
In
"Nearly
Married." Here la the
Madge
"Nearly
Married"Kennedy.
la a huge
sucfreshest peraonallty In motion pictures.
ceaa.
PHILA. RECORD: Here la PHILA. LEDGER: The winthe moat notable plctnre of
ning Madge Kennedy In
"Nearly Married" la filling
the
and Madge Kenthe season,
top.
nedy at one leap landed at the Stanley to the doors.
Her popularity Increases.
Remember this: In all the world there are no eyes so fascinating—
And she has the happiest, sunniest smile ever seen on the screen

iGOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION @
Margaret Mayo
Edgar Selwyn
Samuel Goldfish
Editorial Director
Vfce President
President
New York City
16 East 42d Street
mm
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Pictures

of exhibitors were ready to

A pay advanced rental prices for this
tremendous production which now comes to
all Goldwyn contract exhibitors at the same
prices they pay for Goldwyn Pictures.

GREATEST
STORY
CH'S
BEA
REX
THE

AUCTION

BLOCK

is the only production by America's most
popular author that will ever be available to
exhibitors under these conditions.
The story told in "The Auction Block," already known to millions, will bring audiences
flocking into your theatre at this very
moment when you need every dollar of patronage that can be attracted to your boxoffice. A bigger profit-making picture than
"The Spoilers," "The Ne'er-Do-Well" or
"The Barrier."
iGOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION O
Margaret Mayo
Samuel Goldfish
Edgar Selwyn
Editorial Director
Vfce Prttittord
Prttidtni
New York City
16 East 42d Street

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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The

Screen's

Greatest

Holiday

'PHE story of the girl who has
everything in the world she
wants except the man she loves.
How she wins her heart's desire is
revealed when you see

MAE

MARSH
The

Cinderella
from

Attraction

Every exhibitor will be interested inthese two assertions:
1. This is the greatest
Mae Marsh picture ever
made.
2. This is the most powerful and beautiful picture
George Loane Tucker
ever directed.

Man

Oliver Morosco's Stage Success
£(/ Edward Childs Carpenter

0GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION®
Samuel Goldfish
Edgar Selwyn
Margaret Mayo
Vfe« Prvtidtnt Editorial Director
President
16 East 42d Street
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About
«/

Mary
Garden
in, Tha
is

"
By AnatoLQ France
IS she beautiful ? Is she slim and graceful? Is it true that there has never
been another woman like her on the
screen?
Is she the emotional and dramatic marvel on the screen that she is on the
operatic stage?
r

Has she a sensational

dance in "Thais"?
Does she wear wonderful gowns? Will
her gowns and costumes suggest new
fashions to thousands of women? Will
women

like her in "Thais"?

Will she give men "something to talk
about" for the next year?
Is "Thais" a sensational production?
Does it contain anything never seen before in motion pictures?
7b

all of the

questions

"Ye?!1
answers
<jo[clwyn,
0GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION©
Margaret Mayo
Edgar Selwtn.
Samuel Goldfish
Editorial Director
Prttidmt
Vfc» President
New
York City
16.East 42d Street

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Have

Played

It

A

SUCCESSFUL
motion picture production is one that plays to a profit and
creates a good reputation for the house. Any picture that plays to big
business for a week but leaves a bad impression behind is a picture to avoid.

The great virtue of "The Manx-Man" aside from its immediate
that audiences remember it for months after seeing it.

drawing

power

is

Tucker's
Loane
Geovqe
of
picturization
HALL

CAINE'S

GREATEST

TH

STORY

E

MANX-MAN
11

Elisabeth

Risdou

<♦ Henry

Ainley

♦ Fred

Groves

has just scored tremendous box-office successes for the exhibitors listec
below and is booked at this time in more houses in the brief period since
its release than have ever before signed up for any special production.

i

I

What "The Manx-Man"
NEW YORK. N. Y.: The National
Avenue B
Victoria
Greeley Sq.
Lincoln Sq.
New York
Orpheum
American
West End
Palace
86th Street
116th Street
Morningside
Regun
42nd Street
Circle
Delancy
Washington
77th Street
Adelphi
Boulevard
BROOKLYN. N. Y.: DeKalh
Broadwav
Fulton
Royal
Warwick
Bijou
Electra
Cumberland
ALBANY. N. Y. Clinton Sq. •

Did For These Theatres
AMSTERDAM, N. Y.: Lyceum
BRONXVILLE. N. Y.: Picture House
NEW ROCHELLE.
Y.: Loew's
CHICAGO,
ILL.: TheN. Orpheum
The Hamlin
The Gold
White Palace
" Terminal
Oakland Sq.
" Chateau
Lakeside
"
Frolic
" Metropolitan
"
" Cosmopolitan
Columbus
ERIE. PA.: Strand
LATROBE, PA.: Paramount
TYRONE. PA.: Wilson
CANONSBURG: Alhambra
CHARLOTTE, N. C: Broadway
COLUMBIA. S. C: Ideal
CHARLESTON, S. C: Majestic
WELLSVILLE. N. Y.: Lyric
SARANAC LAKE. N. Y.: Colonial
LOUISVILLE. KY.: Walnut
MUNCIE. IND. : Wysor Grand
ELWOOD, IND.: Alhambra
EL PASO, TEX. : Grecion
HOUSTON. TEX. : lsis
MUSKOGEE. OKLA.: Broadway

It Will Do For Yours
LAWTON, OKLA.: Metropolitan
SALT LAKE CITY: American
ANACONDA, MONT.: Imperial
LEWISTON. MONT.: Judith
BUTTE, MONT. : Ansonia
BOSTON. MASS.: Castle Sq
DENVER.
Paris Vaudette
r
ATLANTA, COLO.
GA.: :Strand
SAVANNAH, GA.: Odeon
NEWARK,
N. "J.: Loew's
City
"
HOBOKEN,
Bishop
" - N. "J.: Lyric
UNION HILL. N. J.: Pastime
LONG BRANCH, N. J.: Grand
ELIZABETH,
J.: Lyric
U. S. Gardei
RED
BANK. N.N. J.:
L'TICA, N. Y.: Park
GENEVA. N. Y.: Temple
HIBBING, MINN.: Majestic
FARGO. FALLS.
N. D.: S.
Garrick
SIOUX
D.: Colonial
RENO,
NE\":
Majestic
OAKLAND. CAL.: Kinema
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.: Jewel
SEATTLE. WASH.: Strand
WALLA WALLA. WASH: Liberty
EVERETT. WASH.: Orpheum
PENDELTON, ORE.: Arcade
PORTLAND, ORE. : Majestic
ASTORIA. L. I.. N. Y. : Steinway

This powerful production is distributed exclusively through the offices of
1

tmn
oldt
(3 Distributing
Corporation
16 East 42d Street
New York City

i
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A

MESSAGE
will le distributed

WASHINGTON,

OREGON,

m

IDAHO

and MONTANA

By tne

L.

J.

Scklaifer

Attractions

216 Central Building
SEATTLE,
Other

Territory

Now

Being

WASH.
Booked

by the Following:

DOMINION OF CANADA :
Famous Players Film Service, Ltd.
12 Queen St., East, Toronto
GREATER NEW YORK :
Select Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
NEW YORK STATE :
Veribest Pictures, Inc.
47 West Swan St., Buffalo. N. Y.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY :
Frank Gersten, Inc.
220 West 42nd St., New York City
ILLINOIS

y SOUTHERN WISCONSIN
Central Film Co.
110 So. State St.. Chicago, 111.

s

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA, SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
DELAWARE, MARYLAND, DIST. OF COLUMBIA
AND VIRGINIA \
Peerless Feature Film Exchange
1339 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
P. S. If
you while.
are not reading
The name
Parentage
Messenger " you are missing something
worth
Send us "your
and address.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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HORN

ARE

PICTURE

By

1$ WITHIN

VIED

YOUR

REACH

TAKING

ADVANTAGE

OF

IT?

PROD19
t
ftFU
NOW
AVAILABLE
CCE
JJ

.

FOR

YOUR

§)
V

PARTICULAR
TERRITORY

OPERATE
EVERYWHERE

EXCLUSIVE

EXPORTERS

• r — ' * ' • ' ** 1 * — j 1

INTER/"
KROMEUN
: OEN'L. MGR.
LARGEST

OF SPEER

•

OCEAN

DISTRIBUTORS

CARBONS

■ ■ ^— ' »

FILA\
220 W. 4-2 m ST.
NEW YORK CITY

OF FILM IN FOREIGN

FIELDS

Pathe

Tsftr
WHD

$iMPiy
OVtfL

do

HIM

" Imu^l

lell you how my
patron^ like XUKU " 7
They pimply qo wil(L
over him especially ihe
two reel Comedies .
I think 'I<uke£ lively,
life' wa$ the mo$i $ati$>
factory film of any kind
lever ran in thi$ house"
£J?.

PROPER,

^We

receive

$<*or<tf of lel-

ter$ like thij! oaf ho iwo
reel LON0OME
and

ihe one

nom
in

LUKE

reel

comedi^

each

of which.

THADOLD

XIOYD

i$ glaired.

No exhibitor

i$ giving hi$ audience
lhe bert in Comedy
nniiL

I^lpyd—

he

,4how£

Harold

v 7 -r 7 v r-rv T7 r

IPENE

CASTLE

best known woman
ica is presented in

in Amer-

VENGEANCEIS MINE
adapted

from f6<? story bu^ —

John A. Moroso
RA
bt^like AST
Produ
If
your ced
audiences
a plat/ which is
full of action, with a thread of mystery
and suspense runninq throuqh it (and
what audience does not) here is the
plat/ for (/our house/ ^
RELEASED
DECEMBER \G*L

Pathe

SOMETHING-

NEW

DIPFEPENP

SOMETHING

BETTER

SOMETHINGOHE

ARGUS

PICTOPIAL

SCIENCE,

ART,

SCIENTIFIC

EDUCATIONAL
5

REELS

OP

INTEREST
ON

E

SUBJECT

*t f •

ABSOPBIN

CONDENSED

PEEL
FIPST

and

- every
RELEASE

NOV.

IQ*

two

into
weeks

MP.
Ihe

EXHIBITOR
tremendous

campaiqns

which

advertisinq

and

the Keith and

Circuits have conducted
nhe PETPEAKJ
a/ /a? BATTLE

fethe

publicity
Orpheum

on
GERMANS

ofAQQAf

(Official Government Pictures ) and the tremendous success
which the pictures* hare had in those vaudeville houses
have made it very easu for you io qet hiq business on them!

have a different public. 7he vaudeville theatres played the picture at a
dollar top. Your public wants to see th<?
pictures. Proof* Iwentq five New YorkCity vaudeville theatres played them
simultaneously tor 3 solid weeks. Now
the NewYork bookinq office has ten prints
booked

solid over the same

territory.-

rf/iere are onlq fifty more prints for

•
ihe entire countru.
Get your bookinq Quick-

Read
have

the

above

endorsement

which

the

Western

Exhibitors

issued concerning Triangle's stand on the war tax question. Triangle will not pass the 15 cents per reel tax on
to the

exhibitor.

"THE.

SUDDEN
GENTLEMAN"
with William Desmond

The humorous adventure of this big-muscled Irish smithy who becomes guardian of a spit-fire heiress
will make your ticket machine hum. An Irish play never fails.
Released

December

2

"THE

SHIP
OF
DOOM"
with Triangle Players

The terrific struggle of rough sea-faring men over a wisp of a girl, will make this a money-producer
for you. The most remarkable sea-drama of the season.
Released December 2

Keystone

Comedy

"AN
ICE
MAN'S
BRIDE"
It's a red-hot, laugh-after-laugh comedy that will make your folks want more.
Keystone Record.
Released December 2

It will bite off a new
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NATHAN
H. GORDON
WRITES THAT HIS
SCOLLAY SQUARE " OLYMPIA,"
BOSTON, did such a big pre-release week's business with " THE
ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID " that
he has booked it for all of histheatres.
NEWS OF A REAL BOXfOFFICE
WINNER SPREADS LIKE
WILD FIRE
BOOKINGS

ARE

COMING

IN SO

FAST — From all parts of the
country — that the box office business of this great spectacle
promises to reach the MILLION
DOLLAR MARK in the length
of time it took other big special
productions to get started.
THE

SECOND

THOMAS H. INCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION
RELEASED DECEMBER 3rd
AUTHOR: C. Gardner Sullivan
DIRECTOR: Raymond B. West
LENGTH: Seven Reels
BESSIE

BIG

BARRISCALE

IN

" THOSE

WHO

PAY"

UffXHifiiTQRS'BDUKiNS
CORPORATION
EXECUTIVES: Frank G. Hall, William
Oldknow
TOP 0' THE TIMES BUILDING, NEW YORK
BOOK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:

HOFFMAN-FOURSQUARE
NEW YORK (729-7th Ave.)
BUFFALO (47 W. Swan St.)
DETROIT (304 Jog. Hack Bldg.)
CHICAGO (207 So. Wabash Ave.)
DENVER (17S5 Welton St.)
SEATTLE (2013 W. 8th St.)
LOS ANGELES (514 W. 8th St.)
PITTSBURGH (127 4th Ave.)

PHTLADEDLPHIA (1325 Vine St.)
CINCINNATI (301 Strand Th. Bids.)
ST. LOUIS (301 Empress Th. Bldg.)
WASHINGTON (8 E Street, N. W.)
CLEVELAND (310 Sloan Bldg.)
KANSAS CITY (1120 Walnut St.)
SAN FRANCISCO (191 Golden Gate Ave.)
MINNEAPOLIS (206 Film Exchange Bldg.)
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement

FRANK
INC., City)
NEW JERSEY (220
W. 42d GERSTEN,
St., New York
GLOBE FEATURE
FILM
NEWMass.)
ENGLAND (20 Winchester St.,CO.,
Boston,
CONSOLIDATED
FILM
&
SUPPLY
CO.,
ATLANTA (114 Walton St.)
DALLAS (1900 Commerce St.)
NEW ORLEANS (Gravier St.)
in the " News."
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Fox
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K
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SPY

THE

Staged
THE

by Richard
KAISER

AMERICA
TO

Time

HER

Stanton

ly

WONDERFUL
LAMP

EXPOSED

AWAKENED
OWN

ALADDIN^

PERILS.

Vital

Booked in the open market
as an individual attraction

FRANCIS
VIRGINIA

CAHPENTER
LEE CORJBIN

Staged by C. M. and S.A.Franklm
Booked

in the open

as an individual

^-

FOX

FILM

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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DA

BARA

ROSE

of

BLOOD

RED

THE SATURDAY

TVENlNq
POST STORY "THE PAINTED IADY"
BY LARRY EVANS

A

1918 VAMPIRE
FOI{ LIBERTY

o
Staged

by

Frank.

Lloyd

Booked in the open market
as 373 individual attraction

IP

O

RAT

Staged

oy J. Gordon

Booked

Edwards

in the open market
as an individual attraction
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JACKAND

BEANSTALK
with

Francis

Carpenter

Virginia
CM.

Lee
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Corbin.
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S.K
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as an individual attraction
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William

Fox

presents

9

. .. ■■■ ...

"Willi

i.'.',. -,.- . -i.-vj,f, , —

am

Fox

jg,
presents

WILLIAM

FARNUM

TREASURE

in
ISLAND

^CONQUEROR
Adapted
Staged

bij R.A.Walsh

Titanic

drama

American

of

history

Booked in the open market
as an individual attraction

RP

O

RAT

Robert

Louis

thrilling
Francis
Virginia

fi

Stevenson's

story

•• • • •

CarpenterLee

Corbin

Booked in the open market
as an individual attraction

ION

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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presents
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B

THEDA

IN

BARA

CAMILLE
BY ALEXANDER

WILLIAM

7^HEA0o/

DUMAS
A

'

A GflEAT HISTORICAL
LOVE STOHY

Staged

FARNUM

by ]. Cordon Edwards

Booked in the open market
as an individual attraction

FOX

LION

BIG
A GREAT
IN THE
PUNCH

Staged

STIFF
HEAUT

by -Frank

Lloyd

in the open market
as an individual attraction

Booked

FILM
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PICTU

firi

BARA

THEDA

A
DU

BARRY

Staged

J.Gordon

of

France

GODS
THE
WITH.

OF

Edwards

Story of the greatest
adventuress
in the
history

DAUGHTER

ANNETTE

KELLERMANN
MILLION

BARA'S

GREATEST

.

DOLLAR

PICTURE

ROIE

Booked in the open market
as an individual attraction

Booked

in the open market
as an individual attraction
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DO
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CHRISTMAS

Only

one

school

more

closes

will deliver
Bullion
to

Write

your

in care
FOX

FILM

month

When

to

Santa

nearest

Santa
Fox

Claus

Claus
branch

EABIY

he fore

his bulging bags
the
exhibitors

letter
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PLAYS

THE
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Warren

"A
Screen Version by
THOMAS G. GERAGHTY

Kerrigan

Man's

Man"

IN'

Written by
PETER P. KYNE

DIRECTED

BY OSCAR

APFEL

. . . With J. Warren Kerrigan in "A Man's Man"
as the attraction, we did a phenomenal business all
last week at Clune's Auditorium, seating over 3000,
breaking the house record on Saturday night, and
being compelled on both Monday and Saturday
nights to turn away more people than we could
accommodate inside.

''At the matinees, on practically every day, the
line up for the second show extended a block long
or more . . . ."
Clune Theatre Company
(SIGNED)

W. H. Clune

Los Angeles, California

The

Proof

PARALTA

of a Picture

is in

PLAYS,

the Box

Office

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
YORK
CITY
Inc .NEW

CARL ANDERSON, Fresider.t
ROBERT T. KANE, Vice.-Pres.
JOHN E De WOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas.
NAT. L BROWN. Secretary and Gen'l Manager

I^H

Distributed

W.W.HoDKiNSON
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MONTE
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Who?

Screen Version
M. KATTERJOHN

HAROLD

DIRECTED

BY

REGINALD

MacGRATH

BARKER

The Secret Service Classic

The

Henry

"His
Screen Version
JULIAN L. LAMOTHE

Third

Paralta

B.

Play

Walthall

IN

Robe

of

Written by
Honor"
ETHEL and JAMES DORRANCE

DIRECTED

BY REX

". . then may

INGRAM

ye also do good,

that are accustomed to do evil.'
Jeremiah, 13:23

ROBERT

BRUNTON,

Manager

Distributed
W.W.

HodkInson

of Productions.
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Corporation
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SOU ARC

Hoffman-Foursquare
Are

First

Counted
The

Among

On

To

Exhibitor

Those

Pictures

Which

Can

Be

Fill
s Pocket-Book

BECAUSE:
THE

POLICY

establishes booking prices based upon
prices that are never excessive.
AND — Hoffman,

a picture's worth;

Inc., pays the positive-print war-tax.

THE
PRODUCT

includes:
" The Bar Sinister 99
(Edgar Lewis's greatest production)

OneKeefe
Hour
(featuring "Zena
and 99Alan Hale)
" Her (with
Fighting
Chance
Jane Grey)

" The Fringe of Society 99
(with Ruth Roland and Milton Sills)

" (the
Madame
BroadwaySherry
success) 99

" The Great White Trail 99
(with Doris Kenyon)
" The Silent Witness 99
(starring Gertrude McCoy)

99

44 Should She Obey? 99
(with Alice Wilson)
" Whither Thou Goest 99
(with Rhea Mitchell and Orrin Johnson)

" The Sin Woman 99
(starring Irene Fenwick)

44 The Submarine

Eye 99

THE
EXCHANGES

cover

every

Canada:
NEW YORK
729 Seventh Ave.
PITTSBURGH
127 Fourth Ave.
CINCINNATI
Strand Theatre Bldg.
ST. LOUIS
Empress Theatre Bldg.
DENVER
1735 Welton St.
SEATTLE
2014 Third Ave.
MONTREAL
8 McGill College Ave.

part

of

the

United

BOSTON
16 Piedmont St.
BUFFALO
47 West Swan St.
DETROIT
Joseph Mack Bldg.
KANSAS CITY
1120 Walnut St.
SAN FRANCISCO
191 Golden Gate Ave.
ATLANTA
73 Walton St.
TORONTO
163 Yonge St.

l4S
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

States

and

PHILADELPHIA
1325 Vine St.
CLEVELAND
Sloan Bldg.
CHICAGO
207 S. Wabash Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Film Exchange Bldg.
LOS ANGELES
514 W. Eighth St.
DALLAS
(To be opened Dec. 1)
ST. JOHNS
87 Union St.

■4 *
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m
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Lillian Walker, of winsome,
unpretentious charm has won
world-wide popularity
through the force of her bewitching personality.
"THE GRAIN OF DUST,"
by David Graham Phillips,
the second of the Lillian
Walker series is a picturization of the greatest story
that the most gifted analyst
of human emotions has
contributed to American
literature.

to the direction of "THE GRAIN OF
DUST," Harry Revier even surpassed his
achievement in "The Lust of the Ages."
Millions have read and reread the story; as
a play it scored an instant success ; picturized it will triple its fiction audiences.
As a box office attraction it
will surpass all former successes and prove a worldbeater.
ACT QUICK
GET THE MONEY

Produced By
Ogden Pictures
Corp.

Produced By
Ogden Pictures
Corp.

LILLIAN
THE
DARLING

in

DAVID
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WALKER
OF THE SCREEN

GRAHAM
PHILLIPS
GREATEST
STORY

GRAIN
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Today

PICTURE
i

STUDIO

DIRECTORY
1918

Edition

Over 3500 Biographies of those engaged in the making
handy form for:
The

Casting

Director,

when

he wants

of the Motion

to cast an actor or

actress for a part, must refer to the Directory's
for full information concerning the player.
The Actor or Actress
Studio or Producer.
The Producer

when

their previous

work.

The

when

he wants

he wants

biography

to locate a Director,

to find names

of Directors

Exhibitor when he wants to get information
ing players for use in local advertising and when

names

and addresses

The Exchange

of producers

Manager

when

Picture are in

and

concernhe wants

and exchanges.

he wants

information

of the

trade and players in pictures he is selling.
The

Dramatic

Weekly

Editor

Moving

when

Picture

YOU

he is writing

his Daily

or

Department.

MUST

ORDER

NOW

The Studio Directory is scheduled for the latter part of December. It is an expensive
publication to us and only sufficient copies will be printed to cover orders on hand. There
will be about 300 pages and it will be bound in attractive cloth over board. The price
is $1.00 per copy delivered.

If you want it, please order AT
MOTION

ONCE

PICTURE

729 SEVENTH

lest you be disappointed.

NEWS

STUDIO

AVENUE

Better do it TODAY.

DIRECTORY

NEW

YORK

CITY
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Send

$1.00

Now

and
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time
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nate waste.

Time

to think

You're

facing

Stop taxing
now.

That's

one

and

weigh
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what

taxation — maybe
yourself

tax

you

with

can

Stop the good-natured
tributes to black-mail;
all-around.

you

a long

needless

buy.

siege

of it.

advertising

stop— yourself.
"hand-outs;"
the silly
the thoughtless
waste

Concentrate.
Concentrate
which
—

also

Which

your

successful

in

a

publication

concentrates —

concentrates

ers, in big, solid
business

message

helps,

in

editorial

in every

theatre

service
values,

big

and

to
in

its

read-

all-around

little

detail

of

management.

— A
paper
which,
unaided,
can
carry
your
business
announcement,
in a business way, to
every

business

exhibitor

— And
which
solicits
business basis.
Concentrate.
■
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News:

Advertising

Pages— they tell all the

market news- - 1 2 more in last week's
issue than in any other trade paper.

Editorials —

always

worth

reading

-hitting the big undercurrents — fearless, independent.
Exhibitors

Service— intelligent, prac-

tical, comprehensive

sales

help — 1 2

meaty pages of it— helping exhibitor
and manufacturer to increase their
joint market.
BOX-OFFICE

The

best!

REPORTS-conducted

with

much expense and effort. Reliable —
because the many reports secured on
each

picture

yield a just balance.

Film

Specialties— a

competent

edi-

tor's exclusive time given to short
subjects, and the promotion of their
value

to the program.

NEWS— condensed,

comprehensive,

reliable- and
brightened with the
newsy
treatment a newsy
industry
deserves.

Sub

Editions

(2)

The

(1) The

Central

follow, bringing
tions close to the

West

Coast

States — others

to

newsy
home-edihearts of the local

exhibitor.
The

largest

most
the

costly

most

produced
business

staff;

the

features;

expensively
paper

in

the

AND-The

World

Market-The

pendent Field. The
Western

Studios.

Eastern

and

Reviews.

Re-

leases. Music. Projection.
Etc., Etc.

Inde-

Cameras.
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Hodkinson

EVER
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NEWS

OCCUR

TO

YOU—

That the 20 x 50 store show has grown to the Strand theater?
That the single reel costing from $100 to $1000 to manufacture has heen superceded by eight and
ten reel productions costing hundreds of thousands of dollars?
That the restricted 'nickelodeon public of a few years ago has so enlarged that every person is
today a prospective patron of motion pictures at prices averaging twenty-five cents?
That newspapers, theatrical men, business men and banks recognize that motion pictures must
become a large and permanent industry?
BUT

DID

IT EVER

OCCUR

TO

YOU,

ALSO—

That we are making and showing motion pictures with the same restricted medium which was used
in the "store show days, a medium adopted on account of its cheapness to meet the restricted
conditions of the time and which only lets us hint at what might be done with the expenditures being made upon motion pictures today?
In other words, did it ever occur to you that improvements and progress have been made at every
point but the picture making process itself? Do you realize this great weakness?
Would it interest you to know that my re-entry into the business is to adapt ail improved process
to the industry, a process that will give every holder of a theatre franchise an advantage in his
territory which he can now get only through a star which his competitor may have tomorrow, or an unusual production which at best he can find but once in a month or many months?
THE

NEXT DEVELOPMENT IN| MOTION PICTURES MUST BE IN THE
PROCESS. To an improved motion picture we can tie every advance in star and dramatic
production, distribution and exhibitor-producer co-operation. WITHOUT some such
force, every effort toward better things will be swallowed up, as it is today, in the
unthinking struggle for individual survival.

It is therefore a new process that I am bringing back with me as I re-enter the industry. In succeeding
advertisements I shall develop the details of the rocess and my plans for it.

Meanwhile, applications for bookings are now beingf received for the first two Paralta
Plays, "A Man's Man," with Mr. J. Warren Kerrigan, and "Madam
Miss Bessie Barriscale.
Address the home office:
W.

W.

Who?"

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

527

New

Fifth Avenue,

York

Telephone: Murray Hill 2123
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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EDITORIALS
3962
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3963
SMALL THEATRE REPORTS CONTINUE TO INDICATE CRISIS
3965
FIFTEEN-CENT REEL TAX IS TESTED IN CLEVELAND 3967
MORE EXHIBITORS JOIN DRIVE TO GET SMOKES
FOR SOLDIERS
3971
FIRST AID TO "WATCH YOUR STEP"
3969
WHAT KIND OF A FELLOW IS— BRADY?
3975
LASKY RETURNS FROM CALIFORNIA WITH PROGRESSIVE PLANS
3993
Farrell Defends Exhibitors Against Attack
3968
Goldwyn Releasing Plans Meet Approval
3992
Blackton Goes West to Produce Parker Novel
3994
Petrova Releases First Picture December 23..,
3995
World-Brady-Select Stars for January Feature...
3996
Freuler's Idea for New Coin Gains Prestige
3997
Universal Calls Public Into " Mystery Ship"
3998
Triangle Begins Five Features at Culver City
3999
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4000
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Don't

Go

to

8, 1917

Washington!

That is — if we are going there to Ballyhoo,

IN a brief editorial note Jast week we put this question
to the manufacturer and exhibitor organizations : " Who
will go to Washington in December ? "
We suggested a small committee, able and willing to
analyze the problems of every class in the industry and
prepare a definite, concrete program. We ventured mildly
the thought that this committee be represented by a man
of the Charles Evans Hughes type — keen in powers of
analysis and strong in prestige.
The thought uppermost in our mind was a dignified
representation — a representation worthy of a nation's fifth
industry when that nation is at war. A representation
presenting to a war-time Congress reasonable, constructive
suggestions — not badgering protests and irritating criticism.
A representation likely to have some meed of success.
* * * *

able to gather since last week's
have been now
we program
far as the
AS issue,
outlined is something like
this:
The Executive Committee of the M. P. E. L., pursuant
to a call from Lee A. Ochs, will meet in Washington on
December 1 1, 12, 13.
A manufacturers' committee may, unless wiser counsel
prevails, journey to Washington in an effort to have the
tax repealed.
Representatives of the A. E. A. will be on the scene.
There is the program.
It is a program that promises a fiasco little short of
criminal; a blunder likely to earn the jeers of the industrial world; a mistake monumental in its possible effect
on public opinion.
* * * *
LET us face the facts squarely, gentlemen of the picture
industry.
The Congress that convenes in Washington in December isthe Congress of a nation engaged in a war with
the might of a Colossus.
That nation needs money ; that Congress must provide
the money.
The taxes and handicaps that have been placed on the
nation's industries are but drops in the five oceans com-

to Air Dirty Linen, to Squeal

pared to the demands which must be made by that Congress before we shall have passed the darkness of war and
post-war days to the peace that was ours before the gauntlet
was cast.
Washington is thinking in terms of the world's most
gigantic conflict. It has taxed practically every walk of
life. To some, the automobile industry, for example, it
has said, " You shall be taxed, and what is more, we shall
limit your output. Uncle Sam needs your facilities, your
rawWashington
materials." is callously indifferent to parading delegations and boisterous committees. It considers them pests
and worse.
To a Washington in that frame of mind we shall appear
as a laughing stock, for we will be represented by divided
camps; to that Washington and the public opinion of the
nation we shall appeal as an industry of squealers.
j(e 3f> sfi 3|t
THERE is only one spirit in which the picture industry
should go to Washington, and that the spirit of sincere cooperation with the nation's desires.
This is the spirit which will show Uncle Sam how he can
secure more revenue by keeping in business houses which
a few faulty features of the law are now driving to the wall.
This is the spirit which will show Uncle Sam how he can
secure as much or more revenue and still modify features
of the law that are working hardship on particular classes
of theatres.
This is the spirit which will present the industry's facts
ner.
and evidence — there is aplenty — in a dignified, loyal manBlustering, bickering, ballyhooing will not clear the eyes
of a Congress that knows us only through tales of million
dollar salaries.
Wailing, weeping and whimpering will earn only contempt.
And contempt, fed by quarrels and dissension in our
own ranks, will be but a forerunner to further taxation
by a Congress sorely beset for revenue sources.
(Continued on next page)

E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.
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Editorially:
A Footnote

Music

FORTY per cent, of the success of the larger picture
theatres throughout the country is due to the musical
accompaniment of the picture. It has become a part
of the show which could not be dispensed with. The same
thing applies to the smaller houses and is just as important
to them as to their larger competitors. The difference is
that the smaller house does not know how to get the desired
results.
We in this office are trying to do all in our power to help
straighten out this condition. We have two musicians on
our staff both of whom are capable of jumping right in
and helping you with your individual problems. This service is free for the asking.
Our Music Department each week contains cue sheets —
articles directed to the musicians and criticisms of the latest
selections published by the various music publishers. We
will go further — we will buy for you any numbers which
you may desire and which you cannot obtain from your
local music dealer. In fact, we are here to cooperate with
every theatre, big or small, in any possible way.
You will find the Music Department every week in the
Accessory Section of Motion Picture News, and everj
theatre owner or manager should see to it that his musician
or members of his orchestra read it every week.

" Specials " and the Elusive Patron
UR Box Office Reports teach many lessons. Not
the least important of those that have come to our
notice is this:
" Don't book a ' special ' unless you expect to play it as
special.' "
a 'Sounds
obvious. It is. Yet it is surprising to learn the
frequency with which exhibitors pay extra rentals for socalled " specials " and then seem to trust in some all-guiding fate to bring in the extra money necessary to meet the
rental. To Mr. and Mrs. John Patron — on the outside
looking in — there is nothing to lift the production from
the level of the six others shown at the house during the
week.
It might be possible to expect " star pictures " to sell
themselves automatically, but the picture whose intrinsic
value lies in other quarters" must be sold — strongly and
forcibly.
But the lesson of the Box Office Reports may be extended still further:
" Don't book a ' special ' unless you expect to play it as
a ' special ' and unless the manufacturer gives you advertising aids that are ' special.' "
Be a Consistent Patriot

kind of patriotism we must be prepared to show
is not the quickly forgotten " three-cheers-for-OldGlory " variety.
Our offering must be continuous, as persistent as the
faith we have in our cause.
Are you one of the exhibitors who came forward and
to the " Smokes "
generously
campaign ? lent your hand and lobby
If you haven't joined — climb aboard now.
The " Smokes " Campaign slogan is—
" For the Duration of the War ! "

THE

to the Preceding Page

WE

have stated on the preceding page our fiat conviction that any ballyhoo meetings in Washington
in December will be fatal. There must be a sane
business alternative. One that comes to our mind is linked
with our use of Charles Evans Hughes's name.
Can the picture industry afford to engage the services
of a man of the unassailable prestige and ability of Charles
Evans Hughes?
Secondly, will it place in his hands all our evidence and
facts, gathered from all over the country to represent the
situation with every type of exhibitor, offered frankly by
the manufacturers to show their position?
Then let Mr. Hughes — or the man selected — go into executive session — a supreme court of one to consider the
evidence.
Let us abide by the decision he makes — let our fate rest
in his hands and our united strength follow the course he
dictates. A Congress that knows nothing of motion pictures and will not listen to a ballyhoo will give ready ear
to a dignified representative presenting facts and constructive suggestions.
He may decide that in many of our complaints we are
wrong — but his decision will at least be that of justice and
impartial reasoning.
Can we " think big " enough for this ? Or would a move
to put this dream into practicality be met with cries of suspicion, distrust and doubt?
The answer will tell you whether we, as an industry, or
any single branch of this industry, should show our faces
in Washington in December.

Don't Wait — Speak Up!
HAVE been waiting for your Exhibitors' Service
Bureau to take up the question of the country weekly and help us to get real ads from their limited
facilities," writes an exhibitor. " I am sure you can help
We will do our best — but the letter prompts a word of
advice :
The Service Department is there for you. Mr. Exhibitor,
striving its best to aid you. But
Don't wait — don't sit back until it gets to your problem
— speak up ! The best service is the service that is timely
and direct. " If you don't see what you want, ask for it."
us." Don't Go to Washington
{Continued from preceding page)
The need for action is
question is imperative.
THEimmediate.
Unless we can go to Congress with clean
hands in a clean business way, let us, for Reason's
sake, stay away from Washingtotn.
Let us secure harmony of opinion at home. If we cannot get it let no divided camps in Washington air the industry's dirty linen.
Let us study our facts at home and decide a definite
course of action. If we cannot then let no gab-fests in
Washington incur for the industry the epithet "squealer."
The times demand that we " think big." Can we do it?
Or shall we be as pygmies at the feet of Mars?
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Newsy Items from San Diego
MARY PICKFORD was the guest of honor at a hop at the
U. S. Grant hotel Saturday evening, November 10, at
which the Fourteenth aero squadron and the Eighteenth company of coast artillery were the hosts. Hundreds of society
people, as well as many officers and their wives, were included among the guests. Miss Pickford was fairly hidden by
the floral offerings of her admirers and they formed a veritable
bower about her as she received during the evening. She had
spent a part of the day at North Island aviation school, where
Maj. Henry J. Damm, Maj. Cushman Hartwell and Capt.
William Ergenzinger explained to her and her party the many
interesting things about flying. Sunday she lunched at North
Island and then went to Camp Kearny to see some of her
hundreds of " god-sons." Miss Frances Marion, scenario
writer, was a member of the Pickford party.

H. LEWIS, film exchange manager of Los Angeles, visited the managers of local houses the past
week, making his headquarters at the U. S. Grant hotel.

MYRON

Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday nights; when the
many thousands of soldiers now stationed at Camp
Kearny are given liberty, the local amusement houses take on
the appearance of a big bargain sale as the men crowd about
the entrances awaiting admission. Every house, whether playing stock or vaudeville, having road shows or running films, is
enjoying a fine trade these days.
ALLEN H. WRIGHT.

ON

Spokane Red Head Club Breaks into Print
WHEN information given out by the War Department that
the first American to fire a shell from the Pershing
camp at the Germans was an American red-head, Dr. H. S.
Clemmer, sponsor and organizer of the Clemmer Red-Head
Club of Boys of Spokane, Wash., wired the War Department
to learn the American gunner's name that he could be made
an honorary member of the Spokane boys' club. The War
Department did not have the name of the heroic red-head,
and so suggested that the Clemmer Club make all red-heads
of the Pershing army honorary members to the Clemmer
Club.
The Clemmer Red-Head Club was organized about two
years ago by Dr. H. S. Clemmer of the Clemmer theatre of
Spokane and now has a membership of about 100 boys, all
under fifteen years of age. Since that time Dr. Clemmer and
President Hill of the Northwestern Railroad have organized
the Brotherhood of the Red-Head Club. The purpose of the
brotherhood is to secure men to act as big brothers to the
members of the Clemmer organization. This plan has been
very
and foster
resulted
in Clemmer's
advicesuccessful
from their
brothers
togetherboys
withreceiving
presents good
and
benefits in the matter of securing employment, etc.
Jensen

& Von

Herberg Big Liberty Loan
Buyers
AMONG the larger sums subscribed in the Portland (Ore.)
drive for the second Liberty Loan was one taken out by
Jensen & Von Herberg, which amounted to $100,000. The
name of Jensen & Von Herberg is synonymous with the best
there is in motion pictures. They operate the well-known
Jensen & Von Herberg circuit of theatres in the Northwest,
comprising the Liberty, Coliseum and Mission theatres in
Seattle, the Liberty and Columbia in Portland, and the Rialto
theatre in Butte. They believe it is the duty of the picture
industry to co-operate and help the government in every way
possible, and to that end the use of their screens and their
money is at the service of the government.
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Ruffner of Spokane Now in Portland
RALPH RUFFNER, former manager of the Liberty theatre of Spokane, is now a Portland (Ore.) exhibitor.
This highly successful theatre manager, who in three years
lifted the L. W. Hutton Spokane property out of the " red "
and placed it on a basis where it ranked as the most popular
of all Spokane houses and at the same time the biggest moneymaker, is the new manager of the Columbia theatre and publicity manager for the Columbia and Liberty, the two Jensen
& Von Herberg houses in Portland.
Mr. Ruffner is well known in Portland, for he spent many
years of his life here. He was Multnomah County's first motorcycle cop, was connected with the Denver & Rio Grande
ticket office, and broke into the film game in Vancouver in
1909, first essaying the role of pianist.
Mr. Ruffner has the reputation of being a live, hustling
manager and plays all ends of the game from the projection
room to the pipe organ, writes his own ads., prepares his own
press stuff, and even draws his own slides. They say he has
a bagful of original ideas he will loosen on the Portland public.
With the Columbia management in Mr. Ruffner's hands, E.
J. Myrick, who will continue to supervise both Jensen & Von
Herberg houses in Portland, will devote most of his time to
the management of the big new Liberty, the 2,000-seat house,
which ranks as the largest in Oregon.
Paramount Representative is Optimistic
CLANG COBB, special representative for Paramount, and
• old college chum of T. Y. Henry, local manager, spent
several days in Denver last week and is now at Dallas, Tex.,
on the last leg of an itinerary covering eight weeks.
Mr. Cobb is not only a live wire but an optimist. He has
encountered prosperity everywhere throughout the territory
he has visited and believes that this prosperity is bound to
continue. The present war tax on theatre admissions, he
says, spells Opportunity for exhibitors — an opportunity which
will never come again.
" Since I left headquarters," said Mr. Cobb, " I have seen
nothing but prosperity and many indications that this prosperity will continue. It is really remarkable how the larger
houses are taking to Paramount's first serial, " Who's No.
1?" There is also a strong demand for our short subjects.
" The public is taking kindly to the war tax and are paying
it gladly, no difference whether the admission is 10 or 25. I
wish that all exhibitors would realize what a splendid opportunity is brought to them along with the imposition of the
admission tax. I refer to the opportunity afforded the exhibitor to advance his admission price. Prices in many instances have long been too low, and a moderate increase is
not only justifiable but now is the psychological time for such
increase. The opportunity is here now. It will never come
again. I am just as sure of this as I am that the small houses
are gradually being eliminated. The small, poorly equipped
and poorly ventilated house must give way to modern, sanitary theatres under management which is keenly alive to the
public demand for the best that the market affords."
Patrons Aid Cody's Birthday Celebration
PRACTICALLY all of the patrons of the Cody theatre at
San Fernando assisted Proprietor-Manager George F.
Cody Saturday, November 17, in the first birthday celebration
of his life. Because of a strange series of events Mr. Cody
never know what his birthday or his age was until a few days
ago, when after years of investigating he found that he would
be forty-five years of age on the 17th of November. When he
told his friends of this they planned a surprise to aid him in
celebrating the event. A general reception was held at the
theatre in the afternoon and evening, following a birthday
dinner at his home in San Fernando.
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PORTLAND lost another film exchange last week when the
Pathe office closed, the equipment was moved to Seattle
and the fourteen people comprising the distributing corps
were either dismissed or transferred to other points.
The reason for the desertion of the Rose City is charged to
the unusually high cost of maintaining the Seattle exchange,
coupled with the expense of building a new structure in the
Sound City. The Oregon territory will be handled out of
Seattle under Manager George Endert. H. O. Strom, formerly an exhibitor of St. Helens, Ore., is to be one of the
Oregon roadmen.
W. W. Kofeldt, one of the most popular and at the same
time Pathe's most successful Portland managers, is expected
to take the Minneapolis Pathe exchange. L. A. Samuelson,
booker, is slated for a San Francisco berth, while Miss G.
Laundra, cashier, has gone to Seattle.
The Pathe Exchange has been in Portland for four years,
being opened soon after the big General Film shakeup.
The only exchanges now in Portland are Paramount-Artcraft, Universal, Mutual and Standard, with a General suboffice.
THE Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Oregon has
placed itself on record as opposing the 15-cent film tax
levied on the exhibitors by the manufacturers and distributors. Immediately upon notice of the tax levy a meeting of
the Portland members was held and the exchanges notified
that the tax would not be paid. However, this was modified
and nearly all exhibitors have paid under protest.
The matter of film tax has been taken up with the National
League and the Oregon exhibitors are willing to do their
share if the question comes to a showdown.
At this latest film tax protest meeting it was decided to
postpone indefinitely the proposed movie ball, originally fixed
for late in November.
Among the out-of-town members at the meeting were Lew
Cullins of the Casino theatre, The Dalles; A. Bettingen of the
Empress and Grand theatres, The Dalles, and F. H. Park of
Malalla.
MANAGER C. M. HILL of the Portland Paramount-Artcraft Exchange has closed a contract with the Oregon
State Board of Control to furnish films to the eight state institutions under the board's jurisdiction.
The contract is exclusive, one picture a week to be furnished each institution.
Mr. Hill's scoop followed close on the announcement that
many complaints had been registered anent the poor class of
films the state had been receiving.

Portland

3

and

Spokane

CONTRACTS have been made for the showing of Goldwyn
films at the Clemmer theatre at Spokane. The first to be
exhibited is " Polly of the Circus," and following this will be
" Baby Mine," " Fighting Odds " and " Spreading Dawn."
The contract was made by C. F. Hill, northwestern representative of the Goldwyn Exchange at Seattle.
SAN

FRANCISCO

THE

exhibitors of Northern California are organizing a new
association for their general business interests. W. E.
Corey is the president and H. Taubner Goethe the secretary.

THROUGH the courtesy of the George Kleine System and
Turner & Dahnken the orphans of San Francisco were
entertained at the Tivoli on Saturday morning, November 24,
with
Mary McAlister in " Young Mother Hubbard " as the
attraction.
LW. THOMPSON, formerly salesman for Paramount, is
• now with the Mutual.
Edwin B. Baron, sales manager for the American Photo
Player Company, has been laid up with tonsilitis.
Harry Berg is here from New York with pictures of the
Russian revolution.
LATE San Francisco visitors: Henry Kadoya of Bijou
theatre, Visalia; A. W. Wright of Greeland theatre,
Riverbank; W. B. Martin, Star theatre, Modesto; Frank
Vesely, Brown opera house, Salinas; W. S. Webster of Woodland and Dunsmuir theatres; F. B. Van Buren of Star theatre, Oakdale; James Barlow of the Empire and Maze theatres, Stockton; E. Oddy Freedman, an Eastern representative
of the Supreme Feature Film Company.
FIRE broke out in the inspection room of the Fox Film Exchange, 245 Golden Gate avenue, on the afternoon of
November 12, probably caused by spontaneous combustion.
Three girls were at work there and one fainted as the flames
burst forth. All were rescued without difficulty, however.
The " Jack and the Beanstalk " film, recently exhibited here,
was slightly damaged and a number of other films were either
damaged or destroyed. Most of the big attractions not working were in the vault. Considerable damage was done to the
room.

EBETTINGER of The Dalles, Ore., has raised his admis• sion price from 15 to 20 cents for his Grand and
Orpheum theatres and reports business every bit as good as
usual.

COL. E. C. WOOD is in town supervising the distribution
of Cincinnati and Connorsville Krell products from the
plants which have recently been acquired by the Werner Industries.

ART

WO. EDMUNDS, formerly manager of the George Kleine
• System in San Francisco, is now manager of the Majestic theatre, Reno. He has been in San Francisco during the
past week, making new contracts and shaking hands with his
hundreds of friends.

KOLSTADT, the Hood River (Ore.) film magnate,
was in Portland the other day. He has raised prices at
his Electric and Gem theatres from 15 to 20 cents for ordinary
shows and gets 25 cents for the bigger features.

JOE WOLKE of the Joy theatre, Grant's Pass, Ore., is getting 20 cents for his average programs and has gone from
20 to 30 cents for the film specials.
J A. McGILL, who owns Vancouver's (Wash.) three film
• houses, the American, Liberty and U. S. A., reports
that business is booming at the barracks city. He has increased admission prices from 10 to 15 cents.
SAM WHITESIDE of Whiteside Brothers, Corvallis,
Ore., film magnates, reports that his houses cleaned up
at the benefit performances staged during the Liberty Loan
drive.

DAY, representing G. K. Spoor, Chicago, has just disVR.
• mantled the motion picture studio at Niles, Cal., where
a number of productions were made. This marks the passing
of one of the early-day studios. Niles is about thirty miles
from San Francisco.
THE

new Grass Valley theatre has temporarily closed and
it is said that after some improvements are made it will
reopen under new management.
Carolan & Sons of the Kinema theatre, Fresno, are planning
to open a new house in Los Angeles,
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Spokane Manager Stars With Ray
MANAGER RALPH RUFFNER, of the Liberty theatre,
Spokane, recently put over an advertising novelty that
managers will find it hard to surpass or even duplicate. Mr.
Ruffner recently visited the Ince Studios in California and met
Tom Ince, Charles Ray, Dorothy Dalton and the other Ince
stars and Ince hit upon the happy idea of making a picture
with the local manager in the cast. Charles Ray was chosen
to play opposite in view of the fact that his picture was first to
be shown at the Liberty.
The scenario department mapped out a little scenario and
the cameraman was summoned and the making of the picture
began under the personal direction of Mr. Ince, director of
" Civilization " and other big spectacles. The finished picture
surprised Mr. Ruffner probably more than anybody else.
The Ince craftsman had given it a standard mounting with
special decorated subtitles, one reproducing the lobby and
box-office of the Liberty. The production was duly announced with the regulation leaders and copyrighted and the
cast was announced as " Charles Ray, the Wonder Boy, and
Ralph Ruffner, the Boy Wonder."
The action merely shows the two picture men meeting on
the "lot" and shaking hands and conversing. Ray is asked
when he will visit the Liberty and the subtitle announces his
coming appearance in Spokane and the date. Liberty audiences gave the " picturette " a " hand " at every performance.
High

Jinks

Benefit Association

Funds

jV/I ORE than 300 Los Angeles exhibitors, exchange men and
Ay* members of the film colony participated in a '49 jinks
given Wednesday evening at a local cafe. The event began
at 11 o'clock and, as advertised, continued until daylight. The
entertainment consisted of vaudeville numbers, speeches and
dancing. Mike Gore, treasurer of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' Association, was master of ceremonies, and among
the film celebrities who
participated were Hughie Mack,
Pathe Lehrman, Fredrick Miller, Henry Brick, C. H. Christie
and others. A goodly sum was realized by the Theatre Owners' Association, which will go to the general treasury fund to
combat evils of the exhibiting
business.

C EVERAL of the studios have compiled figures showing the amount of subacriptions for the second
Loan bonds and the sums
amazing.
Hollywood a apportionment byLiberty
the Government was $365,000, are
and of that
amount $335,000 were purchased by members of the
several producing uniti
n\n ^asky studio. Mary Pickford took $90,000, Douglas Fairbanks $100.000,
and several others purchased large sums. Roscoe Arbuckle, working at
i^ong Beach, gave the committee
his cooperation and secured subscriptions,
including his own, for $65,000. Every
of the American studios at
banta Barbara purchased one or moremember
bonds and the total sales
there
amounted to nearly $300,000, or about one-eighth
the bonds purchased at
ianta Barbara. Mary Miles Minter presided at ofa meeting
and
personally
disposed of $100,000. Thomas H. Ince bought bonds to the extent of $100,uuu and personally conducted a very successful
sales campaign at the Ince
studios. It is estimated the members of the West
bought more than five million dollars worth of bonds.Coast film colony have
^ILLIAM RUSSELL is to lay away his small town wardrobe for his next
•u PIct,ure and blossom forth in fashionable evening clothes — at least in
the first few scenes of the photoplay named " In Bad."
DERTRAM BRACKEN, who is directing Gladys Brockwell, is now learning
all about Berlin at the time of the
declaration of war for
coming production. This photoplay, as yet American
man capital and on the western battle front. unnamed, has scenes in the GerS ^6?JNoG of war. reminds one of the work of Tod Browning, his star,
tlodj ilast1 week
bt?rev>
now working in "The Legion of Death."
madeand company
showing
the
regiment
women, led by
Miss Storey, go over scenes
the top and capture Russian
a great number ofof Germans.
The
woman s regiment for the film, like the original
on
the
east
front,
made
up of Russian women who were secured for the scenes from the localwasRussian
colony. Ten interpreters were needed.
A LMA RUEBENS has avenged the death of her French poodle by securing
a *75 judgment from the owner of the murderous brindle bulldog.
G EO,RGE
DU BOIS
PROCTOR was given a momentous farewell on Monday evening,
October
29, the eve of his departure for the East to see
his brother, who is leaving for France shortly with the aviation
when
friends and admirers to the number of forty dined and wined him corps,
at a popular cate. Mr. Proctor has been on the coast for almost a year and
during
that time has won for himself the name of " the best known man of the
industry. He first served
as scenario writer for Lasky, but for five months
Mai been with Triangle and was granted a six-week vacation for the trip Bast.
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Griffith Speaks to Ad. Club in Los Angeles
DAVID WARK GRIFFITH was the principal speaker,
Tuesday, at the weekly luncheon of the Ad Club of Los
Angeles, when for forty minutes he spoke of his experiences
on the western battle front, where he spent five or six months
securing scenes for the coming three productions, two of which
will be released by Artcraft, and the third given to the government and the receipts used for charity.
Mr. Griffith has had a number of sets created on the plot of
ground in Hollywood used for the Babylonian sets, and with
his company is now working there daily to complete the first
subject, which will probably be ready for release within the
next month.
Permanent plans are now being made by Mr. Griffith for a
studio on the West Coast, and negotiations will be closed within a few days for a site in Culver City, where this plant will
be built.
Parsons

Leaves

for East to Arrange

for

"Tarzan"
PRESIDENT WILLIAM
PARSONS, of the National Film
Corporation of America, is to leave for New York in the
next few days, there to make arrangements for the premier
showing of the massive production, " Tarzan of the Apes,"
which will be completed within the next three or four weeks.
All of the scenes for this big production have been filmed, and
Director Scott Sidney and staff are now giving all their attention to the editing. Because of the remarkable cast in this
production, men of the film colony have voiced the opinion
that it will prove one of the best sellers of the year. The long
list includes Enid Markey, Elmo Lincoln, Gordon Griffith,
True Boardman, Thomas Jefferson, Colin Kenny and Bessie
Toner, together with many others.
It is understood
is Mr.
Parsons'
intention
duction on in New itYork
about
Christmas
time. to get the proDIRECTOR WALTER EDWARDS of Triangle is now one of the city
dads of Culver City. Since his election to this office by the people of
the stucco suburb he has come to believe he should be interested financially
in the town and so this week purchased a valuable piece of business property.
of the Triangle-Keystone staff still insist that they intend to
M EMBERS
move to the Culver City studio. The date is now placed two weeks
in advance, and there is nothing to be seen at the Hollywood plant that
would indicate there is any intention of abandoning it for some time to
come. The delay is now said to be the want of dressing rooms at Culver
City studios.
YY7ILLIAM BEAUDINE is making a Triangle Komedy pertaining to a
" piano mover and his troubled, with Harry Depp, Paddy Maguire, Ruth
Langston, Sylvia Ashton, and Ward Caulfield.
D OY DEL RUTH, who went to American Lake to become a member
of the Liberty Army, has been discharged because of defective eyesight,
and has returned to the Triangle Keystone studio, where he is a member
of the scenario or brain department. Ray Griffith, the comedian, has been
rejected on account of loss of voice and has also returned to the studio.
J P. McGOWAN, Helen Holmes and the Signal band of serialites are
nearing
end of
fifteen episode
tour on " The
Lost McGowan
Express."
the• past
week theseeing
the their
production
of the fourteenth
chapter.
finished
thirteen.
The Escape,"
twelve forthirty
one began
day lastshooting
week,
and afternumber
allowing
the players
forty minutes
lunch,
scenesbe ofthenumber
fourteen,
" Unmasked."
One ofwiththewater.
big scenes
this
will
filling up
of a concrete
vault slowly
At thefor same
time a number of large rats are set at liberty by being shot into the tank
through the water pipe while Miss Holmes is imprisoned therein. Blacky
and
Hobo, Miss
Holmes'fourteen,
trick kitten
and will
Airedale
to make
appearance
in number
and this
be thepup,firstaretime
they their
have
ever worked before the camera. For weeks the two pets have been in
training for their particular stunts in this picture. L. V. Hart, assistant
director, who was injured in the making of scenes at the Signal studio a
few weeks ago when the entire interior of the Palace Pullman car was
set aflame, was this week able to return to the studios.
C* ILMING of a number of scenes for " Mr. Butterfly,'* coming Triangle
1San production,
Director
E. Mason
and which
organization
Diego, wherehashe taken
will spend
several
days. Hopper
This story,
is spokento
of as a reversal of the situations and characters in the famous story
" Madame
" by John
LutherDarrell
Long, Foss
has ais big
cast with
a number
of
new facesButterfly
for Triangle
subjects.
to take
the name
role,
and opposite him will be Teddy Sampson, especially engaged for the part
last week. Her former impersonation of a Japanese maid was for " The
Fox engaged
Woman," Thomas
which was
produced
by Fine actor,
Arts. who
The will
Triangle
has
Kurihara,
a Japanese
be seenCompany
in the
role of father, and Jack Elbe, who will take the part of a disappointed
lover. The costume department of the Triangle producing plant has been
overworked for the last few days because of the costumes required for this
subject. Privilege to use one of the finest gardens on the Pacific Coast
has
been has
secured,
it isDiego.
for the making of scenes in this that the
company
gone and
to San

Among
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JOHN NEARY, owner of the Pastime theatre at Superior,
Ariz., and Al. T. Janes of Martin theatre of Globe, Ariz.,
have spent the past week in Los Angeles making bookings for
attractions at their theatres in the future.
In a Taft (Cal.) newspaper it is announced that T. & D.
circuit is to build a theatre at that place and that ground has
already been broken for the erection of the new house. Mr.
Langly is said to be in charge of the building. Taft is a mining town twenty-five miles southwest of Bakersfield that now
has two theatres, The Rex and Airdome, and the C. & C,
with 900 seats, which are owned by C. T. Cunnard.
KBUTTERFIELD, a former Detroit exhibitor, who came
• to the Coast about six weeks ago and purchased the
Arlington theatre on West Washington street, Los Angeles,
this week became the owner of the Victoria on Pico street,
seven blocks north of his other house. Mr. Butterfield will
conduct both theatres in the future.
FRANK ALEXANDER, owner of the Iris theatre, located
near Cahuenga boulevard, on Hollywood boulevard,
Hollywood, this week let the contract for the construction of
a new 900-seat house across the street and a few doors from
his present theatre. The new house will have many improvements over his present one, and he plans to make it the finest
suburban theatre in or about Los Angeles.
CC. HEAD, owner of the Grand and New Fairyland thea• tres at Anaheim, Cal., has taken the active management
of these two houses. The theatres were formerly leased, but
Mr. Head has now disposed of other business interests and
will have time to attend to all business pertaining to the
management in the future.
MKING, formerly owner of the Sunbeam theatre at 5722
• Pasadena avenue, Los Angeles, has purchased the Wigwam of Krugher & Helfrich. This house is located at 6110
Moneta avenue. W. Powelson, who has conducted a theatre
in Los Angeles for the past two years and recently disposed
of it, has purchased the Sunbeam, formerly owned and managed by Mr. King.
PLANS have been completed, leases drawn and contracts
let for the construction of a $75,000 theatre at Pasadena,
the millionaire suburb of Los Angeles. Dave H. Schumann
is back of this new theatre, and the contract for the construction has been let to George W. Simpson. Already the theatre
has been named The Florence. Plans provide for 900 seats
on one floor, with modern ventilating and heating system for
the building. O. T. Dennis, a Los Angeles architect, who
made plans for Quinn's Rialto theatre in Los Angeles, has
drawn the plans for this new house. It is planned the new
theatre will be ready for occupancy about April 1.
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cAnnouncement
Citizens

Trust

Savings

and

Bank

ARTERS- UNTS
DQUURE
HEAPICT
ACCO
MOTION
in LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
We are enjoying a large part of the motion
picture business of this city.
WHY
First — Because we offer fourteen hours of excellent
banking service, from eight In the morning until
which affords an unusual
In the evening,
ten
convenience
for all depositor* who are busily
engaged during the usual banking hours.
Second — Because we appreciate the worth of, and try
to promote the welfare of the motion picture
business.
Third — Because our many satisfied depositors bring
their friends to the bank, who, In turn, become
satisfied depositors.
Fourth — Because all of the stock of this bank Is owned
total reBank,
Nationalbeing
Citizens
by The sources
overthetwenty-five
of both banks
million.
CITIZENS TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK
Los Angeles, Cal.
Third and Broadway

Pay-As

-You -Enter

VOGLESONG

HVON EMMEL, representing the George Kleine System,
• reports after an extended tour that business is flourishing in all Northern California. In the rural districts the war
tax has been accepted patriotically and no effect has been felt
in attendance.
PROMINENT film men going from San Francisco in a
special car to attend the opening of Beatty's new theatre
at Fresno on November 26 are: Managers Simpson of Triangle, Wobber of Paramount, Allen of Artcraft, Cohen of the
George Kleine System, Markowitz of the California, Goldberg
of Bluebird, Citron of the Fox, Levy of Mutual, Kohn of
Consolidated, Hyman of All Star, Parsons of Goldwyn, Quive
of Vitagraph, Stout of Select, Child of Pathe, Jensen of the
World, Mr. Greenfield of the New Fillmore and New Mission
theatres and several others. The married men of the party
will be accompanied by their wives.
The same people are planning to go on to Los Angeles and
attend the opening of Kehrlein's Kinema theatre, but this matter has not been definitely decided.
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

SYSTEM
-EFFICIENT
MODERN-

A COMFORT AND
CONVENIENCE TO
YOUR

PATRON

A SAVING AND
PROTECTION TO
YOU
Worth Your Time to
Write Us—
AMERICAN
COIN
REGISTER CO.
EMERYVILLE - CALIFORNIA
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
2006 Third Avenue
Seattle, Washington
H. E. WHITE
S. SpringCalifornia
Street
Los736 Angeles,

I
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THE World Film Corporation has installed a new Rex
cleaner, introducing an innovation so far as Denver film
offices are concerned. Manager Rosefield is a crank on
cleaned films and insisted that his company put in one.
Every World film now leaves the Denver office in good, firstclass condition.
THE

Rocky Mountain Screen Club, whose team secured the
largest amount of subscriptions among competing teams
on the first day of the recent Liberty Loan drive, has received
a beautiful banner in recognition of the team's services.
The same team has since rendered valuable service in pushing Denver's quota in the Triangle Y. M. C. A. drive over the
mark. Practically every employe of Denver film exchanges
has contributed liberally, their combined donations being
turned in as a single contribution.

FIELD CARMICHAEL, former Denver Fox manager and
for the past two years holding the same position in Los
Angeles, visited Denver friends last week. Accompanied by
Mrs. Carmichael, he was en route to Detroit to take charge
of the Fox office in that city.
THE

nickel theatre is a thing of the past in Pueblo. The
Colonial at that place advanced its admission price from
5 to 10 cents on November 1.
Moore & Greaves are building a theatre in Pueblo and a
third theatre in Cheyenne.

FRED McCOY, widely known as an exhibitor in New
Mexico, announces the opening on Tuesday, December
18, of the Park theatre, one of the largest and most modern
picture houses in the state. The house will have a seating capacity of 500 and will open with a first-class orchestra and a
Seeburg photoplayer.
Taggert & Taggert will open November 15 their remodeled
theatre at Cowley, Wyo. Its seating capacity has been increased to 354.
JW. SCOTT of the Mutual is out on a trip covering Eastern
• Colorado and Western Nebraska for two weeks. C. C.
Percy, also of the Mutual, is covering Southern Colorado and
New Mexico. He will be absent a month.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., Montana salesman for Goldwyn, is in
Denver for the first time since he was appointed their representative in that territory.
Ed. Head of West & Head, Billings, was a recent Denver
visitor.
rYEMING, N. M., has a cantonment of 25,000 soldiers.
Realizing that as an ideal place for Metro's big production de luxe, " Draft 258," Special Representative Harry Lustig recently arranged for a private showing of this film to the
soldiers at Deming, at which the commanding general and his
staff and many exhibitors from surrounding towns were present. As a result " Draft 258 " has been booked for a week's
run at one of the principal theatres in Deming. As many of
the boys at the cantonment were called to the colors under
the 258 draft number, the production has naturally created
much interest in military circles at that point.
O HENRY and George Ade's " Fables in Slang " are draw• ing capacity houses at the America and the Princess in
Denver. R. S. Nelson, local representative for General Film
Company, says the demand for these productions is big in this
territory, and exhibitors tell him the Henry productions are
the best short subject drawing cards they have ever found.
The Strand in Denver is also showing Chaplin subjects to
capacity houses.
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TW. TEUFEL, road salesman for the General Film Com• pany, has just finished a successful road trip in his big
seven passenger touring car through New Mexico. In this
way he was enabled to carry a large amount of advertising
and reports heavy bookings of General standards.
Miss Minette Cassidy, well known in Denver film circles,
has joined the Denver office of the Triangle Distributing Corporation.
FRIENDS of W. J. Hazeltine, who recently joined the selling force of the Triangle, will deeply sympathize with
him in the loss of his wife, who died at the family residence
in Denver, Friday, November 9.
JAMES M. TALLY, who came to Denver from Salt Lake
City last April as the manager of Vitagraph, has been
transferred to Seattle as manager. He is a nephew of T. L.
Tally of the Tally theatre in Los Angeles.
Mr. Tally is succeeded in Denver by his former assistant,
A. G. Edwards. Mr. G. A. Farris has been transferred from
Seattle to Los Angeles.
CLAYTON P. SHEEHAN, special Fox representative, a recent Denver visitor, has departed for his home in New
York City via Kansas City. He expressed himself as much
pleased with conditions in and around Denver.
The new Sunshine Fox comedies have started a week's run
at the Isis and are drawing big.
D. T. McElhinney, formerly with Vitagraph in Kansas
City and Omaha, has just started on his initial road trip for
the Fox Film Corporation out of Denver.
War Tax Goes Over Nicely in Denver
EVERYTHING seems to be progressing nicely in the collection of the admission war tax at Denver theatres and
the public is accepting the imposition of the tax cheerfully.
The Isis and Paris are paying the tax for their customers,
while the patrons are playing penny ante at the box-offices
elsewhere.
According to H. Bradley Fish of the Goldwyn, who has just
returned from a western slope trip, exhibitors throughout
Western Colorado report that the people realize the tax is a
government necessity and are willingly paying the extra admission. The Star theatre at Cripple Creek has solved the
penny problem by issuing 2l/z cent coupons covering the tax.
These are sold to patrons at the box-office and may be purchased two for 5 cents or in larger quantities.
In Denver two distributors are paying the film tax for their
patrons, and others are insisting that the exhibitor must pay
the 15 cents per reel. Payment is being made in numerous
instances under protest.
Intimate Notes About You and Your Friends
THE Princess theatre has installed the first American organ
in Denver, and Eddie Horton of Los Angeles is presiding
at the console for the coming three weeks. The instrument
has an echo organ at the screen, while the organ proper is installed in an excavation.

who recently added the Page and Star
Bergner,
OT.
of Medford to his holdings, is to conduct the
• theatres
Page as a feature house. Mr. Bergner, who was formerly
manager of the Columbia theatre, Portland, is also the owner
of the Vining theatre of Ashland.
FA. PERIN of the Savoy theatre, Eugene; Ward Coble of
• Ye Liberty, Bend, and Ross Nelson of the Isis, Independence, were among recent out-of-town visitors at the Portland exchanges.
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WILLIAM J. QUINN, salesman, is making a trip through
the Bakersfield territory, and H. H. Kanagy of the
same exchange is now in Imperial Valley after spending several days in the San Diego territory.
C. J. Crowley, salesman for the Fox organization, who was
sent from the New York Exchange to the San Francisco
branch about a month ago, has been transferred to Los Angeles, where he will be in charge of the Sunshine Comedies
Department of the Fox Exchange.
EVA HETHERINGTON, former cashier of the Pathe
branch at Omaha, has been transferred to the Los Angeles Exchange, where she succeeds C. B. Hammer, who has
become auditor at the Pathe studio in Glendale.
Exceptional business is reported to exhibitors on the
" Stars and Stripes in France " film released by Pathe. This
subject had its first run at the Alhambra theatre in Los Angeles and went to San Diego, where it is now playing for a
week at the Plaza theatre. In both instances the film drew
capacity business.
WJ. MULLANEY, Pathe Los Angeles branch salesman,
• has returned from a trip through Arizona and brings
reports of excellent business conditions there, owing to the
activities in the mining districts.
Dan Loveridge, a former Los Angeles business man, has
been added to the city sales force of the Los Angeles Pathe
Exchange.
IRVING LESSER, manager of the Los Angeles All Star
A Feature Distributors' Exchange, has booked the Florence
Reed subject, " Today," for a two-week run at Tally's Broadway theatre, beginning November 19.
Jake Cone, owner of the California Comedy and Feature
Exchange in Los Angeles, has just returned from Utica,'
N. Y., where he was called because of the illness of his father,
who died before his arrival. Mr. Cone spent two weeks in the
East.
1 OS ANGELES GREATER VITAGRAPH EXCHANGE
t-i has a new manager in the person of George Faris, who
was transferred this week from the Seattle branch to his former home in Los Angeles. The change was made necessary
by the resignation of H. M. Lentz, who has been in charge of
the Los Angeles branch for the past year. James Tally, a
former Los Angeles Exchange man, who has been manager
of the Denver branch, has been transferred to Seattle. The
changes were made by Western Representative H. D. Naugle.
Faris began his film exchange career in Los Angeles when he
was salesman for Greater Vitagraph, then the V. L. S. E.
Since that time he has been manager of the Seattle branch for
more than a year. The retiring manager, H. M. Lentz, has
not made known his connections for the future, but it is understood he will remain on Film Row as manager of an exchange.
Los Angeles has a new exchange salesman in the person
of Harvey Grossman, Jr. The father is connected with the
All Star Feature Distributors, and the new arrival came this
week.
OV. TRAGGARD, formerly manager of an independent
• exchange in San Francisco, has returned to the latter
city after a year's absence. He intends to locate in the South.
r\IRECTOR COLIN CAMPBELL is busy with the filming of " Little
"2
.Orphan
poemin ofa James
Riley,
at theof Selig
ttudiot.
The Annie,"
companyfavorite
will leave
week orWhitcomb
two for the
vicinity
San
Francisco, where suitable small town location will be selected. The screen
version for this was prepared by Gilson Willette. Coleen Moore is the
featured player and the other important members of the cast are Tom
6antchi, Mae Gaston, Eugenie Besserer, Lillian Hayward and Harry Lonsdale. Many prominent child players will be engaged for this picture at a
later date.
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to Order

EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE
985 Market Street, San Francisco, California
aiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui imiiMiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiNimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiim^
TITLES
OF ALL

DESCRIPTIONS

Motion Picture
BROADWAY 1153
HOME 10525
?iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiii!iiiiiiiimiiiiiim^

Title Go.
631 S. SPRING STREET
LOS ANGELES

GEORGE W. CHAPMAN
COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of all kinds of plaster and papier mache work,
miniature sets of every description, and all kinds of props for
the special needs of motion picture productions.
Phone: Hollywood 1290 5155 Santa Monica, Blvd., Los Angeles
CAMBRIA SPRING COMPANY
" Quality First"
"Largest Spring
Auto and Truck
Springs, Wheels,
Factory on the
Rims and Bumpers
ForgingFrames^
MadePacific
and Coast"
General Blacksmithing ^^rcrt
Straightened
Phones : Main 1076 Home F-5233 91 6-91 8 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Cal .
MULTIGRAPHING
F 5244

F 5244

MIMEOGRAPHING
F 5244

TYPEWRITING
SCENARIOS
MANUSCRIPTS
Al. Holman & Co.

PRESS COPY

609 S. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles.

Phone : Home 57096
Photographic
and
Lobby Reproductions
Displays

Los Angeles
ManufacturersCan
of Co.

IRe-Jpboto Co.
SUCCESSORS TO ACME PHOTO
Reproductions Company
1509 Cahuenga Ave., near Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

FILM CASES
303 San Fernondo Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Sunset Bast S89
Borne 10669
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<IWe want to hear about you, your theatre; we want
to let others hear.
<IDrop a newsy item to our Los Angeles office. A
post card will do.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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1 Nielsen, K. N.
Furry, Ella
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Fuller,
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Gabbe, A.
1 O'Malley, Pat
1 Ostriche, Muriel
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1 Pagano, Marie
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Pagano, Mrs. G.
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Girard, Charles
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Jack
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11 Sidney,
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Frank
C.
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Mary
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Finds Trouble in Judging Length of
Features
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: You have asked for suggestions and I believe there is one that should
have some attention, perhaps not so much
from your end of the great industry. But
at the same time I believe you will be interested and that is in:
Giving the correct length of feature
subjects, not in reels so much, as in the
number of feet in each subject.
I find my greatest trouble in getting up
a program that will run a certain length,
buy service to make this required length
and then on arrival of the feature find that
it is perhaps in full five thousand feet or
about forty-three hundred.
I realize it would be a hard matter for
you to get this subject adjusted, but I am
only making this as a suggestion to see
what you personally think of it. I am sure
that other brother exhibitors have the
same trouble as I do.
Here for instance is a comparison :
Playing Marguerite Clark in " Bab's
Diary" I find the subject a good five thousand feet long. For Sunday I have LouTellegen in " The Long Trail," and the
subject is about fifty-one hundred feet.
How in the world can a man judge and
advertise the starting of shows?
With best wishes, I remain,
Yours truly,
Arthur G. Stolte.
The Strand theatre, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
[Mr. esting,
Stolte's
suggestion
and Motion
Pictureis very
News interwill
seek some method of meeting the situation.
What do other exhibitor readers think of
having the reviewer state the time in minutes that the picture required when shown
for review? — Ed. Note.]
An Exhibitor of the Fair Sex Who Is Al$o
a Patriot
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: I have read with interest the
many comments in Motion Picture News
regarding the fifteen cents a reel tax. To
settle a dispute will you please publish answers to the following questions :
First: Can a distributor collect this tax
on contracts which are still in force?
Second : Where an exhibitor refuses to
pay can a distributor stop his service under
the
thirty days' cancellation clause in his
contract?
It would seem to me that if the distributor had given the exhibitor notice of
this tax to take effect by canceling contracts after thirty days much ill feeling
might have been avoided. The life of the
manufacturer depends upon the exhibitor,
the exhibitor depends upon the general
public. I am paying the 10 per cent, tax
myself. To enforce this tax on the patrons
who are already taxed to the limit by the
high cost of living would ruin my business. The public must eat, but they can
worry along very nicely without the
movies.
If we still wish to exist everyone down
the line must do his bit. I cannot serve
in the army, but thank God I can and will
stand my part of this tax and I am not
going broke either.
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Hyenas
{[ Certain operators have a
morbid sort of craving which
finds its outlet in clipping
love scenes and other delectable bits from films
which pass through their
hands.
When you receive this film,
parts are missing. Continuity is injured. The
smoothness of the scene is
spoiled.
Is
your operator one of these
hyenas?
f[ We
And theif
our hope
hope heis isn't.
justified,
chances are your operator is
a fine, upstanding young fellow who is just as anxious to
have this abuse stopped as
you are — and the next fellow who gets the picture.
We have formed a club, a
league, to put an end to this
evil. And —
Your operator will find news
about its members every
week. He'll find it in the
back of the book —
Projection Department —
page 4036.
I have given notice to my patrons that
every time they buy a ticket to this theatre
at the same old price they are helping to
defeat the Kaiser.
■ Respectfully,
Mrs. Magda States.
Eureka theatre, Eureka, Nevada.
The dispute to which Mrs. States refers
will probably be answered by the results
of the court action in Cleveland, told on
page 3967 of this issue.
[We regret that we cannot publish unsigned communications on this page. We
have received a peppery letter headed
" Who is the patriot, a film man, the exhibitor or the producer?" signed "The
New
Because of the
rule England
regardingExhibitor."
unsigned communications
to which we must in justice to all adhere
we
are unable to answer this interesting
letter]
Why Not a Percentage System of Collecting
the Tax
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: I have been reading with interest in the trade papers items from all
sections of the country expressing views
on the war tax. In stating my own opinions along this line I can see no way for
the exhibitor to escape paying this tax any
more than I can see him escape his rental

Say
inasmuch as he must pay all the expenses
of the exchange regardless of the fact that
the law says and means that they should
and must sacrifice a portion of their profits
to the war fund. But there is a certain injustice done in this collection of the tax
that compels me to express myself.
In the first place, the corporations do
not in the least offer to do their bit toward
this tax. Express companies, who are
taxed 5 per cent., the railroads with their
taxes, and in fact every corporation just
unloads the burden on the fellow beneath
just as the exchange does.
In doing business with the several different corporations, the exhibitor finds the
burden indeed a heavy one, and it is little
wonder that many are forced out of busimatter
wouldwould
have make
"been
easy toness.allThe whole
concerned
if each
a sacrifice of his profits, but instead we find
that some are using this war tax as an excuse to charge a tax on films that have
been on the market for years in addition
to the rental when they must know that
the law requires only a tax on films released after October 4. Doesn't this look
as though some one were taking a long
chance for the almighty dollar — and still
the exchanges will wonder why we as exhibitors do not place any confidence in
them.
Communism is characterizing every activity at this time — plans which mean free
interchange of protective information regarding financial ratings, business methods
and so on. Are we going to let our business be an exception to this rule or are we
going to open our eyes to the conditions
that surround us on every side? The
strength and resources that can successfully hold out against the opposition of
public sentiment could accomplish tenfold
as much with the good will of everybody.
We will, for example, say that a man
pays
for first-run
service.
He
must $100
have athedaybusiness
to warrant
this and
usually the profits are in proportion down
to the man in the small town paying onetenth as much. Now if the tax is to be
placed on the theatre man why is it not an
increased percentage of what he pays?
This would at least equalize the situation.
If the increase was — we will say — 5 per
cent, on the dollar for service used the big
fellow would find that his service would
cost him five dollars more. But at the
same time he could stand it just as well
and the little fellow could stand the fifty
cents which would be his bit.
The exchange is not and never will be in
a position to ignore the small theatres as
they are the real harvest for them. The
big house to the exchange counts just as
much
rich man's
small
town. asHethecomes
to the money
theatre,in ofthecourse,
but you can count the times on the fingers
of one hand.
If you are not crowded for space the
above in print might — I say might — recall some of the things they have done in
the past and have a tendency to reach some
one of them who has not passed the stage
of entire corruption and make him feel
that there is still hope.
Wishing you success and with kindest
regards, I am,
Yours very truly
B. E. Dawson.
The Palace, Waseka, Minnesota.
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Fuel Administration Gets Cooperation ofIndustry
According to developments during the
Kalem Official Goes to Spain and Italy Well Equipped with
past week, the open request made by the
Credentials— Epistle Is High Tribute to Picture Industry
. United States Fuel Administration to exand
entertainment
films.
He
sailed
from
FRANK J. MARION, president of the
hibitors of the country to conserve coal, is
Kalem Company, who left on NovemHavana, Cuba, where he proceeded after meeting with prompt attention and cober 16 for Washington on the first lap of a brief visit to Washington. On his deoperation, and it seems probable that the
parture from New York he received a motion picture industry, through exhibitors
his journey that takes him abroad as representative ofthe Committee on Public In- handsome
combination eight-day watch
and producers, will be a great factor in
formation, details of
supplying the extra fuel necessary for the
which were published the white HOUSE
proper conduct of the war.
in the last issue of
Washington
The request of Fuel Administrator GarMotion Picture
14 November. 1917,
field, which was accented by a letter from
News, goes well
the administration to Stanley V. Mastbaum,
equipped
of Philadelphia, was first brought to the
dentials. with ere- My dear Vir> Marion:
attention of the industry by Motion Picture News immediately after Mr. Mastbaum
Among the papers
Mr, Creel informs me that you
which Mr. Marion is are leaving for Spain and Italy at once for the
had mailed letters concerning fuel conservacarrying to Spain purpose of making arrangements for such distrition to every exhibitor in the Philadelphia
district.
and Italy as Govern- bution of motion pictures as will acquaint these
with the life of America, our aims and
ment film commis- countries
our ideals.
One point of the Fuel Administration's
sioner and represenrequest to the industry included the followtative of the ComIt is a distinct service that
ing : " My suggestion is that you encourage
mittee on Public Insome organized movement to study at all
formation, isa per you are privileged to render your Country and the
times the cutting down in the motion
sonal
letter from whole democratic movement, and I know that this
picture houses of heat, light and power;
President Wilson, re- wil1 serve at once as reward and inspiration.
all of which consume coal. Electricity and
produced
herewith please bear in mind always that we want nothing
gas, however used, mean the consumption
and which the motion for ourselves, and that this very unselfishness
picture industry will carries wlth ^ an obligation of open dealing.
lc
Tnht take "inter and
Guard against
any effect
of officious
intrusion,
Detroit Exhibitors Continue to
^inTLnf
t0 express
a disinterested
friendship
est
in reading that ig Qur
coal."
SQle
of
iia
x
r
From time to time
Dispute War Tax
the motion picture
According to advices from the Motion
Cordially and sincerely,
trade has had eviPicture News representative in Detroit,
dence of the more
about one hundred exhibitors of that city
than passing interest Mr. p. j. Marion,
are still standing together and refusing to
President Wilson Committee on Public Information,
pay the war tax of fifteen cents per reel
takes in the silent Washington, D. C.
per day. There is said to be some sentidrama. The letter
ment for paying the tax, but inasmuch as
indicates that he is keeping in close touch
and clock made of platinum, a token of es- the exhibitors have given their word that
teem from J. E. Brulatour, the American
with the colossal undertaking of George
they
would not pay the tax, they stand by
that pledge.
commissioner, and his associates. George
Creel, chairman of the Commitee on PubMooser
and
A.
A.
Kaufman.
The
watch
lic Information, and the fact that the moAt a special meeting held November 19,
has an illuminated dial and was made es- at the Board of Commerce, the exchange
tion picture has been chosen as the medium
pecially bya New York jeweler. It is at- members were invited, and were asked for
for conveying democracy's message to fortached to a gold-lined silver case and may
eign peoples is considered a high tribute to
an expression on the subject. Each manthe industry, and in which all may justly be carried as a watch, or set up as a clock.
ager told what his instructions were from
The case bears an engraved inscription
take pride.
New York. A very splendid address was
According to late advices, Mr. Marion
from Messrs. Brulatour, Mooser and Kaufdelivered by George W. Trendle, secretary
man to Honorable Frank J. Marion. Mr.
is now on the high seas, accompanied by
of the John H. Kunsky Enterprises, who
Marion will be in Spain shortly.
a remarkable assortment of educational
had just returned from New York. He
had gone there for the express purpose
of looking into the tax situation. He told
Milwaukee Paramount Manager
Vitagraph Announces New
the exhibitors that the producers had conForms New Reel Club
Exchange Appointments
vinced him the tax was just and fair, as a j
The Greater Vitagraph Company,
Milwaukee is going to have a Reel Felresult of which the John H. Kunsky thethrough its president, Albert E. Smith,
atres would sign new contracts with the
lows Club all of its own. Work of organannounces this week three new branch
tax clause inserted. He said the tax was
izing is now under way and it is expected
manager appointments, each in the nature
not a case of where the producers were
that it will start with at least sixty memof a promotion. A. G. Edwards now has
bers. Ralph Wetstein, manager of the Par" pass the buck " to the exhibitcharge of the Denver office, J. M. Tally, tryingors, buttothat
the producers could not stand
amount office, is taking charge of the organization work. The new club will in- in Seattle, and G. A. Faris, in Los Anit, and the other increasing costs of proclude exchange managers, assistant manducing. He urged exhibitors to look into
Mr. Edwards came to the Denver exagers, road men, bookers and the various
the matter as he did, after which he felt
geles.
change in April, 1916, as a stenographer,
employees of the exchange offices. It is
sure they would take the same stand.
expected that quarters will be opened in and close application to work made him
the near future in one of the downtown
a booker in two months. Ten months
office buildings and those who are in touch
later he had been advanced to the selling Virginia Exhibitors Hold Meeting
This Week
with the situation expect to see the Reel
force, where he has maintained a consisFellows Club become one of the most
Notices were sent out November 26 by
tently high average week after week.
prominent organizations in Wisconsin.
Secretary Toney of the Virginia branch of
Now, with his seven months' sales experience and previous office work, he has been the American Exhibitors' Association.
Jack Grauman, formerly president of the
made head of the Denver organization,
Richmond, calling for a special meeting to
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association,
filling the position made vacant by the be held the latter part of this week. The
who resigned from that office upon becoming manager of the Metro Exchange in transfer of Mr. Tally to Seattle.
tax question and other matters of vital imMilwaukee, was elected president of the
portance to every exhibitor in the state are
Mr. Tally's appointment to Seattle
F. I. L. M. Club.
slated for discussion.
marks his fifth promotion in two years.
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Crisis

Letters Brought Forth by Motion Picture News' Exclusive Forecast of Conditions Tell Further
Stories of Hardships Wrought by Tax and Inroads of Army Service on Limited Patronage
In reports gathered exclusively from its that scores of our patrons who formerly
" Attendance Decrease Quick —
came every day now come not more than
own correspondents Motion Picture News
once a week.
last week gave the first forecast of the
Motion No
Picture
News,
Exchange
Help "
Yours very truly,
critical situation that faces the smaller
New York City.
Hendley
Brothers.
theatres of the country, especially in
Gentlemen : Having noted the picture
The Vogue theatre, Columbia, Tenn.
suburban and rural sections, with the openof
my theatre in last week's News under
ing of the winter season.
'Typical Small Town Theatre Which
This week we publish herewith selec" If This Keeps Up I'll Cut to Two
Will Suffer From Tax and Draft Levies,"
tions from the numerous exhibitor letters
I wish to express my opinion on same.
brought forth by this story. Each exEditor, Motion Picture News."
I believe the taxes are hitting the small
pression from a theatre manager serves to
Week
a
Days
town exhibitor the hardest. I run four
Dear Sir: You will notice dh the atfurther accentuate the perilous situation
nights a week. Being in the middle of a
tached report card I have had to mark
in which the small theatres are found. The
serial when the tax went into effect I
draft and army service, only slight in their
" Business poor " on one feature. Under
did not wish to raise admission on that
effect in the larger cities, have made apnight, but raised my other three nights
preciable holes in the limited patronage of
five cents to pay the war tax on the serial
Mahaiwe Theatre
the community houses. Liberty Loans and
night and also the fifteen cent reel tax.
charity campaigns of various sorts have
Great Barrington, Mass.
The decrease in attendance on the three
dampened the picture going enthusiasm of
nights has been so great that instead of
others. Now there has come the war tax
{[Your new Box Office Reports
on various pictures is a great | making up my taxes I am losing. Wishon admissions to further discourage theing to reduce my expenses and meet my
atre going.
stunt. I find a whole lot of f
reel tax I went to a New York exchange
Herewith are a few of the exhibitor
pleasure
in
looking
over
the
f
this morning and tried to obtain a feature,
letters:
pictures I have booked and
which I am now under contract' for, for
44 Three Shows Have Closed in
learning how they have gone 1 one
day, for two days at a reduction of
over in other places.
50 per cent, for the second day. The exThis Vicinity," Says Tennessee
change could not see it. Result: canMan
CI guess the
will be
cellation.
given a decent burial in a few |
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Why do not the exchanges help the
months.
Dear Sir: The tax that is killing the
small owner more in this way as they
Yours very truly,
Yours prints,
truly, etc.?
exhibitors in small towns is the admissurely give us poor enough
Earl B. Raffstenger,
sion tax. Later on I shall tell you what
T. L. Wardle,
I think of the reel tax.
Managing Director.
We were charging five to ten cents and
Manager theatre, Farmingdale, N. Y.
raised to ten cents straight, including colany other circumstances or rather times
ored gallery and children over four. Out
it probably would have been marked
Clawson Not a Murderer — Reof
we of
are getting
paying more
the tax"
ourselves,
" big."
fuses to Shoot Even the Kaiser
but this
instead
money
by the
With the war tax on admissions nearly
raise the children and negroes have quit
Dal
Clawson,
one of the best known
every man and woman buying from one
coming. The result is that we will have
cameramen in the business has finally
to
ten
Liberty
Bonds,
contributions
to
Red
to pay this tax out of smaller gross rerisen to deny the report that if the Kaiser
Cross, Y. M. C. A. and numerous other
ceipts. This will make our total war tax
wanted
to be " shot " he would call on
calls on the pocketbook, together with the
about $150 per month, absolutely all of
him. Mr. Clawson affirms that the Kaiser
high
cost
of
living
—
those
are
the
reasons
which will come out of our own pockets.
never told him this at all and that his
business was poor.
If we charge children five cents the tax
original
statement playing upon the word
No one can or will give up their bread
is 20 per cent, and we could not stand that.
" shot " intended to be run under his phoand butter, but here seemingly they are
If the Government would make coins of
tograph in the last issue of Motion Picgiving up their amusement. How long we
six and eleven cents we could probably
ture News Studio Directory was badly
can stand it remains to be seen. Since
make the patron pay the tax. One extwisted by the time it came out in that
November 1 my only days of profit have
hibitor near here is trying to get the
been
Saturdays
and
Sundays.
Five
days
publication.
eleven-cent price, and he is forced to hire
last week my loss was about $20 per day.
an extra cashier and then he says he fails
Nevada
Film Credits Heffron as
If it keeps up we will be obliged to run
to get the extra penny out of about half
just
Saturday
and
Sunday.
This
week,
"The
Planter" Producer
the patrons.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, we had
We believe that you should advocate
Officers of the Motion Picture Directors'
that every exhibitor, exchange and film
Norma Talmadge in " The Moth." Under
Association in Los Angeles have been noordinary
times
we
would
have
averaged
manufacturer and every actor should go
tified by the Nevada Film Corporation, pro$75 to $85 per day. The three days gave
to work on their respective Congressmen
ducer of the Tyrone Power picture, " The
us an average of $42.50 per day. My
and Senators and try to get this law modiPlanter," now being released by Mutual,
that
on
all future prints of this subject
" nut " is close to $55 per day, so you can
fied just as soon as Congress meets. We
see where we land.
the name of the adapter and producer, T.
are all patriotic and are willing to do our
bit, but there is no business in a small town
N. Heffron, would be carried. When the
Everybody of course says, " We want to
that can pay 15 to 20 per cent, of its gross
help the Government," but seemingly they first print for this film came out it carried
stay away. This refers particularly to the
receipts and remain long in business.
the name of Harry Drum as director. This
man with a family. With the couples or
Three picture shows have closed in this
was called to the attention of the Directors'
.immediate vicinity, but we cannot close as
Association, and it immediately took action
men
by themselves
make much
difference.
From itmydoesn't
observation
the
we have a big building on our hands that
to see that proper credit was given to Mr.
" war tax " is the cause.
Heffron.
could not be used for any other purpose.
Sincerely
yours,
When the association was organized the
The small towns are being hard hit by
California Exhibitor.
the draft and by mechanics of all classes
sole purpose was to benefit the directors in
leaving for the factory towns and can(At the writer's request his name is matters of this kind, and this is the first instance of the need of the association taking
tonments. In addition, everybody is withheld because of the confidential
nahire of the letter.)
action.
preaching economy and conservation so
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Hodkinson Claims New Process of Film Making
Calls It " Motion Picture Plus " and Answers in Advertising
Columns Some Questions of Interest — Conceals the Real Issue
HODKINSON announced this
WW.
petitor may have to-morrow, or an unusual
• week that he has brought back to production which at best he can find but
once in a month or many months? How
the motion picture industry with him a new
process of film making, and which he calls
would you like to have pictures with all
the elements you get to-day, such as star,
ment
ng
in his advertisi announce
" Motion
story, production, with something added,
Pictures Plus."
While Mr. vertisemHodkinson's
"
signature
"
ador putting it in other words, the ' Motion
ent inMotion Picture News does
The announcement
is in keeping with the
not go into details it nevertheless answers
Plus?'"
Picture
many questions which are uppermost in the revolutionary developments which have
mind of the trade and sheds some light on
marked Mr. Hodkinson's career in the past.
Nothing has been given out at the offices
the underlying motive that brought Mr.
of the .Hodkinson Corporation regarding
Hodkinson back to the firing line.
In the course of his advertisement Mr.
the new process, but it was pointed out that
Hodkinson remarks : " We are making a the adoption of some new process, whatshowing of motion pictures with the same
ever its point of improvement, is regardedrestricted medium used in the 'store shows ' by Mr. Hodkinson as vital to the stabilizing
of past days, a medium adopted on account
of the industry to-day.
of its cheapness to meet the restricted conThis statement was made : " We feel
that the business has followed out every
ditions of the time and which only lets us
line of advance except making actually
hint at what might be done with the expenmechanically better pictures. The trade
ditures being made upon the motion picture
has stars and stupendous productions, and
to-day. In other words, improvements and
progress have been made at every point but
the fild swarms with them, until the investthe picture itself.
ment of capital in production or in theatres
is simple gambling. The W. W. Hodkinson
" Would it interest you to know that my
Corporation will give this business a new
re-entry into the business is to adapt an
hook to hang on, a new rock on which to
improved process to the industry, a process
drag itself out of the ocean of competition,
that will give every franchise holder an
advantage in his territory, which he can
just as Mr. Hodkinson has done in the
now get only through a star which his comChicago Exhibitors Vary on Effect of Tax
At Meeting of Owners' Associationpast."
Some Declare Business
Suffers, While Others Assert No Difference Is Noticeable

A GREAT difference of opinion was disclosed in discussing the extent the
exhibiting business had been hurt by the
application of the new war tax, when members of the Chicago Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association came together recently at their hall in 19 West Adams
street. Some members said their patronage
had dropped off more than 35 per cent,
while others claimed theirs had suffered
only 15 per cent. A few declared their
business had not been hurt at all and that
the war tax had not decreased their patronage to a noticeable extent.
Many of the theatre men, in speaking
of the difficulties encountered in collecting' the tax, declared that Americans paid
the levy less willingly than foreigners, and
that theatres in foreign neighborhoods,
where the population v^as mixed, were apparently less hurt by the moye than those
in high class districts where the inhabitants
were all Americans.
Some of the men declared their patrons
had refused to pay the tax because of proGerman tendencies. Max Jesselson, owner
of two houses in foreign neighborhoods,
hit at a vital spot when he said that many
showmen were experiencing difficulty collecting the tax because they failed to advertise, letting their patrons know about
the new rules and regulations.
" In my particular case," said Mr. Jesselson, I" am not experiencing any trouble
with the tax, and my houses are in foreign
neighborhoods where as many as a dozen
different nationalities rub elbows. But I
advertised and explained the tax to my

patrons in a dozen different foreign publications. And now when they come to my
house they pay the increased charge withof quibbling."
Forout a bit
those
whose business had dropped
off from 15 to 35 per cent as a result of
the war levy, Edward T. Beatty suggested
that they drop back to their old prices and
pay the tax themselves. The war tax,
ranging from 10 to 15 per cent, he figured,
could be more easily paid out of their own
pockets than for them to go on trying to
collect it from the public through an advanced admission charge and losing from
15 to 35 per cent.
Fred Herrington, one of the founders of
the American Exhibitors' Association, and
former president of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America, was present at the meeting and made a stirring address on the duty of the exhibitor during
these times of stress and national danger.
" I think I can explain why Americans
are more backward than foreigners in paying the war tax," said Mr. Herrington.
" It's because they are already so deeply
engaged with Red Cross work, Liberty
Loans, Y. M. C. A. campaigns, etc., that
they don't feel able to pay a tax on entertainment. Americans are spending their
money more freely in the great national
campaigns for a victorious culmination of
the war than are foreigners, and as a consequence they feel they have to cut down
on luxuries. And the theatre must suffer.
" There is little doubt but what a lot of
exhibitors are being hit mighty hard by this
war tax. But we can't repeal the present
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Eltinge Plan6 to Return West for
New Picture
Julian Eltinge, who has been in New
York to complete negotiations for the
release of subjects in which he is to be
starred in the future, announced last week
that he will probably return to Los Angeles about Thanksgiving time, and it is
expected that before next week his contract for future releases will have been
made.
According to reports, it is probable Mr.
Eltinge will next appear in a serial. At
least, it is known that plans for such a
production have been partially made. Regardless of what arrangements are made,
the actor expects to make Los Angeles his
home, and the work of constructing his
$75,000 Italian villa on Silver Lake Hill
in that city is said to be progressing nicely
during his absence. This is to be a prominent residence section of Los Angeles,
and it is here that Miss Pickford, her director, Marshall Neilan, and other prominent people of the screen will build
homes. The section will be known as
Beaux Arts. Upon Eltinge's return to
California, definite arrangements will be
made for the erection of a studio, it is
said.
Jewel Feature Shows in Three
Metropolitan Houses
The Jewel feature, " The Price of a Good
Time," which was produced under the
personal direction of Lois Weber, and
which was presented at the Broadway
theatre recently, is showing at three metropolitan houses this week. Fox's Academy,
the
Eighty-first
Street
and Fox's Terminal
in Newark
are the
houses.
law now. What we can do, though, is to
take steps to have it modified during the
next session of Congress.
" If you write your congressmen and
senators and tell them how serious your
losses are I am sure they will have the
law revised. Congress doesn't want to
close your houses. It wants money to win
the war, and how, in the name of Heaven,
can it get it if it taxes you until you have
to close down.
" The thing for exhibitors to do now is
to get together and back up H. B. Varner,
of North Carolina, when he goes before
Congress at the next session. He is the
one man who can help to get this tax
modified. You had a chance a while back
to have averted this very thing, but you
did nothing. At that time Varner was in
Washington fighting for you and you never
even let him know that you had heard he
had raised his voice in your behalf.
" The trouble with you men is that you
don't wake up until it is too late. If, for
instance, you had bestirred yourselves as
much before you got into this difficulty
as you do now it might all have been
After Mr. Herrington's address the exhibitors turned their attention to the fifaverted." teen-cent tax the manufacturers have put
on each reel of film. Many of them reported that they had received notices of
cancellation from two Chicago exchanges,
and they planned immediate retaliation.
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Judge Phillips Decided Friday That Charging of Fifteen Cents Was Not Illegal and Vacated
Injunction of Exhibitors Against Exchanges — Friend Says Case Is Manufacturers' Triumph
and
producers
" That fifteen cents charge which we collect
T UDGE PHILLIPS in the Common
that.that
If wewe hand
on theand
tax distributors
it is becauserealize
it is does
Every cent of it— and
our
only
recourse.
more —not
goesgoto tothePathe.
Government.
J Pleas Court, Cleveland, Ohio, on
"
Unfortunately
the
War
Revenue
Act
was
"
Exhibitors
should
ask
themselves this quesdrafted without regard to or understanding of
Friday vacated an injunction brought
'
is that tax money doing? ' Let me
the motion picture industry, its customs, its answertion,What
by the exhibitors of Cleveland against methods and its uses. The tax fixed in the act
Europe.thatIt 'question.
is keeping Ittheis fighting
invader for
fromus ourin
is purely
filmclear
footage
tax and ofasthesuchact theis shores. It is making it possible for us to do
the exchanges of that city, whereby
user
under a the
intendment
business here in the United States. It is cloththe exhibitors desired to restrain the required to pay. Congress undoubtedly expected
ing and feeding our soldiers and sailors ; it is
that the exhibitor being made to pay would in putting ammunition into their guns and it is
exchanges from adding the fifteen return require his public to pay. This is evimaking it possible for us to look forward to
denced throughout the act and specifically by victory and peace. Farbetter the United States
cent a reel tax to the regular rental the provision
and taxes than Belgium, a nation hammered to
in reference to the film footage
of the film.
tax (see Section 1007) in respect to which it is
provided
that
this
tax
shall
be
paid
by
the
lessee
In a statement sent out from the and collected by the distributor. It is a well Friend Convinced Manufacturers Are
established economic rule that shifts to the the ground."
offices of the National Association
ultimate consumer all taxes except income taxes, Right
which cannot be shifted. Already the manufaclast Saturday, the following passages
Arthur S. Friend, treasurer of Famous
turer of the raw product has shifted the tax
appear :
to the producer and the producer in turn has
Players-Lasky
Corporation issued the folshifted
tax, as well as the tax on positives,
lowing statement on his return from
to the that
distributors.
" Thrown Out of Court "
Cleveland
:
" Faced with the necessity of recouping the
Last week the exhibitors sought a reof this
the distributor's
alterna" Judge (Continued
Phillips's decision
be ataxgeneral
increase inonly
prices,
and
straining order to prevent eleven dis- amounttive would
on pageagainst
3970) the small
the cancellation of all existing contracts.
tributing organizations from cancelling
contracts because of exhibitors failing to
agree to pay the fifteen cents per reel per
THE TAKI11A DAILY REPOPUO
day as an additional payment for service
because of the war tax, and also restraining the companies from collecting the
amount on contracts where exhibitors had
agreed to pay the same.
The eleven companies are Goldwyn,
Pathe, Artcraft, Paramount, •Vitagraph,
World, Fox, Universal, International,
Metro and Select.
At the hearing today, after the facts as
presented by the exhibitors had been thorPLEASURE
PAYS
oughly gone into, the judge threw the case
out of court and denied the injunction.
It now appears that the companies will
be absolutely free to collect the tax and
that the Ohio ruling will be taken as a
precedent in future actions of the same
character.
ITS TRIBUTE
TO PATRIOTISM
At the hearing the distributors were
represented in court by Squire, Sanders
and Dempsey. The following film men
were present :
Uncle Sam provides a way for those who
P. A. Powers, of Universal; Gabriel L.
could and for those who could not buy a
Hess, of Goldwyn; Nathan Vivader,
counsel of World Film Corporation ; J. A.
Liberty Bond to add their pennies to the
Berst, of Pathe, and Arthur S. Friend, of
Liberty War Fund
Paramount, Artcraft and Famous Players-Lasky.
Berst Gives Opinion
Our Share
J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
What Are
Others
all ■dJttk* to ttlO
Doing
■.viae i
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., exThe
law
romjicli
(ho
thratres
to
r-o|lo>
t
the
t
;
pressed his opinion as follows :
* U\ into effect oti Nv>ciiiUvr l»t l'HT
lord uu utfMh
. i. h |kt reel pvr d»». Theatres joid tins
" Who gasoline,
pays anyconfectionery,
government liquor
tax, beor itanyon
t,.«■>brJiinIMteQr
tobacco,
» theatrejhaslu. tatn.tbeenandRcmcuib
-[■ ■wan-.[i- the.n. th<nl
[.t"i
thing else? The ultimate consumer and no one
£2
else, and he is the only one who can pay it.
> lo keep the "firmVenules
j line tointentthe Oovcnmii'
The government knows this and expects the tax
relation l«nt—thenonewmoi-e—admission
flint or-illa rollv.fr
to be handed on to the consumer and every man,
>fViroim
no Its*.ta*Eieiis slmjiliv adu.iwioii
be m evuiitid
loforYak-thefor
Ew-tl. rln- ...me ).<h
woman and child in this country is an ultimate
th" vtttlu nked bv IVIc Swni fononkd lo the I S. Tieiismy.
a* are shown in Hie Kip
;
i
.
ouJc
j
consumer. Who is paying for the devastation
l .uUd f
wrought by this war, for the colossal expense
noticed the |irirc for iluldreu has tmt been raiied either at the Kmi'ire o,
entailed by the maintenance of vast armies in
.M.ij.-sli.
,
j
llioin.-h
*
I"*
onethe eeutj>i i<*coo ofeaebba\ eii.-h
.u1ims-.mii
will |mi1-een<> torained,
lie imidalliums!
hr u
It
wK
In
the field? All of us, and no one is exempt. We
Neitherbl eiihimofc»euiuted.
at Hie UuFuture
inlie.-— hair
The |iivu<le
j.laummNof thesrllmi;
adult.nlditiomil
ti.kctarevenue.
to the Jia
pay it in higher prices for the clothing on our
liM ofirehtV
any inthese
the Northwest
i
good
anv
date
—
mil
yvsl
ui->vsjji.<
fctjlciiwiitl
backs, for the shoes upon our feet, for the food
tin- Knokam|no.-k*thini*-intit■MtMnA
ofnudfarU,VakinuIiiiisle.nl
oinhL» nottoihkasaiin«r»lilij*ftcr
NaitmUr 1st.Sc.ilwhich we eat, and the drink which we drink.
arte atatetiieut
Hungof lb.iniervit ^trerljies
invwoted
»( isYakiuu
tiien-r< it»n»"HtllSM
f.nl linu.
We are paying for it in every letter that we
Frederick Mercy
send, in every article that we buy. Every tax
that is imposed upon every commodity which
The New Prices
we use is paid by us in the end, for no matter
TLUMTIC— OiiUlno. SV; Adidl*, 30* ■ tiekefs for Joe, good
what our business, what our profession, we are
all ultimate consumers and part of the public.
distributors,
of whom Iexhibitors,
am one, and, I
EMPIRE-1-, <
am" The
glad
say, ofmany
EMPIRE-Vandevd
nize thetotruth
this leading
and recognize thatrecogany
tax placed upon film must be, and should be
handed on to the public. The exhibitors who
fail
this view
sa^r that
the will
increased
cost toof hold
admission
to their
theatres
hurt
their business. But they should realize that
anything that hurts their business hurts ours
A Full-Page Newspaper Advertisement Jointly Paid For by the Exhibitors of Yakima, Wash.
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Farrell Defends Exhibitors Against Attack
Takes Apparently Justifiable Exception to Recent Article
in Boston Newspapers, and Declares Prices Are Far Too Low
EJ. FARRELL, general manager of the big handsome theatres that cost ten and
• Metro Pictures Corporation of New
twenty times as much to operate.
England, with offices at Boston, has re" Yet how little has the increase in adsponded loyally to what appears to be the
missions been to the public. A five-cent
ng
call of duty in defendi
New England
raise in some instances ; none at all in a
exhibitors against the alleged misrepresenmany of the theatres. The theatretations in an article recently published in great
owners have accepted increase after inthe Boston newspapers in reference to the
crease, caused by the demands of their
increase of admissions at the various
patrons for bigger and better productions,
with famous and more famous stars and
theatres. The article, in Mr. Farrell's estimation, which is no doubt shared by nine
have
fought and struggled to keep the adout of ten exhibitors of the country, gave
missions down to the same low prices
until forced to increase them for their own
the very weak side of a tale that has two
sides, and voiced the opinions of only one
financial existence."
exhibitor.
As manager of the largest motion picture
exchange in New England, to whom all the
exhibitors in that territory go for photoTHEATRES UNJUSTLY
plays for their individual theatres, Mr. Farrell is well qualified to speak in behalf of
BLAME WAR TAXES
the industry. He knows conditions, circumstances and a hundred and one things
Complaints have been received by
under the surface that very often confuse
the Internal Revenue Department of
the average writer when attempting to discases where the cost of admission
sect the theatre question in the columns
to theatres and other places of entertainment has been increased largely
of the press.
in excess of the wa rtax imposed and
the increase explained on the ground
In a part of Mr. Farrell's reply to the
that it is rendered necessary by the
article,
the
exchange
manager
said
:
"
Nine
out of ten exhibitors in the business today
imposition of the war tax. The tax
on theatre admissions is one cent for
should increase their admissions at least
each ten cents or fraction thereof
50 per cent, and they must do this in the
paid for the admission. Any invery near future or face financial ruin.
crease in admission charges beyond
The war tax imposed by the Government
this amount is not necessary in oris not alone responsible for this, for there
der'to attention
absorb theof tax.
The
Internal Revenue
are countless other burdens upon the
Bureau
has also been called to a
theatres of which the public is entirely
newspaper advertisement of a phonounaware.
graph which states the price and explains that there is 1> per cent, added
" Less than five years ago the average
for war tax." The war tax on phonotheatre paid for its entire week's supply
graphs and other musical instruof photoplays from $40 to $60. Today the
ments is only 3 per cent. Other
average theatre pays from $200 to $350 for
cases of misrepresentation of the
its weekly supply of film. These figures
war tax have come to the attention
would apply to the theatres outside of the
of the Hudson County officials and
down-town section of Boston. Let us approper steps will be taken to correct such misrepresentation.
ply figures to the big Washington street
theatres. Less than five years ago the bigBIG MANUFACTURING
.gest theatres on Washington street and
the down-town district were paying in the
PLANT IN MEADOWS
neighborhood of $150 for a week's service.
Today these same theatres pay from $1,000
to $1,500 per week.
Reprinted from the Front Page of the Hoboken,
" These figures will astonish the average
N. J., Printed
" Hudsonby Observer,"
a Story Press.
Typical Byof
patron of the photoplay theatres because
Many
the Unenlightened
Following the Weekly Suggestions, Such as Are
it has never been appreciated how the
Given, This Week, on the Opposite Page, You
cost of operation has so rapidly advanced
Can Aid in Correcting a Bad Impression.
for the theatres and this, because the
theatre managements have refrained from
adding the extra burdens to the patrons
Paralta President Arrives at Los
until actually forced to for the salvation
of their investments.
Angeles Studio
Carl Anderson, president of Paralta
" Yet the cost in rentals for photoplay
Plays, Inc., arrived at the West Coast
productions is not all of the theatre's added
Studios in Los Angeles, a few days ago,
burdens over a few years ago. Employees'
it
was announced this week by Paralta
salaries have risen rapidly; supplies of all
sorts have increased tremendously in cost ; Plays, and expects to remain there for some
consulting on the construction of the
carbon, used for the projection of the film time,
new studios which are now in the course
upon the screen have increased in price of
construction.
over 1,000 per cent. We have today
A large tract of land adjoining the
theatres costing a million dollars to erect,
a tremendous investment. The lone pianist studios was recently purchased, upon which
or pianist and drummer have given way in is now being erected additional studios
a great many theatres to orchestras from
which when completed ' will double the
capacity of the present plant. Work is said
six to twenty men. The small store show
to
be progressing rapidly.
has gone and in its place the public finds
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Government Wants Operators for
Overseas Service
The Chief of Ordnance, War Department, Washington, D. C, has sent out a
call within the motion picture industry for
motion picture operators for early service
overseas.
The call said, in part: "The men in the
front line trench need the help and co-operation of skilled men back of the lines,
and motion picture operators are wanted
at once for the Enlisted Ordnance Corps,
National Army. Men must be between the
ages of eighteen and forty, and must know
their job."
President Acknowledges Debt to
Four-Minute Men
President Wilson has acknowledged the
debt of the United States to the FourMinute Men in a letter which has been
given space in the morning papers.
Rogers H. Bacon, chairman of the
Speakers' Bureau, notified the Four-Minute
Men of the letter on November 19, and
stated that he was sending a copy of the
letter to the manager of every motion picture house in New York.
Directors Plan Ball in New York
for January 26
The Motion Picture Directors' Association announced last week that it is planning to hold a ball at the Biltmore Hotel
on the evening of January 26, 1918. It
is the intention of the members to make
is a brilliant social event, and Wally Van
has been appointed chairman of the Ball
Committee. Maurice Tourneur is to be the
artistic director.
At the last meeting of the Association,
Carroll Fleming, Charles Miller and Leonce Perrett were initiated, and several
new applications were presented.
Motion Pictures Prove Usefulness
in Law Suit
According to advices from Kansas City,
Mo., motion pictures played an important
part in a recent law suit in that city, and
were probably the first pictures to get by
the censorship board without first being
viewed. The pictures were made and used
by the Window Glass Machine Company
and the American Window Glass Company
to demonstrate the process of glass manufacturing in a suit for alleged patent infringements. A projection machine and
screen were installed in the Federal Court.
Morosco Scenario Head Visits
New York for First Time
After three years at the Oliver Morosco
Studio in Los Angeles, where she has been
engaged in preparing scripts for Paramount
Pictures, as head of the scenario department, Julia Crawford Ivers is in New York
for the first time in her life. She expects,
however, to stay but three weeks.
Mrs. Ivers announced last week that she
is now at work on a new story for Jack
Pickford and Louise Huff, and is looking
up prospects for a Vivian Martin script.
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First

Our

I
SO

Aid

Course

many theater managers requested our aid in explaining away distorted ideas
regarding admission increases or preparing the wa}) for necessary) boosts that
■we prepared this "First Aid" series of educational talks for patrons.

The initial talk appeared in last week's News.
The second talk will still further
break the ice b>) letting the patrons know that the theaters are not going scott
free in the matter of taxes.

|

Tkis will leave trie ground clear to start the real missionary1 Work of preparing your patrons^for
an admission increase.
Boosts are certain tkis year, whether you are fighting Kard against them
now or not.
So begin the paving.
Next week we w*ill begin the real missionary^ talks and
also offer slide and program suggestions.

Doing
We

Our

Bit!

Told
That
lucky
let us

You Last Week —
we get a wee bit sore when, people tell us we are
to have the Government ask them for the tax and
off free. We promised to let you in on some " Secrets of the Movies," and incidentally let you know how
" we were doing our bit " in many ways before Uncle Sam
asked us in addition to collect a tax from you at trouble
and inconvenience to us.

Let Us Start with Our Story —
In the first place, since the very start of the war in Europe
we have been paying Uncle Sam an emergency war tax
for each seat in this theater. It is a fact that this tax put
hundreds of theaters out of business when this tax was
levied — but you didn't hear any squealing. Uncle Sam
needed the money — and we have been doing our bit.
Then

We Got After the Kaiser —
And Uncle Sam needed more money. He placed a tax on
every single foot of film which makes up the shows you
see each night. Sometimes there are ten thousand feet in
an
evening's
performance.
That tax
being
dividedin
among
the theaters
of the country,
and ispaid
outright
addition to our usual expenses for film.

Express Shipments Were Taxed —
And did you know that picture theaters are among the
largest users of express service in the country — that this
item makes up a large factor of expense? With an occasional package it may not seem much to you, but you can
imagine the tax if you received billboard posters, photographs, films, etc., by express every day.
Is It Any Wonder That —
Uncle Sam decided that he was getting enough from us?
Then, again, he knew some of the inside figures of the
business, which we are going to tell you in our later talks.
He knew that half the theaters of the country were losing
money, that the cost of giving you top-quality entertainment had more than doubled in the past two years, while
admission prices had scarcely changed. But we are going
to let you know the facts, too. This little talk was just
a by-play to show you that
We

Are

Doing

Our

Bit !
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WHO'S
THE
PATRIOT?
By sam Buiiock
WHEN Uncle Sam decided to impose a eventually be paid by the said movie manrevenue tax upon the film industry
ager.
he evidently had in mind three represenUncle Sam's hunch was wrong in one
tative branches : 1. The men who make the
respect.
He figured
the as
three
" stripas"
celluloid strip; 2. The men who make the
makers would
be at least
patriotic
strip into negatives; 3. The men who, in the movie manager. He was dead wrong.
turn, make the strip into positives, or
Their " expert accountants " should have
camped at Washington, backed by the pres" movies." Uncle Sam naturally figured
largely upon the publicity (available to
tige and dignity of the " fourth largest inevery schoolchild from Maine to Frisco)
dustry " and, producing the figures they
regarding the fabulous salaries paid to the now tell us spells " calamity," insisted upon
consideration commensurate with our worth
employes of the aforesaid branches, whose
manly figures and bewitching faces adorn
as silent partners with Uncle Sam in win(more or less) the aforesaid strips.
ning the war for democracy.
Who is the patriot?
Whoever gave Uncle Sam the " tip " is
immaterial, but the fact that there are
Is it the man who dodges his tax, adds
" armies of stars " getting salaries equal
to same, and attempts to collect on films
to and some greater than President Wilson
that he himself is not being taxed for?
is absolutely believed to be the truth by
At this writing every exhibitor in Clevemillions of Uncle Sam's grown ups. Uncle
land has long ago been thus assessed and
Sam therefore very naturally figured that
this trinity of patriots could, and wouJd
some have paid. Even poor old " Gloria's
" and ancient " Myra " are paying
willingly, come across with a quarter of a Romance
tribute.
cent each — hence the total of three-fourths
To-day court proceedings were started in
of a cent footage tax upon the manufacCleveland to establish our rights, brutally
turers. The proposition to tax patrons or
ignored by the N. A. M. P. I. members
exhibitors (following the first Liberty
holding exhibitor's shows up.
Bond sale) was not included in Uncle
If this is not "profiteering" what is?
Sam's " hunch," simply because some 15,000
exhibitors carried Uncle Sam's message to Pettijohn evidently knows the story of
millions free and sold the bonds, and Uncle
" The Spider and the Fly."
Sam knew the exhibitor was already payWho is the patriot? I'll tell you and back
ing a war tax. Then the " efficiency squad " it up by sworn reports at Washington. I
write in the interest of the " 70 per centof the " fourth largest industry " got spring
fever, or else they were so busy inventing
ers." There's over a hundred in Cleveland.
new " systems " to milk the " movie man " They went to work as patriots. Publicity
was given by all methods available to get
that they didn't notice Uncle Sam's
the public to respond at all classes of
" hunch'" growing at Washington, D. C.
It sure did grow quick. Then came the theatres. I am not reporting for the better
now famous Paul Revere ride to Washingclass of theatres, 50 of them, but the " 70
per centers," who report a big slump up to
ton and " Lee's surrender." So different,
this
fifteenth day of the tax impost. I can
however, from Lee of the '60s, who at least
show you reports of 30 per cent, less in
made a fight, while " our " Lee radioed his
gross receipts covering this period. Can
followers all over the country : " Wire
Washington O. K. Tell 'em you like it, show you 50 per less on Douglas Fairbanks nights — and the movie man thanks
the Ontario plan." Ohio refused to be
camouflaged and wired back : " Nix on
his " stars " that Triangle has not assessed
the war tax.
that stuff, Lee Varner."
Who is the patriot? The showman who
What was the result? Uncle Sam's emis
grinning and bearing it until some one
ployes forgot Bert Williams' ditty, " Dat's
comes to his relief in December.
Gratitude," and included an admission tax
He is the patriot!
on tickets, based, very likely, upon Lee's
We have had ideal show weather so far
eloquent suggestions that it would not hurt
daily since Friday, Nov. 2. The Lord is
the movie manager's receipts if the patron
with us but the N. A. M. P. I. is not with us.
paid it, but a footage tax on films would
Fifteen

Cent

Tax Tested in Cleveland Court
(Continued from page 3967)
group of recalcitrant exhibitors who attempted by of the motion, the Court assumed that all the exCourt proceedings to enjoin the motion picture
allegationsthewere
true.is entitled
Accordingly
the
felt that
public
to know
distributors in their attempt to collect the 15 film men hibitors'
their view of the controversy. According to the
cents per day per reel charge, made because of accountants
most experienced and expert in the
the war excise taxes levied on motion picture
motion picture industry, Messrs. Pierce, Waterfilm byprise tothe
sur- house
& Co., the film tax levied by Congress
the Federal
group ofGovernment,
New York was
film not
mena who
under the Act ol October 3, 1917, amounts to
went to Cleveland for the hearing. These men
went to Cleveland prepared to go forward with
about nine-tenths of a cent per lineal foot, instead of one-half cent as the exhibitors stated in
the trial of the case, just as speedily as the Court
would permit. They had no disposition to raise their petition, and assuming that every exhibitor
any technical points or defenses, but when the pays 15 cents per day per reel for every reel used
exhibitors had told the Court what they intended
by him so long as the film footage tax is in effect, the gross amount so collected by the disto prove
was so patent
that such
proofnotconstitributors, wil not equal the amount paid by the
tuted onlyitimaginary
grievances,
and had
even
the slightest bearing on the issue, did not by the distributors to the Government on account of the
tax.
This
statement I make with particular emgreatest stretch of romantic imagination constiphasis in view of the fact that the Cleveland
tute a case against them, they were glad to let
exhibitors
alleged
in their position that the detheir tionvery
counsel,andJudge
Day, statement
enter a mo-of
fendants were profiteering and undertaking to
on theable
pleadings
opening
charge
exhibitors
more
were
the plaintiffs for judgment in their favor. In de- required to pay, when, inthanfact,theythe themselves
converse is the
to the ciding
casethis motion,
and the Judge
entire Phillips
matter. put a final end truth.
" Accepting the figures given by the exhibitors
" Under the circumstances and for the purposes
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to Judge Phillips in the court room in Cleveland
as correct,
we would
come in
to the
sion that every
exhibitor
the absurd
United concluStates
conducted hU show forty-nine days in every calendar month. The exhibitors, for reasons probablyfrained
best fromknown
advisingto thethemselves,
Court that carefully
there was re-a
great difference in prices charged by the several
distributing companies, tor the product handled
by
Judgeor under
the impression
thatthem,
thereandwasleft athefixed
unit price
per reel
throughout the industry. The day when motion
pictures were sold by the foot, or by the reel has
happily
and surely
everyareonemade
who bystops
to
think, passed,
must know
that prices
the
distributors and paid by the exhibitors, with a
view to the real value of the production, the ent for which theyTheaccept
money at thetertainmenbox-office.
publictheno public's
longer
pays
to
see
so
many
feet
of
film
projected on a
screen.
" It is, however, most gratifying now to be
able to point to a clear well considered sweeping
judicial opinion in support of the position taken
by
the distributors
the been
15-centcompelled
charge.
It seems
too bad wein regard
should tohave
to justify our obviously fair proceeding in Court,
and we regret most of all, that a combination of
exhibitors, who were in a place to know thoroughly well toward
the attitude
ot leading producers
and
distributors
the Government
should permit
themselves to make a public charge of profiteering in their hopeless attempt to find a place in
Violation of Sherman Law Intimated
The following telegram was sent by Sam
Bullock, Cleveland, after Judge Phillips
Court."
had
given decision in test case of fifteencent reel tax:
Judge Phillips to-day decided that the
charging of 15 cents was not violation of
contract, merely an addition to the price of
film, but that the combination to enforce
the same he believed to be a conspiracy
and violation of the Trust Law Case, will
be followed up immediately along the lines
suggested by the Court.
"(Signed) Sam Bullock."
Milwaukee Exhibitors Not Disturbed
There has been little or no protest on
the war tax, according to the managers of
the local film exchanges. In fact, so little
fuss has been made over this tax that no
letter was sent out, in many instances, notifying the exhibitors of the change. According to the exchange managers there
were some cancellations on account of the
tax but the amount is estimated at about
2 per cent and the exchange men say that
they have had little or no trouble over this
tax. In fact, it is stated that the cancellations have been from the smaller exhibitors but can hardly afford to pay for the
present high-grade feature. It is expected
that no action of any kind will be taken
by the local exhibitors on the film tax as
the majority are now paying it without any
protest. Knell of Nickel Houses in
Death
Wisconsin
The passing of the little fellow among
the motion picture exhibitors is almost
completed in Wisconsin, says a report from
this section. The five-cent house with its
limited seating capacity and cheap program is almost a thing of the past in this
state. Hardly a day passes that does not
bring news of the closing up of one or
more of the smaller theatres. This is not
the result of intensive competition for,
strange as it may seem in many of the
cities where the small houses are closing
there is absolutely no competition, the
nickel house having everything its own way
but being unable to exist in view of the
ever increasing cost of films, and no cor(Continued on page 3974)
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Smokes

Get

for

Soldiers

Thanksgiving Week Rally Promises to Turn Campaign Into Grand Success — Rothapfel and Williams Frist to Offer Percentage of Receipts to the Fund Which Will Smoke the Kaiser Out
AS

far as smokes and tobacco go,
the Kaiser may as well consider
himself " kanned " already.
The general advance which began
throughout the country recently, under
the leadership of the " Our Boys in
France Tobacco Fund," and which has
already captured the first line trenches
and is driving forward with relentless
tenacity, is planning a huge strategic
drive this (Thanksgiving) week that
should make the victory complete. And
when the medals are pinned on, there
will be several exhibitors in these
United States who will step forward to
hear their names praised as "princes,"
"bricks" and other things which in
America denote titles of the highest
sort.
Rothapfel Leads Exhibitors
In the first place, S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of the Rialto theatre in New
York, which theatre does not advertise its
patriotism, but reveals it in deeds that
speak louder than type or words, led the
assault of exhibitors against the enemy by
agreeing to turn over 5 per cent of his
total receipts this week to the motion picture division of the " Our Boys in France
Tobacco Fund." A pioneer in leadership,
Mr. Rothafel did not wait to be urged to

Motion

Picture

A

SPLENDID

j

THE FUND

I

C I have been watching
your splendid efforts
each week relative to
the Tobacco Fund for
our boys in France.
C Several weeks ago we
turned over several
hundred
dollars
and
about 50,000 cigarettes
in a local tobacco fund
for the soldier boys in
the camps.

IN RICHMOND

|
j
|
|

boys " over there " could look for some
heavily laden crates of smokes from the
Rialto. Mr. Rothapfel even went further
in his patriotism, and wrote a letter to
every known exhibitor in the country urging them also to open their hearts and
their theatres — their pocketbooks also —
in a big sweep to smoke the Kaiser out by
setting aside Thanksgiving week as a period
of tobacco-collecting for our boys in
France.

}
j
j
|
I
j

That Mr. Rothapfel's initiative, and the
thoroughness with which the Fund has
been organized and pushed, is beginning to
bear most luscious fruit is evident by the
reports that have begun to drift in, ever
thicker and thicker, from exhibitors and
others within the industry whose patriotism
is not limited by desires for personal benefit
or profit.
HENRY BERNSTEIN,
First National in Vanguard
I
Richmond, Va. j
Almost immediately after Mr. Rothapfel
voiced his faith in the Fund by naming this
week for the soldiers, J. D. Williams, general manager of the First National ExhibColonial
Theatre.
Jake Wells'
itors' Circuit, announced that the leading
theatres of the circuit would likewise give
exert himself in the smokes campaign,
5 per cent of their receipts this week to
the worthy cause. In the course of his
realizing that tobacco to soldiers is as gasoletter which awakened additional exhibitors
line to the motor car, and notified the Fund
at 25 West Forty-fourth street that if to quicken their activities in behalf of the
every contribution of 25 cents puts 45 cents
tobacco fund, Mr. Williams said: "I canworth of tobacco into the hands of one of
not too strongly endorse, both from a busi(Continued on next page)
America's fighting men in France, then the
lillllP

Division

Entire Fund
Motion

^iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimi i

of the Our

Boys

in France

Total to Date

Picture Division, Total to Date .

patriotic opportunity is given to every American

Tobacco

Fund

$104,741.44
392.46
exhibitor to be of some use

_/-\^ to our soldiers in France.
They want " 6mokes " more than anything you can send them.
Motion Picture News, which is the official organ of the campaign, urges all exhibitors
to place receptacles in their lobbies, for the collection of coins and packages of cigarettes.

|

|

j

J

No cigarettes can be accepted except in original packages and on which the revenue
stamp has not been broken.
This is an order from the Government.

1

How

j

to Go

About

It

1. Send to Motion Picture News for a card, inviting your patrons to drop pennies and packages
of cigarettes into the bowl or box provided.
2. Arrange with the commissary department of your nearest cantonment for distributing (unbroken)
packages of cigarettes. In case you have superfluous packages send them directly to Motion Picture
News, New York, N. Y.
3. Pennies and other coins collected should be deposited at your bank and a check sent weekly
to Motion Picture News.
For every 25 cent9 you collect, you will receive a postal of thanks direct from
the trenches. For example: If you contribute $10, you will receive 40 postcards of thanks direct from
the trenches in France.
These should be displayed in your lobby, photographed for slides or sent out
to your mailing list.

jj
1
B
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Exhibitors

"All (Continued
Set" for
Big Smoke
Drive Week
from preceding
page)
Y. ; Pleasant Hour, Newton, N. J. ; Happyness and patriotic standpoint, the proposition made to you by the ' Our Boys in land, Corinth, N. Y. ; Opera House, Elkton,
Md. ; Cohoes Opera House, Cohoes, N. Y. ;
France Tobacco Fund' and the Rialto
Arcade, Camden ; Victoria, Greenfield,
theatre." That the endorsement was taken
Mass. ; Sweetland, Mayville, N. Y.
at its full value is evident, as previously
Late additions to the list of theatres
stated, by the excellent reports from all
sections of the country.
wtych have promised to donate five per
Among the theatres which had already
cent of their gross receipts for " Smoke
substantially increased the fund, and which
Week " to the " Our Boys in France "
have been named in Motion Picture News,
Fund, are as follows : Cozy theatre, 425
East Main street, Galesburgh, 111. ; Star
are the Pastime, Tuscumbia, Ala. ; Princess,
theatre, Ottawa, Kan. ; Bonita theaGolden, 111. ; Hippodrome, Syracuse ; Hamtre, H. W. Neal, manager, Lindale, Ga. ;
ilton, Yonker.s ; Opera House, Wadsworth,
M. C. Martin, Oakfield, Me. ; A. R. Lynch,
Ohio; Strand, Poplar, Mont.; Majestic,
St. Augustine,
; Prairie's
Keene, N. H. ; Miller's, Los Angeles, and
608
Coral street,Fla.New
Orleans; theatre,
J. L.
the Broadway, Rialto and Alhambra
Romaine, Boston theatre, Boston Spa,
theatres, all of Los Angeles.
These houses, and others, had swelled
New. York; Parson's theatres (Grand
the total of the motion picture division of and
Lyric), Jonesboro, Ark.; Louis Kalbthe Fund to nearly $400 when Motion
field, Grand theatre, Palaska, Fla. ; ButPicture News went to press last week, and
ler theatre, Butler, Pa. ; C. E. Doffin, Dotfin theatre, Talahassee, Fla. ; W. Brown,
still money and cigarettes and tobacco were
coming in. The entire fund up to last Happy Hour, Edensburg, Pa. ; M. H.
week reached a total of $96,526.01, with
W'ace, Larkin theatre, Beverly, Mass. ;
M. H. Wace Company, Strand theatre,
every indication that after the ThanksgivPeabody,
Mass. E. C. Yaw, Jr., Naples,
ing week drive the amount will exceed the
hundred thousand mark by many, many
N. Y.;
T. Pitts,Va.Pitts'
theasimoleons. In fact, according to figures
tre,Benj.
Fredericksburg,
; T. Leader
B. Humes,
from the headquarters of the Fund, the
Star theatre, L.B.244, East Brady, Pa.
total had swelled past the six figures before
E. V. Richards, Jr., of the Strand theatre, New Orleans, Fla., has arranged to
the Thanksgiving clean-up started.
Other Houses Join Ranks
give to the fund one day's receipts at
each house of that circuit. Other postAmong the latest theatres to make known
cards are being received with every mail
their intention of giving 5 per cent of this and will be acknowledged next week.
Never has there been an industry that
week's receipts to the cause are the Strand,
has stood behind the Government more
of New Orleans ; Opera House, Thomaston, Conn. ; Varieties, Third avenue, New
solidly than has the motion picture industry',
from the first to last. And in backing up
York ; Victoria, Harrisburg, Pa. ; Electra,
Brooklyn ; Tennis Amusement Company,
the soldier boys with smokes the pictureColonial theatre, Norwich, N. Y. ; Globe, industry demonstrates backing up democracy in one of its truest forms.
Vineland, N. J. ; Happy Hour, Mexico, N.
Exhibitors Plan to Send Varner to Washington
Will Represent the Exhibitors of the Country During the Approaching Session of Congress — Tax Sections May Be Amended
THE American Exhibitors' Association, very successful in working against adverse
legislation. It is claimed that he has done
realizing the necessity of concerted
more in this way for the industry than any
action among exhibitors in regard to taxes
other single man within the field. In 1914
and other legislative matters, are arranging
he saved the exhibitors of the United States
to create a fund for the purpose of engagthousands of dollars on the seating capacity
ing a representative to go to Washington
in behalf of all exhibitors during the tax, and again in 1916 defended the exhibitors against a tax on gross receipts.
approaching session of Congress, or whenever any legislative matters come up.
The experience of the recent tax legislaAbrams and Schulberg Pay
tion has shown the exhibitors very clearly
the need of having a representative who
Respect to Milwaukee
thoroughly understands the needs of exhibitors. Many expressions have come to
Hiram Abrams and B. P. Schulberg, of
the attention of the A. E. A. that the tax the Paramount Pictures Corporation, were
of 10 per cent on gross receipts is proving
in Milwaukee Wednesday of last week in
the course of their nation-wide tour of
a great hardship. In one instance an exhibitor in a certain city who has no compeinvestigation of film conditions. They intition is said to have found his profits
spected the Milwaukee Paramount office,
which is in charge of Ralph Wetstein, and
entirely absorbed, and financial ruin confronts him.
paid a visit to the local theatres. According to Mr. Abrams, the Milwaukee photoThe American Exhibitors' Association, it
play theatres have developed to a standard
is announced, will attempt to gather all posfar above that reached by most cities
sible evidence and facts, and will present
throughout the country. While there, Mr.
them to Congress through the representative, who, according to reports, is likely to Abrams put over considerable publicity in
be H. P. Varner, of Lexington, N. C.
the way of interviews with local newsMr. Varner is an exhibitor who has been
papers.
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^ ill C. Smith Nominated on
National Board
Will C. Smith, general manager of the
Nicholas Power Company, was nominated
as a director on the National Board to fill
the vacancy caused by the death of J. F.
Skerrett, at a meeting of the Supply and
Equipment Division of the Motion Picture
Industry held on November 22.
The meeting was presided over by Walter
J. Moore in the absence of Chairman J. E.
Brulatour, and routine matters were discussed without any definite action being
taken. It was decided to hold regular
monthly meetings on the second Tuesday

William C. Smith
of each month and the first meeting will
be held
on December
at 12 o'clock,
noon,
at
the offices
of the 12
National
Association.
The following were in attendance at the
meeting: Walter J. Moore, H. C. Miner
Lithographing Company; L. P. Weber,
Acme Lithographing Company; L. J.
Lynch, representing George I. Cooke, Alpha
Lithographic Company ; Theodore F. Comstock, assistant to the assistant manager of
the Pathescope Company, representing Willard B. Cook; S. Snowden Cassard, assistant general manager, Nicholas Power Company ;A. P. Lombard, representing E. S.
Porter of the Precision Machine Company
and B. F. Porter, Joseph F. Coufal, Novelty
Slide Co. ; S. H. DeRoy, Automatic Ticket
Selling and Cash Register Company; J. H.
Hallberg, United Theatre Equipment Corporation and H. A. Rosenburg of the
Greater New York Slide Company; Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary National Association.
Theda Bara Makes Personal
Appearance at Audubon
Theda Bara, the William Fox star, made
atheatre,
personal
appearance
at Fox's
Broadway
and 167th
street,Audubon
on the
night of November 23, and was greeted
by a packed house.
The star made an address and was presented with a bouquet of roses by the management of the house.
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Prepares for Exposition in February
Fred W. Hartmann, eastern representative of the Motion Picture Exposition
which is scheduled for Grand Central
Palace, New York, February 2 to 10, next
year, has been in New York the past few
weeks, co-operating with Secretary' Frederick H. Elliott, of the N. A. M. P. I., on
matters pertaining to the exposition. Mr.
Hartmann expects to return to Chicago the
first of December, where he will be in a
position to look after the interests of
western producers and exhibitors between
that time and the opening of the exposition.
His Chicago address will be 1416 Masonic
Temple.
It is announced that a large amount of
space on the main floor of the Palace has
already been sold, many of the larger
companies included, while more than half
of the applicants are new exhibitors. From
the manner in which space has been contracted for to date it appears that three
floors of the Palace will be required to
house the exposition.
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Louise Glaum Withdraws Name
from War Luxurv Fund
Prompted by information relative to the
probable indictment of Donald C. Fox in
New York for his alleged improper a'ctivities as promoter of the Army and Navy
Bazaar, held recently, Louise Glaum has
wired Motion Picture News from Los
Angeles that she has withdrawn the use
of her name from the Louise Glaum War
Luxury Fund, promoted by Fox, pending
the investigation now under way by Federal
authorities.
Miss Glaum was induced purely by patriotic motives when consenting to lend the
use of her name to secure tobacco funds
for overseas soldiers and sailors, and beyond this is said to know nothing concerning the dispositions of the funds being
collected at Fox's office in New York.
In her telegram, Miss Glaum remarked :
" I can not comprehend the stripe of a man
who would employ such despicable methods
of greed in this hour of our country's
destiny."
Joe Brandt Heads Film Ad Men's
Association
While Joe Brandt, general manager of
the Universal Film Company, was confined to his apartments here in New York,
suffering from an illness that nearly terminated disastrously, he was elected
president of the Film Producers' Association of the Advertising Clubs of the
World, at the annual session, held in Cincinnati, O., last Saturday afternoon.
Ten days ago Mr. Brandt was suddenly
stricken with mercurial poisoning as a result of the improper use of calomel and
last Sunday was the first time he has been
able to leave his bed since he was stricken.
It will be ten days more before he will
be able to resume his duties at the Universal. In the time that he has been ill,
messages of solicitude and cheer have
poured in upon the popular film magnate
and personal calls have further testified to
the esteem in which he is held by hosts of
friends.
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NEWS' Exhibitor Poll Uncovers Interesting Figures
We have before us some statistics from a " poll " of our exhibitorsubscribers, which suggest some revolutionary changes in the industry
in the past year.
The poll, carefully compiled and analyzed, shows only three per cent.
of these theatres asking a straight nickel. Twelve per cent., or one in
eight, ask " five and ten " cents. One house in every five, or roughly
twenty per cent, of all theatres, are " straight ten " cents. Another
twenty per cent, (roughly) get "ten and fifteen" cents. And another
twenty per cent, get " fifteen " cents.
(J Roughly sixty pea- cent., therefore, of all theatres before the war tax
went into effect received ten or fifteen cents, or a split between these
two figures. An additional five per cent, can be classed as twenty per
cent, houses, and ten per cent, asked prices from ten up to twenty-five
cents of which only a few receive the full twenty-five cents — some of
these offering vaudeville and added attractions.
|J Three per cent, received straight twenty-five cents and up.
(J In other words, the nickel bouse and the twenty-five cent house are
numerically in the same class today. One in every thirty theatres. The
only difference is that the nickel house is getting rare, and the higher
priced house is getting a stronger foothold.
That sixty per cent, of our theatres charge ten or fifteen cents, no
more, for pictures, is significant. That three-fourths, or seventy-five
per cent., are properly classed as ten or fifteen cent houses, although
some of these have a five-cent price for children and cheap seats for
adults, is the big lesson of this statistical review. And of the other
fourth — twenty-five per cent. — four in five would average fifteen cents,
though charging more for best seats and having no uniform low price.
In all those reporting only six per cent, represent either the cheapest
nickel class or the fancy twenty-five cent minimum.
Another important lesson from the reports received is the age of
service used today. One-half the theatres use service newer than 60
days old. And of this half, two in five use thirty to sixty day service,
two in five use fifteen to thirty day pictures, and one in five uses pictures
less than fifteen days old.
([In connection with the age of service noted, it is interesting to find
these percentages holding true in almost all price classifications. Just
half the nickel houses use newer service, and half use service older than
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sixty days. Of the " ten and fifteen " group, approximately half use
older than sixty-day service, half use newer pictures. And only the
theatres charging twenty-five cents and over seem to require " first rim "
as indicated by age of service used.
([ Higher prices therefore do not result from higher cost of film service,
but reflect directly a better business management on the part of the
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Nicholas Power Company
Promotes Cassard
Samuel Snowden Cassard, who has had
charge of the purchasing and stock departments of the Nicholas Power Company for
the past five years and has been responsible
for past
the Power
advertising
^or
the
year, hasCompany's
been appointed
assistant
general manager of that company. Mr.
Cassard's promotion is due to his close
analysis of the manufacture of projection
machines, which called the attention of the
Nicholas Power Company to his wide
knowledge of their business and to the
remarkable executive ability which he had
developed, and is in keeping with the well
known policy of picking the highest class
men in their own organization for promotion.

" The Grand Passion " Next
Jewel Release
Jewel Productions, Jnc, whose latest
productions for the independent market
are : " Pay Me," featuring Dorothy Phil" The Co-Respondent,"
Elainelips, andHammerstein,
announces featuring
that its
next offering which will be ready for an
early release is " The Grand Passion,"
adapted from " The Boss of Powderville,"
a novel by Thomas Addison, which appeared in Adventure magazine. It deals
with the efforts of a man who has
amassed a fortune from graft, to cleanse
himself of the taint in order to win the
love of a good woman.
" The Grand Passion " is said to present a theme, strong in dramatic intensity. The cast has not been announced.
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Declares Public Must Meet the Raise If It Expects Best Pictures Possible — Everything Else Goes Up, Why Not Prices?

, president of ParaHIRAM ABRAMS
mount Pictures Corporation, who, in
company with General Manager B. P.
Schulberg is touring the country, and who
in his visits to exhibitors has gained many
new views of conditions as they exist, has
presented, in an announcement, his view
regarding the admission price problem. Mr.
Abrams believes, and plainly insists, that
increased admissions for picture theatres
are justifiable.
In this connection Mr. Abrams said:
" Photoplay followers must pay more for
their screen amusement if they want motion picture producers to continue making
the best motion pictures that it is possible
to create, and if they expect their favorite
photoplay theatres to continue in business
and to provide a suitable setting for the
picture, including appropriate music.
" We must realize that the entire economic standard of the country has changed
and that the dollar no longer represents
ten dimes but four quarters. It is war
time. The dime has lost its buying power
and besides the cost of producing pictures
has advanced in a startling degree. As a
matter of fact from the beginning of the

industry, the cost of producing has advanced steadily. A casual mental comparison between the ' movies ' of several years
ago and the photoplay of today will make
this readily apparent.
" Aside from the apparent increase of
the salaries of the players, the elaborate
staging of a production which the photoplay public has come to demand, has raised
the cost from 500 to 1,000 per cent over
the costs of a few years ago. In spite of
this, the motion picture exhibitor has been
backward in raising his own prices to meet
this increased cost. This may be due, in
a measure, to the fact that in the early
stages of motion picture exhibiting there
was a great margin of profit ; the photoplay
public of that day was content with a
standard of production that would not be
tolerated by the more discriminating patrons of the photoplay today.
" A continuance of the prices in vogue
would mean that hundreds of motion picture theatres would have to close their
doors, an event which can only be regarded
with the utmost gravity in the present wartime conditions, where moderate-priced
amusements for the people are an absolute
necessity."

Brady

Receives Big Welcome
From
Chicagoans
One Hundred Business Men Turn Out to Hear Ringing
Speech of National Association's Head on Censorship
A turnout of 100 exhibitors, lawyers,
Gardner, members of the Essanay force.
Mr. Brady was the last speaker of the
members of the trade press, exchange manevening.
agers and others vitally interested in the
film future of Chicago greeted the visit of
The early and greater part of his talk
William A. Brady to that city last Monday
sounded a warning to exhibitors here and
all over the country that they are up against
night, at a banquet given in the crystal
room of the Sherman Hotel. The banquet
a real crisis as far as present and future
taxation is concerned. He said that their
was given under the auspices of the Motion
slogan and their action at this time should
Picture Exhibitors' League. Its prime object was to have in attendance members of be one of unity. He went back over the
the City Council who are striving to have
past few months and reviewed the events
that preceded and culminated in the placing
Major Funkhouser and his one-man censorof the admission and film tax by Congress.
ship board ousted in Chicago.
Among the councilmen present to hear
He boldly asserted that because of the factional differences existing among the exMr. Brad\- talk on censorship and the film
future of Chicago were Alderman Steffens,
hibitors in the country at that time much
the father of the new ordinance now up for
good effort and results were lost. " Had
consideration in councils to provide a board
you exhibitors gotten together at that time
of censorship made up of at least a dozen
and when you should," he said, "you probpersons; Aldermen Rodeger, George Mayably would have been faring better to-day
pole and Schwartz. Each one of these
as regards the tax situation. Instead of
combining their efforts at Washington up
spoke in their turn following the banquet
until the last minute to avoid the imposing
and all expressed their desire to co-operate
of these taxes both factions of exhibitors
with the exhibitors of Chicago in giving
them the best deal possible on censorship
represented on the committees there parand other legislation affecting the industry
aded up and down the halls exchanging
here. Alderman Steffens was particularly
personalities and airing their differences.
vigorous in backing up the bill he has
You must get together if it is your desire
drawn and put before the councils. Amidst
to keep this great industry intact and free
from any more death dealing taxes. I am
great applause he declared he was against
not speaking against the Motion Picture
one-man censorship. All of the other aldermen coincided with his view and promised
Exhibitors' League alone or the American
to give the Steffens bill all the consideration
Exhibitors' Association. I mean this for
both divisions. You must put your heads
that will be fair and possible.
and activities together from now on if you
Others who spoke were Judge Goodenow
of the American Theatrical Hospital Assointend
accomplish
Mr. to
Brady
left hisyour
talksalvation."
on censorship
ciation, City Clerk James T. Igoe, Attorney
until the last. He candidly confessed that
Morris Bergson, Taylor Holmes and Jack
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Nickel Houses Die in Wisconsin
(Continued from page 3970)
responding increase in its admission price.
Film men who are in touch with the
cheaper grade houses say that they expect
that it will only be a short time before the
small five-cent house is a thing of the past
in this state. Those that are not closing
are cutting down to two or three days a
week, some only showing Saturday and
Sunday and others on Sunday only. The
public in general is being so rapidly educated away from the cheap $3 and $5 features that they are no longer interested in
the small movie even if it is the only one
in the town. The result is the closing of
the theatre.
Florida Funny Films Makes
Pictures in Jacksonville
The Florida Funny Films is the name of
the newest motion picture producing company to establish itself in Jacksonville. The
company is headed by H. J. Binney, recently of the Master Pictures Company of
Houston, Texas.
The company has secured stage space
from the Klutho studios in West Ninth
street, and will make one-reel pictures
starring Fatty Filbert and Gloria Gayle.
Emerson

and Loos Return to
California
John Emerson and Anita Loos, director
and scenario writer of the Douglas Fairbanks organization, left New York a few
days ago for California, where work on
their next subject for the Artcraft star
will be started in the near future.
at that time it was a ticklish subject for
him. He began with a long laudation of
the motion picture as an educator. He
denounced the declaration, so often heard
in the past, that the producers are catering
to the morbid curiosity of the people and
making a specialty in dealing with obnoxious sex films. As a producer and for
the producers he said that every man in the
business, with the exception of a natural
few unprincipled ones, were striving to
give the public the very best kind of educational and conventionally correct pictures.
He mentioned Major Funkhouser's name
in stating that he was against one-man
censorship, and especially of the type that
the Major has been giving the Chicago film
men in the past. He candidly stated that
he was opposed to all censorship of pictures. He said that if there must be censorship itshould be made up of a board of
capable men. In outlining what he thought
should be the personnel of such a board
to the councilmen present he suggested
that a teacher of English, a professor of
dramatics, clergymen and others of that
type should make up the board.
On the following day, Tuesday, he spoke
before the sub-committee of councils, when
they took eration.
up Herethehe Steffens
considdid not bill
holdforback
his
opinions.
The banquet committee consisted of the
following men : Joseph Hopp, W. J.
Sweeney, Max Schwartz and Charles
Stuart.
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is —
Brady?
"How
about speechBeing a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
FOR the benefit of those
who may wish to inBrady.
Men of the Picture Game — Caught in Action!
terview Mr. Brady we
"Oh, well," said Mr.
— Next Week — Wm. A. Fox
cheerfully contribute a
" Along " those lines, Mr.
making?
time-saving recipe.
By William A. Johnston
Brady,
may I ask you a
(1) Don't bother his
secretary.
She's looking
for him just as hard as you are.
" You can ask anything," said Mr. Brady,
" as long
as it makes
personal
question?"
(2) You may find him at (a) The studio, mostly; (b) The
Hotel Astor, frequently; (c) The Playhouse, occasionally; (d)
" Well,
Mr. Brady, do you recall the speech you made at Chicago
good
reading."
Offices of the National Association, now and then; (e) His office,
two summers ago before the. Exhibitors' League — when you got
them
all stirred up and on their feet yelling?"
seldom; (4) with Mark Klaw — never!
" Sure."
(3) Don't telephone the above places separately, otherwise
" And some were so moved by emotion that they wanted to print
you'll hear; "Mr. Brady just stepped out." Call them all at
once. If you go to the Hotel Astor get a hotel detective.
it, free of any charge, for general circulation ? "
" Sure."
(4) The surest way is to shoot the subject in transit.
After a hunt, starting the latter part of October, we finally got
" Well, Mr. Brady, I cheered too. But I read over the speech
afterward and there was nothing in it."
Mr. Brady on the 'phone at the Peerless Studios, Fort Lee.
" Well," answered Mr. Brady. As I say, I'm a speaker. Good" Is this you, Mr. Brady? "
" You bet your life ! "
Things said about
" What's the noise
Mr. Brady by men
about, Mr. Brady.
who know him.
Sounds like the
"Well," said Jim,
studio was falling
James J. Corbett.
bye "!
down."
"That's nothing,"
smilingly,
helped make me." heI guess
said Mr. Brady,
that's pretty good,
cheerfully,
" I just
fired
a director.
" Me too. But, say,
Want to hear some
James
isn't
it? " Jefferies.
more? Wait a minhe's an all around
ute "!
fellow. He pulled
Over
'phone
off one of my fights
came thethesound
of
and managed Robert
splintering glass and
crackling wood.
Mantell in Shakes"What was that,
peareanondramaone
—
both shows
Mr. Brady?"
" The leading
night — and he won
man," said Mr.
Arnold Rothstein,
Brady gayly.
out
on each!"
"Well, what will
the nerviest man
in
Broadwayite.
" He's
you do now ? "
New York. Election
"Do now? What's
night, when Hughes
easy: I'll direct the
was elected, he still
picture myself; play
wanted to bet on
the lead too if neWilson. Asked me
cessary. And believe
to write my own
me, I'm good."
ticket. ' Twenty-five
"Well, Mr. Brady,
I have before me a
to one,' said I. ' All
book called " The
right,' he said. ' I'll
Fighting
Man,"
by
Irving
Henry
take
thousand.'
And thea next
mornDodge,
It's about
ing
he
said,
'now
All
right,
I'll
takeArnold,
your check
you."
" It is," said Mr.
Brady.
for twenty - five
thousand. What do
" Then you are a
"
fighter?
Klaw & Erlanger :
" Ask the director
you know ? "
sor).
who just went out."
"Well, Mr. Brady,
(deleted by the cenit is said that you
bet occasionally. Is
Leander
Richardson, publicity
man,
this correct? "
who
has
stood
for
" No," said Mr.
and
by
Mr.
Brady
Brady. " I bet every
day. You can't win
for" five
if you haven't got a
He years
has: "He's
proPresident .Wilson
a many-sided man."
bet on the table."
duced, acted and
" Which do you
gets
his movie
stage-managed, and
like best, fighting or
knowledge
from
William A.&.
publicity - managed,
Mr Brady really works In
betting?"
many successes. He
en we were kids
"Both," said Mr.
io
stud
the
(Confd on p. 3976)
Brady.
U.
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Ince Production Reported Going Big
Nathan Cordon, of Globe Feature Films, Boston, Writes That
"Zeppelin's Last Raid" Is Getting Big Business in New England
the production in his leading theatre, Mr.
NATHAN A. GORDON, directing head
Gordon has determined to play it in a
of the Globe Feature Film Corporation
and the Gordon chain of theatres in New
majority of his other houses in the near
future feeling sure the picture will meet
England, has sent word to Frank Hall,
president and general manager of the with similar approval elsewhere.
Some of the early bookings reported
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
in the New England field are for the
that " The Zeppelin's Last Raid," the
following theatres : Olympia, Boston ;
Thomas Ince production, and initial reStar, Manchester, N. H. ; Central Square,
lease of the booking company, has done
East Boston ; Strand, Peabody, Mass. ;
a record business at the Scollay Square
Larkin, Beverly, Mass. ; Music Hall, PawOlympia theatre, in the heart of the Boston theatrical district.
tucket, Mass. ; Gordon's Olympia, Lynn,
Mass.; City, Brockton, Mass.; Scenic,
Mr. Gordon writes 'that business genRochester, Mass.
erally has been dull throughout New
The U. S. representative in New EngEngland, both as a result of war conland is A. Lincoln Ehrgott, formerly
ditions and the tax imposed upon all
forms of amusement, but that business at manager of the Triangle, Boston Exchange. Mr. Ehrgott is stationed in the
the Scollay Square where the Ince specGlobe Feature Film Company at 20 Wintacle ran for one week, exceeded all exchester street, that city.
pectations. As a result of the success of
Ninety- two Famous
Players-Lasky Men
in War
From East and West Actors, Technical Experts and Men on Business Staff Join Colors — Still More May See Army Service
— Earl Davis; Texas Paramount Pictures
THE Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and its subsidiary organizations
Company, Dallas, Texas — H. W. Wills;
and exchanges are supplying a substantial
Famous Players Film Co., of New Engquota to the honor roll of those who have
land, Boston — Fred Hookalio, Seymore
Stone, Bernie Moorland, Buck Livingsentered
the
service
of
their
country*
in
the
war. From both East and West men have
tone, Jack Wheeler, Edward Poress, Fred
Stearns, Nathan Goldstein, Walter Leary,
joined the colors, and, as far as can be
William McColdive; Notable Feature Film
determined, there are now ninety-two men
in service who formerly were employed by Co., Salt Lake City — Frank Osborne ; Kansas City Feature Film Co., Kansas City,
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
From the Eastern studios and offices the
Mo. — L. B. Flintom, Tom McKean, A.
Orendorff; Progressive Motion Picture
following are already named: Hector
Co., San Francisco— Donald B. Smith, F.
Turnbull, formerly with scenario departPalmerton, A. H. McQueston, H. Brown;
ment; Adolph Menjou, actor, now first
Southern Paramount Pictures Co., New
lieutenant, U. S. Ambulance Corps, Allentown, Pa. ; Albert Bassett, actor, pri- Orleans— George Sheperd and Anthony
vate, 107th Regiment, U. S. A.; Harry I. Mato; Progressive Motion Picture ComDay, sergeant, U. S. Ambulance, formerly
pany, Portland, Ore. — W. Gifford; Progressive Motion Picture Co., Seattle,
editor Paramount Progress ; Lloyd RobinWash. — A. St. Claire and E. L. Lewis.
son, publicity department, first-class yeoThe enlistment early in the war of Tom
man, U. S. N. ; Phillip Desmond, 9th
Forman, Walter Long and T. E. Duncan,
Coast Defense, 14th Company, formerly
members of the Lasky stock company, was
assistant to Mr. Day; L. O. Bull, shipinstrumental in securing about a dozen of
ping department, corporal, 22nd Aero
the Lasky boys from other departments in
Squadron, U. S. A. ; Chas. Gartner, advertising department, Co. K., 71st, N. G., the Coast Artillery, the corps to which the
three named belong. Dr. Geo. Hamilton,
N. Y.; James H. MacFarland, U.S.S.
Navada, formerly in printing department ; who was a member of the company, has
Wm. J. Moore, shipping department, serearned a surgeon's berth, as first lieutenant,
and Walter Long has become a lieutenant
geant, 69th N. Y. Infantry; Arthur Ryan,
in the Coast Artillery. T. E. Duncan has
assistant cameraman; Joseph Goodrich,
rank of captain in the same company.
assistant cameraman, sergeant, Signal
Cullen B. Tate, Albert Carroll and
Corps; George Vanderminden, private,
Douglas Burke were among the first mem12th Coast Artillery, properties departbers of the newly organized divisions of
ment; Paul Vogel, assistant cameraman,
camofleurs, enlisted under the signal corps.
private, 12th Coast Artillery; Jos. Hannafin, shipping department.
Arthur Streib is to be with the special hospital corps. He is a photographer. W. N.
From the exchanges are included the folSherer is already in service in France as
lowing: Famous Players Film Service,
a sergeant; Frank Dazey of the scenario
Philadelphia— G. W. See, R. E. Brasher,
department is a second lieutenant; Joseph
Ray Anderson ; Wm. L. Sherry Feature
Film Co., New York — James Lynch ; FaPoe, chauffeur, is with the " Grizzlies," and
Leo V. Nomis is in the aviation corps.
mous Players Film Service, Chicago — Thos.
Murphy, Harry Gustafson, Bert Reynold;
The men who have left the Lasky company to undergo service in France, comFamous Players Film Service, Detroit —
prises approximately 10 per cent of the
John Briggs, captain; Famous Players
regular studio quota. There are 43 solFilm Service, Cincinnati — Harold Rhodes;
diers and sailors from thirteen different
Notable Feature Film Co., Denver, Colo.

What Kind of a Fellow Is Brady?
(Continued from page 3975)
is fully competent in each capacity. He
knows every end of production, lie's a
corking good ad-writer, for instance."
" He is magnetic."
" He would have made a splendid news
editor. He knows news values."

Paramount - Artcraft Combine
With the currentOrgans
issue, Paramount Progress, the service organ of Paramount Pictures Corporation, and Artcraft Advance,
which did the same work for Artcraft, are
combined under the name of The ProgressAdvance, and the result is a much larger
and more interesting publication. It is now
twenty pages and makes a neat book almost
the size of The Saturday Evening Post.
The same editorial policies will be followed, except that with the increased size
of the publication it is expected that many
new features can be included. Charles E.
Moyer, formerly editor of The Progress,
is the editor of the combined publication,
and Charles E. Ulrich, of Advance, is associate editor.
Dispatch Corporation Loses a War
Production
J. L. Warner, of the Dispatch Film Corporation, Godfrey Building, New York, announced last week that he is hot on the
trail of an alleged film thief or thieves,
as a result of the disappearing on October 16 of Donald C. Thompson's "War
as It Really Is." The company had booked
the film on that day, it is said, and the picture was returned to the Dispatch exchange the same night, but was discovered
missing thirty minutes later.
departments in the Lasky roll of honor.
The complete list, up to date, is as follows :
Actors — Walter Long, Tom Forman,
Lucien Littlefield, T. E. Duncan, V. Higgins, Leo V. Nomis, Dr. Geo. Hamilton,
Sam Searle; from the laboratories — D. E.
Lyon, Geo. Nico, W. Nicco, E. Lockwood, L. Ecklund, D. W. Jones, H. T. Selberg ; photographic department — Victor
Fleming, Edward Morrison, Arthur Streib,
Don Short, Al Gilks ; property department
— Bon Lee, Harry Boquet, Howard Whyler; assistant directors — W. N. Sherer, Roy
Marshall, C. B. Tate; stage crew — D.
Burke, E. Manriquez, C. Marchund, L.
Botts; carpenter shops — Harry Mittenzwer; scenic department — A. Carroll;
transportation — J. Poe and R. Seigel; scenario department — Frank Dazey; electrical
department — A. Johnson; titling and printing— F. Westeberg; offices, etc. — W.
Wheeler, R. T. Keeton, Myron Lasky, H.
Willard. In addition are W. Nevenheisen
and David Vail, selected, but not yet called
for active service.

WhoGetsYSWe
Attention
That*
The ijero,
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EXHIBITORS

TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
ADVENTURER, THE (Chaplin— Mut.)
ADOPTED SON, THE (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)
ARMS AND THE GIRL (Billie Burke— Para.) .
ASHES OF HOPE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
BAB'S DIARY (Marguerite Clark— Para.)

BOX

OFFICE

Big
E.

S. W.
Big Big
N.
Big Extra
Big Extra Extra
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Big Big
Big
Big Big
Big
Big Big Big
Extra

BAB'S BURGLAR (Marguerite Clark— Para.) .. .
BABY MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Big
Ave.
Extra
Extra
Extra
Extra
BARRIER, THE (Rex Beach Story— St. R.).
Big Big
BEAUTIFUL
ADVENTURE, THE (Ann MurdockAve.
Mut.)
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
Ave.
Ave.
BOND OF FEAR, THE (BeUe Bennett— Tri.)
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita.) Ave.
Big
BROADWAY ARIZONA (Olive Thomas— Tri.)
Ave. Ave.
Big Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World)
Ave. Poor Ave. Ave.
CALENDAR GIRL, THE (Juliette Day— Mut.)
Ave.
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) Poor Ave. Ave. Poor
CAMILLE (Helen Hesperia— Gen. Film)
Poor
Poor
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
Big Big
Big Poor
CASSIDY (Dick Rosson— Tri.)
Poor
Big Poor
Big Big Poor
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave.
Big
CHARITY CASTLE (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.) .
Ave.
Big
Extra
Extra
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch) .. .
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel) . .
CONQUEROR, THE (William Farnum— Fox St.).
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
BARBARY SHEEP (Elsie Ferguson— Art.). . .

COUNTESS CHARMING (Julian Eltinge— Para.) .
DEAD SHOT BAKER (William Duncan— Vita.)
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)..
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
DOUBLE CROSSED (Pauline Frederick— Para.)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) .
EFFICIENCY
EDGAR'S COURTSHIP (Taylor Holmes
— K.E.S.E.)
EXILE (Madame Petrova— Para.).

Ave. Ave. Ave.

Ave.

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.

Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Poor Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

FATTY AT CONEY ISLAND (Arbuckle— Para.).
FIBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
FIGHTING ODDS (Maxine Elliott— Gold.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Poor Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Big Big

FIREFLY OF TOUGH LUCK, THE (Alma Reubens—
Tri.)
FLAME OF THE YUKON, THE (Dorothy Dalton—
Tri.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Extra

Ave. Ave.
Ave.
FLIRTING WITH DEATH (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue. Ave. Ave.
Poor
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
Ave. Ave.

REPORTS

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
'Chaplin still ahead of them all." "Best he has ever done." "Chaplin at his best
in this picture." "Went over big." "At his best." "Chaplin's best."
"Meritorious picture; best thing he has done; but no improvement in business"
(South). "Good story. Feud stuff well done. Gives Bushman fine chance."
"Bushman is liked better in his later pictures." "Excellent, Bushman and
Bayne fine" (East). "Very good" (South).
"Very good picture — one that pleased everybody." "Very good — improvement
over others." "Good picture but only fair drawing card." "Better than first
picture." "Good, pleased all, second day even with first." "Good picture,
only fair drawing card." "Very good — improvement over others." "Very
good." "Very fine — pleased everybody."
"Extra fine." "Jack Livingstone very good." "Very fine — played capacity —
pleased all." "Above average — ran 2 days — business good."
"The next Bab picture is awaited with keen interest." "Clark great." "Best
Clark picture yet." "One of her best productions." "Patrons liked it." "*•«<
"Star always pleasing. Good story." "Most pleasing of all — patrons ask for
next story." "Good attraction, very satisfying, ran this two days."
"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture." "Very pleasing star, clever actress, fine
comedy." "Good picture, went well first day, not so well second." "Fine
comedy, butexceptional
photography."
"Not "Good,
as goodbutaslagged."
Bab's Diary."
"Pleased,
did not draw
extra business."
"Too much
same." "Satisfying, but doesn't pull." "Great farce comedy." "Greatest
and cleanest comedy I have ever run." "Good wholesome comedy." "Good
show, but rather tiresome is the comment." "A very fine picture, but did not
draw — advertised with 24 sheets, etc." "Surely made good, box-office good,
audience fine." "Played to capacity two days and audience well pleasedlast day bigger than first." "Best of its kind this season. Madge Kennedy
will fine
be great
favorite."
"Very
production,
but the average patron does not like the foreign atmosphere." "Good photography and settings; no story." "Wonderful picture,
but unappreciated." "Acting fine, setting fine, story rotten."
"Superb in every detail, perfect cast and splendid direction." "Pleased audience.
'Song of the North' rendered by singer in organ loft." "A great picture, a
sure box-office winner."
"Nothing to rave
'Not enough to it for six reels."
'Very fine production. Bluebird improving remarkably."
"Fair picture." "Story not appreciated by the masses."
about — not an attraction."
'A good interest holding picture."
"Very pleasing to all ages, desirable attraction." "The kind of a production
people want
to see;
please
everybody."
"Splendid
picture;
starswilllack
draft."
"Good picture, very sad, not kind that
"Not
up
to
Mutual
standard."
"A
pleasing
picture."
will this
draw."talented Jap has done for some time."
"Best
"Classics do not seem to draw unless people know star." "Foreign picture."
"Seven reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done to death."
"Bara's followers liked the picture."
"Good picture — no name — no star— no business." "Most morbid production —
a business killer." "Leading role very well done — fine storm scenes — holds
interest — title only chance for improvement." "No attraction."
"A picture more for the young folks." "People thought it a costume play —
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Best title."
Hart has done — we think." "Wonderful picture — big money-getter."
poor
"Rattling
good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (West).
"All patrons
pleased."
long." (Middle). "Interesting story, and the
"Did
not entirely
please "A— toolittle
allegorical"
production end ranks well among the program class — average business" (South).
"Fair only." "A very fine picture — only like others before, failed, too allegorical" (West).
"Fair
picture."
fell well.
below Patrons
average inof the
Paramount."
was program
a good subject
but "Business
did not draw
smaller towns"This
do
not know who Julian Eltinge is." "Good program picture — worth to us just
one sixth the amount we paid for it."
"Good,picture.
Good
went
"A
goodWestern,
picture —title
pleased
patrons."
"Good
misleads
fans." "Title not appropriate.
Monroedrama
Salisbury
"Good
— Stewarta comer."
a second Hart if properly directed." "Picture made
"Just a fair Frederick subject." "Not up to Frederick standard.'
well." "An excellent production" (West).
"Clayton a great favorite here; splendid"Miss
cast;_good
Clayton scenario.'
gaining in popularity.'
friends for the star and the house."
"Very pleasing — patrons highly satisfied." "Light comedy. Not enough to it."
"Good picture, no drawing power."
"Not on level with usual Paramounts. Not much story." "Just a fair picture —
star does not draw here." "Fair Petrova picture — short length, but long
enough." "Fair picture, not up to Petrova standard."
"The best Arbuckle comedy to date. A lot of the old Keystone slapstick stuff,
but very funny. Al St. John and Buster Keaton fine support." "A good
brought
themphotography."
back."
"A comedy
pleasantandpicture
— good
"Fine. Well liked." "Good, but
didn't draw." "Everyone liked it." "Splendid photography — pleasing."
"Very good, but Miss Elliot does not draw yet." "Weak scenario for prominent
star like Maxine Elliot." "Not up to Goldwyn's standard." "Rotten photography. N. G." "A big disappointment." "Did not draw at all." "Poor
production. Star not popular." "Not a popular subject." "Weak picture."
"Good Western stuff — what they want." "Routine Western."
"Wonderful Weatern picture — far above the average." "Our second day was
twenty per cent better than our first day." "The best box-office attraction I
have ever handled." "Best attraction of the year — broke all records in this
city — everybody enjoyed the picture" (California). "One of the BEST, acting
is GREAT."
"Good business, picture well liked." "Extra big business."
"Good
picture." ct
"Fair
pi
ure."
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E.

FOR FRANCE (Edward Earle— Vita.).

PICTURE

S. W.
N. Ave. Ave.
Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
GIRL WITHOUT A SOUL, THE (Viola Dana— Metro.) . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
tT
Ave. Ave. Ave.
—Mut.)...
Ave. Ave.
HER COUNTRY'S CALL (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.) Ave.
GHOST HOUSE, THE (Pickford-Huff— Para. ) .

HONOR SYSTEM, THE (Milton Sills— Fox St.).

Extra Extra Extra Extra

HUNGRY HEART, THE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) . . Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.

JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff— Para.) .
JACKSt.)
AND THE BEANSTALK (Fox Kiddies— Fox

Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave.

HOSTAGE, THE (Wallace Reid— Para.)

JOAN THE WOMAN (Geraldine Farrar— Cardinal) . . .. Big Extra Big
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL (Ethel Barrymore— Metro.)

Big Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
. Big Extra

Big
Ave.
Big
Big
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)
. Ave. Ave. Ave.
s
—Art.).
Big
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.)
Big
Big Big Ave.
Ave.
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY (Mme. Petrova— Ave. Ave. Ave.
Met.)
LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl Williams, Vita.).

MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
NARROW TRAIL, THE (William S. Hart— Art.)

Big

Big Big
Extra

Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Big Extra

NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Farnum— Fox) . .
OH, DOCTOR! (Arbuckle— Para.)
ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.).
ON THE LEVEL (Fannie Ward— Para.)
OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.)
PARADISE GARDEN (Harold Lockwood — Met. ) .
POLLY OF THE CIRCUS (Mae Marsh— Gold.) . .

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.

Extra

Extra

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
PRINCESS OF PARK ROW, THE (Mildred Manning
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
—Vita.)
7
PRICE MARK, THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)

RASPUTIN, THE BLACK MONK (Montagu Love—
^ World)

Extra Extra

Extra

REBECCA
OF SUNNYBROOK FARM (Mary Pickford Extra Extra
-(Art.)
Extra JExtra
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Audience pleased." "Good picture." "Went very well." "Picture' backs up a
timely title." "Wid roasted this. Our patrons highly pleased.' "Picture
such as an audience thoroughly enjoys." "Can be put over big if properly
advertised." "Fine picture."
"Better features have been made with Pickford and Huff." "Good — patrons
liked it." "Ghost House picture is a good one but will only do average business
if they like the stars." "Not up to standard." "Poor business getter." "Good,
clean entertainment."
"Picture pleasing, star excellent. This is a good picture — exhibitors don't be
afraid to boost this one." "Good picture."
"Pleased and drew well." "She is clever." "Fine picture (comedy)."
"Fair patriotic feature, nothing out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
star becoming a favorite." "Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middle).
"Good photography — direction poor in spots, some settings not elaborate
enough." "Well liked." "Title killed this one" (West). "Patrons tired of
war plots." "Poor story, star not popular here." "An appeal to patriotism."
"S.R.O. at extra prices, everyone pleased." "Has everything that makes a big
picture." "Most wonderful." "Broke all records even on a rainy night."
"The best picture I have had in my house. A real box-office attraction if properly advertised." "Broke box-office record."
"No life to play, poor, not suited to star." "Poor as to plot." "Reid is a favorite." "Popular star, weak plot." "Very good." "Will satisfy any audience
— I consider best Reid ever appeared in" (New England).
"Good." "Picture did not please — climax melodrama of the 10-20-30 type."
"Good picture, appealed mostly to women." "Interesting problem play with
weak finish."
"Pickford
a young Douglas Fairbanks Huff also clever. Good picture with
plenty of action."
"Wonderful children's subject." "Adults afraid to venture, evenings small —
beautiful feature." "This picture is only for children — it should draw adults."
"Too fairy
deep,stories
four reels
kids adult
only."admissions
"Went big."
"Great
but
will too
not long,
get the
— almost
too kid's
long picture,
for this
style of play." "Extra price to S. R. O."
"A wonderful production, played here seven days before, so that present engagement made a total of eleven days" (S.). "Big even on return 'at popular
prices, 15c, 20c, 30c), playing two shows a night and everyone satisfied" (W).
"This is a wonderful production but poor business getter" (W.). "Best money
getter we have had — best Paramount yet" (N.).
"Best Barrymore ever appeared in, but did not draw." "Very ordinary." "A
good picture — star just fair here."
"A splendid picture." "Great picture — big drawing card." "Star and story
pleasing except 'war.' " "Sure-fire box-office success." "Wonderful — very
timely." "Would be good with any star who could put it over." "Surely
"A winner." "Story 'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
big picture."
draws,
picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard,
but wentgood,big."
"Started
but did not hold up." "Business poor in comparison to what she
has done" (West). "Splendid" (Middle). "Very poor" (West). "Did not
please audience" (West).
"Not up to Fairbanks standard." "Gets over only on account of speed and
melodrama." "Broke records" (West). "One of the best attractions of the
year" (South). "Extra big on return date" (East). "Suited everyone — we
need more like this." "Drew well and gave complete satisfaction." "Good."
"Not especially well liked, about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "High class picture."
"Good business, fine, pleased."
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff." "Nothing extra." "Best Petrova
yet." "Splendid picture, did not draw especially." "Went only fair."
"Only
fair — fine
but draggy." "Excellent picture." "Extra big
business."
"Starphotography,
growing in popularity."
"Excellent picture" (East). "Only fair" (South). "Best Hart up to date."
"Pinto pony excellent; caused as much comment as Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" (East). "Star well liked. Remarkable horse" (South ). "House record
—best Hart to date— big hit here" (West). "Best of its kind" (Middle).
"Samemanold stuff."
Hart — best
star in well."
the business
the crowds."
"Cave
"Thisdrawing
star draws
"This— cannot
type of handle
play very
popular
here" (North). "Great picture." "Well liked." "Good picture, star well
liked, and book very popular."
"Usual Arbuckle comedy — not as good as others."
"Very good; lots of my patrons like him better than Hart." "Routine Western."
"Picture fair; photography extra." "Good picture, but star not well enough
known to have much pulling power."
"Good picture." "Good show — better than usual." "Better than average
Ward picture."
"Beautiful
picture." "Poor title — fair picture." "Star always draws." "Good
picture."
•
"Broke all house records (South).
"Theme offended a great many people,
though a good production" (New England). "Good show only it is too long."
"Very well liked. Best Lockwood in some time." "Exceptionally good
picture.
very good.
likable."
"Very
good.Photography
Broke all records
for oneStarnight
attendance" (West). "A dandy
picture." "Star popular, story, direction good." "Packed 'em in — drawing
power good." "Splendid production." "While not a wonderful picture, it
drew
well and ifpleased
immensely."
"Pleased
everyone
played
capacityin
—classextra
of picture
this company
continues
to make
will —rank
foremost
business" (West). "HOPE they can keep it up" (East). "Mae Marsh no
drawing card" (South). Despite heavy rain first day went over fine and
great." "Three days extra big" (Middle).
'Good picture of its kind. Too suggestive" (Middle). "Picture more for the
H.B. (high-brow) than the average. Bad start for this program here" (South).
^ "Good picture, but did not draw."
'Good picture, but stars not knowri." "Good picture, Miss Manning excellent."
"Your ISreview
20, Page
2770, isARE
misleading."
(We are not infallible.
THIS
WHATOct.THESE
REPORTS
FOR. —Editor.)
'Excellent." "Very good." "Timely, pleased an intelligent audience — not for
averageliked."
fan." "Star's
"Better best
thanwork."
usual program
"Could "Very
be condensed.
Well
"Too longpicture."
drawn out."
fine production, drew well, wonderfully timely subject."
'Pleased all." "Great — credit to industry." "Wonderful." "Great — best
Pickford picture ever released." "Great — went big." "Great— the most
natural
appealing
circus possible."
children's matineesA
on
this."and"Our
patrons kidconsidered
this Mary's "Work
sweetestup characterization.
gTeat picture for the kiddies." "Pleasing throughout, our first successful week
run." "Best she ever made. A money getter, ca Dacity three days." "Dang
fine biz on Artcraft." "Great." "You got to give it to her, it's a wonderful
picture."
time shown
engagement
These return"Third
showings
were inhere."
smaller"Third
cities,return
and both
reported " big(NOTE:
business—
for the third engagement. — Ed.l.
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Big
E.
N.
Extra

TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw — State R.)
Ave. Ave.
SCARLET PIMPERNEL (Dustin Farnum— Fox)
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (Geo. M. Cohan — Art.) Ave.
Big Ave.
SHALL WE FORGIVE HER? (June Elvidge— World) . Ave.
Ave.
SILENT SELLERS (Mme Petrova — Met )
Ave.
Ave.
SKINNER'S BABY (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
Ave.
SLACKER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Metro)
SLEEPING MEMORY

A (Emily Stevens — Met )

Ave
Dig

Dig
Ave

Ave. Ave.
SOCIETY'S
Cunard—
SON OF HIS DRIFTWOOD
FATHER, THE(Grace
(Charles
Ray Butterfly)
Para.) . Bier Bier
SOUTHERN PRIDE (Gail Kane— Mut.)
SPREADING DAWN (Jane Cowl — Gold )

Ave. Ave.
Big Big

SPY, THE (Dustin Farnum— Fox St.)
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
THIS IS THE LIFE (George Walsh— Fox)
Big
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL (Virginia Pearson— Fox)... Ave.
Big
Ave.
TROUBLE BUSTER, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.)
WHEN A MAN SEES RED (William Famum — Fox St.)
WHIP, THE (All star cast— Paragon)
WITHIN THE LAW (Joyce-Morey— Vita.)
Big

SUNSET TRAIL, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.)
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh— Gold.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Bie

WOMAN BENEATH, THE (Ethel Clayton— World)
WOMAN GOD FORGOT, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.)
Big
YANKEE WAY, THE (George Walsh— Fox)

Big
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
S.
"A big money-getter." "Extraordinary with us." "Extra big business — star
Ave.
Big
diaws — picture ordinary."
"Star popular, but this type play (costume) not wanted at all."
Ave. Ave. "We
considered picture good, but star does not draw here." "Well liked by
audience on account of star and good story — touching comedy and drama."
Big
"Heavy advertising to no avail." "Might be better known in East" (West.)
Ave. "Only
an average production."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. "Poorest Petrova we have had." "Good star, but picture not up to standard."
"Not as good as Skinner's Dress Suit, but nice type of picture." "Pleasing picture." "This(West).
is a positive hit and surpassed everything from a box-office
Ave.
standpoint"
"A down."
very good'and
"Went
big,good,
but Stevens
old." "One
"Fell
"Weathertimely
ideal,production."
advertised big,
picture
business too
rotten."
of strongest emotional artists, fine production, big." "Good photography,
well staged and acted." "Went over great, patrons enthused, would have held
Poor Ave. "Not
up another
attractiveday."
kind of picture." "Hypnotic plots unpopular." "Poor subject." "A good picture." "Very good, photography first class, cast good."
"Very good in every detail; should draw." "Star exceptionally good. An
Ave. Ave.
good"picture."
(South).
unusual
Bip "Very
"Very good picture. Very good direction." "Very good from all angles." "Drew
good business for a four-day run" (Middle). "Very good production." "EnBig
satisfactory"Not
business
this" (West).
Ave. Ave.
"Scenariotirelyweak."
muchon picture
— star very popular."
Big
"An unpopular type of picture." "Does not compare favorably with other
Goldwyn's." "Patrons satisfied" (South). "Very pleasing story. Patrons
well satisfied, comments." "Fine production, poor business." "All Goldwyn
stars have to be made popular excepting Mae Marsh." "Excited no comment."
"Good picture but did not draw." "Fair picture, but does not draw."
"Unusually good drawing card for a war picture — best thing Dustin Farnum
ever did." "Did not pay expenses." "This picture locked them out here four
days, show
and would
have stood
four entertainment,
more" (N.). "Wonderful
Ave. Ave. "Good
— fair star."
"Good
fair business.picture."
A very big
drawing card." "One of her best pictures."
Ave. Ave. "Fair
picture, business bad." "Star never favorite here, production below
Goldwyn standard." "Poor story, photography and star weak."
Ave. Ave. ^"Picture
fine — business poor." "Stars seem to have lost in popularity — good
Big
Big "Walsh is a comer. About the best drawing card on regular Fox program."
Ave. Ave.
"Star becoming popular very fast." "Good Walsh picture." "George Walsh
Big
rapidly.coming
up to Doug.
well, story
good." show
Ave. Ave.
Big
"Too
much of a detective
drama."Fairbanks."
"Average "Star
featureworks
— directoractor steals
picture."
Big
Ave.
Ave.
extra good." "Only fair."
Bier "Picture
"A from
very star."
fine picture." "Good picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
time to bring back this star." "One great show — star ditto."
"Ideal kind of big feature." "Very good." "Nearly as much business on return
Big
as first
"Very
big, run."
each day better." "Too long — great show, very interesting." "Picture good, but business slacking." "Alice Joyce is particularly well cast as
Mary Turner. The subtitles make a fat part of Aggie Lynch." "A good
picture with apparently no drawing power" (local). "Best picture I have seen
in a long time." "A box-office record-smasher, everybody highly pleased."
Extra "Good."
"Very good." "Picture well liked, star popular."
"Drew many strange faces" (West). "Very spectacular, wonderful production,
yet not over-pleasing." "Grand, wonderful production." "Elaborate, great
cast." "Star and title drew first day." "Big production, no heart interest."
Big
"Wonderful picture, good photography, excellent cast, but not a picture the
public wants at this time. I take my hat off to De Mille as a director — now
Big
give us a change." "Cleaned up on this picture." "My patrons don't care
for 'Jerry' — I can't understand this any more than you." "Greatl You
can't say enough for this production." "The most artistic picture I have
ever played." "All pleased." "Splendid photography, wonderful sets, fair
story— did not appeal very strongly to our Saturday clientele — big all week
and Sunday extra big." "A little high-brow for the average public."
"Star well liked — good entertainment." "Much better than average Fairbanks;
great drawing card." "A relief from the usual murders, etc." "Wonderful
personality — forget the war pictures." "A fine comedy drama, many pronounced it equal of Douglas Fairbanks' best work." "Picture pleased, but
did not draw." "One of the best of the Walsh picture"."

^imiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuuiiiuiiiM
Let

Us

Have

TEAM
WORK
Between ^Exhibitor and Producer
An Editorial on the Sincerity of Box-Office Reports
the distributor of any such picture to convince the inhave had complaint during the past week —
WE
bitter complaint from some producers who
dividual exhibitor in each and every such case. These
KNOW their pictures will get over anywhere
" averages " should not interfere with TEAM PLAY
IF handled the way they should be. They have reports
between producer and exhibitor. These reports were
started with the very object and aim of forcing TEAM
from first-run exhibitions where the pictures were highPLAY between exhibitor and producer. A better presly successful. The " cold averages " suggested by these
entation of all pictures, and especially those requiring
box-office reports are unjust to them, they say. We
have revised our list this week and omitted any and all peculiar methods, will be instantly reflected in these reports. It is time exhibitors and producers both were
pictures on which the verdict was not absolutely conclusive.
awake to this waste in the industry shown up by the low
Hereafter we will not list a picture until distribution
average of some pictures in these reports that have not
is complete — until the producer, in other words, has had
the " star " to carry them. We frankly admit the star's
a fair chance to find out how that picture must be preadvantage in these reports under the conditions of TODAY.
sented to get success at the box-office.
This is only fair to the distributor, and makes these
Exhibitors, producers, USE these reports and let the
reports " doubly sure " in their assurance to the exhiblesson of these " averages " mean something to you.
Awake to the fact that you are NOT today getting the
itor that if we call a spade it IS a spade — as far as averages will show.
money you might from the picture-loving public. Now
that you have facts and figures to show you this need,
We don't want any exhibitor to think that HE may
AWAKE.
Let us have TEAM WORK.
not put over pictures that have not made a general success. There are pictures in this list, graded low, which
Exhibitors' Box-Office reports have already proved
their value to both exhibitor and producer.
offer the finest opportunity for the exhibitor with imagination and vision to get splendid returns. It is up to
aimmnminniimminiiimnmiTimM
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EXHIBITOR
SERVICE
BUREAU
A department devoted to the problems of every theatre manager

j

If

the theatre manager
WO years ago anyone
should not spend more
who suggested that
Advertising Neighborhood
Houses
than he knows he can
a neighborhood theatre
afford.
should advertise in the
Use of Newspaper Space Daily is as Essential
And big displays are
as That of Downtown
daily papers was considered foolish. In fact,
not needed by neighborHouses
hood theatres.
there weren't very many
Before the community
motion picture houses
house shows these features, they have already been seen at the
through the country who could see the reason for spending money
downtown theatre. You can get the benefit of the display adverfor display. Neighborhood houses, because they believed that
tising that the business district house had done, the benefit of the
their appeal was wholly to a particular locality and because they
probably had less seating capacity than the theatres in the businewspaper notices and a share of the yield from " word of
ness section. They argued that their location alone would bring
mouth " advertising. You are not put in the position of having
to tell the people about the picture. You can count on a conthem the business. But those that were finally persuaded to adsiderable share of the public knowing that. You need to use
vertise found out that this brought them increasing business,
little more than the name of the star and the title of the
increased the scope of their appeal and built patronage for the
future.
production.
As illustrations of neighborhood advertising we have taken
Every neighborhood house can afford to advertise. It will not
some examples from five cities where these theatres exist in
be able to spend the same amount of money and make the same
large numbers : New Orleans. Cleveland, O., St. Paul, Indianapolis
flashy display as the downtown first-run house. It does not have
and Omaha. While it is true that these may be classed in the
to do so. The neighborhood house can take advantage of the
larger city list, there is no reason why the same plans cannot
money that has already been spent on pictures and it can divert
be followed in smaller communities where there are fewer of the
a great deal of the business to itself if the advertising is done
community shows.
carefully, consistently and persistently.
There are two plans followed by the neighborhood houses in
Here are the reasons why neighborhood houses should
advertise :
the cities where they have been educated to advertising. One
is to advertise the entire bill for the week in the Sunday issue
• You must realize that the day is here when the newspapers
have become the calendars of the people. You cannot expect
and then to do nothing during the week, and the other is to
people to walk several blocks to your theatre to find out what is advertise even,- day in the week, including Sunday, and to devote
going to be shown that day. Of course a certain element will do
the entire space to concentrating attention on the current bill.
this, but you are discounting your attendance when you make
Naturally the argument in favor of doing all the advertising
it difficult for the possible patrons to learn what you are going
on Sunday is that the patrons will clip out the advertisement and
to offer.
preserve it during the week. And a lot of them will. But still
All the programs you can print, all the mailing lists that you
that avoids the very" thing that you ought to do — keep your bill
can use will not bring the attention of the patron every day in
for the day before all your possible patrons every day. In adverthe week. This is the very thing that the newspaper accomNOW' punch
that counts.
offsetand
thisthen
argument
the mantising itiswhothe advertises
his whole
bill on To
Sunday
drops
p'ishes.
The manager of neighborhood houses are, in a sense, fighting
the matter says that he is appealing to a certain neighborhood
the theatres in the business portion of the city. They seek to
and that the Sunday advertising places the whole bill for the
week before his patrons on Sunday and that then they select
hold the patron back from seeing pictures at the business section
houses and draw them to their own theatres. But the downtown
the attractions during the week and make their arrangements
houses are advertising, and even if they were not they would
accordingly. That much of it is true, but not only do a lot of
have an advantage over the community theatre, because there
people change their minds, but scores of things may come up
during the week that would lead a person to attend your theatre
are always a group of downtown houses and the patron starting
out in ignorance of the bill at any of them would have the opporif the day's bill was before them in the morning and evening
tunity to select the picture he most desired to see without the
danger of a trip for nothing.
A combination of the tu-o plans uould be most effective, using
papers.
And there is another thing well worth considering — and that
the full iceek's bill on Sunday and then the additional daily adveris the patronage of those who have failed to see certain pictures
tising. But, by all means, we urge the neighborhood house to
at the first or second runs and who have been interested in them
advertise even." day. As we have said to you before you do not
by the discussion of others. These people will be attracted to have to use large space. A space of five agate lines a day will
the neighborhood houses if those theatres advertise their pictures
suffice if you can go no stronger. (Most newspapers measure
and in lots of cases permanent patrons will be developed. In
space by agate lines, there being twelve agate lines to the inch.)
the case of automobile owners this trade will be easy to develop
There are few newspapers in the country where a five-line advertisement each day would amount to more than five or six dollars
— it will a'most develop itself — because of the popularity of coma week.
bining aspin with seeing a favorite picture.
When should a neighborhood house advertise? EVERY DAY.
Let's take a look at the advertising of some of the neighborNearly all theatres of this class are daily change houses. You
hood houses in the cities we have mentioned and which are reprohave to keep your current bill before the public if you expect to
duced on another page. An illustration of what other exhibitors
do business. Programs and slides and displays in front of your
are doing is always the best way to show why you should do the
same thing.
theatre are all well enough in many cases, but you cannot afford
to show a dozen slides with each picture and you will confuse
The displays of the Rohlff, Apollo and Boulevard theatres are
everyone if you paper the whole front of your house. And
taken from an Omaha paper. These theatres use their whole
remember that all of your patrons are not coming to your theatre
bill in the Sunday advertising and not during the week.
six or seven days in the week.
The Summitt. Dale and Park displays are from the St. Paul
Recently we read in the service organ of one of the biggest
papers. These theatres use space daily from one to three inches
producing companies the statement that small advertising is waste
deep and advertise the Sunday bill and the bill for the following
advertising. This is utterly untrue. W hile we have urged in two days. After that some of these theatres advertise during
the week.
these talks on advertising that the exhibitors use as much space
The strip of advertisements beginning with the Strafford are
as they can afford and have advised that investment in newspaper displays will increase patronage, it is equally as true that
(Continued on page 39S2)
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Hozv community theatres in Cleveland, St. Paul, Indianapolis, Omaha and New Orleans line up their announcements and
some specimens of cooperation given them by the newspapers.
WHEN AND WHERE THE PHOTOPLAYS ARE SHOWING THIS WEEK
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Manager Thomas D. Sorerio, of the Park theatre, Boston, has paid especial attention to
his stage effects, which he changes every few weeks. The symphony orchestra occupies
a prominent place on the stage and special lighting effects are introduced during the
overtures, bringing out the colors of the stage effects.
How

Neighborhood

Houses

Themselves
(Continued from page 3980)
from the Indianapolis Star. These theatres advertise every day and advertise
their bills only for that day. They use a
space two columns wide by an inch, more
or less, deep. The Star co-operates with
the neighborhood houses by running a
small layout of pictures on Sunday, showing the attractions at the neighborhood
picture shows, in contrast to the downtown attractions.
Cleveland theatres are among the best
advertisers in the country. The big block
of advertising reproduced under the heading of " Motion Picture Theatres " shows
the group of one week day advertising in
the Cleveland Plain Dealer. Note that
the neighborhood houses are grouped with
the downtown houses and that the motion
picture attractions are kept separate from
the legitimate and vaudeville theatres.
This is one point that you should strive
to make with your newspaper. Get the
publisher to consent to group all of the
motion picture advertising and contribute
a little strip over them calling attention
to it. This " directory " idea has been
found extremely valuable by those who
have adopted the scheme for that paper
that uses it is always the ready reference
sheet of the motion picture fan. And let
us say here that where the motion picture
houses of a city show their readiness to
advertise, they will find most of the newspapers ready to co-operate with them to
the limit. No properly conducted newspaper is going to advise you to advertise
to an extent that you cannot afford. On

Are

Putting

In Newspaper

Running

the contrary, when they see the neighborhood houses buying display space, they
are pretty certain to be turned to a more
liberal treatment of you in particular and
motion pictures in general.
Two plans of advertising are followed
in New Orleans. At the top at the left
of the page is shown the advertising of
several of the neighborhood houses in the
Times-Picayune. In this case the theatres center on the Sunday display, giving
their bills for the entire week. The paper,
however, gives the theatres frequent
" reading notices " during the week. At
the right is the manner in which the Item,
in the same city, treats the theatres.
In the where
first place
noticepictures
the " chart
showing
and when
are to"
be seen during the week. This is a free
contribution to the theatres, but of course
none are included in this " chart " who do
not advertise. The minimum advertising
is five agate lines a day, for the full seven
days, but the smallest advertiser gets just
as much space in the " chart " as the biggest. For instance, the Strand is the
largest theatre in the city, and the Reliance one of the smaller neighborhood
houses. Now overlaid on this chart is a
reproduction of the advertising as it appears every day in the Item. Note that
in the case of the Cleveland paper, these
advertisements are grouped together with
a neat heading, and note also that the
community houses are all represented.
There is the name of the theatre, and
in some cases that of the manager, the
location, the star of the feature attraction

Vol. 16. No. 23
snd the title of the picture. All of the
essential elements of neighborhood houses
are included.
Several other papers through the country, including the Baltimore American,
the Baltimore Sun and the Philadelphia
EveningIn Ledger
use papers
the same
" chart
idea.
fact, those
which
have"
adopted this declare that it is one of the
most valuable features. It is responsible
for the sale of many copies of the Sunday issue because it throws the attractions
of all of the liver theatres of the city
before the reader at once. The only reason that the idea has not been followed
by more newspapers is that it requires considerable time to prepare the table, but enterprising photoplay editors will find that
they have made a hit by using it.
And right here comes the matter of
co-operation of the newspapers. You and
other proprietors of neighborhood houses
should go to the publisher of your paper
and lay the problems of your house before him. Point out what papers in other
cities are doing to co-operate with the
motion picture houses and the chances are
that your publisher will be willing to do
the same thing. Don't expect the newspaper to hunt up your troubles. There has
not been the co-operation between the
press and picture houses in many cities,
for the very reason that the exhibitors
have pursued the "something for nothing
policy " and the publishers have come to
look at them as grafters of free space and
not as a source of revenue. Meet your
publisher half way and the chances are
that you have made a valuable friend for
life.
Newspapers which have entered into
full co-operation have found that photoplay news is one of the best circulation
builders and holders that they have and
there is not one of them that has ever
entered into real co-operation that ever
abandons it.
We say these things for the results
of advertising in your city may depend
on the sort of co-operation that you do
get. But even if that is not forthcoming
to the full extent that you would like,
don't forget that small advertising evenday in the week is invaluable to you.
You cannot afford to rob yourself of
patronage because you cannot get everything that you want.
At least go to the daily advertising, and
if
andyour
few newspaper
of them do,doesn't
and ifprint
you acan"chart"
afford
it, use the Sunday papers for the advertising of your full week's bill. It's an excellent combination that "gets 'em going
what we want to' impress upon you
andButcoming."
most is that a neighborhood house needs
advertising as much as the downtown
theatre, though not in the same volume.
But with the same daily regularity.
Don't expect people to come out in the
rain or snow and hunt up your theatre,
to see what you are going to show that
night. Keep the bill before their eyes in
the daily papers every day. After a
month's trial you will be amazed at the
benefit you have conferred on your
patrons, the waste that you have saved in
unnecessary circulars, and in the new
patrons that are coming to your house.
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Reproduction
of " work Harold
sheet "
designed
by Manager
B. Franklin of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, to convey his
ideas to the makers of his lobby
displays. Xote that he simply
traces out the lettering and then
sends the photos along with the
zsork sheet and his worries are
ended. These cards are of
standard size to fit the handlobby. some mahogany frame in the
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How

One

Manager

ivoo

Outlines

T3o K 1'00

His

Lobby

Display-Cards for the Sign Maker
necessity dictates and thus saving expense.
MOST exhibitors would like to get away
Except in the larger cities the average
from the mass of lithographs in their
exhibitor will not wish to use so many of
lobbies if they knew how. They are not
these displays, but this is a convenient plan
artists themselves and they do not know
to follow, not only in cities where there are
how to direct others to do the work. Mandecorators
available, but where you have
ager Harold B. Franklin, of Shea's Hippoto send your displays to another city to get
drome, Buffalo, has solved this problem
them made. Any sign maker can get the
through a work sheet which he sends to his
idea immediately from these diagrams even
sign department each week. You may not
though the manager himself may not be
have a sign department of your own, but
able to do more than indicate the positions
there's likely to be some one in the neighfor the pictures and the design. And the
borhood who can do the work for you.
whole thing is a whole lot clearer than all
Naturally the manager knows what he
the letters of direction that you might
wants to say in his announcements. He
write.
has already on hand his portraits of the
Nine-tenths of the showmen who read
stars or scenes from the productions. Mr.
this will immediately say to themselves
Franklin has prepared a sheet that immediately conveys his fdeas to the sign that this is a splendid idea, hut that they
cannot do it. There is no reason in the
maker and with this blank go the necessary
pictures for the display. The sign man
world why any enterprising exhibitor cannot have this sort of lobby cards that atmakes the sketches, does the lettering, plactract attention and at the same time are in
ing the photographs in the positions indikeeping with the remainder of the theatre.
cated, and the result is an artistic display
that gets away from the luridness of the
The cost is not great. By buying in quantiordinary poster.
ties you can get the cardboard stock which
forms the basis of these displays for about
Shea's Hippodrome uses lobby frames
which are the size of a one-sheet. The
ten cents a sheet. The lettering and arrangement should not cost you over fifty
frame is hand-carved mahogany and the
cents or a dollar, provided you make an
design blends with the decorative atmosadvance agreement with the man who is
phere of the theatre. In the lobby there are
to do the work for you. Of course there is
five of these frames used, four of them for
the additional charge for the photographs
coming attractions and one for another
that you use.
theatre operated under the same management which plays vaudeville. Each frame
But the result is worth the expense to
is identified by the number on the work
any theatre that is appealing to the better
sheet and all signs are made in uniform
class of audiences and that wants to get
size so that thev can be shifted about as
away from the side-show style of advertis-

Finished

Card in Lobby Frame

ing. And for the many exhibitors who are
complaining about the kind of paper that
is being sent out by the exchanges, here is
an opportunity
to practically select your
own
displays.
There is another point in Manager
Franklin's plan and that is the program
frame. It has been found of particular
value in telling the patrons just what time
each part of the show begins, saves confusion and prevents anyone missing the particular part
ofsought.
the exhibition that was particularly
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ally plead that their houses are so small
RECENTLY we printed an article about
the proper way to advertise a big that they cannot afford it. Then what do
picture in which there is no star featured.
you think of a theatre seating iess than 400
From the Strand theatre, Cedar Rapids,
persons that uses half pages? Here is an
example, the Lyric, Spokane, Wash. And
Iowa, comes a splendid example of the display of a double bill, with " Our Boys in if you want to figure further the value of
advertising, take into consideration that
France " featured. Note that the designer
the feature advertised was a reissue. But
of this display has placed up at the top
the Lyric went to the display, capitalized
the name of Douglas Fairbanks, made its
display dominate all others in that issue of
the paper — and did the business.
Advertising is an insurance policy against
jorgetfnlness. It compels people to think
of your theatre.
WE

Under
Stars andArllllertf
Stripes
French
Fluid Maneuvers
rractleeon ReVlese
of TroopsSoil
Digging
Trenchei
J'mo/I
Arms
Practice
Ca'e
o/
llor.ci
On "Hikes"
Penning "Meet
Time'1
Soraii
Throwing Central
Inspection
Ihelr Camp
M..,
Other
Item*
of
hMtl
W
it
C.ich
"You.
Ere-Al]
Moit
lolar.Miat
HOW MANY
AMERICAN
SOLDIERS
ARE THERE
IH FRANCE?
SEE THE
PICTURE
* OF HIS' OTHER |
"THEm»SON
(H

showed you an example, a few weeks
ago,
of theBoston,
way that
Gordon's
Olympia theatre,
advertised
the
opening chapter of the Paramount serial,
"Who Is 'Number One'?" He put it
ahead of the feature, took advantage of the
general newspaper advertising that was
being done in Boston and hit it the biggest
smash possible. This photograph shows
the way Gordon displayed the announcement in his lobby, achieved a striking ef-

of the advertisement a drawing of American soldiers, which catches the eye at the
same time as does the name of the house.
The scenes from the film add emphasis to
it and then the crisp reading matter tells
further what the film contains. The
Charles Ray Picture is brought out, but attention to it is secondary. It is useless to
try to make your advertisements " balance "
— to give equal emphasis to two things.
We repeat : Pick out the thing that you
want to feature and go to it with all the
power that you have at command. That is
the only way to get results out of a real
feature.
To stop advertising to save money is like
stopping a clock to save time.
PACIFIC Coast exhibitors have long
been setting the pace for the rest of
the country in motion picture advertising.
These theatre owners believe that the way
to get the patronage is by big displays and
they have not hesitated to use plenty of
space. Most other exhibitors who are confronted with the advice to advertise liber-
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using the very best thought that the producers put behind the exploitation of pictures, together with his own original ideas.
Here isreverses
a display
Nearly
which
most onof " the
good Married
rules of"
advertising in that it does not use the name
of the star or the name of the picture in
especially large type but centers the attention on the illustration. The photograph
itself is an exceptionally appealing one and
it will attract attention in the midst of
scores of other displays. The first thing
that you ask yourself on looking at the picture is, " What's the. matter with the
bride? " And once your attention is centered you will read the particular appeal
that is made in the reading matter. This
is one of the exceptions that " proves the
rule." You will find this style of advertising good when you have the " hunch " —
the picture to illustrate it with. It's just
one of the examples of going outside of
custom ticular
to appeal.
put over something with a parEvery time you tie your tie in the mornthink how you can tie yourself to bettering,business.

fect and made it stand out as the one dominant thing. And it was done without any
great expense. The head was taken from
one of the twenty-four sheets and the remainder of the sign is one that any painter
can prepare.
The crowd in front of the theatre is the
best answer to the question whether it pays
one to exhaust every resource in advertising a serial. Remember our advice not to
merely expect a serial to bring business to
your house — make it do so.
Pictures are the bricks of the business,
but exploitation is the mortar that holds
them together.

STANDARD theatre, Cleveland, O., gets
into this column mighty often, for the
simple reason that the man who writes the
advertising for that house has a knack of

ALMO theatre,
N. C,of made
itself solid withRaleigh,
the people
the city
and especially with the children by aiding
the Thompson school to raise the money to
buy a Liberty bond. The Almo gave a
percentage of its receipts from special
tickets for the purpose and the required
amount was easily gained. For this special
purpose the management put on " CinBUY THIS TICKET
AND HELP THE
THOMPSON
SCHOOL
CHILDREN
PAT FOR THEIR
LIBERTY

LOAN

"CINDERELLA

BOND

AND
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The UrealMAGIC
Jnvenile PictureSLIPPER"
— Enaried by 150 Children
Almo Theatre, Wednesday. Nov. 21
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derella and the Magic Slipper," a picture
that has special appeal to the younger
patrons, but so thoroughly did the active
ticket sellers work that the house was filled
with adults as well..
Any sort of co-operation that you can give
to war work is going to help your theatre,
and especially anything that you do for the
children is going to prove one of your best
guarantees for future business. Circulation
manager of one of the biggest daily papers
once said : " Let a child read my paper
for three months and I will have a subscriber for life."
Fans and steam heat may keep your theatre from having CLIMATE, but your
personality has to put the ATMOSPHERE
in the house.
FROM time to time we have reproduced
examples here of very bad advertising—a waste of money. Here is an excellent example of bad work. This display
of the Bowdoin theatre, Boston, is reproduced in practically its actual size and
stands out far more here than it did in
the Sunday newspapers, where it was
crowded up against a number of other
larger ads. A hasty reading of it will show
further why it is bad advertising. When
would you say that " A Morman Maid "
was to be shown? We happen to know
that the Bowdoin starts its hew bills on
Monday, but how many of the thousands
BOWDOIN
SQUARE THEATRE
Bowdoin
Station.
uous 10:30St.A. Subway
M. till 10:30
P. M.ContinA stupendous,
of
the earlythrilling
Mormon photo-play
days.

T'eaturinir
Mao Murray- and Hobart Bosworth;
,A Startling Expose of Mormonism
It thrown the searchlight on their
I marriage law and nnswers with vivid
scenes the great question,
Bs Mm-mmm
flight?
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
Tn th;> • ."-Keel Triangle Production,
His Picture irs the Papers
Laughter is the keynote of the Fairbanks .Comedy'
"The Fighting Trail, ' also Pearl Whlte^
in "Eatill Kin-"Acts
7 Vaudeviiie
THURSDAY MC.llT— AM ATEURS
BARGAIN'EXTRA
NIGHTACTS
FRIDAY—
SUNDAY
(™|h
4) ENTIRE
Paramount
pictures
presentNEW
the SHOW
story
of
country
and
c'ty
life,
"The
Country
Mouse." by Hobart Bosworth:
also
Ruth Clifford and Zoe Rae, in "Poll-.
Put
the
Kettle
On,"
story
of
a
great
wrong righted. 8 vaudeville acts: 3
hour*,' continuous show. Nothing repeated. Next week, Nov. 19 — "The
Honor e\or
System,"
stor.v
told. the greatest human
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who read the newspaper last Sunday knew
that. The advertisement was evidently
banking on that fact BEING KNOWN.
This might get by so far as regular patrons
of the house are concerned, yet it is certainly confusing and almost misleading so
far as others are concerned. Certainly
it is not the sort of advertising to bring
NEW business.
Successful exhibitors make mistakes, but
unsuccessful exhibitors repeat them.
OUT

of. a big bunch of last Sunday
newspapers we picked this as the
best advertisement we had seen during the
week, and it was quite a coincidence that
we should receive from the Princess theatre, Milwaukee, a request for our opinion
of it. Here it is : It is one of the most
striking and convincing motion picture
theatre ads that we have ever seen and
meets our ideal of what advertising should
be. Why?
Because, in the first place, the
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offer a chance to do something " out of
the ordinary " in this kind of exploitation.
But find the appealing thing and center on
that.
Pictures are part of life, and music is as
much a part of them as it is of any other
form of successful being.

name of the theatre is strikingly brought
out, but still the name of the star and the
title of the picture dominate the display,
while the picture of Hart with a gun in his
hand and the " royal flush " behind him
show clearly what the picture is about.
There is just one sentence of reading matter, without exaggeration and without
superlative. It's an advertisement that
every
one who runs this picture can afford
to
copy.

WILLIAMtor of the
FAIT,
managing
direcAvonJR.,theatre,
Utica,
N.
Y., had adopted the program style for some
of his advertising. This display appeared
in the Monday newspapers and consists
largely of a heart to heart talk with the
patrons. There is a personal letter about
the feature picture to be shown, but the
advertisement is not confined to that, for
there is display dominating the whole thing
so that one who does not care to read the
whole advertisement may immediately get
the bill.
While this is not the sort of advertising
that we would recommend for all theatres
or as a regular diet, it is certainly unique
and it is altogether likely that hundreds of
Uticans watch for these talks and digest
them thoroughly.

Advance knowledge of a picture is worth
a hundred apologies afterward.

one of theis clevLY campaigns
UNQUESTIONAB
erest advertising
that
which has conducted in New York city on
behalf of the William Fox picture, " Cleopatra." Last week we called attention to
one of the displays in which mention was
made of the special " vampire matinee."
Here is a copy of a herald which was
mailed to hundreds of people in the city.
Note that it is distinctive in style and content. No herald is worth the postage that
does not have an appeal of its own. There
should be just as much REASON for a
herald as there is for your display advertising. If there is no reason, you will save
yourself a lot of money for postage and
your patrons a lot of trouble in opening
envelopes by forgetting all about them.
But there is scarcely a picture that does not
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THE STRAND AND RIALTO OF
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In this column the Exhibitors' Service Bureau will print comment from
week to week on theatres actually
visited, pointing out faults found and
commendable features. The name of
the theatre will not be mentioned, but
if it applies to you and you want improvement, write to this department.

Cornelius Kennedy
Cartoonist Who Draws for Theatre
Picked by Universal
Cornelius Kennedy, better known to
readers of the Buffalo Evening News as
" Ken," has been selected as one of the
cartoonists of big dailies throughout the
country to draw for the Universal Screen
Magazine, and, of course, all Ken's Buffalo friends are mighty glad to see him
jump into the limelight, because he has
earned his " place in the sun."
It is not generally known that Ken used
to be a boilermaker and while pounding
rivets into lake steamers had little idea
that some day he would be a famous artist.
He asked a friend of his to show some
drawing he made at home one night to
John D. Wells, editor of the Buffalo Sunday News, about four years ago. The
drawing was " different." The News
needed an extra artist. Ken stopped
pounding rivets and began pushing the pen
in the art department of the Buffalo Sunday News.
One local theatre, the Academy, has attached him to draw its advertisements,
and these have attracted much attention
and incidentally helped to bring business
to the box office.
Baltimore Theatres Aid Fund for
Soldiers
To swell the fund for the boys at Camp
Meade, Dr. Frederick W. Schanze donated
Schanze theatre, Baltimore, for benefit performances held last Sunday afternoon and
night. There was no admission charged
but a collection was taken.
Mrs. J. Henry Strohmeyer, chairman of
the Camp Meade Ladies' Auxiliary, was in
charge of the arrangements, and there were
a number of the soldiers from the camp
at the performance. Paramount donated
the use of a number of photoplays, the feature of which was Marguerite Clark in
'' Gretna Green."

HERE is one of the most unique theatres
in the country. Theatre K. is located
in a town of about 20,000 people, where the
State University, a co-educational school,
forms a considerable element of the community during nine months of the year and
a summer school claims an even larger attendance during the summer season.
There was already a large theatre in the
city, and when the new house was built no
one could see any need of it and practically
everyone united in predicting speedy failure. That was three years ago. Both theatres are still running and prosperous. Theatre K. did not build up its business by tearing down that of the other exhibitor. He
simply created new demand and brought
people to his house that had rarely attended
motion pictures.
The owner, who is also the manager, admitted that the theatre already there was
apparently satisfying the demands of all
the " fans," but he surveyed the field and
found that not 10 per cent, of the population was going to the established theatre.
He remembered that in the days when the
legitimate was in its prime the local opera
house was jammed every time there was a
really good attraction. He realized that
the legitimate attractions were now fewer
and of an even lower quality than before.
And the thing that struck him the hardest
was the fact that the scores of people he
used to see at the legitimate theatre were
not regular attendants at the established
motion picture house.
In the first place he determined that the
theatre should be the handsomest building
in the city, and again he surprised everyone and aroused new predictions of bankruptcy by spending more money than he
really needed to spend. As he added feature after feature to the house he had the
population
" waitingnext.
at the
to
see what literally
would happen
Andgates
then"
he forgot the "Bijou Dreams" and the
" Happy
Hours
" and
his house that
the
name
of the
state.
Then gave
he announced
everything about the house was to be kept
in keeping with the dignity of the building
and the name.
The next people that got a jolt were the
exchange men at their headquarters in the
larger city, some eighty miles away. He
descended on them and demanded the second run showing of the pictures that he
wanted — the first run outside of the exchange city itself. Heretofore the films had
been going to a larger city in the extreme
northern part of the state, where an entire
day was lost in transit, and then coming
back to his city with the loss of another
day. He had studied railroad tables and

showed the exchange men how they could
send the pictures to him first by using a
night train ; he could use them all day and
then get them to the city in the northern
part of the state at practically the same
time that they arrived before.
He got the second run showing and the
benefit of the big city publicity even if he
paid a little more in rental, and no one was
inconvenienced. No one else had ever
thought of the plan before. As a matter of
fact, there are many pictures which this
theatre shows even before any house in the
exchange city, simply for the reason that
this man keeps informed in advance about
pictures and generally knows what he wants
while others are " taking their time " in
reaching their decisions.
Now, Theatre K. had everything except
one very essential thing — the patronage. in
the first place, the established house had not
been successful with the college trade. He
had found that some of the youth practically broke up the shows with their noise
and that they kept other patrons away.
Theatre K. started out with an open appeal
for the college patronage, but one of the
first things that he did was to send season
passes to every member of the faculty. At
first few of them used these, and the doorkeeper kept this record carefully. Then the
manager began sending personal letters to
these holders of passes about educational
pictures and other features of special importance, and soon practically every professor was a regular attendant. The manager did this because he wanted them present for the effect they would have on the
student body. It succeeded. Except on
rare occasions there has not been a case of
disorder in the house.
And soon the professors began to mention in classroom pictures that they had
seen at Theatre K, which not only stimulated attendance but advertised the specific
pictures. The manager says that the passes
that went to the faculty were worth all of
the advertising that he could have done.
Now for the town attendance. He did
not rather
seek a oflistthose
of his
patrons,
but
who competitor's
did not attend.
The
dignity of the house itself brought many
out of curiosity, and a large percentage
who had never been in the other house became regular attendants. The other house
had been depending largely on handbills,
which were scattered on the porches and
lawns, for advertising. The new man in
the field went to the only daily newspaper
in the city and surprised the proprietor by
agreeing to use what appeared at first blush
to be a fabulous amount of space, for the
other house had never advertised except on
rare occasions and then with such a wealth
of superlative that no one credited the
.statements.
Next he issued a neat program that
would fit inside of a small envelope. This
he mailed to every head of a household in
the town. He kept this up for a month
(Continued on page 3987)
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IT is a rather remarkable thing that pictures of a parade, taken in this country,
months ago, should bring one of the biggest bursts of applause that the Rialto has
ever known. And it is all the more remarkable when it is true that the same audience had seen and applauded the same
pictures a few days after they were taken —
at the big farewell parade in New York.
But the answer is simple. It came from
the way they were used. It came from
the blending of music and picture and effect
in a way that the Rialto stands out. But
as we told you last week, it is something
that every exhibitor can do on probably
a smaller scale. Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, who
is in charge in the absence of Mr. Rothapfel, is responsible for this novelty, which
comes right at the end of the Rialto Animated Magazine.
This pictorial review opens with pictures
of the new French Cabinet and was followed by decorations for French soldiers
and also decorations for the survivors of
a sailing ship. With these " Sombre a
Meuse " was played by the orchestra with
excellent effect. Caterpillar tractors at
work and U. S. Ambulance Corps demonstrating the efficiency of camp kitchen in
the streets of Philadelphia brought great
applause, being accompanied by " Admiral
March," a stirring selection. Relief from
the patriotic numbers was given by Pathe's
colored picture of " Rare Parrots." There
was a humorous touch to this picture and
with it was played a delightful little
caprice.
Now after the audience had been allowed
to get their minds off the war for a few
moments came the smashing patriotic effect. First there came pictures of King
George and Queen Mary visiting the American Officers' Club in London and then
some splendid pictures of American troops arriving in France. As they
marched down the streets with their flags
flying the big audience burst into one continuous furore of cheering. But, wait; the
biggest hrill was yet to come. There flashed
on the screen a title " Now, Let's Go Back
to the Day the Boys Marched Away." Dr.
Reisenfeld dug into the news weeklies
of that date and got some very striking
pictures of the marching troops and as
they were thrown on the screen the great
orchestra, which had been playing the
" Columbia March," turned into " Over
There." We have never seen an audience
in any motion picture theatre make such a
demonstration as that which came Sunday
afternoon. Scores of people cried out
their cheers, but they could barely be heard
above the frantic clapping of hands. It
had been a simple thing — the use of a short
piece of old Him, but it brought the audience back with a rush to America. And
after the pictures of the boys in France had
appeared on the screen there came to the
mind of every one who has read the first
casualty lists that they should have paid
an even greater tribute to the boys as they
marched in that farewell parade — and they
made it up by their tribute to the pictures
of it. -
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Animated Weekly. This week the dance
was given on the program, but the real admirer of Rialto presentations never opens
his program, because he wants to take in
all the surprising effects. You will remember that we told you once that Mr. Rothapfel would never have a program in one of
his houses if he was not compelled to do
so. It is the novelty effect and the novel
ways of doing what otherwise would be the
ordinary thing that adds so much to the
charm of the Rialto. And it is this thing
that can make any theatre, no matter how
small it is, distinctive.
In this day of the developed motion picture nothing counts so much as giving your
patrons atmosphere. By attention to the little details you can make your house DIFFERENT from every other in the city and
the public will quickly realise it. That is
proven by the standing out success of probably a score of exhibitors of the country.
William S. Hart is the star this week in
" The Silent Man," an Ince-Artcraft. Owing to legal difficulties the .first of these
Artcraft productions was not shown in
New York state and it had been several
weeks since Rialto patrons had seen a
Hart picture and there was a big wave of
applause when the title and the star were
announced. This being, of course, a western picture, descriptive music, with a number of themes, was followed.
" As Others See Us," a Metro-Drew, was
the only comedy on the bill, which was unusually well balanced.
An interesting musical novelty was Godfrey's "Duet of Two Trumpets," a spirited
number written as if there were a contest for supremacy in technical skill between two trumpeters, but with the solos
made to blend harmoniously as a duet.

PICTURE
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Then came the anti-climax. The light
became dark blue and the curati curtains
on either side of the screen parted showing
on one side the water front of New York
at night and on the other the Statue of
Liberty and Miss Malvine Parry, alto, leading a little girl and wearing the widow's
garb appeared on the stage and began to
sing selections from " The Soldier's Farewell." When that had ended, Greek Evans,
baritone, wearing a blue uniform, appeared
and sang a new selection, " When the Boys
Come Marching Home," written by John
Hay and Oley Speaks. It is a very stirring
number and delighted the audience, and
when it was ended there was another wave
of continuous applause that almost matched
the first one.
There was another novelty introduced in
the opening of the Animated Magazine.
After the orchestra had played " Fantasy
from IotherPagliacci
in splendid scenics
fashion,made
anone of the" wonderful
under the direction of Robert Bruce and
released by Educational Films was shown
with the accompaniment of Borch's "Mountain Music." This picture, " The Chain
Gang," derful
contains
probably
water reflection
that the
has most
even wonbeen
seen in a picture. It illustrated a pack trail
in the western wilderness. The titles are
exceptionally clever and they got lots of
laughs alternating with the beautiful
scenery.
Immediately at the conclusion of this
the orchestra began Luigi Boccherini's
" Minuet,". After several minutes of this
You are not going to war. The men who
there appeared on the stage Misses Rielle
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Dorres and Yvonne Roberts of the AlberHelp them get cigarettes. That is your
tieri ballet school, and they danced a
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in tlie
minuet, like two Dresden China dolls, end- "smokes-"
campaign, get busy — now. Don't
ing it up by opening the curtains for the be a slacker!
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MANAGING Director Howard Edel, of
the Strand, is making a big hit this
week by having the splendid orchestra play
"The Star Spangled Banner" just before
the overture. Just as the musicians break
into the national anthem, the lights in the
theatre go out and on the screen appears
a huge American flag. Every theatre
with a capable orchestra will make a
hit by opening the performance with
this number — provided it is real not
tin-pan music. Following this was the
overture, " Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2."
Carl Edouarde is conducting. The overture included an original piano cadenza
by William Lowitz.
Famous Watering Resorts of England
were shown in Pathe color picture, " Tonic
Towns," furnishing a number of striking
views. This was followed by the Topical
Review, which has a number of good subjects, the opening one showing scenes connected up with the breaking of the Hindenburg line receiving strong appreciation.
It was followed by pictures of the antiGerman riots in Buenos Aires. Another
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picture showed the dedication of the American officers' club in London and the visit
of the king and queen. Davis college work
in using tractors for war agriculture, gathering the beet sugar crop in California,
and pictures of Camp Devens National
Army camp and of artillery training at
Fort Myer, Va., were other striking war
numbers. All of these were Hearst-Pathe.
Paramount-Bray contributed pictures of a
new life-saving invention. Another interesting feature of the topical was the Ditmars-Educational picture of " Our Vanishing Game,"The
whichtopical
included
of buffalos.
endeda number
with a
cartoon
plea
for
Christmas
gifts
for
our
soldier boys.
The feature this week is " Nearly
ried," aGoldwyn farce, with Madge
nedy, and it got a wealth of laughs.
was added to the comedy effect with

MarKenMore
Mutt

andMusical
Jeff in numbers
" The Hunters."
include Helen Scholder,
'cellist
in
Popper's
" Mazurka,"
and
Rosa Lind and Von Colignon
in a duet
from " Hamlet."
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The

Elks Theatre
Blackwell,
Okia.
Phone 591

Special
Attraction
Mctru Shriner's
Pictwe Corporatjen
offer*
ETHEL BARRYMORE
■
"The C all of Her People"
A super production extraordinary. Continual
show 1 1 :oc a.m. to 1 1 :oo p.m. locasd ioc
A picture you will never forgeL
THUHS&AT
Alice Joyce and Harry Marry in

IV wk^of Oct. 29, 1 9 1 7
MONDAY
Episode 8 of
"THE FIGHTING TRAIL"
entitled "The Strands of Doom"
"Capt. Jink's Baby" »it» Knmk Danieii.
"Dubs BigandV comedy.
Dry Goods"
"Animated Weekly"
5c and ioc

"Theof a Question"
How the stroke
pen might have barred
a man and woman from society.
Vitagr-aph Bine- Ribbon
Added-- ••Ford WeHtlr"
5c and 10c
FRIDAY
Wm. A. Brady offers Alice Brady in
"BETSY
From the story
that willROSS"
never grow old;

TUESDAY
Triangle Film Corporation offers
Win. S. Hart in

woven around our glorious Aqr ?v*grVj
Yes, Hi a Vt'oris. p '"'"fTC^S^^'S
;< and ioc "'^i?KS?ff*"fSS
SATURDAY
"THE
SHOTGUN"
Falcon
GeneralPHANTOM
FcatWat * 3^^jft<Syy4jipE£^Vj>y

"HELL'S
HINGES"
• A nnv re-ittiu
The best western production Hart
ever made.
also
"Mutt
JefF'
fox a fewandsmiles.
;c and roc

Program of the Elks theatre, Blackwell, Okla., shozving rotogravure picture of star.
Service

Head

Warns

Al»o, roar.
added-The'^5^^^"^"
Rajri in "Peaceroll***Flat"
A comedy
Sour iff'<
Coming Tuft/Uy, .Vc timber: C
A
Madge Kennedy in "Baby Mine"
Goldwyn tuperpUj **J V :

WILLIAM S. HART. Trianfle
.Born ar.i) educated N. D. Suae career at 19, (.npearlns
The Soiiaw Man," "The Virginian." Screw career wilh
' n(rlo in nwny Western productions. Hobby, funning.

Against

A different picture is given each ivcek.

Patchwork

Display in Announcing Coming Pictures
ILLIAM A. BACH, who is on a
to catch the eye of outgoing crowds. That
W tour of the principal exchange
is the time to interest them in your future
program, not as they go in.
cities for the Universal, writes this
fifth of his articles on lobby displays
Watch your announcement slides. I've
seen a good picture entirely misrepresented
as he has seen them in Chicago, Deby a slide. If the slide you get from the
troit and St. Louis. His criticisms reexchange doesn't carry the point of atflect
those
that
have
already
*
been
traction that you know is necessary from
printed in this department. He is in
your own audience, make one of your own
charge of the service work of Unior call upon the exchange service men to
versal.
help
Andpictures
don't announce
more it
thanis
I've often watched a number of people
three you.
future
at one time,
stare bewilderedly at the patchwork dis- better
to hold to one or two. A collection
play in front of some " movie house," wonof slides shown between shows has much
dering just what was playing today — or
the same effect as the multitudinous trailwhat tomorrow. And I'm positive that
ers mentioned in my last article.
people go in many a time under the imAnother
thing, do not hand your propression that a certain film is being shown,
when as a matter of fact it is on the programs
to
ingoing
can'tof read
them in the dark people.
and theThey
chance
adgram for later in the week.
vertising
your
coming
show
may
be
lost
First of all, the exhibitor should beware
because of the people crumpling them up
of scattering " today "-" tomorrow " and
and throwing them on the floor, littering
" next week " signs all over his front. Esyour house, into the bargain.
pecially so if he is catering to transient
Give them to your patrons as they go
trade. They want to know what is running right now, and are not interested in out and if given with a pleasant word,
the future.
chances are they'll at least glance at your
coming list, perhaps they'll keep them for
The day's show should be prominently
reference. At any rate, there is less waste
advertised, and if this is done by concenthis way than by the other. These are
trating on the theme of the picture, makall
points but they count in the long
ing a drive on one point instead of half a run little
for dollars and cents.
dozen, the people cannot be confused and
they cannot help being attracted.
You are not going to ivar. The men who
Again, if you want to advertise a comare need all the comforts you can give them.
ing show, the use of a program frame is Help them get cigarettes. That is your
desirable, showing in its seven compartments, the show, the title, the star and the patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
day of each film. This should be neatiy "besmokes
a slacker!
and carefully lettered and hung in a place

|

Rotagravure Portraits of
Stars Used on
Programs

it remains for an exhibitor in
OFTEN
one of the smaller communities to put
over a very attractive idea. This has been
done by the Elks' theatre, Blackwell, Okla.,
with its weekly programs.
Each week the theatre issues a folder
like the one illustrated above. Each one
carries a rotagravure picture of one of the
stars who will be seen during the week, the
pictures just barely pasted to the card so
" fan'sthey
" gallery.
that
can be removed and added to the
It is interesting to notice that the Elks
devotes but a small space to each of the
pictures, using the name of the star and the
title in prominent type, and, then adding
just a few lines to give an idea of the character of the production. The program
doesn't try to tell the patrons " all about the
picture " — one of the worst of faults.
The reverse side of the folder is devoted
to snappy paragraphs about attractions during the week, coming productions and
breezy news of the motion picture business.
On the bottom of each sheet there is a
small advertisement, the proceeds from the
three going toward paying for the program. The fact that these advertisements
are changed nearly every week show that
the merchants of Blackwell appreciate the
program as an advertising medium.
This sort of a program certainly has the
advantage of permanency. You will rarely
see a real motion picture fan throwing
away one of these which bears an excellent
portrait of a favorite star.
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Itself
Two Views of the Lobby Display of the American theatre, Butte, Montana, on "Pay Me"
How Theatre Made Place for
Exhibitor Hammers
Home
Single

Idea in His Lobby Display on Features
vertising and lobby displays. Here was a
ERE'S
another
display of P. E.
H Noble, the livelobby
wire of Butte, Montitle breezy in itself and Noble kept hamtana.
mering that home. There is a large element in the community that does not speak
When Noble puts on a picture at the
American theatre he hits it a smash, and
or read English readily, but practically all
that means that he keeps busy with his
of them could get the expression " Pay
blows, exploits each production for all that
it is worth.
A study of the photographs will show
Take into consideration that Butte is a
the way these two words were featured
and the number of times they were recity of about 50,000. It is the biggest coppeated. Every card in the front was of a
per center in the world. It is a typical
western city with a whole lot of the origiMe."
vivid red, while the " Pay Me " spots were
nal western atmosphere to it. The sort of
of black outlined with gold and the smaller
case letters of white. The idea was even
advertising and display that gets business
carried out in the announcement of the
there has to be striking — even breezy. And
Noble accomplishes that.
cost of admission with the card " Pay Me
For instance, when the American theTwo* Bits." The newspaper advertising on
this production was equally striking, a
atre played " Pay Me," the title of the picture itself was featured in all of the adbunch of five and twenty dollar bills being
reproduced with the name of the picture
in big type.
Here is an example of the name of the
star being practically passed over in order
to get the full benefit of the title.
There is but one secret to the success of
Mr. Noble's exploitation of the pictures.
When he books a film he immediately begins to study it. He seeks to grasp the
one central idea that he can bring out and
then he proceeds to do this with as little
confusion of the patrons as possible. You
will see at a glance that a confusion of
NOW!
fw rata oa>s
placards about different attractions would
have puzzled anyone looking into the lobby,
but not when they are all hammering in
the same direction.
Featuring the Star ol "HELL MORGAN'S GIRL'
Here is another thing that he keeps in
mind — and that is to make every display
DOROTHY
PHILLIPS
as different as possible from the ones that
have gone before.
Display
Mutual Designs
Novel M inter

GEMRAl ADMISSION Bt
One of the Ads of the Amer ican Theatre on " Pay
Me," a Jewel Production

Mutual has devised a novel lobby photo
display, the first of which will be issued
with " The Mate of the Sally Ann," the
Mary Miles Minter production, released
November 26.
Two 22 by 28-inch photos will be added
to each set, one of them a portrait of the
star and the other a scene from the production.

" Close Up " View of Ticket Booth
(Continued from page 3896)
and then suddenly dropped it for a week,
purposely, in order to find out how many
would miss it. And the result was that
people that he had heard complaining of
the handbill nuisance complained now that
they had failed to receive their programs.
The result was that Theatre K. is doing a
splendid business. It may have slightly
hurt the other house, but that theatre is
using cheaper pictures and is not appealing to the whole city, as Theatre K. is
doing. In fact, Theatre K. has been responsible for the increase of motion picture patronage over 200 per cent.
Here is a house that deliberately went
into the field to develop new business —
patronage which the manager knew was
there. It's a lesson in showmanship.
And you can do it in your theatre.
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population if he will go to London and fetch
the
German
to him
Belgium.
The general's
adventuressweetheart
of the Belgian
officerin.
and nerthein which
girl, after
leaving
London
and
the
the tables are turned on the manGerman officer, are related in this latest Vitagraph
Ready Made Ad-Talks
release. There is a punch in every scene, a
thrill in every flash and an interest for all.
I'
There"
is millions
timely; is
by
luUMflOninillllliM
in 111itrhti j111m u i■iini 11n i1111111fti itiirin 111utiiti :i;tttii rn 11nn iiiiti tiiniui in [rrni inimirif utm mTn miiun 11rTsi "Who
an authorGoesknown
to the
for written
his works
of adventure and romance. The characters as
Sonia Markova, New Fox Star, in
by Mr. Chambers are impersonated by
! READY-MADE AD-TAI.KS PUBLISHED ! created
artists in the silent drama. Harry Morey has
"The Painted Madonna "—Fox Special
the
role
of the Belgian officer and Corinne
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
(Fox Special Five-Reel Production)
Griffith presents the part of Karen Girard, the
Dec.
1,
1917.
I
Sonia Markova, recently added to the list of
girl. manArthur
impersonates
the Ger-as
Fox stars, will be seen for the first time at
officer andDonaldson
Mary Maurice,
better known
FEATURES
the
theatre
week in her
"
Mother
"
Maurice,
one
of
the
oldest
actresses
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
on the screen, has the role of the Belgian mother.
first William Fox production. It is from the
Bluebird
At the
theatre on
of
S reels
' Princess Virtue "
pen of George M. Scarborough and titled " The
week, " Who Goes There," with Harry
" The Sudden Gentle- Triangle
Painted
Madonna."
It isreels.
one ofMiss
the late
Fox
special features
in five
Markova
Morey and Corinne Griffith.
5 reels
presents the role of Stella Dean whose con5 reels
' Her Hour "
World
Triangle
fidence in the man she loves is betrayed. FearS reels
'' The
Regenerates
" Triangle
ing the censorship of the inhabitants of the
5 reels
For
Valour
"
Gladys Brockwell in " A Branded SouL,"
Vitagraph
town of Pleasantville, she leaves a written conS reels
'
I
Will
Repay
"
fession for her mother and goes to the city
man " Patriot " Pathe
5
'
A
Little
of aProduction)
Woman's Influence
" Sadie Goes to
where she can forget and be forgotten. Her
(Fox Story
Five-Reel
reels
Perfection
mother dies of a broken heart and Stella is left
Fox
5
William
Fox
presents
Gladys
Brockwell in a
alone to face the world. Milton Taylor, an
5 reels
" All for a Husband " Paramount
thrilling spectacular photodrama, " A Branded
artist, whom Stella had known in her home
5
reels
Butterfly
Heaven
"
'
Jack
and
Jill
"
Soul."well areIn Colin
the supporting
cast with
Miss Brocktown, loves Stella and when he learns that she
S reels
Chase, Lewis
J. Cody,
ViviaD
'' The
Cricket of" the
The Mate
has gone to New York, he follows. She is enRich, Gloria Payton, Willard Louis, Fred WhitMutual
gaged as a chorus girl in a Broadway show and
S reels
man and Barney Furey. The story was written
Taylor in search for a model engages her to
Mutual
5 reels
' American
by E. Lloyd Sheldon, scenarioized by Franklyn
SallyShip
Ann ofMaid
" Doom" " Triangle
pose for him, concealing the fact that he knows
S
'
The
Hall
and Bracken.
produced
the direction
reels
" The Man from
her identity. Not until the picture is comtram
The under
story opens
in Rome ofat Berthe
Butterfly
pleted, does Stella discover that the artist is
reels
S
time
when
this
city
was
at
the
height of its
SERIALS
Taylor. She resents his action and leaves him.
power.logueThis
setting Miss
is inBrockwell
the natureas ofa ayoung
proParamount,
MontanaIs "Number
" Who
Taylor who is in love with her is heartbroken
and presents
because he has lost her respect, and drinks heavi2 reels
Episode,
Roman girl who converts Valerian, a Roman
ly to forget. Stella, believing that all men are
nobleman, to the Christian faith. The scenes of
3d
alike, devotes her time to the salvation of homethe story then shift to modern times in Mexico
less girls. In the supporting cast are Sidney
where
Conchita Cordova, a Spanish girl, is seen
dreams.
From
that
day
he
leads
a
different
life.
"
e?
On
Mason, William Lampe, David Herblin, Albert
good among her people. John Rannie,
The girl is attracted by his kindness and he in doing
Tavernier, Anita Navaro, Edith Reeves and
a
wealthy
oil magnate, has purchased the land
turn
risks
his
life
that
her
honor
might
be
Julia Stuart. O. C. A. Lund directed.
occupied
by itthedown.
mission
and arrive
sends the
his
avenged. The story is one of human pathos,
At the 6666 theatre on
of
men to tear
Whenchurch
the men
true to life in every detail and one that will hold
congregation is at prayer. Conchita, because
your attention to the last flash on the screen.
week, "with
The Sonia
PaintedMarkova
Madonna,"
Fox special
feature
in the a featured
role.
of her beauty, exerts a strong influence over
Montague Love and Dorothy Kelly in " The
Rannie and he orders his men to postpone the
Awakening
" atweek.
the
theatre on
work
of demolishing the church. Conchita has
of
Violet Heming, Wilfred Lucas, Conway
a sweetheart, Juan. Juan has lost heavily at
gambling and in order to recover his losses, enTearle in Parker's " Judgment House "
as a spy.
Rannie obtains
sion gages
of a himself
document
incriminating
Juan andpossesuses
(Paramount Six-Reel Production)
Norma Talmadge in " Tess of the Storm
this
to
persuade
Conchita
to
accede
to his wishes.
Country"
—
Miss
Talmadge's
Latest
Success
Sir Gilbert Parker's first work to be produced
In
order
to
save
Juan
she
gives
herself
to
him.
under the direction of J. Stuart Blackton, " The
(Select Pictures Five-Reel Production)
Rannie is touched by her willingness to sacrifice
Judgmenton
House " will
theWilfred
even herself. The people aroused by his action
theatre
ofbe seen atweek.
Norma
Talmadge's latest, " Tess of the Storm
in destroying their homes, burn his oil wells
Lucas, Conway Tearle, Paul Doucet and Violet
Country," is an adaptation from Grace Miller
and destroy his property. He loses everything
White's
of the Select
same name.
It is one
Heming are seen in the principal roles. " The
the
Normanovel
Talmadge
Star series.
Thereof and Juan saves him from death.
Judgment House " is an adaptation from one
is
a
lesson
contained
which
all
will
be
the
Better
At the
theatre on
of
famous English
playwright's
works.
It is for having learned. Miss Talmadge is recognized
aof the
Paramount
production
under the
personal
week,
"
A
Branded
Soul."
as
one
of
the
most
talented
actresses
in
the
silent
direction of Commodore Blackton. Violet Hemdrama and those who see her in her latest work
ing, known to the millions for her excellent work
Taylor Holmes in His Fourth Screen
before the camera, will not hesitate to attribute
on the speaking stage, presents the principal
this praise to her. She presents the role of
feminine role of Jasmine Grenfel, a beautiful
Production, " The Small Town Guy **
English girl who is placed in the situation of Tessibel Skinner, daughter of an ex-convict. Her
(Perfection Five-Reel Production)
father has spent the greater part of his life behaving to decide between two men, which one
shall best serve her as a husband. One is of a
hind prison walls. Tess marries a divinity
Taylor Holmes, idol of the vaudeville stage
student who. shortly after the wedding, asks his and hero of the comedy drama on the screen
strong, virile nature, the other a polished, highly educated gentleman. She asks a year in wife to renounce him as her husband. His
since his appearance in " Efficiency Edgar's
mother demands this, and Tess makes the sacriwhich to decide and chooses the strong, virile
Courtship
" and of"Two
Bit Seats," willtheatre
be seen
on
the screen
the
on
fice even though the act will brand her child
character. Rudyard Byng (Wilfred Lucas), the
of
week in his latest work
with shame. Tess is taken into the home of
man who is her choice, is a large diamond mine
Lawyer Young. She is educated and treated as
owner in South Africa. Ian Stafford (Conway
before
the
camera
"
The
Small
Town
Guy,"
his own daughter would be. After several years
Tearle), the other suitor, who is rejected, goes
produced by Essanay and released on the Perthe husband returns and discovers the child.
to South Africa to forget. Here all three
fection program. " The Small Town Guy " is
meet under circumstances which reveal their true
Her
husband's
brother-in-law
does
everything
in
adapted from a story appearing in Munsey's
his
power
tohimmake
life
miserable
for Tess,
but
characters. The events which lead up to the
Magazine,
entitled
A Picture
of Innocence,"
and
it
affords
Mr. "Holmes
a screen
vehicle in
she
ignores
and
suffers
in
silence.
His
child
revelation
in " The
the
which he can ride to the hearts of his audiences
is kidnapped by Mother Moll, a witch of the
human interest
that Judgment
permeates House,"
the entireandstory
with humor and pathos blazing the trail. Helen
village, and when her hut in which she has conas told on the screen, are examples of intensely
fined the child burns, Tess risks her own life in Ferguson presents the leading feminine role.
entertaining drama.
Fred Tiden and Mark Ellison are others in
order that the child might be restored to the
Sir
Gilbert
Parker's
"
The
Judgment
House,"
man who has worked to ruin her life. Her
support. Mr. Holmes presents the role of Ernest
with violet Heming, Wilfred Lucas and Conway
Gledhill of Crompton Centre. His knowledge
husband dies confessing the wrong he did her
Tearle, at the
theatre.
of the world is limited and when a couple of
and she finds happiness in the love and respect
confidence men from Chicago meet with him he
of the man who had believed in her. " Tess
is easily persuaded to accompany them to the
of
the Storm
Country
" is Miss
an example
of human
Montagu Love and Dorothy in'
interest
on the
screen.
Talmadge
is at big city where he is told he can readily put his
her best in the role of Tess.
" The Awakening " — Life in Paris
cleverness to valuable use. Eleanor, his sweetheart is left behind and he with his companions
OYorld Five-Reel Production)
Norma Talmadge in " Tess of the Storm Counstart for Chicago. He is elected secretary of
try " willon
be seen on theof
screen of the
Dorothy Kelly comes back to the screen after
a
new
club and is set to work soliciting funds
theatre
week.
an absence of some months in a corking good
for the erection of a new club house. The little
World
picture,
titled
"
The
Awakening,"
with
game
is
detected and Ernest who is adjudged by
Montagu Love in the featured role. Mr. Love
the authorities, innocent of all wrong is sent
gives one of the best characterizations of his Harry Morey and Corinne Griffith in
back
to
the
small town where he is united with
career in this picture and Miss Kelly in support,
his sweetheart and cleared of a stain he had
Robert W. Chambers's "Who Goes There?"
has a part that fits her like a glove and in which
unwittingly
inflicted
on himself.
(Vitagraph
Five-Reel
Production)
she shines. The story tells of life in Bohemia
When the public picks up a volume of Robert
Taylor
Holmes
in
" Thetheatre
Small onTown
with Montagu Love as Jacques Reville, an ecwill
— — —Guy— —"
centric artist, holding the center of the stage.
Chambers's
worksfromtheycover
are assured
of Class
ofbe at the
week.
A reading
matter
to cover.
You
The opening scenes show Jacques working in W.
the wheat fields as an awkward, disliked farm
have noticed,
doubt, that
inhand. No one likes him. He is left alone. In
variably placesnoadventure
first,Mr.thenChambers
action and
Pauline Frederick in Adaptation from David
through it all he weaves a line of adventure.
his solitude he visits the parish church and
sketches. He has a natural tendency for drawIf
this
be
so,
then
this
author's
works
when
Graham Phillips's. "The Hungry Heart"
adapted for screen presentation, should afford
ing and resolves to go where he can develop his
(Paramount Fire-Reel Production)
talents. Paris is the place. In Paris he develops
excellent entertainment. The Vitagraph comPauline Frederick, one of the few accomplished
into a well-known artist, but still keeps by himpany have adapted to the screen Mr. Chamemotional
actresses on the screen today, appears
self. He lives in a dingy room, dresses in tatbers's "Who Griffith
goes in
There."
with Harry
and Corinne
the featured
roles. Morey
Those
tered clothes and drinks heavily. One night
on
the
screen
of the
theatre —
while returning to his room in a snowstorm he of you who have read this fascinating story will
week in a photodramatized version of David
recall that it tells of the adventures of a Belgian
comes upon a young girl asleep. He takes her
Graham Maigne
Phillips's made
story, the
" The
Hungry and
Heart."
to his room and provides for her. He finds in officer who is captured by the Germans and
Charles
adaptation
the
allowed his freedom and that of the Belgian
her the companion whom he has pictured in his
picture was produced for Paramount under the
pUUDIUJlllbiffllUHUUM

„
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direction of Robert G. Vignola. In the supporting cast with Miss Frederick are Howard
Hall, Robert Cain, Helen Lindroth and Eldean
Steuart, a child actress of unusual ability. Miss
Frederick presents the role of Courtney Vaughn
the wife of a chemist who devotes all his time
to experimentation in the laboratory. He
neglects his wifeA who
longs
for comes
her husband's
companionship.
chemist
to their
home to assist theyoung
husband
in his work
and
during his spare time he spends with Mrs.
Vaughn. The husband leaves for New York
and during his absence, the young chemist is
seen with Mrs. Vaughn at times and under conditions that were compromising. The housekeeper grows suspicious and when she attempts
to verify her suspicions, she is injured by a fall
-which injury deprives her, temporarily, of speech.
The husband returns. .Days after the housekeeper recovers and tells him what she saw.
He, for the first time, realizes his neglect of
his wife. The young chemist flees, but later
returns when he learns that Mrs. Vaughn has
obtained a divorce. Vaughn leaves also, but
returns and asks permission to use the laboratory
until he arranged to obtain the use of another.
During his time spent at the laboratory, Mrs.
Vaughn realizes that she had played unfair. The
two are reunited and a better understanding
and closer and more intimate friendship results.
"The Winged Mystery," with Franklyn
Farnum in a Dual Role — All-Star Cast
(Bluebird Five-Reel Production)
Opening in Berlin in the fashionable district,
swinging from this seat of action to one of
the large cities of America, " The Winged
Mystery," the late Bluebird featuring Franklyn
Farnum, supported by Claire Du Brey, Rosemary Theby, Charles Hills Mailes, Sam De
Grasse, T. D. Crittenden and Frederick Montagueventure
, is oneever projected
of the most
exciting
of adon the
screen stories
of a theatre.
It was
adapted
from andArcher
McMackin's
story
by
William
Parker
produced
for Bluebird
under the direction of Joseph De Grasse. Frankimpersonates
a dual
role — brothers
born lynin Farnum
Germany
of American
parents.
August
is an officer in the German army and Louis is
thoroughly American and in sympathy with the
Allied cause. They meet in a restaurant in
Berlin and August insults the American flag.
Louis resents the insult and a fight follows in
•which
August
is beaten.
Louisfor hurries
his
apartment
to prepare
to sail
Americato and
August
by
aid
of
his
brother's
passport
sails
for
America with Gerda Anderson, a German spy.
Louis is held up, but after difficulties is able to
cross the frontier and eventually lands in
America. August conceives a blackmailing
scheme and through its operation entraps half
of the millionaires of a social centre on Long
Island. The party of millionaires find thementraped pigeons,
in a houseAugust
of mystery.
By theto
use of selves
carrier
sends notes
the imprisoned millionaires, demanding ransom
for the women. Louis and Shirley Wayne are
among the prisoners and they are attempting to
devise ways and means to free the prisoners.
August and confederate are operating in a room
above them. How they are liberated and how
the Germans are victims of their own scheme, is
told in this late Bluebird production, " The
Winged
featuring At
Franklyn
in a dualMystery,"
role of brothers.
theFarnum
theatre on
of
week.
Douglas Fairbanks in His Latest Success,
" Reaching for the Moon " — Different
(Artcraft-Paramount Five-Reel Production)
"
Reaching
for
the Moon
" — thistheis prize
the latest
as offered
Douglas
Fairbanks,
winner of theby screen
drama
and the
one whose
performances before the camera have done more
toward making an evening at the theatre " the
end of aimperfect
day life
" than
otherentertainperson
whose
in this
is to any
provide
ment for the public. You may make one exception— Charlie Chaplin — but Charlie is in
another line of comedy, usually referred to as
slapstick. Doug never resorts to the slapstick.
He deals straight from the shoulder and with
very few exceptions delivers the knock-out with
every punch. He will be seen on the screen of
the
on
of
week in by
his Anita
latest, Loos
" Reaching
for the Moon,"
written
in collaboration
with
John tures
Emerson
and
produced
for
Artcraft Picunder the direction of Mr. Emerson.
In
the supporting cast are Richard Cummings,
Millard Webb, Eugene Ormonde, Frank Campeau and Eileen Percy, the charming feminine
character who has been seen opposite Mr. Fairbanks in most of his Artcraft pictures. Doug
impersonates Alexis Caesar Napoleon Brown,
chief clerk in a button factory, who is thoroughly convinced that he is wasting his time in such
menial business when he can rule as king. His
best listener is Elsie who believes in the powers
of concentration, but who devotes her concentrative energies to more plausible and practical
ends than Alexis Caesar. Alexis Caesar is discharged in order that he may carry out his plan
of revolutionizing the affairs of state, and takes
an extended trio to Bulgaria where he is
crowned king. He wakes from all this of a
sudden and finds himself on the floor of his room.
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Ad Talks Supply Basis for
Telling Patrons About
Pictures
Be able to talk to your patrons in advance about the pictures they are going to see at
your theatre. You probably
know the followers of particular
stars and which of your patrons
like particular kind of pictures.
These Ad Talks give you, in
brief form, a mighty good idea
of what th ? picture is. They
are valuable not only for newspaper and program use, but as
a " talking " basis. When you
yourself are familiar with the
picture in advance, you will
soon find yourself becoming
more interested in the productions you show.
Read about the pictures, talk
about them and then file these
stories away for use in newspapers or program when you
show the picture.
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most talented character actors and leading men on
the screen, is seen for the first time opposite Miss
Joyce in the leading male role. Mr. MacDermott
has been seen on the screen since the five-reel picture
into vogueHe as was
the feature
picturecameexhibitions.
with theof motion
old Edison
Company, and played leads with Mary Fuller
when she starred in Edison pictures. He has
been seen to advantage in many Vitagraph successes, and is admired by thousands of picturegoing era.
people
for his
fine work
before
the camMiss Joyce
is known
to the
millions
and
needs no introduction. In this her late picture,
she presents the role of a flower girl drawn into
aThetragedy
adoration
scenesbyareher laid
in Paris.of a wronged husband.

He hurries to the office and gets his job back,
sees Elsie and they concentrate and decide that
it is cheaper to live in Jersey than New York.
At the
theatre on
of
week, Douglas Fairbanks in " Reaching for the Moon."
Gladys Hulelte in " Over the Hill,"
Story of Girl Reporter Winning Out
(Pathe Five-Reel Production)
Gladys Hulette, supported by William Parke,
Jr., Chester Barnett, Richard Thorton, Daniel
Mason and J. H. Gilmour, is seen as the society
reporter on a daily newspaper in one of our large
cities. She presents the role of Esther Neal, the
daughter of a minister, who, because of his advanced years, is compelled to go to the city and
try his hand at seling books. His health fails
him and Esther is left to shift for herself. Esther
is acquainted with Allen Stone and Roy
Winthrop, one the son of the owner of the Daily
Pioneer and the other advertising manager of
the same paper. She is engaged as society
reporter. The paper has followed a policy of
running scandalous stories and this practice has
ruined its advertising. The owner of the largest
department store in the city has withdrawn his
advertising and unless his business is returned
the paper will fail. Young Winthrop is responsible for the loss, having antagonized
Lawlor. Stone sees a way of saving the paper
and confides in Esther and they work together.
Young Winthrop decides to publish a story
which will show Lawlor in a bad light and
Esther gets the copy and destroys it so that
the edition does not come out with the story.
Lawlor learns of her act and rewards her by
giving her the credit for the contract which
gives to the paper his advertising. Winthrop
is recalled by his father and Stone is placed
at the head. He succeeds in putting the paper
" over the hill," and wins Esther. " Over The
Hill "be isseen
the on
title of thisofPathe product
will
week atwhich
the
Theatre. Gladys Hulette featured.

Marguerite Clayton Seen in Unusual Role
of a Doll in " The Dream Doll "
(Perfection
Five-Reel
Production.)
Marguerite
Clayton,
who will
be remembered
as leading lady for Broncho Billy Anderson when
Billy'splayer
Western
were popular,
isBroncho
the featured
in a dramas
late Essanay
production releasing on the Perfection program, ent
i
t
l
e
d
"
The
Dream
Doll,"
written
by
Howard
Moss. In the supporting cast are: John Cossar,S.
Bobby Bolder and Rodney La Rock. Miss Clayton presents the part of Ruby, daughter or the
Toy King. A. Knutt, a chemist, claims to have
discovered an elixir which when applied to dolls,
will bring them to life. Among those who are
invited to attend
A. brought
Knutt's
discovered,
is Ruby.a demonstration
A doll which heof has
to life accidentally spils some of the elixir on
Ruby, and she is changed into a doll. The doll
which has been brought to life, and Ruby who
has been changed into a doll, leave the laboratory and rush to the display room where they
bring to life the justice of the peace of the doll
world, and they are married. In the meantime
Ruby'slostfather
and A. The
Knuttpolice
start are
on asummoned
hunt for
the
daughter.
and the city is searched. The dolls leave on their
honeymoon,
on their
a dog's
nel as their and
home.
Theyreturn
make select
friends
with kenthe
dog and their new friend supplies them with
food. While strolling through the park one evening they discover a bomb, which explodes and
then — well Ruby has had a lovely dream.
Irene Hunt in an Appealing Drama of a
Sister's Sacrifice, "The Stainless Barrier"
(Triangle Five-Reel Production.)
Stainless
Barrier,"
Irenemade
Huntby ina
the" The
featured
role tells
of the with
sacrifices
sister that her wayward brother might be kept
from the hands of the law. In the supporting
cast with Miss Hunt are : Jack Livingston,
H. A. Barrows, Rowland Lee, Thomas Guise, T.
Barney Sherry, John Lince, Kate Bruce, Lena
Harris and James G. Farley. The story was
written by Louis Schneider, picturized by Jack
Cunningham, and produced for Triangle under
the direction of Thomas Heffron. R. E. Irish
was behind the camera. Miss Hunt has been
seen in hundreds of successful screen dramas.
The members of her supporting cast in her late
picture are all well known to the lovers of motion pictures. The story in which she appears
was written by the author of innumerable screen
dramas. The director, Thomas Heffron, has given
to the screen some of its best known productions. In short, there is quality behind the proof " ThetheStainless
Barrier,"
and it
bound toductionplease
most varied
audience.
Missis
Hunt has the role of Betsy Shelton, whose Aunt
Ruth is the only mother she has even known.
Her brother, Richard, is the victim of evil companionship. Betsy has sufficient money saved
to purchase a pretty dress when she receives
word from her brother that he needs money to
save him from trouble. Betsy makes her first
sacrifice for her brother, and from that time she
gives up every enjoyment and pleasure that she
may save her brother. Calvin Stone, a young atsweetheart.
brother
arrested torney,foris Betsy's
fraudulent
use of theHermails,
and inis
defense he accuses the man who had betrayed him
of betraying
rifice to save hishim.sister. Betsy makes her" last sacAt the
theatre on
of
week,
featured." The Stainless Barrier," with Irene Hunt

Alice Joyce and Marc MacDermott in "A
Woman Between Friends" — Tragical Scenes
{Vitagraph Five-Reel Production.)
The tragedy in the lives of two young American
artists in Paris, as told by Robert W. Chambers, the best known writer of modern fiction,
and picturized by Vitagraph is the next big feature to come to the screen of the
theatre. Alice Joyce with Marc MacDermott in chief
support, is featured in this latest work of Chambers, to be adapted to the screen by the Vitagraph
Company. In the supporting cast are: Robert
Walker, Bernard Seigel, Edith Speare and FlorA Woman and
Between
Friends "a
is the ence
titleMcCafferty.
of this "production,
it is assured
hearty welcome by all who see it for the reason
that it contains the heart interest that is the
prime essential to both the dramatic element and
the entertaining element of any presentation on
the screen or stage. In this picture Marc MacDermott, conceded by critics to be one of the

"A Marine Miracle," Late Chapter of
"Who Is Number One?" — Submarine Is Sunk
(Paramount Serial — Two Reels)
" A Marine Miracle " is the title of the fourth
and late episode of Paramount's baffling mystery
serial,
Number role.
One? "Last
with week
Kathleen
Clifford" Who
in theIs featured
you
saw the thrilling escapades of Tommy Hale and
his followers when they donned diving suits and
pursued the members of the T-T-T and engaged
in an under-sea battle. In this late episode the
submarine is sunk and Hale and his party are
compelled to take to the open sea. Aimee and
the crew are captured but Hale escapes. From
her place of imprisonment, Aimee sends a message for help. The message falls into the
hands of a child and then — " A Marine Miracle,"
the
latest
of " Clifford,
Who Is in
Number
One? "
serial withepisode
Kathleen
the featured
role, will answer.
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Goldwvn
Releasing Plans Meet Approval
Organization Considers Four Big Picture* in Succession
Great Aid to Exhibitors in Face -of the War Problems

QUOTING the statement of Samuel
Goldfish, president of Goldwvn Pictures Corporation, that " big pictures are
the instant cure for box-office depression
in the motion picture industry," exhibitors
in all sections of America give hearty indorsement ofGoldwyn's decision to release
in straight succession four pictures in
which public interest has been awakened to
high pitch, according to Goldwvn announcements last week.
The giving of Rex Beach's " The Auction Block " to all Goldwvn contract exhibitors at their regular prices instantly
won the approval, it is said, of exhibitors
who for months had looked forward to
playing this big production at higher prices.
For months " The Auction Block " had
been announced and exploited as a special
production, and everyone in the trade knew
that it could be obtained only at advanced
rentals. Suddenly when Mabel Normand's
first Goldwvn production, " Joan of Platts-

Pathe

burg," had to be postponed, though completed, Samuel Goldfish saw an opportunity
.to do what is considered li profitable thing
for all Goldwyn exhibitc/s. By paying a
big price to the Rex Beach Corporation he
obtained the right to release " The Auction
Block" to all Goldwyn customers at the
same prices they pay Goldwyn for its own
productions. Already the effect of this step
is said to be felt by Goldwyn in the form
of increased bookings at all of the Goldwyn
offices.
The unique value of this step will be
better understood by considering the power
of the next four Goldwyn releases which,
in straight sequence, give exhibitors these
pictures : November 18, Madge Kennedy
in '* Nearly Married " by Edgar Selwyn :
December 2, Rex Beach's picture, " The
Auction Block " : December 16. Mae Marsh
in " The Cinderella Man " by Edward
Childs Carpenter: December 30. Man,
Garden in Anatole France's " Thais."

Buys Authors* \\ orks for Pathe Plavs
"For Sale," "Innocent" and "The Yellow Ticket" Among the
Stories Secured for Fannie Ward — Drama for Frank Keenan

APPARENTLY in line with the company's big feature plans, Pathe has
purchased a number of well-known books
and plays by well-known authors, and
also several additional stories written by
people trained in the motion picture field,
for productions in which the Pathe stars,
including Fannie Ward, Irene Castle,
Frank Keenan, Bessie Love and Bryant
W ashburn will appear.
" For Sale," play by Fred Jackson, " Innocent," and " The Yellow Ticket " by
Michael Morton, have been purchased for
Fannie W ard.
For Frank Keenan, Pathe has purchased
" Simeon's Shadow," by Elizabeth Lee,
and " Loaded Dice," by Hillary A. Clark,
giving. Mr. Keenan roles of the dramatic
nature.
Henry Kitchell Webster's " The Painted
Scene," has been purchased for Bessie
Love and is being produced under the
working title, " Spring of the Year."
Another story for Bessie Love is " Bessie
Beware," by Agnes C. Johnston.
Cyrus Townsend Brady's " The Cliff
Dwelle's Pot." and Sir William Young's
" A Japanese Nightingale," have also been
bought but as yet no star has been assigned to them.
Three more A. H. Wroods plays in addition to "Innocent " and " The Yellow
Ticket," which will shortly be presented
by Pathe, are " Wanted — Tim Bennett,"
" The Power of Monev " and " The Other
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Woman." In the last named Peggy Hyland is the star. " The Other Woman "
is the only story on this list which has
been completed. The cast, hitherto unannounced, includes Peggy Hyland, Anna
Lehr, Milton Sills, Horace Robertson.
William Parke, Jr., Charles Gotthold and
Dell Boone.

Artcraft Change? Title of Fairbanks" New Film
Walter E. Greene, president of Artcraft
Pictures Corporation, last week announced
that the title of the hew Douglas Fairbanks picture, now in the course of production, has been changed from " D'Artagnan of Kansas " to " The Modern Musketeer." In this photoplay Douglas Fairbanks has the part of a modern youth
who gets into all kinds of difficulties as a
result of his chivalry. Casted are Marjorie
Daw, Frank Campeau, Kathleen Kirkham,
Eucene Ormonde and Tullv Marshall.
Honolulu Furnishes Settings for
Hayakawa Feature
Island settings in and about Honolulu
will be a feature of Sessue Hayakawa's
Paramount picture, following " The Secret
Game," a December release. The new
picture
is to be tocalled
Pearls,"
and is expected
be as" Hidden
picturesque
and
novel
in character
as *'star
Theappeared
Bottle Imp,"
in
which
the Japanese
some
months ago.
Florence Yider has the role of the
girl cast
spy in
The Secret
Game." Ogle,
OthersRayin
the
are™ Jack
Holt Charles
mond Hattan and Mara Kelso. The story
was written by Marion Fairfax and directed by William C De Mille. The next
picture, " Hidden Pearls," is being directed
bv Georee Mel ford.
William

S.

Hart

Teaches

Screenacts
Artof Pete
One Youngster
of the first official
Schmid, Artcraft publicity representative,
following his recent return to New York,
was the announcement that William S.

W allace S. Clifton's famous story, " The
Frame L'p," has been purchased for Irene
Castle and is now in course of production
under the direction of William Parke, with
Mrs. Castle, Harry Benham. Warner
Oland. Paul Everton. Helene Chadwick. J.
H. Gilmore, Ethel Cooke and Bert
Starkey.
For Bryant Washburn the company has
purchased " Kidder and Ko " story by
John W. Grey, and scenario by Charles
Sarver, and " Twenty-One," story by
George Randolph Chester and scenario
by Charles Sarver. who recently left Lasky
to join the Pathe staff.
Olive Thomas

Star? in Triangle.

" Limousine Life "
Olive Thomas, who. it is announced, has
completed work on her latest Triangle feature. "Betty
TakesDillon,
a Hand."
which towasbegin
directed by Jack
is ready
work on her next Triangle picture. " Limousine Life," adapted
Evans magazine
story. from the Ida M.

BUI Hart Has Discovered a Future Star sad Is
an Irce-Artcrait
Giving the Lac
a Tryoat in Feature
"' The Suer.-. Mar."
Hart has taken unto himself a protege in
the person of Harold Goodwin, a youngster
of whom the star expects much in future
years. The lad it was announced, scored
nicely when given a try-out in Hart's new
Ince-Artcraft picture. " The Silent Han.*
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Lasky
Returns
from
California
with
Progressive
Plans
Imbued with Conviction That Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Is in Better Condition to Carry on Extensive
Development Than Ever Before — Enthused by System Perfected for Economical Achievement — Features in Production Also Please the Executive

TESSE L. LASKY, vice-president
J of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, has returned to New
York from California, thoroughly
imbued with the conviction that never
before in its history has his organization been in more satisfactory position, from every point of view, to
carry on its extensive developing business of making the best pictures that
time, money, art and experience can
produce.
Thevisit
recent
was since
Mr. Thomas
Lasky's
first
to thetripCoast
H. Ince and Mack Sennett became
affiliated as producers. To converse
with Mr. Lasky concerning his sojourn in the West is proof that he took
in every detail of the present and
future arrangements at the various
studios where the Paramount and
Artcraft stars are engaged.
Studios Buzz with Activity
" I am perfectly frank to state," said Mr.
Lasky, " that I am more enthusiastic over
productional activities in our organization,
both East and West, than ever before. Arriving in California I found our studios
and those of the other producers releasing
through Paramount and Artcraft, humming
like beehives. I found a perfection in organization that was most gratifying. I
saw with a clearer vision, perhaps, than at
any previous time, the wonderful opportunities that lie before us and of which we
are striving to take entire advantage. I
also saw the infinite potentialities of the
work and with every day, during which I
watched the activities of each department,
I grew more and more thoroughly convinced that nothing could stop the forward
impetus.
" Returning to the East I was again edified and enthused by the splendid system
that has been perfected for economical
achievement; for perfect distributing arrangements and for the collation of the

vast amount of material that is constantly
required to supply our producers with material for photoplays of the most modern
quality.
" During my absence the details of my
Eastern work had been handled admirably
by Hugh Ford and Whitman Bennett, and
from them I learned of the splendid work
progressing in the studios, which are under
the supervision of Mr. Ford. I was gratified to learn that Marguerite Clark is engaged upon a Christmas play, and that
Pauline Frederick is completing George V.
Hobart's fine allegorical drama.
Subjects Please Surpassingly
" Another notable achievement is ' The
Judgment House,' by Sir Gilbert Parker,
produced by J. Stuart Blackton. I heard
with no little satisfaction of the successful
completion of Mme. Cavalieri's first Paramount picture and of the recent release and
cordial reception of Ann Pennington's new
picture; also of Elsie Ferguson's progress
with 'Rose of the World' for Artcraft.
Nor may I omit mention of Billie Burke's
forthcoming release.
picture, 'IEve's
Paramount
foundDaughter,'
Robert E.a
MacAlarney, head of the scenario department, here, with his desk piled high with
future photodramas and, indeed, wherever
I look I constantly note with more satisfaction than I can express, the perfect organization by means of which we are perpetually advancing in our field of endeavor."
While in the West, Mr. Lasky attended
the opening of the new California theatre
in San Francisco, under the management of
Eugene S. Roth.
" The New California theatre," said Mr.
Lasky, " is the finest motion picture house
west of New York. Mr. Roth began his
career as an exhibitor with the Portola
theatre on Market street, a comparably
small house, but with the profits he derived therefrom, he was enabled to erect
this new and beautiful structure, which
opened with an Artcraft picture, ' The
Woman God Forgot,' featuring Geraldine
Farrar. The success of Mr. Roth is, to my
mind, visual evidence of the certain results
of properly exhibiting and exploiting highclass motion pictures.
De Mille Makes Specials
" Cecil B. De Mille, recently left New
York after a brief visit, returning to the
Coast where he is engaged in the production of the first of several ' special ' De
Mille pictures, which will be entitled, ' The
Whispering Chorus,' from a story by Perley Poore Sheehan. Mr. De Mille is enthusiastic over this story, which he says
possesses one of the strongest psychological plots that he has ever come across. I
am inclined to agree with him that it will
be one of the best pictures we have ever
made.
" We are approaching the threshold of a
new year," concluded Mr. Lasky, " and I
have no hesitation in saying that personally
I can see only success of the most flattering character ahead. Despite the present

day conditions, which are looked upon by
some persons as fraught with uncertainty,
to me there appear only indications of
greater activity in our organization and the
development of many cherished plans for
even greater perfection in the production
and distribution of the highest form of motion picture entertainment."
Addition Built to Studio
As evidence of the increase in business
that has developed recently, Mr. Lasky announces that it has been found necessary to
erect an addition to the laboratories at the
Lasky Studio in Hollywood, Cal. This
addition will accommodate a third projection room, drying and printing rooms, etc.,
and this will make it possible to turn out
nearly a million feet of positive film per
week.
For the last year, in order to handle the
total number of prints of Paramount and
Artcraft pictures made at the Lasky Studio,
the laboratory has been running two shifts,
handling approximately 600,000 feet of positive each week. Two years ago, when the
laboratory was built, it had a capacity of
double the number of Paramount releases
then required.
One of the strongest evidences of continued and future motion picture prosperity, as seen by Mr. Lasky during his Western trip, is contained in the indications of
continual advancement in exhibiting methods and in the constant addition of new
theatres for motion pictures. The exhibitor personnel, he believes, is of a calibre
that assures the best possible use of the
material supplied by the makers of photoplays and, as a consequence, perfect entertainment for the patronage that has arisen,
for this form of amusement.
Vitagraph Secures Right to " The
Albert E.Son
Smith,
president" of Greater
of Kazan
Vitagraph, announced last week that he has
obtained exclusive rights to " The Son of
Kazan," the story by James Oliver Curwood, which ran serially in a magazine not
long ago. This story, in the estimation of
its publishers, is the strongest story ever
written by this virile writer, and President
Smith declares that it will be one of the
strongest pictures ever turned out by Vita" The Son of Kazan," the latest of the
graph.
Curwood stories to be taken for screen production, isa story of the Arctic north. A
dog, half wolf and half canine, is the link
that binds the characters together and develops the stirring situations. In it busy
beavers are seen at work, there is a fight
between Baree, the half-wolf dog, and an
eagle, and numerous other animal episodes.
These, it is announced by Vitagraph, will
be incorporated in the film story, and President Smith, before he accepted " The Son
of Kazan," made sure that a " husky " was
at hand for the important role of Baree.
The work of rehearsing the dog is already
under way, it is declared.
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Will be Third of Series, Under Title of "Wild Youth," and
Comes to Screen Following Release of "The World for Sale"
tures ahead of his releasing -schedule ; and
furthermore, abhorring the idea of haste in
making his photoplay adaptation of books
that have become known from one end of
the world to the other, desired to devote
more time to the work.
At the time when he first decided to
postpone the release of " The World for
Sale," Mr. Blackton said : " My personal
affection for Sir Gilbert Parker and my
earnest desire to surpass anything I have
ever accomplished on the screen before,
prompt me to beg the indulgence of the
trade. . . . The idea of completing a
picture, and immediately rushing it to the
laboratory, is abhorrent to me, and I believe much better results can be obtained by
devoting the extra time thus gained to
welding the entire production into a harmonious whole."

A Representative Scene in " The World for
Sale,"forWhich
J. Stewart
Blackton
Produced
Distribution
Through
Paramount

of the most important announcements made by Vice-President Jesse
L. Lasky, of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, on his return from the Pacific
Coast recently, were that Commodore J.
Stuart Blackton, producer for Paramount
of " The Judgment House " and " The
World for Sale," would go to California
about December 3 to produce his third Sir
Gilbert Parker picture, " Wild Youth," and
that a decision has been reached to release "The World for Sale" in January.
Commodore Blackton, for the new feature, will be surrounded by all the extensive facilities afforded by the Lasky organization, which should enable him to
give even more time to the actual work of
supervision and provide him as well with
greater scope for the realistic staging of
what is claimed to be undoubtedly one of
the most vital stories of the British
novelist. The producer is said to be highly
pleased with the prospect because he realizes that it will be an unexampled opportunity to accomplish a masterpiece and
achieve his ambition, which is to produce
pictures that are the last word in screen
entertainment.
It has now been decided that " The
World for Sale " will probably be a January Paramount release, and the producer,
J. Stuart Blackton, is of the opinion that it
will be as thoroughly artistic in every respect as " The Judgment House," which
is a current production and is also the work
of the British novelist.
" The World for Sale " was completed
before the other picture, but was held back,
inasmuch as the producer, for several reasons, wished always to be at least two picTWO
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Constance Talmadge Plans to
Visit California
Constance Talmadge, whose debut as a
Select Pictures star was made in the current release, " Scandal," directed by
Charles Giblyn, is planning to leave
shortly for California, where some of her
future productions will be filmed, it was
announced by Select Pictures last week.
Miss Talmadge, following the completion of " Scandal," completed " The
Honeymoon," which is scheduled as her
next release by Select. After this picture came work on the screen production,
" The Runaway," which was to have been
called " The Cliffs," as announced previously by Select, but which will be produced
under the screen title of " The Studio
Girl," it is announced. In this production
Miss Talmadge is supported by Earle Fox,
leading man; Russell Bassett, Isabel
O'Madigan,
JohnBarton.
Hines, Gertrude Norman and Grace

Government
Helps Universal Spread Education
Will Announce in Official Publications Films Concerning the
Department of Agriculture — Shown in Universal Screen Magazine
trating the work of the forest ranger is
THE United States Government, supporting its oft repeated assertion that announced through the Official Bulletin
and the Weekly News Letter, it is also
motion pictures are one of the chief necessities, in so far as entertainment and edu- especially announced in the mimeograph iscation are concerned, in the United States,
sue of the Forest Service, and this issue is
will help the Universal Film Corporation
sent to all publications, associations and
private individuals interested in forestry.
spread the doctrine of knowledge throughThe same is the case with releases showing
out the land, it was announced last week
the work of other branches of the Departby Jack Cohn, manager of the Animated
ment.
Weekly Department of Universal.
The Government decision comes close on
" Taken together, these three publications
the heels of the contract which Universal
issued by the Government have a combined
circulation largely exceeding anything that
recently signed with the Government,
can be claimed by any newspaper or
whereby the former will gain the exclusive
rights of all Government films of an eduperiodical
Cohn. appearing in this country," said
cational nature made by the Department of Mr.
Agriculture, and to be released through the
medium of the Screen Magazine.
Gladys Brockwell Celebrates First
There are three chief channels of pubYear as Star
licity through which the Government will
William
Fox,
through his general pubmake announcement of the Universal relicity bureau, called attention last week to
leases of pictures made in accordance with
the fact that Gladys Brockwell is now celethis contract. One of these is the Official
brating the end of her first year in starBulletin, published daily by the Committee
dom. "Sins of Her Parent " was the proon Public Information, of which George
duction in which she made her debut
Creel is chairman. The Official Bulletin
is furnished without charge to newspapers,
twelve months
ago, isandthe"A latest
Branded
Soul,"in
recently
released,
picture
to all post offices in the United States, to which
she has been filmed. Between the
Government officials, and agencies of pubtwo are six other features ; hence it follows
lic character equipped for the dissemination
that an average of six and one-half weeks
of official news of the United States Govhas been required for each picture.
ernment.
The second channel of publicity, established and maintained by the United States
Government through which announcement
of Universal's coming educational releases
will be made is the Weekly News Letter
of the United States Department of Agriculture. This publication is sent regularly
to all agricultural newspapers, to all newspapers published in rural communities, to
agricultural colleges and colleges having
agricultural departments and to societies
and associations interested in agricultural
matters.
The third channel is the series of mimeograph sheets issued by the various
branches of the Department of Agriculture. For instance, while the release illus-

Two New Under
Fox Productions
Get
Way
Virginia Pearson, it was announced last
week, has commenced screen work on another William Fox feature, the name of
which has not been made known. Walter
Law. the heavy of many photoplays, is appearing in the role opposite the star.
Ethel Hallor also has a principal role.
Murdock MacQuarrie, player and director, has been added to the Fox forces
for a role in Jewel Carmen's first starring
photoplay.
in Miss
company, it is Others
announced,
will Carmen's
be Genevieve
Blinn, G. Ravmond Nye and Nancv Taswell.
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Dave Morris Begins Series of
L-Ko Productions
The services of Dave Morris have been
transferred, among the" other shifts at Universal City, to the general direction of J.
G. Blystone, although his first L-Ko was
turned out by Craig Hutchinson, who has
been directing Universal comedies for
some time. Mr. Morris becomes an L-Ko
attraction December 19, when " Bullets and
Boneheads " will be distributed through
Universal Exchanges.
When he left the musical comedy stage,
he first worked in Biograph comedies, playing opposite Charley Mack, until Mr. Mack
joined Keystone. Then Mr. Morris became
principal comedian, also appearing in several "legitimate " roles with Biograph.
After two years, Morris likewise became a
Keystone comedian, going from there to
Kalem, and then changing to Fox. He has
been at Universal City, in comedies, for a
long time. He will now appear in a series
of L-Kos, starting with " Bullets and Boneheads."
New Lois Weber Feature Shows
Gold Mining
Lois Weber is busily engaged in the
photographing of her third independent
production, " The Man Who Dared God,"
a dramatic portrayal of a strong man's redemption, based upon her own story of the
same name. Playing opposite Mildred Harris is William Stowell, who has been leading man for Dorothy Phillips in Bluebirds ;
while among the other members of the cast
may be named Clara Whipple, Alfred Paget, Hayden Jones and Willis Marks.
" The Man Who Dared God " has gold
mines, and gold mining as a sort of general background, in developing the story.
With her usual thoroughness in matters of
detail, Miss Weber took the principals of
her company, some thirty strong, to Oatman, Ariz., in order to get an accurate portrayal of this background in its relation to
the plot.
The managers of the Great Eastern, one
of the largest mines in the United States,
were cordial in their welcome, showing the
entire party, headed by Miss Weber and
Phillips Smaley, her husband and codirector. every process of the work.
Pathe Adds George Proctor to
Scenario Staff
George D. Proctor, the scenario writer
formerly with Lasky and Triangle,
has been added to the Pathe scenario staff,
and has already taken up his new work at
the Pathe headquarters in New York. The
big and growing force of writers is now
bending every energy to creating bigger,
better stories in line with Pathe's progressive production policy, and George D.
Proctor should prove a valuable addition.
Empire All-Star Makes Picture in
California
The Empire All-Star Corporation announced last week that it will make its
next feature at the American Film Studio
in California.
Mrs. Hpmphrey Ward's novel, " Lady
Rose's Daughter," will be picturized as Empire All-Star's next production.
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"Daughter of Destiny" Is Scheduled to Make Debut at Rialto
in New York as Forerunner of Star's Eight Pictures to Come
tire week at the Rialto theatre, New York,
and
also in photoplay houses throughout
the country.

Madame Petrova Is a Charming Bride in the
Wedding Scene of Her First Petrova Picture,
" Daughter of Destiny."GroomThomas Holding Is the
PETROVA PICTURE COMPANY,
through its publicity department, last
week announced that, in answer to the inquiries from exhibitors and others, the release date of the initial starring subject of
Madame Petrova has been set for Sunday,
December 23.
" Daughter of Destiny," the first of the
eight pictures in which the star will appear during the forthcoming year, will be
shown on this date and throughout the en-

" Daughter of Destiny," the first picture
to be produced under the auspices of the
Petrova Picture Company, was finished and
ready for showing on the date originally
scheduled, but following a conference between the executives of the Petrova organization and the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, through the offices of which the
Petrova productions will be issued, it was
deemed advisable to withhold the film until
all of the exchanges were in active operation. It was also decided by the producing and releasing factors to have the second
Petrova picture entirely completed and its
successor in course of production before
definitely fixing the release date of the initial presentation.
Inasmuch as the objects outlined above
have been completely attained, " Daughter
of Destinyin "the
willUnited
be given
to the
first-run
theatres
States
on the
date
announced. The selection of this date is
regarded by the officials of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit as exceedinly appropriate because of the holiday season.
The Polish star has finished her second
picture, the title for which has not yet been
chosen, and has started on the third of the
eight special features which will make up
the Petrova Cycle.

for Comedies
Vitagraph Selects Brand Name
Series Will Be Called "Vitagraph Comedies," with First
Release on December 3— Subjects to Be of One-Reel Length
direction and setting we are devoting the
«WITAGRAPH COMEDIES" is the
same amount of care and attention to them
V brand name decided upon for the
series of comedies, announcement of as we do to our regular Blue Ribbon feawhich was made recently by Albert E.
tures and our super-features.
" Before we decided to make these picSmith, president of the Greater Vitagraph
tures Ihad a straw vote of exhibitors taken
company. The first of these new one-reeland the result of this canvas proved to us
ers, which are expected to be kept on a high
that they were hungering for just this type
plane of humor, will be released on December 3and will bear the title of " A Famof entertainment for their patrons."
ily Flivver."Earle, star of " For France,"
Edward
and Agnes Ayres, who has scored individually in O. Henry pictures and Blue
Ribbon features, are to be starred in these
comedies. Graham Baker will direct.
President Smith in his announcement of
the comedies said: "We feel that in producing these little comedies, most of which
will be stories taken from real life, we will
fill a long-felt want. We shall continue to
make ' Big V ' slapstick comedies because
the demand for them proves their popularity, but we realize that there is a large
proportion of the motion picture going public which is desirous of seeing comedy of
more polite form. It is about the same, in
comparison, as the difference between the
audiences that go to the theatre to see good
farces and those that go to burlesque shows
or circuses. One element prefers the
subtle, neatly developed humor, while the
other
making.enjoys the more hilarious type of fun" ' Vitagraph Comedies ' will be found as
high class as anything in motion pictures on
the market to-day. because in story, cast,

Dorothy Dalton Likes " Price
Mark " Supporting Cast
Dorothy Dalton believes that the supporting cast which Thomas H. Ince gave her
for " The Price Mark," her first Paramount
picture, is the best she has had since deserting the speaking stage for the screen. Associated with Miss Dalton are Thurston
Hall, w ell known on the legitimate stage ;
William Conklin, Dorcas Mathews, who
has been under the management of Mr.
Ince for some time; Adele Farrington,
well known on stage and screen, and others.
James W. Gerard Visits Mary
Pickford
Ex-ambassador James W. Gerard recently paid Mary Pickford a visit at the
Lasky Studio, in California, it was announced last week by the Artcraft department that looks after all happenings of
interest and sees that proper publicity is
given events in order of their importance.
James Neill, it is said, conducted the introductory ceremonies.
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June Elvidge and Carlyle Blackwell Turn the Clock Backward to the Early Days of This Country in " The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds," a World-Picture
Brady-Made. Arthur Ashley, as Aaron Jiurr,
Burr, ana
and n,veiyn
Evelyn oreeley,
Greeley, as Mar garet Moncriet,
Moncrief, Are Makn
Making Love Through the Spindles of the Wheel
World-Brady Select Stars for January Feature
Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley and Arthur Ashley
Included
in " The
Beautiful
Mrs. Reynolds,"
Weller Story
acters and certain episodes of great naWORLD-PICTURES BRADY-MADE,
tional importance appear in each version.
it was announced last week, will put
In addition to Hamilton, the film story
forward another characteristic star cast
when " The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds " is embraces George Washington, Martha
published in January. The members of this
Washington, Aaron Burr, Gen. Israel Putnam, Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe,
acting company whose names are included
James Reynolds and Mrs. Reynolds.
in the advertising matter are : Carlyle
Blackwell, June Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley
Carlyle Blackwell has the role of Hamilton, and Arthur Ashley that of Aaron
and Arthur Ashley, and the remaining cast,
Burr, while June Elvidge is Mrs. Reynolds,
which is quite numerous, contains Pinna
and Evelyn Greeley is Margaret Moncrief.
Nesbit, Rose Tapley, Lionel Bellmore,
George MacQuarrie, Ethelbert Hale and
Author Weller, in leading up to the cliothers who are well known.
max of his story, makes the rather volatile
This picture introduces to the screen, it sentiments of the beautiful Mrs. Reynolds
cling to Hamilton after she is in the arms
is announced, the romantic career of Alexof Burr, whom she loathes — to the end that
ander Hamilton, one of the most fascinatshe suggests to Hamilton that he challenge
ing personages of the early history of this
Burr and kill him. This provides a plausicountry. The story, written by Samuel M.
Weller, a New York newspaper man, is
ble "planting " of the duel and the frantic
grief which leads the fair and frail Maria
not similar to the stage play upon the same
to cast herself over the Palisades at the
topic acted by George Arliss for a long run
at the Knickerbocker theatre, excepting
very spot where her dashing lover fell bethat both introduce many of the same charfore his rival's pistol.
Accident Holds Up Production of Two Artcraft Films
a doctor. Soon after her acciIT was announced last week that the pro- rusheddent to
Miss Daw received the news that her
duction of two forthcoming Artcraft
release on the West Coast are being held
mother passed away and her condition immediately took a turn for the worse. Three
up temporarily as a result of accidents.
From the Thomas H. Ince offices comes the doctors and a surgeon attended Miss Daw
and report that her injury is very serious.
news that William S. Hart has again met
Director Allan Dwan has been compelled
with an injury in staging a perilous scene.
to hold up work on this production and the
While making an escape from the window
of a building which plays a prominent part completion of the film will have to await
in " The Bloodhound," the new Hart film, Miss Daw's recovery. This picture marks
the debut of the actress in the capacity of
the star was called upon to descend from
leading lady to Douglas Fairbanks.
a window by means of a lariat. During
his hurried descent his right hand was
caught in a windowsill and badly torn. In Frank Keenan Nears Completion
addition, one of his fingers was smashed.
Hart is resting at present but expects to
of " Loaded Dice "
Frank Keenan has now all but completed
continue work in the near future. This is
the second accident he has had during the what is claimed to be the strongest story
past two months.
in which he has ever appeared, " Loaded
A telegram from Douglas Fairbanks just Dice," for Pathe, which is expected to prove
received by Walter E. Greene, president of an artistic and dramatic success. Keenan's
Artcraft Pictures, also announces the tempart is that of " the man who denied God,"
porary discontinuance of work on the new
and his handling of the role under the direction of Herbert Blache, is said to be an
picture being staged at Grand Canyon,
Ariz., due to the fact that Marjorie Daw,
outstanding example of a new art in pholeading lady, has broken a leg. The actress
todramatic expression. " Loaded Dice " is
was thrown from her horse in a scene for
from the book by Ellary H. Clark, and the
scenario is by Gilson Willets.
the new photoplay and was immediately

Titling of " Madam Who " Shows
Another Step Forward
One of the striking features of Bessie
Barriscale's first Paralta play, " Madam
Who," which will be released the middle
of December, is said to be the manner in
which the titling of the production has
been handled. Illustrated titles were found
to be a great improvement over those
which were displayed in cold type, but
Paralta Prays claim to have taken another step forward in the development of
an artistic effect that holds the interest
at the same time giving the audience the
message that can be interpreted only
through reading titles.
The new titles, which will be used for
the first time in the production of
" Madam Who," are animated scenes
built in sunch a manner that the wording
appears to stand out in mid air. In one
instance, where the title is descriptive of
a battle which is supposed to be raging,
a shell bursts, obliterating the entire title
and showing, just for an instant, a field
of battle with the cannon smoking. This
is the only element of battle that is really
shown in the play, as the story is not that
of the trench and conflict, but of the
secret service.
Mary MacLanetion forFinishes
Essanay ProducMary MacLane, whom Essanay enticed
into motion picture acting, has completed
her seven-reel vampire photoplay, " Men
Who Have Made Love to Me."
Coming to the Essanay studios without
ever having thought of screen acting, the
author of " I, Mary MacLane," has proven,
it is said, that the genius who drives the
pen can often illustrate the thoughts it
transcribes.
Miss MacLane herself, it is claimed,
was surprised at her interpretation of a
vampire. In reviewing the picture at the
studio projection room, her comments^
were many and interesting.
Miss MacLane wrote the script out of
a writer's fund of knowledge regarding
the world of men and women. This
knowledge, combined with her dramatic
talent, has produced a cinema classic that
will probably rival the popularity of her
strange book.

December 8, 1917
Don Meaney Handles Casts for
Thomas H. Ince
Don Meaney, who for some time past
has conducted a players' agency in Los
Angeles, and who has been given credit
for the " discovery " of more than one
star, Has closed his office and has signed
an agreement with Thomas H. Ince whereby he becomes
the latter's
casting director,
effective
December
1.
Mr. Meaney has been identified with the
Motion picture industry for eight years,
entering the business as advertising manager for Essanay. He was later assistant
general manager at Universal City.
Helen Gibson Surpasses Herself
in Her New Series
Helen Gibson, it is claimed, performs one
of the nerviest feats she has ever attempted
in " The Deserted Engine," the current
General Film release in the new " Daughter
of Daring " series. Noticing that the fast
mail speeds by her station with the
engine deserted, Helen takes a short cut
across country to a nearby trestle and leaps
from a barrel to the platform of the last
coach. She then prevents a collision between the mail train and a special. This
release completes the current " Daughter
of Daring" series.
Triangle Directors Wait for
Stories
Triangle announced last week that
Thomas N. Heffron, who directed William
Desmond's last picture, " The Sudden
Gentleman " ; Jack Conway, whose last
Triangle offering was a seven-reel feature,
' Because of a Woman," and Gilbert P.
Hamilton, who handled the megaphone on
" The Maternal Spark," are waiting for
stories and expect to begin work within a
few days.

Charlie Chaplin Turning the First Earth on the
Site of His New California P'.ant. First National Exhibitors'
Will Distribute His
New Circuit
Productions.
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Freuler's
New inCoin
GainsThan Prestige
Need Idea
for It Is for
Also Evidenced
Other Industries
the Motion Picture — Many Advantages Apparent in Plan
the rise in prices which has established a
THE idea for a new fifteen-cent coin,
fifteen-cent piece for innumerable small
which was organized by John R. Freuarticles of commerce.
ler, president of the Mutual Film Corporation, has gained in prestige recently and has
" For instance, in the department stores
been greatly accentuated by conditions
a huge volume of fifteen-cent articles is
caused by the war, with its attendant taxes
handled, the sale of which would be facilitated and perhaps heavily increased by
and other little intricacies. Mr. Freuler's apaddition of a convenient coin to the curparently wise contention that a new coin
is needed has not only spread within the
rency. In the cigar trade, the need for a
new coin is being particularly felt, but
realm of the motion picture, but has likein no avenue of business is the necessity
wise branched to other industries and big
greater than in the motion picture field,
businesses, with the result that manufacturers and merchants have added their
since fifteen cents is rapidly becoming the
standard admission price.
names to the list of supporters of the
movement.
" The psychology of salesmanship recognizes as a handicap to trade the necessity
" The plan to coin a fifteen-cent piece,"
for changing a quarter to pay a fifteensaid Mr. Freuler, " does not involve the
cent bill, or for searching a handful of
abolition of any coin now in use, but the
introduction of a new coin between the
small change to extract the necessary
nickle and dime. In many instances the
dime and the quarter in size. It would
prospective purchaser, unable promptly to
probably be a silver coin.
lay hands on necessary change, passes on
" There is a widespread demand for
a fifteen-cent piece due in a measure to
without making a contemplated purchase."

Josephine
Whittell
in Circuit
"Alimony"
Feature
Is Expected toMakes
Be Released Debut
by First National
Early in December — Lois Wilson and George Fisher Support
She remained in Paris for two years,
NE WHITTELL, formerly on
JOSEPHI
the musical comedy stage, will make
studying voice culture.
Upon her return to America in 1912
her debut in " Alimony," the divorce
Miss Whittell met and was married to
drama described as sensational, to be reRobert Warwick, the actor. Shortly after
leased early in December by the First
this George Cohan made her his leading
National Exhibitors' Circuit, it was announced by the latter organization last
woman in " The Little Millionaire," at
week. Miss Whittell has the role of Mrs.
the Cohan theatre. Her successive appearances were with Lina Abarbenell in
Bernice Flint, who, with the other two
characters playing the supporting leads,
" Miss Princess " ; the prima donna, in
interpreted my Lois Wilson and George
Victor Herbert's operetta, " The Madcap
Fisher, forms the triangle of the play.
Duchess " ; in Victor Herbert's " The
Miss Whittell went on the stage, it is Only Girl," and with Donald Brian and
said, because it sent for her. Born in
in " Sybil."
MissSanderson,
Whittell visited
Santa Barbara and
Phoenix, Arizona, and educated in a Julia
Hollywood
and
evinced a keen interest
San Francisco private school, she realized
in moving picture work, with the result
at the age of fifteen years that she possessed agood voice. This inspired her
thatDirector
when offered
a part
in consented.
" Alimony "
by
Flynn she
readily
parents to send her to Europe to study.
Eddie Polo Barely Misses Death in Universal Serial
THE Universal publicity department, in down the steep, rocky declivity and landed
in a heap at the bottom. Other members
admitting that publicity stories born
of the company who witnessed the fall
of imagination are sometimes given more
rushed to the spot, expecting to find the
credence than the actual truth, offers the
experience of Eddie Polo, while filming a leading man, killed, or at least fatally injured, but to their surprise he dug himscene in Universal's new serial, "The
self out of the avalanche of loose earth
Bull's-Eye," as one more proof that truth
that had followed him down the cliffside
is stranger than fiction.
and
smilingly began a personal inspection
Polo's fall down the steep side of an
to invoice the numerous minor dents and
embankment, with horse and rider rolling
to the bottom, is said to clearly show in scratches he had received.
Fortunately it was found that neither
one of the episodes of " The Bull's-Eye "
man nor mount was seriously injured.
and constitutes a " thrill " that was not
originally devised by Director James W.
Home. The scene was enacted on location in southern California while a troop
You are not going to war. The men who
of cowboys was riding in pursuit of Polo
are need all the comforts you can give them.
in an effort he was making to escape a
band of supposed raiders who thirsted for Help them get cigarettes. That is your
his blood.
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
When the brink of a cliff accidentally
" smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!
crumbled and gave way, horse and rider
plunged, according to Universal, sixty feet
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41 Hidden Hand " Makes Its First

Universal
CallsLiberty
Public
"Mystery
Will Present
Bonds andInto
Thrift Stamps
for Ideas
with Which to Form Last Episode of Wilson-Gerber Serial
THE final episode of " The Mystery
Ship," it was announced by Universal
last week, will be shaped by means of a
co-operation plan which Universal has decided upon, and by which the boys and
girls of the country will be called in to
supply best endings for the serial. For
these suggestions and ideas Universal will
award Liberty Bonds, War Certificates
and Thrift Stamps to the total of $1,000.
There will be a total of 438 awards available to juveniles fifteen years of age and
under, ranging from $2 thrift stamps to
$100 Liberty Bonds.
The Universal serial features Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber, who have already
started upon a routine of sixteen adventures of two reels each, the final one of
which is expected to come from the public.
Universal will put the plan into effect
December 1, according to announcements,
and will close it at noon on March 30 next.
judgment of the " best ending " suggestions and the selection of those deserving
awards will be made by a committee of
four newspaper writers — Bide Dudley,
New York World; Louella Parsons, Chicago Herald; Harriette Underhill, New
York Tribune, and T. E. Oliphant, New
York Mail. " That which has the highest
degree of excellence " is the definition of
the word " best," which is to govern the
judges in their decisions.
It shall not be necessary of a participant
to witness the progress of the serial upon
the screen. The story will be written and
distributed in the sequence displayed in
the various episodes, and entrants for

Ship

awards may base their " best ending " upon
the ideas they gain from perusal of thj
written story. No entrance fee whatever
shall be required; no special blanks for
writing the " best ending " upon are necessary. The only restrictions are embodied
in the condition that not more than 300
words shall be employed in submitting the
idea.
Every requirement exacted by the Post
Office Department in opening the mails to
the idea have been met, it is said, and the
competition has been sanctioned by the
department officials in Washington. There
will be a first award of $100; second, $50,
and a third of $20, first and second to be
paid in Liberty Bonds, and the third in
War Certificates. Then there will be 20
awards of $5 each, running from fourth
to twenty-third; and the next 415 awards
to consist of $2 War Certificates or Thrift
Stamps that will be placed upon the market by the Treasury Department within a
very short time.
It is believed by Universal that the interest this plan will aw:aken may be properly considered an educational adjunct to
exploiting and showing the serial. That
the children will take a personal interest
in the story as it advances, either in
printed form or upon the screen, will
vastly enhance the exhibiting value of
" The Mystery Ship " is unquestioned. It
is fair to assume that the boys and girls
will content themselves with simply reading about the adventures of the hero and
heroine — they are sure to see for themselves just how the exciting episodes are
worked out upon the screen.

General Shows 0. Henry Pictures to Literary People
A REPRESENTATIVE gathering of special slides of newly discovered portraits and scenes from the life of O.
New York literary people attended
Henry.
a private showing of O. Henry pictures,
Mildred Manning. J. Frank Glendon,
released to date, on the evening of NovemAgnes Ayres, Patsy DeForest. Carlton
ber 14, at Wurlitzer Hall, under the ausKing, of the stars who have appeared in
pices of General Film Company and
O. Henry pictures, and John Robertson,
Doubleday, Page and Company.
a director of one of the earlier O. Henry
Relatives of William Sidney Porter, as
subjects, attended the showing. Evidence
O. Henry was known in private life, inthat the screen versions of the O. Henry
timate friends, business acquaintances,
stories measured up to the high standard
newspaper and magazine editors, literary
of the original stories was found in the
patrons, artists and some of the screen
unstinted applause of the audience.
stars and directors who have helped produce the O. Henry pictures, were repre
sented in the unique assemblage.
Probably the greatest interest was caused
Jewel Reports Good Business on
by the showing of four favorite stories
Its Productions
in screen form. " The Defeat of the
Jewel Productions, Inc., last week reCity," a four-reel subject, featuring Agnes
ported that it is experiencing business of
Ayres and J. Frank Glendon, under
the best kind on Jewel productions, which
the direction of Thomas R. Mills, was
the main offering of the O. Henry
include " Come Through," " Pay Me,"
evening. Other pictures screened were : " Sirens of the Sea," " The Man Without
" A Service of Love," featuring Mildred
a Country," " The Co-Respondent " and
Manning and Walter McGrail, directed by " The Price of a Good Time."
Officials of the Jewel organization have
John Robertson ; " The Guilty. Party," feaexpressed themselves as well pleased with
turing Patsy DeForest and Frank Brule,
the praise from exhibitors and public over
directed by Thomas R. Mills, and " The
the features in question. Two features to
Lonesome Road," featuring S. R. Jennings, Chet Ryan and Francis Parks, di- be added to the list shortly are " K," a
rected by David Smith. An intimate
Lois Weber production, and " The Grand
touch was given the evening's program by Passion," in which Dorothy Phillips stars.

Appearance on Screen
"The Hidden Hand," the latest Pathc
and International serial, was shown for
the first time last Sunday, Nov. 25. Doris
Kenyon, the star of the production, brought
into being a character conception in a manlarity.ner that will do doubt increase her popuThe first episode of this serial is called
" The Gauntlet of Death," and tells of a
prophecy made to the Emperor of a European country, by Rascon, the Mad Monk.
" This day a girl is born in this court, who
will be the most beautiful woman in the
world, and will bring about the madness
of the Emperor and the destruction of the
Empire before her eighteenth birthday,"
the prophecy ran, and pointed at the daughter of the Grand Duke. Frightened, the
Emperor makes an agreement with Judson
Whitney, an American millionaire, for the
child's bringing up, her identity to remain
a secret. The picture opens in the Whitney
home, eighteen years later. There are two
girls in the household, Whitney's daughter, Doris, and Verda Crane, his ward.
Miss Kenyon is supported by Sheldon
Lewis, "heavy" of many serials; Arline
Pretty, who played the part of the Princess
in " The Scarlet Kingdom," and Mahlon
Hamilton, leading man.
" The Hired Man " Serves Charles
Ray as New Subject
Following the release of " His Mother's
Boy " in which Charles Ray, the Thomas
H. Ince star, in Paramount pictures, will
be presented during December, " The Hired
Man " is announced as the third photoplay
in which he will be featured.
" The Hired Man " is by Julian Josephson. It is a story of New England life
and includes among other features a typical
country fair, the setting for which is said
to be one of the most effective ever employed for a motion picture. Ray, in this
play, will have a part that, while differing
considerably from his previous roles, is
said to possess these qualities which render
it exactly suited to the actor's talents.

Clarine Seymour, a Bathing Beauty, in Pathe
Comedies Opposite Toto, the Clown
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Cincinnati Thanks Marguerite
Clark for Presence
In a set of resolutions adopted recently,
the City Council of Cincinnati thanked
Marguerite Clark, the Paramount star, for
her work in that city on behalf of the
Liberty Loan, and the unusual example of
appreciation was forwarded to the diminutive star in New York last week, just
about seven days prior to the presentation
of her third sub-deb story, " Bab's Matinee
Idol."
Regarding the latest, and last, sub-deb
feature, which was released November 26
and which found ready acceptance and
hearty approval at the hands of the critical
picture audiences, it is not amiss to remark
that " Bab's Matinee Idol " was directed by
J. Searle Dawley and photographed by
Lyman Broening. Director Dawley, at
latest reports from Famous Players-Lasky,
was completing " The Seven Swans," Miss
Clark's Christmas photoplay.
Wolbert Completes ShipmanWhitman Vitagraph Feature
William Wolbert has completed the
filming of " The Eight Great Grand
Parent," featuring Nell Shipman and Alfred Whitman, for Vitagraph and is preparing for his next production, to be
" Cavanaugh, Forest Ranger." Hamlin
Garland, the author of " The Gray Horse
Troop " also produced by this director,
wrote the story and Mr. Wolbert expresses himself as delighted with it.
Many of the exterior scenes will be
photographed in Arizona, and as this
story is a Western, this will include the
largest part of the picture. Mr. Wolbert
will not make it a West of the stereotype class, but he will direct his scenes
and have his settings and costuming so
that the atmosphere will be without exaggeration, and the action that of real
people — logical, sane and withal, thrilling.
Atmosphere and Surprise Combine in 0. Henry Story
Genuine Western atmosphere and O.
Henry surprise twist are said to make
One Dollar's Worth," the current Broadway Star Feature release, one of the most
attractive two-reel O. Henry pictures offered to date. Chet Ryan, Frances Parks
and W. L. Rodgers, who have been appearing in most of the Western O. Henry
stories, do some good work in this General Film picture.
A lead dollar, taken from a young Mexican counterfeiter, plays a most important
part in the happy ending in the picture,
saving the life of one couple and bringing
happiness and freedom for two other lovers. Nancy Derwent, the judge's daughter,
pleaded so energetically for the release of
the counterfeiter that Bob Littlefield, the
district attorney, pocketed " Exhibit A "
for further consideration of the case. That
afternoon the two went grouse hunting
and were caught in the coils of " The Rattlesnake," aMexican, just released from
prison. How " Exhibit A " furnishes the
climax is told as only O. Henry can tell it.
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Merely a Little Domestic Difficulty.

The
SceneDesmond
Occurs as
in Triangle's
" The Sudden Gentleman," with
William
Star

Triangle Begins Five Features at Culver City
Companies in Action Both Night and Day to Keep Ahead of Production Schedule Recently Set — New Faces in " Mr. Butterfly "
principals will work in a Japanese garden.
FIVE new productions, including what are
On his return from San Diego, Hopper will
described as some of the most elaborate
and unusual things yet attempted at the begin work on the interiors and the Triangle experts are now busy turning out the
Triangle's Culver City studio, have been
" props " for these settings.
commenced during the past .week, and companies are working both night and day to
keep ahead of the strenuous production
George Scarborough Writes War
schedule recently set.
Play for William Fox
Among the new subjects are offerings
George Scarsborough, the author of the
from the pens of some of the best known
magazine writers, as well as a play by one
dramas " The Lure " and " At Bay," has
written a war play that William Fox is
of the Triangle's staff authors. The reto produce. Mr. Scarsborough, who has
search department, under Elsa Lopez, and
the costume department, directed by J. S. been lawyer, reporter, detective and
dramatist, is called by members of the
Fishenden, have been working overtime
United States Secret Service, with which
preparing data and costumes for these new
subjects, which include a Japanese story.
he was long associated, " the man who
Two directors, Walter Edwards and Jack
Dillon, have completed pictures in the past
metMr.theScarsborough
Kaiser."
recently became affiliated with the Fox scenario staff and
week, the former having begun work on
another screen feature. Three directors,
has written a number of photoplays.
Jack Conway, Gilbert P. Hamilton and
Thomas N. Heffron, are either preparing
Drafted Film Folk Return to
or waiting for stories.
Triangle Jobs
With several faces new to Triangle included in the cast, and costumes costing
Word was received last week at the Triseveral thousand dollars, Director E. Maangle West Coast Studios from the trainson Hopper has begun work on a new Triing camp at American Lake that Ray Grifangle story, the working title of which is
fith, former Triangle-Keystone comedian,
" Mr. Butterfly." The story, written by E. who was called to the colors three weeks
Magnus Ingleton, is a reversal of the sit- ago, was rejected on account of his near
uation and characters in the story,
loss of speech, and has started back to the
Triangle—Keystone lot.
" Madame Butterfly," by John Luther Long.
Thomas Kurihara, in the role of the father,
Roy Del Ruth, of the Triangle-Keystone
and Jack Abbe, as the disappointed lover,
scenario staff, who was drafted and deare Japanese actors who have been engaged
parted for the training camp at American
for leading parts in this new Triangle
Lake, three weeks ago, has been rejected
on account of defective eyesight, and is
picture. Teddy Sampson has also been enback on his civilian job again. MacNamara
gaged by Casting Director Arthur Hoyt
who declares she will make a winsome
has occupied the same office with Del Ruth
Japanese girl.
for so long that they have become insepDirector Hopper is working on the exarable friends, and he and the other memteriors now and will begin shooting the
bers
of
the Keystone " brains department "
first of the week at San Diego, where the
was overjoyed at his colleague's return.
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Vitagraph Engages Hedda
Nova
for Features
President Albert E. Smith Plans to Star Her in Productions
Under His Personal Direction — Scored in " Bar Sinister "

Hedda Nova (Vitagraph)
ALBERT E. SMITH, president of
Greater Vitagraph, has announced
that he has engaged Mile. Hedda Nova,
the young Russian actress, on a long term
contract and will star her in super-features
to be produced under his personal direction. Hedda Nova created a mild sensation in the role of Belle Davis, the supposed negress, in " The Bar Sinister."
The announcement of the acquisition by
Vitagraph of this young star is one of
the most important that has come from
the Blue Ribbon company's president in
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many months, and equally important is
his statement that he will assume personal
direction of her features. Mr. Smith,
pioneer of the motion picture industry and
inventor of many of the photographic devices that have modernized picture-making,
has always given close personal supervision to every product of his company,
and in many cases he has personally directed important features. However, the
announcement that he is to get into
directorial harness regularly carries special
significance to exhibitors and the public,
because it means that entire production
from script and cast to final release will
be the work of one of the recognized
creators of cinema art.
In selecting Hedda Nova for special
Blue Ribbon features exclusively, Mr.
Smith seems to be inaugurating a new
policy in this branch of Vitagraph productions. In the super-features hitherto made
by the company he has employed stars of
the regular program, using at various
times Anita Stewart in " The Girl
Philippa," Alice Joyce and Harry Morey
in J. Stuart Blackton's production
" Womanhood," and likewise in " Within
the Law " ; William Duncan and Nell Shipman in " God's Country and the Woman,"
etc.
It is understood that Hedda Nova will
appear in a number of features each year,
with a splendid company, the subjects to
be taken from big stories by noted authors.
The first feature has already been chosen
and Mr. Smith and Mile. Nova began
conferences on the script the latter part
of last week. It is stated that the title
of the picture and the full cast to be used
in it will be announced shortly.

Artcraft Presents Elsie Ferguson in " Song of Songs "
IT was announced last week that the moin ' Rose of the World,' which is another
strong story in which her emotional acting
tion picture rights to Edward Sheldon's
will no doubt cause much comment, and has
play, " The Song of Songs," have been
acquired by the Famous Players-Lasky
already started work on ' The Song of
Corporation, for Artcraft release.
Songs.' The play is intensely human, and
form should prove much more popu" Miss Elsie Ferguson will be the star in in film
lar than the stage presentation. Motion
'The Song of Songs,'" said President
pictures are the great popular amusement
Greene of Artcraft, " which is a powerful
and entertainment of the masses, and in
sociological drama. The play was produced
three years ago by A. H. Woods, who
Lily Kardos, the daughter of a poor musician, which is the part played by Miss
thought so well of it that he engaged a star
cast that made Broadway gasp, including
Ferguson, they will see a character who beMaud Allan, Irene Fenwick, John Mason,
gins life's battle in the same manner as
millions of- girls.
Dorothy Donnelly, Thomas A. Wise, Wm.
Stone, Florence Winant, Ernest Glendinning, Eleanor Seybolt, Helen Rapport,
Domestic
Flavor Permeates
H. C. Lewis, Josephine Robbins, A. Romaine Callender, Claus Bogel, John Coss,
Mutual Stars' Subjects
Cyril Kneightley, Francis M. Verdi, Rita
There appears to be a strong domestic
Otway and Grace Wall.
flavor to the present activities of Edna
Goodrich, Ann Murdock and Olive Tell,
" The play opened at the Eltinge theatre,
and proved a veritable sensation, though
Mutual's triumvirate of stars.
the limitations of the stage could not do
Miss Goodrich is engaged in the producjustice to this virile and broad subject.
tion of Hamilton Smith's play, " Her
The adaptation for the screen has been
Second Husband," Olive Tell has just commade by Charles Maignc.
pleted "Her Sister " and Ann Murdock is
" Miss Ferguson has completed her work
at work on " My Wife."

" Man

Without a Country " Gets
Big Money in Week
" The Man Without a Country," which
Jewel Productions announces, is backed by
every patriotic organization in the country, is said to be attracting so much attention that large box office receipts and
pleased patrons form the subject of almost
every letter that pours into the central office of the company.
Atl the Strand theatre in Minneapolis the
attraction is said to have played to $4,004.15
gross in one week. Jewel announced last
week that Manager Charles Branham, of
the Strand, concluded his letter with
" thanks for the splendid co-operation
given by the Jewel staff."
Metro Engages Wheeler Oakman
for Storey Subject
Wheeler Oakman, the well-known leading
man, was engaged this week by B. A. Rolfe
to appear opposite Edith Storey in her
forthcoming Metro wonder play, " Revenge," from the scenario by H. P. Keeler.
Mr. Oakman had the leading role opposite Mae Murray in her recent picture,
" Princess Virtue." He has lately been
identified with several of the West Coast
producing organizations.
L'Estrange Appears with Emily
Stevens
in "it Daybreak
" last
Julian
L'Estrange,
was announced
week by Metro, is appearing in the leading
male role in support of Emily Stevens in
the Metro picturization of " Daybreak," by
Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin. Albert Capellani, who adapted the story for the screen,
is directing.

Julian

L'Estrange, Leading Man with Emily
Stevens in Metro's
Daybreak "
In motion pictures, Julian L'Estrange
has been leading man for Pauline Frederick in the Famous Players' production,
" Zara," " Sold " and " Bella Donna." He
was co-starred with Katherine Kaelred in
Pathe's " The Girl With the Green Eyes."
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Demand Through Re-Issues
The Artcraft Pictures Corporation last
week asserted that as a result of the
abundance of William S. Hart re-issues
on the market the new Thomas H. Ince
productions starring this actor and released byArtcraft are now in much greater
demand than every before. Everywhere
throughout the country Hart pictures are
now being shown, bringing about a wave
of popularity for the well-known delineator
of Western characters. The demand for
new Hart subjects by photoplay patrons
has caused no little competition among
exhibitors for bookings on " The Narrow
Trail " and " The Silent Man," the first
and second Hart-Ince films to be released
by Artcraft.
In speaking about the bookings on HartInce pictures, Walter E. Greene, president
of Artcraft Pictures, said : " From every
exchange in the country we are receiving
enthusiastic reports on the manner in
which requests for bookings on William
S. Hart pictures are pouring in. Houses
that ordinarily run pictures in one and
two day bookings are requesting extra
runs, and the rebookings on ' The Narrow
Trail ' far exceed our expectations."
Lockwood

Completes Interiors for

Avenging is Trail
"
Harold " Lockwood
now well
under
way with the production of his forthcoming Metro wonderplay of his " The
Avenging Trail," a Northern woods story
adapted by Fred J. Balshofer and Mary
Murillo from Henry Oyen's novel,
"Gaston Olaf."
The photographing of the interior
scenes has been completed, and the star
with Director Francis Ford and a company of over twenty is near N. Conway,
N. H., putting on exterior scenes.
" The Avenging Trail " is set in a lumber camp of the North. It is a drama of
love and adventure and provides Harold
Lockwood with the most powerful vehicle
of his career.
American

Selects Cast of Second
Fischer Play

The complete cast of "the AmericanMutual production entitled " Molly Go
Get 'Em," has been selected. This is the
second Fischer feature, in which Miss
Fischer will have, it is said, a widely different role from any that she has yet
done. True Boardman has been engaged
by the American Film Company for a
principal role. Emma Kluge has a prominent part and others in the cast are Hal
Clements, Margaret Allen and Alfred Ferguson. Jack Mower will play opposite
Miss Fischer, who as Molly Allison, a
mischievous girl, manages to gather a remarkable amount of ^f un in life at the expense of a long-suffering family. Lloyd
Ingraham will direct it. Mr. Ingraham
also directed Miss Fischer's first picture,
under the working title of " A Daughter
of Joan," but which will be released under
" Miss Jackie, the Army Girl." Beatrice
Van wrote the story of " Mollie Go Get
'Em,"
Elizabeth Mahoney adapted it
for the and
screen.
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Paralta Gets Good
Notices on Kerrigan
Chine's Auditorium in Los Angeles Shows "A Man's Man" to
Capacity Audiences — Critic Reviews the Feature 'Favorably

Lois Wilson, with J. Warren Kerrigan in His
First Paralta Play, "A Man's Man "
DARALTA PLAYS, INC., announced
* last week that it has received congratulatory notices in reference to "A Man's
Man," ofwhich,
if there
is the
any merits
doubt of
in the
mind
exhibitors
as to
the
production, should set all minds at rest.
"A Man's Man," with J. Warren Kerrigan as the star, had a prerelease booking a
short time ago at Clune's Auditorium in
Los Angeles, where the Paralta Studios are
also located. This theatre has a seating
capacity of over 3,000. During the entire
week the production played to capacity
Metro

Film

audiences and on the day of the final performance Mr. Clune states that he was compelled to turn away more people than the
theatre would hold. In a letter addressed
to the New York offices of Paralta Plays,
Mr. Clune writes, in part, as follows:
"Clune's Auditorium, having had the premier presentation of the world's greatest
pictures, such as ' The Clansman ' or ' The
Birth of a Nation,' ' Ramona,' ' The Eyes
of the World, ' etc., we are particularly
gratified that 'A Man's Man ' should have
approximated the business of those pictures." Itis especially interesting that this
first Paralta Play, "A Man's Man," while
playing at the regular scale of prices, should
approximate the business of larger productions.
In the review of the picture, written by
the dramatic critic of the Los Angeles Express, itstates that "if the initial offering
of Paralta Plays, Inc., one of the newest
members of the motion picture colony in
Hollywood, is to be taken as a criterion,
the show-going public will be justified to
any future Paralta output. Yesterday's
audiences at the auditorium 'were practically
unanimous in pronouncing this picturization
of Peter B. Kyne's dashing story of South
American intrigues and revolution one of
the corking films of the past two years. It
has magnificent sets that were apparently
built with no regard for expense. ' A
Man's Man ' looks like a sure-fire hit. Its
action is swift, its story convincing and
graphic, its interest cumulative and its quai
ity of acting better than the average. The
acting is invariably good and the types well
chosen. Mr. Kerrigan is fitted with a role
obviously to his liking and he makes an
attractive hero, with his personality and
screen experience standing out at all times."

and Frohman
Merge in Barrymore Films
Star Expects to Begin Season of New Plays Following Completion
' of Metro Series — Will Read Scripts in Leisure Moments
,

pTHEL BARRYMORE, according to
' plans, will have the co-operation of
Metro Pictures Corporation, and the
Charles Frohman estate in making out the
program of her activities for the year.
Miss Barrymore is now completing her
latest series of Metro productions with a
screen version of the Kellett Chambers
comedy, " An American Widow," and at
an early date will begin her season of new
plays and dramatic revivals of the speaking stage, in accordance with the plan arranged for in advance by the late Charles
Frohman. One of the most important features of this program will be Miss Barrymore's creation of the leading role in the
new version of " Camille " adapted by Edward N. Sheldon, not from the old stage
productions, but from the book itself by
Dumas.
The star's screen career, however, will
not be forgotten during the development of
this program, for in her leisure hours during the daytime at her home in Mamaro-

neck, Miss Barrymore will read manuscripts of new screen productions, and pass
on their merits, deciding upon the program
of feature motion pictures to follow. One
activity is thus made the relaxation from
one and the preparation for the next. Miss
Barrymore's list of screen appearances for
the coming year will include stories by
American novelists and scenario writers,
and some of the most notable directors in
the screen world will prepare these stories
for public presentation.
Some time ago it was announced that
Miss Barrymore had permanently given up
the stage for the screen, and she began a
long series of feature productions under
the management of Metro, the only motion
picture company with which she has ever
been associated. Later this program was
varied by the appearance of the star in a
revival of Barrie's one-act play, " The
Twelve-Pound Look," the leading role in
which Miss Barrymore created in this country, although she did not interrupt her
screen work for the purpose.
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Plays Prove Their Value to Exhibitors
Fannie W^rd in " Innocent " Is Expected to Surpass Other
Pictures She Has Made — Seven Studios Used in Production
them profitable for the showman," said an
official in this connection, " and we are literally deluged with requests for particulars
concerning the others to come. It is clear
that the Pathe plays are going over and
that the pictures on the way will prove the
equal of any on the market at the present
time. ' Box-office value and drawing power '
is our aim, dictated by long experience.
"Such producing facilities as we have in
our seven studios assure artistry in photography, lighting, setting, etc., and these
Pathe plays will disclose new achievements
along these lines, but a hit depends mostly
on story and acting, and the following announcement discloses what we are accomplishing in this
Probably
the regard."
biggest of the big things

Goldwyn
Changes
Plans for
Mabel Normand Films
According to latest developments in the
Goldwyn camp, Mabel Normand is quite
likely to find her second Goldwyn picture, recently begun under the direction of
George Loane Tucker, the first of her releases under the Goldwyn banner.
As previously announced in Motion Picture News, Miss Normand's first Goldwyn
picture, " Joan of Plattsburg," has been
shelved immediately following its completion because, according to Goldwyn, it
contains material of a military character
that should not be flashed on the screen at
this time.
It is said that even before Goldwn had
'Joan of Plattsburg" in completed form
Miss Normand was working with Mr.
Tucker in her next picture, which is
claimed to be a most unusual one. Nothing concerning its nature has emanated
from the Goldwyn offices, not even the
title.
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Fannie Ward Is in the Midst of Production Work
for Her First Pathe Play, On the Coast

REPORTS from all sections of the country tabulated in a statement from
Pathe indicate that the new Pathe plays
are looked upon as a big, important feature proposition by leading exhibitors.
" The Pathe plays now booking are getting unusually high rentals because they are
showing that their drawing power makes

PICTURE

Pathe has in course of production is " Innocent," with Fannie Ward starred. This
is considered a very valuable theatrical
property, deserving big handling.
This picture gives Fannie Ward, it is
said, the best part since her triumph in the
title role of "The Cheat" and is expected
to prove an even bigger success because
" Innocent " is a play which was originally
accepted by one of the shrewdest judges of
box-office values in America, A. H. Woods,
and it is now being produced at the AstraPathe Studios by George Fitzmaurice.
Bessie Love is at work on " Spring of
the Year," from Henry Kitchell Webster's
" The Painted Scene," and scenarioized by
Agnes C. Johnston, author of some of the
biggest comedy-drama hits of the past year.
This production is under the direction of
Madame Alice Blache. It is looked upon
as Bessie Love's best vehicle to date.

Pauline Frederick Stars in Allegorical Play by Hobart
well as such industries as commerce and
PARAMOUNT, in an announcement last finance.
week, intimated that a complete deThe date of release has not yet been
parture from Pauline Frederick's usual
announced, but it will be, no doubt, some
style of photoplay will be found in the
time after the holidays. The production
forthcoming production of " Jealousy," a has
been directed by Robert G. Vignola
new allegorical drama written by George
and
Ned
Van Buren is responsible for the
,"
in camera work.
" Experience
author of star
V. Hobart,
will have the
the Paramount
which
title role.
No production of recent months, it is
Director Walsh Gets Boosts in
said, offers greater opportunity, not alone
Daily Newspapers
for exceptional dramatic action, but for
In an announcement last week the Goldstriking settings, startling photographic
wyn Pictures Corporation suggested that
effects and elaborate production.
nothing can be taken as a better index
According to Paramount, the screen
affords a field for the depiction of a story
of R. A. Walsh's popularity with the public than comments in the daily press upon
of this character of far greater scope than
the announcement that he has joined the
the limited confines of the stage provide.
In this production the ingenious use of Goldwyn forces.
As an example, Goldwyn quoted from a
every new and, in many cases, unprerecent issue of a Denver paper as follows :
cedented photographic novelties are expected to render it exceptionally interest" Now we may expect -still other new
ing. In the preparation of settings, the
types of productions from the versatile
invention of the scenic artists at the studio
Goldwyn organization — dramas of great
has been taxed to its utmost. For example,
power ; things dynamic and chock full of
there is shown " The House of Heavy
manstuff and action."
A Salt Lake City paper remarked, GoldHours," a bizarre boudoir, with decorations
indescribably weird and at the same time
wyn announced,
that " R.force.
A. Walsh
is aa
director
of tremendous
He is
fascinating. As a contrast will be shown
master
of
the
action-drama
and
his
screen
the " Garden of Delight " where exquisite
examples of scenic investiture are said to children have a certain sweep and possess
be employed. The characters will embrace
a certain dramatic impetus that are not
various emotions of the 'fiman mind as
found in pictures made by anyone else."

World-Brady Names Next Kitty
Gordon Picture
" Diamonds and Pearls " is announced
as the name of the next Kitty Gordon
contribution to World-Pictures BradyMade. This photoplay was formerly titled
" The Hour Glass." As a fact, she was
a lovely Southern girl whose impoverished
planter father was a hard, overbearing
citizen and would not let her participate
in the innocent frivolities of maidenhood.
So that when he finally became sufficiently considerate to die he left her penniless and yearning for a glittering life.
She marries a rich man, hits up too fast
for him, and nearly ruins her own life
before a very trying lesson causes her to
pull up.
Mae

Murray Begins Her Third
Bluebird Production
Mae Murray, it was announced this
week has started her third Bluebird

photoplay.
" TheandEternal
is
the title,
RobertColumbine
Leonard,"
under whose direction " The Princess Virtue " and " Face Value " were filmed, is
staging the production. The story is by
H. Sheridan Bickers, known in England
as a former dramatic critic of prominence, who has been engaged especially
to write for Miss Murray.
In " The Eternal Columbine " devotees
of the stage, Bluebird insists that those
who failed to see any of her Broadway
performances, will have a chance to realize
how fully Miss Murray is entitled to her
fame as a dancer, for she appears as a
down-to-date Columbine and several of
the dances which won the acclaim of theatre audiences are executed for the camera.
The production includes a short prologue founded upon the romantic tragedy
of Pierrette and her suitors, Pierrot and
Harlequin. This incursion into the realm
of classic pantomime marks a new advance, itis claimed, in the art of the photoplay. Kenneth Harlan, who has been
featured in several recent Bluebird productions, will appear opposite Miss Murrole. ray and Albert Roscoe will play the heavy
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Paramount-Artcraft Publications
Merged in One
The two weekly publications issued by
Paramount Pictures Corporation and Artcraft Pictures Corporation, called Paramount Progress and Artcraft Advance,
have been merged into one magazine and
will appear weekly hereafter under the
name of Progress — Advance, it was announced by Famous Players-Lasky last
week.
According to plans, the new publication
will number twenty pages, and will pursue
the same policy as was characteristic of
the house organs in the past.
B. P. Fineman, editor of Paramount
Progress, has been appointed editor of
Progress — Advance, and Charles Kenmore
Ulrich has been named as associate editor.
Cohan Permits Use of " Over
There " Song with Picture
George M. Cohan, who extended to
Charles Richman permission to use the
title of his song, " Over There " as the
title of the six-part photodrama which is
being distributed by Select Pictures Corporation, has granted permission, it was
announced by Select last week, for the use
of the song as the musical theme accompanying the presentation of the screen production.
James Kirkwood, who directed the feature, maneuvered so that his co-stars, Anna
Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman, figured
prominently in many scenes in which New
York streets provided backgrounds. The
setting of " Over There " is almost entirely in New York and vicinity.
Metro

Uses
Old
New York
Theatre for Scenes
The old Garden theatre, at Twenty-seventh street and Madison avenue, New
York, the scene of many stage successes
of a decade ago, was used recently for
the staging of scenes in Ethel Barrymore's
forthcoming Metro wonderplay, "An
American
Widow," under the direction of
Frank Reicher.
This story called for scenes showing the
premiere of a comedy success on the stage
with a capacity first night audience, and
the presence of the author and his wife in
a lower box. Scenes were also taken of a
panic of the audience at the supposed call
of
"fire."-scenes
For the
photographing
of these
various
in the
theatre a score
of
high powered studio lights were installed
by Frank Detering, Metro Electrical Director, and his staff.
Frank Packard Joins Goldwyn
Literary Forces
To the long list of writers who have furnished the literary material for Goldwyn
Pictures has been added Frank Packard,
whose novel, " The Beloved Traitor," is
now being filmed with Mae Marsh as the
star. He thus takes his place beside Margaret Mayo, Edgar Selwyn, Irvin S. Cobb,
Roi Cooper Megrue, Basil King, Porter
Emerson Browne, Edward Childs Carpenter and Anatolc France in the motion picture ranks of Goldwyn.

Theodore C. Dietrich, President of the Newly Formed De Luxe Pictures, Inc., and His First Star,
Doris Kenyon, Who Will Head Her Own Company

Deitrich

Announces Formation of New Company
Will Be Known as De Luxe Pictures, Inc., and Plans to Star
Doris Kenyon in Features — Production Starts in February
write original stories for Miss Kenyon.
THEODORE
C. DEITRICH,
who and
retired last week
as advertising
" We expect to start making pictures
publicity director of the International Film
in February or March, but we will -not
start until I am fully satisfied with my
Service Company, Inc., has announced the
formation of De Luxe Pictures, Inc., a
stories. My long experience in newspaper
and magazine writing and editing, and
$200,000 concern, which will produce highmore recently my film experience fits me,
class feature photoplays with Doris Kenyon as the star. Miss Kenyon is at present
I believe, to judge the quality of stories
with Pathe, starring in the new serial,
the public wants. Titles will be given
'* The Hidden Hand." She will sever her
the most serious consideration, and no picconnection with Pathe, it is said, about
ture will be released until the title is satisthe first of the year, upon the completion
factory. We are negotiating now for one
of the serial.
of the best-equipped studios in the East,
At a meeting of the stockholders of the
although some of our work will be done
either in Florida or California.
new company, Mr. Deitrich was elected
president and general manager; William
L. Chilvers, vice-president and secretary,
and Edward V. Goerz, treasurer. The
Mary Pickford's New Picture
Nears Completion
board of directors consists of the officers
and D. M. Kanyon, of this city, and AsMary Pickford's newest photoplay to be
released by Artcraft Pictures is now rapidly
semblyman Raymond Kenyon, who reprenearing completion at the Lasky studio in
sents Essex County in the State LegislaHollywood. The new production is an
tlre. He is a brother of Miss Doris Kenyonfl The new concern is now fitting up
adaptation from William J. Locke's novel,
executive offices at 516 Fifth avenue, which
" Stella Maris," prepared for the screen by
will be ready for occupancy on DecemFrances Marion and staged under the diber 1.
rection of Marshall Neilan. Miss Marion
and Mr. Neilan have been respectively reIn outlining the policy of De Luxe Picsponsible for the scenario work and the
tures, Inc., Mr. Deitrich said : " Miss Kenyon and I have decided that there is a
staging of Miss Pickford's last two feagrowing demand for clean, wholesome, artures, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm " and
tistic, human interest pictures. We have
" The Little Princess."
The story of Stella Maris, it is felt by
reached this conclusion after watching and
both director and scenario writer, gives to
carefully weighing the reports from exhibMiss Pickford the most tenderly appealing
itors all over the country. We propose
role in which she has ever appeared on the
to make this kind of pictures in five, six
screen. For the first time in her career the
and seven-reel features exclusively. Miss
Artcraft star portrays two roles in the same
Kenyon will appear as the star in all of
the first productions of our company. It production. The two parts that Miss Pickford enacts are those of Stella Maris, who
is our intention, however, to take on other
has been a paralytic for ten years, living in
stars as rapidly as possible and present
them in the same manner as Miss Kenyon
a home of wealth, surrounded by every luxury and with the tender and devoted care
will be presened.
" We have many splendid stories in of the circle of friends, who are worshiphand, which I have been collecting durpers at the " Court of Stella Maris," and
ing the past two years. Some are book
that of Unity Blake, a veritable Ugly Duckling, the slave of an orphanage, living on
adaptations, some are original scripts. I
have also commissioned two of the best
the scraps and dressing in the rags which
known authors before the public to-day to are aiven to her in the name of charity.
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Paul Scardon Urges Meeting the
War Tax in the Studios
According to Paul Scardon, under
whose direction many of the current
Vitagraph successes have been produced,
ihe Federal war tax on motion picture
films can be made up in the studio by
every one " doing his bit." Mr. Scardon
has studied the problem from the angle
of the studio, and in an interview on the
subject, said:
" I believe from personal experiments in
facilitating production, that the tax imposed upon the production of pictures can
be made up to the producing companies in
their own studios, if all directors and
heads of departments, who are given a
free hand, will inject a little patriotism and
a deal of system into their daily work. If
they do," said Mr. Scardon, " the war tax
will not only be met, but the business efficiency of the studios will be increased as
well.

Little Zoe Rae and Gretchen Lederer in an Unusually Restful Scene in Bluebird's " My Little Boy "
Bluebird Promises "Spoken Title" Innovation
Violet Mersereau Release Will Inaugurate Carl Laemmle's New
and Interesting Idea of Having Characters Read Titles in Story
the last row of a theatre to clearly hear
NOT only lip readers, but others will no
the dialogue when his eyes were open ; but
doubt be interested in the experiment
declared that with his eyes shut the lines
Managing Director Carl Lacmmle, of Bluespoken by the actors on the stage were a
bird photoplays, has ordered undertaken in
mere jumble of sounds.
s
next
Mersereau'
Violet
of
production
the
release. The titles will all be rehearsed
"Constant Reader" went on to say: "I
was greatly interested in this experience.
and " spoken " into the features as it proThe eyes take in at a glance a conversation ;
gresses. The characters will thus speak
they note from the expression on the face
the titles, and the printed word will serve
as a confirmation of what has been said
of the person speaking whether what he
says is serious, amusing or otherwise, and,
during the production of the scene, immediately preceding the title.
in many instances, without previous trainTo further develop the public interest,
ing, they recognize the actions of the visible speech organs, interpreting the word
the advertising and press work will make
pictures formed by them with the aid of
reference to the " spoken " titles, and there
will be printed lists of the complete set of
the mind into spoken language, even if the
sound of the voice cannot be heard. Many
titles provided for the use of exhibitors in
of us are unconsciously doing just the same
distributing them to their audiences. No
thing when attending a moving picture play
less a benefactor than "Constant Reader"
is responsible, in a letter to the editor of
and are, perhaps, startled by the sudden
one of New York's dailies, for the idea that
voices coming from the silent screen."
Mr. Laemmle proposes to have these
will be worked out by Mr. Laemmle in the
forthcoming Bluebird.
" voices from the screen " speak in absolute harmony with the action that has led
The newspaper reader, in his expressions
to the title being inserted.
to the editor, related how he was able from
Zukor and Rothapfel Regi
WALTER E. GREENE, president of
Artcraft Pictures Corporation, last
week received from Adolph Zukor and S.
L. Rothapfel, who are now in California,
two enthusiastic telegrams concerning the
new Douglas Fairbanks picture, " Reaching
for the Moon."
Both Mr. Zukor and Mr. Rothapfel
viewed the new Fairbanks picture at the
Lasky studio, Hollywood, and immediately
upon conclusion of the showing wired Mr.
Greene their appreciation of the merits of
the film. " Just viewed Douglas Fairbanks'
latest picture, ' Reaching for the Moon,' "
read Mr. Zukor's telegram. " He hits the
bull's-eye more vigorously than ever in a
typical up-to-the-minute American ve-

er Joy Over

New

Feature

hide. Mr. Fairbanks' versatility, coupled
with a splendid story, will add new laurels
to his already inimitable fame. Reviewing
this picture is one of the high lights of my
trip to California."
Mr. Rothapfel's wire was as follows: "I
feel like a two-year-old boy, full of the old
pep and vitality. Just attended a projection
of Douglas Fairbanks' new picture, ' Reaching for the Moon,' which I think tops the
already monumental Fairbanks standard.
Even though I am out here in California,
3,500 miles from the Rialto, I will revel in
the enjoyment of those who religiously
turn out to smile with Old Doc Cheerful.
My enthusiasm prompts me to exhaust all
my superlatives."

" A company of players remaining idle
for one day, as a result of the failure to
plan the work ahead, results in the loss
of enough money to pay the war tax on
at least thirty-five reels of film. This loss
can be avoided if the director is given his
script in time and the work is intelligently
planned, and if the errors in system are
corrected as a result of the present emergency, the war tax will eventually be
classed as a blessing in disguise.
" The average director in the personnel
of the producing forces is hard working
and conscientious, but improvement is always possible and if we all get right on
the job with a firm resolve to do our
bit by increasing efficiency, the present
menace to the industry will be met and
conquered at its source. Delay exists in
all studios and all efforts should be directed
to eliminating the evil."
Mae

Marsh Draws New Phrases
Concerning Personality
It appears that Mae Marsh, sometimes
termed
the "referred
enigma ofto thethrough
screen," other
and
sometimes
phrases equally as descriptive, if baffling, is
about to get a corner on the phrase market
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, for whom
Miss Marsh appears in features, has tabulated a few of the terms used by writers
and others in reference to Miss Marsh's
personality, and it cannot be denied the
whole makes interesting reading.
Goldwyn cites Miss Marsh as an exception to the supposedly established rule that
stars must stick to the " artistic and temperamental personality," and backs up its
claim with phrases taken at random from
reviews and other literary efforts of writers.
To one she is " the quaintest girl in pictures." Another hails her " eerie charm."
In one picture a writer finds her " deliciously amusing; " in the next she "wrings the
heart with the pity of angels." A critic
once called her " the girl who has every-

Another dubbed Miss Marsh " the
chamelion of the screen." Her facial expression drew from R. J. McCoy the nickthing." name, "the girl of a thousand faces."
Janet Priest dubbed Miss Marsh " the
whim girl of the films."
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Dorothyfrom
Dalton's
Stardom
Inborn
Desire Results
THE stellar heights to which Dorothy
Dalton, the Thomas H. Ince star, has
risen are not the result of mere chance,
accident, opportunity or any of the other
names by which players sometimes reach
the topmost goal of the profession.
A story of Miss Dalton's life, if related
truthfully, would prove that even as a
schoolgirl the dimpled star evinced a strong
desire for a dramatic career, and after a
course at an academy was given her first
opportunity through a professional engagement with Virginia Harned during a season
of stock at a Chicago theatre. The Windy
City was Miss Dalton's home town.
Associated with Miss Harned was Wright
Huntington, and when, the following season, he established a stock company of his
own in a mid-Western city Mr. Huntington
procured Miss Dalton to play the ingenue
roles. Her work with the Huntington
players was so uniformly good that she
received numerous offers for other stock
engagements, all of which she refused for
a chance to play a prolonged engagement
over the Orpheum circuit in a vaudeville
sketch called
" Thedistinction
Smugglers."
achieved
no little
as an Having
actress
Miss Dalton was anxious to test her ability
as an authoress, and the fact that " The
Smugglers " was continued for two entire
seasons was sufficient proof of a literary
talent.
Following her vaudeville engagements
Miss Dalton went to Denver, where she
played leading ingenue roles with Elitch's
Garden stock company, from which organization she went to Portland, Maine,
the following season as leading woman for
the B. F. Keith stock company, where she
scored pronounced success in a wide range
of dramatic parts.
From the Keith company Miss Dalton
went to Los Angeles on a visit and was
immediately engaged by Thomas H. Ince
to appear under his direction in photoplays.
Her first camera work was in " The DisHart. ciple," in which she supported William S.
"Nan of Music Mountain" Claims
Good Story
For the patrons of the motion picture
theatre who maintain that the " story is the
thing " in " fillums," Paramount, in an announcement this week, heartily recommends
" Nan of Music Mountain," adapted from
Frank H. Spearman's novel of that name,
and which is scheduled for early release
with Wallace Reid in the star role.
As an example, Paramount cites a quotation from a Boston daily, as follows :
" Western stories are as plentiful as strawberries in June, but a good Western story
is as rare a thing as a strawberry in December. Nan
'
of Music Mountain ' attains the
latter classification."
In regard to the supporting cast, it is
hardly necessary to make further comments
than to state the fact that Theodore Roberts, considered the premier character
artist of the screen, is " in it." James
Cruze, Raymond Hatton, Charles Ogle,
Hart Hoxie, Guy Oliver, Henry Woodward, Ernest Joy, H. B. Carpenter, James
Mason and Alice Marc complete the cast.
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Asserts Women
Declares Scenario Field Has
Stepped In — Amazed at Their
' I 'HAT the woman in business is here to
*■ stay, and that the gentler sex in the
motion picture industry will stay as long
as, if not longer than, any in other industries, is the opinion of Walter E. Greene,
president of Artcraft, in an announcement
issued from his office last week.
In addition to declaring that women
writers are usurping the scenario field and
are excelling their male brethren, Mr.
Greene, whose organization includes as
stars Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
William S. Hart, Geraldine Farrar, Elsie
Ferguson and George M. Cohan, and such
wizards of the screen as D. W. Griffith,
Cecil B. De Mille, Thomas H. Ince, John
Emerson, Allan Dwan and Marshall Neilan,
said: "I have never realized how important a part the women of the country were
taking in national affairs until the recent
election set me thinking, and I was amazed
to find to what extent we have been dependent upon the brains of women in conducting our vast business.
" The selection of vehicles for our stars
is of paramount importance, and a subject
that is given the utmost consideration. On
each play depends the success or failure of
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Take Lead in Industry
Improved Since Gentler Sex
Usefulness in Film Business
a production running into six figures. The
stars know that their continued popularity —
and their big salaries — are dependent upon
the pleasure of the public, and they and
their directors analyze and dissect the material offered by playwrights. It is a fiery
crucible in which these scenarios are tested,
and but few survive the ordeal. And we
have found that our best stories are coming from women. In the great majority of
cases a woman has written the original play
or book, or the work has beentadapted to
the screen by a woman.
" The stupendous Geraldine Farrar spectacle,The
'
Woman God Forgot,' is from
the pen of Jeanie Macpherson, who has
also written the scenario of ' The Devil
Stone,' Miss Farrar's next photoplay. Miss
Macpherson was the author of two of
Mary Pickford's successes, ' A Romance
of the Redwoods' and the patriotic subject,
' The Little American.'
" Miss Anita Loos has been writing
scenarios for Douglas Fairbanks for some
time, being responsible for such productions
as ' In Again — Out Again ' and 'Wild and
Woolly.' Douglas Fairbanks' latest picture,
' Reaching for the Moon,' is also one of
her contributions."

Universal Exploits Several Special Features
One Said to Be Exceptionally Well Fitted for Holiday Showing
Is " Beloved Jim "— " Bucking Broadway " Features Harry Carey
also includes Hector Dion, John O'Dell,
production work at UniOUT of the
Betty Schade and Baby Georgia French.
versal City has come several features
When Harvey Gates had finished his
that are considered by Universal of special
merit, and to fittingly exploit them an ef- presentation of " Madam Spy," in which
fort to advertise and promote these at- Jack Mulhall, Donna Drew and Claire Du
tractions, not alone to exhibitors but be- Brey will be featured, what is said to be
another unusual offering developed in Lee
fore the general public, has been inaugurated. Universal producers seem to have
Morrison's story of intrigue and adventure.
found uncommonly good subjects for a The scenic equipment and the supporting
group of attractive releases, and this fact cast are declared to be elements that conto the conspicuous merits of
will be heralded, it is planned, through a ' " Madam tribute
Spy."
campaign for increased publicity that will
draw attention to these particular offerings.
Louise duction
Lovely,
" Painted
made by in
Edward
J. LeLips,"
Saint,a proand
Stuart Payton has made a feature said
to be especially suited to the holiday seastill another Harry Carey feature, " Phantom Riders," created by Jack Ford, are
son, in " Beloved Jim," featuring Harry
among the Universal productions that
Carter, Priscilla Dean and Joseph Girard.
The full cast employs Morris Foster,
promise to attract more than the customCharles Hill Mailes, Frank Dachio, Sidney
ary exploitation and profitable attention.
Dean, Ed Brown and Mrs. A. E. Witting.
Jack Ford's production, reflecting both
Vampires Flock to Theda Bara
the East and West, engages Harry Carey
Matinee in New York
as the star of " Bucking Broadway." MolTheda
Bara, William Fox star, gave a
ly Malone will be featured as Mr. Carey's
matinee
at
the Lyric Theatre, on Novemleading
in GeorgeandHively's
latestVernon
work.
Herbert lady
Rawlinson
Brownie
ber 19, to her man-snaring sisters of the
silent and speaking stage in honor of Cleoare featured in " The High Sign," an Elmer Clifton production created by Waldepatra, their old-world preceptress. Vampires, amateur and professional, real and
mar Young and J. Grubb Alexander. Hayward Mack, Ed. Brady, Mark Fenton, Nelimaginary, filled the playhouse and witlie Allen, Frank McQuarrie and Harry
nessed historic competition as exemplified
Mann provide the support.
by the siren queen who changed the history of the globe.
" The Wolf and His Mate," an offering
shown during the current days at the
Miss Bara was the cynosure of curious
attention in a stage box. She could not be
Broadway theatre, New York, is another
production Universal is advancing as a subprevailed upon to do more than bow her acject for extra advertising and exploitation.
knowledgements during the intermission.
Most
of
the
fair,
frail and fascinating
Louise Lovely is the star in Julia Maier's
play, directed by Edward J. Le Saint. Hart
Hoxie heads a supporting company that vampire role stars in the city's theatres were
present.
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"Within

the Law"
Books
Exhibitors of Windy City Make RushBriskly
• for Feature in
After Chicago
Court Rules Against Funkhouser — Orpheum First to Book
THE stampede of Chicago exhibitors to and immediately there was a rush of exhibitors to book the big Blue Ribbon Spebook " Within the Law," following the
court victory against Major Funkhouser by cial.
The Orpheum theatre on State street was
Greater Vitagraph, continues unabated, acthe first to book the feature. Following
cording to reports received by Walter W.
the completion of the Orpheum run, the
Irwin, general manager of the Vitagraph
picture is to play through the entire Ascher
distributing organization the cause of this
Brothers Circuit of sixteen theatres. Other
stampede being as follows:
theatres which have booked the feature for
Greater Vitagraph, through a legal fight
runs of varying lengths are: Strand,
directed by Irwin and Albert E. Smith,
Twentieth Century, Crawford, Madison
presidenf of the company, obtained an orSquare, Newberry, Franklin, Kimbark,
der of mandamus against the city officials,
Vision, Lyric, Curtis, Avon, Rosewood,
but they refused to recognize it and apPlayhouse, Chateau, States, Lincoln, De
pealed from the order. Vitagraph then
Luxe, Tiffin and White Palace.
went into court and applied for an orThese bookings almost equal the record
der restraining the police from interfering with the showing of the picset
by " inWithin
Law Then
" at the
timebooked
of its
release
New the
York.
it was
ture. On October 26 an injunction was
granted which barred the police from in- and played simultaneously over the Loew,
Moses, Keith, Poli, Proctor, Fox and
terfering with the picture pending the decision of the city's appeal in the first case, Mayer and Schneider theatre circuits.
Paramount
Credits Serial Success to Novelty
Tries Out Original Idea in "Who Is Number One?" by Avoiding the Obvious — Keeps Audiences Guessing All Way Through
The spectators guess that the
ONE of the many reasons for the suc- liceman.
cess of "Who Is Number One?" ac- policeman will see the message, call for
cording to a recipe announced last week
help and rush to the rescue. But that isn't
t's serial department, is that what happens. The child borrows a pin
Paramoun
by
careful to keep away
Paramount has been
from the policeman and he helps her fashion the cuff into a cape for her doll, then
from the obvious throughout the entire action of the serial starring Kathleen Clif- walks away, leaving the child to play with
ford.
the message that would bring aid to Kathleen. Thus, crossing the guessers and
Concerning this Paramount said : " When
Kathleen, in her war upon the conspirators
throwing Kathleen's scheme awry.
" In a later episode, Kathleen is in danled by " Number One," gets into a predicament she always escapes by some new
ger of death from a dynamite blast. A
method. And Paramount has avoided the rescuing party is on the way. The fans
old " nick of time " rescues that have lost guess that the rescuers will arrive in time
their thrill now that the motion picture to prevent the blast. But they don't. The
fan is educated in melodrama and knows
blast is shot, the building is wrecked and
that when the ordinary heroine is in peril, in an astonishing closeup of the falling
wreckage, Kathleen is buried and crushed
somebody is going to happen conveniently
around and save her.
by falling timbers.
" It is this sort of treatment, the de" In theis fourth
Kathleen
locked episode,
in a roomforandinstance,
one of
parture from the obvious, the introduction
the conspirators is smashing down the of continual surprises that is making
door. Kathleen writes a message for help
"Who Is Number One?" a serial with
on her cuff and throws it out of the wina powerful pull that is holding the big foldow. A child finds it and goes to a polowing it has created."
General Tabulates Film Rentals by Machine
Prodigious Weekly Accounting Task Now Easily Accomplished
by Auditor Gulick's Department — Tries Out System First
AFTER more than six months of succonsisting of three units in each set, Gencessful operation General Film
eral Film makes weekly a minute and
separate accounting of its every film
Company has adopted as permanent an advanced method of tabulation for its volrental — by serial number, manufacturer,
subject, date, branch, exhibitor and price
ume of accounting details with bookkeeping machinery. General Film Company is throughout the United States. Auditor
W. M. Gulick estimates that the machines
probably the only moving picture organidispose of from 14,000 to 16,000 ordinary
zation that employs such a labor-saving
aid in its auditing department, and, in bookkeeping entries per week, and that
it would need about forty clerks to do the
fact, it is said so far to be the only one
same work that the machines are doing.
with operations so extensive as to oblige
What swells the volume of necessary
it thus to handle clerical details by wholeentries in the General Film Company
sale. The system in use is the same as
that used by the U. S. Census Bureau in auditing department is the company's
position as the distributor for a dozen
tabulating its myriad of statistics.
different motion picture manufacturers.
By the use of several sets of machines
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Frank
Lloyd
Directs Jewel
Carmen for William Fox
It was announced last week from the
William Fox offices that Frank Lloyd will
supervise
the direction
Jewel Carmen's
first
starring
productionof under
the Fox
banner. Among films Lloyd has directed
are " A Tale of Two Cities," " When a
Man
Red " and
" LesinMiserables."
ForSees
exterior
scenes
Mme. Sonia
Markova's second Fox production, the
Russian star and her company have gone
to a point in Massachusetts. In the cast
are David Herblin, Eric Mayne, Bradley
Barker, Fang.
Stanley Heck, Wu-Soy-Fa and
Charlie
Essanay Shows Lake Louise in
New General Release
Lake Louise, said by some to be the most
beautiful spot in North America, is the subject of the second release in the new Essanay scenic, released by General Film
Company. This one-reel feature is said to
be literally crammed with some of the most
wonderful scenery ever caught by the camera, presenting novel and interesting views
never before screened.
Petrova Delays Scenes to Get
Proper Atmosphere
Madame Olga Petrova has exerted the
utmost personal attention in making
" Daughter of Destiny," her first production for the Petrova Picture Company, as
nearly perfect as possible, and, according
to reports this week, her efforts will surely
meet with full success.
The initial offering of the star's own
picture organization is said to contain
several important scenes which required
the use of the Royal Grenadier Guard.
Petrova, refusing to attempt a " studio
imitation," caused, according to news this
week from her publicity department, the
picture to be held up until the city was
combed for ex-members of the European
regiment.
The data required about film rentals is
virtually multiplied by the number of
manufacturers, whereas it would be comparatively simple to keep account of the
film rentals as a whole Each separate
manufacturer, however, is entitled to an
accounting of each day's rental of each
reel of film in each of the company's
twenty-eight exchanges, and this accounting General Film Company successfully
undertakes to render.
With the use of the machines it is possible, promptly and regularly, to give each
manufacturer a report presenting in exact
detail the performance of each reel of
film in dollars and cents.
A force of four or five girls and as
many young men, as the work varies, are
kept on the tabulation of film rental
charges by General Film. This work is
under the management of C. H. Coburn,
an expert in this sort of accounting. The
completeness and accuracy of the history
of each piece of film among the thousands handled each week, make the machine system regarded as indispensable by
the company.
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Clara

Kimball
Young Secures
Rights to Curel Novel
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG has secured the rights for the screen to
"La Fille Sauvage," by Francois Curel.
This work, which is variously known as
" The Barbarian Woman " and " The
Daughter of the Wild " in its English
translation, should present to Miss Young
a wonderful opportunity for characterization in a role in which the primal passions and appetites are ever contending
for mastery of a soul endowed with the
love of beauty. While in the original
French, " La Fille Sauvage " proves what
might be considered somewhat strong
meat for Anglo-Saxon taste, the screen
adaptation made for use by Miss Young
will, it said, contain nothing offensive.
An elaborate production of this work
will be made by Miss Young in the West
Indies — probably in Jamaica — during the
winter months, it is announced. She will
be directed in this play, as in all others in
the future, by Emile Chautard, who has
signed a long term contract as Miss
Young's director. Jacques Bizuel will
again do the camera work.
In the meantime, Miss Young and Mr.
Chautard are busily engaged bringing her
production of " The Marionettes " into
shape. It is expected that another week
will complete the screening of this play.
Louella Parsons Pays Visit to
Brenon Studios
Louella Parsons, writer on motion pictures, spent a day at the Brenon Studios on
Hudson Heights recently.
Although Mrs. Parsons has been in the
East for several weeks, and it is by no
means her first visit, it was the first time
that she and Mr. Brenon had met. Mrs.
Parsons watched Mr. Brenon and Sir
Johnston Forbes-Robertson at work during
the filming of some scenes of " The Passing of the Third Floor Back." Afterwards
she and Mr. Brenon had a long chat on the
scope and possibilities of the silent drama,
a subject which, of course, held much in
common for the writer and the director.
Mrs. Parsons remarked before leaving
the studios that the studio was run on
almost an entirely different basis to any
she had visited before, and that she would
remember her visit to the Brenon Studios
as one of the pleasantest experienced during her stay in the East.
Mary Miles Minter Starts Fifth
American Subject
Mary Miles Minter will start work on
her fifth American Film picture immediately, it is announced. The new play
makes its bow as " Mademoiselle Tiptoe,"
and was written by Arthur Barthelet.
Henry King will supervise the direction.
Miss Minter is so interested in it that
nothing but a base ball game — of which
she is very fond — took her away from
the studio the other day when she wanted
to study the script for her new play. But
Bill Russell offered her the chance to
throw the first ball at a benefit game for
the Santa Barbara boys who are in camp
and promised to knock it to kingdom come
if she would pitch for him.
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Changes a Standard to Special Feature
" Babes in the Woods," with Francis Carpenter and Virginia
Lee Corbin, Named as Year-End Gift to Wm. Fox Exhibitors

Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee Corbin,
Youthful Stars inFox" Treasure
Island," a William
Production
WILLIAM FOX claims credit for
having added three weeks to the
holiday season this year. As a y^ar-end
gift to exhibitors, and particularly to
those who have contracted for his special features, he announces that one of
his most elaborate Standard Pictures — the
one he had selected for his -Christmas
release — will be transferred December 2
to the special features classification.

International

Plans

The production is "The Babes in the
Woods," in which Francis Carpenter and
Virginia Lee Corbin are starred under
the direction of C. M. and S. A. Franklin.
It is a six-reel feature in the same class
as " Jack and the Beanstalk " and " Aladdin and the
Wonderful
" Our
intention
had Lamp."
been to handle
' The Babes in the Woods ' on exactly the
same basis as the other Carpenter-Corbin
productions,"
explains.
set it down Mr.
for Fox
release
as one" Weof had
the
Standard Pictures on December 23. We
had prepared all the elaborate advertising
material, press sheets, lobby displays,
lithographs and exhibitor helps which we
have been accustomed to furnish with
out extra-special attractions.
" We had been planning also to give
practical expression during the holiday
season of our appreciation of the hearty
support we have had from exhibitors this
year. The idea of releasing a Standard
Picture as a Fox special feature suggested
itself and ' The Babes in the Woods' was
selected as being the production which
would prove the most generally satisfactory to exhibitors and at the same time
permit of carrying out our idea of
making the transfer early in December
so that all the theatres might have an
opportunity to profit from the gift before the first of the year."

New

Animated
Comedies
Insists That as Much Pains Will Be Taken with Them as
with Five-Reel Feature— Katzenjammer Kids Subjects Ready
ten and rewritten with the utmost care,
FOR the tional
pastFilm two
years,
the Internaand each character is faithfully worked
Service
Company,
Inc.,
which controls the cartoons of all the
out by some different artist, so that each
one of the little actors has an individucomic artists of the chain of Hearst newsality of his own. A number of critics who
papers,- has been striving for bigger and
better animated cartoons, with such subhave just been shown ' The Tale of a
Monkey,' declare that it ranks as strong
jects as the "Katzenjammer Kids," "Happy
in delicious comedy as the famous
story
Hooligan," " Jerry on the Job," " Krazy
of 'Androcles and the Lion.' It is the
Kat," " Bringing Up Father," " Jimmy,"
desire of the International to impress
and Tom Power's fanciful " Joys and
upon the exhibitor as well as upon the
Glooms " at their command.
public that these comedies have long since
Edgar B. Hatrick, who has direct
passed the experimental stage and are
charge of the Animated Cartoon Department of the International, announces this
worthy of a place on any program."
Mr. La Cava, director of the departweek the bigger and better animated
ment, isone of the best known cartoonists
cartoon, which in future will be known as
in the country, having for many years
" animated comedies." The present animated cartoon is usually 500 feet in been associated with the Hearst papers,
the New York World, the New York
length, and is issued as a part of a split
Herald, the American Press Association,
release, in association with a scenic or
and other publications. He has been makeducational film. Two of the latter will
ing animated cartoons, however, for more
shortly be released, one of them, entitled
than six years.
" The Tale of a Monkey," and the other,
Among other animators employed by
" The Last Straw." Both of these comeInternational are John Foster, Frank
dies have the Katzenjammer Kids as the
Moser, Edward Grinham, George Stallprincipal actors. The scenarios were writJr., William Powers, the younger
ten and the animating done under the di- ings,
brother of Tom Powers, and Gil Martin.
rection of Gregory La Cava, director of
The news cartoons are animated by Bert
the Animated Department of the InterGreen, considered in a class by himself
national.
for that character of work. In addition
" We are taking as much pains with
to this force of artists International has
these animated comedies as is ordinarily
more than twenty-five tracers and assistaken with a five-reel feature," declares
tants in its Animated Department.
Mr. La Cava. " The scenarios are writ-
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Humor

Combined

with Strong

Situations in " Uneasy Mone\
" Uneasy
Taylor
Holmes's
newest vehicle, Money,"
soon to be
released
by George
K. Spoor as a special feature, is said to
combine a rare bit of humor with strong
and fascinating situations.
The picturization has lost none of the
verve and humor, it is claimed, that emphasized the original story in the Saturday
Evening Post. Taylor Holmes is cast as
Lord Dawlish, the polished, though quaintly
impractical, Englishman, whose love for
justice overbalances his desire to be a
*' vulgar millionaire."
Lord Dawlish is bequeathed the enormous fortune of an American millionaire
whom he had taught to overcome a difficulty in golf. But although the riches
would enable him to gain the hand of
Claire Edmont, a fortune-seeking actress,
Lord Dawlish determines to make proper
distribution of the money, giving at least
half
ofAmerican
it to Elizabeth
and nephew
" Nutty "ofNutcomb,
niece and
the
millionaire.
Lillian Drew plays Claire Edmont, the
fortune hunter, who finally weds a fat,
pudgy new-rich. Frederick Tiden, Rod La
Rocque, Virginia Bowker, Charles Gardner
and Arthur Bates are others in the cast.
Lina Cavalieri, Whom Paramount Numbers Among Its Most Lovely Stars, Promises Many Unusually
Dramatic Moments in " The Eternal Temptress," Announced for Release on December 3
Paramount
Dazzles Trade with December
Lina Cavalieri Makes First Appearance on Program with
Billie Burke. Marguerite Clark, Jack Pickionl and Others

FROM all appearances Paramount is
planning to make December its banner month, concerning releases, for in an
announcement last week the organization
named enough stars and features of the
highest calibre to trim the Christmas tree
of every exhibitor in the country who
considers himself hard, or easy, to please.
One of the features is the presentation
of Lina Cavalieri's first Paramount picture, "The Eternal Temptress," by Mmc.
Fred de Gresae, the senario by Eve Unsell. This production was directed by
Emile Chautard and is said to be one of
the most exquisite examples of the perfect photoplay ever released.
Billie Burke will be presented in " The
Land of Promise," in which she also
starred upon the stage. This play is by
W. Somerset Maugham and it is said to
be one of the best pictures in which Miss
Burke has appeared.
Christmas is Marguerite Clark's own
month. Following an annual custom, be" Snow White," Miss
with in
a new fairy play.
appear
willyear
Clarkgun last
" The Seven Swans," directed by T. Searle
Dawley, from all accounts to be the
most elaborate production of its kind ever
attempted. As a delicious little princess

List

of a mythical and mystical kingdom, Miss
Clark will assuredly appeal alike to young
and old.
Another picture in the nature of a Xmas
gift is " Tom Sawyer," in which Jack
Pickford will create upon the screen
Mark Twain's immortal hero of boyhood's
happy days.
Wallace Reid, screen hero of manly
and virile type, appears in " Nan of Music
Mountain "—directed by George Melf ord—
a story of the spreading West, written as a
novel by Frank Spearman.
Dorothy Dalton. Thomas H. Ince star,
is the youthful heroine of a dramatic
story by Shannon Fife, called "Love Let
ters." the production of which was supervised by Mr. Ince.
Charles Ray, also an Ince star in Paramount pictures, is to be seen in " His
Mother's Boy." Victor Schertzinger directed this picture, which was also supervised by Mr. Ince.
Sessue Hayakawa will play the role of a
" The Secret Game,"
Japanese
directed bydetective
William inC. De Mille.
Vivian Martin is heroine of " The Fair
Barbarian," from a story by Frances Hodgson Burnett; the scenario by Edith Kennedy, and directed by Robert Thornby.

Pathe Promises Ingenue-Vampire
in Russian Film
Theseen
moston wonderful
ever
the screen " isingenue-vampire
promised in the"
title
of " HerforSister's
which9.
Patherole
announces
release Rival,"
December
This is a Russian Art Film, in five reels,
and marks the first appearance here of
Vera Colodna. She is expected by Pathe
officials to prove such a sensation that arrangements have already been made looking toward surmounting the difficulties to
be encountered in bringing her to this
country.
" Her Sister's Rival " is looked upon by
Pathe as the best of the Russian Art Films
yet released, the others being " The
Painted Doll " and " The Queen of
Spades," both featuring Ivan Mozukin.
Helen Holmes

Flirts with Death

" Daring
Helen inHolmes
is saidDeath
to do " the most
risky bit of business of " The Lost Express," her new fifteen-chapter MutualSignal photo-novel, in " Daring Death,"
chapter twelve, which is scheduled for release December 3.
" The Lost Express " is nearing completion at the Signal Studios, near Los Angeles. Chapter fifteen will reveal the mystery of the lost express train which disappeared in chapter one.
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Victor Moore Takes Gas in
December 3 Release
The perils and pleasures of laughing gas
are said to figure very prominently in
" Toothaches and Heartaches," the Paramount-Klever Komedy, starring Victor
Moore, scheduled for release December 3.
It was written by Thomas J. Gray and was
directed by Chester M. De Vonde.
The story is said to carry the comedian
from a wife whom he picked in the lemon
garden to the dentist's office to have a
fractious tooth pulled. Gas being the order
of the day, Vic consents to be put to
sleep, and floats through a fairy kingdom
entirely surrounded by pretty girls. This
happy state of affairs took the sting away
from the dentist's fifty dollar bill, but Vic's
wife spoils the whole symphony in laughing gas by appearing on the scene.
Petrova Inaugurates Department
in Women's Magazine
What is said by the Petrova PictureCompany to be probably the only department of its kind in the fields of the national magazines has been inaugurated by
Madame Olga Petrova. Commencing with
the December issue of The Ladies' World,
the star will conduct an intimate department devoted solely to the dispensing of
advice and helpful hints to the girls and
women who believe they possess the vital
spark necessary to the accomplishment of
great things in motion pictures. Madame
Petrova, it is said, will give the benefit of
her extensive experience as a picture star
to the readers of her articles. She is said
to have contributed to other magazines
under the name of Estelle Baird.
Chester Conklin Emulates Spy in
Sennett Comedy
Chester Conklin, in the guise of a foreign
spy, is one of the leaders of the fun-making
in "An International Sneak," a ParamountMack Sennett creation due to flicker across
the screen for the first time December 2,
bringing a wave of hilarity in its wake.
Ethel Teare will donate her presence to
the picture in the character of a female
detective, and William Armstrong, Lillian
Biron and Earl C. Kenton are cast in
parts that are said to go a long ways
toward lifting the lid from the Sennett box
of reserve laughs.

Billy Ruge Plays Detective in His
Latest Comedy
Will Huntem, a shrewd and calculating
detective, who isn't afraid of anything
from bombs to gunpowder, is introduced
in the current Sparkle comedy of General
Film Company, "The Detective." Billy
Ruge, as Huntem, no sooner emerges from
one triumph than he is plunged into another laugh-making adventure. He saves
himself from an untimely fate by weeping
copiously upon the fuse attached to the barrel of powder upon which he is tied, and
returns to the pursuit of the captors of
Jennie Million.
In the current Jaxon comedy, " Disappointed Love," Burns and Stull are said
to present some of their liveliest fun-making stunts as heartbroken suitors.

Sonia Markova, One of the Newest of William Fox Stars, Scored a Distinct Hit in Her First Fox
Release, " The Painted Madonna "
Fox

Schedules Nine Releases for December
William Farnum, Annette Kellermann, Jane and Katherine Lee,
George Walsh, June Caprice, Jewel Carmen and Others Are Stars
has been shown and advertised in all parts
of the country, will be released December
2 as a Standard Picture. On the same
date the Carpenter-Corbin picture, " The
Babes
originally
as
one inofthetheWood,"
Standard
Picturesscheduled
and to
have been available December 23, will be
offered
issue. as a Special Feature, a 52-a-year

William Farnum, in the Quality Production,
" Les Miserables," of William Fox

NINE releases, four Standard Pictures
and five Special Features are scheduled by William Fox during December.
William Farnum, Annette Kellermann and
Jane and Katherine Lee will be represented
in the Standard Pictures, and Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee Corbin, George
Walsh, June Caprice, Jewel Carmen and
Virginia Pearson in the Special Features.
" A Daughter of the Gods," the Kellermann production, which had a run at the
Lyric theatre, New York, and which since

" Troublemakers " will be the Standard
Picture released December 9, and in which
Jane and Katherine Lee perform pranks.
The Special Feature of the same date, a
war drama, " The Pride of New York,"
tells a story beginning with the draft and
ending in the trenches. The star is George
Walsh.
William Farnum will be seen in a December 16 issue, " The Heart of a Lion."
This is a visualization of Ralph Connor's
novel, " The Doctor," a tale of the Canadian Rockies. At the same time there will
be released the Caprice picture, " Unknown
274," in which is told the story of a
foundling's troubles, ending in her unexpected restoration to her father.
The week of December 23, the only one
of the month in which there will be no release of Standard Pictures, has been exclusively reserved for Miss Carmen, who
will make her debut as a star in " The
Kingdom of Love," a production dealing
with a young woman's career in a mining
camp and
terest in her.especially with a minister's inThe last releases of the year, December
30, will be an interpretation of the character of " Du Barry," mistress of King
Louis XV of France, and a Virginia Pearpicture of
entitled
" Stolen
latterson tells
the theft
of aHonor."
painting The
and
the attempt to fix the crime on an innocent
woman. The " Du Barry " picture was directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
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" r ranee in Arms " Leads in
Ranks of War Films
" France in Arms,' 'the French official
war picture produced by the Cinematographic Division of the French Army,
seems established as one of the best of the
war pictures yet shown in this country, the
reason being chiefly that it is an impressive
historical document chock full of human
interest without any attempt at sensational
presentation of the war.
The best testimony to the worth of this
picture, as pointed out by Pathe, is the fact
that a number of the best houses throughout the country have already played it and
numerous others are booking it for long
runs.
Madge Kennedy Feature Plays
Strand This Week
Madge Kennedy, the Goldwyn star in
" Nearly Married." is the feature attracweek. tion at the Strand theatre, Broadway, this
\ man

Geraldine Farrar. Stripped of Armor, Feathers and Jewels, is Just a Simple Sea-Coast Maiden
in " The Devil Stone," Her Next Artcraft Picture, Which Is Expected to Accent her Versatility
De

Mille Returns to California — and
ork
Is Putting the Finishing Touches on The Devil Stone
Geraldine Farrar"? Next Artcraft Feature. Released Shortly
Miss Macpherson, who also recently visited
AFTER
month's
vacation,
which atime
he visited
New during
York,
Xew York with her mother, has just reCecil B. De Mille, the director of Artcraft
turned to the Hollywood studio and has
pictures, has returned to the Lasky Studio,
commenced work on a new script for Artcraft.
in Hollywood. Immediately after his arrival at the studio, Mr. De Mille took up
Mr. De Mille is now putting the final
touches to the new Farrar production and
the work of finishing the new Geraldine
it is expected that this film will be finished
Farrar
production,
" The next
Devilmonth.
Stone,-'
within a week.
to
be released
by Artcraft
The newest Artcraft vehicle for Miss
Farrar is said to be considerably different
from any of the film plays in which she
has thus far appeared. In this production the
diva creates the role of a simple Breton
fisher woman, removed after the early
part of the story to America as the wife
of an unscrupulous milliionaire owner of
the fisheries, Silas Martin. The similarity
of the man's name with that of Silas Mnrner, the miser of fiction, is particularly
appropriate because Martin, who meets the
fisher girl in Brittany, whither he has gone
to subdue his employees who are clamoring for higher wages, demonstrates his
miserly impulses by marrying the girl in
order to get possession of a valuable
emerald which she has found along the
seashore. This stone, in her simple, superstitious belief, is a relic of the legendary
Queen Grenelda, of Xorse folk lore.
The underlying theme of the narrative,
namely, the sinister effect of the world-old
stumbling block of man, superstition, furnishes the basis of the story".
The scenario of " The Devil Stone " was
written by Jeanie Macpherson, author of
" The Woman God Forgot " and " Joan
Detail Is Not Overlooked in This Scene from
the Woman," and based on the story by- " The Tenderfoot," a Wolfville Blue Ribbon
Beatrice De Mille and Leighton Osmun.
Feature by Vitagraph

Reed Makes Candy for the
Soldier Laddies
It will not be the fault of Vivian Reed
if the U. S. soldiers warriors are not bountifully supplied with all kinds of candy, for
this young Universal star is spending all
her spare time in making candy at her home
in Hollywood for the boys, and she has
interested more than a score of others in
this worthy cause. Miss Reed started the
campaign in behalf of the young soldiers
now in Europe a month ago, when she
made known her plan to a number of her
girl friends.
She and several others formed a committee, the members of which served notice
upon their friends that they must dig down
into their jeans for the wherewithal to purchase sugar, butter, nuts, and other ingredients for the candy that was to be made
for the boys away from their homes.
New York Priest Writes Brady
William
A. Brady
announced
About
" Over
Here last
" week
that he has received from a Roman Catholic priest in Xew York a letter concerning the new cantonment picture, " Over
Here," distributed by the World Film Corporation, that speaks volumes for the timeliness and appeal of the picture.
The letter, which was quite lengthy, said
in part : " This film is to be an important
factor in the education of our people. It
teaches the masses the necessity of a little sacrifice " here " to prevent greater
ones " over there."
Mutual ^ ar Spectacle Shown at
Minnesota School
" Heroic France. Our Allies in Action,"
the eight-reel Mutual war spectacle, was
shown to capacity audiences recently at the
State Normal School, at Moorhead. Minn.
The auditorium of the Moorhead Normal
seats 1,000 people. The Moorhead chapter
of the American Red Cross received a percentage of the ticket receipts and Mutual
donated a share of the film rental to the
local Red Cross organization. Tickets for
the show sold at SI each.
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Triangle Engages New Players on
West Coast
Three new players have been engaged
by Casting Director Arthur Hoyt for the
new Triangle production, " Mr. Butterfly,"
on which Director E. Mason Hopper has
begun work. Teddy Sampson will appear
in the leading feminine role as a Japanese
girl, and two Japanese actors, Thomas
Kurihara and Jack Abbe, will also have important parts in the picture. Darrell Foss
will appear in the tile role.
Audelle Higgins, well-known stock
actress, who was recently a member of the
Morosco company in Los Angeles, has also
been engaged for a prominent role in the
new Triangle production, " Evidence,"
from the pen of Jack Cunningham.
Lillian West, who has a large following
among fans of both the legitimate and
the pictures, has been added to the Triangle
playing forces at Culver City, and has been
cast in an important role in Director
Wyndham Gittens's latest story, which was
begun this week.
Metro Offers Two Lockwood
Subjects in December
During the month of December, Metro
will offer Harold Lockwood in two
Metro wonderplays, "The Square Deceiver," released December 3, and " The
Avenging Trail," released December 31.
The two vehicles are said to differ widely
in type and nature, the former being a
comedy-drama while the latter is frankly
melodramatic.
This variance is in accordance with the
policy of the producers to avoid sameness is subjects. Each picture, therefore,
comes to the exhibitor with the interest
creating possibilities of new material.
The wisdom of this policy is shown in the
steadily growing popularity of Harold
Lockwood and his greatly increasing
value as a box-office attraction.

Mae Marsh,
" Whim " Twists
Girl, is to
SaidHerto
Add
Even Goldwyn's
More Enigmatical
Screen Personality in " The Cinderella Man "

Mary Miles Minter
Makes a Charming
Mariner, Pants
and All,
in " The This
MateWeek
of the Sally Ann,"
Mutual-American
Star Production,
Released
by Mutual
Edna

Goodrich

Heads

Mutual

List December

3

" American Maid " Is Fourth of the Series of Features Star
Is Making for Mutual — Billie Rhodes in Comedy December 4
MUTUAL'S schedule for the week of
December 3 is led by Edna Goodrich in " American Maid," which is the
fourth of the series of feature productions
in which Miss Goodrich appears for Mutual. It was directed by Albert 'Capellani,
at Mutual's Long Island studios.
" American Maid " is the story of a
typicalhindArrierican
doing " who
her bit
" bethe trenches girl,
in France,
falls
in
love
with an American
doing " and
his bit
" in
the trenches.
He is wounded
retired
from active service, returns home, discovers the social gulf which separates them
and goes back to the West.
Appearing with Miss Goodrich in
" American Maid " are mauy well-known
players, chief of whom are George J. Henery, who played the judge in " Get-RichQuick- Wallingford, and William B. Davidson, who has had a long and successful
screen career with Vitagraph, Fox, Metro
and Mutual.
Billie Rhodes plays the role of a little
girl in " Just Kidding," the one-reel Strand
Mutual comedy scheduled for release on
December 4. She wears a Buster Brown
suit, plays with a Teddy Bear and gets her
face smeared with blueberry pie. The plot
affords many laughable situations, it is
said, and ends in a romance.
" Jerry Takes Gas " is the subject of the
Cub comedy, released by Mutual, December 6, which shows George Ovey with suicidal inclinations and results with a mistaken dose of gasoline. A match, a tube
and — puff.
From the first-line trenches, where the
news is thickest, comes Mutual Weekly
Number 153, released December 3. This

newsy one-reel subject is said to be gladdening the hearts of parents, whose boys
are at the front, for it shows, in vivid living pictures what letters never could.
44 Hidden Hand " Seems Assured
of Ultimate Success
From the reported reception accorded
" The Hidden Hand," Pathe's Big Four
Serial, released November 25, by the exhibitors who have seen the first episode
and from the number of bookings on this
serial, the success of this continued photoplay seems insured.
It takes its name of the Big Four Serial
from the fact that Pathe claims it is the
first serial ever released which contains
stars of such magnitude in the cast. They
are Doris Kenyon, the star of the production ;Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty and
Mahlon Hamilton.
" Spooks and Spasms " Big V
Comedy for December 3
" Spooks and Spasms " is announced as
the title of the Big V comedy to be released by Greater Vitagraph the week of
December 3. It was written and directed
by Lawrence Semon, who also plays the
leading comedy role. With him are Florence Curtis, the little dancer, Joe Basil
and Pietro Aramondo.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!
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Tom

Mix Begins Work as Fox
Star in Western Dramas
Tom Mix, termed by some the horseman extraordinary, began work last week,
it was announced, as a star in Western dramas for William Fox. Wanda Petit
will be the leading woman in the company.
Miss Petit has a list of successes to her
credit, her last appearance having been
opposite George Walsh in "This Is the

Annette Kellermann, the Shapely Slave Girl in William Fox's Production of " A Daughter of the
Gods," Would Induce Any Miser to Part With His Gold
Fox

Points Out Interesting Phases of Kellermann Film
There is an unusually large assortment
M A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS,"
of publicity material available for this
■*» probably one of the best advertised pictures in America, and which will
picture. This includes two styles each of
be released to exhibitors Dec 2, has been
one, three, six and eight-sheets and a
before the public for more than one year,
twenty-four-sheet; lobby display photoduring which time it has been shown in
graphs, press sheets, rotogravure heralds,
cuts and mats varying in size from one
all parts of the country. It is a fantasy of the sea — a fairy story — and its to four columns, piano score, music score,
keynote, as one reviewer has said, is, a variety of slides, an assortment of
beauty. The cost is said to have been in forty by sixty paintings, several sorts of
flashy window cards and other suitable
excess of $1,000,000, and the total number of persons appearing in the picture is material.
Annette Kellermann is the star of the
placed at 21,218 Most of the scenes were
production, doing spectacular diving and
taken on an island in the Caribbean According to William Fox, the producer,
swimming, and among the very large sup223,000 feet of the film were used, but
porting company are Jane and Katherine
Lee.
only about 7,500, or eight reels are shown.

Baby Marie Osborne Stars in
BABY MARIE OSBORNE in what is
said to be one of the best pictures she
has ever made, the second episode of " The
Hidden Hand " serial which is starting out
as another " Elaine," the. twelfth chapter of
" The Seven Pearls," a Lonesome Luke
two-reel comedy, and another installment
of the Argus Pictorial are announced as
features
of Pathe's
urogram for the week
of
December
2.
Baby Marie Osborne's play is entitled
" A Little Patriot." It is a five-reel Gold
Rooster play, produced by Diando, scenario
by Lela Liebrand, story by John W. Grey
and directed by William Bertram.
Doris Kenyon stars in " The Hidden
Hand " No. 2, entitled " Counterfeit Faces,"
with Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty and
Mahlon Hamilton, produced in two reels
by Pathe.
Mollie King is seen in " The Seven

Pathe Program

December

Mix's director will be Edward J. LeSaint, who had a long stage career
prior
to his entrance in the motion picture field.
Mr. LeSaint has screened dozens of productions for several of the leading film
Life."ers.
produc
Tom Mix's photoplays
be
made in the Fox studios on the West will
Coast.
Tom Mix holds a unique position in the
screen world. He is not only a cowboy,
but is recognized as a player of talent and
individuality. As a portrayer of a distinct
phase of American life he is said to stand
among the foremost in a rapidly disappearing class.
Mr. Fox has, it is said, provided a new
and absorbing drama for Mix, written by
George Scarborough. The action of the
story commences in the middle west and
leads to the more rugged territory of the
mountains themselves. It is said to be
replete with thrilling incidents and adventure and tells a deeply human tale.
Prominent in the supporting company,
in addition to Miss Petit will be Verne
Messereau, Al Padgett and Dick Crawford.
Big Set Erected for Metro's
Feature,
Daybreak
" at the
A large
five-room" set
was erected
Metro Studios for the staging of important scenes in " Daybreak," the play by
Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin, which is
being made into a five-act Metro wonderplay under the direction of Albert Capellani. The stage play was adapted for the
screen by Jane Mathis and Mr. Capellani.
This pretentious set was designed and
erected under the supervision of Edward
J. Shulter, technical director for Metro.
It represents the first floor of the Riverside Drive residence of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Frome (Julian L'Estrange and Emily
Stevens), and much of the vital action of
this play takes place in these rooms.

2

Pearls " No. 12, " Buried Alive " with
Creighton Hale and Leon Bary, produced
in two reels by Astra.
The Lonesome Luke two-reel comedy is
called " We Never Sleep." It was produced by Rolin, with Harold Lloyd appearing as Lonesome Luke. Harry Pollard is
Snub.
" Fishing in Japan " and " Along the
Tagus " (Portugal), form a split reel.
The four articles in Argus Pictorial No.
2, the unique screen magazine in one reel,
are " Fighting Forest Fires," " Spearing
Eels," " Stenciling " as demonstrated by
Professor Thatcher, Department of Fine
Arts in Columbia University, and " Pride
Goeth Before a Fall," a sad tale of Helena
Smith
Dayton's " Clay
Folk."and EducationAn International
Cartoon
al and Hearst Pathe News No. 98 and
No. 99 complete this program.

Vivian Reed and Eddie Polo Are Stars of the New
Universal Serial, " The Bull's Eye "
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Pathe Promises Thrills in Irene
Castle Release
In addition to an interest-holding story
of high finance and society, and the clothes
" Vengeance is Mine,"
by the
wornrelease
the Irene Castle-Pathe plays
of star,
the
series of five-reelers scheduled for December 16, is said to offer some of the best
thrills yet seen in the Castle pictures.
Probably trie most daring feats yet accomplished byMrs. Castle in making her
Pathe features are shown in this picture.
To prove her father's innocence of a
crime of which he was accused by unscrupulous financiers, she goes under an assumed name to the home of the man who
ruined him. His daughter, whom the heroine knew at school, loses her paddle and
her canoe is carried down the stream and
over the dam. In these scenes Mrs. Castle
dives thirty feet into the rapids near Boonton, N. J., and rescues Helene Chadwick,
who plays the other role. The pool in
which she does this is said by the natives
to be bottomless.
" Seven Pearls " Holds Interest of
Audiences
That " The Seven Pearls," Pathe's serial
featuring Mollie King, Creighton Hale and
Leon Bary, released in September, holds
the interest of audiences throughout the
country, is evident from reports from the
exhibitors in all sections. The manager of
the Beacon Theatre, Boston, Mass., reports
as follows: "'The Seven Pearls' very
good ; interest well retained."
The work of Leon Bary has received
favorable comment, and his followers in
" The Shielding Shadow " and " Mystery of
the Double Cross " have transferred their
interest to " The Seven Pearls." He is
known as one of the most versatile " screen
villains " of the day. Audiences of the legitimate theatre remember him for his work
as leading man with Sarah Bernhardt in
some of her tours of America.
Broadway

Theatre Shows Bluebird and Butterfly
The Broadway Theatre, on Broadway,
New York, is this week presenting " The
Scarlet Car " and " The Wolf and His
Mate." The former, a Bluebird production,
is a picturization of the novel by Richard
Harding Davis. The story is said to abound
in .stirring adventure and mystery with romance enough to keep the dashing hero on
the jump. Franklyn Farnum plays the leading role. " The Wolf and His Mate," for
which Louise Lovely acted before the camera, is a Butterfly production in five reels.
The usual short subjects, the weekly
news events, scenic and educational pictures and a comic are also given.
Vitagraph Engages Louise Du Pre
for Williams Film
Louise Du Pre, well known in stock circles, has been engaged by Tom Mills for
the part of Rosa in the next Earl Williams
feature, " The Stars and Their Courses,"
it was announced last week by C. J. Giegerich. While this will be the first Vitagraph picture in which Miss Du Pre appears, itis not her first attempt at pictures.

Louise Lovely and Hart Hoxie Are the Popular Leads in
Subject

Wolves of the North," Universal

Vitagraph Begins Billboard Drive in December
Arrangements Made to Post Twenty-four Sheets in All Towns
Over 10,000 Population— Smaller Towns .After January 1
Townsend Brady, as " A Stupendous MeloIRWIN,tinggeneral manaW. distribu
WALTERger of the
organization
dramatic Photoplay Serial." At the bottom
for Greater Vitagraph, makes the anof the twenty-four sheet, in the left-hand
nouncement this week that the nation-wide
corner, a space is provided in which the exbillboard campaign in connection with
hibitor may snipe the name of his theatre
" Vengeance — and the Woman," the new
and the date of the serial's slrowing.
In addition to posting these thousands of
fifteen-episode serial, will begin early in
December. Arrangements have been made
sheets Vitagraph has arranged for a surplus of them to be given free to exhibitors
to post twenty-four sheets in all towns of
who desire to supplement the posting in
10,000 population and upward between Dec.
their immediate neighborhood.
15 and Jan. 1 and after the later date posting will begin in towns under 10,000.
Mr. Irwin declares that the company proposes to cover twice as many stands as were
Brenon Completes Cast for ForbesRobertson Film
covered in the campaign for " The Fighting
Herbert Brenon has been putting the
Trail," double and in many cases triple the
amount of space being leased all over the
finishing touches on the cast of his forthcountry.
coming production of " The Passing of
The twenty-four sheet, Vitagraph of- the Third Floor Back," in which Sir Johnficals believe, is one of the most effective
stone Forbes-Robertson is to appear in his
characterization of the Stranger.
ever gotten out in conjunction with a seIn addition to Sir Johnston and Molly
rial. It is printed in five colors, the backPearson, whose engagements have already
ground being exceptionally light and bright
so that the figures and the lettering stand
been announced, Ketty Galanta, who macst
out with sharpness. William Duncan, star her screen debut in " The Fall of the Roand director, and Carol Holloway, heroine,
manoffs," and is soon to be seen as
of the serial, are the dominating figures of " Maryla " in " Empty Pockets," will play
the picture presented on the sheet, the Vivian, and Grace Stephens and Ben
Graham are to be the Major and Mrs.
sketch showing Miss Holloway on horseback furiously riding to escape capture by Tompkins, respectively. Miss Kite, the
two outlaws who pursue her. One of the painted lady, will be played by Ricca Allen,
outlaws has sent a lariat whirling through
and Mrs. Sharpe, the landlady, by Authe air and the noose is poised above the
gusta Haviland. Dora Mills Adams has
been
chosen
for the part of the aristocratic
girl's head, seemingly about to fall and
pinion her. On the opposite side of the Miss de Hooley, while Germaine Bourville
stand is an heroic figure of Duncan just is to be the sister.
coming out on the plain and apparently
The roles of Jape Samuels, Larkoom and
halted in horror as he sees the predicament
Joey Wright will be played by Sydney
of the girl.
Golden,
Fisher. Thornton Bastion and Robert
The lettering on the twenty-four sheet
This comprises the entire company, with
describes " Vengeance — and the Woman,"
the exception of Christopher Penny, the
which was written by Albert E. Smith,
president of Greater Vitagraph, and Cyrus
young artist, who has yet to be cast.
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Paramount-Bray
Show Mounted
Police in Action
In the ninety-fifth release of ParamountBray Pictographs, " The-Magazine-on-theScreen," the training of the mounted police
of New York is shown in detail and it is
said that the film is one of the most interesting that has ever been released. The
work of stopping runaways, and similar
dangerous feats, are shown in this subject.
J. V. Leventhal, of the Paramount Bray
Studios, Inc., with the assistance of the
Popular Science Monthly, has animated for
the Paramount-Bray Pictographs, ninetyfifth release, drawings portraying the operation of the gasoline motor in all its various
functions.

Emily Stevens, the Well Liked Emotional Star, Is Said to be Given Ample Sphere for Her Exceptional
Talent in " Alias Mrs. Jessop," a Metro Feature
Metro

Chooses Unusual Cast for w Gaston Olaf "
Harold Lockwood Is Star of the Production, Which Fred J.
Balshofer Adapted to Screen — Francis Ford Is Directing
WHAT Metro describes as a superb cast
Joe Dailey is cast for the part of Tom
has been engaged to appear in supPine, Gaston Olaf's partner. Mr. Dailey
is an old stock favorite and also a picture
port of Harold Lockwood in his forthcomplayer of note, having appeared in Bioing Metro production, " The Avenging
Trail," an adaptation by Fred J. Balshofer
graph,
tions. Metro and other company's producand Mary Murillo of Henry Oyen's novel
The heavy role of Taggart is interpreted
of the North Woods, " Gaston Olaf," now
in course of being screened under the di- by Walter Lewis, another player with long
rection of Francis Ford.
stage and picture experience.
Warren Cook, who has been seen in supMr. Lockwood, of course, plays " Gaston Olaf," and in this he is said to have
port of many of the screen's biggest stars,
the most powerful role of his eight years
and who was prominent in Metro's
before the camera. Gaston Olaf is a man
"Draft 258" and "The Snowbird" is cast
for Dr. Saunders.
of the woods, a fine specimen of physical
manhood, with a well developed sense of
William Clifford, remembered for his old
justice and of undaunted courage when
tutor in Mr. Lockwood's recent picture,
pitted against wrong-doers.
" Paradise Garden," plays Hale, the storekeeper, while Art Ortego, who has played
Mr. Lockwood's leading woman is Sally
in
many
Metro productions, is also cast for
Crute, whose six years' experience both as
an important part.
leading woman with Lubin, Edison and
other companies and as a player prominent
Still another Metro players cast for
" The Avenging Trail " is Tom Blake, who
in Metro wonderplays, notably " A Wife
by Proxy," with Mabel Taliaferro and played throughout the entire Bushman and
" Blue Jeans," with Viola Dana, have made
Bayne serial, " The Great Secret " as
her name familiar with picture followers
" Bull Whalen," one of the secret seven.
throughout the country. Miss Crute plays
Mr.
Blake's most recent Metro picture is
Rose Havens.
" Blue Jeans " starring Viola Dana.
Fairbanks' Next Artcraft Comes
in December
" The Modern Musketeer " Is Scheduled for Release on Last
Day of the Old Year — Is Allan Dwan's First Artcraft Film
batic actor has ever appeared. In the new
FOLLOWING the current Douglas Fairphotoplay Douglas Fairbanks has the role
release,
" Reaching for the
banks
of Ned Thacker, a youth from Kansas who
Moon," Walter E. Green, president of Artcraft Pictures, has announced that the next
inherited the spirit of D'Artagnan through
parental influence, his mother having been
Fairbanks picture, " The Modern Musan ardent reader of Dumas works. The
keteer," has been scheduled for release on
December 31.
self-reliance of the modern woman as compared with her sister in past generations,
This production is now being staged at
Grand Canyon, Ariz., and is expected to is said to be strikingly shown, for in many
prove the most beautiful picture, in the way
cases nanthe
chivalry and
of the
is mistaken,
his modern
gallant D'Artagattempts
of natural backgrounds, in which the acro-

Blackwell Completes Second Year
as World Star
On Wednesday, November 14, Carlyle
Blackwell completed his second year as a
star of World-Pictures. " And," said Mr.
Blackwell by the way of showing what
an unusual figure he is in the moving picture world, " I expect to be where I am
for another year or longer. In my next
contract I hope to figure on not quite as
many pictures (this year I have acted in
thirteen, which makes the work rather too
constant), but I do not wish to change
bosses. Another thing is that I am not
going to ask for more money. In the first
place, I get all I want, and in the second,
if -I received four times as much as I do
I'd be broke most of the time anyway — so
why fret about more?"
Essanay Completes Short Comedies for General Film
Three of a series of Essanay one-reel
comedies have been completed for release
through General Film. These are of the
slapstick variety, inaugurating what are
said to be some new types of rapid-action
comedy, and are titled " Hard Luck," " The
General " and " All Aboard."
Featuring Amedee Rastrelli, the French
comedian, they are produced by Arthur
Hotaling, whose theories regarding light
comedy are said to be out of the ordinary.
It is claimed Mr. Hotaling does not underestimate the importance of plot. Along
with the rapid action and rough and tumbling in each comedy, he believes in a story
that is farcical and complicated.
to assist ladies in distress lead to rebukes
from the independent maidens who are on
the alert to squelch flirtatious youths.
In addition to its other features, this production will mark the initial efforts of Allan Dwan as a director of Douglas Fairbanks pictures for Artcraft release. Not
only is Mr. Dwan staging the picture, but
he is the author of the story- as well.
PriorArtcraft,
to Douglas
Fairbanks's
with
Mr. Dwan
stagedaffiliation
several
photoplays for him. He has an enviable
reputation as a producer of cinema features, and is himself an athlete of no little
repute. In the cast of his first FairbanksArtcraft subject are Marjorie Daw, Kathleen Kirkham, Frank Campeau, Eugene Ormonde and Tully Marshall.
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Holmes

Returns to Chicago for
Spoor Feature
Taylor Holmes, former stage comedian, now being featured in Essanay
sanay comedy-dramas, has returned to
Chicago from New York where he
has been at work, since completing
his last picture, in selecting the cast
for the George K. Spoor special production, the picturization of " Ruggles
of Red Gap," by Harry Leon Wilson, which ran as a serial in the Saturday Evening Post and was published in
book form, and in which Mr. Holmes will
take the part of " Ruggles."
For the part of " The Honorable
George " Mr. Holmes has engaged Lawrence D'Orsay, known for his parts in
*' The Earl of Pawtucket," " The Embassy
Ball," " The Rented Earl " and other productions.
Frederick Burton, the comedian of
" Mrs: Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," " Sky
Farm " and other successes, will be seen
as the " Cousin Egbert " of the production.
Mr. Burton, at the time of receiving Mr.
Holmes's offer was engaged in a stellar
role of " The Arabian Nights " at the
Punch and Judy theatre, in New York, but
an amicable agreement was reached with
his management and he will start work
with Essanay immediately. Both Mr.
D'Orsay and Mr. Burton will have the
part they had in the Shubert dramatization
of the story for the stage.
Edna Phillips, also widely known to legitimate stage, will be seen in the part of
" Klondike Kate," and Miss Lillian Drew,
an Essanay player, will have the part of
" Miss Effie."
A number of parts still remain to be
chosen and Mr. Holmes is securing the
stage and picture world for the best possible support for his part of " Ruggles."
The entire company will leave soon, it is
said, for location in Arizona where the exteriors will be taken under the direction
of L. C. Windom.
Director Edwards Begins
"Evidence" for Triangle
Director Walter Edwards, Triangle director, who recently completed "I Love
You,"
a
story
life Alma
in southern
and France,
in of
which
Ruebens Italy
has
the leading role, has begun work on the
West Coast on " Evidence," a new play
by Jack Cunningham, which promises to
be one of the most interesting of the
forthcoming Triangle productions. Cunningham also did the continuity.
J. Barney Sherry will appear in " Evidence "as a lawyer and will be supported
by Audelle Higgins, Pauline Starke,
Eugene Corey and Howard Davies. Miss
Higgins and Davies are new faces at the
Triangle studio.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!
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Triangle Starts December
with Desmond
Film
Will Follow " The Sudden Gentleman " with Marine Feature
Called " The Ship of Doom " — Comedies Round Out Program
tographic effects. The story is based on
TRIANGLE plans to open its December
program with two features which will the rash action of a jealous suitor whose
affection for the coquette of a fishing vilprobably make a wide appeal. " The Sudlage leads him into a struggle in which
den Gentleman," featuring William Deshis rival is fatally stabbed before he loses
mond, with Mary Mclvor and Jack Richhis balance and falls from a high cliff into
ardson in the supporting cast, is scheduled
the sea. To escape punishment, Martin
as the first release of the week of DecemShaw accompanied by the girl, rows out
ber 2, followed by a rapid-action marine
called " The Ship of Doom," which will to sea, and manage to get aboard a derepresent Monte Blue and Claire McDowell
lict launch just as a terrific storm breaks.
in the leading roles.
Supporting Monte Blue and Claire McDesmond, who has nineteen Triangle
Dowell in the leading roles are Aaron Edwards, Frank Brownlee and a capable cast
features to his credit, has come in for a
of assisting players.
large share of admiration from the ladies'
Lovers of the ridiculous will no doubt
side of picture houses throughout the
country, and his muscular personality has find great satisfaction in the way Mai St.
a certain genial quality which also appeals
Claire makes things hot for Eddie Gribto male critics of the screen. In " The bon, the stalwart hero of " An Iceman's
Sudden Gentleman " he is said to have an Bride," by Keystone comedy for the week.
opportunity to do some character work
As the eccentric soda-mixer, Mai falls in
which is right in line with his early train- love with the alluring cashier, Alatia Maring, and it may be expected that the genial ton, and mixes up more than plain sodas
Bill will smile the better for the backin the complications which follow.
ground of his newest play.
" An Officer's Mess " and " Sauce for
In " The Ship of Doom," written and di- the Goose " will also be released on the
rected by Wyndham Gittens, Triangle has regular program for December 2 as oneproduced, it is said, some remarkable pho- reel Triangle Komedies.
Essanay

Completes Entire December
Schedule
In List Are Two Comedy-Dramas, Featuring Taylor Holmes
and Little Mary McAlister — Novelty Picture Is Included
ESSANAY announced last week that it weekly scenic, and a slapstick comedy to be
now has ready for exhibitors its enreleased through the General Film Comtire December program, and work is well
panyc.emb"In
er 8. the Park " will be released Deunder way on the first pictures of the new
The
fifteen-minute
scenic releases are
year. In the December list are two com"Lake Louise," for December 1, and
edy-dramas,The
"
Small Town Guy," featuring Taylor Holmes, and " Sadie Goes to " Banff National Park," for December 8.
Heaven," Little Mary McAlister's latest
picture, and " The Dream Doll," a novelty
William Fox Releases " Troublepicture with " living " dolls.
makers "on December 9
" The Small Town Guy," Mr. Holmes's
It was announced last week by William
fourth picture, is said to show the comeFox that " Troublemakers," a Standard
dian in a new role, that of a rube, as the
picture, will be ready for release Decemtitle implies, and offers new opportunities
ber 9.
for his art. The play is from the novelette,
Jane and Katherine Lee are presented as
" A Picture of Innocence," in Munsey's
" troublemakers," and reports from Fox
Magazine, and has a screen time of sixty- the
Studios indicate that in this comedy-drama,
five minutes. It is a Perfection picture, and
as in their other pictures, they have lived
will be released December 3 through
up to the title. A cast of adults support the
branches of the George Kleine System.
little stars.
" Sadie Goes to Heaven " also offers, it is
" Troublemakers " was written especially
claimed, new opportunities for six-year-old
for the Fox youthful stars by their direcMary McAlister, in that she plays the part
Kenean Buel, and deals with the life
of a child of the tenements, and then is story tor,
of a widow and her two children.
seen in the home of a rich matron. " Sadies
Goes to Heaven " is from the pen of Dana
Superb Fight Figures in New
Burnet, and was published in Good HouseMetro Pictures Release
ke ping. Ithas a screen time of sixty-five
minutes, and will be released December 24.
What is described by Metro as " one of
" The Dream Doll," in which dolls have the most superb fights ever shown on the
a major part of the screen time, is the work
screen," will be uncovered in " God's Outof Howard S. Moss, an expert dollmaker
law," the Metro wonderplay starring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, which
and the inventor of the system by which
is
scheduled
for release in December. In
the manikins appear as lifelike on the
screen. Essanay players also have parts in this five-act feature production, Mr. Bushthe picture being used to carry out the plot
man plays the part of a country sheriff.
of the play. " The Dream Doll " is a Per- Andrew Craig, a man whose trusty " right "
fection Picture, and will be released De- carries a punch as strong as his convictions. The sheriff has an encounter with
cember 10. It has a screen time of approximately sixty-five minutes.
the " bad man " of the village, a blackOther Essanay December releases are an
smith with muscles " strong as iron bands,"
Essanay-Chaplin, " In the Park," and a like those celebrated by Longfellow.
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Bruce

Returns

to New

York

with

Travel

Films

Journey of Fifteen Thousand Miles Netted Remarkable Negatives Which He Plans to Release During Next Three Months
the trip was made by automobile but when
ROBERT C. BRUCE of the Educational
the mountain ranges of the northwestern
Films Corporation of America, whose
states were reached the car was generally
many extraordinarily interesting scenics
and travelogues have been a feature of this discarded for the pack team, by means of
company's since its inception returned to which he penetrated deep into the distant
New York on Monday, November 19, after recesses of the wilds. It was on this part
being gone for nine months on a 15,000- of the journey, Mr. Bruce says, that he
procured some of the best stuff on his trip.
mile journey on which he approximately
encircled the United States. Mr. Bruce
" A sample is ' Me and My Dog,' added
returns with between twenty and twentyMr. Bruce, " a little novelty in which a man
five thousand feet of negative which he and his dog, a Great Dane, wander up mounwill prepare for release during the next two
tains and down, first ascending the highor three months.
est peaks and gazing into the valleys
Some few of the pictures taken on this
The trade, part of it at least, has already
trip have already been whipped into shape
and issued by Educational, but as Mr.
had
the opportunity of seeing this magbelow."
Bruce believes that half the merit in his
nificent picture, which has been universally
releases lies in the subtitling and editing, pronounced the finest of its kind ever
the majority of his negative has been pre- shown. It comprised an important part of
served in its original form safely in the the bill at the Rialto theatre two weeks ago
vaults of the Educational awaiting the and the beautiful photographic effects seediting of the producer himself. It will be
cured by Mr. Bruce were heralded by outremembered that Mr. Bruce was probably
bursts of applause from an unusually enthusiastic audience.
the first producer of scenics to instill in
There
will be more reels of the same
them the human interest and comedy
calibre, Mr. Bruce asserted, secured in the
touches that have since been extensively
states of Washington, Oregon, Montana,
copied by other firms.
Idaho and Wyoming. That these will be
The first leg of Mr. Bruce's trip took
him south from New York to Florida.
eagerly awaited by a trade which has come
From here he headed west through the to realize that Mr. Bruce is not only a
maker of scenics but an artistic creator
southern states, across the waste stretches
of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona and with a sound appreciation of human interest values, is a foregone conclusion.
north through California. This portion of
Physical Culture Film Proves to
Be a Success
The Bernarr Macfadden " Physical Culture Screen Magazine," issued by General
Film Company, has already, it appears, established itself as a high-grade program
feature. Many bookings have been received
for the first issue, chief among which is
that of the New Grand Central theatre of
St. Louis, reported by H. E. Elder, branch
manager for General Film. Each month's
issue of the " Physical Culture Screen
Magazine " will be shown for a week in
this theatre, which features only high-class
productions. The first issue had a very
successful reception there the week of November 19.
Hearst-Pathe News Shows Touch
of Gold Fever
One of the scenes included in the
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 94, announced
last week, is laid in the gold region
around Sacramento, ' Cal., and shows
through what minute processes gold-bearing earth passes in the steady search for
more
gold. ten
One thousand
day's find
is estimated
to be worth
dollars.
Other scenes in this reel are taken at
Washington, Travers Island, N. Y., in
France, in Italy, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, N. Y., St. Louis, and in Pennsylvania.

A Novel, Unique and Interesting Scene in Universale Screen Magazine No. 50, Called " From
Paris to Peru for Fashions "
Argus Pictorial Widely Varied in
Subjects
Argus Pictorial No. 2, released by
Pathe on November 25, contains four subjects of varied interest. The first shows
the cause and prevention of forest fires.
This is followed by a story showing howeels are caught in winter. Starting with
a diagram which shows how eels hibernate
in the soft mud under eight or ten feet
of water, the picture goes on to tell how
the eels are caught through the ice and
by a multi-pronged spear the eels are
rudely awakened from their winter's sleep.
Professor R. H. Thatcher of the Department of Fine and Applied Arts of
Teachers' College, New York, demonstrates in a very clear manner the ancient
art of stencilling, and compares the modern work to that of the Japanese by whom
it was originated.

Universal Weekly Proves Variety
Spice of Life
Variety is the keynote of the Universal
Animated Weekly No. 99, released November 21, with the scenes proving to be
among the most interesting the reel has
presented in some time.' In addition to
the war subjects, other things of timely
interest are shown.
Among the titles are : "Soldiers of the
Sea Enlist Army Mules of Steel," " Enthusiasm Marks Minute Men's Opening
Drive for More Marines," " Labor's Chief
Arbiter Sees Wonders of Filmdom,"
"Skidding for the 5:15," "War Dims
Lights on Broadway,"
" Apostle Needless
of Humanitarian Creed to Eliminate
Misery," " All's Well, Pershing," and cartoons by Hy Mayer.
Smith and Remington Join E. I. S.
Corporation
L. G. Harkness
Smith and Emory B.
Remington, it was announced last week,
have joined the sales forces of the E. I.
S. Motion Picture Corporation, at 203 West
Fortieth street.
Mr. Smith was vice-president of the Motion Picture Specialty Company, and Mr.
Remington was for twenty years with
the J. Walter Thompson Advertising Company.

Gaumont-Mutual Keeps Up with
Advance of War
Keeping abreast of the times, the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly is apparently pleasing its patrons by devoting a big part of
every issue to scenes of preparation for
and actual fighting in the great conflict.
Number 152 of the Gaumont-Mutual
Weekly, which was released November 25,
contains several pictures relating to the
conduct
of theDepartment
war "behind
the Bureau
.lines."
The
Ordnance
and the
of Engraving and Printing show two extremes :the former making big guns to>
annihilate the enemy, and the latter turning out Liberty Bonds which make possible the actual " sinews of war."
Many thousands of extra clerks have
been employed to handle the enormous
mass of detail connected with the formation of a big army, and Uucle Sam has
found it necessary to erect many huge
buildings in Washington to house this increased force.
You are not going to tear. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
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Subjects in Review
By Clara DeLissa Berg

A SCENIC THAT'S DIFFERENT
The title card that is not merely a picture, but
a picture in motion is something new and very
pleasing. The cameraman responsible for " The
Land of Enchantment " (Educational Films Corporation) didn't leave
the Yosemite
titling of tohisthevarious
beautiful pictures
of the
man
who makes the cards. . He rigged up, or perhaps
he
found
ready
to
his
hand,
signboards
of
roughbarked timber where wise little owls sit blinking
and tiny squirrels frisk through knotholes.
his full
interest
in wild
doesn't prevent
hisButdoing
justice
to thelifemagnificent
vistas
and famous waterfalls of the Park. One splendid
picture follows another, and a gorgeous whirl
of rapids and flying spray forms a fine climax.
THE TRACTOR TWO-STEPS
And more than that ! The Government isn't
taking any chances of its caterpillar tractors falling down on the job for lack of experience, so
no detail of difficulty is omitted from the tests
to which the machines (Paramount-Bray Pictograph, No. 94) are put. They crash through a
forest of young trees, dive into trench holes, and
haul themselves out, careen over the rough ground
like a ship in a heavy sea, and anon stand on
their hind wheels and paw the air.
One of the most practical of the " Hints to
Housewives " is a demonstration of how to preserve eggs for future use.
down "
in
glassEggs
will "belaidabsolutely
fresha preparation
six months ofor water
more later.
" A Indian
hat in anatives,
hurry "who
mightmake
be the
motto ofof the
West
headgear
slit
palmetto leaves. So dexterous are they, however,
that
the result
— a loosely
adornedis
with flowers
fashioned
from braided
the same hat
material,
not only pretty but becoming.
Fido Bumps entertains a few friends at a birthday party. The feast is not an unmixed joy.
MOST ESPECIALLY FOR
YOUNGSTERS
Paramount-Bray
so very,
very thrilling and Pictograph,
interesting No.
that95,weis have
no
wish to class it exclusively as a juvenile, but just
the same there isn't a boy or girl, especially a girl
of First
to-day,of who
every inchWildof it.West
all, wouldn't
there is aenjoy
combination
show and medieval tournament, the actors being
New York City Mounted Police. Then there are
some very interesting pictures showing how boys
and girls devote their after-school hours to makcandles,
twelve
cents' worth
and inga trench
package
of old
newspapers
makingof tallow
thirty
candles, each of which will burn an hour and light
up a trench for a lonely poilu or enable the surgeon of a base hospital to perform the operation
that may save a lite.
Last, butillustrating
most wonderful,
are J. F.andLeventhal's
drawings
the principle
operation
of the gas engine. After all, a cylinder is nothing
but a cannon stood on end, and the explosion
that takes place in the latter is exactly like the
little explosions that propel the piston of the former. Theoretically, every one knows this, but
we doubt whether the most learned and expert
could demonstrate it as cleverly, as clearly, and
as entertainingly as Mr. Leventhal.
GLIMPSES FROM "OVER THERE"
If it is only a peep behind the curtain that
hangs over Russia, still, the scenes in HearstPathe News, No. 93, showing crowds in Petrograd
gathering to hear Kerensky are timely and vividly interesting. More optimistic in tone are
views along the liberated sections of France on
the occasion of a visit by President Marchado, of
Portugal. In contrast to the physical desolation
is the spirited bearing of the French troops as
they
in review,
helmets on heads and long
rifles march
over their
shoulders.
Domestic activities are illustrated by pictures
of the large rice harvest in Arkansas and the
ostrich farms of California.
If any exhibitor fails to find the ostriches on
his reel, it is because there has been substituted
a picture of lite in the army camp located near
his own exchange.
FOR FOOD, SO THEY SAY
May
true, as itsGaumont
tells us,bebutit'sbegging
pardon Weekly,
we doubt No.it. 151,
To
wit, that the big flocks of ostriches out in California that used to furnish us with feathers are now
to
kets.take their place on the meat stalls in the marBe that as it may, we certainly do appreciate
the toothsome dates that California is sending us.
Here they are being gathered by pretty young

girls, who perform their Oriental task in costumes as appropriate as they are becoming.
Among
the usmany
the learning
army, Gau-to
mont shows
how activities
our boysof are
manipulate the useful observation balloon from
the ground up, as it were. We see them laying
out the great silk bag and making connections to
inflatetheit.camera,
Soon after,
is " Allinto
aboard,"
and,
with
we goit sailing
the clouds

4017
the resultcrop
of the
boys' own
toil.
A 10,000stalks,bushel
of splendid
corn,summer
if one may
result. by the sample ears shown, is the patriotic
judge
Boys less fortunate in their early years and
sent to the National Training School in Washington, D. C, are seen at military drill, passing in
review before visiting French officers. They appear a fine battalion.
Most Zeppelins are destroyed, if hurt at all,
in mid-air, falling in a mass of blazing wreckage.
But one monster was recently brought to French
earth practically intact. A number of picturesdisplay its huge bulk and the contrivances which
guided it.
Ships of the sea are more than ever urgently
needed. Pictures taken in Italy show how she -is.
pushing the work of construction and what speed
is attained by her scouts and destroyers. Thirtyeight miles an hour is the record of the one here
shown in action.

EFFORT AND CONSECRATION
Universal Current Events, No. 28, is so uniinteresting
we mention.
don't know Ourjustthrifty
what
bits
to formly
choose
for that
special
I
I
soul old
enjoyed
the and
sighttheof like
ordinary
scrap " — tin
I foil,
rubber,
being " collected
by
the Red Cross to sell for its own ends. Also we
I
j approved the knitting firemen, who between spells
the hose
turn out sweaters and muf1 of turning
flers for theon boys
in camp.
The interior of a railway hospital parallels those
brighten your patrons' j pictures previously shown by Universal of dental
spirits by giving them a rip- | ambulances and field kitchens. Each train carries its own operating car; each hospital car is1
snorting comedy.
provided with comfortable beds and wide windows
admitting
the healthful sunlight.
f
During the melodrama you |
The tragedy across the sea comes nearer every
Again we are reminded of that gallant
play harrowing, q u i v e r y | day.
spirit, the Aviator Guynemer, when his favorite
!
music.
| plane,
" by
Old theCharley,"
is honored
with fliers,
floral
wreaths
little group
of American
I
During the comedy you play I Thaw, Lufberry,
and others, who shared honorswith him. Following immediately on this pajazz or lively ragtime.
thetic scene are views of devastated, but triumphant France, the ruins of a famous castle, the
last
rites
over the body of an unknown, poilu.
{[ But you don't mix up the |
exhortation of Lincoln at Gettys|
music and pictures — do you? | The never-dying
burg
are
eloquent
commentary on these scenes
of desolation and consecration.
1
You
don't accompany
a I
|
tender love scene ivith music I
fit for a wild night on the f GOOD TITLING PLAYS ITS PART
He has no lime light other than the evil flare
1
ocean.
of the forest fires that he fights, but nevertheless
there is no braver man and few more capable than
the Government Forest Ranger. In Universal
U At
you ifdon't
make
Screen Magazine No. 47 we get picturesque
theseleast,
mistakes
you follow
glimpses of his busy life in the vast wooded
the suggestions
and
cue- 1 districts of the West. All as part of the day's
work
strings telephone lines, dams streams and
sheets in the Music Depart- | builds hebridges
from home-trimmed timber. When
ment as every live exhibitor I evening falls and finds him many miles from home
and family he must perforce turn cook and bottle
should.
i washer.
The film is the first of a series taken by
the Universal Company, with the cooperation of
the
United
States Department of Agriculture.
j
It's in the back of the book,
The wonderful machinery that is helping us
rush
supplies
to the Allies is shown in a very
1
waiting for you —
striking manner in pictures dealing with the shippingvania
of iron
ore Great
from Minnesota
the PennsylI C PaSe 4063smelters.
unloaders, to
handling
seventeen tons at a swing, lift the ore from the vessel
to the weighing hopper, whence it is dumped to
the railroad cars or taken up by buckets across
with them. Over in France work becomes harder,
the great cantilever bridge. The intelligent and
and trench life the real thing when the boys not
only construct the trenches, but spend three days
witty titling of the foregoing subjects adds very
much to their interest, filling out by suggestion
at a stretch in them, eating and sleeping in the
or direct information the subject illustrated
cramped
trench crouch,"
very
A film on corset making, pictures of petrified
amusing toquarters.
watch, asThe
it is" practised
in the open,
is exercise of the most strenuous for the men who
sea lilies twenty-five million years old, and the
entertaining Miracles in Mud complete the reel.
take it.
Beauty and the Beast
{[ Contrast is all right in its
place.
For example, after a harrowing melodrama you usually

COURAGE OF SORTS
Thepear to excellent
ever-fascinating
" mules
" apadvantagecaterpillar
in Universal
Animated
Weekly, No. 99, where they trample down young
forests in the service of the United States Marine
Corps. Artillery practice follows quickly, while
over at the rifle range the rows of targets display a fine Wood,
lot of bull's-eyes.
William
of New Bedford, Mass., though
deprived of both legs, lacks nothing in pluck and
ingenuity. With a little contrivance on wheels
he gets over the ground in fine shape and makes
a dash for his train, that even a sound-limbed
man might hesitate to take.
Dr. Haiselden, who has consistently and boldly
proclaimed that the highest humanity permits the
death of infants born only to suffering and idiocy,
is pictured in loving intimacy with the little girl
who by adoption has become his own daughter.
The onljj Hy Mayer, who has no equal among
cartoonists either in technique or in trenchancy of
thought, fittingly celebrates the attainment of the
" Height of Liberty " by New York State.
BOYS, BOATS, AND BALLOONS
A pleasant sight, indeed, is the company of
Boy Scouts who (Hearst-Pathe News, No. 94)
march out abreast, right face, and fall, not upon
real or imaginary enemies, but a field ot fine corn-

Gladys Brockwell, William Fox Star, Is Expected
to Surpass Herself inleased" ThisA Week
Branded Soul," Re-
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Manager
Cronk
Opens New
Theatre in Toronto
The new Allen theatre, the first downtown theatre in Toronto to be erected exclusively for the presentation of moving
pictures, was opened on November 10 under
most auspicious circumstances, great crowds
filling the amphitheatre for two performances.
There was no special ceremony to commemorate the birth of this theatre. Mr.
Cronk, the manager, states: " The people I
want to see at the first performance are
those whom I may expect to see in the
theatre the following week and the following, I do not want to have it said that
our prospective patrons were not given a
lookin on the opening night. If the theatre is good enough for them afterwards,
it is good enough for them when the first
picture is screened."
Luigi Romanelli has been appointed musical director and has an orchestra of sixteen pieces. Roland Todd, an artist of renown, is the organist. A feature of the
opening musical program was a pianoforte
number by Estell Beder, the young Russian
concert pianist. The feature film of the
opening program was Mary Pickford in
" The Little American." while a Christie
Comedy was shown and the " Allen Library
of Knowledge and Current Events," which
included the Universal Screen Magazine
and Gaumont views.

NOTES

FROM

CANADA

Breezv Items
E. R. Fauser, managing director of the Dominion Exclusives, Ltd., of Vancouver, B. C, distributors of Fox productions, announces that the
Fox comedies are being distributed throughout
western Canada and a strong demand for them is
evidenced.
The exchange managers in Winnipeg have announced that commencing on Monday, November
12, all exchanges in this city are putting into
force the C. O. D. or advance system for all
service.
Mr. Thompson, who has been manager of the
Rialtoered hisinconnection
Montreal with
since that
its inception,
sevtheatre andhasis now
looking up several prospects.
Dave Mandelson, formerly salesman with the
Montreal
Famous Players
Film firm
Service,
has been
severed his connection
with that
and has
appointed assistant to A. H. Fischer, general
sales manager of the Independent Film Service.
Private Roland Bottomley of the Canadian
Army, now stationed in Toronto, is earning a
proud name for himself locally because of his
generoustriotic
spirit
in helpingTheoutformer
with various
paentertainments.
Pathe star
has been seen of the boards two and three times
a week during the past month.
The nearest semblance to a Sunday patriotic
entertainment in a Toronto theatre for many
months was the sixth annual Christmas Mail and
Naval Festival Service at the Strand theatre on
Sunday night, November 4. A number of war
films and several pictures of naval cadets were
screened, tributafter
whichto picture
werein dised to be sent
relatives postcards
and friends
the
British Navy.
The Globe Film Company. Limited, which has
branches in the six important cities of the Dominion, announce that they have obtained the Canfor the by
six-reel
which adian
wasrightsproduced
John release
Steger. " Libertine,"
applicants Censor
are in the
field rendered
for the position
on Many
the Manitoba
Board,
vacant
by the recent death of W. J. Home, chairman of
the board.
A. Cohen, formerly chief operator at the Allen
theatre,
Calgary'.with
Alia.,
in a
similar position
the has
new been
Allenappointed
theatre, here,
which opened on November 10.
The Imperial theatre, Montreal, has a new and
distinguished orchestra leader in the person of
Henri Delcellier, a veteran ot the French Army
in the present war and winner of the Croix de
Guerre. He was formerly musical director of two
theatres
France,
the also
Theatre
ties and in
the Paris.
Casino.
He has
been Dethe Variechoir
master of the Montreal Opera Company.
The trealmanagers
theatres
have offered ofthethirty-four
use of their
housesinatMonany
or even- performance to the Victory Loan CamCommittee by
of prominent
Montreal for
five-minute
patrioticpaignspeeches
speakers.
The
offer was quickly accepted.
Herb Allen and Louise Rosenfeld, both of the
Toronto
of the Famous
vice, wereoffice
in Montreal
recently Players
looking Film
over Serthe
film situation.
Harry
of thelastMonarch
Co., Montreal, wentPrice
to Quebec
week onFilm
a business
trip.
J. Bedard of the Olympia theatre. Quebec, was
in Montreal last week.

You are not going to tear. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

Vancouver Exhibitors Educate
Public in Tax
The new Exhibitors' Association of Vancouver has already made a start in its campaign to educate the public in the matter
of the new war tax, which is going into
force in that province. The association is
going into this matter very thoroughly, and
there is no doubt that the industry as a
whole will benefit bv its action.

War Tax in U. S. Hits Canadian
Industry Hard
The announcement by the United States
Treasury Department that the United States
War Tax, as provided under the War
Emergency Revenue Act of October 3, is
to apply on all export as well as domestic
films,
came as a blow to the Canadian film
industry.
For practically three years, the Canadian
film industry has been laboring under a
heavy tax levied by the Canadian Government, and the exchangemen, as well as
the exhibitors, realize that with the new
United States war tax added, it is going
to make the burden almost unbearable. It
is common knowledge that in average cases,
the duty, war tax, censor shipping and
other charges on a reel of film amounts to
a greater sum in Canada than the original
cost charge made by a film company to its
branch in the Dominion, even before the
United States war tax was levied.
In Ontario, the annual license fee for an
exchange is $150. In Quebec the same fee
is $250. In five other provinces there is
also a stiff license fee for all exchanges, as
well as theatres. In Quebec the fee for the
censoring of pictures is $2.50 per reel.
In Ontario the charge is $2.00 per reeL
If a film distributing company opens
branches in the six important cities in
the Dominion, which is usually the case,
the total fee for exchange licenses runs
up to $1,500. In addition city license
fees for exchanges are charged in St. John,
Montreal. Winnipeg, Regina and Vancouver. The censor fees in seven provinces
vary from 50 cents to $2.50.
This new United States war tax which
has been imposed on the Canadian industry
has brought a crisis to the trade in Canada,
which wil^have to be dealt with, with the
utmost care and which will no doubt mean
the cutting off of a number of the short
reel subjects.
Dominion

Exclusives Does ell
with Fox Film
Dominion Exclusives, Ltd., of Vancouver, Calgary and Winnipeg, distributors of
Fox productions in western Canada, report
that " A Tale of Two Cities " continues to
be a powerful drawing card. This spectacle has been booked to show in all the leading theatres in western Canada and is
being received with enthusiasm by both
exhibitor and picture public.
In Vancouver, " A Tale of Two Cities "
was used together with " The Birth of a
Nation." by the Debating Club of the King
Edward High School on the subject of
whether or not " The Motion Picture
Shows Were an Asset to Education." The
judges of the debate gave the decision to
the affirmative.
It was an intensely interesting debate, almost even.- possible feature of educational
value being dealt with.
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UPERSENSITIVE TO THE TRAGIC" a Critic said at his first sight of
Miss Mildred Harris, In little Linnie's horror'Stricken eyes we read a pure
young girl's first awful terror before the undraped, grisly skeleton of Life.
Through those unguarded gateways, we see almost unwillingly down into her
immortal soul — behold a human being writhing, unhelped, in pitiful torment.
This, surely, is what men call Talent — raised to the mh power.
"The Price of a Good Time" is from "The Whim" by Marion Orth. Produced with indescrib'
able richness of sympathy and setting by Lois V\/eber~the Belasco of the Screen.

FMOIDTUCITIKDIfS
INC.
1600 BROADWA Y. NEW YORK
The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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See
It-AND-YOU'LL
BOOK
IT
see "THE MYSTERY SHIP" at your nearest
the first
is
SHIP"
RY
Universal Exchange.
Ask them to project
MYSTE
THE
"madeto-order" serial for Exhibitthe first few episodes — see with your very
ors and public alike. Conceived, written
own eyes, the terrific smashes in Episode No. 1
and produced TO GET THE BIG MONEY FOR
— and the rest. Be amazed at the colossal punches in
EXHIBITORS and to give the millions of fans
No. 1 — in the dynamiting of the $35,000 set. See the
three well known Universal Stars.
thrills and a calibre of serial photo play action
they've never seen before.
Ben Wilson — Neva Gerber
It's a tremendous story — with THREE big
Stars — whirlwind action — and it's going to
Kingsley Benedict and Big Cast
sweep the country from end to end.
in the fastest serial action you've ever seen on any screen.
Get in line for 18 weeks of sure fire profits.
Don't book any serial until you've seen as much as you can
Communicate immediately with your nearest
see of " THE MYSTERY SHIP." Then— after you've witnessed thrills that will amaze even an old timer like you
Universal Exchange for booking or reserve date. DO IT
— judge for yourself how the public will fairly "eat it up."
TODAY.
Don't let your'competitor beat you to it.
GO

FILM
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe." CARL LAEMMLE, Pres.
UNIVERSAL
1600
BROADWAY,
NEW
YORK
CITY
The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Censorship Holds Stage in the
Windy City Loop
The question of censorship in Chicago last
week was rather a burning issue, as a subcommittee of the City Council Committee
on Judiciary heard its justification from
Major Funkhouser and his clubwomen cohorts, and listened to its condemnation from
William A. Brady and other producers and
exhibitors.
The Committee on Judiciary is holding a
series of hearings to get the varying views
of the different factions on the censorship
problem before reporting back to the City
Council. The ordinance which was introduced into the council at its last meeting,
prior to the summer vacation, by Alderman
Walter P. Steffen, provides that where a
picture is judged immoral or obscene,
a permit cannot be refused until the picture
has been submitted to a board of ten censors, none of whom shall be connected with
the police department, and a majority of
the board condemns it. The first deputy
of police would still issue the permits, but
this is hardly enough power to suit the
Major.
The first of the hearings, held on Tuesday, November 20, at the council chambers
in the City Hall, resolved itself into a
vicious drive against the Chicago system
of having a board of censors and a man in
control with the power to set aside the findings of the board. Mr. Brady fired the
opening guns for manufacturer, distributor
and exhibitor, and characterized censorship
a la Funkhouser as a farce. He branded
as libel recent statements made by the Chicago censor before the Irish Fellowship
Club, to the effect that the men in the
motion picture industry were " dollar mad."
" The motion picture industry does not
need censorship," said Mr. Brady. " Give
the film manufacturers a chance to display
their wares uncensored and the producers
will prosecute any man who displays anything immoral or obscene.
" And as for the industry being " dollar
mad," it is a libel on an industry that is
serving the Government in its crisis without hope of reward and with great effect.
The motion picture industry is making
happy homes everywhere. In the city of
Scranton it has closed up 40 per cent, of
the saloons and disorderly houses. In some
places it is doing more good than the Y. M.
C. A.'s or the churches. It is flashing the
Government's food propaganda on 50,000
screens and is co-operating with the army,
navy and Red Cross.
" When President Wilson wanted to do
something to offset the work of the German spies in southern Russia he turned to
the motion picture men. He asked for
three men in the business to volunteer to
go to France and arrange for the exhibition of reels showing that the United
States is in the war and to prove to the
Russians that the stories told them by German spies are lies. It was the only way

Pathe Appoints Proctor Branch
Manager in Chicago
Ralph O. Proctor, who since January,
1916, had been general manager of the
Standard Film Company in Chicago, has
been appointed and has taken over his
duties as Chicago branch manager for the
Pathe Company. Mr. Proctor is one of
the most competent and best known film
men in the Central West.
Mr. Proctor made his entry into the
film business with the old Burton & Webster theatres in Chicago. For two years
he remained with them. This initiatory
process proved so interesting that he decided to learn the exhibiting game from
the bottom up. In consequence, after
leaving the Burton and Webster Company,
he spent some time as a motion picture
operator. After his term of service and
acquiring the rudiments in full, he went
with the General Film Company, and
served in all capacities, ranging from inspector to branch manager in Chicago for
two years. He was manager of the office
until December, 1915. He then went to
Des Moines as special representative there
and in Omaha and Kansas City. He later
took charge of the Kansas City exchange
until May, 1916. He received an offer following that to go with Metro, and he was
given the managership of the Chicago office. Leaving Metro he went in as the
head of the Standard Film Company in
Chicago, distributing Art-Dramas programs throughout the Central West. It
was here he was located with R. C. Cropper, head of the Standard Film Company
in the Central Wrest until November 19.
Quietly, and with much surprise to his
friends, he suddenly announced his appointment asbranch manager in the Pathe
offices, succeeding C. W. Bunn. In Mr.
Proctor's place at the Standard Film offices Frank B. Rogers has been installed.
in which the President could reach the
Russian armies.
" The three men who were selected gave
up positions paying them from $25,000 a
year up and receive only a moderate stipend for their government services. Does
that sound as though the moving picture
men were money mad?"
Herbert J. Friedman, attorney for Chicago Film exchanges, and Lewis F. Jacobson, argued against censorship. Tom
Furniss also spoke against the indiscriminate use of the censorial shears. Joe
Hopp, president of the Chicago chapter of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League,
used his knowledge of the film industry in
the early days to good advantage in telling
how censorship started in Chicago.
Mrs. Guy Blanchard of the Chicago Political Equality League spoke for censorship, and declared that she would produce
evidence at the next meeting that would
show that film censorship was a necessity.

Ralph O. Proctor
Ernest Reed Stops in Chicago on
Tour managing
of Branches
* Fox
Ernest Reed,
director of
Film Corporation for Great Britain stopped
off at Chicago a few days last week while
on his annual tour of the Fox centers in
the United States. Accompanied by W.
H. Engholm, publicity manager for Fox in
England, Mr. Reed was observing American methods of distribution and exhibition
and giving a few British ideas in exchange.
When asked as to the condition of the
picture industry in England, and especially
with regard to the exhibiting end, Mr. Reed
declared that it was in a very good state,
and predicted that it would be just as good
in this country as soon as the exhibitor got
the scare out of his head.
" We have the tax over there, the same
as you have it here," said Mr. Reed, " but
we have grown used to it. We've quit
worrying about it and as a consequence it
doesn't bother us. People have got to relieve their minds from the depressing influence of the war and the moving picture
theatre is the spot where they find this
temporary respite.
" As for the place of Fox throughout
the British Isles, he is looked upon as the
exhibitors' friend. I am expecting big
things from Standard Pictures over there.
We release the first of the Fox kiddie
pictures, 1 Jack and the Beanstalk,' December 17 and
it will
havepicture
a three
weeks'in
run at one
of the
largest
houses
Felton
London." Latest Addition to WolfSaleshasForces
William berg
C. Felton
joined the sales
forces of the Harris P. Wolfberg Attractions, Pittsburgh. Mr. Felton will operate
from the Cleveland office, it is announced.
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H. Tipton Steck, scenario writer for Essanay,
John R. Freuler, head of Mutual Film Corwith numerous successful stories chalked up to
poration, spent last week in New York casting
appraising eyes at several stars with whom he
credit, among the latest of which is "Gift
is negotiating. He declares, however, that he is o'hisGab,"
left days.
for New York last week to be gone
four or five
not yet ready to make an announcement, but
thinks he may have something to say a little
later.
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, delayed his
Jackson J. Rose, former Essanay standby on
trip to New York last week in order to take his
the camera firing line, has completed his first
old
friends.
Maypole
Alderman'
picture for the Commonwealth Pictures CorporSteffen,
to theAlderman
Brady banquet
last and
Monday
night.
ation, featuring Charlotte, the skater, during the
Both men are on the judiciary committee hanmaking of which he installed a number of new
dling the censorship matters of the city. Mr.
devices on his Bell & Howell camera. Now
Rothacker left the next day for New York.
when he goes out to shoot a picture it takes a
brave
actor
to
keep
from
running
away
from
the
machine; it looks so much like a Gatling gun.
J. S. Skirboll, district manager for Metro,
with headquarters in Pittsburgh, was in . Chicago
H. E. Granpp, manager of the Orpheum Thelast week on an inspection tour. He left here
for Kansas City.
atre at Rockford, 111., was in the Metro Exchange last week on business. He reports that
the soldier boys at Camp Grant have increased
Blaine McGrath is the new managing editor of
the patronage of his house a great deal, espeMotography. He is taking the place formerly
cially around the week-end periods.
occupied by Arthur E. Curtis.
M. J. Mintz,
Photoplays
poration, isbackmanager
at his of
deskUnity
in his
offices in Corthe
Jack Gardner, former musical comedy star, has
College
Building
after
a
very
successful
ten-day
trip on the road.
left Essanay.
His lastNovember
picture, "26.
Gift Mr.
o' Gab,"
was
ready for release
Gardner, after a trip to New York, was back in ChiCress Smith of Metro reports that all Ascher
cago for the banquet tendered William A. Brady
and Lubliner & Trinz houses have booked the
by the Chicago members of the Motion Picture
big patriotic feature production, " Draft 258."
Exhibitors' League, Monday, November 19.
Nate Erber, proprietor of the Lincoln Square
Theatre, Decatur, 111., said to be the largest and
Sales Manager E. H. Philippi, of the Rothacker
finest house in the town, was in Chicago last
Film tionCompany,
planning Mo.
on spending, his vacaat Excelsioris Springs,
week booking features and vaudeville acts which
he hoped would please his townsmen.
Hamilton Thompson, New York representative
Blaser & Cohen Pictures Corporation are
and assistant general manager of Fox Film Corporation, spent a few days in Chicago last week
handling the anti-capital punishment film, " Who
Ernest R. Reed, managing director of Fox
Shall
TakebyMyWilliam
Life," N.
for Selig,
Illinois.
This atstory,
produced
opened
the while
in
Great
Britain, was in the city on his annual
Bandbox Theatre last week for an indefinite run.
tour of the large film centers of America.
J. Milo Slousky, owner of two of the largest
Chicago newspapers commented very favorhouses of Des Moines, Iowa, the Palace and the
ably last week on the moving pictures of the
Family, was in the city last week buying an
Grand Opera stars, which were made by the
organ and materials for the remodeling of the
Rothacker
Film Company under the personal
Palace. Mr. Slousky, besides being a very sucsupervision of Vice President M. J. Baumer, who
cessful showman, is also in the automobile busifor
many
years
was the official photographer for
ness, being the head of the Overland agency on
Chicago Grand Opera.
the North Side in Chicago.
Fred Wright, successful director, who until a
J. E. Gerlick, of the J. P. Seeburg Piano Comdays ago was with Essanay, is now with
pany, in the Republic Building, is on a trip to few
Pathe. He left for New York the middle of last
the West Coast, where for the next four or five
weeks he expects to be calling on the trade.
week,
but expects
be working at the
Pathe studios
on thesoon
Westto Coast.
Pathe has a new salesman, John Wessel, who
joined them a week ago. He is working Indiana
" Rose
Blood,"
a Fox
Theda
and Michigan, and though new to the game, he
Bara
in a ofstory
dealing
withfilm,
I. W.featuring
W. machinasays that he likes it very much.
tions in this country, was turned down cold last
week by the Chicago censors. It is not known
Hazel Daly, who has been spending a few
yet what action the Fox Company will take to
weeks in Vicksburg, Miss., where, under the di- get the picture through.
rection of Harry Beaumont, she has been working on a new state rights feature for Selig, fell
off a horse recently and was .laid up for three
or four days. She is reported better now and
the company is expected back in Chicago the
latter part of this week.
Another little duty has developed upon the
head ofment ofW.
K. Hill, c'-'ef
of therecently
service asked
departParamount.
He was
he would take over everything that has to do
with service for the exhibitor, including advertising helps and campaigns, paper, etc., and last
but not least, the inspection of films, and Mr.
Hill accepted the job. He has shifts now running day and night working the Rex Cleaner in
an effort to put all Artcraft and Paramount prints
in first-class condition.
Frank Flaherty, pilot of the Hoffman-Foursquare Exchange in this city, got back in town
last
after ato five-days'
in Minneapolis,
whereweek
he went
establish stay
a branch
exchange.
George Gibson and Fred Neiman, formerly
at the Rothacker Studios, on the North Side, are
now in government service in the photographic
laboratories at Washington, D. C.
Arthur Hotaling, new comedy director at Essanay and previously with Lubin, is now directing Amelee
Rastrelli, the French comedian, in
one-reel
comedies.
Abe Teitel. film cleaner, with offices at 112
North La Salle Street, last week received a splendid letter of commendation from the company
handling new
" Intolerance
making
prints out "offorthehisoldwork
ones. in virtually
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Dorothy Phillips, Charming Star in the Jewel
Production Called " The Grand Passion "
Schlaifer Attractions Gets FourReel Feature for U. S.
L. J. Schlaifer Attractions, Seattle,
Wash., anounce that it has purchased of the
American Lifeograph Company, the exclusive rights for the United States for
the four-reel production, " Where Cowboy
Is King." The company will distribute this
feature in the states of Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana. Rights to the
balance of the United States territory will
be disposed of on the open market. The
picture is of the western type. The same
company announces the purchase of the
rights for Oregon, Washington, Idaho and
Montana, to the independent production,
" Hate." The picture will have its first
run in this territory at the Star theatre,
Portland, Oregon, owned by the Peoples
Amusement Company, the first week in
December.
Rex Weber Receives Injuries in
Auto Accident
Rex Weber, director of the Titan Pictures Corporation, Chicago, and who is a
cousin of Lois Weber, has been laid up in
bed at his home as a result of a recent
automobile accident.
The American Military Relief Association has completed a series of five onereel Titan comedies in which popular stage
stars are featured. The scripts were prepared by Jo Swerling, formerly of the
Chicago Tribune, and the proceeds will be
devoted to purchasing comforts for the
American soldiers and sailors in the service. As soon as Mr. Weber is able to be
about again the filming of Titan comedies
will be continued.
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(Fox|Doubles His London Office
Ernest Reed. Representing Fox in Great Britain and Ireland,
Declares War Has Benefitted Exchange — Returns After Visit

Space

films and admissions has developed a temporarily unsettled state of affairs. We have
been through all of this in England and
have not found it as serious as some exhibitors thought it would be. Indeed, there
just now is going into effect a new and
higher schedule of amusement taxes.
" Foreign trade, of course, has been affected. England has placed a ban on commercial relations with Norway and Sweden,
and a special license is required for doing
business in France. But within the United
3«:ir«Ht.ii:-ti»>iiii marc roumilll I MllW*<P^—
>— Mfc
Just ft hat Britishers W ant

Ernest Reed, Fox Managing Director for the
United Kingdom; Theda Bara and Harry Engholm. Reed's Publicity
Eastern Man,
StudioSnapped at a Fox

ERNEST REED, the Fox Film Corporation's managing director for Great
Britain and Ireland, who sailed a few days
ago for England after having been here
with Harry Engholm, his publicity manager, in conference with Mr. Fox and General Manager Winfield R. Sheehan regarding expansion policies, made some interesting statements concerning the war and the
film industry before he departed.
Coming to the point, Mr. Reed said :
" Perhaps I can explain by citing our own
experience. The William Fox offices in
London were opened in June, 1916, and although we had very large and commodious
quarters at the outset we since have found
it necessary to take another building. Our
United Kingdom headquarters now occupies the whole of two buildings. That is
the way the war is affecting us.
is true,"
Mr. war
Reedthere
explained,
that of
at
the" Itoutset
of the
was a " sort
general panic in English business circles,
and that the motion picture industry was
affected in common with other lines of
trade. But this was of short duration. Like
water, conditions sought their level, and
since then changes have come so gradually
the public has been prepared for them.
" The situation at first, I suppose, was
somewhat as it probably now is in the motion picture business in America. I do not
know a great deal about conditions here,
but I assume the imposition of taxes on

Piedmont Secures Rights to All
Selburn Comedies
Felix Malitz, general manager of tht
Piedmont Pictures Corporation, announced
last week that his company has secured
all rights on the Selburn comedies, featuring Neal Burns and Gertrude Selby.
They are produced by the David Horsley
studios in Los Angeles, and the director
is Horace Davey.
Blumenthal
Buys " World
Ocean Waif "
for Eutire
Ben Blumenthal, president of the Export and Import Film Company, Inc., announces that in conjunction with J. Frank
Brockliss, Inc., he has bought the entire
world's rights to a six-reel feature entitled
" An Ocean Waif," starring Carlysle Blackwell and Doris Kenyon.

([ Alexander Stewart of 89
Wardour Street, London,
just arrived in New York,
stopping at the Hotel
McAlpin and here to buy
serials, comedies and super
productions for the British I
field, gives voluntarily this
cheering information:
([ That the renters in London
regard MOTION PICTURE
NEWS as the premier American trade paper. They like 1
its
"get-up"' and live, reliable
information.

Japau Puts Ban on Certain Sorts
of Productions
Drastic regulations are being enforced by
the Tokyo (Japan) police department,
which has assumed censorship control of
films, according to latest advices.
While the regulations apply only in that
city, it is expected that they will spread all
over Japan, as the police of other cities
follow the lead of Tokyo's police force.
The new regulations will curtail the marketing of a certain class of the films commonly known as " triangle plots," which
have been a prominent feature of programs.
Love scenes that go beyond the ordinary
bounds of chaste propriety: films that fea{[ That the Managers of all of
ture certain social problems that have a
Mr. Stewart's sixteen British
tinge of Socialism ; pictures that expose
houses subscribe to the
persons in authority, such as police and
NEWS
and rely greatly
school teachers, to ridicule and those that
seriously disturb the peace and good order
upon its weekly service.
That the box-office reports in 1 of society will be barred.
Films censored and passed are divided
the NEWS are just what the
into
two classes, A and B. The former
British exhibitors have been
class of films can be exhibited only to perlooking for in an American
sons beyond the age of fifteen years, while
the
class can be shown to those onder latter
that age.
journal.

Kingdom the motion picture trade, so far
as Fox is concerned, has been growing
steadily. ' The Tale of Two Cities ' is the
film of the year in England.
" One effect of the war," Mr. Reed explained, has
"
been to cause the public to
turn to cinema productions for relief from
the depressing atmosphere with which it
sometimes is surrounded. In this respect
the motion picture theatres seem to have
profited in greater proportion than any
other form of amusement"
While in this country Messrs. Reed and
Engholm visited all of the Eastern offices
and studios of the Fox organization 0nd
watched the filming of numerous pictures.
At the studios in Grantwood, N. J., Theda
Bara posed with them in a group photograph.

General Manager of Select Takes
Extended Trip
Arthur S. Kane, general manager of
Select Pictures Corporation, was making
plans last week to leave Xew York Tuesday of this week on an extended trip in
the interest of his company, visiting chiefly
the cities in which the Select Exchanges
are established in the central and midwestern territories. His trip will carry
him as far West as Omaha, as far South
as St Louis and as far North as Minneapolis. Chicago is slated as the first
stop, where Mr. Kane will Confer with
Fred Aiken, manager of that branch. In
Omaha Mr. Kane will probably be joined
by C. E. Shurtleff, sales manager for
Select Pictures

I
I
I
I
|
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Dan Donnellan, Recently Appointed Manager of
Mutual's Exchange in Minneapolis
began with three years' experience in newspaper advertising in Minneapolis, Chicago,
St. Louis, Dallas, Seattle and San Francisco, and proceeded to one year as private secretary of a railway general manager. Following this he spent five years in the
lumber business, and then branched to the
automobile trade, in which he spent two
and one-half years as salesman, later selling books and carbonating machines. His
picture experience began with Vitagraph,
in Seattle, as salesman, and gained momentum as sales manager and editor of
V. L. S. E. Pals. This was topped off with
one year with Triangle in Seattle and Denver, before joining Mutual.
Stanley Philadelphia Bureau
Takes Army Pictures
Mo Greenwald, of the Stanley Advertising Bureau, a part of the Stanley interests
in Philadelphia, is to take three thousand
feet of film at Camp Meade, Admiral, Md.
It will show the activities of the National
Army at work and during their resting
hours.
It was from this same bureau that many
of the films used by the newspapers for
election night screens was obtained. Their
chief work, however, is the manufacture
of commercial motion pictures.
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Mutual's Minneapolis Manager
Has Varied Career
Dan Donnelan, recently appointed brarch
manager of the Mutual Exchange in Minneapolis, has probably had as varied
and interesting a career as anyone in the
industry, according to a tabulation of his
endeavors in the motion picture field and
elsewhere.
Mr. Donnelan's list of activities which
eventually led into the picture industry
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Here and There
Glowing tributes to the character and pulling
power of Christie Comedies have been received
by A. E. Golden, of the Boston Photoplay Company, it is said. The Boston company distributes
the Christie Comedies in the New England States.
Manager Golden is said to be very much in favor of " Betty's Big Idea," featuring Betty Compson.
Joseph Partridge, division manager of the U. S.
Exhibitors'
Corporation,
hasinterest
departedof
on
a trip to Booking
the Pacific
Coast in the
the new concern headed by Frank Hall and William Oldknow. Mr. Partridge is stopping at all
important cities along the route. It is reported
he
will
arrange
with a long-established
exchange
system for
the distribution
of U. S. Productions
in the Western territory.
The initial
drive of the
" Beeof Hive
" salesmen
started
last Monday.
Three
the best
known
salesmen on the staff are going through New
York
and
New
Jersey
to
sell
Billy
West
King
Bee
comedies.
Branch Manager Arthur Lucas, of Atlanta, representing Goldwyn, received a mighty fine letter
recently concerning Mae Marsh's first Goldwyn
picture,
' Polly toof bethenone
Circus."
who happened
other The
than exhibitor,
Manager
Raper, of the New Theatre in Elizabeth City, N.
C, declared the film went over so big he almost
needed a dray to haul the receipts.
William Alexander, serving in an executive cathe U.to S.Detroit
Exhibitors'
Booking
Corporation,pacityhasforgone
on what
is said
to be
an
important
mission.
He
will
establish
the
L-.
S. exchange system in that territory, it is said,
and may later go to the Coast.
Benjamin Harris, shipper of the Masterpiece
Film Attractions, in Philadelphia, plans to embark
upon the sea of matrimony with Sarah Le Bor.
The sailing is set for December 23. Morris
Weiss, former shipper of the company, has been
promoted to assistant manager to B. Amsterdam.
Jack Delmar has returned to his former duties
as booker with the Stanley Booking Corporation
in Philadelphia. He has been managing one of
its many theatres.
Jay Emanuel, manager ol the Park and Jefferson' theatres,
birthday
surprise
party Philadelphia,
by his wife was
and given
friendsa recently.
Al Lichman, of Artcraft Pictures Corporation,
was a visitor for two days recently at the Philadelphia branch. He was a guest of William E.
Smith, district manager.
Charles Henschel, former salesman for Paramount-Artcraft Pictures, has been made publicity
director of the Philadelphia office.
Allen May is in charge of the Philadelphia territory of the U. S. Exhibitors' Corporation, distributing The
" MayZeppelin's
in thatto
section. Mr.
is said toLast
be theRaidfirst" man
sing in theatres of Philadelphia at the time illustrated songs were popular.
Standard Film Opens New
Exchange in Arkansas
The Standard Film Company, of Dallas,
Texas, recently opened an exchange in
Jonesboro, Ark., with H. Rittenhouse as
manager. Mr. Rittenhouse was formerly
with the Central Film Company, of St.
Louis.
Jewel in Kansas City Moves to
New Quarters
The Jewel Productions, Inc., of Kansas
City, recently secured a lease on the fourth
floor of the Boley Building, at Twelfth and
Walnut streets, and will install the Kansas
City branch of the Jewel Company there on
or before the first of the month.

Pathe Seattle Exchange Now in
New Building
A further step in the efficiency of
handling Pathe films on the Pacific coast
is the erection of the special building in
Seattle to house Pathe Exchange. It is
said that this exchange is one of the finest
and the best equipped in the Northwest,
and beginning November 15 exhibitors
who heretofore received their Pathe films
from the Portland office, will do so from
Seattle, since the Portland branch has been
closed and its force consolidated with the
Seattle force.
The former Portland territory will be
handled out of Seattle and any matters
concerning it must be taken up with the
Seattle manager, C. E. Endert. W. W.
Kofeldt, the manager of the former Portland branch, remains with Pathe and goes
to Minneapolis as manager. Salesmen
will, of course, still be maintained in the
former Portland territory, though they
will travel outside of Seattle.
Gilman

Represents U. S. Exhibitors in Pennsylvania
F. H. Gilman, formerly of the Famous
Players' sales staff of Philadelphia, has
resigned to represent the U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation in the western Pennsylvania territory. Mr. Gilman will cooperate with Allen May in the management of the U. S. Philadelphia branch.
Mr. Gilman has had long experience in
the film business and has served with
many of the largest concerns during the
last ten years.
He is at present engaged in giving a
series of trade showings of the first U. S.
release, " The Zeppelin's Last Raid," in
the western Pennsylvania district.

Mentz Withdraws from Jewel at
Cleveland Branch
A. J. Mentz, according to Motion Picture News's correspondent in Cleveland,
O., has withdrawn as manager of the
Cleveland branch of Jewel Productions,
Inc., and thus far no one has been named
to succeed him. It is expected that announcements concerning the changes in the
office will be made this week by Jewel.
H. M. Berman, sales manager of Jewel,
who has been making a tour of inspection
of local offices, stopped in Cleveland recently, and found things in a very satisfactory condition, it is said.
Lannon, of Seattle, Pleased with
Christie Reels
Jack Lannon, manager of the Greater
Features Company of Seattle, who has recently acquired Christie Comedy releases
for the States of Oregon, Washington and
Idaho, is said to be greatly pleased with
the success he is meeting with in booking Christie Comedies in his territory.
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Barnes, of Casper.

yo.. Like?

" Come
Through
R. Jewel's
D. Barnes,
manager
of the " Hub
theatre, Casper, Wyo., is very elaborate in
his praise of " Come Through," according
to an announcement from the Jewel offices
last week.
In a letter to headquarters, Mr. Barnes
said : " Jewel Productions need very little
advertising to do the desired business. We
did $7.35 in advertising on ' Come
Through ' and packed 'em to the front
seats at 25 cents per head. The fact that
this picture was not a cut and dried love
story of the usual kind but something with
a punch in every scene sent the patrons
away telling us. how much they liked the
picture and advising their friends to attend
the next day."
Pathe's

Les Miserable; " Pleases
Small Town
Sam Parrish of the Picture theatre, Huntsville, Texas, said recently in a letter to
Path : " ' Les Miserables ' got up the money.
We did just about twice as much on it as I
thought I would when I booked it. The
people were all well pleased. Wish I could
get one as good even- week"
Turner and Dahnken to Film
Activities at Camp Lewis
Turner & Dahnken Circuit, it is announced, has secured from the War Department at Washington, a permit to take
motion pictures of the activities at Camp
Lewis where more than 40.000 men are in
training. Ray Ewell, who has been a
photographer in the United States Navy,
has been sent by Turner & Dahnken to
make these pictures. The scenes which
are being taken will show how our young
men become soldiers. The different contingents from the various cities will be
taken separately. Prints -of these pictures
will be sold by Turner & Dahnken throughout the United States.
Hiller and Wilk Note MisstatementWilk
Concerning
"The
Hiller and
announce
that Whip"
territorial
rights
to
"
The
Whip
"
for
Wyoming,
and New Mexico have not been sold. Utah
This
is in contradiction of statements alleged to
have been made to the effect that Foursquare Pictures had secured these territories for this production. The rights to
these territories have not been sold, it is
announced.
In addition to the above territories Hiller
and Wilk announce that Colorado and
Texas remain to be sold- They say that
negotiations are now under way whereby
these territories will be sold within the
next few- days. The reports that have been
received by Hiller and Wilk from buyer?
who have handled " The Whip " indicate
that this production is a strong box office
success-
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ler of the
CALIFORNIA.— L. H. Baun
irchased the
Downev theatre, Downey, b
Santa Paula theatre and m
there a few
days ago.
R. W. Lamphere has bought the Crown
theatre at Sawtelle from Foster Jackson and
is now managing same. Mr. Lamphere was
for ten years manager of the Opera House at
Junction
City. He isshowman
describedandas not
a progressive and enthusiastic
a total
stranger
to
southern
California,
which
he will
shortly make his home.
ILLINOIS.— Joseph Erber of East St. Louis has
leased the Washington and Annex theatres,
Belleville, and recently assumed active management in lieu of Louis Landau, resigned.
Mrs. Sadie Erber is conducting the East StLouis
house
during
her on
husband's
absence.
The old Bijou
theatre
West State
street.
Laurencerille, is open again after a few
months of total darkness. Clarence Waggoner purchased the house and has employed
Roland Johnson as operator.
Fred Snell has purchased the Pastime
theatresion a few
fromdays
F. L.
ago.Tanner and took possesHerb Jenkins of Dahlgren is now the
owner of the Elite theatre at McLeansboro.
he having bought the good will and operating
outfit from C. J. Price. Mr. Price and wife
will move to Effingham.
G. W. Hill, the new owner of the Court
theatre. Peoria, is retaining Harry Dittmer as
operator.
William Ranee has entered the motion
picture theatre business at Peoria and severed his connection with the Logan Coal Co.
INDIANA. — The Royal theatre, Fairmount, is
now owned and operated by Miss Grace
Cleveland and Miss Kate Holliday. the latter
having charge
the music toIt the
is their
tention to caterof particularly
womeninand children of the town.
IOWA. — tureFrank
King hastheatre
boughtat the
and vaudeville
Ida motion
Grove- picCharles Barger having recently purchased
the tonStar
motion
picture
theatre
at Washinghas now
assumed
active
managementThe Lyric Amusement Co. has purchased
the interests of Oscar Stnne in the Lyric
theatre, Boone, and placed Ben B. Wiley in
charge as manager.
NEBRASKA.
— L.theatre
H. Martin
opened a motion picture
at BluehasSpringsHarry Highley has sold his interests in
the
Creely.Hardware theatre, Fremont, to Frank
A. Van H onsen has bought the Favorite
theatre at Schuyler.
C. R- Shandy is the new owner ot the Folly
theatre at Sterling.
The Elite theatre at St. Paul is now owned
and operated by J. W. Crough.
Manager Crowningshield of Scenic Temple.
Glens mentsFalls,
tnalring extensive
to this is
playhouse.
The interiorimproveof the
theatre is being painted and the aisles will be
carpeted with rubber matting. The theatre
presents a most inviting appearance. The
work is being done bv Tohn Tucker.
NORTH DAKOTA. — Louis Gits and Eugene
Tripp has bought the Grand theatre at
Noonan.
TENNESSEE — J. L. Davis, manager of Dreamland theatre in Maryville has accepted the
management
of the Ocoee "theatre in Copper
HilL
WISCONSIN.— O. W. Rice ot Marshneld has
leased the Idle Hour theatre at Phillips,
F. E Avery, the former lessee, having joined
the army.
The Idle Hour theatre at Sheboygan is
now under the management of Otto Koch
and George
sonal charge.Froehlich, who will assume perF. H. Saderson and A. R. Dahma are
planning to open a motion picture theatre
in the ances
village
of Brooklyn to give performtwice weekly.
You are not going to uar. The men tcho
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — note. Don't
a slacker!

DOING

Philadelphia Hopes for Sunday
Shows Shortly
Philadelphia is gradually coming into its
own in regard to the showing of motion
pictures on Sunday. It must be said,
however, that the public is not as yet
allowed to participate in these screenings,
but there is hope that it will be in the near
future. At present, only the exhibitors and
their friends have been thus entertained.
Up to date there have been shown on consecutive Sundays of " The Warrior," " The
Zeppelin's Last Raid," Florence Reed in
" Today " and Theda Bara in " Cleopatra."
Pittsburgh

Cameraphone Shows
Ince Spectacle
After what was said to be a week of
spirited bidding, the management of the
Cameraphone, one of the largest picture
theatres in Pittsburgh, has obtained first
run on the new Thomas H. Ince spectacle,
" The Zeppelin's Last Raid," released by
the United States Exhibitors' Booking Corporation.
^New \ itagraph Comedies Reach
Screen Each Week
Greater Yitagraph announced last week
through President Albert E. Smith that the
new series of short comedies, for which the
brand
name of will
" Yitagraph
Comedies
has
been selected,
be released
weekly" and
will be a regular unit of Yitagraph service
to exhibitors. With its regular five-reel
Blue Ribbon feature, two reels of a serial
episode,
of of
the the
" BignewV "Yitagraph
slapstick
comedies,oneonereelreel
Comedies and three reels of favorite film
features. Yitagraph thus is providing exhibitors with a complete show each week

MotioiuPicture
Exposition.
Grand
Central Palace^3\ | ]

February i-ta
1918
February
2C-]6.I9I8
Under
the auspices
of the
National Association of the
Notion Picture Industry and
Motion Kcbjre rrhiWors Uotae
_X » - _
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STUDIOS

A the Metro Studio is Gt
ton. His first work for
preparation of the product]
of "Daybreak." with Enrily Stevens
H ERBERT BRENON and the principal rr.erniers c: his :;~sar.y ;;er.:
the greater pai
part of last week at Greenwich. Conn . pi
ing the finishing touches
on Mr. Brenor
forthcoming production
Icets." In the company
of " Empty
were
Barbara P< astleton, Susanne Willa
Ketty Calanta. Malcolm Williams ar.c
others
T

wtiat was 5.
lav of cash.

blasts and downpour of
rk Manhattan Island one
not only destroyed
over on the Jersey side
re Grecian city that had
ie Goldwyn Studio for
rthcoming production of
lole set was rebuilt, at
be a considerable oat-

F ROM the studios of Madame Petrora
comes the announcement this week
•'that the star has discovered, after years
;©f research and experiment, the exact
•formula for facial make-up which will
■lend perfectly with the harsh rays of the
studio lamps. It is claimed that up to this
■time all work on this line by others has
proved futile.
IT is doubtful if ever in the history of
motion picture production there has
been a time when producer and author
were more thoroughly en rapport than in
|the case of J. Stuart Blackton and Sir
Gilbert Parker. For several weeks, off and
on. the British writer was a guest of Comfmodore Blackton at the tatter's country
estate. Harbourwood. at Oyster Bay, L. I.
««IOE'
FORSYTH
has returned to
J Metro in his old "job," that of assistant cameraman to R. J. Bergqnist, pho-

Beverly Bayne. He assisted
the production of the Meti
" The Voice of Conscien
and endeavored to equal the phot ■7
raphic
Romeo work
and
done by them in Metro's

Box-Office Reports
" Best Thin* in Any
Office ofi et "
Masazine
Eastern Amusement Company.
Ltd.. Moncton. N. B.
Motion Picture News.
New \ork.
Gentlemen :
Enclosed please find our.
check for three dollars for one
vear's subscription to the
MOTION PICTURE NEWPlease start with copy of
November 17.
\oa have caught us with the
EXHIBITORS- ~ BOX-OFEICE
^REPORTS.
Best thing in any
magazine yet. Stick to it.
\ our- truly.
TORRIE AND w ENTER.
Per F. W. Winter.

Eari Williams, V-t

in the vicinity of 90th
PEDEST
and Broadway, New York, on
streetRIANS
their way to work last Thursday TWHiiifc
could
Juliet."hardly believe their eyes at the
a.u:;m:in \:'.zv.z'z:
i.rzr.ztboth
of
front \zz:
the ::street
sides aofzzt:
fined
-jr.z S^-i^ri -jr.z-z-.ri ar.d irr.zzt :r zzzirrii :: rz -~. and — zz f-tzizz irz-.-.
The unseemly attire for that hour of the
— .rrzzz zzi zzt — a::er-- :-:a;t way ".ha:
the " society folk " carried themselves,
node many of the on-lookers pinch themselves to see if they were still abed. To
add to the niysfaaj, the display boards of
±i 5:a-iar:i -±ta:r- ii: r.:: izz.--ir.zt an;'
rz :— :zz ~-.zr.zt \zi :'zzz. agai^, if :h;r;
was a show, why the strange orgy of evening dress? The answer is simple The
'audience" was nothing more than the
raries y of The
Rap:" 3
HarryStruggle
and supernume
cast
rz ;h:::;ii
: zrzzz.rzi
Everlasting," in which Florence Reed is
die star and Edwin Milton Royle is the
author. Incidentally, this piece, which was
i«
z'.rzzzt
suc:h;i by:: Mr.
has 5 the
Royle,R::-r—
stage vehicle
a:rigiualiy
feliiM lion of being the first allegorical
play to come to the screen. The result
should be interesting.
IX Norma Talmadge's next Select production. Ghosts
"
of Yesterday,'* in which
she will be presented by Joseph M.
Schenck, an oil painting was slashed to
pieces in a scene because a " dupe " was
lost, or mixed with the g**"""«*. or something. The scene promises much realism.
TWENTY-FIVE members of
Yorke company, headed
Lockwood and Director Francis
gone to New Hampshire for

tar. in His Se- Packard Hrsd^jr

the Metroby Harold
Ford, have
scenes in
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" The Avenging Angel." In the party are
Sally Crute, Joseph Dailey, William Clifford, Warren Cook, Walter Lewis, Art
Ortego, Edward Draham, Louis Walheim,
Floyd Buckley, Harry J. Russell, Robert
Carson, Austin Beattie, Russell Hubley,
Tom Blake, Harry Cabot, Assistant Director John Waters, Cameraman Antonio
Gaudio and a violinist.
AGNES AYRES, the Vitagraph star
shortly to be featured with Edward
Earle in comedies, is wearing an engagement ring. No wedding bells are anticipated as the ring is a " prop " presented
to her by Director Graham Baker.
THE

home life of June Elvidge in her
apartment overlooking the Hudson is
the subject of an article in a " fan" magazine for January. The story is well supplied with illustrations.

IT is said folk around the Fox Studio at
Fort Lee had the tables turned on them
recently when they tried to perpetrate a
joke on Katherine Lee, the kiddie star.
She put it over like a veteran, according
to reports.
RITA DANE, formerly prima donna in
" Pom Pom," the musical operetta,
was an extra in the banquet scene in Goldwyn's " Thais," starring Mary Garden.
Adolph Klauber, casting director, wished
to see how Miss Dane would screen.
THE

Sidney Drews have a brother, on
Mrs. Drew's side, who is mastering
aviation with the intention of bringing
down some German planes. Hartley McVey, the flyer-soon-to-be, was formerly
assistant to Mr. Drew in the Metro-Drew
comedies.

Taylor Holmes. Whose Smile-Personality Has Landed Him in the First Division of Picture Stars, Tries
Polishing the Stove, But Loses Not His Smile, in " Uneasy Money," a George K. Spoor Special Feature
EDDIE JAMES, assistant to Larry
Trimble, director of Madame Petrova's second starring subject, was injured a few days ago when an auto in
which he was riding collided with a truck.
It was the second mishap he had experienced within the week. His nose felt the
shock most.
ALICE

BRADY,
first Paramount
Select picture was madewhose
at the

studio in Fort Lee, came over to Select's
studio in Fifty-fourth street for her second
feature, " Jane Eyre." This eliminates the
delays in crossing and re-crossing the
Hudson.
FLORENCE
toe
dancer who CURTIS,
for several the
years little
appeared
in Cohan's Revue and with Kosloff, is playing leads opposite Larry Semon in Vitagraph comedies directed by Semon. She
has" been with Vitagraph four months.
BESSIE LOVE has begun work in a New
York studio of Pathe on " Spring of
the Year," written by Henry Kitchell
Webster.

more complimenis bringing
day
to Elizabeth Risdon contary remarks
cerning her remarkable characterization in
" Mother," the McClure production.

EACH

OLIVE TELL recently completed the
three pictures her contract called for
with the Empire All-Star Corporation.
Now, it is said Miss Tell is being inundated with offers from picture concerns —
also managers of the legitimate stage.

's
LockwoodDeNE CURLEY,
PAULI
leading
woman in Harold
" The Square
ceiver, Metro production, believes a stone
can bring good luck. On location recently
Director Allan Dwan handed her a stone
shaped like a potato and she is keeping it
for " luck."
WhoGetsTSWe
William Stowell, Jack Mulhall and Lou Chaney, Registering Excitement and Some Thrills in the
Seven-Reel Jewel Production, " The Grand Passion "
\

n
ntio>{erof
Atte
Than
The
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FUN

By LONGACRE
hum
THE Screen Club Ball was as per
usual particularly gala and eventful and all that. The most notable thing
about it was the grand march. There
wasn't any. Instead there was a Paul
Jones or Nantucket or " mob stuff " as
someone remarked. And all the participants seemed and did have a much better
time so indulging than they would have
had parading round and round the Astor
Gold Room for an hour and looking pleasant for the flash light man.
AS

usual all dancing honors of the
evening were carried off by Daniel
Frohman who tripped the conventional
light fantastic constantly and held out
longer than even " Conky," the professional. On second thought Jim Moff also
proved effective on the dance floor, but
he
always is despite the fact that he's an
editor.
PRESIDENT JOE FARNHAM presided
off and on. He introduced a lot of
stars including " Cuba " Crutchfield, a cowboy from the Y 6 ranch out Wyoming way
who twirled a rope dexterously, and later
presented both Billy Quirk, the retiring
president and Jules Burnstein with gold
plates indicating life memberships.
THERE is a baker at Rosedale, Kansas,
we are told who gets a large amount
of publicity by sending Gladys Brockwell
fifty pies baked at his plant. Fifty pies
are fifty pies and publicity is a good thing
but what about the dough?
UNIVERSAL en masse has taken up the
practice of knitting as can be seen
by glancing elsewhere on this page. Right
down in front is Nat Rothstein learning
the intricacies of the fine art from the longsince tutored Miss Fineman. The Universalities have a habit of knitting for the
soldiers during lunch hour, it is said. Just
when they eat their lunch is not stated.
Perhaps they have cut things down to a
two-meal-a-day basis and out-Hoovered
Hoover.
FROM the tale end of a synopsis we read
" She sees Radon taking another girl
into an abandoned cabin, as he did her
years before. The ending is dramatic in
the extreme." We invite answers.
ED. MULLEN, sometimes with Mutual,
Metro, Universal and the A. E. A., has
packed his worldly goods and chattels into
a moving van and flown from our midst.
Holyoke, Mass., is his destination where
he will ease his figure into the managing
editor's chair and preside over the fate of
the Holyoke Evening Telegram. The bunch
is very sorry to see Ed.'s back turned upon
them and despite his avowal that he has
shaken the dust of Broadway from his feet
for ever more confidently expect to see him
returning after the Telegram assumes its
proper place in the newspaper world.

Universal Knitting Society

picture busiin the
everyone
ALMOST ness was
the exception of
there with
Arthur Lang and a few South American
presidents.

ARTHUR
counters
withDana
the
revelationJAMES
that June
is Viola
and
not
either
June
Elvidge
or
the
month
before July.

Sty? fGmujarr?
Hantpmm
All the News That Fits, We Print
Longacre Square, N. Y., Dec. 1, 1917
EDITORIAL
To continue complaining.
It strikes us that the producers should refrain somewhat from using the same locations so often. Certainly
the regular picture audience
knows a good many of them
like home by this time.
There's that one in the
West, on one of the beaches
near Los Angeles, with a
pyramid or needle of rock
jutting out of the waves only
a few feet from the wall af
rock on the shore. One day
it is the background for a
group of comedy bathing
girls, another it is representing a South Sea island shore,
still again it is part of a fisherman's village, with either a
love scene or a murder going
on at its foot. The greatest
and the humblest of picture
players have trod the sands
there.

This is paralleled in the
East by that pretty waterfall
scene that was discovered so
long ago that it used to appear regularly on the General
Film program via Edison
pictures. That water has
splashed on while love, murder and rape were staged before it. It knows the camera
so well that it almost kicks
when told it has been badly
photographed.
Surely there are other
places on the Western coast
that are as available as that
cross between the pyramid
and the needle, others in the
East as pretty as the Edisondiscovered waterfall.
SCREEN CLUB BALL EXTRA
— Mrs. and Bill Johnston came
all thesumeway
from Bayside
astheir proper
places into the
erapy
box. was very kind to
— Ed.newsEarle
— Terry McGovern and Myrtis
Morgan
on
foot. were on hand and also
ye
ed.

—Tony Kelley, the W. K.
Shakespeare of the empies, held
his annual celebration.
— Joe Kelley had an illuminated
expression.
— Nazimova was introduced by
Joe Farnham to much applause.
— The Screen Club was chrismorning.
tened all over again on Sunday
— Larry
couldn't
find hisin
eve.
clothesSemon
and had
to attend
a suit of conventional weave.
— Bill Parke, Jr., came without
Mrs.
— Mabel Condon showed up
again tionand
announced
in our her
city intenuntil
the newof staying
yr.
thing.
— Ye ed. can't remember everyLOCAL NEWS
— It was rumored about late
last wk. that Terry McGovern
had gone on the w. w. but we
were unable to confirm this.
— Some
wk. we're
goingstoryto
print
a thrilling
mystery
about Walt. K. Hill.
— Ad Kessel has charge of the
empies about the training camps.
Congrats Ad.
— Jack Meador is working for
Metro, say we, newsily.
— Bill Barry is working tor the
Billboard.
— With this line we ring down
the curtain for the wk.
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Louis B. Mayer Chosen Manager
"Raftles" to Have Trade Showing This Week
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman," Adapted from Famous Stage Play,
with John Barrymore in the Leading Role, Handled by Hiller and Wilk
HILLER and Wilk will show their
latest offering, " Raffles, the Amateur
Cracksman," to the trade Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Joseph
R. Miles projection room, 220 West 42nd
street. The showing has been delayed
for several weeks due to. the fact that
a number of details essential for a successful trade showing were not completed.
" Raffles " is the first big special feature
to be produced by the L. Lawrence Weber
Photo Dramas, Inc., and is to be followed
by other high class productions, it is announced. John Barrymore has the leading
role in this production. In the supporting
cast are: Frederick Perry, H. Cooper
Cliffe, Christine Mayo, Evelyn Brent and
Mike Donlin. The picture represents six
months of concentrated effort on the part
of George Irving who directed. "Raffles"
was one of the big successes on the stage,
about ten years ago. In novel form it was
one of the "best sellers." It is said that
the screen version is destined to meet the
same success that has been the lot of the
stage play and the novel.
Hiller and Wilk announce that territory
for this production has been sold, notwithstanding the fact that a trade showing will
not be given until this week.
• The Special Features Company of Knoxville, Tenn., has purchased the rights for
the states of Georgia, Florida, Alabama and
Tennessee, and the Dawn Masterplay Company has purchased the rights to the state
of Michigan. Both of these purchasers
took the picture without seeing it. From
now on, Messrs. Hiller and Wilk suggest
that every purchaser view the picture in
order that they may know just exactly
what they are purchasing and have explained to them the wonderful possibilities
for its promotion.

by Select Pictures
Louis B. Mayer, whose career in the
motion picture industry has been marked
by a rapid rise since ten years ago, when

Hoffman-Foursquare Features at
Hero Land Bazaar
Through the courtesy of M. H. Hoffman, general manager of the HoffmanFoursquare
" The Sin
Woman,"
with Miss Pictures,
Irene Fenwick
as star,
and
" Her Fighting Chance," by James Oliver
Curwood, with Jane Grey featured, will
be shown at Mrs. Henry B. Harris's theatre, Hero Land Bazaar, which opened
Saturday evening, at the Grand Central
Palace. Both Miss Fenwick and Miss
Grey will appear in person.
Pathe Saves Books and Records in
Detroit Fire
The fire starting at seven o'clock on the
evening of November 16 in the General
Film vault, fifth floor of the New Film
Building, Detroit, totally destroyed the
General office, badly damaged Fox, Mutual, Vitagraph, Bluebird and state right
companies, according to a report from the
Midwest city.
Manager Fuller, of the Pathe office,
with his cashier, was leaving for the day
when the fire started. The two men carried out all books and records, thus saving
them from ruination by water.
About two hundred reels on the lowest
shelf were wet by water but they dried
them off immediately after the fire with
practically no film loss. Water was a foot
deep on the Pathe floor, and it damaged
furniture and stationery to a considerable
extent. There was little damage to posters
and the Pathe total loss will not exceed
$1,000. No one was hurt and there was
no interruption to the service to exhibitors.

Louis B. agerMayer,
for New Recently
England ofNamed
Select General
Pictures Manhe made his bow to the field as an exhibitor,
has been chosen New England general manager of Select Pictures, with headquarters
at 69 Church street, Boston.
William Farnum Takes First
Vacation in Year
After being continuously on the camera's firing line for approximately a year
William Farnum is experiencing a vacation
on his estate at Sag Harbor, L. I.

Scenes Showing the Wide Variety of Atmosphere and Elasticity of Theme in " Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
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Territorial Sales Reported

FIELD
During

TICKER

the Past Week

Productions
Buyer
Territory
"The Whip"
Big Feature, Feature Rights
Corporation, Louisville,
Ky
Tennessee.
"Enlighten Thy Daughter".
Australia,
Yucatan. France, Mexico,
" Kerensky in the Russian
Revolution of 1917"
West Indies.
Tillie Wakes Up"
France.
" Kerensky in the Russian
Revolution of 1917" Fort Pitt Theatre Exchange, Pittsburgh Western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia.
" Kerensky in the Russian
Revolution of 1917'" Masterpiece change,Film
PhiladelphiaEx- Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey.
"Where Cowboy Is King"..L. Seattle,
J. Schlaifer
Attractions,
Wash

H. Heidleberger, Manager of the Civilization Film
Corporation of Newark, N. J.
Heidelberger Owns Jersey Rights
to " Persuasive Peggy "
H. Heidelberger, manager of the Civilization Film Corporation, Newark, N. J.,
announces that the purchasers of the New
Jersey rights to the Mayfair six-part production,Persuasive
"
Peggy," is the Civilization Film Corporation and not Heidelberger and Alsop as has been stated.
Colonel Condell Praises Hall
Caine's " The Deemster "
Arrow Film Corporation reports that its
production of Hall Caine's novel, " The
Deemster " is being received in the South
with great enthusiasm.
- Colonel William E. Condell, of the firm
of Condell and Greenfield, Liberty Feature
Film Company, Shreveport, La., writes the
Arrow Film Corporation the following
letter, which bears out the statement made
as
to : " The Deemster " reception in the
South

" Hate "

L. J. Schlaifer Attractions,
Seattle, Wash

" Persuasive Peggy "

Dawn

"Weavers of Life"
"Souls Redeemed"

Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Montana.

Masterplay Company, Detroit Michigan.
Nathan Gordon, Boston New England States.
Nathan Gordon, Boston. ... New England States.

Sheer-Bernstein

Enterprises Take Large Offices
arranged to supply artists, and, in addition,
will maintain a publicity bureau to look
after the exploitation of such players as
they represent.
Mr. Sheer's entry into the artist supply
end of the industry began with the WorldEquitable concerns several years ago, after
which he branched out as an independent
agent.
" I am going to devote my time,"
Mr. Sheer, " to supplying, only people
screen experience and those, only, who
back up their claims with proof of

said
with
can
past

accomplishments."
Harry Reichenbach will be in full charge
of the exploitation department.
An announcement of the personalities in
the motion picture field who have already
designated Mr. Sheer as their exclusive
representative, and the companies with
whom he is to affiliate as the casting master
in so far as supplying talent is concerned,
will be made shortly.

"We bought the Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana rights to ' The Deemster,' less than three months ago. The
picture is a remarkably fine booking proposition. Hall Caine's fame is a great asset.
In these times a great feature like 'The
Deemster' is, I consider, as sound an
investment as you could have."
Carmichael Assigned Fox Manager
in Detroit
Field Carmichael has been appointed
manager of the Fox Exchange in Detroit,
coming direct from the Pacific Coast
after three years with Fox. He succeeds
Joe Kaliski, who will travel the state for
the Fox program, Fox Standard Pictures
and Foxfilm comedies.
I. J. Schmertz, who was in charge of
the program, returns to the New York
office of Fox.
J. O. Brooks recently with Goldwyn,
joins Fox as special Michigan representative.

Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Montana.

William A. Sheer, of Sheer-Bernstein Enterprises
WILLIAM A.sentative,
SHEER,
players'
repreannounces that
new quarters have been taken at 1604 Broadway and
that in the future he will be associated
with M. M. Bernstein and that the firm
name will be Sheer-Bernstein Enterprises.
Mr. Bernstein had been active in commercial enterprises in Macon, Ga. and Detroit,
Mich., before entering the new firm.
The new organization will handle the
business of players, the casting for various
producing concerns with whom they have

December Ball Plans Complete
Arrangements have been completed, it
was announced last week, for the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Ball, to be held at Terrace Garden on December 7, under the
auspices of the Manhattan Local of the
M. P. & E. L. of America.
An orchestra of sixteen pieces will supply the music in the main ballroom. A
jazz quartette of colored musicians and
entertainers will provide dance music and
singing in the upper annex ballroom. Invitations have been sent to all motion picture stars, and it is said that already many
of them have accepted. Nearly all of the
producing and distributing companies, it is
said, have subscribed for boxes.
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"Fillum

vs. Service "
By H. J. Shepard
THE problem of modern distribution resolves itself into two
questions: Are the program and independent exchanges
selling to the exhibitor properly, and are the exhibitors
buying properly? Are they getting the maximum results? Here
we have the food for a very interesting discussion of a topic
which crops up daily in the industry.
To get at the solution of any problem, the best method of
making a beginning is through the process of analyzation. Let
us, therefore, take apart the " works " of the exchange and the
theatre, and see if they may not be put together with such corrections as to make a more efficient whole.
From experience and from investigation, we find that a large
number of salesmen are not getting the proper results. The
fault lies at the door of their exchange managers, who do not
instruct them otherwise, and who make them feel that their jobs
depend on the quantity of business that each brings in on Saturday
night. These men don't sell pictures, they sell " fillum." Good,
bad, or indifferent, the picture means nothing to them — their
slogan
: " sales quantity,"
so
manyis contracts
each week.and it is simply a question of selling
Scraps of Paper
THAT isn't salesmanship. These men are not taught to study
their territories or the conditions therein. If they sell an
exhibitor a bad proposition, they are congratulated by the exchange
manager, so long as they keep up their quantity. What is the
result? In order to keep up that same quantity of their sales,
they are forced continually to make new contracts for the old
ones never last.
Many of them are good men, clever salesmen, who realize that
the policy of their exchanges is all wrong, yet the management
of each one's exchange insists upon conducting his business
upon that basis, and there is nothing else to be done as far as they
are concerned.
There is a way, however, to overcome this difficulty and increase
the efficiency of film salesmen. Several of the larger organizations have adopted the scheme of putting their salesmen upon a
salary — commission basis — but a step in advance would be to
gives each salesman a fixed salary for his regular amount of
sales and the commissions dependent upon business that " holds
up " — quality that develops into quantity. This scheme would
naturally inspire the men to study their territory, to collect data
on how various releases go in different localities, methods adapted
by exhibitors to make certain productions successful from the
box-office standpoint, until they have arrived at a point of efficiency where they can become of material assistance to exhibitors.
In other words the plan serves as an inspiration to dig, hustle and
work.
Quality Business
WHEN

an organization decides to adopt this salary-commission policy, the question arises, how to secure this quality
business — and having got it— how to maintain the same. It is
conceded that the profit on program productions depends largely
upon second, third and subsequent runs of the releases. In the
case of independent productions, the saving in the price paid for
the territory and the leturns on the second and subsequent runs
form the basis of the profits. Therefore, it is readily to be seen
that it is not the first run, but those which follow, which really
determine the profits of a picture, and consequently it is vitally
necessary to the success of any organization to work up this kind
of business.
It has been the unfortunate neglect of this factor in the past
which has been the sand in the gears of our distribution problems.
Until very recently, the policy of the majority of exchanges was
figuratively
makeexorbitant
the " exhibitor
workcharged,
for theandexchange,"
which means tothat
prices were
burdens
which should rightly have been borne by the latter were piled
onto the former. However, with the advance of the industry,
this policy must gradually change. The exchangeman's slogan
should be "keep the film working for the exhibitor," for he
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should realize that this will be more remunerative for him in
the long run than working the exhibitor for the exchange. In
this way the exchangemen will build up the " quality business "
— the exhibitors will have more confidence in these exchanges
and will know that their interests are being watched, so that
they will not get stuck with a bad proposition. This must be
the
first step
toward better
conditions;
between
the exchange
and the
exhibitor.a spirit of "co-operation"
Reissues
\T OW let us look into the conditions which go to make the sec* ' ond and subsequent runs and the reissuing of good pictures
more profitable to the exhibitor and to the exchange. In the first
place, the exhibitor who makes use of only first-run pictures,
must pay the top price for the releases; he must spend a quantity
of money in advertising and exploitation. If a picture turns
out to be a " flivver," his money is wasted, for if he has the
picture for a two to four-day run, the attendance naturally falls
off after the first day. In most cases he cannot afford to shelve
a first-run picture, because the prices he has been forced to
pay eliminate the possibility of a substitute and thus he is forced
to run all of these pictures, some of which are sure to be bad.
On the other hand, the exhibitor who uses pictures which have
already been shown has all the advantage. He can pick his
shows from the releases which have gone best, and he can pick
them to suit the type of audience to which he caters. The firstrun man has done his advertising and the way for the popularity of the release is all paved. He knows just what it is worth
beforehand. If he uses a program, due to the fact that he gets
all of his releases so much cheaper than the first-run man, he
can afford to shelve a bad proposition and substitute another
picture. In fact, viewing the conditions from this angle, it would
almost seem that in all fairness the second-run man should pay
more than the first-run man.
From the viewpoint of the exchangeman, the second run of
pictures is naturally more lucrative than the first run. The
income from the first-runs does not approach cancelling the expense on the other side of the ledger. The overhead must be
taken care of, consequently the first run doesn't mean much in
the way of profits. It is from the quantity-quality business
which pour in after the reputation of the picture is established
which constitutes the real revenue of a release.
Profits All Around
THERE is also an extraordinary profit in reissues for the
exchange and for the exhibitor — if they are handled in the
proper way. A release may be one or more years old, but with
re-editing and retitling and a supply of new paper and publicity,
it is possible to make it more valuable than when originally
released. The exhibitor knows just what the picture is worth and
he can gauge his receipts accordingly. In its renovated form,
it is a live proposition for him and he knows that he is making
no mistake in booking it. Naturally, an exchange is not making
any mistake in handling a good reissue.
These angles of distribution, then, are the most profitable for
all concerned. Now is it possible to advance a step and make it
more valuable? This resolves itself into a proposition of
"Fillum vs. Film" or "Fillum vs. Service." The majority of
salesmen sell the former — in its broadest sense — and they do it
because they have been taught to do so. The exchange must
realize that it must meet the exhibitor half way, on a basis of
friendly co-operation. The film salesman is in a position
to become a veritable encyclopedia of information for the exhibitor and also for his exchange. He is the man who comes into
active touch with every phase of the business throughout his
territory', and if he is keen and on the job, he can become a link
to bind the two very closely together.
The exchange manager should teach his salesmen to adopt
this attitude toward their work. He should have them follow
up the drawing power of each release in each run so as to determine their comparative value for each exhibitor. By this display
of interest in the welfare of the exhibitor, the revenues of the
exchange will be built up and the exhibitor will receive real service, and the relations between them will be put upon a firmer
and more efficient business basis. Thus, in some measure, will
the problems of modern distribution be solved.
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Schlaifer Attractions to Handle
" Parentage " in Northwest
Frank J. Seng announces that " Parentage " will be distributed in the States of
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana
by the L. J. Schlaifer Attractions, Seattle,
Wash. Mr. Seng wants the exhibitors to
be served by the L. J. Schlaifer Attractions
to know that he will give them the same
personal attention and the same individual
help through his New York office that he
has extended to theatre managers in other
sections of the country who have booked
"week.
Parentage." The deal was closed last
Superfeatures, Ltd., of Canada
Reports Good Business
ChaTlie Stevens, general manager for
Superfeatures, Ltd., Toronto, Canada, reports that this company has purchased the
Canadian rights to George Loane Tucker's
independent production, " I Believe."
Superfeatures, Ltd., is one of the newcomers in the independent field of Canada.
Mr. Stevens says that it has established
itself on a good foundation and that business is good. " The Whip," " The Crisis "
and " Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea " are some of the big features handled
for Canadian territory, by this company.
Thriving Business Reported for
Billy West Comedies
Julius Singer, manager of the Bee-Hive
Exchange, handling the King Bee Comedies, featuring Billy West, reports that he
has booked these comedies with more than
four hundred exhibitors throughout the
country. Mr.. Singer reports to Nat I.
Spitzer, general sales agent of the Billy
West Comedies, that he has booked " The
Candy Kid " and " The Pest," the last two
releases featuring Billy West, with more
than a hundred exhibitors within the last
week.

Clara Kimball Young in " La Fille Sauvage "

A Scene from Ivan s

Life Against Honor,

Featuring Leah Baird

"Special Productions Should Be Exploited"
Herman Becker, of Master Drama Features, Convinces Mills
of Showmanship
Possibilities in Handling Big Features
showmanship boosts his profits and he does
HERMAN BECKER, general manager
of Master Drama Features, is of the you a favor by telling of the business he
did with your feature and getting you new
opinion that " Who's Your Neighbor,"
Master Drama Features production for the
customers
a result."
But Mr.as Mills
was still unconvinced.
independent market should be exploited as
Then Mr. Becker sent for one of Mr.
a " show." Bernard H. Mills, Elk Photoplays, who purchased the Greater New
Backer's personal assistants. Mr. Backer
York rights to this production, is conhas
purchased
YourwasNeighbor?"
for ten
Western "Who's
states and
playing it
vinced that Mr. Becker's argument is feasible after the following conversation was
in them as a road show. The Backer representative showed that " Who's Your
had, which discloses the why and wherefore of both contentions :
Neighbor? " had played as a road show, and
what another good feature had earned in the
" Don't lease it," said Mr. Becker, " unsame territory but not played in that way.
less your customer consents to advertise
These records convinced Mr. Mills.
it in a way that will get the money for him
"There was no dodging the figures," he
and keep prices up for you." All this,
by the way, after the sale of the rights
said, " and the figures were based on actual performance. The feature that had
to Mr. Mills had been concluded ; hence the
suggestion was no part of a sales talk in special playing up almost doubled the business of the other. As a consequence I will
behalf of the picture.
only exhibit " Who's Your Neighbor ?" in
Mr. Mills, however, thought the " don't
Greater New York territory on the basis of
lease " direction too radical.
" Do you mean to tell me," he said, " as
While General Manager Becker closed
the purchaser of this subject, not to accept
aManhattan
big show."with Mr. Mills, President Bob
bookings as my regular figure?"
of the Master Drama Features sold Kan" That is my sincere belief," was the ansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Iowa and Neswer, "and if it seems revolutionary it is
braska to the Yale Photoplay Company,
because picture showmen haven't the faith
Kansas City, Mo., and Illinois, Indiana and
in their goods that theatrical showmen
Southern Wisconsin to Unity Photoplays,
have in theirs. And I say that as one of
Chicago.
the latter class, the picture, with few exceptions, has greater public appeal than
the stage play, but the picture showman
You are not going to ivar. The men who
belittles his own goods. He simply won't
are need all the comforts you can give them.
give it what is its due. The theatrical
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
showman goes the limit; the picture showpatriotic
duty. If you aren't helping in the
man hangs back !"
"smokes" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
" Now, if you don't let him hang back,
be
a
slacker!
,
you force him into the right track. You
do him a favor, therefore, because real
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Billy West
is Apparently
Having His
the Own
Time Enjoyment
of His Young
Life in the
" The
Pest."
His Laugh
Latest King
Bee Comedy,
and Through
He Makes
Whole
World
Carlton Gets Sole Rights to Ogden Productions
Albert Scowcroft, President of Ogden Pictures, Closes with Carle E. Carlton
for Distributing Rights to All Walker Productions — Goldberg Resigns
ALBERT SCOWCROFT, president of
mutual
sideration.consent canceled for a* cash conOgden Pictures Corporation announces that he has closed a contract
" While to some the closing of the transwith Carle E. Carlton, president of the
action with Mr. Carlton may have been
Crest Pictures Corporation, which gives
a business move contrary to Mr. Goldberg's interests since it would necessarily
to Mr. Carlton the world's rights to
terminate his connection with the comOgden's latest Lillian Walker production,
pany,
as much we desired to continue with
" The Grain of Dust," the territory rehim, yet Mr. Goldberg appreciated that it
maining unsold for the first Walker prowas the desire of the directors to enter
duction,The
"
Lust of the Ages," and the
sole distribution and negative rights to into such a deal if it could be negotiated,
Ogden productions. Mr. Carlton, under
particularly in view of the fact that the
the terms of this contract, will handle
terms of the transaction are decidedly
the distribution of all future Lillian
remunerative to the stockholders."
Walker pictures.
Lester Parks, vice-president of Ogden
In connection with this announcement,
Pictures, will be associated with Mr. Carlton in the distribution of the Lillian
Mr. Scowcroft announces the resignation
Walker productions, operating from the
of Jesse Goldberg, who has been exploipresent offices of the Crest Pictures Cortation and sales manager for Ogden picporation in the Times Building.
tures since the completion of the first Lillian Walker production. Mr. Goldberg was
Mr. Goldberg said : " As to my own
plans they are yet to be made, excepting
instrumental in closing the deal that disthat whatever connections I make will,
posed of the distributing rights to Ogden
productions. Commenting upon Mr. Goldof course, be associated with the independent producing and state rights end of the
berg's resignation, Mr. Scowcroft said:
motion
picture industry.
" Mr. Goldberg held a contract with our
Mr. Scowcroft expects to return to
company as sales and exploitation manager which had about a year yet to run and
Ogden, Utah, within the course of the
next week.
that contract as well as Mr. Goldberg's
interest in the Ogden Corporation was by
Two

New

Features

Added to Renowned
List

Vol. 16. No. 25
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" Weavers of Life " and " Souls Redeemed." Edward Warren Productions,
Offered on Open Market by Renowned — Good Business Reported
RENOWNED PICTURES CORPORArice Fleckles, vice-president of the comTION, prominent in the distributing
pany, reports that he is meeting with sucbranch of the independent field, have as
cess on every hand with the productions
their newest features for exploitation on
Renowned has placed upon the market for
distribution.
the open market, " Weavers of Life " and
Mr. Fleckles left last week for an ex" Souls Redeemed," two features produced by the Edward Warren Productions.
tended trip through the Middle West in
With the addition of these two features, the
the interest of his latest features, " WeavRenowned Pictures Corporation have six
ers of Life " and " Souls Redeemed." He
expects to visit the independent buyers in
productions now being exploited on the
open market.
Omaha. Minneapolis, St. Paul and ChiThis distributing organization, although
cago before returning to the New York
office, and expects to close the territory
its activities in the independent field embrace, comparatively only a few months,
embraced by these cities as negotiations
have been carried on which required only
has accomplished by new methods worked
the signing of the contract to insure the
out through the experience gained in long
association by its executives, with the most
disposition of the product in these terriimportant producers in the industry. Mautories. Before leaving, Mr. Fleckles an-

Allied Exchanges, Inc., to Announce Plans Later
"THE first formal meeting of the Allied
A Exchanges, Inc., recently organized,
was held at Hotel Astor last Thursday.
The election of president, which was announced, last week, to have taken place at
this meeting was postponed until the next
meeting. The other officers, as announced
in these columns, last week, are : Fred
Nixon-Nirdlinger, J. L. Friedman, Lynn S.
Card and A. J. Cobe.
A complete report of the meeting is not
made, due, it is announced, to the fact that
a series of conferences have been arranged
and until these have been held, it is stated
by an official of the company, that nothing
definite can be given out. An official said:
" We have had to arrange several meetings in order that all members of the Allied
Exchanges might be able to be in attendance. Until we can get the opinion of alL
there will be no definite decisions as to the
releasing made."

Naomi Childers, Star in Pictures Made by Commonwealth Pictures Corporation
nounced that N. H. Gordon, prominent
buyer of Boston, had purchased the New
England territorial rights to " Weavers of
Life " and " Souls Redeemed."
These two productions, it is said, are
strong state rights subjects. "Weavers
of Life " advances a theme that contrasts
with vital appeal the sociological conditions
that obtain in the world to-day. As a production that should encourage right thinking and helpful living, it is said to offer
an agreeable contrast, as a theme of social
importance, to diversify the dramas that
are equally essential in maintaining the
morale of a nation at war. John B. Clymer and Harry O. Hoyt furnished the
story and scenario from which Edward
\\ arren worked in creating the production.
Superior direction and fine photography are
points that are claimed for an intensely
dramatic subject, acted by a large and capable company with Helen Hayes in the
leading role. It is in six parts, and was
produced by Warren Productions and especially for state rights distribution.
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HatchJ. Frank
to Hatch
Exploit
to Exploit"The
the Drury Whip"
Lane Spectacle as
as HeCircus
Would a Circus— Bought Rights from Hiller and Wilk
manager of a circus. He will be indeJ FRANK HATCH, pioneer showman,
pendent of all -theatres in the towns in
• and one of the few men in the mowhich he exhibits the picture and will
tion picture field who has had experience
in the circus showmanship, will launch a
present
it to the public exactly as a circus
would be.
new method of exploitating a big photodramatic feature when he starts on tour
Mr. Hatch has had twenty years' experiof the States of Pennsylvania, West Virence as a showman and during that time
ginia and Ohio with a circus tent, seats,
he
has
studied the public's wants and
orchestra and lighting system and the
knows how to supply them along amusespectacular, photodramatic production of
ment lines. He is the owner of a large
" The Whip," which, it is announced, he
theatre in Newark, N. J., and knows the
has purchased, recently for the above terbusiness from the exhibitor's point of
ritories from Hiller & Wilk, sales agents
for the Paragon Films, Inc.
view. He has shown " The Whip " in his
This method of exploitation and exhibihouse and shown
says that Itit is
will not
makeannounced
a " hit "
wherever
tion of motion pictures, with a big feawhen Mr. Hatch will give his first exture, is new. Mr. Hatch's plans for exploitatingThe
"
Whip " in this territory
tation. hibition under the new method of exploiare similar to those followed out by the
J9
Marguerite Snow, in the Wharton Secret Service
Serial by Chief Flynn
" Italian
Battlefront " Pictures
Shown Again in Boston
" The Italian Battlefront " pictures,
under the direction of the Fort Pitt Theatre Company, which were shown for the
first time in Boston, at the Tremont Theatre, last August, played a return engagement at this theatre last week, and the
management reports a big business. Boston has one of the largest Italian colonies in the United States. The fact that
thousands of people were not in Boston
when the pictures were first shown there,
last August, was also repsonsible for the
large attendance.
The Globe Feature Film Company is
handling the official war pictures of the
Italian Government for the Fort Pitt
Italian Government for the Fort Pitt Theatre Co., of Pittsburgh, in New England.
Warde to Handle Foreign Sales
for M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Foreign-rights buyers desirous of securing Hoffman-Foursquare pictures for
their respective markets will hereafter be
able to get service through arrangements
just completed by M. H. Hoffman, wherein
Reginald Warde becomes representative
for the product.
" As a particularly keen judge of pictures and their foreign values, Mr. Warde
is also fortunate in having the confidence
of the desirable purchasers of pictures
who reside outside this country," said Mr.
Hoffman. " This latter quality, which
means so much in foreign distribution, is
precisely what we have felt was required
in the concern selected to represent us.
" Every motion picture purchaser hailing from another country knows that Mr.
Warde insists upon giving him every consideration towhich he is entitled.
" Aiming for the establishing of permanent relations with every foreign buyer
possible, Mr. Warde and Pierre V. R.
Key, sales manager for M. H. Hoffman,
Inc., will work together to this end."

Expects Big Bookings for "Public Defender
Harry Raver Reports That Exhibitors Throughout United States and Canada
Anxious to Book His Production — Marketing Arrangements Nearly Completed
of the country is rated as a keen judge of
EXHIBITORS throughout the country
are evidencing a lively interest in screen attractions of the sort which possess genuine box-office values.
Harry Raver's late production for the inThe Miles theatre, of Cleveland, and the
dependent market, " The Public Defender,"
Crescent theatre, of Brooklyn, both of
it is announced. Mr. Raver, in commenting upon the numerous inquiries which he
which cater to the best class of screen patrons in their respective cities have made a
has received, said that they come from the
owners of first-run houses and include
bid for first-run privileges for " The Pubmany of the largest and most important
lic Defender." Mr. Raver, who produced
picture theatres in the United States and
and controls the world rights to " The PubCanada.
lic Defender," has not yet determined as to
Among the prominent exhibitors who
how the picture will be marketed. He has
have evinced a desire to play " The Public
written to the exhibitors who want to book
Defender," as soon as released, is Tom
the film, and informed them that he will
Moore, of Washington, D. C. Mr. Moore
operates the Garden, Strand and Plaza
apprise themarrangements
of " The Public
Defender's
marketing
the moment
they"
theatres in Washington, and in addition
are completed.
to being one of the leading film showmen

Macbeth"
Among
New
W. H. Productions
Shakespeare's Greatest Tragedy, with Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree in the
Title Role, on List — To Show Hart Picture to Welfare League
WH.
PRODUCTIONS announces a cause it offers a particularly excellent opportunity for picturization. There is such
• screen version of Shakespeare's
a wealth of material for big scenes and
" Macbeth," with Sir Herbert Beerbohm
action, that it dwarfs the efforts of the
Tree in the title role, among their new
releases.
modern
photoplayhave
writer
comparison."
Arrangements
beenby made
by the
In speaking of the fact that this picW.
H.
Productions
to
show
their first
ture is among their new releases, an official of that organization said:
release featuring William S. Hart as " the
" In the production of Shakespearean
two-gun man " in " The Bargain," to the
plays lies an opportunity to link up eduprisoners at Sing Sing. The entertaincational to the entertaining values of a
ment will be held under the auspices of the
Mutual Welfare League.
picture. Every high school boy and girl
in the country, to say nothing of those
The principal character of the picture,
who enter our colleges, study Shakespeare,
Two-Gun Stokes, played by Mr. Hart, is
and there is not a man or woman in the
a notorious bandit and desperado. Mr.
country who does not know and appreciate
Hart is justly famous for his portrayal
his work.
of "good bad men." No character is so
bad under his interpretation but that he
" It is certain that there can be no fear
has not some powerful instincts for good
as to their favorable reception, as Shakespeare has never ceased to be popular and
and which through some reaction or other,
never will. It is simply a question of putultimately triumphs. As " the two-gun
ting the plays on properly, for it is only
man " he begins as a highwayman, but
underneath his lawlessness lies a very
in that, that they can fail.
different character, and it only needs the
" We have chosen ' Macbeth ' as our
first release, for the reason that it is one
proper influence to bring about the change
to respectability.
of the best known of his plays, and be-
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By J. C. JESSEN
UHilUIIMi

WORK on the production of the first
Bryant Washburn subject for Pathe
being made at the Glendale Studios, Los
Angeles, is progressing very rapidly. Gertrude Selby is playing the lead opposite
Washburn in this subject, and it is very
probable she will be retained as permanent
leading woman of this organization.
The third Baby Helen Marie Osborne
subject for Pathe, by the Diando organization, was commenced last week when
William Bertram made the first scenes for
" Any Home." Lou Cody has been selected to play the leading man part, and
Marion Warner will have the opposite role.
Others in this cast are Katherine MacLaren
and Herbert Standing. Ernest, the colored
boy who formerly played with Marie
Osborne, is also to be seen in this film, he
taking the part of the ring master in scenes
showing
a children's
circus in rider
which ofBaby
Marie becomes
the bareback
her
favorite Shetland pony.
Studios Donate Camoufleurs
During the past two weeks a nucleus for
a camouflage company has been organized
by Lee Lawson, former technical director
at Universal City, and Monday, November
19 these men left for American University
Training Camp at Washington, D. C, where
they will have intensive training, and it is
expected they will be on the way to France
within sixty days. Prior to this time more
than sixty men have been recruited from
Los Angeles studios, and are now camoufleurs inthe Liberty Army. The Lawspn
unit will later be increased to 250 men,
and without a doubt the thirty-eight will at

the end of their training receive non-commissioned offices in Company F of the
24th Engineers.
Following is a list of the names of the
thirty-nine men : Lee Lawson, technical
director, Universal Scenic Artists ; George
A. Robinson, Keystone-Sennett ; George
W. Stobo, Triangle-Kay Bee ; W. F. Funnell, Universal ; Clarence DeWitte, L-Ko ;
N. C. Aleon, Triangle-Kay Bee; George
H. Robinson, American ; F. J. Doyle, Lasky
and George H. Neil, Triangle-Kay Bee.
Stage carpenters : Earl Buck, KeystoneSennett ; C. S. Rockwell, Universl ; Perry
J. Moore, Morosco; Walter B. Ridgeway,
Universal ; Willis Drew, Lasky ; E. B. Jackson, Universal; Ross B. Jackson, Morosco;
Glen Garo, Triangle-Kay Bee ; Robt. F.
Snodgf ass, Universal ; V. C. Parker, Triangle-Kay Bee ; Granville C. Bradford,
Paralta ; Floyd Porter, Triangle-Kay Bee ;
Otto O. Owen, Universal ; George H.
Polen, Chaplin ; James Thomas, Morosco
and C. W. Lester, Metro. Sculptors and
papier mache workers : Robert F. Bonar,
Universal ; F. J. Lewis, Lasky ; Walter L.
Kilpatrick, Universal ; Leonard F. Lercker,
Selig; Orrin A. White, Alfred J. Scott,
Chaplin ; Walter D. James, Selig. Propertymen : Alex. Tierney, Universal. Metal
workers : Earl D. Becker, Selig. Cameramen: Park J. Reis, L-Ko; Niles J. Burns,
Universal and A. M. Davey, Triangle-Kay
Bee. Architect: Guy C. Sherwood, Triangle-Kay Bee.
Fox Studios Active
The title selected for the first starring
vehicle of Jewel Carmen by the William

Douglas Fairbanks, Allan Dwan, Ruth Allen, John Fairbanks and Art Rosson Are Apparently Well
Pleased with the Script of the New Artcraft Picture, " The Modern Musketeer "

Fox organization is " The Kingdom of
Love." This story is laid in the western
part of this country, and in the Klondike,
and is being made under the direction of
Frank Lloyd. The cast includes Genevieve
Blinn, Alfred Paget, Robert Milton, L. C.
Shumway, Joseph Manning, E. Raymond
Nye and Murdock MacQuarrie, together
with a number of others.
The new Mix organization, which is making its first picture under the direction of
E. J. LeSaint, had a number of additions
last week. Besides Wanda Petit, who is
playing the feminine lead, Alfred Paget,
formerly at the Fine Arts Studio, and Dick
Crawford have been engaged.
Settings representing scenes in Berlin at
the time of the breaking of relations between the Kaiser's nation and the United
States have been built at the Fox Studio
for the subject now in the making under
Bertram Bracken, which has Gladys Brockwell as star. No title has been selected for
this. Charles Clary, Bertram Grassby and
Willard Louis are the principal supports.
The Franklyn Brothers this week added
the finishing touches to another child
picture, " Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves,"
which will offer George Stone and Gertrude Messinger as leading man and woman.
This child photoplay, with all of the scenes
having a Persian atmosphere, is said to
be the most beautiful made by this organization up to this time.
Henry Lehrman has selected players for
another Sunshine Comedy which is now in
the making. From all appearances no expense is being spared for this subject.
Many of the settings are very elaborate,
and most of the scenes will be laid in the
interior of a high-class hotel of one of the
large cities of the country. Lloyd Hamilton is to be the featured comedian of this
organization.
Rothapfel and Zukor Hobnob
While here, S. L. Rothapfel of Rial to
theatre, New York who is on the coast for
a short vacation, has spent considerable
time with T. L. Tally of the First National
Exhibitors' Association, conferring concerning matters of this organization. On
one day Mr. Rothapfel was guest of President Adolph Zukor of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and together they visited the several producing plants where
subjects for Artcraft and Paramount programs are made. At the Thomas H. Ince
Studio a very interesting photograph was
made which represents every phase of the
film business. Wm. S. Hart in the photo
represents the star, Thomas H. Ince the
producer, Adolph Zukor distributor and
Mr. Rothapfel the exhibitor.
" The Bloodhound." the third Wm. S. Hart
Artcraft was completed last week when
final scenes were taken at the Hart Studio
in Hollywood, and plans for the next subject have progressed so satisfactorily that
the work of producing will be started within the week. John G. Hawks is author of
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the next photoplay for Mr. Hart, and the
cast is now being selected.
The contemplated change of issuing
" Flare-Up Sal " as the second Dorothy
Dalton story on the Paramount program
will not be carried out. Instead " Love
Letters " will be released next, and following that will come " Flare-Up Sal,"
which is still in the making. At the studio
those intimately in touch with production
matters prophesy that this photoplay of
early California days will be received with
more enthusiasm than was Miss Dalton's
recent Alaska story, " The Flame of the
Yukon." William Conklin and Thurston
Hall are the principal supports of Miss
Dalton in this new picture, which is directed by R. Wm. Neill.
Fairbanks Company Returns
Douglas Fairbanks and company arrived
home recently from spending ten days in
the Grand Canyon and Arizona, and several
days in the vicinity of Gallop, New Mexico,
where exterior scenes for Fairbanks' coming production were taken. Mapjorie Daw
is playing opposite Mr. Fairbanks in this
film, which is being directed by Allan
Dwan. It was planned the subject would
be finished by the twentieth, but owing to
an accident which befell Miss Daw when
two horses ran together, the production
will be slightly delayed.
Director John Emerson and Scenario
Writer Anita Loos, who have been East,
are expected to arrive in Los Angeles within a day or two, and will then be ready to
take up the filming of the next Fairbanks
picture.
C. B. De Mille, director general of the
Lasky Company, arrived home Friday,
November 6, from a six weeks' vacation
spent in the East. A greater portion of the
time Mr. De Mille was in New Brunswick on a hunting trip where he went in
search of a taste of winter weather, believing itwould revive pep lost by the long
stay in California. Mr. De Mille has already
made plans for the filming of his next Artcraft subject which is to be an adaptation
from a popular story of today. No information concerning the title is to be secured at the studio, but it is understood
Jeanie Macpherson will prepare the screen
adaptation. No information has been given
out with respect to the star or players for
this film.
William D. Taylor is completing the
scenes for the screen version of " His
Majesty Bunker Bean," a Saturday Evening
Post story of the same title. This will
offer Jack Pickford and Louise Huff as
co-stars.
Seven Keystones Finished
Seven Triangle-Keystone comedies have
been given their final title and have either
been shipped or are now in the cutting
rooms. The last made for the Triangle by
Harry Williams is to be known as " His
Hidden Shame." It has a cast that includes Max Asher, " Slim " St. Clair, Alatia
Marton, Eddie Gribbon and Alice Davenport. Two of the completed subjects were
filmed by H. Raymaker. One is to be
known as " His Punctured Reputation."
This features Bill Franey as a wrestler.
Dale Fuller, Blanche Payson, Maude
Wayne, Lallah Hart and Lloyd Bacon ap-

Mae Marsh, George Hill and Director Worthington
wyn's Feature, " The
pear
in
this
subject.
"This
Out" the
other Raymaker Komedy has Way
practically
the
same principals.
The western comedy recently made by
Reggie Morris has been titled " Blood and
Thunder." This features Ray Griffith who
is now at Camp Lewis. Rose Carter and
Frank Bond are other important players.
Morris is now working on " Dimples and
Dangers," a dancing master story with
Harry Gribbon as the dancing master.
Many of the Keystone beauties to be seen
in this include Claire Anderson, Myrtle
Lind, Dora Rogers, Lallah Hart, Dorothy
Hager and Mario Bianchi.
Another Keystone which has Max Asher

I—

Roscoe " Fatty
His Keaton,
Comedy FlagCrew,
Including
Al. St." Arbuckle
John and and
Buster
ging the Limited in " A Country Hero "

on Location in Maine Shooting Scenes for GoldBeloved Traitor "
as leading comedian and Peggy Pearce in
a featured part, will be known as " Courts
and Cabarets." This is still in production,
with a big cast that includes Mariana de la
Torre,
" BaldyGribbon.
" Belmont,
Milburn Myrtle
MorantiReeves,
and Eddie
Harry Edwards, who recently joined the
Keystone staff, is making a dumb waiter
and artists' model story. Alatia Marton,
Rose Carter, Sylvia Ashton, Dorothy
Hager, together with George French, late
of Christie Comedies, Milburn Moranti,
and Fred Mack appear in this subject.
Kay Bees Doing Well
With " Betty Takes a Hand " finished,
Jack Dillon, directing Olive Thomas, has
taken up the making of " Limousine Life,"
which is 'an adaptation of a magazine story
of the same title. The cast for this Triangle picture is now being selected.
Although painfully injured in a fall in
which two ribs were cracked early last
week, Director Raymond Wells is continuing with the making of " Man Above the
country.
Law " which is laid on the painted desert
Director Lynn Reynolds used a great
number of extra people practically every
day of the past week 'in the making of big
ball room scenes for the " Gown of
Destiny," adaptation from the Earl Derr
Biggers story. Alma Rueben and Al Sears
are the principals. Tierto Buzzi, a French
actor, was engaged to take the role of the
designer.
The subjects finished at the Triangle during the past week are : " A Sudden Gentleman "by Thomas N. Heffron ; " Because of
the Woman " by Jack Conway, and " The
Maternal Spark" by Gilbert P. Hamilton.
Wyndham Gittens will during the coming week begin the filming of a crook
story. The continuity for this is now being made by Gittens, aided by members of
the Triangle scenario department. Monte
Blue is to take the principal role in this
subject.
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Members of the Triangle producing organization, and friends of the film colony,
are this week offering consolation to
George Chesebro of the Triangle organization, who is mourning the death of his
mother which occurred at a Los Angeles
hospital early last week.
Universal Moves Forward
There is no change in the production
program at Universal City this week, all
of the producing units continuing on subjects started previously. This is the first
time in the history of the film municipality
that this condition has existed.
The last scenes for the Mae Murray subject being made by Robert Leonard, " The
Eternal Columbine " will be finished within
the next few days, as will also the western
photoplay " Back to the Right Trail," which
features Harry Carey with Molly Malone.
Allen Holubar has started on filming the
James Oliver Curwood Canadian gold
mine story, " The Girl Who Dared," which
has Dorothy Phillips in the featured role,
and Wm. Stowell playing the opposite
lead. Director Joseph DeGrasse is still
working on " The Catamount," with
Franklyn Farnum and Edith Johnson, and
the Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford
western, " The High Card " by Elliot Clawson, will shortly be finished. The serial
companies continue, " The Bull's Eye " organization now being busy with the fourth
episode, and Director Harry Harvey and
" The Mystery Ship " cast working on the
tenth. Director Elmer Clifton has completed filming " The Love Claim " starring
Herbert Rawlinson and is now engaged in
editing the same.
Chester Bennett, location director for
Universal City, and Gladys Tennyson,
.former leading woman of comedy companies, now a member of the dramatic
stock were married Thursday, November
IS, and have been showered with congratulations byall of the Big U staff.
Metro Plans Ahead
Inasmuch as the Edith Storey Metro
Company under the direction of Tod
Browning has completed the last scenes
for the first western made subject, "The
Legion of Death," plans are now under
way for the filming of " Revenge." Western Representative B. A. Rolfe has engaged Wheeler Oakman to play the leading
role opposite Miss Storey in this subject
and other members of the cast will be
selected shortly. This story is from a
scenario by H. P. Keeler.
The Viola Dana Metro Company in
charge of Director John Collins, is spending ten days on the Mojava Desert for
exterior scenes of " The Tiger Cat." A big
setting has been erected there including an
adobe house of large dimensions with a
genuine Spanish patio and garden and adjoining buildings. Clifford Bruce is leading man of this organization, and one of
the principal roles is taken by Mabel Van
Buren. The scenario or screen version was
prepared by H. P. Keeler. The Dana Company was accompanied by William Parker,
scenario writer, who is preparing the next
Dana scenario. It will be titled " The
House of Hearts " and is an adaptation
from a Myrtle Reed novel, " A Weaver of
Dreams."
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Russell Company Moves
After a week of fighting for the imaginary Aztec treasure supposed to be hidden
in the manufactured Aztec city near
Oxnard, California, the William Russell
Company of the American Studio, now producing "In Bad " under the direction of
Edward Sloman, have moved on to Brent's
Mountain Crag Hotel, where the remainder
of the exteriors for this photoplay are to
be made. " Big " Bill Russell had the fight
of his life in the scenes at the Aztec village,
for it was there that his supposed friends
turn against him and he fought the entire
organization.

" Mile. Tiptoe "
A new story was taken up by the Mary
Miles Minter American Company, which
is " Mile. Tiptoe," from the story of the
same name by Arthur Berthelet, adapted
for the screen by Elizabeth Mahoney.
Henry King is continuing as director of
this producing unit. A feature of the
photoplay is that Miss Minter will wear
fashionable gowns in a greater portion of
the scenes, but later changes to a backwoods costume. The star will also give
a fantastic dance in this photoplay which
will be an entirely new feature of her
screen work.
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HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
The siblewildest
imagination
will be required
for posthe
reader of HOOKUM if he would
guess what a veritable Thesaurus
of cleverness is to be given him
in an early issue.
Every member ot this great
photoplay
colony
centered
about
our beautiful
flower
clad village
has been enlisted by HOOKUM
to make this new feature the
greatest conceivable. By it the
publishers
increase
the
circulation plan
by tosuch
gigantic
strides that within the space of
a few weeks we can truthfully
print across the cover of this
magazine (more
" More orthanless)
a billion
readers
each
To divulge our plans at this
early day would only whet the
appetites
of our readers to a too
week."
great an extent — we fear they
could not wait until arrangements
could be perfected.
This is but an announcement
that we have
something
of a superlative nature
to be created
by
the brain of the brainiest men
and women of the fifth estate.
Order your copies early !
Welsh : For your information
I'm
gettingwriters,
up a contest
scenario
publicitybetween
men,
players, directors and executives
whereby
each will conduct
umn in HOOKUM
weekly,a coland
contest for a Christmas present
as to who presents the breeziest
and wittiest column. Will probably start this next week or week
after.
JESSEN.
Fair, for November.
Irene Hunt is now taking dancing lessons.
Yes,
is a titianFanette,
blonde. Margery Wilson
Lee Ochs was seen on the front
row in one of our streets this
week.
Walter McNamara is said to be
growing a beard.
George Beban was fined ten
dollars by his director for not
wearing a hat needed in a scene
out on location.
Our own dear G. du Bois
Proctor we learn will stay on the
gay
get a white
better way.
man. Pathe couldn't
R. William Neill has been
taking a correspondence course
in Western drama through the
W. S. Hart film school.
" Slim " St. Clair is very uppish here of late and this week
went tocationPasadena
with highbrowto spend
friends.a vaR. Arbuckle has inaugurated a
ruling that no more pie throwing
shall happen
at his say.
studio — Hooverizing
one would
Pete Schmidt flitted in and out
of our village of gasoline stations
and by postcard authority we
have it, he is again before his
faithful Underwood.
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Jack Mower has been presented
with a of
gunHonolulu.
by Duke T.
Kahanamouku
It was
sent
for a rived
Christmas
present
but just
artoo early, and Jack
couldn't wait.
The Balboa press agent sends
us a classified ad., or nearly that
bad, concerning Anita King losing
her pants. Yes, she has been
wearing
trousers in her last picture.
Bennie Ziedman has been increased in size by a coat of
tan accumulated in the Grand
Canyon. Some say he has been
camouflaging to play the role of
an American Indian brave.
When Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., was
introduced to a new acquaintance
as the next vice president of the
Famous Players Lasky Corporation, he replied to dad : " Huh,
I'd rather be a second lieutenant."
de Mille
press-agented
to C.haveB. killed
two ismoose
in New
Brunswick, and being satisfied
with that amount of the big game,
is now on his way to our beautiful land of sunshine, fruit and
flowers. »
Haydon
where
his Talbot
wife is.wants
She to
leftknow
Los
Angeles
on
three
days'
notice
sail with Muriel Starr for Aus-to
tralia to play
in since
" The that
Bird heot
Paradise,"
andaddress.
hasn't
had her
Bull Montana has been fighting
again. The last time he went for
three hours and fifty minutes and
then Bill Russell stepped in and
stopped him, fearing Bill and the
opponent
would overdue themselves.
A sign
Hollywood
vard cafe, in
neara the
Triangle bouleKeystone studios : " Eat your lunch
here
All of and
whichgetwe Dale(y)
claim is Fuller."
a poor
kind of a joke, especially if its
intended to get business.
Henry Sunshine Comedy Pathe
Lehrman is going to make a two
reel subject featuring Ham Lloyd
Hamilton and a fierce leopard.
Nobody can tell where he got the
leopard. Certainly not a member
of the film colony zoo.
George Periolat, who is now
running around half ashamed of
himself because his present part
in " canMile.
studio Tiptoe
provides" atthatthe heAmerishall
not put on make-up. He insists
that it's as bad as doing a savage act.
Amy Jerome, according to the
week's mistaken identity story,
drew two pays in one day. It all
happened because Mena Studio
Manager
did nottherecognize her Driscoll
as she passed
pay
window and slipped out the usual
five to the extra woman.
Nell Shipman had the unique
experience of trying to shove a
Standard
truck up the
with her Oil
automobile.
Nowstreet
the
universal joint is said to be up

MORE NEWS
in front ot the hood and a portion
of
reartheof radiator
the top. is hanging on the
Jack Cunningham is chesty
these days. With pride he will
point out to his intimate friends
that he has three subjects in
production, " Betty Takes a
" Limousine
"Hand,"
Real Folks."
SeemsLifeto" beanda
habit
of
becoming
Culver City lot prolific at the
Disregarding all rules of the
superstitious, Harry Edwards had
the
an 8setx 10in
plateproperty
mirror man
aboutswing
on his
order to get the proper reflection,
and it was cracked from one end
to the other. The date of this
was November 13, but everything
still goes well.
Tom Walsh, employment and
casting director at the Ince
studio, is treasuring the diploma
a hairlip man received from a
Los Angeles or Hollywood photodramatic
man actorcollege.
insisted The
upon journeyleaving
the
valuable
piece
of
Walsh could show itpaper
to that
Mr.
Thomas H. Ince.
Baby Marie
Osbornsomefound
convenient
to take
waterit
out of a Diando studio radiator
so that she could make mud pies
while the
tion. Thecompany
chauffeur was
had onto locawalk
two miles to get a bucket and
water to fill the tank because she
forgot to turn off the stop cock.
When a story was sent out that
the Christie plant had been leased
to another comedy concern film
exchange managers and exhibitors
began wiring the Christie boys to
know if it was true, and now Al.
E. claims that it's a darn fine
thing to
know that you'd be
missed
cares
forandyou.that somebody really
Harry McCoy,
who past
has three
been
Keystoning
for the
years, has stepped into vaudeville.
Friends from the studio numbering about sixty honored him on
the first night and did several reel
comedy stunts,
including the
entation of a beautiful
vasepres(of
the break-away type), which was
handed to him on the head.
Eddie Gribbon has invented a
noiseless way of eating soup. His
prescription provides that it should
be filled up with broken crackers
until it becomes of a pulp consistency and the diner shall then use
a knife for conveying it to his
mouth. Gribbon contends that
the oval shape of the spoon is
what makes the noise.
If the keeper of properties of
the Ince studio needs any of the
handsome draperies purchased
especially for interiors of Fifth
avenue palaces he can find them
in thewho
private
ot BertatLennen,
writesoffice
publicity
the
Ince studios.
Lennen
wonderful office, finished in has
real a classy
style, and has gone even one step
farther than that — he has tea
every afternoon at four.
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Corliss Giles, Who Makes His Screen Debut as
Leading Man for Clara Kimball Young in
" Shirley Kaye "
McClure Shows " Mother " at Red
Cross Benefit
Through the courtesy of McClure Pictures, which organization is offering
" Mother " for state rights distribution,
the picture was shown on Monday, November 19, for the benefit of the Red
Cross movement. The Reverend William
H. Jackson, a prominent clergyman and
an active participator in the Red Cross
campaign, was responsible for the presentation of the George Loane Tucker feature, given at the club house of the Nassau County Red Cross Society at Oyster
Bay, L. I.
Sponsored by McClure Pictures and offering as star Elizabeth Risdon, at present
appearing in the William Faversham production of " Misalliance," now on tour,
" Mother " was adapted from the widely
read novel bv Eden Philpott, entitled
"The Mother."
Buck Added to Hoffman-Foursquare Exchange Forces
The newest member to be added to the
distributing forces of Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures is A. G. Buck, who takes
charge this week of the Philadelphia
offices. Mr. Buck has managed the
K.E.S.E. Philadelphia Exchange for the
past year, and his activities and success
have made him prominent in that territory and one whose services have been
highly regarded by his associates.
Before coming East, Mr. Buck was
manager of the Chicago branch, Fox Exchange, for a year, and before that served
the same company satisfactorily in St.
Louis. " I am looking forward to my
association with M. H. Hoffman, Inc.,"
said Mr. Buck, " because I feel that its
product and methods will give satisfaction to the exhibitor."
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Four

Comedies

Newly Organized Pyramid Comedies, Inc., to Show First Four to Trade —
Ray Hughes Featured — Werner, Ahrams and Palmer Executive Heads
with established reputations as comedians.
PYRAMID COMEDIES, INC., a newly
organized producing company, with
William A. Seiter, well-known comedy diArthur Werner, Charles F. Abrams and
rector, isin personal charge of productions.
Harry Palmer as executive heads, will
The four completed pictures are both unusual and sensational. The titles under
show its first four comedy productions to
the trade this week. Ray Hughes, an ecwhich they will be released are " In and
centric comedian, is featured in Pyramid
Out," with the action revolving around difComedies, and it is said that he is a comeficulties in a hospital; "Beauties and
dian of more than ordinary accomplishBombs," in which the usual destruction and
ments.
unusual comedy situations occur in a resThe policy of the Pyramid Comedies,
taurant "; Love and Lunch," staged at a
studio, within a studio, and in one of those
Inc., is to make twenty-four productions a
year, two reels each and release them
get full quick lunch-carts ; and " Beach
semi-monthly, either the 1st and 15th of
Birds," which was produced at Long Beach,
each month, or the 7th and 23d, in order
N. Y., with several thousand habitues of
that place enthusiastically participating.
not to conflict with other comedy releases
The advertising and exploitation is under
and to enable exchanges receiving other
comedies on either of these dates, to make
charge of Harry L. Reichenbach, who antheir releases to fill in with the Pyramid
nounces anovelty in the form of a press
sheet to be known as the semi-monthly
productions.
tickle containing numerous stories, and
The production arrangements have been
which, he says, can be used as a herald by
completed, and the production establishment of the concern will be at Fort Lee,
the exhibitor or to clip from to fill his publicity wants. The release dates for these
N. J., for a sho\t period, after which procomedies will be announced later. Mr.
ductions will be niade in Hollywood, Cal.
Ray Hughes, the featured comedian, is Hughes, the comedian, has been engaged
for a period of five years.
supported by well-known comedy players,
" The Warrior " Making Record Sales in Middle West
The General Enterprises, Inc., film
duced Mr. Grainger to add to his purchase the States of Ohio and Indiana.
spectacle, " The Warrior," has been sold
Contracts were also negotiated during
by Sawyer and Lubin for the States of
the past week whereby W. E. Drummond,
Ohio and Indiana, to James Grainger, general manager of Allen Film Corporation,
manager of Special Feature Co., of Knoxof Chicago, 111.
ville,
Tenn., becomes the owner of " The
Mr. Grainger bought the territorial
Warrior " for the southern territory embraced by the States of Georgia, Alabama,
privileges to " The Warrior " for Illinois,
Tennessee and Florida.
Michigan, Nebraska and Iowa during the
recent sales trip made by Messrs. Sawyer
A good record in sales has been made
and Lubin in the Middle West. The many
by the picture featuring Maciste, as more
than three-quarters of the country has
inquiries received from exhibitors relabeen sold within the space of six weeks.
tive to bookings for " The Warrior," inHarry Grossman, Oro President, En Route to Coast
Mr. Grossman will make a number of
HARRY GROSSMAN, president of the
Oro Pictures, Inc., left last week
stops en route to the Bernstein Studios,
for the Coast, where he will complete
studying the conditions and placing Oro
franchises in all open territory.
arrangements for the distribution of the
Oro releases, and to discuss with the directors the plans for future productions
Good Reports on " The Fringe of
to be made at the Bernstein studios, Los
Angeles.
Before leaving, Mr. Grossman an" The Fringe of Society," the late Hoffman-Foursquare picture, produced by
nounced that the Celebrated Players Film
y "
SocietCorporation
George Backer Film
in seven
Company, of Chicago; Abe Kaufman, of
Memphis ; Modern Feature Photoplay, of
reels, is being received with enthusiasm
by exhibitors throughout the country, Hy
New York; Boston Photoplay, of Boston;
Gainsborg, sales manager, reports. Ben
Philadelphia Ideal Film Exchange, of
Philadelphia, and Sidney B. Lust, of
S. Cohen, who has reached Denver on his
trip to the Coast in the interest of this
Washington, D. C, as a few of the leadand other Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures,
ing independents that had signed for Oro
pictures. The independent exchanges that
tory have heard of " The Fringe of Sohave already received Oro franchises have
ciety "and want to see it screened. Similar reports have been received from the
stated that the Oro plan is a sound business proposition and that Oro pictures,
Hoffman-Foursquare exchanges in other
cities.
judging by the first three releases, is the
first program that assures the exhibitor
You are not going to war. The men who
of receiving a picture very close to the
are need all the comforts you can give them.
ideal. The Oro plan of distribution
through independent exchanges is based
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
upon such commercial lines as to compatriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
pel the making of nothing but good pic- " smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
tures.
be a slacker!
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" The Film—
Awakening
(World
Five Reels)"
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
uHTHE AWAKENING" may justly be termed an unusually
*■ good five-reel picture. Its properties of suspense, appeal,
atmosphere and realism are pronounced, while at the same time it
possesses the customary vital points apparent in the general run
of World-Brady releases. The name of the author is not listed
on either film or press sheet, but it might be guessed that the
story is an adaptation of a work of some French author of renown.
It is so simple and straightforward in the telling and at the same
time so abundant in sustaining interest that it certainly bespeaks
the hand of some master, whether of the past or present.
It is superbly acted by a cast headed by Montagu Love and
Dorothy Kelly. Mr. Love it may safely be said has never been
seen in such a congenial role as that provided by the character of
Jacques Revilly, the uncouth and forbidding artist, whose awakening occurs when the homeless Marguerite enters his life. He
instills into the part certain qualities of gruff sympathy and
strength of character, wrought by Jacques, early years of long
suffering, that stamp him at once as both a sympathetic and admired figure. Mr. Love's make-up is, by the way, perfect. Miss
Kelly, who returns to the screen in the role of Marguerite after a
regrettably long absence, is thoroughly charming John Davidson
and Frank Beamish are happily cast in the respective roles of
Chapron and Varny.
George Archainbaud has given " The Awakening " the best production borne by any Brady picture since the old Peerless days.
The atmosphere of the Parisian Latin quarter that has been obtained by both interior and exterior setting is convincing and never
obviously striven for. The continuity is excellently arranged and
the photography and lighting of the very best.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jacques Revilly (Montagu Love), an artist of the Bohemian quarter in
Paris, is known
as friend
The Beast,"
because
of his
uncouth aand
forbidding
appearance. His only
is Varny
(Frank
Beamish),
fellow
artist who
has
penetrated
beneath
Jacques'
exterior
and
found
a
loving
heart
within.
On Christmas Eve when Jacques is returning to his hovel after a celebration
in a cafe, he stumbles upon Marguerite (Dorothy Kelly) huddled on a
door step. He carries her home with him, and warms the faint spark of life
back into a flame. She accepts the hospitality of his home, and soon after
the twoother artist,
growwhoto boasts
love each
other
Chapron
(Johnbets
Davidson),
anof his
manydearly.
feminine
conquests,
that he can
win Margurite away from Jacques within the month. And he wins by foul
means. A duel is arranged for between Jacques and Chapron, out of which
the former comes slightly wounded, but with honor avenged. And Marguerite, because of his great love for her, elects to stay with him despite the
fact that she believes herself unworthy of his name.
Joseph
Granby and Josephine Earle contribute good supporting performances.
" Over the Hill "
(Astra-Pathe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
U/^\VER THE HILL" is a melodrama that builds too long for
the in significant climax that caps it. It is one of those
pictures that contains as its chief element what someone once
designated as " just action." There is a large cast to be introduced
and its many principals have not been any too well planted, while
the author's delineation of the veteran publisher of " yellow "
newspapers is rather unskilful when the framework of the story
is considered and the introduction of the old minister, played by
Dan Mason, is irrelevant to the main thread of action.
But these faults are in themselves slight. They merely serve to
enlarge on the minus quantity that represents the plot. For reel
after reel little happens of interest. The author seems to have
floundered in the mass of characters and the theme of clean newspaper ethics versus sensational practices never dominates until the
very end. As directed by William Parke the picture presents a
satisfactory production, worthy of a much better foundation.
Gladys Hulette has been awarded a part that is quite slim considering her ability and name. William Parke, Jr., this time appearing as a juvenile heavy; Chester Barnett, as hero, J. H. Gilmour and Paul Clerget appear in supporting parts.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Amos papers,
Winthrop
(J.
H. Gilmour),
a string
of "yellow"
news-a
sends his son, Roy
(William owner
Parke, ofJr.,),
a waster,
to Columbia,
small town, to learn the details of the business on the Daily Pioneer. He

finds a congenial companion in the person of the editor, Barnes (Richard
Thornton), a fellow with an acute sense of sensationalism. Allan Stone
(Chester Barnett), business manager of the paper, a clean minded fellow,
has given Esther (Gladys Hulette) a position on the Pioneer. These two
are constantly at odds with Roy and Barnes. Lawlor (Paul Clerget), owner
of the Columbia department store, has persistently refused to advertise in
the Pioneer owing to its character. Esther learns that his daughter (Joyce
tair)
planned Lawlor
a secret with
marriage
with they
Columbia's
baseball
Esther hasacquaints
this and
prevent leading
what would
haveplayer.
been
a certain catastrophe. Roy learns of the planned elopement and writes a
sensational
story, its
featuring
Lawlor's
the andbaseball
player.
Esther to prevent
circulation
burns daughter
the entire and
edition
then smashes
the plates. The next morning Lawlor hands her his advertising contract.
She and Stone rejoice in the triumph of clean journalism over sensationalism,
while Winthrop removes his disgraced son and Barnes from the Pioneer.
"(Pathe
The— Thirteenth
Seven Pearls
Episode)"
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
PERRY MASON and his associates in crime contrive a means
whereby lima
is entrapped
in a Stayne
piano box
" Overoffthewith
Falls,"
the thirteenth
episode.
Perry and
thenin make
the
box and girl in an auto-truck, while Harry and Kismet pursue via
aeroplane. They overtake the villains, who after throwing the box
in the river, flee. Harry attempts to rescue the box and its precious
treasure by lowering himself from a bridge by a rope, but the
rdee breaks and Harry himself only escapes by a hair's breadth.
Wfien last seen the box is bumping dangerously over the water
falls.
" The Sudden Gentleman "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
HERE is a comedy-drama of a conventional sure-fire type,
whose comedy often soars to the heights and whose drama,
though it can never be taken altogether seriously, furnishes the
required amount of sustaining interest. Its central figure is a
happy-go-lucky Irishman, who suddenly becomes ward of a fortune and an aristocratic young lady. There is a fortune-hunting
count after the ward, and an adventuress after the Irish gentleman himself, but a small dash of wits and a much larger one
of fists proves effective and in the end hero and young lady, no
longer aristocratic, however, are in each other's arms.
He who craves light entertainment will discover in " The Sudden Gentleman " many satisfying qualities. William Desmond
is a good lead, who seems to have entered into the spirit of the
story, refusing to become too ridiculously sincere even when the
author would have him. His initiation into a home of wealth
is done to the usual accompaniment of gawkish table and society
manners, tricks generally worth while in the comedy line and
surely so here because so well done. And his fighting always
adds realism to the character name — Garry Garrity. Man,- McIvor is good as the changllng young lady and Jack Richardson
is the heavy.
All connected with the picture's production have contributed
of their best. R. Cecil Smith is author, Joseph Anthony Roach,
scenario writer; Thomas Heffron, director, and R. E. Irish,
cameraman.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Garry (William Desmond), an Irish blacksmith, receives word from
America that he has fallen heir to millions. Taking charge of the establishment, he immediately incurs the enmity of his cousin and ward Louise
(Mary Mclvor) by his awkward ways. Later, however, he blossoms forth
into a real gentleman and Louise suffers a quick change of heart. Count
Louis (Jack Richardson), finding his plans to marry Louise all miscarrying,
has recourse to the road house and a woman to get Garry in a tight place.
Garry's
fighting blood
risesdrubs
as a the
resultCount
of this
when Louise
breaks
engagement
soundly
that and
a confession
arrives
and the
all
ends
well forhetheso lovers.
Margaret
Shillingford,
A.
Hollingsworth,
Donald
Fullen.
Alberta
Lee,
Walter Perry and Percy Challenger complete the cast.
" The Ship of Doom "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
"•"THE SHIP OF DOOM," written and directed by Wyndham
A Gittens, possesses behind a gripping story, a theme which
immediately takes it from the ordinary run of features and elevates itto a more lofty plane. In all probability it will make no
big splash in the list of box-office reports, for it has no stars of
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country-wide renown and there are some passages in it that will
doubtless fail to penetrate far beneath the thick skin of fan
satiated with the more superficial features of the day. And yet
Mr. Gittens has scored a distinct success for himself, his company and the art in general, for " The Ship of Doom " reflects
a knowledge, a comprehension of life, that has seldom if ever
before shone forth from the screen.
The central character is Martin Shaw, a fisherman, who has
killed for the sake of Clara, the woman he loves. His crime
detected, he takes flight and Clara accompanies him. There follows suffering for both, hardships big enough to break the grip
of the strongest. Fate is relentless and Martin crumples and
falls from the strain of it, only to rise again, aided by the same
fate that is this time kind. It is a stirring picture throughout,
with the man-made justice of the courtroom for once omitted,
the justice of conscience or, if you will, of God, superseding it.
The episodes that lake place on the freighter of the high seas,
where the cruelty of Shattuck runs amuck the action in the lifeboats and the final meting out of deserts on the far away island
are filled with strong, vital action. As director Mr. Gittens has
done exceeding well. The sea stuff with the mutiny and the
burning of the ship to the water's edge is strikingly realistic. The
types were selected with care. Monte Blue makes a thoroughly
realistic and effective Martin Shaw, and Claire McDowell as the
woman, acts with a skill that is rare. Frank Brownlee as Shattuck, the sea captain, contributes an unusually fine study of the
relentless villain.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Martin Shaw (Monte Blue), a fisherman, kills Whittlesey (Arthur Millet)
because he has insulted Clara (Claire McDowell). Forced to flee the
village, where he is under suspicion, Clara accompanies him. They take
refuge on a vessel bound for the South Sea Island, captained by " Sundown " Shattuck,
who heismarries
the essence
brutality.the Clara
attracts
his
attention,
and, though
the twoof refugees,
ceremony
is little
more than a joke with him. He is prevented from violating the woman,
first by a mutiny of his men, and second by a fire which, breaking out in
the hold, completely destroys the vessel. Shattuck, Clara and Martin are
in the same lifeboat with four or five sailors. The boat is too heavy and
so they draw lots to see who will go overboard. Martin gets the broken
match. He is given a keg as a buoy and left to the mercy of the waves.
When a drifting row-boat is sighted, Shattuck decides that it is the place
for him and Clara. Later they drift to an island where Martin has already
found refuge. Shattuck again attacks Clara, but the quicksands serve her
in good stead and the captain is swallowed up in them. Martin urges her
to go back to civilization and leave him alone to pay for his crime, but
though a rescuing party offers to take her back she stands by her husband.

"The Small Town Guy"
(Essanay — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
THIS is a Taylor Holmes picture, but it lacks the punch of
some of his earlier efforts, such as " Efficiency Edgar's
Courship " and " Fools for Luck." The story was taken from
a novelette in Munsey's Magazine, entitled " A Picture of Innocence," and seems to be rather more bare of humorous possibilities than might be hoped for. At any rate, while the picture is
undoubtedly good, it doesn't come up to the Taylor Holmes
standard, because of the role he is forced to enact. In places it
is draggy and the action lags.
The Essanay star does some good character work, nevertheless, and makes one feel that he is really looking at a small town
guy. There is a good deal of humor in the picture and it no
doubt will appeal to a great many audiences. Helen Ferguson,
who plays opposite Mr. Holmes, is certainly one of the coming
stars of the screen. Her work is splendid and she seems to have
the happy faculty of being able to portray emotion without ever
straining or overdoing it.
Fred Tiden and Mark Elliston, as the pair of crooks who make
life miserable for the " small town guy," fill the roles of the lightfingered gentry extremely well and give excellent support. The
fight near the end of the picture in which the " dub " lays out the
city parasites with healthy wallops to the jaw is an exceptionally
good piece of acting.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
To their disgust, Swell Dresser (Fred Tiden) and Slim McClearn (Mark
Elliston), two Chicago confidence men, are forced to stay overnight in
Compton Center. Ernest Cledhill (Taylor Holmes) meets them and they
get him to go to the city to make his fortune and so that his ability
won't
waste infunds
the little
burg in which
They usebut himErnie
as
a tool goin tosoliciting
on commission
for ahenewlives.
clubhouse,
is too green and gets caught. The authorities, however, see his innocence
and let him go, advising him to stay away from the gang.
He goes back home to learn that his deceased aunt has made him her
beneficiary. Ernie hesitates in telling his sweetheart, Eleanor (Helen Ferguson), about his troubles in Chicago. The two crooks return to town and
tryErnie
to collect
money,"
him luck
with saves
exposure.
is then" hush
swindled
in a threatening
land deal, but
the day when a
syndicate finds it needs his property for a dam. He cleans up big, so that
when the crooks come back to him for the silence bribes his fighting spirit
is up and he lights into them.
storyandendswithwithEleanor
Ernie inattaining
cityThestain,
his arms.his heart's desire, cleared of the big-

Three Christie Comedies
(Christie — One Reel Each)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
"CTEPPING OUT," "Betty Wakes Up" and "Almost Divorced " are the three late contributors of Al. Christie to
the screen. They are of the straight comedy type with a dash of
the slapstick element, evident in all three. Of the three " Betty
Wakes Up " is the most original in story and the least interesting.
" Stepping Out " is so obviously fashioned by the author, to bring
about a series of events calculated to give rise to a series of
humorous situations, that its humor is lost in the attempt. The
comedy situations find development in a series of mix-ups occurring when two newly married couples get acquainted. " Almost
Divorced " is based upon the old idea of the rich relative dying
and bequeathing to his kin an amount of money providing he
be married or not married — in this case both, since the climax
comes when the kin is notified that the money is due in the event
of his marriage. He had been notified before that he was to
receive the money in the event that he wasn't married before a
certain hour. The mixup resulted from a wrong interpretation of
the will.
No one of the comedies is above the average as sources of
comedy entertainment. They are fair. The members of the cast
are the brightest spots in them. Smiling Billy Mason and Betty
Compson are featured in " Almost Divorced." Betty Compson is
featured in " Betty Wakes Up " and Smiling Billy and Jay Belasco,
supported by Ethel Lynne and Helen Leslie, do the honors in
" Stepping Out." All three comedies have been given good production. The photography is of the highest order. Miss Compson
is good to look upon and will brighten any production by her
presence. She and Billy Mason would shine if given better stories.

" Tom,
Dick and
(Strand-Mutual
— One Harry
Reel) "
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
BILLIE RHODES is becoming more charming than ever in her
single reel comedies, and this, her latest to be released, shows
her off to the full. Always coquettish, she has plenty of admirers,
but in this instance there are three ardent suitors trying to outdo
each other to gain her winsome smile. Tom, Dick and Harry, in
their endeavors to land, euchre themselves and engage in fisticuffs,
while Harry (Jay Belasco), who by the way, has already married
the guileless Billie several times, does so again, evidently to make
it binding.

a A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS," with Annette Kellermann, the William Fox spectacle, which after a run at the
Lyric theatre, New York, and other high-price houses throughout
the country, is now to be put within the reach of the smaller
exhibitor, was shown to the trade at the Lyric last week. A large
audience in which there were many exhibitors attended this
second trade showing.

It's aeffects
cleverarelittle
comedy
and capably
through
scenic
fine and
the release
date is carried
November
27. ; the
" Her Dog-Gone Dog "
(Strand-Mutual — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
JAY BELASCO and Billie Rhodes, ever popular in their single
reel comedies, score another certified success in " Her DogGone Dog." Invited to a masquerade party Billie decided, and
Jay reluctantly agreed, to go as Buster Brown and " Tige," the
dog, respectively.
Matters would have moved smoothly had not Jay, tired of
leaping and " woofing " while the rest of the crowd were spooning and otherwise enjoying themselves, so at the first opportunity
he escapes from the ball room. The sight of a tramp suggested
an idea to him and a few dollars convinced the Knight of the
Ties, so he put on his disguise and joined the party. After having
visited the refreshment room the tramp got into a fight with one
of the guests and behaved with Billie and all others like a real
dog. And in the meantime Jay was sleeping. Finally the hostess
called up the police department. In the meantime Jay had changed
clothes with the tramp and, disguised again, walks into the ballroom. He finds Billie sore at him and a policeman who wants to
take him to the police station. Jay escapes and after a lively chase
enters the Browns home again. The tramp too returns — is recognized by Jay, who explains to Billie.
This reel contains many humorous incidents and is certain of a
good reception. November 13 is the release date.
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" The(Mutual-American
Mate of the— Five
SallyReels)
Ann "
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
IT has been a long time since Mary Miles Minter played in a
picture that carried the charm of this one. Besides having
a beautiful sea background and a story that is different, there are
a lot of subtle touches that make the " Mate of the Sally Ann "
one of the most delightful pictures of the season.
And the real hero of the story — if one may judge by the being
about whom the most human interest lies — is not a man, but the
cleverest dog that ever cast a shadow. The things he can't do
and doesn't do are scarcely worth doing and the audience that
can resist him has just had a glimpse of the snaky locked
Medusa.
Perhaps it sounds unfair to give a dog such praise before the
work of Alan Forrest, George Periolat and Jack Connolly is even
mentioned. They all give Mary Miles excellent support, but so
does this dog. And when the shaggy rascal picks up by the tail
a pup that is having trouble navigating up a gangplank and deposits him on deck at the feet of his mistress one can scarcely
keep from giving him a hand.
Miss Minter, as the little wild flower of the seashore, whose
crotchety old grandfather won't let her go near other people,
never did better work than as Sally. Henry King, who directed
the production, deserves a lot of credit, for it's mighty hard to
pick flaws in any part of the picture. It's a specimen of MutualAmerican work that will give exhibitors who have switched to
Mutual in order to escape the fifteen-cent per reel tax a feeling
that they made rather a good move in getting such a picture for
their patrons.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Captain Ward (George Periolat) is the skipper of an old beached tub,
and Sally (Mary Miles Minter) is his granddaughter and first mate. Sally
is the victim
of her
grandpa's
old manas preventing her from
meeting
anyonetyrannical
because guardianship,
of his hatred the
of society
the
result of his daughter's death at the time of Sally's birth. Each day the
captain
vows vengeance
on Sally'sandfather,
may be.Forrest) live
Jack Gordon
(Jack Connolly)
Hugh whoever
Schuylerhe (Alan
in a big house by the sea, the latter reading law with the judge. One day
Judge
dog runs
awayleaves
and makes
with Sally,
who home.
is playing
on the Gordon's
beach. When
the dog
her sheupfollows
him back
In the mansion of the judge Sally meets a pair of admirers and friendship and love both ripen. Impressed by the resemblance between the girl
and the woman he secretly married and lost through a miscarriage of
letters, the judge finally goes to see the captain and finds that Sally is
indeed his own daughter. The romance is completed when she consents to
marry Hugh Schuyler.
" The Judgment
(Blackton-Paramount
— Six House
Reels) "
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
^T-HE JUDGMENT HOUSE," a photoplay bearing .on the
•I eternal triangle, is J. Stuart Blackton's first contribution
to the Paramount program, adapted and personally directed by
the producer from Sir Gilbert Parker's novel. A distinguished
cast which includes Conway Tearle, Wilfred Lucas, Violet Heming and Paul Doucet was assembled to portray the various characters in Sir Gilbert's lengthy and involved story.
These very qualities of the original work evidently led Mr.
Blackton into an attempt to simplify his picure by various elisions. Situations, sometimes by-plots themselves and characters
more or less prominent between the covers of the book have been
-deprived of a corresponding position on the film. That this
pruning was of good intent is obvious. But in wielding the
pruning knife the producer has not only shorn the plot of the
unnecessary twigs but has seriously wounded the trunk.
As a result " The Judgment House " is seldom clear enough to
be interesting and the characters are not definite enough to meet
anything approaching enthusiastic response. The continuity is
practically lost and the action muddled.
The production which Mr. Blackton has given the picture is
adequate and the photoplay and camera effects in general are
worthy of unstinted praise.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jasmine (Violet Heming), impressed with the strength of Rudyard Byng
(Wilfred Lucas), a man who has made his millions in South African
diamond mines, marries him though really loving Stafford (Conway Tearle).
Byng
dissipates
and after
three her
yearsrenewed
Jasmine'slovelifeforis him,
miserable.
Stafford,
too much
of a man
to return
learns that
she
has a suggestion
of
an
affair
with
Fellowes
(Paul
Doucet),
Byng's
secretary.lievingHe thatprevents
Byng
from
killing
Fellowes
by
arguing
him
into
behis wife is innocent of any breach of faith. The Boer war
breaks out in South Africa and Byng, regaining his hold on himself, leads
•a British regiment. Stafford also partakes in the war, while Jasmine acts
as a Red Cross nurse. Byng distinguishes himself by various heroic acts
and at length rescues Stafford from the thick of the fight. Dying, Stafford
'Urges him once again to pardon his wife, and so Byne goes to her repentant.
Crazy Thunder, an Indian, Florence Deshon and Luciel Hamill are seen
cn supporting parts of more or less prominence.
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" Gift o'Pictures
Gab —" Five Reels)
(Essanay-Perfection
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
IN this light comedy Jack Gardner is seen in a George M. Cohan
type of role, talking or " gabbing " himself into success to the
tune of a considerable number of thrilling stunts. In the first
scenes of the picture one is treated to the sight of Mr. Gardner in
football togs making the winning touchdown for his college in the
last three minutes of play. Then comes the celebration which
eventually discloses the star driving about in a sea going hack,
jumping from his high perch to a limb of a tree, from there to
the top of a passing automobile, from there to the roof of a trolley
car and from there to the roof of still another. These stunts,
executed with the right touch of dash and easiness, throw a new
light
on Mr. Gardner's
abilities. there is his unsuccessful business
Subsequent
to the celebration
career as an inventor, followed by his ultimate success as a salesman because of his inborn gift of gab, and a happy ending to his
love affair. The contents of the five reels is pleasing as a whole.
The action moves at a good gait and there is a plentiful supply of
comedy to keep the laughs coming regularly.
The director has given the picture good staging in every- respect.
Helen Ferguson is a charming heroine and Frank Morris a very
human looking and acting college boy.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Tom Bain (Jack Gardner) discovers that he must have something more
than a fine record at football to provide for the needs of Peggy Dinsmore
(Helen Ferguson), sister of his college chum (Frank Morris). Riding up
and down grades on a railroad train gives him the idea of inventing a
machine to bore tunnels through hills. He interests local capital through
talking,
morerailroad
talk — and
the machine
is a glorious
failure. sells
But his
the machine
president with
of the
company
is so impressed
with
his gift of gab that he gets a job as a salesman and so is enabled to claim
Peggy as his bride.
"The
Hand"
(Pathe Hidden
— Third Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
AT the
the Hidden
opening Hand
of thisis episode,
Dread,"
about to entitled
open the" The
secretIsland
packetof with
the
locket he has stolen from Doris. Her captors release her for the
moment to see what the packet discloses. Doris quickly upsets a
retort of powerful explosive which is standing on the table and the
den is soon afire. The explosion knocks the Hidden Hand to the
floor and before he is able to recover himself Doris has seized the
packet and fled.
After more exciting interplay between the various parties, Doris,
accompanied by Ramsey, the detective, sets out for the Whitney
summer home on an island. The Hidden Hand has loosened the
propeller on their launch and when far out on the water it slips
off. A storm comes up and wind and rain drive the boat ashore.
Doris and Ramsey take refuge in an old shack. When night falls
Doris reclines on the bed, while Ramsey (his sense of virtue evidently getting the better of his common sense) seats himself on
the shack's step in the pouring rain.
The Hidden Hand and his aides arrive. Ramsey hears noises
and going to investigate is attacked by the band. He flings the
packet from him as he sees himself overpowered. They bind and
leave him on the shore. Doris is then captured and taken prisoner
to the enemy's launch. Far out on the water she leaps overboard
and hides under an upturned rowboat.
Doris Kenyon, Sheldon Lewis, Mahlon Hamilton and Arline
Pretty continue in the leading roles.
" Her Silent Sacrifice "
(Select — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
«<T_TER SILENT SACRIFICE," Alice Brady's first picture under
11 this banner is an adaptation from Henry J. W. Dam's play
" The Red Mouse," made by Eve Unsell and directed by Edward
Jose. Miss Brady has the type of part with which she has long
been associated and which as a consequence she knows full well
how to play. The character of Arlette, the misabused girl from
Brittany who promises to sell herself to an old roue when he has
made a success of the man she loves, an artist, gives her ample
opportunities to display her emotional talents. And she performs
with such sincerity that some few inconsistent situations in the
course of the story's run are given a shading of strength that
would otherwise be probably lacking.
The plot, with its constant playing up of the pursuit of the girl
by the roue and its wealth of pointed subtitles, shoots its bolt
somewhat further than the boundaries of strict propriety define.
It is the bartering of virtue for shallow worldly success done in
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minute detail. That the roue is prevented by death from obtaining
his lustful desire doesn't lessen the strength of the sex element in
the least nor diminish the effect. This is only mentioned in fairness to both producer and exhibitor. Probably the majority of
audiences are eager for such highly seasoned entertainment and
•only the very conservative will be at all likely to take offense at it.
The very character of the plot is responsible for its suspense, a
property of which it possesses an abundance. Its happy termination is reached logically through a sequence of exceedingly well
presented and acted scenes. The presentation given it by Mr. Jose
and the camera work contributed by Benjamin Struckman are
admirable as to detail and ensemble. R. Peyton Gibbs contributes
some excellent work as the roue, Henry Clive is a pleasing artist,
and the support adequate to the last.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Arlette (Alice Brady), the nameless granddaughter of an innkeeper (Arda
Le Croix) of a Brittany village, is branded a witch by the superstitious
townfolk. Two strangers come to the village, Vale (Henry Clive), an artist,
with whom Arlette falls in love, and Prince Boissard (R. Peyton Gibbs), a
man she immediately dislikes. Learning the poverty stricken condition of
Vale and realizing that the Prince, through his influence as a patron of the
arts, can make him successful, Arlette finally accedes to his proposition; that
providing he make Vale famous, she will give herself to him (the Prince).
And so fame comes to Vale and Boissard demands his price. Meeting Vale
again, Arlette's
old love
for him Pardo),
is renewed,
standhasby long
the
bargain.
But Sarthe
(Edmund
servantbutofshethe agrees
Prince,to who
sought vengeance for the manner in which he has been mistreated, stabs his
master while he attacks Arlette. She is then free to marry Vale.
Mrs.typical
Blanchecharacter
Craig, something
of a co-worker with the Prince, contributes
some
work.
" The Silent Lady r
(Butterfly-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
AS was the case with " The Cricket," the last production in
which little Zoe Rae appeared, much of its entertainment
value is due to three humorous characterizations given by a trio
of veteran character actors. Harry Holden, Winter Hall and Edward Brown are the three in question. They appear as keepers
of a lonely New England lighthouse, also the guardians of Zoe, a
child of the sea. The lives of these three old codgers are set forth
in great detail and the detail is most of the time humorous to a
degree and at times touched with wholesome sentiment. That their
various experiences will meet with response is a certainty, as even
an off-audience at the Broadway theatre enjoyed them heartily.
A sailor went into convulsions, two old ladies chuckled and a
middle aged couple were constantly smiling.
Zoe Rae herself also pleased and another bit of comedy is contributed byLule Warrenton as the housekeeper. And then there
is a love interest, supplied by Gretchen Lederer, as the nurse, and
the doctor. In fact it is the individual performances and the realistic detail supplied by Elsie Jane Wilson, who directed, that makes
"The Silent Lady" the enjoyable picture that it is. The production is adequate.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Naomi (Zoe Rae) lives in the lighthouse with three old salts. When she
is taken sick a doctor is called who brings a nurse, Miss Summerville
(Gretchen Lederer), to take charge of her. The old men are somewhat
aghast at having such a young woman in their home and their efforts to
assume an indifferent attitude amuse her thoroughly. They learn finally that
she has a past and Philemon (Winter Hall), the keeper of the light, a staid
old New Englander, commands her to leave the place. But her past is
proven quite innocent and the manner in which the old man is softened and
Miss Summerville made happy by the love of little Naomi and the doctor
forms a delightful conclusion.
" Molly Entangled "
(Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
VIVIAN

MARTIN appears as an Irish maid in " Molly Entangled," written by Edith Kennedy and directed by Robert
Thornby. Miss Martin's attractive personality serves to brighten
a story that, while it possesses a well evolved plot, never rises to
dramatic or humorous heights.
Mr. Thornby has injected a delightfully homely atmosphere into
the picture. The whole of it transpires in Ireland and there is not
a false note in any of the scenes. The supporting types were well
selected and the cast in general does effective work.
" Molly Entangled " is an average picture on its merits of story
and production. Miss Martin does charming work and where she
is popular the picture will be warmly received.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Molly Shawn (Vivian Martin), a maid of Ireland, lives with her father
(Noah Beery), the blacksmith, who is indebted to the Barrys for his shop.
Jim Barry (G. S. Spaulding), the profligate heir to the Barry estate, is in
danger of losing it lest he marry. During a carousal he falls and is so
severely injured that the town doctor pronounces that he will die before
morning. In order to save the fortune for his mother (Helen Dunbar) Jim
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summons Molly and her father and putting the facts before them asks the
girl to marry him. This she does, but with the arrival of the city doctor it
is learned that an operation will fix Jim up as good as new. Molly in despair
gives up hope and her sweetheart (Harrison Ford) is also resigned. But
then there comes the startling revelation that the man who read the wedding
ceremony for Molly and Jim was no priest at all but a fugitive from justice.
It is within
Jim's powerhe toconfesses
keep this
to himself,
but, hisBarney.
better
nature
predominating,
and information
restores Molly
to her faithful
C. H. Gowland, Jane Keckley and W. A. Carroll complete the cast.
" The Hungry Heart "
(Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS'S novel, as adapted to the
screen by Charles Maigne and presented by Pauline Frederick and cast, is far from being the best picture, or as good as
some pictures, in which she has been seen. " The Hungry Heart "
lacks strength of purpose, a convincing supporting cast and smacks
too strongly of the risque. Miss Frederick is called upon to
present a role that is lacking in the human, homely quality. The
fact that Robert C. Vignola, the director, has seen fit to force certain situations by making his characters arrive at a desired location at the critical moment, may be overlooked by an audience.
The fact also that Nancy is rendered speechless, at the desired
time and through the agency of a slight accident in falling, and
that later when it becomes necessary for her to speak, she recovers said faculty, apparently without any special medical treatment
—these defects in scenario and production may be overlooked,
also. And if some of the sub-titles can be read and forgotten
and the scene showing the wife's lover fleeing from the house
down the long stretch of roadway, can be seen and forgotten —
then " The Hungry Heart " will have presented an entertaining
bit of dramatic work before the camera and on the screen.
" The Hungry Heart," as presented, is not the best example of
good story telling on the screen. Nor is it a good example of
good dramatic work. Miss Frederick is handicapped by a poorly
written script and poor direction. In the scenes which call for
emotional action and convincing facial expressions, Miss Frederick rises to dramatic heights that are seldom attained by her
contemporaries on the screen. In some of the scenes this strength
of dramatic interpretation is evident in the star's work, in the
story and in production but viewed as a whole, this latest work
of Miss Frederick for the screen is not up to her standard. This
lack is through no fault of hers. Members of her supporting
cast are not convincing. Howard Hall, in the principal male
role is kept from presenting the strong, virile man that he looks,
by the nature of his part. He is not convincing as the neglectful
husband. Robert Cain is a good type but does not register dramatic skill of action or expression. Helen Lindroth overacts in
every scene in which she appears. Eldean Steuart, a youngster,
does a bit well.
The exterior scenes are beauties. The photography is all that
could be expected for clearness. The lighting effects get the best
results.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Courtney Vaughn (Pauline Frederick) and Richard Vaughn (Howard
Hall) have just returned from their honeymoon, when the story opens.
Richard is a chemist, and he becomes so interested in his work that he
neglects his wife. The arrival of a little son does not help matters. Five
years elapse and Basil Gallatin (Robert Cain) comes to the Vaughn home
to assist Richard in his chemical experiments. Mrs. Vaughn, longing for
companionship, meets Gallatin at every opportunity. They become fast
friends. There is an explosion at the laboratory, and certain instruments
are destroyed which Richard must replace. He leaves for New York to
get them. During his absence Nancy (Helen Lindroth), the servant, is
awakened
night him
and, there.
suspecting
room and one
discovers
NancyGallatin's
is injuredintrusion,
when shegoesfallsto inCourtney's
attempting to leave
for
her
room,
and
the
fall
renders
her
Richard
returns. Soon after Nancy recovers her speech and speechless.
tells him all.
Gallatin
has left, fearing Richard. Divorce proceedings are commenced, and Courtney is granted her freedom. Richard leaves. Soon after Gallatin hearing
that Courtney had been divorced, returns to her home. Richard had also
returned, asking leave to work in the laboratory until he could establish
another. During his stay they both realize that each had done wrong and
a new understanding resulted. Gallatin is refused by Courtney and, fearing
trouble, leaves. Richard and Courtney are united in happiness.
" National Red Cross Pageant "
(National Red Cross Pageant Committee — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
UNDER the direction of William Christy Cabanne, the scenes
enacted at the National Red Cross Pageant, staged at Rosemary, Huntington, Long Island, October last, have been registered by the camera, and the result is five reels of most interesting film. The scenes are enacted by artists of both screen and
stage, including Ethel Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore, John Barrymore, Hazel Dawn, Ina Claire, Tyrone Power, Frances White,
William Rock, Blanche Yurka, Gladys Hansen, Rita Jolivet, E. H.
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Sothcrn, Lumsden Hare, Marjorie Rambeau and Helen Ware.
Mrs. H. P. Davison, wife of the chairman of the Red Cross
War Council; Mrs. Ben Ali Haggin, and other prominent society
folk, are seen in important impersonations.
This is, without a doubt, the most gorgeous pageant ever staged
in this country. The costumes are gorgeous, the scenes have been
given lavish and appropriate settings and the principals are all
recognized as artists in the dramatic field. As a subject of interest on the screen, the National Red Cross Pageant, as reflected
by the camera, is deserving the place of honor on any exhibitor's
program, and can supplant the best feature on the program without loss registered in the box-office.
The picture is divided into two episodes. The first shows how
universal happenings have led up to the world war that is now
waging. The second, entitled " The Drawing of the Sword," the
more dramatic of the two, tells of the entry of the Allied Powers,
one after the other, in the cause of humanity. The picture is not
simply a series of pretty pictures, but it tells a story in a most
convincing manner. The suspense element is as much in evidence
as it would be in a dramatic masterpiece. It holds the attention
from first to last. There has been no attempt at trick photography
or the use of the fade-out. In spots the picture gives evidence
of poor cutting. The action jumps, caused by poor assembling.
The absence of the dissolve effect and other methods of turning
from one scene to the other is responsible, in a large measure, for
this disturbed action.
These views of the National Red Cross Pageant present the unusual to the screen. There has been seen nothing just like these
pictures before. In addition to the prominent artists whose names
are mentioned above, Adolph Bohm's Russian dancers are seen
in action, as are prominent exponents of esthetic dancing. The
picture should be shown by every exhibitor in the United States,
and every exhibitor can be assured that he will have shown a
picture that every man, woman and child has enjoyed.
" Who Goes There? "
■
(Vitagraph — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
HARRY MOREY, Corinne Griffith and good support with the
latest work of Robert W. Chambers to be adapted to the
screen by Vitagraph, as a script to interpret, present a picture that
is of sure-fire calibre. "Who Goes There?" is good material
of photodramatic work. It makes possible strong, convincing action, holds the interest to the last and presents a cast of capable
screen artists. Mr. Morey is an ideal type for the role of an
officer in the Belgian Guides. Miss Griffith, seen for the first time
opposite Mr. Morey in the principal feminine role, enacts her
part with true dramatic feeling, and makes a striking contrast to
the virile, strong character presented by Mr. Morey. The two
work together to advantage. In this production, Miss Griffith
does the best bit of acting since her appearance in leading roles
for Vitagraph.
"Who Goes There?" presents a picture that is entertaining in
every scene. The story runs smoothly with action emphasized in
every scene. Director William P. S. Earle has taken advantage
of a powerful dramatic scene to introduce his main character and
theme. He does not rely solely upon the timely element of the
story to bring its intent forcibly before an audience. A flash of
the scenes which call for unpleasant happenings, but which are
essential to the story, is all that is shown. Later in the telling of
the story, Mr. Earle has resorted to flashbacks of this initial
scene. He could have left this to the imagination of an audience
and have accomplished better results. One flashback would have
been sufficient to fix in the minds of an audience the thought that
the second and third flashback suggested. Excepting this minor
difference, Mr. Earle has produced a picture that will stand the
scrutiny of the most discriminating without presenting a noticeable fault.
It has been given a good production, the cast does commendable
work, the cameraman was on the job every minute, the scenarioist gave the director a good script from which to work, and the
sub-titler finished with appropriate and snappy explanatories.
Harry Morey works like the artist he is. Corinne Griffith renders fine support. Arthur Donaldson gives a good account of
the German officer. Mary Maurice is seen to advantage in a bit.
The story is not always based on sound reasoning, but it furnishes
interesting narrative on the screen.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Kervyn Guild (Harry Morey), a former officer in the Belgian Guides, a
regiment of nobility, is captured with other Belgian refugees. He is brought
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before the German commanding officer and promised his and the freedom
of the other refugees if he will go to London and bring back the girl whom
General Von Reiter (Arthur Donaldson) loves. He promises in the hope
of saving the lives of hundreds of other Belgians. He arrives in London
and
locateshis theescape
German's
sweetheart,
Karen
Girard
(Corinne
planning
with the
girl, Guild
scents
trouble
becauseGriffith;.
he noticesIn
that he is protected by German agents and hunted by British secret service
men. At the dock his baggage is passed by a German inspector and he
and the girl are safely landed aboard the ship. The girl has taken A
small portfolio which she keeps locked. Guild becomes suspicious and
demands that he see the contents. She refuses to give him the key. The
boat is held up by a British warship but the cruiser is destroyed by a
torpedo.
Landing in Holland, they are assigned room in the house provided for
them by Gen. Von Reiter, until his arrival. Guild notes that the Belgian
natives are in danger of attacks from the Germans and he resolves to assist
them. While he is preparing to enter active service. General von Reiter
arrives and demands from the girl why she does not love him. She says
that she loves another and he forces her attentions. Guild arrives in time
to prevent this action and, in a duel, wounds the officer. The General
forgives him and the girl and furnishes them passage in safety.
" His Old-Fashioned Dad "
(Falcon Features — Four Reels)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
DANIEL GILFETHER and Mollie McConnell as Dr. Silas
and Mandy Morton, respectively, make a charming old
couple of the indulgent, self-sacrificing kind for a reckless, though
plausible son. Emory Morton, the son (Richard Johnson) gives
a very fair characterization of the wayward boy who, though
knowing of his parents' sacrifices, still goes the limit at poker
playing, whiskey drinking and general carousing.
The picture is based on the ever virile theme of the old-fashioned parents stinting themselves of almost the necessities of life
to enable the son to obtain an education. It is a well defined,
straight cut story, well directed, nicely photographed, full of
pathos, and shows most clearly to what lengths loving parents
will go to help a son whose profligacy they never dream of.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Emory Morton,
of an through
old-fashioned
country doctor,
is enabled
take
a medical
course atsoncollege
the sacrifices
of his mother
and tofather.
His indulgence in the usual failings of college life leads to repeated requests,
for money, and at last the horse and cow are sold to meet his demands.
All this greatly depresses the doctor. He takes out a life insurance policy.
When another request for money is received, this time the excuse being
illness,
he determines
to visitof his
Meantime
engagement
Nettie Wright
is in danger
beingson.
broken
as her Emory's
father decides
that theto
boy must first make good financially.
One day, by accident, Emory discovers a bacillus which he realizes is
of vital importance, and when the doctor arrives and discovers his son
playing poker, Emory tells him that he is old fashioned in his ideas, and
insists that it is necessary for him to gamble to obtain money to develop bis
wonderful discovery. The doctor is stunned as he realizes that perhaps he
is old fashioned. On the way home there is an automobile collision and
he and another passenger are taken to a hospital. That night the other
injured man dies, and Dr. Morton changes charts with the dead man in
order that his wife and boy may profit by his insurances. The deception is
successful. When the insurance is paid to the widow she promptly gives it
to her son and he continues his research work and redeems himself with
the girl.
The widow lives alone and her fear of tramps becomes an obsession.
Meantime the father, a tramp and derelict, gradually works his way to the
old neighborhood, yearning for a glimpse of the old home. Late that night
the widow sees the woor knob move, whereupon she shoots through the
door, only to discover that she has killed the husband she thought dead.
"Hard Luck"
(Essanay Comedy
Reel)
REVIEWED
BY F.— G.OneSPENCER
THIS single reel comedy, arranged and directed by Arthur D.
Hotaling, introduces a new stunt by way of revenge resorted
to by a restaurant patron because he is compelled to pay for a
steak that was so tough it could not be eaten. He has signs
painted which read : " Free Meals at Joe's," and hires a sandwich
man to travel the town bearing the good tidings. The result is
that Joe, the restaurateur, unaware of the scheme, does a land
office business until time comes for the payment of the checks,
at which time the sandwich man makes his appearance for a good
square meal. The result is better imagined than expressed. It's
a harmless,
ever shown. amusing comedy, and should be well received wher" Reaching
Moon "
(Artcraft —for
FivetheReels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
T TNTIL Douglas Fairbanks falls out of bed in the fourth reel
of the five that chronicle the events occuring during the
time that he is " Reaching for the Moon," we are all but convinced that he is in reality King of Vulgaria, and thoroughly appreciating what the fellow meant when he wrote, " uneasy lies
the head that wears a crown." So artfully has Anita Loos and
John Emerson, working in collaboration, fashioned the script
of " Reaching for the Moon," and so cleverly have they led the
audience up to the point where it is perfectly feasible to believe
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Claire Du Brey,
Whose Alluring
Presence Scores
Mary Garden, the Majestic Star, Will No Doubt
Marion Davies, the Pathe Star, Who Will
in Bluebird
Productions
Dazzle Anew the Blase Screen Public in GoldShortly
Runaway
Which beIs Presented
Said to Bein a " Child
of HerRomany,"
Own
wyn's Elaborate Feature, " Thais "
that Alexis Caesar Napoleon Brown is entitled to the crown of duction are laid in an Italian city — presumably Venice — where the
streets are canals. Mr. Emerson did not take his company to the
Vulgaria, that the reviewer will wager that there isn't a half
dozen persons in the millions who will see Mr. Fairbanks in his Italian city, but he could not have reproduced a street of Venice
on the screen with more realistic results if he had set his camera
latest creation for the screen, who will anticipate this most welon the banks of the Grand Canal and shot the actuality. The
come but unconventional awakening of this most distinctive
directorial work in these scenes is to be highly commended. The
Brown person. The awakening is welcome because we are thorshots of the Plaza Hotel are evidence of this detailed work.
oughly convinced that this fellow Brown would rather be back
Some clever bits of comedy have been made possible by the
in the button factory transferring items from the debit to the
authors. The scene showing Brown scanning the menu, noting the
credit side of Bingham's ledger than to be King of Vulgaria and
prices and choosing the least expensive dish and drink and the
have to hear the " honor and obey " stuff from Princess Valentina.
close-up of the menu and its prices give rise t'o some of the best
bits of clean humor recorded on the screen. Richard Cummings
There is a touch of the burlesque given Mr. Fairbanks's latest
is a typical business man and idealizes Old Cummings. Eileen
work that renders this production distinctive as compared to other
Percy has little to do but does that little well. Millard Webb's
Fairbanks' pictures. There are few exhibitions given on the
absence would have detracted not a little from the picture. Frank
screen today that can be referred to as original in development.
Campeau makes a villainous pretender. Eugene Ormonde has a
The idea of having enacted on the screen the unprobable or imminor role.
possible, and then to explain it away by running a sub-title or
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
showing a flash of the hero or heroine waking from a dream
Alexis Caesar Napoleon Brown (Douglas Fairbanks) is a clerk in Old
is old stuff, but to have Douglas Fairbanks enact what he has
Bingham's
button
factory.
entertains
high outside
ideals,
so high, in (Richard
fact, that Cummings)
Old Bingham
thinks
that heHewould
do better
seen in his dreams and to accomplish this without conveying the
of
his
employ.
Brown's
sweetheart,
Elsie
(Eileen
Percy),
is
a
firm
believer
in concentration of thought if one would realize his or her ambitions, but
slightest hint that he is " only dreaming " until he catapults from
she confine her ambitions to the acquisition of a husband and a neat little
bed, is clever originality. Well done Anita Loos, John Emercottage in Jersey.
son and Douglas Fairbanks, enter thou into the kingdom of good
Brown aspires high. He would be king — a ruler of nations. He is fired
scenarioists, good directors and clever actors, respectivGly.
from Oldhim.
Bingham's
employ and
goes tohad
his registered
room to think
idea
strikes
A distinguished
foreigner
at theit over.
Plaza. AnBrown
This development of the dream idea should not be encouraged
looks him up, and engages a table next to the one occupied by him. He
gets
a
good
look
and
leaves.
He
returns
to
his
room
to
think
it
over
and
in dramatic work for either screen or stage, but it must be conlies down to rest.
He is interrupted by the distinguished stranger who has come to announce
fessed that the authors of " Reaching for the Moon " have pretty
that he is heir to the crown of Vulgaria, and wishes him to depart at once
nearly
succeeded
in
convincing,
one
at
least,
that
it's
not
a
bad
to
be crowned. Brown and he leaves on the boat. The stranger notifies
idea after all.
him that because there are spies aboard, he must not eat the food served
for fear of poison, and he must not speak aloud. His troubles had begun.
Anita Loos and John Emerson have done faultless continuity.
It wasn'tcovers thatsuch
cinch
to be a king.
Vulgaria, andPlothe after
distherea is
a pretender,
Black They
Boris arrive
(Frankin Campeau).
There isn't an obstacle left in the way of true dramatic action.
plot is devised to bring death upon Brown. A grand reception is arranged,
It rings true from the opening flash to the fade-out. If one
and Brown is to meet his future wife and queen. Princess Valentine. The
word were added or one subtracted from one of the sub-titles
princess proves to be an old maid, not good to look upon. He resolves to
quit his job of king and return. Then he wakes from his dream, returns
there would be confusion. They are meaning, emphatic accents,
to the button factory, gets his job back, and he and Elsie plan to buy a
accenting action, not supplying it.
little cottage in Jersey on the installment plan.
Some will shake their heads after witnessing this performance.
They will be disappointed. Not because the picture lacks dra" The Lost Express "
matic merit but because it lacks Fairbanks' stunts. Mr. Fairbanks
(Signal-Mutual
Reels)
REVIEWED
BY —F. Two
G. SPENCER
displays as much pep if not more than usual, but he does not
jump from second-story windows to the branches of a tree, scale THE eleventh chapter of this interesting and exciting serial,
fences six feet in height or leap from the back of a charging
"A Fight for a Million," shows Helen still on the heels of
the Baron and the members of the Syndicate, and also discloses
horse — none of these — and this is the work that his audiences
have been educated to expect and unconsciously do expect. The
the fact that Bonner, who up to the present has been Helen's
nature of the story is such that the authors could have made
ardent champion and co-worker, has gone over to the syndicate.
But it will doubtless be shown that in so doing he has some ultepossible some of these thrillers without destroying its smoothrior object to serve, which object might possibly be the discovery
ness or dramatic worth. They have seen fit to let Mr. Fairbanks
convince his audiences that he is an actor as well as a stunt artist
of the lost express, and the garnering of the attractive reward
therefor. In the preceding chapter Helen got a glimpse of this
and in this they have done admirably, in the opinion of the reviewer.
same express in a tunnel, but being discovered, the band dynamited the fimountain side, and so obliterated the scene, on account
John Emerson shows in creation of this work for the screen
of which Helen was unable to retrace her steps.
that he has few equals for accomplishing detailed work in pro(Continued on page 4052)
duction. The scenes covering three reels or more of this pro-
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CURRENT

AND

COMING
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Art Dramas, Inc.
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
5
8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur Horsley
5
Bluebird Photoplays
Nov. 5. The Lash of Power (Carmel Myers) 5
Nov. 12. Princess Virtue (Mae Murray)
5
Nov. 19. The Savage (Ruth Clifford)
5
Nov. 26. The Winged Mystery (Franklyn Farnum)
5
Dec. 3. The Raggedy Queen (Violet Mersereau)
S
Dec. 10. The Door Between (Ruth Clifford 5
Dec. 17. My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
S
Dec. 24. The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum) —
Dec. 31. The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Mesereau
—
Butterfly Productions
Nov. 5. John cis
Ermine ofFord)
Yellowstone (Fran- S
Nov. 12. The Cricket (Little Zoe Rae)
5
Nov. 19. The Man from Montana (Neal
Hart, Vivian Rich)
5
Nov. 26. Fear Not (Browne Vernon, M.
McQuarrie)
5
Dec. 3. Fighting Mad (Wm. Stowell, Helen
Gibson, Betty Schade)
5
Dec. 10. The Silent Lady (Little Zoe Rae,
Gretchen Lederer)
5
Dec. 17. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter
5
Dec. 24. Bucking Broadway
(Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
5
Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Oct. 7. Conscience (Gladys Brockwell) 6
Oct. 14. Thou Shalt Not Steal (Virginia Pearson) 5
Oct. 21. This is the Life (George Walsh).. S
Oct. 28. The Scarlet Pimpernel (Dustin Farnum) 5
Nov. 4. Miss U. S. A. (June Caprice)
5
Nov. 11. The Painted Madonna (Sonia Markova)
5
Nov. 18. All for a Husband (Virginia Pearson) S
Nov. 25. A Branded Soul (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Dec. 2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenterCorbin)
5
Dec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
Walsh)
5
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
5
Dec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel Carmen) 5
Dec. 30. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ... 5
Fox Standard Pictures
Oct. 7. When a Man .Sees Red (William
Farnum)
7
Oct. 14. Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp... 8
Nov. 4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara) . . 6
Nov. 18. Treasure Island
6
Dec. 2. A Kellermann)
Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Dec. 9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
7
Dec. 16. The Heart of a Lion (William
Farnum)
6
6
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
Goldwyn Features Corp.
Elliott).... 66
Odds (Maxine(Jane
7. Fighting
Oct. 21.
Cowl)..
The Spreading Lawn Marsh)
Oct.
6
Nov. 4. Sunshine Alley (Mae
6
Kennedy)..
(Madge
Married
Nearly
18.
Nov.
6
Dec. 2. The Auction Block
Marsh).. 6
Dec. 16. The Cinderella Man (Mae n)
5
Dec. 30. Thais (Mary Garde
Ivan Feature Productions
Men and a Woman (James
Mar 18. Two
Morrison, Christine Mayo, Ruybe
De Remer, Guy Coombs, John
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold) .... 5
*
June — One Law For Both
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
(Shirley MaOct. 1. The Apple-Tree Girl
Holmes) —
(Taylor n)
Luck (Ediso
Oct. 6. Fools forson)
(Essanay)
Oct. 15. The Fibbers (Bryant Washburn) —
(Essanay)
—
Ward (Shirley MaOct. 22. Cy Whittaker's
son) (Edison)
—
Oct. 29. Young
Mo'ther Hubbard (Mary Mc- —
Nov. 5. TwoAlister)
Bit (Essanay)
Seats (Taylor Holmes)
(Essanay)
—
Oct.
Oct.

Metro Pictures Corporation
Nov. 5. The Outsider (Emmy Wehlen) . . . .
Nov. 12. Outwitted (Emily Stevens)
Nov. 15. (Special) Draft 258
(Mabel Taliaferro)
•
Nov. 19. The Voice of Conscience (Bushman
and Bayne)
Nov. 26. Themore)
Eternal
Mother (Ethel BarryMetro
Dec. 3. The wood)
SquareYorke
Deceiver
(Harold LockFilm
Dec. 10. Alias
Mrs.
Jessop
(Emily
Metro Stevens)
Dec. 10. (Special)
Blue
Jeans (Viola
Dana)
Dec. 17. God's
Outlaw
(Francis
Bushman,
Beverly Bayne) Metro
Dec. 24. An American Widow (Ethel Barrymore) Metro
Dec. 31. The Avenging
Trail (Harold
Lockwood) Yorke Film
Mutual Film Corporation
Oct. 29. A Goodrich)
Daughter of Maryland (Edna
Nov. 5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
Nov. 12. (Special) The Planter (Tyrone
Power)
Nov. 12. Betty and the Buccaneers (AmerNov. 19. Snap
Judgment (William Russell)
American
Nov. 19. Please
Help Emily (Ann Murdock)
Frohman
Nov. 26. The Mate of the Sally Ann (Mary
Miles Minter)
Dec. 3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich)..
Dec. 10. Miss Jackie of the Army (Margarita Fischer)
Paramount Pictures Corp.
Oct. 29. Bab's Burglar (Marguerite Clark)..
Nov. 5. The Antics of Ann (Ann PenningNov. 5. The Hungry Heart (Pauline FredNov. 5. The Clever Mrs. Carfax (Julian
Nov. 12. TheEltinge
Little Princess'
(Mary Pickford)
Nov. 12. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
Nov. 12. Jack and Jill (Pickford and Huff)
Nov. 19. Molly Entangled (Vivian Martin)
Nov. 19. The Judgment House (J. Stuart
Blackton'sforProv.)
Nov. 19. Reaching
the Moon (Douglas
Fairbanks)
The Thing We Love (Reid and
Williams)
Nov. 26. Bab's
Matinee Idol (Marguerite
Clark)
Dec. 3. The
Eternall
Temptress (Lina Cavalieri)
Dec. 3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa)
Dec. 10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke)
Dec. 10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
Dec. 17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Reid)
Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin)
Dec. 24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton)
Dec.
24. The
His Mother's
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)
Dec. 31.
Seven Swans
Clark)
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Artcraft
Releases
'PARAMOUNT)
12. The Little Princess (Mary Pick19. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Ferguson)
7
26. Desert Dust (Wm. S. Hart)
17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar)
31. D'Artagnan
of Kansas (Douglas
Fairbanks)
Pathe Exchange. Inc.
7. The Heart of Ezra Greer (Fredererick Warde, Leila Frost. George
Forth.
ThomasMueller)
A. Curran, Lillian
14. Stranded in Arcady (Mrs. Vernon Castle, Elliott D
Dexter), Astra
14. The Torture of Silence (Mrs.
Emmv Linn. F. Genier, E. Tallier,
Mr. Gillis) Gold Rooster D
21. The Painted Doll (Ivan Mozukin,
Tanva Fetner. Mme. Lesienko) ...
4. The Mark of Cain ( Antonio Moreno,
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Sainpolisl
11.
in Armsof (War
Film'l
18. France
The Queen
Spades
(Russian
Special)
(Mme.
Shebueva,
I. I.
Mozukin. Mme. T. I. Ivan,
Mme. Orlova), Astra

6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
ican) 5
5
5
5
5
5
5
ton) 5
erick) 5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
ford) 5
5
5
5
5

5
S
5
5
5
5
5

Nov. 25. Sylvia of the Secret Service (Irene
Castle,
Dexter, Susanna
Willa, T.Elliott
W. Percival,
J. H.
Gilmour), Astra
Dec. 2. The Little borne,
Patriot
OsMarion (Baby
Warner,Marie
Herbert
Standing)
Select Pictures
The Common Law (Clara Kimball Young). ...
War Brides (Brenon) (Nazimova)
Vera the Medium (Kitty Gordon)
The
Foolish
VirginTalmadge)
(Clara Kimball Young)...
Panthea
(Norma
The Argyle Case (Robert Warwick)
The Price She Paid (Clara Kimball Young)...
The Law of Compensation (Norma Talmadge)
The Eternal Sin (Brenon) (Florence Reed)...
The Easiest Way (Clara Kimball Young)
The Silent Master (Robert Warwick)
The Lone Wolf
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
Lest We Forget (Rita Jolivet)
MagdaWild(Clara
Young)
The
Girl Kimball
(Eva Tanguay)
The Barrier
War on Three Fronts
The Public Be Damned
Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady)

f
S
7
8
S
t7
7
7
6
I
I
7
7
S
6
■
SS
7
S
•
$

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Dec. 2. Themond;
Sudden Gentleman (Wm. DesDec. 2. The Ship of Doom (Claire McDowell)
Dec. 9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
Dec. 9. TheStewart)
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy
Dec. 16. Because
of the Woman (Bille Bennett)
Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt)..
Dec. 23. Without Honor (Margery Wilson)..
Dec. 23. Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart)..
Dec. 30. The Gown of Destiny (Alma Reubens)
Dec. 30. Framing Framers (Charles Gunn) . .
Jan. 6. Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas)
Jan. 6. Man
Above the Law Jack Richardson)
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
Jan. 20.
13. The
Law's GunOutlaw
Stewart)
Jan.
Woman(Roy
(Texas
Guinan) . .
Jan. 20. Mr. Butterfly (Darrell Foss)
Jan. 27. Evidence (J. Barney Sherry)
Jan. 27. Real Folks (Jack Mulhall)
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5. The
Fettered
Woman
-E. Joyce,
V-L-S(Alice
raph
Vitag
Webster
Campbell)
12. I Will Repay (Corinne Griffith,
...
19. The Mary
Grell Maurice.
Mystery Wm.
(EarleDunni
Williams,
Miriam Miles)
26. Who Goes There? (Harry Morey.
Corinne Griffith)
3. The Tenderfoot (William Duncan,
Holloway
10. TheCarolMarriage
Speculation (Mildred
Manning, Wallace MacDonald) . .
17. In the Balance (Earle Williams)..
24. When Men Are Tempted (Mary
Anderson, Alfred Whitman)
31. His Own People (Harry Morey.
Gladys Leslie)

»
J
$
S
SS
S
S
S

Wholesome Films Corporation
The Penny andPhilanthropist
Ralph Morgan),(Peggy
D O'Neil S
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special
Children's
Cast),
Juv
His feet.
AwfulC. Donwnfall (Rex Adams), 1,000 *
Littlefeet.Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000
World Pictures
Shall
We Arthur
ForgiveAshley)
Her (June Elvidge,
The Dormant Power (Ethel Clayton)
The Burglar (Carlyle Blackwell,
Madge Evans, Evelyn Greeley)...
The Maid
of Belgium
(Alice (Madge
Brady)
The
Adventures
of Carol
Evans)
Nov. 19. Easy Money (Ethel Clayton)
Nov. 26. Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
Dec. 3. The Awakening (Montagu Love and
Dorothv Kelly)
Dec. 10. ThewellGood
Nothing
(Carlyle Blackand for
Evelyn
Greelev)
Dec. 17. The Tenth Case (June Elvidge)
Dec. 24. The Volunteer (Madge Evans and
Henry Hull)
Dec. 31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

15.
22.
29.
12.5.
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
The Black Spot
4 reels God's
.59 reels
Conquest
reels
American News Weekly
Man of Canaan.
Victoria Cross
4 reels
One reel each week exclusively on Array and
0 18
4 reels
Navy activities.
His Vindication
5 reels
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
1 Believe
7 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
The
May 7.
5. Jones'
Jonah Day
C..15 reels
reel
Creative Film Corporation
General Enterprises, Inc.
May
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine)
D
Warrior (Maceiste)
7 parti
The Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail).. 6 reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
May 14. The Daughter of Darkness, EpiThe Gold Medal Photoplays
Dixie Films
sode No. 1, D
2 reels
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)...S reels
Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
5 reels
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts Just a Song at Twilight
Craze. George Spencer) 5 reels
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
Frank
P.
Donovan
Productions
Golden Features
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
5 parts
A Bit of Life
1 reel
July — Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk).. 1 reel
Aug.
—
Butting
in
Society
(Lou
Marks)..
1
reel
Film Company 5 reels
Grand Feature Film Company
la AnyAnti-Vice
Girl Safe?
Aug. — After Her Dough (Lou Marks).... 1 reel
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross) . . 1 reel
Rex Beach On the Spanish Main
S reel*
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
5 reek
Aug. — His Dirty Career (Lou Marks).... 1 reel
Argosy Films, Inc.
rhe Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reel*
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....S reels
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) 5 reels
Where D'ye(King
Get That
Stuff
reels
Sept.— His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)..l reel
Absinthe
Baggott),
Universal Re- iSs ue S reels
Features
Sept.
Ball (Lou
Marks).. 22 reels
reels
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
Sept. —— At
WastheSheBarber's
to Blame?
(in prep.)
Arizona Film Company
Sept. — In and Out (Tammany Young) 1 reel
D. W. Griffith
Sept.— His Flying Fliwer (C. J. Van
•hould She Obey
— reels
Intolerance
9 reels
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Arrow Film Corporation
Frank
Hall
Productions,
Inc.
Ebony
Corporation 1 reel
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels
(A. H. Jacobs, Prod.)
A Natural
Born Film
Shooter
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) — reels
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
The
Bar
Sinister
— reels
The Barrier
9 reels Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
Hanover Film Company
Bernstein Film Production
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
— reel*
Trooper 44
5. reels Maciste
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Elmont
Feature
Film
Co.
Bluebird Extraordinary
William S. Hart
People vs. John Doe
6 reels The Cold Deck
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels
S D
Clifford)
God's Law
6 reels
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson)
Hawk
Film
Corporation
Enlightment Corporation
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips)
Monster of Fate
— reels
Enlighten Thy Daughter
7 reels
Mother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifRuby La(Rupert
Fayette)
Herald Film Corporation
reals
Eugenic
Film
Company
Brenon Productions
Around the World in 80 Days
• reels
Birth
i
Lone Wolf
7 parts
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
European
Film
Company
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels
Empty Pockets
7 parts
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S reels
Exclusive Features, Inc.
Cardinal Film Corporation
loan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reel*
Where is My Father?
7 reels
Hippodrome
Film Co.
At the Front
with the Allies
Centurv Comedies
Export and Import Film Co.
Historic
Features
Robespierre
— reels
(FEATURING" ALICE HOWELL.) 2 reels
Balloonatics
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Christus
8 reeli
Automaniacs
2 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
M.
H.
Hoffman,
Inc.
Neptune* Naughty Daughter
.2 reels
Hate
7 reels The Sin Woman (Irene Fenwick, Clifford
Bruce and Reine Davies)
7 reel*
Benjamin Chapin Productions
Flora
Finch
Film
Co.
(CHARTER FEATURES CORP.)
Madam Sherry
5 reels
War Prides
2 reels The
My Mother
2 reels
Bar ell
Sinister (Hedda
Nova and Mitch- 8 reels
My Father
2 reels
Lewis)
2 reels
The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Inc.
The Call to Arms
2 reels
Milton
Sills)
reels
One
Hour (Zeena
Keefe and Alan Hale) 87 reels
On
Trial
Christie Film Company
The
Silent
Witness
(Gertrude
McCoy)
6
reels
Charles Chaplin
Pather's Bright Idea
1 reel
A Trip
Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic-.8 reels
ture)
With
the
Mummies'
Help
1
reel
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
The Magic Maid
1 reel
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
July 9. Cows and Caws
The Milky Way
1 reel
Should
She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
July 16. Submarine Chasers
His Last Pill
1 reej
Genung and Norbert Myles)
6 reels
July 23. Cheese Tamers
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Down by the Sea
1 reel July 30. Janitors
Orrin
Johnson)
5 reels
Aug. 6. A Chemical Calamity
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
•Jtirts
reel Aug.
13. As Prospectors
Won in a Cabaret
11 reel
Iliodor Picture Corporation
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel
FortBattlefront.
Pitt Corporation
k Smoky Love Affair
1 reel The Italian
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance. — reels
O'Neil,
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Hickman Ekaterina
and ConwayGalanta,
Tearle) .Alfred
Fox Film Corp.
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
(Standard Pictures)
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Spy
Claridge Films, Inc.
reels The Honor
Enlighten Thy Daughter
System
The Birth of Character
S reels The
Jack and the Beanstalk
The Heart of New York
5
Ivan Film Productions
reels
The Conqueror
One Law for Both
8 reels
Clune Productions
Camille
reels
Babbling Tongues
6
Oct. 14. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Ramona
g
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Woods
Eyes of the World
.0 reels
Jewel Productions, Inc.
Fraternity Films, Inc.
Corona
Cinema Company
Pay
SirensMe.of the Sea.
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reels
The Man Without a Country.
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
The
Birds'
Christmas
Carol
(Mary
Louise)
.
5
reels
Film Corporatioa 1
LIVING STUDIES
NATURAL HISTORY
WorldJuvenile
War in Kidland
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels
reel
Animal World, No. 1 INIssue.
A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Animal World. No. 2 Issue
Friedman
Enterprises
Birdland Studies.
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray) 6 reels
Horticultural Phenomena.
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Chip's
Rivals
1
Frohman Amusement Corp.
For Sale, a Daddy
1 reel
reel
Cosmofotofilm Company
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith.
Chip's Carmen
2 reel*
Incomparable Mistress B«U«i-s. . . .. . . :. .4 reels
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Marie
(Continued on page 4049)
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
Liberty Hall
. 4 reels
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(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The
Onion
Magnate's
Revenge
11 CC
The Bath Tub Bandit
GRANT. POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Danger
The Detective's
Railroad Smugglers
11 DD
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON
COMEDIES
From Bad to Worse
1 C
A Day Off
1 C
How It Happened
1 C
Too Much Alike
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
"Blundering
Breaking InBoobs
"
11 CC
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
How InIt Again
Worked
11 CC
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
General Film Company
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge)l C
Pals
1 C
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
Ambition
1 C
(O. HENRY STORIES)
In
High
Speed
1
C
Law and Order (Chet Ryan, Claire Ton- er) 2 D
A Bargain, $37.50
1C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
On the Love Line
1 CC
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The
Detective
1
C
The Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances
Smashing the Plot
1 C
Parks
2 C-D
After
the
Matinee
1
C
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Double Cross
1 C
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
The
Best
of
a
Bad
Bargain
1
C
Hygeia at the Solito (Chet Ryan, W. L.
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
Rogers)
2D
AA Peaceful
Laundry Flat
Mix-Up
The Skylight Room (Jean Paige, Carlton
11 CC
King)
4 D
Cheating
His
Wife
1
C
One Dollar's
Worth Parks)
(Chet Ryan, Fran- 2 D
ces
"A Bathtub Marriage"
1C
KLEINE
The Last Leaf (Mildred Manning, Bernard
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES)
Siegel, Patsy De Forest)
2 D
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
ESSANAY
Nearly
a Husband
1 C
("THE Green
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
Some Statue
1 C
The Long
Valli,
SELIG
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Every Other Wednesday2 D
Don't Lose Your Coat
2 C TheSelig-World
Law NorthLibrary
of 65
Star Dust (Margaret Clayton)
C-D
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1 D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
1 D
up by the Meal Ticket
2 C The Angel of Poverty Row
The Fable of the Film Fed Family
2 C The
Vindication
21 DD
The Rustler's
Witness for
the State
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
THREE C COMEDIES
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
1 C
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
A Harem
Romance
(Lou Marks, Pearl Shep- 1 C
ard,
Oom
Paul)
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the Hot
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
Sidewalks
2 C
A
Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Shepard)
1 C
Hard Luck
1 C
a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
The General
1 C Stealing
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C
All Aboard
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
ESSANAY SCENICS
Oom Paul
1 C
Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick 1 Sc. The Shepard,
Hod Carrier's Millions (Claude Cooper,
Lake Louise
1 Sc.
Virginia
Tracy
Clark,
Kenneth
ClarenBanff National Park
1 Sc.
don) 1C
The Great National Industries of Canada.. 1 Sc.
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Water Powers of Western Canada 1 Sc. Camille (Helen
Hesperia)
6
The Marvelous Maciste
6 DD
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
A Jitney Elopement
2 C Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
By the Sea
2 C
Monthly)
1 Edc.
In the Park
2 C
SELBURN COMEDIES
FALCON FEATURES
Hubby's
22 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
Grey)
4 D
Inter-Allied Films
Brand's
(Kathleen Kirkham, R. 4 D
HenryDaughter
Grey)
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed.
His Old-Fashioned Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
Mollie McConnell)
4 D
Kleine Exchanges
Zollenstein (Vola Vale, Monroe Salisbury).. .4 D
KALEM
CONQUEST-EDISON
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
Saturday,
September 29, 1917
Paul
Revere's
Ride (historical drama) 1 reel
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D One Kind of Wireless
(drama),
R. Lov- reel
The Door in the Mountain
2 D
ell Combs, featuring
Albert byMacklin...l
Sagebrush Law
2 D Putting the Bee in Herbert (comedy-drama),
by George Weston, featuring Harry
("THE FURTHER
ADVENTURES OF
and Ethel Fleming 4 reels
STINGAREE"
TRUE BOARDMAN)2 D The Benham
Healthiest Spot in India (scenic),
Through
Fire andWITH
Water
Cashmere,
summer resort Split reel
A Bushranger't
Strategy
22DD The Champion the
Baby (comedy), by Ray
The
Stranger at Dumcrieff
McKee
Split reel
A Champion of the Law
2 D

Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. 14. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Island, No. 2.
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. 5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Valley.
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 19. A Trip Through Japan, No. 2.
Dec. 26. Beside the Glimmer Glass.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov.
19. The "LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec. 31.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk Fed Vamp
2 C

ESSANAY
SERIES— DO CHILDREN
COUNT? (Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D
Aug. 8. The Little White Girl
2 D
Aug. 15. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The Kingdom of Hope
2 D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Nov. 5. His Deadly Calm
1 C
Nov. 12. Rebellion of Mr. Minor
1 C
Nov. 19. A Close Resemblance
1 C
Nov. 26. As Others See Us
1 C
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
1 C
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
1 C
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas 1 C
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
1 C
Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
Monday, December 3, 1917
MUTUAL—Thursday,
Mutual Weekly,
1 Top
DecemberNo.6, 153
1917
CUB — Jerry Takes Gas (George Ovey) 1 C
Monday, December 10, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 154 1 Top
Thursday, December 13, 1917
CUB Ovey)
— Jerry's Boarding
House (George 1 C
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Nov.
6. Mary's
Merry Mix-Up
11 reel
Nov. 20.
13.
That
Dog-gone
Dog
Nov.
A Maid
to Order
1 reel
reel
Nov. 26. Tom, Dick and Harry
1 reel
Dec. 4. Just Kidding
l reel
Dec. 11. Putting One Over....- 1 reel
Serials
Oct. 22. The Lost Express, No. 6 (High
Voltage)
2 D
Oct. 29. The Lost Express, No. 7 (The Race
with the Limited)
2 D
Nov. 8. The Lost Express, No. 8 (The
Mountain King)
2 D
Nov. 15. The Lost Express, No. 9 (The
Looters)
2 D
Nov. 22. The Lost Express, No. 10 (The
Secret of the Mine)
2 D
Nov. 26. The Lost Express, No. 11 (A Fight
for a Million)
2 D
Dec. 3. The Lost Express ,No. 12 (Daring
Death)
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Oct. 22.
14. Home
The CowDefense
Jumped Over the Moon...l1 CC
Oct.
Nov. 5. Faint Heart and Fair Lady
1 C
Nov. 19. Nutty Knitters
1 C
Dec. 3. Toothaches and Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Installment Plan
1 C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
1 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Sept.
Susie's Slipe
Scheme
11 CC
Oct. 17.
7. Susie
One Over
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Sept. 30. Oh, Doctor!
1 C
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1C
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Nov. 5. The Land of Madame Butterfly.. 1 Trav.
Nov. 12. Around Fujiyama
1 Trav.
Nov. 26.
19. Three
Kyoto, Marvelous
the AncientMatsuris
Capital.. ..11 Trav.
Trav.
Nov.
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food Comes
From
1 Trav.
WHO IS NUMBER NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Nov. 26. Episode 5. Halls of Hazard 2 D
Dec. 3. Episode 6. The Flight of the Fury.2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 7. Hearts in Torment 2 D
Dec. 17. Episode 8. Walls of Gas
2 D
Dec. 24. Episode 9. Struck Down
2 D
Dec. 31. Episode 10. Wires of Wrath 2 D
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2.D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down 2.D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up 2 D
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December 8, 1917
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Nov. 4. Pullman Bride
l.C
Nov. 18. Are Waitresses Safe?
1 C
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1 C
Dec. 16. That Night
1 C
Dec. 30. Taming Target Center
1 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Oct. 28. Adirondack
Trails; Skyscraper;
Jewelry andBobby
Personality; A Potato
Bumps, chef, by Earl Hurd.
Nov. Hints,
4. Harvesting
War Housewives,
Timber; Uncle
Sam's
No. 4, to
The Fireless
Cooker; Goodrich Dirt at the Training Camp.
Nov. 11. Most Beautiful of Far Eastern Arts;
Farming for Furs; Putting Volcanos to
Work.
Nov. 18. Straw Weavers of the Tropics; Uncle
Sam's the
Hints,
5, How
Preserve Bobby
Eggs;
Over
JumpsNo.with
Army toTractors;
Bumps at Fido's Birthday Party.
Nov. Trench
25. TheTorches;
World's TheGreatest
GasolineMounted
Engine. Police;
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, December 2, 1917
The Seven Pearls, No. 12 (Buried Alive),
(Mollie King, Creighton Hale, Leon
Bary), Astra
2 D
The Hidden Hand, No. 2 (Counterfeit
Faces), (Doris Kenyon Sheldon, Idon
Lewis, Arline Pretty, Mahlon Hamilton), 2D
Pathe
Lonesome Luke in We Never Sleep (Harold
Lloyd, Bebe Daniels, Harry Pollard,
Bud Jamison), Rolin
2 D
Fishing in Japan (Educ), Along the Tagus,
Portugal (Sc.), Pathe
Split reel
The Argus Pictorial No. 2 (Argus) 1 Ed.
Katzenjammer Kids (The Tempest of the
Paint Pot), Cart, and Ready to March,
Ed
Split reel
Wednesday, December 5, 1917
Hearst-Pathe
News,
No.
98
1 top
Saturday, December 8, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 99
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Dec.
Dec. 2.
2. An
SauceOfficer's
for the Miss
Goose
Dec. 9. Their Straying Feet
Dec. 9. When War Meant Peace
Dec. 16. His Bad Policy
Dec. 16. A Discordant Note
Dec. 23. A Counterfeit Scent
Dec. 23. A Birthday Blunder
Dec. 30. In Wrong Right
Dec. 30. His Double Fliwer
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Nov. 4. Haunted by Himself (George Binns,
Maude Wayne)
Nov. 11. False to the Finish (Myrtle Lind,
Aletia Martan)
Nov. 18. The Soul of a Plumber (Fritz
Schade, Dora Rogers)
Nov. 25. Won by a Foul (Fritz Schade,
Claire Anderson)
Dec. 2. An Eddie
Ice Man's
Bride (Dora Rogers,
Gribbon)
Dec. 9. The Grave Undertaking (Geo. Binns,
Maude Wayne)
Dec. 16. A Sanitarium Scandal (Paddy McGuire, Peggy Pearce)
Dec. 23. Afraid to be False (Milt Sims,
Maude Wayne, Lloyd Bacon,
Dorothy Hagar)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
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Vitagraph
BOBBY CONNELLY SERIES
5. Bobby to the Rescue.
12.
Country
Adventure.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife.
26. Bobby the Magician.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
5. Epi. 9. The Bridges of Death. 2 parts
12. Epi. 10. The Sheriff
2 parts
19. Epi. 11. Parched Trails
2 parts
26. Epi. 12. The Desert of Torture 2 parts
3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Horrors. 2 parts
17. Epi. 15. Out of the Flame 2 parts
BIG V COMEDIES
5. Rough Toughs and Rooftops.
12. Hustle and Harmony.
19. Grit and Gratitude.
26. Wiles and Wedlocks.
3. Spooks and Spasms.
Favorite Film Features
3. The Golden Pathway (Marjr
Charleson, Jane Fearnley, Naomi
Childers, Maurice Costello, Robert
Gaillard, Brinsley Shaw)
2 D
3. His Little Page (Norma Talmadge,
Leo Delaney, Van Dyke Brooke) 1 C
10. Mr.
Melodrama
(Flora
Finch,Bingle's
Kate Price,
James Lackaye,
Hughieliam
Mack, Humphrey)
William Shea, Wil- 2 C
10. Tim Grogan's Foundling (Norma
Talmadge,
Kate Price,
Costello, Van Dyke
Brooke,Helen
Courtnay
Foote)
1 D
17. The Callcoln,(Edith
StoreyRalph
E. K.Ince).2
Lin- D
Gladden James,
17. No Sweets (Flora Finch, Kate
Price, Hughie Mack, Charles
Eldridge)
1 C

RELEASES IN
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 4047)
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden Barrier
Spoon Mary
Some
11 CC
His Trial
1 C
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Face... Ed.
No. 1. Character
as Revealed
in the
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Ed.
THE

11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

2 C

Universal Film Company
Monday, December 10, 1917
JOKER— Water on the Brain
1 C
NESTOR—
A Munition
Curse 1 C
(Dave Morris,
Gladys Worker's
Tennyson)
Wednesday, December 12, 1917
L-KO — Deep Seas and Desperate Deeds
(Merta Sterling, Al. Forbes)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 2.
Saturday, December 15, 1917
UNIVERSAL
MAGAZINE— Issue No. 49. SCREEN
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 31 (Shipping date Dec. 8).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— A Voice from the
Past (Ninth Edition of "The Red Ace" 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL— Adrift (Third
EpisodeMonday,
of "TheDecember
Mystery 17,
Ship 1917
" Serial), 2 D
NESTOR—
Secret Servants (Wm. Franey, 1 C
Gale Henry)
Wednesday, December 19, 1917
L-KO — Bullets and Boneheads (Dave Morris, Gladys Tennyson)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 3.
Saturday, December 22, 1917
UNIVERSAL
No. 50. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 31 (Shipping date, Dec. 15).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Hearts of Steel
(Tenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Secret of the
Tomb (Fourth Episode of "The Mystery Ship " Serial)
2 D

King Bee Comedies
1. Back Stage
2 reels
15. The Hero
2 reels
1. Doughnuts
2 reels
15.1. The
Cupid'sVillain
Rival
22 reels
reels
15. The Millionaire
2 reels
1. The Goat
2 reels
15. The Fly Cop
2 reels
1. The Chief Cook
2 reels
15. The Candy Kid
2 reels
1. The Hobo
2 reels
15. The Pest
2 reels
1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goe«t
S reels
The Secret Treaty
5 reels
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The
Realization
Negro's Ambitions. . . .23 reel*
reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Mason Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and by Night) 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplift Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter
Mo-Toy Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy
Gets
the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In Jungle Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
A Trip to the Moon.
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.
June
June
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

4049
Dolly Doings.
School
Days.
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
55 reels
One Hour (Sequel to " Three Weeks ")
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon
Films
The Whip
8 reels
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmie, the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Photoplay
Magazine
—
Screen
Supplement
—
reel releases giving intimate interviews ofOneall
the stars.. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earl Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller) .'
5 reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Stunner)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6 reels
Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
7 reels
The
Ne'er-DoWell
8
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
reels
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Elliot, Inc.
The Crisis
is reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Signet Film Corporation
The Masque of Life
7 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reels
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Ultra Film Co.
A Day IsatWest
West Point
West
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The Bishop's
Secret
45 reels
reels
The
Lottery Man
The Marriage Bond
5 reels
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Margarita Fischer)
4 reels
Hell Morgan's
Girl
reels
Come
Through
75 reels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
6 reels
The Pursuing Vengeance.
5 reels
The Price of Her Soul
7 reels
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6 reels
The Slave Mart
5 reels
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All releases of the month are listed. In the index, C. stands for "Comedy"; Cart., for "Cartoon"; CD., for "Comedy Drama";
D., "Drama"; Juv., "Juveline"; Sc., ', Scenic"; Top., "Topical." The figure before the abbreviation is the number of reels,
date is the date of release and the figure the page of Motion Picture News on which the picture was reviewed. The second number
refers to the music chart for the picture. The number in parentheses () refers to the page whereon will be found the ' Ready-Made Ad-Talk."
Numbers preceded by an asterisk * refer to " Short Subjects in Review.'
FEATURES
Skylight Room, The (Broadway-General), 4D
Srap
(Mutual-American),
3861
(3616)
Son ofJudgment
His Father.
The (Paramount).5D,5D,Nov.
Oct. 19
22
3131 (3088)
ADVENTURES of Carol, The (World), SD, Nov. 12
3486 (3444)
Spreading Dawn, The (Goldwyn), 5CD, Oct. 14
3505 3509 (2899)
All for a Husband (Fox Special), SD, Nov. 18
(3809)
Stainless Barrier, The (Triangle), 5D, Oct. 28
3132 3695
American Maid (Mutual), 5D, Nov. 26
(3809)
Sunshine Alley (Goldwyn), 6D, Nov. 4
3862
Antics of Ann, The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 5
3663 (3617;
Sylvia of the Secret Service (Pathe), 5D, Nov. 25
3664 f3616>
THING We Love. The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 26
BAB'S
Burglar Idol
(Paramount),
29
3484 (3445)
This is the Life (Fox Film), 5CD, Oct. 21
(3087)
Bab's Matinee
(Paramount),SD, 5D,Oct.Nov.
26
Best Man, The (Falcon-General), 4D
3307 (3267)
Treasure Island (Fox Standard), 6D, Nov. 18
Betty
and
the
Buccaneers
(American-Mutual),
5D,
Nov.
12....
3493
(3445)
Two
Bit
Seats
(George
Kleine
System),
4CD,
Nov.
5
£3267)
Branded Soul, A (Fox Special), 5D, Nov. 25
UNDERSTUDY. The (Falcon Features-General), 4D
3133
CASE at Law, A (Triangle), 5D, Nov. 18
(3616)
Up or Down (Triangle). 5D, Nov. 4
3663 3887 (3266)
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Wholesome Films), 4Juv
Cleopatra (Fox Standard), 10D
3134
VOICE of Conscience, The (Metro), 5D, Nov. 19
Clever Mrs. Carfax, The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 5
3486
Courage of the Commonplace, The (Edison-Klcine), 5D. Nov. 11.... 3663
WEAVERS of Life (Edw. Warren Prods.), 6D (S.R.)
3309
Cricket, The (Butterfly), 5D, Nov. 12
3664 (3809)
When a Man Sees Red (Fox Standard), 5D, Oct. 7
3483
Who
Goes
There?
(Vitagraph-V-L-S-Ej,
5D,
Nov.
26
DAUGHTER
of Maryland, A5D,(American-Mutual),
Winged
Mystery,
The The
(Bluebird),
Desert Dust (Paramount),
Nov. 26 5D. Oct. 29 . 3308 (3087)
Woman God
Forgot,
(Artcraft),5D, 5D,Nov.Oct.26
22
3483
Draft 258 (Metro Special), 5D, Nov. 15
3857
ZEPPELIN'S
Raid. The (U. S. Exh. Booking Corporation) 3665
EASY Money (World), 5D, Nov. 19
3662 (3616)
6 Reels Last
(S.R.)
Eternal Mother, The (Metro), 5D, Nov. 26
Zollenstein (Falcon-General), 4D
(3617)
FEAR Not (Butterfly), 5D, Nov. 26
SHORT SUBJECTS
Fettered Woman, The (Vitagraph V-L-S-E), 5D, Nov. 5
3485 (3617)
Fighting Back (Triangle). 5D, Nov. 4
3488 3887 (3267)
ADVENTURER. The (Mutual Chaplin), 2C
Flaming Omen, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D, Oct. 28
3486 (3266)
For Valour (Triangle), 5D, Nov. 25
3860 (3808)
After the Matinee (Sparkle-General) 1C
France in Arms (Pathe), 5D, Nov. 1 1
3483 (3444)
All
Aboard
( Rolin-Pathe)
Nov. 25
Almost
a Bigamist
(Christie1C,Comedies)
1R. (S. R.)
3135
Fringe of Society, The (Georpe Backer-M. H. Hoffman), 7D.
(S.R.)
3664 (3616)
Around Fujiyama (Burton Holmes-Paramount) 1 Trav., Nov. 12....
Fuel of Life (Triangle), 5D, Nov. 18
3665 (3616)
As Others See Us (Metro-Drew) 1C, Nov. 26
GAME of Wits, A (Mutual), 5D, Nov. 5
3308 (3266)
BABY'SNov.Home
at Porchefontaine, The (Pathe), Split reel Ed.,
Grell Mystery, The (Vitagraph), 5D, Nov. 19...
(3444)
11
Belgian, the (Sidney Olcott Players, Inc.), 7 War
3305 (3266)
HER Hour (World), 5D. Nov. 26
(3808)
Best of a Bad Bargain, The (Sparkle-General), 1C
His Old-Fashioned Dad (Falcon-General), 4D
4044 (3616)
Betty's
Big
Idea
(Christie
Comedies),
1C
(S.
R.)
3135
Hungry Heart, The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 5
Blundering Boobs (Jaxon-General), 1C
Boarding House Battle, A (Three C-General). 1C
I WILL Repay (Vitagraph)-V-L-S-E), 5D, Nov. 12
3666 (3087)
Bobby, the Magician (Vitagraph), 1C, Nov. 26
Indiscreet Corinne (Triangle), 5D, Nov. 11
3488 (3444)
Bobby's Country Adventure (Vitagraph), 1C, Nov. 12
Bobby Takes a Wife (Vitagraph), 1C, Nov. 19
JACK and Jill (Paramount), 5D. Nov. 12
3860 (3809)
Bobby to the Rescue (Vitagraph) 1C. Nov. 5
John Ermine of Yellowstone (Butterfly), 5D, Nov. 5
3487 (3445)
Boomerang Frame-Up (Triangle). 1C. Nov. 11
Judgment House, The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 19
4042
BridgeSerial,
of Death
(Vitagraph),
2D, Nov.
5Episode of "The Fighting Trail"
KILL Joy, The (Essanay-Perfection Pictures), 5CD
3487 (3445)
Buried 2D,
AliveDec.(Astra-Pathe)
, Episode of "The Seven Pearls" Serial 3858
2
LASH of Power, The (Bluebird), 5D, Nov. 5
3484 (3087)
By
the
Sea
(Chaplin-General)
2C
Little Red Riding Hood (Wholesome Films), 4Juv
Little Princess, The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 12
3858
CAPTAIN
Barnaole's
Legacy
(Favorite Films), 1C, Nov. 5
Loyalty (Oro Pictures), 6MD (S.R.)
3306 (3266)
Caught in the Draft (Nestor-Universal), 2C, Nov. 5
Close
Resemblance,
A
(Metro-Drew),
1C, Nov. 19
MAGDA (Select Pictures), 5D (S.R.)
3135 3888
Counterfeit
Faces
(Astra-Pathe),
Episode of "The Hidden Hand" 3858
Maid of Belgium. The (World), 5D. Nov. 5
3306 (3267)
Serial,
2D,
Dec.
2
Man from Montana, The (Butterfly), 5D, Nov. 12
3859 3888 (3809)
Country Hero, A (Paramount). 1C, Nov. 26
Man Trap, The (Bluebird-Universal), 5D
3306 (3266)
CrystalSerial,
Maze. 2D,TheNov.
(Astra-Pathe),
Episode of "The Fatal Ring" 3664
Mark of Cain, The (Pathe), 5D, Nov. 4
11
Marked Man, A (Butterfly-Universal), 5D, Oct. 29
3307 (3267)
Mate of the Sally Ann, The (Mutual), 5D, Nov. 26
4042 (3809)
DAUGHTER of Daring, A (Kalem-General Serial) :
Medicine Man, The (Triangle), 5D. Nov. 11
(3444)
A Race to the Drawbridge, ID
3308
Miss U. S. A. (Fox Special), 5D, Nov. 4
(3444)
The Munitions Plot, ID
3308
Molly Entangled (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 19
The Detective's Danger, ID
3488
Mothers of Men (Robards Players), 5D (S.R.)
3310
The Railroad Smugglers, ID
3488
The Deserted Engine ID
• 3488
NATURAL Law, The (France Films), 7 reels (S.R.)
3484
Desert of Torture, The (Vitagraph) Episode of " The Fighting Trail
Nearly Married (Goldwyn). 6D, Nov. 18
(3445)
Serial. 2D, Nov. 26
■
Next Door to Nancy (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D, Nov. 19
(3088)
DesertedDaring"
Engine.Serial.
The (Kalem-General),
Episode of "A Daughter of 3488
Night in New Arabia, A (Broadway-General), 4D
3485
2D, Dec. 5
Detective. The (Sparkle-General), 1C
■••>
OUTSIDER, The (Metro), 6D, Nov. 5
(3617)
Detective's Danger, The (Kalem-General), Episode of "A Daughter
Outwitted (Metro), 5D, Nov. 12
of Daring" Serial, 2D. Nov. 21
3488
Disappointed Love (Jaxon-General). 1C
PAINTED Madonna, The (Fox Special), 5D, Nov. 11
Double Cross (Sparkle-General), 1C
Peggy Leads the Way (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 29
3489 (3267)
Double Dukes (L-KO-Universal), 2C. Nov. 7
Persuasive Pegey (Mav Fair), 6CD
3485 (3445)
Planter, The (Mutual Special), 7D, Nov. 12
3307
- 348*
ral). of 2CD
(Broadway-Gene
Please Help Emily (Frohman-Mutual), 5D, Nov. 19
3860 (3445)
ENCHANTED
End of the Trail.Kiss.
The The
(Astra-Pathe),
Episode
" The Fatal Ring
Price of a Good Time. The (Jewel Prods). 7D (S.R.)
3661
3859
18
Nov.
2D,
Serial,
Price Mark. The (Paramount). 5D, Oct. 22
3310
Princess Virtue (Bluebird), 5D, Nov. 12
3695 (3808)
2C
Ade-General).
(George
The
Trackers,
Back
the
of
FABLE
2134
Fable of the Film Fed Family. The (George Ade-General), 2C
QUEEN of Spades. The (Pathe). 5D, Nov. 18
3133 (3087)
Girl Who Took Notes. The (George Ade-General). 2C.
Fable ofof the
Fable
the
Toilsome
Ascent.
The
(George
Ade-General),
2C
REACHING for the Moon (Paramount), 5D. Nov. 19
Faint Heart and Fair Lady (Paramount), 1C, Nov. 5
Regenerates, The (Triangle). 5D. Nov. 25
3861 (3808)
False Alarm, A (Triangle). 1C. Nov. 25
Renaissance at Charleroi (Broadway-General), 4D
(3445)
False to the Finish (Keystone-Trianele). 2C, Nov. 11
Rise of Jennie Cushing, The (Paramount). 5D, Nov. 12
3857
Famous Finley Nature Pictures, The (Universal Special). lEd..
Rose of Blood, The (Fox Standard), 6D, Nov. 4
3665
Nov. 9
•-• • ;•- •
Famous Finley Nature Pictures, The, No. 2 (Universal Special).
SAVAGE. The (Bluebird), 5D, Nov. 19
3308 3888 (3266)
lEd..
Nov.
16
-• ■•:••'
Scandal (Select Pictures), 6D (S.R.)
3309 3887
Famous Finley Nature Pictures, The. No. 3 (Universal Special).
Secret of the Storm Country, The (Jos. M. Schenck-Select), 6D... 3662
lEd., Nov. 23
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The (Astra-Pathe Serial) :
FatalTheRing,
Death Weight (17th Episode), 2D, Oct. 28
The Subterfuge (18th Episode), 2D, Nov. 4
The Crystal Maze (19th Episode), 2D, Nov. 11
The End of the Trail (Final Episode), 2D, Nov. 18
Fifth Ave., New York, U. S. A. (Pathe), lTrav., Nov. 4
Episode of "The Lost ExFight for a Million,
press" Serial,A2D,(Signal
Nov. Mutual),
26
of "The Red Ace"
Episode
Special),
Blood2D, (Universal
Fighting
Serial,
Nov. 23
Fighting Trail, The (Vitagraph Serial) :
The Bridge of Death (9th Episode), 2D, Nov. 5
The Sheriff (10th Episode), 2D, Nov. 12
Parched Trails (11th Episode), 2D, Nov. 19)
The Desert of Torture (12th Episode), 2D, Nov. 26
Flirt, The (Rolin-Pathe), lC, Nov. 11
GANTLET of Death, The (Astra-Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden
Hand" Serial, 2D, Nov. 25
Gems Pearls"
of Jeopardy,
Episode of " The Seven
Serial, The2D, (Astra-Pathe),
Nov. 25
Grit and Gratitude (Big V), lC, Nov. 19

PICTURE

3306
3487
3664
3859
4044

3857
3664

HAUNTED by Himself (Keystone-Triangle), 1C, Nov. 4
Hustle and Harmony (Big V), lC, Nov. 12
Hearts and Clubs (Christie Comedies), 1C (S. R.)
3135
Hidden Hand, The (Astra-Pathe Serial) :
The Gantlet of Death (1st Episode), 2D, Nov. 25
3857
Counterfeit Faces (2d Episode), 2D, Dec. 2
3858
Hula Hula Hughie (L-KO-Universal), 1 C, Nov. 14
Hygeia at the Solito (Broadway-General), 2D
His Household Butterfly (Triangle), lC, Nov. 11
Hero's Fall, A (Triangle), lC, Nov. 4
Happy Hooligan (Pathe), Split reel, Cart, Nov. 4
*3288
Hold-Up,Serial,The 2D, (Astra-Pathe),
Episode of "The Seven Pearls" 3487
Nov. 18
His Deadly Calm (Metro-Drew), lC, Nov. 5
Hard Luck (Essanay-General), 1C
He's
AgainRomance,
(Jaxon-General),
Hash InHouse
A (Three 1C
C-General), lC
His Fishy Footsteps (Jaxon-General), 1C
Hod
(Three C-General),
lC
How Carrier's
It WorkedMillions
(Jaxon-General),
lC
Hubby's Holiday (Three C-General.), 1C
IN Mid-Air
(Universal
Special), Episode of "The Red Ace" Serial,
2D Nov.
16
In the Park (Chaplin-General), 2C
Innocent Vampire, An (Triangle), lC, Nov. 18
Interrupted Honeymoon, An (Triangle), lC, Nov. 4
JAPAN Under Snow (Pathe), Split reel trav., Nov. 11
Jerry and the Burglars (Cub-Mutual), lC, Nov. 27
Jerry and the Vampire (Cub-Mutual), lC, Nov. 6
Jerry's Lucky Day (Cub-Mutual), 1 C, No. 1
3485
Jerry's Mother-in-Law (Favorite Films), 2C, Nov. 12
Jerry's Running Fight (Cub-Mutual), 1 C, Nov. 13
Jerry's Victory (Cub-Mutual), lC. Nov. 20
Joy Riders, The (L-KO-Universal), 2C, Nov. 21
Just Show Folks (Favorite Films), ID, Nov. 12
KATZENJAMMER Kids, The (International-Pathe), Split reel, Cart,
Nov. 11
*3469
Kyoto, the Ancient Capital (Burton Holmes-Paramount), 1 Trav.,
Nov. 19
LACE Making (International-Pathe), Split reel, Cart., Nov. 11
Land of Madame Butterfly, The (Burton Holmes-Paramount),
1 Trav., Nov. 5
Leap for
Liberty
(Universal
Special), Episode of " The* Red Ace "
Serial,
2D. Nov.
2
Lien's Serial,
Claws. 2D,
The Nov.
(Universal
Special), Episode of "The Red Ace"
30
Local Color (Christie Comedies),
lC (S. R.)
Looters,Serial,
The 2D,(Sienal-Mutual),
Episode of "The Lost Express"
Nov. 15
Love and Locksmiths (Christie Comedies), 1C (S. R.)
Love and Pep (Wally Van), 2C
Love, Laughs and Lather (Rolin-Pathe), 2C, Nov. 4
Lost Express, The (Signal-Mutual Serial) :
The Race With the Limited (7th Episode), 2D, Oct. 29
The
KingEpisode),
(8th Episode),
Nov. 8
The Mountain
Looters (9th
2D, Nov.2D,15
The Secret of the Mine (10th Episode). 2D, Nov. 22
A Fight for a Million (11th Episode), 2D, Nov. 26
MAID to Order, A (Strand-Mutual), 1C, Nov. 20
Makine Rifles (Pathe). Split reel ed., Nov. 4
Man Trap,
(Astra-Pathe),
Seven Pearls"
Serial, The
2D, Nov.
4 Episode of "The:
Mary'sHaste.
MerryLess
Mix-Up
lC, Nov.
More
Speed (Strand-Mutual),
(Christie Comedies),
1C (S.6
R.)
Mountain Kin?. The (Signal-Mutual), Episode of "The Lost Express " Serial, 2D, Nov. 8
Munitions Plot, The (Kalem-General), Episode of "A Daughter of
Daring" Serial, 2D. Nov. 14
Mutual Weekly No. 149 (Gaumont), lTop, Nov. .7
Mutual Weekly No. 150 (Gaumont), lTop, Nov. 14
Mutual Weekly No. 151 (Gaumont), lTop. Nov. 21
Mutual
No. (Universal
152 (Gaumont),
Mystery Weekly
Ship, The
Serial)lTop,
: Nov. 28
The Crescent Star (ls<- Episode). 2D. Nov. 23
The Grip of Hate (2d Episode), 2D, Nov. 30
NEVER A^ain (Favorite Films'*. 2C, Nov. 19
Nutty Knitters (Paramount), 1C. Nov. 19.....
ON the Love Line (Snark'e-General), lC
One Dollar's Worth (Broadway-General), 2D
PARCHED
(Vitagraph),
Episode of "The Fighting Trail"
Serial. Traik
2D. Nov.
19
Pullman Bride (Mack Sennett-Paramount) , lC Nov. 4

3135
3861
3135
3131
3133
3308
3861
3861
4044
3132
3487
3135
3308
*3638
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RACE to the Drawbridge, The (Kalem-General), Episode of "A
Daughter of Daring" Serial, ID, Nov. 7
Railroad Smugglers, The (Kalem-General), Episode of "A Daughter of Daring" Serial, 2D, Nov. 28
Rebellion of Mr. Minor (Metro-Drew), lC Nov. 12
Red Ace, The (Universal Serial) :
The Leap for Liberty (3d Episode), 2D, Nov. 2
The Undercurrent (4th Episode), 2D, Nov. 9
In Mid-Air (5th Episode), 2D, Nov. 16
Fighting Blood (6th Episode), 2D, Nov. 23
The Lion's Claws (7th Episode), 2D, Nov. 30
Reel Life No. 79 (Gaumont), lTop, Nov. 3
Reel Life No. 80 (Gaumont), lTop, Nov. 10
Reel Life No. 81 (Gaumont), lTop, Nov. 17
Reel Life No. 82 (Gaumont), lTop, Nov. 24
Rough Toughs and Rooftops (Big V), lC, Nov. 5
SALMON Fishing in New Brunswick (Essanay-General), lSc
Secret of the Mine, The (Signal-Mutual), Episode of " The Lost Express " Serial, 2D, Nov. 22
Seven Pearls, The (Astra-Pathe Serial) :
The Man Trap (8th Episode), 2D, Nov. 4
The Warning on the Wire (9th Episode), 2D, Nov. 11
The Hold-Up (10th Episode), 2D, Nov. 18
The Gems of Jeopardy (11th Episode), 2D, Nov. 25
Buried Alive (12th Episode), 2D, Dec. 2
Shame of the Bullcon, The (Nestor-Universal), lC, Nov. 12
Sheriff,2D,TheNov.
(Vitagraph),
Episode of " The Fighting Trail " Serial,
12
Sisters All (Favorite Films), ID, Nov. 19
Smashing the Plot (Sparkle-General), 1C
Society Scrimmage, A (Paramount), lC, Nov. 12
Soul of a Plumber. The (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Nov. 18
Sparks and Spasms (Big V), 1C, Nov. 26
Stealing a Sweetheart (Three C-General), 1C
Strength of Men, The (Favorite Films), 2D, Nov. 5
Strike One (Nestor-Universal), lC, Nov. 19
Subterfuge,
(Astra-Pathe),
Serial, The
2D, Nov.
4Episode of "The Fatal Ring"

4051
3308
3488

*3288
■
3861
3132
3306
3487
3664
3858

3487

THAT Dog-Gone Dog (Strand-Mutual), 1C Nov. 13
Their Model Careers (Jaxon-General), lC
Three Marvelous Matsuris (Burton Holmes-Paramount) lTrav.,
Nov. 26
Tom, Dick and Harry (Strand-Mutual), 1C, Nov. 26
Too Much Elephant (Three C-General), 1C
Tough Turkey Trot, A (Triangle), lC, Nov. 25
Two-Cylinder Courtship (Strand-Mutual), lC, Oct. 30
3307
UNDER the Stars and Stripes (Pathe), 1 War
3307 *3288
Undercurrent, The (Universal Special), Episode of "The Red Ace"
Serial, 2D, Nov. 9
Universal Animated Weekly No. 97 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 7....
Universal Animated Weekly No. 98 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 14.... *3841
Universal Animated Weekly No. 99 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 21....
Universal Animated Weekly No. 100 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 28...
Universal Current Events No. 25 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 2
Universal Current Events No. 26 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 9
*3638
Universal Current Events No. 27 (Universal), 'lTop, Nov. 16
Universal Current Events No. 28 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 23
Universal Current Events No. 29 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 30
Universal Screen Magazine No. 43 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 2
Universal Screen Magazine No. 44 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 9
*2924
Universal Screen Magazine No. 45 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 16
*3145
Universal Screen Magazine No. 46 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 23
*3469
Universal Screen Magazine No. 47 (Universal), lTop, Nov. 30
*3469
WAR and Matrimony (Triangle), 1C Nov. 18
Warning on the Wire, The (Astra-Pathe), Episode of ." The Seven
Serial, (Nestor-Universal),
2D, Nov. 11
3306
Water Pearls"
on the Brain
1C, Nov. 26
Who Is "Number One"? (Paramount Serial)
(3444)
Won By a Fowl (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Nov. 25
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Pfcferin^s
My method of taking scientific care of
your hair and scalp will positively
stop itching
it from scalp,
falling,andcurecauses
dandruff,
and
new
hair to merlygrow.
Marianne
F.
Iby, forof Frances Fox Institute,
406
East 57th street, New York City.
Phone Plaza 4139.
CAMERAS Camera
FOR SALE
BrandTessar
new
Universal
with —Zeiss
two-inch
lens
and
two
magazines,
all metal. Also a used Precision
tripod. What is your best offer?
Room
N.
Y. C.401, 729 Seventh Avenue,
Upper or lower sprockets for
Powers and Simplex, $1.75 each.
Intermittent sprockets, $2.00 each.
George A. Buckley, Pittsfleld, Mass.
WANTED two-reel comedy for
stout woman — must have punch
and full of pep. Mail synopsis,
1045 — 70 East 45th St., New York.
WANTED — Kentucky - Indiana
rights for big feature. Commission
basis. AH, Care Motion Picture
News.

Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

and Art

Laboratories
Capacity is closely
related to Quality.
Our Capacity is
small, — this means
that every job gets
full attention and
that every foot of
work is personally
inspected by our
Superintendent.
This insures Quality. Therefore, we
guarantee satisfaction.
ART LABORATORIES
316 East 48th Street
Murray Hill 6973
Edmond Kuan, Sup!.
Office:
Bryant 8324
1476 Broadway
NEW YORK
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" The Lost Express "
(Signal-Mutual — Two Reels)
(Continued from page 4045)
The Baron's gang have already mined a large quantity of gold
from Thurston's property, and are on the point of removing it
when word comes that Thurston has sufficiently recovered his
health to permit his taking a trip to inspect the mine. This news
is not calculated to reassure the men — Pitts particularly, for he is
playing a double game and is working under a power of attorney,
which Helen does not believe he acquired honestly. They therefore decide to remove the sacks of ore before the arrival of the
train which is to bear Mr. Thurston.
Helen hears of their scheme and is at her wits' end to devise
some plan to circumvent them. Things are now moving apace,
Helen as spry as ever, the Baron's clique perhaps more cunning,
and excitement runs high.
This chapter is fully up to the preceding, and again may a
forceful climax be expected in the next.
" Four Ebony Comedies "
(Ebony Comedies — One Reel Each)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
THE first four comedies produced by the Ebony Film Company,
one reel each, with the cast composed of colored comedians,
were shown for review last week. They present the slapstick
variety and should go big in the houses what cater to the colored
folks. As a filler for the program of the exhibitor who caters to
the white patrons, these comedies cannot be recommended, as
they present a quality of comedy that is not accepted as wholesome. The director has carried the slapstick stuff too far, presenting such scenes as members of the colored race throwing batter at one another, eating peas with a knife, coated with molasses
to insure safe passage to the mouth, and other so-called rough
stuff that can be appreciated only by those who see life from
this angle.
With the scenes referred to cut out, the Ebony company would
have short features that would be accepted in any theatre excepting perhaps in the South. There are scenes in all four comedies
which reveal good, wholesome humor, but the bad effect left by
the rough stuff counteracts any good effect that might have been
felt either before or after. It is said that these comedies have
been run in colored houses and have kept the house in an uproar.
There is no reson why these comedies should not be run in other
theatres, if the rough stuff were eliminated. The featured player
in each of the four comedies gives evidence of good talents for
comedy work. R. W. Phillips directed.
"Breaking In"
(Jaxon-General Film — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
POKES AND JABS give a great display of slapstick comedy
in this single reeler. Pokes having taken a full course in
villainy, decides to become a burglar and enlists Jabs as his assistant. They have some highly exciting experiences, first breaking into a house infected with measles, and later falling foul of
athletic Edna, who has been waiting for such an opportunity to
display her prowess. She vanquishes the couple in short order.
They are eventually arrested.
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Pan and Tilt tripod ; list $90 ;
slightly used, $50 Ernemann,
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Professional, $110. Write or
Wire.
Oct complete list and catalogue.camera
America'sheadquarters.
motion picture
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
108 North Dearborn St.
Chicago, U. S. A.

" SPOTXERS " FOR NEW
YORK CITY AND STATE
Revised or new edition in
twelve reels. Also two copies
of seven reel edition. Exclurights four
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Best more.
cash
offer will be accepted. Box 8,
care of Motion Picture News.
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The Proof of the Pudding
Is in the Eating
California Theatre
Read what Eugene H. Roth, Manager of the $3,000,000 New California
Theatre says
says about the Motiograph: —
SYMBOL
CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
CLASS Of SERVICE
UNION
Day M wjji
MM
Oir Urt*r
Blur
WESTERN UNION
NIgM M«ut0«
HL
Nipm Letter
Night ofLett*those Ihree symbols
It none
Ifepcwan
norm afterof the**
tymboUof
apper-ri after the check number
of
Dm checkthru(numb*
TEL^RAM
wocdsithislsadaymessaie.
wits lit character Is Indicated Other*
By the
vordDUHeliadarrueeaaQe.
»U# Its character la Indfaalad Otharby t^e
symbol appearing after the check.
aymbol appearlnf after »• cheek. NEWCOMO CATLTON. rRia.DCWT
OEORGE W E.ATKINS FIRST ViCf r>ft£SiOCNT
RECEIVED AT JACKSCN BOULEVARD AND LA SALLE ST.. CHICAGO.
1917 110 7 7 AM 4 15
C143SF 92 NL 5 EXTRA REPEAT BACK
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA. 6
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO..

6 72 2

564 WEST RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILLS.
THE WONDERFUL SUCCESS OF THE OPENING OF THE CALIFORNIA THEATRE IS DUE TO
A LARGE PART TO TEE SPLENDID PROJECTION OF THE PICTURES.

I CANNOT FULLY

EXPRESS IN THIS TELEGRAIi MY KEEN APPRECIATION OF YOUR TRULY MARVELOUS
LATEST MODEL MOTIOGRAPH MACHINES.

THE SOLID FOUDATION OF THIS NEW TYPE

HELD THE PICTURE ON THE SCREEN AS FIRM AS GIBRALTOR, AND WAS THE RECIPIENT
OF MANY COMPLIMENTS FROM ALL EXHIBITORS.

WE ARE ORDERING TWO MORE MACHINES

FROM MR. KEMP, WHICH IS AMPLE PROOF OF THE SINCERITY OF THE ABOVE.
EUGENE H. ROTH, MANAGER,
RECEIVED
CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
Enclosed
ORDER No.
Its simplicity, ease of operation, and perfect projection
are note talked of by every user. Write for literature:
NOV -7 1917
THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
ANSD.
No.
564-572 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.
7i Ri 9i 1Q>11 1 12, 1 |2i3i4i5i6
WESTERN OFFICE: 833 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.
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Perfect

Projection

!

To absolutely center and prevent the crater from wandering is one of the biggest problems in present
day projection practice. The least flicker is sufficient to spoil the best picture and give the audience the
impression that careless operation is responsible for the poor pictures on the screen.
There is only one way to avoid such annoying occurrences — properly designed
projector carbons must be used. The small diameter, heavily plated Silvertip used
with National upper is now the standard D. C. trim in America's representative
theaters.

m

For
A.
C.
Operation
the new White A. C. Special gives a pure white, flickerless light which is absolutely
noiseless, a direct current arc effect with alternating current.
Write for our booklets describing these standard projection carbons.
A carbon for every current requirement.
Wife!
NATIONAL
CARBON
COMPANY,
INC.
Cleveland, Ohio
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SATISFACTION

This notice is addressed to the minority of our subscribers who do not regularly answer
advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing direct to our advertisers; in fact, you
do not do enough of it for your own good, but we do want you to get the proper goods to
fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy to write each company separately;
therefore we are offering our co-operation, which means that you will receive full information
on any subject which you may designate by merely filling out the coupon, designating by
numbers the goods in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded to reputable manufacturers, even though
me
the goods on which you wish information are not advertised in the "News."
Film
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SECTION
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, as the writer
desires to put in an application for membership.
Wishing you much success in your efforts, and assuring
you of our approval and co-operation, we remain,
Very truly yours,

WHY
SECTION

OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS^

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
••
Technical Editor

Standard

Equipment

following letter just received is of sufficient importance to publish, for it brings out one point
overlooked in the editorial referred to in the
November io issue — namely, the case of substitution of
inflammable film in machines carrying special sprockets :

THE

Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen : The writer read your editorial in the
November 10 issue of Motion Picture News, just received, entitled " Special Width Film," with much
interest.
The writer has been interested in various phases of
the motion picture business for the past fifteen years,
and since the introduction of standard film and perforation, has taken your attitude absolutely.
Clever salesmen and managements in some instances
have convinced individuals and also some schools and
other institutions to buy such equipment, to discover
their mistake later on, with possible disgust and detriment to the entire industry. This is the case in certain
schools, who were practically presented with such an
equipment through the sale of newspaper subscriptions,
to find out later that the film library actually met about
one or two per cent, of their needs. Incidentally we
may mention that we have inflammable film to fit these
very machines, of which we will be glad to send you a
sample upon request.
We have written hundreds of letters on this very
subject, have spent weeks with numerous city authorities
and underwriters, and came within an ace of taking
part of this subject matter into court, which may yet
happen, in order to assert our attitude and rights.
Will you kindly put us in touch with the proper parties

fool ourselves? Why do everything possible
to cripple our industry? Why not come out in
the open and all work with the same tools ? Why
try to sell the public something which is fundamentally
wrong? Every man who uses pictures should be able to
rent film from any exchange and not be at the mercy of
one small producer whose product is so limited as to be

practically
The idea worthless.
of safety ' and protection is based on theory
only, for non-inflammable film can be made standard
width just as well as inflammable can be produced for
special sprockets. To be sure, it is a talking point for the
promoter and gives the prospectus writer new fields in
which to allow his imagination to roam unrestrained.
YVe have heard of the wonderful libraries of educational
and special instructional film which were to be produced
for special projectors, but as yet they are almost as far
from being practical realities as is possible. Some companies have started, some are still starting, some have
offices, others are in a nebulous state, but on the whole
they are, as anticipated, absolutely unable to fill the present needs. The brains behind these companies, however,
would be of inestimable value to the industry were they
to bend their energies toward making film of the standard
width, so that all schools, institutions, theatres and others
owning small or large projectors of standard requirement
could take advantage of their product.

THE

Society of Motion Picture Engineers have
gone into the question of standard sprockets most
thoroughly and have recommended that those used
on the recognized theatre projectors be adopted universally
as standard. These men represent the active mechanical
brains of the business and their attitude is beyond criticism in this matter, as well as in the matter of film width,
which has already been discussed in the News. The
sooner we recognize their recommendation the better for
all of us interested in the progress of motion pictures.
The question of inflammable or non-inflammable film is
aside from the point in hand, as either can be manufactured so as to be interchangeable, no matter what the size
or shape of the sprocket or the number of teeth employed
thereon.
We have all heard the old quotation, " You can fool
all of the people some of the time — some of the people
all of the time, but you can't fool all of the people all
of the time." This applies to the " special " mechanical
phase of the picture business absolutely and the sooner
it is realized the sooner we will have a unified industry
working continually toward one common end.
E. K. Gillett.
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The Porter Continuous Projector
IN recent years the efforts of many inventors have been concentrated on the perfection of continuous motion picture projection, and many methods have been proposed and patented whereby
the use of the revolving shutter could be eliminated from motion
picture projectors, and the intermittent type of film movement also
dispensed with.
A projector which operates without the customary revolving
shutter and intermittent movement is known as a Continuous
Projector, and any machine based upon these principles which can
produce satisfactory results on the screen will have numerous
advantages, not the least of which are the economy of light and a
reduction of the wear and tear on film.
After several years of experiment, Mr. Edwin Forsythe Porter
of Boston, Mass. claims to have solved the problem of continuous
projection, and the result of his labors is the Porter Continuous
Projector, which is being exploited by the Motion Picture Appliance Company, 93 Broad street, Boston. We have not seen the
new Continuous Projector and cannot, therefore, describe its
performance, but we understand that a perfected machine has
been constructed and a public demonstration will shortly take place
in Boston. We are indebted to Mr. Fred L. Hall, treasurer of
the Motion Picture Appliance Company for the following brief
description and diagrams of the Porter Continuous Projector,
which we are pleased to submit to our readers.
The optical system of the Porter Continuous Projector is
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identical with the system used in intermittent projectors, with one
exception.
The rear lens of the objective is split in two parts and mounted
on two shafts which connect with the shaft that carries the
sprocket on which the film runs direct from the upper magazine,
past the aperture plate, and into the lower magazine. This divided
lens is made to revolve at the same speed as the sprocket, and as
the pictures move up sixteen per second on the screen, the revolution of the r<*ar objective deflects the light downward at the same
speed that the images move upward, thereby neutralizing their
movement and holding the picture steady on the screen.

Inasmuch as there is some inherent variability in a revolving
lens, a cam is placed on the same shaft that the lens revolves on,
and by generating the cam any variability or irregularity which
may exist is said to be thereby eliminated.
The use of any combination of lenses and prisms alone does not
fully compensate the movement of the picture on the screen. In
every case there is a slight residual rhythmical up and down movement of several inches. This residual up and down movement,
which is inherent in all combinations, is of course fatal, as it is
necessary to produce the effect of a rock-steady picture.
Just here is where the cam is useful, by moving the front lens
of the objective up and down. This up and down movement being
opposed to the rhythmical movement of the picture on the screen,
can be made by exact opposition to counteract the movement on
the screen and bring the picture to a standstill.
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In continuous projection, two pictures are momentarily superimposed on the screen, and of course, require accurate registration, one over the other. In this projector, means is provided for
the establishment of such registration, which can be made exact
by adjustment for any distance from the screen.
This adjustment is accomplished by bringing the rear and front
lenses nearer together or farther apart, so that they can be
registered for any length of projection, adapting it to any condition of distance.
In the figures, L and L1 are the rotating back lenses of the
objective; U is the front lens; C, C are the cams and F is the film.
Film Punching, Screen Ghost, Etc.
WJ. FALLON, Sioux City, Iowa, writes :
• " Enclosed you will find several stencil marks which I cut
out of a practically new Mutual Picture, the name of which
is Olive Tell in the " Unforeseen." I received same from the
Omaha
dear stand
friend,to I let
don't
or anyone withbranch.
a sound Now,
mind mywould
thesethink
go you
through
the
machine if you could possibly help it.
" I don't think it is necessary to put in quite so many of them,
especially like this. I run my show coupled up and these marks
are put in 3 on the front of each reel and 3 on the back end, I
presume for change over signals which is ridiculous to my idea of
thinking. The greatest fault lies with the Mutual, Triangle and
Paramount films, and I think it should be stopped; at least, if the
exchange manager thinks anything of his films, for suppose I cut
out 6 pieces to the reel averaging 1 inch apiece. The next fellow
does the same thing, and in a short while the reel will be short a
couple of scenes, and in a little longer time they will have a tail
piece and a leader left. If they call that judgment I don't or I
don't think you would either.
" Now I'm going to go for you especially in this week's issue
where you say in one article that there is a dividing line between
each picture and if we operators will hold it up to a strong light
we will see it. Well, that's just where I differ with you for I am
sending you a piece of film without a dividing line on it. And if
you can see one on it I think you had better join the U. S. Army
as a special look-out man, for you certainly have got wonderful
eyesight.
" Now I'm going to ask you a question and I suppose you will
hop on me and hop on me hard ; well anyhow here goes.
" I in
havea while.
one of the prettiest Ghosts you ever laid your eye upon
once
" I am using 34" cored National upper and cored National
lower carbons, using 55 V-50 Amp. through a Fort Wayne General
Electric Generator 6^2" & lYi" Meniscus Biconvex Condensers.
7" Gundlach objective with a throw of 131 feet.
" Nowas for
be running
with asis pretty
crater
you my
evergrief.
wish Probably
to see andI'lllight
on the screen
perfect.a
Then all of a sudden Mr. Ghost will appear and I'll have one
H
of a time losing him, but I'll finally lose him. Both my
relief man and myself lay it to the carbons, for once in a while
the binder in the core lets go and we have a wonderful effect
until we change carbons. We have overcome this somewhat by
putting the carbons in the lamp house and leaving them there for
a day or so.
" I would certainly be pleased to have you help me if possible."
In reply: We were surprised upon counting the spoils of war
enclosed in Mr. Fallon's letter to note that as many as twentyfive identification marks, stencilled through the film by the exchange, had been removed from a five-reel picture which was
certainly not over a week or two old.
We commend the correspondent's rigid adherence to the advanced policies of the National Anti-Misframe League in removing
all of these stencil marks, and we believe that any operator who
takes pride in the results which he produces on the screen would
have done likewise. With the Anti-Misframe League constantly
growing, it will soon be a waste of time and labor for any exchange to stencil their films, as these unsightly markings would
be immediately removed upon detection by any professional
operator.
The correspondent is mistaken in his assumption that these
stencillings are applied by the exchange as change-over signs. No
such motive actuates the exchanges in thus defacing their property, but rather the desire to identify their films in case of theft.
It appears upon even superficial consideration that a film thief
would have no more trouble in removing these identification marks
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than did our progressive correspondent, Mr. Fallon. The stencilled
clippings have been sent to the exchange where they originated
with a proper presentation of the demerits of such procedure.
It is with feelings of amusement second only to those undoubtedly enjoyed by Mr. Fallon that we acknowledge the receipt
of a piece of film very densely printed {part of a fade-out or
something similar) which shows absolutely no dividing line between pictures, even when held up to bright light, as we recommended in a recent issue should be done in order to detect the
dividing line in the case of darkly printed scenes.
We said on that occasion that the dividing line would always be
found by holding the film up to bright light, but this was obviously
a general remark, and not to be taken too literally. There are
doubtless other films similar to the one forwarded by Mr. Fallon,
which show no dividing line between pictures in the case of dark
scenes, but experience confirms the statement that in most all
instances the dividing line between the pictures of a densely
printed film will be readily found by holding the film up to a
bright light.
Now we come to Mr. Fallon's ghost, which is of the irregular or
intermittent type according to his description, and which we believe could be easily laid. If, as the correspondent thinks may
be the case, the carbons are at fault, it would be a practical idea
to try another brand for a time. We suggest that Mr. Fallon do
this and report results after thorough tests.
On the other hand, the problem might concern the optical system,
and we should like to inquire of the correspondent if he ever tried
two 7l/t" condensors with his 7" projection lens, instead of the
6l/i" and 7^4" combination he now uses. It really seems, in view
of the fact that the screen ghost is not constantly in evidence, that
the trouble might be due to carbon faults, but even granting the
improper burning of the carbons at times, these ghost effects might
be prevented from appearing on the screen by certain arrangements of the projector optical system.
If, as is frequently but improperly recommended, Mr. Fallon
has his condensers at such distance from the aperture that an
image of the arc crater is exactly focused thereon, he can expect
to see any peculiarities of the arc's burning exactly reproduced on
the screen; because the projector lens, when focused, will project the aerial image of the crater just the same as it would a
film picture, if the crater image is focused at the machine aperture.
It is therefore advised to experiment with different distances from
condensers to aperture, because not all published data on this
adjustment is correct, as is well known to advanced students of
motion picture projection.
Members
THAT

of the I. P. A. in F .rnest

the members of the International Projection Association, Inc., are in earnest, and sincere in their desire to improve their knowledge of all things pertaining to their craft was
exemplified on Friday evening, November 16, at their club rooms,
652 Bergen avenue, Bronx, N. Y., when the first of a series of
lectures, taking up the subject of " From Power House to Operating Room," was delivered by Mr. Frank Pircher, E.E. and B.Sc,
to a representative gathering of motion picture operators.
The subject of this lecture; which was only a step along the
lines to be pursued by the I. P. A., and Mr. Pircher, was entitled
" Electro-Magnetic Induction," and, the speaker confining himself strictly to non-technical terms as far as possible, made clear
to his hearers just what was meant by electro-magnetic induction and its effect on the various devices in use in the operating
room.
At the conclusion of the lecture some time was given to a
general discussion, and the intelligence of the boys was most
marked ; their questions and theories expressed, showing that they
were avidly assimilating the information being given them. And
when one takes into consideration the fact that Mr. Pircher had
been at work all day, and it was necessary for him to arise at
7 a. m. in order to be on the job again (the lecture ending at
2:30 a. m.) too much credit cannot be given to the man who is
not only willing, but does make sacrifices in order that those with
whom he is affiliated, and who are not as well informed as he,
may be enabled to obtain without cost information that is of
practical value. The next lecture will be held at the club rooms on
Friday, November 30, at 12 o'clock, midnight, when Mr. F. H.
Richardson will speak on the subject of "Efficiency in Service in
Return for Adequate Renumeration."
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Not only please and satisfy, but
also delight — gladden — elate and
so enthuse exhibitors and operators that their use is inevitable.
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CARBONS

Perfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
Noiseless Operation — Brilliant Illumination.
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.
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HOLD-ARK
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CARBONS

Permanent Arc
Longer Life
Perfect Crater
Minimum Adjustment
Hard Core and Metal Coating
Elimination of Projection Difficulties
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style has a special duty to perform.
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Film Expert Endorses Article on Splicing
RD. HANISH, General Manager, Rex Film Renovator Manu• facturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, writes :
" I wish to compliment the article which appeared in your Projection Department on November 10, regards to patching film.
I used to be manager of the old Buckeye Film Projecting Company, which originated in Dayton, Ohio, in 1909, consolidated with
the Cincinnati Film Exchange, and moved office to Columbus,
naming the exchange the Buckeye Lake Shore Film Company,
and then sold out to the Mutual Film Company. I instructed all
of our inspectors to make patches as described as proper by your
Projection Department.
" The write-up given in the above issue was a dandy but did not
exactly show all the faults if a patch is made with the entire
sprocket. When a full sprocket is used for the patch, in endeavoring to scrape the emulsion from the film the inspector is too careful of scraping too hard on the edge of the film where sprocket
hole is located and will not clear away the emulsion entirely. By
lieglecting to remove all emulsion completely across the film, the
cement will not adhere or will not weld firmly.
" The writer in his many visits to the various exchanges
throughout the country finds that wherever they use patches as
condemned in your illustration the middle of the film is firmly
welded, but both sides of the film of the patch are loose, and when
a film patch is made with both sides loose, the edges do not hold
firmly and is the cause of the sprockets pulling greatly.
" I have hammered at managers of exchanges, especially in film
departments, that the condemned patch (loc. cit. Fig. 1) is not the
proper patch to follow or to instruct anyone to make, but it is
like talking to a brick wall, and I think for the benefit of the film
industry that the illustrations given should be run from time to
time, not only to impress upon the exchange the proper patch, but
for the operators throughout the country in general. It will succeed and be a great benefit to your National Anti-Misframe
League.
" Have also noted many of your film cement recipes in your
Projection Department and have no reason to condemn them, but
I have a film cement formula, which I am enclosing, and we have
published this in our catalogues for many years and the exchanges
that have adopted this cement claim it is the best they have ever
used. Have some of your inquirers for a good film cement
formula
try this."
Comment:
Mr. Hanish brings up some practical points which
were rather outside the scope of our article, which, as its title
("The Mechanics of Film Splicing") indicates was descriptive
of the purely mechanical strains on film splices in their passage
over the sprockets of a projector, and the elimination of these
stresses by the use of a form of join which would be a mechanical
fit around the teeth of a projector sprocket.
We intended to dwell at a later date on the actual technique of
the splicing operation, such as scraping, cementing, pressing, etc.,
but some of these points are well emphasized in Mr. Hanish's
letter.
In view of some of the film splicing which we have seen we
believe that it would be well, as Mr. Hanish suggests, for the
diagrams reproduced in the article mentioned to be widely circulated and closely studied by operators and exchange men,
although
state received
that prior
to the of
receipt
of Mr. Hanish's
letter we we
had can
already
a number
communications
from
operators in which they stated that our demonstration was all in
favor of the proposed type of splice, and that they had, in fact,
often thought of writing in recommendation of the same style
of join.
A good film cement formula is always of interest and value to
operators, and we are pleased to reproduce herewith the one
suggested by Mr. Hanish. It is compounded as follows :
Collodion
1 part
Sulphuric Ether
1 part
Amyl Acetate
1 part
Accytic Ether
1 part
Seattle Hospital Installs Simplex
Seattle Stage Lighting Company, of Seattle, recently instal ed aSimplex projector in the Tuberculosis Hospital at
Seattle, Wash. The Simplex was mounted on a portable platform
so that it can be moved from one ward to another and in this
manner each floor secures its own entertainment without interfering with the patients on the others.
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The operators' union furnishes an operator one day a week
without cost to take charge of the machine and run the show.
Jensen & Von Herberg's New Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.,
known as the "grandest in the West" is using Simplex projectors.
The Class A theatre, Seattle, Wash., has also installed two
of the latest model Simplex projectors.
Some other recent installations include such well known theatres as the Temple Theatre, Lorain, Ohio; Hippodrome Theatre,
Sidney, N. Y. ; Pastime Theatre, Ansonia, Conn.; the Margaretville Opera House, Margaretville, N. Y. ; Linden Theatre, Chicago,
111. ; Elliot Theatre, Newark, N. J. ; Lyric Theatre, Toledo, Ohio ;
Adelphia Theatre, Reynoldsville, Pa., and the Happy Hour
Theatre, Reynoldsville, Pa.
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National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge
A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
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Local 415 Joins Anti-Misframe League in Body
As additional evidence that the merits of the National AntiMisframe League are appreciated by progressive operators and
operators' organizations in all sections of the country, we are
pleased to state that at a regular meeting of Local 415 I. A. T.
S. E. and M. P. M. O. of Miami, Arizona, held on November 11,
it was decided that* Local 415 should join the N. A. M. L. in a
body. The names of the members of Local 415, which embraces
both Miami and Globe, Arizona, were accordingly forwarded by
the secretary, E. E. Wise, and will be noted on the roll of honor.
We can state with assurance that other locals and operators'
organizations will also be enrolled in the National Anti-Misframe
League in due course, and we congratulate the Arizona operators
on their progressive move.
General Comments
FRED FORSTER has been in town for a few days collecting
orders for his " Missouri Waltz," by Frederick Knight Logan.
If Forster does not take back orders for one hundred thousand
copies it will be rather surprising. When he comes in from Chicago, where his main office is, he seldom has time to breathe.
" Just as Your Mother Was," Harry Von Tilzer's new ballad
hit, has been made into a motion picture and shows all the earmarks of a regular Von Tilzer ballad winner.
A number of singers and picture musicians are just beginning
to
realize
ballad
hit. that " Valley Rose," by Branen and Lloyd, is a real
Dick Gerard, author of " Sweet Adeline," Is back in the business and has just closed a deal with a publisher for two of his
songs. Dick says that twelve publishers told him that " Sweet
Adeline
did
not. " would never sell a thousand copies. And maybe it
Harry Tenny is now professional manager for Jos. W. Stern
& Co., and says that " When the Moon is Shining," the new war
song by Private Frederick Rath, is making quite a hit with performers. Bob Miller is acting as an assistant to Tenny.
^uimiiiujiMiiiuimuiNuiuuiffliuuuuu^
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Roll of Honor
Victor E. Holtz..
Danforth, Me.
E W Leland
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Miami, Ariz.
F. L. Gibson
Miami, Ariz.
Green
Fred
B. A. Solomon
Miami, Ariz.
Ariz.
Miami,
George Stephens
Ariz.
J.E. A.E. Weibel
Miami,
Wise
Miami, Ariz.
Globe, Ariz.
C. C. Robertson
....Globe, Ariz.
iatti
AA. PRabogl
Lee
Grand Island, Neb.
Council Bluffs, Iowa
Cooiey
Ciyde Keeffe
West
Ocala, Fla.
Arthur H. Schmidt
San Francisco, Cal.
George M. Howard
Saginaw, Mich.
Saginaw, Mich.
Potter
Floyd
Glenn G.
Kalkhoff
Milwaukee, Wis.
Frank L. Stewart
Winchester, Ky.
Harry B. Obetz
.Pans, 111.
Ambrose Talmadge
Lansing, Mich.

Members previously recorded
Members registered this week
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Perfect Projection Makes Satisfied Patrons
Do you realize that the MOST PROSPEROUS THEATRES
= in your vicinity are the ones that are giving the BEST
1 PROJECTION ?
The quality of Films you show are a large factor in your
I success, but PERFECT PROJECTION IS MORE NECESSARY
i TO MAKE SATISFIED PATRONS.
Can you get PERFECT PROJECTION with your old equip| ment?
We are able to take back your old machine in part payment
g on a new one, and sell you a new machine on small monthly
g
payments.
Write today for our catalog and liberal terms.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY.
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade.
Dealers in Motlograph, Simplex, Edison and Standard Machines,
Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and Everything
Pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres.
Third Floor, Mailers Bids.,
Cor. Madison St. & Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
TTe sell on the installment plan.
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Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.
Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in this
information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so, many
having merely given their names and name of city, without any
street address, making it impossible for the post office to deliver
the letters addressed to them.

I

Total membership to date
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Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
but far superior to any other. We are exclusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland.
Motor Generators and General Supplies
MINUSA

Gold Fibre Screens

SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
We are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
machines with tools made by the factories. No other
concern can offer better service than we. Try u».
Lewis

M.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Swaab
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
DISTRIBUTOR
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green images (produced simultaneously by one lens) and also to
An Outline of the Cinekrome Color Process
the absence of flare-spots or extraneous reflections. The respective
AS a sure proof of our oft repeated contention that color cinematography iscoming to the fore as a logical advance in red-orange and blue-green color-filters used in securing Cinekrome
negative records are apparently mounted just in front of the expomotion picture presentation we have here to record the results of
sure apertures for the respective red and green pictures.
another color process which has arrived at the stage of practical
We turn with enthusiasm to a brief description of the method
demonstration.
We refer to the Cinekrome process, which has been evolved by by which these Cinekrome color pictures are projected, because the
projector used in this process is one of the most ingenious, interthe Kunz, Wheeler Moffat Company at their laboratories in Bosesting and convenient specimens of cinematographic mechanism
ton, Mass., and is being exploited by the American Cinekrome
which we have examined in many a day. The Cinekrome projector
Corporation, of which J. C. Gibson is president.
is of the duplex type (two machines in one) and was designed by
The new process was demonstrated at Wurlitzer Hall, West
J. E. Robin of the American Standard Motion Picture Machine
Forty-first street, New York City, on Friday evening, November 9, Company and constructed under the supervision of the same
and we proceed to give an outline of the new method. While we
have examined the mechanisms used in taking and projecting the
gentleman.
We hope in the near future to present an illustrated and detailed
Cinekrome pictures we must state that at the present time it is
description of this new duplex projector, but for the present a very
unfeasible to give the same our customary thorough treatment, as
general description must suffice. Briefly, the Cinekrome projector
many patents on the new process are still in abeyance and we have
consists of two complete mechanisms and two sets of magazines,
no wish to work a hardship upon the gentlemen who have labored
fastened together and mounted on a pedestal. Between the two
to bring the Cinekrome process to its present stage.
mechanisms is mounted a motor by means of which both machines
As the result of our observations at the demonstrational exhibiare driven, through the medium of gearing and a shaft bearing two
tion may be of some interest we shall, however, describe the quality
clutches. As might be supposed, one of the mechanisms of the
of the results by the new method, and as a necessary prelude we
Cinekrome projector is specially designed for color projection,
give a slight outline, in very general terms, of the manner in which
while the other mechanism is used for the projection of ordinary
the Cinekrome process is worked.
black and white pictures. One large arc lamp (and lamphouse)
The Cinekrome process is a two-color process but is not an alterserves both of the two mechanisms and a startling feature in the
nating or successive method, as the red- and green-sensation pictures
operation of the new double projector is the ability to change
are projected simultaneously and are superimposed on the screen, as
instantly from black and white to color projection, or vice versa,
in the Technicolor process recently described. Aside from this
without shutting off the motor and without the use of an additional
point there is no similarity between the Cinekrome and Technicolor
light source. Like all novelties this procedure is simple when once
systems, having, as the component pairs, or cycles, of red- and
explained. The two projector mechanisms are swiveled to the base
green-sensation images are adjacent to one another on the film
or pedestal of the Cinekrome projector, and by grasping a large
strip in the Cinekrome process, instead of being separated by the
lever and turning the same the color projecting mechanism is withheight of two pictures as in the Technicolor process. It is at once
drawn from the path of the light rays and the black and white
apparent therefore that entirely different optical devices are remechanism is swung around to replace it. The motor by which
quired, both in photographing and projecting the Cinekrome pic- the mechanisms are driven remains running all the time and by
tures, in order to record and to project simultaneously the adjacent
means of the clutches on the ends of the driving shaft one machine
pairs of red- and green-sensation pictures.
is started and the other one stopped in the act of interchanging the
mechanisms.
The Cinekrome color-sensation negative images are photoW e are not especially concerned at present with the details of
graphed in sets of two (a red and a green) and the red and green
the black and white projecting mechanism of the Cinekrome proimages adjoin one another on the film. Both the red- and the
jector, but a few generalities concerning the color projecting degreen-sensation image of each set or cycle are recorded simulvices and methods are in order. As we have stated that the Cinetaneously and through the same lens, which is a desirable consideration in any method of color cinematography and constitutes an
krome color pictures are photographed in sets of two (a red and
important feature of the Cinekrome process. It will be obvious to a green) it is apparent that this process requires twice the usual
students of the color processes that the simultaneous production
(black and white) length of film to record a scene of given duraof two images by one lens requires the use of a reflecting system,
tion, but in projecting the Cinekrome positive the film passes
through the machine at the usual rate of 16 changes per second.
and it further appears that some arrangement of prisms is most
suited for this purpose. While we cannot at present give a The film is shifted by a large 32-tooth sprocket in sets of two
pictures at each shift, and while only 16 shifts per second (normal
thorough description of the reflecting system of the Cinekrome
speed) are made it can be seen that 2 feet of film pass through the
camera we may draw attention to the fact that the light rays from
mechanism in each second.
the lens are divided and sent along two paths (necessary to the
As the two component images or pictures of a Cinekrome cycle
formation of two images) by the use of a selectively reflecting and
are immediately adjacent to one another on the film it is apparent
transmitting surface interposed between two components of the
reflecting system. It is claimed that the selective action of this
that the two image apertures of the projector must likewise adjoin
combined reflecting and transmitting surface permits of the red
one another ; consequently the two apertures can be illuminated by
picture receiving all of the red light (neglecting losses by filter a large spot of light from a single arc-lamp and set of condensers.
The light rays after traversing the two apertures of the Cinekrome
absorption) while the same is true of the green light which procolor projector fall upon two reflecting prisms of special form,
duces the green picture. This statement requires substantiation,
which are mounted just in front of the picture apertures, and the
for we have not as yet seen this selectively reflecting and transmitting surface. Messrs. Kunz and Moffat, who have worked the
rays are then directed to the projection lenses, of which there are
two, spaced some distance apart at the front of the projector.
thing out, advise us that it is a metallic coating specially deposited
on one of the surfaces of the optical system of the Cinekrome
These projection lenses are adjustable, both horizontally and vercamera.
tically, bymeans of conveniently located thumbscrews, and the red
It is quite a difficult matter to simultaneously photograph pairs
and green pictures projected by the two lenses may thus be superimposed on the screen in exact register. We should like to dwell
of red- and green-sensation pictures right next to one another on
cine film, as any experimenter knows, and systems of prisms are
here upon the design of the reflecting prism system of the Cinekrome projector and some other features of this most novel
notorious for the number of extra and entirely undesirable remechanism, but our remarks along this line must be deferred for a
flected images which they produce. We have viewed the focussed
time.
pair of images on the ground glass of the Cinekrome camera, howOne phase of the Cinekrome process we may describe in full
ever, and can testify to the uniformity of the respective red and
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and that is the quality of the results as revealed on the screen.
As some difficulty with regard to securing perfect definition is
inherent in all color processes where sets of projected images must
be superimposed on the lantern screen, it is gratifying to state that
the Cinekrome results showed very good definition in most instances, although the definition with these methods which depend
upon screen superposition is never equal to that of properly photographed and projected results of successive color processes or
ordinary black and white cinematography. It can be said, however,
that the definition of the Cinekrome pictures was more than passably good, and with the new camera which the company is building
we have no doubt that they will realize the utmost in sharpness
which the principle of their method permits.
On the score of color rendition the inventors of Cinekrome have
deviated somewhat from the usual course, and we are bound to
say a very great ways from the theoretical dictates of two-color
photography. We have not (ascertained the spectral transmissions
of the Cinekrome taking-filters, but we have examined the projecting filters and the Cinekrome screen synthesis may be described as
follows : The proprietors of the process have sought to secure
faithful reproduction of flesh tints, i. e., the accurate representation of faces, etc., and have accordingly selected as their red filter
a filter which is of a magenta or pink color (mixture of red and
blue). The exact hue of this pink projecting-filter is such that in
order to produce a neutral white upon the screen the (complementary) green filter used in conjunction is of a bright and almost
pure green hue.
The general result of this combination, as evidenced by the Cinekrome projections, is that complexions are very well reproduced,
being free from any undue ruddiness, and other subdued shades
are likewise pleasingly rendered. Greens are vividly evident upon
the slightest provocation, due to the saturated hue of the green
projecting-filter, while reds cannot be reproduced at all with the
filters now under consideration, as the red filter is of a pinkish
hue and no deeper red can naturally be reproduced than the actual
color of the filter.
This does not imply that other hues are outside the scope of the
method, however, as by the employment of other projecting-filters
any other range of colors within the scope of the two-color process
may be approximated. The arrangement of the filters in the Cinekrome projector permits speedy interchanging or adjustment, and
as this is a feature of some interest a few words in description may
not be amiss. The mechanism of the projector is accessible for
threading by opening a door on the operating side, as in the case of
a Simplex projector. Attached to the inner side of this door and at
right angles to the same is a rectangular metal frame having openings into which the filters (in the form of rectangular glasses or
gleatincs) are slipped.
Upon closing the mechanism door these filters are interposed
between the light rays from the condenser system and the picture
apertures, and we might also add that the revolving shutter of this
machine, which is a double one (two shutters revolving in opposite
directions), is also located between the condenser and the picture
apertures.
We consider that the devices used in photographing and projecting Cinekrome are very practical mechanisms and at a later and
more feasible time will present an authentic and detailed account
of the apparatus and operation of the Cinekrome method.
Alfred S. Cory.
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Naturally such productions as The
Birth of a Nation, Intolerance, Joan
the Woman,

and A Daughter

of the

Gods, were made on

EASTMAN
FILM

The film that first made motion pictures
practical, remains to-Hay a big factor in
their success.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

WHAT
Your

COMPANY,
N. Y.

.

DOES

Public

Want?

Primarily, a good story — well shown. It is
easy to buy good film service, — your part is to
show films to the best advantage. To do this,
to draw and hold your public, you must have
the best equipment, — good machines, a skilled
operator, the right screen and

tyausch

|omb

Projection [enses
You'll find them standard equipment in the machines
of the best-paying
houses.
clusively by men who
know. You'll find them used ex-

Depth of Field in Cinematography
rHE enlarging qualities of a photographic image depend upon
You'll find they mean clearer, sharper pictures, —
the size of* the circles of confusion of which the image is
bright-to-the-edge pictures, more brilliant, more lifecomposed, for it is well known that no lens reproduces a luminous
like pictures.
That'sandwhyNicholas
B. & L. Power
Lenses Machines,
are regularly
point, or any point of a self-luminous object, as a. point in the
supplied
on Edison
and
image, but always as a disc of more or less sensible dimensions.
why they are obtainable at all Film Exchanges.
These discs which, considered in the aggregate, form the picture
or image cast by a lens, are known as " circles of confusion" and
it is customary to state that if the circles of confusion of a photoBausch & |pmb Optical (p.
graphic image are not larger than i/ioo inch in diameter the
569 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
photograph will appear sharp when viewed in the ordinary way,
New
York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco
and that when the circles of confusion are not more than 1/200
Leading American makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic
inch in diameter, a negative is suitable for enlarging purposes.
Lenses, Projection Lanterns (Balopticons) Microscopes,
Many cinematographers have taken 1/200 inch as a suitable diamPrism Binoculars and other high grade Optical Products.
eter for the disc of confusion in motion picture work, although
we long ago pointed out that this was nowhere near small enough
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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New

For

Features

Sure

Results!

Faster, finer and CERTAIN results now are
gained with the new improved Universal Motion Picture Camera — the camera that keeps
abreast of the science of motion picture photography.
The New Advantages of
UNIVERSAL
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

ingNew framing adjustment — Better film transmis ion— Advanced film channel — New focustube — New
Footage
indicator — New
" static " prevention. New automatic dissolve now ready.
200 feet magazine capacity —
more speed — better results.
At Less Than Half the Price
of other similar cameras
Send Postal Today
for complete description of th»
world's cameras.
greatest value In motion
picture
BURKE & JAMES, INC.
Sole Wholesale Agents
240 East Ontario Street, Chicago
Eastern Branch: 225 Fifth Avenue,
New York City

Reputation for superiority in film DEVELOPING and
PRINTING is based on years of experience and exhaustive
investigation.
EVANS' SERVICE offers you today the results of years of
practically acquired knowledge.
Are we serving you? If not, it is time we were.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.

416-24 West 216th Street
New York City
Telephone — St. Nicholas 3443-44

Drive
Motor
Size 17" but
x 17"Twenty
x 7" over
Weighs
Poundsall
Takes Standard Size Reels
and Film
THE DE VRY CORPORATION,

PREVIEWING
OR
SCREENING
FILM
at your convenience with
THE DE VRY PORTABLE
M. P. PROJECTOR
Operates at the touch of a button
Used
Majestic Sandusky;
Theatre, Detroit;
Schadeby —Theatre,
Empire
Theatre, Detroit,
and
many film manufacturers and exchanges.
117 North Fifth Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.
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to be compatible with sharply defined screen images. Mr. Arthur
Lockett, a well known British worker in practical photography,
has investigated the proposition and we reprint his remarks,
which were published in the British Journal of Photography under
the above title. — Ed. Camera Department. —
"Depth of field is a subject of special interest to the cinematographer on account of the enormous enlargement of the tiny
film pictures when projected, and a much smaller circle of least
confusion is necessary than will pass muster for lantern slides.
" To arrive at an idea of what is wanted, take the case of a
lantern slide made by contact from a negative having a circle of
least confusion of 1/200 in. We will suppose a portion, 2}i in.
square to be projected to 10 ft. diameter, a very usual size. This
is a linear enlargement of nearly 44 diameters, and the circles
which do duty for points in the image are, therefore, magnified on
the screen to 0.22 in. diameter, which is found to be satisfactory
in practice when viewed from a proper distance.
" Now, a cinematograph film picture averages % in. in width,
and if this were projected to the same size as the lantern slide
(10 ft.) it would mean a linear enlargement of practically 137
diameters. A circle of least confusion of 1/200 in. would, in this
case, be magnified to 0.685 in. or over % in. diameter, which would
certainly be considered poor definition.
" To get as sharp a projected picture as was obtained with the
lantern slide, the circle of least confusion for the cinema film
ought to be 1/600 in. which, with a magnification of 137 diameters,
as before, would be enlarged to practically 0.23 in. With a picture
15 ft. wide the circle >f least confusion will be 0.34 in. width which
is still tolerable. Beyond 15 ft. it is really inadvisable to go. Not
only does the definition deteriorate but the figures of players become absurdly gigantic. It may be stated, therefore, as a general
rule, that a cinema film calls for a circle of least confusion three
times smaller than that permissible for a lantern slide. It is true
that many workers are contented with 1/400 in. but the smaller
fraction is certainly preferable.
" The writer has discovered a very simple rule, believed to be
new, which is readily memorized and enables the correct hyperfocal distance to be arrived at in a coup,le of seconds. It is as
follows :— Multiply the focal length of the lens by 50 ; the result
gives the distance in feet to focus on with a stop of the same //
number as the focal length for a circle of least confusion of
1/600 in.
" For example, suppose the lens is of 3]A in. focus. Multiply
3H by 50 and the result is 175 ft., the correct hyperfocal distance
at //3.5. If we focus on 175 ft. with the stop named, all will be
sharp from half that distance to infinity. Suppose, however, we
wish to use f/7, instead of //3.5, we simply divide 175 by 2,
because f/7 is half the diameter of //3.5, obtaining 87]/2 ft., the
correct hyperfocal distance.
" To give another example, what is the hyperfocal distance with
a 2-in. focus lens at //8?
" Here we multiply 2 by 50, the result being 100 ft., which is the
proper distance to focus on with f/2. Now, f/8 is only onequarter the diameter of f/2, so we divide 100 by 4, obtaining 25
ft., the correct hyperfocal distance with f/8. Or, if //16 is preferred, which is one-eighth the diameter of f/2, we divide 100 by 8,
getting 12l/2 ft.
" In conclusion, it will doubtless interest the ordinary studio
or landscape photographer, content with a circle of least confusion
of 1/100 in. in negatives for contact printing, to know that he may
instantly ascertain the proper hyperfocal distance for his purpose
on multiplying the focal length by 8.3. For example, with an 8-in.
focus lens, 8 multiplied by 8.3 gives 66.4 ft. as the hyperfocal distance at f/8. For //16, we halve this, getting 33 ft.; for f/32 we
divide by 4, obtaining 16 ft. and so on, ignoring needless fractional
parts. For a stop having an // number less than the focal length,
it is, of course, necessary to multiply instead of dividing. Thus,
with f/4, which is twice the diameter of f/8, 66.4 is multiplied by
2, yielding 132 ft. as the result."
A Valuable Accessory for Cameramen
EVERY year Editor Pell Mitchell, of the Gaumont-Mutual
Weekly, sends the members of his staff a remembrance.
This year he has had prepared a camera accessory, which, while
not of great intrinsic worth, is still so necessary for cameramen
that a sufficient number has been manufactured to supply every
photographer of news events in the United States with one.
So, boys, drop a card to Pell Mitchell, care Gaumont Company.
Flushing, N. Y., and a pleasant surprise will reach you by mail.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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— " Longing for My Dixie Home," by Shannon.
A 4/4
Andante Moderato Movement — very melodious and very
effective. (Published by the Vandersloot Music Co.).
— " Stolen Sweets/' a beautiful and melodious Waltz
Movement, by Harry von Tilzer. (Published by Harry
von Tilzer.)
— " In a Garden of Shadows and Tears," by A. Manlowe.
A very attractive melody of pathetic character. (Vanderlost Pub. Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
4—"

Hail, Hail, the Gang's Here," by Theodore Morse.
Every musician knows the famous old song hit, " We
Won't Come Home Till Morning." " Hail, Hail " is better.
(Leo Feist Edition.)

— " We're After You," by Lloyd. One of those typical
up-to-date march songs, most appropriate for cartoons
of political character. (Jeff Branen, Ed., 145 W. 45th St., New
York City.)
— " Buy a Liberty Bond for the Baby," Harry von Tilzer's
latest hit. As popular as the " Liberty Bonds."
— " Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy. An exceptionally fine composition depicting scenes of intense danger and heavy dramatic situations. This number is obtainable from the Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg.,
47th St. and 7th Ave., New York City, at a special reduced
price.
8

— " Chasing the Chickens, ' a great Jazz number. (Published by Forster Music Co., Chicago, 111.).

— " A Russian Pansy," by Otto Langey.
An attractive
and new Intermezzo, melodious and most appropriate
for love scenes. (G. Schirmer Edition.)
1 A — " Ching, Chong," a great " Jazz " One-Step and popui yJ lar favorite. (Richmond Music Co., 147 W. 45th St.,
New York City.)
11 — " Way Down in Macon, Georgia," by Paul Biese. A
I composition of exceptional standard quality in 2/4 time.
(Published by the Frank K. Root Music Co.)
In —Frost.
" America,
I Love You,
My and
Yankee
Land,"
by Jack
A wonderful
inspiring
martial
composition.
(Published by the McKinley Music Co., 1501 E. 55th St., Chicago, 111.)
1I -J
Q —Florence
" The Garden
of Allah
by Moonlight,"
by
Blackwell.
A remarkable
Fantasiacomposed
of Oriental
character, most appropriate for Oriental scenes. (Published
by the McKinley Music Co.)
1A — " That Cabaret in Honolulu Town," by Jack Frost.
' This composition is an all around favorite and a popular
composition of exceptional merit. (Published by Frank K.
Root Music Co.)
1 C — " Valley Rose Ballad," by Evans Lloyd. A beautiful
' Andante con espressivo movement, considered to be the
greatest Ballad ever written by an American writer. It is a
composition of artistic value from a musical standpoint and
still so wonderfully constructed that the listener or player
after hearing it once is bound to remember it forever. For
pathetic scenes and the like this composition is unreplaceable.
(Published by Jeff Branen, 145 W. 45th St., New York City.)
1 /. — " Missouri Waltz," by John Valentine Eppel. About
■ yJ this Waltz we have nothing to say. Get it for your pic-
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ture work; it will speak for^itself. (Published by J. A. Forster, Chicago, 111.)
In — " Your Voice Came Back to Me," by Clinton Keithley.
/ A charming slow movement with a most delightful melody, growing constantly in popular favor. It is an " Andante
Espressivo" of exceptional beauty; a really exquisite composition which every music lover will appreciate. (Published
by the Frank K. Root Music Co.)
IO — " I Don't Know Where I'm Going, But I'm on My
yj Way." An inspiring and catchy melody, by Geo. Fairman. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)
1Q — "Homeward Bound," by Geo. Meyer. A typical com« s position of popular appeal, introducing a new surprise in
every bar. A fine, snappy number, with unusual attractive
City.)
chorus and arrangement which leaves absolutely nothing to
be desired. (Published by Leo Feist, Feist Bldg., New York
zer.)
OA — "Just As Your Mother Was/' A beautiful and melodious Waltz movement.
(Published by Harry von Til21 — " Cradle Time." Song, by Shannon. A melodious Lulexpressive and splendidly arranged. (Vanderslootlaby,
MusicveryCo.)
O O — " Chasing the Chickens," a Fox-Trot and Jazz number.
(Recently published by the Forster Music Co., 509 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.)
— "Slippery Yank," by Losey. A characteristic OneStep of exceptional merit which should be in every musician's library. (Vandersloot Edition.)
O A — "Love's Melody" (Reverie), by Shannon. A charming
£i slow movement with a most delightful melody; most
appropriate for love scenes. (Vandersloot Edition.)
£3

^ .)
r —ber
" Astralita
Serenade,"
Mabelby A.anyWhaley.
numwhich deserves
to bebyowned
orchestraA leader
or piano
(Published by the " Red Star Music Co.",
Red
Star, player.
Ark.
— " All That I Want Is in Ireland," by Lloyd. An excepLd\J tional fine " Andante con espressivo movement," typical
but original in every bar. It is a composition of standard1
York City.)(Published by Jeff Branen, 145 W. 45th St., New
quality.
— "The Vampire" (a dramatic theme), by Sol. P. Levy.
An original composition most appropriate for the purpose as described in the title. (Published by the Cinema
Music Company, Columbia Theatre Bldg., 47th St. and 7th
Ave., New York City.)
28
— " Elks' March." A brand new novelty March, by M. L.
Lake. (Carl Fischer Edition.)
OQ — "Berceuse," by Huerter. Another wonderful composition by this gifted writer. " Berceuse," by Huerter, is
a delightful and charming melody, very effectively arranged
and obtainable for any combination of instruments. (Published by The Boston Music Co.)
Qrv — " A Russian Pansy," by Otto Langey. An attractive
-s\J new Intermezzo from the pen of Otto Langey. It has
much of the appeal of the familiar " Flower Song," by Gustav
Lange,
City.) together with the freshness and the interest attached
to a new composition. (Published by G Schirmer, New York
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Martial Music
A VAUDEVILLE comedian who had been pestered nearly to
death by song writers and pluggers was unbrotherly enough
recently to say that if General Sherman had taken into consideration some of the war songs that are foisted on the public,
he surely would have applied a stronger word to convey his conception of war.
Undeniably, some song writers do perpetrate rhymed and unrhymed atrocities on the charitable public, but then, some one
has to build the war songs, for built they are, piece by piece,
occasionally requiring as many as ten'able-bodied men to put one
together.
All agree that we must have war and slogan songs to cheer the
boys on their way to the front, to lighten their cares while there,
and to comfort those who are left behind — the soldiers of the
soil, soup and soapsuds.
Lively tunes, created, borrowed or transplanted, have a wonderful way of helping one to forget impending dangers, of
making the timid brave, and the brave, braver. It must be a
deep streak of yellow that won't turn red from the fire and dash
of a good march melody, hence the reason for the existence of
song writers, good, bad and terrible. Sometimes the terrible turn
out the good songs and the good turn out the terrible stuff. And
snappy music, unlike Green River and other brands favored by
many,
senses. puts a razor edge on a man's courage without dulling his
In former years, before song writers demanded and received
large royalties, songs were inspired and bubbled from the hearts
of true poets, who scorned limousines and were satisfied to die
in garrets for art's sake. Today, however, songs are put together
like a submarine with the " punch " line in the chorus as a torpedo
aimed to blow up human emotions.
Records tell us that our ancestors composed some fine songs
— " Yankee Doodle " for the Revolution, " On the Rio Grande "
for the Mexican scrap, " The Battle Hymn of the Republic,"
" Dixie " and " Marching Through Georgia," for the argument
of 1861, and " A Hot Time in the Old Town " and " Strike up the
Band " for the fight that followed the blowing up of the Maine.
A peculiar feature about the war songs of the Spanish-American War was that they were never intended for war purposes.
Those who know the history of them say that " A Hot Time "
was the gang song in the White Light district in St. Louis long
before the war broke out.
" Strike up the Band " is a product of the old Bowery, the
former stamping ground of sailors out for a good time. Years
ago most of the Bowery concert halls made a special play for the
sailors' patronage, and kept barkers on the outside to chant about
the wonderful show that could be seen inside gratis. When a
barker spotted a sailor he would stick his head into the concert
hall and shout : " Strike up the band, here comes a sailor," and the
noise would begin immediately. A painted slip of a girl would
leap to the piano and begin to sing the latest popular ditty. To
the boss a sailor was an unknown quantity. He might be carrying a year's wages and a long thirst, or a thin dime and a hard
luck story, but he must be accorded a welcome. Hearing a
barker deliver his stock phrase one night gave Andrew B. Sterling
and the late Chas. B. Ward, the original Bowery Boy, the idea
for the song.
Since this country has entered the present war thousands of
war songs have been ground out, and if the Germans had to
listen to all of them they would not feel much like fighting. Of
the many that have been published those that are winning popularity now are : " Over There," " The Mason-Dixon Line," " Set
Aside Your Tears," " It's a Long. Way to Berlin," " I Wonder
How the Old Folks Are Tonight," " The Girl with the Cross Upon
Her Sleeve," "I Don't Want to Get Well," "When the Yanks
Come Marching Home," " Hail ! Hail ! the Gang's All Here,"
" Long Boy," " A-m-e-r-i-c-a," " We're After You," " Homeward
Bound," and " It's a Long Way to the U. S. A." New numbers
that look like hits are : " I Wish You All the Luck in the World,"
" We'll Knock the Heligo Out of Heligo Into Heligoland," and a
couple of others. Now is the time to use these numbers, when
your audience will enjoy and appreciate them, and not after the
war is over.
E. M. Wickes.
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"THE MANXMAN"
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
Reviewed on page 2515. Vol. 15.
1— En "Mere.
(Note:
T " indicates " title," " D " indicates "description of scene.") §
2 — T: The Manxmen are very democratic. Three Irish Picture 1. |
T: But
a short
distance
2. 3 — Make
repeat
(rather
heavy).from where. Three Irish Picture No. f
4
—
T:
You
best
be
having
a word with my. Heart
(mutes).
,Wounds |1
5
—
D
:
When
little
boy
takes
fishemet
and
kisses
dead
mother. ||
Three Irish Picture No. 2. Once through slowly.
6
—
T:
Black
Tom
had
one
resort.
12
Irish
songs
—
1
and
Intro — make D. S. in second song. 2 No. ||
of nearly 20 years.. Three English dances No. |I
1 — y—T:
make The
repeatpassage
as marked.
8— D: When father of girl refuses consent. Pastoral dance (Ger- |
man). Cut out first two bars — make repeat as marked.
9 — T: What about Kate while I'm away? Adoration — No intro.
10 — T: But a year's time was needed for Kate. An old love story. |
1112 —— After
T don't
Berg and
No. kisses
38 — shape
D: When
girl lower
bends yourself.
over to Philip
him. toAnaction.
Old =|
Love
Song.
When
he
receives
letter,
tremolo
—
then
again
as
written
|
— An Old Love Song.
13
—
T:
At
the
same
moment
Philip's
grandfather.
The
Last
Spring
=I
(Grief).
14 — T : The time for the harvest melliah arrives. Woodland Pictures. Start at No. 6 make D. S. to No. 3 twice. When lovers alone
play
15 — pop.
T: The governor gives a reception. Polonaise.
16 — D: Philip reads letter from Pete. Adoration.
17 — T: And the way becomes clear to Philip Christian. Sigurd
Jorsalfer No. 1.
18 — D: When Philip leaves girl's home. Under
(Thome).
„ the. Leaves
19 — T: No.
Philip
undergoes
the strain of meeting Pete.. Petite Suite
Concert
1 (very
heavy).
20 —certT:No. 2.Kate determines to tell Pete the truth. Petite Suite Con20 — A : Kate in wedding clothes just before storm.
21 — D: When clergyman is seen in door. Harmonium Solo.
— D: When
leave tochurch.
Henry VIII (Saint Saens)
No.
VI22 Guide
Letter they
A. Play
action.
,
23 — D : When garden is seen in spring. Romance (Nevin) play
to action — Violin Solo and Harp.
24 — Ross Christian concludes. Imaginary Ballet.
25 — After fight — Ross has left. Romance (Nevin).
T: 5).For nearly a thousand years. Sigurd Jorselfer No. 3 (cut
out26 —first
27 — T: The fisherman of the island. Berg 31.
28 D: At procession (when Pete gives sign to fisherman to leave).
Berg
29 — 22.
Philip rushes in. Agitato No.,1.
30 — Fisherman takes Philip on back. Huldigunp March.
31 — D: Kate makes the great sacrifice. Romance (Karganoff).
32 — D: When Philip reads letters. Stop playing. Adieu (Kar33 — T: It was not long before Kelly. Berceuse (Jarnefeldt) repeat.
ganoff).
34 T : The governor becomes weary of his. Pathetic Andante No.
1 (Langey) — first 16 bars only; play fast.
35 — Segue back to. Romance (Nevin) — Cello Solo once through,
then entire orchestra.
36 — D: When Kate drops at foot of bed. La Blance (Hager).
— T: Philip finds that no man can battle. Pathetic Andante No.
1 37(Langey).
38 D: When mother goes back to her home. Romance (Nevin).
39 — D: At court scene. Andante Berg No. 15 Dramatic.
40
then the ofDeemster's
Visions
(Tschaikowsky).
41 —— T:
T: And
The perjury
Pek Quillan.spirit.Elegie
(Grieg).
42 — D: At court scene. Andante Dramatic Berg No. 15.
43 D ■ Till Pete brings child.
Romance (Nevin) to finish.
THE END.
" FOR THE FREEDOM OF THE WORLD "
(Distributed by the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation)
~ Theme: " Extase D'Amour" (3/4 Andante) by Roze
1 — "Triumphant America" (Characteristic National March), by
Von Der Mchden until— T: "The Cradle of Freedom."
2 — "America" (My Country 'Tis, etc.) until — T: "The Kaisers
treacherous
violation,
3_" Yankee
Doodle"etc."until— T: "The trumpets sounding, etc.
4 — "Canzonetta"
(Moderato) by Nicode until — 2: "Ted Ray,
I| college
classmate."
„ ,a
I 5 — Popular dance music on the style of Les Feist s song hit It s
to itthis."
— T: "Or
I a Long
=
Note: —Way
Due toto Berlin,"
the rapiduntil
changes
of thelisten
scenes,
is impossible to
I foUotc the action with an Orchestra. Piano Solo-improvise to action.
| 6 — "Elegie" (Pathetic Cello Solo) by Mattioli until — S: "Woman
I struggling
with soldier."
|
7 — "Dramatic
Agitato" by Hough until— T: "If that were your
= wife's child."
|I Interior
8 — Pianoof living
Solo improviso
to action (same as Cue No. . 5) until —
room.
|
9 — •■ Songs of Uncle Sam " (Characteristic and Patriotic March) by
I McKoy
— T:Love"
"Throughout
all Canada."
|
io — " Yuntil
ester
(Intermezzo
Andantino) by Borch until — T:
i " The recruiting rally."
I
11 — Repeat "Sons of Uncle Sam" (same as Cue No. 9) until T :
I " Gordon's first glimpse, etc."
I
12 — Galop to Action until — S: Garden scene.
I
13 — Theme until — T: "Gordon's zeal and devotion, etc."
I
14 — Continue to action until — T: "The Slacker sneers, etc."
1
15 — " Lakesonian March" by Lake until — S: "The fight."
I 16 — Continue ff until — T: "Place him under arrest."
|
17 — "Serenade" (Allegretto) by Kautzenbach until — T: "A call on
== auntie."
18 — Theme until — S: "Soldiers in training camp.
|5 ing19 —room."
" Invercargill March" by Lithgow until — S: Interior
_ of
, _ hv|
20— "Longing" (Cello Solo) by Tschaikowsky until — T: Betty
§ sees21 —the" Lamento
beckoning" (Dramatic
spirit."
I
Melody) by Gabriel Marie until — S:
= " Soldiers in training camp.'
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| 22 — " Over There " (Popular Song hit) until — T : *' A mother
| mourns alone."
THE GREAT PATRIOTIC HOME SONG HIT
I 23 — "Nocturnal Piece" (4/4 Andante) by Schumann until — T: "A
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Band 25c
Song 15c
5 transport bound for France."
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c
Waltz 15c
I 24 — " Fifth Nocturno " (6 /8 Dramatic Allegretto) by Leybach until
I — S : " Battle scene."
P
I 25 — Battle Agitato to action until — T : " Betty in her work, etc."
I Wonder How The Old Folks Are At Home
I 26 — Theme until — T : " My God, I'm forgetting."
With Patriotic Version
A
|| can27 —legion
"Melody"
(dramatic)
by
Friml
until
—
T:
Men
of
the
Amerietc.
T
|
28 — "American National" (patriotic) song until — T: "The spy reI port.
R
|| teer.29 — " Le Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until — T : " I want a volunI
; 30 — Silence until — T: " You may want to write someone."
O
| 31 — Theme until — T: " Lieutenant Wills, etc."
T
I 32 — " Cavatine " (3 /3 Dramatic Moderato) by Bohm until — S :
I " The fight."
I
I 33 — Agitato to action until — T : " That woman is, etc."
I 34 — Theme until — T: "Quick an ambulance." Note: — "Watch
C
I shot."
I 35 — March "Loraine " by Ganne until — T : " Before the attack."
I 36—" Mysterioso Agitato " by Becker until — S : " Battle scene."
| 37 — Battle Hurry to action until — T: "Dawn."
I 38 — Silence until — T: "Here is a change, etc."
I 39 — Battle Hurry to action until — T: " Lieutenant Harvey's
I wounds."
| 40 — "Prelude to Act V Kunihild " (Dramatic) by Kistler until — T:
| "A hero's reward."
1 41 — "Coronation March" (Maestoso) by Eilenberg until — S: " Mili| tary band playing."
| 42 — "Star Spangled Banner" until — T: "We are proud of you."
I Note: — " To be played with the Brass section only."
1 43 — "Dixie" until — T: "He fights for his own."
| 44 — "America" (National Song) until *****
END.
"INDISCREET CORINNE "
(Triangle Production)
Reviewed on page 3488
Theme: Fifth Nocturno (6/8 Melodious Allegretto) by Leybach
1 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse) by Borch until — T: "Pansy Hartley
with scandals."
2 — " Way Down In Macon, Georgia " by Biese (Root & Co. Ed.)
until
T: Dountilplay
3 — —Silence
— S.something
Corrinne else."
begins to play again.
4— "Oh! Babe" Fox Trot (McKinley Edition) until — S: "Corrinne
dancing."
5— "Joyous Allegro" by Lake until — T: "For the sake of humanity.
6— Theme until — S : "Corrinne playing piano."
7 — " The Ghost of the Saxophone " (Edition Frank K. Root) until
— T: "An hour when one."
8— "Inspiration" (Moderato) by Edwards until — T: "Wondering
what the straight."
9 — "Budding Roses" (Valse Caprice) by Kretchmer until — T:
" Mr. Creylings sent to us, etc."
10 — " Your Voice Came Back to Me " by Keithley (Edition Frank
K. Root) until — T: "First infatuate the young, etc."
11 — Repeat "Budding Roses" (Cue No. 9) until T: "Nicholas
Fenwick's arrival."
12 — " Gavotte Intermezzo " by Bazzini until T : " Opening her campaign."
13 — " Lanette " (Valse) by Henton until — T: "Jeremiah Cotter
Browne, etc."
14 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "The Cafe
Bacchus."
15 — "Hawaiian Popular Numbers" until — S: "Corrinne appears as
the dancer."
16 — "Aurora" (Ballet Intermezzo) by Van Der Mehden until — T:
"Won't you be one, etc."
17 — Theme until T: "The battle ground."
18 — " Orientale " (Characteristic) by Cui until — S: "Corrinne stops
to dance."
you19 —can"Valse
find her.Lente " by Schuett until — T: "Your own price if
20 — "Rustles of Spring" (Dramatic Agitato) by Sinding until — T:
" Be it ever so humble, etc."
21 — Theme until — T: " A hopelessly bad blow-out."
22 — "Bowl of Pansies " (Moderato) by Reynard until — T: Corrinne pleads for speed."
23 — Galop to action until — T: "Beginning to long, etc."
24 — Continue pp until — S : " Flashback to road scene."
25 — "Continue ff until — T: "Demonstrating the superiority, etc."
26 — "Romance"
breaks
the dawn. (Moderato) by Rubens until — T : ." Cold and gray
27 — Theme until — T: "The prodigal's return."
28 — "Melody" by Friml until — T: "The love and trust you exhibit."
29 — Continue to action until — T: "Your Countess is going
to marry."
30 — "After Sunset" (Moderato) by Pryor until — T: "For a last
goodbye."
30 — Theme until *****
END.
" OVER THERE "
(World Production)
Reviewed on page 3858
Theme: "Over There," Geo. M. Cohan's "Historic War Song"
1— Theme until — S: "In garden" (1st scene).
2— —" S:
Passepied
" from " Le Roi S'Amuse " (Allegro) by Delibes
until
"Newspaper
3 — Continue
ff until — clipping."
S : " Fire scene."
4— Hurry (for fire scene) until — T: " Don't worry, I understand."
5
—
"
Your
Voice
Came
to Me " (Andante) (Edition Frank K.
Root) until — T: "A futureBackGeneral."
6— Theme until — T: "Our organization is prepared."
7 — Repeat Theme ff until — T: "I'm leaving you very soon."
" Yester be Love"
" I8—mustn't
selfish." (Intermezzo Andantino) by Borch until — T:
" The and
Vampire
" (a Dramatic Theme) by Sol P. Levy until —
T: 9 —"Betty
the Colonel."
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10 — " Dramatic Andante

by Ascher until — T : " Tommy's enlist1112 —— dinner."
Theme
— T: ' until
ment
Tommy
a surprise."
"Yankeeuntil
Doodle"
— S: springs
"Interior
of Dancing Parlor."
13 — " Slippery Hank ' by Losey (Vandersloot Ed.) until — T:
" Why
is Monte, etc."
14 — "Dramatic
Tension No. 1
weeks pass.
by Reissiger until — T: "As the
15 — Theme until — S: "Monte in his office.
16 — Organ improvise to action (Dramatic Situation) until — T
" The land battleship, etc."
17 — "Sons of Uncle Sam" (National March) by McCoy until — T
" Patriotic raise liberty beans."
18 — "Sweet Revery " ((/4 Moderato) by Tschaikowsky until — T
" That Miss Betty Adams looks great."
19 — Repeat " Sons of Uncle Sam " (Same as Cue No. 17) until — S
" Betty in her room."
20 — " Pathetic Andante No. 1 " by Paul Vely until— T: "While the
American
people, etc." (8 bars only) until — S: "Betty and Monte on
21 — "Marseillaise"

44
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GORDON'S
Motion Picture Collection
IN TWO VOLUMES
PRICE, $1.00 POSTPAID
Volume 1. — Contains music for 19 standard types
of motion pictures. 131 selections altogether.
Volume II. — Contains 43 selections. National airs,
miscellaneous scene and special effect music.
This is not ofa Motion
folio but
"might Music.
almost Itbe contains
called anno
Encyclopedia
Picture
instruction
but Pianists.
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Descriptive Circulars ox Application — Published bt
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TWO

STRIKING

SONGS

My Hawaii, You're Calling Me
The big Western ballad hit; over 200,000 copies sold.
A great Fox Trot.
After

Vol. 16. No.

SECTION

The

War

Is Over

22— " When the Shadows Fell" (Reverie) by Frost (Frank K. Root
horseback."
Ed.) until — T: "Not with you, you slacker."
23 — Continue fff until — S: "Betty near table (in her room)."
24 — "Serenade" (6/8 Andantino) by Czerwonky until — T: "Betty
announces her engagement."
25 — " Valse Caprice" by Rubinstein until — T: "I'm sorry,
26 — " Elegie " (Pathetic Cello Solo) by Mattiolo until — S: "Monte
looking
at picture (on wall)."
Colonel."
27 — "Marching Through Georgia" until — T: "At last the day
28 — Theme until — T: "Too much Tommy."
29 — "Scene No. 1" from "The Enchanted Lake Suite" (4/4
arrives."
Moderato)
by Tschaikowsky
— T: by"The
troops."
30 — "Triumphant
America" until
March
Von first
der American
Mehden until
— T:
" Betty's baptism of fire."
31 — "Military Hurry" by Rob. Edwards until — S: "Monte read32 ing
— "newspaper."
Revery " (Andante) by Rissland until — T : " And what of
your
that?"
33 — duty
" Starto Spangled
Banner ' until — T: "Mother, I'm going to
34 — Theme until — T: "Betty receives word, etc."
35 — Continue pp until — T: "The Crucible."
36 — "Military Hurries" by Rob. Edwards until — T: "Tell her
it's not white now."
enlist."
37
ContinueStella
pp until
— T: "And
night."
38 —— "Alia
Confidente
" (4/4thatLento
assai) by Robaudi until
— T: (On newspaper) " New York man wins, etc."
39 — " Sweet Ponderings " (Andantino-melodious) by Langey until —
T: "Monte returns home."
40 — Theme until — T: "Walter pays his debt."
41 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "All aboard
42— Theme until *****
END.
for Berlin."
" THE MEDICINE MAN "
(Triangle Production)
Theme: " Canzonetta " (Moderato) by Nicode
1 — "Western Moderato* by Bach until T: "Where feuds were"
2 — "Hurry No. 4" by Lake until — T: "Tammany's machine in
its3 —last"Sleeping
day, etc." Rose" (Valse) by Borch until — T: "A journey
which
meant,
4— "Album etc."
Leaf" (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T:
" Nights velvet, etc."
5 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Doc Hamilton
of 6the
cure 'em,pp etc."
— Continue
until — T: "My daughter, the world famous, etc."
7— "Slippery Hank" by Losey (Vandersloot Ed.) until — T:
" Mindful of Eldorado's, etc."
8. — Theme until — T: "For Edith and Jim. etc."
9 — "Intermezzo (Moderato) by Bohm until — T: " At my home I
10 — "Pathetic
Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: Ten years ago "
have,"
etc.
11 — Repeat "Intermezzo" by Bohm (Same as Cue No. 9) until —
T: " When I met him, etc."
12 — " Sieste " (Lento) by Laurens until — T: "Rivals in more'
13 — Theme until — T: "When the lights flared high."
14 — "We're Going Over" (Pfeiffer Ed.) until — T: "This has got
15 — " Dramatic Recitative ' by Sol. P. Levy until— T : " If she's
not16stop."
camp.".Agitato No. 8" by Andino until — T: "You move
to
—at " her
Allegro
her17 —things
here."Love" (Intermezzo Andantino) by Borch until — T:
" Yester
" Diverse interests drawing, etc."
18 — Piano Solo improvise to action (Barroom Scene) until — T:
" The Doctor's return imminent."
19 — Galop to action until — T: "With sunrise making, etc."
20 — " Menuet " (Melodious by Beethoven) until — T: "Proof of her
21 — Theme until — T: "That ain't what we agreed."
ownership."
22 — Hurry to action until — T: "You've nabbed the wrong sport."
23
Continue Puritan"
pp until — (Gavotte)
T: "Edith's
24 —— "Little
by right
Morse established."
until — T: "Smiles and
25— Theme
until *****
misty
eyes, etc."

END.

" MISS U. S. A."
(Fox Production)
Theme: "After Sunset" (Dramatic Moderato) by Pryor
1 — "When Shadows Fall," Reverie (Frank K. Root Ed.) until —
T: "In stress and storm."
2 — " Storm Furioso " to action until — T : " The confession."
3 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "Now that my
4 — Continue ff until — T: "The Sunshine of Rag Alley."
5 — "Intermezzo" by C. Bohm until — T: "So June of Rag Alley."
brother."
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

The most stirring war song on the market. Going
over big everywhere. A fine one step.
Songs i5c finch. Orchestrations 25c each,
ECHO MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
(FROM COAST TO COAST)
145 West 45th Street, New York
Peoples Bank Building, Seattle, Washlnrtou
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6— " Sounds from the Sunny South " (Medley Overture) by Isenman until — T: "I think you ought to use, etc."
7 — " Sparkling Eyes " Morceau (Allegretto Scherzanda) by Puerner
until — S : " Praying before the meal."
8 — Organ to action until — T: " With the passing week."
9 — "Budding Roses" (Valse Caprice) by Kretschmer until — T:
" April
2, 1917."
10 — Silence
during the Title until Bugler in view.
11
—
Bugle
Call "To Arms" (watch screen) until — T: "To such
a task we can."
12 — " Herodiade " (Fantasia) by Massente until — T: "And so the
President."
13 — March to action until — T: " Meantime Morgan having.
14 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — S: "Soldiers
marching "
15 — Short March until — T: "The presence of German spies."
16 — Short Orchestra Rest (organ to action) until — T: " Come on
boys, let's see."
17 — Galop to action until — T: " Heard the nurse what took care,
etc."
18 — Theme until — S: "Morgan leaves house."
19 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Rest easy
you can leave her to me."
20 — Theme until — T". " At the recruiting office."
21 — Continue to action until — T: "In 1865 I swore, etc."
22 — " L'Adieu " (Dramatic) by Favarger until — T: "Snatching
what happiness she can."
23 — Continue ff until — T: "The girl who stands in my way."
24 — "Rustles of Spring" (Dramatic Agitato) by Sinding until — T:
" To earn his revenge his money."
25 — " Ein Maerchen " (Fantasia) by Bach until — T: "Thought
you'd do me up? "
26 — "Dreams of Devotion" (Heavy Dramatic) by Langey until — T:
" Then the day of days."
27 — "Triumphant American March" by Von der Mehden until — T:
" June, I'm going over there."
28 —— " " Over
" (Popular
Note.
WatchthereBugle
Call." song hit) until — T: " Don't cry, honey."
29 — "Send Me Away With a Smile" (Popular song hit) until — T:
" The company present you this flag."
30 — Repeat "Over There" until — T: "My Country this."
31 — "America" (National Air) until — T: "The Star Spangled
Banner."
32 — "" until
Star Spangled
Banner "END.
(Song) with Ad. Lib. Bugle Call " To
Arms
*****
" THE WINGED MYSTERY M
(Bluebird Production)
by
Theme: "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier
Opening — Orientale (Characteristic by Cui).
"You can entertain that dancer" — "Aero Travelers" (Waltz)
byT:Weiss.
T: "I will show you" — "Stars and Stripes Forever" March
Sousa.
Dogs fighting
— Hurry
to action.
brother "left
his card
case " — Theme.
T:TS:: '''' Your
In Berlin an insult " — Agitato to action.
'
In
America
"
—
Legende
(Melodious)
Friml.
T:T: ' Mr. and Mrs. Walter Raymond — byGavotte
Intermezzo
Bazzini
T:
"With
nothing
to
do"
—
We're
going
over"
(Two
step) Pfeiffer
Edi.
(Note. — To be played on phonograph.)
T: "Now sister you will, etc." — Silence.
T: "You ask Mrs. Wayne" — "It's a long way to Berlin" (Feist
Edition).
(Note. — To be played on phonograph.)
T: "It's
somebody with a wild, etc." — La Rose (Intermezzo Moderato)
by Ascher.
T: "After
traveling on many, etc." — "A Hallow'een Episode (Mysterioso) by Lake.
T: "If these birds think" — Continue to action.
T:
T: " This box was placed " — Mysterioso to action.
time — Ecstasy (Allegro) by Zamecnik.
T: "'Breakfast
It wasn't part of our plan " — Theme.
T: " I'll
let
this
bird " — Galop to action.
T: " Liberal reward,
etc." — " Rustles of Spring " (Dramatic Agitato) by Sinding.
T: tato)
"I by Schubert.
thought you were our friend" — Erl King (Dramatic AgiS: "The fight" — Hurry to action.
T:
"The
fusconexplosion.)
the third pigeon" — Continue hurry.
(Note.
— Watch
T: "Well I think you get" — Theme until * * * END.

SECTION
" THE CRICKET "
(Butterfly Production)

Theme: "Tendresse" (Melody Espressi\o) by Ravina
Opening (55 sec,) Violin Solo to action.
T: "Her little girl, etc." — Gavotte by Gossec.
T: "In a garret, etc." — Grazielle (Valse Italienne) by Kretschmer.
S: "Boy near piano" — Continue to action.
T: "The byManager
of the Belleville" — Illusion Intermezzo (2/4
Moderato)
Bustanoby.
T: " A week passes " — Martinique (Moderato Intermezzo) by
Gottschalk.
T: "Only a broken heart, etc." — Theme.
T: "The night of the first performance" — Piano Solo improviso.
T: "At
of the hour"
curtain"
— Dramatic
T:
"At the
the rise
Cricket's
— Continue
ff. Andante by Ascher.
T: "After the play" — Melody of Peace (Dramatic Melody) by
Martin.
T: "They shared with her" — Ballet Sentimental (Moderato) by
Zamecnik.
T: "Twelve years have stolen" — Maesmawr (Valse Lente) by
Braham.
T : " An old man's choice " — Theme.
T: "I am
going to see Pascal" — After Sunset (4/4 Dramatic
Moderato)
by Pryor.
T:' "A week passed" — Last Spring (Dramatic) by Grieg.
T: " I should not have believed" — Dramatic Tension by Funck.
T: "Pascal's floral decorations" — Pastel Menuet (3/4 Allegro Giocoso) by Paradis.
T: "Six years have worn away" — Musical Comedy Extract.
• T: "The End of the first act" — Theme.
S: "Child in automobile" — Intermezzo (Allegretto) by Pierne.
T: " Not with my Make-up " — Sweet Jasmine (Melodious Allegretto)
by Bendix until * * * END.
" THE LASH OF POWER
(Bluebird Production)

by

Theme: "Barcarole" (6/6 Moderato) by Rivella
Opening — Heavy Dramatic by Oehmler.
T: "In the age of armies" — Maximilian Overture by Ascher.
T: "Marion Sherwood, whose ambition" — "Tender and True"
(4/4 Allegretto) by Tobarvi.
T: "If you loved, etc." — Dramatic Maestoso.
S: "Interior of courtroom" — Serenade (2/4 Allegro Giocoso).
S(Note.
: " Old
man with
wires " — Dramatic Tension by Funck.
— Watch
explosion.)
S: "Interior of meeting room" — Theme.
T: "The old inventor seeks, etc." — Melody (4/4 Andante) by
Huerter.
S: "Explosion" — Produce effect.
S: "After Explosion" — L'Adieu (12/8 Dramatic) by Favarger.
T: "John Rand sells, etc." — Simple Aveu (4/4 Moderato) by Thome.
T: "John's office on the street" — Theme.
T: "I must marry social position" — "Last Spring" (Dramatic)
T: "Rands confidential man" — Reverie (Dramatic Andante).
T: "The reception — Popular one step.
T: "I have you here, etc." — Theme ff.
T : " You parasites " — Dramatic Tension by Winkler.
T:
mer. "Our engagement is at an end" — Dramatic Adagio by KretschS: "Rand in automobile" — Hurry to action.
S : " Interior of room — Finale from ' Ariele ' " (Allegro) by Bach.
T: "Will you give me one day" — Dramatic Tension by Borch.
T: "Rand must be crushed" — Creepy Creeps (Marcia Mysterioso)
T: "Extra followed extra" — Prelude to Act IV Kunihild (Dramatic) bv Kistler.
T: "Society has robbed me of your" — Theme ff.
S : " Explosion " — Produce effect.
T: "And all dreams of power" — Dramatic Tension No. 1 by
Reissiger until * * * END.
MOVIE
PIANISTS
Join our
"
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WHILE

Mural Painting in Poll's New Palace Theatre, New Haven, Conn.
Poli Opens Handsome
3500
NEW HAVEN became the home of one of the finest motion
picture houses in the Country on November 19, with the
opening of S. Z. Poli's Palace theatre. The evening was a notable
one as every one of the 3,500 seats was filled and the streets in
front of the house completely blocked by crowds that could not
gain admission.
In this large audience were a great number of people prominent in amusement circles, who had come from New York, Boston, and Philadelphia in order to help Mr. Poli make a night of it.
Among this number were Norma Talmadge and her sister,
Constance Talmadge, both of whom are stars of Select Pictures,
and Lewis J. Selznick, president of the Select Pictures Corporation. The opening bill at the Palace presents " The Secret of
the Storm Country," Norma Talmadge's latest Select picture, and
Miss Talmadge made the trip to New Haven in order to be
present.
Immediately after the opening number, which consisted of
songs by a chorus of New Haven girls, Miss Norma Talmadge
was introduced to the audience by Mr. Pat Casey, general representative of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association ;
following Mr. Casey's tribute to the genius of Mr. Poli in erecting as handsome a theatre as the Palace Miss Talmadge, who had
journeyed to New Haven to be present at the opening of the
theatre, but who had not expected to go upon the stage, was
taken by surprise, but nevertheless consented " to oblige,"
and, making a hascy tour of the auditorium, stepped before the footlights and extended her thanks to the enthusiastic
audience for their kindly greeting, and to Mr. Poli for choosing
her picture for his opening performance.
Poli's Palace is indeed a beautiful house. It is a masterpiece
of one of the master craftsmen of playhouse design, Thomas
W. Lamb, of New York. Architect Lamb is the designer of such
theatres as the Strand and Rialto in New York City, and the
New Orpheum in Boston.
" The Secret of the Storm Country," Norma Talmadge's latest
picture, was the first screen offering at the Palace.
Owing to a three-cornered dispute between the mayor of
New Haven, the town aldermen, and Mr. Poli's representatives,
the Palace was temporarily closed the day after its opening until
an alteration could be made in the twenty-one foot entrance to
the theatre. This, however, will in no way affect the brilliance
of Mr. Poli's achievement, nor detract from the success of its
initial evening.
Loew's Montreal Theatre Opens
OPENING of Loew's theatre in Montreal was a very great
success, the house being packed. The moving picture part
of the program was given premier position, and undoubtedly it
did the most to create that great enthusiasm which marked the
whole performance. In addition to Norma Talmadge in " The
Secret of the Storm Country," and a good contribution from
Fatty Arbuckle, two well known stars appeared in person, Miss
Mollie King and Rita Jolivet. Miss King paid a graceful
tribute to Mr. Loew and contributed a most attractive series of

Seat Theatre in New Haven
song impersonations. Her radiant youth and her breezy little
personality won the audience completely.
Miss Rita Jolivet, contributed in a different metier. She had
come at the invitation of Sir Thomas White and the local Victory Loan Committee to make an appeal to the audience in that
cause, and she performed her task with grace, with fervor, and
with undeniable success.
New Theatre, Corning, Scores Success
EB. HENDRICK, owner and manager of the New Plaza thea• tre, Corning, New York, is demonstrating that a new and
modern house in the smaller cities pays. This house was opened
on July 31 and has scored a success.
The building occupies a plot, 32 by 81 feet, and seats 400. The
chairs were made by the American Seating Company. The
building is constructed of brick and tile. The interior is decorated in old rose, ivory and gold. Palms are used in the decora-

Interior View New Plaza Theatre, Corning, N. Y.
tive effect. The floor is carpeted with rubber strips down the
aisle, making the theatre noiseless.
The building is heated with steam and has an indirect lighting
system. Motiographs are used for the projection, with a throw
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of 76 feet. Dimmers and enclosed rewinds are also used in the
operating room.
The New Plaza changes its bill daily. The admission price in
the afternoon is 9 and 13 cents and 10 and 15 cents in the evening.
California Issues Handsome Opening Booklet
CALIFORNIA theatre, San Francisco, celebrated its opening
November 1, as already told in the Motion Picture News.
Eugene H. Roth, managing director of the theatre, issued one of
the handsomest souvenir programs for that date that any motion
picture house in the country has ever gotten out. It was printed
on heavy plate paper, 12 by 14 inches and was filled with advertising of all of those who had anything to do with the construction of the house.
A full description of the theatre, which is one of the finest
on the Pacific Coast, was given. Work was started on the
building in October, 1916, and the house completed just eleven
months later. It is of concrete and steel construction and fireproof. The architecture was inspired by the Collegiate Gothic.
The house occupies a plot 100 by 170 feet and seats 2,780. It
represents an investment of over $1,750,000.
Terre Haute to Have Splendid Theatre
BEARING the name of the city in which it is located, the new
Terre Haute theatre promises to live up to all the best
civic traditions. Work on the building is under way, and it is
planned that the house will be opened on May 1 of next year.
The building is being erected by the Terre Haute Theatres Company, at the corner of Wabash avenue and Eighth street, in the
very heart of the business district. The house will be under the
management of A. F. Brietlinger.
J. E. Pridmore, of Chicago, is the architect ,and the plans that

Architect's Drawing of the Terre Haute Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.
he has prepared make it an assured fact that the house will lack
nothing in all the elements that go to make up the most modern
motion picture institution. The house will be built of concrete,
steel, stone and brick and will be entirely fireproof. It occupies
a plot 75 by 100 feet and will seat 1,280.
Except for contracts with the Typhoon Fan Company and for
the heating and indirect lighting system, none of the equipment
has been definitely determined upon. Suggestions on equipment
and service should be sent to Mr. Brietlinger, at 1724 Lytton
Building, Chicago.
Large Typhoon Fan Installation at Dayton
T^HE big new Dayton theatre at Dayton, Ohio, now in course
A of construction, is another to use the Typhoon System of
cooling and ventilating in connection with its heating system.
Schenck & Williams are the architects.
A whole carload of Typhoon equipment is leaving the works
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this week for Dayton. Included are nine mammoth Typhoon fans —
10 feet, 8 feet and 6 feet in diameter. Two 8-foot and two 10-foot
Typhoons on the roof will keep the Dayton cool on the hottest
days of summer, assisted by two 6-foot fans.
For the winter, two 8-foot fans will draw fresh air through
heat coils and blow it into the theatre. A 10-foot Typhoon fan
in the basement will serve to draw the heated air down and so
complete a perfect heating and ventilating equipment.
That the Dayton Theatre will at all seasons of the year be the
most comfortable in town goes without saying.
Automatic Aids with Tax Report Form
AUTOMATIC Ticket Selling Company is calling attention to
the self-proving weekly and monthly report that it is issuing
to its customers and with the necessity for their use in connection
with the war tax.
This blank, which is protected by registration at Washington,
enables any exhibitor to keep a perfect record of the amount of
money taken in for admissions and amount of taxes due under
each admission price. It would be a very simple matter for a
Government inspector to see at a glance that the exhibitor keeps
the proper record on this blank.
These figures are instantly available, not only for every day, but
also for every week, every month, and they are so arranged that
if any error is made in this calculation it shows up on each sheet.
I
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ARKANSAS
The contract for the erection of a $15,000 motion picture theatre on
Belmont property, Little Rock, has been let to Kaucher and Hodges of
Memphis,
structureearly
which
is to seat The
1,500 site
people
is ex-is
pected to beTenn.,
readyandfor the
occupancy
in December.
selected
in close proximity to Camp Pike.
CALIFORNIA
The Red Bluff Opera House was opened a week or so ago to capacity
business. Manager Deeds selected for the opening night " Rebecca of
Sunnybrook
and Fatty Arbuckle in a two-reel comedy, which fairly
brought
downFarm
the "house.
Martinez'
new
picture
theatreunder
openedthe onmanagement
the evening ofof H.Saturday,
ber 17, in the Curry theatre,
E. Case.NovemCase
closed the deal on Tuesday for the lease of the Curry theatre and immediately ordered two modern movie machines which he will install in the
operating room.
Pasadena is to have another high grade motion picture theatre. It will
be located on the south side of East Colorado street, between El Molino
and Hudson proximately
avenues,
$75,000. and will call for an investment aggregating apDave H. Schumann, a theatrical man of long experience, will be the
lessee and manager, while the building will be erected by George W.
Stimson. Mr. Schumann and his financial associates have taken a long
term lease on the theatre and two stores in the same structure.
It will be known as the Florence theatre, and will comfortably seat 900
persons on one floor. It will be attractive in architectural design and substantial in construction,
latest have
thingsbeenin drawn
the wayby ofO. picture theatre
equipment. with
Plans allforthethevery
building
P.
Dennis,
who
planned
Quinn's
Rialto
theatre
in
Los
Angeles,
said
to
be
the
most successful of the more recently-built large theatres in that city. Mr.
Schumann has long been a resident of the Crown City, but up to the
present time always has been identified with Los Angeles enterprises.
That the erection of a new theatre building on Center street, Taft, by the
T. & D. theatrical company, that has places of amusement in many cities
of the state is a certainty is instanced by the arrival in Taft of two of the
principals in the enterprise. They are C. S. McCullough of Berkeley, who
is general superintendent of the building operations for the company, and
Claude Langley, who will be the manager of the Taft playhouse.
GEORGIA
Application has been filed in the Superior Court for a charter for the
Wentworth Stores, Incorporated, with a capital stock of $50,000. It is
stated that the concern will sell at wholesale and retail all kinds of
merchandise and also proposes to own and operate motion picture shows,
restaurants, pool and billiard parlors, to deal in stocks and bonds and to
do a general brokerage business.
The incorporators are G. L. Kayton, D. J. Rosenheim and J. G. Smith.
The name of the company indicates that it intends to engage in business at
Port Wentworth and it is understood that its plans call for the establishment of a number of enterprises at that point.
IDAHO
Work on an up-to-date amusement hall to be erected on two lots on the
north side of Washington avenue between the Idaho Hardware store and
the Aberdeen Hotel, Aberdeen, has been commenced by R. A. Duncan
and J. P. Duncan. The structure will be constructed of hollow tile with
a brick front facing south. It will be 33 by 96 feet in size and two stories
high, will be connected with the city water system, electrically equipped
and internally be arranged in the manner of modern amusement halls. The
building will cost about $8,500.
The ground floor will be devoted to a regular motion picture show. To
one side of the entrance space will be allowed for a 12 by 16 foot room for
office purposes. This room will contain a 12 foot glass front and will be
provided
for part
renting
purposes.
up-to-datewithstagea modern
will be erected
at the rear
of the
floor andA large
will beand equipped
curtain
and decorated with artistic stage scenery.
The upper floor will consist of four furnished rooms for renting purposes,
leaving a space 66 by 31 feet to be layed with a good dance floor. Cloak
rooms, toilets and every other modern convenience will be given the public.
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The building will be rushed to completion as rapidly as possible and will no
doubt be known as the public social center of Aberdeen.
ILLINOIS

er» 6*...

What

If This

Happened In
Your Theatre ?
This news item appeared in the Syracuse
Standard, September 19, 1917. A similar accident might occur in your theatre. If it did,
think of the loss of patronage and prestige.
It pays to protect patrons.
Cannot

Be

Jarred Loose
Neither will they chip, crack or fall down.
They are fire retardant, sanitary and attractive in appearance.
Our big book of distinctive designs uill
interest you. Ask for Catalog D. il. N.
THE ^BERGER^MFG. CO., Canton, Ohio
Branches: Boston. New York, Philadelphia.
Chicago, St. Louis. Minneapolis, San
Francisco.
[BF-ncF-Hi Export
Dept. : Berger Bldg., New York
I
City, U. S. A.

"NEWMAN"

Frames, Easels,
Rails, Grtlle9,
Signs, Choppers,
Kick Plates,
Door Bars

BRASS A FRAMES
FEW KEASONS
AND RAILS
why
"
NEWMAN
"
METAL
chosen by all the big circuitsFRAMES
and besthave
classbeenof
theatres.
1 — Because the constant exposure to all sorts
of weather conditions cannot affect " NEWMAN " NON-CORROSIVE
METAL FRAMES.
2 — Because of their richness in beauty and
design, they liven the entrance and render the
lobby more inviting than any other kind of
frames.
3 — Because they will outlast a dozen wood
frames. They are practically un-wear-out-able.
INSISTWHEN
ON THE
NAME FRAMES
" NEWMAN "
BUYING
Write for New 1918 Catalog
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
Established 1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati. Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone.
Rialto Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada
Pacific Coast — G.A.Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.

Peoria's intheater
going topublic
and business
much
interested
the answer
the question
as tointerests
whether inthegeneral
recent are
purchase
of the Jacobson property at Main street and Madison avenue is to be
occupied by a metropolitan opera house, or is it to be devoted to motion
pictures. As a result rumors are flying in many courses. This property,
recently purchased by John W. McDowell, as agent, at a cost of $150,000,
is now said to be owned by W. E. Hull, Arthur Lehmann, Robert Clarke
and others and to be intended as the site for an opera house to cost in
the vicinity of $150,000 and to be erected the coming spring if war conditions do not interfere. At the time of the purchase Mr. McDowell said
he was informed a large and magnificent motion picture house was to be
erected there, but by whom he did not know. Since then, it is said, the
plan has been amended to include the opera house feature.
R. E. Atkins
opened his new theatre at Elkville, and is enjoying
remarkably
good has
patronage.
A notable addition to the north side business buildings is that of the
new Adelphi theatre building at Clark street and Estes avenue, Chicago.
In addition to the theater, which was opened recently, and which will form
another addition to the string of theatres operated by Ascher Bros., the
building will contain four stores on the ground floor and a large bowling
alley on the second floor, which has been leased for ten years to M. E.
Faetz, president of the Bowling Alley association. The building, which
covers a frontage of 100 feet on Clark street and occupies the block on
Estes avenue from Clark street to Ravenswood avenue, will have an exterior finish of faced brick and terra cotta, and together with the land
will, it is said, represent an investment of about $250,000. The theater,
which is elaborately decorated, has a seating capacity of 1,400. E. B. Wolf
& Co. will have charge of the property.
The new Colonial theatre at Colfax was opened recentlv to capacitv
business, under the management of H. A. Arnold.
INDIANA
The new theatre at Terre Haute is well under way. A force of wreckers
under the direction of C. M. Davidson of Indianapolis are busily clearing
up the site of the old Varieties at Eighth street and Wabash avenue, whereon
will be erected the new playhouse. The new company is financed by John
McFall, owner of the ground, according to insiders. O. A. Peterson will
assist C. M. Davidson in directing the erection of the building. The new
theatre will cost between $70,000 and $75,000, will have a seating capacity
of over 1,200. It will be a two-story building with four office rooms, a
smoker,
A newin Chicago,
typhoon will
fan, besimilar
to the
one
used ladies'
in manywaiting
of the room.
moclernetc.
theatres
installed
on
the roof. This will cost over $1,000. The building will be fireproof. J.
E. O. Pridmore, the Chicago architect, drew the new plans which were
recently accepted as being more up-to-date than the old ones which called
for a iarger expenditure for building material it was learned when conbuilding. tractors began figuring than the promoters expected to spend on the
The plans anil specifications for the new theatre are in the hands of City
Building Inspector C. E. Scott, and after a preliminary examination Mr.
Scott said they appeared to comply with the building laws of the city.
The Showers Bros. Co. is converting the auditorium of their new building at Bloomington into a theatre for the portrayal of the silent dramaManager Harry Whistler of the new Tokyo theatre, Veedersburg, opened
a few days ago to capacity business.
The new motion picture theatreIOWA
at Chariton was opened a week ago
under the management of D. Earl Combs, under the unique name of " The
Iris
This ofname
by with
Mrs. aFrank
Shaffer
Mae Theatre."
Gasser, each
whomwaswassuggested
presented
$5 gold
pieceandandMrs.a
year's pass.
KANSAS
Workthe will
on " Carl
The Boiler
Wichita,"
Wichita's
theatre,
about
first begin
of March.
of Kansas
City new
will bepicture
the architect.
The steel
has
been
ordered
and
paid
for,
and
every"
preliminary
arrangement made to start work as soon as The Leader and the United Sample
Shoe
Companies
vacateart the
" The Wichita " will be the last
word in
architectural
and buildings.
beauty.
KENTUCKY
After several months rest the Palace theatre, Tompkinsville, opened
again
to the
withKenneth
a long Maynard,
~.ist of thrilling
scenes.
The management
is in the
handspublic
of Mr.
who will
be remembered
as the
trick rider in the Fair here in September. It is the purpose of the managers
to
improve
the
shows
in
every
particular
and
to
give
two
or
three
shows a week.

MARYLAND
Work on the Homewood theatre, Baltimore, to occupy the site of the
Casino, on North avenue, near Charles street, will begin shortly. It will
THEATRE
AND
EXCHANGE
be erected by the Homewood Amusement Company at a cost of nearly
$500,000. The theater will seat about 2,500 and will be handsomely
finished. It will be modeled after the Rialto theatre in New York and will
MAILING
LIST SERVICE
open about March 1, 1918.
We rent lists of or address contemplated or exMASSACHUSETTS
isting theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
Manager
Louis
M.
Boas
the Bijoutheat lease
Fall River.
sentative in this city, has ofacquired
of theMarcus
Savoy Loew's
theatre reprefrom
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
William
Durfee,
the
present
owner.
Backed
by
assets
amounting
to $50,territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
000,000 the Loew people will erect the most costly and beautiful theatre
that has been constructed in this country for many years, utilizing every
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
inch of the wide area of land given it under the long term lease.
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
xew mexico
Codyville is shortly to have a modern motion picture
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
The board
pany
having
capitalized
a com-of
directors
of thisbeennew formed
comoanvand consists
of L. for
G. S10.000. O. theatre,
P. Henderson.
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
■0 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
W. H. Smith and T. F. Hartnett.
Phone, 2003 Randolph
425 ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
The building for the new motion picture show at Hurley is rapidly nearing
completion and under the new management of James Shipley promises
N 140
to be quite an addition to the town.
Addressing
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting
James Carragien of Chicago, president of the Cody Amusement Co., which
is erecting a large theatre at the corner oi Gold avenue and Pine street.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Deming, has purchased the leases on the Crystal and Princess theatres from
the Hull Amusement Co. for $15,000 and will conduct them in future. T.
Seth Hull, who has been the manager of both these popular playhouses, will
retire from the theatrical and moving picture business in this city. Mr. Hull
says that he will remain in this city tor a month or more before moving to
Miami, Ariz., where he will open a theatre. The Crystal theatre is owned
by Mrs. A. J. Clark and the Princess by Frank Nordhaus.
NEW JERSEY
Construction of the new Keith theatre in Jersey City may soon be started,
the City Commission having finally passed the new amendments to the
building ordinance which will permit the construction of the handsome new
building according to the satisfactory plans adopted by the theatre people.
The Odeon theatre of Newark reopened recently with feature photoplays after being dark for more than a year. It will hereafter be known as
the Hill theatre and operated by the Hill Theatre Co., Inc. Jackie Clark,
professional bicycle rider and local hotel proprietor, is the new manager.
The company is composed entirely of local residents. It is the policy of
the manager to change his program three times weekly. Admission prices
have been fixed at 10 and 15 cents. On the opening night the public were
the guests of the management. The playhouse has been thoroughly renovated and improved. It has a seating capacity of approximately 1,000.
NEW YORK
Work is progressing rapidly on the new Liberty theatre, Beach street,
Stapleton,
December. Staten Island, and it is expected it will be ready early in
If plans under way materialize, either a large theatre or a warehouse
will be erected at the northeast corner of Fulton street and Rockwell place,
Brooklyn,
adjoining
theatre.
ing to rumors,
seemstheto Majestic
be the more
likely.The playhouse project, accordThis became known recently in the Real Estate Exchange following the
sale at public auction of the property for the Public Service Commission,
which acquired it some time ago for subway purposes.
The property was purchased by Mrs. Philomena Curren of 333 Clinton
avenue, for $45,000, the upset price placed by the city on the property.
The work on the new Hippodrome theatre in Central avenue, Dunkirk,
next to the Masonic temple will be begun in the spring. It will be one
•of the finest theatres of its kind in Western New York.
The property known as the Beck block on Main street, Roonville, has
recently been sold and the lower rooms are being remodeled for a motion
picture theatre. It has been rented to C. E. Taylor, who was previously
manager of the Gem theatre in Copenhagen. Mr. Taylor will in the near
future open a new and up-to-date theatre, The Strand.
S. S. Calafatti, of New Rochelle, has plans in progress for the proposed
theatre on Huguenot street, at corner of Division street that city. It will
be Joseph
named Bondy,
" The Strand
is expected
will atbe No.
ready818by East
next Genesee
fall.
owner " ofandtheit Regent
theatre
street, Syracuse, has leased the property for a number of years to Morris
& Mitchel Fitzer, proprietors of the Happy Hour theatre. It will be
opened in ten days as a high class moving picture house. The Regent,
which was built several years ago at a cost of more than $50,00ff, is one
of the most expensive buildings available for theatrical purposes outside
the downtown section. The new lessees will make several improvements.
The new theatre erected on Washington avenue, Endicott, is completed
and Benjamin Dettrich is well pleased with its appearance. On the opening
night a week ago he invited all the village officials and their friends to
witness the initial performance. The seating capacity is more than 1,000.
PENNSYLVANIA
The theatrical firm of Wilmer & Vincent have in view the establishment
of a motion picture theatre on North Third street, Easton.
The Baily Fire Co. and the Bally Band of Kutztown have decided to
build a spacious one-story hall for meeting purposes. Work will be
started on it shortly. The hall is also to be used for large gatherings and
moving pictures.
,
The new Colonial theatre located on Seventh avenue, Beaver Falls, was
formally opened a few days ago under most auspicious circumstances.
Samuel Goodman is the manager.
Remodeling of the rear of the Nemo theatre. Main street, Johnstown,
has started under the direction of W. J. Rose & Sons preliminary to the
substitution of vaudeville for motion pictures. Geo. Panagotacos is the
proprietor.
WASHINGTON
The field,opening
the new ACity
theatre,
Manstook place ofrecently.
feature
was inthe the
the Fraternity
introductionbuilding,
to the public
of the juvenile band, comprised of boys and girls ranging in age from 8
to 15 years. Those children have been under the instruction of Professor
Beeber.
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If you distribute a shoddy, cheap looking
program each week, you will get a shoddy, cheap patronage, no
matter whether your theatre is of the Highest Class or not. If you distribute aDignified^ Refined Program \ your patronage will be dignified
and refined. Take your choice. If you want the cream of the patronage
you will use
"De Luxe ItZ Programs"
Their appeal is to the intelligent and High Class admirer of Motion
Pictures. Wherever you see a theatre that distributes De Luxe Programs
you will see a line of autos out in front. Do you want the best people
of your neighborhood to consider your theatre their recreation centre?
If you do, let us hear from you.
We s
Cahill-Igoe Co. \UL
Harrison Street
"PRINTERS of QUALITY"
A

Dollar Saved
is notonly a dollar earned, but it's
An Earning Dollar
All supplies for the M. P Theatre at fairer
prices than you'll pay elsewhere.
IT PAYS TO r>E^i "ERE
INDEPENDENT
MOVIE
CO.
Send for Price
List SUPPLY
"N"
6th Floor 729 7th A»e„ New York
THE WEST

COAST

Service Plus— to Readers
Circulation Plus— to Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT

Get

Your

Dates

STUDIO

Cooper Company
Hewitt Electric
EIGHTH & GRAND STREETS,
HOBOKEN, N. J.
We EXPORT Films all over
the Globe.
What have you to offer?
Only honorable business considered.
Eet us hear from you.
A. B. C. FILM CO.
145 W. 45th Street
New York
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DISTRIBUTORS
Lucas Theatre Supply Co.,
158 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Ga.

Exhibitors Supply Co.,
157 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Auburn Film Co.,
Auburn, New York

Theatre Equipment Co.,
16 N. 4th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

George Wright,
121 N. Pearl Street, Albany, N. Y.

Leland Theatre Supply House,
97 State Street, Montpelier, Vt.
B. F. Porter,
1482 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Boston Motion Picture Supply Co.,
218 Pleasant Street, Boston, Mass.

Swanson & Nolan Supply Co.,
106 S. 14th Street, Omaha, Neb.

Becker Film & Supply Co.,
47 W. Swan Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Lewis M. Swaab,
1327 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Motion Picture Theatre Equipm't Co.,
405 Iroquois Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Hollis-Smith Co.,
12th and Liberty Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Exhibitors Supply Co.,
407 Mailers Building, Chicago, 111

Swanson & Nolan Supply Co.,
136 E. 2nd South, Salt Lake City, Utah

Dwyer Bros. & Co.,
631 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

Breck Photoplay Supply Co.,
70 Turk Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Dwyer Bros. & Co.,
26 W. Naghten Street, Columbus.. Ohio
Oliver Motion Picture Supply Co.,
737 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Erker Bros. Optical Co.,
608 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Webster Electric Co.,
719 Ninth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Swanson & Nolan Supply Co.,
1 744 Curtis Street, Denver, Colo.

SALES AGENTS
Pacific Amusement Supply Co.,
109 E. 6th St., Los Angeles, Calif

Theatre Equipment Co.,
Film Building, Detroit, Mich.

Seattle Stage Lighting Co.,
21 Madison Block, Seattle, Wash.

Now

you know, just where

to go; to get what's

best, by every test

ThePrecision Machine (pJnc.
317 East 34th: St- New York
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Apathy
(In Three

"From

Position

No.

Enthusiasm"
to
Positions)

1 (Undesirable)

Dealers didn't care to push the Simplex. Those who were candid
expressed themselves something like one man we have in mind.
Said he:
"When I sell another make of Projector I make a nice profit in
the first place, and can count on a future income from repairs
and spare parts. But my profit on the Simplex is smaller to
begin with, and hardly any repairs are needed. Your Machine
is too good, that's all."
Position

No.

2 (A Fortunate

Calamity)

When last spring we refused to join in a Combine, we lost almost
our entire sales organization, including the above-mentioned
apathetic Dealers. Luckily, no Combine can prevent the
Exhibitor from buying what he knows is best. So our sales kept
on increasing until they were almost double.
Position

No.

3 (The

Best

Ever)

Now

we have the great pleasure of introducing to you, on opposite page, the Distributors who handle the Simplex Projector,
and the Simplex only.
— Men who give their undivided attention and enthusiasm to
this one Machine, and who therefore can give you top-notch
service — which they couldn't do if their efforts were scattered.
— Men of such sterling character that they think more of the
Exhibitor's good-will than of his orders for repairs.
— Men with whom it will pay you to deal, not only when you
want the Simplex, but whenever you want anything of any kind
for your Theater. They will give you a square deal and will
thereby deserve your continued patronage.

The' Simplex

Man's

Gospel:

"Big bills for tickets, small repair bills."

ThePrecisionmachine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St - NewYork
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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THE WILLIAMS FEINTING COMPANY, NEW TOES
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STUDIO

DIRECTORY

WHO

^1

have

found

the

Studio

USES

Directory

IT?

very valuable in my
Syril J. Kapa

Peerless
"In my
continually.

"We sign
speedily

them
found

your

Casting Director
Feature Producing Co.,

work your Directory is of invaluable
For this reason I want the new one

it.'J

up new
I have

previous

service as I refer
as soon as you can

Babbie Fenigston
Casting Director
Metro Pictures

issues

of

great

value

in

in

to it
send

Corp.

this department."
P. A. Parsons
and Publicity Manager
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

the last Directory you issued and find it more than
questions that pour in, as well as making up screen

raphies to use

Inc.

players and in order to get information concerning
made considerable use of the Directory and have

Advertising

"I have
in answering

work""

the

photoplay

column

Sundays."
Landon

handy
biog-

Laird

Photoplay
Kansas

Editor
City Star

(210,000

Circulation)

THIS IS WHY EVERY PROFESSIONAL SHOULD BE REPRESENTED— IT IS A BUSINESS BUY
EVERY MAN AND WOMAN.
IT IS PLACING YOURSELF AT A DISADVANTAGE TO BE LEFT

THINK

It

is

your

only

IT

means

FOR
OUT

OVER

of

being

continually

before
NEWSPAPER

MEN
PUBLICITY

Very

little time

FILM EXECUTIVES

CASTING

MEN

EXHIBITORS

left— First forms
MOTION
729 Seventh

close December

DIRECTORS

1— last forms
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York
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ProJuceJ by Joseph De Crasse
PUJNCM, power and pressure at their highest peak. A 20,000-volt
drama of human passions in the great gambling hall of a law
less Western camp, where a wronged hushand and father exacts
fearful retribution. Seldom has swifter action been seen on anv
screen. Never has there been a deadlier battle. What scores of
others have done with this mighty production, you can do and will
do.

Break your business records with "Pay Me. "

"Come

Through

Herbert Rawlinson in George Bronson Howard's
mightiest melodrama. The Critics said: "The
best suspense drama New York has had for years.''
Oirens

o

ea

Louise Lovely, Carmel Myers and countless Venusformed maidens in the Beauty Picture of the
Age. A ravishing dream of female loveliness.
Directed by Allen Holubar. 6 Reels.

"The

Man

"The Co-Respondent
Elaine Hammerstein and Wilfred Lucas in a
§50,000 publicity -driven drama of supreme intensity made by Ralph Ince from the stage playby Alice Leal Pollock and Rita Weiman.
"The Price of a Good Ti me
Mildred Harris and Kenneth Harlan in
mendously affecting story of a girl's
temptation.
by
Orth. ProducedFrom
with"The
lavishWhim"
sympathy
Weber — the Belasco of the Screen.

Without

A

the tregreatest
Marion
by
Lois

C ountry

An up-to-the-minute picture of a wealthy young American of today struggling in a misguided effort to
put weak-kneed Pacifism above Love of Country. The one absolutely certain, bet-your-bottom-dollaron-it, money-maker of the hour. Produced by Thanhouser.

DECEMBER

West

HAS

THE

15,

1917

Edition

Coast

QUALITY

J)0

CIRCULATION

you

between

"just

pictures"

the "super-productions"
Nationally

that

are

res

24

NEW

YORK

LOS

TRADE

and

advertised

pictu

vol. xvi.no.

THE

difference

the

realize

OF

?

v

ANGELES

price

10 cents

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

AMERICA'S

GREATEST

JUVENILE

STAR

IhLe

[ANT
ELLA
■

ALL

STAR

CAST

HALIT

EMORY

JOHNSON

iPETCHEN

LEDERER

HARRY
WINTER

HALL^
HOLDEN

Directed by Elsie Jane Wilson

BEYOND the faintest breath of doubt, the most
heart-warming, artistic, home- life drama of the past
ten years.
A house packer and
in the year, but for
a pass to the Mini.
Book for this extra
Bluebird Exchange,

a guaranteed "Repeater every day
the Christmas Holidays— lifa hating
Christmas money note through any
or communicate with

BLUEBIRD Photoplays, Inc., 1600 Broadway. New York

nniliiiliiimiiiiiiiiimiiiimmmiiimimiirc
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6000

Mark

CTOBER 28TH, 1916, we advertised that there were 5,000
exhibitors
in America showing Paramount Pictures, and that
O
seemed remarkable.
It was remarkable.
but today there are well over 6,000 theatres showing the pictures
under the Selective Star Series Plan.
In the city of Minneapolis, with a population of 343,466, we
have 20 theatres showing Star Series, solid bookings, every
star.
Again, opening the Sales Department record at random, we
find in the city of Detroit, with a population of 900,000, 43
theatres showing solid bookings on every star under the
Star Series plan.
There are more theatres in the above mentioned cities showing Paramount Pictures released prior to August 5th — Paramount Mack
Sennett Comedies, Paramount Arbuckle Comedies, and other short
subjects — that have not as yet arrived at the Star Series point. But,
the figures given above are Selective Star Series, only.
6,000

Theatres
and

Showing

Artcraft

Paramount

Pictures

there must be a reason
there is a reason — several in fact, and they are very simple.
Paramount and Artcraft Pictures feature the best " drawing stars " of the
screen.
Paramount and Artcraft Pictures are constructed on the best stories literature
and the drama, ancient and modern, affords.

Paramount and Artcraft Pictures are produced by an organization made up of
the best brains and the best facilities that unlimited resources can provide and
human ingenuity can devise.
Paramount and Artcraft Pictures are distributed on a plan fundamentally sound
and equitable in every detail.
These are the reasons for an increase of 1,000 accounts in one year, and when
Paramount or Artcraft Pictures go into a house, they generally stay
and many a house has stayed on that account, but that is something else
the point is— are you succeeding too?

J* £ FAMOUS
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE L LASKY~ LASKY
Vice Pnzs CECILCORPORATION
B.DE MILLE Director General
ftA.AV^/*y
■ <~NEW YORIO *
J

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the *' News.'
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directed by
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Comedies

that

Satisfy

Satisfy your patrons because they are funny comedies —
well constructed with a real star.
The

single-reel comedies
tell a story

that

Satisfaction is the only basis on which big and permanent
business is built, and Klever Komedies guarantee satisfaction.
Re/eased December

Jrd

Open booking all Paramount Exchanges

k

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Stem scene, are V™»*%,k
The pic- »

Tribune.' '

Paramount proi A^A
;.th
»^
Par sitaalions,
dne.ien.-M"t
given splencUd
I, has been
Picture WoM.
Se.S^Jt*.g

ibitor need ^
exh
The
g tWs fea ore »r an others it
bookin
£
picmrc Nen-s. ne
who see >tj
Those ise
want-o
ttselt.-M"
advert

J-

ed
That's the kind of a P>*"e > an extend
handling costs,
run. Give it a go
off-lif U come hacK.
rgoods Sdfs'0're5
f 1 et
ST
to be saved
expres
There's
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Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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lurih

WHEN
the crowds

come

back bigger

and bigger each week —
I6athleert
Clifford

WHEN
the box office reports
are fatter and fatter
each week —
WHEN
audience and exhibitor say,
•"It's the best serial weVe

THEN
ever seen" —
you know that

is in the championship
BOOK

IT NOW

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

class.

rEEN- CORKERS YEARLY — JU5TLIKETHE' SAMPLE- U
ART-COMEDIES ARE 5UILTTO-5ELL— THE-M0RE Y0U-5EE-THEH0RE'Y0U
r'S-WHY'WE DON'T-TIE YOU UP-ON- CONTRACTS.

WANT?
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- SMITH

Tbesents

Mcmiunq^^allaceMacDonald
in

Mildred

THE

MARRIAGE

A

Five

Part

Blue

by Cyrus
Directed
A

Stonj

of

SPECULATION

Ribbon

Tbwnsend

Brady

Ashley

Miller

Unfrenzied

InWhick
Muck

Feature

Here's

story, w ith dramatic action
and a superabundance of
love interest that hold un-

Finance

til the very final flash. It's
about a girl who tried to

aGirlRisesVerif
Above

a highly original

put love on a business basis.
And then she found that

Par

she was — well, just a w oman.

\

/—GREATER—

1_|

VitagrapTI

Going

Big!

VITAGRAPH'S
BIG

V

COMEDIES

ing over"
"gett
areywhe
re
because
ever
THEY
THE

GET

LAUGHS!
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ANEW
V1TAGRAPH
UNIT

NOW

AVAILABLE

OneReeltobe
\

Released
wmsm

Each

ALBERT

Week

E. SMITH

Presents
A New

YITAGRAPH

Series of

COMEDIES

Featuring

Edward

Earle

and

Directed by Graham

Agnes

Ayres

Baker
"A COMEDY
FIRST
Family

They're whimsical, real life comedies
— the kind the public is now insistently
demanding.

"Pag

ing

They've got the kind of fun that can
— and does — happen in real life — in all
families. They appeal to all the family

SECOND

COMEDY r"
Fliwe

because they're clean, wholesome, human.

You'll feel the public's ready response
to this new Vitagraph unit — at the
box office.

Page

\

Two"

/—GREATER—

t_|

VlTAGRAPn
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

PICTURES
m

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

presents
ALICE

BRADY
IN

"HER

SILENT
SACRIFICE"
Directed by Edward Jose

Scenario by Eve Unsell, from the play "The Red Mouse" by Henry J. W. Dam
"Her Silent Sacrifice is a finished photoplay in all departments. The acting by the v?ellchosen cast is admirable, the settings are artistic, and the continuity nearly perfect."
— New York. Sunday Telegraph

-'

-v

.

Alice Brady as Arlette in "Her Silent Sacrifice." .v^^sgg
DISTRIBUTED BY

SELECT

PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue. New York City

PICTURES
m

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK
presents

CONSTANCE

TAL

MADGE
in

"THE

HONEYMOON"
By E. LLOYD SHELDON
Directed by* Charles Giblyn

Tkis smart comedy is Constance Talmadge's second Select
Picture — following her smashing success in "SCANDAL!"
A honeymoon with a chorus-girl hang-over ! Do j)ou get the idea ?

1

ft
Earle Foxe and Constance Talmadge in " The Honeymoon,"
Niagara Falls in the Background.
DISTRIBUTED lit
SELECT

PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Sevi>nth Avenue, N«?w York City

I

pictures!

V

E

R

Directed by> Ja mes Kirkwood
Produced by Charles Rickman Pictures Corporation
THERE"
uitk

CHARLES

RICHMAN
and

ANNA

Q.

NILSSON

Title by Permission of
GEORGE

M. COHAN

Author and Composer of the patriotic song
" OVER

THERE

"

1

■J

Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman
in " Over There."

Richman and Gertrude Berkeley in
" Over There."

"■•/v..
DISTRIBUTED HV
' r§Kii
LECT
PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Se\ fink 'Vvenut'.: New York City ■

C

L

A

R

.A

KIMBALL

YOUNG
and

Her

O \tf n

Company

present
SHIRLEY

J||

And Shirley Buccaneer.
Kaye's Ancestor Was a

Clara Kimball Young as Shirley Kaye.
'!< 1 Hl-'I'F.| > BY
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATI

O N
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Pictures
; i
M I
S
M
V B

n
v d
Stories
3 £ov&

in

M, 3

One

11

Stories

A i

3 Melodramas

7 't

1 DramaofNigktLife
l_Sensational
8

Prologue

REX

BEACH'S
Greatest
THE

-MICTION

Story

BLOCK

Tells the love story of Lorelei, the pretty country girl
offered as a sacrifice in the Big City; the love story
of the sarcastic critic and "the wickedest woman

in the

world;" the story of a beautiful mill girl and the Pittsburg
steel millionaire.
The melodrama of Lorelei's wayward brother and
Melcher, the blackmailer; the counterplot that rounds up
these criminals and the thrilling story of a woman's
vengeance.
An intimate, vivid picturization of the night life of New
York and a daring prologue that will make every man
and woman think.
Released everywhere December

2.

tGOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION®
Margaret Mayo
Samuel Goldfish
Edgar Selwyn
Editorial Director
President
Vtce President
16 East 4 2d Street
New York City

Ml
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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HERE is a remarkable production of a
popular stage hit embodying love, sentiment, drama, happiness and pathos. We
announce confidently that it is the most appealing holiday attraction available in the
industry — for grown-ups and children.
George Loane Tucker, one of the ablest and
most original directors, lias scored a new
achievement for himself and for

in

©he

Cinderettattttm

from. Oliver Morosco's Staqe Succes?
by Edward Childs Carpenter
This production will also enable you to hold
morning or mid-day matinees for school
children during its holiday engagement. Released December 16.
©GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION®
Margaret Mayo
Samuel
Goldfish
Edgar
Selwyn
Editorial Director
Prttidtnt
Vfct Prtridmt
New York City
16 East 42d Street

The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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" We Pay the Tax "

"First
National"
December 3

Release

Dates

"ALIMONY"
December

24

Petrov
. Petrova
picturea's
MmeFirst

"Daughter

of

Destiny"

December 31
(Approximately)
Herbert
Brenon
Presents

"EMPTY
POCKETS"
By RUPERT HUGHES
January

CHAPLIN'S

"Sigm,Ure

/£%a?C&>

GREATER

FIRST

^^CZ^^

Protected"

COMEDY

^Foreign rights controlled by Wm. Vogel Productions, Inc.,
Longacre Bldg., New York City
Bookings now

The

First

at all " First National " Exchanges

National

Exhibitors'

Circuit,

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Inc.
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TERRITORIAL

National"

Exchanges
f

DIVISIONS

We Pay the Tax "
LOUISIANA and MISSISSIPPI
ALASKA, WASHINGTON, OREGON,
Strand Theatre, New Orleans, La.
MONTANA, IDAHO
1200 4th Avenue, Seattle, Washington
All
of Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Montana — all
counties
MICHIGAN
County. in Idaho north of and including Idaho
73 Broadway, Detroit, Michigan
ARIZONA and SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
833 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, California
Southern California, including counties of San
Luis
San Bernardino and all south
thereof.Obispo,
All Kern,
of Arizona.
AUSTRALIA
New York Office— Australasian Films, 729 7th
Avenue
Australian Office — Film House, Sydney
All of Australasia.
CALIFORNIA, NEVADA, HAWAII
134 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, California
California North of counties of San Luis Obispo.
Kern and San Bernardino ; all of Nevada and
Hawaii.
CANADA (Western)
1318 Standard Bank Bldg., Vancouver, B. C.
All Canada west of and including Fort William
and Port Arthur.

MINNESOTA, NORTH and SOUTH
DAKOTA
717 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
MISSOURI
New Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
MARYLAND, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
and DELAWARE
Garden Theatre, Washington, D. C.
NEW

ENGLAND STATES
20 Winchester Street, Boston, Mass.

NEW

YORK and NEW JERSEY
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City

OHIO
302 Sloan Bldg., Prospect Ave., Cleveland

CANADA (Eastern)
Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, Canada
All Canada east of but not including Fort William
and Port Arthur.
GEORGIA, FLORIDA, ALABAMA
SOUTH CAROLINA
Lyric Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.

and

ILLINOIS
110 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.
INDIANA
24 W. Washington Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

PENNSYLVANIA (Eastern)
1339 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
All counties east of Fulton, Huntingdon, Center,
Clinton and Potter.
TEXAS, OKLAHOMA and ARKANSAS
1920 Main Street, Dallas, Texas
WEST VIRGINIA and WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
300 Westinghouse Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
All Pennsylvania counties west of and including
Fulton, Huntingdon, Center, Clinton and Potter.

IOWA, KANSAS and NEBRASKA
Garden Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa

VIRGINIA (Eastern) and NORTH
CAROLINA
420 9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

KENTUCKY and TENNESSEE
Strand Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

WISCONSIN
Toy Bldg., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

18

East

41st

Street,

New

York

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

City
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Lovely

FEATURES

The Unique
Australian
Sweet

Little FrenchStar With the

and

Winsome

Personality

Exhibitors

Everywhere

Write :—
" Louise
Ensure

Lovely

Capacity

Features
Business

"

Her
Lovable
Personality
has endeared her to millions of movie
fans throughout the world.
Her Unique
and magnetism
the Screen's
attractions.
Her

Methods
have made her one of
unparalleled box office

Remarkable

Talents

(combined with her rare beauty and
a versatility even rarer) have placed
her
features amongst
sellers.
Louise

Lovely

Watch

the year's best

Is.

for

Important

Announcement

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Pathe

Jnnouncing t/le picture ifiat everq man,
(
and child will wont tv see
K^woman

kipuno*

<7/fe

GUDYARD KIPLING S 7A?NAULAUI<A°
is one of fhemost famous books in ihe-English language. It has been made into a
photoplay with a supreme cast
ANTONIO
MORENO
DORALDINA, the famous dancer, WAPNEP
OLAND, HELENC CHADWICK,^ MARY
ALDEN .
It is filled with the true
atmosphere of the East, with great sets,
massive scenes, with thrills and sensational
incidents
COMING
SOON
8 PARTS
Produced bq ASTDA
Directed bu OEOPGE FITZMAUPICE-

<*a

NAULAHKA

Pathe

nt/Xtf

TUE'n

WAT

■ALL

SAV-

fro EXHIBITORS TRADE- — ■
SAYS —
REVIEW
"knottier excellent PATHE serial
Plunqes ...Direction
at once into Verq
a realm
af^
mqsterq
qood
photoqraphq and liqhtinq excellent
Cast exceptional . . Plentq at action,
interest and suspense ... lives up entirelq to hiqh PATHE standard

<7he MOVING

PICTUP&-

SAYS —
WORLD
"Gives ample assurance of stroncp-interest.'?

PATHE

SEPIALS ARE THE EXHIBIT-

OPS 0E5T ATTRACTIONS

7h<?

BIG

TOUR

SERIAL

Story by ARTHUR O. PEEVE- —
Scenarios by CHA5. A . LOCUS- —

"EXCELLENT"
tfhe

HIDDEN
WITH

HAND

N^Y
EN
PRETT
EYO
ARLIN
.K
ON
5WELD
IS
OPLEWIS
D
MAHLON
HAMILTON

He

MOTION

PICTURE

SAYS —
NEWS
"Surprisinq, innovations ....
Gets under waq brilliantly
Arthur 0. Reeve as a writer
of detective stories in a
class bu, himself, Properties,
photoqraphq, liqhtinq. altogether suitable.. Four star
cast."
7A>DDAMATIC
MIPPOP SAYS —
''It will draw crowds and the
spectator mag be confident
that he will be entertained
A deal of suspense and ...

mqrterq... Moves with
rapid and excitinq action.
Players have box office
value. Direction excellent.
Will promote consistentpatronaqe'!

AND

S)/?<? must

find those seven

pearls or go into a JurkisH
captivity -that is worse than
death.
Cant qou imaqine the
thrills, the suspense, the enemies
who seek to toil her and the
handsome
shares

uounq

man

fhedanqors

who
and thrill/

with her? It's all m

%e

SEVEN

PEARLS

with

MOLLIEand KING—
CREIGHTON
Produced

bq

HALE—

ASTRA

Directed by Donald Mackenzie
Written bu (has. W OoddarcL

PARALTA
PICK

J.

OF

THE

Warren

Screen Version by
THOMAS G. GERAGHTY

PLAYS
PICTURES

Kerrigan
Written by in

"A
Man's
Man
DIRECTED BY OSCAR APFEL

Excerpts

from Real Reviews

Big- Time

Newspaper

Great audiences yesterday welcomed
J. Warren Kerrigan back to the
screen. Crowds filled Chine's Auditorium all afternoon and evening to
felicitate W. H. Chine upon his masterly coup in securing the first run of
"A Man's Man," and last night hecame a veritable "Kerrigan night."
Kerrigan in creating this play
advances
the cinematic art
Tremendous applause marked nearly
every foot of the final reel and certified without doubt the big success of
the first Kerrigan-l'aralta release. —
Los Angeles Evening ^World.

"A Man's Man" cost a large sum.
It lias magnificent sets that were apparently built with no regard for expense "A Man's Alan" looks
like a sure-fire hit
the play is an
important contribution to the art of
the cinema. — Los Angeles Express.
"A Man's Man," which is the first
Paralta production to be shown, and
which stars the popular film favorite,,
J. Warren Kerrigan, showed last night
at Clune's Auditorium before a crowd
which packed the house from garret
to cellar
Mr. Kerrigan knows how to fight
in more picturesque ways than even
Douglas Fairbanks
We shall look forward to great
things from Mr. Kerrigan
The story is full of strong situations, smashing climaxes, real origin-

PARALTA

PLAYS,

PETER B. KYNE

by Regular
Critics

ality of plot. In fact, no fan can afford to miss it. It is told with wonderful clearness, and the photography
demands a paragraph all to itself. —
Los Angeles Times,

It would seem impossible that
Clune's big Auditorium, with its immense seating capacity, should be
"taming them away," but that is exactly what happened at every presentation yesterday of Peter B. Kyne's
vigorous story of love and South
American intrigue
As a lover, as a fighter, as a man,
Kerrigan's acting leaves nothing to
be desired. He is simply himself
the kind of a hero you and I would
like to be
There is not a foot
of film wasted
"A Man's Man" may well pack the
big Auditorium for the rest of its engagement here — Los Angeles
Evening Herald.
It is one of the fastest moving pictures of recent times; it gathers suspense with every reel, and it displays
liberality of treatment and its rich
settings, interior and exterior
incidents of the story are
vividly and sometimes tremendously
staged. The picture is a triumph....
Altogether the premier of "A Man's
Man" was auspicious for the Paralta
Company and an augury of some fine
pictures from that studio in the future.
— Los Angeles Morning Tribune.

Inc.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T KANE, Vice.-Pres.
JOHN E DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas.
NAT. I. BROWN, Secretary and Gen'1 Manager

Distributed
W.W.HoDKiNsoN

By

Corporation

I

PARALTA
PICK

OF

The

THE

Second

Bessie

PLAYS
PICTURES

Paralta

Play

Barriscale
IN

Who?':

"Madam
Screen Version
MONTE M. KATTERJOHN
DIRECTED

BY

Written by

HAROLD
REGINALD

MacGRATH

BARKER

The Secret Service Classic

The

Third

Henry

Paralta

B.

Play

Walthall
IN

"His
Screen Version
JULIAN L. LAMOTHE

Robe

Written by
Honor"

of

ETHEL and JAMES DORRANCE
DIRECTED

BY REX

". . then may
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Triangle

Stands

Right out in the open with nothing to conceal, working in every possible way to improve the industry —
Making every effort to produce better pictures, spending money for better stories —
Adopting

clean cut and up-to-date business methods,

establishing equitable prices and close co-operative service for exhibitors — these are some of the things for which
Triangle stands.
We may make mistakes — we would not be human if
we did not, but we will always acknowledge our errors
and correct them wherever
These

possible.

are not empty words.

This is the absolute,

unalterable policy of Triangle.

Here are two recent instances of our effort to serve
exhibitors.
We

announced

that Triangle would

not transfer to

exhibitors the war tax levied upon film manufacturers.
We do not believe it is fair and equitable for exhibitors
to be compelled to pay this tax, and therefore we will not
charge it to them.
(Continued on opposite page)
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(Continued from preceding page)

Again — we have just announced

that we will release

one seven-reel super-production each month to Triangle
exhibitors on our regular program at no extra cost. This
is another evidence of our sincere desire to serve exhibitors to the best of our ability. The first seven-reel superfeature is " Because
December 16th.

of a Woman,"

In the Hart and Fairbanks

to be

re-issues, which

released

we

are

now offering to exhibitors, we give them an opportunity
to make

money.

Every exhibitor in the country knows

the value of these pictures — knows that they are box
office attractions. We are furnishing new prints with
new

paper and accessories and at prices that guarantee

a profit to exhibitors.
We

are in the picture business to make

are not trying to hide that fact. However,
endeavoring

to make

money.

We

we are not

all our profit in one day or one

year. We expect to be in business for some time to come.
We

appreciate, and appreciate fully, that we will make

money in exact proportion as the exhibitors that we serve
are successful.
We are for fair and square dealing in every particular.
Our cards are all on the table.

TRIANGLE
S. A. LYNCH
President

Watch

DISTRIBUTING

Triangle grow!

CORPORATION

1457 Broadway, New York
R. W. LYNCH
FRED KENT
Y. F. FREEMAN
Treasurer
Sec. and Gen. Mgr.
.Vice President
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Hodkinson

LETTER
TO MR. STANLEY
AND
THE
EXHIBITORS
OF
UNITED

V. MASTBAUM
THE

STATES

Gentlemen: —
Mr. obvious
Mastbaum's
threeInvery
facts: telegram to the trade press and others under date of November 26, 1917^h"e~ites
1st. Great overproduction with consequent waste.
2nd. Producers' inability to organize to cure their own difficulties, much less those of the exhibitors.
3rd. The suggestion of reduced output and concentrated distribution.
Mr. Mastbaum asks: "What is to be done?" and suggests amalgamation.
Just what elements, Mr. Mastbaum, in your opinion, should amalgamate? Those of Production, and
Distribution controlled by Production? Or those of Exhibition? Or do you mean a joint amalgamation of
Production, Distribution and Exhibition?
Before replying very pertinently to the vital matters touched on above, I want to emphasize to exhibitors
the fact that I am to-day, by choice, unattached and alone, free both in viewpoint and from business interests
that could possibly shade my opinions. Furthermore my views are the result of ten years of close contact
with this business and intimate association with exhibitors individually and in groups; likewise producers.
During these ten years I have worn no one's collar and wear none to-day. I am a free agent. I have
accurately forecast developments for years ahead and have always worked with definite plans. I believe
in the law of cause and effect in the motion picture business. I do not believe that success or failure is due
to chance. If my views expressed herein meet with opposition, stop to think whether the opponent is as
free
to expresswork.
an unbiased opinion as I am— and whether or not as much time has been devoted by him to
constructive
you,no Mr.
Mastbaum,
mean by "amalgamation" a combination of producers after stating that they
have Domade
effort
to help themselves?
But suppose they did combine. What then about the exhibitors? Does anyone imagine that this
prospect would be pleasing to the owners of houses representing millions of dollars of real value? This
aggregate exhibitor investment is the only considerable value there is in the business, the
value upon which producing and distributing organizations have been built. I, as an exhibitor, with a memory
of past producer co-operation up to this time would not welcome it.
Perhaps you mean a combination of exhibitors? Difficult! But for the sake of argument granted.
Would the producers under this combination fare any better if dominated by the exhibitors considering
their own interests?
Perhaps you mean a combination of all interests? How can all the present elements — those who are
fighting, those who are winning and those who are losing — become reconciled? A combination of all elements
existing to-day, stable and otherwise, would be a mighty unhealthy amalgam.
Such an amalgamation could not be controlled and could be easily defeated because of the lack of an
essential element which the business has thus far neglected. That element is principle.
Principle has always been missing in this business, and where individual elements are not built on principle there does not exist the capacity to adopt principle to the more complicated structure an amalgamation
would create. An industry without principle is like a large building of concrete without reinforcements.
You can build it, but it caves in easily. The iron rods of principle, without which nothing really great
and permanent can be built, are lacking from our structure. To expect that a magic remedy for a lack of
principle in the past can be found in amalgamation is wrong.
Dismissing
amalgamation there are two other very important questions brought out in Mr. Mastbaum's
telegram
:
1st. How long can the industry stand the present abuses before a crash must come?
2nd. What is to be done to prevent this crash?
I am going to endeavor to answer these two questions, not haltingly nor hesitatingly, but right from
the shoulder. Furthermore I am going to work out the answer to Number 2 in co-operation with those
elements which are qualified to aid in the solution.
In answer to No. 1, "How long before the crash will come?" The crisis is already here. The telegram
from Mr. Mastbaum, the organizing of numerous exhibitors' distributing corporations throughout the country,
the deadlock of the producers and exhibitors over the reel tax, are all rumblings of an impending crash. Any
expediency which staves it off only increases its scope when it comes. By expediencies I mean such policies
resorted to by producers as selling their best negatives with the result that rival exchanges are encouraged
to spring up like weeds to choke their own growth.
To-day the producers surely realize this. I realized the danger of this policy when it was first tried years
ago, but because it took years to run its course, no one else feared the disease. All factors in the industry
have resorted to such expediencies to the extent that these expediencies are to-day choking all future progress .
I claim that I have a clearer perspective. Why? Because I have paid for it . For ten years I have looked
ahead and never compromised with the present for the sake of expediency. Therefore I have never destroyed
my perspective or mortgaged my future.
I went out of the business last Spring with the feeling that I could not safely invest money in any branch
of it under existing circumstances. For months I waited to be sure my perspective was right, and meanwhile
I formulated
the is
plans
I now have
give ayounewin answer
question Number
— "What
to benow
done?"
My answer
thatwhich
we must
type of toorganization,
one 2which
doesis not
exist, a
type founded on a definite plan and developed according to principle. Such was the principle of
the organization I created in 1914 when it was controlled by distributors instead of by producers,
when it was free to do justice between exhibitors and producers alike and not forced to accept
the producers' viewpoint as to what was justice.
The new type of organization must combine, in some manner, the functions of production,
distribution and exhibition. I could describe it and its workings in a finished state in detail, but much preliminary work the nature of which I shall now go into will be necessary before this new type of organization will be
arrived at. I shall only say that it will not be a heterogeneous collection of elements that might be handy and rushed
together for expediency to stave off disaster, but rather it will be the result of well planned co-operative efforts
on the part of the best elements in the business. Only elements that should be a part of such an organization
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will be able to recognize the rcrd when it is pointed out. Such an organization would have so many advantages
that other surviving ckrrents would have to follow its lead.
I am new takirg edxsrAege of the present conditions to build such an organization. This organization
will be a perfectly lcgice 1 devekpment cf my work in this industry from the very beginning to the present time.
My plans are comprehensive and complete. They follcw:
The W. W. Hcdkinscn Corporation and the subsidiaries it controls will devote themselves to the distribution ofhigh grade motion pictures on an equitable basis to the manufacturer. We are not and will not
be controlled by exhibitors, and a prcducer can therefore be assured that his product will not be furnished to
exhibitors cn a basis unfair to the manufacturer.
However, three fourths of the profits of distribution will be turned back to the exhibitors who
deal with us — provided these exhibitors care to avail themselves of this opportunity and assume
part of the functions of distribution.
The thinking exhibitor everywhere will deal with me today, because I am going to build a
permanent organization of which he will be a part. The fact that I will not ask him to assume
risks nor to pay more than any prcduct supplied him is worth, will insure his continuance in
the business. Cn the ether hand, the producer can safely market his product through my organization, because my offer to the exhibitor of a fair price and three quarters of the distributing
profits will create a group cf exhibitors of sufficient size and standing to assure quality producers
a stable end crrple market, a group furthermore that will continue to support that producer as
long as his product warrants luch support.
In other ucrds, my organization assures exact balance between producer and exhibitor.
My willingness to turn ever three quarters of the distributing profits to the exhibitor who wishes
to perform seme of the functions of distribution, recognizes the exhibitor for what he is, namely,
the oil in- pericrt , ir dis rer ; e lie ehment in the business, where the larger profits should center.
But my plans do not ccnlerr plate taling anything cuay from the producer, except distribution
profits which so many new h ave. Furthermore my plans contemplate a reduction in the expense
of distribution for the prcducer through greater efficiency secured in tying in the exhibitors.
My plans do rot contemplate ?n rssuied rraikot to a producer cf inferior pietures ncr the continuance
of highh7 prcfittlle service to a theatre list expects to pay less than the prcducer is legitimately entitled to.
Only from fuoh a ccrr prehensive, cc-cperstive scheme in a truly broad sense can the elements of this business
work together to further unify srd fir ally eerrbire their efforts in one organization for the purpose of taking
even further steps fciwfrd in this great irdustry.
Conscicufly or vr eerscicu.Ty, tie whole irdustry is wcrkirg toward the feme goal. The big producing
interests
where tie
theatres
for their
an
assurance are
of afacirg
rraaleta ecrdit'en
fcr their goods.
The ownership
big theatresof and
even isthenecessary
smaller ones,
feelingcontinuance,
their strengthas and
the need of freedom frcm predueer domiraticn, are driftirg consciously or unconsciously into competition
with the producers fcr rrateral srd believe that with the assured market they can offer, they can dominate
production.
Nearer and nearer we are workirg toward civil war in the industry, for each side overestimates its own
strength— each lads the perspective to see the other's rights and power. So we have producers on one side,
exhibitors on the other. I cannot see how further progress is possible except through the working of some
competent force independent of both groups, helping them to meet their joint problems from an unbiased
viewpoint, a viewpoint that must be based on long years of experience gained in studying and working on
this problem.
To-day, I as an exhibitor could not start a theatre with any assurance of a continual product on which
I could deperd and build successfully year in and year out.
I, as a distributor could not encourage a prcducer to invest money in motion pictures to be rented in
competition with all the other films going out and all of the exchanges which handle them.
I, as a producer would not spend money on product to meet present conditions.
To exhibitors I can say that I will get under the burden of working out what I would want
in their places if I owned their theatres.
To producers I say that my appeal is being responded to by hundreds of exhibitors to whom
my plans have not as yet been expressed, but who recognize in my return to the industry, from
past experience with my work, that I come back not as a transient but only to take an advanced
step.
To both exhibitors and producers I will say that commendable as my objects are in themselves
and deserving of support, I expect to use a leverage to help me bring about a mutually satisfactory
condition by offering the industry a new process which I control, under which the first picture
is now being made and which will insure each exhibitor who contracts for it a better class of motion
pictures than he could otherwise get. This added force will further insure me the support of the
best theatres throughout the country.
As the trade knows, I am already doirg business. I have product for sale, a product of peculiarly high
quality.
This consists of twenty-four Paralta Plays a year, and to this supply will be added, when present negotiations arebeyond
completed,
productprcduct,
of at least
equal contracts
quantity are
and now
quality.
But
this a'present
for which
being made, I have in my new process of
picture making a lever which will further increase the support of every solid influence in the industry. With
this process, which offers many opportunities and advantages to the producer as well as an assured market
in the house using its product, I shall be enabled to secure the best productions.
This process I shall speak of more fully and definitely in succeeding advertisements.
To sum up, th's has been a business that has transgressed all business laws. I shall work with those laws
instead of against them. I expect opposition. I have always had it. All progress is opposed by those whom
it disturbs. You may think it takes courage to start a new movement. Not at all. I have a background of
previous experiences with the same principles and the same business laws. I would not have the courage to
do otherwise than I am doing, because I would not dare to work against these laws as I believe the whole
ndustry is doing to-day.

527 Fifth Avenue, New York
November 30, 1917
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CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Day Message j
Blue
Day Letter
Night Mess?;*
NNttBL
Night Letter
IIappears
none after
of these
symbolsof
the checkthree(number
wordsithisisadaymessage.
wise its character is Indicated Otherby the
■ymbol appearing after the check.

CLASS OF SERVICE
WESTERN
UNION
WESTERN UNION

NEWCOMB CARLTON, president

GEORGE W E ATKINS, first vice-president
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Message
Day
Letter
N.cht L?t!w
If none of these three symbols
appears aft»r the cheek 'number of ,
wordsit*thi-.character
isadaymeaaaoe.
wise
rs indicated Otherbylhe 1I
symbol appearing after the check. 1
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WE DETROIT MICH 8
METRO PICTURES CORPN
1476 BROADWAY NEWYORK NY
YOUR TIMELY FEATURE DRAFT TWO FIFTY EIGHT OPENED HERE NOVEMBER FOURTH
FOR WEEKS RUN CROWDS GREETED PICTURE WITH GREAT SHOW OF ENTHUSIASM
NOW PLAYING TO "BIGGEST WEEKS BUSINESS OF THE YEAR WHICH IS GOING SOME
AS WE PLAY BIGGEST ATTRACTIONS ONLY
WILL M ELLIOTT
MGR WASHINGTON THEATRE.
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FOR

FURTHER
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Territorial

Rights

Now

Selling

for

the

ONLY

BURLESQUE

COMEDY

(Two Reels)

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

Ever

FOR

Appeared

DETAILS

BROADWAY
HILLER
EXCLUSIVE
912

LONGACRE

in

COMMUNICATE

FILMS
&

WILK,

SELLING

WITH

COMPANY
Inc.

AGENTS

BUILDING
Phone Bryant 6652

NEW
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RUGE,
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in a New

Chaser
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Fun

Maker

Series of SPARKLE

War-Time
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NEWS

Extraordinary,

COMEDIES

Built

has

Returned,

Especially

to

Program.

Nowadays You Need to Provide Plenty of Good, Wholesome Comedies for Your
Patrons. In Providing Them You Serve Your Country by Making Happier, More
Contented People. Let BILLY RUGE
in these Rollicking Screen Comedies Help
You in This Work.
Wise Exhibitors are Booking the Current Series Now.
On the Love Line
The Detective

Smashing the Plot
After the Matinee

Double Cross
The Best of a Bad Bargain

Produced by the
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION

Commercial Trust Co. Building, 41st and Broadway, New York City
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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TWO
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RENEGADES,"

by

O.

Henry

"They sends me over to the calaboza with a detachment of colored postal telegraph boys
carrying Enfield rifles." . . .

An " O. HENRY

" story about two Americans

engulfed in " one of

those property revolutions by the straw hat crowd in Panama."

Just another splendid comedy-drama full of fire and fun by the master pen of them all —
the real " O. Henry " heart in it— a two-part production that puts the dash of ozone in any
program — another prize example of those rattling good

BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURES

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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THE

PARK
' The

Champion

A Jitney
By The Sea

Elopement

Book one a week apart and watch your box office receipts go up
New Prints — New Paper

Trade Mark
Keg. U. S. Pat. 1907

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Trade Mark
Eeg. U. S. Pat. 1907
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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and

NATIONAL

Science

PARK

SUPREME!
OF

NORTH

YOUR
OWN
Screen time 15 minutes
NOW— BOOK

ONE

AMERICA

DOOR

EVERY

WEEK

" SALMON FISHING IN NEW BRUNSWICK "
With the famous writers, MAXMILLIAN FOSTER, HUGHIE FULLERTON, JACK
LAIT, GRANTLAND RICE and BILL McGEEHAN, landing the giant fish. Released
Nov. 24.
" LAKE LOUISE "
A fairyland which artists of book and brush proclaim the loveliest spot on the continent.
Released Dec. 1.

ESSANAY'S
WILL
PUT
FULL
" HARD

BRAND
NEW
LIFE
IN
ANY

OF ACTION— BOOK

LUCK

"— " THE

GENERAL

ONE

COMEDIES
PROGRAM

EVERY

WEEK

"— " A DEPOT

ROMEO

"

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Co.

Trademark
Reg. U. 8. Pat. 1907

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

Trademark
Ree. U. S. Pat. 191/7
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ON
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To the thousands of exhibitors who have inquired about this wonderful
feature — please consider this a reply to your letters. We refer you to
the following buyers:
Maine
Ohio
HARRIS P. WOLFBERG ATTRACTIONS.
Western Pennsylvania
New
VermontHampshire
West
Virginia
AMERICAN
FEATURE
FILM
COMPANY,
602 Lyceum Theatre Building,
Missouri
60 Church Street,
Massachusetts
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kansas
Rhode Island
Boston, Mass.
Connecticut
1 Wisconsoin
Illinois
STANDARD FILM CORPORATION,
DREADNAUGHT PICTURES, Inc.,
New Jersey
207 South Wabash Avenue,
729
Avenue,
Chicago, III.
{ Indiana
New Seventh
York City
/ Washington
1 Oregon
PEERLESS FEATURE FILM COMPANY,
1 California
1339 Vine Street,
Eastern Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa.
1 Idaho
DESERET FILM CORPORATION,
Nevada
52 Eichange Place,
Maryland
C\/ Wyoming
Montana
MASTERPIECE
Delaware
Salt Lake City, Utah
1225
Vine Street, FILM ATTRACTIONS,
J Utah
Philadelphia, Pa.
f Colorado
Kentucky
Virginia
District ot Columbia
■ Arizona
BIG FEATURE RIGHTS CORPORATION,
\ New Mexico
Mary
Anderson
Louisville,
Ky. Theatre Building,
Tennessee
( Minnesota
AMERICAN MAID FILM COMPANY.
- North Dakota
451 Loeb Arcade,
MIDWESTTheatre
PHOTOPLAY
Minneapolis, Minn.
Garden
Building, CORPORATION,
( South Dakota
Des Moines, la.
Nebraska
North Carolina
Iowa
South
Georgia Carolina
STATE FILM COMPANY,
ALL STAR FEATURES COMPANY, Inc.,
221 Broadway Market Building,
Michigan
301 Realty Building,,
Alabama
Mississippi
Detroit, Mich.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Florida
LEWIS J. SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, Int.,
729
Avenue,
Texas
New York State
New Seventh
York City
LIBERTY FEATURE FILM COMPANY,
Oklahoma
627-629 Crockett Street,
Arkansas
Shreveport, La.
Louisiana

Arrow

Film

Corporation,
Times
BIdg.,
W. E. SHALLENBERGER, President

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Exhibitors

of

New

EngHand

—

You all know Fred. B. Murphy— I am sure you like him personally — I am
]ust as sure that you like the energetic manner m which he does business.
Every exchange in New

A

England was anxiously seeking the distribution of

MESSAGE

After carefully investigating conditions, I decided to place this exceptional
production with Mr. Murphy when I received his personal assurance that he
would devote his entire time to this one hig fam.
Most of you know Sam Moscow who manages Mr. Murphy's Boston
office, and William F. O Brien who will he in charge at Springfield, Mass.
These men are going to devote their time to seeing that you get the
proper co-operation when you play the greatest " home circle production ever
put on the screen.
Since "PARENTAGE
is so essentially a production which will delight
the communities made up of homes, I have been considering very carefully my
selection of distributors in a home community to have complete, efficient,
personal co-operation.
My announcement last week of the allotment of Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana to L. J. Schlaifer Attractions, 233-234 Central Building,
Seattle, ^A^ashington, was in accordance with my desire to select exchanges capable
of genuine service co-operation in community home centers.
I feel sure that you will all be delighted to know that in the New England
States "PARENTAGE" will be handled by THE LIBERTY FILM
COMPANY, FRED B. MURPHY, 209 Pleasant St., Boston, and 167
D wight St., Springfield, Mass.
And— Mr. Exhibitor— if you are not receiving "THE PARENTAGE
MESSENGER" send your address to me at 610 Times Bldg., New York.

^nWIIBIIIM

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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24 exhibitors out of 26
interviewed last week said
"f^e can ge/ more features —
new weeklies — educationals than
We can use
BUT
it is next to impossible to get
GOOD

COMEDIES

DONT

It is now

WORRY

any longer
possible to get consistent
laugh-producing
COMEDIES

24 comedies a year — 2 reels each
Distributed on Territorial
Basis
NOW

READY

TO

"IN AND OUT"

M

SHOW

"BEACH BIRDS"

"LOVE and LUNCH" "BEAUTIES and BOMBS"
Featuring
RAY

HUGHES
Directed by

WILLIAM A. SEITER
220

WEST
42nd STREET
Phone Bryant 2798
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To
Walter H. Greene,
President, Art era ft Pictures Corp.
Carl Laemmle,
President, Universal Film Corp.
William Fox,
President, Fox Film Corp.
Samuel Goldfish,
President, Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
Richard A. Rowland,
President, Metro Pictures Corp.
Adolph Zukor,
President, Paramount Pictures Corp.
Lewis J. Selznick,
President, Select Pictures Corp.

George Kleine,
President, Perfection Pictures Corp.
H. E. Aitken,
President, Triangle Film Corp.
Walter W. Irwin,
General Manager, Vitagraph.
Wm. A. Brady,
President, World Film Corp.
J. A. Berst,
Vice-President, Pathe Exchange.
J. R. Freuler,
President, Mutual Film Corp.
Frederick L. Collins,
President, The McClure Publications.
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JOHNSTON

WORLDS
GREATEST
WOMAN
SKATER

NOW
SELLING
STATE

Moving Picture World says:
One of the surprises in store for the screan
public isskater
the splendid
In whichin her
the
famous
Charlotte manner
has succeeded
first attempt In the moving picture drama.
The
photography
of
the
picture
la
clear
and
the locations and settings are unusually
artistic and pleasing. But. after all Is said
and done,
the drawing
tion Is contained
In the card
scenesof the
In theproducnew
Chicago arena where Charlotte, untouched by
cameraing feats
-shyness,
performs
the
wonderful
skatfamedor over
continents.forTowhlcb
those shewho Ishave
have twonot
witnessed the skating of Charlotte these
mission. alone are worth, the price of adscenes
It Is only
fair tostars
say who
that haTe
there are
numerous
dramatic
made
on the skater
screen asCharlotte.
pleasinglynot
as thegood little
Thequality,
picture Isspectacular
clean and wholeot herwlsesome In Interesting
. and should and
PRES.
beofficeooeattractions
of the onbest
the boxmarket.
KA3PANUTH
JOHN KCANE
VICE PRES.
X.CPYLE
TREAS.
COMMON WEALTH PICTURES CORl
£EO S. STATE ST.
CHICAGO

Morning Telegraph says:
Charlotte on the screen Is an engaging
and
personality,
whomof
film Belffanspossessed
will catalogue
In theone list
captivating ingenues. Her initial screen
work In the first Commonwealth- PicIs aof revelation,turesquiteCorporaastlon
cleverrelease
as that
many
very experienced
stars.
•appears
She photographs
unusually
well
and
oblivious to the proximity of quite
the
camera,ing. Sheexcept
Ingoodherchance
exhibition
skathaa
a
to
display
the
skill on the ice which has made
hei tasoous.
The feature Is characterised by BplendidThephotography
and excellent.
light effects.In
fade-outs are
fact,thethefilmpictorial
appeal andof
Is unusual
few Dew
companies
reveal such promising results technically. The Iceskating scenes, including Charlotte's clevereffectively.
stunts, film
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The

Week

in the Film World

THE MASTBAUM BOMB (WM. A. JOHNSTON) 4139
EDITORIALS
4140
THE LEADER HAS HIS SAY
4141
HALF-MILLION WASTE A WEEK DECLARES MASTBAUM 4143
FIRST AID TALK
4145
DOWNHEARTED, AND SOME OF THE LESSONS
WHY
4148
WHAT KIND OF A FELLOW IS— FOX
4151
ARTCRAFT PRODUCES
MAETERLINCK'S "BLUEBIRD" AT FORT LEE
4173
Pathe Thinks " Naulahka " Its Greatest Feature 4172
Petrova Discusses Screen Interpretation Art
4174
Zukor Thinks "Stella Maris" Pickford's Best
4175
Charlotte Film Breaks Ice for Commonwealth 4176
General Film Gets in Season with Christmas Story 4177
Walthall's First Paralta Reaches New York
4178
Clara Kimball Young Gets "The House of Glass" 4179
De Mille Begins Plans for "Whispering Chorus" 4180
Goldwyn Cashes in On Four Sterling Pictures 4181
Mary Garden Finishes Production of "Thais"
4182
Ethel Barrymore Completes Metro Production 4183
L-Ko Adopts Star System for Comedy Companies 4184
Pathe Catches Roundup in Three Snappy Reels
4185
Laemmle Seeks Knowledge of Bluebird Power
4186
Klever Pictures Releases Moore's "Toothache" 4187
Brenon Engages Le Guere for "Third Floor Back" 4188
Empire-All-Star Announces Coming Releases
4189
Jewel Announces Plans for December Releases 4191
" Les Miserables " Follows " Cleopatra " at Lyric
4192
Brady Supervises Production of "The Cardinal" 4193
Bluebirds for January Present Favorite Stars
4194
Three "Big V" Companies Busy on New Comedies 4198
J. Barney Sherry Leads New Triangle Program
4198
Bray Pictographs Show an X-Ray of the Teeth
4199
King Bee Company Announce Billy West's Features 4209

Newsy

Dec. 15, 1917

Announcements

The Acid

Hoffman Leaves for Tour of the United States
4210
Ivan Engages "Readers" for Probable Scripts 4211
Exhibitors' Box-Office Reports
41S6
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
*
4160
Ready-Made Ad Talks
4170
Live News from the Producers
4172
Advance Offerings of the Programs
4186
Film Specialties
4199
Short Subjects in Review
4200
What Exhibitors Are Doing
4201
News Notes from Canada
4202
Just for Fun
4203
Among the Exchanges
4206
In the Independent Field
4207
The World Market
4213
Chicago News and Comment
4214
The Eastern Studios
4217
In and Out of West Coast Studios
4218
"Alimony" (First National Exhibition Circuit) 4222
"Fighting Mad" (Butterfly-Universal) 4223
"Frozen Warning, The" (Commonwealth)
4226
"Good for Nothing, The" (World Film)
4224
"Her Sister's Rival" (Russian Art Film-Pathe) 4222
"Hidden Hand, The" (Pathe)
4223
"Nearly Married" (Goldwyn)
4224
"New York Luck" (Mutual-American)
4223
"Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman" (Hiller and Wilk) . . . . 4224
"Raggedy Queen, The" (Bluebird)
4222
"Scarlet Car, The" (Bluebird)
4226
" Secret Game, The" Lasky-Paramount)
4223
"Seven Pearls" (Pathe)
4224
"Silent Man, The" (Artcraft)
4222
"Tenderfoot, The" (Vitagraph)
4225
"Vengeance Is Mine" (Pathe Play)
4224
"Wolf and His Mate, The" (Butterfly-Universal) 4226
Releases
4228-29-30-31
Accessory
'
4233

of the Week

"6,000
My Little
Boy,"in a Bluebird
Zoe Rae
4078
Theatres
America Featuring
Show Paramount-Artcraft
Produc
4079
Victor Moore Extracts Fan With Molars
4080
Trade Press and Dailies Boost Paramount's " 'Price Mark ".4081
"Who
NumberDooley
One?"
4082
Ray and IsGordon
Transfer Activities to Screen.... 4083
Vitagraph's
"
Marriage
Speculation
"
Picture
with
Big
Theme
4084
Variety of Comedies from Vitagraph Studios
4085
" Her Silent Sacrifice," Triumph for Alice Brady
4086
Constance Talmadge's Second Select Is "The Honeymoon". 4087
"Over There," a Box Office Winner
4088
" Shirley
Adaptation of Famous Play for Clara 4089
KimballKaye,"
Young
Goldwyn's " Auction Block " Promises to Make Sensation. 4090
Popular Play,
" The Cinderella
Man," is Mae Marsh's Sec- 4091
ond
Goldwyn
Releases and Exchanges of First National Exhibitors' Circuit 4092-93
Louise Lovely, Popular Star
4094
War, Program
Comedy, Serial and Feature Hold Places on4095-96-97-98
Pathe's
Paralta Shows Box Office Success
4099-100
Fox Comedies Run True to Form
...4101
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Flare of Its Explosion

Mastbaum
Discloses

SOMETHING of a bomb was thrown into the midst of
the film industry last week !
It came in the form of an eight hundred-word telegram from Stanley Mastbaum, of Philadelphia, to the
heads of fifteen film companies and to the trade press.
Mr. Mastbaum calls attention to a stupendous waste
now being borne by the industry — of a half-million dollars aweek — this waste being the result of overproduction
plus unnecessary distribution costs.
" The exhibitor," says Mr. Mastbaum, " must pay. How
long can he continue to pay?"
" The manufacturer can not help the exhibitor because
theThe
manufacturers
have Mastbaum
made no effort
help been
themselves."
conditions Mr.
cites tohave
more or
less well known to a number of people in the business for
some time.
No one, however, has thus far put them in concrete figures— such as the waste of eleven features a week, and
the fact that one exchange will do the work of twelve.
Waste

at the Bottom of Dissension
Unrest

and

THE figures are startling. They give us a pretty clear
idea of what the industry has Deen undergoing.
Twenty-six million dollars a year pure waste ! For a
long time the industry has been writhing under this tremendous load. The bitter enmities and suspicions that
have arisen, the charges back and forth of bad practices,
the open warfare now developed between the two big
branches of the industry, are the result very largely of
the fact that the industry has had to struggle along to
make a profit against almost overwhelming odds.
We have pointed out the situation previously. We used
the simile of a house, the occupants of which were constantly at war with each other, simply because the house
had
and was" constantly rocking
with an
the insecure
slightest foundation
wind.
The film tax and the sharp clash it has caused between
exhibitors and producers has evidently brought matters
to a crisis.
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.
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Three

Bomb
Men

in a Boat — Sinking

Let Us Glance

at Both

Slowly
Sides

THE

exhibitors are in a bad way. We have pointed
out the fact that the small house can scarcely afford
to pay this added tax however slight it is. It is the
straw that is breaking the camel's back.
We wish to go on record here, however, in an emphatic
manner and state that neither can the manufacturere pay
this tax. No manufacturer has thus far seen fit to publish the unpleasant truth about himself, but the fact stands
out that generally speaking he is making no money at all,
or else losing money to an alarming degree. Manufacturers have within the past few days evidently decided
to open wide their blinds. Within the past few days plain
and astounding facts have been told the writer in confidence in
; one instance a prominent firm disclosed some
pages from the report of their certified accountants. The
latter figures were alarming. They indicate a large loss
for the past eighteen months.
Here and there manufacturers are adopting expedients
which they know to be bad business, but which they regard
to be necessary to keep the ship afloat.
The whole film business is affected by this film tax.
It comes along and finds the entire industry in a boat so
filled with leakage water that it is just fairly and safely
afloat. The tax, while big enough, is not nearly so heavy
as the leakage water ; but it is enough to threaten seriously
the boat's ability to float.
Leaking
We

Find

All in the SameJBoat — and

It's

THE
point of the matter is that the whole industry
is in the boat. It is difficult to say which branch of
the industry, exhibitor or manufacturer, is the worse
off. We make emphatic here the statement of the manufacturer's condition for two reasons. First, in the belief
that it will help clear the air in the present tax controversy, and secondly, to call to the exhibitors' attention the
obvious fact that a crippled manufacturer means a crippled
picture
market and therefore a crippled exhibitor business.

Henry F. Sew all, Vice-Pres.

(Continued on next page)
E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.
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Present conditions are bad — very bad.
And they are unbusinesslike. There is no business unity
in the industry. The truth baldly put is about this : The
big branches of the industry are today in open warfare
upon one another. Where the distributor is in control, he
gets the price he asks. The theatre takes it— or leaves it
for the other theatre. The rental price secured is often
ruinously high, away above the theatre's earning power.
On the other hand, where the exhibitor has local control,
the distributor gets what the exhibitor chooses to pay him.
This price on the other hand is often ruinously low — too
low to make profitable the production of pictures.
The situation is equally bad for all concerned.
On the one hand the producer faces a market uncertain
at its best. He does not know in advance, he can not
know, that his product will be absorbed and return him a
profit. His market has no stability.
The outlook for the theatre today is just as uncertain.
The man who has made a big investment is wondering
gravely about the future. Will he be able to secure a
steady supply of quality pictures? Will he be able to get
them at the price which will yield him a profit?
" How

Then

Shall We

Patch the" Leak?
BAUM says, " Amalgamate ! "
MAST
MR. The
reply to Mr. Mastbaum is another question —
a series of questions. They are not alone ours —
they are being asked today by the men who received Mr.
am,
sion
the tacit
Mastbaum's
ions admis
is correct. in each inof condit
statementwith
stance that histelegr
They, in turn, ask Mr. Mastbaum, 'Amalgamate what? "
Amalgamate the exhibitors?
Amalgamate the distributors?
Amalgamate the manufacturers?
Amalgamate what?
Exhibitors are already amalgamated. Other national
circuits are following the First National Exhibitors' Circuit wiih its imposing array of the country's leading theatres and its preparations already under way to secure and
distribute its own pictures.
Shall It Be Exhibitor

Amalgamation ?
IN addition to the large number of already established
local circuits of theatres, we have many more new
ones springing into being almost every week. The
circuiting of theatres, in fact, is one of the big outstanding features of the industry this fall. A special report sent
to Motion Picture News from the West discloses new
circuits and the enlargement of those previously existing,
closing with the deduction that the circuiting of theatres
in the Western territory is one of the big underlying currents of the business there.
Here is a force to reckoned with.
The step is in a way a natural one. It is an effort to
better exhibitor conditions — to arrange for an adequate
let live " basis, to secure
a " live and reduce
pictures
supply of and
uniform
betteron advertising,
express charges,
and in other ways to lower cost of maintenance, and increase and stabilize box-office receipts.
There is a danger to the whole industry in exhibitor
amalgamation, however. If the theatres are run by broadminded men, men who realize that the producer must live
as well as the exhibitor, that stars' salaries, for instance,
and other abuses, are quite as much as the exhibitor's
well as the manufacturer's, that the manufacmakingtureras
must always be encouraged to make better pictures
— all very well. If any radical rule is attempted, however,
all very wrong.
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Will Distributor

Amalgamation
Trick?

Do

the

AMALGAMATE
the distributors?
There is talk right
now in New York of a distributors' pool, embracing a number of prominent
brands of pictures, and designed among other
things to
reduce the huge distribution waste now estimated at upwards of ten million dollars a year.
There are some experienced leaders who believe this is
the only practical and immediate cure for the present
crisis; who believe that a big booking association is inevitable inthe business, and that it will eventually wield
the complete control held over the vaudeville field by a
few big booking associations.
Here again, however, the same danger looms up. Will
such a power in distribution be wisely wielded, and in the
best interests of the individual theatre and of the whole
good of the industry? Will rental prices be reduced?
Will thestrictedstars'
salaries be regulated? Will theatres be re?
In Neither Do We Find a Cure—So

Then

OUR butanswer
to Mr.amalgamation.
Mastbaum — is also amalgamation,
industrial
Not exhibitor amalgamation nor. distributor amalgamation, nor producer amalgamation, but an amalgamation of all these
branches of the industry.
This idea is neither Utopian nor theoretical. It is just
plain business sense and business history. It calls simply
for the same amalgamation that prevails successfully in
other and older industries.
The keynote of this industrial amalgamation will be a
business policy — a policy which fundamentally recognizes
the necessary prosperity of each correlative branch of
the industry and which guarantees to each a legitimate
That is just what this industry lacks most today in a
profit.
broad sense — a business policy.
By business policy, we mean a policy not built upon today, but tomorrow. A policy which turns its eyes from
quick profits, which deliberately discards the easiest way
and selects the straight, difficult path, which has a goal at
the end of the road, however much patience and capital
are required to reach it.
We reiterate — the whole industry is today in the same
crisis threatens
all. one is better off than his' neighbor. A
business
boat. No
The producer today with an investment of a million
dollars is just like the theatre with an investment of one
hundred thousand, and the latter in turn is in principle
situated just as the small house with an investment of ten
thousand dollars tied up.
Each thoughtful concern, whether present conditions
may be good or bad, is asking primarily this all-important
question: "What of the future? What stability is there?
How permanent and. how good is my investment ? " The
answer to Mr. Mastbaum's question must be one which
will satisfy each and all elements of this industry. Therefore, itwill have to be in the form of an industrial amalgamation, built securely from the ground up and so ordered and systematized that all sections of the building
are equally and permanently safe.
Can
LET

Business Men Get Together
Business Men ?

Like

us grant for the second that this answer does
sound Utopian.
Let us make a suggestion that
isn't either sound or fact — that is concrete and
(Concluded on page 4232)
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The

Reader

Why Not a Percentage
Tax? " Asks Florida
Exhibitor
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: In all the discussions that
have appeared in the trade papers, and I
read four of them, I have failed to see the
15 cent tax treated as it should be from
the small town exhibitor angle. I book
for three small towns and the average
price of the regular program features runs
about $7.50 a day. The 15 cent tax is
equivalent to a 10 per cent, increase in
film rental. The exchanges are now flooding us with " The Truth about the reel
taxamounts
" whereinto is
set forth ofthedollars
sad fact
that
it
thousands
a week
and
they the
will exhibitor,
go broke if
don't
it from
whothevwill
go collect
broke
if
he It
doesn't
collect
the public,
etc.
has not
beenit from
long since
I readetc.,a
commentary on the poor salesmanship of
the exhibitor in general, giving that as the
main reason why he is not overburdened
with the stuff that talks. I rise to ask :
Why
doesn't thesalesmanship
exchange produce
sometake
of
that wonderful
so he can
care of his taxes? "The Truth About
the Reel Tax " fails to tell how the
exhibitor is to collect it from the public and just how much should be added
to each admission to cover this 15 cents
a reel, because the exhibitor should not
profit at the expense of the public. Now,
if it is necessary for the exchanges to
charge this to the exhibitor, the truth of
which statement I do not admit, the system
instituted is wrong, inasmuch as it places
the heaviest burden on us little fellows.
Suppose the amount of the tax is 1 per
cent, of the amount received from rentals,
which I believe is a very liberal estimate,
why did they not put it up to the exhibitors
to pay 1 per cent, more rental ? That would
have been the fair way for all concerned,
but in doing that they would have had to
increase
man's
to $2.00 the
a daybigand
theyrental
might from
have $1.00
lost
some of the big accounts. It did not make
much difference whether or not they lost
some of the little accounts, and they have
lost some and are going to lose more because 75 cents a day will wipe out the
profits in many little houses for every day
in the week except Saturday.
"The Truth About the Reel Tax" is
just about the juciest piece of boiled down
bunk I have read in a long time. It reads
just
ings. like some rapid fire press agent's writVery truly yours,
F. A. Sutton.
New Wallace Theatre, Bradentown, Fla.
Olympic Theatre, Palmetto, Fla.
Only House in Town — Yet War Tax Might
Close Him Up
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: As various exhibitors have
voiced their sentiments through the columns
of your valuable Motion Picture News, I
thought that probably you would not object
to hearing from this section of the U. S. A.
Situated as we are in the mountains and
not participating in any boom, due to the
present war the patron tax hits us hard.
With Y. M. C. A., Red Cross, Liberty Loan
and high prices of the necessities of life,
people in this vicinity have very little left
for amusement. It is all right to say " Pass
the buck" to the patron. We pay— not the
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His

BACK

Interesting Things You
May be Missing

the
r ne
ofefuthi
pag
oveazi
turs n mag
you
SSyes car
lly
may
you
UNLEver
be surprised to know the
number of interesting and valuable features you are missing.
In the back of the book:
The Projection Department,
conducted by an expert, always
contains timely, sound advice
to alert operators.
The Camera Department gives
accurate details on every new
development in the cinema optical field.
The Music Department will
save your orchestra leader time
and money; and it will give your
patrons
the best and newest
music.
. Theatres Worth While is
prime full of suggestions, if you
will only grasp them, telling of
advanced
designs in new theatres.
patron. Amusement, to any person, is a
matter of luxury to be indulged in as frequently as their pocketbook and desire will
let them.
The most nonsensical contention yet presented is that the public will pay the tax,
because they have done so on groceries and
also railroad fares. You have got to eat
and when you travel it is because you have
to. People do not have to go to picture
shows every night and what is conclusive
argument
they(except
don't.onOur
receiptswhich
are
less than —half,
Saturdays
have decreased about one-quarter) what
they were before the patron tax.
We just added the tax and there has
been a deficit instead of a profit since
we did so. We expect to reduce our nights
for presenting pictures to three or four
a week and, mind you, we are the only
theatre in town.
We show a feature program, using Artcraft-Paramount, Kleine and Mutual. We
also use Triangle and Vitagraph, charge
5 and 10 cents except on Artcraft, when
price is 10 and 15 cents. We have the only
theatre in town and yet the war tax has
his us so hard that we presume it is only
a matter of time when we have to abandon
our business.
It is all very well to say, " Be patriotic ! "
" Appeal to your patrons," etc. The fact
is the majority of our patrons are in a
quandary as to how they are going to
exist.
The majority of the husky youths of this
vicinity are either in camp or in France.
The girls have no escorts to take them
around and they have not the cash to
spend for amusements themselves.
The whole trouble is, that the fifth greatest industry in this country is in a more
chaotic condition than the " Little corner
grocery store." There never would have
been such a heavy tax imposed on the picture business if same had been properly
organized. The various film concerns, with
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Say
brains and capital, have not used either.
The screen artists have been paid fabulous
salaries whilst the producer and exhibitor
usually just exist. If the producers would
get together,
therebeisremedied.
no reason why conditions could not
With their co-operation the exhibitor
could get a square deal and taxes could be
adjusted so that the exhibitor and the producer would be better protected. Tax the
enormous
salaries
paid the and
" stars
" and
tax
the profits
of producer
exhibitor,
not the receipts. As a matter of fact the
Government gets more than we do and, I
believe, more than 90 per cent, of the small
town exhibitors get.
Now I do not wish to give the impression
that I begrudge paying the war tax. What
I sincerely believe is, that if taxes were
adjusted so as to give the small town exhibitor a chance, the Government would
eventually realize more than under present
conditions.
The questioned.
average exhibitor's loyalty has never
been
We have given our lobby, screen and time
to the Government free and have given a
Red Cross benefit, etc.
However, we do think the lack of a concerted effort on the part of the picture
industry has caused the present critical
state of affairs.
Yours very truly,
H. E. Cane, Manager.
Lloyd & Cane,
West Street Theatre, Coudersport, Pa.
" Small Toivns Should Not Pay Reel
Editor, Motion Picture News.
the fifteen arecents
a reel'
taxDear
whichSir:
the As
filmtocompanies
trying
to
collect from the exhibitors please be advised that we are canceling our contracts
and filling in with concerns that are paying their own taxes.
The small towns should never have to
pay a cent of this tax. The tax should
be paid on the film within thirty days, and
we never get a film that is less than ninety
Tax"six to eight
days old and sometimes
months. Some of them are asking us to
pay this tax on films over twelve months
old. Thus, instead of a liability this tax
will prove a source of income to most of
the film companies.Yours truly,
Hendley Brothers.
The Vogue theatre, Columbia, Tenn.
" How Is the Small Fellow Going to Last? 'r
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: I enclose $1.25 collected for
the cigarette fund at my theatre. Things
are slow in this respect as the people are
burdened with taxes. Business is fair but
I fail to see how small town exhibitors
can stay in the business. I consider this
fifteenfair_thing
cents
the most uneverper
donereelby tax
the manufacturers
and it is helping very fast to put the small
fellow out of business. If all small town
exhibitors felt the way I do they would
say, " Let her bust ! " Yours,
I can make more
money at my trade with
less work and
nothing to worry about.
Forrest theatre, Treverton, Pa.
P.S. — Must give great credit to the
News, as it is my big treat of the week.
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Amalgamation

Would

A combination of producers and distributors would strangle the exhibitors of the
country instead of aiding them, according
to J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., in reply
to Stanley V. Mastbaum's telegram. Mr.
Berst pointed out that the very competition of which Mr. Mastbaum complains
is the salvation of the exhibitor. Any
combination, according to Mr. Berst, would
automatically increase prices and the
burden of competition would be shifted
from the shoulders of the distributors to
those of the exhibitors. Mr. Berst admits
that already the exhibitors have all the
burdens they can shoulder.
•lows.:
Mr. Berst's letter to Mr. Mastbaum fol" The so-called waste and overproduction
about which you complain in your eight

Hodkinson

Goldwyn

Finds

When Samuel Goldfish pointed out in a
detailed interview in the Sunday New
York Times, declared Goldwyn's statement, that producers of motion pictures
could save $10,000,000 annually by the reduction in the existing number of distributing organizations and dwelt at length
upon the " mad methods " which are destroying the popularity of pictures he at
least served to start the executives of all
other motion picture organizations talking
and brought forth responses not only from
these magnates, but from exhibitors in all
parts of the country.
The ruinous overheads maintained by
various companies, he pointed out, have
produced three results : They have imposed an unbearable burden upon individual organizations, increased the rental
costs of pictures to exhibitors and re-

Throttle

New
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Exhibitors,saysBerst

hundred and thirty-three-word telegram of
November 26, mean the salvation of the
exhibitors of the United States and not
their destruction, as you seem to believe.
" It is true that the competition today
is so keen that a great many of the producing companies that are not making good
pictures are losing money. The distributing companies that have no good pictures
to sell are also losing money, by reason
of the same competition, but Pathe and a
few of the other good companies that are
selling pictures at prices that assure a
profit to exhibitors are prospering, and
will continue to prosper.
" This very competition is the exhibitors'
strongest protection. It means to you better pictures at lower prices. It is my opinion, based on twenty-three years' experience in the motion picture industry, that

Promises

W. W. Hodkinson issued an open letter
in reply to the Mastbaum telegram. His
answer to Mr. Mastbaum's demand for
" amalgamation
" is set forth in these
terms
:
" Would you, Mr. Mastbaum, amalgamate producers after stating that they have
made no effort to help themselves? But
suppose they did amalgamate, what then
about the exhibitors? Does anyone imagine that this prospect would be pleasing to
the owners of houses representing millions
of dollars of real value? This aggregate
exhibitor investment is the only considerable value there is in the business, the value
upon which producing and distributing companies have been built. I, as an exhibitor,
with a memory of past producer co-operation, would not welcome it."
In the course of a letter, which is printed
in full in the advertising pages of this
issue, Mr. Hodkinson goes still farther,

PICTURE

any combination of the producing and distributing units would strangle the exhibitors of this country. The combination
you seem to have in mind would mean
fewer pictures which would shift the
burdens of competition from the shoulders
of the producers and distributors to those
of the exhibitors. Any decrease in competition would mean an automatic increase
in prices, and I am frank to admit that
at the present time, the exhibitors generally, are not able to carry any more
burdens than they are now struggling
under.
" I am answering your telegram by mail,
because I think that waste of all kind
should be eliminated when the Government
is striving so hard for economy. Eliminate waste is the national slogan, and
should apply to this industry.

Typeoffdm

Organization

and states that it is the plan of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation to " turn back
three-quarters of the profits of the company to the exhibitors who join in its
plans," on the recognition, stated later, " of
the exhibitor for what he is, namely, the
all-important indispensable element in the
business, where the larger profits should

on one side, exhibitors on the other. I
cannot see how further progress is possible
except through the working of some competent force independent of both groups,
helping them to meet their joint problems
from an unbiased viewpoint, a viewpoint
based on long years of experience gained
in studying and working on this particular

Mr. Hodkinson looks for the solution of
the
present chaos in the creation of a new
center."
type
organization,
he puts
it, " a upon
type
whichof does
not exist, asa type
founded
a definite plan and developed according to

problem.
" Today I, as an exhibitor, could • not
start a theatre with any assurance of a
continuous product on which I could depend and build with real success year after

Mr. Hodkinson sums up conditions in
principle."
the
industry as follows:
" Nearer and nearer we are working
toward civil war in the industry, for each
side overestimates its own strength ; each
lacks the perspective to see the other's
rights and power. So we have producers

Mastbaum

" I, as a distributor, could not encourage
a producer to invest money in motion pictures to be rented on competition to all the
year.
other films going out and all of the exchanges which handle them.
" I, as a producer, would not spend
money on product to meet present condi-

tions."
Prompting

sulted in price-raising to the public which
tends to make pictures an exclusive instead
of a democratic amusement available to
all of the people.
One of the first big factors in motion
pictures to take cognizance of Mr. Goldfish's statement, which occupied several
columns of space in the New York Times,
was Stanley V. Mastbaum, the powerful
Philadelphia exhibitor and distributor of
pictures through the Stanley Booking Company. Mr. Mastbaum sent a telegram to
every producer of pictures and every motion picture trade journal.
An equally prompt response giving the
exhibitors' viewpoint came in the form of
the following letter from William Brandt,
president of the Associated Motion Picture
Exhibitors of Brooklyn, who said:
" I read your interview in the New York

in Interview

Times with considerable interest. In these
days, with theatres closing up on every'
hand because of diminished patronage and
increased overhead, it is certainly refreshing to know that there is at least one man
who is thoroughly conversant with the
fundamental reasons. You certainly have
struck the rotten spot in the motion picture apple. What a pathetic sight to see
the distributors and exhibitors disrupting
the entire industry over the 15-cent-a-reeltax squabble when within their combined
reach is the tremendous savings of $10,000,000 a year, just for the asking. You
are entitled to the thanks of even- man
who has the industry at heart for your
clear exposition of the facts.
Keep it up, go to it, and know that you
have my very best wishes for your suc-
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Million
Waste
a Week,"
Declares
Mastbaum
In Open Telegram to Leading Producers Philadelphian Alleges Exhibitor Is
Carrying Tremendous Burden of Waste — Amalgamation Is Offered as the Cure

HAND grenade that exploded
with terrific force was turned
into film ranks last week by Stanley
V. Mastbaum, the prominent Philadelphia exhibitor. It came in the
form of an open telegram to fifteen
of the leading producers and distributors and the trade press.
Charging a waste of a half million
dollars in overproduction, overdistributing and overadvertising, Mr.
Mastbaum declares that the exhibitor
is carrying this burden and asks,
" How much longer can he do so ? "
Bringing figures to the support of his
charge, the Philadelphian then declares amalgamation of effort to reduce duplication of effort to be the
only cure for present conditions.
Many Opinions
A few of the expressions of opinion
brought forth from film men by Mr. Mastbaum's telegram, will be found on the
opposite page. The telegram follows, in
full:
Five hundred thousand dollars is wasted
weekly by overproduction, overadvertising,
too many exchanges, which necessarily
means that the exhibitor must pay. How
long can he continue to pay? What will
happen when he cannot continue to pay?
Do you know that the producers are conducting their business in open warfare on
each other? The exhibitor must pay for
all the tremendous salaries paid by the
manufacturers in every branch of the business. What is the solution ? Who will
solve it?
The crisis will soon be at hand. There
is but little time to save the motion picture industry from several severe setbacks.
Should these be temporarily avoided, others
will come and will continue until the motion picture industry is standardized on
a sound basis. In the meantime the exhibitor must pay.
The manufacturers cannot help the exhibitor because the manufacturers have
made no effort to help themselves. The
trouble
is at the manufacturer's end, not
the
exhibitors.
There are three factors that make for
success in any line — observation, deduction,
concentration. Why not apply them to this
business?
Features released per month by various
organizations, based on any eight weeks'
period for two months, October, 1917, and
November, 1917: Artcraft, 2; Bluebird,
4 ; Butterfly, 4 ; Fox, 6 ; Goldwyn, 2 ; Metro,
4 ; Mutual, 8 ; Paramount, 8 ; Pathe, 4 ; Perfection, 4; Select, 4; Triangle, 8; Vitagraph, 4; World, 4; miscellaneous, state
rights, etc., 14. Total, 80.
This makes a total of 80 pictures purchased during each four-week period at a
negative cost running all the way from
$12,000 to $160,000 per feature. It is true
that there are very few made as cheap as
$12,000 and very few made as high in cost

as $160,000. A fair average negative cost,
however, would be about $40,000; so that,
taking this four-week period and dividing
it into 80, we find that we are manufacturing in America at the present time 20 feature negatives at an average cost of $40,000
each, amounting to $800,000 per week in
negative cost.
In addition to this negative cost, there
is a positive cost of prints to be added.
Anywhere from 20 to 45 prints are used on
each production ; a fair average would be
30 positive prints. Positive prints on a
five-reel subject cost at the present time
$225 each ; therefore the positive prints
that are being used would cost $6,750, and
20 times $6,750 would amount to $135,000
for positive prints of features only.
The overhead for the handling of these
features is immense. In each territory
there are at least 12 offices, meaning salaries for 12 managers, 24 solicitors, 12
office rents, and 12 separate and distinct
inspecting forces, shippers, nightmen, etc. ;
and all this in at least 25 points in the
United States and Canada.
The American market cannot possibly
absorb these expenses. The burden is
placed on the American public and the ex-

hibitors. Not over nine features could be
legitimately absorbed, and if the negative
cost were reduced and carried by nine features, there would be remarkable saving
for the exhibitor and the manufacturer.
If distribution, now handled by not less
than twelve distributors, were concentrated
in not more than two, or better yet, in one
center, an immense overhead could be
saved for the exchanges, and thus for the
exhibitors. It would be a practical saving
in our business by co-operation and concentrated efforts of not less than $500,000
each week, as follows :
Saving of 10 negative costs at $40,000
each, which would amount to $400,000 each
week. Saving 10 times 35 positive prints,
which would amount to $67,500. Saving
of overhead and operation of exchanges by
concentration, which at a very modest estimate would be $32,500 per week.
In total this is an estimated saving of
$500,000 per week.
Why should we, as exhibitors, carry an
unnecessary burden of $500,000 per week?
No other line of business would. These
conditions can be cured by amalgamation.
Stanley V. Mastbaum.
Philadelphia.

Capital Meeting a Blunder, Says Varner
"Will Only Gum Up the Machinery," Says North Carolinian,
Who Doubts Ochs's Sincerity and Recalls Some History
exhibitors of the nation successfully. About the
HC. VARNER, of North Carolina,
thing that I expect from the Washington
• legislative representative for the only
meeting is that they will gum up the machinery
so bad that it will be impossible for the rest of
A. E. A., declares the planned Ochs
us to accomplish anything for the relief of the
gathering for Washington on December
exhibitors of the nation.
It is impossible to tell Lee Ochs anything, es11, 12, 13, to be a move that "will only
pecial y is this true when he is compelled to degum up the machinery so badly that it
fend upon the manufacturers of films for adverwill be impossible for the rest of us to and when
tising to support
Review,
it comesthe toExhibitors'
this point Trade
naturally
his
accomplish anything for the relief of the human nature
exerts itself, and he is not likely
to cut his own throat — that, knowingly do it.
I don't
shallmeeting,
do, butas Iit hardly
Further, in recalling the history of the think
exhibitors."
that Iknow
shall what
attend,I this
is not
last tax fight in Washington, Mr. Varner
my opinion
that
Ochs
wants
to
do anything
except stall the exhibitors and make
a big noise,
declares that he doubts Lee Ochs sinand
try
to
impress
the
exhibitors
of
the
country
that he is their friend. Ochs knows who feeds
cerity as, "it is not my opinion that Ochs
him, and not
he commit
is goingsuicide
to listen
his master's
voice
if he toknows
it. The
wants to do anything except stall the exonly hope of the exhibitors of this country is
hibitors and make
big written
noise." to Samuel
through the new organization, the American ExThe letter,
which awas
hibitors' rally
Association.
If thethat
bonaassociation
fide exhibitors
of
the nation
around
they
Bullock, chairman of the Cleveland Excan make their influence felt, not only in Washhibitors' Committee, follows :
ington,
but
in
the
offices
of
the
big
film
manufacturers of the country.
November 30, 1917.
Mr. Sam Bullock,
Personally,ufacturersIandhave
against
the film
wouldnothing
not hurt
a hair
on mantheir
Motion Picture Theatre,
heads, but I do not believe in surrendering the
Cleveland, Ohio.
Dear Mr. Bullock:
rights of the exhibitors to the manufacturer or
to anybody
I think
we should all work for
I am in receipt of the statement that you have
the
common else.
good of
the industry.
issued and sent to the trade papers, and I have
With best wishes and highest personal regards,
read your note with interest. It seems to me
that we are in a very bad condition. I believe
Very truly yours,
that there ought to be a getting together of the I am
exhibitors; but I seriously doubt the advisability
H. C VARNER.
of the Washington meeting, especially under the
auspices of Lee A. Ochs and the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League. I doubt their sincerity, as it
was only last May this same aggregation assemFlorence
Atkinson Painfully
bled in Washington, and in a solemn meeting behind closed doors prepared a brief advocating
Burned in Accident
that a tax of 10 per cent, be placed on exhibitors, or rather they called it the Canadian sysFlorence Atkinson, who has the role
tem. And I was the only man present that objected to this scheme, and I continued to object
and continued to fight, and this same crowd in of the vampire in " The Marionettes,"
New York declared me an outlaw and attempted
which Clara Kimball Young's company is
to destroy me — that is, destroy my influence with
finishing, was painfully burned about the
Senator Simmons and the Senate Finance Comcerity. mittee. Therefore, I cannot believe in their sin- head, arms and shoulders on Friday of last
week at the Thanhouser Studio in New
They must be born again, that is born of the Rochelle, where the company is working.
new spirit before they will represent the honest
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Vitagraph Wins Final
Appellate Division of Supreme
Lower Court — Restrains Player
THE Vitagraph Company has won the
final round in its suit against Anita
Stewart and Louis B. Mayer, of Boston, it
was announced last Saturday, immediately
after the court decision had been handed
down.
On Friday, November 30, the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court of New
York with Justices J. Proctor Clarke,
Francis M. Scott, Lloyd Smith and Alfred
Page sitting, handed down a unanimous
order affirming the injunction against Miss
Stewart and Mr. Mayer which was granted
by Justice Edward G. Whittaker in Part
One of the Supreme Court of New York
on Friday, October 19. The injunction restrains Miss Stewart from acting for any
corporation or individual other than the
Vitagraph Company, and Miss Stewart and
Mr. Mayer are restrained from advertising or announcing that Miss Stewart is
to w-ork for any other company or individual and
;
Louis B. Mayer, is specifically
enjoined from "enticing, inducing or causing the defendant, Anita Stewart, to fail or
refuse to work in the employ of the plaintiff," and is further enjoined from employing her.
Miss Stewart and Mr. Mayer, in carrying
the case to the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court, sought to have the injunction set aside. Instead the Appellate Division found for the Vitagraph Company,
affirmed the injunction handed down by
Justice Whittaker and merelv increased the
bond to $20,000.
Washington

Theatres

PIC

T U RE

in Anita Stewart Suit
Court Affirms Ruling of the
from Making Other Contracts
The injunction as originally obtained by
the Vitagraph Company remains in full
force.
When Justice Whittaker of the Supreme
Court handed down his injunction, the decision was heralded as one of the most
unusual ever obtained in the motion picture industry, for in reality it marked the
first successful effort of a manufacturer
to hold a star to a contract when the latter
sought to get away. It was regarded as a
significant thing at the time that the court
did not render a written decision, and of
even greater significance is the fact that
the decision of the Appellate Division results in a unanimous order which is issued
without even an opinion.
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company, when advised of the order
of the Appellate Division on Friday, said :
" There is really nothing for me to add to
what I said when Justice Whittaker handed
down his decision in October. I stated
at that time that our action in this suit
was a business matter and was started in
self-protection.
We regard
services as of extreme
valueMiss
to usStewart's
and in
view of the vast amount of money that we
have spent in making her the popular favorite that she is, we intend to retain those
services. There is also the broader principle involved of the relation of players and
producers, and in this case we hope to
establish for all time that contracts of
stars with their employers are just as valid
and binding as anv other form of contract."

Doing

Normal

Vol. 16. No. 24
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A. Dresner, of Exhibitors' Film Exchange, Reports Business Good — Smaller Houses Further South Hard Hit
A DRESNER, general manager of the mission. One of these is considering raising the price to ten cents.
• Exhibitors' Film Exchange, Inc.,
Washington, D. C, dropped into the
" Three exchanges in Washington are
Motion Picture News offices last week and paying the fifteen cents reel tax and giving
reported on conditions in the Capital City the exhibitor service at the same price as
after the first two weeks that the war tax before the tax took effect. They are Trion admissions to motion picture theatres
angle, Mutual and the Exhibitors Film
had run its course. He said :
Exchanges. I find that I can supply my
customers throughout the states of Mary" Conditions in Washington are normal
land, Virginia, North and South Carolina,
without a semblance of poor business reFlorida, Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi,
flected by the box-office receipts. The exTennessee and Delaware with service under
hibitors here have complied with the Govthe old rates and make a good fair profit.
ernment's request of collecting the additional penny on ten cent admissions, two
" In regard to the delegation of exhibon the fifteen and so on up the scale and
itors that is being organized to convene in
they are working hand in hand with the Washington during the first part of December, Iwill say this much. It is fine
Government to facilitate in every way possible, the collection of the tax. The public but I am not in favor of having this delegation force the issue before Congress.
is paying the tax willingly and there has
been no indication of the falling off in The Government is forced to collect an
receipts.
enormous tax to carry on its part in the
war and every one should exnect to pay
" Further south in Virginia and the Carolinas, the smaller houses have felt the his or her part. If Congress has imposed
effect of this tax. They have been hit an unjust tax on the motion picture inhard but when the patrons in these smaller
dustry, they will rectify this imposition. I
do not think it good judgment or practical
towns fully realize that the increase in admissions is made imperative, not by the for a delegation of exhibitors and others
interested in the motion picture industry,
exhibitor but by the Government, business,
I believe, will resume its normal standing
to put up a howl at this time. There are
in these communities.
other taxes to be laid by Congress and if
the industry antagonizes our legislators,
" There are three theatres in Washington, the Virginia, Maryland and one col- they are not going to benefit thereby. I
am heartily in favor of the delegation
ored house, that have held to five-cent ad-

Newark Exhibitors Thrive on
Thanksgiving Day
Holiday crowds that patronized Newark,
N. J., motion picture nouses proved that
the war tax and the higher prices of admission had not seriously influenced their
enthusiasm for films. Thanksgiving Day
more than 48,000 persons attended the
larger and more representative picture
houses where the admission prices ranged
from 10 to 20 cents. Managers without exception report the biggest holiday crowds
of the past five years. There was not a
motion picture house in the central part of
the city but what commenced to turn away
patrons with the showing of the first morning exhibitions. It is estimated that from
motion picture houses alone the government
collected in Newark on Thanksgiving Day
more than $1,000 in war taxes.
Brooklyn Exhibitors Take Action
on Reel Tax
At a meeting held on the afternoon of
November 24, following a somewhat divided session that had been held two days
earlier, and which latter meeting resulted
in several exhibitors of Brooklyn declaring
their intention to cancel Vitagraph and
Fox film service because of the fifteen-cent
tax charged by the exchanges, the fifteen
members of th Brooklyn local of the M. P.
E. L. of A., in whose hands the Fox and
Vitagraph cancellations had been placed,
decided to withhold them temporarily.
This action was taken after William L.
Sherry, of Paramount, appeared before the
committee and addressed them for two
hours.
It is understood that George Balsdon,
branch manager of the Vitagraph Company
in Brooklyn, previously notified all Brooklyn exhibitors who had refused to meet
the fifteen-cent tax that their service was
discontinued.
The exhibitors, at the meeting November
22, decided to send six members to the
congress
of the for
Motion
Picture Exhibitors'
League called
Washington
December
11.
Stars Consent to Attend Exhibitors' Ball
The committee of arrangement for the
New York exhibitors' ball at Terrace Garden, December 7. announced this week that
several stars have consented to appear in
specially staged tableaux.
S. M. Berg, the musical director, has
written some original music to accompany these features of entertainment,
which will be of a most novel and impressive character. The sale of boxes has been
most good, and already the following companies* have reserved them : Triangle,
Foursquare. Hallberg, Metro. Trade Review. Select, Moving Picture World, Nicholas Power Co., Morning Telegraph, Vitagraph, Paramount. Simplex Precision Co.,
Fox. Ivan, Pioneer, Meyer &: Schneider.
visiting Washington and presenting their
case before Congress but I am not in favor
of this delegation going there with fight in
their eyes. If any wrong has been done
through the medium of the tax legislation,
it will be remedied."
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I "\ID you ever stop to think how short a time ago it is that you
M
used to hesitate at the thought of going to the "movies" in
the evening?
|
J
The theaters were small, and not always well ventilated.
The lighting was bad— when you left the ticket taker you stumbled around
in the darkness to find a seat.
And then the pictures!
But we will say more about them in our
next talk. This one is intended to recall to our minds what changes
have come even in the theaters themselves in so short a time as four
1
|
or five years.
Remember the music?
A lone piano player trum-trumming in a
maddening, sing-song way.
Comedy or drama, it was all the same
to him.
His tin-panning almost drove you from the theater when
the bad air, uncomfortable seats and noisy ushers had failed.
Maybe it was worse.
Some theaters added a trap drummer or
jj

days if the manager's payroll was over fifty dollars a week he thought
he was running a circus. Now he is lucky if he gets off with ten
times that. Yet this is only one item of increase. Later when we
tell you why it has jumped we will tell you of the other items. And —
Have you ever stopped to think of what little change there has been
in admission prices? Sugar, eggs, meat — all the things which are
just the same now as five years ago — have doubled in price. And
picture entertainment, which has improved so wonderfully has
hardly changed in price.
|
When

jj
[
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I

|
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1
jj
j
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J

|

war conditions first began to be felt many experts said, "picture theaters will have to do away with their fine music and expensive

features.''
But we said, "No!
With our backs to the wall we may
have to slightly raise prices.
But we will fight against that to the
last, and above all we will not decrease quality.
Now, more than
ever, people need and want refined, quality entertainment.
And
j
we will show them that —

We

Are

Doing

Our

Bit

I
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violinist to the piano player — that only multiplied the agony.
And the flicker! Didn't the films hurt your eyes in those days.
They danced about, or else the light was poor. Sometimes they
would break right in the middle. You remember. Why in those

1
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Mid- West Exchanges Squabble Over Reel
Has Reached Point Where Exhibitors Look on with Interest,
and Bet on the Finish — Some Exchanges Said to Be Losing
ACCORDING to latest reports from
Omaha, there is a fight in Nebraska
and Iowa against the 15-cents-per-reel tax
per day, but it is between the exchanges,
and not including the exhibitors. It has
reached an acute stage. The exhibitors,
who themselves took drastic steps on November 1to wage a fight against the tax,
are now just about in the interested spectator class. And they are witnessing a
fight full of interest.
The exchanges charging the tax are sairl
to be losing business. Individually, the
exchange managers deny this, but they
readily admit the managers of the other
exchanges charging the tax are "just about
on their last pegs," to quote one manager.
The other managers, when seen, declared
this particular exchange which had boasted
good business was due for the dump.
The only way to describe the attitude of
the managers whose exchanges are not
charging the tax is to say they are tickled
to death. And they are reaping big business.
An illustration of how bitter the fight is
becoming is shown in the action taken in
organizing a bowling league. The manNorth

NEWS
Tax

agers of the Universal, Bluebird, Vitagraph, Pathe, World and Fox exchanges
met and formed a league. The Mutual,
General, Standard, Triangle and state
rights managers were excluded from the
league because their companies were not
charging the 15-cent tax!
" Well, I guess it is up to us to organize
a league and challenge 'em to a duel in the
alley," joked John W. Hicks, manager of
fheThe
General
exchange." also held a meeting
tax managers
to discuss the tax situation. At this meeting they voted to carry out the instructions
from their New York offices and charge
the tax, cancelling service to any exhibitor
who refused to pay the IS cents per reel.
It was at this meeting, confidential in nature, that it became known the managers
other than the one being interviewed had
confessed to serious losses in business.
Even the manager being interviewed, one
after the other, admitted he had received
numerous and vigorous kicks, with a large
number of exhibitors paying the tax under
protest. That these exhibitors will attempt
to get back this tax in the event the exchanges retreat from the 15-cents-per-dayper-reel policy is certain.

CarolinaTExchange Man Discusses the Tax
Comes to the Aid of Exchanges Which Met Censorship Methods
in Charging Reel Levy — Shows Need of Co-operation in Quarrel
time the latter is purchased, and the tax paid,
WILLIAM CONN, of Bluebird Photothe slightest protest. We know that our
plays, Inc., of Charlotte, N. C, has without
Government has called upon the exhibitor tor
assistance
in many ways during this time of peril.
written Motion Picture News a very interIt does this knowing that he deals directly with
esting letter concerning the footage tax the public. On the other hand, the distributor in
his line of endeavor is powerless to obtain this
squabble, which seems to have abated none
from the people who should pay it, but at the
despite the recent victory in Cleveland of tax
same time he is held strictly accountable and it
seems to me that co-operation from the exhibitor
the exchanges over the exhibitors.
is unquestionably imperative.
The letter indicates cool and deliberate
" The
costaverage
of film exhibitor.
production Heis forgets
rarely considered by the
that in
as well as sane thought on the subject and
most
instances
he
nowadays
secures
feature
is probably nearer to a solution of the production at a figure similar to that awhich
he
mixup than anything that has been tried paid two or three years ago for an ordinary four
reel program
short money
subjects.
The short
manufacto breach the split.
turers no doubtof made
on their
reel
productions, but how many theatres are presenting
this
class
of
programme
at
the
present
time?
The
said controversy
: " It is very
regrettable
to me
to Mr.
note Conn
that the
between
the exhibitors
been elevated, it was bound to proand the distributors in regard to the reel tax is industrygress,has
the exhibitor clamored for features and I
showing no signs of relaxation. I have carefully
have no knowledge of any refusal on the part of
read the articles appearing in the various trade the manufacturers to give them features, and a
journals for the past two or three weeks and there
general has
recordsteadily
will show
that theI have
manufacturers'
is one in particular thaf is very interesting to me
revenue
decreased.
been identified with exchange work in the South for the
inasmuch
it pertains
to the
situation in theas State
of Northexclusively
Carolina and
I cannot
past several years and I will venture to say that
with two or three exceptions no concern has
refrainto. from
expressing
myselfwith
in reference
thereBeing in
daily touch
the exhibitors
shown the slightest margin of profit on their
throughout this section I find that the article Southern
offices. The overhead expenditure of an
referred to is incorrect almost in its entirety. I exchange has been greatly increased by taxation
am forced to state that I do not find conditions
on telegrams, telephone calls and railway transexisting such as the author intimates.
portation, but exhibitors are not asked to help in
bearing this additional expense. If so there
"
It
is
true
that
a
few
exhibitors
have
voiced
a
general protest against the charging of the reel would be good reason for objection..
tax by the exchanges, but I am quite sure that
" In thethemajority
of places
the exhibitors
have
they do not fully understand its true nature. One
increased
admission
price from
S and 10 cents
exchange manager has been unjustly censored for to 10 and 15, and even 20 cents. This policy is
his apparent stand in the matter and circulated
proper and should be inaugurated everywhere,
reports have been brought to bear upon his indi- but with this substantial increase some exhibitors
vidual standing. One not familiar with the situ- are vigorously protesting the payment of the reel
ation would think he was personally responsible tax, and I for one am unable to understand it.
for the tax ruling, and I positively know that this Another
I would like to have explained is
manager has only acted in strict accordance with this. In point
the event that the film and admission
tax is reduced, will the prices of admission be
instructions
issued
by
his
employers.
The
exhibitor who now refuses to pay it willingly still reduced.
has the wrong conception of its meaning, and
" I trust this letter will find its way into the
instead of throwing his hands in the air when
colums
your paper
so that
hear further
explanations are offered should listen to reason.
from theof matter
referred
to. weAt may
the same
time I
do not want one single exhibitor to misconstrue
"
Regardless
of
where
the
money
comes
from
the Government has insisted upon the payment of my meaning. I have many friends among the
the film tax, such as it did the admission tax, but exhibitors oi the South and I am with and for
I do not think it intended that the distributor and them at all times, and I feel that the confusion
exhibitor should dig down into their pockets and that has resulted by the charging of the tax
pay it for those who are fond of entertainment.
should be done away with. It appears to be an
It is true that the movies are by no means a industrial feud in this immediate vicinity and one
necessity, nor is the cigarette, but at the same
faction or the other should get busy."
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Leading Motion Pictures Hold
Screen at Palace
During the run of " Hero Land," the
war relief bazaar, at Grand Central Palace, the Entertainment Bureau of the
Stage Women's War Relief has been given
the opportunity, through the courtesy of
the various producers, to show many feature productions. Among these have been
Montagu Love in " Rasputin " and " The
Awakening," World-Brady pictures.
This week at the bazaar Jesse Lasky has
consented to the use of a Marguerite Clark
picture. Other features of the week will
be Madge Evans in " The Adventures of
Carol," Alice Joyce and Earle Williams.
Michigan Exhibitors Thankful
Branch Is With Them
When Thanksgiving rolled around last
week the exhibitors of Michigan found
several things to be thankful for, but none
of more importance, apparently, than the
fact that Ray J. Branch has brought order
out of chaos in that state.
In a letter under date of November 27
Branch is praised without limit for his
great powers of organization. It is claimed
he has done more to bring the Michigan
exhibitors
together than any ten men ever
did.
Four hundred exhibitors are backing the
Michigan organization, which Branch
started booming on November 6.
" Mystery Ship " Trade Showing
Pleases Universal
The trade showing of the Universal
serial, " The Mystery Ship," at the Broadway theatre, November 22, was well attended by prospective exhibitors of the picture, and they, as well as Universal, appeared well pleased with the picture.
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber are the
featured players. Sam Zierler, supervisor
of the Universal Film Exchanges of New
York, announced this week that exhibitors
are booking the serial in greater numbers
than any yet produced by Universal.
Cleveland Company Appeals for
Shows for Over-seas
The I ndustro- Scientific Film Company,
of Cleveland, in a letter to Motiox Picture
News, has called attention to the great need
of old and cast-off films for showing to the
soldiers across the seas, and states that
already thirty reels and a machine have
been sent over. The small number sent,
however, will hardly be a " drop in the
bucket," it is cited, as there are many places
to use them.
The letter in part said : " Many of the
film exchanges 'junk" their old reels, and
many are lying idle on the shelves. These
areupjust
are wanted
' over there.'
is
to uswhat
to keep
them supplied
with newIt
ones, as the thirty reels already sent will
soon grow stale. We will gladly see that
they are put into shape and forwarded to
France, and will return a receipt signed by
Red Cross officials for all films received
Here is another excellent chance for exchanges and film companies to " do their
bit." S. Goldstandt is assistant manager of
the Industro-Scientific Film Company.
by us."
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JNTew York Local Takes Decisive
Action on Reel Tax
Sidney Ascher, speaking for the New
York Local of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, offered a resolution which
was unanimously carried at the meeting
of the local last Tuesday morning at
11 o'clock at the headquarters of the
league, 218 West Forty-second street, which
placed the league on record as opposed to
the 15-cent reel tax an dalso that its members were in full accord with the action
taken by the Brooklyn Local in its decision
to cancel contracts held by its members.
Several of the members spoke at length
on the situation and the consensus of
opinion was that all members of the local
should follow the steps taken by the
Brooklyn local and refuse to pay the tax
of 15 cents per reel per day.
Some of the members were in favor of
the members as a unit, cancelling all contracts held by them with companies which
insisted upon the payment of the 15-cent
tax and patronizing those companies which
were not charging the tax. This was objected to by some of the members on the
ground that proper service could not be obtained since the companies not charging
the tax were not releasing a sufficient number of pictures to supply the demand. The
question was referred to a committee for
further consideration.
Sidney Cohen and Charles Haring spoke
at length and were in favor of less radical
measures. They suggested that the local
should await the action taken by those who
will convene in Washington in December.
They are not in favor of hasty measures.
Northern New Jersey, Queens, the
Bronx, Yorkville and Jamaica were represented at the meeting at which there were
approximately seventy members present,
including a delegation from Brooklyn.
It was said that the meeting was one of
the most enthusiastic ever held by the
New York local and one of the largest
in point of numbers. There were discussions, both pro and con, some wanting
drastic action, others content to await the
outcome of the meeting to be held at
Washington.
It is probable that all the New York
locals will consolidate. No definite action
was taken on this suggestion but it was
decided to refer same to a committee for
investigation and action will, no doubt, be
taken at the next meeting. It was suggested that all locals unite and establish
headquarters in Manhattan and have two
representative men from each local represent their local at the meetings to be held
in Manhattan and that the action of these
men be binding on all locals of Greater
New York.
Universal Shows Features at
Broadway on Friday
The Universal Film Company announced
last week that beginning Friday morning,
December 7, a Butterfly and Bluebird feature will be shown at the Broadway theatre
for the benefit of the trade each Friday.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
and director-general of Bluebird, believes
that exhibitors will take advantage of these
showings, as they make it easy for them
to see the pictures before they book them.
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Sioux City Exhibitor Holds Back and Is Threatened with
Boycott in Letter to Exchanges — Public Sees Clearer
OVER their first fear that to increase
pany of the Royal theatre; J. W. Weil of
the admission price to their theatres
the Strand; J. W. Waters of the Lyric;
would be unpatriotic, exhibitors of Iowa
J. K. Schlauk of the Princess ; W. E. Lang
and Nebraska are answering the demand
of the Scenic; M. A. Shulkin of the Hipp
of higher operation costs by raising the and Model theatres; H. Shulkin of the
cost to the motion picture patrons. They
Olympic,
and C.
E. Hoffman
of the
Gem."
The Garden
theatre
at Atlantic,
Iowa,
announced ajump the other day from 10-20
to 15-25 cents. A number of Omaha 5-cent
WANTED
houses have raised their admission prices
to 10 cents, in one marked instance right
BOOSTERS !
across the street from a larger and better
theatre that is charging 5 cents. E. Olson
of the Olson Opera house, Alliance, Neb.,
A Plea for "Stay-at-Home
boosted his price from 10-15 to 15-20 cents
and when complaints were made he closed
the house rather than continue at the lower
;
this
,
war
ing
t
isn'
it?
Hav
an
awLE
IB
Patriots"
A TERRful
effect upon business?
price without a profit. Within a few days
Making you give up
he was petitioned to re-open his theatre,
luxuries? Are you willing to asassured that the patrons would be glad
ty?
ili
sib
pon
a
sume
new
res
It's
to
pay the higher price.
ted
sure to be apprecia
by those
Numerous other individual instances of
chaps who are giving their lives
increases in admission prices are showing
and blood for you. Anyway,
read this letter:
up
every day throughout Iowa and Nebraska.
" Enclosed pleased find check
for $9.18 for Our Boys in France
The motion pictures of South Omaha are
Tobacco Fund. This represents
the only ones known to have advertised
our first week. Hope to be able
that they would absorb the war tax on adto send in a nice check each
missions. They made a play of the fact
week.
and
appealed
for more patronage because
" Your great work for this
of it.
cause should be indorsed by all
exhibitors and boosted.
" Very truly yours,
Marjorie Recent
Daw Recovers
from
Injury
"(Signed) F. W. Striker,
" Kalispell, Mont."
Marjorie Daw, leading woman for
Douglas Fairbanks in his new picture for
" The Modern Musketeer," is rapare convinced such action is necessary, and Artcraft,
idly recovering from her recent injury, it
after careful consideration they are conis reported, and it is expected that work
vinced such action is not unpatriotic.
on the production will be continued within
While a state-wide move to raise was
the near future. Miss Daw recently broke
halted, in many cities and in numerous inher leg in a scene for " The Modern
dividual instances increases were made.
Musketeer," which necessitated the holdOne of the most noticeable was at Sioux
ingtimeupallof
In the meanCity, Iowa, where the picture business had
the the
setsproduction.
are being prepared
under
the direction of Allan Dwan, so there will
been held back by a plague of 5-cent
houses. The exhibitors of that town,
be no delay in shooting the balance of the
with the exception of one man, increased
film when Miss Daw is able to take up
her work.
the admission price. Because he refused
to co-operate, they then united to boycott
him by threatening to discontinue service
Helene Chadwick Makes Flying
from any exchange that dealt with him.
Here is the letter they wrote to the exTrip exhibitors
ThroughhadCanada
Canadian
an opportunity
changes : "At a meeting of the motion
picture theatre managers of this city, it during the past week to see a young star
was unanimously decided that in order to travel in their midst and captivate their
meet increased operating expenses, taxes,
audiences by her charm and ease of manetc., all theatres charging an admission
ner and speech. Helene Chadwick, Pathe
price of 5 cents should advance their price
player, by special arrangement between
to 10 cents, this advance to take effect NoPresident J. A. Berst of Pathe, Louis Gasvember 1.
nier, studio manager, and L. Ernest Ouimet
of the Specialty Film Import, Ltd., of
" We, the undersigned theatre managers,
representing practically every theatre in Montreal, made a personal appearance
tour of the principal Canadian cities. She
this city, take this opportunity of advising
you that in the future it will be impossible
appeared at five Montreal theatres on Nofor us to show in any of our houses any
vember 26; at two Toronto houses on the
27th ; three Ottawa theatres on the 28th,
film which will be shown in any 5-cent
theatre in this city.
and was the star of the occasion at an exhibitors' ball at Winnipeg on the 29th.
" We feel that we are justified in asking
Without a moment's rest Miss Chadwick
your loyal co-operation and support in this
started her homeward journey by bidding
important matter, which we earnestly believe isone of mutual benefit. Signed L. B. good-bye at two Winnipeg theatres on the
30th and wended her way home via MinneLongnecker of the Sun theatre ; J. C. Dunapolis and Chicago.
can of the Plaza ; Royal Amusement Com-
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Story of a Man
to Hide

From

His Patrons and the Tale of
an Eighty

[T'exo more interesting stories of
real exhibiting experience have appeared in a picture trade publication
than the following letters to Motion"
Picture News from two small town
managers. The letters are selected
from a number received at this office
as being typical of the conditions faced
by the free lance struggling in almost
barren soil.
One is from a Canadian exhibitor
showing one night a week in a tewn
of i,ooo. It is printed exactly as
written, and in the exhibitor's own
words we find a mixed tale of humor
and hardship. The second letter is
selected as typical of the attitude of
the rural exhibitor toward the exchange and is representatize of complaints received from a number of
theatres. — Editor's Xote.]
He Had to Hide
Editor Motiox Picture News,
Dear Sir:
I AM running in a small town of 1,000.
I can only run once a week, although I
make other towns during the week. I
wish someone would tell me how to make
a small town pay. I am going to tell some
of the experiences of a small town exhibitor. If you wish to publish this you
can. or any part of it
I opened a new theatre last February,
so I wrote to a certain film exchange that
had been advertising great what they had,
and I thought that here was my chance
to get something good for my opening
night. I ordered from several subjects, so
that I would be sure to get one of them,
which I did. W ell, sir, I advertised this
feature as being great (which no doubt it
was one day), as it featured one of the
very best stage actresses of the day. I was
never so disappointed in my life, the feature was cut up so. and what was left was
in
sudi
bad shape that we didn't know
what it was.
Do you know, after th diow I went out

and hid so I would net meet the people
coming out, (which is my general rule).
Xow, we have to pay for this in advance
and
weanother
have no
"come-back.'*
But just
take it
time.
I thought I would
try
a great war picture that was very popular.
When toI got
the first night,I have
I didn'tno know
what
do. it Understand,
time
to run these for they are sent to me the
same day and sometimes it is late before
we get them.
W ell. I got through somehow. The next
day / 4-i4r out and patched over 75 places
besides cutting out a good many feet altoa week's
run.
Of coursegether. Ipaid
when $150.00
I wroteforthem
they were
very sorry and all that, and of course they
asked
hadn't I made
goodat money,
whichto
I had ifto Iadmit
did, but
what cost
my business! — as my patrons are the same
people every night.
Well. I said after that, no more high
price features for me. But I had to try it
Typical small town theatres owned
by men zee rarely hear from, because
they struggle along in silence. Such
exhibitors are feeling the depression
keenest. What are they ooing to do?

Per

Cent. Man

again. This was a big patriotic feat
which I must say was the best I ever
on — if only it had been in running order I
I opened this in a small town on a
night. I had a $150.00 house and the
first reel began to kick off the spr
every two minutes or so.
I thought maybe something had
wrong with the alignment. I looked it over j
everything seemed alright. I looked
the film and there was the trouble: all
side of the sprocket holes gone and
other nearly gone. I could do nothing
it but go ahead and trust to providence
get into some good stuff.
So I kept on till the crowd began to
wean-, and then the gallery started " zt hafs
the matter with the machine," "get a M
operator," etc., but 1 kept right on. persf
;'. »: head ..
i,$150.00 House).
W ell, I got through that reel without 1c
ing
temper.reel How
it I shape,
don't know.
The mysecond
was Iindidfair
go
enough to let them see that my machi
was alright, also that the operator — was
wonder! After the second reel I made
little speech, said that 1 was not to blamel
and that I paid money enough to assure
god stuff/ I said I would try and do the
best I could under the circumstances and if
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they had a little more patience I would get
through, and I think after that they felt
sorry for me. I had some trouble at the
end of the third reel. The next day I
went to work and I worked 6 hours steady.
What I could not repair I cut, and got
through the week another $150.00 besides
paper.
In your projection articles I don't sec
anything about using gas. I am using gas
now as our town plant is not to be depended on. I have used A. C. but didn't
like it and besides it was too expensive, so
as I had to use gas on my road trips, I
thought I would try it at home. With a
55-foot throw it was some undertaking,
but I have succeeded in getting a splendid
light, steady and soft. I made my own
burner (or had it made) and use the pastil
reflector with a protector for same, also
of my own, I can make these pastils last me
two weeks or more on two hours run nightly. I think that would be as cheap as
carbons. I use the oxy-acetyline gas, same
as the welding gas, and I should judge it
cost me about 25c. per hour. To anyone
wishing to know more about this light I
will very willingly tell more. Now you can
please yourself about writing up this, anyway I have it off my mind.
I have a little suggestion to offer which
might be useful to operators, that is in
case of a break. I never use a pin as it
takes too long to join. I keep several
pieces of zinc cut, and just push them
through the film. They most always fall
out in the rewind so you can find your
break.
Yours truly,
J. H. Jenkins,
Lyric Theatre,
Boissevain, Manitoba, Canada.
Trouble of a Small Timer
Editor, Motion Picture News :
Dear Sir :
I READ nearly everything published in
the trade papers on building up theatre
patronage and smile to myself often as I
think of some of the difficulties in my way
in an effort to follow some of the simplest
suggestions.
I have one of the 80 per cent, theatres
seating 370 in a town that should do twice
the business that I do, and, you may believe
me I want the balance of that business, but
to come back to what I started to say: I
run features from four of the most
prominent producers, and thought that I
would try a program and limited mail list;
and my trouble commenced.
You will realize that in running the high
class features that I am using, that they
would have to be booked at the minimum
price, and that some of them have begun
to get a little old, although they come in
good shape. It looks as though some of
the exchanges, and especially two that
make a large noise about their service to
the exhibitors, think they need do nothing but send the reels and bill.
I'm getting out a program, copy for
which should go to the printer in good
time and allowance should be made for
making up copy, which should not be hurried, also for mailing. One company in
particular, which makes its own selection
as to what it gives me, on a standing order,
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The tax, the draft,
the reel tax, charities
and high prices generally are making
such theatres as this
one gasp for breath.
What of them?

often sends mc a feature before I know
what it will be. They send good pictures.
But what advertising value has it for me?
My advertising facilities, two weekly newspapers, are rotten at best and the exchanges make it worse ; they answer my
letters when they feel like it and that is
about as often as not.
Press sheets I get occasionally but not
often enough to be of real value. Page
after page has been written about lengthening the life of film by taking care of it.
Of what particular value is it to the small
theatre when he has to pay a higher rental

cents, and I had no unpaid accounts with
them!
I have been waiting to see what your
service bureau will have to offer when it
gets to the country weekly where they
usually set ads all in one type, and I hope
that the editor will have some good serviceable solution. Oliver T. Landis.
Charles C. Perry Takes Charge of
Milwaukee Strand
Charles C. Perry, who was assistant to
Theodore L. Hays, manager of the New
Garrick in St. Paul, since that theatre
passed under the control of Finkelstein and
Ruben in August last, resigned recently to
accept the active management of the Strand
theatre in Milwaukee.
The new connection will offer Mr. Perry
a splendid opportunity for the development
of the talent and ability he has evidenced
in connection with motion pictures.
Reid to Write Title for W. H.
Productions

The man who built this nice little theatre sank a large bankroll in it. He is
one of the industry's mainstays, like all
the thousands of little fellows in different parts of the country. What are they
going to do?
than he can afford because he has to run
it without information in time to make use
of it?
Seems to mc that if a feature is worth
keeping on the exchange list it is worth
keeping up all the advertising help,
especially as the exchanges charge a good
profit on all of it.
I often wonder how long we poor simps
of exhibitors in the small towns will continue to stand for the rotten treatment we
sometimes get. Why, / had one exchange
send me a 6-sheet poster C. O. D. for 40

Hall Reid, the famous playwright and author of many American plays, among them
"Human Hearts" and "The Confession,"
has been engaged by the W. H. Productions Co. to write titles, it is announced.
Mr. Reid is now re-editing the William S.
Hart feature, " The Two-Gun Man " in
" The Bargain," which will be distributed
through the W. H. Productions Co. on the
open
The market.
W. H. Productions Co. are of the
opinion that titles should be specialized
just as carefully as any other part of a
picture and that they are a very important
feature in connection with a picture.
Mr. Reid said that he believed Hart had
never posed in a picture excelling this
one. He is of the opinion that success in
great quantities often takes the keen edge
off the actor, and that when they are climbing they work harder than after absolute
recognition has been obtained. As " The
Two-Gun Man," Mr. Hart makes every
possible effort to put the character over,
and there is not one chance sacrificed and
each and every scene is acted with energy,
vim and excellence. It goes swiftly,
adroitly, dramatically and consistently. Mr.
Reid, in order to prove his contention to
himself, went to see the very latest Hart
release and pronounces "The Two-Gun
Man " a superior production.
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Haven Expects Poli Decision in December
New Theatre Was Permitted to Remain Open But One Evening
Hang
in the Balance
Since Its Completion — Sunday Shows
Meanwhile the Ministerial Association
AFTER more than two weeks of skirmishing, during which the opening
found the mayor in receptive mood following his conflict with Mr. Poli and had no
of the new Poli playhouse at New Haven,
trouble in inducing him to stop Sunday
Conn., has been delayed, a decisive battle
shows. The mayor waited ten days after
is expected early in December between city
officials and legal representatives of Sylhe heard the ministers' complaint and then
took action that gave the owners of the
vester Z. Poli, owner of a chain of theatres. Permitted to open for one evening
theatres only two days to discontinue plans
the largest playhouse in New England, Mr.
for a winter of motion picture entertainPoli was ordered to close the structure
ment. Ministers say the picture shows
until lie had enlarged the main entrance,
have caused a serious falling-off in Sunday
night church attendance that cannot be
which, the authorities say, is not large
tolerated.
enough to comply with the city ordinances.
The Poli Palace, built at a cost of
While this conflict has been raging, the
$1,000,000 and seating 3,400 people, has had
Protestant ministers of the city have ina cordon of police guarding it during the
duced the mayor to order all Sunday night
shows abandoned. Permission for these
controversy whenever it appeared likely
that a performance might be given. For
shows had been given, contrary to state
laws, on the claim that all receipts were to
the opening night the aldermen passed over
go for aiding New Haven men serving in
the mayor's veto the grant of special perarmy and navy. Police have instructions
mission to open. Mr. Sylvester Poli apto close up the theatres hereafter and to
pealed to the Superior Court for an injunction, which was denied on the ground that
allow no performance under any circumstance. Police officials say they welcome
the case must be argued on its merits befor
the order because too small a portion of a court.
Next, the police department granted a
the receipts go to the soldiers.
Owners of the theatres, some twenty in license for motion pictures only when the
number, are indignant at what amounts to
state police declared such a license could
be issued if the audience were limited to
substantially charges against their integrity. Attendance on Sunday evenings has
1,800 people. Mr. Poli promised to rope
off a section of the theatre, but the mayor
not been particularly heavy and the owners
say the receipts could not possibly have
refused to be satisfied. His building inbeen as large as the police claim they were.
spector declared ropes would be useless to
Theatre owners say that the general public
keep people out when the whole town was
anxious to see what is declared to be the
here has not wakened to the fact that
finest theatre interior in New England.
Sunday shows are given, or that they are
so much under control of the spirit of the
The police department had positive orders
to withdraw their license and under no
long-prevailing blue laws that they do not
condition to permit shows there.
appreciate the new privilege.

Minneapolis Votes Thanks to
Exchanges Paying Tax
The Resolution Committee of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the
Northwest, at Minneapolis, has voted
thanks to the film exchanges who have
voiced their intention of absorbing the
footage tax.
The resolution, signed by C. H. Hitchcock, O. C. Stelzner and W. G. True, reads
as follows : " Whereas, The motion picture
distributors of the United States have arbitrarily and unjustly, and we believe unlawfully, decreed that each reel of film shall
be assessed 15 cents to cover the Federal
war excise tax ; and Whereas, This assessment, now in force, works an undue hardship upon the exhibitor of motion pictures
and jeopardizes his business; and Whereas,
The Mutual Film Corporation, the Triangle Distributing Corporation, and the
General Film Company, through their presidents, have announced their determination
to absorb the war excise tax and have instructed the managers of their various exchanges to cancel the 15-cent assessment;
Therefore, Be It Resolved, By the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the
Northwest, that the thanks and commendation of the members be extended to the
Mutual Film Company, the Triangle Distributing Corporation and the General Film
Company, their presidents, for their fairness and justness in meeting this situation;
Be It Further Resolved, That the members
•of this organization endeavor, whenever
and wherever possible, to book the productions of the Mutual Film Corporation, the
Triangle Distributing Corporation and the
General Film Company, not only as a matter of principle, but because of the high
standard of quality in production which
is maintained by the Mutual Film Corporation, the Triangle Distributing Corporation
and the General Film Company, and urge
action upon the part of exhibitors not affiliated with this organization."
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Brandt Quits Sick Bed to Conduct Serial Plan
Idea Is Said to Have Met With Such Success in Preliminaries
That He Wants to Be the Man Behind the Gun — Exhibitors Pleased
UNIVERSAL announced last week that a committee of newspaper writers. The
Joseph Brandt, general manager of awards range from War Certificates of
the organization, is getting up from a bed $2.00 (thrift stamps) to $100 Liberty Bonds
for first prize; $50 for second and $20
of sickness to take personal charge of Universal's prize-awarding plan for the best in War Certificates for third prize. There
shall be no requirements to visit a moving
endingBen.
to "Wilson
The Mystery
Ship,"
the serial
with
and Neva
Gerber.
The
picture theatre in order to compete and
stand an equal chance — but it is a human
" best ending " campaign has met such
favor in its preliminaries that Mr. Brandt
certainty that once a " kiddie " starts the
story he or she will be very apt to find
declares that he must get personally behind
the first shove and keep things booming
his or her way to the nearest theatre where
from the very outset.
" The Mystery Ship " is exhibited.
Exhibitors have expressed themselves to
" The Mystery Ship " is Universal's
Universal Exchange managers as heartily
thirteenth serial and the supposed " hooin accord with the novel method employed
doo " has been shunted away from the voyto interest the younger generation in tests
age of the adventurous craft even as the
of ingenuity. Any child fifteen years of first episode is launched. The campaign
age, or under, is entitled to try for a prize,
opened December 1 and ends March 30.
without cost or restriction, by shaping
Ten episodes are complete, edited, revised
and ready for release.
their suggestion in an outline for an ending in 300 words. There will be no fee
whatever, nothing to buy (not even a ticket
You are not going to war. The men wlw
to a theatre) and no scheme to keep the are need all the comforts you can give them.
plan at any other level than open and above
Help them get cigarettes. Tliat is your
board, it is said.
patriotic
duty. If you aren't helping in the
Liberty Bonds, War Certificates and
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
Thrift Stamps, totaling $1,000, will be "besmokes
a slacker!
distributed in accord with the judgment of

Henry MacMahon Completes His
Lists for the Trade
Henry MacMahon, who is conducting a
bureau of general literary service to the
industry, with headquarters at 321 West
Fifty-fifth street, has completed his lists
of authors, editors, syndicates and feature
writers, it was announced from his offices
last week, and he is now" offering them to
scenario and publicity departments.
In regard to his plan, MacMahon said:
" I aim to facilitate the relations between
the world of letters and the world of pictorial art. For example, I have compiled
the names and addresses of the 600 most
distinguished fiction authors in the U. S.
" The sendee rendered to publicity departments isto put them in touch with the
men behind the scenes of newspaperdom.
Hundreds of tons of useless motion picture
mail are dumped on the desks of dramatic
editors throughout the country.
" My list of 500 newspaper editors standardizes acareful selection of those daily
mediums which encourage and support the
motion picture. As even more valuable
however, I regard the shorter list of feature syndicates and writers and editors of
magazines. These are the real men behind
the scenes."
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is — Fox?
"Well, there were just
Being
a
Glance
at
the
Real
Human
Side
of
the Big
utacomp
L
A CAREFUtion, in which an
" Makes no difference.
Men of the Picture Game — Caught in Action!
expert statistician assisted,
Ia few
want feet."
to see every foot
proves conclusively that
— understand, every foot
By William A. Johnston
William Fox works twen— keep the lather out of
ty-six hours out of every
twenty-four.
The special figures given us by the Fox publicity department
The London Manager: "Is my report satisfactory?"
my nose,
Gus." out of
are forty-six hours per day. Allowing for the usual 100 per cent,
"Witch hazel," said Mr. Fox, "and keep
the towel
my
reduction in press agents' figures and also Mr. Fox's final admission that he eats lunch once a week, we are able to arrive at our
" No," resumed Mr. Fox, " it is not. You have skipped sevenown total.
teen British theatres, in the cities and towns of Manchester,
mouth." Aldgate, Plumstead, Aldershot, Bournemouth— see me
Glascow,
After considerable difficulty an interview was finally arranged
at the office tomorrow at twelve thirty-six."
in Mr. Fox's private barber shop, reached through a secret panel
To the Fox circuit manager: Put a new projection machine in
from the projection room. Time: 1 o'clock in the morning.
The writer met Gus, the barber, going up in the elevator to fill the
street theatre; spend $2,476.38 on the
avenue theatre ; build a new theatre, corner
and
his regular appointment.
street. Here are the plans.
In the barber shop we found a cabinet sitting silently, composed
of the scenario editor-in-chief, the chief sales manager, an attorTo everybody : " All over, gentlemen. I've got to go to work."
ney, adirector, the head of the London office, the general manager
" But, Mr. Fox, Motion Picture News wants"I andislike
interview."
personal
of the Fox circuit,
and a representative
publicity,"
said does
Mr.
Fox. " How
from South America who came into
my cartoon look.
What do you want
New York at 12,
midnight.
" Well, what is
Enter Mr. Fox,
your
answer
bowing pleasantly to
to know?
" to Mr.
Gus and the other
Mastbaum's telegentlemen present
"Why did he send
To Gus: "Shave
it?"
Fox. continued Mr.
and facial massage,
Gus. Trim the hair
" Isswer ?"
that your an- |
and mustache."
To the other gentgram ?" you merg
" Will
It is."
e
lemen : " Please be
brief."
the Fox Film CorFollowing the reports Mr. Fox spoke
incisively, through
" My business,"
answered
Mr. Fox,
the lather.
" is making
and
poration? "
To Gus : " Not so
"
I'm
William
Fox,
showing pictures.
close, Gus."
To the ScenarioEditor-in-Chief : " I
don't like the scenand always will be."
WHAT OTHERS SAY
ario."
OF HIM
: for
" But it is now
" He's
a boy
practically your
own, Mr. Fox."
play,
a fiend
it "allVery
mine.well,
Meetmake
me
" Heandcan
buildfora
at the golf links torn o r r o w morning
photoplay and a
and we'll work on
photoplay theatre —
the train coming in.
" Six out of evThe climax needs
everyery detail."
seven nights he
work."
strengthening."
To the attorney:
is at work in his of" He plays golf as
" Any film monopoly on the horizon?"
he works and plans
" Not as yet, Sir."
"His business
" Well, start a
— alone."
suit, anyway. This
industry must be
hobby is independ" He is the agfree, or — " here Gus
applied the lather
and Mr. Fox snortfice." gressive figure in
ed angrily.
fighter."big
the"" He's
film abusiness."
He
takes
To the Director:
" Where are the
" He
demands
1 takes ' in scene
ence."
two hundred and
that business be
thirty-eight? Should
chances."
" He is impetuous
have been here at
pkyed wide open."
four twenty-five? "
— but clear-eyed."
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TRAGEDY

Someone Stole Ten Pennies from His Smoke Fund!
ENCLOSED find check for $2.63 amount donated by my patrons to the
"was
Our October
Boys in 16.
France
Tobacco
since the
my last
remittance towhich
The " war
tax isFund
making
contributions
the
Tobacco jar come a little slow, but as you said in your letter of
acknowledgment I am " just keeping plugging at it."
My jar is situated in such a way that I have to remove it every day
when I close for supper then again at night. I took a chance one day and
left it out during the supper hour. When I returned it was broken into
and the 10 pennies or more, gone. What do you think of that? It seemed
almost like a tragedy. I replaced the jar but it will not remain out any
more when the theatre is closed.
I just received a letter today from my grandson who is in training camp
at Pensacola, Florida. He leaves in three days for France. He is an aviator.
You surely are to be commended for this fine work you are doing and
hope it will be crowned with success.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) John J. Meehan,
Orpheum Theatre,
Muncie, Ind.

McVey

Gets

a Commission

in Aviation

Vol. 16. No. 24
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Expects to Be Ordered to France Shortly — Jacobson Enters
Quartermaster's Division — Metro Contributes to All Branches
IT was announced last week that Hartley
and former fellow-Metro employe, Benjamin A. Boyar, who is also a member of
McVcy, brother of Mrs. Sidney Drew,
and formerly associated with Mr. and Mrs.
the quartermaster's department. Mr.
Boyar was assistant manager of the PopuDrew in the production of Metro-Drew
lar Plays and Players Studio.
comedies, has received his commission as
Metro has contributed men to all
lieutenant in the aviation section of the
United States Army. Lieutenant McVcy is branches of the service. Aviation has
claimed not a few, the navy has had a
now awaiting orders to proceed to France,
where he hopes to lie successful in seeing
strong appeal, and the infantry has gained
several recruits from among Metro emS. Rankin Drew, Sidney Drew's son, forployes. Lieut. James M. Loughborough of
merly a Metro director, who is already in
the aviation work abroad. Both young men
the regular army received his final trainhave received thorough training. Lieuing at the Officers' Training Camp, at
Plattsburg. He was formerly manager of
tenant McVcy in this country, and Mr.
Drew in France, are now fully equipped to publicity for Metro, and Arthur James'
right-hand man. Bennett Molter, formerly
use their training to good purpose.
Another employe to leave to enter the assistant director to William Christy Cabanne, joined the French aviation service
service is Charles A. Jacobsen, who enters
before the United States entered the war,
the quartermaster's division as corporal.
now be transferred to the aviaMr. Jacobsen's immediate destination is but will
tion section of this country. Two other
Camp Joseph E. Johnston, Jacksonville,
Metro men who have enlisted in the flying
Florida.
He has been with Metro for two
corps are Fred Sittenham, formerly assistant director, and Frank Cummings, asyears in the capacity of purchasing agent.
sistant cameraman.
In Jacksonville he hopes to find his friend
Virginia Chester Featured in Mena Production
Mena Film Company Engaged Miss Chester to Appear in Featured
Role of " By Super Strategy " — Under Production at Hollywood
It is said that the part which Miss
MENA FILM COMPANY announces
that Virginia Chester, who appeared
Chester will interpret in Mena's production,
under the Universal banner in program fea" By Super Strategy " calls for a wide
tures and who was known as " The girl range of dramatic talent. The story, by a
sequence of episodes, depicts events refrom the golden West," will be featured
counted in Biblical history. It is said that
prounder
now
"
Strategy
in " By ductionSuper
at the Mena studios in Hollywood,
the story is unique in construction and contains a world-wide message with a depth
California. Miss Chester since her appearof purpose never before attained on the
ance in Universal features has been playing
on the vaudeville stage and returns to the screen. Howard Gaye is directing the production. The release date has not been
screen after an extended absence.
Miss Chester will be rememberd for her announced.
Frank Whitson has the role of Abrawork with Pathe where she played leads
for about two years in Pathe productions.
ham.
Miss Chester is an accomplished actress
She was playing in musical comedy when
and it is expected that she will add not a
a Pathe director saw her and engaged her
little to the value of this production.
for her first part in pictures.

Corporations

A LIST of new motion picture corpora*» tions in the States of Delaware and
New York for the week ending November
24 as furnished from the records of the
Corporation Trust Company, 15 Exchange
Place, Jersey City,
N. J., is as follows :
DELAWARE
IVY PICTURES CORPORATION. — Manufacture ot motion picture films and machines,
incorporated for $500,000, at Dover. The incorporators are : Arthur W. Britton, Samuel B. Howard and George V. Reilly, all New York City.
PICT-ROLA MANUFACTURING CORPORATION.— Manufacture of motion picture machines and talking machines, incorporated for
$1,500,000, at Wilmington. John J. Jolls, M. L.
Horty and K E. Longfield, all of Wilmington,
are the incorporators.
NEW YORK
G. F. COMPANY,
Motion pictures,
corporated for $10,000,INC.—
at Manhattan.
Allen inE.
Moore, 37 Wall street; Geo. F. Jebbett, 120
Sherman avenue, New York City, and Harlan S.
Perrigo, 234 St. James Place, Brooklyn, are the
incorporators.
SIR JOHNSTONE FORBES ROBERTSON
PASSING OF THE THIRD FLOOR BACK
PICTURE CORPORATION.— To produce a certain photoplay, incorporated for $1,000, at Manhattan. Herbert Brenon, 125 East Seventv-second street; Alex. Beyfuss, Hotel Biltmore, Madison avenue and Forty-third street, and Benj. P.
De Witt, 37 Wall street, New York City, are the
incorporators.
GLEN COVE AMUSEMENT CORPORATION.— Motion pictures, incorporated for $35,000, at Oyster Bay. Harry L. Hedger, Patrick
F. MacMahon and Corbin Wheeler, all of Glen
Cove, Long Island, N. Y., are the incorporators.
PHILADELPHIA IDEAL FILM EXCHANGE, INC. — Motion pictures, incorporated
for $60,000, at Manhattan. Max H. Ring, 206
Broadway; Saul Wilchins, 206 Broadway, and
Geo. Ganong, 307 Third avenue, New York City,
are the incorporators.
SUPREME PICTURES, INCORPORATED.
— Motion pictures, incorporated for $30,000, at
Manhattan. Geo. H. Wiley, 511 West 113th
street; Pearl M. Clark, and R L. Giffen, 116
West Thirty-ninth street, New York City, are the
incorporators.
" Hero Land " Bazaar Sets Aside
Motion Picture Day
It was announced last week that Maibelle Heikes Justice, the photo-dramatist,
has been appointed to arrange for Moving
Picture Day and Evening, under the austhe Authors'
America,
at theirpices ofbooth
at Hero League
Land onof December
5. On that date everything will be turned
over to the industry and its individuals, it
is said, as a truly representative day for
motion pictures.
Among the stars expected to be guests
of Miss Justice on this day are Fannie
Ward, Hazel Dawn, Helen Ware, Mrs.
Sidney Drew, Juliette Day, Pauline Frederick, Shirley Mason, William Farnum, H.
B. Warner, Sidney Drew, Frank Mills and
others. Among the dramatists will be
Cyrus Townsend Brady, Rex Beach, Louis
Joseph Vance, Elaine Sterne, Mary Rider,
Henry Albert Phillips, Epes W. Sargent
and others.
Klawr Selects Kessel to Give
Cantonments Pictures
The New York headquarters of the War
Department Commission on Training Camp
Activities, Entertainment Service, are now
located at 1520 Broadway, with Hollis
Cooley as general manager.
Marc Klaw, under whose direction the
" smileage book " was devised, has selected
Adam Kessel, Jr., to look after the motion
picture branch of the service.
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Suggests Producers Shoot
Posters in Scenes
Through Wells Hawks, the United
States Navy Recruiting Bureau has suggested in a letter to producers and others
in the motion picture industry that a fine
advertisement can be given the navy by the
use of posters in scenes of motion pictures.
In many productions, it is cited, there are
street scenes where posters appear. If in
making these scenes United States Navy
posters are used their display would be of
great advantage to the service and add to
the realism of the scene.
Suitable posters, it is announced, will be
mailed on application. The address is 318
West Thirty-ninth street, New York.

Navy

Directors' Association Hears
Important Business
The regular meeting of the Motion Picture Directors' Association for this week
was scheduled to be held at the rooms in
Fifty-fifth street on December 4 at 8 :30 in
the evening. Every member was urged to
make a special effort to attend, as business
of importance was on the slate for attention.
Several applications were to be voted
upon and several papers were to be read,
and it was expected the dance committee
would have a very interesting report to
make.
Fox

Releases " His Smashing
Career," December 9
•' His Smashing Career," the Fox-Lehrman Sunshine Comedy scheduled for release December 9, is said to concern a
story depicting the adventures of Hundred
Horsepower Harry, a valiant automobile
racer, in his efforts to win a girl whose
father does not fancy Harry in the light
of a prospective son-in-law. There are
declared to be some remarkable auto stunts
in this Sunshiner.
The cast includes Billie Richtie, who is
" Little Peter'; Gertrude Selby, whose role
is that of the Girl ; Billy Bevan, who
makes a lively Father, and Victor Slim
Potel, whose part is that of the judge of
the races.
" His Smashing Career " was produced
under the direction of Henry Lehrman.
Baltimore
Showman Donates
Entertainment to Soldiers
An entertainment under the auspices of
the exemption board for the drafted men
of the Twentieth District was held recently
at the Bridge theatre, Baltimore. The theatre and show were donated by Louis
Schlichter, president of the Edmondson
Amusement Corporation, which concern
owns the theatre. Two children entertainers who recently sang at Loew's Hippodrome here also rendered songs at the performances. No admission was charged,
and there was a collection taken.
The management of the West End also
placed its house at the disposal of Mrs. J.
Henry
of the Ladies'
of
the Strohmeyer
Sixteenth District
draftedAuxiliary
men at
Camp Meade on Sunday night. William
Broening, State's Attorney, made an address.
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Nebraska Exhibitors Use Tact in Legislation
Co-operate with Women in Their Campaigns for Better Films,
and Thus Head Off Troublesome Bills— Furnish Advertising
THE women of Nebraska are taking a matinees
gave thea thorough
Saturday trial,
morning
children'sat
and reported
more prominent part in the motion picthe close of the spring season that they
ture business this year than ever before,
had been a big success. These matinees
according to reports from Omaha. By cooperating with them in their campaigns for
are being continued this winter, with fambetter films, the exhibitors are taking the
ily Friday nights in addition. Managers
at whose theatres the Friday night programs are being tried say they are not
such good money-makers as they are good
advertising features. Types of the family
MUSIC
Friday night programs are shown by those
Whether You Like It
reported last week : Apollo : Julian Elor Not
tinge
" The Princess
Black inDiamond
comedy. Charming,"
Suburban :and
Junea
Caprice in " Every Little Girl's Dream,"
every five orone six out
peopleof
with a comedy. Lothrop : Baby Marie OsPROBABLY
"
ic.
has
no
"
ear
for
mus
borne in " Sunshine and Gold," with a
The tin pan piano at the
comedy. Hamilton : Marguerite Clark in
nickelodeon
sounds just the
"Amazons," and a comedy, " Captain
e a.to him as Rothapfel's orsamstr
che
Zink's Alibi." Edison-Conquest programs
But this class of men and
are presented Saturday mornings at the
women who have no musical
Strand and Muse theatres for children's
matinees.
sense is in the minority. The
larger number, as you would
Typical
Nefind if you made an investigabraska wasofa the
lettersituation
sent to throughout
the daily paper
tion, are keenly sensitive.
at Kearney, Neb., last week by the NineAre you trying to please this
teenth Century club of women, in which the
large, discriminating class? Are
ladies of the civics department of that oryou providing them with music
appropriate to the pictures that
ganization expressed
their " motion
thanks
to the managers
of publicly
the Kearney
go on your screen? You'll be
surprised to find how inexpenpicture houses for their efforts along the
sive it is to provide good, suitline of showing better pictures here." " We
ableprised,
music.
be surtoo, toAnd
find you'll
how easy
we
would especially mention the features,"
make this important problem
they continue, " Jack and the Bean Stalk,"
" Snow White " and " Seventeen." " We
for you in our Music Department. It is on page 4243.
urge the co-operation of our movie house
patrons in this campaign for better pictures which is being waged in our city and
state,"
the statement continues. " Our
best steps possible to head off future
moving picture house managers will give
danger of troublesome legislation, as well
us what the people demand and let us all
as getting considerable advertising.
work together for a good, clean and wholeThe women's clubs of Omaha last winter
some class of films."
Washington Worries Over Lack of Film Building
Material Scarce Because Government Takes It for Camp Construction, and Completed Buildings Are Also Used by Uncle Sam
THE housing of the film exchanges of
Washington in quarters in compliance
with the stringent fire regulations continues
to be a matter of concern to exchange
managers. The impossibility of securing
a film building, as has been planned by
several real estate corporations, is due to
the Federal Government monopolizing all
possible building material and labor for
camp construction and the erection of Government office buildings.
More than this, almost every new building under erection or completed within the
past few months has been taken over by
Uncle Sam for executive or army or navy
purposes. This is what happened to a
prospective film building on G street near
Ninth, in which several of the exchanges
had subscribed as renters.
Another thing that has deterred the erection of such a building is the announcement from the Treasury Department that
banks should make no loans for private
business purposes ; that the United States
Government needed all the money they had
to loan.

The only thing the exchanges could do
was to put their exchange quarters in a
fire-proof condition as much as possible
in accordance with the local fire regulations. This has been done by every exchange manager, but just at what moment
the fire marshal may call for exact compliance with regulations cannot be foreseen.
Burton Holmes Puts New York on
January List
Burton Holmes, it was announced last
week, will give his annual series of Travelogues in this city, beginning the early part
of January.
His subjects this season are said to be
entirely new in word and picture, being the
results of his travels this last summer in
Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, the
Fijian, Samoan and Hawaiian Islands and
in strange and heretofore unexplored parts
of Japan, his series ending with a trip to
Alaska and the descent of the Yukon
River.
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Kaiser
Boys

■

Out!

in France

Total to Date

Picture Division, Total to Date

patriotic opportunity is given to every American

Tobacco

Fund

$109,727.40
$418.75
exhibitor to be of some use

to our soldiers in France.
They want " smokes " more than anything you can send them.
Motion Picture News, which is the official organ of the campaign, urges all exhibitors
to place receptacles in their lobbies, for the collection of coins and packages of cigarettes.
No cigarettes can be accepted except in original packages and on which the revenue
stamp has not been broken.
This is an order from the Government.
|

How to Go About It
1. Send to Motion Picture News for a card, inviting your patrons to drop pennies and packages
of cigarettes into the bowl or box provided.
2. Arrange with the commissary department of your nearest cantonment for distributing (unbroken)
packages of cigarettes. In case you have superfluous packages send them directly to Motion Picture
|
News, New York, N. Y.
3. Pennies and other coins collected should be deposited at your bank and a check sent weekly
to Motion Picture News. For every 25 cents you collect, you will receive a postal of thanks direct from
the trenches. For example: If you contribute $10, you will receive 40 postcards of thanks direct from
the trenches in France.
These should be displayed in your lobby, photographed for elides or sent out
j
to your mailing list.
Cigarette Fund Remittances
|
Previously acknowledged
$392.46
Seniors Hall, Montgomery, N. Y., R. T. Senior, Mgr
$3.23
1
Orpheum Theatre, Muncie, Ind., John J. Meehan
2.63
1
Forrest Theatre, Trevorton, Pa
1.25
9.18
Orpheum Theatre, Kalispell, Mont., F. W . Striker, Prop.
|
■
16.29

$418.75
Cigarettes have been received from our Los Angeles office, three
large boxes contributed by the theatres in that city.
minim
Ill
E.
Mandelbaum,
of the Stillman theatre,
M. H. Hoffman, M. H. Hoffman, Inc.,
Cleveland, was in New York last week on
left New York Monday for a tour of the
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
business.
tTTT7rrnimTiminTiiirnnnnimmnii iiuunin
country. Mr. Hoffman will visit every important city in the United States in the inNat I. Brown,- general manager of PaCharles Christie, general manager of the
terest of the Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures.
ralta Plays, Inc., returned to New York
He expects to be absent from the New
Christie
Film Co., Los Angeles, arrived in
last week after several weeks' absence,
York office for several weeks.
New York last week in the interest of the
company.
during which time he was at the Paralta
Studios, Hollywood, Cat, devoting his
time to activities at the studio. Mr. Brown
H. J. Sheppard, prominent in the indeH. A. Spanuth, Commonwealth Pictures
pendent branch of the industry, was in
reports progress in every branch of the
Corporation, was in New York last week,
business.
Ossining last week, where he showed Wilwhere he showed Commonwealth's latest
liam S. Hart feature, " The Two-Gun
production for the independent market to
Maurice Fleekles, vice-president of the
Man " in " The Bargain " to the members
of the Mutual Welfare League of Sing
the New York trade. Charlotte, the chamRenowned Pictures Corporation, left last
Sing Prison.
pion woman skater, is featured in the proweek for an extended trip through the
Saturday. duction. Mr. Spanuth returned to Chicago
West in the interest of the two new feaStanley Mastbaum, of Philadelphia and
tures recently acquired by this company,
Stanley theatres, was in New York last
" Souls Redeemed " and " Weavers of
week on business. He returned the latter
S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of the
Life." He expects to be absent from the
Rialto theatre, who has been absent in the
New York office for several days.
part of the week.
West for several days, returned to New
York last week.
Fred C. Quimby, Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
Leon D. Netter, Masterpiece Film Atleft New York last week for an extended
tractions, came to New York last week
W. R. Rothacker, Rothacker Film Corp.,
from Cleveland to attend the meeting of
trip through the West. Mr. Quimby exChicago, was in New York last week on
pects to be absent from the New York
the National State's Rights Association.
business. He returned to Chicago Friday.
office for about ten days.
He returned to Cleveland Saturday.
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value of motion pictures as a commercial asset are
being set forth by Edward A. Joyce, fiscal agent of the
Motion Pictures Products Company, Inc., who has been in
Salt Lake City, Utah, for the purpose of opening offices.
The company which Mr. Joyce represents is headed by J.
W. Lee, who for many years was general manager of the
entire western agency of the Edison Motion Picure Company,
and who has also assisted in the production of several large
features for the Pathe and Mutual companies. The vice-president is E. A. Morton and the secretary-treasurer is C. G.
Harris.
" Motion pictures," said Mr. Joyce, " have been underestimated as advertising and educational mediums. It has
progressed rapidly in the presentation of the drama, but producers so far have not given the attention that is necessary
to the commercial value of the films. There is at present a
great demand for industrial films, for safety-first films and for
intelligently arranged advertising films. That is the purpose
of the Motion Picture Products Company. We intend, after
we have been financed, to turn out films of a commercial value.
We will not end here, however. We will cover all phases of
the motion picture business. We are arranging to establish
exchanges for the distribution of our own films and for the
distribution of plays turned out by other companies."

Portland Exhibitors See-Saw on Admission
TEN-CENT vaudeville matinees in Portland have resulted
in the inauguration of an admission-price war by the Star
and Sunset theatres, two of the down-town film houses of the
Oregon metropolis.
On November 1 both of these houses advanced entrance
fees, the Sunset from 15 cents straight, with five cents for
children, to ten and twenty cents at night, with a retention of
the old matinee schedule. The Star went from 15 to 20 for
adults, and from five to ten for children.
Suddenly the Star shifted back to the old schedule, the theatre paying the war tax, and the Sunset went the Star one
better the next day by resuming the old scale for evenings
and clipping a nickel off the matinee figures, making it five and
ten cents.
The Hippbdrome and Strand theatres, which give a combination vaudeville photoplay programme for ten cents in the
afternoon, with the Hip 20 cents at night and the Strand 15
cents, have been playing to unusually big business with the
film houses at 20 cents. Hence the sudden decision to meet
the competition with a price cut by the two smallest first-run
houses.
" I can't give the public a high class motion picture entertainment for less than 20 cents," declared John A. Jennings,
owner of the Sunset, when he made the change, " but if it's a
question of making the public a present, why not make the
gift a real one."
The action of J. C. Stille, manager of the Star and People's
theatre, in shaving the extra nickel from the Star prices, was
forced because of the close proximity of that house to the
Strand.
E. J. Myrick, one of the leading exhibitors of Portland, who
manages the Liberty, Oregon's largest photoplay house, reports that business has been under normal except when the
bigger features are shown. The public jammed his house during screening of " The Moth," and for this class of picture
there was little or no complaint on the score of increased
price.
" When the public realizes that we film men are not crooks,
but have been forced to raise prices or give them cheaper entertainment, the situation will adjust itself," comments Mr.
Myrick.
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Exchanges Handle
Gloves

Tax

Without

THE motion picture exchanges of Salt Lake City, Utah,
have banded together and have assembled a concise letter which they are sending out to the exhibitors in the Intermountain section of the west. Ten exchanges are included in
the plan to place their views on the war tax before their
patrons. They are: Universal Film Exchange, Fox, Vitagraph,
Paramount, World, Metro, Pathe, General, Artcraft and
George Kleine System. The letter in part follows:
" The exhibitor
should there
not foolis himself.
In mostclause,
contracts
between
distributors and exhibitors
a cancellation
and no
exhibitor
hesitates to cancel when his business does not permit him to pay the prices
agreed on for pictures. Every distributor who does not honestly and straightforwardly announce as we have announced that we are compelled to collect
substantially the same amount as we are required to pay to the Government
will be forced to cancel his existing contracts and raise his prices, or he will
try to make the exhibitor think he is a philanthropist and actually gets an
additional return sufficient to cover his tax and more by taking on at a
higher
rate than he is asked before, the business which we lose through
cancellation.
" Itincrease
is all absurdly
simple.
of product And
increases
sales gone,
price
must
or business
must Asgo theintocostbankruptcy.
with the
business
what
of
the
boys
'
over
there?
'
" Incidentally,
to us
set toanycollect
fears 15or cents
suspicions
rest,daythere
not a
penny
of profit inand
it for
per reelat per
fromis exhibitors. As a matter of fact the most expert accountants in New York have
demonstrated that the tax actually costs over 16 cents per reel per day for
every reel that works. But to simplify bookkeeping the tax was fixed at IS
cents. The only persons who can possibly object to the present arrangements are those who do not fully understand it.
same twoidentical
operating ingotEngland
and has
been" This
for over
years. proposition
In fact the isGovernment
the idea to-day
from England,
where there has never been the least trouble about it or the least objection
by exhibitors or anyone else. The producers passed the tax on to the exchanges. The exchanges passed it on to the exhibitors. The exhibitors
passed it on to the public, and nobody kicked.
" We are
nation
war. Not
at play.
is hell.peace
We've
to go
through
hell a and
taxesat before
we can
expectWar
to reach
and got
pleasure.
Those of us who are not shouldering a gun and offering our lives, as the
flower remains
of the nation's
youngat home
men —arewhether
doing, itwill
do well
to face or
whatever
music
to be faced
is taxes
or sacrifice
privation of any sort."
San Francisco Dines S. L. Rothapfel
TURNER & DAHNKEN CIRCUIT gave a luncheon
in honor of S. L. Rothapfel, the New York motion picture man, at the Press Club, San Francisco, on Wednesday,
November 21. Guests, including all the prominent film industry representatives in the bay cities and many well-known
newspaper men, numbered about a hundred. Al. C. Joy, president of the Press Club, acted as toastmaster.
In his address Mr. Rothapfel mentioned that two years before, speaking in the same place, he had prophesied that the
motion
pictureanother
program
was to The
go. program
" Now," is hecoming
added,back.
"I
want to make
prophecy.
THE

But it is the program that you exhibitors are going to construct yourselves. Put thought and intelligence into your programs and strive for individuality."
Of the war tax, he said that instead of " dilly-dallying with
the pennies " an advance of five cents on every admission price
had been made in his theatres and not one complaint had been
made. This year, in spite of the war, the Rialto would make
$300,000, he declared, and was spending $125,000 for newspaper advertising. He mentioned an innovation being adopted
in his New York theatres — a perfume room — from which
scents suitable to the scene would be forced out into the
theatre, as the fragrance of new-mown hay, to accompany a
picture in which it would be appropriate.
Mr. Rothapfel advocated the maintenance of the best prices
and high-class entertainment, mentioning that in the new
Rivoli he has 400 seats at $1, and that these have been sold
for a year in advance.
" If you haven't the ability to produce a big show, the best
kind of a show," he urged, " hire somebody who has. Make
people come to your theatre on account of the house. Get
them in the habit of coming blindly, as it were, not on account of the picture you are running, but because it is the
theatre they want to attend. Go back to your theatre and sit
down, in the dark-room if necessary, and concentrate. Think
what you can do to improve your shows."
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Angeles,

HD. NAUGLE, general western representative for Greater
• Vitagraph, has returned from a three months' trip over
his entire territory, and also from a stay of several days in
New York where he conferred with General Manager W. W.
Irwin on matters of the organization. Mr. Naugle reports
conditions are better than one would think with the exhibitors in all parts of the country he visited. The war tax
is playing havoc with the receipts of theatres in all territories,
but the general tone is for the improvement rather than for
a deeper cut in the receipts. The most unfortunate feature
of the war tax, according to Mr. Naugle, is that it was not
specifically stated by the government who should pay the reel
tax, and thus a great deal of ill feeling would have been
eliminated.
CHARLES FITZGERALD, who for several years was
booker of the Los Angeles General Film Exchange, and
who has served as salesman for the Greater Vitagraph at
Salt Lake, has been added to the staff of the K-E-S-E Exchange by Manager E. H. Silcocks, where he will serve as
booker.
TC. MALCOLM, who is managing the Tally exchange
• conducted in connection with the First National Exhibitors' Association, is now looking for a location on Los
Angeles Film Row (Olive Street), and expects to open an
exchange, or rather move the present one to the new quarters by January 1. Mr. Malcolm reports the two subjects
being handled by the Tally organization " On Trial " and " A
Morman Mail " are booked solid up until February 1.
MANAGER H. H. Hicks of Los Angeles Select Branch
gave a very terse report of conditions in six words:
" ' Over There,' over big, over here." The subject was shown
at Tally's Broadway Theatre.

Salt Lake

and

Spokane

18 at the Strand theatre, and according to all reports did as
big a business as it enjoyed at its first showing there. M. M.
Stewart, publicity manager for the W. H. Swanson theatres,
has made arrangements to handle the picture for several return engagements throughout Utah.
WL. MERRILL, manager of the Triangle Exchange at
• Salt Lake City, Utah, has just returned from a trip
over his territory in the mountain country. He says a number
of houses have been forced to raise their prices and that they
are getting the business without any kick from their patrons.
Here and There in Spokane
AFIRE which started in the operating room of the Pathe
theatre in Spokane, Saturday, November 10, badly injured the interior and caused the theatre to be closed for several days. This theatre is owned by C. P. Stillwell, who also
conducts three other Seattle houses. As the result of the fire
Mr. Stillwell has decided to replace all union help with nonunion operators. The other houses under the management of
Stillwell are The Casino, Rex and Unique, all in the downtown business district of Spokane.
THE

CLEMMER RED-HEAD CLUB of Spokane, originated by Dr. H. S. Clemmer, one of them, promises to
become a nation-wide organization. This club is composed
of almost 100 red-headed boys of Spokane, who weekly are
guests of the Clemmer theatre management. Dr. Clemmer
now plans to get in touch with all theatre managers who are
of the reddish-blond complexion in the hope of organizing
red-head clubs in connection with their theatres and associating them with one national organization. The Red-Head
Club has proven very beneficial to the Clemmer theatre, in
that it has secured publicity otherwise impossible.

MAL

SAM

MANY

press-agenting, exhibiting and managerial duties both in the
movies and legitimate. From the frozen barriers of Nome,
Alaska, to the milder climate of the Pacific northwest, Cohn
has exhibited feature pictures and written newspaper copy.
As manager of the Liberty in Spokane, Mr. Cohn brings to
this position experience which will undoubtedly prove valuable
in assuring the future success of " the finest picture house in
the whole Inland Empire."

SIMMONS, who was recently transferred from San
Francisco branch of Goldwyn to manager of the Los
Angeles branch, succeeding G. C. Parsons, has tendered his
resignation and left for New York where he will accept the
general managership of the new State Rights Exhibitors, Inc.
Mr. Simmons has been identified with a number of the coast
exchanges, and has the reputation of making exceptionally
good contracts. He has had a very wide experience and by
Los Angeles film row men is considered a very capable man
for the new position.

of the managers of Los Angeles exchanges attended the opening of the new Liberty theatre at
Fresno on November 27. Among those who made arrangements to be present at this event were Managers H. H.
Hicks of Select, E. H. Silcocks of K-E-S-E, H. D. Naugle,
Greater Vitagraph, and Harry Leonhardt, Goldwyn.

TTARVEY GROSSMAN, salesman for the Los Angeles
*■ •!■ All Star Feature Distributors' Exchange, is home from
a trip through Arizona, and reports exceptional business there
because of the activities in mines and exceptional crop in the
irrigated district.
News

Notes

from

Utah

r\ NE of the oldest theatre buildings in Utah was destroyed
by fire November 18, when the opera house and motion
picture theatre at Brigham City, near Salt Lake City, was
razed. The building was erected in 1868 by the Mormon
Church and used as an amusement hall, but of recent years
fell into private hands and has been conducted as a motion
picture house. The loss by fire has been reported as $10,000.

«<THE EYES OF THE WORLD " played a return engageA
ment to Salt Lake City, Utah, the week of November

W. B. COHN, recently appointed secretary and manager of the Liberty theatre, Spokane, is probably one of
the
oldest
in theembraces
northwest.
Mr. years
Cohn'sof
experience "inyoungest
theatrical" exhibitors
and film work
twelve

Chaplin's New Studio Takes Shape Rapidly
WORK of creating the new Charley Chaplin Film Company studio at Hollywood is progressing so rapidly that
General Manager John Jasper advises it will be possible for
the comedian and his troupe to begin making his first picture
within the next ten days. The building of the studio is being
recorded on a celluloid strip, and when it is completed a film
not exceeding more than three hundred feet will show the
work from start to finish. Cameras are trained on the site
from two locations where derricks are used in order to get
the best possible bird's-eye view. Two weeks ago the site,
which consists of almost a block, was covered with a lemon
orchard, the crop of which has been harvested. A row of
twelve handsome dressing rooms, a 30 x 50 foot carpenter shop,
an open air stage 70 x 260. garage building 30 x 40, and foundations laid for the administration building have been accomplished within a fortnight. According to the plans, one hundred and ten feet of the stage will be enclosed in glass, and
immediately back of this will be erected a large property room
and setting storage warehouse. The administration building
will be of old English type of architecture and will face on
La Brea avenue. On the other end of the block a handsome
residence is being remodeled to suit the desire of Mr. Chaplin,
for it is here that he will make his future home as soon as a
passport can be obtained for his mother, now in London.
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PROJECT has been launched among the studios for the
active co-operation of players with the Red Cross chapter of Southern California. The plan provides that the Red
Cross shall furnish to actresses knitting material, that they
may all be busy during the time they usually waste in waiting
for the making of scenes. H. M. Horkheimer, president and
general manager of the Balboa Amusement Producing Company, was the originator of this plan, which has been put into
active operation. The managers of practically all of the
Southern California studios are taking an active interest in
this work, and it is anticipated that studio people will in the
very near future turn out a great quantity of sweaters and
other knitted apparel for the soldiers, as well as making hundreds of bandages for the medical corps. The plan has been
endorsed by the officers of the Los Angeles Red Cross chapter, and they are now working out the plan of getting the
scheme into operation within the next few days.

FRANK POWELL, who was recently engaged to produce
the next Rex Beach picture, " Heart of the Sunset," together with the business manager of the company, arrived in
Los Angeles last week to look over locations and to secure
players for many of the parts in this coming release. When
Mr. Powell left New York it was his intention to produce
" Heart of the Sunset " in Los Angeles, but while en route he
found most desirable locations in Texas, and thus his plans
were changed. Mr. Powell is engaging players through Willis
& Inglis agency, who will accompany him to Texas, where he
will be met by a number of the players who will come on from
New York. It is very probable that Mr. Powell will return to
Los Angeles following the completion of " Heart of the Sunset" for the making of other subjects.
D LANS for the organization of a comedy producing com* pany, to be known as Screen Arts Films, Inc., have been
made through Willis & Inglis of Los Angeles, and a company
for the production of twelve, two-reel light comedies has been
organized. Active production work will be started during the
coming week. Fay Tincher is to be the featured player of the
series, which will be directed by Al Santell.
O MALL bowls in the lobbies of Los Angeles theatres that
*J are collecting cigarettes and pennies in co-operation with
MOTION PICTURE NEWS for the Boys in France Tobacco
Fund last week inspired Baby Helen Marie Osborne to inaugurate collecting admission at the studio in order to swell
the fund. After learning from her father L. T. Osborne, the
purpose of the cigarettes Baby Marie induced the property
man of the studio to secure a receptacle for her. and every
morning she has appeared at the gate and collected toll to the
extent of one or more cigarettes from each one of the employees who entered.
A PHOTOPLAY comoany has been organized for the production of juvenile, or rather, boy pictures, each of
which will be of two reels and for release by the General
Film Comoany. Stories for these photoplays are being written by Tudge Willis Brown, late of the iuvenile court of Salt
Lake City, and the scenario writing and production is under
the direction of King W. Vidor, late writer for the Universal.
THE

West

Studios

A

King-Bee Film Company, making two-reel comedies
featuring Billy West, have completed the first sublet
made since coming to California, which h?s been titled " The
Slave." and will be released under date of December 5. Arvid
E. Gillstrom was director of this, and Manaeer Louis Burstein
advises the supporting cast for West includes the former
favorites of this plant, Babe Hardv, Budd Ross. Beatrice Jov
and Leo White. The company within a day or two will betnn
filming a western subject which will probably be named " The
Prospector" in which West will have a burro, untouched by
leather heretofore, as his principal support, at least in many
of the scenes.
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HW. WHITSON, owner and manager of the Plaza the• atre at San Diego had a very successful run during the
showing of the Jewel Production " The Man Without a
Country." The last day of the showing Mr. Whitson wired
the Los Angeles Jewel Exchange stating it was the most
profitable
week's
business
management
of this
theatre, and
added
that of
he the
had present
made new
records for
the
house. Mr. Whitson took advantage of the opportunities
offered for this subject, and secured the co-operation of all
the patriotic and charitable organizations of San Diego who
materially aided him in boosting the picture. In addition to
this he had a splendid electric sign placed in front of the
theatre advertising the subject.
CONSIDERABLE extra advertising has been given the
first Lois Weber Production to be released by Jewel Exchange, The
"
Price of a Good Time," which opens at the Superba theatre in Los Angeles during the coming week. Fifty
additional billboards, each of twenty-four sheets, were used in
connection with an extra amount of newspaper advertising.
Manager Dave Burshon, manager of the Los Angeles exchange, got up a series of postcards which were mailed out
to patrons. The copy used on these cards was as follows:
" What Is The Price of a Good Time? "
" Don't Be a Moocher! P (1) ay The Price of a Good Time!"
"Did You Ever Have the Price of a Good Time?"
" You Will Have To P(l)ay the Price of a Good Time! "
Frisco
PROMPT

Auditorium

Cannot

Show

Pictures

action by the motion picture men of San Francisco has brought about a settlement of the question
whether the great municipal Auditorium can be diverted to
use as a motion picture house in opposition, at occasional
times, to the established theatres representing heavy investments. And the question has been decided in the negative.
In the middle of November John Boggiano, representative
of the Italo-North America Commercial Union, which on behalf of the Italian government is exploiting official war pictures, arranged for the use of the Auditorium, he acting in
association with some theatrical men. Of course, the motion
picture men were eager to help in any Italian benefit plan,
even to the use of their theatres if necessary, but there seemed
to be some question as to how much of the proceeds would
go to the purpose announced.
So a committee of movie men was appointed and Eugene
H. Roth, E. B. Johnson, Norman Eisner, L Oppenheimer, L.
Weinberg, Jack Partington, Herman Wobber and Howard J.
Sheehan went before the Board of Supervisors, accompanied
by a couple of attorneys, and demanded a hearing. The committee demanded answers to these questions: 1. If the war
films are being shown for charitable purposes, what percentage will charity get of the proceeds? 2. If charity is a secondary consideration, is it fair to the moving picture theatres
to rent the Auditorium at a nominal figure to a commercial
enterprise?
The committee asserted that the state right to the pictures
about to be shown in the Auditorium had been offered to the
theatres for $20,000. If the exhibition were to be a bona fide
one for charity, the theatres would not only withdraw all opposition, but would contribute ushers, music, managers and
whatever else might be needed to make it a success. An
understanding as to the use of the Auditorium for commercial showing of pictures was desired, however.
Boggiano made a statement in which he showed that the
film exhibition was not a private trade enterprise and that all
the net proceeds would be sent to Italy and divided between
relief for the dependent families of soldiers and Italian Red
Cross.
The committee made no further opposition, but assurance
was given by the supervisors that the huge municipal structure would not be rented for motion picure purposes except
in bona fide charity or war benefit work.
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SO successful was the business secured during the showing
of the first Monroe Salisbury subject released on the
Bluebird program that Manager J. A. Quinn of the Rialto
theatre, Los Angeles, has booked " The Savage," which will
be the program at this downtown first-run house in the very
near future.

Announcement
Citizens

Savings

RAY, who has owned the Strand theatre at Riverside for the past two years, has disposed of this property
to Douglas Jarmouth, late owner of the Colonial theatre in
Los Angeles. The Colonial is on the corner of Fifty-fourth
Street and Vermont Avenue, and this was recently sold by
Jarmouth to Walker. The retiring manager of the Riverside
Strand theatre, Mr. Carl Ray, is now interested in several
theatres in Montana, and in the near future will open a new
house in Arizona.
CARL

L. HUBBEL
Angeles.

has purchased the Crescent theatre in Los

FRANK S. DAVIS has purchased the Colonial theatre at
Uplands, Cal., from J. B. Lampere, who has bought the
Crown theatre of F. Jackson, which is located in Sawtelle,
Cal., twelve miles from Los Angeles.
LOUIS

Baumgardner is the new owner of the Electric theatre at Santa Paula, having purchased this recently of
Alexander Briggs, who has taken over the Academy theatre
in Los Angeles.

CL. LANGLEY, who is building the Taft theatre at Taft,
• Cal., one of the most prosperous oil towns of the state,
advises that the new house of 1450 seats will be opened about
January 15th. This is to be a combination theatre with sufficient stage equipment and space to accommodate road show
attractions, but Mr. Langley states there will only be an occasional show of this kind, the house being used for motion
pictures fully 80 per cent of the days. The theatre is located
on a lot 75 x 125 feet, and will have a balcony containing 625
seats. The equipment for the projecting room has already
been purchased and consists of Powers 6 B. projecting machines, B. & L. dissolver and a 72-ampere Westinghouse generator set.

and

Bank

HEADQUARTERSMOTION PICTURE ACCOUNTS
in LOS

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

We are enjoying a large part of the motion
picture business of this city.
WHY

WJ. HESSEN, who has successfully conducted the La J
•
Salle Theatre, on West Adams Street, Los Angeles, (
has sold this house to Mr. H. D. Litchfield.
1
B.

Trust

First — Because we offer fourteen hours of excellent
banking service, from eight In the morning until
ten In the evening, which affords an unusual
convenience for all depositors who are busily
engaged during the usual banking hours.
Second — Because we appreciate the worth of, and try
to promote the welfare of the motion picture
business.
Because our many satisfied depositors bring
their friends to the bank, who, in turn, become
Third- satisfied depositors.
Fourth -Because all of the stock of this bank Is owned
by The Citizens National Bank, the total remillion. sources of both banks being over twenty-flve
CITIZENS TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK
Third and Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.
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VOGLESONG

Pay-As

-You -Enter
SYSTEM

REGISTERS
NATHAN MANN, who has the Empire theatre at San
Pedro, is now having plans made for a new house which
will be built on the lot immediately adjoining his present theatre. The plans will provide for 850 seats.
MANAGER H. L. MONAHAN of the theatre at Brawley,
Cal., has changed the name of the house from the Gilbo
to the Liberty, and it was reopened under the new name during the past week.
BECAUSE of the embargo placed on films, the shipment to
Calexico will be cut off within the next few days, and
thus considerable business will be taken away from the Los
Angeles film exchanges, who supply many houses in Mexico.
THE ARROW THEATRE at Mexicali, which is just two
A blocks across the Mexican-United States border from
Calexico, is to be closed. It is stated this will be very beneficial to American exhibitors who are located in Calexico, as
the Arrow theatre is a combination of a dance hall and motion
picture house.

PROTECTS
^v¥i

YOUR
MONEY

NOTE — The Voglesong Pay-As-YouEnter System will handle your
crowds quicker, cheaper and without
confusion, delay or annoyance.
" THEY
WALK
WRITE US

IN "

American
Coin Register Co.
EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA
H. E. WHITE
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
736 S. Spring Street
2006 Third Avenue
Los Angeles, California
Seattle, Washington

1WTANAGER GEORGE SCHLESSINGER of the Pastime
1"* theatre at Bakersfield has been in Los Angeles making
bookings for his theatre during the coming months.. Schlessinger's house maintains the policy of five changes each week.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Fifteen of the best
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HART

j PRODUCTIONS
Made
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1
l

New

in Oregon?

CHESTER SMITH has bought the Liberty Theatre, of
Burns, Ore., from Cligan & Thompson, and is arranging
a programme of features for his pictures.

ACCORDING to a letter received by C. M. Hill, of the
Portland Paramount-Artcraft Exchange, the film boys at
! American Lake, members of the new National Army, have
organized a movie club and will make some short-reel subjects. Robert K ane of Paralta is one of the most prominent
of the film men at Camp Lewis.
1

H. INCE

JACK LANNON, of the Greater Features Company of Seattle, booked "The Witching Hour" with J. C. Stille of
the Peoples Amusement Company when the popular distributor was in Portland last week.

The collection is the selection of the most
successful subjects of two reels each in
which the screen's greatest male star was
featured. They have stories equally as good
as those used today, but in all instances
they have been boiled down to speedy action.

CM. HILL, the Progressive manager;
t River exhibitor, and Joe Dietsch, of
invaded a Portland restaurant the other
of fried mushrooms, and all three were
for several days.

These Hart subjects will prove features that
will get the money for your theatre. Territory now going fast, so you must write or
wire now.

HH. BROWNELL, well-known Portland cameraman and
• film salesman, is now a cameraman at Universal City.
Brownell left last week for the Southern California film colony. Brownell has been making Oregon pictures for five
years, has turned the crank at several Pendleton roundups,
and transplanted much magnificent northwest scenery and
many news events to the celluloid.

WESTERN
FEATURE FILM CO.
E
1
180 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco. Cal.
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TRY
1 CHEAP

THE

DAVIS

FILM

BROS.

$2
SERVICE
0

1

Art Kolstadt, Hood
Perfection Pictures,
day, partook freely
on the hospital roll

NEITHER C. Bettinger or Lew Cullins of The Dalles have
raised admission prices as yet, but both declare that the
absorption of the admission tax has eliminated profits and
they admission
are looking
the
fee forward
a trifle. to a " hard winter " unless they tilt
GUY

MATLOCK, who operates four houses at Pendleton,
raised prices from 25 to 28 cents at one of his houses,
but the results were not satisfactory and he has eliminated
the penny change system of admissions.

AT La Grande, Meyers and Leiter, who conduct the Arcade
28 Reels a Week (4 Reels a Day)
Theatre, have not raised matinee prices, collecting 11
00
Consisting of Two, Three and
cents instead of 10 and 6 cents instead of 5, but have gone to
Four-Reel Features, Comedies,
10 and 20 cents for evening shows. An intelligent educational
Per Week
etc., Including Posters, Slides, etc., for
campaign resulted in a full appreciation of the need for an
increase.
WEEKLY FILM SERVICE of 35 or More Reels Per Week, InDay
cluding 5and 6 Reel Features, Etc., at Proportionately Low Rates
1 For Single Day Service a Good
J P. COTTER, who operates the Orpheum, Grand and Empire theatres at Baker, is another exhibitor who has the
I Six-Reel Show (with Posters) for
confidence and good will of his public to the extent that when
5.00
$
OUR FEATURES INCLUDE MANY STRONG
he explained that he was forced to jump to 10 and 20 cents
business was even better than usual. Mr. Cotter used much
MELODRAMAS WITH SENSATIONAL PAPER
newspaper space and utilized other publicity methods.
SUCH AS
THEERNMENT
EYE OF THE GOV" PURITY
Munson) '* (with Audrey
LURE
THE ESCAPE (Mae Marsh and THE
RALPH RUFFNER, who deserted the Liberty Theatre,
RESCUED BURNING
FROM THE STAKE
Blanche Sweet)
Spokane, to manage the Columbia Theatre, Portland, for
WHERE
LIGHTS OF LONDON
DREN ARE MY CHILJensen and Von Herberg, and to handle publicity for both
THE
FRAME-UP
PAGEANT
OF SAN FRANColumbia and Liberty, has been spending a week meeting old
DRIVEN FROM HOME
CISCO
HER ACCUSING PAST
friends in the Rose City. Mr. Ruffner lived in Portland for
BLIND SCULPTOR
BLANCHE WALSH in " RESa number of years before going to Montana.
THE KENTUCKY FEUD
AT SURRECTION
THE FRONT "WITH THE
'NEATH
THE DETECTIVE
LION'S PAW
ALLIES
THE
CHILD
THE WRECKERS
BEASTS OF THE JUNGLE
WALTER EDWARDS, of Triangle, has taken up the making
D IRECTOR
THEIR LIVES BY A
TRACKED
BY BLOODof an original photoplay by Jack Cunningham, who is also accredited
THREAD
HOUNDS
with
writing the
continuity.
This istotitled
entire
cast
MYSTERIES OF PARIS
SLAVES OF MORPHINE
of principals
for this
is announced
include Evidence."
J. Barney The
Sherry.
Audelle
THE BLIND SCULPTOR
A VICTIM OF THE MORHiggins, Pauline Starke, Eugene Cory, and Howard Davies. This will
MONS
POWER
OF
CIVILIZATION
be the first appearance of Miss Higgins and Davies in Triangle films.
THE MARKED WOMAN
LIFE OF BUFFALO BILL
ON THE FIGHTING LINE
BRAND
OF THE BARS
OTHERS
AND MANY
TEXAS GUINAN. who has been a member of the Triangle organization
for the past two months, is to be starred in a western subject at present
FILM FOR RENT AND FOR SALE
known as " The Gun Woman." The role is that of a woman who depends
uDon
a gun in the early frontier days to settle her grievances. Francis
187 Golden Gate Ave.
MacDonald, late of Universal, and Ed Brady are members of the cast.
DAVIS
BROS.
SAN FRANCISCO
This film is to be made by Frank Borzage, who has just completed " Until
They Get Me," which features Joe King, supported by Pauline Starke and
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuniiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii™ mi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimm.- Jack Curtis.
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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Going

the Rounds

in San

Francisco

TWENTY-FIVE members of the Motion Picture Association
of Northern California were in session at their rooms in
the new California Theatre when S. L. Rothapfel of New York
dropped in. The session was resolved into an informal reception, during which the New York exhibitor answered many
questions and discussed conditions of the industry in New
York and San Francisco. Mr. Rothapfel inspected the new
theatre, which he declared to be worthy of Broadway.

TURNER & DAHNKEN began a run of San Francisco's
new morality play, " The Finger of Justice," in the T. &
D. theatre at Oakland on November 21 with tremendous attendance at the opening. The Rev. Paul Smith, on whose
anti-vice crusade the picture is founded, appeared in person
and told why he had produced the film.
THE motion picture operators in San Francisco are trying
force the exhibitors to raise their pay from $35 a week for
eight hours work to $40 a week for six hours. The demands
are under consideration.
AN

organ is being installed by the American Photo Player
Company in a theatre erected at Menlo Park, Cal., where
the Camp Fremont cantonment is located. Another big organ
has been supplied by this firm to the new Liberty theatre at
Fresno, and still another to one of the theatres in Joy City,
the amusement annex to Camp Lewis at American Lake,
Wash.

CHARLES MORSE, a San Francisco cameraman, who has
been in Honolulu for the past year, is enlisting in the
Photographic Division of the United States Army.
THE
Clara.

McDonald theatre at Richmond, Cal., has been sold
by Tom Spees to Hoots & McDaniel, formerly of Santa

CHARLES ROHRER of the Nippon theatre, Sacramento,
has assumed the Edison theatre in the same city, the
former owner, Mr. Marks, having been drafted.
ART

SMITH, the aviator, and Albert Menasco, his assistant, have returned to San Francisco from the Orient,
Smith entering the United States Army aviation service. They
tell of the motion picture industry in Japan that strict censorship regulations, eliminating all " blood and thunder " productions, which were very popular there, and that as a result
Asakusa park, the motion picture street in Tokio, was closed.
" Everybody in a movie theatre in Japan sits on the floor,"
said Smith, whether upstairs or downstairs. " The highest
priced seats are at the top of the house, just under the roof."
WALTER

PREDDY of San Francisco has supplied equipment for a new theatre, built by Mr. Johnson of the
Smith Lumber Company, at Bay Point, Cal.

FRANK ATKINS, manager of the Marysville theatre, has
put a big Hawaiian vaudeville act on the road.
HARRY NAUGLE, western manager of Greater Vitagraph,
visited San Francisco on his way back to Los Angeles
after three months in New York.
MANAGER COHEN of the George Kleine System gave a
preview of the new " Quo Vadis " at Photo Players' hall,
San Francisco, on November 22. Exhibitors from all over
northern California attended.
RECENT

visitors in San Francisco:
versal and Bluebird manager, Los
manager Opal theatre, Hollister; A. A.
the Modesto theatre, Modesto; William
the Edison theatre, Newman.

Dave Berchont, UniAngeles; E. S. Stark,
Berrard, manager of
Johnson, manager of
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Films
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MFG.

CO.

to Order

EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE
985 Market Street, San Francisco, California

CAMBRIA SPRING COMPANY
" Quality First"
Largest Spring
Factory on the

Auto and Truck
Springs, Wheels,
Rims and Bumpers
General Blacksmithing
Phones: Main 1076 Home F-5233

ForgingFrames
Made Straightened
and
Pacific Coast"
916-918 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Cal.

GEORGE W. CHAPMAN
COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of all kinds of plaster and papier mache work,
miniature sets of every description, and all kinds of props for
the special needs of motion picture productions.
Phone: Hollywood 1290 5155 Santa Monica, Blvd., Los Angeles
MULTIGRAPHING
F 5244

F 5244

MIMEOGRAPHING
F 5244

TYPEWRITING
SCENARIOS
MANUSCRIPTS
Al. Holman & Co.

PRESS COPY

609 S. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles.
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I TITLES
OF

ALL

DESCRIPTIONS

Motion Picture Title Co.
631 S. SPRING STREET =
1 BROADWAY 1153
LOS ANGELES
1^illilllllllilliliiilllllllllliliiillllllllllllllillllllllllllilllliilillllllllliillli
HOME 10525
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiimniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiniR
pmilliiiiii'iiiiimiiiiw J. SLIPPER & COMPANY
1 BAIRD — POWERS— MOTIOGRAPH and SIMPLEX [
Projecting Machines
Hertner Tran&verters, Minusa Gold Fibre Screens
and General Theatre Equipment
and Supplies
WRITE FOR CATALOG
|
| 728 South Olive Street
Los Angeles g
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiuiimjiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiuim
Holly S9H
RE-PHOTO CO.
Studio in Connection
Photographic reproductions 1
the profession
6520 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, California

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

Los Angeles
ManufacturersCan
of Co.
FILM CASES
303 San Fernondo Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Sunset Bast 389
Borne 10t69
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withbuild

of a fool.

FOR three years I have said most all motion picture
advertising is rotten. It is worse than that ; it is
unintelligent.
Suppose this, for example : You make a statement or
a proposition to the Exhibitor. You are honest and sincere about it, but the Exhibitor thinks you are a liar.
The fact that he is wrong makes no difference ; you have
made a mistake and put out an unintelligent advertisement, j^.ijii
Reverse the thing: Suppose you lie to him — maliciously
or otherwise — and he believes you. You're cutting your
throat, because sooner or later that lie will come out. In
either case you have lost or destroyed confidence that you
vitally need.
Any producer who thinks he can disregard the Exhibitor
should have his head examined.

Here's

My

Definite

Proposition
IWILL demonstrate my ability to be constructive as
well as critical. I will do this on your own problems without cost to you.

Send me copies of your advertisements, or plans, past
or present. I will make notes of mistakes and suggest
improvements.

Or make an appointment with me and I will go over
personally any proposition you wish to consider and can
tell you about the effect on, or result from the Exhibitor.
I ought to be able to do this because after working with
and for exhibitors individually, I determined to find out
something about exhibitors collectively. So I put in eight
months traveling all over the United States. I traveled
forty thousand miles. I am not through yet, but I know
pretty well what the Exhibitor wants and needs.

Another thing, the bulk of the unintelligent advertising
comes from headquarters — the boss — and should not be
laid at the door of the advertising department.

To this knowledge I add the result of fifteen years'
merchandising and advertising experience. I think I have
a reasonable perspective and know pretty well what will
naturally develop and what must be done to make money
producing pictures.

It's a peculiar thing that the boss, along with everything
else he has to do and has to be familiar with, thinks way
back in his head that as an advertising man he would be

Within the next sixty days I will make another trip
East. If you are not in or near Los Angeles meanwhile
I can see you where you are.

a " wiz." He's wrong. If that were the case he would
be an advertising man and be just as successful and just
as advanced financially in the advertising field as he is in
his present position. Nevertheless, the boss digs up some
pet notion, or idea, and jams it down the throat of his
advertising department. Of course the boys want to hold
their jobs. The result is an ungodly mess.
I hope some of you fellows who are running things see

Don't consider this advertising thing a matter of designing or writing something to appear in print. Advertising and merchandising are inseparable and are just as
much a fundamental part of your business as production.
If you take up this proposition of my demonstrating,
constructive work and I return to you anything of value
you will pay me for it. That's up to you.
If you can use my service, we can get together.

this. Don't get the idea I am talking to your competitor.
Don't consider yourself a noble exception — it's ten thousand to one I am stepping right on the middle of your foot.
The day for brain storms in motion picture advertising and merchandising is past. The industry is solidly
up against the real thing and it takes no trained observer
to watch the survival of the fittest.

A.
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NEWS
WHY

Personalities
Dedicatory Notice: This is not a department — it's a pleasure. That is, to the chap
who
writes picture
it. The news
effect (take
on theit reader
not of
guaranteed.
It's aweek.
supposed
on
the motion
either is
way)
the preceding
And burlesque
some other
things.
<<'_PHE taxes and handicaps that have
1 been placed on the nation's industries are but drops in the five oceans,"
warns the main editorial, " compared to
the demands which must be made by Congress before we shall have passed the darkness of war and post-war days to the peace
that was ours before the gauntlet was

dustry." Expect to see that Tom Ince has
been elected to the Promotion and Development Committee of the National Association of the Cement Industry!
And Herb Brenon to the Improvement
Committee of the Wine Dealers Association !

cast."
Whereas we should have said it :
NOW :$$$$.
SOON :$$$$$$$$$$$$$.

Frank Crane says he'd like to be on the
Membership Committee of the Association
to Exterminate Press Agents !

" This is the spirit," says the same W.
A. J., " that will show Uncle Sam how
he can secure more revenue by keeping
in business theatres which a few faulty
features of the law are driving to the

" How I Happened " is the title of a
biographic squib by Mary MacLaren. If
films could speak, I would like to hear
what a lot of so-called features would
offer under this heading!

wall."
And faulty features NOT " of the law ! "

Speaking of cheerful admissions, Paramount advertise the " Seven Wise Men
of
Detroit,"
who show Paramount pictures.

" Blustering, bickering, ballyhooing," emphasizes the editorial, " will not clear the
eyes of a Congress that knows us only
through
US? tales of million-dollar salaries."
In her wire notifying the News that she
had withdrawn the use of her name from
the Louise Glaum War Luxury Fund, promoted by one C. D. Fox, now under indictment, the vamping Louise says :
" I cannot comprehend the stripe of man
who would apply such despicable methods
of greed in this hour of our country's destiny."
Well, I can. The prison kind.
But " despicable methods of greed " reminds us, Miss Glaum, of excellent works
/ of perfection !
Like this kolyum !
OH, THEN, ABRAMS INTERVIEWED
THE PAPERS !
(From Report of Mr. Abram's Visit
to Milwaukee.)
"While there, Mr. Abrams put over considerable publicity in the way of interviews
with the papers."
If the News " Smokes " fund will buy
the boys in France the certain sort of
weed that Aubrey Kennedy smokes we can
smoke them Boches out!

Is the Ghost in Paramount's " Ghost
House " the same that walks for Jack Pickford every Saturday?
HOW NEW ORLEANS PAPERS
GIVE FREE ADVERTISING
(From Exhibitor Service Bureau.)
" In the first place notice the newspaper
chart showing where and when pictures
are to be seen during the week. This is
a free contribution to the theatres, but of
course none are included in this chart who
do not advertise!"
THEY SHOULD KICK ABOUT
HIGH COST OF LIVING!
Ex-Czar Nicholas.
Charles M. Schwab.
Phil Lonergan.
Mme. Krupp.

THE

Jake
Wilk.
Vanderbilt.
Brulatour.
Len McChesney.
Fellows with studios to rent in Manhattan.
Sounds like another German horror, but
I hear that Sid Olcott " is going to sell
'The Belgian' outright!"
And that now Russia has laid down,
Joe Poland's afraid he'll be " divided ! "

While " concentrated puffing at Bert
Ennis' Best," says Harry, "would dispel
the worst Hun gas attack ! "

That those good Americans Hall, Oldknow and Hadley are accompanying the
Zeppelin on its last raid !

If riding around the country getting receptions is Ben Shulberg's idea of work,
mine is to be Chaplin's publicity man !

THE AD MEN ADMIT IT !
(From last week's ad pages.)
Jewel Carmen, the radiant beauty.
Lillian Walker, the darling of the screen.
Irene Castle, the best-known woman in
America.
Billy West, the knockout laugh maker of
the world.

A recent press agent yearn set forth that
Director
had Committe
been " made
a member of theGiblyn
General
on National
Organization of the Home Furnishing In-

NATURAL?

(From Report of Mr. Brady's Chicago
Speech.)
"As a producer and for the
he said that every man in the producers
business,
with the exception of a natural few unprincipled ones, were striving to give the
best kind of pictures."
So Billy is going to make his pictures
West!

Since other firms have shown pictures
in Sing Sing, the First National might
York!) "Alimony" in Ludlow Street Jail.
show
(This quip will only get over in New
His announcement of " Mr. J. Warren
Kerrigan"
and "Miss Bessie Barriscale "
makes me wonder
if W. W. H. is New
York Heralding the fil-lum business?

" Clune's Auditorium," says W. H. Clune,
"had the premier presentation of the
world's greatest pictures, such as ' Birth
of a Nation,' ' Ramona,' ' The Eyes of the
World,' etc." When you recall that W.
H. C. produced the last two, you count
him due for our " cheerful admissions "
department !
Fox announces " The Pride of New
York." It must be Winnie Sheehan !
For Sale,' by Fred Jackson," says a
Pathe announcement, " has been purchased
for Fanny Ward ! " While Triangle says
that " Mr. Butterfly " is being made by
Director Hopper ! And Essanay that Taylor Holmes will be v-v
in ais Wodehouse
play!
June?

ISTNUm?ber °nC?
m WHO
Mada"who's"
The
have it!
B. A.

Denver Screen Club Changes
Weekly Luncheon Place
The Rocky Mountain Screen Club of
Denver is now holding its weekly luncheons at the Metropole Hotel instead of
the Albany, and the membership is well
pleased* with the change. At last Thursday's luncheon H. Bradley Fish of Goldwyn and R. J. Churchill of the Fox corporation, the committee appointed to arrange for the use of the Auditorium for
the annual Screen Club ball, reported February 12 as a tentative date. It is believed
that date can be secured, but the installation of Denver's big municipal organ makes
the date uncertain. It is believed, however, that the installation will have been
completed before that time. The positive
date will be announced as soon as possible.
Several stars will undoubtedly be present, and those from Los Angeles will travel
by the Southern route to avoid probable
snow blockades which prevailed last year.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
ADVENTURER, THE (Chaplin— Mut.)
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World)
ADOPTED SON, THE (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Pennington— Para.)
ARMS AND THE GIRL (Billie Burke— Para.)
ASHES OF HOPE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)

BAB'S BURGLAR (Marguerite Clark— Para.)
BABY MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)

BARBARY SHEEP (Elsie Ferguson— Art.)
BARRIER THE (Rex Beach Story — St. R.)
BEAUTIFUL ADVENTURE, THE (Ann Murdock—
Mut )
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
BOND OF FEAR, THE (Belle Bennett — Tri.)
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita.)
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World)
CALENDAR GIRL, THE (Juliette Day— Mut.)
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) .
CAMILLE (Helen Hesperia— Gen. Film)
CAMILLE (Theda Bara — Fox)
CASSIDY (Dick Rosson— Tri.)
CHARITY CASTLE (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.)
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart — Lynch)
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel)
CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
CORNER GROCERY, THE (Madge Evans, Lew Fields —
COUNTESS CHARMING (Julian Eltinge— Para.)
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)..
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton— World). . .
EFFICIENCY EDGAR'S COURTSHIP (Taylor Holmes
FATTY AT CONEY ISLAND (Arbuckle— Para.)
FIBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
FIREFLY
OF TOUGH LUCK, THE (Alma Reubens—
Tri.)
FLAME OF THE YUKON, THE (Dorothy Dalton—
b^Tri.)

Big
E.

PICTURE
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
N.
Extra
S. Extra "Chaplin still ahead of them all." "Best h- has ever done." "Chaplin at his best,
Extra
in this picture." "Went over bi^ " "At his best." "Chaplin's best."
Ave.
Ave. Poor Ave.
Big "Star
good, everyone liked it" iE.j. "Won't accept Madge Evans as star" (N. )
Big Big
"Do not care for child stars." "Fair show, did not draw" (S.).
picture; best thing he has done; but no improvement in business'
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Meritorious
'South). "Good story. Feud stuff well done. Gives Bushman fine chance."
"Bushman is liked better in his later pictures." "Excellent, Bushman and
Big
Bayne fine" 'East). "Very good" (South).
Big Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big Ave. "Good
Big Ave.
picture " (E.). "Pennington gets us no business" (S.).
Ave.
"Very good picture — one that pleased everybody." "Very good — improvement
Big Big
oyer others." "Good picture but only fair drawing card." "Better than first
picture." "Good, pleased all, second day even with first." "Good picture,
Big
only fair drawing card." "Very good — improvement over others." "Very
Big Big
good." "Very fine — pleased everybody."
"Extra fine." "Jack Livingstone very good." "Very fine — played capacity —
Big
pleased all." "Above average — ran 2 days — business good."
Extra "The
next Bab picture is awaited with keen interest." "Clark great." "Best
Clark picture yet." "One of her best productions." "Patrons liked it."
"Star always pleasing. Good story." "Most pleasing of all — patrons ask for
next story." "Good attraction, very satisfying, ran this two days."
"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture." "Very pleasing star, clever actress, fine
comedy." "Good picture, went well first day, not so well second." "Fine
comedy, exceptional photography." "Not as good as Bab's Diary."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Pleased,
but did not draw extra business." "Good, but lagged." "Too much
same." "Satisfying, but doesn't pull." "Great farce comedy." "Greatest
and cleanest comedy I have ever run." "Good wholesome comedy." "Good
show, but rather tiresome is the comment." "A very fine picture, but did not
draw — advertised with 24 sheets, etc." "Surely made good, box-office good,
audience fine." "Played to capacity two days and audience well pleased —
last day bigger than first." "Best of its kind this season. Madge Kennedy
will fine
be great
favorite."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very
production,
but the average patron does not like the foreign atmosphere." "Good photography and settings; no story." "Wonderful picture,
but
unappreciated."
"Acting fine, setting fine, story rotten."
Extra Extra Extra Extra
Big "Superb in every«letail, perfect
cast and splendid direction." "Pleased audience.
'Song of the North' rendered by singer in organ loft." "A great picture, a
sure box-office winner."
Big
Ave. Poor Ave. Ave.
"Too long, and poor production." "Fair." "A lot of trash, six reels that mean
Big
nothing." "Bores the audience." "Poor picture, no story." "Not enough
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
to it fine
for sixproduction.
reels."
Ave. Ave.
"Very
Bluebird improving remarkably."
Ave. Ave. "Fair
picture." "Story not appreciated by the masses." "Nothing to rave
about
—
not
an
attraction."
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
"A good interest holding picture."
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
"Very pleasing to all ages, desirable attraction." "The kind of a production
people want
to see;
please
everybody."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Splendid
picture;
starswilllack
draft."
"Good picture, very sad, not kind that
Ave. Poor Ave.
Ave. Ave. "Not up to Mutual standard." "A pleasing picture."
Ave.
will this
draw."talented Jap has done for some time."
Poor Poor Poor Poor "Best
"Classics do not seem to draw unless people know star." "Foreign picture."
"Seven
reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
Big
Poor
done to death."
"Bara's followers liked the picture."
Big Big Poor Poor
Big
"Good
picture
— no name — no star — no business." "Most morbid production —
Big Poor Big
a
business
killer."
"Leading
role very well done — fine storm scenes — holds
— title only chance for improvement." "No attraction."
Big Big "Ainterest
Ave.
aVc
Big
picture
more
for
the
young
folks."
"People thought it a costume play —
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Extra
Extra
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Best
Hart has done — we think." "Wonderful picture — big money-getter."
poor title."
"Rattling
good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (West).
"All patrons
pleased."
long." (Middle). "Interesting story, and the
Ave.
Ave. Ave. "Did
not entirely
please "A— toolittle
allegorical"
production end ranks well among the program class — average business" (South).
"Fair only." "A very fine picture — only like others before, failed, too alleAve.
gorical" (West).
Ave. Ave.
Ave. "Star is not a drawing card." "Much too long to please." "A very pleasing
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Fair program picture." "Business fell below average of Paramount." "This
was a good subject but did not draw well. Patrons in the smaller towns do
not
know who Julian Eltinge is." "Good program picture — worth to us just
picture."
one
sixth the amount we paid for it."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
good
picture —title
pleased
patrons."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "A
"Good Western,
misleads
fans." "Title not appropriate. Good picture.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Monroe
Salisbury
a
comer."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Good drama — Stewart a second Hart if properly directed."
"Just a fair Frederick subject." "Not up to Frederick standard." "Good, went
well." "An excellent production" (West).
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave. "Clayton
a great favorite here; splendid cast; good scenario." "Picture made
Big
Big Big
friends for the star and the house." "Miss Clayton gaining in popularity."
Ave. Ave. Poor Ave. "Very pleasing — patrons highly satisfied." "Light comedy. Not enough to it."
"Good picture, no drawing power."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Not
on level with usual Paramounts. Not much story." "Just a fair picture —
star does not draw here." "Fair Petrova picture — short length, but long
enough."
"Fair picture,
up to APetrova
"The best Arbuckle
comedy notto date.
lot of thestandard."
old Keystone slapstick stuff,
Big
but
very
funny.
Al
St.
John
and
Buster
Keaton fine support." "A good
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
comedy and brought them back."
"A pleasant picture — good photography." "Fine. Well liked." "Good, but
didn't draw." "Everyone liked it." "Splendid photography — pleasing."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Good Western stuff — what they want." "Routine Western."
Extra "Wonderful Weatern picture — far above the average." "Our second day was
twenty
cent better "Best
than our
first day."
box-office
attraction
have everper handled."
attraction
of the"The
year best
— broke
all records
in thisI
city — everybody enjoyed the picture" (California). "One of the BEST, acting
is GREAT." "Good business, picture well liked." "Extra big business." H
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FIGHTING ODDS (Marine Elliott— Gold.) .

PICTURE

E.

S.
W.
N.
Ave. Poor Ave. Poor

FLIRTING WITH DEATH (Herbert Rawlinson^Blue.) Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
Ave. Poor Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
FOR FRANCE (Edward Earle— Vita.)
GHOST HOUSE, THE (Pickford-HufT— Para. ) .
GIRL
GIRL—
HER

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Big
WITHOUT A SOUL, THE (Viola Dana— Metro.) Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
WHO
COULDN'T GROW UP (Marguerita Fischer
Ave.
Mut.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
COUNTRY'S CALL (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.) Ave.

HONOR SYSTEM, THE (Milton Sills— Fox St.).

Extra Extra Extra Extra

HOSTAGE, THE (Wallace Reid— Para.).

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.

HUNGRY HEART, THE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) . . Ave.
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff— Para.) .
JACKSt.)
AND THE BEANSTALK (Fox Kiddies— Fox
JOAN THE WOMAN (Geraldine Farrar— Cardinal)

Big

Ave. Ave.

Extra

Big

Big

LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL (Ethel Barry more— Metro.) .... Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Extra
LITTLE AMERICAN, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.) . .
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.) ... . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl Williams, Vita.).
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)

MAN FROM PAINTED POST, THE (Douglas Fairbanks
—Art.)
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.) .
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY (Mme. Petrova—
Met.)
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
NARROW TRAIL, THE (William S. Hart— Art.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Big
Big

Extra
Big
Big
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave .
Ave. Big Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Extra
Extra
Big

NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Farnum— Fox) . .
OH, DOCTOR! (Arbuckle— Para.)
ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.) .

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
ON THE LEVEL (Fannie Ward— Para.)
ON THE SQUARE GIRL, THE (Mollie King— Pathe) Ave.
Ave.
OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.)
PARADISE GARDEN (Harold Lockwood— Met.). . .
PRICE MARK, THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.) .

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

NEWS
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Very good, but Miss Elliot does not draw yet." "Weak scenario for prominen*
star like Maxine Elliot." "Not up to Goldwyn's standard." "Rotten photography. N. G." "A big disappointment." "Did not draw at all." "Poor
production. Star not popular." "Not a popular subject." "Weak picture.",
"Fair picture, but stage stars do not take very good." "Star will draw later
story
far from standard.
what one Awould
poor Maxine
picture, has
far
below poor,
the Goldwyn
poor call
story'feature.
with a good A cast.
some oldtime followers — but few" (W.). "Very poor, not a picture star."
"A very poor production, not up to Goldwyn standard."
"Good picture."
"Fair picture."
"Audience pleased." "Good picture." "Went very well." "Picture' backs up a
timely title." "Wid roasted this. Our patrons highly pleased.' "Picture
such as an audience thoroughly enjoys." "Can be put over big if properly
advertised."
picture."
"Better
features "Fine
have been
made with Pickford and Huff." "Good — patrons
liked it." "Ghost House picture is a good one but will only do average business
if they like the stars." "Not up to standard." "Poor business getter." "Good,
clean entertainment."
"Picture
pleasing, star excellent. This is a good picture — exhibitors don't be
afraid to boost this one." "Good picture."
"Pleased and drew well." "She is clever." "Fine picture (comedy)."
"Fair patriotic feature, nothing out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
star becoming a favorite." "Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middle).
"Good photography — direction poor in spots, some settings not elaborate
enough." "Well liked." "Title killed this one" (West). "Patrons tired of
war plots." "Poor story, star not popular here." "An appeal to patriotism."
"S.R.O. at extra prices, everyone pleased." "Has everything that makes a big
picture." "Most wonderful." "Broke all records even on a rainy night."
"The best picture I have had in my house. A real box-office attraction if properly advertised." "Broke box-office record."
"No life to play, poor, not suited to star." "Poor as to plot." " Reid is a favorite." "Popular star, weak plot." "Very good." "Will satisfy any audience
— I consider Best Reid ever appeared in" (E.). "No good as money getter."
"Above average." "Very poor picture." "Your review incorrect" (E.).
"Poorest Wallace Reid yet" (S.). "Poor plot, picture slow." "Very average
"Good." "Picture did not please — climax melodrama of the 10-20-30 type."
"Good picture, appealed mostly to women." "Interesting problem play with
picture." a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. Good picture with
"Pickford
weak finish."
plenty of action."
"Wonderful
children's subject." "Adults afraid to venture, evenings small —
beautiful feature." "This picture is only for children — it should draw adults."
"Too
deep,
four reels
kids adult
only."admissions
"Went big."
"Great
but fairy stories
will too
not long,
get the
— almost
too kid's
long picture,
for this
style of play." "Extra price to S. R. O."
"A wonderful production, played here seven days before, so that present engagement made a total of eleven days" (S.). "Big even on return (at popular
prices, 15c, 20c, 30c), playing two shows a night and everyone satisfied" (W.).
"This is a wonderful production but poor business getter" (W.). "Best money
getter we have had — best Paramount yet" (N.).
"Best Barrymore ever appeared in, but did not draw." "Very ordinary." "A
picturepicture."
— star just"Great
fair here."
"A good
splendid
picture — big drawing card." "Star and story
pleasing except 'war. Sure-fire box-office success." "Wonderful — very
timely." "Would be good with any star who could put it over." "Surely
"Interests children only; will hurt star unless given a play to interest grownups; substituted another picture to finish the week" (E.). "A good picture,
big picture."
but
did not draw as most Pickfords do" (W.). "Not up to standard of last
two pictures — good entertainment, but lacked the drawing and pleasing
qualities of Rebecca of Sunnybrook" (S.). "Did not draw like Rebecca of
Sunnybrook,
or other
— worst
Pickford business
we late
ever Pickfords"
had in our(N*.).
history"Lost
— tooS1400
muchon ofthea week
kid picture,
does not draw grown people" (N.).
"A winner." "Story 'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
draws, picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard,
but wentgood,big."but did not hold up." "Business poor in comparison to what she
"Started
has done" (West). "Splendid" (Middle). "Very poor" (West). "Did not
please audience" (W.). "American people want to laugh; star slipping."
"Good picture, but did not get big money" (E.). "Didn't draw, picture fair"
(N.). "Very pleasing, but did not draw — showing an actress of this type
requires a punch to get over" (E.). "Fair picture — nuthin' extra" (E.).
"Not up to Fairbanks standard." "Gets over only on account of speed and
melodrama." "Broke records" (West). "One of the best attractions of the
year" (South). "Extra big on return date" (East). "Suited everyone — we
need more like this." "Drew well and gave complete satisfaction." "Good."
"Not especially well liked, about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "High class picture."
"Good business, fine, pleased."
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff." "Nothing extra." "Best Petrova
yet." "Splendid picture, did not draw especially." "Went only fair."
"Only fair — fine photography, but draggy." "Excellent picture." "Extra big
business." "Star growing in popularity."
"Excellent picture" (East). "Only fair" (South). "Best Hart up to date."
"Pinto pony excellent; caused as much comment as Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" (East). "Star well liked. Remarkable horse" (South). "House record
— best Hart to date — big hit here" (West). "Best of its kind" (Middle).
"Same old Hart— best drawing star in the business — cannot handle the crowds."
"Cave man stuff." "This star draws well." "This type of play very popular
here" (North). "Great picture " "Well liked." "Good picture, star well
liked, and book very popular."
"Usual Arbuckle comedy — not as good as others."
"Very good; lots of my patrons like him better than Hart." "Routine Western."
"Picture fair; photography extra." "Good picture, but star not well enough
known to have much pulling power."
"Good picture." "Good show — better than usual." "Better than average
"Clever
little feature" (W.). "Popularity in serial carried over to feature —
Ward picture."
remarkable"
(S.).
"Beautiful picture." "Poor title — fair picture." "Star always dr iws." "Good
"Broke all house records (South). "Theme offended a great many people,
though a good production" (New England). "Good show only it is too long."
"Very well liked. Best Lockwood in some time." "Exceptionally good
picture." Photography very good. Star likable."
picture.
"Good
picture of its kind. Too suggestive" (Middle). "Picture more for the
H.B. (high-brow) than the average. Bad start for this program here" (South).
"Good picture, but did not draw."
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PRINCESS OF PARK ROW, THEftMildred Manning
—Vita.)
QUEEN X (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
RASPUTIN,
THE BLACK MONK (Montagu LoveWorld)
—Art.).

S.
Extra

Extra

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS (Mae Marsh— Gold.) .

Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Extra Extra
1 Extra Extra

Extra
Big

Big
Extra
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
SCARLET PIMPERNEL (Dustin Farnum— Fox)
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (Geo. M. Cohan— Art.)
Big Ave.
SHALL WE FORGIVE HER? (June Elvidge— World) . Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
SILENT SELLERS (Mme. Petrova— Met.)
Ave. Ave.
SKINNER'S BABY (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
Ave.
SLACKER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Metro)
SLEEPING MEMORY, A (Emily Stevens— Met.) .
SON OF HIS FATHER, THE (Charles Ray— Para.) . .
SOUTHERN PRIDE (Gail Kane— Mut.)
SPREADING DAWN (Jane Cowl—Gold.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
Poor
Ave.

Ave. Ave.
Ave.

Big
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.

SPY, THE (Dustin Farnum— Fox St.)
SUNSET TRAIL, THE (Vivian Martin— Para. ). .
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
THEIR COMPACT (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)
THIS IS THE LIFE (George Walsh— Fox)

Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big
Big Ave. Ave.
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL (Virginia Pearson— Fox)...
Ave.
Big Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
TROUBLE BUSTER, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.)
Ave.
Ave.
WHIP, THE (All star cast— Paragon)
WITHIN THE LAW (Joyce-Morey— Vita.)

Big
Big

Ave. Ave. Ave.
WOMAN BENEATH, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) Extra
ExtraBig '
WOMAN GOD FORGOT, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.)
Big
Big

YANKEE WAY, THE (George Walsh— Fox).
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Big

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

"Very good. Broke all records for one night attendance" 'West). "A dandy
picture." "Star popular, story, direction good." "Packed 'em in — drawing
power good." "Splendid production." "While not a wonderful picture, it
drew
well and ifpleased
immensely."
"Pleased
everyone
playedforemos'
capacityin
— classextra
of picture
this company
continues
to make
will —rank
business" (West). "HOPE they can keep it up" (East). "Mae Marsh no
drawing card" (South). Despite heavy rain first day went over fine and
great." "Three days extra big" (Middle).
picture, but stars not known." "Good picture, Miss Manning excellent."
Ave. "Good
"Your
20, Page
2770, is ARE
misleading."
(We are not infallible.
THIS ISreview
WHATOct.THESE
REPORTS
FOR.— Editor.)
•»
Ave. "Very fair subject, star popular here." "Good picture." "Nothing to waste
5000 feet on" (E.). "Fair picture, star didn't show to advantage."
Extra "Excellent." "Very good." "Timely, pleased an intelligent audience
— not for
average fan." "Better than usual program picture." "Could be condensed.
Well liked." "Star's best work." "Too long drawn out." "Very fine production, drew well, wonderfully timely subject."
Extra
"Pleased all." "Great — credit to industry." "Wonderful." "Great — best
Pickford picture ever released." "Great— went big." "Great— the most
natural and appealing kid circus possible." "Work up children's matinees
on this." "Our patrons considered this Mary's sweetest characterization. A
great picture for the kiddies." "Pleasing throughout, our first successful week
Big
run." "Best she ever made. A money getter, capacity three days." "Dang
fine biz on Artcraft." "Great." "You got to give it to her, it's a wonderful
picture."
"Third
time shown
engagement."
These
return
showings
were inhere."
smaller"Third
cities,return
and both
reported big'NOTE:
business—
for the third engagement. — Ed.).
big money-getter." "Extraordinary with us." "Extra big business — star
Big "A draws
— picture ordinary."
Ave.
"Star
popular, but this type play (costume) not wanted at all."
Big
Ave. "We considered
picture ofgood,
draw here."
by
audience on account
star but
and star
good does
storynot
— touching
comedy"Well
and liked
drama."
Ave.
"Heavy advertising to no avail." "Might be better known in East" (West.)
an average production."
Ave. "Only
"Poorest Petrova we have had." "Good star, but picture not up to standard."
"Not as good as Skinner's Dress Suit, but nice type of picture." "Pleasing picture." "This(West).
is a positive hit and surpassed everything from a box-office
standpoint"
"A very good and timely production." "Went big, but Stevens too old." "Fell
down." "Weather ideal, advertised big, picture good, business rotten." "One
of strongest emotional artists, fine production, big." "Good photography,
Big
well staged and acted." "Went over great, patrons enthused, would have heW
Ave. "Not
up another
attractiveday."
kind of picture." "Hypnotic plots unpopular." "Poor subject." "A good picture." "Very good, photography first class, cast good."
"Very good in every detail; should draw." "Star exceptionally good. An
good"picture."
(South).
Ave. "Very
unusual
good picture. Very good direction." "Very good from all angles." "Drew
Big "Very
good business for a four-day run" (Middle). "Very good production." "Ensatisfactory"Not
business
this" (West).
Ave. "Scenariotirelyweak."
muchon picture
— star very popular."
"An unpopular type of picture." "Does not compare favorably with other
Goldwyn's." "Patrons satisfied" (South). "Very pleasing story. Patrons
well satisfied, comments." "Fine production, poor business." "All Goldwyn
stars have to be made popular excepting Mae Marsh." "Excited no comment."
"Good picture but did not draw." "Fair picture, but does not draw."
"Unusually good drawing card for a war picture — best thing Dustin Farnum
ever did." "Did not pay expenses." "This picture locked them out here four
days, show
and would
have 9tood
four entertainment,
more" (N.). "Wonderful
Ave. "Good
— fair star."
"Good
fair business.picture."A very big,
drawing card." "One of her best pictures."
Ave. "Fair
picture, business bad." "Star never favorite here, production below
Goldwyn standard." "Poor story, photography and star weak." "Patrons
seemed
pleased with this" (E.). "Good picture" (W.).
Ave. "Picture fine
— business poor." "Stars seem to have lost in popularity — good
Ave. "Walsh is a comer. About the best drawing card on regular Fox program."
becoming popular very fast." "Good Walsh picture." "George Walsh
Big "Star
rapidly coming up to Doug. Fairbanks." "Star works well, story good."
"Good,
Walsh better than Fairbanks" (S.). "Star popular, picture good"
picture."
Big
(N.). "Fair picture only, not liked." "100% better than Fairbanks — he's
coming
fast"
(S.). "Picture a knockout — great" (N-).
Ave.
Big 'Too much of a detective
drama." "Average feature — director-actor steals show
"Picture
extra
good."
"Only
fair."
Ave. 'A
from
very star."
fine picture." "Good picture."
"A good picture but it will take a little
time
to
bring
back
this
star."
"One
great"Nearly
show —asstar
"
'Ideal
kind
of
big
feature."
"Very
good."
muchdittobusiness
on return
Big
'Very
big, run."
each day better." "Too long— ^reat show, very interesting." "Picas first
ture good, but business slacking." "Alice Joyce is particularly well cast as
Mary Turner. The subtitles make a fat part of Aggie Lynch." "A good
picture
apparently
no drawing
power" (local).
"Best picture
I have seen
in
a longwithtime."
"A box-office
record-smasher,
everybody
highly pleased."
Ave. 'Good."
"Very good." "Picture well liked, star popular."
'Drew many strange faces" (West). "Very spectacular, wonderful production,
yet not over-pleasing." "Grand, wonderful production." "Elaborate, great
cast." "Star and title drew first day." "Big production, no heart interest."
"Wonderful picture, good photography, excellent cast, but not a picture the
Big
public wants at this time. I take my hat off to De Mille as a director — now
give us a change." "Cleaned up on this picture." "My patrons don't care
for 'Jerry' — I can't understand this any more than you." "Great! You
can't say enough for this production." "The most artistic picture I have
ever played." "All pleased." "Splendid photography, wonderful sets, fair
story — did not appeal very strongly to our Saturday clientele — big all week
and Sunday extra big." "A little high-brow for the average public."
'Star well liked — good entertainment." "Much better than average Fairbanks;
great drawing card." "A relief from the usual murders, etc." "Wonderful
personality — forget the war pictures." "A fine comedy drama, many pronounced it equal of Douglas Fairbanks' best work." "Picture pleased, but
did not draw." "One of the best of the Walsh pictures."
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^[ Exhibitors everywhere are to have the greatest " consulting expert " in the world of motion pictures at their call
— free of any charge or obligation.
Samuel L. Rothapfel, genius of presentation and recognized everywhere as the foremost exhibitor of the globe,
creator of the Rialto and the Rivoli theatres is the man.
Hereafter Air. Rothapfel will answer through the
Motion Picture News any question from any exhibitor
concerning his problems. The only conditions to this announcement isthat the questions must not require opinions
regarding individual pictures or brands and that all questions must come through Motion Picture News. Mr.
Rothapfel will ignore inquiries from any other source.
{[ Mr. Rothapfel is today the best fitted man in the
whole industry to perform such a service for the exhibitors of the country. No one realizes more fully the value
of real service. And because of the real interest that he
feels in his fellow exhibitors wherever they may be, Mr.
Rothapfel has agreed to give his valuable time to the personal consideration of individual problems that may be
presented to him.
There will be no camouflage to this. Every inquiry that
comes to Motion Picture News marked for the attention
of Mr. Rothapfel will go to him and he will dictate the
answer. These answers will be published in Motion
Picture News. With the coming opening of the magnificent Rivoli, which is to surpass everything known to
the industry, and his continued personal direction of the
Rialto, Mr. Rothapfel is to have the greatest responsibility.
But he is willing to give still more of his time to be of
service to his fellow man.
{[ " Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel " has proved one
of the most popular features of the Exhibitors' Service
Bureau. Each week one of Motion Picture News staff
sits through the presentation with Mr. Rothapfel and then
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Service

Readers
presents to the exhibitors of the country the exhibition as
arranged by Mr. Rothapfel and his own comment on this.
Scores of letters have been received commending this feature; ithas attracted instant attention from Broadway to
the hamlet.
This department will be continued, but its field has been
somewhat limited, for it, of necessity, must be confined to
the lessons brought out by the particular presentations and
Mr. Rothapfel's explanations of how he accomplished the
results and his suggestions to others.
But now the field is open to everyone, whether you
are showing the most expensive super-feature or a program
of single reels. Whatever are your problems with the
presentation of pictures, Mr. Rothapfel will answer them
for you.
You have the thought and the expert advice of the
world's greatest exhibitor.
You could not buy this consulting service of the genius
of presentation.
But you can get this advice, the most notable single
service ever offered the showmen of the country through
Motion Picture News, and through that medium alone.
C Address all your inquiries " ROTHAPFEL ADVICE, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU, Motion
Picture News.
Remember that this is the only way you can have your
questions answered. And remember, too, that Mr. Rothapfel will not enter into the discussion of the merits of
productions.
Don't ask foolish questions ; don't make your questions
involved. Ask one thing at a time and your answer will
have prompt and earnest attention.
With this aid of Mr. Rothapfel Motion Picture News
believes that it has reached the SUPREME in SERVICE
FOR THE EXHIBITOR.
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EXHIBITOR
SERVICE
BUREAU
A department devoted to the problems of every theatre manager

§
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FOR several weeks we
to be a regular advertiser; not that you are
have been talking to
Getting Newspaper
Co-operation
you about the way that
going
certain
Proper Action on the Parti of Examount toof use
space aeach
day
you should advertise. To
hibitors Will Bring Much
an extent this referred to
but that your expenditure over a certain time
Free Publicity
what you should do for
is going to be, roughly,
the newspapers, inasmuch
such and such an
as the amount you spend
in exploiting your house does benefit these publications on the amount. Especially the newspaper cannot afford to start a special
basis of value received. Now we want to talk about what the
department like a photoplay column and depend only on the
sporadic advertiser. It would be just as foolish as for you to
newspapers should do for you, the things that you have a right
try to figure your theatre business on the receipts for a single
to expect, the things that you cannot get — and the real measure
day. So it is well to take into consideration that it is the
of co-operation between the theatre and the press.
REGULAR who counts in governing the policies of a publisher.
We believe that nearly all over the country the feeling between
picture theatres and newspapers has died out. It came from the
But let us consider that you, and the enterprising fellow exfact that motion pictures were first regarded as the rage of the
hibitors of your city have determined to become regular users of
space. Then what is the next thing that you should do?
hour, a passing fancy, and because they adopted the " bally-hoo " .display
What can you expect the newspaper to do for you in addition to
methods of exploitation. Gradually as they grew stronger and
giving you the display matter for which you actually pay?
began to kill off the legitimate theatres, they still stuck to the same
As we have advised you before, talk over your problems with
methods of violent lobby displays and still ignored the newsyour newspaper publisher. Tell him that you are going to spend
papers. With few exceptions the newspaper has had to educate
the motion picture manager in the way to advertise ; it has been a all that you reasonably can on advertising and then ask for his
hard game of persuasion, but where a serious attempt has been
co-operation. With the exception of a few cities the paper will
be ready to give the everyday advertiser a story in the Sunday
made in the right spirit, both parties have gained much.
department, and where the expenditure justifies it, photographic
There are a few newspapers in the country who still pursue
the " high brow " attitude toward the motion picture, but they are
reproduction. The larger papers use what is called "layouts."
In other words, the theatre sends in the photograph that it desires
rapidly passing. There are many, many others who are not giving
used and this is put with the pictures sent in by the other houses
the pictures the attention they should have, but investigation
and made into a single cut, the whole occupying the amount of
shows that in most cases their efforts have not called forth responses for exhibitors in their communities. There can be a space that the newspaper has decided to give. Most of the papers,
however, are unable to afford layouts but they will be found ready
great deal more done in getting the newspaper and the exhibitor
to use the cuts or mats which are furnished by the exhibitor, and
closer together. We want to tell you how you, as a showman,
which the exhibitor in turn can get from the exchange (if the
can help in this movement which is bound to be of the greatest
advantage to you.
exchange is up to the times). Many manufacturers make the
mistake of seeking to adorn these cuts which they furnish with
Merely as a basis of this talk we have reproduced on the oppotheir names or brand marks as big as possible and so make them
site page some portions of the photoplay departments of various
apparent free advertising and therefore harder to persuade the
newspapers. No effort has been made to select the best photoplay
departments in the country, but at the same time they are reprenewspapers to use. There is great need for reform in this " free
sentative of the papers who are seeking to co-operate with the
service " of the manufacturer. It is time for many of them to
picture houses.
stop trying to " sneak over " something for their own direct
benefit.
Most newspapers realize the enormously large per cent of the
Now we would suggest to every exhibitor that he encourage
public that is interested in motion pictures. There is not a newspaper in the country that has ever started a real department of his Sunday papers to the use of as much GENERAL photoplay
this sort that has ever discontinued it. Several, during the early news as possible. The more the newspaper keeps the public inperiod of the white paper scare, either cut down the space that
terested in the doing of players and the gossip of coming prothey were giving to motion pictures or dropped the department
duction,
greater to
yourbe box-office
receipts is going
to be.theatre.
Don't
expect this the matter
direct advertising
for your
altogether. The cry from the readers was such that the departments were promptly reinstated. At a later date we are going Would you expect your paper to run a column of personals about
into some detail in telling you just what the various newspapers
the players and in each one to mention that this star is " going
are doing for motion pictures, and the treatment of individual
to be seen soon at the Gem theatre "? Let us tell you, in the first
photoplay editors is very interesting, but here we can only deal in place, that no self-respecting newspaper is going to do this. And
generalities. We have tried before to tell you why you should
in the second place, such matter will be passed over by the averadvertise. In the great majority of cases all the motion picture
age reader as pure advertising and its benefit will be lost. But
theatres have to do is to start a concerted movement in this try to keep your stars before the public by the indirect style, the
directio7i and the newspapers will be found ready to meet them
news style of stories.
more than half way.
Publicity departments furnish the photoplay departments of the
The greatest trouble with exhibitors is that each one is so larger papers with matter of more or less news value. You should
see to it that the companies with whom you are booking supply
suspicious of his rivals that it is hard to start a concerted movement to pledge newspaper advertising in order to get newspaper
your newspaper with this matter. But you have a remedy in preparing your own matter from the press sheets, and better than all,
co-operation. If they would get together on this single point the
from the columns of the News. Letter after letter has been
results, in many cities, would be astounding. But we still have
left the old, true story of the " bellwether." Some one has to printed in these pages from leading photoplay editors of the counblaze the way in advertising and those of the rest who really
try who declared that they got the greater part of their news
want to survive will follow.
here. Careful reading of the News and rewriting the various
Remember this in all your advertising. A newspaper has to items that concern the people who appear regularly on your bills
and the productions that you know are to be shown at your house
make out its budget much further in advance than most business concerns. In these days of scarcity, white paper, inks, etc., will be likely to prove acceptable to your paper. The smaller the
have to be arranged for as much as a year in advance. A newspaper the more necessary will it be for you to aid in the preparapaper has to have a definite plan ahead, and in order to arrange
tion of this matter, for none but the larger dailies can afford to
that plan it has to have a more or less definite idea of what its employ a man whose entire time is devoted to photoplay work.
income will be. In your case it has to know that you are going
(Continued on page 4162)
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These more or less random selections shozv what Sunday papers are zvilling to do. At top Detroit Free Press and tzvo
pages from Cleveland Plain Dealer, in center three pages from Baltimore American and oj bottom two pages from Pittsburg Press and one from Syracuse Herald.
'Treasure Island' Filmed as Fox Kiddies Feature Whole Book World Wonders \ \ Eoer Visit Motion Picture Studio? No? Here's Peep Into Sanctum Sanctorum I
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SOME SHOW! VERDICT OF BOYS AND GIRL Maaaw
YOUNGSTERS SEE JOURNAL. _¥'REE.\ PL A £»•'"■«•«•
A Wonderful Film
"The Man
Without
a Country"

dI B mmTheatre
10 e OoO ihan>
nvXIfa County'
Some Minneapolis,
of. the free St.advertising
which was
Without
a Country
Paul and Duluth
papersgiven
at its" The
recentMan
showings
in those
cities. " in

How

to Get

Co-operation

in Keeping
{Continued from page 4160)
But the greater volume of advertising contributed byyou and your fellow showmen,
the more atention will be paid to this
end of the work.
This matter has referred to the Sunday reading matter. Most of the papers
will be found ready to give you short
daily stories, if you are a regular advertiser. In preparing this matter, avoid exaggeration and adjectives. Try to make
3'our reading matter meet the requisite of
NEWS so far as possible. Remember that
you are not deceiving the reader by exaggeration and lurid writing. What you
want to tell are the facts, briefly and simply. You will find the Ready Made Ad
Talks appearing in this paper each week
of great value to you, for they tell you
in brief, clear form what the pictures are
about. Above everything else never say in
your reading notices that " this is the star's
greatest picture " or that it is " greater
than the ' Birth of a Nation.' " A lot of
misguided publicity writers are using these
terms every moment, but keep away from
the danger yourself. Remember that even
more than in your display announcements,
where the reader understands that you
are making the statements, you ought to
keep away from such exaggerations in the
matter you are making the newspaper
stand for. When you get the confidence
of your paper don't abuse it because you
may
be able to " slip over " something once
in awhile.
Live newspapers will be willing to print
account of novel ideas that you use and
many of them will aid you in special little
stunts. Often, where you are doing big
advertising on special pictures, they will
use cuts for you during the week, and this
is a splendid form of publicity.
Now to go back to the reproductions
of pages from various newspapers. You
will note that the Baltimore American, be-

of Papers

Pictures Before Public
sides printing the " chart " to which we
referred last week in the article on neighborhood houses, and the " layout " on current attractions, also prints pictures and
stories about things of interest in the photoplay. These, of course, do not undertake to say every time a. story is printed
about Theda Bara that she is to be seen
at the Majestic theatre soon, but they do
give the fans the sort of news gossip about
her that they want and it is the invaluable
sort of publicity that we have just mentioned. The same is true of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, two pages from which we
have also reproduced, and of many other
papers through the country. Co-operate
fully with the newspapers and encourage
them to use this sort and be content with
the indirect advertising that you get from
it. You will profit from every photoplay
fan who is created.
Your relations with your newspapers
should be as close as possible. Don't get
peeved over the little things, but look on
this selfish
service and
from expect
a broadevery
viewpoint.
be
line ofDon't
this
reading matter to rebound to your individual benefit. You want co-operation ;
you need .not expect the paper itself to be
turned over to you.
Always use a typewriter in preparing
your matter. Of course, you should use
but one side of the paper and should
triple space to give ample room for editing. Make your matter as brief as possible. Most of the publicity men, even the
highest paid one often seem to .strive for
quantity rather than quality. It is better
for you yourself to edit your own matter
with a firm hand, leaving in the things
that you want to appear in print, than to
have your editor, in his haste hew out half
of your matter because you have overstepped space limits.
Get this copy to your paper as early as
possible — the day before if you can. Re-
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Three Newspapers Unite for j
Exploitation of Patriotic !
Film
THREE of the largest newspapers in the
Northwest recently conducted one of
the most unique campaigns in exploiting
a motion picture that has ever been known
in this country. The campaign lasted for
three weeks, was entirely free, and was
conducted by the Minneapolis Journal, St.
Paul Ditpatch-Pioneer-Press and the Duluth Herald. The picture was the Jewel
production, " The Man Without a CounThese newspapers combined to awake the
people of their section to the necessity of
good citizenship, the theme of the production. When the film was booked in the
twin cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul
and later in Duluth, the three great newspapers combined forces to make " The
Man Without a Country," a smashing and
convincing
try." patriotic argument.
The combined circulation of the " twin
city" papers was 400,000. Each gave advertising space running from three columns
to half pages, backed by running stories in
the news columns. The Minneapolis Journal besides boosting the picture for a week
on November 11 devoted one and threequarters feature pages to a reprint of EdEverett Hale's
column wardreview
of the story,
feature.with a twoThe St. Paul Dispatch commented upon
the film in its editorial columns and wound
up a two weeks' advertising campaign with
a three-column fifteen-inch display. The
Duluth Herald followed the lead of the
other papers when the feature was shown
there.
member that this is not " spot " news, and
it stands a better chance of being used if
it beats the up-to-the-minute news into
the office. The newspaper is not going to
stop work on a big murder story and turn
the machines over to setting up a free
reading notice about your attraction.
Where your newspaper makes its own
cuts, get the photographs to the paper as
early as possible. It seems to be a habit
with exhibitors, newspaper men report, to
bring in the photos at the last moment and
then fail to understand why they are not
used. Possibly the section of the Sunday
paper in which the photoplay news appears
is printed Friday night and the cuts ought
to be in at least two days earlier. This
is one of the little things that you ought
to find out for yourseif. It is what we
mean by co-operating with the newspaper.
We cannot urge too many times that
you do get in touch with the publishers of
your papers — the photoplay editors where
such departments exist. Co operate to the
limit and advertise to the fullest amount
that you can afford. You will be amazed
at the results.
We cannot provide more than general
rules for the preparation of your matter, but if we can instill the spirit of GET
TOGETHER with your newspapers, we
feel that we have done a great deal.
Make your theatre the THING, and then
you won't have to worry about changing
film services or flitting stars.
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At the left is the Palm Room of the Victoria theatre, Buffalo,
decorated for " Womanhood," and at the right a typical stage settings
at the asVictoria.
either, in fact the Hyman ideas are all inexpensive but they are human and appeal.
Buffalo Neighborhood House Manager
These are a few of the Victoria policies,
that might be adopted by any neighborTells Some of Secrets of His Success
hood house:
A consistent endeavor to introduce clean
EXHIBITORS all over the country can
covering the big stage brought forth applause, Harry Mason, a soloist who sings
novelties in the program, such as special;
get an inspiration from a twenty-two
at the free city band concerts during the
stage sets for war campaigns, holidays, etc.
year old showman. He is Edward L. Hyman, who directs the destinies of the Vicsummer, sang a military ballad and a folInjection of special music features intotoria, a2,000 seat neighborhood house in
low-up slide on the screen spoke briefly
the program by high class instrumental
and courteously of the Y. M. C. A. war
Buffalo, N. Y.
soloists known and liked by the patronage.
There is the embodiment of youth at
campaign for funds.
Not a highbrow soloist but someone they
like and know.
the Victoria. It reaches out to the patron
Of course this isn't a wonderful idea
but it was unlooked for and a surprise.
from the moment that one sees the bloomThe highest class features. The VicIt made the people talk right there in the
ing flowers in the outer lobby, and the
toria shows Paramount, Artcraft, Goldwyri:
show. In fact everytime they come to the
spirit is carried through the lobby itself
and others first on the West Side. Plenty
of variety.
Victoria they look for a touch of realism,
where a red lamp glows with a homelike
invitation. Then there are roses and
something unusual, not the same old over. Meeting the moods of the audience.
chrysanthemums and carnations filling
ture, weekly, comedy and feature.
Figure they are wearied from work when
That very same night he showed movies
many vases, adding an intimate appeal.
they arrive. Give them a light lively overof the Buffalo drafted men in camp.
ture, something short and snappy in a newsMr. Hyman believes in being " fussy "
about litle things. He believes in giving
reel, a pair of lively songs hy a classy
Knows His Patrons
his theatre the atmosphere — and the atsinger, a good feature with love in it, an
Another thing has spelled success for
mosphere here is that of home. And he
educational reel that does not bore, and a
Edward L. Hyman and the Victoria. He
has made the house so distinctive that alcomedy that sends them away laughing and
is not afraid to let his patrons know who
though itis in the upper western section of
ready to come back next week.
he
is.
Although
he
shows
to
crowded
the city people come from every district to
Don't give 'em a chance to argue. If
houses in his big beautiful theatre each
enjoy the brightness of the house. The
they do let them argue. Maybe they have
night,
hundreds
know
him
by
name
and
theatre has an auto patronage that would
a right. Try to right the wrong.
stop at the office to comment or suggest a
make big profits for any house anywhere.
Advertise and keep the Victoria before
picture. But that isn't all, Mr. Hyman
the
public continually. The Victoria
" Keep with 'em, not behind them," says
greets the patrons coming in or leaving
keeps small ads, changed daily, in the
Mr. Hyman. " When it's cold outside and
and
when
they
depart
he
asks
them
if
they
our lobby is warm and redolent with the
amusement columns of all daily newsliked the show.
aroma of flowers, and inside the portico of
papers where the theatregoer can find them
our rest room is clustered with flowers
" If a man or woman asks you to get a
when he wants information.
certain ' picture, and you already have
The Victoria uses a program, written in
brought into relief with lights, don't you
booked it for the future, accept the sughomey language with a personal appeal.
believe that makes 'em talk, and tell others
gestion
as
if
it
was
a
brand
new
idea
to
what novel things we try to give them
This program, containing breezy chatter,
you and suggested by them. It will please
is sent to 5,000 homes through the mail,
here?"
the suggester and it won't hurt you.
Uses All Novelties
the mailing list having been obtained in
Don't for Heaven's sake snap him up in
the
theatre. The mail carriers aid in keepMr. Hyman is a minute-man in this rea cold manner and say sharply: 'We will
ing dead-wood out of the mailing list by
have
that
picture
surely,
it
has
been
booked
spect. He doesn't allow moss to grow
reporting all those who have moved away
around the front door of his think emor who have moved into the section.
here
some time.'
" out like a beacon,
porium. Everytime there is an opportunity
TheforVictoria
stands
Mr. Hyman has a clean theatre, smiling
is a true statement and not a simile. Mr.
to present a novelty, he does it. He makes
use of occasion and circumstance.
courteous attendants, and he says the reaHyman conceived the idea of having large
son is because every person in the VicFor instance, the other night when the
lights with giant reflectors behind them to
toria knows that Mitchell H. Mark, the
illuminate the entire front of the white
dimmers dimmed nearly out between
owner, has confidence in everyone of them
shows, the curtains parted slowly and up
marble building. This is aside from the
and expects them to do their best every
from the floor of the stage rolled the
facade lights and the big electric sign.
minute.
The scheme has worked out well for when
American flag, standing out in relief
" I don't deserve such a lot of credit,
against the dark because colored lights
one is a mile away from the theatre, the
were behind it. As the glowing emblem
(Continued on page 4166)
glow is conceivable. This is not expensive
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Idea — and

Ours
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the feeling that you. are about to bunk the
WE have told you many times that where
you can afford to design your own
public. But there are times when they are
advertising and have facilities for getting
wortli while — when you can really make
the passes do you a service.
the engraving done promptly, it is far betIn this case the Harlem Strand theatre,
ter than mere type displays. The Strand
and Garden theatres, Minneapolis, have a a new house, used the passes on the openpublicity manager in J. L. Johnston who
ing of "Who Is 'Number One?'" serial.
But it was not only to get the crowd at the
designs his own advertising and does it effirst episode. Being a new house a mailing list was one of the most necessary
things .and these slips, which had to be
NewQardeI
signed by the user to make them good,
supplied
an excellent basis for such a list.
OoaaaaencinG Today —
Old man inspiration is an awfully helpful
Vrqmiei? Northwest Showing / lie
fellow to have around the shop.
Bluebra'Specidl Fedture M
HERE is probably the record tie-up of
motion picture theatres with national
advertising. This was done in connection
with the campaign of Paramount-Artcraft
in Philadelphia recently. Twenty-eight
theatres in the city, suburbs and nearly
New Jersey towns occupied space in the
Evening Ledger. The advertisement as
paid for by Paramount was the same that

TOrb

Street

3Frjeatre
a Rational institution
Caston
■:■
•:■ J3ennsplbania
Wztb of iJobember 12-17, 1917.

Whose Eyes Are These?

Whose Nose and Lips AreThese?
See Inside Pages For Details.

Beautiful
NATURAL
SETTINGS. •
fectively. The result is that the displays
stand out amid the mass of other type advertising on the same page. And then,
again, there is something distinctive about
this, and as long as the designs follow the.
same general style they will be immediately
recognized as that of a particular theatre.
See how much stronger the outline of the
head of the savage in this display stands
out than would the name of the star or the
title of the picture in ordinary type. The
essential thing in the design of an advertisement isto achieve something that will
immediately catch the eye. This display
certainly has that quality.
Make your theatre a proverb in the
minds of your patrons — a proverb for
quality.
IF you give passes at your theatre, make
them worth something to you, not only
to fill your house for the time, but to make
business for the future. As a general rule,
we do not believe in passes, because they
encourage in the public mind the idea of
" something for nothing *' and they inspire
THIS PASS, if signed By Bearer, is good for
one o4fternoon Admission, or for 10 cts.
towards an Evening Admission to the
HARLEM STRAND
125th St. Bet. Park C& Lexington Aves.
on Monday or Tuesday. Nov. 19th or ,20th
THF Signed
MANAGKR

fiR"* j And there you wrU find
your old nveeth«Art again'

WSMj
FAMOUS :«■-■■ St» (pictures

THE IH£A rHEi~bT QUXUIX PRESTIGE AND MmP ACTION 1 '. • has appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post. The theatres occupied the space on
the sides of the display and at the bottom
and each one of them got as much benefit
as if it has paid for the entire page in the
newspaper.
Watch these things. Take advantage of
every cent that your producers or distributors spend for you. A number of these
companies are not putting out a lot of
money for exploitation. Get in on the
ground floor and not only reap the benefits
for yourself, but a tthe same time make
yourself popular with your local newspapers.
What does an anniversary mean to you?
Merely another year gone by?
lIT would be trite to say that you ought
j I to make your program interesting — that
lit ought to carry something more than a

mere announcement of the pictures that
you are to show during the week. Little
notes about the players, their doings, their
coming productions are worth while, but it
is even better when you can pull some
stunt that will keep your people looking
for your next week program. Manager
C. D. Buss of the Third Street theatre,
Easton, Pa., keeps his patrons interested
with a stunt that has been used by several
of the more prominent newspapers in their
photoplay departments. For instance, he
prints on the cover the eyes or lips or
nose of a couple of players and invites his
patrons to name them. The answers are
printed the following week. These cuts
are inexpensive and you can get any quantity- of material from the pictures of the
stars that you ought to have in your stockroom. And it's a popular game. YVe
know of one newspaper which received
over eighteen hundred answers to one of
these puzzles.
Advertising made P. T. Barnum. Get
the habit and you can be the Barnum of
xour section.
TWO inquiries in a week have asked how
Rialto andso Strand
NewYork,theadvertise,
we aretheatres,
reproducing
two displays here. However, these are not
to be taken as models for advertising
through the country as conditions are so
different in New York from other cities
that what would be good advertising here
would be bad in other sections of the country. In the first place, a great share of the
people who go to these theatres go rather
to the theatre itself than to the special picture. Both houses have kept their productions un to such a high standard and pay
so much attention to the music, the animated weeklies, the educational* and to the
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What

Live

Wires

Are

amount
inches)
tempted

FAIRBANKS
DOUGLAS
in
"BEACHING
FOB
THE
PicTOB^8*".
— ■•»■.!. —feTjsSf"MOONT_ ]H»-..f
£155 n'i'iSi
episode"
so
•THETHfcFAREWELL^
Jreek
evan"'^.™
"maiiV
bah. ikmm>
INCOMPARABLE RIALTO ORCHESTRA

FAMUNtOTDlRKK
/« -fe^re Mungrx Heart' A Pdfdniouf\(
Pi-furs
PICTURESOUC
STRAND
A Scenic Study
s►YMPWONY ORCHESTRA GHENT
AfternoonSaturdays
ConcertsSundays
Daily& Holidays
at 1'(5 . . REVIEV
£icepi
[WAGED "GO©
ir.
A Mtnddssolui, Fumiu.C«Oioven rAul*r bdj«. ftrt
NEXT WEEK. MADGE KENNEDY «r 'weakly mahhied'
presentation of the picture that the feature does not stand out as it would in another town. For that reason these theatres
feature largely the name of the house.
And there is another reason for this, for
in the mass of theatre advertising in the
Sunday papers, it is important to direct
the reader's eye to the theatre he is looking for.

Doing

of space (four columns by- 12
in which many managers would be
to try
to tellin "anall endless
about " array
the production
and string
of

adj ectives.
Hayakawa is exceptionally popular
among the patrons of the Liberty theatre,
Portland, Oregon. So, very apparently,
the thing to do was to take advantage of
his popularity and this was accomplished
by using a large outline head and then a
scene from the productions. The preparations of the ad. was very simple for the
designer had only to cut out the figures
from the photographs and paste them on
cardboard. Then note that very small
space is given for the type display — for
the simple reason that the cuts have already "put over " the punch.
The spider is awfully busy, but of what
use are the cobwebs, anyhow? Is your
business just as useful?
WE

are fond of impressing on you in
discussions of good advertising one
thing— WHITE SPACE. We have shown
you a number of good examples, and here
is another from the Lyric theatre, Spokane, Wash. And though a small house
this is one of the most intelligently advertised theatres in the country. And there is
nothing small in the amount of space that
is used. For instance, this display was

One display in your lobby that people
see is worth a dozen that you force your
patrons to stumble over.

is a case of " sacrificing " type
HERE
displays to cuts. We quote the word
for it is the opposite of sacrifice. It has
made the display a hundred per cent
stronger than the average advertisement,
a thousand per cent more convincing than
is most displays occupying an equal

HE HITS
AMERI

BULL'S EYE OF
POPULARITY

" Turning Over New

UBE8TY
pttouplajtv

ALICE HOWELL
BALLOONATICS

SESSUEHAYAKAWA
THE CALL OF THE EAST

WEEK after week wc have been telling
you of novel ideas used by P. E.
Noble, manager of the American theatre,
Butte, Montana. Both ideas and Mary
MacLaren come from Butte. How many
showmen of the country are combining displays with their electric signs. Here is
what Noble did when he showed " The
Whip." He used one of the 24-sheets and
made a cut-out of it, and then put the title
in in electric letters. This was fastened
by iron extenders to the bottom of the
house sign. The plan is very simple, quite
inexpensive and wonderfully striking. It
immediately attracts attention not only on
account of the display itself, but because it
changes the entire front of the theatre at
night. There is scarcely a production with
which the same thing cannot be done, provided the twenty-four sheets contain striking pictures which occupy only a portion of
the sheet. The result is that two words in
electric lights have a most striking effect.

five columns wide by sixteen inches deep.
It dominated the entire page. The theatre
got this effect by using one of the ad designs supplied by Artcraft, but he was not
satisfied with that and he used three times
the space that the design called for
— not a lot more printed matter but for the
white space to make the display stand out
over every other advertisement in the
paper. And it did.

Leaf," J

Easy with Aid of Service Bureau
Along about this time of the I
there's aOVER
lot of talk
1
I year
TURNING
A about
NEW j
I LEAF with the New Year.
For some months now the 1
1 NEWS has offered yon some- j
| thing new to the motion picture 1
I industry in a real Service De- [
I partment.
Are you taking ad- j
I vantage of it to the fullest j
I extent?
You don't have to wait for the [
f first of 1918 to turn over a new f
leaf.
First turn over all the |
leaves of this department and 1
1 read everything you find on all §
I of them. Then write and tell us |
1 how we may help you further. \
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Is This

Edward

L. Hyman,

Manager Victoria Theatre,
Buffalo

Neighborhood Manager Gives
Secrets
(Continued from page 4163)
but
it belongs
to Mr.
Mark, that
for those
he doesn't
interfere
and has
confidence
who
work for him are up on their toes every
minute. A young man does his best work
when his employer lets him work out his
ideas and allows him to let off his steam
in ideas. But — when the big moments arrive the owner is the man who figures out
the crisis things. I may be a half-way
decent manager, but their are times when
age, experience and counsel serve as a
rudder.
Vitagraph Begins Drive on
Newest Serial
Greater Vitagraph announces that it has
set a new record by distributing the complete plan book for use of exhibitors in
exploiting " Vengeance — and the Woman,"
the latest serial, a full month in advance
of the release of the initial episode. In
addition prints have been shipped to all
exchanges for prerelease showings.
The plan book is very complete and is in
fifty pages, the covers being in colors. It
includes advance press stories for each of
the fifteen episodes, complete novelization
for newspaper use, reproductions of star
cuts and advertising displays, full music
cues and two pages devoted to special
stunts for use in getting unusual publicity
for the serial.
There will be another strong billboard
campaign. Early in December twenty-foursheets will be posted in every city in the
country over 10,000 and later the smaller
places will be covered. This campaign will
be two to three times as great as that on
" The Fighting Trail."

Your

Theatre

?
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Then he went to the exchange city and
In this column the Exhibitors' Servvisited the representatives of the companies
ice Bureau will print comment from
he believed made the best pictures. He
week to week on theatres actually
offered them more for their product than,
visited, pointing out faults found and
the combination was paying — but all of
commendable features. The name of
them turned him down, for they had had
the theatre will not be mentioned, but
bitter
experiences with others who had
if it applies to you and you want improvement, write to this department.
tried to " buck the trust." But his personality made an impression and they thought
about the matter a whole lot after he had
successmost
the
today
is
L.
THEATRE
ful house in a city of about 80,000 left. But he didn't get the pictures, and
inasmuch as three of the rival houses
people. This is largely a manufacturing
and railroad center where the workmen get changed three times a week and two
good wages- and where prosperity has been
changed
very home
much and
left
unusually great for several years past.
open for daily,
him. there
Thenwasn't
he went
But the manager of this theatre was
took up the newspaper question. There
strictly " up against " it when he deter- was one morning and one evening paper.
mined to open a house, because the city This young man surprised the advertising
managers by telling them how much he
was literally
the hands
every
motion in
picture
house of
in athe" trust,"
center
was going to spend — it was twice as much
as the trust was paying. They were
of the city — some five of them — being controlled bythe same firm. It was a monoppleased, but they were careful not .to extend him long credit.
oly that had been considered impossible to
break. Several had attempted the task, but
Still he couldn't get the pictures he
they all met the same end — the sheriff's wanted. But he decided that he would get
hammer or sale to the " trust."
the very best that were left. There were
This man's father had recently died and
arrangements by which he might see
the chief piece of property left was on the no
available
films in advance in his home city,
main street of the city and in the business
so
he
evolved
a novel plan. He subscribed
section. It was sufficiently large for a
for daily papers in ten cities where there
motion picture theatre seating 800 and the are
notable theatres and he proceeded to
young man after examining the revenue
pick
feature pictures that had been
from the property while it was leased for shownforathisthese
houses, those which were
business purposes decided that he could available. The opposition has never learned
make far more with a motion picture
where he got his tips. He deshow — provided he could make good. But to thiscidedday
to change but twice a week and then
before he took this step he gave the situa- gave his strongest attention to the news
tion careful study.
reels, the educationals and short comedies.
He was familiar with well operated moThe other houses had been putting on
tion pictures in other cities by observation
features and any old thing for the
and he soon found out that there was not strong
rest of the bill. And he had music with
really a well run house in the city. The his pictures, indirect lighting and all the
general manager was trying to give his other conveniences, and courtesy ruled
attention to all, the house managers were
little more than office boys and the ex- everywhere.
He played the newspapers strong both in
ploitation was poor,
" trust
demanding
so much free
matterthefrom
the " newspapers
his personal relations and his expenditures.
At first the opposition was tickled because
for such a small expenditure in advertising— on the ground that they controlled the he was spending so much, but newspapers
field — that there was a practical break. The were awakened into ADMIRATION and
strong point of the opposition was that it proceeded to help this youth along to sucwas able to control most of the better film
cess in a whole hearted way. After this
services, because it controlled the field. house had won the inside track with the
Right here the young man figured it out newspapers, the other began to advertise
that he could score his success and make
stronger and beg for aid, but the advertising managers never forgot who had
this very fact hurt the opposition — that
he would force them to pay so much for been responsible for increase in advertisthe services that this charge would bring
ing, and Theatre L. can get today five times
their ruin.
as much for the expenditure of a dollar as
Determined then to go the limit, he can the rivals.
mortgaged the property and spent $25,000
There isn't space here to tell of the other
converting the building into a motion pic- things
that the new manager did. But he
ture house. Some of this was spent on
the front but the most of it went to the appealed to the highest element, conducted
interior. He got the advice of men long the cleanest house, gave real music and
in the business on every expenditure that real service. His features were possibly
he made, and he was sure when the theatre not so good as others, but the way he put
was finished that he would have the very' them on made them BETTER. His success was immediate, though he had raised
best that his money could get. One thing
the admission price. In three months the
he provided for first was an orchestra,
theatre was the talk not only of the town,
and an organ, for the tin-pan music of but
of the exchange city. He was offered
the other houses was one of their worst
features.
(Continued on page 4169)
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| Shea's Hippodrome Links Close j
!
with War Conditions
MANAGER HAROLD FRANKLIN, of
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, is keeping his house closely hooked up with the
war. During the past week an excellent
stage setting, which is reproduced on this
page,tivewasparticipation
employedin the
to mark
America's
acfighting
in Europe.
The overture for this occasion was " Evolution of Dixie." To say that this made a
hit is putting it very mildly.
Shea's Hippodrome is also adapting itself
to war conditions. The weekly program
has been " Hooverized." The current issue
is a neat affair containing sixteen pages.
The advertising occupies less space, the displays being smaller, this resulting in a saving of the paper. And the artistic effect
is still maintained.
Mr. Franklin is insistent on electric signs
and urged exhibitors to save the electricity
on the inside of their houses. He says :
" There appears to be some confusion
among the theaters in this city as to the
actual requirements of the Fuel Administrator. This is in connection with the ornot to light any signs until half an
marking the first actual participation of hour derafter
Buffalo,
Hippodrome,
Special setting at Shea's American
sunset. There are many ways
forces in the fighting in France.
that theatres could cut down the consumption of electric current without the necesMilwaukee
Theatre Devotes Booklet
sity of eliminating the electric signs at any
time, which, of course, you know, is one
of the important adjuncts of the modern
to Teaching Its Employees Idealism
theatre. Any house could cut its light
consumption in the inside to half of what
COURTESY is one of the big things in Cashier, Doorman, Chief Usher and Asthey use now without it having any matheatre management. That is why we
sistants, Maids, Nurses, Footman, etc., etc.
terial effect.
try to impress this on you week by week.
— is in a measure charged with the respon"
We
all realize that this is war, and
sibility for seeing that our guests go away
And courtesy applies just as well to the
every one would be only too glad to help
hundred seat house as it does to the Strand
pleased— NOT DISAPPOINTED. For in- the Government and sacrifice such light as
or the Rialto.
is used for artistic effect. If our country
About two months ago we printed a story
" If I were an USHER or a MAID—
needs power for munitions plants this is
*
about the New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.,
stance
" I would endeavor never to appear overone way to get it, but, it is a great mistake
which had adopted the Statler hotel rules
worked, tired or ' grouchy.' I would try and danger to the motion picture industry
for its theatre. The New made a hit and
to ascertain the guest's preferences as to
to eliminate electric signs."
it is gaining patronage every day. So far
seats, then politely lead the way to them.
is not in I would courteously ask
as we know this house, in a comparatively
If impossible to meet the guest's desires, I wanted
caller if he or she desired to leave a name
small city, was the first to publish a special
would impart the fact politely and offer the
or number so the call could be contemplated
best to be had, even going out of my way,
booklet aimed at courtesy to the patrons.
Manager George Fisher of the Alhambra
later, remembering always that even one
in dealing with a 1 fussy ' patron, to accomdissatisfied guest of the Alhambra is just
theatre, Milwaukee, has prepared a booklet
modate such to his or her complete satisfacone too many.
whose reading will be of value to every
tion. Iwould never entertain my friends
" If I were the DOORMAN—
manager. It would be well for all exwhile on duty and would avoid congregathibitors to hand this copy of the News
" I would greet guests with a smile and
ing at the aisles and visiting with my •felaround to all the employees and have them
low workers, that it is my first duty to a hearty ' good afternoon ' or ' good evenread it. Courtesy is one of the cheapest
avoid cause for even one dissatisfied guest
ing.' Iwould stand always when on duty
and that guests come to the Alhambra to and watch for opportunities to extend
things in the world — and it is a NECESsmall courtesies to guests of the theatre. I
see and hear the entertainment offered, not
SITY. The first few pages of the Alhambra booklet parallel very closely the Statler
would stedfastly refrain from entertainto listen to the conversation of house emrules as interpreted by the New theatre.
ploye s. Incase a guest was dissatisfied and
ing friends or allowing them by conversaThen this follows :
tion or otherwise to interfere with my
I was unable to remove the cause I would
call the manager at once.
duties. I would cheerfully answer all ques" A theatre has just two things to sell.
tions of guests and in all other respects
" If I were the CASHIER—
" One is entertainment, the other its
service.
show a desire to be of the utmost service
" I would be ever genial and greet guests
and thereby exonerate myself from the re" A theatre that sells poor entertainment
with a smile ; remember to say ' please ' and
sponsibility for even one dissatisfied guest.
with poor service is a poor theatre.
' thank you ' and in general to impress —
but not offensively — the purchasers of If, however, a guest were dissatisfied de"
A
theatre
that
sells
good
entertainment
with Paramount service is a Paramount
tickets or those making inquiries with my
spite all I could do, I would call the mantheatre.
ager immediately in the hope that he could
unvarying good-nature. I would do my entertaining offriends before or after hours
smooth the troubled waters where my ef" It is the object of the Alhambra to sell
forts failed.
its guests PARAMOUNT entertainment
and courteously but firmly discourage all
with PARAMOUNT service.
attempts to entangling conversation.
" Every item of extra courtesy contributes toward a better pleased guest, and
" The person calling on the telephone is
" We want all guests who enter the Alprobably as important as the guest at the
hambra theatre to do so because they beevery pleased guest contributes toward a
lieve they are buying something here better
window. I would politely ascertain the better and bigger Alhambra.
than can be bought anywhere else.
wants of all such and do everything within
" You can help make it so. WILL
reason to satisfy them.
If the party
" Every employee of this theatre —
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with it a crash from the orchestra and
flashes on the red lights which ended with
all the members of the orchestra crying
" Byng " and the crashing music echoing it.
The effect was tremendous.
Note what we have said about the flashing light effect. Next came Mile. Madelein
D'Espinoy, favorite French soprano, who
dressed in the uniform of a vivandiere
sang Donizetti's " Daughter of the Regiment "with brilliant results. Again toward
the end of the selection came the flashes
of red. They helped greatly to put the selection over. Those who could not understand the words entered into the spirit of
it, they caught the martial swing of the
music and the fervor of the fire with the
flashes. Now note, from overture to this
selection there were carried through these
series of flashes.
" Until They Get Me," an unusual Triangle picture, kept the audience in strained
attention throughout and its striking situations. Mr. Rothapfel booked it for that
reason, because it was a picture that passed
from the beaten paths and contained very
strong heart interest.
The comedy element is again supplied by
the Drews, this delightful Metro offering
being " Too Much Henry." As it began
the story of the wife, who wept violently
every time her husband went away came
the strains of " Absence Makes the Heart
Grow Fonder," turning into " This Is the
Life " during the happy domestic scenes
and then blending into the siren song from
" Leave it to Jane."
The point to this talk this week is this.
Here is a program without an especially
big feature, without a commanding star,
and, as Mr. Rothapfel said, it took difficulty to create a satisfactory Animated
Magazine. The result was as splendidly
satisfactory a performance as we have ever
seen at the Rialto.
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Rothapfel
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and
selection of the Animated Magazine,
SL. ROTHAPFEL is home again,
that he had to go over much
mucn more
more ma• bringing with him his transcontiterial than usual in order to reach the efnental bad
"
cold." He took it with him
to the Pacific, it staid with him there and
fect. But one would never have suspected
then came back with him again. But in any difficulty from the result on the audience. The secret? The music and the
spite of that handicap he is full of new
grouping. That is possibly getting to be a
vigor and big, startling things may be expected of him at the Rialto and at the somewhat old story to you who read these
Rivoli, which is soon to open.
talks, but they are the big things of picture presentations. Think it over.
And with his return the overture, which
Opening with a drum patrol the first picis played this week, " Wagner's " Rienzi,"
ture is that of President Wilson reviev/ing
brings the story of an incident when Mr.
the
officers'
training camp at Fort Myer.
Rothapfel was just coming into that unAfter the drums came sixteen bards from
questioned leadership in the field of ex" Pro Patria " and then swung into Sousa's
hibition. He was then directing the Re" Diplomat " march. Artillery Rookies, in
gent theatre and he had booked " Quo
a field meet, brought a touch of humor
Vadis." He was then, as now, always
hunting for new ideas. He wanted to do with " Woonsocket Gallop." The effect so
far was of all Americans getting ready, on
" something different " with this picture
equal footing for the war and to carry this
which was then one of the biggest creations of silent drama. He was at a loss effect stronger there was flashed one of
until he walked into Aeolian Hall and
Hy Mayer's cartoons. First it showed
heard the Philharmonic Orchestra play this master and footman, and then came the
transition, with both of them made into
overture to " Rienzi." It was just the thing soldiers, and with this came a drum roll
to fit his production. It struck him so forwhich was highly effective in bringing
cibly and convincing that he told us Sunday that he ran into two horses and fell strong applause. To the tune of " Mikado "
on a street car in his hurry to get back to Japanese were shown buying horses in this
country, and then came an exceptionthe Regent and try the effect with the music. It was the eagerness to do that is alally amusing " Katzen jammer " cartoon,
ways with him.
" Tempest in a Paint Pot," played to the
So, if one were not accustomed to selections, " Shadowland Fox Trot " and
" My Sweetie Inspecting the Polish Legion
Rothapfel's methods of doing things one
in France " was shown to Saint-Saens'
might be left to believe that there was
" Military March," which continued into resomething of the inspiration in the way
markably interesting pictures of engineers
this overture is being played this wek, with
following up the work behind the battle line,
the most wonderful lighting arrangements
we have seen with an overture yet. First under German fire. King George was then
shown awarding Victoria crosses, while the
with the crescendo of the trumpets there
Don't leave, it to a commanding feature
come effective flashing on the red lights, orchestra played " Rule Britannia," and
or a world-famed star to put a presentaand then a fading into the purple and then then came another cartoon, " The British
tion over for you. Make yourself do it.
a return to the brilliant red effects and
Lion Hitting the Hindenberg Line," and
u unmumiLLULixuJxuJiiiiJ.:LLUiuiiuiiJiiLUj iiiiiijuiiiii li lu u^ii iii:iuiiiiimiii:iii iiiiiiiiJuiJiiTiiiitiiiiufJiiniiiiiin iiiiuiiiiuiiimutctE
finally a fading into the bright, full illum- siuiiHiiwimmiiiiiiwiwiiuin
ination at the end. Lighting, like music,
cannot be turned into the written words,
AT THE STRAND WEEK OF DEC. 2
but one might feel the spirit of the music
in the lighting, even if one could not hear. saiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiimiimiimmiiiimiimntmramn^
come from the seated before their tents. They sang
" Fishing
made forof EducaS ofat applause
TUMULT
audiences
the Strand theatre this " Tenting To-night on the Old Camptional Films for
underFish,"
the direction
Robert
C. Bruce, is the scenic for this week and week on account of the way in which Mangrounl," " Keep the Homelights Burning "
it is one of the clearest and most interestand " Smile " with tremendous effect, and
aging Director Harold Edel has arranged
the Topical.
ing of such pictures that we have seen.
then there faded into the background pictures of Washington and Lincoln, and then
The title, as in all the Bruce pictures, with
It opens with pictures of Canadians, back
their human, happy spirit adds great enjoy- in England from the front, at their games
finally into the center, Wilson. The aument. At the end of the scene a clever
dience went wild and similar scenes were
and then passes into pictures of the Italfollowed when the pictures were again
ians mounting their big guns. These were
" shot " is brought in with the picture of
taken up showing Pershing reviewing the
Hearst-Pathe. Then comes a Paramountthe day's catch frying over the open fire.
American troops. The Topical ends with
With special stage settings that won
Bray showing the methods of manufacturmarked approval, Sascha Fidelman, concert
a review by President Wilson.
ing candy, and is followed by pictures from
master of the Rialto orchestra, then renCleveland, O., showing lake steamers being
Hervert's " Irish Rhapsody " is the orchestra number, with light effects, this
dered Schubert's " Ave Maria." The precut in half for transportation to the Atweek, while Marie Zentay, violinist, is
sentation panels at either side of the screen
lantic. Helping
"
Win the War Through
showed night scenes in the country, and the Aeroplanes " delighted the audience, and heard in Zsolt's " Valse Caprice " and
" Gavotte," by Martin.
center first rather dimly outlined a church
this was followed immediately by a cartoon
window. The violinist appeared dressed in
" Tom Sawyer," with Jack Pickford, a
hidingcame
fromtheAmerica's
a cowl and accompanied by organ and showing
Paramount, is the pleasing feature, and the
army of the
the Kaiser
air. Then
feature.
harp rendered this wonderful selection, and First there were shown pictures of the
comedy, Victor Moore Moore in " Toothjust at the end the picture of the Madonna
aches and Heartaches." " Salmon Fishing
" Rainbow Division," whose safe arrival in
appeared upon the window, a striking and
France has just been announced, as they in New Brunswick," an Essanay, showing
appealing effect.
marched down Fifth avenue, an old pic- many newspaper men as participants, is the
Mr. Rothapfel volunteered that he had
ture, pieced in, and this was followed by a pleasing educational, and Pathe Yellowstone Park pictures represent the scenic
tableau effect, with quartet in uniform
a poor lot of material to deal with in the
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Teaser postcard sent out by Circle theatre, Indianapolis, to Indiana teachers and one of the many replies.
Canadian

Universal

Uses

Postcard
FILM
RSAL
UNIVE
CANADIAN
COMPANY, Toronto, through its
publicity service bureau has been putting
over some clever teaser campaigns, especially on the serials. " The Mystery Ship,"
the latest of the chaptered stories, has been
responsible for a series of three postcards
which attract especial attention. While

Clever
Stunt on Newest Serial
immediate attention. Lots of people will
open an envelope and when they see that
the content is an advertisement, throw it
away. But anyone, out of natural curiosity, will turn over a postcard and the
message goes home immediately.

$35,00022 SPENT
for a few feet of film in Episode No. 1— but, ye gods,
wait till you see what those few feet contain!
The New UNIVERSAL Serial
these have been created largely to attract
the attention of the exhibitor, the exhibitor can in turn use them to build business at his theatre.
Serials offer probably the best oppostunity for card exploitation because they
cover such a length of time that it is justifiable in starting the campaigns on them
considerable dates in advance. In case you
are going to show " The Mystery Ship " we
would advise you to send out the first of

..jtaWrUd

the cards three weeks in advance of the
showing of the first episode and then follow it a week later with the announcement
that " Your ship is the Mystery Ship."
The third card ought to be received the
day before the serial opens.
As a general rule postcards will be found
better business getters than form letters.
In the first place, they have the advantage
of necessary brevity. Then they attract

"THE MYSTERY
The serial with the wallop SHIP"
Terrific punches never inshown
ANY serial— a fortune spent
colossalin effects.
TWO GREAT SERIAL STARS
BEN WILSON - - NEVA GERBER
Wc offer The Mystery Ship" in compeiitiormnth ANJ aeriaJ on ine market.
CANADIAN UNIVERSAL FILM CO., Limited
Head Office— Toronto, Ontario
Self
How

Theatre Forced Place for

(Continued from page 4166)
three of the leading services in that space
of time, but at his leisure he picked the
ones he wanted and more at his own terms.
Six months later he was offered a half
interest
he would
" merge."
Instead
that he ifbuilt
two houses
in the
suburbsof
and another house in the section of the
city where the manufacturing classes lived.
Since his start two of the three legitimate or vaudeville houses have closed and
one of the trust houses has passed away.
Theatre L. and its subsidiaries doesn't try
to be a trust so far as controlling films is
concerned, but it is pre-eminently the
TRUST so far as controlling the confidence of the public. Theatre L. could put
on a bad picture tomorrow and get away
with it, for because of his careful selection and his methods of exhibition it
would be hard to convince any one that
it was a bad picture — simply because they
saw it at Theatre L.

" Florence " Postcards Bring
Thousands to the
Circle
HERE is a clever idea that was used by
S. Barret McCormick, managing director of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
with splendid results.
Recently a convention of the school
teachers of all Indiana was held in that
city and more than 10,000 were in attendance. Mr. McCormick conceived in advance aplan for not only drawing the attendance of the delegates during the meeting, but to getting the most valuable sort
of advertising for his house all over the
state.
As a matter of fact, there are no better
lot of boosters for a theatre than teachers,
and once you get them interested in your
house you are going to build patronage.
They may not know that they are advertising your theatre, but they will do it more
or less unconsciously in their talks among
their friends and in their references in the
classrooms.
Some days before the meeting was to
begin Mr. McCormick mailed to every
teacher who was expected to attend one of
the cards signed " Florence," directing attention to the Circle. Note that an appointment was made for meeting there,
and it was instilled into the minds of every
one that this was the central place of Indianapolis. So effective was the campaign
that scores of replies similar to the one
reproduced
were received
by "only
Florence."
Some who realized
that it was
a publicity scheme wrote letters congratulating
the fictitious young woman and the theatre
on the novelty.
Here is a plan that can be used in the
case of most any convention. People coming to a strange city are naturally looking
for amusement, and this plan will result in
your theatre being the first place that the
visitors see. Visitors are not likely to
read the newspapers carefully, and anyway
this advance preparation is the very best
sort.
It's worth
next time a convention meetstrying
in yourthecity.
Steve Brodie was unknown until he
jumped from Brooklyn Bridge. His name
got in every paper in the country. Take a
"Brodie" and get your theatre before the
public.
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like knit
her dad. Jackie was told to stay at home
and
by the women of the army post, but she
indignantly refused. She tries to organize a brigade of girls, but her father did not think much
of the idea and discouraged her in the attempt.
She
had
decided to run away from home when
Ready Made Ad-Talks
she discovered evidence that led her to believe
that
a
spy
was working in the neighborhood.
nmrnimiiis
Here was her chance to be a detctive and like
fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiii;]iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'[miiin
a man. She told them at the post, but the men
would not pay much attention to her assertions.
Mme. Petrova in Powerful Dramatic Story,
Adair is fond of Jackie and the lieuI READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED I Lieutenant
tenant has his suspicions also. Sure enough, the
" Daughter of Destiny " — Timely
one
she
suspected
was a spy and was bringing
IN
LAST
WEEK'S
ISSUE
(Petrova Pictures Seven-Reel Production)
information to a number of other spies, all of
Mme. Petrova, pronounced by the critics as
FEATURES Dec. 8, 1917. I whom were arrested after Jackie had convinced
the greatest of emotional actresses, will appear
and others that she was right.
on the screen of the
theatre on
OF PLAY
PRODUCERS I herAt father
of
week in her latest work before the =| TITLE
the
theatre on
of
" The Painted Maweek,
Margarita
Fischer in " Miss Jackie of the
camera,
" Daughter
Destiny." ItMme.
Petrova
is the author
of this ofphotoplay.
was directed
Army."
Thrilling
and
timely
story
of interest
1
I?""3,",
Fox
5
reels
1
to all.
by George Irving. In the supporting cast assist- | The Judgment
ing her in the interpretation of this dramatic
I House "
Paramount
6 reels I
version of current world events are : Thomas
§ " The Awakening "
World
5 reels ^ Beautiful Spectacle of National Red Cross
I
Harding, who has the principal male role; Anders | " Tess of the Storm
Pageant — Georgeous in Presentment
Country "
Select 5 reels I
Randolf, Robert Broderick, one of the best- I; " Who
Goes
There?
"
Vitagraph
5
reels
i
known character actors on the screen; Henri
(Red
Cross
Warpictures
Councilof the
Five-Reel
The
motion
NationalProduction.)
Red Cross
Leone, Richard Garrick, Carl Dietz and Warren
II "" The
A Branded
Soul
"
Fox
5
reels
^
Small Town
Pageant made under the direction of William
Cook.
"
Daughter
of
Destiny
"
carries
action
and
punch in every scene. It presents one of the best I Guy "
Perfection S reels I Christy Cabanne, present one of the most gorgeous spectacles representing dramatic tableaux
tits of dramatic acting ever projected on the | " The Hungry Heart " Paramount 5 reels I
| " The Winged Mys| ever projected on the screen. The pageant was
screen
Its theme
is timely
in
whichof weanyaretheatre.
all interested
and one
that —in one
its ii " tery
"
Bluebird
j
reels
i
staged,
last October, on one of the beautiful esReaching for the
tates at Huntington, L. I., for the benefit of the
revelation will hold from the announcement of the
Moon "
Artcraft 5 reels 1 National Red Cross. Many of the brightest lights
title to the last flash. Mme. Petrova has the
the Hill
"
Pathe
5 reels 1 on the screen and stage are represented in this
role of Marion Ashley, daughter of the newly ap- e= "" AOver
Woman
Between
marvel of beauty and splendor. Among the fapointed minister to Belmark. She marries Franz
mous stars of both screen and stage who are seen
[
Friends
"
Vitagraph
5 reels 1
Jorn, an artist, whose art is followed in order
Dream Doll " Perfection 5 reels i in these pictures are: Ethel Barrymore, John
that he may more easily carry out his duties as = " The Stainless
Barrymore
and Lionel Barrymore, Hazel Dawn,
spy
imperial
government.
He urges
Marionfor tothedisclose
secrets
which he knows
her | Barrier "
Triangle 5 reels I Ina Claire, who is now playing in " The Tiger
SERIAL
father to possess. Jorn arouses the suspicions of | " Who Is Number
Rose,"
one of the biggest
successes
offamous
the season
Morhange, of the French secret service. He
of
speaking
Power,
character actor; drama;
Francis Tyrone
White, of
the team
of Rock
I One "
Paramount
sode4th Epi2 reels 1
searches
Jorn's
studio
and
finds
evidence
that
and White, noted vaudeville artists and dancers;
points to Jorn as a spy. In a fight that follows
William Rock, of this team; Blanche Yurka,
Jorn kills
Morhange,
Jorn,finger
to destroy
all evidence, places
his ring and
on the
of Morhange
in a fight that follows. Burt flees the town to
Gladys vivors
Hansen,
Rita Jolivet,andone a ofnoted
the few
surof the Lusitania,
French
and burns the studio. Marion falls in love with
escape prison for assaulting Morris and goes
actress ; E. H. Sothern, famous for his charwest. He discovers a rich mine about to be sold
Leopold,
crown
prince,
and
the
events
that
folacterizations of Shakespearean roles ; Lumsden
low tell of her adventures in attempting to make
for taxes and also discovers that it is the propHare, Ernest Glendenning, Adrienne Morrison,
marriage with him possible.
erty of Jessie. He wires Jessie to hold to the
property and he lays claim to it until she and
At the
theatre
week, Mme.
Philip
Tonge,
Eve Mrs.
Le Gallienne,
Marjoriewife
Ram-of
beau, Helen Ware,
H. P. Davidson,
her father arrive and establish title. " When
Petrova in " Daughter of Destiny."
the
chairman
of
the
National
Red
Cross
Council;
Men Are
Tempted
" is full
and country.
presents
Mrs. Ben Ali Haggin, society woman, and others.
some
beautiful
exterior
scenesof action
of western
Ethel Barrymore in Her Latest Screen
In this production you will see one of the most
Miss Anderson has a part that offers her every
opportunity to appear at her best.
Success " The Eternal Mother " — Gripping
beautiful
pageantsgiveever
staged. Adolf
She
will
be
seen
at
the
theatre
Russian
dancers
an exhibition
of the Bohm's
terpsi(Metro Five-Reel Production)
chorean art which, in itself alone, is well worthy
Ethel Barrymore is seen in her latest Metro
week
in
"When
Men
Are
Tempted,"
written
by
Frederick
Upton
Adams.
a
place
of
the
utmost
prominence
in
the
most
production, " The Eternal Mother," adapted from
Sidney
McCall's
novel,
"
Red
Horse
Hill,"
by
worthy
production
for
the
screen.
See
this.'
It's
worth
the
time
and
money
of
any
and
all
patrons
Mary Murillo, and produced under the direction
of Frank Reicher, and personally supervised by William Russell in Corking Good
of the motion picture.
Maxwell Karger, Miss Barrymore, who is known
At the
theatreCross
on
Drama,
New York
Luck " — Action
week,
the National Red
Pageant, of
the most
to millions for her work on the speaking stage and
{Mutual "Five-Reel
Production)
gorgeous spectacle ever staged for the camera,
more recently for her work before the camera, is
"
New
York
Luck
"
is
the
latest
picture
in
seen in the role of Maris, who marries against her which William Russell appears as the featured
with
many
of
the
well-known
stage
and
screen
stars in action.
player, and it is a corker for real, live, actionable
father's
man little
who child,
turns Felico,
out to beis the
a worthless wishes
drunkard. aHer
only drama. It is seldom that Mr. Russell is seen in
bright spot in her miserable existence. Maris is a picture that does not present real, live action. " The Babes in the Woods," with Francis
In his late picture he is supported by Francelia
forced to work and provide for her little daughCarpenter and Virginia Lee Corbin
ter. She gets a position as stenographer in the Billington, who has been seen opposite Mr. Russell in some of his best photoplays; Harvey
office of Dwight Alden, a wealthy mill owner. She
(Fox
Seven-Reel Production)
receives word that her husband and child have
Clark, Clarence Burton, Edward Peil, Alfred
Another of the Fox Kiddie Features, " The
been killed in a railroad accident, and when
Ferguson, Frederick Vroom and Carl Stockdale.
Babes
in
the
Woods,"
Francis
and
Alden learns of this he asks her to become his
Virginia Lee Corbin, with
the two
littleCarpenter
people who
Fowler
Newmost
Yorkfascinating
Luck," Mr.
sell presents
one inof " the
rolesRus-of enacted the leading roles in Mr. Fox's production
wife. They are married and live happily, until a As Nick
few years later, when her husband, whom she his career on the screen. " New York Luck " is of " Jack and the Bean Stalk." These two child
not the best work Mr. Russell has done, but it is actors have made a reputation for themselves
thought dead, returns with a woman named
Kate. He is known as Winch, and he and the just as good. Nick is a telegraph operator at a which is held by few, if any, child actors. Their
country station. As one of the few daily
latest pictures, adapted from the story as sug•woman depend upon the little Felice, who ob- small
trains pass his station a girl drops a handbag
gested by the fairy tale, is one of the brighest,
■tains work in the mill, for their support. Felice from
the window, containing her photograph,
is injured at her work in the mill. From this
cleanest
and evermost
bits children.
of screen Inenterwhich
Nick
finds
after
the
train
has
passed.
made enjoyable
possible by
the
-time tain
on thethere
fierceownstruggle
by Maris
ob- The girl was accompanied by Jimmie Keen, a supportingtainmentcast
child isofa her
flesh and
blood,to care
are: Violet Radcliffe, the child
for her and at the same time conceal the fact motion picture director. The girl's photograph
" heavy
" ; Carmen
Rue, Herschel
Mayall, and
RoMarstini,
Robertde Lawler,
Scotty McKee,
appeals to Nick and he decides that if she is as sita
-from
cold and
heartless,
but nice
loves her
her husband,
and she who
lovesis him.
Winch
threatens
as she is pretty she is worth looking up. Teddy Billings. The adaptation was made by
blackmail and tells Alden all. Maris leaves with
Thereupon Nick leaves for New York to make
Bernard McConville and produced under the diPelice and they live in a cottage together. She his fortune and to win the girl. Fate is unkind
rection of C. M. and S. A. Franklin, the two'
longs for Alden, and one day he comes to her to Nick, for he is prevented from seeing Jimmie
directors who created " Jack and the Bean
and explains that he has changed and asks her Keen, the director, by an impertinent office boy.
Stalk."
The scenes in this late production were
back with her child.
While Nick is in the office a stranger enters and
taken in the Grand Canyon, Colorado ; in Caliaccidentally drops a photograph with the same
At the
theatre on
of
fwoodornia,trees,
in the and
section
where growAll thethefamous
in Hawaii.
charm red-as
girl's likeness
onethehe leader
possessed.
The
week, Ethel Barrymore in " The Eternal Mother."
stranger
turned asout the
to be
of a band
suggested
the original
of "screen.
Babes inThis
the
of crooks. Nick is induced to join them, and he Wood
" hasby been
created story
on the
Mary Anderson in " When Men Are
unconsciously leads the crooks to justice, wins production
promises to meet witn the same high
the
girl
and
his
fortune
because
he
writes
the
praise from the public that was accorded the last
Tempted" — Adapted from Adams' Work
story, and sells it to Jimmie Keen.
(Vitagraph Five-Reel Production)
work of these two youngsters, " Jack and the
Mary Anderson is the featured player in
At the
theatre on
of
Beanchildren
Stalk."andIt will
is forfurnish
the grown-ups
as well as
the
sound entertainment
" When toMen
Are Tempted,"
Vitagraph
week, William Russell in " New ' York Luck."
feature
be shown
at thethe latest
theatre.
Miss
for all.
Anderson is supported in this picture by Alfred
The latest Fox Kiddie picture in which Francis
Whitman, who was seen to such good advantage Margarita Fischer in Timely Drama —
Carpenter and Virginia Lee Corbin, stars of
"
Miss
Jackie
of
the
Army
"
—
Captures
Spy
in " The
Flaming Omen."
Others and
in theS. cast
" Jack and the Bean Stalk," appear is " Babes in
are:
R. Bradbury,
Otto Lederer
E.
(Mutual
Five-Reel
adapted
fromof the
fairy tale. theatre
It will
Margarita
Fischer
is seen Production)
for the first time in the'Woods."
be seen on the
screen
the
Jennings.
"
When
Men
Are
Tempted
"
was
adapted from the work of Frederick Upham ■nany months in " Miss Jackie of the Army." This is on
of
week.
a comedy-drama and one of the best a motion
Adams, entitled " John Burt," and was produced
picture audience has seen for many moons. The Alice Brady in Her First Select Picture
at
western Two
studioscollege
under chums
the direction
of Vitagraph's
William Wolbert.
are in story was written by Beatrice Van and William
Parker and adapted to the screen by Chester B.
love with Jessie Gordon (Mary Anderson). John
"Her Silent Sacrifice" — Strong Drama
Burt and Arthur Morris are the best of friends,
Clapp. The production was made for the Ameri(Select
Alice
BradyPitcures
is seen Five-Reel
in her firstProduction)
picture for the
can Film
Company,
releasing
on
the
Mutual
prohaving attended college together, but they cangram, under the direction of Lloyd Ingraham.
not agree upon the question of who shall have
Select
Star
Series,
"
Her
Silent
Sacrifice."
fivereel
photodrama
adapted
from
the
famous a play.
Miss
Fischer
is
seen
in
the
role
of
Jackie
KerJessie.
Young goes.
Morris'Hefather
ownshertheto town,
the expression
induces
go on asa wood, daughter of Colonel Kerwood. From child"
The
Red
Mouse."
by
Henry
J.
Dam.
Eve
Unsell. who has written the scenarios for hundreds
hood Jackie wanted to be a boy. She wished to
trip with him in his yacht. Burt rescues her
from the hands of Morris and Morris is beaten
be in the trenches and fight like other men and of famous screen plays, made the adaptation. Ed^■llinMIIIIIMWHBIIrTlllUIUIIIIIIMIiajMlllllllllllllllWIIIIIHIIIIlllMWHIUlMII mmammmanmunmmmmmilamimiiiiLmmmuiimimmmmmm niiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniimiiinip
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ward Jose directed. This is Miss Brady's first
appearance
Select asPictures,
and, ifforthisothers
production can bein cited
a criterion
to
come, she will make a decided hit with her audience when she is seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in " Her
Silent daughter
Sacrifice."
presents ofthe
Arlette,
of theSheproprietor
the role
villageof inn.
Richard Vale, a young American looking for local
color, stops off at the inn and sets up his studio
in the attic of the old mill house. . Arlette meets
him and she is induced to pose for a picture.
Vale's ofready
cash isembarrassment.
soon gone and Prince
he is atBoisthe
point
financial
sard, a patron of art and a libertine, comes to the
village to rest, meets Arlette and falls in love
with her. She discourages his advances until he
promises to make Vale one of the best artists of
the time. She agrees to the bargain. The artist
becomesto the
protege. into
Arlette
is sent
away
studyprince's
and develops
a beautiful
woman. Vale is sent to study art in the European
art centers. In the background is the shadow of
the sacrifice she must make and she is unhappy.
How Arlette is saved from the sacrifice and the
happy reunion
closing
scenes. of she and Vale is told in the1
Alice Brady
" The Silent of
Sacrifice " atweek.
the
theatrein on
" Vengence Is Mine " — Mrs. Vernon Castle's
Latest Work — Society and High Finance
{Pathe Five-Reel Production)
The fourth of the series of Castle-Pathe Plays,
featuring Mrs. Vernon Castle, of dancing fame,
titled "byVengeance
Is Mine,"
the
screen
Howard Irving
Young adapted
from the topopular novel by John A. Morosco, will be seen at
the
theatre on
of
week. The theme deals with society and high
finance and presents one of the most fascinating
screen dramas in which this star of the ballroom floor has been seen. Mrs. Castle's last picture, "Sylvia byof the
the Secret
Service,"
commended
press and
publicwasandhighly
the
management of the
theatre promises his
patrons that every minute of the sixty-odd minutes that are spent in a review of this picture
will be thoroughly enjoyed. There. is action every
minute that it is before you on the screen.
Is Mine screen
" is interpreted
by aHoyt,
cast
of" Vengeance
unusually talented
artists — Edwin
Frank Sheridan, Reginald Mason, Ethel Grey
Terry, Frank Monroe and Julia Stewart. It will
be remembered that Mr. Teden and Mr. Monroe
presented important parts in two of the biggest
stage successes of last season — " Upstairs and
Down
" and
George
maurice,
who" Cheating
supervisedCheaters."
the direction
of FitzMrs.
Castle in this production, has produced a picture that is snappy in action and presents a photoplay in true dramatic form. Frank Crane was in
charge of the actual work. The settings for the
picture
were designed
by Vincent Collins, a noted
Fifth arvenue
art director.
At the
theatre on
of
week, the fourth of the series of Castle-Pathd
Plays, featuring Mrs. Vernon Castle, " Vengeance
Is Mine."
Late Chapter of " Who Is Number One " —
Thrill in Every Foot of Film
(Paramount Serial — Two Reels)
The Fifth Episode of " Who Is Number One? "
is titled
of Hazard,"
one
of the" The
most Halls
stirring
chapters inandthispresents
serial
story revealing the activities of the T-T-T against
the life and property of the Hale family. Aimee
Villon (Kathleen Clifford) and Tommy Hale
bfave all dangers that they might defeat the
plans of the gang. There are events chronicled
in this chapter which disclose some real thrillers.
Aimee is seen in most daring feats and there is
action from the first flash to the fade-out.
The Fifth Chapter of the Paramount serial,
" Who Is
will be seen on theof
screen
of Number
the One? " theatre
— week. Kathleen Clifford in the featured role.
" Her Sister's Rival," with V. A. Polonsky,
Noted Russian Actor, Featured
(Pathe Five-Reel Production)
With a cast composed of talented Russian
actors and actresses, the latest production of the
Russian Art Film Corporation, releasing on the
Pathe program,
" Her Sister'sweek.
Rival V." A.comes
the
theatre
Polon-to
sky, one of the best-known actors on the Russian
stage, supported by a competent cast of Russian
players,
the featured
role of the
Prince
Baskoff. V. presents
V. Colodna,
who presents
principal
feminine role, opposite Mr. Polonsky, is one of
the most beautiful women on the Russian stage
and considered a talented emotional actress.
"whoHer fallSister's
tellssame
the man
story and
<of ofsisters
in loveRival
with " the
this
man's
perfidy
after
he
has
obtained
the
confidence
of one and the love of both. Nita is the adopted
daughter of Mme. Kromoff and Mary is the
daughter. The girls have been reared as sisters
by Mme. Kromoff. Mary accepts the prince's
proposal
marriage
her the
mother's
tions andofNita,
who despite
also loves
prince, objecin a
fit of pique, turns to another suitor. The prince,
after the honeymoon, turns to his old tricks of
gambling and drinking, and is not long in dissi-
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THESE

They are Time Savers
for Publicity
reading this magazine,
ed
ishks
haveAd finTal
clip out
you the
WHENon
the pictures that
you know you are going to
book and file them away for
use when you show the picture.
Or better still use a note book
to keep an index of them and
then you can save the magazine
intact until you are ready to
use these.
pating
supply his
cut wife's
off, thefortune.
prince With
resortstheto source
criminalof
means and is detected but is spared by Bartinsky, a wealthy banker, who had married Nita.
The authorities learn of the evidences and when
they surround the house preparatory to enforcing
the law the prince ends his own life. In " Her
Sister's
an unusual
picture
and
one Rival
that "willPathe
hold offers
the attention
throughout
the five reels.
At the
theatre on
of
week.
Sessue Hayakawa Impersonates Clever
Japanese
Detective in " TheProduction)
Secret Game "
Sessue(Paramount
Hayakawa, Five-Reel
the talented Japanese actor,
who has been seen in some of the most stirring
dramatic screen presentations of the past three
years, is the featured player in " The SecretJ
Game," aoflate
Paramount
the
direction
William
C. De production,
Mille. The under
story was
written by Marion Fairflax, one of the best-known
scenario writers of the present day. " The Secret
Gameing "goodiscast
a corking
good photoplay,
with a Those
corkof Paramount
screen artists.
who have important roles in the supporting cast
with Mr. Hayakawa are: Jack Holt, Florence
Vidor, Mayme Kelso, Charles Ogle and Raymond
Hatton. He presents the role of Nara-Nara, a
famous Japanese detective, who is assigned to
prevent the destruction of a fleet of American
transports on their way to a Russian port. There
is discovered a leak in the official circles through
which information of importance is reaching the
enemy. The leak is traced to the office of Major
Northfield, V. S., quartermaster of the Pacific
coast. Kitty Little, a stenographer in the office,
is of German parentage, and that it was through
the influence of Dr. Smith, a friend of the major s,
that she obtained the position. It develops that
Dr. Smith is in league with enemy interests.
Nara-Nara discovers all this information, and
his experiences and adventures in following up
the different clues form a series of dramatic events
which, when chronicled on the screen, present
action, finesse in dramatics and sustaining interest.
Carlyle Blackwell in Human, Appealing
Story, "The
For Nothing
"—Different
(WorldGood
Five-Reel
Production)
" The Good for Nothing " is one of the most
human, appealing dramas Carlyle Blackwell has
ever appeared in. And this statement is made
in face of the announcement only a few weeks
ago by World Pictures that Mr. Blackwell was
to celebrate the occasion of his hundredth production. The story was written by Alexander
Thomas and produced under the direction of Mr.
Blackwell himself. In the principal feminine role
you will see Evelyn Greely. Other members of
the supporting cast are : Kate Lester, Charles
Duncan, William Sherwood, Muriel Ostriche,
Eugenie Woodward and Katherine Johnston. Mr.
Carlyle impersonates Jack Burkshaw, who is
liked
by everyone
whom hehasmeets,
but
who hasn't
the business
instinct
in every
ness adventure.
He and
has not failed
seen his
motherbusifor
ten years and he has a sudden desire to see her.
Ten years before his father had ordered him from
the house and he had never returned. He goes
East and locates his mother, who has married a
wealthy man. His stepfather advances the money
and Jack goes to northern New York, where he
buys an up-to-date stock farm. Here he becomes
a prosperous farmer. He learns that his stepbrother is a " bad egg." He decides to reform
his
stepbrother,
The
manner
in whichif hesuchgoesa thing
about bethispossible.
task forms
the chief incidents of this most entertaining story
told on the screen by Carlyle Blackwell and a
strong supporting cast of well known World
StAt the
theatre on
of
week, Carlyle Blackwell in " The Good for Nothing." This late
is the best,
most picture
human featuring
photoplayMr.in Blackwell
which he
has ever appeared.
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Dorothy Dalton in " Love Letters "
Powerful Drama by Shannon Fife
(Paramount Five-Reel Production)
Dorothy
Dalton,
whohaswasaccomplished
seen last in " The
Price
Mark,"
and whothe
excellent work before
camera, is comingsuch
to the
theatre on
of
week
in " Love Letters," by Shannon Fife, who wrote
" The Rainbow Princess," in which Ann Penningseen, and
whichton wasLouise
Huff" The
was Reward
seen. ofHisPatience,"
late workin
is without doubt the best he has done for the
screen, and Miss Dalton interprets the principal
with,
true for
dramatic
feeling.
Letters super" was
produced
Paramount
under" Love
the personal
vision of Thomas
Ince, and
presents Miss
one
of the best
dramatic H.creations
of hisit career.
Dalton has the role of Eileen Rodney, young and
beautiful ward of John Harland. She becomes
fascinated by Raymond Moreland, a teacher of
a weird Eastern creed. He ignores the women
who are fascinated by his words. He is attracted
by Eileen and asks her to go to India with him,
and she consents, thinking that he means to
make her his wife. She learns differently, however, and leaves him to return to her guardian,
whom she marries. Moreland returns later and
he threatens Eileen with exposure unless she
comes to his apartment. She wishes to get her
love letters back and decides to go. She learns
that he has no idea of returning the letters, and,
after a struggle, she escapes without the letters.
The next morning she learns that Moreland was
murdered during the night. Her husband is district attorney. How is the mystery solved?
See Dorothy
Letters " atweek.
the
theatreDalton
on in " Loveof
Violet Mersereau in " The Raggedy Queen *
an Interest -Impelling Story of a Waif
(Bluebird Five-Reel Production)
Violet Mersereau, the beautiful little Bluebird
star, whose golden locks and tomboyish ways
have won for her the applause of the millions
who have seen her on the screen, is to be seen
at the
theatre in her latest capers as
she interprets the role of Tatters in her latest
success, porting
" The
Raggedy
supcast with Miss Queen."
Mersereau Inare:the Grace
Barton, Donald Hall, Robert F. Hill, Charles
Slattery,
JamesMersereau
O'Neill picture,
and Frank Otto.it This
is
a typical
sents Miss Mersereau
in the role because
of a little pregirl
who inclined to be tomboyish and who is a carefree urchin in a little mining town where she can
live with Nature. Tatters is brought to the mining town her
of Oresville
" Crazythe" guidance
Anne. There
she lived
young lifeby under
of a
woman who was demented. Tatters meets Hugh
Tillson, a New York millionaire, the owner of the
mines, who comes to Oresville to avert a strike
among
workmen.
Tillson's
Grant, isthesent
in advance
of hissecretary,
employer.David
He
meets Tatters and they become close friends. Because of the seriousness of the impending strike
and the failure of Grant to return to New York
Tillson goes to Oresville. He, Grant and Brennon get together
the company's
offices
disgruntled
employein plans
to blow up
the and
build-a
ing. Tatters saves the three from death and Tillson takes her to " Crazy " Anne's hut, where he
discovers
that Tatters
" Crazy is" his
Annechild.was his former
maid
and that
Violet
Mersereau
in
"
The
Queen " at
the
theatre on Raggedy of
week.
"Fighting Mad," with William Stowell
Featured — Story of the " Forty-Niners "
J. G. (Butterfly
Alexander Five-Reel
and Fred Production)
Myton wrote the
late Butterfly photoplay in which William Stowell
is featured. Betty Shade has the leading feminine
role and Helen Gibson, who has been seen in the
railroad
The Lambert.
Hazards ofThisHelen,"
sents theseries,
role of "Mary
is the prefirst
time that Miss Gibson has been seen in a straight
dramatic
role. " Fighting
Mad "William
is the Stowell
title of
this
late Butterfly
and presents
for the first time as the featured player. He will be
remembered for his excellent work in support of
Dorothy Phillips as her leading man in some of
her best-known feature plays. " Fighting Mad "
presents a strong, virile theme and tells a human, appealing story on the screen. _ It tells the
story
of the days
the " Forty-niners,"
gold glistened
on theof hillsides
of California. when
Mr.
Stowell presents the role of Dr. Lambert. He
and his wife settle in the heart of the mining
region. Dr. Lambert is a doctor of souls as well
as of the body, and he directs most of his attentions to cleaning up the town. In his enthusiasm for his work he neglects his wife. " Cleanup
"
West,
gambler,andis Doc
shot takes
in an him
attempt
cheat at thea game,
to histo
home
for
treatment.
West
and
Doc's
wife
become
friends and West persuades her to leave with him.
She tells her husband that she is going to visit
her family and meets West. West soon tires of
her. A baby is born. She is lost on the plains
and is found by Faro Fanny, a dance hall queen.
How Dr. Lambert gets revenge and his meeting
with his daughter years later follows.
At the
theatre
week, William
Stowell in " Fighting Mad."
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Antonio Moreno and Helene Chadwick
HeadingFromthe First
All-Star
Cast of
Pathe's
Special Feature,
Naulahka,"
in Eight Weird Reels That Promise
to HoldAreInterest
to Last.
George
Fitzmaurice
Directed " the
Production

Its Greatest Feature
Thinks "Naulahka"
r» i
i j
v.
r
tv .■
i
r . tt
Last,
Under
Direction
otf Oeorge
titzmaunce, tIncludes
Doraldina, Antonio Moreno, Warner Oland, Helene Chadwick and Others
WHAT Pathe considers the higgest
George B. Seitz is the author of " The
special feature it has ever made,
Iron Claw " and other serial and feature
hits as well as director of " The Fatal
under the title of " Naulahka," was announced last week for future release, the Ring," considered the most successful
serial Pathe has ever had. His script of
exact date remaining open until Pathe
officials decide when to give the picture to " The Naulahka " is said to be a splendid
the exhibitors.
piece of writing, having been read and
approved by Rudyard Kipling without a
The multiple-reel production was scenarioized by George B. Seitz from Rudyard
single change having been made in the
manuscript.
Kipling's story, and was made by Astra
under the direction of George Fitzmaurice.
" The production is said to breathe the
One of the most carefully chosen casts
spirit of Kipling which Mr. Seitz seems
ever directed in a picture is claimed by to have caught in the scenario and Mr.
Fitzmaurice to have held in direction to
Pathe as one of the features of the properfection. Mr. Fitzmaurice has spent a
duction, which is said to be on a large
scale. Doraldina, the Hawaiian dancer
great deal of time in India and knows it
formerly in vaudeville, is one of the like a book. The result is said to be a
players. Others are Warner Oland, well
picture which is as nearly perfect as brains
known heavy ; Helen Chadwick, Mary
and unlimited money can make it," an
Aldcn, J. H. Gilmour and additional supofficial stated. " The method of release has
porting members.
not yet been determined."

Pathe

Mutual Stars Work
on New Year Productions
Edna Goodrich Cast in Satire on Social Conditions, Called
"Her Second Husband" — Ann Murdock Stars in Feature, "My Wife"
Corporation under the direction of Dell
NEWS of accelerated activity at the vaHenderson.
rious studios making pictures for
Included with Miss Murdock in the
Mutual release was announced this week,
and from all accounts exhibitors and the
original
cast of " with
My Wife
" are Herbert
public are in line for some very excellent
Druce, formerly
Sir Henry
Irving;
productions bearing that trade mark.
Amy Veness, Rex McDougal and Ferdinand Gottschalk.
Edna Goodrich, whose Mutual successes
have become proverbial, has been furnished
Another production just finished at the
with what is claimed to be the best medium
Glendale studios is " The Girl and the
in her quintette of dramas bearing the
Judge," starring Olive Tell, who is supported inthe cast by David Powell as leadin " Hersocial
Second
Husband,"in
aMutual
satire stamp
on modern
conditions
ing man.
At the Santa Barbara studios, Mary
Gotham, written for her by Hamilton
Smith. It is set for release December 31.
Miles Minter is putting the finishing
As though to center interest in the famtouches on " Mile. Tiptoe," which has been
directed by Henry King.
ily, Ann Murdock has been devoting herWilliam Russell is well suited in his
self to the completion of " My Wife,"
which has been produced at the Glendale
latest play, " In Bad," which is scheduled
(L. I.) studios of the Empire All Star
for early release on Mutual calendar.

Enid Bennett Makes Headway on
r ., D Paramount Picture
the Thomas
one of
tm? inBennett,
stars
raramount
pictures,
is saidH. toInce
be
making rapid progress in her first production under these auspices. It will present
her as a girl whose life has been spent in
the woods in Wisconsin. Miss Bennett's
first Paramount picture is expected to be
exceptional in quality. It has not yet been
named, way.
although the production is well
under

Madge

Kennedy Feature Progresses in Georgia
The filming of exterior scenes for " Oh,
Mary, Be Careful!" with Madge Kennedy
as the star, is progressing satisfactorily in
Georgia, according to telegraphic reports
to Goldwyn from the company, which is
working on location with Savannar as
headquarters.
Several successive days of cloudy, halfrainy weather delayed the camera work
for just that length of time, but Miss
Kennedy and the eighteen members of her
company were not idle. Director Arthur
Ashley, making the most of the situation,
caused a dozen scenes to be rehearsed in
the ballroom of the hotel. This saved several hours in the aggregate when the time
came to " shoot " the scenes.
Neill Evolves New

and Unusual

Lighting Effect?
When Dorothy Dalton's new Paramount
photoplay, " Love Letters," is shown upon
the screen, it is expected to show some
new and altogether unusual lighting effects
that Director Neill has evolved.
This
production, supervised by Thomas H. Ince.
is
said made
to be unique
Mr.
Neill
use of ina every
seriesrespect.
of opaque
screens, a battery of electric lamps and
huge black velvet curtains by which means
he has secured particularly beautiful and
striking photographic results, it is said.

I
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Artcraft
Produces
Maeterlinck's
^Blue
Bird"
at Fort Lee
Will Be in Nature of a Spectacle, Screened Under the Direction of Maurice Tourneur — Walter E.
Greene Believes Production Will Be Modern Masterpiece of the Screen — No Distribution Change

WALTER E. GREEXE, president
of Artcraft Pictures Corporation, announced last week that his organization isin the midst of production work of a screen version of
Maurice Maeterlinck's " The Blue
Bird," and that the feature, which will
be in the nature of a spectacle, is expected to be a screen masterpiece of
the first magnitude.
Work on " The Blue Bird," it is
made known, has been under way at
the Fort Lee studio for the past three
weeks, under the direction of Maurice
Tourneur, who, upon completing Elsie
Ferguson's newest photoplay, " Rose
of the World," was selected to stage
Maeterlinck's play.
Play Created Sensation
" Considered the world over as a literary
and dramatic masterpiece," said Mr.
Greene, ''this
subject proved
of the
greatest
achievements
of the one
celebrated
Belgian poet and dramatic author. The
fantastic play pleased young and old alike
in this country as well as abroad. In London, itoriginally opened at the Boudoir theatre in December, 1909, where it created
a sensation and attracted devotees of the
true dramatic art and further enhanced
the fame of Maeterlinck. Proclaimed a
wondrous production of great scenic magnitude, this play was presented in ten
scenes and took four hours to portray.
With its American appearance in New
York at the New theatre, a play house
erected to present the world's most renowned dramatic offerings, the production
was revived with two additional scenes, in
February, 1911. Its success here is now a
matter of theatrical history and will be
well remembered by the many thousands
that crowded the theatre nightly. Among
the players who appeared in this presentation were Ethel Landon, Gladys Hulette,
Pedro de Cordoba, Olive Wyndham.
Ethel Brandon, Edith Wynne Matthisen
and other similarly talented artists.
Tourneur s Record Counts
" To stage the elaborate screen adaptation, which closely follows the play, Artcraft selected Maurice Tourneur, the accomplished producer of various artistic
screen triumphs including such Artcraft
offerings as the Elsie Ferguson productions,Barbary
'
Sheep ' and ' The Rise of
Jennie Cushing.' Mr. Tourneur's record
as a producer of exceptionally artistic
photoplays has won him an enviable standing not alone in film trade circles but
among the photoplay public as well. A
master of screen craft, the talented French
director has always displayed in his productions acertain touch of the artist which
has made them exceptionally distinctive. •
" The important task of preparing the
scenario for this gigantic film was entrusted to Charles Maigne, whose work in
connection with the production of other
Artcraft pictures, notably the Elsie Fer-

craft has achieved another triumph in
keeping with its high standards and
policies. It is entirely fitting that this
masterpiece of the drama should be presented by Artcraft Pictures, whose trademark is synonymous with the acme of motion picture perfection."
Distributed
as Usual

Maurice Tourneur, Who Is Staging the New Artcraft Spectacle, " The Blue Bird "
guson films, speaks well for the result of
his efforts on the Maeterlinck subject.
" In the screen presentation of Maurice
Maeterlinck's world famous classic, ArtThomas

H.

Ince

Erects

Plans Structure at Culver City
Thousand Dollars — Expected That
IT was announced last week by Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation that contracts have been signed by Thomas H.
Ince, producer of Paramount and Artcraft
pictures, for the erection of a big studio
at Culver City, California, which will cost
about $300,000 exclusive of $52,000 expended for the land. The new plant will
occupy fourteen acres fronting on Washington Boulevard. Ground will be broken
in a few days and work will progress
rapidly.
" More than two years ago," said Mr.
Ince, in discussing his second invasion of
Culver
City, " Ifordiscovered
the advantages
of
this location
a studio site.
I had had
an experience of more than five years along
the oceanside, and what gray hairs I have,
were caused by the worry attendant upon
the financial strain of having to sit idle
with hundreds of high-priced players on
mv hands waiting for the heavv fogs to
lift.
•' I think I can say in modesty that the
studio I constructed at Culver City, and
which I occupied for more than a year was
complete and excellent in every particular.
I found my work easier than in former
locations ; there was an almost total absence of fogs ; the transportation facilities
were admirable ; the city scenes in Los
Angeles were readily available ; and the
mountain, valley, and hill scenery, so essential to motion picture production, was
ours to ' shoot ' without the necessity of
long journeying.

In connection with the method of release on this production, Mr. Greene said:
" The release of ' The Blue Bird ' will
mark one of the greatest accomplishments
of Artcraft. Although of unusual magnitude, the picture will be handled through
our usual distributing system, which means
that the exhibitor will be given the opportunity to present it in his theatre. The
foundation upon which Artcraft is built
is to serve the exhibitor with ' the biggest
and the best pictures.' No cinema is too
big for our distribution to exhibitors and
accordingly the motion picture theatre will
be able to present ' The Blue Bird ' rather
than thedencedlegitimate
which scores
as evi-a
in the past,"theatre,
occasionally
ten-strike with a big feature, to the loss of
the regular exhibitor. Neither time nor
expense is bieng spared to make this the
film achievement of the year and for this
reason a definite release date cannot be
named at this time."
Studio

in

California

to Cost Over Three Hundred
Work Will Begin Immediately
" When I closed by relations with Triangle Film Corporation and established
the Thomas H. Ince Studios, Incorporated,
with such well known stars as Dorothy
Dalton, Charles Ray, and Enid Bennett appearing in Paramount pictures ; and the
William S. Hart Productions, Incorporated, to make Artcraft pictures with
that actor, it became necessary to utilize
what studios I could find available at the
time. Within a fortnight of the announcement that I intended to build another
studio, I had tempting offers to locate in
San Francisco, San Diego, Santa Monica,
Hollywood, and one or two other neighboring towns. Culver City, however, appealed to me as best."
First Tom Mix Drama Begins Its
March to the Screen
Work is progressing nicely, according to
announcements from William Fox this
week, on Tom Mix's first drama for Fox.
The picture, which is said to tell a story
of the West, has been titled " Cupid's
Round Up." Edward J. LeSaint and Mix
are staging the production.
Another interesting bit of news from the
Fox offices this week is that which indicates that Sonia Markova's second starring
subject, scenes of which are being made in
Massachusetts, is to be called " A Heart's
Revenge." The story is said to be particularly suited to the star's talents.
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Petrova Discusses Screen Interpretation Art
Believes That Dramatic Intensity Is Best Portrayed by Quiet
Methods— Answers Her Critics Who Think She " Lacks Fire "
carry out that ideal to its fullest extent.
" When the occasion demands, whether
it be in real or ' reel ' life, I am fully
capable of rising to the heights of dramatic
intensity required of the existent situation.
Until then, I am content to offer in my
present starring vehicles what I consider
to be the type of woman met with in the
'walks of everyday life. In the final analysis, the verdict of popular approval rests
with the great motion picture public, and
thus far my so-called ' coldness ' has failed
to lessen in any noticeable degree their
appreciation of my efforts."

Madame Olga Petrova, Star of " Daughter of
Destiny," Teaching Her Dog New Tricks

draMADAME PETROVA, the Polish
matic artiste, now appearing in the
first of the starring features bearing the
stamp of her own organization, last week
permitted her press department to issue an
announcement from her concerning " repression" as applied to acting. The star
takes exception in her remarks to the statements of several of her critics who have
described her acting at various times as
" too repressed and lacking fire."
" During the considerable length of time
covering my screen career, it has been my
lot to invoke the ire of certain critics who
have gone to some lengths to point out the
' coldness ' of my art. In various pictures
I have been accused of lacking the dramatic intensiay and 'fire' which they consider necessary for the portrayal of certain characters. My stage training, secured
in one of the finest schools of expression
in the world, the Polish theatre, involved
an intensive study of the human emotions
so constantly employed in stage and screen
work. I have been taught that it is not
necessary to resort to extravagant gestures
in order to depict anger, passion, love or
the various other emotions which actuate
human impulses. On the contrary, it has
been proven, particularly in screen depiction, that the most convincing points may
be ' registered ' by a single gesture of the
hand or an expression of the eye.
" What certain of our critics mistake for
' coldness ' is simply an overweening desire
on my part to appear natural. They forget that the greatest moments in every-day
life are always devoid of the excitement
and sensationalism too often injected into
the same situations when visualized on the
screen. The true art of interpretation on
stage or screen is to be natural at all
times, and I am more than willing to bear
the brunt of critical disfavor in order to

Bluebird Screens " The Green
Seal " on West Coast
Charles Edmund Walk's novel, " The
Green Seal," a mystery story, is being
filmed at the Bluebird West Coast studios
under the direction of Stuart Paton, from
the screen version by A. G. Kenyon, who
recently joined the Bluebird writing staff.
The book is said to contain all the ingredients that go into the ideal picture play —
suspense, strong love interest, stirring action and baffling mystery in full measure,
and all of these elements have been developed to their utmost possibilities in the
scenario.
Carmel Myers plays the principal feminine role, and opposite her appears Ashton
Dearholt, who recently finished an engagement of two years with the American Film
Company and who makes his bow in Bluephotoplays incast
" TheareGreen
the bird
supporting
BettySeal."
Schade,In
Harry Carter, Alfred Allen, Frank Deshon
and Frank Tokanaga.
Contrasting Players Support Mary
MacLane for Spoor
A contrasting group of players supports
Mary AtacLane, the writer, in her first and
only photoplay, " Men Who Have Made
Love to Me," produced by George K. Spoor.
Considerable thought, it is said, was
given to the selection of the six characters,
ranging from that of a prize fighter of
crude though honest heart, to a literary
man of disdainful and fearless disposition.
Each of the six is designed to represent
a different type of suitor and are cast as :
The Callow Youth, played by Ralph
Graves ; the Literary Man, by R. Paul
Harvey r the Younger Son, by Cliff Worman ; the Prize Fighter, by Aladar Prince ;
the Bank Clerk, by Clarence Dcnvent, and
the Husband of Another, by Fred Tiden.
Jaxon Comedians Demonstrate
New Hilarity Stunts
Pokes and Jabs, the Jaxon film comedians presented in General Film releases,
are said to demonstrate some new features
in
release,
" How
Worked."
Thisthe iscurrent
the fourth
of the
latestIt set
of six
Jaxon comedies for General Film release.
In the current Sparkle comedy, " Smashing the Plot," Billy Ruge takes the part
of an organ grinder who is pursuaded to
assist in the destruction of a railroad
bridge by a band of anarchists.
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Broadway
Star Makes Feature
Without Any Women
" The Fourth at Salvador," an O. Henry
story of Central America, being made by
Broadway Star Features for release
through General Film, will no doubt be one
of the most unique things of its kind.
There isn't a woman, leading or otherwise,
in the entire story, General Film announced
this week.
The story deals with the attempt of a
small group of Americans, aided and abetted by a Britisher, to celebrate the glorious
Fourth in a lively fashion. Just when they
were all set for a celebration which they
anticipate will be heard back in the states
a revolution breaks out, and the celebraors run afoul of the president's army.
Their noise-making stunts and gun firing
are so realistic that the regular army becomes frightened, allowing the rebel army,
of which the celebrators have become unwitting aides, to assume charge of the
republic.
Chet Ryan is leading the cast, and David
Smith is directing.
Fifth Avenue Shop Helps Mabel
Normand Feature
Mabel Normand's newest feature for
Goldwyn Pictures promises to have atmosphere that will be among the most genuine
ever injected into a reel production. The
picture, which has not been named, revolves around a fashionable modiste's shop,
and to make the atmosphere genuine Goldwyn has engaged Hickson, the Fifth Avenue creator of things feminine, to supply
costumes and mannequins to wear them.
The new picture, it is said, will give Miss
Normand the opportunity to wear some of
the most fetching apparel she has ever
worn in a film subject.
Henderson Directs Edna Goodrich
in Unnamed Feature
Dell Henderson, it was announced this
week by Empire All Star, has finished his
sixth picture for that company and is now
engaged in directing Edna Goodrich in her
newest picture, for which no title has been
chosen.
Mr. Henderson and Jack O'Brien, who
is directing " The Girl and the Judge."
Olive Tell's starring feature, are old
friends, and often recall the days when
they were author, leading man and director
combined. " The first time I saw him."
said Henderson in speaking of O'Brien,
"was nearly ten years ago in a small
Western town."
Atlas Corporation Gets Sterling as
Director
The recently formed Atlas Film Corporation, of Boston and Newton, Mass., which
is an enlargement of the former Dadmun
Company, announced this week that it has
engaged Richard Sterling, formerly of the
Eclair Company, as director of a series of
modern " Peck's Bad Boy " stories. Plans
for the pictures are said to be nearing
completion, and it is expected Sterling will
begin actual production this week, with
Leland Benham and his sister, Dorothy, as
leads. Harrie Orvis will be in the comedy
line-up, it is said.
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" The Planter " Proves Box-Office
Value of Star
The box-office value of the star is said
to be proven effectively in the success
which has been attained by " The Planter,"
the seven-reel Mutual special which was
released November 14. The star in the
picture is Tyrone Power, celebrated
American actor. The picture is built on the
novel " The Planter," from the pen of
Herman Whitaker. From the box-office as
well as an artistic angle, actor, story and
author are effective drawing cards, according to reports.
Large Cast with Vivian Martin in
" Fair Barbarian "
To interpret the many characters in the
the story of English country life (whose
decorum is upset by the advent of a dashing little American girl), "The Fair Barbarian," by Frances Hodgson Burnett, a
large cast of players has been chosen to
support Vivian Martin in the production
of the picture for Paramount.
Miss Martin appears in the role of Octavia Bassett and the other members of the
cast are: Charles Gerrard, Douglas MacLean, Al Paget, Jane Wolfe, Helen Jerome Eddy, Josephine Crowell, Charles H.
Geldert, May Busch, Elinore Hancock,
John Burton, William Hutchinson, and
Ruth Hanforth.
The picture will be released by Paramount December 17.
Crampton Is Mascot and Player in
Walthall Picture
Besides the acting of Howard Crampton
in Henry B. Walthall's new Paralta picture,
" Humdrum Brown," Mr. Crampton will be
supposed to aid in quite another way. He
will be the mascot, the " good luck " person of the play. Mr. Crampton has already proved himself, many times, to be
a potent factor of fortune in plays directed
by Mr. Rex Ingram, it is said. The two
first worked with each other in the Bluebird play, " The Great Problem," in which
Mr. Crampton played the part of the comedy butler, and " stole " the play. Then
as Baron Maupin in " Black Orchids," and
in various other plays which Mr. Ingram
directed, he played with artistry, and invariably the plays succeeded. So Mr. Ingram
has come to look upon Howard Crampton
as his lucky omen.
Mr. Crampton played six years with the
Universal in New York, in company with
King Baggot, before joining the Paralta
forces.
Adams Makes Good in Wholesome
Comedy Creation
Rex Adams, the new star in the comedy
heavens, has successfully established his
" screen quality," it appears from reports
concerning his first picture, " His Awful
Downfall," which is incidentally the first
release of the Wholesome Films Corp.
" Exhibitors have certainly taken to
Wholesome comedies," said General Manager Weisfeldt last week. " Rex Adams as
our principal comedian, leading a band of
sure-fire fun makers, is a positive assurance of what exhibitors and the public may
expect in this line from Wholesome."

Adolph Zukor, Mary Pickford and Her Mother,
On the Mrs.
West Charlotte
Coast Pickford, Out for a Breath of Salt Air
Zukor

Thinks "Stella Maris" Pickford's Best
Insists the Star Will Register Her Greatest Triumph in the
New Production — Gives Her Opportunity for Double Role
president of the the invited visitors, complimenting Miss
ZUKOR,
ADOLPH
Pickford on her winning role of Stella,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
upon his return to New York from Cali- concluded her congratulation by saying,
fornia last week, announced the completion
' You were wonderful as Stella Maris, Miss
but who is the remarkable girl
of Mary Pickford's newest Artcraft pic- Pickford,
who is almost your double as Unity, the
ture, "Stella Maris," and expressed enthusiasm over the dual characterization pre" The
most wonderful feature of the
sented in this picture. This production was
little
orphan.'
adapted from William J. Locke's book by production to me," said Air. Zukor, " was
Frances Marion, and staged by Marshall
the rapidly changing contrasts in the two
Neilan.
characters played by Miss Pickford as the
scenes unfolded. They tell me that in pro"The production of ' Stella Maris' is the
ducing the play, the star appeared in a few
most remarkable thing which Mary Pickscenes as Unity, then made her change of
ford has ever done for the screen," was
costume and make-up to play scenes as
the declaration of Mr. Zukor in an interStella Maris, all in the same day. The mere
viewfordat his
New
York
office.
"
Miss
Pickhas made a wonderful success in matter of these changes, striking as they
charming characterizations from child life, are, was probably not the greatest difficulty,
however, since the great contrast is in a
bringing joy to millions of hearts through
her winning personality, but I am sure all deeper thing — the personalities of two girls."
will agree with me, when they have seen
' Stella Maris,' that her work in this will be Detective Forms Picture Company
long remembered as one of the outstandin Los Angeles
ing accomplishments in screen art.
Norman
Webb, of Los Angeles, last
" The fact that Miss Pickford plays a
week announced in a letter to Motion
double role, one of two distinct personaliPicture News that he has been appointed
ties," continued Mr. Zukor, " has made this
a triumph all the greater. My only fear is publicity representative for the newly
formed William J. Otts Film Syndicate in
that some, who have not studied Miss
that
city, and stated that the company exPickford's features, apart from the curls
pects to produce a series of six and sevenand. her appearance in dressed-up roles, will
declare that the character of Unity in reel mystery stories around the experiences
' Stella Maris is not Mary Pickford at all, of Mr. Otts, who was for nine years a
but some very talented girl who bears a detective. Webb announced that Lilac
remarkable likeness to the Artcraft star,
Lynard has been engaged as leading
woman of the company, and that work has
In fact, after a group of us had watched
the picture in our projection room, one of begun on the first production. .
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Commonwealth

Initial Spanuth Production Passes Critical Test, and Is
Harbinger of Additional Features and Stars to Be Presented

H.

A.

Spanuth,

Commonwealth
Corporation's
Head

WITH the preliminary showing before
general release of the first production made by Commonwealth Pictures
Corporation, and which feature brings to
the screen Charlotte, considered the
premiere ice skater of the world, it appears that Commonwealth has firmly
established itself in the realm of pictures,
and that not only will the initial release
meet with more than passing success
throughout the country, but further pictures now being planned will be eagerlyawaited by exhibitors and the public.
H. A. Spanuth, head of the Commonwealth organization, sincere in his convictions that in Charlotte's first production he
has one of the soon-to-be hits of the screen
world, brought the feature to New York
for a special showing, which was given at
Wurlitzer Hall on Friday, November 23.
The audience was not alone large, but enthusiastic as well, and the consensus of
opinion after the presentation was that
Commonwealth has given the industry a
genuine asset in Charlotte and a real picture in "The Frozen Warning," by which
title the production will be known.
Among those present at the special
showing of " The Frozen Warning " was
Mark Luescher, the widely known publicity representative of the Hippodrome,
and his wife, and both expressed themselves as highly pleased with the production from every viewpoint. Judging from
other reports it is apparent Mr. Luescher's opinion of the film is a reliable gauge
by which to arrive at an average estimate
of the impression made. Critical as private
audiences usually are, " The Frozen Warning " warmed a place for itself and its star,
and with these two firmly ensconced in
the estimation of exhibitors, it naturally
follows that Commonwealth is a name to
conjure with in future activities within
the motion picture sphere.
Concerning the release of the Charlotte
feature, Mr. Spanuth remarked to a representative of Motion Picture News that
he has as yet come to no decision con-

cerning the distribution of the picture.
Although it is known he has had several
excellent offers for the production, the
exact channel of distribution remains to be
chosen, with chances about even between
the state rights plan and the distributors'
method. It is expected that Mr. Spanuth
will announce the closing of a deal one way
or the other very shortly.
Regarding further production made by
Commonwealth, which will present additional stars to the screen, including
Naomi Childers, for whom a subject is
now being chosen for immediate production, Mr. Spanuth said that it is his intention to establish for Commonwealth a
string of exchanges, using the no-deposit
system in booking the films. This is no
doubt of great interest to exhibitors who
have
been methods
acquainted
with past.
Mr. Spanuth's
excellent
of the
From all
accounts, the exchange plan will be worked
out coincidental with the production of
Miss Childers' feature, and will be put into
practice with the release of that picture.
In order to secure the best available material for his stars, Mr. Spanuth stated
that Commonwealth is in the market for
scripts. Additional stars will be signed up
in the near future, also, according to Mr.
Spanuth, who is on the look-out for players of ability.
It has not yet been decided whether
future Commonwealth productions will be
titled through the prize-awarding plan, as
was " The Frozen Warning." The idea
worked out admirably with the Charlotte
film, and furnished no end of advertising
that should prove valuable to exhibitors
using the feature.
Mr. Spanuth will remain in New York,
at the Astor Hotel, another week on account of the many deals for his company
which he has on hand.
Pathe Gives Frank Keenan Strong
Story for Debut
In " Loaded Dice " Pathe believes that
Frank Keenan has as his first feature under the Pathe banner one of the strongest
stories of his photoplay career. In it he
plays the part of a masterful man who accomplishes his ambition regardless of all
opposition. " Loaded Dice " was written
by Ellery H. Clark, with a scenario by Gilson Willetts, and is directed by Herbert
Blache.
It is expected that the picture will be
ready for assembling and titling within the
next few days.
Otto Directing Kathleen Clifford
in New Comedy
Henry Otto, who produced " Undine "
and " A Modern Lorelei," has begun work,
it was announced last week, on a new fivereel comedy by Karl Mclnroy. The picture features Kathleen Clifford, the Horkheimer-Paramount star. Frederick Church
is the male lead, and the supporting cast
includes Neil C. Hardin, Jr., Gordon
Sackville, Rita Harlan, Corenne Grant,
Leslie T. Hope and Marie Van Tassell.

Vol. 16. No. 24
William S. Hart Gets Back to
Work After Accident
William S. Hart, who has been resting
as a result of a recent accident in the
staging of a scene when he tore his arm
and smashed a finger, is back at the studio
and work on his new Ince-Artcraf t release
is now again well under way. It is exshortly. pected that this production will be finished
Simultaneous with " Big Bill's " return
to work comes the announcement from Artcraft Pictures that the title of the photoplay now being produced has been changed
from " The Bloodhound " to " Dead or
Alive." The picture, it is promised, will
offer several surprising feats of the daredevil character even for a Bill Hart production.Dead
"
or Alive " was written by
Denison Clift and is scheduled for release
the middle of January.
Wallace Reid Stars in Paramount
January Release
" Rimrock Jones," by Dane Coolidge, is
to be produced with Wallace Reid in the
leading role, and released by Paramount
in January.
The picture was scenarioized by Harvey
Thew and Frank X. Finnegan and affords,
it is said, one of the best roles for Wallace Reid that he has had in a long time.
A strong cast will support him and the
scenic features are expected to be particularly striking. The story is said to abound
in startling situations and a strong vein
or romance runs through it.
On Dec. 17 Mr. Reid, supported by
Ann Little, will be presented in the Paramount Spearman.
picture, " Nan of
Mountain,"
by Frank
TheMusic
scenario
of this
picture is by Beulah Marie Dix and it was
directed by George Melford.
Fox Photographers Experts on
Shooting Walsh Stunts
It often is almost as difficult to obtain
satisfactory photographs of stunts as it is
to devise and carry out the stunts themselves, according to the William Fox
offices. This was said to be true in the case
of one of the scenes in the George Walsh
photoplay,
" TheFoxPride
which William
plans ofto New
releaseYork,"
as a
special feature on December 9.
Arrangements had been made with a contractor erecting a building at Madison avenue and Fortieth street, New York, to have
Walsh hauled twenty stories into the air
at the end of a chain. It was necessary,
of course, to show that the actor really
was performing a daring feat — not merely
dangling a few feet above a studio floor.
Three cameras accordingly were used. One
was on the ground, pointing upward, taking
the whole flight. For close-up purposes
and to show the roofs of adjoining buildings, another camera ground away from a
position on the fifteenth floor. It pointed
downward and showed Walsh being hauled
up. A third camera, on the twentieth story,
caught the actor as he rose the last five
flights and came " over the top " to safety.
In the cast besides Walsh are Regina
Quinn, new to Fox forces, as leading woman ;James A. Marcus and William Bailey.
R. A. Walsh wrote and staged the production.
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Brenon
Shows
" Romanoff "
Feature to Invited Crowd
The new Times theatre, at Eighth avenue and Forty-second street, opened on
W ednesday evening, November 21, with a
special showing of Herbert Brenon's " The
Fall of the Romanoffs."
The showing was arranged as a special
event for the opening by S. J. Berman,
who is sales manager for the New York
and northern New Jersey territory of the
Brenon Distributing Corporation. The audience, an invitation one, was enthusiastic
over Air. Brenon's spectacular cross-section of contemporary history.
The invitation showing was Manhattan's
first glimpse of " The Fall of the Romanoffs " since the production ran for three
weeks at the Broadway theatre. It will not
be seen again in this field until it is
launched on January 6 with a state-wide
premiere. Mr. Berman announces that at
least twenty theatres will show " The Fall
of
Romanoffs " simultaneously during
thattheweek.
Famous

Players-Lasky Name Next
Pennington Film
" Calvary Alley," the latest novel by
Alice Hegan Rice, who wrote " Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch," has been chosen
as the next Paramount picture starring
Ann Pennington.
" Calvary Alley " is a story said to be
filled with pathos, comedy and human
interest in large measure. It will afford
the most important role for Miss Pennington that she has, as yet, been given
in her screen career, according to Paramount.
Charles Giblyn, who directed " Scandal "
with Constance Talmadge ; " The Price
She Paid " and " The Foolish Virgin," in
which Clara Kimball Young was starred,
has been secured to direct Miss Pennington
in this new picture. From all reports
" Calvary Alley " should constitute a production above the average in entertaining
qualities and dramatic interest.
Lockwood and Company Take
Scenes in Lumber Camp
Harold Lockwood and his company,
Metro has announced, are now in one of
the lumber camps near North Conway,
N. H., taking exterior scenes for his next
Metro
wondcrplay,
Avenging
under the
direction " ofTheFrancis
Ford.Trail,"
" The Avenging Trail " is a drama of
the timberlands adapted from Henry
Oven's novel, " Gaston Olaf," by Fred J.
Balshofer and Mary Murillo.
" The Hidden Hand " Chalks Up
Another Pathe Success
successand" appears
be
the" Another
verdict ofPathe
audiences
exhibitorsto on
" The Hidden Hand," Pathe's Big Four
serial, the latest of continued plays released
by this " house of serials." The faith of
exhibitors in its drawing power seems to
be evidenced in the fact that bookings on
" The Hidden Hand " are above the average and the class of houses in which it will
be shown is of the best. The new serial
features Doris Kenyon, Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton.

Patsy De Forest and Bernard Siegel in Released
" The Lastby Leaf,"
Generala Two-Reel Broadway Star Feature
General Film Gets in Season With Xmas
Story
Announces " Whistling Dick's Christmas Stocking " for Release
December 22 — Establishes Record with Another O. Henry Production
by General Film Co., in which J. Frank
GENERAL FILM this week made two
announcements that will no doubt be Glendon and Patsy Deforrest are featured.
met with much interest by exhibitors. One
Beginning with a record-breaking run of a
concerned a Christmas feature that will
week's duration in the Alcazar theatre, Chibe released December 22, and the other
cago, this satirical comedy on life in " Bagindicates a new record for attractions,
dad-on-the-Subway " has found a welcome
established by an O. Henry picture.
place on the programs of many of the well
known Chicago theatres, and is being
An O. Henry Christmas story, " Whistbooked in all large cities for seven day enling Dick's Christmas Stocking," a two-reel
feature, will be released on December 22.
gagements.toFew ofdate
the have
" O. Henry
" pictures released
commanded
It is one of the few Christmas stories ever
more notice than this feature, which shows
written by O. Henry. George Cooper and
no signs of abating its bid as one of the
Adcle De Garde are featured in this picbest drawing cards of its kind. It received
ture. Cooper impersonates a musically inclined tramp whose search for cozy winter
approval from the reviewers on the Chicaquarters leads him into an amazing Christgo daily papers.
mas Eve adventure.
H. C. Miller, manager of the Alcazar
An attraction record for four-reel featheatre, at the conclusion of the week's
tures has been established by " A Night in showing at this theatre, declared " A Night
New Arabia," the O. Henry story released
in New Arabia."
J. P. McGowan. and Helen Holmes Leave Signal Company
reels. A record business was reported
WITH the completion of the fifteenth
from a number of the larger theatres which
episode of " The Lost Express "
showed the subject in this form, and the
for the Signal-Mutual serial, J. P. Mctwo films, as well as all of the Signal reGowan,
producer,
Helen Holme's,
star
leases are still bringing good revenue to
of the Signal
FilmandCompany,
sever their
the Mutual exchanges.
connections with that organization.
Future plans of Miss Holmes and
The Signal Company was organized by
Director McGowan will not be made known
Mr. McGowan more than two years ago,
for several weeks, but it is understood they
and has made several successful serials inwill play in multiple reel subjects in the
cluding Railroad
"
Raiders," " The Girl and
future instead of serials.
The Game," " A Lass of the Lumberlands,"
and the one which is now being completed,
" The Lost Express."
For a time the Signal Company deRastrelli Proves Lively in " Depot
voted its time to the making of five-reel
subjects, the most noteworthy of which is
one in which McGowan took the name role,
Amedec
Frenchis comedian, whoRastrelli,
succeededEssanay's
Max Linder,
said
" Whispering Smith." A sequel to this
to
perform
some
of
his
liveliest
feats in fun
"
photoplay was " Medicine Bend," and in
Romeo
many theatres the two pictures were promaking in " A Depot Romeo," a current
jected as one program consisting of ten General Film release in one reel.
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Walthall's First Paralta Reaches New
York
"His Robe of Honor" to Be Shown to Trade Shortly, and
Will Be Released Through Hodkinson — Two Leading Women
been allotted to Lois Wilson, whose work
HENRY B. WALTHALL'S first Paralin J. Warren Kerrigan's first Paralta Play,
ta play, " His Robe of Honor," written by Ethel and James Dorrance and
" A Man's Man " received the unstinted
praise of all the critics who have reviewed
adapted for the screen by Julian Louis Lamothe, was recently completed at the
the film. The remainder of the supporting cast includes Noah Berry, Jr., who
Paralta Studios in Los Angeles, and the
first print was received in New York on
plays the part of the political boss ; Eugene
Thursday of last week.
Pallette appears in the role of his younger
A private screening of the production
brother, who faces the electric chair on a
was given for the officers and attaches of
murder charge, and whose case is fought
the organization, all of whom were most
by Jiilian Randolph ; J. J. Dowling as
favorably impressed, and the general
Bruce Nelson, and Ray Laidlow as Robert
opinion was that the picture will prove to i Partland, attorneys for the Traction Company, which the shyster lawyer has bled
be one of the biggest box-office attractions
of the season.
unmercifully with his damage cases, and
Fred Montague as Million Mulligan, one
In this photoplay Mr. Walthall has two
of the gangsters.
leading women. Miss Mary Charleson. who
has appeared opposite him in many of his
A trade showing of " His Robe of
successes of the past, is seen in the role of
Honor " will be arranged, it is announced,
for
in the near future and the production
Roxana Frisbee, an adventuress who aswill be released about the first of the year
sists the lawyer in his underhanded
methods. The role of Lora Nelson, the
through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
girl who awakens his nobler instincts, has
Builds Paris for "Les Miserables" Film
Huge Set Erected Somewhere in New lersey Said to Have Cost
Fifty Thousand Dollars — Director Lloyd Insisted on Real Money
THE William Fox publicity bureau in- was paid to the most minute details. In
sists, in an announcement this week,
paving the streets, the cobble stones were
that no greater example of camouflage and
deftly shaped to show the ruts and erosion
stage carpentry has ever been offered than
of heavily laden carts and were colored to
give the appearance of age. Drains were
the building and painting of an entire
set in the hollows so the streets might not
cross-section of Paris for use in the probe overfull of puddles.
duction
of
"
Les
Miserables,"
which
William Fox offers.
So insistent was Director Frank Lloyd
The production called for the Paris of upon historical accuracy and detail that
in the scenes in which money was used, he
Victor Hugo, and entailed an enormous
hired from collectors the gold and silver
amount of research for drawings and
coin of the period he was using.
descriptions of the Paris of that time.
Nine city blocks were built at what was
Nothing was neglected; nothing overlooked, and no detail, however small, had
said to be a cost of $50,000 and so perbeen counted unimportant. There were
fectly was it all reproduced that French
the houses with their gabled roofs and
military officers visiting New York insisted
that it was not a reproduction at all, but little second-story balconies ; the stores and
cafes, particularly the Cafe Corinthe,
Paris, itself, the real Paris, according to
report.
dingy with age, with its little tables set out
on the narrow sidewalk and protected by
This Paris was rebuilt " somewhere in small
awnings.
New Jersey," and the greatest attention

Earle Celebrates Third Year with
Greater Vitagraph
William P. S. Earle, director for Greater
Vitagraph, last week celebrated his third
year
as a member
company's studio
organization,
and ofthethatanniversary
event
served to call attention to the number of
features which he has produced. Among
them are " W ithin the Law," " Whom the
Gods Destroy," " The Courage of Silence,"
" Mary Jane's Pa," " The Law Decides,"
" I Will Repay," and " Who Goes There,"

Fox

Select Pictures Changes

N

A LICE BRADY'S second Select produc** tion, in which she plays the immortal
role of " Jane Eyre," is now finished and
cutting of the film is under way, it was announced last week by Select.
The screen version has been taken from
an adaptation by Paul West of Charlotte
Bronte's novel, and owing to certain necessary departures from the plot of the original story, the book title, " Jane Eyre " is
not being used. " The Lifted Cross " was
first suggested as a title for the photodrama, but has since been definitely rejected and " Woman and Wif e " adopted in
its stead.
" Woman and Wife " has been screened
under the direction of Edward Jose, who
directed Miss Brady's first Select production, "Her Silent Sacrifice." In her interpretation ofthe appealing and unhappy
Jane, Miss Brady is said to give a fine bit
of characterization and rise splendidly to

tie of Alice Brady Picture
the emotional demands on the part. She is
supported by Eliott Dexter in the role of
Rochester, Jane Eyre's fascinating and unhappy lover, and by a cast which includes
Helen Lindroth, Victor Benoit and Helen
Green.
" Woman and Wrif e " will be distributed
through the Select exchanges.
Selig Assembles Youthful Cast for
" Orphaned
Annie
"
The child
cast, especially
the principals,
of " Little Orphaned Annie," adapted from
James Whitcomb Riley's poem, and being
produced by Selig, are said to be in their
own right a whole constellation of youthful stars. Headed by Colleen Moore, there
are in the supporting cast Doris Baker, Lillian Wade, Billy Jacobs, Bennie Alexander and George Hupp. Colin Campbell is
directing.

William P. S. Earle, Vitagraph Leading Man
the latter two being his most recent releases. He also has completed " His Own
People," a Blue Ribbon feature which will
be released the latter part of December,
and assisted Commodore J. Stuart Blackton in the production of " W omanhood,
theMr.Glory
Nation."as one of the most
Earleof isthe
regarded
versatile men in motion pictures and in
addition to his success as a director has
received recognition in several other lines
of artistic endeavor. He is a playwright,
short-story writer and song writer, several
of his songs having been published by Jos.
W. Stern. Prior to joining the Vitagraph
company > he conducted a photographic
studio on Fifth Avenue and there made a
special study of light effects.
Petrova Three-Sheet Graces
Century Theatre Set
Through an arrangement recently made
between the Petrova Picture Company and
the management of the Century Theatre, a
three-sheet poster of the motion picture
star is being used in a scene of the Dillingham-Ziegfeld production of " Miss
1917," at the Century' Theatre.
Goldwyn

Promotes George
Bertholon
George C. Bertholon, who has been an
assistant director at the Fort Lee studio
since the formation of Goldwyn Pictures,
has been made assistant to Aubrey M.
Kennedy, director of productions, it was
announced by Goldwyn last week.
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Brenon's " Empty Pockets " Cut
and Ready for Release
itpMPTY
uponworking
which
*—* Herbert POCKETS,"
Brenon has been
since the conclusion of " The Fall of the
Romanoffs," is now practically finished and
ready for release. It is his fourth production within the year, and it is his second
picture of this type, his first melodrama being "The Lone Wolf."
Taken from Rupert Hughes's novel, depicting the various phases- of New York
life from the tenements in the slums to the
mansions on Fifth avenue, " Empty Pockets," is said to be one of the swiftest and
most timely melodramas that has even been
projected on the screen.
" Empty
" isand
saidinnovations
to contain several twists Pockets
and turns
that
have never been introduced into moving
picture scenarios before. It also contains
some entirely novel situations.
The cast of this picture includes Barbara
Castleton, Bert Lytell, Malcolm Williams,
Ketty Galanta, Peggy Betts, Susanne Willa,
Ben Graham and Thornton Bastion.
Triangle Engages Virginia Foltz
for " Evidence "
Virginia Foltz, daughter of Clara Shortridge Foltz, Los Angeles club woman and
suffrage leader, has been engaged for an
important role in " Evidence," a forthcoming Triangle feature. At one time Miss
Foltz was one of the best known musical
comedy actresses in the country.
Work on " Evidence " is progressing
rapidly under the direction of Walter Edwards at the Triangle Culver City studio.
Jack Cunningham wrote the play, and it is
said that
"Evidence"
a play of
the been
type
that
Henri
Bernsteinis would
have
proud to have written for the French
stage. The leading male characters are a
highly successful criminal lawyer and his
closest friend, a physician. The theme
of the plot is based on the attorney's assertion that almost any one could commit deliberate murder, give himself up and escape
punishment by securing competent counsel.
Exhibitors Appreciate Jewel
Publicity Helps
Exhibitors throughout the country, who
have used Jewel productions are said to
be enthusiastic over the publicity help
furnished them by the local agencies.
A publicity man attached to each Jewel
Exchange, is ready at a moment's notice to
" go over the top " backed by the full force
of the national organization, and exhibitors in numerous towns are turning over
their entire publicity campaign on Jewel
productions, to the local exchange, to
handle.
With each Jewel production, the exhibitor may obtain free of any charge, the
use of ten styles of scene and advertising
cuts, the latter being the finest money can
produce.
In addition hand-painted lobbies, framed
or in sets are furnished for the price of
expressage. Two styles of one, three, six
and twenty-four sheets comprise the paper
display while window cards and rotogravure heralds are furnished practically at
cost.

Clara Kimball Young and Corliss Giles in " Shirley
Series Kaye," the Newest of the Select Pictures Star
Clara

Kimball Young Gets "The House of Glass"
Melodrama Will Be Produced to Follow " The Marionettes," Work
on Which Is Nearly Completed — Distribution Through Select
/^•LARA KIMBALL YOUNG, in the
The plot abounds in tense scenes and thrill^ face of what is said to have been treing moments and the role of the little exmendous competition, has secured the
thief affords
tional acting. a rare opportunity for emoscreen rights to " The House of Glass," it
The end of the week will witness the
was announced last week. This was a
stage success of a few seasons ago. Owing
last bit of filming on " The Marionettes,"
the new play will follow imto a number of prospective purchasers, it and work on mediately.
Scenario writers are already
was said Miss Young was obliged to pay a busy on the script and nothing is being left
record figure for the play, but her satisfacundone to facilitate production. It is Miss
tion in securing the melodrama overshadYoung's determination to make " The
owed its price.
House of Glass " the banner play of the
" The House of Glass " is described as a
powerful melodrama from the pen of Max
" The Marionettes," which is now being
Marcin, and with Mary Ryan in the leadcompleted, will be one of the holiday reing role had a run at the Cohan and Harris
leases and will follow " Shirley Kaye,"
theatre two years ago. It is the story of a year.
Miss Young's latest picture. Distribution
reformed girl crook and her desperate efwill
ration.be through the Select Pictures Corpoforts to regain her lost status in society.

Hutchinson Reaches Santa Barbara on Inspection Tour
books and magazine stories by well known
PRESIDENT SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON of the American Film Company,
writers. Some of our productions recently
arrived at the studios in Santa Barbara,
released, such as 'A Game of Wit,' by
Cal., Tuesday, November 20, on a hurried
Daniel Frederick Whitcomb, a widely
inspection tour.
known author ; Charles T. Dazey's ' The
Mr. Hutchinson's mission is in the
Sea Master,' in which William Russell was
furtherance of improvements started in
the featured player ! ' Betty and the Buccaevery department of the studio. The techneers,' by James E. Hungerford, featurnical end of the business will be given
ing Juliette Day, are highly satisfactory
particular attention. Considerable activity
is noticeable in the scenario department
and President Hutchinson is very much
stories."
You are not going to war. The men who
elated over the prospect of high class
stories on which the American Film Comare need all the comforts you can give them.
pany has options.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
" We feel that the story is becoming
more and more important in the making
patriotic duly. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes " campaign, get busy — noiv. Don't
of the highest grade productions," said Mr.
Hutchinson. " We have arranged for the be a slacker!
purchase of several of the better class
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Norma Talmadge Finishes Rupert

De

Mille
Begins
for
Chorus
Kathlyn
Williams, Plans
Elliott Dexter
and "Whispering
Raymond Hatton Are Leads
in the New Artcraft Production, First of De Mille Special Series
fornia after a vacation in New York, and
FOLLOWING the completion of the final
has
commenced
work on the film adaptapreparations of Gcraldine Farrar's new
tion of the Perley Poore Sheehan novel.
Artcraft picture, " The Devil Stone," Cecil
According to Mr. De Mille, this is one of
B. De Mille has commenced preparatory
the
most gripping and interesting stories
work on the production of " The Whisever brought to his attention. In addition
pering
Chorus,"
from
the
novel
by
Perley
Poore Sheehan. This film will be the first to its dramatic theme, the story allows this
directer to disclose his best talents in mo' of the series of special Cecil B. De Mille
tion picture technique. Several departures
super-productions for Artcraft release,
featuring the artistic accomplishments of in plot construction as well as photographythis director as well as the work of casts
are promised by the producers in this film
of well known artists. The Artcraft reand it is expected that " The Whispering
lease schedule, as announced by President
Chorus " will far outshine even the previous successes of De Mille..
Walter E. Greene, several months ago,
calls for four of these special De Mille
In staging the new series of De MilleArtcraft offering particular care will be
subjects during the year.
The novel of " The Whispering Chorus " given to the selection of casts. Each character will be given to a player who has
has not as yet been published and its apestablished a reputation in the motion picpearance on the book market is being withture world and an artist particularly
held so that it can be released simultaneadapted to the part. For the first picture
ously with the De Mille-Artcraft film.
a number of players have already been
Jeanie Macpherson, author of the FarrarArtcraft scenarios as well as various other
selected including Kathlyn Williams, Elliott
De Mille successes, has returned to Cali- Dexter and Raymond Hatton.
Rialto Features Triangle Picture This Week
" Until They Get Me " Is First Production from That Company
to Play Rialto in Some Time — Jack Curtis Has Outlaw Role
fers to purchase Kirby a drink. In his
IT was announced last week that the feature production of the Rialto program
haste,
Kirby
flings
man'sreveller
hand
from the
glass
and thetheother
insulted
for this week would be " Until They Get
reaches
for
his
gun.
Quick
action
follows
Me," a Triangle subject with Jack Curtis,
and when the smoke of battle has cleared,
Joe King and Pauline Starke. The fact
that the Rialto booked the production is the former pinto owner lies dead and Kirby
has gone.
of more than passing interest to the inPauline Starke, who plays the part of
dustry, as it has been some time since
Margy, is only sixteen years old and has
features of that company played the Broadrisen to stardom through the excellence of
way picture palace. The contract was
her own efforts. After getting work as
closed after a private showing of the picture on Thursday of last week, and it is an " extra " in the Triangle studios, she
executed each role offered her with an unsaid Mr. Rothapfel termed it " a splendid
assuming determination to reach the top.
picture."
That she has succeeded remains for the
" Until They Get Me," is a play of the
judgment of those who depend on Mr.
Northern country, showing the work of
Rothapfel for the best screen productions
the Royal Northwest Mounted Police, and
has Pauline Starke in the leading role.
of the day. She has previously appeared
The picture opens in a town on the Canain the following Triangle features : " The
dian frontier, when Kirby (Jack Curtis),
Rummy," " Puppets," " The Wharf Rat,"
an outlaw, dashes into a saloon and offers
" Cheerful Givers " and " Madame Bo
$20 and his own jaded mount, for a fresh
Peep." " LTntil They Get Me," was written
horse. An owner of a pinto accepts the
by Kenneth B. Clarke and was produced
offer and in consideration of the deal of- by Frank Borzage.

Spoor Taylor
Releases
"Uneasy
Money"
in January
Holmes Feature
Will Be Backed
by Big Advertising
Campaign in First of Series to Be Released at Various Time9
" Lord Dawlish " is bequeathed a million
BACKED by an unusual advertising campounds by an aged gentleman whom he
paign, including the posting of billcured of the habit of slicing at golf. A
boards throughout the country, George K.
Spoor is planing to offer, it was announced
niece and nephew in America are cut off
last week, the Taylor Holmes feature,
with a shilling and a hundred dollars,
respectively, and when Lord Dawlish hears
" Uneasy Money," as the first of a series
of ultra-features to be released at various
of it he makes an endeavor to restore to
times regardless of a fixed program.
them their just portion. Such an endeavor
is not easily accomplished, however, and
" Uneasy Money " is scheduled by Mr.
the incidents of his efforts are amusing
Spoor for the early part of January.
The story is from the pen of Pelham
and numerous.
Grenville Wodehouse and ran as a serial
In the cast with Mr. Holmes are Virin The Saturday Evening Post. The story
ginia Valli as Elizabeth Nutcombe, the
opens in England, where Mr. Holmes, as
niece; Arthur Bates as Nutty Nutcombe;

Hughes Drama
Norma Talmadge's new picture, " Ghosts
of Yesterday," an adaptation by Mildred
Considine of Rupert Hughes' drama, "Two
W omen," has been completed, it was announced last week by Select Pictures, and
the star has gone to Atlantic City for a
brief rest.
It is said by Select that Miss Talmadge

Norma Talmadge Is Taking a Brief Rest at
Atlantic City Before Starting Her Next Select
Picture
has probably achieved the triumph of her
career in " Ghosts of Yesterday." Her
interpretation of the role which Mrs. Leslie
Carter made famous is said to be the most
pretentious thing she has done and leaves
nothing to be desired by the critic. In it
she sets new standards and establishes her
position as an emotional actress.
" Ghosts of Yesterday " is scheduled to
follow up Miss Talmadge's latest release,
" The Secret of the Storm Country," and
will be distributed through Select Pictures.
Virginia Bowker as Lady Wetherby; Fred
Tiden as Lord Wetherby ; Lillian Drew as
Claire Edmont ; James F. Fulton as James
Pickering, and Rod LaRocque as Johnny
Gates, an American newspaperman.
Mr. Holmes, who is also seen as Ruggles
in " Ruggles of Red Gap." already has the
support of Lawrance D'Orsay as the Honorable George, Frederick Burton as Cousin Edgar, Edna Phillips Holmes as Klondike Kate. Lillian Drew as Mrs. Effie, and
Virginia Valli as Mrs. Judson. To this
cast Mr. Holmes has added Charles Lane,
who has been with William Gillette. Ferdinand Munier. and Miss Rose Mayo.

December IS, 1917
Edison
Completes Cantonmenl
Scenes for New Feature
A COMPANY of Edison players, headed
by Marguerite Courtot and Ray
McKee, under the direction of Alan Crosland, returned last week from the cantonment of the United States Marine Corps
at Quantico, Va., where, under conditions
which duplicate the west front in Europe,
the final scenes in a war play have been
completed. The production, which has the
indorsement of the United States Marine
Corps and high officials at Washington, is
based upon the story, " The Three Things,"
by Mary Raymond Shipman Andrews. No
pains are being spared to make the motion
picture production distinctive among the
many films the war has inspired. Mrs.
Andrews's story is not merely a narrative
of hardships, struggles and atrocities, but
has, in addition to these familiar elements,
romance and love.
The story is of a well-bred young man,
in whose life three things stand out prominently— race prejudice, class distinction and
unbelief in God. Though born in the environment of Christianity, education and
wealth, it is not until his soul has been
tempered in the forge of war that his
prejudices disappear and his vision clears.
The principal roles are entrusted to Ray
McKee as Phil Landicutt, and Marguerite
Courtot as Virginie Harbrok, a Belgian
girl. The call of the struggle comes to
Phil, and he goes with the marines to
France. While out with a patrol, he is
trapped in the garret of a Belgian cottage,
where, hiding in a dark corner, he comes
upon the girl, Virginie. The invasion of
Belgium and the ruthless destruction of
life and property by the invaders have
brought to her the things which every
Belgian girl has suffered — the father
" somewhere out there," the mother and
the little brother shot down in cold blood,
for a thing of which they had even no
knowledge, she exposed to atrocities worse
than death. These things she tells Phil
in hushed whispers, while the invaders
search in vain. Back home, Phil's mother
will care for her, if she is able to get
through, while he goes on to the front.
Then the terrific battle scenes, the inferno
of No Man's Land, the voice from beyond,
the sharp struggle, a stinging pain, back
of the lines, the hospital, across the seas
and home. And there, the girl waiting,
and life to begin all over again. The production abounds in thrilling situations and
touches that will tug at the heartstrings.
The production is to be in seven reels
and will be released as a Perfection Picture through the George Kleine System
during December.
Harley Knoles Assisted by Kelson
in " Sealed Orders "
Harley Knoles will be assisted by
George Kelson in producing " Sealed Orders " for World-Pictures Brady-Made.
This screen drama is being adapted from
the Drury Lane stage play of the same
title. Mr. Knoles and Mr. Kelson are
brothers. Kelson is the family name, Mr.
Knoles having rearranged the letters in
adopting a professional pseudonym, English fashion.
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Scene from " The Auction Block," Rex Pictures
Beach's Corporation
Drama, Which Is Being Distributed by Goldwyn
Goldwyn

Cashes

In

on

Four

Sterling

Pictures

"Nearly Married," "The Auction Block," "The Cinderella Man"
and " Thais " Said to Be in Big Demand Among Exhibitors of Country
THE Goldwyn Pictures declaration that
Hall Caine's great novel, and " For the
" good pictures cure bad times in the
Freedom war
of the
World,"
Ira M.booked
Lowry's
thrilling
picture,
are being
by
theatres " is considered by that company
exhibitors in every part of the country,
and verified by the acknowledgment from
exhibitors of Goldwyn wisdom in releasing
Goldwyn announces.
in quick succession four pictures of the
caliber and drawing power of Madge KenPetrova Permits Impersonation at
nedy in " Nearly Married " by Edgar SelSouthern Bazaar
wyn ; Rex Beach's " The Auction Block,"
Through
arrangements completed last
Mae Marsh in " The Cinderella Man," by
week between the Petrova Picture ComEdward Childs Carpenter, and directed by
pany and Miss Corrine Chisholm, motion
George Loanc Tucker, and Alary Garden
picture editor of the Birmingham News,
in " Thais," by Anatole France.
Each of these productions possesses
an interesting innovation is promised during the Bazaar of the Alabama Equal
proved-in-advance drawing power and the
Suffrage League to be held in Birmingham
quartette was greatly strengthened by the
this week.
inclusion of Rex Beach's production
Through the courtesy of Madame
which had been produced to sell at adPetrova, a member of southern society
vanced rentals and, in fact, had been
circles and one of the leaders in the sufbooked at advanced prices by many Goldwyn contract customers to be played in
frage movement in the south, will impersonate the Polish actress throughout the
between Goldwyn Pictures.. These Goldwyn customers found themselves in the
week of the bazaar. An exact reproduction of one of the large sets used in
position of having contracts that they had
signed for this separate attraction re" Daughter of Destiny," the first Petrova
picture, will be erected in order to give
turned to them by Goldwyn. They now
the affair a touch of realism and a force
receive " The Auction Block " at their
of carpenters and property men has been
regular Goldwyn rental and as a Goldwyn
loaned by Madame Petrova to the southern
Picture. This picture is released Decemsuffrage workers for this purpose. Using
ber 2.
the set as a booth, the young lady who
Keen anticipation is shown for the
will
impersonate the actress will sell autoscreen debut of Mary Garden in " Thais."
Frank Crane, the director, and Hugo Balgraphed portraits of the star. The proceeds from these sales will be devoted to
lin, the art director, have made this a most
notable work.
the furtherance of equal suffrage.
" Nearly Married," the first of these four
pictures to be released, already is scoring
You are not going to tear. The men who
a success throughout America and Madge
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Kennedy has brought delight to Goldwyn
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
by establishing herself.
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
The special productions distributed
" smokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be
a slacker!
through Goldwyn, " The Manx-Man,"
George Loane Tucker's picturization of
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Charles Brabin Completes Second
Metro Production
Metro announced this week that Director
Charles Brabin has completed a new Metro
production,
" Red,X.White
and Blue
Blood,"
starring Francis
Bushman
and Beverly
Bayne, which is his second Metro picture
with these co-stars. The feature was written by Shannon Fife and adapted by June
Mathias.
Brabin entered the motion picture industry in 1908, and has played both leads and
heavies, in addition to directing. Among
the productions directed by Brabin may be
named " The Woman Hater," " Temper,"
and " The Raven," featuring Henry B.
Walthall; "Babette" and "The Sixteenth
Wife," with Peggy Hyland and Marc McDermott ; " Persuasive Peggy," starring
Peggy Hyland. Brabin's first production
directed for Metro was " The Adopted
Son," co-starring
Beverly
Bayne. Francis X. Bushman and
Goldwyn

Mary Garden as the Temptress in " Thais," Which Goldwyn Has Completed for Early Release

Production of ?? Thais"
Finishes
Garden
Work of Assembling
and Titling Feature Now Under Way at
Studio in Fort Lee — Goldwyn Compliments Staff on Picture
MARY GARDEN has completed the
tory to beginning work in her next Goldwyn production, Director Crane is busy
final scenes of Goldwyn's masterproduction
of
Anatole
France's
"
Thais,"
cutting,
titlingof and
assembling
it was announced this week. The work
In the work
titling
he has an" Thais."
expert
of assembling and titling the thousands
assistant in the person of Henri C. dinger,
of feet of film is now well under way at
professor of literature at Columbia Unithe Fort Lee studios of the company and
versity. Mr. Crane and Prof. Olinger have
found that the continuity, or working
trade prints of the production is expected
to shortly be in the hands of exhibitors
scenario of " Thais," prepared by Elf rid
throughout North America.
A. Bingham, contains many excellent subtitles that can be used almost in their
Goldwyn regards the prompt completion
entirety.
of this production as a testimonial to the
willing good nature of its star and to the
efficiency of its technical staff. Frank H. Fox Builds Tanks and Trenches
Crane, the director, and Hugo Ballin, art
for Walsh Feature
director, mapped out a time schedule that
Having reproduced the Sphinx and the
was carefully adhered to from the filming
of the first scene to the last. When it is Pyramids of ancient Egypt for " Cleoparecalled that this schedule provided for a
tra," the mosques and minarets of Oriental
trip to Florida and took into account all Bagdad for " Aladdin and the Wonderful
possible delays because of bad weather,
Lamp," the Nashville of 1830 for " The
it can be perceived that it was carefully
Conqueror " and the mob-swept streets of
arranged.
Paris for " Les Miserables," all within the
last few months, the William Fox techMiss Garden and her company encounnical department has added another to its
tered cloudy weather in Florida for a brief
list of achievements in the construction of
twenty-four
hours
and
a
zipping
nor'wester
almost wrecked the Alexandria street scene
tanks and trenches which are duplicates of
erected in the studio compound ; but save
those " over there."
for those two instances there were no
These newest products of constructive
material delays.
genius will be seen in " The Pride of New
While Miss Garden is resting preparaYork," a photoplay starring George Walsh.
Unable to borrow the original tank that
needs to the technical staff and in a comwas brought overseas to aid in the Liberty
paratively short time the armored cars
were ready.
Loan drive, Director R. A. Walsh told his

Mary

Pleased with Welcome

Given has"Nearly
Married"
Goldwyn
been looking
for big things
from Madge Kennedy, and the motion picture critics of the American press are said
to have joined in that expectation since the
release of her first screen play, " Baby
Mine." In her second production the beliefs and the hopes of the profession seem
to have ben satisfied, if one may judge
from the chorus of praise evoked from the
dailies by " Nearly Married," Edgar Selwyn's comedy-drama.
As an example, C. Bonte, critic of Philadelphia, writes of the " finished artistry of
the Goldwyn staff of directors, supervisors
and photographers," as a prelude to a tribute to " the winning Madge Kennedy."
" She is possessed," says Mr. Bonte, " of
the utmost in picture charm, and also has
genuine good looks, not of the usual movie

type."

i
John Emerson and Anita Loos, Director and
Scenarioist for turesDouglas
Whose PicAre ReleasedFairbanks,
by Artcraft
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Three O. Henry Plavers Return
in " The Last Leaf "
THREE O. Henry players return to the
screen this week in the current General Film O. Henry release, " The Last
Leaf." Mildred Manning, star in many of
the early O. Henry pictures, makes her
reappearance after an absence of several
months. She is joined in " The Last Leaf"
by Patsy Deforrest and Bernard Siegel,
both of whom are well known for their

Jeanne Paige and William Lampe in " The Skylight Room," an O. General
Henry Picture Released by
work in O. Henry pictures. Miss Deforrest's last appearance was in "A Night
in New Arabia," while Mr. Siegel is remembered in " The Love Philtre of Ikey
Schoenstein."
" The Last Leaf " is described as an
exquisite and intimate drama of life in
the Washington Square artists' colony in
New York. Old Behrman, after a lifetime
of effort to paint a great masterpiece, finds
the opportunity to fulfil his ambition during the illness of " Miss Johnsy " (Miss
Manning), even though he sacrifices his
life in doing it. " Miss Johnsy," too ill
to care for life, tells her companion she
will die when the last leaf falls from the
vine just outside the window. Gruff, kindhearted Behrman hears it, and that night
in a storm paints his masterpiece, a leaf
which is so realistic and holds on so
tenaciously in the wintry blasts that the
young artist is persuaded to make a successful fight for life. The old painter,
however, becomes a victim of pneumonia
and passes away in a hospital.
The first of the O. Henry Central American stories, " The Renegades," will be the
next Broadway Star Feature.
Metro Builds Bungalow for Ethel
Barrymore Feature
For the staging of scenes in " An American Widow," a forthcoming Metro wonderplay starring Ethel Barrymore, the complete interior of a cozy bungalow was erected at the Metro studio. This production
is a picturization of Kellett Chambers's
play, adapted hy Albert Shelby Le Vino
and directed by Frank Reicher.
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Ethel

Barrymore Completes Metro Production
Worked at Studio in Evenings and Rehearsed for Legitimate
Stage During Day— * An American Widow " Directed by Reicher
of the other players, cameramen and assistMETRO PICTURES CORPORATION
announced last week that Ethel
ants, in order to enable Miss Barrymore
Barrymore has completed her work in the
to complete the production of " An American Widow " ahead of schedule. As a repreparation of Metro's forthcoming screen
sult, the picture will be released December
version of Kellett Chambers's play, " An
17, a week ahead of the time originally anAmerican Widow," under the direction of
Frank Reicher. In order to do this in reca coincidence,
the under
star's
debut in nounced
herfor it.newBy stage
production,
ord time to prepare for her season on the
the
management
of
the
Charles
Frohman
speaking stage, the star was obliged to
estate, will take place on the same date in
work at the Metro studio during the evenWashington, the play coming to New York
ing, giving her daytime to rehearsals of
a week later.
Edward Sheldon's version of " Camille,"
" An American Widow," the final screen
with which she will open her winter's program of stage productions.
offering in which the star will be seen beAssociated with the star in both screen
fore her appearance on the dramatic stage,
furnishes her with a comedy role, a young
and stage productions is Arthur Lewis, who
widow who is quite willing to marry again,
will have the part of the elder Duval in the
new version of " Camille." Mr. Lewis is but who stipulates that her husband must
have a title.
best remembered in " The Marionettes,"
Miss Barrymore is supported by a cast
with Mme. Nazimova, now a Metro star,
including
Irving Cummings, H. Dudley
and with Maude Adams in " The Legend
Hawley, Arthur Lewis, Ernest Stallard,
of Director
Lenora." Reicher had no difficulty, it is Alfred Kappler and other well-known players.
said, in securing the hearty co-operation
" Alimony " Released as Fi
THE organization and equipment of the
nation-wide distributing service which
is to handle the exchange end of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit's business have
at last been accomplished, according to an
announcement issued this week from the
circuit's New York offices.
" Alimony " will be the first release, and
is said to be available immediately following its exhibition in the circuit's own theatres. The circuit's purchasing board expects unusually good results from this
" dark horse," which they regard as one of
the big "finds" of the year.
"Alimony" is to go forth well equipped

George

rst National Initial Feature
with advertising aids which have been designed by a former exhibitor. Some new
and effective touches in copy and make-up
of posters and lobby matter are promised,
both the sensational and sentimental angles
of appeal are to be exploited.
Other releases to follow are Mme. Petrova in " Daughter of Destiny," which has
been held up until December 23 to allow
ample time for laboratory work; Herbert
Brenon's " Empty Pockets " follows about
January 1 ; Chaplin's first " Signature Procomedy
on the
contracttected " will
be ready
somecomedian's
time earlynewin,
the new year.

Fisher Appears to Have a Very Congenial Role in the Leading Part in " Alimony," the
C. L. Yearsley Picture Distributed by First National Exhibitors' Circuit
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Edna Purviance Visits New York
for First Time
Edna Purviance, Charlie Chaplin's feminine lead who has co-operated with him in
the manufacture of laughs in his recent
pictures, is visiting in New York for the
first time.
Miss Purviance, who hails from the
Golden West, is said to have found a trip
to New York necessary in order to secure
a new stock for her extensive wardrobe.
She arrived unheralded, but her presence
soon became known and she has lacked a
minute to call her own since leaving the
train. In addition to purchasing her wardrobe, being interviewed and photographed,
she has been entertained aitd feted by manytheatrical folk in New York.
In speaking
of be
Mr.released
Chaplin's
new pictures which will
through
the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Miss
Purvi ance declared that his best work was
yet to come and that some of his new ideas
for laughs— good, hearty laughs— in his
new productions were nothing short of
wonderful.

Dave Morris and Gladys Tennyson Promises
Are Starred
Bullets
and Boneheads," an L-Ko Comedy That
Somein "New
Wrinkles
L-Ko

Adopts Star System
Various Organizations Under J.
Director — Mack Swain and Hughie
IT was announced this week that Julius
Stern, president of L-Ko, has decided to
adopt the star system in presenting the
several comedy companies that are under
the general supervision of J. G. Blystone,
with an individual director for each organization. The trade-mark has been largely
depended upon by L-Ko for its past prosperity, and results have shown that a business sign serves mighty well in advancing
the particular line of films that provide the
interlude of laughter in picture programs.
But President Stern believes that the time
has come to make a further advance, by
adding stars to the increasing advantage
the L-Ko trade-mark brings to exhibitors.
Some weeks ago Mr. Stern went to
Hollywood, Cal., where L-Ko studios are
located, and consulted with General Director Blystone. When the situation was

Theda

for Comedy Companies
G. Blystone Will Each Have
Mack .Among the Bright Lights
canvassed and the decision reached, contracts were closed for the appearances of
Mack Swain, Hughie Mack, Myrtle Sterling, Gale Henry and Bobbie Dunn to
appear as L-Ko stars.
Mr. Stern declared in his statement concerning his advance in policy : " There's no
reason why a good comedy will not make a
better advertising proposition for exhibitors if the name of a comedy star is
coupled with the announcements. We have
decided to feature our stars in conjunction
with the trade-mark we have created byyears of earnest application. The players
we begin with have all established an individual reputation for fun-making with theatregoers that cannot fail in adding to the
attractiveness of L-Kos in their presentation of clean, wholesome and inoffensive
comedies of the strenuous type."

Bara Completes Twenty^Seventh Picture
Was Directed by J. Gordon Edwards, Who Has Directed Twentythree Features for William Fox — Feature Is as Yet Unnamed
THEDA BARA, under the direction of raised under Puritanical influence in Green
wich Village, New York. She is induced
J. Gordon Edwards in the William Fox
by an artist to pose for a painting of the
Eastern studios, has completed another
Madonna and in the studio meets a friend
Standard Picture, it was announced by Fox
Film Corporation last week.
of the artist, who accomplishes her downfall. The remainder of the story is devoted
The production is Mr. Edwards's twento her subsequent unfortunate life, her
ty-third picture for William Fox and the
chance meeting with the artist later, her
twenty-seventh that has been made by Miss
Bara. The filming of the production has
agreement to pose for another picture, anrequired about six weeks, work having
other meeting with the artist's friend and
her peculiar and highly dramatic form of
been commenced shortly after Miss Bara
revenge.
and Mr. Edwards returned from CaliforThe story is by E. Lloyd Sheldon. The
nia to witness the first showing of " Cleopicture
probably will be a January release,
" at theforLyric
The patra title
the theatre
feature inhasNewnot York.
been
although there has been no decision announced regarding the date.
selected. It is the story of a girl who is

Texas Guinan and Olive Thomas
Features Ready Shortly
17 RANK BORZAGE, who has completed
r "Until They Get Me," in which Joe
King, Pauline Starke and Jack Curtis have
the leading roles, is the director selected
to handle the megaphone for Texas Guinan's new picture, " The Gun Woman," a
western story. Miss Guinan will be seen
as the self-reliant woman who was the
product of the early frontier days, the
woman who held her own ground in evencrisis and settled her grievances with a
Brady. automatic. Included in the supportdeadly
ing cast are Francis McDonald and Ed.
Jack Dillon, who has completed Olive
Thomas' latest vehicle, a comedy-drama
called " Betty Takes a Hand," is about to
begin work on Miss Thomas' next subject,
" Limousine Life." It is a screen adaptation of Ida M. Evans' story' by the same
name. The supporting cast for this picture has not yet been announced but will
be at the earliest opportunity.

Chaplin General Manager Recovers from Illness
After an illness of more than a week,
during which time his case baffled physicians, John Jasper, general manager of
the Charlie Chaplin studios, is said to be
on the road to recovery and will shortly
resume his duties at the new half-milliondollar plant in Hollywood.
Mr. Jasper's illness coming suddenly was
the cause of the deepest concern at the
Chaplin studios. Apparently in the best of
health, the. manager was seized with a
coughing spell and when he was examined
by Dr. J. C. Negley it was stated that he
had injured himself internally. Submitting himself to an X-ray examination Jasper was informed that he had ruptured an
artery in his chest, slightly above and to
the right of his heart. He was ordered to
his bed with absolute quiet.
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Joe Kaufman Directs New Elsie
Ferguson Production
ARTCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION announced last week that the
production of Elsie Ferguson's new screen
subject, "The Song of Songs,'' an adaptation of Edward Sheldon's play of the same
name, has been entrusted to Joe Kaufman.
Mr. Kaufman has been staging Paramount pictures for some time past with
notable result, and it was he who initiated
George M. Cohan into the realms of screen
work in " Broadway Jones " for Artcraft
some eight months ago.
Mr. Kaufman is staging " The Song of
Songs " at the Famous Players-Lasky
studio in Fort Lee, N. J., and the screen
production of this Broadway play is now
well under way. Mr. Kaufman attended
the first night of this play at the Eltinge
theatre three years ago and liked it so
much that he saw the stage presentation
four times since. By strange co-incidence
Miss Ferguson, who now stars in the film,
was also present on the opening night of
the play.
Another coincidence in connection with
the screening of " The Song of Songs " is
the fact that Frank Losee, who now appears in chief support of Miss Ferguson
in the film, was scheduled to portray that
character on the stage, but on account of
sudden illness could not fulfill his engagement. Mr. Losee's work in popular screen
hits, notably several recent Paramount
photoplays, readily indicates that he will do
full justice to the important role accorded
him. Crawford Kent, who played lead to
George M. Cohan in " Broadway Jones,"
again comes under Joe Kaufman's direction for Artcraft in this new picture.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be
a slacker!

Madame Nazimova Is a Charming Red Cross
Nurse in Metro's Production of "The Revelation"
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George Beban Tries Lumbering in " Jules of the Strong Heart," a Paramount Production.
of His Chief Duties Is Taking Care of a " Keed "

Again, One

Superior Cast Surrounds Beban in Lumber Camp Feature
and physical prowess of the most proSURROUNDING George Beban in his
nounced description.
next Paramount vehicle, " Jules of the
In the cast are Raymond Hatton, Charles
Strong Heart," in which he creates the
role of Jules Lemaire, a French Canadian
Ogle, Guy Oliver, Ernest Joy, H. P. Carpenter, Edward Martin, James Neill and
trapper, is a cast which is claimed to be
others. The leading feminine role is
superior in every respect.
Mr. Beban is seen in the atmosphere of
played by Helen Eddy, and Donald Crisp
is the director of this production, which
a lumber camp in the great north woods
promises to be one of the most successful
where men of rough but stout-hearted
in the career of this actor, whose procharacter ply their rugged trades vigorclivities are already well known.
ously amid conditions calling for virility
Pathe

Catches Roundup
Eighth Annual Rip-Snorting Pen
Revel Announced for Release i
'T'HREE full reels of genuine action, of the
* " rip-snortin' " kind, are promised by
Pathc on December 30, when " The Eighth
Annual Roundup at Pendleton, Ore.,
is released to exhibitors and the public. The
West that has almost vanished, fleeing before the advance of fences and the farmers'
ploughs, is what the Pendleton roundup represents, and the picture, besides being interesting in all sections of the country, should
prove somewhat of a novelty as well. It is
predicted that not many years will pass
before such typical scenes of the old West
will have passed beyond recall.
In the words of Pathe : " Pendleton,
Ore., is the gateway to the last West of the
the last great unfenced ranges of the country. Eastward of it is the once great Umatilla Reservation where live the remnants
of the dwindling tribes of Western Indians.
East and West are the chief cattle markets
of the world. So it comes about that Pendleton is the hub of the cattle business
wheel and is the meeting place of the present and the past. It is the logical place to
hold the greatest Wild West show the '
country has ever seen. The performers in

in Three Snappy Reels
leton Event in Which Cowboys
> Special Picture December 30
this show are not professional players.
They are real cowboys, right from the
range, who once a year exhibit in public
the skill and daring that they show privately every day in the year in their chosen
business. With them in the Pendleton
Roundup are their one-time enemies, the
Indians, who compete with them in the
sports and show a dexterity and daring
little inferior to their own. The wild
horses ridden by the cowboys, the powerful
steers used in the various contests, are not
weakened and tamed by long journeys in
crowded freight cars. They are driven in
fresh from the range and by their activity
and viciousriess tax the skill of the cowmen
to the utmost. In the picture are shown
such thrillers as bronco busting, wild horse
racing, bull-dogging steers, horse breaking
by some of the famous cow girls of the
West, squaw races, roping cattle, and riding
them. The observer soon becomes conscious of the great danger to life and limb
that these contests impose. There are several instances where men and girls are
thrown so violently to the ground before
the camera that they lie senseless and are
taken away to the hospital."
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Pathe

Releases
23
Marion Davies "Runaway
Is Starred in the Romany"
Production, WhichDecember
Is to Be
Most Extensively Advertised Special Feature Ever Produced
Among the players in the cast are Joseph
<< DUN AWAY ROMANY," a five-part
Kilgour, who has been leading man for
A* feature, starring Marion Davies,
has been announced for release on DecemEmily Stevens and has been starred in
ber 23 by Pathe as a Special Feature and
many productions ; Pedro de Cordoba, who
has appeared with Geraldine Farrar, Elsie
this company is taking apparently justifiFerguson and other stars; Matt Moore,
able pride in the production as it promises
Gladden James, Boyce Combe and William
to be one of the most interesting and sucW. Bittner are also included in the cast
cessful pictures around the holidays.
which is conceded to be one of the best ever
Last week it was reported that Pathe
would release this feature as a Gold
selected to portray such a feature.
Rooster play, but announcements from
Miss Davies, the star, made such an imPathe indicate the report was premature.
pression upon Pathe in this, her first motion
picture, that it is said she will be featured
It has been selected for the honor of rein others in the near future.
lease in Christmas week, it is said, from
the standpoint of its merit as a production
For several years Pathe has been one of
and its value as a box office attraction.
the largest users of newspaper space in the
One of the main points concerning the country, each serial having had spent upon
release, as far as exhibitors are concerned,
it large sums in this kind of advertising.
Now for the first time Pathe puts out a
is the fact that over $50,000 in newspaper
advertising has already been spent upon it single feature on which has been spent and
is being spent sums which are comparable
in the United States, according to Pathe.
Still further advertising will be carried and
to those spent upon some serials. It is
the campaign is expected to continue
believed that the largely increased attendance which will mark the showing of the
through December and probably into January. Pathe claims the feature will be the picture in the theatres booking it will prove
that advertising of this sort pays and pays
most extensively advertised single special
feature ever marketed.
well.

Laemmle
Seeks Knowledge of Bluebird Power
Exchange Managers Will Render Reports as to Drawing Capacity
of Every Program — This Method Keeps Line on the Opposition
ACCORDING to an announcement this
as possible, about the important item of
actual attendance in the localities he has
week from Bluebird, Managing Diselected. Cities that offer a comprehensive
rector Carl Laemmle wants to be put
squarely in "the know" on the subject of field, wherein the leading programs are all
the drawing power Bluebirds manifest in
released, have been designated to cover the
equal opposition with rival programs of
entire country. Employees of Bluebird
will attend the same theatre every night for
feature productions. To find out exactly
how Bluebirds draw with the general public
a week and find out, by personal clocking,"
as the court of final decision, exchange
how many people are attracted by the various offerings. For a second week this
managers throughout the country will undertake to render an exact report on a
same method will be repeated, and the
definite date as to the drawing power of
average attained by combining the totals
for two weeks will be used as a basis for
every program that may be exhibited in
specified localities covering the country.
computing the result.
Here in New York the various heads of
Universal's departments have long been
visiting moving picture theatres to get a " My Little Boy " Holds Screen at
line on what " the other fellow " is doing
Broadway Theatre
in the essentials of production. Written
" My Little Boy " is the Christmas rereports are submitted giving the reviewer's
lease at the Broadway theatre this week.
opinion of the attractions he has seen, incorporating the matters of production, ef- Elliott J. Clawson's adaptation of Dickens'
fects, photography, story, settings and an
"A Christmas Carol " and Eugene Field's
opinion of the artistic abilities the players
" Little Boy Blue " is presented with an
all-star cast including little Zoe Rae, Ella
reflect in their several roles. These reports
Hall, Emory Johnson and Gretchen
are systematically dissected, card indexed
Lederer. Elsie Jane Wilson is the director
and incorporated in a weekly synopsis that
is sent to Universal City for the benefit of and the story takes grown-up and child
back into the land of visions which everythe production and directorial staff on the
one experiences and which makes over a
West Coast.
So well has this idea worked out in the
crabbed pessimistic, child-hating old man
matter of general results that Mr. Laemmle
in the deliciously human story, " My Little
wants to know more, and as nearly exact

Artcraft Releases New Farrar
Feature December 17
Artcraft's second Geraldine Farrar picture, "The Devil Stone " has received its
final preparations for public presentation
and will be released December 17, it is
anounced. The release by Artcraft of this
production marks the sixth Geraldine
Farrar cinema vehicle filmed at the studios
of the Lasky Company since the prima
donna first entered the field of the photoplay, two years ago.
An interesting item in connection with
the staging of the Farrar films is the fact
that they have all been created by practically the same working organization, including the director, Cecil B. De Mille, who
has been responsible for the production of
the entire series of features, and Jeanie
Macpherson, who wrote the scenarios for
the six photoplays.
Lasky Approves Demand for
More Wholesome Films
A resolution adopted recently at Albany,
N. Y., by the New York State Federation
of Women's Clubs in annual convention,
protesting against unwholesome pictures
and urging that the Federation use its
influence to make the films a greater agency
for depicting the brighter side of life, has
received the entire endorsement of VicePresident Jesse L. Lasky, of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Concerning the resolution, Mr. Lasky
said : " It is hardly necessary for me to
say that the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is already in accord with any
movement of this description and I feel
confident that the productions released
through Paramount and Artcraft are in
themselves a protest against pictures of
obnoxious character, such as are described
in this resolution."
Sennett Promises Gale of Laughter December 16
The fun in " That Night," a ParamountMack Sennett comedy scheduled for release on Dec. 16, is said to be fast and
furious. It is said that Mack Sennett
has outdone himself in creating a comedy
that goes like a whirlwind, developing a
laugh a second.
Featured in the cast are Charles Murray,
Wayland Trask, and Mary Thurman, supported by Wallace Beery, Gene Rogers,
Eva Thatcher and Tom Kennedy. Eddie
Cline directed the picture under Mr. Sennett's personal supervision.
" Taming Target Center " will be the
next release following " That Night," and
will again bring to the fore Polly Moran,
Ben Turpin, Tom Kennedy and Gonda
Durand.
Meanwhile "An International Sneak" is
released Dec. 2, with Chester Conklin,
Ethel Teare, William Armstrong, Lillian
Biron and Earle C. Kenton.
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Hayakawa Plays Detective in
December 3 Release
" The Secret Game," Sessue Hayakawa's
next starring vehicle, released by Paramount, December 3, is a romance of the
secret service in which Nara-Nara( a Japanese detective, portrayed by Hayakawa,
succeeds in saving from destruction American transports, secretly engaged in carrying American troops across the Pacific to
the Russian front.
In the course of the plot, it is developed
that there is a leak in official circles, which
is traced to the office of Major Northfield,
stationed in California. Inasmuch as Japan
has guaranteed safety to the troopships,
Nara-Nara is placed upon the trail and
hires an office next to that of Northfield,
setting himself up as a Japanese importer.
Florence Vidor has the role of Kitty,
while Jack Holt plays the part of Northfield ; Charles Ogle is Dr. Smith. Others
in the cast are Maym Kelso and Raymond
Hatton. William C. DeMille directed the
production. The story is by Marion
Fairfax.
Sessue Hayakawa's next picture, following "The Secret Game," will be " Hidden
Pearls," much of which was made in Honolulu and directed by George Melford.
Camera Shoots Countless Scenes
in Goldwyn Feature
No less than 1,087 scenes were photographed for the making of Mae Marsh's
third starring feature for Goldwyn, " The
Cinderella Man," scheduled for release December 16, it has been announced.
As each scene is usually photographed
twice, or in two " takes," to guard against
mishaps, this means that a total of 2,074
scenes were photographed, or approximately 40,000 feet of film. As this included
duplication, one may say that about twenty
reels of 1,000 feet each, were exposed to
make the six reels necessary for the completed work. About 780 scenes among
those taken were eliminated, leaving about
307 to be shown on the screen.

Mary Miles Minter, the American-Mutual Star, in
• " The Mate of the Sally Ann "

Victor Moore, Entirely Surrounded
by Feminine
" Toothaches
Klever
Komedy, Beauty,
Releasedin December
3 and Heartaches," His Newest
Klever

Pictures Releases Moore "Toothache"
Newest Comedy Was Written by Thomas J. Gray and Directed
by Chester M. DeVonde — Gives Vic Moore Visit to Dentist
ON December 3 Klever Pictures, Inc., needless to say that Vic's gas was no
different. It was worse in fact for it
released its newest comedy, " Toothtakes him on a trip in which he dreams
aches and Heartaches," with Victor Moore
in the chief comedy role. The story for that every pretty girl he meets cannot resist him, even a bride, about to go to be
the comedy was written by Thomas J. Gray
married. He goes along with all these
and was directed by Chester M. De
girls hanging on him with no end of funny
Vonde.
When Vic married Cupid played a trick
things happening. His trip ends up in a
on him and handed him a lemon in the harem, surrounded by a bevy of beautiful
garden of love. At the beginning of the girls which is interrupted by the approach
comedy Vic is suffering from a terrible
of the girl's sweethearts from whom he
toothache, and he feels his troubles are
stole them. They have clubs and soon
start to beat Vic up and by the crack on
I like grapes, they come in bunches. His
wife tries to soothe him, but this only makes
the head it brings him to in the dentist
the pain worse. They decide to go to a chair just as the dentist is pulling his tooth
out. The dentist hands him his bill for
dentist, and on arriving Vic is confronted
with no end of patients in the waiting
the gas which is fifty dollars. Vic is so
room. This almost scares Vic off, but he elated over his wonderful trip that he
sticks and is soon sitting in the chair. The
agrees that it is worth it. At this modentist asks him will he take gas to which
ment however, just as he feels that all the
Vic replies thtt he will, if the price is not beautiful girls in the world are his, his
too high. The dentist administers the wife comes to him and kisses him. This
upsets Vic entirely and grabbing the gas
gas and Vic passes out. As is the case
most times when a person is under the in- cap cries " Death — where is thy sting," and
fluence of gas, the dreams they have take places the cap over his face, to go under
them on wonderful journeys, and it is the influence of the gas.
Mutual Releases Margarita Fischer Feature December 10
IT was announced last wek that Margarita
"The Escape " is chapter XIII of " The
Lost Express " released December 10. In
Fischer's first production, " Miss Jackie
this episode of the Mutual-Signal photoof the tract
Army,"
her recently
conwith theunder
American
Film, made
Company,
novel, Helen makes her famous leap from
has been set for release on the Mutual
a burning railroad coach.
Billie Rhodes wears a dress suit, gets
schedule for December 10.
Miss Fischer, heroine in " Miss Jackie
tipsy and caught in " Putting One Over,"
comedy, slated for reof the Navy," is cast in " Miss Jackie of the Mutual-Strand
lease Tuesday, December 11.
the Army " as the irrepressible daughter
of an American army post, desperately but
Jerry uses unfair but effective methods
coyly in love with one of her colonelof beating the high cost of living in "Jerry's Boarding House," Cub comedy, refather's aides, a young lieutenant. Lloyd
leased byMutual Thursday, December 13.
Ingraham directed.
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Brenon Will
Engages
"Third
Play Role Le
of theGuere
Artist infor
Picture
with Sir Floor
Johnston Back
Forbes-Robertson — Has Good Record on Stage and the Screen

George LeGuere, Engaged by Herbert Brenon for
a Role with
in " The
Passing ofForbes-Robertson
the Third Floor Back,"
Sir Johnston
George Le Guere, the young actor now
appearing in " Business Before Pleasure "
at the Eltinge, has been engaged by Her
bert Brenon to play the role of Christopher
Penny in " The Passing of the Third
Floor Back," with Sir Johnston ForbesRobertson.

Le Guere made his first impression on
the stage as " Jan," the dreaming Boer boy,
with Lena Ashwell, the English actress, in
" The Shulamite." From that time on his
career has been a series of successes in
New York and elsewhere. He has created
no less than twelve parts on Broadway in
the last few years.
In addition to his stage activities, Le
Guere has devoted much of his time to
screen work, in which field he has been
successful. He has been featured in
dramas produced by Pathe, Famous Players, Kleine, Essanay, Universal and Metro.
Perhaps his most noteworthy achievement
in the film world was his interpretation of
the role of the young lover, who protects
Shirley Mason in her seven five-reel battles
with temptation in " The Seven Deadly
Sins." In these McClure productions Le
Guere was featured, playing opposite Ann
Murdock, Holbrook Blinn, H. B. Warner,
Charlotte Walker, and Nance O'Neil.
His role in " The Passing of the Third
Floor Back " is that of the young painter
who, in order to earn money, is a traitor
to his art, wasting his time and talent by
painting pictures that are beneath him.
The engagement of this artist entirely
completes the cast for " The Passing of
the Third Floor Back." Headed by Sir
Johnston Forbes-Robertson, it includes :
Molly Pearson, Ketty Galanta, Grace Stephens, Ben Graham, Ricca Allen, Augusta
Haviland, Dora Mills Adams, Germaine
Bourville, Sydney Golden, Thornton Bastion and Robert Fisher.

Director and Star Get Credit for "Blue Jeans"
Metro Congratulates Itself on Excellence of Special Production
of the Old Melodrama — Viola Dana Stars; Collins Directs
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION,
by June Mathis and Charles A. Taylor
according to an announcement this from Joseph Arthur's old play, was given
into the hands of John Collins, the young
week, is congratulating itself on the exceldirector was besieged by people who had
lence of its forthcoming special production
of " Blue Jeans," a screen version of Jo- played in " Blue Jeans " at different times
in their lives, and by their relatives and
seph Arthur's old melodrama, starring
friends, who thought they knew how it
Viola Dana. The star herself deserves unought to be played, who wanted parts in the
limited credit in connection with the proscreen production. But the director said,
duction, according to those who have
viewed the picture at private showings, and
to everyone's amazement, " I want no one
another feature of importance has been the who has ever played in the "stage production. If possible I would rather have people
production. John H. Collins, in this
seven-part de luxe production, has, it is who have never seen the play at all." The
said, justified those who have contended
reason for Mr. Collins' decision was soon
that he is one of the foremost motion pic- evident. Twenty odd years ago, when
ture directors of this country.
" Blue Jeans " was first introduced, public
taste was a different thing from what it is
When Richard A. Rowland, Metro's
now. Incidents that seemed thrilling then
president, and B. A. Rolfe, the firm's Westno longer ring true. Collins was putting
ern representative, decided that Miss Dana
was the star gifted to interpret the part on a picture for audiences of to-day, not
of June, they settled upon John Collins as
for an audience of twenty-odd years ago."
the logical man to be her director, because
of his success in previous Dana pictures
Musicale Serves Emilv Stevens in
such as " The Gates of Eden," " Lady Barnacle," Aladdin's
"
Other Lamp," and
A fashionable evening musicale is one of
" God's Law and Man's." He is not afraid
to be sincere. In fact, sincerity is the keythe
features shown
in Metro's picturization
" Daybreak'"
note of the work of both Miss Dana and
of " Daybreak," starring Emily Stevens,
her director, and it is said to be just that
it has been announced by Metro. The
quality in the work of both that has made
Broadway play by Jane Cowl and Jane
Murfin was adapted for the screen by June
of " Blue Jeans " a picture of humaneness.
Mathis and Albert Capellani.
When the script of "Blue Jeans," adapted
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Fox Selects Titles for Three
Releases in January
IT was announced this week that titles
*■ have been selected for three uncompleted pictures which have been tentativelyset for January release as Fox Special
Features. The arrangement, as it now
stands, is to start the month with a Gladys
Brockwell picture and to follow with
Tom
Mix's first production as a star in Western
dramas.
The Brockwell picture is to be called
" Stolen Honor " and the Mix debut will
be made in " Cupid's Round-up." For the
Markova picture, the title "A Heart's Revenge "has been decided upon.
Miss Brockwell's production has to do
with the international situation, being, in
some of its most important phases, a war
picture. Involved in the story' are a woman's love affairs, which are worked out
under the most trying and difficult conditions. Ithappens that most of the action is
laid in Berlin, and one of the strange coincidences of studio life was the appearance on the ground, during the filming of
these scenes, of James W. Gerard, former
United States Ambassador to Germany.
The period of the play corresponds to Mr.
Gerard's term of office and much of the
action is similar to that in which the Ambassador had a very real part.
Fox Sunshine Comedies Prove
Worth Very Rapidly

« illiam Fox's predictions of success for
his new Sunshine comedies are apparently
materializing, as the productions are being
referred to as among the best yet.
The Sunshine Comedy releases for December and January are : December 9, "His
Smashing Career " ; December 23, " Damaged— No Goods " ; January 6, " Shadows
of Her Pest"; January 13, "Are Married
Policemen
Safe?"
AH the Sunshine
Comedies are under
the personal direction of Henry Lehrman,
who has established a reputation as a
master comedy creator. He now has four
companies at work at Los Angeles making
Sunshine Comedies and Mr. Fox announces
that he will continue to release a Sunshine
every two weeks — twenty-six a year.
Joseph Kaufman Does Good Work
in Billie Burke Film
In the forthcoming production of " The
Land of Promise," starring Billie Burke,
and to be released by Paramount Dec. 10,
it is said that much credit must go to
Joseph Kaufman, the director, for his remarkable work in securing realistic and
beautiful effects. It is a picture, according to report, that called for unusual
directorial skill. The wheat fields of
Canada, the Rocky Mountain?, the farming
lands of the Dominion, form the picturesque background for the story of life
in a comparatively primitive location. Mr.
Kaufman took full advantage of these opportunities and the result is said to be
nothing short of exquisite.
Mr. Kaufman himself is well pleased
with the picture, which he counts as one
of the most satisfactory from every point
of view that he has directed.
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Brenon

Releases " Romanoff "
Feature Widely
«rT,HE
FALL
OF
THE ROMA1 NOFFS," Herbert Brenon's historical drama depicting the birth of Russian
freedom, will soon be seen throughout the
United States.
Montreal and Toronto have been viewing the production and a Washington engagement follows: While immediately afterward The
"
Fall of the Romanoffs "
will be shown throughout New York state.
At the same time the various territorial
allotments outside of New York are being
rapidly arranged. By the early part of
1918,
" The
the Romanoffs
will
no doubt
be onFallthe ofscreens
of theatres " from
coast to coast.
On December 2 the production will, it
is announced, open for a two-weeks' run
at Thomas Moore's Garden theatre in
Washington. The capital showing was arranged through J. D. Williams, manager
of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Sergius Trnfanoff, otherwise the Monk
Iliodor, will appear at the Washington
Garden theatre showing, giving audiences
an oportunity to see the man who brought
about the downfall of Rasputin, the Emperor's illiterate advisor. Iliodor has just
appeared at the St. Denis theatre in Montreal, where he was given a sensational
reception.
S. J. Berman, in charge of the selling
end of the New York territory for " The
Fall of the Romanoffs," announces that
the production will be launched in this
field on January 6, with a state-wide premiere. At least twenty theatres are expected
to show " The Fall of the Romanoffs "
simultaneously during the week. Mr. Berman expects that over 1,000,000 film fans
will see the production before the end of
the first week.
Empire All-Star Assembles Nearly
All British Cast
The Empire All-Star Corporation has
assembled what it considers a notable cast
for " The Girl and the Judge," and the
majority of the players came from the
British Isles, it is said.
Olive Tell, the star, was born in
America and educated in London and
claims a British grandfather. David
Powell, Miss Tcll's leading man, hails from
Wales. Eric Mayne, Charlotte Granville
and Ethel Burke are also British.
Edison Follows Fiction in Its
Newest Releases
The Edison Company is following in its
releases more and more the trend of present-day fiction. Its next release is scheduled for December 17, under the title of
" Salt of the Earth," from Peter B. Kyne's
story in The Saturday Evening Post, and
features Peggy Adams and Chester Barnett.
" Salt of the Earth " is a story of the
" gold days " in the West. The tale of
the way two old miners outwit one of the
professional swindlers who flourished in
the days when any bank could be scratched
for gold, is said to be a rare one, and
interwoven with it is a love story.
William Wadsworth and Russell Simpson have character roles.
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Empire -All Star Announces1 Coming
Releases
Next Feature Will Be "Her Sister," with Olive Tell in the
Star Role, Followed by " The Impostor," Starring Ann Murdock

Olive Tell Resents the Insult Offered Her Young
Sister in " Her Sister,"
Release an Empire All-Star
THE

Empire-All Star Corporation announced this week that work on " The
Girl and the Judge" has been completed,
and that, as has been previously announced
in Motion Picture News, the next production to be made by the organization will be
filmed at the American studio at Santa
Barbara, Cal.
In announcing forthcoming releases,
Empire-All Star stated last week that the
next picture to be released will be " Her

Sister," in which Olive Tell is starred. The
story is said to be full of dramatic situations and a picturesque element is presented
where Miss Tell impersonates Isis, an upto-date Egyptian seeress.
After " Her Sister " the next EmpireMutual release will be " The Impostor "
starring Ann Murdock and featuring David
Powell, who has supported Miss Murdock
in four other Empire pictures. Lionel
Adams, Richie Ling and Charlotte Granville are other members of the cast. Miss
Granville has also an important role in
" The Girl and the Judge " the latest Empire picture directed by John B. O'Brien.
The story of " The Impostor " is that of
a young girl of refinement who, suddenly
finding herself alone and penniless, acosts
a young married man who, happening to
be of a chivalrous nature takes her to his
hotel and gives her food and from this beginning the story threads its way through
a maze of complications, for of course he is
discovered by gossiping friends of his wife
who mistakes a generous, human act for
something very different.
In the role of the young girl who so
implicitly believes in the goodness of all
men, and women, Ann Murdock has a role
that is said to be full of possibilities.

Triangle Re-Issues Continue Popularity
Early William S. Hart and Douglas Fairbanks Pictures Said
to Be Increasing Sale of New Features — Stars at Their Best

the dethe country
THROUGHOUT
mand for the reissues
of William
S.
Hart and Douglas Fairbanks Triangle pictures is said to be progressing ever steadily. Photoplay patrons, according to an
announcement from Triangle, are eager
to see the re-issues in spite of the fact the
pictures all had long runs when first released. Furthermore, this demand is said
to show that time need not necessarily
relegate a good film to the shelf.
The Triangle Distributing Corporation is
receiving telegrams and letters from various exchanges, all referring to the enthusiastic reception accorded the many Hart
and Fairbanks pictures produced under the
Triangle banner. As a measure of the
drawing power of these re-issues, it is cited
that the latest pictures released by different companies, with Hart and Fairbanks in
the . title-roles, are being boomed by the
Triangle re-issues. Theatregoers ask for
all the Hart and Fairbanks pictures that
can be secured.
Not wanting to detract from the present
work of these stars, Triangle nevertheless
feels the work they did as members of the
organization cannot be improved upon.
Some advances have no doubt been made,
but there have been no advances in genuineness of inspiration or thoroughness of production. Experts believe that it would
hardly be possible for either Fairbanks or
Hart to improve upon their original Triangle work.
A statement was recently made in which
it was asserted that the latest Hart pictures
are experiencing a boom directly traceable

Drive

to the Triangle re-issues now on the market. Such a statement in itself seems to be
proof, according to Triangle, that the
earlier productions have enjoyed a following all their own and as re-issues, increase
the popularity of newer pictures now being
shown.
Canadian Northwest Scene of New
Bluebird Play
From New- York's Broadway, to somewhere in •the Canadian Northwest, is a
long jump to make in one day, but Dorathy Phillips accomplished it last week at
Bluebird's West Coast Studios. Cinematically, of course. Finishing her work
under Ida May Park's direction in " Broadway Love " in the forenoon, Miss Phillips
started a ne\v play on the same day with
Director Allen Holubar.
That is a rather unusual thing at studios,
for usually an interval of two weeks or
more is required between productions in
order to select or design costumes and to
familiarize the players with their new role.
In this cast Miss Phillips had accomplished
the preliminary work on her forthcoming
picture, " The Girl Who Dared," while still
engaged in the preceding one, doing most
of the task at night. The story of " The
Girl Who Dared " was developed by Director Holubar from an idea suggested by
one ofliamJames
tales. oppoWilStowrell, Oliver
will asCurwood's
usual, appear
site Miss Phillips, and the supporting cast
will include Priscilla Dean, Lon Chaney,
Joseph Girard and William Burrcss.
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" Babes in the Woods " and " A Daughter of the Gods " Released
This Week, Followed by George Walsh and Wm. Farnum Features
eventful period in an Alaskan
camp.
Theda Bara in " Du Barry " is scheduled
for December 30. Released simultaneously
with this Standard picture is the special
feature, " Stolen Honor." Virginia Pearson has the stellar role in the latter.

George Walsh Climbed Here from the Ground in
" The Pride of New duction
York," a William Fox ProNINE photoplays, each expected to be
of especial interest, are scheduled to
come from the William Fox studios in
the East and West during the month of
December.
This week two pictures will be issued,
it is announced, both on December 2. One
is " The Babes in the Woods," a pretentious film version of a world-known
story. Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee
Corbin head the large cast which gives
what is said to be a fine interpretation of
the tale. The Standard picture for December 2 will be "A Daughter of the Gods,"
with Annette Kellermann, now available
for the entire country for the first time.
George Walsh's " stunt " play, " The
Pride of New York," which begins with
the draft and ends in the trenches, is released on December 9. Jane and Katherine
Lee, the inimitable " Baby Grands," as
" Troublemakers," are the stars of the
Standard picture for that date.
The following week brings the release
of William Farnum's emotional drama,
" The Heart of a Lion," the scenes of
which are laid in the Canadian Rockies.
June Caprice in " Unknown 274," dealing
with troubles of a foundling, is the special
feature for December 16.
On December 23 Jewel Carmen will
make her debut as a full-fledged star. She
has been provided with a subject called
" The Kingdom of Love," a film of an

An Old Witch Adds Mystery to the Fox Production, "The Babes in the Woods."
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Photopla
Goldw^ n Cowl
Puts New
Scenes
y in Jane
It was announced last week by Goldwyn
that Jane Cowl, when she played a recent
engagement at Plattsburg, sent for a cameraman and secured some scenes of military character which have been incorporated in Miss Cowl's production of "The
Spreading Dawn," in which she starred
for Goldwyn, and which was recently
released.

Keystone Labors on Variety of Comedy Films
Five Directors Active on Productions, and Abundance of Material Is Being Prepared— Scenario Staff Adds Two Writers
noon last week he had Fritz Schade and
P RE-HOLIDAY activity is at its height
Chris Richards swinging up and down on
in the ranks of Triangle-Keystoners,
heavy ropes.
according to announcements of sizzling
Ferris Hartman and Harry Wulze are
work and preparations received through
the Triangle press bureau this week. It the latest additions to the Triangle-Keystone scenario staff. Mr. Hartman was
is said five directors are putting all their
energy behind an equal number of producformerly a Triangle-Keystone director and
tions, and that an abundance of new marecently completed a five-reel comedydrama at the Triangle Culver City studios.
terial isbeing prepared. In addition to this
the scenario staff, anticipating greater
When producing comedies Mr. Hartman
things, has added two members.
practically wrote all of his own stories,
and his services as a staff writer at the
Triangle-Keystone Director Reggie Morris is taking final scenes this week for his Triangle-Keystone studios is considered a
first comedy featuring Harry Gribbon.
valuable acquisition by Director of Production Albert Glassmire.
" Dancers and Dimples " is the title of the
production, and it is thought it will even
surpass the Western comedy recently com" The Land of Promise " Contains
pleted by Morris.
Promise of Strong Story
Director of Production Albert Glassmire
is preparing a new story f >r Director Morris, and it is expected work will be started
this week. The story calls for a great
deal of action in a roller skating rink.
Thus far the cast that has been selected
for the skating rink comedy will be headed
by Harry Gribbon, supported by Claire Anderson, Franklyn Bond, Dora Rodgers,
Myrtle Lind, Mario Bianchi, and Dorothy
Hagar.
Director Herman Raymaker has his sea
captain story well under way and plans
to start on the boat scene at San Pedro
Harbor next week. Director Raymaker
has had a blueprint made of the Triangle
Film Corporation's barkentine, " The Fremont," upon which most of the action occurs, and is reading everything he can find
about hatchways, forecastles, windlasses,
et cetera. The leading roles in the new
story are handled by Billy Franey, Dale
Fuller, Maud Wayne, Milton Sims, Jim
Donnelly, Lloyd Bacon and Frank Opperman.
With one of the largest cafe sets ever
erected in the Triangle-Keystone studios,
Director Charles Avery "shot" one of the
greatest rough-and-tumble fights ever used
in motion pictures last week for his current comedy, " Courts and Cabarets." The
cast in Director Avery's story includes
Max Asher, Marianna de la Torre, Myrtle
Reeves, Arthur Moon, Baldy Belmont,
Peggy Pearce, Milburn Morante and Eddie
Gribbon.
Director William Beaudine has his piano
mover story near completion. The cast includes Harry Depp, Paddy McGuire, Sylvia
Ashton, Ruth Langston, Nate Salmon, Jack
Henderson and Ed Baker.
Director Walter Edwards is making a
Triangle-Keystone comedy that promises
to be a whirlwind of action. One after-

The story of " The Land of Promise,"
Billie Burke's Paramount picture to be rereleased December 10, is said to be full of
human interest and affords the star with
a role ideally suited to her qualities as
an actress, it is said. Miss Burke is supported by Thomas Meighan and a strong
cast in this picture, which is directed by
Joseph Kaufman.
Briefly, this is the plot of " The Land
of Promise." Norah Marsh, played by
Miss Burke, is companion to an elderly
woman in England and has wasted many
years of her life in veritable bondage.
The woman dies suddenly and Norah finds
to her surprise, when the will is read, that
she has been left virtually penniless.
Finally she decides to use her small savings to go to her brother in Canada —
" The Land of Promise." Her brother is
a farmer in Manitoba, and has married
a little waitress, who makes him a faithful
wife, but on the arrival of Norah, her
sister-in-law becomes jealous of her and
she finds herself again unhappily situated.
Her life becoming unbearable under these
conditions, she recalls hearing Frank
Taylor, another farmer, declare that he
intends
a wifesheto asks
" do the
In her getting
desperation
him chores."
if she
will do, and upon receiving his surprised
assent, the two are immediately married,
going to
some distance
away.
ThenTaylor's
follows farm
the working
out of
a strange problem which results finally
in love entering what has been a loveless
home and Norah at last finds the real land
of promise.
Billie Burke has started work upon
" Eve's Daughters," adapted from the play
by Alacia Ramsey, which recently served
as a starring vehicle for Grace George
during its run at the Playhouse, New York.
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Mariel Rea, in Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies, Is a Charming Skipper, Speaking Nautically
Strand in Washington Shows
" Fall of Romanoffs "
Herbert Brenon's " The Fall of the Romanof s "has been launched in Washington, following its hit in the Dominion of
Canada.
The historical production opened at Tom
Moore's Strand theatre in Washington on
Sunday evening, December 2. Herbert
Brenon was present, as was his brother,
Chandos St. John Brenon, Canadian representative ofthe Brenon Corporation. Sergius Trufanoff, otherwise the Monk Iliodor, who enacts in " The Fall of the Romanof s "the role he actually played in the
downfall of the Czar Nicholas, appeared in
person. He made an address through an
interpreter.
Previous to the Washington Strand
opening,
of theof Romanoffs
was shown" The
at theFall
residence
Edward B."
McLean, owner of the Washington Post.
Over 75 guests were present, including the
representative legislators, executives, diplomats and society leaders of the capital.
This special showing was given on Friday
evening, November 30. On the night following The
"
Fall of the Romanoffs " was
shown at the Washington Press Club.
The Washington Strand theatre engagement was arranged through J. D. Williams,
manager of the First National Circuit.
" Too Much Elephant " Offers
Clever Holiday Stuff
" Too Much Elephant," the current Selburn comedy released by General Film
Company, is said to offer some of the
cleverest holiday entertainment ever provided for picture fans. This is the second
of the series of comedies featuring Neal
Burns and Gertrude Selby, who have as
their co-star in this picture a trained
elephant. The one-reel production is said
to be crowded with some of the best
animal stunts ever obtained through the
medium of the camera.

Depends on Feminine Stars December 16
Irene Castle, Doris Kenyon and Mollie King Slated to Lead the ,
List in a Special and Two Serials — Other Subjects Also
Pictorial No. 3, a Screen Magazine in one
IRENE CASTLE, Doris Kenyon and
* Mollie King are announced as the box
reel produced by Argus Laboratories, Inc.
There are four articles featured in this
office
starsDecember
on Pathe's
week of
16. program for the
screen magazine. The first is " Coral
"Vengeance is Mine," a Pathe Plays
Limestone Rocks," showing how the coral
special in five reels, is the feature in which
islands in the tropic seas are formed.
Irene Castle is starred. It was produced
The second is " Crystallization," in which
is presented through the microscope the
by Astra, directed by Frank Crane and
the scenario was written by Howard Irving
process of crystallization of salts, such as
Young from the novel by John A. Moroso.
salacin, sulphate of zinc and nitrate of
silver. The third is " Tied Dyeing," one
Because of his work in "Arcady " and
of the oldest human crafts, demonstrated
" Sylvia," Elliott Dexter was again enunder the direction of Professor Edward
gaged as leading man. The rest of the
cast includes Edwin Hoyt, Frank Sheridan,
J. Thatcher, Fine Arts Department of
Columbia University. And a touch of
Reginald Mason, Fred Teden, Ethel Grey
Terry, Frank Monroe and Julia Stewart.
humor is provided by Helena Smith Dayton's Clay Folk in " Banquets," in which
Doris Kenyon is starred in " The Hidthe amusing antics of the guests at a
den Hand," No., 4, "The False Locket,"
" stag " dinner are burlesqued.
with Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty and
Mahlon Hamilton, produced in two reels
"Along the Vardar " (European Turby Pathe.
key), Pathe colored travel, and "A FreshMollie King appears in the 14th chapWater Pirate," Pathe colored educational,
form
an interesting split-reel novelty.
ter of "The Seven Pearls" serial, "The
An International Cartoon and EducaTower of Death," with Creighton Hale
and Leon Bary, produced in two reels.
tional split-reel and Hearst Pathe News,
Another feature of the program is Argus
Nos. 102 and 103, complete this program.

Jewel

Announces
Plans for December
Releases
At Least Two Features Are Included for Presentation at the Broadway Theatre — Dorothy Phillips and Mildred Harris Among Stars
OFFICIALS of Jewel Productions, Inc., Clure's. Mildred Harris, who first made
have made known their plans for her appearance as a Jewel-Lois Weber star
December. These include the release of
in " The Price of a Good Time," again
stars in this feature with True Boardman
at least two features, both of which will
come to the Broadway theatre during the playing opposite. No additional Jewel features have been announced for December.
month. The first of these is a story of
life in a mining town in which the busy
Strong business is reported in all sections of the country from the six Jewel
tendrils of a newspaper and its antecedents
of politics and trickery enter. This has
features already acquired. These are
" Come Through," written by George
been titled " The Grand Passion " and
Dorothy Phillips is its star. Included in Bronson Howard and purchased from Unithe cast are Lon Chaney, William Stowell
versal ; " Pay Me," starring Dorothy
Phillips and made by Joseph DeGrasse;
and Jack Mulhall as the featured players.
" Sirens of the Sea," written and directed
This story first appeared in "Adventure "
by Allen Hollubar with Louise Lovely,
and was titled " The Boss of Powderville."
Thomas Addison is the author and Ida
Carmel Meyers and Jack Mulhall as the
May Parks made the screen version.
stars. Thanhouser's " Man Without a
The second Jewel release for the month
Country," with the late Florence La Badie
of December is announced as " K." It and H. E. Herbert ; " The Co-Respondent,"
with Elaine Hammerstein ; and Louis
is a Lois Weber production after the Mary
Roberts Rinehart novel of the same name
Weber's " Price of a Good Time," with
Mildred Harris and Kenneth Harlan.
which first appeared as a serial in McTaylor Holmes Makes Progress as Screen Drawing Card
most popular with war-time audiences.
THAT Taylor Holmes, former stage
comedian, now being featured in EsEssanay's
Perfection
released duringother
November
also Pictures
are proving
sanay comedy-dramas, is fast becoming as
popular in the cinema world as he was with
good attractions and good results are rethe admirers of his work in " Bunker
ported for " The Kill-Joy," featuring Little
Bean " on the speaking stage, is indicated
Mary
McAlister,
and leading
" Gift o'role.
Gab," with
by the report of exhibitors who went to Jack Gardner in the
George Kleine System exhibition rooms to
Patrons also were pleased, exhibitors tell
Essanay, with the new opportunities afbook his latest picture, " The Small Town
Guy," released December 3.
forded Little Mary McAlister in " The
With his film reputation firmly estabKill-Joy." The picture is different from
lished, many exhibitors who had not booked
others in which the little six-year-old star
has been
Mr. Holmes's first pictures have contracted
they
say. seen and has won new laurels,
for the entire series. These include " Effi" Young Mother Hubbard," featuring
ciency Edgar's Courtship," " Fools for
Luck," and "Two-Bit Seats." All are
Mary
The Fibbers,"
Bryant McAlister,
Washburn and
and " Virginia
Valli, with
also
stories of every-day life and exhibitors say
that this brand of pictures have proved
are reported as finding good markets.
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Miserables
at Lyric
Latter Picture Is "SaidFollows
to Have Had "Cleopatra"
One of Most Successful
Showings of Any Fox Picture — Famum Stars in New Production
Buffalo and in Schenectady, N. Y. State.
"/^LEOPATRA." the William Fox
^ Standard Picture Which has been
Both Miss Bara, who is starred in the
running at the Lyric theatre, New York,
production, and J. Gordon Edwards, who
for several weeks, will make way shortly
directed it, have been frequent attendants
at the Lyric performances. It is possible
for W illiam Farnum in " Les Miserables,"
it was announced this week by the Fox
that they also may attend during the openFilm Corporation.
ing in some of the other cities, but arrangements for this have not yet been made. At
The Theda Bara picture,- according to
reports from the Fox offices, has had one
Mr. Edwards's suggestion one or two
of the most successful showings of any
changes have been made in scenes since the
of the W illiam Fox productions that have
first showing, the most important of these
being at the introduction to the drama.
been given premieres in the Broadway disThe massiveness of the mob scenes has
trict. The feature is said to have played
created considerable comment, despite the
practically to capacity at every performfact that mob scenes in photoplays no
ance and much of the time people have
been turned away, it is said. During the
longer are uncommon. Mr. Edwards exlast week or two, copies of the production
plains that these all were directed without
also have been run in other cities. It was
the use of a megaphone. As a matter of
the attraction for one week at the Belasco
fact, only once during trie process of maktheatre in Washington, D. C, and did a
ing the picture was a megaphone employed,
business proportionately equivalent to that
that being during the filming of the big
done in New York. It also was shown
naval battle, when it was necessary to take
with similar results at the Teck theatre in
a number of " long shots."

Vitagraph
Is AnnouncedReleases
as Blue Ribbon "Marriage
Feature for Week ofSpeculation"
December 10,
with Mildred Manning and Wallace MacDonald in Chief Roles
ti'THE Marriage Speculation" is anA nounced by Albert E. Smith, president of Greater Vitagraph, as the Blue
Ribbon Feature for the week of December
10. Mildred Manning and Wallace MacDonald are featured in the picture, which
was produced under the direction of Ashley Miller. Charles Kent also plays an
important role in the production.
The story, which was written by Cyrus
Townsend Brady, has an unusual plot, it is
said, and there are a number of comedy
touches that should appeal.
,
Miss Manning, who has been seen in
several Blue Ribbon productions, in addition to her work in the short reel O. Henry
subjects, is cast in a congenial role and
appears to better advantage in this feature,
it is declared, than in any she has appeared
in lately. Her role is that of a young
girl who agrees to barter her love for an
education and introduction in society, jilt—
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ing her young sweetheart. When the time
comes to make good, she steels herself to
carry out her agreement, but is saved by
the sweetheart she had left behind. Wallace MacDonald plays the role of the sweetheart and Charles Kent that of Mr. Cliday,
the aged clerk who drives the bargain with
the girl.
Cliday has worked twenty years in a
pickle factory and saved $10,000 which he
desired to invest so as to insure him a
competence for the remainder of his life.
He has an acquaintance with Clara Wilton,
who works in a confectionery store, an
attractive, ambitious girl, and the sweetheart of a plodding grocery clerk.
Cliday tells Clara he will invest his
$10,000 in her education and introduction
into society — she, in return, to win and wed
a rich man who will see that he (Cliday)
wants for nothing the remainder of his
life.

Victor Moore Parodies Payment-Plan in Klever Komedy
IN "The Instalment Plan," which is an- times pay the instalment collectors. Despite his instalment troubles, Vic manages
■1 nounced as a December 17 Paramount
Klever Komedy release featuring Victor
to keep up his front and gives a party to
which he .invites all the neighbors.
Moore, a parody on the dollar-down-anddollar-a-week method of furnishing a
Prior to the party, however, he has rehouse and buying wearing apparel, is said
ceived letters from the furniture and clothing houses to the effect that unless he
to be laughably depicted. The story is by
Thomas J. Gray and is directed by Chester
pays up his back payments they will call
immediately and take away the furniture.
M. De Vonde. D. L. Don, Peggy Adams,
Howard Anderson and others support
Vic's troubles do not cease .with this,
Victor Moore in this picture.
for the guests are no sooner gone than
Here in brief is the story : Vic and his the collector of the clothing concern turns
family put on no end of airs in their
up and demands his clothes. After breakneighborhood, with their motor car and
up the sits
" Home,
" motto.
the like, and all the neighbors look on
Mrs.ing Vic
down Sweet
beside Home
Vic and
they
them with envy and wonder how they do
are soon joined by the parrot, who has
been made cageless by the sudden moving
it. On the inside of Vic's family we see
that he does it by paying a dollar down
of things, and here they are left, altogether
and an instalment collector a week. It a pretty dejected pair, quite finished with
the instalment plan.
takes all of Vic's time to dodge and some-

Constance Talmadge and " Scandal " Appear at Benefit
theConstance
Select Talmadge,
production star
basedin "onScandal,"
Cosmo
Hamilton's novel of the same name, made
her official bow to Greenwich, Conn., November 26, when she appeared both in person and on the screen in the Greenwich
theatre.
The occasion was a benefit for the New
Greenwich Hospital, and a feature of the
program was a showing of " Scandal," donated by Lewis J.Mr.
Selznick,
of the
entertainment.
Selznick
hasevening's
been a
generous contributor to the hospital fund,
and the proceeds of the affair are to be devoted to the endowment of a child's bed.
" Scandal " has a peculiar significance
for the people of Greenwich inasmuch as
the greater part of the film was taken on
the Benedict estate. As the film was run
off, the familiar scenes were greeted enthusiastically, and when Miss Talmadge was
introduced the audience gave her a flattering ovation. Commodore Benedict, a popular figure in Greenwich, who has carried
the main support of the hospital on his
shoulders, also spoke and complimented the
star on her picture.
Scandal " is Miss Talmadge's first Select
picture.
Paramount Presents Jack Pickford in Tom Sawyer Series
Following " Tom Sawyer," which is to
be released by Paramount in December 10,
Jack Pickford will be presented in " The
Spirit of '17," by Judge Willis Brown, of
the Chicago Juvenile Court. It will be a
January release and later in the new year,
" The Further Adventures of Tom Sawyer," will be presented to Paramount patrons.
" Tom Sawyer," screened from Mark
Twain's story, comes as a Christmas gift.
The scenario was prepared by Julia Crawford Ivers, and the picture was directed by
Win. D. Taylor.
"Tlje Spirit of '17" will introduce Katherine MacDonald. in support of Jack Pickford, and picturizes an original and novel
story of how a town was saved from rioters by enlisting the aid of the inmates of a
home for old soldiers.

Julian Eltinge, Whose Entry into Pictures Was
Greeted with Complete Success, and Joe McCloskey, Expert Manipulator of Adjectives
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Montagu Love, Direct from Triumps
" Rasputin,"
the Holy
GarbWorld
o f Cardinal
MercierEagels
in theIs World-Brady
" The Cardinal," a Story
Wovenas About
CardinalDons
Mercier
and the
War. Jeanne
Prominently Production,
Cast
Lowry Uses Many Cameras for
Goldwyn War Feature
For the Ira M. Lowry spectacle, " For
the Freedom of the World," which Goldwyn is releasing to exhibitors of the country, it is said that twenty-seven cameras
were used to get the trench scenes.
" You've got as man}- cameras as we
have machine guns," remarked an officer
in charge of the troops who manned the
trenches.
Dancer
in ''' Seven
Swans "
Escapes U-Boat Fate
Grace Martin, one of the dancers in the
Paramount Christmas play starring Marguerite Clark, "The Seven Swans," came
to America on the ill-fated liner Arabic,
which was torpedoed by a German U-boat
and carried down a number of its passengers and crew. Miss Martin, who is
from the Alhambra, London, told of her
terrifying experiences the other day.

Ella Hall, One of the Stars in the Bluebird
Christmas Feature, " My Little Boy "

Cardinal
"The Which
Cardinal Mercier
Central Figure
on of of
Producti
s^ Is
Supervise
the Feature,
Is Directed by George Archa inbaud — Story Laid in Belgium
thronged with devout men and women, the
one of the outMERCIER,
CARDINAL standing
figures in the early days of
Cardinal is celebrating mass. Suddenly
the war in Belgium, has been made the
this scene of tranquil yet impressive relicentral personage of a new photodrama progious observance becomes a tumult. German troops rush in with hoarse cries and
visionally called " The Cardinal," directed
by George Archainbaud under the direct
clattering accoutrements. The people, in
supervision of William A. Brady, it was
mingled horror and indignation, attempt
announced last week.
to resist the invading force. A soldier atThe picture, which is not directly a war
tacks a young woman, who resents the acpicture, since it contains no battle scenes, is
tion by slapping his face. Instantly she isin eight reels, and the dominating role is shot down and the troops overrun the ediembodied by Montagu Love, the principal
fice, brutally ejecting the civilians and admember of whose support is Jeanne Eagels,
vancing even to the altar, where the Cardinal in the full majesty of his holy office,
the young leading actress of George Ardefies them. They retreat, but pile up the
liss's company.
furnishings of the cathedral and set fire
to them.
The story of " The Cardinal " is laid entirely in Belgium with the exception of a
From this point onward there is a rapid
single episode depicting the history -making
succession of events military and otherwise,
visit of Cardinal Mercier to Rome seeking
the intervention of the Pope.
in which " the protector of Belgium "
matches his wits against the mailed force
At the beginning Belgium is at peace,
of the invaders, playing upon their supertotally unsuspecting the calamities which
stitions, meeting craft with craft and pitare to follow with such astounding swiftting the power of the Church against the
ness. In the great cathedral, which is enemy's arms.

Brady

Universal Specializes in Harry Carey Types
Jack Ford Will Produce Westerns from Stories He Writes
with George Hively — Much Care and Time Given to Production
HAVING identified Harry Carey with
West will be created, and Universal's
features that especially involved
Harry Carey pictures promise to the uninitiated the genuine breath of the prairie,
W estern atmosphere, wild riding and shooting. Universal is undertaking a campaign of the reckless dash and splurge of the plainsmen and the true reflection of a passing
promotion for this particular style of photoplaying in which Mr. Carey will be coupled
era.
The first of these special productions will
with the production of a series of special
features, it was announced this week. Jack be " Bucking Broadway," combination of
episodes that link the Great White Way
Ford, who has directed the horseman for
with the grassy plains. Molly Malone, L.
many months, will produce these attractions from stories he will invent as col- M. Wells and Vesta Pegg will have the
laborator with George Hively.
chief roles in Mr. Carey's support, and
The Harry Carey features will be given
there will be a large cavalcade of horsemen to raise the dust and animate the
plenty of time in the making. Distances to
" locations " will count as nothing if the scenes. " Bucking Broadway " will " buck "
the asphalt and subway canyons of New
proper terrain is available once the cavalcade of horsemen and actors arrive. Plots
York's main street during the current days
will be studied out carefully, situations in- at the Broadway theatre as a prelude to
volving the dash and daring of the old general circulation December 24.
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Dressing Rooms Were Never More Forthcoming
Honestly Pictured
in " Broadway Love," Dorothy Phillips'
BluebirdThanFeature
Bluebirds for January Present Favorite Stars
Carmel Myers, Mae Murray, Ruth Clifford and Franklyn Farnum
Among Stellar Lights That Month — Other Features Also Completed
CARMEL MYERS, in " My Unmarried
Wife," Mae Murray in " The Eternal
Columbine," Ruth Clifford in " The Highest Card," and Franklyn Farnum in " The
Catamount," will provide Bluebird attractions for January that promise to sustain
Bluebird's reputation for good entertainment. Violet Mersereau in " The Wild
Cat " and Dorothy Phillips in " Broadway
Love " have also completed plays to add
to the good start Bluebird has planned for
the New Year. All of the stars are now
busy on location, preparing releases far
in advance of present requirements.
Mae Murray in " The Eternal Columbine "will offer the art that first gave her
public prominence — dancing and pantomime— in artistic combination. Pierrette
and Harlequin, stand-bys of the European
stage in weaving pantomime of traditional
interest, furnish a prelude to Sheridan
Bickers's story which Robert Leonard has
produced.
Carmel Myers, presenting " My Unmarried Wife," makes her second appearance
as a Bluebird star January 7, in a play that
promises to fix her in assured favor with

Man

the exhibitor and his public. Out of a multiplicity of themes and schemes for photoplay entertainment there has come from
Frank R. Adams's story, originally titled
' Molly and I," screen novelty that finds its
principal charm in a reflection of everyday
life. Kenneth Harlan is leading man for
Miss Myers. Beatrice Van, Patrick Calhoun, Mark Fenton and Jack Hutchinson
are in the cast.
Ruth Clifford, star of " The Highest
Card," will have Monroe Salisbury as her
leading man in another Rupert Julian Bluebird. In this new offering Mr. Julian acts
as well as directs, essential roles also involving Al W. Filson, W. H. Bainbridge
and Reta Pickering in the portrayal of Elliott J. Clawson's screen-plot.
Franklyn Farnum's Bluebird, late in January, will be " The Catamount," based on
a story by R. N. Bradbury and F. H. Clark,
prepared for the screen by Charles Kenyon and produced by Joseph De Grasse.
The plot deals with ranch life. Edith Johnson will be Farnum's leading lady and
Fred Montague, Charles Hill Mailes and
J. Morris Foster will have supporting roles.

Without
for Uncle
Sam
Jewel AnnouncesCountry"
That Picture HasRecruits
Had Marked Influence
on
Young Manhood of America- -Exhibitor Writes Letter About It
um, according to reports from Jewel this
^'THE Man Without a Country," the
week.
A Jewel feature which has been very
Letters said to be in the files of the
successful as a motion picture attraction,
and which has also been, it is said, the
American Defense Society and the Jewel
means of securing funds for the American
Productions, Inc., show that the picture
has had a marked influence on the minds
Defense Society7, has also done its bit for
of boys and men who were undecided as
the country by acting as a recruiting medi-
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Clara Kimball Young Engages
New Leading Man
Clara Kimball Young, who recently
completed, with her own company, a
screen version of "Shirley Kaye," one
of the last season's stage successes,
and who is now at work on her
forthcoming production of "The Marionettes," has added to her forces Corliss
Giles, whose work with Lou-Tellegen in
"The Ware Case" and "The King of
Nowhere," placed him in the front ranks
of the younger actors. His engagement
with Miss Young marks his first appearance in pictures.
In " Shirley Kaye," Mr. Giles plays the
part of John Rowson, the young railroad
magnate with whom Shirley flirts and
later falls in love. So pleased was Miss
Young with his support and his artistic
interpretation of the role, that she induced him to sign up for " The Marionettes." Aside from his work with LouTellegen, Mr. Giles has a long record of
achievement behind him ; he appeared as
leading man for Catherine Countiss, also
in " The One Woman " company, " The
Iron Door " company and in " Mother
Carey's Chickens " ; for two years he
played stock in the Castle Square theatre,
Boston, and for five seasons acted as
leading man for Jessie Bonstelle in Buffalo and Detroit.
Miss Young as Shirley Kaye draws the
picture of a high spirited society girl
whose father is tottering on the verge
of bankruptcy. With disaster upon them,
she bring to the issue feminine wiles, a
clever wit and an uncanny penchant for
high finance. In the end she saves the
day and wins for herself a husband. It
is a role said to be entirely foreign to
anything Miss Young has heretofore attempted, and shows the star in a new
light. This latest of the Clara Kimball
Young productions will be distributed
through Select Pictures, and will probably
prove one of the season's clean-ups.
duty.
to the proper course to take, in doing their
The following example shows that not
only in the audience has the picture made
an impression but " behind the scenes " as
well. R. C. Black, manager of the Campbell theatre, Hazleton, Pa., in a letter to
the Jewel
offices
New York,
saidJewel
: "I
wish
to call
your inattention
to the
production, ' The Man Without a Country,' which we ran here this week. I consider it one of the greatest pictures based
on the war question ever made. It not
only had the desired effect upon the people
of Hazleton who witnessed the production
and considered it an unusual treat, both
in regard to acting and photography but
especially in regard to its moral effect to
stimulate recruiting. Not only that, but
it has been the means of losing my operator
as well as a friend of his, who witnessed it
and caused them both to enlist in the army.
" This is no joke but it is a positive fact,
and you are to be congratulated in having
such a fine picture.
" If convenient to you I wish to play a
two-day repeat on the same at a reasonable
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OUISE
LOVELY
and CARMEL
MYERS in the most ravishing dream
of female loveliness ever seen on land
Directed by Allen Holubar.
'Thore sea.
Five Othei

Wonder

- Jewels
The

Price of a
A.-

O

Co- Respondent"
Elaine Hammerstein in
the great
sion of theRalph
stage Ince
play verby
Alice Leal Pollock and
Rita Weiman.

Good
MildredTime"
Harris in heart searching realism surpassingly produced by Lois Weber, the
Belasco of the Screen.

'Pai) Me"
Dorothy Phillips — Idol of
Millions — in five reels of
rugged Western drama. Produced by Joseph De Grasse.
4

The

'Come Through"
Herbert Rawlinson in
George
Howard's
mightiestBronson
melodrama.
Suspense at the shouting point.

Man Without a Country}"
The great patriotic classic modernized.
The surest money-getter of our times.
Long run. Low war tax.
Made
by Thanhouser.
World's Rights bought
on sight by Jewel Productions, Inc1600 Broadway
New
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WE bestcaution
youany
—
interests and
— NOTadvise
to book
have seen the first episodes of the
gest thriller— "THE MYSTERY SHIP."
stand fully WHY we advised you when
your own eyes the spectacles in this big

tor
serialyour
until own
you
Universal's bigYou will underyou view with
winning serial.

♦
$35,000

spei
$35,000 for a few feet of film in the first instalment
of "THE MYSTERY SHIP" establishes a record
for expenditure in serials.
Millions of people
will get the biggest thrill of their lives when they view
the $35,000 thrill provided in this episode No. 1.

\

18
Weeks

/

m

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Watch

For

Next Week
Publicity
Drive

Our

Big

PICTURE

Double

NEWS

Page

Ad

Announcing
a Nation-Wide
That Will Arouse
Millions

In addition to such big pulling features as the tremendous opening
episodes— and the three big popular Stars BEN WILSON, NEVA GERBER, and
KINGSLEY BENEDICT — we have prepared and ready to launch shortly one of the biggest publicity drives ever known in serial advertising.

it for

a

FewFeet

of

Film

It's a plan that will rivet the attention of millions and will carry
.into the homes of millions of American families the advertising
message of the Universal serial— "THE MYSTERY SHIP" in such a
manner as to keep the MYSTERY SHIP serial before these millions
for weeks.

Don't

Delay-Book

"THE

MYSTERY

SHIP"

NOW

DON'T
let your competitor beat you to it. Get in NOW
and get the full advantage of the sweeping nationwide plans to popularize "THE MYSTERY
SHIP." Biggerbetter — and far greater in its power than newspaper advertising is this BIG IDEA to attract and hold the attention of
millions. Tie up to the torrent of power this BIG IDEA
will swing. Get a copy of the ad campaign book
~j from

your nearest Universal Exchange,
"THE MYSTERY
SHIP" NOW.

and

BOOK

UNIVERSAL
FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Car! Laemmie, President
9ftM|^^».
"The Largest Film Manufacturing
1600Universe"
Broadway,
Concern in the

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Three Director-Player
"Big V" Lawrence
Companies
Comedies
Semon GoesBusy
from Eastonto New
West Coast
and
Gets Into Action at Once — No Connection with Vitagraph Comedies
the first ride. This complication is barely
PRESIDENT Albert E. Smith, of
met when the bride has a new fur coat sent
Greater Vitagraph, announced this
home on approval with the idea of dressweek that he now has the three " Big V "
comedy companies at work in the Hollying up to the new automobile. The picture closes with the youthful husband
wood plant. Lawrence Semon, author,
director and star of the original company,
despairingly consulting the checkbook so
who recently signed for another year, left
suddenly transformed into a bankroll ragamuffin.
New York some days ago with his company and immediately upon his arrival on
Earle and Miss Ayres have completed
the second in this new series of farces, the
the Coast jumped into action. A company
of acrobats and girls had been engaged
title of which will be " Paging Page Two."
for him by W. S. Smith, western studio
This is another little episode of married
life.
manager for Vitagraph.
The arrival of the Semon company now
The Vitagraph president calls attention
to the fact that the activities of those three
gives Vitagraph five companies at work in
its western plant, which has recently been
laugh-making companies in the West are
greatly enlarged. One of these is a Blue
distinct from the " Vitagraph Comedy "
company in which Edward Earle and
Ribbon Feature company headed by Nell
Shipman and Alfred Whitman, under the
Agnes Ayres are starred under the direction of Graham Baker. This is the new
direction of William Wolbert, a serial
brand or high class comedies announced by company with William Duncan, directorstar, and Carol Holloway, at its head, and
Vitagraph, the first of which is to be released this week.
three " Big V " comedy companies. One
of these is the Semon company, another is
The initial " Vitagraph Comedy " will be
that with Earle Montgomery, and Joe
entitled " The Family Flivver " and will
Rock under the direction of Dave Smith,
show a little page from re"al life wherein
a young married couple decide to buy their
and the third is headed by Jack Dill and
first car, and immediately the two families
Carolyn Rankin, under direction of J. A.
Howe.
of the newlyweds declare themselves in on
J. Barney

Sherry

Leads

New

Triangle

Program

" Fanatics " Is Slated as First Release the Week of December 9,
Followed by Feature, with Roy Stewart and Fritzi Ridgeway
THE Triangle program for the week of
December 9, as announced last week,
offers features certain to attract attention,
according to reports. " Fanatics," with J.
Barney Sherry in the leading role, supported by Olga Grey and Donald Fullen, is
scheduled as the first release. " The
Learnin' of Jim Benton," with Roy Stewart
as the star and Fritzi Ridgeway supporting, will follow.
In " Fanatics," the story of a man's desire for " silks, . satins, wine and women "
is presented. Robert Lathrop (Donald
Fullen), an unusually successful business
man, casts his career into the mire in order
to be near Lola Monroe (Olga Grey) and
to lavish his time, money and affections
upon her. As time goes by Lathrop's
money disappears. Finally he finds himself in a rut. He needs money badly. So
he goes to his closest friend, Nicholas Eyre
(J. Barney Sherry), steel king and friend
of his wife's dead father.
The results
of a acountry
efforts
to convert
ranch school
owner teacher's
and two
gunmen are shown in " The Learnin' of
Jim Benton." Roy Stewart, whose work
in Triangle productions has attracted considerable attention of late, plays the part
of Jim Benton. Fritzi Ridgeway is the
school teacher.
In the Keystone comedy, " The Grave
Undertaking," by George Binns and Lloyd
Bacon are both very much in love with
Maude Wayne. It is a battle of wits between both for the hand of the fair
maiden. But one day Maude imagines she
sees Lloyd carrying on with another, and
in order to get back at him showers all her

attentions on Binns. Lloyd can't stand
this and he attempts to commit suicide.
When two undertakers, both very hard up
for want of business, arrive to care for
Lloyd, the broken-hearted suitor begins to
grow nervous. The undertakers depart,
Lloyd stands up, coffin and all, and after
being extracted from his " packing," he
prevents George from securing a fortune
that he (Lloyd) has inherited while he
was " dead." Of course, Bacon " brings
home the bacon."
" Their Straying Feet " and " When War
Meant Peace " will also be released on the
regular program for December 9 as onereel Triangle Komedies.

William Russell and Francelia Billington, American-Mutual Stars, in " New York Luck "
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Russian Art Film Leads Pathe
Newest Program
The feature of Pathe's program for
December 9 is announced as " Her Sister's Rival," a Russian art film (special)
in five reels, which is to be released on
this
date in place of " Over the Hill," first
announced.
This is said to be a powerful story artisically handled by a cast composed of
the finest actors and actresses in Russia.
Doris Kenyon stars in " The Hidden
Hand," No. 3— "The Island of Dread" —
with Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty, and
Mahlon Hamilton; episode in two reels,
produced
Pathe. spoken
" The Hidden
Hand "
is alreadyby being
of as another
" Elaine." Scientific impersonation is
said to play an important part in this episode, in which it develops that both Dr.
Scarley and Doris's Uncle Abner are attempting to gain control of the Whitney
estate.
Mollie King appears in " The Seven
Pearls,"
13 — and
"OverLeon
the Bary;
Falls " —serial,
with
CreightonNo.Hale
episode in two reels, produced by Astra.
In this episode Perry Mason, arch villain,
is carrying lima, the young American girL
to deliver her to the Sultan. They imprison her in a warehouse. Picking up
Stayne's smouldering cigar butt, she blows
on it, places it against the little fuse and
the heat sets the automatic sprinkler system in action. Harry, hearing the big
gong, rescues her.
is " Move
On,"
a Harold
one-reelLloyd's
comedyvehicle
produced
by Rolin.
Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard and Bebe
Daniels form the trio that makes this
comedy a laugh producer, with the laugh
largely on the police force.
" Our National Park " — " Yellowstone
Park — Its Terraces " and " The Grand
Canyon " form a split reel, Pathe colored
travel picture.
New

Triangle Feature Progresses
at San Diego

Taking exterior scenes for " Mr Butterfly," at San Diego, E. Mason Hopper and
his company are said to be securing excellent results. Some of the scenes are being
taken in the Japanese Gardens, one of the
show places along the Pacific Coast
" Mr. Butterfly " is a reversal of the characters and situations in John Luther Long's
story, " Madame Butterfly." Teddy Sampson will appear in the leading feminine
role as a Japanese girl, and Thomas Kurihara and Jack Abbe will also have important parts in the ipcture.
While Hopper and his company are busy
in San Diego, stage carpenters and artists
are rushing work on the interior sets at
the Culver City studio. Everything is being made ready for the members of the
company so that when they return they can
start right in on the interior scenes. It is
predicted for " Mr. Butterfly " that it will
be one of the most stupendous productions
yetJack
attempted.
Dillon, who is directing Olive
Thomas in her latest picture. " Limousine
Life."
adopted
Evans' scenes
story
of the same
name,from
has Ida
beenM.shooting
at Norwalk. California, one of the oldest
towns in the southern part of the state.
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Bray

Pictographs Show
an X-Ray
of the
Interest as Antidote
for Teeth
" Making the Ocean Safe " Also Promises
Submarines — Monoprinting Still Lives After All These Years
THAT the screen is one of the most imin the ninety-sixth release of Paramountportant means of disseminating inBray
Pictograph, the " magazine-on-theformation and entertainment to millions
screen," would seem to indicate that the
daily has been recognized many times over
hoped-for result has been achieved.
by everyone in the country, but that its
In the ninety-sixth release of Parapowers as an educational medium have been
mount-Bray Pictograph, Salvatore Anincreasing rapidly seems not to have made
tonio Guarino, who is endeavoring to rea great impression thus far.
vive public interest in " monoprinting," an
art originated by the great masters of the
As an indication that Paramount-Bray
Pictographs are keeping apace with not
Middle Ages, shows how a monoprint is
only entertainment but education as well,
made. Here, probably, for the first time,
a subject made in conjunction with Life
the making of a portrait by this process is
depicted in motion pictures.
Extension Institute of New York, and telling of the importance of care of the
Goodrich Dirt and his " Pup " once more
teeth, is included in Pictographs No. 96.
step forward to amuse Paramount audiences in this release and in their latest
It would appear that William Deneau, a
efforts Wallace Carlson, creator of this
member of the 108th U. S. Engineers, has
perfected a device that may take the last
pair, manages to get them into and out of
bit of fear out of an ocean trip through
a great many amusing complications when
the submarine zone. At least the demonthey essay to do a " turn " as a vaudeville
stration of the use of this device, as shown
team on " amateur night."
Universal News Reel Does Its
Share for Red Cross
In the final drive the Red Cross is making to enroll ten million people to subscribe
a dollar each and thus earn the right to
wear the Red Cross Button, Jack Cohn, of
Universal, in an announcement has given
his assurance that the news reel department of Universal will do its share in aiding the campaign.
" When I was down in Washington the
otherRedday,"
he asked
said, "merepresentatives
the
Cross
what Universalof
was doing to help their campaign. I told
them The Animated Weekly, Current
Events and The Screen Magazine, the
three Universal news reel weekly services,
had already sent out a number of Red
Cross pictures, but that we would send out
more.

Essanay Scenics Take Audiences
into Canada
What is claimed to be some of the most
wonderful scenery ever caught by the
camera is found in " Banff National Park,"
a trip through the great playground of
Canada, the third of the Essanay scenics
released through General Film Company.
Unusual photographic effects were obtained, itis said, in filming the wonders of
the 2,000 square miles comprising the
mountain park region. The falls and rapids
of the Bow River valley, a climb up
Cascade Mountain, Mount Rundle, nearly
10,000 feet high, and other wonderful
peaks and scenic spots are a few of the
features in this picture. The Takakakaw
Falls are shown in all their splendor, as
well as Snowpeak Avenue.

" So we are going to make pictures
showing what the Red Cross is doing now
for our soldiers, both at home and in
France, and also pose pictures showing
what work they will do here when transports begin bringing back the wounded.
We'll show, too, that every dollar given to
the Red Cross gets there — that there's no
fifty-fifty split with agents."
Burton Holmes Adds Cowling to
His Camera Staff
Herford T. Cowling, formerly head
cinematographer for the U. S. Reclamation Service, is now a member of the staff
of Burton Holmes, whose expeditions are
so widely picturized in Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travel Pictures.
He accompanied Mr. Holmes on his last
summer's wanderings through the South
Sea Islands, New Zealand, Australia, The
Philippines, China, Japan, etc. Mr. Cowling is distinctly an out-of-door photographer and as such has been exceedingly
valuable to Mr. Holmes.

Fritzi Ridgway Demonstrates Skill with a Gun in
" The Learnin' of Jim Benton," a Triangle Play

Herford T. Cowling, Photographer for Burton
Holmes, Snapped Before a Temple in Nikko Last
August by Mr. Holmes
Animated

Weekly Covers Phases
of World War
The different phases of the world war
in its relation to this country are said to
be superbly displayed in Universal Animated Weekly No. 100, which covers the
ground thoroughly. Scenes from California to far away Morocco are graphically
pictured in the latest issue of this popular
reel magazine.
The 940 members of the Officers' Training Camp at Fort Myer, Va., pass in review
before President Wilson and Secretary of
War Baker before receiving their commissions as officers of our army of freedom.
Months of training have made the boys
both morally and physically fit and they
Army.
are
welcome additions to the new National

Rifle experts who have been " Over
There" are seen teaching future generals
at Plattsburg how to shoot, and the boys
are becoming proficient in the rudiments
of small arms practice.
The gas bag is taking its place in war,
and this coal furnace product, it is shown,
is being successfully used in England as
a substitute for gasoline in generating
Other scenes are also included.
power.
Women Don Overalls in Universal
Current Events
Among the other interesting subjects announced by Universal for its Current
Events No. 29 is the one showing how the
woman has come to the fore recently to
take the place of her stronger brother
who may be at war or incapacitated. In
the scenes presenting women in men's
places are included kitchens in hotels, as
chefs, farmerettes in England, reaping the
harvest, working on roads and farms,
driving a team and various other pursuits.
Other subjects in Universal Current
Events No. 29 are "Whisky That Failed
to Do It's Bit In War Taxes Drafted by
U. S.", " Vast Crops Laid Waste as Huns
Flood Farms," " Braved Sea Terrors to
Rid World of Hun Apostle of 'Kultur',"
" Battle Practice Puts Marines in Fighting
Trim," and cartoons from newspapers.
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Short

Subjects in Review
By Clara DeLissa Berg

DEAR SIR
we respectfully call your attention
to the neat plaque adorning the
center of this page. It tells a true story,
witnessed by our own editorial eyes. " We
told you
so " last week in our foreword.
Here
is confirmation.
And now a story of a man not from Missouri— from Jersey, in fact. But a man
who had to be shown and set out to show
himself. By judicious expenditure not
only of money but of observation and
thought thereon, he changed a theatre from
a money loser to one that is drawing capacity audiences of the best type. The
house, by the way, is the Palace, in East
Orange, and the name of the astute manager is D. J. Shepherd.
Mr. Shepherd had been lightening his
program of one and two features with a
certain brand of one-reel comedies, and
with topical reels and travelogues. He
wanted to find out how great a factor these
short stories were in attracting patrons, so
he dropped out the comedies. Dead silence.
He then dropped the topicals and travelogues, and immediately came inquiries as
to the omission and requests that these subjects be restored. He is now running a
Burton Holmes Travelogue and the Universal Animated Weekly the first half of
the week; the Paramount-Bray Pictograph
and the Universal Current Events during
the second half.
Do we generalize truly?
MAY

PIRATES AND PIRATE HUNTERS
Not all the fighting and not all the heroes are
on the great battle fronts in France and Europe.
In far away regions hardly known to us even
by name men are on guard against the enemy.
It is one of these danger spots that the Pathe
cameraman has found and pictured very charm"Along the Inc.).
Vardar Here
in European
Turkey go"
(Patheingly inExchange,
the sentries
out in tiny boats along reed-bordered rivers where
the foe may well lurk. A three-hundred-year-old
bridge offers its arch as a shelter, and a relief
expedition
provisions
The
film iswith
in natural
color.is cordially welcomed.
On the second half of the reel the drysticus, a
minute but ferocious sort of crawfish, pursues his
career of frightfulness (A Fresh Water Pirate)
unchecked. Clever titles bring out the humor
of life as viewed under the microscope.
ART AND SCIENCE
The mysteries of Oriental art present no difficulties to Professor Thatcher of Columbia University. The old process known as " tied dyeing," tbyainewhich
a pattern by
of unusual
softness
is obd, is demonstrated
one of his
assistants.
Her nature gets HER patterns is seen in the
wonderful growth of crystals under the microscope. Salicon buds into perfectly symmetrical
rosettes; other solutions in solidifying present
darting ranks of spears.
" Claydulge in toasts
Chappiesof "wordly
gatherwisdom.
at a banquet and inHOT

AND

DRY OVER THE RIO
GRANDE
Tabasco sauce and water! That's what Mexico
is coming to, and the man responsible for Mexico's
non-intoxicants
bascochange
itself. to
In Universal
Currentcomes
EventsfromNo. Ta-29
he receives a welcome on returning to his native
town after a successful lobbying expedition to the
capital that seems to prove the popularity of the
new order of things.
A matter which must soon engage the active
attention
of this
is the carein of
disabled in war
and country
their education
newmentrades.
England is already busy with this, and the
maimed and blind are shown engaged in useful
craftsmanship at the workshops founded in London in memory of Lord Roberts.
Lively work is done by the United States Ma-

rines in demonstrating their ability to rescue
wounded comrades under fire. The picture is well
taken and extremely interesting, as are all of the
Marine Corps pictures shown by Universal.
Cartoonists of Baltimore, Buffalo and Dallas
contribute their clever ideas in animated drawings.
X-RAYS

AND

OTHER WORKS OF
ART
To find that the root of many evils lies perhaps at the root of an innocent looking molar is
one of the works of the Life Extension Institute,
and the Bray Studios, in Pictograph No. 96,
show us how the dentist and his X-ray machine
ferret out these troubles and prevent their repetition. A charming little girl receiving a lesson in
correct tooth-brushing ends the picture on a smile.
WHAT

HAPPENED

4[ An audience which by eight
o'clock filled a large neighborhood theatre
Enjoyed
Pauline Frederick
in the feature
^Laughed itself into hysterics
over
the
latest
Chaplin
|

fShowed
arce its approval of the
Four-Minute
Man
and the
patriotic

pictures

that fol-

! C lowed
SAT WITH EVIDENT INTEREST THROUGHOUT A
BURTON HOLMES TRAVU ELOGUE
And rose to the extent of 50%
and left the house when a
second-rate comedy appeared
on the screen!

HEADS BROKEN AS
WELL?
When Lin McLean came East — and Lin McLean was a Wister understudy of his famous
brother, chuset"s a pretty
The Virginian
— heregion
foundcompared
Massatame and "cold
to Texas. That was because he was looking in
New England for what he really left behind and
beyond the Rockies. No such experience for the
cowboys of the western plains in camp in the
Bay State (Hearst-Pathe News No. 95)! To
start something, they try breaking in the army
mules.
It looks
as though something besides
mules would
be broken.
The words of the vigorous patriot addressing
a huge out-of-door audience in Buenos Aires are
not flashed on the screen, but his expression and
the hurrahs that follow his address leave no doubt
as to the feeling of Argentina over the German
order
to sink shipsto"without
trace." A stirring
welcome
arrives in isthegiven
harbor. the British warship which
Welcome indeed is the sight of carloads of
huge beets grown in California, for with their
arrival at the refinery the end of the sugar famine
is inerssight.
Excellent
close-ups
show the grindturning out
the snowy
product.
A hint for Christmas. Even the school children are knitting sweaters for the men in camp.

MECHANICS NEW AND OLD
To the Indian his cornmeal, to the Chinaman
and other Orientals their rice. That is the popular conception. But as it happens, at least one
of Indians, the Chippewas of Minne1 little group
sota, realize the value of rice and go to much
trouble to harvest it. Universal Screen Magazine
No. 49 shows in picturesque fashion the primitive
but persistent and successful methods employed.
We step a long way forward in mechanical inwhen we see how handsaws are made
I by the genuity
long-established firm of Disston. The
I process starts with the hammering of red-hot ingots into slabs, which in turn are rolled and cut.
The laborious point-by-point method of toothing
the
saw
is contrasted with the swift process of
\ today. Various
steps in the making of the handles follow. Finally comes the test of the perfectly set and sharpened saw in the sliding of a
needle down the groove that lies between the
teeth.
The wiles of the would-be slacker would be
it not for the cleverness of the exI serious were
amining doctor, who, to quote the delicious Bab,
1
of diary
" meets
with gile."
Then
becomefame,
merely
funny.wile
Liveliness
and a laugh
1 they
are also contributed to the reel by pictures taken
of an open-air circus given to the patients of
Bellevue
BaileyHospital
troupe. by members of the Barnum
| and

Of less scientific interest but much more pleasant than the X-ray charts are the pictures obtained by the process of monoprinting. Salvatore
Antonio Guarino, chief exponent today of the
new-old art, demonstrates both the ancient and
the modern method of obtaining a striking and
beautiful prepicture
in many colors from a single ims ion of the plate.
Buxom
show how
the ocean
freed
from young
terrorsladies'
by donning
inflated
life sav-is
ing shirts and bobbing merrily in the waves. The
shirt is equally useful to the man in the flooded
trench and the duck hunter who takes to the
stream in pursuit of his game.
Goodrich Dirt and Spot take a hand in an
Amateur
Night,members.
but Spot's agile feet prove the
more effective
ACTION AND MORE ACTION
Hearst-Pathe News No. 96 opens with a
" grandhow smash."
Toronto,line,juststopsto
show
it would Ago tank
over in
a German
behind a big limousine, rears on its hind wheels,
butts over the automobile, and comes down with
a bang. Then it proceeds with unshaken tranquility ondebris
its where
lumbering
There once
is considerable
the way.
automobile
stood.
Motorcycles are not usually rated as graceful,
but the manner in which those ridden by the
Texas Dispatch Bearers of the army negotiate
bumps and trenches really deserves the adjective.
The camera has caught them both head on and
from the rear, and discloses the rhythmic vault
and descent of each machine as it takes the obstacle in its path.
Not to be outdone by strenuous man, Lake
Michigan gets its back up, and lashed by a ninetymile gale plays havoc with the beach resorts. The
curling combers that drench the shore drive in
Jackson
lantic. Park in Chicago are worthy of the AtThis display of masculine activity is pleasantly
varied by a picture demonstrating the making of
Mr.
Hoover's
Loaf. exactly
It is a symmetrical,
appetizing
loaf,Liberty
and weighs,
as it should,
one and a quarter pounds.

CONTRASTS
Our splendidly fit and high-spirited men in
khaki are a heartening contrast (Universal Animated Weekly No. 100) to those pathetic victims
of war whose distress they and we are trying to
lighten.
With women
haggardof Belgium
and oftencluster
tear-stained
faces the poor
around
the officers who distribute shoes and clothes sent
by the American Red Cross. Untouched as yet
by theties of hardships
of war, our
boys learn
the nicerifle and revolver
shooting
at Plattsburg,
and at "An Atlantic Coast Port have a glorimakingwork,
play and
of "topdigging
in," more
wall scalingous andtimerescue
off these
serious occupations with a very funny sack race.
Each event displays the splendid agility of these
hardy boys, but perhaps that in which they rush
to the aid of wounded comrades and with a remarkable dexterity lift and carry them is the
most reassuring to those whose own boys are
soon to be in danger.
A picturesque interlude in these scenes of
America and Europe is a view of the Cadis of
Morocco marching in homage to General Lyautey
of France on his arrival in their country.
CUTTING OUT THE DENTIST
theresends
is anyouunwelcome
it's the
oneIf theeverdentist
for his mostbill,unpleasant
services. Mutual Weekly No. 152 shows you
how you can cut out that bill, or at least cut it
down,
rotates and
does allby theusing
worka toothbrush
better than which
you yourself
can
do it. The pleased expression of the youngster
who tries the new invention augurs well for the
tooth welfare of the next generation.
Far removed in mechanical power is the huge
crane that in five minutes picks up a locomotive
and its tender and swings it aboard a steamer
headed for Alaska. Still another evidence of
Yankee machine sense is the army camp kitchen.
To demonstrate to the man in the street how
expeditiously Uncle Sam feeds his boys, the Ambulance
Corpsits
encamped
in Broad
Philadelphia, lined
field kitchens
alongstreet.
the curbs,
and dined in the sight of all men.
The reel contains unusually good pictures on
the making of big guns in Washington, views of
submarines arriving in Spain, and scenes along
the front in France.
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San Francisco Press Club Dines
S. L. Rothapfel
S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of the
Rialto theatre, New York, was the guest of
honor at a luncheon at the Press Club of
San Francisco on November 21. The
luncheon was tendered the Eastern showman by the Turner and Dahnken Circuit
and the Press Club. The purpose of the
former in arranging the luncheon was to
give exhibitors in that section the opportunity of hearing Mr. Rothapfel on the proper exhibition of motion pictures.
Among those present were : Al Joy, San
Francisco Examiner; Thomas Noonan, S.
F. Examiner; Fred Dahnken, J. T. Turner,
E. B. Johnson, C. L. Langley, E. M. Asher,
L. R. Crook, of the Turner and Dahnken
Circuit; Eugene Roth, California theatre;
Howard Sheean, Rialto ; Jack Partington,
Imperial theatre ; . Fred Gibbs, Jewel theatre ;Leo Weinberger, Strand theatre ; Bert
Levy, Bert Levy Circuit ; L. Greenfield, Joe
Levin and Robert Abrams, Kahn & Greenfield Circuit ; H. Scott, Park theatre, Alameda ; Joseph Bauer, Wigwam theatre ;
Abe Markowitz, Western Film Co. ; H. J.
Gosliner, S. C. Martenstein ; Sam Harris
and Irving Ackerman, Walter Lyons,
Hayes theatre ; S. H. Levin, M. McCauley,
C. W. Goodwin, Larkin theatre ; Sam Gordon, Theo. Rothchild, Lyric theatre; C. F.
Mayo, A. Eby, Bob Abrams, Leon Kahn,
A. Goldberg, E. H. Roth, California theatre; Harry David, California theatre; Val
Clement, Portola theatre ; Henry Frohman, N. Herzog and Mr. Mix, St. Francis
theatre.
The following film exchange managers
were also present : Harry Leonhardt, Goldwin ; William Citron, Fox ; H. Naugle,
Ralph Quive, Vitagraph ; L. Heyman, All
Star; E. B. Mayer and Charles Rosenthal,
of the M. & R. ; Morris Markowitz, California; Abe Markowitz, Western; Harry
Schmitt, General Film; L. Reichert, Metro;
Meyer Cohen, Perfection ; N. Levy, Mutual,
and E. C. Jensen, World.

EXHIBITOR

PERSONALS

INDIANA. — Leila Hollin, owner of the Messner
theatre at Attica has purchased the Princess
theatresonal
at management
Williamsport,
perof sameandin will
the assume
near future.
A. M. Robertson of Morocco has bought
the Princess theatre at Rensselaer.
Harry Kouk of Lafayette has bought the
Tokio theatre from Voorhees and Son and
has already assumed the management.
Will Erb is now manager of the Grand
theatre, Pleasantville.
J. S. Sowar is remodeling the Princess
theatre, Brazil, of which he is the owner.
J. B. Stine has sold his motion picture
theatre at Covington to V. R. Emory.
NEW 000
JERSEY.
erect a $40,moving— Morris
picture Scharff
theatre will
at Newark.
The Broad theatre will be opened at Salem
as a moving picture theatre under the management of J. C.Picture
Mason. Realty Co. has been
The Motion
incorporated at Jersey City, with a capital
stock of $500,000. The incorporators are
Charles Drapkin, Jeremiah J. Collins and
Paul M. Hahn.
The Camp l)ix Amusement Co. has been
incorporated at Camden with a capital stock
of $18,000 to operate amusement enterprises
near Camp Dix. The incorporators are
George
Vernon H.
Plum.B. Martin, S. C. Seymour and J.
The Sixteenth Street Amusement Company,
of Camden, has been incorporated for the purpose of operating theatres. The incorporators
are
Clow.F. R. Hansel, John A. MacPeak and I. C.
NEW YORK.— The beautiful new Rialto theatre,
Rochester, which H. C. Ever has had erected
at the corner of Main and Elm streets, is now
nearly ready to be opened to the public.
The Buffalo Moving Picture Corporation,
of Buffalo, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $125,000 by Frank I. Talbot,
Maxwell M. Nowak, Ben Starr, S. K. Talbot
and Charles McCready.
A new $75,000 theatre will be erected on
the Blood property in Central avenue, Dunkirk, by James L. Drohen.
The Colonial theatre Company will remodel
the brick picture theatre at 197 Main street
east, at an estimated cost of $3,000.
Jack C. Matthews, of Keeseville, formerly
of the Colonial theatre, is the manager of the
Plattsburg theatre, Ausable Forks, which; is
leased by the Weber Theatrical Enterprises.
Mr. Matthews has been in the theatrical business for twenty-two years and knows everything there is to know about the game in all
its branches. He was manager of the
Colonial theatre in Plattsburg for several
years and made a marked success of that
photoplay house.
Lewis H. Finch has sold the Empire theatre business and equipment at Salem and
leased the building to Frank H. Balcon, of
Amsterdam. Mr. Finch will continue in the
ice cream business.

Four Foremost Men in Pictures. They Are William S. Hart, Star; Thomas H. Ince, Producer; Adolph
Zukor, Producer, and S. L. Rothapfel, Exhibitor

Middle West
Exhibitors
the Coal
Supply Conserve
According to reports from Omaha exhibitors throughout the Middle West are
obeying to the letter the rule about turning off the electric signs to save coal.
Even the best lighted theatres in the Middle
West are without their flashing signs during the hours when lights are prohibited.
Small lighted signs, calling attention to
the fact that it is a theatre, and in some
cases enabling the theatre to show the
name of the play, are permitted and are
used.
?
" Seven Pearls " Finds Favor with
New York Manager
" The Seven Pearls," the Pathe serial released in September, is drawing the audiences back to his theatre week after week,
according to B. S. Moss, owner of several
theatres in New York and Brooklyn.
" The story has caught the popular
fancy," said Mr. Moss, when asked to what
he attributed the success of the serial. " It
is one that not only holds the interest of
my audiences, but this interest becomes intensified asepisode succeeds episode. Added to the story are popular stars, Mollie
King, Creighton Hale and Leon Bary,
whom the people like, and the Pathe production of serials. This production means
stunts and thrills to satisfy the most exactture. ing and the proper atmosphere to the pic" I find that scores of girls and women
return week after week to see how Creighton Hale is foiling the villains. Many of
them say they are sorry the wicked executioner prevents him from making love to
dainty Mollie King."
Des Moines Capital Opens New
Cantonment Theatre
Taking advantage of the opportunities
offered by the construction of the enormous cantonment at Des Moines, a comr
pany of merchants and amusement men
have opened a big new theatre at Herrold
Station, which is situated practically in the
centre of the camp, twelve miles north of
Des Moines.
The theatre will be under the management of Walter F. Davis, well-known motion picture man.
It will seat more than 1,500 people.
Everything has been done to make it a
first-class house. It will have some forty
thousand soldiers to draw upon for patronage.
Thanksgiving Show Pleases the
Children
The management of the Gertrude McCoy
theatre, Fulton avenue and Baker street,
Baltimore, presented on Thanksgivingmorning a special matinee for children.
The performance started at 9.30 in the
morning and the main attraction for the
occasion was "Your Obedient Servant,"
adapted from the story, "Black Beauty."
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Canadian

Exhibitors Divided on
Raising Prices
The opinions of the exhibitors throughout the different provinces of Canada varyas to the advisability of raising their prices.
In some districts the reports are good and
to the effect that the raise in admission did
not materially affect their receipts, while on
the other hand, other districts claim they
will have to go back to the old prices.
In the maritime provinces the exhibitors
have introduced vaudeville into their
houses, with a substantial increase in price,
and all records to date point to success in
this line.
In British Columbia the exhibitors,
through their new association, are endeavoring to educate the people by various advertisements inthe newspapers the reason
for the increase in admission prices, explaining to them very carefully the increased expense of conducting their theatres, including the new war taxes recently
levied in that province, increased rental,
etc., that they are now called upon to pay.
There seems to be no real reason why
the exhibitors cannot keep their theatres
open at a reasonable profit if they cater to
the public. The people must have amusement to offset the worry and strain under
which they are living because of the war,
and after all the moving picture theatre is
the cheapest and best value for the money
that can be obtained.
Canadian exhibitors as a whole are very
optimistic and are standing up under the
heavy strain of four years in a country at
war with a remarkable spirit of patriotism.
Sandusky Exhibitor Discovers
Way to Get Pennies
George Schade, owner and manager of
the Schade theatre in Sanducky, O., has
hit upon a scheme whereby he will not run
short of pennies. As most exhibitors are
having the same trouble collecting enough
coppers, Mr. Schade's original method of
handling the situation may be of benefit to
others. This is how he did it. All children
who brought him 100 pennies were admitted free of charge, as well as receiving
a shiney silver cart wheel for the pennies.
Three things were accomplished.
Canadian

PICTURE

Universal Shows Pictures to Insane
The Winnipeg office of the Canadian
Universal Film Co., Limited, has just
closed a contract with the Manitoba Government for one program per week to be
shown in the Brandon Asylum for the Insane.
This program will consist principally of
educational reels. This is quite an innovation on the part of the Manitoba Government, itbeing the first time exhibitions of
this kind have been shown to the inmates
of the institution.

Ontario Censors Visit Goldwyn
Plant at Fort Lee
To signalize their visit to the Eastern
film capital, the members of the Ontario,
Can., Board of Censors, who spent the
past week in New York, visited the Goldwyn studios in Fort Lee, N. J., and watched
Mary Garden, Mae Marsh and Mabel Normand at work. The party was headed by
C. W. Matthews of Toronto, who expressed
himself as personally most gratified at the
opportunity of seeing " the Goldwyn Standard " in actual application at the studio.

Roosevelt Meeting Causes Slump
in Toronto Houses
The box office receipts of the suburban
motion picture theatres in Toronto, Ont,
showed a decided slump on the night of
November 26, due to the mass meetings at
the armories addressed by Theodore Roosevelt. The downtown houses did better than
usual.
Although Roosevelt arrived at 1 P. M.
pictures showing his arrival in Hamilton
and Toronto were flashed on the screen of
the Regent the same night.
New Philadelphia Theatre Is
Called the Rivoli
The Philadelphia correspondent of Motion Picture News comments as follows:
Without the knowledge or consent of the
natives of Philadelphia, some unknown persons have taken it upon themselves to call
that city " slow." If it is, then it is not
due to the motion picture industry, for it
has slipped one over on New York City by
reopening the theatre at Fifty-second and
Samson streets and calling it the Rivoli.
It is just possible that this name was suggested by a well-known brand name for
underwear garments, and then, too, it might
have been gleaned from the sign announcing the opening of a palatial photoplay theatre in the metropolis, under the guidance
of Rothapfel. Carl Miller, formerly of
the Knickerbocker theatre, is manager of
the playhouse, which opened on Thanksgiving.
Palace in Des Moines Consumes
the Soldier Tax
The Palace theatre, Des Moines, has
made itself very popular by taking upon
itself the burden of the soldier's war admission tax. The close proximity of Camp
Dodge to Des Moines has made the soldier
patronage a thing to be sought for. Although little has been said about it, the fact
has been known for some time that the soldiers hated to " pay to fight," as they called
it when forced to pay an amusement tax.
The Palace management realized the
depth of this sentiment and has accordingly erected a sign in their lobby which states
that they will pay out of their own pockets
the war tax on each soldier admission.

j
1

Four Theatres in Winnipeg Raise
Admission Price
The four largest downtown picture theatres in Winnipeg, the Lyceum, Dominion,
Province and National, have raised their
admission prices, beginning December 3,
from fifteen to twenty cents. This, in the
opinion of the managers, is necessitated
by the increased cost of feature film rentals,
together with multitudinous taxes, both
city and provincial.
The Manitoba censor board charges $3
per reel for all pictures censored, and the
exchange men " take it out " on the charge
exacted from the exhibitors. The law providing for censorship of all pictures exhibited in Manitoba has now been in force
almost two years.
Philadelphia Keeps Things Lively
in the Industry
Things are moving along in the picture
industry in Philadelphia, according to the
latest reports, which include the following:
The Central Market Street Theatres Company have taken over the management of
the Regent theatre, Market street below
Seventeenth. This addition gives General
Manager Frank Buhler six theatres along
the principal business street and leaves the
Stanley Company the Palace and Stanley
theatres, while the Family belongs to Al
Boyd. Those under the control of the
C. M. T. Co. are Victoria, Regent, Princess,
Savoy, Market Street, Ruby and Auditorium. They are all within a radius of a
mile on one street.
Stanley Mastbaum is responsible for the
naming of the new William Fox Jewel
Carmen production, " The Kingdom of
Love." Possibly he got his inspiration
from his own throne room, where he is
popularly known as the " King of PhilaPhotoplay
Magnates."
" Even'delphia
little
Sunday
has a movie all its
own," and Philadelphia exhibitors saw the
Mutual's production of "The Planter"
with Tyrone Power at the Locust theatre.
Parkway Company, in Baltimore,
Buys Wizard Theatre
The Parkway Amusement Company last
week purchased from the firm of Bohannon, Lewy and Fuld the Wizard theatre of
Baltimore, Md. This makes the fourth theatre in Baltimore that is now being controlled bythe Parkway Company. Bernard
Depkin, Jr., supervising manager of the
Parkway interests, will become active manager of the theatre and will attend to the
booking of the house. It is understood
that there will be only first-class Paramount and Artcraft pictures shown at the
Wizard, which is one of Baltimore's finest
motion pictures in the shopping and business district. Messrs. Bohannon, Lewy and
Fuld, while not taking an active interest in
the management
of thein theatre,
will continue to hold interests
the house.
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By LONGACRE
IIIIIIII1IIH
A Tragedy of Which We Were an
Eye Witness
LAST Friday afternoon it was cold and
bleak. One could easily ascertain this
by conversing with the bar-tenders in the
saloons. They dispensed with the largest
quantity or nickel beers since winter was
declared on by the weather man. Pedestrians scurried hither and yon, anxious to get
under cover and except for a pretty stiff
gale Broadway even, was practically deserted save for an occasional passerby but
with one notable exception.
This exception stood firm despite wind,
cold and Rector's on the north-east corner
of Forty-eighth street and Broadway, gazing intently skyward, or so we believed
when first we saw him — for indeed it was
a him. He carried rather a heavy load —
of averdupois that is— was safely on the
distant side of two hundred pounds and
wore a blue coat and a black derby besides
other men's furnishings. And he gazed
intently, fixedly, steadfastly upward.
Sensing a tragedy of the winter such as
a man freezing in his tracks we finally approached after watching him for a good
five minutes. What was our astonishment
to discover him to be none other than
Walter Kane Hill, who needs no further
introduction.
" Why Walter," we gasped, " what's the
matter?"
'' One hundred and forty-three, one hundred and forty-four, one hundred and
forty-five," was his reply, his words coming
slowly and distinctly.
In growing fear we shook his arm.
Something had gone wrong. Then an idea
suddenly seized us ! It was Friday,
Walter's pay day, well do we know it, because Saturday is ours.
" You don't have to count it out here do
you, Walter?" we inquired. "It's all there
without a doubt, every dollar of it."
But he went on and on " One hundred
and sixty-six, one hundred and sixty-seven,
one hundred and sixty-nine, one hundred
and seventy."
Our first conclusion had proven wrong,
we realized from the poor fellow's attitude. But then we saw something that we
were sure would take Walter's attention
away from mere figures — -mere numerals,
that is. A young lady was hurrying across
Broadway. She didn't feel playful at all,
but the wind has a way of playing with
anyone whenever it wants to, specially if
there are skirts in the case.
" See, Walter," we exclaimed, " there is
real hosiery for you. Fine isn't it, there
are, after all some compensations in a
windy day," we added quoting the celebrated publicity purveyor himself, but even
this -moving exhibition of stuffed silk had
not the slightest effect on him.
He was up in the two hundreds then
and going strong. " Two hundred and
fifty-three — four — five — six — seven —
eight — etc." Utterly dismayed we reclined
on Rector's step. The life had weakened
Walter beyond repair. He was a good fel-

low when he had it we thought, but now,
it had him. That was evident.
" Two hundred and sixty-nine," he went
on, " two hundred and seventy," we thought
of ringing for an ambulance, " two hundred
and seventy-one, two hundred and seventytwo," he stopped with a gentle fade such
as is appended to final love scenes.
Springing to his side we made ready to
catch him as he fell but the stalwart man
only turned to exclaim : " Hello, kid " in
his usual gracious manner, " I knew I was
right all along. Arthur Leslie bet that
there were two hundred and seventy-three
stars in that Universal service flag up there
and I knew from the start there was one
less. Now to collect. Seeyulater."
Extra ! Extra ! !
NOW if ever is the time to use that
caption. Old J. H. Gilmour who ha^
died in practically every previous picture
he has appeared in lives all the way through
" Over the Hill," a coming Pathe release.
Some Pretending
JUMPING JERRY WILSON, man about
town of parts and of jobs, tells the
following little story on himself which
happened quite long ago.
He was " acting " now and then for
Metro, although he confesses that his name
never even appeared as among those present in " others in the cast." When it came
to producing " The Pretenders " Jerry was
summoned by the director.
" I want you to do a bit as a multimil ionaire," said he.
" Oh, you do, do you? " Jerry came back.
" Well, would you mind lending me five

All the News That Fits, We Print
EDITORIAL
Here is our little Christmas
list of what we would like in
the way of gifts from the
press agents. You will notice that the things we desire
are gifts of omission rather
than commission, but be that
as it may. No more :
" Inimitable comedians."
" Supreme emotional artis" Most laughable comedies
released."
human characteryet" Virile,
tes."
" Adds further to her (or
izations."
his)
laurels."
Stories
of how the wonderful makeup of a character
actor fooled the corner policeman.
Feature articles concerning the manner in which an
actress was discovered ob-

mini
dollars so I can ' feel ' the atmosphere of
a Few " State-Ments "
theWest
part ?Makes
"
BILLY
WESTBeethecomedies
Chief "Funster"
of
the King
says that the
best pencils are made in Pencil-vania
(Penn.) ; the best collars in Collar-ado
(Colo.) ; the finest cans in Can-sas (Kansas) ;the best doctors in Ill-inois (111.);
the best sewers in Main (Me.) ; the happiest marriages in Marry-land (Md.) ; the
best priests in Mass (Mass.) ; the biggest
debts in Oh-I-0 (Ohio) ; the best tax
payers in Tax-as (Tex.) ; the finest wiskey
in Wisk-consin (Wis.) ; the best losers in
Lose-iana (La.) and the most lively girls
from Ida-Ho (Idaho).
We might ad that Billy West is one of
our
" Nuts " even if he does not come
from best
Brazil.
«pRANE WILBUR PREACHES ON
TEMPERANCE." This is only the
head of a page story, but, oh, Crane, Crane,
we haven't the heart to read it.
A WOMAN
to Triangle
: " boy,
I havea
a four andwrites
one-half
year old
bulldog and a fine specimen of Java
monkey who play nicely together. Will
you be able to find work for them at the
Listen, woman, why not try this: Send
the boy to school, sell the dog and ship
the
monk back to dear old Java?
studio?"

"•""pHE camera's teeth," shrieks VitaI graph's press agent. Well, why not?
It's got legs, head and eyes already. Let's
have it human while we're about it.

Longacre Square, N. Y., Dec. 15, 1917

serving her picture from be
neath a seat in the balcony.
Recipes of how to grow
pretty, thin and fat.
Comedians'of jokes.
Pictures
famous female
stars at work in war gardens
Squibs
regarding
ber of fish
caught theby numMr
Director while off on a much
needed vacation (always the
first one in two years).
The various peculiar letters received by stars (and
others) from admirers.
(This might go on forever
but we'll strangle it here).
LOCAL NEWS
the 20ninth of last
mo.— Thurs.,
was Thanksgiving.
— Rumors of a new trade paper.
— Bess
Lucas
are Meredyth
headed for and
the p.Wilfred
c. by
this time.
— Blanche Sweet is in town.
— Geo. Smith from So. Africa is
around these parts, after having

beenk. in
most other spots on the
w.
earth.
— " Al I Mony, a fine picture
was shown last wk.
— Bill Hart returned to the
Rialto screen last wk., after a too
long absence.
— Bill Johnson is getting quite
a name for himself these days
from his interveiws with other
leaders of the industry in the
empy
news. Randel Baremore or
—Neither
any of
will get
tion in his
this clients
paper again
untilmen-he
has learned how to behave himself.— Lynn Reynolds sent ye ed.
some fine enlargements of still
pictures. Thanks ever so much,
— The rumor current last wk.
Lynn.
regarding
been
flatly Terry
denied McGovern
by him. has
ye
ed. —Jerry
over theWilson
last wk.entertained
end.
—There will be another ball
held on the coming Fri. eve., we
remark with great expectation.
— Dec, the last mo. of the yr.,
is upon us.
— Double H. Van Loan has not
been heard from recently.
— News are a little bit scarce
this wk.
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Estee Studios Offers Modern
Conveniences
EUGENE SPITZ, president eof the Majestic Electrical Applianc Company,
Inc., 5 East Fourteenth street, announces
that the property at 361-363 West 125th
street, New York, has been remodeled, and
now represents one of the most modern
and up-to-date studios and laboratories in
the East. The studios are known as the
Estee's Studios and Laboratory. The work
on the studios has been completed only recently, and every modern appliance and
convenience known to the art of producing pictures is available.
The studio and laboratory occupy three
floors of a modern brick building, which
had undergone thorough repairs inside and
out. The floor space is 25 by 50, the main
floor given over to executive office room.
The first floor is devoted to the cutting room
and fifteen modern dressing rooms, with
all modern improvements.
The lighting equipment is of the modern
type. There are fifteen Cooper-Hewitt
overhead lights; fifteen Cooper-Hewitt
banks and twenty arcs and spot lights available. The overhead lights are of the modern trolley-system type, which can be readily moved to any place of vantage over the
studio floor. The building is equipped
throughout with the sprinkler system as a
fire extinguisher. There are large exits
and entrances on both the 125th and 126th
streets sides, and these entrances will allow the most bulky props to be carried in
and out without inconvenience. The elevator shaft is of sufficient size to permit
of a large automobile to be taken on any
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floor and to the studio floor. The studio
space is not obstructed by posts of any
kind, the director having a clear, unobstructed space in which to work.
The dressing rooms are the most modern. Shower baths are available and convenient to the dressing rooms. There are
about thirty-five carloads of scenery and
props of all descriptions at the disposal of
the director, and an electrician and carpenter are always available.
The basement of the building is devoted
to floor space for a carpenter shop and
paint ship: The property room is large and
spacious.
Mr. Spitz says that he spared neither
money nor labor to make the Estee Studios
the most modern possible. He said, also,
that negotiations were under way whereby he was to lease the studio for a period
of five years to one of the biggest producing companies. He said that he would not
announce the name of the lessee until the
lease had been actually signed.
Mr. Spitz has been indirectly connected
with the picture industry for sometime. The
Majestic Appliance Company, Inc., of which
he is president, manufactures the Universal
Photo Lamp, made expressly for motion
picture and portrait studios, or other lines
of photographic work where actinic light
is required. Mr. Spitz, in connection with
his work as studio owner, also furnishes
electric lighting for purposes of taking exterior and night scenes where the light of
a studio cannot be used. The automabile
truck which Mr. Spitz has for transporting
his electrical appliances can be driven any
distance and light furnished at the most
out-of-the-way place.

J. Barney Sherry and Olga
CarryIt the
Main Thread
of " Fanatics,"
ScreenGrayStyle,
Is Said.
The Picture
Is Releaseda Triangle
December Play,
9 in Their Best

Jacobs, of Cleveland, Visits
Exhibitors in Ohio
G. J. Jacobs, associated with Leon D.
Netter in the Masterpiece Film Attractions,
of Cleveland, has spent the past six weeks
combing the Ohio territory, in order to
get a general idea of the attitude of the
exhibitors all through the state. " Everybody is complaining about business," said
Mr. Jacobs upon his return. " The exhibitors are unsettled. They don't know
what they want to book. They don't know
what their patrons want to see, and the
consequence is that they are booking only
from day to day. Whatever can be had
in the open market, they will go out and
buy, but they are afraid of programs. I
didn't find this condition only here and
there," continued Mr. Jacobs, " but I found
the state of affairs to be pretty much
the
same wherever I went."
" Such a condition is bound to affect the
industry, and everybody connected with the
industry feels that there is some radical
change in the wind. Just what that change
is going to be, no one has definitely stated,
but the general impression is that it will
work for the ultimate good of the motion

picture industry."
Universal Combines Exchange
Interests in Chicago
It was announced last week that arrangements have been consummated
whereby Universal's Chicago interests will
hereafter be operated from one exchange
located in the Consumer's Building, at No.
220 South State street, where Bluebird
headquarters have heretofore been situated.
The Laemmle Film Service, of Chicago,
has been taken over by Universal, and the
three distributing plants have been assembled for separate and distinct operation
at one address.
By this move the distribution of all Universal products will be expedited, making
it more convenient for exhibitors to transact their business in Chicago and centering
Universal's interests with a view to greater
efficiency in every particular. An important consideration, of advantage to exhibitors, should result from the fact that
showmen may now arrange for every class
of pictures on the market without leaving
Universal's premises — everything from
state right features, to comedies, news
weeklies or program pictures being available under one roof.
There has been a rearrangement of the
management of Universal's Chicago interests brought about by the consolidation of
the Laemmle Service, Universal, Butterfly
and Jewel interests. I. L. Leserman will
be in charge of Universal releases ; C. R.
Plough will handle Bluebirds, and I. Van
Ronkel will look after the Jewel state
rights features. The new order of affairs
went into effect November 26.
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Ashley Miller Completes " A
Matrimonial
Speculation
Ashley
Miller, Vitagraph
director," has
completed a five-reel version of Cyrus
Townsend Brady's " A Matrimonial Speculation," and, instead of resting during the
preliminary preparation of an American
feature, as yet unnamed, is staging two O.
Henry stories, " The Last Leaf " and " The
It wasCall."
also announced last week that
Clarion
Mrs. Miller. (Ethel Browning) has completed a scenario for Mme. Nazimova,
Metro star, under the title of " The Revelation," and it is expected the feature will
be announced for early release.
Hodkinson Receives Much Mail
on Paralta Releases
Since the announcement was made a
short time ago that Paralta Plays were to
be distributed by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, exhibitors throughout the
country have been writing direct to the
New York office of the distributors, at
527 Fifth avenue, to secure a Paralta franchise as quickly as possible, it was announced this week.
The Hodkinson organization is establishing exchanges across the country as
rapidly as possible, but in the meantime a
great number of contracts have been closed.

Chester Barnett and Peggy Adams inThrough
" Salt ofthetheKleine
Earth,"
a Five-Reel Perfection Picture Released
System
Music and the Photoplay
By W . E. GREENE, President of Artcraft Pictures Corporation.
Second only in importance to the house itself is the matter of
appropriate music in the proper presentation of photoplays. With
the growth of the motion picture, and its uplift from a manufacturing project to an artistic industry, music has become a vital
consideration.
When the producer has spent a vast sum of money, often running into six figures on a photoplay, he has brought together an
artistic ensemble, in which the composite work of numerous artists are harmoniously joined together. In an Artcraft picture
we have such stars as Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart, Elsie Ferguson, Geraldine Farrar and George M.
Cohan, admittedly the premier stars of the screen and stage.
Their work is directed by such wizards of the screen as D. W.
Griffith, Cecil B. De Mille, Thomas H. Ince, Maurice Tourneur,
Allan Dwan, John Emerson and other famous producers. Expert photographers film the scenes and attend to the developing
and printing.
When the producer has finally placed the picture in the theatre
he has exhausted every avenue and used every means at his command to make a pleasing picture, blit as viewed on the screen
it appeals only to the sense of sight, and is, in fact, " the silent
drama." The addition of musical accompaniment gives it tongue,
and in reality furnishes the soul of the production, as well as
making it doubly attractive by appealing to the sense of hearing
of the audience.
The value of the recent Artcraft spectacle, Geraldine Farrar in
" The Woman God Forgot," was greatly enhanced by the accompanying music, which has no doubt had much to do with the
great success of even this magnificent production.
D. W. Griffith's " Birth of a Nation " was made a stirring subject by the accompanying music, and no one who has witnessed
the picture will ever forget the high bugle notes as the Klu Klux
Klan appeared, which fairly lifted the audience out of its seats,
Consideration of these two pictures, which are conceded to be
the most stupendous and artistic film productions in the history
of motion photography, produced by Cecil B. De Mille and D.
W. Griffith, respectively, shows that the best photoplays it is possible to make, entirely regardless of expense, are made materially
more pleasing by the addition of the proper musical accompaniment.
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Select Appoints Manager for
Pacific Northwest
Select Pictures Corporation, it was announced last week, has engaged J. S.
Woody as general manager of the Pacific
Northwest territory, with headquarters at
Select's Seattle exchange.
Mr. Woody was scheduled to arrive in
Seattle, December 3, from New York, accompanied by Arthur S. Kane, general
manager of Select, who at the same time
started on his recently announced trip to
the various Select exchanges in the central and middle west districts.
In order to accept the newly-created position as Pacific Northwest general manager

Here and There
J. W. Scott, of the Denver Mutual office, has
returned to that Rocky Mountain metropolis from
a northern Colorado trip and has been getting
acquainted with his bride of six weeks. He has
been at home only one week since his marriage.
M. H. Hoffman has opened the new Denver
exchange of Hoffman- Foursquare, Inc., at 1735
Welton street. The exchange will handle distribution of independent subjects in Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico.
J. B. Roden, manager of the William Fox
offices in Salt Lake City, has returned to the
Utah metropolis following a conference in Denver
on matters concerning both offices.
Hughtures, isRennie,
Denvera visit
manager
Select Pic-in
contemplating
to allofexhibitors
New Mexico, it was reported last week.
J. M. Cummings, who was recently appointed
manager ofto General's
Cleveland office,
has gone
been
advanced
special representative
and has
to Chicago. From there, after several weeks, he
will go into Southern territory.
Dan Phillips, formerly manager for General at
Columbus, has been sent to Cleveland to take the
place
tion. made vacant by J. M. Cummings' promoThe Cleveland Kleine-Edison exchange has
added a thoroughly equipped projection room to
its present suite of offices in the Sincere Building.
The U.a Cleveland
S. Exhibitors'
Association
has
opened
office Booking
in the Sloane
Building.
A. A. Lee is manager of the brancht which has
started with " The Zeppelin's Last Raid."
Ray Powers,
auditor ofrecently
the Victor
Film exchange, was in Cleveland
and entertained
the executive members of that branch at a luncheon at the Hollenden.
W. S. Rand, Denver manager for Goldwyn,
has reported a big run on " For the Freedom of
the
World " Colorado
and " TheandManx-Man,"
particularly
in southern
in New Mexico.
General Film is replacing features with variety
programmes in Denver and adjacent territory.
The Denver exchange finds, it is said, that fourreel Falcon features with a comedy and educational make a splendid variety combination.

J. S. Woody, Who Has Been Appointed Pacific
Northwest General Manager of Select Pictures
for Select, Mr. Woody resigned the position of manager of the Chicago branch of
Triangle, which he had held for the past
six months. Prior to taking charge of
Chicago for Triangle, he had been manager of the Triangle New York exchange.
Mr. Woody handled the Arbuckle campaigns in Chicago before he went to New
York to take charge of the Triangle branch.
He is credited with having put Arbuckle
across in the Chicago territory.
About 1912 J. S. Woody became associated with the General Film Seattle exchange. He was then under Arthur S.
Kane, who was at that time special representative of the General Film Company.
Mr. Woody's return to work in a company of which Mr. Kane is general manager brings them together again after a
lapse of five years.

Michalove Succeeds Woody at
Chicago Triangle
A change occurred recently in the Chicago office of Triangle when J. W. Woody,
manager of the local office, left for New
York and his place was taken by Dan
Michalove, who up to the time of being
transferred to Chicago was Triangle manMinneapolis.
Woody's asstay
in Newager in York
was onlyMr.
temporary,
he
left almost immediately for Seattle, where
he has received an assignment from Select
Pictures Corporation. Before he left the
Triangle employees showed their appreciation of his generalship during the past
six months by presenting him with a handsome diamond stick pin.
Mr. Michalove, who succeeds Mr.
Woody, had been in Minneapolis as head
of that exchange only four months, when
he was switched to the larger Chicago
office. He has been in the distributing end
of the film business but a short time, but
is thoroughly conversant with the problems
of showmanship, having operated the five
theatres controlled and owned by S. A.
Lynch in Ashville, North Carolina, for the
past ten years.

James B. Kelly Joins Southern
States Film Company
James B. " Smiling Jimmy " Kelly, who
until a few days ago was connected with
the Consolidated Film and Supply Company as salesman and manager, serving
that organization about seven years, resigned November 24 to assume the duties
of general Southeastern representative and
manager for the Southern States Film
Company, with headquarters at Atlanta,
Ga.
Joe Leo Moves Up in Fox Circuit
of Theatres
Joe Leo, who has been for many years
a well-known figure in the film world, has
been appointed assistant to the general
manager of the William Fox circuit of
theatres, now consisting of twenty playYork. houses, most of which are in Greater New
Mr. Leo was closely associated with Mr.
Fox in the latter's pioneer days as a showman and as a motion picture producer. It
was he who opened the first theatre Mr.
Fox ever had, and as the circuit grew his
duties were enlarged correspondingly. For
several years Mr. Leo had a booking office
upon which scores of vaudeville houses
relied for their acts. About three years
ago he returned to the Fox forces and
served at first as business manager for
various companies of Fox players making
feature photoplays. In this way he obtained an intimate knowledge of actual
film-making.

Hoffman -Foursquare Exchanges
Report Bookings Brisk
Among some of the important bookings
arranged for this past week by the New
York Hoffman-Foursquare Exchange on
" The Fringe of Society," are the Nemo,
Fox's, Comedy, and New York theatres.
There have also been, it is announced,
important bookings by this same exchange
on " One Hour " and " The Great White
Trail," as well as from the Hoffman-Foursquare Exchanges in Detroit, Cleveland.
Chicago, Buffalo. Atlanta and St. Louis,
who also claim that the other features,
"The Silent Witness," "The Sin Woman."
" Madame Sherry " and " The Bar Sinister," have been in great demand.
Dickinson Moves Metro in South
to Atlanta
Arthur S. Dickinson, manager of the
Southern headquarters of the Metro Pictures Corporation, is moving his offices
from Chattanooga to Atlanta to meet the
rapid increase of business Metro pictures
are doing in the South. Sales have been
particularly heavy, according to Mr. Dickinson, inthe States of South Carolina, Alabama. Tennessee, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Florida and Georgia the last vear.
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General Enterprises Purchase
44 The Liar "
The world's rights to " The Liar," a sixpart feature starring Jane Gail, former
Universal lead, have been acquired by General Enterprises, Inc., it is announced. The
picture was directed by William H. Haddock and is a society drama dealing with
one
of
today's most vital domestic problems.
A trade showing of " The Liar " has
been arranged at one of the Broadway
theatres next week. The exploiters of
" The Warrior " also announced this week
that they had disposed of several foreign
countries for the McClure picture, " The
Seven Deadly Sins."
Active preparation has been started for
a complete sales campaign in the interests
of " Mother " and the two executives of
General Enterprises, Inc., will shortly start
on a tour of the country to present the
Tucker production to the various state
rights buyers.
Arthur H. Sawyer stated this week that
several leases for tenants in the new
Mather Building, at Washington, D. C,
had already been closed and many of the
film exchanges will be housed in the new
building before the 1st of January.
McClure

Reports Big Sales of

" Lubin,
Arthur Feature,
H. Sawyer" Mother
and Herbert
General Enterprises, Inc., recently appointed selling agents for the McClure feature, "Mother," have sold the New Jersey rights to Martin Wohlfarth, who is a
prominent exhib'tor of New Jersey, owning several theatres in Lakewood, Springlake and Laurel, N. J. This is Mr. Wohlfarth's first venture into the field of state
rights and he has chosen the George Loane
Tucker feature, " Mother," with which to
begin his exchange operations.
J. E. Kemp, general manager of Westcott Film Corporation of Minneapolis,
Minn., purchased " Mother " for the states
of Minnesota, Wisconsin and North and
South Dakota. This organization recently
acquired the rights of " The Warrior " for
their particular territory, and Mr. Kemp
made a special trip to New York to witness the screening of " Mother."
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin disposed also
of the territory embraced by the States of
Illinois, Michigan, Iowa and Nebraska to
James R. Grainger, of the Allen Film Corporation of Chicago, 111. Mr. Grainger,
who negotiated the contract for his company, purchased the rights for " The Warrior "a few weeks ago.
You are not going to ivar. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

King Bee Company Announce Billy West Features
" The Bandmaster," in Two Reels, Will Be Ready for December — The January
Release Will Show the Comedian Entangled in a Harem — Title Not Announced
KING BEE FILMS CORPORATION
and cries : ' Popper." Billy, having estabannounce that December 1 it will
lished that Tony is an impostor, is lionized
release " The Bandmaster," in two reels, by all present. At the height of his enjoyfeaturing Billy West.
ment the cook to whom he is engaged apBilly has the role of a trombone player
pears upon the scene, and in a fit of jealin a jazz band. Through good fortune he
ousy she grabs him by the coat collar and
gets entree into a house of society, and be- drags him off to the kitchen.
comes a bandmaster. While playing for
The January release will be a two-reel
the guests he recognizes an organ grinder
comedy featuring Mr. West in a production, the scenes of which are laid in the
who is posing as an Italian count for the
purpose of winning the heiress, who is Orient. Billy finds himself in a harem,
hostess. He exposes the bogus count, but and ionproceeds
play inmates
" Romeo of" the
in a harem
fashthat causesto the
they will not believe him, and he is
to elope with him.
ejected. He goes to the organ grinder's
Many startling costume effects are promroom, gets his organ and monkey, and reised in this picture and the interior scenes
turns to the reception. He enters the ball- will reveal some of the finest Turkish rugs,
furniture and other props ever presented in
room, and, when the monkey sees his master, makes one leap on top of his chest, a comedy photoplay.

Work
on Flynn Serial Progressing Rapidly
Whartons Announce Thai Serial Has Been Under Production Ten
Days — King Baggot and Marguerite Snow in Featured Roles
practically complete, and in addition to Mr.
NG CORP. anWHARTON nouncesRELEASI
that the producing company
Baggot and Miss Snow, Harrison Grant
is now hard at work on the William J. and Dixie Mason, John P. Wade, William
N. Bailey, Paul Everton and Bertram MarFlynn serial, " The Eagle's Eye," featuring
burgh have signed to fill important roles.
King Baggot and Marguerite Snow. The
serial will be distributed through M. H.
George A. Lessey, well known as a stage
Hoffman, Inc., Foursquare exchanges.
and motion picture director, is handling
The serial was written by William J. Flynn,
most of the preliminary work under the
chief of the United States Secret Service.
personal supervision of Theodore W.
During the past ten days the Whartons
Wharton.
Through the influence of Chief Flynn
have been busily engaged in filming the
access has been secured to locations that
opening episodes of their new serial, " The
are now absolutely closed to other picture
Eagle's Eye," written by William J. Flynn,
chief of the United States Secret Service,
concerns, while excellent discretion is being used in the filming of scenes showing
starring King Baggot and Marguerite
Snow, which will be distributed through
shipping and other activities of vital import in the conduct of the war. Exhibitors
M. H. Hoffman, Inc., Foursquare exchanges.
who book
" The Eagle's
Eye feet
" can ofbe film
assured of several
thousand
Scenes about New York City, in which
crammed
with
news
interest
that
will
not
the representatives of the Imperial German Government figure socially, have
be duplicated by any other production on
been taken, including the reproduction of the market.
the famous United States naval ball, which
Courtney Ryley Cooper, one of the most
was held at the Hotel Ansonia in 1915, just
success of contemporary short story
writers, is making the screen version of
prior
to President
the
Atlantic
fleet. ThisWilson's
big affairreview
was of
staged
Chief
Flynn's expose of the Imperial Govin the ballroom of the Ansonia between
ernment's propaganda.
12.30 and 4 A. M., and was declared by
several of the guests who had attended the
Fox Gets Inquiries About
original festivities to be an exact duplicate
"Troublemakers" Feature
of the scene amid which the Kaiser's
agents added the finishing touches to one
Evidence of the popularity amongst exhibitors of Jane and Katherine Lee, Wilof their most ambitious and daring conspiracies. Several hundred people took
liam Fox's " Baby Grand " stars, is the
part in the re-creations of the event, and,
number of inquiries about their next picaccording to the report of Leroy Baker,
ture, "Troublemakers," ready December 9,
received at the Fox Exchanges. The little
chief of the Whartons' mechanical staff,
comediennes are favorites, and from the
the lighting utilized amounted to over 450,Fox offices come glowing reports regarding
000 candle-power.
The cast of " The Eagle's Eye " is now
their work as " Troublemakers."
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While the Director and Cameraman Wait Mabel Normand Sweeps Majestically from Her Dressing Room at the Goldwyn Studio for Scenes in Her Forthcoming Production. It Is Said That Not Alone Has the Star Gained in Prestige Since Her Retirement and Subsequent Return, But That Her Screen
Beauty Has Advanced Apace
Hoffman Will See Exhibitors on
Cabanne and Lubin Join Forces in Production Branch
HERBERT LUBIN, sales agent of General Enterprises, Inc., announced this
week the consummation of a deal whereby
William Christy Cabanne and Mr. Lubin
have become associated in the film business.
Mr. Cabanne was formerly one of the
leading Metro directors and is responsible
for two of Metro's successes, " The Slacker " and • " Draft 258." He is the author
of both these pictures, which have recently
been presented to the public through the
Metro exchanges. By the arrangement between him and Mr. Lubin a series of picFrank

Hall Buys World

IT* RANK HALL, president and general
*■ manager of the U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation, announces that he has
purchased, from Sidney Olcott the world
rights to " The Belgian," Mr. Olcott's late
production, for the independent market.
" The Belgian," written by Frederick Arnold Kummer, and founded upon the life
of a Belgian artist and his adventures in
the world war, will follow the big Ince
productions, " The Zeppelin's Last Raid "
and " Those W ho Pay," as the third U. S.
release. It will be given to exhibitors in all
parts of the world on a open booking policy
not later than January 1.
Especial interest attaches to " The Bel-

tures bearing the title of Cabanne Superproductions will be released during the
forthcoming year. The General Enterprises, Inc., executive has not yet decided
upon the channel of distribution through
which the new Cabanne productions will
be presented, but stated that an announcement covering this phase of the combination would be made later.
Mr. Lubin has been an active factor in
the recent sales campaign covering " The
W arrior." and prior to this was the holder
of the Metro franchise for the Dominion
of Canada.
Rights to " The Belgian "
gian " inasmuch as it represents the initial
effort of Mr. Olcott as an independent director financing his own picture. When
given a trade presentation recently at the
Strand theatre it made a pronounced hit.
not only by the power of its story and the
excellent acting of Mr. Whiteside and Miss
Grant, but also because exhibitors were at
once impressed by its money-getting title
and setting. Later it repeated its trade
showing success at a special presentation
before a notable assemblage at the RitzCarlton Hotel on the occasion of the recent birthday of the King of Belgium, to
whom Mr. Olcott has dedicated his production, "The Belgian."

" The House of Glass,"
HARRY I. GARSON, in behalf of Clara
Kimball Young, has purchased the
rights to " The House of Glass " from
Cohan and Harris at a figure said to be in
excess of $35,000. Miss Young has finished recently her third picture by her own
company. It is titled " The Marionettes,"
and was produced under the direction of
Emile Chautard. " Magda " and " Shirley
Kaye " were her first two productions.
" The House of Glass " will be her fourth
production, which she will start immediately, and which will be finished during the
holidays. Immediately thereafter, Miss
Young and her entire company will sail for
the West Indies, where she will produce «

Trip Through West
M. H. Hoffman, Hoffman-Foursquare
Pictures, announces that he will meet the
exhibitors in the following cities on the
dates following the names of the cities :
Exhibitors of Detroit, on December 4 and
5 ; of Cleveland, December 6 and 7 ; of
Chicago, December 8 and 9; of Minneapolis, December 10 and 11; of Kansas
City, December 12 and 13 ; of St. Louis,
December 13 and 14; of Cincinnati, December 16 and 17.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

Op Picture
Young's Next
" The Claw," the well-known story by
Cynthia Stockier, to be followed by a stupendous production of " La Fille Sauvage "
("The Savage Woman") by Francois
Curel.
Who

Shall Take Mv Life?
ens in Chicago

"Who Shall Take My Life?" Seligs
production, offering a theme opposing capital punishment, opened at the Band-Box
theatre, Chicago, last week, and it is reported was a big drawing card. The Illinois rights to this production are owned
by the Ideal Film Co.. Chicago.

Sonia Markova,
Appearingby inWilliam
Photoplaj's
duced and Released
Fox Pro-
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Territory
Territorial Sales Reported During the Past
Week
"MotherProductions
Buyer
New Jersey.
Martin Wohlfarth

"Mother"

Wescott Film Corporation,
Minneapolis

Minnesota, Wisconsin, North
and South Dakota.

" Mother "

Allen Film Corporation,
Chicago
Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Ne" Kerensky of the Russian
braska.
Revolution of 1917" Sidney B. Lust, Washingion, D. C
District of Columbia, Delaware, Virginia, North
" Kerensky of the Russian
Carolina.
Revolution of 1917" Sidney B. Lust, Washington, D. C
District of Columbia, DelCarolina. aware, Virginia, North

Hall
Eugene O'Brien, Who Had the Male Lead with
Norma Talmadge Select
in " Ghosts
Picture of Yesterday," a
" Alice Howell Goes Over Well,"
Says Murray Beier
Murray F. Beier, general manager of the
Longacre Distributing Co., has returned
to his desk at 1600 Broadway, after a short
trip visiting various exchanges in the interest of Alice Howell Comedies, released
by the Longacre Distributing Co.
Beier reports that thriving conditions
throughout the country indicate that Alice
Howell has already 'gone over the top and
occupies the position for which they have
laid claims.
Houses in the large cities are showing
Alice Howell from three to seven days.
Some of the houses running these comedies
are the Superba theatre, Los Angeles, 7
days ; West End Lyric, St. Louis, 7 days ;
Strand theatre, San Francisco, 7 days ;
Princess Theatre, Springfield, 111., 7 days;
Strand theatre, New Orleans, 5 days ; Paris
theatre, Denver, Colo., 3 days; Idle Hour
theatre, Kansas City, 2 days; Strand theatre, Omaha, 3 days ; and one or more days
at the Chicago Loop theatres, the entire
Loew's circuit in the East, and the big
circuits throughout Pennsylvania.
Arbuckle Collides with Train in
" A Country Hero "
Comedy of the hilarious sort plentifully
besprinkled with melodrama and with a
genuinely interesting plot, to say nothing
of thrills every few minutes, are promised
in "A Country Hero," in which Roscoe
" Fatty " Arbuckle will again be presented
Dec. 10. This Paramount-Arbuckle
comedy, the first to be made in California,
is said to be unique among fun films, relying as much on the sensational features
such as a collision of an auto and a train,
a cafe raid, in which " Fatty " hurls a
player piano at a guest as anything else,
perhaps, for its appeal.
The weighty comedian is now planning a
Western Comedy for later production.

Launches

New
Method
Distribution

of

Foreign

Robertson-Cole Company, of New York and London, to Handle
Foreign Distribution of U. S. Booking Corporation's Releases
Jersey. The success with which this plan
ANEW method of distributing motion
operated impelled Mr. Hall to apply it to
picture productions in the foreign market has been put into operation as a result
the foreign field and the deal with the Robof the consummation by Frank Hall, presertson-Cole Company, one of the most substantial exporting organizations in the
ident and general manager of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, one of the world, was the result.
Robertson-Cole Company after giving the
biggest deals on record, involving the disposal of foreign distributing privileges to present method of distributing films in
productions released by his concern.
foreign countries exhaustive study were
The arrangement, which involves an outconvinced of the efficacy of Mr. Hall's plan,
and decided to enlarge their system of
lay of upward of half a million dollars,
gives to the Robertson-Cole Company, of branch offices for the express purpose of
New York and London, the exclusive marhandling
output of the U. S. Exhibitors'
keting privileges to the U. S. productions,
Booking the
Corporation.
It is their intention to give trade showof which the new Ince spectacle, " The Zepings of U. S. subjects for exhibitors in all
pelin's Last Raid," is the first, and the Ince
of the large cities of the world, to enable
drama, " Those Who Pay," starring Bessie
the various film buyers in the foreign marBarriscale, the second, and Sidney Olcott's
kets to see the pictures before purchasing
war drama, " The Belgian," the third.
them.
The new system of foreign distribution
devised by Mr. Hall, employs a number of
Following its alliance with the Robertoriginal ideas by means of which the forson-Cole Company, the U. S. Exhibitors'
eign marketing of pictures will be greatly
Booking Corporation will begin immedisimplified. It will eliminate the antiquated
ately to develop their foreign business on
and expensive method of selling film proa large scale. A special foreign department has been established in the executive
ductions by cable, and as the RobertsonCole Company has already established a headquarters of the company in the Times
chain of offices in all the large cities of the Building, and the foreign distribution will
world, the new arrangement will enable the be under the supervision of Miss Edna WilBooking Corporation to release its subjects
liams, through whose efforts, it is undersimultaneously in all parts of the globe. It
stood, the new alliance was consummated.
will bring the U. S. in direct communication
Miss Williams will act as a representative
with exhibitors in cities as far remote as of the Robertson-Cole Company, and
henceforth will devote her entire time to
Calcutta, Indian ; Singapore, Sydney, and
other cities.
the foreign marketing of U. S. subjects.
The arrangement is understood to cover
In consummating the arrangement with
the Robertson-Cole Company, Mr. Hall is a period of two years and involves a miniapplying to the foreign market the same
mum of twenty-four special productions,
ideas he put into effect in the domestic dis- all of which will be above the accepted protribution of U. S. subjects. He conceived
gram standard of merit. It is the intention of Mr. Hall and William Oldknow,
the idea of marketing his productions
through an already established chain of exvice-president and treasurer of the Booking Corporation, to select only productions
changes and selected the Hoffman-Fourthat possess unusual exploitation qualities
square system, the Globe Feature Film
Company for the New England district, the such as features founded upon a successful
Consolidated Film and Supply Company for play or popular book. In its first three releases mentioned above, the company has
the territory south of the Mason-Dixon
set a high standard.
line, and the Gersten Exchange for New-
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Rifkin Reports Big Business in
New England
Herman Rifkin, Western Feature Film
Company, Boston, who bought, recently,
" The Warrior " for the New England
States, says that business is good in this
territory. The feature, he announces, has
been booked on the Poli circuit, last week.
It is also announced that the feature has
been booked at the Palace theatre, Springfield, for a three days' run.
Mr. Rifkin says that the Ivan productions which he controls in this territory,
" One Law for Both," " Babbling Tongues "
and " Married in Name Only " — all are
meeting with big success. He expects to
announce, in the near future, the purchase
of some new features for this territory.
Florence ReedRepresentative
as " Body " ofin the
" TheMagnitude
Struggle ofEverlasting,"
by Harry
the Picture Produced
is the Scene
in the Rapf,
Center.on the Right.
Hoffman

Leaves

for Tour

of the

United

States

M. H. Hoffman, Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures, Will Visit Every
Branch Exchange in Country — Will Discuss Policy with Exhibitors
some quarters, the South is experiencing
HOFFMAN, Hoffman - FourMH.
a period of prosperity that can be turned
• square Pictures, left New York
last week on a tour of the country that to account by motion picture organizations
will take him to every city of importance
— if they offer what is wanted. It is a
in the United States. He will visit all of mistake to continue assuming that the
South cannot give such business to the mothe Hoffman-Foursquare exchanges and
tion picture distributor.
confer with the branch managers and exhibitors who wish to discuss with him the
" It is true that a year or more ago,
policy of the company. He will also take when selling the cotton crop was so difficult, that the South felt the necessity for
up important matters concerning the exploitation of the William J. Flynn serial, economy. But more than anything else
that put a damper on motion picture busi" The Eagle's Eye," which is now under
ness in that section was the quality of picproduction, with King Baggot in the features that some concerns tried to sell.
tured role.
Speaking of his trip, Mr. Hoffman said,
" No one can, or should, blame the Southbefore leaving New York:
ern exhibitor for turning his back on pro" We have been working hard for six
gram material of the ' ordinary garden '
months now, and our exchanges are as- variety. He merely got tired of this class
of
pictures
and refused to inflict it upon
suming their rightful degree of efficiency
and importance in their respective terri- his patrons. An inferior picture, cheaply
tories. Naturally, some of those most re- made, the Southern exhibitor didn't want —
cently established have not yet had time at any price. But some distributors incorsufficient to get into full stride, but these
rectly assumed that he wasn't in the marnewest offices have started in a manner
ket for fine product.
that is most gratifying.
" My long personal contact with Southern exhibitors was of great benefit. I
" I am anticipating, with liveliest interest, the many meetings with exhibitors ar- came to understand their business sagacity,
as well as their fine personal qualities.
ranged for me by my exchange managers.
What these gentlemen want is the feature
They all appear pleased with Foursquare
product and plans, and to that end they feel of quality — for the quality people of the
South. That means pictures of six and
that interviews can help in certain plans
seven reels to form the bulwark of their
we are formulating.
programs, that are strong in every par" Butinterest
especially
is there
a tremendously
keen
in the
distribution
of the
ticular and reflect atmosphere."
forthcoming William J. Flynn serial, " The
Eagle's Eye," which the Whartons are now
making. There is every indication that "The Warrior" Shown to Soldiers
at Fort S locum
nothing of a serial nature ever created even
a fraction of the interest now being
" The Warrior." featuring Maciste.
aroused by ' The Eagle's Eye.' In the light which is being exploited by Messrs. Lubin
and Sawyer, for General Enterprises, Inc..
of all that it is only natural that exhibitwas shown last week to the soldiers enors from everywhere are eager to learn,
by word of mouth, of the many important
camped at Fort Slocum. John F.
matters relating to this serial.
Chenweth, chaplain, United States Army,
" The part of the country in which I and amusement officer at Fort Slocum, requested that this feature be shown to the
have a deal of interest is the South ; and
my visits to our exchanges in Atlanta, and
soldiers at the Fort. They expressed themselves as much pleased with the stirring
the Hoffman-Foursquare just opened in
Dallas, as the stop I shall make at New
war scenes shown in this feature and, it
Orleans, should prove illuminative.
is reported, the film was cheered for many
"Contrary to. belief which prevails in minutes at the end of the performance.

No Deposits Required by Fun-Art
Films for Comedies
Fun-Art Films, Inc., making a series of
two-reel comedies for the market, the first,
" A Rag, a Bone and a Hank of Hair,"
which has just been completed, announces
that it does not bind the state rights buyer
to a contract. The independent buyer may
purchase one, or any number up to the entire output without binding himself in any
manner. No deposits are required. It is
a case of laying the real goods on the
counter in the open market and it is strictly
up to the judgment of the buyer.
" This really establishes a precedent in
the marketing conditions," said an official,
" especially in the comedy field, and should
be hailed with a great deal of satisfaction
by the state rights buyer, and the exhibitors
who have heretofore been compelled to
sign contracts for comedies still unproduced. It certainly speaks very plainly of
the confidence of Fun-Art Films to turn
out comedies that will stand on their own
Those who have seen " A Rag, a Bone
and lent
a Hank
comedy. of Hair " pronounce it excelmerit."

Margarita Fischer, Attractive American Film Star
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" Fringe of Society " to Run at
Loew's New York Theatre
" The Fringe of Society," the HoffmanFoursquare feature, written by Pierre V.
R. Key, featuring Ruth Roland, Milton
Sills, Leah Baird and J. Herbert Frank,
will have its first run, it is announced,
Wednesday, December 12, at Marcus
Loew's New York theatre.
Welfare League See William S.
Hart Feature
W. H. Productions announces that William S. Hart as " The Two-Gun Man " in
" The Bargain," was shown to the members of the Welfare League, Sing Sing
Prison, last Tuesday. Mr. Meagher, chairman of the Mutual Welfare League, was
pleased with the entertainment afforded by
the showing of this feature and expressed
himself as follows :
" I wish," he said, " that we could have
more of such pictures to use for this purpose, for I feel that showing one of them
does more real good than a hundred lectures or talks. It helps the men to visualize
their problems and sets a concrete example
for a way to overcome them. During the
performance the words of Burns came back
to me often, 'A man's a man for a' that.'
That is really the thought of the story,
and I know that is what it meant to the
men here. It is a living message that no
matter, how low a man may fall there is
always an opportunity to help himself up
again, provided he has the moral courage
to make a decisive attempt."
Trade to See " Those Who
Wednesday

Pay "

" Those Who Pay," a Thomas H. Ince
production, featuring Bessie Barriscale and
Howard Hickman, announced as the second special release of the U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation, will be shown to the
trade Wednesday, December 5, at the
Broadway theatre. The production will be
given to exhibitors the country over, both
on the franchise fixed price and wide open
booking policies not later than December
IS. The story is founded upon the eternal
triangle — one man and two women — and is
reported to be one of the most entertaining
dramas of this kind ever produced by Mr.
Ince.

Douglas Fairbanks and His Director, Allan Dwan,
Rehearsing a New Stunttoire
for the Fairbanks' Reper-

Two Mere Men Seem to Be Taking an Unfair Advantage in the William Fox Production of
" His Smashing Career," a Sunshine Comedy. Soft for Them — if Their Eyesight Holds Out
Ivan

Engages
for
Probable
Will Comb All"Readers"
Channels of Literature
for Material
to Put in
Screen Form — New Year Promises Bright Things for Company

THAT William Humphrey, Edmund
Lawrence and F. J. Gordon, as directors for Ivan, are the men who will leave
no stone unturned to carry the standard of
Ivan film production into the front ranks
of the industry is indicated by announcements of progress from that organization
this week.
One of the latest improvements in the
producing organization is the installation
of several " readers," whose duty is not
only to read submitted scripts, but every
play, novel or romance of any standing
in literature, be it foreign or native tongue.
This department is under the supervision
and direction of Oscar I. Lamberger, Ph.D.,
who, having been professor of comparative
literature, possesses the qualifications to
direct
the efforts of the " readers " in proper channels.
Unquestionably the united efforts of the

Scripts

energetic organizations knitted together
complete, under the management of I. E.
Chadwick, more than augur well for the
future of Ivan Film Productions.
Ivan announced this week that, although
Ivan Abramson is in no manner connected
with the company, the firm will continue to
do business under the name of Ivan Film
Productions.
In regard to its latest product, Ivan
stated that perhaps never before has Leah
Baird, who heads the cast in Ivan Film
Productions' novel picture, " Life Against
Honor," had the opportunity to display her
artistry as in this production, directed by
Edmund Lawrence.
The picture, is said to be replete with
entirely novel situations, both from the
artistic as well as photographic standpoint.
It is said that the picture shows a marked
•departure from the usual Ivan output.

Murphy Gets New England Rights to 44 Parentage
FFRED B. MURPHY announces that he
hibitor in Maine, New Hampshire, Verhas just closed a contract with Frank
mont, Rhode Island, Massachusetts and
Connecticut will be glad to verify my
J. Seng, which gives him the distribution
choice of a distributor in their territory.
rights of " Parentage," Mr. Seng's independent feature for six Eastern States.
The very fact that Mr. Murphy has promised to devote every minute of his time to
Mr. Murphy's first move, after the closing of the deal was to organize the Liberty
helping the exhibitors in his territory make
Film Company, with head offices in Bosmoney with ' Parentage,' is of importance
ton, at 209 Pleasant street, and a branch
to
every one in this territory."
office in Springfield, Mass., located at 167
On December 5 " Parentage " will be
Dwight street. Sam Moscow, well known
given theatres.
a trade showing
of Boston's
It will inbe one
presented
with
to New England exhibitors, will be in finest
charge of the Boston office, and William
full orchestra effects, using the same musical score that was prepared by ManagF. O'Brien will manage the Springfield exchange.
ing Director S. L. Rothapfel, of New
York's Rialto theatre.
Mr. Seng said : " I believe that every ex-
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Nearly All Territory Sold for
" The Warrior "
A STATEMENT was issued by the General Enterprises, Inc., last week announcing that more than three-quarters of
the available
has
been sold.territory for " The Warrior "
With the completion of several contracts
during the past week the following prominent territorial purchasers are now exploiting the film spectacle starring Maciste in
their respective districts : Globe Films,
Ltd., Toronto, Canada, for the Dominion
of Canada; the Allen Film Corp., of Minneapolis, Minn., for Wisconsin, Minnesota,
North and South Dakota; the The Clark
and Rowland Theatres Co., for western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia; the Jordan-Brewster Co., of Seattle, Wash., for
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana;
the Special Features Co., of Knoxville,
Tcnn., for Tennessee, Georgia, Florida
and Alabama; the American Film Co., of
Philadelphia, Pa., for eastern Pennsylvania,
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia
and Delaware, and the Eastern Features
Film Co., of Boston, Mass., for the entire
district embraced by the New England

William Franey and Gail Henry Arc Said to Have Cooked Up Some New Ludicrous Situations
in Universal's Nestor Comedy, " Secret Servants "
Backer

States.
All of the above-named purchasers of
" The Warrior " have expressed themselves
as highly gratified at the- reception accorded the film by the various exhibitors
in their territories. Arrangements have
already been completed by Herman Rifkin,
of the Eastern Feature Film Co., of Boston, Mass., whereby
" The Warrior
will
be presented
in the houses
of the "entire
circuit of Poli theatres.
Globe Films, Ltd., of Toronto, Canada,
owners of "The Warrior" for that territory, reported this week that the picture
had been booked for a week's run at the
new Marcus Loew theatre at Montreal.

Not to Charge Fifteen Cent Reel Tax
Franklyn E. Backer, Mammoth Film Corporation, Reports Good
Business in the West — Exploiting "Who's Your Neighbor?"
details at the present time, but that the
FRANKLYN E. BACKER, president of
the Mammoth Film Corporation, who
project was in process of financing and
the director and star practically engaged.
has just returned from California, where
for the past three months he has been exploiting "Who's Your Neighbor?" in
Garfield Reports Good Business
eleven Western States, reports a prosperous
condition of affairs as applying to the movwith " Submarine Eye "
ing picture theatres there. He states that
Hermann Garfield, who controls the
all of the established theatres are doing
rights for " The Submarine Eye " in the
a tremendous business and that the returns
states of Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan and
Indiana, has moved his office from the Belfrom " Who's Your Neighbor ? " have been
most satisfactory.
mont Building to 706 Columbia Building,
Argus Pictorial No. 2 Released
Cleveland. Harry Brown, who handled
Mr. Backer, who owns over a dozen imDecember 2
portant state rights pictures for New Jer"20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" for the
Pathe Exchange, Inc., announced this
Barnett Film Attractions, has joined Mr.
sey and New York territory, comes forweek that Argus Pictorial Number 2 was
ward with a very attractive proposition to
Garfield. " The Submarine Eye " is booked
released December 2, instead of November
the exhibitors with whom he is doing
up solid all through Ohio, and Messrs.
business in this section.
Garfield and Brown are now directing all 25, as previously announced.
Mr. Backer has instructed his manager
their energies on Indiana.
to refrain from charging the fifteen cents
per reel per day, feeling that this item
Fun-Art Films to Give Trade
should be charged to patriotism. He states
that as a matter of fact it would be most
Showing This Week
Fun-Art Films, Inc., will give a trade
disastrous not to recognize a situation such
as confronts the industry at the present,
showing of the first comedy release, " A
and which may force many desirable acRag, a The
Bone second
and a picture
Hank of
Hair,"under
this
week.
is now
counts out of business througli insistence
on rentals which, although under normal
production. It is titled Leo Patrick," a
conditions would be reasonable, can now
burlesque on " Cleopatra." This will be
only be considered high, for the reason
followed by " The Pullman Car Conthat the expectation of profits must be conductor." Ray and Gordon Dooley are feasiderably lessened through the diminished
tured.
attendance caused by unusual calls upon
February Exposition Widens
the public purse, with the consequent deScope of Operations
cidedly smaller balance to be spent for luxuries. Mr. Backer has accordingly decided
According to announcements made this
week by the National Association of the
to " do his bit" by cutting the rental of all
his features to the lowest figure consistent
Motion Picture Industry, not only the mowith business principles, concluding that
tion picture industry but other lines of
business as well will be interested in the
this will result in future advantages to
both parties concerned.
exhibition to be held in Grand Central Palace, February 2 to 10, next year.
Regarding the picture which the president of the Mammoth proposes making on
Considerable progress was reported at a
the Coast in the near future, Mr. Backer
meeting of the exposition committee last Edna Purviance, Lovely Leading Woman for
Charlie Chaplin, Is Experiencing Her First Trip
week.
stated that he was not prepared to go into
to New York
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Cleveland Exhibitors State
Position
The following statement from the committee of Cleveland exhibitors responsible
for the recent court fight on the 15-cent tax
has been received by Motion Picture News:
In August 1914 the war began.
Since
December
of the
motion
ture theatre
managers
havesame
paidyear
a seat
tax picdue
to the war cutting off United States revenues,
previously derived from foreign trade.
In April of present year, 1917, while Congress
was framing the War Revenue law now in force,
Cleveland exhibitors went on record in favor of
a high rate of income tax with the lowest possible exemption provision; $1,000 for single men
and $2,000 for married ; opposed admission taxes
in any form, and so notified Congress through
our Senators and Congressmen. Fred J. Herringtontional
carried
of our
Naorganizer,copies
to seven
stateresolutions,
conventionsas and
they took similar action.
League members were shocked to receive telegrams from President Lee A. Ochs, a month lasupplemented
by telegrams
the attor-to
neyter,
of the
Pathe Company,
askingfromexhibitors
wire Congress opposing the footage tax on film
and favoring an admission tax on receipts.
Meantime, Varner, of Carolina, was on the
ground at Washington denouncing Ochs and the
manufacturers for trying to " double cross " exhibitors.
These are historical facts.
The muddle thus produced was APPARENTLY
cleared up somewhat by July, and at the Chicago
convention we were assured that the matter had
been settled and the motion picture trade was to
be let alone, chiefly because the showmen had
given ertysuch
co-operation
in the
Bonds loyal
and other
propaganda
work.sale of LibOctober 3 brought another shock, which showed
that the manufacturers had failed to save their
own business, and had dragged ten thousand 10cent theatre exhibitors in with them by advocating
jointly with Lee A. Ochs for the admission tax
on tickets. It then became a national law.
C. C. Pettijohn immediately advised all exhibitors to do business as usual ; keep a record comparing November receipts with the receipts of
November, 1916, and prepare statements for actionsults
on awarranted
repealsuch
or aaction
revision
of the law if rein December.
On the other hand, Lee A. Ochs advised very
publicly, " Raise your prices of admission and
pass all followed.
the taxes on
to your
muddle
Those
who patrons."
could raise Another
did so,
chiefly
the
strictly
high-class
"
20
per
centers."
They went up a nickel — not all of them, though.
" 10 the
per tax.
cent, group " raised a nickel,
andAnother
are paying
Meantime the great backbone of the industry —
the
per centers"
find that and11
centstenandthousand
6 cents "70
is emptying
their — theatres,
as the film exchanges started early in October to
assess and collect their " 15-cent per reel war
tax " they became frantic. Something must be
done.
It was then that Cleveland men decided to act
to show Washington the chaotic conditions
brought about by " somebody's muddling."
Lloydbrought
George'sabout
" brutally
frank co-operaspeech "
at Just
Parisas has
inter-allied
tion, we figured that court action against the
manufacturers would do likewise and induce
Washington to meditate carefully.
We expected a friendly test of the law would
clear the atmosphere,
our " disposition.
friends," the They
manufacturers, showed nobut such
blocked every move in the court proceedings at
Cleveland this week, and prevented the opening
of our case for evidence completely, and at a
meeting with our committee after the trial they
insisted that the ONLY SOLUTION was for the
10,000 " 70 per centers " to raise to 15 cents, admas
it ing it"half
might put
of them out of business
as Can
well the
the half
manufacturers."
trade ofstand
this? If so, which half?
It is no longer a question of " Who is to
blame? "
It is, " What are we going to do at WashingWeton ?" can at least prove that chaos now exists
in our business and ask for relief.
That is why Cleveland sued the manufacturers.
SAM BULLOCK,
W. J. SLIMM,
J. H. SIMPSON,
GEORGE HEIMBUCH,
SAM AUBLEY,

Favorable Progress Reported by Fox Abroad
Spain and Portugal Show Interest in Same Productions That
Americans Like — Other Countries Also Get in Band Wagon
than public attitude toward the pictures,
PERSONAL
reports
motionStates
picture situation
in on
the the
United
which, it is said, is altogether encouraging.
and in Europe, recently brought to New
The difficulty in this field is that express
York by Ernest Reed, managing director
and railroad concerns cannot guarantee
at London for William Fox, are declared
films will be delivered safely, so that in
to be highly encouraging and indicative of many cases it is necessary to employ specontinued success of Fox productions in
cialdistribution
messengers points.
to carry them from central
that territory. Spain and Portugal, recently booked for pictures that Fox is
The universal appeal of Fox pictures,
showing in the United States, are declared
which is the point most strongly emphato have manifested the same interest in the
sized, recently has had new demonstration
productions which has been shown in through successes achieved in Egypt, Inthem by the people of this country and elsedia, Ceylon, Burmah and the Straits Setwhere.
tlements. The test here, because of the
Communications from Johannesburg,
varying and peculiar racial customs and
Cape Town and other cities in British
prejudices of the people, was considered
South Africa, indicate that exhibitors are
particularly severe, but the pictures are
declared to have come through with flying
awaiting the showing there of "A Daughter
colors and now are considered to be firmly
of the Gods," the Annette Kellermann picestablished.
ture, and the first of the Fox Special Features, which also are to be introduced to
Work is now being carried on with charthe public of that territory.
acteristic Fox energy and thoroughness
Theda Bara superpictures, according to
through other portions of the civilized
cabled reports, have taken well in Peru,
world, the very greatest possible assistChile and Bolivia. Somewhat less favorance being afforded the foreign buyer in
able word comes from Central America,
the development of territory in any part
of the world.
but this concerns transportation rather

War

Injures Picture Publications in Japan
Vitagraph President Gets Letter from Publisher That Indicates
Trade Journals Face Difficult Problems Across the Seas
ALBERT E. SMITH, president of dicate that motion picture business had
fallen off in the Flowery Kingdom.
Greater Vitagraph, is in receipt of a
letter from M. Tokiwa Yuasa, publisher
" In our regular business with Japan," ,
of the Film Record of Tokio, which indisaid Mr. Smith, " there has been nothing
cates a troubled condition among motion
to indicate that the attendance in the motion pictures of the country is decreasing,
picture publications of Japan.
but the letter which has come to me would
The writer says that some of the publications which have been most successful in
seem to show that the ' fans ' over there
the past have been forced to discontinue
are not reading the printed matter in the
picture magazines of their country as much
and many others are on the verge of closas they did in the past. The publisher
ing shop, owing to high prices, presumably
because of the war. The Kinema Record
who wrote to me simply mentioned ' high
Company, the oldest in Japan, has had to
prices ' as the cause for the unfortunate
situation in the publishing field, but failed
discontinue, Mr. Smith's correspondent asserts, and has sold all its photos in order
to go into details. I wish he had, because
all of the reports which we have had
to help pay its debts. Several other papers
through our foreign sales department have
are mentioned by name as being in a debeen to the effect that conditions in the
plorable financial condition and the writer
says that they, too, will have to close soonFar East, so far as exhibitors are coner or later.
cerned, are as good as at any time since
M. Tokiwa Yuasa also volunteers the inthe beginning of the war. We do a considerable business in the Japanese market
formation that Japanese motion picture
patrons incline more to stars than they do
and have not noted any signs of depression over there.
the dramas that are presented. This, however, is not unexpected, in view of the fact
" It may be that the writer of this letter
was referring to the high price of paper as
that the Japanese have always idolized
the result of the war and if this is the
their actors rather than the plays they apcase
it is only local to that particular inpeared in.
dustry and does not necessarily have any
Mr. Smith, discussing the letter from
effect on the motion picture business as
Tokio, said it was interesting as a sidelight on motion picture conditions in such. The same conditions prevail, to a
Japan, although there was nothing to ingreater or less extent in this country."
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Censorship Hearing Unearths
Charges Against Censor
Dramatic charges against Major Funkhouser stirred the august council chambers one day recently during the hearing
on Chicago's censorship troubles before the
judiciary committee of the City Council.
The hearing came to a sensational climax
when Attorney Michael L. Igoe, representing Mrs. Juliette Stuart, one of the censors, charged the Major with attempting
to intimidate the members of the censorship board before their appearance before
the investigating committee. The Igoe
charges came as a surprise and caused considerable stir among the members of the
committee which has before it an ordinance introduced by Alderman Steffen
providing for a board of appeals to pass
on Major Funkhouser's decisions.
When asked why she needed council
Mrs. Stuart replied that the Major had
declared that she probably would be in
danger of losing her job if she gave information tothe aldermen.
" This Major of yours has browbeaten
women censors on the board and threatened them with discharge," said Mr.
Igoe. " Last Saturday, after Mrs. Stuart
was subpoenaed before your committee,
Mr. Funkhouser threatened her and attempted to intimidate her. He read her
and the other censors a rule of the police
department which absolutely prohibits a
member of that department from giving
out any information.
" Neither Mrs. Stuart nor any member
of that censorship board is a member of
the police department, and I charge that
an attempt is being made to withhold information from this committee with reference to censorship conditions in Chicago.
" I read that rule to the whole censorship board," replied Major Funkhouser.
" Do you consider her a member and
your other censors members of the police
department?" asked Mr. Igoe.
The Major replied that he did and then
Mr. Igoe turned to Mr. Ayres, assistant
corporation counsel who has been Funkaid in moving
asked thehouser'ssame
question. picture fights, and
" She is a member of the police force,
not the police department," replied Mr.
Ayres.
" Then if she is a member of the police
department why does she pay money into
the municipal employees' pension fund?"
The testimony on the workings of the
censor board showed there was considerable friction there. Major Funkhouser
said the chief of police was the real censor
of pictures but Mrs. Stuart pointed out
that since Chief Schuettler was made head
of the police department Major Funkhouser had enjoyed more power with the
scissors than ever before.
The other two women censors called
were not on the stand long. Miss Kerr,
however, contradicted the Major on important points in reply to questions from

Chairman Steffen, Alderman Maypole and
Alderman Rodriguez. She denied the
Funkhouser charges that there had been a
difference in the handling of pictures between the Healey and the Schuettler police
regimes. She also admitted that if the
board was not unanimous the decision on
the picture was referred to Major Funkhouser for final decision.
Jones Would Awaken Exhibitors
to Censorship
Aaron J. Jones, president of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer of Chicago, is ready to
go on the mat with those exhibitors who
lie back in their easy chairs and refuse to
consider that the battle over the question
of censorship is an affair which concerns
them in the least. Mr. Jones says it is not
the producer's fight alone.
" Censorship exists only because of the
exhibitor himself," says this live wire exhibitor.The
"
average exhibitor maintains that he is not interested in censorship but that it is up to the producer only.
He is badly mistaken, and does not realize
the injury he is doing himself when he airs
such views. It does not occur to him that
when his patrons leave his theatre, after
having witnessed a picture butchered by
the censor, that they don't reason why the
censoring was done or who produced the
picture. They simply go away with a bad
taste in their mouths and in time come to
avoid the theatre showing the ' bad picture.' It is only by a get together movement among the exhibitors that the right
kind of censorship of motion pictures can
ever be had."
Hearst-Pathe
News Includes
Touch of Christmas
The Hearst-Pathe News No. 95, announced this week by Pathe, will spread a
portion of Yuletide warmth throughout the
houses that show it, according to the
schedule of scenes included in the reel.
One of the subjects that will no doubt
interest American audiences greatly is that
covering " Sammie's Christmas," showing
how people of the country have answered
the call to send suitable things to Pershing's men in France.
Other scenes in the Hearst-Pathe No. 95
are taken at Davis, Cal.. on the French
front in France, at Fort Myer, Va., in Argentine, London and in Massachusetts.
The cartoons are not overlooked.
Mutual Offices Buzz Like the
Proverbial Bee
Mutual offices in Washington declare
that they are " as busy as bees " since announcing that Mutual would take care of
the war tax. " We are about swamped,"
declared Edgar Evans. " We have no complaints to register."

Chicago Supply Company Undergoes Reorganization
The Bell & Howell Company, of Chicago, one of the largest manufacturers of
camera supplies and moving picture machinery in the country, has undergone a
complete reorganization in which an influx
of outside capital and a change in the
executive heads are the outstanding
features.
R. J. Kittredge, formerly president of
R. J. Kittredge & Company, is the new
president, succeeding Donald J. Bell. Mr.
Bell, although withdrawing as president,
will still be connected with the company
in the capacity of vice-president, and will
have charge of the New York offices.
Albert S. Howell is also a vice-president,
while Charles A. Ziebarth and J. H. McNabb are respectively secretary and treasurer. Before the reorganization Mr. McNabb was general manager for Bell &
Howell. Mr. Ziebarth, in addition to his
duties as secretary of the new firm, will
also act in the capacity of production manThe reorganization is expected to enable
ager.
Bell & Howell to handle a good deal of
export business which in the past they have
been unable to accept.
Ideal Film Company Handles
State Rights Features
The Ideal Film Company is the name of
a new corporation formed in Chicago to
handle films on the state rights basis. A
partnership between N. Blazer, a former
State street merchant, and Edward Cohen,
city collector for a number of years, forms
the working combination of the new concern.
" Who Shall Take My Life," the rights
of which have been purchased for Illinois,
is the first feature to be handled by this
company. Offices have been opened in the
Consumers Building and W. F. Maher has
been engaged as manager.
Jewel Announces Cast for
Dorothy Phillips Film
Jewel Productions, Inc., has announced
the cast for its next release. " The Grand
Passion," which is a version of Thomas
Addison's novel, " The Boss of Powderville." adapted for screen use by Ida Mav
Parks.
Dorothy Phillips has the leading feminine
role, while William Stowell as " The Boss
of Powderville " has been cast in a part
which is said to give him a powerful field
for his varied talents.
Jack Mulhall as " Dick Ripley," the energetic editor of the Powderville " Trumpet."
is entrusted with a difficult " assignment "
and Lon Chaney is said to have achieved
a wonderful characterization of the Greek
innkeeper. Bert Aplling, Evelyn Selbie
and Alfred Allen are others in the cast
while hundreds of " extras " make up the
balance of the population of Powderville.
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A camera crew of the Rothacker Film Company,
O. F. Spahr, head of Motiograph Projector
under the direction of Mr. Klinginsmith, has just
Company, reports that despite the drop in business
finished a big multiple reel industrial subject in
during the last two months the year as a whole
southern Illinois and is now at work on a big job
has been the biggest his company has ever had.
South American shipments, he says, have in- in Wisconsin.
creased over 40 per cent, in the last sixty days.
The new Wholesome picture, entitled " Little
William Kempe, formerly manager of the
Red Emerald
Riding Hood,"
moving
alongdirection
rapidly ofat
studios isunder
the able
Temple theatre on Lincoln avenue, is now in the
Otis B. Thayer,
charge of Asher's Calo.
A number of houses which have closed down at
Charles Bambara, pioneer Chicago exhibitor and
owner of three picture houses at the present time,
various times recently threw open their doors
again. The Jewel on West Division street has opened the Parkway theatre, on Broadway, December 1. The house was closed up a few weeks
been reopened, as has the Columbia on North
ago because of the competition which is was
Clark street, the Linden on Belmont avenue and
the La Salle at 154 West Division street.
forced to buck up against when the Covent Garden
theatre was opened. Mr. Bambara thinks, however, that he can make a go of it despite the
H. J. Bayley, manager of the local Vitagraph
exchange, declares that he is being literally buried
competition, war tax and general business deunder the flood of mail that exhibitors are sendpression.
ing in regarding the new serial " Vengeance and
of apparent insignificance sometimes tie
the Woman," which Vitagraph is preparing to upThings
big rector,
projects.
Van and
Dyke,
Essanay the
difollow" The Fighting Trail." "It just goes to
was biting W.his S.nails
empurpling
show," said Mr. Bayley, " that exhibitors do want
atmosphere
one
day
last
week
because
he
had
to
good the
serials.
and
same They
stars liked
are in" The
this Fighting
serial, soTrail
they" hold his entire company in idleness while waiting
for
a
pound
and
a
half
poodle
pup
which
plays
a
naturally are interested in it."
in "Mary
SadieMcAlister.
Goes to Heaven,"
pictureimportant
featuringpartlittle
Alaska has gone movie crazy, according to O. arather
F. Spahr of the Motiograph Company. They
Wholesome Film Corporation, according to
keep sending in orders and increasing the size of
rumor, is planning a New York office. Manager
them each time, until the last shipment, he says,
Weisfeldt of this mail order concern just got back
amounted to half a car load of apparatus.
from the East, so there may be a pretty solid
foundation for the story.
The Castle theatre celebrated its second anniversary last week. Under the management of Mr.
Weil this big little house has come to command a
" The was
Flameshown
of theto Yukon,"
Dalton,
a large starring
group of Dorothy
invited
very
importantin the
position
Chicago's
picturedom.
guests at the Ziegfeld theatre Monday morning,
It is located
loop, inright
in the heart
of the
city, and during the last two years has made a November 26. The local board of censors having
refused a permit to show this picture some time
name for itself as a house of quality.
ago, the Triangle Corporation has taken this
Dick Travers, former Essanay star, is now a means of getting it before the public.
captain
infantry,
havingthe received
commisThe Laemmle Film Service has been consolision lastofweek
along with
other boyshis who
took
dated with the Universal Film Exchange and will
the officers' training course at Fort Sheridan.
hereafter conduct its business under the latter
title.
The offices of the exchange will remain in
E. H. Goldstein, general manager of the Unithe Consumers Building.
versal-Bluebird exchanges for the entire Universal
organization,
was a visitor last week at the local
offices.
Cahill-Igoe are getting up a library of cuts for
exhibitors at large. The zincs are made from
hand drawings of the different stars and embrace
Fred E. Wright, who has been with Essanay
for the past three years, is now making pictures
nearly the
of thewidewellandknown
luminaries. Theentire
cuts aregamut
one inch
two inches
for Pathe. His first production under the new
high and are expected to be an aid to exhibitors
banner
will
be
a
five-reel
feature
starring
Mrs.
Vernon Castle.
in making up their programmes. A nominal
charge will be made.
Over two hundred exhibitors attended the preThe Scientific Projection Engineers, Local 110,
release showing of Universal's newest serial, " The
will hold their ninth annual ball December 5 in
Mystery
shown last
at the
exhibition roomShip,"
of thewhich
local was
exchange
Thursday.
the Coliseum Annex. The proceeds will go to
After viewing the first three episodes of the
the eighty
boys ofin the
who are enlisted for service
the organization
war.
serial sixteen exhibitors signed up to run it for
seventeen weeks.
Jack Gardner, who has been with Essanay up
until the present, is now taking a whirl at vaudeThereboasts
is onethetheatre
in Chicago's
which
distinction
of havingloopa district
woman
ville in Indianapolis. The musical comedy star
as its manager. This is the Casino on Madison
after a brief return before the footlights is planstreet, which is owned by Carl Laemmle and Sol
ning to go to New York again, but his plans for
Lesserman. Mrs. Emma Cohen, who has been
the
in rather
It's
assistant manager of the theatre for some time,
morefuture
or lessareofstill
a toss
up witha nebular
Jack as stage.
to whether
was recently given full control of the house and
he"
follows
the
silent
or
spoken
drama.
her success has been so marked that both the
owners took occasion to compliment her when
L. A. Rozelle of the World Film Exchange reports that exhibitors are now paying the tax of
they passed through town not long ago.
15 cents per reel without any quibbling. Out of
William Dietz, formerly manager of the Milford
one hundred and ten cancellations, he says, all
theatre, is now a salesman for Fox.
the exhibitors except twelve came back and signed
contract, paying the back tax and agreeA new Flowers & Meyers house, the Oakley, at the new
ing to pay the levy as long as it is on.
Chicago avenue and Oakley, opened up November
25 with Mr. Jacobi as manager. The Oakley is
A camera crew of the Rothacker Film Corporaa thousand-seater and is the third theatre to come
tion, under the direction of T. H. Miller, is workunder the Flowers & Meyers direction.
ing on a multiple reel welfare picture in central
Pennsylvania.
L. J. Jones of Jones, Linick & Schaefer has
C. E. Almy, formerly on the city sales force for
earned
the title
of "search
the penny
man " because
his
diligence
in the
for coppers
needed forof Paramount, is now city salesman for Metro. Willchange in taking care of the war tax. Pennies
iam Cook, another salesman for Paramount, left
are at a premium these days and with the various
a couple of weeks ago, aDout the same time C. E.
taxes making everything at odd prices Mr. Jones
Bond, who was in charge of the Paramount short
has been an all-important medium in keeping the subject department, severed relations with the
concern for which he was working. Mr. Bond is
box offices of the Jones, Linick & Schaefer theanow manager of the Chicago office of the U. S.
tres supplied with the necessary units of exchange.
Booking Corporation.
H. O. Davis of Triangle Film Corporation was
The Florence theatre, at Chicago and Western,
in town a couple of days last week, stopping at
the La Salle Hotel.
burned down recently when crossed wires set the
organ on fire. Before the flames could be stopped
Irving N. Mack, publicity man for Universal,
they had gutted the whole interior of the house.
was married to Miss Belle Harris of Chicago last
week. The wedding was a private affair and was
The Broadway Strand theatre is charging 15
attended only by the immediate members of both
cents admission during the week, but on Sunday
Manager Rubenstein tacks on the additional 2
families.
Mr.
Mack
will
take
"
time
out
"
for
ten
days while on his honeymoon, after which he will cents war tax. He feels that if he pays it six
return to his desk and continue his bombardment
days
week the public ought to be willing to pay
it onea day.
of papers and trade journals with press copy.
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Nathan Ascher of the Ascher Brothers' circuit
of theatres announces that starting with " The
Savage,"
latest pictures
Bluebirdthroughout
release, hehisintends
to run all the
Bluebird
entire
string of houses.
Taylor Holmes is planning to take his company
to Arizona about December 10 in order to get a
little western atmosphere in " Ruggles of Red
Gap,"attention
the big atproduction
that studios.
is now occupying
his
the Essanay
Lawrence
D'Orsay
and
Frederick
Burton
are playing
the
same parts in the screen productions
that they
filled when the play was on the legitimate stage.
There was considerable joshing around the
Rothacker plant recently when H. J. Aldous,
secretary and treasurer of the company, returned
from his hunting trip down the Illinois River.
In his game bag were found two ducks and hall
a ton of that delicious fowl, the mud hen.
William Weinshenker, salesman for the Central
Film theatre.
Company, is now manager of Ascher's Milford
The Chicago Theatrical Protective Union held
its annual Thanksgiving ball at the Coliseum.
George M. Laing, who operated the Burton
theatre for many years, is now manager of Ascher's Cosmopolitan. Mr. Laing is an exhibitor
with lots of experience and was one of the principals in putting on the annual moving picture
exposition last July at the Coliseum.
Tom Norman of the Rex theatre, Racine, Wis.,
was in the World office last week to pay a visit
to L. A. Rozelle.
Mrs. tionalDessez,
only forwoman
films, is atthework
Kleineboosting
talking educabefore
women's
clubs,
etc.,
in
the
interests
of Conquest
Pictures.
Clark Speaks in Behalf of Military
Relief Club
Frederick Russell Clark, president of
Titan Pictures Corporation, spoke Tuesday afternoon, November 27, before the
Institute Woman's Club of the Hebrew Institute, Chicago, in behalf of the American
Military Relief Association. The association has inaugurated a series of one-reel
moving picture comedies, using such nationally known stars as Ernest Truex,
Josephine Harriman, Charles Grapewin
and Raymond Hitchcock.
Mr. Clark explained the purpose and
work of the association, which is differentiated from similar organizations because
while obtaining money for the soldiers and
sailors of Uncle Sam it attempts to render
service to the contributor as well as to the
beneficiary. The American Military Relief Association besides furnishing the
boys in the service with necessary funds
at the same time is able to give the exhibitor agood comedy for his program.
State Rights Distributors Ready
for Opening Gun
D. M. Vandawalker, Jr., vice president
of the Doll- Van Film Company, returned
to Chicago last week after spending several
days in New York where in conjunction
with Sol Lesser and others he was instrumental in the perfection of the new State
Rights Distributors' organization.
Mr. Vandawalker reports that the association is now ready to do business and
that its various exchanges throughout the
country have started in to supply the exhibitor with the three big features that
have already been purchased. "The Cold
Deck," with William S. Hart, " Today "
with Florence
Reed and the " Mad Lover M
with
Robert Warwick
are the big features
already purchased and the association expects to add several new big pictures to
this list within the next few weeks or so.
" The Cold Deck " will have a five-day rua
at the Orpheum theatre, Chicago,
this week
and will be followed by " Today."
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Duncan McRae is playing the role of
Count Barratti in support of Bushman and
Bayne in Metro's " Red, White and Blue
Blood," to be released shortly.
" The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds," a forthcoming World-Brady picture, is the four
hundredth photoplay in which Carlyle
Blackwell has had the leading role.
Pauline Frederick is said
ning way with owls. In
"Jealousy" one was used,
a dislike for every one but
star.

to have a winthe filming of
which showed
the Paramount

EASTERN

llirilil

STUDIOS

Patriotism is paramount in the Vitagraph ranks. Miriam Miles is passing up
all millinery shops and is making her own
hear-gear. The money saved is being devoted to various war relief funds. Lucky
soldiers !
Realism is all right but it comes high,
according to Norma Talmage's audible soliloquy immediately after slashing by mistake an oil painting of herself in " Ghosts
of Yesterday." And it was to have been a
Christmas gift, too.

It was being told around the Metro
studio last week that Francis X. Bushman,
who holds thirteen medals for bicycle races,
is keeping a close eye on the six-day race
at Madison Square Garden.

Empire All-Star, is an old side-kick of Dell
Henderson. Both are pioneers in the business, and remember distinctly " doubling
in H.brass."
A. Spanuth's presence in New York
entitles him to space in this department.
His first production, starring Charlotte, the
ice skater, appears to be going over, and
Commonwealth is planning some great
things for the future.
Eric Mayne, Charlotte Granville and
Ethel Burke have roles with Olive Tell in
" The Girl and the Judge." David Powell
is male lead of this Empire All-Star feature.
Alice Joyce has recovered from her recent illness and is finishing up her work in
" A Woman Between Friends," for Greater
Vitagraph. Tom Herriss is directing.

Mae Marsh set things upside down recently at the Goldwyn studio when she
amused herself by ringing all the time
cards she could find in the time clock. She
thought the bloomin' thing was " props."

Edna Purviance arrived in the midst of
the Eastern film activities a few days ago
and immediately started out to give the
Fifth
avenue
" once over." It is
her first
visit shops
to NewtheYork.

The Eastern studios are looking forward to Jackie Saunders's scheduled visit
to New York. She comes all the way from
California to shop.

Frank Keenan has been, during the past
few days, putting the finishing touches on
his
Patheofplay,
" Loaded
the first
direction
Herbert
Blache.Dice," under

Olive Tell, who is making a series of pictures for Empire All-Star, declares that all
forms of cosmetics, excepting make-up, are
horrid and dangerous. She thinks her golf
sticks are the best beautifiers in the world.
Extravagance is the theme of Kitty Gordon's new World-Brady picture. The star
wears some stunning gowns and magnificent jewels in the feature.
Rita Dane, prima donna, has decided to
plunge into pictures. She tried out as an
extra with Goldwyn recently, and has been
cast in a Mabel Norm and forthcoming release.
Dell Henderson recently completed direction of his sixth picture for EmpireAll-Star, and is now directing Edna Goodrich in an unnamed feature.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Metro comedians of the inimitable sort, are considered premier mirth provokers by thousands
of theatergoers. A Metro-Drew comedy
seems to welcome wherever it goes.
Larry Trimble, producer of Mme. Petrova's second picture, made forty-seven
scenes during the course of eight hours recently. Some speed, and all well done, too.
For Montagu Love's next World-Brady
feature two blocks of a Belgian street were
built full size, and the night before the
scene was to be shot a heartless wind storm
kuockcd it all down. Belgium fell, but was
rebuilt.

Director Charles J. Brabin, of Metro,
has completed his second feature for that
company, with Bushman and Bayne. It is
predicted the production will add new laurels to Brabin's wreath as a director.

Virginia Pearson, in Photoplays Supreme, Made
by William Fox
Most every one in the East studios has
noticed how rapidly Viola Dana is climbing
the ladder of motion picture fame. Just
wait until " Blue Jeans " is released.
■ Marguerite Clark received as a present from a friend recently, a tame fox.
Having closed her home at Rye, N. Y., for
the winter, she is letting another friend
keep the " pet."
June Elvidge, whom Leander Richardson
tried to ring in on Arthur James as the
June of "Who Is June?" fame, appears
with Carlyle Blackwell in " The Beautiful
Mrs. Reynolds," a World-Brady masterpiece.
Violet Heming, whose screen beauty has
elicited many forms of praise, is expected
to bring forth new adjectives when J. Stuart Blackton's feature for Paramount,
" The Judgment House," is released.
Jack O'Brien, directing " The Girl and
the Judge," in which Olive Tell stars for

Marion Davies, in the Century show,
" Miss 1917," will make her debut on the
screens of the country December 23, when
Pathe releases " Runaway Romany." The
feature is said to be from a story Miss
Davies wrote.
Williamlast
P. week
S. Earl'e,
GreatertwoVitagraph
director,
celebrated
notable
events. One was Thanksgiving and the
other was the third anniversary of Earle
as a Vitagraph asset. He has directed
some corkin' pictures.
Fox photographers are said to favor
risky scenes, and they got their wish when
" The Pride of New York " was filmed,
with George Walsh doing the lead. William cFox
ember 9. plans to release the feature DeNorma Talmadge has migrated to Atlantic City for a few days, after completing
"Select
GhostsPictures.
of Yesterday " for release through
Joe
Elsie
" The
under
studio

Kaufman has been chosen to direct
Ferguson's next Artcraft feature,
Song of Songs." The production is
way at the Famous Players-Lasky
in Fort Lee.
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mill
comedian. It is said that additional comization. panies will shortly be added to this organ-

Douglas Fairbanks, Without Removing His Make-up for a New Artcraft Picture, Permits Adolph
Zukor and Director Allan Dwan to Test His Physical Prowess
RUTH STONEHOUSE, formerly with headed by Tom Mix and directed by E. J.
Universal and more recently with
LeSaint, has
Round-Up adapted
" as a
permanent
title" Cupid's
for the photoplay
Triangle, has signed a long-term contract
by Charles Kenyon from the story by
with H. Berg, of the Overland Film Company, to appear in photodramas featuring
George Scarborough. Mix has surrounded
himself with a host of seasoned westerners,
her, it was announced last week.
Miss Stonehouse left on Thanksgiving
most of them being cowboys who served
him in the making of former pictures and
Day for an extended tour of the larger
cities, appearing in person at the better
who know the West as it really exists today, or did in the past few years. Wanda
theatres, and after spending a week in
New York will return to Los Angeles
Petit is playing the lead opposite Mix.
where it is expected work will begin on
Two companies are working at the Sunthe first story under the new contract. The
shine Comedies plant, one under the direction of Henry Lehrman, with Billy Ritchie
one
selected
is
called
"
The
Wolf
Breed,"
for which the director and cast have not
and Winifred Westover as principals. The
been chosen.
second is being directed by Charles Parrot and Lloyd Hamilton is the featured
Fox Names Three Features
Titles have been given to three William
Fox pictures now in production at the
studio. " For Liberty " is the name decided
upon for the Gladys Brockwell picture
which has its opening scenes laid in Berlin
at the time America entered the world war.
Director Bertram Braken is well along in
the production of this, and it is expected
all scenes will be made by the end of the
coming week. A great many extras will
be required for the scenes which depict
German trenches and other war scenes.
The arrival of the Sammies on the war
front will be a feature correctly depicted.
" A Soul For Sale " is the name given the
picture now being made by Director Frank
Lloyd which will serve as Jewel Carmen's
first starring vehicle. The Lloyd Company
was absent from the studio last week,
spending the time in central California for
scenes that will represent conditions in the
Klondike, where a greater portion of the
scenes for this photoplay are laid.
The William Fox Western Company
John H. Collins, Metro Director

Anderson Arrives on Coast
Carl Anderson, president of Paralta
Plays, arrived on the coast recently for
an indefinite stay, and Nat Brown, secretary and general manager who has been
West, has gone East for a few weeks
Since Mr. Anderson's recent visit to the
coast, work on the new studio was started,
and upon his arrival he was greatly surprised at the progress of the builders. The
stages are all completed, and other necessary buildings are nearing readiness for
occupancy. Production at the plant is continuing at full capacity.
The Paralta photoplay starring Clara
Williams, being made under the direction of
Reginald Barker, has been given a permanent title of "Carmen of the Klondike."
The story and photoplay is by Monte Katterjohn, author of "The Flame of the
Yukon." Three acres of the big exterior
lot at the studio were required for the
Alaskan village setting which was built
for this seven-reel production. A portion
of the photoplay has action in winter time,
and the cost of covering the setting to show
the change of seasons is said to have
eclipsed the original cost of the setting. In
addition the company will go to Truckee,
where many of the exteriors will be filmed
after the heavy snows.
A new Paralta organization to be known
as Louise Glaum Productions, Inc., is
shortly to begin work. Scenario for the
first is now being prepared by Monte Katterjohn, and will be of a patriotic nature
giving Miss Glaum the role of the daughter
of an American family that becomes involved with Germany's secret sen-ice organization. The play revolves about the
near climax in this hour of America's
destiny. The director for Miss Glaum is
yet to be selected.
Raymond B. West has completed the
production of " Within the Cup," and is
now at work on an unusual story which
may be titled " Blindfolded " or " Miss
Jimmy Valentine." The photoplay is an
original one by E. Richard Schayer author
of " Rasputin the Monk," who was recently
added to the Paralta scenario department.
The cast includes several very appropriate names. " Muldoon the Ear " is taken
by Joseph Dowling, the part being that of
a crook who lost his hearing by an explosion of " the soup." Jay Marley appears as
" Soupy," a yeg. David Kirby will be seen
as " Sparks McDonald the Feeler." Pat
Calhoun will be " Izzy the Faret." and
Tack O'Connor as the detective. The
featured part is that of Peggy taken by
Bessie Barriscale. Ed. Coxen will appear
in the masculine lead.
Triangle Accelerates Activities
With the return of General Manager H.
O. Davis from New York additional activ-
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ities were taken on at the Triangle Studio
at Culver City. No changes are expected
at the big Triangle plant for the present,
but it is understood that it is Mr. Davis'
intention to keep the producing organization up to its present maximum which includes twelve companies producing five-reel
subjects or larger.
Director T. N. Heffron has been assigned
to the work of producing the photoplay
adapted by Hayden Talbot from his original play " Oh Gee ! " William Desmond is
to be the star of this subject.
The western subject featuring Texas
Guinan, which has been titled " The Gun
Woman," is nearing completion at Hartville ranch. Francis McDonald is playing
the lead opposite Miss Guinan in this subject, and Frank Borzage is the director.
H. D'Elba, who has served as assistant
director at Triangle, following work as
director and assistant at Universal, has
been placed in charge of a company and
is now busy with the production of a newspaper detective story which has Charles
Gunn in the featured role. The plot pertains to a newspaper man breaking up a
political deal and becoming the fusion
mayor morality candidate in which he
proves successful.
Director Walter Edwards is making the
final scenes for " Evidence," which features
J. Barney Sherry, and Director Cliff Smith
will within a few days complete " The
Law's Outlaw," which has Roy Stewart in
the featured role. Lynn Reynolds, who
has made the last scenes for the film version of the Earl Derr Biggers story, " The
Gown of Destiny," is now working with
the scenario department in the preparation
of his next subject. It is expected that
Jack Conway will begin producing a new
picture within the next few days. This
will have Belle Bennett in the featured role.
Zukor Watches Work Progress
Two gigantic settings built especially for
the Fairbanks-Artcraf t subject " The Modern Musketeer," occupy almost all of the
space on the entire city block on which
the studio is located. One setting represents scenes in Paris in the time of the
original D'Artagnan, while the other setting is laid in a Kansas town in the present
day. This photoplay is being made by Director Allan Dwan, and many of the
scenes were filmed this week in the presence of President Adolf Zukor of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who
spent the past three weeks at the west coast
studio.
The George Melford-Sessue Hayakawa
Company celebrated Thanksgiving by arriving home from a trip to the Hawaiian
Islands after an absence of five weeks. The
organization, which includes about fifteen
people, secured exceptional material for
this early day Hawaiian picture.
William C. deMille is to make one more
subject starring George Beban, the first
having been completed by Beban himself at
Balboa Beach during the past week. Work
on the next subject was begun last week
at the Lasky plant. At this same place,
Donald Crisp is directing a subject which
has Wallace Reid in the featured role supported by Ana Little, Paul Hurst, Guy
Oliver, Ernest Joy and Edna May Cooper.
At the Morosco Studio, Rollin S. Stur-
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Jewel Carmen, the New William Fox Star, Consults with Her Director, Frank Lloyd.
Cameraman, Is Also Interested

Billie Foster,

geon is making the final scenes for a photoplay featuring Vivian Martin which will
have such well known players as Theodore
Roberts, James Neill, Harrison Ford, Jane
Wolff, John Burton and others. Many of
the scenes for this subject require the use
of a mother cat and a half dozen kittens,
and they are proving to be the greatest
burden of Sturgeon's directorial career, for
it is now necessary for him to screen in
each setting in order to keep his players

in sight. William D. Taylor is continuing
with the
of from
" Bunker
Bean,"
which
is andirection
adaptation
a Saturday
Evening Post story.
The Artcraft Company, headed by Mary
Pickford and directed by Marshall Neilan,
has begun work on a new film which requires exteriors found only in the vicinity
of San Francisco, and the company has
gone there for a stay of several days where
these will be filmed.

Ruth Stonehouse, Who Has Signed a Contract
with H. Berg to Star in Overland Film Productions

Triangle Exodus Begins
The first Triangle Keystone Company to
be transferred from the Hollywood to the
Culver City studio is that under the direction of Reggie Morris, which has started
the filming of a roller skating comedy. A
very large set showing the interior of a
skating rink is built on the mammoth stage
at the Culver City plant. Harry Gribbon
is the featured comedian of this comedy
which is as yet untitled, and the supporting cast includes Claire Anderson, Franklin
Baum, Dora Rogers, Myrtle Lind, Dorothy
Hager and other well known film players.
" The good ship ' Fremont ' " came into
use again last week for the Triangle Komedy that Herman Raymaker will make.
The boat has been partially rebuilt to suit
the needs of this photoplay, and a company
of players headed by Bill Franey will take
part. The principals are Dale Fuller,
Maude Wayne, Milton Sims, Lloyd Bacon
and Frank Opperman, as well as a handsome educated parrot that has been well
versed in sea terms.
One of the greatest crashes in the history of Keystone comedy making occurred
last week when an entire set showing the
interior of a large cafe which was furnished entirely with break-away furniture
was tipped off. Incidentally all of the furniture was needed for a rough and tumble
fight, and the photo comedy titled " Courts
and Cabarets " which is being directed by
Charles Avery is said to contain more bits
of flying furniture than any heretofore
produced. Max Asher is the lead of this
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provided by Alan Forrest. The company
is working
on "King.
Mile. Tiptoe " being directed by Henry

Hart Tries a New Role
The fourth William S. Hart Artcraft
subject, now in the making, will offer the
westerner in an entirely new role for him,
he taking the part of a lumber jack. This
photoplay, written especially for Mr. Hart
by John G. Hawks, will have exteriors
showing many scenes of the California redwood country and lumbering camps of that
section, the Hart Company has gone to
this region for a stay of ten days. Gertrude
Clair takes the leading role opposite Hart,
it being that of a mother, and Maude
George has been especially engaged to play
a heavy role. Other important parts are
taken by Hart Hoxey, well known cowboy
actor, and Robert McKim who will take
the male heavy role. Joe August who has
photographed practically all of the subjects
in which Hart has appeared is with the
company at Santa Cruz, as is also E. H.
Allen, general manager of the Thomas H.
Ince and William S. Hart Studios." Flare-Up Sal," the early day western
photoplay, starring Dorothy Dalton, was
completed last week, and Director R. William Neill and Miss Dalton are both enjoying short vacations. Mr. Neill is spending a week in San Francisco and Miss Dalton is at Arrowhead Springs.
To the cast supporting Enid Bennett in
her first Ince-Paramount subject as yet unnamed, two well known players were added
last week. George Nichols will take a
very important character role, as will also
Lydia Knott. Earl Rodney is playing the
lead opposite Miss Bennett and Jerome
Storm is in charge of direction.
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Vitagraph Company Travels
The Vitagraph producing unit headed by
Nell Shipman and which has Alfred Whitman as leading man left last week for Mt.
Wilson where several weeks will be spent
to secure exteriors for a decidedly western
photoplay adapted from the novel " Cavanaugh, Forest Ranger," by the author of
" The Grey Horse Troop." It is the intention of the company to remain at the summer resort hotels at the highest mountain
of southern California until suitable snow
scenes required by the story may be secured.
The Big V. comedy company has a new
director in the person of Kitty Howe, late
of L-Ko Company, who is directing the
making of a one-reel slap stick comedy
known as " Peanuts and Politics " which

Baby Marie Osborne and Her Director, Harry
McPherson
the " brains
" department
under the Albert
supervision of Director
of Production
Glassmire up to eight writers.
American Completes Subjects
Two American Mutual subjects were completed last week. One is " In Bad," the
Aztec subject in which William Russell is
star, and directed by Edward Sloman, and
the other in the cutting rooms is " Molly
'Go Get 'Em," a Marguerita Fischer photoplay directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
While Director Edward Sloman is editing "In Bad," the company is preparing
•for the filming of "Polo Jack" from a
story by Charles Turner Dazey, adapted
•for the screen by James E. Hungerford.
Miss Francelia Billington is to continue as
lead for Mr. Russell.
Marguerita Fischer's third picture, which
is next to be made has been given the title
•of " High Heels." This is a comedy drama
from a story by Helen Starr. The supporting cast in both productions has not
been named.
George Periolat, who has been with the
American Film Company for the past four
or five years serving as featured character
player, is shortly to leave for an extended
vacation, the greater portion of which will
be spent at his former home in Chicago.
While in the East, Mr. Periolat will make
a number of personal appearances at leading theatres in connection with the showing
of the coming American Mutual release
" The Mate of the Sally Ann," in which he
takes the part of a demented sea pilot. The
trip will cover about ten thousand miles
and provides for visits to Cleveland, Philadelphia, New York, and home by the way
of Kansas City, Denver, Salt Lake City
and other cities.
The Mary Miles Minter Company combined work and play when they made a trip
this week to Los Olivos in the Santa Ynez
Mountains, an important feature of the
event being a quail dinner at the wellknown tavern of Mattei's. The birds were

Universal Starts New One
At Universal City a new production costarring Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford was begun last week. This is titled
" A Wife in Arizona," and is an original
photoplay written by E. J. Clawson, who has
prepared the scenarios for all subjects in
which Salisbury and Miss Clifford have
been co-starred.
" The Eternal Columbine," which has
Mae Murray in the stellar role, supported
by Kenneth Harlan and others, was comWheeler Oakman,

with Edith Story in Metro
Features
will feature Rock and Montgomery. The
story for this deals with explosive peanuts
made for Germans but which get into
motorcycles of Americans and cause a wild
chase.
The O. Henry story now being produced
by Director David Smith at Hollywood
Vitagraph Studio is titled " The Fifth
Wheel," and has Chct Ryan and Walter
Ryan in the most important roles. A peculiar feature of this subject is that there
are no female roles.
The " Vengeance of the Woman " Vitagraph serial company last week worked
near Chatsworth Park where a mammoth
tunnel set with a special railroad track running into it was built especially for Director-actor William Duncan's organization.
In the scenes made here Carol Halloway
is seen climbing down a rope, hand over
hand, and dropping onto a moving railroad
train to cut a fuse attached to explosives
on the train which if they should be ignited
would destroy the train and tunnel. The
scenes were made without accident.

Dorothy Phillips, Bluebird Star, " Dolling Up "
in " Broadway Love "
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Storey, has been completed, and the studio
staff is now at work preparing settings for
the filming of " Revenge " which is an
adaptation from the Edward Moffit novel,
" Hearts Steadfast." The screen version
was prepared by H. P. Keeler, and the
direction of " Revenge " will be in charge
of Tod Browning. Wheeler Oakman will
be the leading man opposite Miss Storey,.
Kate Toncray will play the leading character part, and Ralph Lewis has been engaged to appear in the role of the heavy.
Director John Collins and company which
includes Viola Dena as star, Clifford Bruce
as leading man, Mabel Van Buren and
others, are still at work on the Mojave
desert, forty miles north of Los Angeles.
A mammoth adobe setting was completed
at the studio and transported to the Mojave
desert location where scenes are being
made for " The Tiger Cat " which is an
adaptation from a popular novel prepared
by H. P. Keeler.

Katherine MacDonald, with Jack Pickford in
"The Spirit of 1917," a Paramount Picture

pleted this week, and already fhe scenario
for her next subject has been prepared.
No title has been selected for the coming
subject.
An accident which resulted very fortunately is reported from Universal City.
Eddie Polo was riding a horse along the
edge of a cliff where the earth was supported by a huge rock. While posing for
a still picture, the rock gave away, and
the horse and rider were plunged down the
steep decline for many feet, alighting however at the bottom in soft dirt uninjured.
The scenes being made were for the serial
"The Bull's Eye" which James Home is
directing.
Westerns Nearly Completed
The first western-made Pathe subject,
" Kidder and Ko " will be finished by the
■end of the week and serve as the initial
release of Bryant Washburn on the Pathe
program. Richard Foster Baker, the director who is in charge of making this, was
taken suddenly ill last week, and to insure
against delay in the making George Marshall, who is in charge of location selections and other important work at the
studio, was pressed into duty as director.
Mr. Marshall was for two years director
for the Universal Company, and in the
•event of Mr. Baker's illness proves serious,
so that he cannot return to work, the picture will be finished by Marshall.
The Diando Film Company's subject,
" Any Home," starring Baby Marie Osborne, will have a very strong cast which
was selected by President W. A. S. Douglas. In addition to Lou Cody and Marion
Warner who play the parts of father and
mother of Baby Marie, Herbert Standing,
Katherine MacDonald, Harry Von Meter,
Ernest, the little colored boy, and J. H.
MacDowell, take important parts. Production work on this subject was slightly
delayed one day this week when Baby Marie
was presented with a handsome Shetland
pony as a gift from her father.
The first western-made Metro subject,
"The Legion of Death " starring Edith
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" Lost Express " Is Found
By the end of the coming week the last
episode of the " Lost Express " serial

starring Helen Holmes which was produced
by J. P. McGowan will be completed, the
company having finished this week, the last
scenes necessary for the fourteenth episode which was titled " Unmasked." In
the fifteenth episode which will be known
as " The Return of the Lost Express," the
train which mysteriously disappeared in the
first release of this serial, will be as mysteriously returned. It will be recalled the
train was running between two towns fifteen miles apart when it disappeared as
though the earth had opened and swallowed
it.
The last exterior work of the Signal
company, which will be disbanded following the completion of this episode, was
done this week at a tunnel in Chatsworth
Park, and
following
the day's
work William
a barbecue dinner
was served
where
Behrns
as chef
the
role acted
of Maitre
de and
Hotel.J. " Pep " took
The company has, for the past few days,
been working night and day in order to
get the prints for the last release in the
hands of the exhibitors as near December
1, as possible.

Dollywoob
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" Alimony "
(First REVIEWED
National Exhibitors'
CircuitMILNE
— Six Reels)
BY PETER
(( A LIMONY " can easily be conceded a prominent niche
*» among the top-notchers of the current year. For material upon which to base his story, the author, Hayden Talbot,
has delved deep into the varied intricacies of the divorce courts
and the result has cast the picture in a framework of the most
entertaining and fascinating sort. It is evident that the directors
of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit well realize the needs
of their fellow showmen by their selection of " Alimony ". as one
of their releases. The all-important value of the title has been
well insured by the manifold possibilities of the single word
topping these six reels and persons attracted by it will certainly
not leave the theatre disappointed.
The plot outlines the attempts of a woman scorned to ruin the
happiness of the man she once loved and his chosen wife. Her
methods are laid with the utmost care and the observer is actually
in suspense over the outcome of it all, so complete and well
formulated is the network of misleading circumstantial evidence
in which she manages to ensnare the husband. Providing the
author had not been possessed of a full knowledge of his subject
it is highly probable that the lay mind might have picked flaws in
his work, but Mr. Talbot has not introduced a false situation,
his scenario is smoothly constructed and it moves with a rapidity
that never permits the interest to falter.
A cast of uniform excellence interprets the principal roles. The
most notable performance is contributed by Lois Wilson as the
young wife. Her's is a part calling for the utmost in unsophistication and sweetness and the actress creates the desired impres ion inher every scene. Josephine Whittell makes her debut
before the camera as the adventuress and seems admirably
suited to this type of role. George Fisher is real enough as the
man in the case and the support from first to last renders adequate assistance.
Emmett J. Flynn directed, the production was supervised by
Robert Brunton, long of the Ince forces, while the photography
and art work were respectively taken care of by L. Guy Wilky
and R. Holmes Paul.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
A slight flirtation with Turner (George Fisher) leads Bernice Flint (Josephine Whittell) to divorce her husband (Wallace Worsley) believing that
Turner will marry her. Turner, with a million back of him, enjoys spending
it but has not the slightest intention of marrying Bernice. So she, in league
with Stone (Arthur Allardt), an unscrupulous lawyer, sets about to damage
the happiness of the man who spurned her. When Turner meets Marjorie
Lansing (Lois Wilson) her innocence and freshness appeal to him in a new
way and he asks her to marry him. She accepts. Bernice and Stone then
commence to create a domestic upheaval between the two and succeed in
their wicked aim until their ultimate happiness seems a thing never to be
attained. But the Turner attorney (Joseph J. Dowling) proceeds to fathom
the criminal actions of Bernice and Stone and before long the clouds are
swept away and the happiness of the Turners assured.
" The Silent Man "
(Artcraft — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
uT^HE SILENT MAN" offers William S. Hart the role of a
A straight good man instead of the usual good bad man.
Charles Kenyon, who wrote the story, has thrown a fine lot of
sympathy in the way of " Silent " Bud Marr, the character Mr.
Hart portrays, and as a result it creates a strong appeal. On second
thought, however, Mr. Hart's grim and determined rendition of
the part would result in an appealingly created character no
matter what the author had written around it. It is this surefire quality that has made every one of the star's performances
stand out above the background provided by the story.
Mr. Kenyon has introduced the customary dance hall stuff presided over by the customary vulture ; the holdup also customary ;
worked in a love interest that is both romantic and humorous
and wound up with a smashing trial scene in the crude frontier
court wherein the Silent Man is proven innocent by an unexpected witness and the villain deservedly lassoed and dragged
cursing through the mob to the jail. In fact he has supplied
the supreme portrayer of Western characters with a vehicle that
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utilizes the majority of his many abilities and produces the desired atmosphere of the old West to just the right degree.
The production is typically Ince from locations and settings
to the details of the camerawork. Vola Vale, Robert McKim and
John P. Lockney figure prominently in the supporting cast which
is of even merit from first to last.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
"Silent" Bud Marr (William S. Hart), after locating a paying claim is
dance
McKimj,
" Jack Pressley
by " Handsome
of itAmes
out and
swindled
agent. a When
dishonest
Ross), a(Robert
Mitchell (Milton
hall owner,
Mitchell sends the first shipment of dust back from the stolen mine Marr
holds up the stage and takes it. He also discovers Pressley with Betty
Bryce (Vola Vale), a young girl whom, he has married, posing as a man
kidnaps
hall Marr
dance(George
fate will be
the girl's
of
P. Nichols),
Hardy
Bill the
of Preaching
her in charge
and putsRealizing
her,virtue.
and his wife (Gertrude Claire). Marr is then hunted as a bandit, and a
price is offered for his capture. Pressley discovers that Preaching Bill
knows of the fugitive's whereabouts, and when he refuses to part with
half-finished
and his Marr
cabin surprises
burns his
information
the
shotpoint of aBetty's
at the church.
Goodwin)
David (Harold
brother
gun when he comes on the desolate scene, and the hunted man allows the
boy to take him into town a captive, in order that he may earn the rethe
" all in Higwith " justice
affair,however,
a one-sided
of Marr
The trial
by Grubstake
are turned,
The istables
villains.
hands ofward.the
gins (J. P. Lockney), who instead of being an old miner is in reality an
agent of the department of justice. He is well acquainted with the character of Pressley, and demands his arrest. He attempts escape, but Marr
ropes him and drags him back to the court house. With Pressley safely
out of the way and the facts of his previous marriage to Topaz (Dorcas
fflMatthews) revealed there is nothing to stand between Marr and Betty.
"Her Sister's Rival"
(Russian Art Film-Pathe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<<LJER SISTER'S RIVAL" is the best nf the Russian Art
11 subjects yet shown. A faint recollection calls to mind
the fact that the same statement was made regarding the last
one. But such is the case. It presents a powerful story. Not a
frantic melodrama with so much action crowded into the lives of
the characters that if they were human they would all be dead,
but a logical, dramatic piece of work possessing a single situation
of great strength from which the utmost suspense has been derived. This seems to prove that pictures certainly can be made
more realistic. The stage playwright complains over the American made product ; affirms that the producer wants too much
action and not enough development. But he will find in the
product of the Russian Art Film pictures that have been written
and produced with this correction made.
The entire cast appears to good advantage but the most distinctive work is rendered by Vera Colodna, a dark Russian
beauty, in the vernacular of the day of the " vampire " type, who
besides is an accomplished and finished actress. The names of all
the players are not mentioned but each and every one of them
handles his or her part with a degree of intelligent appreciation
that can be highly recommended.
The direction is good and the production includes a number
of expensive as well as artistic settings.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Prince Baskoff (V. A. Polonsky) marries Mary (L. M. Coronva), daughter
of Madame Kromoff. His marriage brings him a big dowry which he sorely
needs. He really
NitaSs (Vera
foster-sister,
reciprocates.
She, loves
however,
marriedV.toColodna),
Bartinsky, Mary's
a wealthy
banker. who
The
situation remains thus strained until Bartinsky, scenting it, pretends to leave
on
a business
trip. heReturning
Prince for
in his
wife's
chamber.
In anger
threatens atto night
have hethe finds
Princethearrested
a forgery
he had committed before. Madame Kromoff begs him to hold off and visits
the Prince herself. She offers him a gun, telling him that suicide is the only
way out for him. The Prince laughs at her and she, taking the matter into
her own hands, kills him. It is reported a suicide.
"The(Bluebird
Raggedy
Queen"
— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE

structure " The Raggedy Queen,"
than dramatic
vehicle
MOREby Nell
serves to bring Violet Mersereau back
B. Bronson,
to the screen-light after an absence of several months. She is
seen once more in a harem-scarem type of role — Tatters, a poor
youngster living in a mining town believing her mother was a
queen and that she is a princess. It offers her a number of opportunities to be kittenish and cut up generally. Fighting with the
village children because they refuse to believe her of royal
lineage, parading about with a strip of burlap for a train, saving
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the hero twice from death and finally discovering her long lost
father, Miss Mersereau creates a half-humorous, half-appealing
character that should very well please her admirers.
" The Raggedy Queen " lacks substance. There are more
episodes designed particularly to allow the star to appear to advantage in varying modes than there are those that further the
plot. The climax, however, has all the sensationalism of a regular old-fashioned melodrama. One is treated to the sight of a
cabin dashed to smithereens over a precipice just after the father
of the girl and her sweetheart have stepped safely out of it. It is
a very good thrill and well handled.
The support pledged Miss Mersereau is competent but has few
opportunities with the single exception of Grace Barton who appears as " Crazy Anne." Donald Hall is apparent here and there
but is usually lost and Frank Otto as the hero is negative.
John C. Brownell made the adaptation from the story and
Theodore Marston directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Reared by Crazy Anne (Grace Barton) to believe that she is the daughter
of a queen, Tatters (Violet Mersereau) is constantly at odds with other
children of the raining town attempting to prove her ancestry. David Grant
(Frank Otto), secretary to the owner of the mines arrives to settle employment difficulties. He incurs the enmity of Lem Braxton (Charles Slattery),
a drunkard, who later engages him in a fight and knocks him unconscious.
Tatters finds him and cares for him. His absence has worried Tillson (Donald Hall), owner of the mines. He arrives to investigate just as Grant has
risen from his bed. Business is discussed in the cabin of the superintendent
(Robert F. Hill), which stands on the side of a steep and rocky hill. Lem,
still bent on revenge, saws the props of the cabin half through, attaches a
rope to one of them and plans to drag the flimsy structure over the cliff.
Tatters coming upon them warns the men with a cry and then throws herself
on Lem in an attempt to stop him. But, though the men escape, her efforts
to save the cabin are vain. It crashes over the cliff and Tatters is buried in
the debris. Her recovery is rapid, however, and her happiness is complete
when Tillson discovers that she is his long lost daughter.
" The Hidden Hand "
(Pathe — Fourth Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THERE is more action— decisive action — in this episode entitled The
"
False Locket " than is usually spread over six
reels of the average serial. Ramsey (Mahlon Hamilton) is reinstated in the good graces of Doris (Doris Kenyon) when he
proves that he is not married. The Hidden Hand manufactures a
false locket to fit the precious packet which reposes in the
Whitney safe. The false Ramsey breaks into the safe and secures
the packet just as Doris rushes into the room. Too eager the
tool of the Hidden Hand places the locket in the aperture of the
packet. There is a terrific explosion which evidently kills the
intruder. Doris sees the paper containing the finger prints of
the baby slowly burning. She grasps for it as the Hidden Hand
enters. They struggle until the real Ramsey arrives. The Hidden
Hand takes flight.
"New York Luck"
(Mutual-American — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
THIS is a cracking good picture with a wallop at the finish that
O. Henry himself might have admired. Just when you think
you see through to the happy end, and lie back in your seat contented with having solved the plot and with the cobwebs all swept
away, you get a punch right between the eyes. And you sit up
and laugh at yourself.
In " New York Luck " Bill Russell raises his batting average
with another safe hit and the exhibitor who can't score on it, via
the box office route, is slow on the bases. As " you know me "
Nick Fowler from Hohokus, who goes to New York to give his
ability a chance to expand and to show the folks in that gosh
durned town what a regular guy looks like, he is extremely funny.
He has another good chance to show his prowess as a fighter
even
'em up on top of an elevator that has
stuck though
betweenobliged
floors toin scuff
the shaft.
" New York Luck " is a comedy-drama, well balanced and well
thought out, with a kick in the end that doesn't savor at all of an
attempt to put a little life in a weak scenario, even at the expense
of juggling or breaking the continuity of the story. The kick is
just a big surprise and you go out laughing. There is, in fact,
nothing to detract from the interest of the picture as acting, directing, setting and photography all come under the general descriptive, excellent.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
NickatFowler's
beyond
little telegraph
depot
Hohokus.ambitions
He fallscarry
in love
with the
a beautiful
girl whooffice
gets inoff theat
Hohokus one day while the train stops. After her departure he finds a
handbag, containing jewelry and her photograph, and he decides to go to
new York to seek his fortune and the girl. At a fashionable hotel, while
writing a letter back home, another guest enters, drops a photo like the one
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Nick carries of the girl, which leads to an acquaintance with the stranger,
who represents himself as Lord Boniface Cheadle. Nick becomes an unconscious tool of the man, who is Steve Diamond, a notorious crook. The
small town Romeo seeks out a motion picture director whom he used to
know in Hohokus and tries to get a job, but the office boy forgets the way
to Nick
the director's
office and
back to inNick
boss starts
won't writing
see him.a
is discouraged
with reports
his reception
NewthatYorkthe and
gloomy letter home. Then he changes him mind and writes a blood and
thunder story of his imaginary adventures, revolving them around Steve
Diamond. The director happens along, sees the letter, buys it for a scenario,
and hires Nick, at a salary which to him seems fabulous, to turn out New
York ideas. And when Nick meets the leading lady of the company he is
to write for she turns out to be none other than the one he has been searching every place to find.
" Fighting —Mad
(Butterfly-Universal
Five "Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THIS is one of the strongest and consequently one of the most
entertaining features which Universal has released under
the Butterfly brand. It is a story of the west beginning in the
days of '49 when ministers were as scarce as gamblers were
plentiful. The central character, " Doc " Lambert, a doctor as
well as a minister, loses all faith in God when his wife dies from
the ravishes of Clean-Up West a gambler without a soul. How
it is finally restored to him through the medium of his own
daughter makes a picture that holds tightly all the while and
often grips.
William Stowell as Lambert does one of the best pieces of
work in his successful career. His scene at the bedside of his
wife when he calls on God for an answer to such punishment is
extremely powerful. From here on, despite a skip of fifteen
years, the film retains the attention every minute of the way.
Stowell dons the makeup of an old man, but one could easily
believe he grew it. Wandering from town to town with a dog
for his only companion, he makes a deeply appealing figure of
the broken Lambert. The story of his daughter introduced here
offers new interest and presents a few touches of romance for
contrast.
Incidentally Mildred Davis as the daughter is one of the most
promising ingenues seen on the screen in some time. If she remains under the direction of E. J. Le Saint who has handled her
so well here, she may soon be heard from in larger type. Mr.
Le Saint's work is as always finished in every department. The
story and scenario were prepared by J. Grubb Alexander and
Fred Myton.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Lambert
(William
doctor toandlive.
a minister,
in a Western town with
his wifeStowell),
(Helen aGibson)
Lambert arrives
finds much
to do
administering to the needy. West (Hector Dion), a gambler, notices Lambert's wifeil and
eventually
lures her away from her husband. Returning disusioned she dies
in childbirth.
With this Lambert loses faith. Leaving the baby on a doorstep he leaves
the town and becomes a wanderer, never lifting a hand to behalf of a human
being. Years later he returns to the same town and meets Lily Sawyer
(Mildred Davis), who works at the hotel of Smith (Alfred Allen). The
frank and
manners
the girl
slowlyLilyto hismeltpassions
Lambert's
heart.
When
West open
returns
to the ofvillage
also start
and sees
are further
aroused.
Fanny
(Betty
Schade),
West's
partner,
realizing
the
approaching
tragedy, tells Lambert that the girl is his daughter. With which Lambert
grasps the long sought opportunity and kills West. This accomplished his
regeneration begins and before long his faith has been restored.
"The Secret Game"
(Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
{(■THE SECRET GAME" presents Sessue Hayakawa, the
1 Japanese actor, in the role of a secret service agent of his
native country who is partly responsible for the rounding up of a
group of German spies. It is a fast moving melodrama from the
ready pen of Marion Fairfax with the various intricacies of the
spy system brought into full play with entertaining results.
Hayakawa performs most effectively in the featured part.
It can be hazarded that " The Secret Game " because of its
general character will meet with its full share of public approval,
but there are certain inconsistencies about it, certain twists of the
plot that gain their points willy-nilly, which prevent it from attaining the usual satisfactory level maintained in Paramount pictures.
In other times than these of war one might countenance the extremely unsystematic atmosphere of the Quartermaster's headquarters. Agirl stenographer secures a confidential position without more than an endearing glance from the officer in charge,
the office is left open in the afternoon for any visitor that chances
along and the same girl stenographer receives telephone calls in
the office from a German spy without ever being detected until
the author wishes it so !
There are other points. By means of a microphone, the spy
not only hears the girl in the next room conversing over the
'phone but the party on the other end as well ; the final letter
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received in code by the girl is easily read without the key. But
these can be passed over as liable in any spy melodrama. They
will hardly be noticed but it is doubtful whether the afternoon
tea atmosphere of the army office will pass as realistic.
As for the construction of the main plot of " The Secret
Game " it is done with an appreciation of effect except at the
last. Hayakawa's Nara-Nara, the Japanese spy who works in
behalf of the United States, is an admired figure until he turns
around and attacks the girl. This action instead of thrilling, mystifies unpleasantly. Perhaps he had to attack the girl because he
was to be killed soon after, but can't an all-around hero ever
die? Florence Vidor is a heroine of unusually attractive appearance, handling a difficult part successfully.
William C. De Mille directed. The production is plain but
adequate.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Nara-Nara (Sessue Hayakawa), member of the Japanese secret service
operating in the United States, is sent to Los Angeles to see that no information regarding the sailing of Japanese transports carrying American soldiers leaksofouttheof office
the Quartermaster's
office.
Major Vidor)
Northfield
(Jack Holt),
in charge
has Kitty Little
(Florence
as stenographer.
She is in reality a member of the German secret service, taking orders from
Dr. Smith (Charles Ogle), supposedly Northfield's sincere friend. NaraNara takes the office next to the Quartermaster's, setting himself up as an
exporter.
Eventually
learns of Northfield
Kitty's mission,
to get the
into the hands
of the heGermans.
also discovers
her sailing
talkingorders
with
Dr. Smith and gives her some blank papers as the sailing orders. She takes
them to Dr. Smith, but Nara-Nara pursues and attacks the girl, first for the
papers and then for himself. His better nature is finally awakened by the
girl'scrucial
pleading.
He Kitty
is stabbed
one brother
of Dr. inSmith's
aides.
At
this
moment
opens ina the
letterbackfromby her
Germany
saying
that he is about to be shot for refusing to shoot helpless women and children.
So when Northfield arrives she is already a true American, ready to go into
his arms.
Raymond Hatton as " Mrs. Harris," another German spy, and Mayme
Kelsoof asfineanother
secretary in Northfield's office, complete the cast with a
pair
performances.
" Vengeance
Is Mine
(Pathe Play— Five
Reels) "
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
u\ 7ENGEANCE IS MINE," Mrs. Vernon Castle's fourth feaV ture to be released by Pathe, offers the star the part of a
young woman, whose father's death has been caused by a powerful financial ring and who swears vengeance. Instead love and a
realization that punishment is to be meted out by another, alter
her purpose and bring about the correct conclusion of the
romance.
This is an adaptation of a novel by John A. Moroso, made by
Howard Irving Young and directed by Frank Crane. Its very
title is more or less descriptive of the picture's contents, and
from the moment that Paula, grief stricken, makes her vow of
vengeance, the spectator is quite certain that she will be swerved
from her purpose by the ruling element of love. It is, in truth,
a conventional plot, presented interestingly.
There is a place or two during the five reels where the incidents of the action are not strong enough to prevent the bare
mechanics of the story from bubbling to the surface, but in general it is an entertaining and most satisfactorily produced picture.
Mrs. Castle is given an opportunity to dance a little and the gowns
she wears can certainly not be listed as conventional.
A large cast has been assembled to support Mrs. Castle, and it
may safely be said that it is all-star as well. Elliott Dexter and
Frank Sheridan have
nextAND
in prominence
THE parts
STORY
PLAYERS to the star's.
Forced to the wall by a powerful financial ring Farrington commits suicide.
His daughter, Paula (Irene Castle), seeks to take vengeance into her own
hands and hunts the man in the center of the ring. At a house party she
meets Dr. Smith (Elliott Dexter), who falls in love with her. A misunderstanding separates them. Unsuccessful in locating the man, but with the
knowledge that papers in the home of Van Brunt (Frank Sheridan), one of
the leaders of the ring, will identify him, Paula, with the assistance of a new
found friend, a reformed burglar, secures the papers. To her horror she
discovers
the man
Dr. Smith's
father.agrees
She leaves
hands and that
accepts
the isdoctor.
His father
to makevengeance
reparationin other
when
he realizes to what great extent he has erred.
Helen Chadwick, Edwin Hoyt, Reginald Mason, Ethel Grey Terry, Frank
Monroe and Julia Stewart have parts of varying importance.
" The Good for Nothing "
(World Film— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
PARTLY comedy which is of varying merit and half melodrama which lacks unity, " The Good for Nothing " is not
to be ranked with the general run of World Film pictures. Usually this company's product is melodrama, compact, actionful and
interesting at the very least. The combination of this type of
picture and the almost irrelevant line of comedy attempted by the
star, has resulted in lessening the value of each element. Take,
for instance, the action transpiring in the West where the hero
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is shown playing at his work. There is quite a bit of it but
narry a touch of plot development. The story never starts until
he journeys to the East and even then the hero is less in the
limelight than others in the cast.
Carlyle Blackwell, who essays the title part, directed as well.
As the comedian and fixer of the story he scores with moderate
success. He is often inclined to laugh at his own fun which is
rather bad form, but his performance is likable as a whole.
Evelyn Greeley is an attractive opposite, and Muriel Ostriche appears in a comparatively minor part as the typical betrayed working girl.
"The Good for Nothing" can best be remembered for its
touches of comedy. There is too much of the chicken-chasing
episode, but most of the other attempted comedy touches register.
Its melodrama can best be forgotten.
A. Alexander Thomas is author.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
After having spent much of his youth in knocking about the West, Jack
Burkshaw (Carlyle Blackwell) returns to his home to find his mother (Kate
Lester), married to a wealthy widower (Charles Duncan;. The atmosphere
of the home is rather forced until Jack's coming. He procures a job as
manager of a farm, and his success soon wins him the respect, and later
the love of Marion Alston (Evelyn Greeley), his stepsister. Jerry Alston
(William Sherwood), her brother, a dissipated youth, has betrayed the
confidence of a stenographer, Barbara (Muriel Ostriche). Jack learning of
this proceeds by a roundabout way to awake Jerry to a sense of his duty
to the girl. His own marriage to Marion brings on a complete happy ending.
cast.Eugenie Woodward, Katherine Johnston and Pina Nesbit complete the
" Jerry
and the
"
(Cub-Mutual
— OneBurglars
Reel)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
EORGE OVEY as Jerry redeems himself in this one-reel comedy, for it certainly tops any of the foregoing. In escaping
from the police Jerry seeks refuge in a hut and conceals himself in
a trunk, where he overhears plans being made by a pair of crooks
to "crack a joint" in the immediate neighborhood. He is discovered and at a pistol's point is compelled to accompany the marauders as an accomplice. But by clever maneuvering he manages to
double-cross his erstwhile accomplices and imprisons one in the
safe they are about to rob. When the police arrive Terry springs
his coup,
which results in the arrest of the duo and the glorification of Jerry.
This is a picture which will undoubtedly be well received wherever shown.
Release date, Thursday, November 29.
"Nearly
(Goldwyn — Married"
Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY R. E. PRITCHARD
MADGE KENNEDY, who scored a brilliant success in " Baby
Mine," surpasses her initial effort in the second of her
Goldwyn pictures, " Nearly Married." The story is more interesting and even funnier and the many changes in the settings
relieve the monotony of the first Madge Kennedy picture. Added
to this, Miss Kennedy is now much better known to the photoplay
world and the box office value of this second production should be
greater. It is probably unappreciated that many stage stars who
are known to everyone here in New York are practically unknown
in the smaller cities and villages of the country, but after such a
picture as " Nearly Married " Miss Kennedy ought to leap into
the front rank of screen popularity.
This Edgar Selwyn play is essentially a farce, but unlike the
ordinary farce it is not dependent on one or two situations. There
is literally " something doing " every minute. Chester Withey, the
director, has fully grasped the spirit of the story and has developed
all the finer points to a nicety. The settings are well chosen and
often reach the magnificent. The photography is of the very best,
the difficult night rain scenes being especially well done.
Miss Kennedy herself is an ideal actress for roles in farce
comedy which require beauty and the naive innocence of young
womanhood. She is a splendid portrayer of moods, and even the
sorrowful expressions bring laughs. There was a perfect continuity of heart-humor shown by the big audience at its first public
presentation.
There is a perfect cast in support, Richard Barthelmess contributing a splendid characterization as Betty's brother.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
It is Betty Giffon's (Madge Kennedy wedding day, or rather her wedding
hour.
Everytoone
but theto bride,
and she iswithout
" all dressed
up," butof
she refuses
allowis onthehand
ceremony
be performed
the presence
her brother Dick (Richard Barthelmess), who has overlooked the hour of
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the ceremony in the excitement of his having won admission to the bar.
Finally she agrees to allow the husband (Mark Smith) of her best friend,
Gertrude
Robinson
Tell)Dick
to act
her brother's
and the knot
is tied. But
in the (Alma
meantime
has inrealized
that he place,
has overlooked
the
wedding hour and steals an automobile to get there on time. Then all sons
of exciting things happen, including Dick getting himself all bungled up and
arrested.
BettyThomas),
hears of seeks
her brother's
Harry (Frank
to get herpredicament
to hurry toandthe when
train her
for husband,
the start
of their wedding tour, she charges that he is heartless and refuses to leave
her brother. The brother is brought home and finally Betty agrees to start
on the tour provided that Dick accompany them. The husband refuses to
permit this, and Dick, stimulated by the desire to try his first case and his
hatred of Harry, encourages her to seek a divorce. Harry consults his
lawyer friend, Tom, and together they engage Hattie King (Hedda Hopper),
a professional co-respondent. The divorce is near, Betty having demanded
a stipulation in the decree that Harry shall not be allowed to marry again —
really because she still loves him — when she comes face to face with Harry
and Hedda in a restaurant. There she cannot suppress her love — and
jealousy. But Tom and Gertrude steer them together and the bridal pair
decide to elope on their honeymoon. Just afterward Dick rushes in with
the news of the decree being granted and finds that his sister, who is no
longer married, has started on her honeymoon. So with Tom and Gertrude
he
starts in
andco-respondent,
Hedda, who hasn't
the machine.
fee she has.In been
promised
for pursuit,
being the
follows received
in another
the
meantime the proprietor of a road house, in order to bring business, has
planted broken bottles along the road and the machines one after another
are wrecked and all of the passengers find haven in the road house. Then
follow amazing
overgetting
rooms,a justice
etc. Finally
Tom believes
the
problem
has beenmix-ups
solved by
of the peace
to remarrythatthem,
but Dick frustrates this with the clause in the decree preventing Harry remar ying in New York. The couple then decide to elope to Jersey, and the
burning of the garage through the carelessness of Dick prevents pursuit,
for
all
the
" co-respondent
" rode were
destroyed, andcarsthe except
couple that
make ingoodwhich
their the
escape
in that.
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman "
(Hitler and Wilk— Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
JOHX BARRYMORE as Raffles in the screen version of E. W.
Hornung's popular novel and stage play, introduces this character to his audience with such a genuine appreciation for this type
that there can be no doubt of an equally genuine and hearty reception given this drama when it is presented in the motion picture
theatre. It is intensely interesting from start to finish and can be
recommended to any and all exhibitors as a sure bet. The title itself will attract. The cast is composed of recognized artists. The
picture has been given an excellent production. The photograph
is as good as the best.
As shown for review last week, the picture gave evidence of
hasty assembling. One or two sub-titles were obviously out of
place, due to improper assembling. A particular incidence of this
is noticeable when Captain Bedford is introduced, a sub-title announcing his appearance. The next flash shows a close-up of
Raffles and then a general view of those assembled is flashed and
Bedford is included in the assemblage.
The picture could be improved by cutting. It runs to too great
a length. Some of the scenes are far too long. They could be
greatly improved by being cut to flashes. The action throughout
is convincing and occurs with a snap of movement that holds the
attention. The picture should be accepted by any audience as
affording sure-fire entertainment. It will, in the opinion of the
reviewer. The mistakes, as noted above, can be eliminated with
the scissors.
Director George Irving has a good eye for detail and atmosphere. He has shown some elaborate settings. Mr. Irving has
been painstaking in following the intent of the author. Anthony
P. Kelly did the continuity and presented a carefully prepared
script to Director Irving. " Raffles " presented a difficult theme
to scenarioize. The plot had to be followed with care, given
every movement made by the characters interpreting same. Mr.
Kelly has shown by his work with this script that he appreciates
the finer shades in properly done continuity.
Mr. Hornung's drama is known to the millions. When it was presented on the stage about ten years ago it ran to packed houses.
The screen version should get the same results. John Barrymore
is a fine type for the title-role. Even when Raffles is taking the
law in his own hands and committing an act which we all know
to be a crime, he has the sympathy of his audience. This phase of
the screen version may not be overlooked by some of our censor
boards. The author, Mr. Hornung; the scenarioist, Mr. Kelly;
the director, Mr. Irving, and Mr. Barrymore have all tried to subordinate the criminal phase to the better qualities that are meant
to predominate and they have all succeeded, in the opinion of the
reviewer. There should be no occasion for the censors to eliminate
any scene in this production.
Christine Mayo and Evelyn Brent in the principal feminine roles
give performances that add much to the merits of this production.
H. Cooper Cliffe is convincing. Frederick Perry gives a good account of the detective. Frank Morgan gives an average performance. Mike Donlin in a character role is good. Mathilda Brun-
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dage does her usual good work in a society matron's part. Nita
Allen has a " bit." Harry B. Harris was at the samera.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
" Raffles,"
the
amateur
cracksman
(John the
Barrymore)
for thefrom
excitement of it. He delights
in outwitting
police andsteals
in taking
the rich and giving to the poor. The story opens with Raffles in pursuit
of an international swindler aboard a ship. He wishes to get a ruby which
the swindler
has.to Heescape
discovers
it in the
the Mrs.
swindler's
and
jumps
overboard
detection.
He isheelseenof by
Vidal boot,
(Christine
Mayo), an English society woman. Raffles reaches shore, and returns to
England, where he meets Mrs. Vidal, and she falls in love with him. They
meet lessat necklace
Lord ofAmersteth's
home as intheLondon.
Amersteth
a pricejewels known
Melrose Lady
jewels.
There ishasdiscussion
about the amateur cracksman who has robbed many of the rich of London. The jewels are shown in Raffles presence. Raffles is in love with
Gwendolyn (Evelyn Brent). Mrs. Vidal threatens to expose him if he
doesn'ttain return
her love. APerry)
detective
is engaged toto Raffles
guard the
jewels.
CapBedfordhe(Frederick
is introduced
as the
detective.
He declares
will catch the amateur
cracksman.
Crawshay (Mike Donlin) visits the Amersteth home, and arranges with
the maid to gets the jewels. Raffles sees him enter at night and snatch
the jewels from him. The detective is called and arrests Crawshay. The
jewels are missing. Raffles leaves for the city. He promises Bunny Manners (Frank Morgan) that he will obtain sufficient money to allow him topayRaffles
a gambling
debt. that he will not obtain the jewels before midnight
bets Bedford
of the next day. Bedford follows Raffles to the city. Crawshay escapes
prison
to Raffles's
apartment
revenge.
He enters,
and
Raffles and
sees returns
him. Bedford
is outside.
Rafflesfor allows
Crawshay
to escape.
Bedford enters. Bunny has left with the jewels in a tobacco pouch. Later
Raffles gets the jewels back, and returns them to Gwendolyn, saying that
he is the amateur cracksman, and that he is through for good and all. He
wins the bet, and Bunny gets the money to pay his gambling debt. He
proves that he took the jewels to prevent Crawshay from stealing them.
" The Tenderfoot "
(Vitagraph — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
<<""THE TENDERFOOT," featuring Lillian Duncan and Carol
A Halloway, is an adaptation from Alfred Henry Lewis's work
of the same title and produced for Vitagraph under the direction
of W illiam Duncan. The picture is not up to the standard as
established by other screen versions of this same author's works,
for it does not present the same convincing theme or the same
rapid action that was evident in Lewis's " Dead Shot Baker," for
example. It does, however, present a picture that will be thoroughly enjoyed by the average patron, because Lewis has created
in Jim a typical western figure and one that is sympathetic.
There are at no time moments in the presentation of this drama
on this screen that can be referred to as really dramatic. The
natural touch that is necessary to supply these moments is not evident. A good bit of the main theme is based upon the idea of the
Indian's
customof ofconsent.
acceptingThecertain
on the part
of others
as indicative
scene,actions
for example,
which
shows
the white man taking the horses which the Indian chief had led
within a short distance of the white man's camp — this taking by
the white man is supposed to mean that he is giving his daughter
in marriage to the Indian chief. This was, no doubt, the custom
of the Indians, but it will appeal to most audiences as little less
than ridiculous and surely not natural or the usual course which
events take.
The story, as presented on the screen, has been told without
explaining away certain incidents that we are led to believe would
occur. After Jim has killed the Indian chief an audience will naturally expect trouble from the tribe. There is none, nor has the
author offered any explanation of this. The tenderfoot, too, seems
to acquire the manners and customs of the west without any apparent preliminary training.
" The Tenderfoot " is not the best western picture that Vitagraph has produced, nor is as good as some others. William
Duncan gives a good account of Jim. Carol Holloway gives a
good performance. Florence Dye is not convincing in her part.
Joe Ryan, Walter Rogers, Charles Wheelock, Hattie Buskirk and
Fred Forrester have minor roles. Joe Ryan makes a good " heavy "
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
type.
Jim (William Duncan), a tenderfoot, goes West to forget the girl whom
he could not win. He has acquired the Western ways and has succeeded in
forgetting the girl back East when she appears on the scene with her
father. Ellen (Florence Dye) displays the same indifference towards Jim
as she did back East until Jim saves her from the hands of the Indians.
It is then that she becomes infatuated with him. Jim has met Cynthki
(Carol
and Ellen(Joe
becomes
of Jim's attention
her.
" SmilingHollowoy)
" Jack Douglas
Ryan),jealous
a questionable
characterto about.
Wolfville, meets Ellen. In order to arouse the jealousy of Jim, she arranges several meetings and on one occasion is attacked by him. Jim saves
her
his treachery.
Cynthia
a meeting
" Smiling
" Jack
for afrom
purpose.
She knows
that arranges
he will kill
Jim on with
sight.
She gets
his
revolver and substitution blank cartridges for the ones that are in the
chamber. Jim appears and there is a fight. He holds Jim at the point of
his
loaded.
has Ellen
saved returns
Jim's
life.revolver
Cynthia and
tells isJimtoldthatthatshe itdidis itnotbecause
she Cynthia
loved him.
to the East and the two are left in happiness.
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Theda Bara, Is Must Be Admitted, Scored a Distinct Triumph in " Cleopatra," but It Is Predicted the William Fox Star Will Do Even Greater Things
in " Du Barry," a Standard Picture, Directed by J. Gordon Edwards. As a Costume Play This Promises to be More Than a Winner
"The Seven Pearls"
(Pathe — Fourteenth Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
IT develops in "The Tower of Death" that lima was not in the
*■ piano case after all when it went over the falls. With all of
the seven pearls now in their possession Harry and lima rejoice
but Perry and Stayne are still on the job. They steal one of the
pearls and make for the railroad tracks. lima pursues, but on
seeing herself cornered climbs a ladder and takes refuge in a
water tank. The villainous Stayne opens the stop-cock and lima
is momentarily in danger of drowning. Perry and Stayne start
to quarrel and when a train approaches, the former throws his
enemy into the wheels of the engine. He is thrown far off but
not killed. Harry arrives and, hearing Ilma's cries climbs up the
ladder to the top of the tank. Stayne, regaining consciousness,
shoots at Perry but his aim is bad, and instead the bullet lodges
in a dynamite storehouse. This explodes and upsets the water
tank.
" The Scarlet Car "
(Bluebird— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
ADAPTED
fromproduced
Richard under
Harding
storyof byJoseph
"William
Parker and
the Davis'
direction
De
Grasse with Franklyn Farnum in the featured role, " The Scarlet
Car" presents a melodrama of considerable interest. The various
incidents which lead up to the accusation of Billy with the stealing
of the bank funds present an unusual array of complications calculated to rouse the interest at the start and maintain it to an
admirable degree throughout the five reels. The manner in which
Billy clears himself is unusual and leads up to a climax of the
true melodramatic type.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Billy Winthrop (Franklyn Farnum), son of the owner of a small town
newspaper, after sowing a few wild oats in the local pool parlor settles down
to make good. His father (Al Filson) is in debt to the extent of five
hundred dollars to Peabody (Howard Crampton), president of the town
bank. Peabody and his son (Sam De Grasse) have appropriated a large
sum
bank's(Lonmoney
to cover
a personal
debt. Their
cashier,an Paul
Revereof the
Forbes
Chaney)
discovers
the shortage
and old
demands
explanation. He is struck down by the younger Peabody and thought dead.
Billy
Peabody When
are rivals
the tohand
of Forbes'
Beatrice
(Edith and
Johnson).
she isfor
about
be forced
into a daughter,
marriage with
the
banker's
son,
Billy
rescues
her
and
the
two
escape.
A
storm
breaks
for
refuge they seek an old abandoned cabin, where they discover Forbes,and who
has lost his memory. .In his demented state he believes he is living in
the days of his distinguished ancestor, Paul Revere. They learn from his
gibberish that he has an important paper in his possession. In the meantime
the shortage at the bank has been discovered by the public, which results in
a panic. To clear themselves the Peabodys declare that Billy stole the
money. When the mob arrives at the cabin to tar and feather Billy he
realizes that the paper possessed by Forbes will clear him and point to the
real guilty man. Through a clever ruse Forbes is made to give up the
paper. The Peabodys get the tar and feathers and Billy wins the girl.
" (Commonwealth
The Frozen —Warning
Six Reels) "
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
CHARLOTTE, the famous queen of the ice, who created something of a sensation when she headed the ice ballet in the
New York Hippodrome a year ago, is the featured player in " The

Frozen Warning," a six-reel number produced by the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation. There is approximately five hundred feet of ice skating scenes, for the most part with Charlotte
holding the centre of the attention. She cuts fancy figures and
pirouettes on the tip of one skate and twirling so fast without
moving her position on the ice that she resembles a top more than
anything else. She clearly demonstrated her right to be heralded
as the most spectacular skater the world has discovered.
The story of " The Frozen Warning " concerns German spies and
an American inventor and Charlotte is active in refuting the enemy
band. It is a melodrama only fairly well designed. The action
possesses little continuity but might with some of the unnecessary'
scenes eliminated and the picture compressed. The producers have
appreciated the value of comedy relief. There is considerable of
it introduced from time to time and it is good.
The six reels reveal some excellent photographic work, including
a number of long shots of the water that deserve special praise.
The double exposure effects are novel and well handled.
" The Frozen Warning " is a novelty inasmuch as it introduces
Charlotte and her art to the picture screen. It seems to rest with
the exhibitor to decide whether its novelty will compensate for any
shortcomings in the way of scenario and interpretation.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Charlotte while out riding in the woods is thrown from her horse. She is
rescued by an inventor (Jack Meredith) who is using an abandoned cabin
in the woods as a workshop. It develops that he is perfecting an antisubmarine torpedo. German spies are constantly watching him. A friendship springs up between Charlotte and the inventor which shortly ripens into
love. At a Red Cross benefit where Charlotte gives an exhibition of skating
she sees the conspirators in one of the upper boxes and warns her lover of
their
presenceresults,
by scratching
word the
" spies
" onsteal
the ice.
This leadsandto are
no
immediate
however.theLater
spies
the torpedo
making away with it when Charlotte sees them. She warns the inventor
and a triple pursuit occurs. Charlotte boards the yacht and disables the
wireless apparatus, thus preventing communication with the German station
on thelotteshore.
inventor
spies and
arrives toTheassist
him. overtakes
The secrettheservice
men,holds
who them
also until
have Charbeen
notified, rush to the scene, arresting the criminals, while Charlotte and the
inventor go into each other's arms.
"The Wolf and His Mate"
(Butterfly-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
"""THE WOLF AND HIS MATE" has a pair of very interesting
A characters, the cave-man type of fellow and the girl he
marries by force. But it never takes any great stretch of imagination to figure out the ending, even as the minister is pronouncing
them man and wife. Of course the wolf develops the tactics of
the lamb after a few shows of brutishness, and equally according
to tradition the girl discovers she loves him. And so, after a
villain, who hovers consistently in the offing throughout the entire
five reels, is put to rout, the wolf and his mate embrace and that
is the end.
It is a picture as interesting as its characters, but lacking in real
sustaining interest and rather too slow for the audience's nerves in
spots. There is a realistic fight in the first reel which starts tilings
off with a wallop and then comes the marriage and the interplay
between man and wife which often takes on snatches of humor.
(Continued on page 4232)
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Frances, Eva
Adler, Lester W.
Frederick,
Akers, Jean
Frost, W. A.Alma
Alexander, Sara
Furry, Ella
Allen, Estelle
Fuld, Mr.
Fuller,
Mary
Allen, Winifred
Gabbe, A.
Altman, William
Anderson, Augusta
Gail, Mrs.James
Anderson, Claire
Gibson,
Angel, R.
Gilbert, Henrietta
Gilbert,
Maude
Apfel,
Girard, Charles
Argot, Oscar
Lange
Atcheson. Stuart
Gish, Lillian
Ayrault,
W.
Glaum, Louise
Baldwin,
Godsil, Kid
Barber, G.Jean
R.
Gonzales, Frank
Myrtle •
Barrows, H. A.
Gordon,
Gordon, Paul
Barry,
Frank
Beaumont, Grace
Gray,
A.
Green, G.Dorothy
Bellen, Cosmos
Greenwald, Abe
Bennett,
Enid
Bennett, T. W.
Greeson, Elsie
Bennett, Walter
Grey,
Griffin,Jane
Frank
Benoit, Victor
Benson,
Curtis
Hall,
G.
E.
Hale,
Alan
Bird,
Frank A. J.
Birdstrop,
Hale, W. M.
Blair. Ruth
Hakes, Helen
Hansen,
Bill T.
Blessing, Christine
Harenglon, J. H.
Blinn, Jack
Harron,
Robert
Bonde, Cosimo
Hart. Betty
William J.
Hart.
Bondhill, Gertrude
Boyd, Clarence
Hawkins. Michael
Hawks. Wells
Boyle,
Buurs,
Tom
Burke, Miss
Buel
Hawley, Orrin
Hevwood,
Burns, Edward J.
Hirsh, P. Doris
H.
Burns,
Vinnie
Burrougb, Tom
Hodges, Luly
Runa
Holmes.
' Cagerio, Katie
Holt. Edwin
Campbell,
Webster
Carney, Harry
Hopkins, Violet
Jack
Horner,
Carter, Nan
Howley, Irene
Casper, George
Chapin, George
Fred
Hoyt,
Huhn, Marion
A. O. A.
Cbenet,
rite
Christians,
Margue
Hunter, Kenneth
Hulse, Vaughan
Hunger, E.
Claflin, A.
Huntley, Fred
Clare,
Frank
Johnson,
C. W.
Clarke, Mrs. H.
Clark, Jack
Jones, E.Arthur
Jores.
F.
Coburn, Gladys
Kathe. Leo
Collier, Constance
Kaufman, Ethel
Collins. Nick
Keeley, Frank
Connolly,
William
Keith, June
Coobs, Royce
Keough, M.
Costello, Thomas
Kennedy,
Anita
Courtleight, William
Kimball. George
Courtney, Jane
Kingston,
Craig,
Charles
Kinsman, Ethel
Mr.
Crawford,
Florence
Klaxton, Kale
Crocket, Davy
Klinger,
Yetta
Crowe, Eleanor
Kolker, Henry
Curtis, Marie
LaGrassa, P.
Daly, Arnold
Laird, Margaret
Darling,
Grace
Daryean,
Fred R.T.
Langan, Frank
Davles, Griffith
Langford,
T.
Lauillard, Edward
Edw.
Dawn, Hazel
Laurie, Frieda
Daye, June
Leavitt,
Harry
DeCamp, Frank
Lee, Frank J.
Decker, James
DeCordoba, Pedro
Leeds, Cecilie
Lehr, Anna
Deely,
Ben Hal
DeForest,
LeMond, Frank
Delaney, Bert
Lennon,
Leno, Al Alice
DeLopez, Mme.
DeTorre. Calles
Leod,
John Julian
L'Estrange,
Diamond, James R.
Lewis, A. Lloyd
Diamond,
Virginia
Dickson, Lydia
Linden, Einar
Loeffler, Velma
Diggs, Ida
Dillon,
JohnMavW.
Lowry,
Dix, Richard
Laurie, Lilla
ElfriedaM.
Doerr,
L.
Luther,
Anna
Donnelly, Dorothy
Lytton, L.V. Rogers
McCann,
Doublier, Mine.
Drawer, P. O.
McCord,
Mrs.J. Lewis
McCormick,
Lyle
Dwyer, James
Ebersley, Miss
McCullough, Walter
McDermott, Vincent
Eckstrora, Carl
MacGregor. Eugene
Evans.
Fair, J. Frank
Machado, M.
Farnum, Franklyn
Marcel, Sonia
Fenwick, Irene
Marcus,
Miss H.
M:i reus, Lillian
Fielding. Margaret
Marks, Aaron
Finch, Flora
Marquez, F.
Fincley, Ruth
Flegelman, L.
Mayall. Herschell
•Flemings. Claude
Mayfleld, Charline
Fleming. Ethel
May, Natalie
Maynard.
Myra
Ford, Charles
Ford, George
Mayne,
Eric
Merkyl,
Wilmuth
Forde, Victoria
Messinger, Walter
Forest,
Alan
Miller. Jane
Foster, A.
Munsey,
EdnaK.
Foster, William C.
Murrnv.
J.
Fouche, Henry
Ella May
Musselbach,
Fowler,
Nansen, BettyWilliam
Fox, Julius C.
Nelson, Anna

II 1III1IIIIIHI1!
Nelson, Frances
Nichols,A. K.
Norma
Nires,
Nielsen,
N.

1
11

North, Tom
O'Dental,
Marie 11
O'Mall
ey, Pat
1
Ostriche, Muriel 9
Pagano,
Pagano, Marie
Mrs. G. 21
Palmer, Violet 2
Pantill, Robert 2
Pardee, Madeline L. 3
Paton, Georgia 1
Paul, Fred
1
Pawn, Doris
2
Perry, Fayette 1
Peters, George 1
Petit, Wanda
3
Pettus, Zuleme 1
Pollock, Helen 2
Potel, Victor 1
Prendergast, Betty 1
Pretty, Arline
Printzlau,
Olga 12
Putnam, Bob
1
Quinn,
W.
Radcliffe,J. Violet
11
Raleigh, W. Stuart 1
Rand, Anthony 1
Reach,
Emil
Reed, Florence
81
Reiff,
Helen
Robinson, Olive 11
Rockwell, Florence 2
Roden,
Roseman,J. B.
Ed.
11
Ross Lee G.
1
Roth,
Michael
Rotherhan,
P. J. 21
Rubini, Jan
1
Ruchti, J.
1
Salzman, Aaron 1
S;ipp. Harvey 4
Saunders, Earl 5
Schwarz, Charles S. 1
Schwerlind, Fannie 1
Scott, William 1
Sears, F.
2
Seward, Arthur J. 1
Sharkey,
Anna
Shields, Ernest W. 11
Shipman, Nell 1
Shirley, Florence 1
Shirley, William 1
Sibley, Laura D. 1
Sidney, C.
1
Siegel, Mary
1
Sissing, J.
1
Smith, Alfred 1
Smith, Cameron 1
Smith, J. M.
1
Spencer, Ernest 1
Spong, Hilda
1
Spurgeon,
Robert
Stark,
Leighton
I. 12
Sterling, Mr.
1
Stuart, Austin 2
Sullivan, Daniel 4
Sweet, Blanche 13
Swensen, Albert 2
Taggart,
Ben. L.
■ 13
Taylor,
Thomas, Walter
H. H.
1
Thorne, Ruby
1
Tborp,
Ruth
4
Tarves, James G. 1
Tincher, Fay
1
Titsworth, N. R. 1
Trent, Viola
1
Tucker, William 1
Turner, Alcie 2
Tyler,
A.
Ulrich, Harry
Lenore
11
Van Nosdall, G. J. 6
Varela, Louis C. 2
Vaughn, Arthur 1
Vaughn, Jackie 1
Volare, Baby Lorna 1
Walker,
R. D.
11
Walsh, William
Walters. E. J.
3
Ward,
Ward. Mr.
Carrie C. 11
Wnrshauer, Joe B. 2
West,
Weston,Lillian
C. H.
11
White, C. T.
2
White, Olive
John J.
White,
21
Whitmorer, Mr. 1
Willis, Llovd D.
1
Willis, Paul
1
Willis, George H.
Wilson, C. T.
1
Wise, Moses
2
Woods, Mr.
1
Wortham. Eddie 1
Yarnall, R. B.
1
Young, Fred G.
1
Young,
Zabelle, Whitney
Flora 11
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CURRENT

mil

AND

COMING

■
Nov.
25.
Sylvia
of
the
Secret
Service
(Irene
5.
Two
Bit
Seats
(Taylor
Holmes)
Art Dramas, inc.
Castle, Elliott Dexter, Susann«
(Essanay)
—
Oct. 1. (Undecided) Erbograph
5
Willa, T. W. Percival, J. H.
Oct. 8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur HorsGilmour),
Astra
I
Metro Pictures Corporation
ley
5
Dec. 2. The Little Patriot (Baby Marie OsNov. 5. The Outsider (Emmy Wehlen) 6
borne,
Marion
Warner,
Herbert
Bluebird Photoplays
Nov. 12. Outwitted (Emily Stevens)
5 Dec.
Standing)
S
Nov. S. The Lash of Power (Carmel My- ers) 5 Nov. 15. (Special) Draft 258 (Mabel Talia- fer o) 5
9. Her Sister's Rival (Vera Colodonaya,
M. Coronova, V. A. Po- 5
Nov. 12. Princess Virtue (Mae Murray)
5 Nov. 19. The Voice of Conscience (Bushman
lonsky)L. Russian
and Bayne)
5
Nov. 19. The Savage (Ruth Clifford)
5
Select
Pictures
Eternal Mother (Ethel BarryNov. 26. The
Winged Mystery (Franklyn Far- 5 Nov. 26. Themore)
Metro
5 The Common Law (Clara Kimball Young)
num)
7
Square Deceiver (Harold LockBrides (Brenon) (Nazimova)
8
Dec. 3. Theeau)
Raggedy Queen (Violet Merser- 5 Dec. 3. Thewood)
Yorke Film
5 War
Vera the Medium (Kitty Gordon)
5
Dec. 10. The Door Between (Ruth Clifford S Dec. 10. Alias Mrs. Jessop (Emily Stevens)
Foolish Virgin (Clara Kimball Young)... 6
Metro
5 The
Dec. 17. My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
5
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
7
Dec. 10. (Special)
Blue
Jeans (Viola
The Argyle Case (Robert Warwick)
7
Dec. 24. The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum) —
Dec. 31. The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Price She Paid (Clara Kimball Young)... 7
Dana)
'.Bushman, 5 The
Mesereau
—
The Law of Compensation (Norma Talmadge) (
Dec. 17. God's
Outlaw
(Francis
Beverly Bayne) Metro
5 The Eternal Sin (Brenon) (Florence Reed) ... 6
The Easiest Way (Clara Kimball Young)
I
Dec. 24. An American Widow (Ethel BarryButterfly Productions
more)
Metro
5
The Silent Master (Robert Warwick)
7
Nov. 5. John cis
Ermine of Ford)
Yellowstone (Fran- 5 Dec. 31. The Avenging
The Lone Wolf
7
Trail (Harold
Lockwood) Yorke Film
5 Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
S
Nov. 12. The Cricket (Little Zoe Rae)
S
The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
6
Nov. 19. The Man from Montana (Neal
Lest
We
Forget
(Rita
Jolivet)
8
Hart, Vivian Rich)
5
Mutual Film Corporation
Magda (Clara Kimball Young)
J
Nov. 26. Fear Not (Browne Vernon, M.
Daughter of Maryland (Edna
The
Wild
Girl
(Eva
Tanguay)
5
McQuarrie)
5 Oct. 29. A Goodrich)
5
The
Barrier
7
Dec. 3. Fighting Mad (Wm. Stowell, Helen
5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
5 War on Three Fronts
$
Gibson, Betty Schade)
5 Nov.
Nov. 12. (Special) The Planter (Tyrone
Public Be Damned
6
Dec. 10. The Silent Lady (Little Zoe Rae,
Power)
7 The
Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady)
5
Gretchen Lederer)
5 Nov. 12. Betty
and
the
Buccaneers
(AmerDec. 17. Beloved
Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry 5
ican) 5 Triangle Distributing Corporation
Carter
Nov. 19. SnapAmerican
Judgment (William Russell) 5 Dec. 2. The Sudden Gentleman (Wm. DesDec. 24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
mond) S
Molly Malone)
S Nov. 19. Please Help Emily (Ann Murdock)
2. The Ship of Doom (Claire McDowell) 5
Frohman
5 Dec.
Dec.
9.
Fanatics
(J.
Barney
Sherry)
5
Fox Film Corporation
Nov. 26. The Mate of the Sally Ann (Mary
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy 5
Miles Minter)
5 Dec. 9. TheStewart)
(Special Features)
Oct. 7. Conscience (Gladys Brockwell) 6 Dec. 3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich).. 5 Dec. 16. Because of the Woman (Bille Bennett)
Oct. 14. Thou Shalt Not Steal (Virginia Pear- son) S Dec. 10. Miss Jackie of the Army (MarFischer)
5 Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt)..
Oct. 21. This is the Life (George Walsh).. 5 Dec. 17. New Yorkgarita
Luck (Wm. Russell)
Dec.
23.
Without
(Margery Wilson)..
American
5 Dec. 23. Until TheyHonor
Oct. 28. The Scarlet Pimpernel (Dustin Far- num) 5
Get Me (Pauline Hart)..
Dec.
30.
The
Gown
of
Destiny
(Alma Reubens)
Nov. 4. Miss U. S. A. (June Caprice)
5
Dec. 30. Framing Framers (Charles Gunn) . .
Paramount Pictures Corp.
Nov. 11. Thekova)
Painted Madonna (Sonia Mar- 5
Jan.
6.
Betty
Takes
a
Hand
Thomas)
Dec. 3. The
Eternal Temptress (Lina Cava- 5 Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Olive
Jack Richard- son) 5
lieri)
Nov. 18. All for a Husband (Virginia Pearson) S Dec. 3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa) 5 Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke) 5
Nov. 25. A well)
Branded Soul (Gladys Brock- 5 Dec.
Jan. 20.
13. The
Law's GunOutlaw
(Roy
Stewart)
55
Dec. 10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
5 Jan.
Woman
(Texas
Guinan)
.
.
Dec. 17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Dec. 2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenterMr. Butterfly (Darrell Foss)
5
Reid)
5 Jan. 20.
Corbin)
5
27. Evidence (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin) 5 Jan.
Dec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
Jan.
27.
Real
Folks
(Jack
Mulhall)
5
Dec.
24.
Love
Letters
(Dorothy
Dalton)
5
Walsh)
5
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
5 Dec.
Dec. 31.
24. The
His Mother's
Boy (Mareuerite
(Charles Ray)
Seven Swans
Clark) 55
Dec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel CarFettered Woman
(Alice Joyce,
Vitacraph
V-L-S-E.
Nov: 5. The
men) S Jan. 7. Mrs. Dane's Defence (Pauline FredWebster Campbell)
S
erick)
Dec. 30. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ... S
Nov.
12.
I
Will
Repay
(Corinne
Griffith,
Jan. 14. Jules of the Strong Heart (George
Mary
Maurice.
Wm.
Dunn)
S
Beban)
• Fox Standard Pictures
Nov. 19. TheMiriam
Grell Miles)
Mystery (Earle Williams, 5
Oct. 7. When a Man .Sees Red (William
Jan. 14. The Spirit of '17 (Jack Pickford)..
Nov. 26. Who Goes There? (Harry Morey,
Farnum)
7 Jan. 21. Rimrock Jones (Wallace Reid)
Corinne Griffith)
5
Oct. 14. Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp... 8 Jan. 21. Blackton's The World for Sale
Nov. 4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara).. 6 Jan. 28. The tinge)
Dec. 3. The Tenderfoot (William Duncan,
Widow's Might (Julian ElCarol
Holloway
5
Nov. 18. Treasure Island
6 Jan. 28. The Hired
Man (Charles Ray)
Dec. 10. The Marriage Speculation (Mildred
Dec. 2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Manning, Wallace MacDonald).. 5
Kellermann)
Dec. 17. In the Balance (Earle Williams).. 5
Artcraft Releases
Dec. 9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
Dec. 24. When Men Are Tempted (Mary
Lee)
7
(PARAMOUNT)
Anderson, Alfred Whitman)
5
Dec. 16. The Heart of a Lion (William
Farnum)
6 Nov. 12. The Little Princess (Mary Pick- ford) 5 Dec. 31. His Own People (Harry Morey.
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
6 Nov. 19. The Rise of Jennie Cushing (Elsie
Gladys Leslie)
5
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
7
Ferguson)
5
Nov. 26. Desert Dust (Wm. S. Hart)
5
\Tholesome Films Corporation
Dec. 17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar) 5 The Penny Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neil
Goldwyn Features Corp.
Musketeer (Douglas
and Ralph Morgan), D
3
Oct. 7. Fighting Odds (Maxine Elliott) .... 6 Dec. 31. A Modern
Fairbanks)
5 Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special
Oct. 21. The Spreading Lawn (Jane Cowl).. 6
Nov. 4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
6 Jan. 7. Rose of the World (Elsie Ferguson). 5
AwfulC.Children's
Donwnfall Cast),
(Rex Juv
Adams), 1,000 4
5 His feet,
Nov. 18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy) . . 6 Jan. 14. Dead or Alive (Wm. S. Hart)
Dec. 2. The Auction Block
6 Jan. 21. Stella Maris (Mary Pickford)
5
Littlefeet.Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000
Dec. 16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh).. 6
Dec. 30. Thaii (Mary Garden)
5
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Oct. 7. The Heart of Ezra Greer (FrederWorld Pictures
Ivan Feature Productions
erick Warde, Leila Frost, George
Mar. 18. Two Men and a Woman (James
Oct.
15.
Shall
We Arthur
ForgiveAshley)
Her (June ElForth,
Thomas
A.
Curran,
Lilvidge,
Morrison, Christine Mayo, Ruybe
lian Mueller) 5
De Reiner, Guy Coombs, John
Oct. 22. The Dormant Power (Ethel Clayton)
Oct.
14.
Stranded
in
Arcady
(Mrs.
VerReinhardt and Helen Arnold) .... 5
Burglar (Carlyle Blackwell,
non Castle, ElliottD
Dexter), As- 5 Oct. 29. The
Madge Evans. Evelyn Greeley)...
tra
June — One Law For Both
9
Nov.
5.
The
Maid
of Belgium (Alice Brady)
Oct 14. The Torture of Silence (Mrs.
Nov. 12. The
Adventures of Carol (Madge_
Emmy Linn. F. Genier. E. Tallier,
George Kleine System
Evans)
Mr.
Gillis)
Gold
Rooster
D
5
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Nov. 19. Easy Money (Ethel Clayton)
Oct. 21. The Painted Doll (Ivan Mozukin,
Oct. 1. The Apple-Tree Girl (Shirley MaTanya Fetner. Mme. Lesienko) ... 5 Nov. 26. Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
Dec. 3. The
Awakening
(Montagu Love and
Nov. 4. The Mark of Cain (Antonio Moreno,
Oct. 6. Fools forson)
Luck (Edison)
(Taylor Holmes) —
Dorothv
Kelly)
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Good
for
Nothing
(Carlyle BlackSainpolis)
5 Dec. 10. The
Oct. IS. The(Essanay)
Fibbers (Bryant Washburn) —
well and Evelyn Greeley)
Nov. 11. France in Arms (War Film)
5
(Essanay)
—
Dec.
17.
The
Tenth
Case
(June
Elvidge)
Nov.
18.
The
Queen
of
Spades
(Russian
Oct. 22. Cy Whittaker's
(Shirley Ma- —
Dec. 24. The
Volunteer
(Madge Evans and
Special) (Mme. Shebueva, I. I.
son) Ward
(Edison)
Henry
Hull)
Mozukin,
Mme.
T.
I.
Ivan,
Oct. 29. Young Mother Hubbard (Mary McMme. Orlova), Astra
5 Dec. 31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
Alister) (Essanay)
—
Nov.
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Cosmofotonlm Company
American News Weekly
Frohman Amnsement Corp.
On* reel each week exclasively on Army and
incomparable Mistress BeUaa»
4 reels
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Nary activities.
liberty Hall
4 reels
Jack
Sherril".,
Helen Conness
Arnold, Marie 6 reels
LLC Black Spot
4 reels
Shotwell
and Robert
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Victoria Cross
4 reels
Conquest of Canaan
5 reela
0
18
4
reels
May
5.
Jones'
Jonah
Day
(Sunshine)
C..1
reel
God's
Man
t reels
May 7. When Justice Errs, D
5 reels
Hit
Vindication
5
reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
1 Believe
7 reels
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
May 14. The
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
Creative
Film
Corporation
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
General Enterprises, Inc.
The Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail).. 6 reels
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
The Warrior (Maceiste)
7 parts
Dixie Films
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
S parts
Gold Medal Photoplays
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)...S reels
Just a Song at Twilight
S reels
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
Anti-Vice Film Company
Cruze. George Spencer) 5 reels
U Any Girl Safe?
5 reels
Frank P. Donovan Productions
Golden Features
July
—
Billy,
the
Governess
(Billy
Quirk)..
1
reel
Argosy Films, Inc.
A Bit of Life
1 reel
— Butting in Society (Lou Marks) .. 1 reel
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels Aug.
Aug. — After Her Dough (Lou Marks) 1 reel
Grand Feature Film Company
Where
D'ye
Get
That
Stuff
5
reels
Aug.
—
Bunked
in
Bunkville
(Geo.
Ross)..l
reel
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re- is ue 5reels
Rex Beach On the Spanish Main
S reels
Aug. — His Dirty Career (Lou Marks) 1 reel
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
5 reela
Aug.— Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel
Aug.—
Helen
of
Troy
(All-Star
Cast)
5
reels
Rex
Beach
in
Footsteps
of
Capt.
Kidd....5
reel*
Arizona Film Company
Sept.— His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)..l reel
■hould She Obey
— reels Sept.
Ball (Lou
Marks).. 22 reels
Features
Sept. —— At
WastheSheBarber's
to Blame?
(in prep.)
reels The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
Arrow Film Corporation
Sept. — In and Out (Tammany Young) .... 1 reel
The Deemster (Derwent HaH Caine) 7 reels
Sept.— His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
D.
W.
Griffith
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Intolerance
9 reels
The Barrier
9 reels
Ebony
Film
Corporation 1 reel
Frank Hall Productions, Inc.
A
Natural
Born
Shooter
Bernstein Film Production
(A. H. Jacobs, Prod.)
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels Shine
Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) — reels
Johnson and the Rabbifs Foot 1 reel Her
The Bar Sinister
— reels
Bluebird Extraordinary
Hanover Film Company
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o'
Mine
(Rupert
Julian
and
Trooper
44
5.
reels
Maciste
— reels
Clifford)
5 reels
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Elmont Feature Film Co.
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson)
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips)
People vs. John Doe
6 reels
William S. Hart
Mother o' Mine (Rupert Julian, Ruth Clif6 reels The Cold Deck
5 D
ford, Ruby La Fayette)
• God's Law
Brenon Productions
Enlightment Corporation
Hawk Film Corporation
Enlighten Thy Daughter
7 reel*
Lone Wolf
7 parts
Monster of Fate
— reels
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Eugenic
Film
Company
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Herald
Film
Corporation
Birth
, 6 reela
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
JULES BURNSTEIN
Shame
7 parts
European Film Company
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels
Cardinal Film Corporation
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
Exclusive Features, Inc.
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5 reels
Where
is
My
Father?
7
reels
Centurv Comedies
Hippodrome
Film Co.
At the Front
with the Allies
Export and Import Film Co.
(FEATURING' ALICE HOWELL.) 2 reels
Balloonatics
Robespierre
—
reels
Historic Features
Automaniacs
2 reels
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Christus
8 reels
Neptunes Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Hate
7 reels
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Benjamin Chapin Productions
(CHARTER FEATURES CORP.)
The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and
Flora Finch Film Co.
My Mother
2 reels
Sills)
7 reels
War Prides
2 reels One Milton
My Father
2 reels
Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale) 6 reels
Myself
2 reels
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy) 6 reels
The Call to Arms
2 reels
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
A Trip
Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic-.8 reels
Inc.
ture)
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
On Trial
Christie Film Company
Should
She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Charles Chaplin
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel
Genung and Norbert Myles)
6 reels
With
the
Mummies'
Help
1
reel
Whither
Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
The Magic Maid
1 reel
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
The Milky Way
1 reel July 9. Cows and Caws
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
His Last Pill
1 reel
July 16. Submarine Chasers
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
July 23. Cheese Tamers
Down by the Sea
1 reel July
Uiodor Picture Corporation
Skirts
1 reel Aug. 30.6. Janitors
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Calamity
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel Aug. 13. AAs Chemical
Prospectors
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
His
Merry Love
Mix-Up
11 reel
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
A Smoky
Affair
reel
Fort Pitt Corporation
The Italian Battlefront.
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Enlighten Thy Daughter
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Fox Film Corp.
Ivan Film Productions
(Standard Pictures)
One Law for Both
8 reels
The Spy
Claridge Films, Inc.
The Birth of Character
S reels The Honor System
Babbling Tongues
6 reels
Jack and the Beanstalk
The Heart of New York
5 reels
The
Conqueror
Jewel Productions, Inc.
Camille
Chine Productions
Pay
SirensMe.of the Sea.
Oct. 14. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Ramona
8 reels
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Woods
The Man Without a Country.
Byes of the World
9 reels
Fraternity Films, Inc.
Juvenile Film Corporation
Corona
Cinema Company
War in Kidland
1 reel
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reels World
A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reela
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). 5 reels
Chip's
Rivals
1
reel
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
A
Bit
O'
Heaven
(Mary
Louise)
5
reels
For Sale, a Daddy
1 reel
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Birdland Studies.
Friedman Enterprises
Chip's Carmen
2 reels
(Continued on page 4231)
Horticultural Phenomena.
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray) 6 reels
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. 14. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Island, No. 2.
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. Valley.
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 19. A Trip Through Japan, No. 2.
Dec. 26. Beside the Glimmer Glass.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov.
19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec. 24.
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec.
31. The
Animals
in Midsummer.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

Fox Sunshine Comedies
11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells. .2 C
18. A Milk Fed Vamp
2 C
9. " His Smashing Career."
23. " Damaged — No Goods.'
6. " Shadows of Her Past."
13. " Are Married Policemen Safe? "

General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances
Parks
2 C-D
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
Hygeia at the Solito (Chet Ryan, W. L.
Rogers)
2 D
The Skylight Room (Jean Paige, Carlton
King)
4 D
One Dollar's
Worth Parks)
(Chat Ryan, Fran- 2 D
ces
The Last Leaf (Mildred Manning, Bernard
Siegel, Patsy De Forest)
2 D
Two Renegades (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers)
2
C D
ESSANAY
("THE Green
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
The Long
Valli,
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't
Lose
Your
Coa
t
2
Star Dust (Margaret Clayton)
C-DC
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
up by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who -Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the Hot
Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Hard Luck
1 c
The General
1 c
A Depot Romeo
1 c
ESSANAY SCENICS
Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick 1 Sc.
Lake Louise
1 Sc
Banff National Park
.1 Sc.
The Great National Industries of Canada.. 1 Sc!
Water Powers
of Western
Canada
1 Sc
CHAPLIN
COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C
A Jitnev Elopement
...2 C
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
FALCON FEATURES
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
_ Grey)
4 D
Brand's
(Kathleen Kirkham, R. 4 D
HenryDaughter
Grey)
His Mollie
Old-Fashioned
Dad (Daniel Gilfether, 4 D
McConnell)
Zollenstein (Vola Vale,
Monroe Salisbury).. .4 D
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2 D
Sagebrush Law
2D
("THE FURTHER
ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE"
WITH
TRUE
BOARDMAN
Through Fire and Water
2 iD
AThe Bushranger
'•
Strategy
22 DD
Stranger at Dumcrieff
A Champion of the Law
2 D
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(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
8. The Little White Girl
1 D
The Boot and the Loot
1 C Aug.
Aug. 15. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C Aug. 22. The Kingdom of Hope
2
D
SELIG-HOYT
COMEDIES
The Bath
Onion Tub
Magnate's
Revenge
The
Bandit
11 CC Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
The
Mystery
of
Room
422
1
D
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
Nov.
5. His
Deadlyof Calm
Nov.
12.
Rebellion
Mr. Minor
11 CC
The Munitions Plot
1 D
Nov.
19.
A
Close
Resemblance
1 C
The
Danger
11 DD
Nov. 26. As Others See Us
1 C
The Detective's
Railroad Smugglers
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
l C
The Deserted Engine
1 D
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
1 C
JAXON COMEDIES
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas 1 C
Too Much Alike
1 C
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
1 C
"Blundering
Breaking InBoobs
"
11 CC Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry
Mutual Film Corporation
Disappointed Love
1 C
December 3, 1917
He's
How In
It Again
Worked
11 CC MUTUAL —Monday,
Mutual Weekly, No. 153 1 Top
Their Model Careers
1 C
Thursday, December 6, 1917
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C CUB — Jerry Takes Gas (George Ovey)
1C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Monday, December 10, 1917
MUTUAL—Thursday.
Mutual Weekly,
1 Top
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge)l C
DecemberNo.13,154
1917
Pals
1 C
Ambition
1 C
CUB Ovey)
— Jerry's Boarding
House (George l C
In High Speed
1 C
Monday, -December 17, 1917
A Bargain, $37.50
1 C
Monkey-Maid-Man
11 CC MUTUAL — Mu.ual Weekly, No. 155 1 Top
On the Love Line
CUB
—
Jerry's
Double(BILLIE
Cross
1 C
STRAND
RHODES)
The Detective
1C
Smashing the Plot
1 C Nov. 6. Mary's Merry Mix-Up
1
reel
After the Matinee
1 C Nov. 13. That Dog-gone Dog
reel
11 reel
Double Cross
1 C Nov. 20. A Maid to Order
1 reel
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C Nov. 26. Tom, Dick and Harry
Dec. 4. Just Kidding
l reel
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
11. Putting One Over
l reel
AA Peaceful
Laundry Flat
Mix-Up
11 CC Dec.
Dec. 18. Little Miss Fixer
1 reel
Cheating His Wife
1 C
Serials
"A Bathtub Marriage"
1 C Oct. 22. The Lost Express, No. 6 (High
KLEINE
Voltage)
2 D
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES)
29. The Lost Express, No. 7 (The Race
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C Oct. with
the Limited)
2 D
Nearly a Husband
1 C Nov. 8. The Lost Express, No. 8 (The
Some Statue
.1 C
Mountain King)
2 D
Nov. 15. The Lost Express, No. 9 (The
SELIG
Looters)
2
D
Every Other Wednesday2 D
Nov. 22. The Lost Express, No. 10 (The
TheSelig-World
Law NorthLibrary
of 65
Secret of the Mine)
2 D
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1 D
Nov. 26. The Lost Express, No. 11 (A Fight
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
for
a
Million)
2 D
The Angel of Poverty Row
1 D
Dec. Death)
3. The Lost Express ,No. 12 (Daring
The
Rustler's
Vindication
2
D
The Witness for the State
1 D
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The EsTHREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C Dec. 17. The Lost Express, No. 14 (Un- cape) 2 D
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1 C
masked) 2D
A Harem
Romance
(Lou Marks, Pearl Shep- 1 C
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
ard, Oom
Paul)
Oct.
29.
The
Adventurer
2 C
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C Paramount Pictures Corporation
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Shepard)
1 C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Oct. 14. The Cow Jumped Over the Moon...l C
1 C
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C .Oct. 22. Home Defense
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Nov. 5. Faint Heart and Fair Lady
1 C
1 C
Shepard, Oom Paul
1 C Nov. 19. Nutty Knitters
Dec. 3. Toothaches and Heartaches 1 C
The Hod Carrier's Millions (Claude Cooper,
Dec. 19. The Installment Plan
1C
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1 C Dec.
31. O. U. Boat
1 C
BLACK
DIAMOND
COMEDIES
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Sept.
Susie's Slipe
Scheme
I1 CC
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
Oct. 17.
7. Susie
One Over
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D Oct.
15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Monthly)
1 Edc.
Sept. 30. Oh, Doctor!
1 C
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1 C
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
Hubbv's
Holiday
2
C
BURTON
HOLMES
TRAVEL
PICTURES
Too Much Elephant
1 C
5. The Land of Madame Butterfly . 1 Trav.
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C Nov.
Nov. 12. Around Fujiyama
1 Trav.
Nov.
19.
Kyoto, Marvelous
the AncientMatsuris
Capital..
.11 Trav.
Inter-Allied Films
Nov.
26.
Three
Trav.
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec.
10.
Canning
Time
in
California
1
Trav.
Kleine Exchanges
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
l Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
CONQUEST-EDISON
Saturday, September 29, 1917
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food Comes
From
1 Trav.
Paul
Revere's
Ride
(historical
drama)
1
reel
One Kind of Wireless (drama), by R. LovWHO IS NUMBER NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
ell Combs, featuring Albert Macklin...l reel
Nov. 26. Episode 5. Halls of Hazard 2 D
Putting the Bee in Herbert (comedy-drama),
Dec. 3. Episode 6. The Flight of the Fury. 2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 7. Hearts in Torment 2 D
by George Weston, featuring Harry
Benham and Ethel Fleming 4 reels Dec. 17. Episode 8. Walls of Gas
2 D
The Healthiest Spot in India (scenic),
Dec. 24. Episode 9. Struck Down
2 D
Cashmere, the summer resort Split reel Dec. 31. Episode 10. Wires of Wrath 2 D
The Champion Baby (comedy), by Ray
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2.D
McKee
Split reel Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down 2.D
ESSANAY
SERIES— DO CHILDREN
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
COUNT? (Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up
2 D
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MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Nov. 4. Pullman Bride •
J'r
1 ^
Nov. 18. Are Waitresses Safe?.
* ^
Dec 2. An International Sneak
Dec. 16. That Night
1 J;
^
l
ter
Cen
Target
Dec. 30. Taming
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
PerJewelryaper;andBobby
Trails ; Skyscr
Oct. 28. Adirondsonack
ality; byA Potato
_
d.
Hur
Earl
Bumps, chef,
Timber; Uncle Sam s
Nov 4 Harvesting War Housewi
ves The F.reless
Hints! No. 4, to
at the Trainingn Camp.
Dirt
h
Goodric
Cooker;
ul of Far Easter Arts;
Nov. 11. Most Beautif
Farming for Furs; Putting Volcanos to
Uncle
of theto Tropics;
NovWll£kS
Preserve Eggs
No. S, How
Hints.Weavers
Sam's traw
Tractors; Bobby
Over the Jumps with Army Party.
Bumps at Fido's Birthday
Greatest Mounted Police,
World's
25 TheTorches
Nov Trench
; The Gasoline Engine.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, December 17, 1917
No. 13, " Over the Falls
Seven Pearls,
The (Mollie
Leon"
King, Creighton Hale(Astra)
2 D
))
Bary
Island of
No. 3, "The
Hand. Kenyon,
Hidden" (Doris
The Dread
Sheldon Lewis, 2 D
Arline Pretty, Mahlon Hamilton. (Pathe)
Move On (Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard,
(Rolin) 1 C
Bebe Daniels)
ne
Our National Parks (Colored) YellowstoCanPark — Its Terraces and the Grand 1 Trav.
Earl)
yon (Ralph
Holiigan at the Circus (International)
Happy
and Rotogravure Section (International)
Split Reel
Wednesday, December 12, 1917
1 top
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 100
Saturday, December 8, 1917
1 top
Heart-Pathe News, No. 101
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Jan. 6. Matrimonial Breaker
Jan. 6. His Day of Doom
Jan. 13. A Straight Crook
Jan. 13. A Marriage Not
Jan. 20. Their Indian Uncle
Jan. 20. The Price of His Head
Jan. 27. A Butler Bust-Up
Jan. 27. Too Many Husbands
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Jan. 6. His Hidden Shame (Max Asher,
Dora Rogers, Alice Davenport, Alatia
Morton, Marianne Delatorre)
Jan. 13. His Punctured Reputation (Wm.
Franey, Dale Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milt
. Sims)
Jan. bon,
20. Dimples
and Dangers
GribDora Rogers,
Frank (Harry
Bond, Claire
Anderson)
Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Asher)
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Vitagraph
CONNELLY SERIES
Nov. 5.BOBBY
Bobby to the Rescue.
Nov.
Country
Adventure.
Nov. 12.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife.
Nov. 26.
Bobby the Magician.
Nov. THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
5 Epi. 9. The Bridges of Death. 2 parts
Nov. 12.
Epi. 10. The Sheriff
2 parts
Nov.
19. Epi. 11. Parched Trails
2 parts
Nov. 26.
Epi.
12.
The
Desert
of
Torture
2
parts
Dec.
3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 10.
Epi.
14.
The
Trestle
of
Horrors.
2
parts
Dec. 17. Epi. IS. Out of the Flame 2 parts
V COMEDIES
Nov. 5. RoughBIGToughs
and Rooftops.
12. Hustle and Harmony.
Nov.
Nov. 19. Grit and Gratitude.
Nov.
Wiles and Wedlocks.
Dec. 26.
3. Spooks and Spasms.
Favorite Film Features
Dec. 3. The Golden Pathway (Mary
Charleson, Jane Fearnley, Naomi
Childers, Maurice Costello, Robert
Gaillard,
Brinsley Shaw)
2D
Dec. 3. His Little Page
(Norma Talmadge,
Leo
Delaney,
Van
Dyke
Brooke)
1 C
Dec.
10. Mr.
Melodrama
(Flora
Finch,Bingle's
Kate Price,
James Lackaye,
Hughieliam
Mack, Humphrey)
William Shea, Wil- 2 C
Dec 10. Tim Grogan's Foundling (Norma
Talmadge,
Kate Price,
Costello, Van Dyke
Brooke,Helen
Courtnay
Foote)
1D
Dec,
17. The Callcoln,(Edith
StoreyRalph
E. K.Ince).2
Lin- D
Gladden
James,
Dec 17. No Sweets (Flora Finch, Kate
Price, Hughie Mack, Charles
Eldridge)
'.
1C
RELEASES IN
THE INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 4047)
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden Spoon Mary
1C
Some Barrier
1 C
His Trial
1C
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Face... Ed.
No. 1. Character
as Revealed
in the
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Ed.

Dolly Doings.
School Days.
S. Moss M. P. Corporation
B. Control
Birth
£ ree}»
The
of Evil
reeJ»
Boots Power
and Saddles
J* r«»^
reels
5
Know
The Girl Who ofDoesn't
.5 reels
the Law
In the Hands
One Hour (Seauel to " Three Weeks )
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
— reel«
The Planter
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
The Whip
S reels
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
t
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmie, the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Photoplay
Magazine
— Screen
reel releases
giving
intimateSupplement
interviews — ofOne-all
the stars.. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earl Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Stunner)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6 reels

King Bee Comedies
1. Back Stage
2 reels
15. The Hero
2 reels
1. Doughnuts
2 reels
15.1. The
Cupid'sVillain
Rival
22 reels
reels
15. The Millionaire
2 reels
1. The Goat
2 reels
15. The Fly Cop
2 reels
1. The Chief Cook
2 reels
15. The Candy Kid
2 reels
1. The Hobo
2 reels
15. The Pest
2 reels
1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Secret Treaty
5 reels
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The
Realisation
Negro's Ambitions. .. .23 reels
rtel«
Trooper
of Troopof aK
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Mason Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and by Night) 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. S. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplift Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter...'
Mo-Toy Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy
Gets
the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In
Jungle
Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
A Trip to the Moon.
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.

Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
7 reels
The
Nc'er-Do-WeU
reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10g reels
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Elliot. Inc.
The Crisis
in reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun

MOTION

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

2 C
2 C
2 C
2 C

Universal Film Company
Monday, December 17, 1917
NESTOR — Secret Servants (Wm. Franey,
Gale Henry)
1 C
Wednesday, December 19, 1917
L-KO — Bullets and Boneheads (Dave Morris, Gladys Tennyson)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 3.
Saturday, December 22, 1917
UNIVERSAL
No. 50. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 31 (Shipping date, Dec. 15).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Hearts of Steel
(Tenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Secret of the
Tomb (Fourth Episode of " The Mystery Ship " Serial)
2 D
Monday, December 24, 1917
NESTOR — The Guy and the Guyser (Gladys
Tennyson, Dave Morris)
1 C
Wednesday, December 26, 1917
L-KO
— Ambrose'sANIMATED
Icy Love (Mack
Swain) 2 C
UNIVERSAL
WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 4.
Saturday, December 29, 1917
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE— IsUNIVERS°AL
CURRENT
EVENTS—22).Issue
No. 32 (Shipping
date December
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL.— The Burning Span
(Eleventh Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Fire God
(Fifth Episode of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)

June
June
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

PICTURE

Signet Film Corporation
The Masque of Life
7 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reek
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Ultra Film Co.
A Day IsatWest
West Point....
West
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The
Secret
45 reels
reeli
The Bishop's
Lottery Man
The Marriage Bond
5 reels
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Margarita Fischer) ...4 reefa
Hell Morgan's
Girl
reeli
Come
Through
75 reels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
6
The Pursuing Vengeance
5
The Price of Her Soul
7
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6
The Slave Mart
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
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fi$fcferin|£s
My method of taking scientific care of
your hair and scalp will positively
stop it from falling, cure dandruff,
and itching scalp, and causes new
hair to grow. Marianne F. Iby, formerly of Frances Fox Institute, 406
East
7th street,
Phone 5 Plaza
4139. New York City.
Upper or lower sprockets for
Powers and Simplex, $1.75 each.
Intermittent sprockets, $2.00 each.
George A. Buckley, Pittsfleld, Mass.
Experience! operator, 25 miles
from New York. No Sundays. Permanent position for reliable party.
Answerture News.
.Box 10, care Motion PicMOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS
Now At Your Disposal Bass
Tested
and Guaranteed.
Used Universals ; latest models,
complete with 50 mm. Tessar
F ; 3.5 lens $225. Universal
Pan and Tilt tripod ; list $90 ;
slightly used, $50 Ernemann,
$85 ; Urbans, $75 ; Prestwich
Professional, $110. Write or
Wire.
Get complete list and catalogue.camera
America'sheadquarters.
motion picture
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
108 North Dearborn St.
Chicago, U. S. A.

o a
and

Capacity is closely
related to Quality.
Our Capacity is
small,- — this means
that every job gets
full attention and
that every foot of
work is personally
inspected by our
Superintendent.
This insures Quality. Therefore, we
guarantee satisfaction.

PICTURE

NEWS

The Mastbaum Bomb
{Continued from page 4140)
within reach. In February a Motion Picture Exposition
will be held in New York at which the manufacturers will
spend many thousands in tinsel and glare. Let them appropriate afew of the thousands figured for the Exposition on an Emergency Fund. With this fund hire a hall
and bring to it fifty of the representative exhibitors of
the country — fifty men with real exhibiting interests, fifty
of the men with real exhibitor followings, with the faith
and belief of their sections.
There are such men, varied enough in interests to represent the thought of all classes of exhibitors. Men like
Crandall of Washington, Eager of Nebraska, Black of
Maine, Varner of North Carolina. Not exhibitor politicians, but men in whose business judgment the theatres of
their sections are willing to trust.
Then let the manufacturers appropriate, for their Emergency Fund an unlimited amount of frankness — candidness. Let them take it with them into the hall where the
exhibitors are waiting.
Lock the doors of the hall — and let the congress go to
the mat like business men — to wrestle, tug and pull with
the problem that faces the industry — to seek the solution
of business men.
Meet the problem squarely — and count on the fifty exhibitors tobe the apostles who will bring the message of
that meeting to every section of the country.
The money can't be wasted. It can be used to work
wonders in clearing the air. And it will bring into play
the first step towards true industrial amalgamation —
frankness.
Wm. A. Johnston.
" The Wolf and His Mate "
{Continued from page 4226)
The final capitulation of the wife is not fully accounted for in the
picture, but it may be supposed that the transition occurs because
of admiration and respect seasoned by a pinch of love.
Hart Hoxie is a good type for the first of the title roles and
Louise Lovely makes a plucky figure of the second. Included in
the supporting cast is a clever child and a clever dog. Julia Maier
wrote the story, Doris Schroeder did the scenario and E. J. Le
Saint directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Donald Bayne (Hart Hoxie) is deprived of his cabin in a backwoods
court. Angered he fights his opponent with his fists and wins. Departing
to look at his traps he warns the other to leave the cabin before he returns. He is away for quite a time and when he comes back discovers
pretty Bess Nolan (Louise Lovely) and her niece in possession of the cabin,
her uncle,
having died
left forces
it to her.
still
furious
and Bayne's
to gain enemy,
legal possession
of theandplace
Bess toBayne
marryis him.
He expects her to leave but, quite the contrary, she elects to stay and Bayne
is forced to acknowledge himself outwitted. He finally realizes a love for
Bess but though she is willing to be friends with him she rebels when he attempts to become any the more intimate. They are only brought together
when "Snakey " Burns (Hector Dion), a crook who claims guardianship
of Bess'
attempts
to steal
the
villainniece,
and with
this act
Bess the
goes child.
to him.Bayne interferes and vanquishes
Betty Schade, George R. Odel and George French complete the cast.
A

Dollar Saved
is not only a dollar earned, but it's
An Earning Dollar
All supplies for the M. P. Theatre at fairer
pricesITthanPAYS
you'll TO
par elsewhere.
HE*?. WERE
Send for Price
List SUPPLY
"N"
INDEPENDENT
MOVIE
CO.
6th Floor 729 7th At*, New York

THE WEST

ADVERTISERS
BY
PRODUCTS
CAMERAS
Bass Camera Co
4232
Burke & James
4232
CARBONS
Speer
Carbon
Co
4237
CHAIRS
Steel Furniture Co
4249
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co... 4232
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. 4234
FILMS
Art Laboratories 4232
Douglas Nat'l
Film Co.. 4239
Eastman
KodakColor
Co
4241
Empire
City
Film
Lab
4242
Evans Film Mfg. Co
4242
LENS MANUFACTURERS
Crown Optical Co
4238
LOBBY DISPLAY
Newman Mfg. Co
4249
MISCELLANEOUS
A. B. C. Film
4232
Automatic System
4232
Box 10
4232
George Buckley
4232
Cahill-Igoe
Co
4242
Marianne F. Iby
4232
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co 4232
Motion Picture Directory Co. 4242
Universal Film Mfg. Co 420S
MUSIC
& MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Jeff
Branen,
Publisher
4246
American Phoplayer
Co
4249
Bartola Musical Inst. Co 4246
Filmusic Co
4246
Forster Music Pub., Inc 4245
Arthur Siebrecht
4245
Vandersloot Mus. Pub. Co 4245
PROJECTION MACHINES
Enterprise
Optical Co.
Co
4233
Precision Machine
.
4251
Nicholas Power Co
4250
Lewis M. Swaab
4238
SUPPLY DEALERS
Amusement Supply Co
4238
Independent Movie Supply Co. 4232
VENTILATING
Typhoon Fan Co
4249

lran^ferteK
Automatically suppliet only iuch voltage at arccurrent
require*.
No waite of
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland , Ohio, U.S. A
We EXPORT Films all over
the Globe.
What hare yon to offer?
Only honorable business considered.
Let us hear from you.
A. B. C. FILM CO.
145 W. 45th Street
New York
Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

COAST

Service Plus— to Readers

UNIVERSAL

Circulation Plus— to Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT

Motion Picture Camera
more speed,

ART LABORATORIES
316 East 48th Street
Murray Bill 6973 Edmond kuhn, Supt.
Office:
Bryant 8324
1476 Broadway
NEW YORK

Vol. 16. No. 24

SUPERIOR
TITLES
Clear, Clean and Brilliant.
Eastman stock.
Wording Perfectly Balanced.
With or Without Borders.
ROTHACKER
FILM
MFG. CO.
1339-51 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, U. S. A.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

better results,
at half the
Write for S new feature*
Burke & price.
James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago
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MOTIOGRAPH

FOR

SERVICE"

NEWS

SAID

you are on the Pacific

v* Coast or Atlantic Coast, South
America or Alaska, whether you have
a big theatre or a little theatre, the
MOTIOGRAPH
will give you the
same service. Read what Mr. Hogan,
of Janesville, Wis., says about
MOTIOGRAPH—

the

BEVERLY THEATRE
Janesville, Wisconsin
Nov. 23, 1917.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, III.
Dear Sir: —
We are returning to you today our
emergency mechanism that you loaned
to us. . We are very pleased with the
work you did on our two machines and
the cost was very reasonable. You can
rest assured that our new house will be
using your MOTIOGRAPH
It is SERVICE that counts.

machines.

Thanking you Yours
for past
favors, I am, '
truly,
Beverly Theatre,
By (SD) I. Hogan.

Write for Literature
THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL
MANUFACTURING CO.
564 West Randolph Street
Chicago, Illinois
Western Office: 833 Market Street
San Francisco, California
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Patrons

Appreciate

Good

ProjectionThere is no strain on the eyes where
Westinghouse Motion Picture Equipments
are used.
Projection is steady, pictures clear and
definition perfect.
The owners of the Dale Theatre, St.
Paul, Minn., and hundreds of others,
have found —
Westinghouse
Motion

Picture

Equipment

— a paying investment — and you will also.
When you select your electrical equipment,
remember the position WESTINGHOUSE occupies in the electrical field, and the years' of
experience that have made that name your best
guarantee.
Furthermore, Westinghouse Engineers are
at your service to help solve your electrical problems to your best advantage.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

BETTER

SATISFACTION

This notice is addressed to the minority of our subscribers who do not regularly answer
advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing direct to our advertisers; in fact, you
do not do enough of it for your own good, but we do want you to get the proper goods to
fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy to write each company separately;
therefore we are offering our co-operation, which means that you will receive full information
on any subject which you may designate by merely filling out the coupon, designating by
numbers the goods in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded to reputable manufacturers, even though
the goods on which you wish information are
1. Advertising Novelties
23. Film Cement
Architectural
24. Film Cleaners
3.2. Arc
ControllersSuggestions
25.
4. Brass Rails
26. Film
Film Dyes
Stock
5. Building Material
27.
Fire Extinguishers
28.
Floral
Decorations
6. Cameras
—
Camera
Attachments
■— Camera Lenses
29. Gas Engines
7. Carbons
30.
Generators
(See Gas Engine Card)
8. Chairs
31. Heralds
19. Chair Upholstery
32.
Interior
Lighting
10. Change Making Machines
33. Interior Telephones
11. Condensers
34. Laboratory Apparatus
12. Converters and Transformers
35. Lenses
13. Developing Material
36. Lighting Sets
14. Developing and Printing
37. Lithographers
15.
Developing
Tanks
38. Lobby Display
16. Disinfectants and Perfumes
39. Lobby Novelties
17. Economizers
40. Metal Ceilings
18. Electric Signs
41. Motors
29. Elevators and Escalators
42. Mural Paintings
20. Exterior Lighting
43. Musical Instruments
21. Film Cabinets
44. Paints
22. Film Carriers
45. Perforating Machines
46. Printing Machines

not advertised in the
*7. Programs
48. Projection
Projection Booths
Lenses
49.
Machines
50. Projection
Projection
Machines (Homesl
Rectifiers
51.
52.
Reels
53. Rewinders
54.
55. Rheostats
Safety Exit Locks
56. Screens
57. Slide Ink
58. Slides
59. Slip Covers
60.
Setting
61. Stage
Studio Lights
62. Tickets
63. Ticket Selling Machine
64. Ticket Taking Machine
65.
66. Tripods
67. Uniforms
68. Vacuum Cleaners
69. Ventilating and Fans

"News."

| Gentlemen:
Please send me I
■I Jdescriptive
the list*.
sub- I
ects markedmatter
in theonabove
■ Name
I
|N
I Theatre
'
I City
I State
I

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

'
I
I
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analysed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
| questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
| E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
1 Alfred S. Cory
■•
Technical Editor

|
|
|
|
|
|

Theatre
Ma

Under-

nagement

WHEN
we read of theatres closing because of added
overhead expenses and added taxes we are constrained towonder how many of these houses are
shutting their doors because of under-management.
The public needs entertainment, they must have it, they
demand it. They want cheap entertainment but good entertainment. England is an example of this. There we
have a country which has undergone the stress of war for
three years. Troubles had to be forgotten — Pictures solved
the problem.
Today in England we find the exhibiting end of the
industry in a most healthy condition even with the heavy
taxes. The houses are well patronized and the people enthusiastic over the great democratic form of entertainment
— Motion Pictures.
Here in the United States we would naturally expect
to find these conditions developing to an even more
pronounced degree, but instead we read of theatres in
certain sections closing their doors and their patrons going elsewhere for entertainment. Is it all because of high
rentals, taxes and increased salaries or is it because many
of the managers have run their houses in an unbusinesslike manner — without knowing what real business methods
mean and were therefore unable to cope with the present
situation ?
The successful house today is not the house which is
merely open afternoons and evenings for the patrons to
come and go as they please. The house which makes a
name for itself is that house which forces the people inside and when they once get there they come again and

\
I
I
f
\
1
\
\
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again because they are atttracted by that something which
spells good management.
Place next to either the Strand or Rialto here in New
York another theatre equally as beautiful, under the
average Motion Picture Theatre Management. Would it
hurt the patronage of these two houses ? No — they are managed to suit the public, as the public wishes and the public
comes. The house next door is under-managed. In other
words, in this average house the theatre force arrives five
minutes before the doors open, the operator turns on his
motor when the time comes and the show is on — no true
showmanship to what the public desire.
There is no atmosphere. There is nothing homelike or
cozy about the place — no silent invitation to come again.
There is no attempt to study the patron and find out what
he wants and then give it to him. In fact, the average
Picture house is a hit or miss, under-managed place which
makes money if it is sufficiently lucky, or loses it, just as
the case may be.

do not mean that a house must have the size or
the beauty of the Rialto or Strand to make a great
big success. It may possibly have but four or five
hundred seats but the man at the helm must be a student
of conditions. He must know his patrons and give them
what they want. Smaller houses of this size are among the
leaders in the country.
No small part of the success of the prosperous theatres
is due to the help rendered by one of the two Trade Papers,
and particularly, the News. This is proven by the statements of the owners and managers who prove our claims
by their own acknowledgments.
The making use of the newspapers as theatre advertising and publicity
no small and
item other
in the forms
theatre's
success.
The usemediums
of the is
billboards
of

f WE
\

advertising are discussed every week at length in the
News with vital red blooded suggestions.
How pictures are booking in other localities means much
to the theatre manager who knows his patrons and gives
them what they will come to see. This service is given
every week.
How the Projection room with its equipment should be
handled is treated in its various phases each week in a way
which will help all managers and operators if they will but
take advantage of it. All subjects cannot be taken up all
at once but must take their turn ; however, particular information which a man wants will be treated at any time
at his request.
Proper music with the picture is 40 per cent, of the
success of the leading houses. It has actually made some
of our leading houses what they are today. Yet how can
the average theatre be expected to keep abreast of the
times without an up to date department in a trade paper
where the latest selections and their uses are enumerated,
where cue sheets are given, and where timely suggestions
are made each week. This is News Service.
These are only a few of the things which should be
watched and read carefully by the manager if he is to
survive the present conditions and come out with a profit.
Ask questions, the more the better. We are here to cooperate. We want to help in every possible way for we
are in a position to do so at any and all times. Don't,
above all things, let your house drift along under-managed.
E. K. Gillett.
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rom the condensing lens,
THE MazdadescentC lampincan
has Mazda
C Lamps
for Motion
Picture projecting
J
the light back
broadened the application
to the source and increasof incandescent lamps into
Projection
ing the light on the screen
the fields previously domiBy R. P. Burrows and J. T. Caldwell.
from 50 to 75 per cent, denated by the carbon arc.
Engineering Department, National
LampOhio.
Works of General Electric Co.,
pending upon the mirror
The carbon arc for street
Cleveland,
used and the spacing beal
stri
ing,
and indu
light
tween filament sections.
[Editor's Note — For additional information on this subject refer to "Light Projection
C Lamps,"
by the same authors, which appeared in the Motion Pictube
and for nearly every ap- with
News MAZDA
for December
1, 1017.]
In Fig. 3, the photoplication with the excepgraph A shows
the from
filation of projection, has been replaced by the indandescent lamp.
ment coils without the mirror, and B, the filament
image
It has been stated that the incandescent lamp would never replace
the spherical mirror properly focused between the filament coils.
the arc in projection, with special reference to motion pictures,
In order to utilize a maxirmtm of the light generated by the inbecome of its inherent limitations. The principal limitation is the
candescent lamp, it was necessary to obtain a short rear focus
relatively low intrinsic brilliancy of the source. If only the comcondensing lens. The difficulties with such condensing lenses are:
mon types of incandescent lamps and the usual optical systems are
First — The increased absorption due to thick lenses, and
Second — Chromatic aberration or color streaks at the edges of
considered, then such a statement is true. However, new incandescent lamp design and a sympathetic design of the optical
the picture.
system has made it possible to accomplish the results desired. It
These difficulties were eliminated by the use of a prismatic lens
is reasonable to expect that a few years will see incandescent
of the Fresnel type. This conlamps as widely used in this field as in others previously dominated
denser, shown in Fig. 4, utilizes a
c.
n
by the carbo ar
•
solid angle of 76 degrees, as compared to a solid angle of 45 degrees
BETTER UTILIZATION OF LIGHT
from the arc lamp condenser. The
The first thing that suggests itself in this application is that
prisms are so arranged and designed as to make the condensing
better light utilization can be obtained more readily with the insystem as thin as possible and to
candescent lamp than with the carbon arc; for example, shorter
so distribute the light on the film
rear focus condensing lenses can be used which gather in more
of the light radiated from the filament. The "source of heat, the
as to give
perfectly
" flat
picture." The alens
is 7>Yz in.
in dialamp filament, is confined in a bulb, and consequently the danger
meter
with
2
in.
-5
in.
foci.
The
of overheating and cracking the condensing
lamp filament should operate 2 in.
lenses and the depositing of carbon dust on
from the center of the condensing
them is eliminated. Also, much of the light
lens, and the center of the lens
of the carbon arc is lost because it cannot be
should be 5 in. from the aperture
directed toward the condensing lens. With
plate of the motion picture maan incandescent lamp, mirrors can be emchine, with the corrugations of the
ployed to utilize a relatively large part of the
condenser facing the aperture
light which does not strike the condenser diplate. The prismatic condenser is
rectly. The second point which suggests itself
the most efficient condenser which
is to so arrange the filament that the maximum
can be used with the Mazda
amount of light radiated from the filament is
lamp at the present time and it
subtended by the angles utilized by the mirror
and condensing lens. Such regulation of the
Fig. 2. Spherical Mirror
should be a part of everv installation.
distribution of light can be more readily acThe correct operating position of the lamp, mirror and concomplished with the incandescent lamp than
denser with respect to each other and the aperture plate, with the
with previous illuminants.
various dimensions is shown in Fig. 5.
The National Mazda lamp designed for
motion picture projection includes the feature
of proper light distribution with maximum
Fig. l
light output. It takes 20 amperes at 28-30
volts. The bulb is 2l/> inches in diameter, and, with the mogul
base, is approximately 10 inches long. The light center length is
4% inches. The filament construction is peculiar to this type of
lamp. The wire is coiled and mounted so that there are four
parallel sections of filament of equal length, with a space between
each section equal to about 0.6 of the diameter of the coil. This
makes a grid form of filament as shown in Fig. 1, Distribution
of light from this filament form is such that it can be most readily
utilized by the condensing lens. The space between the sections
is filled up with an image of the filaments, by means of the
spherical mirror, which is of the type shown in Fig. 2. The mirror
is AYz inches in diameter, with a radius of outside curvature of
2^4 inches, and an approximate focal length of 1 13/32 inches.
Fig. 3A
Fig. 3B
The filament of the lamp should be set at the radius of outside
Appearance of Incandescent Filament Without Mirror, and with Mirror
curvature of the mirror. The mirror is backed with a heatCorrectly
Placed,
Throwing
Images
of
Coils
Between
the Coils.
resisting material to withstand temperature of 125 deg. to 150 deg.
Centigrade. The spherical mirror performs two functions :
ADJUSTMENT OF LAMP, MIRROR AND CONDENSER
1. It approximates a solid band of light by filling in the space
The complete optical system of Mazda C lamp equipment for
between the filament sections, and
the projection of motion pictures is shown in the sketch. Fig. 6.
2. It utilizes the light from that portion of the filament farthest
A number of things must be done in order to place the lamp and
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mirror in the correct operating position. First, it is essential that
the plane of the four parallel coils of the filament be perpendicular
to the optical axis — which is an imaginary line drawn through the
centers of the screen, the projection lens, the aperture plate, the HUM
condenser, the lamp filament, and the mirror. Then the lamp
SATISFACTION
should be moved horizontally backward and forward, vertically
and up and down, and horizontally sideways until the image of
the coils of the filament can be seen very distinctly on a piece of
white cardboard or paper held against the wing shutter in front
Unquestionably influences
of the projection lens. (See Fig. 3A.) Then the mirror should
be inserted, making the proper adjustments so that the mirrored
your decision
image of the coils appears on the card as brightly as possible in
the spaces between the direct image of the coils, which is also
on the card. (See Fig.' 3B.) Extreme care should be taken not
to focus the mirrored image over the direct image.
METHODS OF INCREASING SCREEN ILLUMINATION
SPEER ALTERNO
CARBONS
There is some uncertainty at present in the minds of theatre
managements as to how bright a motion picture should be shown.
FOR A.C. WORK
The tendency in the past has been toward brighter and brighter
AND
pictures, but to-day the trend appears to be toward pictures of
moderate brightness. However, there is a possibility of increasing the screen illumination obtained with the Mazda lamp equipment, by the use of wide aperture projection lenses. The wider
SPEER HOLD-ARK
CARBONS
the aperture of the projection lens, that is, the larger the diameter of the opening of the
FOR D.C. WORK
lens, the more light there will be
projected on the screen. The
projection lens in use for different
Not only please and satisfy, but
diameters of free opening dealso delight — gladden — elate and
pends upon the manufacturer.
One manufacturer is marketing a
so enthuse exhibitors and operators that their use is inevitable.
42-millimeter and a 61-millimeter
projection lens, known as a No. 1
and a No. 2 lens respectively,
whereas another manufacturer
makes projection lenses having a
diameter opening of 46 milliPARAMOUNT
FEATURES—
meters and 65 millimeters. The
ALTERNO CARBONS
change from a projection lens of
the 42 millimeter to 61 millimeter free opening of the same
Perfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
equivalent focus increases the
Noiseless Operation — Brilliant Illumination.
amount of illumination on the
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
screen by approximately 100 per
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.
cent. The use of a No. 2 lens,
that is, the 61 or 65-millimeter
Fig. A— Corrugated Condenser =
diameter free opening, wherever
it is possible to obtain the better lens in this size, will give a
brighter picture, though not necessarily a better one.
ESSENTIAL ADVANTAGES
The illumination obtained with the Mazda lamp will also be
HOLD-ARK CARBONS
increased by equipping the motion picture machine with a twowing shutter with the shutter just wide enough to eliminate travel
Permanent Arc
Longer Life
ghost. The width of these wings will depend upon the type of
projection lens used, and with a little experimenting on the part
Perfect Crater
Minimum Adjustment
of an operator who is familiar with the shutter the correct width
Hard Core and Metal Coating
can be easily determined.
Elimination of Projection Difficulties
Metallic and selective screens offer a picture brightness of from
one to seven times that of white paint and muslin screens for
projected beams of equal power. Therefore, whether in a wide
or narrow theatre, when the proper metallic screen is used, it is
When ordering specify whether for
possible to project a satisfactory picture of larger dimensions
alternating or direct current. Each
than could be secured with another screen at the same distance.
style has a special duty to perform.
Since it is not possible to project a picture in the neighborhood
Substitutions
or attempted alterations
are
costly.
of 12 feet in width where a paint or muslin screen is used, it is
therefore possible to project a picture 13^ to 14 feet in width
when a good type of metallic screen is used.
CONTROL APPARATUS FOR MAZDA LAMP
Write today for descriptive literature
The 20-ampere, 28-30 volt Mazda lamp, like incandescent lamps
for regular lighting service, operates equally well on either direct
or alternating current, with no difference in the light output.
"THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE"
It has been proved that, with the National Mazda C projector
lamp, a satisfactory picture can be projected when operating this
lamp on alternating current having a frequency as low as 25 cycles,
SPEER CARBON
COMPANY
hence installations are not confined to 60-cycle alternating current
for satisfactory projection.
ST. MARYS, PA.
On direct current, a D. C. Compensarc, consisting of a motorgenerator set, or rotary converter with proper control equip(Continued on page 4245)
iillllllillllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllI^
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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is not found where the pictures are not
clear and sharply defined.
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Pledge
National Anti-Misframe League

While a good lens can not make up for inferior films, it is an absolute necessity for the
complete success of even the best films.

A S a motion picture operator who has -the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in- film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

The spectators only see what the lens shows.
Simplex and other first class projectors, which
are only sold with the highest quality of equipment, are furnished with the

lens when specified, because the optical and mechanical perfection of the Marlux insures invariably satisfactory results.
Ask your Dealer about the distinctive merits
of the Marlux, or write direct to
CROWN
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OPTICAL COMPANY
Rochester. N. Y.

^mism^ijxniiLuiuiiiHiiiiiiiiMiiiiJiiiiiuiiijniiiiiiiiiriiiiiPLjjniiMiiiiiiiuiixuiiiijiijiiiiiiiittn 111:11[tu ' tii^iiii ijiiiiiiu ii[iiiii! ni iinii inn inn 11liim: in iiutimi 1111111111011^
SERVICE
Are you getting service where you are purchasing your supplies for your Theatre?
DO YOU GET PROMPT SHIPMENTS?
DO YOU GET SATISFACTORY GOODS?
EVERY CUSTOMER SATISFIED IS OUR AIM.
We have an efficient organization and we specialize in GOOD
GOODS and PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
We guarantee satisfaction
or money cheerfully refunded.
A TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE YOU.

1
s
E
I
|
1
I
f|

I

Roll of Honor
Robert A. Jennings
Brewster, N. Y.
John Anderson
Ossining, N. Y.
S. V. Haigler
St. Augustine, Fla.
J. J. Yale
Valdosta, Ga.
Harvey W. Hall
Cambridge, Mass.
J. C. Horan
Gadsen, Ala.
Forrest Randall
Gadsen, Ala.
J. B. Lee
Gadsen, Ala.
Joseph Cantoli
New York City, N. Y.
Nick Cantoli
Hoboken, N. J.
Roy Wohlfart
Jersey City, N. J.
Irl Sanders
Glasgow, Ky.
William Konrader
Hartford, Conn.
G. B. Anderson
Manchester, Conn.
J. B. Daley
Hartford, Conn.
HarryViola
Le Gyet
Hartford, Conn.
Leo
Hartford,
Conn.
R. S. Blake
Hartford, Conn.
R. E. Landmesser
Hartford, Conn.
J.
Gaudy Canastota,
Monticello,
Fla.
L. Herman
E. Wait
S. Dakota
Charles Nissen
Paterson, N. J.
F. K. Dehaney
Birmingham, Ala.
Total membership to date

608

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY I as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Edison and Standard Machine*. I the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers, and everything 1
be forwarded.
pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres.
Third Floor, Mailers 15 Id g..Chicago,
Cor. Madison
St.
and
Wabash
Ave., 1 Member's name
III.
Home address
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
iramrnmrmmmmimTimmnmiiiimii™
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in this
s
IMPLEX
information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so, many
having merely given their names and name of city, without any
I
street address, making it impossible for the post office to deliver
Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
the letters addressed to them.
but far superior to any other. We are exclusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
M
Delaware and Maryland.
Hartford Adds Quota to Misframe League
AS a further instance of the correctness of our prophecy that
Motor Generators and General Supplies
P
operators organizations in general endorse the importance
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
and progressive policies of the National Anti-Misframe League,
we are pleased to acknowledge the receipt from Mr. R. E. LandL
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
messer of Local 486, Hartford, Conn., of the applications for
League membership of a number of men of that organization.
We are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
machines with tools made by the factories. No other
The names of these progressive Hartford operators will be noted
concern can offer better service than we. Try us.
E
on the Roll of Honor, and in congratulating the Hartford men,
we also voice our conviction that the names of other members
1327 VINE STREET
Lewis M. Swaab
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
of Local 486, who have not yet joined the N. A. M. F. L., will
X
DISTRIBUTOR
shortly be found on the Roll of Honor.
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Read what they say: —
DOUGLASS NATURAL COLOR FILM CO., Ltd.,
San Rafael, Calif.

San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 5, 1917
Gentlemen: The generous applause of the thousands who saw your natural color pictures on the
Imperial screen at the first public run in San Francisco last week proves the complete success of your
invention. The people who pay are the ones that decide.
It was the unanimous opinion of the Public that your process will revolutionize the motion picture industry, and that it is the final requisite necessary to make motion pictures seem actually to
live for the audience. We believe that it enlarges immeasurably the possibilities of the motion picture art.
IMPERIAL THEATRE,

A FEW

OF THE THOUSANDS

Mgr.

OF PRESS NOTICES:

FROM SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER:
The flaming red of the rose and the delicate pink
that lies along the cheek of a woman have at last
been caught by the movie camera. Leon F.
Douglass demonstrated that colored photography,
so long sought in vain, has finally been perfected.
The demonstration was, in the opinion of many
persons present, an epochal event at which a new
wonder was given to the world. Artists, poets,
judges, professional men and women and others
were present.
X X X X X X X X
FROM S. F. CALL AND POST:
The lens of the moving picture camera has been
endowed with the ability to transfix in a flash of its
shutter all the colors of nature with the minuteness
of detail not possible for the limited technique of
paints and brushes. Leon F. Douglass is ranked today among the foremost scientific geniuses of the
age, in the opinion of the group of artists, lawyers,
businessmen and newspaper men who sat before the
screen. Douglass has discovered the secret of transferring to the film the most delicate graduation of
color, faithful to the hues of the photographed object down to almost imperceptible shading of tints.
x— x— x— x— x— x— x— x
FROM ST. LOUIS STAR:
To show the power of detail possessed by the new
color scheme, a picture of the Yosemite Valley was
shown. Across the valley stretched a misty rainbow. The faithful reproduction of the color delicacy
in the pictures caused much comment. The large
audience, thoroughly familiar with the realism of
moving pictures, was astonished by the ultrarealism
of the colored pictures. Waterfalls seemed so lifelike as to cast their freshness over the heads of the
watchers. Natural tones, whether bright or drab, .
were held by the screen in perfection never before
attained in pictures.
Western newspapers called the pictures one of
the wonders of the age.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE:
The blush of the rose, the ruddy glow of the sunset sky and all the colors of nature in their infinite
variety have been made to live again on the moving
picture by Leon F. Douglass of San Rafael.
A marine scene, taken from the Marin shore, with
all the countless shades of sea green caught with
the motion of the waves, was another cause of
astonishment.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO BULLETIN:
Apparently the inventor has discovered that
colors leave a definite imprint on a photographic
film and that by chemical treatment they can be
brought out and reproduced perfectly. Repeatedly
last night he displayed an ordinary black and white
picture and then followed it with a colored film of
the same scene, in which the natural hues were
presented in a manner that defied the cunning of
the painter to emulate.
FROM CHICAGO DAILY TRIBUNE:
The orchestra hall demonstration showed it is
possible with the process to transfer delicate shades
to the film. Yosemite Falls were shown bathed in
rainbows. Faces were thrown on the screen in
natural flesh tints. A yellow dog and a leopard
with its coat of tan and black were objects of
wonder. A bald headed eagle fluttered across the
screen in front of a waving American flag, the
banner showing in full color all of the markings
of the eagle.
X X X X X— X X X
FROM MARIN JOURNAL:
This great throng paid for permission to enter,
and therefore was privileged to accept or reject.
With heads touching and in whispers, husbands and
wives, mothers and daughters, fathers and sons,
voiced their genuine approval of these pictures.

TO THE PRODUCER:
Other than for demonstration purposes, it is not the intention of this Company to engage in the business
of making motion pictures, but our project is to arrange, for the use of the process, on a reasonable basis, with
those now engaged in producing photoplays.
TO THE EXHIBITOR:
We are now ready to make dates for 5000 feet of natural color film. The pictures are made by a three-color
process and no attachment is necessary on the projecting machine. The colors are in the films; making it a simple,
practical commercial success.

DIMS

HBTURDL

COLOR FILM

C0.,a».> SBH RflFHEL

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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The Distribution of Light Intensity in Photographic
Images
IN a former article 1 we drew attention to the light losses by reflection at the glass-air surfaces of photographic lenses, and
set forth the mathematical formulae whereby the extent of such
losses may be ascertained, and whereby the existence of such
losses is proved by established principles of physical optics.
These reflection and absorption losses are not the only inherent
light losses of optical projection systems, however, for the limitation, by the lens mounting, of the light rays incident upon a lens,
and the interception of some of the rays, is an additional cause
of decrease in the illumination of the image, and in the case of
lenses which produce images of considerable angular extension
(as, for instance, photographic lenses) the illumination at the
margins of the image is further decreased by the obliquity of incidence at the focal-plane of the light rays which are necessary
to the formation of the marginal portions of wide-angled images.
Now in cinematography the {horizontal) angular field of view
is only about 28°, when using a 2" camera objective, and in cinematographic projection, assuming a throw and screen picture of
average dimensions, the angular extent of the screen image is
hardly more than half of that figure, so it might seem that the
question of the light intensity at various parts of the image has
no practical bearing upon the improvement in the quality of cinematographic results. In view, however, of the increased attention which has been given in recent years to the optics of cinematography, itappears that the subject matter of the present
article has an important bearing on optical projection, and a
thorough study of that which follows will reveal the manner in
which increased efficiency may be secured in projector optical systems, while several hitherto unanswered questions are likewise
embraced by the accompanying data.
At the International Congress of Photography, held at Brussels in 1912, a paper entitled " Factors Other Than Aperture in
the Rapidity of Lenses " was read by Dr. W. Zschokke, mathematician and computer of the C. P. Goerz Optical Works, and
as Dr. Zschokke's paper is a comprehensive treatment of the subject with which we propose to deal, we present in the following
paragraphs a somewhat free translation from the published proceedings of the Brussels Congress.
Dr. Zschokke says :
"As is well known, the speed or intensity of photographic lenses
i? governed by the relative aperture — or, in other words, the ratio
of the aperture to the focal length. This form of expression, however, only tells us that the diameter of the bundle of rays parallel
to the axis is equal to a certain fraction of the focal length, and
tells us nothing more than this. It does not tell us the proportion of the light incident upon the lens which reaches the surface
of the photographic plate. The light losses by reflection and by
absorption in the case of all lenses are not included in the expression of the / value, or working aperture ; nor is the partial cutting off of rays by the lens mount (known as vignetting).
" The theoretical laws according to which the luminous intensity at points in the image away from the axis is less than that
at the focus, with respect to the intensity of the incident light,
are left entirely out of consideration when judging the rapidity
of lenses solely by their aperture values, and, moreover, very little
attention is paid to the degree of correction of the lens. If, in
spite of all this, this method of defining the speed of a lens is
commonly indulged in, even the most inexperienced novice knows
that the time of exposure varies inversely as the square of the
aperture, which in the case of lenses of quite similar construction supplies a useful basis of comparison.
" It will be no less interesting, however, to investigate the other
factors which determine the intensity of the image on the focussing screen, and to investigate, also, the degree to which this
intensity falls off toward the edges of the plate, and lastly, to
1 " Light Loss bv Reflection and Absorption in Photographic Optical Systems." Camera Department, October 20, 1917, Pages 2798-2799.

ascertain the part played by the lens itself and to what extent it
follows the theory of the path of the light rays.
" We have first to consider the question of the degree of correction of the lens. It is obvious that the luminosity per unit
area of the plate depends upon the extent to which the required
corrections have been carried out, and is greater according as the
rays are more perfectly united at a given point (stigmatic focus),
and, on the other hand, is less as the disc of confusion (or spreading of the theoretical image point) is greater. But, if even with
lenses well corrected for spherical aberration — and we shall deal
only with such — the diameter of the disc of confusion varies considerably, the resolving power of the lens (in the case of objectives of focal lengths less than 20 cm. at least) corresponds, at
the center of the image, to a fineness of definition which the
structure of the plate does not equal.
" So far, therefore, as the center of the image is concerned, the
quality of the correction will not exert a very great influence on
the speed or intensity of the lens. At the margins of the image,
however, the dimensions of the small discs of confusion exhibit
much greater differences, when considering lenses of different
construction, so much so, in fact, that the rapidity may be affected
to a very considerable extent. This will be most readily apparent
in the case of subjects containing fine details which stand oat
prominently from the background. On the other hand, with subjects where there is a large amount of surface of even luminosity,
the discs forming the images of different points will merge into
one another, or blend together, with the result that the intensity
of illumination per unit area will probably not be less than if the
lens were well corrected.
" Reflection and absorption exercise quite different effects upon
the light incident upon a lens, but the results of both can be determined bycalculation. The extent of the light lost by reflection
can be determined by the Fresnel formulae, employing the indices of refraction ni to n» and the angles of incidence Wi to
ci's. Absorption losses are determined by the formula :
where I2 represents the intensity
of the
I2 - Ii'
Cd light reaching the second
surface ; 1/ the value to which the incident intensity has been
reduced in its passage through the first surface ; and d is the
thickness of the glass traversed, c is the absorption constant, the
value of which is determined photometrically. (A photometric
method of determining the absorption constant has been described
by Cheshire — "Brit. Jl. of Phot.," 1912, pp. 597-590 — and a brief
account of his method was given in our former article, previously
referred to. Ed. Camera Dept.)
" As the light losses by reflection and absorption vary considerably with change in refractive index, the question arises as to
the color of the light which should be used, in calculating these
losses. For computing reflection losses Dr. Zschokke chose
sodium (yellow) light, whilst in determining the absorption constant (c) he employed an almost white light. Although the
maximum sensitiveness of an ordinary photographic plate is to
the blue end of the spectrum, one also attempts to correctly record
colors and color values, as, for instance, in the practice of Autochrome photography, the three-color process, or orthochromatic
photography by the use of a compensating light-filter. Under
these circumstances Dr. Zschokke's choice of the colors of the
light used in making his measurements is seen to be justified.
" Using white light for the determination of reflection losses,
and yellow light for the determination of absorption losses, Dr.
Zschokke has calculated the successive losses (by reflection at
glass-air surfaces and by absorption due to glass thickness) in
the case of two lenses of the same aperture, namely, the Goerz
" Syntor " and " Dagor." (As Dr. Zschokke is connected with
the Goerz Works, he has naturally selected as the subject of his
tests the lenses made by his own firm. As is apparent from the
illustration, the "Syntor" is an uncemented or "air-space" lens,
zvhile the "Dagor"
is ofDept.).
the well known cemented type of construction. Ed. Camera
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"The measurements were first made for the axial, or central,
pencil (perpendicular incidence). In this case the Fresnel formula for light loss by reflection is very simple. It gives as the
reflected portion of the incident light, I,

-2
n)2
Ei = Ii(«, +—— —n)
(ni
The amount of light transmitted is, therefore, represented by :
1/ = k — E,
" The results of Dr. Zschokke's calculations are contained in
the annexed table, in which will be found the refractive indices
("D), for sodium light, and the absorption constants (c), placed
below the diagrams (Fig. 1 and 2) representing the forms of
the lenses. By reference to the figures it will be seen that the
" Syntor " is formed of four separate lenses, while the " Dagor "
is composed of six lenses arranged in two groups, each comprising three glasses cemented together. As the table shows, the

Naturally such productions as The
Birth of a Nation, Intolerance, Joan
the Woman,

and A Daughter

of the

Gods, were made on

EASTMAN
FILM

The film that first made motion pictures
practical, remains to-day a big factor in
their success.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

intensity of the light incident upon the first surface of the " Syntor " objective is taken as 100. The intensity of the light which
actually enters the objective (after reflection at the first surface)
is reduced to Ii = 94.53, the first surface having reflected 5.47
per cent. Absorption now comes into play and at the second surface the light intensity is further reduced to I2 = 93.91, and at
the farther side of the first lens to I2' = 88.77. In the air-space
which follows there is no absorption, this being designated by
la = I2'. In this manner we can follow the reduction in intensity,
step by step, and we finally note that after passing entirely
through the lens the incident light has been reduced (by reflection
and
absorption)
the intensity
or, in
other .words,
the lens
transmitsto 65.16
per cent Is'
of =the65.16,
incident
light.

COMPANY,
N. Y.

INFORMATION
I am interested in Motion Picture Photography
and would like

Without

Obligation

on my part to obtain information on the equipment
" A similar course of investigation was followed in order to
as checked
ascertain the losses by reflection in the case of a marginal, or
oblique, pencil of rays, this being done with the same lens. In
CAMERAS
the case of oblique incidence, however, the rays are no longer
normal to the surface, as in the case of the central pencil, and
CAMERA ATTACHMENTS
thus the light is polarized at each reflection. As ether particles
TRIPODS
oscillating in different planes are not equally reflected it is necesLENSES
sary, in the case of oblique incidence, to trace the losses by reFILM STOCK
flection in the different planes of vibration. (For a thorough
treatment of polarization phenomena some treatise on Physical
STUDIO LIGHTS
Optics should be consulted. Ed.). In the case of ether particles
LABORATORY APPARATUS
oscillating in a manner parallel to the incident plane (designated
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
by <r II ), and for those which oscillate perpendicularly (designated by <r ±) the formulae to be applied are:
„
tan2 (wi — zc'i')
sin2 (wi — W)
E* 11= Ii—
= L-tt-;
tan 7-7
(sx'i +t Wt ^ndEa
)
sin (Wi +r Wi £)
(Tear out this advertisement and mail to MOTION PICwhere Wt is the angle of incidence and Wi is the angle of reflecTURE NEWS, 729 7th Avenue, New York.)
tion, related by the equation :
Name
n sin Wi = n sin Wi'
As the table shows, the loss by reflection at the first surface is
Theatre
greater for a II than in the case of the central pencil, while it
Address
is less than that of the central pencil for c±, and the same relationship ismaintained in the passage of the oblique rays
through the entire lens.
" L' <t II is about 62.35 per cent and I8' <r X about 68.42 per cent,
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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for^ofyourlhcattc
is told by your weekly program. If your program is a
cheap looking affair it says to your patrons/* Here is a theatre of poor
taste.
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f
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go.*'
But a High
Class i EfficttMtt
the opposite
"De Luxe Programs"
are printed iri beautiful colors. Just to look at them gives a person an
idea of a beautiful, well cnuippcil theatre And our Free Wmt-Up Ser-^ce on all Feature
Pictures makes De Luxe Program, doubly valuable. High Clan RxAlftUn all over the
'country
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Luxe Programs,
until with
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be satisfied.
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Co. {i^JV^J
"PRINTERS
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THEATRE
MAILING

AND

Chicago

EXCHANGE

LIST

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
■0 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 ChaUaa
425 ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
Phone, 2003 Randolph
N w
Addressing
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting

PROFIT
BYTHIS
Declare your independence from an inferior quality of work and
delayed deliveries, by entrusting your DEVELOPING and
PRINTING to EVANS.
Our plant is modernly equipped in every detail, our operators
are the most skilled that money can hire, which combined with
our prompt service assures you of absolute satisfaction.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.

416-24 West 216th Street
New York City
Telephone— St. Nicholas 3443-44

Printing, Developing,

Toning, Tinting

Titles
Domestic

Foreign

Empire City Film Laboratories, Inc.
345 West 40th Street
New York
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and the arithmetic mean of these two values gives the intensity
at
whole
oblique pencil,
which pencil
is I»' possesses,
= 65.39.
It isemergence
therefore ofseenthethat
the oblique,
or marginal,
on emergence at the far side of the lens, a greater intensity than
the central pencil of rays, but the difference in intensity is so
.slight as to be negligible in practical photography.
" The last two columns of the table show the successive losses
in intensity which the incident light undergoes in passing through
the " Dagor " lens, and as we have seen that the losses in intensity (due to reflection) at the edges of the image differ only to
a negligibly small extent for oblique incidence, as compared with
perpendicular incidence, the intensity calculations for the marginal pencil have been omitted from the table in the case of the
" Dagor." Referring, however, to the successive intensities of
the central pencil in its passage through the " Dagor " lens, wc
see that here, as in the former case, the intensity of the incident
light is taken as 100. After traversing the first surface the remaining intensity is practically the same as in the case of the
" Syntor," the absorption by the first lens is, however, a little
greater, so that only 93.71 per cent of the incident light reaches
the second surface, as against 93.91 per cent in the ' Syntor." As
the second surface of the "Dagor" is cemented to the third surface, and the difference in refractive indices between the first
and second glasses is small, the loss of light at the cemented surfaces is negligible. Therefore, I2' falls to only 93.68 per cent
instead
to 88.77
as into the
of the
third
surface of
is also
common
two case
glasses,
i. e.," Syntor."
a cementedThesurface,
and thus has little effect upon the intensity, but the fourth (a
glass-air surface), owing to its separation, causes the intensity to
fall to 88.81. In the second half of the lens the intensity is decreased in a similar ratio, with the result that the intensity of
the central pencil after passing completely through the "Dagor"
lens is 78.86 per cent, as compared with the 65.16 per cent of the
incident light transmitted by the " Syntor." Expressed in practical terms this means that the exposure required with the " Syntor " lens is l'/s times that required with the " Dagor " in order
to secure the same result ; or, to put it another way, the " Dagor "
at / 7.5 has the same speed as the " Syntor " at full aperture, f 6.8.
" In the case of bundles of oblique rays, inclined to the axis,
the light losses by reflection differ very little from those for parallel, or axial, pencils (so long, at least as the angles of incidence
and refraction do not exceed J0°). The difference in light losses
by reflection in the cases of perpendicular and oblique incidence
is so slight as to be eliminated from practical consideration, as
all investigators upon this subject agree."
(To be continued next week)
Universal Motor Company
THE

Enlarges Plant

Universal Motor Co. of Oshkosh, Wis., has just completed a two-story addition to its plant, 40 x 180 feet, which
is now being occupied. The addition is of concrete construction
and has a Modern Testing Department built in with all facilities
for testing the Marine Motors and Generating Sets. The Marine
Motors are set at an angle averaging that occupied in a boat and
are attached to a propellor wheel which operates in a tank of
water, giving load and general conditions as near as possible to
that of actual use in a boat. The Generating Sets are tested with
electrical load varying from no load to full capacity. The Testing
Department will handle fifteen motors per day.
The Machine Department has been largely extended, many new
machine tools being added, some of special design, to handle the
standard Universal parts.
The Assembling Department has been enlarged, with many improved handling devices and equipment for the handling of the
motors in process.
In the layout of the new extensions arrangements have been
made for the storage of raw materials, castings, etc., and a department for finished parts where each part is carried separately
and in sufficient quantity to take care of the demand for purposes
of repairs and for general manufacture. One of the Universal
features is to hold the motor standard without changes which is
of utmost benefit to the user and prospective customer.
The new plant has enlarged offices with a most complete sales
department under the direction of Mr. C. J. Pope, sales manager
of the company, where every inquiry will have personal attention
and every customer is given his full measure of satisfaction and
adequate returns for his money.
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Compositions

1 — " Long Boy," by B. Walker.
(A popular and timely
musical hit in slow march tempo, with a patriotic flavor.
(Published by Shapiro Bernstein Music Co., 224 W. 47th St.,
New York City.)

1A — "At the Yankee Military Ball," fox trot, by Harry
• Jentes. The most popular and most often requested
fox trot — and exquisite dance number, which every music
lover will appreciate. (Leo Feist edition.)

— " Melody," by Charles Huerter. A number which will
fit in well with any program. A sweet melody, a fine
arrangement and a favorite which always takes — most appropriate for loves themes and scenes. (Published by the Boston
Music Co.)
s | r , !
3— "Giddy Giddap, Go On, We're On Our Way to War,"
by Jack Frost. A real novelty, and catchy 6/8 composition. Already the rage in New York, and growing daily in
popular favor.
(Published by Frank K. Root & Co.)

1 C — " Chasing the Chickens," a great jazz number.
I -J lished by Forster Music Co., Chicago, 111.)

— " Oh, Babe," fox trot, by Klickman.
You all know
what a Klickman number is like and how they take
with the public. Give them this fox trot and you'll make
the hit of your life. (Frank K. Root edition.)
— "Just As Your Mother Was," by Harry von Tilzer.
Another famous masterpiece by this well-known composer. A melodious and most delightful composition. (Published by Harry von Tilzer, 222 W. 46th st, New York City.)
— " When the Yanks Come Marching Home." One-step
by Jerome and Furth. A worthy song to go with our
great hit, " Over There." A wonderful over-night success.
You never played a better dance for orchestra. (Published
by Jerome Publishing Co., New York City.)
7— "Give Me the Right to Love You," by Abe Glatt.
Considered by many and competent judges to be the
finest composition of its kind — most appropriate for love
themes and scenes. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)
— " Christmas Chimes," reverie, by F. W. Vandersloot.
One of the most appropriate and beautiful compositions
for " Christmas Scenes " and Christmas Pictures — arranged
with Chimes effects. (Vandersloot Music Company, Williamsport, Pa.)
— " Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy. An exceptionally fine composition depicting scenes of intense
danger and heavy dramatic situations. This number is obtainable from the Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Building, 47th and 7th ave., New York City, at a special reduced
price.
1I yJ
0 —exceptional
" Snowflakessongs
SonS of" rare
and "tonal
Christmas
Chimes."
Two
beauty.
Two songs
which which in years to come will attain the same popularity
as " Adeste Fidelis " or other famous Christmas songs. (Published by Vandersloot Music Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
1 1 — "Longing for My Dixie Home," by Shannon. A 4/4
I I Andante Moderato movement — very melodious and
very effective. (Published by the Vandersloot Music Co.)
IO — " Stolen Sweets," a beautiful and melodious waltz movement, by Harry von Tilzer. (Published by Harry von
Tilzer.)
1Q — " Barnyard Blues," jazz fox trot, by D. J. La Rocca.
J The big hit of the Dixieland Jazz Band as recorded
by the Victor Talking Machine Co. Record No. 18255, under
the title of "Liberty Stable Blues." (Leo Feist edition.)

1/1 — " A Russian Pansy," by Otto Langey.
An attractive
"
and new intermezzo, melodious and most appropriate
for love scenes. (G. Schirmer edition.)
(Pub1*7 — " Ching, Chong," a great "jazz" one-step and popular
/ City.)
favorite. (Richmond Music Co., 147 W. 45th st., New
York
1 Q— "I Wonder How the Old Folks Are at Home?" by F.
I O w. Vandersloot. A genuine musical gem and a treat
for both musicians and listeners. For orchestra this song hit
it obtainable as a cornet or trombone solo, and also in a
waltz arrangement. As a waltz it presents the most successful and best liked number for " dance purposes." As a
song it is a charming melody of exceptional tonal beauty.
(Vandersloot Music Co.)
" Over There " Selling Like Liberty Bonds
ON the 4th of November, when Leo Feist acquired " Over
There," it was reported that the song had sold close on to
half a million copies, extending over a period of several months,
and at the rate that " Over There " is going now, Feist will have
sold another half a million before the first of December, or something like 125,000 copies a week. The west is just becoming
acquainted with the song, which is now almost a fixture on military musical programs.
" Over There " has had a great deal to do with arousing patriotic enthusiasm in this country ; it is a big favorite with soldiers
and sailors, and should be played by every picture house musician
in the country that is not in love with Germany. Every time a
young American with red blood in his veins hears the familiar
strains of " Over There " he wants to start for the trenches, and
it is the duty of musicians to keep him in that mood by playing
" Over There " and all the other good march songs, regardless
of the authors or publishers. If you can't fight, and you can't
give freely to any of the funds, you can do your bit as a musician by getting copies of the best patriotic songs, be they sentimental, martial, or humorous, to play whenever the opportunity presents itself.
Good patriotic music has a lot to do with filling up the ranks
in regiments. So it is up to you to see that you get the best
there is.
Some musicians do not seem to care what they play while pictures are on — they are like the mortals in this world who care
very little about what they wear, as long as they have a place
to eat and sleep. The other night the writer sat in a combination
vaudeville-picture house in Harlem and watched the chap at the
piano trying to smile at two girls at his back and play for a
picture at the same time. The picture was a good one, but when
it was put on to close the show many left the place, and by the
time it was half over the show house was half empty. All the
while the fellow at the piano kept drumming away at something
that interested no one in particular. He was running up and
down, evidently improvising, but very badly.
In some houses the managers will not stand for this sort of
loafing, and if a pianist has not a large enough repertoire to enable
him to keep up with pictures he does not keep him on the payroll. And there is no logical reason for this inane thumping
of a piano while a picture is being shown, not while we have so
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many live publishers doing business in this country. Just try to
figure out how long an orchestra would last at a concert if it
continued to improvise on scales that sounded like a violinist
tuning up. Motion pictures arc good in themselves, and a drawing card as well; music is equally as important, and the two
are like the words and music of a song. The lyric of a song is
valuable, and becomes doubly so when blended to the proper
music by an expert ; but no sane publisher would trust a first
class lyric to some bungler who was not interested in the success
of the two, and the same should apply to the music for pictures
in the theatres. If a man is interested in his work he will see
that he always carries music suitable for the line of work that
comes to him, and this is not a hard task, but a great bother to
the indifferent or lazy musician. So it is up to the managers
to see that their musicians give their patrons music, not scales,
and then there will be no cause to complain about poor business.
E. M. Wickes.
General Comments
LEO FEIST has just published another war song called "When
We Wind Up the Watch on the Rhine." Other new snappy
patriotic numbers issued by him are : " When There's Peace on
Earth Again," " Throw No Stones in the Well that Gives you
Water," " Homeward Bound," " We'll Knock the Heligo, into
Heligo, out of Heligoland," and " Hail ! Hail ! the Gang's All
Here." Lee Orean Smith is kept very busy with the band and
orchestra department, and more so since Feist took " Over
There."
Jos. W. Stern & Company have just started a big advertising
and publicity campaign on their new war hit, " When the Moon
is Shining Somewhere in France." Private Frederick Rath
wrote the number and has made it very popular at Camp Upton.
"than
Set ever.
Aside Your Tears," another Stern number, is going bigger
L. Wolfe Gilbert and Anatol Fricdland have started their business career with a regular song, " Are You From Heaven,"
which has been endorsed by scores of leading vaudeville headliners. Friedland has written a very haunting melody for the
song, and it is safe to say that it will be very popular with bands
and orchestras.
Hamilton S. Gordon reports that every sale of his Motion
Picture Collection brings a re-order. Gordon certainly has a
wonderful collection of music especially adapted for motion
pictures.
Fred Forster has just issued a new war song, entitled, "I Wish
You All the Luck in the World." His very latest is " Faugh-ABallagh," a march ballad, which is to be featured by Blanche
Ring in Chicago.
The war version that Fred Vandersloot had written for " I
Wonder How the Old Folks Are Tonight " has helped to increase
sales. Vandersloot may live in Williamsport, Pa., but he is a
live wire.
" Over There " Is Not a World Production
IN the December 8 issue of Motion Picture News, in this department, the production of " Over There," which is being
released through Select Pictures Corporation, was captioned as a
World production by mistake.
The World production has a similar title, being called " Over
Here,"
Decemberand1. was reviewed in Motion Picture News issue of
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T: "El Hccesj.
Dorado Smith, etc." — Piano Solo improvise to action
(Barroom
S: "The
fight —of " Violetta
Violetta arc
" (Characteristic)
by Tobani. (A'ote. —
I First
eight burs
ayilalo ff.)
S: Beginning
mezzo)
by Ascher.of fourth reel— " La Rose" (Characteristic InterT: "I don't want to meet him" — Theme.
T: "Some of the older inhabitants" — "Romance" (Moderato) by
|\ Rubinstein.
T: "For
the first time since, etc." — "Rosemary" (Moderato
! Revery)
by Barton.
T: "The old, old story" — "The Vampire" (a dramatic theme) by
f P. Levy.
T: "I will not let you, etc." — "Dramatic tension No. 1 " by
| Ascher.
T: "I once swore, etc." — Theme ff.
T: "Your
sister isawful sick" — "Rustles
of Spring" (Dramatic
I Agitato)
by Sinding.
•
T: "The baby you found, etc." — Theme until * * * END.
" BELOVED JIM "
| Theme: " Cantique De Noel" (Christmas Anthem) by Adam
(Butterfly Production)
1. — "Jasmine" (Allegretto) by Kretschmer until — T: "From the
I Flotsam and Jetsam, etc."
2. — " Canzonetta " (Moderato) by Godard until — T: "And at
I Eventide."
3. — "Christmas Echoes" (Waltz by Tobani) until — T: "For God's
4. — Continue
p sake.
Bartender."to action until — T: "Give us some of that face."
5. — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Words
fail6. —me,"Pathetic
etc."
Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "Fate puts her
P 7. — Theme until — T: "If that fellow eats so quickly, etc."
I| last8. — pawn."
Continue pp until — T: "A Merry Christmas to you all."
9. — " Adest Fideles " (Christmas Anthem) until — S: "Telephoning."
I " Hark,
10. — Repeat
"Christmas
(Waltz) by Tobani until — T:
the Herald
Angels Echoes"
sing."
I 11. — "Holy Night, Stilly Night" (Christmas Anthem) until — T:
| And on Christmas Day." Note. — With ad. lib. Chime Effects.
|
12. — "Canzonetta" (Moderato) by Nicode until — S: "Around
| Christmas
13. — ThemeTree."until — T: " On his wedding morn."
I H. — Organ Improvise to action (Church scene) until — T: "Now
| comes our second Christmas."
[ 15. — Repeat "Christmas Echoes" (Waltz) by Tobani until — T:
|p " Good
God, You."
16 — Dramatic
Theme by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "With his nephew."
I 17. — "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until — T: "And so
1 Christmas Eve came again."
I 18. — Theme until — T: " I must leave town tonight."
I
19. — " Erotik " (Dramatic) by Grieg until — T: " Five minutes
I1 before
time." Tension" by Winkler until — T: "After theatre
20. — train
"Dramatic

zi
I
I
1
I
I
§
I

\
[
I
I
I
§
I
1
1
I
I
I
i

I
I
s 21 — " Dream of Devotion " (Heavy Dramatic) by Langey until — =
you go to(4the4 theatre."
IPI T:
hours."
22."—Did
"Serenade"
Dramatic Moderato) by Widor until — T: 1
i " Did you ever see those tickets."
1 23 — Dramatic Agitato " by Henry Hough until — T : " Please, 1
ask him."
:P please
24. — Theme
until — T: "Before you leave, etc."
1 25. — "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic Minor) by Grieg until — T: "He P
= was not man enough, etc."
I
1 26. — " Love Theme " by Herzberg until * * * END.
" MY LITTLE BOY "
Theme: Extase D'Amour (Dramatic) by Roze
(Bluebird Production)
P 1 — "Forest Whispers" (Melodious Gavotte) by Losey until — T: P
I " Fred had a dream, etc."
P 2 — " Extase " (Dramatic) by Ganne until — T: "This would be a P
I dismal
world." Sweets," Waltz (Harry von Tilzer) until — T: "What 1
3 — "Stolen
| Honest
Lover Ever
Knew."
A— Continue
to action
until — T : " Two o'clock and all is not well." P
p 5 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "I know where P
I you6 — spend,
etc."
p
untilAndante"
— T: "Enter
Fred."Vely until — T: "I want to marry i
I 7 — Theme
"Pathetic
by Paul

| 8 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "You shall
an allowance."
I have
Andante" by Margis-Berger until — T: "Six happy
"
Cla9 —ra."Pathetic
||I years,
etc."
10 — "Dawn of Love" (Melodious Allegretto) by Bendix until — T:
| " The
happiest hour Flower"
of all the (Characteristic)
year."
11 — "Whispering
by Blon until — T: "Now
1I you12 —old"Christmas
Joe, etc." Chimes," Song (Vandersloot Music Co.) until — T:
"THE MAN OF GOD"
1; "I 12 guess
I hadn'tto better."
(Butterfly Production)
— Continue
action until — T: "Good old Santa Claus."
I 14 — Continue ff until — S: "Little boy among his toys."
Theme: " Revery " (Dramatic Melody) by Rissland
I 15 — "Christmas Echoes" (Waltz) by Tobani until — T: "Uncle
1 Opening — Ein Maerchen (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach.
§ Oliver
was not a sport."
16 — "Hunting
Scene" (Characteristic) by Boccalari until — S:
T: " Arapaho Flats" — Piano Solo improvise to action (Barroom f §I " Wounded
boy on ground."
§| scenes).
P
17
—
"Dramatic
Agitato"
by H. Hought until — S: "Little boy in
1 T: "I'd like to get a cabin" — Hurry to action.
| T: "Mary finds that there are, etc." — Theme.
| T: "But the days drag" — "Dramatic Adagio" by Kretschmer. | I 18 — "Atonement" (Andante)' by Zameznick until — T: "And, as he
= S : " Gambler dealing cards " — Hurry to action.
I1 was19 —dreaming."
Continue pp until — S : " Woman at piano."
I T: " You are killing yourself, etc." — Theme.
5
"I'm so lonely and afraid" — "Fifth Nocturno " (Allegretto) I= I| be20d.—" Piano solo, improvise to action — S : " Woman gets up from
I by T:Leyhach.
| 21 — "Christmas Chimes." Reverie (Vandersloot Music Co.) until — T:
\ T: "Months passed" — Continue to action.
Ii piano."
" It's only right that I tell you, etc."
| by T:Van"There's
Biene. an awful sick woman" — "Broken Melody" (Dramatic) | | 22 — Theme until — S: "Exterior of house near automobile."
| 23 — Pastel Menuet (Allegro Giocoso) by Paradis until — S : " Old
T:
"The
grim
law
of
humanity"
—
Hurry
to
action.
Note
to
|
| begin pp.
|
Silenceeffect
until ringing
— S: " Old
man running
p Important
man24 —crying."
!
T: "Something has snapped" — "Prelude" (Heavy Dramatic) by \ =|
of church
bcUn. out of his room." Xote —
| Rachmaninoff.
| 25—" Christmas Echoes " (Waltz) by Tobani until * * END.
T: "As the years dragged on" — Theme.

1
I
1p
I
=
1
1
§
I
|
P
f
{
|
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"THE FUEL OF LIFE"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 3665)
Theme: "The Vampire" (A Dramatic Theme) by Sol. P. Levy
1— "Adoration" (4/4 Moderate) by Barnard until — T: " Angela De
Haven,
etc."
2 — " Intermezzo
: (Allegretto) by Pierne until — T: "A rapacious
hawk."
34—— Theme
— S:Valley,
" CloseSong
up of(Vandersloot
newspaper clipping."
Sunshine
Music Co.) untilwant you to meet my friend."
5 — " Heloise " (Moderato Intermezzo) by Langey until — T:
"Through scheming wiles."
6— " Valse Lente " by Schuette until — T : " I cannot believe that."
7 — Theme until — T: " Few are both true and tender."
8 — " Dramatic Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy until — T : " Ashes."
9 — " Pathetic Andante " by Paul Vely until — T : " An unaccountable
tumble."
10 — "Romance" (Moderato) by Karganoff until — T: "A saving
touch of benevolence."
11 — "Harmony of Love," Romance (Andante) by Brooks until — T:
" Time has involved a woman, etc."
12 — Theme until — T: "The Eastern members, etc."
13 — "Love Song" (Moderato) by Puerner until — T: "Spalding enthusiastically rushes, etc."
14 — " Legende " (Andante Moderato) by Friml until — T : "And so
it happened."
15 — "Allegro" by Bach until — T: "A woman not only does, etc."
16 — " Stolen Sweets," (Waltz Harry von Tilzer) until — T : " Violet
Hilton discovers, etc."
17 — Repeat " Dramatic Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy (Same as Cue
No.18 —8)Theme
until — until
T: —"Seeking
an easier
conquest."
S: "Interior
of mine."
19
—
"Heavy
Mysterioso
by
Sol.
P.
Levy
until — S: "Explosion."
20 — Produce effect — Followed by
21
—
Hurry
to
action
until
—
T:
"Unwilling
to surrender." Note. —
Watch explosion.
22 — Theme until — T : " Carried on by the momentum, etc."
23 — Melody (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T: "Again the
old life claims her."
24 — "A la Ballerina" (Valse Lente) by Braham until — T: "In
due course, Bob Cat, etc."
25 — "Characteristic" (Tremolo) by Lovenberg until — T: "I'm
playing
the game
26— Theme
until myself."
*****
END.
Projection with Mazda C Lamps
{Continued' from page 4237)
ment and ammeters, is used to supply the lower voltage required
by the Mazda lamp. Of course, it is possible to use on directcurrent circuits a resistance with a sensitive adjustment, and an
ammeter, but this is not practical because of the energy lost in
the resistance.
" The General Electric Company has developed a compensarc for
the use of the 20-ampere Mazda C lamp on 110-120-volt and 220-
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volt A. C. circuits, which is known as the Type I Compensarc.
This compensarc includes a variable resistance in the primarycircuit to take care of the variations in line voltage — thus enabling
the operator to maintain the normal current on the lamp. An
ammeter is placed in the secondary circuit of the compensarc, and
a fourrpoint starting switch is included in the equipment. This
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tion in the voltage of individual lamps. Furthermore, it is necessary to have an ammeter in the secondary circuit in order that
the operator may know when the lamp is burning at normal current. It is very important that the Mazda C lamps be held at
their rated current. In order to take advantage of all the light
possible, the filament is operated at a temperature close to its
melting point. Any marked increase in current delivered to the
filament materially shortens the life of the lamp, and any decrease
in current delivered to the lamp is followed by loss in light on the
screen. The Engineering Department of the National Lamp
Works of the General Electric Company is co-operating with a
number of manufacturers in the design of suitable control apparatus for the Mazda C projection lamp. For satisfactory operation of the lamp it is essential that the control apparatus fill the
requirements mentioned in this article.
FIELD FOR MAZDA LAMP PROJECTION
From the above discussion, it will be noted that the Mazda
lamp for motion picture projection can be used to the best advantage only when installed in connection with recommended mirrors, condensing lenses, regulating equipment, and— if possible —
projection lenses. In general, wherever alternating-current arcs
are at present in use, the 20-ampere lamp will, when properly
installed, project pictures equal to or better than the arc lamp
with a considerable saving in operating cost ; it will replace directcurrent arcs of up to 35 amperes capacity. It may be used for
either motion picture or stereopticon projection work. A satisfactory picture can be projected with the Mazda C lamp with a
throw of from 75 to 90 feet. The permissible width of the picture
to be projected will, of course, be affected by the character of the
screen used in the theatre.
The simplicity of the Mazda lamp is an important feature of
its use on motion picture machines ; once it is placed in the machine, itrequires no attention from the operator. The position*
of the filament is fixed and there is no travel of the light source.
The high degree of uniformity of illumination on the screen, the
entire absence of flicker, and the absence of deposits on the condensing lenses, are prominent features, all of which contribute
to the satisfactory reproduction of motion pictures.

switch eliminates the possibility of a rush of current through
the cold lamp when the current is first applied, for the connections
are such that the current is gradually increased as the switch is
turned from the " off " to the full current position.
The General Electric Company has also designed a panel attachment for the present arc lamp compensarc. This panel includes arheostat for regulation, an ammeter, a reactance coil, and
the four-point starting switch. It can be adapted to any arc compensarc now in use in theatres.
At the present time there are on the market a number of transformers which are being used with the 20-ampere Mazda C projection lamp, but which are not recommended, although they are
cheaper than the compensarc described above. They do not contain a variable resistance in the primary circuit to take care of
Optical SriTd Usiris Mazda clamp
MOT/O/1 PICTURE PROJECTION
SPueoicAt
Simeon f \ Cortaiisee

Fig. 6
fluctuation in the line voltage, nor do they include an ammeter.
Thus the operator is not in a position to know whether his lamp
is burning at above, or below, normal current. It is necessary, in any control apparatus which is used, that the primary or
the secondary circuit contain a variable resistance or reactance in
order to take care of voltage fluctuation in the line and the varia-
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" THE AUCTION BLOCK "
Theme: Pearl Fischer Selection by Bizet
Important Note. — Always begin the theme with Movement No. 2,
" Andante von troppo."
1 — " Song of India" by Korsakow until — T: " In the up-state village of Vale."
2 — Theme until — T: "Lily Levinsky, the motherless child."
3
—
" Characteristic
(Tremolo) by Lovenberg until — T: "To
hell with
your supper No.
go 27to "work.
4— Heavy Agitato to action until — T : " In time Peter Knight was
ruined."
5— "Just As Your Mother Was (Harry von Tilzer) until T: "The
following day Lilas calls."
6— " Sieste " (Lento) by Laurens until — T: "She's going to make
us rich."
7 — Theme until — T: "Here's to Old Hanibal Barton.
8 — Continue ff until — T: "The road to the Auction Block."
9 — Repeat "Sieste" (same as Cue No. 6) until — T: "Bergman's
Revue in the process of making."
10— " Way Down in Macon, Georgia" (Frank K. Root Ed.)) until
— T: "I have never been in a theatre before."
11 — Continue pp and slowly until — T: "A New York event."
12 — Short Overture (just for opening purpose, about 40 sec.) until —
S: "Curtain goes up."
13 — Repeat " Way Down in Georgia " (same as Cue No. 10) until —
T: 14 —"Pope's
criticism
in the
Short scene
about
50 morning
seconds papers."
(piano or organ improviso pp)
until — " Banquet scene."
15 — March from " Scenes Pittoresques " by Massenet until — T: " In
the green room of the stars."
16 — Continue pp until — T: "I wish to introduce, etc."
17 — " Aide Ballet " from " Scenes Pittoresques " by Massenet until
— T: " Gee, if I'd known you were here! "
18 — " Strike Up the Band, Here Comes a Sailor " (Harry von Tilzer)
until — T: "Like the bold Lochinvar."
19 — Organ or piano improvise pp until — T: " Midnight at Proctors."
20 — "We're Going Over," Song (C. Arthur Pfeiffer Ed.) until — T:
" Fight near the automobile."
21 — Short hurry until — T: "Business brought the jackals."
22 — " Mysterioso " to action until — T: "Overture Miss Knight."
23 — Few bars of good opening overture until — T: "The jackals
prepared, etc."
24 — " Mysterioso Dramatico No. 22 " by Borch until — S : " Girl
and man in room."
25
— S followed
: " Flashlight
explosion."
26 —— Silence
Produce until
effect
by.
27 — Hurry to action until — T: "After reading the morning papers."
28 — " L'Adieu " by Favarger until — T: "That evening a lonely
girl."
29 — Theme until — T: " In the apartment below Lilas."
30 — " First Waltz " by Durand until — T: " So you're the party who
has been visiting."
31 — " Erl King " (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert.
Note. — Repeat if necessary and play to action pp or ff (watch
shot) until — T: "Wait, I'll telephone the doctor."
32 — "Last Spring" by Grieg until — T: (on newspaper) " Jarvis,
the33 big
boss, suicide."
— Theme.
Important Note. — From beginning "Allegro" until T: "You
thought you hooked a live one."
34— Continue to action until — T: " For reasons of economy."
35 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "As the months
rolled by."
36 — Silence until — T: "Get your rich friends."
Good Fellow" (old song hit) until — T: "I'll
take37 —a "He's
hundreda onJolly
account."
38 — " Sparkling Eyes " (Morceau-Scherzando) by Puerner until — T:
" Good night, Bob."
39 — Theme (from Second Movement) until — T: "Within the years
Lorelei's Love, etc."
40 — "Doctor Cupid," Intermezzo, until — T: "While his wife
waited."
41 — Theme (from Second Movement) until — T: "So you're a
seamstress."
42 — Prelude by RachmaniofF until — T : " Hurry to get a doctor."
43 — Hurry pp until — T : " I want every dollar."
44 — Another hurry ff until — T : " This is Bob Wharton."
45 — Continue pp until — S : " Bob enters his wife's room."
46 — Theme (from Second Movement) until — T: "Four Happy
months rolled by."
47 — " Pastel
" Oriental
auctionMenuet
sale," " (Allegro Giocoso) by Paradise until — S :
48 — Same number as Cue No. 1, " Song of India " by Korsakow
" THE HUNGRY HEART "
Theme: Largo E Mesto from Sonata, Op. 10, No. 3 by
Beethoven
( Paramount)
1 — "Flirtation" (Valse Intermezzo) by Meyer-Helmund until — S:
" Pauline looking at picture on wall."
2 — "Love Theme" by Herzberg until — T: "The first morning."
3 — " Nocturno in F" (Moderato) by Krzyzanowsky until — T: "I'm
waiting to take you to breakfast."
I 4—" Heartsease " (Moderato) by Moret until — T: "So a year
passed."
|I 5 — Theme until — T: "So Courtney battled gallantly."
| 6— " Illusion " (Moderato Intermezzo) by Bustanoby until — T:
|| " And
so Courtney
realized."
7 — Organ
Solo — to
action for 35 seconds (Watch Screen) until —
| S : " Courtney stops playing the organ."
1 8 — Theme until — T: "And Courtney went back to it all."
1 9 — " Musette " (4/4 Allegro ma non troppo) by Offenbach ('cello
| solo with strings and piano) until — T : " Gallatin's work with me will
| take, etc."
| 10 — " Cantilena " arranged by Gruenwald (3/4 Andanto) until — T:
| " Thus
through weeks
11 — Orchestra
Rest was
aboutthe 7 inevitable
minutes —forced."
organ improvise to action
S : " Accident
II until
12 —— Produce
Effect. (explosion)
Followed inby laboratory."
| 13 — "Chanson Joyeuse " (6/8 Allegro by Ravina until — T: "Night
| watches."
| 14 — " Ein Maerchen " (Fantasis by Bach) until — T: "When Rich|In...
ard Vaughan returns."
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I 15 — There until— T : "The Crisis."
16 — Piano Solo to action (Watch Screen) until — T : " I want you
l to 17go— upstairs."
"Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until — T: "What glorious
hair18 —youTheme
have."until — T: "With a lapse of time."
19 — "Cantilena" (6/8 Moderato) by Bohm until — T: "The cruci20 — "Ave Maria" (Dramatic) by J. Ascher until — T: "You and
that21 —man,
both think,
etc." " (Heavy Dramatic) by Langey until —
" Dreams
of Devotion
T: 22"I
think
we
both
understand, etc." END.
— Theme until ******
" A CASE AT LAW "
Theme:
ble." "Chant du Voyageur " (3/4 Andante Grazioso) by
Paderewski
(Triangle Production)
1 — "Slippery Hank," by Losey (Vandersloot Ed.) until — T: "He's
a jolly
good afellow."
2 — " He's
Jolly Good Fellow (Popuar Old Time Song Hit) until —
T: "Doc Sanger, leader, etc."
3Note.
— Silence
until
— S : shots,
" Sanger
package."
— Just watch
and accepts
producetheeffect.
So Doc Sanger
4— " Berceuse " (Melody) by Karganoff until — T:
"
Wifey waiting
came
to
this
town."
5 — Theme until — T : " The end of the honeymoon.
6 — "We're Going Over" (Pfeiffer Ed.) until — T:
off
— say
nothing." Recitative by Sol P. Levy until — T : Then youI'mmust
7 — Dramatic
know
my
auntie?
"
8 — Theme until — T : " Weeks pass."
9Note.
— Silence
— S: shots,
"Interior
of beer saloon."
— Justuntilwatch
and produce
effect.
10 — Souvenir Waltz by Cousin (Howley Ed.) until T:
11 —stuff."
"belongs
Romanzeto "you.(4/4 Andante con moto) by Rubinstein until — T:
"that
This
12 — Theme ff. until — T: "Isn't there a law, etc."
Doc takes the
13 — " Canzonetta (Moderato) by Nicoide until T:
law14 —in Cavatine
his own hands."
(4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Bohm until — T:
said15 —I'd"Melody"
get him." by Friml until — S: "The Fight."
It's all my
16Note.
— Hurry
to action
— Watch
shots.— T: "Doc, don't shoot a man."
17 — "Dramatic Tension No. 9" fy Andino until — T:
18 — Hurry to action until — T: "The true facts having been learned."
19 — "L'Adieu" (12/8 Moderato) by Favarger until — T: "Case
20
— Theme until *****
END.
dismissed."
fault."
" WHEN A MAN SEES RED "
Theme: Erl King (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert
(Fox(Reviewed
Standard
Production)
on page
3483)
1 — "Characteristic" by Lovenberg until — T: "The usual Sunday
morning
service."
2 — Organ
improviso to action (Short Sacred Scene).
3 — " The Wooing Hour " (Moderato Grazisso) by Zamecnik until
T : " The city of the Golden Gate.
45 —— Continue
to action
until trots
— T: and
"At one-step
the Wigwam
Cafe."(Saxaphone
fwo or three
popular
to action
quartet and piano accompaniment) " Slippery Hank, One Step " (Vandersleet Ed.) until — S : " Alice Leaving the Wigwam Cafe."
6— Theme — S : " Flashback to Wigwam Cafe."
7 — "We're Going Over" (Pfeiffer Ed.) (Short Scene) until — S:
" Alice's mother in arm chair."
8— Theme until — S: " Larry (Farnum) on board of his ship."
9 — Short orchestra rest — Organ improviso to action until — " Larry
sees10 —hisTheme
motheruntilin —arm
T: chair."
"While Sutton with his blackened soul."
1112 —— Short
agitato
until
sails." until — S:
"Credo" from the— T:"St."And
CecileLewis's
Mass"party
by Gounod
" Flashback to party on steamer."
1314 —— "It's
a LongO'Autrefois
Way to Berlin"
(Feist Romance)
Ed.) until —byT: Somersville
"Alone."
" Souvenir
(Cantalbilo
until — T: "And so the unknowing."
15 — " Olympia" Overture by Ascher until — T: "How would you
like16 —to Theme
know, until
etc."— T: "On board the Lewis yacht.
— Piano
improviso to action on popular song until — S: "Sutton
on 17his
schooner.
18 — " Egmont " Overture by Beethoven until — T: " Kaina, a small
19 — Continue to action until — T: "And Where the Painted Lady,
island."
20 — " Evening Breeze " (Allegretto Idyl) by Langey (short scene)
until — T: " Lascar's is the only attraction."
21 — Hawaiian popular music (hula style) until — T : " He's the Lion
of 22the— "Hour."
Kilama Wailana " waltz by Lake until — T : " And at Mid23 — " Huki " (Hawaiian one step) by Berger (ukeleles and other
night, etc."instruments) until — T: "As the days pass."
Hawaiian
24 etc."
— "Land of Dreams" (moderato idyl) by Driffill unil — T: "The
25 — " Good Bye " by Tosti until — T : " And It's All Your Fault."
morning."
26 — Theme until — S : " Girl on Lewis's yacht."
27 — Short orchestra rest — Organ's improviso to action until — T:
" The Gathering Storm."
28 — " Flying Dutchman " (Overture) by Wagner until — T: " In the
still29 —cold
light of thePrelude
dawn." to Act III. (Andante Serioso) by Kistler
" Kunibild,"
until — T: "As evening draws near."
30 — Theme until — S: "Farnum fighting with Sutton."
31 — Very heavy and long Allegro Agitato or Furioso until — S:
" After the fight."
32 — Theme until — T: "When reason returns."
33 — " La Lisonjera," Caprice (Moderato Malto Capricioso) by Chaminade until *****
END.
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$750,000 Theatre for Kansas City Soon
REPRESENTING an investment of $750,000 work has been
started by Harding Brothers on the Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo., which promises to be one of the handsomest houses
in Cthe whole Middle West. T. E. Mclnvain, the architect, has
prepared particularly striking plans for the new theatre.
The street,
building
occupyof a the
plot,business
50 by 132,
at 1,104
1,106
Main
in will'
the heart
district.
The and
building
will be constructed of steel and concrete and will be fully fireproof. It is expected that it will be opened in February of next
year. The front will be of ornamental terra cotta and, as may be
seen from the architect's drawing, is unusually attractive. The

ing plans. Indirect lighting system will be used in the interior
and there will be a flood of light on the front of the building,
together with an immense electric sign bearing the name of the
theatre.
Music will be one of the specialties of the house. There will
be a twelve-piece orchestra and an Austin pipe organ, together
with echo organ. Goldwyn and other star features will be used,
the bookings not having yet been completed. The bill will be
changed each week. There will be new shows each day with
prices fifteen and twenty-five cents for both matinee and evening.
Newspapers and billboards will be used extensively in the advertising.
The lobby dimensions are 25 by 40 feet, the fixtures not having yet been arranged for, except that it is planned to have ornamental fixtures extremely well lighted.
Shaeffers Open Fine New House in Chicago
November 8 there opened on the northwest side of Chicago
a splendid new 2,000-seat theatre, the Crystal. It is located
on probably the busiest corner of that section of the city, at the
corner of North avenue and Washtenaw street.
Schaeffer Brothers are the owners of this building, which in-

ON

cludes a modern lodge hall with seating capacity for 400 and
which may be used as a dance hall, six stores and twelve offices.
The building is two stories in height and is finished in white
terra cotta and red brick. Lighting is one of the features of the
house. 3,000 lamps being used on the front and towers.
DIRECTORY

New Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
general interior decorations will be attained by ornamental plastering effects, with the judicious use of tinting.
The house will seat 1,500, contracts having been made for the
chairs with the American Seating Company. Two latest model
Power machines will be used, the throw being 120 feet. The
kind of screen to be used has not been determined. The projection room will also be equipped with a dissolving lantern and a
spot light.
Mushroom ventilating system will be used. American District
Steam Company's atmospheric system is called for in the heat-

OF

NEW

THEATRES

ARKANSAS
The Belmont Amusement Company, of Atkins, has filed articles of incorporation. The company will erect a building in which to operate a motion
picture show and furnish other amusements for the soldiers at Camp Pike.
The capital stock is $15,000.
CALIFORNIA
Charles. Rohrer has been granted a permit to operate a motion picture theatre at 420 K street, Sacramento. Commissioner Edward Haynes made a
favorable recommendation to the City Commission following the report of
Commissioner Thomas Coulter as to the condition of the premises and
changes ordered in the projecting room.
Camp Kearny, Los Angeles, is to have a brand new theatre, one big
enough and fine enough to accommodate the largest productions put out.
This is to be put up by the Government at a cost of $50,000. and will have
lighting facilities equal to the best in the country. The stage will be thoroughly equipped
dressing rooms having all modern
conveniences
and inall every
kinds respect,
of stage with
furnishings.
The new $115,000 Liberty theatre in the Van Ness Building, near Tulare
street, Fresno, is about conipleted, and its opening is watched with feverish
interest. Manager Keech declares that the new movie palace will have
the largest seating capacity of any such place in California, providing tor
2,000 people, equally divided between the balcony and lower floor. A
nursery has been provided for the convenience of mothers of small children, as well as a hospital for any emergency. An extraordinary feature of
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the new Liberty is the tea room. Tea is to be served every afternoon from
3 to 5 to matinee patrons, free of charge. The tea room adjoins the lobby
of the second floor. One of the largest cooling systems in the State has
been installed, capable of exchanging 55,000 cubic feet of air a minute. This
system makes it possible to maintain a temperature of about 70 degrees
the entire year. The music tor the theatre will be provided by a $30,000
pipe organ, which is one of the main attractions.
Architect O. P. Dennis, 619 Fay Building, Los Angeles, is preparing
plans for a one-story store and theatre building to be erected in a suburban
city. It will contain two store rooms, lobby, and theatre auditorium to seat
900 people. It will be of masonry construction, and will have concrete
foundation, 68 by 160 feet, hollow tile walls, terra cotta or artificial stone
front,ter, plate
glass plumbing,
windows, composition
roofing,
opera chairs,
wiring, heating,
etc. pine trim, ornamental plasAlameda will soon be able to boast of a theatre equal in equipment if
not in mentsizemade torecently
any on bytheJames
east side
of the of
bay.3206ThisSterling
is according
a stateHamblen,
avenue, toAlameda.
The theatre will be -built in Park street, near Encinal avenue, and will have
a frontage of 60 feet and a depth of 145 feet. The seating capacity is to be
between 1,500 and 1,600. The building will be completed by early spring.
The theatre is to be equipped with an organ similar to the one in the new
California theatre in San Francisco, but smaller in size. George F. King
is the architect, and George W. Stewart is handling the contract. When
the house is completed it will cost between $65,000 and $75,000.
Renovated and remodeled in an artistic manner, the Columbia theatre,
Oakland,
known
the " hometo ofan musical
comedy,"made
will toagain
thrown
open
to the
public,as according
announcement
the be
effect
that
the show house will resume operation in a musical comedy way on Sunday
afternoon, November 25. The new shows will be headed by the irrepressible Irish comedian, James Post, who is a great favorite with Oakland lovers
of musical comedy, and who has appeared here on numerous occasions at
the head of his own company. Post will be surrounded by a brilliant cast of
players and a big chorus. Special attention has been paid to the selection
of the cast, and it is announced that the best possible talent has been secured for the season. The chorus comprises a number of former vaudevilletests.players,
whothewillold appear
in the with
weekly
girls' conMany of
favoritesto advantage
will also appear
the chorus
aggregation.
ILLINOIS
Snyder and Snyder are busy remodeling the building of Mr. and Mrs. G.
C. Zah, to be used by them at the Dreamland Picture theatre, at Mount
Pulaski.
The Grand theatre, at Kewanee, was opened a week ago with high-class
vaudeville and motion pictures. Chris Taylor is the manager.
Walter Kilmer and William Walsh have rented the Verona Hall, at Highland, for the purpose of installing a motion picture theatre.
Clark-Struve Hall, Beecher City, has been rented to local men who are
installing a motion picture outfit to give shows every Thursday evening.
The cidedOrpheum
headquarters
for vaudeville
Galesburg,
deto abandon theatre,
vaudeville
until the war
is over andin confine
itself has
to the
presentation of the higher class motion picture productions. Paramount,
Artcraft, Goldwyn and other high-grade pictures will be shown.
INDIANA
Gust Weggen will soon begin remodeling the building vacated by Thompson garage, at Hebron, and expects to have a moving picture theatre before
very long.
The Wysor Grand theatre, at Muncie, is now completed, and Manager
George S. Challis is proud of the transformation. The auditorium has been
rebuilt, new fixtures and furnishings have been installed, and it is generally conceded that the Wysor Grand is now one of the most attractive
theatres in the whole State.
Hosea J. Harris, an old resident of Patriot has bought and remodeled
an old church building into a neat attractive amusement hall where he will
run motion picture shows.
IOWA
A new moving picture theatre, to be called the Herrold theatre, will be
opened about Thanksgiving at the north end of the cantonment, at Herrold
Station near Des Moines. It will be run by the Cantonment Amusement
Company, under the personal direction of Walter F. Davis, a well-known
moving
picture
including
drama
and current
newsman.
eventsFirst-run
will be motion
shown. pictures
A feature
will be comedy,
the projection
of the pictures in a plate glass mirror curtain, weighing 15,000 pounds, costing $1,000, giving the picture a natural and lifelike appearance. The new
Stern projecting machines, the first to be used in Iowa, have been installed,
and 1,500 20-inch opera chairs. The house will be open daily for matinee
and evening performances.
KANSAS
A new theatre, to cost approximately $75,000, is being built at Wichita, to
be devoted to pictures and vaudeville.
For

Better
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A

PERCENTAGE

EXHIBITOR!

Figure the needs of your patrons on a
percentage basis. They will figure on
you in turn for their entertainment.
Comfortable
your needs.

seats are rated as 25%

of

OUR

OPERA
CHAIRS

GIVE
The desired percentage of perfection and comfort. We have high quality and low prices.
Quick shipment of many styles. Our Service
Department open to you.
Write for Catalogue N.
STEEL

FURNITURE

1475 Buchanan Avenue, S. W.

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

"NEWMAN" BRASS
ANDOurRAILS
Read What Josiah Pearce & FRAMES
Sons Say About
Goods
Gentlemen:
Now that you have completed equipment in our new
theatres here In New Orleans, and Houston, Texas, we want
to take this means ot expressing to you our appreciation ot
the manner in which we have done business with you, also as
to the character of your goods. You have, without exception,
filled our orders just as promptly as we could ever expect and
probably quicker than we had anticipated, and the fact of
your having supplied us with brass frames and various other
equipment in our fifteen theatres is evidence that we are
pleased with your goods, for they are the most attractive,
durable and practical that we have as yet found.
We wish you good Yours
luck invery
the truly,
prosecution of your work.
JOSIAH PEARCE & SONS,
J. E. PEARCE.
New Orleans, La.
The Newman
Mfg. Co.
Write for our Latest Catalogue
Established 1882
717-19
Sycamore
Street,
Cincinnati,
Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Frames, Easels,
Ralls, Grilles, Signs Canadian Representative
—
J
.
T.
Malone.
Rialto
Theatre
Bldg.
Montreal, Canada
Choppers,
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
Plates, DoorKick
Bars

Music

The
Fotoplayer
New York City
62 West 45th Street
AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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OF THE UNIVERSAL
wichita. Kansas

MOVIES"
November 19, 1917.

Nioholas Power Company,
90 Gold Street,
New York, N. Y.
Dear Sirs:After giving two Powers Machine Heads seven
successful years of continuous use thirteen hours daily at
the above Theatre we are at last desirous of replacing them
with new "Power 6A Heads"*
Our business has been heavily solicited lately
by several machine salesmen of other standard makes who knew
we were contemplating the purchase of new machines. After
giving the matter careful consideration from all angles we
have decided that if we can duplicate our good fortune for the
next seven years as we have experienced the past seven, we will
be entirely satisfied. Our present machines have given us
excellent satisfaction at a low cost of up-keep and we have
always been prided that we were getting superior projection.
kindly forward me catalogue and price lists
together with other information covering the purchase of two
new "Power 6A Machines" complete with all mechanism.
All information will be greatly appreciated by
Yours truly

NICHOLAS

POWCft
COMPANY
INCOIJP. OH.ATeD

oneens
Pion©®r*s
90
Gold ■Street

o
of
pr oj ecfion
o/* Projection
york-N-y
New
v

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY. NEW YORK

The men who sell this Projector sell not only the Permanently
Perfect
Projection
which
only
the
Simplex
can
give, but also
IMPLEX
ERVICE

The reason is this: They are not employees who have been ordered to sell this particular make of
Machine; but they deliberately decided to handle only the Simplex because with it they would
sell the greatest amount of satisfaction.
And they are willing to back up their choice with
Service
that Satisfies
There is such a man in your territory. May we send you his name?
Buying the right thing from the right man; therein lies real satisfaction.

ThePrecision Machine (oJnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork

DECEMBER

Motion

22,

1917

Met

we

Reg in V. 8. Patent Office.

West

HAS

THE

Coast

QUALITY

Edition

CIRCULATION

OF

THE

TRADE

I
«

TRADE y

„ MARK

A good picture that will please your
patrons is a wise thing to show,
and

"foremost

stars, superbly

in clean motion
NATIONALLY

ar

a

directed

pictures," like the
ADVERTISED

ssity
res
u
ict

n

"

^P

vol. xvi-no. 25
NEW
YORK
LOS ANGELES
price
Bntered at Second CUut Matter, August tt, 1911, at the Post Office at New York, H. I ., under the act of March Srd, 1X79.

10 cents

rsmkunBrnum

IN RICHARD

THE

HARDING

DAVIfCREAT

SCARLET

Give them a real modern high society drama written
by our best loved American author and famous war
correspondent, the late Richard Harding Davis.
Give them the thrilling story of a dashing New
York clubman who is out to win a girl — who
fights to save his sweetheart's father from the stigma
of dishonesty, and has a devil of a time doing it. Does
he win? Could Franklin Farnum's contagious
grin ever do anything but win ? Book it— better
still, grab it. It's one of the real hits of the season.
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS, (Inc.)
New York
1600 Broadway

STOPY

NJCCESX

CART

o

19
Surely! . Heaven will protect the woiking goil!
Louise Fazenda makes a great maid oi all work. Her
"heavy lover'' is illustrated by Ben Turpin and Slim
SuMMERVILLE appears as the President ol the "heavy
lovers" gang.
Miss Fazenda S humor is so unconscious/
The way she bounces bricks Irom their brows is so delicate.
The technique with which she tosses the butcher's
cleaver or the family china is superb.
Her "angle shots" are marvelous.
Her taste is so simple.

MOTHER

AND

PARAMOUNT- MACK

SISTER
SENNETT

LIKE

COMEDIES

— they don t always like to admit it, but they always go on PaRAMOUNTMack SENNETT nights.
don t think that mother s thoughts are centered on Sunday s dinner, or
Will ie s new suit, or sister s chances.
Your dear old mother just lives for the annual trip to Broadway. The
veil is lilted lor a joyous flight, perhaps once a year, and some years
not even that — there now, aren't you ashamed!
Bring Broadway to mother with high class slapstick, but clean,
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies.
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THE
LEADING
EXHIBITORS
in one of the biggest cities in the United
States realize the tremendous values of National Advertising on Paramount
and Artcraft Pictures. Not one group or another but all the leaders are there.
This is probably the best example
try and we are proud of it.

Can

you imagine

Ledger

the consternation

if they couldn't

of dealer cooperation

ever known

in any indus-

of any of the 75,507 readers of the Philadelphia

find the name

of their

theatre in the lists?

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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Swans

anddirectQdbyJ.SQarlQ'Davdfay
Production

"Snow White," in which Mr. Dawley directed
Miss Clark last Christmas was, to exhibitors,
everything that a picture should be.

— "The Seven Swans" will be even more popular
because —
— the cast is stronger.
— the settings have never been surpassed in
motion picture production.
— Staging occupied the entire New York studio— photographed under the new and wonderful
Harmer-Mark lights insuring exhibitors of a
picture marvelous in its lighting effects.
Get everybody in to see this picture — and arrange
your "run" to accommodate everybody. Remember the children — they're off from school during
the holidays and will flock to see it.

Get Them All— Get a Long Enough "Run"
\: FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Clara Kimball Young look:
her loneliest in
"Shirley1 KayV'
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HER

OWN

Young

COMPANY

present

"SHIRLEY

KAYE"
Scenario by Margaret Turnbull, from the play" by" Hulbcrt Tootner

"I will ruin your daughter socially as tkoroughl}) as you
ha-Oe ruined rry>> fatker financially!" It is Skirley" Kay'e
wko is speaking — for Skirley was descended from a
buccaneer, and ske fougkt for ker own. It is a tkrilling
story", tkis screen Version of a noted play, and Clara
Kimball Young acts v?itk an intensity tkat kolds you
entkralled.
George FavJcett and Miss
Young in the climax to
"Shirley Kaye"

Directed by" Joseph Kaufman

■DISTRIBUTED BY
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PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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'THE

Talmadge

HONEYMOON
By E. Lloyd Skeldon

Of course he wanted to get rid of Ker — for it w"as to
be a real honeymoon, and it looked good at the start !
But there was an actorine in the offing, the hangover
of a college scrape. And

the bride — she was the

original green-eyed model for Jealousy^ (onl>) hers were
of the loveliest blue ! ). Constance Talmadge hits
the comedy curves at high speed in this screen drama
of surpassing beauty.
Directed by1 Ckarles Giblyn
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AT

OF
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CRITICS

" Les Miserables " is from the Fox Laboratory and it is quite the best picture that has been seen hereabout for a considerable period. The film is distinguished bynoteworthy performance on the part of William Farnum, who
depicts Valjean with skill and understanding. — New York Times.
Naturally such a classic as " Les Miserables " required skilful treatment,
but Mr. Farnum has brought the play to a high degree of kinship with the
story itself with its touching incidents and heroic endeavors of the principal
actor. — N. Y. Globe.
The production of such pieces on the screen is worthy of every encouragement. Excellent music accompanied the play. — N. Y. Post.
William Farnum is more than a pleasant screen personality. He is a great
actor. There are people who are continually crying for better pictures. To
them we would say see " Les Miserables." — JV. Y. Tribune.
It is Fox's crowning achievement in pictures. " Les Miserables " has a heart
throb, a heart sigh, almost a sob — it is fine, deep, human. In short, this new
Fox presentation of " Les Miserables " goes beneath the surface. It appeals
straight to the heart. — N. Y. American.
The contrast of Jean — in his failing but brighter hours — the kindly, the
benevolent, the transformed — was a delicious piece of character work. It
was a triumph of art for Farnum. — Evening World.
At the Lyric Theatre yesterday, lovers of Victor Hugo's masterpiece, " Les
Miserables,"
find with
that this"
greatpower
work andhas vividness
been transferred
to the
screen by Mr.rejoiced
Williamto Fox,
all the
of the original
story faithfully retained and adequately expressed. Moreover the film is of
such popular character that it will hold the absorbed attention of the most
avid movie fan. — Evening Telegram.
A blaze of film glory. As close an approach to literature as has been accomplished on the screen. Tensely vivid. — Herald.
true spirit
Victor
Hugo's of
humanity.
excellent example
of Reflects
what thethemovies
can doof for
the classics
literature. An
— World.
A visualized work every bit as strong as the printed word. Mr. Farnum's
acting an outstanding feature. — Morning Telegraph.
Scores a success, a triumph of art for William Farnum. A delicious piece
of character work. — Evening World.
A masterly picture. Acting that has never been excelled. William Fox's
greatest achievement in pictures. — Journal of Commerce.
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part

COLD

ROOSTER

OVEP^HILL
PLAY
Written by Lois Zellner
Directed bu Wm Parke
Produced

by ASTRA

"Over iho Hill * is one of
those charming plays

which aporson remembers
long after he saw it on
fhe screen
COMING

BABV

MARIE

is announced

OSBORNE

in her best picture yet,

the iive part GOLD

LITTLE
A
Written by John
DIANDO,

ROOSTER

PLAY

PATRIOT^
Oreq, Produced bu

Your audience will say that it is deliahtful. It is filled with laughter and pathos.

SOON

PARALTA
PICK

J.

OF

THE

Warren

Screen Version by
THOMAS G. GERAGHTY

PLAYS
PICTURES

Kerrigan
Written by

PETER B. KYNE

"A
Man's
Man'
DIRECTED BY OSCAR APFEL

PARALTA
BUT

"A Man's Man"

PLAYS
NOT

HAVE
SEEN

has been shown

BY

BEEN
THE

HEARD

OF

PUBLIC

only in one theatre

Chine's Auditorium, Los Angeles, California —
as a pre-release, especialy arranged.
Since then neither "A Man's Man",
nor any other Paralta Play,
has been exhibited in public.
Definite distributing arrangements
by W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation

are now completed.
The first two Paralta Plays,
"A Man's Man", starring J. Warren
and "Madam

Who?"

Kerrigan,

starring Bessie Barriscale,

may be booked immediately
through twenty-eight established exchanges.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
EW
YORK
CITY

"
Inc. ROBERT
PLAYS,
TAPresident
PARAL
CARL ANDERSON,
T. KANE, Vice.-Pres.
JOHN E. DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas.
NAT. I. BROWN. Secretary and Gen'l Manager
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York

City

EXCHANGES
Albany, N. Y.
48 Howard St.

Los Angeles, Calif.
738 S. Olive St.

Atlanta, Ga.
1 1 1 Walton St.

Memphis, Tenn.
302 Mulberry St.

Bangor, Me.
123 Franklin St.

Minneapolis, Minn.
909 Hennepin Ave.

Boston, Mass.
28 Ferdinand St.

New Orleans, La.
343 Baronne St.

Buffalo, N. Y.
122 Pearl St.

New York City, N. Y.
71 W. 2 3rd St.

Chicago, 111.
1 39 N. Clark St.

Omaha,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
514 Elm St.

Philadelphia, Pa.
1 308 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
809 Prospect Ave.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
1201 Liberty Ave.

Columbus, Ohio.
26 W. Naughten St.

Portland, Ore.
390 Burnside Ave.

Dallas, Texas.
2017 Commerce

St. Louis, Mo.
3610 Olive St.

Denver, Colo.
1448 Champa

Nebra.

1508 Howard St.

St.

St.

San Francisco, Calif.
25 5 Golden Gate Ave.

Detroit, Mich.
59 E. Elizabeth St.

Seattle, Wash.
819 Third Ave.

Indianapolis, Ind.
122 West N. Y. St.

Washington, D. C.
7th & E Sts., N. W.

Kansas City, Mo.
921 Walnut St.

Wilkes Barre, Pa.
50 E. Market St.

W.W.

Distributed B"\
HodkInson
Corporation
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Hodkinson

ANNOUNCING

THE

EXCHANGE

HODKINSON
PLAN

Of course I could Lave opened new exchange offices, and piled additional expense upon the already
overburdened exhibitor, but in keeping with my policies of utilizing tbe elements already
existing in tbe business, I bave arranged to use tbe finely equipped offices of a great excbange
organization as tbe means for bringing tbe products I bandle to tbe door of tbe tbeatre, UNDER
AN ARRANGEMENT
WHICH GIVES US THE LOWEST DISTRIBUTION
COST IN THE INDUSTRY, tbrougb tbe General Film Company's new policy of placing
its excbange facilities at tbe disposal of otber national distributors.
THIS IS THE FIRST STEP IN MY
PROFITS, NOW HELD BY
I am pleased to be
tbe motion
offices and
Hodkinson

PLAN FOR SHARING THE DISTRIBUTION
THE PRODUCER, WITH THE EXHIBITOR.

able to announce tbat I am utilizing tbe excbange system of tbe oldest organization in
picture industry, tbe GENERAL FILM COMPANY, witb its twenty-eigbt
six bundred employes, as tbe service offices of tbe distribution system of tbe W. W.
Corporation.

Beginning at once, tbe PARALTA PLAYS and all otber product bandied by tbe W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, will be available for bookings tbrougb tbe following offices of tbe General Film
Company, wbere SALESMEN OF OUR COMPANY WILL BE INSTALLED TO
SERVE AND SUPPORT OUR DISTRIBUTION PLANS AND IDEALS IN
THEIR ENTIRETY:
DENVER, COLO.
ALBANY, N. Y
OMAHA, NEB.
1448 Champa Street
48 Howard Street
1508 Howard Street
DETROIT, MICH.
ATLANTA, GA.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
59 East Elizabeth Street
Ill Walton Street
1308 Vine Street
BANGOR. ME.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
123 Franklin Street
1201 Liberty Avenue
122 West New York Street
BOSTON, MASS.
PORTLAND, ORE.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
28 Ferdinand Street
390 Burnside Street
921 Walnut Street
BUFFALO. N. Y.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
122 Pearl Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
3610 OUve Street
738 South OUve Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
139 North Clark Street
MEMPHIS, TENN.
255 Golden Gate Avenue
302 Mulberry Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO
514 Elm Street
SEATTLE, WASH.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
819 Third Avenue
CLEVELAND, OHIO
909 Hennepin Avenue
809 Prospect Avenue
WASHINGTON, D. C.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Seventh and E Streets, N. W.
343 Baronne Street
26 West Naughten Street
WILKES-BARRE, PA.
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.
DALLAS. TEXAS
50 East Market Street
2017 Commerce Street
71 West Twenty-third Street
No furtber word need be said in empbasis of tbis demonstration of tbe breadtb and sincerity of my plans
for co-operation and business efficiency.
In closing, I wisb to repeat tbe statement wbicb I bave made to tbose wbo bave discussed my plans witb
me: I bave in tbe past, I am today, and I sball in tbe future, use every force tbat is available for
tbe furtherance of tbe solid organization wbicb I am building.

For immediate bookings on the Paralta Plays, "A Man's Man," with J. Warren Kerrigan,
and "Madam Who?" with Bessie Barriscale, address any of the above exchanges, or
write direct to the Home Office :
W.

W.

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

527 Fifth Avenue,

New

York

Tekphone, Murrw Hm 2123
Sorry, but this news crowds out the further announcement of the plans for the Motion Picture PLUS.
We'll be back next week.
The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while ; justify them.
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Effective at once the General Film Company takes the initiative in a tremendous
reform in the motion picture industry. In association with the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation which distributes Paralta Plays and other high class feature productions,
GENERAL FILM COMPANY
includes in its vast exchange system the merchandising
of the Hodkinson productions. In this expansion the brilliant constructive genius of
Mr. W. W. Hodkinson, originator of the most logical and consistently successful methods
in the industry, indorses and reinforces GENERAL
FILM COMPANY'S highly intensified organization for the conduct of advanced merchandising of motion picture
films.
Mr. Hodkinson's decision to avail himself of this exchange service is thoroughly
consistent with his well known principles. Living up to an axiom long championed by
him, he chose the short cut to results by refraining from establishing another duplicate
exchange machine with its added saddling of overhead expense upon the trade. He
chose instead to send the Paralta and his other product, personally directed by his methods,
through the already comprehensive and smoothly running GENERAL
FILM COMPANY machinery without waste or needless new expense. This product comprises such
gilt-edge feature releases as "A Man's Man'' with J. Warren Kerrigan, "Madam Who?"
with Bessie Barriscale, and other Paralta Plays featuring these stars as well as Henry
B. Walthall. These two pictures are now ready for immediate bookings at all GENERAL
FILM COMPANY
Exchanges.
A colossal advance in the plans and scope of GENERAL
FILM COMPANY
is
only now disclosed. It is a revival of its traditional leadership in a new direction. For
the present announcement is the first shot that is to break up the stagnation in the industry that has long been baffling; it being in fact the shot that is to do away with the
ruinous duplication of service and the wasteful overhead in distribution and all other
practices that have been so opposed to real business principles. It is the beginning of
progress and efficiency in motion picture merchandising, with distribution cost restricted
to basic sales necessity and economy applied to the moving of product of all manufacturers.
GENERAL FILM COMPANY
is destined to be the Union Station of the industry,
providing plain, logical, sane and sound Union Station facilities to its clients, to the
exhibitor, and to the public — becoming tne routing headquarters of the bulk of worth
while motion picture films and operating as a high efficiency unit.
With one of Mr. Hodkinson's vision and inspiration approving GENERAL FILM
COMPANY'S service as the logical nucleus of motion picture exchange service for working out his advanced ideas for the industry, the other progressive elements in the trade
can easily see the importance of its position. And upon its part GENERAL
FILM
COMPANY
for a year past has been studiously preparing its facilities to deserve such
approval.
GENERAL FILM COMPANY
has dedicated itself to the scientific and comprehensive merchandising demanded by the times as the inevitable salvation of the industry.
It is ready.
Very truly,
GENERAL

FILM

COMPANY

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

(Inc.)
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COMEDIES

Six Reels of the Best Rapid-Fire
Fun on the Laugh Market — Billy
Ruge is at his Best in These Rollicking, Sparkling Comedies. — It's Never
Too Late to Set Your Patrons Laughing.— Insure it by Booking the Entire
Series.
ON THE LOVE LINE
THE DETECTIVE

AFTER THE MATI N f E
DOUBLE CROSS

SMASHING THE PLOT

THE BEST of a BAD BAR(,\I\
Produced by the

JAXON
FILM CORPORATION
Commercial Trust Co. Bldg., 41st St. and Broadway
New Vork City
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
N. B. — General Film Company docs not exact the Ijc
charge on any of its releases.
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screen
love story of the year," says N. L.
Nathanson, owner of a chain of
Canadian theatres.
"The picture that will double Mae
Marsh's popularity in North
America/' says J. R. Muir, the biy
Vancouver- Victoria- Nanaimo
theatre maynate.
"By all odds the greatest Mae Marsh
production and George Loane
Tucker's biggest picture," says
Joseph Grossman, Standard
Theatre, Cleveland.
Telegraphing from Los Angeles
A. H. Woods, the successful theatrical magnate, says: "Just saw
'The Cinderella Man' at your branch.
It is the latest word in pictures.
There is no word in the English
language powerful enough to describe this wonderful production."

I

MAE

MARSH
in

The

Cinderella

Man

yrom OliVQr Aioroscos Stage Success'
by Edward Childs Carpenter
Directed by George Loane Tucker
Released everywhere December

16

0GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION*
Margaret AUyo
Edgar Selwyn
Samuel Goldfish
Editorial Director
Pretidmi
16 East 42d Street
New York City
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a

Year

Exhibitors everywhere are packing their theatres with

"For the Freedom of the World." Marcus Loew booked it on sight for his entire chain of
theatres. In Kansas City at doubled prices it played to capacity for two weeks at the Columbia
Theatre. Everywhere it is proving itself to be the thrilling kind of attraction the public demands
and approves.

Read Feiber & Shea's tremendous
Ira

Capt.

Edwin

FOR

Bower

M.Lowry
presents':
Hesser's

THE

OF

indorsement at the bottom of this page.

THE

Patriotic

Thriller

FREEDOM

WORLD

f ark
®h?atre
youngstown.
ohio
Feiber & Shea Amusement Co.
LESSEES AND MANAGERS
L. B. COOL. Gen'l Mgr.
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation,
16 East 42d Street,
New York City.
Since playing your timely and appealing
patriotic feature "For the Freedom of the
World" in two of our towns (Canton and
Youngstown) it is my firm conviction that it
is the biggest box-office life-saver of the hour.
I cannot see how any live exhibitor can fail to
get big ret irns with it anywhere.
In the ' of strong competition and the prevailing . ral slump in picture receipts, this
feat jr 3
jurs has completely smashed all of
our 1 bndanee records in these towns for the
curre;-i calendar year.
"For Me Freedom of the World," in my
op....on, outclasses — in the various dramatic
essentials that make for success— all of the

other patriotic features that I have seen. It
possesses a master scenario, tuned so true to
the current vibration of an awakened American
patriotism that it simply "gets" an audience,
in spite of itself.
Its play upon the human emotions of a vast
audience has proved a revelation to me and
has proven the real powers of a photo-play
to move crowds of people from all offices
of life to the profoundest depths of feeling one
moment and to the spontaneous outburst of
applause in another. It is, indeed, a dramatic
masterpiece in every sense of the word, and I
am now seriously considering breaking over
my ironclad rule against playing repeats, by
arranging with you for return engagements in
all of our towns.
L. B. COOL,

This sensationally successful production can be booked
throughout the world only through the offices of

Q

at&myn
Distributing Corporation
16 East 42d Street
New York City

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while ; justHy them.

General Manager-

!
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TRIANGLE
and

Mutual

Confidence

Sound business is built upon confidence.
Tbe motion picture business is no exception to this rule.
The picture business, to be a success, must be founded
on a relationship of confidence between the public and the exhibitor— likewise between the exhibitor and the distributor or
producer.
The exhibitor who maintains a standard of quality in the
pictures he shows, who provides a comfortable and attractive
theatre for his patrons and whose advertising is a truthful statement of his coming attractions soon builds a reputation for his
house which is a big factor toward success.
w
7

Triangle is endeavoring in every possible way to so conduct its business with exhibitors that mutual confidence will be
the only possible result.
Here are some evidences of Triangle's policy.
Triangle is convinced that the program method of booking
pictures offers exhibitors the best service at the least expense.
It assures the exhibitor a regular supply of film at a uniform

(Conlinued on opposite page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
price, as well as saving his time and money in shopping and
bidding for open market productions. We make this statement
with full appreciation of the fact that the success of a program
is largely dependent upon the maintenance of a high standard
of quality. The past high standard of Triangle will not only
be maintained but will be improved. You can feel absolutely
assured of this.
Better pictures, better stories, better service to exhibitors,
equitable prices — these are some of the goals towards which
Triangle is working.
Another evidence of Triangle's desire to serve exhibitors
is shown in the Hart and Fairbanks re-issues. Here are pictures
of the highest quality, pictures that every exhibitor knows are
box-office attractions. Triangle is offering these pictures to
exhibitors at prices that enable any exhibitor to make money.
Any Triangle exchange will quote you prices.

W

Are you taking advantage of the opportunities that Triangle isoffering you of increasing your business and of making
more money? Do you know that Triangle gives you a sevenreel production each month at no extra expense? Do you know
that Triangle is not charging the war tax to exhibitors?
Every exhibitor not using Triangle service should get in
touch with the Triangle exchange nearest him at once and
get full information on Triangle service and Triangle prices.

TRIANGLE
S. A. LYNCH
President

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

1457 Broadway, New
R. W. LYNCH
FRED KENT
Vice President
Treasurer

York
Y. F. FREEMAN
Sec. and Gen. Mgr.

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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THOJ.H.IrtCE

INSURED

PRODUCTION

SEVEN
BY

Producer

BEtflE BARRI/CAIE.
Star
THOJE
WHO
PAY
Drama
C GARD/MER
SULLIVAN
Author
RAYMOND
B. WEST.
Director

(Unbi/ C.eflRDhOt

SULLIVAN

Directed by B/WMOND

ft. WEST-

PARTS
ENTIRE

RUN'3

BUSINESS

INSURED

BY

THE FACT THAT
TH03E WHO Pfly"
tf, WITHOUT
QUESTION, THE
PHOTODRAMA THAT
POWERFUL
A
WITH
HAS EVER APPEARED
GREAT
5TAR IN THE LEADING ROLE

THE FAME OF THIS REMARKABLE INCE SPECIAL- AS A MONEy MAKER- 15
SPREADING FA5T. SECURE YOUR BOOKING IMMEDIATELY AT THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES
HOFFMAN-FOURSQUARE
.NEW VORK
729 Seventh Avenue
PHILADELPHIA
1325 Vine Street
BUFFALO
»7 W. Swan Street
CINCINNATI. 301 Strand Theatre Building
DETROIT
304 Jos. Mack Building
ST.
LOL'IS . . .'801 Empress 8 Theatre
CHICAGO
207 So. Wabash Avenue
WASHINGTON
E Street,Building
N. W.
DENVER
1735 Welton Street
CLEVELAND
310 Sloan Building
SEATTLE
2014 Third Avenue
KANSAS CITY
1120 Walnut Street
I. OS ANGELES 514 West Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS. . .206 Mini Exchange Dldg.
PITTSBURGH
127 Fourth Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO'. . 101 Golden Gate Avenue

Foreign Rights controlled by Robertson-Cole

Company,

SOUTHERN
STATES FILM CO.
ATLANTA.
114 Walton Street
DALLAS
.1900 Commerce Street
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.
NEW ENGLAND 20 Winchester Street
FRANK
NEW JERSEY.

GERSTEN. Boston.
INC. Ma«».
220 West Fort> -second St.
New York City

23rd Floor, Times Building, N. Y.

OLDKNOW
EXECUTIVES FRANK G.HALL. - WILLIAM
CORPORATION
IKEXHiEiTORS'BOOKiNIi
YORK
NEW
BLDG.
O'THETIMES
TOP
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MARTYRED
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BELGIUM

FIRST CLAJ5 THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
PREPARING

THE TREMENDOUS DRAWING POWER OF THIS
ELABORATELY STAGED DRAMA MAKES IT AN
EXTRA ATTRACTION OF EXCEPTIONAL
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FOR.
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VALUE
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"Written 6y
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The ^dramatic and pictorial elements which insure box office success are happily combined in

1

"Ne\\)York
Luck"
A five - net _ drama of laughs and
thrills — a play of an unusual and
highly humorous adventure laid
starring
where
the lights glovJ brightest

William

Russell

who adds to his fame as an actor
and a fighting man in this remark*
able production.

Produced by
American Film Comparrp, Inc.

Available December 17
At All Exchanges of the

Marjorie

Rambeau

Reigning favorite of Broadway —
starring now in "The Eyes of Youth"
— this season's biggest stage hit-"
In
"THE GREATER WOMAN"
" MOTHERHOOD "
"THE DEBT"
"THE MIRROR"
"THE DAZZLING MISS DAVISON"
"MARY MORELAND"
Produced bj>
Frank Powell Producing Corporation

Nance
O'Neil
The celebrated emotional actress — a
star of unquestioned talent and box
office magnitude.
In
"HEDDAGABLER"
— a picturization
of Henrik Ibsen's classic drama.
"MRS. BALFAME"— produced from
tKe popular nov'el b$ Gertrude
Atherton.
Produced r_>j>
Frank PovJell Producing Corporation

Available at all Exchanges of
The Mutual Film Corporation

f
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rHE distinguishable feature of the Shorty Hamilton series is
that each picture is a complete story of human interest,
interspersed with plot, love and adventure, situation,
thrills, climaxes, abundant in clean and wholesome comedy
and introducing one of the most original and unique personalities known to the screen. Because of the increasing
demand

for comedies

and the decrease in the produc-

tion of consistently funny photo plays the J47. H. Clifford
Photo Play Company announces at a most opportune
momenta monthly release of a five reeler, each written
along original lines and with a view to fitting the
fun-provoking
the comedian

peculiarities of Shorty Hamilton,
with the "pep**

i^HESE pictures will be artistically perfect as to
direction, photography,
development and
printing, the staff now enrolled under the W. H.
Clifford banner consisting of some of the most
efficient men in the motion picture field. The
Shorty Hamilton comedies will be marketed
on a state right sale basis either for individual
pictures or under a franchise for the entire
series and on terms and conditions which will
stamp them

ONE

BEST

BUY.

A MOST effective advertising campaign has
been arranged and with each release
there will be available a full line of posters,
heralds, cuts, stills and

press matter.

first release is entitled "DENNY
THE
FROM IRELAND" and depicts the adventures ofa "devil-may-care" Irish boy, first
in the atmosphere of his native land, followed
by a most strenuous existence in our own
wild and woolly West.
ERNEST SHIPMAN, Sales Manager
17 West 44th St., New York City
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" United

States
Headline

Engineers
with
in
N . Y. Evening fall
World,fighting
December Jrd.

Byng"

Suppose it was your father, your son, your brother, your friend. You'd
want him to have the best care the world could give, wouldn't you?
More than that — you'd insist upon his getting it.
The loving care that you'd demand is being given by the Red Cross
— but can be continued only if you, and we — do our share " back
home."
The

Red

10,000,000
The

Cross

Must

Members

Have

by

Christmas

Motion Picture Division has distributed 1,000 trailers, free — (prepared by the Red Cross) to help you help the Red Cross continue its

great work.
At least 20,000,000 people will see this trailer, soliciting help.
full cooperation to this great humanitarian project.
Use
You

can

the

Trailers

—

secure these trailers free, from

organizations

listed below.

Make

as Your

Part

the exchanges

arrangements

with the Red

of any of the

to get yours NOW —

TODAY — remember it's for the Man in France.
Committee of the National Association of the Motion
cooperating

Give your

Picture Industry,

Cross:

Mitchel Mark,
Peter J. Schaeffer,
Strand Theatre.
Jones, Linnick & Schaeffer Co.
E. S. Porter,
Douglas Fairbanks,
Precision Machine Co.
Douglas Fairbanks Production.
Jesse L. Lasky,
Famous
= E

Players, Lasky Corporation.
Chairman.

Distribution in charge of Al. Lichtman
Demand your Trailer at the following exchanges —
Artcraft Pictures Corp.
Patbe Exchange
Universal Film Corp.
Fox Film Corp.
Paramount Pictures Corp. Vitagraph
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
Select Pictures
\Torld Film Corp.
Metro Pictures Corp.
Triangle Distributing Co.
iliiiiin

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIillllllUlllillUMIIIIIIU
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4MM0UNCEMENT
TO

INDEPENDENT

PRODUCERS

AND

STATE

RIGHT

EXCHANGES:

I shall no longer confine my activities to a single producing concern.
I have opened offices and am now actively engaged in the exploitation and selling
on a States Right basis, of independent productions of merit.
As the Pioneer State Right producer I pride myself in a
knowledge of pictures, box-office values, territorial worth
ploitation necessities, acquired through active connection
producer, supervising director, advertising, publicity
manager.

reputation for thorough
and advertising and exwith the industry as a
and State Right sales

With my organization I mean to stabilize and standardize values and centralize the
selling end of State Right productions. I am going to do what has not been done before.
What productions are worth, not what they cost, will be the basis of my sales and
exploitation policy.
When

I agree to exploit an attraction it will of itself be a hallmark of distinction.

I will actively and personally assist each buyer of a production to "put over" the
attraction in his territory.
I will personally supervise the advertising and arrangement of advertising matter in connection with each attraction placed with me for distribution.
Mine is not merely a selling organization, it is a clearing house and service
bureau.
I will do business with and for reputable concerns only and I know them all. Ask
any of them.
TO INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS my message is I will procure in the United States
and Canada the maximum worth of your productions within a reasonable time.
TO STATE RIGHT BUYERS my message is I will offer only those attractions that
are of positive box office merit and at prices that will insure you at least a reasonable profit.
TO

BOTH INDEPENDENT PRODUCER AND STATE RIGHT BUYER my message is a sale and exploitation policy that will build a permanency of business relations and permit of your continuing because both will be doing business on a reasonable and profitable return and no inflation of values and no " bunk."
The independent market demands an institution such as mine.
To Mr. William L. Sherrill, President Frohman Amusement

Corp.

My Dear Mr. Sherrill:—
,
I take this occasion to publicly acknowledge that my organization is substantially carrying out the wonderful ideas which originated with you when you
proposed the Producer's Protective Association, largely to establish a clearing
house for State Right productions of merit and to eliminate waste in sales and
exploitation by concentrating and stabilizing expenditures.
THE PLAN IS A GOOD ONE AND I AM GOING THROUGH WITH IT.
JESSE J. GOLDBURG
Times Building, Broadway at 42nd Street, New York City.

Telephone Bryant 847.
▼

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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C . H . BARK ER .Vice President.

W" A , BARKER , President
1H URNITURE,
RESIDENCE,
OFFICE.
LODGE, HOTEL,
,*l ATTR ESSES, BEDDING,
5 EWING MACHINES

PICTURE

CAMKRA

As^tw*

Office

DEPARTMENT

telephones:
sunset main 6900 home 10423.

Mr. Live Wire Exhibitor,
Everywhere, U. S. A.

Nov.

30,

1917*

Did you ever run any local stuff?
How did it affect your business?
Increased it, didn't it?

in fact,

Now you are going to say "Yes, but itT8 too expensive."
We are going to show you how you oan use this every week,
make your own weekly at regular service rates.

The K-B Motion Picture Camera will enable you or your
operator to make local stuff at from S to 10 cents per foot— and
take it and show it the same day.
Does

for

that

"listen"

good

to you?

With every complete outfit, we will furnish a free instruction book, containing all the necessary instructions and formulas
taking, developing, printing and titling, quick drying and all.

The present-day exhibitor is a "live" one, or he's not an
exhibitor long — and we are talking to the "live" ones for they oan
see the possibilities.
The K-3 Camera is not a toy; it's a real camera, almost
foolproof, and takes regular pictures —it has 200-foot magazines,
side focus, adjustable -shutter, film meter, is equipped with a
Zeiss Tessar F3.5 M. P. lens, is light and compact, all parts easily
accessable; in fact is a real machine.
The tripod has a panoram
as possible and still be rigid.

and

tilting

top and

is as light

The Stineman developing tanks are marvels of efficiency
consisting of 3 nested tanks and one rack— made in 50, 100 and 200 foot
sizesv
We suggest the 50-foot tank, which when nested is about the
size of a 1000-foot film can.
In offering this outfit to you, Mr. Exhibitor, we feel that
we are giving you the best "go-getter" you ever had and every item is
backed by the House of Dependable Merchandise.
BARKER
Write

or wire

for particulars

and prices.

ADDRESS All communications to the firm

in replying refer to

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

BROS. , INC.
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Freeman Tilden in Munsey's Magazine.

From the side-splitting comedy published
in Ainslee's Magazine.

Screen time 65 minutes.

Screen time 6j minutes.
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Is Going

SINCE the first tax-created flurry sufficient time has
passed to crystallize from the confusion some
definite lessons. The producers and all grades of
theatres have been heard from; in the columns of Motion
Picture News we have presented reports covering all
classes.
From the chaos one lesson stands out ; one immediate
necessity calls for action.
The eighty per cent man — the small theatre owner — is
facing extinction; and the industry cannot afford to let
him die.
The large theatres report varying conditions of prosperity— most will weather the storm. The producers have
problems of no mean proportions — however, they are in
a position to help themselves.
But the eighty per centers — the neighborhood houses
of the big cities but more particularly the small community theatres — have thrown up their hands in despair.
Their cry is not, " We are suffering." Their plain resigned statement is " We are being killed. We cannot
keep our doors open."
SOMETHING must be done to save the eighty per
center. The industry cannot declare smugly, " We
will be better off without these theatres. If they are
too weak to stand the tax crisis they are only weakening
to the industry at their best. Let it be the ' survival of
the fittest.' "
The something that is done cannot consist simply in the
admonition, " Raise your prices."
The something that is done cannot end with the urging
to " Better the quality of your entertainment."
When theatres that are alone in their communities declare that they cannot go on, that the only way out leads
out of the industry then it is clear that such suggestions
will fall on deaf ears.
If the eighty per centers are to be saved action and not
words must do it ; if the eighty per centers are to be saved
the best brains and the best will of the industry must turn
to the task.
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.

22, 1917

Per

Cent.

to the Wall— What

Man
Can

Be Done

?

ALREADY some things are being done. The producers, we understand, have labored without letup in conferences for the past few weeks to work
out modifications of the reel tax which will prove more
equitable to the smaller houses. ' To still further meet
the exhibitor viewpoint it is probable that their conclusions
will be presented to the conference at Washington this
week.
If the Washington conference, conceived without
reason, meeting without object, and pregnant with danger
to the industry, will let its labors rest with the consideration of these recommendations some good might come out
of it.
This readjustment of the reel tax will aid the eighty per
center.
But it is folly to assume that the reel tax alone is sending the eighty per center to the wall.
The draft has taken its share from his patronage ; war
fund appeals of all sorts are keeping dimes from his till;
the patron tax is dampening the ardor of the economical.
But with it all the eighty per center's hands should not
be thrown up in despair had the eighty per center's condition been healthy in peace
* * times.
* *
IN so far as the eighty per center was concerned, we had
been skating along on the thinnest of ice even before
the war and its effects began to be felt. Producers
were making little profit out of the eighty per centers ; the
eighty per centers were making less for themselves.
The eighty per center was being forgotten. Its success
founded on the principle that " Circulation of prints, keeping them working, is the secret," the industry was narrowing its attention to the big fellow, the big rental, the
quick and obvious money.
Mounting production costs and greater selling expenses
were flanked by Service that aided the big fellow but only
scratched the surface of the eighty per center's problem.
Constructive effort to keep him a live and healthy factor
in the game was wanting.
{Continued on next page)

Henry F. Sewall, Vice-Pres.

E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.
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The Latest Mode
THIS picture business runs to fashions with all the
capriciousness of Madame herself. Just now it is
the Exhibitor Circuit which has the call. To be a
la mode you must be in a circuit, doing business with a
circuit, or about to start one.
Just where it will lead to is hard to say.
The states rights man is particularly worried. New
productions reaching the market have to run so long a
gauntlet of circuits that it would seem the cream has
been skimmed before the independent with limited territory can begin to survey the market.
Producers are worrying little. Though it would seem
that a further extension of circuiting would create some
new problems for the program.
But perhaps by that time Dame Fashion will have
changed her mind again.
A Suggestion for the Eighty Per Center
WE
have called attention before to the value of our
page, " The Reader Has His Say," in reflecting
the thoughts and feelings of exhibitors of all
classes in 'every section of the country. Their value is
also apparent in promoting courses of action in dealing
•with the exhibitor.
One writer this week steps to the front with a suggestion meriting unusual consideration. It offers also a possible solution of the eighty per center's problem as discussed on the preceding page. To give deserved promise
we quote the particular suggestion by Quinton Herman,
of The Playhouse, Kutztown, Pa.
" The war tax on tickets will be a proof to all exchanges of the amount of business done by each exhibitor. Why not have exchanges charge film rental according to war tax paid. As an illustration — I paid for
the month of November $48.07 war tax. Now I am
willing to pay the exchange that serves me just double
the war tax for service during the month of December.
In January I would pay double my December war tax
for film rental, etc. I have figured over this and find
that this is the proportion that can be paid by any exhibitor and still keep him on the safe side. I have often
wondered why some exchange had not offered its pictures
on the percentage basis and whenever I asked an exchange about it I found that there were too many
CROOKS in the business and that they could not trust
them to make correct returns. Now with the war tax
going the returns must be correct and I believe that the
exchange who will offer the pictures according to business done will get the business in the future. I could
write a whole lot more about this scheme but feel that
this letter is getting too lengthy. I might mention that
the above is figured on an eight-reel program, and in my
case it means about 33 1/3 per cent of my receipts for
film rental. This is all that any exhibitor can afford to
pay. ...
If I pay the exchange 1/3 of my receipts and if all
other exhibitors would do the same I feel that we all
could make a comfortable living. On the other hand the
pictures that draw would pay the biggest rental. This, I
think, is the first thing that should be done. I am paying
the same price for a rotten picture as I would pay for the
best picture made. This is because exchanges are anxious
for business and do not care how they get it. If the per-

centage basis could be put into operation the producer
would soon realize that the best paying picture is the one
thatPercentage
gets the money."
methods of booking have been frequently
suggested for larger theatres, and we know of producers
who have considered them as applied to the smaller
houses' problems. But, as Mr. Herman says, it has re- 1
mained for the war tax on admissions to make the plan
practical.
Whether the percentages suggested by Mr. Herman
for film rental are satisfactory or not, remains for discussion. We would like to hear from other exhibitor
readers who will consider the plan as applied to them.
We would like, also, to learn the producer's viewpoint.
The

Man

in the Sticks

A FEW weeks ago we said The Man in the Sticks
wanted to know why a producer will engage highsalaried authors, a still costlier star and then waste
thousands of feet of film on a story that would not do
justice to a single reeler.
The Man in the Sticks has another question. This
man is still deeper in the sticks where sixty-day service
is a " special." He wants to know :
" Why, when inspection and patching are so cheap, do
exchanges send us films with entire feet of sprocket holes
missing, and stories distorted through lost parts and
whole scenes.
" Even though we are in the sticks they work hard
for our patronage, their salesmen talk like greased
lightning, we advertise our heads off and then — the
vaunted ' special ' is a rainy, scratchy, mess."
We

May

Be Lucky

as we consider the tax situation
comes,
THE at thought
n, that
we of the picture industry
Washingto
may be lucky if we do not find the next Congress
devising new ways of loading taxation on our shoulders.
In the language of the road, " They sure do need the
money — and all they know about pictures is that Chaplin and Pickford get a million a year — so we look like
Perhaps we better be satisfied to take Congress into
picking." tell them the facts about our business
juicyconfidence,
our
and then consider ourselves fortunate if we prevent
further taxes. It's a thought worth considering:.
Save the Eighty Per Cent l/rt/i
(Continued from preceding page)
But a slight weight was needed to crack the ice ; war
and its burdens have succeeded.
The eighty per center is tottering. If he falls then
hundreds of the towns of the country will be without a
picture theatre next year. Permanent, reliable business
men
shows.will be succeeded by irresponsible, transient road
The
shape,
minds
will be

salvation of the eighty per center must take drastic
though constructive ; it must have its birth in the
of the men who make and sell the pictures. What
done ?
,
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Directors' Ball Proves Successful
THE third annual ball given Thanksgiving Night at the
Rose Rooms of Hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles, by members of the Motion Picture Directors' Association, was a most
successful event, attended by almost all the screen favorites,
many executives, writers, and all directors of the west coast
colony who are members.
Joseph deGrasse was chairman of the committee on arrangements, and was assisted by Wm. R. Daly, Allen Curtis, Phillips Smalley, Frank Beal, Thomas H. Heffron, and William
Russell, as well as Director or President William D. Taylor,
and Past-Director Otis Turner.
The reception committee had Charles Swickard as chairman,
and other members were: Reginald Barker, John G. Blystone,
Wallace Beery, William Beaudine, Bert Bracken, Frank Borzage, Al. E. Christie, Lloyd B. Carleton, Roy Clements, Jack
Conway, Louis Wm. Chaudet, Donald W. Crisp, Colin Campbell, E. F. Cline, Horace G. Davey, J. F. Dillon, Harry Edwards, Walter Edwards, Charles K. French, Fred Fichbach,
E. Mason Hopper, Harry Harvey, Victor Herman, Allen J.
Holubar, Jacques Jaccard, Henry King, and Lois Weber.
Raymond B. West was chairman of the floor committee, and
his co-workers were: Fred A. Kelsey, Frank Lloyd, Robert
Leonard, Ed. J. Lesaint, Tom Mix, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Norval MacGregor, Murdock J. MacQuarrie, Henry McRae,
J. P. McGowan, Donald MacDonald, George Marshall, Marshall A. Neilan, Henry W. Otto, Francis J. Powers, Stuart
Payton, Lynn F. Reynolds, Thomas Ricketts, H. Scott Sidney,
Lloyd Geo. Sargent, Edward Sloman, George A. Siegmann,
Ben Wilson, Harry Williams, William Wolbert, and James
Young.
The music for the event was furnished by a twenty-two
piece orchestra, and during the evening a number of special
features were given, which added materially to the pleasure of
the event. Prizes were awarded during the evening which
were given by D. W. Griffith, the Misses Gish, Mary Pickford,
Olive Thomas, and others. A buffet luncheon was served at
midnight.
Gould Service Opens Los Angeles Office
AFTER three separate tours which took him to all portions of the United States for a thorough investigation
of conditions which confront the theatre manager, independent
exchange man, and film salesman, A. C. Gould has opened an
office in the Hibernian Bank Building, Los Angeles, which is
to be the home of A. C. Gould Service, which organization
will devote its time and energy to the marketing and advertising of films.
In his travels to all parts of the country, Mr. Gould has
become very intimate with the marketing and advertising of
films, and the knowledge thus gained will be given to the
clients patronizing this service bureau.
Prior to deciding to embark in the merchandizing and advertising ofphotoplays, Mr. Gould had a very thorough schooling in these lines through his close affiliation with one of the
largest manufacturing concerns which reaches every part of
the world-wide market for their product, which is intimately
known to everyone.
John

Glavey

Forms

New

Company

JOHN GLAVEY, who was formerly affiliated with the William Fox studio, serving in the capacity of. scenario department manager and casting director, has left the Fox organization following an engagement of more than a year. Mr.
Glavey, in affiliation with a number of West Coast film colony
men, is now busy with the work necessary to the forming of a
new producing company, and it is expected announcement of
their activities will shortly be made.
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Federal Officials Grab "Spirit of 76"
FEDERAL officers on instruction of United States Judge
Benjamin F. Bledsoe, confiscated negative and positive
print of the multiple reel picture titled " The Spirit of '76 "
late last week, and placed Robert Goldstein, author and producer, under arrest until he gave $5,000 bond for his appearance on the day the trial was set for hearing. The film is the
property of the Continental Film Corporation, and the action
of the federal authorities followed the showing of the film at
Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles, where it was given its second premier this week. Six performances were given before
the confiscation and arrest were made. The film was shown
in Chicago last summer after a battle of two weeks with censors and others, who objected to its showing.
The objection to the film is that it shows soldiers of Great
Britain, an ally of United States at the present time in the
world war, in an unfavorable light. The court in causing the
airest of Robert Goldstein made a statement in which he said
in pert: " There is interspersed in this play those things
which tend to appeal to the passions of our nature, which
tend to arouse our revenge and to question the good faith
of our ally, Great Britain, and tend to make us a little bit
slack in our loyalty to Great Britain in this great catastrophe
or emergency.
" In addition, this man (Goldstein), by his own admission,
knew that these things were inhibited. He knows that objection was made to them."
Los Angeles to Fight Reel Tax
the weekly meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association this week, Frank M. McDonald, manager of the Portola theatre in Los Angeles, and president of
the association, was selected as delegate to attend the motion picture theatre mens' gathering the middle of December.
At the same time members of the association made plans
for combating the fifteen-cent-per-reel rental tax, and state
that the committee appointed to take care of this work will
make complete report at the next meeting to be held shortly.
Just what measures will be recommended by the committee
in charge, is a matter of conjecture, but it is reported the plan
for using a great number of twenty- four sheet bill boards has
been officially O. K.'d by a majority of the members. There
is also some talk of having a mass meeting at one of the
largest theatres to which business men will be invited and
a general discussion conducted as to the justice of the tax
being placed on the exhibitor.

AT

Davis

Brothers

Make

Bid for Business

DAVIS

BROTHERS, who conduct an independent exchange in San Francisco are out with an offer to the exhibitor for films at prices particularly attractive at a time
when the box-office receipts are not up to normal. This
exchange is now handling a number of successes including
"Purity," "Where Are My Children?" "House of Bondage,"
with Lottie Pickford; "On the Fighting Line" with Kean
Gauntier; " Sapho," and a number of comedies including " His
Dream " and " The Mix-Up " with Charlie Chaplin, and Fred
Mace in " What Happened to Jones."
The Davis Brothers plan to shortly add a number of new
subjects to their already big stock which will include a series
adapted from Ella Wheeler Wilcox's writings.

Helen Holmes and J. P. McGowan Visit East
J P. McGOWAN and Miss Helen Holmes, upon completion
• of the Mutual-Signal serial " The Lost Express," fulfilled
their contract with the Signal Film Corporation, and left for
the East where negotiations are pending for the making of a
number of feature productions as well as additional serials
in which Miss Holmes will be starred.

THE
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Activities

WEST

in Portland

SOL BAUM, manager for Bluebird Photoplays in this territory, has returned for a Thanksgiving stay in Portland,
after a trip over the Willamette Valley and Southern Oregon
territory.
ARISE of admission prices in all of the principal cities of
the Valley, to 20 cents is reported by Mr. Baum, with a
corresponding tendency on the part of the exhibitors to concentrate more on feature productions for their programs.
THE Southern Oregon theatre men also raised to 20, and
the theatre men in Marshfield and the principal cities
about Coos Bay.
SAM MEYER of the Hippodrome theatre, Portland, was
host to nearly 200 theatrical and press folk at the " Hip "
for a midnight Thanksgiving party. Motion pictures, vaudeville, special
a " Dutch " lunch and dancing
held the
crowdorchestral
from 11 music,
until 2.30.
((THE WOMAN GOD FORGOT," the Geraldine Farrar1 DeMille-Artcraft spectacle, played to huge crowds at
the Liberty theatre, Portland, for five days.
A SIX-PIECE orchestra was added to his theatre in Grants
Pass by Joe Wolke, manager of the Joy, when he put
the new war admission price into effect, and he also has developed a program of feature productions.

JV. HOUSTON, controlling the two theatres
• Falls, is looking forward to so successful a
he has arranged to give additional shows in the
in Klamath Falls, in addition to his programs
other theatres.

in Klamath
season that
opera house
in the two

WL. PEEL, formerly of Pocatello, is opening a new the• atre, the Princess, in Tillamook, December 6, with three
shows a week.
SLE ROUGE, of Battleground, Washington, has just fin• ished enlarging his theatre for the third time. He began
with seating capacity for 150 and now has accommodation for
275.
AW. ESTES, of Willamette, has leased the Brooklyn thea• tre, of 672 Milwaukee street, Portland, from A. C. Roehn
and will run a five-day-a-week program.
Denver

News

Notes

3

COAST

and

Denver

I

THE Supreme Photoplay Corporation has acquired the
rights for " The Whip " in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and
New Mexico as its latest road attraction. In addition to
rights for Billie West Comedies in the above named territory,
they have now taken over the states of Idaho and Montana.
WW. TALLY will make his initial trip as a road salesman
• for Vitagraph in about two weeks. W. C. Wiethoff
of the Vitagraph force has been promoted to the position of
booking clerk.
MARGARET BROOKS DICKSON and Julia J. Mathey have
reopened the York theatre, starting with Normal Talmadge as the main attraction at a Thanksgiving Day matinee. For the present they will probably run every night and
a Sunday matinee. They report a full house at every performance since their opening. They are both Denver women
and former patrons of the theatre.
BEN

S. COHEN, vice president and general manager of the
new Foursquare Pictures Corporation of Colorado, announces the release for Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico of
Ince's production, " The Zeppelin's Last Raid."

HB.
HURST,and president
Dakota
Exhibitors'
• League
proprietor ofof the
the South
Deadwood
theatre,
reports
a very satisfactory fall and preholiday business.
DAN F. M'COY of the World is covering Colorado and E.
P. Briggs, also of the World office, is visiting New Mexico exhibitors this week.
LH. LUND of New York City, auditor for Triangle, ar• rived recently from Seattle. He will probably remain
in Denver two weeks. A. E. Fair, local manager for Triangle,
trip.
is expected to return this week from a Salt Lake business
TWO

thousand poor children of Denver were the guests of
S. L. Baxter at a special Thanksgiving morning. The
free tickets were distributed through the co-operation of the
Denver Post. It was a splendid sight to see the eager, smiling
faces of these children as they filed into the auditorium to see
Fox's " Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp." Many of them
actually walked several miles to witness the popular production simply because they didn't have car fare.
T.

M'ELHINNEY,
Fox
Black Hills territory.

road

salesman,

is covering

MB. GRAVES opened the first motion picture theatre in
• Merino, Colo., on November 24. Seating capacity of
the new house is 200.
THE

DENVER

theatres have all enjoyed a good volume of business during the month of November, proving conclusively that the admission tax has not been a deterrent factor.
A majority of the houses report that all attendance records
were broken on Thanksgiving day. Curtis street houses will
turn over to the government approximately $7,000, representing the aggregate admission tax collected from their patrons
during November.

SEVERAL reports have been received from smaller towns
in Denver territory, perhaps principally on the Western
Slope, to the effect that exhibitors have cut down their runs
from seven to four and five days a week. Among these theatres is the Isis at Aspen, Colo.
RS. NELSON, local manager of the General Film Corpora• tion, announces that the Denver force will have a new
home about January 1 on Film Row.

first movie house in Dalton, Neb., was opened on December 1by B. B. Isenminger. Dalton has a population
of 1,500 and the new theatre seats 200.
Parsons

Goes

East In Interest of Picture

WILLIAM

PARSONS, president of the National Film Corporation, was last week planning on leaving for the East
to complete arrangements for the initial showing of the multiple reel subject, " Tarzan of the Apes," which is nearing completion in the editing department under the supervision of
Scott Sidney.
" The picture comes up to my expectations in every respect,"
President Parsons said after viewing the revised print which
is still in the process of editing, " and I feel positive it will
be the film sensation of the year. The story is different from
anything that has been seen on the screen, and with the added
dramatic situations made necessary in the filming, it will prove
even more attractive than did the novel as it appeared in book
form or as a newspaper serial."

MOTION

PICTURE
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d A place where YOU — reader and
advertiser — can

meet

YOU —

buyer and seller — in intimate.
" Hello Bill! " fashion.

worth a rap unless you ibe it.
Does your local pride prompt
to mention

Coast " when

The

^ est

-vou write our ad-

vertisers? Does your business
judgment
home

prompt

you to strike

direct when

you have

something to sell?

C Get together now . for the benefit
of the West Coast in

Attend

Opening

System.
These were joined at Fresno by a Los Angeles delegation
consisting of the following: E. H. Silcocks, branch manager
of the George Kleine System; Arthur Brick, of Perfection Pictures; Harry Naugle, manager western division Greater Photoplay; H. H. Hicks, branch manager Select Films; D. Bershon, manager California Universal Co ; Irving Lesser, manager All-Star Features.
The party was entertained at breakfast in the Hotel Fresno,
as guests of Mr. Beatty, who also owns the Liberty theatre.
San Jose. After a drive about the city, lunch was served at
the Sunnyside Club.

CI But " vour own back fence " isn't

you

Men

A LARGE delegation of San Francisco film men attended
the opening of James Beatty's new Liberty theatre at
Fresno on Tuesday, November 27, making the trip in a special
car which left San Francisco Monday night and returned
Wednesday morning. The excursion was arranged and managed by M. J. Cohen, representing the United Motion Pictures
Industry of Northern California. These were the members of
the party:
William J. Citron, manager of the Fox Film Corporation;
L. Reichert, the Metro manager; G. C Parsons, manager for
Goldwyn; Manager J. W. Allen, Paramount-Artcraft; M. H.
Cohn, president of the Consolidated Film Corporation; E. C.
Jensen, manager of the World Film Corporation; Edward B.
Baron, sales manager of the American Photo Player Co.;
Louis Hyman, manager All-Star Features; M. L. Markowitz,
manager California Film Exchange; E. O. Child, manager
Pathe Film Exchange; Newton Levi, Mutual manager; Ralph
Quive, manager Greater Vitagraph; C. W. Midgeley, manager
American theatre, Oakland, and the Alameda theatre; A Davis,
representing the General Film Company; Mike Zar, of the Fox
Films; Ralph Smith, representing the Triangle; Henry Bredhoff, president of the Hawaii Film Co.; C. W. Voight and G. C.
Blumenthal, of Metro; H. von Emmel, of Perfection Pictures;
C. J. Goddard, manager of the Goddard theatre, Sacramento;
M. J. Cohen, San Francisco, manager of the George Kleine
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Horkheimers Entertain in Arbuckle s Honor
A/I ESSRS. H M. and E. D. HORKHEIMER entertained
1V1 principals of the West Coast film colony numbering
more than a thousand, Thanksgiving Evening, at a buffet dance
at the new glass studio of the Balboa Company at Long Beach,
the event being in honor of Roscoe Arbuckle, who has leased
producing space at the Horkheimer Brothers studio for the
making of Paramount comedies. The stage, approximately
125 x 250 feet, was very elaborately decorated. An attractive fountain, prettily lighted by spotlights, served as a centerpiece, and orchestras and a jazz band furnished music continuously for the dancers. Interior settings representing a
palatial cafe, a western saloon and a mining camp commissary
were built upon the open air stage adjoining where the dance
was given, and the buffet lunch and refreshments were served

g
B
B
I
B

A beautiful silver loving cup. the gift from members of the
there.
producing
company
filmedto" Kathleen
Number One
" at the Roscoe
Horkheirner studio,
was which
presented
Clifford.
Arbuckle acted as master of ceremonies, proving himself a
comedian off the screen as well as on.
Ogden

Theatres

Unaffected

by Tax

OGDEN, Utah. — If there has been any disposition on the
part of motion picture patrons to complain against the
war tax the complaint has not been shown in attendance or
receipts, according to the managers of theatres in this city.
Instead of resorting to the use of pennies, the managers
reached an agreement to increase the price of admission on
November 1 from ten to fifteen cents, a majority of the theatres here having never charged more than ten cents.
By adopting this plan the managers made no increase on the
children's tickets, paying the required war tax out of the extra
amount collected on the former ten-cent tickets. The plan
of the Ogden theatre managers has been endorsed by S. D.
Chase, division deputy internal collector, who has headquarters
in Salt Lake City.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Here and There in Spokane
AH. MacMILLAN, who has been placing the Alice Howell
• productions of the Long Acre Distributing Company
of the Spokane branch, has severed his connection with the
above concern and entered the employment of the Vita Graph
Company of Seattle, covering the northwest territory.
PETER DES ROSIER of Browning, Montana, booked
through Manager Potter of the Universal the Howell
Comedies and the Red Ace Service. Says Des Rosier: " Marie
Walcamp, the star in the Red Ace, always fills my theatre and
my patrons ask for more pictures of this caliber.
ttHTWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE
L SEA " is now being offered to the exhibitors of Spokane and adjacent territory on a percentage basis. It was
shown at Ephrata, Odessa, Wilson Creek, Northport, Colville
and Chewelah recently and a record-breaking business was the
rule.

■IUIUI!lllllllllllllllllilllllllllll>lllll!lllllllllllllllllllUlilillll|l|n
For California, Nevada

WM.

Standard Boss, Has Made
Rapid Rise
THE placing of Frank B. Rogers at the head of the Standard
Film Corporation's Chicago office, succeeding Ralph O.
Proctor, who resigned to go with the Pathe Company, marks
a very rapid rise in windy city film circles. In 1916 Mr.
Rogers made his first real start, although in a small capacity,
with the General Film Company at Kansas City. By strange
coincidence Mr. Proctor, whom he has succeeded at the Chicago Standard office, was then in charge of the Kansas City
General Film Company's offices. Upon Mr. Proctor's leaving
General to come to Chicago, Mr. Rogers accompanied him.
In Chicago, however, their paths divided. Mr. Proctor went
with the Standard Film Corporation here, and Mr. Rogers
signed up with Essanay as the manager of the Chicago office,
exploiting the Max Linder comedies. When Essanay was
forced to cease production of the Linder comedies, due to the
French comedian's illness, Mr. Rogers was then transferred as
a special representative to the K.E.S.E. offices. Later, or to
be exact, about six months ago, he once again joined effort
with Mr. Proctor, working with him at the Standard offices.
His work so impressed the members of the Standard Film
Corporation that when Mr. Proctor announced his resignation,
Mr. Rogers was immediately named to succeed him.
While new to the executive chair at the Standard offices,
Mr. Rogers is keeping all the friends of the past and rapidly
making new ones with the gentlemanly qualities and affable
disposition, as well as his recognized ability in the film field.

■

PRODUCTIONS

j

Made

S.
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MANAGERS ALLENDER AND YORK made a special
feature of a children's performance as an aid to history
of " Heroic France," which proved a great success.

New

Arizona

HART

R. LATZ, northwest representative for Jewell Productions, Inc., was in Spokane and vicinity recently placing these productions.

THE operators' union of Spokane recently celebrated the
signing of a contract by the management of the Majestic
theatre by serenading with a band of fifty pieces the following
theatres who are employers of union help: The Hippodrome,
Pantages, Auditorium, Liberty, Clemmer, Majestic and Lyric.
Under the ordinance now in effect in Spokane a man does not
have to have any experience to obtain a license to work as
a moving picture operator. The moving picture operators'
union maintains that the operation of a moving picture machine is a hazardous, if not dangerous, occupation for the
theatre-going public, and a man should not be placed in charge
of an apparatus in a theatre unless he passed a suitable examination and have had a reasonble amount of practical experience. A man must pass a practical examination and have
at least six months' experience to be admitted to the operators' union. A strong fight is to be put up to have the ordinance changed along lines safeguarding the public welfare
more.

and

Fifteen of the best

BERT

Rogers,

5
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The collection is the selection of the most
successful subjects of two reels each in
which the screen's greatest male star was
featured. They have stories equally as good
as those used today, but in all instances
they have been boiled down to speedy action.

J

These Hart subjects will prove features that
will get the money for your theatre. Territory now going fast, so you must write or
wire now.

I
1

WESTERN

FEATURE

FILM

CO.

180 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
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Films

Made

MFG.

CO.

to Order

EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
CAMERA

MEN

•s

SENT ANYWHERE
^
985 Market Street, San Francisco, California
Sjnwiuiiiiiiii iiiiimiiiiimuiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiim^
TITLES
OF ALL

DESCRIPTIONS

Motion Picture Title Co.
BROADWAY 1153
631 S.LOSSPRING
STREET |1
ANGKLI.S
HOME 10525
^'imHwmmiMMwwiMIMmwiwiwiimmfflii onimnainiiumiiiiimnimiiintTuiimiiinninTiiniiinninninniiiuiuiiiuHimiiiiuiaiiic
MULTIGRAFHING
F 5244

MEMEOGRAPHING
F 5244
TYPEWRITING
SCENARIOS
MANUSCRIPTS
PRESS COPY
Al. Holman & Co.

F 5244

609 S. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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PICTURE

Theatres

What's

MOTION picture theatres in the Arizona cities effected by
strikes which began in June and which have recently been
settled, have now been reopened and the managers report business is up to normal again. The Empire at Morenci, and the
Princess at Clifton, owned and conducted by F. C. Martin,
together with the Metcalfe theatre at Metcalfe, Arizona, owned
and managed by W. J. Mason were affected by the strike conditions.
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THE Alhambra theatre in San Francisco has changed hands,
being now under the management of Al Nathan, who formerly managed the Strand and later the Superba in Los Angeles. He has made a big success of the latter house and expects to do as well with the Alhambra. Bluebird and Jewel
productions are to be shown exclusively.
EA. MILLER, manager of the Stockton T. & D. theatre,
• is taking a vacation on account of ill health and his place
is temporarily occupied by Tom Smith, formerly of the Globe,
at Portland.

ANEW policy has been adopted by the Appollo theatre at
Forty-eighth street and Vermont avenue, Los Angeles,
by Manager B. L. Patterson, which provides that the theatre
will be operated on tour nights a week, with as many changes.
The nights selected are Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. A decrease in patronage is given as a cause for the adoption of this policy. A number of other theatre managers are
watching the results obtained by Mr. Patterson, and it is
probable if business conditions for the theatre owners do not
improve, that a number of others will follow the example.
Patterson is a former secretary of Motion Picture Theatre
Men's Association of California.

TURNER & DAHNKEN gave sacred concerts, free to the
public, on Thanksgiving Day, in all their California theatres. The programs begin at 10 o'clock. At Stockton a
fifty-piece symphony orchestra was heard, in addition to the
organ and song program.

MANAGER FRANK R. ALEXANDER of the Iris theatre
in Hollywood, is now planning on opening his new house
about the middle of December. This theatre will be named
Iris, as have the two previous theatres built by Alexander in
Hollywood. The first contained 235 seats; his present theatre
has 400, and the new edifice will have approximately 900.

SACRAMENTO authorities prevented the showing of the
Rev. Paul Smith morality play, "The Finger of Justice,"
and the owners of the production have threatened legal proceedings to put an end to the interference. The picture is of
high moral character, though it deals with the San Francisco
vice cleanup, and there is no reason why even Sacramento
shouldn't see it.

A SECOND organ is being installed in the Tivoli theatre,
San Francisco, and both instruments will be played simultaneously.

HE Paul Smith Company has established new headquarters
T at 120 Golden Gate avenue, in Film Row.
MILLER'S THEATRE of Los Angeles is to adopt a new
policy which provides for change of program on Saturday instead of Monday. Manager Fred Miller, who has the
franchise for the first run of Fox Standard Pictures, believes
this change will be beneficial, inasmuch as the house will be
benefitted by the word of mouth advertising by the patron who
attends on Saturday and Sunday. The new policy will be
adopted with the showing of " The Rose of Blood," the Theda
Bara picture which began a run on December 1.

CAMBRIA SPRING COMPANY
" Quality First"
Auto and Truck
Springs, Wheels,
Rims and Bumpers
General Blacksmithlng
Phones: Main 1076 Home F-5233

"Largest Spring
Factory on the
ForgingFrames
MadePacific
and Coast"
Straightened
916-918 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Cal.

ORCHESTRAL pipe organs have been installed in the New
Fillmore and New Mission theatres of the Kahn & Greenfield circuit by the American Photo Player Company.
FRITZIE RIDGEWAY, a nineteen-year-old movie actress,
has filed with the State Accident Commission of California
a permanent compensation claim for injuries sustained six
months ago while at work for the Universal Film Company.
The Royal Indemnity Company is made a co-defendant in the
suit. Miss Ridgeway alleges that she was injured when struck
during a wild horseback ride down a steep and narrow trail.
WALDEMAR YOUNG'S new film production, " The Man
Trap," attracted special attention during its week at the
Strand theatre, San Francisco, as Mr. Young was until recently a member of the " Examiner " staff and president of
the San Francisco Newspapermen's Club. The club members
attended in a body and a telegram of congratulation was sent
to Mr. Young by Mayor Rolph.
HE Royal theatre at Martinez, Cal., has been reopened by
T A. T. Case.

GEORGE W. CHAPMAN
COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of all kinds of plaster and papier mache work,
miniature sets of every description, and all kinds of props for
the special needs of motion picture productions.
Phone: Hollywood 1290 5155 Santa Monica, Blvd., Los Angeles

MANAGER WILLIAMS of the Unique and Jewel theatres,
Santa Cruz, was a visitor in San Francisco's Film Row
last week.

Propaganda Films Leases Studio
THE Propaganda Films Association, a California corporation, has taken a lease on the old Majestic studio in Boyle
Heights, Los Angeles, and will shortly begin the production
RE-PHOTO CO.
of a multiple reel subject. Clarence G. Barr, formerly with
Studio in Connection
the Fine Arts and other Los Angeles producing companies,
Photographic reproductions for
the profession
has been engaged as director. The first film will be made from
6520 Hollywood Boulevard
a story written by Anna H. Friedman and will deal with
Hollywood, California
psychic phenomena.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
nolly S91i

Los Angeles Can Co.
Manufacturers of
FILM CASES
303 San Fernondo Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Sunset East 380
Borne 10666

JC. ADAMS of Salt Lake City arrived in San Francisco a
• few days ago with the intention of opening an exchange
there.
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Exchanges

HARRY D. NAUGLE, general western representative of
Greater Vitagraph Company, is on a trip to Salt Lake
and Denver, following his recent return from a tour of all the
exchanges in his territory, which is that part of the country
west of the Mississippi River.

| Pay- As-You- Enter
VOQLESONQ
SYSTEM

HERMAN WOBBER, general western representative of
Paramount and Artcraft programs, whose headquarters
is at San Francisco, is spending several days in the Los Angeles and southern California territory, working with Manager M. H. Lewis of the Los Angeles branch.
LOS

ANGELES exchangemen who attended the opening of
the new Liberty theatre at Fresno, Wednesday evening,
November 28, were Dave Bershon, of California Film Exchange; H. H. Hicks, of Select Pictures; C. P. Silcocks, Perfection Pictures; Arthur Brick, Kleine Exchange; Harry D.
Naugle, western representative of Greater Vitagraph Company, and Irving Lesser, Los Angeles manager of the All-Star
Feature Distributors.

JAMES BATEY, owner and manager of the new Liberty
theatre, who is also owner of the Liberty at San Jose, Cal.,
was also host of all the exchangemen from San Francisco,
who went to Fresno in a special car. The Los Angeles exchangemen autoed to the Raisin District city. While in
Fresno the film exchangemen were guests of the Chamber of
Commerce, they being entertained at the Fresno Hotel for
luncheon, spent the afternoon at the Sunnyside Country Club,
and were guests at a dinner given in the evening by the Chamber of Commerce.
THE

new Liberty theatre at Fresno is one of 2,200 seats,
and is spoken of as very attractive in every detail. The
opening program included the Fox Standard Picture, " When
a Man Sees Red," together with the Sunshine comedy, " Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells." The policy of the new house
provides for two changes of pictures weekly, and Mr. Batey
has engaged an orchestra of ten pieces.

JAMES HUMMEL, formerly salesman for the Los Angeles
General Film branch, who has been at the officers' training
camp at San Francisco for the past several weeks, has been
appointed lieutenant, and shortly expects to be ordered to report for actual army duty.
THROUGH the courtesy of Manager Guy Gunderson, of
the Los Angeles Fox Exchange, more than 300 Jewish
orphans who were entertained at Levy's Cafe, Los Angeles,
were shown the Fox kiddo picture, " Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp." Projection equipment was supplied by J.
Slipper & Co., and the film was shown on the screen placed
at one end of the big cafe. The popularity of previous Fox
pictures with the children was emphatically brought out when
Manager Gunderson asked all the children who had seen the
Fox production of " Jack and the Beanstalk " to stand up.
According to Manager Al Levy of the cafe, there was not an
occupied seat in the dining room.
WILLIAM KNOTTS, who served as manager for the Los
Angeles World Exchange for more than a year, and recently has been identified with the booking of Jewel Productions for the California Film Exchange, has tendered his resignation to accept the management of the Greater Vitagraph
San Francisco branch exchange. Mr. Knotts left for the Bay
City this week to take up his new work.
THE WAR TAX on motion picture admissions introduced
the dime and nickel into Fairbanks, Alaska, according to
F. W. Talbert, special representative of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, who returned to Portland, Ore., last
week after a trip of Zl/2 months through Alaska coast cities.
He tells of the shipping of dimes and nickels from Cordova to
R. L. Thorne, manager of the theatre at Fairbanks, just before
Mr. Talbert left for the Rose City.

merry

Christmas

W RITE US
AMERICAN
COIN REGISTER CO.
EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA
H. E. WHITE
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
736 S. Spring Street
2006 Third Avenue
Eos Angeles, California
Seattle, Washington
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Bank

HEADQUARTERS —
MOTION PICTURE ACCOUNTS
in LOS

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

We are enjoying a large part of the motion
picture business of this city.
WHY
First—- Because we offer fourteen hours of excellent
banking service, from eight In the morning until
ten in the evening, which affords an unusual
convenience for all depositors who are busily
engaged during the usual banking hours.
Second — Because we appreciate the worth of, and try
to promote the welfare of the motion picture
business.
Third — - Because our many satisfied depositors bring
their friends to the bank, who, In turn, become
satisfied depositors.
Fourth — Because all of the stock of this bank is owned
by The Citizens National Bank, the total remillion. sources of both banks being over twenty-five
CITIZENS TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK
Third and Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.

The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Robert
Warwick
A Lavishly Staged Success

Wm.
S. Hart
A New Production

"TODAY"
nth FLORENCE

From

REED

The greatest society drama ever screened
\^
the sensational stage success by George Broadhurst
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NU-MQVEE

LUTE

An appliance especially adapted to the " Motiograph,"
plied to All Standard Makes of Motion Picture Machines.

but can be ap-

" You simply remove the Arc Lamp and Handles — insert this new attachment in its place, using
the SAME CONDENSERS WITHOUT DESTRUCTION OF ANY KIND."
We use the Mazda " C " 25 Volt-30 Ampere Projection Lamp in conjunction with our appliance.
No Carbons — Noiseless operation.
U Save One-Half on Light Bills.
Maximum Efficiency.
Operation automatic — No adjusting after installation.
Volume of illumination on screen uniform at all times.
Is easily adapted to all makes of Motion Picture Machines.
Eye strain and flicker eliminated.
Lower insurance rates.
It replaces all resistance appliances formerly used.
The breakage of condensers a thing of the past.
Every claim made can be proven by letters from users or
demonstration in your own theatre.
IWKSTKiATE AM) BE CONVINCED
WATCH FOR LATER ANNOUNCEMENTS
503-05 FULTON

NU-MOVIE
LITE
COMPANY,
STREET,
M. H. LIVINGSTON, President
We still have, good territory open for live distributors.

Inc.
PEORIA, ILLINOIS
W rite us.
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THE

CENTRAL

STATES
FFERING

O

as it does to you of the Central

States the first opportunity of having your

THE

news, views
within

and

information

segregated

its pages, the CENTRAL

STATES

EDITION is bound to be constructive. Remember that, besides being geographically the center
of the country, your territory is also well reputed
within the film industry as being one of the most
active and up-and-doing

centers of the trade.

To keep it so there must be contact, one with the
other. Before the advent of the Central States
December

22, 1917

this was only secured as one met the other in an
exchange

A

Word

MR.

of

Mr.

Mr.

Exchange

Supply

Manager,

Dealer,
State

Mr.

Rights Buyer and all the rest of the trade
in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa and Michi-

Now

were absent to take ad-

you can choose your time or your mood.

Instead of you seeking the news and information
it now seeks you, and regularly every week at that.
In all the towns of any size in these five states,

have promised you this

able correspondents have been engaged to furnish

second of territorial sub-editions.
We

offered, time and mood
vantage of them.

EDI-

STATES

gan meet the CENTRAL
TION! It is yours. We

on the

street, or lined up at the supply house counter.
Most of the time when these chance associations

Introduction

EXHIBITOR,

office, at the poster window,

it is.

Here

modestly offer it to you in this rich and active

center of the great United

States as a separate

and exclusive medium.

this news of you and others for the Central States.
More

will be added as time permits until prac-

tically every worth while part of the quintet of
states is covered. Our Chicago office will be the
headquarters.

THE

CENTRAL

make

a homely

STATES
but

EDITION,

nevertheless

to

plain

simile, is your own back fence in your own
back yard over which
in a manner

you may chat or bargain

never before offered you.

after every issue of MOTION

PICTURE

Here-

NEWS

you

receive will contain this sub-edition of yours.
Take

advantage of it, use it in informing your

neighbor what you are doing; make

your com-

plaints or place your praises here. Learn what
your fellows in your rich, compact
knitted territory are doing. Take

and well

advantage of

this unique opportunity of receiving a big national weekly trade paper with your own
local newspaper

bound

within it.

little

TO

the state rights man, to the territorial program distributor, to everybody with an
appeal; for within this territory it offers unprecedented advertising opportunities and facilities. It causes to fade that old fear of waste circulation for the price paid. It offers intensive

circulation with rates based thereon, but still with
all the prestige of MOTION PICTURE
the national advertiser enjoys.

NEWS

that

Let us know immediately what you think of it,
readers ! Tell us without hesitation what we may
still do

to make

EDITION

the CENTRAL

one hundred

STATES

per cent, welcome

and

worthy to you of the trade in Illinois, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Iowa and Michigan.
Wm.

J. McGrath.
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Major "Funkie" Entertains
Aldermen

PICTURE

Chicago's

THE

aldermen on the subcommittee of the Chicago City
Council who have been investigating the censorship problem for the past few weeks and finding much of interest were
still further entertained and initiated into the workings of the
censorial shears last Tuesday when Major Funkhouser invited
them to sit in with him at a performance of the Fox Film,
" Cleopatra."
The aldermen primarily journeyed up to the tenth floor of
the City Hall to see scenes which had been cut out of a
miscellaneous lot of films during the past eight months. It
was after these pictures had been shown that the major pulled
his treat.
He ran off the ten-reel feature in which Theda Bara figures
as the siren of the Nile and then turned to the aldermen for
justification for making the forty slashes in the feature he
deemed necessary. But there was a division of opinion among
the aldermen. Some thought the picture should be cut and
some felt that it shouldn't. Aldermen Steffen, Maypole and
Woodhull were of the opinion that " Cleopatra " was all right
as the producers made it, and that the forty cuts the major
made were forty too many. Aldermen Kimball, Long, Norris
and Johnson thought there were parts that should be cut, but
wanted to see the expurgated edition before saying they
agreed
Majorbe Funkhouser's
ideas of what should be cut
and whatwith
should
left.
The picture men and exchange managers felt that it was
unfair to look at just the cut-outs, and suggested that they
bring in the pictures themselves so that the aldermen could
get the true atmosphere of the pictures. The pictures were
not on hand, however, when the aldermen went up to the
tenth floor of the City Hall, so they looked at only the
" obnoxious " parts.
Major Funkhouser got himself still deeper into the bad
graces of the film men earlier in the week by clamping down
the lid of secrecy on the censorship office and refusing to
allow a representative of Attorney Herbert J. Friedman access to the book showing the cut-outs ordered by the censors.
The film men wanted to get a list from this book so they
could have the pictures ready in accordance wth the plan and
wishes of the aldermen. Major Funkhouser refused Attorney
Friedman's representative the desired permission to see the
book, so the cut-outs were shown but the pictures were not.
Doll-Van

Co., A Live State Rights
Organization
AMONG the more prominent of the recently established distributing companies is the Doll-Van Film Corporation,
which has established offices in Indianapolis and Chicago to
cover the central west territory. The president, Henry Dollman, and the vice-president and general manager, D. M. Vandawalker, Jr., are both well known, Mr. Dollman being a
prominent Indianapolis business man and Mr. Vandawalker an
exchange man for many years.
Evidence of the character and resource of the new organization is given by the nature of the first three pictures released, "The Cold Deck," with William S. Hart; "Today,"
with Florence Reed, and " The Mad Lover," with Robert Warwick. These pictures have procured already very gratifying
and, in some instances, record-breaking results for the most
prominent theatres in Chicago and Indianapolis, and give
promise of still more remarkable performances.
Mr. Vandawalker said: "The chief advantage the state
rights end of the exchange business has over the program
end is that the state rights operator is not forced to take a
picture until it is proved a box-office winner. Therefore our
patrons are assured not only of big productions, but tried
and proved features with a definitely established box-office
value."
Mr. Vandawalker also announces that the Doll-Van Film
Corporation has secured the Illinois-Indiana franchise in the
State Rights Distributors, Inc., the newly founded national
organization of state rights buyers. World rights to pictures
will be bought by this company, and many big features are
now being considered.
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River Town

Exhibitors

in Iowa

No. 25

Organizing

WITHIN

sixty days every motion picture man in the majority of the cities in Iowa will have become a member
of the Iowa branch of the National Exhibitors' League, Davenport being recorded as the first city in the state to take
action, the Quad-City Exhibitors' League, Local No. 1, being
formed here last month. Since then Fort Dodge has also
secured a charter, being termed Local No. 3. Several other
towns are included in this.
Des Moines is Local No. 4. Local No. 2 is slated for
Waterloo, near-by towns to be included. However, definite
action is yet to be taken in reference to which towns will
be recorded under the Waterloo charter.
The southeastern section of the state will organize shortly.
The Quad-City League is composed of Rock Island, 111;
Moline, 111.; East Moline, 111., and Davenport, la. The officers
are: Samuel Greenabaum, Davenport, president; George Dehiele, Moline, vice-president; Edward Kraus, Davenport, secretary; George Covel, East Moline, treasurer, and H. S. Earle,
sergeant-at-arms.
The executive committee is composed of Albert Petersen,
chairman; T. C. Defore, Henry Hoffman, John Koletis, W. F.
Bartley, A. G Vogel and H. S. Earle. Moving picture men
in this section of the country looked upon the new organization most favorably. Davenport men are most active in stimulating interest, local heads having made several trips to surrounding towns for this purpose.
Meetings are held the first Thursday in every month. After
the gathering there is a social session. Plans are now under
way to give a movie ball in Davenport some time in April.
Local No. 3, headquarters at Fort Dodge, includes Webster
City, Esterville, Spencer, Mason City, Charles City and
Algona.
Waterloo plans to embrace the towns of Cedar Falls,
Waverly, Iowa Falls, Oelwein, Cedar Rapids and Vinton.
Theatres

Planned

for North
Up Big

Shore

Loom

WHETHER the two new picture palaces announced last
week to soon throw up their monumental hulks on Chicago's north shore ever get out of the paper stage and reach
the point of realization is still more or less a matter of conjecture owing to the difficulties the government is throwing in
the way aid
of inbuilding
on an extensive
directdly
the prosecution
of the war.scale which doesn't
However, the plans are made — and made for two houses
which for size and magnificence will eclipse anything in the
Windy City to date. Barney and A. J. Balaban and Morris
and Sam Katz, who recently erected the Central Park theatre
on West Twelfth street and Central Park avenue, are now planning a structure costing $750,000 to be erected at Sheridan road
and Lawrence avenue. The proposed building, which will be
of fireproof construction, will be five stories high, and in addition to the theatre with a seating capacity of 3,500, will contain ten stores on the ground floor and a 100-room hotel on
the upper floors.
Architects C. W. and George L. Rapp are working on the
plans, and it is expected, if the weather conditions permit, to
break ground early in the coming year. The theatre will be
modeled after the beautiful Central Park theatre, only it will
be much larger.
The other big theatre Chicago will have in the near future,
fate and the war not interfering too much, is to be located in
the Wilson avenue district on Sheridan road. It also is to be
extremely large having a seating capacity of 3,000 people
Walter W. Ahlschlager, the architect who has the construction in charge, has just completed negotiations for the purchase of three parcels of land which are to form the site of
the proposed theatre. Altogether they comprise a frontage of
200 feet on Sheridan road, with a depth of 150 feet, for which
Mr. Ahlschlager is said to have paid $260,000.
" The Pantheon," which is to be the name of this new house,
is expected to cost another $325,000, so that this project also
will run well over the half-million mark. In addition to the
theatre, there will be ten stores fronting on Sheridan road and
negotiations are already pending, it is stated, with a leading
theatrical manager for a fifteen year lease.
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"They

Say in Chicago

CENTRAL

That

A/f ANAGER BAYLEY of Vitagraph is working day and night on thz
lvl
new atserial
Vengeance
and with
the the
Woman."
spends talking
his dayswithin the
office and
night" travels
around
various He
salesmen,
the
exhibitors and helping his men sign them up for the serial.
DECEMBER 26 will see the release of twelve one-reel comedies by James
Montgomery Flagg under the Edison trade mark. The series is to be
entitled " Girls You Have Met " and exhibitors will have to sign up for the
twelveof iftake
theyallwant
them for there is to be no break in the bookings. It's a
case
or none.
("""AHILL-IGOE
hasformcome
bat with
for exhibitors.
This
v-/
time book
it is inin the
atobooking
bookanother
and track
it help
is free
the asking.
It's
a blank
which
theof exhibitor
can
keep
of hisfor weekly
bookings
of features, specials and short features. And another thing in its favor is
that it fits the pocket.
""THEserial
firstthat
episodes
of released
" Vengeance
and the
newweek
Vitagraph
is to be
December
24, Woman,"
were shownthelast
in the
projectionexhibitors
room of saw
the local
hundred
it. Vitagraph exchange. The first day over one
17 D DE BERRI has received his commission as First Lieutenant and will
report shortly to the U. S. Signal Corps for his assignment. Mr. De
Berri has been connected with the De Berri Scenic Company, makers of the
well known DaLite projection screen.
JULIUS WIETANKA, collector of internal revenue, is now considering
plans to have the Government print theatre tickets and attached coupons,
in order toof stop
attempts of exhibitors to defraud the Government in the
collection
the tax.
MAT WOLF, Goldwyn representative, enlisted last week in the Quartermaster's Department of the service. Sidney J. Goldman, formerly with
Centralager Film
Brockeli. Company, has been added to the Goldwyn sales force by ManC\ W. ECKHARDT, Fox exchange manager declared that he had an ex7" tremely hearty response in the shape of favorable testimonials on
"given
Cleopatra,"
multi-reel
feature starring
Bara, which
recently
a specialtheshowing
at Orchestra
Hall. Theda
This, however,
did was
not save
the
film from " Major " Funkhouser's omniverous shears.
FRIENDS of Philip S. Seelig, former exhibitor and manager of the Lucille
theatre, on Erie street near Chicago avenue, were surprised to see him
last week clad in khaki and looking
as healthy as a north wind. He is now
with
Company C, 341st Infantry, headquarters Rockford, 111., and he says
the worries
of the army are much easier to bear than the worries of the
exhibitor.
]VIR- Chicago
SKENK, of Skenk
& Williams,
architects,
of Dayton,
was hein
daystown.
back
looking over
equipment
for a newOhio,
theatre
is building in ahisfewhome
LJARRY DAVIS, of the Harry Davis Enterprises Company, Pittsburgh
, Pa > vsited a number of Chicago theatres last week getting ideas for
, . big,
his
new, 2,200 seat Grand theatre, which he is preparing to open soon
for Pittsburgh movie fans. Among other
largest size Bartola organ while in the city.things Mr. Davis purchased the
M ANAGER BRANDON of the Interocean Film Company reports that his
concern has just received some nice orders from Spain.
JACK HAIG, former manager of the Bandbox theatre, on Madison street
is back in the
end of the business again. He is the proprietor
now of the La Salleexhibiting
theatre,
Division
This house was taken over
last week by Paul Sittner, whoon also
owns street.
the Criterion

T
Marshall Square theatre, another new Marx and Goodman house will
soon open up on Twenty-second
street and Marshall Boulevard
John Emerson and Anita Loos were in the city last week
taking scenes
for
Doug s next picture, along Michigan avenue. The Rothacker
furnished
the cameraman, J. Wesley Smith, and the actors neededCompany
for the
Michigan avenue shooting. The picture incidentally has to do with the
wav
people are affected by the gas in the city.
As
the
actors
fell
down
the boulevard, feigning to be overcome and choking, the public itself along
eath
ered around and without knowing it figured in the picture.
^BE TEITEL has in the past month used his special cleaning process on a
^.j. goodly nuiriber of pictures, among them being "The Ne'er Do Well"
a?.kx?ut,-fe
-2nd °n Trial,"
for the Central Film Company: "ParentageEfficiency
Babbling Tongues"
and "Whose
Neighbor?
Unity and
Edgars Courtship"
and "FillingYour
His Own Shoes""for
for K E S E
T J. RUBENS, manager of the Fox theatre,
struck while the iron
J was hot recently in showing the picture Aurora,
featuring Dolly Ledgerwood
Matters in Mother Love and the Law." Mrs.
Matters
to Crown
Point and married Edward Fertner just as Mr. Rubens waseloped
about to show
the
Matters
picture.
With
the publicity that this marriage brought for™
coup ed with having
at these.
theitre, Mr Rubens s
hou
1,800 seatappearance
of hisMatters'
simply stood 'em out Mrs

Michigan

Odds

and

Ends

^HE Orpheum theatre. Lansing, operated by Manager Jarvis is intro
, duc'ng I ""ye feature. Twice a week
night." The pictures
shown are the Echson films. " It seems to isme"family
that the after dinner familv
fireside must be moved to our theatre," says Manager
" We show a
drama, a travel picture, instructive films and no blood Jarvis
and thunder
"
T HE old stunt of coming in late to a vaudeville show in order to escaoe a
\ »uhn?- fil"VS "0t ne«ssary at the Bijou, Lansing. Al Walle manager
°- theuB'i?U thfa,7,e' £rst class vaudeville
house, Butterfie d cfrcuit fs run
rung .theany
series and vel
people areogu
arriving e.
on time in order
not
oraer not"
of the tra
part World
to miss Mutual
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A MONG the other current attractions at Saginaw, Mich., theatres during
the past week were " Who Leads the National Army? " at the Bijou
November 27 and 28; Valeska Surratt in "A Rich Man's Plaything," at the
New Wolverine, November 26, and " Retreat of the Germans at the Battle
of Arras" and William Russell in "The Masked Heart" on Thanksgiving
Day; "A Mormon Maid" at the Franklin on November 30 and December
1, and starting
Marguerite
Clark in25." Bab's
at the Mecca-Palace
for four
days,
November
The Burglar
latter is" showing
Paramount, Artcraft
and Metro
pictures.
■"THE
presence ofLivingston,
the Livingston
Film Company,
undera year
the management
scarcely
ago, hassupplies
addedof
to1 theMaurice
motion H.picture
interestsestablished
of Peoria.hereMotion
picture
machines,
and films are all to be procured at this establishment, which has been adding
some valuable devices to the science of motion pictures.
P" RANK
Cadillac,
says tax.
the
patronsANDERSON,
of his house proprietor
seem ratherof tothelikeStarthe theatre
idea of atpaying
the war
"perNotcent,
one addition
have I heard
grumble,"
says
Frank,
"
over
the
fact
that
the
has been tacked on. They push their pennies over the10
window with a grin and usually remark, ' there's m' war tax.' "
^i! itu iijHiniiii iiuiiiuuiiuiiuiuniiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii MiinsaiHiuiiii iiniiiiiiiiiiinii uriuiHiiiiiiiiiiti iimiHiiiiiiiiiuduiini:ifiiHKRuiiiiiii]|]iiiHiHiuftH^
S LOBBY

POSTER

DISPLAYS

FRAMES

SIGNS

MIRRORS
PAINTINGS

If a Lobby Display Is Correct It Was Built By Hamburg; If It Was Built By
Hamburg
It Is Correct.

Detroit Office — 304 Joseph Building
M. S. BAILEY, Manager
JOBBERS OF HAMBURG
LOBBY
DISPLAYS
TO
BE
FOUND
IN
ALL
LARGE
CITIES

Main
102-112

Office and Factories
North

CHICAGO,

Fifth Avenue
ILLINOIS

r.i>j■iz11>tin im itr;, 11111m ::rn 1111:e?;h 11 [jrrt? :iritn iurn 11iiTr 11n 11111:111n 1111111n iim 11nrr 111nui in ririn n :111rnn :frnfn 111in ti< iriri ;tTnm if[Jir;m ;ir>fr
ADMISSION TICKETS, (8 COLORS)
$9.00 PER 100,000
SLIDE INK
15 CENTS PER BOTTLE
EO-PATH FILM CEMENT
$1.50 PER DOZ. BOTTLES
%xVt" BIO CARBONS
(CORED)
$5.00 PER 100
%xl2" BIO CARBONS (CORED)
$7.00 PER 100
GLASS SLIDES
5 FOR $1.00
MCSLIN BANNERS MADE TO ORDER, 3FT.XI0FT $1.00
All kinds of s'ikms, posters, show curds, etc.
MOVIE SUPPLY CO., 207 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

COMEDY
Room 511

FILM
EXCHANGE
Chicago
Mailer's Building

WM. S. HART'S BEST
EXCELLENT FEATURES

Old Films
Cleaned
and
Renovated
A. TEITEL
1 12 N.La Salle St.Cbicago

PRODUCTIONS
AND COMEDIES

THE CENTRAL

STATES

Service Plus— to Readers
Circulation Plus— to Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT
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MOTION

Exhibitor
Livingston

and

Film Company Launch
Light Invention

PICTURE

Trade
New

jV/f H. LIVINGSTON, manager
of the Livingston Film
Company of Peoria, has invented an electrical appliance
for motion picture machines which promises to be of great
benefit not only to exhibitors, but patrons of theatres as well.
The Nu-Movie Lite is the trade name given the appliance.
It was given a demonstration recently before prominent business men of Peoria and neighboring cities. The invention
eliminates practically every trouble and annoyance in the past
that patrons have been subjected to because of eye strain.
It eliminates entirely the flicker from the screen which has
always shown such bad effects on the eyes of the motion
picture fans.
The appliance becomes advantageous to the theatre owner
and operator, because by installing it in any standard machine
the operators's work in projecting a picture is reduced to about
75%. One of the features of its use and make up is the fact
that in placing it all that is necessary is the removal of the
old lamp from the projecting machine and the placing of the
new appliance in its stead. Unlike others of this type of light,
this change is made without the taking away or adding of
parts to the projection machine. The seven controls are
handled by a single one in this attachment, and there is
consequently no big line up of control handles to watch in
securing a uniform light from the carbon. While giving the
patrons a powerful projecting light, secured from a direct
current of electricity, the operation, it is said, is also cutting
expenses of projection to one quarter the usual amount in the
expenditure of carbons.
Mr. Livingston has already started the distribution of his
invention throughout the country. State rights have been
granted to M. H. Koch of Harrison, Neb., who takes the rights
for Wyoming and Nebraska. W. L. Augustine of Decatur
has been given the rights for distribution in Indiana and Kentucky. Just last week G. F. D. Zimmerman of the big law
firm of McRoberts, Morgan & Livingston of Peoria signed up
articles with Mr. Livingston to the amount of $10,000 for the
placing of machines in Pennsylvania and Ohio. Several of the
machines are already in use in Peoria — one at the Gem theatre
on South Adams street, the other at the St. Boniface School.
Felix Greenburg, manager of the Orpheum theatre, has also
expressed himself as favorably impressed with the invention,
and has declared that he will install the system in his theatre.
General

Central

West

Notes

I T is doubtful if there is a town of its size in the State of Wisconsin where
* theWaupun.
people are
or more
appreciative
of picture
than
The more
people critical
ask about
the attractions
in advance
and offerings
criticize
them afterward, and the criticism takes on the constructive type. The managers
of
the
two
theatres
—
the
Davison
and
the
Scenic
—
have
been
quick
appreciate the value of this situation and have catered to it, with the resultto
that Waupun has wholesome as well as attractive programs offered and
they are well patronized.
ROUP No. 3, Daughters of the American Revolution, sponsored the presVJ
entation28, offorMary
Pickfordof inthe" Waupun
Her LittleChapter
Pal " atof Waupun,
November
the benefit
the Red Wisconsin.
Cross. As
a result the treasury of that organization was enriched by $128.
AT least one Wisconsin town has lost its movie house as a result of the war
tax. That town is Green Lake, famous as a summer resort. The large
summer population makes for a liberal patronage during that season but
business invariably suffers a depression in the winter, a situation which was
made worse by the war tax this year. As a result the Green Lake people
are motoring to Ripon, six miles away, for their movies.
P R.sin,HICKEY,
whoyear,
has retired
managedDecember
the Auditorium
theatre,
for the past
1 and left
for hisRipon,
home Wisconin Vermont where he will enjoy a short vacation. Later he will be connected with
the Griffith film productions. He will be succeeded at Ripon by A. W.
Stewart of that place. Mr. Stewart is a son of City Clerk C. W. Stewart of
Ripon and has had considerable experience in theatre management.
aWOMANHOOD " was produced at the Auditorium theatre, Ripon, No" vember 26 and 27, under the auspices of the League of Woman's
Serviceattendance
of that city.
The several women's organizations sold tickets and a
large
resulted.
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in Illinois

"THE WHIP," produced by Maurice Tourneur, a Paragon film, drew
1 Williams
packed houses
at the
Gladmer
theatre,
Manager
Fred
states recently
that he had
orders
for seats
for theLansing.
picture from
ten
towns in the near vicinity of Lansing and that he never witnessed a more
enthusiastic reception of any film.
Gossipy

Bits from

Peoria

EXHIBITORS of Peoria have so far been unable to estimate the aggregate
sum which will be raised monthly through war taxes because they have
received no definite information as to whether motion picture houses will
fall within the scope of the war tax act.
That the extra penny on 10 cent tickets is much annoyance to the public
is the opinion expressed by H. J. Wisbruck, manager of the Hippodrome
motion picture and vaudeville house. It has been found almost impossible
to keep a supply of pennies for change and he has been compelled to offer a
silver
one children's
ticketthe forpenny
each shortage.
100 pennies brought
to the dollar
theatre.and This
has servedadmission
to alleviate
Dee Robinson, manager of the Apollo, one of the most popular picture
houses of the city, says he was fortunate enough to have a supply of pennies
on hand and so far has avoided any great inconvenience.
ANNOUNCEMENT has been made in Peoria of a new motion picture
house costing $15,000 which will be erected early in the spring. Property at Main and Madison streets, recognized as one of the most valuable
lots in the city for a theatre site, was recently purchased by John W. McDowel , as agent, at a cost of $150,000.
At the time of the purchase Mr. McDowell, who is a leader of finance in
Peoria, stated he was informed that a large motion picture house would be
erected there. Theatrical men have so far refused to give any further inforthatcompleted.
plans for the erection of the building and its exact
nature aremation,notsayingyet
Peoria is now the home of nine motion picture houses and several others
combined with vaudeville. While several are of a character which would be
a credit to much larger towns, the one planned will exceed any of them.
Peoria is coming to the front as a motion picture producing city. Not
only home talent plays but those featuring prominent actors have found
in the central Illinois city many beautiful homes, picturesque drives and
daring cliffs, suitable for the staging of the film dramas.
The Matters,
play, " Mother
Love and
the Law,"
featuredhomes
DolliehereLedgewood
was produced
in Peoria,
with which
the leading
used
as the setting for many scenes and the court house rooms for the place of
the sensational trial. Producers of the play expressed themselves favorably
impressed with the opportunities afforded for their productions and no doubt
this will become one of the centers of the Middle West.
Brief Bits from

Springfield

SPRINGFIELD is paying the amusement war tax without a murmur. The
Gaiety, Vaudette. Lyric and Princess theatres, the four largest theatres
downtown, are charging the war tax extra and having no trouble. Business
does not show any noticeable falling off since the tax went into effect.
THE Springfield,
CHATTERTON,
long tothevaudeville.
home of . Hearst-Pathe
"legitimate" Weekly
attractions
in
has gone
over
The change is merely
an experiment.
The Chatterton is paying
the istax.used.
THE MAJESTIC is showing "The Retreat of the Germans at the Battle
* ofatArras
" in addition to their regular show. Universal Weekly is also
used
the Majestic.
The American theatre. Eleventh and Cook streets, which was recently
destroyed by fire, has not yet started rebuilding. Manager Forsythe was,
at last report, not yet settled with the insurance company.
The Gaiety and Vaudette theatres are showing Paramount, Artcraft and
Triangle pictures, with special features for fil!ers-in.
The Lyric
Spy." theatre.
William Fox's picture with Dustin Farnum, has been booked
by " the
THE VAUDETTE has undergone considerable change in the past two
' months. The boxes have been removed and the space utilized for main
floor seats. This makes for a larger seating capacity. The Royal has
recently installed a balcony, which also adds many more seats to the Sixth
street playhouse. Manager Kerasotes has booked the Paramount service,
the pictures which have lately been put on the market, and is doing a nice
business.
THE Superb Film Company, with studios at Jacksonville. Fla., have opened
1 offices in Springfield. Harry A. Kelly, who put on " Fighting the
Flames " at the Fireman's Emergency Fund Benefit for W. R. Hearst at
Los Angeles several years ago, is the manager. This company intends profromfeature
Cradleextraordinary
to Grave," ata ten-reel
super-feature,
is planned ducing
willLincoln,
be the
the Illinois
Centennial which
in 1918.it
Henry Belmar, formerly with Thomas H. Ince and an author and actor of
long standing, has prepared the script.
Many of the scenes will be taken in Springfield, as this was long the home
of Abraham Lincoln. Petersburg. Salem and other historical places will
also figure in the production. One hundred prints of " Lincoln, from Cradle
to 1918.
Grave "Manager
will be Kelly
released
simultaneously,
in one
in
is now
at Jacksonville.
Fla.,hundred
getting cities
things inin Illinois
shape.
JV/f ANAGER ED KUNZ of the Princess has been showing some big pic1" tures lately. " Within the Law " and " The Bar Sinister " will be folWomanhood,
the Glory
AliceGeneral
Joyce Film
and Harry
Morey lowedareby " big
favorites ever
since ofthethedaysNation."
of the old
Company's pre-eminence.
THE CAPITOL shows Triangle two days a week and has contracted for
1 the Hart and Fairbanks re-issues. Billy West, Keystone and Arbuckle
comedies are shown each week.
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Wisconsin
Wisconsin

to Send Sherwood
Conference

and

to Washington

a special meeting of the Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association, Friday, November 30, at Milwaukee, J. E. Sherwood of Madison, Wis., was delegated by the exhibitors of
the state of Wisconsin to attend the exhibitors' conference of
Washington to aid in the effort to get some adjustment of
the admission taxation. The exhibitors of Milwaukee and the
State of Wisconsin feel that they have done so much in aiding
the Government in Liberty Loan, Red Cross and all the other
campaigns that they should be relieved of the burden of the
admission tax at least, as they are now paying two taxes, one
on their films and one on the admission. Either this or let the
Government collect this tax from the five-cent house as well
as the ten-cent house, is their spirit.
The war tax has left Milwaukee and state exhibitors very
much up in the air. Though the exhibitors have been collecting it regularly up to date they have had no blanks to make
any reports on and do not know to whom the tax is payable.
At present they are banking it in a separate account, but do
not know whether they would be entitled to the interest that
accrues on this money while it is waiting for the Government
to take it over or whether the Government is entitled to the
interest.
Another puzzling situation has occurred which is giving
some exhibitors worry. Many of the houses in Milwaukee
have five and ten-cent nights. According to the exhibitors understanding when the war tax went into effect all houses that
at any time charge ten cents were to be considered as tencent houses and would have to collect a tax on all admissions.
With this understanding the exhibitors went ahead and collected the war tax on the five-cent nights only to learn recently that the Government will not require tax on the fivecent admissions. Now the question arises, what are they to
do with the money they have collected for taxes? The Government won't take it. They have no way of knowing who it
was of their patrons that paid the tax on these nights.
AT

Film

Tax Not Ticket Tax Worries
Exhibitors

La Crosse

WHILE cinema theatres throughout central and western
Wisconsin and southeastern Minnesota, as well as all
of the thriving Mississippi river cities from Minneapolis south
to La Crosse, Wis., and for fifty miles below this point, have
failed to report any marked falling off in attendance from the
war tax on admissions, having " educated " the patrons to pay
their one, two and three cents with a cheer, the managers are
wrangling with theatre managers the country over about the
reel tax.
With hardly any two localities having the same plan for
collection and payment of the admittance tax, the photoplay
fan pays a varying rate. Some houses are failing to charge
more than the old admission price, while others retain their
past scale but force the patron to add the tax. The balance
of the managements are increasing their prices by five cents
and allowing this to care for the government levy. But the
fact remains that the public, uncomplaining, is standing for
whichever plan the management assumes.
But the story of the reel tax on the upper Mississippi valley
trail of the movie is a different story altogether. F. L. Koppelberger, manager of two of the largest theatres in La Crosse,
Wis., and theatres in Rochester, Minn., is not paying the tax
to any of the exchanges from whom he purchases service. He
contends that he does not have to do this for the reason that
none of his contracts call for the payment of any extra sums
of money, and in this decision he is backed up by the law
fraternity. Some large theatre men are paying the tax.
Only a very small percentage of the " little men " are holding out, and practically all of their checks to film exchanges
include the tax.
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Michigan

News

Lansing Legit House Playing Pictures
MOVIES have scored another triumph in Lansing, Mich.,
usurping the policy of the largest opera house in the
city, the Gladmer theatre. Manager Fred Williams of the
Gladmer theatre co-operated with Manager Claude Cady of
the Colonial theatre, Lansing's largest movie house, and leased
the Gladmer theatre to Manager Cady on all open dates.
The plan has been in operation for four weeks. Considering
the crowds in regular attendance, the music and the highgrade films, the system promises to become a Lansing fixture.
The seating capacity of the Gladmer theatre is 1,500 and of
the Colonial 800.
F. B. Hathaway, well-known Chicago violinist, is leader of
the nine-piece orchestra. In accordance with larger city motion picture houses, Lansing is making an effort to suit the
music motifs to the films.
Mere

Mentions

from

Milwaukee

JACK GRAUMAN, head of the Milwaukee Metro exchange, sold his last
two picture houses last week, the Murray and the Miramir. James
Boden, owner of the Star theatre in Racine, bought the Miramir, while A.
Loewenstein
the itMurray.
These
two theof directions
Milwaukee's
best
known
outskirtpurchased
houses and
is expected
that areunder
of their
new owners their business will increase.
""THE
Super-Attractions
Company,
Toy features
Building,recently,
B. K. Fisher,
* ager,
has purchased Film
a number
of new
among manthem
being
"
The
Awakening
of
Bess
Morton."
Mr.
Fisher
reports
that
among the smaller houses of the State has been very good despite business
the war
tax. In fact he says that the war tax is not hurting the business of the
Super-Attractions Company in any way.
""THE Walter A. Baier Film Company is meeting with wonderful success in
with " Aattraction
Modern and
Mother
Goose."to The
proving
a* findthisas city
a drawing
is playing
big production
business allis over
the
State. Mr. Baier has also purchased a number of other features and is
negotiating for one or two big ones, the names of which he expects to be
ready to announce in a few weeks.
HTHE New Crystal Terrace Garden, Milwaukee's only cabaret, has been
* recently
Strange
as itupon
may motion
seem allpicture
of the basis
electrical
and
lighting opened.
system were
installed
by a fixtures
motion
picture supply house, the Wisconsin Theatre Supply Company. The lighting
fixtures, which have much to do with the success of the performance, are
entirely controlled from the front of the house, no stage hands or electricians
being required. The lighting is attracting much attention from Milwaukee
theatre men as it is a splendid installation.
""THE
motiona picture
is being used
and more for educational
purposes.
* Hardly
what more
announcements
received of
school
putting day
in apasses
picturebutmachine
for educationalarepurposes.
Theanother
latest
school in this vicinity to realize the value of the motion picture for teaching
military
well have
as scholastic
MilitaryTheatre
Academy,
Delafield.as They
just had studies
installedis bySt. theJohn's
Wisconsin
Supplyat
Company a booth, Motiograph, etc., complete in their gymnasium. This
school has just been recognized by the United States Government as a
military training school and it is said that a large portion of the military
theory will be taught by means of motion pictures.
The Milwaukee Public Library has also installed a motion picture machine
in their lecture room and will use it at the many interesting lectures which
are given there weekly on varied subjects.
""THE
proprietors
of the to
Fondall du
Lac various
picture war
theatres
been givingA
1 splendid
co-operation
of the
servicehave
movements.
place has been made on their programs for four-minute speeches on Liberty
Loan, Red Cross and other campaigns, while patriotic mass meetings have
been advertised on their screens without cost.
The war tax has not perceptibly affected the attendance at Fond du Lac
theatres nor has it called forth a protest from a single patron. The managers of the four theatres — the Henry Boyle, the Ideal, the Bijou and the
Orpheum — held a meeting shortly before the new law became effective and
entered into an agreement that they would not increase the price of admission and that they would merely add the amount of the war tax. Large display was used in the local papers explaining this policy, with the result that
the public was fully advised and entirely satisfied.
THE theatre business through the State of Wisconsin does not seem to
1 have suffered very much by the war tax or war times. New theatres
are opening in various parts of the State almost daily and the smaller the
town the more apt it is to have a theatre bill. William Wagner, of Richland
Center, Wisconsin, opened the new Rex theatre there December 1. This
house, which is modern in every respect, has been equipped by the Wisconsin Theatre Supply Company, Toy Building, with a 1917 Motiograph and the
latest equipment. The Strand theatre, at Schlesingerville, was also opened
the first of the month by C. A. Stearles. It was also equipped with a 1917
Motiograph by the Wisconsin Theatre Supply Company.
The Jackson theatre, in Milwaukee, which has been closed for some time
was opened on Thanksgiving Day with G. S. Bleatman as its new owner.
The house, which is one of the prettiest in Milwaukee, had had a varied
career. However, all indications point to the fact that Mr. Bleatman has
reopened
the house at a rather auspicious time in this immediate neighborhood.
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Wisconsin

THE
Bay City
Managers'
organized
by the
theatre
1 managers
of the
city for Association,
the purpose recently
of assisting
each other
in matters
that come up pertaining to the business, has been invited to Saginaw to
assist in organizing a similar organization in that city. The officers of the
local organization are: President, George McBride, Majestic; vice-president, Fred B. Williams, Regent; secretary, Lloyd Simpson, Woodside;
treasurer, Bernard Shanley, Wenonah. Besiaes these officers the directorate
includes R. P. Leahy, Washington Strand; W. S. Butterfield, Bijou;
Wuham Parkinson, Avenue; William T. Favorite, Grotto, and W. D. LaTour, Family.

THAT
an " up-town
be made a bybig thesuccess
a city of
' Crosse.
thirty-nve
thousand" theatre
is beingcandemonstrated
Strandin theatre
in
La
In thewasfaceerected
of " foolish,"
" youcitycanfifteen
neverblocks
make from
a go theof business
it," the
Strand
in a part and
of the
section. The Strand fails to resemble in any way the converted storeD ROCEEDS
from one
matinee at theY.Star
theatre
duringfund,
the
r
Elginafternoon's
raised
C. A. army
theatre, and is, in fact, a model show place.
were week
giveninitwhich
by Manager
Ralph 538,000
Crocker forc.f the
the StarM. theatre.
La Crosse has three large photoplay theatres down town, two slightly
smaller than these, and two more in another business section of the city,
sons of Manager Frank Vanston of the Temple theatre, Lemont and
but the Strand
pullsis" that
bis houses
at nearly
every town
performance.
peculiar
part of " this
it has not
hurt down
showshops,Andbut theis TWO
Wellington
Vanston.
subject the
to call
the next draft.
is1 assistant
manager
cf theare theatre,
latterin drummer
there. The
Bothformer
have
believed
to
have
actually
helped
them,
for
it
has
been
an
"
educator
"
to
scores of people who, strange to say, seldom went to a picture, principally
joined the Elgin Home Guards.
on account of the car-fare.
Horace Bcrga, an electrician at the Temple, is also subject to call.
HARRY H. BURFORD, manager of the Bijou theatre, La Crosse, who is
DLANS for remodeling the Grand theatre to extend its capacity as popular
associated with his brother, William Burford, in the Burford string
of theatres in Aurora, 111., is making a decided hit at the La Crosse house
*Rumor
patronage
been which
postponed
on account
of war
that theis urging,
Thielen have
circuit,
controls
the Grand
bill conditions.
now, will
with Perfection Pictures. He varies these with World-Brady, Mutual, and
build
a
S7S.000
playhouse,
is
denied
by
its
heads.
other productions. Mr. Burford recently did a big business with Hart's
"The Cold Deck," and with Geraldine Farrar in "Joan the Woman."
WD. BURFORD, manager of the extensive string of photoplay theatres
.
in Aurora, Illinois, and brother of H. H. Burford, of the Bijou
theatre, La Crosse, Wis., will represent the La Crosse house at the WashElgin Items of Interest
ington exhibitors'
convention.
Thusandfarit nois probable
one else now
from that
La this
Crosse
has
msde known
his intention
of going,
locality
will be lightly represented.
THE Pathe Weekly is shown in conjunction with pictures shown the first
LA CROSSE came into possession of its first woman photoplay theatre
■ three days of the week at the Grand. Picture feature dates and their
manager last week. Mrs. A. R. White, formerly connected with the
stars to lead the holiday month bill there are:
Armory Music Bureau of Detroit, Michigan, has taken charge of the Dome
December 3, 4 and 5 — Billie Burke in "Arms and the Girl"; 6 and 7 —
theatre, a medium sized house. The theatre is being thoroughly redecorated
Fannie Ward in "On the Level"; 8— Mae Marsh and Robert Harron in
and remodeled to some extent. The front of the house is being changed
"Sunshine Alley"; 10 and 11 — Charles Ray in "Son of His Father";
extensively.
15 — Rex Beach's "The Auction Block"; 17, 18 and 19 — Marguerite Clark
in "Bab's Burglar"; 20 and 21 — Ann Pennington in "The Antics of
..THE ITALIAN BATTLE FRONT" has been booked by the La Crosse
Ann";
22 — Sessue Hayakawa in "The Call of the East"; 24, 25 and 26—
* tude
theatre,
La Crosse.
The booking
management
a " brought
show me the" attiDorothy Dalton in "The Price Mark"; 27 and 28 — Alice Joyce in "Withwhen approached
by the
agent.assumed
The latter
picin the Law " ; 29 — Madge Kennedy in " Nearly Married."
ture to La Crosse tor a private showing. Before the films had all been
shown McCcy, representing the Supreme Feature Film Company of Minneapolis,
had
a
contract
in
his
pocket.
Part
of
the
proceeds
of
the
exhibiMEGOTIATIONS
between Chicago theatrical syndicates and Elgin, 111.,
tion here will go to the Boy Scouts of the city and they will purchase
1culminated
' propertyrecently
owners,in reported
for theof past
several
Christmas presents for La Crosse boys now in France or at American
the reportintermittently
of the acquiring
the Mrs.
Deemonths,
Miller
cantonment camps.
property or. Grove avenue for a theatre site.
The rumor persisted that Chicago men would build a playhouse with a
capacity of 1.400 for the accommodation of road shows, vaudeville and high
FROM the box officeernment-dangle
Trip to
Norway,"
Scandinavian
irected film, was" Aa huge
success
in La theCrosse,
but this govwas
class moving pictures, to be managed by Charles Smith, former manager
because the him showed here but one night. It could never repeat. The
of the Globe, Lyric and Star theatres. Smith refuses to talk and local
pictures are badly photographed and the real beauty spots of Norway seem
movie men expressed little faith in the rumor. Later report was made of
to have been the only places not visited by the cameramen.
abandonment of negotiations on account of the war situation.
The Miller property is located in Grove avenue and, in common with the
AS far as La Crosse is concerned, Goldwyn productions are welcome.
Plummer property, of the sale cf which for theatre purposes, there has
been frequent negotiation, is near the Star.
There cannot be too many of them if they are all like Mae Marsh's
The Aschers. Lubliner and Trinz, Jones, Linnick and Schaefer syndicates
" Polly," Madge Kennedy's " Baby Mine," and Jane Cowl's " The Spreadwere mentioned as possible purchases. Local architects were asked some
Dawn."at This
altogether
officeingman
the Lais being
Crosse said
theatre,
where upon
they splendid
are beingreports
shown. of the box
weeks ago to figure on the building.
Chicago
syndicates
long ago for the Clark propTHE luckiest stroke of business ever done by the management of a La
erty in Spring
street started
and for negotiations
the Orpheumnottheatre.
■ Crosse theatre was that in the case of the La Crosse, when that house
left off vaudeville (with the exception of one day in the week) and stock,
for the straight and narrow trail of the movies. It required only a few
weeks of education during the latter part of last season to start the fee.
toward the home of the legitimate, and now they flock there. The house
News Notes from Madison
is featuring
Artcraft's
productions, the better Paramounts, better
Selznick
and all
the ofGoldwyn
productions.
Exhibitor

Doings

in Bay

City

THE Government seating tax, so far as the public of Bay City is concerned, has caused no' objection, for the reason that the Bay City
Managers'
had care
foresight
to organize
in anadvance to beassociation
able to take
of theenough
tax situation
whenfarit enough
was first
nounced. The managers banded their advertising under one head and gave
the city a thorough newspaper advertising campaign that did not leave the
public in doubt as to who should pay the tax, and in some instances the
patrons offered to pay even before November 1.
Only one theatre in the city absorbed the tax. but this theatre also raised
the admission price. All others are charging the former prices plus the tax.
There has been no appreciable falling off in business since the enforcing of
the tax law that could be laid to that cause.
f\ N December 5, the Bijou theatre at Bay City, one of a string of houses
^instituted
in Michigan,
Indiana
and Iowa,
operatedon bySundays
Col. W.onlyS.andButterfield.
a new policy
of running
vaudeville
pictures
the other six days of the week, proving that the silent drama is gradually
replacing the spoken drama in the favor of the theatregoing puglic Col.
Butterfield has always operated the Bijou as a purely vaudeville house, with
the exception
last spring, when the week's programs were split between
vaudeville
and ofpictures.
Whether or not the new policy will prove a success remains to be seen,
but the oub'.ic is promised some big films.
P. LEAHY, owner-manager of the Washington Strand theatre
R ICHARD
in Bay City has put to rout the theory that the speaking drama and
the silent drama cannot be mixed in one house. Manager Leahy has
brought some of the best shows on the road to Bay City this season and is
keeping
his attributes
house crowded
on other
daysfactwhen
are shown.
Manager Leahy
his success
to the
that pictures
he has selected
his motion
picture productions in keeping with the size of his speaking productions.

A BUILDING
permit
has been
issuedwhich
to Dr.
G. Beecroft
erection of a new
theatre
building
willW.include
part offorthetheStrand
at Madison, Wisconsin. Three dwelling houses have been razed for a site.
The theat. : proper will occupy the back part of the lots, the old Strand being used for a fcyer, sixty feet long. The seating capacity will be over
1.200 an.i a lor.£ lease has been taken on it by the Heilman Amusement
Co., who run the Fuller and the Orpheum. the latter a vaudeville house.
The building company is incorporated at $100,000.
XHE Varsity theatre on State street. Madison, will close the last of the
month when the lease expires and the building will be converted into a
store. Harry Chappelle, the lessee, is in Oshkosh, and the theatre has
been run by a local manager.
The Varsity is giving continuous shows on Sundays from 1.30 to 11 p. m.
and the
until
11 p.Grand
tn. has just started the plan of running continuously from 2
Tyf AD1SONday afteinocn,
theatres Dec.
all took
part gross
in thereceipts
special were
benefitcontributed
performanceto Fri7. The
the
Red Cross. The Fuller raised its price for the picture from 15 to 25 cents
for the purpose of getting as large a fund as possible for the most worthy
cause. Special effort was made by the local Red Cross to get people out
for the matinee in one or more of the theatres so that Madison may go
" over the top " as it usually does in any patriotic or charitable enterprise.
THE newest mcving picture house in Madison is the Bandbox, owned and
* operated
M. incandescent
J. Flom at 207
East and
Mainhas street,
which foropened
Oct.
20.
It uses theby new
lighting
a Cremona
furnishing
the music. Its prices are fixed at 5 and 10 cents and it pays the war tax
out of that. O. Henry stories have been featured on Sundays and have
dtawntioniservice.
good The
business.
theatre isis about
using 400.
General. Mutual and PerfecseatingThecapacity
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Vieivs of a Small Theatre Man on theWar Tax
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Gentlemen :
I am taking the liberty of giving my experience and views on the much discussed
fifteen-reel tax. My theatre is one of the
small theatres seating 386, located in working class residential district.
The following are my experiences :
In trying to raise prices, my regular
prices are adults, 10 cents ; children, 5
cents. Some months ago I tried to charge
adults, 15 cents and children 10 cents for
the extra big attractions about one in two
weeks. The result was absolute failure.
Since November 1 I added the 1 cent Government tax charging adults 11 cents and
children 6 cents. The receipts for three
weeks after November 1 averaged $15.00
per week less than three weeks before November 1. The weather for the three
weeks after November 1 was ideal so I.
cannot blame it to the weather. To attempt to increase prices above 11 and 6
cents will surely prove ruinous, so it is
impossible for a theatre like mine to pass
the additional 15 cent reel tax along to my
patrons as the producers request me to
do. There must be a great number of
theatres situated like mine and the producers claim that they cannot pay the tax
and stay in business. The question arises,
can the small exhibitor who is unable to
increase prices pay that tax and stay in
business ? Just as sure as two and two are
four the additional $7.00 a week that the
15c. per reel will cost most exhibitors
would drive a great number of the smaller
exhibitors to bankruptcy. It would seem
to me that in the case of a small exhibitor who is unable to pass that tax on to
their patrons that the producers ought to
share the burden of that tax with the exhibitor, each paying half of the tax. I
for my part would be willing to pay half
of the present 15 cents reel tax feeling
reconciled to the loss in the knowledge
that the producers are sharing the loss with
me, and I feel certain that the majority of
exhibitors would willingly agree to share
the burden of that tax equally with the
producers.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) J. E. Stocker.
Mvrtle Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Never Writes Letters — But Here's a
Cracker jack
Gentlemen :
I read with interest the comments that
are made by the different people in the
Picture News, both by the producer and
the exhibitor, and especially the producer
trying to explain why the exhibitor should
pay the reel tax.
I do not jump at conclusions, but think
if Congress intended for the exhibitor to
pay a 11 cent tax they would not have
been backward in saying so, but the big
fellow always finds a way out, so the producer is not ashamed to ask the exhibitor
to pay for him.
If the producers did not lose their heads
over some of the stars and pay them such
fabulous salaries, the exhibitor could get
his service reasonably, and the producer
would have money left to pay his tax.
We have had one month of the war tax,
I have been collecting it off the patrons,
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Your ! Dime —
Squeeze Hard
sandwich, ntakeyouonebuybitea
you,thrwhe
ow the sandwich
DO and
aside?
That is comparable with
what you do when you thumb
rapidly through Motion Picture
News without digesting its contents.
Of course the ads, the editorials and the newsy " front of
the
book," But
arewhy
a generous
mouthful.
toss the
sandwich aside then?
Every department is cramfull of interesting, serviceable
articles, written by experts.
You'll find the Accessory section, containing Camera, ProMusic and New
Theatrejection,
Departments
especially
timely and worth while this
week.
Turn to the back of the book.

and my business for last November, 1916,
was $1,950.00 at 5 and 10 cents. This November, $1,050.00 at 10 and 15 cents. Still
the Nabos will sit in their offices furnished
up to the last minute (by the exhibitor)
and tell you to raise the price. A pity
some of the wise heads are not in the exhibitors place when his bills come due.
Some few houses may raise the price and
get away with it, but I have been traveling some and find in seven out of ten
cases where the price has been raised they
lost more than the raise amounted to, but
the picture game has advanced so fast that
the small town exhibitor is left behind.
And when you overlook the smaller houses
you are overlooking the people that made
motion pictures what they are today, and
if they are crowded out the motion picture has lost its best friend.
For an example I will give you what
one of my patrons told me, and he represents 90 per cent of my patrons. The
average wage paid the laboring man is
$3.00 per day. He pays $20.00 a month
rent, $6.50 for ton of coal, that is $26.50
or a little over $1.00 a day, counting 26
days a month of his wages gone before he
begins to live. It will take one ton of
coal to heat an ordinary house a month.
Then he wants to go to a picture show,
he has two children, twelve and fourteen
years old, making four in the family. He
goes up to the window, lays down 15 cents
a piece or 60 cents in all — he is told to
come across with 8 cents more, making
68 cents in all ; there is $1.68 worth of his
day's wagesmeat,
gone clothes,
before heshows,
starts orto buy
groceries,
pay
doctor's
a hundred
otherDothings
that
are bills,
really and
needed
in a home.
you
wonder that patronage is falling off? It
is not so long ago that he could take the
family to the show for 20 cents. If the
people that are telling you to raise the

Say
price were working under these circumstances, how many nights a week would
they attend the show? And that is the
circumstances of 75 per cent of the picture
I know that Motion Picture News has
patrons.
been avancing the argument lo advance
prices, but there are lots of conditions they
are not familiar with. They say do not
go down to Washington with a poor story.
I think Washington should be shown the
true condition, and if the producers still
insist on paying such fabulous sums to the
stars — let them pay the tax. The producer
is taking no chances. He knows how many
prints can be sold before he makes them,
and gets his money. The exchange wants
a deposit, and if they do not receive the
check in advance the film comes C. O. D.,
so he is taking no chance. The exhibitor
pays out his money before he gets the
goods. If the public does not respond
to the amount of the day's expense, who
pays the bill ? That has been my experience several days in the month of November. No man dare say to me, I am
not patriotic, but if there are laws passed
to tax me out of business, I cannot do
anything but quit, and I have several
thousand dollars invested too. But, when
the Smoke clears away and the smaller
town houses are gone, the producer will
not have to work so hard to furnish
enough productions, and I think that will
be a benefit to the business — when there
are not so many fine offices and so many
high salaried officials, and stars. Then the
exhibitor can make a living out of his
business.
I did not intend to write so much, but
when I see the space that is given to the
producer to air his side of the matter I
do not know when to stop.
a lot and
moreseeI would
to saybutI have
will wait
if this like
is printed
first. I have been in the game for ten
years and this is the first time I have tried
to say anything through J.theC. press'.
Flack,
La Grande theatre, Conneaut, Ohio.
Suggests Percentage System of Film Rentals
Dear Sir :
In the first place I want to say that your
editorials are always very interesting and
I have felt like answering them on several
occasions but always thought you were
better informed, and therefore felt that my
letter might be only a personal opinion.
Well, this letter is a personal opinion,
and I am writing it because your editorial
in the last issue of the News has made me
feel that you are a bit pessimistic. I cannot agree with you that the picture business may go to smash. I agree that there
will be great changes and am looking forward to the time when they will come.
In the coming year I believe that the men
who will be able to stay in the business
wil lbe the ones who know something about
the business. One of the biggest jokes in
this respect has been the salesman for the
exchanges. I have to meet the first salesman who knows what he is selling. Whenever one calls on me to use the service of
the exchange that he represents I ask him
whether he has seen a certain picture that
has been extensively advertised as a wonderful production by his exchainge. Invariably the answer is no, I have not
(Continued on page 4320)
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Educational and Peter Pan Not Connected
Former Makes Announcement Concerning Relations, and
States Films of the Latter Are Distributed Separately
all their pictures over to the Educational
THE Educational Films Corporation of
Films Corporation of America to place in
America last week made the followthe unsold territories.
ing announcement : " Neither Educational
nor any of its officers or stockholders
" All together the Peter Pan Company
have ever had any interest whatsoever
made eighteen Motoy comedies, which are
in the Peter Pan Film Corporation.
about five hundred feet each, and show
animated dolls acting some interesting
Neither has the Peter Pan Film Corporation nor any of its officers or stockholders
stories. These comedies are particularly
any interest whatsoever in the Educational
adapted for children's matinees, and also
Films Corporation of America.
appeal to the grown-ups as well.
" ' The Honeymooners,' taken in the
" Due to the fact that Mr. Allen, about
a year ago, was connected with the EduHawaiian Islands, as well as the two-reel
cational Films Corporation of America
picture showing the Plattsburg Training
for three months, this announcement is Camp, will be distributed by the Educamade to anticipate any erroneous idea
tional Films Corporation.
from that fact, and the fact that the Edu" None of these pictures produced by
cational Films Corporation of America
the Peter Pan Company will be released
distributed the Motoy comedies in the
on the regular Educational program.
State of New York for them.
They will be placed on the market through
exchanges other than those of the Educa" The Pater Pan Film Corporation, upon
deciding to discontinue business, has turned
tional Films Corporation."
Overland

Makes Announcement
to the Trade
Overland Film Company, in an announcement last week over the signature of S.
Krellberg, said in part :
" The Overland Film Company has no
connection of any kind, nature or description with Harry Berg or the Berg Productions and has never had. Harry Berg nor
the Berg Productions have no interest in
the Overland Film Company, and no one
is authorized to sign any contracts nor incur any obligations on behalf of Overland
except the owners and officials of the
same."
Second

Series of Italian Film
Released Shortly
It was announced from the offices of the
Fort Pitt Theatre Company, of Pittsburgh,
in the Times Building, last week, that the
second series of the official Italian war
films, which are said to show the terrific
fighting between the Italians and Austrians
on the Adige Plateau and the Piave
River, which will reach America some time
this week, will be released for the United
States between January and February 1.
The first series of official Italian war films,
known as " The Italian Battlef ront," caused
much interest in New York, Philadelphia,
Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, and other
cities.
William Moore Patch, president of the
Fort Pitt Theatre Company, arrived in
New York last week after an absence of a
fortnight, during which time he visited the
West and Middle West. Mr. Patch stated
that the demand for " The Italian Battlefront," west of the Mississippi, was extraordinary, and that people who thought
the West was apathetic toward the war, or
lukewarm in their enthusiasm for America's Allies, had another guess coming.
The one feature that is said to stamp the
official Italian war films with individuality
is that they are a combination of scenic
beauty and constant action. Mr. Patch
says this is especially true of the second
series which show the brave sons of Italy
performing prodigious feats of valor over
almost unsurpassable barriers.

Jones Corrects Impression Concerning aPicture
Aaron J. Jones, president of the Chicago
firm of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, is incensed over the continued announcements
by the exploiters of a film called " The
Birth of a Race," that they are to show
that picture at the Colonial theatre.
" I have written these parties and warned
them upon several occasions that they must
not use the name of the Colonial theatre
to sell stock in their company," says Mr.
Jones. " It is by holding the Colonial theatre engagement as a bait before the eyes
of prospective buyers that they are able to
continue their stock jobbing campaign. I
wish to state that the Colonial theatre is
now devoted to the spoken drama playing
the highest class of theatrical attractions,
and there is no thought of changing the
Colonial policy whatever. ' The Birth of
a Race ' will not be shown at this time or
at any future time in the Colonial theatre,
and I wish to take this means of correcting
a false impression which has been created
by the continued assertions of the promoters of this film."
Marion Arrives in Spain
According to a cablegram received at the
Kalem offices last week from the American Vice-Consul at Barcelona, Spain,
Francis E. Marion has safely arrived in
that port.
Mr. Marion, a member of the Foreign
Cinema Commission, of which George
Creel, through the Committee on Public
Information, is the head, left for Cuba, and
thence to Spain about two weeks ago.
He took with him a large supply of motion picture film, dealing with the work and
play of the American people. These pictures are to be projected before Spanish
and Italian audiences, with the view of acquainting these people with the ideals of
America in hopes that a friendlier relation can be established and maintained with
these nations.
It is believed that Mr. Marion will spend
some time at first, becoming acquainted
with Spanish conditions. After a visit in
the important cities of Spain he will embark for Italy.

Vol. 16. No. 25
Brooklyn
Exhibitors Answer
Distributor's Complaint
The exhibitors of Brooklyn and Long
Island were Monday of this week aroused
to a full realization of the possible embarrassment and uneasiness likely to ensue as
a result of a complaint last week by the
Distributors' Branch of the National
Association to Hon. Melville J. France,
United States Attorney, concerning the alleged boycott said to be impending in
Brooklyn, and which would cut the products of eleven distributors off from that
city. To forestall the probably injurious
effects caused by the publicity of the affair, the Brooklyn exhibitors issued on
Monday an announcement of which the
following is a part :
"The Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of Brooklyn and Long Island is
being charged by the combined and concerted action of the Distributors' Branch
of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry with a criminal offense.
Evidently the felony charged is of such
serious character as requires the employment of the most eminent counsel to represent them. Notwithstanding the usual
method of first presenting the case to the
authorities, it simultaneously gave such
complaint the widest publicity in the public
" The exhibitors of Brooklyn and Long
Island
press. do not intend to try the issues in
the public press, and therefore will welcome an investigation by the proper authorities provided that the complainants
will be put under oath, to ascertain the
real true facts, and the exhibitors will welcome at the proper time an opportunity5 to
present their side.
" Ex-Senator Harvey Hinman, of New
York, who was counsel for the New York
Legislative Investigation of the Motion
Picture Industry, will probably present the
exhibitors' side of this issue."
General Enterprises Denies Government Takes Building
General Enterprises, Inc., of New York,
in a letter last week to Motion Picture
News, intimates that the recent report from
Washington that the Government has requisitioned the Mather Building, now being
constructed in the Capital City for various
film exchanges, is premature.
The report concerning the taking over
of the building for Government purposes,
temporarily, came from a Washington correspondent, and was published in Motion
Picture News.
The letter from General Enterprises said,
in part : " Under the caption of ' Washington Worries Over Lack of Film Building.'
in your last week's issue there was a paragraph which stated that ' a prospective film
building on G street, near Ninth, in which
several of the exchanges had subscribed as
renters' has been taken by Uncle Sam for
executive or army and navy purposes.
" The only building of that description is
the Mather Building, which is now under
process of construction and which is being
built for the film exchanges in Washington. This company promoted this building and is handling the rentals for same,
and has already, as you state, leased space
to some of the exchanges.
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Eastman
Warns
Producers
of Impending
Film
Shortage
Government Advises Raw Film Manufacturers That Nitric Acid Is Needed for High Explosives —
Broulatour and Eastman Instruct Producers to Return Scrap Positive and Negative After Feb. 1
ANOTHER
bomb was dropped
into motion picture circles last
week when the news leaked into New
York from Rochester that the Eastman Kodak Company had been informed by the United States Government that a definite shortage of nitric
acid existed and that the manufacture
of motion picture film might have to
be curtailed.
Needed for T. N. T.
Nitric acid is one of the chief ingredients
used in making film ; and it is also one of
the basic chemicals employed in the production of Tri Nitro Toluol and other high
explosive powders of warfare in many of
which cellulose derivatives are also required.
That cellulose bases are also limited is
further intimated.
The rumor which was first traced through
Chicago by a Motion Picture News representative indicated that the Government's
Jong requisitioning arm might pluck away
the nitric acid and cellulose bases from the
eastern sources. This caused a temporary
flurry which was quieted by the reassurof Eastman's
tive,ancesJ. E.
Broulatour.New York representaBroulatour said that the situation was
•' serious but not fatal " ; that a nitric acid
shortage did exist, but that prompt measures of economy on the part of producers
would forestall radical methods by the Government requisitioners.
The following circular letter was sent out
last week by J. E. Broulatour and the Eastman home office to all producers :
Immediate Shortage Likely
" As there is likely to be an
shortage of ingredients enteringimmediate
into the
manufacture of motion picture film, the
Kodak Company is forced to take steps to
safeguard the industry against this possible
shortage.
" One important step
the Kodak
Company will immediatelywhich
take will be the
recalling of all old, unusable Positive and
Negative Film and wornout prints which is
usually disposed of as scrap. This material
can be handled by the company in such a
manner as to make it available for the
base of motion picture Positive Film.
Therefore, the Company has advised me
by letter that on and after February 1, 1918,
it will probably be necessary for all my
customers to return to the Kodak Company all the old Positive and Negative scrap
film that they have on hand and can accumulate before that date. The Kodak Company isvery anxious to have its customers
understand that this is a very vital matter
and that unless the fullest co-operation is
extended it may mean in the future the
curtailing of manufacture of motion picture film and the reduction of shipments to
customers.
New Film for Old
" The customers who send in the largest
quantity of old film in proportio
n to their
purchases will be the ones to get the largest
quantity of new film in case of shortage.

SANTA
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y jiroofs with his
ow
sleigh load of treats for good
boys and girls.
How can you reflect the
Christmas spirit in your
theatre?
Christmas music.
That's the answer!
Next week in the music department we will publish a list
of the latest, best, most
" Christmasy " music for your
orchestra leader to select from.
Give your patrons a real
treat. Help to distract their
tired minds for a few minutes
from the war. Take them back
to the good old Santa Claus
days!

Artcraft

Gets

Decision

" I trust you will appreciate the gravity
of the situation and will make every effort
to meet it by giving specific and positive
instructions that no more old film is to be
sold — notwithstanding prices that may be
offered to you. Specific shipping and packing directions will follow in due course."
Pathe Appoints Genet Inspector
Booker
Henry E. Genet has been appointed to
the position of inspector booker by J. A.
Berst, vice-president and general manager of Pathe Exchange. Through this
appointment he becomes an important
member of the sales organization.
Mollie King Helps Red Cross in
Brooklyn Benefits
Mollie King was given a hard task the
past week when she was placed in charge
and made personally responsible for the
seven benefit performances for the Red
Cross in seven Marcus Loew theatres in
Brooklyn last Friday morning, Red Cross
Day. The fact that every theatre was filled
for the performance, and that every ticket
was sold in each theatre, is due largely, no
doubt, to the untiring work of Miss King
to make the benefits a financial success.
in

Wm.

S. Hart

Case

Justice Goff Denies Application of New York Motion Picture Company for Injunction on " The Narrow Trail " Feature
in. The unique and extraordinary services
a recent decision
in tion
GOFF,
ICE the
JUST
denied
applica
of the New
alleged by the plaintiff are, as I have heretofore indicated, not such as would
York Motion Picture Company for an
justify the granting of a restraining order.
injunction pendente lite restraining ArtUpon these considerations I am constrained
craft Pictures Corporation from distributto deny the motion for an injunction
ing the first William S. Hart production
pendente lite and to order the temporary
entitled " The Narrow Trail," and vacated
stay granted in the order to show cause,
the temporary stay granted pending the
argument of the injunction.
Goff in ofhisallopinion
said submitted
: " Upon
an Judge
examination
the papers
Joe Brandt Again on the Job
vacated."
upon this motion, and the extensive
After an illness that came dangerously
briefs and arguments of counsel for both
has career, Joe Brandt resides, I am of the opinion that there is near ending
turned to his desk Monday morning, of
not such certainty or even probability of
this week, looking better than he has at
the plaintiff succeeding upon the trial of
any time during the past year. Four
this action as would warrant the granting
weeks ago the general manager of Uniof the relief sought herein. Nor is there
versal overdosed himself with calomel and
even any such preponderance of creditable
mercury poisoning resulted.
evidence as would justify the plaintiff's
assertion of ownership of the scenario
Ten days ago he had recovered sufficiently to be removed to a rest cure in
of
the
picture
"
The
Narrow
Trail,"
or
New Jersey, and there he completely reeven its assertion that its rival producing
cuperated. The fact that Mr. Brandt had
corporation induced the employes of plainreturned
to
work was noised around Montiff to leave its employment. The deday, and his principal occupation, since
fendant served in this action, Artcraft
then, has been receiving a stream of visPictures Corporation, is not reasonably
itors, who have been congratulating him
chargeable with any act of the William S.
upon his narrow escape from death.
Hart Production, Inc., so far as appears
by the evidence before me to justify the
You are not going to tear. The men who
restraint sought for before the determinaare need all the comforts you can give them.
tion of the issues in the action. The
Help them get cigarettes. Tlwt is your
claim of ownership by the plaintiff is
patriotic
duty. If you aren't helping in the
sufficiently refuted, and upon this claim
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
alone there appears to be no reasonable
a slacker!
ground for granting the relief sought here-
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Former Will Have Own Salesmen in Twenty-eight Exchanges
of the Latter — Does Away with Opening Up New Offices
IT was announced last week by W. W.
new " Motion Picture Plus," have been
•I Hodkinson and the General Film Comarranged with the Inter-Ocean Film Company. Announcement is also made that
pany that the former organization, recentthe Canadian rights to all the Paralta
ly formed and news of which has been
Plays have been sold to Globe Films, Ltd.,
published by Motion Picture News, will
of Toronto.
use the exchange organization of the latThere has been much talk of the advanter as the service end of its distributing
tages of exchange consolidation, but not
plans.
until the news of the Hodkinson move was
Under the arrangements made, the
Hodkinson Corporation will have its own
announced Friday, did the industry have
any visible sign of a tendency in this direcsalesmen in the twenty-eight General extion. The Hodkinson-General arrangechanges, where the actual shipping, inspection and other services will be handled.
ment, it is pointed out, is the first step in
The Hodkinson Corporation saves the cost
elimination of waste and the plan to return a share of the distribution profits to
of opening and operating offices, while the
the exhibitor which Mr. Hodkinson anGeneral, with its already equipped organinounced last week.
zation, isthrown at once into the field of
The General Film Company announces,
feature program distribution.
The first product to be handled by the
in co-operation with the Hodkinson Plan,
new channel will be the Paralta Plays,
that it is prepared to offer its exchange
to other national distributors, on
two of which, " A Man's Man," with J. afacilities
basis similar to that which it has now
"Warren Kerrigan, and "Madam Who?"
arranged with Mr. Hodkinson. As indiwith Bessie Barriscale, are ready for imcated in the announcement of General
mediate bookings through General Film
exchanges.
Film Company, a broad extension of the
In addition to the announcement of
Hodkinson plan of co-operation of such
elements as already exist in the business is
United States distribution, the W. W. Hodinvolved, an idea which has been Mr.
kinson Corporation also announced this
week that the world rights, exclusive of Hodkinson's motive for innumerable moves
in the past.
Canada, for all its product, including the

Associated Theatres Call Meeting Next
Stockholders Will Gather in Minneapolis on December 17
to Elect Directors and Look After Other Business on Hand
THE

first big meeting of stockholders
of the Associated Theatres, Inc., has
been called for Minneapolis on December
17, at the West Hotel, according to an announcement last week from Secretary T.
H. Hamlin, of Minneapolis.
The purpose is to elect a board of five
directors and adopt the franchise and information blanks after discussion, and
also make any corrections decided upon.
This is the organization of exhibitors
which incorporated October 16 for
$100,000 under Minnesota laws to operate
booking offices and film exchanges in
Minneapolis, Duluth, Milwaukee, La
Crosse, Sioux Falls, Aberdeen, Fargo and
Minot.
Six hundred theatres was the goal to
be reached before starting actual operations and according to General Manager Hamlin in a statement issued December 1, the five hundred mark has been
passed.
The present officers are : President, H.
L. Hartman, Mandan, N. D. ; vice-president, W. S. Smith, Menomonie, Wis. ;
chairman, C. W. Gates, Aberdeen, S. D. ;
treasurer, H. P. Greene, Minneapolis ;
secretary and general manager, T. H.
Hamlin, Minneapolis.
" Although our plan is a radical departure from the present expensive methods of marketing and distributing film,
supplies and equipment, we do not expect
to revolutionize the motion picture indus-

Week

try in a single day," declared Mr.
Hamlin.
" At the start we will not be able to
serve all our members all of the time,
but we can start serving part of our members all the time and all of our members
part of the time.
" In the meantime they will continue
dealing with the individual exchanges direct as under the present system. When
we have the film that each member desires for every day in the week at a price
which he feels he can individually afford
to pa}', then and only then will we be
able to serve the entire membership every
show.
" While this evolution is going on the
members have no dues or assessments to
pay so there can be no dissatisfaction.
" It is just eleven hundred miles across
our zone from Sheboygan, Wisconsin, to
Beach, North Dakota, and it is a losing
territory for the producers and distributors.
" We will either play film on a percentage or buy exclusive rights and pay
for our own prints. Associated Theatres,
Inc., is not in the business to make a cent
of profit from anybody. It is here to give
the best service to its members at the
very lowest cost.
" If there is very little film handled at
the start our overhead expenses will be
correspondingly low as they can be made
very slight," concluded Mr. Hamlin.
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The Reader Has His Say
(Continued from page 4317)
seen the picture but it is great. I have
been in business for the past twenty years
and I have learned that to sell goods I
must first know what I have to sell. This
should be applied to the motion picture
business as well as to any other business.
I am not writing this letter, however, to
find fault with existing conditions but to
offer suggestions. I agree with you that
amalgamation of picture interests is not the
thing that will overcome the present crisis.
Here is a plan that will overcome all difficulties and will mean money for all concerned in the business. The war tax on
tickets will be a proof to all exchanges
of the amount of business done by each
exhibitor. Why not have exchanges charge
film rental according to war tax paid? As
an illustration : I paid for the month of
November $48.07 war tax. Now I am
willing to pay the exchange that serves me
just double the war tax for service during the month of December. In January
I would pay double my December war tax
for film rental, etc. I have figured over
this and find that this is the proportion
that can be paid by any exhibitor and still
keep him on the safe side. I have often
wondered why some exchange had not
offered its picture on the percentage basis
and whenever I asked an exchange about
it I found that there were too many
crooks in the business and that they could
not trust them to make correct returns.
Now with the war tax going the returns
must be correct, and I believe that the exchange who will offer the pictures according to business done will get the business
in the future. I could write a whole lot
more about this scheme but feel that this
letter is getting too lengthy. I might mention that the above is figured on an eightreel program, and in my case it means
about 33H per cent of my receipts for
film rental. This is all that any exhibitor
can afford to pay. This scheme may not
appeal to you but I feel that it is the best
that can be offered. If you want me to
elaborate on it write and I will do so.
You need not answer this letter, however,
as I amtion. simply
writing
to offer
a suggesNot because
I think
I know
it all
but because I know that if I want to stay
in business under the present condition?
the exchanges and producers must get their
share of the money as well as I.
If I pay the exchange one-third of my receipts, and if all other exhibitors would do
the same, I feel that we all could make a
comfortable living. On the other hand, the j
pictures that draw would pay the biggest
rental. This, I think, is the first thing that
should be done. I am paying the same
price for a rotten picture as I would pay
for the best picture made. This is because
exchanges are anxious for business and do
not care how they get it. If the percentage
basis could be put into operation the producer would soon realize that the best paying picture is the one that gets the money.
I offered a suggestion to Mr. Hebrew, of
the Vitagraph Exchange of Philadelphia
the other day, and I hope he will take it up
with his company. It was this. Why not
make good serial pictures of eight and not
more than ten episodes in length? I am
sure that the exchange that will get out
the first serial of the length will be able to
rent it to all the theatres, provided, of
course, that the action is sustained in the
ten episodes. I find that my patrons tire
of serials as soon as they have seen the
tenth episode, and I think the best plan
would be to have ten episodes of one serial
and then start another. Think this over,.
(Continued on page 4322)
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Amusement
Managers'
Association
Meets
in Dallas
Promises to Put Entire Resources into an Organization That Will Combine Exhibitors'
League and Exhibitors' Association — Names
Men to Go to Washington Convention

IF the M. P. E. L. of A. and the A.
E. A. will amalgamate, eliminate
dissension and fight shoulder to
shoulder for the common good in this
critical period of the motion picture,
Texas, the largest State in the Union,
will throw its entire motion picture
influence into this combined body.
A resolution to this effect, with
unanimous sentiment favoring the
A. E. A. and its policies, and a denouncement ofLee Ochs, president of
the M. P. E. L., who was declared in
open meeting to have been " influenced by the manufacturers rather
than the exhibitors," featured the
semi-annual convention of the Texas
Amusement Managers' Association,
held in Dallas, December 3 and 4.
Two Washington Delegates
The appointment of two representatives
to go to Washington to help in the tax
fight, a discussion of ways and means of
tiding the small theatres over in this crisis,
and the resignation of President E. H. Hulsey were other important features of the
convention.
P. C. Levy, of Fort W orth, and Hirschel

P. C Levy
Stuart, a Hulsey manager, were the delegates selected.
San Antonio will be the next place of
meeting, and the dates will be either April
15-16 or 22-23 of next year.
A resolution to join an amalgamated body
composed of the A. E. A. and the M. P.
E. L., and to stay independent as heretofore
in case such a thing could never happen,
was suggested by President Hulsey. This
brought E. L. Engelbrecht, of Temple, Tex.,
to his feet.
" There isn't a chance on earth for these
two
to get together," Mr. Englebrechtbodies
exclaimed.

" They will at Washington," replied President Hulsey. " Like competitive exhibitors
in a small town, facing ruin because of
taxes and high film rentals, eventually they
will be brought together. The mere fact
that Texas will join this body if they go
together,
oughtproviding
to have that
a little
A motion
the influence."
secretary
write the heads of both organizations that
Texas is willing to come into a combined
body brought J. T. Hatch, of the Wonderland theatre, Kaufman, Tex., to his feet.
"I will not favor having anything to "do
with Lee Ochs' organization," fairly
shouted Mr. Hatch, " because I believe
Ochs has been influenced by the manufacturers rather than by the exhibitors." Several exhibitors shouted that they would resign from an organization which Ochs
would head. The motion passed, and reel
and admission tax talk followed.
Reel Tax Discussed
A number of exhibitors believed that the
fifteen cents a reel tax was equitable. No
two, however, had exactly the same ideas
about the admission tax. Some contended
that the tax should be figured ten per cent
on gross business, without the worry of
pennies, but this idea was knocked in the
head when it was explained that the latter
method was the only way of collecting it
from the public, who the Government intended .should pay.
Endeavoring to explain the whys and
wherefores of the -manufacturers' tax of
fifteen cents, and that the exchanges figured
fifty bookings to a reel, President Hulsey
was interrupted by Henry Meyer, of Tyler,
Tex., who created the first hearty laugh
of the convention when he said, " some I
get have hibitor
beenwanted
runto150know
times."
Another
whether
or exnot
" the exchanges added five or six cents for
bookkeeping." Another Texas showman
brought up the point that most reels he
received were only about 850 or 9C0 feet in
length,
and this further complicated matters.
The consensus of opinion was that the
fifteen-cent tax was fair and equitable. At
any rate, the opinion was sufficiently divided to render a vote on the proposition
well nigh impossible, according to President
Hulsey, who ruled that a vote not favoring
the tax would be used to too much advantage by the companies now absorbing
the manufacturers' tax.
Mr. Hulsey, who owns a number of theatres in Texas, said he favored a ten per
cent gross admission tax, all tickets included, but, on the other hand, Mr. Hulsey
said, this scheme had its disadvantageous
points, inasmuch as on a fifteen cent ticket,
for example, raised from ten cents, the exhibitor paid a tax figuring about thirteen
and one-third per cent.
Opinion Divided
Opinion was divided as to the five cent
shows, one exhibitor contending that they
should not have escaped the tax, while another said additional taxation on theatres

Hirschel Stuart
of this variety would mean closing of doors.
A Texas showman claimed that his patrons
paid the war tax with a smile, and that he
had installed a Red Cross box next to the
cashier's window which was always well
filled with pennies. On motion of one
pictureman, a vote was taken on those who
had raised the price of admission five cents
and were paying the admission tax, and on
those who were collecting the pennies. It
was ascertained that exhibitors who had
raised admission prices and absorbed the
tax predominated by a ratio of ten to four.
Treasurer Levy read the report for the
last quarter, and it showed the organization
to be in a healthy financial condition. President Hulsey then announced that two
months ago he had mailed his resignation
to the executive committee. No action was
taken on this, however, and Mr. Hulsey will
remain president until the San Antonio
meeting. This action was taken by Mr.
Hulsey because of pressing business cares.
Selection of dates and city for the annual meeting in July was laid over until
the San Antonio meeting in April. It is
planned to have the San Antonio meeting
occur during the week that city has on
its Flower Fiesta, an annual event bringing thousands of visitors. A resolution was
passed requiring every member to attend
the annual meeting or have his representative there, the penalty being a fine of $7.50.
Business Over Quickly
The convention practically finished its
business the first day, and the second-day
affair was in the nature of a social session.
Discussion developed that there was a need
in Texas of a school in which to train
moving picture operators. This idea is being worked out by President Hulsey.
The usual " after convention " sessions
were held. On the first night the General
Film Company and its manager, Frank E.
Garner, played host to a number of Texas
showmen at its spacious building in Commerce street, Ned Depinet, manager of
the Consolidated Film and Supply Company, packed exhibitors in his car for a
ride around the city. All exchanges report
that the exhibitors were in a buying mood.
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O you remember the amazement that you experienced the first time you ever went to
theMaybe
" movies
you "?saw that old epoch-making picture,
" The Great Train Robbery."
Wasn't it simply marvelous?
Or was it?
Really, didn't you grow a little more critical as
time terwent
Didn't
you begin
betpictures,on?
better
settings,
betterdemanding
actors?
A couple of years ago — not much longer — a
" film magnate " recruited his Wild West company by buttonholing the first half-dozen or
so men he met outside his office door on Broadway. He took them across the river to the wilds
of New Jersey and — " shot the piece." But you
soon saw through that subterfuge — that thin imitation. You demanded realism, real scenery, real
cowboys, and real actors.
The film magnate scratched his head, obeyed
your royal demands and bought ranches, mobilized cowboys by the hundreds, and hired Broadway's best talent right under the nose of protesting theatrical managers.
Prices? They simply had to go up
And then along came the war. Up went the
prices a few more notches.
Chemicals used in films are also used in war.
That item alone meant an enormous increase.
And actors have to eat! Eggs and meat and
bread and butter cost them more now, just as
they cost you more.
It costs over 200 per cent more to put the pictures on the screen in this theatre than it did
three years — two years ago. And every point
of the picture industry is bearing a heavy tax.
We are fighting hard, and we feel that you are
standing with us. We simply want you to realize
that—
We

aiiiiinmmmininipM

Are

Doing

Our

(Signed)
Quinton
D. Herman,
Herman's
Playhouse.
Katztown, Pa.

Admission Tax Receip
Makests Big Cut in His

Boosts
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Editor, Motion Picture Xews.
Dear Sir: I am a small town theatre
man, in a village that has almost three hundred plus a few children.
is a poor
town and can only show once Ita week
that
being Saturday -night. My admission is ten
and twenty-five cents, which I must get
(and which I did get cheerfully) to make
a fair profit
The first night the admission tax went
into effect my business dropped an even
twelve dollars. They were aware of the
tax, and the price was twenty-eight cents,
and the majority stayed away rather than
pay the extra three cents.
And it has been that way ever since. I
ran the " Honor System " and I didn't have
the nerve to charge thirty-nine cents, but
charged them thirty-five cents and the Government got my personal check instead of
It public's.
makes me laugh to read the advice to
the
all exhibitors
to raise their prices. The
public won't stand for it. A nearby exhibitor raised his prices five cents, including the tax, and you should have heard
the howl that went up.
The whole trouble is that the exchanges
and leading mucky-mucks have an idea that
the country house is in the class with the
city house. We can't run from twelve to
eleven as they do and oh, boy, if it storms
that Saturday night we are lucky to take
in enough to pay the janitor.
Let the United States tax the country
house five per cent, like the state tax is
cut fifty per cent, in towns of five thousand
or less.
Yours very truly,
Robert E. Jennings.
Croton Falls, New York.

I
§

'Our Bo js in France Tobacco Fund "

1

|
|

|
|
Mary Pickford is the first and, so far,
| the only star to give support to the to| bacco fund. The boys in the trenches ap!,= predate it.
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Eleven
Distributors
File Complaint
in Alleged
Boycott
Difficulty in Brooklyn Was Caused, It Is Said, by War Revenue Act Which Imposes Footage
Tax on All Film — Fox and Vitagraph Were
to Be the First Distributors Affected

COMPLAINT has been filed with
Hon. Melville J. France, U. S.
Attorney for the Eastern District, it
became known last week, by eleven
motion picture distributors through
their attorneys, Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, regarding a boycott
which the Associated Motion Picture
Exhibitors of Brooklyn are alleged to
have threatened.
It is claimed in an announcement
from the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry that the
Brooklyn association proposed to put
into immediate effect a boycott
against the Fox Film Corporation and
Vitagraph, and later to follow it up
against Artcraft, Goldwyn, International, Paramount, Pathe, Select, Universal, World and Metro.
The complaint is said to set forth
that the Sherman Act is being violated.
Footage Tax Is the Cause
Concerning the nature of the misunderstanding, the announcement of the National
Association reads : " The matter has been
precipitated by the War Revenue Act of
Congress of Oct. 4, 1917, in which a tax
of of a cent per linear foot is imposed
on films. To meet this heavy tax, certain
distributors determined to add to the rental
charge of the reel (which rental charge
ranges from $1 to $100 per day), a charge
of fifteen cents per day per reel. The
Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of
Brooklyn take exception to this, and although the patrons of theatres pay the
ticket war tax the members of this association object to pay any of the film footage tax, thereby attempting to divide the
war tax between the distributor and the
public — the exhibitor paying no share of it
at all."
The complaint filed with Hon. Melville
J. France by the attorneys, says, in part :
" We are directed by certain distributors
of motion picture films to complain to you
in regard to a boycott which the members
of an organization known as the Associated
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Brooklyn are
threatening to put into immediate effect
against two of the distributors with the
purpose of subsequently using a similar
boycott against the other distributors, in
order that by concerted action and the unlawful means of a boycott they may coerce
the distributors to their ends.
Delves Into Tax
" The two distributors against whom the
boycott it about to be instituted are : Fox
Film Corporaion and Vitagraph Company
of America.
" In this letter we shall give you the
salient facts, and we shall be pleased to
amplify this statement in a personal interview at your convenience.
" The concerns above named are engaged
in interstate commerce in distributing mo-

tion picture films throughout the United
States, the total business aggregating many
millions of dollars annually. That this is
an interstate business within the Sherman
Act has been held by the Court in United
States vs. Motion Picture Patents Company (225 Fed. 800).
" By the War Revenue Act of October
4, 1917, Congress imposed three taxes affecting the motion picture business, namely,
(1) a tax of one-quarter of a cent per
linear foot on film which has not been exposed; (2) a tax of one-half a cent per
linear foot on film containing a picture,
and (3) a tax on admissions to theatres.
" The tax upon admissions, as the exhib-

FROM

THE

FIELD
More Hot Shots from the
Center of Things
featuie article last
n "
itteD,
by two
week,ARwrTE
our
HE
DOWNsma
ll, hard-working exhibitors in the field will be folby other down-to-bedlowed
rock articles, in which spades
are called spades and treating
cifs.ically of interesting conspe
dition

Mind you — no "Times Square
Dream - the
Stuff,"
but sincere,
outfrom
- heart
informative
articles.
We're going to have all sorts
of treats for you this winter.
Remember that this is your
clubroom where you can meet
and talk things over to your
heart's content. Whatever you
do — don't miss a copy!
itors have arranged, is paid by the patron
of the theatre when he purchases his ticket.
" In order to determine how to apportion the tax of three-quarters of a cent per
linear foot on films, an exhaustive examination of the subject was made by Price,
Waterhouse & Company at the request of
some of the distributors. As a result of
their examination, certain of the distributors determined to add to the rental character for a reel (which charge ranges from
$1 to $100 per day, according to the character of the subject and the reputation of
the actor), a charge of fifteen cents a day
per reel (each reel comprising approximately 1,000 feet) on the assumption that
the average life of a reel is fifty days.
In this manner something less than the
amount of the tax will be collected by the
distributors.
Vitagraph Canceled
" On November 19, William Brandt, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of Brooklyn, called on the telephone
one of the principal officers of the Vita-

graph Company and requested a conf erencer
stating that the exhibitors of Brooklyn had
selected the Vitagraph Company for their
cancellations, and that cancellations from
exhibitors all over Brooklyn had been
placed in the hands of the Committee of
Fifteen, to be served on the Vitagraph Company, and that such cancellations meant
that the Vitagraph Company would be shut
out of Brooklyn. Similarly the officers of
the said Brooklyn exhibitors association and
the Committee of Fifteen have waited upon
the officers of the Fox Film Corporation
and have stated to them that they have
obtained signatures from practically all, if
not all, of the customers in Brooklyn of
the Fox Film Corporation, consenting to
and authorizing cancellations, to be made
by the Committee of Fifteen of their contracts with the Fox Film Corporation,
which cancellations, if effected, would destroy the business of the Fox Film Corporation in Brooklyn.
" These announcements have been made
in the form of threats and with the declaration of an intent to bring about concerted
action on the part .of all the exhibitors and
customers of the Vitagraph Company and
the Fox Film Corporation, in order by their
united action to destroy the. business in
Brooklyn of those corporations.
" We have advised our clients that such
concerted action is in violation of law and
is a conspiracy in restraint of interstate
trade, and accordingly our clients have considered ittheir duty to direct us to present
the matter to you for your consideration,
with a request that you inquire into the
matter, by grand jury proceedings or otherwise as may seem to you advisable.
" It has been stated by the officers of the
Brooklyn Exhibitors Association and by the
members of the Committee of Fifteen, at
the conference above referred to, that the
singling out of the two corporations named
is but one step in a plan which is directed
against all of the distributors. For the
reason that they are all equally affected by
the scope of this combination and boycott,
all of them join in this complaint."
Government

Again Thanks Industry for Good Work
The Government again has officially
thanked the motion picture industry for
the work done through the National Association in connection with the war.
J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe, who was appointed by
the National Association as chairman of
the Motion Picture Aircraft Division, has
received the following letter : " Your
prompt and complete reply in regard to
the directors and cameramen is greatly
appreciated. Also please accept the
thanks of this office for the splendid cooperation and work in connection with
the
recruiting Moving Picture Weekly
showing.
" By direction of the Chief Signal Officer.
(Signed) E. Z. Steever, Major, Signal'
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Rowland
Asserts Distribution Needs a Change
Favors Centralized System with Quartet of Releasing Concerns Circulating the Prints — Would Reduce the Overhead
THE chief trouble of the motion picture
ing houses, and it makes no difference
business at the present time, accord
whether the number be three, or four or
five so long as they are a few, whereby
ing to Richard A. Rowland, president of
each manufacturer shall retain his identhe Metro Pictures Corporation, is the systity and place his goods through these
tem of distribution. While being distinctclearing houses to the exhibitor. The
ly opposed to any amalgamation, monopoly
manufacturer, in the last analysis, must be
or trust, Mr. Rowland favors a centralization of distribution with four or five big content to depend upon the merit of his
attractions for his profits.
releasing concerns each independent of the
other through which all manufacturers
I " Under the present system, the overhead
charges on distribution are such that it is
shall distribute their pictures. Mr. Rownecessary for a concern to make at least
land believes that a monopoly in the picture business is an impossibility, as well
one feature picture a week. As a result,
there is a production without reference to
as being undesirable, but that the trereal show value, and it would be better
mendous overhead — now the bane of the
industry — can be materially reduced if if fewer pictures were made in order that
time and care could be given, so that each
five big clearing house organizations or
less are put into operation.
production would be a box office attraction.
This lower production rate would only be
"There is room, all kinds of room, for
possible by clearing house or centralized
improvement of distribution in the mosystem of distribution. Each manufaction picture industry," said Mr. Rowland.
turer could have a man in the office of
" We do not want an amalgamation, a
monopoly or a trust, because such a thing
the clearing house through which his
product is distributed, to look after his
as well as being undesirable, could not surinterests and to see that his product was
vive in the motion picture industry. What
we do want is a sale system through cleargiven proper attention."
Liberty Film Incorporates With Exhibitors
Independent Exchange Intends to Try Out Plan of Buying
and Renting Film in Collaboration with Mid-West Manager?
United States. We will affiliate with them.
THE Liberty Film Renting Company, an
independent exchange of Pittsburgh,
We will purchase and pay cash for bookof which Mayer Silverman is manager, last
ings for our exhibitors. The central office
week announced its intention of launching
will distribute this service."
a plan to incorporate its holdings with the
exhibitors of western Pennsylvania and
Pathe Distributes Bonus to
West Virginia for the purpose of buying
Number of Sales Force
and selling film.
Pathe, it became known last week, has
In a letter to exhibitors, Mr. Silverman
distributed another bonus to a large numsaid : " Time has shown that the selling
cost of film service which is wasteful must
ber of the sales force. This, it is understood, isfor the September-October period.
be eliminated, with sixty to seventy exhibAmong those who earned the extra coin
itors directly interested in their own product and a reasonable advance for selling
are L. E. Kennedv, A. M. Holah, W. W.
cost. Productions that are out of reach of Kofeldt, R. Junet, C. W. Perry. G. W.
Fuller, L. A. Sheridan, R. V. Anderson,
the exchange and the exhibitors can be purG. L. Hanes, B. H. Bogart. C. D. Hammer.
chased and to the exhibitor at a much lower figure than if the exchange is compelled
D. C. Stearns, E. A. Helouis, L. A. Samuelson, G. Laundra, J. B. Dumestre, J.
to send representatives on the road : InSievers, J. Fontaine, M. Come, L. Adler,
stead of one copy of a subject being secured
W. J. Busch, T. F. Holden, E. E. Heller,
we will purchase two copies. One copy can
he used among other theatres, not members.
J. F. Toner.
" This company has a contract for single
reels, owns a fifty per cent, interest in ' The
Universal Takes More Steps to
Submarine Eye,' two copies ; owns the LilHelp Government
lian Walker in ' Gold or Lust of the Ages,'
thirty-three Art Dramas, owns a number of
The Universal Film Manufacturing Company, through its world-wide organizanew state rights subjects; 'The Mutt and
tion, will enter largely into the purchase
Jeff ' cartoon comedies, now buying two
and distribution of War Savings Certifiprints ; the Christie Comedies in its thirtyseventh week and a large stock of new and
cates and Thrift Stamps that have been
run state rights subjects, and has received
put into circulation during the past week
three and has contracted for sixteen twoto raise $2,000,000,000 through the savings
reel William S. Hart reissues. Contracts
of the people. Universal took a quarter
are now pending for additional subjects.
of a million in the first Liberty Loan and
sold the bonds on weekly payment plan
" We propose to incorporate for $70,000,
Mayer Silverman retaining $10,000 worth
to its employes. In its move to promote
of stock. Deposit $15,000 in the treasury to the War Savings Certificates, every empurchase subjects that become available.
ploye will be invited to participate, and
With about sixty exhibitors we can purUniversal's Accounting Department will
chase for our company any subject made.
propose that every bill it pays for merchandise, supplies and other business ob" The western Pennsylvania and West
ligations shall be partially accounted for
Virginia exhibitors' circuit will be folin Thrift Stamps or Certificates.
lowed by new circuits in all parts of the
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New

Corporations

A 1. 1ST oftions innew
picture
the motion
States of
New corporaJersey,
Virginia and New York for the week
ending December 8 as furnished from the
records of the Corporation Trust Company, 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City,
X. J., is as follows :
METROPOLITAN
AMUSEMENT CO.—
Amusement enterprises, incorporated for $100,000,
at Camden.
Francis
J.
Smith, William S. C.
NEW A. JERSEYRoray and Charles
Cogan, of 509 Federal
street, Camden, N. J., are the incorporators.
NEW YORK
MOVETTE, INCORPORATED.— To manage
moving picture cameras and projectors ; incorporated for $1,250,000, at Rochester. Asher P.
Whipple, William F. Strang and Cornelius R.
Wright, all of Rochester, are the incorporators.
STERLING PICTURES CORPORATION.—
To manufacture motion pictures; incorporated
for $100,000, at Manhattan. H. R. Ebenstein,
New York, Ada Beck, 135 West Thirty-seventh
street, New York City, and A. F. Beck, New
York, are the incorporators.
VIRGINIA
THE CATHOLIC ART ASSOCIATION, INCORPORATED.— For the purpose of taking and
producing motion pictures, photographs, or other
pictures of public or private events and occurrences, and of scenes, acts, plays, etc. ; incorporated for $1,000,000, at Richmond. Arthur W.
Britton, George C. Reilly and Samuel B. Howard,
all of New York, are the incorporators.
" Johnnie " ^ aters Leaves Yorke
to Join the Colors
Yorke Metro this week contributed another of its forces to the service of
Uncle Sam when " Johnnie " Waters,
assistant director in Harold Lockwood's
company, left the organization at its location in New Hampshire, where the
exterior scenes of Mr. Lockwood's forthcoming Metro wonder play, " The Avenging Trail,"
are being
under totheXew
direction of Francis
Ford,made
to return
York, where he was ordered to report
for military service on December 7.
Members of the company gathered a
little fund for their departing co-worker
and presented
him as a smoke contribution beforeitheto left.
Mr. Waters is the tenth member of the
Yorke-Metro company to be called to the
colors since the beginning of the war.
Raymond Cavanagh and Burton
Rice Open Office?
Raymond Cavanagh and Burton Rice,
it was announced last week, have opened
offices at 2005 Times Building, Xew York,
for the purpose of carrying on a representative advertising business, in all its
branches. It is understood the new concern will be one of the most complete and
industry.
thorough, from every" viewpoint, in the
Mr. Cavanagh was connected with the
advertising management of Universal for
three years, and his experience in this line
covers a period, prior to that, of several
Burton Rice is best remembered for his
Bluebird inserts which have been admitted
years.
ing.
throughout the trade to be among the best
in the way of artistic designing and printIn addition to the two heads of the concern, a staff of artists will be maintained
under the direction of Rice.
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Exhibitors Plan Fight
on Censorship
Maryland exhibitors are preparing for
a rigid fight against state censorship of
motion pictures and every effort will be
made to repeal the act providing for a
state board of censors in the next Maryland Legislature, which convenes at Annapolis in January.
The fight, in fact, has already begun.
A series of slides telling the public of the
disadvantages of censorship under state
control are now being thrown on the
screens of the various motion picture theatres. This is being done with a view to
educating the public and arousing sentiment against the present method of governing the kind of pictures- to be shown in
Maryland. All of the Maryland newspapers will be asked to support the move
of the exhibitors in this fight, and from
present indications the press is heartily
in favor of the movement.

At Last Someone Explains Regarding the Footage Tax
The Cleveland correspondent of Motion Picture News this week contributes
what is probably the first explanation offered regarding the footage tax, insofar
as the distributors are concerned.
The motion picture exhibitor has been
quite prolific as well as vehement lately,
in stating his reasons for objecting to the
footage tax. His chief objection is based
on the ground that the manufacturer is
making money on this tax. So far, the exchanges have said little in the way of explanation or retaliation. When Mr. Berst
was in Cleveland he said he thought it was
a mistake on the part of the manufacturers, not to have explained the methods
by which they had arrived at 15 cents as
a just tax, but he did not explain it. However, a local exchange man did state his
side of the case recently, in an interview,
and his explanation might bring to light
some facts that the average exhibitor either
doesn't
know, or knowing, doesn't take
into
consideration.
" The exhibitor's pet argument,'' hisaid, " is that a picture has one hundred,
or one hundred and fifty runs, and makes
all the way from $15 to $30 for the exchanges, inexcess of the tax imposed upon
him (the exhibitor). He is fully informed
about the pictures that have long runs, but
he doesn't take into consideration that
some films run five days, and are ruined by
abuse at the hands of an operator ; or some
films run ten times, and are so scratched
that we have to send them back to the
junk heap. He forgets that the manufacturer uses thousands of feet of film in
making a picture, that are not included in
the picture when it is put on the market.
The manufacturer pays a tax on all these
films, no matter how few times they are
run. The average exhibitor fails to realize that this brings our runs down to an
average of fifty times as a maximum. Now
fifty is a long way from 100 or 150. And
it is upon the actual amount of film used,
whether profitably to the manufacturer, or
not, that the 15 cent per reel tax was
based."
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Edel Takes Stand in Favor of the Tax
Managing Director of Strand Endorses Increase in Admission
Prices, with Better Entertainment Provided for General Publicadmission prices in the mind of the patron.
CONTRARY to the usual cry of the exSuch an improvement does not necessarily
hibitor throughout the country, Harmean the extra expenditure of money, but
old Edel, managing director of the Strand
theatre, New York, last week stated that it it does mean extra effort on the part of the
manager in the presentation of his show.
is up to the exhibitor to pay the extra war
tax, or rather, it is up to the exhibitor to
Such things as a rearrangement of the orcollect it for Uncle Sam.
chestra, new ideas in lighting, little novelty
bits
and
new ideas in the manner of pre" The trouble is," said Mr. Edel, " that
senting a show and many other things
most exhibitors have been in the habit of
which will not appear on the weekly extrying to give too much for a very small
pense sheet will add materially toward
admission price. Since the tax went into
maintaining the weekly receipts.
effect, the Strand theatre has not shown
" In other words, with the increase in
any decrease in returns at the box office.
The mere announcement that admission
prices, the exhibitor must show something
for it and must more than ever depend
upon his showmanship in order to make
money. The business of eliminating all unnecessary expense and using his weekly apSMOKE
NIGHT
propriation inthe channels which will do
A Hint From New Orleans
him the most good is now more important
than ever. Now is the time to study his
theatre and its every feature. Each week
r
Manage
of
the
New
DS, JR.,
he must give his audiences something new,
RIsCHARnch
EV..
ean
Orl
bra
of the
something different, and he must give it to
First National Exhibitthem in a new and different way. The ext, has written us the
Circui
ors'
hibitor who realizes that the success of his
following letter through hi3
manager, C. J. Briant.
theatre means more than merely throwing
a film on the screen, no matter how good it
"At Mr. Richards's request
we have written to all imis ; the manager who appreciates the value
portant exhibitors throughout
of good advertising and exploitation, who
this territory requesting them
knows his organization and his public and
who has the proper amount of initiative,
to put on a ' SMOKE NIGHT '
for the ' Our Boys in France
will find that his weekly receipts will not
be less on account of an increase in admisFund.' " was inspired
Tobacco
This suggestion
sion prices.
by the recent Thanksgiving
week drive for the smoke fund.
" As in the case of every other article, it
is up to the public to ultimately pay the tax
Are you going to help?
on films. It is usually up to the retailer to
Consistent
patriots are
wanted.
collect the tax. The exhibitor in the film
industry is the retailer and, therefore, he is
the agent who should collect the tax for the
Government. A proper explanation of the
prices will be raised, commencing with a
exhibitor's position in the matter, to the
certain date on account of the war, will not
public, to gether with an improvement in
be sufficient to many patrons who are accusthe merit of his entertainment, without extomed to a certain show for a certain price.
ceeding the usual monetary expenditures,
as mentioned above, will solve the problem,
An improvement in the entertainment offered, however, will justify an advance in as evidenced in the case -of the Strand."
Cleveland Exhibitors Decide to Keep Up Fight
Committee Is Appointed to Attend Washington Convention in
Hopes of Touching Congress — Find Encouragement in Defeat
ment from the judge to continue the fight,
of CleveTHE motion
fight. They are
going toexhibitors
land are picture
but along other lines. Just what procedure will be taken is left to the discretion
going ' to fight everybody and everything that stands in the way of their
and judgment of the counsellors who are
making a livelihood.
defending the exhibitors.
In the meantime, the convention in
At the Exhibitors' League meeting last
Washington is called for the purpose of
Tuesday, they definitely decided to continue their efforts to restrain the exinfluencing Congress in favor of the motion picture industry. In order that the
changes from charging them a fifteen-cent
war tax for every film used. They also
problem now confronting the exhibitor be
properly placed before the committee in
appointed a committee to attend the convention to be held in Washington on 11, charge of such legislation, the organiza12 and 13 of this month, for the purpose of
tion appointed Sam Bullock and. W. J.
influencing Congress to repeal the war tax
Slimm to attend the convention as repreon films.
sentatives of the league. The feeling
While the dismissal of the injunction
exists that, without the exhibitors to make
suit against the exchanges by Judge
known their side of the question, the manuPhillips week before last was a decision
facturers will have no incentive for pushapparently in favor of the exchanges, the
ing a repeal of the tax and matters would
remain just as they are now.
exhibitors received sufficient encourage-
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" Exhibitors
Optimistic"
Reports
Exchange
Branch Managers
of Hoffman-Foursquare
Exchanges
Write
That Exhibitors Are Optimistic Concerning Outlook
REPORTS received by M. H. Hoffman,
Inc., from branch managers throughout the country, indicate that exhibitors are
entertaining an optimistic viewpoint concerning the business. Among the representatives ofthe Hoffman-Foursquare Exchanges, who have expressed the sentiment
of the exhibitors in their respective territories are Hy Gainsborg, manager of the
New York exchange, who writes Pierre
Key of the Hoffman organization as follows :
Hy Gainsborg, manager New York
Foursquare exchange : " Our contracts
would appear to be the best evidence that
exhibitors will always book good pictures
when they can be had at right prices. I
am sure that our contracts for the next six
months will materially surpass those of the
past half year."
Samuel Rubenstein, manager Boston exchange :" New England exhibitors are not
pessimistic. They are having splendid patronage and do not hesitate to book any
picture they feel supplies the demand of
their patrons."
A. G. Buck, manger Philadelphia exchange :" Philadelphia will do its full share,
and the industry need have no apprehensions concerning bookings of pictures that
have merit."
T. C. Bronstetter, manager Pittsburgh
exchange : " I am so enthusiastic over the
progress
of exhibitors
our productwere
that not
I haven't
noticed that
optimistic
over the future."

NEWS

Men

Harry Marsey, manager Buffalo Foursquare
: " The
will ex-in
perienceexchange
the greatest
era industry
of prosperity
itsG.history."
W. Erdmann, manager Cleveland
Foursquare exchange : " There is a strong
undertone which is most encouraging."
Paul E. Krieger, manager Cincinnati
Foursquare exchange : " Personally I can
only say that our own business shows a
steady increase. As for prospects, they are
bright. An optimistic attitude is beginning
to show among exhibitors in this part of
theGeorge
country."
Weeks, manager Detroit Foursquare exchange : " Hoffman-Foursquare
pictures are progressing so nicely that perhaps I haven't noticed any feeling among
exhibitors that hasn't been optimistic."
Frank J. Flaherty, manager Chicago
Foursquare exchange : " Business improving
Sidney
every
day."J. Baker, manager St. Louis
Kansas City : " Continue giving us as
pictures as you have and nothing but
prospects, as well as present business,

and
fine
fine
will

J. J. Unger, Toronto, head Metro Film
Service
prevail." and Foursquare exchange : " Our
business is exceptional in every respect."
M. C. Hughes, manager Montreal exchange : " W.
Business
is great."
Charles
Harden,
manager Atlanta
Foursquare exchange : "Exhibitors down
here are doing well and expect to continue
to do so."

Blackton
Shows
House"
to Friends
Producer
Expresses "Judgment
Himself as Highly Pleased
with Comments
Referring to His Paramount Picture — No Release Plan Stated
■uHTHE
JUDGMENT
HOUSE," J. Penryn Stanlaws, Florence Turner, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Russell, James L. Breese, Mr.
■I Stuart Blackton's first Paramount
and Mrs. Howard Bridge, Mme. Nazimova,
feature, was shown privately on Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richman, Antonio
evening, December 3, to an invited audiMoreno, Admiral Charles Sigsbee, Mr. and
ence composed of the producer's friends
Mrs. Oliver Harriman, Hamlin Garland,
at the Hotel Des Artistes, 1 West Sixtyseventh street, New York. Mr. Blackton
Paul Doucet, David Bispham, Frank
Daniels, Robert Edeson, Count Pompeo
received hearty endorsement of his efforts
from all sides and expressed himself as
Parri, Emma Frohman, Rachel Crothers,
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Maxim, Mr. and
being more than pleased with the comMrs. William C. Storey, Mr. and Mrs.
ments referring to his work.
Robert Adamson, Cleveland Moffett, Mrs.
Following the showing of " The JudgJames Speyor, James K. Hackett, Mr. and
ment House," a five-part subject of a patriotic nature which Mrs. Blackton superMrs. Sidney Drew, Frank De Mund, Pauline Frederick, Ellis Parker Butler, Mr.
vised was projected. Just how this will be
and Mrs. W. H. Barnard, Paul West, Mrs.
put within reach of the exhibitor has not
yet been decided by Mr. Blackton. It is a L. B. Woodruf, Arthur Train.
timely feature and closely resembles in
treatment and material the Country Life
series which the Blacktons produced not Representatives of General Film
so long ago.
Report Business Good
Mr. Blackton's guest list included a
President T. A. Hubley and General
number of persons prominent in society,
municipal circles of the city and the
Manager J. F. Clancey of the General
theatre.
Film Company, Limited, of Montreal,
were New York visitors at the home office
Among those present were, Mr. and Mrs.
E. H. Sothern, Wilfred North, William P. of General Film Company last week.
They reported that the film business in
S. Earle, Harry- Morey, Stanley Olmstead,
Canada is in a very interesting condition.
Alice Joyce, Martin Justice, Mr. and Mrs.
The O. Henry pictures, in particular, are
Alan R. Hawley, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene V.
said to be proving great favorites with
Brewster, Count and Countess Tamborini,
exhibitors throughout Canada.
Howard Chandler Christy, Mr. and Mrs.
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Cleveland Manager Cites Another
Flaw in Tax
Joseph Grossman, manager of the Standard theatre, Cleveland, brought up an interesting point in regard to the war tax
which the Government collects from the
motion picture exhibitor on the first of
each month. " My house is a 15-cent
house," said Mr. Grossman, " consequently
I have to charge 2 cents war tax on each
ticket. However, the ruling says that the
tax shall be 1 cent for children under
twelve years of age. Now what is there to
prevent a person going to the box-office and
buying one adult admission and one child's
admission? The girl in the cage can't inspect everyone who accompanies the person buying the tickets. Naturally in her
accounts, she places the taxable admissions
in the columns corresponding to the taxes
she collected. The next day, say, a government inspector looks over the books,
sees the number of children listed and says
that he was on watch the preceding day
and that he saw no children enter the theatre. What happens? I have to pay the
difference. I can't see any way to correct
the evil. Can anybody else suggest a
remedy?
"
Government
Approves William
Fox Feature with Bar a
It was announced last week from the
William Fox offices that the United States
Government, through the Committee on
Public Information, of which George Creel
is chairman, has stamped its approval on
"The Rose of Blood," the William Fox
Standard Picture which depicts the efforts
of revolutionists to overthrow the government of the Czar.
This approval has been given in the
face of the statement of Major C. L. M.
Funkhouser, Chicago film censor, that he
had refused a permit for showing the production in Chicago because the Committee on Public Information, which exercises much the same sort of supervision
over motion pictures that it does over
newspapers, had requested such action.
As a matter of fact, according to Mr.
Creel, Major Funkhouser was responsible
for calling the attention of the Government to the film. He wired the Department of Justice requesting assistance in
preventing the production from being
shown, his telegram being referred to Mr.
Creel, who turned it over to Director L.
M. Rubel of the Division of Pictures.
Chicago Exhibitors Attend Washington Convention
Several prominent members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Chicago,
hearkening to the call recently spread
broadcast by Lee A. Ochs, left Sunday for
Washington to attend the convention called
to meet the war-tax crisis and consider
remedial legislation. William Heaney, Joseph Hopp and Ludwig Schindler were appointed by the Chicago local of the league
to represent them at the Washington meeting. In addition to this trio William
Sweeney, national secretary of the league :
Maurice Ruben of Joliet and Peter J.
Schaefer of Jones, Linick and Schaefer
were among the party.
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Kind
of a Fellow
Is — Powers?
the Cossacks and the
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
I. W. W. and the Finns
Men of the Picture Game — Caught in Action!
and the Sinn Feiners and

" Good morning."
" Mr. Powers,
A." you're a
By William A. Johnston
they ever
man of mystery and we
the" Will
Siberians
and — get" todon't want to pry; but
" Do the Russians get
what is your full name?"
Mr. Powers affected surprise.
together? For a week maybe."
" Patrick," said he:
" Well, you see, Russia is a young democracy and we have a
gether "?
" Ah, yes, but the second name."
young
— " to know better."
" It's industry
old enough
" Well, it's Anthony," said Mr. Powers reluctantly. " And
" Perhaps we need a Czar."
kindly put it down that way. Some funny fellow — like you, you
"And what happened to the Czar?" asked Mr. Powers.
know — printed it ' Aloysius.' What's the idea? Did he want to
"Then the situation is hopeless?"
make me seem Irish?"
" I wouldn't say hopeless. You might call it somewhat brain" Patrick Anthony Powers, then."
" That's the ticket."
" But you are Irish, Mr. Powers."
" Is the industry settling down, do you think?"
P. A. grinned the infectious grin that foes and friends know
" Like a Seidlitz powder," said Mr. Powers.
" But that stops gassing after a while."
equally well ; it's the same for all. " Say," said he, " you didn't
" That's what we ought to do — work without "gassing."
But, of course,
have me down as one of the Bolsheviki, did you?"
less."
" Well now, Mr.
Powers, they say
you still believe in
you have a keen
the future of the
sense of humor, — "
" I've got to," said
"What's that?"
asked Mr. Powers,
industry? "
Mr. Powers. " And,
quickly.
frankly, I do. It
" I don't know
will work out all
either; but anyway,
" Do you think
people will expect
a funny interview.
"
have"
we'llI'dhaverather
a trust?
Now, what can we
talk about ? "
" The film busi" Excuse m e,"
said
ness," suggested Mr.
it right."
C. O.Mr.
D. " Powers,
Powers. " It's funsuddenly, " I've got
ny enough."
to go to Washing" It strikes you as
ton. Is there anyfunny ? "
thing more I can do
" If it didn't," said
Mr. Powers, " I'd
" You're
welcome.
No, thank
you."
go crazy."
"
Don't
the
for you? forget
" Well then, the
film business."
" The film busimiddle name — it's
ness," said Mr.
OTHERS SAY :
Powers, seriously,
"
Everyone likes
Anthony."
" reminds me of
Russia."
him, even his ene"Of Russia? Why
" He goes like a
not of Ireland? "
"Because Ireflash, to the root of
land's a peaceful
"P. A. has the
country — comparatively. Th e y'r e
brightest mind in
friendly people.
Sure, they crack a
"mies."
His
wit is althings."
the
industry."
few heads now and
way refreshingly
then, but in a playful way. It's a
" He has dignity."
merry pastime — at
"He enjoys kidsensible."
fairs and the like.
ding. People who
That's why they
wear plug hats. And
assume theto, film
but don't
know
busiit's only personal,
ness as he does, preunderstand me ? "
fer to pass him on
the other side of the
" Whereas in the
film business — "
" A magnetic per" In the film business," continued Mr.
" He never tells a
Powers, " it's fundamental. They fight
story
sonality."
street." to illustrate
a point. He gets
in groups and you
enough apt fun out
wouldn't call it CHAMPION
OF BOTH FACTIOUS
of the immediate
friendly. We have
the Bolsheviki, and
situation."
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Di?abled Canadian Soldiers Appreciate Film
Joseph F. Lee Receives Letter of Thanks from Canadian
Soldiers to Whom He Sent Pictures -Others Wanted
ing would be more heartily appreciated by
JOSEPH F. LEE is in receipt of a letter
every one here than those films. The boys
from Captain J. A. Couillard, .M. O.,
under treatment here are all returned men
in charge of Lake Edward Sanatorium,
Lake Edward, P. Q., Canada, in which he
who suffer from lung trouble. It is always
thanks Mr. Lee for his contribution of film
difficult to find any entertainment for these
boys, as it would be harmful to engage in
to be shown for the amusement of the disany kinds of games. We were presented with
abled and crippled soldiers who are cona moving picture machine and it sure was a
fined at this place. Captain Couillard's let' God-send.' The few shows we had proved
ter follows
Mr. much
Lee's
on and
contributi
was explains
received how
and how
a success, and I am looking forward to the
day that I will be able to have an evening
real benefit is derived by these disabled
of moving pictures, at least once a week.
soldiers from the pictures:
" Deak Mr. Lee :
"If you can possibly arrange to send us
films from time to time, I assure you we
" I intended writing to you many weeks
ago, in connection with your generous offer
would be very grateful, and you will conof films for our patients, and I was waiting
tribute materially in helping these poor returned soldiers to while away the time in a
merely until the trouble we are having with
most pleasant and entertaining way.
the free entry of these films be settled, to
" I beg to remain,
tell you how grateful we are.
" Yours most gratefully,
" I am inclosing herewith a letter re" J. A. Couillard, Capt.,
ceived some time ago from the Commissioner of Customs, Ottawa, in connection
" M. O. i/c Troops Lake Edward Sanatorwith the free entry of these films. I hope
ium, Lake Edward, P. Q., Canada."
it will help matters along.
Mr.
Lee
states that anyone desiring to
" All the boys and staff have been looking
send prints for this cause can do so,
forward to the coming of those New York
through David A. Harvey, 1426 Broadway,
films, as the first shipment was the best we
had seen. I regret that these films only
or through Mr. Lee himself. Mr. Lee or
Mr. Harvey will see that the film donated
reached you last week. I do not know how
to account for this delay, because they left
for this purpose reaches the soldiers. Mr.
here a long time ago.
Lee's address is 729 Seventh avenue, New
York, Room 705.
" 1 can assure you, Mr. Lee, that no offerFrank Hall Discusses Conditions in Industry
President of United States Exhibitors Booking Corporation Savs, Better
Productions Are Needed — Special Feature Production of the Future
" The ' special feature ' is the producPRANK
HALL,
president
of U. S. Extion of the future. The sooner the manur
liibitors
Booking
Corporation
has
facturers cease grinding out their grist
the- following to say on the conditions in
of mediocre features the sooner the tide
the independent field.
of business will swing in their favor.
'' With America engaged in the greatest
" The U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corundertaking of its history," declared Mr.
poration was organized for the express
Hall, " this is the time for all of us in
the film industry to pull together for the
purpose of distributing special productions. \Yc have found a tremendous degeneral welfare of the trade. The calammand among exhibitors the country over
ity howler should be muffled. The movfor the special production based upon a
ing picture business is not suffering any
more from war conditions than other insuccessful play or popular book, or posdustries.
sessing exceptional advertising qualities.
" We selected ' The Zeppelin's Last
" Representatives of my company have
made a careful survey of the domestic
Raid ' and ' Those Who Pay,' both Ince
field and reports which have been subspecials, and ' The Belgian,' the Sidney
mitted to me indicate that conditions arc
Olcott subjects because they conformed
not nearly so distressing as some would
with our
ideasbe.
of what
' production should
Each a of' special
the foregoing
lead us to believe. The main fault appears
pictures possesses exploitation qualities
to be the lack of good productions, picfar above the average. Given such protures upon which the exhibitor can deductions at a fair rental cost, the expend for a reasonable profit.
hibitor is reasonably certain to derive a
" On all hands we hear reports that the
nation has been so absorbed in the war
since the soldiers of America entered the
trenches in Northern France that interest
in moving pictures is waning. Shortage
Lesser Returns to Coast After
of money also has been advanced as another reason for business depression.
profit.'' Stay in New York
Sol Lesser, of San Francisco, left New
" From what I have been able to learn,
York last week for the Coast. Mr. Lesser
however, the mediocrity of photoplays
stopped off in Cleveland for a few hours,
has been more responsible than war conto confer with Leon Netter, with whom he
ditions for the falling off of business.
is
associated in the Masterpiece Film At" The remedy for such conditions as
tractions, of Cleveland. Mr. Lesser was
have impelled certain gentlemen to fear
in New York attending a meeting of the
for the future of the industry is mainly in
better pictures.
State Rights Distributors' Association.
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Pyramid Gives Trade Showing of
New Comedies
A special trade showing of the four completed Pyramid comedies will be given this
week by the Pyramid Company, according
to announcement.
Palmer, Werner and Abrams, controlling
factors in the new comedy company, in order to gauge the possibilities of their completed products, last week gave a private
performance of four pictures to a number
of exhibitors controlling fifty-seven theatres. The consensus of opinion was that
the pictures came at a particularly happy
moment. A well-known Brooklyn exhibitor, who stated that there was a dearth of
consistently good comedies on the market,
said that his clientele is constantly demanding a lighter program, and because of the
depressed state of mind of the people the
market was in a particularly susceptible
mood to absorb new and good comedies.
The four completed comedies of the
Pyramid concern were directed by William
A. Seider, with Ray Hughes featured in all
of them. The four productions are said to
be novel in point of construction and are
to be known under the titles of " In and
Out," " Love and Lunch," " Beach Birds,"
"Beauties and Bombs," and will be released semi-monthly in the above order.
The concern will produce twenty-four comedies a year, releasing twice a month.
Clune and Shallenberger Combine
to Sell Features
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film Corporation, has completed a
deal with W. H. Clune of the Clunne Productions, Los Angeles, for the marketing of
" Theall Eyes
the World " and " Ramona "
for
unsoldof territory.
Robert W. Priest, who is associated with
Mr. Shallenberger in the state rights business, islaying out the sales and advertising
campaign.
Mr. Shallenberger is said to be pleased
on account of his success in securing these
two features, and has announced that already he has received bids for territorial
rights that bespeak great interest among
buyers. It seems that the history made by
J. L. Adams in exploiting " The Eyes of
the World " in the Western States has
spread throughout the industry and wherever pictures for the state rights market are
discussed some one mentions the fact that
Mr. Adams took $131,000 with " The Eyes
of the World " as a road show out of the
Western States and that he is even now
reaping a harvest with it in the picture
theatres.
Baltimore Exhibitors Give Show
for the Soldiers
A big benefit for the boys of the machine gun company attached to the Three
Hundred and Thirteenth Infantry at Camp
Meade was held at the New theatre in
Baltimore recently.
Louis A. DeHoff and Frank Hornig,
both well known motion picture men of
Baltimore, had charge of the affair. There
was a very attractive motion picture program together with several additional features.
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Greene Asserts Critical Public
Comes with War
" The conditions now existing in the motion picture business, on account of war,
will eventually result in the betterment of
the entire industry," said Walter E. Greene,
president of Artcraft, last week.
" We have been a profligate nation, and
much of the nation's wealth has gone to
waste in the past. The big publicity propaganda launched by the Government to conserve the nation's resources has shed considerable light on loopholes of extravagance, which are being closed up.
" In war times, more than any other time,
the public must have the relaxation of
amusement to lighten the tensity of the
great conflict in which our own troops are
now taking part. The public has become discriminating, and following the resolutions
they have adopted they are demanding their
money's worthandin food.
amusements
as well aswhoin
commodities
The exhibitor
in the past has been able to operate successfully with inferior pictures is now face to
face with a serious problem.
Jewel Coaxes World to Smile and
Win the War
Jewel Productions, Inc., is stamping all
its printed matter with the motto, " Smiles
Help Win the War."
It is apparently a good one to follow.
There is enough suffering around us without funeral faces,'" according to Jewel.
Exhibitors of British Columbia
Strike at Tax
The chief reason the Moving Picture
Exhibitors' Association of British Columbia is opposing the amusement tax in that
province, according to reports from Vancouver, is that the tax is proving to be
confiscatory as it works at present. When
the subject of taxing the theatres was
brought up by the Government, the exhibitors to a man volunteered their support
and co-operation. They thought of course,
that the amount of the tax would be the
same as applied in the other Provinces
■of Canada but were astounded when the
Government proposed a bill which called
for an impossible amount which was
finally modified to the present act which
•calls for two cents on fifteen-cent admission and three cents on twenty-five-cent
admission. The act also says that in
order to purchase a tax ticket you must
at the same time buy an admission ticket.
This makes the matter of giving the
change in cents compulsory whereas in
the other provinces where the tax amounts
to one cent per admission ticket the tax
tickets are sold in rolls of five and ten
and change is given in tickets instead of
cents. The patron by buying five cents'
worth of tax tickets can use them in any
theatre for purposes of paying the tax.
In short they are as convenient as street
car tickets or postage stamps. Copper
•cents are not used extensively in this
province and the supply is limited. One
theatre which tried making change when
the tax started could hot get enough
cents from the banks and had to use
postage stamps to make change with.
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Town Kicks Up Row Over Sunday Shows
Army Official at Camp Funston Asked Theatres of Manhattan
to Give Soldiers Entertainment. But Blue Laws Spoil the Plan
city, the cash deposit being in the nature
THE little town of Manhattan, Kas., near
of a fine for opening his show on Sunday.
which is located Camp Funston, was
last week in the midst of a heated battle
In retaliation Mr. Marshall secured warrants for the proprietors of every kind of
concerning Sunday shows, and at latest reports the bombardment was going on with
business operating on Sunday in Manhattan, and it looks as though the Kansas town
unabated fierceness, with honors about
is in for a winter siege, unless an armistice
evenly divided.
is arranged.
The Sunday-show squabble, which has
been the first Manhattan ever went through,
Following
of the
armyit official's
letter,
asking receipt
for Sunday
shows,
appears
centers about the request of army officials
that a meeting was held by the business
for Sunday shows to which the soldiers in
men of both Manhattan and Junction City,
camp could go, as there was no other form
of entertainment and recreation available.
another town near Camp Funston. The
Manhattan theatres agreed to keep open,
J. J. Marshall, proprietor of the Marshall
but the sentiment in Junction City was too
theatre, a combination motion picture and
strong for the theatre men there. So the
vaudeville house, being patriotic and anxious to do his little bit in any way possible,
following Sunday both Manhattan theatres
remained open, charged no admission, but
opened his theatre on the Sabbath, following which he was reminded that Manhattan
passed the hat for a free-will offering. The
city commissioners immediately got busy
has always been a closed town on Sundays
and that the Blue Laws which have been reand enacted the old Kansas State " Blue
posing peacefully in the pigeonhole for all
Laws," passed about 1868, into a city ordinance, forbidding any and all kinds of work
these years, with the cobwebs becoming
ever thicker and the dust dustier, forbid
Sunday. The following day, Sunday, Marshall kept his theatre open and his arrest
anything in Manhattan that resembles
resulted. Marshall was open again Sunday
" open " or any of its various meanings. As
a result, it is said Exhibitor Marshall was
and probably will be arrested again, it is
told by the judge to contribute $15 to the
said.
Backer, Impelling Force Behind Hoffman, Inc.
George Backer, President of M. H. Hoffman, Inc., Prominent in Commercial
Life — Responsible in Large Measure
for Rapid Growth of Company
I
foresaw possibilities through a rightly
GEORGE BACKER, president of M. H.
Hoffman, Inc., in the short time in administered organization, my first step was
to invite as his chief associate and execuwhich he has been active in the motion pictive officer a man who had the confidence
ture industry has accomplished noteworthy
of the industry.
work in the upbuilding of this institution.
Mr. Backer is a prominent figure in the
" This man recognized in Mr. Backer,
commercial life of New York city. He is the one capable of accomplishing those
prominently identified with the building and
things awaiting the attention of an exceptional individual.
construction business and is recognized as a
man of keen business faculty.
" What George Backer has done in the
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of M.
building industry it is more than likely he
H. Hoffman, Inc., has the following to say
will do in motion pictures.
" The George Backer studio, now nearing
on the rapid progress made by this organization and the part that Mr. Backer has
completion in West Thirty-eighth street,
near Broadway, is an example of the
played in this work :
Backer foresight for what is needed; the
" Not quite six months old, M. H. Hofflast word in motion picture studios and in
man, Inc., occupies a position among diswhich will be made the few big features
tributing organizations which could scarcewhich the George Backer Film Corporation
ly have been gained without wisest planning and administration. Its pre-eminent
(of which Mr. Backer is head) is to proplace among independent concerns reflects
the application of business procedure as yet
duce each vear."
too
field. little practiced in the motion picture
Mary Pickford Starts American
Red Cross Fund
" From the beginning, this young concern
In addition to her many war duties, Mary
has proceeded to get only the best pictures,
Pickford has started a unique fund for the
to distribute them at the lowest prices conbenefit of the American Red Cross, it was
sistent and to co-operate with the exhibitor,
announced last week.
after each picture was booked, in securing
The Artcraft star received a letter from
the greatest number of patrons possible to
see them. Throughout, M. H. Hoffman,
Harry Green, Pasadena, inclosing four dollars, which he wished to donate to the Red
Inc., has done business on big business lines,
Cross through Miss Pickford, as he desired
and all along its traveled course it has left
nothing save what was constructive and
a receipt signed personally by her. She
based upon fair dealing.
realized the value of the idea and deposited the money in the Hollywood bank, as
" George Backer, our president, acquired
his fortune through his own unaided ef- the nucleus of a new fund. More contriforts. His holdings are perhaps the best
butions have begun to arrive and Miss
Pickford is devoting a part of each day to
tribute to his industry, his capacity, his
integrity. When I decided to engage in the
answering the communications from contributors.
marketing of pictures, which I did because
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Paramount
Presents New
Series With Chapin
Includes Ten Two-Reel Features Under General Title of " The
i Son of Democracy " — Pictures Five Years in the Making
ARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORgrandfather of the President, to perfection.
ATION announced last week that it
Mr. Chapin's talent in directing children
is said to be shown in charming stories of
has completed preliminary plans for releasthe boy Lincoln and his playmates. They
ing, at a date yet to be selected, a series of
were real boys and girls, Mr. Chapin shows.
ten two-reel features with Benjamin Chapin
in the chief roles, under the general title of
Throughout, he establishes the fact that
Abraham
Lincoln was, above all, a human
being.
" The Son of Democracy." Each episode
is said to be complete in itself, each telling
a chapter in the life of Abraham Lincoln.
part of atMr.theChapin's
pictures
wasA shown
Strand Lincoln
theatre in
New
Benjamin Chapin, as is generally known,
York
and
later
at
the
Globe.
Hundreds
of
has given much of his time to the portrayal of Lincoln on the lecture platform,
discerning men and women saw these pictures and wrote Mr. Chapin, congratulating
stage and screen, the most recent of his efhim,
it
is said.
forts in the latter field being " The Lincoln
Back of " The Son of Democracy," a
Cycle." It is said by Paramount that five
Paramount Pictures Corporation will place
years were required in making " The Son
a huge advertising campaign, supplemented
of Democracy,"
which
is
now
to
be
available to exhibitors for the first time.
by circularization and special campaigns
In the new features Mr. Chapin, it is that should create a demand for this series.
Details of this campaign and the release
said, portrays the martyred President, his
father and the first Abraham Lincoln,
date are expected to be announced later.
A. Jules Benedic Goes with
General Film in Texas
A change of companies and territory was
announced this week for A. Jules Benedic,
who last week left Pathe in the New Orleans territory to go with the General Film
Company in Texas, under Frank E. Garner,
Dallas manager.
Mr. Benedic is widely known in the New
Orleans territory, which he traveled successively as salesman for Consolidated
Film, later as manager of the New Orleans
Bluebird office, and recently as feature representative for Pathe in Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama.
Mr. Benedic's new position comes in line
with General's recent purchase of new features, including that of " Seven DeadlySins " from Triangle and the new Bernarr
Macfadden " Physical Culture Films," and
shortly he will visit exhibitors throughout
all of Texas — south, east and west of Dallas— with this line-up.
Specialty Film in Vancouver
Fetes Ruth Roland
During her engagement at Pantages theatre, Vancouver, B. C, Ruth Roland was
tendered a banquet by the members of the
Specialty Film Import, Limited, at which
thirty-five of their members were present.
The men attended the theatre in a body,
occupying the boxes, and presented Miss
Roland with an enormous bouquet. After
the performance, they escorted the young
star to the banquet room where a sumptuous repast had been prepared. The affair
was planned as a surprise to Miss Roland
and was carried out without a flaw.
Jacobs Acquires an Interest in
Keystone Press
Arthur D. Jacobs, formerly president and
general manager of the Exhibitors' Advertising and Specialty Company, has acquired
a half interest in the Keystone Press, Inc.,
motion picture printers, 727 Seventh avenue, it was announced this week. He is
now vice-president and treasurer of the
latter company.
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Fairbanks Organization Holds
Executive Meeting
Douglas Fairbanks celebrated the opening
of his new bungalow dressing-room on the
West Coast with an executive meeting, at
which time Directors Allan Dwan and John
Emerson discussed the types of scenarios
they thought would be advisable to purchase for production during the next year.
Allenthebrought
theScenario
attention Editor
of thoseRuth
present
names *to
of
young writers who were starting to show
great promise.
Letters were read from exhibitors commenting on the various recent Fairbanks'
releases, in addition to a telegram from
S. L. Rothapfel to the effect that " Reaching for the Moon " played to $21,000 during
its run of one week at the New York Rialto.
In addition to those already mentioned,
the executive meeting was attended by
Anita Loos, Keene Thompson, John Fairbanks, Hugh McClung, Harry Thorpe, Art
Rosson, Joseph Henaberry, James Hogan
and Bennie Zeidman.

Theater!!

and Help the Boys "Over

There*

There is one thing America has overlooked.
It is not a big thing, measured in terms of war measure, but
it is a vital thing. It is like a meatless, wheatless, wasteless d&.y— tremendous and dynamic in the aggregate.
It is the need of recognizing the stage and the screen as a
factor in the fight against the Hun. Like the weak unit in
a gicxnt bridge, it must not be underestimated.
Never in aJl history has the world needed
them. They are intelligent enough, so
so much help to keep normal and right
the government argues, to realize likewith itself as now. Never has the theatre
wise just what a few more cenu in tax will
been so truly bread and meat to an overmean is"over
there." year of the theatre.
wrought public mind as at the present
This
the greatest
time. Portraying and reflecting life as it It is the greatest year - of need for the
does, it becomes a vital element in life.
theatre. Historically and politically, it is
the greatest year of America, for this
To count the stage and the screen a luxury
nation is federating a world of nations
is wrong. To stay away from it on the
under the flag of Democracy. It is a big
theory that money is being saved, is mistask which has been undertaken, big in
understanding anational obligation, for
spirit, wide in scope, collosal in vision.
Uncle Sam has imposed a tax on every
nickle that goes into the box office. It is The boys who are lying out in trenches
need every ounce of aid America can
not a tax for policy, for extravagant expenditure orfor stored revenues. It is a give. They need every cent we can raise
for their comfort, their equipment, their
tax that will help win the war, that will
assistance.
insure
victory,thethathorrors
will bring
"our trench
boys"
back from
of the
Every time you go to the theatre, yon are
sooner than without it.
piling up the pennies for an American lad
in khaki
The government has by no means deEvery cent of war tax brings victory just so
clared the theater to be a luxury. They
have approved it, recognized it. taxed it. much nearer.
Uncle Sam needs the dollars for the war.
They take the viewpoint that theatergoers are persons who appreciate the
But he needs the pennies more.
opportunity to forget themselves and
Don 't stay home.
their troubles for a space. They are willing to pay for recreation for its value to
Co!
Remember that every time you go to the theater you are taking care of our
boys "over there" and maintaining a greater courage in living "over here"
Orpheum Theater
Macdonough Theater
Franklin Theater
Bishop Theater
Hippodrome Theater Kinema Theater

T. & D. Theater
Pantages Theater
American Theater

A splendid full page newspaper advertisement prepared by the up-and-doing exhibitors
of Oakland, Cal, to inform the public upon the 'war tax. Reports indicate that the
Oakland public paid the admission tax zvith enthusiasm!
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Big

Big

W.
N.
Ave. Ave.
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World) . Ave. Poor
Big
Big
Ave.
ADOPTED SON, THE (Bushman-Bayne — Met.)
Big
Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Pathe)
ANGEL FACTORY (Antonio Moreno—Para.)
Ave. Ave.
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Pennington—
Ave.
ARMS AND THE GIRL (Billie Burke— Para.)
Big Big
Big Big
Big
Big
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

Big
E.

ASHES OF HOPE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
BAB'S BURGLAR (Marguerite Clark— Para.).

Ave. Ave.

BABY MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.).

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

BARBARY SHEEP (Elsie Ferguson— Art. ) .

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Extra Extr; Extra Extra
Big

BARRIER, THE (Rex Beach Story— St. R.).
BEAUTIFUL
ADVENTURE, THE (Ann Murdock—
Mut.)

Ave. Poor Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
BLIND MAN'S LUCK (Mollie King— Pathe) . .
Ave. Ave.
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
BOND OF FEAR, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.) .
Ave.
Ave.
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita.) Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
BROADWAY ARIZONA (Olive Thomas— Tri.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World)
Big
Big Ave
Big Poor
Ave
CALENDAR GIRL, THE (Juliette Day— Mut.)
Ave
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) .
Ave. Ave,
Poor Poor Poor
CAMILLE (Helen Hesperia— Gen. Film).
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
Big
Big Poor Poor
Poor
CASSIDY (Dick Rosson— Tri.) .
Big
Big
Big
Big
Ave.
CLEVER MRS. CARFAX
Big
Ave.
Big Big Ave,
Extra
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch). . .
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel). .
CONQUEROR, THE (William Farnum— Fox St.).
Ave.
Ave.
CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave
Poor
Poor
Big
Big
Ave.
Extra
Ave

CORNER
GROCERY, THE (Madge Evans, Lew Fields- Ave
World)
COUNTESS CHARMING (Julian Eltinge— Para.). . .

Ave
Ave

Ave.
Ave. Ave
Ave

DEAD SHOT BAKER (William Duncan— Vita.)
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)..
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) .. .
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
EFFICIENCY
EDGAR'S COURTSHIP (Taylor Holmes
— K.E.S.E.)
EXILE (Madame Petrova— Para.) .

Ave.
Ave.
Ave,
Ave,
Ave
Ave
Ave,

Ave,
Ave,
Ave,
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave.

Ave
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

FIGHTING ODDS (Maxine Elliott— Gold.) .

Ave. Poor Ave. Poor

Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave

Ave.
Poor Ave
Ave. Ave

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
'Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
'Meritorious
picture; best thing he has done; but no improvement in business"
for child stars."
(South). "Good story. Feud stuff well done. Gives Bushman fine chance."
"Bushman is liked better in his later pictures." "Excellent, Bushman and
Bayne fine" (East). "Very good" (South).
'Excellent
role for"Delightful
Moreno." picture for all." "Star unknown" (S.). "Fine
'Good picture."
entertainment, fine for all classes." "Penney's best." "Star does not draw.
(S.).
"Very
picture"Good
— one picture
that pleased
— improvement
over good
others."
but onlyeverybody."
fair drawing "Very
card."good"Better
than first
picture." "Good, pleased all, second day even with first." "Good picture,
only fair drawing card." "Very good — improvement over others." "Very
good." "Very fine — pleased everybody." "Billie Burke very popular — picture pleased." "Pretty good picture." "Supporting cast not strong enough,
and war
film "Jack
not popular"
(Weekveryrun.).
'Extra
fine."
Livingstone
good." "Very fine — played capacity —
pleased
all."
"Above
average
— ran 2 "Very
days — pleasing
business star,
good."clever actress, fine
"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture."
comedy." "Good picture, went well first day, not so well second." "Fine
comedy, exceptional photography." "Not as good as Bab's Diary." "Stories
of the Bao series are not big enough — something lacking." "Very good."
"Not as good as most Clark pictures, but appealed particularly to young
folks." "Last of series should go over big." "Very, very good."
"Business better after the first day." "Great cast and direction." "Very
ordinary
production,
drawnfair,outproduction
and too long."
"Rain
business,butbutwatch
picture great."
"Business
excellent;
star hurt
unknown,
her grow." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 15, 1917.)
"Very fine production, but the average patron does not like the foreign atmosphere." "Good photography and settings; no story." "Wonderful picture,
but unappreciated." "Acting fine, setting fine, story rotten."
"Superb in every detail, perfect cast and splendid direction." "Pleased audience.
'Song of the North' rendered by singer in organ loft." "A great picture, a
sure box-office winner."
"Too long, and poor production." "Fair." "A lot of trash, six reels that mean
nothing." "Bores the audience." "Poor picture, no story." "Not enough
it for ifsixnotreels."
"Asto good,
the best, 5-reel feature this house has shown" (N.).
"Very fine production. Bluebird improving remarkably."
"Fair picture." "Story not appreciated by the masses." "Nothing to rave
about — interest
not an attraction."
"A
"Verygoodpleasing
to holding
all ages,picture."
desirable attraction." "The kind of a production
people
want
to
see;
please
everybody."
"Splendid picture; starswilllack
draft."
"Good picture, very sad, not kind that
will draw." "Stars popular, good story" (N.). "Neglected wife, forget-me-not
story,up big
business"standard."
(N.).
"Not
to Mutual
"A pleasing picture."
"Best this talented Jap has done for some time." "Good picture." "A wonderful
picture — excellent photography and direction." "He's an artist, but does not
draw." "Fairly good." "Excellent." "Did not draw, but pleased all."
"Classics do not seem to draw unless people know star." "Foreign picture."
"Seven reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done to death." "Bara's followers liked the picture." "Well liked star.'
"Big — Bara is great, but story has small appeal" (N.). "Not a good picture
for Bara — women like it though" (W.).
"Good picture- — no name — no star — no business." "Most morbid production —
a business killer." "Leading role very well done — fine storm scenes — holds
interestfemale
— title impersonator;
only chance for
"No though
attraction."
"Clever
not improvement."
so good in this one,
they seem to like
it" (S.). "Deserved better biz" (W.). "Just a picture, that's all" (E.).
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Best Hart has done — we think." "Wonderful picture — big money -getter."
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (West).
"All patrons
pleased."
long." (Middle). "Interesting story, and the
"Did
not entirely
please "A— toolittle
allegorical"
production end ranks well among the program class — average business" (South).
"Fair only." "A very fine picture — only like others before, failed, too allegorical" (WestK
"Star is not a drawing card." "Much too long to please." "A very pleasing
"Fair
picture."
fell well.
below Patrons
average inof the
Paramount."
was program
a good subject
but "Business
did not draw
smaller towns"This
do
not
know
who
Julian
Eltinge
is."
"Good
program
picture
—
worth to us just
picture."
one sixth the amount we paid for it."
"A
goodWestern,
picture —title
pleased
patrons."
"Good
misleads
fans." "Title not appropriate. Good picture.
Monroe
Salisbury
a
comer."
"Good drama — Stewart a second Hart if properly directed."
"Clayton a great favorite here; splendid cast; good scenario." "Picture made
friends for the star and the house." "Miss Clayton gaining in popularity."
"A pleasing picture; this star is improving" (W.).
"Very pleasing — patrons highly satisfied." "Light comedy. Not enough to it."
"Good picture, no drawing power."
"Not on level with usual Paramounts. Not much story." "Just a fair picture —
star does not draw here." "Fair Petrova picture — short length, but long
enough." "Fair picture, not up to Petrova standard "
"Very good, but Miss Elliot does not draw yet." "Weak scenario for prominent
star like Maxine Elliot." "Not up to Goldwyn's standard." "Rotten photography. N. G." "A big disappointment." "Did not draw at all." "Poor
production. Star not popular." "Not a popular subject." "Weak picture."
"Fair picture, but stage stars do not take very good." "Star will draw later
story
far from standard.
what one Awould
poor Maxine
picture, has
far
below poor,
the Goldwyn
poor call
story'feature.'
with a "good"A cast.
some oldtime followers — but few" (W.). "Very poor, not a picture star."
"A very poor production, not up to Goldwyn standard."
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W.
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

S.

E.
Ave.

N.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

Ave. Ave.

FIBBERS. THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
FIREFLY
OF TOUGH LUCK, THE (Alma Reubens—
Tri.)
FLIRTING WITH DEATH (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.)
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
FOR FRANCE (Edward Earle— Vita.)

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

GAME OF WITS, THE
GHOST HOUSE, THE (Pickford-Huff— Para. ) .

Dig Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Poor
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

GIRL WHO COULDN'T GROW UP (Marguerita Fischer Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave
— Mut.)
Ave.
HEART OF EZRA GREER (Frederick Warde— Pathe) . . Ave. Ave.
Rio Ave. Ave.
HER COUNTRY'S CALL (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.) Ave.
HONOR SYSTEM, THE (Milton Sills— Fox St.).
HOSTAGE, THE (Wallace Reid— Para.).

Sxtra
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big

HUNGRY HEART. THE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) .

Big Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big

INDISCREET CORINNE (Olive Thomas Triangle)..
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff— Para.)
JACKSt.)
AND THE BEANSTALK (Fox Kiddies— Fox

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Extra

JOAN THE WOMAN (Geraldine Farrar— Cardinal) . .
JOHNButterfly)
ERMINE OF YELLOWSTONE (Francis FordLIFE'S WHIRLPOOL (Ethel Barrymore— Metro.)
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big

LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl Williams, Vita.).
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)

Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Big

MAN FROM PAINTED POST, THE (Douglas Fairbanks
—Art.)
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.) .
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MOREMet.)
TRUTH THAN POETRY (Mme. Petrova —
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.) .
NARROW TRAIL, THE (William S. Hart— Art.)

Big

Big

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Extra

Extra
Big
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Big
Ave.
Ave.' Big
Big Big
Extra

NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Farnum— Fox)
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
ON THE LEVEL (Fannie Ward— Para.)
Big Big
Ave.
Ave.
ON THE SQUARE GIRL, THE (Mollie King— Pathe)
Ave. Ave.
OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.)
OUTWITTED (Emily Stevens —Metro. )
PARADISE GARDEN (Harold Lockwood— Met.)
OH, DOCTOR I (Arbuckle— Para.)
ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.).

Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Big
Av
Ave.
Ave.

"Adidn't
pleasant
good photography." "Fine. Well liked." "Good, but
draw picture—
" "Everyone liked it." "Splendid photography — pleasing."
'Good Western stuff— what they want." "Routine Western."
'Good picture."
'Fair picture."
'Audience pleased." "Good picture." "Went very well." "Picture' backs up a
timely title." "Wid roasted this. Our patrons highly pleased.' "Picture
such as an audience thoroughly enjoys " "Can be put over big if properly
advertised." "Fine picture."
'Best Mutual we have ever played" CS.). "Patrons all satisfied" <N.j.
'Better features have been made with Pickford and Huff." "Good — patrons
liked it." "Ghost House picture is a good one but will only do average business
if they like the stars." "Not up to standard." "Poor business getter." "Good,
clean entertainment."
'Fine picture (comedy).
'Pleased and drew well." "She is clever.'
"Good picture and cast." "Good."
"Fair patriotic feature, nothing out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
star becoming a favorite." '|Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middle).
"Good photography
— direction
spots,
settings
not elaborate
enough."
"Well liked."
"Title poor
killedinthis
one"some
(West).
"Patrons
tired of
war plots." "Poor story, star not popular here." "An appeal to patriotism/
"S.R.O. at extra prices, everyone pleased." "Has everything that makes a big
picture." "Most wonderful." "Broke all records even on a rainy night "
"The best picture I have had in my house. A real box-office attraction if properly advertised." "Broke box-office record."
"No life to play, poor, not suited to star." "Poor as to plot." " Reid is a favorite." "Popular star, weak plot." "Very good." "Will satisfy any audience
— I consider Best Reid ever appeared in" (E.). "No good as money getter."
"Above average." "Very poor picture." "Your review incorrect" (E.).
"Poorest
Wallace Reid yet" (S.). "Poor plot, picture slow." "Very average
B'ig
"Good." "Picture did not please — climax melodrama of the 10-20-30 type."
"Good picture, appealed mostly to women." "Interesting problem play with
weak
finish." "Very good, average business." "Good picture" (B.). "Averpicture."
finish"age business"
(W.). (S.). "Pleased fairly well; picture took an awful slump at
"Olive Thomas is a comer." "Good, very pleasing picture, star rapidly growing
"Pickford
in favor."a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. Good picture with
plenty of action."
"Wonderful
children's subject." "Adults afraid to venture, evenings small —
beautiful feature." "This picture is only for children — it should draw adults."
"Too
deep,
four reels
kids adult
only."admissions
"Went big."
"Great
but fairy stories
will too
not long,
get the
— almost
too kid's
long picture,
for this
style of play." "Extra price to S. R. O "
"A wonderful production, played here seven days before, so that present engagement made a total of eleven days" (S.). "Big even on return 'at popular
prices, 15c, 20c, 30c), playing two shows a night and everyone satisfied" CW ).
"This is a wonderful production but poor business getter" (W.j "Best money
getter we have had — best Paramount yet" (N.).
"Good Indian picture." "O. K."
"Best Barrymore ever appeared in, but did not draw." "Very ordinary." "A
good picture
— staronly;
just will
fair hurt
here."star unless given a play to interest grown"Interests
children
ups; substituted another picture to finish the week" (E.). "A good picture,
but
not draw
Pickfords do"
up to standard
of last
two did
pictures
— goodas most
entertainment,
but (W.).
lacked "Not
the drawing
and pleasing
qualities of Rebecca of Sunnybrook" (S.). "Did not draw like Rebecca of
Sunnybrook, or other late Pickford" (N.). "Poorest Pickford business ever
in our history." "Too much of a kid picture, does not draw grown people"
(N.). fairy
"Star tale
had story,
to carrynotthea whole
load — less
average business."
"Too
much
comparison
withthan
Sunnybrook
Farm or Little
"A winner." "Story 'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
draws, picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard,
American."
but wentgood,big."
"Started
but did not hold up." "Business poor in comparison to what she
has done" (West). "Splendid" (Middle). "Very poor" (West). "Did not
please audience" (W.). "American people want to laugh; star slipping."
"Good picture, but did not get big money" (E.). "Didn't draw, picture fair"
(N.). "Very pleasing, but did not draw — showing an actress of this type
requires a punch to get over" (E.). "Fair picture — nuthin' extra" (E.).
"Not up to Fairbanks standard." "Gets over only on account of speed and
melodrama." "Broke records" (West). "One of the best attractions of the
year" (South). "Extra big on return date" (East). "Suited everyone — we
need more like this." "Drew well and gave complete satisfaction." "Good."
"Not especially well liked, about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "High class picture."
"Good business, fine, pleased."
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff." "Nothing extra." "Best Petrova
yet." "Splendid picture, did not draw especially." "Went only fair."
"Only fair — fine photography, but draggy." "Excellent picture." "Extra big
business." "Star growing in popularity." "Excellent photoplay — star well
liked here." "Don't come up to her previous releases." "People well pleased
with star and picture. A coming big favorite."
"Excellent picture" (East). "Only fair" (South). "Best Hart up to date."
"Pinto pony excellent; caused as much comment as Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" (East). "Star well liked. Remarkable horse" (South). "House record
—best Hart to date— big hit here" (West). "Best of its kind" (Middle).
"Samemanold stuff."
Hart — best
drawing
star in well."
the business
the crowds."
"Cave
"This
star draws
"This— cannot
type ofhandle
play very
popular
here" (North). "Great picture " "Well liked." "Good picture, star well
liked, and book very popular."
"Usual Arbuckle comedy — not as good as others."
"Very
good; fair;
lots photography
of my patrons extra."
like him "Good
better than
Hart."
"Routine
"Picture
picture,
but star
not wellWestern."
enough
known to have much pulling power."
"Good picture." "Good show— better than usual." "Better than average
Ward little
picture."
"Clever
feature"
(W.». "Popularity in serial carried over to feature —
remarkable"
(S.).
"Beautiful picture." "Poor title — fair picture." "Star always dr iws." "Good
"Story unusual— pleased" (E.). "Wonderful picture" (N.). "Exceptionally
good picture"
"Broke
all house (W.).
records (South). "Theme offended a great many people.
picture."
though
a
good
production"
(New England).
only it is too long."
"Very well liked. Best Lockwood
in some"Good
time."snow "Exceptionally
good
picture. Photography very good. Star likable."
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

'Extra good, S. R. O." "Good clean picture." "Too long, too cheap an ending,
some poor photography." "Good." "Well liked." "Good detail and direction." "An excellent picture." "It's the play that gets 'em here, instead of
the star." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 15, 1917.)
Ave.
Ave.
'Good
picture
of its kind. Too suggestive" (Middle). "Picture more for the
Ave. Ave.
PRICE MARK, THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.).
H.B. (high-brow) than the average. Bad start for this program here" (South).
"Good picture, but did not draw."
PRINCESS OF PARK ROW, THE (Mildred Manning
picture, but stars not known." "Good picture, Miss Manning excellent."
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave. "Good
—Vita.)
"Your review Oct. 20, Page 2770, is misleading." (We are not infallible
THIS IS WHAT THESE REPORTS ARE FOR.— Editor.)
Ave. Ave. "A very artistic picture." "Liked by some, and not by others."
Ave. Ave.
PRINCESS VIRTUE (May Murray— Bluebird) .
fair subject, star popular here." "Good picture." "Nothing to waste
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very
QUEEN X (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
5000 feet on" (E.). "Fair picture, star didn't show to advantage."
Big
Big
Big
Extra
RASPUTIN,
THE
BLACK
MONK
(Montagu
LoveExtra
Big
"Excellent." "Very good." "Timely, pleased an intelligent audience — not for
World)
Extra
average fan." "Better than usual program picture." "Could be condensed.
Well liked." "Star's best work." "Too long drawn out." "Very fine production, drew well, wonderfully timely subject."
REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanks"Good picture." "Kind of picture people like to see Fairbanks in, dressed in
— (Art.)
real clothes." "Decidedly divided opinion among patrons on merits of this —
REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM (Mary Pickford Extra Extra Extra Extra "Pleased
ranging all."
from 'his"Great
best' —tocredit
'his worst.'"
to industry." "Wonderful." "Great — best
—Art.)
Pickford picture ever released." "Great — went big." "Great — the most
natural and appealing kid circus possible." "Work up children's matinees
on this." "Our patrons considered this Mary's sweetest characterization. A
Big Big
great picture for the kiddies." "Pleasing throughout, our first successful week
Big
run." "Best she ever made. A money getter, capacity three days." "Dang
fine biz on Artcraft." "Great." "You got to give it to her, it's a wonderful
picture."
"Third
time shown
engagement
These
return
showings
were inhere."
smaller"Third
cities,return
and both
reported " big(NOTE:
business—
for the third engagement. — Ed.).
Extra
"A big money-getter." "Extraordinary with us." "Extra big business — star
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)
diaws — picture ordinary."
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
popular, but this type play (costume) not wanted at all."
SCARLET PIMPERNEL (Dustin Farnum— Fox)
Ave. Ave. "Star
"Weaudience
considered
picture ofgood,
but star
draw here."
by
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (Geo. M. Cohan— Art.) Ave.
on account
star and
good does
storynot
— touching
comedy"Well
and liked
drama."
Big
"Heavy
advertising
to
no
avail."
"Might
be
better
known
in
East"
(West.)
Big Ave. Ave. Ave. "Only an average production."
SHALL WE FORGIVE HER? (June Elvidge— World) Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Poorest Petrova we have had." "Good star, but picture not up to standard."
SILENT SELLERS (Mme. Petrova— Met.)
Ave.
"Not as good as Skinner's Dress Suit, but nice type of picture." "Pleasing picSKINNER'S BABY (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
ture." "This is a positive hit and surpassed everything from a box-office
standpoint" (West).
Ave.
Ave.
"A
very
good
and timely production." "Went big, but Stevens too old." "Fell
SLACKER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Metro)
down." "Weather ideal, advertised big, picture good, business rotten." "One
of strongest emotional artists, fine production, big." "Good photography,
Big
well staged and acted." "Went over great, patrons enthused, would have held'
Ave.
Big Ave.
up another
attractiveday."
kind of picture." "Hypnotic plots unpopular." "Poor subBig Poor Ave. "Not
SLEEPING MEMORY, A (Emily Stevens— Met.) . .
ject." "A good picture." "Very good, photography first class, cast good."
"Very good in every detail; should draw." "Star exceptionally good. An
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very
good"picture."
(South).
unusual
SOCIETY'S DRIFTWOOD (Grace Cunard— Butterfly) .
"Very good picture. Very good direction." "Very good from all angles." "Drew
SON OF HIS FATHER, THE (Charles Ray— Para.)
Ave.
good business for a four-day run" (Middle). "Very good production." "EnBig
satisfactory"Not
business
this" (West).
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave.
"Scenariotirelyweak."
muchon picture
— star very popular."
SOUTHERN PRIDE (Gail Kane— Mut.)..
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
unpopular type of picture." "Does not compare favorably with other
SPREADING DAWN (Jane Cowl— Gold.).
Ave. Ave. "AnGoldwyn's."
"Patrons satisfied" (South). "Very pleasing story. Patrons
well satisfied, comments." "Fine production, poor business." "All Goldwyn
stars have to be made popular excepting Mae Marsh." "Excited no comment."
"Good picture but did not draw." "Fair picture, but does not draw."
"Unusually good drawing card for a war picture — best thing Dustin Farnum
SPY, THE (Dustin Farnum— Fox St.
ever did." "Did not pay expenses." "This picture locked them out here four
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
days, show
and would
have stood
four entertainment,
more" (N.). "Wonderful
picture."A very big
"Good
— fair star."
"Good
fair business.
SUNSET TRAIL, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.) .
Big Big Ave.
Ave.
drawing
card."
"One
of
her
best
pictures."
Ave.
Ave.
"Fair picture, business bad." "Star never favorite here, production below
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
Goldwyn standard." "Poor story, photography and star weak." "Patrons
Ave.
seemed pleased with this" (E.). "Good picture" (W.).
Ave.
Ave. Ave. "Pretty
fair picture." "Seven reels too long for subject — -Westerners are beTHEIR COMPACT (Bushman-Bayne— Met.).
coming too common." "Western melo. — ordinary title." "Very good pic"Picture fine, business poor."
Ave.
Ave. "Walsh is ture."
THIS IS THE LIFE (George Walsh— Fox) .. .
a comer. About the best drawing card on regular Fox program."
"Star becoming popular very fast." "Good Walsh picture." "George Walsh
rapidly coming up to Doug. Fairbanks." "Star works well, story good."
"Good, Walsh better than Fairbanks" (S.). "Star popular, picture good"
Big
(N.). "Fair picture only, not liked." "100% better than Fairbanks — he's
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
coming fast" (S ). "Picture a knockout — great" (N.).
Big Ave.
Big "Too much of a detective drama." "Average feature — director-actor steals show
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL (Virginia Pearson— Fox).
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
TROUBLE BUSTER, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.). . . Ave.
Big "Picture
extra good." "Only fair."
Ave.
Ave.
from photography.
star."
Ave.
Big
WAR AND THE WOMAN (Florence Labadie— Pathe; Big
"Good
Some striking effects." "As a whole too dry for a war
Ave.
WHEN A MAN SEES RED (William Farnum— Fox St.) Ave.
"A very fine picture." "Good picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
time to bring back this star." "One great show — star ditto "
WHIP, THE (All star cast— Paragon)
"Ideal kind of big feature." "Very good." "Nearly as much business on return
Big
picture."
Big
WITHIN THE LAW (Joyce-Morey— Vita.)
"Very
big, run."
each day better." "Too long — great show, very interesting." "Picas first
ture good, but business slacking." "Alice Joyce is particularly well cast as
Mary Turner. The subtitles make a fat part of Aggie Lynch." "A good
picture with apparently no drawing power" (local). "Best picture I have seen
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
in a long time." "A box-office record-smasher, everybody highly pleased."
WOMAN BENEATH, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) Extra Extra
"Good." "Very good." "Picture well liked, star popular."
WOMAN GOD FORGOT, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.)
"Drew many strange faces" (West). "Very spectacular, wonderful production,
yet not over-pleasing." "Grand, wonderful production." "Elaborate, great
cast." "Star and title drew first day." "Big production, no heart interest."
"Wonderful
good photography,
a picture— now
the
Big
public
wants picture,
at this time.
I take my hatexcellent
off to Decast,
Millebutasnota director
Big
Big
give
us
a
change."
"Cleaned
up
on
this
picture."
"My
patrons
don't
care
Big
for 'Jerry' — I can't understand this any more than you." "Great I You
can't say enough for this production." "The most artistic picture I have
ever played." "All pleased." "Splendid photography, wonderful sets, fair
story — did not appeal very strongly to our Saturday clientele — big all week
and Sunday extra big." "A little high-brow for the average public."
YANKEE WAY, THE (George Walsh— Fox).
"Star well liked — good entertainment." "Much better than average Fairbanks;
great drawing card." "A relief from the usual murders, etc." "Wonderful
personality — forget the war pictures." "A fine comedy drama, many pronounced it equal of Douglas Fairbanks' best work." "Picture pleased, but
did not draw." "One of the best of the Walsh pictures."
POLLY OF THE CIRCUS (Mae Marsh— Gold.).
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Real Patriots — Is Your Name

TO

THEM!

Here?

THE following exhibitors, sixty in number, came forward with
the straightforward, pocketbook kind of patriotism that we always like to see, and donated five per cent of their receipts during Thanksgiving week to the Motion Picture Division of the Our
Boys in France Tobacco Fund:
1 P. S. Smith, Ideal Theatre, Clanton, Ala.
2 Pittman & Higdon, Princess Theatre, Enterprise, Ala.
3 Hannaca & Morgan, Glasgow, Mo.
4 Grand Theatre, C. L. Blades, Mgr., Bottineau, N. D.
5 Erron & Giler, Gem Theatre, Wilson, N. Y.
6 Prince Theatre, Tampa, Fla.
7 E. W. Dozier, Mgr. Garrick Theatre, Madisonville, Ky.
8 Mike Thomas, Liberty Theatre, Clairton, Pa.
9 C. H. Fisher, Liberty Theatre, Cumberland, Md.
10 D. L. Wood, Prop. Palace Theatre, Piano, Tex.
11 T. V. Humphrey, Canadian, Texas.
12 Olympic Theatre, Natchitoches, La.
13 Mr. G. C. Whitcomb, Mgr. Cumberland Theatre, Harlan Ky.
14 J. Frank Stanley, Star Theatre, Newton, 111.
15 E. Dye, Cypress, 111.
16 Harry K. Hecht, Garden Theatre, Passaic, N. J.
17 City Theatre, Second St., Passaic, N. J.
18 P. Slustrop, Princess Theatre, Culbertson, Mont.
19 Alpha Theatre, Alf. Duty, Mgr., Lumberport, W. V.
20 W. D. Skinner, East Worcester, N. Y.
21 Empire Theatre, Glen Campbell, Pa.
22 G. P. Langham, The Palace, Pontotoc, Miss.
23 Grand Theatre, Bedford, Ind.
24 Frank P. Powell, Powell Theatre Co., Ponca City, Okla.
25 Deighton Calverley, Ellsworth Theatre, Ellsworth, Pa.
26 J. B. Marvin, Malcom, la.
27 F. L. Draper, Liberty Theatre, Kilbourne, 111.
28 W. R. Black, Holbrook, Ariz.
29 Alfred Smith, Rex Theatre, Lakeview, Ore.
30 Strand Theatre, New Orleans, La.
31 Wells Opera House, F. R. Jacoby, Wells, Nevada.
32 O. P. M. Littlejohn, Tipton, Iowa.
33 S. B. Sturtevant, Majestic Theatre, Fruita, Colo.
34 J. T. Tonkin, Howard, Kan.
35 The Cozy Company, Inc., Austin, Minn.
36 C. E. Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.
37 William Maguire, Gem Theatre, Silverton, Colo.
38 J. F. Hickenbottom, Grand Theatre, Juliaetto, Idaho.
39 Otto Blume, Playhouse Theatre, Staunton, 111.
40 L. B. Hancock, Knoxville, 111.
41 Guy D. Primm, Athens, 111.
42 A. G. Miller, Miller Theatre, Atkinson, Nebr.
43 I. W. Hartwell, Mgr. Gayety Theatre, Haxtun, Colo.
44 C. H. Landers, Opera House, Fredonia, N. Y.
45 Longley & Steenrod, Majestic Theatre, Nelsonville, Ohio.
46 Chas. W. Browne, Pastime Theatre, Mason, Mich.
47 Hess & Wells, Princess Theatre, Del Norte, Colo.
48 H. E. Hinrichs, Royal Theatre, Minonk, 111.
49 Ellsworth Cameron, Como Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
50 L. T. Barkett, Mgr. Amusu Theatre, Statesboro, Ga.
51 Mr. W. C. Yutzy, Olympic Theatre, Lebanon, Ind.
52 Harry D. Williams, Colville, Wash.
53 Frank W. Bronte, Gem Theatre, Yuma, Colo.
54 Comus Theatre, Gold Hill, Ore.
55 Frank Diamon, Nogales Theatre, Nogales, Ariz.
56 Auditorium Theatre, F. Crowley, Mgr., American Falls, Idaho.
57 Opera House, Greenfield, 111.
58 S. A. McDonald, McDonald Theatre, Phillipsburg, Mont.
59 Henry Haas, Piper City, 111.
60 E. Hansel, Lyric Theatre, Arkansas City, Ark.

Smoke

Kaiser
Fund

Total

Motion

Out!
$114,956.20

Picture

Total

the

Division

$766.21

Previously Acknowledged
$418.75
Third Street Theatre, Ea»ton,
Pa., C. D. Buss
$4.51
Majestic
Theatre, Oakland,
Neb
9.00
Pastime Theatre, Tuscumbia,
Ala., J. W. Bowser, Mgr. . . . 2.50
Lyric Theatre, Oroville, Wash.,
Geo. Stoltz
1.00
Pastime
Theatre, Canadian.
Tex., T. V. Humphrey, Prop. 12.71
Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich., Bert C. E.
Silver, Mgr
10.00
Orpheum
Theatre. Kalispell,
Mont., F. W. Striker, Prop. . 8.26
Cozy Theatre, Austin, Minn., F.
F. Latta
9.60
Miller Theatre, Atkinson, Neb.,
A. G. Miller
18.80
Pleasant Hour, Newton, N. J.. 7.80
Happv Hour Theatre. Mexico,
N. Y
1.85
Photoplay Theatre, Duncannon, Pa
5.00
Arcade Theatre, Camden, N. J. 6.25
Opera House, Fredonia, N. Y. 13.25
Ridge Ave. Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa
3.00
Victoria Theatre, Greenfield,
Mass
29.38
Imperial Theatre, Great Fall?.
Montana
12.90
Variety Photo Plays Co., 112
Third Ave., N. Y. C
20.00
Jefferson Theatre, St. Augustine, Fla
22.27
Electra Theatre, 75th St. &
3rd Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. . . 38.10
Crystal Theatre, 425 Gay St.,
Knoxville, Tenn
4.85
E. Dye, Cypress, 111
92
Cumberland Theatre, Harlan,
Ky
11.30
Athens Opera House, Athens,
111
3.80
Dreamland Theatre, Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich
1.80
Amusu Theatre, Statesboro, Ga. 11.25
Deighton Calverly, Ellsworth.
Pa
4.48
The Grand Theatre, Jonesboro.
Ark
29.35
Empress Theatre Co., Fremont,
Neb
34.05
Wells Opera House, Wells,
Nevada
1.50
Alpha Theatre, Lumberport.
W. Va., Alfred Duty
3.67
Cozy Theatre, Oxford, Junction, la., Frank Shedak
2.50
O. R. Milan, Swans Island,
347.46
Me
1.91

$766.21
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Industry

No Corporation Nor Organization Has Been Overlooked by Call to Arms, and Service Flags
Add Star After Star — Universal, Fox and Metro Ranks Among the Latest to Contribute Men
structor atone of the National Army camps.
been learning quickly under their expert inTHE mailed fist of Mars is be- structions.
Sergeant
G. H. Smith, another nephew
in
f
felt
ginning to make itsel
who has just returned to London after a
the motion picture industry more than
Publicity Men Called
long period of service on the Ypres front,
was ever imagined when the United
Five members of the general publicity has been selected on the field for promotion
States first declared a stand beside
to a second lieutenancy in the British army
bureau of the Fox Film Corporation now
democracy and freedom.
are serving the United States Government,
and soon will go into training for his commission. He was chosen for his valorous
either in the army or the navy.
Already the pages of Motion PicArthur B. McGinley, formerly editor of work during the late fighting at Ypres.
ture News have bulged with the
Jack Smith, a private in the British army,
names of patriots from the industry
the Exhibitors' Bulletin, one of William
also a nephew of Mr. Smith, is on service
Fox's publications, is a private in a machine
who have joined the colors in one
gun battery, being stationed at Camp
at Salonica, and Corporal J. Smith, another
branch or another of the service. No
Devens, Ayer, Mass.
phase of the motion picture business
nephew,
somewhere
in France."
Frank isL. "Smith,
nephew,
is a member of
Jay Voorhies, who until his enlistment
has been overlooked by the call to covered
the Fox Eastern Studios for the Battery A, California Field Artillery, and,
arms, and the ranks of Uncle Sam
publicity department, is a chief yeoman in so far as his uncle knows, may even now
are still being swelled with additional
the navy, at present being attached to the be in France.
recruits from the picture field. These
In addition to the actual representation
cable censor's office in New York City.
Robert Houghton, who was connected
embryo soldiers, as yet unaccustomed
of his family in the armies of the United
States and Britain, Mr. Smith and his
to army routine, are, in the majority,
with the publicity bureau's photographic
brothers in the Vitagraph organization have
showing a decided eagerness to join division, is now at Camp Upton, Yaphank,
N. Y., as a private in the heavy artillery.
shown their loyalty by liberal subscriptions
their brothers of the industry who
Two other members of the publicity staff to the war loans here and abroad, and also
have preceded them across the seas,
and when the cause of victory is have departed within the last week. A. B. have lent substantial aid to the Red Cross
Bernd, engaged in special work, and Gerald
and other charities.
summed up there is little doubt the
B. Spiero, who prepared the mimeograph
motion picture industry can point to and clipping sheet service, have enlisted in Travers on His Way
its men with pride as having been a the Quartermaster's Corps of the army and
No longer will "Dashing Dick" Travers
will be stationed within a short time at
deciding factor.
cause thousands of feminine hearts to flutJacksonville, Fla.
ter as he romances across the screen in
Gettinger Gets In
Dwight Begeman, cameraman, is the lat- Essanay dramas. Instead Captain R. C.
est Metro employee to enter the service. He
Some of the farewell receptions given
soon will be " over the top " at the
motion picture men when they start on the has left for his home in St. Louis, to enlist Travers
head of a band of square jawed American
first leg of the journey to Berlin will no in the navy, and he hopes to be assigned to fighting men. Captain Dick was awarded
doubt accompany them to the very gates of the work of taking motion pictures for the a commission recently at the conclusion of
the German capital and beyond. Among the Government. Jack Lamond, another of Chicago.
the second officers' camp at Fort Sheridan,
most recent of these memorable leave-takMetro's photographic force, is already
engaged
in
taking
pictures
of
naval
ings was the one given in honor of " Big "
Another Essanay man awarded a comBill Gettinger, one of the most popular
manoeuvres. Mr. Begeman has been atmission at the Fort Sheridan camp is L. J.
tached
to
the
force
of
most
of
the
Metro
among the aggregation of cowboy players
Scott. He has been made a first lieutenant
stars, among them Mme. Nazimova, Francis
at Universal City, when he left Los Angeles
of artillery and already is on his way to
to do his bit under the Stars and Stripes. X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, Emmy
France where he will receive further inWehlen
and
Ethel
Barrymore.
Gettinger departed from the California city
structions infield artillery work.
Irving Flisser, formerly a member of
with other drafted men for Camp Lewis at
Essanay's
to the Illinois
American Lake, Wash.
Metro's electrical force, under the supervi- Home Guard, contribution
a complete company of men
sion of Frank Detering, is in the navy.
For the past four years Gettinger has
been employed at Universal City and he has Metro's men continue to answer the call to employed at the studios, recently was completely equipped with uniforms and expects
appeared in numerous plays of the West
the colors, without waiting for the operato be sworn into the state service before
tion of the selective draft.
and in many jungle and railroad pictures.
the first of the year. The company drills
When he received his orders to report for
each week in one of the Essanay Studios
service he obtained permission to visit his Smith Gets Letter from Front
and has reached a high point of efficiency.
Albert E. Smith, president of Greater
mother in San Antonio and made a flying
Vitagraph,
received
a
letter
last
week
from
trip to the Texas city to bid her goodbye.
More than half a hundred of Universal
his nephew, Vincent Smith, stating that he
" Is Shown
City's cowboys, with whom he has been as- is now in a hospital in France recovering " Struggle Everlasting
to Trade
from wounds received during recent fightsociated for the past few years, were present at the railroad station when the train
ing on the Somme and also carrying the inHarry Rapf's latest production, " The
formation that he has just been promoted
pulled out for the north and gave Gettinger
Struggle Everlasting," a morality picture
a sendoff he will remember for the rest of to a full-fledged corporal. " Just to cele- based on Edwin Milton Royle's play, was
shown privately to members of the film
his life.
brate the occasion," the young man wrote,
and theatrical world, the press, city officials
Joseph Waddell, for several years
" I received a ' packet,' but my wounds are
and heads of social organizations, last
not of a very serious nature and I expect
cameraman at Universal City, is already
Sunday evening at the 44th Street theatre,
soon to be back at the Huns."
with the Allies' aviation corps in Italy. Fred
New York.
Corporal Smith, a son of George Smith,
LeRoy Granville, of the Universal camera
Florence Reed stars in this picture, which
European manager for Greater Vitagraph,
force has received a letter from Waddell,
informing him that he is at Foggie, at the is only one of six blood relatives of the Mr. Rapf considers the most pretentious of
Venice front. Waddell was one of a dozen
Vitagraph chief now fighting the Germans
his efforts, and supporting her appear Milton Sills, Irving Cummings, Wellington
Pacific Coast men who were sent to Italy or training for the work of doing so.
Lieutenant A. V. (Victor) Smith, formerfor war training under the Italian aviators.
Playter and others. James Kirkwood hanThe former cameraman writes that the
dled the production details. A review of
ly studio manager in Brooklyn, a brother of
fighting air men of Italy are masters of the Albert E. Smith, received a commission at " The Struggle Everlasting " will be found
Plattsburg in the first class of officers to in next week's issue of Motion Picture
aviation game and that he and the other
Americans who now are at the front have
take the training course, and now is an in- News.
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A department devoted to the problems of every theatre manager
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Pictures urith few
THIS article closes, for
j.gurcs and targe ones,
the present, so far
Where
"Economy"
is Waste
pictures where the players
as the larger cities are
are easily recognized and
concerned, the talks on adBad Advertising Doesn't Pay — Its
vertising. Requests come
the meaning of the acJust
as
Easy
to
Have
tion simple should alzvays
from all sections of the
the Good
be used.
country for discussion of
Fifth, as we advised in
displays in the smaller
an article some weeks ago, he should have a distinctive " name
dailies and in the weeklies, for hints on how to get the best results where opportunities are limited. Discussion of these
plate " or design for his theatre, in different sizes, according
the display that he uses. There is nothing that attracts suchto
problems will be started next week.
immediate attention to the advertising. The reader does not
But from all of these discussions the small theatre can get
many excellent suggestions, which can be followed even if on a have to hunt to find which is your theatre. He recognizes it
almost unconsciously. If, in addition, he can have distinctive
smaller scale. So let us sum up the conclusions that we have
borders which are not used by other theatres or other adverreached from the study of specimens of advertising in cities in
tisers, so much the better. We have already told you how to
which the theatres have full facilities and where they have the
means to carry out proper exploitation.
get these.
Sixth, the advertiser should confine himself to a few kinds of
And to illustrate this, we are showing you today the best and
the worst in motion picture displays. On the opposite page there
type. All of the larger newspapers issue "type books" which
show the various faces that are in that newspaper office. Unare reproduced from the Seattle (Wash.) Times three photoplay
less you are an expert, beware of trying to use a number of
pages. They represent the best. The other page is taken from
different sorts of types in your display. One has to be a real
the Cincinnati Enquirer, and although it represents the exploitation of theatres in a city almost twice the size of Portland it artist to do this and achieve a decent effect. If your paper does
not issue a type book, pick out the sort of face that you want
represents the worst aggregate display with which we are
from some other advertisement, consult with your foreman and
familiar.
Before you read further, give one glance to the page. You
learn its name and its "count" to the column. (We are going
to take up under the head of small town advertising some diswill readily grasp the rights and wrongs of the advertising at a
cussion of type faces with illustrated specimens and explain to you
glance, even though you may not be an advertising expert. And
sizes, points etc.)
remember that advertising is not written to appeal to experts.
Now you have all the material you need. You simply have to
It is prepared to appeal to the greatest number of the readers
add to this good, common sense.
of the newspaper. The advertisement that attracts the attention
Let us take up the case of the Cincinnati and the Seattle showof every reader is the hundred per cent achievement. In one
men whose advertisements are illustrated on the opposite page.
case the display has a punch; in the other, it is a mere mass
Certainly, they should have had equal material at hand. If anyof type.
It has remained for the west to establish the best in motion
thing, the Cincinnati men should have had superior facilities because they are closer to the source of supply and get material
picture advertising. What is true of Portland is also true of
from the New York and Chicago headquarters earlier.
the Portland, Ore., theatres, the American theatre, Butte, Mont.,
These three pages in the Seattle paper represent the display
and a number of other theatres far from New York — and its
that the motion picture houses get in that paper. In this case
supposedly influences. Cleveland, O., is another city that stands
the section is four pages, but it often runs six and sometimes
out for the work of all of its theatres and there are many other
individual instances that will be cited from time to time. A study
eight pages. The last page in the section is given over to legitimate attractions and vaudeville. One will see at once the imof good advertising is well worth while, especially the study of
advertising that is so obviously good and the reasons for which
pression' that is made on the public — that motion pictures are the
are so obvious.
overwhelmingly appealing thing. We have referred to the
psychology
of advertising before. Here it is well illustrated. The
There is no excuse for bad advertising where the facilities are
theatres of Seattle, by common consent have realized that they
at hand. The greatest cause of it is that the theatre manager
buys a certain amount of space in a newspaper and then seeks to >hould use big space to attract attention and thev have " gone
put into that space as much as possible. He can see no reason
Now there is a big mechanical result from using large space.
why he should even double the space and put in less reading
It is apparent that you cannot jam two four column advertisematter — the smallest possible amount. And yet that same manments into a seven column paper. One result is more space and
ager, when it comes to the selection of his paper would probably
to it."position for all of the advertising. Another result is that
better
use a twenty-four sheet every time in place of a one sheet, because he knows the larger would attract the attention.
there is more space devoted to reading matter about motion pictures. Every newspaper has rules of proportion of reading matNow, let us take the material which the ordinary exhibitor
ter to the advertis ing on the page, though these vary.
should have at his command for his advertising:
Now turn to the Cincinnati page and see the difference. The
First, he should be well grounded in the character of his protheatres use very small space and the result is that the newspaper
duction from careful reading of the Motion Picture News. That
has jammed them together and no one gets any display that is
is really a big asset, a necessary thing before he turns to the use
distinctive or attracts attention. It is, as we have said, merely
of any material.
Second, he has the cuts of the players furnished by nearly all a confusing mass. Some one has come to the conclusion that
the narrow strip across the page is an excellent advertisement.
of the exchanges and in many cases cuts or mats of suggested
We cannot imagine anything very much worse except for the
displays supplied by the producers. Some of these are good;
many of them very bad.
fellow who gets the top position. In the first place, there are fewThird, he has the photograph of the stars themselves. At least,
newspapers in the country' who would grant such a position, because itsacrifices the whole page to advertising instead of giving
the exhibitor should keep for himself, in his file photographs of
all the stars who regularly appear at his theatre, and the wise
it a clean, reading matter make-up. We can imagine everyone
who is not absolutely hunting for the attractions at a particular
manager will constantly add to this collection and restore the
picture theatre hastily turning over this page as unworthy of
ones that he destroys in the preparation of his advertisement.
attention.
Fourth, he has the "stills" which he can get with each proWhat is bad about each one of these individual advertisements?
duction. These are extremely valuable for " cut outs " for use
(Continued on page 4338)
in the advertising, and striking effects can be secured with their
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Here Are the Poles of Good and Bad Newspaper Advertising Display
The two pagess at the top and the one in the lower left corner are taken from the Seattle Times, and the one in the lower right hand
corner from the
study before you read the article on the opposite page.
he Cincinnati Enquirer. Give them your own stit
NEWS SECTION. PART I

REACHING
il F~a wm -w-m e
MO
ON
Fun, a Mile a Minute
With Fairbanks Always in It
Also "A Sbeeza
MILK-FED
VAMPT-AII
Beat, Too—
lo Two Parts! Comedy
G,FTS
THEATER
Entf»ne-« - ^ ."Sf*--.^

i

FIRST AT MM— COCTTNUOUI 11 TO 11
APMISSTOWZOc-CHmiBI IQt ll.iinila

Every
*".■:'< Bftinii; SjiIjj, D::ti)tr 2
Ten
Show "Baiymine:
Blow!

A"
10c & 15c
MUTT
AND
.„„„,„—
MADGE KENNEDY -n» fdiiliiMtrr
ate Stir ol TWIII BEDS" — iL^.*rrji-z^ — 11« hr iw itii

"as
5!!H"DILTOI
DU?J!?-Ffi
■t Jiirk O010THI
« CIHUUS"
[QBlN ifST BlUiE= "TlBS
=ALHAMBRA^
FifiM.Hu»1i«
>to_ it "ARMS AND BQRKE
THE GIRL"
~ - "lie*Mr«miSile rg -THE PRICEMAI1K
ftlSI&R iSWM. S. HART: Double Croned"
VIRGINIA PEARSON
Sffi" William Desmond ""wi'lliamTJesmo
nd "THE ShYp OF DOOM"
"FIGHTING BACK"
Chas. Chaplin u "The Park"
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"PANTS"

1 "EVERYBODY WEARS "EM"
Famous Child Actress

"PANTS"
Pants! Pants! Pants!
Wekaveikem
Is Hit In "Pants" Film
and ail that

Ou) Pants are Byrd's
9l

Byrd Tailoring Co.
Pick out a l'air of Trousers
And save your coat and vest
New patterns and all sizes
Thestand
kind thethattestwear and

The ColumbiaDoug Theater
1 a s d^u/
LittleMary
Mc Alister

THE
Americano

"PANTS"
W.11 B* SWx< Her* Torowrp. On* Fairbanks

"PANTS"

The American Kitchen

-■ •

Here is the excellent manner in which the Columbia theatre, Phoenix, Ariz., was able to
get a " double truck," of tzeo page advertisements, in the Arizona Gazette at the time of
the showing
of " ofPants,"
an Essanay
securing and
the co-operation
the newspaper over half
the space
zvas soldfeature.
to localBymerchants
in reality theoftheatre
got
value from the full space.
Theatres

of

Two

Cities

In Newspaper
(Continued from page 4336)
You know for yourself that the eye does
not read across the full page, when it is
small type and a lot of matter. One gets
the big streamer line on the front pages
or the more sensational pages because big
type and few words are used. And they
are used for the purpose of making a person buy the paper to see what it is all
about. But the motion picture display is
meant to appeal to the person who has already bought the paper.
If the same space that is used in these
" strips " wide
has been
space have
two
columns
the employed
exhibitors inwould
had some chance to use cuts, distinctive
borders and plain type or designs and
would have gotten some real effect. But
every man who had advertised here leaves
the impression that he felt that he had
to advertise — not with any particular purpose, but just because it was the fashion
— and he proceeded to do it by taking a
small space and then filling up said space
with type — regardless.
Here is to large extent waste advertising. Ifthe theatres can afford to spend
the amount that they are spending on this
sort of advertising they can afford to
spend three times as much on real advertising that will pull business.
Of course, you know that advertising
rates are based on the circulation of the
newspaper. Your advertising appropriation should be based on the number of
people that you can reach with your advertising AND the number of people that
you will reach. In the case of Cincinnati, or any other city, there are a certain
number of readers of the newspaper. It
is your possible field. But you in your
turn have to design the advertising that
will make them read it. According to the
theory that these theatres evidently follow, a half inch of display, if it got as

Show

Best

and

Worst

*FASK
ROTHAPFEL
Advice From the Greatest
Exhibitor Ready For You
ION PICissue the MOTNEWS
will be
BEGINNINGTUREwith the next
able to accord you a service such as you have never
dreamed of before — answers to
your own questions on exhibiting problems by admittedly the
great leader in motion picture
presentation, Samuel L. Rothapfel, of the Rialto and Rivoli.
There are two conditions to
this service. All questions
must come through the NEWS
and none must refer to the
merits of pictures or film services. The questions will go to
Mr. Rothapfel, his answers will
be dictated and they will appear
in these columns each week.
Watch for them, read them and
then present any problem that
you have had in exhibiting pictures, and you will have the
aid of the greatest consulting
expert in the industry.

Advertising
much free reading space, would be worth
as much as a page. And we would hate to production is recalled to the patrons by the
see the amount of type that one of these
references to " On Trial " and "Hell Mortheatres, if it followed the same policy
Both of these are hundred per cent disas in these specimens, would undertake
gan's Girl."
to put into a page of space.
This same spirit has spread to the MisIn reply to these criticisms we are told
plays. sion, the Strand, and in fact to all of the
that Cincinnati is not as good a motion
other theatres. These announcements are
picture city as Portland. We believe that,
a splendid example of what can be done
if we are to judge by the advertising.
when the exhibitors of a city, as a whole,
Take any city where the greater portion
wake up to the value of newspaper adverof the theatres advertise intelligently and
tising and learn the proper sort of adverget newspaper co-operation and you will
tising to do.
And there is not a single avertisement
find good patronage. It's mighty seldom
that you find this where they are poor adof the three Seattle pages that was exvertisers. Certainly they are not getting
pensive to produce. The cuts were all
maximum results. If they are doing well
made
from
photographs of the stars and
in restricted use of newspaper space
scenes from the pictures.
they could do probably twice as well with
Note the splendid cut work, and then
increased, progressive, intelligent display.
look at the Cincinnati page again. The
Now let's glance for a moment at the Walnut Theatre, which is the only one of
Seattle pages, and bear in mind that there
the Cincinnati theatres that has prepared a
are three of these pages BECAUSE the
really good display, is also the only one
advertising justifies the granting of this
that has used a cut. And it was playing
space — gives motion pictures a section of the same picture that was advertised by
their own — makes them DOMINATE the
the Coliseum.
We have taken these contrasting pages
city's amusements.
The two largest advertisements are those
with a purpose. We know that it would
of the Coliseum and the Liberty. Both of be folly to expect every theatre in the
these have " name plates " and both of country, or even every big city theatre, to
them play these strong, generally at the top advertise to the extent of the Coliseum or
of the display. Both use cuts and in case
the Liberty, but you can gather here the
of this issue both have used big heads
good and bad things in advertising.
of the stars and a scene from the producBut you can cut the waste out of your
tion. Coliseum has used the very minimum
displays, no matter where you are. And,
in reading matter. It was not necessary,
as we said just a moment ago, if you can
for the public is familiar with Fairbanks
afford
to spend the amount that the Cinand the Fairbanks type of picture. The
cinnati theatres are spending in BAD adLiberty has used more reading matter and
vertising, you can easily afford to spend
it has done a daring thing by not menthree times as much for GOOD advertioning the name of the star, although it
tising of the Seattle sort, and have a considerable amount more in your pocket as
does use the picture effect. Elaine Hammerstein is not so well known in Seattle
net profit at the end of the week.
as Fairbanks. But the smash is put on
Don't waste your money. Spend it for
the picture itself and the character of the a purpose, and then it will "cork for you.
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Exhibitor
Lowers Price
When
Feature Is
Below Standard
HERE is one manager who believes in
playing fair with the public and who
is making a hit doing so. He is Harry
Newman, manager of the Victoria theatre,
Ossining, N. Y. The policy of the theatre
has been a 10-cent admission, but some of
the larger features proved more expensive,
and in order to get these Mr. Newman determined to have one 15-cent night each
week, on Wednesdays.
His patrons were perfectly satisfied, because they realized that the Victoria was
striving to give its patrons the best. But at
the same time the manager determined that
the productions should hold up to the high
standard. One of them, in his opinion,
failed to do so, and — well, let a statement
story he
: placed in the newspapers tell the
that

Knitting Ushers at Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore.
rr
Knitting

Ushers" Prove Real Novelty;
Another One of the My rick Ideas
the largest photo playhouse in that far
KNITTING ushers is the latest timely
Western state.
publicity stunt of E. J. Myrick, manager of the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.,
Myrick surprised his patrons a week or
two ago by ushering them into the Liberty
via Colonial costumed maids deftly plying
knitting needles. The innovation made a
decided hit with the theatregoers, while the
activity of the girl ushers — fifteen of them
— means more mufflers, wristlets, sweaters
and sox for the boys " over there."
The latest Myrick novelty was preceded
by a course of knitting instruction for his
ushers. Then he placed the brunettes,
blonds and auburn-tressed lassies in the
hands of an expert costumer and the result is a squad of lovely Dresden dolls,
with cretonne knitting bags and flashing
needles.
Cretonne and satin are mingled in brilliant and effective color combinations in
these fetching costumes. The smartest of
basque and nifty cretonne bustle effects are
distinctive features. White organdy fichus
soften the neck line, while quaint poke
bonnets round the face. Black pumps with
huge gilt buckles and white stockings give
the final touches to the costumes. And then
there are those fascinating cretonne knitting bags that are the envy of the army
of Portland femininity "doing their bit,"
and their name is legion, for at every
function and in every vehicle they may
be seen.
Myrick is the man who introduced the
afternoon tea as a feature of motion picture exhibition in the United States, startled
Portlanders with his seasonal style shows
with living models, introduced special
usher costuming in keeping with photoplays, unusual lobby displays, and more
recently Sunday organ recitals at the
Liberty.
E. J. Myrick, Manager Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore.

" Playing fair is the only honest way —
don't you think so? — the respect of our
mental development demands that we get
the best when raising our admission — our
prices have always been based on our cost
of film, which on these special feature days
are from 100 per cent, to 200 per cent, more
than on other days, but this does not always
exactly fit the situation was proved last
night, but we fulfilled a promise — that of
keeping faith with our patrons — for after
viewing the special attraction feature in the
afternoon, we found the picture did not
live up to all that was promised — we therefore discarded our 15-cent admission sign
for the night and put the picture at the
usual 10 cents admission price — however,
the picture was very pleasing and well received by all who witnessed it and brought
a round of applause. So we stand the
freight — you can always depend on getting
what you pay for at the Victoria."
Newspapers Co-operate with
Ohio Theatre
Mutual Film Corporation points out the
growing co-operation of newspapers with
theatres, especially in small cities and
cities the instance of the lifford theatre,
Urbana, Ohio. Manager E. H. Hullinger
had booked the Helen Holmes serial, " The
Lost Express " and then went to the newspapers and laid out his advertising campaign. He told the newspaper managers
frankly that the success of his advertising
experiment depended on the co-operation
that he secured, and he got it.
Mr. Hullinger took space in both of the
local dailies. He began with small copy
of the " teaser " type, as suggested in the
Mutual plan book, and then broke out into
big space a week before the showing of
the first episode. At the same time he posted
a number of twenty-four sheets on the
first chapter. Both of the newspapers gave
him more space than most feature pictures
secured and the result was the theatre
broke box office records. Mr. Hullinger
is delighted with the result, and the newspapers pleased because they proved the
value of advertising.
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IT requires real advertising ability to write
into the spirit of a production, but this
has been done by the Alhambra theatre,
Indianapolis, in its announcement of Vivian
Martin in " Molly Entangled." Using only
a cut of the star and distinctive lettering,
the theatre calls attention prominently to

Ours

the main things to be featured and then the
rest of the reading matter is devoted to
telling something of the picture. We have
warned repeatedly against trying to say too
much in displays. The reason for this is
that too many writers of advertisement
seem to write merely to fill space. It is
different when you really have something
to say and know how to say it. Note that
every expression is in keeping with the
Irish character of the production and anyone who reads the advertisement will at
once be convinced that this is a charming
production.
Write into the spirit of your productions,
but first you must know about them. You
must know, about the picture and feel the
charm of it yourself before you can do this.
The genuine strikes home, but the artificial
in such attempts are always so apparent
that the object is lost.

•^Jdard

theatr
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you can get them. But the trouble is that
practically every press book that is sent out
on a production, advises you to get window
displays, and if these suggestions were followed in their entirety we doubt whether
the merchants would ever have a chance
to display their own wares — or rather the
things that they wish to display. Once in
a while where a store is selling the book
you may be able to induce it to consent to
the display and give your theatre some free
advertising at the same time, but don't
try to work this too often. Not only will
the merchants turn you down, but even if
he
didn't,
the effectiveness of the appeal
would
be lost.
Here is an excellent display accorded
the Jewel production, " The Man Without
a Country," by Donaldsons, one of the
largest department stores in Minneapolis.
Note the simplicity of the arrangement,
with only a few copies of the book and
some scenes from the production. This is
the sort of a thing that is worth trying for.
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It lakes more than merely a good old
name to get " over the top."
WEEK

after week we have printed pictures of stage displays by Harold B.
Franklin, manager of Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo. Here is another one, which was
used Thanksgiving week. These displays
are not expensive. Now if you noted the
one last week you will see that the same
background is used for the turkey effect.
All that was necessary was to have an artist
paint a large picture of the great American
I

TALKINGing, the about
simplicity
in Standard
advertisspecimen
from the
theatre, Cleveland, easily takes the lead.
Here is a case where a picture and its
arrangement tells the whole story. Here
is a case of a smashing advertisement without the name of any star and without reference to what the picture is about. It is
the sort of display that will lead people to
the theatre out of curiosity. Note the only
explanation is that the picture is made from
" Rex Beach's greatest story."
The photograph is one that has been
used by Goldwyn in advertising in the
News. The Standard has used the same
picture and below that has placed a block
with the announcement of the title. The
Standard, more than nearly any other
theatre in the country, seems to watch the
advertising in the trade papers and to
adapt all possible to its own use. It is a
case of taking the best advantage of the
hundreds of dollars spent by the producers
in designing their own advertising.
Christmas is a good time to take Enterprise under the mistletoe and leave a lasting impression. ,
What You Will Find at the Isis

Have vou put your theatre "OVER —
THERE?"

^PICTURES

rT* HERE isn't the least doubt that window
displays are mighty good things — if
*
bird and superimpose it over the background.
Here's something else. Along about
Thanksgiving time you are seeing turkey
displays everywhere, in front of stores and
in newspaper advertising and even in the
candy shops. But they were expected there
and they didn't attract unusual attention.
But you never saw it in a theatre before,
and it was a novelty and that's one reason
why it went over big.
No war was ever won by relying on the
RELICS of the last one. And the same
is true of the motion picture theatre.

MUSIC

Management

SERVICE

HowWillYouHaveYour Pictures
"Table d'Hote"or"A la Carte?"
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THROUGH Vitagraph we receive a copy
of a page announcement used by the
Isis theatre, Houston, Texas, in impressing
SERVICE on the public. It is distinctly
an appeal for the theatre itself. With the
exception of references to the fact that
Metro and Vitagraph pictures are used
there is little space devoted to films, but
the entire display is given over telling the
public why the Isis theatre is worthy of
patronage. Music, management and service
are three of the points dwelt upon.
If you ever rEst on your exhibition
problems, you'll find that the E's gone and
you'll rUst.
AN three
inquiry theatres
from a patron
sayssame
: " I own
in the
city.
Would you advise me to advertise them toseparately?"
Theregether. orcan
be but one answer in our
opinion— and that is SEPARATELY, and
to make each one as distinctive as possible.
We are taking from the Atlanta papers an
example of four theatres under the same
ownership that advertise together. These
displays are excellently written, but the
grave flaw appears to us to be that by following the same style in the typing of all,
that the owner of the houses is deliberately
inviting the patron to choose WHICH of
the pictures he will see. That should not
be the policy. Every advertisement should
be written and displayed to make the
patron come to that theatre. And again,
every theatre ought to have an individuality, a particular appeal. It doesn't matter
whether the four theatres are unanimously

Are

Doing
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// you read this for instruction, why not
let your own good ideas help other exhibitors?
T T ERE is one of the most artistic an•*• nouncements of the opening of a new
theatre that has come to our attention recently. It was sent out by the New Princess, Rensselaer, Ind. It is at the same time
inexpensive and dignified. It is printed on
white stock 8^1 by 14 and folds twice,
being about the size of an official envelope
in its mailing state.
The man who prepared this has solved
the problem of saying the most in the fewest words. This folder at once announces
the date of the opening, the program for
Atuunmrraitttt

WE TAKE m
PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING
— THE OPENING
m OF OUR
Nfui JjJrinrpBfi utyrato
Sliankflgimng Sat). Xnnembfr 29tlj. 191T
MATINEE 2 00 P M. NIGHT 6:45 P. M
NEW POLICY— NEW PLAYS-BIG STARS
Produxi.oni Supreme-Remodeled Throuihout-S50 Seata-Piecure. Scleeied With Thouiht
Jsrogram
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
"IN AGAIN OUT AGAIN"
MR HARRY SCOTT OF CHICAGO. Baritone and Entertain en
Alto Harold Lloyd in hit moil recent comedy tucceu
"BLISS"
- - FRIDAY, NOV. 30 «m . «
MAE MARSH
"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS"

Atlanta's Leading Photoplay Theaters

«„,.., , , » SAT,t'RfS.DEC.coup1 . PRESENTS
«m „
GEORGE M. COHAN
"BROADWAY JONES"

W entertainment n at vital « youi bread and meat. Every
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the first bill and the announcement for the
following two days, together with a brief
statement of the policy of the house and a
list of the stars that will be seen there.
This sort of an announcement is obliged to
be a whole lot more convincing than a detailed, much adjectived lot of claims.
Here is a house that seats 350, but it is
making the sort of appeal that is bound to
get the very cream of the patronage.
Thought is a coin of the realm.

admitted to be the four best in the city,
this sort of display is not calculated to
get the most business for each theatre.
Distinctive name heads and distinctive displays for each of the theatres would be
much more apt to induce a patron to go
to two shows instead of merely to one.

YOU

could not beat this advertisement
in a million years. The Eckel theatre,
Syracuse, has used a half tone for its display on Theda Bara in Camille and with
the lettering white has achieved a striking
effect. Many theatre managers when once

Most ingStriking
EffectTypeProduced
by a Background
DiscriminatUse of White
on a Black
they employ an artist to design their advertisement, think that they have got " to get
their money's worth
havingoccupied
a lot ofa
ornamentations.
This" by
display
space three columns wide by fourteen inches
deep and there is the smallest possible
amount of reading matter. The picture of
the star carries the appeal, and the name of
the theatre, the name of the star and the
title of the production are all that are
needed. How many other managers who
are running a picture for only three days
would use an equal amount of space and
go to the expense of having the advertisement especially designed?

of the
areAYS
gettingon to"Polly
be rather
old Circus"
stories
DISPL
now, but those that have been printed have
been largely confined to theatres in big
cities. All the enterprise is not in the
great centers as is shown by' the display
made by C. Everitt Wagner, manager of
the 'Dreamland theatre, Chester, S. C. Mr.
Wagner converted the whole front of the
house into an imitation of a circut tent.
Practically his whole expense was the canvas, the painting of the sign and the two
" rings," which will be barely noted, in
the front of the lobby as the photo is indistinct. He borrowed a number of toy
animals from one of the local stores and
then added a couple of realistic touches
by having a tub of red lemonade and a boy
selling peanuts.
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YOUR
BEST
STUNT
What Are You Doing for
Holiday Business

tor
ibiing
exheth
dory som
tries to eve
NEARLY
l
g
sua
on
about
al
unu
holiday time in order to
What are
speed up business.
you doing or going to do?
Let us have accounts of
unique lobby and stage displays that you use, specimens
of out-of-the-ordinary programs
and folders that you send out,
specimens of interesting advertising and the like.
We would like to be able to
reproduce here the very cream
of the thought of the exhibitors
of the country as shown during
these holidays. It would make
a collection of ideas such as has
never been made before. Why
not do your bit?
And these ideas that are
printed here will be worth saving for next year and worth
trying in your house.
For that matter, never pass
over a good idea. File them
away under the proper subject.
There'll probably come a time
that
did it.you'll be mighty glad you

Theatres and Newspaper Aid
X-mas Fund
Two theatres in Harrisburg, Pa., by gaining the co-operation of the Evening News,
which is conducting a campaign to raise
funds for Christmas gifts for the Pennsylvania soldiers encamped in this country
and abroad, have been helping a patriotic
cause and incidentally increasing their receipts and gaining much valuable publicity.
The plan consists of an agreement with
the newspaper to give benefit performances
of some strong attraction, for a three-day
period, giving 20 per cent, of the net proceeds to the soldiers' fund.
The Victoria theatre, James George,
manager, put on " The Tanks " for a threeday run. The newspaper gave half page
advertisements free during the entire period, together with first page news stories
daily and even editorial comment.
It was thus made possible for the theatre
to fill every seat at practically every performance, notwithstanding the price of
admission was raised from 15 to 25 cents.
The net results were that about $350 in cash
was turned over to the newspaper's soldier
fund and the house still had left receipts
which constituted hundreds of dollars more
than it ordinarily would have received in
the same period.
The same plan was put into effect by the
Regent theatre, Peter Magaro, manager,
the attraction being Geraldine Farrar in
" The Woman God Forgot."
Victoria theatre has now arranged with
the newspaper to give a three-day run of
"theThesame
Honor
basis.System " here next week, on
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Theatre

?
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perate efforts to get the greater portion of
In this column the Exhibitors' Servhis public interested in motion pictures. The
ice Bureau will print comment from
big idea came to him when a solicitor for
week to week on theatres actually
one of the big city papers came to solicit his
visited, pointing out faults found and
subscription. One of the arguments that
commendable features. The name of
this solicitor put up to him was that this
the theatre will not be mentioned, but
paper was one of the best motion picture
if it applies to you and you want imorgans in the country — and it was. The
provement, write to this department.
manager took a mental note and the next
Sunday he bought copies of all the Sunday
THIS is the story of a theatre that de- papers published in his nearest big city and
which circulated largely in his town. He
"
liberatelyturned
around."
Theatre M., when we firstitself
visited it two
found that what the solicitor had told him
years ago, was typical of its class. It was
was true. Then he laid his plans and bought
located in a town of some 8,000 people and
a ticket to the big city.
about sixty miles away from one of the
There he called on the circulation manfifteen biggest cities of the country.
ager of the paper that he had selected, and
When we first visited the town there were
presented his proposition. He offered to
three theatres there, all apparently doing aid the solicitors in getting subscriptions
barely enough business to get along, al- in his town in every way. He would go
though Theatre M. was the best of the around with the canvassers himself to every
lot and getting the most generous patronperson he knew — and he had a large acage— if any of them could be called well
quaintance— and urge them to take this
patronized. It was a clean, new theatre, paper rather than any other. In addition
well lighted, with fairly good projection
he offered to run a slide at every performand showing the best pictures of any house
ance reading " All the movie news in the
in the town. But the very apparent thing
." He frankly told the circulawas that a very large proportion of the
tion man that he wanted to get all the peopopulation was not attending any picture
ple of his town interested in the movies and
theatre.
for that reason he was interested in getting
Advertising of the three houses was everyone who bought a big city daily paper
largely devoted to the displays in front of to buy the one that presented the most and
the theatres and each house tried to outdo
the best of this news. All he asked in reits rivals in this respect, though again the
turn was that he be allowed to slip into the
manager of Theatre M. showed his better section that carried the motion picture news
judgment by trying to center the display on a folder or herald of his own, which he
his current attraction rather than sticking would furnish the local news agent.
It worked like a charm. As the result of
up every one and three sheet that the exchanges sent him. But one thing that was
his personal work this paper literally
noted. Every house was advertising itself " cleaned up " the town and in a short time
on its banners as " the best show in town " had nearly a thousand subscribers in this
and the same spirit was shown in their place and the immediate section. He had
handbills. One of these shows was partic- based his plan on his own experience — that
people in the smaller cities and towns read
ularly miserable. The house was uncomfortable, the films shown were about the practically every line of the big city paper.
poorest on the market and they were worn
He figured that a great share of them, who
and torn by the time they were received at had never been interested in motion pictures would read this section of the paper
this theatre. It had been the pioneer theatre in the town and many people had seen
as well. And the folder which he put into
their first motion picture at that house.
the copies in addition to giving the proMany other newcomers to the town had
gram for the week at his theatre also bore
seen their first one there and they conthe
message
: " All the best pictures told
cluded that all were in the same class. And
about in the motion picture pages of the
after visiting this worst of the three houses
will be seen later at Theatre M."
we don't blame any one from staying away
It was the start of the idea, and he defrom pictures altogether. The house was
cided to carry it still further. He watched
a distinct knock at the better house, but for the patrons who came to his theatre
still it was earning the owner ten or fifteen and then for some reason or other stopped
dollars a week, more than he could make at coming. He immediately sent them free
anything else and he wouldn't sell at any passes and a letter inviting them to return
reasonable price.
and to let him know of any criticism they
When we visited the same city this year, had of his house. He was not content with
it had grown by a couple of thousand, but using all the pulling power of the big city
there was only one theatre and it was M. paper to his own advantage, but he watched
It had been enlarged until it held twice his new business and determined to keep it
as many people as before and it was easy These things he did in addition to his
to see that it was doing a prosperous busi- former exploitation.
ness.
Patronage grew with a jump. He soon
It is interesting to note how this was ac- could afford more advertising, better screen
complished. After trying various changes
in service and various forms of advertising and other improvements, and he didn't hesitate to make them. He literally held himthat were available the manager decided
(Cotitinucd on page 4345)
that he would have to resort to some des-
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{[Half studied picture exhibitions are the green persimmons of the film business.
You know how delightful is a full ripe persimmon —
after the frost has come and mellowed it.
And you know how unfortunate is the fellow who gets
hold of a green one. It puckers up the mouth, gives him a
dark brown taste, and makes him look upon the world
with anything but a joyful eye.
Are you looking upon your patrons with the green persimmon expression on your face? Are you viewing your
own business with a dark brown taste in your mouth? If
you are, no wonder you cannot see the bright side of the
motion picture industry.
The sun of real PROGRESS in this industry is just beginning torise. It is trying to spread its rays into the dark
places, but if you hide behind the gray walls where the sun
of progress cannot reach you. At least get out in the
open and give the sun a chance.
{[The greatest thing in the motion picture industry today
so far as the exhibitor is concerned is SERVICE.
Service does not mean that you can take just any old
pictures, put so-called service behind them and make
money out of them. Service presupposes first that you
have the goods to deliver, and then shows you how to deliver them. No system or plan can hide under the robes
of Service that outlines ways for you to boost productions
that will disappoint your patrons and in the end mean your
financial ruin.
The real service is the sort that will build up your house
for not only the day, but for the days to come.
The exhibitor has looked with a certain amount of suspicion on the service suggestions of manufacturers because they have believed that there was something behind
all this, no matter how sincere the producers and distributors have been — and there are some of them doing excellent work for you.
{[But to relieve any suspicion, to give you the digest of the
best brains in the picture industry, the Motion Picture
News some months ago launched the Exhibitors' Service
Bureau. It is intended purely for the benefit of the exhibitor. No manufacturer or exchange man finds his matter printed here unless this department believes the suggestions are for the good of the exhibitor.
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One of the sub-departments which was added to this
bureau was " Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel." These
articles, which are to be continued, review the presentation each week at the Rialto and tell you what Rothapfel
is doing and how he does it.
You all know who Rothapfel is. You all know the story
of his rise from a boy exhibitor using the room back of a
saloon to the unquestioned leadership of today. You know
what he has done for theatre after theatre. You all know
the wonderful strides ahead that he has taken with the
Rialto. And in a very short time you are going to see the
Rivoli presenting to the world radical and wonderful developments in the exhibition of the motion picture.
{[Mr. Rothapfel is an exhibitor pure and simple. He has
won his own way in the cinema world. He has blazed the
way for others to follow. He is today the most independent
exhibitor in the world. He can dictate, if need be.
And with all his big undertakings commanding his time,
there is no exhibitor more interested in his fellow showmen
than he. It is purely out of that unselfish interest he has
agreed to ansiver questions for the exhibitors of the country on the problems of presenting their pictures.
You can have the benefit of his amazing experiences, his
wonderful skill and his brilliant ideas without a cent of
cost to you.
It would be impossible for you to set out and buy this
expert advice. You could not get Mr. Rothapfel to stop
his work and give you the benefit of his experience with
your problems in any other way.
{[There are two conditions to this offer.
First, no question will be considered which does not
come through the Motion Picture News. Mr. Rothapfel
will ignore the questions that are sent directly to him.
These letters will be delivered to Mr. Rothapfel and his
reply printed in this department.
Second, Mr. Rothapfel will not answer any questions
which call for his estimates of pictures or film service.
Make your questions as brief as possible.
Don't ask foolish questions, but submit any real problem
of exhibition that confronts you.
Address all your inquiries :
ROTHAPFEL ADVICE,
Exhibitors' Service Bureau,
Motion Picture News.
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rainbow made by the Rainbow Division of
American troops which have reached
France.
Now here is the triumph in welding two
pictures together, with the instrumental
and vocal music, the stage settings and the
lights — one complete harmony in all the
wonderful effects that the Rialto possesses.
On the screen came the title of the
scenic " Venice the Beautiful," a Beacon
Film. This was brought right down to the
moment by the sub-title which declared that
this was the city that the Italians were
fighting so desperately to save. It is a
beautiful picture and as it was thrown on
the screen the orchestra played Nevin's " A
Day in Venice " and selections from " Tales
of Hoffman." After the lighting, toward
the ending of the qquartet numbers, had
been a brilliant red, fading into the white,
the whole effect of the house now became
a deep blue. At the end of the scenic the
curtain before the panels on either side of
the screen parted, showing on one side the
Rialto bridge, which is used in all the theatre advertising, and on the other the
church of Santa Maria de Salute. At the
same time a voice from behind the stage
began to sing " O Sole Mio," a Neopolitan
folk song. The audience sat quiet expecting the singer to make his appearance —
as they always do — but in this case no such
thing happened and the audience sat
through the song without ever knowing
who was singing. Just one of the novelties
that make things different.
Now note. The exhibition panels remained visible as the feature started. The
• first scenes in the picture are laid in Venice
and for several minutes the displays on the
side continued, until the picture was well
started, when the curtains closed almost unnoticed by the audience. You see at once
the way that the scenic was made to lead
up to the feature, how the music and the
lights
and all were brought into perfect
harmony.
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in this country. Then came scenes in
WITH this week's program at the Rialto,
training New York firemen followed by
Mr. Rothapfel has opened up another
gold mine for the exhibitors who want to
Queen W'ilhelmina going in state procesdo something different and attract the
sion to the opening of the Dutch parliament. This was shown with the accomgreatest attention to it. It represents perpaniment of the Dutch Natiofnal Anthem.
fection in combining voices and music in a
The huge audience sat in silence through
motion picture theatre.
this picture. It entered so wholly into the
In the first place, let us say that the
Rialto presentations and was so fully govRialto quartet is back from a most successerned by the feeling that the position of
ful tour of the country and it makes its
Holland in the world war is uncertain that
first reappearance this week. After the
there was not even a ripple of applause.
great orchestra has brilliantly rendered
selections from " Aida " and following the
With " A Bugle Call Rag " and two lively
Animated Magazine, the quartet makes its gallops, there followed an extremely funnyHappy Hooligan cartoon " Bullets and
first appearance. It sang Hadley's " The
Bull." A Chinese episode by Tchaikowski
Musical Trust " and Morse's " Aunt Skinwas
played with some pictures, of Chinese
ner's Chicken Dinner" so delightfully that
babies. Then there followed an especially
the applause could scarcely be stopped.
But the real novelty came just after the
fine picture, that of duck shooting in Califeature when the orchestra began a medly
fornia. Shown with the music of Bocaloussi's " Hunt " it called forth repeated
of Southern melodies, which to all indications of the program was purely an
applause.
orchestral number. It included a large
Then came the big feature, " The Battle
number of famous selections. But after
of the Aisne." It was a vivid reproducthe orchestra had played the first, the
tion of actual fighting. It showed the
quartet, which was seated in with the orFrenchmen
going over the top " and the
chestra began to sing the second of the
artillery fire. There was a splendid effect
attained by flashes of red around the
selections, " My Old Kentucky Home " and
after this it sang the alternate numbers.
screen and over the prosenium arch, and
One could not tell which members of the
together with the roar of the cannon one
felt that one was looking upon the battle
orchestra, for such it appeared, were doing the singing, so cleverly had been the
itself. And the audience got the spirit of
it and went wild with applause, and then
members of the quartet placed. The selecbroke into cheering with the appearance of
tion ended with a few bars of " Dixie "
and it literally brought down the house.
the " tanks." Arrival of long lines of GerOne can sec what a wonderful field
man prisoners behind the lines and the rethat this opens up, reviews of all sorts
turn of the French troops from the fight
of music, the songs of all nations and
was the signal for more applause. " Robesthe like. Here is a chance for any expierre " with a counterpoint from the
hibitor who has an orchestra. Quartets can
" Marseillaise" added greatly to the effect.
be found in any city and this is a fine
This was followed by an illustrated ediThat is getting into the soul of exhibiopportunity to show enterprise.
torial urging everyone to join the Red
tion. It's worth trying, to link things up
We told you once before how Rothapfel
Cross. The audience many times showed
and give the audience the very atmosphere
— as in this case, of Venice. It made every
that it felt full co-operation. The music
" puts a show on its feet." This is another
case of it. There is not a single laugh in was " Onward Christian Soldiers." The
spectator feel that he was at home in the
topical ended with a cartoon showing the
Venetian scenes of the feature.
the feature, Lina Cavalieri in " The Eternal
(Continued on page 4388)
Kaiser
and
Crown
Prince
hiding
from
the
Temptress " and the story ends with the
suicide of Cordelia. But these appealing
southern melodies, with the humanness of -■iniiiiiiniim i iimiiT.in iinn m'liiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii iiiiiiiiniimimimnimmnniiii.iiiimiiiimii»i:ininniilllMliimi» ramnvrimmn
i
the voice added, put the thrills bach in the
audience, made them forget the tragedy in
AT THE STRAND WEEK OF DEC. 9
the joys of zvonderful music.
Unquestionably the greatest war pictures
-.iiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiinnnmiiTOniitimmimniiiiiWiuiiim^
that have been shown in this country are
included in the Rialto Animated Magazine
STRAND Theater did one of the
work by showing exactly what happened in
Russia and why. There are some stirring
this week. And because they are so wonbiggest Sunday's business in its history as the result of offering the Donald
derfully striking, Mr. Rothapfel has kept
battle scenes included, but there seemed to
the other war material down to the
be a desire to show as many dead bodies as
C. Thompson pictures " Blood Stained
Russia." On account of the crowds the
possible and some of these were intensely
minimum to make them stand out. W'e
program was cut down for the showing
have called your attention to some cases
gruesome. There were many scenes in
Sunday and during the three hours that the
when practically everything in this weekly
Petrograd. The titles which declared that
writer sat in the theatre the Strand Topical
bore oh the war. This week it is almost
all the pro-Germans in this country should
was not shown and some of the musical
the opposite, but so striking are these scenes
be locked up brought great applause as did
numbers were cut down, attention being
of the battle of the Aisne that it still stands
the pictures of President Wilson, as did
given practically entirely to the Russian
out when the weekly is finished. And such
others of a patriotic nature.
pictures and the feature, Billie Burke in
was the purpose of the arrangement.
" Bobby Bump's Christmas
The Animated opens with soldiers drill
" The Land of Promise."
Paramount-Brady,
amused theShopping,''
audience aa
The Russian pictures were taken by Mr.
ing at the Stanford football game shown
great deal. The overture was excerpts from
Thompson at different times during his " La C-ioconda." The musical numbers
to the Rialto march. The marching fighters
brought the greatest applause. The same
long stay in that country and have been
were Rosa Lind, soprano, in two Flemish
music was continued throughout pictures of assembled together with the aid of well
folk songs, and Herbert Watrous. basso, in
written dramatic titles to form a whole
University of California aviators and the
" Brown October Ale " and " Rocked in
arrival of Lieut. Flachaire, French aviator
preachment against German propaganda
the Cradle of the Deep."
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Recently we printed a reproduction of a postcard from Mr. Fukuta.ro Horibc, manager of
the "moving picture theatre." Yokohama, Japan, which referred to the fact that he had
been
reading
Rothapfel,"
and one
in which
requested
full
program
of the"Seeing
Rialto. the
Mr. Rialto
Horibe with
now sends
the News
of the he
posters
that hea used
on "Japanese
Womanhood."
He appeals
both given
the English
and Japanese
the
touch that
the artistto has
the drawing
of Miss patrons.
Joyce. One will note
Salt

Lake

Exhibitor

Situation

Shows

When

Here is another one of the series of
articles being written by W. A. Bach,
who is on a tour of the country for
Universal Film Company, establishing
service bureaus in the various exchange
centers. This refers to Salt Lake City
conditions. Mr. Bach is now in Portland, Ore.
\|0 'doubt, there is hardly an exhibitor
ft^l in United States or Canada v. ho
has not been up against the proposition of
making a success of his show in spite of a
delayed film.
In the big houses which have done extensive advertising on 'a film its non-delivery at the right time is a tremendous
handicap and may even prove a disastrous

How

Picture

to Meet
Fails

to Arrive

matter unless it is properly handled.
An instance of the way a matter of this
sort was handled very neatly and cleverly
was given by Mr. George Maync, manager
of the American theatre in Salt Lake
City the other week.
The American theatre, which is without
doubt one of the best houses in the United
States, seats 3,000 people and with its wonderful organ and accomplished organist,
Professor McClellan of the Mormon
Tabernacle, the American enjoys a huge
patronage and one that does not like to be
disappointed, especially when a program
has been extensively advertised.
Mr. Mayne had Charlie Chaplin's " The
Adventurer " booked and covered the town

4345
with advertising but through some train
delay the picture did not arrive, and Mr.
Mayne was notified of the fact that it
would be impossible to get the picture to
him in time for showing.
He immediately rushed to the morning
papers a large cut of the head and shoulders of Chaplin, with a notice below it in
the shape of an open letter addressed to
the people of Salt Lake City, in which
Chaplin was made to say that he was sorry
that he had been delayed but would be
unable
be in Salt Lake City until the
followingto day.
However, at that time he was going to
make them laugh and enjoy themselves in
theThelatest
picture,
" Thewith
Adventurer."
result
was that
the matter explained to them the people realized that it
was no fault of the American theatre, that
the picture had not arrived. And the house
was jammed on the following day when the
reel was received and shown.
Salt Lake City, for its size, has some very
excellent theatres, but nothing stands out
prominently in their methods of display or
operation. Except, of course, it may be
the American has secured for itself the
reputation of having the best music in town.
Most of the theatres err in the matter of
showing a long and motley collection of
slides advertising their coming pictures for
the next week or so. The effect of this is
just what I said about trailers in a preceding article — a confused mass from which
there is no distinct memory of any one
picture that is to be shown.
However, in one of the theatres an excellent idea for display was noted. The best
photograph from the original set of the
picture was tacked to a large piece of
cardboard, two or three times the size of
the photograph itself, and an attractive
design painted about it in wash colors.
This certainly helped to bring out the effectiveness of the photograph and drew
the attention of the people much better
than paper and was much more suitable
to the character of the house that was
using it.
(Continued from page 4342)
How a Real Idea Built a
Theatre
self up by his own trousers. He made the
word motion picture synonymous with his
house. The devotees that he won didn't
think about trying to see a picture anywhere
else. He grew while the others stood still.
The word-of-mouth advertising helped and
patron after patron came from the other
houses. Now they are gone.
This was a rather peculiar situation with
Theatre M., but any house similarly situated
can do the same thing.
The big thing is that this manager saw
what was the matter and thought a way
to cure if. And you can make your theatre
as
successful as Theatre M. by seeing and
thinking.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!
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who has been seen on the screen in some of
Metro's Miller,
best productions,
in the featured
role.
Walter
who played isopposite
Miss Stevens
as
"
the
slacker
"
in
the
picture
of
the
same
title,
has the principal male role opposite Miss TaliaDraft Brunswick,
258." Others
in theBorden,
supporting
cast areferro in:" Earle
Eugene
Sue
Balfour, William H. Tooker, Camilla Dalberg,
Baby Ivy
Robert preAnderson andWard,
Edwin Sidney
Boring.D'Albrook,
Miss Taliaferro
sents the role of Mary Alden who lives with her
mother and two brothers.. She, one of her
brothers, and her sweetheart, John Graham, are
employed in a department store. Mary is a true
patriot.
her brother,
is a " against
soap-bozthe"
orator, andMatthew,
in his speeches
he argues
Government's
action
in
declaring
war.
discharged from the store. He is urged Heto isenlist
but scoffs at the idea. When the draft numbers
are announced, George Alden, Mary's other
the first number
258 "herself
and fails
tobrother,
report holds
for examination.
Mary "goes
and
tries to enlist in his place.
What happens to her two brothers and how
they are made the best of patriots by Mary is
told in this most interesting war drama. At the
theatre on
of
week.
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" The Volunteer," Showing Unconventional
Studio Scenes — Little Madge Evans Featured
(World Five Reel Production)
" The Volunteer," featuring Madge Evans, the
screen's most talented child actress, and Henry
Hull, a World star, is an unusual production because it takes you into the motion picture studio
and shows to you the actual working of the men
behind the scenes, before the scenes and those
who are seldom if ever seen in the picture but
without whom, the picture entertainment would be
impossible. Some of the scenes you will see are :
the World studio in the height of activity,
Carlyle Blackwell, the popular World actor and
director, directing a picture in which he will appear soon;
Kitty
Gordon
" making-up
" for disthe
" movies
" ; certain
Ethelscenes
Clayton
her director
cussing
to beandtaken
in her next
World production ; Evelyn Greeley waiting for
the property mer to shifi the scenery for the next
scene in which she is to appear; Montague Love
resting
while taking
a courtleave
scene
is director,
being " shot
Mad?e Evans
ot her
Harley" ;
Knoles and William A. Brady, who is the " man
behind the gun " in the production of World
pictures.
In scenes
short, you
the unconventional studio
whichwilladdsee a allhuman
touch to
the picture and present your favorite screen
actresses and actors in life behind the scenes.
There is a strong, gripping drama enacted in
connection with these flashes of unconventional
studio scenes — in short there is everything that
goes to make for an hour of intensely interesting
entertainment on the screen.
"The Volunteer" will be shown on the screen
of the
theatre on
of
week.lar stars
Youassisting
will see Little
some ofMadge
World'sEvans
most inpopuher
work.
June Elvidge and a Cast of Brady Stars in
" The Tenth Case " — Fascinating Drama
{World Five Reel Production)
" The Tenth Case," presented by a cast of
William
theatrescreen
on stars, will
be
shown Brady's
at the most capable
week. Heading the list is June Elvidge.of
In support are John Bowers, George Macquarrie,
Gladden James, Eric Mayne, Eloise Clement and
Charles Dungan. Judge Wallace (Charles
Dungan) had heard nine cases in the usual prefunctory marinej but when the tenth case is
called he is given the surprise of his life. It is
a case of circumstantial evidence and one of the
strangest that has come before the courts. Miss
Elvidge
the- roleonof her
Claudia
Payton,Within
who
becomes presents
Claudia Landis
marriage.
a year after her marriage she gets »into serious
trouble, brought on, not through any fault of
hers, but because of her willingness to help others
regardless of the consequences. Up to this time
she has been a most loving wife and true. Circumstantial evidence points to her guilt and on
these grounds her husband divorces her. In the
solution of this case, there is woven one of the
most fascinating dramas ever enacted on the
screen. stantial
It will
proven that
evidencebe establishes
. thealthough
guilt ofcircumnine
persons convicted of crime, the tenth case may
involve an innocent person. It is so in this
World
production,
" The
Tenth Case."
The
picture holds
from the
introduction
to the final
flash and is presented by screen artists.
Come to the
theatre on
of
week and see the surprises that await
you in the
of Claudia
Payton.in every
It is foot
fascinating and trial
contains
a new interest
of the thousand feet of film that is shown.
George Walsh in " The Pride of New York,"
a- Thrill in Every Scene — Daring Stunts
(Fox Five Reel Production)
"
The
Pride
York "at isthethe next George
Walsh feature ofto New
be shown
atre.
Smiling
George
presents
a part
this picture which calls for all the agility
of ainFairbanks
and the nerve of a steeplejack. He enacts thethe
role of a contractors son who wishes to learn the
business from the bottom up and who willingly
takes theworker andrisks
assumedin order
by thethatlaborer,
ironthe mason
he may theacquire
knowledge concerning the ins and outs of the business. Contrasted with the manly, courageous
young man whom Mr. Walsh impersonates is the
role of the Fop, presented by William Bailey.
Both are called when the national army is drafted
and both are in love with the same girl. The girl
is presented by Regina Quinn. She meets the
Fop first and shortly thereafter she sees the conswinging
hightwentieth
in the air,
iron
girder to tractor's
be sonplaced
on the
flooron ofana new
building. She is attracted by his daring. Then
the two men leave for France and she follows as
a Red Cross nurse. George continues to improve

READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
Dec. 15, 1917.
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY
PRODUCERS.
" Daughter of DesPetrova Pictures
tiny "
7 reels
"" The
Mother " Metro
5 reels
WhenEternal
Men Are
" Luck " Mutual
Vitagraph 55 reels
reels
" Tempted
New York
" Miss Jackie of the
Army "
Mutual 5 reels
" National Red Cross Red Cross War
Pageant
"
Council 5 reels
" The Babes In The
Woods "
Fox
7 reels
" Her Silent Sacrifice " Select 5 reels
" Vengeance Is Mine " Pathe
S reels
" Her Sister's Rival " Pathe
5 reels
" The Secret Game " Paramount 5 reels
" The Good for Nothing "
World
5 reels
"" The
Love Raggedy
Letters "
Paramount 5 reels
Queen "
Bluebird 5 reels
" Fighting Mad "
Butterfly 5 reels
SERIAL
" Who Is Number
Paramount Sth 2 reels
One "
Chapter
in her estimation while she gradually loses all interest in the Fop. When the Fop sees that his
idleness and indigent ways are the cause of his
failure to hold the respect of the girl he loves, he
takes the life of George as an example and his
disposition undergoes a decided change.
The strong points in this picture and the ones
which you all will enjoy thoroughly are the
daring stunts enacted by Mr. Walsh. There is
action every minute and " The Pride of New
York " presents a typical Walsh subject.
At the
theatre on
of
week, George Walsh in " The Pride of New York.
Charles Kent, Mildred Manning and Wallace
MacDonald in "The Marriage Speculaton"
(Vitagraph Five Reel Production)
Charles Kent, Mildred Manning and Wallace
MacDonald are the featured players in the five
part Vitagraph production entitled " The MarCyrus Townsend
Brady riage
and Speculation,"
produced written
under thebydirection
of Ashley
Miller. In this late Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature,sentedpatrons
thethat, if theatre
will beis prewith aoftheme
not unusual
the
usual developed in a most fascinating way by the
author. Little human touches that are evident
throughout the run of this feature, are the bright
spots. Particular reference is made to the scenes
depicting business as carried on in a small town
grocery store. Wallace MacDonald, who presents
the part of Billie Perkins, an indigent grocery
clerk, gives one of the best characterizations of
this class of persons that has been seen on the
screen for some time. Sharply contrasted with
these scenes are those taken at a fashionable
summer
resort.
" Theof Marriage
Speculation
tells of ,he
adventure
Clara Wilton,
an am-"
bitious little clerk in a candy store, who meets an
old gentleman, who conceives the idea of speculatunity
ting in marriages.
Claraplace
the herself
opporand suggests toHeherseesthatin she
under his guidance.. He has saved a few thousand
dollars and spends it all in educating Clara in the
hope that she will marry a millionaire who will
provide for him when he is too old to work.. How
events shape themselves and the very agreeable
surprise given Clara, her , benefactor, and the
grocery clerk, whom she eventually marries, is
told in a most fascinating and romantic manner
in this late production of Vitagraph. It will be
seen on the of
screen of
theatre on
week.the
Mabel Taliaferro in "Draft 258," Cabanne's
Sequel Seven
to " The
— Seven Parts
(Metro
Reel Slacker
Special " Production)
William Christy Cabanne, whom you remember
as the author
directorhasof produced
" The Slacker,"
featuring
Emily andStevens,
another
special feature for the Metro program titled
" Draft 258." It presents a theme that holds an
interest for all — old and young. The title suggests the theme. It is not any better, but it is
just
as goodwhich
as Mr.
production byof critics
" The
Slacker
was Cabanne's
highly commended
and public alike. Mabel Taliaferro, the accomplished little actress who has furnished entertainment for the millions on the speaking stage and

Mark Twain's Immortal Story. " Tom
Sawyer," with Jack Pickford Featured
(Paramount Five-Reel Production)
Mark
Tom Paramount
Sawyer,"
has beenTwain's
adaptedimmortal
to the story,
screen " by
and produced under the direction of William D.
Taylor. Julia Crawford Ivers wrote the scenario.
Jack Pickford is the .featured player. In the supporting cast are: George Hackathorne, Alice
Marvin, Edythe Chapman, Clara Horton, Helen
GUmore, Robert Gordon and Antrom Short. The
character of Tom Sawyer is presented by Jack
Pickford. The scenes of the story are laid in a
small Missouri town. Tom is the mischievous
member of the family group. A typical boy, he
dislikes church and delights in running around
with dirty hands, face and collar. Tom is in
love with Becky Thatcher, the new girl in the
neighborhood. He has won her respect and admiration by turning handsprings in front of her
house. Thistrinkets
is Tom's
idea ofwhich
serenading.
He
exchanges
for tickets
were given
out in the Sunday School for excellence in class
deportment and lessons. When the Bible is
given out, it is announced that it goes to Tom
Sawyer, because he has the most tickets. Tom
is then
calledfacts
uponcontained
by the superintendent
to relate certain
in the Bible and
he
is stuck.
you all know
Markold Twain's
version of TomBut Sawyer.
It is as
as the hills
and one of the few stories that have been read by
all. Paramount has given a faithful interpretation of the morauthor's
work, ofandTomJackSawyer
Pickford
talizes the character
on imthe
" Because of a Woman," with Strong Cast
Including BeUe Bennett, Jack Livingston
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
Jack Livingston and Belle Bennett are the
leading
characters
" Because
a Woman,"
late Triangle
releasein to
be shownof on
the screena
of the
theatre
week. Mr.
Livingston has the role of Noel Clavering whose
desire to shield the woman he loves leads him to
give up a promising business career, his friends
and all that she might be protected. He goes
West and adopts the life of a telegraph operator
in
a lonely town
desert.is Later
receives
information
that ofa the
stranger
cominghe to
look
over some mining property. The stranger
proves to be Barrett, the man responsible for
his sacrifice. Clavering wrings a confession
from him. Noel prepares to return to the eirl he
had
but before
when Barrett
him that
he
had given
marriedup her
leaving, tells
he gives
up all
hope. that
Latershe heis receives
word tofromBarrett.
the girl's
father
to be married
He
hurries back and finds that the girl is supremely
happy and decides that he will keep the secret.
Her husband
of her the
and woman
turns tounless
another woman.soon
Noeltires
threatens
she
give
up
Barrett,
but
his
threats
fail.
Finally
he decides to win the love of the woman. He
wins her from Barrett and falls in love with her.
Barrett returns to the girl Noel once loved.
" Because of a Woman "• will be shown on the
— of
theatre on
screen of the
week. Jack Livingston. Belle BenLillian
Maxam,
Louella
nett, George Chesebro,
Langdon, Josef Swickard and George Pierce.
William Duncan and Carol Holloway in
"The Tenderfoot "—Western Drama
Production)from Al" The (Vitagraph
Tenderfoot Five-Reel
" is an adaptation
fred Henry Lewis's most famous Western story.
the direcunderDuncan
for Vitagraph
It wastion of produced
William Duncan.
William
and
Carol Holloway are the featured players. In the
supporting cast are: Florence Dye. Joe Ryan,
Charles Wheelock. Hattie
Walter L.andRodgers.
Bushkirk
Fred Forrester. Mr. Duncan has
the role of Jim, an Easterner who goes West to
forget the girl whom he loves but whose love is
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not returned. When he has adapted himself to
life on the Western plains, the girl and her
father arrive. Jim has become an expert cowpuncher.
He But
savesJimthehasgirl's
to
love him.
met life
andandlovesshe a learns
Western girl. The girl from the East, in order to
arouse the jealousy of Jim, arranges a meeting
with " Smiling
" Jack girl,
Douglas,
the that
bullyDouglas
of the
town.
The Western
knowing
has planned to shoot Jim on sight, picks up a
flirtation with him and while they are drinking,
the Western girl empties the chamber of his revolver. Jim enters and Douglas covers him with
his gun. He discovers that it contains no bullets. Jim and he fight and Jim conquers. The
Eastern girl returns to her home and Jim and
the Western girl are married.
" The Tenderfoot,' adapted from Alfred Henry
Lewis's
book of
name,
by Vitagraph,
willthebe same
seen on
the and
screenproduced
of the
theatre on
of
week.
Lina Cavalieri, Most Beautiful Woman, in
" The Eternal Temptress " — Strong Cast
(Paramount Five-Reel Production)
Lina Cavalieri, known throughout the world
as the most beautiful woman, makes her debut
before the motion picture going public, in a
Paramount production, " The Eternal Temptress," written
FredIt DeGresac
and
scenarioized
by by
Eve Mme.
Unsell.
was produced
under the direction of Emile Chautard. The
story was written especially for Mme. Cavalieri
by M. deGresac, the noted French author. Elliott Dexter, who was seen to such good advantage in Elsie Ferguson's successful production,
"theThescenes
Rise are
of Jennie
laid in Cushing,"
Rome and leads.
Venice.Many
In theof
supporting cast are such well known stars as
Mildred
Counselman,
Edward
ing, Hallen
Mostyn, Allen
JamesHale,
Laffey,
PierreFieldDe
Matteis and Pater Barbier. Mme. Cavalieri
presents the role of Princess Cordelia Sanzio, an
Italian widow, living in Venice. She is of a
coquettish nature and when she meets Harry Althrop, the son of Commodore Althrop, an American diplomat, the young man falls deeply in love
with her and displays a jealous mood when she
is seen speaking to other men. An Austrian
Count decides to oppose Harry in winning the
affections of the Princess. The object is to
arouse
young man's
jealousyfrom
and him
then certain
to use
this as thea means
of extorting
valuable papers which his father is known to
possess. Harry is lead into difficulty by the
Princess and he is detected in certain criminal
adventures. How events turn and the penalty
which the Princess pays for her part in ruining
the boy's
career, are told in this most entertaining drama.
Lina Cavalieri, the most beautiful woman in the
world,
in " The male
Eternal
Dexter seen
in principal
role. Temptress." Elliott
" The Maternal Spark," with Rowland Lee,
Irene Hunt — Powerful Drama — Strong Cast
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
" The Maternal
" presented
by a cast of
Triangle
stars willSpark
be seen
at the
theatre on
of
week.
The story was written by R. Cecil Smith and
adapted to the screen by George Proctor and
produced under the direction of G. P. Hamilton.
In the cast are Irene Hunt. Rowland Lee, Joey
Jacobs, Edwin Jobson, Josie Sedgwick, Frank
Newburgh, and Frank McQuarrie. Rowland
Lee presents the part of Howard Helms, who
with his young wife and child is taken to the
city from the little town of Pepperell, by John
Mills, a wealthy broker. Mills has taken an interest in the young Helms and it is not many
months before he has risen to prominence in the
financial world. The lure of the city, however,
is too strong for his nature to overcome and he
is taken from his wife and child by " the other
woman." Mills, who is a frequent visitor at the
Helms home, notices that the young wife is unhappy and learns that her husband is neglecting
her. He plans to force Helms to return to his
wife. To do this he plays the market in such a
way as to break Helms. Mrs. Helms then plans
to win back the love that is rightfully hers. She
goes to the other woman and persuades her to
give up her husband. She does so and the young
couple are reunited and return to the little town
of Pepperell and to happiness.
At the
theatre on
of
week, " The Maternal Spark."
" The Marriage Speculation," with Charles
Kent, Mildred Manning — Different
(Vitagraph Five-Reel Production)
" TheBrady,
Marriage
by Cyrus
send
who Speculation,"
has written many
of theTownbig
successful photoplays produced by Vitagraph, is
the late Vitagraph feature to be shown at the
theatre. Charles Kent, Mildred
Manning and Wallace MacDonald are the principal players. The production was made under
the direction of Ashley Miller. Charles Kent is
seen on the screen for the first time in many
months. In this picture Mr. Kent presents a
part that calls for unusual dramatic talent. He
has the role of Mr. Cliday, an elderly gentleman
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These Talks Give the Gist
of Plays in Brief

licitygermenhouses
and
have pub
MOSTdo of
notthesobigbadly need
ks.
se
But
Ad Tal
the
the man who has to attend to
all the details of his business
does need them.
The manager who is changing his bill every day or every
two days probably does not
have time to study up on each
picture, wade through all the
press matter to find out what
his picture is about.
While these talks are intended for use in your newspapers or your program, they
also serve an important end in
telling you yourself about the
picture. Out of the mass of
material on each production,
the vital points are taken and
boiled down here for your
quick reference.
Read them now and save
them for use in the future.

who has worked for thirty years in the same
institution and who decides that he will take
the money he has saved and speculate in marmet Clara
Wilton,
the prettyto
little clerkriages.inHe has
a candy
store ' and
he suggests
her that she accept his offer of sending her to a
boarding school where she can fit herself for the
world of society. He does this on the condition
that she marry a rich man and provide for him
the rest of his life. She consents. Billie Perkins, a careless, lazy, grocery-store clerk is in
love with Clara but she gives up all hope of ever
seeing him rise above a mere clerk. She leaves
for boarding; school and when she has finished,
her benefactor buys her beautiful clothes and they
both leave for a fashionable summer resort to
pick a husband. Clara meets a Count and decides to marry him to please the old man. Just
as preparations are being made for the marriage
ceremony, Billie appears in the disguise of a
Count and exposes the bogus Count who is about
to marry Clara. Billie has become a half-owner
in the store and is prosperous and Clara decides
that she will marry him. It develops that he is
heir to the millions left by an English nobleman.
" Bucking Broadway," with Harry Carey
Featured — Cowboys Invade Broadway
(Universal Five-Reel Production)
Harry Carey with Molly Malone in chief support is the featured player in Universal's proof " Bucking
typical
Western ductionpicture
with Broadway,"
a tyfpicala Western
character man, Harry Carey, in the role
of Cheyenne Harry. The spectacular predominates in this production and those of you who
like action, and plenty of it, in a feature picture
will enjoy every minute of the time " Bucking
Broadway " is being
the screenwhoof has
the
theatre. shown
Mollyon Malone,
the principal feminine role, opposite Mr. Carey,
in this picture, is one of the best known artists
of universal stock. Others in the cast are
L. M. Wells,
Vesta leap
Pegg from
and the
William
tinger.
A sensational
back ofGet-a
horse to the rear of a fast moving train, is one
of the many thrills in this production. Cheyenne
Harry is in pursuit of his sweetheart who has
left for the city, having been lured there by a
man of disreputable character. He receives her
message asking for help. Arriving in the city
Harry learns that the man he is after is dining
at a fashionable restaurant. A band of cowboys
have arrived with a trainload of cattle and they
are pals
of Harry's.
rounds into
them aupcattle
and
they
proceed
to turn He
Broadway
ranch and incidentally they wreck the restaurant.
This is a picture with not only one punch, but
many. There is .excitement and there are thrills
aplenty.
Harry Carey, in a typical Western character
role, will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in
" Bucking
strong
cast. Broadway," with Harry Carey and a

"Her Sister," with Olive Tell Featured,
Story of Production)
a Sister's Sacrifice
(Mutual Five-Reel
" Her Sister," produced under the direction of
John B. O'Brien
Star Cor-is
poration, releasingforon thetheEmpire
MutualAllprogram,
a five-reel photodrama featuring Olive Tell. In
the supporting cast are, David Powell, Eileen
Dennes, Anita Rothe, Mrs. Clarat-Bracy, Harriet
Thompson, Martha Dean, Eileen Errol, Madeline
Meredith, Charles Edwards, Sidney Blair, Herbert Evans and Eleanor Seybolt. Miss Tell presents the role of Eleanor Alderson who with her
sister Jane because Eleanor refuses to allow her
sister Jane to accept the invitations of buyers.
Eleanor accepts a position with Iris, a believer
in mysticism and she and her sister are established in fashionable quarters. Jane is placed in a
compromising position by a married man, whose
wife seeks evidence for a divorce. Eleanor arrives in time to save Jane from the husband but
the divorce proceedings are brought and Jane is
named as co-respondent. Eleanor leaves the city
and meets George Saunders, whom she loves.
Eleanor is regarded as the third woman in the
divorce proceedings and in order to protect her
sister, acknowledges that she is the one. Saunrefuses to
He
learnsders that
shebelieve
has a Eleanor's
sister andconfession.
by a clever
scheme discloses that Jane is the one to blame.
Jane is cleared of all guilt and both sisters wed
happily.
"The Wolf and His Mate," Univerasl Feature, with Hart Hoxie and Capable Cast
(Universal Five-Reel Production)
Hart Schade,
Hoxie, George
George R.
O'Dell,
Betty
French
and Louise
HectorLovely,
Dion,
are the screen artists who interpret the principal
roles in this Universal feature titled, " The Wolf
and
Mate," which theatre
will beon
shown on theof
screenHisof the
week. Mr. Hoxie, noted for his characterization of Western characters, in this production presents the character of Donald Bayne,
who is deprived of his cabin in the backwoods
by court order and in revenge he seeks out the
man who had been the cause of his trouble and
takes the law in his own hands. He leaves that
vicinity for several months and on his return
discovers there Bess Nolan (Louise Lovely), her
uncle having left it to her. Her niece lives with
her. Bayne, still furious because he had been
evicted, forces Bess to marry him. He expects
her to leave but she remains and the tables are
turned for the second time on him. He realizes
that he loves her after the lapse of weeks, but
Bess rebels when he attempts to grow intimate.
Bess's
is stolen
the
childlittle
for niece
her. After
this, and
he isBayne
an idolrecovers
in the
eyes
of
the
girl
he
had
learned
to
love.
" The
Wolf
and It
HisisMate
" is drama
full of and
actionenacted
and human
touches.
sure-fire
by a
cast of capable players.
" The Wolf and His Mate," a Universal feature," will be theatre
seen onon
the screen ofof
tne
week.
" The Flight of the Fury," Late Chapter
of " Who Is Number One "—Thrills Aplenty
(Paramount Serial, Two Reels)
" The Flight of the Fury " is the title of the
Sixth episode of Paramount's baffling mystery
story, " Who
Number isOne?
its predecessors, thisIschapter
full" ofLikeaction
and
thrills. The question, still unanswered, leaves
Number One in obscurity but the activities of
this mysterious one, are evident in every flash
on the screen. Hugo Wald, tutor to Aimee Villon (Kathleen Clifford) loves her and is jealous
of Tommy
Hale.theTheUnited
best States
detectives
fromService
Scotland Yard and
Secret
join hands to reveal the identity of Number One.
Aimee is freed from the hands of the T-T-T —
the Question remains unanswered.
late chapter
" Whoof
Is The
Number
One? " of
willParamount's
be seen on Serial,
the screen
the
of
week.■ theatre on
Petrova Pictures Issues " Scene
Members of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit were surprised to receive this
week a unique " scene album " covering the
initial Petrova Picture company
release,
Album "
" Daughter of Destiny." It is bound in morocco and stamped on the cover is the name
of the recipient. The fly leaf is an autographed portrait of Mme. Petrova done in
colors, while the rest of the book is devoted
to various scenes from the production. It
is the first time that such a volume has
been issued.
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Douglas Fairbanks Took His Beatific Countenance, Company and Winsome Marjorie Daw to the Grand Canyon of the Arizona for Material With Which
to Build " A Modern Musketeer " for Artcraft
"A

Modern
Musketeer" Opens Rivoli Theatre
The Fairbanks Smile in New Artcraft Production Scheduled to
Welcome Broadwayites to the Newest Temple of Picture Art
IT became known last week, through an
he has every offered to the screen. Seldom
it is that the Ince star will discuss a drama
1 announcement from the offices of Artin the making; it must be finished and meet
craft Pictures Corporation, that Douglas
his critical approval before he will
Fairbanks's next picture to be released by with
comment on its merits. But Hart has made
Artcraft, " A Modern Musketeer," has been
selected by S. L. Kothapfel to mark the
an exception of the picture he is now filming in the Santa Cruz country. He is so
opening of the new Rivoli theatre at Broadsure that it will meet the exacting demands
way and Forty-ninth street, very shortly.
of Artcraft patrons that he is willing to tell
Probably the most significant thing about
this is the fact that it is the third time a
something about it.
Fairbanks picture has been chosen by Mr.
" The character of the star role is different from the peculiar type with which my
Rothapfcl as the opening attraction of a
new theatre.
name has been associated so conspicuThe Fairbanks company has returned
ously," said Hart. " Instead of a rugged
W esterner I am going to play the part of
from the Grand Canyon of Arizona, where
'Blue Blazes' Rawden, a lumberjack. The
the major part of "A Modern Musketeer"
story, which is laid in the Great Woods, is
was staged, and will produce the balance of
the film at the Hollywood studio.
replete with thrills and emotional episodes."
Alary Pickford's newest Atrcraft picture,
" Stella Maris," adapted from William J. Edith Storey Feature Claims Great
Locke's book, will be released the end of
Russian Detail
January, it is announced. Staged under the
direction of Marshall Neilan, this photo" The Legion of Death," starring Edith
Storey, which is announced by Metro Picplay is expected
to prove
Pickford's
tures Corporation as nearing completion
greatest
achievement
in theMiss
cinema
world.
at the West Coast studios of Metro, under
Everyone who has already seen this picture,
the direction of Tod Browning, is said to
including Adolph Zukor. president of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, de- be an unusually massive production and
very elaborate in detail. The story is
clares it to be her crowning accomplishment.
based by June Mathias on the historic fact
that women have long been potent factors
William S. Hart and company are in the
in Russian history.
Santa Cruz country filming some "big tree"
Great care was exercised, it is said, in
scenery for the actor's next Artcraft recasting the characters, each being engaged
lease. With Hart are E. H. Allen, his busiafter a careful study of the strong types
ness manager ; Gertrude Claire, Maude
needed for the parts. Director Browning
George, Robert Gordon, and thirty other
asked to be supplied with real Russian
players of the Thomas H. Ince Studios.
men and women for the street and battle
Hart is giving to this, his fourth picture
scenes.
for Artcraft, all the direction, photography
and dramatic interest of his other releases,
" The Legion of Death " is described as
a romance, with the revolution and other
it is said, plus a story which has more exevents as a background for the story.
citing moments and human appeal than any

" \\ ithin the Law " Catches on in
Chicago Houses
" Within the Law," the Greater Vitagraph special blue ribbon feature which is
now showing in many Chicago theatres, has
received the same degree of praise from
the critics of the Chicago press as it did
from those in New York and other cities
where it has been shown, according to late
reports from Yitagraph.
" Within the Law," it will be recalled,
was denied a permit in Chicago for more
than five months and was only released
after the Yitagraph company, in a legal battle directed by Albert E. Smith, president,
and Walter W. Irwin, general manager of
the distributing branch of the company, had
twice defeated Major Funkhouser and the
police department of Chicago in the courts.
Universal " Rainbow " Pictures
Help Lodge Meeting
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
has received from Supreme Court Justice
Victor J. Dowling, in his capacity as president of the Friendly Sons of St. Patrick, a
lengthy letter of appreciation on the motion
pictures which Universal made showing the
training and life of the Rainbow Division
at Camp Mills, Mineola, L. I.
" Through the courtesy of Robert Burns,"
the letter remarked, " the pictures were presented at the quarterly meeting of the
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick at the Hotel
Astor. We had the largest meeting in the
history of the society, which, in itself, was
an indication of the interest taken by members in the announced display. I think it
would be a good thing for the country and
for every community if these pictures were
given the widest possible publicity, as they
will tend to increase the appreciation of
what our soldiers are doing to fit themselves for the ordeal, and at the same time
inspire the public to additional sacrifices on
their behalf."
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William
Fox Companies
Require Whole
Country
as Studio
Both Coasts and Territory Between Have Been Requisitioned, and Hollywood Studio Still
Proves Too Small — During Year Sixty-six Features Were Made in West and Thirty-nine in East

William Farnum as Jean Valjean in Fox's
" Les MiserablesGoes
" Steals
a Loaf of Bread and
to Prison

William Fox property at Sunset boulevard and Western avenue, Hollywood, is cited, in a summary of the year's work in Fox Studios, as material evidence that it takes
a whole lot to make motion pictures.
This particular lot now contains
twenty acres, having been enlarged
within the last year from a fifteenacre tract. But it is apparently not
yet big enough to hold the Fox activities. The whole country round, as
far north as Portland, is utilized for
work on locations, and, in addition,
the corporation has five studios in
New Jersey, another in Kingston, Jamaica, and its companies, at times
crowded out even from these broadranging grounds, rove extensively
along the Atlantic coast from Maine
to Florida.

THE

Subjects Pass Century Mark
Fox* made 105 pictures during 1917 —
thirty-nine on the East and sixty-six in the
West. The sixty-six included all of the
comedies, most of the Standard Pictures
and some of the special features. The
whole twenty acres at Hollywood was
utilized for these, which means six stages
were kept busy and the grounds generally
dotted with the 500 to 1,000 persons regularly employed there. Of the six stages,
three are of the open-air type.
Big things are done at Hollywood, but
even the best equipped studios are not
without limitations. Frank Lloyd realized
this when he took William Farnum's company to the San Francisco water front and
then to Catalina Island for scenes in
" When wardsa realized
Man itSees
J. Gordon
EdwhenRed."
he invaded
northern
Mexico to photograph atmosphere and
Theda Bara in several Bara super-pictures.
Henry Lehrman realized it when he temporarily left Hollywood, as he frequently
did, to give his theatrical cut-ups oppor-

tunity to absorb sunshine on the beaches
at Venice, Santa Monica, Ocean Park and
Redondo, at Mt. Hollywood and along the
Californian palisades. C. M. and S. A.
Franklin realized it when they elected big
sets on Palisades road, along the shore,
for Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee
Corbin in " Treasure Island."
Hollywood Changes Much
But some of the big things of the last
year also have been done on the Hollywood lot. Parisian streets have been built
three times — for " A Tale of Two Cities,"
for " The Scarlet Pimpernel " and for
" Du Barry." Director Edwards built the
street of a Russian city there for " The
Rose of Blood," Lehrman built a . New
York street for the comedies and there
have been Japanese streets, Arabian streets
and streets of Nashville constructed and
demolished since 1917 dawned on the Golden West. And there also was built the imposing Roman forum which furnished the
background for historic and thrilling
scenes in the Edwards-directed " CleoIn this environment have Theda Bara and
William Farnum worked during part of the
year.
also have been the Carpenterpatra."Here
Corbin
company and the one headed by
Georgie Stone and Gertrude Messinger.
Gladys Brockwell has spent the year on
the lot making Fox special features and
four comedy companies have worked here
almost continuously. Latterly, two of the
new stars in drama, Tom Mix and Jewel
Carmen, also have ridden and walked and
achieved on the Fox reservation.
Jersey Studios Crowded
The thirty-nine productions made in the
East have kept the Fox New Jersey
studios crowded to capacity and running
over. In fact, many times during the year,
it has been necessary for a company to
do all of its work on locations before beginning work indoors merely because there
was no studio immediately available. One

company — that headed by Annette Kellermann, making " Queen of the Sea " — spent
all summer and part of the fall out-ofdoors at Bar Harbor, Me.
Nearly all of the companies working in
the East have been away from New York
for varying
Bay, Delaware Waterperiods.
Gap, theBuzzard's
Adirondacks,
Long
Island, Trenton, Florida, numerous military camps in New York, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, and other localities offering
special attractions to motion picture directors have been visited by William Fox
companies. William Farnum utilized his
own Long Island farm for some of the
scenes in " The Heart of a Lion," and
George Walsh has done enough visiting
at military camps to have learned most of
the routine between reveille and taps.
Sonia Markova has journeyed both to the
Water Gap and Cape Cod, and several of
the companies have made trips to the
mountains and elsewhere along the Eastern
seaboard. ■
Metro Starts " Revenge " at
Hollywood Studio
Production
been inbegun
at Metro's
West Coast has
Studio,
Hollywood,
on
" Revenge," the next starring vehicle of
Edith Storey. " Revenge " is a picturization of the novel, " Hearts Steadfast," by
Edward Moffatt, which has been adapted
for Miss Storey's use by H. P. Keeler.
Tod Browning will direct Miss Storey
in " Revenge," which will be a five-act
Metro wonder play presented by B. A.
Rolfe, Metro's Western representative. It
is a story Western in thought and locale,
bringing the star back to the sort of picture which first endeared her to the pubilc.
A strong cast is being selected by Mr.
Rolfe and Mr. Browning to support Miss
Storey. Heading the list of those already
engaged is Wheeler Oakman. Another
well known player who will appear in Miss
Storey's support is Ralph Lewis.

Quaintly Beautiful is the William Fox StudioductionsatCome Hollywood,
from Here Cal. Some of the Best Fox Pro-
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Bushman — Bayne Start New Comedy-Melodrama
" The Woolworth Diamonds " Is Being Directed by William S.
Davis from Adaptation by Le Vino — James J. Dunne Assists

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne Have
Completed " Red, White
Metro and Blue Blood " for
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and Beverly
Bayne, Metro's co-stars, have begun
work at the Metro Studio on a comedymelodrama called " The Woolworth Diamonds." The story is from the pen of
Hugh Weir, and has been adapted for the
use of Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne by
Albert Shelby Le Vino
Mr. Bushman's part is that of a young
Loew
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multi-millionaire, Gerry Simpson, and
Miss Bayne plays Virginia Blake, a girl reporter. Some of the comedy arises from
the fact that the girl reporter has a perfect horror of the idle rich, and then is
thrown much against her will into the society of young Simpson, to whom money
is absolutely no object. But the melodrama is provided by entirely different
means. That is where " The Woolworth
Diamonds " come in. New York life in
all its phases will be mirrored in " The
Woolworth Diamonds." There will be society scenes, charity bazaar scenes, scenes
among tenement dwellers, and other varicolored pictures of the life of the metropolis.
William S. Davis will direct ' the new
Bushman-Bayne feature, having completed
his work with Emily Stevens in the Metro
picture, " Alias Mrs. Jessop," which will
have an early release. James J. Dunne will
assist Mr. Davis in directing. Mr. Dunne
was formerly assistant to Frank Reicher,
working with him in the preparation of
Ethel Barrymore's forthcoming Metro feature, "An American Widow," but as Mr.
Reicher will for the present be engaged in
the cutting of this picture and in choosing his next vehicle from a large number of manuscripts, " Jimmy " Dunne is
released for the time being to Mr. Davis.
Rudolph J. Bergquist is the cameraman
who will photograph " The Woolworth
Hugh Jeffrey has been engaged to play
Diamonds."
the part of Rogers, the valet.

Books
Goldwyn-Distributed Production
" For the Freedom of the World " Said to Be Meeting with
Much Favor Throughout Country — Some Houses Rebook Feature
EXHIBITORS in all parts of North
the World ' is the biggest box-office life
saver of the hour. In the face of strong
America are said to be showing encompetition
and the prevailing general
thusiasm over the success of the Goldslump
in
picture
receipts, this feature of
wyn distributed patriotic production, " For
the Freedom of the World," which in yours has completely smashed all of our
attendance records in Youngstown and
scores of towns and cities, it is claimed,
Canton for the current calendar year. I
has overcome wartime depression and
have seriously considered breaking our
crowded houses to capacity.
ironclad rule against playing repeats and
Marcus Loew booked the production on
arranging for return engagements in all
sight during the past week for his entire
chain of theatres, and the Loew aides, who
of Even
our before
towns." this letter reached Goldwyn,
previously had seen the picture and reported enthusiastically on it, have arranged
Feiber and Shea had rebooked this production.
to present the attraction backed by a special advertising appropriation of their
own.
Christie Company Stars Bobby
In Youngstown and Canton, O., Feiber
Vernon in Comedies
and Shea have played the attraction, it is
It
was
announced from the West Coast
reported, to house capacity in each city
last week that Bobby Vernon, star of many
and were so pleased with the drawing
light comedies, is now under contract with
power and appeal of the picture that they
had arranged for rebookings for all of the Christie Film Company, and has already finished a number of scenes of his
their houses. From the day of its first
first
picture,
in which he is assisted by
presentation in the Victoria theatre, PhilaEthel Lynne.
delphia, For
"
the Freedom of the World "
Vernon's latest activities before the
proved itself to be the kind of attraccamera prior to joining Christie were with
tion that the public wants.
Triangle-Keystone, for whom he apIn a letter to Goldwyn Distributing Corpeared in " Nick of Time Baby " and other
poration, Feiber & Shea said : " Capt. Edwin Bower Hesser's ' For the Freedom of laugh-makers.

Atlanta Manager Plays Jewel
Feature to Success
So successful was a recent engagement <
the
Jewel theatre
feature, in
" Come
Through,"
tr
Criterion
Atlanta,
Ga., thatat tr
manager of the theatre wrote a letter, prai:
ing the production, to the Jewel branch i
Atlanta, and the document has been mad
public by Jewel news service.
The letter said, in part:
" We have just completed a three day:
engagement of. the Jewel productioi
' Come Through.' This picture was pos:
tively
one played
of theandbestwe ' dark
' w
have ever
regret horses
very muc
that you were unable to let us have th
feature for a week's engagement, as i
would undoubtedly have given us splendiresults.
" Contracts for your other Jewel produc
tions, ' The Co-Respondent,' ' Sirens of th
Sea' and 'The Man Without a Country
have been mailed you properly signed. Th|
writer has looked at the above pictures am!
they bear the earmarks of money getterji
Any time that you have a production tha
stacks up with ' Come Through ' and ' Th |
Co-Respondent' we will greatly appreciat
it if you will arrange a screening of sami
and give the writer a chance to bid for th|
first showing in Atlanta.
(Signed)

" W. C. Patterson."

Scardon Directs " Other Man " ;
for Vitagraph Release
It was announced last week by C. J
Giegerich that Paul Scardon has startet
the production of " The Other Man " a
the Eastern studios of the Vitagraph Company. It is said the subject demands thi
utmost in directorial versatility, as the action runs from wealthy homes to tenemen
hovels and calls for a character study ol
civilized
crudities. polish under a coating of poverty*:
According to the Giegerich announcement, "The Other Man " should give Mr
Scardon an opportunity to display, froit
the directorial angle, his fund of knowledge of the art of make-up that gainec
admiration while he played character role
before the camera.
It is said that make-up will play an important part in the success of " The Otha
Man " for the other man is really the same
man who wins the love of a woman in
two decidedly different spheres of life without her knowledge that it is the same person that has attracted her both times.
Holmes

Visits Arizona

for

Exteriors
" Ruggles
" tbi
Taylor
Holmes, ofit was
announced
week by Essanay, is in Arizona with his
" Ruggles of Red Gap " company, shooting
the outdoor scenes of this George K. Spool
special.
" Ruggles of Red Gap " is said to afford
Holmes an unusual opportunity- to assume
a characterization he is naturally adapted
for, that of an impressionable English valet
in the United States Western country. With
Mr. Holmes are such supporting characters
as Lawrance D'Orsay and Frederick Burton, both of whom appeared in the original
stage presentation ; Lillian Drew and Virginia Valli, Essanay stars.
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Tucker Devises Moonlight Effects
in Marsh Feature
The night effects secured in Goldwyn pictures by a photographic novelty devised and
introduced by George Loane Tucker are
said to be varied in Mae Marsh's forthcom" The
The
sceneingissubject,
on the
waterCinderella
in the bayMan."
at Naples,
Italy, at night. It is just a short, atmospheric note in the action, but it is said to
afford a thrill in giving the effect of the
moon passing from under a cloud.
The scene does not show the moon. Mr.
Tucker contends that there is much more
to be gained by suggestion than by representation, soall that is seen is just the light
of the moon, bathing everything in the picture. First the scene is deep blue with the
moon under the cloud, and then suddenly,
as the moon comes out, everything is illumined bya bright light.
Hayakawa Company Starts Home
from Hawaiian Islands
A cablegram received at the Lasky studio in Hollywood a few days ago from
George Melf ord, director of " Hidden
Pearls," starring Sessue Hayakawa, indicated that the company had left the Hawaiian Islands and was on its way back
to the States.
Mr. Melford stated, also, that besides
filming all the exterior scenes of " Hidden Pearls," they had secured about 10,000
feet of film on the funeral ceremonies of
the late Queen Liliuokalani of Hawaii.
The fact that 10,000 feet of celluloid
have been exposed, is considered evidence
that no detail of the strange native rites,
accompanying the funeral, was omitted,
and the result will undoubtedly be a film
of genuine historic value as well as great
general interest.
Brenon Adds Hickman to ForbesRobertson Cast
Alfred Hickman has been added to the
cast of " The Passing of the Third Floor
Back," with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, it was announced last week by the
Herbert Brenon department of exploitation. Coincidental with this bit of news it
was announced that the production is
progressing rapidly at the Brenon studio on
Hudson Heights.
Mr. Hickman is cast in the role of the
slavey's father, a part which, it is said, has
been developed in the screen adaptation of
Jerome K. Jerome's play. In " The Fall
of the Romanoffs " Hickman created favorable comments through his characterization
of the deposed Czar.
Pearl White Sends Message of
Cheer to Soldiers
Pearl White, the serial star of Pathe,
who recently finished her work in " The
Fatal Ring," has been selected by a practically unanimous vote of the personnel of
the Marine Corps of Uncle Sam's fighting
men to send them a message of Christmas
cheer. This message will go to the men
of the Marine Corps in the training camps
in America, in the coast forts and to the
boys, who were the first to carry the
United States flag to France when we declared war against Germany.

Jack Pickford, in " Tom Twain
Sawyer,"Hada Paramount
Feature,
Is Said theto Story
Be Just the Sort of Boy Mark
in Mind When
He Wrote
Paramount
Helps to Perpetuate 1917 Spirit
Produces Feature Written by Judge Willis Brown, Called
"Spirit of '17" and Starring Jack Pickford — Taylor Directs
newed in the present year.
ACCORDING to an announcement this
week from the Famous PlayersJack Pickford will play the role of the
Lasky offices, Paramount, is considering
young hero who saves from rioters a copthat in years hence the populace will reper mining town, using the veterans, from
whose shoulders, momentarily the blight
call the spirit of 1917, has come to the conclusion that it is no more than right and
of age has fallen, to hold the fort till thereal troops arrive.
natural, that the 1917 spirit should be reflected in the literature and drama and
The picture was scenarioized by Julia
upon the screen today.
Crawford
Ivers and is directed by William D. Taylor.
For this purpose Paramount plans to rePending the release of this production
lease shortly a photoplay by Judge Willis
Brown, under the title of " The Spirit of Jack Pickford is appearing in the Paramount screen version of Mark Twain's im"17," bearing a double meaning — the spirit
of youfeh and the spirit of the year.
mortal Tom
"
Sawyer." This picture, released December 10, was also put into
By what is said to be a masterly conshape for the screen by Julia Crawford
ception of the author of this forthcoming
Ivers,
who declared that it was a labor of
Paramount picture, the spirit of '61 is also
love. William D. Taylor also directed
recalled, when the veterans of the Civil
" Tom Sawyer." The second film, " Huck
War, inmates of a soldiers' home, gray
bearded, with trembling limbs but hearts of
and Tom," or " The Further Adventures
oak, again rally to the call, voiced by a of Tom Sawyer " will be released in the
youth imbued with that same spirit, renew year after " The Spirit of '17."
Pathe Engages Ernest Wai
IT was announced last week from the office
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., that Ernest
C. Warde, son of the English actor, Frederick Warde, and who is a producer with
many successes to his credit, has been engaged by J. A. Berst, vice president and
general manager of Pathe, as director for
Frank Keenan, who recently joined Pathe.
Mr. Warde, it is said, has made final arrangements for the production of " Simeon's Shadow," from the novel by Elizabeth Lee, the scenario for which was written by Gilson Willets. This picture affords
Frank Keenan, it is claimed, one of the
most dominant parts he has ever had, that
of the head of a great railroad system reminiscent of such men as Hill and Harriman.

e to Direct Frank Keenan
The method which Mr. Warde and Mr.
Willets are pursuing in the preparation of
this picture is said to be a splendid example of the kind of practical co-operation
between director and scenario writer that
makes for a closely knit, well developed
picture. The two men have worked together from the beginning, Mr. Warde suggesting methods of development which he
thought would be effective, and Mr. Willets incorporating these suggestions in
what is looked upon by Pathe as an almost
perfect script.
Big things are expected of this combination. Ernest Warde is a man of long experience in the motion pcture business and
Keenan is also well known to the stage.
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Frank

Crane Joins Madame
Petrova as Director
Comes Direct from Goldwyn Following Completion of Mary
Garden Feature — Begins Immediately on "The Life Mask"
ANNOUNCEMENT was made this Madame Petrova and Frederick L. Collins
feel that they have assured the exhibitors
week by Frederick L. Collins, president of the Petrova Pictures Company, that of the country the production of a feature
which should be a worthy running-mate to
arrangements were consummated on Saturday whereby Frank Crane will direct the " Daughter of Destiny," scheduled for release on* December 23.
third starring vehicle of Madame Olga
Petrova.
Mr. Crane will start work on " The Life
The selection of the well-known proMask," which is the title of the vehicle
ducer, who will commence work this week
chosen for the third picture, immediately.
His services were secured following his
on the third production of the Petrova Piccompletion of the Goldwyn production of
ture Company, was made only after a series
of lengthy consultations between Madame
" Thais," starring Mary Garden.
Mr. Crane has been associated with the
Petrova and the officials of her organization. This was due to the desire on the Vitagraph, Universal and other film organizations. He is responsible for the World
part of the star to insure the high standard
of excellence which has been set in the Film version of " Old Dutch," which scored
a success, and more latterly produced the
making of her first two subjects, which
were produced by George Irving and Larry
first Paramount serial entitled, " Who Is
Trimble, respectively.
Number One?" starring Kathleen Clifford
In choosing Mr. Crane for this task, and many others of note.

Swans"
Promises Unusual Fairy Tale
Is Expected by Paramount to Be One of Most Timely and
Interesting Holiday Features — Marguerite Clark Starred
IT has remained for the motion picture to skill. It will be photographically perfect,
•I afford the medium best suited to the because of the lighting facilities and the
skilful work of Lyman Broening.
elfin drama — one of the finest examples
ever offered, according to Paramount, will
Above all, it should be delightful because it has as its central figure Marbe " The Seven Swans," in which Marguerite Clark.
guerite Clark, one of the daintiest of players, will star for Paramount during the
Work on " The Seven Swans " is drawing to a conclusion. The company has
present month.
Not alone- children, but men and women
been in the South, getting " summer "
of every age, will no doubt delight in this
scenes. Great indoor sets have been prepicture, because it is said to possess enough
pared; king's palaces
of gaylyandcladgardens
people have
of a
human interest and charm, aside from its arisen, hundreds
fairy qualities, to render it enthralling ; land that never was, have taken part in the
and, besides, what grown-up does not enspectacle.
Miss Clark is satisfied that it will be a
joy a fairy story now and then, just for relaxation?
wonderful picture; she is said to be
charmed at the opportunity of giving to
It will be notable, according to Parathe world a real bit of fantasy at Christmount, for its beauty of investiture, cosmas tide. So there seems little doubt that
tume and ensemble effects ; it will be exceptional because J. Searle Dawley has
" The Seven Swans " will constitute one
constructed a charming story — adapted it, of the most delightful offerings ever emanating from Paramount.
rather — and directed it with consummate

Lyons and Moran Begin New
Comedies on West Coa6t
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran have returned to Universal City from their extended visit to New York and are expected to begin at once the production of
one-reel parlor comedies embodying refinement with their inspirations to laughter. Capt. Leslie T. Peacock, widely
known as a scenarioist, has been engaged
to write especially for " the boys " and
will provide them with a line of gloom-killers designed for high class laughs. The
Lyons-Moran comedies will be released
under a special brand, the title of which
is still to be selected.
The vacation trip of Universal's brace
of comedians, included a trip to their home
town, after their visit in New York where
they consulted with Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, and decided upon the
plan for comedies that will be carried out
in the immediate future. It is expected
that " the boys " will take a new hold upon
the popularity they have gained during
their long service as Universal comedians.

"Seven

Triangle Considerable Worry
as " The Ship of Doom," ari<piCTURE lost in transit" was the same time
rived safely at the home office.
1 news received by Director Wyndham Gittens from the New York offices
Just as all hope had been abandoned the
missing package was located in Chicago
of the Triangle Film Corporation, a week
and rushed to the Triangle factory so that
after the shipment of his spectacular sea
the prints might be delivered to exchanges
drama, " The , Ship of Doom," from the
on schedule time, and everybody breathed
Culver City studios. The announcement
came as a climax to weeks of hard work
freely once more.
with ships and small boats in midocean,
amid difficulties which sorely tried the
patience of the entire company ; and the
Billie Burke Begins " Eve's
thought that all this labor had been in vain
Daughter " for Screen
Billie Burke, it was announced last week
cast a pall of gloom over all concerned.
There were days of frantic telegraphing
by Famous Players-Lasky, has commenced
and anxiety in every express office from
work on " Eve's Daughter " for the screen,
as a Paramount release. The subject was
Los Angeles to New York. The missing
recently presented on the legitimate stage
negative and sample print had been spewith Grace George in the star role. James
cially forwarded owing to unavoidable deKirkwood is the director.
lays which made the picture late for release but
;
in spite of the unusual precauIn Miss Burke's production of " The
tions all trace of the express box had been
Land of Promise," released by Paramount
on December 10, Tom Meighan has the
lost. A peculiar circumstance was that another Triangle picture, expressed at the lead opposite the star.

Constance Talmadge Ignores Cold
to Finish Feature
In order to hasten the date of her departure for California, Constance Talmadge, Select star, has been working
steadily through zero temperature in the
lightest of summer apparel, according to
reports this week. Her next picture, " The
Studio Girl," calls for settings along the
bleak Gloucester coast, and with time
pressing fast on their heels, Miss Talmadge
and her director, Charles Giblyn, have
rushed
production
for
warmer
days. ahead without waiting
" The Studio Girl " has been adapted for
the screen by Paul West from the comRunaway,"
Pierre
Veber and
Henriedy, "The
de Gorsse,
and bywill
be distribute
d
th rough Select exchanges.

Nearly Lost Print Causes

Liuisc Huff
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Year
New
During
Successes
to Surpass Old
Plans
Under Gmdance of J. A. Berst, Record of Fading Year Is But Stepping Stone to Greater Heights,
and New Standard Is Aimed At— Serials Prove Their Worth as Put Over on the Pathe Plan

Bessie Love, Winsome Star of Pathe Plays
AS

MOTION

the year draws to a close, Pathe
points with pride to its long list
of achievements in the motion picture
world for 191 7, and with these to
spur them on the management of this
leading company has set even higher
marks for 1918. Under the plans of
J. A. Berst, vice-president and general manager, the record of the past
twelve months is merely the stepping
stone to greater heights.
The greatest addition to the Pathe
I productions for the year were prob[ ably the Pathe Plays, which will
come, it is expected, to their full fruition during 1918.
Serials Cut Wide Swath
Serials played an important part in the
Pathe program of 1917 and the successes
achieved during the year in this line were:
" Pearl of the Army," featuring Pearl
White; " Patria," with Mrs. Irene Castle;
II " Mystery of the Double Cross," with MolI lie King; " The Neglected Wife," with Ruth
I Roland ; " The Fatal Ring," with Pearl
I White ; " The Seven Pearls," with Mollie
II King,
and "having
The Hidden
Hand,"
Four
Star serial,
in its cast
Doris the
Kenyon,
Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty and Mahlon
Hamilton. Early next year these will be
followed, it is announced, with " The House
of Hate," by the authors of " The Hidden
Hand," in which Pearl White will again be
starred. Following that will be a mystery
serial founded on Guy de Taramond's novel,
" The Mystery of Lucien Delorme." Pathe's
scenario department has three other serials
in work.
In line with Pathe's policy of picturizing
classics, the management of this concern released during the year " The Vicar of
Wakefield," the English classic by Oliver

Goldsmith; "Crime and Punishment," by
Dostoyefsky, the Russian novelist; "The
Woman in White," by Wilkie Collins, and
the re-issue of " Les Miserables," Victor
Hugo's immortal masterpiece. Plans for
the 1819 program along this line contain the
story of India by Rudyard Kipling, " The
Naulahka." Antonio Moreno, Warner
Oland, Doraldino, the dancer, Marie Alden
and Helene Chadwick are among the stars
in " The Naulahka " cast.
Russian Pictures Introduced
An achievement was the introduction to
the American public of the Russian pictures
by Pathe. These pictures are considered
masterpieces from every angle. They were
made under the supervision of the Russian
Government, have in their casts stars of
the Russian theatre and have for their subjects stories of Russian writers. Beginning
with y The Painted Doll," released in October, 1917, there followed " The Queen of
Spades " and " Her Sister's Rival." These
in turn will be followed during the coming
year by at least one of these Russian pictures every month.
On the entry of the United States into
the war, the interest of Americans centered on what was being done by the Allies,
and to satisfy this interest Pathe made arrangements with the British and French
Governments to release the official war pictures, which were taken by cameramen
acting under the direction of army officers,
and which are being taken to get a pictorial
history of this war. When the tanks made
their seemingly miraculous appearance on
the battlefield and achieved their successes,
the interest and curiosity of the American
public was in this queer fighting machine.
This curiosity was satisfied by Pathe when
it released the Official Government pictures
of the. tanks. " The Retreat of the Germans at the Battle of the Somme, Ancre
and Arras," were all thrown on the screen
to show Americans what war really is.
Strong Program Planned
On the 1918 program of the Pathe Plays,
in addition to Mrs. Castle, are Frank
Keenan, Fannie Ward, Bryant Washburn
and Bessie Love. Among the pictures Fannie Ward will appear in are : " For Sale,"
from a play by Fred Jackson ; " Innocent "
and " The Yellow Ticket," by Michael Morton. Fred Jackson, author of " For Sale,"
also wrote " A Full House " and " A Pair
of Sixes " and " Losing Eloise."
Bryant Washburn. will appear in "Kidder
and Ko," story by John W. Grey and scenario by Charles Sarver, and " Twenty-one,"
by George Randolph Chester, scenario by
Charles Sarver.
Frank Keenan will be seen in " Simeon's
Shadow," by Elizabeth Lee, and " Loaded
Dice," by Hillary A. Clark. The scenario
for " Loaded Dice " is by Gilson Willets.
" Simeon's Shadow " will be directed by
Ernest Warde, producer of " The Vicar of
Wakefield " ; " Hinton's Double " and other
hits of the past year, who has been signed
by Pathe.

Henry Kitchell Webster's " The Painted
Scene," will be a vehicle for Bessie Love.
It is being produced under the working title
" Spring of the Year."
Cyrus Townsend Brady's " The Cliff
Dweller's Pot" and Sir William Young's
" A Japanese Nightingale," have also been
bought and will be made into pictures.
Three A.- H. Woods plays, in addition to
" Innocent " and " The Yellow Ticket,"
which will be presented by Pathe in 1,918,
are " Wanted — Jim Bennett," " The Power
of Money " and " The Other Woman."
Comedies Also Prosper
The Lonesome Luke and the Harold
Lloyd comedies have been drawing cards,
and during 1918 the Harold Lloyd comedies
will continue to furnish laughter for America. Toto, the Hippodrome clown, came
under the Pathe banner this Fall, and his
comedies will be one of the features of
Pathe's well rounded 1918 program.
In the news field Pathe, with the HearstPathe News, is among the leaders.
Animated cartoons are considered a
source of joy to thousands, and among the
best of the animated cartoons are those
made by the International by artists whose
names are a household word in practically
every home in the country.
" We let the year 1917 speak for itself,"
said Mr. Berst in talking over Pathe
achievements for the twelve months, " but
the only thing we can promise the exhibitor and the public is that 1918 will
eclipse 1917 from every standpoint."

Vera Colodna Has the Title Role in Pathe's
Russian Art Film, " Her Sister's Rival "
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Petrova Chooses "Life Mask" as Third Feature
Is Adapted from Novel of Same Name, and Is Said to Give New
Twist to the Eternal Triangle Theme— Name of Author Unknown
story selected is an adaptation of " The
Life Mask," a novel of which the name of
the author is enshrouded in mystery, inasmuch as " The Life Mask " was written
and published without divulging the name
of the man or woman responsible for it.
Madame Petrova has chosen Mrs. L. Case
Russell, the well known photoplaywright, to
adapt and scenarioizc " The Life Mask."
Mrs. Russell is responsible for the screen
version of the second Petrova vehicle,
which has recently been completed under
the direction of Larry Trimble.
The latest work of the anonymous writer
of "To M. L. G." offers Petrova, it is said,
wide scope for the display of her peculiar
talents and an entirely original treatment
has been given " the eternal triangle " theme
which forms a prominent part of the play.
Petrova assumes the role of the beautiful
daughter of a prominent judge whose wife's
extravagances force the girl into a marriage abhorrent and distasteful. Through
a series of events and dramatic climaxes the
Mme. Olga Petrova's First Feature, " A Daughstory climbs to a denouement of a great
ter of Destiny," Is Slated
Rialto for a Showing at the
social evil, in which the unfortunate girl is
freed of the misalliance which fate had
IN accordance with the custom which she
inaugurated at the formation of the forced upon her and finds happiness in the
love of her former affianced suitor.
Petrova Picture Company, Madame Olga
Petrova has personally chosen the story for
In " The Life Mask " Madame Petrova
will essay a role said to be entirely away
the third starring vehicle in which she will
from any of her former characteristics.
appear during the forthcoming year. The
The

"Naulahka"
Claims Carefully Chosen Cast
Doraldina, the Dancer. Makes Debut in Pictures as Vampire,
and Antonio Moreno Is the Hero — Warner Oland Is the Villain
THE announcement by Pathe of Rudyard
ing played with such stars as Adelaide
Neilson, Lester Wallack, E. M. Holland,
Kipling's widely read novel of roMaurice Barrymore and ■ Mrs. Patrick
mance and adventure, " The Naulahka,"
reveals a very big and most carefully
Campbell. He was stage director at the
chosen cast.
Castle Square theatre, Boston.
Doraldina, whose film debut it marks,
Mary Alden, who plays the first wife of
gained publicity when she first appeared in the prince, has earned, according to Pathe,
Hawaiian dances. With eukelele accomthe title " The best character actress on the
screen." Her work as the mulatto wife of
paniment and all that goes with it, she appeared in several Broadway shows at the the stoneman in " The Birth of a Nation,"
same time.
and in other Griffith productions, has
Antonio Moreno, who has the male lead,
earned praise on all sides.
was formerly with Vitagraph, and appeared
in several pictures for that company that
De Mille- Artcraft Feature Gets
were widely popular. Prior to that he
Locale on River
was on the legitimate stage.
Artcraft Pictures Corporation announced
Warner Oland, who plays the East Inlast week that the first of the Cecil B. De
dian Prince opposite Doraldina, is considMille series of Artcraft super-productions
ered one of the best " heavies " on the
screen. He played Baron Huroki in will be staged around the Mississippi River
and the entire producing organization will
" Patria " and Carslake in " The Fatal
leave California for that territory shortly.
Ring." Mr. Oland comes of Viking and Jeanie MacPherson is working on the script
Russian stock, having been born in Sweden,
it is said. His first dramatic appearance
of the production, which is to be an adaptawas in " The Christian," by Hall Caine.
tion of P. P. Shechan's, " The WhisperHelcnc Chadwick recently signed a new
ing Chorus," a story of the Middle West.
While the De Mille company is away the
contract, and her first part under it is in
this all star cast of what is considered
interior sets for the production will be
erected at the Lasky Studio in Hollywood.
George Fitzmaurice's masterpiece. Her
The technical department has already comfirst picture was an Astra-Pathe Gold
menced work on these sets which will he
Rooster Play, and she made a hit in Fitzcompleted by the time the company returns
maurice'sBlind
"
Man's Luck."
J. H. Gilmour, who as president of a from the Mississippi location. Mr. De
great American railroad completes the list Mille and all who have read " The Whisof principals in this picture, is an actor who
pering Chorus " claim that it is the most
aside from his success on the screen has
gripping and unusual story yet produced at
the Lasky Studio.
a reputation in the American theatre, hav-
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Vivian Martin Romps Through
Western Paramount
Vivian Martin, always most at home in
a picture that enables her to display the
natural vivacity which is claimed as one
of her chief charms, is said to have a
character that might have been written
expressly byforEdith
her inM." The
Fair Barbarian,"
adapted
Kennedy.
Robert Thornby is directing Miss Martin
in this production and has surrounded her
with a cast said to be of superior quality.
The fact that Miss Martin plays the part
of an American girl from the Far West,
gives an idea of the sort of work she
will be called upon to do and also suggests
the many situations which develop as a result of her advent in the staid little English
village of Slowbridge. Of course, Octavia
(Miss Martin) upsets the equanimity of
the village as well as of her Aunt Belinda,
played by Jane Wolfe, and among other
exploits, throws a brick through the memorial window in the local church. A
quaint love romance develops and while
for a time it seems that she is to capture
an aristocratic British captain, her breeziness finally proves too much for him and
a former sweetheart, with whom »he has
quarreled, gains the prize.
Ashton Dearliolt Appears in
Carmel Myers Feature
Following an engagement ol more than
two years with the American Film Company, Ashton Dearholt recently joined the
Bluebird forces and is playing a leading
role opposite Carmel Myers in " The Green
Seal," which is being produced as a program feature under the direction of
Stuart Paton. While with the American
he was featured in a number of productions and played juvenile leads in several
of William Russell's pictures. He appeared opposite Mary Miles Minter in
" Charity Castle " and Juliette Day in " The
Calendar Girl." More recentiy he played
one of the principal roles with Jack Pickfor in company.
" The Spirit of 1917 " for the Morosco'
Mr. Dearbolt is an all-round athlete and
before entering the photoplav field was a
racing driver. His athletic training is bein " toThedo Green
for ingheput to
is good
calleduseupon
some Seal
fight"
scenes and other strenuous stunts.
Studio Repast Serves Double
Purpose in Feature
George Ridgwell, director of the O. Hen
ry holiday story, " Whistling Dick's Christmas Stocking."' for release by General
Film, recently gave a concrete example of
his resourcefulness when it was noted that
a principal scene of the picture is a dinner
party.
Inasmuch as the picture requires no snow
because of its Southern setting, the burden
of providing the Christmas atmosphere
rests upon the dinner scene. When it came
time for the cameraman to shoot. Director
Ridgewell announced that luncheon engagements were off for the day, and the filming
of the actual dinner scene was delayed until
noon time, when the group of players was
told that the Christmas dinner was to be
both work and their luncheon.
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Charleston Draws Companies
South for Exterior Scenes
According to announcements this week
rom the motion picture secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce of Charleston, S. C,
that city is proving a powerful magnet for
producing companies. A World-Brady
company under the direction of Harley
Knowles and with Madge Evans as the
star, made a flying trip to Charleston recently for some scenes in Magnolia
Gardens.
The American Feature Film Corporation,
Inc., is also expected to visit the South
Carolina city for a period of about ten
weeks, on historical locations for " The
Rise and Fall of the Confederacy." The
question of extras for several battle scenes
has been solved by the fact that there are
■two military schools at Charleston, with
over a thousand students well trained.

Paramount
Selects Well-Known
Story for New Feature
For the new Paramount feature in which
Ann Pennington will be starred, and which
is expected to be put into production immediately, well
a
known story, by an author
whose works have been widely read, has
been selected. Paramount insists that few
women authors have achieved greater
prominence that Alice Hegan Rice, who
wrote " Mrs. VViggs of the Cabbage Patch "
and " Calvary Alley," the latter of which is
the one chosen for Ann Pennington.
The character portrayed by Miss Pennington in the story is one calling for, it is
said, no little dramatic skill and the star's
versatility and talents having been demonstrated in her several Paramount pictures,
the latest of which is " The Antics of Ann,"
it is believed she will prove admirable in
the role.

Douglas Fairbanks Plans Trip to
South America
Bennie Zeidman, from his Selma avenue domicile in Hollywood, last week, issued an announcement in behalf of Douglas Fairbanks in which it was stated the
latter is planning a trip to South America,
where he hopes to film three new picture
plays. He will be accompanied by his two
directors, Allan Dwan and John Emerson;
the
cast. photographic staff and a supporting
According to the announcement the Fairbanks company expects to leave California
the early part of the new year, going directly to Buenos Aires, where it is expected headquarters will be established.
The trip is said to be the outcome of
Fairbanks's desire to
country which
thus far has avoided invade
the sharp eye of the
camera.
In order that the stories will be strictly
in keeping with the territory involved, the
Fairbanks scenario department has issued
a call for South American themes, it is
said. Ruth Allen is scenario editor, and,
under instructions, is specializing in the
•encouragement of young writers.

Jean De Ward and Peggy Betts in a Tense Moment in Herbert Brenon's Production of " Empty
Pockets," from Rupert Hughes' Novel
Herbert Brenon New Feature Nears Completion
Producer Describes " Passing of Third Floor Back " as Feature
Carrying Message of Hope and Optimism to People of America
uTHE PASSING OF THE THIRD
screen — to spread the message of hope to
the masses.
1 FLOOR BACK," in which Herbert
Brenon is to present Sir Johnston Forbes" You may ask why I present a star production when I have so often expressed
Robertson, is rapidly nearing completion,
according to an announcement from the myself as against the star. I have no faith
Brenon offices last week. It is said Sir in the star system, I reiterate. But Sir
Johnston will sail for England next week,
Johnston is a vital part of 'The Passing
and the production will be offered to the of
the Third Floor Back.' He has created
public shortly after the new year.
and developed the role until he is part of
Mr. Brenon never had greater enthusiasm
the character. As well produce ' The Music
Master ' without David Warfield, as Jerome
or confidence in a production. " It carries
a message of hope and optimism which
K. Jerome's drama without Sir Jchnston.
Americans — indeed people of every land —
" ' The Passing of the Third Floor Back '
are seeking in these dark and troubled days.
paints the story of the rchabitation of the
To me the message of loving kindness is occupants of a shabby London boarding
the greatest message that can be borne to house through the coming of a mysterious
the world today, and that is the message of Stranger, whose kindly smile and understanding words bring out the best in each
' The Passing of the Third Floor Back.' I
love the subject; it is full of sunshine,
and every one of them. I want it to be
beauty and comedy, as well as drama of the clearly understood that the kindly spirit
finest order. I am firmly convinced that which emanates from him and pierces the
cold hearts of those with whom he comes
not only will it lie the most artistic achievement of my career, but the most popular.
in contact, is that same spirit which is in
It fulfills to the highest extent one of the the hearts or souls of nine out of ten of
greatest functions ever expected of the
everv human being.''
Goldwyn
Names
" Dodging
a MillionMabel
" Claims Normand's
Exceptional Cast, NewProduction
with Tom Moore
Opposite the Star — Hubert Druce and Armand Cortes Also Cast
FOLLOWING the injunction which in to be released, gave such satisfaction to
the Bible reads : ",A good name is George Loane Tucker, who directed " The
Man," and to the Goldwyn exrather to be chosen than great riches," the Cinderella ecutives,
that Mr. Moore was promptly
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation had Mabel
engaged for the masculine lead in the newNormand's newest picture in course of proest Mabel Normand production.
duction for fully a week before definitely
Another very well known figure in
deciding upon its title. Now, however, the
matter has been settled, and Director
" Dodging a Million " will be Hubert Druce,
George Loane Tucker has officiated at the long familiar to theatrical audiences, before
whom he appeared in support of John Drew
christening of " Dodging a Million."
and others.
A singularly distinguished cast, accordOthers in the cast include Armand
ing to announcement, has been assembled
Cortes, J. Herbert Frank, Edwards Davis,
in support of Mabel Normand. Heading
it is Tom Moore. His work with Mae
Franklyn Hanna, Bernard Thorton, Joseph
Smiley and Florence Ashbrooke.
Marsh in " The Cinderella Man," shortlv
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Children Cast in Big Roles of "Blue Bird
Tula Bella and Robin McDougall, Supported by Edwin E. Reed,
Emma Lowry, William J. Gross, Florence Anderson and Others

Maurice Tourneur, Director, and Kiddies in
Leading Roles of " The Blue Bird," An Artcraft
Spectacle
ARTCRAFT announced this week that
in its photo-production of Maurice
Maeterlinck's " The Blue Bird," two children will portray the chief characters of
Tytyl and Mytyl. These parts have been entrusted to little Robin McDougall and Tula
Belle, two talented children whose experience before the motion picture camera is
said to fit them well for this important
work.
Supporting these two kiddies is a cast
including Edwin E. Reed, Emma Lowry,

William J. Gross, Florence Anderson, Edward Elkas, Katherine Bianchi, Lillian
Cook, Gertrude McCoy, Lyn Donelson,
Charles Ascot, Tom Corless, S. E. Potapovitch, Mary Kenedy, Eleanor Masters,
Charles Craig and Sam Blum.
Under the direction of Maurice Tourneur, the French producer, work on the
cinema adaptation of Maeterlinck's play is
said to be rapidly progressing at Famous
Players-Lasky Studio in Fort Lee, N. J.
The largest set ever staged on the big
stage of this plant has been completed,
representing the graveyard which turns
into a beautiful flower garden betore the
eyes of the audience. In order to produce
this scene various novel mechanical devices have been installed at the studio
under
Mr. Tourneur's
This entire
set itself personal
becomes supervision.
a scene of
great animation and plays an important
part in the story. This set alone occupies
practically the entire floor space of the
studio. It is confidently expected by Artcraft that this scene will afford one of the
greatest of the many surprises promised
in the new Artcraft production.
On the speaking stage in this country
and abroad, " The Blue Bird " was proclaimed a stupendous undertaking. With
its screen presentation the various technical
restrictions of the stage have been removed and it is thought that a more effective interpretation of Maeterlinck's subject
will be possible.

Clifford Company
Produces Five-Reel Subjects
Shorty Hamilton and Galaxy of Film Players Undertake Stories Combining Humor and Heart Interest — Released on State Rights Plan
THE success attending the private runs
Shorty Hamilton in " The Snail," Shorty
of the first two pictures produced by Hamilton in " A Prisoner of War," Shorty
the W. H. Clifford Photo Play Company
Hamilton in " In Society," " Shorty Hamilhas induced Victor Krcmcr, the general
ton in " A Texas Ranger," and Shorty
manager, to contract for the production of Hamilton in "On Wall Street."
one five-reel feature a month, it is anThrough the state rights buyers and exnounced. These features will be exploited
hibitors, the motion picture public will be
on the state rights plan and a franchise for asked to vote its choice of other humorous
the entire twelve stories to be released on
stories which will be presented for solution
the first day of each month during 1918, through the medium of the press.
After thoroughly investigating market
will be open to negotiation.
These franchises are said to be available
conditions for a period of two weeks, the
to the most progressive buyers in the vari- W. H. Clifford Company came to the conclusion that Ernest Shipman was qualified
ous states who may either purchase outright
to handle the exploitation of this series,
or make arrangements upon a cooperative
both in the United States and abroad and
basis. These releases will no doubt prove
a contract was accordingly entered into,
of unusual value to all buyers and exhibitwhereby all business in connection with
ors because they introduce Shorty Hamilton, and by virtue of the five-part stories in this series of pictures will emanate from
which he will now appear it is expected he Mr. Shipman's offices, 17 West Fortyfourth street.
will add to his established clientele the additional patronage of all high-class picture
houses.
Shorty Hamilton's first release is entitled Treasury Publicity Man Writes
" Denny from Ireland." The contrast between the pathos and ready wit of the lad
Marguerite Clark
Oscar A. Price, director of publicity of
in Ireland and his humorous escapades in
the Liberty Loan of 1917, for the Treasury
the cattle country, are said to form a theme
that for mingling of laughter and tears
Department of the United States, has written a letter of thanks to Marguerite Clark,
has seldom been surpassed upon the
screen.
star in Paramount pictures, who was instrumental inraising a large sum for the
Six of the subjects to follow have alSecond
Liberty
Loan at Cincinnati, Ohio,
ready been decided upon and half of them
already produced. They will be known as recently.

Vol. 16. No. z;
Tucker's Artistry Again Shows in
Motherand" pathos
The McClure's
blending of "comedy
which George Loane Tucker has so skillfully intermingled in the making of the
McClure picture, " Mother," has proven to
be one of the strongest points in favor
of the production, according to the various
state right buyers who have witnessed a
screening of the film. The story is said
to be absolutely devoid of the usual sensationalism and artificial situations which
are encountered in many of the present
day feature pictures, and " Mother " relies
solely upon its appeal to the heart and the
humanness of the incidents which constitute the plot.
American Engages Will Ritchey as
Scenario Manager
Will M. Ritchey, the scenario writer and
editor, has been engaged by President S. S.
Hutchinson to take charge of the American
Film Company's
department,, it
was announced thisscenario
week.
Mr. Ritchey's acquisition by the American Film Company promises increased activity in this department of the studio.
" High class stories is the American's sloMr.Ritchie
Hutchinson,
" andwithI
believe gan,"
withstatedMr.
in charge,
orders not to consider the cost in choosing suitable vehicles for our stars, that
the American stories in the future will be
even better than in the past.
" Despite existing war conditions we are
turning out five-reel productions, the kind
which has been proven the public likes, and
in order to maintain and even surpass our
present high standard we must pay a great
deal of attention to the story, for that is
becoming more important each day."
Ralph Navarro Enlists in Navy
Ralph Navarro, for some time in the
Pathe general offices and later assistant to
Louis J. Gasnier, president of Astra, has
enlisted in the navy, and is now stationed
in Brooklyn.

Harry Ozone
Carey of and
Molly inMalone
the
Pure
the West
a SeriesBreathing
of Universal
Pictures Directed by Jack Ford
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Metro Stars Viola Dana in Myrtle
Reed Story
" A Weaver of Dreams," by Myrtle Reed,
has been acquired by Metro Pictures Corporation for the use of Viola Dana, it is
announced. Work on the production has
already
been commenced at the firm's West
Coast studio.
" A Weaver of Dreams " is said to be a
story of the heart, and Miss Dana is best
in stories of this description.
The only player so far announced is
Clifford Bruce, who will play opposite the
star in the part of Carter Keith. Mr.
Bruce is also Miss Dana's leading man in
the forthcoming Metro wonderplay, " The
Winding Trail," written by Katherine Kavanaugh and June Mathis, and he has an
important part in the production of " Blue
Jeans."
John H. Collins, who is directing " A
Weaver of Dreams," has also directed
" The Winding Trail," " Blue Jeans," and
practically
all Miss Dana's Metro productions.
Fairbanks Feature Discloses New
Producing Unit
Douglas Fairbanks's next picture for Artcraft, " A Modern Musketeer," will disclose
the initial efforts of a new producing unit
for this star, consisting of Allan Dwan,
director; Art Rosson, assistant director;
Hugh McLung, head cameraman, and
Keene Thompson, scenario writer. Under
the plan of production recently inaugurated
at the Fairbanks Studio, this unit will do
every other picture, alternating with the
John Emerson-Anita Loos staff.
Allan Dwan's direction of former Fairbanks successes speaks well for the merit
of the forthcoming picture, Hugh McClung
succeeds Victor Fleming as head cameraman. Fleming is now in the United States
service, having recently been conscripted.
Essanay-Ade Fables Score with
Various Exhibitors
The Essanay-George Ade fables in slang
continue to score in the various theatres
where shown, according to an announcement by General Film following the receipt
of reports from all sections of the country.
An example of the place the two-reel features hold in the esteem of exhibitors is
cited by General in the fact that Manager
H. N. Azine, of the Thomas Furniss Rex
theatre in Duluth, Minn., books them as
regular features instead of " fill ins."
It is announced that exhibitors in all
parts of the country continue to book the
entire series of twelve " Fables, in Slang "
for extended engagements each week.
Ralph Kellard Quits the Screen
Temporarily
Ralph Kellard, -former Pathe star, who
appeared in " The Shielding Shadow,"
" Pearl of the Army " and " The Precious
Packet," announced last week that he did
not expect to return to the screen until after
the close of the legitimate season. He has
been appearing in " Eyes of Youth " since
August 22, at the Maxine Elliott theatre, in
New York.

Ann Murdock, Who Appears in the Star
Role Through
of " The Mutual
Impostor," an Empire All-Star Production Released
Empire All-Star Moves from
THE Empire All-Star Corporation, it
was announced this week, has moved
its offices from the Mirror studios at Glendale, L. I., to the Empire Theatre Building,
in New York, where it is now doing business without any traces of interruption.
One of the first official acts of the publicity bureau after the move was completed,
was the announcement that " Her Sister,"
the Ethel Barrymore dramatic subject on
the legitimate stage, is to be the next release, with Olive Tell in the star role
which Miss Barrymore created on the dramatic stage. As in her other pictures made
for Empire All-Star, Miss Tell is supported
in " Her Sister " by David Powell, who
has a role that is said to be particularly
well suited to him.
Eileen Dennes, who contributed some
graceful dancing in "The Unforeseen," Miss
Tell's first picture, is cast as the younger
sister in " Her Sister," while other members of the cast are Anita Rothe, Martha
Dean, Charles Edwards and Sidney Blair.
The picture to follow " Her Sister," it
was announced this week, will be " The
Impostor," with Ann Murdock in the star
role. David Powell, the tried and true

Long Island to New York
leading man of the Empire All-Star forces,
is again called upon to assume the part
opposite the star. The cast also includes
Lionel Adams, Charlotte Granville, Richie
Ling and Eleanor Seyboldt.
John B. O'Brien directed Miss Tell in
both " The Unforeseen " and " Her Sister,"
while Dell Henderson was in charge of
" The Impostor."
Leopold D. Wharton Returns from
Rest in Michigan
Leopold D. Wharton arrived in New
York last week from the Battle Creek Sanitarium, where he had been for three weeks,
resting up, at the advice of his physicians.
He came East at this time in order that
he might assist his brother Theodore, in the
direction of the first episode of " The
Eagle's Eye," the Whartons' new serial,
written by William J. Flynn, chief of the
United States Secret Service.
Mr. Wharton was met in New York by
his brother, who has been in charge of the
preliminary New York scenes, and with the
principal characters in the production, they
left for the Wharton Studios at Ithaca.
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Triangle Directors Claim Excellent Results
Three New Pictures Started, Four Completed and Three Other
Stories Under Way Keeps Scenario Department on the Jump

Jack Livingston and Belle Bennett in the Triangle Play " Because of a Woman "
WITH three new pictures just started,
four pictures completed, three other
stories in various stages of completion and
five directors waiting for new stories, the
Triangle Culver City Studio is said to be
keeping well up on the exceptional produc
tion schedule set by Vice-President and
General Manager H. O. Davis. The scenario department is working overtime turning out the continuity for several wellknown magazine stories, and several original stories are practically completed.
Director Gilbert P. Hamilton has started
work on " Captain of His Soul." Working
with Hamilton is an all-star cast, including
William Desmond, Charles Gunn and Jack
Richardson. Others who will appear in the
picture are Mitzi Gould, a recent addition
to the Triangle playing forces, Gene Burr,
W. A. Jeffries and Walt Whitman.
" Three Godsons of Jeanette Gontre^ui,"
a screen adaptation from Francis W. Sullivan's story by the same name which recently appeared in the Ladies' Home Journal.

has also been started with Director Raymond Wells handling the megaphone. Included in the cast are Allan Sears, Margery
Wilson, Wilbur Higby, William V. Mong,
Aaron Edwards and Anna Dodge.
The other new picture about to be
started at the Triangle Studio is the screen
adaptation of Randall Parrish's novel,
"Neitz.
Keith Director
of the Border,"
madewillbydirect
Alvinthis
J.
Cliff Smith
and Roy Stewart will be seen in the leading
role. In it Stewart will appear as a Government scout on the frontier during the
time of the Indian uprisings. There is said
to be a gripping love theme that sharpens
the interest.
Director Jack Dillon is now well under
way on Olive Thomas' latest vehicle, a
screen adaptation of Ida M. Evans' Red
Book bears
magazine
story,working
" Limousine
which
the same
title. InLife,"
this
picture some exceptionally beautiful costumes, prepared in the Triangle wardrobe
in charge of Designer Peggy Hamilton, will
be shown in the fashion shop, around which
the action of the picture centers. Those
who are supporting Olive Thomas include
Joseph Bennett, Lee Phelps, Lillian West,
Mary Warren, Virginia Foltz and Mildred
Delfino.
Director Frank Borzage is making exceptional progress on a Western story, " The
Gun Woman," in which Texas Guinan, has
the title role.
The pictures completed within the past
week and waiting shipment include " Framing Framers," a newspaper story- featuring
Charles Gunn, directed by H. D'Elba ; " The
Gown of Destiny," an adaptation from Earl
Derr Bigger's Saturday Evening Post
story ; " Man Above the Law," featuring
Jack Richardson, supported by Claire McDowell and Josie Sedgwick, and " Evidence," directed by Walter Edwards.

Essanay Completes New
Series in Slap- Stick
Starts Work on Fifth Number of One-Reel Subjects Under Direction of Arthur
Hotaling — Late Pictures
Prove Popular

Little Mary McAlister Is An Apt Pugilist in
" Sadie Goes to Heaven,"
An Essanay Perfection Release

ESSANAY announced this week that
work has been completed on the
fourth series of slap-stick comedies being
produced by Director Arthur Hotaling,
and that work has started on the fifth.
Each picture is timed for a fifteen-minute
run, and carries a farce theme along with
the fun and action, it is said.
Amedce Rastrelli, French comedian,
and Arthur Higson, a well-known English
contortionist-comedian, are being featured
in the productions along with a beauty
squad, a number of whom worked with
Max Linder in his Essanay productions.
For release December 15 is "Make Your
Eyes Behave " and for December 22 is
" Lunch." Previous pictures were : " Hard
Luck," released November 24 ; " The General," released December 1, and "A Depot
Romeo," released December 8. One of the
series is being released each week through
General Film.
Essanay's latest pictures are reported as

Vol. 16. No. 25
Paralta Visitors Gain Good
Impression at Studios
Those who have visited the Paralta
Studios in Los Angeles are said to be astonished at the completeness of the equipment and the largeness of the various technical staffs. It would appear to the casual
visitor that the studios are equipped in
every way far more heavily than is the
average studio for the production of motion picture drama in multiple reel. As a
matter of fact they are, according to Paralta. But this heavy equipment is made
necessary because of the strict requirements
of those responsible for the artistic destinies
of Paralta Plays. The chief executive of
the organization and those in charge of the
actual producing demand that the greatest
attention be given to the reality of a scene.
If the scene is to be filmed in an interior,
no mere patchwork or flimsy structure will
answer. The set must be heavy enough to
give an air of extreme reality. It must be
so constructed and dressed that it cannot be
taken for anything except the real thing.

Hickman's Versatility Apparent
in Paralta Plays
Among the players who appear at the
Paralta Studios in Los Angeles in support of the stars, J. Warren Kerrigan, Bessie Barriscale and Henry B. Walthall is
Howard Hickman, who is noted among the
players and with the general public for the
completeness of the illusions he creates
and also their great number. Mr. Hickman
may be seen in one picture as a most accomplished agent of evil, and in another as
a young man whose appeal is primarily
goodness of heart.
Mr. Hickman attributes his success to
the fact that when he first adopted the
stage as his profession he did so through
the medium of the stock company. Mr.
Hickman made his first stage appearance
with the Alcazar Stock Company in San
Francisco where he speedily built up a
decided following. He also played with
the Belasco Stock Company in Los Angeles.
Then followed a series of engagements in
support of leading stars in Broadway productions.
proving popular with both exhibitors and
patrons, and have been especially well
treated by critics in newspapers and trade
journals. Little Mary McAllister again
has lived up to her box-office drawing
power in " The Kill-Joy " and continues
a stellar attraction in " Young Mother
Hubbard " and " Pants."
Taylor Holmes' latest picture, a comedy
drama, " The Small Town Guy," in which
he portrays the role of a rube, has been
received with favor by patrons, it is said,
and the comedian is gaining new friends
with each picture. Demands also are numerous for Mr. Holmes' earlier releases,
" Efficiency Edgar's Courtship," " Fools
for" Gift
Luck o'" and
Seats." of colGab,"" Two-Bit
a comedy-drama
lege life, featuring Jack Gardner and Helen
have proved an in- 1
is said to
Ferguson
stant
success.
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Mae Murray is Expected to Prove Her
a Veritable
of Success
in " The Kenneth
Eternal Harlan
Columbine,"
Bluebird
Original Whirlwind
Artistic Endeavors
— Dancing.
is the a Male
i^ead Production in Which she Injects
General Film Plans New

Serial

for January Release
ANNOUNCEMENT was made this
week by General Film Company of
the forthcoming release of what is claimed
to be one of the most appealing screen
serials produced in many months, to be
know n as " A Daughter of Uncle Sam,''
and which is now being completed at the
studios of the Jaxon Film Corporation in
Providence, R. I.
This is said to be a tremendously gripping patriotic serial, to run in twelve numbers of one reel each, beginning about
January 5. Jane Vance, on the legitimate
stage for a number of years, is the star,
and Will Sorelle, also a screen actor of
well known ability, is the leading man in
the new production.
Beginning with the very first number,
" A Daughter of Uncle Sam " is said to
launch into a series of thrilling adventures
and encounters on sea and land which
promise to make it one of the greatest
martial kaleidoscopes ever produced.
Patriotism, adventure, romance, the unmasking of intrigues and spy plots, stirring battle scenes on land and sea and
red-blooded encounters in the north woods,
in city streets and on the western prairies,
have been woven together into what is said
to be a constant procession of thrills which
the producers predict will make the patrons
clamor for more.
According to the General announcement,
there are no disagreeable war scenes to
harrow and depress the country's motion
picture fans, but " A Daughter of Uncle
Sam " possesses many thrilling features,
such as the exposure of spy plots and
enemy intrigues, to make it among th;
most timely patriotic serials of the day,
which should add tremendously to the boxoffice value of the production. An extensive advertising program will be conducted
in connection with the distribution of this
feature by General Film, which is announced as " A Patriotic Serial That Is
Different and Better Than Anything Yet
Filmed."

Mae Murray Breaks Record
DIRECTOR ROBERT LEONARD
claims that Mae Murray, star of
Bluebird photoplays, recently hung up a
new record for continuous rehearsal and
filming in producing theatre scenes for
"The Eternal Columbine," the feature in
which she will largely engage in displaying her talents as a dancer. To make
these scenes a Los Angeles theatre was
secured, and there was but one week open
in which to rehearse and film the requisite
scenes.
Miss Murray and her company had gone
into their work against time believing that
there would be a day or so to spare, but
rehearsals of a large ballet consumed more
time and patience than Director Leonard
had figured on. There were unforeseen

in Getting Theatre Scenes
delays, retakes and more rehearsals until
Friday, when it was seen that calculations do not always work out on schedule.
Saturday ended Bluebird's temporary
possession of the theatre and stage. A road
attraction was due to arrive for Sunday
matinee on an early morning train. On
the last day at his disposal Director
Leonard started activities at seven in the
morning with the intention of finishing all
the theatre scenes before they called a halt.
They made slower progress than they had
counted on, and straight through the day
they worked without intermission, except
a few minutes' pause for the meals which
were brought in to them. They worked
right on through the night and until seven
o'clock Sunday morning.

Samuel S. Hutchinson Insists 44 Story Is the Thing "
Henry Albert Phillips, James Edward
PRESIDENT SAMUEL S. HUTCHINHungerford and Beatrice Van, that we
SON, of the American Film Comhave been on a still hunt for the best
pany, Inc., who recently returned to Chistories in the market. We think we have
cago from one of his inspection trips to
even better stories than these for the 1918
the Santa Barbara studios, is greatly elated
over the prospect for pictures in 1918, it
was made known in an announcement last
pictures.
" Another thing on which we are laying
week, in which it was stated that Mr.
stress is the development of our technical
Hutchinson is on a still hunt for the best
department. A picture must have a well
stories in the market and that he believes
rounded development to be a' success and
the story is becoming more and more imevery contributing cause to an American
portant as a film factor.
film production must be of the finest qual" I am convinced of this from our careity, in our estimation.
ful selection of proper vehicles for our
" We are looking forward to the coming
year with much confidence in the film
stars during this past season," said Presifuture." .
dent Hutchinson. " We exercised great
care in selecting stories and have had a
Edison Assembles Japanese
larger staff in the scenario department than
ever before. I am satisfied, from the popuSettings for Feature
Under the supervision of Cedric Gibbins,
lar reception of such stories as ' The Mate
art director, the Edison studios are asof the Sally Ann,' a Minter feature ; ' New
sembling aseries of Japanese settings in
York Luck,' a Russell feature ; ' Betty and
the Buccaneers,' a Juliette Day production,
preparation for the production of " The
Weaver of Dreams," from the story of the
and ' Miss Jackie of the Army ' and
same title by Henry Albeit Phillips.
' Molly Go Get 'Em," both of the latter
Shirley Mason will enact the leading role
Margarita Fischer features, that we have
as Oki Adachi.
struck the right gait in stories. All th;
The picture will probably be released the
above have met with such marked success,
having such writers as Charles T. Dazey,
latter part of December.
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Robert Brunton, Studio Manager of Paralta, and J. Warren Kerrigan, Star, Entertaining Nat I.
Brown, General Manager of Paralta Plays, Inc., on His Recent Visit to the Hollywood Studios
Paralta

Aims

to

Present

the

Best

in

Pictures

Has Given Careful Study to Conditions Before Beginning the Features
in Which Kerrigan and Others Are Starred Through Hodkinson
The productions are carefully and lavishPARALTA PLAYS, INC., in an announcement last week, declared that
ly staged, under the general direction of
Robert Brunton, manager of productions
it is the aim of Paralta Plays, Inc., to preat the Paralta West Coast studios, and
sent to the amusement world photoplays
especially designed to meet the requirethe specific direction of many noted directors.
ments of an entire evening's entertainment,
The scenario material must be strongly
offering stars who have endeared themselves in the hearts of American audiences.
dramatic in order to lend itself to mulIn connection with this aim of the new
tiple reel production, and so only the best
force in the motion picture world it may
writing brains have produced it. For inbe stated that the kind of photoplay in
stance, A" Man's Man," in which J. Warwhich Paralta offers its stars to the exren Kerrigan is to be presented to the phohibiting world is determined by a careful
toplay audiences of the country, is by the
noted writer, Peter B. Kyne, while the
study of conditions in the theatres and the
demands of the public taste at any given
first Walthall picture, " His Robe of
period.
Honor," is from the pen of Ethel and
Once these conditions have been deterJames Dorrance.
mined, Paralta acquires from the best
While these are the big aims of the Paralta organization for the exhibitor there
writing brains in America literary material suitable for its stars in accord with
are a number of other ways in which the
existing taste. Into carefully plotted stellar
new corporation plans to serve the exhibitor. For instance, the special service devehicles are placed such stars as J. Warpartment of Paralta will always be glad
ren Kerrigan, Bessie Barriscale, Henry B.
to help any exhibitor with any problem of
Walthall, Rhea Mitchell and Clara Williams.
exploitation or presentation.
Pathe's Russian Features Appeal
to ofCultured
Classes
critics and
big newspaper
reviewers,
Pathe'sin Rusangle
AN entirely
sian Artnew
Films
is on
revealed
the backed by actual proof that the films appeal especially to the cultured and educated,
statement from an official who has investigated conditions throughout the country in are responsible for the reception of the pictures in many territories as a particularly
the course of a nation-wide trip, that these
pictures are proving especially successful in strong bet for the high class house," said
a Pathe official.
the best class houses. When they were
The Pathe sales force stands ready, it is
first announced it was thought they were
said, to co-operate at all times with the
" sure fire " in the Jewish neighborhood
houses, but that they would prove but fairly company's customers, and a number of interesting points of exploitation were
successful in the theatres catering to " high
brought out by F. C. Quimby, the newly apbrow " audiences.
pointed sales manager of Pathe.
" The opinions of the expert trade paper

Sends European Artiste to
American Shores

<tl T'S an ill wind that blows nobody
* good " is a phrase that, tried and
true, always appears when the least cause
for its use arises.
But the term is one of the most apt
available when applied to the recent invasion of America — particularly New York —
of Mile. Eleanora L'Jules, whose name is
well known in several countries as belonging to one of the most talented and popular European artistes of the legitimate and
vaudeville stages.
Remote as it may seem that any good
can come of the war, it is predicted that
Mile. L'Jules, who has been in New York
but a few weeks, being forced to abandon
all plans for European contracts on account of the conflict, will become one of
the leading figures of the American screen.
It cannot be denied, and, in fact it has
been attested by several who have extended
offers of engagements to her, that Mile.
L'Jules has all the attributes and assets of
a coming screen star, provided the proper
development is given her art in this branch
of the industry, to which she is yet new.
Immediately upon her arrival here, the
brunette artiste was selected by the Metro
producing company for a part in " Red,
White and Blue Blood," a forthcoming
feature starring Bushman and Bayne, and
it is expected that when this production
is released the work of Mile. L'Jules will
prove a revelation to both the trade and
public. Director Charles J. Brabin, who

Eleanorain L'Jules
Expects
Become Permanent
American
Screento Productions
produced
White andimpressed
Blue Blood,"
was
said "toRed,
be favorably
with
her screen beauty and capabilities, and lost
not
a moment in enlisting her services for
his play.
It is understood that Mile. L'Jules has as
yet made no arrangements for future appearances inpictures, but that she is considering various offers. Announcements of
a contract are expected shortly.
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Cooper's Activities for Whartons
Recalls His Career
IN choosing Courtney Ryley Cooper to pre* pare the scenario of " The Eagle's Eye,"
Chief Flynn's secret service serial, exposing
the activities of German agents in America,
the Whartons are said to be congratulating
themselves upon securing his services.
Born in Kansas City, Mo., in 1886,
Cooper has spent most of his life in the
West, his career embracing many varied
chapters as " character juvenile" in a barnstorming repertoire company; clown in the
old Harris Nickleplate circus ; reporter and
member of the editorial staff of the Kansas
City Star; press agent for the late Col. W.
F. Cody during his affiliation with the SellsFloto circus ; business manager of the same
organization ; and incidentally, during the
past seven years contributor of over three
hundred short stories to the leading magazines of this country. Throughout the year
just closing, Cooper's name has appeared on
the table of contents of Collier's, The
Ladies' Home Journal, The Popular Magazine, Everybody's, Short Stories, Hearst's,
The Pictorial Review, The Woman's Magazine and Ainslee's. His series of circus
stories, published under the general title of
"Shoestring Charley" were advertised as
belonging to the most popular group of adventure tales printed in .the Red Book.
General Film Exposes Spy in a
January Release
The inside story of the manner in which
countless German spy plots and intrigues
have been baffled by the United States
Secret Service within the last three years
is shown, it is said, in " A Daughter of
Uncle Sam," the patriotic serial to be released through General Film Company beginning January 12. The twelve episodes
of this serial, which is produced by the
Jaxon Film Corporation, reflect the campaign of the government against the destruction inaugurated in the United States
by German agents.
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Sees Only Prosperity for World
Declares Corporation Is in Better Shape Than Ever Before
and That It Shows All Signs of Continuing to Maintain Pace

WILLIAM A. BRADY, director-general of the World Film Corporation, last week made made an announcement concerning the present condition of
the picture industry, in which he included
some sidelights on his own organization
that are highly interesting and significant :
"The World Film Corporation," said
Brady, " approaches the end of the year
in a most enviable state of prosperity. At
a time when the doctors are vehemently
disagreeing as to what ails the motion picture industry and how the malady shall be
banished, we find ourselves at a higher
point of earnings and in possession of a
greater quantity of perfectly sound, tangible, negotiable assets than at any moment
in our career.
"This is not said in any spirit of boastfulness, nor is it in the nature of crowing
over those who are unable at this time to
render a similar report. Conditions such
as those which occasion the general complaints flaunted before the public recently
are indeed regrettable, whatever their
cause, and are to be viewed with the deepest concern.

Film

" Thus, without uttering any reflections
upon the prevailing situation and the matters which have brought it about, wc may
revert at this time to the policies and principles which have resulted in the existing
happy condition of World Pictures — policies and principles which I have described
on various occasions only to call out vigorous criticism.
" In the first place, we have observed
sanity in our productions. We never have
yielded to the temptation to compete for
the services of stars already immensely
overpaid. On the other hand, when our
own stars, acquiring great popularity under
World development, have been approached
with largely increased offers from other
companies, we have not made the slightest
effort to meet those offers.
" From this it is not to be charged
that our corporation is niggardly in its expenditures for salary account or in any
other direction. We insist only upon
keeping our outlay within limitations which
permit us to sell a completed picture to the
exhibitor at a price he can afford to pay
and still have a worthy picture.

Marjorie Rambeau
on Stage Boosts Pictures
Mutual Announces Since Star's Return to Legitimate Her Pictures
Have Been More Popular — Produced by Frank Powell Company
head of the corporation.
IN an announcement last week, Mutual de- Powell,
Immediately that the success of her stage
clared that the action of screen popularity on the box office value of a stage star production was noised across the country,
and the reaction at the ticket window of exhibitors began receiving requests from
patrons who wanted to see Miss Rambeau
the motion picture theatre has been demonin pictures, it is said. The result has been
strated byMarjorie Rambeau, who returned
to the stage after the production of a series a revival in all parts of the United States
of the Mutual-Powell productions starring
of six pictures for the Frank Powell Producing Corporation for release through the Miss Rambeau.
Grover C. George, of the Palm theatre,
Mutual Film Corporation.
San Francisco, Cal., said : " ' The Dazzling
The success of " The Eyes of Youth,"
Miss Rambeau's stage piece, has been re- Miss Davison,' with Marjorie Rambeau, is
flected in new bookings and rebookings of a very good picture. Business was very
the Rambeau star productions at Mutual
good." M. H. Whitham, of the Allendale
Exchanges, it is said, and an apparent in- theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., said : " My audience
crease in the box office value of the star's was well pleased with the Powell-Mutual
name in motion picture theatres in all sec- picture, ' The Greater Woman," with Marjorie Rambeau. The plot was well carried
tions of the land.
out. It did a good business. Harry EverMiss Rambeau's series of pictures include
hart, of the National theatre, Greenville,
" The Greater Woman," " Motherhood,"
Ohio, said : " Everyone was pleased with
" The Debt," " The Mirror," " The Dazzling
Marjorie Rambeau in "The Greater
Miss Davison " and " Mary Moreland,"
each produced and directed by Frank
Metro

Edith Storey, Star in Metro Features

PICTURE

Raises the Bushel

ARTHUR JAMES, director of publicity
of Metro Pictures Corporation, apparently inspired by the excellent work of
Tod Browning, director extraordinary,
last week turned the calcium light on variousfairs
of the
latter's personal and official afand achievements.
Among other things, it was cited that the
director of the massive Metro production,
" The Legion of Death," starring Edith
Storey, has studied and mastered many
branches of motion picture production. He
is an experienced actor, and an expert cameraman, in addition to being a director of
the first rank.

J

Woman."
Dm
Tod Browning's Light
Much of his success as a director is without doubt due to his " love for the game,"
and his tactfulness. Browning believes that
tact is a great asset to a director in obtaining the best results in acting. As he
has been a player himself, he knows that
players appreciate courtesy and consideration, and can do their best work under
such favorable conditions. He was on the
speaking stage for fourteen years, playing
in stock, in musical comedy with Anna
Held in " Mile. Napoleon," and in vaudeville. On the variety stage, he says that
he has played all the way from eleven to
two shows a day.
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Triangle Urges Exhibitor to Feature Producer
Asserts That Name of Maker Should Be Played Up in All Advertisements Concerning Picture — Public
Looks for Trade Mark
play house you will often hear the remark,
IN an announcement issued by the Triangle Distributing Corporation last
1 That was a good Cloverleaf Picture
week, exhibitors are urged to play up the
shown tonight!' And the next day thesj
name of the producer when advertising
same people will tell friends of the feapictures, as the public is becoming more
ture. For instance, Mrs. Jones will say
discriminating in regard to pictures.
to her neighbor, ' I saw Evelyn Gross in a
" It has been noticeable of late," said
Fouraces feature last night, called " The
the statement, "that exhibitors in anLiving Soul," and it was wonderful. The
nouncing programs, are failing to include
Fouraces Pictures are always good.' For
the name of the producing company in that is the manner in which news of pictures travel. Having been impressed by
their advertising. This is a short-sighted
the uniformity and high quality of pictures
policy and one that is likely to harm the exof a certain company, Mrs. Jones and her
hibitor's business in the long run, rather
than improve it.
neighbor in reading the local papers will
" The average photoplay patron of toalways look for the company's name.
day is conversant with many details re" Therefore," in the opinion of Triangle,
yarding the moving picture industry,
" it always pays exhibitors to include the
through knowledge gained from magazines
name of the producing company1 in all adand from attendance at the theatre. The
vertising or publicity. The large New
York houses, on the order of the Rialto
continual growth in popularity of the movand the Strand, always announce in their
ing picture has resulted in the movie follower learning a great deal about picture
advertising copy that ' such and such a
■stars and producing companies. Consecompany presents Anne Morie in the,' etc.
"And as the tendency of late, on the part
quently,tisements
in reading
adverhe looks the
for exhibitor's
the name of
the
of the average exhibitor, has been to
company responsible for the production.
neglect the insertion of this important element, Triangle believes it is again time to
Failing to find it, he' may lose interest in
call it to the attention of exhibitors. The
the picture.
*' A ' movie fan ' as a rule, is a most
announcement of the company's name will
ardent follower of the profession and in
distinctly aid the picture, help the attendance and build up the reputation of the
many cases more ardent than the regular
playgoer. From patrons leaving a phototheatre, " concludes the statement.
Calls New War Feature "The Unbeliever
Is in Seven Reels and Promises to Show U. S. Marine Corps
Officers in Congenial Roles — Realism Keynote of Production
and above the enemy trench. Just then
1T was announced last week that the
Col. Dunlap, U.S.M.C., approached them
forthcoming Edison seven-part picand
explained that although the range had
based
on the story, " The Three
tures
been
estimated graphically, their position
Things," by Mary Shipman Andrews, will
was exceedingly dangerous, as it was imbe released under the title of " The Unpos ible to determine the exact range until
believer," and that the production will disclose much realism in connection with the
after they had opened fire, and he suggested that they photograph the position
war scenes, of which there are many.
from within the dug-out.
It is announced by Edison that several
Crosland explained that he would be unU. S. Marine Corps officers have coable to get the desired results by photooperated with the producers by taking acgraphing from the dug-out, and so he and
tual parts in various of the war scenes.
Major Ross E. Rowell appears in charge
his cameraman agreed to " take a chance."
and they, with Colonel Dunlap remained
of the artillery operations. Major Thomas
where they were
Holcomb commands the Marine infantry
The command " fire," was given by field
and orders them " over the top." Captain
Thomas G. Sterrett is seen in command of
telephone from the dug-out and simultaneously they began to crank. Four
a dug-out and in one instance calls for six
shrieks were heard coming in their divolunteers to go on sapping duty and rerection, then four explosions directly
port on enemy mining activities. Lieuover the enemy trench. The range had
tenant James F. Rorke plays the part of
been accurately determined and they were
Lieutenant O'Shaunnesy, who dies on the
safe. Consequently they remained long
battlefield in the arms of a Jewish rabbi,
who helps him find his crucifix as he
enough to obtain* some photographs of
bursting shrapnel.
breathes his last.
In order to inject unusual realism
into the battle scenes, Alan Crosland, the Hedda Nova Begins New Feature
director, obtained permission to photofor Vitagraph
graph real bursting shrapnel at the Indian
Hedda
Nova,
the Russian actress recently
Head, Md., proving* grounds.
engaged by Albert E. Smith, president of
At a given signal four heavy guns
Vitagraph, to play star roles in special
were to shell an improvised enemy trench
features, will begin work on her first
from some considerable distance. Everyfeature next week. The title of the picture
one else had sought shelter in a dug-out
has not been announced. Miss Nova has
except Crosland and his cameraman, who
been engaged for two weeks in reading
were outside getting their camera in readimaterial from which to make a selection.
ness and were focusing on the area around
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Tucker Artistry Forges to Front
in Goldwyn Feature
ALTHOUGH George Loane Tucker is
by no means a recent acquisition to
the Goldwyn force of directors, he remains
a cause for congratulation, according to
an announcement issued this week from
the Goldwyn organization, in which Mr.
Tucker is given great credit for the Mae
Marsh feature, " The Cinderella Man."
In " The Cinderella Man," according to
Goldwyn, Mr. Tucker's opportunities began
when the script of the stage version was
handed to him and did not end till the
picture had been assembled, cut and titled.
Mr. Tucker's continuity of the Mae Marsh
story, it is said, might well serve as an
example to every writer who aims to
achieve
perfect
another's
play or abook.
Notadaptation
only was ofevery
point
in the Carpenter play said to have been

Edison

Mae Marsh, Whose Most Recent Goldwyn Production Is " The Beloved Traitor "
brought out by means of visualized action,
but scores of contributory causes, focusing
around
highaction,
lights surely
in the and
story'.
w-ere
translatedtheinto
steadily,
with
a minimum
of " spoken
" titles. Hall
It was
Mr. Tucker
who convinced
Cainc that of all the novelists' stories " The
Manx-Man " was the one he alone should
produce. This happened to be the very
work the writer had refused to permit in
pictures, giving as his reason his disbelief in the ability of any man to transfer
the novel to the screen. Furthermore, Hall
Caine, it is claimed, regarded every spot
on the Isle of Man with such tenderness
and veneration that he declared no mere
camera should ever attempt to give the
quaint island a degree of beauty less than
it possessed in real life. The young
American director overcame these apparently insurmountable obstacles. The result
is said to be apparent in his conception of
" The Manx-Man," and to those who know
the circumstances it is a milestone in his
character development as well.
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Thompson Directs Bessie Love
in New Pathe Feature
Frederick Thompson, who produced for
Paramount " The Goose Girl," with Marguerite Clark as the star, and who is
claimed by Pathe as the first legitimate
stage director to go into motion pictures,
has been engaged to direct Bessie Love for
Pathe, it was announced last week.
In regard to his new connection, Mr.
Thompson said: "I joined Pathe because
I consider Bessie Love absolutely the biggest bet in pictures," said Mr. Thompson.
" She is a mere child and her future is
absolutely unlimited. The other day I
heard some one speaking of one of the
most popular stars — probably the most popular— say to the man who controls her
services : ' Don't you wish she were as
young as Bessie Love ' and that man's
monosyllable answer spoke a volume."
Miss Love, under the direction of Mme.
Alice Blache, has now almost completed
the " Spring of the Year," based on Henry
Kitchell Webster's novel, " The Painted
Scene," and scenarioized by Agnes C.
Johnston. The first picture on which Mr.
Thompson will work with her is " How
Could You, Caroline ? " a story by Zola
Forrester, the scenario for which also is
being done by Miss Johnston, author of
Gladys Hulette's successes and known as
one of the best writers of high comedy in
the business.
Mr. Thompson's assistant and art director will be S. M. Unander, a graduate of
the University of California and the University of Syracuse, an artist and an expert on lighting and architecture, who has
been with Mr. Thompson for years.
Sidney Mason Leading Man with
Bar a in Late Picture
Sidney L. Mason has been engaged for
the leading part opposite Theda Bara in her
latest production for William Fox. Mr.
Mason has completed, recently, " The
Painted Madonna," in which he presents
the leading role opposite Sonia Markova.
Previous to joining the Fox forces, Mr.
Mason was. seen in Bluebird productions.
Mr. Mason, before entering pictures, was
prominent on the speaking stage. He had
the role of Blackie Daw in Cohan and Harris's production of " Get Rich Quick Wallingford," and had the part of Jimmy in
" Alias Jimmy Valentine."
In Miss Bara's latest production, under
the direction of J. Gordon Edwards, Mr.
Mason presents the role of an artist.
Wisconsin Exhibitor Writes
Mutual Regarding Picture
At Iron River, Wisconsin, William Russell in " My Fighting Gentleman," a MutualAmerican star production, was shown at
the Daniels theatre. E. F. Daniels, the
owner, wrote to Mutual as follows : " We
played the Mutual picture, ' My Fighting
Gentleman,' featuring William Russell, last
Sunday night and on Friday ' The Birth of
a Nation ' — both productions tell a story of
the South during reconstruction days, and
many of my patrons, and myself, liked the
Mutual feature the best."
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Laemmle Answers Exhibitor on the Footage Tax
Does Not See How Exchanges Can Keep Their Name on the Door
Unless Tax Is Charged— Attributes Condition to Desire for Gain
repeal the tax law, no matter how unfair its
CARL LAEMMLE, president of the to
provisions may seem, because the United States
Universal Film Manufacturing Comneeds thehibitorsmoney
and
must be
haverepealed
it. If; the
exit should
if they
pany, has written the following letter to can convincefeel that
Congress
that
it
should
be
repealed,
a Western exhibitor in answer to the
well and good. That is none of our business. The
exhibitors
as muchandright
to run their
fairs as thehaveproducers
exchanges
have afto
question : " How can the exchanges which
run
their
own.
But
as
long
as
the
law
is a
are not charging the war tax stay in busilaw,
it
is
our
plain
duty
to
do
the
best
we
can
to act as collectors for Uncle Sam. If we fail
" This is in answer to your favor of recent
in this, we fail in all.
date in which you ask the very natural question,
" Common sense compels every thinking man
' How can
to know that those companies not charging the
nes ? " the exchanges which are not charging
tax
MUST MAKE IT UP IN SOME OTHER
the" Frankly,
tax stay we
in business?
'
do
do
WAV. We don't pretend to know what that way
it. In fact we
do not
not know
believehowfor they
one can
instant
will notbe,benefit
butbyweit do
knowend.that the exhibitor canthat they can pay this tax themselves and avoid
in the
raising their prices at a later date.
"
We
could
have
handled the whole matter in
" It is more than probable, we believe, that
quite a different way if we had chosen to say
they
hope
to
pose
as
champions
of
the
exhibitors
nothing
about
the
tax at all but simply and
and thus draw an amount of business away from
quietly advance prices all along the lines. Bue we
us only sufficient to cover the absorption of the
chose
to
be
perfectly
frank about it and make
taxes
but to produce an additional profit for
no profit on the war tax. We figured, as nearly
themselves.
as we could, what the war tax would cost us
" If we were to pursue the course that they
and then passed it along to our customers,
have adopted,
all ortomost
of the
producing andcom-in knowing that they in turn would have to pass
panies would have
go out
of business
it along to the public. I might say, incidentally,
all probability the companies you mention would
that in figuring we gave ourselves oy far the
not be any more likely to escape this result than
worst of it. As a result the amount we collect
any of the other companies. No doubt we
from the exhibitors cannot equal the amount we
would have made ourselves great temporary
must
pay to the Government.
heroes, in the eyes of many exhibitors, if we had
" We
chose
frankthatandit seemed
open method
for
not said anything about passing the tax along
the
very
simple the
reason
the honest
to the public through the theatres ; but in the
thing
to
do.
We
could
have
employed
camouend itson ofwould
havethat
ruined
the exhibitors
by reaflage or we could have indulged in mock heroics
the fact
it would
have ruined
the
to fool our customers, but we took it for
producers and thus shut off all sources of Mm
granted they would prefer open and aboveboard
supplyAll for
theatres.
treatment. We took it for granted that they
the producers combined cannot afford to
knew that no tax on any producer in any line
pay a tax of $100,000 every week, whether the of
business is actually absorbed by the producer
public believes it or not. But if such an amount
(
unless he is making an exorbitant profit) but
is passed along to the public, the public will
that
singleon penny
it, andconsumer,
some times
not even feel it.
more, every'
is passed
to the ofultimate
the
" Unfortunately,
there
is
not
another
inpublic.
Sometimes
it
is
passed
directly;
at other
dustry in the world in which the tax has been
times
indirectly
—
but
it
always
goes
down
the
levied in just the manner that it has been levied
in the picture business. In all others, it is line in the end.
levied in such a manner that it goes on to the
" Not a single objection was made to our
public very directly and very quickly. In our
method offessional
collecting
the up
tax a until
agitators stirred
cloud a offewdustpro-to
case we are practically placed in the position
blind
the exhibitors and make them think we
of having to beg the cooperation of exhibitors
when as a matter of tact they should not only were abusing them. This is unfortunate but it
does not influence us to change our attitude,
be willing but eager to give it in order to save
because we made sure we were doing the right
themselves and the whole industry.
" This company will not ask the Government
thing before we went ahead."
Bluebird Speeds Up to Keep Supply Adequate
Five Feminine Favorites and Franklyn Farnum Are Busy on
Locations — Third Year Begins with Release on January 21
Miss Murray and her director, Robert Z.
WITH Bluebirds definitely scheduled
well into January, Managing Director
Leonard, offered as Miss Murray's second
Bluebird. January 21 : Dorothy Phillips in
Carl Laemmle is urging along the production of features at Universal City to keep
" Broadway Love," produced by Ida May
the supply adequate and listed far enough
Park, from W. Carey Wonderly's story;
in advance to give exhibitors every opporfeaturing Lon Chaney and William Stowtunity for advantageous* publicity well ell, who head the supporting company.
There is one more release in January to
ahead of release dates. Bluebird's five girlstars and Franklyn Farnum are all busy be accounted for, and to fix that issue there
are several subjects from which a selection
on location turning into completed products
the scenarios that are depended upon to may be made. In the regular routine of
maintain the standard of excellence the presentations, either Franklyn Farnum or
Ruth Clifford will be the star for the last
program has established.
week
of the month.
Incidentally the third year of the Bluebird series begins with the release set for
January 21 — Dorothy Phillips in " BroadMode of Living Contributes
way Love." Bluebird No. 104, ending the
second year, will present Mae Murray, in
Answer for Pathe Serial
" Face Value," a week earlier.
Pathe
announced last week that the
The schedule of releases for January is
seven out of the more than 50,000 entrants
summarized below : December 31 : Violet
in " The Neglected Wife " prize-awarding
Mersereau, in " The Girl by the Roadside,"
campaign who received fitting remema dramatization of Varick Vanardy's novel
brances around Thanksgiving, stated that
of the same title, Directed by Theodore
Marston. January 7: Carmel Myers, in they found their solution of the problem
living and studying their own lives
" My Unmarried Wife," screen version of while
and
those
of friends and acquaintances.
Frank H. Adams's story, " Molly and I " ;
Some of the women who took part in
produced by George Siegmann, and released as Miss Myers's second feature in the campaign wrote their answers on " The
the Bluebird program. January 14: Mae
Neglectedcessful
wife " fromwives.
a standpoint of sucMurray, in " Face Value," the story by
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Laemmle
Picks Features for Broadway Showing
First of These Are " My Unmarried Wife " and " Beloved Jim,"
with Carmel Myers and Priscilla Dean in the Chief Roles

Carl Laemmle, of Universal
MANAGING DIRECTOR CARL
Laemmle, of the Broadway theatre, makes announcement this week of a
number of very important productions,
which will go into the Broadway during
the months of December and January,
during which time a double bill and conPathe

Vol. 16. No. 25

tinuous performances, at popular prices,
will be Mr. Laemmle's rule.
The first of these special features had
their initial showing on Sunday afternoon, December 9, and are " My Unmarried Wife " and " Beloved Jim."
" My Unmarried Wife " is adapted
from the Frank R. Adams novel, "Molly
and I," and produced by George A. Siegmann. Carmel Myers, last seen at the
Broadway, in the Jewel feature, " Sirens
of the Sea," has the leading feminine role,
and Kenneth Harlan, seen also recently at
this playhouse in the Lois Weber-Jewel
masterpiece, " The Price of a Good Time,"
plays the male lead. The cast includes
Beatrice Van, Pat Calhoun, Marc Fenton
and Jack Hutchinson.
" Beloved Jim " is also in five reels.
The story is a Christmas one, done by
Joseph Girard and produced by Stuart
Paton, who produced Universal's " Twenty
Thousand
Leagues
Under theinSea"
cilla Dean,
who appeared
two PrisLois
Weber features, " Even as You and I "
and " The Hand That Rocks the Cradle,"
plays the leading feminine role and that of
the wife of " Beloved " Jim Brockton, portrayed by Harry Carter The remainder of
the cast includes J. Morris Foster, Charles
Hills Mailes, Frank Deshon, Sydney
Deane, Ed. Brown, Jos Girard and Mrs.
A. E. Witting.

Shows Strength in Its Holiday Line -Up
"The Life of Our Saviour" Heads the List, and Marion Davies
Feature Is in Vanguard — Scenics and Edncationals Included
PATHE Exchanges, it was announced
Blind," " Mayblossom," " Her Beloved
this week, are ready to furnish a large Enemy " and " France in Arms."
The Lonesome Luke and Harold Lloyd
number and great variety of pictures suitable for the holiday and Lenten season.
comedies include " Over the Fence,"
The special Pathe-colored production,
"Pinched," "Bliss," "The Flirt," "All
" The Life of Our Saviour," with new prints Aboard," " Move On " and " Bashful."
and paper, heads the list and " Runaway
Romany " released December 23 and
starring Marion Davies, is also worthy of Vitagraph Releases Polite Comespecial attention.
dies in One-Reel
In addition to a great number of split
The Greater Vitagraph Company has bereel scenic, cartoon and educational subjects, including, especially the new Argus
gun releasing a new brand of polite comedies featuring Edward Earle and Agnes
Pictorial, Pathe calls attention to the following features starring Gladys Hulette,
Ayres under the name of " Vitagraph
Baby Marie Osborne, Irene Castle and
Comedies." The first of these one-reelers
is " The Family Flivver " and the second
others : " Over the Hill," " A Crooked
Paging Page Two." Graham Baker is
Romance," " Miss Nobody," " Streets of "directing
them. Percy Standing, who
Illusion," " The Last of the Carnabys,"
played
the
role of the dictator in Thomas
" The Cigarette Girl." and " Pots and Pans
Dixon's " The Fall of a Nation," appears
Peggie," all with Gladys Hulette ; " The
in the second one in the uniform he is
Heart of Ezra Greer " and " Hinton's
wearing
a member of the Royal Flying
Double," with Frederick Warde; "A Little Corps ofasCanada.
Percy was accepted in
Patriot," " Tears and Smiles," " Sunshine
the Flying Corps some time ago, but has
and Gold," " Told at Twilight," " Tw-in Kidnot been called for service. In the meandies "and " When Baby Forgot," with Baby
time, while he awaits orders, he is working
Marie Osborne, and " The Angel Factory,"
at Vitagraph.
"Les Miserables," "When
Love Was

& , •

O. Henry and Chaplin Set the
Pace in Canada
Two of the most popular series of pictures in Canada just now are said to be
the two-reel O. Henry pictures and the
Chaplin re-issues, both distributed through
General Film Company, Limited. Announcement has just been made that the
O. Henry pictures will be shown every
other week at Loew's new theatre in Montreal as a regular feature. Other important .bookings are pouring in upon the
Montreal branch of General Film, indicating that the O. Henry features have
earned a prominent place for themselves
on the programs of the Dominion.
The Chaplin re-issues are said to be
especially popular in the Province of Ontario.
Naziinova Goes South for New
Metro Production
Mme. Nazimova and her entire Metro
company have gone to a Florida city,
where they will spend several weeks in
the preparation of a new special production de luxe, under the direction of George
D. Baker.
A slight indisposition prevented the departure of the star for the West last week,
and by the time she was ready to travel,
plans in regard to her next picture were
completely changed. Mayor Miller of St.
Augustine, was a recent visitor at the
Metro studio, and he succeeded in persuading its general manager, Maxwell
Karger, that the balmy climate of Florida
would be an ideal place in which to have
madame spend part of the winter.
" Frauds and Free Lunch " Takes
the Screen This Week
" Frauds and Free Lunch " is announced
by Albert E. Smith, president of Greater
Vitagraph, as the Big V comedy release
for the week of December 10, and " Noisy
Naggers
and theNosey
" as the
subject for
week Neighbors
of December
17.
Montgomery and Rock are featured in the
first of these, and Lawrence Semon is the
star of the second named feature. Florence
Curtis, the Vitagraph dancing girl, plays
opposite Mr. Semon and others in his support are Joe Basil and Pietro Aramondo.
Mr. Semon also wrote and directed this
comedy, which was the last he made in the
East. Mr. Semon, with his acrobats and
cameraman, arrived at the Vitagraph
studio in Hollywood last week and already
has commenced on a new comedy.
of the Big
are now
made
in All
California,
thereV'sbeing
three"being
companies
at work on them. One of these is headed
by Montgomery and Rock, under direction
of Dave Smith, and another is headed by
Jack Dill and Carolyn Rankin under direction of A. J. Howe. Semon, as heretofore,
will continue to wrrite and direct the comedies in which he appears.

December 22, 1917
Polly Moran Cleans Up Town in
Sennett Comedy
As described by Paramount Pictures Corporation,Taming
"
Target Center," the
Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy which
follows " That Night," released December
16, begins with a riot and ends with a
prayer. It brings again into prominence
Ben Turpin, the sheriff ; Polly Moran, who
succeeds him ; Tom Kennedy as a cafe proprietor, and Gonda Durand, the leading
vampire. William Campbell directed it
with the supervision of Mack Sennett.
As the story goes, Ben was a real good
sheriff when there wasn't any sheriffing to
do, but when Polly, bent on matrimony,
visited Target Center, trouble started. The
jail, formerly a place of repose, was disrupted and filled with lodgers perforce.
Polly discovered that Ben was not as brave
as he looked and meantime the leading
vampire of the town entered the plot and
Ben became involved in a network of circumstantial evidence. But it all ended
when Target Center donned its Sunday best
and went to church — the first time in its
ruddy career.
Pathe Well Pleased with Bookings
on New Serial
Pathe Exchange managers in all sections
of the United States are said to be reporting that the bookings on " The Hidden
Hand," the newest serial released by Pathe
equal those on the continued photoplay,
" The Fatal Rkig." The reports of the new
serial given by the trade paper reviewers
after the advance showing of the early
episodes were followed with interest by the
exhibitors.
An unusually complete publicity and advertising campaign was prepared by Pathe
to bring this serial to the attention of the
motion picture fans of the country.

Charlie Chaplin, Without His Mustache, and
John Jasper, His Studio Manager-in-Chief
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" New York Luck " Is Described as Story of Frazzled Finance,
and Is Accompanied by Other Mutual Releases of Interest
Burton, Edward Peil, Alfred Ferguson,
is the "headAM" RUSSELL
WILLI
Frederick Vroom and Carl Stockdale.
in the Mutual release
liner
A domestic tangle, arising from a family
schedule for the week of December 17,
wrangle,
gives Billie Rhodes another of
appearing in " New York Luck," a story
her comedy roles in the Strand one reeler,
of " frazzled finance," intrigue and romantic adventure in the great metropolis.
" Little Miss Fixer," released by Mutual,.
Tuesday, December 18.
" The Lost Express," with Helen Holmes,
The strongest dramatic climax yet
arrives at the threshold of the mystery;
Billie Rhodes comes near losing her happy
reached is said to be shown in " Unhome in " Little Miss Fixer." The Cub
masked," Chapter XIV of " The Lost ExComedy, with George Ovey and the Mutual
press," the Signal-Mutual photonovel,
starring
Helen
Holmes, released Monday,
Weekly balance the schedule.
December 17. Despite the discovery that
Never has William Russell, it is said,
" The Hare " is proven to be an impersonaappeared in a more engrossing characterition, the clever villain succeeds in actually
zation or staged a more thrilling sight, than
marrying Helen while the real secretary isin his latest Mutual-American production,
held a prisoner.
" New York Luck," released Monday, December 17. At the beginning of the story
George Ovey, " double crosses " old man
he is a country station agent.
Grouch in his latest Cub Comedy, " Jerry's
There is said to be an unusual twist to
Double Cross," released by Mutual on
Thursday, December 20. The Mutual
the story, distinctly agreeable. It was
written by Charles T. and Frank Dazey,
Weekly, released Monday, December 17,
shows momentous events on land and sea
scenarioized by Chester Clapp. Edward
with a liberal number of stirring happenSloman directed. In the cast are Francelia Billington, Harvey Clark, Clarence
ings in the war zone.
Bluebird Names
Its Stars for
1918 Program
Early Weeks of New Year to Bring Harry Carey, Louise Lovely,
Grace Cunard, Herbert Rawlinson and Jack Mulhall in Features
cial features have been definitely scheduled
THE distribution
of weeks
Universal's
uct for the early
of the prodnew
for release : December 31 : " The High
year will account, it is said, for an array
Sign," a Herbert Rawlinson production,
of special attractions designed to center
starring the hero of " Come Through " and'
renewed interest in the stars that have
other productions. Elmer Clifton directed. January 7: A Louise Lovely probeen prominent in past releases originating at Universal City. Harry Carey,
duction,The
"
Wolf and His Mate," with
Louise Lovely, Grace Cunard, Herbert
Hart Hoxie, Betty Schade and Alfred Allen, in a feature directed by Edward J. Le
Rawlinson and Jack Mulhall, stars long
Saint. January 14: A Grace Cunard proidentified with Universal's activities,
figure as leaders in the arrangements for
duction,Hell's
"
Crater," featuring the
the first six weeks of 1918.
star
of
some
of
Universal's
most successThere has been a careful selection of
ful serials. January 21 : " Madame, Spy," a
Jack Mulhall production, with Claire Dm
vehicles to suit the screen temperaments
of the various star players, Harry Carey
Brey and Donna Drew leading the supbeing furnished with Western, Louise
port. Douglas Gerrard directed. January
28 : A Harry Carey production, directed by
Lovely having an emotional melodrama,
Herbert Rawlinson figuring in a highly
E. J. Le Saint; "Phantom Riders," with
Molly Malone. December 4: The Louise
exciting adventure, Grace Cunard starring in sensations and Jack Mulhall havLovely rectedproduction,
Lips,"Betty
diby Edward J. "LePainted
Saint, with
ing a romantic play to suit his style.
Schade, Alfred Allen and Louis J. Cody in
Here are the specifications, in brief,
the cast.
that apply to these Uniyersals so far as speLes Miserables
Two William Fox Players Make Name in
WHATEVER may be the public verdict
reviewers at the opening of " Les Miseof " Les Miserables," the production
rables "at the Lyric theatre December 3.
will be memorable to two young women in
The other young woman who started her
the employ of William Fox as having been
first starring picture under Mr. Fox's manthe picture which gave them their opporagement just after finishing her performtunities to prove their right to be starred.
ance in " Les Miserables " was Jewel
Carmen, who had already proved her
Before Madame Sonia Markova was anattractiveness and worth in numerous picnounced as a star, Mr. Fox wished to verify his judgment by a try-out and gave her
tures, including William Farnum's de luxe
the part of Fantine in his William Farnum
production, " When a Man Sees Red." Mr.
Fox
brought
her from the coast especially
de luxe production of Victor Hugo's masto play the part of the grown-up Cosette,
terpiece. He put her in high grade company, knowing that if she could make the and her portrayal was so satisfactory that
part stand out under such conditions she she was sent immediately back to Califorhad the mettle justifying advancement.
nia, and Frank Lloyd with her, to be starred
That his judgment was correct is proved,
in which
a play she
called
The given
Kingdom
of Love,"
in
has "been
opportunity
to
he believCs, by the attention Madame Markova received from New York critics and display her emotional talents.
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Elsie Ferguson, Whose Most Recent Screen Feature Proved Her Not Alone a Remarkable Artiste But a Drawing Card as Well, Is Said to Have New
Opportunities in " Rose of the World," Forthcoming Artcraft Feature
Elsie

Ferguson Feature Brings New
Year In
" Rose of the World " Is Star's Next Artcraft Production,
Under Tourneur Direction — Wyndham Standing Has Male Lead
THE initial Artcraft release for the and it is thought that this, her most emotional character since entering the monew year, according to announcetion picture world, will prove an artistic
ment, will be Elsie Ferguson's " Rose of
accomplishment second to none ever regthe
World,"
recently Tourneur
produced atunder
the
istered on the screen.
direction
of Maurice
the Fort
Lee studios. This photoplay is adapted
Miss Ferguson's leading man in " Rose of
from the novel by Agnes and Edgerton
the World," is Wyndham Standing. In
Castle and presents Miss Ferguson in the
this picture, Mr. Standing portrays a dual
part of Rosamond, the wife of Capt. Harry
role and it is expected, will receive considerable favorable comment as a result of
English, an officer in the British army,
his individual success in support of the
who is slain by the natives in India. Rosamond marries Sir Arthur Gerardine, the
star. Others in the cast include Percy
Marmont, Ethel Martin, June Sloane,
aged lieutenant-governor and then discovers that her love for her first husband
Clarence Handysides, Marie Benedetta,
Gertrude Le Brant and Sloane Le Masber.
is constantly increasing, until the very
The story is laid in India and London
presence of Sir Arthur is repugnant to
her.
and in staging the photoplay, Director
Tourneur has displayed his usual care in
As the story is unfolded Rosamond bepresenting the correct atmosphere, as was
comes 'involved in a web of great dramatic intensity which drives her to the
disclosed in " Barbary Sheep " and his
various other film plays of foreign locale.
verge of madness. In roles of such heavy
dramatic proportions, Miss Ferguson has
This is the third photoplay Miss Fergurepeatedly proved herself to be supreme,
son has appeared in for Artcraft Pictures.

Marie

Dressier Finishes u Fired " for Goldwyn
Her Second Comedy for That Organization Takes Two Reels
and Is Said to Surpass First — Star Wrote the Storf Herself

came from the Los Angeles studios of the Dressier Producing Corporation this week that Marie Dressier has
completed her second comedy for Goldwyn
It is in two
entitled
release,
her
than reels
even funnier
and is said
to "beFired."

NEWS

y," which re" The Scrub-Lad
first one,
wherever shown.
ceived an ovation
Reports from cities and towns in which
"The Scrub-Lady" has been shown, according to Goldwyn, indicate that Miss Dressier
has lost none of the public which used to
see her before she gave up the speaking
stage for the motion picture screen. Newspaper critics have spoken of the vitality of
her broad humor, which never seems to
wane, and which apparently is even better
reflected on the screen than it was exemplified on the stage.
Miss Dressier is said to believe that the

satisfactory completion of her second comedy marks her entrance into the ranks of
successful scenario writers.
" I wrote the story of ' Fired ' all by myself," she said proudly, " and, if I do say
it as shouldn't, it strikes me as pretty
blamed funny. I'm going to write all my
own stuff hereafter — not because I believe
I'm so much better at writing than people
who get money for it, but because I think
I know how fearfully funny I can be on the
screen if I have the chance. Nobody else
who has ever written a scenario for me
seemed to think I could be funny enough to
do justice to their most advanced ideas.
Just for that, I'm going to show 'em what
a scream
I can be."
Miss Dressier
is now ready to begin work
on her third comedy for Goldwyn. The
scenario is by Marie Dressier.

Marion Davies Makes Debut
Story of Her Own Writing

in

THATbelieves
every heperson
States
or shein the
can United
write stories
for the screen is the opinion of scenario
editors who are always on the lookout for
good material for their film production and
receive little worth-while material from
the untrained writers, and that every woman between sixteen and sixty believes she
can out-act any of the popular screen favorites is the opinion of the directors at
the motion picture studios, scattered
throughout the United States.
But to write a story, because an interesting idea came to her, and develop it
along the lines that made it an ideal motion picture story, and to have it eagerly
snapped up by the officers of a producing
company, to whom casual allusion of it
had been made, with the proviso that she
herself act the leading role in it, was the
luck that befell Marion Davies.
It was while Miss Davies was playing
a part in " Oh Boy ! " the musical comedy,
that she wrote the story of " Runaway
Romany " as her first picture is called.
She mentioned it to an official of the Ardsley Art Film Corporation and he asked to
read it. When he read it he wanted to
make ararngements to produce it, and this
was agreeable to Miss Davies. However,
when he insisted that she play the lead
in it, she hesitated until a test was made
of her before the motion picture camera
and was passed upon by the directors.
Pathe expects to release " Runaway
Romany ' 'Christmas week.
" Sadie Goes to Heaven " Features
Mary McAlister
" Sadie Goes to Heaven." little Mary' McAlister's newest Essanay production, is
nearly completed, it was announced this
week by Essanay. The picture tells the
story of a tenement waif and her dog. in
search of happiness in the home of a millionaire.
According to the Essanay publicity department, Patsy, the canine aspirant for
histrionic honors, was imported from a
Michigan farm, and will be returned there
when the production is completed.
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Paramount
Turns
Clock Backward in Announcing Feature
IN announcing the Pauline Frederick
feature, " Mrs. Dane's Defense," which
has been scheduled by Paramount for release on January 7, the publicity department of Famous Players-Lasky, presided
over by John C. Flinn, has delved into years
agone in order to lend proper accent to
the release.
It is cited that " Mrs. Dane's Defense "
is a product of that period in the literary
and artistic history of England and America, the Eighteen-Nineties. It is true that
it did not come before the public until the
first year of the new decade — 1900 — but it
was written in the preceding years and
reflects the rather startling qualities that
characterized nearly all the dramatic and
literary output thereof. The EighteenNineties was the period of Aubrey Beardsley, the poster, the fad magazines, the bicycle, the exotic school of poets and writers,
of purple patches and crimson moments in
literature, of the revolt against the previous almost puritanical decade, of strange
and grotesque occurrences — of realism, particularly.
" Mrs. Dane's Defense " is said to be a
strikingly effective piece of dramatic writing and its stage qualities will no doubt
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Activity
Year for Vitagraph Shows Much
Blue Ribbon Feature Released Each Week and Three Serials Distributed, in Addition to Comedies and Several New Features
company's
excellent. offerings have been uniformly
In addition to Anita Stewart, Alice Joyce,
Earle Williams and Harry Morey, Vitagraph now numbers among its featured
stars Gladys Leslie, Corinne Griffith, Agnes
Ayres, Nell Shipman, Carol Holloway,
Hedda Nova, Grace Darmond, Florence
Deshon, Alice Terry, Mildred Manning,
" Mother " Mary Maurice, Eulalie Jensen,
Julia Swayne Gordon, Miriam Miles, Edward Earle, William Duncan, William
Dunn, Alfred Whitman, J. Frank Glendon,
Marc MacDermott, Evart Overton and Little Bobby Connelly. Other favorites who
are regularly included in the Vitagraph
casts are Little Aida Horton, Adele de
Garde, Patsy DeForest, Katharine Lewis,
Little Helen Connelly, Webster Campbell,
Denton Vans, Otto Lederer, Robert Gaillard, Templer Saxe, Stanley Dunn, George
Holt, Charles Kent, Bernard Siegel, William Shea, Herbert Prior, Arthur Donaldson and Bigelow Cooper.
The Vitagraph comedians include Lawrence Semon, Earle Montgomery, Joe Rock,
Joe Basil, Pietro Aramondo, Jack Dill and
Carolyn Rankin.

Gladys Leslie, "with
Morey " in Vitagraph's
His Harry
Own People
THE

Pauline Frederick's Newest Paramount Feature
Is " Mrs. Dane's Defense "
be recalled by all who saw it played. For
the screen it is said to possess splendid possibilities, and Hugh Ford in directing it
saw and took advantage of these in every
instance.
Miss Frederick, it is announced, has also
completed " Jealousy " meanwhile and it
will be released later in the year by Paramount. This picture, by George V. Hobart,
was directed by Robert G. Vignola.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

year 1917 will probably go down in
Vitagraph history as one of the most
active twelve months, from a production
standpoint, in the history of the company.
During that period the company not only
released a five- reel Blue Ribbon feature
each week and made three special productions, but also put out three serials of fifteen episodes each, made a comedy a week
and introduced several new features to its
program. These included the Bobby Connelly Series, in which the boy star was featured ;the Paula Blackton Country Life
Series ; the Favorite Film Features, a unit
made up of carefully selected short-reel
subjects from the Vitagraph library, and
the new Vitagraph Comedies, put forth the
first week in December on a weekly release basis.
Albert E. Smith, president of the Greater
Vitagraph Company, established and maintained a" best authors " policy by which he
obtained for adaptation the works of the
leading contemporary fiction writers, and
he also vastly increased the company's list
of stars.
Walter W. Irwin, general manager of the
Greater Vitagraph distributing organization, reports that the firmly established
policies of the company, the added list of
stars and the continuous flow of production
have been reflected by the response of exhibitors to such an extent that the company has been forced to expand its sales
organization several times during the year
and the enlarged force is still rushed to
capacity.
Consistency of program has been more
than a slogan with Vitagraph during the
past year, and its product, as recorded in
the reviews of the trade press, has been
fully up to the standards. Beginning with
" Blind Justice," a seven-reel feature released the second week in January, the

Metro Screens Debut of Play in
44 Daybreak " Feature
The opening night of a new play has
been reproduced and screened in connection with "production
Daybreak,"of Emily
Stevens's
final screen
1917, which
is a
picturization of the play by Jane Cowl
and Jane Murfin, which June Mathis and
Albert Capellani have adapted for the
screen. Mr. Capellani is also directing
the production.
An entire audience was engaged to take
part in these scenes and a New York
theatre was used as the " location," and
an
from the stage
" Daybreak
wasactpresented.
In play
theseof scenes,
Miss"
Stevens as Edith Frome sits in the stage
box with her husband, Arthur Frome
(Julian L'Estrange) and sees enacted before her eyes what seems to be a chapter from her own life. Her own problems
are made visible, and she accepts the solution reached by the stage heroine as the
solution of her own problems.
Exhibitors Seek O. Henry Film
for Christmas
Many exhibitors are reported by General
Film to be inquiring for " The Gift of the
Magi," one of the earlier O. Henry productions for use as a holiday subject.
" The Gift of the Magi," with Patsy De
Forrest and William Dunn featured, deals
with the problems of the James Dillingham Youngs, a young married couple, to
solve the Christmas present problem in a
satisfactory' manner. Unknown to her
husband, Mrs. Young sacrifices her beautiful hair to buy an expensive chain for
her young husband's valuable watch, while
he denies himself to buy a handsome hair
comb which the young bride has always
desired. The climax that results when the
two exchange their presents makes it a
most entertaining holiday story.
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Triangle

Releases

Two

Dramas

Belle Bennett Said to Do Excellent
— Irene Hunt Appears in '; The
ACCORDING to announcement this
week, the Triangle program for the
week of December 16 offers two dramas
of life and business that have more than
usual interest. " Because of a Woman," a
seven-reel feature with Belle Bennett in
the leading role and Jack Livingston, supporting, will be the first release. Irene
Hunt, Josie Sedgwick and Rowland Lee
in " The Maternal Spark,"
honors
share
to follow.
scheduled
In the first feature, Noel Clavering
(Jack Livingston), is employed as business
manager by the Everett Engineering Company., in West Virginia. He is a well
liked, capable worker and popular with
everyone. Things are running smoothly
enough, when one day information concerning amining property that the Everett Company prepares especially for a client, leaks
out. A competing firm taking advantage of
the " leak," purchases the property, before
the Everett client has had an opportunity
to secure the information. The next day
the local papers all run two column stories
giving particulars as to the deal and hinting that a " shake-up " is imminent at the
Everett offices. From here plenty of action
is promised.
Lyons and Moran

Head

PICTURE
on

NEWS

December

16

Acting in " Because of a Woman "
Maternal Spark," by Hamilton
In " The Maternal Spark," Howard
Helms (Rowland Lee), a young attorney of
Pepperell has progressed rapidly. John
J. Mills (Edwin Jobson), a railroad president, is attracted by the attorney's unusual
ability and takes a fancy to him. Mills
offers Helms a position as confidential secretary. So Helms, his wife Mary (Irene
Hunt), and their little son Bumpkins (Joey
Jacobs),
come to the "big city" with the
railroad president.
" The Maternal Spark " was written by
R. Cecil Smith, the scenario by George
du Boise Proctor and the play was produced by G. P. Hamilton.
In the Triangle-Keystone Comedy, " The
Sanitarium Scandal," the Keystone bathing
beauties do much in causing a general disturbance. The Sanitarium Hotel is a peaceful place until Peggy Pearce and her diving nymphs arrive. Then Baldy Belmont,
a professor, Paddy McGuire, a porter and
Fritz Schade, the sheriff, all fall for the
girls and many
" wetBeaudine
scenes "directed
take place
thereafter.
William
the
picture.
Two one-reel Triangle Komedies, " His
Bad Policy " and " A Discordant Note "
are also included in the week's releases.

Own Universal Company
subjects, and are now at work on the first
which will be titled " The Pig Skin Hero."
Their producing organization will include
players who have appeared in past releases
in which Lyons and Moran were featured,
and Eugene DeRue will serve as assistant
director, and Al Cawood will be the
cameraman.
" The boys," as Lyons and Moran are
known at the studio and throughout the
West Coast film colony, have a unique record, in that they have played together
longer than any other two players of
screendom. They both left the vaudeville
stage to accept a position with the Universal
at the same time, and have been together
since that day. All of the time, up until
now, that they have played for the screen
they have worked in Nestor Comedies
where they were featured, with but one or
two exceptions when they appeared in fivereel comedy dramas. " The boys " organization will be independent from the Universal, but they will have the advantage of
the technical department of Universal City,
and also will work there, they having rented
stage space for the making of their comedies. Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke, one of the
best known scenario writers, has been enEddie Lyons and Lee Moran, Universal Joy
Dispensers
gaged to write comedies for Lyons and
Moran.
The brand name for the comedies to be
AFTER appearing in fifty-two one and
two-reel Nestor Comedies on the made under the direction of Lyons and
Moran is yet to be selected.
Universal program for the past six years,
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are to produce
their own comedies for the Universal orYou are not going to tear. The men who
ganization. This was arranged recently are need all the comforts you can give them.
when Lyons and Moran spent a month in Help them get cigarettes. That is your
New York with the officials of the Univerpatriotic duty. If you arent helping in the
sal. The two comedians returned to the
" smokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be
a slacker!
coast recently, and within a few days completed arrangements for making their own

Vol 16. No. 25
Paramount Releases Reid Feature
on December 17
According to Paramount Pictures Corporation, Wallace Reid is destined to
qualify as a Western star of no small
calibre in his two forthcoming Paramount
pictures, " Nan of Music Mountain," to be
released December 17, and " Rimrock
Jones," which is to be a January release.
Frank H. Spearman, who wrote " Nan of
Music Mountain," is said to know his West
thoroughly and is also possessed of the
ability to involve the rugged types to be
found in the mountains and the prairies
of the Far West in romantic situations,
thereby creating fiction that has a basis in
fact but which possesses the high-light and
the shades such as can be supplied only by
a real artist in letters.
History" Coincides
" Daughter with
of Destiny
The story
of " Petrova
Daughter isof scheduled
Destiny," in
which
Madame
to
make her bow as the star of her own organization on December 23, is said to be
very timely, in so far as history-in-the-making is concerned. It revolves around a
series of incidents which take place in the
fictional kingdom of Belmark, wherein the
monarch of the European principality receives an ultimatum from the emperor of
another country to the effect that Belmark
must declare itself or have the neutrality
of the country violated.
The Petrova Picture Company believes
that the theme which dominates the storywill please exhibitors greatly, and has announced that the advertising possibilities
are unlimited.
" Les Miserables " Draws Praise
When First Shown
The newest of photoplay masterpieces,
" Les Miserables," in which William Farnum has the role of the immortal Jean Valjean, had its first presentation on December 3 at the Lyric theatre in New York,
and instantly won the plaudits of the thousands who flocked to see it. It is the general
belief that William Fox, who produced the
feature from Victor Hugo's melodrama,
has never offered a subject of greater promise, and of promise which appears to have
been already partly fulfilled.
Reviewers are agreed that William Farnum's dramatic work is one of the screen's
notable contributions, and Frank Lloyd's
direction is a triumph of the filmmaker's
art.
General Releases New Rastrelli
Amedee Laugh-Provoker
Rastrelli, the French comedian,
who is putting his fun-making capabilities
into one-reel comedies for Essanay, is said
to continue to set a fast pace for brother
comedians in " Make Your Eyes Behave,"
the General Film current release in the
series. It is claimed he has developed new
comedy stunts in this subject.
The current Essanay scenic is " The
Great National Industries of Canada," said'
to be an entertaining review in picture form
of the great advance Canada is making as
an industrial nation.
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O'Brien Opposite Miss Talmadge
in " Ghosts of Yesterday "
Eugene O'Brien, who was seen opposite
Mary Pickford in " Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm," and who more recently played the
leading role opposite Norma Talmadge in
" Poppy," " The Moth " and whose latest
appearance is in " The Ghosts of Yesterday," featuring Miss Talmadge, is one of
the few stars who is combining work behind the footlights with work before the
camera.
Mr. O'Brien has the principal male role
opposite Alexandria Carlisle in " Country
Cousins," which has had a successful run
at the Fulton theatre for some weeks. It
is announced that this play will close the
latter part of this month, and Mr. O'Brien
is undecided whether or not he will go with
the road show. He has only recently finished his engagement with Joseph Schenck,
as leading man for Miss Talmadge in " The
Ghosts of Yesterday," adapted from Rupert
Hughes's novel of the same name.
Lowry Production Claims Widespread Attention
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, in an announcement last week, gave considerable
accent to its belief that never has a picture
been produced with such wide-spread interest in its making as " For the Freedom
of the World."
This film is a patriotic spectacle, produced, itis said, with the idea of awakening Americans to the situation caused by
the war and bringing home to them the
facts which already have been realized by
the public in the countries of all the Allies.
The story of the film was written by Captain Edwin Bower Hesser, an officer of the
American Legion of the Canadian Army.
After arrangements had been made to produce the film on a tremendous scale, the
producers obtained the co-operation of the
Canadian Government in making it, according to announcements.

Dora Mills Adams Has a Chief Role in the
Brenon Feature, " Passing of the Third Floor
Back "

Norma Talmadge Injects Spice A-plenty
CabaretThrough
Scene ofSelect
" Ghosts of Yesterday," Presented by JosephintoM. the
Schenck
Art craft Releases Farrar Subject December
17
" The Devil Stone " Is from Jeanie Macpherson Scenario and Was
Staged by Cecil De Mille — Story Is Based on Superstition
later as the wife of Silas Martin in AmerTHE next production to be released by the
Artcraft Pictures Corporation will
ica. Apparently the curse which the dying
present Geraldine Farrar in (her newest phopriest placed upon the Grenalda of old is
carried down into the life of Marcia, for
vehicle, " The
Devil
Stone." in
A
story oftoplayunusual
interest
is promised
a series of direful events take place until
after the death of her crabbed husband.
this picture, which is said to be considerably different from any of the former
Through the latter events of the story in
America runs the thread of a romantic
film plays in which the star of the screen
and opera has thus far appeared.
love, culminating in the happy marriage of
Cecil B. De Mille, producer of previous
Marcia to Guy Sterling, the young business
manager for her husband.
Farrar cinema triumphs including " The
In the cast are Wallace Reid, Hobart
Woman God Forgot " and " Joan the
Bosworth, Tully Marshall, James Neill,
Woman," is responsible for the staging
Gustav von Seyffertitz, Ernest Joy, Mabel
of her latest vehicle The story, disclosing a theme of weird fascination, was
Van Buren, Lillian Leighton, Burwell
written by Beatrice De Mille and LeighHamrick and other well-known film playton Osmun and adapted to the scren by
ers. "The Devil Stone " will be released
Jeanie Macpherson.
by Artcraft on December 17.
In her new picture, Miss Farrar creates
the role of Marcia Manot, a simple Breton
fisherwoman. Removed after the early New Theatres Get in Line with
part of the story to America, she becomes
0. Henry Features
Evidence of the growing popularity of
the wife of an unscrupulous millionaire
owner of the fisheries, the site of her girlGeneral Film's 0. Henry pictures continues
hood days. The underlying theme of the
to accumulate in new bookings from many
narrative, namely, the sinister effect of the
theatres which have never shown these subworld-old stumbling block of man, superjects before. The four-reel subjects, in parstition, furnishes the basis for a story of
ticular, are said to be enjoying an unusualinteresting study, since it links with the
ly successful run in all parts of the countale of Grenelda, the ancient Norse Queen,
try, the entire series of seven features hava modern development of the curse placed
ing been contracted for by the Princess
upon the possessor of the devil stone,
theatre in Denver. Each subject will be
carried down into the events of the life of given an extended run and will be adverMarcia Manot, as a Breton fisher girl and
tised heavily by the Princess management.
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PRESIDENT OF ARTCRAFT
CORPORATIONS

HAT future does the next year hold
forth for the motion picture?
I do not think that any radical changes
will be made in production. Five years
ago the Famous Players released its first
long feature, presenting famous plays and
noted actors, and it was followed by the
Lasky Company. The combination of the
two, and of Artcraft, are still carrying out
the original policies of presenting the best
that can be obtained.
The five-reel feature has been the crucible in which the entire industry has been
crystallized, and the supreme test to which
actors, directors and scenario writers have
been put. Much promising timber has developed fatal defects in being driven over
the five-reel course, and we have todaystars of unquestioned merit, repeatedly
proven in the box office.
The long-reel feature with a star lifted
the motion picture from a catchpenny business to a giant industry. The public has
shown its approval, and has consistently
patronized the theatres showing these better films. Producers are engaged in catering to the public, and are anxious to make
the films wanted. • Patrons of picture houses
can co-operate to a great extent if they
would signify to the manager whether or
not a particular picture has pleased them,
and also state the kind of stories they like
best.

Vitagraph

for

PICTURE

PICTURES

No doubt, even among the stars, you will
find a division between the stage and studio,
but these are exceptional cases. Geraldine
Farrar is possessed of a marvelous voice,
and she maintains her position in the operatic world in obedience to popular demand.
George M. Cohan's personal interests, his
plays and theatres, demand attention, and
he has been able to give but little of his
time to pictures.
I see no reason for material changes during the next year, with the exception that
the productions will continue to get bigger
and better in point of merit. As in all new
industries, individualism has given way to
organization, and the trade-mark of the organization which has established a reputation for the best pictures will be the guiding star for the public to follow.
One point has been definitely settled for
the future, and that is that the regular theatre no longer competes with pictures. The
wide scope of the photoplay has attracted
men of the biggest caliber, and every stage
star has acted before the camera. The
motion picture has grown so powerful that
it can command talent and ability to an
extent that the regular theatre cannot meet.
There is not a theatre in existence that
could afford to pay the salaries of a big
picture star and a famous producer, to say
nothing of the big casts and general production cost.

Earle

Williams

Vol 16. No. 25
William Fox Slates New Farniim
Picture December 16
William Fox plans to release another
Standard picture December 16. It will be
a William Farnum production, " The Heart
of a Lion," based on Ralph Connor's novel,
" The Doctor."
The story, which has been read by thousands of moving picture patrons, is called
by the author " a tale of the Canadian
Rockies," and has been closely followed, it
is said, by Director Frank Lloyd in his
screen version. Most of the opening
scenes, laid on a farm, were taken on Mr.
Farnum's country place on Long Island,
several of the old country town characters
introduced in the picture being friends and
neighbors of the actor.
William Farnum, of course, has the role
of " Barney Kemper." The part of the
brother is played by William Courtleigh,
Jr., and the other principals include Mary
Martin, Wanda Petit, Walter Law, Marc
Robbins and Rita Bori.
Pathe Changes Hulette Release to
December 30
Gladys Hulette's next appearance on the
Pathe program will be on December 30 instead of December 9, in " Over the Hill."
The cast includes J. H. Gilmour, as the
millionaire owner of a chain of newspapers; William Parke, Jr., as his spendthrift
son Roy ; Dan Mason, the character actor,
as an old minister; Gladys Hulette as his
plucky little daughter; Chester Barnett, as
Allen Stone ; Richard Thornton, as Jim
Barnes, the editor; Joyce Fair, Paul Clerget, Tula Belle, Inda Palmer, Johnny Carr
and W illiam Sullivan.

Feature

"In the Balance," Scheduled for December 17, Said to Give
Star Great Opportunity — Produced Under Direction of Scardon
that " In the Balance " is one of the finest
EARLE WILLIAMS, as John Strangefive-reel features of the year. Director
way in " In the Balance," a Greater
Scardon, in addition to turning out a
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature, scheduled
smooth drama, has excelled himself, it is
for release December 17, will be seen, acsaid, in the novelties and original lighting
cording to Vitagraph, in one of the strongsituations which he has introduced into
est characterizations since his portrayal of
the picture, and attention is called to the
John Storm in " The Christian."
exceptionally rich settings of the picture.
" In the Balance " marks the appearance
of E. Phillips Oppenheim on the list of
" This feature," said President Smith, " is
fully up to Vitagraph's standard, and has
Vitagraph's "best authors," others on the
everything to recommend it, from the
roster being Robert W. Chambers, O.
standpoint of star, story, direction, lightHenry, Alfred Henry Lewis, George Raning and production — all the elements that
dolph Chester and Lillian Chester, Fredgo to make high class photoplays.
erick Upham Adams, Cyrus T. Brady,
James O. Curwood and Earl Derr Biggers.
The picture is an adaptation from the
Every Day Incidents Help Billie
Rhodes Along
novel by E. Phillips Oppenheim, " The Hillman," and is declared to be an extraorExhibitors declare, according to Mutual,
dinarily powerful story with highly rothat one of the secrets of the popularity
mantic element in it. It was produced
under the direction of Paul Scardon, and
of Billie Rhodes's Mutual-Strand comedies
is said to be probably the finest piece of — quite outside of the prettiness and cleverness of the star herself — is the fact that
photodrama ever put forth by this director.
Grace Darmond and Miriam Miles, who
the pictures are built on every day incidents to which Miss Rhodes applies a well
has played in several Blue Ribbon features, are the chief feminine supports of balanced sense of humor.
Mr. Williams, and the entire cast is said
The Rhodes comedies are something
to be one of the best balanced and most
more than merely 1,000 feet of well acted
comedy. The incidents they portray are
capable that has been seen on the screen
in months. Robert Gaillard plays the role
things that happen in every well regulated
household on certain occasions and under
of an elder brother of Williams, a character role, and Denton Vane is effective as
certain conditions but which usually turn
the heavy.
out domestic tragedies instead of family
comedies.
President Smith expresses the conviction

You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duly. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
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not take maturity's full-blown beauty to touch the heart.
ITIt does
needs a rare quality infinitely more delicate than physical lure,
far richer in art than studied art — something for which there is
no substitute, no counterfeit — the heart-touching in personality.
So — Mildred Harris in "The Price of a Good Time" — a youthful
actress who makes a poignant, tragic figure never to be forgotten by
anyone who sees her — an absorbing play that reaches with relentless fingers down to the very soul of the man who uses women only
for selfish pleasures.
Another triumph of art, superbly produced by the master hand of
Lois Weber — the Belasco of the Screen. Get your date on
this admirable production from any Jewel Exchange — or from
the Home Office.

PRODUCTIONS
16 0 0 BROADWAY
NEW
YORK
'vV

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.

-
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Another
Tremendous
SMASH
to

help
put

exhibitors
over

the

UNIVERSAL
Serial

Thriller

THE

EVERY

WORD

to the advertising possibilities
ADDITION
of such famous stars as Ben Wilson, Neva Gerber, Kingsley Benedict, Duke Worne and Dubruillier, and a cast of especially chosen Universal
players :
In addition to the gigantic explosion of a $35,000
set in the first episode, in which a whole street scene
and huge castle walls were dynamited;
In addition to 18 breathless, mystery-filled endings of each
•episode, to COMPEL attendance at the next ; we are giving
you, absolutely free, without a cent of cost to YOU, the
biggest kind of
IN

MYSTERY

n

SHIP"
Stamps, for sending
in the best suggested ending
of
the
last
episode
of
"
Mystery
Ship.".
Think what this willThe
mean
to you
while you
are running the Serial!
Every Boy and Girl in your neighborhood will be
interested in the progress of the show ALL THE
An
Unprecedented
TIME. Every Boy and Girl will want to see
House
Packer
EVERY EPISODE. Every Boy and Girl will be
A big, fetching, entertaining Nation-Wide " Best Ending "
advertising " The Mystery Ship " and YOUR
Contest, for the Boys and Girls of America, with $1,000 in
THEATRE to parents, teachers, friends — to THE
WHOLE NEIGHBORHOOD.
Awards of Liberty Bonds, Government Certificates and Thrift
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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To

Pivet

the

Attention

of

Millions

means the whole
GrammarChildren.
ol
America's This Scho
388
AWARDS
School population of your town !
Think what it will mean to you to
TO BE DISTRIBUTED
have all those boys and girls — among
The whole vicinity of your theatre
The
Judges
your best patrons, for matinees as
will be in a ferment over " The
well as evenings, INTERESTED
for the
IN YOUR SHOW— YOUR [THEMystery Ship." Every household —
fathers, mothers, brothers and sisATRE, for 18 weeks.
ters, will be thinking about your
show and working to help some boy
The Contest Will be
or girl earn one of the awards.
Principals and teachers of Grammar
Conducted as Follows:
"Best
Ending"
Schools will be interested in it.
Millions
of
large
illustrated
Heralds,
Contest
Here's an exercise in English Composition, not dull and dry, but vastly
the size of four pages in the " Moventertaining — Play, instead of Work
ing Picture Weekly," with pictures
— with real awards for inventive
of some of the tremendously exa representative
ability and imagination.
citing scenes of " The Mystery
It's bound to mean a lot of NEW
Group
Ship
"
and
the
Rules
of
the
Contest,
will be furnished free to exhibitors when
PATRONS, many of whom probably
never
went to a movie show before. They
" The Mystery Ship " is booked.
You
don't
have
to
do
a
thing
but
hand
out
go
to
see " The
get
the circulars, advertise the Contest on
the habit
of Mystery
GOING ShipTO" — and
YOUR
as follows:
THEATRE.
your screen and in your regular newsDon't fail to be THE CENTER OF
ads. will happen, when your boy
THE INTEREST that this Contest is
Think paperwhat
BIDE DUDLEY
and
girl
patrons
learn
of
the
Contest!
going
to stir up in your neighborhood.
NEW YORK WORLD
One single circular handed out at your
Don't miss THE INVALUABLE ADVERTISING the Contest will give your
box office will start all the kids in the.
LOTJELLA PARSONS
theatre.
neighborhood — and in other neighborCHICAGO HERALD
Don't lose the PROFITS you will make
hoods where there isn't any "Mystery
on " The Mystery Ship."
Ship " — in the direction of your theatre.
HARRIETT UNDERHILL
NEW YORK TRIBUNE

of

T. E. OLIPHANT
NEW YORK EVENING MAIL

Tie

YOUR

This

Think what this advertising
will be worth to you — no
money could buy it; full pages
in the papers wouldn't pack
your house so full.
And EVERY BOY AND GIRL
will be in it, because there are no
conditions. The Contest is free to
anyone 15 years of age or under. The

House

up

Nation-wide

to

idea

The PULL of the smashing, nerve-rending endings to " The Mystery Ship " episodes will be equalled by the PUSH towards your
theatre of eager, excited boys and girls in every household among
your patrons.

Don't let your competitor beat you to it.
GET BUSY— ACT NOW— TODAY

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING
Carl Laemmle, President

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

CO.
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Average of Productions Is Six Reels, and Twenty of the Total
Taken
in California
Were
Specially
Elaborate — -Most
would make a strip almost one-thrid of
the way around the world.
About three-fifths of the pictures were
taken in California. The rest were made
at the Fox plant in New Jersey. All of
the twenty-six Foxfilm comedies and the
six Fox-Lehrman Sunshine comedies were
done in the West. Such pretentious superproductions as " The Conqueror,^' " The
Honor System," " Jack and the Beanstalk,"
" Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp,"
" Treasure Island," " Cleopatra," and manyothers, were likewise screened on the
Pacific Coast.

Sidney L. Mason is Leading Man for Theda
Bara in a New Fox Production
ONE

One of the most important of Mr. Fox's
achievements during the year was the inauguration oftKe series of photodramatic
spectacles such as " Jack and the Beanstalk " and " Aladdin," with Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee Corbin. These
plays were of a type new to the cinema
world and their advent was the occasion of
wide laudatory comment.
Twenty-seven stars were on the William
Fox lists in the last twelvemonth. Of
those still with the organization, George
Walsh and Virginia Pearson appeared in
the most features — eight each. June Caprice had the leading role in seven, William Farnum and Gladys Brockwell in six
each, and the others range from five down
to one for Sonia Markova and Jewel Carmen (whose initial starring vehicle, " The
Kingdom
ber 23). of Love," is released on DecemTheda Bara was in seven productions,
under the direction of J. Gordon Edwards,
the most notable of which was " Cleo-

hundred and five productions averaging six reels each, are William
Fox's contribution to the 1917 screen product. Twenty photoplays in this total were
specially elaborate and spectacular.
The output from the Fox studios is said
to be the largest for a year of any concern
having no subsidiary producing organizations. It represents an annual consumption in excess of 8,000 miles of film — more
than enough to reach across the continent
to San Francisco and thence on to Yokohoma, or from London to Moscow and
back, twice. The amount of celluloid used

William Farnum in " Les Miserables,"
directed by Frank Lloyd, was another ul
tra-fine film. The picture has just begun
a patra."
run at the Lyric theatre in New York.

Vitagraph

Darmond

Signs

Grace

for

Features

Engagement Results from Player's Excellent Work in New
Earle Williams Feature — Has Been in Pictures Three Years
ALBERT E. SMITH, president of
Greater Vitagraph, announces this
week that he has signed Grace Darmond,
sometimes called " The Lillian Russell of
the
long-term
contract
and
that Screen,"
she will tobe a starred
in Blue
Ribbon
features.
Miss Darmond was recently engaged for
areel
special
role inin which
"In theEarle
Balance,"
a five-is
feature
Williams
featured, and her work was said to be of
such extraordinary merit that President
Smith immediately offered her a permanent place in the circle of Vitagraph stars.
Miss Darmond, who is one of the
youngest stars in motion pictures, has been
a featured player almost from the day she
stepped into the Selig studio in Chicago,
three years ago. She got her first chance
in pictures when, as a schoolgirl, she visited the studio with a party of her classmates, and the director impressed them
into a scene.
Prior to her advent in pictures and even

while she was going to school, Miss Darmond had had some experience in theatrical Stock, and, after a brief experience
in small parts at the Selig studio she was
advanced to the position of a leading
woman. Her first important picture was
" Your Girl and Mine," a propaganda picture made for the Illinois Suffrrge Association and written by Gilson Willets.
Next she played the leading feminine role
in a three-reel subject, " The Quarry," and
then was featured in support of Tyrone
Power in " A Texas Steer," later appearing with Otis Harlan and then with
Harry Messayer.
President Smith declares that Vitagraph will feature Miss Darmond in Blue
Ribbon features, and is planning to provide her with vehicles which will display
her beauty and talent to their fullest extent. At the present time she is working
with Harry Morey and Florence Deshon
in " The Other Man," a Blue Ribbon feature now being produced.
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Vitagraph Announces Features
for Immediate Future
ALBERT E. SMITH, president of
Greater Vitagraph, announced this
week that the Favorite Film Features to
be released the last two weeks of this
year and the first week of the new year
will be as follows:
December 24 : " The Masked Dancer," a
two-reel drama with Myrtle Gonzalez,
George Holt, Beatrice Dominguez and
Kail Farmes, and " The Wonderful
Statue," a one-reel comedy, with Lillian
Walker, Flora Finch, Mary Maurice, John
Bunny and Courtenay Foote.
December 31 : " The One Good Turn," a
one-reel drama, with Florence Turner, Leo
Delaney, Helen Costello and Georgia
Maurice, and " Pickles, Art and Sauerkraut," a two- reel comedy, with Sidney
Drew, Louise Beaudet, Jose Sadler, Ada
Gifford, Hughie Mack, James Lackaye,
Templar
liam Shea.Saxe, Anders Randolf and W ilJanuary
" TheStorey,
Trap,"
a two-reel
drama,
with 7 :Edith
E. K.
Lincoln,
L. Rogers Lytton, William Humphrey and
Harry Xorthrup, and " A Change in Baggage Checks," a one-reel comedy with
John Bunny and Flora Finch.
The Vitagraph announcement states that
the demand for this unit of their service,
which consists of selected subjects from
the Vitagraph library, is growing in popularity each week and exhibitors are booking them for months in advance. As an
example of the excellence of the pictures
that make up these programs, the one entitled "Pickles, Art and Sauerkraut," in
which Sidney Drew is featured with an
all-star cast is cited. This is said to be
a comedy of extraordinary merit, one of
the laugh-making incidents showing Sidney
Drew, as the artist-husband of a delicatessen store owner, using a football player's noseguard as a gas mask in attacking
a cake of Limburger. This picture was
made about three years ago.
Gaumont-Mutual ^ eekly Shows
Naval Graduations
Timely views in No. 153 of the GaumontMutual Weekly, released on Sunday, December 2,show the graduation of the new
classes of reserve officers and students of
our nautical schools. At Fort Meyer, Va.,
President Wilson and his wife are interested onlookers, while Secretary of War
Baker hands commissions to new officers.
This number of the Weekly contains
many other subjects. In Phoenix, Ariz.,
Governor Campbell presents the colors to
the Range Riders Regiment, while the
crack cowboy cavalry entertains the fifty
thousand visitors to the Arizona State Fair.
Somewhere on our coast rookie sailors are
shown in an educating boat drill. Everywhere in the United States Red Cross
workers are doing their bit, nad in one
subject they are shown making bandages
and appliances for wounded soldiers. Away
down in Texas Governor Hobby and his
staff review thirty thousand men of the
army of liberty. On the Pacific Coast an
old wooden dry-dock has been burned to
make way for a newer one with greater
capacity, and the construction of the new
concrete dock is pictured.
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Critics Find Much Human Interest in" Les Miserables "
Human interest is the keynote of William Fox's production of " Les Miserthe dramatic
of New ables,"
Yorkaccording
whoto witnessed
the critics
initial
showing of the picture on the night of December 3at the Lyric theatre. The production also was praised because of the
care and accuracy with which the Victor
Hugo story has been followed. William
Farnum, in the role of Jean Valjean, generally was given great credit.
It was the judgment of the New York
Herald reviewer that " the photoplay probably is as close an approach to literature
as has been accomplished on the screen,"
and the Morning Telegraph declared " the
visualized work is every bit as strong as
the printed word."
Following are a few of the comments :
" There are people who are continually
crying for better pictures. To them we
would say : ' See ' Les Miserables.' " — New
York Tribune. " Quite the best picture
that has been seen hereabout for a considerable period." — New York Times. " In
strength of plot and human interest ' Les
Miserables ' surpasses the memorable
' Honor System.' " — New York American.
" A note of poignant human interest was
dominant through it all." — New York
Herald. " An excellent example of what
the movies can do for the classics of literature."— New York Morning World.
"The humrn'ly of the book was well reproduced."— New York Post. " Months of
preparation have been spent and the splendid photoplay showed fine evidence of this
fact." — Xew York Globe. " A delicious
piece of character work. It was a triumph
of art for William Farnum." — New York
Evening World. " The film moves on with
a dramatic intensity thart never flags. Always the human interest is uppermost." —
New York Evening Telegram.

Peggy Betts ard Jean DeWard in Herbert Brenon's " Empty Pockets "
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Christmas
to Spread
Marguerite Clark Has Been Chosen
ndCheer •in " The Seven
Abou
Which Fairies
Swans," byin Paramount
Plans Big Send-Off for New Year
Paramount
of
January Expected to Bring Diversity of Subjects and Stars
Unusual Worth— First Appearance of Beban in Several Months
story in " The Hired Man," it is said, with
year of 1918 a rousing
give the
TO send-of
its New England characters and locale.
f onnewits way toward 1919 and
The scenario is by Julian Josephson, and
history, Paramount, in an announcement
the picture was directed by Victor Schertmade this week concerning plans for releases in January, promises a superior list zinger under the supervision of Mr. Ince.
Julian Eltinge's new picture, for Januof photoplays, starring some of the most
written by prominent
ary release, is " The Widow's Might," by
popular
authors. players, and
Marion Fairfax. It was directed by William .C. De Mille, and is said to be highly
The schedule is rendered notable for
several reasons, not the least of which is entertaining, with an altogether new angle.
the reappearance of George Beban, after
Jack Pickford appears in " The Spirit
of '17," by Judge Willis Brown of the
several months, in " Jules of the Strong
Chicago Juvenile Court. Julia Crawford
Heart," directed by Donald Crisp, and preIvers did the scenario and William D. Taysenting the character player in the role of
lor directed the production.
a trapper in the North Woods. The story
is by William Merriam Rouse, the scenario
by Harvey F. Thew and Frank X. FinncAnother interesting announcement is that
gan.Stuart Blackton's second Paramount picJ.
ture, "The World for Saie," filmed from
Sir Gilbert Parker's novel, will be released
in January. This is the production which
called for such distinct character types and
has for its leading players Conway Tearle
and Ann Little with a well selected cast.
This was adapted and supervised throughout by Mr. Blackton.
Pauline Frederick appears in " Mrs.
Dane's Defense " from the Henry Arthur
Jones drama, and which, directed by Hugh
Ford, the scenario being the work of Margaret Turnbull, promises to be one of the
most effective pictures in which the star
has appeared.
Wallace Reid is said to have a stirring
story in " Rimrock Jones," adapted from
Dane Coolidge's novel, by Harvey Thew
and Frank X. Finnegan, and directer by
Donald Crisp. :
Charles Ray, the Thomas H. Ince star
in Paramount pictures, has a new tyr>e of

Billy Trail
Mason,of Smiles
the Smiling
One, Subjects
Is Blazin?
in Christie
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Returns from Flying Visit to Various Pathe Exchanges, During Which Time He Talked with Exhibitors Concerning Films
LH. GOLDSOLL, general manager of Painted Doll," referred to it as a 100 per
cent picture.
• the Russian Art Film Corporation,
What was commented upon in different
recently returned from a flying visit to
cities was the evident demand for Russian
the Pathe exchanges in Boston, Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago and Cincinnati, where
subjects, as confirmed by other large producers trying to secure Russian actors and
trade showings were given of " The
Painted Doll " and " The Queen of using titles resembling those used by the
Spades," two of the first pictures of the Russian Art Film Corporation in their
repertoire of plays.
Russian repertoire of plays to be released
and is greatly pleased with results.
The motion picture critic of the CinMr. Goldsoll found, it has been ancinnati Times-Star said after seeing " The
nounced, that no apologies were necessary
Painted Doll " : " Motion picture plays in
as to the pictures being foreign, and in his which actors express something more than
talks to the exhibitors, laid stress upon
the ability to portray action and situations
the fact that these pictures were made in as described in the usual scenario, are
Russia. His explanation as to the origin
those which will soon be offered to Cinof the idea for the producing of this recinnati theatres through the Pathe expertoire and how Mr. Kaplan secured the
change, and known as ' Russian Art
ex-Czar's
to to
allow
of Films.' A few days ago two of these
the Moscowpermission
Art theatre
enactthethisstars
series
photoplays, which were made in Russia by
actors from the Royal theatre at Moscow,
of pictures, as well as how the objections
of the artists themselves to Condescend to were given a private screening for exhibitors and the press in the projection
appear in pictures, were overcome, was
room of the Pathe offices here. At the
much appreciated by the Pathe exchange
men and exhibitors.
conclusion of the first five-reel feature,
Mr. Goldsoll said that bookings far ex' The Painted Doll,' the guests agreed that
ceeded his expectations and that reports they had witnessed something altogether
new in motion pictures, artistic, pleasing,
from many exchange men and exhibitors
who had seen the first release, " The
classic."
Walthall Feature Possesses Appeal to Women
"His Robe of Honor," Cited by Paralta as Having Qualities
That Act as Magnet to Feminine Minds — Hodkinson Releases
ACCORDING to an announcement last successful financially. His services are
week from Paralta, " His Robe of finally needed by the boss of New York
Honor," the first Paralta play in which
State politics for the defense of the boss'
Henry B. Walthall is to be seen, is certain
brother who is guilty of murder. Ranto prove a favorite photoplay feature with
dolph is regarded as the only man who
can save him from the chair.
the women of this country. This offering,
which is from the well known novel of the
Randolph, however, drives a hard barsame name by E. S. and J. F. Dorrance,
gain. If he frees the murderer he is to be
presents at the beginning its central figure appointed to an expired vacant term on the
in a state of degradation, such that only- State Supreme Court bench and is to be reelected for a full term.
two possible forces could save him — religion, or the uplifting power of a good
The lawyer wins his case by placing upon
the jury three men who are under great
woman's soul.
It is this latter influence that the authors
obligation to him. The boss carries out his
have adopted, and they carry it out to a part of the bargain.
But meanwhile Randolph has come under
logical and pleasing conclusion. At the
the influence of Lara Nelson. The young
same time they furnish contrast to the good
woman through the presence in the cast of girl's attitude toward life, and especially the
things that Randolph thought important,
another who is more or less of an adventuress but who, nevertheless, raises herself
teaches the former ambulance " chaser "
that there is a whole world of honor which
to better things at the end.
The character created by Walthall for he had only sensed very vaguely. There is
the screen is that of Julian Randolph, a born in him the determination to be an
honorable judge.
lawyer who is crooked on a big scale and
Julius Stern Tells Details of Star System
Stellar Lights Now Shining Include Hughie Mack, Gail Henry. Mack
Swain, Myrtle Sterling and Bobby Dunn — Ambrose Comedy Shortly
HAVING decided to add stars to the working, under individual directors, in acL-Ko brand as an extra attraction
tive preparation of forthcoming L-Kos, it
for exhibitors who have been showing the is made known.
long-established comedies under the trade
The second comedy in the " Ambrose "
mark exclusively, President Julius Stern, in series,
following " Ambrose's Icy Love," to
co-operation with Director-General J. G. be released December 26, will be " BaseBlystone, announced this week a few of
ball Ambrose," in nine innings of the nathe forthcoming attractions in detail.
tional pastime condensed into two reels
of fun. There will be a lively comedy
Hughie Mack, Gail Henry, Mack Swain,
Myrtle Sterling and Bobby Dunn are all with grotesque Gail Henry demonstrating

Spence Devotes Full Time to Comedy-Dramas for Walsh
RALPH
H.
SPENCE,
whoR. for
some
time has been writing the
A. Walsh
features for William Fox, will devote his
future energies toward creating comedydramas for George Walsh, it was arvnounced last week.
To Mr. Spence goes the credit for writing several of the most successful comedydramas in which George Walsh has appeared, the last two being directed by R. A.
Walsh, who recently signed a contract
with Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. The
Walshes are brothers.
Before joining R. A. Walsh as scenario
writer, Mr. Spence was editor of the FoxSunshine comedies in Los Angeles. Previous to joining Henry Lehrmann at the
Sunshine Studio, Mr. Spence was assistant
manager of the Fox comedy department
at Los Angeles, his new duties as scenaric
editor of the Lehrmann plant coming as
the result of the merger of Foxfilm comedies with Sunshine comedies. Mr. Spence's
first comedy efforts were at Mack SennettKeystone studios, where he specialized in
humorous subtitles.
Taking a common Bermuda onion as the
basis for a series of complications, Mr.
Spence is now writing a farce for George
Walsh that bids fair to surpass all his
previous efforts. The temporary title of
the new farce is " In Onion There is
Strength."

Margarita Fischer Is Star of " Miss Jackie of
the Army," a Mutual-American Production.
" The Price She Paid," and Archie Mayo
is directing Bobby Dunn in a bath-house
feature that will engage a large assemblage
of L-Ko beauties.
" Barbarous Plots " will have Hughie
Mack as the star, with Bobby Dunn featured. In this subject there will be, it is
said, an unusual assemblage of old favorites who have frequented L-Kos for some
time, including Eva Novak, Dick Smith
and the comedy " vamp," Katherine Young.
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Sheer-Bernstein Place D'Evans in
Castleton Feature
IT was announced from the Sheer-Bernstein offices this week that Herbert
D'Evans, who is represented officially by
that company, has been appearing in the
principal male role opposite Barbara Castleton in a new feature which is being made
at the Biograph studio. The production is
called " The Ashes of Her Heart," it is
said, with Burton King directing.
Eugene O'Brien, also represented by
Sheer-Bernstein, is at present being heavily
exploited because of his English character
part in " The Country Cousin " at the
Gaiety theatre. Mr. O'Brien made his first
picture appearance with Mary Pickford in
" Poor Little Peppina," immedaitely after
he closed a long season with Frances Starr
in " The Case of Becky." Previous to this
production, he occupied the principal male
role in Belasco's . " The Governor's Lady,"
in which he was co-featured with Kelsey
and Shannon.
Mr. D'Evans came to this country with
the production of " Quinney's " from His
Majesty's theatre, London, where previous
to this he had important roles in Drury
Lane productions and under the auspices of
Sir Herbert Tree.
His first motion picture engagement was
as an extra man for William Fox. During
his engagement in the Maxine Elliott theatre in " he
Quinney's,"
someone
suggested
him that
would make
an excellent
screento
figure. In order to discover his own possibilities, he applied to Sam Kingston for
anything from $1 up. ■ Mr. Kingston told
him to take a dress suit and be in Fort Lee
the next morning at 8 o'clock.
Irene Castle Starts the New Year
for Pathe
In an announcement this week concerning
the manner in which Pathe will begin
the new year, " Convict 993," a five-part
Pathe Play featuring Irene Castle, is
scheduled to draw the distinction of inaugurating 1918 for the Pathe program. This
picture was produced by Astra from an
original scenario by Wallace Clifton, of the
Pathe scenario department.
Associated with Mrs. Castle in the cast
are a number of players of sterling merit,
some of whom have been starred in Pathe
productions in the past. Prominent among
them is Warner Oland, fresh from his triumphs in " The Fatal Ring." Mr. Oland
within the last year or so has played many
parts in Pathe pictures. His " villains " are
of a new type. He plays with repression
and dignity. Helene Chadwick is another
member of the cast who has been seen frequently in Pathe pictures during the past
year. W. H. Gilmour, who has had prominent parts in many of the Gladys Hulette
pictures, and whose " old man " characterizations are1 always sympathetic and able, is
another prominent member of the cast.
Harry Benham, who has played heroes for
Thanhouser, Universal, Fox and World,
plays opposite Mrs. Castle. Bert Starkey,
the "spider" of "The Fatal Ring" fame,
is still another member of the cast worthy
of more than passing notice.
" Convict 993 " is described as a " crook "
play, the kind audiences like.
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General Begins New Year With a New
Series
Judge Willis Brown Writes Two-Reel Stories for Screen Use,
with Special Appeal to Young and Old — Wrote Pickford Story
vanced juvenile courts in the world. He
WHAT is considered one of the most
interesting acquisitions in many
also originated the boy city movement at
Charlevoix, Mich., and devised the Boyville
months was announced this week by General Film Company. It is a series of twocivic plan,
work
based anon educational
preventativesystem
lines, of
andboys'
has
reel stories by Judge Willis Brown, the
done more than any other authority to
children's advocate and author of numerous successful film features.
improve and advance conditions with regard to the status of juvenile cases in and
Beginning about January 1 these new
stories will be distributed at intervals by out of the courts of the land.
General Film Company and will no doubt
Judgeducer isBrown's
as a film proconstitute an important advance in the
not casualappearance
nor experimental.
As
presentation of photoplays appealing to a writer of photoplay stories of youth, he
young and old alike. The California
is already considered a success. Three of
Cinema Company at Los Angeles, recently
his most recent films are " The Saint's
in'corporated, is sponsor for the producAdventure," featuring Henry B. Walthall,
tions.
" The Girl Who Won Out," featuring
Judge
Brown
is
among
the
country's
Violet
MacMillan, and " The Spirit of
foremost authorities on juvenile matters
'17," in which Jack Pickford is starring.
and has originated many unique, and worth
For some months he has had in preparawhile legal end educational methods in betion the new screen material written in
half of minors. He originated and was
his
characteristic
vein to be known as the
the administrator of the Parental Court of
Gary, Ind., the first of its kind, and was
" Judge Brown Stories." For the most
past juvenile actors will be featured in
the founder and first judge of the Utah
these new stories.
juvenile courts, said to be the most adFox Presents Big Cast in 44 Unknown 274," December 16
happen to be the sort of man the schemers
had hoped to find. Result : He rescues
the girl from her bad environment. About
the same time the girl finds her father
as a result of playing an old violin which
had been left with her when she was
placed in the orphanage. The theme of
the story is stated to be " from poverty to
millionaire's
The picturewife."
was made under the direction of Harry Millarde, and George
Scarborough wrote the scenario.
Well Balanced

June Caprice, Smile
and All,
" Unknown
274 in" William Fox's
AN

unusually large cast containing the
names of numerous favorites of motion picture patrons is announced by William Fox for the Fox special feature to be
released December 16. The title of the
production is " Unknown 274," the star is
June Caprice and the supporting company,
comprising ten actors and actresses, includes Kittens Reichert, Florence Ashbrook, Tom Burrough, Inez Marcel, Dan
Mason, Richard Neill, Jean Armour, William Burns and Alexander Shannon. Another important member of the company
is " Lady," the dog.
The story is that of a girl who was
placed in an orphanage by her mother
when the latter's husband was arrested
by trickery in this country for failure to
perform army service in his native land.
The girl is discovered in the orphanage
by a scheming couple who adopt her in the
hope of being able to marry her to some
rich man. The girl meets a rich young
man, just as was planned, but he does not

Suspense Prom-

" Lost
Express
"
Evidence ised
of in well
balanced
suspense
in
motion picture direction is said to be apparent in Chapter XIV of " The Lost Express," the fifteenth chapter photonovel
starring Helen Holmes, which is nearing
its conclusion. Chapter XIV entitled " Unmasked," scheduled for release December
17, carries the many audiences which have
been watching the chapter play, to the very
brink of the mystery and leaves them still
in wonder and suspense at its solution.
The mystery is founded on what became of the lost express. The train disappeared completely in Chapter I of the
serial. While there have been many near
solutions, the picture has sustained interest and kept away from a definite indication of what happened to the engine and
its three coaches after it left the station
and failed to show up at the station next
beyond.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!
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Hearst-Pathe
Shows Volcano
Eruption at Rotorua
From New York to New Zealand is a
far cry, but in the Hearst-Pathe News No.
98 are said to be some remarkable scenes
showing the eruption of the volcano
Waimangu at Rotorua in that British island.
The camera was perched upon the brink of
the crater and caught a number of scenes
showing the clouds of smoke and steam
arising from the depths of the earth far
below. In connection with these scenes
are one or two others showing the " stern
and rock bound coast," in that vicinity.
Among the other features of this number
are scenes of the new Polish army which
has been organized in France and is now
fighting on the side of the Allies.
From Seattle, Washington, come views of
an 8,800 ton ship which was built in 79
days after the keel was laid, this being one
of the first to be launched under Uncle
Sam's new shipbuilding plans.
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Jack Colin Points Out Changes in Current News Reels
COMMENTING upon the news reel of news sense, developed a keen perception of
today as compared with the news reel news values. I am not speaking now merely of war pictures. They are important, of
of. days gone, Jack Cohn, manager of Universal's three news services, said last week : course, but the public are not interested in
them alone. They also want the pictures
." Look at a news reel on the screen today, and then cast your mind's eye back to of the doings of the day, but they want
the news reel of 1912 — the days " berore the only the important doings, and they want
tbose presented in a dramatic way. They
war." There's a difference, isn't there?
want life, character, action.
Not the war pictures, but the regular run
of pictures dealing with the doings of the
" When Universal put out its exclusive
day. Then there was a plethora of views,
pictures of Pershing's reception in France
a paucity of news. Now the motion pic- the people were wide awake to their news
ture theatre public demands something
value. Oh, yes; they know a big scoop on
the screen when they see it. And then
more than mere motion in a news picture.
They don't look for acting in it but they there were aeroplane pictures, where the
do demand action. The scenes presented
eyes of the audience went up in an aeroplane with the cameraman and were right
must be news in fact as well as in name —
among the fliers, observing their every
big news, news that's worth while.
movement at close quarters — not on the
" The war," he continued, " has brought
every mind into close touch with big events.
ground looking up at specks three or four
It has forced a quickening of the public thousand feet above them."
Universal Screen Magazine Features "Pig Clubs "
" President Wilson," said President
Laemmle of Universal last week, " has emphasized the fact that increased hog production isvital in the present crisis. ,In a
telegram he sent the rangers he said : ' We
are today a nation in arms and we must
fight, and raise stock, conserve food to the
one common purpose.' "
" The big point brought out by Mr.
Hoover in his recent appeal to the press of
the country to enlist in the campaign to increase food production was the necessity
for encouraging hog raising. Therefore I
consider our contract with the United
States Government's Department of Agriculture, which grants us the exclusive
rights to show these government made
films, to be of unusual importance because
of the timeliness of the subjects, which is
significantly exemplified in our forthcoming release of the Universal Screen Magazine in which what the Bureau of Animal
Industry is doing in organizing Boys and
Girls' Pig Clubs is strikingly shown on the
screen."
Strand in New

York

Shows

Essanay Short Scenic
A distinction not usually granted to onereel scenics was accorded the first release
of a series offered by Essanay under the
title of " Wonders of Nature and Science,"
by the Strand theatre of New York. The
picture was run the full week and was advertised.
That it is a feature is attested to by the
fact that it shows a group of America's
most famous writers and authors indulging
in the art of Walton. In the film are Maximillian Foster of The Saturday Evening
Post, Jack Lait of the Chicago Tribune,
Hugh Fullerton, magazine writer and baseball dopester, " Bill " McGeehan of the
New York Sun, and Grantland Rice.

Argus

Pictorial, December 16,
Shows Five Subjects
Following the title, " Coral Limestone
Rocks," in Pathe's Argus Pictorial No. 3
released December 16, is said to be a pretty
series of pictures made in Bermuda, showing the peculiar characteristics of the
coral rock which forms the foundation of
most tropic islands.
This is followed by what is said to be
one of the most spectacular subjects ever
shown in motion pictures. The titles explain that the crystallization of certain
solids can be watched under the microscope,
and the first scene shows the preparation
of the solids ; then is shown the actual
crystallization taking place, magnified on
the screen over 30,000 diameters.
Professor R. H. Thatcher, of Columbia
University, shows how fascinating designs
are produced. So well is this subject illustrated that it is claimed any one can reproduce them with the simplest implements by
merely following his simple though thoroughly expedient methods.
The banquet season is caricatured by the
little clay figures modelled by Helena Smith
Dayton and animated by H. D. Ashton, and
the Amphileptus, the tiny inhabitant of
fresh water ponds, less than five-hundredths of an inch in length and clearly
shown through the microscope, winds up
this reel.
Factory Trip Scheduled in
Paramount Pictographs
The 97th release of Paramount-Bray
Pictograph,
the " magazine-on-the-screen,"
will
take Paramount
theatregoers on a trip
through one of the largest factories in the
world devoted exclusively to the production of confections. It should serve to
bring to consumers the reasons why candy
made by reputable manufacturers is not
only wholesome but kept free from possible contamination in its production.

Physical Culture Magazine Grows
in Public Favor
The newest screen novelty, Bernarr Macfadden's Physical Culture Screen Magazine,
continues to be one of the most pleasing
single reel attractions yet produced, it is
said. The monthly subjects, released by
General Film Company, provide instruction
in various phases of health development
which have a most timely value just now.
The second number of the magazine offers
a varied program which will no doubt appeal to all types of picture fans. The
camera has caught a group of modern mermaids doing a number of swimming and
diving stunts, and Bernarr Macfadden gives
a muscular drill which should aid in
strengthening the back.
An interesting feature is the portable
gymnasium for the use of the younger
members of the family, from the baby on
up. Miss Margaret Crawford's class of
young women appear in an esthetic " Dance
of the Fountain." A touch of comedy is
provided by the game called " Waterloo
Tag," in which a hose, a hydrant and a
crowd provide a lot of merriment.
War Department Asks HearstPathe for Photographers
In an appeal sent out last week by the International Film Service, Inc., it became
known that the War Department has requested the Heart-Pathe News Reel to
make a special effort to secure photographers for the Signal Corps of the Aviation branch of the service.
The current Hearst-Pathe News Reel
shows in some detail the work which these
photographers will be called on to do. It
also carries a request that all men subject
to draft who have not yet been called and
who can qualify either as motion picture
photographers or as still photographers, enlist in the Signal Corps.
Canadian Beauties Unveiled in an
Essanay Scenic
The Essanay scenic reel called " Banff
National Park," which takes the public on
a trip through the playground of Canada,
and is released through General Film.
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Subjects in Review
By Clara DeLissa Berg

WINNING BY A TAIL
"
It's
a grand
your tail
out,"in says
Pack Horse
Onelifetoif Pack
HorseholdsTwo,
the
latest Bruce scenic. That is because, when Mr.
Bruce takes his pack train over mountain trails
where a pace of more than three miles an hour
might be fatally disastrous, he ties his horses
head to tail, with a stout double twist of the
rope, and cational
dubsFilms Corporation).
them " The Chain Gang." (EduThe camera record of this expedition is as fine
a picture as any that Mr. Bruce has offered us.
Men, horses, and the dog are seen, now silhouetted against the sky and distant peaks, now
descending
an almost
a ravine's
depth.
Or for
a restfulvertical
intervaltrail
theyto pace
along
the side of a level stream whose clear waters
throw back their perfect image. Nor does activity cease with the end of toil. The shades of
evening find the patient horses, their feet hobbled,
but otherwise free, rolling luxuriously in the
soft turf on which they bed for the night.
The film is a happy combination of scenic
beauty, movement, and the humor that characterizes al of Mr. Bruce's splendid productions.
HORSES IN AND FOR THE ARMY
Refreshing to the eye, tired perhaps of the
mechanical monsters our ingenuity is producing,
are the hibited
splendid
PercheronNo.horses
are ex(Mutual Weekly,
153) which
to prospective
buyers from Japan. It is said that they are
destined
Mikado's Arizona,
army. now a crack
Cowboysfor ofthe Phoenix,
cavalry regiment, vary the monotony of military
drill with an exhibition of their ever-delightful
feats of horsemanship.
A fine sight is the body of 30,000 men who
march in review at Camp Travis, Texas. A panoramic view of the camp discloses its extent and
the ranks falling into line at the entrance of the
parade ground.
Those who some weeks ago saw the pictures
of the principals in the celebrated Mooney case
of San Francisco in the Mutual Weekly will
note with interest in this issue that further action
is being taken to bring justice to light.
WHERE

BERNHARDT USED TO
PLAY TENNIS
Though no longer playing tennis with her great
grandchildren, Sarah Bernhardt is still leading
her exuberent life, when the stage does not call
her, on that rugged, surf-beaten island off Brittany, pictured under the name of " The Pearl of
the Atlantic."
(Pathe
spacious mansion and
her Exchange).
Greek theatreSarah's
built within sound of the sea are the only modern dwellings
seen. For the rest, there is a castle of the time
of Louis XIV, a quaint little village with boats
resting in an artificial harbor running up between
its streets, and always rocks, grottoes, and dashing surf. Kelp-gathering is a profitable industry
for the weeds
men,
while application
the drying asof athedecoration
delicate seaand their
on
chinaware employs the women.
From this salty atmosphere we are taken to a
stagnant freshwater pond and introduced to the
queer insects that dwell therein. There is the
Le Nepe, a disc with legs and a periscope-like
arrangement for breathing, the Water Needle,
whose name is sufficient description, a water
caterpillar set all over with breathing tubes, and
some flea-like creatures who engage in a blind
but joyous acrobatic performance. Humorous
titles enliven the picture.
ITALIAN ENGLAND
The England of thatched cottages or stately
Tudor manor houses we know and love. But in
" Tonic
of England
" (Pathe Italian
Exchange)
we
see anTowns
England
so picturesquely
that
it needs the English names to remind us that we
are
not
in
Sicily
or
Calabria.
"
Tonic
"
in
this
connection indicates health resort, and is doubtless bestowed because of the bracing effect of the
climate. Speaking personally, the writer would
find the mere loveliness of these terraced towns,
ancient arched bridges, and tumbling mountain
streams quite enough of a restorative. The film
is beautifully hand-colored and in every detail
charming and attractive.
DAME

PICTURE

FASHION AND THE
MUMMY, INC.
When Fashion, most alive and up-to-the-minute
lady, wants a new idea, she visits the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Universal Screen Magazine
No. SO), hobnobs with the Curator of Antiquities,
and derives inspiration from a Peruvian mummy
older _than the Incas! Indeed, so much to the

taste of Madame is the garment fashioned two
thousand years ago, and so becoming to the
charming young lady of today who tries it on,
that it is copied virtually without change for a
modern wearer. A Chinese robe whose style
dates back 2,500 years, serves as inspiration for
a wrap, and a Coptic jacket and Siberian dress
appear
today. to excellent advantage in materials woven
So much for the ladies. Of interest to the men
is the training of firemen rookies, which includes
the erecting and scaling of ladders, the handling
of hose, and rescue work. Equally interesting is
it to watch the aviators of the United States
Signal Service inflate their useful observation
balloon. They must have taken the cameraman
along, for we look down from a great height on
the spreading, flat earth, whose surface must be
intently
studied
A glimpse
intoforthepossible
past is lurking
afforded enemies.
by pictures
of the primitive methods still employed in the
Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina where
modern machinery is unknown. Lucky for our
food supply that the modern powerful harvester
shown by contrast is prevalent elsewhere !
WIDE

VARIETY

We Have With Us This
Week

wing filpic
color
shong
msturin
charmi
TWO
esque and unfamiliar
corners of England and
France.
Mr. Bruce, his pack train, and
his dog, in a spectacular ascent
of the Olympics.
A Pictograph from the Bray
Studios of an unusually entertaining character.
Matters of interest to both
men and women in the Universal Screen Magazine.
Friends of Curator Ditmars
at the New York Zoo.
Five Topical Weeklies filled
with
incidents pertinent and interesting.
BOXING FOR WOMEN
We hope that the possession of the vote by
women will not mean the necessity of their acquiring the science of physical defense, but if it
does may they all exercise their skill as deftly
and gracefully as Miss Vera Roehm (ParamountBray Pictograph No. 97), a well known exponent
of physical training and a woman of superb carriage and movement. With the aid of a clever
woman pupil Miss Roehm demonstrates the Battling Nelson hook, the Kid McCoy counter, and
other
tricks
of the
art, entitled
and plays(wechief
role and
victor
in a pugilist's
little drama
believe!) "He Went Up Against It and Went
A canine athlete unexcelled in his special line
isDown."
the whippet, a dog bred from a greyhound and
geared to go at thirty-five miles an hour, " the
fastest
The spirited
little
creaturesthing
linedonup four
for alegs."
race quiver
with excitement and must be firmly held till the starting
signal sends them catapulting down the track.
Sugar does not seem so scarce when we see
the great masses of it employed in the making
of pure candy. Many processes and skilled hands
are needed to produce the Life Savers so
familiar to us.
Bobby Bumps, bent on early Christmas shopping, emulates the speedy dressing methods of
the fireman and makes a quick getaway but forgets to keep his eye on Fido, whose ambitions to
shine lead him into disastrous contact with the
machinery of the Wrapping Department. " Rapof theping " of
irateanother
Goldie.variety awaits him at the hands
PASSING STRANGE ANIMALS
Between 1850 and 1880, the North American
bison were driven from an area embracing .perhaps five-sixths of the United States to a tiny
spot hardly visible on the map with which Mr.
Ditmars introduces his picture, " Our Vanishing
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Game
" (Educational
Filmsviews
Corporation).
melancholy
interest one
the herd atWith
the
New York Zoo — splendid beasts and giants compared to the lean European type presented in contrast. Interesting also from this point of view as
well as in themselves, are the various types of
African buck which, despite the camouflage Nature has bestowed on them in color and marking,
are disappearing before advancing civilization.
PICTURES IN YOUR PAPER
The pictorial section of the Sunday newspaper
made a great stride forward artistically with the
introduction of the rotogravure process. International-Pathe, in its film entitled " The Rotogravure branch
Section,'ofpays
its respects
this huge
important
picture
printing.toThe
metal roller is carefully burnished, negative and
then
positivetheplates
of the
artists'
and from
latterare a made
carbon
print
on work,
heavy
paper. This last is applied to the roller in a wet
condition; the paper backing is removed, and
the roller with the carbon emulsion adhering to it
is then etched. The picture concludes with a
close-upsheets.
of the huge
press turning isoutexcellent,
the printed
folded
The photography
but
more
explicit
titling
would
add
to
the
understanding and enjoyment of the reel.layman's
Happy Hooligan is featured in a thrilling
drama with a startling denouement entitled " At
the Circus."
DOING IT BY HALVES
Lake steamers were built to stay on the Lakes.
So when they start for the coast to enter Uncle
Sam's oversea service (Hearst-Pathe News No.
97) they prove just about twice too long
for the
locks through which they must travel. Therefore
shipbuilders drive into them with augurs and
saws and cut them in two as easily as you or I
would divide a pound of butter. Airtight coverings are then applied to the sundered ends, and
the half-boats
their way, to be reunited at the endproceed
of theiron journey.
Another example of mechanical ingenuity is
furnished by the gunners of Italy, whom we see
laying the foundations of a big gun, assembling
it, and finally putting it into action.
Theing graduation
of theviews
Officers'
TrainCamp at Fortexercises
Meyer and
of different
branches of the aeroplane industry are other interesting features of this reel.
SOME LADIES FROM BAGDAD
" Chu
Chin isChow,"
from
London,
repeatingthe itsoperatic
success extravaganza
here. Some
of the startling costumes worn are displayed in
Hearst-Pathe News No. 98 by members of the
company. The settings of the stage serve as
background and add beauty to the pictures.
Preceding this and opening the reel in a
spectacular manner are remarkable telephoto
views of an active volcano in New Zealand.
The steaming crater is shown, the piled lava, and
the wrecked homes. The ocean, too, feels the
disturbance and pounds violently on a nearby
shore.
New York's waterfront is again called into
prominence by the recent federal decision to place
it under military guard. Here we have extensive views of the towering buildings and a panorama taken from a height looking over the city
toward the Hudson.
The
entire reel is notable for the interest of its
editing.
subjects and the excellence of photography and
VIGOROUS MEN
Almost it would seem from Universal Current
Events No. 30 that the men had the world entirely to themselves. First of all, the many types
of skilled workers needed to make aeroplanes for
our Signal Service are shown at their various
branches of the industry. A fine body of men
are the sailors of the French fleet, who are seen
in vigorous exercises that keep them in condition
during otherspells
inactivity.
ankind areof indulged
in byGymnastics
our own ofyoung
warriors, when the Polo Grounds in New York
are the scene of a football struggle between aviators and the Pelham Bay Naval Reserve.
Poland and the Poles have been so entirely
submerged by the nations battling over their
frontiers that we almost forget there still exists
a Poland enshrined in the hearts of her sons. On
the French front a Polish legion has battled
bravely. Its heroes, some of them maimed and
blind, are here receiving honors at the hands of
the French general.
Views
the ceremonies
attending
the installation of of
Carranza
as Mexican
President
afford
glimpses of ambassadors of many nationalities.
We wonder what happened when the polished envoy from sentGreat
Britain met the helmeted repreative of the Kaiser!
One humanly feminine note. Mother and
grandma smile over the youngster who hears
" Daddy!
" oncamp.
the dictaphone record sent from
the
far-away
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Sixteen

DintenfMark
ass M.Producing
Four
Years Productions,
in Germany"
Dintenfass, PresidentMy
of Mark
M. Dinlenfass
Inc., Creating for the Screen Ambassador
Gerard's Story
MARK M. DINTENFASS, president of
Company. Next he launched the Actothe Mark M. Dintenfass Producphone Company, which was his own. When
the independent producers entered the
tions, Inc., 220 W. 42nd street, New York,
announces that his production of James
field, Mr. Dintenfass organized the Champion Film Company, which had a most sucW. Gerard's, former Ambassador to Gercessful career. It was purchased by the
many, drama, " My Four Years in Germany," is nearly completed and that it
will be ready for distribution on the independent market, soon. Mr. Dintenfass will
be remembered as one of the pioneers in
DO
YOU
OWN
A
the picture industry and " My Four Years
PICTURE?
in Germany " is his first contribution to the
screen's list of dramas in some time. He
Have You Open. Territory
is one of the early producers of patriotic
in the Western and West Coast
pictures.
States or in the Central States?
Mr. Dintenfass said : " I made Civil War
Then, do you realize that
pictures almost ten years ago at the DinMOTION PICTURE NEWS
tenfass-Champion studios at Coytesville,
carries, each week, special subN. J.— the oldest moving picture studio in
editions (part of the National
that state, with the exception of Mr. EdiEdition) reaching intensively
all the exhibitors in these
son's original one at Orange.
states with a wealth of home
" I am spending more money on the
smallest studio scene in Ambassador
news?
And, —that you can announce
Gerard's " My Four Years in Germany "
than an entire play cost when I entered
your pictures in these substations at a local and very low
the business. Director William Nigh has
advertising
rate?
not spared expense, and when you know
For information, 'phone or
entire foreign localities had to be built
write
ment. our Advertising Departfor the majority of the scenes, you will
appreciate what that means. Five times
as much footage as we expect to actually
use, are being taken. That will give in
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
idea of the scale on which we are proin 1912. Mr. Dintenfass was a prime
ducing."
mover in the organization of the Universal
Mr. Dintenfass entered the business as
Exchange, of which he became secretary
an exhibitor. He opened the first motion
and treasurer, and managing director. He
picture house on Market street, Philadelhas since parted with the majority of his
phia, which now has a dozen theatres.
interests in the Universal, and except for
That was in 1905. This limited venture as
financial participation in a comedy proprobig
a producer made him sigh for the
ducing field— then New York— where he
tirement. ducing company has been in virtual rebecame interested in the Cameraphone
W. H. Productions Announce
Second Hart Release
W. H. Productions Co., which is now releasing on the independent market their first
production featuring- William S. Hart as
" the two-gun man " in " The Bargain," announces that they have now in preparation
the second Hart feature ivhich will be entitled "The Bandit and the Preacher." The
role of the bandit is said to be a wonderful
characterization by Mr. Hart. Mr. Hart is
supported by Robert Edeson, Herschell
Mayo, Rhea Mitchell and Gladys Brockwell
in this production.
One of the most spectacular fights that
has ever been staged is said to take place
in this production.
Sol Lesser, of San Francisco, and Mike
Rosenberg, of Seattle, two of the most
prominent independent exchange men in the
West, bought the rights for their respective
territories.

Max

Glucksmann

Sennett-Produced Comedies on Open Market
Hiller and Wilk announce that they have
sixteen Keystone-Mack Sennett comedies,
which they are offering on the independent
market for the Broadway Films Company.
This is the first time, with one exception,
is is stated, that Keystone comedies have
been offered to the independent buyers.
The sixteen comedies offered on the open
market, for the first time, feature Mabel
Normand, Fatty Arbuckle, Chester Conklin, Mack Swain, Syd Chaplin, Ford Sterling and Raymond Hitchcock. " The Submarine Pirate," in four reels, featuring Syd
Chaplin ; " Fatty and Mabel Adrift," in
three reels, featuring Fatty Arbuckle and
Mabel Normand, and the remaining features are in two reels.
The other fourteen comedies are " Cinders of Love," with Chester Conklin ; " He
Did and He Didn't," with Fatty Arbuckle
and Mabel Normand ; " The Other Man,"
with Fatty Arbuckle ; " Bright Lights,"
with Fatty Arbuckle and Mabel Normand ;
" Bucking Society," with Chester Conklin ;
"The Snow Cure," with Ford Sterling;
" The Village Scandal," with Fatty Arbuckle and Raymond Hitchcock; "Saved
By Wireless," with Chester Conklin; "Fatty and the Broadway Stars," with Fatty
Arbuckle; "Dizzy Heights and Darling
Hearts," with Chester Conklin ; " His Wild
Oats," with Ford Sterling ; " Waiters'
Ball," with Fatty Arbuckle; "His First
False Step," with Chester Conklin, and
" Ambrose's Cup of Woe," with Mack
Swain.

Increases Film

Shipments Abroad
A brief review of the motion picture industry, as applied to the foreign market,
indicates that during the six months the
New York offices of Max Glucksmann have
been open an increase has been noted in the
volume of American films shipped for distribution in his territory, including Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile and
other South American republics.
Jacobo Glucksmann, manager of the New
York office, recently returned from Chicago
after a sojourn of ten days, where he went
to renew contracts with the American Film
Company and with the Essanay Film Mfg.
Company. Mr. Glucksmann controls these
productions, besides many others, with exclusive rights in his territory, and reports
the two named as being among the most
popular brands that are at present being
shown in those sections.

LilacJ.Lynard,
Star Syndicate
of the Newly-Formed
William
Otts Film
in Los Angeles
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Territorial Sales Reported

Valentine Grant Is Featured in " The Belgian,"
Sidney Olcott's Production

44 The Belgian " Shown
Land Bazaar

at Hero

" The Belgian,"
SidneywasOlcott's
independent production,
shown first
at the

During

TICKER

the Past Week

Productions
Buyer
Territory
" Parentage "
Fred B. Murphy, Liberty
Film Company, Boston... New England States.
" Today "
Big Feature Rights Corporation, Louisville, Ky .... Tennessee, Kentucky.
"The Mad Mother"
Big Feature Rights Corporation, Louisville, Ky. ... Tennessee, Kentucky.
" Raffles,
the
Amateur Brenon Film Corporation, Northern New lersey, New
Cracksman"
N. Y
York.
" The Two-Gun Man " in
"The Bargain"
Sol Lesser, San Francisco. .. California. Nevada, Arizona.
" The Two-Gun Man " in
"The Bargain"
Mike Rosenberg, Seattle. ... Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Foursquare Pictures Corpo- Montana.
ration, Denver
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico,
" The
Bandit
and
the
Wyoming.
Preacher"
Sol Lesser, San Francisco. .. California, Nevada, Arizona.
" The
Bandit
and the
Preacher
Mike Rosenberg
Washington,
Entire
Series"
of W. S. Hart
Montana. Oregon, Idaho,
Features Released by W.
H. Productions
Foursquare Pictures CorpoTwo-Reel William S. Hart
ration, Denver, Colorado.. Colorado, New Mexico, WyoFeatures Released by W.
ming, Utah.
H. Productions
Dispatch Film Service, New
York
New York.
"Two Men and a Woman ".v. H. Hodupp, St. Louis,
Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota,
Mo
South Dakota,
North andWisconsin.
" One Law for Both "
V. H. Hodupp, St. Louis, Northern
Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota,
Mo
North andWisconsin.
South Dakota,
" Sins of Ambition "
V. H. Hodupp, St. Louis, Northern
Missouri, Kansas, Indiana,
Mo
Illinois, Minnesota, North
" Human Clay"
V. H. Hodupp, St. Louis, ern
South Dakota, Northand Wisconsin.
Mo,
Missouri, Kansas, Indiana,
Illinois, Minnesota, North
Dakota, NorthSouth in.
carried in Name Only ".. V. H. Hodupp, St. Louis, ern
and Wiscons
Missouri, Kansas, Indiana,
Mo
Illinois, Minnesota, North
South Dakota, Northand Wisconsin.
" Life or Honor"
V. H. Hodupp, St. Louis, ern
Kansas, Minnesota,
Missouri,
Mo
Indiana, Illinois, North
Dakota, NorthSouth in.
and Wiscons
" Girl Who Did Not Care".. V. H. Hodupp, St. Louis, ern
and South
North
Minnesota,
Mo
Northern WisDakota.
" Babbling Tongues" V. H. Hodupp, St. Louis, consin.
Minnesota, North and South
Mo
"I Believe"
"The Whip"

Frank Hall, President
of the U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation

FIELD

Dakota, Northern Wisconsin.
Masterplay Company, Detroit Michigan.
Yale Photoplay Company,
Kansas City, Mo
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas.
Dawn

Hero Land bazaar at the Grand Central
Palace, Wednesday, December 5, on which
day Belgium Day was observed.
The presentation was given at the request
of Mrs. W. T. Mali, wife of the Belgian
consul in New York, under the joint auspices of Mr. Olcott and Frank G. Hall,
president and general manager of the U. S.
Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, by which
" The Belgian " is being distributed.

The picture was shown in an improvised
theatre on the fourth floor of the building,
and was viewed during the day by several
thousand men, women and children. Special admission was charged and the proceeds devoted to the Belgian war charities.
An interesting feature of the presentation was the appearance in person of Miss
Valentine Grant, who is featured in the
Olcott production with Walker Whiteside.
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"Efficiency"
By H. J. Shepard
EVERY time an honest press agent runs out of material for a
story for his client, he hammers out four or five paragraphs
in order to tell the trade " That Mr. X of the ' best of them all '
Film Corporation is organizing his company upon new and novel
lines of efficiency." So thick and fast do these reports come in
that it has come to the point that every office in the industry is
apparently running at top speed and the picture business should be
the most efficient in the world. Perhaps some day we shall arrive
at this Utopian condition, but never through the nimble mind and
pen of the overenthusiastic publicity man.
There are four cardinal virtues in an efficient organization —
Brains, Reliability, Industry and Ability. Real efficiency means
the accomplishment of purpose with the least amount of expense
and without the waste of time. It means that the business of an
organization must be based upon a carefully thought policy and
systematized plan. This takes brains and ability. The carrying
out of such a policy or plan requires concentration, and concentration calls for Industry. No office can carry on a proper business
without the confidence and respect of its associates. It must be
reliable.
Importance of Subordinates
EFFICIENCY does not emanate from one man. An executive
may lay out a plan but putting it into effect devolves upon his
subordinates. In selecting the staff for any office care must be
exercised in getting men who possess these qualifications and
breadth of vision which will enable them to grasp the significance
of a policy and follow it intelligently. " Hired men " should be
eliminated if possible. All should work in a spirit of co-operation
toward a common end, which is the secret of real business success.
Let us look at a few of the problems of the distributor and the
exchange, and see why it is that the majority of them are not
getting the necessary results — in spite of what the P. A. may say
to the contrary. One of the greatest stumbling blocks which stands
in the way is " Service."
" Service " is a much abused word. It is one upon which they
harp continually. Unfortunately for the exhibitor it usually means
— nothing. Thus although the exchange and the distributor seldom
realizes the fact, it works like a boomerang and returns to their
own disadvantage. When an exhibitor is promised service and the
same does not materialize, he naturally goes to another firm when
he is ready to buy again. He hears about it, reads about it, and
therefore continually looks for it.
Real service depends primarily upon keeping promises and naturally the salesman is the medium through which the exhibitor
expects this service. He is in a position to know and appreciate
the conditions relative to every exhibitor in his territory and if he
is a "live wire" and on to his job, he can show what real service
means. The distributor and exchange may try to back up their
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exhibitors, but nothing of real value to the latter can be accomwithoutthat
firstfact
handthatcontact.
That isand
the distributors
salesman's function andplished
it is
the exchanges
must
drive home to their representatives.

Too Much " Bull "
THE hisaverage
too prone
to relyinupon
" to sell
wares. salesman
He will ispromise
anything
order" bull
to book
his
pictures and these promises are but seldom carried out. In consequence, the exhibitor has grown singularly distrustful of the
" bull throwing " salesman and as a result, the latter is only good
for the " once over." " Bull " is all very well at the right time,
but it takes an artist to judge properly the time and quantity to be
used. It is time for the modern salesman to cut out the " bull "
and, for the sake of the organization he represents, to be there
with the goods.
The more recent addition to our American vocabulary, " camouflage "is a first cousin to " bull." This applies, however, more to
the distributing organization than to the salesman. The real
meaning
camouflage is
" it looks
like itof
— but
it isn't"
With a
number ofof distributors,
it takes
the form
distorted
advertising,
of covering up the weak spots in their pictures. Sometimes the
word " service " which appears so frequently in the advertisements
and publicity matter, is but a part of the disguise of a lax and
inefficient organization. Nothing can be built solidly upon sand,
and no business can survive that is not founded upon the principles of honors industry and truth. The real worth while concerns have ruled " camouflage " out and are simply stating facts,
stating them baldly and without any trimmings.
Advertise!
ADVERTISING, of course, is one of the most important
branches of the film industry, but there is advertising — and
advertising. Much of the advertising at present is futile and
wasted. The idea of many distributors is centered upon one thing,
" put punch in it." The result is that they are punching air, for
the " lay out " is simply a vulgar splurge of crystallized crudity.
Real advertising values can be obtained only through careful effort
applied
with inner must
knowledge
the truth
workings
of men'sandminds.
The
advertisement
state theofplain
interestingly
with
simple sincerity, creating confidence in the reliability of the advertiser and establishing the desirability of the advertised product.
It is work for the experienced specialist who has an accurate
knowledge of his product and a keen understanding of his audience. What we are trying to do then, is simply to analyze the
everyday situations in the industry and profiting by the experience
of others, pick out the best plans and policies for our organization,
then by the application of sound, efficient business principles and
with an ultimate purpose, will weld the whole into a compact,
smooth running machine. By this method we will be able to inspire
and justify the confidence of the people we deal with.

Grace Darmond, Vitagraph's New Star, Is Earle Williams' Chief Support in the Blue Ribbon Feature, " In the Balance "
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Francis J. Grandon, William Humphrey and Edmund Lawrence, Directorial Triumvirate of Ivan Film Productions
William Russell Starts Work

on

" Polo Jack " Feature
It was announced last week by the
American Film Company that William
Russell has started work on the final of
his present series of six pictures, entitled
" Polo Jack," another Charles Turner
Dazey story which even promises to excel
" The Sea Master " and " New York

William Russell, American Star
Luck," also by Mr. Dazey and recently
produced by William Russell under Edward Sloman's direction.
The screen adaptation of " Polo Jack " is
the work of James E. Hungerford, the
well-known author engaged recently by
the American Film Company.
Miss Francelia Billington will again play
opposite Mr. Russell.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be
a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

fSins of Ambition' Ivan's Strongest Creation
V. H. Hodupp of St. Louis, Who Purchased the Rights for That
Territory, Pronounces It Big — Leah Baird, Wilfred Lucas, Head Cast
picture will have its first showing
Bar- onTheBroadway,
Lucascastandwhich
Wilfred
LEAH BAIRD,
head the
bara Castleton
in the New York theatre,
presents Ivan Film Productions, Inu., latest December 19.
feature for the independent market, " Sins
of Ambition." It is stated that this late Nat I. Brown Reports Progress at
production, which is scheduled for release
Paralta Studios
December 19, is the best creation of the
Nat I. Brown, general manager of Paralta
Ivan company.
The merits of the production are best Plays, Inc., who has returned, recently,
from Hollywood, after a several weeks'
established in the recommendation which
absence, reports that business is booming
the picture received from V. H. Hodupp,
at the Paralta Studios. He said :
of St. Louis, who purchased recently the
" The progress that has been made since
rights to this feature for his territory.
my last visit to the coast is remarkable.
" When buying," said Mr. Hodupp, " I When I was at the studios, on my last trip,
always keep four cardinal points in mind : I thought we had a most exceptional proFirst, the title of the picture ; secondly,
ducing organization, but the developments
the story; thirdly, the cast and direction,
since that time are astounding. Every stage
and fourthly, of course, photography.
in the studios is working overtime and the
results we are getting are gratifying.
" To illustrate my above statement as regards the qualifications of a picture for my
" The additional studios, which are now
exchange, a good point in fact may be my
being built on the large tract of land we
most important purchase, ' Sins of Ambirecently purchased, adjoining the present
tion,' the latest Ivan Film Productions' re- location, are nearing completion, and when
lease. At this present time, when a great those are finished we will have a plant that
catastrophe is engulfing the entire world
and when ambition seems to have been the is second to none in the world. The carpenter shops, wardrobe and property departcause of all the difficulty, it seems to me
ments, the electrical and scenic studios are
that the title of this production will strongabout finished, and work on the stages has
ly appeal to the public, and while this is progressed to such a point that we will
not a military picture, yet the title is not probably be using them within a week
or so.
a misnomer, for every one in the cast presents a distinct ambition, which is force" The Western scenario department is now
fully depicted in the play. As to the story, housed
in a building away from the buzz of
the plot is so developed as to present a the studios.
perfect unity of action. In other words,
" I am pleased with the progress made."
the story is, while replete with strong
punches, a harmonious weave of action. As
Gaumont-Mutual Promises
to the third point — the cast. Of course, it
is always important to have people with
Record-Breaking Reel
According to an announcement this week
drawing power, people that are known and
from Gaumont, it would be difficult to pick
favorites of long standing and whose artistry stands out markedly. The cast, headed
out the most important subject pictured in
by Leah Baird, Barbara Castleton and
No. 154 of the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly,
released December 9. This issue contains
Madeline Traverse, Wilfred Lucas, James
Morrison and Anders Randolf, is one that
more than the usual number of timely news
I am sure the trade will appreciate. The
subjects, no fewer than seventeen " front
page " events being illustrated.
photography of the picture is perfect."
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Jesse Goldburg Announces Plans for New Venture
Will Handle and Exploit Independent Features — Will Produce
at Least Three Features a Year — Office in Times Building
awakened to a condition of affairs that
some characterize as likely to destroy the
entire industry. This clarion call is
sounded because of extravagance in production and methods of distribution, and
lack of business co-ordination. The same
condition of affairs exists, although to a
lesser extent, in connection with indechanges. pendent producers and state rights ex-

Jesse J. Goldburg
JESSE J. GOLDBURG announces that
he has taken over the offices formerly occupied by the Ogden Pictures
Corporation, Times Building, New York,
and will handle and exploit independent
productions in accordance with the plans
formulated by those who endeavored to
organize the Producers Protective Association. Mr. Goldburg announces, also,
that he intends to enter the producing
branch of the industry and will produce
under his own personal direction, at least,
three features a year. He will exploit
features produced for the independent
market and will supervise and regulate th?
advertising and publicity, issued in connection with the productions placed in his
charge.
Mr. Goldburg has been prominent in the
independent branch of the industry for
years. Previous to his present undertaking, he was exploitation and sales manager for the Ogden Pictures Corporation.
He organized the Life Photo Film Corporation, which produced " The Grey
Hound " and " The Ordeal." Among the
stars who were featured in these productions are : Lionel Barrymore, Mary Xash,
Florence Nash and Elita Proctor Otis.
He organized, also, the Rialto Film Corporation and served in the capacity of
exploitation and sales manager. Before
joining the Ogden Pictures Corporation,
Mr. Goldburg was exploitation and sales
manager for the Frohman Amusement
Corporation.
Mr. Goldburg's plans in connection with
his new venture are best explained by him
in the following interview :
" It has taken me exactly seven years
to acquire the knowledge, information, and
data which I possess in connection with
every branch cf the industry, and I mean
to devote that knowledge to a stabilizing
of the state rights market. While I intend
that the productions placed with me shall
receive in the market every dollar they're
worth, I also mean that the state rights
buyer shall take no chance with his investment.
- "The
entire industry has suddenly

" With my organization I hope to ultimately house under one roof a medium of
distribution concentrating the advertising
mediums, and engaging in a method of exploitation that will materially reduce the
expense of selling and exploiting.
" The industry was never in a more
profitable or healthy condition or conducted
upon a more businesslike basis than before
the era of stars with excessive salaries.
The very gentlemen who are decrying
present conditions are those who hav
created the star system with its fantastical
salaries. My plans are fully completed, and
all that is required to be done is to put each
into operation as the progress of my institution justifies, but no production will
be handled through my organization unless Ican give it my full attention. Whe:i
I find that I have got to shunt the work
which I am expected to perform on to th~
shoulders of an employee, I will cease for
the time being to take on added producYou are not going to war. The men who
are
need all the comforts you can give litem.
tions."
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in tht
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — notv. Dor.'t

Betty Lee Is" The
the Triumph
Model in ofCapt.
Edwin
Venus
" Hesser's

" The Slave," Billy West Comedy
Release, December 15
" The Slave " is the title of the Billy West
Comedy release for December, 15. It is in
two reels. In the cast appear the names of
Oliver Hardy, Leo White, Bidd Ross, Beatrice Joy and Gladys Varden. The scenario was written by Rex Taylor. David
Gillstrom, directed.
Billy is a slave in the palace of the Sultan
of Bacteria. Horatius Crabbe and his
daughter Susie are visitors in Bacteria in
search of antiques. The Sultan plans to
place Susie in his harem. Billy overhears
the plot and saves the girl.
Sterling Pictures Corporation
Organized
Sterling Pictures
Corporation, a recent
organization for the purpose of exploiting
special features on the independent market,
has taken out incorporation papers, it is
announced. The names of the executive
officers are not announced.

ran*

The
Billy West Forgot the Old Saying. " Look Before You Leap," and Sat Before He Saw.
Bandmaster," Newest King Bee Mirth Provoker

December 22, 1917

Alice

Brady Imparts Tense Moments to
"Woman and Wife," a Select Picture

M The Spy " Attracts Interest in
Foreign Territory
The generally favorable reviews and the
reports of big business on " The Spy " are
resulting, according to the foreign department of the Fox Film Corporation, in
many inquiries being made regarding the
picture by exhibitors and agencies in territory outside the United States.
Advices from London last week are to th?
effect that the picture received markedly
favorably comment on the occasion of its
recent presentation at British trade showings. Interest, of course, is heightened by
the fact that experiences paralleling those
pictured in the film story have been of
common occurrence in England during the
past three years. The same, however, is
true of other capitals and important cities ;
in all of these the agents of the contend
ers in the present world war long have
been busily 'at work seeking information
and data which might be of military value.
The Fox management is confident that
" The Spy " will prove just as big a success in other parts of the world as it has
proved in the United States and at the
British trade shows.

George Backer, Producer
ductionsof State Rights Pro-
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of on"Mother"
e Tour
M. R. Fink, Departmental
Head of in
GeneralInterest
Enterprises, Leaves
Extended
Country-Wid
Trip — " Mother " to Be Shown to Trade in All Important Cities
GEXERAL
ENTERPRISES, INC.,
through its sales managers, Arthur
H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, announces
that M. R. Fink, head of the foreign department of this company, will leave, this
week, on a country-wide tour in the interest of the exploitation of the McClure Pictures
" Mother,'*Mr.
which
offered onproduction
the openof market.
Finkis an
nounces that he has arranged to have trade
showings in all of the large cities, including
Chicago, Philadelphia. Washington, Boston
and others. These showings have been prearranged by Messrs. Lubin and Sawyer,
that every independent in the country will
be given the opportunity of viewing it.
Mr. Fink will carry with him copies of the
January
of the
Ladies'
World,form
whichof
carries a issue
complete
story
in fictional
" Mother." By this method, the old idea of
distributing synopses of the film will be
Elisabeth Risdon isMake-Up
a Wonder in Character
eliminated, at the same time giving the state
right buyer a far more interesting version
of the story than could be secured by
Messrs. Lubin and Sawyer report good
means of a synopsis. Mr. Fink, while ion
sales
territory
The Warrior,"'
the
his trip, will also complete the previous arUnitedofStates
rightsforto "which
are controlled
rangements which have been made to by the General Enterprises, Inc. They anscreen " Mother " for the various uplift sonounce that J. R. Grainger, manager of the
cieties throughout the country. These
Allen Film Corporation, Chicago, who purshowings have been requested because of
chased the rights to this feature for the
the strong heart interest shown.
states of Michigan, Iowa, Nebraska, Ohio,
He will carry, also, two prints of the pic- Indiana and Illinois, has added to this terture "Mother,'" together with a complete
ritory that embraced by the states of Kansupply of lithographs and advertising accessas, Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansories in order that the various state right
sas. Mr. Grainger speaks highly of the
purchasers may be fully informed as to the
feature and says that it has remarkable
advertising possibilities of George Loane
drawing powers and entertaining value.
Tucker's creation.

"Raffles" a Big Success Report Hiller and Wilk
Picturization of E. W. Hornung's Popular Play Going Big — Brenon
Buys Northern New Jersey and New York — Barrymore Featured
acclaim of state right buyers and their
HILLER AND WILK, who showed, for
representatives who saw the picture, and
review, last week, L. Lawrence
who necessarily spread the report of its
Weber Photo Dramas, Inc., picturization
of E. W. Hornung's popular stage success,
excellence
one proof.ofHerbert
Brenon's
enthusiasticis approval
the production
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman " with
voiced so substantially as to purchase for
John Barrymore in the featured role, rethe Brenon Distributing Company the
port that they have never handled a picrights for New York State and northern
ture that met with such enthusiastic praise
from the trade.
New Jersey within an hour after the showing. It is big enough to place as an inde" Perhaps it is the fame of the play,-'
pendent show in any first-class theatre and
said Mr. Wilk. " Everybody knows it is
the one detective play that has been seen
fine enough for any audience anywhere."
on every stage in the United States. It
was played in more than 8,000 theatres.
Billy West Advertising
Waltzes to Be Used as
In stock it has had more than a thousand
representations. In book form, the story
King Bee Films Corporation have instiwas one of the ' best sellers.'
tuted what it believed to be a novel method
" Perhaps it is the combination of the
of advertising the Billy West comedies. An
play*sthe stage
and the
bookversion
fame
and
association
withstory's
its screen
original set of instrumental waltzes, composed by Billy West, will be printed and
of John Barrymore, who plays Raffles.
copies will be released to the newspapers
Barrymore is conceded to be the most
throughout the country. These waltzes canpopular of all the younger stage players
not be purchased in any music store and
today. His performance in the Galswill not be for sale. Following the pubworthy place, ' Justice,' last season and
lication of the number, a prize will be ofhis appearance this year for a long run in
fered to the writer who supplies the most
New York and now on tour of ' Peter Ibappropriates lyrics for the melody. Nat H.
betson ' has added much to his nopularity.
Spitzer has named the waltzes the King
The widespread fame of the production is
Bee Waltzes.
evidenced in many ways. The unanimous
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William S. Hart, Wounded But Undismayed, Wins His Way to Triumph as the Two-Gun Man
in " The Bargain," Being Distributed by W. H. Productions
Prisoners Write Criticism of Hart Production
W. H. Productions Received Written Reviews from Prisoners, Who Saw
William S. Hart in "The Two-Gun
Man"
in "The Bargain"
" Mr. Hart in his usual characteristic
«THE TWO-GUN
MAN" in "The
role. The introduction was something
1
Bargain," the first William S. Hart
two-reel production to be released by the novel, but nevertheless good. His horse is
W. H. Productions, was shown recently to worthy of some mention here also. Excellent vivid illustration of the old West.
the prisoners at Sing Sing Prison and members of the Mutual Welfare League. Since
" (Signed) Sig. Richoltz, 68664,
the showing the officials of the company
" Sing Sing."
Sense
of humor :
have received the following criticisms from
the prisoners :
" That 'Two-Gun Man' is a sure thing on
the draw. The scene wherein the horse
They write :
and rider fall down the cliff is worth the
To go over big:
price
of admission alone. It is a picture of
" A story with a punch combined with
the West without any exaggerations. It is
plenty of action and an excellent supporting
cast. Photography is excellent and the fall a typical Western picture, and as such apof the horse and rider down the cliff is
peals to those who like quick action, beginning with the first reel. Mr. Sheriff man
noteworthy. ' The Two-Gun Man ' is sure
runs second, merely showing at heart he is
fire and bound to go over big wherever
shown.
a mighty good fellow. Taken as a whole,
"
(Signed)
66203.
Sing
Sing."
photography,
couldn't beat
The moral effect is voiced :
' The Two-Gunacting,
Alan 'etc.,
withyou
a drum.
" In regard to your request, I think Mr.
" 66070. Sing Sing.'"
Hart gives a wonderful display. ' The return of a lost sheep to its flock — or to him
Fleckles Returns from Western
that overcometh will I grant to sit with
Me in My throne — even as I also overcame
and sat down with My Father in His
Trip — Good Business
throne.' — Rev. 3: 21.
Maurice Fleckles, vice-president of Renowned Pictures Corporation, has returned
" (Signed) Joseph Wetter, 67001.
from a trip through the West and reports
" Sing Sing."
a bright outlook for Renowned features.
The point of the story missed :
" In regard to this picture, I think it i> He reports good business and normal conditions existing through the West. Mr.
very nice; the only part that didn't look
Fleckles reports negotiations pending the
me was the 'stick up' in the gamgood to
bling house, because he only took one bag closing of several big contracts for terriof money, as I think he ought to have taken
tory to Renowned's latest feature, Edward
it all.
Warren's production of "Weavers of
Life." New England has been disposed of
" (Signed) Edward Lanigan, 68107,
to Nathan Gordon, of the Globe Feature
*
" Sing Sing."
Film Company, Boston.
This criticism shows the strict attention
The Renowned Pictures Corporation are
this kind of an audience bestows upon a
the
sole agents for the Warren productions.
picture :

Vol. 16. No. 25
U. S. Exhibitors Adds Four to Its
Sales Forces
Recent additions to the sales forces of
the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, a representative of which is stationed in every large city of the United
States and Canada, are Joseph Desberger,
G. W. Wilson, A. B. Lucas and Joseph
Levy, all of whom have had long experience in the Western district.
Mr. Desberger comes to the U. S. Corporation from the World Film Corporation, and will represent the booking concern in St. Louis, where he will make h s
headquarters in the Hoffman-Foursquare
exchange. He formerly served as manager of the World exchange in St. Louis.
Mr. Wilson, who will direct the marketing of U S productions in the Cincinnati district resigned as representative of the Triangle Film Corporation in
that city to join the U. S. forces.
A. B. Lucas also leaves the Triangle to
take charge of U. S. business in Kansas
City, where he will make his headquarters
in the Hoffman exchange. Mr. Lucas has
served many years in the Western territory for important film concerns. He
was with Paramount in Chicago, Triangle
in Omaha and Kansas City, and also
served as the Triangle manager in Chicago, withwhichtheposition
filiate
U. S. he resigned to afJoseph Levy has resigned from the
sales forces of Select Pictures, Pittsburgh office, to handle U. S. productions
in Minneapolis. Mr. Levy formerly
acted as the Fox representative in St.
Louis, Kansas City and Omaha.
AJ Nathan Returns to San Francisco as Manager
Al Nathan, formerly assistant manager
of the Empress in San Francisco, but who
for several months was in Los Angeles in
charge of the Superba, has returned to San
Francisco to take over the Alhambra theatre.
He will also continue in charge of the
Los Angeles house, it is said.
Pictures shown include Bluebird, Jewel
and other Universal subjects.

Josephinemony," in Whittell
GeorgeMakes
FisherHerin Screen
" AliWhich theand
Former
Debut
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Select Makes Changes in Its
Branches in the West
A number of important changes have
taken place during the current week in several of the Western exchanges maintained
by the Select Pictures Corporation.
Harry H. Hicks, formerly branch manager at Los Angeles, has been appointed
branch manager at San Francisco. Bernard
E. Loper, for the past five years Pathe's
manager at Los Angeles, has gone over to
the Select organization to be branch manager in the same city. H. L. Knappen has
become manager of Select's Denver exchange, thus returning to scenes of his
first activity, where he had at one time
been manager for Pathe Freres.
Charles S. Goetz becomes sales manager
at Kansas City, where he will be under
W. H. Bell, branch manager at that city.
The appointing of H. H. Hicks to be executive over the San Francisco branch is
in the nature of promotion, and recognition of the exceptionally fine work which
Mr. Hicks has done for Select in Los
Angeles, at which place he has been for
some time past. The San Francisco territory gives Mr. Hicks a larger field, and one
with which he is equally familiar, as prior
to becoming Select's branch manager at
Los Angeles he had charge of the General
Film Exchange at San Francisco.
Manager Edel Likes Jack Pickford's Newest Picture
Harold Edel, managing director of the
Strand in New York, where the Paramount
picture, " Tom Sawyer," starring Jack
Pickford, was presented last week, has
written to Adolph Zukor as follows :
" I cannot refrain from expressing to
you my unbounded enthusiasm on noting
the demonstrative reception that was accorded your production of Jack Pickford
in "Strand
Tom Sawyer,"
the
theatre. yesterday afternoon at
" I wish to place myself on record as
stating that, without exception, this is one
of the finest productions that has ever been
released, in my estimation, under the Paramount banner. The audience was in one
continuous uproar from beginning to end."
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Ethel Lynne and Bobby Vernon Are Contributing Their Well Known and Exceptionally Popular
Brand of Light Comedy to Christie Productions
Christie in New York — Reports Good Business
Friedman, Celebrated Players Exchange,
CHARLESager of the
CHRISTIE,
business
manChristie Film
Company,
has hung up something approaching a
producers of one and two reel comedies, ar- record for us. There are a hundred and
rived in New York last week on business
seven theatres in Chicago showing Christie comedies, and Mr. Friedman assures
pertaining to the renewal of contracts with
me that the list gives promise of growing
the independent exchanges in the Eastern
territory.
still further. A large card on which are
the names of these theatres hangs in Mr.
In his trip across the continent Mr.
Christie stopped in several of the larger exFriedman's office, and there has hardly
change centers. In Denver, he visited H. T. been a day during the last month that new
Nolan of the Consolidated Feature Film names were not added.
Exchange, who has handled the Christie
" Just before leaving Los Angeles, Al
comedies for the states of Colorado, New
Christie, who handles all production, and
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming, since these direction details at the studio, signed up
comedies were released through independBobby Vernon to take the glace of Jay Beent channels. Mr. Nolan renewed his conlasco,
who is with
Mi. Vernon's
tract and will distribute the comedies for last position
was the
witharmy.
the Mack
Sennett
another year.
Keystone Company, where he was one of
Mr. Christie says that Phil Ryan, of the the few players who appeared in straight
Standard Film Corporation, covering the parts. He is a valuable addition to the
Christie forces and will appear opposite
territory embraced by St. Louis, Kansas
City and Omaha, spoke enthusiastically of Ethel Lynne. Betty Compson and Smiling
Christie Comedies.
Billy Mason compose the other team. The
" In Chicago," said Mr. Christie, " J. L. teams will alternate in weekly releases."

E. C. Smith Starts New Picture
House in Illinois
Work on E. C. Smith's new motion picture theatre in Rossville, 111., began recently, and when completed the house, it is said,
will be the best that money can provide.
The new theatre will seat about 300, and
will be equipped with a new projecting machine and other necessary paraphernalia. It
is understood Paramount will supply the
pictures, in addition to which it is Mr.
Smith's intention to present special features
occasionally.
Royster Doing Good Business with
"The Whip"
Nat L. Royster, Special Features Film
Company, has discontinued angling for the
elusive fish which inhabit the waters around
the Florida East Coast and Key West to
drop us a card announcing that he succeeded in doing fine business with " The
Whip " in the Southern territory, before
taking up the rod and line.

Helen Gardner, a Charming Cleopatra, in a New Production by That Name to be Released on the
State Rights Basis Shortly
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Abramson
to Write and Direct for Graphic
Ivan Abramson, Who Has Severed Connections with Ivan
Productions, Becomes President, Director-General of Graphic

NEWS
Film

founded, and of which he was president
and director-general for five years, to become president and director-general of the
Graphic Film Corporation, with offices at
729 Seventh avenue, New York. Mr.
Abramson will write scenarios and direct
his own productions.
He has completed a scenario of a new
and original story, which he says is the best
he has written up to the present time. He
is casting for this story, and will soon begin work upon it, taking his company to
California for the exterior scenes. It will
be released by the Graphic in February.
Mr. Abramson is putting into this first production of the Graphic Film Corporation
all the experience he gained during his
many years of activity in the spoken drama,
the opera and filmdom.
Mr. Abramson is responsible for " EnThy Daughter," " One Law for
Ivan Abramson, of Ivan Film Productions Botn/> lighten
« The Sins of Ambition," and
f VAN ABRAMSON announces that he twenty other screen dramas he has written
* has severed his connections with the and produced under his own personal diIvan Film Productions, Inc., which he rection.
Hernandez
Letter Gives Pointed Foreign
Uses Regular Form Copy with Which to Reject Agency Offers
of Various Manufacturers—Twelve Cents Per Foot High Enough

CF. HERNANDEZ, Sons and Company,
• with offices in New York, are using
a very pointed and interesting form letter with which to reject offers of agency
propositions from manufacturers.
It says in part : " We thank you for the
offer of agency for
and are quite
aware of the reputation they command in
the line of manufacturing films. The terms,
however, do not suit us, looking to the
present state of the market and the trade
conditions in India. Even the price of 12
cents per foot is high enough, as agencies
on similar terms as offered by you can be
contracted for at 7 to 8 cents per foot and
3 to 4 cents per foot for second copies.
Even then the business is not likely to
benefit the agents, as we have manufacturers actually working in our market on
hiring basis. The
and
,
two renowned firms, have their hiring circuit in our country with own offices, whose
actual cost of films is taken into consideration in hiring their subjects and who can
afford to play with this business in any
way they like against firms who buy
from America as agents. Manufacturers
on your side may get firms here to do business with them on flie lines suggested by
you, but it will not last for any long period.
Our own experience about our market in
this line shows that the course now open
for a vast, enormous and lasting business
is in the scheme of manufacturers joining
hands with respectable experienced firms
on our side by casting their lots together.
The manufacturers must make sure about
the status, standing and business capacity
of firms on our side, and, being fully satisfied on this score, they must send down
their productions on their own account as

Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel
(Continued from page 4344)
Venetian scenes of the feature.
With the exception of the portion of the
Animated the only comedy on the bill was
Mr. and Mrs. Drew in " A Question of
Wages." This opened with a little southern
sentiment and therefore it linked up perfectly with the medley that had gone before.
This is really a bill that in many ways surpasses anything that has before been done,
in a motion picture theatre. We told Mr.
Rothapfel that, but he would have none of
it. " Wait," he said, " until the Rivoli
opens and I will show you something
And we know he will for Rothapfel is
always thinking. It's a mighty good habit
for exhibitors to get into.
real."

View

soon as released for hiring purposes in our
territories. Arrangement may be made for
remittance of hire moneys every week or
fortnight. The duty and other custom
charges at our end, also the insurance premium on the goods, should be on manufacturer's account.
" The firm on our side should take over
charge of such consignments, advertise the
products as soon as they come to hand,
carry on a regular circuit throughout the
territory and hire films on contract, bear
all charges in transit from station to station, recover and guarantee the hire
money, maintain affice and staff, pay for
all postage and telegraph charges at this
end. In consideration for all of this, the
firm should receive as its remuneration 40
to 45 per cent, of the gross hire money
realized, the balance to be remitted to your
end. The manufacturers may send in their
representative every now and then to verify
account and stock, inspect contracts and
take instructions from here as to the market requirements and tastes of the people,
which would undergo changes in course of
New Corporations Enter .Motion
time."
Picture Industry
During the past week at least six corporations have been launched upon the uncertain seas of the motion picture industry,
according to the records of The Corporation Trust Company, of Jersey City.
These include the Ivy Pictures Corporation, with a capital of $500,000, to manufacture films and machines; Pict-Rola
Manufacturing Corporation, capitalized at
$1,500,000, to make picture machines and
talking machines ; G. F. Company, Inc., to

Fred Thompson (Pathe)
deal in pictures ; Sir Johnston ForbesRobertson Passing of the Third Floor
Back Picture Corporation, capitalized at
$1,000 to produce a photoplay; Glen Cove
Amusement Corporation, capital $35,000, to
deal in pictures; Philadelphia Ideal Film
Exchange, Inc., capital $60,000, motion pictures;and Supreme Pictures. Inc., capital
$30,000, motion pictures. The organizations, in the order named, are located at
Dover, Del. : Wilmington, Del. ; New York,
Manhattan. Oyster Bay. Manhattan and
New York.

VOhoGetsTlWe
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Raver's New Production Nearly
Completed
THE final scenes of the new mystery
story, which has been announced as in
course of production by Harry Raver,
have been photographed and the picture
is now ready for the cutting room. The
picture is described as a new type of
" crook " drama and contains a plot of
unusual complications interwoven in a
story, which in addition to possessing a
strong mystery element, is notable for
plenty of action of the rapid fire sort.
Edmund Breese presents the principal
male role. Mr. Breese is one of the best
known character actors on the screen or
stage. He will be remembered for his
characterizations of the principal roles in
"The Scarecrow," "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde " and others. It is said that Mr.
Breese is called upon to portray nine distinct roles in Mr. Raver's late production.
Harry Raver decided that Edmund
Breese possessed ideal qualifications for
the part in question and contracts were
signed accordingly.
W hile Edmund Breese has on several
occasions, notably in " The Scarecrow "
and " Dr.
Mr. Hyde
" evidenced Jekyll
remarkable and
cleverness
in depicting
dual roles, this is the first time in his
career that he has attempted the portrayal
of nine distinct characters — a task he accomplishes with singular effectiveness in
the latest Raver production.
Alma Hanlon who plays the leading
female role also has a part which is said
to give her excellent opportunities for the
exercise of her screen talents. Among
her best liked pictures are " The Mystic
Hour," " The Libertine " and " The
Whip."
Bee-Hive Exchange Reports Big
Demand for Comedies
The Bee-Hive Exchange which is handling the distribution of Billy West KingBee Comedies, in New York and New
Jersey, reports that, never in the history
of the film business, has there been such
a big demand for comedies, as there is at
the present. More than two hundred contracts have ben closed for Billy West
comedies since November 19, it is reported.
Noble's Production of " Shame "
Ready for Open Market
Jules Burnstein announces that John W.
Noble's production of " Shame," with Zena
Keefe in the featured role, will be placed
on the independent market before the holidays. Mr. Burnstein has been engaged in
formulating plans for extensive advertising
and exploitation plans for the production,
and says that every detail is completed.
Mr. Noble, who is responsible for this
production, is a prominent director. His
best works along directorial lines are,
" Romeo and Juliet," with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne featured ; " The
High Road," with Valli Valli featured, and
" The Awakening of Helen Ritchie," featuring Ethel Barrymore. Mr. Noble spent
several months on his late production,
" Shame."
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Florence Reed,
Surrounded
Her Male
in " TheM. Struggle
Everlasting,"the theScenario
Harry Rapf Feature
The Insert
Shows byHarry
Rapf Cast
and Edwin
Royle Discussing
" Cleopatra
Offered
on Indepeadent
H. J."Streyckmans,
of Cleopatra
Film Company, Offers Markets
Six-Reel Production with Helen Gardner in Title Role

of the CleoSTREYC
HJ.
Company, announces
FilmKMANS,
• patra
that the six-reel production of " Cleopatra," with Helen Gardner in the featured
role, will be offered on the independent
market. This is a revival of the production
released several years ago and which was
a reproclaimed by the critics to offer
markable version of the adventures of the
Egyptian Queen.
It is said that nearly two thousand soldiers take part in the sensational battle in
which the combined forces of Cleopatra
and Marc Antony are defeated by the Roman army. Alexandria in the height of

Second

Egypt's glory is shown, and the elephants,
camels, horses, sumptuous settings and battle scenes add to the dramatic story which
ends so tragically in the death of Marc Antony and Cleopatra by their own hands.
Miss Gardner is especially fitted for the
role of Cleopatra, being a striking beauty.
Charles L. Gaskill wrote the scenario and
directed the photoplay, using for the story
the main events of Cleopatra's life, based
on a combination of Shakespeare and Sardou, together with original incidents interpolated by Mr. Gaskill in harmony with
the character of Cleopatra as portrayed by
these two famous authors.

Ince Production Shown to Trade by Hall
" Those Who Pay," with Bessie Barriscale Featured. Given
Enthusiastic Reception by Trade — Praised by Critics
brings to the role of Dorothy Warner are
ANNOUNCED as the second special reexpressive of her talent in the silent drama.
lease of the U. S. Exhibitors' Book" Thomas Ince's work is so well known
ing Corporation, " Those Who Pay," produced by Thomas H. Ince, written by C. that mention of its perfection is superfluous. He handled individual scenes with a
Gardner Sullivan and starring Bessie Barriscale, was shown for the first time at the
fine sense of dramatic effect, and the atmosphere he injects into his work is re'
Broadway theatre on Wednesday rhorning,
alistic to a last degree.
December 5, before an enthusiastic audience of exhibitors.
" The adventures of Dorothy Warner,
who at an early age is left an orphan, with
" Those Who Pay " is in seven parts, and
a little sister to support, form a narrative
unfolds a narrative of romance and politof absorbing interest that culminates in one
ical intrigue. Howard Hickman and Melbourne McDowell have important roles.
of the strongest dramatic climaxes ever
Frank Hall said :
converted to the screen.
" The final scene in which Dorothy War"Again have the art of Mr. Ince and the
ner, betrayed by the man she adored, goes
splendid work of Mr. Sullivan aided Miss
to his home at the invitation of his wife,
Barriscale in attaining her success by good
production and good preparation. Miss
and the succeeding episodes, are deeply inBarriscale's performance dominates the
seven reels.
" Those Who Pay " was given a welcome
teresting." by those who saw the trade showreception
" The depth, delicate shadings, the beauty
of personality and of feature that she
ing, last week.
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CALIFORNIA.— F. E. McDaniel, of the firm of
Hoots and McDaniel, late owners of the Hex
theatre,chase of the
SantaMcDonald
Clara, announces
their purtheatre, at Richmond.
INDIANA.— W. M. and P. H. Dickson of Wabash has purchased the Eagles theatre there.
The new owners formerly were lessees of the
theatre and took possession on December 1st.
Since coming to Wabash this firm has owned
the Orpheum, Family, Dreamland and the
Colonial theatres, in conjunction with the
Eagles theatre, which is recognized as one of
the prettiest,
best appointed
and most commodious playhouses
in the State.
IOWA. — Reis and Clampitt will open a new
motion picture theatre at Varina shortly.
D. Earl Combs has opened his new picture
house at Chariton.
J. E. Fee has purchased the Lyric theatre
at Coon Rapids.
Henry
Kischer
has purchased
the Woodman theatre
at Albert
City.
W. M. Conwall has leased the Grand theatre at Knoxville.
J. J.
has purchased
the Grand theatre at Forney
Toledo from
W. B. Persons.
Eddie Krause, formerly with the Oliver
Players, has been appointed manager of the
American theatre at Davenport. His policy
will be to play state rights pictures — Unifeatured. versal, Vitagraph and Four Square will be
The G. O. E. Amusement Co. has been
formed at Fort Madison with Simon Diekman as president and manager, and Roy
Martin as assistant manager. The new comtheatrespany will
in control
that city.the Grand and Orpheum
NEBRASKA. — A. Van Housen has become the
owner of the Favorite theatre at Schuyler.
F. E.at Tincher
theatre
Diller. has purchased the Diller
James
Haire
has sold the Rex theatre at
Albion to M. Williamson.
A. W. Hindman is the new owner of the
Gem theatre at Hebron.
Victor Peterson has bought the Ideal
theatre at Bertrand.
Manager F. A. Van Husan, of the United
Theatre Equipment Corporation opened a
miniature
last
week. motion picture theatre in Omaha
Earl Blacketer is the new manager of the
Crystal theatre at Ulysses, where pictures
will be shown every Wednesday night.
TEXAS. — J. A. Eichelberger has purchased the
Unique theatre at Midland from Homer
Hailey.
CALIFORNIA.— Albert Hall has succeeded L.
H. Baumgartner in the management of the
Downey theatre, Santa Paula.
Douglas Jarmouth of Los Angeles has
boughtCarltheRay.Strand theatre, San Bernardino
from
N. Mann, manager of the Empire theatre,
San Pedro, is contemplating the erection of
a new theatre with 350 seating capacity.
E. A. Garren has leased the Lankershim
theatre at Lankershim for a long term of
H. E. Case recently assumed the manageyears.
ment of Martinez' second motion picture theatre, with Dustin Farnum in " Durand of the
Bartow has purchased the Empire
BadJames
Lands."
theatre
on Sutten street, Stockton, and is personally managing same.
G. W. Stinson is having plans prepared for
the erection of a motion picture theatre on
Colorado street, Pasadena.
Al. Nathan, manager of the Superb theatre,
Los Angeles, is to manage the Alhambra
theatre, San Francisco.
OHIO. — As a conservation measure, the managements of the Alhambra theatre, Euclid avenue and East 105th street, and the Mall theatre, Euclid and Superior avenues, Cleveland,
have voluntarily decided to shut off their
street electric lights each night at 9.30
o'clock.
Thisall was
in answer
to the
request that
excessdonelighting
be dispensed
with in order to save fuel. The Alhambra and
the Mall,
are the first theatres in
town
to do however,
this.
ILLINOIS.
— J. C. Areola.
Hamel is now manager of the
Areola theatre,
L. A. Casper of Cincinnati has taken over
the management of the Joy theatre, Paris.
KENTUCKY. — W. P. Baxter has leased the Liberty theatre on Main street, Mount Sterling,
from J. R. *Miller, and took possession a week
ago.
MARYLAND.
— The Company
Camp Meade
Amusement
and Mercantile
of Admiral
has

been incorporated with a capital stock o
$100,000 by Edward A. Powers, Charle
Cahn, Samuel J. Fisher and others.
MASSACHUSETTS.— F. B. Edgell, one of th
stockholders of the Gardner theatre, Worces
ter, announces that plans are now under waj
for extensive alterations and improvements o
this popular play house.
OHIO. — The Corona theatre. Prospect avenui
and
street,houses
one inof theCleveland's
oldest East
motion8thpicture
city, ha:
changed hands. Its lease was sold last weel
by Samuel Aubley and Aubrey Hess to T
Felber. A bonus of $13,000 was paid for the
unexpired lease of four and a half years, making it at the rate of $8,400 a year. Arthur P.
Halle, sented
Society
for Savings building, reprethe sellers,
and Henry H. Lustig, ol
Schwartz and Lustig, represented the buyers.
NEW MEXICO.— Ed. Cullom has acquired the
Midway theatre at Mogollon, X. M., a mining
camp which is located more than 100 miles
from the nearest railroad station. Mr. Cula nice business regardis doinghandicap.
thehelocation
lesslom ofsays
OGEGON. — Ralph Ruffner is the new manager
of the Columbia theatre, Portland, and will
also take charge of the publicity for both the
Columbia and Liberty theatres, which are under the same management.
PENNSYLVANIA.— T. Barnes is erecting a large
new theatre at Ellwood City.
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Sam W.

B. Cohn, Manager of the Liberty
Theatre in Spokane, Wash.
Turner and Dahnken Present
Copies of Address
It was announced last week from the
West Coast that for the benefit of those
exhibitors who were unable to attend the
luncheon tendered S. L. Rothapfel at the
Press Club, in San Francisco, the Turner
and Dhanken Circuit will mail to each exhibitor in this territory a copy of Mr. Rothapfel's remarks.
The purpose in doing this is to give each
exhibitor the benefit of Mr. Rothapfel's
ideas of properly conducting a motion picture theatre.
The Press Club felt so highly of Mr.
Rothapfel's speech that a copy has been
prepared to be filed in their archives.
Director Walsh Gives Good Tips
to Live Exhibitors
The director may labor like a Trojan;
but the ultimate effect of his picture on the
screen depends on the artistic integrity of
the individual exhibitor. That is the belief
of R. A. Walsh, the director who has used
his short leisure before beginning work on
his first Goldwyn production to make a tour
incognito of some of New York's moving
picture theatres.
" Frankly," said Mr. Walsh, " I have
been very much disturbed over the way I
have seen many of my own pictures run.
The Twentieth Century Express is a horsecar beside some of the speed I have seen
careless operators of short-sighted house
managers put into their films. In my opinion, such haste is nothing short of criminal. It is unfair to the director who has
timed his action as closely as possible to
the right tempo. And any manager who
thinks he will profit by crowding in an extra show by such methods is making a big
mistake.

New Haven Exhibitors Win with
Children's Program
After two months of experiment with
children's programs, the Olympia, New
Haven, Conn., finds the business a success.
Society leaders of the city, members of the
Woman's Club, alternate in giving up Saturday mornings to act as ushers and
chaperons for the children. Notable
among those interested in the matter are
wives of well-known Yale professors and
New Haven business men.
Children's pictures show a marked increase throughout the state. Among patrons of the Paramount pictures who secure
films each week are the headmasters of
Choate school. Wallingford; Pomfret
Academy, Hotchkiss school, Lakeville; Ansonia high school, and Taft school, Waterville; St. Francis' orphan asylum and Christ
Episcopal church, New Haven. Knights of
Columbus regularly supply Roman Catholic
asylums with reels suited to children.

H. S. Johnston, Helene Chadwick. Mrs. Ouimet
and ers
L. Were
Ernest
Ouimet
in Montreal.
FlowTokens
of Esteem
to Miss The
Chadwick

December 22, 1917
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Boston Shows Decided Leaning
Toward 0. Henry Films
The O. Henry pictures are establishing
a record for popularity in Boston which
has seldom been equalled, according to
J. D. Levine, General Film branch manager, who was a visitor here last week.
"The O. Henry subjects also have an
added appeal in Boston," said Manager
Levine, " inasmuch as they meet the strict
requirements laid down by the local authorities for the conduct of Sunday moving picture shows. Before a picture can
be shown in Boston on Sunday it must
have been approved by the police censor.
The O. Henry films are included among
the limited number of worthwhile attractions which are able to pass this test, and
as a result are made the Sunday features
in many of the leading theatres. The
four-reel O. Henry pictures, in particular, have enjoyed great runs in my territory, and the exhibitors are finding them
very valuable for every day in the week.
The demand for all O. Henry films has
grown enormously throughout Boston and
New England, and exhibitors unite in
praising them as the most satisfying and
attractive subjects they have ever encountered."
Boston Company Opens Branch
in New Haven
To meet the growing demand in Connecticut for motion picture supplies, the Boston Motion Picture Supply Company will
open a branch at New Haven, Conn*., with
a full line and a special sales and clerical
staff to handle the business. Office and
supply rooms will occupy part of the Film
Exchange building, Meadow street, as soon
as the new exchange of the Paramount and
Famous Players picture, now under construction, iscompleted.
H. T. Scully, Paramount manager for
Connecticut, who, with Harry Asher, of
Boston, form the Motion Picture Supply
Co., will have direct supervision over the
new branch.
J. H. Crowley Withdraws from
Motion Picture Industry
J. H. Crowley, who has been manager
of the Universal Film and Supply Company at Fort Smith, Ark., has resigned
from that company, it was made known
last week, and intends to withdraw from
the motion picture industry. It is understood his resignation takes effect December 14.
Coincidental with the news of Mr.
Crowley's resignation comes the announcement that T. W. Sharp, recently traveling
representative for Bluebird out of Kansas
City and Oklahoma City, has been engaged
to take over the management of the Fort
Smith office of the Universal Film and
Supply Company.
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The that
U. S.weekExhibitors'
Booking
Corporation
counts
lost in which
it does
not add
to itsson,sales
force.
Joseph
Desberger,
W. WilA. B. Lucas and Joseph Levy are G.among
the
most recent acquisitions. It is expected that
other district representatives will be named in the
near future by Joseph Partridge, division mannow assembling
beyondager,the
Rockies. the company's selling army
Contracts have been signed, it was announced
last week, with the Consolidated Feature Film
Company, in Denver, managed by Harry Nolan,
for the
regular
weekly release of Christie comedies in that
territory.
Christie comedies are in greater demand than
ever in Pennsylvania, according to the Peerless
Feature Film Exchange of Philadelphia. The
information accompanied an order for additional
prints.
Changes have been coming thick and fast in
Select circles the past few days. The clearing
smoke reveals Harry H. Hicks putting the Select
office in tip-top shape at San Francisco.
Arthur S. Kane, general manager of Select Pictures, continues on his trip throughout the Middle
West. This week he is expected to turn Eastward and visit exchanges at Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Pittsburgh and Buffalo.
V. P. Whitaker, Select manager in Washington,
has moved his headquarters from the old E
street location, to 525 Thirteenth street, N. W.
H. T. Scully, Paramount manager for Connecticut, recently said : " The demand for children's pictures grows month by month. Lately
these films are being fairly 'eaten up.' Some of
them are ' Hulda from Holland,' ' Prince and
Pauper,' ' Cinderella ' and ' The Dummy.' "
T. W. Sharp, lately representing Bluebird from
Kansas City and Oklahoma City offices, on the
road, has been chosen to succeed J. H. Crowley
as manager of the Universal Film and Supply
Company in Fort Smith, Ark.
Jewel Productions, Inc., has made a practice of
promoting to office managerships a number of its
sales
havepromotion
" made good."
The Lightlatest
memberforceto who
receive
is George
man, whocinnati office.
has been placed in charge of the CinGeneral
Filminto
Company's
branchabout
in Denver
pects to move
new quarters
January ex-1.
R. S. Nelson is manager.
W. W. Tally is preparing to make his initial
road vertrip
as salesman for Vitagraph in the Denterritory.
Dan F. McCoy, of World Film, is covering
Colorado, and E. P. Briggs, of the Denver office, is visiting New Mexico exhibitors.
Pathe Appoints Bunn Special
Sales Representative
C. W. Bunn, formerly manager of
of Pathe's Chicago branch, has been appointed special sales representative by J.
A. Berst, vice-president and general manager. Working under the direction of
Sales Manager F. C. Quimby, he will visit
the various Pathe exchanges.
Mr. Bunn got very excellent results in
Chicago because he realizes the Pathe
system is of great importance in the successful operation of an exchange. Mr.
Bunn was selected for the position of
special sales representative because he appreciates fully, it is said by Pathe, the
value of this system and because he has
demonstrated his ability to put it into successful operation.
His first stopping place on a long tour
in the interests of the Pathe organization
is the Kansas City office.

Eschmann Calls Meeting of Exchangemen in Cleveland
E. A. Eschmann, manager of the World
Film Corporation branch in Cleveland, in
his capacity as president of the Board of
Exchange Managers, called a meeting in
that city last Thursday at the Chamber of
Commerce. The object was to discuss what
effect -the reel tax has had upon the exhibitor during the past month. Mr. Eschmann says that he has not heard of a single
theatre closing on account of the war tax,
although the exhibitors claimed that it
would
ness. put SO per cent, of them out of busi" The only houses that have closed at
all," said Mr. Eschmann, " that I know of,
are a couple in such small towns as Chardon, Berea, and Newton Falls, which are
running only three days a week now, not
because the tax has been too heavy a burden, but conditions are not favorable at the
present time for any theatrical enterprise."
E. J. Schmidt Booms Victor Office
in Cleveland
Things are booming at the Victor Film
Service in Cleveland since E. J. Schmidt
took over the reins. The office has been
all changed around, and every nook and
corner has been utilized as working space.
Besides the busy look about the place, the
books reflect the energy and enthusiasm
with which Mr. Schmidt has imbued the
entire organization. Three new road men
have been added to the selling force during
the past week; they are L. L. Saks, E. M.
King and A. R. Nordlie, who report that
Bluebird and Butterfly pictures are in great
demand all through the state. Mr. Schmidt
is especially pleased with the popular reception accorded " The Mystery Ship."
Kingsley Joins Jewel in Detroit
C. G. Kingsley, former representative of
the Fox Films in Detroit and Indianapolis,
has enlisted under the Jewel banner and
will be in charge of the Detroit offices of
that company. Mr. Kingsley is well known
throughout the Middle West and is considered avaluable addition to the force.
Famous Players, Cleveland Man
Answers Army Call
Another exchange in Cleveland will be
seriously affected by the draft. George G.
Rich, office manager of the Famous
Players Film Service, Inc., has received
word to report for duty at Chillicothe some
time before December 15. Rich had entered a plea for exemption, which was
denied. Before entering the motion picture
business, he was a member of the Pennsylvania National Guard, so soldiering will
not be an entirely new occupation for him.
No plans have been made as yet as to who
shall assume Mr. Rich's duties during his
absence.
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DANIEL M. HENDERSON, advertising director of McClure and
Petrova Pictures, whose poem entitled
" The Road to France," won the $250 prize
offered by the National Arts Club, has
written another prize winning set of verses
entitled " The Red Triangle " to assist the
campaignAssociation.
work of the Young Men's Christian
They follow :
Lift up the Red Triangle
Beside the thundering guns—
A friend, a shield, a solace
To our ten million sons !
Go build a hut or dugout
By billet or by trench —
A shelter from the horror,
The cold, the filth, the stench!
Where boys we love, returning
From out the gory loam,
Can sight the Red Triangle
And find a bit of home!
Lift up the Red Triangle
'Gainst things that mar and maim !
It conquers Booze, the wrecker!
It kills the House of Shame !
Go make a friendly corner,
So la'ds can take the pen
And get in touch with mother
And God's clean things again!
Where Hell's destroying forces
Are leagued with Potsdam's crew,
Lift up the Red Triangle —
And help our boy " come through! "
Lina Cavalieri on the
last!
(( AT
Screen," gloats the Paramount
press agent. And what may the date line
on this story be please?

telling how much he thought of htm, the
Jap penned the following ambiguous sentence :" I beg to inform you that your
play was everywhere in Japan, high term
in praise and Japanese movie insanity have
an earnest desire for like it."
Earle's correspondent neglected to state
the name of the picture, so the star doesn't
know whether the picture drove them insane or whether they were that way before they saw it.

THE

Y ULETIDE headline: "Taylor Holmes
gives nose bleed to player."

DAVID
man with
Olive POWELL,
Tell, has an leading
unusual hobby.
He
makes hammered brass trays and boxes and
beaten silver ornaments. Italian scroll
w ork, in iron, is the latest thing he tried.

Not Enough Realism for This Spectator
ROSCOE C. CUNEO, manager of the
Isis theatre at Russell, Kansas, wrote
to the Kansas City Perfection Exchangeas follows :
" The best thing happened last night and
I have had eight years' experience in the
moving picture game. You see I had on
' The Fibbers.' Now have you ever seen
it? It shows them in the bedroom — two
separate beds — each one jumps into bed.
The house was quiet and a small child said
out loud to its mother : ' Why don't they
both sleep in one bed?' It just brought
down the house. It was certainly great.
People are laughing about it this morning.''

BILLY WEST having been arrested and
duly fined for speeding may now consider himself a native son of California.

Winslow
Dispatch
prints item
the :following intensely
interesting
" The Star theatre has purchased a new
moving picture machine. The new machine is one of the highest grade machines
on the market. The new machine is expected to be installed within the next ten
days or two weeks. When it is installed
the Star, always a fine picture, will be better than which
ever." we gather that a new maFrom
chine has been purchased by the Star.

WALTER
GREENE,
Artcraft,E. asserts
that president
the war ofis
causing the public to be more critical, and
entertainment is picked with more care than
formerly. Critical and peevish may look
alike to a warring public.
"""THE ROSE OF BLOOD," Theda
A Bara's most recent William Fox
feature, has been stamped with approval by
the Government, it is said. The star is nowmaking a new picture at Fort Lee.
WILLIAMtor, hasS.launched
DAVIS, work
Vitagraph
on adirecnew
Bushman-Bayne feature, called " The Woolworth Diamonds." The publicity department has made no mention of the gems being of the ten-cent store variety, which it is
presumed, they are not.

And What About the Owner?
uITELEN FERGUSON became so attached to the old country mansion
used in scenes for Essanay's " The Small
Town Guy," that she urged the owner of it
to allow her to live there during the week
the company remained in town." /
THERE was a wild rumor running on
Broadway last Friday afternoon.
Practically all the film magnates were to
convene at the Astor. Special snoop
hounds from all the trade papers were on
the inside and went around with their
fingers in their ears. They'd give one a
wise look and smile as if to say: "You
poor innocent, it is only such as I, who are
on the inside of this tremendous and revoBut laterlutionary
in convention.-'
the day the snoop hounds
went quickly under cover. The film magnates were there, to be sure, but the convention was a meeting of the Jewish War
Relief Fund.

Vitagrarh star, reEDWARD ceivedEARLE,
aletter from a fan in Japan
last week and he is under the impression
that the writer was praising him. After

Jane Gail Is Starred in

TheMelodrama,
Liar " withof Stanley
General Walpole.
Enterprises,TheInc.Picture Is a Six Part Society

December 22, 1917
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IT is predicted that Yuletide will bring
Myrtle Stedman, " state-trotter " and
warbler-in-chief at the theatres she is appearing in,to New York and the midst of
the Eastern studio colon}*. Welcome to our
city!
WALLACE REID is likewise breaking
the ties of the peaceable Pacific, putting the finishing touches on a feature while
doing so. Anna Little will come East, also,
to appear with Reid in pictures made hereabouts.
VIRGINIA PEARSON; the Fox
was reminded on Thanksgiving
her home town, Louisville, Ky., had not
gotten her. A much-alive turkey was
loaded at her Eastern domicile, from
Blue Grass metropolis, two days prior.

star,
that
forunthe

EASTERN film folk have been advised
that a number of Balboa people are
shortly to migrate Manhattanward. Besides
Jackie Saunders, whom E. D. Horkheimer
will chaperon, Sherwood Macdonald, director, plans a tour.
MARY GARDEN, Goldwyn's majestic
" Thais," received a new line of publicity last week when the press agent discovered she wore a wooden bracelet besprinkled with diamonds.

paper bullets for " The Eagle's Eye," in
which King Baggot will have the chief role.

Eternal Mother," starring Ethel Barrymore.

ARTHUR JAMES, publicity director for
Metro, cares not a drat for seasons,
and is furnishing lots of baseball copy in
December. Irving Cummings is guarding
jealously a ball that took part in the recent
world's series.

CRAUFURD KENT, Cecil Fletcher,
Frank Losee, Gertrude Berkely, Robert Cummings, Corinne Uzell, Charles Wellcsley and Henry Leone are in the cast of
making.
Elsie Ferguson's Artcraft picture now in the

JAMES KIRKWOOD, director, is back
under the Famous Players' roof after
eighteen months of special film work. His
megaphone is pointed at Billie Burke, in
" Eve's Daughter."

PERSONAL: Pauline Curley, who has
leads with Harold Lockwood, made
her first public appearance at the age of
three years and nine months. She did a
song and dance. A few years show how
fast ability develops.

MARGUERITE CLARK and her whole
company have journed to Jacksonville for exteriors in " The Seven Swans."
J. Searle Dawley, although it's a Christmas
story,
didn't expect to find much snow in
the
South.

ELSIE
activities
have FERGUSON'S
been transferredArtcraft
from Fort
Lee
to Fifty-fourth street, New York. Director
Joe Kaufman now has the star well along
in " The Song of Songs." No release date
has been set.

MLLE. ELEANORA L'JULES, well
known in European theatrical circles,
has, owing to the war, invaded the picture
industry and shows promise of taking the
country by storm. Her first appearance will
be in a Metro picture.
IN mentioning feminine character artists.
Ricca Allen must not be forgotten. Her
latest contribution to the screen is in
Brenon's " Empty Pockets," before which
she made a hit as the witch in a Kellermann picture.

HARRY MOREY, the Vitagraph star,
has wished the soubriquet of " Some
Baby " on his new gasoline-buggy, a nifty
Hupmobile. The car is said to be nickeltrimmed, but the nick-name remains unexplained.
ALICE TERRY, former Washington
Square player, who is now with Vita
graph, has returned to work at the studio
after several weeks of illness. Her first
picture was " The Bottorn of the Well."

T OUISE DU PRE, the Vitagraph star,
*— • is greatly interested in the Universal
plan to have players speak the sub-titles.
She wonders how stutterers, in outdoor
mid-winter
scenesunderstood.
'midst light attire, will
make themselves

OLIVE TELL occupies a throne — an
Egyptian one — in " Her Sister," an
Empire all-star production for Mutual.
Director John B. O'Brien insisted on truth
in all details, and an expensive set resulted.

SHAM warfare is due for a revolution, it
seems, as Leroy Baker, mechanical expert for the Whartons, has started making

BABY IVY
WARD,
Metro's
childDirecactress, has made
a great
hit with
tor Frank Reichcr, who produced " The

John Roband wagon
MOTT
MARC MACDER
one
the fire
ertson followed
night recently to a big blaze on the water
front. The significant part is that a policeman on the lines recognized the former,
having attended many picture shows, and
let them through.
THE exhibiting and producing ends of
the industry joined recently when
Sylvia Jacobs,, daughter of a Newark exhibitor, was cast in Metro's " Red, White
and Blue Blood " with Bushman and Bayne.

that stage
reached
ELVIDGE
JUNE
the magazines
young lifehaswhen
in her
scramble for her portrait with which to
adorn the front cover. Popularity is a chief
asset of the World-Bradv star.

numinvitedg a Harry
BLACKTON
es, includin
ber of celebriti
J• STUART
Morey, Alice Joyce, Florence Turner, Mme.
Nazimova, Antonio Moreno, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Richman and the Sidney Drews, to
a private showing of " The Judgment
House," last week.

WhoGetsTSWe
Attention
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By J. C. JESSEN
A new production started by Directress
Elsie Jane Wilson is titled " Donna Perfecto," and is an adaptation from a story
of the same name by B. Terez Caldos. The
screen version was written by Elliott J.
Clawson, and Emory Johnson and Ella Hall
will be the featured players in this five-reel
subject. Harry Holden will play an important character role.
Harry Carey is to play the name role in
" Lin McLean," which is an adaptation by
George Hively from the book by the same
name by Owen Wister. Jack Ford is to be
in charge of the direction, and included in
the cast will be Betty Schade, Molly
Malone, Ed Jones and the Universal cowboys.

Constance Talmadge Displays an Odd Taste for
PRODUCER AL. E. CHRISTIE has engaged Bobbie Vernon, formerly with
the Keystone organization to play leads in
Christie Comedies, and he is now at work
on the first subject. In this Ethel Lynne
takes the opposite role, that of a domineering wife. Vernon is particularly well known
on the screen, having played in many Universal subjects, and later featured in such
Keystones as " The Nick of Time Baby,"
"Caught in a Harem," "Whose Baby?"
and others. Vernon is but twenty years of
age, and has had more than six years' experience on the stage and screen.
Mr. Christie considers himself very lucky
in securing juvenile leading men for his organization. He now has two complete producing units which include Vernon and
Miss Lynne who will appear together, and
" Smiling " Billy Mason, who, with Betty
Compson, will be featured in alternate
Christie releases.
Beban Starts New One
Mulberry Bend, New York City, has been
reproduced in the Lasky Studio for the
George Beban photoplay being produced
by William C. De Mille. Mr. Beban, it is
said, is going to appear in an entirely new
role for him. The photoplay in production
is an adaptation from the stage play, " The
Land of the Free," which was written by
William De Mille. Helen Eddy, who has
played in a number of subjects with Beban,
is to be leading woman of this production.
Marshall Neilan, since completing the
editing of " Stella Maris," the most recent
Mary Pickford subject produced, has begun
the filming of a new Artcraft scenario
which was prepared by Frances Marion,

Models in " The Studio Girl," a Select Picture
and
story.is an adaptation from a late magazine
Filming of the first Cecil B. De Mille
production has been commenced. This is a
film adaptation from the Perley Poore
Sheehan novel, " The Whispering Chorus,"
which will be used by the book publishers
simultaneously with the release of the picture. Kathrine Williams has been selected
by Mr. De Mille to play the principal feminine role, and Elliot Dexter has been
brought from the Eastern Paramount Players Studio for work in this subject. He will
share honors with Raymond Hatton. Miss
MacPherson has just returned from a vacation spent in the East.
At
Morosco
Studio " of
Bunker
Bean,"
filmed theunder
the direction
William
D.
Taylor, and starring Jack Pickford, and an
unnamed subject starring Vivian Martin,
supported by Theodore Roberts and James
Neill, directed by Rollin S. Sturgeon have
been completed.
P. A. Kenneth McGaffey will leave during the coming week for a trip East, when
he will accompany Wally Reid, who is
making a personal appearance tour ending
at New York.
Brady Returns from East
Colonel Jasper "E. Brady, head of the
manuscript department for the Universal
Company, has returned from New York
where he spent several weeks in conference
with managers of the Universal. Since his
return several changes have been made at
Universal. The writing staff of the scenario department is now made up of George
Hively, Waldemar Young, Harvey Gates.
F. McGrew Willis, Elliot Clawson and
Eugene Lewis.

Miss Claire DuBrey was badly burned
but escaped serious injury this week by
quick action of Ben Wilson, when a flimsy
dress containing many spangles made of
celluloid ignited when a bomb exploded.
Wilson wrapped a heavy blanket about Miss
DuBrey and smothered out the flames before she was seriously burned. The day
following Wilson was injured to the extent
of an ear drum being broken by the explosion of a cannon near at hand. Wilson is
being featured with Neva Gerber in " The
Mystery Ship " serial, and Miss DuBrey
was playing the role of a villainess in the
current episode.
" More Power to Him " is the title selected for an original photoplay by Waldemar Young now being filmed by Elmer Clifton. This will have Herbert Rawlinson as
the featured player, and the part he has
in the subject is said to be desirably suitable
to him, in that he takes the role of a football warrior. Claire DuBrey is playing the
leading reminine role.
Hart Feature Renamed
When the third William S. Hart Artcraft
subject was ready for shipment to the
laboratories in the East it was decided a
new title instead of " The Blood Hound," as
the photoplay was known during production, would be more effective and so it was
re-christened
manent title. " Dead or Alive," as the perHart is now at work at the studio in
Hollywood where a very unusual setting
has been built for the making of the interior scenes for his coming California
lumber camp story, exteriors for which
were made at Santa Cruz, California, in the
redwood district. The setting represents
the inside of a saloon, restaurant, gambling
hall, and dance hall all in one. Above, in
the same setting are the bed rooms of the
hotel, and the setting is so built that views
showing all portions may be taken at one
time.
The company brought back from Santa
Cruz the story of Mr. Hart doing manual
labor, and as proof offer a strip of film
showing him cutting down a redwood giant
about two hundred and fifty feet in height
and several feet in diameter.
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Director R. William Neill is at work on
a new Ince subject for Paramount which
will offer Dorothy Dalton in the role of a
Western girl who weds a member of a family of the New York 400. Melbourne McDowell, Robert McKim, Jack Holt, Dorcas
Mathews and William Conklin have been
selected for the important parts in this
story. This will be of the nature of a
society drama.
" Let's Go " is the name selected for
Thomas H. Ince's next contribution to
Paramount starring Charles Ray. This is
a study of heredity which has Billy Elmer
in the role of a tenderloin district tough
and ex-pugilist, and Sylvia Bremer plays the
principal feminine role. The direction was
in charge of Victor Schirtzinger.
Triangle Starts Three
At the Triangle Studios at Culver City,
three new productions were begun last week.
One is in charge of Director Gilbert P. Hamilton, who has William Desmond, Charles
Gunn and Jack Richardson as his principals, together with Mitzi Gould, a recent
addition to the Triangle stock, Jean Burr,
W. A. Jeffries and Walt Whitman. The
story is " Captain of His Soul," which is an
adaptation from the Elinor Kinkade story
titled " Shackles." The plot pertains to the
sacrifices made by a young man to aid his
brother whom he believes guilty of a crime.
" The Three Godsons of Janet Gontreau "
is holding the attention of Director Raymond Wells, and another Triangle company which includes Allen Sears and Margery Wilson in the featured part, together
with Wilbur Higby, William V. Mong,
Aaron Edwards and Anna Dodge. The
Wells story pertains to the activities of a
New York stenographer who adopted three
German soldiers prior to the entrance of
the United States in the world war as her
godsons, and later she is caused considerable trouble and annoyance when federal
officers believe she is a German spy.
The Randall Parrish novel, " Keith of
the Border," has been adapted for the
screen by Alvin J. Neitz, and Roy Stewart

Helene Chadwick, One ousof StarsPathe's Most Lumin-

will be featured in this in the name role
under the direction of Cliff Smith.
Many of the scenes will be made at the
Hartville ranch, and have to do with an Indian uprising. The Stewart-Smith Company are now making the final scenes of
"The Law's Outlaw," and upon completion
of "these will begin the filming of the new
story on a big Western set which has been
erected at the Culver City Studio. Fritzi
Ridgeway is to play opposite Stewart in this
new production, and in the supporting cast
will be Norbert Myles, Percy Challenger,
Pete Morrison and Louis " Bull " Durham.
Steve Rounds, former cameraman at the
Universal, where he served for more than
two years, has been engaged and will be in
charge of the photography for the StewartSmith Company.
The entire cast for " Limousine Life "
being made by Director Jack Dillon and
featuring Olive Thomas, includes Joseph
Bennett, Lee Phelps, Lillian West, Mary
Warren, Virginia Foltz and Mildred Delfino. This photoplay will be completed
within the next few days. A very attractive feature of the photoplay will be a fashion show. In these scenes a number of new
style gowns will be seen, together with new
designs of riding habits which will be worn
by Jessie Hallett.
Triangle company making " The Gun
Woman," with Texas Guinan in the name
part, is working at a big Western set built
at the Culver City Studio. The cast in this
subject includes Francis McDonald, Ed.
Brady, "Curly" Baldwin and Daisy Harlan.
Fox Companies Rest
This is between picture time for three
producing units at the Fox Studio, and consequently there is little producing activity
there. Frank Lloyd has just completed the
direction of "A Soul for Sale," which will
offer Jewel Carmen as star, and it is probable he will not take up the filming of a
new subject until William Farnum arrives
on the coast. Mr. Farnum has been at the

Eastern Fox Studio for the past six
months, and is expected West shortly. The
principals for " A Soul for Sale," besides
Miss Carmen are L. C. Shumway, Robert
Milton, Genevieve Blinn, G. Raymond Nye
and Richard LaReno.
Bertram Bracken has filmed " For Liberty," which has an atmosphere of Berlin
at the time of the American declaration of
war in the beginning, and closes with scenes
of Sammies in the trenches on the Western
front. Gladys Brockwell, Charles Clary,
Bertram Grassby and Willard Louis appear
in this subject.
The only company working at the Fox
plant is that filming " Cupid's Round-Up,"
which has Tom Mix as the star supported by Wanda Petit, under the direction
of E. J. LeSaint.
Charles Kenyon, author of a number of
stage
well assuccesses,
a numberincluding
of screen" Kindling,"
plays writtenas
for Lasky and Universal, is a recent addition to the Fox scenario staff.
At the Sunshine Comedy Plant a new organization began work this week which is
under the direction of Charles Parrot. Ford
Sterling and Mildred Lee are the principals
of this comedy making organization, working under the supervision of Henry Lehrman. Lehrman is at work on a comedy
which has Billy Ritchie, Winifred Westover, Hugh Fay, Guy Woodward and
Heinie Conklin as principals.
Another Sunshine company will shortly
complete the filming of another lion story
in which Lloyd Hamilton is the featured
player. Delay on this production has been
occasioned
injury
to one swinging
of Hamilton's
feet, causedby by
a heavy
door
which
broke
the
bones
when
it closed suddenly.
Keystone Names " Skate " Story
The skating rink story being made by
Director Reggie Morris at the Triangle
Keystone Studios, has been given the title
of " Wronged by Mistake." Much of the
action for this photoplay takes place in a
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in " Mr. Butterfly," found that gardeners
were at this time remaking the famous
Japi. lesc gardens in the Southern city, and
consequently they could not be used for
scenes in this subject. The location officers
of the Triangle Studio are now scouring
the West Coast in search of scenes of location that may be used in this photoplay
which requires an atmosphere of Japan.
Darrel Foss plays the name role, and is supported by Teddy Sampson, two Japanese
players, and a great number of Japanese
extras. Ann Kroman and Kathleen Emerson take important roles.
Walter Edwards this week made a new
production record at the Triangle. In eleven

Harry Carey and Mollie Malone, in " Wild
Women," a Universal Production
Caroline Rankin, who returns to Keystone
organization.
One company of Keystone players under
Herman Raymaker's direction, have been
reported sea-sick for the past week, as the
result of filming " A Sea Serpent's Desire."
Whether they are taking exteriors on board
the " Fremont " in San Pedro Harbor, or
working in the interior at the studio, the effect is the same, for all of the settings have
been placed on rockers to provide the rolling motion. Principals of this are Dale
Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milton Sims, Lloyd
Bacon and " Slim " St. Clair.
The film being made by Harry Edwards
with a big cast that includes Alatia Marton,
Milburn Moranti, Martin Kinney, George
French, Rose Carter, Dorothy Hagar and
others, is sure enough of the silent drama
type, for the principal actor is a dumb
waiter. The title selected is " Ruined by a
Dumb Waiter."
The William Beaudine company, which
includes Paddy Maguire, Mariana de la
Torre, Harry Depp, Lallah Hart and others
are at work on a piano mover's story.
One Keystone company is not working at
this time for want of a story. This unit has
just completed filming " Courts and
Cabarets," with a cast that includes Peggy
Pearce, Max Asher, Mai St. Clair, Myrtle
Reeves and " Baldy " Belmont.
Conway Returns to Studio
Jack Conway, the Triangle director, returned this week from Tacoma, Washington, where he went to be present at the
burial of his father, James Conway, who
died early this week at the age of seventysix, at his home near Victorville, California.
Phillip H. White, formerly of the editing
department of the Triangle Studios, has
been transferred to the scenario staff,
where he is writing continuity. White has
been connected with the motion picture industry for a number of years, his first big
work being that of editing the multiple reel
picture, " Quo Vadis."
Casting Director Arthur Hoyt, of Triangle, is confined to his home with the
bones of one foot broken. A mystery surrounds the accident, as White does not
know how the bones were broken. He retired one evening to awake the following
morning with the foot so badly swollen and
paining him that he could not stand upon it.
Upon making a trip to San Diego, Director E. Mason Hopper and company playing
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of this subject. Director Harry Harvey
with Ben Wilson, Neva Gerber and others
are busy with the eleventh episode of " The
Mystery Ship," and Edgar Jones is directing the filming of " The Quest of Joan "
with Louise Lovely in the featured part.
The story is an adaptation from the James
Oliver Curwood novel, the screen version
having been prepared by Doris Schroeder.
Announcement will shortly be made, it is
expected, of plans for releasing a series
of six two-reel comedy-dramas made for
the Universal Company by the Mack Swain
Photo Comedy Company which has been
working at a Hollywood studio. Mack
Swain, who was featured in many Keystone
Comedies made during the past three years
under the screen name of Ambrose, takes
the leading part, and is supported by a big
cast, which includes Rae Godfrey, Jack Perrin, Tom Perse, Mae Emory, Russ Powell,
William Hutchinson and other well-known
screen players. The Mack Swain companywas organized several weeks ago and has
been at work since under the direction of
Anthony Coldeway and Walter Frederick,
who have served as authors as well as codirectors. Both are familiar with the character of comedies for Swain, having been
affiliated with the Keystone scenario department for a long period. Both have had
a number of years' experience in writing
photoplays and adaptations. The first of
the series to be released is entitled " Icy
Love," and will be on the market some time
in December. The other comedies will follow one every other week.
Rolfe Enlarges Production
B. A. Rolfe, Western representative of
Metro, has completed plans for materially

Bessie Barriscale Is Starred in " Those Who
Pay," a U. S. Exhibitors'
Feature Booking Corporation
days he completed the five reel subject,
" Evidence." Because of this photoplay,
those who have seen it, have nick-named
Jack Cunningham, " the Henri Bernstein
of the screen." J. Barney Sherry and Paul
ine Stark play the principal parts.
Five Triangle directors, Jack Conway,
Thomas
Heffron,
LynnareReynolds,
H. D'Elba
and Walter
Edwards
now awaiting
new
stories. These will be supplied in the next
day or two, as the working scripts are Hearing completion by members of the scenario
department.
Universal Companies Busy
Elliot J. Clawson has written a special
story for Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford, who will be co-starred in it. The
title is " The Highest Card " and the photoplay is now in production.
Other subjects now in production at Universal City, are " The Girl Who Dared,"
being directed by Allen J. Holubar and
featuring Dorothy Phillips ; " The Green
Seal," which is being made under the direction of Stuart Paton with Carmel
Meyers in a featured role, and " The Bull's
Eye " serial. James W. Home and company, which includes Eddie Polo and Vivian
Reed, are now at work on the sixth episode

Ernest Warde Has Been Engaged to Direct
Frank Keenan in Pathe Features

December 22, 1917
enlarging production activities at the studio
in Hollywood in addition to the general improvements that have been made there.
Many changes have already been made under the direction of Mr. Rolfe, one being
the enlargement of the stage to one which
is 90x180 feet in dimensions. A new stage
75x125 is now being built and when this is
completed both stages will be fitted with
walls that it may be closed or opened in
short notice.
The initial production of Edith Storey
made by Director Tod Browning has
been completed, and filming of the second
story, " Revenge," an adaptation from
" Hearts Steadfast," prepared by William
Parker and H. P. Keeler has been commenced. Scenes for this are laid in the
West, and will have a cast which includes
Wheeler Oakman, Ralph Lewis and others.
" The Winding Trail," the first Viola
Dana story made at the Hollywood studio
by Director John Collins, has been completed in every detail, from the scenario by
H. P. Keeler, and the organization is now
working on " A Weaver of Dreams," which
is an adaptation by William Parker from
the story of the same name by Myrtle Reed.
Clifford Bruce is to play opposite Miss
Dana in the second subject.
Plans now provide that " Yosemite " is
the third vehicle for Miss Storey, and " A
Modern
Salome,"
from a for
story
by
Marie Morillo
is toadapted
be the vehicle
Viola
Dana.
Sloman Keeps on the Jump
As soon as Director Edward Sloman
completes the editing of the film, " In Bad,"
which has just been completed, he will begin the production of a new subject which
will star William Russell, which is at present known as " Polo Jack." This story is
from the pen of Charles Dazey, and the
screen adaptation was written by James
E. Hungerford, a member of the American
authorial staff. Francelia Billington is to
again play opposite Mr. Russell in the new
subject. This is the third film from stories
Written by Mr. Dazey, the previous ones
being " The Sea Master " and " New York
Luck." A number of players have been
specially engaged for this Russell photoplay. Sidney Dean will take the role of
Reverend Robert Moreland, and Carl Von
Schiller will take a juvenile part. Carl
Stockdale, late of Fine Arts and Lasky
Companies, who has been with the Russell
organization for the past two months, takes
the important character part. Harvey Clark
will appear without a camouflage of crepe
hair in the role of an English butler. Clarence Burton and Helen Howard complete
the cast.
Complete cast for " Mile. Tiptoe," the
American-Mutual subject starring Mary
Miles Minter, was given out this week by
President S. S. Hutchinson, and includes
Alan Forrest, Orral Humphreys, Lucile
Ward, Spottiswood Aitken, George Periolat
and Clarence Burton. Production on this
photoplay was delayed this week because
Miss Minter could not appear before the
camera as the result of oak poisoning received while appearing in a scene recently
in the mountains.
Diando Plays Circus
The Diando Studio was this week the
scene of a circus performance for the com-
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ing Baby Marie Osborne picture now called
"Any Home." It was a circus as is seen
most any day in the back yard of most any
home where there are children the week
following a visit of a regular circus to any
town. More than 200 Glendale children took
part in the scenes in which Baby Marie was
the dainty equestrian, riding her Shetland
pony " Dobbins," and Ernest Morrison, the
little colored boy, who has played in so
many pictures with this Pathe star, was ring
master. With the making of these scenes,
the third Diando release for Pathe was
completed by Director William Bertram.
Director Richard Baker has returned to
the Pathe Studio after a week's absence on
account of illness, and has again taken up
the direction of " Kidder and Ko." During
his absence Geo'rge Marshall served back of
the megaphone. The latter part of the
week this company, headed by Bryant
Washburn and Gertrude Selby, worked at
San Pedro where a Down East fishing village which contains an electric sign 280x90
feet in dimensions was erected. The sign
will be seen on the top of the buildings in
the set.
All members of the Diando and Pathe
producing units were guests at a Thanksgiving dinner served at the studio Wednesday, when President W. A. S. Douglas and
Vice-President Leon T. Osborne were
hosts.

Stern Has New Pkins
Plans for preventing delay in production
during the rainy season of California and
others that will provide for regular release
of L-Ko Comedies, have been completed by
Julius Stern, who has been on the coast for
the past three weeks. The companies have
been working overtime during the better
weather of the year, and Mr. Stern now advises that the entire schedule of releases
for L-Ko Comedies, as well as the Alice
Howell Century Comedies, is completed for
the months of January, February and
March.
By the method adopted by Mr. Stern for
the L-Ko Company, the producing unit will
not be required to work during the darkest
month of the year— January, for a great
number of releases have been prepared
which will amply provide for the needs of
the program. Producing units are now at
work at the L-Ko Studios. One is directed
by Bob Kerr, and has Gail Henry, Hughie
Mack, Bobbie Dunn, late of Keystone, and
Kathleen O'Connor as principals. Another
under the direction of Archie Mayo has
Dave Morris, William Stubbins and Gladys
Horton playing the important parts. Jack
Blystone is directing the production of an
Alice Howell comedy.
At the same studio the Mack Swain
Photo Comedy Company continue with the
production of their first two-reel comedy
which will be released by the L-Ko Company through the Universal.
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MORE
PATIENCE!
Seven more days must elapse
before HOOKUM spreads before
you that which it has promised.
Some of the writers who have
promised atributionvery
noteworthy
confind that
it will take
them longer to scan the pages of
the dictionary and select all the
beautiful words for their compositions. They havemust
said pass
" wait,"
and HOOKUM
the
word
along.
When this promised feature arrives, your hearts, gentle readers,
will pitty pat and everything.
Maybe
you will
thrilled.
It's
a certainty
your beeyes
will glow
with enthusiasm until you read
every word of the column.
Yes, it is to be a column, or
colyum, or anything like that you
want to call it. The brains of
the fourth greatest industry under
the shining sun and the limpid
skies of wonderful Southern California, are to make this the greatest medium for carrying away the
storms that may be created by
too that.
much rarebit or anything
like
HOOKUM can only say, the
big feature begins next week. —
Order your copies in advance.
H: O. Davis is back in town.
Harry Aitken is paying the
film center a visit.
Frank Powell was in our town
this week picking talent.
S. S. Hutchinson flitted in and
out of the film center.
Herb. Rawlinson is reported to
be leaving the Universal— again.
Prosperity Note : Josie SedgBuick. wick is now steering a new
Dick Willis has been writing
poetry again, but we'll spare our
readers.
Bill V. Mong has taken on a
new
over hiscamouflage
face.. — whiskers all
Director Lynn Reynolds is the
father ofone.a boy — yes, this is the
second

Eddie and Lee escape from
the subdued white way, andd again
amongsDepp
areHarry
t us.has' laid aside his
corsets
and is playing the role of
a regular man.
When Hank McRae found a
gila monster
he
closed the placein forhistheoffice,
day.
Bill Desmond has discovere
d
that a silk shirt patterned after a
barber
pole is very attractive
these days.
Jack Conway was seen wearing
a bright yellow sweater the other
day,tersowith Cliff
went one
one ofSmith
a crimson
hue. betB. Washburn has confided to
the Chamber of Commerce that
he loves California. Maybe he
bit his fingernails when he said it.
Reggie Morris admonished
Dora Rogers this week by telling
her not to be so polite to the
man
who is supposed to be her
husband.
Verne Hardin Porter, scenario
writer, has leased a cottage at
Ocean Park, formerly occupied
by Jack London, for inspirational
purposes.
William " Bill " Russell claims
a new distinction — he has never
permitted a publicity man to
send out a story that was not
correct — our hands are up.
Paddy Maguire was entertained
at dinner by the employment
manager Ben Singer, Triangle,
and then went out and spent his
week's wages for food.
Charley Van Loan claims he
saw Bill Desmond as a matinee
idol the first time when his
parents carried him to the theatre, a babe
in arms.
threatens
a libel
suit. Desmond
Roast suckling pig was the
principaldinner
item ofgiven
a pre-Thanksgiving
by WAS
Douglas to the Diando and Pathe
people at the Glendale studio.
All claim Was is some entertainer.
Frederick E. Sturtevant, New
York newspaper reporter, claims

NEWS

there are more curiosities at the
Triangle Culver City studio, than
he discovered
whileof Doubt.
with Roosevelt on the river
Mack Sennett has been off the
screen nizedsoby the
long,gateman
he was ofnota recogstudio
he visited the other day, and
would have been thrown out had
it not been for an intelligent
actor who interposed.
is said
to have tour,
had
a Fay
very Tincher
successful
shopping
and bought up all the striped
stockings on the market. Lovers
of the silent drammar may expect
harizontal
and perpendicular
stripes.
J. R. Crone of the American,
has found it necessary to enlarge
the doors of the publicity office
in order to permit the entrance of
the
present And
encumbrance
— Dean
N. Fifield.
now they
call
Doug. Fairbanks was seen
him
" slim."
practicing
fromof the
ground over jumping
the rear end
his
Stutz runabout into the seat, and
so it is prophicied that lovers of
the
cinema
shortly
do this
beforewilltheir
very see
eyes, him
' Our set was out in their full
regalia this week to celebrate
Thanksgiving by attending the M.
P. D. A. ball. The doorman at
the Alex, confidentially advised
HOOKUM that he never knew
there were so many handsome
men and beautiful women in the
world before, and just then Hal
Cooley passed.
Keystone
department— hasscenario
notified— brains
all owners
of objectionable
looking
automobiles to park them in the rear.
The notice is signed by Albert
Glassmire, Walter MacNamara,
Fred
Palmer, Wulze,
J. Farrell
ald, Harry
JackMacdonJevne,
Frederick Bennett and Jay Dwiggins.
told are
nonefortunate
of the
above (We
namedarecats
enoughceptto Macdonald
own an who
automobile,
drives exhis
wife's.)
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"Les Miserables"
(William Fox— Nine Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THERE are three points which come to mind after witnessing
William Fox's special production " Les Miserables," adapted
from Victor Hugo's classic.
Firstly, it is a wonderful picture.
Secondly, the treatment accorded it by Frank Lloyd is masterly.
Thirdly, the characterization of Jean Valjean by William
Farnum is, beyond the shadow of a doubt, the finest piece of acting he has ever done.
There are three ditinct episodes in the Hugo book. One deals
with Jean Valjean, his degradation and his spiritual rebirth, another with Fantine, the fallen woman, the third with Cosette, her
daughter. That Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Marc Robbins in their scenario,
have welded these three trains of thought into one complete whole,
a whole that possesses the fullest amount of human interest ever
pictured, is a striking tribute to their ability— their sense of pictorial values.
One or two have become critical because " Les Miserables " the
of the incidents of " Les Miserables " in
is without
picture,
its
manifold
printedsome
pages. And it is true that certain incidents
have been omitted. But these few howlers seem at a loss to realize
that had the work been pictured as written, nineteen reels, perhaps
twenty-nine, would have been required. To our notion, the picture
is as perfect a version of a classic that has rubbed covers with the
Bible in many a library as could possibly be achieved.
" Dante made a hell with poetry. I have tried to make one with
reality," is a line by the author in the preface to his work. And
in the lives of his three principal characters, he created for each
their hell, caused by the injustice of the society of the time, by the
forces of circumstance pitted against the unfortunates. And it is
these hells that create the deep response of sympathy in the heart
of the readers of the work — that assuredly will create a like
response in the hearts of the observers of the picture.
For it has long since been proven, particularly in the art of the
motion picture, that there is no being who attracts so much sympathy, who excites so great an appeal, as the being fighting desperately against odds that crush. Simple because that from such a
predicament rises the fundamental element of struggle upon which
the drama of life is based. And so in the terrific fight of Jean
Valjean, his moments that are the depth of despair, his regeneration because of a single great kindness toward him ; so in the
pathetic plight of Fantine; so in the cruel hardships of little
Cosette, rest a veritable storehouse of appeal, ever ready to burst
its bounds as limited in the footage of the picture.
Mr. Farnum's Jean Valjean is, as said before, his best creation.
His acting reveals the workings of the tortured soul to their innermost depths and his transition into the venerable old character who
spends his last days returning good to the world that so mistreated
him is done with wonderful effect. And one must perforce refer
to his excellent makeup in the scenes in prison, where spiritually
broken unto death, he subsists merely for revenge.
Kitten Reichert gives one of the ablest performances ever rendered by a child as Cosette in her early years. Jewel Carmen is
successful in carrying the part through to its mature finish.
Hardee Kirkland is typical of the frozen faced and heartless Javert,
and Sonia Markova's Fantine is exceedingly well done. Edward
Elkas, Harry Spingler and Dorothy Bernard have important roles
and handle them well. Billy Foster headed the battery of cameramen.
But when all is said and done it is to the director, to Frank
Lloyd, that the greatest share of credit should go. His is really
a master work, the equal of which there is none. There is not a
man with a bigger name in the field than Mr. Lloyd's, who could
have bettered his work in any department, and there are few with
bigger names — perhaps none now. The excellence of the continuity, the clarity of every piece of action, the realism of the atmosphere of the seventeenth century, and above all, the fact that his
picture is still Victor Hugo's belittle all expressions of praise.
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" Les Miserables " is a picture that will live long after the usual
feature of the day is a thing of past years.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
His widowed sister and her children starving Jean Valjean (William
Farnum) steals a loaf of bread. Captured and tried he is thrown into jail
for five years. Successive attempts to escape lengthen his sentence to
nineteen. Finally released, friendless, embittered against the world, he
wanders the country-side and no one turns a hand to aid him because all
know his record. No one but the Bishop (George Moss). He does. Feeds
him, takes him in for the night and in return for his kindness Jean Valjean
robs him.
caughtTo bysavethe him
guards
dragged
back says
to the
house
in theAgain
morning.
from hetheis law
his host
that Bishop's
he presented him with the stolen goods. And it is only then that Jean Valjean
discovers that there is something good in the world to live for. The Bishop
tells him that he has bought his soul and given it to God and it is this that
transforms Jean Valjean.
Five years later he is discovered as the mayor of a small French town, its
leading citizen, its biggest manufacturer, living under an assumed name a
life of charity toward all and malice toward none. Javert (Hardee Kirkland), the former prison warden, is inspector of police in the same town.
Because
of a that
display
the mayor's
he is contradict
almost positive
in
his belief
he isof Jean
Valjean.great
But strength
his superiors
this,
telling him that the real Jean Valjean has again been captured to be tried
for another crime. It is a great struggle for the mayor to journey to the
next township and give himself up but he does so that the innocent man
may go free.
Fantinethe(Sonia
Markova)
a worker
Jean Valjean's
discharged
because
forewoman
learns
of her innameless
child. mills,
Beforeis he
is sent
away to prison the late-mayor discovers the whereabouts of the girl and on
his escape, which follows soon after, goes to her. She, Cosette (Kitten
Reichert)
do a innkeepers
grownup's labor
by Thenardier
Elkas) andhashisbeen
wife forced
(Mina toRoss),
near Paris.
So Jean (Edward
Valjean
takes her away and establishes himself in Paris with Cosette caling him
her father.
There is another skip of years, during which time Cosette (Jewel Carmen)
has grown into a beautiful woman loved by Marius (Harry Spingler)
a youth of noble birth whose sympathies rest with the revolutionists. And
Javert is also in Paris still unsuccessful in his search for Jean Valjean. And
too there are the Thenardiers and their grown children Eponine (Dorothy
Bernard) and Gavrouche (Anthony Phillips), all professional beggars. When
the revolution breaks, Jean Valjean goes to the street barricade to watch
over Marius because of Cosette's love for him. Severely wounded, Jean
Valjean
cariesthehimdirty,
from subterranean
the front, descends
into Marius
the Paris
sewers
ders through
maze with
on his
backanduntilwan-at
last he finds a way out. And there stands Javert, only recently saved from
the revolutionists by the man he so unmercifully prosecutes, now ready to
arrest him because he has the upper hand. But the one spark of kindness
left in the grouchy inspector is kindled into a flame when he sees Jean
Valjean dirty and bedraggled because of his latest deed of kindness and
so he gives a life for a life. With Marius restored, the old man is again
happy
Cosette's
the passing
hardships
have
weakenedfor the
body ofsake.
Jean But
Valjean
and soonyears
after and
the their
marriage
of Cosette
and Marius he passes away.
" Miss Jackie of the Army "
(Mutual-American — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
MARGUERITA FISCHER as the bouncing, flirtatious, irrepressible near-disrupter of army discipline and savior of an
army troop train is extremely refreshing in this latest MutualAmerican release. There is a great deal of humor and fun injected
in the story through her absolute disregard for army discipline
and the way in which she persists in receiving the attentions of a
young lieutenant in spite of her Colonel father's remonstrances.
The story is rather light even though uniforms, pro-German
intrigue, and an attempt to blow up a bridge and wreck a train, do
find a place in its construction. There are many laughable situations, among them being Miss Jackie's seizure of her dad's prize
collection
of oldoffguns
armat aa company
" fighting
demons,"
and
her
auctioning
of a tokiss
Red Crossof benefit
which
is grabbed
by a bewhiskered old fossil.
Miss Fischer is given able support by Jack Mower, L. C. Shumway and Hal Clements, who enact military parts in a highly creditable manner. The direction is good and the film ought to find genshown.eral appreciation among moving picture audiences wherever it is
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jackie (Marguerita Fischer) is the daughter of Colonel Kerwood, commander of an army post, and is so anxious to do her bit in the great war
that she The
organizes
girls' Clements),
brigade andhowever,
starts drilling
in her father's
home.
Colonela (Hal
objects them
and compels
her to
disband her forces. In rebellion Jackie resolves to run away and join the
Red Cross. That night she sees an officer entering a building that is refarded with suspicion and mistakes the man for her sweetheart. Lieut,
dair (Jack Mower). Her suspicions are strengthened later when she sees
Adair follow a soldier into the place. Adair is made a prisoner by the
plotters and Jackie flees for help and arouses the post. Just as the traitors
plan to throw an electric switch and wreck a bridge and onrushing train.
Jackie comes back with a company of soldiers and foils their plot. Lieut.
Adair destroys the infernal machine after escaping from the basement and
Jackie discovers her mistake in suspecting him and capitulates.
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the Metro Production in Which She Is Starred.
Efficiency
Ethel Barrymore Is Expected to Reach the Height of Her
IrvingScreen
Cummings
Has inthe" An
RoleAmerican
Opposite Widow,"
Her
" The Eternal Temptress "
(Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE.

" Because of a Woman "
(TriangleBY— Five
Reels)MILNE.
REVIEWED
PETER

SIGNIFICANCE will probably be attached to "The Eternal
Temptress " because it is the famous Lina Cavalieri's first
picture done for the Paramount program. The noted beauty
appears in the role oi a native of Italy, who plays a prominent
put in the international affairs of her country and Austria prior
to the outbreak of the war. She is the adventuress, the woman
of the world, the mistress of not one but of many, whose sense
of patriotism and love of a man who has all but disgraced himself before the world because of her, leads her to straighten out
his unfortunate affairs that he may not be forever branded a
traitor.
But " The Eternal Temptress " is not the type of picture deserving of the significance it suggests. Mme. Cavalieri is a
beauty, no one can deny that, and the array of splendid gowns and
wraps she wears will assuredly cause gasps of amazement in the
feminine ranks of an audience. But the vehicle which Mme. Fred
De Gresac has prepared for the star is lacking in true dramatic
qualities. The part carried by Mme. Cavalieri, that of Princess
Sanzio, attracts neither sympathy nor, condemnation until the
very last. Harry Althrop, the American, is too much of a cad
to be
even has
whenno his
' disgracethat
seems
imminent.
In
otherworried
words about
the story
characters
appeal
to the
sympathies of the audience. In fact its single strong situation
is its climax.
The body of the story has been written without regard to fact.
Realism has often been disregarded to gain points in the development of the story with results that are not in the least
commendable. One has the ill feeling throughout the body of the
picture that the author wrote hurriedly to gain a desired end. Not
the least of the picture's faults is that important international
documents are left lying about the American ambassador's office
with no one to guard them. The spy, Count Frizl, is one of the
most careless fellows ever seen and constantly betrays the high
trust placed in him by his government.
Elliott Dexter is the weakling American ; Allan Hale plays Count
Frizl, and the American ambassador to Italy is interpreted by
James Laffey, an actor who has realized his likeness to Ambassador Gerard, improved upon it with make-up, and who might
pass for the American official any day if he chose. Emile Chautard directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Driven bankrupt by the extravagances of Princess Sanzio (Lina Cavalieri), Harry Arthrop (Elliott Dexter), forges the name of Ambassador
Lawton (James Laffey), to a check. This is duly photographed by
Austrian secret service agents. One of their number, Count Fritzl (Allan
Hale), then commences to lavish gifts upon the Princess so that Althrop
becomes insanely jealous. Approached by the Count he consents to secure
an
paper
Lawton's
to Italy's
probableto
standimportant
in the war
for in
which
he willpossession
receive a relating
large sum.
He manages
steal it and then, though unwilling, is forced to turn it over to the Count
when confronted with the photograph of the check. Lawton and his father
discover both the forgery and the robbery and Althrop is consequently
brought up before the tribunal of justice.. The Princess learns the whole
story and playing a dangerous game, feigns love for the Count. When in
his embrace she stabs him to the heart, secures the paper and returns it to
the
ambassador,
thus preserving Althrop's honor and saving the American
nation
from isdisgrace.
for Althrop
futile. Later she takes her own life, realizing that her love
Others in the cast are Mildred Conselman, Edward Fielding, Hallen
Mostyn, Pierre De Matteis and Peter Barbier.

WIEN shown for review, " Because of a Woman " was at least
an hour and ten minutes in the projecting. And it ran considerably over five thousand feet of film. Possibly it is to be
cut and possibly then it will past muster as an average picture,
but in its present state it can not be described as such. For three
reels it holds up admirably well and then the crash comes. Its
last reels, three, we should judge, are filled with action that repeats itself, that maneuvers the characters with the result that
they perform quite impossibly, all out of keeping with their previous performances.
In this latter part it has been poorly written, poorly scenarioized
and poorly directed. The number of scenes showing automobiles
starting and stopping, men entering and exiting from houses, reach
way up into the twenties, so it seems. The villain is led to reform
nicely and go back to his patient wife, while the hero who has
stolen the society flirt from the former that this end be accomplished decides to marry her himself. But incessant automobiling
by day and by night is necessary before this dual happy ending
arrives. A number of eliminations are certainly possible and
would lead to. some decided improvement, to what degree it is
rather hazardous to judge.
Belle Bennett is featured, but her appearance is not put in until
the fourth reel. The principal roles are handled by Jack Livingston, Louella Maxam and George Chesbro, a trio who distinguish
themselves averagely.
The story is by E. Magnus Ingleton, scenario by George Elwood
Jenks, and the direction is Jack Conway's. Paul Eagler at the
camera has supplied some excellent night photography.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Noal Clavering (Jack Livingston) takes the blame for a breach of business
faith committed by Allan Barrett (George Chesbro) to save the name of
Colonel Gwynne (Joseph Swickard), who is thought guilty. After remaining away Muriel
two years
he returns
to find
the betrothed.
Colonel's.,
daughter,
(Louella
Maxam),
to Allan
whom married
he was toonce
Though now holding the confession of Allan he refrains from making it
public because of his love for Muriel. When Allan proves neglectful and
starts prancing about the town with Valerie (Belle Bennett), a flirt, Noel
proceeds
out,"
engagea sadder
the girlandinwiser
a flirtation
himself.
The
upshottoof itcutall him
is that
Allanandreturns
man to his
wife
while Noel discovers that he loves Valerie. His proposal is accepted.
Lillian Langdon and George Pearce appear in congenial character roles.
" Little Miss Fixer "
(Strand-Mutual — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
BILLIE RHODES has a most perplexing role in this latest release, but she acquits herself quite creditably. Her new partner, Cullen, perhaps does not show to as great advantage as did
his predecessor, Jay Belasco, but of course there are chances of
improvement.
The scheme involved is to deceive Oullen's rich aunt into believing Billie and he are happily married, whereas the truth is
that Cullen, in an angry mood, has gone to the mountains to cool
off. The aunt is on the point of discrediting Billie, who has sent
a hurry-up happily.
call for him to return, when he does so and matters
terminate
This is a neat little comedy, scheduled for release December 18,
and will find favor with all Billie Rhodes fans.
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" Tom Sawyer "
(Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY R. E. PRITCHARD
I 'HERE are probably no two more charming characters in all
J- fiction that Tom Sawyer and his chum, Huck Finn. Their
stories as written by Mark Twain are immortal, and there is no
man who has read them who does not still retain in the storehouse of his mind the story of them and feel more strongly the
spirit of youth for having read them. And practically every one
has read these stories. For that reason this picture should lend
itself readily to advertising and should draw immense crowds
wherever it is shown. There is not a character anywhere that
will appeal to so many people, from youth to oldest age.
Much of the charm of the book has been brought into the picture, but to one who has entered fully into the story there is a
measure of disappointment. One will remember that the chief
" story " in the book is the adventure in the cave with the criminal. All of this has been left out of the picture. In fact it is
only a series of incidents leading up to the trio running away
from home and then returning just as their funeral is being held.
When the end of the picture comes one feels that the picture
has been cut off in the middle. And so delightful have been the
five reels- that one would willingly sit through five more of them.
That is a tribute to the manner in which the picture has been
made, but at the same time emphasizes the disappointment. It
is decidedly too sketchy.
William D. Taylor shows excellent direction through the picture
.•and there is a splendid cast. Jack Pickford is very pleasing in
the title role and achieves the daringly boyish spirit well. With
-very little to do Robert Gordon is convincing as " Huck Finn,"
and one 'would be glad to see him in that role when that one of
Mark Twain's stories is made. Clara Horton, as " Becky
Thatcher " stands out as a genuine interpreter of a fifteen-yearold girl.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Tom (Jack Pickford) is pictured at the start of the story as a mischievous,
but not bad boy, with his Aunt Polly (Edythe Chapman) and his cousins
(George Hackathorne and Alice Marvin) in their home. Then comes a
fightshown
with the
goody-goody
boy ofThen
the town
Finn (Robert
Gordon)
is
watching
the fight.
followsand theHuckincident
of whitewashing
the fence, where his ingenuity persuades the other boys that it is great fun
and collects all their trinkets in exchange for the privilege of trying their
hand, the result being that he corners everything worth while and gets the
whitewashing done without any labor on his own part. Then he falls in
love with the new girl of the town, Becky Thatcher (Clara Horton). The
next tion
Sunday
he goes
and offered
he determined
attract School
Becky'sandattenby winning
one toof church
the bibles
by the toSunday
exchanges his trinkets for bible cards. He astounds the assemblage when he
presents them, but he is discomfited when he is unable to answer questions
on Bible history. Then come school scenes with Tom making love to Becky.
He is willing to take pnuishment for the evil that he does, but when he
is whipped
writing on
slatehas" I done,
love you,"
and then theis punished
at
home forforsomething
his his
cousin
he determines
world is
against him and runs away with Huck Finn and Joe Harper (Antrom
Short). They make a raft and go to an island in the Mississippi, but the
raft slips away and men who had seen them leaving report that the two
boys had probably been drowned. In the meantime Tom is smitten with
remorse and writes on a piece of bark the message that he is safe and
■then swims the river to leave it in his aunt's home. But when he arrives
there
his aunt
cousins
the
funeralhe offinds
the three
boysandwhich
is toandbe Tom's
held themother
next are
day, discussing
even without
their bodies. So he determines that a more dramatic thing to do would
be to return for their own funeral, and this they do. They are so joyfully
received that all their mischief is forgiven.

" My Little Boy "
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
IN " My Little Boy," which Bluebird is offering as a Christmas
number, Elliott J. Clawson has evolved a story of absolute
heart interest, evidently suggested in part by Dickens' " Christmas
Carol " and Eugene Field's poem, " Little Boy Blue." The Yuletide atmosphere with which the author has so beautifully surrounded the domestic circle, composed of husband and wife, little son and old servant, will thaw the heart of the most hardened
cynic. It is pretty, real, and old fashioned Christmas which one
dreams about but seldom experiences.
And straight from this atmosphere of utmost cheer the author
arouses in the spectator the most contrasting emotion. On Christmas morning the Scrooge-like Uncle Oliver goes turkey hunting
and the Indian head-dress 6f the little boy is mistaken for game.
There is the shot and the boy is brought home mortally wounded.
The scenes about the little chap's death bed are pure pathos. Here
is a picturization of a real tragedy, not done extravagantly but
quietly and sincerely so that its effect is sweeping. You are
caught unawares by the pathos of it. There will hardly be a dryeye in the house that shows " My Little Boy."
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Following this episode comes the awakening of Uncle Oliver
to disorder that it has all been a dream. But the dream transforms the old man from a hardened cynic to a human being
and there is a merry Christmas for everybody. Elsie Jane Wilson has handled every turn of Mr. Clawson's story with an ability, an appreciation of values, that places her firmly in the ranks
of the better directors There is never anything false in the story
nor in its picturization.
A most capable cast of Bluebird performers interpreted the many
roles of prominence. Ella Hall and Emory Johnson are seen to
advantage as the husband and wife, and Little Zoe Rae is charming in the title role. Winter Hall, as Uncle Oliver and Harry
Holden as Joe, the old servant, add further to their laurels as
character actors, while Gretchen Lederer completes the cast with
an appealing performance
as Clara's
mother.
THE STORY
AND PLAYERS
Fred (Emory Johnson), whose guardian and uncle (Winter Hall; is a
harsh and forbidding man, has grown to manhood after an early life only
made happy by the cheerfulness and love of old Joe (Harry Holden), the
family servant. His marriage to Clara (Ella Hall) estranges him from his
uncle for six bylongPaul
years, during
which
his Finally,
life and onthatChristmas
of Clara's is
made
Rae),
theirbuttime
child.
Uncle happy
Oliver consents (Zoe
to visit
them,
his hardened
old soul refusesEveto
yield even to the persuasions of Little Paul. He retires for the night with
not even a thought of the blessings of Christmas. On the next day he goes
hunting for wild turkeys and Paul, dressed in his Indian suit, goes out too.
Oliver mistakes him for game at a distance and shoots, mortally wounding
him. After his death Fred and Clara drift apart. A divorce is mentioned
out
child.the husband and wife are brought together again by the memory of their
Then Uncle Oliver proceeds to awake from this pathetic dream to a
happy Christmas. But the painful recitation of his sleeping mind has had
the desired effect with the consequence that he joins in with the rejoicing
of the season.
" Zollenstein "
(Falcon-General — Four Reels)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
THIS picture is one of intense interest, particularly at the present time, when intrigue, lying and general roguery seem to
be, in some quarters, the order of the day. The play is well
staged, carries its theme delightfully clear and concise to the end,
where it furnishes a climax really worth while. The exteriors
and interiors are selected with an eye keen to appropriateness,
and the tout ensemble reflects creditably upon Director Edward
" Zollenstein " is from W. B. Ferguson's story of the same
Jones.
name.
The whole cast is selected with great care, Daniel Gilfether,
Monroe selves
Salisbury
creditably. and Jane Pepperell particularly acquitting themTHE STORY AND PLAYERS
The Crown Prince of Zollenstein (Monroe Salisbury) is banished because
by marrying Lady Maulfrey le Fay (Leah Gibbs), a maid of honor to the
Princess whom he was expected to marry. The banished couple go to London, accompanied by their faithful maid, Betta (Jane Pepperell).
Boris (William Edler), an illegitimate brother of the King of Zollenstein,
intrigues to secure the throne, but the King on his deathbed recalls the
Prince from exile. Lady Maulfrey remains in London and dies giving birth
to a son. Boris, hearing of this, sends a huge bribe to Betta to make way
with the infant. Betta sends word that she has done so and the King is
informed that his wife and son have both died. Betta, however, takes the
child away and raises him as her own son, giving him the name of John
Mortimer. Meantime the King is killed in a hunting accident and Boris
again finds himself near the throne. The Grand Chancellor, however, bitterly
hates Boris and when by chance an envoy sees Mortimer and is struck by
his resemblance to the late King he conceives the idea of proclaiming that
the infant son did not die and having Mortimer act as heir to the throne.
This is done and the coronation procession has actually entered the cathedral
when Boris announces that the people have been hoaxed. But Betta, who
has secretly returned, comes forward with proofs that John Mortimer is
really the rightful heir to the throne, and all ends happily with the marriage
of thehadnewloved
Kinghisof father
Zollenstein
Princess Zenia, daughter of the Princess
who
so longto ago.
"The Seven Pearls"
(Pathe — Fifteenth Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
ALL villains are disposed of, all pearls regained, and the lovers
duly married in this, the final episode of the serial entitled
" The Seventh Pearl." The action keeps up the high pace maintained in the previous fourteen numbers, the various situations
being melodramatic in the extreme and calculated to stir the emotions of the serial lover to quite a degree.
After lima has deposited six of the pearls in a safe deposit vault,
Perry secures them and, the seventh, already in his possession,
attempts to make away. The scene shifts to Coney Island where
Perry evades his pursuers by posing as a wax figure in an amusement place. Kismet, however, apprehends him and demands the
pearls. A fight ensues and both of the participants are killed,
lima then secures the pearls and hands them over to the Sultan's
messenger.
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" The Tenth Case "
(World Film— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
ONE

of the leaders on " The Tenth Case " gives out the
information that the story was written by " Budd." This
gentleman has devised an unusual situation for his climax, unusual,
and, it must be confessed, somewhat extreme. To reach it he
starts off in a very conventional way, builds rapidly, but at times
artificially, and with more attention to the sensational than to
details of picture construction. He has introduced a number of
characters that are typical to the last letter. There is the loving
wife and the husband whose suspicions overcome his better judgment. The friend in need and the man of the world and the
vampire. All of them do quite familiar things and act according to
Mr. M. P. Hoyle.
But we are told that conventionalities do small hurt to a picture.
If this is the truth then " The Tenth Case " will be entertaining in
no small degree. Its striking climax, which is a complete surprise,
is certain to create comment whether of commendation or criticism, depending on the grade of intelligence of the audience.
George Kelson, a new director in the Brady force, has given it a
production sufficient to meet all demands. The auto accident,
which mortally injures the villain and causes his dying confession,
is well staged, and the less spectacular scenes are handled in kind.
June Elvidge, featured alone, puts spirit and warmth into her
role. George MacQuarrie, Gladden James and Eric Mayne furnish
strong support. •
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Claudia (June Elvidge) marries Landis (George MacQuarrie) to preserve
the financial position of her father (Eric Mayne) more than for love.. King
(John Bowers) who loves her is despondent. In time Claudia grows to
love and respect Landis. His nephew. Harry (Gladden James) infatuated
with an adventuress (Laura Brandon), grows desperate when he refuses
him more
money.he has
He believes
when
in reality
caused itClaudia
himself.responsible
Searchingforforhisa uncle's
way to attitude
get rid
of her, Harry secrets himself in her room one evening and when Landis
enters steps from behind a screen with coat and collar hastily adjusted. No
amount of explaining on the part of the harassed wife will convince Landis
that she is innocent. He starts action for a divorce and is awarded it by
Judge Wallace (Charles Dungan) who insists that in nine cases out of ten
a woman caught in such a position would be guilty. When the judge
arrives at his home that night he discovers King, who has come to Claudia's
rescue, in his wife's room. He is about to denounce her when Claudia
enters
the his
trick.
is convinced
then thethatchild
Claudia's
the tenthand andexplains
reversing
own He
decision
awards her
for partcase
time.is
Then with the dying confession of Harry, Landis comes begging for
forgiveness.
Two Christie Comedies
(One Reel Each)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
AL

CHRISTIE'S latest contribution to the independent exchanges are entitled " Help, Help, Police ! " and " Their
Seaside Tangle," and each is fully worthy to bear the name of a
producer who has long since stood for the best in light comedy.
The first with "Smiling" Billy Mason and Ethel Lynne in the
principal parts relates the story of a married couple who thought
to take down their next door neighbor who boasted of his prowess
at catching burglars. 'So both husband and wife hire a gentleman
of doubtful character to enter the house on a certain night and
act the part of a thief. Naturally when the two men arrive there
are humorous complications galore that have the effect not only of
intimidating the next door neighbor, but of curing the husband
and wife of practical joking.
" Their Seaside Tangle " concerns a honeymooning couple. The
husband is jealous and pretends to have taken poison to end it all.
The wife discovers his deceit and goes through with her part
eventually curing her foolish better half. Jay Belasco, Betty Compson and " Smiling " Billy Mason are the leads in this. It is of the
type that should register well in any locality.

" Jerry Takes Gas "
(Cub-Mutual — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY F. *G. SPENCER
POOR Jerry, believing his sweetheart fickle, decides on selfdestruction. His many plans for same proving futile, he
takes a long draught of gasoline, and then hears that his fiancee
is waiting for him. They meet at the doctor's, and Jerry, having
been relieved of his superfluous cargo, is married then and there
to the girl of his choice, who satisfactorily explains the cause
of the cloud.
This comedy is perhaps a trifle better than the ordinary run of
Jerry comedy, and is bound to raise a laugh anyhow.
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" The Maternal Spark "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
«THE MATERNAL SPARK," by R. Cecil Smith, is a conven1 tional though enjoyable picture, the melodrama of which
is relieved from time to time by some unusually clever touches
of kid comedy. The central figure is the small town young fellow whose success in the city overwhelmes him. He neglects his
wife and seeks the company of a woman of the world who reforms for love of him. The wife, however, preys upon the sympathies of this other woman and dwelling largely on her love for
children succeeds in influencing her to relinquish her hold.
George Du Bois Proctor did the scenario for " The Maternal
Spark " and has treated it exceedingly well. Aside from the
fact that he has provided a smooth scenario, the subtitle, particularly those spoken by the second woman, are pronouncedly
true to type. The early comedy provided for Joey Jacobs, an
extremely clever kid, and the dog is sure fire.
Rowland Lee gives a thoroughly human portrayal as the young
husband, while Irene Hunt and Josie Sedgwick respectively carry
the roles of the wife and the other woman. Gilbert P. Hamilton
gave the picture a realistic production from first to last.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Howard Helmes (Rowland Lee), having impressed a traction magnate
(Edwin Jobson) with his ability, is offered the position of private secretary
to him and with his wife (Irene Hunt) and son (Joey Jacobs) moves to
the city to take up his new duties. Helmes is at first successful but his
very success spoils him. He plunges in stocks and wins. Soon he meets
Clarice Phillips (Josie Sedgwick), a woman who formerly lived by her wits,
but who reforms for love of him. His wife discovers the identity of the
other woman in his life and going to her proceeds to make her see the light
by preying upon her love for children. The traction magnate discovers that
he has spoiled Helmes and breaks him through the market, afterwards discharging him, that he may realize the evil of his ways. He returns to his
wife, a different man, and together they go back to their home town,
where safe from the evil influences of the city they start life anew.
Frank Newburgh and Frank MacQuarrie appear in smaller parts.
" Until They Get Me "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<«T TNTIL THEY GET ME," a Triangle picture, in which Pauw line Stark takes a great big leap toward stardom, was
shown at the Rialto last week. It was evidently chosen because
of its excellent treatment. For while its story is highly interesting it builds to no denouement of real power. Indeed it is the
directorial touches supplied by Frank Borzage and the startling
work of Miss Stark that makes " Until They Get Me " the fine
example of pictorial eloquence that it is.
Its comedy furnished by Miss Stark and Walter Perry, as the
Irish sergeant, is unexcelled, the love touches in which the little
lead again figures prominently are charming to a degree, while
the snatches of pathos introduced here and there are of the purest
ray. Miss Stark will doubtless be heard from in the future. She
is the Mae Marsh type of actress and performs with not the
slightest touch of affectation or mimicry.
Mr. Borzage did his superlative work from a scenario supplied
by Kenneth B. Clark.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Kirbycovers(Jack
Curtis)
in self defense.
he dis-of
that his wife haskills
dieda inmanchildbirth.
Leaving Returning
the baby home
in charge
friendly old Indians he escapes from Selwyn (Joe King), a member of the
Northwest Mounted Police. Every year he returns to visit his child.
Margy (Pauline Stark), running away from a ranch where she is the
equal of two hired men, encounters him fleeing from the American sheriff.
She aids him across the border and hides him just as Selwyn encounters her.
Because she knows his story she lies and says she is unaware of his whereabouts. Selwyn takes her back to the post, where Margy finds a home.
After a few years she is the idol of the camp, admired and loved by all,
including the commander (Wilbur Higby) and his wife (Anna Dodge), but
chiefly by Selwyn. He, however, refuses to marry her until he has captured
Kirby. And finally he succeeds, but influenced by Margy and learning his
captive's story, does everything in his power to make his penalty easy.
" Bucking Broadway "
(Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE.
"DUCKING BROADWAY" is a satisfying picture. It has
*-* good comedy and good melodrama. Yet a formula may
be used in describing it. To wit : one western girl, one western
boy, one eastern villain w ith powers of persuasion, disappearance
of western girl and eastern villain, final rescue of girl by western
hero. Around this framework of conventional characters and like
situations George Hively has written a lively scenario that is both
entertaining and humorous, but never at all suspenseful for reasons that are most obvious.
The early western scenes presenting the love making of Harry
and Helen are quietly amusing. The appearance of the villainous
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The
Doraldina, the Dancer; Antonio Moreno, Warner Oland and Helene Chadwick Are the Star Players in Pathe's Extraordinary Special Feature,
city man forecasts the following events which are handled Naulahka
in
" An International Sneak "
"
quick style. There is more of the comedy of the wild and woolly
(Mack Sennett-Paramount — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
westerner arriving in the effete east and then there is a lively
fight between Harry and the cowboys on one side and the city A HIGHLY ludicrous burlesque on the spy melodrama current
man and his dress suited aides on the other. Director Jack
in the present day, is " An International Sneak," Mack SenFord has burlesqued this fracas to an extreme degree, which
nett's latest contribution to the Paramount comedy program.
after all, was probably the only thing to do considering the
Chester Conklin is featured as Walrus, the agent of " His Imperial
story.
Majesty," and his mission is to blow up a munition works. Naturally he bungles the job because a girl detective proves very much
Harry Carey is his usual picturesque self as Cheyenne Harry,
smarter
than he is.
a role with which he is now synonymous at least, if not identical.
Every scene of the picture is treated with an extremely clever
Molly Malone is a sweet little heroine and Vester Pegg typically
sense of burlesque, even to the manner of deriving suspense while
villainous with curling moustache and fancy clothes.
the clock slowly ticks away the minutes to the fatal hour of the
An afternoon audience at the Broadway theatre where " Buckexplosion. Conklin's ability in this line has never been doubted,
ing Broadway " was first shown in New York were apparently
and in these two reels gives a thoroughly humorous performance.
thoroughly amused by the comedy in it, but not overly excited
Ethel Teare is a charming detective, while Billy Armstrong is the
by its well worn plot, the outcome of which looms as bright and
clear in the first reel as the midday sun.
terribly mistreated hero.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Fred Fishback and Hampton Del Ruth directed.
Cheyenne Harry (Harry Carey), cowboy on the ranch belonging to Ben
Clayton (L. M. Wells), proposes to Helen (Molly Malone), his daughter,
" The Lost Express
and is accepted. The advent of Thornton (Vester Pegg), a buyer of cattle,
interrupts the love affair, for Helen is immediately fascinated by him. She
(Signal-Mutual — Two Reels)
consents to leave for the city with him on the very day that her engagement
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
to Harry is to be announced to the boys. Harry, however, follows after
and with the aid of a kind hearted crook of the feminine gender, succeeds
in locating the now disillusioned Helen. The rest of the cowboys, headed
twelfth
of this
Daringbetween
Death,"a
meritsepisode
its title,
for stirring
after theserial,
gun "fight
by Buck (William Gettinger), having brought a shipment of cattle to town THE fully
come
to
Harry's
assistance
and
after
a
long
and
hard
fought
free-for-all
sheriff's posse and the syndicate gang, Helen and Murphy, the
on a roof garden, put Thornton and his friends to rout.
detective, still pursue their quarry with as much avidity as they
in turn are being pursued. In the meantime Papa Thurston's
" The Skylight Room "
private car is sidetracked for repairs and he telephones this in(O. Henry-Broadway — Four Reels)
formation tohis mine manager, but it also reaches Baron & Co.,
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
and they decide to take strenuous steps to prevent the old gentleTO Jean Paige is intrusted the part of delineating the character
man's arrival. This they do by sneaking up on the sidetracked
of Elsie Leeson, the occupant of the skylight room and reason
car, and, after crippling the brakes, start the car hurtling down
a steep grade. This episode closes with a most realistic picture
for O. Henry's story. She does so delightfully, although it must
be admitted that the picturization of the story seems to lose sight
of the private car, all in flames, headed for — where?
Helen, as usual, covers herself with glory all through the chapof some of the author's pungent punch, but the picture as directed
by Martin Justice is a worthy production, and carries a full quota
ter, one of her main stunts being the rescue of Murphy from the
of pathos. William Lampe, who as Billy Jackson has not much
railroad tracks, just in the nick of time, to permit the limited to
scope for his abilities, and it is only in the last act where he is pass. This she does by dropping from the cables supporting a
called upon. But as the ambulance doctor called to visit Elsie,
suspension bridge, from which Murphy had been dislodged by a
and, on recognizing her, he puts enough dramatic intensity in
The series is maintaining its interest and thrills remarkably well,
about three minutes' work to fully make amends for his absence
from the former acts. The balance of the cast all do good work,
and this chapter will prove as acceptable as any which have preceded it.
particularly Mr. Skidder (Carlton Kiifg).
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
bullet. "
ElsieitsLeeson
to Mrs.
Parker's room.
(Grace She
Ashley)
house
and
takes
cheapestcomes
corner,
the skylight
finds rooming
copying to
do and
" The Dream Doll "
occasionally in the evening sits on the front steps with the other roomers.
(Essanay-Peffection — Five Reels)
The women of the house are jealous, the men adoring. One night she points
REVIEWED BY LISLE M. ALBRIGHT
to a steady blue star above them and tells them she has named it Billy
Jackson and that it shines down through her skylight.
PAIR
of
living
dolls play the principal roles of this five reel
And then work ceases and Elsie starves — bravely, cheerfully. One night
Perfection feature, and they do so well that they make some
she drags herself to her skylight room and, throwing a goodbye kiss to Billy
Jackson, lies down with a smile. They find her the next morning and an
of the flesh and blood actors and actresses of the screen seem
ambulance is sent for. Mrs. Parker tells the young ambulance doctor that
she cannot understand what is the matter with Miss Leeson — but he flies very woodeny and stiff indeed. Judy Juniper and Larry Little,
upstairs, gathers her in his arms and rushes down, paying his respects to two fourteen inch dolls, about whom the action centers throughMrs. Parker on the way in a manner that leaves her feeling crumpled in
body and mind. He tells the driver to drive like h .
out most of the story, can do everything but talk, and that can't
done on the screen anyhow, except through the medium of the
Next day
newspaper
says,by " starvation.
She was taken
to Bellevue
Hospital
suffering
fromthedebility
induced
Mr. William
Jackson,
the be
sub-title writer.
ambulance physician, says the patient will recover."
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"The Dream Doll" is a capital story for children especially,
for " that their dollies might come to life " is the wish of nearly
every little tot during nursery days. Though appealing to children
in particular, there is a good enough story in the play, and the
acting of the marionettes is clever enough to hold the interest of
grown-ups as well.
Probably very few people who watch these two little dolls traveling through the world of make believe in search of happiness will
realize the time and laborious effort that had to be spent filming
them. Howard S. Moss, the Essanay director responsible for the
production, spent five months in making this novelty picture. But the
result was worth the effort, for five reels of exceptionally fine
entertainment for the kiddies has been provided. Although the
dolls monopolize the screen most of the time, a few Essanay
players figure in the picture to bring out the differences between the
doll world and the real one. The story deals with the workings
of a marvelous elixir of life which is discovered by an old toymaker. He applies a drop of it to a doll and it immediately comes
to life and the dream is under way.
" The Lost Express "
(Signal-Mutual — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY F. G. SPENCER
THE last episode of this serial closed with Thurston, his
daughter Helen and two companions on a runaway car and
the party is in desperate straits. This episode, " The Escape,"
shows a truly wonderful escape, for with the car aflame and
plunging headlong, quick wit and ready nerve are necessary.
Helen, who evidently knows every yard of the road, suggests
that they leap from their traveling inferno into the bay as they
cross the bridge. This the quartet do and they are rescued by a
motor boat. This is not the only thrill in this chapter, which
chapter also includes a peculiar turn, in that Pitts evolves a
scheme for reinstating himself in Thurston's favor, by unearthing a twin brother who " confesses " having wounded Gaston
Pitts and relying on his likeness to his brother, takes the latter's
place
secretary and
for allastheThurston's
devilish concoctions
of consequently
the syndicate. being responsible
This phase of the picture is not convincing; there are several
breaches to be covered before the average fan will be able to
figure the matter out.
But then Helen is there with her daring, and she too, apparently
believes the flimsy story and now openly declares her love for
Gaston Pitts.
There are but two more chapters to this interesting serial and
the outcome
of the syndicate's
wily p'otting and fiendish scheming will be watched
with interest.
" Fanatics "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
<<C,ANATICS " is a Triangle production of the vampire variety.
* The story was written by John Lynch and scenarioized by
Joseph A. Roach. Raymond Wells directed. No one of the cast is
a star as that term is usually accepted. Olga Grey, Adda Gleason
and J. Barney Sherry have the principal roles. Miss Gleason although not a recognized star, does some very clever work and is
an actress of the first degree because of her work in this picture.
She convinces in every scene and typifies the part which she is
called upon to interpret.
The Triangle production should be given a hearty reception in
the theatres which cater to the patrons who demand the picture
with the vampire type. Through it all runs this vein of screen
entertainment, referred to as vampirish. Miss Grey is the vampire and convinces throughout the run in this role. The theme
is not new, but it has been developed with new and original twists.
It is the old case of the wealthy business man being attracted to
the vampire. The author does not permit of a complete capture
by the vampire, and in this he has done well.
" Fanatics " has been given a good production by Director Wells.
The photography was done by Pliny Horn. The director selected
good types, but in some instances rather amateur actors. Donald
Fullen lacks poise and overacts in the scenes calling for emotion.
William V. Mong in a character role has a wild idea of the manner in which an anarchistic leader should conduct his meetings.
He overdoes the part. Eugene Burr does a "bit" well. W. A.
Jeffries convinces in the role of a mill foreman.
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with Lola Monroe (Olg*
Robert Lanthrop (Donald Fullen) isHisinfatuated
doe»
wife, Mary (Adda Gleason),
Grey). He is hard pressed for cash. to Nicholas
Eyre (J. Barney Sherry),
not know of his perfidy. He goes money.
Latrop
$1,000.
him
loans
He
for
a wealthy steel manufacturer,
finds her in. the arms of her lover. In a
to Lola's
goes that
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followsapartment,
Lathrop isand
killed
band of anarchists
that it is Eyre's
wife, thinking
at Eyre s
amongjoinsthea workmen
a strikefault,
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andLathrop's
mill. She secures work in the office to accomplish this end.
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her charms d.
and uses all
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her,Lolabut meets
is notEyre,
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, .,, , He sees
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check
canceled
the
finds
Lathrop
Mary
death.
meets
Mong)
V.
(William had given her husband, and learns the real facts. She goes
to
whichandEyre
is forgiven. Eyre claims her as his wife.
him
" Those Who Pay "
(U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corp. — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
given few such opportuniBESSIE BARRISCALE has been through
the medium of the
ties to appeal to her audiences
screen drama as she is given by C. Gardiner Sullivan in his
strong, appealing version of "Those Who Pay," produced by
Thomas H. Ince, under the direction of Raymond B. West.
Throughout its seven reels dramatic action comes to the centre
of the screen and holds with the tensity of stranded cable. There
is that appealing note sounded in every flash, in every scene, in
every reel that not alone calls for but demands the undivided
attention of an audience. The author at first touches the pathetic
note and then running the scale of dramatic interest has reached
the height of appealing emotion with a compelling harmony that
is never once interrupted by a discordant note. He has lain
a firm, convincing foundation, and Director Raymond West,
through the medium of the dramatic talents of Miss Barriscale
and Howard Hickman, has brought his ideas into being and the
result is a model -of gripping, compelling scenes, tense moments
and ideal entertainment for any and all theatres where the drama
is projected in pantomime.
The theme of the story is founded on the delicate subject of
surdomestic relations, but not once does the risque rise to the with
face and present itself in immodest raiment. It is clothed
the delicate shadings of the beauty that emanates from innocence—the innocence of youth in love and unconsciously sacrificing all for that love that is given from the depths of the heart.
Miss Barriscale has grasped the intent of the author with the
result that she gives a performance par excellence. First, the
confiding girl who sees the world through the eyes of poverty,
she is swept from this world by the love of one who betrays
her. Then the mistress, happy in her rich surroundings until
she learns that she is only a toy. Then the one who sees the
artificiality of the world in which she lives and then — not
vengeance, but a passive silence, willing to sacrifice her new
world if the woman entitled to the love of the man who has
betrayed her is given justice.
"Those Who Pay" is an example of properly constructed
screen drama. It is enacted by artists. There is not a moment
during the run of the seven reels that can be referred to ;
dull. The action moves swiftly, unbroken by unnecessary det
Every scene is a link in a chain that holds together an inter
interesting drama. The sub-titles are entitled to especial
tion. The one who wrote them is due praise. They add
little to the convincing element of the play.
Howard Hickman, in the chief male role, opposite M
riscale, gives a performance that is his best. He cor
every scene. Dorcas Mathews, in the role of the v
promise of playing the featured role in future produc
bourne McDowell in a character part, does good
photography, the work of Charles Stumar, is of
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Dorothy Warner (Bessie Bariscale) is a shop girl,
baby
sister. Not
It ishaving
Christmas
time, money,
and shesheleaves
the r"
buy
sufficient
attempts
store.a doll.
She is detected.
George Graham
(Howard
F
sistance. He accompanies her home, where she find?
Graham gives Dorothy employment as stenograj
becomes that
his mistress.
Stevefor McNott
suggests
Graham run
District (Melbourne
Attorney. *
Dorothy.thereHeDorothy
suggestsnotices
that Graham
and Doro*
While
that Graham
is f
ham's
learnsisthat
her husband
that thewifewoman
Dorothy
and sendsloves
her anrm
and see her. Dorothy does and learns for f
married. She consents to give him up. Gr
leaving. He is enraged and orders her nev
He repents and goes to see Dorothy. S1V
her again. She sacrifices everything that
husband.
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FEATURES—

Oct.
Oct.

Art Dramas, Inc.
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur) Horsley

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

3.
10.
17.
24.
31.
7.
14.
21.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Universal Productions
3. Fighting Mad (Wm. Stowell, Helen
Gibson, Betty Schade)
5
10. The Silent Lady (Little Zoe Rae,
Gretchen Lederer)
5
IS. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter)
5
24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
5
31. The High Sign (H. Rawlinson,
Brownie Vernon)
5

5
S

Bluebird Photoplays
Theeau)
Raggedy Queen (Violet Merser- 5
The Door Between (Ruth Clifford). S
My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
5
The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum) —
The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Mersereau)
—
My Unmarried Wife (Carmel Myers) 5
Face Value (Mae Murray)
5
Broadway Love (Dorothy Philips). 5

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenterCorbin)
9. The Pride of New York (George
Walsh)
16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel Car30. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ....
6. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell) . . . .

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Fox Standard Pictures .
4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara) ... 6
18. Treasure Island
6
2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Kellerman)
—
9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
7
16. The Heart of a Lion (William Farnum) 6
30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
7

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
">ec.

Goldwyn Features Corp.
4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy)..
2. The Auction Block
16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh) . .
30. Thais (Mary Garden)
Ivan Feature Productions
' 18. Two
Men and
a Woman
Morrison,
Christine
Mayo, (James
Ruybe
De Remer, Guy Coombs, John
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold)
~>ne Law for Bothvel Productions, Inc.
ie Through (Drama)
Me (Drama)
• of the Sea (Drama)
"'ithout
a Country
(Patriotic).
espondent
(Drama)
" of a Good Time (Drama) . .
1 Passion (Drama)

5
5
5
men) 5
5
5

6
6
6
6
7

rporation
'arold LockStevens),

AND

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

10.
17.
24.
31.

(Special) Blue Jeans (Viola Dana).
God's
Outlaw
Bushman,
Beverly
Bayne),(Francis
Metro
An more),
American
Widow
(Ethel
Metro BarryThewood),
Avenging
(Harold LockYorke Trail
Film

7
5
5
S

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Mutual Film Corporation
5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
12. (Special)
The Planter (Tyrone
Power)
12. Betty and the Buccaneers (Ameri19. Snap
Judgment .(William Russell),
American
19. Please
Help Emily (Ann Murdock),
Frohman
26. The Mate of the Sally Ann (Mary
Miles Minter)
3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich)...
10. Miss Jackie
Army (Margarita of the
Fischer)
17. NewAmerican
York Luck (Wm. Russell),
24. Her Sister (Olive Tell) Frohman..

5
7
can) 5
5
5
S
S
5
S
5

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Paramount Picture Corp.
3. Thelieri)
Eternal Temptress (Lina Cava3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa)
10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke)
10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Reid)
17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin)
24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton) . . . .
24.
His Seven
Mother'sSwans
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)...
31. The
Clark)
7. Mrs.
Dane's
Defense
(Pauline Frederick)
14. Jules of the Strong Heart (George
Beban)
14. The
SpiritJones
of '17(Wallace
(Jack Pickford)..
21.
Rimrock
Reid)
21. Blackton's The World for Sale
28. Thetinge)
Widow's
Might (Julian El28. The Hired Man (Charles Ray)

17.
31.
7.
14.
21.

Artcraft Releases
(PARAMOUNT)
The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar).
A Modern
Musketeer (Douglas
Fairbanks)
Rose of the World (Elsie Ferguson).
Dead or Alive (Wm. S. Hart)
Stella Maris (Mary Pickford)

Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
Nov. 4. The Mark of Cain (Antonio Moreno,
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Sainpolis)
Nov. 11. France in Arms (War Film)
Nov. 18. The Queen of Spades (Russian Special) (Mme.T.Shebueva,
I. Mozukin, Mme.
I. Ivan, I.Mme.
Orlova),
Astra
Nov. 25. Sylvia of the Secret Service (Irene
Castle, Elliott Dexter, Susanna
Willa, T. W. Percival, J. H.
Gilmour), Astra
Dec. 2. The Little borne,
Patriot
(Baby Marie
OsMarion Warner,
Herbert
Standing)
Dec. 9. Her Sister's Rival (Vera Colodonaya, L.Russian
M. Coronova, V. A. Polonsky)
Dec. 16. Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle,
Elliott Dexter, Edwin Hoyt, Frank
Sheridan, Reginald Mason, Ethel
Grey Terry) Astra

5
9
—
—
—
——
—
—

leine System
^N PICTURES)
s (Taylor Holmes)
y)'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
nay)
Essanay)
'■ssanay)

CURRENT

15
5
5
5
5

Select Pictures
The Common Law (Clara Kimball Young)...
War Brides (Brenon) (Nazimova)
Vera the Medium (Kitty Gordon)
The Foolish Virgin (Clara Kimball Young)...
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
The Argyle Case (Robert Warwick)
The Price She Paid (Clara Kimball Young)..
The Law of Compensation (Norma Talmadge)
The Eternal Sin (Brenon) (Florence Reed) . .

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S5

5
5
5
5
S

5
5
5

COMING

The Easiest Way (Clara Kimball Young; ....
The Silent Master (Robert Warwick)
The Lone Wolf
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
Lest We Forget (Rita Jolivet)
Magda (Clara Kimball Young)
The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)
The Barrier
War on Three Fronts
The Public Be Damned
Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady.)

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Dec. 2. The Sudden Gentleman (Wm. Des- mond) 5
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

2.
9.
9.
16.
16.
23.
23.
30.
30.
6.
6.
13.
13.
20.
20.
27.
27.

Nov.

Y-L-S-E.
5. Vitagraph
The Fetered Woman
(Alice Joyce,
Webster Campbell)
12. I Will Repay (Corinne Griffith,
Mary Maurice, William Dunn)....
19. The Grell Mystery (Earle Williams,
Miriam Miles)
26. Who Goes There? (Harry Morey,
Corinne Griffith)
3. The Tenderfoot (William Duncan,
Carol Holloway)
10. The Marriage Speculation (Mildred
Manning, Wallace MacDonald) ...
17. In the Balance (Earle Williams)...
24. When Men Are Tempted (Mary
Anderson, Alfred Whitman)
31. His Own People (Harry Morey,
Gladys Leslie)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

S
5
7
8
S
6
7
7
7
6
6

The Ship of Doom fClaire McFanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
The
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy
Stewart)
Because of the Woman (Billie BenThe Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt)..
Without Honor (Margery Wilson.
Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart).
The Gown of Destiny (Alma Ruebens)
Framing Framers (Charles Gunn) . .
Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas)
Man Above the Law (Jack RichardI Love You (Alma Ruebens)
Law's Outlaw (Roy Stewart)
The Gun Woman (Texas Guinan)..
Mr. Butterfly (Darrell Foss)
Evidence (J. Barney Sherry)
Real Folks (Jack Mulhall)

Dowel ) 5
5
5
net ) 5
5
5
5
5
5
5
son) 5
7
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Wholesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special Children's Cast), Juv
4
His feet,
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.

5
5

8
7
7
5
6
8
5
5
7
5
6
5

World Pictures
Oct. IS.
Oct. 22.
Oct. 29.
Nov. S.
Nov. 12.
Nov. 19.
Nov. 26.
Dec. 3.
Dec. 10.
Dec. 17.
Dec. 24.
Dec. 31.

Shall We Forgive Her (June ElArthurPower
Ashley)..'
Thevidge,
Dormant
(Ethel Clayton)
The Burglar (Carlyle Blackwell,
Madge Evans, Evelyn Greeley) ...
The Maid of Belgium (Alice Brady)
The Adventures of Carol (Madge
Evans)
Easy Money (Ethel Clayton)
Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
The Awakening (Montagu Love and
Dorothy Kelly)
TheBlackwell
Good and
for Evelyn
Nothing
(Carlyle
Greeley)
...
The Tenth Case (June Elvidge) . . . .
The Volunteer (Madge Evans and
Henry Hull)
The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)

55
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands. No. 1.
Nov. Islands.
14. A No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawaian
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. 5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Valley).
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 19. A Trip Through Japan, No. 2.
Dec. 26. Beside the Glimmer Glass.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov.
19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 31.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18.
A Milk-Fed
22 'CC
Dec.
9. His
Smashing Vamp
Career
Dec. 23. Damaged — No Goods
2 C
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Past
2 C
Jan. 13. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances
Parks
2 C-D
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
Hygeia at the Solito (Chet Ryan, W. L.
Rogers)
2 D
The Skylight Room (Jean Paige, Carlton
King)
4 D
One Dollar's Worth (Chet Ryan, FranThe• ces
LastParks)
Leaf (Mildred Manning, Bernard 2 D
Siegel, Patsy De Forest)
2 D
Two Renegades (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers)
2 C-D
Whistling
Dick's Adele
Christmas
Stocking
De Garde)
The (George
Fourth Cooper,
in Salvador (Chet
Ryan, W. 2 C-D
L. Rodgers)
2 C-D
ESSANAY
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
The ("THE
Long Green
Valli,
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't Lose Your Coat
2 C
Star Dust (Margaret
Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
Up by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film-Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Hard Luck
1 C
The General
1C
A Depot Romeo
1 C
Make Your Eyes Behave
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick 1 Sc.
Lake Louise
1 Sc.
Banff National Park
1 Sc.
The Great National Industries of Canada.. 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C
A Jitney Elopement
2 C
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
FALCON FEATURES
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
Grey)
4 D
Brand's
(Kathleen Kirkham, R. 4 D
Henry Daughter
Grey)
His Old-Fashioned Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
MoUie McConnell)
4 D
Zollenstein (Vola Vale, Monroe Salisbury) .. 4 D
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2 D
Sagebrush Law
2 D

lilllLlllllllililiilillli.iiii.illliiliLiLLiiljIilalllilllllllllllllll
("THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE" WITH TRUE BOARDMAN)
Through Fire and Water
2 D
A Bushranger's
Strategy
The
Stranger at Dumcrieff
22 DD
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1C
The
Onion
Magnate's
Revenge.....
11 CC
The Bath Tub Bandit
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1D
The
Sign
of
the
Scarf
•
The Man with the Limp
11 DD
.. A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective's
Danger
11 DD
The Railroad Smugglers
The Deserted Engine
1D
JAXON COMEDIES
Too Much Alike
1C
Barnyard Frolics
1C
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1C
Disappointed Love
1C
He's
In
Again
How It Worked
11 CC
Their Model Careers
1C
His Fishy Footsteps
1C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge) 1 C
Pals
1C
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
1C
A Bargain, $37.50
1 C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1 C
On the Love Line
1C
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
1 C
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
...1 C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Laundry
Mix-Up
11 CC
Peaceful Flat
Cheating His Wife
1 C
A Bathtub Marriage
1 C
KLEINE
' (GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1C
Some Statue
1C
SELIG
Every Other Wednesday2 D
TheSelig-World
Law NorthLibrary
of 65
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1D
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1D
The
Rustler'sforVindication
21 DD
The Witness
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1C
A Harem Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
1C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Millions (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1c
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille
(Helen Maciste
Hesperia)
6o DD
The
Marvelous
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 Ct;
Too
Much Holiday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
Inter-Allied Films
July 14. Cine Topics

1 Ed.

Kleine Exchanges
ESSANAY SERIES— DO CHILDREN COUNT?
(Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIII11IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
2D
White Girl
The Little
8. The
Aug.
Aug. 15.
Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The Kingdom of Hope
2 D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Nov. 19. A Close Resemblance
1C
Nov. 26. As Others See Us
1C
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
1C
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
1C
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas. .... 1 C
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
1C
Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry
1C
Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL—Monday,
Mutual December
Weekly, No.3, 1917
153 1 Top
Thursday, December 6, 1917
CUB— Jerry Takes Gas (George Ovey) 1 C
10, 154
1917
MUTUAL—Monday.
Mutual December
WeeHly. No.
1 Top
Thursday, December 13, 1917
CUB Ovey
— Jerry's
Boarding
House (George 1 C
Monday. December 17, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 155 1 Top
CUB — Jerry's Double Cross
1C
24, 156
1917
MUTUAL—Monday,
Mutual December
Weekly, No.
1 Top
Thursday, December 27, 1917
CUB — Jerry's Best Friend (George Ovey) 1 C
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Nov. 13. That Dog-gone Dog
1 reel
Nov. 20. A Maid to Order
1 reel
Nov. 26. Tom, Dick and Harry
1 reel
Dec. 4. Just Kidding
1 reel
Dec. 11. Putting One Over
1 reel
Dec. 18. Little Miss Fixer
1 reel
Dec. 25. Mary's Boomerang
1 reel
Serials
Nov. 8. The Lost Express. No. 8 (The
Mountain King)
2 D.
Nov. 15. The Lost Express. No. 9 (The
Looters)
2 D
Nov. 22. The Lost Express, No. 10 (The
Secret of the Mine)
2 D
Nov. 26. The Lost Express, No. 11 (A Fight
for a Million)
2 D
Dec. Death)
3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2D
Dec. masked)
17. The Lost Express, No. 14 (Un- 2 D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
Oct. 29. The MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Nov. 5. Faint Heart and Fair Lady
1 C
Nov. 19. Nutty Knitters
1C
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
1C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 7. Susie Slips One Over
1 C
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1C
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Nov. 5. The Land of Madame Butterfly. .1 Trav.
Nov. 12. Around Fujiyama
1 Trav.
Nov.
19. Three
Kyoto, Marvelous
the Ancient Matsuris
Capital 11 Trav.
Trav.
Nov. 26.
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav.
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Dec. 3. Episode 6. The Flight of the Fury. 2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 7. Hearts in Torment.... 2 D
Dec. 17. Episode 8. Walls of Gas
2 D
Dec. 24. Episode 9. Struck Down
2 D
Dec. 31. Episode 10. Wires of Wrath 2 D
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up 2 D
(Continued on page 4407)
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films in any territory, or any other
For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling otion
Picture News
additional information write — State Rights Department, M
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Cosmofotofilm Company
American News Weekly
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Incomparable
Mistress
Bellairs
4
reels
Navy activities.
Liberty Hall
4 reels
Jack
Helen Conness
Arnold, Marie 6 reels
ShotwellSherrill.
and Robert
The Black Spot
4 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Victoria Cross
4 reels
Conquest
of
Canaan
5 reels
On 18
4 reels God's Man
9 reels
May
Jonah Day
C..15 reels
reel His
May 5.7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
Vindication
5 reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel I Believe
7 reels
May 14. The
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
Film Corporation
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel The Creative
Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail).. 6 reels
General Enterprises, Inc.
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . . 6 parts
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
Dixie Films
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
5 parts Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..5 reels The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Just a Song at Twilight
S reels The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
Anti-Vice Film Company
Gold Medal Photoplays
Is Any Girl Safe?
S reels
Frank P. Donovan Productions
July — Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk).. 1 reel
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
Argosy
Films,
Inc.
— Butting in Society (Lou Marks) ... 1 reel
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels Aug.
Aug. — After Her Dough (Lou Marks) 1 reel
Aug.
—
Bunked
in
Bunkville
(Geo.
Ross)..l
reel
Golden
Features
Where
D'ye
Get
That
Stuff
5
reels
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re- is ue 5reels Aug. — His Dirty Career (Lou Marks) 1 reel A Bit of Life
1 reel
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) 5 reels
Grand Feature Film Company
Arizona Film Company
His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)...l reel Rex Beach on the Spanish Main
5 reels
Should She Obey
— reels Sept.—
Sept.
—— At
Ball (in
(Louprep.).
Marks). 2 reels
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
5 reels
Sept.
WastheSheBarber's
to Blame?
Arrow Film Corporation
Rex
Beach
in
Footsteps
of
Capt.
Kidd....S
reels
— In and Out (Tammany Young) 1 reel
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels Sept.
Sept.— His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
Graphic Features
5 reels
The Barrier
9 reels
The Woman and the Beast
Ebony Film Corporation
A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel
Bernstein Film Production
D.
W.
Griffith
Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels Dat
9 reels
Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel Intolerance
Bluebird Extraordinary
Inc.
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
ions,
Product
Hall
Frank
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels Trooper 44
5 reels
(A. H. Jacobs. Prod.)
Clifford)
Grey) — reels
(Jane er
Chance
Fighting
Her
Elmont Feature Film Co.
reels
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
ist
Sin
The Bar
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
People
vs.
John
Doe
6
reels
Hanover
Film
Company
.6
reels
God's
Law
Mother o' ford,
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
ClifRuby La Fayette).
ree*s
~ reels
ciste
4
Enlightment Corporation reels Ma
Brenon Productions
How Uncle Sam Prepares
Enlighten
Thy
Daughter
7
Lone Wolf
7 parts
William S. Hart
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
The Cold Deck
5£
Eugenic, Film Company
Empty Pockets
7 parts Birth
s u
6
Man
reels
Gun
Two
The
JULES BURNSTEIN
Shame
7 parts
European Film Company
Hawk Film Corporation
— reels
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels
Monster of Fate
Cardinal Film Corporation
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
Exclusive Features, Inc.
tion
Corpora
Film
Where Is My Father?
7 reels AroundHerald
6 reels
the World in 80 Days
Century Comedies
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
Balloonatics
2 reels
Export and Import Film Co.
— reels
rre
Automaniacs
2 reels Robespieible
— reels
of Gettysburg .
— reels The Battle
of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5 reels
The WrathHipp<
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels Ivan the Terr
Fairmount Film Corporation
>odrome Film Co.
Beniamin Cahpin Productions
7 reels
Hate
(CHAPTER FEATURES CORP.)
At the Front~with the Allies.
Flora Finch Film Co.
My Mother
2 reels
Historic Features
My Father
2 reels War Prides
2 reels
Myself
2 reels
8 reels
Christus
The Call to Arms
2 reels
rs' Circuit,
First National Exhibito
M. Sills
H. Hoffman,
Inc.
Inc.
Milton
)
w;«
Christie Film Company
Trial.
The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and reels
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel On
reels
Charles
Chaplin.
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
and Alan Hale). 6
One Hour (Zeena Keefe
The
Maid.
reel
.6
McCoy)..
(Gertrude
Witness
The Silent
reels
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
The Milky Way
1 reel
His Last Pill
1 reel July 9. Cows and Caws.
Art Pic- 8 reels
tures) •• • • ;
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel July 16. Submarine Chasers.
Grey) ....... 6 reels
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Wilson,
23. Cheese Tamers.
Gene
Skirts
1 reel July
Should She Obey? (AliceMyles
July
30.
Janitors.
) .6
Norbert
and
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel Aug. 6. A Chemical Calamity.
Genung
(Rhea Mitchell and reels
Goest
Thou
Whither
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel Aug. 13. As Prospectors.
Orrin Johnson)
• • - - reels
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel
The Great White Trail (Dons Kenyon)..6
Fort Pitt Corporation
Cinema Distributing Corp.
The Italian Battlefront.
Iliodor Picture Corporation
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Fox Film Corp.
(Iliodor, Nance—— reels
Romanoff
Fall of theEkateri
The O'Neil,
na s Galanta,
The Spy.
Claridge Films, Inc.
(Standard Pictures)
Tearle) Alfred
Conway
and
Hickman
The Birth of Character
5 reels
The Heart of New York
5 reels The Honor System.
Inter Ocean Film Corp
Jack and the Beanstalk.
Enlighten Thy Daughter
Clune Productions
The Conqueror.
reels
Ramona
8 reels Camille.
18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Ivan Film Productions 8 reels
Eyes of the World
9 reels Oct.
th
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Bo
for
Law
One
6
Babbling Tongues
Corona Cinema Company
Fraternity Films, Inc.
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey)
7 reels The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reels World Juveni
Film Corporation}
War le
in Kidland
A Chip Off the Old Block
J reel
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
reel
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise) . 5 reels Chip's Elopement
* reels
STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
LIVING
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels
Chip's
Rivals
J
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
2
Barn-Stormers i reel
Backyard
Chip'sSale,
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
For
a Daddy
reels
Friedman Enterprises
Birdland Studies.
A
Mormon
Maid
(Mae
Murray)
6
reels
2 reel
Horticultural Phenomena.
Chip's Carmen
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The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
A. Kay Co.
Carl Sturmer)
— reels
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden Spoon Mary
1C
Renowned Pictures Corporation
SomeTrial
Barrier
11 £C In Treason's Grasp (Grace Cunard and
His
Francis Ford)
5 reels
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
Weavers of Life
5 reels
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed.
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6. reels
King Bee Comedies
June 1. Back Stage
2 reels
Selig Special
June 15. The Hero
2 reels Beware of Strangers
7 reels
July 1. Doughnuts
2 reels The
Ne'er-Do-Well
8 reels
July
15.
Cupid's
Rival
2
reels
Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
Aug. 1. The Villain
2 reels The
Who
Shall
Take
My
Life?
—
reels
Aug. 15. The Millionaire
2 reels
Sept. 1. The Goat
2 reels
Frank J. Seng
Sept. IS. The Fly Cop
2 reels
Oct. 1. The Chief Cook
2 reels Parentage
7 reels
Oct. 15. The Candy Kid
2 reels
Nov. 1. The Hobo
2 reels
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
Nov. 15. The Pest
2 reels
The Crisis
10 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
Klotz and Streimer
I Believe
7 reels
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
The Secret Treaty
,
5 reels
Signet Film Corporation
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Masque of Life
7 reels
The
Realization
of
a
Negro's
Ambitions.
.
.2
reels
Trooper of Troop K
3 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reels
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
C. Post Marion Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
Moe
Streimer
N. Y. by Day and Night) 4 reels
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Submarine
Film
Corporation
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Ultra
Film
Co.
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies.... 1 C A Day at West Point
Nov.
5. AHer Village
Nov. 12.
Fatal Villain
Resemblance 11 CC West Is West
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Unity Sales Corporation
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C The Bishop's Secret
45 reels
The Lottery Man
reels
Mayfair Film Corp.
The Marriage Bond
5 reels
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Moral Uplifht Society of America
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
It May Be Your Daughter
—
Margarita Fischer)
4 reels
Hell
Morgan's
Girl
57 reels
Mo-Toy
Comedies
Come
Through
reels
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy Gets the Pennant.
Variety Films Corporation
Out in the Rain.
My Country First
6 reels
In Jungle Land.
The Pursuing Vengeance
5 reels
A Kitchen Romance.
The
Price
of
Her
Soul
7 reels
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
Victoria
Feature
Films
A Trip to the Moon.
The Fated Hour
6 reels
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.
The Slave Mart
5 reels
Dolly Doings.
School Days.
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
RELEASES IN
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
SHORT SUBJECTS
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
55 reels
(Continued from page 4405)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Nov.
4.
Pullman
Bride
1 C
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
Nov. 18 Are Waitresses Safe?
1 C
The Planter
— reels
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1 C
Dec.
16.
That
Night
1 C
Newfields Producing Co.
30. Taming Target Center
1 C
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels Dec. PARAMOUNT-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS
Oct.
28.
Adirondack
Trails;
Jewelry
and
PerOgden Pictures Corp.
sonality; A Potato Skyscraper; Bobby
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Bumps, Chef, by Earl Hurd.
Nov. Hints,
4. Harvesting
Timber; Uncle
Sam's
Paragon Films
No. 4, toWarHousewives,
The Fireless
The Whip
8 reels
Cooker;
Goodrich Dirt at the Training
Camp.
Peter Pan Film Corporation
Nov. 11. Most Beautiful of Far Eastern Arts;
(Mo-toy Troupe)
Farming for Furs; Putting Volcanoes to
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
Work.
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Nov.
18. Straw Weavers of the Tropics; Uncle
Aug. 2. Jimmy the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Sam's
Hints,
5, How
Preserve Bobby
Eggs;
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Over
the
JumpsNo. with
Army to Tractors;
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Bumps
at
Fido's
Birthday
Party.
Photoplay
Magazine
— Screen
Nov. Trench
25. TheTorches;
World's TheGreatest
reel releases,
giving
intimateSupplement
interviews— ofOne-all
GasolineMounted
Engine. Police;
the stars. (Through independent exchanges.)
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Popular Picture Corporation
Wednesday, December 12, 1917
Corruption
6 reels
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 100
1 top
Private Feature Film
Saturday, December 15, 1917
Ignorance (Earle Metcalfe)
6 reels
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 101
1 top
Sunday, December 16, 1917
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Seven Pearls, No. 14, " The Tower of
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
Death
" (Mollie King, Creighton(Astra)
Hale, 2 D
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Leon Bary)
The
Hidden
Hand.
No.
4,
"
The
False
Purkall Film Co.
Locket " (Doris Kenyon, Sheldon
The Liar
6 reels
Lewis, Arline Pretty, Mahlon ton)Hamil(Pathe) 2 D
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels Argus Pictorial, No. 3) . (Argus Laborator-ies) 1 Ed.

Along

the Vardar (Colored), European
Turkey (Trav.) and A Fresh Water Pirate.
Colored (Educ.)
(Pathe) Split reel
Happy Hooligan,
" Bullets theand Camp
Bull " Clean
(Cartoon) and Keeping
(Educ.)
(International) Split Reel
Wednesday, December 19, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 102
1 top
Saturday. December 22, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 103
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Jan. 6. Matrimonial Breaker
1 C
Jan. 6. His Day of Doom
1 C
Jan. 13. A Straight Crook
1 C
Jan. 13. A Marriage Not
1 C
Jan. 20. Their Indian Uncle
1 C
Jan. 20. The Price of His Head
1 C
Jan. 27. A Butler Bust-Up
1 C
Jan. 27. TooKEYSTONE
Many Husbands
1 C
RELEASES
Jan. 6. His Hidden Shame (Max Asher,
Dora Rogers, Alice Davenport, Alatia
Morton, Marianne Delatorre) 2 C
Jan. 13. His Punctured Reputation (Wm.
Franey, Dale Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milt
Sims)
2 C
Jan. 20. Dimples and Dangers (Harry Gribbon, Dora Rogers, Frank Bond, Claire
Anderson)
2 C
Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Asher)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday, December 24, 1917
NESTOR — The Guy and the Guyser (Gladys
Tennyson, Dave Morris)
1 C
Wednesday, December 26, 1917
L-KO — Ambrose's Icy Love (Mack Swain).. 2 C
UNIVERSAL
WEEKLY—
Weekly No. ANIMATED
4.
Saturday, December 29, 1917
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE— IsUNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 32 (Shipping date December 22).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Burning Span
Eleventh Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Fire God
Fifth
Episode of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)
Monday. December 31, 1917
NESTOR — Busted Hearts and Buttermilk
(Hayward Mack, Roberto Wilson) 1 C
Wednesday, and January
2, 1918 (Merta
L-KO — Carnivals
Cannibals
Sterling, Al Forbes)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 5.
Saturday. Tanuarv 5. 1918
UNIVERSAL
No. 52. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 34 (Shipping date, December 29).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — O v e r b o a r d
(Twelfth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Treachery (Sixth
Episode of "The
Mystery Ship" Serial). 2 D
Vitagraph
BOBBY
CONNELLY SERIES
Nov. 5. Bobby to the Rescue.
Nov.
Country
Adventure.
Nov. 12.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife.
Nov. 26. Bobby the Magician.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
Dec. 3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Hororrs.2 parts
Dec. 17. Epi. 15. Out of the Flame 2 parts
Dec. 3. Spooks
BIGandV Spasms.
COMEDIES
Dec. 10. Frauds and Free Lunch.
Dec. 17. Noisy
Naggers
Nosey Neighbors.
VITAGRAPH and
COMEDIES
Dec. 3. A Family Flivver (Edward Earle,
Agnes Ayres).
Dec. 10. Paging Page Two (Edward Earle,
Agnes Ayres).
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Dec. 24. The Oak (First Episode) (Wm. Duncan, Carol Holloway).
Dec. 31. Loaded Dice (Second Episode) (Wm.
Duncan, Carol Holloway).
Favorite Film Features
Dec. 3. The Golden Pathway (Mary
Charleson, Jane Fearnley, Naomi
Childers, Maurice Costello, Robert
Gaillard, Brinsley Shaw)
2 D
Dec. 3. His Little Page (Norma Talmadge,
Leo Delaney, Van Dyke Brooke) . 1 C
Dec. 10. Mrs.
Melodrama
(Flora
Finch,Bingle's
Kate Price,
James Lackaye,
Hughieliam
Mack, Humphrey)
William Shea, Wil- 2 C
Dec. 10. Tim Grogan's Foundling (Norma
Talmadge,
Costello, Van Kate
Dyke Price,
Brooke,Helen
Courtnay
Foote)
1 D
Dec. 17. The Call
Storey.Ralph
E. K.Ince).2
Lin- D
coln, (Edith
Gladden James,
Dec. 17. No Sweets (Flora Finch. Kate
Price, Hughie Mack, Charles
Eldridge)
1 C
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(Business
8lf*ferin^s
Upper or lower sprockets for
Powers and Simplex. $1.75 each.
Intermittent sprockets, $2.00 each.
George A. Buckley, Pittsfield, Mass.
FOR SALE — 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 reel features, with posters, in first class condition. Big A Film, 145 West 45th
street, New York City.
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS
Now At Your Disposal Bass
Tested
and Guaranteed.
Used TJniversals ; latest models,
complete with 50 mm. Tessar
F ; 3.5 lens $225. Universal
Tan and Tilt tripod ; list $90 ;
slightly used, $50 Ernemann,
$85 ; Urbans, $75 ; Prestwich
Professional,
$110. Write or
Wire.
Get complete list and catalogue.camera
America'sheadquarters.
motion picture
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
108 North Dearborn St.
Chicago, U. S. A.

ab

kit

Capacity is closely
related to Quality.
Our Capacity is
small, — this means
that every job gets
full attention and
that every foot of
work is personally
inspected by our
Superintendent.
This insures Quality. Therefore, we
guarantee satisfaction.
ART LABORATORIES
316 East 48th Street
Murray Hill 6973
Edmond Kuhn, Sup!.
Office:
Bryant S324
1476 Broadway
NEW YORK

PICTURE

NEWS

" The Honeymoon "
(Select Pictures — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY JOSEPH L. KELLEY
CONSTAN'CE TALMADGE has been given a light comedydrama in which to present the featured role o£ " The
Honeymoon." The story was written and scenarioized by E.
Lloyd Sheldon and produced by Select Pictures under the direction of Charles Giblyn. The author has relied a bit too much
on the notoriety of Niagara Falls, to support his plot which is
commonplace and without strength. Upon the most trivial incident he has based the reason upon which depends the action
of the main theme and once started there is little in the light of
teal drama to hold the threads together. There is nothing that
can be referred to as real, substantial plot material that binds
these incidents together. Any one of them could be left out and
the astory
of
link. would run along in our minds without apparent' loss
It is good comedy but light drama. Miss Talmadge holds the
center of the screen from the first flash to the final fade out
She is given every opportunity to look pretty and this she
does, leaving no room for doubt.
Director Charles Giblyn is strong on atmosphere. Most of the
action of the story takes place at Niagara Falls, and here Mr.
Giblyn has taken his company.
Earle Foxe, opposite Miss Talmadge in the leading male role,
does good work. Maude Turner Gordon, Russell Bassett, Harriss Gordon,
minor
roles. Lillian Cook, Julia Burns and Sam Coit— all have
" The Honeymoon " should be received with a welcome at
both the big and small houses for the reason that Miss Talmadge
is featured. She has a good following and in this pictures her
admirers will see her prominently casted. The photography,
done by Hal Young, is up to the present-day standard. The subtitles are appropriate and contain some good, clean humor.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Susan Lane (Constance Talmadge) becomes jealous of her young husband
within a few minutes after the marriage. Richard Greer (Earle Foxe) is
approached
by Susan's
Brother
(Harris
Gordon),forshortly
riage ceremony
and pleads
with Phil
Richard
to intercede
him inafter
order thethatmar-he
may be freed from the promise he has made to marry Maisie (Julia Burns),
an actress. Marion Starr (Lillian Cook), one of the bridesmaids, bids RichEnd Susan
thinking that she has shown a bit too much interestardin good-bye,
her husband,
is jealous.
The couple leave for Niagara Falls on their honeymoon. There Richard
sees Maisie advertised as the principal attraction at one of the theatres.
He remembers his promise to Phil, and that night he begs to be excused,
telling Susan that he has an important business engagement. He sees Maisie
in her dressing-room.
The hotel maid, while attending Susan, sees a picture of Richard. She
is also maid to Maisie. She tells Susan that she saw Richard in Maisie's
dressing-room.
Susan islearns
the by
reason
husband's
absence.leaving
She
goes to the theatre,
admitted
the for
maid,her and
sees Richard
Maisie's
Susan immediately
for acounsel
divorce.
writes herdressing-room.
father and he telegraphs
her that hearranges
has engaged
and She
the
divorce will be granted. She takes another room in the hotel and refuses
to admit her husband. After a series of incidents, Susan learns from her
father that she has been granted a divorce. Her father and mother arrive
at Niagara Falls and they tell her that it was only a joke perpetrated to
teach her a lesson. By this time Susan has forgiven her husband, having
learned
that his mission to see Maisie was to help Phil. She and Richard
are united.
A

Dollar Saved
is not only a dollar earned, but it s
An Earning Dollar
All supplies tor the M. P. Theatre at fairer
pricesIT than
you'll TO
pay elsewhere.
PAYS
DEAL HERE
Send for Price
" N"
INDEPENDENT
MOVIEList SUPPLY
CO.
6th Floor 729 7th"Ave., New York
THE WEST

COAST

Service Plus— to Readers
Circulation Plus- to Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT
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CAMERAS
Bass Camera Co
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Burke & James
4419
CARBONS
Speer Carbon Co
4415
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Art Laboratories 4408
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We EXPORT Films all oyer
the Globe.
What have yon to offer?
Only honorable business considered.
Let us hear from you.
A. B. C. FILM CO.
145 W. 45th Street
New York
Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

You display ROTHACKER PHOTOPLAYLETS FOR LOCAL ADVERTISERS you can make your screen space continuously productive — and
you know what that means! Posed-from-Life with Real Actors and Real
Scenes and bearing any " copy " desired by your individual advertisers. Easy
to sell, easy to order, and easy to look at — they are money-makers. Sample
IF Outfits Now Ready!!!!!
ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Diversey P'kway, Chicago, 111.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

c
You

Need

a

Transverter
The Motor-Generator
that produces perfect
arcs for Picture ProYoh can make a pcrfeQ diiiolve »7fA r»'C -arc TranyvcTter
jection
The Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co.
1908 West 1 14th St., Cleveland. 0.
Exclusive Canadian Distributors
PERKINS ELECTRIC CO.
Head Office:
Montreal, Can.
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Exhibitor

the Motiograph

struck

the

keynote

when

for they give service

projectors give service, but that
is not saying what kind of service.

" What you want is a projector that
will work in your projecting room for
many months with no continued annoyance to you and your operator. Your
competition is keen and you must give
your audience perfect projection. You
will find this in the MOTIOGRAPH.
Read what the Chicago Exhibitor says :
Chicago, III.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, III.
Gentlemen: —
Replying to your request of recent date as
to how the Motiograph machines are working,
I am pleased to say that we have received the
service that serves from your projector during the last eighteen months.
I have watched my audience constantly and
believe they are entirely satisfied with the
projection. Personally, I believe that it cannot be improved upon, and this is one reason
zvhy I replaced the projecting machines which
I used in my New Hub Theatre for about
nine months with your late model MOTIOGRAPH. Since then I can see a marked improvement inthe projection at that theatre.
I want to thank you for the Motiograph
Service that you have given us since we have
used your machines.
Yours truly,
THE FAMOUS THEATRE.

NEWS
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Exhibitors

To

Support

What

are

What

have

a National

For about eight years,
Exhibitors of this country
As a very general thing Have Not
given their whole-hearted support
To any National Organization of Exhibitors
National

Organizations

lived

from funds raised by a few
officials,
By giving Balls, Expositions, Trade
Shows, Trade Papers and on propositions
where mostly the film interests gave
freely to these affairs.
Now

YOU

You GET what you PAY
FOR,
As you individually did mostly nothing,
Therefore you individually receive mostly
nothing,
And furthermore, what could you expect
under the circumstances?

Yes-All Motion Picture Organizations should
work for the best interests of the entire
Industry. Agreed

FILL THIS

OUT

YOU

Fraternity

done

of Motion

now?

in

Picture

the

past?

Exhibitors?

A few weeks ago the
Sometimes
But-- — yes, ofttimes — questions
arise whereby there must be decided
What shall be rendered to the
Exhibitor?
What shall be rendered to the Film
Producer?
At such a time
A National body of Exhibitors
Must be free from entangling alliances.
If a National

mostly

doing

Owns

Body

officially

a Trade Paper

That lives by the advertising of Film
Producers
Can that Body protect the interest of the Exhibitor, first, last and
always or —
Give the Exhibitor the benefit of the
doubt?
A Fraternity that lives entirely by the aid
of its membership can protect. To have
such a Fraternity use this coupon :

AND

SEND

Exhibitors'

Asso-

was organized.
This new Body of Exhibitors
Have no entangling alliances
No one man controls our destiny
No Official receives a cent of salary
We allow only Motion Picture Theatre
Owners or Accredited Managers to become members.
Every Exhibitor is welcome and
requested to join.
Every Local Body is invited to
affiliate.
The moment you join you at once become a power for your own good.
This Organization will do big things for
you and the Industry
When the majority of Exhibitors are enrolled in our membership.
The reason of past failure
Was because so few took any interest in
National affairs.
An organized few are doing much for
themselves
While an unorganized majority struggle
blindly.

TO

AMERICAN EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION,
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS:
INDIANA TRUST BUILDING,
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
Gentlemen:
The undersigned Exhibitor desires to become a member of the AMERICAN
EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION.
Please send full particulars.
SIGNED
NAME

American
ciation

A large Organization of Exhibitors will
do the right thing
Because it is large.
Now is the time to join the AMERICAN EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION. WE ARE ARRANGING TO
KEEP A REPRESENTATIVE IN
WASHINGTON ON THE TAX
QUESTION. That is why you
should HURRY.

THEATRE
CITY
STATE

We want you to join now because
we want to know what you want,
So as to give you just what you want.

ACCESSORY
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and know that their jobs depend largely on the physical
condition of every reel of film they show. This is a
body of men which cannot be overlooked and who demand that their cooperation be reciprocated in every
possible way.
" I would call your attention to the pledge which
every member of the League has signed :
National Anti-Misframe League
PLEDGE
SECTION

OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWSl

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera, devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the budding and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
••
Technical Editor

Exchanges — and

the National
League

Anti-Mis frame

are sending out a letter to the head of every exchange system in the country asking for a statement
of their activities in improving the physical condition of films which is so necessary in keeping up theatre
This letter is printed below so that every
patronage.
branch exchange in the country may know what we are
asking of their head office and what the head office may in
turn expect from them.
This is the letter :

WE

" Exchange Manager,
" Dear Sir. — When the National Anti-Misframe
League was started by Motion Picture News it was
done with only one idea — the improvement of the picture on the screen. There was no thought or intention
of ' passing the buck ' to the operator and getting him
to do any of the work which was entirely up to the
various exchanges, but merely to have him co-operate
with the exchanges.
" To-day we find that this work has been appreciated
by some local exchange managers and with the cooperation ofmembers of the League in various territories film conditions have been improved. In other
sections they are still bad, even though the League
operators are doing their best to improve them.
" This is a bad time to do anything which does not
tend to improve theatre patronage, otherwise exchange
receipts will show a sudden shrinkage which spells
financial loss. If pictures are not clean, if they do not
contain full footage, and do not tell the story as it
should be told— they will not ' get over,' and are not
deserving of successful bookings.
" Today you have a League of operators — one r ttt of
every twenty in the country — who realize conditions

" ' As a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to
assist in eliminating some of the evils practised in
the operating-room, I promise that I will to the
best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore I will, when it
becomes necessary, remedy all misframes, bad
patches, etc., that may be in the film which I receive and in this way cooperate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who
make up the motion picture audience by showing
films that are free from such defects. I also
promise that I will not make punch marks in film,
and when film is received by me with punch holes,
I will notify the exchange to that effect, so that
they may use
" This is only
ing the industry
lift in any way
exchanges.

their efforts to correct this evil'
done as a cooperative method of helpincrease its gross business and not to
the responsibility from your branch

" You, as the Manager of the Exchange System, are
in touch with the work of the National Anti-Misframe
League, but you may not realize that our membership
now numbers approximately ,six hundred (6oo) active
and hard-working operators, all striving for better
physical condition of the films they receive. They
want to co-operate with you and your branches even
more than they are doing now. Will you outline for
the benefit of these men just what you are doing to
promote these improved conditions?
" Your statement will be published in Motion Picture News and will be read by all League members.
It is an opportunity for you to go on record with a
worth-while statement which will mean much to the
industry and the operators.
" Very truly yours,
EVERY active operator in the country will sooner or
later join our ranks and become active in the promotion of the National Anti-Misframe League. It is
the only method that is active in bringing about one of the
necessities of our industry — better film for the audience —
film which will tell the whole story — film which will increase patronage.
This is something which is a part of theatre management
or under-management, for the operator cannot only help
make a theatre's reputation but he can actually break the
house and put it out of business.
He should have a large part in the decision as to which
exchange shall supply the film, as we believe our League
members are doing today. He should report poor film conditions to the manager and he should do anything in his
power to cancel film service from an exchange which is not
sending out film in condition suitable for exhibitors.
E. K. Gillett.
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QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

to theatres in which the
I HAVE been invited
to address you on
Light Intensities for Motion
Picture
position of the seats
with respect to the
the subject, " Light Inscreen is such that the
tensities for Motion PicProjection
picture
must be viewed
ture Projection," a sub[Editor's
following
paper Picture
was readEngineers,
by Mr. J.held
T. in
Caldwell
at the
New
at relatively
large
ject which is of very real
York
meetingNote
of —theTheSociety
of Motion
October.
Through
the courtesy of the Society we are able to publish the paper before its appearance
angles,
for
no
matter
importance but concernin the printed transactions of the New York meeting.]
from what angle the
ing which there is a
scarcity of data. The best I can do, therefore, is to discuss the screen is viewed, the brightness is the same because of the way
in which the light is reflected.
factors affecting light intensities and draw from this discussion
Aluminumized screens and ground-mirror screens are examples
tentative conclusions for your consideration.
of the spread reflecting class. A clean aluminumized screen can
First of all. it is of interest to note that the eye sees a picture
on the screen not by the light which strikes the screen, but by be designed to reflect about 60-65 per cent of the light striking it,
the light which the screen reflects to the eye. If we imagine a and will confine the reflecte'd light within an angle of approximately 30 degrees. Ground-mirror screens when clean can be made
perfectly black screen — one which reflects no light at all — we see
at once that no matter how strong the beam we project on the
to reflect' approximately 80-90 per cent, of the light and confine
the light within about 30 degrees. Such screens are well adapted
screen we will obtain no picture at all. Screens used in practice
to theatres in which the seats are so arranged that the picture
vary in reflection factor, that is, in their power to reflect light,
does not have to be viewed at large angles.
through very wide limits ; hence it is obviously necessary to consider the reflection factor of different screens when discussing
Fig. 1 shows the relative brightness of matte, metallic-surface,
screen intensities. Nor is it correct to assume that the screen
and ground-mirror screens when viewed at various angles.
Allow me to emphasize the point that the reflection factors I
which reflects the highest percentage of the light striking it is
have mentioned assume a clean reflecting surface ; a very slight
necessarily the best screen to use, for the manner in which the
accumulation of dust can reduce the screen brightness very mareflected light is distributed is also a factor which affects the
terial y. believe
I
that with a schedule of regular and frequent
brightness of the picture. For example, it is possible to conceive
cleaning theatre managements can in many cases increase their
of a screen which reflects a very large proportion of the light
screen brightness by fully 50 per cent, of their present average
striking it, yet which, due to the fact that it distributes the revalues if they desire to do so.
flected light far out to the sides, is actually less satisfactory than
Thus, it is sure that the intensity of the beam projected deone which reflects a lower percentage of the light striking it but
termines only relatively the brightness of the picture.
which confines its reflected light within useful angles.
Uniformity of screen illumination is another factor which must
From the standpoint of their reflection characteristics, screens
be considered in connection with screen intensities. It is not
in common use may be divided into two classes :
uncommon to find screens upon which the intensity near the center
(1) Diffuse reflecting screen;
is several times the intensity near the edges of the picture, or
(2) Spread reflecting screens.
where the intensity on one-half of the screen is much higher than
upon the other half. When this condition of non-uniformity obtains, certain portions of the picture are, of course, brighter than
others, and while the eye cannot readily detect small differences
in brightness, the fact remains that to say a - screen is illuminated to a certain average intensity is not definite when
a wide difference exists between minimum, average and maximum intensity values. Good projection requires a screen intensity
approaching uniformity, and the nearer the intensities at different
points come to being equal, the better will be the projection from
this standpoint. The uniformity of intensity at different points
on the screen is affected by the condenser design, steadiness of the
light, and by refinement in focusing adjustment.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of light on the screen with a
typical direct-current arc lamp projector. Fig. 3 shows the higher
degree
machines.of uniformity obtainable from some Mazda lamp equipped
Another factor which we must consider is extraneous light.
Obviously a higher screen intensity is required in a theatre in
which daylight is allowed to enter, or where lights are kept burning at all times, than in one where all the light comes only from
the projection apparatus. The effect of extraneous light is to
decrease the contrast between the high lights and low lights on the
screen. If, for example, the intensity of the beam in a low light
of the film is, say, 1/50 of a foot-candle at the screen, and m the
high lights the intensity is, say, 2 foot-candles, the contrast is
1-100. If upon the screen image is now superimposed an intensity
of 1/10 of a foot-candle,, due to extraneous light, the contrast
becomes approximately 1 to 17. From this it is apparent that
even a very low intensity of extraneous light calls for considerable
increase in screen intensity if good contrast is to be secured. In
Fig. 1
this connection I may say that the organization with which I am
connected has under way at present an investigation of motion
picture theatre lighting and will be glad to co-operate with this
Of the first class, white cloth screens and plaster screens are
society in determining what constitutes good theatre lighting, and
typical. A white cloth screen when clean can be made to reflect
as high as 70-75 per cent, of the light which strikes it, and a in making definite recommendations for those interested in this
subject. There is, I believe, little question that some system of
plaster screen 80-88 per cent. The light is reflected at wide angles,
general illumination is desirable.
as shown by the diagram Fig. 1. Such screens are well adapted
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Before leaving the subject of contrast, I wish to mention that
film producers are endeavoring to a greater and greater extent to
provide the proper degree of contrast in their films. More and
more care is given to lighting their scenes in such a way that
with a projecting beam of normal intensity the proper gradations
of light and shade will appear on the screen.
The use of tinted and toned film is becoming more extensive.
This tinting and toning serves two purposes : it lends color to the
scene and it reduces the intensity. Usually, the producer has both
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projection range probably from as low as 2.5 foot-candles to as
high as 30 *, depending upon local conditions. I do not think
that 2.5 foot-candles is sufficient for the projection of a dense
film on a dusty muslin screen ; neither do I think that an intensity as high as 30 foot-candles is desirable for a light film
projected on a highly selective or spread reflecting screen. I
know of cases where theatre managements have been forced,
through the complaints of their patrons, to reduce the intensities
they were employing from a value near the upper limit of the
range I have given to a considerably lower one. If muslin or
plaster screens are used, and these are faithfully kept clean, I
believe an intensity of 5 foot-candles should be ample for the
proper projection of all except very dense films. If an aluminumized or ground-mirror screen is employed a value of 2^4 footcandles should be ample. A great many theatres are projecting
pictures with less than 3 foot-candles, using a plain screen, while
the largest and best known theatres are obtaining less than 101
foot-candles on a plain screen.** The distinction between dense
films and tinted and toned films is of interest. In the former,
the density is due to variation in exposure and development, and
is not as a rule obtained with a definite purpose ; in the latter,
the purpose is to lend color to the picture and to control its brightness. Ibelieve that an intensity of 5 foot-candles on any good,
clean screen will be sufficient for the projection of any film sent
cut by a competent producer, and I also believe that no discomfort will be experienced from intensities in the neighborhood of
10 foot-candles. In giving these values I presuppose the intensity
due to the general illumination of the theatre to De of a very low
order and assume the measurements to be made with the shutteropen and no film in the machine. As I have previously mentioned,
the effect of extraneous light in decreasing the brilliancy of a.
picture is very marked.

Fig. 2
of these effects in mind. He uses a blue tone, let us say, to portray a moonlight scene. The color gives the observer an impression of moonlight; the producer intends in all probability that
the low intensity shall help in furthering this impression. If,
then, the operator, seeing that the picture is not perfectly clear,
sends a rush of extra current through his carbons he kills to an
extent the impression that the producer hoped to convey. I have
talked with producers who considered this natural tendency of the
operator to be a matter worthy of no little consideration.
Data which I have obtained on the transmission of samples of
tinted film may be of interest.
Percentage
Absorption
of Light
byTints
Various
of
Film.
.
Films.
Blank
9%
Yellow
2.1%
Light Amber
22%
Heavy Amber
33%
Light Blue
33%
Dark Blue
40%
Green
53%
Purple
62%
Orange
67%
Red
79%
The illumination on the screen with the shutter stationary and
no film in the machine has been taken as 100 per cent. The values
for the tinted samples are given in percentage of light absorption
due to the different tints. The values given in the table represent tests on a single sample of each tint, and while these samples
are believed to be typical, others might of course show somewhat
higher or lower values.
In view of the foregoing general discussion you will not be
surprised when I say that suitable intensities for motion picture

Fig. 3
(Mr. Caldwell by means of demonstration apparatus
showed various photographs and prints illuminated at intensities of1, 2 and 25 foot-candles. The demonstration
showed that 1 foot-candle was too low an intensity for
good vision, that 25 foot-candles was so high as to be
glaring and that color distinction and details were largely
lost, and that at 5 foot-candles the subjects appeared to
the best advantage.')
You may be interested in a device which has recently beendeveloped which makes it possible to measure screen intensity and
screen brightness very quickly and with accuracy. This device,
shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, is known as a " Foot-candle Meter."
I shall be glad to discuss this instrument in detail with those who
are interested.
In this meeting we are interested in projection apparatus only.
* Gage, S. H. & H. P. " Optic Projection." 1914.
** Optic Projection, J. A. Orange. Trans. I. E. S., Nov., 1916.
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in so far as the component parts of the two systems, arc lamp
and Mazda lamp, affect screen intensities. I shall discuss these
two systems very briefly from this standpoint.
Fig. 5 shows the arc lamp system as it is now and as it has
been for a number of years. The light intensity at the screen
with any system is of course dependent upon the light given off
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the aperture of the objective lens, but under present conditions
such an increase would be likely to be obtained at a sacrifice
of steadiness in the illumination of the picture. There seems
to be a possibility of increasing the intensity produced by directcurrent machines by more careful design of the shutter and possibly by rotating the shutter at higher speeds. It is doubtful if the
shutters of alternating-current machines can be much improved,
because the cooling of the carbons is so rapid that a stroboscopic
effect is likely to be encountered. This effect is, of course, very

Fig. S
marked where 25-cycle current must be used. You will note that
with the Mazda lamp system, Fig. 6. a mirror can be used to
redirect into useful directions the light which the lamp gives off
in directions away from the condenser. The use of this mirror
increases the illumination on the screen by approximately 75 per
cent. The lamp is so designed that relatively little light is thrown
off to the sides, that is, a relatively large part of the light either
strikes the condenser directly or indirectly by reflection from the
mirror. The fact that the light source is confined within a bulb
eliminates danger of cracking the condenser; hence a short-focus
condenser which subtends a large angle can be utilized. Through
the design of a special prismatic condenser the necessity for a
thick and heavy lens with accompanying aberration is obviated.
The fact that the light source is absolutely steady and without
noticeable flicker, even on 25-cycle current, permits the use of a
wide aperture objective lens with an accompanying good utilization
of light. Shutters can be designed to operate very effectively with
Mazda equipment because of the fact that the filament, being
heavy, does not get a chance to cool between current reversals.
When arc machines are being adapted to the Mazda lamp, it is
of advantage to bear the point in mind that the shutter can usually
be improved. It is due solely to the better utilization of light
that the Mazda lamp — a source of lower brilliancy and far less
energy consumption than the arc — can be used to project satisfactory motion pictures.
asmb
■opr/cal $y3t£*1 u3ihg mazoa c lamp
Mor/oti ptcruec PfcjecrtON
SPHfOlCAL
II

n3— —

— ; -^|Ati 'mi — 1
1
^^^^~~T— ■ .
"

—^

1

Fig. 6
Fig. 4b
by the source, and with both arc lamp and Mazda lamp systems
the light which the source gives off is dependent, but not in equal
ratio, upon the current which flows. The condensers in all arc
lamp systems must be located at a considerable distance from
the source, chiefly because of the intense heat of the arc, and
manufacturing considerations limit the sizes of condensers to the
point where, as you will note, the angle or zone subtended by the
condenser with respect to the arc is small. W ith direct-current
arcs this is not so great a handicap as with alternating-current
arcs, for the direct-current arc throws the greater portion of the
light it generates forward. The objectives used with arc lamp
equipment are made small in diameter with respect to their focal
length in order that irregularities in the arc will not be annoyingly apparent on the screen. There is a possibility of increasing
the screen intensity with arc lamp apparatus by increasing

For many years the arc lamp has been practically the only
light source used in motion-picture projection work, and higher
and higher amperages have been employed as the size of theatres
has increased and as competition between theatres has become
keener. It appears that a reaction from the very high values
may be logically expected, for a brilliant picture loses its attractiveness when discomfort and eye strain from glare is experienced.
A bright screen viewed against a dark background produces an
effect similar to that produced by a bright street light viewed
against its background. In the first case the effect is less marked
and may not be attributed to contrast in brightness, and for this
reason is probably more serious than if the trouble were recognized
at once and corrected. Flicker and arc travel are also more pronounced athigh intensities than at low ones, and we may, therefore, I believe, expect to see the higher intensities gradually
abandoned in favor of intensities of the lower order.
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Grease-Cup for Powers Intermittent
th, Ohio, writes: "I have two
, Wadswor
WERHAN
AB.
one a 6 and the other a 6A. If the
machines,
• Powers
intermittents of these machines are properly packed, and are
very steady picoperated at the proper speed they will projectfora the
intermittent
ture. I have purchased two new covers
the usual
where
place
the
ps
above
grease-cu
on
put
casing, and
oil cup is located. ■
" I have used this for the last two weeks and everything is
working fine. It takes me about two minutes to pack the intermittent casings of my machines. I use vaseline, and in the old
way you have to remove some gears before you are able to get at
the casing.
" The enclosed sketch shows the arrangement, but anyone
attaching a grease-cup to the Powers intermittent casing must be
careful to grind off the end of the cup which projects through to
the inside of the intermittent casing cover (after the cup is
screwed into position — Ed.) There must be no end projecting
inside the casing or there will be trouble.
" If by any chance, the intermittent casing is packed too full,
the operator should open up the oil cup and let the vaseline work
itself out. Use the cup to force the vaseline into the casing,
but don't keep the cup full when running or the vaseline gets

SECTION
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FOR D.C. WORK
Are not only two of the latest
inventions of the Motion Picture
Industry,
but also a necessary
means whereby your projection
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I

can be vastly improved and perfected.

PARAMOUNT
ALTERNO
warm; it melts and will run out of the grease-cup if the cup is
too full.
" The grease-cup not only saves the operator of a Powers
machine the trouble of removing gears in order to pack the intermittent with grease, but also insures a steady picture
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FEATURES—
CARBONS

Perfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
Noiseless Operation — Brilliant Illumination.
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.

Mazda Lamp Projection to Be Demonstrated
ESSENTIAL ADVANTAGES
At Important Meeting of Illuminating
HOLD-ARK CARBONS
Engineering Society
Permanent Arc
Longer Life
THE large amount of research and experimental work which
Perfect Crater
Minimum Adjustment
has been expended upon motion picture projection with
Mazda lamps will be comprehensively reviewed at the forthcoming
Hard Core and Metal Coating
meeting of the New York Section of the Illuminating Engineering
Elimination of Projection Difficulties
Society.
This meeting will be held at the Edison studio, 2826 Decatur
avenue, Bedford Park, New York City, at 8 o'clock Thursday
evening, December 13. The Edison studio may be reached from
When ordering specify whether for
Grand Central Station by the New York Central Railroad to the
alternating or direct current. Each
Botanical Gardens Station, or it may be reached by subway to
style has a special duty to perform.
149th street, transferring to the elevated to the end of the line.
Substitutions
or attempted alterations
are
costly.
The subject of the main paper of the evening is " Motion Picture Projection with Tungsten Filament Lamps," the paper being
jointly prepared by the National and Edison Lamp Works of the
General Electric Company, the Westinghouse Lamp Works, and
the Research Laboratory of the General Electric Company.
Write today for descriptive literature
Points of comparison with arc systems now in use (with special attention to A. C. circuits) will be presented, and films will
be projected with the incandescent lamp equipments at the con" THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE "
clusion of the paper.
The meeting is to be held at the Edison studio by invitation
SPEER CARBON
COMPANY
of Mr. L. N. McChesney, manager of the studio, who has promised apractical demonstration of the taking of motion pictures.
The illuminating Engineering Society extends an invitation to |
ST. MARYS, PA.
all readers of Motion Picture News who are interested in the
subject to attend the meeting.
IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Right
Better
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Pictures

The moving picture public is not only demanding better pictures, but better-^/iown pictures.
Brilliancy, sharp definition, clear detail, — these
are essential. You can be sure of perfect results
if your machines are equipped with standard

Dausch
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Pledge
National Anti-Misframe League
A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

|omb

Projection [enses
These famous Lenses are the product of an
organization of more than 6o years' experience,
and are considered the finest equipment that
money can buy.
Both the Edison and Nicholas Power Machines use
B. & L. Lenses as standard equipment — and you can
obtain them through any film exchange or supply house.
Better pictures mean bigger crowds.
Bausch & Ipmb Optica ®569 $T. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.Y.
New York Washington Chicago San Francisco
Leading American makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic
Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Lanterns (Balopticons),
and Other High-Grade Optical Products.

I HOW

TO

SAVE

MONEY

in Send
touch for
withourus. NEW THEATRE CATALOG and get
We have just issued the most complete catalog ever published
of all goods pertaining to the MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.
In it you will find a lot of valuable information.
Sent free upon request.

\
|

Roll of Honor
Springfield, Ohio
Howard L. Straub
Brookville, Indiana
ing
Herbert L. Horn
Waukegan, Illinois
hower
Solomon Zelec
Goldendale, Washington
P. L. Boardwell
Matoon, Illinois
Tames A. Cheek Grand Rapids,
Michigan
Malcolm Rosell
Kalamazoo, Michigan
S. H. Posthumus
Michigan
Kalamazoo,
ent
H. S. Sarg
Kalamazoo, Michigan
E. F. Hess
Michigan
Kalamazoo,
y
William Doke
Kalamazoo, Michigan
thy
McCarles
Willis Know
Michigan
Kalamazoo,
A.
G.
Kalamazoo, Michigan
W. C. Avery
Michigan
Kalamazoo,
l
W Bal
JAndrew
Standard, Illinois
Harcarick
Illinois
Standard, Indiana
ns
George Parso
Swayzee,
Starbuck
Earcelle
Indiana
Swayzee,
n
Wilbur Harle
Rensselaer, Indiana
Arthur H. Fletcher
Rensselaer, Indiana
ire
Harry D. Waymey
Rensselaer, Indiana
D Pefl
HEdward
L. Burnett
Washington C. H., Ohio
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AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade.
Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Edison and Standard Machines, I
Transvcrters,
Motorto Generators,
and Everything g
Pertaining
the Moving Rectifiers
Picture Theatres
Third Floor, Mailers Building,
Corner Madison Street and Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
SjiiiimiiiinimiiniiiniwnimiiffltimniRiimimimmimiiiiHffl^^
SIMPLEX
Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
but far superior to any other. We are exclusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland.
Motor Generators and General Supplies
MINUS A Gold Fibre Screens
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
We are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
machines with tools made by the factories. No other
concern can offer better service than we. Try us.
1327 VINE STREET
Lewis M. Swaab
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
DISTRIBUTOR
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTU

Total membership to date

630

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.
Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager

Kalamazoo Local Joins N. A. M. F. L. in Body
rame League is
AS the membership in the National Anti-MisfLeague
are now
steadily increasing, and the objects of the
operator's
various
the
for
fashion
the
is becoming
widely known,
support to its progressive policies by joining
to give ittheir
Locals
the N. A. M. F. L. We have the pleasure this week of enrolling
the complete personnel of Local 188, Kalamazoo, Michigan, and a
few remarks from the letter of Mr. G. A. Knowles, Secretary
of Local 188, will serve to demonstrate the progressive ideals of
the Kalamazoo operators.
Mr. Knowles says:
" I have been requested to write you regarding membership in
the League. The following list includes every motion picture
machine operator in the city, all are union men and more than
pleased with the object of the League. Furthermore, I can assure
you that all are eager to become members."
RE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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The Distribution of Light Intensity in Photographic
Images
(Continued from last week.)
AS the reflection and absorption losses to which a pencil light is
subject in traversing a lens have been demonstrated by
mathematical computation, we have next to follow the light rays
to their points of incidence upon the flat surface of the focusingscreen, or the photographic plate, and in this connection it must be
immediately apparent that all rays do not fall upon the surface of
the plate at normal incidence. The inclination of the oblique
pencils, which form the marginal portions of the image, increases
with increasing distance away from the axis, with the result that
the illumination steadily decreases toward the edges of the image,
and this decrease in intensity in the case of light rays which do
not fall upon the plate at normal incidence also follows a well
known photometric law. This is the Lambert cosine law, which •
states that the radiation (or brightness) per unit area of a surface
is proportional to the cosine of the angle of emission (measured
from the normal to the surface considered) . When Lambert advanced this law (" Photometria " — Augsburg, 1760), he had in
mind a glowing (or radiating) sphere, and in the case of glowing
bodies it is of course apparent that the light is emitted in the strictest sense, but it will be apparent that the cosine law is likewise
applicable to the measurement of the brightness of an illuminated
.surface. We have therefore to see how the cosine law applies

the center of the image, the inverse square law also enters into
the calculations. We now return to Dr. Zschokke's article in
which the application of these photometric laws to the intensity of
wide-angled images is comprehensively explained.
Quoting Dr. Zschokke :
The natural reduction of the intensity of a lens towards the
edges of the photographic plate plays quite a different part from
the increasing loss by reflection in the case of oblique pencils of
rays. By natural reduction of the intensity1 is here meant the
departure from the intensity possessed by the ideal lens, and the
law of this departure is comprehensively shown by Figs. 3 to 6.
In Fig. 3, A — A represents the aperture of an ideal lens. The axially
parallel incident rays combine at the focus where the intensity of

by
illumination is represented by I. Now, in order to investigate the
law of variation in intensity (at different parts of the image)
we first assume that the surface of the image produced by this lens
is exactly spherical, and that the radius of curvature of this
spherical image "surface is equal to the focal length of the lens.
We see, therefore, that the point of intersection of the oblique
pencil of rays is to that of the axial pencil as cos a :I, where a is
the angle of inclination of the oblique pencil. The intensity at any
point of the curved image surface (Fig. 3) is therefore expressed
to the intensity at various parts of a wide-angled image, such as
produced by a camera objective upon a photographic plate, and
must also be remembered that as marginal image points are
greater distances from the center of the diaphragm than points

is
it
at
at

I, = I cos a
" In practice, however, a good lens yields an image surface which
is flat instead of being curved like the image surface shown in
Fig. 3. Image points away from the axis are therefore at a distance
from the center of the diaphragm represented numerically by

=Icos3at
t = -L
a
" Now, it is well known that thecosillumination,
or brightness, varies
inversely as the square of the distance, and the ratio of the intensity of a point in the image at some distance from the center, in
the case of a flat image surface (Fig. 4), is to the intensity of a
similarly located point On the curved image surface (Fig. 3) as
from which we have the relations

cos a

la — I and a = I cos 3 a
" We have, up to the present, assumed that the axis of the pencil
of rays was at right angles to the surface of the plate (perpenwas introduced
Dr. Plane
Moritz ofvonPhotographic
Rohr. See Objectives,
his article "with
On
the1 This
Lightterm
Distribution
at the byFocal
Special Regard to the Apparent Difference Between Simple Landscape
Lenses and Lenses of Symmetrical Construction." Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde, Vol. 18 (1898), pp. 171-180 and 197-205.
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h — I] cos a or I cos4 a
" This is the law of the natural decrease in illumination from
center to edge of the image produced by a photographic objective,
and this decrease in illumination {according to the fourth power
of the cosine of the angle of inclination of an oblique ray with
respect to the axial or central portion of the image) is graphically
illustrated by the diagram Fig. 6. In Fig. 6 the angles of inclina-
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dicular incidence) which, in reality, is only the case at the center
of the image. In the case of all pencils of rays which reach the
image-plane, the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of inclination (Fig. 5), but the luminosity of a surface depends upon the
angle at which it receives the rays, and is proportional to the cosine
of this angle. The intensity I3 of a point in the image away from
the axis, is, therefore, expressed by

EASTMAN

The

NEWS

CO.,

N. Y.
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tion of the oblique rays are laid out along the abscissa axis at
intervals of five degrees, starting from the axis or center of the
image, while the ordinates of the intensity curve represent the
brightness of the image points formed by pencils corresponding to
the various degrees of obliquity. It will be apparent, after a study
of this intensity curve, that the effect of the natural falling off of
the illumination is alone responsible for the reduction in brightness
of a point (in the image) 35 degrees from the axis to barely half of
the intensity at the(Tofocus."
be continued next week.)
The Duplex Polishing Machine
have recently had the opportunity of examining the latest
and most improved model of the Duplex polishing machine,
at the well equipped shops of the Duplex Machine Company, 316
75th street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and the following description will
doubtless prove interesting to Camera Department readers.
The Duplex polishing machine may be used both for polishing
newly made cinematograph positives, or for cleaning old or used
prints, and negatives may also be polished on this polisher without
fear of scratching them. In this latter connection it is also stated
by the makers that the emulsion side of negatives may be polished
on the Duplex polishing machine with entire safety, which indicates that the scope of usefulness of the apparatus is very extensive.
As the illustration shows, the Duplex polishing machine is
mounted on a neat stand of enamelled angle iron, and is entirely
self-contained, the driving motor being mounted at the lower part
of the stand. The motor is of J/2 h.p. and is supplied for either
A. C. or D. C. of any required voltage.
The reel of film to be cleaned or polished is placed in the supply
magazine, which is similar to the magazine of a motion picture
projector, and after passing through the polishing devices is
received and wound up in a take-up magazine of similar style.
The take-up magazine is equipped with a tension device of the
friction-disc type, which insures even rewinding and freedom from
strain, while, as an extra refinement, the spindle of the supply
magazine is also provided with a tension device, which causes the
film to be paid out at just the proper speed.
Upon issuing from the supply magazine the film passes over the
moistening rollers, which are made of felt, and serve to moisten
the back of the film with the cleaning fluid. These moistening
rollers, or distributing felts, as they are termed, are in turn moistened by the cleaning fluid which falls upon them, drop by drop,
from the feed-cups, conveniently located above the distributors.
The feed-cups are of the sight-feed type, allowing the flow of the
polishing fluid to be observed at all times, and are, of course, provided with means for adjusting the rapidity with which the distributing rollers are moistened with the polishing fluid. In addition, each feed cup is provided with a spring tension which maintains the rate of flow exactly as adjusted by the polishing machine
operator, which will be found in practice a convenient feature.
After being moistened on the back by the distributing rollers
the film passes to the buffing wheels in the manner shown by the
illustration. The film is supported, while being polished by the
buffers, against three large idler wheels shown at the top of the
WE
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cut, which are covered around their peripheries by fine velvet, so
as not to scratch or injure the emulsion side of the film being
polished.
As the illustration clearly shows, the polishing wheels, or buffers,
are of the type containing a series of flaps made of felt, and when
the Duplex polisher is put into operation these buffing wheels revolve
at great speed, and the degree of pressure under which they come
into contact with the film is sufficient to thoroughly polish any
film by the time it has passed the third buffing wheel.
It will be noted that the film is carried through the Duplex
polisher by two sprockets, one being located between the first
and second buffing wheels and the other just above the take-up
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Duplex Polishing Machine
magazine. It will also be readily apparent that if the film-feeding
mechanisms of a polishing machine do not work in exact concordance, the film might either run slack at places or else become too
taut, in which latter event the film strip would be strained to the
breaking point. To eliminate any such mishandling of film the feed
sprockets of the Duplex polisher are connected by a shaft and
driven in unison by a positive worm drive.
As further evidence of the careful designing of the Duplex
polishing machine attention should be called to the small idler
rollers which hold the film to the feed sprockets, and guide it
at other places during its passage through the apparatus. These
rollers are carefully relieved at the center, so as not to touch
the surface of the film, and are instantly removable for cleaning
by raising up a spring clip, similar to those used in modern projecting machines to secure the reel in the take-up magazine.
Accessibility and interchangeability seem to be features of this
new Duplex polisher, as the fluid distributing rollers, the buffing
rollers and the large idler wheels at the top of the machine may
all be removed very quickly by unscrewing the knurled nuts
(having left-hand threads) by which they are secured to their
respective spindles. This permits the rapid renewal of the buffing
and distributing wheels, when they become worn or soiled, and
the Duplex Machine Company are prepared to supply new felts
for these moistening or polishing wheels at less cost than the
same can be made up by users of their machine. It has further
to be emphasized that all of the felts supplied by the Duplex
Machine Company will be found to fit the respective rollers accurately, and may therefore be put in place without loss of time.
It is not generally found necessary in practice to renew all of the
polishing, or buffing, wheels at the same time. The buffer nearest
the moistening rollers becomes soiled most quickly, and the most
advisable procedure is to remove this and move the second buffing
wheel up to replace it. The third buffer is moved up* to take the
place of the second one, and a new and clean buffing wheel placed
on the spindle nearest the take-up magazine. In this way firstclass results are achieved economically.
Before terminating this description of the Duplex polishing
machine it should be mentioned that all important revolving parts
throughout the apparatus are equipped with S. K. F. self -aligning
ball-bearings, which insure accurate operation and long life, as any
student of mechanisms knows.
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of Latest

— " Told at Twilight," by Huerter. A composition most
appropriate for pathetic situations. (Published by the
Boston Music Co.)
2—"

When a Boy Says Good-Bye to His Mother," by Jack
Frost. (Published by Frank K. Root & Co.) .

— " Way Down in Macon, Georgia," by Paul Biese. A
composition of exceptional standard quality in 2/4 time.
(Published by the Frank K. Root Music Co.)
— " Just as Your Mother Was," by Harry von Tilzer.
The very latest of this gifted writer's musical gems. A
really delightful melody which shows Harry von Tilzer at his
very best. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)
— " You're Breaking My Heart with Good-Bye," by Abe
Olman.
A pathetic composition which every musician
should add to his library.
(Published by the Vandersloot
Music Co.)
— " In a Garden of Shadows and Tears," by A. Manlowe.
A very attractive melody of pathetic character. (Vandersloot Publishing Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
— " Hail, Hail the Gang's Here," by Theodore Morse.
. Every musician knows the famous old song hit, " We
Won't Come Home Till Morning." " Hail, Hail," is better.
(Leo Feist Edition.)
— " We're After You," by Lloyd. One of those typical
up-to-date march songs, appropriate for cartoons of
political character. (Jeff Branen, Ed., 145 W. 45th street, New
York City.)
Gilbert and Friedland Get a Running Start
L

WOLFE GILBERT and Anatol Friedland's new ballad, " Are
• You From Heaven," promises to make them just as successful as publishers as they have been as song writers. " Are
You From Heaven " is well liked by scores of the big time
artists, and is now being featured by May Naudain, Belle Baker,
Charles King, Dorothy Jardon, Courtney Sisters, and others too
numerous to mention here. Friedland certainly knows the knack
of writing plaintive melodies for the pleading lyrics of his versatile partner. " Are You From Heaven " is a wonderful number
for pictures, where soft music is appropriate.
Where Next

IT is nothing unusual to see Feist's songs getting publicity in
*■ newspapers and magazines, for with Feist this is part of the
business, but one would not be likely to think of seeing trade
papers of entirely different lines making a feature of his stuff;
but from the way Feist does things you are just as likely to see
some mention of " Over There " or one of his other numbers in
The War Cry or the Painter's Journal as you are in a musical
trade publication. Just how he gets the notices is a secret that he
does not tell. A week ago, Tobacco, the leading tobacco paper of
twelve in this country, gave up an entire page to a story of how
" Over There " was sold, illustrating same with Mr. Feist's picture and a photograph of the $25,000 check breaking through the
•chorus of the song. There was some mention of the cigars smoked
during the negotiations for the transfer of the song, giving the
editor a peg on which to hang his story and pass out some live
news to his readers.
Jos. W. Stern & Co. Issue New

SECTION

Juvenile Ballad

<<CEND BACK DEAR DADDY TO ME," by Irving Maslof
and Harry Tenny, looks like a successor to Sterm's former
juvenile hits, " A Little Lost Child " and " In the House of Too

Vol. 16. No. 25

PICTURE

Compositions

9—" W. I Vandersloot.
Wonder How One
the ofOldtheFolks
at Home,"
by F.
most Are
popular
compositions
by this famous composer.
(Vandersloot Music Co.)
1A — New York's big, smashing Spanish musical success,
v " Land of Joy," has been published by G. Schirmer and
is now obtainable at special reduced prices.
11 — "Defend America" (march), by A. Hadley. A stirring
I march, mostly appropriate for news weeklies. (Oliver
Ditson Edition.)
IO — " Jack o' Lantern " (musical comedy), by Ivan Caryll.
Several popular song extracts have been published
lately by Chappell & Co., N. Y. C.
IO — " Blue Rose Waltz," composed by the writer of " Mis•J souri Waltz," a wonderful and dreamy waltz, which can
be considered a very valuable addition to any musician's
library. (Forster Music Pub. Co., Chicago.)
1A -"Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy. The Cinema
i Music Co., who is publishing this number, offers it at a
special price of 30c for orchestra, and will refund the money
if not satisfactory. (Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre
Bldg., New York City.)
1C — " Strike Up the Band, Here Comes a Sailor," by Chas.
■J B. Ward. An inspiring and well-sounding melody; most
(Published by Harry von
appropriate for news weeklies.
Tilzer, New York City.)
Much Trouble." E. B. Marks says it is one of the best juvenile songs he has heard in years, and, although it has been out
but ten days, it is in great demand by performers, big and
small.
" Indianola," an instrumental number by S. R. Henry, is becoming more and more of a hit every day. Mr. Henry wrote
" By Heck! " which enjoyed a long run of popularity, but he feels
confident that his new number will outdo " By Heck ! "
Considering the fact that the music business is now in the
worst month of the year, Mr. Marks said that he has nothing
about which to complain, for all of the firm's numbers are doing
well, especially " Set Aside Your Tears," ' Oriental Nights,"
" Lily of the Valley," " Camouflage,*' and " When the Moon is
Shining."
Harry Von Tilzer Finally Gets a War Hit
FOR some time Harry has been fishing for an idea that would
hit the public in a patriotic way and has found a winner
in " It's a Long Way to the U. S. A." For getting acts, Harry
says it is as good as any novelty or comic song on the market,
and the way the picture musicians are sending in for it indicates that it will not die out for a long time to come. Picture
pianists find that " Just as Your Mother Was " makes another
splendid number for quiet situations in photoplays. Business has
been so good that Harry is not worried as to where he will
get the monev to hand out Christmas presents.
E. M. Wicks.
General Comments
JAMES W. CASEY, representing the Echo Music Company, has
gone on the road to drum up some orders for the firm. And
James usually gets them when he starts out.
Jerome Remick and Company have withdrawn from the Authors
and Composers Society. Those on the inside are not surprised
at the withdrawal.
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Richard Gerard and Harry Armstrong, writers of " Sweet Adeline," have joined hands for the purpose of writing another
" Adeline." Armstrong has been so busy with shows of late
that he has not devoted much time to the writing end of the
business.
Fred Reimers, the opera singer, thinks so well of " I Wonder
Howit for
the the
Old Victor.
Folks Are Tonight " that he has made a record
of
Fred Forster has just put out " Faugh-a-Ballagh," which means,
clear the way. The title has been getting quite a little publicity
in the newspapers of late.
" FOR VALOUR "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 3860)
Theme: "Sweet Ponderings " (2/4 Andante) by Langey
I
i — "Missouri
Waltz" (Forster Ed.) until — T: "The Nobbs were
= quite
poor.
| 2 — "Water Lilies" (Andante Moderato) by St. Clair until T: "I
I saved this, etc."
I 3 — Theme until — T : " Melia's sacrifice, etc."
| 4 — "Illusion Intermezzo" (2/4 Moderato) by Bustanoby until — T:
i " I'm going to move."
I
5 — "secret.
Romance " (Andante sostenuto) by Karganoff until T: " Melia's
| great
| 6 — " Poudree " (Valse Intermezzo) by Popy until — T: "Henry did
I not pay his debt."
| 7—" When Shadows Fall," Reverie (Frank K. Root Ed.), until — T:
| " Then came the war."
| 8 — Good Military March until — T: " Melia wanted to help."
| 9 — Continue ff until — T: "Henry would go."
1 10 — Theme until — T: "Then Canada prepared."
| 11 — " Laurentian Echoes " (March on Canadian Airs) by Laurendeau
I until — T: "Tired, desk-worn clerks."
I 12 — Silence until — T: "Stiffened their backs, etc."
| 13 — Repeat "Laurentian Echoes" until — T: "The office force of
I Jenkins, etc."
I 14 — " Serenade " (2/4 Allegretto) by Drdla until — T: "The red cross
I letter."
| 15 — Theme until— T: "The book maker."
| 16 — "To Spring" (4/4 Allegro Appassionato) by Grieg until — T:
| " What has she done to you? "
| 17 — Theme until — T: "Melia had avoided the theatre."
| 18 — " Pensee Intermezzo" (6/8 Largo) by Godard until — T: "Did
it? "
I you19 —getMilitary
I
March until — T: " Remember what it means! "
| 20 — Organ improvise to action (scenes of sacred character) until — T:
I " The enlistment station."
I 21 — Repeat "Laurentian March" (same as Cue No. 13) until — T:
I "Be brave, Henry! "
| 22 — "Melody" (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T: "A debt
|| to 23pay."
— Theme until T: "Too worn and weak to resist."
| 24 — "Berceuse"
(Andante) by Karganoff until — T: "In the
| trenches."
I 25 — " Private Tommy Atkins " (English Characteristic March) until
|I
— T: "A night engagement."
Note — Watcli Explosion.
i 26 — Battle, hurry to action until T: "The aftermath."
I 27 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until T: "News of Henry's
I val28or.—" Theme until T: "The homecoming."
I
I 29 — Continue ff until * * * END.
"THE FRINGE OF SOCIETY"
(George Becker-M.
(Reviewed H.on Hoffman
page 3664) Production)
! Theme: " Cavatine " (4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Bohm
1 1 — " Yester Love" (Intermezzo Andantino) by Borch until T:
| " Martin Drake, owner of the Record."
I
2 — —" T:Your"Attendants
Voice Cameat Back
Songetc."
(Frank» K. Root Edition),
| until
most toanyMe,"smart,
|
3
—
"
Maesmaur
"
(Valse
Lente)
by
Kretschmer
until S: " Ned trying
I to enter girl's room."
I 4— "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol P. Levy until T: "Tip O'Neill,
| star man."
I 5 — "Fifth Nocturne" (Dramatic Allegretto) by Leybach until S:
I " Drake looking at whiskey bottle."
I 6— Theme until — T: " I got tired of the stupid, etc."
1 7 — Continue pp. until T: "Another day has fallen, etc."
—T:
1 8 — " Just As Your Mother Was " (Harry von Tilzer) -Tuntil
: " Did
I " O'Neill following a tip."
I 9 — " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until| you get a good story."
I 10 — Continue to action until — T: "Realizing the incriminating na| ture, etc."
| 11 — Melody by Friml until — S: "Banquet scene."
I 1« — "A la Ballerina " (Valse Lente) by Brahm until — S : "The fight."
I 13 — Agitato to action until — S: "Flashback to banquet scene."
1 . 14 — Repeat "A la Ballerina" (Cue No. 12) until — T: " But Medford
I is my friend."
1 15 — Theme until — T: " Medford's henchmen making their way."
| 16 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol P. Levy until — T: "Knowing the
| importance of the, etc."
1 17 — Another "Mysterioso" until — T: "Much can happen."
|
18 — "Serenade"
(Dramatic
4/4 Moderato) by Widor until — T:
1 Acting
under the liquor
interests."
I 19 — Good "Andante Moderato" until — T: "Medford plays his
| heart's hand."
| 20 — Theme until — T : " Ned ! what are you doing? "
I 21 — Continue ff. until — T: "His sense of honor outraged."
| 22 — " Homeward Bound " by Meyer (Feist Edition) until — T :
| " Women bring men to strange places."

SECTION
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23 — " Canzonetta (Moderato) by Nicode until — T: "To the island
where
the good, Rose,"
etc." Ballad (Jeff Eranen Edition), until — T: "A
24 — "Valley
few25 —days
of
sober
thought."(Melodious Moderato) by Langey until — S:
"Sweet Ponderings
" On a Fifth avenue omnibus."
26 — " Le Retour " (Dramatic Allegro) by Bizet until — T: "But we
can't sit on forever."
27 — Continue to action until — T: "Where the fringe of society."
28 — Piano improvise to action (barroom scene) until — T : " I repeat,
Martin
Drake has,
29 — L'Adieu
(12/8etc."Moderato) until — T: "The one way out."
30 — Theme until — S: "Exterior scene near house wall."
31 — Dramatic Agitato by H. Haugh until — S: "Esther entering
Ned's
room." until — T: " She's gone to the Biltmore."
32 — Theme
33 — Erl King (Dramatic Agitato ) by Schubert until — T: "Here it
is, gentlemen." Note: Benin pp. then to action.
34 — Theme until — S : " The fight."
35 — Agitato to action until — T: "Martin, let go! You're killing
36 — Repeat theme until — * * * END.
"THE SCARLET CAR"
(Bluebird Production)
Theme:
' Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy
him."
1 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by Pierne until — T: "Cyrus Peabody,
the Bank."
2 — " President
Dramatic for
Recitative
" (Theme) by Sol. P. Levy until — S : " Two
3
—
Hurry
to
action
until
—
T : " Supper at the Peabody home."
Dogs
4— "fighting."
Gavotte and Musette " (Allegretto) by Bazzini until — T : " Some
of 5Peabody's
most
important,
etc." " (same as Cue No. 2) until —
Recitative
S: —EndRepeat
of Reel" Dramatic
1.
6 — " Intermezzo "
Presto) by Arenski until — T : " With the
7 — " Pathetic Andante by Paul Vely until — T : " Peabody didn't
(2/4
Morning."
8 — " Dramatic Agitato " by H. Hough until — S : interior of room.
9 — "Dramatic Tension" by Funck until — T: "Billy, full of enthus10 — "Allegro Intermezzo" to action until — T: "As time went on."
expect."
11 — "At Sunset" (Moderato) by Brewer until — T: "I found it in
the12 wrecked
— Theme car."
until — T: " Billy had only a slender clue."
13 — Continue ff until — T: "I'm sure your father, etc."
iasm."
14 — " Rustles of Spring " (Dramatic Agitato) by Sinding until —
T: "A fine night for a wedding."
15 — "Erl King" (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert until — T: "I was
in 16—
that" cabin,
Heavy etc."
Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: " Years of blind
hero17 — worship."
Theme until — T: "Tell us all you can remember."
18 — "Heavy Dramatic" by Oehmler until — T: "When Ernest
reached
home.""Erl King" by Schubert (Same as Cue No. 15) until
19 — Repeat
— T: "The battle of, etc."
20 — " Yelva " (Dramatic Overture) by Reissiger until — T: "I'm
going
warnto Billy."
21 — toGalop
action until — T: "Look at the poor old man."
22 —— Theme
Hurry tountil—
action * until
" And with the achievement, etc."
23
* —*T :END.
" THE

ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID "
(Frank Hall Production)
(Reviewed on page 3665)
Theme: "Serenade" (4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Widor
1 — " Pathetic Andante, No. 1,
by Paul Vely until — T : " In the
crimson
trail of Hurry,
war." No. 1," by Rob. Edwards until- -T : "A starv2 — " Military
and sufferingff until
populace."
3 —ingContinue
— T: "The result, the secret order, etc."
4— " Ein Maerchen (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until — T: "Brushhaven
after three years(Andante
of war."Sostenuto) by Edwards until — T: "The
5 — "Inspiration"
6 — "Prelude" (Dramatic) to " Kunihild " by Kistler until — T:
great
" The dirigible."
girl and the boy of the yesterdays."
7 — Theme until — T : " The Village of Peacetown."
8 — " Intermezzo Francaise " (Characteristic) by Hammer until —
T: "Shrouded by a mantle of darkness."
9 — Continue
untillib.
— S Tympany
: " Bomb Rolls
dropsDuring
followedCloud
by explosion."
Note:
Play withpp ad.
Scenes. —
10 — Produce effect (explosion) followed bv
11 — Heavy etc.Furioso until — T: "Dawn." — Note : Effects of Heavy
Explosions,
12 — Continue pp until — T: "Preparing the welcome squadrons."
13 — Theme until — T: "The arrival of the vultures of war."
14 — "Patrol of the Guardsmen" by Losey until — T: "How you
have changed."
*
15 — Theme until T: "The military reception that evening."
16 — "Missouri Waltz" (Forster Edition) until — T: "While the
Emperor's
battered" from
lines."" Herodiade " (Maestoso) by Massenet until —
17 — " Fantasia
T : " The morning with the commander."
18 — '"TJramatic Theme " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: " Striking where
19 —may,
"Heavy
they
etc." Mysterioso" until — S: "The explosion near the arsenal."
20 — Produce effect — followed by
21 — "Allegro Agitato, No. 8," by Andino until — T: "Until at last
the22 cross,
etc." pp until — T: "Again with the dark, etc."
— Continue
23 — Repeat " Heavy Mysterioso " (same as Cue No. 19) until —
T: "With another day, etc." Note: Effects of Explosions.
be 24Plaited
pp. No. 4," by Lake until — S: "Riot scene." Note: To.
— "Hurry,
25 — Continue ff until — T: "The spy."
26 — " Dreams of Devotion " (Heavy Dramatic) by Langey until —
T: "The execution."
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27 — "Heavy Dramatic" by Ochmler until — T: "Again the night
and, etc." Note: Watch Shots.
28 — Theme until — T: " But your Honor, your duty."
29 — Organ improvise to action (Sacred Scene) inguntil
." • — T: "The part30 — "Pathetic Andante" by Borch until — T: "Night and the commander."
31 — A composition on the style of " Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P.
Levy (same as Cue No. 19) until — T: "Along the golden highway of
the stars."
32 — Erl King (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert until — T : " At the
Brushhaven division."
33 — " Dramatic Agitato, No. 1," by Henry Hough until — T: "At the
tower of the voice."
34 — " Mysterioso Dramatico " by Borch until — T: "The hour of liberty is at hand."
35 — "Dramatic Recitative, No. 1," by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "The
death switch."
36 —— Produce
Silence until
: " Explosion
37
effect— —S Followed
by on Zeppelin."
38 — Heavy Furioso until — T: "The dawn of liberty."
39 — Theme until — T : " And to-day the world's great champion, etc."
40 — " Star Spangled Banner," song until — * * * END.
" ALADDIN AND HIS WONDERFUL LAMP "
(Fox Standard Production)
(Reviewed on page 2580)
Love Theme: "In Lovers' Lane" (Intermezzo) by Pryor
1 Aladdin's Lamp Theme: " Halloween Episode " (Mysterioso)
by Lake
1 — " Oriental Chant " (9/4 Largo) by Moussorgsky (No. 2 of Three
Hebrew Melodies) until — S: "They all leave the place of prayer."
2 — Continue or repeat ff until — T: "In the Sultan's palace."
3 — " Hebrew Love Song " (Adagio) by Korsakow until — T : " I give
it to a slave."
" Salome
Dance " (Allegro
con fuero)
by Tobani.
only4— first
two Movements
and repeat
if necessary
(up to Note:
Letter Play
C).
until — T : " Omar the slave of the magician."
5 — " Ein Maerchen " by Bach. Note: Play only first Movement
to Andante — with ad. lib. Tympany Rolls during smoke scenes —
until
T : " The
goes a-shopping."
6— Open
with Princess
ad. lib. muted
Trumpet signal followed by
7 — "Persia" (Oriental Intermezzo) by Darnell until — S: "Aladdin
near the Princess's carriage."
8 — Love Theme until — T: "And while Jasmine awaits."
9 — "Oriental" by Cui until — T: "Listen! Yasmine this morning,
etc."
10 — Love Theme until — S : " Aladdin near big stone."
11 — Silence — with only ad. lib. ppp. Tympany Rolls — until — S: "Explosion under stone."
12— Effect of " Crash " — followed by
13 — " Bee Dance of the Almas " from " The Queen of Sheba Ballet,"
by Goldmark — repeat if necessary until — T: " Let me out."
14 — Silence with pp. Tympany Rolls — only until — S : " Explosion
under big stone."
15 — Effect of big " Crash " — followed by
16 — Alladdin's Lamp Theme until — T : " Back to his father with
the most, etc."
17 — Continue pp until — T: "And afterwards at the hour, etc."
18 — Orchestra Rest — Organ improvise to action until — S: "Aladdin
sees the Princess entering the Sultan's room."
19 — Love Theme until — T: "Are you the father of Aladdin?"
20 — Aladdin's Lamp Theme until — T: " It is a different matter now."
21 — Love Theme until — T: "The magician stole the wonderful
lamp."
22 — "I Dance
of the Serpents " by Boccalair until — T: " I won't marry
a man
don't love."
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"Egyptian Ballet" by Luigini
Part 3 of the p."
that23 —lam
, . until_— T: . "Drop
24 — Part 1, Allegro non troppo Movement of the Egyptian BalLuigini until
: " After
25let—" byAladdin's
Lamp— STheme
untilthe— Tfight."
: " And when night descends.
26 — Love Theme until — S : " The Magician plotting to get the lamp
27 — Aladdin's Lamp Theme until — S : " The ghost of the lamp
stGcils
28 — the
"ErlPrincess."
King" (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert until — T: "Has
a 29caravan
justorstarted
—
Silence
organ out?
imp- " pp until — T : " The sandstorm.
back."
30 — Strong Furioso with ad. lib. wind effects until — T : " Morning
the31 storm
subsides."
— Orchestra
Rest — Organ Improvise to action until — T: Summon the slave of the lamp."
32 — Aladdin's Lamp Theme (with Orchestra) until — S : " Aladdin on
33 sand
— Continue
"Orchestra Rest" for about 7 min. more until — T:
big
wall."
" Guard
the
lamp with your life."
34 — Movement No. 2, " Allegro Agitato " from the Miniature Symphony " Orestes " by Bendix until — T : " If I dance for him, etc."
35 — Repeat "Cue No. 34," little slower pp until — T: "I do believe
36 — "you."
Danse Des Savoyards " by Lamothe until T : " The Princess
I love
strikes
the King
magician."
37 — Erl
(Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert until — T: "I'd rather
be 38fed
to
the
— Prelude lions."
by Rachmaninoff until — S : " Bedoins arrive at the Des39 — Hurry to action until — T: "To your places, defend, etc."
40ert— Castle."
Silence — Just ad. lib. Tympany Rolls until — T : " Bring more
41 — Repeat "Hurry" (same as Cue No. 39) until T: "Princess is
being
out from
soldiers."
42 — carried
Love Theme
untiltheT :lion's
" And cage."
then Aladdin and the Princess, etc."
43 — Continue ff until— * * * END.
" BUCKING BROADWAY "
(Butterfly Production)
Theme: "Tendresse" (Melody EspVessivo by Ravina
Opening: Western Allegro by Winkler.
T: "Helen Clayton, the heiress" — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by
Bohm.
T: "Waiting for the dinner bell" — " Bovelette " (Allegretto) by
Marquis.
T:
found them,
etc." — Theme.
T: "Evening
"John Thornton
— a contractor"
— "Vanity" (Allegro Caprice)

"There is the horse they call, etc." — Hurry to action.
by T:Jackson.
T: "There was no trick, etc." — "Gavotte" by Gossee.
T:
"
But awhat
Cheyenne?
" — Theme.
T: " For
monthof the
boys, etc."
— Piano improvise to action. Note:
Watch screen very carefully.
S: "Old man reading note — "Atonement" (Dramatic Melody) by
Zamecnik.
T: "The last day of their journey" — "Dawn of Hope" (Dramatic
Andante) by Casella.
T: "I'm going to hit the trail" — Theme.
T: " Give me a ticket " — Galop to action. Note — Watch for railroad
T: "In Chicago" — Melody (Andante) by Friml.
effect.
T: "The boys reach Chicago" — "A La Ballerina" (Valse Lente)
byT:Braham.
"Confidences" — Theme.
T: "The engagement party" — "Missouri" Waltz (Forster Ed.)
T: "That's the girl" — Finale from " Ariele " (Allegro) by Bach.
T: "Somebody get the manager" — Several Hurries to action.
S: "After the fight "—Theme until *****
END.
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"Greatest

March

Song

of

the

Season"

That will touch the heart of every true American |

1
"WE'LL
FOLLOW
PERSHING
INTO
OLD
BERLIN"
| Single copy 15c; Band arrangement, 24 parts 32c; Orchestration, 10 R. C. YOUNG
MUSIC
CO.
I
parts and Piano 25c Professionals send Program and stamps.
Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiniiN^
HAVE
PICTUROLLS
FILMUSIC

COMPANY

- LOS

are
YOU

MADE

A

HIT

NON-TAXABLE
WANT
THEM

ANGELES

- CALIFORNIA

THE

BA.RXOL.A*
Mr. Harry Davis of Pittsburg looked all over for the best musical instrument for his new Grand Theatre, seating 2200. He bought a Bartola. His reasons for buying will convince you. Write for Catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers BIdg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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Entrance and Auditorium View of Eckel Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Eckel Theatre Begins Its Fifth Year at Rochester
The building, which is constructed of brick, granite and steel,
ECKEL theatre, Rochester, N. Y., on November 27 celebrated
the end of its fourth successful year. This house, owned by occupies a plot, 185 by 66 feet, at No. 218 East Fayette street, in
the Eckel Company, and under the management of B. F. Cornell,
the business section of the city. The interior decorations in marble and stucco. The lobby is very attractive and forty feet long
by twenty wide.
The house scats 1,690, the seats having been furnished by Haywood Brothers and Wakefield. Three Powers machines are used
projecting the pictures 120 feet to a Mirror screen. Iridescent
machines are also used in the operating room. Indirect lighting
is used and the Powers regulation ventilating system.
Music is one of the specialties of this theatre, it being furnished
by an excellent ten-piece orchestra and a William A. Otis organ.
The theatre gives seven shows each day and changes the bill
three times weekly. The shows average eight reels. Five, ten
and fifteen cents is charged during the afternoon, and ten, fifteen
and twenty-five cents in the evening. Paramount and Artcraft
pictures are used. The theatre is a heavy advertiser, using newspapers, postcards, circular letters and a house program.

Eckel Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

Mission Theatre Reopens in San Francisco
ON November 15 the New Mission theatre, San Francisco, was
rededicated by Mayor James Rolfe, Jr., himself a Mission
resident, who delivered an address. The original theatre was
opened in May, 1916, and it is a remarkable tribute to the management of the house that within such a short time it was found
necessary to remodel and enlarge the house in order to care for
the crowds.
Kahn and Greenfield are the owners and R. F. Abraham the
manager. Originally seating 1,800, a thousand additional seats are
provided in the new house. The theatre now represents a total
investment of $300,000, and is unquestionably one of the finest
suburban houses in the world.
The promenade is one of the distinctive improvements of the
house and gives ample space for the large overflow crowds. It
is finished in oak, and is decorated with artistic panels holding
photographs of noted motion picture stars. Just off the promenade are the offices of the manager, rest rooms and a board
of directors' room for the Kahn and Greenfield circuit.
Easy gradations lead to the balcony and loge sections, the latter located .in the rear of the main auditorium. There are fifty
of these loge sections, each containing six seats. The mezzanine
floor, entirely devoted to rest rooms, is reached through the foyer.
Elaborately grilled the vaulted dome over the balcony with its
intricate design is an architectural feature which adds beauty to
the huge auditorium illuminated by the Cove system.
One of the novelties of the house is the operating room, so
is one of the handsomest in the state.
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placed that all may see the mechanics of projection. This is located in the center of the foyer, at the rear of the main floor and
shut away from the patrons only by glass panels. The projection
room is equipped wth three Simplex machines and all the latest
accessories. It has a tile flooring and the walls are also of tile.
Another novelty to the house is a walled-in playground .where
the parents may leave their children during the performances.
The musical feature of the house is furnished by a large orchestral organ manufactured by the American Photo Player Company. The pipes are in harmony with the architectural design
of the auditorium, and the volume of tonal qualities are in thor-
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Health and comfort are assured by an extensive vacuum and
ventilating system with which the theatre is equipped.
Messrs. Kahn & Greenfield realizing the necessity of appropriate
music for the accompaniment of their pictures installed an immense orchestral pipe organ, manufactured by the American Photo Player Company. This organ, which is among the largest in
the city, spreads its pipes to either side of the screen, enhancing
the architectural beauty of the auditorium.
Musical programs will be a feature in the various showing of
photoplays.
Ridgefield Park House Scores Success
WILLIAM O. MASCHKE is scoring a big success these days
with his Strand theatre, Ridgefield Park, N. J. It is one
so well managed that it is a favorite with the people of that section.
The building occupies a corner plot, 30 by 125 feet, and is of
brick. It seats 600, and is heated by steam and ventilated by the
Typhoon system. Two Powers machines are used for the projection, 48 feet, to a Radium Gold Fiber screen. Two economizers and a dimmer are also included in the projection room equipment.

New Mission Theatre, San Francisco
ough sympathy with the acoustic qualities of the theatre.
Kahn and Greenfield also own the New Fillmore theatre, representing an investment of $250,000, and fills the same role in its
section of the city as does the Mission.
The New Fillmore theatre has elaborate accommodations provided for the comfort and convenience of its patrons in the form
of spacious lounges, rest rooms and drinking fountains. An auStrand Theatre, Ridgefield Park, N. J.
The interior of the house is finished in blue drab. Music is
furnished by a piano. Program is changed six times a week, Artcraft, Paramount, Goldwyn, Bluebird, Triangle and special features being used. In addition there are news reels and short
comedies. There are three shows a day, averaged seven or eight
reels each. Five and ten cents is charged at the matinee and ten
and fifteen in the evening, with the war tax additional.
Newspapers, programs, posters and window cards are used in
the exploitation.
DIRECTORY

Auditorium, New Fillmore Theatre, San Francisco
tomobile entrance on Eddy street is an innovation, and there is
a turntable to expedite the return of the machine to the street.
Broad inclines in the new house provide easy access to the loge
section and balcony, from any part of which a view of the screen
is obtained.
Indirect lighting systems in the new picture playhouse cleverly
reveals the delicate tinting of walls and ceiling without garish
display or interference with the screen play. The French gray
finish of orchestra chairs and interior woodwork harmonizes with
the restful decorative scheme.

OF

NEW

THEATRES

CALIFORNIA
L. B. Todd and M. E. Fletcher have consolidated their interests in the
Gem and Electric theatres, Blythe, and are also erecting a new theatre building for motion picture purposes on Hobsonway. The new building will be
SO x 110 feet and will seat more than 500 people on an inclined floor. The
plans have just been completed by Architect G. L. Kirby and Mr. Todd
states that the contract for the construction will be let as soon as possible.
One of the most attractive motion picture theatres in Southern California
is now being started in Pasadena by George W. Stimson of that city. The
site is on the south side of East Colorado street, between El Molino and
Hudson avenues, in a location conveniently accessible both to the main
business section and the residence district. It is understood that the project
will represent a total investment of approximately $75,000.
CONNECTICUT
Frank J. McCabe, 461 Eighth avenue, New York, has given plans to
Lapides
Bridgeport.& Feuer, 478 Walter street, Bridgeport, for a $170,000 theatre at
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
The Rialto Theatre Company plan to erect a new house at 713 Ninth
street, Washington, costing about $250,000.
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Children have to go to school in the building
provided, but theatre patrons go where they
please. If you should have an accident in
your house it would take a long time to restore
public confidence. Why take the chance?
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IDAHO
Architect Shreeves, of Ogden, is preparing plans for the erection of a
$40,000 motion picture theatre at Montpelier. Tunks Bros, and Chris Olsen
are the promoters. The structure will be two stories high, of brick construction, costing $40,000. It will be 50 by 250 feet in dimensions. On the
first floor there will be a storeroom, on the corner, 34 by 100 feet On the
east side of the storeroom there will be a 16-foot lobby leading back to the
rear part, which will be used for theatre purposes. This will be a strictly
modern playhouse in every respect, with a seating capacity of about 1,000.
ILLINOIS
A building, to cost around $750,000 and which will contain what is claimed
will be the largest moving picture theatre in Chicago, with a seating capacity
oi 3,500, is to be erected at Sheridan road and Lawrence avenue by Barney
and
A. J.Park
Balaban
Morris atandCentral
SamuelPark
Katz,avenue
who recently
erectedstreet.
the
Central
avenueandtheatre
and Twelfth
The proposed building, which will be of fireproof construction, will be five
stories high and in addition to the theatre will contain ten stores on the
ground floor and a 100 room hotel on the upper floors. Architects C. W.
and George L. Rapp are now working on the plans and it is expected, if
weather conditions will permit, to break ground early in the coming year.
The theatre will be modeled after the Central Park Avenue theatre only it
will be much larger. There wil be a main floor, a mezzanine box floor and a
balcony and the general finish and furnishings will be of the best character.
KANSAS
Tackett
Brothers
are
erecting
a modern theatre at Coffeyville for vaudeville and motion pictures.

LOUISIANA
Frederick R. Heiderich, Jr., who for several years has been the active
manager of the Lyceum theatre in St. Charles street, New Orleans, has
been rushing the work on the remodeling of the Trocadero theatre at 721
Cannot Be
Adams street, and this remodeling practically amounts to rebuilding. The
result is worth the trouble and expense for the new theatre is to be one of
the prettiest and most attractive of the suburban houses in the citv. The
Jarred Loose
theatre is one of the most practical ones imaginable, tor Manager Heiderich
has omitted nothing that will contribute to the pleasure and convenience
of the patrons who without a doubt will vote this house their favorite theaNeither will they chip, crack or fall down.
tre. A fine organ, invisible lighting, attractive decorations, and dozens of
They are fire retardant, sanitary and attraclittle conveniences will combine to make the new place of amusement popular.
tive in appearance.
MARYLAND
Our big book of distinctive designs will
The Monumental theatre is to be remodeled by John Henry Nickel, 700
interest you. Ask for Catalog- D. M. N.
East Baltimore street, Baltimore.
THE BERGER MFG. CO., Canton, Ohio
A motionFirepicture
theatre
will replace
the trolley
office in the
Antietam
Company
Building,
on Summit
avenue,company's
at Hagerstown.
Branches: Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
MINNESOTA
Chicago,
St.
Louis,
Minneapolis,
San
Francisco.
Grand avenue, St. Paul, may have two motion picture theatres. Earl H.
ibercehi Export Dept.: Berger Bldg., New York
Miller has asked for a license for a motion picture theatre at 917 Grand aveCity, U. S. A.
nue, near Milton street. Recently the City Council granted a license to
Heilbron and Weiskopf at 1051 Grand avenue, which is near Oxford street.
MISSOURI
Joplin
may
have
a
big
new
motion
the Hughes-O'Rourke
Construction Company, lessees of thepicture
Club theatre
theatre,if can
induce an investment concern of some sort in Joplin to erect the kind of house they want.
"NEWMAN" BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
According to Ray Stinnett, general manager of the Hughes-O'Rourke
Read what C. A. Morrison of The Princess Theahouses,of bond
the company
willthepayrenta for
year's
advance
put that
up will
any
kind
desired for
ninerent
morein years,
at aandfigure
tre, Hartford, Conn., says about Newman Quality:
get within reaching distance of $10,000 a year. A theatre that will seat
Gentlemen:
at least 2,500 persons is needed, Stinnett says.
We have purchased quite a number of Brass Frames and
St. Louis soon will boast of a new hotel which, besides being an innovaEasels,
together
with
Brass
Ticket
Rail
and
Three-Sheet
Brass
tion in hostelry structures, will tend materially to improve and beautify
Poster Frames ot your Company.
one
of when
the city's
most depleted
and rundown
The proposed
hotel,
All of these goods reached us In perfect condition and the
which
completed,
will represent
an outlaycentres.
of approximately
$1,700,000,
quality was the best. I have told several other managers In
will be located on the city block bounded by Seventeenth, Eighteenth, Marthe city of your goods and In several Instances orders have been
ket and Walnut streets. The hotel building itself will be only three stories
sent
you — all customer.
of which goes to show that your best advertiser
high, but will contain 400 rooms. These will be located on the second and
Is a satisfied
PRINCESS THEATRE CO.. Inc..
third floors of the building, 200 rooms on each floor, and each will contain
C. A. Morrison, Mgr.
Hartford. Conn.
alternating shower and bath. The first floor of the building will be given
over to various stores, a moving picture theatre, a mammoth convention
INSIST ON THE NAME " NEWMAN " WHEN BUYING FRAMES
and assembly hall and many other features. Richard H. Cole, of Los AnWrite for Sew 1918 Catalog
who is in
Louis consulting
with Frederick
trustee ofgeles,
theCal.,Nathan
ColeSt.Estate,
is one of those
interested N.in Judson,
the proposed
hotel structure. Cole also is consulting with the Frank Obear & Son Realty
The Newman
Mfg. Company
Company, who will have charge of the building. Cole, who is known
ESTABLISHED 1882
717-19
Sycamore Street,
Ohio
throughout financial circles of the country, is the son of the late Nathan
68 W. Washington
Street, Cincinnati,
Chicago, Illinois
Frames, Easels,
Cole, founder of the National Bank of Commerce in St. Louis.
Rails, Grilles.
Canadian
Representative
—
J.
T.
Malone,
Rlalto
Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada
Signs, Choppers,
MONTANA
Kick Plates, Door Bars Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco. Cal.
The new Opera House at Marysville, a progressive and prosperous min:rs
camp, was opened last week. J. Otis Mudd, B. Betor, F. A. Boeckman
j and ingMrs.
Matt Dorrity are behind the venture. The new Opera House is
a substantial frame structure, 30 by 70 feet in dimensions, with a stage
large enough for theatrical shows, as well as a moving picture booth. The
ventilated and
lighted with
electricity. the
Although
exEN5 I buildingteriorisfrom well
an architectural
standpoint
is unpretentious,
interiorthemore
CAMERAMEN
_UBORATORY-MEH
than offsets this, being finished in elegant style. Plays, lectures and public
entertainments of every description will be booked by the Opera House ComPRODUCERS, and EXPERIMENTERS
pany. Motion picture shows also will be put on in the near future, the
number
of times a week depending on the patronage.
Let the
Announced that J. W. Brandt has completed all arrangements for the
construction of a modern theatre, store and apartment house on Main
street, Baker. The theatre will have a seating capacity of 450. Contract
for erection will be let shortly.
Camera
Department
NEBRASKA
A. H. Blank is erecting a new theatre at Omaha, which will cost $400,000. The theatre will play vaudeville and pictures when completed.
or
Motion
Picture News
NEW MEXICO
The new motion picture theatre at Hurley is now finished, and is one of
the finest in the State. Under the management of James A. Shipley, who
Solve Your Problems
recently purchased the interest of L. T. Gooding, only the best pictures will
be
shown and in addition, first-class road attractions. The seating capacity
Submit your questions to the
is about 600. The stage is large enough to accommodate a large troupe,
and other features too numerrooms, scenery artistic
EDITOR OF THE CAMERA DEPT.
there are two largeThedressing
and exceedingly beautiis
decorating
ousful.to mention.
The theatre can beinterior
used also
as an auditorium for public gatherings, as
a dance hall and as a lodge room.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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NEW YORK
A two story building will be erected soon at Clinton and Attorney streets,
a few hundred feet north of the Williamsburg Bridge, New York City, for
motion picture purposes, and an option has been taken on the property by
the Blindermand & Cohen Amusement Company. They have leased the land
for twenty-one years, with privilege of buying, from the Grossman estate,
which has owned the property for more than fifty years.
Plans for building a $12,000 theatre at Camp Upton, New York, are now
being drawn with the intention ot opening a soldier playhouse at camp on
Lincoln'sandBirthday,
1918.Camp
The Upton,
theatre onwilla site
probably
at Fourth
avenue
First street,
140 x be220located
feet. The
plans
are being drafted by a number of men of the 305th infantry who in civil life
were architects.
A two story motion picture theatre is being erected at Central avenue,
Dunkirk. B. A. Aldrich is the contractor.
Charles E. Mott, 1,330 Prudential Building, Buffalo, is preparing plans to
erect a $35,000 moving picture theatre.
Tony Pulvina, 87 East Third street, Dunkirk, is going to remodel his
motion picture theatre to the extent of $3,000.
The Lyric theatre, Endicott, which is about completed, will be conducted
under the management of Benjamin Dittrich.
Allen & Palmer are having a motion picture theatre erected at Gloversville.
A moving picture theatre will be erected on the site of Thames livery
stable at Lansingburgh.
\V. W. Mase will establish a motion picture theatre in the Masonic Building, Prattsville.
NEW JERSEY
A large moving picture interest from New York City has leased a plot
of ground next door to the new restaurant on Main street, Creskill, and proposes putting up a motion picture theatre with seating accommodatiom for
1,500 people. It is scheduled to be completed within one month.
The Lyons Theatre Company, at Park Place, Morristown, have filed articles of incorporation.
Plans for the building of a large motion picture theatre at Wrightstown,
near Camp Dix, have been completed. Some of the men behind this movement are Kays Morgan, J. H. Turner, attorneys, Asbury Park.
The United Cinema Theatres Company, Inc., a stock corporation, is
erecting on the north side of the Banta Place, Hackensack, in the rear
of the post office, a new theatre building for the purpose of exhibiting
motion pictures exclusively. The building is 54 teet in front and 160 feet
deep. It has two stores on each side of an arcade, and the auditorium
will seat 700 people in the orchestra and 265 in the balcony. All chain in
the orchestra will be upholstered seats, and backs and the seati of all balcony chairs will be upholstered.
OHIO
The Grand theatre, Toledo, recently damaged by the fire and afterward
sold by W. S. Persons to Farney & Kvidera, was opened recently under
the special auspices of the local Red Cross Chapters which received the net
proceeds from the first four shows.
OREGON
Hood River will have a new electric theatre here after February 15, with
a seating capacity of 500 persons, according to an announcement made yesterday by Arthur Kolstad, local film play man. The new playhouse will be
known as the New Liberty.
PENNSYLVANIA
A new theatre, at Creekside, has been opened recently by the owners and
proprietors, Messrs. Capano & Valenti.
PHILADELPHIA
Plans have been drawn for a theatre orr Idaho street, in Farrell, for George
Gage, to cost $125,000.
A new $75,000 theatre is being erected by George J. Higgins at Shamokin,
Pa., and will be opened in a few days.
TEXAS
Christopher Essing is erecting a new motion picture theatre at Gatesville.
UTAH
The new theatre recently erected by George Steed, at Fremonton, was
opened last week to capacity business.
VIRGINIA
W. J. Rakely has leased the store building at 16 North Sycamore street,
Petersburg, and will convert it into a motion picture theatre.
F. A. Bishop has the contract to erect a new $20,000 theatre, at Camp
Lee, Petersburg.
A building at Bereley will be converted into a motion picture theatre by
J. C. Johnson.
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WASHINGTON
Dr.
Johnson
has
purchased
Shearer lot,
Toppenish, says the Toppenishthe Tribune,
and adjoining
will startRosenstein's
immediatelystore,
the
erection of a theatre building. This new house will be used exclusively for
pictures and will be equipped with all of the latest picture machinery necessary to the production ot feature films. The plans will be drawn by Architect Weatherwax
of North
Yakima and it is the doctor's plan to have the
building
begun almost
immediately.
Among the larger of the structures now being planned for Camp Lewis,
Tacoma, are four theatre buildings, to seat between 1,700 and 1,800 people.
Architects Rigg and Vantyne are in charge of the work.
A permit for erection by Frederick Mercy, of a moving picture theatre,
at North Yakima, to cost $10,000, has been issued by the city and removal
of a residence from the ground upon which the theatre will be built had
commenced.
Mr. Mercy now owns or leases both motion picture houses in the city,
and is lessee of the Yakima, where road shows appear. He bought the lot
on which he will now build last spring, resold it at an advance of $2,000,
and purchased
cost
$75,000. another property upon which he planned to erect a theatre to
Abandoning the larger plan for the present at least he repurchased the
single lot tor $12,000, which was a further advance of $2,000 over what he
had sold it for.
John S. Baker and H. T. Moore are erecting a motion picture theatre at
the cornerm:of Ninth and Market streets, Tacoma.
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is Spending
Money where
it will bring
most returns. If you skimp on your printed matter — if you save
a few nickels on your weekly program you can rest assured that those
who live in your neighborhood will skimp also, and will save a nickel
by not going to your theatre. A Ten Dollar Bill that brings in Twenty
Dollars
is wellisspent.
A single Dollar that doesn't bring in more than
its
face value
poorly invested.
"De Luxe Programs"
Cost more and they are worth it. And when you consider the free
advertising
write-up
wedollarofferyouin spend
conjunction with them- you will realize that you
get
worth forservice
every class
their100costcentsin increased,
high
patronage. on them. And they will more than repay
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"PRINTERS
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"Light Up
:e" Your
by
HIS little fixture,
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|

the "Aislite" by
name,
is illuminating
the aisles and stairways

Aisles"
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of scores of the country's largest and most
progressive
WRITE TODAYtheatres.
FOR OUR CATALOG NO. 10 SHOWING
PHOTOGRAPHS
OF PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

THE
BROOKINS
1 Euclid and E. i8th Street
iiiiiiiiraujiiiiiuniuniM

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANT, SIW

A

War

Message

Men:

to

Exhibitors

Are they making a hit? If not,
don't blame the ammunition. The

With war pictures and war taxes
and war prices upon you, you are
probably ready to agree that your
business is war.
Some carry this a point further
and conclude that what Sherman
Said about war therefore applies to
business. But we can't see that. In
the place Sherman referred to there
can't be any fun; and there's plenty
of fun and fascination in the war of
business — especially when you win.

finest ammunition won't camouflage
poor hitting. So get the right kind
of gun.
We hardly need tell you what
make to adopt. Simply watch those
who have won gloriously in the fight
and you'll see the Simplex nameplate on every one of their field
pieces.
It's a gun that shoots straight to
the mark; every shot goes home and
counts in the battle for success.
That, by the way, is the right kind
of conservation.

To win, however, you've got to
wage the right kind of a fight. If you
go to sleep in the trenches, the other
fellow will come over the top and
wipe you out. See?
Don't let 'em. Use your head.
Fighting nowadays is a science.
Have you the best guns? Watch
your screen and see what the guns in
your Projection Room

are doing.

Speaking of conservation reminds
us that since you have become used
to Mr. Hoover's meatless and wheatless days, maybe you won't object to
the fact that " Every day is Troubleless Day " where the Simplex gun is
used.
And say! You'll not consider it
" trouble " when you use up a lot of
tickets, will you?

To win (that's easy to be seen) : Train Simplex

Guns

upon

your Screen
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tiammerstein

$50,000

in nation-wide

* advertising to back her up. This

publicity is now at work. Take advantage of it. Adapted by Ralph Ince
from the stage play by Alice Leal
Pollock and Rita Weiman.
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"pvO you remember
" Snow
White,"
considered
most
-^'beautiful
and gigantic
Christmas
spectacle
of allthe
time?
It was
the greatest Christmas money-maker for exhibitors
ever
filmed.
Most

elaborate

Marguerite

production

Clark

has

ever

in which
appeared

Scenes occupying the entire Famous Players' New York studio, effects without parallel — photographed under the new
Sunlight Co. special lights, assuring you of lighting effects
that will startle your town.
Book it long enough to handle the crowds that word-of-mouth
advertising will send to you. Take into consideration the
Christmas holidays — the children are off from school and will
flock to see this great picture.

Get enough
time " — take care of all your people, and all of
them
will be "satisfied.

B*.3; FAMOUS
AOOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pns. JESSE L LASKY-LASKY
Vkt Pres. CECILCORPORATION
B DE MULE OirtaorOtMnL \

s
\
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News

Jesse

L.Lasky
'
presents

PICKFORD

/>"

Tom

Sawyer

By
Mark
Twain
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers
Directed by Wm.D.Taylor
By arrangement with Mark Twain €

Press, Exhibitors, and Public vote " Tom
Sawyer " one of the best pictures ever released under the Paramount trade mark.
I WISH to place myself on record as stating that without exception this is one of the best productions that has
ever been released, in my estimation, under the Paramount banner.
— Harold Edel, Managing Director, Strand Theatre.
Old, young, and middle-aged appeared to enjoy equally the adventures
of Tom Sawyer, cleverly portrayed by Jack Pickford.
— Neu- York Herald.
Yesterday at the Strand Theatre large crowds saw the first public exhibition of "Tom Sawyer" and found the story as —engrossing
ever.
New York asWorld.
There was the fine art of Jack Pickford, the delightful manner in
which it was presented and the sub-titles, which were
— Newa joy.
York Tribune.
VERY

audience that sees this picture, while

it is new, is good for two more — run it
long enough to take care of all of them.

: FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY:v»/V«
-LASKYCEOlCORPORATION
, I Lf
» Dt M1UX »-".»<>— « LlIT^mM
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Popular

Stars

Prove

Fine Drawing
Card:
Violet Heming, Wilfred Lucas and Conway Tearle
and thetheIndian
Thunder,"
are
Among
UnusualChief,Cast" Crazy
of Popular
Players
4 4^ ■ v HE Judgment
be aoffine
ing card in anyHouse"
theatre,should
owing prove
to theto fact
its drawbeing
an adaptation of a well-known novel and the popularity of the leading players. . . . The unique sub-titles are
a valuable addition and the clearness of photography is of immeasurable value. — Dramatic Mirror.
Everyone will want to see the picturization of Sir Gilbert Parker's great novel.
. . . Run it long and boost it hard.

1+***.

The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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host

the

ScreeiV

icto$raphs
will doubtless develop into one of the greatest educational
forces ever known to mankind.
The editors of the leading magazines contribute the ideas
and material to the Pictographs.
E. F. Warner, Editor of Field and Stream, says :
" The number of letters we have received since Paramount-Bray Pictographs released the hunting pictures I
took in the South, convinces me that your ' Magazine on
the Screen ' has given a great many men who are interested
in the outdoor field, a great deal of pleasure."
Carl Hovey, Manager of the Metropolitan Magazine,
says :
" The Metropolitan will be glad to cooperate with you In
every way in producing magazine features for the Pictographs. The opportunity
is phenomenal,
tion of your
motion pictures
with the and
drivetheof combinaa great
national magazine, is inspiring."
New every week.
The latest magazine articles and an animated

cartoon.

Variety— Action— Interest— Laughs.
The most attractive single reel on the market. Just as good six
months as six days from release.
Book NOW

at all Paramount

BW&

Exchanges.

STUDIOS

2.3 Ee^t

INC.

a^^S't.N.y

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisemeiTrtrT"trIe-J*' News.'
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Motion

ALBERT

E. SMITH

N e'Jb

Presents

"Greater

NCE-

VENGEA
AND

Picture

THE

even than

'Tne Fighting Trail' "
r\ Supreme Box Office
Attraction
THE

GREATEST

TEAM

IN THE

SERIAL
WORLD

IN A STUPENDOUS
MELODRAMA

"Serial
ANewRfteeiiEpisode
AN
M
O
W
of
Outdoor
Melodrama

Featuring

WILLIAM

DUNCAN

BACKED

BY

THE
GREATEST
ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN

CAROL

HOLLOWAY

EVER

PUT

BEHIND
^Albert

E. Smitkc^dCijr
Directed

usIownsen^Brady
hy

SERIAL

WilliairaXfciicaii ,
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ALBERT
An

Exhibitor

s Opinion

E- SMITH
Presents

of the new one-reel
VITAGRAPH

MARY

COMEDIES

ANDERSON
and

"We have just finished screening your
one-reel Vitagraph Comedy, "A Family
Flivver," and found it to be a very pleasing
one*reeler. To call them comedies, after
the way this term has been abused, is very
unfair. They are, as the advertisement
stated^ what the public is now insistentlydemanding — the kind of fun that can, and
does, happen in real life. You are to be
congratulated for presenting this type of a
filler. Hope to see more.11
Very truly yours
REGORSON CORPORATION
W. A. Calihan.
Regent and Gorden Theatres.
Rochester. N. Y.
ONE

REEL

EACH

ALFRED

IN

When

WEEK

Featuring
Edward Earle
and Agnes Ayres
Directed by Graham 3aker

WHITMAN

From

£y
Men

"JOHN
el
Tempted
theFamousNov
Are

FREDERICK
Vircrfed

UPHAM
bi/WA
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1

OF

SPACE

BRIEF

THE

A

MONTHS

FEW

U 1 FOURSQUARE
PICTURES
HAVE
TAKEN
A PLACE
OF FOREMOST
IMPORTANCE
IN
THE

INDUSTRY.

PRICES
THE

SOUND

EQUITABLE

BUSINESS

BOOKING

METHODS

ARE

CAUSES.

PLANS
EVEN

AND

QUALITY,

OF

THE

BROADEST

MAGNITUDE

GREATER

PROGRESS

FOR

THE
Mi

WILL

RECORD

COMING

YEAR

ISTER"
SIN
THELewisBAR
Edgar
s greatest
production

TY'
with l?uth
/Poland
OF SOCIESkills
E and/filton
FRING
THE

"THE with
GREAT
DonsWHITE
Kenyon.TRAIL"

HOUR"
featuring'ONE
Zena Keefe
and Alan Hale

"THE SILENT WITNESS"
st<arnny Gertrude M^Coy

N"
starring
IreneWO
FenMA
wick.
SIN
THE

"MADAME
SHERRY"
the Broadway Success

Jane Grey
'HER with
FIGHTING
CHANCE"

"SHOULD
OBEY"
with AliceSHE
Wilson
THE

with Rhea Mitchell s. Orrin Johnson
THOU GOEST"
WHITHER
SUBMARINE
EYE

NEW YORK
729 SEVENTH AVE.
PITTSBURG
/27 FOURTH AVE.
CINCINNATI
STRAND THEATRE BLDG.
ST. LOUIS
EMPRESS THEATRE BLDG.
DENVER
1735 WELTON ST.
BOSTON
/<S PIEDMONT ST
BUFFALO
47 WEST SWAN ST.

DETROIT
JOSEPH MACK BLDG.
KANSAS CITY
7/20 WALNUT ST.
SAN FRANCISCO
19/ GOLDEN GATE AVE
PHILADELPHIA
/325 VINE AVE.
CLEVELAND
SLOAN BLDG.
CHICAGO
207 S- WABASH AVE.
MINNEAPOLIS
FILM EXCHANGE BLDG.

LOS ANGELES
514 W- EIGHTH ST.
SEATTLE
ZOI4 THIRD AVE.
DALLAS, TEXAS
19/1 'A COMMERCE ST.
ATLANTA
73 WALTON ST.
TORONTO
163 YONGE ST.
MONTREAL
8 HCC/IL COLLEGE AVE.
ST JOHNS
87 UNION ST.

M.H.HOFFMANjNc.

$$Xh

AVE. NEW

729

SEVENTH

YORK
m.
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C ORPO

2d.'Siv*#tK..: Avenue^ "Se w. Yo rk City
^^^^^^^^

RATION

ft
i
SELECT

PICTURES

I

CORPORATION
I

extends

Greetings

of

to trie Exhibitors

tke

Season

of 4ie United

States

anJ acknowledges w"i{h appreciation fhe cordial reception extended to

embracing u\e productions of

CLARA

KIMBALL
And

Her Own

NORMA

YOUNG

Company

TALMADGE

CONSTANCE

ALICE

TALMADGE

BRADY

New* offerings of eacK of fhese stars in fhe Select Star Series xOill be
ready" for distribution by fhe twenty Select Exchanges in January)

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 Sevenrn Avenue, New

York City"

i

SELECT

Of

one accord !

Mt)

PICTURES

All praise

'THE
Directed by Charles Gibl^n
Bg) E. Lloyd HONEYMOON"
Sheld on
in Wkich LEWIS J. SELZNICK

P™*ents

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
" Miss Talmadge's performance of Susan Lane was captivati"ng ! — Sunday Telegraph.
" ' Tke Honeymoon ' is a riot of fun, wltk very fine work
by* Constance Talmadge." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
" Constance Talmadge is a fascinating little actress and
never looked prettier or more winsome tkan ske does in
tkis picture." — New York. Review.
"A well-directed picture, witk an adequate production
and devoid of all unnecessary footage." — Variety.
" Tke singular beauty and personal ckarm of Constance
Talmadge
in a story tkat will bring a laugk every*
time." — Moving Picture World.

.DISTRIBUTED BY
SELECT

■

PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 Seventh- 'Avenue',-- New York City

Motion
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Rex

Beach

Tlie

Picture

pictures

Auction

A TTENDANCE
, been broken

Block

records for the entire year 1917 have
throughout North America by Rex

Beach's greatest story, "The Auction Block." This sensational success proves the Goldwyn statement that
"good pictures cure bad times in the theatres." Read
these reports of exhibitors and powerful daily newspapers:
NORTH

EAST

WEST

SOUTH

Boston Post: "The Auction Block is the biggest attraction
of the year. Long lines waited in the cold for admission.
Throngs turned away." Boston Traveler: "An endless line
at the box office." Boston Herald: "It made hundreds wait
on the street to gain admission." Boston Transcript: "Vividly
remarkable."
Joseph Grossman, Standard Theatre, Cleveland: "Broke all
records for the year." Cleveland Leader: "A tremendous
picture that has packed the Standard." Cleveland Press:
"One of the few pictures worthy of particular recommendation.'
Edward A. Zorn, Temple Theatre, Toledo: "Drawing bigget
crowds than any of Rex Beach's other great pictures." ,
Chicago Examiner: "The Auction Block is the 'honey' that
will draw the people in swarms to box offices." Chicago Post:
"It thrills one even more when seen a second time than it does
the first time." Aaron J. Jones, Chicago: "It is a tr mendous
hit." Chicago American: "The Auction Block has the
heaviest booking ever recorded in the Chicago territory."
Atlanta American: "Tremendous in its appeal, The Auction
Block instantly drew the crowds. It is what motion picture
showmen call 'a clean-up picture.'"
There can be no "holiday slump" or depression if you
play "The Auction Block" and other powerful Goldwyn
productions.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION &
Margaret Mayo
Samuel Goldfish
Edgar Selwyn
Editorial Director
President
"Vice President
New York City
16 East 42d Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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icturcs

Mae

Marsh's

"The

Triumph

Cinderella

in

Man"

RELEASED today throughout North America, Goldwyn's production starring Mae Marsh in "The Cinderella Man," by Edward Childs Carpenter, has the
advance approval of the powerful trade journals and
more than two-score important exhibitors who predict
that it will make more money for theatre-owners than
any Goldwvn production thus far released. The following
reviews of the greatest Mae Marsh picture ever made
will interest all exhibitors:
VARIETY

Jolo: 'The Cinderella Man," Goldwyn's eighth release, marks
a mile-stone in the advance of this company. Mae Marsh is as
elusively charming as always. George Loane Tucker, the
director, has far out-distanced any work he ever did in England.
One of the smartest pictures of the year that ought to bring
the money.

MORNING
TELEGRAPH

Frances Agnew: "The Cinderella Man" is a credit to the
delightful charm of Mae Marsh, the genius of George Loarie
Tucker and his technical staff, and the abilities of an all-star
supporting cast. This picture will get the money.

M.P. NEWS

Peter Milne: If the name of Goldwyn had not been popular zed
long before this, "The Cinderella Man" would turn the trick
with ease. It is the most delightful film drama that the writer
has had the good fortune to see.

M.P. WORLD

Louis Reeves Harrison: 'Goldwyn presents a sympathetic
adaptation of Edward Childs Carpenter's story, "The Cinderella
Man." . . . Mae Marsh again shows her half-compassionate, half-whimsical talent. This production makes a charming
Christmas story and will prove an attractive addition to any
program the year round.

DRAMATIC
MIRROR

D. A. Balch: Exhibitors will find "The Cinderella Man" a safe
booking proposition because of its "legitimate" source and the
firm excellence of its production. . . . One wonders how it
could possibly be better.

GOLDWYN

PICTURES CORPORATION
Margaret Mayo
Edgar Selwyn
Editorial Director
Ytce President
President
Samuel
Goldfish'
New York City
16 East 42d Street

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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The

Handwriting

on

the

Wall

YOU
have recently read statements about the many
changes that are about to take place in the motion picture industry. Complaints are made of over-production, extravagance and waste, unreasonable salaries paid
stars, duplication of exchanges, etc.
There is no doubt but that conditions in this business
will change. Any business which has grown to the size of
the motion picture business in such a short time is bound
to have developed extravagances that need elimination. It
is exactly such conditions as those existing at present which
prompt men in the industry to stop and reflect. It is from
such conditions that changes come and methods are adopted
which establish a business on a more stable basis.
Triangle will not make any prophesies at present concerning the future of the motion picture business. We realize that there is and always will be a demand from the public
for this type of entertainment. Our policy is simply that
of developing better pictures and of so systematizing the
business that high grade motion pictures can be sold to
exhibitors at a price that will show them a profit.
We believe we have already done some things toward
systematizing, economizing and eliminating waste in the distribution of motion pictures — but we also appreciate that
there is much more to be done. We intend to keep working
until a lot more is accomplished.
The Triangle Studios at Culver City are being operated
under plans which have proven successful in the largest
industries in the country. A maximum of return is procured
from every dollar invested in equipment.
System, efficiency
(Continued on opposite page)

TIBIANGL
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(Continued from preceding page)

R

and economy
the studios.

are rigidly enforced in every department of

R

This increase in efficiency and elimination in waste
means better pictures at smaller costs. The money thus

I

saved means lower prices to exhibitors. Taking into consideration the unequalled quality of Triangle pictures, there
are none on the market today selling at more reasonable

I

prices.
We are advising exhibitors to book the Hart and Fairbanks reissues. Reports prove that these pictures are drawing even larger crowds than when first issued. This is due
A

to the fact that no better pictures have been made. Remember these are the pictures that made Hart and Fairbanks

A

so universally popular. The large number of bookings we
have made, and the constant stream of testimonials to our

N

exchanges, indicate that every exhibitor should book the Hart
and Fairbanks reissues.
We repeat that we want to make a regular business of the
distribution of moving pictures. We are using our time,
money and best efforts in endeavoring to give exhibitors
better service. We are trying to play the game perfectly fair
and square. This is evidenced by the fact that we do not
transfer to exhibitors the war tax levied by the government
on film manufacturers.

N

So watch Triangle. Watch Triangle pictures and Triangle service. If we can be of service, write the Triangle
exchange nearest you.
L

TRIANGLE

S. A. LYNCH
President

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

1457 Broadway, New
FRED KENT
R. W. LYNCH
Treasurer
Vice President

York
Y. F. FREEMAN
Sec. and Gen. Mgr.

TIBIANGL
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Act
Fast —
State
Right
Buyers
f^The Only Keystone Comedy Ever Offered to State Right Buyers Was"

And

"Tillie's
Punctured
Romance"
It Has Been the Most Sensational Box Office Attraction Seen in Years
The Following Tested Laugh-Producing Keystone-Mack Sennett Comedies, Starring

MABEL

NORMAND,

CHESTER
Are Now
They

FATTY

CONKLIN

and

Being Offered for the First Time

Are Going

to Be as Big Money

with
with

CINDERS OF LOVE
HE DID AND HE DIDN'T

with
with

THE OTHER MAN
BRIGHT LIGHTS

with
with

BUCKING SOCIETY
THE SNOW CURE
THE VILLAGE SCANDAL

with
with
with

SAVED BY WIRELESS
FATTY AND THE BROADWAY STARS
DIZZY HEIGHTS AND DARLING HEARTS
HIS WILD OATS
WAITERS* BALL
HIS FIRST FALSE STEP
AMBROSE CUP OF WOE

with
with
with
with
with
with
with

DETAILED

INFORMATION

APPLY

STERLING

for Territorial Rights.

Getters for You

THE SUBMARINE PIRATE
FATTY AND MABEL ADRIFT

FOR

FORD

ARBUCKLE,

as "Tillie" Has Been.

SYD CHAPLIN (4 REELS)
FATTY ARBUCKLE & MABEL
NORMAND (3 REELS)
CHESTER CONKLIN
FATTY ARBUCKLE & MABEL
NORMAND
FATTY ARBUCKLE
FATTY ARBUCKLE & MABEL
NORMAND
CHESTER CONKLIN
FORD STERLING
FATTY ARBUCKLE & RAYMOND
HITCHCOCK
CHESTER CONKLIN
FATTY ARBUCKLE
CHESTER CONKLIN
FORD STERLING
FATTY ARBUCKLE
CHESTER CONKLIN
MACK SWAIN
BY WIRE

OR MAIL

HILLER
&
WILK,
\Exclusive Selling Agents for

~~

BROADWAY
LONGACRE

BUILDING,

FILMS
42d STREET AND

PHONE,

BRYANT

TO

Inc.

COMPANY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
6652

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

antonio moreno

y\ great

writer

KIPLING
D
PUD
WithYAR
WOLCOTT OALESTIER.
wrote

a qreat storq

<7h<? NAULAHKA
Pathe has had it made it into a qreat photoplaq inEIOMT PARTS
with
-ANTONIO
MORENO
OlMRNEI? OlAND, DORALDIN A.HELENE CHADWICK, •»■> MARY A10EN

Pathe

ActingA

superb

SUCCESS"

A

BOX

ATTRACTION"

OPPICE
^JV/fat

AS*

a prominent
sayrof

Mow

York, circuit

the

RUSSIAN

ART

FILMS

■M. 4 S. CIRCUIT
25 Seccnd
Ave., City.
New York
Nov. 21et, 1917
Pathe
Exchange,
Inc.,
1600 Broadway,
hew York City.
Gentlemen:- ATTENTIOH OF MR. W.E. RAYNOR
Be wish to state that the Russian
Art
DOLL* made
cese Picture,
as a Box "THE
OfficePAIBTED
Attraction
for mya suoEast Side and Bronxville Theatres. The
patrons appreciated it very ouch. The
acting is superb, and the photography le
splendid.
Sincerely hoping that all your
future releases will be of the same standard,
we remain
Very truly yours,
EH:ML

(Signed)

CUPPEIMT
MED

RELEASE—

SISTEPS

OWITH

M'LLE

Mayer 4 Schneider."

PIVAL

COLODN

FIVE— PADT5*

Al A

^nd

Mow

qhe

■

0

0

t/?e

four

star

HIDDEN

serial

HAND

000

KENVON

DODIS

APLINE

SHELDON

LEWIS,

MAHLON

HAMILTON;
vertising., with feature

PPETTY

^urrt/l

^krtfiur Q. Peeve

national

production:

inq story and u/itfi box office
X serial for you/
wrote

one/
ad-

tvitfi thrill-

cast

if ^ —

2f sufficient' guarantee that the story will
hold your audiences from start to finish.
PATME

made it - that guarantees

first class

production . booooodoodoooodooooooo
A PATHC
serial has to be good; it is made
for you.

Pathe

\vhot comedies averaqe hiqhest daq in and dag out, in the
star, cast, direction and real
lauqh producing qualities?

~Ask

the exhibilor showing^.

HAROLD
in the two
LONESOME

LLOYD
reel
LUKE-

and "the one reel
ROLIN

COMEDIES

Love,
is
the Lauqhs,and
best comedy, lather'
the
wriier has seen recentlq.
It sets a hiqh-water mark
in all picture
Jfar/ON comedq."
Pkturb Mews
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ADVERTISEMENT
W.

"What Shall We Do With the Motion Picture
Business?" a booklet containing Mr. Hodkinson's famous "Open Letter" on present and
future conditions and Mr. Stanley V. Mastbaum's telegram, and also a statement of Mr.
Hodkinson's stand on current problems, will be
sent free upon request. Drop a postcard to-day.

HODKINSON

QUALITY
INSURANCE
The announcement last week of my arrangements for using the shipping and other exchange facilities of the General
Film Company on PARALTA PLAYS and other product which I shall distribute answers the immediate
questions of the trade.
It also now allows me to express my real message to the industry.
This message is that I expect to tie together responsible elements within the business to promote and insure quality
as the basic principle of our progress and our profit.
The means for tying these elements together I do not find in the industry at present.
Analyzing the whole situation, I have therefore picked upon the neglected spot in the industry as the means for
uniting all responsible elements now existing, and as the critical point upon which to bring my new leverage
to bear. I have obtained the rights to what has been called
THE

Mo tion Picture

PLUS

which is an improved medium for photographing and projecting motion pictures, a medium which is to the
motion pictures of to-day what the modern disc phonograph is to the old wax cylinder, what the broad
gauge railroad is to the narrow gauge line, what the motor truck is to the one-horse express wagon.
A four-page supplement describing the process in detail will be issued with the Motion Picture News of next
week, January 4, 1918 (published December 26).
In this new process, and in its absolute control by my organization, you will see not only a bigger and better product
on the screen, something which will lift motion pictures to a higher plane of public entertainment than it has
ever reached or ever could reach in its present form, but you will also see in it
A GUARANTEE
AND
CONTROL
OF QUALITY,
a means by which the wheat of quality pictures can be sifted from the chaff of mediocre pictures. This leverage
will let us go to the public with an assurance of QUALITY WHICH THE PUBLIC WILL RECOGNIZE.
This is the all-important thing at this time.
The Motion Picture PLUS will therefore be the first true stabilizer of quality production, for upon the screen itself,
every moment the picture is shown, the audience will recognize our process, and that process must and will
be confined to the highest type of pictures made, with all the quality elements now recognized.
It is for this reason, more than any other, that I am tying my forces to the Motion Picture PLUS as THE ONE
MEANS BY WHICH QUALITY CAN AGAIN BE STAMPED UPON A PRODUCT, for only by going to
the public with the leverage of unmistakable quality can we turn this business back into substantial, sane,
profitable business channels.

Distribution :— The first PARALTA PLAYS, "A MAN'S MAN," featuring J. Warren Kerrigan, and
"MADAM WHO?" , featuring Bessie Barriscale, are now ready for bookings at the various General Film
Company Exchanges. Address: "Attention W. W. Hodkinson representative." Our representative for
the foreign distribution of PARALTA PLA YS and all our other products throughout the world (excepting Canada) is the INTER-OCEAN FILM CORPORATION, 220 West 42nd Street, New York. PARALTA
PLAYS are now being distributed in Canada by GLOBE FILMS, LTD., at their various exchanges.
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plots
THE

Picture

!

foiled

THRILL

SERIAL

MJGHTEP

UNCLE

A

of

Siin

succession

of

ing episodes
with

N ewi

enemy

smash-

dealing
intrigue
exposed

Sensational,
Absorbin^Tflirbic,
Adventures
JAXON FILM CORPORATION
Commercial Trust Co. Building, 41st Street and BroaduaT. New York City
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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serial for every theatre

in every neighborhood
every section where

AND

THAT

A

in

American

MEANS

patriotism

10L7?

THEATRE!

DAUGHTER

Uncle

jane

is sacred

of

sm

Vance

eet
Darinp,ffajsneh'ef Sw
,
and VJlLLIAM
SORELLE
One

reel each week

of situations,

suspense, and surprises — the serial
of condensed dramatic action —
the live spot on your program.

12 EPISODES

—

12 WEEKS

Because of added stunts
the opening release date of
"A DAUGHTER OF UNCLE
SAM " has now been set for
JANUARY 19

JAXON FILM CORPORATION
Commercial Trust Co. Building, 41st Street and Broadway, New York City
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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"PA

WV

1
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Here

He

Is

Again!

li
CHARLIE
IN THE
4

FAMOUS

CHAPLIN
ESSANAY-CHAPLIN

COMEDY

4

K"

R
WO

You

Can't

Pack to
your Miss
theatre with
theseof
greatThese
laughmakers
Afford
One
Monthly

" IN THE PARK "
"THE CHAMPION

Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. 1907

BY THE SEA "
A JITNEY ELOPEMENT

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Releases

"

Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. 1907
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J

1p»^

RIP-ROARING
AND

FAST

SLAPSTICKS
FURIOUS

The best program is incomplete without good comedy.
Book one of these each week and give your patrons a treat.

"LUNCH"

"MAKE

YOUR

EYES

BEHAVE"
"A

DEPOT

"THE

ROMEO"

GENERAL"

"HARD
LUCK"
Screen time 15 minutes

Wonders

of

Nature

Scenics

and

Science

Supreme!

Disclosing the beauty spots of North America, yet filled with
thrilling action.
44 Through Canada from Coast to Coast "
44 Water Powers of Western Canada "
44 Banff National Park "
READY

Trademark
Keg. U. S. Pat. 1907

44 The Great Natural Industries of Canada "
44 Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick "
44 Lake Louise "
NOW!

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. 1907
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Picture

mm.

IS

•

TheJBuoyant
in

Spirit

Its Most

of

Wholesome

Captivating

as Interpreted by the World's

Youth

Moods

Greatest Children's Advocate:

Judge

WILLIS

BROWN

A

Wonderful

Series of Crisply

Visualized

Two-Part Stories of the intensely Appealing
Juvenile Heart Is Coming from this man:
Detroit Free Press
Judge Brown is an informal speaker, but an
eloquent one, with an eloquence all his own. He
is an actor one minute, a prosecuting attorney
the
next, ofa hearts
criminalat lawyer
and Heorator
in turn No
—
a master
all times.
is unique.
wonder he is popular with the boys, he is one
himself, with the clairvoyant boyhood that follows
mature wisdom humbly and observantly.

Author of these already famous
multiple

-St. Louis ExponentJudge Brown took the platform at the Odeon
Theater literally as well as figuratively. A man
of
nook and
confined
him.wonderful
He movedenergy,
about nothepent-up
whole time
held
every riedlistener
He last,
carthe greatfascinated
audience and
withenthralled.
him first to
moving them at will to roars of laughter or to
tears. The audience cheered to the echo or gave
applausecealedthat
tears. in many cases only partially con-

Watch

for Further

reel

screen classics:

" THE

SAINT'S ADVENTURE
with Henry Walthall

"

" THE

GIRL WHO WON
with Violet McMillan

"

41 THE SPIRIT OF '17 "
with Jack Pickford

Announcements

of the New

STORIES
BROWN
JUDGE
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
N. B . — GENERAL

OUT

FILM

not exact the 15c charge

COMPANY

does

on any of its releases.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
The ideal holiday season picture is "WHISTLING
DICK'S CHRISTMAS
STOCKING"
by
0. Henry.
Another O. Henry Christmas story, " THE GIFTS OF THE MAGI," ranks
with it for timely sentiment.
Both ready for booking at General Film exchanges.
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!
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PARALTA

The

Second

Bessie
MONTE

New

PLAYS

Paralta

Play

Barriscale
Written by

Screen Version
M. KATTERJOHN

HAROLD
"Madam
DIRECTED

ROBERT

Picture

BY

MacGRATH

Who?"
REGINALD

BRUNTON,

BARKER

Manager

of Productions

The prime essential

»

of a good picture
is 90%

action and speed.

Well, "Madam Who?"
has the speed of a shooting star,
and the action of a race horse.
The remaining 10%
consists of romance
and pure, unadulterated mystery.
And it all is permeated
by the sovereign art,
transcendent spirit,
and exquisite personality
of Bessie Barriscale.
A crystal gem
upon liquid gold.
— Will draw

PARALTA

the Crowds

as the Moon

PLAYS,

Inc.

draws

the Seas —

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T. KANE, Vice.-Pres.
JOHN E DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas
NAT. L BROWN. Secretary and Gen'l Manager
-DISTRIBUTED
H0QKIN5QN

BY

CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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PARALTA

PLAYS

lilii
The

First

Paralta

m
Kerrigan
Written by

J.Warren
Screen Version by
THOMAS G. GERAGHTY

Play

PETER B. KYNE

"A
Man's
Man"
DIRECTED BY OSCAR APFEL

ROBERT

BRUNTON,

Without

Manager

of Productions

fanfares, smashing of cymbals,

or flares of trumpets,
we booked "A Man's Man"
into Clurte's Auditorium, Los Angeles, Calif.
It crowded that theatre —
which seats over 3,000 —
four times every day
for a full week.
And it broke the Saturday night record.
That is the only booking
"A Man's Man"

has had.

It was our acid test for merit,
and "A Man's Man"
100%

proved

net.

Any truth can be checked up
by test and experiment,
and on the result
you take no chances.
-The

Proof

PARALTA

of a Picture

is in the Box

PL4YSJnc.

Office-

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T KANE, Vice.-Pres.
JOHN E DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas.
NAT. I. BROWN. Secretary and Genl Manager
OISTRSBUTED
HOQKINSON

BfY

CORPORATION

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Day Message
Blue
Day Letter
Nite
Night Message
NL
Night Letter
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words)this is a day message. Otherwise itscharacter is indicatedby the
symbol appearing after the check.

WESTE1M

UNION

AM
GEORGE W. E. ATKINS, first vice-president

TEL
NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT

Picture

News

FormSYf/.ECL
1201
CLASS OF SERVICE
Blue
Day Message
Nite
Day
Letter
Night Message
NL
Night ofLetter
If none
these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words)thisisaday
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indicated Otherby the
symbol appearing after the check.
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1212AM
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new
Widow,

departure

motion

~

in

the

American

audiences

picture

will

see

BETHEL

BARRY

MORE

^
/HIS is a comedy-drama

U

RELEASED

in Five

Acts

by

STAGE
the
of
by Kellett Chambers
directed

Frank

Reicher

and

is

DECEMBER
by J^J^XRO
3laxwelL Ka*gev,Manager of Productions.
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'1

1 7!*

"WE PAY THE TAX

"First

National"
DECEMBERRele
3
ase

Dates

"ALIMONY"
RELEASED

Mme.

DECEMBER

24

PetrovaFIRST
in PETROVA
"Daughter
PICTURE
DECEMBER
Herbert

of

Destiny

"

31

(A p proximately J
Brenon
Presents

"EMPTY By RUPERT
POCKETS"
HUGHES
JANUARY

Signature

Chaplin's
First
Greater
Comedy
Foreign rights controlled by Wm. Yogel Productions. Inc.,
Protected
{
Longacre Bldg., New York City
BooKings
FIRST

now

NATIONAL

AND
ALASKA, WASHINGTON, OREGON,
MONTANA, IDAHO
1200 4th Avenue, Seattle, Washington
All of Alaska, Washington, Oregon,
Montana — All counties in Idaho north
of and including Idaho County.
ARIZONA and SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
833 So. Broad*vay, Los Angeles, California
Southern California, including counties
of SandinoLuis
San Bernarand allObispo,
south Kern,
thereof.
All of
Arizona.
AUSTRALIA
New York Office — Australasian Films,
729 7th Avenue
Australian
Office— Film House, Sydney.
All of Australasia
CALIFORNIA, NEVADA, HAWAII
134 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco
California north of counties of San Luis
Obispo, Kern and San Bernardino; all of
Nevada and Hawaii.
CANADA (Western)
1318
B. C. Standard Bank Bldg., Vancouver,
All Canada west of and including Fort
William and Port Arthur.

The

at all "First

National"

Exchanges

EXCHANGES

TERRITORIAL
DIVISIONS
MARYLAND. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CANADA (Eastern)
and DELAWARE
Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, Canada
Garden Theatre, Washington, D. C.
All Canada east of but not including
Fort William and Port Arthur.
NEW ENGLAND STATES
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH,
20
Winchester Street, Boston, Mass.
WYOMING
NEW YORK
and all counties in Idaho south of
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Idaho county.
NEW JERSEY
1744 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
509
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
GEORGIA, FLORIDA, ALABAMA and
OHIOland.
SOUTH CAROLINA
302
Sloan Bldg., Prospect Ave., CleveLyric Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
ILLINOIS
PENNSYLVANIA
(Eastern)
110 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.
1339 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
INDIANA
All
counties
east
of Fulton, Huntington,
24 W. Washington St.. Indianapolis, Ind.
Center, Clinton and Potter.
IOWA, KANSAS and NEBRASKA
TEXAS, OKLAHOMA and ARKANSAS
Garden Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
1920 Main Street, Dallas, Texas.
KENTUCKY and TENNESSEE
Rex Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
\V1>T VIRGINIA and WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
LOUISIANA and MISSISSIPPI
Strand Theatre, New Orleans, La.
300 Westinghouse Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
MICHIGAN
All Pennsylvania counties west of and
73 Broadway, Detroit, Michigan.
including andFulton,
Clinton
Potter. Huntington, Center,
MINNESOTA,
NORTH and SOUTH
DAKOTA
VIRGINIA and NORTH CAROLINA
420 9th Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.
717 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
MISSOURI
WISCONSIN
New Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Toy Bldg., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

First
National
Exhibitor's
18 EAST
41st STREET,
NEW
YORK

Circuit,
CITY

Inc.

HERBERT

BRENON
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T
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We

Encircle

The

Picture

News

Globe

^Manufacturers^
VWri
T FRANK BROCKLISS, INC.
* has the largest list of morion picture
buyers in all parts of the world of an^
house in the film distributing business.
We market World's and Foreign Rights,
outside the United States, of all suitable
film productions on terms that will be
found of mutual advantage. We give all
propositions the most careful attention.
The list of films printed in the present
number of this bulletin, show1 the vaner?
and interest of the productions that we
are handling in ever? foreign country).

New York is the world's principal film
distributing market The output of the
leading American and foreign studios is
screened, on release, for J Frank
Brockliss. Inc.
are thus in a position to supply
3 We
buyers at a distance with the best films
on the open market
It is vital to your success in the motion
picture distributing business, that you
should be represented in New York by
a house of the standing ol J Frank
Brockliss, Inc whose knowledge of con
ditions and requirements in foreign
countries is based upon long experience*

o
Would1/ Largest Fore ich
(Ti 0)
^
0) ((h

J.

Film House
o i'm

Correspondence solicited.

FRANK
BROCKLISS
SIDNEY GARRETT Pres.
GENERAL
EXPORT
and IMPORT
729 SEVENTH AVE.
0) ncwyork.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

inc

'Keep still and let me
face it out — i'll stand by you.'

OLIVE.

TEJLL

the exquisite Charles FroKman
actress, supporte d by David
Powell and a notable cast m

'HER

SISTE.IC

A story of love and intrigue with

Available December' 24
at all exchanges of the
Mutual Film Corporation

—laid
mystic
a glimpse
in
New^orkof the
today,
adapted
from ihe Charles Frohman play

1
produced by
Empire All Star Corporation

Juliette Da}?
The delightfully happy little actress,
playing
this season
the Broadway
stage onin
"The Riviera Qirl,"
proved her box office value in —
"THE RAINBOW GIRL"
"THE CALENDAR GIRL"
"BETTY AND THE BUCProduced by
American
Film Company, Incorporated
CANEERS"

Gail

Kane

Whose box office value
is built on stage
and screen success,
in a series of seven pictures
of consistent merit—
"A GAME OF WITS'*
"SOUTHERN PRIDE"
"THE BRIDE'S SILENCE"
"SOULS IN PAWN"
"THE UPPER CRUST"
"THE SERPENT'S TOOTH'
"WHOSE WIFE?"
Produced by
American Film Company, Incorporated

Available at all exchanges of the
Mutual Film Corporation.
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THE

KAISER'S

SECRET

ARMY

IN

AMERICA

While American manhood takes up the challenge of the Kaiser's armed forces on the
seas and on the fields of Europe, the very sources of its support in this country are menaced
by furtive, non-uniformed armies whose weap ons are spying, sabotage, bomb-planting, incendiarism, murder and a hundred forms of insidious and demoralizing propaganda.
WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?— LITERARY DIGEST

WHAT

HAS

BEEN

DONE

AMERICA'S

ABOUT

IT IS THE

SERIAL

SUBJECT

OF

SUPREME

"Th

e

'S

EAGLE

99

B Y WILLIAM J. FL YNN

OF

CHIEF

KING BAGGOT

THE

U. S. SECRET

SERVICE

THE STORY OF THE IMPERIAL GERMAN GOVERNMENT'S
SPIES, PLOTS AND PROPAGANDA IN THE UNITED STATES
PRESENTED

WITH

KING

THE

POPULAR

STARS

BAGGOT

as Harrison Grant, the hero

MARGUERITE

SNOW
MARGUERITE SNOW

as Dixie Mason, the heroine
A

PRODUCTION

COMMANDS

NATIONAL

INTEREST

Distributed by

Produced by
THE

THAT

U.S.A.

WHARTONS

315 Longacre Building
1476 Broadway, New York

ITHACA, N.Y

M. gH. HOFFMAN,
Inc.
FOUR-SQUARE EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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MAKE
DATES
NOW

FOX
BRANCHES
IN EVERY
STATE

THEDA

BARAi/2

DU
BARRY
A THEDA BARA 5UPER PRODUCTION
ROBERT LOUIS STKVENSQNS
THRILLING STORY

William

MOST INTERESTING
ADVENTURESS
IN"
HISTORY OF FRANCE

fox

productions
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"FILM
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PRIDE

NEW

A THRILLING TALE OF THE
GOLDEN WEST ..
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YORK

AStirrin^ Patriotic Drama

MOST
POPULAR
STARS
THE
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SCREEN

GREAT
DIRECTORS
POWERFUL
STORIES.

v: CONTRACT
NOW
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
LIFE SAVERS FOR SAD PROGRAMS
BOOK
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NEAREST

KOW

The

ROARING LIONS an d WEDDIN6 BELLS

CARMEN

KINGDOM

OF
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AHISMILJC-FED
SMASHING"VAMP
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LEHRMAN'S

JEWEL

LOVE
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SUNSHINE
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PRODUCTIONS
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SPECIAL

DRIVES

AFTER

BIG

BUSINESS

. _„»,v
• .
^
-

the^iS^

'^SS^DRAMAT,C

^

M'^bo<,k

By FREDERIC

"THOSE

viewpoint

.
\

FJJ.

WHO

ER

ARNOIDKUMM

1

.ST74,¥
D e'S
ANnc
cs
Jh
WE
NE

LAST

BOOK

THROUGH
THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
HOFFMAN-FOURSQUARE
New York (729 7th Ave.)
Buffalo (47 W. Swan St.)
Detroit (304 Jos. Mack Bldg.)
Chicago (207 So. "Wabash Ave.)

RAID
^
Written by C.GARDINER

GREATEST
SULLIVAN

SPECTACLE

Directed/ IRVIN
V.WILLAT
Washin
gton
(S
Denver (1735 Welton St.)
Ave.) City E Street, N. StW ))
Kansas
(1900 Commerce St.)
Seattle (2014 Third Ave.)
San. Francisco,(1120(191Walnut
Golden Gate Dallas
Globe Feature Film Co.
Pittsburgh (127 Fourth Ave.)
Bldg.)
New
England
Los Angeles (514 W. 8th St.)
Minneap
olis
(206 Film Exchange
Boston, Mass.)(20 Winchester St.,
Philadelphia (1325 Vine St.)
Frank Gersten, Inc.
Cincinnati (301 Strand Th. Bldg.) Southern States Film Co.
New Jersey (220 W. 42d St., N.T.C.
St. Louis (301 Express Th. Bldg.) Atlanta (114 Walton St.)
Cleveland (310 Sloan Bldg.)
Rights:
Co.,Foreign
23d Floor,
TimesRobertson-Cole
Bldg., N. T.
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.
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Moving Picture World says
One of the surprises in store for the screen public is the
splendid manner in which the famous skater, Charlotte,
has succeeded in her first attempt In the moving picture
drama. The photography of the picture is clear and the
locations and settings are unusually artistic and pleasing.
But, after all 1b said and done, the drawing card of
the production la contained In the scenes In the new
Chicago Arena, where Charlotte, untouched by camerashyness,
performs
feats who
for which
she Is famed
over the
two wonderful
continents.skating
To those
have
or have not witnessed the skating of Charlotte these
scenes alone are worth the price of admission.
are screen
numerous
dramatic
starsIt Iswhoonlyhavefair notto say
madethatgoodthere
on the
as pleasingly
as the little skater, Charlotte.
The picture
is clean and
wholesomeand inshould
quality,bespectacular and otherwise
interesting,
one
of the best box-office attractions on the market.
The Dramatic Mirror says:
Points of Interest: The Skating of the Star, the
Beauty of the Exterior Scenes, and the Scene
in Chicago's Huge Skating Rink
Irrespective
the merit
this screen
production,
as yet un-of
named, which ofmarks
the oifirst
appearance
Charlotte, who is, unequivocally, the foremost female
exponent of the art of skating, the valuable publicity that
lies In her name is an asset that must at once be appreciated. At the time onoftour,
her appearance
at thespread
,*ew
York
to all Hippodrome
corners of theandcountry,
and,Charlotte's
being still fame
fresh in the
minds of the public, should prove to be a certain drawing
has givenThe 'heinteriors
picture arescenic
investiture
card.Theof thedirector
first order.
attractive
and
every one of the outdoor scenes has a beautiful
backgroundgraphed onthat
appear
to
have
been
photoan extensive country estate.
Theattraction.
name of the star is a certain box-offlce
Address
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Consumers Bldg., Chicago
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47 West 42nd St., New York

JOHN D. PERRY, Pres.

S. H. WELLS.Vice Pres.

WM. H. WELLS, Sec'y and Treas
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TO

INDEPENDENT

PRODUCERS

my

message is I

will procure in the United States and Canada the maximum worth of your productions within a reasonable time.
TO STATE RIGHT BUYERS my message is I will offer
only those attractions that are of positive box office merit
and at prices that will insure you at least a reasonable profit.
TO BOTH
INDEPENDENT
PRODUCER
AND
STATE

RIGHT BUYER my message is a sale and exploitation policy that will build a permanency of business
relations and permit of your continuing because both will
be doing business on a reasonable and profitable return and

I
m
m
vis

no inflation of values and no " bunk."
m
m.
STUDIO
HO Amity N.StreetY.
Flushing.

WIU1AM L. SHERR&L
President

m

THE FROHM AN
AMUSEMENTExecutiveCORPORATION
OfEces
TIMES BUILDING
new YORK
December 10, 1917.

3sS

Mr. J. J. Goldburg,
Times Building,
B'way & 42nd Street,
New York City.
ify dear Mr. Goldburg:
I read your announcement in the trade
papers which contained your generous acknowledgment
that your new organization is patented after the ideas
which I had in mind, when 1 proposed The Producers' protective Association.

Sicce my
announcement
lished in the
last issue of pubthe
Motion Picture News I have
received requests from eleven
State Rights Exchanges instructing me to procure for
them
of merit.high-class productions
ADDRESS
JESSE

J. GOLDBURG

^Times Building
Broadway at 42nd^ Street
NEW YORK CITY
TELEPHONE BRYANT 847
mmiminm 11 11 m

I want to say in answer to your announcement' tha t I cai'tainly believe you can, and will succeed.
I aa.'^ixniy. -co'£y incea that the motion picture Industry, or
so much of< it &s - is. engaged in the -manufactur ing of Independent productions requires a sales and exploitation agency
as you havff ^biiwd-*r& J know of no sari throughout ay broad
acquaintanceship who is better qualified or fit by reason of
his knowledge, practical or technical of motion picture productions, sales and exploitation, to head such an Institution,
as you.
In your connection with my company I want to
reduce to writing, what I have stated openly, that you have
given ne more than 10(# of services. You may rest assured of
my hearty cooperation, and I believe other independent producers will join with you.
Very truly yours,
THE FROHMUJ AMUSEMENT C<

WLS.AW

You are wasting your opportunities if YOtT ignore advertising.
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Miss

Bergere's

First

Independent

nouncement to Producers,
Authors,
■

Stars

and

the

An-

Directors,
Profession

PRODUCERS

supplied with list of best available directors, stars and supporting talent, scenario editors and continuity writers. Personal perusal given plavs to insure
intelligent casting. Screen tests made of new talent, etc.

DIRECTORS

conferred with at the various studios on procuring of talent, casting, etc. Pictures of past successes privately projected for manufacturers and producers who
desire the services of established directors.

AUTHORS

represented. Books, plays and original stories converted into scenario form for
practical selling purposes.
Desirable material or original ideas purchased.

ARTISTS

wiU receive dignified and efficient representation. New departments assuring
every applicant a thorough and immediate registration with all established
firms. A specialty being made of the Professional Test Library for insuring
quick engagements.

SCENARIOS

available for all classes of photoplays. Recent affiliation with authors of established reputation and skilled scenario writers insure the fulfiUment of rapid
orders on special stories.

H

MUSICAL
DEPARTMENT

is planned for an early opening for the benefit of musical artists. Music room
will include a complete library of aU latest scores.

■

PUBLICITY

supervised, constructed and placed for stars of repute, and ambitious artist?
desiring to forge ahead. Arrangements already entered into with publicity
writers of standing to take charge of this department.

m

SERVICE

includes legal and confidential advice on all matters of importance. Direct connections established with well-known manufacturers and new concerns, whereby
independent productions may be exploited.

London Office,

OUIDA

c/o Fleet
Hughes
"jMassie,
40
Street

BERGERE,

516 FIFTH

Cable Address "Ernship"

phone murray hill 7138

Inc.

AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Affiliated with
Mabel Condon Exchange
6035-6037 Boulevard,
Hollywood

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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The adjoining Biograph Laboratories offer
negative development and positive printing in keeping with Biograph standard.
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MAN

ONLY
A few territories
LEFT
on
The

Greatest

of the Hart

WILLIAM

S.

Productions

HART

as
THE

TWO-GUN

MAN

in
THE

BARGAIN
6 Reels

Produced

by Thos.

H. Ince

REQUESTS Now being considered for the Second
and THird of the Hart Super- Feature Productions
In Preparation —

"THE BANDIT
"THE

71 West

AND
And THE

HELL-HOUND

PREACHER '

OF ALASKA"

W. H. Productions
Company
23d Street
New York City
PHONE: G/MAf.l 3027

I
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Motion Picture News,
Exhibitor's Servioe Bureau,
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New York City.
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To

All

Motion

WAR

The

Picture

Picture

Exhibitors

TAX!!

undersigned committee of the Allied Exhibitors" Organizations ofAmerica elected by the Joint Conventions of all

.Exhibitors Organizations, held at Washington,

D. C, December

11th and 12th, hereby request the fullest co-operation and assistance of every motion picture exhibitor in America.
We are charged with the duty of gathering the exact and absolute truth of how the war tax is effecting every motion picture
theatre with a view of securing through united effort a readjustment of the war excise taxes on motion picture theatres and film
for presentation to Congress.
Therefore, we respectfully request each and every exhibitor
to fill out the following blank, giving the full facts and figures
available, the experience of each theatre, and forward immediately
by mail to :
FRANK
REMBUSCH,
Secretary, Allied Exhibitors Legislative Committee,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
How does the business of your theatre for the month of November, 1916, compare with the month of November, 1917?

Have you suffered a comparative loss? and to what do you attribute same?

Did the war tax effect your business? and to what extent?
General remarks

Your answer will be doubly effective if you send it immediately.
A letter of explanation will be very acceptable.

ALLIED

EXHIBITORS

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
H. P. Vainer of North Carolina, Chairman.
Lee A. Ochs of New York.
Ernest H. Horstmann of Massachusetts, Treasurer.
Judge
Frank O'Donnell
Rembusch ofof Pennsylvania.
Indiana, Secretary.
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JAMES

MONTGOMERY

Girls
You
Know
(TYPES OF ATTRACTIVE AMERICANS)
FLAGG'S
A distinctive series of twelve single-reel " social
satires sonal
" direction.
by Mr. Flagg, produced under his perEachican girl,
picture
type of attractive
in a features
series of a amusing
situations, Amerwith
humorous sub-titles written in Mr. Flagg's best
style.
sets.Pretty girls, unusual costuming and elaborate

HIIKIIIOIITGOIIIERyFiAGG
^Artist

~

~

~

Authon

First release—" The Screen Fan " — Jan. 2, 1918.
Second release — " The Bride " — Jan. 16, 1918.
Third1918.
release—" The Superstitious Girl " — Jan. 30,
Succeeding releases every Uco weeks thereafter.
Single-sheet
Flagg's
original
drawingsposters,
of the reproducing
girls featured,Mr.attractive
display
photographs,
novel sales
reel, etc. lantern slides, press sheets,
NOW BOOKING
THE

GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM
63 East Adams Street, Chicago
Branches in all principal cities

THE
Jack

George Klein e
SYSTEM

Eaton

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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LITTLE
"THE
MARY

DREAM

DOLL"

McALISTER
Written and directed
by Howard S. Moss

the winsome child actress who made such
a tremendous success in the " Do Children Count ? " series and in " The KillJoy," "Pants" and "Young Mother
Hubbard "
is presented in

Did you ever know, of dolls coming to life and falling in love?
^These do. The

most unique and

fascinating picture ever made, in
oadie

uoes

to

Heaven

Taken from a story full of humor and pathos
by Dana Burnet in " Good Housekeeping."

which

blood parts just as' human

HOLMES

GARDNER

the famous comedian

took the film world

the great western pictures,
of Long Shadows," " The
Boss," " Open Places " and
of the Desert " is presented
latest comedy success,

by storm in

" Efficiency Edgar's Courtship,"
" Fools for Luck " and " Two Bit
beats
now is presented in the
greatest comedy of them all,

/

JACK

the star with the widest smile who

"The

Small

"Gift

Town

beings.

Screen tunc 60 intHutcs.

Screen time 6s minutes.

TAYLOR

dolls play real flesh and

0'

and hero of
"Land
Range
" Men
in his

Gab"

Guy"

Taken from the fascinating story by
Freeman Tilden in Munsey's Magazine.

From the side-splitting comedy published
in Ainslee's Magazine.

Screen time 63 minutes.

Screen time 63 minutes.

Distributed Through the George Kleine System

Reg. u. s. Pat. 1907

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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editor's inviolable privilege is that of prognostication. Equally precious to the manufacturer is the
opportunity to make known his plans for the coming year. Both are the fruits of Holiday Numbers.
As we have given the following two pages to our own
" glance forward on the picture industry," and the later
pages tell us what the producers have in store, we feel
that we may be pardoned for devoting this page to a
subject that is also of more or less importance, namely —
ourselves.
We plan a heart-to-heart chat. The sort of confidences
that go with holly wreaths and evergreen branches. Come
to think of it, why shouldn't a paper render an accounting to its readers in return for the money and confidence
that it asks of them?

Last Year

We

Made

a Resolution

WE

said : " We shall get out this year more than ever
before — a service paper. Service to the exhibitor
— news service, booking service, advertising service, technical service, music service — in short box-office
service, from cover to cover of the publication."
We humans usually like to forget our New Year's resolutions. They are ashes in which we prefer not to rake.
They bring up memories of well-aimed intentions too soon
side-tracked.
But here in the News office we feel just a wee bit of
pride as we scan the editorial page resolution in our last
year's Hobday Number.
J-ress Wkite

Space for tLe Press Agent

the list is the Exhibitors' Service Department. Twelve pages weekly, conducted by experts,
devoted solely to the problems of the box-office.
Twelve pages that have been praised with equal heartiness by managers of two hundred seat houses and two
thousand seat palaces.
Then come three pages of Box-Office Reports. An
ambitious effort, enlisting the aid of hundreds of exhibitors, calling for expert handling and careful tabulating— but achieving its object — box-office service.
There has come a broadening of the Music and Projection Departments to still further increase their visef illness. And this week starts the prize phun of all:
A " Question and Answer Department " conducted by
S. L. Rothapfel!
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Christmas
other film men, have now brought to the light of day.
Some exhibitors told us that our " better retailing "
talks were " boosting the manuf acturer's game." They
reasoned with as little logic as the few producers who
every now and then tell us " You let the exhibitors run
wild with the paper."
In the presentation of the news and feature articles
we have also followed the Service precept — " Cover the
field completely, cover it brightly, cover it in compact,
readable fashion."
We have some further plans in this regard for 1918.
Publishing wrinkles that will aid you more than ever to
" find what you want when you want it." Elaborate plans
that will give you more than ever — " a trade service, plus
a trade newspaper, plus a trade magazine."

But

Pernaps

We

Are

Getting Boastful

from
we stole
not to, when
promised
have one
we page
But this
function.
usual editorial
its
more thought seeking expression — and it will give
us a chance to finish this page eating humble pie.

WE

A producer said to us the other day, " I know you are
getting out the best paper, but do they appreciate it? "
This is a fact — and a producer's "they" always mean
" exhibitors."
He made us sore at first — then we got to wondering.
We could cut our editorial expense one-half if we were
satisfied to keep up with the procession — we ruminated.
But then we thought of the hundreds of exhibitor letters we receive each week. Of the occasional cheery
words they contain. And we laughed. But, nevertheless,

HEADING

Oervice Need

Not

Be

Labeled

Oervice

IN other ways we have tried to live up to our resolution.
Editorially, we have preached " better retailing "
constantly — perbaps, to the point of boredom — because we sensed the conditions which the war, the Mastbaum telegram and its attendant communications from

Will

You

Wisk

Us a Merry

Cnristmas

?

THERE'S the thought we have been leading to. Certainly— it's daring. Surely — it's presumptuous.
But Times Square has a lot of fellows like the producer we have just mentioned. Men with warped estimates of the exhibitor intelligence. They are bothersome
enough to prompt our request:
"Will you wish us a Merry Christmas? "
Five minutes of your time: a sheet of paper or a postal
card; a brief expression of opinion regarding Motion
Picture News — and, say, wouldn't we have a cheery
Christmas?
Don't say, " The other fellow will do it " — you do it—
now! And remember, a word of criticism, a suggestion
for improvement, will be just as welcome. The big
thing is to let us feel your interest and good-will.
Of course, we're nervy. But, will you — Mr. Big Exhibitor and Mr. Little Fellow — take five minutes off to
" Wish us a Merry Christmas "?
The* same to yon! And many of them!
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W. 4. JOHNSTON

HINGS are not happy in the picture
industry, as the year of 1917 draws
to a close.
Pessimism
is equally mingled
with uncertainty — in all branches
of the industry.
The one question asked today by practically
every individual — however large or however
small his investment, or whether he is a producer, distributor or exhibitor — is:, " What of
the future ? How
secure and how
good is my invest-

§

NEW

Picture

lowed clear through will take the tangles out,
shaping policies in other words which will make
for order.
1919 or 1920 may not see big and definite
results ; but the ordering process is beginning at
least.
We are not talking in the air. We have definitely in mind the theatre, the picture maker
and the picture distributor who look upon this
industry as a business and not as a game, who
regard their capital
as an investment
and not as a poker
pot and who are
ment? "
Possibly
our
using the good sense
W.
A.
J.
Says:
function as a trade
and enterprise that
make headway in
organ is to gloss
Possibly our function as a trade paper is to gloss
other fields.
over the real facts;
over the real fads; to talk optimism, since optimism
For these factors
to talk optimism
breeds optimism. We don't believe in this fol-de-rol
since optimism
in the first place; and secondly we feel free to speak
we are optimistic —
breeds optimism,
whatever the presfrankly of pessimism because tve feel as frankly optient outlook.
and because pessimistic ofthe future.
mism is only a
Our optimism is
1918 is not going to see us on the Easy Street of our
based first of all
psychological state
dreams. But the ordering process is beginning at
of mind.
least.
upon the one sure
basis of this busiWe don't believe
Our optimism is based on the one sure basis of the
ness, the one good
in this fol-de-rol in
business, the one good friend that has kept it going
friend that has kept
the first place ; and
and going big — namely, the box-office, with its allit going and going
secondly, we feel
cash, daily inflow.
free to speak frankbig. despite its proly of pessimism bedigious waste and
disorder — namely,
cause we feel as
the box-office with
frankly optimistic
its aW-cash daily inflow.
of the future — But sanely optimistic.
Eight now there is a dropping off of theatre
1918 is not going to see us all on the Easy
Street of our dreams.
attendance. That part of it which is due to war
The theatres built on bad business judgment
taxes and war uncertainty will not continue — if
we are to be guided by the experiences of other
and badly run — the pictures made for which
countries at war. Certainty — even of very bad
no market exists — the exchanges aimless or usewar conditions — and a clearer conception of
less in purpose or existence — all will have a
mighty hard road to travel in 1918 ; harder than
war's stern duties will make more theatre
ever before, fatally hard, because industrial conpatrons. People will settle down. Motion picditions are acute and because the industry itself
tures, after life 's necessities, will suffer less than
is being forced to clean ship and ruthlessly
any other retailed commodities. There is a certain increased demand, during war, for good,
discard the barnacles and waste it has annually
carried.
low-priced entertainment.
Secondly, with so sound and big a basis, any
1918 will not see this young industry matured
and well-ordered — like older industries, or like
industry will, through ordinary business evolution cleanse and cure and save itself. That is
industries whose product is not such a novel and
certain. But we do not believe that we shall
baffling mixture of art and merchandise.
To use another simile, 1918 will not see this
have to wait for this slow and sure process. It
is
inconceivable to us that men and policies will
industry's tangled skein of yarn— and certainly
not arise to hasten this evolution.
it is a tangle — all whipped out and into even
strands.
It is inconceivable to us. to be concrete, that
several thousand theatres will be allowed to close
But during 1918 there will appear straight
threads among the tangles — threads which foltheir doors this winter because they can't get the
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unravel the kinks in the whole tangled skein —
right pictures at the right prices — unless, of
course, they deserve to be closed. Such an
because men with clear eyes can follow them
exigency as this will, of necessity, create new
straight through.
and adequate measures of relief.
We have, as we have said, had plenty of disWe have had plenty of publicity recently upon
cussion upon the twin subjects of waste in production and distribution.
waste in production and distribution and upon
other factors which, combined, have shot rental
There is another prime subject that has not
here.
prices up to an alarming figure.
been dwelt upon and which we make emphatic
The war tax has brought matters to a crisis —
with producer and distributor affected equally
It is the subject of better pictures.
with the exhibitor.
We have spoken of the box office as the one
The war tax is not the big trouble.
big basis of this business, the one thing we have
We recently likened the industry to a leakagesurely and generously had so that we have
worked thus far regardless of waste.
laden boat just rocking safely along and sudLet us safeguard
denly and dangerously shipping
this
treasure-box
water because it had
with our greatest of
to bear a new and
all our efforts.
unexpected burden,
Reports reach us
Says W. A. J.:
small but not small
of the waning popuenough.
The answer is simple; the solution the same as it
larity of motion picThe real trouble
tures. They come
has
always
been.
It
is:
"Fewer
pictures,
better
picis fundamental —
from
thoughtful
oband broad.
servers in the best
tures, longer runs.'y
We have put pictures into near-price competition
theatre centers.
It isn't star's
with vaudeville. What are we going to give the public
Picture theatre
salaries — alone; nor
waste in production
admissions have
for its money?
— alone ; nor waste
been advanced
Just moving pictures won't do. The stars won't do.
never
before —so
i n distribution —
We
shall
need
this
year
the
development
of
the
story
alone ; nor inefficient
sharply. Perhaps
— need it as the story has never been needed before.
exhibition — alone.
fifty per cent of
The answer is
The
industry's
best
motto
for
1918
is
"
The
Public
picture house s —
simple ; the solution
largely in the cities
Be Entertained."
. — have jumped
the same as it always has been. It
prices
per cent.
Pricesfifty
have
been
is: " feiver pictures,
better pictures,
put dangerously
near vaudeville prices.
longer runs." This, compactly and comprehensively, iswhat we need to day, what will
And from one city comes the ominous note :
solve the troubles of each warring branch of
" vaudeville is coming strong."
the industry. We need it just as much today
We have put pictures into near price compeas when we announced and appealed for this
tition with vaudeville. How about the competiwholesome condition two years ago in Motion
tive entertainment we are prepared to offer?
Picture News.
What ?are we going to give the public for its
money
The main reason we have not generally arLet us not dodge the question. Let us not
rived at " fewer pictures, better pictures, longer
talk
big and vaguely of the photoplay art and its
runs " is because each branch of the industry
has been striving for the goal too much in itself
great possibilities.
and with too little regard for the other branches.
We are in the show business — and in competiThis goal cannot be reached by any one branch
tion with all forms of entertainment — and we
need the masses and the classes.
of the industry.
We can not reach it now through producer
A Buffalo Manager- — in one of the best articles
amalgamation or distributor amalgamation or
we have ever read — tells in next week's Motion
exhibitor amalgamation.
Picture News how he raised prices successfully.
We can only achieve it through a coordination
He kept prices in the background — never let
of all these branches of the industry, based
them figure in the matter; he simply gave and
talked quality of entertainment. And the people
upon the inevitable cause and effect working of
keen, sane business policies.
paid and were satisfied.
These policies are bound to arise.
Successful managers everywhere are doing
(Continued on page 4514)
They will be the clear, long threads that will
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By John R. Freuler
" If one were to take the recent eruption of
interviews, statements, letters and other expressions in the trade press at all seriously it would
be necessary to feel highly alarmed about the
present and future of the film industry. A great
many drastic remedies, a very great number of
prescriptions, a lot of ' expert ' advice is being
offered for conditions in the motion picture industry.
" I did not know it was that sick. I do not now
think it is. In fact, the film industry is a lot better off in beginning the new year than this sudden uprising of the doctors would imply.
" The film business is working out its own salvation, and willBycontinue to do so throughout
1918 and following years."
Albert E. Smith
" 1917 has been a year of fulfillment for Vitagraph. With the. dawn of 1918 comes the assurance, born of the things already accomplished,
that the new year will see the ties of friendship
between Vitagraph and Exhibitors more firmly
bound than ever. All that we know, all the resources that we can command, are being put into
the making of Vitagraph pictures and every effort of ours will be given to make 1918 the best
year the industry has known."

m

By Walter W. Irwin
Shoulder to shoulder we must stand, exhibitor,
producer and distributor in this critical hour.
The grave peril that confronts all free peoples,
is reflected in the difficulties that beset our industry at this moment. The fight that we are
waging for our Country and to amalgamate the
industry, so that it may best serve the Nation,
calls for the kind of manhood that has always
responded
to America's
Strife orinjury
lack to
of
unison
within
our ranksneeds.
must reflect
the Nation and to the industry itself. My fervent
wish at the close of this momentous year, is that
we may all be given the strength and courage
and clear vision to unite all branches of the industry, in support of the cause to which we have
dedicated our very lives if need be.

By Y. K. Freeman
In looking forward to the year to come Triangle does not care to make any statement, either
as to the changes that it believes will be brought
about in the industry, nor to its future policy.
Triangle prefers to call to the attention of exhibitors some of the steps in advancement that
it has recently made. .
Exhibitors appreciate the stand that Triangle

Picture

TO

.

has taken on the war tax, in that it has decided
not to transfer to exhibitors the tax of 15 cents
per reel, levied by the Government against film
manufacturers, producers and importers. Triangle believes that this tax was intended for
manufacturers and therefore does not think it
right to transfer this burden to exhibitors.
Triangle has also resorted to every effort possible to better serve exhibitors. One evidence of
this desire to co-operateBywith exhibitors is shown
in its recent announcement that it would furnish
to regular Triangle exhibitors, one seven-reel
picture each month, at no extra cost, to be released on the regular program.
Triangle is endeavoring to secure the best
stories obtainable, to spare no efforts in securing
high quality production, and finally to sell pictures, at such reasonable prices, that any exhibitor who knows how to properly present a picture cannot fail to make money with Triangle
productions.
Herbert Brenon
Never before was the picture producer in as
direct competition with the legitimate theatre as
he is today. Legitimate attractions in New York
are today playing to partially filled houses because amusement seekers cannot afford to pay
five and six dollars for tickets plus the war tax
" Their patrons are turning to motion pictures,
for, in the screen theatres, they can see the best
productions for the price of the legitimate theatre's war tax. By appealing intelligently to
these new patrons the exhibitor can make them
permanent followers of the screen.
" It is my firm belief that if there is one industry in the world that is not going to suffer
as a result of the war, it is the motion picture
industry. Entertainment the world must have,
and has had in all its great national crises, but it
must be entertainment at a moderate price."
By Samuel Goldfish
With war, Liberty Loans and taxes surrounding us, there are those who cannot see in the
immediate future any extraordinary prosperity
for the motion picture industry. But in my belief, better pictures than ever before and more
intelligent methods of putting them before the
public should combine, in the coming year, to
make truly great an industry that shows every
sign of greatness.

By Arthur S. Kane
Now that it is over, there is no use denying
November saw a bad slowing-up in the theatre
business all cer the country. So quick has been
the recovery, however, that even in the latter
part of November and early December most sec-
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INDUSTRY
tions reported a decided brace. As December
has gone on this has quickened into better conditions all along the line. There is no doubt
about what 1918 holds for the motion picture industry. Itwill be a year of tremendous activity.
There may be changed conditions to meet, but
the fact that everything in the United States
will be going at top speed and high pressure
means prosperity for amusement enterprises, of
which motion pictures is overwhelmingly the
chief. Select Pictures Corporation has in full
swing its policy of Stars in Star pictures with
Stars to marketB them, and is ready for the New
y
Year!

By Hiram Abrams
It is the end of a year of remarkable progress
in motion pictures, a year filled with more that
goes to make up a matter of congratulation than
many of us have perceived as we went along.
Despite the world conflict, despite the turmoil of
the times, Christmas can come to us in the same
spirit as of old. And in this spirit I express to
all News readers my heartiest Christmas good
wishes and the hope that the New York may
bring not alone prosperity to all, but the secure
feeling of good service, faithfully rendered.

Louis J. Selznick
If it is the picture business you are talking
about, everything looks good to me.
I think I am the only man in the entire industry who has not had a single kick to register on
accountbetter!
of the war tax. Things look bright —
never
I said some time ago that the operation of
the various taxes imposed by war conditions
would prove a blessing in disguise to the picture business. I said that this would come about
through the elimination of the undesirable elements in the industry.
I am standing Bby
my guns. Let the calamityhowlers holler! y

By Walter E. Greene
" The war has done more than anything else to
eliminate this element of chance in making a purchase. The established commodity of supreme
merit now receives greater public support than
ever. A brand of pictures that has the confidence
of the public is the exhibitor's greatest asset, particularly at this time.
By As in the past we will
strive during 1918 to make the trade-mark ot
Artcraft Pictures stand for the ' biggest and best '
in clean motion picture entertainment. Conditions abroad have proved that the public will continue to patronize the photoplay in war times.
Hence the exhibitor who presents the best pictures in the most effective way should now, as
always, find his business a profitable one."

Carl Laemmle
The business is too big and the men engaged
in the industry are too resourceful to let the
changed conditions brought on by the war tax
work more than temporary embarrassment or
confusion. The manufacturer and exhibitor will
find the way to better serve the public than they
ever have; and this will be accomplished through
co-operation and better understanding of the
changed conditions forced upon every branch of
the industry.

W. W . Hodkinson
The motion picture has never ceased to improve and advance, and today is leaping forward
toward broader usefulness and vaster audiences.
Unsound finance and unfair organization will hold
back only those who cling to these methods.
All who hold true to the Motion Picture itself
and its finest mission may face the New Year
serene and confident. The Motion Picture is
stronger than any force which can assail it.

By Adolph Zukor
Motion pictures claim a million friends to one
detractor. To all those many milions, then, I
would say if I could, " It is you we are working
for, day in, day out, to bring a little of surcease
from care, to ' brighten the corner where you
are,' to hold forth what we can of relaation from
the stress of a world that has forgotten ' peace
on
good that
will Christmas
to men,' toismake
permanent
the earth,
conviction
a feeling,
not a
So to all these and to the men who work for
day."in whatever the capacity, may I offer, humthem
bly, my sincerest Christmas greetings, heartfelt,
profound, with the wish for that success that is
based on high hopes and high ideals.

K. Spoor
I want to By
thankGeorge
the Motion
Picture News for
this opportunity to wish the exhibitors of the
United States the greatest success for the year
1918. While there is a seeming depression due
to present conditions, I am convinced that manufacturers and exhibitors doing business on a
sound basis will come out better than ever before. It behooves every one of us to see to it
that business is kept going in normal channels,
for the soundness of the nation and its ability
to carry on the great undertaking it is now engaged in, depends on every business man doing
his part to keep the work of the country going
on as usual.
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No. of Theatres
A. Opened
tween July 1 Beand
^lov. Tax).
1 (prior to Class of Film in
General Trade
Does
Conditions
B.
PreferExhibitor
Open
mand. DeweenClosed
July 1Beanc Greatest
A. Since July 1, tNov.
1 (Prior to A. Kind of Feat1917.
ing?
ures Preferred. Program
Market" Bookto
Tax).
B. Outlook for
Since B. Class of Short
Coming Season. C.Nov.Opened
1 (Starting
Reels Wanted.
of War Tax).
D. Closed Since
Nov. 1 (Starting
of Waf Tax! .
A — Poor
Fairly good
B—
A — Good
B — Uncertain
A — Declining
B — Depend* on war
AB —— Gloomy
Very poor
A — Good
B— Good
A — Strong
B— Good
A — I ro proved
B— Better than
ever
A— Good
B — Very good
A— Fair
B— Doubtful
A— Good
B— Better

A—
C—
A—
C—
A—
C—
A—
C—
A—
C—

2 reopened ; B — l
None; D — None
1; B — Several
None; D — Few
small houses
None; B — None
None; D — None
Fair; B— 1
None; D — None
J; B— None
None; D — None

BA —— Society
Comediesdramas
Comedy and
drama
BA —— Comedy
educational
Special features
BA —— Comedies
A — Dramas
B — Comedies and
war weeklies
A — Dramas
B — Comedies

Open market
Program
Big houses prefer
85%openformarket
programs
Open market

SEATTLE, WASH.

A—
B— Poor
Dim

WASHINGTON,
D. C.

A — Very good
B— Excellent
A — Fair
B — Fair

WINNIPEG, MAN.
9nMMniH

A— 1; B— None
C— None; D— 3
A—
1: B— None
0—
1) — None
None

A — Features
B — Comedies

Open booking

American dramas
BA —— Comedies

Yes

A — None; B — None
C — None; D — None

A — Spc ials
B — L omfdies

B — None
A — None
B — None
A — 70%
Practically
B — None
none

B — None
A—B— All
5%
A—
B — 95%
None
A— 95%
B— 5%

A—A-20%
10% decrease
decrease
AB——— 50%
None
BB—
None
10%

B — None
A — 96%
AB— Mo6t
4% houses
A — f Some coroB — have raised prices A — .
BA — NoI effect
plaints
/ None except
B — One lowered
ABA ——— 75%
AA— 50
None%
I footage tax
B—
75%
A—
50%
price and failed A— Practically all
B — None
B—
B — 50%
One pa}^ tax
B — None
A — f Very
A— f Not
A-70%
AB—— Prices
raised
to
A— 70%
None
B— 30%
\ small
15 cents
AB — 25%
B — I affected
B—
AB —— 25%
None
A—B—S5%
15%
None
No
B—
ne
A— 100%
B — 100%
None
A—

A— 100%

B — None
A— Majority

B5%
B — None
A^-95%
A— 80%

B — Cheaper houses
AA—— Raised
85% many
5% few
BB—
— Very
lowered

A—
Fe10%
B—B—90^
w

BA—
— 95%
None
AB—
5 5%
cent raise

A— 75
A— All% %
B—
B — 25
None
A-90%
B— 10%

A — None
B— About 10%
A— 20%
B— 35%
BA—— \Only
tax 15c

A—
A — 50%
All siourban
B — ;o%
Downtown by
B—
raising price

A — Same
BB—— 100%
\ to 300%
B— \ 100%
A—
A — / About
None

A — Slight
Slight
B—

A——
B

A — ( \ aries
B—A— ,15%greatly
BA —— 20
None% noticeable
B — None noticeableB—

A — Many raised

A— 80%
B — None
A — 20%
B—
None average
A — ( None except
B— \ tav
B—
BA—— 20'
None, B— A—
A — None
B— Two

A— Few
B— Nearly all
—
BA—
BA—— All
Nonehouses
B — None

Open market

CHART

1 1 *j w ii.ii war What Percent of
What Percent
Tax Affected AdIncrease
mission Prices' A. Theatres
Ren tab Vin
Collect
Tax
A. Raised.
Percent
from PatronsV A. Of Programs.
B. Pay the Tax
B. Percent
Themselves ? B. Of Features.
Loirvered to 5c.
A-15
to Avoid Tax.
B— 10%%
B-2%
A-75%
B— 25%
A-25%
A— 100%
A-5%
A— 100%
B — 100%

Open market

A — Features
Program
B — Comedies
A—
B—
C—
D—
A — Features
A— 1; B— 8
B — Comedies
Open market
DENVER, COLO.
C — None; D — None
Program
BA — Comedy
News dramas
A— 1; B— None
DES MOINES, IA.
C— 1; D—
A — Standard fiction Program
A— None; B— 2
HARRISBURG, PA.
C — None; D — None B — Comedies
A — Warplaysfilms and
Program
heart interest
A — None; B — None B — Comedy
JACKSONVILLE,
FLA.
C — None; D — None
pictures
A — Comedy dramas About 50 50
LOS ANGELES,
A—
7;
B—
3
B — News weeklies
CAL.
C— 4; D — 3
A — Good
A — Features
B — Comedies
A— 10;
2
Open market
M'ALESTER, OKLA. B^Good
C—
1: D—B— None
A
—
Romance
and
A— Poor
adventure
A— None; B — None B — Comedies
A—
MINNEAPOLIS,
B— Poor
Open market
MINN.
B—
C— 1; D— None
A
—
Society
dramas
AB —— Slight
B — Educational and Open booking
A — 1; B — None
NEW HAVEN,
Normal slump
comedies
CONN.
0—1;
A— AboutD—201
Comedy dramas
B— Negligible
A — Below grade
BA —— Comedies
NEW ORLEANS,
1 o. 5
Open booking
LA.
B— Not promising C—
D — About 30
AB—— Comedy
Melodrama
A— Good
Program
B^Fair
A— 2; B-l
NEWARK, N. J.
C — None; D— None
A— Good
A — Comedy dramas Open market
A— 7; B— None
B— Good
OGDEN, UTAH
C— None; D— None B — News weeklies
A—
Good
B— Good
BA —— Comedy
Comedies dramas Open market
A— 25; B— 11
OMAHA, NEB.
C— D—
A — Dramatic
A — Fair
features
PHILADELPHIA,
AC—— 3;None;D— BNone
—1
B — Comedies
Open market
B—
Uncertain
PA.
AB 1 Tax has not
A — Features
A — Fine
B — Great
B — Current events
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Open market
DC | affected business
A — Light comedy
. A—
5 None B — War pictures
PORTLAND, ORE.
B— Good
Excellent
Open market
CA—— 6;
None;B— D—
A — Drama
A— Good
B
—
News
A — None: B — None
B— Good
Open booking
SAN DIEGO, CAL.
C — None; D — None
A — Dramas
D |
A — Fine
A—
2; B— None
SAN FRANCISCO,
B— Good
Open market
. CAL.
Cc —1 None: D — None B— War films
Yes
A I
A
—
Dramas
and
\ Fair
B 1 No change
comedies
B— Poor
B — Weeklies
ST. LOUIS, MO.
DALLAS. TEXAS

NEWS

A—
B—

Slightlylower
lower
BA —— Much
A — 25%
' All except
B—
A—
B— I Mutual

A—
B—
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How Many Days
Showing of
Features is
Most Popular?

FILM

Are Children s How Are State
Rights Pictures
Programs or
in Your
Childrentures asLive
Pic- Booking
Territory?
i, e.t
Fast
Issue in Your
Slow). or
Territory?

TRADE

CONDITIONS

Strength, Char- Chief Complaint Chief Complaint
acter and Memof Exhibitor
of Exchange
bership of Ex- Concerning the Men Concerning
hibitor
Organthe Business?
ization in Your
Businesssides Tax)(be-?
State?

About b80%
ers of M. memP. Ex.
of A.
Strong

Censorship

Poor transportation
and
tions worse collec-

Too much of both

Xone

Both

No exchantzes

Neither

Tn*rt a Traal'

In
tionsresidential sec-

Slow

Three in large houses;
small
One day

No

Slow

No; Jack and the
Beanstalk only
exception

Not booking

No organization

Operating costs
War conditions bid
fair to close some
houses

125 out of 150
houses change daily No
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Screen

Trains

Government Uses Pictures to Bring
Recruits to High Point of Efficiency— Chosen from Thirty
Plans

Strongs's
S ing,
fromcreNatBuild
ncedLonga
was annou
IT office
last
in the
week, that the motion picture is to play a
far greater part in the present world war
than even its most optimistic supporter
would have ventured to predict. It is to
be used for the intensive training of solturning of recruits into the findiers,, theproduct.
ished
After all other methods of direct instruction of recruits have failed of the desired results the United States Government
has turned to the screen to bring the recruits to that degree of efficiency that will
enable them to enter the first line trenches
after a few weeks post graduate course in
the direct military instruction school.
For several months government officials,
members of the War College and staff
officers of the army have been seeking
some method by which large bodies of men
might be taught military tactics and evolutions by one instructor and at one time.
More than thirty plans were suggested and
all were rejected. Almost at the moment
when the officials in charge of the training
of the immense army composed of absolutely raw material had decided that the
old drill ground method of instruction of
■oan by man and squad by squad would

U.

S.

Soldiers

have to continue, Leslie W. Brennan, a
Utica financier, advanced the idea that
properly taken motion pictures would solve
the problem.
The suggestion of Mr. Brennan was met
with skepticism, so much so in fact that
he offered to stand the entire expense of
proving that his suggestion was not only
plausible but practical.
Secretary of War Baker issued orders
that the Plebs at West Point, acknowledged
to be the greatest military school in the
world, be placed at the disposal of Mr.
Brennan. With an expert camera man and
assisted by Captain Matthew Tomlinson,
instructor of the West Point Plebs, Mr.
Brennan went to the big military school on
the Hudson and started the pictures for
which the Plebs posed in the manual of
arms, school of the soldier, school of the
squad, school of the company, semaphore,
arm signals, firing positions, grenade throwing and trench work.
Upon the completion of the pictures they
were screened for members of the War
College and were demonstrated to be of
such value that the War College assigned
Captains Ellis and Gary, authors of the
Plattsburg Manual, to enlarge upon the
first efforts and the government appropriated seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars for the work.
Captains Ellis and Gary have been working for several weeks on the enlarged pictures which are about ready for distribution to the cantonments.

Satisfied
Exchanges
week we have had a number of exhibitors
Triangle, Mutual, Universal and Pathe
return to us. They say they cannot get
Claim Increase in Business — Tax
good pictures without paying the tax, and
Gradually Passes
Fright
that their patrons demand our programs.
Over
They make more money, they say, by taking our service and paying the tax than
u'T'HE Triangle exchange is just beby taking some other service and not
1 ginning to feel the results of the
paying it. We are slowly convincing them
war tax of 15 cents a day per reel being
it is necessary for us to take this charge
if
we are to maintain the high standard
exchanges,"
other
the
of
some
by
charged
Manager F. W. Thiele, of the Omaha
said
of our pictures."
office. " I have letters here from man" Lots of kicks, but nobody quitting,"
said Manager C. E. Holah of the Pathe
agers of theatres in little towns throughhave
will
they
saying
territory
out the
exchange. " A number of exhibitors are
to close if they are compelled to pay the
paying under protest. Our reports this
tax. It is not much, but it cuts an awful
week show an increase in business over any
hole, they say, in their net profits."
time this season, before or after the tax."
Manager Herman of the Mutual Ex" We are paying it. We feel we are
getting stung, but we are powerless to
business
change, in Omaha, says his firm's
city.
s.
expectation
highest
his
beyond
has grown
help ourselves," say the exhibitors in the
" And in the face of lying reports being
Omaha

circulated by our enemies," he said.
" They are telling the exhibitors that, although we are not charging the 15-cent
tax, we are taking it out of them in higher
poster rates and other unjust and unexpected increases. Some of the exhibitors
are believing these lies and I have had
to nail a few of the reports to show them
not true."
they
" Weare had
a considerable number of
exhibitors quit us when we first began
charging the tax," said Jake Mitchell of
the Laemmle, or Universal exchange,
" but they are coming back. Just this

Exchange Declares Omaha
Gets Advantage
" Omaha pays 40 per cent less for its
states right features than Sioux City, la.,
a smaller city," is the declaration last week
made by Manager Max Wintroub of the
Fontcnelle Feature Film Co., states right
dealers, of Sioux City. Mr. Wintroub has
often complained that Omaha exhibitors,
especially the most important, will not pay
a high enough price for his features.

Motion

Picture

New

Corporations

News

A LI ST of
new States
motionof picture
corporations in the
New Jersey
and
New York for the week ending December
15 as furnished from the records of tht
Corporation Trust Company, 15 Exchange
Place, Jersey City, X. J., is as follows :
NEW JERSEY
SIEBERT & LEVY CO.— Amusement enter
prises, incorporated for $50,000, at Atlantic City
Justus Siebert, Jr., Joseph I. Levy, Guarante<
Trust Building, and James M. Sheen, Sheer
Building, Atlantic City, are the incoroprators.
THE PARKenterprices,
COMPANY,
— Real estatefoi
amusement
etc.,INC.
incorporated
$125,000, at Camden. Joseph M. Rowland, Jamei
Franklin, Philadelphia, and Joseph H. Carr, Cam
den, N. J., are the incorporators.
NEW YORK
UNITED PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION.Theatre, photoplay and amusement business, in
corporated ior $100,000, at Manhattan. Gregory
Kiely, 270 E. 198th street; Frederick Kandelky
261 Burnside avenue, and Chris. Schlusing, 2333
Davidson avenue, New York City, are the incor
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION. — Motion
porators.
pictures, incorporated for $100,000, at Manhattan
L. E. Greenberg, 849 Stebbins avenue ; Ida Gould
1157 Longfellow avenue, Bronx, N. Y., and Ivan
Abramson, 211 W. 110th street, New York City
are the incorporators.
ANCHOR THEATRICAL CORPORATION
FORMED BY CONSOLIDATION OF EM
PRESS PICTURE CORPORATION ANE
ANCHOR THEATRICAL CORPORATION.—
Moving picture business, incorporated for $300,
000, in New York County. Marcus Loew, N. If
Schenck and David Bernstein, all of 1493 Broad
way, N. Y. City, are the incorporators.
Tom
Moore Organizes
Own Review Board
Tom Moore of Washington, has organ
ized a small review board of his own, con
sisting of five members, including two
women. All films to pass muster must re
ceive an excellent mark from each member
This review board meets every morning
and passes on the films to be used in the
Moore houses for the following week.
When asked how this has helped his busi
ness, Mr. Moore replied : " I find that thi
personal, particular censoring has increased
the patronage of my houses greatly. And
it has eliminated the occasional exclusion
of a picture after its first showing be
cause it did not come up to my standard
There are plenty of pictures and plenty
of excellent ones. Our review board rejects one picture in every three, as nol
passing
mark appreciate
I have setthis
"for per
lm
houses. the
My high
patrons
sonal interest in their welfare and have
been loyal supporters."
"Rose

of Blood" Passe
Without Cuts

After " The Rose of Blood " has beet
reviewed in Washington by the Committo
on Public Information and by represent*
tives of the War Department, L. M. Rubd
director of the Division on Pictures of tin
Committee on Public Information, wro»
the following letter :
"The picture 'The Rose of Blood' has
been reviewed by this committee and rep
resentatives of the War Department, aw
is released for exhibition without cuts «
In Chicago Major C. L. M. Funkhouser
in his capacity of film censor, had refuso
changes."
to pass the film.
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San Francisco Managers are Roth's Guests
THE film exchange representatives of San Francisco wert
guests at a banquet given by Eugene H. Roth, managing director of the new and beautiful California theatre, on
Tuesday evening, December 4, in the Monte Carlo room of
the Bergez-Frank Old Poodle Dog restaurant. At the opening of the California theatre the film men had presented an
elaborately gotten up testimonial to Mr. Roth, and this banquet was an expression of Mr. Roth's appreciation therefor.
In their testimonial the exchange men said:
"To Eugene Roth: Aware that the new and magnificent
California theatre, whose doors are thrown open for the first
time to the moving picture loving public, represents an appeal
to all that is highest and best in our art and craft, lending to
the finest work of the producer a fit setting for its display and
to the votary of the art a sublime temple for his devotions on
a scale of majesty, of beauty and of grandeur hitherto unapproached and realizing this new edifice and the enterprise for
which it stands now come as the culmination of long, patient
and painstaking labor on the part of its manager, Eugene H.
Roth.
" And as testimony to his undaunted energy, his unbounded
faith in the moving picture industry, his vision and his zeal,
and as a further manifestation of those fine ideals for which
he has always stood in his daily dealings and business relationships,
" The undersigned representatives of the motion picture industry of San Francisco desire on this occasion to extend to
Eugene H. Roth their sincere congratulations upon the auspicious event, to express to him their gratification and their deep
appreciation of the service he has rendered the craft, to give
assurance of the high esteem and warm personal regard in
which he is held by all his friends, endeared to him by his
kindliness, graciousness and many fine personal qualities, to
assert their confidence in the unqualified success of the new
venture, under its present guidance, and to voice the hope
that this new structure, destined to dignify and elevate the
motion picture art, will long endure a monument worthy of
the city by the Golden Gate, a delight to this and many future
generations."
The guests at the banquet were Benjamin Simpson of Triangle, Louis Reichert of Metro, Herman Wobler of ArtcraftParamount, Newton E. Levi of Mutual, E. M. Ashler of
Turner, and Dahnken, Kahn and Greenfield, owners of the
New Mission and New Fillmore theatres, Louis Hyman of
All Star, J. W. Allen of Artcraft- Paramount, E. O. Child of
Pathe, Ralph B. Quive of Vitagraph; M. L. Markowitz of the
California, A. Markowitz of Western, Marion Kohn of Consolidated, E. C. Jensen of World Exchange, Ben Cohen and
X. K. Stout of Select, M. J. Cohen of the George Kleine System, C. M. Simmons of State Right Distributors, H. A.
Schmidt of General, E. H. Emmick of Peerless, William J.
Citron of Fox, E. B. Johnson of Turner, and Dahnken, Edward
H. Kemp, representing Motiograph machines, W. O. Edmunds
and Joseph A. Huff.
The affair was a great success, continuing to the early hours
of the morning, with speeches by Mr. Roth and all the guests.

Changes in Kleine System
ER. PEARSON, Western Division manager of the George
• Kleine System, and in charge of all the territory west
of Chicago, resigned on December 1, and for the present
Manager Harry Scott of the Eastern Division has charge of
the field. It is rumored that a separate Pacific Coast Division
is to be formed, including the San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Seattle and Salt Lake officers, and that a Western man will be
the manager.
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PHOTOPLAYERS'
EQUITY ofASSOCIATION
the name
given a new organization
the film colony,is composed
of players who wish to do away with the exorbitant charges
said to be made by booking agencies. The association has
been formed but a short time more than a month, and already
has more than 900 members. The dues are one dollar for
initiation, one dollar per month, with a possibility of greatly
reducing the monthly dues at a little later date. The officers
of the association have been in touch with the greater number
of the studios on the coast and have the assurance that help
will be secured through the association. No one can become
a member of the association unless he secures the recommendation of a successful director. Beginning the first of
December, a new by-law went into effect, which provided for
expelling anyone who accepted employment through any
agency or exchange to which a commission is paid from each
and every day's wage. Frank Fanning is manager of the association, and the officers are: Raymond Cannon, president;
M. A. Strong, vice-president; Oscar L. Horn, secretarytreasurer. Board of directors: L. S. McKee, Thomas Santchi,
Aileen Smith, Thurston Hall, W. M. McCormick, Pearle Elmore, Alfred W. King, Hector Sarno and Christian Lynton.
Community Singing Ruffner's Plan
RALPH RUFFNER, bellweather for a host of film exhibitors throughout the country, has his Columbia theatre
patrons singing.
No sooner did Ruffner take over the Portland Jensen and
Von Herberg house than he introduced his daily song fest, a
feature which made such a hit with Spokane audiences.
" If you can get these Portland people to singing I'll buy
you novelty.
a hat," growled Organist Thome when " Ruff " sprung
his
At that Thorne seemed to have the situation doped out correctly when the first stanza of " When You and I Were Young,
Maggie," was flashed on the screen. But with the second
stanza a few voices forgot bashfulness, and by the time the
sentimental ballad was in its last lines the entire house was
inundated in a sea of sound — some of it musical. Visiting
film men at the Benson Hotel, several blocks away, heard the
outburst and rushed down to the theatre to investigate.
The singing bee is already a popular feature of Columbia
entertainment. The crowd always applauds vigorously when
the song is finished, while Manager Ruffner has received a
number of commendatory letters on his new stunt.
" Merely an interesting bit of crowd psychology," comments
Mr. Ruffner. "A crowd tires of nothing but pictures and music
for from an hour and a half to two hours, and the singing of
the right kind of songs provides relaxation which becomes
a real enjoyment."
Part ridge"' Arrives^on'Coast
JOSEPH PARTRIDGE of the United States Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation, has arrived in San Francisco from
New York, making arrangements for the release of corporation pictures through the Sol L. Lesser agency, with a corporation representative in charge. Mr. Partridge states that on
his tour across the country he found business conditions *
rapidly improving, the depression that came after the Liberty
Bond campaign and war tax innovation being followed by a
sharp reaction everywhere.
GARDNER BRADFORD, former publicity writer at the
Sennett-Paramount Comedy studio, and H. B. Daniels
have been added to the Triangle staff in the capacity of subtitle writers.
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Among

Film

Men

HH. HICKS, who has served as manager of the Selznick
• and Select Los Angeles branch since the opening of the
exchange here early this year, has been transferred to the
management of the San Francisco office by General Manager
Kane and left for the Bay City Saturday of this week. Mr.
Hicks will be succeeded by B. E. Loper as manager of the
Los Angeles branch, and goes to San Francisco to build up
the exchange business there to equal that of the Los Angeles
branch. Hicks is one of the oldest exchange men of Los
Angeles in the point of actual years of experience in the
business. For a number of years he was manager of the General Film Exchange in Los Angeles and later general Western
representative.
That Mr. Hicks is extremely well liked by both exchange
men and exhibitors of Los Angeles territory is brought out
in their farewell to him. The exhibitors presented him with
a very handsome traveling bag, and the exchange managers
arranged a dinner, which was given at the Ship Cafe, Venice,
on Thursday evening. At this, Harry Leonhardt of Goldwyn,
acting as spokesman for the exchange men and their wives,
presented Mr. Hicks with a beautiful fourteen-inch silver loving cup. At this dinner all the managers of Los Angeles exchanges, together with many of the salesmen, were present.
The dinner proved a surprise to Hicks, as he had been invited to the beach cafe to take dinner with friends, and there
found the exchange managers awaiting him.
The traveling bag given Mr. Hicks by exhibitors was presented by Joe Mathe of the Alvarado theatre, Los Angeles,
and Guy Douthwaite of the opera house at Oxnard.
WCROLETT RIDER is a new salesman of the Los An• geles Select branch. He was formerly assistant manager of the General Film at Denver, later served as personal
representative for Paul Neiles, and recently was affiliated with
the Triangle branch at Kansas City.
NEW

records were made at Tally's Broadway theatre on
Thanksgiving Day when the Select production starring
Norma Talmadge, " The Secret of the Storm Country," broke
every known record of the house for business of one day.
The film was on for one week and played to exceptionally
good business all of the time.

HE. WHITE, who was formerly identified with the Peer• less Film Service, and later leased a theatre at San
Diego, has taken over the lease of the Comedy theatre on
Broadway between Fifth and Sixth from the Clune Theatre
Company, and will conduct the house until the present lease
on the building expires in February.
WA.
CRANK, salesman of the Metro Film Corporation,
• is home from a trip through various territories visiting
the Imperial Valley and the Bakersfield district, where he
booked " Draft 258 " solid. This film has every day booked
for the month of December and January, and many for
February.

on

the

West
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and George L. Haines, both formerly affiliated with
WD.
• the Los Angeles Pathe Exchange, are now in the
service of the United States Army, W. D. being a member of
the Naval Base Hospital Corps, and George L. in the Army.
The former left for Philadelphia this week, where he will
embark for France.
GREATER VITAGRAPH MANAGER GEORGE FARIS
of the Los Angeles branch reports exceptional bookings
for the Vitagraph serial " Vengeance and the Woman," his
claim being that it is only necessary to show the picture to
secure a contract from an exhibitor.
GENERAL WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE HARRY D.
NAUGLE is on a business trip to Kansas City which will
require approximately ten days.
HS. STEVENS, who is owner and manager of the Casino,
• American and Burnside theatres at Portland, Oregon,
is in Los Angeles to spend a month or two of the winter
season. Mr. Stevens is one of the oldest film men of the coast.
Prior to the organization of the General Film Company he
opened an exchange in Portland and this was later absorbed
by the General. The Stevens exchange was the first one on
the west coast outside of San Francisco.
THREE of the McCarthy brothers, Jean, William and Jack,
who conducted a circuit of motion picture theatres in and
about Aberdeen, South Dakota, are in Los Angeles looking for
a location for a theatre, and it is probable they will locate in
Southern California, one of the brothers remaining in the
West to supervise the business of the California house they
purchase.

Exhibitors'
Idaho
of the
JOHNSTON,
TEDLeague,
theatres
Comic
Isis and
of the Strand,
and owner secretary
visiting
Angeles
Los
in
at Boice, Idaho, spent the past week
studios, the guest of Joe Merrick, manager of the Mutual Film
Corporation Exchange.
THE

Crown theatre at Pasadena, owned by Charles Flagg,
has been sold through Leo Ryan, the broker, to Felix
Zrebic of Pennsylvania, who recently came to Los Angeles
in search of a theatre. Mr. Zrebic took possession of the new
house this week, and plans to make a number of improvements.

WC. BARBER, who owns the Manchester theatre at Man• Chester, California, the Ivy at Colegrove, California,
this week purchased the Auditorium theatre at Gardena, California, of Otto Laho.

WHILE doing the Arizona territory recently, Mr. Crank
stopped at the Naco Hotel, Naco, Arizona, and was very
much surprised to see the sign on the wall which pointed out
the information that the room was bullet proof. The hotel
is located less than one hundred yards from the border line
between the United States and Mexico.

IT is expected the Kinema theatre opening, which occurs on
A December 14, will be attended by practically all of the film
men of San Francisco and Los Angeles. Arrangements have
been made by the San Francisco branch managers for them
to come to Los Angeles in a special car to be present at this
event.
The Kinema theatre is now undergoing the last of the
decoration work under the direction of Emil Kehrline, and
everything will be in readiness for the opening on the day
selected. The Cecil B. deMille production, " The Woman
That God Forgot," is to be the opening attraction for this
theatre. Following that Artcraft productions will be shown.

CARR STEARNS, Metro salesman, is now making the
thirty towns in Arizona booking " Draft 258 " as a special
feature.

HM.
LENTZ, formerly manager of the Greater Vita• graph Exchange, Los Angeles, has accepted a position
with the Goldwyn exchange, and will cover the Los Angeles
and Arizona territories.

RW. McKINNEY, who was formerly with the Triangle
• as salesman, and later served Goldwyn in the same
capacity, has been engaged by Thos. Hancock, manager of
the Los Angeles World Film Corporation as salesman, and
has taken up his new work,

WALTER WRIGHT, former director for Mack Sennett in
the making of Triangle-Keystone subjects, but who has
been in the East for the past six months, has returned to Los
Angeles, and will again direct for Sennett, making Paramount!
Sennett Comedies,

MOTION
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WILLIAM NEILL, director, is now at work on the
fourth Dorothy Dalton Paramount subject, and Jack
Holt has been engaged to play the leading role opposite Miss
Dalton in this subject. C. Gardner Sullivan is the author of
this photoplay.

R

"LJIS OWN HOME TOWN," a short story, by Larry
il Evans, which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post,
will serve as the next vehicle for Charles Ray, and it is now
in the making under Victor Schertzinger. Sylvia Bremer is to
play the feminine lead.

DIRECTOR AL. E. CHRISTIE has during the past week
or two been giving considerable attention to the preparation of the producing plant for the winter of wet season, and
within a few days one of the large stages will be completely
enclosed. A new lighting system has been purchased and is
now being installed, thus making possible continuous work
during the rainy days.
DIRECTOR CHRISTIE has just completed the filming of a
subject titled " Cupid's Camouflage," which has Billy
Mason and Betty Compson as leads, and has also made one
featuring Bobbie Vernon and Ethel Lynne.

A SERVICE FLAG bearing eleven stars was raised at the
Christie studios this week. The former employes now
in the service of Uncle Sam are from all departments of the
Christie studio and in all departments of the service. The
flag was raised by Mr. Christie in the presence of the entire
producing organization.

JOHN EMERSON, who has been director-general, and Miss
Anita Loos, v/ho has served as scenario writer for the
Douglas Fairbanks Film Corporation since the organization
of the company, this week tendered their resignations. No
announcement is made at the studio as to who will succeed
either. Statement is given out by Mr. Emerson that he is
returning to New York, where he will take a long vacation.
A JUDGMENT awarding damages to the amount of $5,541.73
to the Universal Film Company was given by Judge
Finlayson in the Los Angeles Superior Court this week in
the suit of the Universal vs. J. Warren Kerrigan, who refused
to work in an uncompleted picture last fall after his contract
expired. Included in the amount was a credit of $750, representing aweek's salary due Kerrigan for the time he worked
in the picture, "'The Mysterious Mrs. M.," made by Lois
Weber. The case sets a precedent, as the judgment was
awarded on a verbal understanding between Mr. Kerrigan
and E. G. Patterson, then secretary at the Universal and acting as general manager in the absence of H. O. Davis. The
damages represent the sum it cost the Universal to remake the
scenes in which Kerrigan appeared by the employment of
another actor.
WALLY REID is on his way East, making a number of
personal appearances en route, and at the Eastern
studio will appear in " Believe Me Xantippe." He was accompanied by Kenneth McGaffey.
ADAM SHIRK, former editor of the photoplay department
of the Dramatic Mirror and for some time connected
with the Paramount Artcraft publicity department, has been
transferred to the West Coast and is expected within a few
days.
CHANGE in the title of the Wm. S. Hart Artcraft subject
is announced by Thomas H. Ince this week, when it was
definitely decided that the film should be known as " Wolves
of the Rail," instead of " Dead or Alive." Mr. Hart is now
working on " 'Blue Blazes ' Rawden," the tale of the Redwood
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Country, in which he is supported by Maude George and
Robert McKim. The present production, as well as the one
just finished, were written by J. G. Hawks.
1 fo
«THE
HE KEYS OF THE RIGHTEOUS " is the title selected
r the first Enid Bennett Paramount release, which will
be finished within a few days by Director Jerry Storm. The
company is spending several days at Arrowhead, a resort,
sixty miles east of Los Angeles, where the final scenes will be
made. Earl Rodney is the leading man of this subject, and
the principal players are Joseph Swickard, George Nichols
and Lydia Knott.
CH. CHRISTIE, general manager of the Christie Film
• Company, is enthusiastic over the increasing demand
for Christie Comedies in Eastern states, where he is now
making an extended business tour.
AFTER a run of twenty-six consecutive weeks of Christie
Comedies, the Palace theatre, Los Angeles, has signed a
new contract with the Peerless Film Exchange for indefinite
first-run showing of Christie productions.
GEORGE PERIOLAT departed this week for the East on
his public appearance tour. He will be gone about six
weeks.
DIRECTOR ALLEN J. HOLUBAR and company, which
includes Dorothy Phillips as star, will go to Truckee
shortly to film snow scenes for " The Girl Who Dared,"
adapted from the James Oliver Curwood story of the same
title. Supporting Miss Phillips in this subject is William
Stowell as leading man, and other parts are taken by Priscilla
Dean, Lon Chaney, Joseph Girard and William Burress.
"""THE HIGHEST CARD," a Bluebird production featuring
A
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford, has been completed, and E. J. Clawson is now preparing the next subject
for these players.
FM'GREW WILLIS, who
• versal staff, has written
which will be the next subject,
under the direction of Robert

was recently added to the Uni" The Eleventh Commandment,"
in which Mae Murray is starred
Leonard.

IN this
filming
seventh
Bull's
week,theEddie
Polo episode
staged afor
real" The
thriller
whenEyehe," byserial
the
aid of a rope, jumped off a fifty-foot cliff and alighted at the
bottom unhurt, save for a few scratches received from the
underbrush. To perform this fete Polo jumped diagonally
from the cliff and the rope swung him around a tree, thus
taking off considerable of the force of the fall.
HARRY COHN arrived at Universal City this week from
New York to make a series of animated song subjects,
each of which will run approximately fifty feet in length. This
week Mr. Cohn made a booking with Alexander Pantages for
the showing of the animated songs in all of the twenty-six
Pantages theatres along the coast.
"THE MYSTERY SHIP" serial company, directed by
A Harry Harvey, is now on the twelfth episode. Scenario
for this is being written by W. B. Pearson. The featured
players are Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber and Kingsley Benedict.
HP HE Triangle scenario department has a number of stories
A in preparation. Jack Cunningham is adapting " Little
Red Decides," from William M. McCoy's story. Catherine
Carr is writing "A Soul in Trust"; Lillian Ducey, "Woman's
Love"; Hayden Talbot, "The Day of Knights," and Robert
F. Hill, a new member, is preparing the screen version for
" Heiress for a Day."
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Salt Lake

Jottings

FIVE men of the house staff of Paramount-Empress theatre,
Salt Lake, the home of Paramount and Artcraft pictures,
are honored by having their names inscribed on an unusually
beautiful roll of honor which occupies a commanding position
in the foyer. The men are Gordon Thornburg and Philip
Hurley, serving with the One Hundred Forty Fifth Field
Artillery; and Alvin James, Earl Jackson and Jay Cook, now
serving with the United States Navy.
The names are letters on a mat ornamented with the national
colors and beneath is a magnificent spread-eagle in an attitude
of victory. The shadow frame in which the mat is placed is
surmounted by a shield and sunburst in the national colors.
This is only a part of a magnificent decorative scheme just
placed in the foyer and lobby. The roll of honor is flanked on
the right with the picture bulletin, containing scenes in the
making of coming pictures, and feature pictures of the stars
at play. On the left is a similar shadow frame with eight
circular openings in the mats, from which eight Paramount
and Artcraft stars smile greeting to the guests.
Another interesting frame contains a group of Douglas Fairbanks portraits, labeled "A Study in Smiles."
A dozen or more large old ivory urns on pedestals to match
have been placed in the lobby, each bearing its burden of
exotic flowering plants. This lends a tropical atmosphere to
^the lobby, most pleasing and restful in effect.
a booster for the Douglas Fairbanks picture, " Reaching
for the Moon," and likewise a sales stimulant for the
Fairbanks book, " Laugh and Live," James Brown, in charge
of lobby decorations for the Paramount-Empress theatre, and
William Lewis, manager of the Deseret News Book store,
Salt Lake, entered into a combination that had good results
for both. A window display of the books was made, augmented by "A Study in Smiles " and other Fairbanks pictures,
loaned by the theatre. The theatre's advertisement was a
neat sign, " See Douglas Fairbanks in ' Reaching for the
Moon ' at Paramount Empress theatre, just across the street."
" The sale of the books was stimulated greatly," Mr. Lewis
said when the display was removed at the end of the week.
" We had an unusual call for them, and the window was
an attractive business getter."
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Spokes in Spokanes Wheel
CARROLL of Pathe's is improving and enlarging their offices in Spokane to take care of the
added business that comes to this section with the closing of
the Butte exchange. As this office will take care of all business from that section, two new salesmen, Mr. Burch and
Mr. Cleland, have been added to their field workers.

AMERICAN
COIN REGISTER CO.
EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA
H. E. WHITE
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
736 S. Spring Street
2006 Third Avenue
Los Angeles, California
Seattle, Washington
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DR. H. S. CLEMMER of the Clemmer theatre says that
" The Woman that God Forgot " proved itself in playing to a record breaking attendance the first part of Thanksgiving week. Marguerite Clark in " Still Waters " kept up
the record in a return engagement. The first Goldwyn picture, Mae Marsh in " Polly of the Circus "; Hall Caine's " The
Manx-Man"; Marguerite Clark in "Bab's Burglar," and Mary
Pickford in " The Little Princess," are some of the big ones
announced by the Dr. for December.
jV/IANAGER W. B. COHN of the Liberty theatre of Spo1V1 kane reports the largest week's business in the history
of the house during the week preceding Thanksgiving. Douglas Fairbanks in the " Man From Painted Post," for five days
and Bill Hart in " The Cold Deck," were the attractions.
Thanksgiving day's receipts exceeded by several hundred dollars in amount any previous Thanksgiving. " Indiscreet Corrinne,"
Triangle, and " Her Busted Debut," Keystone, were
the features.

TV/I" ANAGERS York and Allender, who recently put on the
1V1 French war pictures, " Heroic France,"
at the Auditorium theatre, were compelled to call the police to handle the
crowd on the day of the children's hour matinee. Over 4,000
were turned away

Savings

Bank

HEADQUARTERS —
MOTION PICTURE ACCOUNTS
in LOS

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

We are enjoying a large part of the motion
picture business of this city.
WHY
First — Becnu.se we offer fourteen hours of excellent
banking service, from eight In the morning until
ten in the evening, which affords an unusual
convenience for all depositors who are busily
engaged during the usual banking hours.
Second — Because we appreciate the worth of, and try
to promote the welfare of the motion picture
business.
Third — Because our many satisfied depositors bring
their friends to the bank, who, In turn, become
satisfied depositors.
Fourth — Because all of the stock of this bank is owned
by The Citizens National Bank, the total remillion. sources of both banks being over twenty-five
CITIZENS TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK
Third and Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.
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movements of Charles W. Meighan, president of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Oregon, are
watched with considerable interest by both exhibitors and picture patrons in this city for the reason that Ogden is his home
town, regardless of what Charlie may say on the subject. He
is a former newspaper man of this city and during recent years,
before taking up publicity for the Swanson syndicate, he operated an advertising agency in Ogden.

ALBERT SCOWCROFT, president of the Ogden Pictures
Corporation, is expected home soon after an extended
visit in New York, where he was engaged in business pertaining to the completion and sale of the company's second feature
film, " The Grain of Dust," with Lillian Walker as the star.
Most of the stockholders in the corporation are Ogden capitalists, but no intimation has been given as yet regarding the
future operations of the company.
MANAGER H. E. SKINNER of the Alhambra theatre at
Ogden, reports some of the best business of the past
several months on Marguerite Clark in productions based on
" Bab's Diary." Miss Clark has held her own right along with
Pickford and Fairbanks at the Ogden house.
DURING the past several weeks Manager H. E. Skinner of
the Alhambra, has been testing out the plan of doing
away with an orchestra and using only organ music. He says
he is not ready to report a finished decision as to the plan. As
organist he has secured the services of Sam Whitaker, regarded
as the best in this city and organist at the Ogden tabernacle
of the Mormon church. Mr. Whitaker has the advantage of
using one of the finest Kimball full section organs in the state,
it having been installed in the Alhambra at a cost of $20,000.
ALTHOUGH he seldom puts on features for more than
three days, Manager H. W. Peery of the Ogden theatre,
reports excellent business throughout a five-day run of " The
Barrier." Manager Peery is booking open from the Fox, Goldwyn and Jewel programs. Recently he booked a number of
the Fox productions for the holidays and early in January.
Among these are "Rose of Blood," with Theda Bara; "The
Spy," Dustin Farnum; "The Conqueror," with William Farnum; "Trouble Makers" and "The Honor System." He will
book at least two of the fairy tale productions by Fox for holiday week, believing that the productions such as " Babes in the
Wood" and "Aladdin" should be a strong appeal to the children
at that period.
THE

Utah theatre, which was one of the original chain of
motion picture houses operated by the Alhambra Theatrical Company, has been re-opened for the winter season after
a complete remodelling, which kept it dark for more than two
months during the summer. Under the management of A. J.
Fyhn, the Utah is now one of the most up-to-date houses in
the city and is thriving on a big business drawn by the Metro
program and open bookings.
To bring the seating capacity of the Utah up to 600, Manager
Fyhn was compelled to enlarge his building by extending the
original
aboutare40 bringing
feet. In doing
so he comment
added a
number structure
of featuresback*which
favorable
from hundreds of patrons. For one thing, he lowered the floor
until the bottom of the screen is approximately twenty feet
high, yet on a level with the rear row of seats. To provide comfort in every part of the house he placed the first row of seats
35 feet back from the screen wall.
Perhaps the biggest boost that Manager Fyhn has given his
remodeled house was the instal'ation of wide, deep cushioned
seats which invariably bring expressions of satisfaction from
new patrons. He also aded a late modern heating and ventilating system, new organ with 678 pipe combinations, a lighting system that gives the impression of stained glass windows
along the walls and new furnishings throughout. Manager
Fyhn made it plain at the time of his re-opening that all ofl
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the equipment, so far as possible, and all of the work represented Ogden products and Ogden labor.
«<'T",HERE is nothing less than a cold million in it for the
A man who can invent a paper bag that will not crackle
and popcorn that will not crunch," said an Ogden manager
as he watched a popcorn stand move in next door to this
theatre. "Almost everybody surfers more or less from 'nerves'
and a lot of them ask the ushers to bounce somebody when
a crackling paper sack is opened up just under their left ear.
" Of course I for one would like to please them but during
these war times we can't afford to call a policeman for every
person that munches popcorn when he attends the movies.
There seems to be only one way out of it— education. There
is room on my screen for a nice polite slide with a little sermon about paper bags and popcorn. Do I hear a second to
the motion? "
SINCE five cents was added to the ten-cent admission to
meet the war tax, exhibitors in Ogden are just about
unanimous that the raise should have taken place about two
years ago. Nobody was ever quite able to understand, including the patrons, why the same features that brought twentyfive cents in the neighboring city of Salt Lake could be seen
here for ten. One of the exhibitors who is just seeing the
light still maintains that the exchanges would have reaped the
real benefits in cut-throat bidding for features.
IP. ARNOLD, representative of the Pathe exchange in Salt
• Lake City and who cails on Ogden exhibitors regularly
seldom fails to meet up with a baseball story in which he had
a prominent part a few years ago. Mr. Arnold at that time
was an auditor for the Southern Pacific company and found
time between trains to umpire semi-professional baseball
games in this city. As a baseball umpire Mr. Arnold was one
of the best train auditors in the West.
It happened that he was selected, or sentenced, to preside
during one of the decisive games between Ogden and Salt
Lake when trench warfare in Europe would look like child's
play in comparison to the rivalry between teams and fans.
Ogden was some few counts behind along about the eighth
inning when Umpire Arnold rendered a decision which, to
say the least, did his home town friends no good. Just as the
Ogden fans had quit yelling, " Lynch him," a piping little voice
up in the bleachers called out: "Say. is your first name
Eenedict? "
Song

Birds Aid Liberty Movie

PROBABLY one of the most unique as well as most charming departures in the realm of showdom was staged
at the Liberty, Spokane's (Washington) finest photoplay
house, commencing Sunday, December 16. Through the
courtesy of Mrs. D. P. Fowler, local bird fancier, Manager
Sam W. B. Cohn, has arranged for the use of some twenty
odd imported " rollers," the sweetest singing bird of all, to
augment his $25,000 Wurlitzer Hope-Jones unit orchestra,
during the holiday season.
The birds, all of which were musically educated under the
tutorage of Mrs. Fowler's " feathered instructors," will be
spotted about the auditorium of the Liberty and will undoubtprove to be the most novel " unit " ever added to a
theatreedlyorchestra.
Among other features which the " roller orchestra " will
furnish special music for will be " Intolerance," which is
booked to be screened at the Liberty the week of December 23.
It is rumored that the bird orchestra is preparing a special
musical score for this attraction, and if they live up to their
contract, Spokane movie fans will be afforded a chance of
hearing the only canary musical organization in the world.
According to Manager Cohn, this is but one of many unique
treats which he has in store for the future. " Originality " is
the keynote at Spokane's finest photoplay house.

Oregon
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EJ. MYRICK'S Colonial costumed knitting ushers are at• tracting unusual attention at the Liberty theatre, Portland. The cretonne and satin bustle-effect gowns, poke bonnets, brass-buckled pumps and white stockings, encasing a
pretty blonde or brunette, making a pictorial attraction vieing
with the screen's most entrancing offering.
Mr. Myrick has a number of other exhibition stunts he is
preparing to spring on the patrons of his big theatre and exhibitors who have been forced to follow Myrick's pace for several years are promised some startling competitive service attractions.
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SENT ANYWHERE

LA. SAMUELSON, former Pathe booker in Portland, has
• gone to Minneapolis to become associated with W. W.
Kofeldt, Portland manager transferred to the Twin Cities
Pathe Office.

985 Market Street, San Francisco, California

WJ. WHITE of the Arcade theatre, Cottage Grove, Ore.,
• was in Portland recently with his wife. He has entirely remodeled the Arcade and taken back the Bell theatre, at
Springfield, which he had sublet.

GEORGE W. CHAPMAN
COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of all kinds of plaster and papier mache work,
miniature sets of every description, and all kinds of props for
the special needs of motion picture productions.
Phone: Hollywood 1390 5155 Santa Monica, Blvd., Los Angeles

WA. AYRES of the Sunnyside theatre, Portland, reports
• that his new admission prices are working satisfactorily. From a five-cent fee he increased to ten cents and then
added the one-cent war tax.
MRS.

WARD COBLE, wife of Ward Coble, owner of the
Liberty theatre, Bend, Ore., died in Portland recently
after several weeks in a Rose City hospital.

MULTIGRAPHING
F 5244

F 5344

MIMEOGRAPHIM G
F 5244
TYPEWRITING
SCENARIOS
MANUSCRIPTS
PRESS COPY
Al. Holman & Co.

W. B. COHN, who succeeded Ralph Ruffner as manager of the Liberty theatre, Spokane, was identified with
the Peoples Amusement Company of Portland for a number of
years.

609 S. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles.

SAM

MANAGER BETTS of Sunnyside, Washington, is to build a
new motion picture theatre.
D S. ROVBO has leased the Crescent theatre at Junction
* • City, Ore., from W. S. Trites. He opened his new house
last Saturday.
OC. SMITH of Dallas, Ore., reports that business is good
• at his Orpheum theatre. He jumped prices from 15 to
20 cents when the war tax became operative.
CM.

HILL reports that Manager Myrick of the Liberty
theatre
has for
booked
" Joanweek.
the Woman " as the special
photoplay feature
Christmas

EASTERN OREGON had its first snow of the year a week
ago, but film exhibition did not suffer.
WA. BACH, of the " Make it Pay " exchange service of
• Universal, was a visitor at the Oregon Film Supply
Company's offices last week. Mr. Bach has charge of the new
service work of the Universal system.
CAPTAIN A. D. LATHROP, who controls motion picture
theatres at Seward, Cordova, Anchorage and Juneau,
Alaska, is to build fine new theatres at Cordova and Anchorage,
according
to word brought
to Portland,
Ore., Supply
by F. W. Talbert,'
special representative
of the
Oregon Film
Company^
distributor for Universal film products.
JD E. MACDONALD of Anchorage, has remodeled his Har■l V mony theatre, the construction of balcony nearly
doubling his seating capacity.

CAMBRIA SPRING COMPANY
" Quality First"
Auto and Truck
Springs, Wheels,
Rims and Bumpers
General Blacksmi thing

"Largest Spring
Factory on the

ForgingFrames
Made Straightened
and
Pacific Coast"
916-918 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Cal

Phones: Main 1076 Home F-5233
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Title Co.
631 S. SPRING STREET i
LOS ANGELES
Holly SOU
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of Co.
FILM CASES
303 San Fernondo Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Sunset East 389
Home 10669

RE-PHOTO CO.
Studio in Connection
Photographic reproductions for
the profession
6520 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, California

WD. GROSS, manager of the Coliseum theatre, an 800-seat
• house at Juneau, has just installed an expensive heating system.
FRED

A. MERCY, film magnate of North Yakima, Washington, is building a fine new theatre he will call the Liberty.
This new house, the finest in the city, will be completed next
Spring. Mr. Mercy controls the Majestic Amusement Enter-

prise.
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GEORGE HCMMEL, who covered Arizona and Southern
California for the General Film Company, has received
the appointment of second lieutenant and is on his way East.
T

HOMAS

F. McCULLOUGH has assumed the management of the new Jewel theatre, San Francisco.

G. H. Howard of the Auditorium theatre, Big Timber, Montanna; E. C. O'Keefe of the Regent theatre, Billings, Montana;
H. P. Sandels of the Rex theatre, Red Lodge, Montana; Gilbert Heyfron of the Empress theatre, Missoula, Montana;
W. J Hartwig of the Antlers theatre, Helena, Montana; Mr.
L Johnson of the Aleazar theatre, Great Falls, Montana; A.
Heinecke of the Judith theatre, Lewistown, Montana; W. B.
Hartwig of the Hartwig theatre, Dillon, Montana; W. J.
Hyde, of the Liberty theatre, Miles City, Montana; W. H.
Wheeler of the Lyric theatre, Havre, Montana; Sid Hirschberg of the Orpheum theatre, Havre, Montana; F. Boedecker
of the Lyric theatre, Bozeman, Montana.

MN.
ZAR and Charles I. Luntz are two new road men
•
for the Fox Film Corporation.
The Grass Valley theatre at Grass Valley, Cal., has been
reopened by Turner and Howard.

THE

GODFREY
AND
ATKINSON
have sold the Lincoln
Theatre at Sixth avenue and Clement street, San Francisco, to a new corporation of which L. H. Killingworth is
manager.

THE

HARRY

CARNEY, former salesman for the Fox company, has gone into other business.
Recent visitors in San Francisco: Charles Goddard of Goddard's J Street theatre, Sacramento; James Beatty of Liberty
theatre, Fresno; C. H. Douglass of Elite theatre, Merced;
E. A. Serviss of Liberty theatre. Marysville; C. E. Howard
of Gardella theatre, Oroville; Nick O. Turner of the T. & D.
theatre, San Jose.

THE

Searchlight theatre at 28th and Church streets, San
Francisco, opened on Saturday, December 8, with Joseph
Jacoby as manager.
S. Grossman of the Oro Picture Company, New York, is
opening an office in San Francisco.

THE for U.first
C. run
Theatre
Berkeley
has booked
in theat San
Francisco
district. " Quo Vadis "
Herman Wobber of the Progressive has returned from a
tour of the South.
SESSUE HAYAKAWA and Tsuru Aoki have been working
on a picture in San Francisco.
Archie Levy, formerly leading vaudeville booking agent in
San Francisco has given up the management of the Laughlin
theatre, Long Beach, and returned to his home city.
BILL KNOTTIG, formerly manager of ihe World Film
Corporation, Los Angeles, is now with the Greater Vitagraph in San Francisco.
The San Francisco film men in the war service at Camp
Lewis and Camp Kearney are to receive Christmas remembrances from the home film men, the gifts being sent by the
officials of the United Motion Pictures Industry of Northern
California.
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Pathe office in Butte closes this week and their business will be handled from the Spokane office. G R.
Serwell, former manager of the Butte office, will take charge
of the office which is opening in Oklahoma City.
Mutual office in Butte reports wonderful booking on
all of the William Russell star productins. The Rialto
theatre, Butte, has signed for these productions and will run
" The Sea Master " January 1 for a four-day run.
News

Notes

from

Here

and

There

CJ. MARLEY, manager Triangle Los Angeles branch office,
• will leave during the coming week for a trip over
additional territory given this exchange which is located in
New Mexico on the western edge of Texas. Mr. Marley will
probably go as far east as Dallas. Advice at the Los Angeles
branch of the Triangle brings the first information of a new
circuit being organized along the West Coast of Mexico with
houses at Hermosillo, Tampico, and Guaymas. Owing to the
embargo on film which by the government is considered an
explosive, Los Angeles exchanges are having some difficulty
in getting licenses to ship film to these quarters. Business
along the west coast of Mexico is reported better than at any
time previously.
HARVEY GROSSMAN, who has served as salesman for
the All Star Feature Distributors exchange for the past
six months, has been appointed special representative for the
U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation in the Southern California and Arizona territories, and this week resigned from
his position with the All Star.. The All Star Company are
distributors for the product of this organization, and Mr.
Grossman will continue to have his office at the All Star
exchange. The appointment was made by Mr. Partridge,
general manager of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
who spent the week in Los Angeles in the interest of the
company.
TOM

Brief Bits from

Butte

MANAGER WHITNEY of the Butte branch of the Mutual
Film Corporation reports wonderful business on the
" Lost Express," the railroad serial put out by the Signal
and released through Mutual. Manager Heinecke of the Judith
theatre, Lewistown, writes that it has broken all records for
a serial in his theatre and that his patrons are most enthusiastic over it.
MR.

PHILIP LEVY, President of the Montana Exhibitors
League, called a convention of the Montana exhibitors
in Butte, Wednesday, November 21, to discuss the new War
Excise Tax of fifteen cents per reel imposed by the producers
on their product and the most representative exhibitors of
the state attended this convention and exchanged their views
with those of the film exchange managers regarding the
above subject. The convention was held at the Leggatt
hotel. Among the out of town exhibitors present were:
L. E. Freeman of the Gem theatre, Great Falls, Montana;
E. P. White of the Strand theatre, Livingston, Montana;

WILSON, a member of the photoplay colony of Hollywood, who has played in scores of Fine Art subjects and
recently has been with Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
companies, is in a local hospital recovering from an operation
in which one eye was removed. Wilson was accidentally
shot by a friend while they were quail hunting, one shot penetrating the pupil of his right eye.

THE

work of building the new Paralta studio is progressing.
All stages are now completed and the work of erecting
the steel and glass covering is going forward very satisfactorily. A mammoth new scene dock and property building
has been built, and a large number of new dressing rooms will
be ready for occupancy within a short time. All of the stages
are now in use and the entire plant will be ready about the
first of the year.

THEDirector
Japanese
subject,
" Mr.andButterfly,"
thisSierra
weekMadre,
took
E. Mason
Hopper
company to
where exterior scenes were made. While they were absent
a big Japanese set was built on one of the Culver City stages.
Derral Foss and Teddy Sampson are the principals, and many
of the scenes require a great number of Geisha girls.
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that we get are censored and censored heavily.
Theatre managers and film patrons in towns like
La Crosse and others that are fed from such a
big film center as Chicago are many times wholly
at the mercy
houser type. of 1 celluloid slashers ' of the Funk" Recently the undesirable activities of Mr.
Censor were apparent in several pictures shown
here. 1 The Honor

System ' came

to us looking

like one of grandmother's patched quilts. One
place an entire reel had been censored. True, in
December

some cases the censor cut-outs in Chicago are
pasted back again after they are through. But
more often they are not or the job is so badly
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done that a good percentage of the worth of the
film is killed.

Funkhouser's

Far

Effect

Reaching

throughout the central states,
EXHIBITORS
particularly those within Illinois, southern
Wisconsin, Iowa and even Michigan, fail
to realize, it seems, that the narrow-minded methods, the Czar-like power and the snipping shears
of Major Funkhouser, the Chicago censor, are
far reaching in effect and play a really important
part in the making of their programs the success
they desire. They are surprised to hear, it has
been found, that the present vigorous fight against
Funkhouser in Chicago is also their fight. But
it is, and the quicker they join their efforts with
those of exhibitors and exchangemen in Chicago
and aid them to succeed in the job of ousting
Funkhouser, the better for themselves.

" While

La Crosse is fortunate frequently in

getting first run pictures, many of their ' shows '
are first used in Chicago. These are advertised
in La Crosse in advance. Because of the pressure of time new films cannot be supplied. Then
we here, who

like many

others throughout the

central states think we have no censorship troubles, must take what Major Funkhouser vented
his arbitrary and unreasonable spleen upon. The
treatment given Theda Bara in Chicago in her
' Cleopatra ' almost assures us that Cleo will not
be one of the season's entertainments in La Crosse.
If Theda is as naughty as they say, pray tell me
why the people of La Crosse cannot be given the
opportunity to find this out themselves and use
their own judgment?"
•

*

•

That hundreds of exhibitors in the small sized
towns throughout these States adjacent to Chicago fail to recognize the sinister influence of
Funkhouser's arbitrary and really wanton brand
of censorship is brought out exceptionally well
in the following excerpts from a letter we have
received on the subject from Frank L. Koppelberger, manager of the La Crosse theatre at La
Crosse, Wisconsin:
*
A LTHOUGH

*

*

the city of La Crosse has no

^"•■censor board, the common belief here that
we have no censoring of the screen productions
is all wrong.
The majority of the productions

JV/I ANAGER
KOPPELBERGER
further
says that he is now awake to the fact that
the Chicago censorship fight is also his fight. It
is up to the rest of the exhibitors in that part of
the central west fed with their films from Chicago to be up and doing. Don't sit back and
watch the fight. Join in it. Remember that the
messing of one of your pictures is often the reason for the unexpected bad opinion of one of your
best patrons. Sit down now and write to Alderman Walter P. Steffens, Chicago City Council,
how you feel about it. Alderman Steffens is the
father of the bill now being considered to do
away with Funkie.
Wm.

J. McGrath.

4
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License

PICTURE

and

f ONSIDERATION of censorship troubles and the question
now up before the City Council of raising theatre licenses
consumed most of the time at the last meeting of the Chicago
branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League, held in their
rooms in the Masonic Temple, Friday, December 7.
The license schedule, approved at a special meeting and presented by Joseph Hopp to the City Council committee which
is handling that subject, was ratified and found general favor.
It is the most favorable to the exhibitor of four different
schedules at present receiving the consideration of the aldermen.
The league politely listened to Miss Harriet Vittum, Mrs
E. Stumer and Mrs. Frankenthal, representing the Women's
Division of the State Council of Defense, tell of the needs of
their organization and ask exhibitors to give up their receipts
for a day. Most of the members, however, felt that they
would rather stay out of the poorhouse a little longer and
content themselves with paying the war tax and trying to
make both ends meet.
Doing

Business

and Rebuilding at Same
Time
E D. MILLER and L. A. Forbes, owners of the Plaisance
• theatre, 461 North Parkside avenue, on the West Side,
Chicago, intend to enlarge their house from 500 to 1,800 seats
and keep it open during the remodeling operations. The novelty operation of building a large house around a smaller one
and continuing business except for the short time necessary
tc break down the old partitions and amalgamate the two into
one large house is something rather unusual, even in this age
of remarkable engineering feats. And yet this is what Mr.
Miller and Mr. Forbes expect to do. During the transitional
period they will close shop, but, according to architects' plans
already drawn up, the time during which they will have to
suspend the revenue coming in at the box office will be unexpectedly short.
The walls of the new theatre will rise around the old building just as a modern double trunnion bascule bridge is reared
on the groundwork of one of the old revolving kind necessitating a tieup of only a few hours while the old bridge is
wrecked and the new one let down. The owners of the
Plaisance have felt the need of a larger house for some time
in order to take care of their Austin patronage. They expect
to go East in the near future in order to get ideas that will
add to the attractiveness of their new house.
Nu-Movie Lite Co. to Merge Interest
THE Nu-Movie Lite Company of Peoria, a $100,000 concern, is to absorb the Livingston Film Company, incorporated for $10,000, according to announcement made by
Maurice H. Livingston, manager of the two companies. The
two companies are based on the two inventions of the manager, that of the Nu Movie Lite and the stereopticon machine.
Charles A. Anicker, Secretary-treasurer of the Livingston
Film Company, will take stock in the newer concern and retain his controlling interest. George A. Rice, the third member of the firm, has sold his interest outright.
The directors of the Nu-Movie Lite Company who will form
the larger concern by the same name are K. E. Nelson, Carl
Harm, M. H. Livingston, L. L. Gruss and F. R. Shoff. All
are prominent business men of Peoria.
More Burdens for Exchanges
Committee on Licenses of the Chicago City Council
i ece.rnly ignored and cast to one side the pleas, prayers
and supplications of the film companies not t"> be burdened
any further with additional 'axes and voted to recommend
an increase of license fees from $25 to $200 for film exchanges.
The aldermen originally had under consideration a schedule
that would require exchanges to pay a fee of $250, but after
listening to the representatives of the various film companies
they modified their demands and knocked off $50,
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Penny Shortage Grows Acute
C O serious has become the penny shortage in Chicago that
Peter J. Schaefer, vice-president of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, has gone to Washington to seek relief. It is his
purpose to impress Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo with
the solemnity of the situation.
It has reached the point in Chicago, he says, where motion
picture theatres and popular-priced vaudeville houses are unable to cope with the government tax on theatres in an efficient manner without disrupting their scale of prices and policy.
The penny shortgage has not been felt so badly in the $2
houses as in the smaller theatres, due to the fact that their
scale of prices permit the nickel and dime taxes.
Mastbaum Representative in "Chi"
JOHN E. HENNESSY, general manager for the Stanley
Mastbaum Enterprises of Philadelphia, paid Chicago a
visit from December 7 to 10, looking over a number of the
representative local theatres and making comparisons.
While there he visited the Covent Garden, Broadway Strand,
Central Park, Crystal, Adelphi and Metropolitan theatres and
found himself very much impressed with this group of showhouses only lately added to Chicago's coterie. He had much
praise to bestow.
Bay City Managers War Over Tax
THERE is a merry war on in Bay City, Mich., between
the theatre managers and the producers over the fifteencents-a-reel tax imposed by a percentage of the film companies.
Local theatres state that they stand ready to accept notices
of cancellation any time the exchanges see fit to discontinue
contracts.
The theatre managers are broad-minded enough to know
that the exchange managers at Detroit, which is the distributing point of films for this section, are carrying out the instructions of the New York offices and realize that the exchange men are not putting on the tax with any idea of personal gain.
Detroit

Exchange

News

■THE film exchanges in Detroit are humming these days with all the
* activity respondof
proverbial
bee-hive.
Central
StatesbitsEdition
corent in histherounds
last week
picked The
up the
following
of gossip:
17 H. GOLDSTEIN, general manager of Bluebird exchanges, was in town
*■** and announced the appointment of C. G. Kingsley as exchange manager in place of W. W. Drum, who has resigned to become manager of
Foursquare Pictures Exchange in Los Angeles. Mr. Kingsley came from
the Fox Exchange in Indianapolis and was formerly in Detroit for that
firm. At the State Film Company Earl H. Rathburn, booking manager
and son-in-law
S. Butterfield, had just enlisted in the Quartermaster Divisionofat Col.
CampW. Custer.
A T the Pathe Exchange C. A. Mead, special representative for Pathe.
was coast.
spending a few days. He recently had been in Dallas and on the
Pacific
Goldwyn manager, was busy getting his new quarters
A I.in SHAPIRO,
the film building in shape with new fixtures, rugs, etc. John H.
Kunsky controls the first-run rights to Goldwyn pictures in Detroit.
p EORGE
DeBUTE
of the
Mutual was
reporting force
the biggest
in the
history
the local
exchange.
An all-night
is now week
maintained
to look
after ofshipments.
EORGE Weeks of Hoffman Foursquare Pictures said that business was
jumping every day and that he fully believed Detroit would soon lead
all offices.
JC. FISHMAN
of the a Standard
Servicepictures,
reportedwhich
that had
he just
secured for Michigan
new seriesFilm
of animal
already
been contracted for first run in Detroit by the Majestic theatre.
T HE Dawn Masterplay Company now has four big pictures in Michigan —
•' Redemption." " The Whip," " Raffles " and "Persuasive Peggy."
HAVE BLYTH. a well-known composer, has been appointed manager
J-'
the opened
Detroit inoffice
of the U.of S.Foursquare
Exhibitors'Pictures.
Booking Corporation,
whichof has
the exchange
YY/ILLIAM ALEXANDER, special representative for the company, who
" spent the last two weeks in Detroit, is now on his way to the Pacific
coast.
pITZPATRICK
McELROY
1 in Michigan AND
and Illinois,
have ofjustChicago,
taken now
over operating
the Rex extensively
theatre at
Three Rivers, Mich., giving them ten houses in the Wolverine state.
Their new theatre, The Lyric, in Cadillac, will open about the 15th of
January.
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They Say in Chicago That
P.iiiniiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiini inn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiii BinmnwinnMnnnniiiHnnniiiHimHna un^oawmttinBRimniinimwDwriinmiiniHU trnnutunuuitiiinmHrauHtatniini rhmmmm iwiinjniiHiui^
THE latest member of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company organization to enter the service is Robert Zoncada, who left Chicago
for New York to enlist in the navy. Other members of the Rothacker
organization now in government service at Washington are George Gibson
and Fred Niemann.
i.VT/HITHER THOU GOEST," the Thomas Ince production, which is
handled
by new
Greiver
and Herz
this territory,
a threeday" runbeing
recently
at the
Central
Park for
theatre,
the Balabanhad and
Katz
house, which recently set West Side picture fans agog with its beauty.
THE South Shore theatre, on Stony Island Avenue, beginning last week.
* started a new schedule of exhibiting pictures only on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays from 2 to 11 p. m.
slogan ofcontinues
" Let's toBe urge
Cheerful,"
Rob toReel
Chicago
u NDER
EveningtheAmerican
Chicagoans
lay inasidethetheir
war
worries
during
Go-to-Movie-Week
from
Christmas
to
New
Year's
and
see
some of the good pictures being shown at local houses. The idea is one
that certainly ought to appeal to exhibitors at this time.
THE Crown theatre, 4013 West Twenty-sixth Street, is closed until De* cember 24, undergoing repairs and alterations.
Cresson
of Metro
that oflessthethan
cent of the exhibitors usingSmith
that service
quit reports
on account
reel 2 taxper proposition.
DAUL SMITH, editor of Screen Opinions, that live little sheet put out
*day by
into of
the new
Consumers
about hetenplanned
feet oneto
last Cahill-Igoe,
week with got
a batch
booking Building
books which
give away to exhibitors free of charge. Several of them saw him coming
and when Paul turned to take his departure he looked as though he had
just bought a million bushels of wheat on the Board of Trade. He left
without a copy in his possession and was glad to get out without being
permanently maimed.
FOUR Essanay stars, Helen Ferguson, Jane Thomas, Phyllis Diller and
Else Hastings, sold about $1,000 worth of tickets for the Palace theatre
Red Cross benefit matinee, which was held December 7. The girls visited
hotel dining rooms and public meetings during the week in an effort to do
their bit for the theatre day fund.
CD H. PHILIPPI, sales manager of the Rothacker Film Company, has
been appointed a director in the Advertising Association of Chicago.
Among the several activities for which the Chicago Club has become noted
is theman forMoving
several Picture
years. Committee, of which Mr. Philippi has been chairTHE Monroe theatre, at Fifty-fifth and Kimbark, which has been a vaude' ville house up until the present, is now using pictures as the chief
attraction.
E*
S. MEYER, for eight years sales manager of the Minneapolis Uni1 RED
versal
cember I. office, took charse of the Universal offices in Milwaukee DeI_I C. SMITH, proprietor and manager of the Idle Hour theatre in Rossville, 111., announces that he is rebuilding and enlarging his house
so that when it is finished it will be the finest theatre in that city.
r* HARLES LAMB of the Palm theatre, Rockford, 111., was in to see
^Pictures
William
last week,
and forbefore
he features.
got away the local Perfection
head Jener
had signed
him up
several
p REIVER AND HERZ report exceptionally big business on their first
Walker
" Lust inof Chicago
the Ages."and The
picture
is playing
all theLillian
Lubliner
and release,
Trinz houses
has just
completed
an
extended run at the Merrill theatre, one of the finest houses in Milwaukee.
CAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, president of the American Film Company,
^scenarios
has returned
the Santafor Barbara
and photoplays
is now looking
that willfrom
be suitable
the hisrhstudios
standard
which for
he
is planning to produce in the near future.
P SSANAY
making a Amedce
series of Rastrelli,
slapstick French
comediescomedian,
under the
of Arthuris Hotaling.
on direction
leave of
absence from the western front, is the featured star and is doing some
good work in the north side studios. His manager, however, states than
he will soon be on his way back to France to help check the mighty push
now being prepared by Hindenburg.
iiVY/ITHIN
THE West
LAW"Twelfth
scoredstreet,
a biglasthit week.
at the It
Twentieth
Century theatre,which
3530
completed
run" there,
is the longest
time it has
played outside
the loop. a five-day
TVA H. BRYER, formerly Pathe representative in Michigan and Illinois,
has been appointed special representative of the Chicago Paramount
Exchange. He will specialize on short-reel subjects.
ASCHER BROTHERS have booked the Perfection Picture "Quo Vadis "
the Exchange,
week from reports
Xmas that
to New
Year's. have
William
the for
Kleine
exhibitors
bookedJener.
this manager
big featureof
heavily in all parts of the city and that it is going over well.
JV/f J. MINTZ of Unity Photoplays is back from a trip to New York.
I believe,"rights
he states,
has been
acquired
for already
Wisconsin,
in addition
to the "territorial
for Illinois,
which
his firm
possessed.
pRANK
FLAHERTY,
district manager
for part
Hoffman
in this
territory,
left for Minneapolis
the latter
of theFoursquare
week to oversee
the official opening of the Hoffman branch in that city.
H. SCHOENSTADT'
S new house, the Atlantic, on Crawford Avenue and
Twenty-sixth Street,
is scheduled to open up about January IS.
P P. GROHE, popular Fox representative, has been appointed sales man**B ager for the local exchange. Grohe has been with Fox only nine
months, but he is an old exhibitor with eleven years of experience behind
him and he has a knowledge of showmanship and of the problems incidental
to
running a house that will be of invaluable service to him in his new
capacity.

AB.

MOMAND
of Shawnee, Okla., president of the Oklahoma state
branch
of thelastAmerican
Exhibitors' Association, was a visitor in Chicago a few days
week.
ELI VAN RONKEL of the Chicago Jewel office spent several days last
week in Milwaukee and reports that he has booked the Saxe Brothers
houses with enough features to start them up in the Jewelry business.
this city on his way
recently
QUIMBY
WILLIAM
to New J.York,
where he
goes topassed
assumethrough
the duties of sales manager
for Pathe exchanges. He stopped off at the local office and held a short
tete-a-tete with Ralph Proctor before resuming his journey East.

S. Exhibitors'
of the
representative
Chicago
BOND, and
CE.
found
is to beBooking
and U.Paramount,
with Triangle
formerly
• Corporation
now in the Hoffman Foursquare offices in the College Building, where he
has a desk and is looking after the affairs of the booking corporation.
CC. Pyle, of the Bartola Company, reports the disposition of a number
of organs during the last month.
BILL DUNAS, Illinois representative of Hoffman Foursquare, has returned
from a successful trip through the river towns of Iowa and southern
Illinois. Mr. Dunas has been connected with the Central Film Company
for the past year and only recently switched to the Foursquare standard.
nTHE Painted Doll," first of the Russian Art Films to be released by
* Pathe, was shown at the Bandbox and Bijou Dream theatres in the
loop
week. week.
John Kane, manager of the Bandbox, booked the feature
for thelastentire
THE Rose theatre, on Madison street in the loop, was practically hidden
* from hadthe erected
view ofwhile
passers-by
scaffolding which the
builders
changinglasttheweek
frontdueof tothe a theatre.
P C. BLAKEMAN, formerly manager of the Paramount short subject
department,
Ga., is isnowtaking
the sales
manager
local who
Triangle exchange. Atlanta,
Mr. Blakeman
the place
of J. for
E. the
Madden,
has
gone
to
New
York
after
severing
relations
with
Triangle.
Mr.
Madden's
new connections have not yet been announced.
A J. KRUG, owner of the Park Manor theatre, has purchased the Windsor
Park house. He has just installed a Bartola organ in each of these
houses and is now resting easy as far as the musical entertainment for his
patrons is concerned.
pRANK
FLAHERTY,
of Hoffman
Foursquare
in thisa
*
is back
fromdistrict
hisW.tripmanager
Minneapolis,
whereMinneapolis
he established
branchterritory,
office and
left George
Lawto in
charge. The
branch
is located on the second floor of the Film Exchange Building.
YY7ILLIAM COOKE, sales manager for the Paramount-Artcraft Chicago
" office, has
resigned
his post
with that
mademove.no
connections
yet and
is taking
a vacation
beforecompany.
deciding onHe hishasnext
pXHIBITORS
up film
to the
Goldwyn
officeswereat rather
110 South
State street towholookjourneyed
after their
service
last week
surprised to find empty space staring them in the face where previously the
Goldwyn offices had offered them well appointed rooms in which to transact
their business. F. M. Brockell, Goldwyn manager, had gathered his cohorts
and
Southduring
WabashSunday
avenue.had moved the offices to the College Building at 207
Hoffman Foursquare sales manager for Chicago terriR EX LAWHEAD,
tory, is back in town again after a successful trip through Indiana.
'HEN C. W. Bunn, manager of the Chicago Pathe exchange, left for the
East recently to serve his company in the capacity of special representative, the employees at the Chicago offices presented him with a token of
their appreciation and regard in the form of a large silver loving cup.
pHARLES
B. MASTONCompany,
is the manager
of the
Chicago
of the Interocean Forwarding
a concern
which
has offices
just recently
come
into this territory. The concern, while doing a general forwarding business,
specializes in film shipments to foreign ports. Mr. Maston has been connected with the Wells Fargo Express Company for a number of years and
knows shipping problems backwards, forwards and upside down. The offices
of the Interocean Forwarding Company are at 30 North Dearborn street on
the seventh floor.
THE new and rigid requirements that are continually being put into effect
by the Building Department, especially as regards the storing of fi!m
in the loop, have hit the Paramount plans to move from the nineteenth to
the
twenty-first
floor when
such asked
a blow when
that the
officials
of that
just
scratch their heads
change
is to organization
be made andnowsimply
say, " I don't know."
WILLIAM JENER, K.E.S.E. manager, reports a big lot of bookings of
Vadis,"
revisedfor and
elaborated
of which is be:ng
brought" Quo
out and
made a ready
release
January edition
1.
W1
]W[ J. WEISFELDT. head of Wholesome, the mail order film concern,
that " about
Little the
Red first
Riding
Hoodyear.
" is progressing nicely and will
be readyreports
for release
of the
A R. RALSTON has just been engaged as a representative of Hoffman
**• Foursquare for the State of Wisconsin.
p W. ECKHARDT, manager of the Chicago Fox exchange, reports that
the last
" Tiger
which has been held up in the courts since spring,
has at
been Woman,"
given a permit.
QEORGE BROMLEY, former manager of the Triangle exchange in
. Omaha, is now connected with the Chicago branch, under the supervision of Dan Michalove, new manager of the windy city offices.
UARRY K. LUCAS of the Lucas Theatre Supply Company of Atlanta
Georgia, was in town last week and
that he is selling Simplex
machines so fast he can hardly take care ofreports
the orders.
p W.
LA WTO
N, manager
makers
of lobby
displays, of the Motion Picture Products Company,
Cleveland last week on business. frames, etc., made a trip to Pittsburg and
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Exhibitors Hold Out Against
Reel Tax
A NUMBER of general managers of film companies who
were visitors in Detroit during the past vied with one
another as to the film tax situation. They were Abram Carlos
of the Fox Film Corporation, E. H. Goldstein of the Universal and Bluebird exchanges, and M. H. Hoffman of the
Foursquare Pictures.
Messrs. Carlos and Goldstein are of the one and same opinion— that the film charge has been based on facts and figures
and that no individual producer can stand the tax at present
profits, whereas it is only a small item to the exhibitor individually. On the other hand, Mr. Hoffman believes the tax is
too high and says that seven cents would have been a more
equitable charge, in his opinion. He states that where the
cost accountants erred was that they based the life of a film
on less days than the average life, based on his own experience
for a number of years with the Universal.
The situation in Detroit remains unchanged. The majority
of exhibitors are not giving in, and there are still close to
seventy-five who are standing absolutely together as one.
They see ahead ultimate victory and predict that the producers will take off the tax when they find out that the exhibitors are determined in their stand.
However, the number of exhibitors who refuse to pay the
film tax are fewer than several weeks ago. Among those who
have agreed to pay the tax but who orginially were opposed
to it are John H. Kunsky, operating ten theatres; Philip
Gleichman, of the Broadway-Strand theatre; Frederick Ingersoll, of the Knickerbocker; Jack Mowat, of the Maxine theatre; Roy Bishop, of the Globe theatre; Hal W. Smith, of the
Ferry Field; Henry K. Guthard, of the Fine Arts and Norwood
theatres, and Edward J. Murphy, of the Gladwin Park theatre.
Outside of Detroit most of the Michigan exhibitors are paying
the tax on those programs which they want to keep.
All Detroit

Exchanges Move to New Film
Building
WHEN the Universal, Harry I. Garson Productions, Inc.,
and the Artcraft-Paramount companies move into Detroit's new film building at 63 East Elizabeth street it will
mean that practically all exchanges but two will be quartered
in the one structure.
The full list of exchanges there will be: Jones Film Company, Mutual, Bluebird, Universal, Jewell, George Kleine
System, Pathe, Foursquare Pictures, U. S. Exhibitors Booking
Corporation, Vitagraph, Fox, General, Goldwyn, Standard,
World and Select. In addition to the list are the Universal,
Garson Productions and Artcraft-Paramount who will move
before the first of January.
The United Theatre Equipment Corporation is also located
in the film building on the ground floor.
Madison Manager Attending Washington
JAY E. SHERWOOD, manager of the Grand theatre at
Madison and chairman of the committee on war cooperation, isin Washington this week attending the meeting
of exhibitors from all over the country as the representative
of the Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association. He will seek to
have the war tax bill amended so as to exempt moving picture
houses having an admission fee of less than 25 cents.
La Crosse Exhibitors Doing Their Bit
EXHIBITORS of La Crosse are back of the government
plan of publicity through the medium of the screen to
a man. This is seen in the hundreds of slides run free of cost
each month (and the theatre man is being crowded pretty
heavily in this direction) and the time given by every La
Crosse theatre to Four-Minute Men three and four times a
week. The Four-Minute speakers have come to be a valued
part of the entertainments at every house.

Wisconsin

Film

Folk

"Kop" Caps the Business in La Crosse
FRANK L. KOPPELBERGER, manager of the La Crosse
Majestic theatres, La Crosse, is one of the best-known
showmen of the Upper Mississippi Valley and the Middle
Northwest. His friends have shortened his name, and all you
have to do to obtain a front-row seat in his circle of acquaintances is to call out, " Hello, Kop! "
Mr. Koppelberger's creed is to give the people what they
want and as much of it for as little money as possible. The
result of this policy is that the rear seats of his two large theatres are as well worn as the front seats. Triangles, special
features, Paramounts and the best comedies obtainable comprise the entertainment at the Majestic theatre, where the programs are changed four times a week.
Being a successful showman, it goes without saying that
" Kop " is a firm believer in advertising — of every sort and
variety and in big bunches. When business is bad — and that's
about as often as Douglas Fairbanks fails to bring a laugh —
he keeps the " ad alley " of the La Crosse newspapers working
overtime, and the jinx, if " Kop " ever had one, gives up the
ghost in disgust.
With his policy of the best pictures obtainable, Mr. Koppelberger is filling the La Crosse theatre at three performances
every day. Last season the house was dark 75 per cent of
the time.
Now here is a little secret. Mr. Koppelberger lets the kids
into his houses for a nickle. Think this over.
Touches Patron's Pride with Tax
THAT the war tax has not injured the patronage at the
Franklin theatre, Saginaw, but has even been made an
aid to boost business, is the statement of Manager Moeller.
The tax proposition has been placed on a patriotic basis. Appeals to the public are made along this line. At every performance slides are thrown on the screen, such as " Every
time you attend the Franklin theatre you help Uncle Sam,"
pointing out that every contribution through the amusement
tax is providing that much more finances for the government.
Mr. Moeller also declares that the increase in prices at his
movie houses has not affected business. He advanced the
admission prices at his Franklin theatre, Saginaw, and Temple
theatre, Howell, from 5 and 10 cents to 10 and 15 cents, and
says that as a result he finds that there has been no dropping
oft in attendance. The people want to see the movies, he says,
and the difference of 5 cents will not keep them away. In
fact, the gross business increased.
Red

Cross Campaign in Madison Not
Successful
ALTHOUGH all the moving picture houses in Madison cooperated in the Red Cross benefit, severe weather and an
apparent lack of interest in the movement by the local Red
Cross made the attendance small and only about $50 was realized from the movie houses. The Orton, one of the outlying
theatres, had no matinee, but contributed a percentage of the
evening's
By special
of the national
committee receipts.
half the funds
went toarrangement
the local committee
This
was not learned in time, however, for the local Red Cross to
get behind the movement and sell tickets.
Remick

Decision on Music Tax Clears
Detroit Clouds
THE announcement by Jerome H. Remick & Co., Detroit
music publishers, that they would not charge the music
tax gives complete relief to the situation. Inasmuch as this
concern have published many of the biggest hits in the past
five years and are constantly publishing new music of every
description, the theatres of Detroit and Michigan feel that
they have nothing to worry about and are now absolutely
sure that they will fight those who still refuse to withdraw the
tax on their music.
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Council Kills Sunday Show in Howell, Mich.
ASTRINGENT ordinance, prohibiting motion picture shows
on Sunday, has been adopted by the little town of Howell, Mich., and became effective Sunday, December 2. The
lid has been clamped down tight to prevent the citizens from
wandering from their homes or churches to attend the one
theatre in the city. This motion picture theatre is the Temple, and it is owned by A. J. Moeller, manager of the Franklin
theatre at Saginaw and former secretary of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Michigan.
Howell is a community of about 3,500 population. The
Temple has a capacity of 300. Under the old village laws
no Sunday shows were permitted, but when the place was incorporated as a city the town fathers forgot to include a prohibition act for the theatre.
When the Temple management became aware of this oversight itproceeded to throw open the doors of the picture playhouse to the populace. They responded quite liberally. This
was last August. However, the council did not take kindly
to the idea, and informed Mr. Moeller that he must stop exhibiting. A rule was passed by the council forbidding Sunday shows.
Mr. Moeller believed the council could not legally stop him
by the mere adoption of such a rule. So he continued to
operate and the residents of Howell continued to attend.
Twice Mr. Moeller was cautioned that he must stop, and the
third time he was haled before the authorities and fined $5.
That was some weeks ago. Since the assessment of the
penalty the theatre has been permitted to run. But the council was not to be entirely discouraged nor defeated, and so
it went into action to frame and adopt an ordinance in which
Mr. Moeller could not find loop-holes. As a result the Temple
theatre was closed last Sunday and will continue to be closed
so long as that ordinance remains on the books.
Live Items

from
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CHARLES SHOOK, a Chicago theatre organist, hung his
coat and hat up in the office of the Majestic theatre, La
Crosse, Wis., recently, and before the notes of his music for
the first performance were dead he had been invited to make
himself at home. His ability to cue pictures is remarkable,
and, with an ever varied program, Shook's special brand of
pipe organ melody fills the bill.
"1VIY
CINDERELLA
starring
1V1 Marsh,
will be theMAN,"
Christmas
Day the
treatpopular
at the Mae
La
Crosse theatre, La Crosse, Wis. The management is just now
filling in with successful special pictures, and for several weeks
following the opening of the new year will show very little
but Paramount and Artcraft.
SIX and seven changes of program every seven days in a
theatre in a city bragging only a population of 35,000
are rare, but this is the boast of Thomas J. Ryan, manager
of the Strand theatre, the first and only "uptown" house in
La Crosse. Ryan, who is also responsible for the management
of the Casino theatre, is able to do this through audiences
which he can depend upon.
SOME four or five hundred La Crosse men who have laid
down their tools for the latest army rifle will have Christmas presents this year from the Boy Scouts of the city. This
was made possible when Frank L. Koppelberger, manager of
the La Crosse theatre, gave his entire profits for four days'
showing of " The Italian Battle Front " to the Boy Scouts.
Movie fans took hold of the plan when it was advertised and
made the four days a rip-roaring success.

TELEPHONE
IS AGAIN

CHERRY
5352
OUR NUMBER

Suggestions for This Week: Ticket Rolls Containing 2000 Tickets at 20 Cents a Roll. Stock Colored
Slides for Xmas and New Years — only 25c. Each.
Carbons, Power's Parts and Other Equipment.
Quick Repair Work of All Kinds.
HOW ABOUT YOUR NEXT ORDER?

|

Michigan Motion Pictvire Supply Company
C. A. WEDDIGE, Proprietor
|

63 E. Elizabeth Street

Detroit
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SCHWARTZ
FILMS,
Inc.
112 N. La Salle
Chicago, Illinois
Phone Franklin 1291
Mr. Exhibitor: We Want You With Us In 1918. Are We Serving You?

ADMISSION
TICKETS, (8 COLORS")
100,000
SLIDE INK
15 CENTS$9.00PERPERBOTTLE
ED-PATH FILM CEMENT
$1.50 PER DOZ. BOTTLES
5fexl2" BIO CARBONS (CORED)
$5.00 PER 100
%xl2"
CARBONS (CORED)
$7.00
PER $1.00
100
GLASS BIO
SLIDES
5 FOR
MUSLIN BANNERS MADE TO ORDER, 3 FT.xlO FT
$1.00
All kinds of signs, posters, show cards, etc.
MOVIE SUPPLY CO., 207 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

La Crosse

EDWIN SCHWALBE, assistant manager of the Majestic
theatre, La Crosse, Wis., until he recently became a lieutenant of the First National Army of the United States, has
been wounded. It was not a German shell which put Eddie
on the blink, but a surgeon's knife down in Waco, Texas,
where he was teaching selectmen the difference between right
about face and right face. Eddie is in La Crosse recovering
while his appendix is in Texas.
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Of Interest to State Rights Buyers
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Our
Lobby Display Paintings
possess the quality and individuality

j

that radiates
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box-office

I

drawing

OPINIONS
power.
" We are more than pleased with the lobby display
paintings on " Today," " The Mad Lover " and " The
Cold Deck," and have been informed by many Chicago
exhibitors that they consider these paintings the best of
the kind they have seen." — D. M. Vandawalker, Vice
Pres., Doll-Van Film Corp.
"We wish to express our appreciation of the extraordinary quality of work you have put into our lobby display
on "ALIMONY," as it is superior even to your former
work, which was in itself highly satisfactory." — The H.
Lieher Co.
"The lobby displays on "The Mad Lover" and "Today " have arrived and we are glad to say they are the
finest that have ever come to our attention." — /. L.
Ellman of Harris P. Wolfberg Attractions.
YOU DO NOT SPECULATE WHEN
PLACING ORDERS WITH US
BROWN
ART
CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
ARTISTS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
LOBBY DISPLAY FRAMES
i-iitriiiiitiiniiiiiTririiifFTTiniTriTTiiiiiitirniiiiftiTiiriiTrTiiiti irriiT9irttriiiiittr:tnniriTiTi[iiiTT]i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiii nm
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MOTION

Exhibitor

and

PICTURE

Trade

Elgin Fans Pay Tax as Patriotic Duty
THE war tax, they report, in Elgin has made little difference. Patrons pay the extra cent asked in the three
houses devoted exclusively to pictures — the Star, the Temple
and the Orpheum — more than willingly. In fact, the manager of one of these houses reports, in many cases patronc
cheefully throw down ten cents and fifteen cents instead of
the six and eleven cents asked and refuse to bother with their
change, feeling it a contribution to their country. This surplus, he plans by means of a money globe at the ticket seher'';
window, to give to the Red Cross chapter here.
At the Grand theatre, v/here the usual admission price is
fifteen cents in the afternoon and twenty-five cents in the
evening for moving pictures, the admission to Sunday vaudeville and tabloid musical comedies has been advanced from
thirty to thirty-five cents to cover, in part, the war tax. The
rest is paid by the management.
Of the draft regulation managers talk less optimistically.
Elgin's situation they believe to be peculiar.
Contrary to effect of the draft in Chicago and cities of
Elgin's size or greater, where it drew both married and single
men, in Elgin the ruling took only single men. As a result
some six hundred young fellows with whom the movies were
ever-popular, have been taken off the streets of evening. Their
sweethearts, who might perhaps seek distraction in the pictures were not the need of knitting so urgent, are staying at
home to make warm things for their soldier boys.
And not alone has the knitting craze caused a fluctuation in
patronage, they point out, but Red Cross work has taken a
number of afternoon women patrons away from the theatre.
Pert Peoria

Paragraphs

P T. houses
EVANS,at formerly
111., has
openedgood
up
Kingston anand exhibitor
Mapleton,at Forest
111. HeCity,reports
business
and state that he intends running each show two nights a week.
HAVECity,HARRIS,
the Gem
Odd Fellows'
Opera theatre
House, at
111., has manager
taken overof the
motion picture
in Hanna
Peoria
and will now operate the two. He has purchased new equipment for the
Gem, including two new 1917 Motiograph Projectors from the Livingston
Film Company at Peoria.
YY/ E. BERG of La Rosa, 111, has reopened the Zilm theatre at that place.
" • The
was heldgratification
last Saturday
nightgoodandattendance.
in spite of the
severe
cold initial
weatheropening
he expresses
at the
THE Kilbourne Amusement Company of Kilbourne, 111., offered to dis* pose of their
and equipment
a short again
time ago.
now
reconsidered
same theatre
and decided
to start business
with but
an have
additional
amount of enthusiasm. Now they are glad of their change in plans because they are finding business bigger and better than ever and that
interest in motion pictures is steadily increasing.
VY7 A. STEVENS, manager of the Apollo and Eagle theatres of Prince• ton,
was While
a visitor
in city
Peoria,
111., last
investigating
projection111.,
equipment.
in the
he paid
a visitweek,
to the
U. S. Revenue
Collector to turn over his war tax receipts.
"THAT feature films are more popular with the public than any others
* is theareopinion
W. boost
C. Hippler
receipts
given aof big
becauseof ofChillicothe,
the feature111.andHishe box
has office
now
selected a program which he believes will satisfy his feature-loving patrons.
THE Iowa and Southern Illinois distributing territory of the Nu-Movie
1 motion
Lite, apicture
recent circles,
Peoria has
invention
which over
is attracting
attentionof
in
been taken
by W. L.much
Augustine
Decatur, 111. He made a recent trip to Peoria to investigate the appliance
and found it so satisfactory that he asked for the large distributing territory.
"DJJ USINESS
is fine,"
S. A ofBliss,
manager
of Bliss
lighting
plant,
and says
the says
majority
his sales
during
this fall
and winter
have been
from that
the East.
D USINESS for the motion picture men at Yates City, 111., has been going
LJM. Kjallenberg
better since ofthethatpatrons
understand
tax, says
place, have
who come
was intoPeoria
recentlythe onwarbusiness
for
his theatre.
THE new Harrison Opera House of Harrison. Neb., is to be opened
1 this month and the manager and owner, M. H. Koch, made a trip to
Peoria, 111.,together
to purchase
one Nuof Movie
the 1917
Motiograph
machines,
with the
Lite,model
whichmotor-driven
have been sent
to him
by the Livingston Film Company.
D EORIA'S
believe
in the
a means
*
drawing Mayor
trade todoesn't
a motion
picture
show,trading
so he stamp
orderedas notice
to beof
served on the Garden theatre, 2139 South Adams Street, to cease giving
trading stamps redeemable at a nearby store. Under the city ordinance,
the Mayor holds that a trading stamp premium is illegal.
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A MONG the motion picture managers from Central Illinois who have
rt t.een visitors in Peoria during the last week are: C. F. Woll of San
J-s\ 111.; A. E. Wi.son of Cuba, O. U. Peterson of Toulon, Clarence
Ki.f of Hartsburg, Mr. Miller of the K. P. Opera House at Mackinaw.
Alexoi Mason
of theDome
Princess
theatre at Farrington, and Dr. F. B. Hodkenso.i
the Roller
at Mainto.
picture houses in Peoria were quick to respond to the request
M OTION
jT patriotic demonstrations Sunday afternoon, December 9.
At four ato'clock,
as the
had picture
been requested
for alltheover
the United
audiences
each of
shows, under
direction
of a States,
leader,
joined
in
singing
"
The
Star
Spang.
ed
Banner
''
and
"
America."
Prominent vocalists of the city acied as the leaders in the different thea'.res.
At the Frederick
Apollo andVonawitz
the Empress,
was College,
the leader;
the
Columbia,
of the Harry
Peoria Kruse
Musical
and atat
ihe
Hippodrome,
which
is
both
a
picture
and
vaudeville
house,
Lee
Weston
took charge.
on the screen the new stanza of " America " while
theEvery
peopleshow
rose threw
and sang.
Q NE of the best pictures ever seen in Peoria is the general verdict with
^Marshregard
the role.
big Goldwyn picture, " Polly of the Circus," with Mae
in theto title
The extraordinary number of big features, including a circus in real
operation and all the number of other big thrills, together with the certain
human pathos introduced, proved the reasons for its popularity.
The picture was shown at the Apollo theatre, the largest strictly motion
picture house in the city, and each show during its run here found record
crowds in attendance, according to the manag.r, Dee Robinson.

p EORGE
LAMBof Overland
of 1712 South
Spring inStreet,
Springfield,
one
of the W.winners
automobiles
the recent
contestis conducted
ty
the
producers
of
"
The
Crimson
Stain
Mystery."
Mr.
Lamb
is a mail carr er and a great photoplay fan. There is no doubt but that
his Christmas will be a great success.
M ANAGER ED KUNZ of the Princess theatre has booked "The Zeppelin s Last itRaid,"
the Thomas
Ince state
right feature. He
plans on showing
December
30-31 and H.January
1.
THE weather has been terrible the past week. Business has been poor
*■ at allEven
the theatres.
that had
on special
features suffered
greatly.
the houses Playhouses
showing regular
programs
lost money.
..THE
RETREAT
OF THE GERMANS
AT THE BATTLE OF
* ARRASThe" third
is proving
that is and
attracting
many to gets
the
Majestic.
episode a ismagnet
now showing
each instalment
better. It is the opinion of many that these are the best war pictures yet
shown in the cit;>.
THE Gaiety is installing a new generator.
P) OUGLAS FAIRBANKS is at the Gaiety in " Reaching for the Moon."
Lobby conversation says it is ** Doug's " best.
]WI
ANAGER
HARRY forLOPER
"The23. Auction Block" as the
ivi Lyric attraction
Decemberannounces
21, 22 and
PARAMOUNT
subjectsa good
are going
at the
Royal.
giving his patrons
show well
for the
money.

Gos Kerssotes is

P D day
MAISEL,
manager of the Capitol, has secured " Birth " for Thursof this week.
THE Princess is doing well with World films. Carlyle Blackwell and
1 Kitty Gordon were seen in pictures last week and were well received.
<.VY/OMANHOOD, THE GLORY OF THE NATION," was usiness
given three
at the onPrincess.
liked the play. Busines; was
not" up days
to standard
account ofEveryone
the bad weather.
U A. KELLY of the Superb Film Company is still at Jacksonville, Fla.
I *« He is expected back in the city this week. Office reports that work
on " Lincoln, from Cradle to Grave," is going along nicely.
pJ ENRY
LEHRMAN'S
havea made
Lyric.
II
" Roaring
Lions and Sunshine
Wedding Comedies
Bells " was
screama hit
and atthethemonkey
in " A Milk-Fed Vamp " is still the talk of the town.
THE CHATTERTON, which has been showing Hearst-Pathe News, will
1 close down next week. It will be dark until Christmas week.
DEN ROVIN of the Amuse-U says he is doing nicely. Ben is charging
1J a " jitney " and says that's all his patrons want to pay.
ALTERATIONS at the Vaudette are completed and Manager Watts has
**■ installed more seats. The Vaudette is now as pretty and cozy a
picture house as you can find anywhere. Artcraft. Triangle and Paramount
pictures are shown.
VT/
HART inDay.
" The Cold Deck " is the attraction at the Gaiety on
" • S. Christmas
THE Majestic is showing "The Boys at Camp Grant," where some local
1 men Daily
are putting
in their licks,
Chicago
News Tobacco
Fund. and the rental of the film goes to the
D USSELL LOPER, brother of Harry Loper of the Lyric, and he himlx
manager
of the Kimbark
theatre.
Chicago,
has come Ohio.
out of H.campT.
with self
a first
lieutenantcy.
He will be
stationed
at Chillicothe.
Loper,
his
father,
and
Mrs.
Loper,
his
mother,
are
looking
after the
Kimbark.
HARLES WILLIAMS, manager of the Vaudette, has enlisted in the
army and is now at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
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What

Kind

of

a

Fellow

Is —

Abrams?

Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
re" Oh, sure."
THERE aremarkabletwo
facts about
" Well, so shall we.
Men
of
the
Picture
Game
—
Caught
in
Action!
The
operation is only a
Hiram Abrams — aside
from his being president
minor
one. Now,yourlet'shome
see,
Mr. Abrams,
of Paramount Pictures
By William A. Johnston
ion.
Corporat
is Mr.
in Portland,
Abrams Maine."
wheeled
The first is that he did
not want this interview; in fact he shyly and sincerely tried to straight around in his chair and brightened all over. " Then you
sidestep it.
know Portland ? " he asked eagerly.
" Like a book," we prevaricated.
The second is that in his history it is recorded, in black and
Mr. Abrams' chest expanded and he regarded us admiringly.
white, that, once, as a salesman, he actually demanded a commis" Have a cigar," said he.
sion instead of a salary'.
" It's a beautiful city," we went on.
As an interviewer of public men and as an employer of labor
Mr. Abrams arose and shook hands warmly. Then he dived
we are frankly skeptical on both points ; as you are, gentle reader.
We still believe that Mr. Abrams will purchase a number of into his desk. " Have a box of cigars — if you like the one you're
extra copies of this issue, keeping one in his desk to be taken out smoking," he added anxiously.
and secretly admired at intervals, and that Mrs. Abrams, after
" Once," we puffed on, mendaciously, " once we sat in the handremarking that the cartoon certainly does not do Mr. Abrams
some dining room on the top floor of Portland's splendid leading
hotel and got a sweeping view of the city, the winding sea coast
justice, will mail the aforementioned copies to a list of relatives
and friends.
and the wooded islands of the bay, its broad, shaded avenues, its
As for preferring
a commission to a
" Do you homes."
know,"
magnificent
interrupted M r.
salary, we never
Abrams genially,
heard of such a
" I'm glad to have
salesman. It is on
record, however,
known you. I can
that Hiram Abrams
see now that it takes
sold pictures so suca man of deep incessfully that he just
telligence and
broad culture to
naturally evoluted
edit
a
trade
paper.
from Portland to
Paramount.
Let me light your
We are hardened
" But to return to
in these matters, but
"Yes?" said Mr.
for sincere evasion
of publicity we do
Abrams eagerly.
hand the palm to
" You own the
Mr. Abrams.
Portland."
Portland baseball
He was so nervcigar."
ous that we got
nervous.
" It's some team !"
" Now, see
Mr. Abrams' eyes
here, Mr.
lighted up proudly.
And, we are prone
Abrams," w e
to remark here that
said firmly,
Hiram Abrams has
" you shouldn't
team."
b e interviewaboy's
fine eye.And
It'swea
shy. On that
have eye.
a pet theory
Western trip
that a man who
of yours we
noted first page
keeps his boy's eyes
do sort.
they
stories on you
is "a What
pretty fine
in all the big
call you in Portland,
dailMr.
ies." Abrams
Mr. Abrams?
sighed, as over
" No," M r .
unpleasant
"Well,
memories. " In
Abrams looked
a trifle sheepish.
San'Francisco,"
he
smiled, a
young reporter
Hiram?"
came to see me.
" Hymie," adEach of us
m "i 1That's
1 e d Mr.
all,
scared the
Abrams.
other. Finally
it got on my
"
M wha
r t. ? Abrams.
nerves.
' For
God's sake,
talked about
boy, I said
But we haven't
finally,
' stop
the film busishaking your
"Well, that's
knees. Mine
a big subject,
are shaking
too — too big to
talk about.
Let's go to
"
to"o.After
that
lunch and talk
you got along
all right."
ness."
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Motion

Milwaukee

Houses

Managers Predict Passing of Five
and Ten Cent Shows — Thomas
Saxe
Declares
It Good
for Business
HE big men among the Milwaukee
theatres all are predicting the elimination of the five and ten-cent picture house.
In fact many of them see in the present
upheaval and the unsettled conditions of
today the passing of the five-cent house,
which they say is already done for, and that
those managers who insist in holding on
are only staving off the inevitable. According to Thomas Saxe, who himself owns a
number of five and ten-cent houses, the
five-cent house is practically gone and the
ten-cent house is going.
" Many of the theatres that now exist
are going to go," said Mr. Saxe. " Most
people will call this a disaster but those
who know will welcome it as one of the
best things that ever happened to the business. Right now we have far too many
theatres all showing for too little money..

Cromlin

Holds

Head of Inter-Ocean Film Company
Sees Bright Future in Foreign
Markets — Progress Noted
PAUL CROMLIN speaks optimistically
of the foreign situation as reflected
on the motion picture industry. He reports business good in the foreign markets.
Mr. Cromlin is president of the InterOcean Film Company and represents many
of the large producing concerns in the distribution of American product in foreign
countries. He said, in speaking of conditions abroad and the success which has
been the good fortune of the Inter-Ocean
since its organization less than two years
ago:
" Since organizing the Inter-Ocean one
and one-half years ago, we have had
travelers in all of the important foreign
countries and in addition to establishing
our own .branch in New York, we have established The Inter-Ocean Film Co., Ltd.,
with offices at Wardour street, London, and
more recently have opened a branch at 43
Rue Le Brugere. We had a representative
cover South America and permanent arrangements have been made for all alliances in the South American countries.
" So successful have we been in the placing of American product in foreign countries that we have taken on, recently, an
addition to our line. A contract has been
closed whereby the Inter-Ocean will exploit all Paralta Plays productions in
foreign markets.
" At the same time," said Mr. Cromlin,
" we closed a deal with W. H. Hodkinson
Corporation, whereby we become exclusive
selling agents for this company in the
foreign field.
" The theory under which the InterOcean is operating is that the foreign field
is a highly specialized branch of the picture industry and the only way in which
the best results can be obtained is to make

Raise

Picture

News

Scale

What we want is one or two big down
town houses showing high class stuff and
a number of other cheaper ones like the
cheaper grade theatrical performance and
then a few widely scattered outskirt theatres. It is going to be a case of the
survival of the fittest. What the public
demands is bigger and better productions.
One way they can be given is by getting
more money into the theatre and paying
more money for productions. I believe that
in the near future the present wasteless exchange method of booking is going to be
eliminated. The pictures are either going
to be booked like the vaudeville acts are
today or some sort of an arrangement such
as now handles the booking of the $2
house. The standard price will be 15 cents
and 25 cents with some very big attractions
getting more money. I do not believe that
any of the bigger houses will attempt to
carry a fixed admission scale. They will
never go below the 15-ce.nt and 25-cent
mark — this will positively be their minimum price."
Optimistic
View
a personal and detailed study of peculiar
conditions or requirements of each of
these respective territories.
" It was organized on this theory when
other concerns were throwing up their
hands and becoming disheartened at the
complexity of conditions brought about by
the great war. I determined that a bold,
energetic, aggressive stand should be taken
in order to fill the gap in the line and to
supply the foreign demand which was there
and is there today, despite the handicap of
the war,
" Before leaving for England, recently,
John H. Taylor closed a deal for twentyseven Art Drama productions and these
have already been contracted for in the
United Kingdom and France. Last week, a
deal was closed for fifty-seven Christie
Comedies for the United Kingdom and
those were sold for the coming year at
the rate of one per week.
" It is expensive and unprofitable for a
concern to exploit their own product in
the foreign field when this world conflict
is waging, sending travelers and assuming
the expenses incident to such procedure
at the present time ; but by becoming the
clearing house for a number of American
manufacturers, the Inter-Ocean is able to
reduce the expense to a minimum, and
place the product in a most advantageous
manner with the foreign buyer.
" The outlook for 1918, notwithstanding
present obstacles, is most promising and
the Inter-Ocean is looking forward to an
increased business. Every convenience has
been made possible in order that we may
best serve the interests of our clients. The
foreigner who comes to our office can feel
at home, for we made every provision for
his comfort and in order that his inability
to speak the English language may not interfere with carrying out his intentions,
we have the services of linguists who are
acquainted with all foreign languages.

SMOKE

THE

KAISER

OUT!

We've

Hit

Thousand

The

Mark!

Previously ac-

knowledged $766.21

Opera House,
T h o m a s t on,
Ct., L. B. Murphy $6.22
Opera
Clarkson,House,
Neb.,
F. Hejtmanck,
Mgr
1.80
Rex
Theatre,
Lakeview,
Ore., Alfred
Smith, Mgr.... 10.65
Majestic Theatre, Nelsonville, O.,
Longley & Steenrod,
Props
20.12
Coliseum Theatre, $22.90;
Jerome,
Ariz.,
Coliseum Theatre, Clarkdale,
Ariz.,
$8.32—
New State
Amusement
Co.,
Wm. Haskins
Olympic lonial
andTheatres,
CoLebanon, Ind..
Swetland Theatre, Mayville,
N. Y
Happy Hour
Theatre,PaEbensburg,
J.Ballston
L. Romaine,
Spa,
N. Y
Bedford Theatre,
Co., Bedford,
Ind
Princess Theatre,
Del Norte,
Colo
Kalbfield's Grand,
Palatka, Fla. . .
City Theatre Co.,
Passaic, N. J. . .
McDonald Theatre, Phillipsburg, Mont...
I. O.
O. F.
Amusement
Co., Newport,
Me
Victoria Theatre,
Ossining, N.
Y., Henry
Newman, Mgr.

31.22
43.59
3.45
9.03
10.00
22.10
22.62
5.00
20.00
12.90
3.52
70.35

292.57

$1,058.78
If you want to help smoke
the Kaiser out, write Motion
Picture News for particulars regarding the Tobacco Fund.
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Exhibitors

Join

Hands

League and Recently Formed American Association Plan to Unite
for Common Good of the Industry — Important
Matters Are Taken Up

exhibitors of America, represented by the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America, and the recently formed American Exhibitors'
Association, are once more arrayed side by side and hand in hand for
the good of their business, following the convention of exhibitors held in
Washington, December n and 12.
Besides being one of the most important results of the meeting, which was
well attended, the rejoining of the two factions indicates that the exhibitors
realize that only in unity is there strength to meet conditions caused by the
world conflict, and that they are going to face these things with an unbroken
front spells, in itself, victory for the exhibitor individually and as a whole.
Harmony Committee Chosen
To thoroughly bridge the tremendously
wide gap caused last summer in Chicago,
A DAY
LATE
from which resulted the American ExAnd a New Feature of
hibitors' Association, a committee of eight
members was appointed to undertake the
Importance
work of figuring out details of bringing
the two exhibitor factions into one united
falling
mas tholidofay the
stChrijust
organization. This committee is comaccroun
ON afte
our press day, the
posed of four members of the Motion Picr won'
t get
papewee
ture Exhibitors' League of America and
l a into
k unti
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ness. Dissension was an absent and unknown quantity when the committees who
Motion Picture News is going right ahead this winter to
are to do the principal work regarding
legislation and amalgamation were apjustify your faith in " the book
pointed, and it is expected that within a
with the bright red cover."
very short time excellent results will begin to show from the convention.
Storm Delays Delegates
A motion by William Brandt, of BrookOwing to the extremely bad weather
lyn, to adjourn owing to the fact that noththat had prevailed in the Eastern terriing definite could be done without more
tory, the opening session of the convendelegates was overruled when Alfred S.
tion, called at 12.30 o'clock on Tuesday,
Black suggested that representatives tell
December 11, by Lee A. Ochs, president
individual
experiences with the war tax,
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
and how it had affected business. For
of America, was not as largely attended
as was expected. The tie-up of trains all the most part, these reports on the tax
were not favorable, as it was predicted
over the country kept many of the delethat many of the theatres of the country
gates from arriving, and for this reason
President Ochs announced that the first would not only lose money, but would
be forced to close their doors.
session would be an informal one. Following this he announced the appointment
Will Not Pass Tax
of a committee on rules and one on resoAnother of the important decisions of
lutions. The former is composed of Harry
Bernstein, chairman ; Sam Bullock. E. M.
the convention was the placing in the records of great opposition to passing the
Clarke and Joseph Hoppe. The latter comfifteen-cents per reel tax along. The exmittee iscomposed of Frank Eager, chairhibitors are unalterably opposed to this
man; Charles C. Pettijohn, secretary;
Louis L. Levine and Alfred S. Black. All
method of handling the footage charge.
Other oppositions placed in the records
delegates present were instructed to confer with the resolutions committee and
were : The advance deposit system ; the
present high salaries, termed exorbitant
submit any ideas they might have on the
and unreasonable, of certain stars ; the
business to be transacted by the convention.
unbusinesslike waste in other branches of
Mr. Ochs then made an address with a the industry by manufacturers and distributorsthe
;
daylight saving plan.
plea for harmony as the keynote, and
asked for unity of action by a united body
The convention expressed itself as beof exhibitors working directly in the ining in favor of the issuance by the govterests of the business.
ernment of a fifteen-cent coin, which idea
THE

in Capitol
was suggested some time ago by John R.
Freuler of Mutual ; the elimination of or
a proper definition of Section 1007A of
the War Revenue Tax Bill, and the action
of the motion picture exhibitors of Cleveland in their effort for legal relief from
the reel tax and to pledge the united support of all organizations in their future
endeavors upon this subject. The convention also expressed approval and endorsed achange in the present tax schedule to comply with the elimination of the
present tax based on the seating capacity
of theatres ; elimination of all admission
taxes of children under twelve years of
age, and the addition of a tax on one cent
on each five-cent admission for persons
over the age of twelve.
Legislative Committee Appointed
To obtain the necessary legislative remedies for the picture business from Congress, a permanent legislative committee
was appointed. This consists of H. B.
Varner, chairman ; Lee A. Ochs, J. H.
O'Donnell, Ernest Horstmann and Frank
J. Rembusch. They will represent the exhibitors of the country in all of the legislative work to be done in Washington
this winter, and will proceed, it is understood, without instructions or limitation;;.
The necessary expenses for this work will
be paid by the allied organizations of exhibitors.
On the second day of the convention a
committee of independent producers asked
permission to address the meeting, and this
was granted. They were: W. L. Sherrill.
of the Frohman Amusement Corporation ;
Lester Park, of Ogden Pictures Corporation; Harry Rapf, I. E. Chadwick, of the
Ivan Film Corporation; J. A. Golden, of
the Triumph Film Corporation, and Joseph Farnham. of the Frohman Amusement Corporation. The latter acted as
spokesman, and expressed a desire on the
part of the independent producers to present a plan of co-operative distribution
that would eliminate waste. This plan
indicated the pictures would be distributed
direct from manufacturer to exhibitor, and
would be routed over a series of circuits
via parcels post.
Connecticut

Church

Uses

Simplex Machine
Because Charles Carver, one-time actor,
entered the service of Christ Church, New
Haven, Conn., to continue his studies for
the Episcopal ministry, that church became the first in Connecticut to adopt the
motion picture screen as the best medium
to teach children stories of the Bible and
impress upon them the lessons of their
Sunday school.
Christ Church has purchased a late modd
Simplex and turned the assembly hall of
its parish house into a display room, and
beside showing the pictures to Sunday
school classes, is giving, once in two weeks,
a motion picture display for the public to
finance the new project, and latest reports
declare the project well timed and highly
satisfactory.
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Common
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Hodkinson's Deal with General Film
Surprising Because It Is Rational, Says the Latter —
Move Considered Wise
GENERAL FILM COMPANY this week
made an announcement concerning the
new arrangement by which W. W. Hodkinson will use the General Film exchanges
to distribute Paralta Plays, in which it is
pointed out that the move caused a gasp
in the industry because common sense in
picture affairs always do that — at first.
General Film said : " Apparently few
had supposed Mr. Hodkinson could refrain
from adding another to the already large
list of distributing organizations, in undertaking tomarket the Paralta Plays. Instead of which he announced that he had
found in the General Film Company every
facility required for his high standard of
operations, and that he was going to use
this organization instead of duplicating it."
The joint announcement of General
Film Company and the W. W. Hodkinson
organization was unexpected because it was
so rational. Cool-headedness and common
sense in motion picture affairs somehow
always cause a gasp — at first. Perhaps
some thought General Film Company was
not broad enough to welcome independent
production for distribution. Just the contrary is true. Perhaps some believed Mr.
Hodkinson's genius was really a mania and
that he would go on forming new distributing organizations for the mere joy of
paralleling those already established. His
policy is just the opposite. For, as he says :
" I could have opened new exchange offices
and piled additional expense upon the
Soldiers Take " Movie " to
France
In addition to making things spick and
span wherever they may happen to be
" somewhere in France," the American soldier;, arc educating the populace to the
joys of motion pictures through the
medium of a complete outfit used in camp.
At one end of the Field Headquarters
they built a stage that measured thirty-feet
across and sixteen deep. Over the entire
front they threw a screen of white cotton and at the other end of the interior
rigged up a projector. Borrowing films
from the French army, they opened a
movie, free to any and all, military or
civilian, inhabiting the town or country
about. Success was instant.
Three shows are given daily and the
populace literally flock from miles around
to attend them. There is not another
movie within thirty miles, and that is in a
town of much more importance.
Hazel

Mills Adams
Featured
James Montgomery Flagg is featuring
Hazel Mills Adams, daughter of Dora
Mills Adams, as the Superstitious Girl in
his
newreleased.
series, " Girls You Know," shortly
to be

Causes
Gasp
already overburdened exhibitor, but in
keeping with my policy of utilizing the
elements already existing in the business, I
have arranged to use the finely equipped
offices of a great exchange organization as
the means of bringing the products I handle
to the door of the theatre under an arrangement which gives us the lowest distributing
cost in the industry."

TWO

New.

Chicago License Problcn
Is Unanswered
Aldermen on the council license commit
tee of the Chicago City Council tussled witi
the theatre license problem again last week
The meeting, which was scheduled as th
final hearing on the subject, developed th
fact that there was still so much unknowi
as to the amount of money that could r>
raised under the various plans submittet
that further consideration would be neces
sary. The city wants to add $20,000 yearh
to its revenue through the proposed in
crease in theatre licenses, and is now con
sidering four different schedules.

GUNMEN

Harry Green s Little Joke
entEN,of former presid
the
GRE
Y on H. Pict
HARRMoti
ure
Exhibitors Corporation of the
Northwest, is in the market for
a rabbit's foot.
After two unsuccessful adventures as an exhibitor, Harry
went in with W. A. Steffes to
corner the Independent field.
Along came the war and laid
out his State Rights business
alongside the one-night opera
stands. Harry decided there
was nothing like business.
He still has a jewelry store.
A few days ago bandits entered
and said gently but firmly,
" Hands up! "
The bandits reminded Harry
of an early motion picture trust.
They took everything they
could conveniently. Despairing of catching the bandits,
Harry hopes they will try the
independent field with their
capital.

Review

Picture

Board

Helps

Training Commission
The United States Commission on Training Camp Activities and the Playground
and Recreation Association of America
have asked the National Board of Review
to aid them in making a survey of the
motion picture activities of communities
surrounding the training camps. Orrin G.
Cocks, advisor secretary of the National
Board of Review, started, on December 12,
for a trip through the South Atlantic
states, where some of the largest camps
are located. He has already visited Boston and Portsmouth and been in touch
with the situation at Camp Merritt and at
Norfolk, Va.
The objects of the survey are those of
obtainining accurate statistics about the interest of the soldiers in this form of
amusement and its relation to other forms
of extra-camp amusements; to develop cooperation between the exhibitor and the
field representative of the commission ; to
advise friendly interest in the whole problem between the exhibitor and the local
camp authorities ; and to assure the communities of the whole hearted support of
the motion picture industry in the Government program.

General

Film

Makes

Sell

Strong on Tax
Commenting upon the recent vote oi
commendation by a league of exhibitors ir
the Pacific Northwest for General Fihr
Company's attitude in the 15 cent charge
matter, an official
of the company points tc
it as another evidence of the cordiality that
exists between the company and the exhibitors of the country.
" Perhaps at no time in its history has
General Film Company possessed so uniformly the confidence of the exhibitor,'
said he. " The good intentions of Generai
Film toward its clients are firmly understood and thoroughly appreciated This
gratifying sentiment has been cumulative.
It is not the result of any impulsive declaration on the part of General Film Company,
nor any protestations of extravagant affection. Ithas been the result of performance, not boasting. The friendship of the
exhibitor has been won in a dignified and
lasting manner. And each time when the
test came General Film Company, I am glad
to say, has been found standing just where
the exhibitor could reasonably have expected us to stand — with the exhibitor."

Hodkinson Issues New
Process Plan
W. W. Hodkinson announced this week
that he will issue next week a supplement
to Motion Picture News explaining fully
the new process film which he is preparing to release. This new process, which
is called " The Motion Picture PLUS,"
Mr. Hodkinson describes as " Quality Insurance," for, as he points out, he cannot
find in the industry as at present consituted, any vehicle which can act as a guarantee to the public of quality, anything,
either trade mark or star, which is an insurance that the picture can be anything
out of the ordinary.
" The new process picture," Mr. Hodkinson said, " will bring you not only a
bigger and better product on the screen,
something which will lift motion pictures to
a higher plane of public entertainment
than it has ever reached or ever could reach
in its present form, but also a guarantee
and
control
of quality.
is an
" improved
medium,
a medium
whichIt is
to the
motion
pictures of today what the modern disc
phonograph is to the old wax cylinder."
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Replies

to

Insists That Amalgamation Can Be Brought About by Standardization, and Incorporates Talk with Selznick — Also
Quotes Opinion Voiced by P. A: Powers
THE

recent bomb-shell telegram, which found its way into the midst of the
motion picture industry, from Stanley V. Mastbaum, of Philadelphia,
and which, when it burst with a loud report, created a chorus of replies
of various nature, has been commented upon by F. J. Rembusch, among others.
The answer of the secretary-treasurer of the American Exhibitors' Association, Inc., comes in the form of a letter sent to Mr. Mastbaum, and bears the
condensed opinion of Mr. Rembusch as to just how the amalgamation of the
industry can be brought about, to the best interests of all concerned.
Wise Man to Ansiver
Beginning, Mr. Rembusch said : " Mr.
Robert Lieber of Indianapolis gave me a
copy of your telegram that has caused
such a stir in the industry, and asked for
my opinion as to the best remedy to be
applied to the chronic diseases of the industry.
" It would take a very wise man to answer, but I would venture to humbly suggest that
gest that amalgamation can be brought
about by standardization.
"Just as the size of the film, the
sprocket hole, film reel and all mechanical
parts have been standardized, so likewise
could be standardized the production of
film subjects. For example, P. A. Powers
suggested to me a couple of months ago
when I was in New York that if ex-*
hibitors would agree not to use any film
service where the star receives in excess
of $200,000 a year, or say $1,000 a week,
or some such figure, then we would not be
playing a poker game with the stakes set
sky high, but working along definite, economical business lines.
Talks with Selznick
Mr. about
Selznick,
had" Another
a talk atproducer,
Ocean View
the and
sameI
time and he expressed himself thus,
' While my associates would probably not
approve of my expressing this opinion,
I want to say that organization of exhibitors large enough to force the producer to
work along economical lines I would welcome, but just as long as the exhibitors
allow one producer to milk them, then all
other producers have the same right, in
fact, must exercise the same prerogative
in order to live.'
" Therefore, Mr. Mastbaum, evidently
the betterment of this industry must come
from the exhibitors and come through organization and standardization.
Two Reasons for It
" There are two reasons for this. If it
comes through the producers' branch it
comes from a small group of men who
would probably use selfish methods to the
ruin of the exhibitor, but if it comes
through the exhibitors' branch, we have
here such a large body of men who compose the permanent investment and assets
of the industry that their action would be
for the best interests of the entire industry', because, first — A large body will
do the right thing. Second — Our investments are more permanent, therefore we

ROTHAPFEL
Read His
First— Answers
SAYS
to Exhibitors on
Another Page
MOT
S ION
TURkE theNEW
pubTHISPICwee
lishes the first answers
to questions of exhibitors answered by S. L. Rothrecognized as the world's
apfel,
leading exhibitor, creator of the
Rialto and of the Rivoli, which
is soon to show the nation new
wonders of picture presentation.
Some exhibitors are probably
hesitant in sending in their inquiries. But Mr. Rothapfel has
offered to do this work, purely
because he is whole heartedly
interested in the industry and
the success of every showman
in the country. He is doing a
labor of love and conferring a
great blessing on his fellow
exhibitors.
The only condition to this
service is that questions must
not enter into the merits of
particular pictures or brand of
pictures and that they must be
sent through the NEWS. Address your inquiries:
ROTHAPFEL ADVICE,
EXHIBITORS'
BUREAU,SERVICE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS.

must look to the betterment of our conditions over a long period, and not as the
film producer who must necessarily work
out their industry problems on a basis of
thirty to sixty days, which is generally the
biggest part of the life and run of individual film exploitation.
" Therefore, organization is first necessary, and certainly, above all, national organisation — furthermore organization
without any entangling alliances, supported only by exhibitors.
Organization Not Favored
" But as a general thing, the big ex-

Mastbaum
hibitor has not, it seems, and will not take
any interest in organization. Take yourself, Mr. Rothapfel, Marcus Loew and
several hundred other big exhibitors
whom I could name. You take no interest whatsoever in national organization
and never did, but allow a small group of
m£n to be the national organizations and
represent the industry when you should
have a voice in same and be in the front
ranks.
"When the majority of exhibitors take
a real interest in national organization
work and the organization becomes very
large, we can insist on standardization and
the amalgamation you speak of will be a
reality. First amalgamate the exhibitor
together in a great body without any entangling alliances, and all other things for
the good of the industry will come to

Florence
With

Deshon Signs
Vitagraph

Florence Deshon, who completed work
pass." in Rex Beach's " The Auction
recently
Block,"
in which production she had the
role of Lilas Lynn, has been signed by
Vitagraph to play leads in feature productions. Miss Deshon is now under the direction of Paul Scardon, playing opposite
Harry
Morey
in his latest Vitagraph production.
Miss Deshon is a striking type of brunette. She had the vampire part in " The
Auction Block" and has been seen in
leading character roles in several of the
big features for the program and open
market.
Wesley

Ruggles Joins Boys
in Khaki

Wesley Ruggles, Vitagraph director, has
donned the khaki and now is one of Yaphank's boys. Mr. Ruggles was called in
the draft, but obtained a respite to finish
a picture he was making for Vitagraph, entitled The
"
Blind Adventure." Then he
waited around a few weeks and, as he received no peremptory order to report at
Camp Upton, went to the studio and diected a one-reel Vitagraph comedy, entitled "He Had to Camouflage," Graham
Baker, the regular director, acting in a
supervisory capacity.
Emerson

and

Loos

Return

to New York
John Emerson and Anita Loos, it was announced last week by Bennie Zeidman,
press agent for Douglas Fairbanks, are returning to New York, where they will consider a series of offers from various film
companies for their services as director and
scenarioist, respectively. It is announced
their contract with Fairbanks has expired.
This leaves Allan Dwan to direct future
Fairbanks features.
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Chicago

Motion

Tells

Congress

Sends Delegation to Washington to
Ask Alleviation of Burdens —
Shows Decided Willingness
to Supportment
the GovernTHE

Chicago Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' Association, at a meeting
held in their hall at 19 West Adams street,
Friday, December 9, decided to send a
delegation of live-wire exhibitors to Washington to represent them at -the convention called to consider the war tax and
suggest remedial legislation. The delegates were instructed not to " squeal " nor
to do anything which would lead Congress to believe the exhibitors objected to
doing their share, but to see if it was not
possible to get certain modifications in
the present tax schedule on the box-office,
especially with regard to the tax on fivecent admissions.
The exhibitors expressed the general
belief that Congress was amenable to suggestion and did not intend to throw such
a hardship upon theatre men as the present tax makes them bear. Louis Frank
expressed the general sentiment of the
members when he said that the government is going to get the tax one way or
another.
" We've got to pay a war tax," he said,
" and there's no use trying to buck this

Brenon

Thinks

Repeats His Assertions That Story
Comes First and Foremost —
Admits Some Plays Cannot Succeed Without
Original Star
HERBERT BRENON, in tabulating his
achievements of the past year and in
looking forward to the new year, repeats
his formerly-made assertion that he is opposed to the star system, and that he believes the pedestal-players are due for a
slump in 1918.
Mr. Brenon said : " In the making of pictures I am a firm believer in the story
first, last and all the time. I believe that
for the development of a screen story as
with everything else, the very best material
should be obtained, not only for the highest place, but for the most insignificant as
well.
" In selecting a cast for production, I do
not look for big names. To me talent and
suitability are far more important factors.
If, however, an artist of world wide reputation is best fitted to a certain type of
role, and his name is indissolubly connected
with a certain part, I waive the policy of
no star, and welcome the appearance of
the name of that artist in connection with
my production. Take, for instance, the
case of Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, or
Otis Skinner. Who can bring to mind the
production of " The Passing of the Third
Floor Back" without conjuring up the
mental vision of Sir Johnston in his performance of the Stranger? Or again, is

of

Tax

thing. All we can do if we send delegates to Washington is to see if we can
get Congress to alleviate our burdens.
They can't remove them but they may be
able to lessen them. We don't want to go
down there like a bunch of squealers.
That would do us no good. But if we go
there like a patriotic group of men ready
to support the government to the best of
our ability and asking only to be allowed
to make a living and fair profit out of
our enterprises we are bound to get favorconsideration."
Theableextent
to which the war tax has
dipped into the exhibitor's pocket was
ilhrstrated
Zilligen's
ment that itbyhadAugust
cost him
$415 or statejust
$36 more than his profits during the preceding month.
It was suggested that Congress be informed of the willingness of the theatre
men to give thirty or even fifty per cent,
of their profits. " Other enterprises are
taxed according to their profits," one
member declared, " Why shouldn't we be
taxed that way instead of being required
to pay from ten to twenty per cent, of our
gross receipts when gross receipts in many
instances do not even reflect profits ? "
The committee chosen to represent the
Chicago
local comprised
of the American
Association
the Exhibitors'
following:
Louis Frank, Edward T. Beatty, August
Zilligen and Jacob Cooper.

Star

Will

Wane

it possible to think of " Kismet " without
thinking of Otis Skinner in the role of the
beggar Haji? These two artists are part
of their chartcters in these two dramas.
They have created and developed these
characters until they absolutely become essential to the presentation of the play. It is
impossible to separate one from the other.
" No matter how great the drawing
power of a star, however, it is absolutely
fatal to sacrifice the production as a whole.
That to me is the great argument against
the star system, and really the only one.
" When the time comes that it is necessary to sacrifice the supporting company,
and cut down on the sets, etc., then it is
time to cut down on the star. Otherwise
someone is bound to suffer and in nine
cases out of ten, it is the exhibitor ;
and as the exhibitor is the rock upon which
the whole motion picture business is
founded, it is obvious that to tax him bevond his strength is disastrous."
Baltimore

Exhibitors

Go

to

Washington
Representatives from the Maryland
Branch to the convention of the members
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America were all selected from Baltimore. The delegation which went to Washington on December 11, 12 and 13 consisted
of President Frank A. Hornig, of the
Maryland Branch, Walter Pacy and J.
Louis Rome.

Picture

N e wm

Michigan A. E. A. Solid
The Michigan branch of the American
Exhibitors' Association is now on a permanent basis, as a direct result of a meeting
held at the Hotel Tuller, Detroit, on November 27. The permanent officers of the
permanent branch, which has a total membership of nearly 300, are as follows:
President, S. A. Moran, of Ann Arbor ; first
vice-president, Herb Weil, of Port Huron ;
second vice-president, J. R. Denniston, of
Monroe ; Claude E. Cady, of Lansing, is
secretary; Wirt S. McLaren, of Jackson, is
treasurer, and Ray J. Branch is state organizer and manager.
The association, in joint session with Detroit exhibitors, went on record as opposing
the 15-cent film tax and decided to join the
Detroit exhibitors in fighting this tax. They
also went on record as strongly opposing
the music tax.
Charles C. Pettijohn addressed the exhibitors at their afternoon session, urging
greater co-operation, greater organization
and greater support to the A. E. A.
Philadelphia Sends Exhib
itors to Washington
The exhibitors who were at Washington
from Philadelphia during the convention
are as follows : From the United Exhibitors' Association: Fred G. Nixon-Nird
linger, Columbus Stamper, Jay EmanueL
M. Stieffel, L. Kapner, W. Hunt, Allen
Snyder, Charles
E. J. O'Keefe,
Green,
Segal, andJimmie
Morris Ginns,
Spiers. H,
Representatives from the Exhibitors'
League : President O'Donnell, M. Rapport,
Benjamin Shindler, Howard Evans, Charles,
Goodwin, Frank Mace and Jack Conway.
Swanson & Nolan Smiling
The FirstforNational
Exhibitors'
Circuit
franchise
Colorado,
New Mexico,
Utah, Wyoming and part of Idaho is controlled by Swanson & Nolan, of Denver.
Along with other members of the " Firs
National " they are enjoying a high tid<
of
as thehistime
Chaplin's
firstprosperity
release under
new7 for
contract
approaches. A letter to the Denver fin
from Sid Chaplin stated that he was liv
ing on the struction
grounds
studio early
conand that during
Charlie thearrived
and stuck around all day keeping the
workmen hustling and in a good humor
Baltimore Exchanges Help
the Drafted Men
A special performance for the benefit of
the drafted men at Camp Meade, held un-j
der the
auspicesDivision,
of the Ladies'
Auxiliary
of I
the
Sixteenth
was held
recently
at the Gertrude McCoy theatre, Baltimore.
Through the courtesy of H. C. Wales and
M. Siegel of the Baltimore Film Exchange,
the Bluebird production, " The Mysterious
Mr. Tiller," was shown. P. Oletskv of
the Baltimore Film Exchange, donated an
L-Ko comedy and R. Berger and Wallace
High of Perfection Pictures, gave " The
Man Who Was Afraid."
Under the auspices of the Woman's
Twentieth Century Club a benefit performance for the Camp Meade boys was also
held at the Rialto, Baltimore, last Sunday.
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Ruskin Takes Over Opera
House in Iowa Town
J. W. Ruskin of Adell, la., has taken
over the Opera House theatre and booked
a number of super-features for this winter. Mr. Ruskin finds it profitable, he
says, to sell tickets in advance for his big
features. " It insures a good attendance in
the event of bad weather and bad roads,"
he says. In his opinion the exhibitor can
afford to make a discount on patrons who
buy tickets in advance.
Tom
Moore Reorganizes
Forces in Washington
Tom Moore has reorganized his theatre
forces into a $2,000,000 company to be
known as the Moore Theatres Company.
In addition to the three theatres now in
operation, the Rialto in the course of
erection, and another house whose site
has not been selected, near F and Tenth
streets, all in the down-town section, the
company will control five or more residential houses, located in various parts of
the city. It is Mr. Moore's intention to
see that every section within a reasonable
radius has a large, comfortable, beautiful
neighborhood picture house, where the best
productions will be shown.
The company will confine its interests
to Washington as far as building theatres
is concerned.
Bennett Heads String of
Picture Theatres
Hugh Bennett of Fairfield, la., is president of the Iowa Enterprise Co., controlling
a new string of twenty-seven motion picture theatres throughout Iowa. Mr. Bennett was in Omaha last week booking Hart
re-issues, Billy West and Christie comedies.
" Business is good," he said, " and every
indication is it will remain that way.
In our theatres we have merely added the
10 per cent tax.
" Iowa theatre patrons want comedies
and comedy dramas this season. They are
seeking patrons in a manner I never be-,
fore noticed. Where our attendance for
comedies has always been good, now our
record houses are when we show comedies.
The least bit of advertising brings them
out."
Omaha
Exhibitor Buys
House in Sioux City
Jackson Freeman, owner of the Palm
Theatre in Omaha, Neb., has bought the
Model at Sioux City, la., and sold his house
in Lincoln, Neb. He shows vaudeville in
connection with his pictures and reports
he is doing a big business in Sioux City,
where his plan is a new one.
Jewel in Omaha Moves
New Quarters

to

The Jewel
Omaha,
Neb.,Productions,
has movedInc.,
intoexchange
the samein*
building with the Laemmle Film Service
Co., Twelfth and Farnam Streets, Omaha.
C. L. Booth is the manager.

EXHIBITOR

PERSONALS

CALIFORNIA. — Ackerman and Harris, owners
of the Hippodrome circuit of vaudeville
houses, have bought the Empress theatre,
Sacramento.
Al Nathans is the new manager of the
Alhambra theatre, San Francisco.
COLORADO.
— L. F.atWalden
sold the
OperaG.
House theatre
Mount hasHarris
to F.
Colburn.
IDAHO. — The partnership, under which the Orpheum theatre at Nampa was operated, has
been dissolved and E. E. Sharp will continue
in sole charge of this popular playhouse.
ILLINOIS.— E. C. Smith has relinquished the
management of the Rossville Opera House
and J. F. Rutter has taken charge, and
henceforth will assume direct management.
J. D. McKeen of Morris has bought the
Gayety theatre at Ottawa.
INDIANA.— Clyde E. Noble has leased the Star
theatre in the Shuel building, West Broadway, Princeton, and expects to open shortly
under
name ofhas" bought
Noble's."
L. ture
S.thetheatre
Clayton
picat Cromwell fromtheH.motion
Sinderson
and
has
already
assumed
active
management.
Burt D. Deardorff, who recently disposed
of the Lyric theatre at Goshen, is casting
aroundture house.
for a locality for a new motion picIOWA. — E. A. Barr, late of Monroe, is the new
manager of the Isis theatre at Lake City.
Max Tschauder of Marshalltown has bought
the Grand theatre at Eldora and assumed active management Dec. 1.
The Grand theatre, at Toledo, opened a
week ago under the management of Forney
and Kvidera.
KENTUCKY.— Thomas M. Russell, manager of
the Washington Opera House, acting for
the Washington Tire Company, has purchased
the
and lease
Salter.of the Gem theatre from Baughman
MARYLAND. — Robert E. Mahoney has bought
the motion picture theatre situated at 3310
E. Baltimore street, Baltimore, from Bauer,
Cross Company.
MICHIGAN. — Horton Davis has leased the old
Temple
theatre at
and after
sive alterations
andCharlotte,
improvements
have extenbeen
made will install motion pictures.
A. J. Gilligham, general manager of the
Sibley Amusement Company, has assumed
the
troit.management of the Colonial theatre, DeMINNESOTA. — The American Amusement Company, which operates the Grand theatre at
Faribault, has taken over the management
of the Empress theatre in that town, too.
NEBRASKA.— A. F. Bills has sold the Comet
theatre at Kearney to H. E. Watt. L. C.
Wilcox has bought the Lyric theatre at Ong.
GeorgePicture
C. Allgaier
.Nelson
Motion
theatrehasfrombought
L. G.theViox.
C. atreM.at Ulysses
Hogan from
has bought
the
Crystal
theEarl Blacketer.
NEVADA. — H. E. Loufeck has purchased the
Orpheum
theatre at Lovelock from A. Benedetti.
NEW JERSEY. — Charles Cohn has been granted
a license to operate a motion picture theatre
at 44 Albany street, New Brunswick.
NEW YORK. — Michael Labrocca and Salvator
Santopiotro have
leasedforto 5theyears,
Tanner-Shea
Amusement
Company,
at $900
per year, the motion picture theatre at 142
Vernon avenue. Long Island City.
The Wonderland theatre at Gouveneur has
been sold to W. E. Murphy of Ogdensburg
by Zina Taggart of Rensselaer Falls, who
secured it a short time ago in a deal for
his farm near the latter village.
OKLAHOMA. — Jim Miller has bought the De
Sota theatre, De Sota, from J. T. Painter.
PENNSYLVANIA.— The M. E. Comerford
Amusement Company, Providence, has taken
over the Palace theatre. They also plan to
remodel the Savoy theatre at Wilkes-Barre.
SOUTH CAROLINA. — Manager George C. Warner tions
of Columbia
making extensive alterain his Idealis theatre.
TENNESSEE.— R. S. Arrants and D. R. Pierce
have
purchased the Queen theatre at .Kingsport.
TEXAS. — The Ince theatre at Enterprise has
been leased by Lon Brown of Duvall, and
he anticipates
making extensive improvements and alterations.
Pathe

Serves Many Theatres in Cincinnati
Out of 110 theatres in Cincinnati, 82 are
now using Pathe service, owing to the
splendid work of city salesman Chase of
Pathe's office, it was announced last week
by Pathe.

Calvert

Marries and Gets a
Promotion
C. W. Calvert, manager of the Bluebird
exchange in Omaha, Neb., and one of the
most popular film men in the Omaha territory, was married recently and two days
afterward learned in Chicago that he had
been named manager of all the Laemmle
branches in Omaha. The Laemmle Film
Service Co. is one of the largest exchanges
in Omaha.
Crandall

Takes Over Theatre in Washington
Harry Crandall has taken over the
American Theatre on First Street and
Rhode Island Avenue. After being closed
for a couple of weeks for improvements,
Crandall's American will re-open about
Christmas with a restful color scheme of
interior decorations, new lighting system,
new screen, and a daily change of high
class pictures. The American has a
capacity of 600 and is located in a residential section that will give good patronage to good pictures.
Harry

Marsey Closes Rialto
in Buffalo

The old Family Theatre in Buffalo, which
was recently opened under trre name of
the Rialto, by Harry Marsey, has been
closed, it was announced last week. Maninside ager
andMarsey
out.had re-decorated the house
Too much competition and high operation cost, with the war tax as a climax,
are understood to have been the cause of
the closing.
Los

Angeles

New

House

Uses Power's Machines
The new Kinema Theatre of Los Angeles, which has recently been opened, is one
of the largest houses, seating over 3,000
people. It is perfect in all its appointments
and is equipped with two Power's 6B projectors.
Metropolitan Exhibitors
Show Jewel Feature
Jewel Productions, Inc., has announced
that twenty-six houses in New York,
Brooklyn and Newark, N. J., have booked
"runs.
The Price of a Good Time " for lengthy
The material and theme of the picture,
backed by the added value of Lois Weber's
direction, induced, it is said, many exhibitors to cancel pictures they had already
booked and substitute the Jewel feature.
Philadelphia Exhibitors
Offer Double Bills
It may be generosity or it may be something else, but several theatres in Philadelphia are announcing double bills which
consist of two five-reel features for the
one admission price.
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New

Motion

Deal

Needed

Predicted That Attendance at Theatres
Will Be Poor This Winter — Some
Houses
Suffering Consequences of War
ACCORDING to reports gathered from
various sections of the Northwest,
that part of the country needs a new deal.
Any tabulated report on conditions, according to a representative of Motion Picture News in Minneapolis, is incomplete,
for many things are contributing to the
bad showing in the Northwest.
The Northwest is a farming country and
its people are quick to cut down expenses
if there is the slightest need. Every operating expense of the theatre has increased
but expenses of patrons have also increased.
They are taking it out on the theatre. Attendance isgoing to be poor this winter.
Theatres just now are taking in about the
same amount of money they were taking
in before they increased prices 5 cents on
November 1. This means a lower attendance. As a result orchestras being eliminated in some cases and only piano used.
In others there is some curtailment of expense on the programs though the standard
has not been noticeably lowered.
City theatres are not likely to close,
though there is danger that some may close
in small towns as result of war tax, war
expenses and general high prices. Exhibitors and exchanges are working in harbut the serious
money situation
can't be dragged
The monymost
seems toout.
be
a lessening in the general interest in pictures. The high cards have been played.
The greatest of film spectacles would not
crowd a theatre a week at moderate prices.
The stories of well known books have been
told and there is no longer that keen interest in seeing the latest or greatest novel
filmed. The realism and action of the film
which left the speaking stage high and dry
in the Northwest, no longer act as a magnet.
One underlying cause is the mass of stuff
put out in the lay film journals. Here are
shown films in the making. A scene that
takes one back to sixteenth century England, with its inns, castles and jousts, is
shown to the reader in technical pictures,
with a corner of the studio set with the
scene and with the lights, mechanics, actors
and photographers all in the game. The
name of the studio is told, to be sure, but it
is bad publicity nevertheless. You attend a
high-class picture and hear someone near
say : " That scene isn't in a real inn you
know. It's just made up in a studio."
Life histories, ages, favorite pastimes and
all the rest of the stuff on which patrons
are now fed by these publications, makes
the film business too common, robs it of
the air of mystery which it must have to
draw and make a potential actress out of
every young girl. As a matter of fact, the
more girls read of these magazines, the
less they go to the films. They admit as
much. They prefer to be discontented,
would-be actresses than contented patrons
with big happy imaginations.
Lobby displays are little used in Minneapolis in winter, the lobby space being used

in

Northwest

to shelter patrons from the weather during
the one little jam period from 8 p. m. to
8:30 p. m.
It is going to be a tough winter on the
industry in the Northwest and it may as
well be admitted though no one is taking
a negative attitude. They will all hang on
if possible.

SHOW
THEM!
Let the Patrons Know
You Pay the Tax

o,
llent
pan&y, A.PoAmu
cate
sem
C.
THECom
Idaho, operating three
theatres, the Orpheum,
Princess and Olympic, overheard some of their patrons
making the comment that the
tax was a fraud, that the theatre
ey.etors were pocketing the
monpri
pro
In order to convince their
patrons that such is not the
case, the C. & A. Company
photographed the first check
which they delivered to the Internal Revenue Department and
had slides made of it, which are
promptly flashed on the screens
of the three theatres.
How does this idea strike
you?
Charlotte Inquiries Flow
to Commonwealth
Inquiries as to where the picture featuring Charlotte, the skater, can be seen are
into the offices of the Commonpouring wealth
Pictures Corporation, Chicago, in a
steady stream. Upon finishing the picture
a short time ago announcements were sent
out to stockholders in all parts of the country. And the result was a drum fire of
questioning each exhibitor had to undergo.
In assuaging the desire of the stockholders
and their friends to see the picture, many
exhibitors promised to hook it.
H. A. Spanuth, president of the Commonwealth Corporation, only recently returned to Chicago from a ten-day trip to
New York, where he staged a trade showing. A number of different plans of distribution have been considered, but the
state rights plan has recently been given the
preference by Mr. Spanuth and his aides
as offering the most profitable method of
exploitation.
Poem Dedicated to Charlotte— Mrs. Backus, Author
H. A. Spanuth, president Commonwealth
Pictures Corporation, who is offering on
the open market the seven-reel feature,
" The Frozen Warning," starring Charlotte,
the sensational ice skater, announces that
Mrs. Bertha A. Backus, of Providence, R.
I., is winner of the prize offered by Commonwealth for the most appropriate title
for Charlotte's picture.

Picture

News

February Exposition
Makes Much Progress
The National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry last week announced from
its offices in the Times Building that considerable progress has been made during
the past fortnight in securing contracts for
space allotment for the Motion Picture Exposition in Grand Central Palace, February
2 to 9, 1918.
The exposition will be held under the
joint auspices of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry and the
Motion erica,Picture
Amand will Exhibitors'
occupy threeLeague
entire offloors.
Twenty-two companies already have taken
space and negotiations are pending with
nearly one hundred others. Contracts
signed thus far are said to be for larger
individual spaces than has been the case at
any similar exposition of the past and all
of the present entrants plan to make comprehensive, attractive displays that will be
shows in themselves.
Belgium Photoplays
Formed in Chicago
The Belgian Photoplays Company is the
new name of the M. L. Fulton Company
of Chicago. This concern has taken offices
on the twentieth floor of the Continental
and Commercial National Bank Building
and at present is engaged in the process of
reorganization and the election of new
officers.
" Belgium, the Kingdom of Grief," a tenreel feature filled with scenes taken in Belgium and originally made as an appeal to
France, England and the civilized world to
come to the aid of the stricken country, will
be the first release to be made by the newcompany, it is announced.
The feature, which will be ready for distribution about the first of the year, will
have its premier in fifteen cities and the
proceeds from these first showings will go
to the relief of the Belgians.
A musical setting has been composed
which will no doubt add to the attractiveness of the picture, and posters and press
sheets are in preparation.
The film will be distributed on the state
rights basis.
Baltimore Opens Up With
Picture Attractions
Big films are again on their way to Baltimore and from the looks of things it
seems that business is anything but dull.
Recently Ford's Opera House, running
since the beginning of the theatrical season, only big stage hits direct from New
York, liamopened
up a week's Last
run with
Fox's " Cleopatra."
week, Wilthe
Auditorium, running first class stage plays
direct from Broadway, closed its doors
against them for a week, for the manager
has announced George Kleine's big film
spectacle " Quo Vadis " for the entire week
of December 17. This week. Ford's Opera
House will again present a film production for a week's run. " The Birth of a
Nation." New Year's week, die New Pickwhich is one
of Baltimore's
largest
motionwick,picture
houses
in the downtown
district, will open with " Joan, the Woman."
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Censorship

Declares There Is Same Right to a Free Film as to Free Speech
and Press — Remarks Occasioned by William Fox Suit
Over " Rose of the Blood " in Chicago
IN a deposition, which he gave in connection with the suit of the William Fox
Film Corporation to enjoin Major Funkhouser, of Chicago, from forbidding the showing of " The Rose of Blood," in which Theda Bara takes the
star part, George Creel, chairman of the Committee on Public Information,
declared that " there is the same right to a free film that there is to a free press
or free speech."
Coming, as the statement does, from the Government's official censor for
newspapers and magazines, the remark is significant, and has been received
with great interest by the motion picture industry, as a whole.
Funkhouser Disagrees
Major Funkhouser, in refusing to grant
TELLING
RUSSIA
an exhibition permit for " The Rose of
Blood," declared, it is said, that he had
How an Anarchy Might
done so because he believed the exhibition
of the photodrama was inimical to the best
Have Been Nipped
interests of the Government in the proseTAD motion pictures
cution of the war against Germany.
illustrating the variThe Committee on Public Information
ous phases of Amerreviewed " The Rose of Blood " and unaniican life been exhibmously approved it for exhibition, but
ited widely through Russia
Major Funkhouser, according to the Fox
from the beginning of the war
Corporation, still insists that he is a better
in 1914, it is probable that the
judge of what the Government needs than
present situation in Russia
the officials designated for this service.
would
never
said Orrin
G. have
Cocks, occurred,"
Advisory
Mr. Creel's deposition was taken by
Secretary of the National Board
Charles P. Schwartz of Chicago, repreof Review of Motion Pictures,
senting the Fox company, and by Assistant
in an address on the subject,
Counsel Frank P. Ayres of Chicago, repre" Movies
and the
War,"
senting Major Funkhouser.
on
December
11 in
the given
First
Mr. Creel, on direct examination, said:
Baptist Church, Syracuse, before the Commercial Club, a
" A very intimate contact has been established between the Government and the
large
and important
women's
organization
of that city.
motion picture industry and the producers
of the nation have worked generously to
place the purposes and needs of America
before the people through the films."
As indicating the close co-operation of opinion carries with it no authority other
than that imposed upon the individual by
the motion picture industry of the United
States and the Government, Mr. Creel said his own patriotism.
that while there is no absolute authority
" We do feel a very vital interest in
vested in the Committee on Public Inforgetting producers to put emphasis upon
patriotic subjects and solely because of
mation to suppress a picture, there has
never been, at any time, such a request
that we have an interest in the presentation of commercial films. We have
made by the committee that had not been
complied with instantly by the producer.
made a general request of the motion picture industry that it concern itself more
Censor Not Qualified
and more with the production of patriotic
" I dissent in a great many instances
from Major Funkhouser's observations as Wants Picture Shown
to the views of the Government," said Air.
films."
" As a Government official do you want
Creel. " I do not think he is qualified to
nor has he the authority to speak for a ' The Rose of Blood ' to be exhibited in
the cities of the United States, including
Government bureau in these matters."
Mr. Creel said the Fox Film Corporation
Chicago?" asked Assistant Corporation
Counsel Ayres.
had "very generously placed its entire organization atthe disposal of the Govern" Yes, sir," replied Mr. Creel. " I want
ment in an effort to aid in the successful
this picture to be shown because it violates
none of the requests of the Government
prosecution of the war against Germany.
and seems to us to convey a patriotic mes"Our sole object is to prevent the exhibition of pictures that this committee believes to be prejudicial to the national
" If it should appear that this picture
illustrates an uprising against a Governinterests," said Mr. Creel on cross examination by Mr. Ayres, representing Major
sage."ment which is a friendly Government would
Funkhouser. " Aside from that we have you still say such a picture ought to be
no interest in any commercial enterprise,
exhibited?" Mr. Ayres continued.
nor would we feel at liberty to infringe
" The policy of this Government," deupon the legal rights of any local authority,
clared Mr. Creel, " is to let the people know
the facts in every case and the suppression
municipal or state. We simply declare our
of facts or happenings is opposed to this
opinions with regard to these films when
presented to us, and that declaration of

Views
" If it should appear that this film portrays an uprising against the Romanoff
Government of Russia at a time when that
Government was on friendly terms with
this Government would you say that such
a picture should be exhibited at this time
when we are at war? " persisted Mr. Ayres.
President with Revolution
" The President of the United States himself has declared his full sympathy with
that revolution," was Mr. Creel's answer.
" It is absolutely opposed to the policy of
this Government to suppress the news of
world happenings, no matter whether such
is liked or disliked by any other nation.
The Russian rebellion is a fact. We have
accepted that fact and any newspaper, pictorial or film presentation of that rebellion
is absolutely entitled to presentation so far
as the Government is concerned. We do
not object in any degree to any showing of
that revolution on the ground that he Romanoffs were the heads of a friendly Gov-

Mr. Ayres then set out Major Funkernment." houser's objections to "The Rose of
Blood," stating that " it portrays the revolutions which have occurred and are occuring in Russia, depicting the effects of
bombs, firearms and poison. It consists
principally of a series of unlawful actions
of one mob after another," and asked
whether Mr. Creel would object to the
showing of the taking of human life on
the screen.
" There is the same right to a free film
that there is to a free speech and a free
press," declared Mr. Creel, " and when the
newspapers of the country comment daily
upon the destruction of human life it is
stupid to try to keep it from the screen."
Directors Hold Meeting
W. F. Haddock last week sent out announcements to members of the Motion
Picture Directors' Association that an important regular meeting of the association
was to be held on Tuesday of this week at
the studio, 234 West Fifty-fifth street. Several directors, it was made known, were to
be initiated and matters of business interest were slated for discussion.
Grand

Jury Indicts Goldstein for Picture
It was announced from Los Angeles last
week that the Federal grand jury returned
an indictment against Robert Goldstein of
Continental Film Producing Company, and
producer
" The Spirit
his
bond was ofincreased
from of
$50076,"
to and
$10,000.
The charge against Goldstein is the production and showing of a film for the purpose of arousing prejudice against England,
an ally of the United States in the world
war. Besides the finished negative of the
production, and a positive print which was
confiscated last week, Federal officers have
seized all portions of the film, together with
the original manuscripts and scenarios
which were being held by a photographer.
The film in question was shown three
days at Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles.
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Motion

" Eagle's Eye" Goes
Forward
Rapidl
possessing heroic love interest — any interTHE newly announced serial, " The
weaving
of
fact
and
fiction.
A large comEagle's Eye," founded on a story
written by William J. Flynn, chief of the
pany will appear in this production, headed
Unitedl States Secret Service, as an exby King Baggot and Marguerite Snow as
the hero and heroine.
pose of the spy system of the Imperial
German Government in America and as a
The cast of characters include impersonations of Count von Bernstorff, late
part of extensive propaganda to smash
this dangerous menace to the peace and
German Ambassador to the United States ;
Dr. Albert, the arch-spy of all and paysecurity of this country, is being promaster general of the secret Imperial Gerduced at the Wharton's studio at Ithaca,
New York, as rapidly as possible. Every
many army in this country; Captains
facility of the studio is in use and addiBoy-Ed and von Papen, naval and military attaches ; Wolf von Igel, whose office
tional stage room is being added to afford more space for the filming of big on lower Broadway was claimed by von
scenes, for this picture will contain many
Bernstorff as extra-territorial and as part
of massive proportions.
of the German Embassy — and yet he never
dared identify the papers seized there as
This serial will be told in twenty epiGerman Embassy records — and other noted
sodes. While each episode will be compersonalities in the Imperial spy system
plete in itself and present a specific inwhose identities did not become so well
stance of alien-spy outlawry, all will be known.
interwoven into a powerful dramatic story
Moore

Warns

of Unusual

Express Delays
Tom Moore, of Washington, last week
warned exhibitors against being caught
" without a show " by unusual express delays, owing to the deplorable conditions in
express shipments to and from or between
the points of Washington, Baltimore,
Philadelphia and New York.
Shipments of all kinds, including films,
according to Mr. Moore, are piled up in the
Washington branches of the express companies without a chance of reaching to the
bottom for a show that may be due. Naturally, the exhibitor, public and the exchanges
are in for a disappointment.
Mr. Moore cites as an instance the delay
of prints of " The Fall of the Romanoffs,"
which he expected to open at his theatres
on December 2. The films arrived on December 8,six days after they had been billed
to appear. The lithographs for this show,
Mr. Moore states, arrived one week late.
To avoid repeated setbacks of this nature,
Mr. Moore is sending special messengers to
deliver the films.
Titan Engages Comedy
Leading Woman
For the first time in its existence the
Titan Pictures Corporation has engaged a
comedy leading woman permanently for the
one-reel comedies the firm is filming for
the American Military Relief Association.
In the past the company has been using
a different star for each picture, including
Raymond Hitchcock, Josephine Harriman,
Ernest Truex and Charles Grapewin.
Marjory Steed is the permanent addition to their staff. Miss Steed, whose
work with the Lubin company won her a
reputation for the delineation of comedy
roles, attracted the attention of Frederick
Russell Clark, president of the Titan company, and Rex Weber, his director, when
she
was
opposite Peggy O'Neil in
a recent playing
feature release.
A series of special scripts will be written for her by Jo Swerling, the Titan
scenario editor. Filming will begin about
January 15. The pictures will form a
part of the regular Titan program.

FIRST
AID
TALKS
A New

Series Next W eek

"I-XOING Our Bit" was
brought toin la^t
I J1 issue
the week's
point
where the exhibitor
who is about to raise his prices
must plan his educational campaign in line with the specific
needs of his class of patrons.
For that reason Motion Picture
News the
will first
beginofina next
issue
new week's
series
of feature articles under the
heading, " What Happened
When I Raised My Prices."
Every type of exhibitor will
be represented in the series;
each will tell in his own language the exact methods he
used to put over a raise, what
lessons he learned, whether he
would use the same method
again or what changes he would
make in his scheme.
This is just the sort of aid
you will need in deciding on
your own plan.
The Semi-Annual Index to
all motion pictures released during the past half year will be
another feature of next week's
issue. You need it for its crossreferences to Reviews, Music
Charts, Ad-Talks, etc.
"The Reader Has His Say,"
that peppery
department will
of letters from exhibitors,
be
more sprightly than ever next
week. Don't miss it.
Oklahoman Figures Up
Tax Toll on Theatres
Theatre-goers will pay more than half
a million dollars a year war taxes, according to an estimate made by Herbert Bolin,
collector of internal revenue for the
Oklahoma district. Bolin made the estimate, it is said, after he had received returns from 100 theatres out of 500 doing
business in the state, covering war taxes for
the month of November. .

Picture

News

What of the New Year?
(Continued from page 4498;
likewise. They see the writing on the
wall. They are striving for quality entertainment— in music and surroundings.
But what of the pictures? Just moving pictures won't do. The public is
screenwise. The mystery of the motion
picture is gone. We have assiduously di —
pelled it— a priceless possession — by letting the public look into the works.
The star won't do it.
The star is a big drawing-card, and always will be. We make no attempt to
minimize the star's importance, though we
do believe that exhibitor and producer
alike have let the star run away with both
the production and exhibition of picture
— and that each is equally to blame for the
present star situation.
The star is only one factor in the making of picture entertainment. The story
is another. Direction is another. The
division of importance is mathematically
definite.
We shall need this year the development
of the story — need it as the story has never
been needed before. To this end we require not only the creation of the best
authors, but we shall need producers to
guide their efforts just as publishers do
now, indicating to them what the public
tastes are and how they make " best sellers " of pictures as well as of books and
magazines.
The public must be entertained this year
— if the box-office — and therefore the
whole industry is to be safely steered past
the experimental end of waste reduction.
Taking all other big problems into consideration— high rentals, stars' salaries,
overproduction, waste in distribution, we
are inclined to believe that a full boxoffice is of the utmost and most immediate importance; and that the industry's
best motto for 1918 is " The Public be
Entertained. ! "
Strand Orders Memorial for
Its Soldiers
Harold Edel, managing director of the
Strand theatre, has engaged G. E. McCune
to design a bronze statue in honor of the
twenty-one employees who are now in the
United States service. Drawings have already been submitted and accepted by Mr.
Edel and the memorial will be ready in
about a month. This statue will present a
gigantic screaming eagle with outstretched
wings, underneath which will be inscribed
the names of the former Strand employees
now in the various branches of the service.
An extract from President Wilson's famous
declaration of war, together with a facsimile of the President's signature will also
be inscribed, presenting in all a pretentious
token of regard for the boys, many of
whom
already of" over
The are
unveiling
the there"
statue will take
place in the big lobby of the Strand.
You are not going to tear. The men uho
are need all the comforts you can give them
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be
a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
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ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World)
ADOPTED SON, THE (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)

E. Big Big W.
Big N.
Ave. Poor Ave. Ave.
Ave
Big Big

ANGEL FACTORY (Antonio Moreno— Pathe)
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Pennington— Para.)

Big Big
Ave
Ave. Ave
Ave
Big . Ave. Ave,

TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

APPLETREE GIRL, THE (Shirley Mason— K.E.S.E.
ARMS AND THE GIRL (Billie Burke— Para.)

Ave
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big

Big
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big

Big
ASHES OF HOPE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
Extra Extra Extra
Extra
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beach Production— Gold.)
Ave.
Ave.
Big
AWAKENING, THE (Montagu Love, Dor. Kelly— World) Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
BAB'S BURGLAR (Marguerite Clark— Para.)

BAB'S MATINEE IDOL (Marguerite Clark— Para.)
BABBLING TONGUES (Ivan Production— St. R.)
BABY MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big

BARRIER, THE (Rex Beach Story— St. R.)

Extra Extra Extra Extrs

BLIND MAN'S LUCK (Mollie King— Pathe)
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
BOND OF FEAR. THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita.)
BRANDED SOUL, A (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
BROADWAY ARIZONA (Olive Thomas— Tri.)

Ave. Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World)
Big
Big Poor
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
CALENDAR GIRL, THE (Juliette Day— Mut.).:
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) . Ave. Ave. Ave.
Poor Poor Poor Poor
CAMILLE (Helen Hesperia — Gen. Film)
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
Big
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Big
CASSIDY (Dick Rosson— Tri.)
Big
Big
Ave.
Big
CLEVER MRS. CARFAX (Julian Eltinge— Para.) Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Extra
Extra
Big
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch)
Big
Ave.
Ave.
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel)
CONQUEROR, THE (William Farnum— Fox St.)
CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)

Ave.

Ave.

Ave.

CORNER GROCER, T H 2 (Madge Evans, Lew Fields- Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
World)
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
COUNTESS CHARMING (Julian Eltinge— Para.)
DEAD SHOT BAKER (William Duncan— Vita.)
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)..
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) .. .
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
FIBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
FIREFLY OF TOUGH LUCK, THE (Alma Reubens—
Tri.)

Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
for child stars."
"Meritorious
picture; best thing he has done; but no improvement in business"
(South). "Good story. Feud stuff well done. Gives Bushman fine chance."
"Bushman is liked better in his later pictures." "Excellent, Bushman and
Bayne fine" (East). "Very good" (South).
"Excellent role for Moreno."
"Good picture." "Delightful picture for all." "Star unknown" (S.). "Fine
entertainment, fine for all classes." "Penney's best." "Star does not draw.
(S.). Excellent." "Good picture, best this star has been in." "Good picture,
"Photography
good, pleasing picture."
goodgood
business."
"Very
picture — one that pleased everybody." "Very good — improvement
over others." "Good picture but only fair drawing card." "Better than first
picture." "Good, pleased all, second day even with first." "Good picture,
only fair drawing card." "Very good — improvement over others." "Very
good." "Very fine — pleased everybody." "Billie Burke very popular — picture pleased." "Pretty good picture." "Supporting cast not strong enough
and war film not popular" (Week run.).
"Extra fine." "Jack Livingstone very good." "Very fine — played capacity —
pleased all." "Above average — ran 2 days — business good."
"Splendid production." "From a box-office standpoint best we have ever played."
"Record business; big in spite of zero weather; week run."
"A good interest-sustaining picture."
"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture." "Very pleasing star, clever actress, fine
comedy." "Good picture, went well first day, not so well second." "Fine
comedy, exceptional photography." "Not as good as Bab's Diary." "Stories
of the Bab series are not big enough — something lacking." "Very good."
"Not as good as most Clark pictures, but appealed particularly to young
folks." "Last of series should go over big." "Very, very good."
"Tired of these stories" (S.). "Her poorest picture of the Deb series" (S.).
"Big hit with old ladies and flappers — brought many new faces" (W.).
"One of best acted dramas ever produced, good surprise finish" (S.V "Fine
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
"Business better after the first day." "Great cast and direction." "Very
ordinary production, drawn out and too long." "Rain hurt business, but picture great." "Business fair, production excellent; star unknown, but watch
her grow." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 15, 1917.)
"Superb in every detail, perfect cast and splendid direction." "Pleased audience.
'Song of the North' rendered by singer in organ loft." "A great picture, a
"Assuregood,box-office
if not thewinner."
best, 5-reel feature this house has shown" (N.).
"This star is getting more popular." "Very fine production." "Bluebird improving remarkably."
"Fair picture."
"Story not appreciated by the masses." "Nothing to rave
about — not an attraction."
"A good interest holding picture."
"Melo— pleased; elaborate production."
"Very pleasing to all ages, desirable attraction." "The kind of a production
people want to see; will please everybody." "Light, but excellent entertainment, big business" (W.). "Need more of this kind" (W.). "Fine production
and good biz." "Very pleasing to audience" (N.).
"Splendid picture; stars lack draft." "Good picture, very sad, not kind that
will draw." "Stars popular, good story" (N.). "Neglected wife, forget-me-not
story,up big
business"standard."
(N.).
"Not
to Mutual
"A pleasing picture."
"Best this talented Jap has done for some time." "Good picture." "A wonderful
picture — excellent photography and direction." "He's an artist, but does not
draw." "Fairly good." "Excellent." "Did not draw, but pleased all."
"Classics do not seem to draw unless people know star." "Foreign picture."
"Seven reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done to death." "Bara's followers liked the picture." "Well liked star.'
"Big — Bara is great, but story has small appeal" (N.). "Not a good picture
for Bara — women like it though" (W.).
"Good picture — no name — no star — no business." "Most morbid production —
a business killer." "Leading role very well done — fine storm scenes — hold £
interest — title only chance for improvement." "No attraction."
"Clever female impersonator; not so good in this one*though they seem to like
it" (S.). "Deserved better biz" (W.). "Just a picture, that's all" (E.).
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Best Hart has done — we think." "Wonderful picture — big money- getter."
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (W.). "Patrons well pleased." "Photography
splendid." "Too much footage" (S.).
"Remarkable picture" (N.). "Excellent production" -(W.). "Good, but too
long." "All patrons pleased; a little long."
"Did not entirely please — too allegorical" (Middle). "Interesting stor y, and the
production end ranks well among the program class — average business" (South).
"Fair only." "A very fine picture — only like others before, failed, too allegorical" (W.). "A picture that is hard to take up, unless seen from the beginning." "A good picture of its kind, but allegorical subjects not wanted."
"Fine, S. R. O." "Small appeal, but great" (N.) "Excellent picture, poor
"Star is not a drawing card." "Much too long to please." "A very pleasing
business."
"Fair
picture."
fell well.
below Patrons
average inof the
Paramount."
"Thisdo
was program
a good subject
but "Business
did not draw
smaller to wns
not know Julian Eltinge." "Good program picture." "Picture well liked."
picture."
"Good
picture, not good drawing card." "Very good." "Pleased everybody."
"A
goodWestern,
picture —title
pleased
patrons."
"Good
misleads
fans." "Title not appropriate. Good picture.
Monroedrama
Salisbury
"Good
— Stewarta comer."
a second Hart if properly directed."
"Clayton a great favorite here; splendid cast; good scenario." "Picture made
friends for the star and the house." "Miss Clayton gaining in popularity."
"A pleasing picture; this star is improving" (W.).
"A pleasant picture — -good photography." "Fine. Well liked." "Good, but
didn't draw." "Everyone liked it." "Splendid photography — pleasing."
"Good Western stuff — what they want." "Routine Western."
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Motion

FIGHTING BACK (William Desmond— Tri.) .
FIGHTING ODDS (Maxine Elliott— Gold.) .. .

FLIRTING WITH DEATH (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.)
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
FOR FRANCE (Edward Earle— Vita.)
GAME OF WITS, A (Gail Kane— Mutual) ... .
GHOST HOUSE, THE (Pickford-Huff— Para.).
GRELL MYSTERY, THE (Earl Williams— Vita.)
GIRL— WHO
COULDN'T GROW UP (Marguerita Fischer
Mut.)
HEART OF EZRA GREER (Frederick Warde— Pathe) . .
HER COUNTRY'S CALL (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.)
HONOR SYSTEM, THE (Milton Sills— Fox St.).
HOSTAGE, THE (Wallace Reid— Para.).

HUNGRY HEART. THE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) .
INDISCREET CORINNE (Olive Thomas— Triangle). . .
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff— Para. )
JACKSt.)
AND THE BEANSTALK (Fox Kiddies— Fox
JOAN THE WOMAN

(Geraldine Farrar— Cardinal)

JOHN ERMINE OF YELLOWSTONE (Francis FordButterfly) •
JUDGMENT
HOUSE ("Stuart Blackton Production
Para.)
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL (Ethel Barrymore— Metro.) .
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.) .

LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl Williams, \#ta.).
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)

MAID OF BELGIUM (Alice Brady World)
MAN FROM PAINTED POST, THE (Douglas Fairbanks
—Art.)
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.)
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MOLLY ENTANGLED (Vivian Martin— Para.)
MOREMet.)
TRUTH THAN POETRY (Mme. Petrova—
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.).
NARROW TRAIL, THE (William S. Hart— Art.)
NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)
NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Farnum— Fox) . . .
ON THE SQUARE GIRL, THE (Mollie King— Pathe)

News

W.

E.
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

Picture

S.
Ave.
N.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Poor
Poor Ave.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

"Good Western." "Only fair." "Fair picture."
"Very good, but Miss Elliot does not draw yet." "Weak scenario for prominent
star like Maxine Elliot." "Not up to Goldwyn's standard." "Rotten photography. N. G." "A big disappointment." "Did not draw at all." "Poor
production. Star not popular." "Not a popular subject." "Weak picture."
"Fair picture, but stage stars do not take very good." "Star will draw later
story
far from standard.
what one Awould
poor Maxine
picture, has
far
below poor,
the Goldwyn
poor call
story'feature.'
with a "good"A cast.
Big
some
oldtime
followers
—
but
few"
(W.).
"Very
poor,
not
a
picture
star."
Big
Big
"A very poor production, not up to Goldwyn standard."
Ave. Ave. Poor
Ave. Ave. 'Good
picture."
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave. 'Fair picture."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. "Audience pleased." "Good picture." "Went very well." "Picture' backs up a
timely title." "Wid roasted this. Our patrons highly pleased.' "Picture
such as an audience thoroughly enjoys." "Can be put over big if properly
advertised."
"Fine picture."
Ave.
"Best
we have ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied" (N.).
Ave. "AboveMutual
average in production; Jack Pickford fair in this." "Not up to standAve. Ave.
Big
ard." "Poor business-getter." "Fair picture." "Very good." "Good, patrons
pleased."
"Fair picture." (For previous
comments, "Good
see issuePickford-Huff
of Dec. 22, picture."
1719.)
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. "Excellent picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interest."
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave 'Pleased and drew well." "She is clever." "Fine picture (comedy)."
Ave.
picture and
cast."nothing
"Good."
Ave. Ave.
Ave. "Good
Ave.
"Fair patriotic
feature,
out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
star becoming a favorite." "Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middle).
"Good photography — direction poor in spots, some settings not elaborate
enough." "Well liked." "Title killed this one" (West). "Patrons tired of
war plots." "Poor story, star not popular here." "An appeal to patriotism.'
Extra Extra Extra Extra 'S.R.O.
at extra prices, everyone pleased." "Has everything that makes a big
picture." "Most wonderful." "Broke all records even on a rainy night."
"The
best
picture I have had in my house. A real box-office attraction if propAve. Ave. Ave.
erly advertised." "Broke box-office record."
Ave.
Big
'No life to play, poor, not suited to star." "Poor as to plot." "Reid is a favorite." "Popular star, weak plot." "Very good." "Will satisfy any audience
— I consider Best Reid ever appeared in" (E.). "No good as money getter."
"Above
average." "Very poor picture." "Your review incorrect" (E.).
Big
"Poorest Wallace Reid yet" (S.). "Poor plot, picture slow." "Very average
Big Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
'Good." "Picture did not please — climax melodrama of the 10-20-30 type."
"Good picture, appealed mostly to women." "Interesting problem play with
weak finish." "Very good, average business." "Good picture" (E.). "Averpicture."
Big
finish"age business"
(W.). (S.). "Pleased fairly well; picture took an awful slump at
'Olive Thomas is a comer." "Good, very pleasing picture, star rapidly growing
Ave. 'Pickford a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. Good picture with
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
in favor."
Big Ave. Ave.
Big Big "Wonderful
Ave.
plenty of action."
children's subject." "Adults afraid to venture, evenings small —
beautiful feature." "This picture is only for children — it should draw adults."
"Too
deep,
four reels
lads adult
only."admissions
"Went big."
"Great
but fairy stories
will too
not long,
get the
— almost
too kid's
long picture,
for thia
style
of
play."
"Extra
price
to
S.
R.
O
"
Extra
"A wonderful production, played here seven days before, so that present engagement made a total of eleven days" (S.). "Big even on return (at popular
prices, 15c, 20c, 30c), playing two shows a night and everyone satisfied" (W.).
"This is a wonderful production but poor business getter" (W.). "Best money
getter we have had — best Paramount yet" (N.).
Ave. Ave.
Ave. "Good Indian picture." "O. K."
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Only a fair production." "Good high class picture, but it didn't get the busiAve. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Best Barrymore ever appeared in, but did not draw." "Very ordinary." "A
Ave. Ave. Ave.
good picture
— staronly;
just will
fair hurt
here."star unless given a play to interest grown"Interests
children
ups; substituted another picture to finish the week" (E.). "A good picture,
but
did
not
draw
as
most
Pickfords
up to standard
of last
two pictures — good entertainment, do"
but (W.).
lacked "Not
the drawing
and pleasing
Big Big
qualities
of Sunnybrook" (S.). "Did not draw like Rebecca of
ness." of Rebecca
Sunnybrook,
or other late Pickford" (N.). "Poorest Pickford business ever
in our history." "Too much of a kid picture, does not draw grown people"
(NJ. fairy
"Star tale
had story,
to carrynotthea whole
load— less
average business."
"Too
much
comparison
withthan
Sunnybrook
Farm or Little
Ave. Ave. "A winner." "Story 'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
American."
draws,
picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard
Ave. Ave.
Ave. "Started
good,
but did not hold up." "Business poor in comparison to what she
but
went
big."
Big
has done" (West). "Splendid" (Middle). "Very poor" (West). "Did not
please
audience"
(W.). "American people want to laugh." "Good picture,
Big
but did not get the money" (E.). "Didn't draw — picture fair" IN.) "Very
pleasing,
but
did
not
draw" (E.). "Picture poor, not a proper vehicle for the
Big
star" (N.).
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very good." "This star always does average business." "Good picture and
Extra
very pleasing."
"Fairbanks'
best Artcraft picture." "Held strong all week." "Practically 100
Big
business-getter." "Lacking all elements one expects in a Fairbanks picture."
"Just
a
fair
picture." "Opened big and pleased." "Very much better than
Big
'Down
to Earth,' seeyourissuereview
not 22,accurate."
vious comments,
of Dec.
1719.) "Fine production." (For pre*
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
well liked, about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big busiAve. Big "Not especially
ness." "High class picture."
Ave "Good business,
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
fine, pleased."
Ave.
Ave.
"Very nice picture, star well liked" (E.). "Good picture" (W.).
Big Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff." "Nothing extra." "Best Petrova
Ave.
yet." "Splendid picture, did not draw especially." "Went only fair."
Ave.
"Only fair — fine photography, but draggy." "Excellent picture." "Extra big
business." "Star growing in popularity." "Excellent photoplay — star wefl
Big Big
liked here." "Don't come up to her previous releases." "People well pleased
Extra
with
star and picture. A coming big favorite."
Extra
Big
Big
"Excellent picture" (East). "Only fair" (South). "Best Hart up to date."
"Pinto pony excellent; caused as much comment as Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" (East). "Star well liked. Remarkable horse" (South). "House record
—best Hart to date— big hit here" (West). "Best of its kind" (Middle).
Ave.
"Same old Hart — best drawing star in the business — cannot handle the crowds.'
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
"Splendid
good,starbutdraws
does well."
not draw."
"Cave man picture,
stuff." star
"This
"This type of play very popular
here" (North). "Great picture " "Well liked." "Good picture, star weB
liked, and
very (W.).
popular."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Clever
little book
feature"
"Popularity in serial carried over to feature —
remarkable" (S.).
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

ON THE SQUARE GIRL, THE

E.

N.

Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Big
Mollie King — Pathe) Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big

PANTS (Mary McAlister— K.E.S.E.)
PARADISE GARDEN (Harold Lockwood — Met. )

W.
Ave.
S. Ave.
Big
Big
Big Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Big

Big
Ave.
Big

Big
Extra

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS (Mae Marsh— Gold.)

Extra

PRICE MARK, THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.

QUEEN X (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
RASPUTIN,
THE BLACK MONK (Montagu
World)
, Love-

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Big
Extra
Extra
Big Extra
Big Big
Big

REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanks—
—(Art.)

Extra
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R )
RISEPara.)
OF JENNIE CUSHING, THE (Elsie Ferguson- Ave.
Ave. Ave.
SCARLET PIMPERNEL (Dustin Famum— Fox)
Ave. Ave.
SEA MASTER, THE (William Russell— Mut.)
Big Big
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (Geo. M. Cohan— Art.) Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

SHALL WE FORGIVE HER? (June Elvidge — World)
SILENT MAN, THE (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.

SLEEPING MEMORY, A (Emily Stevens— Met.)

Big
Ave.
Big Poor Ave.
Big Ave.

SOCIETY'S
Cunard—
SON OF HIS DRIFTWOOD
FATHER, THE(Grace
(Charles
Ray—Butterfly)
Para.) .. .
SOUTHERN PRIDE (Gail Kane— Mut.)
SPREADING DAWN (Jane Cowl— Gold )
SPY

Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Bit?

THE (Dustin Farnum — Fox St )

SUNSET TRAIL, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.)
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh— Gold.)

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

THEIR COMPACT (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)

Big Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

THIS IS THE LIFE (George Walsh— Fox)

THOU SHALT NOT STEAL (Virginia^Pearson— Fox).. Ave.
TROUBLE BUSTER, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.). .. . Ave.
Big
WAR AND THE WOMAN (Florence Labadie— Pathe) Ave.
Big
Ave.
WHEN A MAN SEES RED (William Famum— Fox St.
WHIP, THE (All star cast— Paragon)
WITHIN THE LAW (Joyce-Morey— Vita.)

Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big
Big
1 Big
Ave.
Ave. Extrt Ave.
WOMAN BENEATH, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) . Extx£
Ave.
WOMAN GOD FORGOT, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.
YANKEE WAY, THE (George Walsh— Fox). ..

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
'Very good; lots of my patrons like him better than Hart." "Routine Western.'
"Picture fair; photography extra." "Good picture, but star not well enough
known to have much pulling power."
"Clever
little feature"
remarkable"
(S.). (W.). "Popularity in serial carried over to feature —
'Beautiful picture." "Poor title — fair picture." "Star always dr ws." "Good
'Story unusual — pleased" (E.). "Wonderful picture" (N.). "Exceptionally
good picture" (W.).
'Ninety
per cent of our patrons liked it" (S.). "Very good picture, but not
picture."
drawing power it deserves." "Best kid picture on the market." "One of the
best — picture,
great." but long." "Star popular, photography fair, fair business."
'Good
"Star very popular." "Subject excellent, photography delightful, star always
draws." "Good story, but peculiar; beautiful scenery." "Very nice picture,
Lockwood pretty good individual card." "Some picture — Lockwood gets me
as much as Marguerite Clark." "Very good picture, little slow." "Patrons
liked
this best of all Lockwoods." (For previous comments, see issue of Dec.
22, 1917.)
"Extra good, S. R. O." "Good clean picture." "Too long, too cheap an ending
some poor photography." "Good." "Well liked." "Good detail and direction." "An excellent picture." "It's the play that gets 'em here, instead of
the star." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 15, 1917.)
"Good picture of its kind. Too suggestive" (Middle). "Picture more for the
H.B. (high-brow) than the average. Bad start for this program here" (South).
"Good picture, but did not draw." "Very good." "From moral view a little
strong." "Entirely too suggestive."
"Very fair subject, star popular here." "Good picture." "Nothing to waste
5000 feet on" (E.). "Fair picture, star didn't show to advantage."
"Excellent." "Very good." "Timely, pleased an intelligent audience — not for
average fan." "Better than usual program picture." "Could be condensed.
Well liked." "Star's best work." "Too long drawn out." "Very fine production, drew well, wonderfully timely subject."
"000* picture." "Kind of picture people like to see Fairbanks in, dressed in
real clothes." "Decidedly divided opinion among patrons on merits of this —
from 'his best' to"Extraordinary
'his worst.'" with us." "Extra big business — star
"Aranging
big money-getter."
draws — picture ordinary."
"Good picture, but only fair business." "Too suggestive."
"They don't care for costume plays, and title not good" (S.). "Good production
and star" (E.). "No drawing power in title or costumes" (W.). "Star popular,
of play
is not "Star
wanteda general
at all." favorite." "Not a children's
"Hebut iscostume
capable type
of better
work."
"We considered picture good, but star does not draw here." "Well liked by
audience on account of star and good story — touching comedy and drama."
"Heavy
advertising to no avail." "Might be better known in East" (West.)
picturane."average production."
"Only
"History repeats — they are killing off the Westerns" (W.). "Not up to Hart
standard" (N.). "Hart pictures seem to all look alike, guns, cowboys, cards,
saloons, gambling." "Give Hart a change, like 'Between Men' — dress him up,
if only for a reel or two; my patrons say, 'The same old Hart with the same old
"Not attractive kind of picture." "Hypnotic plots unpopular." "Poor sub
ject." "A good picture." "Very good, photography first class, cast good."
"Very good in every detail; should draw." "Star exceptionally good. An
"Very
good"picture."
(South). *
unusual
"Very good picture. Very good direction." "Very good from all angles." "Drew
goodgun.'business
for a four-day run" (Middle). "Very good production." "En"
satisfactory"Not
business
this" (West).
"Scenariotirelyweak."
muchon picture
— star very popular."
"An unpopular type of picture." "Does not compare favorably with other
Goldwyn's." "Patrons satisfied" (South). "Very pleasing story. Patrons
well satisfied, comments." "Fine production, poor business." "All Goldwyn
stars have to be made popular excepting Mae Marsh." "Excited no comment."
"Good picture but did not draw." "Fair picture, but does not draw."
"Unusually good drawing card for a war picture — best thing Dustin Farnum
ever did." "Did not pay expenses." "This picture locked them out here four
days, show
and —would
have stood
four entertainment,
more" (N.). "Wonderful
picture."
"Good
fair star."
"Good
fair business."
"'A very big
drawing
card."
"One
of
her
best
pictures."
"Fair picture, business bad." "Star never favorite here, production below
Goldwyn standard." "Poor story, photography and star weak." "Patrons
seemed pleased with this." "Good picture." "Story light, but entertaining,
star is great, well liked." "Nothing to picture." "Just a moving picture,
that's all." "Star too good for such a poor story." "Some picture." "Good
picture."
"Pretty
fair "Pleased,
picture." that's
"Sevenall."reels too long for subject — Westerners are becoming too common." "Western melo. — ordinary title." "Very good picture." "Picture fine, business poor."
"Walsh is a comer. About the best drawing card on regular Fox program."
"Star becoming popular very fast." "Good Walsh picture." "George Walsh
rapidly coming up to Doug. Fairbanks." "Star works well, story good."
"Good, Walsh better than Fairbanks" (S.). "Star popular, picture good"
(N.). "Fair picture only, not liked." "100% better than Fairbanks — he's
coming
(S.). "Picture
a knockout
"Too
much fast"
of a detective
drama."
"Average— great"
feature —(N.).
director-actor steals show
from star." "Fair picture." "Poor picture." "Pleased nine tenths of patrons." "Pleased my audience, a good many said it was Miss Pearson's best."
"Picture extra good." "Only fair."
"Good photography. Some striking effects." "As a whole too dry for a war
"A very fine picture." "Good picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
time to bring back this star." "One great show — star ditto."
"Ideal kind of big feature." "Very good." "Nearly as much business on return
picture."
"Very
big, run."
each day better." "Too long — great show, very interesting." "Picas first
ture good, but business slacking." "Alice Joyce is particularly well cast as
Mary Turner. The subtitles make a fat part of Aggie Lynch." "A good
picture with apparently no drawing power" (local). "Best picture I have seen
in a long time." "A box-office record-smasher, everybody highly pleased."
"Good." "Very good." "Picture well liked, star popular."
"Drew many strange faces" (West). "Very spectacular, wonderful production,
yet not over-pleasing." "Grand, wonderful production." "Elaborate, great
cast." "Star and title drew first day." "Big production, no heart interest."
"Star well liked — good entertainment." "Much better than average Fairbanks;
great drawing card." "A relief from the usual murders, etc." "Wonderful
personality — forget the war pictures." "A fine comedy drama, many pronounced it equal of Douglas Fairbanks' best work." "Picture pleased, but
did not draw." "One of the best of the Walsh pictures."
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patrons to WADE
ADVERTISING for the
through anything. A
small city and the
Making
the Best of It
much better effect would
town exhibitor is more
have been secured by
Some Suggestions on Advertising
difficult than for the man
using
a two-column space,
Where
Facilities
are
with the big house in the
giving the display greater
city, for not only is he
Limited
depth to make up for the
unable to afford an equal
width, with the name of
expense, but the facilities
are limited. Many of these exhibitors have written complaining
the theatre at the top and then : " Douglas Fairbanks in ' The
Man from Painted Post' " Then you could run in the space
that they have not been able to get the results they desired bealongside the cut the reading matter which is given here.
cause their newspapers did not have the type and material. Many
While we do not recommend the use of heavy black types in
of these managers confessed that they themselves were not familiar
cases where the theatre has a wide range of choice, we do think
with type faces and for that reason they were unable to direct the
that these are best in the case of small papers where the assortcompositors just what sort of type to use.
On the opposite page we are reproducing some displays taken
ment of faces is limited. Now turn over to " Your Idea and Ours "
for a moment. Take the cases of the Zelda and the Ogden theatres.
from small city dailies. At the bottom is a display from a semiThe Zelda has used 60 point Condensed Gothic. Gothic is cne
weekly paper, where it happens the manager of the theatre works
of the regular standbys. It will be found in every newspaper
during the day. With this exception none of these advertisements
office. The only trouble about it is that it may have been around
are good advertisements. We are going to tell you why they are
so long that the face is worn. You will be able to get the paper
net and how you can get newspapers with equal facilities to give
to remedy this. How, we will tell you after awhile. Now note the
you better displays.
way the name of the star and the title would stand out in this
Many times we have recommended a " name plate " for your
theatre — a design bearing only the name, together with a motto if type. And another suggestion : Where your paper has poor printing, as in the case of the Academy, the Gothic will get a much
you wish. This at once makes the advertising distinctive. Your
better effect than a lighter face.
theatre space at once catches the eye. And these are very inexThe Ogden has used Doric Italic. This is another very common
pensive and will last a lifetime. It is an expenditure that will repay
face. Here is a display something on the order of which the
you many times. Even if there is not an engraver in your city,
write to one in the nearest city and he will be glad to submit
Academy should have followed on its picture. The three thirds
designs from which you can select. You will find many of these in that needed to be emphasized, the star, the title and the theatre
the advertisements reprinted in the Motion Picture News week
are brought out in a way that you can't get away from. Both
Gothic and Condensed Gothic are also used in the Empire ad.
after week and they will give you valuable pointers.
Now let's take the advertising of the Sourwine (rather a peculiar
Use this preferably at the top of your advertisement. Don't
name for a theatre). The one at the top is taken from the Saturlet producers' suggestions or anyone else cause you to make the
day issue of the newspaper (there being no Sunday paper in this
name of your theatre second to anything. You will see the reason
town). The theatre has advertised his bill for four days. The
lor this in one of Mr. Rothapfel's answers to exhibitors this week.
other one is from a Tuesday issue. Despite the fact that a great
Make the public GO TO THE RIALTO to see a picture, instead
share of the theatres advertise their coming attractions in equal
of going to see A PICTURE at the Rialto.
size type with their next attraction, we want to repeat that this is
Now next, equip yourself with cuts of the various stars that you
bad adverising. Sell the attraction that you are playing today.
play at your theatre. You can get these with practically all the
C rcate a demand for that particular picture and that particular star.
productions these days, from your nearest exchange. Put in with
Had we been writing the Saturday advertisement for the Souryour order on each picture an order for one or more cuts. Some
wine we would have devoted the greater part of the attention to
of the exchanges will furnish these free. Others make a slight
the Saturday show, which is covered in a separate display. But
charge for them. But this is another good investment.
aside from that we would first have used a light, distinctive border
Which reminds us that one exhibitor complains that all these
instead of this terrible black smudge that is employed. Even a
suggestions require expenditure of money. But isn't the very
thing that you are seeking to get more people to come into your
straight line border would have been much better. Don't try to
attract attention to your display by making it ugly. That is the
theatre7 Isn't your object to make the public spend more money
surest way in the world of associationg your theatre with the
in your house? // it is you have to give yourself and your house
cheap, the surest way to prevent your gaining patrons that do not
the air of prosperity and the atmosphere of doing things RIGHT.
now come to your house. If this theatre found it advisable to adWe have never recommended yet a ivastc of money. These expenditures we are urging on you are INSURANCE.
vertise next week's attractions each Saturday he should have prepared a neat engraved line carrying the same wording. Then we
Now the Academy theatre, two of whose displays are reproduced, does use these cuts. Except for a typographical error the
would have devoted four-fifths of the space to " Princess Virtue "
because this was the FIRST attraction that he had to sell. We
Pauline Frederick display is a fairly good one. The newspaper
would have used a cut of Mae Murray and have tried to give the
printing is bad, but that is no fault of the manager. We would
public some little idea of the charm of the production. Then we
have used a little larger type for the name of the star and the
title of the production. This is 24 point type used where it would have used merely the names of the stars and the titles of
the other pictures in small type at the bottom of the display. This
should have been 48 point. After the space taken by the cut and
advertisement at once gets the patron to debating in his own mind
the descriptive matter, the bottom half of the ad. appears rather
WHICH of the attractions he wants to see. rather than MAKES
weak. Heavier type here would have made the italic matter at the
him see a particular one. If he is a devotee of a particular star
top stand out more forcefully by contrast and an attractive name
he will find the information about coming productions even though
plate above all would have centered the attention on your theatre.
The Douglas Fairbanks advertisement is a bad one. In the first it may be in small type.
But evidently the Sourwine manager thinks that it is good policy
place the name of the star and the title of the picture are in far
too light and far too small faces and the separation of the name of to divide the interest, for he follows the same idea in his Tuesday
display, giving just as much attention to the show he is going to
the star and the title by a lot of reading matter, more or less
have tomorrow as the one he has now. There is no star who lends
lelevant, is very disconcerting. People looking at a display want
to know the name of the star and the title FIRST, and then if himself belter to the use of cuts than Hart, and by all means
{Continued on Page 4527)
they have time they will read the rest. But don't force vour
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These displays are taken to show how theatre managers in cities zvhere the neivspapers have limited facilities can improve their exploitation by giving attention to some of the cardinal principals of display writing.

g eaten! at
Their Own
Game Too!
You will revel at the
triumphs of the little
Woman who never
gels out of her own
select set, "puts one
over" on the best
brains of the underworld. Astory of politics, love and intrigue.
PAULINE
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Next Week
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Princess
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In a wild and wooly, The
hair-raising drama
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1HE FLTTEBED WOMAN

FAIRBANKS
in a story by himself, in which he is an imitation
Underfoot attempting to break up a band of.
cattle thieves.

/A

ACADEMY

MONDAY

You can imagine the action, the battles and the
surprises to be derived from such a situation.
It's a typical Fairbanks affair with his comedy,
his smile and his athletic prowess working all
the time for your pleasure.
"THE

MAN

The
When the caii of California's
gold drew hordes of hardy pros
pectors ic the g eat red-woods
country, many stirring chapters
were written in the book d iiie
as portrayel by
PICKFORD
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BEFORE we start in to tell you of the
accomplishments at the Rialto this
week, let us say that some three or four
little things went wrong at the first performance. They were little things — things
that no one in the capacity audience caught,
but they were enough to arouse Mr.
Rothapfel and cause him more nervousness than most exhibitors experience when
all their films fail to arrive. You can bet
that they did not go wrong at the next
performance. That sort of thing CANNOT happen at the Rialto, for, as we
stood with him Sunday, he has his eye on
every detail, and everything that was not
exactly right brought some one on the carpet immediately.
How many managers never even see the
first show after a change of bill? How can
they expect such sort of exhibition to build
up trade ? It is a case of simply trusting to
luck and HOPING that the audience will
like it. That is the sort of exhibition of
the old days — of the days when the managers took whatever the exchanges sent
and shot them to the projection room. If
every exhibitor in the country could be invisible and could see Mr. Rothapfel as he
goes over the first show, there would be
an awakening among the showmen of the
country that would accomplish marvels.
Probably the - light effects, in all their
branches, stand out more than any one
thing at the Rialto this week. In the first
place, the overture is " Patrie," by Bizet,
which was first played in Paris three years
after the Franco-Prussian war. It is a
marvellous composition picturing the sufferings of the people, but quickly turning
into a blast of pride and hope and strength
for the country of the future. We have
never seen the dome of the Rialto so wonderfully illuminated in the red, white and
blue, getting the tri-color effects. This
was carried out on the stage and screen
by having one side in blue and half of the
screen space in red and the other half in
blue, while the proscenium lights were
burned in red. The audiences quickly got
the effect and indicated it by their applause.
There is a remarkable scenic effect from
Essanay this week, " Banff National Park."
It contains some wonderfully beautiful
shots and it was shown to the accompaniment of the andante from Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony. The music fits the picture splendidly, but none but onet who had
been studying the effect of music and pictures carefully would have gone to such
a selection. Most managers would have
used some waltz — and they would have
failed to get the magnificence of the picture that this splendid selection brought.
At the close of this picture, which was
devoted largely to mountains' and water,
the curtains at either side parted showing
with dark blue lighting, in perfect harmony
scenic that had gone before waterfalls in
the mountains, with the, and James
Prince sang " The Spirit Flower."
Rialto Animated Magazine this week
contains a varied assortment of matter and
at least one great novelty. It opens with
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pictures of the 304th Infantry at Camp
Upton, which brought great applause as
it
The Regiment's
andwasthenshown
came toa " picture
showing aReturn
marine"
dismantling and assembling .a machine gun
while blindfolded. " Semper Fidelis," the
battle tune of the Marines, was woven into
the march that had gone before and these
were interspersed with trumpet calls and
drum rolls in a manner that was most effective. "Mock Morris Dance " was played
with pictures of training New York police
horses and then came a cartoon, " Those
Meatless Days at the Zoo," showing a lion
with his gaunt expression on one of those
days. Just at the end of the cartoon there
fade in the words, " Sherman Was
And here is an illustration of what the
personality and training of a manager can
doRight."
in developing his employees. As this
cartoon was being shown during the selection of the subjects to make up the weekly,
Mr. Rothapfel turned to one of his assistants and asked what piece of music that
suggested. The man addressed could not
answer and then Mr. Rothapfel called his
attention to the words, " Sherman Was
Right." Quick as a flash came the answer,
" Marching Through Georgia." Certainly
that was the right thing, and it made a hit
with the audience. It is a case of training
employees to think — and especially about
the LITTLE, BIG things. And when the
employees know their manager is thinking
all the time, they are very likely to be
digging things up on their own account.
" Ski Jumpers " were shown to the accompaniment of a galop played pianissimo
and then followed a splendid picture of
wild ducks in Oakland, Cal., which went
over with big effect because of the music.
" Reveille of Spring " was the selection,
the piece being played with the stringed
instruments all muted to get the effect of
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the fluttering of wings. " W onders of
Crystallization," showing the effect of
chemicals on certain metals under the microscope, was unusually effective, for Mr.
Rothapfel successfully tried using colors
in the projection, which made the result
incomparably more striking than would
have been the black and white film. During thisintermezzo.
there was played
Shadowland
as an
Now " note
another"
thing. Toward the end of the Drew comedy, the last thing on the bill, this same
tune was played again as a fox trot. The
reason for repetition? "I like to have an
audience go away humming or whistling
some music that they have heard." That
is the reason I bring it back; the effect is
' reminiscent ' and it is effective."
The next of the week were pictures of
Jerusalem, during which the orchestra
magnificently rendered " The Holy City,"
and then followed " Miracles in Mud,"
which ended in showing the kaiser being
snuffed out by Uncle Sam's hat. It left
the audiences laughing, with a purpose, because the feature this week, Geraldine
Farrar in " The Devil Stone," is a very
tense drama. More of the good humor before the feature was the delightful singing
of
"
Sally
in costume. in Our Alley," by Gladys Rice,
Then the feature. The early parts of
this are founded on superstition, and so
before the start of it every light in the
theatre went out as the orchestra played
a few bars and then the lights in green
began to come up gradually. It was a
weird effect that contributed the perfect
atmosphere to the picture.
A czimbalom solo, " Air de Ballet," rendered by Bela Nyary, and a refreshing
Metro-Drew comedy, " The Unmarried
Look," ended the bill.
Let us leave a thought with you this
week: Something "different" can he done
with every picture. Take the treatment of
the overture, the music of the fluttering of
the birds' wings, the introductions to the
feature. Start trying to do these things —
to think out the spirit and the music of
pictures and to give the public the atmosphere— and you will have done wonders.
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MARSH keeps the audience laughing this week at the Strand with
" The Cinderella Mann " and she sends
everyone away from the theatre with a delightfully Christmassy spirit. It is easily
the most charming of her Goldwyn productions and a perfect delight to all who have
witnessed it.
There was a big hit made at the end of
the Strand Topical this week, which followed the overture, selections from "The
Fortune Teller." The Topical starts with
pictures of cavalry in fencing contests at
Fort Myer, Va., and then scenes at WilkesBarre in mining coal and some others
showing crowds waiting for coal in New
York. " Along the Vadar River " in Turkey interested and then came a clever picture of the only dog chauffeur, owned by
Weed Brothers of Poughkeepsie. Halifax

destruction was shown in some striking
pictures and then Katherine Stinson, flying. Under the caption of " On the
High can
Seas
" thereand
weredestroyers
pictures ofsteaming
Ameribattleships
straight at the same, and as the orchestra
playeda continuous
" The Red, torrent
White ofandapplause.
Blue " there
was
" Nature's Weavers," a Ditmars-Educational, is a truly remarkable picture of
spiders at work. There were wonderful
" close-ups " that showed the whole construction of the web. " Their Adopted
Child." the Jeff and Mutt this week, was
mighty broad in one spot, but the audience
greeted it with a big laugh.
Knud Dahgaard, violinist, was heard in
a double selection and Nadien Tagelli. soProch. prano, sang " Theme and Variations," by
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RothapfeVs
Answers
to Exhibitors
Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here Any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition.
The Only Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address
Your Inquiries ''ROTHAPFEL ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU,
MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
III — I have the only theatre in a town of 1500. It is a rural section
I— At ray theatre I have been regularly showing a feature and a comedy.
and I have done some successful advertising in the nearby towns, but still
That has really been the habit in this city and practically every house
I am not doing the business I should. I can show only at night because
follows this set rule. Comedies are unquestionably popular, but good ones
there is no electrical current available until 5 :30 p.m. We are showing
are hard to get in sufficient numbers. Then, again, very often the feature
two features a week, on Wednesdays and Thursday and on Tuesday and
is straight comedy, sometimes farce and I believe there is too much comedy
Fridays we run serial — different ones — there being no show on Sunday
element in these bills. But still no one complains about the comedy. How(illegal), or on Monday and Saturday. What can I do with my program
ever, I want to vary my bill, which I change three times a week, not
to attract more attention? — SENATOBIA.
showing on Sundays.
I cannot afford to have my program longer than seven or eight reels.
What would you suggest? — REGENT.
YOURS is rather a sad case and my only advice to you would
be to evolve some method by which you could get the maxiMY chief advice to you is to start right out and do something
mum capacity on the days you are permitted to run. I think, in
different. Simply because every other house follows a set
rule is no reason why you should. If you will only try and do view of the fact that you have but 1,500 people in your town and
the rural sections would have to be drawn upon, you should play
something a little different from what the other fellow does you
an exceptionally good bill on the nights you run — and raise your
will succeed, and the result will more than pay you.
prices. It would pay you to spend a little more money and add a
Frankly, I don't agree with you that there can be too much
personal touch to your entertainment and build up a clientele for
comedy in a bill. We, here, think it a great treat if we can have
these particular nights. Make them come to your place just the
an all-comedy bill, and you will find that your audience will agree
same as they would go to dinner. I would suggest that you read
with me. I don't mean that the bill should be all "slap-stick," so-, my second answer and imbibe some of the " pep," originality and
called, or all of another kind, but the great success of our Fairindividuality referred to.
banks pictures has been due to the comedy element. By that I
I think that in a small neighborhood such as yours the personalmean we surround him with a practically all-comedy bill.
ity should absolutely be brought out to its fullest extent. Try callI would suggest to you that you run say 400 or 500 feet of good
ing upon the people personally; look them straight in the eye and
scenics. You can obtain them from any fir^t-class exchange. Then
tell them what you want to give them. Make little talks from your
run a topical if. your feature is not too long. Follow with your
platform and announce what you are going to have next week and
feature and then a one or two-reel comedy. This will approximate
ask them to set aside Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday nights to
8,000 feet, or you could use the scenic, feature and comedy — or a come and see your show, and then give them something that will
cartoon that might be funny could be used. Juggle your bill around
bring them out.
and try it several ways and see which plays the best.
I think this will solve your problem. Anyway, I will be glad to
We run 8,000 feet of film, have an overture and several other
hear from you again.
numbers ; yet we do it all in two hours provided the feature is not
too long; in this case we cut other subjects accordingly.
IV— inWetheareentire
building
a newI have
theatrebeenwhich
will bein the
My advice to you is : Get all the comedy you possibly can in finest
section.
successful
the handsomest
management andof
other
houses,
but
in
this
city
I
find
that
the
growth
of
vaudeville
is inyour bills. In other words, " Keep the corners of their lips
juring the motion picture business, and several of the local picture houses
turned up."
have gone over to vaudeville. What sort of a program do you believe
would be best to meet the opposition? I will probably change my bill
twice a week, on Mondays and Thursdays. — J, A. C.
II — I am operating a neighborhood house in a city of 350,000. My
policy has forbeen
simply there
show being
one feature
picture inandtheto afternoon.
give two permances in the toevening,
no patronage
As THE first requisite to any successful theatre manager is a feeling
it is the attendance at the second show is not large, and I have been
of absolute confidence in himself and a thorough belief in his
considering adding a comedy and an educational to the bill, giving but
one show and raising the price to fifteen cents, but I have to change the work. Don't let the growth of vaudeville interefere with you and
bill each night and there are not sufficient good educational and comedies
don't worry because other picture houses have gone over to vaudeavailable to do this. How would you suggest that I could better my show?
ville. This is no criterion whatever. It only clears a field for you
My patrons are of the higher class. — NEW ORLEANS.
and lessens your opposition. Put, on a good show. Put on an individually different show. Be careful about your new theatre.
IAM not a friend of the daily change and, frankly, I don't think
Start in right. Be careful about your attendants — make courtesy
it is good for your theatre simply because I don't think you
could maintain a standard. If you have a good feature, the value
prevail. Take a personal interest in every detail associated with
of it is lost by not playing it longer than one day — the same is your theatre. See that your show runs smoothly and that it is full
true, of course, in the case of a poor picture, but you have a much
of snap. Don't run EVERYTHING they send you; watch your
better chance by having three average good bookings than three
pictures carefully and PICK your show.
fairly good and three poor ones.
I cannot advise or recommend a program. The only program
I could recommend is one of your own making and you are able, I
I don't agree with you about running one show in the evening.
I would give two shows and raise my prices. I would do somejudge from your statement of having been successful, to select a
thing to my auditorium to make it more " individual." I would try good show and devise the proper method of presentation.
to increase and make the music better. If you have an upright
You will have an opportunity now to start right in from the bepiano, get a grand and raise the cover. Get some palms. Get
ginning and make your HOUSE the thing. Keep your HOUSE
some ordinary lights with reflectors and put a little gelatine in before the
people more than anything else. Supposing the name
front of them. Have your orchestra leader appear in a dinner
should be The Rialto. Make the people come " to THE RIALTO
coat. Have the environment about you appear homelike, nice and
to see the pictures " and not " to SEE THE PICTURES at The
clean. Improve your whole atmosphere and have it " polished " Rialto." Have good music — as much of it as you can. Read the
and refined. Put " pep " in your show. Use your head. Book
first letter I have written this week and use your head. See if you
good educational pictures and comedies. They can be so thrown
together that they will make a good attraction. You can surely
can't decorate and make your place thoroughly " comfy " and
homelike. Get the women in — get the feminine touch. Invite sugraise your prices if you will only try to give the people something
gestions. Just imagine for a moment that every patron that comes
a little different and better than the other fellow does. It is up to
to
your
house
is your close personal friend. Don't make the misyour showmanship. Don't be one of those fellows who stand
take of asking them what they think of the show when they are
out at his door with a plate in his hand waiting for a fellow to drop
something into it. Dig your toes in the ground. Take hold of leaving. Very few will tell you the truth — some won't want to
your whole theatre and staff and try to instil into it the spirit that offend you, but there are lots of other ways to find out.
You, young man, have an opportunity — a wonderful one. A
wins. Good taste, pep, good judgment, combined with good execunew theatre and, as you say, the handsomest and finest in the sective ability will make you, a year from today, wonder at what
(Continued on Page 4526)
you did.
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ZELDA THEATRE, Duluth, Minn., has
evolved a clever advertisement on
" The Rise of Jennie Cushing " without
going to an expense. It has simply used
heavy rules such as will be found in every
newspaper office and has arranged a lad-

THE

RISE

-JENNIE

HER STEP
BYFOLLOW
STEP FROM
THE
BOTTOM TO THE TOP

CUSHING

take advantage of that. He knew that
Douglas Fairbanks had an immense following in Ogden and he also knew of the
good work of George Walsh. So he
wanted to make an appeal to the Fairbanks fans and get them to his theatre to
see " The Yankee Way." So he devoted
one of his displays to the simple statement
that a lot of people think that Walsh has
Fairbanks beaten for " pep " and invited
the public to come and see for itself. Of
course the cut aided a great deal in the
display and it was well selected.
" Teaser " ads. are good when they are
well constructed and this is an excellent
example.
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Pat the public on the back and save all
of
kicks when
for yourself.
They'll do a lot
morethe good
used in private.
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ELSIE FERGUSON as JENNIE GUSHING

TOMORROW j
ZELDA
v«t.. \ov. 1on3 DAYS STARTING
der with reading matter telling the story
of the picture. It is an advertisement that
will immediately attract the attention of
the reader because it is different. It would
have been slightly more effective had the
two perpendicular lines been left out.
There was no reason for repeating the
name of the picture and " The ladder of
success " line is too explanatory ; the public likes to get the idea for itself. It's like
telling a joke and then explaining it.

RECENTLY we printed an advertisement on " The Honor System," and
pointed it out as the wrong way to advertise. The man who wrote the display
in that case either did not know what the
picture was about, or he had some fancied reason to keep it from the public.
But here is the opposite from the Rialto
theatre, San Francisco. The manager knew
the strong points in this drama of prison
life and undertook to bring it out in the
strongest way possible. He did it through
use of the cut and then gave an added
Starts Tomorrow
WILLIAM
Presents
R. A. WALSH'S
MASTER FOX
PRISON
REFORM
DRAMA

The Greatest Human Story Ever Told
A Message Greater
Runs the Gamut
of Human Emotions
Than Hugo's
Deathles;
Classic,
"Les Miserable*
I Ten Spectacular Reels.

The picture business: Get on or get
out!

OGDEN
Today

George
WALSH
Hu Fu>fe*nka Be*ten for Pep.
See Him Totby io
The
Way
Yankee

for the.
" DireetcdVy

A WHIRLWIND OF ACTIONS*
MOTHER IMPERIAL ATTRACTIONS^
Orchestra
Severi
ment houses. He has a neat card like the
one reproduced here on each attraction
and is able to post them in the elevators
of over two hundred apartment houses.
By making these cards small and neat
there is no objection made by the owners
or managers of the apartment to the posters.
Of course, this suggestion applies to
comparatively few cities where there are
a large number of apartment houses, but
the same idea could be effectively used in
window displays. Most managers, when
they think about a display card generally
try to get it as large and gaudy as possible and the result is that they are wasting
their money because few people will give
display space to such.
Taking
chill off as
the making
patron's hispersonality is astheimportant
body
comfortable.

MANAGER H. W. PEERY, of the Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah, realizes
that there is a large crop of curiosity
grown every day, and he determined to

.ThouM»d« of People Think

ii?Reachin#
Starr VAnrlaLooo TLyf

touch by making the letters of the title
of the picture out of stripes. That's another one of the little things that we have
so often spoken about, and these little
things get over with an awful punch.
Have your own present on your theatre's
Christmas tree — Progressiveness.
1WTANAGER J. A. PARTINGTON of
*»* the Imperial theatre, San Francisco,
has solved the problem of getting the attention of the people who live in apart-

Davis
of the
managerConn.,
DAVIS,Norwich,
WS.• theatre,
evidently
doesn't let a chance get by him to link
public events up with his theatre. His
latest example is shown in connection with
the second Liberty Loan campaign. The
1 T tCWj
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citizens of Norwich were determined to
set a new record and all the enterprise of
the city was helping out. Mr. Davis remembered some of the posters that had appeared in the first campaign and he also
remembered some very effective drawings
of W. S. Hart. And he also bore in mind
that he was showing the Hart-Artcraft
Pictures at his theatre. So he used one
of these drawings with an appeal on the
Liberty Loan.
try obvious.
to make the
connection
with Hehisdidn't
theatre
If
he had tried to do so he would have lost
all the punch that he secured.
There will be other Liberty Loan campaigns and there will be plenty of other
opportunities to try similar stunts.

Are

Doing

atres. Itcomes to us through Metro whose
pictures and others are used at the two
houses.
This program stands out because of the
special Christmas design on the cover.
Every house should try to arrange its publicity to suit the house and the Star has
succeeded in doing this. However, the
plan of publishing a program of even
one theatre for a whole month seems
rather bad. In the first place there is
likely to be great waste in the distribution
through giving the same patron tw-o or
more copies. It is hard to believe that a
very great per cent of the people will
be interested enough to keep the copies for
a full month.
Programs, and all publicity,

of the displays that we have seen on this
particular film have used enough adjectives, which could they have been converted into coal would have relieved the
nation's
fuel shortage.
The drawing
tells the story, gives • the
nature of the production, attracts the eye
of the reader. Then the minimum amount
of descriptive matter is just enough to excite the reader's imagination.

It's a great thing to keep your theatre
apace with what's happening in the world.
HERE is another display that was
achieved without going outside the
newspaper office. And right here is a word
of advice to the theatre manager. Spend
a few hours around the composing room
of your newspaper. Get friendly with
the foreman and get familiar with the resources of your office. You will be surprised to find the many things that you

Enthusiasm is a whole lot more contagious than any disease. Try a little of it
on your patrons.

EMPIRE
5 Days, Commencing Sunday, Nov. 11.

^
£
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WHENaverage
you exhibitor,
talk lobby he
display
the
will toagree
with you that it's a mighty, good thing,
but the excuse for himself is that he can't
afford it. And if you will recall the fact,
most of the lobby displays which have
been reproduced here have been exceedingly simple and very inexpensive.
Manager
Wm. M. Stiles
the People's
theatre, Portland,
Ore., ofachieved
this

FOR THE^

FREEDOM^
THE WORLD
AA.p«spectacular and powerful patriotic drama of
the world's battle for humanity.
A vivid challenging production from Capt
Edwin
Bowerthe He&ser'*
will thrill
heart people.
andgreatbrain»toryof thethat
American

Western

T« AB WW Hm
No Raise in Admission Price
can do without the expense of going to
the engraver.
The Empire theatre, San Antonio, Tex.,was quick to see that the title of this picture was the main thing to hammer home
and it made this title stand out not alone
through the use of heavy type, but by
using the circle which carried out the
"ofworld
" idea.
There
amount
reading
matter
and isn't
all aof"great
it bears
on
the point to be reached. A strong war
appeal is made in every sentence.
One idea a day is worth gallons of mere
talk.
STAR AND CRESCENT THEATRES,
Eureka, Utah, have issued an attractive program for the month of December,
combining the attractions of the two the-

m
SEE THE WONDERFUL SAND STORM
THE BATTLE OF THE ARABS _
THOUSANDS OF MEN
?£) .
THOUSAND/" OF HORSES cY

c^ Co., /tic
em
bet
tien
Am
ecet
Jius

should have an explicit message. Those
that attempt to tell everything generally
help toward
these
cold days.making the morning's fire

effect when he showed " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." He had a streamer effect,
with each letter of the title of the picture
on a separate triangular banner across the
front of the house and then used cutouts
of the principal characters in the picture

Mighty good slogan from the Theatre
Louisiana, Baton Rouge: Did it ever occur
to you that when you leave this theatre
you can take away with you only one
thing — an opinion? It's our business to
see that it's a good one.
STANDARD THEATRE, Cleveland, O.,
is becoming a regular feature of this
department, and justly so for this house
is week after week offering examples of
the right way to advertise. The man who
designs these displays has achieved the
thing that we have been urging on exhibitors— the greatest possible punch with
the fewest number of words.
The advertisement this week is on " The
Garden of Allah," which lacks a good deal
of being a new production. Here is a picture that the press agents delight to describe in the circle style and about half

on either side of the lobby. It got an immediate effect because there was no lettering, people studied the characters and
grew intersted in finding out what they
had to do with the picture. Of course the
picture of Mary Pickford was used in
the foreground.
Mere space filling in advertising has as
much effect
as a "papered"'
audience
has onon your
yourpatrons
box-office.
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This is the fourteenth of a series of
articles about theatres actually visited
and conditions pictured for the benefit
of others. After this article the series
will be discontinued for the present because the field has been thoroughly
covered.
THEATRE N. is a handsome theatre,
physically, and evidently cost some
$50,000 to build. It has one of the best locations in a city of about 15,000 people and
was far more attractive in appearance than
cither of the two other houses. Yet it was
very evident that the house wasn't doing
the business, especially the amount done by
aaway.
smaller and less attractive house a block

Charles

C. Perry,Milwaukee.
Manager

Strand Theatre,

Perry Becomes Manager of
f
Milwaukee Strand
Charles C. Perry, who acted as assistant
to Theo. L. Hays, manager of the New
Garrick, St. Paul, since that playhouse
passed under the control of Finkelstein &
Ruben in August last, resigned his berth
recently to accept a position of greater
responsibility as the active manager of the
Strand theatre, Milwaukee.
Mr. Perry, a direct descendant of Commodore Perry, was born at Lafayette,
Indiana,
thirty
ago. lieandresided'
for
a time at York,years
Nebraska,
attended
the state college in that city. He was
assistant treasurer at the Orpheum theatre, St. Paul, for several seasons, and
was also connected with the former Grand
Opera House in that city. In 1913 Mr.
Perry entered into a managerial speculation on his own account at Sioux City,
Iowa. He leased the opera house and
gave that city its first introduction to the
artistic exposition of feature photoplays.
When Fred Hartman, the hero of the Red
River Dog Derby race, made a tour last
winter, following the dog derby, Mr. Perry
was engaged to manage the very successful tour the plucky Hartman made through
the West.
As assistant to Theo. L. Hays, Mr.
Perry cooperated in the introduction of
the many splendid innovations in service
and photoplay presentment that have distinguished the policy of that playhouse,
particularly the very artistic preludes that
are given the screen productions at the
New Garrick.
The Strand theatre, Milwaukee, over
which Mr. Perry now presides, is a beautiful theatre of large capacity, playing
high-class photo features, and one of the
most successful playhouses in that city.
Under Mr. Perry's direction $10,000 will
be spent in beautifying the interior.

Picture

News

poor picture and brought objection from
the manager. I found that the reporter
hadn't really said enough. I told the manager so and also told him the next time that
he made a threat to cut out his advertising,
he would have to make that threat good —
and permanently so. That was three months
ago. Since then he has cancelled the service that furnished the pictures that were
being criticised and advertised the fact to
Naturally the newspaper did not feel like
the
goingpublic."
out of its way to help this manager
out. His publicity was of the most formal
sort. The manager was nothing of a newspaper man himself and his copy was badlyprepared and his advertisements lacked the
punch. We were told that suggestions had
been made to him as to how to improve the
matter, but he had received these suggestions as he did all others — with an air of
superiority.
There were never any benefits for schools
or churches given at Theatre N. The manager couldn't see any reason for that.
Hadn't he built a house that was a credit
to the town, weren't his pictures uniformly
the best and didn't he have the best projection, seats, etc. ? Admittedly he did. Therefore, he reasoned the people had to come to
his theatre. Yes, they " had to " all right,

The plans for the house had been drawn
by a man who knew a great deal about
theatre construction. It was easy of access
and the lobby was a handsome one. Frames
had been prepared for the posters and in
that respect it was also pleasing to the eye.
And after one entered one found the auditorium pleasingly decorated, the seats comfortable and the projection good.
But for an accident we would have wondered for a moment what was the matter
with the house. The answer came before
we bought the ticket. A couple of patrons
were just leaving the theatre when they
stepped up to the manager and told him
didn't. well for a manager to have
is always
something about the feature picture not be- butIt they
personal
popularity, especially in the size
ing up to the standard. The manager reof
a
city
where he is expected to know alplied: "What are you talking about? If
most everyone, but it is even more necesyou say that is a bad picture you don't know
sary to give that popularity to the theatre.
a good picture when you see one." That
was enough of a hint and once on the trail We noted that the cashier, the doorman
and the usher had all the same air as the
we saw immediately that the manager was
manager. They did not watch the little
out of tune with his patrons.
they seemed to take the purchase of
" Jones thinks he knows it all," one of the athings,
ticket as a matter of course. After a
citizens afterwards told us. " He came
slight investigation it was easy to see the
from J
(mentioning a big city nearby) and he seems to think that this town is spirit that prevailed.
not good enough for him. Before he built
It's mighty hard to do anything with a
this house he roasted the other two and theatre like N. About the only thing for
said that he was going to show the town
the manager
to do
to sellover
out again
and gowithto '
some
other city
andis start
how a theatre ought to be run. Nobody 'the
lesson
learned.
can tell him anything and if you comment
We know a similar case to Theatre N. in
on a picture adversely you start an arguanother city. This house had earned a bad
with him."
reputation and it was not even in a good
Thatment told
the story in a nutshell. We
location. It had even been associated with
examined further and found that everyone
" got " the atmosphere of the house, that the rather rough element and respectable
they felt bleak when they entered the
people never thought of visiting it. It
changed hands. The new manager was a
theatre, that the spirit was already in them
to look for something wrong instead of ex- man with one of the most remarkable personalities that we have ever met and he set
pecting to be amused and interested. No
theatre built on such foundations can suc- about it to put his personality in the house.
He had not been a resident of the city but a
ceed. How often have you heard a patron
say that he does not like this or that thea- short time, but he made himself a part of
tre and then be unable to tell you the spe- it from the jump. He was soon the most
cific reason.
popular of all the managers with the newspaper men of the city and he made new
There was a creditable newspaper published in the town and we met the editor
friends every day. That manager sold the
and purposely led him to the discussion of lease on his house for $60,000 and then built
Theatre N. He had the same sort of comthe handsor".°st theatre in the city.
Personality not only pays, but it is absoment to make. " Every time we have said
anything bad about a picture this man gets
lutely necessary. If you don't put your personality into your theatre and give it real
sore at the paper and threatens to stop advertising. After one of these complaints I ATMOSPHERE, you will be in the same
went to the theatre myself to see a picture fix as Theatre N. The motion picture exthat one of our young men had said was a
hibition business is no place for a CRAB.
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Terms and Conditions
1. This certificate is not a valid obligation unless a
United ofStates
Certificate Stamp of the
Series
1918 isWar-Savings
affixed hereto.
BP 2. This certificate is of no value except to the owner
named hereon, and is not transferable.
■ United States War-Savings
3. Not more
than
Certificate
Stamps,
[y such Stamps of the Series
of 1918, may be affi
4. This certificate may be registered at any post
office
of the asfirst,thesecond,
or thirdGeneral
class, subject
to such
regulations
Postmaster
may prescribe.
Unless registered, the United States will not be liable if
payment be made to a person not the rightful owner.
is payable at any
■order nosl tee,if notand registered,
5. Thiscertific
on Januarybut1, if1923,
at the
it in Washington,
registered,
ispost-office,
payable only
at
the
post
office
where
registered.however, is required to make payment,No
either on January 1, 1923, or on any other date, until
ten days after receiving written demand therefor.
fi. The law provides that no one person shall at any
one time hold War-Savings Certificates to an aggregate
amount exceeding One Thousand Dollars.
7. Uponrenderepayment
hereof,printed
this certificate
be surd and the receipt
hereon mustmustbe*signed
by the ownerrendered.inIncase
the ofpresence
of
the
official
to
whom
suror disabilityhy thea special
ceipt must be signed in death
form prescribed
Secretaryre" ofregistered
the Treasury.
Uponsatisfactory
furnishing toevidence
of loss .ofofa
certificate
the Secretary
the Treasury,
the ofowner
thereof
shall
be entitled
receive
payment
the
amount
for
which
it .shallto
have been registered.
Table showing how a War-Savings Certificate increases in value in respect of each War-Savin
Certificate Stamp of the4.28series of 1918 thereto
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Reproduction of one of the U. S. War Savings Certificates and a portion of the space reserved for pasting on the thrift stamps.
small merchants negotiate the alluring
Universal Launches Big Campaign
' trading stamp.' On days that ' The MysShip ' is
shown, the
be
to Aid in Sale of U. S. Thrift Stamps
made terythat
exhibitors
makesuggestion
a specialwill
drive
AN

intensive campaign to co-operate
with the United States in boosting
the sale of war savings and thrift stamps
is announced by Universal in connection
with the exploitation of the latest serial,
" The Mystery Ship." One thousand dollars in awards for the " best ending " will
be paid in Liberty Bonds, savings certificates
and thrift stamps to the 388 boys and girls
who share in the distribution.
Universal will also encourage employees
in all of its branches to follow the lead of
attaches of the home office in accepting
thrift stamps as part of the weekly contents
of their pay envelopes.
As a more widely effective influence upon
the millions who visit moving picture
theatres every week, Universal will adopt
a direct method of advertising the Government plan through attaching a " leader "
or " trailer " to every five-reel Bluebird or
Universal feature. The star of each production will be posed in the act of presenting the Government plan to patrons of the
picture theatre as she holds a placard, plainly lettered as follows : " Help Yourself and
Help Your Country. Buy War Savings
Stamps. 25 Cents. Ask the Postman." In
adopting this means of appealing to the
public, Universal is simply following up
the work done by large commercial firms in
contributing newspaper advertising space to

"boosting"
war funds. the Government's '"drives" for
" We have it on highest financial authority," says Joe Brandt, general manager of
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.. in announcing the organization's purpose to
" boost " the Government plan, " that America as a nation knows little or nothing
about bonds. Despite the fact that millions
have participated in the two Liberty Loans,
there are vastly more millions who have
never even seen a Government security, let
alone possess one. The 25 cent thrift stamp
means just as much to the ' little fellow '
who buys one as do the Liberty Bonds purchased in large lots by the 'big fellow.'
" Statisticians know how many million
pairs of eyes gaze upon the moving picture
screen every day in the year. The people
who go to pictures are just exactly the class
and kind of purchasers the Government
seeks for war certificates and thrift stamps.
We shall couple the Government plan with
our ' Best Ending Contest ' for the very reason that boys and girls will be made familiar with the best way in the world to run
their pennies and nickels into thrift stamps
and then into certificates.
" Proprietors of moving picture theatres
showing ' The Mystery Ship ' will be urged
to go into the thrift stamp business with the
same degree of earnestness that large and

for the sale of ' thrift stamps.' The local
postmaster will co-operate with enthusiasm.
" Because it was necessary in conforming to regulations governing contests to announce that children competing for awards
need not, of necessity, view the serial on
the screen, but might read it in story form,
which we shall provide, it will be further
to the interest
of 'the
The thrift
Mystery
' exhibitors to agitate
stampShipfeature
that the kiddies may be attracted to their
theatres. While it is a moral certainty
that nine out of ten children who compete
for awards will insist upon seeing the pictures on the screen, that tenth child is
worth going after — and a thrift stamp campaign, conducted by the exhibitor, will turn
trick."
Idea Used Through
theCostume
Theatre
A demonstration of good showmanship
was given by Manager Harry Pomeroy of
the Globe theatre, Toronto. He booked
the Bluebird picture, " The Sigh of the
Poppy," for a week's run and then designed a lobby display. He had everything from the ticket girl dressed up as a
Chinese character to a Chinaman smoking
the opium pipe. Although this Bluebird
was an old one the Globe was packed to
capacity the entire week.
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Rio de Janeiro Theatre
Uses Mass of Display
on Front of House

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil, exhibitors
are right up to the times in displaying their wares in front of their theatres.
Photographs made by the branches in
South America of the Fox Film Corporation, show that some of these theatres go
even further than their American neighbors in the use of paper in front of the
houses.
Although there is a large amount of
this printed matter used, the theatres have
learned the lesson of centering their display on one thing. While the greater part
of this advertising is in Portuguese, one
sheets furnished by the company and the
same as those in use in this country are
employed to attract the English-speaking
Two views of the Cinema Pathe, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, showing the lavish way in which
posters are displayed.
Hints

on Newspaper Advertising to
Towns Where Facilities

{Continued from page 4518)
there should have been a light rule and a
few lines devoted to the Wednesday attraction. As we have said before, this display is simply an invitation to the patron
to pick the bill he thinks is best.
Now the Alamo ad., which appeared in
a semi-weekly, is a very good display, except for the name of the theatre, and made
with the use of types that are in practically
every country newspaper office. The cut
attracts attention and the wording is well
arranged. We would have used in the
upper left hand corner of the display a
name plate of the theatre with the date of
the attraction, covering one-third of the
width of the ad. and then have devoted the
other two-thirds to the name of the star in
at least as large type as the title of the production. This would have given balance
and resulted in more attention.
Just to show what can be done in the
smaller dailies, we have reproduced the
single column display of the Princess theatre. The theatre has the name plate that
we have been talking about and has selected
a pleasing and distinctive border that stands
out. It displays the name of the star and
the title about as they should have been.
There wasn't space here for a picture of the
star, though we think that the management
would have found it worth while using a
little more space to get this in.
We have taken these examples, as we
will take others, to show you what is wrong
with small city advertising and to drive
home basic principles of advertising.
Before you tackle the question of the
types that are available or anything else
you have to learn VALUES. All the type
and cuts that were ever made are not going
to bring you success unless you know first
what you want to say.
Here is one rule that has been followed
safely by the manager of a house in a
smaller city. He realized that he did not

Are

Limited

know anything about advertising, but he
determined to learn. So he made it a point
to see every picture for a while and then
to listen to the comments of his patrons —
to find out what they talked about. He
realized that the sort of things they said
about a production were the things to emphasize inthe future. He got into the spirit
of his audience, learned what impressed
them, the things that they liked. And then
he proceeded to put these things into his
advertising in advance of their showing.
As we told you in another talk, find out
the smashing thing in your picture — the
reason why you booked it and tell the
people that.
And don't be afraid to use the name of
the star and the title of the picture in big
type. You won't have very much left for
anything else ; and that's one good result.
Use cuts every chance you get. Sit down
tonight and write to your exchanges and
find out about these cuts, how much they
will cost you to buy outright (in case you
are playing the. same star regularly this may
be the cheaper) or on what basis you can
rent them (and in that case use the cuts
that are made for the special production).
Determine to put thought and work in
your advertising and you have got a basic
start.
Next week we are going to try to make
it clearer to you how to do these things.
Quinn, Universal Service Head at
Denver
Another link in the chain of Service Departments which the Universal is establishing from coast to coast was made when
H. J. Quinn, of the Denver Universal office, was placed in charge of the Service
Department for the Denver unit, comprisfices. ing the Salt Lake, Butte and Denver of-

Some of the most striking photographs
have
public.come from the Cinema Pathe in Rio.
At the times these were taken, the house
was showing " The Beast " (" Brietalids "),
starring George Walsh and Anna Luther,
and "The Love Thief" (" Ladras de
Amor"). The theatre has a three-story
front and most of this is covered with
striking lithographs and painted signs on
which the name of the production featured
stands out so prominently, and is so many
times repeated that there is no possibility
of anyone who comes within view of the
building forming any misconception regarding what the attraction is.
The display is arranged to catch the eyes
both of persons passing along the sidewalk in front of the theatre and those
who may see the building from a distance.
Striking stills from the productions and,
in the case of George Walsh, the name of
the star also are strongly featured.

Rothapfel Answers to Exhibitors
(Continued from page 4521)
tion. If you have a good voice in your
folneighborhood and it has a little local little
lowing, use it. Make them sing one
number, a pretty piece that the people will
understand. Don't let them sing in Italian
or French just because they are taking lessons from someone in town; have them
sing the little simple things— heart throbs,
the things you and your public know. Use
your orchestra as much as you can, but
don't overdo it. Don't try to play big overtures with three men. Play pretty little
things that the people will understand and
you can do with what you have at hand. I
could write you a whole book on how to
start to run your house but my space is
limited. I think I have at least told you
enough to give you a start and my last advice to you is this :
Don't worry about opposition coming
from vaudeville. Vaudeville is one thing
and motion pictures are another and my experience has been that, properly conducted,
a motion picture house will triumph in nine
cases out of ten.
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by Many

Exhibitors

to Popularize

RECENTLY we printed some suggestions concerning stimulation of holiday business which came from Triangle
Film Corporation. Since that time various
exhibitors have been sending in suggestions
that they have tried with success.
Christmas week is really bad for business
in most sections, because the people are giving over their whole time to holiday
celebrations, but a number of showmen
point how to popularize their theatres during that period. Even if there is some loss
of revenue, the holidays are well worth
while if they add to the prestige of the
theatre.
One manager writes that he had always
found Christmas eve the worst night of the
year and that the receipts on that evening
did not pay for the electric current. So
one year he closed his house entirely on
that date. A few days before the next
Christmas the president of one of the local
charities came to him and asked him
whether he was going to follow the same
policy and if so whether the charity might
rent the theatre for a benefit that evening.
That brought an idea, and the exhibitor
not only offered the theatre rent free, but
offered to supply the films and everything
else at cost. He saw a chance to get a lot
of people into his house who had never
been there before. So he proceeded to hunt
up the very best picture that was available,
the best comedies and the best educational.
He instructed his piano player to do her
best, put his operator on his mettle and say
that the house was in the best possible
shape. That was three years ago and the
manager writes that he is again giving his
theatre to a similar purpose and that he
finds that it is the best investment that he
has ever made. The benefits do bring out
people on Christmas eve and they did convert into patrons many people who had
ignored all his exploitation.
Another manager, who shows that he is
up on his toes with all of his ideas, uses an
interesting method. His theatre is in a
city of about 100,000. At the breakfast
table one morning his wife commented on
the number of boys and girls that were going away to school. This was in September
and she was reading the news from the
morning paper. Another idea. He went to
the newspaper office the first thing and
bought copies of the paper for the past two
weeks and then he followed the later issues
through the season for starting for school.
Then he prepared a list of these youngsters.
He added to and corrected these lists from
the personal and social columns as they began to come home for the holidays.
Then to each one of these he sent a letter
expressing pleasure that they had returned
to enjoy the holidays at home and calling
attention to the attractions that he would
have during Christmas week. It was the
first letter from a stranger that most of
these boys and girls had ever received. It
pleased their vanity. It not only increased
business during the holiday week, but it
made for better and future business by
making every recipient a firm and lasting
friend of the theatre.

Their

Theatres

A third manager found it advisable to
give a special souvenir program during the
holiday week. He did not mail these out
just before Christmas because he knew that
the mails were congested at that time, but

Books

of

Tickets

advertised that he would give these souvenirs to all who attended the theatre during
the week. Each one of these contained a
rotagravure portrait of a noted star. On
the face they were stamped " Merry Christmas and Happy New Year, Empire Theatre." Scores of these were framed by
patrons and formed a lasting reminder of
the house. It's the permanent sort of
publicity.

to Picture

Prove

Popular

MANAGER EARL L. CRABB has a
novel stunt which he has introduced
at the Strand theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. With
the Christmas shopping at its heights and
with the thought, " What shall I buy him
(or her)
for patrons
Christmasat "intermission
on everybody's
mind,
Strand
read
these four slides on the Strand screen :
(1)
ARE YOU WONDERING
WHAT
GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS?

TO

Theatre

Buffalo

Xmas

Gifts

same time the girl in the box office is saved
much time.
r

— ^

ADMISSION
TICKETS

Here's a Suggestion !
WHAT

(2)
BE MORE ACCEPTABLE
A BOOK OF ADMISSION
TICKETS TO
THE STRAND?

WOULD

THAN

" Everybody Likes the Strand "
(3) ,
JUST A LITTLE REMEMBRANCE
THAT
WILL BE APPRECIATED AND
AFFORD
MANY PLEASANT HOURS TO THE
PERSON RECEIVING IT!
(4)
ADMISSION TICKETS TO
"THE STRAND"
in Book Form
Prepared by the Management
Especially for Christmas Gifts
in four denominations
$ 1 .00— $2.00— $3.00— $5.00
For Sale at the Box Office
or in the Lobby
The idea " took " instantly and solved
the Xmas problem for many weary shoppers. Almost 50 books were sold on the
first two days following the announcement.
The books contain a number of tickets,
counted so as to include the war tax. Tickets
contained in the book admit to lower floor
evenings, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays
when the admission is 15 cents. If used for
week day matinees they will entitle the
holder to a reserved seat in the loge.
The little books slip into the vest pocket
where they are always available when the
holder might feel inclined to stop in and
see the Strand show. If there is a long
line at the box office, he can go right in.
He never has to worry about having the
exact change for the war tax and at the

O'S
ALEM
FFPR
BU
P|0
^oE
IER

PHOTO

PLAYHOUSE

No.
A

BUF FA LO, N.
Cover of Christmas ticket book of Strand
theatre, Buffalo, and one of the admission
coupons.
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Mary Garden, Prima Donna, Seen in Screen
Opera, " Thais "
of FamousProduction)
Version Five-Reel
(Goldwyn
screen the
version
theMary
story Garden
as told inby" Thais,"
Anatole aFrance,
famousof
French novelist. The story is also the basis for
the opera of the same name and in which Miss
Garden appeared as the prima donna on its initial
presentation in America. The famous opera star
is
supported
in this
production
Hamilton
Revelle,
Crawford
Kent,
Lionel byAdams,
Charles
Trowbridge,
Alice
Chapin
and
Margaret
Townsend. Frank H. Crane directed. Hugo Ballin was
art director. The photography is the work of
David Abel. Many of you have seen the opera
" Thais." toThose
you whoversion.
have will
no
invitation
see theof screen
The need
singing
is of course lacking, but if you will remember
there is a strength of action and plot that makes
this story a powerful basis for equally powerful
drama.
" Thais "of tells
the story woman
of the love
affairs
and adventures
a beautiful
of ancient
Alexandria. A wealthy young man is in love with
Thais and slays a jealous suitor, in defending his
love against attack. He has become a Christian
and knows that to murder is a crime against
heaven. In expiation of his sin he enters a monastery and becomes a monk and goes into the
desert to do penance. He becomes known the
world over for his sanctity and Thais is knighted
the queen of riotous living. He believes that he
would be rendering a great service to Christianity
if he would convert Thais. He goes to her home
dressed in the rich garments of a friend. He follows her everywhere and she becomes frightened.
She yields to him and follows him into the desert
and becomes a nun. The monk returns to his
brothers, but he cannot forget the womam. He
realizes that he loves her. His passion masters
him and he deserts the order to follow her into
the desert. He finds her dying, repenting her
sins. He realizes that he is a sinner and that
she is the real martyr.
Mary Garden, famous prima donna, seen in the
title role of the screen version of the opera
" Thais." Atweek.
the
theatre on
of
" My Little Boy," with Ella Hall, Little
Zoe Rae and Strong Supporting Cast
(Bluebird Five-Reel Production)
Ella Hall, Little Zoe Rae, Emory Johnson and
Gretchen Lederer are the featured players in the
five part Bluebird production that comes to the
theatre on
of
week
as
principal
Little
Boy upon
" is
thethetitle
of theattraction.
feature and" Myit is
based
Charles Dickens' story " A Christmas Carol " and
Eugene
Elliott
Clawson, Field's
who has" Little
preparedBoyforBlue."
the screen
manyJ.
of
Bluebird's
productions,
wrote
the
scenario
and
it was produced under the direction of Elsie Jane
Wilson. With the union of the thoughts of
Dickens and Fields, two of the most gifted
writers of the English speaking race, it can safely
be assumed that something of interest results. It
has. The story as produced by Bluebird and
presented by Ella Hall, Little Zoe Rae and other
artists of Bluebird stock makes screen entertainment that is second to none. It is a heart interest
drama, full of the human touches that make for
good drama. The story tells of a boy and girl
who
againstgrouch
their and
uncle's
uncle married
is a so-called
vowedwill.
thatThehe
would never be reconciled. Dickens' character of
Scrooge and Field's character in " Little Boy
Blue would
" are both
represented
this the
drama.
title
lead one
to believein that
pictureTheis
for children alone and not of particular interest to
grown-ups.
is of as much
to theforolder
folk
as to theIt children.
Thereinterest
is interest
all.
The merry days of childhood, the joys of Christmas time, the power of childhood and the reformation of a confirmed grouch to the ways of the
optimist — all is blended in this Bluebird production and presented in drama form by a cast of
capable screen artists.
" MyEmory
Little Johnson
Boy," with
Hall, Lederer
Little Zoein
Rae,
and Ella
Gretchen
the principal roles will be seen on the screen of
the
theatre on
of
week.
" Those Who Pay," a Thomas Ince Production, with Bessie Barriscale in the Featured Role
(U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corp. — Seven reels)
A Thomas H. Ince production comes to the
theatre
week entitled " Those
Who
It isdramatic
in seven subjects
reels andever
presents
one
of thePay."
strongest
projected
on the screen of a motion picture theatre. .Gripping, tense drama is the foreword and from the

Motion

Picture

News

reel. Margery Wilson in the role of the wronged
woman is an ideal character for the part and
presents it with true appreciation. Darrel Foss
presents the role of the husband. Walt Whitman,
one of the oldest and best known character actors
on
the Hanford.
stage and screen, presents the role of
Deacon
" Without Honor " will be shown on the screen
of
theMargery theatre
of in the
week.
Wilson on
and Darrel Foss
principal roles.

1 READY-MADE ADTALKS PUBLISHED |
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
December 22, 1917 j Viola Dana in Adaptation of Arthur's Famous Melodrama, "Blue Jeans" — Seven Reels
FEATURES
(Metro Seven-Reel Production)
The screen version of Joseph Arthur's famous
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
melodrama,
" Blue Jeans,"
to the
of comes week.
The pro1 The Volunteer "
World
5 reels I theatre on
duction was made by Metro under the direction
\i "" The
Tenth
Case
"
World
5
reels
f
The Pride of New
| of John H. Collins. Viola Dana is in the featured
York."
Fox
S reels | role. In the supporting cast are Robert Walker,
1 " The Marriage Specu| Sal|y Crute, Clifford Bruce, Henry Hallam, Russell Simpson, Margaret McWade and Augustus
lation "
Vitagraph 5 reels | Phillips.
adaptation was made by June
I " Draft 258 "
Metro
7 reels | Mathis and The
is in seven reels, with the stage verSawyer
Paramount 5 reels f|
sion faithfully represented in pantomime. You
--f "" Tom
Because
of a " Wornan "
Triangle 5 reels | all are acquainted with the story — or at least that
II "" The
" Vitagraph S reels \1 is the supposition. For years the stage play had
The Tenderfoot
Eternal Tempthe
that Uncle
Tom'sthatCabin,
East
Lynnesameandsuccess
other popular
dramas
will never
tress "
Paramount 5 reels § grow
old.
Miss
Dana
presents
the
role
of
June.
I " The Maternal Spark" Triangle 5 reels | Robert Walker has the role of Perry Bascom.
iI "" Bucking
Broadway " Universal
reels || Bascom comes to the town of Rising Sun, InHer Sister
Mutual 55 reels
diana, to take charge of the saw mills which for
i "The
Wolf "and His
I
Mate "
Universal 5 reels i years
been managed
father's friend,
ColonelhaveRisener.
Because byhishishalf-brother
has
his name into disrepute in the town BasSERIAL
i " Who
Is Number
Paramount Serial f broughtcom changes
his
name
to
Nelson
—
Jim
Nelson.
|
one? "
6th Episode. 2 reels | Jim meets June, in overalls. He learns that she
= ( ,„„..,! i^t^iM.itiiiiiiiiiiiit'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir.i'iiiiiitiiiiiiittitiiiiiiiMiiHiiimtmiiimmiiiif. has been sent to the poorhouse and that she is
out on an errand. Jim shares his lunch with her.
June finds a home with a kind-hearted old couple.
final scene
strong title to the d.
opening flash ofd the
Jim becomes candidate for Congress. He asks
Bessie
demande
is
n
attentio
undivide
your
June to marry him if he is elected. Shortly after
featured role and she is ably
e is in the
Barriscal
this Sue Eudaly pays him a visit. Jim had gone
Mathews
Dorcas
,
Hickman
supported by Howard
through the marriage ceremony with her but
West dil. Raymond
ne McDowel
and Melbour
that she had a living husband he had
by
written
was
story
The
on.
rected the producti . Charles Stumar did the learning
left
her. He is threatened with exposure. The
C. Gardner Sullivan the presentation of Inose
fact
is
made
known and Jim is driven from town
With
camera work.
because he is believed to have deceived June.
enacted on thee
see a story Miss
Who Pay " you will
Barriscal
first.
the
Jim
of Sue's
screen that holds from
Whitereturns
and hewith
and proof
June are
united.marriage to Jim
nce of her career
gives the best dramatic performa
At
the
theatre
on
of
adventhe
of
tells
story
The
camera.
before turesthe
support
who is the sole es
of Dorothy Warner,Christma
week, Viola Dana in " Blue Jeans," adapted from
and
approach
s
sister.
Joseph
name. Arthur's famous melodrama of the same
of her infant
the
done to brighten athedolllifebutof can
nothing has been wants
to purchase
child Dorothy
to the store on
not afford the money. She goes
sufficient money
Christmas night but she has not Determin
that Bushman and Bayne in Romantic Drama,
doll.
smallest
the
even
buy
to little sister shall not wake and find thated Santa
"Red, White and Blue" — Fascinating Story
her
her, Dorothy takes a
(Metro Five-Reel Production)
Claus has disappointed She
.
George
Shannon Fife, one of the best known story
detected
is
chance and steals one.
and
writers, has written a virile, romantic story titled
t lawyer, happens near ies
Graham, a prominen
intercedes. He makes restitution and accompan
" Red,
White
and Blue."
been adapted
the
screen
by June
Mathis .It
and hasproduced
by Metroto
Grahome. Baby sister is found dead.
Dorothy
apher. He
under the direction of Charles J. Babin, personham engages Dorothyng asthata stenogr
ally supervised by Maxwell Karger. Francis X.
money can buy if Bushman
promises her everythi
and Beverly Bayne are featured. In the
she will give herself to him. She does so, not
supporting cast are William T. Tooker, Adella
knowing that he has a wife. She is happy in the
Barker, Cecil Fletcher, Duncan McRae, Jack Rayher. She
will inmarry
thathesome
thoughtthat
learns
has adaywifehe and
order that the
mond, C. R. McKinney and Arthur Houseman.
Dorohusband
her
of
love
"Bayne
Red. drama
White and
and presents
Blue " isMr.a Bushman
typical Bushmanthe
given
be
wife thymay
sacrifices everything that justice may prevail.
in a role
that registers with a punch every scene. Mr.
"
Those
Who
Pay,"
with
Bessie
Barriscale
in
the featured role, will be seen on the screen of Bushman has the role of John Smith, on his way
the
theatre on
of
from the " wild and woolly " West where he has
week.
spent a interests.
year or moreEn asroute
overseer
of hisYork
father'she
mining
to New
meets Helen Malloy-Smythe, daughter of societymad parents, who are returning from the West.
"Without Honor," with Margery Wilson
The train is held up by badmen and young Smith
and Darrel Foss in the Featured Roles
saves the passengers from losing their valuables
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
and saves Helen from serious danger. Arrived
" Without Honor " features Margery Wilson.
in the East young Smith and Helen become close
This
comes to the
theatreTriangle
on feature of
week. In the friends.
failure to Helen's
consider aristocratic
the human mannerisms
side of life and
are her
the
only obstacles between the two. John plans to
supporting cast with Miss Wilson are Arthur
Moon, Walt Whitman, Darrel Foss, Laura Sears,
make her see life as it is led by the masses. .Once
Anna Dodge and Walter Edwards. The story was
introduced to this life Helen becomes interested
written by C. Gardner Sullivan, who is responsible
in the welfare of the people and does much to
for some of the best dramas that have been proassist them. A nobleman has set his cap for her
j
e
c
t
e
d
i
n
pantomime.
He
is
considered
of
the
best
and her mother is in favor of the match. They
and his work vouches for this statement. George
become engaged but John breaks the engagement,
Elwood Jenks did the scenario. The production
seeking to teach her a lesson. A fox hunt is
was made under the direction of E. Mason Hoparranged and John unwillingly attends. He again
per.
The
photographic
work
was
done
by
Charles
saves Helen from danger and their love is reStumar. The theme deals with a young man who
united. newed, the Count is forgotten and the two are
because of the harshness of his parents revolts,
goes to the city, lives under an assumed name
At the
theatre
week, " Red,
and through selfishness rather than evil intent
White and Blue," Bushman and Bayne.
marries, when he has living, a wife he does not
love, and married only because forced to by his
father. Following his marriage there is time of
Marion Davies in " Runaway Romany " —
prosperity and happiness. His crime is detected,
Romantic Story of Mistaken Identity
however, and he is taken from the woman he
loves. She is left alone and is denounced as a
(PatJie Five-Reel Production)
" scarlet "dies
woman
Deacon that
Hanford.
The
Marion Davies, the pretty little stage star, has
husband
and itbydevelops
the woman
written a story for the screen and she has been
who was denounced as unfit was in the right.
casttheintitle.
the featured
role. " Runaway
She leaves with her baby and the Deacon is left is
The production
was made Romany
by Pathe
to battle with a guilty conscience, because he has
under
the
direction
of
George
Lederer. In the
unjustly wronged not alone his own flesh and
supporting cast are Joseph Kilgour, Matt Moore,
blood, story
but another.
Honorway" by
is aa Ormi Hawley, Gladden James. Boyce Combe. W.
human
enacted in " aWithout
most human
W. Bitner and Pedro de Cordoba. This is Miss
cast of capable artists. There is a lesson taught
that all will be the better for having learned. The
Davies'
starring
vehicle. press
" Inkyagent
" Ames
(Gladden first
James)
is a theatrical
and
human side is reflected in every scene, in every
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through a fictitious story makes it appear that
Anitra St. Clair, an actress, is the long-lost
daughter of Theodore True, the copper king.
True accepts the actress as his daughter and True,
in answer to a telegram received from his representative in the West, leaves with his newly discovered daughter for the West to inspect newly
discovered copper mines. Romany is the flower
of a Gypsysentative in the
campWest,
and has
Bud taken
Haskel,
uponTrue's
himselfreprethe
duty of instructing her in the rudiments of the
English language. Zinga, son of the Gypsy chief,
loves her. Romany enlists the aid of Bud to
prevent the marriage arranged between her and
Zinga.discovered
Zinga follows
Bud dislikes
for revenge.
newly
daughter
the West.True's
She
arouses the enmity of " Inky " and he threatens
toRomany
expose has
the developed
fact that she
is
not
True's
daughter.
into a beautiful girl. She
plans to leave the home of True and writes him a
letter telling him of her appreciation for his kindness. The night she leaves, True's safe is robbed
and robbery.
she is accused.
True's nephew
the
Bud persuades
Romany confesses
to return.to
Zinga,
the
Gypsy,
tells
True
that
Romany
is his
daughter.
Marion
Davies
in
"
Runaway
Romany
"
will
seen on the screen of the - —
theatre onbe
of
week.
Emily Stevens in " Alias Mrs. Jessop " —
Story of Unusual Interest — Strong Cast
(Metro Five-Reel Production)
Emily stage
Stevens,
and theof
famous
star,star
willofbe" The
seen Slacker
on the "screen
the
theatre on
of
week adapted
in " Aliasto the
Mrs.screen
Jessop,"
written Shelby
by Blair
Hall,
by Albert
Le
Vino,tion ofand
produced
by
Metro
under
the
William S. Davis. In the supportingdireccast
are: Howard Hall, who was seen in the role of
the doctor in Richard Bennett's success, " Damaged Goods;"Paige,
William
T. Tooker,
Donald
Mrs. Lillian
Eldean
Steuart and
Mrs. Hall,
Sue
Balfour. Miss Stevens presents a dual role of
Lillian Ford and Janet Ford, cousins. They are
alike as twins. Janet has been left a penniless
orphan. Michael Ford has treated Lillian as he
has his own daughter. Mrs. Ford, on the contrary, has treated her coldly. Lillian is caught
in a gambling raid, and confesses later to Janet
that she has used her name. Janet resents the liberty her cousin has taken, but consents to take
the blame, in order that Sir Anthony Jessop, who
is engaged to Lillian, may not know of the affair. The story appears in the papers, and Mrs.
Ford insists that her daughter leave her home.
Janet leaves and attends school to learn stenography. Lillian
is married
Sir wife
Anthony.
He
soon wakes
to the
fact thatto his
is shallow
and frivolous. The baby is his one great solace.
He unexpectedly
one frivolity.
of Lillian's
parties, and denouncesinterrupts
her for her
Lillian,
under the pretense of visiting her father who is
ill, leaves for America. Her admirer, Raymond
Fleury, follows. They stop at the hotel at which
Janet has secured a position as public stenographer. Lillian and her lover leave for the West.
A cablegram comes from Lillian telling her that
her little son has been seriously injured. Janet
leaves for England. Jessop believes that Janet is
his wife band.
andLillian
Janet
in love
with Lillian's
husreadsfallsthat
her husband
has been
made
an
Earl.
She
leaves,
is
followed
and
shot
by her lover.
At the
theatre, " Alias Mrs. Jessop,"
featuring
Emily Stevens.
Billie Burke in " The Land of Promise " —
Adapted from Stage Play — Story of Canada
(Paramount Five-Reel Production)
"
The
of Promise,"
adaptedmadefrom
stage playLand
in which
Billie Burke
suchthea
decided hit a few seasons ago, is to be presented
on the screen of the
theatre on
of tured role in week.
Miss version
Burke aspresents
the screen
she didthein feathe
stage
" The Maugham
Land of Promise
" was
writtenproduction.
by W. Somerset
and produced
for the Paramount program under the direction
of Joseph Kaufman. Mr. Kaufman will be remembered as the one who directed George Cohan in
"ofBroadway
Jones." W.
Somerset
the author
many successful
plays,
among isthem
being
" Lady Frederick." " The Explorer," " Mrs. Dot,"
" The Hero," " The Land of the Blessed Virgin "
and
Magician."
The leading
played" The
by Thomas
Meighan,
who hasmale
beenroleseenis
in several features in which Pauline Frederick
has been starred. Others in a good supporting
cast are Helen T. Tracy, J. W. Johnson, Mary
Alden, Margaret Seddon, Walter McEwen, Grace
Studeford and John Raymond. Miss Burke, the
favorite of many stage successes, is seen in the
role of Nora Marsh, who has for ten years been
traveling companion to Miss Wickham, a wealthy,
crabbed old lady, hated by all her relatives. As
much as she can like anyone Miss Wickham likes
Nora and hinted at making provisions for her in
her will. She is taken ill and dies. Nora finds
that no provision has been made for her in the
will of the old lady. She goes to her brother,
Edward,
in Canada,
land ofwho
promise."
Her
brother has
married "a the
waitress,
is a faithful
wife to him. When Nora arrives the wife becomes
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jealous. The " hired man," Frank Taylor, has
mentioned the fact that he wants a wife to " do
the chores."
asks if and
she gowillon doa farm
for thein
position.
They Nora
are married
Manitoba to live. Nora regrets her hasty decision
to marry and leads an unhappy life. How events
turn to change the life of the two and the happy
ending is told in " The Land of Promise."
" Salt of the Earth," Adapted from Peter B.
Kyne's Story — Chester Barnett, Peggy Adams
(Perfection Five-Reel Production)
Peterappeared
B. Kyne's
storySaturday
of " Salt
of the Post
Earth,"
which
in the
Evening
and
was enjoyed by the millions of readers of that
weekly, has been adapted to the screen and produced
principalWilliam
charactersbyarePerfection
presented Pictures.
by Russell TheSimpson,
Wadsworth, Peggy Adams, Chester Barnett, William Chatterton the
and country
Ivan Christie.
stories
are recognized
over as Kyne's
most interesting. This fact is pretty good evidence that when
created for screen presentation they will please.
This one does. " Salt of the Earth " tells the
story of how a young man, because of his father's
unfair dealings, is deprived of the love of " the
only
with her
father
in a girl."
WesternMarjorie
mining Kincaid
town. lives
Brandon
Hyde,
an
Eastern financier, induces Marjorie's father to
buy a worthless mine. Monte, Hyde's son, unconscious of his
swindling methods
deceiving the
old father's
man, accompanies
him Westin
and meets Marjorie. Marjorie believes that Monte
is in league with his father. Before returning
East, however, Monte has received a promise
from Marjorie that she will marry him if he can
prove
innocence.
father his
dies.
Marjorie Shortly
is left afterward
alone andMarjorie's
enters a
hospital
as
nurse.
Two
old
friends
Marjorie's
father determine to repair the wrongof done
their
friend. They sell Hyde a worthless mine. Monte
comes West again to take charge of the hospital
in which Marjorie works. Marjorie is indifferent
to his advances and he demands an explanation.
The two old friends bring the money they have
obtained from Hyde to Marjorie. She refuses to
take it but Monte does on the grounds that " it
is all in the family."
" Salt
of thecast
Earth,"
writtenplayers,
by Peter
with
capable
of Edison
will B.beKyne,
seen
on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week.
Mae Marsh in "The Cinderella Man"—
Adapted from Famous Stage Success
(Goldwyn Six-Reel Production)
in " The
" — You
allMae
know Marsh
Miss Marsh
and Cinderella
it is a safeMan
wager
that
many of you are acquainted with the story for it
has
adapted
from Oliver
stagebeen
success
by Edward
ChildsMorosco's
Carpenter.famous
The
screen version was written by George Loane
Tucker. Mr. Tucker directed the production.
Mr. Tucker will be remembered for his producof " The successes
Manx Man of " theandcurrent
" I Believe,"
of thetion biggest
year on two
the
screen.
."The
Cinderella
Man
"
is
a
play
holiday cheer and is most appropriate for the ofseason.
Tom Moore presents the principal male role opposite Miss Marsh. Edward Childs Carpenter,
the author, is responsible for the stage play which
is now delighting all New Yorkers. " The Pipes
of
Pan," running
the Hudson
Mr.
Carpenter
has two atsuccesses
now ontheatre.
Broadway.
Others
in
Miss
Marsh's
support
are
Alec
Francis, George Fawcett, Louis R. Grisel, GeorgeB.
Farren Elizabeth Arianns, Mrs. J. Cogan, Dean
Raymond and Harry Scarborough. Marjorie
Caner is living in Italy with her mother. Her
father is a big figure in the financial district in
New York. When Marjorie's mother dies she
"comes
to him
New a York
lives withliving
her the
father.
She finds
gruff and
millionaire,
life
of a bachelor. His lawyer, his physician and a
celebrated musician are his only friends. He
wishes her to marry that he may rid himself of
the responsibility of caring for her. He is willing
that she marry a young fortune hunter. His three
friends olan to defeat this marriage for they want
to see Marjorie marry happily. At the other end
of the block in a garret lives Anthony Quintard,
a poet. He meets Marjorie and they become close
friends. Marjorie conceals the fact that she is
wealthy. The adventures these two young people
have and the haripy ending of it all are the points
of interest
screen
drama.of this most human and entertaining
Mae Marsh
" The Cinderella
at the
■ theatrein on
of Man "week.
" The Last Leaf "—One of 0. Henry's Best—
. Scenes Laid in Old Greenwich Village
(General Tivo-Reel Production)
.."The Last Leaf" is the title of the late O.
Henry
to be shown
theatre.
It is infeature
two reels.
Mildredat the
Manning, Bernard
Siegel and Patsy DeForest are in the principal
roles. The scenes are laid in the Greenwich Village sectionhold
of New
— thethesection
the
Bohemians
sway,York
where
studio where
supplants
the office building of the downtown section and
where art takes the hand. At the top of a twostory building in this section Sue and Johnsy

have their studio. Johnsy is a frail, tiny girl
from the land of the Golden West and Sue comes
from the woods of Maine. The time is November.
Johnsy
of pneumonia.
doctor
had told isSuethethatvictim
her friend
Johnsy had The
one chance
in ten of surviving the attack, and that chance
was for her " to want to live." Johnsy has given
BehrSue tells old
and beneath.
of recovering
hopeartist
up all the
man,
on the floor
Behrman
appoints
himself
guardian
of
the
two
girls
scoffs at tenderness. The next day Johnsyandis
better but Behrman is taken to the hospital with
the dread disease. Johnsy had made up her mind
that when the last leaf on the old ivy vine clinging to the wall outside, and which ran scrambling
over the
pane Behrman
of the girls'
room, this
had
fallen,
she window
was to die.
had learned
and the night before had braved the wind and
rain, taken his pallette and brush and painted a
leaf on the pane when the last one had fallen.
" The Last Leaf " is one of O. Henry's most
pathetic stories and adapts itself to the screen
with all the sentiment, pathos and human interest
that makes it so interesting between the covers of
a volume
of thisLeaf,"
author's
work.reels. The late O.
" The Last
in two
Henry picture
to
be
shown
theatre.
week on
. at the
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman," Adapted
from Stage Play — John Barrymore Featured
(Hiller and Wilks (Agents) — Seven Reels)
John Barrymore, idol of the stage and screen,
is seen in the title role of E. W. Hornung's popular stageman."success,
Raffles,
Amateur back
CracksThose of you
who theremember
ten
years will remember the big success that this stage
production
had
throughout
this
country
and
England. The screen version was written by Anthony
P. Kelly. George Irving directed. In the supcast areH. such
well known
FrederickportingPerry,
Cooper
Cliffe, players
Frank as
Morgan,
Christine Mayo, Evelyn Brent, Mike Donlin,
Mathilda Brundage. Mr. Barrymore presents the
part
Raffles,
a highly
educated
young
travelsof in
the most
exclusive
social
set man
and who
who
steals for the excitement of the thing more than
because of a criminal instinct. He steals from the
rich to give to the poor. The story opens with
Rafflles aboard
a ship,
in pursuit
of an inter-of
national crook who
has come
into possession
a priceless ruby. Raffles steals the ruby from the
crook but is detected and jumps overboard to
escape capture. Mrs. Vidal (Christine Mayo)
who is traveling on the ship sees him. She is an
English society woman. Later Raffles turns up in
London and enters the best society. He attends
a house party given by Lord and Lady Amerstith.
In thatnizes set
and ruby.
she recoghim ashethemeets
one Mrs.
who Vidal
stole the
She
keeps the secret because she loves him. Lady
Amerstith
shows
to
her
guests,
among
them
Raffles, the Melrose pearls. The pearls disappear and
Mrs. Vidal accuses Raffles and threatens to expose
him. He defies her. A detective is engaged and
Raffles is watched. He is followed to his apartment but by a clever ruse he conceals the jewels.
Lady flesAmerstith's
and Rafloves her. Shedaughter
comes loves
to hisRaffles
apartment
and
he gives her the jewels and tells her to return
them to her mother. Raffles proves that he took
them
them. to prevent a professional thief from stealing
"The Scarlet Car," Adapted from Richard
Harding DavisFeatured
Story — Franklyn Farnum
(Bluebird Five-Reel Production)
" The Scarlet Car " is adapted from Richard
Harding byDavis'
The The
screenproduction
version was
was
written
Williamstory.
Parker.
made by Bluebird under the direction of Joseph
De Grasse.
the Johnson,
featured
role.
In the Fra~klyn
supportingFarnum
cast areis in
Edith
Al W. Filson, Lon Chaney and other Bluebird
screen
artists.Mr." The
Scarlethas Carthe" role
is a oftypical
Davis story.
Farnum
Billy
Winthrop, the town idler. His father is editor of
the
only paper.
He isBilly,
an easy
goingintofather
and town's
has permitted
his son,
to drift
the
ways of an idler. Billy gets into a street brawl
and is arrested. About the same time as the incident took place the old cashier of the town's bank
finds anizesfalse
entry in theas bank's
and recog-of
the handwriting
that of books
the president
the bank. The cashier returns to the bank on that
night and hears the president, his son and a representative of a brokerage concern discussing the
result
president's
cashierof
hears ofthethebroker
demandspeculation.
a certain The
amount
money from the president to cover marginal
losses. The cashier enters and demands an explanation. There is trouble and the cashier is
beaten, his body is taken away in a car and he
is left toas keep
dead.his Billy's
last
dollar
son outfather
of jailhasandspent
Billyhisturns
oyer a new leaf and helps his father out of finandifficulty.
loves
daughter
and cial
so does
the Billy
son of
the the
bankcashier's
president.
The
president plans to force the girl to marry him,
but Billy prevents it and also accidently solves
the mystery surrounding the disappearance of the
girl's president
father, theandcashier,
turnsgirl.the tables on the
bank
wins the
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Motion

Beach
Story
Begins
Cleveland Newspapers Claim Thousands Were Turned Away from
the Standard — Reports on
Picture Favorable

Public

Run

D ECEIVING, it is claimed by Goldwyn,
V an even greater welcome than any of
his previous motion pictures, Rex Beach's
" The Auction Block," began its career
a Goldwyn Picture throughout Northas
America week before last, opening to good
business in the first-run cities.
First to report the inauguration of this
picture the Cleveland newspapers reported thousands turned away from the
Standard theatre.
Among the notices were: The Cleveland Leader : " Rex Beach's vogue through
his previous successful pictures could
have been expected to fill the Standard
theatre on the opening day of his newest
picture under the Goldwyn imprint, ' The
Auction Block.' But each day's business
at The Standard is bigger than the preceding day. It is a tremendous picture of
phases of life known to and seen by millions of Americans."
The Cleveland Press: "An excellent
and daring production filled with thrilling
excitements and intense drama ... in
a few words there is our estimate of ' The
Auction Block.' One of the few motion
pictures worthy of particular recommendation."
Chicago Examiner : " ' The Auction
Block ' is a sensational picture that has begun by bringing capacity audiences into the
theatres at a time when big attendance is
needed and required. This is the ' honey '
that will make the public swarm to the boxoffices."
Boston Post : " The Boston theatre has

the biggest screen attraction of the year
in ' The Auction Block.' Long lines of
patrons waiting in the cold on Washington street while the house empties for the
following performance. Throngs turned
away. ' The Auction Block ' is the biggest picture of the greatest and most successful novelist of our day"

Triangle Advertising
A PHOTOPLAY journal of Cincinnati,
Ohio, in its issue of December 7,
published the following editorial in reference to the Triangle advertisements directed to the exhibitors, that have recently
appeared in the motion picture trade
papers.
" Did you notice that Triangle advertisement inthe papers? If exhibitors are
reading the moving picture advertisements
they no doubt have noticed that the Triangle ad. is one of the most convincing
articles that was ever published. Its tone
is one of the most friendly messages that
ever reached exhibitors' ears. It is a
'straight from the shoulder' talk and we
believe should attract every exhibitors'
attention.
" This might be a poor way of writing

Attracts Attention
an editorial, but if an honest writer would
read ads. as well as news of trade papers,
he will soon agree with us that the writer
of this particular Triangle ad. as well as
the Triangle Distributing Corporation deserve credit that is due them, and they
are bound to win their battle in the moving picture industry, because every line of
this ad. has a true message that could not
have been delivered to exhibitors in more
plainer language.
" Finally, ads. of this kind are what
every exhibitor is waiting to hear and
some more messages of the same quality
will more than encourage the managers of
the moving picture houses, and will enable
them to work in harmony with the producers. Triangle is bound to grow under
such management."

Picture

News

Blackton Leaves for Lasky
California Studio
J. Stuart Blackton, producer of the
novels of Sir Gilbert Parker for Paramount, left December 5 for California to
engage in further production work under
the same auspices at the Lasky studio.
Commodore Blackton took with him Albert
Dorris, his film editor, who is an expert
cutter as well. From Chicago, they traveled westward via the Santa Fe. Preparations were under way at the Lasky Studio
for the reception of the producer, and a
special building has been erected to house
his personal office and the offices of his
executive staff.
The first picture that Commodore Blackton will make for Paramount in the West
will be " Wild Youth," written by Sir Gilbert Parker, and said to be one of the
author's most fascinating romances.
In the East he has produced " The Judgment House," which has been released, and
" The World for Sale," which will be a
Paramount release for January.
Fox

Florence Deshon, a Striking Type of Brunette
Seen in Rex Released
Beach's by" Goldwyn
The Auction Block,"

Stars Celebrate Wonder Week in Theatres
Personal appearances by George Walsh
and Virginia Pearson, Fox Film Corporation stars, were features of the celebration of Wonder Week in four William
Fox theatres. The dates selected were
December 10 to 16, and the theatres were
the Bay Ridge, the Crotona, the Folly and
the Audubon.
The stars made two appearances at each
of the theatres, Miss Pearson being preson nights
when " release,
All for awas
Husband,"
her entlast
photoplay
shown,
and Mr. Walsh's
dental with the
of New York,"
and the trenches,
at Camp Upton,

Triangle

appearances being coincishowing of " The Pride
a drama of cantonments
part of which was filmed
Yaphank, N. Y.

Films Story Called

" The Hopper "
Director Thomas Heffron, whose last
picture under Triangle colors was with
William Desmond in " The Sudden Gentleman," has begun work on " The Hopper,"
a screen adaptation from Meredith Nicholson's story by the same name, which appearedninghamin Collier's
Weekly. Jack Cundid the continuity.
It is described as a crook comedy story,
with a reformed safe-blower in the title
role, and in this story the man who
wanted to go straight finds himself forced
into a kidnapping and a robbery. Included
in the cast are William V. Mong, who
has the title role : Irene Hunt, Walt Whitman, George Hernandez and Peaches
Jackson.
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Manager

Sees

Predicts That Industry Will Have Biggest Year in Its History in
1918 — Cites Conditions in Other Countries
as a CriterionIN a general announcement last week, occasioned by the fact that the old
year is slipping swiftly away and the new one will shortly step across the
threshold of 1918 to get a good look at conditions in the motion picture
industry, Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the Fox Film Corporation,
finds much cause for rejoicing at the conditions as Kid New Year will find
them. Mr. Sheehan, it is quite evident from the tone of his message, sees no
crisis in the industry, and asserts that his view is very logical when conditions
in other countries are considered.
Biggest Year Yet
To put the most optimistic part of his announcement first, that it can better impress
upon distributors, manufacturers and exhibitors the full and paramount meaning at
stake, Mr. Sheehan prefaced his bundle of
cheer with the remark : " The motion, picture industry will have the biggest year in
its history during 1918."
Mr. Sheehan does not believe the industry faces a crisis, or is in the slightest danger of having to be saved by mergers or
combinations. The war, he thinks, will
benefit rather than prove harmful to theatres which are showing pictures.
" I know," he said, " that a few persons
are shivering from fright, but the experience of exhibitors in other countries — countries that have seen more of this war than
we probably ever will hear about — :does not
justify such an attitude.
" There always is a pessimist present.
Many theatre managers, a few years ago,
when motion pictures were just beginning
to demonstrate their value, felt certain the
spoken drama was doomed. Five and tencent amusements, they were predicting,
would put $2 amusements out of business.
Nothing could live in the face of such
competition.
Predictions Are Wild
" Since the war began, we have heard all
manner of wild predictions. It would ruin
business generally; it would bankrupt the
nation. No government could stand the
financial drain more than a few months.
But the war has been in progress three
years, business has gone ahead and none of
the governments has yet applied for a receiver."
Mr. Sheehan's contention is that the motion picture business is more favorably
placed when surrounded by conditions such
as war produces than it is in times of great
prosperity. " The time never will come,"
the Fox general manager said, " when people will not require, and demand, and have,
some sort of amusement. And even if they
cannot spare $5 or $6 for two seats at a
so-called legitimate theatre, they certainly
will not be compelled to save for many days
to accumulate the price of a motion picture
performance.
" As a matter of fact, if there is curtailment of expenditures for amusements, the
result is certain to be favorable to motion
picture exhibitors. It will open to them a
new class of patronage. It will bring them
the custom of people who have been extravagant and now are beginning to save.

No

Crisis

much bigger projects — one, for instance, already far enough under way to justify the
statement that it will surpass anything of
the sort we have ever undertaken. But our
policy, you know, is to do our talking after
we have tangible evidence to offer in support of our statements. You will remember we said very little about Standard Pictures until we had completed five or six
productions and had spent over a million
dollars on them. When we did talk, we
had something very definite to talk about.
" And we are going to have more to talk
about in 1918 than we had in 1917. We are
demonstrating our faith by carrying our
foreign campaign right into the war area
and that faith is receiving justification on
every delivery of European mail. We are
preparing — we are, in fact, prepared — for
the biggest year in the history of the motion
picture industry."
Paramount Puts Campaign
Behind Chapin Features
Back of the forthcoming Benjamin
Chapin two-reel features concerning the
life of Lincoln, which will be released by
Paramount and which will include ten releases in all, Paramount is planning to
place a huge advertising campaign supplemented by circularization and special campaigns that should create a great demand
for the series, to be known as " The Son
of Details
Democracy."
of the campaign and the release
date are expected to be announced shortly.
Mulhall

George Horace Lorimer, Who Wrote " Jack Spurlock, Prodigal," for William Fox
And there will be no corresponding loss of
present patronage.
Elaborate Plans Ahead
" The people of this country will have to
be pinched a great deal harder than they
ever have been before they will unanimously vote the expenditure of from twenty to
fifty
extravagance."
Thecents
Fox anFilm
Corporation, Mr. Sheehan
announced, is going ahead with plans of an
elaborate nature for next year. " We will
spend more money for features in 1918
than we have ever spent before. We will
have more stars, more directors and more
companies than we have ever had. We will
make bigger productions than we have ever
made and on a scale more elaborate than
anything ever undertaken in the history of
the business.
"The 'Jack Spurlock-Prodigal ' deal
which we have just completed with George
Horace Lorimer is an indication of our intention to go the limit in obtaining the right
sort of material for our stars. The Saturday Evening Post editor's novel cost us
more than any producer ever has paid for
similar rights.
Actions — Then Words
" And we have in hand a number of other

Joins Triangle

Playing Forces
Jack Mulhall, well-known leading man,
has been added to the Triangle playing
forces at Culyer City and is in the cast
supporting Margery Wilson in her latest
vehicle, " Three Godsons of Jeannette
Gontreau," taken from Francis W. Sullivan's story of the same name, which appeared recently in the Ladies' Home
Journal.
Richardson

Double

in

Jack Richardson,
Triangle heavy
"Spirit the
of '76"
who has just completed " Man Above the
Law," in which he was cast in the title
role, has issued a statement denying that
the Jack Richardson appearing in the cast
of " The Spirit of 76," the picture seized
by the U. S. Government, is in any way
connected with him. " I never played in
the condemned picture and do not know
the Jack Richardson appearing on the
cast," declared the Triangle player.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker}

f
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Stars
Evans
Madge
" The
Volunteer " Also Presents
Henry Hull and Shows Intimate
Views of World-Brady Studio
In Fort Lee, N. J.

THE current World-Picture BradyMade, in which Madge Evans, " the
World's kiddie star," and Henry Hull are
featured equally, has the movies as its
topic. It starts in the World's studio at
Fort Lee, and very largely follows the picture which supposedly is being taken at
that particular time with little Madge as
its star and Harley Knoles directing.
That individual play shows Madge's
father going off to war and Madge's
mother departing for France as a member
of the Red Cross. This makes it necessary
for little Miss Evans — in the story — to
abandon her professional career for the
time being and go to live with relatives out
West, until her parents return. These
relatives are Quakers, and the head of the
family is so firmly set against war that he
and his son, who is filled with patriotic
fervor and desires to enlist, keep the
household in perpetual riot.
" The Volunteer " is the motion picture
play in which all the stars of WorldPictures appear personally, each for a moment, as one by one they bid Madge goodbye when she is leaving the studio for her
new home. These include Kitty Gordon,
Ethel Clayton, Evelyn Greeley, June Elvidge, Carlyle Blackwell, Montagu Love
and director general William A. Brady
himself, together with Madge's own director, 'Harley Knoles.
The first big scene, showing all the

in

Feature

Picture

News

Censorship Curbs Cameramen in Walsh Feature
Motion picture cameramen are coming
to believe that it would be about as easy
to get into a United States military camp
with a bomb as to carry an unlicensed
camera. As a measure of precaution
against spies, the Government not only
requires that permits must be obtained for
doing photographic work in army camps,
but that the finished photographs also be
submitted to the camp commander for
Photographs taken at Camp Upton,
approval.
Yaphank, N. Y., on the basis of this authorization, comprise an important part of
the George Walsh production, " The
Pride of New York." Arrangements for
this part of the work, such as the photographing of groups of men, of course,
also have to be made with commanders of
the units involved. Permits are not difficult to obtain, but sometimes considerable
time is required and the filming naturally
must be done at the convenience of the
officers and men.

Madge Evans, in World-Brady Pictures
World companies working in the studio,
was photographed from a platform built
sixty feet high just outside the great
structure of glass and steel. At this point
a section of the glass was removed, the
camera was inserted in the aperture, and
the " shooting " began.
This inner life picture differs from
others seeking to transfer behind-thescenes in movie land to the screen, in that
it not alone shows how a picture is made
but how the picture can influence for good
when it is finally projected in the theatre.

Vitagraph Celebrates an Anniversary
President Smith started his troupe of
FRIDAY, December 7, was an important
anniversary in the history of Greater
globe-trotters away from the Grand CenVitagraph and the industry, marking one
tral Terminal, New York, on the mornof the most memorable undertakings ever
ing of December 7. 1912. a day when
motion pictures might be said to have just
credited to Albert E. Smith, the company's
president.
been entering upon their modern phase.
Five years ago on the date mentioned
In the party were W. S. Smith, brother
President Smith started a motion picture
of the Vitagraph president ; Clara Kimball
company of eleven persons on a trip
Young and James Young, then active in
around the world and during their six
Vitagraph features : William V. Ranous
and his wife ; Maurice Costello, his wife
months' tour they visited seven important
foreign countries, making pictures in fourand their two daughters, Helen and Doteen of the large cities of these countries.
lores Eugene
;
Mullin. manager of the VitaEleven persons, including the cameraman,
graph Scenario Department : Harry Keepmanager and scenarioist, who wrote plays
ers, cameraman.
for production in each of the cities visited, constituted the party.
Lee Children Use Antique
One of the most valuable phases of the
Furniture in Scene
trip was the fact that it demonstrated to
the people of the United States and the
Jane andstars,
Katherine
William itFox's
rest of the world that motion pictures were
youthful
are nowLee,
appearing,
was
unlimited in their capacity for bringing
announced last week, in a Standard Picthe ends of the world together and eduture, one scene of which requires a lot
cating the peoples of all countries to a of antique furniture. This, it is said,
knowledge of each other. The faithful
was secured from shops whose specialty
presentation of India, China. Japan, Egypt
is handling such furniture.
and other places in the series of Vitagraph pictures was one of the chief factors
You are not going to war. The men who
in bringing the public to a proper appreciaare need all the comforts you can give them.
tion of the motion picture and winning
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
respect for them. This, in fact, is said
to be one of the things on which the patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
present popularity and strength of motion
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
pictures rests.

Huge Settings Erected for
" The Blue Bird "
When Artcraft releases " The Blue
Bird," the Maeterlinck spectacle, it will
have established, it is said, new records in
film production, presenting the largest settings ever staged inside a studio, including
the Black Palace of Night, the Palace of
Luxuries, the Cave of Miseries, the Azure
Palace, Memoryland and the Cathedral of
Happiness. In each one of these settings
scenes are shown which would ordinarily
constitute an elaborate feature photoplay,
it is claimed.
Maurice Tourneur, the director, has had
the exclusive use of the Famous PlayersLasky studios at Fort Lee, N. J., where the
regular force of carpenters, electricians and
mechanics has been greatly augmented
and has been working day and night
building the scenery and effects. The
technical
department
being
ass'isted
by
two
New York
artists. isThe
immense
stage,
which usually accommodates a number of
sets at one time, has been occupied repeatedly by individual sets of colossal dimensions for " The Blue Bird."
Theda Bara Begins New
William Fox Production
After one week's vacation, Theda Bara
started her twenty-eighth William Fox
photodrama this week at the Fort Lee
studios of the Fox Film Corporation. She
is working under the direction of J. Gordon Edwards. This has been the longest rest that Miss Bara has ever had between pictures, usually three or four days
sufficing, it is said.
In the new photoplay, which has not been
named, Miss Bara again will be presented
in a typical home-wrecking, soul destroying vampire portrayal. The action takes
place in East India, later shifting to Paris.
There are said to be many novel situations planned for the production.
The scenario was written by Adrian
Tohnson.
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Welcome
1918
Lasky Enthusiastic
See No Cause for Complaint If Coming Year Brings Progress
Mr. a Lasky
" It isEast
littlefrom
morea
Equal to Past One— War Had No 111 Effects
than
month remarked
ago that :I came
visit
to
California,
filled
with
enthusiasm
on Picture Industry
over the prospects for our future and
IF the year to come develops as great advancement in the motion picture present productional activities. I found a
industry as that which is just passing, no one will have cause to utter a similarly gratifying condition in our Eastern studios, when I arrived in New York.
complaint, according to the opinion of the executive heads of Paramount
and Artcraft.
Since then, I have seen no reason to change
or modify my views. While pure optimism
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Players-Lasky ; Hiram Abrams, presi- is frequently liable to overreach itself and
dent of Paramount ; Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of the Famous Playersblind a man to things that should be seen, I
Lasky Corporation, and Walter E. Greene, president of Artcraft, have all exam not averse to saying that I am optimistic
pressed great satisfaction at the treatment meted out to their concerns during
over the future of the industry. I am natur1917, and declare that the business progressed by leaps and bounds in the
ally interested particularly in production
work because it is in this department of
past twelve months.
the activities of Famous Players-Lasky
Shift Proved Benefit
Corporation that I am deeply concerned at
all times. And when I noted the constantIn speaking of Famous Players-Lasky,
ly improving facilities, the additions of new
Mr. Zukor said: "So far as the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation is concerned,
materials, new stars, new directors — and
the shift on August 5 last to the Star Series
realized as well that we already were
Selective booking system was one of the
equipped with a superior force and means
of producing the best pictures that money,
most important developments. This has become a matter of history, in connection
experience and skill, coupled with artistic
with the absorption of Artcraft and Paraperception could evolve — I saw that nothing
mount, the distributing concerns, by the
short of a lessening of our own efforts
could result in anything but the most flatterparent organization, while the latest movement of importance is embodied in the miling success.
lion dollar advertising campaign recently
" Production in the year to come offers a
vast field for speculation, but I believe that
launched to create new photoplay patrons
and still further popularize Paramount and
further" changes, of a radical nature, at
Artcraft pictures. Add to this the fact that
least, will come less frequently than in the
our organization has added many important
past. There will doubtless grow out of the
stars and writers to its roster within the
experiences of the past and the efforts toward advancement new ideas and inventions
last twelve months and it would appear
directed toward more perfect productions,
perfectly just to say that the Famous Playbut I will frankly admit that it is difficult
ers-Lasky Corporation has been instrunow to anticipate. What can be done that
mental in what may be termed genuinely
is not now being done? I believe that the
epoch-making achievements in the film industry.
majority of changes will be technical in
"What of business of 1918? My answer
to this question would be — it depends on
Stars
a Big Factor
character."
the individual or, rather the individual orWilliam S. Hart, Artcraft Star
Mr.
Greene said : " The growth
ganization. can
I
see only increased interthe
business to its present proportions isof such
est in pictures on the part of the public in
recent history that comment upon it is unthe next year, as a natural outcome of the mediocre picture may die a more gradual
necessary. The single reel service was supincreased demand for moderate priced death but it is fated to go down in the
crush of better films.
planted by two and three reels, and this in
amusement, always a necessity in wartimes. Iam frank to state, however, that
" 1918 will see a very general increase turn has been eliminated by the five and sixI believe it will be a case of the survival
in admission prices, a thing justified by the reel production.
" With the advent of these super-pictures,
of the fittest. Certainly the public is becomadvanced cost in every department of production, distribution and exhibition, but this presenting such stars as Mary Pickford,
ing more discriminating with every passing
Douglas
Fairbanks, Geraldine Farrar, Elsie
year and will not be satisfied with mediocre
increase will work no material hardship
productions or inferior players and stories. upon the public to whom pictures will con- Ferguson, William S. Hart and George M.
Cohan, produced by the acknowledged
tinue to be the cheapest form of amusePictures being no longer a novelty, it is cermasters of the screen like D. W. Griffith,
tain that only those companies which are ment.
Cecil B. DeMille, Thomas H. Ince, Maurice
capable of producing superior screen enter" 1918 will see also continued improvetainment will share in the increased busiment in exhibiting conditions. From being Tourneur, Marshall Neilan, Allan Dwan
an ephemeral form of entertainment, the and John Emerson, the matter of distribuness that I believe is bound to come."
tion became pivotal for conditions arose
films have won their own legitimate place
Exhibitors Discriminating
made the theatre depend for its very
and one that is on a plane of quality with which
existenc
e on service.
Mr. Abrams said : " I have been pleased the best in the drama. The days of the film
to note the immense advance in discriminafreebooter are past; the times of juggling
" The most modern methods of efficiency
tion and have learned that the vast majorand uncertainty are at an end. There will are presented to the exhibitor taking Artcraft service, and he has at his command
ity of exhibitors know pretty much what
be changes, but they will be legitimate, the
they want and will not be put off with cheap outcome of new conditions engendered by the efforts of the highest salaried and
substitutes. In borrowing this phrase from
the war, by the advent of new ideas and trained men in every branch. This is accomplished inthe same manner as the great
the patent medicine manufacturer I feel new methods in all departments. But my
that I have cited a genuine analogy. Only, trip has proved to me that eternal vigilance newspapers of the country, who secure the
the line of demarcation is even more prois the price of success in the industry. That services of famous writers whose remuneration would be prohibitive, but whose
nounced. There is a set standard for pic- the least slackening in effort, the failure at
contributions are syndicated in a chain of
tures. And the discriminating exhibitor de- any time to recognize the increased discrimination of the people will result in a sud- papers, each one paying a small proportion,
mands, and is justified in demanding that
den slump for the one who thus blinds him- and all of them enjoying as much benefit as.
kind and no other. The poor picturee is
doomed to failure from the start. The
if they were the sole beneficiaries."
self to his own best interests."
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Richardson
Does Not Hand

Gives

Any Bouquets to

Press Representatives Who " Kid
the Newspapers " — " Personal "Exploiters Retard
" Regulars "
Leander Richardson, publicity manager
of World- Pictures Brady-Made, has prepared for " personal " press agents a little
token of Christmas remembrance that,
while it may strike home in a number of
spots, is not likely to call forth any loud
applause for encores.
In speaking of publicity work in general and press agents in particular, Mr.
Richardson said :
" The slue of inconsequential guff that
finds its way into newspapers in reference
to motion pictures would be considerably
reduced if editors would or could see the
advisability of shutting down on personal
press agents for stars or lesser luminaries
of the screen.
" This eruption of protest is not upBiograph Studio Used
THE completion of Harry Rapf's production,The
"
Struggle Everlasting,"
starring Florence Reed and directed by
James Kirkwood, is the sixth production
staged at the Bronx Biograph studio by
Harry Rapf during the past year. His
former productions were " The Argyle
Case," "The Silent Master," "The Mad
Lover," " The Forced Honeymoon," all featuring RobertReed.
Warwick — and " To-Day "
with Florence
Aside from directing some of the Harry
Rapf productions, Ralph Ince has produced "The Co-Respondent " and " The
Battle
Cry " with Elaine Hammerstein, at
the studio.
Mme. Petrova is at present busy with
her Petrova pictures and has already completed two productions at this studio.
Clara Kimball Young produced " The

Publicity
Tips
heaved from a state of rage induced by the
fact that diverse persons make a living
from the exploitation of more or less
gifted movie players. It is hung solely
upon the proposition that they ball up the
regular publicity men and the editors too.
" It may be that not all the known regular publicity men have a proper regard for
their obligations to editors. There is, alas,
a fellow here and there who thinks it a
clever stroke to kid newspapers. A few
of these last a good deal longer than
there is any sane reason to expect, but
they are usually found out finally. Some
of them doubtless join the ranks of personal press agents for stars and minor
lights who are impressed with their past
connections — not performances.
" But as a general thing the publicity
men of experience, holding responsible positions, are careful not to send Jim Crow
stories to the press. Most of them are
constitutionally above that sort of thing;
the
others realize that the comeback is too
strong.

by Many
Companies
Easiest Way," " The Price She Paid " and
" The Foolish Virgin " during the past
year.
Louis J. Selznick produced " Scandal "
and " The Honeymooners," with Constance
Talmadge,
and with
" LestRitaWe Jovilet.
Forget," a massive spectacle,
" Fatty " Arbuckle produced several
comedies before going to California
Harry Weber produced " The Wild
Girl," with Eva Tanguay.
Mark M. Dintenfass is now producing
Ambassador Gerard's " My Four Years in
Germany," under the direction of William
Nigh.
"Over There," with Charles Richman;
" Runaway Romany," with Marion Davies ;
"filmed
Day there.
Break," with Emily Stevens, were

Pathe's "Les
Miserables"
Well
Received
THAT the picture play like the drama,
Air. Quimby states that " Les Miseramusic, art and literature is to have
bles " was reissued in answer to a great
volume of requests received by the Pathe
its deathless classics is indicated by the recompany direct from the picture fans and
ception being accorded Pathe's " Les
that in reissuing the subject the greatest
Miserables," a reissue.
care has been taken to furnish the exIt is reported by F. C. Quimby, sales
change with prints and advertising matter
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., that this
in keeping with the high artistic quality
masterpiece has played to capacity business
in all the theatres where its exhibition has
of the masterpiece.
been adequately heralded. And this proves,
according to Pathe, that the big picture with
the great story for its theme will be played
Jewel Feature Draws Well
time after time in the same theatres just
in Iowa Town
as the great operas are rendered each season to crowded houses.
When the Jewel feature, " The Man
W ithout a Country," played at Creston,
"The picture fan is just as enthusiastic
Iowa, for one night recently, it numbered
and devout a lover of real artistry in picas its audience one-sixth of the entire
ture plays as the lover of music who enthusiastically attends the opera season after
population of the town, according to information received from William Weldon,
season. And the great picture play that
manager of the Willard theatre there, by
reaches the artistic and dramatic heights of
a real masterpiece will live as long as the Jewel offices. Rand-McNally gives the
town of Creston 6,000 inhabitants.
screen itself," said Pathe.

Picture

News

Director Crane Holds Record for Making Stars
Probably the most unique distinction
which any of the present-day picture directors may lay claim to is that possessed by
Frank Crane, now chosen to guide the
screen destinies of Madame Olga Petrova
in the third vehicle bearing the stamp of
her own organization, and who has recently
finished the picturization of the Goldwyn
production " Thais," and started work this
week
"Theartiste.
Life Mask," starring the
famous onPolish
To Mr. Crane belongs the distinction of
having held the dictatorial reins over the
picture premieres of no less than five screen
stars, all now high in popularity and fame.
The selection of Crane to handle the production details of the third picture in which
Madame Petrova will appear was made by
Frederick L. Collins, president of the Petrova Picture Company, and the star herself,
a consideration of the producer's
former after
accomplishments.
Paralta

Increases

Eastern

Scenario Department
The Eastern Scenario Department of
Paralta Plays, Inc., under the direction
of Harry Chandlee, is gradually expanding. Recently Mr. Chandlee added two
assistants. One of them, Miss Elizabeth
B. Petersen, has been a scenario writer
since her fourteenth year, when she sold
her first scenario, " Their Mutual Friend,"
to Vitagraph. She was then in her first
year in the high school. Miss Petersen
since then has written a number of original scenarios which have been produced
by leading companies.
Mr. Chandlee's other assistant is Miss
Helen Christene Hoerle. Like Miss Petersen, Miss Hoerle is known as a writer
for the magazines having contributed fiction to most of them. Her first work in
the motion picture field was publicity and
the editorial examination of scenarios.
Miss Hoerle joined the Equitable scenario
staff in September, 1915, as assistant editor.
Later she went to the Fox scenario staff,
where she remained for about a year, leaving that organization to become associated
with Metro. Leaving that concern Miss
Hoerle went into partnership with J. Allen
Boone, conducting a publicity bureau and
photoplay agency in the Aeolian Building.

Ricca Allen Is Considered One of the Leading
Character Artistes of the Screen
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Spoor Art Directors Design
Subtitle Scheme
George K. Spoor's artistic directors are
engaged in designing the subtitle scheme
of Mary AlacLane's first and only screen
presentation, " Men Who Have Made
Love
Me," it onis announced.
The tocelluloid
some of these subtitles
went through the camera six times to obtain the complete effect. These particular
ones show Miss AlacLane as she sits at
her library desk, relating the story of her
" six piquant love affairs — each damnably
real." The smoke of her cigarette curls
in and out through the spoken lines at
Miss MacLane's elbow and is said to be
a deviation and an artistic improvement
on the " spoken subtitle " idea.
Other subtitles required days of constant effort, it is said, on the part of the
artists in the producing of sculptored
effects.
" Men Who Have Made Love to Me "
is to be released some time in February as
a George K. Spoor Ultra Feature.
Viola

Dana

Achieves

New

in " Blue Jeans "
Triumph
Metro's young star, Viola Dana, as June
of the big picture, " Blue Jeans," is said
to reach the height of her screen career,
thus far. In summing up the productions
in which she has been starred by Metro,
the following are noted : " The Girl Without a Soul," " Aladdin's Other Lamp,"
" Lady Barnacle," " God's Law and Man's,"
"The Mortal Sin," "Threads of Fate,"
"The Gates of Eden," "The Light of
Happiness," and " The Flower of No Man's
Land." Her performance in " Blue Jeans,"
far surpasses any of her previous triumphs,
it is claimed.

Pathe

Shows

Good

War

Films

Registers Another Scoop With " The
German
Russia,"at Which
Was Curse
First InShown
the
Strand Theatre in New
York
ANOTHER apparent scoop for Pathe is
revealed in the announcement that
this company, which has made such a success with its Official War Films, will be
sole distributors of " The German Curse
in Russia," which had its first showing in
America last week at the Strand theatre,
New York.
This motion picture was brouught back
to the United States by Donald C. Thompson, the young Kansan, known by Pathe
as the world's greatest war photographer,
who returned after spending three years
on every battle front in Europe and Russia, eleven months being required to obtain
the Russian picture alone.
From the beginning of the first reel of
this feature to the end there are said to
be hundreds of the most unusual battlefront scenes, and the most remarkable
" over the top " charges that have ever
been photographed. Every foot of the
film that is shown helps, it is claimed, to
visualize for the American people the
means that the Germans utilized in Russia to bring about food riots, street fighting and the final overthrow of the government which had been established for them
upon a foundation of freedom and liberty.
Scenes of great interest at this time are
those of the Women's Death Battalions,
showing Botchkareva and her loyal feminine soldiers from the day that the call to

Russian Youth inson'stheWar Film
Army,forinPathe
Donald Thomparms was made, going through their training until they are perfect soldiers and
then going to the front, where, it is said,
they not only took over two lines of German trenches but captured hundreds of
Germans and a number of officers.
There is said to be more real interest
for the woman in these incidents in this
production than ever have appeared in a
war production before.

Klever

Komedies
See Prosperity in 1918
ACCORDING to an announcement last public like best in the line of comedy.
week from Famous Players-Lasky,
" The Paramount Pictures Corporation,
Klever Komedies for the year of 1918
realizing this probable shortage, has orwill loom up stronger and bigger than
ganized special short-reel departments in
each of its various exchanges for the
at any time since they have been on the
market.
excellent subjects it is releasing, among
which are the Klever Komedies. That
Joseph Plunkett said : " We will offer
comedies produced with even stronger
they feel the short subject is essential to
casts, headed by Victor Moore, who has
every program is proven by this move,
and
it will be the desire of Klever Komemade a great personal hit with the ' fans,'
dies for the new year to keep up the
adding many to his already large list of
admirers. Comedies with a real story are
standard along with the other short subnot easily found, but Klever Komedies
jects, released by Paramount."
have always had a high class story and
always will have one — it is the thing we
find most essential to success with comeBara Becomes Blonde in
dies. We aim to give the public comedies
New Fox Production
and satires on current happenings in daily
For
first time in her screen career,
life. In ' Nutty Knitters,' ' Home Defense ' Theda the
Bara will shortly become a blonde,
and ' Bungalowing ' are found stories that
have helped bring many laughs home to
the Fox offices announce. In her prothe audience, largely because of their
duction of " Du
the face.
star wears
an auriferous
auraBarry,"
about her
It is
timeliness.

Vic Moore Gets Chummy with the Parrot in His
Newest Klever Komedy

" With the new year it is probable that
there will be a shortage of short-reel subjects, indicated by the fact that a number of the concerns have already announced the discontinuance of several wellknown comedy brands, and we are satisfied that exhibitors will be glad to note
the availability of Klever Komedies — short
comedy subjects embracing all that the

produced by the golden-haired wig which
was part and parcel of the original
Du Barry. Searching through the memoirs
of the French favorite, Miss Bara discovered that she was historically of blonde
persuasion. Consequently, in her search
for accuracy and realism, the William Fox
star decided to follow the footsteps of
the woman she was portraying.
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Harry Carey, Emory Johnson, Louise Lovely and Molly Malone Are Four Universal Stars Whose Respective Talents Are Shining Very Brightly
Universal

Coast

Keeping Up Supply of Pictures With
Harry Carey, Ella Hall, Louise
Lovely and Herbert Rawlinson as the- Stars
UNIVERSAL CITY'S staff of producers and directors is providing for
the future with regard to the demand from
exhibitors for pictures featuring Harry
Carey, Ella Hall, Louise Lovely and Herbert Rawlinson, stars established in public
favor through past performances. Elsie
Jane Wilson, who, with Ida May Park, is
competing with the sterner sex in turning
out effective screen showings at Universal
City, is now directing Ella Hall ; Jack
Ford is producing Harry Carey features;
Elmer Clifton is turning out Herbert Rawlinson releases and a new producer, Edward Jones, has taken the screen management of Louise Lovely.
Harry Carey features will be elaborately promoted, it is said, by Universal during the coming year with Jack Ford carefully selecting the scenarios to give both
the star and Molly Malone, his leading

Forces

Active

woman, roles that will best serve their talents. "Back to the Right Trail," produced from George Hively's scenario of
Frederick R. Becholdt's story, has been
completed and will soon be scheduled.
With Miss Malone heading the support,
Vesta Pegg, John Cook, L. M. Wells,
Helen Wright and Martha Mattox also
have essential roles.
" Lin McClean," adapted for the screen
by Geo. Hively from Owen Wister's story,
is now in process of production, with Harry
Carey and Molly Malone leading a company that also employs Betty Schade.
Vesta Pegg, M. K. Wilson, William Carrol
and Roy Clark. Both of these Harry
Carey features will employ troops of cowboys and range riders to hold the Western atmosphere true to life.
Louise Lovely's first presentation, under
her new director, Edward Jones, will be
" The Quest of Joan," the story written by
James Oliver Curwood. Playing opposite Miss Lovely, will be Phil McCullough,
a new leading man, with Charles Hill
Mailes, Marc Fenton, William Chester and
Gertrude Aster in the supporting forces.

Iowa Manager
Leans Toward
Mutual
THE advantages of a service which carcharacter and plot. The features last month
ries a wide variety of pictures is were everyone fine and some of them expointed out by F. E. Hughart, owner and
ceptional. William Russell goes best with
manager of the Eagle theatre at Grand
Jackie Saunders a close second. An unJunction, la., one of the most progressive
solicited notice in our local paper is ample
of small city exhibitors in Iowa, according
proof that patrons like the sort of pictures
to reports from Mutual.
you are furnishing me. I want to express
Public taste may run to comedy dramas
my appreciation, too, for the fine quality
or to sex pictures or to melodrama, and the
fickle public does display amazing changes
of the film."
in its entertainment demands, but it demands diversity before anything else.
Accident Delays Work on
According to Mr. Hughart, the most valuable service to the exhibitor is one which
Selig's " The Rowdy "
furnishes variety enough to keep his audiWork on Selig's production, " The
ences entertained, for the patrons of motion
Rowdy," under the direction of Harry
picture theatres soon tire of a steady diet
Beaumont, has been delayed because of
of westerns, comedies or any particular
Hazel Daly's accident in Vicksburg revariety of productions.
cently, itwas announced last week. HowMr. Hughart has written his opinions to
ever,
work will commence again shortly,
the Mutual Film Corporation in the folit is said.
lowing letter : " Please accept my thanks
for the good judgment shown in sending
" The Rowdy " is said to be a breezy
me pictures that vary — that are different in modern story, with plenty of action.

Walsh

Believes Spectacle

Days Are About Over
Spectacle for spectacle's sake is a dead
precept and a deadly precept for the
modern picture producer, according to
the dictum of R. A. Walsh, the director
who is to devote his creative energies
to Goldwyn Pictures.
" I know, because I have had a good
deal to do with some big pictures myself
and I have watched the development of
this type of screen play very closely,"
said Mr. Walsh. " I was fortunate to
work with pictures that, while they made
a great display of crowds and great buildings, yet were first of all dramas of
intimate human emotions. And that is the
essential thing.
" I have always felt that ' The Birth
of a Nation ' did almost as much mischief
to the film industry as it did good. That
is the way with big, daring, creative
things. All nature and all human development testifv to that."
Metro Experiments Three
Years on New Titles
For more than three years Richard A.
Rowland, president of Metro Pictures Corporation, has been experimenting to overcome what he terms the distinct inartistic fault in motion pictures, namely,
the title which interrupts dramatic action.
As a result of this experimental work.
Mr. Rowland has secured, it is said, a
result which is a revolution in motion picture titling. This is the delayed action
title within the atmosphere of the situation, and in " Blue Jeans " all the titles
of this production are said to be of this
sort. The titles of the usual motion picture have the same effect on the audience that would be secured in a theatre
where a spoken play is given, if the stage
were to be made dark each time a word
was spoken. This is considered by Mr.
Rowland inartistic and dramatically in
error.
Metro does not claim originality in presenting atitle printed on the scene of the
picture, but does claim that the method
employed in the " Blue Jeans " titles is distinctly new and is one which all manufacturers of motion pictures will eventually adopt.
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York

State

Chooses

Will Produce Patriotic Feature Designed to Show How Empire
State Puts Down Enemy Plots — Governor Whitman
Will Appear in the Picture
IT was announced last week that the Vitagraph Company has been selected
by the State of New York to produce a big patriotic feature designed to
show the rest of the states and the world in general how the Empire State
of the nation has put down enemy plots and plotters before and since the
entrance of the United States in the conflict.
Governor Charles S. Whitman of New York will personally appear in
the picture, playing before the camera the role that he has played in real life.
Every agency and facility of the State protective machinery will be placed at
the disposal of Vitagraph in making the mammoth picture, it is said.
The story was written by Robert W. Chambers and is founded on actual
records in the State archives. The title has not been announced.
Smith Supervises It
Albert E. Smith, president of Greater
Vitagraph, will personally supervise the
making of this big feature, the actual direction being in the hands of John Robertson. Corinne Griffith and Webster Campbell, Vitagraph favorites, will be the featured players, with Governor Whitman as
the dominant figure behind the protective
machinery of the State.
Final production plans were completed
last week after more than a month of conferences participated in by the AdjutantGeneral of New York State, President
Smith of Vitagraph, Walter W. Irwin,
general manager of the Vitagraph Distributing Organization, Governor Whitman's chief military advisers, the head of
the State Military Police, Robert W.
Chambers and leaders in the work of ferreting out alien enemies in this country.
The plans as finally determined upon were
submitted to Governor Whitman and approved.
At the start of these conferences the
general plan of the enterprise was outlined and at each succeeding meeting the
story was strengthened and developed from
official records, Governor Whitman's advisers, Air. Smith and Mr. Chambers,
working in close harmony on the preparation of the scenario.
The Vitagraph Company was selected, it
is said, for this enormous undertaking
after the officials of the State of New
York had surveyed the entire motion picture industry for the purpose of securing
the co-operation of a producing and distributing organization whose equipment,
resources and prestige gave assurance of
the most complete presentation and widest
possible dissemination of the subject to be
handled.
Length Not Decided
No announcement has been made as to
the number of reels to be used in making
the production, but from the mass of
official data which was placed at the disposal of Mr. Chambers for the preparation of his drama of patriotic energy, it
probably will be as imposing in length as
it is powerful in conception.
The chief object of letting the state and
nation know through the medium of a
motion picture of the methods that have

Vitagraph
feature, Vitagraph has announced that
nothing will be withheld. Attempts to
blow up shipping, to hamper transportation, to stir uprisings, destroy munitions
plants, incite strikes and otherwise cripple
the United States and New York in their
defensive measures will be revealed. The
method of patrolling the vital industries
and utilities and the guarding of the water
front also will be shown.
New York's governor, his war cabinet
and various important military officials
will be conspicuous all through the action
of the production, as necessarily most of
the big action of the piece will center
around them. Hundreds of scenes of wartime activity in the capitol at Albany, together with those from many other sections of the state, will figure in it. New
York harbor, the buildings of the metropolis and every place that in any way has
been imperiled or menaced by enemies will
be filmed.
Albert E. Smith states that he welcomes
the opportunity to make this picture for
the State of New York and the nation at
large. J. Stuart Blackston's " The Battle
Cry of Peace " and " Womanhood, the
Glory of the Nation," carried messages
of warning to the people of the Unitel
States and served to arouse them to preparedness and patriotism, and of these
Vitagraph is justly proud, Mr. Smith declared. This new production, he said, will
carry facts which every American man,
woman and child should know in order
that they may aid the government in protecting us from undiscovered spies and
enemy vandals who may be lurking in the
various states.

Chambers Writes Script
Tom Terriss, Vitagraph Director
been employed here to stifle treason, sabotage, arson and other crimes inimical to
the United States is to let the rest of the
country — states, cities and hamlets — profit
by the experiences of New York. Long
before the United States was drawn into
the war, the State of New York, with its
organized machinery and its thousands
of special agents, was working in cooperation with the Federal Service to protect the metropolis and the nation from
their enemies. From the time the first
German ship was interned, the State had
a problem on its hands that was universal
in its relation to the rest of the country.
As each month drew this country closer to
the malestrom of carnage, this problem
grew larger, with thousands of ramifications, and the fact that New York City
and State have been so free, relatively,
from the explosions and other outrages
that have been visited upon other sections
of the country by secret enemies of America, is a tribute to the vigilance and efficiency of the defensive machinery.
Will Withhold Nothing
In announcing the production

of the

Robert W. Chambers, Mr. Smith declared, has written in this new photodrama
the most powerful work of his career.
Based on actualities, with a patriotic motive as his inspiration, the author is said
to have produced a story which will stand
as one of the classic contributions to
the literature of the war and the library of motion picture masterpieces. Mr.
Chambers will be a member of the official
advisory board which will work with Mr.
Smith and Director Robertson in the making of the picture. Governor Whitman's
military advisers during the entire production will be closely associated with the
work.
Corinne Griffith, who has been selected
for the leading feminine role, is one of
the prominent young Vitagraph stars who
has been growing rapidly in public favor
during the last year. She was for several
months in features with Earle Williams
and then was made a star in her own
right, her first starring vehicle being " I
Will Repay," an adaptation from O.
Henry's story, "A Municipal Report."
Webster Campbell is one of the well
known young juveniles of the screen, his
most recent work being in a role opposite Alice Joyce in " The Fettered Woman,"
an adaptation from Robert W. Chambers'
novel, " Anne's Bridge."
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Pathe Plays and Gold Rooster Productions Keep Entire Staff Busy
— Two Woods Plays are
Being Made
THE

greatest activity prevails, it is announced, atboth Astra studios, where the
entire directorial force is at work on forthcoming Pathe features. Two Al H. Woods
plays are being made ready for release and
three stories, with equally big casts, are well
under way, it is made known.
George Fitzmaurice is busily engaged in
the direction of the Al Woods stage success, "Innocent," which will have Fannie
Ward in the star role, supported by John
Miltern, playing the same part he interpreted in the stage production.
Albert Parker is directing the screen version of the Al H. Woods stage hit, " The
Other
in which
Milton Woman,"
Sills and Anna
Lehr Peggy
will be Hyland,
seen in
the leading roles.
Hobart Henley is putting the finishing

General

Expects

Nineteen Features by Chicago Judge
Released at Regular Intervals —
Being Filmed on Coast by
the Author
IN acquiring the " Judge Brown Stories "
for distribution, General Film has obtained what it considers a rich mine of
film stories of boy life which should prove
to be one of the most interesting series released in many months. Beginning with
" Bud's Recruit " the first release in the
series, motion picture fans will be entertained, itis promised, with nineteen high
class juvenile stories at regular intervals.
Work on the filming of these stories is
said to be well under way in Los Angeles
under the personal supervision of Judge
Brown.
" Bud's Recruit " is described as a highly dramatic two-reel " slacker " patriotic
story which should have a tremendous
appeal just at this time. It is claimed as
one of the best film stories Judge Brown
has ever written, and he is well known as
the author of a number of screen successes, such as " The Spirit of '17," starring Jack Pickf ord, " The Saints's Adventure," featuring Henry Walthall, and " The
Girl
Who
Won Out,"
a story in which
Violet MacMillan
was starred.
The succeeding stories in this series,
the second of which will be " The Chocolate of the Gang," will be based upon incidents collected during Judge Brown's
twenty-five years of experience as the
children's advocate in the courts of the
land. Humorous and tragic episodes in
the lives of young people will be woven
into stories which should appeal not only
to juvenile fans but to older persons as
well. A cast including a number of juvenile actors will assist in the production of
these features.
• General Film is preparing to launch an
energetic publicity campaign in connection with the Judge Brown stories among

Steam

Ahead

touches to " Mrs. Slacker," a story of present-day war conditions, by Agnes Johnston,
that should arouse the last drop of latent
patriotism, even though it is not a war
story. It is said to abound in human interest and heart appeal, and is receiving a
most elaborate production, according to reports. Gladys Hulette, Creighton Hale,
Walter Heirs and Paul Clerget, the French
pantomime artist, make up the cast.
" Convict No. 993," adapted from Wallace Clifton's mystery story, " The Frame
Up," with a cast including Irene Castle,
Harry Benham, Warner Oland, Helene
Chadwick, J. H. Gilmour and Paul Everton, has been completed under the direction
of William Parke. It is scheduled for release January 6.
Several plays that have been considered
hits in the past few seasons have been secured by Pathe and, while it has not been
definitely decided which of these will be
produced first, one of them will be under
way within the next few days, it is said.

Much

of

Brown

the women's clubs, mothers' organizations
and other societies interested in the welfare of young people. This campaign will
no doubt be of value to the exhibitor, inasmuch as Judge Brown has enlisted the
sympathy and co-operation of almost
every organization of this character in his
twenty-five year fight to improve the
methods of handling juvenile cases in the
courts.
" Troublemakers " Gets a
Good Start
" Troublemakers," featuring Jane and
Katherine Lee, William Fox's stars, released December 9, found immediate
favor with the public, or at least this is
the substance of announcement by purveyors of Fox publicity and it is further
stated that it is based upon reports from
Fox exchanges.
Lois

Picture

News

Terriss Gets Final Papers
as American Citizen
Tom Terriss, who is now directing Alice
Joyce for Greater Vitagraph and has just
completed the Robert W. Chambers feature, A" Woman Between Friends," last
week obtained his final papers and now is
a naturalized American.
Mr. Terriss, who was born an Englishman, has made three trips around the
world and has had one of the most adventurous careers, it is said, of any man in the
business, having been successfully a deep
sea sailor, sheep raiser, silver-miner, globetrotter, desert traveler, actor, manager,
motion picture executive and director.
Commencing life as a sailor, he traveled
twice around the world before he was
twenty-one years old, and during that time
had many thrilling experiences. Once he
figured in a mutiny at sea and on another
occasion was swept overboard during a
storm in the mid-Atlantic.
Vitagraph Prepares for
Hedda Nova Special
Preparations for the first Greater Vitagraph special, in which Hedda Xova, the
young Russian actress is to be featured, are
almost complete, according to an announcement authorized by Albert E. Smith, president of the company. He also declared
that he intended to make this one of the
most important productions of the new
year, and that he is going to surround his
new star with one of the most powerful
supporting casts obtainable.
President Smith, while he gives no inkling as to the title or theme of the play in
which she is to appear, says that it'will be
one of strength and thoroughly suited to
the talents of this emotional young actress.
Mr. Smith, it is announced, will personally
direct Hedda Nova in her first feature, giving to it all of the skill and artistry that has
placed
ducers. him in the forefront of screen pro-

Weber New Picture
Receives Praise

Lois Weber's latest production, " The
Man Who Dared God," with Mildred Harris and William Stowell and a big cast,
reached the Eastern offices of Universal on
last Saturday and when seen in the projection room was declared to be one of the
very finest productions that have ever been
turned out by Miss Weber.
This production claims the unique distinction of being the very finest ever begun
and
wholly
completed inDetails
Miss Weber's
studio at Hollywood.
of the own
plot
are not being given out at the present time,
but the story is said to form a new ethic
in the list of masterpieces of the screen
which Miss Weber has completed. Included among these are " Even as You and I,"
"The Hand that Rocks the Cradle,"
"Where Are My Children?" "Jewels,"
" Hypocrites," " Idle Wives " and others.

Ray Hughes, in Pyramid Comedies
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Plays

Ready

for

Booking
pality in themselves. But such is the exHodkinson Establishes Twenty-eight Exchanges in United States
tensive character of the plans for our new
studios that the plant will undoubtedly be
in Connection with General — Anderson Surprised
the best equipped in the country — without
at Construction Work on the Coast
exception. While not the largest perhaps
in point of area the Paralta studios are
statement ' being constructed upon the scientific printhe
following
week,
last
announced
was
it
PLAYS,
PARALTA
from W. W. Hodkinson that he had completed arrangements with
ciple of condensation, of convenient location and of unity which will vastly promote
General Film for co-operation in trying out a new plan of releasing feaefficiency and thus give us the plant for
tures, are now ready for booking in every corner of the globe.
insuring the greatest production.
The announcement accompanied news of rapid progress on the new studios
at Los Angeles and the remark that President Carl Anderson was very
" We have gone back to the old Spanish
style of architecture to insure such condiagreeably surprised when he visited the studio site on a tour of inspection.
tions. In creating a city, or even a small
Paralta appears solidly braced for the launching of the new year.
town, the Spaniards based their construction on the plaza or public park. It was
Twenty-eight Exchanges
the center of the life and activity; from it
For the distribution of Paralta Plays W.
radiated the remainder of the community.
Usually on one side would be the cathedral,
W. Hodkinson has established twenty-eight
on the other the government buildings, on
exchanges in the various General Film ofa third the barracks and on the fourth the
fices and has begun to receive bookings for
jail. Thus would be gathered in a nucleus
the first two productions, " A Man's Man,"
in which J. Warren Kerrigan is the star,
the military, the religious and the political
functions of ordinary life. Appreciating
and " Madame Who," with Bessie Barriscale in the stellar role. Both of these prothat everything in the moving picture inductions have been proclaimed by the critics
dustry is contributory to what transpires
on the stages we have had our stages laid
as master works of the cinema art. ."A
out as the center of the new studio archiMan's Man " had a pre-release showing at
tecture, corresponding to the plaza of
Clune's Auditorium in Los Angeles a short
Spanish idea. Surrounding the stages on
time ago where it played to capacity audiences in that auditorium, seating over 3,000
the four sides are the various buildings
people, for an entire week, breaking all
which supply the life and color to the
records of the house which has played
stages, just as from the four sides of the
many of the greatest attractions of the
plazas flock the life and color of the Spanish communities.
screen, including " The Birth of a Nation,"
" Ramona " and " The Eyes of the World."
Only One Idle Stage
" Madame Who," which will be the second picture to be released by the Hodkinson
" Construction has progressed so rapidly
that although we have six companies enCorporation and which marks Bessie Barrigaged in producing pictures we have one
scale's debut as a Paralta star, promises to
be one of the really big successes of the
stage more than is required for our immeyear. In speaking of this production in his
diate needs. In consequence we have been
able to rent the use of the extra space to
review Alan Dale stated : " ' Madame Who '
an independent company.
is a particularly excellent picture ; it is the
best piece of emotional work I have seen in
"Of course three months — the length of
many a day. I should say that it is a dispresent
construction on our new plant — is
tinct advance in the picture art — and I
not sufficient time in which to complete such
an extensive and finely built property as
emphasize the word ART."
Carl Anderson, President of Paralta Players, Inc.
Walthall Feature Third
Paralta is creating in Los Angeles. The
period of construction will extend for
now
completed
and
ready
for
distribution
Henry B. Walthall's initial Paralta Play
nearly a year, but the need for getting
" His Robe of Honor " will probably be and the studios in Hollywood, Cal., are
something like adequate facilities so that
selected for the third release, but this has working to their utmost capacity on prothe big plans for Paralta productions could
ductions now in the course of construction.
not been definitely settled. The picture is
finished, however, and it is said by those
Carl Anderson, president of Paralta, is at be put into execution was imperative. In
consequence extra forces of men were put
who have seen it that it is another triumph
the coast studios at the present time confor Paralta, which presents Mr. Walthall
sulting on the future developments of the to work so that Mr. Brunton would be able
to work his companies simultaneously and
Paralta organization. The new studios
in one of the most forceful characterizawhich are being built in addition to the not lose time and money by having some of
tions in which he has appeared.
them wait to secure sets. Happily all such
Besides the W. W. Hodkinson plan of studios now occupied are rapidly nearing
difficulty is ended. So large a project as
completion and are expected to be finished
distribution in the United States, in conthe creation of the Paralta studios is not
junction with General Film, whose offices within a few weeks.
the
work of a few months. However, at
are located in twenty-eight cities, Paralta
the present rapid rate of construction we
Work Progresses Nicely
Plays will be distributed through Canada
by the Globe Films, Ltd., the main offices
Visiting Los Angeles after an absence of will be continually coming into the benefits
of the various finished units and the time
four months President Anderson was
of which are located in Toronto, with exwill soon come around when the completed
astonished as well as gratified at the extent
changes in Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary,
whole will be working as planned.
Vancouver and St. John.
and rapidity of construction work done on
" When this comes about the Paralta
the
new
studios
during
his
absence
in
New
Countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, AusYork.
studios will be more than a separate institralia and South America will all receive
tution— it will be a sort of state within
Paralta Plays through the Inter-Ocean Film
" Even Los Angeles," he said, " does not
itself. Even at present we make our own
Corporation, one of the largest foreign dis- yet realize the extent of this new motion
sets, our own furniture — of which over 100
tributing organizations in the world.
picture plant which is being created within
fine hardwood carved pieces have been
There are a number of Paralta Plays with
its midst. Starting only last May, practiturned out already by our carpenters and
cally unheralded, the Paralta producing
Bessie Barriscale, Henry B. Walthall and
J. Warren Kerrigan as the respective stars
studios have grown into a veritable princiwood carving shops."
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Universal

Department^Gains
tatives and a competent staff of scenario
Industrial Branch Closes Eight Conwriters. Its equipment for taking and
tracts for Commercial Pictures — ■
making
pictures includes every modern imHarry Levey Launched the
provement in staging and lighting. Its
New Departure
men are all especially skilled in their respective lines.
THE Industrial Department of the UniExpert cameramen, in the making of a
versal Film Manufacturing ComUniversal Industrial Picture are said to
pany, under the personal supervision of
Harry Levey, has made much progress
go through a commercial or manufacsince its organization in the early autumn,
turing plant from cellar to garret, " shoot "
and this week announces the negotiation
thousands of scenes in every nook and corof eight contracts. They are : The Westner and don't even disturb the alert young
ern Electric Company, The Firestone Tire
office boy on any of his rounds. The variand Rubber Company, Warner Bros.,
ous machines of the organization hum
makers of corsets; The Fleischmann Yeast
away just as busily as ever, the office force
Company, The National Cash Register
is just as attentive to its work. Under the
system established by Mr. Levey there is no
Company, E. Z. Van Raalte, veil manudisturbance, no fuss, and no delay in the
facturers, The Society for Electrical Development and the Disston Saw Company.
making of a Universal Industrial Picture.
Mr. Levey established this department
" The photographing of a plant, howfor Universal two months ago, for the
ever," says Mr. Levey, " requires more
purpose of making industrial dramas of than expert cameramen and efficient lighting equipment. The Industrial picture of
manufacturers' nationally advertised
this time must tell a story and tell it in
brands. Under his supervision, the dean interesting as well as educational manpartment has already become " a house
ner. It is very necessary, before any work
unto itself," employing, besides its sales
and clerical force, and its own battery of
at all is begun, to dispatch a trained sceexpert cameramen, its traveling represennario writer to the scene of action."

Brenon

Completes
Feature
that
were
merely
suggested have been
Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson Works
worked out at some length. These have
on
Production
About Eight
yet to be taken, as well as scenes of the play
Weeks — Finishing Touches
in which Sir Johnston does not appear.
Now Being Put On
-ROBERTJOHNSTON FORBES
SIR son,
it was announced last week, has
Camilla Donworth Forms
completed for the screen his role of the
New Industrial Company
Stranger in " The Passing of the Third
Floor Back." For nearly two months he
Believing that the time is now ripe for a
has been devoting all his time to workcompact and capable organization to
ing for the films. Production has been
specialize in industrial motion pictures for
progressing quietly but diligently at the manufacturers
who have a story to tell, the
Brenon studios.
Films of Business Corporation, with CaThe role of the Stranger in Mr. Jerome's
milla Dunworth as president, has been
drama is said to be the English actor's
formed by the latter, with offices at 64
most popular and best beloved stage creaEast Thirty-fourth street, New York.
tion. Mr. Brenon, it is generally conCharles Charlton is vice president of the
sidered, was singularly fortunate in
new
organization, and brings several years'
securing the actor's services for the screen.
experience as a photographer in England
First, because Sir Johnston is considered
to the company in addition to his abilities
by some the greatest living English
as cameraman.
actor. Secondly, because Mr. Jerome's
The company expected to start last week
drama carries a striking message of love
on
a picture for H. J. Heinz Company in
and uplift and human kindliness in these
Pittsburgh, which, when completed, will be
troubled times.
given a private showing.
The English actor came to this country about two months ago for the purpose of appearing in the screen version
Essanay Releases Chaplin
of " The Passing of the Third Floor
Back." Since arriving in this country,
he has not taken part in any theatrical
Film Called " Work "
Essanay announced last week that its
entertainments but has devoted his entire time to his screen work.
current Chaplin release through General
Film is the new edition of " Work," one
The fiinishing of Sir Johnston's role in of
the earlier successes of the comedian
the picture by no means completes the
production, it is insisted. There is still with the funny feet.
much work to be done in the studio.
This is the fifth in the series of Essanay's
Chaplin pictures, and is said to be a riot
In its screen version form "The Passing
of fun from start to finish. Exhibitors
of the Third Floor Back" has undergone
everywhere are finding the new editions
certain changes necessary to give variety
of Chaplin pictures one of their best boxof back-ground and to work out the deoffice bets, according to General.
velopment of character.
Many scenes

Picture

News

Aviator Studies P a r a 1 1 a
Methods of Photography
Paralta methods of photography will be
used during the war by Americans in the
Aviation Corps, as is made manifest by
the assignment of William C. Zabriskie of
the Aviation Corps to the Paralta studios
in Los Angeles. He is to study the
Paralta methods and apply them in France
when he is sent there to be one of the
eyes of the army. Rex Ingram, who is
directing a picture for Paralta in which
Henry B. Walthall appears, has been
assigned to aid the aviator master the
motion picture camera which he will use
in France in getting enemy trenches and
general views of the hostile armies on the
films, which will be shown to the Allied
forces in order that their campaigns may
be well planned.
Phides

Club "Entertains the
Sidney Drews
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew were entertained on December 16 by the Phides Club
at
weekly dinner at the Brevoort Hotel,
Newits York.
In turn the club was entertained by the
Drews in a special feature, for which they
were well rewarded in appreciation, and a
Metro-Drew comedy which was projected
by a Power's Cameragraph. The balance
of the
and
music.program consisted of addresses
Toastmaster G. Warren London, of the
Nicholas Power Company, is a member of
the Phides Club.
Fire Festival Flares Up in
Nazimova Picture
A fire festival is said to be among the
effective and picturesque gypsy rites reproduced in Metro's forthcoming special
production, the gypsy play which will be
the
second Metro starring vehicle of
Nazimova.
The star herself plays the part of a wild
gypsy maid, and the outdoor life of a real
gypsy tribe is being photographed in
Florida, it is said, as a background for
Nazimova's acting in the Metro Picture.
More than a hundred gypsies have been
engaged by Director George D. Baker and
his assistant, Charles Hunt, to assist the
star in her new production. The fire festival has a direct bearing on the story that
is now being prepared for the screen with
the Russian actress as star.
Lockwood

Tries New

Role

in " Avenging Trail "
" The Avenging Trail," a forthcoming
Metro play, will present Harold Lockwood
in a characterization that is said to differ
widely from his portrayals in recent Metro
releases. Whereas " The Square Deceiver "presented him in a straight comedy lead and " Paradise Garden " offered
him in a society drama, " The Avenging
Trail " shows him in the character of a
woodsman in a vigorous drama, an altogether different type than his two preceding vehicles already mentioned.
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Freuler

Denies

Industry
Is
Sick
convincing
evidence
by mentioning two
Declares Films as a Whole Are Better Off Than Ever, and That
other closely allied fields of enterprise, the
Calamity Howlers Are but a Necessary Evil
speaking stage and the publishing business.
— Unwise Investors Scored
" The history of the drama is written in
the biography of stars. Not star actors
in
not
is
alone, but star producers, star dramatists,
JOHN R. FREULER, president of Mutual Film Corporation,
star playwrights.
sympathy with the calamity howlers, who, he asserts, are but necessary
" The publishing business is also a star
evils in the motion picture industry, even as are the unwise investors who
business. In the publishing field we have
come and go with a remarkable regularity.
star authors, star publishers, star illustrators and even star book binders. And also
In an article from Mr. Freuler's offices, called " Today in Pictures," the
Mutual executive makes his position concerning pictures and the industry as
star fiction characters.
the new year approaches very clear and states his belief that the star system
Length Not Affected
is here to stay, accompanied by the serial.
" The length of pictures will continue to
be established and dictated largely by com-,
Discounts "Eruptions "
mercial conditions and the public. No
Prefacing his remarks, Mr. Freuler said :
marked deviation from the standard length
" If one were to take the recent eruption
of interviews, statements, letters and other
of the five-reel feature appears probable on
expressions in the trade press at all serithe basis of the reception which the exously it would be necessary to feel highly
hibitor and the public have given deviations from this standard. The war tax
alarmed about the present and future of the
film industry.
will not, in my opinion, affect the length of
pictures. Its effect is much more likely to
" A great many very drastic remedies, a
be evidenced on the quantity of picture
vast number of prescriptions, a lot of ' exproduction, and by its process of the stiffpert 'advice is being offered for conditions
in the motion picture industry. The film
ening the commercial struggle it will tend
industry is a lot better off than this sudden
to hasten the processes of elimination of
the unfit and the weak.
uprising of the doctors would imply.
" The rental price of film is not, I deem,
" Every once in a while somebody who
has the impression he is in the film business
likely to fall much below present levels. On
goes and takes a look at his ledgers and
the other hand it is not likely to be markedfinds things in red figures.
ly increased unless the processes of elimination to which I have just referred result in
" Right away he decides the world is upcurtailment of the decided overproduction,
side down and that the film industry is
which is responsible in the main for the
wrong side out, headed for ruin on high
present rental prices. These rental prices
gear. Like as not he rings for a couple of
are in my opinion decidedly low in their
stenographers and frames up a ' piece for
ratio to theatre earnings. Countless inthe papers.' It relieves his feelings, prostances can be cited, of course, tending to
duces aheadline and gives some of his asshow that exhibitors have paid more than
sociates who happen to have financial colic
their business could afford, but the average
a chance to do some more writing and talkwill show the reverse of these instances.
ing.
Standardization of prices is still a good
"All of which is quite as natural to the
way off, I fear. The only standardization
film trade as spring freshets in the Missouri river.
which should ultimately apply would be
based upon the earning power of the picture
Some Things Wrong
in the theatre.
Olive Tell
as Feature
Isis in for
" Her
Sister,"
the Star's tice."
" There are a number of things the matSecond
Mutual
Release
" We are far from that as a general practer just now and there always will be. There
always will be a certain percentage of unmost popular question about the motion
wise investors who will put their money
picture business from the trade and the
Mutual-Strand Comedies
into the hands of the unfit for film proPlease the Public
consumers
of
photoplays
alike
is
:
'
What
jects. There probably always will be a cerThe Mutual-Strand comedies are said
tain percentage of exhibitors who will about the star system? Will it keep up?'
to be much in demand at this moment and
encourage anything which is held up with Public Goes by Stars
increasingly so with each week that passes.
extravagant promises as the newest ' last
" That this question should be so universally raised is the natural outcome of the These comedies are being booked in Chiword in pictures, the super extraordinary.'
Promotions based on these factors will al- so-called star system itself. The public
cago by the Covent Garden, Vitagraph,
ways have unhappy periods, but that will thinks of photoplays entirely in terms of Biograph and Gold theatres ; at the Palnot spell ruin for the picture business any stars, and the exhibitors, manufacturers and
ace theatre in Brooklyn and the One Hunmore than now.
dred and Forty-sixth Street theatre, New
distributors can only reflect in some manner
the attitudes, expressions and opinions of York City ; the Elysium theatre, New
" What I am impelled to call ' lunatic
Orleans ; the Empire theatre, Montgomcompetition ' is bound to arise at times. It the public.
is also bound to be periodically downed by
ery, Ala. ; the Nicollet theatre, Minneapo" And right there, I think you have the
lis; the Passtemps theatre, Montreal; the
its own folly. So they of the film trade
answer — to quote myself as my favorite
may talk of wastes, of mergers, of the star author and authority — ' The public thinks
Imperial theatre, Ottawa ; the Butterfly
theatre, Milwaukee; the Strand theatre,
system, of the multiplicity of distributing
of photoplays entirely in terms of stars.'
systems, of the extravagances of advertising
The ' star system ' is in my opinion entirely
Seattle ; the People's Amusement comcampaigns, of this and of that, but all this natural, inevitable and desirable. I am sure
pany, Portland, Ore. ; the Strand theatre,
San Francisco ; the Gem theatre, Boston ;
talk can have extremely little to do with
that it will survive as one of the biggest elethe courses of nature.
the Fenway theatre, Boston ; the Lancaster
ments in successful photoplay production
and distribution.
theatre,
Boston; the Mission Armarillo,
film business
working toout
own" The
salvation
and it willis continue
do its
so
Dallas, Tex. ; the Crown theatre, Houston,
" I might go into the question at great
until the end of time. When the wind
Tex. ; and many other first run houses
length from the point of view of the photothroughout the country.
blows hold on to your hat. Probably the
play alone, but perhaps I can arrive at more

Motion

Vitagraph

Gives

Future

Scenario Department Grind Out Material for Early Productions in
New Year — Smith Intimates
What Is Coming
HT HE scenario department of Greater
* Vitagraph, like the production branch,
is under full headway, as the old year closes,
preparing scripts for early 1918 productions, itwas announced last week.
In an announcement made by Albert E.
Smith, president of the company, he gives
a glimpse into the future plans of the company and provides exhibitors with a line on
what they may look forward to in the way
of literary offerings by Vitagraph in the
course of the next few months. Like its
record for the year just closing, where
writers provided the bulk of the material
for plays, Vitagraph has already in preparation dramas based on the works of many
noted authors.
Among the books now being picturized is
"The Desired Woman," a widely read
novel by Will Harben, one of the bestknown writers of the present day. Mr.
Harben, a member of the National Institute
of Arts and Letters, has been among the
foremost American authors for two decades. Born in the South, he first attracted
attention by his short stories and was at
one time assistant editor of the Youth's
Companion. He also has been a frequent
contributor
magazines. to Harper's and the Century
O. Henry's classic of classics, " Cabbages
and Kings," also has been put into picture
form and will be produced as a Blue Ribbon feature in five reels. Most of the O.
Henry stories, to which Vitagraph has exclusive production rights, have been in
short length form, but in the case of "A
Municipal Report" and others, where the
stories were long enough to be made into
five reels, the Vitagraph Company has deFred

Stone

Signs

pRED STONE, scarecrow of the
1 " Wizard of Oz," star of a dozen of
America's musical comedies, and at present playing at the Globe theatre in " Jack
o' Lantern," is to become a comedy star of
the moving pictures under the auspices of
the Paramount Pictures Corporation and
Jesse L. Lasky, it was announced last week.
Following the completion of his present
theatrical season, Mr. Stone will leave for
California early next summer to begin
work on the first of a number of new pictures, the scenarios for which will be provided to exploit his personality and accomplishments.
Concerning his new venture into the
motion picture field, Mr. Stone said : " In
the past few years I have received many
flattering and tempting offers to become a
film star, but I have always felt a natural
hesitancy about signing up in this new field
until I could be assured of entering it
under the same high-class management as
has made happy my long association with
Charles B. Dillingham.

Picture

News

Plans
Helen Moyer Writes Navy
Recruiting Speeches
Helen Moyer, formerly of Ziegfeld's
" Follies," who astonished the theatrical
world several years ago by suddenly marrying a Philadelphia millionaire on the
very
day
walkedreturned
out of the
" Follies,"
and who she
recently
to Broadway
and public life via the movies, is writing
recruiting speeches for the United States
Navy in her leisure hours.
Miss Moyer never knew she had the gift
of writing material of this kind until a
short time ago, when she was helping her
husband with a Liberty Loan campaign
in Philadelphia. One of the speakers said
he didn't know exactly how to handle his
subject, and Miss Moyer arranged a speech
for him.
Hall

Vera Thurston, Charming Vitagraph Player
cided to make them into Blue Ribbon features.
Two more stories by Robert W. Chambers have been put into picture form and
the productions therefrom will be released
early in the new year, it is announced. One
of these is " The Business of Life " and the
other is " The Cambric Mask." These are
considered among the best known and most
melodramatic stories ever turned out by
this writer.
" The Pariah," a story which ran in the
Saturday Evening Post last August, is another acquisition by Vitagraph for the coming season's program. This story was written by Lowell Otis Reese, a newcomer to
the Vitagraph ranks of literateurs, and will,
like the others mentioned, be produced as a
Blue Ribbon feature.

a

Picture

Contract

" This new association with Mr. Lasky
has solved that problem and I may say in
all sincerity, I am glad to be affiliated with
a company of such high standards as those
attained by Paramount pictures."
" The

Seven

Pearls " Prove

Very Attractive
From coast to coast, according to Pathe,
the same reports come in from the exhibitors of the theatres showing " The Seven
Pearls," the Pathe serial released in September, featuring Mollie King, Creighton
Hale and Leon Bary.
The practically unanimous reports are
that this serial has caught on in good style,
while the exhibitors are pleased with its
drawing power as a box office asset One
comment from an exhibitor is as follows :
The Manager of the Beacon theatre, a
downtown house in Boston, Mass., reports
" Very good, interest well retained."

Takes Pathe Pictures
to Europe
Pathe Stars and Pathe Photoplays are
expected to play their part in the war
with the United States Neurological Unit,
being established somewhere in France.
Lewis Coleman Hall, who is working with
Major Ross Moore, will be in charge of
this unit. Mr. Hall, knowing the popularity of Pathe stars and Pathe photoplays, secured photographs of the players
and stills from the plays before he departed for France and will use these as
part of his paraphernalia in reviving the
interests of American soldiers, suffering
from shell and battle shock in things of
life.
Metro

Arranges

Special

Music for "Blue Jeans"
Appropriate music for Metro's special
production de luxe, " Blue Jeans," starring
Viola Dana, has been arranged in accordance with the dominant features of the
story itself. Richard A. Rowland, Metro's
president; B. A. Rolfe, Metro's Western
representative, who produced " Blue Jeans,"
and
Karger,
New Maxwell
York studio,
are manager
all men of
of Metro's
musical
knowledge, and in preparing the cue-sheets
S. M. Berg carried out their ideas.
The result is said to be a beautiful musical setting for " Blue Jeans," which is practically asynchronized score of the emotions the little heroine, whose development
from innocent girlhood to the tragic events
of maturity is traced during the story's
progress.
Sing Sing Inmates Enjoy
A letter
received" from
man "in Sing
Jewel's
Pay a Me
Sing prison, by the home office of Jewel
Productions, Inc., indicates that the inmates of the institution enjoyed " Pay
Me very much. An extract from the
missive says : " ' Pay Me ' was shown a
few nights ago and it certainly is a wonderful production, positively the greatest
I have ever seen of Western theme, and
Miss Phillips certainly is a splendid

actress."
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Universal

Plans

to

Advance

President Carl Laemmle Declares No Stone Will Be Left Unturned to Supply Exhibitors with Best Pictures
Possible — Specialize in Serials
IN the 1918 big drive of the motion picture industry, scheduled to begin
immediately the revelry of New Year's Eve is echoing itself away down
the corridor of time, the Universal Film Manufacturing Company will
be in the vanguard, and going strong, according to an announcement from
President Carl Laemmle last week, in which he outlined the purposes and
aims of Universal for the future.
Probably the most significant thing about Mr. Laemmle's announcement,
and the point which stands out as a distinguishing mark for Universal, is the
statement that special attention will be given to serial productions.
Service Moves Fonvard

I

" Universal will advance and increase
its service to exhibitors in many ways
during 1918," said Mr. Laemmle, in forecasting Universal activities for the ensuing
year.
" Our lines
organization
created on broad
and we has
shall been
still
further extend our agencies for supplying exhibitors with the kind of pictures
that they need to get the best possible
box-office results."
Continuing, Mr. Laemmle says : " We
shall specialize in serials, and now have
' The Mystery Ship,' with Ben Wilson
and Neva Gerber, running into the early
months of the new year. ' The Bull's Eye,'
with Eddie Polo and Vivian Reed, is almost completed and ready to be released
before ' The Mystery Ship ' has run its
length. We have organized a special department of scenario writers, directors and
producers to operate exclusively on serials
for the coming year. Our success with
serials has convinced me that the public
wants this style of entertainment, with
thrills and sensations furnishing the
strength of the appeal.
Tivo Under Way
" We have made sixteen and have two
more under way, and our experience, based
on the testimony of exhibitors, has convinced us that serials are what the public
wants and is eager to patronize. We
expect to have serials overlapping each
other throughout the coming year.
" We shall specialize in news-weeklies
in the belief that here is one of the biggest money-drawing offerings an exhibitor
can present. There can be no question
of the necessity for satisfying the public
demand for pictorial information issued
with approval of the Government, reflecting episodes in the world war. Every
day citizens of the United States are becoming more vitally involved in the conflict, and the mission of the newsweekly is obviously concerned in reflecting the various phases of the situation
at home and abroad."
Mr. Laemmle likewise declares that the
Screen Magazine, reflecting educational
topics that are always of interest to the
general public have a special mission : He
said : " We are going to devote special attention to this type of our service to
exhibitors, for we have abundant testimony from the ' live wires ' that the presentation of these topics draw heavily

Service

in which Harry Carey will be the star, with
Molly Malone his featured leading lady.
Better Comedies, Too
" Universal has always made a specialty
of comedies and we promise better mirthprovokers than ever during the coming
year. Julius Stern has already begun to
fulfill his purpose in backing the L-Ko
brand with big names, both for advertising purposes and results upon the screen.
L-Kos have long been a Universal standby and they will be better in every way
than they ever have been. Early in the year,
we will introduce a new type of comedy,
under a brand we expect will become
one of the most valuable assets an exhibitor can have."
In conclusion,
Mr. Laemmle
said : of
" Universal will be awake
to the needs
the
exhibitor during the coming year, supplying a service that will get the money.
That is what we are here for and the
exhibitor may depend upon Universal to
better supply his needs than ever before."
Fitzmaurice Takes Great
Interest in Feature

Carl Laemmle of Universal
from all classes of theatregoers. We shall
particularly exploit the Finley Nature
Study Pictures, a series applying specifically to wild animals and birds in their
natural elements.
Five-Reel Features
" Universal will, of course, continue to
make and distribute the best possible examples of five-reel features that money
can produce and ingenuity devise," said
Mr. Laemmle. " Bluebirds will continue
to be the cream of our product, and for
the third year of this program we have
arranged for better plays, bigger productions and more potent stars than ever.
Bluebird's second year ends with Dorothy
Phillips, in ' Broadway Love,' as the attraction, and a synopsis of the productions released under the Bluebird brand
would reflect a fulfillment of the purpose
we had in mind when launching the
series — to give, consistently, a program of
features that would show an improvement,
week by week, in the advancing schedule.
"Apart from Bluebird, and embodying
the same purpose to give fine productions
of good plays by the best available talent,
there will be fifty-two special Universal
features distributed during the coming
year. We will feature the individual artist
in plays especially adapted to the screen
attributes of the star. For instance, Jack
Ford will present a series of ' Westerns,'

deGeorge
Luxe Fitzmaurice,
production who
of directed
RudyardPathe's
Kipling's story of adventure, " The Naulahka,"
says it is the most interesting picture he has ever staged. The original
scenario called for some 400 scenes, but
Director Fitzmaurice increased this to 800
scenes. The additional scenes, doubling
the number originally laid out, were added
as a result of the inspiration that Mr.
Fitzmaurice says came to him as the work
progressed.
In discussing the production of " The
Naulahka," which has been announced as
one of the three great Pathe productions
that will be released during the coming
year, Air. Fitzmaurice said : " I think the
work of Antonio Moreno in this production outrivals even the great work he has
done in his previous pictures and that
Doraldina, who is co-starred with Mr.
Moreno, will be a revelation to the picture fan. Mr. Moreno is admirable in
the part of the wide-awake American and
Doraldina is the essence of seductiveness
in an oriental atmosphere."
Barbara

Castleton Considers New Offers
Barbara Castleton, who a few days ago

completed work in Herbert Brenon's production of " Empty Pockets," which is
shortly to be distributed through the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, announced
last week that recent reports circulated
to the effect she was under contract to
any person or company were premature,
and that she is absolutely free of all and
any agreements or contracts.
Coincidental with this announcement,
Miss Castleton stated that she is at present considering offers for features, and
will likelynections
make
shortly. an announcement of con-
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Distinction of the Star and Her Artistry, but Displays Elaborate Settings
Mary Garden's Magnificent " Thais," for Goldwyn, Claims Not Alone the
as Well
Goldwyn

Features

Grab

Record

" Polly of the Circus " Draws Praise
Since Day of Its Release In
September — " Cinderella
Man " Also Wins
«pOLLY
THE CIRCUS,"
the first
A pictureOF released
by Goldwyn,
has
come very close to establishing two records
for itself, according to a Goldwyn announcement, in the commendations from
theatre owners, far and wide, which have
come into the Goldwyn offices since its release, September 3. During the first weeks
of the picture's showing a large number of
responses from exhibitors were printed in
the trade journals of the motion picture industry. And since those first few weeks the
flow has never ceased, Goldwyn claims.
•Goldwyn insists that it is doubtful if any
picture, released through the regular channels of distribution and not wild-catted
over the country after a "papered" run on
Broadway, has drawn letters of commendation from exhibitors so long after release.
While such evidence comes to the home
office of the appreciation of the first Goldwyn release, other letters bring as warm a
■word for the newest Goldwyn picture,
" The Cinderella Man," from a body of
Philadelphia critics. Branch Manager
G. T. Ames wrote from Philadelphia :
" Possibly words of commendation from
your exchange manager have no great
value in a business way, but I feel that I
must say something about ' The Cinderella Man.' In company with three
or four critics, I screened the picture
yesterday as soon as it was received here.
In the estimation of those who saw it, and
my feelings were the same, it is head and

Sidney Drews Finish Two
Comedies in Week
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew have just
indulged in a few days of rest after having completed the most strenuous week in
their entire career as Metro stars and collaborators. As a general rule they content themselves with producing one comedy a week, but this time they not onlyproduced two Metro-Drew comedies, but
wrote them as well, and then for recreation sent off a big box of good things to
Aviator S. Rankin Drew, " somewhere in
France," and Lieut. Hartley McYey, of the
signal corps' aviation section, at the same
approximate address.
Heart

Interest

Stories

Sought by Astra
It was announced last week from the
Astra studios that that company is in the
market for big stories with real heart
interest.
Mae Marsh's Christmas Gift to Exhibitors Is
" The Cinderella Man," for Goldwyn
shoulders above any Goldwyn production
thus far. In fact, A. R. Plough, critic of
the Philadelphia Ledger, said to me : ' You
saw, Ames, what I had to say about " Nearly Married," but wait till you see what I
say about " The Cinderella Man." It is the
best picture in six reels I have ever seen.'
The photography of this picture excels in
my opinion — shared by all present- -anything
that has yet been done. Miss Marsh has
scored a most decided hit ; it is the best
work I have ever seen her do, and as for
direction, George Loane Tucker has established himself among directors."

Therole Claim"
to the44leading
Rights
es rights
to
will play
of Belle Jones,
Metro has Acquir
acquired the
METRO
a dance hall singer and dancer. This role
" The Claim," a play written by
is of the Western type in which Edith
Charles Kenyon and Frank Dare, as a
Storey first endeared herself to picture
starring vehicle for Edith Storey. The
audiences in her first appearances before
play had a New York run earlier this seathe camera. In contrast to her previous
son, with Florence Roberts in the leading
role.
Western roles, this role requires no riding or athletic stunts but is a straight dra" The Claim " is a comedy drama with
matic part affording the star opportunities
mining camp and dance hall atmosphere
for emotional acting.
and possesses a Western plot. Miss Storey

As determined by J. A. Berst, vicepresident and general manager of Pathe,
all productions released by that company
must
have the " three-point
'" —
Star-Story-Direction
— and in linequality
with that
policy a great number of stories and plays
have already been secured for each of
the Pathe stars, but to keep well in advance of the producing schedule as many
other plays and stories that measure up to
the standard will be purchased and prepared for screen presentation.
Lait Writes

Comedv

Titles

for " The Warrior "
J. R. Grainger, general manager of the
Allen Film Corporation of Chicago, which
company controls an extensive part of the
Middle
WestthisStates
The Warrior,"
announced
week for
that " Jack
Lait. well
known author and playwright, had been
engaged to create a series of special comedy
subject titles for several scenes in the specLait is the author
of " Help
Wanted
and is tacle.
especially
well known
for his
stories"
which are at present appearing in one of
the leading Chicago dailies. The titles in
question will be written in his familiar
breezy style, it is said.
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" Tom Sawyer " Speaks
Well for Pickford
there was at no time, according to the Famous Players-Lasky
press department, any question in the
minds of those responsible for the production of " Tom Sawyer " as to its probable reception by the public, it is said to
be doubtful' if even the most sanguine had
any conception of the interest that has
been awakened by Jack Pickford in the
title role, as presented by Paramount.
When Julia Crawford Ivers wrote the
scenario it was discovered that five reels
would be altogether inadequate to tell the
story of Tom and his boyhood companions,
and so it was decided to make two five-reel
films, calling the first one " Tom Sawyer "
and the second " Huck and Tom," or " The
Further Adventures of Tom Sawyer."
William D. Taylor directed both productions.
It is generally conceded that Jack Pickford makes an ideal " Tom," even those
lovers of Mark Twain's works who are
apt to be rather hypercritical in their consideration of an attempt to transfer the
stories to the screen, have been loud in
their approbation of his portrayal of " Tom
Sawyer," it is claimed.
" Huck and Tom " will be released quite
early in the new year, but it is probable
that "The Spirit of '17" will come in
between, it is announced.
In the first production George Hackathorn appears as Sid, Alice Marvin as
Mary, Edyth Chapman as Aunt Polly,
Clara Horton as Becky, Helen Gillmore
as the Widow Douglas, Robert Gordon as

Carey

Wilson

Joins

Huck and Antrom Short as Joe Harper.
Virtually the same cast appears in " Huck
and Tom " or " The Further Adventures
of Tom Sawyer," with a few additions.
You are not going to ivar. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

First

National

New York distributing offices for the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, it has been
announced. Mr. Wilson resigned from the
Fox Film Corporation some two weeks
ago, after being with this firm a period of
three years.

WHILE

Jack Pickford in " Tom Sawyer " Paved the
Way for " Huck and
Tom," Also Released by
Paramount

the

Exchange
Carey Wilson, Manager
of the First National

of the bestoneNew
CAREY
York film
figures in the
known WILSON,
sales field, this week assumed the management of the First National Exchange, the

Triangle

Writers

Mr. Wilson's active film experience began as an exhibitor eight years ago, from
which field he joined William Sherry when
the latter opened the New York Exchange
for releasing the first Famous Players film,
" The Prisoner of Zenda." His association with Sherry continued until three years
ago, when he joined the Fox organization
for the purpose of installing the contract
system of bookings throughout the United
States. In this task he acquired active
experience in every exchange city of the
United States. Shortly after, he opened
the Canadian offices for Fox and left
Canada on two days' notice to go to Australia and New Zealand. During 1916 Mr.
Wilson covered over fifty thousand miles
of territory in the Antipodes, opening the
Fox offices in Sydney, Melbourne and
Adelaide (Australia), and Wellington, New
Zealand.
Mr. Wilson is located at the newly established First National Exchange at 509Fifth avenue, where has been prepared one
of the best equipped exchanges in the city.

Work

THINGS are humming in the scenario
department at the Triangle's Culver
City studio, and the brains department is
said to be working overtime to keep up
with the production department on its
schedule of two five-reel dramas a week.
Jack Cunningham, who has just completed the continuity on " The Hopper," is
now at work on the screen adaptation of
" Little Red Decides," from William M.
McCoy's story by the same name, which appeared in the American Magazine.
Three members of the Triangle scenario
department are working on original stories.
Catherine Carr, author of the seven-reel
drama, " I Love You," to be released January 13, is writing an original story, called
" A Soul in Trust." Lillian Ducey is turn-

on

New

Scripts

ing out a screen play, called " Woman's
Love," and Hayden Talbot is putting the
finishing touches to an original story, " The
Day of Knights." Gardner Bradford, a recent addition to the scenario department,
and H. B. Daniel are both working on subdramas.titles for the Triangle forthcoming screen
With the approaching holidays the activity at the Triangle studio shows no let-up.
General Manager H. O. Davis has made it
plain, in statements to exhibitors and the
trade press, that Triangle will open the new
year with a production schedule never before attempted. And the announced policy
of furnishing the most enlightening and instructive photoplays, will be carried out to
the fullest extent, it is said.

New Jersey Sees "The Fall of the Romanoffs"'
WHEN the new Forest Hill theatre in opening will be attended, is it expected,Newark opens on Christmas Day, by the foremost city officials of Newark
New Jersey will have its first glimpse of and the leading exhibitors of all Jersey.
Herbert Brenon's " The Fall of the A number of prominent New York screen
men are planning to be present at this
" is now receiving its finishing opening, it is said.
Romanoffs.
The house
The new theatre, which is located at
touches under the direction of its owner,
Arthur W. Moore. The theatre is said to Mt. Prospect avenue and Heller Parkway,
be one of the most magnificent, in points will be open for inspection from 7:45 to
of architecture and modern improvements,
8 o'clock on the evening of the invitation
in the East.
performance. The showing of " The Fall
The first New Jersey showing of the of the Romanoffs " will be preceded by a
big Brenon historical production will be musical program on a Bartola De Luxe,
which is one of the features of the new
under notable auspices. Mr. Moore ar- house.
ranged with Mr. Brenon to present " The
Other Newark houses will offer " The
Fall of the Romanoffs " at a special invitation performance at the new theatre
Fall of the Romanoffs " immediately folon Friday evening, December 22. This
lowing its Forest Hill theatre run.
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Darrell Foss, Margery Wilson and Arthur Moon Are the Chief Players in Triangle's " Without Honor," and Pauline Starke, Bewitching Even in Overals, Stars in " Until They Get Me," Recently shown at the Rialto
Triangle

Finishes

Two New Subjects Also Put Under
Way, and Studio Continues to
Hum — Scenario Department
Busiest of All
WITH two pictures completed and two
new subjects begun, the Triangle
Culver City studio continues to keep pace
with the production schedule set by
General Manager H. O. Davis, and
several dramas said to be of exceptional
merit, are now in the preliminary stages of
production. The scenario department is
busy on the screen adaptations of some
well known magazine stories and novels
by popular authors, and the staff of authors is also working on several promising original photoplays.
Director Frank Borzage has put the
finishing touches on his latest Triangle
offering, " The Gun Woman," featuring
Texas Guinan. Supporting Miss Guinan
are Ed Brady and Francis McDonald.
In the closing scenes, Director Borzage
worked with a bevy of Triangle beauties
as dance hall girls and all of the cowboys
from the Hartville ranch as western atmosphere when " The Gun Woman's "
saloon and gambling hall was " shot." The
picture is now in the hands of the film
editors.
Director Cliff Smith has finished the
latest offering starring the Triangle cowboy star, Roy Stewart, who scored a hit
in his latest western release, " The Learnin' of Jim Benton." Stewart's new
vehicle is " The Law's Outlaw," Fritzi
Ridgeway again supports him in this
drama of Western life.
A new subject, on which Director Smith
has started work and in which Stewart
will be featured, is the screen adaptation
of Randall Parish's well known novel,
" Keith of the Border." An exceptionally
large cast will support Stewart in this
picture. The opening shots are being made
with the star in typical Western atmosphere. As yet the complete cast has not
been announced.
Following " Keith of the Border," the

Two

Features

Oklahoma Critic Sticks Up
for Goldwyn
ON

J. Barney Sherry, Triangle Feature Player
cowboy will appear in the screen adaptation of Charles Alden Seltzer's novel,
" Boss of the Lazy Y," declared by Alvin
J. Neitz, continuity expert on Western subjects, to be the greatest two-gun man
story he ever handled. Stewart plays the
first four reels as an unshaven roughneck, bursting forth as a well-groomed
gentleman in the closing canto.
Artcraft

Leading Man Returns to Legitimate
Cecil Fletcher, leading man for Elsie
Ferguson in " The Song of Songs," now
being produced for the Artcraft Pictures
Corporation, has been engaged by Charles
Dillingham to play the leading juvenile lead
in " General Post," a new play which will
have its premiere shortly. "In the Song of
Songs " he plays the part of Steve Bennett.

the first anniversary of the founding of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, itis no small satisfaction to its
executives to receive such public acknowledgement of the part that Goldwyn has
played in the bettering of photoplay conditions during the past year as has been
drawn from the critic of a Tulsa, Okla.,
paper. It is said to be still more of a
satisfaction that such an acknowledgement
should come from one of the smaller cities
of the Middle West.
" About the most stupid thing I've
heard," writes the editor of " Flashes from
Filmland,"
the paper,
" was the
a woman's
remark thein other
day that
picture
shows are just getting so poor they are
hardly worth going to. Xow watcha think
o' that? Wouldn't it dislocate your equilibrium? It did mine. This very year
has seen more big money turned loose by
producers for big features than any other
in the screen's history. Rex Beach and a
long train of eminent authors and playwrights that would stretch a block or two
have brought all their popular works to
the screen and many of them have been
exhibited this 3-ear for the first time.
" The Goldwyn company's debut this
season is sufficient answer to the criticism. It not only brought a wonderful
galaxy of stars from the speaking stage,
but it brought along such authors as Rex
Beach, Margaret Mayo, Irvin Cobb, Roi
Cooper Megrue, and a number of others."
Director

Campbell

Takes

" Location
Director Colin to
Campbell,
of Seng's, "has
Company
taken his company to Pleasanton, Cal.,
where the feature, " Little Orphant Annie,"
will be completed in the rural atmosphere
of this picturesque village. Colleen Moore,
Tom Santschi, Lillian Hayward. Eugenie
Besserer, Harry Lonsdale, Lafe McKee
and a number of other players accompanied
Campbell to the northern CaliforniaMr.location.
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Hart Spends Much

Time

on

Fred

Wright

Rejoins

His Script

MUCH of William S. Hart's time is spent
in reading scripts intended for his production, many of which, although written by
some of the best known screen authors, are
entirely unavailable for his use. In an interview recently on the requirements of
his scripts, the Thomas H. Ince star said:
I "Working in conjunction with such an
authority as Mr. Ince, my judgment rarely
is wrong. We always read the initial draft
of scenario together. First Mr. Ince will
read for a while and then I will peruse
the script. We discuss each scene. I must
feel the story by the time it is well under
way, or I cannot bring myself to like it.
If the author hasn't taken my measure
pretty definitely by the time I have been
in the story for the first five minutes, it is
a certainty that his work will be found unsuited for my uses.
" My introduction to the audience is an
important part of a scenario and the author who misses the opportunity to give
me a novel entree will have a hard time
selling his story. I suppose, about one out
of every two dozen scripts submitted are
found worth considering for production
by Mr. Ince and myself. That is to say
about one story out of every twenty-four
is found to have possibilities. Of course
if the story is the work of one of the regular staff writers, our work in connection
with the script is nil, but not so when the
script is the product of an outside writer
who usually thinks more of his abilities as
an author than he does of building stories
for my individual use."
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. Tliat is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

Ouida Bergere

Pathe

as

Director

pany with Thomas W. Keane, where he
served an apprenticeship of three years.
Later he was associated with Oliver Doud
Byron, A. M. Palmer, Augustin Daly and
Frank Mayo.
Prior to his entering into the world of
pictures he acted as stage director for
many well known stock companies in New
York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, Kansas City, Denver and
Seattle.
His first work as a director of picture
plays was in the independent field where
the quality of the productions made under
his direction attracted the attention of the
old Pathe Company, then known as Pathe
Freres. He remained with Pathe Freres
until 1914 and then became a director for
Essanay, producing many of the best features released by that company during the
three-year period of his contract.
Miss Young Duplicates
Own Bedroom in Feature
Fred E. Wright, Pathe Director
THE

directorial forces of Pathe Exchange, Inc., have been augmented
by the return to the fold of Director Fred
E. Wright after an absence of three years
from Pathe activities, it is announced.
Mr. Wright has the distinction of being
one of the oldest directors in the industry and one of the first stage directors
to devote his services to the production
of picture plays.
His theatrical experience commenced at
the age of sixteen as an actor in the com-

In "The Marionettes," the third Select
Picture produced by Clara Kimball Young
with her own company, Miss Young has
used an exact replica of her own bedroom,
it is claimed.
This is a French room done in pale
gray and mellow old rose, its furniture
of ivory toned wood and golden brown
wicker, and its hangings bordered in
old cream lace. It was personally designed by Miss Young and every detail
carried out under her supervision. The
only thing missing in the duplicate is the
view from the star's windows, but the impos ibility of carting the Hudson up to
New Rochelle necessitated the omission.

Ouida Bergere Forms Independent Company
T T was announced last week that Ouida intelligently cast the productions, or furnish
* Bergere has organized and put into the necessary talent. Original manuscripts
will be read with the same objects in view.
operation, at 516 Fifth avenue, a complete
Directors who are free for new affiliations
and independent organization along lines
said to be of the most advanced efficiency,
can place their business affairs in Miss Berto look after the interests of producers,
gere's hands, who will project their past
stars and other players.
pictures upon the screen in her private proA long-time lease has been taken on the
jection rooms. Authors will receive perNew York offices, with affiliated branches
sonal representation. Books, plays and original stories will be converted into scenario
in London, care of Hughes Massie, 40
Fleet street, and at Los Angeles, through
form, for practical selling purposes ; desirthe
activities of the Mabel Condon Exable material and original ideas will be purchange.
chased.
Responsible executives of long experience
are said to be in the departments now established, and additional executives are al- " Lost Express *' Mystery
ready being contracted for to head the new
Solved at Last
departments under consideration. The fact
that Miss Bergere will now be operating
mystery
of final
" The chapter
Lost Express
is The
solved
in the
of this"
free from any other affiliations or business
railroad serial, in which Helen Holmes
complications, will enable her to give first
has exhibited feats of daring.
hand attention to all transactions of major
importance.
In chapter 15, "The Return of the Lost
Producers will be automatically supplied
Express," released by Mutual, Monday, December 24, Director J. P. McGowan has
with lists of best available directors, stars,
worked up a high spectacular climax it is
and supporting talent, scenario editors, and
continuity writers ; and a screen test of new
said, in which an entire town is destroyed
talent will be made for their consideration.
by fire, and Helen is seen in a scene of
rescue from the flames that borders on
Miss Bergere will confer in person with
the foolhardy.
directors at the various studios so as to
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Picturesque Backgrounds Are a Strong Point in Harold Lockwood's Newest Metro Wonderplay, " The Avenging Trail "
Gives

Nazimova

Star's Second Production De Luxe
Now in Making at Florida Resort— Charles Bryant Plays
the Male Lead
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
announced last week that a brilliant
cast of players has been engaged to support
Mme. Nazimova in her second Metro production de luxe, said to be a powerful
drama of gypsy life, now in preparation in
St. Augustine, Fla., under the direction of
George D. Baker.
Heading the list is Charles Bryant, who
will also be seen opposite the star when
Metro's " Revelation " is released. Mr.
Bryant played in her support in " War
Brides," both in vaudeville and in the
screen version, and in dramatic productions, such as " Bella Donna."
Irving Cummings is also cast for an important role in the Russian star's support.
He has just completed his work in Metro's
"An American Widow," playing opposite
Ethel Barrymore.
To Dodson Mitchell has been intrusted

Good

Cast

the important part of Griswold, upon
whom a unique revenge is planned by the
gypsy maiden (played by Mme. Nazimova)
for her mother's fate.
Another in the cast of Nazimova's gypsy
play is E. J. Connelly, who was Dr. Zulph
in Metro's serial, " The Great Secret," starring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne. He played the name part in " Rasthe Black Monk."
Frankputin, Currier
will play the old gypsy, the
chief of the tribe. He has accompanied
Nazimova and her director to the southern
location, where the gypsy play is being produced. Mr. Currier has been associated
with every star in the Metro constellation,
and has a long list of character delineations
to his credit, notably in " Outwitted," " The
Greatest Power," " The Wager," " Sowers
and Reapers " and " The Duchess of
Doubt." He will also be seen in NaziMetro offering, " Revelation,"
soon to mova's
be initial
released.
Nila Mac, who was seen with Nazimova
in " War Brides," in the part of Joan, will
also have a prominent part in this play.

Julius Stern Prolongs
on Coast

President Julius Stern, of L-Ko Comedies, remains on the Pacific Coast for
another month to observe the outcome
of several changes he has made, in consultation with Director General J. G. Blystone, at the Hollywood studios, where
L-Kos come from. There has been a
general shift of players and directors,
brought about by the addition of new stars
of the L-Ko list, and the new schedule of
operations is depended upon to work a
general benefit to the product.
W. S. Frederick came to L-Ko with
Mack
direct
the " Ambrose
comedianSwain
in a to
series
of releases
that will"
bring that character to the screen once
a month. Vin Moore, directing Myrtle
Sterling, will have Al Forbes as his principal comedian. Gale Henry is being directed by Robert Kerr, with Hughie Mack
and Bobby Dunn doing the leading male
comedy. Dave Morris, transferred from
Nestors, is being supervised in his offerings by Archie Mayo.
Constance

Rolin
HAL

Installs

Novel

Roach, president and director general of Rolin Film Company, on a
recent trip to New York, saw the Pathe
film committee at work and was so impres ed, itis said, with its value that he
has incorporated certain features of it into
the Rolin Company.
He has inaugurated a board of critical
strategy at the plant in Los Angeles. In
other words, he has formed a committee of
the people to criticize Pathe's Lloyd and
Toto comedies before the necessary cuts
have been made. This board includes
Roachc as director, the director who made
the picture, the technical cutter of the
company and a board of laymen, including
a tired business man, a young woman, and
a rather soiled-faced urchin. Roach values
their opinions highly, according to reports.
By careful observation he has found that
about a third of the audiences at moving

Editorial

Board

pictures are made of young men and
women, the young women deciding as to
what picture theatre shall be attended.
Therefore Roach believes the opinion of
this representative young woman is invaluable. The business man represents
the middle-aged class, and he generally has
a suggestion or two that adds to the betterment of the picture. The boy can be
relied upon to laugh at every real laugh
situation in the play, and in this way Roach
knows to a certainty how many laughs the
product is good for.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you arent helping in the
" smokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be
a slacker!

Stay

Talmadge

Re-

turns to West Coast '
Constance Talmadge, Select's young
comedienne, who left Los Angeles less than
a year ago, returned to the Coast this week
a star in her own right.
Miss Talmadge will begin work shortly
on " The Shuttle," which has been arranged for the screen from Mrs. Hodgson
Burnett's widely read novel.
Empire All-Star Arrangement With Frohman Ends
It was announced last week that arrangements with the Empire All-Star Corporation, which was organized last January to
exploit Charles Frohman's stage successes
in motion pictures, have been terminated.
The cause was not made known. As a result of the change, it is announced that
Charles Frohman, Inc., is again in the market to dispose of its plays to various motion picture companies.

December
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War. Films

Reach

Cutting Room
WORK was commenced, last week, on
cutting, assembling and titling the
second series of official Italian war films
which have reached the United States and
which are being handled by the Fort Pitt
Theatre Company of Pittsburgh, of which
William Moore Patch is president and managing director. Mr. Patch is personally
supervising every phase of this work,
which will take about two months. He
plans to give the second series of films
an even more elaborate exhibition than
that lavished upon the first series, known
as " The Italian Battlef ront."
A title for the second series of official
Italian war films has not been definitely
decided upon as yet. It is said by those
who are close to Mr. Patch, however, that
he intends giving the picture some such
name as " Italy's Lesson for America."
Many of the scenes, it is claimed, of the
second series were filmed during the recent retreat of the Italians from the
Gorizia. It is also said that the heroic
stand of the Italian army under General
Diaz at the Piave River has also been photographed.
Alec

B.

Francis

Ranks

High as Goldwyn Player
Alec B. Francis, from appearing signally
in the Rex Beach picture, " The Auction
Block," was drafted for the Marsh picture,
" The Cinderella Man," released December
16. Mr. Francis deserves the strong place
that his work has won in the estimation of
Goldwyn patrons. He has had a notable
career in the films, having gone into the
work of screen acting when the cinematograph first became commercially feasible.
He appeared even in the days when motion
pictures had not generally developed byond
the slot-machine stage and when 500 feet
of film constituted a feature photoplay.
His first picture was " Twa Hieland Laddies," made for the old Vitagraph, but he
has since played in more than two hundred
cinematographic productions, including "Silent Jim," "After Dark" and "The Imposter," in each of which he was featured
by the Eclair Company ; " Alias Jimmy
Valentine " and " The Wishing Ring."
In " The Cinderella Man " he has the
part
he describes
man of
withRomney,
a sensewhom
of humor
besides ashair" a;
a man with a serious side to his nature —
and a splendid role."
Eltinge

Makes Collection
of Shoes
One day in Los Angeles, while working
on his last picture, " The Widow's Mite,"
Julian Eltinge confided to several of his
friends that his hobby was collecting shoes.
Mr. Eltinge has in his possession the last
shoes that John L. Sullivan wore in his
last fight with Jim Corbett. In turn, Corbett presented to his friend, Eltinge, the
shoes he wore in his famous fight with the
late Fitzsimmons. He is also the proud
possessor of a shoe worn by the famous
race horse, Colin, presented to him by
August Belmont.

Collins Titles Petrova Picture Uniquely
CO-INCIDENTAL with the recent completion of the second starring vehicle
in which Madame Olga Petrova will appear, comes an announcement by Frederick
L. Collins, president of the Petrova Picture Company, of the inauguration of a
unique method whereby the title for the
second Petrova release will be chosen.
With a full realization of the important
part which an appropriate main title plays
in the success of any feature production,
Mr. Collins has decided to supplant the
usual methods employed in the naming of
pictures with the following plan :
" The complete working organization
which participated in the making of the
second Petrova production will be
assembled in the projection room at the
studios immediately following the final
cutting of the film. Larry Trimble, who
is responsible for the directorial end of
the picture following " Daughter of Destiny," together with the members of his
production staff will be present, in company with the heads of the publicity, scenMme.
Petrova's
Second
Subject
ario and cutting departments. All of the
Is
BeingOlgaTitled
by Means
of a Starring
Unique Method
spectators will be furnished with compreThe picture, which deals with a present
hensive working manuscripts of the picday problem, presents Madame Petrova in
ture and in order to stimulate the imaginathe decidedly unique role of a famous
tions of the titlers, Mr. Collins has aryoung woman surgeon and the somewhat
ranged for a substantial money award for
the man or woman who selects the best
" different " plot which the story unfolds
affords opportunity for the selection of
main title to accompany the second Petrova
a most unusual title, it is said.
production.

Wm.
Fox Films "Jac
n 1\CK SPURLOCK — PRODIGAL,"
J written by George Horace Lorimer,
editor of Saturday Evening Post, is to be
filmed by William Fox, it was announced
last week.
It required some persuasion, it is said,
accompanied by what is claimed to be the
largest sum of money ever paid for a similarsent privilege
to get of
Mr.hisLorimer's
to picturization
tale, but conMr.
Fox personally conducted the negotiations
which finally made it possible.
Mr. Lorimer's "Jack Spurlock — Prodigal," appeared in Saturday Evening Post
in serial form. It's introductory chapter, in which your Spurlock, at Harvard,
awakens after a wild night and discovers
a bear with boxing gloves on his feet in
his bath-room, which he had brought
home as a " lark," compels the reader, according to Fox, to settle in his chair
anticipating an " out of the ordinary " tale.
General Manager Sheehan of the Fox
Film Corporation, discussing the coming
production said : " Notwithstanding the
extraordinary prestige linked with " Jack
Spurlock-Prodigal," and its author, the
picture will be released as one of the
regular Fox weekly special features — not
as an " extra " even though it undoubtedly carries the punch entitling it to be
classed in the so-called de luxe category.
" This announcement ought certainly be
appreciated by regular patrons of Fox
service and should appeal, from a business
viewpoint to all exhibitors. The decision to list this particular film as a Fox
special feature assures Fox patrons of an
opportunity to " clean up " handsomely,

but
Mr. Fox ck
goes —further
and announces
al"
Prodig
Spurlo
that an extraordinary publicity and advertising campaign will be conducted in its
behalf. This is practically a guarantee of
theatre capacity business for every exhibitor on the Fox yearly contract list."
Essanay Comedy Director
Adds to Playing Staff
Arthur D. Hotaling, Essanay comedy
director, is adding to his staff of comedians for his one-a-week General Film
releases. Arthur Bates, who supported
Charlie Chaplin in several of his Essanay
productions, is to be featured as a character comedian in forthcoming pictures,
as are Amedee Rastrelli, the French comedian, and Howard Higson, an English
contortionist.
Bessie Love Appears
Hero Land Bazaar

at

Bessie Love, the Pathe screen star, appeared last
weekYork.
at the " Hero Land "
Bazaar in
New
MissherLovedirector,
appearedFrederick
in soldier's
uniform
with
Thompson,
her leading man, Chester Barnett, and her
cameraman, in a brief sketch taking her
spectators
of the with
scenesanin unexpected
a " movie "
studio andbackending
punch — an effective and yet unaffected appeal for the sufferers at Halifax.
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Plans
Vitagraph
Four Strong Productions Listed for
January, with at Least Eight Favorites in Casts — Stories
Considered Excellent

GREATER Vitagraph will start the new
year with an even stronger offering
of Blue Ribbon features than it closes 1917
with, according to an announcement by
Albert E. Smith, president of the company.
Four strong plays have been listed for the
month of January and these bring to the
exhibitors many of the Vitagraph favorites,
among them Earle Williams, Corinne Griffith, Nell Shipman, Evart Overton, Alfred
Whitman, Edward Earle, Miriam Miles and
Betty Howe.
President Smith declares that the outstanding feature of the January program is
the excellence of story presented in each
picture.
" Without real stories," said Mr. Smith,
" the best stars and the best productions
that a company can put out fail in their
primary object — entertainment — and unless
the public is entertained the motion picture
industry is bound to come to a standstill.
Thus, it is up to the producers to provide
their stars with the best stories available.
With Vitagraph this has long been a
fixed policy and I feel safe in the statement that no company has on its list
of. contributors a better or more extensive

Motion

Big

1918

Start

company
writers asthan
has this."
The list ofof fine
productions
announced
by
President Smith follows : January 7, " The
Blind Adventure," featuring Edward Earle
and Betty Howe ; January 14, " The Wild
Strain," featuring Nell Shipman with
Alfred Whitman; January 21, "The Menace," featuring Corinne Griffith with Evart
27, " A Mother's Sin,"
JanuaryWilliams.
Overton
featuring ; Earle
" The Blind Adventure " is an adaptation
from the Saturday Evening Post story of
Earl Derr Biggers, " The Agony Column,"
and was produced under the direction of
Wesley H. Ruggles.
" The Wild Strain " brings another of the
works of George Randolph Chester and
Lillian Chester to the Vitagraph program.
It also marks the return to the Vitagraph
list of stars of Nell Shipman.
" The Menace " is said to be another
strikingly original story, written by Rex
Taylor, and presents Miss Griffith and Mr.
Overton in the most attractive roles they
have been seen in in months. It was produced by John Robertson.
" A Mother's Sin," which was picturized
from a novel by Hilda Sharp, is declared to
be one of the best vehicles Earle Williams
has had in many months. The picture was
produced under the direction of Tom Mills.
In the supporting cast are Miriam Miles,
Betty Blythe, Denton Vane, Louise Dupre
and Ernest Maupain.

Essanay Books "The
Dream
Doll" Heavily
guerite Clayton, Rod LaRocque and other
ESSANAY, it is supposed, timed the release of its novelty perfection picture,
Essanay players appear in the picture.
" The Dream Doll," so as to give it to
Mary McAlister, the six-year-old Essathe public during the holiday season. And
nay actress, has completed her latest picthat it sensed the appropriate time for its
ture, "Sadie Goes to Heaven," adapted
release is evidenced in the heavy holiday
from the story published in Good Houseweek bookings, already reported by the
keeping. This production includes some
anto
according
offices,
George Kleine
acting by a small dog, " rented out " by
nouncement.
a Michigan farmer.
Though not a Christmas picture, " The
Dream Doll " is said to be particularly appropriate for holiday programs, as it
shows, according to Essanay, that some
Jack Livingston Warns
remarkable acting is done on the part of
some fourteen-inch dolls.
"Double"
Jack
Livingston,His
Triangle
leading man
Against
The picture comes from the ingenuity
who supported Belle Bennett in her last
of Howard S. Moss, an Essanay director
and a student of novelties in motion picpicture, " Be cause of a Woman," has issued a warning that a man who closely
tures. That Mr. Moss has truly struck
resembles him has been securing funds
a novelty whose further possibilities are
endless, will be realized, it is predicted,
under false pretences, by representing himwhen the picture is shown.
self to be " Jack Livingston." According
The picture runs for an hour and it is to Jack, he has a double in New York
acted for the most part by the little dolls.
who is touring the studios, declaring himself to be the Triangle actor, and is getThey interpret, it is said, a pretty legend
in which the love element is strong and
ting a few days work on the strength
of it.
appealing to moviegoers of all ages. Mar-

Picture

News

Christmas Week Introduces
Marion Davies
A new motion picture star is revealed
in the announcement that Pathe will soon
present Marion Davies in a five-reel photoplay written by Miss Davies herself, entitled Runaway
" week. Romany," and released
Christmas
Miss Davies is very well known to New
York playgoers as she was featured in
the Ziegfeld Follies and also with Gaby
Deslys in Charles Dillingham's " Stop !
Look ! Listen ! " She then played in.
" Oh, Boy ! " the musical comedy. The
star is supported by a cast including
Joseph Kilgour, who has been starred in
many pictures and also has appeared opposite Emily Stevens in several of her most
successful films ; Pedro de Cordoba, leading man for Geraldine Farrar and Elsie
Ferguson,
appearing
Rosa,"
" Barbary
Sheepin "" Carmen,"
and others " ;Maria
Matt
Moore, one of the Moore family; Gladden
James, Ormi Hawley and Boyce Combe.
Fazenda

Film

Has

Place in

January Schedule
Louise Fazenda, termed by some the
empress of mirth, again comes into prominence with " The Kitchen Lady," to be
released by Paramount January 13. This
is described as a Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy of the screaming variety. It
parodies social customs and paints the woes
of the downtrodden servant girl in ludicrous hues. Miss Fazenda is thoroughly at
home in this character, for she possesses
the burlesque ability to a marked degree,
so necessary
for the rendition of this sort
of
type.
Beside Louise Fazenda, Slim Summerville, Glen Cavender, Alice Maisen and
Eva Thatcher appear in the cast. Edward
Cline is director and the production was
made under Mr. Sennett's supervision.
Preceding this, comes " Taming Target
Center," December 30, with Polly Moran
and a cast of star laugh-makers. Another
new comedy is under way, entitled " His
Hidden Purpose," full details of which
will soon be forthcoming, it is said.
Doraldina
Returns to
Vaudeville from Pathe
Doraldina, who will be presented with
Antonio Moreno in the Pathe De Luxe
production,
" Theon Naulahka,"
creating
much
attention
the vaudevilleis stage.
Doraldina is credited with being one of
the most accomplished Oriental dancers
who has ever appeared on the boards in
New
York will
City, beandgiven
in " The
Naulahka,"
the screen
a special
dance
evolved
from
a
number
of
native
East
Indian dances.

December
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"Manx-Man" Proves Broad
Vision of Americans
In an announcement last week, Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation stated that it considers it a tribute to the American nation
that at a time when the element of patriotism is being emphasized to a point where
it might easily be felt that nothing is good
unless it is evolved in the United States,
its theatregoers are quick to recognize good
plays and acting no matter where they
come from. A convenient illustration of
this is cited in Hall Caine's " The ManxMan,"novel
made ofby the
George
the
sameLoane
name.Tucker from
" The Manx-Man " is a story of the Isle
of Man, in the Irish Sea, and its players
are English, from the war baby who plays
" Little Pete," to Fred Groves, who portrays the title role. Even the hundreds
of men and women seen in the " mob "
are natives of the Isle of Man, where
the production was actually made under
Mr. Tucker's direction.
Thurston Hall Appears in
Dorothy Dalton Feature
Thurston Hall, who appeared opposite
Dorothy Dalton in " The Price Mark,"
her first Paramount picture produced by
Thomas H. Ince, will again be presented
in the leading male role of " Love Letters,"
which will be released by Paramount, December 24, according to the schedule
announced.
Having completed " Love Letters," Miss
Dalton is working on her next Paramount
picture under Mr. Ince's supervision, a
production having its scenes somewhere in
the rugged western country, according to
report. Further announcement of this new
picture is expected shortly.
Fox

Predicts

Mix

Critics

Like

Fox

New

Feature

" Les Miserables " Causes Scribes to
Scramble for New Adjectives or
Ones That Have Long Been
Reposing on Shelf
METROPOLITAN critics lavished
praise on the screen version of " Les
Miserables," which had its premiere at the
Lyric theatre in New York. That William Fox has produced one of the wonder
pictures of the cinema world was the
unanimous verdict of those who saw the
first production. William Farnum as
Jean Valjean scored the triumph of his
screen career, it was admitted.
Following are excerpts from the metropolitan papers : New York Herald :
" ' Les Miserables,' a motion picture
drama adapted from the epic novel of
Victor Hugo was presented at the Lyric
theatre after several months of preparation. The photoplay probably is as close
an approach to literature as has been accomplished on the screen."
New York World : " An excellent example of what the movies can do for the
classics of literature. Moving picture producers deserve credit for doing this sort
of thing if only for extending the sphere
of worth while ideas and increasing the
public interest in good books."
New York American : " Mr. Farnum appeared brilliantly in the strong role of
Jean Valjean and was supported by a fine
cast. The plot was converted into an absorbing scenario and the production made
with great care."
New York Evening World: "Jean Valjean, the hero of the greatest story ever
told, was reproduced in all the vicissitudes
of his wonderful and sorrowful career.
The gamut of the emotions of the perse-

William Farnum Does His Best Screen Work
in " Les Miserables,"FoxProduced by William
cuted outcast of Victor Hugo's masterpiece was run with a fidelity to the human
acceptance of how the sorrows and griefs
of man should be depicted."
New York Evening Telegram : " Lovers
of Victor Hugo's masterpiece ' Les
Miserables ' rejoiced to find that this great
work had been transferred to the screen
by William Fox with all the power and
vividness of the original story faithfully
retained and adequately expressed."

Will

Spring a Surprise
Tom Mix, according to predictions
issued last week from the offices of William Fox, will surprise his many admirers
in the new productions in which he will
appear. Mix's work in comedy productions is well known but in the new productions in which he will appear he shows
dramatic ability, it is said, that is sure
to make him one of the favorites of the
screen. In his new plays he is expected
to perform many daring Western stunts.
There will be a heart interest throughout and Tom Mix will be the ideal, death
defying lover, it is predicted.
" Troublemakers " Reaches
Screen December 9
" Troublemakers," a comedy drama on
the Fox Standard schedule, in which Mr.
Fox presents his youthful stars, Jane and
Katherine Lee, made its bow to the public
December 9. At pre-release date exhibitions and private showings for exhibitors
" Troublemakers " not only made good
but was awarded the distinction of being
probably the best comedy-drama, featuring juveniles, produced by Mr. Fox during the year 1917.

Pathe

Puts

Out

Many

<<pvURING 1917 Pathe has enjoyed
•L' almost a monopoly of war films
of the first class," said an official of that
company
the British
other dj^y.
" Beginning
with
the
Official
Government
pictures
of the war — ' The Battle of the Somme,'
'The Tanks at the Battle of the Ancre'
and ' The Retreat of the Germans at the
Battle of Arras ' through the Official
French Pictures — ' In the Wake of the
Huns,' ' Under the Stars and Stripes in
France
and been
the latest,
Arms,'
the
list 'has
a most ' France
notable in
one.
No
other organization has had anywhere near
the quantity or the quality of these pictures which have come to us with the
stamp of authenticity upon them, placed
there by State authority.
" We believe, and our faith is based upon
the success Pathe is having with all these
war pictures, that first class war pictures,
authentic, thrilling, and instructional, are
real super-attractions with any house that
puts them on and doesn't put them on
' cold.' In other words, the pictures should
receive the advertising they deserve. If
that is done the exhibitor can expect real
business.
Furthermore he can fill his

Films in 1917
War
house with persons who are not ordinarily
patrons. The main business of the country at the present time is war. Everything that pertains to war is of interest
to every man, woman and child. We
therefore consider our war pictures are
attractions which are unequalled by any
pictures now on the market."
Jewel Feature Draws Without Any Advertising
National publicity, conducted along
rational lines, is said to be bringing good
bookings to the Jewel exchanges throughout the country.
So well known have Jewel features become in Portland, Oregon, that a theatre
manager was enabled, it is claimed, to
break all house records without anything
but poster advertising to back " Sirens of
Being in an appreciative mood after
counting
up his boxoffice receipts, Sam A.
the
Sax, Sea."
manager of the Princess theatre, in
Portland, wrote a very complimentary letter to G. A. Metzger, Jewel representative in that city.
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" Les Miserables " Turns
'Em Away at the Lyric
The William Fox production of "Les
Miserables," starring William Farnum, at
the Lyric Theatre, is a photodrama
of a
very decidedly different nature from
" Cleopatra," but the patronage it is receiving, according to the Fox reports, is
in every respect the equivalent of that
which was accorded its successful predecessor. From the very first performance,
it is announced, it has been necessary to
turn people away, this applying to matinees as well as night showings.
" This success," says William Fox, " has
been wholly a matter of giving the public
big productions of the right sort. We are
not confining ourselves to any one class
of photoplays, but we are taking big
themes and doing them in a manner befitting their greatness. Some exhibitors
doubted our ability to put over ' Cleopatra ' under existing conditions, but I
disagreed with them. Now, I predict for
' Les Miserables ' and for ' Queen of the
Sea,' ture,
our successes
new even
Kellermann wonder picsurpassing that of
A RTCRAFT PICTURES CORPORAtion plans to wind up its release schedule for 1917 with the new Douglas Fairbanks production, " A Modern Musketeer," now being finished at the Lasky studio in Hollywood, Cal.
Written and directed by Allan Dwan,
whose past association with Douglas Fairbanks has played an important part in the
success of various popular photoplays, the
newest vehicle for the athletic star is said
to offer a unique theme. The story deals
with the chivalry of days gone by brought
up to date by the reincarnated D'Artagnan,
Ned Thacker, a youth from Kansas, whose
chivalrous deeds get him into many difficulties.
In the production of this film the Douglas Fairbanks players experienced, it is
said, one of the most strenuous expeditions
ever made by a motion picture company
in staging, a photoplay. The entire Fairbanks producing organization made the
trip from the rim of the Grand Canyon
of Arizona, down to the Colorado River,

a descent of over seven thousand feet,
and a distance of over thirty-five miles,
along narrow winding trails that were
barely wide enough to allow the mules
carrying the players and supplies, to
travel. The party required forty mules,
who made the trip in twenty-two hours,
stopping at Bright Angels Camp on the
skirt of the Colorado River, where the
company camped out during the time these
scenes were being made.
After spending two weeks at the Grand
Canyon, the entire company of fifty people departed for the Canyon Du Chelley,
ninety miles by pack mule from Gallup,
N. M. Here a number of other scenes
were obtained as backgrounds for the new
production. At this canyon the troupe
again lived in tents and were found up
and at work at sik o'clock every morning.
The interiors are now being staged back
at the Lasky studio in California, where
the players recently returned from their
many exciting experiences in the wild
country of the real ^Y'est.

O. fidelity
Henry's
you Praises
have made the the
O. HenryScreen
stories more
THE
with which Daughter
the O. Henry
stories, released through General
than pictures ; you have brought to life
Film Company have been produced, has
the people I know so well. I did not realmade many friends, it is said, for the
ize that it would be possible to' preserve,
Broadway Star Feature series, but none
on the screen, characterization, atmosphere and spirit of the original story. But
of them more appreciative than Mrs. Margaret Porter Cesare, the daughter of O.
this has been accomplished and without
Henry. In a letter to General Film, after
impairing the unity of action.
she had witnessed a special showing of O.
" I have seen most of the pictures now
released and have been impressed with the
Henry pictures to friends and acquaintances of the short story writer, Mrs.
selection of players who, as a whole, beCesare warmly declared her satisfaction
come not players
of partsI would
but O. beHenry's
with the productions in the following
own people.
Naturally
quick
words :
to detect any incongruity, but I can say
that I have not observed one flaw or false
" I want you to know with what pleasnote
worthy of mention. The length to
ure I have seen my father's stories prewhich the producer has gone to preserve
sented in picture form," said Mrs. Cesare.
the original story should make this a genu" I use the term, ' picture form,' as applied in general to screen productions, for
ine living library of my father's works."

' Cleopatra.' "
Edison Gets " Unbeliever "
Scenes in Virginia
The spectacular battle front scenes for
the forthcoming Edison perfection feature, "The Unbeliever," were made at the
Quantico (Va.) cantonment with the cooperation of the United States Marine
Corps, it is said.
Alan Crosland, director, and his company, including Ray McKee and Darwin
Karr, are shown in two informal photographs taken at the camp.
"The Unbeliever " is a seven-reel production, based upon Man- Raymond Shipman Andrews' novelette, "The Three
Things." The picture will be released
during January through the George Kleine
system.
Wallace Reid New Feature
Released December 17
Wallace Reid, leading man in numerous
Paramount and Artcraft pictures, is to be
" in our midst " this week — taking New
York as the terminus of his transcontinental journey. He left Los Angeles in
company of Kenneth McGaffey, west coast
publicity director, on the fifth of the month
and, after stopping for personal appearances in a number of the principal cities
en route, according to the schedule,
reached the big city December 17.
Wrhile in the East he will be filmed in
" The Source," and probably " Believe Me,
Xantippe," from the Harvard Prize play,
will also be produced on the Atlantic side
of the continent. Then it will be " Westward Ho ! " once more for Wallace Reid.
He has completed two western productions— the first, " Nan of Music Mountain," released by Paramount December
17, the day of the player's arrival in New
York. The
It isdirection
from Frank
H. Spearman'sby
story.
was accomplished
George H. Melford.

December
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Fight Scenes Stand Out in
Lockwood Feature
Two outstanding features of Harold
Lockwood's forthcoming Metroplay, " The
Avenging Trail," which Metro will release on December 31, are said to be the
fight scenes in which the star, as Gaston
C'.af, engages with Louis Wolheim and
Walter P. Lewis, respectively playing
Lefty Red and Devil Dave Taggart, the
two heavy characters.
The fight of Gaston with Lefty Red is
described as a vigorous affair, but the
battle between Gaston and Taggart is said
to be even more strenuous. Being stabbed,
Gaston is compelled to face his adversary,
a powerful man of the woods, with one
arm rendered useless.
Essanay Releases McAlister
Feature December 24
Mary McAlister, the six-year-old Essanay player, has completed her latest picture, "Sadie Goes to Heaven," it was announced last week, and the picture will be
released on December 24, through George
Kleine as an Essanay Perfection Picture.
" Sadie Goes to Heaven " is said to cite
the adventure of a little ghetto waif in the
home of the rich. A small dog takes one
of the main roles in the production, it is
said.
"Cloven Tongue" Released
on January 13
" The Cloven Tongue " is the title of
the latest of Pathe's Russian Art Films,
which is scheduled for January 13. These
pictures are scoring on their appeal to
high class audiences. The Eighty-first
Street theatre is presenting " The Painted
Doll," December 17, 18 and 19, and the
showing is being made by Manager Shackman with a big advertising campaign, the
house attendants in Russian costume,
Russian music, etc.

Mary Pickford's Best Picture Is Said to Be
" Stella Maris," for Artcraft

Toto

Comedies

Begin

Shortly

Hippodrome
Clown
Will Be Presented by Pathe in Two-Reel
Series — Produced by Rolin,
Under Roach
PATHE announced this week that the
much heralded two-reelers starring
Toto will begin on January 13 with the release of " The One Night Stand," and the
comedies will continue every second Sunday
of each month thereafter.
The Toto comedies produced by the
Rolin Film Company under the personal
direction of Hal Roach, the man who discovered Harold Lloyd, star of the very
popular
"
Lonesome
" Rolin
comedies, are
announcedLukeas "theand
second
most"
expensive on the market with a single exYet, according
Pathe'sreach
policy,
the Toto ception.
comedies
will beto within
of
all good houses.
Toto is said by Pathe to be entirely different from any comedian ever seen on
the screen. His methods are said to be new
to pictures though they have proven successful on the stage in New York.
The Toto comedies are characterized, it
is said, by the direction that has marked
everything ever done by Hal Roach. The
leading woman is Clarine Seymour; a cast
including Bud Jamison, who had such important parts in the " Luke " pictures ; girls,
girls and more girls, and one laugh after
another are expected. Among those completed in addition to " The One Night
Stand " are " The ' Movie ' Dummy," " The
Junk Man " and " Fare, Please."
" The One Night Stand " with Toto as

Toto, the Clown, in Pathe Comedies
Props is claimed by Pathe to be the
funniest burlesque of the " behind-thescenes " at a theatre ever filmed. In " The
' Movie ' Dummy " he plays the dummy
used in making the thrill scenes, in " The
Junk Man " he again has a title role and
in " Fare, Please " he is the conductor with
Bud Jamison as the motorman on the " Notat-all Express."

I Love You " Comes
FOLLOWING the releasing of the first
Triangle seven-reel production, " Because of a Woman," with Belle Bennett on
December 16, the next seven-part feature will
be " I Love You," starring Alma Rubens,
scheduled for release January 13. The
seven-reel pictures are a part of the new
Triangle service recently announced, that
of supplying a seven-reel feature on each
month's program without extra cost to the
exhibitor.

to Screen January 13
broken-hearted. A wealthy
Frenchman,
after seeing the painting, falls in love with
the model and goes in search of her, and
they are married. Later the artist tries to
win back the girl's love and finally does
take her from her husband, but in the end
he is brought to justice for his action.
" I Love You " was written by Catherine
Carr.

In producing " I Love You," Director
Walter Edwards has spared no expense, it
is said, in order to produce one of the most
elaborate pictures yet featured on the Triangle program. The scenes throughout are
said to be distinctly striking and, as many
of them are laid in France and Italy, the
ingenuity of the Triangle scenic artists at
the
most.Triangle studio was taxed to the ut-

Mersereau Story Comes
in Novel Form

The cast selected for "I Love You," includes besides Alma Rubens, Wheeler Oakman, one of the best-known leading men in
the country, and Francis McDonald, also a
well-known heavy. Both Mr. McDonald
and Mr. Oakman are new to Triangle pictures. Others in the cast are Frederick
Vroom, Lillian Langdon and John Lince.
The story deals with a French artist,
who paints a beautiful Italian girl. She
learns to love him, but the artist leaves her

Out

The publishers of Varick Vanardy's
novel,
" Theas aGirl
by the
Roadside,"
be
released
Bluebird
feature
Decemberto
31, with Violet Mersereau star of of the
screen-version, will soon issue a special
edition of the novel to conform identically with the moving picture. Stills from
the Bluebird production will he used as
illustrations and the book-trade will be
supplied at about the time the photoplay
is released throughout the country. " The
Girl by the Roadside " had an extensive
sale in its original form, and the publishers are depending upon the moving
picture to create a renewed demand, these
sales, at the same time, having a probable
tendency to advertise the photoplay.
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Bluebird
Program Runs
Well in February
With the Bluebird program arranged
well into February, stars and directors
are busy on locations with future subjects
for release in the early months of the
New Year. With the exception of Violet
Mersereau, wbo operates at Bluebird's
Leoniaare (N.
J.) studio,
Bluebird's
stars
working
on the all
Westof Coast
with
Universal City as their base of activities.
Mae Murray, under direction of Robert
Leonard, has completed " The Eternal
Columbine," written for her by H. Sheridan Bickers, especially created to introduce Miss Murray's dancing. Carmel
Myers will be the star of " The Green
Seal," to be released late in February, with
Ashton Dearholdt, her new leading man.
A. G. Kenyon prepared the scenario from
a book written by Charles Edmund Walk
and Stuart Paton, who has lately been
directing Universal serials, supervised the
production.
" The Girl Who Dared " will present
Dorothy Phillips as a February star among
Bluebirds, with William Stowell and Lon
Chaney featured in her support. Allen
J. Holubar is finishing the production
from a magazine story written by James
Oliver Curwood. Priscilla Dean will, in
this feature, appear for the first time in
Miss Phillips' support, the company also
including William Burress, Harry De
More, Joseph Girard, J. Gordon Russell
and Frank Brownlee.
Sonia

M a r k o v a Scenes
in Massachusetts
Many scenes of the new Sonia Markova picture, which is now being made
for William Fox, were photographed at
Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts, on a ship
specially employed for the purpose. Some
of these scenes were snapped from exceedingly difficult camera angles, it is said,
and the life of the cinematographer was
in danger more than once.
On one occasion the machine was
lashed to a spar which was attached to
the stern of the craft, even with the deck
and about twenty feet above the water.
On the end of this a small platform was
constructed, and there the camera man
stood while he snapped the action going
on above deck.
Borzage Gets Compliments
on Triangle Play
Frank Borzage, Triangle director, is receiving congratulations from all sides on
the success of his latest picture, " Until
They Get Me." which scored a hit at the
opening in New York.
Borzage received the following wire
from Frank McDonald, well-known actor,
who attended the New York premiere at
the Rialto : " ' Until They Get Me ' played
to standing room at the Rialto theatre and
scored a knockout. It is a clean, snappy
picture, filled with straightaway action
and just the kind the fans want."
The principals in this picture are Pauline
Starke, Jack Curtis and Joe King.

Motion

Exchanges

Boom

Picture

Petrova

News

Week

" Daughter
of Destiny," Released
Christmas Week, to Get Benefit
of Unique Campaign — Newspapers Will Help Work
CONFORMING in general aspect to the
original plan conceived by a Chicago
newspaper last year, the officials of the
Petrova Picture Company and the executives of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit are now working out a scheme wherethe release
of " Daughter
of Destiny,"
the by initial
Petrova
starring vehicle,
will
mark what is to be known throughout the
United
as "ofPetrova
Week." between
After States
a series
consultations
Frederick L. Collins, president of the Petrova Picture Company, and the members
of
the
First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
it was decided
to ascertain
the sentiment
of
the exhibitors throughout the country relative to inaugurating
Petrovapoured
Week."in
Actuated
by the replies" which
from thousands of exhibitors, all said to be
heartily indorsing the scheme, the plan will
now be carried out in full detail.
In order to co-operate with the Petrova
exhibitors to the fullest extent possible, the
week of December 23, which embraces the
Christmas holidays, has been chosen in
which to release " Daughter of Destiny."
The co-operation of many newspapers
throughout the country which devote large
space to motion pictures has been enlisted
and the exhibitors and dailies in each town
will work together, it is said, to attract the
attention of the screen patrons to " Petrova
In order to further the plan, arrangements have been made whereby those picWeek."
ture patrons who witness " Daughter of
Destiny " during Christmas Week, also
" Petrova Week," will be presented by the

Frank Crane Will Direct
Petrova's Third Starring Subject
local exhibitors with an autographed new
portrait pose of the star and wide-spread
advance publicity will be given this innovation by the
use of ofthethe
theatre
men's screens
and the
columns
newspapers
which
are interested in the project.
" Daughter of Destiny " will mark the initial appearance of Madame Petrova in
photoplay productions bearing the stamp of
her own individual organization.

" Les Miserables"
Prospers
Despite Lull
THE difficulties encountered by the
Spy," " Jack and the Beanstalk." " The
spoken drama in New York this seaConqueror " and " Aladdin and the Wonson have been taken by the William Fox
of which was reported to be highly sucpublicity department as a basis for citderful Lamp " all had long runs, even- one
ing the wide contrast between the legiticessful. Then followed Fox's removal to
mate stage and motion pictures in so far
the Lyric theatre and the opening there of
as popularity, and resultant attendance,
" Cleopatra," now declared by Fox to have
is concerned.
been the most successful photoplay run
William Fox is probably the only phoever made in the Broadway district.
toplay producer who has undertaken an in" Cleopatra " was taken off after an
vasion of Broadway this fall, and he has
eleven-week showing, during which the
offered several productions. He has plans
box-office receipts were said to be $77,000,
moreover, it is understood, for continuing
only because of the necessity for giving
until spring, having already announced
early bookings to " Les Miserables " and
the opening, at a date not yet set, of an" Queen of the Sea."
other big photoplay.
The theatre Mr. Fox now is using is
the Lyric, in Forty-second street, at the
You are not going to tear. The men uho
very center of New York theatrical activiare need all the comforts you can give them.
ties. Long previous to the time last summer, when Charles Dillingham wanted his
theatre, the Globe, for the opening of his Help them get cigarettes. That is your
season of spoken drama, Mr. Fox leased
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
the Dillingham house and there, in spite "smokes" campaign, get busy — note. Don't
be a slacker!
of the fact that the weather was hot, began showing Standard pictures.
" The
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Margery
Wilson Tries
Camouflage in Feature
Margery Wilson, titian-haired Triangle
star, resorts to " camouflage," it is said, in
her latest picture, " Three Gcdscns of Jeanette Gontreau," in order to portray the leading feminine role in this screen adaptation
of Francis W. Sullivan's story of the same
name, which appeared recently in the Ladies
Home Journal. In this picture Miss Wilson
appears as a patriotic young New York
stenographer desirous of " doing her bit "
to did the boys at the front. This she does
by writing and sending goodies to three
boys of the Allied forced held prisoners in
Germany. All goes well until she learns
that one of her godsons has been released
and is about to pay her a visit in New
York. Because of the intimacy of her letters it becomes necessary for Miss Wilson
to camouflage herself as a white-haired old
woman. The transformation brought about
by the white wig and old fashioned clothes
forms such a disguise that Miss Wilson's
most ardent admirers will scarcely be able
to recognize her, it is asserted by Triangle.
Pathe Lives Up to Its Serial
Standard
Pathe is apparently living up to its reputation of "The House of Successful Serials"
in its latest chapter photoplay, released
November 25. This serial, starring Doris
Kenyon and featuring Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton, means
" standing room only " in his theatre, according to James M. Thorn, the manager
of the Grand Opera House, Twenty-third
street and Eighth avenue.
He writes : " With regard to your new
serial, ' The Hidden Hand,' I want to give
my fellow exhibitors a little dope on this
serial. This is the first Pathe serial I have
used in the Grand Opera House in three
years. After being enthused by the salesman to screen this serial I gave him a three
day booking on it. The result was so surprising that I well hereafter use every
Pathe serial which looks anything like a
drawing card, such as 'The Hidden Hand.' "
Central

America

Contrib-

utes to O. Henry Story
A stay of several months in Central
America enabled O. Henry to gather material for one of his most humorous
stories, "The Fourth in Salvador," the
current release in General Film Company's Broadway Star Feature series.
This is said to be a rollicking story of
a tea-cup revolution and what happened
to it when it collided full-force with a
small but exuberant party of Americans
bent upon celebrating the Fourth in the
good old-fashioned way.
This is one of the group of " O. Henry "
stories produced in the western studios,
and features Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers,
Jack Wetherby, Charles Wheelock and
others. The action starts with the difficulties in which Billy Casparis (Chet
Ryan) finds himself with regard to his
ice making concession.
" The Clarion Call," another two-reel
picture, will be the next " O. Henry " story
to be released, it is announced.

Artcraft

Sets

January

Releases

Alary Pickford, William S. Hart and
Elsie Ferguson Stars in These —
"Rose of the World" Is
the First
A PRETENTIOUS
array
superattractions for the
first of
month
of
the new year was announced last week by
Walter E. Greene, President of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, presenting the
latest screen achievements of Mary Pickford, William S. Hart and Elsie Ferguson. In these productions, Mr. Greene announces, Artcraft has three of the most
notable releases ever presented by this
company disclosing the most modern accomplishments inthe cinema art.
As the initial release of the year, Artcraft plans to offer Elsie Ferguson in
" Rose of the World," an emotional drama.
The story has a military atmosphere and
in the role of the young captain's wife,
the star is said to be at her best. Supporting Miss Ferguson is a cast including
Wyndham Standing in the leading male
part, Percy Marmont, Ethel Martin, June
Sloane, Clarence Handysides, Marie Bendetta, Gertrude Le Brant and Sloane De
Masber. The artistic work of Director
Tourneur in the cinema presentation of
this book it is expected, will create much
favorable comment.
William S. Hart in the Thomas H. Ince
production, " Wolves of the Rail," is Artcraft's second offering in January. In this
production " Big Bill " appears in the part
of an upholder of the law and order rather
than an outlaw, as has been the rule in the
past. Supporting Hart in this picture is
a cast of well known film players headed
by Vola Vale.
Mary Pickford in what is heralded as
her greatest photoplay accomplishment will
be Artcraft's third release during the first

Pathe

Announces

Marion Davies Makes Screen Debut
In Heavily Advertised Feature —
Doris Kenyon and Mollie
King Also Included
AN

unusually large number of Pathe
stars and well-known players appear
on Pathe's program for the week of December 23, according to an announcement
last week. They include Marion Davies,
Doris Kenyon, Mollie King, Harold Lloyd,
Joseph Kilgour, Pedro de Cordoba, Matt
Moore, Ormi Hawley, Gladden James,
Boyce. Combe, Sheldon Lewis, Arline
Pretty, Mahlon Hamilton, Creighton Hale,
Leon Bary, Bebe Daniels and Harry
Pollard.
Marion Davies is starred in " Runaway
Romany," an extensively advertised fivereel feature. It is released as a Pathe Special and is said to be a fine attraction for
the holidays. The cast includes Joseph Kilgour, Pedrode Cordoba, Matt Moore, Ormi
Hawley, Boyce Combe and William Bitner.
Doris Kenyon is starred in " The Hidden
Hand," episode five, entitled " The Air

Elsie Ferguson's Newest Artcraft Feature is
Called " Rose of the World "
month of the new year. Miss Pickford's
new screen play, " Stella Maris," adapted
from the novel by William J. Locke, is expected to prove her crowning achievement
as a result of her wonderful work in the
dual role.
All three of Artcraft's January releases
are now receiving final treatment in the
laboratories of the company in California
and New York, their actual production
having been finished during the past two
weeks. Elaborate advertising and exploitation plans are now being completed for
the presentation of these productions at
the New York headquarters of Artcraft,
and these accessories, as well as the prints
themselves, will be ready for distribution
in the very near future.

Christmas

Bill

Lock," with Sheldon Lewis, Arline Pretty
and Mahlon Hamilton, released in two
reels and produced by Pathe. Thrills are
said to abound in this chapter.
Mollie King's vehicle is the fifteenth episode of " The Seven Pearls," entitled " The
Seventh Pearl," with Creighton Hale and
Leon Bary, produced in two reels by Astra.
Harold Lloyd apears in a one-reel comedy, entitled " Bashful," produced by Rolin,
in which he is supported by Bebe Daniels
and Harry Pollard. The boy is so bashful
he would shy at a ladyfinger. His Uncle
Bill is so tough he can't stretch his arms.
Harold is heir to $2,000,000 if he has a wife
and baby. Bebe plays wife and through a
sad error all the kids in the neighborhood
play Baby.
"The Pearl of the Atlantic," "Belle
Isle" ("Picturesque Brittany") and
"reel
Strange
Water
Insects
for a splitPathe Fresh
colored
scenic
and "educational.
An International cartoon and educational
split reel and Hearst-Pathe News Nos. 104
and 105 complete this highly interesting
program.
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Violet Mersereau, the Bluebird Star, Is the Center of Attraction This Week at the Broadway Theatre, New York,
Fox

"Morgan's
Raiders''
Comes
Soon
Bluebird Feature Stars Violet Merseside " is being pre-released this week at
the Broadway theatre, New York.
reau on February 4 — " The CataAnother feature that has been fixed for
mount "Also Slated for An
the
Bluebird program is as present titled,
Early Release Date
" The Catamount," in which Franklyn Farnum will appear week starting January 28,
IOLET MERSEREAU, star of Bluenext. The story was written by R. N.
bird's, will appear February 4 next,
Bradbury and F. H. Clark, the scenario
in a picture that reflects war — but not the
present strife. " Morgan's Raiders " is the having been prepared by Charles Kenyon.
Joseph De Grasse, who has produced all
new title, illuminating and self-explanatory,
of Bess Meredyth's story and scenario
of Franklyn Farnum's Bluebirds, directed
from which Wilfred Lucas worked in di- the feature. Before the picture is marketed a new title will be selected. Edith
recting Miss Mersereau's latest Bluebird.
The initial title was " The Wild Cat," and
who became Mr. Farnum's leadthe picture has been thus referred to in Johnson,
ing lady with the production of " The
previous mention, but " Morgan's Raiders " Scarlet Car," to be distributed December
has been decided upon as its permanent
24, will be featured in the new attraction
caption for distribution.
as the star's chief support.
" My Unmarried Wife," shown at the
Previous to her appearance in " MorBroadway, during the past week, will be
gan's Raiders," Miss Mersereau will apCarmel Myers' second Bluebird, and will
pear as the star of Bluebird's December 31
be released on the regular program, Januattraction (New Year's week), playing
ary 7. Mae Murray will furnish the Janu" The Girl by the Roadside," screen version of Varick Vanardy's novel of the as her
ary 14 fixture,
Value21,"
second appearing
Bluebird. inFor" Face
January
same title, scenarioized by John C.
the attraction will be Dorothy Phillips, in
Brownell and directed by Theodore Marston with Allen Edwards leading man for
" Broadway Love," rounding out a list
that is set nearly two months ahead.
Miss Mersereau. " The Girl by the Road-

Earle and Ayres Complete
New
Comedies
EDWARD EARLE and Agnes Ayres,
" We have just finished screening your
who are featured in the Vitagraph
one-reel Vitagraph comedy, ' A Family
comedies, have completed the fifth in the
Flivver ' and found it to be a very ' Pleasseries under the direction of Graham Baker,
ing One-Reeler.' To call them comedies,
and the releases for the remainder of the
after the way this term has been abused,
present year are announced by President
is very unfair. They are, as the adverAlbert E. Smith, as follows :
tisement stated, what the public now is insistently demanding — the kind of fun that
December 17 — "He Had to Camouflage";
can and does happen in real life. You are
December 24 — "His Wife Got All the
to be congratulated for presenting this type
Credit " ; December 31—" His Wife's
of The
filler.letter
Hopewasto signed
see more."
Hero."
by W. A. Calihan,
The Vitagraph company reports that
of
the
Regorson
Corporation, Rochester,
these one-reel subjects havemet with inNew York.
stant favor among exhibitors and cites as
Other letters of similar portent have been
a sample of their popularity the following
received, all of which bear testimony to
letter, which was addressed by Walter W.
the manner in which these comedies are
Irwin, general manager of the Vitagraph
being received.
distributing organization :

Picture

N en s

The Girl by the Roadside '

Stars Jewel Carmen
Christmas Week

Jewel Carmen in her first production as
a star will be William Fox's Christmas
week offering to exhibitors. The first
photoplay which Miss Carmen may call
her own will be released December 23 as
a Fox Special Feature. The production,
is titled " The Kingdom of Love."
" The Kingdom of Love " was made in
the West under the direction of Frank
Lloyd, who has thus occupied himself
while William Farnum was taking a rest.
The cast includes Nancy Taswell, Genevieve Blinn, L. C. Shumway, Fred Milton, Ernest Wade, Joseph Manning, G.
Raymond Nye and Murdock MacQuarrie.
The story was written by Doty Hobart.

Doraldina," The
the Naulahka
Dancer, in
" Pathe's
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Taylor Holmes and his supporting
players, producing George K. Spoor's special,
" Ruggles of Red Gap," are expected to
return from Phoenix, Ariz., to Chicago
for a part of the Christmas holidays. During this sojourn, the company will resume
interiors of this production, afterward returning to the West for the balance of
the exteriors.
Phoenix was chosen for the exteriors
for its natural environment suitable to
the picture. The company arrived there
from the Chicago studios on December 11.
It is believed that " Ruggles of Red
Gap " will be heralded as Mr. Holmes's
greatest screen vehicle. As the work is
progressing, the former stage comedy star
expresses renewed enthusiasm with his
role and with the suitability of his entire
supporting cast.
Public and exhibitors' interest in
" Uneasy Money," to be released in January, is expected to be greatly aggravated
by the wholesale advertising of the picture. The release is to be heralded and
accompanied by a gigantic bill board campaign.
Boardwalk

Figures

in

"Daybreak" for Metro
A niece of Charles Murphy,
Tammany
boss, and Atlantic City's boardwalk are
announced by Metro as two of the outstanding features in the closing scenes of
" Daybreak," picturized by June Mathis
and Albert Capellani from the play of
Jane Cowl and Jane Murfis. Emily
Stevens is the star of this production, and
Mr. Capellani directed it, assisted by
George De Carleton.
" Daybreak " is claimed to be a noteworthy production, which Metro will release on the 7th of January. It will be
Metro's first 1918 release.
Vitagraph Releases Another
Work of Fiction
Another work of fiction is brought to the
screen by Greater Vitagraph in the blueribbon feature, " When Men Are Tempted,"
which is announced by President Albert E.
Smith for the week of December 24. This
play, which is an adaptation from the novel
" John Burt," by Frederick Upham Adams,
has Mary Anderson and Alfred Whitman
as its featured players. It was produced
under the direction of William Wolbert,
who also directed " Aladdin from Broadway," "The Flaming Omen " and other
film Vitagraph features.
The cast is said to be of unusual merit,
headed by Mary Anderson and Alfred
Whitman, and including R. Bradbury, Otto
Lederer and S. E. Jennings.
Vitagraph Announces List
of Comedies
Albert E. Smith, president of Greater
Vitagraph, announces the following list
of " Big V " comedy releases : December
24, " Dummies and Deceptions " ; December 31, "Stowaways and Strategy"; January 7, " Sleuths and Surprises."

Names
Triangle
Pauline
Starke and Margery
Wilson
Have Leads in Features December 23— One Picture Already
Shown at Rialto
TRIANGLE, it was announced last week,
offers two features for the week of
December 23 that bear out the policy of the
company, which some time ago announced
its intention of making efforts to furnish
the most enlightening and interesting photodramas of the day.
" Without Honor," scheduled as the first
release of the week, is a drama dealing with
what is said to be a true situation in life,
and is one of a series that promises realistic portraits of American life. Principal
roles are assigned to Walt Whitman, Darrell Foss and Margery Wilson, who are
supported, among others, by Arthur Moon,
Laura Sears and Anna Dodge, who are recent additions to the Triangle force.
" Until They Get Me," the second release
of the week, is a dramatic story of the

Irwin

Boosts

Films
Coming
Northern
country, showing the
work of the
Northwest Mounted Police, in an interesting manner, and emphasizing most strongly
the characteristics of that organization.
Pauline Starke, the sixteen-year-old star,
has the leading role in this feature and her
unaffected acting is said to be one of the
best parts of the picture. " Until They Get
Me " has already been shown on the screen
at theandRialto
a week's
run,
was theatre,
generallywhere
praisedit had
by critics.
In the Keystone comedy, " Afraid to be
False," also scheduled, for release December 23, Milton Sims plans to elope with
Dorothy Hagar, in spite of the fact he already possesses one wife, in the person of
Maude Wayne. But when the appointed day
for the elopement arrives, Milt quits cold
on the proposition and goes home to his
wife, and a mighty big surprise. Lloyd
Bacon arrives
has designs
Milt's scene
wife follows.
and when
Sims
home on
a lively
" A Counterfeit Scent " and " A Birthday
Blunder," one-reel Triangle Komedies, are
also included in the week's releases.

Vitagraph

Sends Message to Exhibitors That
" Vengeance and the Woman "
Is Record Breaker — Predicts
It Will Beat Last One
IN connection with the forthcoming release of the new Greater Vitagraph
serial,
" Vengeance
— and manager
the Woman,''
Walter \V.
Irwin, general
of the
company's distributing organization, has
addressed a message to the exhibitors of
the
whichthose
he predicts
officecountry
recordsin for
who playnewthe'boxbig
feature.
Mr. Irwin's message, promulgated
through the Exhibitors' Plan Book, which
goes, it is said, to every exhibitor in the
United States and Canada, contains a summary of the success which exhibitors have
achieved with " The Fighting Trail," and
expresses confidence that the new serial
will exceed even this record.
" Vengeance — and the Woman " is the
work of Albert E. Smith, president of
Greater Vitagraph, and Cyrus Townsend
Brady. It was directed by W illiam Duncan,
who is also the male star with Carol Holloway as the feminine star. In referring
to the featured players, Mr. Irwin's message says " they are probably the most
famous couple in serial pictures today, this
being due both to their personal triumphs
in ' The Fighting Trail ' and to the mammoth advertising campaign that has put
their names on billboards all over the
United States and Canada, as well as in
magazines and representative newspapers."
Mr. Irwin states that " Vengeance — and
the Woman " will have behind it an advertising campaign unprecedented in serial
promotion. His message to exhibitors in
part is as follows :—
" For the past several months, the
Greater Vitagraph offices have been the
objective points for a continuous fire of

Serial

exhibitors' letters commending ' The Fighting Trail ' and requesting contracts for its
successor, ' Vengeance — and the Woman.'
Never has a photoplay product elicited such
a unanimous tribute to its money-earning
powers. The history of ' The Fighting
Trail ' is a record of increased box-office
receipts:"
Beautiful Scenes Promised
in Metro Feature
Beautiful snow scenes are said to abound
in Harold Loclcwood's next-to-be-released
Metrodrama
play, of
" ThetheAvenging
Trail," in
a fiveact
lumber camps
the
North Woods based on Henry Oyen's
novel, " Gaston Olaf," adapted for the
screen by Fred J. Balshofer and Mary
Murillo and directed by Francis Ford.
The scenes were obtained in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire where Mr.
Lockwood. Mr. Ford, and over twenty
members of the Yorke-Metro Company
spent three weeks putting on the exteriors.
Herman Lieb Appears in
Metro Late Production
Herman Lieb, of the legitimate and
vaudeville stage, appears in the prominent role of Herbert Rankin, the attorney, in support of Emily Stevens in the
Metro picturization of " Daybreak," the
play by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin. June
Mathis and the director, Albert Capellani,
made the adaptation.
Lieb was the featured player in the
vaudeville sketch, " Dope." He began his
motion picture career in 1909 with the
Essanay Company in Chicago. With this
organization, he wrote and directed onereel pictures.
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" The Seven Swans " Claims
Strong Cast

Olive Tell and David Powell Look Into the " Crystal " in the Empire All-Star Production for
Mutual, " Her Sister "

Sister"
fcC Her
Releases
Mutual
Is
Said to Be Admirable Subject for
of subjects that are pertinent. It is released Monday, December 24.
Olive Tell, With David Powell
Billic Rhodes in the Strand comedy,
Opposite — Others on
" Mary's Boomerang," takes the part of a
Program
girl
who is
attempts
prqve
chum's
husband
a flirt, togets
themthatallher
mixed
up
MUTUAL'S Christmas offering will be in family mess, which almost leads to a
" Her Sister," a Charles Frohman
divorce, but finally emerges from the affair
play in pictures, starring Olive Tell, whose
a sadder but wiser girl.
work in " The Unforeseen " established
the quality of her screen work and her
value at the box-office.
Keystoners Prepare to
" Her Sister " is released December 24, it
is announced, and is a picture adaptation of
Migrate at Last
the Broadway play in which Ethel Barrymore appeared. Miss Tell is said to be ad- AT last the long promised move of the
mirably suited to the part of Eleanor
Triangle-Keystone contingent to their
Alderson. She is supported by David
new quarters at the Triangle Film CorPowell and a cast of Frohman players.
poration's recently enlarged studio at CulThis picture was made at the Empire
ver City is to be a reality. Preliminary
Long Island studios under the direction of arrangements were completed last week
and it is expected that the entire comedy
John B. O'Brien, and affords Miss Tell an
staff will soon be at work at the Culver
opportunity, it is claimed, of displaying her
diversified talents.
City studio.
Everyone on the Triangle-Keystone
Director John B. O'Brien has provided
a throne-room scene for her as " Isis," the " lot " is talking about the contemplated
move to Culver City, and most of the Keyfortune-teller, which is considered a masstoners are anxious to start work in the
terpiece of stage setting. In the supportnew location.
ing cast besides David Powell, are Eileen
Triangle-Keystone Director Reggie MorDennes, Anita Rothe, Mrs. Clarat-Bracy,
ris is filming the roller skating scenes this
Harriett Thompson and Martha Dean.
week for " Wronged by Mistake," which
In the concluding chapter of " The Lost
will feature Harry Gribbon. A new hardExpress," the " Return of the Lost Exwood floor was laid for the rink " set "
press," released December 24 is cleared up and several
professional skaters have been
the mystery of the missing train.
engaged for this part of the story. At
" Oneta," an " educated " horse is a cothe suggestion of Robert Gribbon, Dora
star with George Ovey in the Cub comedy,
Rodgers, who admits being a better vam" Jerry's Best Friend." This equine respire than a roller-skater, wore knee pads
cues Jerry from a band of cattle-thieves
and outlaws.
for the rink scene, but thus far she hasn't
succeeded in alighting upon the protected
Mutual Weekly is said to be full of toppart of her anatomy.
ics of timely interest, covering a diversity

WHEN
forth
upon Marguerife
the screen Clark
in the steps
Paramount
Christmas play, " The Seven Swans," she
will be surrounded, Paramount announces,
by a particularly powerful cast of players, each of whom has been chosen because
of some special fitness for the role. Miss
Clark, herself, will be seen as the Princess Tweedledee, and according to all those
who have seen the picture in the making,
she should prove one of the daintiest princesses that ever walked out of the pages of
a fairy book.
William Danforth, who has probably
created more comedy king roles than any
other man in the profession, enacts the
part of the doughty monarch in this picture. Mr. Danforth was the king in
"Happy
Land,"
Hopper's
musical comedy,
whenDeWolf
Miss Clark
appeared
in the same production on the legitimate
stage.
The beautiful, but wicked queen, is
played by Augusta Anderson, and Edwin
Dennison will make, it is predicted, a most
impressive Lord High Chancellor. Daisy
Belmore is the witch and Richard Barthelmess is Prince Charming. The seven
brothers of the princess are Richard Allen,erick
JereMerrick,
Austin,
Leo Joseph
F. Daly,Sterling.
Stanley FredKing
and Gordon Dana.
" The Seven Swans " was adapted by J.
Searle Dawley, who also is directing the
production.
Broadway Plays Double
Bill of Universal Films
Managing Director Carl Laemmle has put
in a double bill again at the Broadway theatre this week. " The Girl by the Roadside," from the Varick Vanardy novel of
the same name, gives scope to the talents of
the Bluebird star, Violet Mersereau. The
scenario is by George C. Brownell. Theodore Marston is the director. The cast includes Cecil Owen, Ann Andrews, Allen
Edwards, Robert F. Hill, Royal Byron,
Kenneth Hall and Sam B. Minter.
Herbert Rawlinson is star in a five-part
" The Hayward
High Sign,"
witha
"production,
Brownie " Vernon.
Mack and
big cast. J. Grubb Alexander and Waldemar Young are responsible for the story,
produced by Elmer Clifton.
In addition a comedy. Current Events
and Universal Screen Magazine make colorful the program which is now a continuous one at popular prices. The new Broadway orchestra gives a special musical program starting Sunday afternoon.
" Her Sister " Promises
Lavish Settings
Lavish stage settings and a cast have
been combined with the personality and
talent of Miss Olive Tell in the production of " Her Sister," Mutual's feature
release of December 24, it is announced.
" Her Sister " comes from the studio
of the Empire All-Star Corporation, and
was directed by John B. O'Brien.
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ITH wealthy young Winfield's hand on hers and his wonderful offer of six Arabian Nights in her eager ears, is
it any wonder that little shopgirl Linnie takes no thought
of the price she may have to pay?
Together
Mildred Harris and Lois Weber — the Belasco of the
Screen have created the most absorbing, heart-clutching, universalinterest drama of many years. Reserve dates for " The Price of a
Good Time" for at least twice an ordinary run. And do it now.
Tomorrow may be too late. First come — first served.
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World)
ADOPTED SON, THE (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)
ANGEL FACTORY (Antonio Moreno— Pathe)
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Pennington— Para.)
ARMS AND THE GIRL (Billie Burke— Para.)

Big

Big

Big
S.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

W.
N.
Ave. Poor Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big

Big

Big
Big

Big
ASHES OF HOPE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
BAB'S BURGLAR (Marguerite Clark— Para.).

BABY MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.).

Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Extra Extra Extra Extra
BARRIER, THE (Rex Beach Story— St. R.).
Big
BEAUTIFUL
ADVENTURE,
THE
(Ann
Murdock—
Big
Ave . Poor Ave. Ave.
Mut.)
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
BLIND MAN'S LUCK (Mollie King— Pathe) . .
Ave. Ave.
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
BOND OF FEAR, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.).
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita. ) Ave.
Big
Ave.
BROADWAY ARIZONA (Olive Thomas— Tri.)
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World)
Big Big Big
Ave. Poor Ave.
CALENDAR GIRL, THE (Juliette Day— Mut.)
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Poor Poor Poor Poor
CAMILLE (Helen Hesperia— Gen. Film).
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
BARBARY SHEEP (Elsie Ferguson— Art.). . .

Poor Poor Poor Poor
Ave
Ave. Ave. Ave.

CASSIDY (Dick Rosson— Tri.) .
CLEVER MRS. CARFAX

Ave. Ave.
CORNER
GROCERY, THE (Madge Evans, Lew Fields- Ave.
World)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
COUNTESS CHARMING (Julian Eltlnge— Para.). . .
DEAD SHOT BAKER (William Duncan— Vita.)
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.).
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton —World) . .
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
EFFICIENCY
EDGAR'S COURTSHIP (Taylor Holmes
— K.E.S.E.)
EXILE (Madame Petrova— Para.)
FIGHTING ODDS (Maxine Elliott— Gold.).

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Poor Ave.

"Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
for child stars."
"Meritorious
picture; best thing he has done; but no improvement in business"
(South). "Good story. Feud stuff well done. Gives Bushman fine chance."
"Bushman is liked better in his later pictures." "Excellent, Bushman and
Bayne fine" (East). "Very good" (South).
"Excellent role for Moreno."
'.'Good picture." "Delightful picture for all." "Star unknown" (S.). "Fineentertainment, fine for all classes." "Penney's best." "Star does not draw.
"Very
picture — one that pleased everybody." "Very good — improvement
(S.). good
over
others." "Good picture but only fair drawing card." "Better than first
picture." "Good, pleased all, second day even with first." "Good picture,
only fair drawing card." "Very good — improvement over others." "Very,
good." "Very fine — pleased everybody." "Billie Burke very popular — picture pleased." "Pretty good picture." "Supporting cast not strong enough,
and war film not popular" (Week run.).
"Extra fine." "Jack Livingstone very good." "Very fine — played capacity —
pleased all." "Above average — ran 2 days — business good."
"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture." "Very pleasing star, clever actress, fine
comedy." "Good picture, went well first day, not so well second." "Fine
comedy, exceptional photography." "Not as good as Bab's Diary." "Stories
of the Bab series are not big enough — something lacking." "Very good."
"Not as good as most Clark pictures, but appealed particularly to young
folks." "Last of series should go over big." "Very, very good."
"Business better after the first day." "Great cast and direction." "Very
ordinary production, drawn out and too long." "Rain hurt business, but picture great." "Business fair, production excellent; star unknown, but watch
her grow." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 15, 1917.)
"Very fine production, but the average patron does not like the foreign atmosphere." "Good photography and settings; no story." "Wonderful picture,,
but unappreciated." "Acting fine, setting fine, story rotten."
"Superb in every detail, perfect cast and splendid direction." "Pleased audience.
'Song of the North' rendered by singer in organ loft." "A great picture, asure box-office winner."
"Too long, and poor production." "Fair." "A lot of trash, six reels that mean.
nothing." "Bores the audience." "Poor picture, no story." "Not enough.
to it for sixnotreels."
"As
the best, Bluebird
5-reel feature
this house
has 'shown" (N.).
"Verygood,fineif production.
improving
remarkably."
"Fair picture." "Story not appreciated by the masses." "Nothing to rave
about — not an attraction."
"A good interest holding picture."
"Very pleasing to all ages, desirable attraction." "The kind of a production
people want
to see;
please
everybody."
"Splendid
picture;
starswilllack
draft."
"Good picture, very sad, not kind that
will draw." "Stars popular, good story" (N.). "Neglected wife, forggt-me-not
story,
big
business"
(N.).
"Not up to Mutual standard." "A pleasing picture."
"Best this talented Jap has done for some time." "Good picture." "A wonderfuB
picture— "Fairly
excellent good."
photography
and* direction."
but all."
does not
draw."
"Excellent."
"Did not "He's
draw, anbutartist,
pleased
"Classics do not seem to draw unless people know star." "Foreign picture."
"Seven reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done to death." "Bara's followers liked the picture." "Well liked star.'
"Big — Bara is great, but story has small appeal" (N.). "Not a good picture
for Bara— women like it though" (W.). _
"Good picture — no name — no star — no business." "Most morbid production —
a business killer." "Leading role very well done — fine storm scenes — holds
interestfemale
— titleimpersonator;
only chance for
"No though
attraction."
"Clever
not improvement."
so good in this one,
they seem to like
it" (S.). "Deserved better biz" (W.). "Just a picture, that's all" (E.).
'Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this."
this than Hart two weeks before" (West).
'Did not entirelypIease^TootuIego ory, and the
production end ranks well among the program class — average business" (South).
"Fair only." "A very fine picture — only like others before, failed, too allegorical" (West).
"Star is not a drawing card." "Much too long to please." "A very pleasing
"Fair
picture."
fell well.
below Patrons
average inof the
Paramount."
was program
a good subject
but "Business
did not draw
smaller towns"This
donot know who Julian El tinge i3." "Good program picture — worth to us just
onepicture."
sixth the amount we paid for it."
"A good picture — pleased patrons."
"Good Western, title misleads fans." "Title not appropriate. Good picture.
Monroedrama
Salisbury
"Good
— Stewarta comer."
a second Hart if properly directed."
"Clayton a great favorite here; splendid cast; good scenario." "Picture made
friends for the star and the house." "Miss Clayton gaining in popularity."
"A pleasing picture; this star is improving" (W.).
"Very pleasing — patrons highly satisfied." "Light comedy. Not enough to it."
"Good picture, no drawing power."
"Not on level with, usual Paramounts. Not much story." "Just a fair picture —
star does not draw here." "Fair Petrova picture — short length, but long
enough." "Fair picture,, not up to Petrova standard."
"Very good, but Miss Elliot does not draw yet." "Weak scenario for prominent
star like Maxine Elliot." 'Not up to Goldwyn's standard." "Rotten photography. N. G." "A big disappointment." "Did not draw at all." "Poor
production. Star not popular." "Not a popular subject." "Weak picture."
"Fair picture, but stage stars do not take very good." "Star will draw later
story
far from standard.
what one Awould
poor Maxine
picture, has
far
below poor,
the Goldwyn
poor call
story'feature.'
with a "good"A cast.
some oldtime followers— but few" (W.). "Very poor, not a picture star."
"A very poor production, not up to Goldwyn standard."

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.
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The BIGGEST
News picture in
years — the tremendous HALIFAX DISASTER— Of extraodinary worldwide interest THIS VERY
MINUTE.

EXTRA— EXTRA— The great
Halifax Holocaust filmed by the Universale "TWO-A-WEEK - NEWS-SERVICE" —
cameramen at the risk of their lives amid
smouldering ruins and wreckage. The picture that surpasses all features. The
picture that will stand them out in line
for see.
blocks — the picture millions are waiting
to
You get it, if you are on contract for the
Universal's "TWO-A-WEEK-NEWS - SERVICE" — (Universal Animated Weekly and
Universal Current Events)— WITHOUT ONE
EXTRA CENT OF COST. If you are not
fortunate enough to be on contract for the
U. Two - A - Week - News - Service, you can
get the Halifax Disaster Pictures in Universal Current Events thru any Universal
Exchange.

GET IT WHILE

IT'S RED HOT.

Two-A-Week-News-Service
1600 Broadway
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Reissues

Prove

Very Popular
TRIANGLE announced recently that the
Hart and Fairbanks' reissues were
daily proving more popular, and through
comment received from exhibitors it is apparent that the box office value of these pictures has been much greater than anticipated.
The statement follows: "The Triangle
reissues of Hart and Fairbanks' features
have brought forth considerable unsolicited
comment of a most favorable nature, from
exhibitors throughout the country. ConcerningDouble
'
Trouble,' featuring
Douglas Fairbanks, reissued under date of
September 2, an exhibitor of Spokane,
Wash., said : ' A fine comedy, especially
for those who read the book, and an excellent reissue.' The manager of the Empress
Theater at Owensboro, Ky., in referring to
the Hart reissue, ' The Aryan.' stated :
' This reissue attracted well and many came
to see it again. An excellent box office attraction.' These comments are two selected
from a large number of letters received and
are typical of the general trend of exhibitor opinion. The shrewd exhibitor shows
no hesitancy in booking reissues and the
results secured build up his confidence in
these pictures. From the West and South,
particularly, the exhibitors report enthusiastical y as to the receptions accorded the
reissues."
Proctor's Theater in Mount Vernon, N.
Y., always a Triangle booster, found
" Manhattan Madness," a feature that
brought down the house when it was recently thrown on the screen. Hart's pictures, produced under the Triangle banner,
also bring tremendous applause when
shown, it is claimed.
For the new year, the first Hart reissue
will be " Between Men " on January 6, and
the first Fairbanks', " Reggie Mixes In," on
January 20. This comedy was considered
one of Fairbanks' best works and a box office attraction ; in fact it has been said
to
eclipse any of Fairbanks' earlier endeavors.

Ends

Year

With

" The Avenging Trail " Said To Be
Forceful Drama of North Woods
— Sally

Crute Appears In
Support

METRO plans to close its release chart
for the year on December 31, when it
will release Harold Lockwood's latest production, The
"
Avenging Trail," a Metro
wonderplay adapted by Fred J. Balshofer
and Mary Murillo from Henry Oyen's
novel,
" Gastonof Olaf,"
staged under the
the direction
FrancisandFord.
" The ofAvenging
" is described
drama
forceful Trail
situations
and is setas ina
the North Woods in the pioneer days of
that country. The central figure in the
story is Gaston Olaf, an American in spite
of the foreign suggestions of his name,
whose courage is unquestioned and whose
mental capabilities stamp him as a leader of
men. With his partner, Tom Pine, Gaston
visits Havens Falls, a lawless village in the
lumber country, after working six months
in the brush on a timber claim in search of
adventure and excitement. He finds excite-

Lockwood

ment awaiting him when, as he enters the
village, he rescues Rose Havens from the
embrace of Lefty Red, a notorious character,
and vanquishes him after a bitter fight.
Red later confesses his part in various
criminal operations conducted by Taggart,
including
the inkilling
fatherat
while
he was
the actofof Gaston's
robbing him
Taggart's orders. Gaston avenges himself
upon Taggart for the death of his father
and
for Taggart's
Rose, clears
Havens
Falls of treatment
its lawlessof element
and
wins the girl and the office of marshal as
his reward.
" The Avenging Trail " is considered one
of the biggest of Mr. Lockwood's vehicles
and his part of Gaston Olaf, one of the
most powerful characters he has, played in
his long career before the screen camera.
Lockwood is supported by a cast that includes a number of names familiar to
screen followers, among them Sally Crute,
who plays Rose Havens; Walter P. Lewis
as Taggart, Joseph Dailey as Tom Pine,
Warren Cook as Dr. Saunders, William
Clifford as Hale and Louis Wolheim as
Lefty Red.

Pictographs Round
Out Their Second Year
and the combination met with instantanesecond
the
marks
year
the
THE close of
ous favor.
anniversary of the Paramount-Bray"
To
me, the educational films were most
screen."
ne-on-thePictograpb, " the-magazi
"When," said R. J. Bray, president of interesting. I wanted to do more of them.
Especially did the screen magazine appeal
the Bray Studios, Inc., producers of Parato me and it became my ambition to promount-Bray-Pictograph, the " magazine-onduce such a reel. In spite of the fact that
the-screen," '* I first produced animated
cartoons, I was encouraged to make them
the name Bray was invariably linked with
a full thousand feet in length, but I soon
that of ' Col. Heeza Liar,' my animated
cartoon character ; and consequently meant
found that to do do so involved not only
a terrific amount of work and time, but,
' humorist ' to theatre-goers, I still mainsince a cartoon must he full of laughs for
tain that I have my serious moments and
when, at the end of 1916, I proposed to
every foot of its length, it was next to impossible to be sure of such a result in so
Mr. Hiram Abrams, president of Paramount Pictures Corporation, that the progreat a length.
duction of Pictographs be turned over to
" Realizing this, I cut my cartoons down,
me and that in each release an animated
and in order to make the full thousand feet,
cartoon be a part, the idea won the instant
used split-reels of interesting educational
material. This, I found to be just the thing
approval of all concerned."

George Walsh Defies Death and Uncovers
New Ways to Create Thrills in William
Fox's Patriotic Drama,
" The Pride of New
York," Said to Novelty
Also Contain Plenty of
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Bruce

Motion

Seeks

the

Unusual

for

His

Scenics

the training of no less than three colleges,
for Mr. Bruce's wandering spirit manifested itself even in his academic years,
enables him to treat his material in the
spirit of the artist and to bring out the
essentially dramatic elements that underlie
all vigorous and happy living.
Two pictures by Mr. Bruce to be released in the immediate future are " The
Hound of the Hills," in which the famous
Great Dane figures as the only actor, and
" A World o' Dreams." Mr. Bruce has
always been a dreamer and an explorer, the
person for whom the next place is the wonderland.A" World o' Dreams," which
will have its initial showing at the opening
of the new Rivoli theatre, embodies this
idea in scenes wherein the beautiful and
spectacular are set forth with all of Mr.
Bruce's delightful characterization.
C. deL. B.

Robert C. Bruce, of Educational Films Corporation
WANTED, by Robert C. Bruce of the
Educational Films Corporation, a
new land of surprises, a place where water
runs up hill or the inhabitants have devised
novel and entertaining methods of transportation.
That is because Mr. Bruce is ever mindful of the remark of a certain one of his
companions on a mountain trail. Asked
if his cabin would furnish a suitable subject for the motion picture camera, the man
of the hills replied, " Well, I don't know ;
the d d door don't wiggle much." That
untutored genius had the right idea. A
motion picture should be a picture not
merely a film, in motion. It should not be
a series of slides, however beautiful. It
should always and essentially be a record
of action.
That Mr. Bruce has been so signally successful in achieving this result in his own
pictures is partly because he is so very
active a person himself. Some inches over
six feet, and lithe as an Indian, with a
sparkle of fun ever ready to flash to the
surface, Mr. Bruce always carries the suggestion of mountain trails and torrents,
and happy adventure in the great outdoors.
For the rest, a quick intelligence aided by

Ogden
Patrons Favor
Weekly News Service
Whether it is due to the intense patriotic spirit of the times or to some other
cause, theater managers of Ogden, Utah,
report an unusual demand from patrons for
the weekly news service films. The opening of such films has ever produced an
expression of approval by some audiences
that might do credit to a starred five-reel
feature. By one local manager the demand
for news service films is credited to the
growing American tendency of getting
your motion pictures like you get your
news — in the headlines.
Pictographs
Balloon

Show Novel
Railway

For the ninety-eighth release of Paramount-Bray Pictograph, J. R. Leventhal,
of the Bray Studios, Inc., has discovered,
it is said, among the many patents filed in
the United States Patent Office, material
for a very interesting subject. This is
the " Balloon Railway," and consists of an
overhead cable fastened high above the
ground and, at intervals to balloons. These
in turn are attached to cables wound about
large drums. The ear runs along the
cable on wheels and is operated by gravity.
The subject is treated humorously, but
there is also a serious side and it is decidedly unique in character, it is announced.
Mutual

Weekly Shows Recent Halifax Disaster
The Gaumont Company announced last
week that motion pictures of the recent disaster in Halifax, N. S., caused by the explosion of a munition ship are included in
No. 155 of the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly.
Other subjects that promise great interest are also announced for this reel.

Picture

News

" Argus Pictorial " Claims
Unusual Progress
Argus Pictorial No. 4, released by Pathe
the week of December 30, is said to be
probably the best issue yet of this animated
magazine in one reel, produced by Argus
Laboratories, Inc., of which Horace D.
Ashton is president.
The Piedmont Valley of Virginia, which
boasts the finest pack of American fox
hounds, is shown in the article on " Fox
Hunting with the Piedmont Hounds,"
showing picturesque scenes in the wild
country of Virginia.
Another article is " Garden Monsters,"
showing the giant garden fighter, the Cicada (who is happy because his wife has
no voice), the male harvest fly, the field
cricket, the June bug, the robber fly, and
other queer insects with which we come in
contact in every day life but which we
rarely recognize.
Other subjects are included, it is announced, byPathe.
Burton Holmes Begins
Travelogues Shortly
Beginning
Year's Day, Burton
Holmes
will with
start New
his Travelogues
in the
circuit of cities which includes New
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Worcester and
Orange, N. J.— his subjects this season being the results of his journeyings this past
summer around what he calls " The Militant Pacific." For years, Mr. Holmes has
sought an opportunity to visit the Antipodes— to see Australia, New Zealand,
Tasmania and the islands of the Pacific.
Paramount Sets Travel
Films for New Year
With the beginning of the new year, the
new series of Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel
Pictures,through
the fruits
the traveler's
peregrinations
the ofAntipodes,
the
Pacific Isldands and Alaska, will be presented to the public, it is announced. These
pictures are now being assembled and will
be in readiness for release at regular intervals beginning in January, according to
Mr. Holmes, during last summer's
itinerary, covered a great amount of terplans. ritory, largely under exceptional difficulties,
owing to the war conditions. Much of the
traveling in Pacific waters was accomplished without lights and with watchdogs
of the sea on every hand. The pictures
are said to be extremely effective, giving
an intimate idea of the commerce, the customs and the scenery of the various countries visited.
Essanay Shows Canada
New General Release

in

Essaney's one-reel scenic General Film
release for December 29 is " Through Canada From Coast to Coast," showing the
country to the north from Nova Scotia
" where the east begins " to the coast of
British Columbia, the valedictory of the
west." The picture includes the showing
of wooden ship building and scenes of the
great " Soo locks."

December
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Pathe

SHALL

THE

HUNS DESTROY
THIS?
Venice, more than any European city at the
moment, terest.isIn its
a centre
of the
inromantic
and world's
peculiaranxious
loveliness
it stands alone.
What the world would lose of treasure, in art
and architecture is depicted in " Venice the
Beautiful," issued by the Beacon Films Corporation of New York. The camera work is particularly fine, the panoramas being clear and
steady and the close-ups of architectural detail
and noted statuary interesting and effective.
Moreover, the film contains an element often
sadly lacking in pictures of cities — that of natural
movement,
by passer-bys
the charmingsupplied
streetsnotandonly
squares,
but by thein
gliding gondolas on the canals and the famous
flock itself
of pigeons
before
Mark's. The
film
lends
unusually
well St.
to appropriate
musical
accompaniment.
WHERE EAST MEETS WEST
The second reel of the Educational Films Corporation's "Trip Through
Japan " is
unusually
lively, interesting,
and beautiful.
Though
the
greater part of the reel is given over to a modem
and
Nippon,in the
of " the temples
patient
East very
" isactive
illustrated
the spirit
magnificent
whose gorgeous decorations surpass anything of
the kind in the world. They are fittingly set in
gardens of great loveliness and reached through
an avenue
turies ago. of magnificent trees planted three cenA faith as ancient and as solidly established as
that of Japan makes for defiance of death, and
this spirit of absolute recklessness has been shown
time and time again by the Japanese. In this
picture they carry it into everyday life, for the
men who steer canoes and guide a mass of logs
down a stream set with whirlpools and rapids
seem to hold their lives at scant price.
In humorous contrast to this speedy method
of transportation is a ride to Fuji in a one-power
horse
car.and" Way
for the
freightout," unhitch
is a signal
for driver
passenger
to hop
the
horse, and lift the car bodily off the tracks till
the more important traffic has passed. The way
once more clear, it is " on again, gone again."
LAKES ABOVE THE CLOUDS
For its second scenic in the new series, Wonders of Nature and Science, Essanay has chosen
"theLake
Louise mountain
" (General
and
wonderful
and Film
lake Company)
country in that
part of Canada. In company with other tourists
we visit Victoria Glacier and ride along the rapid
Bowe River till we reach Chateau Hotel, whose
architecture and setting on the shore of the mountain-rim ed lake strongly recall Italy.
Then follow amazing views of lakes rising one
above the other till they seem to rest on the
clouds themselves, and of the towering peaks
and deep ravines of Paradise Valley.
So fine is the material of this picture that we
cannot but regret the total effect is not what
it might be. Judicious cutting and condensation
would add to the interest of a reel that becomes
diffuse before the end is reached.
BRIDGE BUILDING IN SILK
Spiders at picnics are unwelcome and unpleasant visitors. But spiders thrown on the
screen through the medium of Mr. Ditmars' magnifying lens and introduced as " Nature's Weavers " (Educational Films Corporation), are viewed
with
This tiny
" girder
(who, genuine
by the interest.
way, is always
of the
othermansex)"
is seen setting the radiating girders of her web
and, when this is completed, travelling rapidly
from one to the other, fastening her thread to
each as she reaches it.
Weaving of a different type is shown when
an unfortunate grasshopper becomes tangled in
the strands. Then the spider, darting from her
retreat, pins her victim down and proceeds to
wrap him round and round with smothering
strands of s'lk.
Other interesting scenes show the weaving of
an egg case by the mother spider, and a group
of the youngsters soon after they have emerged.
PIGS

FOR

PATRIOTISM AND
PROFIT
Anyone who doesn't thoroughly enjoy Universal
to enter
aScreen
pictureMagazine
theatre No.
again.51 doesn't
There isdeserve
the humorous

story, told in his own words, by the boy who
joined one of Uncle Sam's Pig Clubs and raised
" General
Joffre of" towealth
be a tocredit
his country
and
a source
his toyoung
owner.
With the money realized by the sale of the handsome pig, our hero bought " Queen Elizabeth and
the
finest litter
ever saw,"
and soon lays
the
foundation
of a you
capitalism
designed
strictly
patriotic lines.
A subject full of action is the training of the
traffic
horse. for
The possible
spiriteddefects
young ;
animals policeman's
are first examined
then, if chosen, they are trained by gradual steps
to the saddle and cured of a tendency to buck.
The proficient graduate can trot a figure eight,
and respond instantly to a touch that may mean
" Pick up that handkerchief," or " Stop that runThe making of trench candles from newspaper
and paraffine is pleasantly pictured, and, like
away."
the story of the pig raiser, is described in the
words of the youthful actors. The skating of
Miss Emmy Bergfeldt and Miss Frieda Whittaker
adds a charming note of beauty and grace to an
unusually spirited and attractive reel.
A HUNTING MORNING
The fine old sport of fox hunting, if it be a
sport to turn a pack of dogs on one lone beast,
however much of a nuisance he is, is finely illustrated in the Argus Pictorial No. 4 (Pathe Exchange). The scene of the hunt is Piedmont,
Virginia, whose handsome clubhouse is the meeting place of fashionable sport lovers of the
South. The camera offers some fine views of
hunters and dogs coming down a wooded road
and taking a wall with a rush, a snapshot of the
keen-eyed fox, quivering with excitement in his
hiding
and a panorama of the field as the
kill is place,
consummated.
Our old friends the locust, cricket, click beetle,
and June bug are seen for the monsters they
really are when viewed under the microscope.
The swinging pendulum with a rotating top is
something quite beyond our understanding, but
not our admiration when it traces intricate yet
absolutely symmetrical patterns in sand. The
editor remarks upon the relation of pattern to
rotation ratio, but our advice is, keep your eye
on the pattern and forget the rest.
An artist clever with the scissors shows us
what lifelike and amusing animals may be fasha clip the
" from
camera ioned "at
supplies
life. black paper. The stopSMILES FROM WEST AND EAST
The titleman (Universal Animated Weekly No.
1)
it theto "world's
most famous
and
we calls
looked
see the only
Douglas smile,
Fairbanks
appear on the screen. But it proved to be the
original
strenuous
one,to" buy
Teddy,"
appealingVic-to
the
citizens
of Toronto
the Canadian
tory Loan bonds.
A gentler expression of joy is seen on the faces
of a group of Chinese just arrived in Oregon from
the Far East. The babies, in their queer native
headgear and little jackets, are delightful and are
sure of a warm greeting wherever seen.
Into every corner of our land goes the call for
soldiers of industry, and the lumbermen of
Louisiana are seen responding vigorously. There
isdaya fine
shot "views
of a falling
and sawmill
impressivein
and "night
of the tree,
largest
the
world.
Scenics Score Success
the Pacific Coast

on

Essanay's Scenic Series has scored a distinct hit on the Pacific Coast, according to
word said to have been received by General
Film
Company,
the in
distributors.
Clune's
Auditorium
Theatre
Los Angeles
has
booked the entire series and will feature
them, as many other exhibitors are doing,
it is said.
The same good reception has been given
these subjects in New York. The " Salmon
Fishing in New Brunswick " release
played a week at the Strand. Now the
" Banff National Park " reel has been
booked for a week at the Rialto.

Presents

Thrills in

Round-Up Film
The very qualities that make serials so
popular, action, thrills and suspense are
said to be present to a surprising degree
in the Pathe three-reel special, " The
Eighth Annual Round Up, Pendleton, Oregon." Every exhibitor knows from experience how the public, likes pictures in
which those qualities are conspicuous.
Word is passed around that a certain picture showing at such and such a theatre is
" exciting." And soon that theatre has a
largely increased attendance.
Pathe has announced the picture for release December 30.
Universal

Also Shows Halifax Disaster
The week's number of Universal's Current Events also presents a series of pictures taken in bomb-stricken Halifax a few
days ago following the explosion that
wrecked the city and killed thousands..
Poem

Used

in the Exploita-

tion of " and
Mother
Arthur H. Sawyer
Herbert "Lubin of
General Enterprises, Inc., are using a poem
for the toexploitation
of " Mother."
It is
planned
issue reproductions
of the poem
in herald form and also on slides in order
that the various exhibitors who will run
the George Loane Tucker picture may use
it to advertise the coming of the McClure
production.
The poem was written by Baroness von
Hutton. It reads :
It is a wonderful thing,
A mother.
Other folks can love you,
\
But only your mother
, I• :k
Understands.
She works for you,
Looks after you,
Loves you, forgives you
Anything you may do ;
And then the only
Bad thing she ever does to you
Is to die and leave you.
Murphy to Operate Under
Name, Liberty Film
Frank J. Seng desires to inform the exhibitors in the New England States that
Fred B. Murphy, announced as the distributor of " Parentage " in that territory,
will use the name of the United Film
Service, Inc., for his two exchanges — one
in Boston and one in Springfield, Mass. —
instead of the name of the Liberty Film
Co.Mr. Murphy discovered that another organization had prior rights to the Liberty
Film Co. name.
A trade showing of "Parentage" given
in the Fenway theatre, Boston, on the 6th
of December, brought out the largest attendance of exhibitors who have seen a
special feature in that territory since " The
Birth of a Nation," it is reported.
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Beck

Motion

Dooley

Heads

Sterling
Pictures
rect
viewpoint.
My own experience of
Arthur Beck, Prominent
Figure in
eleven
years
in
the
exchange business enIndustry, President and General
ables
me
to
feel
and
see'theoperations
present crisis
in independent exchange
and
Manager — Ebenstein, Sales
the plan we have worked out in my judgManager
ment cuts the Gordian knot of operations
Abetween
the isproducer
and throughout
the exhibitor."
CORPOR
RES
PICTU
STERLING
Mr. Beck
well known
the
TION, a newly formed organization,
entire
industry
as
a
conservative
and
capes
that Arthur Beck, has been
announc
able film executive. From coast to coast
elected president and general manager and
he is well known and liked by exhibitor,
will assume full control of the new firm.
exchangeman and motion picture employMr. Beck will confine his activities to the
ees who have worked under his direction.
duties which his position as head of this
The announcement is made, also, that
organization create.
H. R. Ebenstein has been appointed sales
The plans of the organization and the manager of the organization.
reason for its organization are set forth
Mr. Ebenstein has been associated with
in the following statement made by Mr.
several leading organizations and will be
Beck:
remembered as a pioneer in the establishment of a periodic release on the states
" The Sterling Pictures Corporation was
organized by men who are prominently
right basis. His experience as an exconnected with the theatrical and motion
hibitor, exchange manager and general
picture industry. Two are affiliated with
manager of a states-right distributing orthe Shubert Enterprises and Klaw and
ganization has given him an accurate
Erlanger and one with a big motion pic- knowledge of this factor of the business,
ture manufacturing concern. We are orand his resignation from the U. S. Amuseganized and financed to purchase and
ment Corporation, a long established prohandle independent feature productions
ducing organization operating the Solax
for all or any portion of the U. S. and
Studios at Fort Lee, N. J., terminates the
Canada. We will purchase full negative
experience w-hich has added to this knowlrights or the rights to one territory deedge, aperfect understanding of the production value of motion pictures.
pending upon the nature and quality of the
production.
He said : " I believe Sterling Pictures
Corporation will assist materially in al" We will maintain a selling organizaleviating existing conditions, and will do
tion out in the field at all times — within
so in a manner heretofore neglected. It
the next ten days two of our men will
leave for an extended trip to see the in- will institute new methods of financing
dependent exchangeman to obtain the corstate-right distribution."

Keeney

Forms

Frank A. Keeney, Theatre Owner,
Organizes the Frank A. Keeney
Pictures Corporation — Catherine Calvert Engaged as
Star

FRANK A. KEENEY, theatre owner in
Brooklyn and Newark, N. J., announces the organization of the Frank A.
Keeney Pictures Corporation. Mr. Keeney
is president of the corporation and Ray
C. Owens, general manager of the Keeney
Theatrical Enterprises, is secretary and
treasurer. Offices have been opened in the
Putnam Building, Broadway and Fortythird street.
Catherine Calvert has been engaged as
a star, under a long-term contract, to appear in a series of original feature photoplays and in screen versions of popular

Producing

Co.

novels and dramatic successes. Other stars
are to be engaged in the near future.
A studio with all modern equipment is
to be erected within five minutes' walk
of the executive headquarters. It is to
be equipped with special facilities for
work on a big scale.
Mr. Keeney will retain all of his present
theatrical holdings and is planning the
erection of theatres in different cities
throughout the country, at which his productions will be shown.
Miss Calvert has had an extended experience on the dramatic stage. She has
been in pictures only since last March.
She made her debut as a star at the age
of seventeen in " Brown of Harvard." She
also starred in some of the most successful plays by her husband, the late Paul
Armstrong, including " The Deep Purple "
and " A Romance of the Underworld."

Picture

Speaks

News

Highly

of

" Fringe
Society
Charles
H. Dooley,ofpresident
of the" Motion Pictures Association of Paterson, New
Jersey, in making the announcement that
he has booked the George Backer Film
Corporation's feature, " The Fringe of
Society," for the Regent and Garden theatres, of which he is managing director,
said in commenting upon price of production and its relation to .the profits it
earns the exhibitor of the United States
says : " No star is big
to earn a
profit for the exhibitor ifenough
the picture is too
costly. My opinion is that entirely too
much attention is being paid to the star,
and entirely too little attention to the
story.

" The present salvation of
exhibitors
of the country is in bookingthe pictures
at
prices that will give us a fair return on
our investment. I believe that there are
thousands of exhibitors in the country in
the same position. 'The Fringe of Society,' produced by the
Backer
Film Corporation and George
distributed by
Foursquare Pictures is against exorbitantly paid stars and the needlessly highpriced picture. I booked it because I feel
that it will give me a fair return on my
investment."
Wolfberg

Advises Exhibitors to Advertise
Harris P. Wolfberg, head of the Harris
P. Wolfberg Attractions, who has finished
a tour this week of the principal cities of
the Middle West after a careful study of
trade conditions, said :
" If you fall down on your advertising
when business
is not coming as fast as
you like it, you overlook the most logical
step for stimulating it.
" In the field of merchandising you will
find that the shrewd advertise
rs keep up
the advertising appropriation throughout
the year because they know the effect it
has on future business. They consider it
as so much good will that turns into dollars. In the moving picture field the advertiser does not have to wait on the
future for his advertising to pay. Intelapplied, it can be made to produce
immediatligently
e returns.
" The exhibitor who decides to lower
the quality of his show during a time
when there is a bit of slowing up makes
the grave mistake of driving trade away
at a time when he needs it most.
" Its the house that holds up the stan
dard of its shows that is going after success in accordance with business-building
principles. The same thing holds true with
the motion picture exhibitor. He can not
afford to be shifting his standard at any
time. Once he adopts a policy he ought
to stick to it, through thick and thin.
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"that
be a joker. Later
they discovered
ntage
Keep
Seng
Explains That Intend
Selling a State s
Rights to
Picture and
Distributing "Pare
there was no joker and commenced to
One Are Widely Different — Does Not Approve
figure.
of the Former Method
Ability Guarantee
" The only requirement which I have
FRANK J. SENG has given, in an interesting resume of conditions in the
made at any time has been that the
trade as applied to programs and state right features, what is probably
distributor be able to give me a guarantee
the first detailed dissection of the independent subject ever offered for
of his ability to do a certain amount of
the benefit of the motion picture industry.
business. His guarantee has been preThat a man with a state rights feature on his hand does not wish to sell it,
pared in such form that it required very
but prefers to keep it and distribute it through a system wholly his own, is little cash to swing the deal, and I have
always placed my guarantee figures on a
in fact a rare condition in the industry, but one which is applicable to Mr.
Seng. After looking over everything available, and then deciding upon a basis so low that the contract simply meant
certain picture as the best of the lot, Mr. Seng looks upon it as sheer folly to that the producer really intended to give
' Parentage ' the proper sort of distribupass it along by the sales route.
tion.
Never Intended to Sell
" Every one knows that many a good
film has been ruined because the average
" I have never had any intention of
exchange allows it to die after the ' first
A PATRIOT
selling state rights on ' Parentage,' " said
run ' money has been accumulated. When
Mr. Seng last week. " When most people
a
film is six weeks to two months old and
in the film business think of state rights
His Spirit We Admire
begins
to rent at moderate prices it is
they naturally think of sales, and when I
advertised that I intended to distribute
sidetracked for the ' new things ' or is
the
for find
$5.00ase
for ple
checkED
booked in conjunction with two or three
OS
ENCL
s in France Tobacco
Boy
' Parentage ' by the state rights method
other films. The independent producer
Fund. I put a benefit on
scores of exchangemen came to me imwho has distributed on a percentage plan
Thanksgiving, but so much
mediately and wanted to buy. They
has found that this fault in distribution
seemed unable to believe me when I said
going on I went in the hole.
methods has cost him many thousands of
y small place. But
ver
a
in
Am
that I did not care to ' sell' but intended
dollars.
will donate the $5.00. Hoping
to distribute this unusual production on a
that the cause will be success" The exchangeman after getting the
percentage plan of contract.
,
ful, I remain
first money, which was easy, had no inYours very respectfully,
" It seems that conditions have made it
centive to continue to push the worthnecessary for every producer who has of(Signed) William
Mills,
while picture from which he was only
Mills Theatre,
fered afilm on the State Rights market to
Shelburne Falls, Mass.
getting 35 or 40 per cent, instead of pushsell immediately, if possible, in order to
ing some small picture of questionable
get back the money invested in the proposimerit of which he happened to own 100
tion and use it to make another.
per cent. The natural tendency has al" I believe that this is a very faulty condition. As a rule, this producer makes
ways been to begin to book the two pic' W ay Down East ' and ' Uncle Tom's
tures together, with the one owned by the
several pictures in the course of a year and
Cabin ' can be sent through this country
exchangeman getting decidedly the better
year after year with second, third, fourth,
has a small percentage of real success,
of the booking arrangement when the
with the net result at the end of the year
and eighth-run road companies presenting
them, certainly such a production as
that he has made very little profit for himfigures were put down."
self, for the exchange or for the ex' Parentage ' can be played for years with
hibitors.
even greater success.
Surprised Exchangemen
Looked Things Over
"Warri
Prints for
Extra
riesor"
in Several
Territo
" It was rather amusing to me to see the
" When I decided to enter the film inlook of surprise which came into the eyes
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
dustry I looked over things carefully
of every exchangeman, who came in to General Enterprises, Inc., are receiving
enough to realize that it was much better
discuss negotiations on this film, when told congratulatory reports from all sections of
business for every one concerned to conthe country from buyers who are now
centrate upon one quality piece of merchanthat I did not want to ' sell ' it. They had
dise and market it intelligently, so that it never heard of such a thing. I waited
releasing " The Warrior " to various
might be developed to the fullest extent by until they were definitely assured that I exhibitors in their territories. J. R.
co-operation and distribution methods
Grainger, general manager Allen Film Corhad no intentions of ' selling ' and had no
intentions of placing it for distribution
poration, Chicago, has closed an additional
which would give everyone a fair opporuntil
I
secured
an
equitable
contract,
and
I
contract with Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin
tunity to secure their portion of fair profit.
for the States of Kansas, Missouri, Texas,
" I had carefully considered the faults of am glad to say that this policy, which is Oklahoma and Arkansas.
the ' program system,' and decided that it only sane business, has eventually resulted
Every purchaser of state right privileges
in having every one of these exchangemen
would be equally as faulty for me to confor " The Warrior " has been contpelled
sider the marketing of a number of pic- come back to negotiate time after time until
they finally came to an understanding that through the demand for the picture to
tures unless I could find a number of exceptional productions.
at last they have discovered one man in order additional copies, it is said. The
the
film business who wasn't trying to American photoplay Company of Philadel" I believe
be one
the
most
unusual Parentage
films thatto has
everof been
phia has requested two extra prints for
dicker
and did not have a ' big stick ' up
his sleeve.
produced. Its story value and the human
Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and Pennsylvania and J. S. Skirboll, general manager
elements make it pleasing to every class
" I have arranged a contract which is entirely different from anything ever used in Rowland & Clark theatres of Pittsburgh,
of patronage, and the advertising pos
the state rights field. It is simple, and reports that the rental prices received for
sibilities assure box-office results. It has
much more equitable than anything used the first run bookings of the successor to
been a success in the biggest cities, in the
" Cabiria " have broken all records for his
best theatres, and in the smallest towns.
in the past, because it gives a larger per- territory.
centage of profit to the distributor if he
Every film man who has seen it has been
Sawyer and Lubin expect to announce
decidedly enthusiastic and it has never to makes good. Some exhibitors shied somewhat at this form of contract when first within the next week the consummation of
my knowledge disappointed an audience.
presented to them, because it was new; and a contract for the rights to New York
I believe such a production can be played
for years with great success. If plays like somehow they seemed to think there must
State.
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Picture

News

By Jesse J. Goldburg
of
Productions
the cost of productions have been growing larger and out of
cry against excessive
hue and
THE productio
n costs of photoplays
proportion.
and unconscionable expenditures
It is true that if productions were regulated, the present cost
in releasing, is merely evidence of an
would be reduced at least 50 per cent, with the result that exawakening which has been delayed only
changes and theatres would be required to pay less and the prices
too long.
of admissions could be proportionately reduced and yet allow the
While the conclusion is admitted and
same percentage of income upon the investment.
The extravagance in production starts with the exorbitant
remedies briefly suggested, the root
salaries paid executives and ends with the utter lack of studio
and branch of the evil is not even dismanagement, even to the smallest items. Five years ago, if a
turbed. Amalgamation and concentration is hardly the antidode. It is only
production cost more than $10,000, producing executives would
too true that the object nearest is oft
have immediately assumed that robbery had been committed
somewhere, and producing exchanges and theatres were never
times the furthest from one's vision.
It appears to me that the remedy is the
in a more prosperous condition. In fact, whatever foundation
simplest one can conceive, and that is, of merit the industry possesses to-day was built then, and the
shifting sands were added later.
the refusal on the part of manufacturers to pay on the basis of worth
At that time, stars, directors, cameramen and others actively
rather than income which at all times fluctuates.
employed in the making of pictures received salaries anywhere
This high cost of production is tolerated and even encouraged
from 50 to 75 per cent less than what they are being paid to-day;
because of the large return which the average production brings
performed just as much work and were just as content, and
finallytitledthey
were being paid no less than what they were ento the producer, but " a la Frankenstein," the manufacturer's
to.
creation has proved his Nemesis. While the returns are large,
The

High

Cost

By M. H. Hoffman
Meaning
of
Independence
matters which sum up its superiority, there is at the outset the
IN these troublous times the word
dominating advantage of economy. When I joined forces with
" independence " means more than
George Backer it was because I recognized in him a man of
ever before in the history of the
land. In 1776 it stood for freedom in broadest business gauge; one whose outstanding commercial
success has been won through independence, no less than because
all those things which mankind loves.
of far-seeing vision and the application of those salient prinTo-day it represents the right to indeciples which govern successful business undertakings in any
pendence in the fullest sense — to the
staple line.
continuance of everything that constiThe independent motion picture distributing organization is
tutes proper liberty in thought in
instantly possessed of an advantage in not having a mass of
action.
watered stock to consider, its capital represents cash in an adeMost people who will take the trouble
quate amount. Its executives receive salaries commensurate with
to give the matter careful thought
their abilities — not exorbitant sums which too frequently are
must appreciate that independent attitude, both mentally and physically, has
paid to numerous men of " titles," whose usefulness to colossal
merged institutions is nil.
been the propelling element of progress.
The independent motion picture distributor, thereby, starts
Stifle independence and you automatiupon the strongest foundation of efficiency; for efficiency and
cally hobble constructive development.
economy are as indissolubly linked as must be bricks and mortar
It is because these facts are basic that Foursquare Pictures,
in the construction of a building. Speaking specifically for FourInc., began as an independent distributing organization and will
so continue. Standing upon such a foundation there naturally
square Pictures, I am able to say that our twenty-one exchanges
in the United States and Canada are climbing steadily to rockensues, in the evolution of things, the greatest good to the greatribbed permanency because, while there is a full corps of the
est number. And if I were asked to voice Foursquare's creed,
most
competent men and women obtainable in every office, not
I would aver that it's unswerving purpose is to that end.
one employe is carried as excess baggage.
Considering the independent distributor in those specific
The

Indushy

Needs
Sound
Business
Principles
business that are essential in every other line of industrial
,USINESS fundamentals are
B just as vital and as applicable
to the film industry as they are
pursuit.
" In these latter days, my consideration for the buyer and the
to other industries of the United
exhibitor has ripened into a policy of co-operation based upon
equity.
States," said Robert W. Priest of the
" Today when I become interested in a new feature for the open
firm of Shallenberger & Priest. " Any
individual or firm that attempts to get
market, my first task is to see that it is scheduled at a fair valuation, regardless of negative cost. I then supply the essentials
along without recognizing this condition
for a successful marketing campaign — not only from the disis doomed to failure."
tributor's point of view, but from the box-office angle of the
Continuing, he remarked : " When I exhibitor, who,
after all, is the one to be most considered if the
entered the selling end of the film busipublic is to approve and pay the bills.
ness several years ago I did not appreciate my opportunity as I should
" I know from experience that fortunes have been made by
legitimate means through small profits constantly accruing. I
have done.
Like many other newcomers who listened to ignorant, loose- propose to operate on the same basis. If national banks can find
tongued adventurers, taking 200 per
a profit in transactions whereby they receive as little as one
sixty-fourth of one per cent, surely we in the fifth industry
cent, sixty days, I sacrificed the opporshould be satisfied with something short of two or three hundred
tunity to make thousands of dollars. But this money was well
per cent., especially now that the country is crying out against
"invested" because it taught me to rely upon my own judgment,
and to realize that the same fundamental rules govern the film
the high cost of living."
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Concentration

Essential
to
Proper
Productions
By William L. S her rill
MY entry into the motion picture each have their hand in the regulation of disbursement, on a
world was occasioned largely single production, so that everyone is working at cross purposes,
because of the extreme rapid The object has been to turn out a picture as quickly as possible in
growth and what then appeared to me, the hope that it will get by.
an outsider, to be the utter lack of I believe that the State Right method of distribution is the
business acumen employed, not alone in logical source of release. This, because productions are made and
the manufacturing, but as well in the distributed upon their individual merit. I also believe the year
distribution of photoplay attractions. 1918 will develop a state of facts that will for once and all disThe four years of my connection with courage all talk of monopoly or combination, whether they be
the Frohman Amusement Corporation combination of producers or distributing agencies. With motion
as its president, I have largely devoted pictures we are dealing with a tangible commodity that has its
to a systematic endeavor to reduce value based upon what the eye can see and the permanency of
production to a business-like basis and any institution will be reckoned with according to the character
the distribution of my productions to of the commodity produced.
a profitable, and at the same time, an
The policy of the Frohman Amusement Corporation will be to
equitable foundation.
make productions consistent with the demands of the public as
It is my opinion that photoplays can far as human agency can gauge such demands. Stars will be
be successfully and profitably produced with a fair share of employed only insofar as they fit themselves to the productions,
the profits according to the exchange and the exhibitor if the and they will be released upon a basis which will permit the
following things were thoroughly adhered to. FIRST : The middle man — in this instance a state right exchange — to rent them
entire energy and ability of an organization must be devoted to at a figure bringing profit to the exhibitor and themselves,
the things at hand; by this I mean, and as an example I desire I feel also the time has arrived for a change of faces on the
to state that the Frohman Amusement Corporation devotes its screen. The public can be overburdened even with the most
entire time to the making of but one production at a time, whether popular of stars and as with any other commodity or form of
that be in five, six, seven or more reels; the exploitation is indi- amusement, so with motion pictures variety is the spice, as well
vidual and there is not a scattering of energy. By this concen- as the sauce of life.
tration elimination of waste and extravagance is sure. The The Frohman "Amusement Corporation will do big things, but
trouble with some producing concerns is that one-half dozen men no bigger than the public wants.
By H. J. Shepard, of W . H. Productions

"Passing

the Buck
is being
exhibi
THElet poor
r tor
in foroldanothe
load. It is
not as though he hasn't enough
burdens to bear already, but somebody must get the dirty end of the
stick so he is elected. He has not been
— and doesn't seem to have to be —
consulted in the matter.
The latest responsibiltiy that has
been foisted upon him is the tax which
was levied by the Government upon the
producer and distributor, and they
simply shifted the responsibility or
" passed the buck " as it were, to the
exhibitor. The exhibitor has enough
to carry already. He is taxed in a half
dozen different ways. The present is
one of the hardest times in the history of the show business,
and every exhibitor has to struggle to make both ends meet, and
then on top of all this, comes this new policy of the producerdistributor. Fortunately, some of them are not following the
lead set in this, but are content to let the responsibility rest where
it was meant to stand. They are bearing the tax themselves
and are not trying to " poke it off " on the exhibitor. It is to be

Hall

Predicts

Popularity

Frank Hall, president of U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation says :
" One of the most important developments in the moving picture industry during the next year will be the increasing
popularity of the special production. As an
exhibitor of long experience and as a distributor of motion pictures, I have found
that the special production, by which I
mean a subject above the accepted program
standard of merit, has become a vital necessity especially in the larger picture theatres.

hoped that their example will have some effect upon these others
who do not look upon this matter in so fair a light.
There is not a producer in the picture business who cannot
afford, without loss, to pay the tax imposed by the Government.
Even if this were not so, on the face of it, a bit more care exercised in the studios, as to wastage of raw stock in the matter of
" re-takes " and closer attention to " grind-outs," would cover
this expense twice over.
In the matter of " grind-outs," which are caused by inattention of the cameraman to the " footage indicator " on his camera,
is a clear loss to the producer of thousands of dollars a month.
It has been estimated by authorities that this waste of film costs
the industry over two million dollars per year.
Another enormous waste, which is being lost sight of by a number of producers, is in the construction of scenarios. In many
cases unnecessary sets are shoved into the scenario because the
continuity writer lacks the ability and imagination to substitute
these unnecessary sets with strong situations and action. If the
permanent (?) producers would develop a few capable men as
architects on scenario construction, this would help to convert
what is now a tremendous waste to a similar profit.
These changes of condition must come and the sooner they
occur
the better it will be for all concerned in any part of the
industry.

for

Special

" The special production is the picture of
the future. In order to vary the monotony
of program pictures in my theatres I have
found it imperative to book special productions such as " The Zeppelin's Last Raid,"
"Those Who Pay," "The Belgian" and
" Today " and others that not only embrace
extra footage but exceptional exploitation
qualities.
" Because of the shortage of such productions many of the larger picture theatres in
all sections of the country have been com-

Productions

pelled to show two five-reel features, and
educational and comedy films and in some
cases vaudeville on a single bill to stimulate
business.
" The novelty of the five-reeler has long
since vanished. In the case of the Rialto
and Strand in New York and other theatres
of similar size the exhibitor is able to augment his program with vocal and instrumental music and one five-reeler may be
sufficient. But many of the smaller exhibitors who depend entirely upon pictures

Motion
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to fill his house will tell you that now his
patrons demand two five-reelers for the
same admission fee they paid for one a year
ago.
" The theatre-going public is ever seeking
something newer and bigger. There has
developed a tremendous demand for special
productions of from six to eight reels in
length. Hundreds of exhibitors are booking special attractions every two or three
weeks to inject new life into box offices that
have been dying from the dry rot of
mediocre program material.
" The crying needs of the hour are better productions and lower rental prices and
the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation
has pledged itself to those purposes. We
do not want program pictures. We have
set a high standard in our first three releases and intend to maintain it. Some of
the exhibitors who have felt the pre-holiday depression have informed us that they
have made money with our productions.
One of them was Nathan Gordon of New
England. He has booked them for all of
his chain of theatres in that territory.
" Despite the pessimism of certain individuals who have given way to violent
calamity howling I do not fear for the future of the industry. The producer who
makes good pictures and markets his product at prices that enable the exhibitor to
realize a fair profit will have no cause for
complaint.
" Theintonext
exhibitor
come
his year
own. will
He see
willthebecome
the
BIG FACTOR in the industry and deservedly so. The day of seeing exhibitors
in a locality bidding against each other to
obtain a certain attraction is over. The exhibitors understand one another now and
are co-operating for their mutual welfare.
" The slump in business is but temporary.
After the holidays there will come a reaction that will carry business back to flood
tide.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

Picture
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Go-to-the-Movie-Week" Urged On All
Exhibitors as Business Stimulant
SPREADING an idea originating with
" Rob Reel," motion picture editor of
the Chicago American, exhibitors throughout the country will be urged by General
Manager Joseph Brandt, of Universal, to
promote a " Go-To-The-Movie-Week " during the holidays.
" We intend to get behind the ' Rob Reel '
idea with enthusiasm," says Mr. Brandt in
his statement. " There is every reason in
the world why the moving picture interests
should have a special ' drive ' once a year
to center public attention on the screen.
Many Jines of commercial industry makespecial efforts at certain seasons of the year
through 'fashion shows,' 'grand openings'
and ' dollar days ' to enliven the routine of
business — and why not the movies?
" The ' Rob Reel ' scheme was put
through with great success in Chicago last
year, and the exhibitors who co-operated
with the purpose of awakening special interest in moving pictures during the holidays profited accordingly. The uplift was
felt by the most obscure picture show as
well as by the big houses and an increased
effort will be made this year to stir the public to box office action, during ' Go-To-TheMovie-Week.'
" Universal will circulate publicity to
every exhibitor in the country, explaining
the purpose of the movement and ' the way
to do it.' The ' Rob Reel ' idea will be
passed along to other communities where
the scheme is unknown and untried, with
the object of making the movement a national purpose once a year. Holiday week
has been well selected as the time to concentrate on the general public.
"The distributors usually concentrate
their efforts on timely and particularly attractive subjects for Christmas and the
New Year and the motto, ' Let's Be Cheerto a nicetyin into
' Rob Reel
idea. ful,'Iffits exhibitors
everythecommunity
will '
unite for once, in a campaign of advertising, newspaper publicity and a co-operative
purpose to bring moving pictures into
prominence as part of the family entertain-

ment during the holidays, there is every
reason to believe that the individual managers will reap a great benefit."
The following quotation from " Rob
Reel " gives a few " stunts " from the viewpoint of the originator of the ' Go-To-TheMovie-Week " idea :
"Remember, cheerfulness is catching,"
says " Bob Reel." " Let's be cheerful.
Motion pictures deliver more laughs and
thrills and new ideas to the average person, young and old, than any other institution in Chicago. For the holiday season, the film maker arranges his centre
fire of bigger and better entertainment.
Every exhibitor strains to book the best
of the best as his Christmas donation.
" It remains for you and every one else
' over here ' to help themselves and spread
broadcast all the cheerfulness available. It
is building the morale of the nation.
" Perhaps you can have more fun by
picking out some youngster to share your
fun with you. If you have one or two of
your own, tell them to find another one or
two who haven't anyone to take them.
Why not try the half orphan asylums?
You who have automobiles, why not look
up a neighborhood settlement and arrange
an auto ride as well as a trip to film wonderland for a youngster who never gets

there? "
Sterling Gets Jean Sothern
Feature — First Release
Sterling Pictures Corporation, recently
organized, announce that it has closed for
the negative rights to " Peg o' the Sea," a
five-reel production featuring Jean Sothern. The feature is now in the hands of
the cutter, it is announced, and will be
ready for release within the next two
weeks. This is the first production, announced for release by this company. The
date for the trade showing will be announced later.

Constance Talmadge, Reassured by Her Remarkable Success in " Scandal," Is Gaining Momentum to Go Over with a Bang in Her Second Starring Picture
Released Through Select, " The Honeymoon "

December

29,

k> The Whip " Has Proven
Big Success Says Agents
Hiller and Wilk, who have been the selling agents for " The Whip,-' announce
that the reception " The Whip " has been
given has vindicated their faith in this
production of Maurice Tourneur.
The Super Films, Ltd., of Canada were
the first purchasers of territorial rights.
They secured the rights to the Dominion
of Canada. Other holders of rights to
" The Whip " are the American Feature
Film Company of Boston, Mass., for New
England ; Marcus Loew for New York ;
J. Frank Hatch of Xewark, X. J., for Ohio,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia ; Sidney
B. Lust of Washington, D. C, for Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, District of
Columbia and Xorth Carolina ; the Civilization Company of Xewark, X. J., for Xew
Jersey; H. Liebler Company of Indianapolis, Ind., for Indiana ; the Big Feature
Rights Corporation of Louisville, Ky., for
Kentucky and Tennessee ; the Special Features Company of Knoxville, Tenn., for
Georgia and Florida; the Yale Photoplays
of Kansas City, Mo., for Missouri, Kansas,
Iowa and Xebraska ; Messrs. Jones, Linick
and Shaefer for Illinois ; the Friedman
Film Corporation of Minneapolis, Minn.,
for Minnesota, Xorth and South Dakota
and Wisconsin ; the De Luxe Features of
Seattle, Wash., for Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana ; the All Star Features
Distributors for California, Nevada and
Arizona ; the Supreme Photoplays Corporation of Denver, Colo., for Colorado.
Wyoming, Utah and Xew Mexico.
Nathan
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Closes for Animated

Press Syndicate Weekly
The Animated Press Syndicate, at 71
West Twenty-third street, which is to release the Independent-Ameri«an Weekly,
announces that it has closed with Xathan
Gordon, of the Globe Feature Film Company, Boston, for the New England territory. Mr. Gordon said that a good
weekly put out by an independent producer, and especially by people who were
devoting their entire attention and facilities to the covering of news and other
photographic events of interest, would be
something that his houses and his customers would be proud to show.
F. W. Brooker, proprietor of the Animated Press Syndicate, has had a great
deal of experience in the making of this
type of a reel, and was one of the owners
of Captain Rennel's Cinema News Weekly,
put out early in the year. Independent
exhibitors can book the Weekly through
Mr. Brooker, at his office, at 71 West
Twenty-third street.
Billy West Comedies
Booked for Week
The Criterion theatre in Atlanta, Ga., has
booked all the Billy West comedies for a
seven days' run, and state they are the biggest drawing cards of any comedies ever
presented in Atlanta. These are the first
comedies to be booked for a solid week at
the Criterion.

Renowned Buys United States and
Canadian Rights to Renowned
Pictures Corporation — Two
Points EstabShipping lished

ES CORPORAPICTUR
RENOWNED
that it has purchased
TION announces
the United States and Canadian rights to
Harry Raver's production, " The Public
Defender." The zone plan of distribution
will be practiced in the distribution of this
feature by Renowned.
Frank Keenan, Robert Edeson and Alma
Hanlon are the principal players in the cast
of " The Public Defender." The story was
written by Mayer C. Goldman and produced
under the direction of Burton King.
Harry Raver, in commenting upon the
transaction, said :
" For wreeks past, negotiations have been
pending with at least a half dozen program
and buying organizations for the purchase
of ' The Public Defender.' I have never
seen a keener interest displayed in any picture Ihave handled since ' Cabiria.' However, Messrs. Weinberg and Fleckles of the
Renown organization were first to negotiate for the production, some time before
it was completed, and, as they have persistently outbid all others, I decided they
should be given preference, particularly as
they possess all the qualities essential to the
exploitation of a picture of the importance
conceded to " The Public Defender." Daily
showings of " The Public Defender " will
be given in the private show rooms of the
Renowned organization and a campaign of
publicity will be used to assist buyers in
creating
a demand
for theatrethat
bookings."
Renowned
announces
Herbert
Landsdowne, the English artist, has completed, recently, a complete line of poster
sketches, to be used in the exploitation of
this production. Seven colors are used by

the artist in each sketch. A twenty-four
sheet carrying three panel portraits of the
three stars, three one-sheets, two combination three-sheets and one six-sheet are the
styles to be used, making in all a most
elaborate and comprehensive line of posters.
Renowned has commissioned Fred L.
Clarke, president of the Riverside Lithographing Company to execute the poster
printing.
Two shipping points have been established by Renowned for the distribution of
advertising matter. Points in the extreme
West and eastward to Pittsburgh will be
covered by shipments from Milwaukee.
Eastern points will be served from NewYork. This method of supplying advertising matter will minimize delays and also
reduce express rates. Posters for " The
Public Defender " will be furnished franchise holders at cost.
Recent Additions to Sales
Forces Announced
Recent additions to the sales staff of the
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation are
R. S. Clarke, formerly of the Vitagraph
and other well known film concerns. Mr.
Clarke will supervise the marketing of U.
S. subjects in the New Jersey district. He
will make his headquarters in the Frank
Gersten Exchange, Forty-second street,
New York, from which U. S. Pictures will
be distributed in the New Jersey territory.
Harvey E. Gausman, a prominent Western film man, has been appointed by Frank
G. Hall, president and general manager of
the booking corporation, to take charge of
the Los Angeles district. He will establish
headquarters this week in the Foursquare
exchange in that city.
Walter Hopkins has resigned from the
Mutual Film Corporation, New York office,
to join the home office staff of the U. S.
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Perfection in Costuming and Other Details Is Only One of the Attributes of " The Birth of Democracy," Handled by the Export and Import Film Corp.

Simmons,

General

Manager,
State Rights
toplays Productions, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Leon
D. Netter, of the Masterpiece Film Attractions, Cleveland, O. ; Henry Dollman
and D. M. Vandewalker, Jr., of the DollVan Film Corporation, Indianapolis and
Chicago ; M. R. Rosenberg of the De Luxe
Feature Film Company, Seattle, Wash.;
Sol L. Lesser, of the All Star Features
Distributors, Inc., San Francisco and Los
Angeles, Cal., and J. J. Allen, of the
Famous Players Film Service, Ltd., of
Toronto, Canada.

" The Prospector," Dec. 15
Release of Billy West
Comedies

C. M. Simmons
Sol L. Lesser announces that C. M.
Simmons has been appointed general manager of the State Rights Distributors, Inc.,
with offices in the Longacre Building,
New York. Mr. Lesser is the executive
head of this organization, which entered
the field early last Fall.
In commenting upon the appointment of
Mr. Simmons, Mr. Lesser said:
" In appointing Mr. Simmons general
manager, the organization feels that its
interests will be safeguarded, due to his
knowledge of conditions generally and
his familiarity with the wants of the public and the needs of the different members
of the association.
" Since 1907, Mell Simmons, as he is
generally known to thousands of exhibitors throughout the country, has managed
theatres and film exchanges from coast
to coast. He has had valuable experiences as sales manager for the General
Film Company and the Mutual Film Corporation, and has opened film exchanges
for the Eclectic, Triangle, Artcraft and
Goldwyn Film Corporations.
" The members of the organizations for
whom Mr. Simmons will act are : Nathan
Hirsh, Pioneer Film Corporation, New
York; Herman Jans, N. J. Metro Film
Service; Sydney B. Lust, of Washington,
D. C. ; Harry Grelle, of the Supreme Pho-

The Prospector " is the Billy West
comedy release, announced by the King Bee
Film Corporation, for the week of December 15. The comedian is supported in this
production by Beatrice Joy, Budd Ross,
Oliver Hardy and Leo White.
Billy has the title role. The story tells
of his adventures in the mountains and on
the desert. He reaches Red Dog Gulch and
meets Susie, daughter of the town drunkard. His only other companion is his little
burro. Oliver, who is in love with Susie,
makes trouble for Billy and engages bad
men to kidnap the girl. Billy rescues her
from their hands and receives a big reward.
Garfield
Business

Reports

Good

with " Sub-

Herman J. Garfield,marine
representing
the
Eye "
Submarine Film Corporation, Cleveland,
Ohio, who is exploiting the " Submarine
Eye " in the States of Ohio, Indiana and
Kentucky, reports that he is meeting with
great success with this feature in this
territory. Mr. Garfield said:
" I opened at the Walnut theatre, Louisville, Ky., and the Colonial theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., the week of December 9
for a two weeks' run. I opened these two
engagements in the face of the worst blizzard this section has ever known, and
with that handicap I did a business that
was beyond all expectation."

Merit

Film

Buys

"The

Birth of Democracy "
The Merit Film Corporation, 130 West
46th street, announce that they have
purchased from the Export & Import Film
Company, Inc., the exclusive rights for
New York and northern New Jersey of
the Franko- American Company's release,
" The Birth of Democracy."
This picture ought to prove a very big
success, having been prepared with exceeding great care and being released at
this opportune moment, when democracy
is the great issue the world over.
Over 5000 people were employed in the
making of the picture. While it is true
that a great many of this number have
been used in the mob scenes and meeting
places, several artists well known to the
screen, have important parts.
A pretentious form of advertising and
publicity will be connected with the release it is announced.
" The picture from its dramatic value,"
says an official of the Merit Film Corporation,would
"
in itself make a wonderful success. Lydia Borelli has the leading part.
"The objection that several would raise
of its being a foreign picture, will be entirely discarded, because the picture of
necessity must have been made in foreign
countries, for the settings, the streets, the
buildings
Parisian. and all connected with it are
" Considering the masterfully interwoven
dramatic story of powerful love interest,
yet true to history, the enthusiastic collaboration of foremost producers, the
spirit of the performers, the timely and
pretentious subject treated, this picture
is in the class of the spectacular successes
of film releases."
You are not going to icar. The men tcho
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
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Big

Sales in Orient Reported byU. S. Corporation
Miss Edna Williams, special representative of the Robertson-Cole Company of
New York and London, which has acquired
the foreign distributing rights to the productions released by the U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation, has encountered no
difficulty in disposing of the subjects thus
far put on the market by the booking concern. By the arrangement between the
U. S. Corporation and the Robertson-Cole
Company the booking concern has been
brought into direct touch with exhibitors
and distributors in all parts of the world,
and during the past week a number of important sales were negotiated.
Rights to the new Thomas H. Ince spectacle, "The Zeppelin's Last Raid," have
been sold for Japan, China, India, Burma,
Ceylon, Dutch East Indies, Philippines and
Hawaiian Island. Rights to " The Zeppelin's Last Raid," " Those Who Pay " and
" The Belgian," the three first releases of
the U. S. Corporation, have been disposed
of for Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador,
and arrangements have also been made with
the purchasers to take the entire output of
the concern.
Miss Williams said:
"Although conditions in the foreign field
have not been of the best, we have been
quick in disposing of the U. S. productions. I have found that foreign purchasers are willing to pay big prices for
the right kind of subjects even in view
of slack conditions and take a chance on
deriving a profit on the investment. It is
the play in which they are most interested.
Foreign picture devotees have become quite
as discriminating as the film fans cf
America."
The Robertson-Cole Company is one of
the largest exporting concerns in the world
and has put the full strength of its tremendous organization behind the U. S. productions, and a business drive throughout
the foreign markets is in full swing. Robertson-Cole maintains executive offices in
New York, London, Calcutta and .Singapore.
"The Warrior" for Patriotic
Purposes in Canada
" The Warrior," starring the great Italian, Maciste, has met such success in the
Dominion of Canada that the Globe Films,
Ltd., Toronto, has ordered several extra
prints. Phil Kauffman, general manager of
Globe Films, reported this week that arrangements were completed recently whereby a great patriotic demonstration, in which
" The Warrior " will play a prominent part,
will be held at Massey Hall, the biggest
place of exhibition in Canada.
The rally is being held under the direction of the Italian Consul and has the support and endorsement of many of the leading Italians in Toronto. It has been
deemed advisable to bring home to the
resident Italians in the Dominion of Canada the wonderful exploits of the Italian
army, as set forth in many of the scenes
in " The Warrior." Maciste, the leading
figure in the successor to Cabiria," is at
present fighting with his countrymen
against the Austrians.

Bucking
the
Game
Nat L. Royster Writes of Conditions
Existing in the South — Exhibitors Have Lost 2 Per Cent,
of Patronage
L. ROYSTER, Special Features
Company, Knoxville, Tenn., writes on
conditions through the South. Mr. Royster has been on an extended trip through
the Southern States and has taken especial pains to get first-hand information.
He writes :
"After an extended trip through Georgia
and Florida the past few weeks, I have
seen with my own eyes conditions now, as
compared with a year ago when I was
handling other features that used to get
the money with exhibitors.
" I find that exhibitors have lost at least
2 per cent, of their regular patrons
through the National Guards leaving, and
the draft. Take Lakeland and Orlando,
Fla., for an illustration. I will quote Mr.
Beacham of the Grand theatre, Orlando,
Fla. He tells me that from his town,
275 men have left for their respective
camps, and for every man gone it means
that their former sweethearts, sisters and
mothers that used to attend the show with
them, has been lost to his theatre, thereby
cutting down his show going percentage to
from 4 to 5 per cent.
" I find that exchanges have for the
most part been expecting a bunch of quantity contracts from their salesmen, and
not quality lasting contracts. This has
brought about conditions that have tended
to make the salesman ramble through his
territory.

Down

South

NAT

" When a town with 8,000 population
runs a feature, with no competition, and
cannot make money on same, then the exhibitor is either paying too much for his
features or he should use cheaper features,
and I know from box-office statements that
I have seen with my own eyes in the South,
that there are many houses in the South,
that are daily putting good money out daily
to pay expenses, when the house is not
taking it in. In talking to a manager
lately regarding my article in your paper
about Southern exhibitors needing more
" pep," he stated that that article sounded
good, but how in thunder was a man to
take an interest in his business when,
every time he opened his box-office, he lost
ten dollars a day.
" I have just made a trip through Florida
and believe that I have secured as much
business as any salesman ever secured on
the five pictures that we own. I am a
firm believer in getting all a feature is
worth, and an honest exhibitor should
and most of them are willing to pay all
they are worth.
" In the last issue of the News, I read
Stanley V. Mastbaum's article on amalgamation. In my estimation we need no
amalgamation at present but a regular love
feast of all branches of the film industry.
I realize this would be hard to do, but the
quicker we come to realize this, the better
it will be for the exhibitor, exchanges and
producers, and at the present time, I think
that amalgamation will be well nigh im-

Nat L. Royster, of Special Features Company, in
Knoxville, Knows How to Land the Fish
possible under existing circumstances. In
this crisis, our motto should be ' Live and
" Regarding the war tax in the South, I
will Live.'
say that it has positively cut off daily
Let
receipts fully one-fourth in the majority
of houses, and in some of them one-third,
but most exhibitors believe that it will
eventually settle down to normal conditions in this part of the country. Through
the South wages have not increased very
much, only in the camp towns, and the cost
of living has increased very much, and
there is no family going to hand over to
the ' movie ' show, the money that he
thinks he will need for his daily existence.
Conditions have caused a partial panic so
to speak, which we all hope will right
themselves in the near future.
" In closing, I would say to every salesman, don't over-sell or under-sell your
features or program. To exchange managers I would
two and
big
contracts
daily say,
from don't
your expect
salesmen,
to exhibitors I would say, buy your programs and features at a price that is fair
to you and the office selling them, and
then put your head in your work, and push
them with all the power you have left."
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes" campaign, get busy— now. Don't
be a slacker!

Motion
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Shown in the Insert, is to Be Released by the Western Import Company, Which
The Mabel Normand Feature, " Mickey," Directed by Mack Sennett,
Controls the World Rights

Import
Western
" Mickey," with Mabel Normand, in
Featured
Role
Purchased by
Western — Mack Sennett Production— Ready for Distribution
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY,
Brokaw Building, New York, announces that it has purchased the world
rights to the production " Mickey," featuring Mabel Normand, and produced under
the direction of Mack Sennett. It is said
that the picture was made at the cost of
more than $200,000.
Mr. Sennett has always been conceded to
be the foremost producer of comedy in the
country. He has developed most of the
leading screen comedians in the business
and his name in connection with a picture
has come to mean the best.
The officials of the Western Import Company arc considered good judges of picture
values and they feel that their judgment in
this particular case has not gone wrong.
"Mickey" is a mixture of comedy,
pathos, sensationalism and mystery. It is
said that Miss Normand gives the best performance in comedy-drama. The picture
has taken more than two years to complete.
Everyone, old and young, it is said, will appreciate its message.
An official of the Western Import Company said: "It covers everything that has
ever been done in the field of picture production and contains new twists and tricks
of camera work and direction which will be
a revelation to every one interested in the
screen drama. Mr. Sennett has made a
great picture ; one which will set a standard for a long time to come and which will
not be surpassed until, perhaps, he himself
sets the pace for a new advance in this
particular field.
" If you have never known what it is
to laugh and cry at the same time, ' Mickey '
will put you in that predicament. Miss
Normand takes her audience back to the
delightful days of childhood, for both
troubles and joys are doubly magnified. She
combines an impish deviltry with a tender

ey"
"Mick
Gets
pathos
which goes
straight to the
hearts of
every one. The picture has the human
touch. It is real. The coincidents bearing
on every one of the human' emotions are so
artfully interwoven in this picture that the
audience is alternately thrilled and amused
— but always held to a keen pitch of interest. One feature of ' Mickey ' will come as
a relief to feature film patrons. There is
no padding. When the story- comes to its
natural end the curtain goes down, bringing to a conclusion a picture that long
will linger in the memories of the patrons
of the theatre."

Hoffman Invited to Speak
on Motion Picture Art
M, 11. Hoffiran, general manager of
M. II. Hoffman, Ire, has been asked by
Mrs. Marcus M. Marks, president of the
Women's Forum: Mrs. Alice Palmer,
president of the Rainy Day Club, and
Miss Edith Totten, president of the Comedy Drama Club, to address the members
of these clubs at meetings to l;e held in
January. The Art of the Motion Pictures
will be the subject. Mr. Hoffman has
accepted the invitation, but so far has not
announced his subject, but the natural assumption isthat it will be on the motion
picture as an educator.

Director Alan Crosland (With Steel Helmet) and a Company of Edison Players at the Cantonment
in Quantico, Va., Where Edison's " The Unbeliever " Was Made

December
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Goldwyn
Finds Films
Flourish in Australia
Film conditions in Australia, like all belligerent countries, suffered at one period a
setback due to the war, but are now flourishing, according to advices from Harold
Bolster, a Goldwyn executive, touring the
Orient in the interests of that corporation.
" Both from personal investigation and
from conversations with the leading film
men of Australia and New Zealand, I have
received a most optimistic impression of
the state of the market for American
films here, and the prosperity of theatres
and exhibitors. Australia has suffered in
the past from the war, both materially and
spiritually. Depression, I hear, was particularly acute following the costly failure
of the British at Gallipoli where Australian
troops lost heavily. But since the British
fortunes on the battle field have improved,
and war conditions at home have grown
normal, the attendance at motion picture
houses has steadily improved. For a time
this year labor unrest also played a part
in creating an unsatisfactory state; but the
Government speedily solved the difficulty,
and now the islands of Australia and New
Zealand are in a satisfactory condition."
" The Two Gun Man," in
" The Bargain," a Big
Success
Two-thirds of the territory within the
United States has been sold for " The
Two-Gun Man " in " The Bargain," the
W. S. Hart feature released by the W.
H. Productions Company, it is announced.
The following territories have already
been sold: California, Nevada and Arizona to Sol Lesser ; Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana to Mike Rosenberg;
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico and Arizona
to Four Square Pictures Corporation of
Colorado : the Standard Film Corporation,
Minneapolis, North and South Dakota, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri
and Kansas. The Standard Film Corporation's offices are located in Omaha, Minnesota, Chicago and Kansas City. Wisconsin to the Wisconsin Film Corporation,
1409 Majestic Building, Milwaukee, Wis.,
and eleven Southern States to Jake Wells,
Colonial theatre, Richmond, Va.
An official of the W. H. Productions
Company stated that they attributed the
reason for these quick sales to the fact
that William S. Hart as " The Two-Gun
Manthe" in
Bargain *'andis the
greatest
of
Hart" The
productions
through
the
medium of the advertising an exceedingly
large demand was created.
Bee-Hive to Open Buffalo
Branch Exchange
The Bee-Hive Exchange, handling Billy
West Comedies for Xew York, announces
that Julius Singer, of that company, will
open a branch exchange in Buffalo next
week. More than three hundred exhibitors are running Billy West Comedies in
New York State and it was thought advisable to open this exchange to handle
the business in the western part of the
State.

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported During the Past
Week
Territory
Productions
Buyer
.Philadelphia-Ideal Film Ex-Southern New Jersey, Eastchange, Philadelphia
ern Pennsylvania, Dela■ Hate '
ware, Maryland, Washington, D. C.
Jake
Wells,
Delaware, Maryland, District
' The Two-Gun Man ,? in
mond, Va. Inc., Richof Columbia, Virginia,
"The Bargain" (W. H.
North and South Carolina,
Productions Co.), 6 reels.,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Tennessee.
Film Corp., Minnesota, North and South
"The Two-Gun Man" in Standard
Omaha, Minneapolis,
Dakota, Illinois, Indiana,
"The Bargain" (W. H.
Productions Co.), 6 reels.
Chicago, Kansas City
Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri,
Kansas.
"The Two-Gun Man" in
"The Bargain" (W. H.
Productions Co.), 6 reels., Wisconsin Film Corporation. Wisconsin.
" The Public Defender
Renowned
Pictures Cor- United States and Canadian
poration, New York
Rights.
Nathan Hirsch
(Pioneer Northern New Jersey, New
"Shame"
Film Corporation)
York State.
" The Lust of the Ages "... Crest Pictures Corporation. Positive and Negative Prints.
Crest Pictures Corporation. Positive and Negative Prints.
"The Grain of Dust"
Eastern Feature Film Com- New England States.
"The Slave Mart"
pany, Boston
" The
Woman
and the American Maid Film Com- Minnesota, North Dakota.
Beast"
pany, Minneapolis

Xmas
Cheer
for
Flynn
Serial
Boston
Foursquare
exchange,
writes that
M. H. Hoffman, Inc., Reports Big Denumerous New England exhibitors are
mand from Middle West — Other
awaiting the announcement of the release
Exchanges Report Favorably
dates, and that the volume of business inHOFFMAN-FOURSQUARE exchanges
dicates that all serial booking records will
report that numerous applications are
be
surpassed.
Frank J. Flaherty, of Chibeing received relative to bookings for the
cago, and Sidney J. Baker, of St. Louis,
Wharton serial, '" The Eagle's Eye," writmanagers who find exten by William J. Flynn, Chief of the are two Foursquare
hibitors in their territories appreciative of
United States Secret Service. These re- the qualities of this serial which is to exports, itis announced from the New York
pose the machinations of the Imperial Geroffice, are coming from branch exchanges
man Government against the United States.
in all parts of the country.
In the New York Foursquare office, ManM. H. Hoffman, general manager of M.
ager Hy Gainsborg is receiving many apH. Hoffman, Inc., through which company
the serial is being distributed, is now in the
plications for " The Eagle's Eye." All other
Foursquare offices throughout the counMiddle West on a visit to the various extry
are
experiencing
similar inquiries from
changes. He reports favorably from Deexhibitors, and many contracts are being
troit, Cincinnati and Cleveland, in which
signed in advance of a trade showing,
cities he had been for the past week.
Manager
Samuel Rubenstein, of the it is stated.
Paramount

and

Artcraft

a new deal involvon of tion
THE completi
ing the distribu
of Paramount
and Artcraft pictures in the West Indies
and Central America has been announced.
A new organization has been formed, it is
said, headed by five business men of Havana, Cuba, which will control the distribution of every Paramount and Artcraft
picture produced, excepting the Bray Pictographs, Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
and the Klever Komedies.
In this territory there are over 1,000
theatres, and Porto Rico has 65 motion picture theatres controlled by the new company. There are 3C0 in Cuba, 20 in San
Domingo and the others scattered through-

Films Go
South
out the rest of the territory. This will
bring the Paramount and Artcraft productions before a new audience of over
15,000,000 people in this territory.
It is announced that the pictures concerned include the serial " Who Is Number
One?" This will also bring to Central
America and the West Indies all the productions of such stars as Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart, Marguerite Clark, Pauline Frederick, Elsie
Ferguson, Billie Burke, Geraldine Farrar,
Julian Eltinge, Lina Cavalieri, Ann Pennington, Vivian Martin, George Beban,
Jack Pickford, Wallace Reid and others,
just as well known to filmdom.
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Hesser

Praises

Producer of "The Triumph of Venus,"
Featuring Betty Lee, Says That
It Is Work of Classic Art

BOWER
EDWIN
CAPTAIN
HESSER, who produced the feature,
" Triumph of Venus," with Betty Lee in
the featured role, says that the modern
idea of beauty, places the Venus de Milo,
type of womanhood, in the secondary class.
" Skinniness," he says, seems to be the
favored type. He says :
" The trouble with the public today is
that it sees too little of the true beauty
of womanhood. In the days when art was
seriously thought of — and that means
ancient Greece — every girl desired to be
beautiful in form as well as in face.
While face is usually more a matter of
birth than anything else, perfect care by
a woman of her figure will certainly aid
her in attaining classic beauty, and the
quicker American girls discover that the
Grecian formula is not only that of true
beauty but of perfect health, the better
off they will be."
Captain Hesser has made a special study
of Grecian beauty, and in the selection of
his types for the production of " The Triumph of Venus," Captain Hesser says
that he chose the true, Grecian type. Betty
Lee was chosen as the most perfect of
the Venus type to play the featured role.
" The Triumph of Venus " is a classical
drama, its theme dealing with the social
life of ancient Greece.
Betty Lee was born in Thomasville,
Georgia. Her voice has earned for her a
place of esteem by music critics throughout
the country, and now it is predicted that
her work on the screen will make her
more popular than ever.
For several seasons she was engaged by
the Boston Opera Company, and has
traveled over the Country several times.
As a girl, she made a specialty of folk
songs and was a soloist at the age of

Grecian

Art

thirteen. She was educated at a private
school in Georgia, from which she graduated with honors, and then finished her
course of learning abroad.
During the filming of " The Triumph of
Venus " Miss Lee risked her life and limb
in diving from high cliffs into on-rushing
currents of treacherous waterfalls, and
climbing high mountains the tops of which
were lost in the clouds. Almost without
food or nourishment of any kind for several days, Miss Lee and her company
worked laboriously on the top of Mt. Lafayette, inthe White Mountains, and braved
cold and storm, clambered over jagged
rocks and walked along ledges where a
misstep would have meant instant death,
for the sake of having photographed
scenic beauty in a beautiful manner with
beautiful girls for " The Triumph of
Venus."

"The Belgian" Reported
Successful in New England
New England exhibitors, according to reports received by Frank G. Hall from
Nathan Gordon, Globe Features Film Corporation, Boston, have put their stamp of
approval upon " Those Who Pay," the
seven-part drama recently released by the
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation as
its second feature attraction.
" Those Who Pay " was presented for the
first time in New England at a trade showing last week and exhibitors from this
district were present many coming from
Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire. The
showing was under the joint direction of
Mr. Gordon, who has the New England
rights, and A. L. Erghott, the U. S. representative in the New England territory.
Arrangements also are under way for
another
the third trade
U. S.showing
release. for " The Belgian,"

Picture

News

Seventeen Two-Reel Hart
Features Sold
W. H. Productions announces the sale
of all United States territory for the following seventeen two-reel Hart features :
" Dakota Dan," " Double Crossed," " The
Last Card," "Knight of the Trail," "A
Square Deal," "The Bad Man," "The
Fugitive," " The Gentleman From Blue
Gulch," "The Silent Stranger," "The
Marked Deck," " Horns and Hoofs," " The
Convert," " Taming of the Four-flusher,"
" Mr. Noby," " Across the Great Divide,"
" Shooting Straight," " The Grudge," to
the following buyers :
R. D. Lewis Film Co., Campbell Bldg.,
Oklahoma City, Okla. ; Exhibitors Film
Exchange, Inc., 420 Ninth street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. ; Liberty Film Renting
Co., 938 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. ;
A. Warner, Standard Film Service, Columbia Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio ; Standard
Film Corporation, 207 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111. ; Standard Film Corporation, 1305 Walnut street, Kansas City,
Mo. ; Standard Film Exchange, 406
Film Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. ;
Standard Film Corporation, 1417 Farnum street, Omaha, Neb. ; Standard Film
Corporation, 307 Empress Theatre Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.; Regal Films, Ltd-, 21
Adelaide street W., Toronto, Canada;
Boston Photoplay Co., 195 Pleasant street,
Boston, Mass. ; Western Feature Film
Co., 180 Goldengate avenue, San Francisco, Cal. ; Western Feature Film Co.,
care of Peerless Film Service, 802 South
Olive street, Los Angeles, Cal. ; E. H.
Emmick, care of Peerless Film Service,
100 Goldengate avenue, San Francisco,
Cal.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be
a slacker!campaign, get busy — not*. Don't

December
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Ince Assembling Second
Advanced Picture
HILLER AND WILK announces that
they will represent the Advanced Motion Picture Corporation, in the distribution
of its second big feature for the independent market, " The Woman Eternal," in
seven reels, with Elaine Hammerstein in
the featured role. " The Woman Eternal "
was adopted from Augustus Thomas' stage
play, and produced under the direction of
Ralph Ince.
The Advanced Motion Picture Corporation is a newly organized company, producing for the open market. The stage play
enjoyed an extended run at the Lyric
theatre, New York, some years ago, under
the title, " The Battle Cry." The stage version was written by Mr. Thomas from the
novel by Charles Neville Buck. The first
production of this company was " The CoRespondent," featuring the same star. " The
Woman Eternal " presents a theme, the
trend of which is to advance the theory of
a woman's selection of her mate. The
stronger character of the male is contrasted
with the weaker character of the female
and the influence which is supposed to guide
the woman unerringly to her destiny, is explained.
In the supporting cast are : Lawson
Butts, George Anderson, Carlton Macy,
Violet Palmer and Cecil Chichester.
The officers of the Advanced Corporation
are : Lee Shubert, president ; Arthur Hammerstein, vice-president, and Ralph Ince,
managing director. Hiller and Wilk represented the producers and are handling the
sales. " The Woman Eternal " is now being assembled and it is announced that it
will be ready for the market within the
next week.
Hirsch

Buys

Territorv

for

Noble's " Shame "
Jules Burnstein, representing John W.
Noble, in the exploitation of his feature
production, " Shame," on the independent
market, announces that the rights to this
production have been purchased by Nathan
Hirsch, of the Pioneer Film Corporation,
for New York and northern New Jersey.
The Pioneer Film Corporation, through
the activities of Mr. Hirsch, is one of the
most active buyers in the open market.
This company is now distributing " Civilization,"Today,"
"
" Redemption," " The
Submarine Eye," " The Cold Deck " and
more recently Mr. Noble's production,
" Shame."
Mr. Hirsch said of the purchase :
" I am always on the lookout for the big
picture. By big I mean a real production. The word production has been used
so much in connection with all sorts of
pictures that it has lost much of its real
meaning; an important offering, exceptionally well cast and staged, with elaborate
settings, and intended to stand out as a
screen presentation of more than ordinary
worth. Such pictures allow for extensive advertising and wide exploitation.
' Shame ' is a case in point."
Mr. Hirsch said that he wanted nothing
but really big pictures.

Billy West, the King Bee Comedy Star, Is Monarch of All He Surveys in " The Slave "

Spitzer
Prescribes
Co-operation
thousand dollar one in a poor one. And
Vice-President and General Manager
this fact is being brought home very
of King-Bee Film Corporation,
forceably
to some of our greatest producers today.
Handling Bilty West Comedies, View
Takes Optimistic
" Instead of all this cry about hard times,
taxes,
overproduction
competition,
let's
all get
together andandwork
as brothers.
NAT. H. SPITZER, vice president and
There
is
room
for
us
all,
providing
we
work
sales manager of the King Bee Films
harmoniously, and optimistically and do
Corp., handling Billy West comedies sends
the following message to the exhibitors
things
on thefor' Live
' plan." to
Bookings
KingandBeeLetareLivereported
and manufacturers of the film industry.
be more than satisfactory.
" The big trouble with our industry now
is and always has been the lack of co-operation between the exhibitors and the producers. If these great bodies of men will
get together and lend the helping hand instead of the kicking foot, the film business
will again resume its place in the commercial world as one of the greatest of
industries.
" There is a great cry of overproduction
in our business. The only overproduction
I can think of now, is the waste of film
stock.
" When you get harmony out of your organization you are getting one hundred per
cent, efficiency. Without harmony there
can be no success, that is lasting success.
" Competition is another bugaboo that
has the producer and the exhibitor licked
and without reason. Competition is the
tonic for good business. The man who
says he cannot stand competition doesn't
deserve a place in the business world.
" Another vital condition that exists in
our profession today is the extremely poor
quality of plays that producers allow to be
screened. Why have they not learned by
this time that it is the play that counts
first and last. All the fabulously paid stars
in the world and. the greatest of directors
can't make a poor story or an uninteresting
subject a success. The public wants amuseThe Love Theme in Paramount 's " The Seven
ment. Iwould rather have a fifty dollar
Swans," with Marguerite
Clark, Is Said to Be
Very Appealing
a week artist in a good play than a ten

Motion
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H.

Offers

28

Comedies

Twenty-eight Sennett Produced Comedies Featuring, Chaplin, Normand, Arbuckle, Normand
and Others Offered on
Independent Market

PRODUCTIONS COMPANY
WH.
• announces that it will release on
the independent market twenty-eight Sennett produced comedies. Among the comedians who will be seen in these Keystone
Comedies arc : Charlie Chaplin, Mack
Sennett, Sydney Chaplin, Fatty Arbuckle,
Mabel Normand, Mack Swain, Chester
Conklin, Ford Sterling and Charles Murray.
Commenting upon these comedy releases,
an official of the W. H. Productions
said :
" We are launching this campaign at
this time for the purpose of helping the
exchange man that has been up against
it and the exhibitor who has been forced
to pay exorbitant rental prices for his
program. It will be noted that we are
the first distributor to come out boldly
and state the price we intend charging
for these subjects to the exchange — $80
per reel. This price assures to the exchange man the greatest galaxy of comedies and stars on the screen today at a
price that will bring to them bigger profits
than they have ever made before and it
will also assure a reasonable rental price
for the exhibitor. In addition to this, we
pay the war tax on these subjects, so that
every exhibitor booking them can re fuseto pay any tax if the exchange demands
same. We are getting up exceptional one
and three sheets and careful attention is
being given to the titling on each of these
productions.
" There has been recently a great deal
of talk of amalgamation, procrastination,
and a lot of other things, on paper, supposedly to help the independent exchange

Picture

News

Shipman

Pleased with Success of Organization
Ernest Shipman reports that his organization is growing rapidly, and that he is
pleased with the progress he has made
within the two months that he has been
organized. He says that through his
agency nine productions for the independent market have been contracted for and
will be produced during the coming year.
" Some of the most prominent producers
in the industry," said Mr. Shipman, in
speaking of his plans, " have these productions in hand. Contracts have been executed for the exploitation of Shorty Hamilton five-reel comedies, and during the
coming year one of these comedies will be
released on the open market every month.
I have, also, a line of patriotic comedies in
one and two reels, the titles to be announced later. The Art Studios and Laboratories, situated at 316 East 38th street,
have been working night shifts in order to
care for new business, which includes some
of the European war negatives of D. W.
Griffith. Some prominent stars of the
screen have been enrolled under my management, and a special service department
has' been opened to attend to their needs.
Among others, King Baggott has been
placed with the Whartons, Inc., to star in
the Flynn serial, " The Eagle's Eye."
Bert

William S. Hart, the
Two-Gun Man in " The
Company
Bargain," Distributed
by W. H. Productions
man and the exhibitor, but the only way
that they can be helped is through their
pocketbooks, viz., by giving them the best
pictures possible at a price to assure profits
and increased business, and every exchange man and exhibitor will agree that
W. H. Productions Company is certainly
endeavoring to do ' their bit ' towards
helping to solve the problem they are conwith to-day." Further announcementstending
are expected.

Raver
Announces
Year's
Work
so popular a few years ago and now in
Harry Raver to Release Twenty-five
Feature Productions During the
vogue, accomplishes its purpose by the reckless destruction of buildings and other
Coining Year — " Foolshead "
expensive equipment. The modern " FoolsType of Comedy Added
head," however, is improved by real stories
and timely situations. The new comedy
TWENTY-FIVE productions are schedseries will range from one to five reels
uled for release by Harry Raver dureach.
ing the coming year, it is announced.
■ Mr. Raver announces also the acquisition
Among the list are " Enigma," a crook
of a new star of the vampire type. Her
play, which will introduce Edmund Breese
name will be announced later. The new
in a similar role to those which made him
famous as a delineator of crook characters.
star is an Italian girl. She will appear in
Alma Hanlon plays the leading female part
" The Soul of a Vampire," from the book
by Carlotta Murillo, and three other proin " Enigma." An original drama of timely
ductions during the first six months of
appeal by Augustus Thomas is now undci
1918.
way and will be ready in February or
March. An all-star cast will be used for
"Motherland," a patriotic drama, from
the Thomas production.
the pen of Francis Alii son West, will also
Seven comedies will be issued by Mr.
reach the screen through Mr. Raver's proRaver, in which the international characduction forces. " The Fires' of Inspiration "
and " Father and Son " are included in the
ter, "Foolshead,"
will
appear.
These
productions will be made on an elaborate
list of Raver productions announced for the
coming year.
scale. The " Foolshead " type of comedy,

Ennis

Handles Tobacco Publicity
It was announced last week by the Our
Boys In France Tobacco Fund that Bert
Ennis, the publicity man, has agreed to
take care of the newspaper publicity for
the fund.
This is in addition to his work of handling Petrova publicity.

Catherine Calvert, in Frank A. Keeney Pictures

December

Gladys Brockwell, the William Fox Star, in an
Original Pose
Ravier
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Finishes Assembling

of " Grain of Dust "
Crest Pictures Corporation announces
that Harry Ravier has finished cutting and
assembling " The Grain of Dust," written
by David Graham Phillips, adapted by Bess
Merideth and produced under the direction
of Harry Ravier. Lillian Walker is in the
featured role. The Ogden Pictures Corporation made the production. Carl Carlton, president of Crest Pictures Corporation, bought recently the negative and positive prints of the first Lillian Walker production, The Lust of the Ages," and the
world
rights towho" The
of Dust."
Sommerville,
was Grain
scenario
writer Roy
and
sub-titler under David Griffith when he was
with Triangle, wrote the sub-titles for
" The Grain of Dust." The feature will be
ready for release within the next week.

Jewel Carmen Becomes a Fox Star in " The
Kingdom of Love,"Direction
Under Frank Lloyd's

Pyramid
Comedies
Are
Ready
Out," "Beach Birds," " Love and Lunch,"
Four
Comedies
Completed — Ray
and " Beauties and Bombs." It is announced
Hughes
Featured — Twenty-four
that the foreign rights to these comedies
for England, Ireland, Wales, Scotland,
to Be Produced During Year
France, Italy and the Scandinavian coun— Foreign Rights Sold
tries have been sold. These Pyramid Comedies will be the first to reach the Italian
, INC.. announce
COMEDIES
PYRAMI
that Dwithin
the next few weeks it will market since the beginning of the war, it
is stated.
begin a nation-wide campaign in the distribution of the recently completed comedy
A year's
outputfor
of twenty-four
comedies
has
been sold
the above countries.
features, starring Ray Hughes, the eccentric
comedian who, before entering pictures, Preparations are now under way for the exwas a featured attraction on the vaudeville
ploitation of the comedy features on the
stage. Arthur Werner and Charles Abrams
American market. The comedies are offered on the independent market.
saw Hughes while appearing on the stage
Director Seiter obtained permission to
in Boston and engaged him to star in Pyramake one of the forthcoming Pyramid
mid Comedies. Four comedies have been
Comedies at Yaphank, the sight of Camp
completed under the direction of William
Upton. The comedy will be titled
A. Setter, a former Keystone director. .
Twenty-four comedy productions will be " Drafted." The production will be commenced this week. It will be the fifth recompleted within the year. Four are now
lease of the Pyramid Company.
ready for the market. They are, " In and
Eastern Market
Depressed,
David P. Howells. Howell Films, Candler Building, New York, distributor of
features in the foreign market, has refromvisiting
a six Japan,
months'China,
trip >
through turned,
the recently,
Orient,
Malay States, Philippine Islands and India. He closed contracts for Selznick productions, Metro, Cub Comedies, King-Bee
Billy West Comedies and Christie Comedies, in these countries. Mr. Howells
made a preliminary tour of the Orient,
last January, to study conditions. He said :
" I found the markets of the East more
depressed than they were on my first trip.
Owing to the reverses suffered in Russia
and the war, business men generally are
little inclined to carry on their trade as
usual. Picture people are not quite sure
what is going to happen and in the meantime refuse to take more than they can
easily handle. The picture business in all
these countries is growing, but like all
growth in the Orient it is slow when compared to the mad rush of Occid?ntal countries. The picture game there is a matter
of pioneering, such as was done here ten
or fifteen years ago. There are undoubtedly great possibilities, especially in the
line of educational work. If missionary
societies operating in the Orient would
turn their attention to educating the natives by means of pictures the}' would accomplish ten times the amount of good in
halt the time. There is some talk of erecting cheap houses of bamboo or native
grasses in the various countries in which
to show all sorts of educational pictures
of an interesting nature; mixed in with
enough "cationalthrillers
" to sugar-coat the edupill.
" Motion pictures recently figured in a
sensational case of opium smuggling in
the East. A gang of smugglers posed as
moving picture actors and operators, and
with their film cases filled with opium and
their cameras packed they carried the drug
from port to port. In the meantime with
the money they gained from the sales they
traveled in great style. It was their extravagant living which .brought them under
suspicion and the Secret Service made an

Says

Howells

Mr. and Mrs. Howells and Party in Tokyo,
unexpected search Japan
of their baggage and
found the opium in their possession. Since
this case more pains have been taken in
searching baggage, the customs officials at
Manila using powerful X-Rays to bring
hidden
goods towill
light."
Mr. Howells
remain in this country
for several months after which he will
visit European countries and South America in the interest of the foreign trade.

National

Board

Praises

"Those Who
Pay"
The National Board of Review passed
upon the Thomas H. Ince production,
" Those Who Pay," featuring Bessie Barriscale, recently purchased and shown
for review by the U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation, of which Frank Hall is
president, in the following language :
"An unusual story of domestic trouble
with the maximum of emphasis on character portrayal and none on the sensual.
The play is a valuable contribution to the
intimate drama of married life, valuable
because restrained and convincing."
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WITH President Harry Aitken, and
Vice-President and General Manager H. O. Davis, both at the Triangle
studios on the coast, giving their personal
attention to matters pertaining to production, it is a certainty production will be
materially bettered. Mr. Aitken came to
the coast more than two weeks ago, a few
days following the arrival of Mr. Davis.
For three months the Triangle Keystone
organization has been moving from the
Hollywood studio to the Culver City plant,
but the actual moving did not occur until
between December 8 and December 10. On
the latter day the several comedy producing
units began work at the Culver City plant.
Texas Guinan Stars
" The Gun Woman," which will be the
first Triangle subject to offer Texas Guinan
as star, has been completed, and is now in
the hands of the film cutters. The closing
scenes needed required a great number of
extra people including all the cowboys from
the Hartville Ranch. The scenes were
made on interior settings erected on the
stages at Culver City, and represented interiors of early day community centers
which included under one roof, saloon,
dance hall, gambling place and hotel.
Another picture completed is that starring
Roy Stewart, directed by Cliff Smith. It is
titled " The Law's Outlaw," and has Fritzi
Ridgeway in the principal feminine role.
The Randall Parish story " Keith of the
Border," is to be the next Stewart picture,
and this is already in the making. Following this, it is announced Charles Alden
Seltzer's novel " Boss of the Lazy Y " will
be filmed. Alvin J. Neitz is preparing the
continuity for this film play. Stewart will
play the role of an unshaven Western roughneck in the first four reels, and later step
fourth as a regular Westerner.
William V. Mong is to play the featured
name role in the film version of the Meredith Nicholson crook comedy drama " The
Hopper." His part will be that of a reformed safe blower, who is made the victim
of a kidnapping plot. Irene Hunt and
Peaches Jackson, a four-year-old child,
have important parts, and others in the cast
are George Hernandez, Louis Durham and
others.
A story centering about a fashionable
modiste shop, " Limousine Life," has been
completed by Director Jack Dillon, and the
company has taken up the filming of
" Heiress for a Day." Olive Thomas is the
star of both subjects.
New Subjects Completed
Paralta and Selexart producing units
practically all completed their subjects during the past week or ten days. Elliot Howe,
who has directed " Aristocracy," which has
a cast including Howard Hickman, Mary
Mersch, George Fisher, Nona Thomas, Fannie Midgley and Ida Lewis, has completed

Motion

that film and will next direct " With Hoops
of Steel," a Western subject which will have
an from
altogether
different scenario
cast. " Aristocracy
is
an original
by J. Grubb"
Alexander and Fred Myton. The theme of
the story is based on heredity.
Rex Ingram, who has just filmed " Hum
Drum Brown," adapted from the M. H. and
H. G. Daniel novel of the same name by
Julian Lamothe, is now at work with the
scenario department on a new story which
will have a new Paralta star.
Completion of the Alaskan subject starring Clara Williams, "Carmen of the Klondike," filmed by Reginald Barker, has also
been finished, and executives of the studio
are very enthusiastic in their praise of the
photoplay. This is an original scenario by
Monte M. Katterjohn, author of " The
Flame of the Yukon " and other successes,
and those who have seen the film claim it
is better than his previously released
Alaskan subject.
Raymond B. West by the end of the coming week will have the underworld story
" Blindfolded " by E. Richard Schayer completed. Already a new scenario is in
preparation for Mr. West, and production
w ill be started at once.
Wallace Worsley spent the past week in
making a number of retake scenes for " On
the Level," the underworld story which
features Rhea Mitchell supported by Edward Coxen. Scenario for this was written
by Eugene Lewis and E. Richard Schayer.
Lovely Cast Chosen
The entire cast for the support of Louise
Lovely, who is being starred in " The Quest
of Joan," has been selected for this Bluebird photoplay. Philo McCollough, late of
Metro, will play opposite. The direction is
in charge of Edgar Jones, formerly identified with the Balboa where he made the
serial " Who Is Number One." This story
is an adaptation from one of the same title
by James Oliver Curwood, the screen
version having been prepared by Doris
Schroeder.
" Breeze Bolton Blows In " is the title
given the* production featuring Franklyn
Farnum now being made by Joseph de
Grasse. Juanita Hansen has been engaged
to play the leading part opposite the star,
and the scenario was written by Charles
Kenyon from the ' comedy by Joseph F.
Poland.
Claire DuBrey will appear as leading
woman in the subject now being made by
Director Elmer Clifton titled " More Power
to Him " in which Herbert Rawlinson is
featured in the title role. This is from an
original scenario by Waldemar Young and
the supporting cast besides Miss DuBrey includes Neal Hart and Sam de Grasse.
" The Green Seal," which has recently
been filmed by Stuart Paton of U City, will
introduce a new leading man for the Bluebird or Butterfly Pictures in the person of
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Ashton Dearholt, who has been with the
American for the past two years. He plays
opposite Carmel Meyers in this subject.
Ella Hall and Emory Johnson are now
working in " Dona Perfecta," being directed
by Elsie Jane Wilson from a scenario
adapted by Elliot J. Clawson from the story
by C. Perz Galdos. In the supporting cast
are Maxfield Stanley and Harry Holden.
RusselFs Future Undecided
Whether or not William Russell continues with the American following the fulfillment of his present contract, which provides for the making of one more five-reel
subject, is a matter of speculation. President S. S. Hutchinson recently made a
special trip to the coast to confer with Mr.
Russell, but it is now understood that no
contract was renewed. One of the features
of the coming Russell production, " Detective Dan Cupid," under the direction of
Edward Slowman, will be an auto race in
which the cars which won the Liberty sweep
stakes at Ascot Speedway, Thanksgiving
Day, will be used.
" High Heels " is the title selected for
the next Margarita Fischer subject now being filmed, and Manager J. R. Crone of
the American studio, has selected Jack
Mower to play the opposite lead with David
Howard, Golda Madden and Perry Banks
playing tha important parts. This will be
the third of the Fischer series, all of which
have been produced under the direction of
Lloyd Ingraham. Scenario for this subject
was written by James E. Hungerford.
The Mary Minter Company was given a
vacation this week when they should have
been delay
workingwason caused
scenes byfora "pimple
Mile. Tiptoe."
The
putting
in an appearance on Mary's pretty face.
Make-up caused a slight infection, and the
star was rushed to a beauty specialist in
Los Angeles. Spottiswoode Aitken is playing the principal character role in this production.
Smith Directs O. Henry
The O. Henry Story, " The Moment of
Victory,"
incident
the SpanishAmerican having
war foran its
plot, of
is being
filmed
by Director Dave Smith. Chet Ryan and
Walter Rogers are the principals of the
Vitagraph cast, and the larger scenes will
be made in the vicinity of Playa Del Rey,
California, where a number of chartered
ships will be used in sea and land fighting.
More than 200 Mexicans will be used as
Spanish warriors.
Larry Seaman, who was at the coast last
winter producing Big V Comedies, has returned to Hollywood, and is now at work
on his first subject titled " Gus and Greasers " Gordon Lewis and Peter Armonda are
his principals.
The other Big V Comedy organization,
headed by Rock and Montgomery, and
directed by Kitty Howe, are filming
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" Jumbel and Jealousy." Lucille Hutton
has been engaged as leading woman for this
company. One of the features of this film
will be a jump of sixteen feet from the roof
of one building to another and through a
breakaway wall.
Actor-Director William Duncan and
Carol Halloway, together with the company
have been working in the vicinity of Newhall where a big tunnel has been built. The
company is now making the second Vitagraph serial, " Vengeance and the Woman,"
and have completed eight episodes, they
now being engaged on the ninth.
Melford Reaches Home
Director George Melford, Sessue Hayakawa and Company have arrived home
from Honolulu after spending three weeks
at the Hawaiian Islands. A great many of
the scenes necessary for this photoplay
were taken on the island of Hilo, located
quite a distance from Honolulu, and required a thirty-six hour boat ride. Interiors for the early day Hawaiian picture
are now being filmed at the studio.
J. Stuart Blackton and producing organization are expected shortly at the Lasky
Studio, and buildings are now being erected
which will serve as headquarters for the
Paramount producer.
Norman Kerry and Eugene Pallette have
been engaged for the principal supporting
players for the next Mary Pickford Artcraf t
subject, as yet unnamed, which is being
filmed by Marshall Neilan. The company
spent a portion of this week at San Francisco.
Alfredo Hoffman, in charge of the wardrobe department of the Lasky Studio, is
spending a few weeks in New York making
a survey of fashions to insure that Lasky
productions are up to the minute in style.
Franklin Directs Carmen
Jewel Carmen, who has played in one
starring vehicle for Fox under the direction
of Frank Lloyd, was transferred last week
to the direction of C. M. Franklin, who up
to this time has been serving as director of
the Fox kiddie pictures. The new photoplay for Miss Carmen will have a locale of
the far north, many scenes being taken in
the Truckee country in the deep snow of
the last few weeks. L. C. Shumway has
been engaged to play the lead opposite Miss
Carmen.
A new story is being written for Gladys
Brockwell by Charles Kenyon, which is to
be directed by Bertram Bracken. Filming
will be commenced during the coming week.
The Fox Company producing " Cupid's
Round-Up " is still at work on that production, and plans are now being made for
Frank Lloyd to produce a William Farnum
subject. Farnum is expected on the coast
within a short time.
Two companies are now at work on the
Sunshine Comedies lot under the direction
of Henry Lehrman. One is headed by Billy
Ritchie, Hugh Fay and Lloyd Hamilton,
and the second by Ford Sterling. Sterling,
it is said, will appear in an altogether new
make-up.
Morris Skates Along
Keystone Director Reggie Morris is still
at work on the skating rink story featuring
Harry Gribbon, using a large portion of the
mammoth comedy stage built at the Culver

City plant for interiors of the rink.
The Herman Raymaker unit is filming
" A Sea Serpent's Desire." This company
is working at Los Angeles harbor, and
most of the players continue the wearing of
life preservers. Billy Franey, Maude
Wayne, Milton Sims, Lloyd Bacon and
others are daily cavorting in the chilly Pacific waters.
The artist's story filmed by Director
Harry Edwards has been titled " Ruined
by a Dumb Waiter," and the remaining few
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scenes will be completed within a day or
two. The principals are Alatia Marton and
Rose Carter, who appear as models ; Milburn Moranti, George French, Martin Kinney, Dorothy Hagar and others.
" Courts and Cabarets " is said to be an
entirely different Keystone comedy, inasmuch as the pies used in the restaurant
scenes are actually eaten and not thrown.
Peggy Pearce, Max Asher, Mai St. Clair
and Myrtle Reeves play the leads in this
comedy, which is nearing completion.
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AN ANNIVERSARY
Paddy Maguire has a suit for
every day in the week, and he
wore
it in the last picture. Bag.
One year ago HOOKUM
was born, and has survived Al Santell claimes he has
a very strenuous existence created some
an oil new
can ifslang—
you he'll
pull
made dangerous by the man acallboneyouhead.
over there in the managing Scene : Local Studio. Dull
editor's chair, who wields the Day. Actors waiting for the sun
shine.
big shears and the blue pencil. to Actor
Director talking to his
Sometimes HOOKUM'S ad- cameraman.
miring readers have missed it, how's
A. D.the: light?
" Oh Jenks, old chap,
but such occasions were the
result of HOOKUM being A.
JenksD. : " Well,
Rotten."let's shoot some
second or third best in the long shotsHalfof hour
these —later.
er — people."
match for space. But that is A. D. : " Oh Jenks, old boy,
how's the light now? "
ancient history —
What we started to say Jenks : " Excellent — Fine —
A. D. : " Good, good. Shoot
was, our indulging family of Lovely.
subscribers has been promised half a dozen close-ups of me."
something more than worth Great."
LATE NEWS FROM THE
while, and here it is :
SOUTHERN FRONT
Gentle Readers we take Julian Lamothe is now reading "What Alcibiades Said
J. M. C.
pleasure in presenting "Close- About Socrates."
Adam Shirk is to be a member
Ta-da-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-aof the west coast colony.
J. Stuart Blackton has heeded
(Spotlight)
theThe" Westward
Ho !is" shortly
call. to
silent drama
have
"
The
Whispering
Chorus."is
Chauncey Lloyd Ingraham
CLOSE-UPS
the full name of the American
Ups"BY CON TRIB
director.
Hayden Talbot has been
chargedporterwith
beingnota guilty.
court reand pleads
(This department is conducted
by its readers. The Editor hopes Nancy
The Fox
Kiddy's
Caswell
— Fox name
easternis
it will become the mirror reflect- publicity
please note.
ing the wit of the brains of the Walter department
Wright slipped in from
fifth estate. Brevity is the soul the subdued
way to make
of witwords
— no item
having more
than comedies for white
Mack Sennett.
75
considered.
Address
Baby
Marie
Osborne
has laid
contribs. to HOOKUM, 429 S.
aside
her
dolls
—
there's
new
Fig., L. A.)
baby girl at the Osborne ahome.
Carl Von Schiller has passed
I am HOOKUM'S birthday off the screen for the future. The
same fellow will be known as
present.
Jerome Sheler in future flickers.
Albert Glassmire, accredited Bill Russell has pulled every
with inventing the invisible house kind of a dare-devil stunt; his
number, has a toupee of the same latest was to drive in an automaterial. The Author.
mobile race at the Libertv
sweepstakes.
Dora
Rogers,
is playing
Just at a time when all pro- in a roller skatingwho
story, thought
fes ionals are becoming blue bebe prepared, and so has been
cause all audiences are like those to
shin guards and knee
of old where most of the patrons wearing
sat on their hands, there being way.
pads, but she hasn't fallen that
no applause because the women
springs the old
are busy knitting, Tom Geraghty, K. McGafFey
story of bagging the
the Hoosier humorist, comes for- hunting
limit
and
then
having
birds
ward with the suggestion that stolen. Wally Reid the
was the
some ingenuous manager should victim
of
this
bit
of
press
invent clappers the women could
wear on their knees. These agentry.
Desmond is so proud of
clappers
to be used for applauding hisBillIrish
while knitting.
ancestry that he has
a harp and shamrock as part of
the
monogram
on his automobile.
Speaking of knitting, Marie
takes on the appearance of
Pavis does it with the speed of This
B.
V.
D.
a veteran, completing a sweater
in four days and a half. (She Its Sergeant Bob Kane of the
does thisOliver).
between beats on her kitchen police, if you please.
faithful
Address : Camp Lewis, American
Lake, Wash. Bob swears they
Film colony pastime : Trying tivity.
have the largest beans in capto hear AI Cohn or Ray Griffith
Little Elizabeth Janes, upon
speak out loud. F. G.
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seeing her mother use chairs to
wind a skein of yarn, made the
remark that the whole family,
including
their
bit. the chairs, were doing
Monty Katterjohn has created
a movable scenario office. It
consists mobile
of awheels
bungalow on autowhich can be
moved tospiration ithe
spot where insabundant.
Herby.
Rawlinson's
with
Universal
expires contract
January
1, and he is now making his
last picture,
entitled " More
Power
to as
Him,"
translated
you which
like. may be
Bill Mong bought a goose for
lhanksgiving, and when it became so well
it would
follow him all trained
about his
Mong decided corned beef home
and
hash
was
1 nanksgiv
Day. enough for
ing good
Our colony has another war
bride
walked— toMyrtle
the altarGonzalez
with — who
Allen Watt of the U. Captain
S Reserves. Watt is statione
d
American Lake,
Wash., and wasat
formerly
with
the
Universal
.
Melbourne MacDowell had
some difficulty with a producing
company concerning his wages,
and so he refused to enact his
last scenes until the salary
in his palm — the scene was was
one
MacDowell died.
which Bradford
m Gard.
, who has been
a dramatic department writer
and press agent
for fifteen years,
got his name in print
the
day for the first time, and other
had
now. too — he's a
his picture
writertook,
scenario
Alibis from those who were
not at the M. P. D. A. ball
lhanksgiving (Heard near Fifth
and Spring Streets) B. Ziedman :
Just found
out I have outgrown my evening
clothes
my London tailor could not and
get
me a new suit here in time."
Walter
MacNamara
:
"
The
laundry never gets my full dress
tieG.homeG. onHarleman
time."
The dress
fellows who bought : " full
shoes, before thetheirincrease
in
lards.
price saved about fourteen dolBertfeur always
Lonnen
One'sjustchauftakes: "sick
at a
time
one
wants
him
worst."
Charley Fuir : " Hal
Cooley
stole
my girl."
When
the Mabel Normand
Studio was arrangedreconstructed
and reto suit the needs
of
William S. Hart
and company,
General Manager E. H. Allen
found one spot that would not
change — the music room especially prepared to meet the desires of Mabel Norman, the
former star of this producing
plant. In photoplay circles Mr.
Allen is thought of as a stern
business man who thinks only
in business terms, and it was
some surprise this week when it
became known that each morning
he spends
considerable
the
music room,
where hetime
ticklesin
the ivories of the baby grand
piano. When Mr. Hart is readv
for
reports
Allen",
and work
it is hethen
that totheMr.business
manager gives the star inspiration for the day's work by playing " Traviata."
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" The Cinderella Man

"

(Goldwyn — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
IF the name of Goldwyn had not been popularized long before
this " The Cinderella Man," Mae Marsh's latest picture, adapted
from Edward Childs Carpenter's charming sentimental comedy,
would turn the trick with ease, for it is the most delightful comedy
drama the writer has had the good fortune to see in many a long
month. In point of drama it is simplicity itself, but the romance
of Marjorie Caner and her Cinderella Man is so prettily set forth
and benefits so largely by the performance of Miss Marsh that
each scene is a single joy in itself — the whole a bubbling container
of comedy, sentiment and heart interest.
Miss Marsh's quaintly appealing delineation of the star part is
certainly the best thing she has yet done for Goldwyn. She brings
to the role that almost eloquent personality which with her inborn
ability turns the most commonplace of things into colorful incidents that charm. George Fawcett, as the thick skinned old Caner
whose attention is at first divided only between his stomach and
his business, contributes one of the most effective comedy characters the screen has ever seen. Tom Moore in the title part and
Alec B. Francis as Romney Evans, the legal adviser of the Caners,
give superlative accounts of themselves, while the support is from
first to last of an unusually high order.
George Loane Tucker, who made the adaptation from Mr. Carpenter's play and who directed the action, has caught the spirit of
the original work and brought out its high lights on the film with
fine effect. That Mr. Tucker would make a good picture given
sure-fire material was a foregone conclusion. That he should make
an excellent picture from a play, so much of the charm of which
rested in the spoken lines, is still a greater manifestation of his
directorial abilities. In "The Cinderella Man" he has contributed
to the screen a piece of work full worthy to rank with his " Manxman," yet so entirely different that it is difficult to believe he was
actively connected with each.
Hugo Bailin, as art director, has given the picture a setting of
the greatest realism. Particularly does that shot of the snow covered roofs over which Marjorie makes visits to the Cinderella
Man in his dingy little attic, impress one with its realism. And
George Hill has contributed to the perfection of the technical detail with a fine brand of photography.
" The Cinderella Man " cannot be too well spoken of. Story,
star and support, production and direction are of the best obtainable and the result is naturally the perfect total of the parts.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Marjorie (Mae Marsh), daughter of Morris Caner (George Fawcett),
wealthy broker, is sought after by a fortune hunter (Boyce Coombe) and
Caner is inclined to encourage the match because he believes Marjorie a
bother. Marjorie is indifferent toward her suitor until she chances to learn
of Anthony Quintard (Tom Moore), a poor poet of good family who exists
in an attic just a few doors away from the Caner home. Romney Evans
(Alec B. Francis), Caner's friend, who is a great deal more human, suggests
that
Christmasof acomfortable
merry one.living
Crossing
roofs they
they make
install Anthony's
various necessities
in his the
attic snowy
while
he is away. Later a friendship springs up between Anthony and Marjorie,
who
poses Caner
as " companion
Caner.
this soon has
turnsto
to love.
finally takes" toan Miss
interest
and And
when ofatcourse
last Marjorie
decide between the fortune hunter and the poet he makes short work of the
former by telling him his fortune has flown. But then Anthony learns that
Marjorie is rich, is even inclined to feel bad about it until she promises that
after their
story
ends. marriage she will have none of her father's wealth, and so the
Louis R. Grisel, George Farren, Elizabeth Ariaans, Mrs. J. Cogan, Dean
Raymond and Harry Scarborough complete the cast.

44 Uneasy Money "
(Essanay-Perfection Pictures — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
AS each Taylor Holmes picture comes along a delighted audience is very much inclined to term it his best, despite the
obvious danger of having to create a super-superlative for his
next appearance. Certainly " Uneasy Money," an adaptation of

a story by P. G. Wodehouse seems to eclipse in its brilliant comedy, its romantic qualities everyone of his former contributions
to the light library of the screen. Mr. Holmes's ingratiating personality, the ease with which he adapts himself to the role of
Lord Dawlish, result in the creation of a thoroughly enjoyable
character. His eccentric mannerisms are unusually comical and yet
at the same time he has never interpreted the role as a fop, a
merit of omission for which he should be heartily congratulated.
Mr. Holmes and Mr. Wodehouse, the author, alternate in
smoothly extracting the laughs from the observer. His experiences on Elizabeth's chicken farm are wholesomely funny and
here the romantic thread is introduced as subtly as could be desired. The other line of action concerning Lord and Lady
Wetherby, parts realistically played by Fred Tiden and Virginia
Bowker offers a large share of humor. Lord Wetherby's continual encounters with his wife's pet monkey are uproarious. Indeed Mr. Wodehouse has filled his story with comical incident
which besides serving its obvious purpose creates an undercurrent
of
reels.suspense that leaves not a dull moment in all the picture's six
Too much praise cannot be given Virginia Valli for her distinctly human characterization of the business-like Elizabeth.
While interpreting the character in its true colors she never by
any act loses sympathy. The entire cast plays with a sincerity
and appreciation that is seldomed equaled on either stage or
screen. Raymond E. Dakin made an excellent adaptation from
Mr. Wodehouse's story and it has been presented in that unassuming though distinctly realistic manner common in all the
Taylor Holmes successes.
If a picture theatre were our possession we would move heaven
and earth to have the privilege of showing " Uneasy Money."
They say that a serious subject is much more welcome but this
picture ought to explode that theory.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Because Lord Dawlish (Taylor Holmes) instructed Ira Nutcombe
(Charles Gardner), American millionaire, in the rudiments of golf he
receives his immense fortune at his death. Learning that there is an
American cousin, Elizabeth (Virginia Valli), who has been cut off without
a share of the money, Dawlish journeys across the sea to offer her half
of
his legacy.
Through
a series
of coincidences,
he believes
lands athimElizabeth's
chicken
farm under
an asumed
name,
and though she
a goodfor-nothing
friendconsiderate
of her brother's
soon grows
to admire
and love
him
because of his
attitude.sheWhen,
however,
her brother
(Arthur
Bates), believing she will marry him and so gain the fortune, reveals his
identity she orders their visitor from the house. He leaves a deed behind
him transferring the fortune to her. On reading this she dashes out after
Dawlish, overtakes him and promises to accept the money on condition
that he will marry her, a condition which Dawlish takes great delight in
agreeing
Rodney to.La Rocque, Lillian Drew and James F. Fulton complete the
cast.
it
The

Learnin' of Jim Benton "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
"T-HE LEARNIX' OF JIM BENTOX " was written by Al.
A Xeitz and produced by Triangle under the direction of
Cliff Smith, with Roy Stewart in the featured role. Fritzi
Ridgeway plays opposite in the leading feminine role. The story
presents the typical western melodramatic type. Roy Stewart
is given a sympathetic part and enacts same with his usual
appreciation for the characteristic traits of the Western cowboy.
Following the idea as presented in some earlier Western
features, the author has based much of the action that takes
place, in scenes showing the arrival of the Eastern school teacher
into the wilds of the West and her engagement by the cowboys
to teach them the rudiments of the English language.
There is plenty of action in the latter reels, and those who like
the melodramatic will be more than pleased with the climax
which shows the hero standing on the scaffold, prepared to meet
his death by hanging, and the timely arrival of the heroine with
the Governor's pardon.
There is not much to distinguish this Triangle production from
other Western pictures. Little originality is noted in the manner
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in which the author has woven his plot or the material he has
employed to supply the action. The above criticism is not adverse
to the real merits of the picture as one of the Western type. The
story runs smoothly, it has been reproduced on the screen with
good, snappy action, and Director Smith has seen to it that the
proper atmosphere is obtained.
Roy Stewart is an ideal character for Western parts and his
strong, convincing acting does much to place the stamp of newness
on this production. Fritzi Ridgeway handles the leading feminine
part with grace and appreciation for its dramatic possibilities.
The camera work is that of standard perfection. The exteriors
present true Western scenery. Walter Perry, Ed. Brady, William
Billingford, Thorton Edwards, John P. Wild, and Harry Rattenbury present supporting roles convincingly.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jim Benton (Roy Stewart), an illiterate ranchman, meets Evelyn Hastings
(Fritzi Ridgeway), and persuades her to establish a school for the cowboys on his ranch. She does so, and Jim proves to be the star pupil.
Shortly after the arrival of Evelyn trouble comes from the sheep ranchers,
who threaten and do shut off the water which supplies Jim's cattle. Jim
calls out his cowboys, and together they go to the water-dam and give battle. Jim is accused of killing one of the sheepmen, and is tried for murder.
At the trial self-defense is offered, but to no effect. Evelyn, believing in
Jim's toinnocence,
Governor
the State,
has come
the minute
county
seat
investigateseesthe thetrouble,
and ofpleads
for a who
pardon.
At theto last
when
.about to be hanged, Evelyn comes with the Governor's pardon,
and JimJimis issaved.
44 The Marriage Speculation "
{Vitagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
""THE MARRIAGE SPECULATION," written by Cyrus
A Townsend Brady and produced by Vitagraph, under the
direction of Ashley Miller, stands out in the minds of an audience because it tells an unusual story with plenty of plot material to place it convincingly in the mind. There has been a bit
too much material added to the plot. The author could have
brought out the main idea without resorting to as much counterplotting as he has.
It is an unusual story and this fact alone entitles it to a word
of praise. Charles Kent comes back to the screen in this production after a long absence. Mr. Kent gives a fine performance and is an excellent type for the role he interprets. Mildred
Manning has the principal feminine role and presents her part
convincingly. Wallace MacDonald in the juvenile role gives one
of his best performances.
The opening scenes of this Vitagraph production show incidents of every-day life in the small town that will prove of
interest to any audience. The human side of life is brought out
in a most human manner and presents characters in a homely,
true-to-life way. Considering the wealth of material and the
number of counterplots which the scenarioist had to deal with,
the continuity has been done well. The author has injected a bit
of the melodramatic when this phase of the drama was not necessary.
The idea Cliday conceives of speculating in marriage, is original and it is brought by the author and presented by Director
Miller and a good cast, in a manner that leaves no room for
suggestiveness to enter the minds of an audience. Considered
as screen entertainment through the medium of a novel idea in
plot construction, " The Marriage Speculation " should be given
a good reception at any theatre. It is not the best feature Vitagraph has done but it is a little better than the average.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Cliday (Charles Kent) is an old employee in a factory. He has saved a
few thousand dollars and wishes to invest it. He hits upon the idea of
speculating in marriages. He has made the acquaintance of Clara Wilton
(Mildred Manning), the pretty clerk in the town s only candy store. Clara
is in love with Billie Perkins (Wallace MacDonald), the clerk in the country
grocery store. Billie is not overambitious and neglects his work. Clara
pleads with him to work hard and make money so that they can be married. But he is unconcerned and lazy and is fired by his employer.
Cliday resigns his position which he has held for twenty years, and
suggests to Clara that she place herself under his care. He will send her to
a fashionable boarding school and buy her pretty clothes, but she must
consent to marry a rich man and one who will provide for Cliday the rest
of his life. She consents and leaves for school. After graduation, she and
Cliday leave for a fashionable summer resort where she meets several men
of nobility. She does not love any of them, but she consents to marry one
to carry out her end of the bargain. As she is preparing for the ceremony,
a stranger arrives who says that he is a Count. He tells her not to marry
the one whom Cliday has selected to be her husband, explaining that he i»
an impostor. The stranger proves to be Billie in disguise. He has been
made partner in the store at home and has saved some money. ■ He is also
notified
thatmarried.
he is heir to the fortune of a wealthy English nobleman. Clara
and he are

" Shirley Kaye "
{Clara Kimball Young-Select — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
A BUSINESS conflict is the basis of " Shirley Kaye," an adapmade by
from Hulbert
play. It sets tation
forth
the Margaret
manner inTurnbull
which Shirley
Kaye byFootner's
the use
of quick wit defeated the plans of a powerful business man who
contemplated ousting her father from the presidency of the railroad. The greater part of the film is taken up with the exposition
of the manner in which Shirley Kaye proposes doing this, and the
finale finds her quite successful, as was to be expected. The love
interest is comparatively insignificant and is given small space beside the main plot.
In this
unequal division
seems that
to lieonethe ispicture's
main
shortcoming.
There ofis the
so limelight
much business
able to
work up little sympathy for the titular character, and again her
plans are so carefully and obviously set that there is slight doubt
in the spectator's mind that they will miscarry. So it becomes just
a case of a clever woman fighting to success against " big business "
that doesn't hal'f try, and as a result " Shirley Kaye " is rather a
cold proposition. .Its chief redeeming feature is the delightful
brand of comedy supplied by George Fawcett in the part of the
uncouth railroad man from the West who doesn't at all enjoy the
society that his daughter's ambitions lead him into.
Clara Kimball Young interprets the title part well enough but is
hardly able to make a figure of more than passing interest of the
business-like Miss Kaye. Joseph Kaufman has given the picture
a lavish production and the camera work of William Marshall is
commendable.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Shirley Kaye (Clara Kimball Young), daughter of Egerton Kaye (George
Buckus), a railroad president who is fast losing his grip on his business
due to the inroads made by Magen (George Fawcett) and his right hand
man,
(Corliss
Giles), learns
her father's
and takes
mattersRowson
into her
own hands.
Daisy ofMagen
(Claire predicament
Whitney) looks
with
envy on the position of social prominence held by Shirley and so the latter
" takes board
her up meeting
" and introduces
the Egerton
more select
At a
coming
Magen plansherto into
deprive
Kaye circles.
of the presidency by securing a majority of the proxies of the stockholders. But Shirley defeats him here by again " taking up " the wives of the stockholders
and
to givetriumph
her theircomes
proxies.
Shirley's
socialmaking
positiontheir
winshusbands
for her.promise
Her biggest
when SoMagen
also
capitulates
to
his
daughter's
demands
and
decides
to
withdraw
from
the
fight. This utterly disgusts Rowson, who has prided himself on his disinterested attitude toward all women and who had promised himself the
presidency of the railroad when Kaye was defeated. He leaves for his lodge
in a rage and there Shirley finds him and finally persuades him to accept
theNellie
generalLindrich,
managership
and herself. Mrs. F. O. Winthrop and Frank Otto
John —Sunderland,
are others in the cast.
44 The Volunteer

"

{World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Mi hie
ft'T'HE VOLUNTEER" combines novelty and patriotic appeal
A in large quantities. For the first practically every star of
consequence in the World Film constellation appears in support
of Little Madge Evans, who is featured. The opening scenes
are laid in the World studio and one after another Madge bids
good-bye to Carlyle Blackwell, Kitty Gordon, Ethel Clayton,
Evelyn Greeley, June Elvidge, Montagu Love, her director Harley
Knowles, and lastly none other than William A. Brady himself.
Such an array of talent appearing as incidental support certainly
sheds an unconventional light over " The Volunteer " and opens up
illimitable advertising avenues. It may be remarked in passing
that ittoo.is Mr. Brady's debut before the camera. He gets a
laugh
For the second angle, the picture's patriotic appeal, there are
several stirring recruiting speeches, including one by Madge herself. And there is a young Quaker, exceptionally well played
by Henry Hull, who puts aside his faith to join the colors. Added
to those two ingredients there is a goodly amount of human
interest furnished by Madge in the stiff surroundings of the
Quaker home of her grandparents.
Then there is yet another side to "The Volunteer" which
may not have been intentional at all, but which is rather jarring.
The product of the World Film Corporation is well advertised
a number of times throughout the picture. Madge goes to see
herself on the screen after reading an ad about herself in the
paper. And in the beginning when she says good-bye to the
stars, a line is worked in about their latest pictures. These
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gentle reminders, however, may serve to the benefit of the exhibitor who shows World pictures, providing an audience refuses
to be bothered about them.
Both Madge and Mr. Hull play naturally in the two stellar roles
and the work of the supporting cast is effective. To sum up,
" The Volunteer," with its unusual advertising possibilities, its
novelty, and its timeliness should prove a certain and quiteinvaluable asset to the exhibitor.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Her father (Victor Kennard) and mother (Muriel Ostriche) off to the
war, Madge (Madge Evans) is forced to give up her work in the World
Film Studio and go to live with her grandparents (Jack Drumier and Kate
Lester), stern old Quakes. Their son, Jonathan (Henry Hull), moved by
the spirit of the times, desires to enlist in the army, but his father, claiming
that such an act would be contrary to the tenets of their faith, forbids him.
When he becomes of age, however, he joins the forces anyway. His father
refuses theto speak
to the
him old
untilfellow.
Madge He
pleads
her son
uncle's
finally
melts
heart of
givesin his
his behalf,
blessingandwhen
he
departs for the front, and looks forward to the happier day of his return.
Charles Charles, in the part of a Civil War veteran, creates a pleasing
character.
44 The Land

of Promise

"

(Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by R. E. Pritchard
SYMPATHY with the star, especially with one of the Billie
Burke type, is essential to the success of any photoplay, unless it be one where the opposite effect is desired. Manifestly the
playwright and the director of " The Land of Promise," her latest
Paramount production, expected the audiences to be won over by
Miss Burke, but that result is far from achieved, the sympathy of
the audience, it would seem to us, being won over to the wife.
The scenario is from the stage play of the same name and the
story has been more or less closely followed.
The entire picture in unconvincing and leaves no impression on
the spectator. One regrets that such a splendid cast and such
beautiful settings and such unusual photography has been spent
on the story. Mary Alden, who has the role of the wife, does
some splendid work and it stands out as one of the best of recent
characterizations. J. W. Johnson is the husband, but this usually
good actor is handicapped by his part, and the same is true of Mr.
Meigham, whose part in the production does not become important
until almost the last reel.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Nora Marsh (Billie Burke), for ten years has been the companion of Miss
Wickham (Helen Tracy), an aged and wealthy English woman. Although
Nora is wearing her life away she endures the torture because she has been
told
that she isthe
to inherit
Considerable
in taken
in introducing
nephew theandaged
his lady's
wife. wealth.
But the old
lady dies time
suddenly
and
the
who she
has takes
been itexpecting
to "toseegivethea world,"
left nothing.to For
some girl,
reason
on herself
letter ofis introduction
her
brother to a poor relation of the dead woman and then determines herself
to go totoba.live
her brother,
who Johnson)
has become
successfula farmer
in ManiThere with
the brother
(J. W.
has aacquired
large farm,
due
partly to the hard work of his wife, a former waitress (Mary Alden), who
has even returned to her restaurant in time of financial distress to help her
husband out. The husband pays far more attention to the sister than to
the wife and the latter rebels. One of the titles tells us that the girl has
drifted from one form of slavery to another, because she has to help in the
housework and she has aroused the ire of the wife. And just then, after a
row, one of the men who has been working as a farmhand (Thomas Meigham) announces that he is leaving to work his own farm and casually drops
the
he is and
goingsewby for
one him.
of " them
agenciesto
and statement
get a wifethat
to cook
Nora there
in her" employment
desperation offers
fill the role and she is accepted with the understanding that she is to merely
do the work of the household. They are married and NoTa brings the home
from a rough shack to a charming little place. Suddenly one day at the
noon hour her husband announces that " We've been married six months
and
you after
haven'tthekissed
me yet
" andhe then
his arms.
evening
wife has
retired
breaksseizes
intoherherin room.
The And
next that
day
a farm inspector condemns the crop to be destroyed on account of weed
pests.
At 500
the pounds
same moment
Nora'sby brother
up, bringing
check for
sent Nora
the heirsshows
of Miss
Wickham.withThehimgirla
learns
that
her
husband's
crop
is
to
be
destroyed
and
although
she hushad
agreed bandtoafterreturn
with that
her brother
learnssuccessful
that she
he hashome
declared
if he hadshebeen
heloves
wouldher never
let her go.
"My Unmarried Wife"
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
CARMEL MYERS presents the feature role of " My Unmarried Wife," produced for Bluebird program under the direction of George Siegmann. It is an adaptation from Frank R.
Adams's novel, " Molly and I," by Doris Schroeder. The screen
version presents a good comedy-drama with little of the serious
vein excepting in the initial reel. In the latter reels, Miss Myers
is called upon to interpret a character role, and this she does with
sure-fire results. It is only recently that she has been seen in
featured roles. She is not as well known to the public as some
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others, but her work in the few pictures in which she has presented the featured role gives promise of early acquaintance with
all who see her performances. Miss Myers has a striking personality, can appreciate and register depths of dramatic emotion
and presents a picture that is not soon forgotten.
" My Unmarried Wife," without a recognized star to add to its
box-office value, has sufficient strength of plot, comedy situations and dramatic qualities to place it in rank with a good program feature. The title is appropriate and arouses a certain curiosity that will be satisfied. The sub-titling is the weakest feature
in the production. Director Siegmann has not lavished money on
his production, and in some of the scenes a noticeable attempt to
economize is apparent. He has succeeded in shooting some beautiful exteriors.
Kenneth Harlan, playing opposite Miss Myers, is a good type,
and gives a good account of Smith. Beatrice Van presents a pretty
picture, appreciates the lighter comedy situations, and on one or
two occasions looks serious, in a meaning fashion. Pat Calhoun,
Mark Fenton and Jack Hutchinson all justify minor roles.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Phillip Smith (Kenneth Harlan) is disowned by his father because he
cannot follow his chosen profession. His father insists upon his taking up
aLater
business
career.
Philip
up writing.
He leaves
his father's
he saves
a child
fromtakes
serious
injury, from
an explosion,
but ishouse.
himself blinded. Molly Cunningham (Carmel Myers), an assistant to a famous
specialist,
sees
the
accident
and
has
Philip
taken
to
her
employer's
office
for treatment. Dr. Allen (Mark Fenton) advises him to go to Switzerland
where, he says, is the only specialist who can restore his eyesight. Smith
is
takenhim tofrom
his room,
saves
suicide. and Molly follows. She learns where he lives and
Molly explains that she has come to ask him to marry her. She explains
that she must be married by the next day. She promises to send Smith to
Switzerland to be treated. Smith accepts and they are married. He leaves
for
Switzerland.
Smith gives
Molly a restored.
ring. MollyOn goes
to Dr. trip
Allen'she
office.
Smith returns,
his eyesight
his back
homeward
makes the acquaintance of Mrs. Sutherland (Beatrice Van), a woman of
the world. Jack Herrick (Pat Calhoun) is her friend. Mrs. Sutherland
rents an apartment within a short distance from Smith's room, and is a
frequent
visitor.
comesandto keeping
Smith's house
room disguised
an Italian
girl,
and insists
upon Molly
remaining
for him. asMrs.
Sutherland
makes love to Smith. She invites Smith for a ride in her new motor car.
There is an accident, and Smith is taken to the hospital. He sends for
Molly, but Mrs. Sutherland refuses to convey the message to Molly. Molly
leaves
a bag gives
for Smith
and toleaves.
to Dr. Allen's
office.he Mrs.
Sutherland
the bag
Smith Sheandreturns
he recognizes
the ring
had
given
his
wife.
He
goes
to
Dr.
Allen's
office,
finds
her
there,
and
they are
united.

44 Eighth Annual

Round

Up — Pendleton,

(Pathe Special — Three Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
"
THREE reels of WesternOregon
thrills are offered in this picture of
the annual round up at Pendleton, Oregon. Yearly cowpunchers and cow-girls gather at this Mecca of dangerous sport
and vie with one another for highest honors in the saddle and,
indeed, without it. Their feats of daring will keep the patron of
the picture house in one continual state of amazement. There are
stunts performed that belie all description. Particularly does the
broncho-busting contest offer one sensation after another. Then
there is the fine art of bull-dogging steers set forth in all its
dangerous detail, the weird races where the rider changes horse
and
in lessthetimeparticipants
than it takes
to tell,the
and difficult
the "stand-up"
racessaddle
in which
perform
task of
balancing on two horses.
These and kindred exhibitions of the rodeo are all set forth in
the picture. It goes without saying that they will provide thrilling
entertainment for all classes of audience. The important point to
consider in such a picture is the camera-work, which, in this case,
is as good, and perhaps even better, than could be expected. The
photographer has caught many a dangerous fall, has shot from
advantageous points for all the events, while the clarity of his
work is at all times sufficient to allow the easy following of the
action.
44 Beloved

Jim "

(Universal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
ttOELOVED JIM," produced by Universal under the direction
D of Stuart Payton, is an appropriate offering for this season of the year. Joseph Gerard wrote the story', and Director Payton did the continuity. Priscillia Dean presents the featured feminine, with Harry Carey playing opposite in the leading straight
role. Mr. Gerard presents the character role. The thought which
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Mr. Gerard has emanating from every scene of this picture, touches
a note that will find response in the heart of every man, woman
and child who sees this picturized drama. There is one fault that
will be noted by all, and that is the lack of sufficient plot material to keep the action of the story forging ahead with dramaticpurpose. This is particularly noticeable in the latter reels when
Director Payton has been obliged to run some of the scenes to too
great lengths. With the action quickened in these last reels,
" Beloved Jim " would present a picture that would be accepted
by all as sixty-odd minutes of good entertainment at the theatre.
The sub-titler appreciated the lack of action in the final reels,
and made a good attempt to supply same or explain it away by
means of explanatory titles. Titles are inserted to supplant action
which should have been made possible by the author.
Director Payton has been careful and painstaking as to detail
in production. This is noticeable in many of the interior scenes,
where every detail concerning the ideal Christmas setting, has been
carried out. The same is true of the exterior settings. Mr. Payton
has succeeded in bringing out the realism with snow effects. The
lighting has been done well. The photography is of the best.
Pricillia Dean should be seen more often in feature pictures.
Miss Dean presents a pretty picture, is graceful in her movements
before the camera, appreciates the finer shades of dramatic art
and, what is greatly in her favor, she can brave the close-up.
Harry Carey works to advantage in the straight roles, and does
credit to the title-role in this picture. Joseph Gerard is a good
character type, and presents the heavy role with fine appreciation.
J. Morris Foster is at times a bit too affective. In the scenes which
called for little emotional acting, he registers a good percentage.
Charles Hills Mailes, Frank Deshon, Sydney Deane, Ed. Brown
and Mrs. A. E. Whiting are seen in minor roles.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jim
Brockton
(Harry
" Beloved(J." Morris
Jim because
his kind heart edness. HeCarter)
favors ishisknown
nephew,as Donald
Foster),of
whom he has reared from a baby. Another faithful companion is his dog.
Donald is a wild youth. On Christmas Eve, he with his companions, have
imbibed freely and play a practical joke on an unfortunate derelict (Joseph
Gerard),
the cafe where
drinking.
" Beloved "
Jim
enterswho
and happens
takes thein unfortunate
to his they
home.are Doland
is reprimanded.
Hahn (Frank Deshon), Darcy (Sydney Deane) and McGregor (Charles Hills
Mailes)
known anasorphan.
the " Trinity."
arrange finds
to have
(PriscillaareDean),
The nextThey
Christmas
Jim Jim
and meet
Mary Mary
man
and wife. Donald visits them for the first time, and is surprised to find

Mary, Jim's wife. Jim is called to Boston on business, and Donald arranges topectedly,
haveand finds
Mary Donald
accompany
him to inthe atheatre.
Jim is detained unexHe
turns Donald
from his
home, and
the Mary
derelict has compromising
remained with situation.
Jim and acts
as his secretary. He informs Jim that his wife is not at fault, and forces
Donald to tell the truth, after which confession he and Mary are united in
happiness.
44 Runaway

Romany

"

(Ardsley Art Film-Pathe — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
LONG-HERALDED
largely advertised
has finally come to and
the exhibitor
offering "Runaway
a new star,Romany"
Marion
Davies, of musical comedy and roof-garden fame. She is pretty
to look upon, has a certain amount of appeal in her personality
and is sincere, at least, in her effort to bring to life the character
which she created with her own pen. Her abilities in the dramatic
line are not to be compared with those which have gained her
popularity on New York's Broadway, but as an author she has
conceived a plot which contains its share of incident that makes
for popular approval.
It is the story of a girl, reared among gypsies, who is in
reality the long-lost daughter of a millionaire miner. She is
adopted by her own father, unaware of her identity. There is
the by-plot of the imposter daughter and her ultimate exposure
followed by Romany's instatement into the rights that are hers.
Miss Davies, who is credited with the scenario as well as the
story, has not succeeded as well in knitting her story together as
she has in sketching the skeleton of it. Her own part turns out
to be more incidental than stellar. The line of action concerning
the imposter is but slimly attached to Romany's career while
the climax does not possess the punch usually associated with
such momentous points. Probably this latter lacking is partially
due to the fact that the essentials of " Runaway Romany " are
more
but skilful treatment has oftentimes made"
much orof less
merefamiliar,
conventionality.
George W. Lederer stands sponsor for the production furnished
" Runaway Romany." An excellent cast has been gathered for
the star's support. Joseph Kilgour, Pedro de Cordoba, Matt
Moore, Ormi Hawley, and Gladden James are players well known
by past performances and in general they acquit themselves
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creditably under Mr. Lederer's direction. His work in the mechanical details, such as settings, locations, etc., is good, but the
episode in the last reel, in which some of the action transpires on
a river boat and which is intended as a thrill, is handled in rather
poor style.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
"
Inky
"
Ames
(Gladden
agent, St.
at Clair
a loss (Ormi
for a
story, suddenly conceives theJames),
idea oftheatrical
passing press
off Anitra
Hawley), a show girl, as the long-lost daughter of Theodore True (Joseph
Kilgour), a wealthy mining man. The necessary birthmark is painted on
her
arm, InandtheTrue
well taken
withgypsies
the result
that " Inky
" gainsDavies),
a big
story.
Westis with
a bandin of
is Romany
(Marion
who hasager. made
the
acquaintance
of
Bud
Haskel
(Matt
Moore),
True's
On learning that she is to be forced to marry Zinga (Pedro de manCordoba),
a runaway.
seekscity.
Bud'sSheprotection.
gives
her in chargeRoman ofbecomes
True, who
takes herSheto the
is sent to He
boarding
school, and returns a fine young lady. Hobart (Boyce Combe), True's
nephew, a waster, steals from his uncle's safe. Suspicion falls on Romany,
but
instead
of telling
the truth
she knows
True'sand home.
Inky "
suffers
a change
of heart,
and informs
Truesheof leaves
his trick,
so exit" Anitra.
Zinga having trailed Romany from the West, lures her into a trap on board
ship. She is rescued by Bud. Zinga, also relenting, gives the information
that proves Romany True's daughter.
-One
(Town

The Film Fan "
and CountryReel)
Films-Perfection-

Reviewed by Peter Milne
uHTHE FILM FAN," the first of "The Girls We Know" series,
A concerning the production of which James Montgomery
Flagg, the artist is interested in, is a very good comedy, novel,
and a welcome change from the general run of such pictures.
The opening scene shows Mr. Flagg at work drawing the " movie
fan," the girl who always knows she'd be a much better actress
than the highest priced star in the business. Following this the
dream of the girl is pictured. She conjures up the life of the star
as one of the greatest ease. The director is kind, even subordinate,
her working hours are from two until two-thirty if she feels so
inclined. Then she wakes up to get a taste of the real article and
soon after runs to home and mother. The last scene shows Mr.
Flagg completing his picture.
The reel might be described as burlesque, and it is burlesque the
humor of which every fan will appreciate. Some of the subtitles
are ridiculously funny. Jack Eaton, who directed, has turned out
a product that bears marks of evidence that he was having just as
good a time at his work as he expects an audience to have while
watching it. It is done solely in a spirit of fun and it is our
opinion that his work will be rewarded by the appreciation of all
who witness it.
" Her

Second

Husband

"

(Mutual — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
THERE is something extremely satisfying about this story.
When one gets up to leave there is no mystification, no
uneasy wonder as to what it was all about, no feeling that the
producers had said, " Go to, we've got to have something ready
for our program this week," and had thrown sets around and
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made actors prance about until they had the cameraman shoot five
thousand feet of film. Though the plot is very simple ,in its
structure there is never a moment when the interest lags, for the
story of Helen and John Kirby, their tribulations and their love
for each other is a theme as big as life and one that finas its
potentialities in every home.
Edna Goodrich as Helen Kirby and William B. Davidson as her
spouse, with a dash of sporting blood in his veins, play the leading
roles with fine interpretation. Miss Goodrich' does some of the
best work she has done on the screen and incidentally displays a
number of gowns that ought to interest the women. Richard
R. Neill as Richard Stone and Miriam Folger as Celeste Yaldane,
the pair that wreck the Kirby home, are well cast and (Jo commendable work.
In short, " Her Second Husband" is an all-round good picture
that ought to turn out pleased audiences wherever it is shown.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Helen and John Kirby think the world of each other, but their taste
as to friends varies, and when John finally invites Richard Stone and a
chicken
of theherlatter
to dinner
Helenis takes
exception.
doesn't
like
themfriend
and tells
husband
so. John
incensed
when sheSheleaves
the
table, and refuses to play the hostess. The two quarrel, and think that
relief lies in divorce. After the tangle is started each is too ptoud to give
in to the other. Helen seeks employment, and, finally driven to desperation,
accepts a position with Richard Stone, a man of questionable reputation,
who tries
was her
husband's
friend.
John but
learns
of hisHe wife's
and
to get
her to former
come back
to him,
fails.
then whereabouts,
warns Stone
to always treat her like a lady or be careful. Later, however. Stone tries
to take advantage of her, and, after escaping from his clutches, she secures
acovers
position
in a millinery
establishment.
Kirby accidentan"
whereas ashemodel
is working,
and kidnaps
her. He marches
her in befored s-a
justice of the peace, and after the proceedings is her second husband.
"Without

Honor"

(Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

"pillar"
a- smalltownwhen
narrow minded
the selfishness
FROM
and the
of his prejudices
son which ofpredominate^,,
£c is
free from the stilted environment -f his hothc, C.-Gard*e.r'Strtrivaii
has evolved a melodrama that possesses. the ' elemwits <>l 'popular
appeal in average proportions. The scenario dorie.liy Gedrgie Elwood Jenks is not exactly what Mr. Sullivan *\voufcTl}ave provided
himself, yet it serves to bring out the lights of trTO' &Mfry, it* elements of prejudice, selfishness, love and hate, that COTnKned go to
make a picture of interest and appeal.
Margery
Wilson gives
an appealing
characterization
the little
mother,
so wickedly
deceived
by the man,
Roy Hanford.'of This
part
is well carried by Darrel Foss. Walt Whitman is a convincing old
hypocrite and Arthur Moon a good type for the traveling salesman
aptly named " Breeze " Ballard.
E. Mason Hopper's direction is consistently good throughout the
entire five reels. Charles Stumar photographed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Driven from his country home by the narrow minded prejudices of his
father (Walt Whitman) and wife (Laura Sears) Roy Hanford (Darrel Foss)
seeks
in theleading
saloonssalesman
of a big ofcity.
He is found
by " Breeze
" Ballard
(Arthursolace
Moon),
a hardware
company,
who, out
of the
goodness of his heart finds him a position as bookkeeper with the concern.
Jeannie McGregor (Margery Wilson), a clerk in the office takes an interest
in Roy and is largely responsible for his regeneration. When he proposes
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she accepts
and forto atheyearcitythey
Roy's
father.
He comes
bentlive
on happily.
sending hisThen
son word
to thereaches
penitentiary.
Roy's
weakness
shows
itself
when
he
swears
to
his
father
that
he
was
married to -Jeannie. He returns to his home but is still unhappy. He never
takes
to drink again and eventually sustains a fall which kills him. In the meantime
Jearinie'
has
found
refuge
with
a
kindly
old
lady,
Mrs.
Dawson
(Anna
Dodge),- near the Hanford home. When the elder Ballard discovers her
presenceknown
he determines
to drive
away,,
the Ballard
arrival ofandBreeze,
makes
the true facts
of theher cast
and but
scores
his ilkwho
for
their impossible prejudices, brings about a happier ending.
44 Salt of the Earth "
(Ed iso ii-P ejection Pictures- — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
KnpHE
SALTPeter
OF THE
EARTH
" is a prepared
moderate in
comedy
A which
B. Kyne
originally
short drama
story
form "for -the Saturday Evening Post. It belongs to his series dealing with the adventures of Sinful John and Snowshoe Sam and
these two old characters brought to life by Russell Simpson and
William W adsworth respectively are responsible for a good deal
of quiet' humor. Their activities in "Salt of the Earth" are confined to meting out justice to a crooked promoter who has swindled
one of their friends. They return the compliment in a similar
manner^by salting a mine and convincing him that it is the easiest
proposition in1 the world.
There is also the love interest provided for by Marjorie, daughter of the swindled pal, and Wallace, son of the swindler, who,
however, has nothing to do with his father's underhanded methods.
So " The Salt of the Earth " provides a variety of entertainment
and it is well welded together: The staging given it by the Edison
company is simple yet adequate.
Peggy Adams, a vivacious little lead, and Chester Barnett handle
the roles of the two lovers to, good advantage.
THE STORY' AND PLAYERS
Kincaid (Ivan Christie), mining prospecter is swindled in a deal with
Hyde (William Chatterton), a promotor, and shortly afterward dies. His
daughter, Marjorie (Peggy Adams), her faith in Wallace Hyde (Chester
Barnett) shattered
his
acquaintance
when because
he arrivesof athis thefather's
miningduplicity,
town as refuses
doctor toof renew
the small
hospital there. Sinful John (Russell Simpson) and Snowshoe Sam (William

Wadsworth), old men who worship Marjorie, decide that Hyde must be paid
back
in kind.
succeed
in selling
him long
a " salted
they turn
over So
to they
Marjorie,
saying
that they
owed "it mine.
to her The
father,money
and
assuring the girl that Wallace is entirely innocent of any misdeed, depart
for another quarter of the West, leaving the young people alone.
44 Blue Jeans "
(Rolfe-Metro Special — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
' I 'HE caprices of romance, the suspense of the eternal triangle,
* the thrills of battle of hate and a sensational finale, a finale
that in another day might have been here glaringly heralded as
the " great saw mill scene " are present in " Blue Jeans," Metro's
special production of the old melodrama by Joseph Arthur featuring Viola Dana. It is a picture that is always entertaining, that
contains moments of power and a last minute adjustment of
happiness that is executed with the greatest skill. This saw mill
scene is one of the best climaxes that melodrama ever possessed.
It is so realistic that the blood curdles. It is the type of scene
that will make women want to cover their eyes and breathe a deep
sigh of relief when hero and heroine are at last united. It shows
the hero lying unconscious on the truck of a circular saw, momentarily nearing the keen edge of the revolving blade; the
heroine locked outside vainly trying to batter down the door —
it is a wonderful bit of sensationalism, well timed and so realistic
that one can almost hear the screech of the saw.
" Blue Jeans " offers Viola Dana the part of June, one which
gives full play to her varied capabilities. She has never been
quite so appealing, so childish and unaffected, so mature and
sympathetic as in this role. Robert Walker is a most satisfactory
hero and Clifford Bruce and Sally Crute as deep dyed plotters
as ever trod the studio boards.
John Collins directed the picture from a scenario prepared by
June Mathis and Charles A. Taylor. His work included presenting
the picture in an atmosphere suggestive of the latter part of the
past century and he has created and preserved this atmosphere admirably well. An old-fashioned bicycle serves to throw the spectator back a few decades at the very opening of the picture and
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old costumes and settings serve to carry the impression through to
a successful finish. Mr. Collins' work in other departments is
always adequate.
The subtitles of " Blue Jeans " are unusual. A frame from the
action has been thrown up as a background for the printed words.
Thus has the artist endeavored to keep the spectator ever in the
atmosphere of the picture but the method is not successful. Along
comes a subtitle with its background of still picture. The action
has stopped. A character speaks in the subtitle and then it is back
to the moving action. Of course persons do not come to a standstill when they speak and so the method is not realistic. Perhaps
a more definite description of these subtitles may be gotten by
comparing them with a picture that suddenly gets stuck in the
machine.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Perry Bascom (Robert Walker) arrives in the town of Rising Sun to
take charge of the Bascom saw mills, but owing to the disrepute brought
on the name by a distant relative poses as Jim Nelson. He first makes
the acquaintance of June (Viola Dana), a homeless little waif who has been
turned away from the state orphan asylum. He places her in charge of
the Tutwilers (Russell Simpson and Margaret McWade), kindly old people
of the town. June is the immediate cause of antagonism between Perry
and Ben Boone (Clifford Bruce), political leader and bully of the town.
Sue Eudaly (Sally Crute), who, it develops, had married Perry though
already in possession of a husband, comes to Rising Sun. As Perry is
running for congressman against Boone she blackmails him, threatening
to reveal his true identity. On the eve of election she does so and also
blackens his character by telling of their marriage. Perry, who has married June in secret, finds all turned against him save his trusting little
wife. Even the Tutwilers, who realize that June is none other than their
own granddaughter,
child of
disreputable
Perry's,
doubt
him.
The old man drives
Junethefrom
his home.relative
Perry ofdeparts
to obtain
proof
of
Sue's
earlier
marriage
and
June
suffers
the
hardships
of
poverty
until his return. A year later he arrives with the proof. Learning how
Boone has mistreated June in his absence, he rushes to the saw mill to
punish him. A fight ensues and Boone knocks Perry unconscious. Placing
him on the lumber truck, he starts the saw going and escapes. June
arrives in the nick of time to save him from a horrible death.
Henry
Hallamcompletes
in the part
staunch
of Perry's, Colonel Henry
Clay
Risener,
the ofcastthe with
a finefriend
performance.
44 In the Balance "
(Vitagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
til N THE BALANCE" is an adaptation from E. Phillips Op* penheim's novel, " The Hillman." It is presented by Vitagraph and was produced under the direction of Paul Scardon.

"BOB"

VIGNOLA

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce,
Jacksonville, Fla.

Picture

Earle Williams and Grace Darmond have the principal roles. In
this feature, Vitagraph has an above-the average production. All
classes will receive this screen version of Oppenheim's work, with
a welcome. It is particularly suited to the theatre patronized by
the more discriminating classes. There are sufficient melodramatic situations to insure this production a good reception by the
class who desire action rather than well defined dramatic technique. The author has created sufficient plot material and dramatic situations for a feature of six or seven reels. By cutting
it to five, as Vitagraph has done, the continuity has been affected
and a noticeable break between several scenes is noted in the
picture as it was shown for review.
With this one exception, " In the Balance," will stand as one
of the best features Vitagraph has done and it reflects credit on
the ability of Director Scardon. The detailed work in production
is an outstanding feature. Not one detail has been overlooked.
The disrupted continuity is the result of forced cutting, not the
fault of direction. The drama presents a powerful theme and
certain bits of originality in plot construction that distingnishes
it as better-than-the-average pictorial.
The character of the " woman hater " has been given prominence
by the author and the contrast it strikes with the character susceptible to the charms of women, is striking and gives rise to
strong, convincing dramatic moments. A touch of the suggestive
is intimated by a subtitle, and Director Scardon has given the
slightest hint of it in a scene that in itself, might convey little
if any thought of wrong.
The sub-titles have been done with appreciation for the more
subtle, underlying motives which the author has suggested. The
photography is clear and the exterior scenes disclose shots that
would give due credit to the landscape artist.
Earle Williams, in the featured role, takes advantage of the
many opportunities given him to portray dramatic action. He
meets every situation with dramatic skill. Grace Darmond, opposite Mr. Williams in the leading feminine role, presents a striking picture and is seen in one of her best portrayals before the
camera. Miss Darmond acts with an easy grace of movement
and expression that registers. Never affective and never " acting," she makes Mr. Oppenheim's character of Louise Maurel a
!M!l»ll!IIHmilil!WlllltffiO
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SAYS
Netv York City, December 8th, 1917.

Dear Sir: —
The Chamber of Commerce has indeed made a splendid move in securing a location man
to look after the visiting Moving Picture Companies, and I personally want to express my
appreciation for the assistance it has rendered me.
It has been my pleasure to work in Jacksonville perhaps longer than any other director
up to date, having spent six winters and one summer here. When I arrived on this trip, I
wasn't sure I could get exactly what I wanted, in which case it would have necessitated my going
elsewhere. I menioned this to your representative who called to see me, and he immediately
took me to an ideal location — exactly suited to my story — that I never thought existed here,
thereby saving the Company considerable time, which means money.
Personally I want to thank the Chamber of Commerce for this consideration, and I know
that other visiting Companies will appreciate having some one look after them in a like manner.
To have a welcome and helping hand greet you on your arrival, one that will manage to get
you what you want, is surely a strong incentive to bring other companies to Jacksonville.
This should appeal especially to those directors who might otherwise hesitate in coming because
they do not know the city.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) Robert G. Vignola.
RV-B
FAMOUS PLAYERS COMPANY.
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Taylor Holmes Has Incorporated His Smile
Into the George K. Spoor Special, " Uneasy
Money," for January Release

J. Warren Kerrigan's First Paralta Play, " Hodkinson
A Man's Man," Is Ready for Distribution by W. W.
reality and one that leaves a lasting impression. She has three
essentials which together assure a successful career before the
camera-poise, personality and graceful lines. Mariam Miles does
well in a supporting role. Denton Vane portrays the " socialvillain " type in a convincing manner. Robert Gaillard justifies a
heavy character role. Templar Saxe is good as theatrical producer.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Louise Maurel (Grace Darmond) is on her way to meet Prince of Seyre
(Denton Vane) at his country estate. Her motor car meets with an accident near the home of John Strangeway (Earle Williams) and his brother,
Stephen
(Robert
a woman-hater.
offers to
assist Louise
and Gaillard).
invites herStephen
to his ishome.
She accepts John
his invitation.
Stephen is annoyed for he has lived up to a tradition of his family that
a woman should never enter his door. Louise returns to the city after
being advised by John to shun the Prince. John soon follows. Louise is
rehearsing for the leading part in a musical comedy show. John finds her
at rehearsal. Her friend, Sophy Gerard (Miriam Miles) likes John. The
Prince arranges a party and has John meet a notorious dancer, thinking
to take his attention from Louise.
John proposes to Louise. The Prince makes a remark in public that
compromises Louise. John asks her if what was said, was true. She does
not deny it. He returns to the hills. A few months later he reads of the
engagement of Louise to the Prince. As he is reading the announcement,
Louise appears at the door. John and his brother receive her into the
family.
44 The

Auction

possibly the exception of one of its constituents, one of the
strongest, most capable collection of players ever seen before the
camera. And this is conceded with the fact in mind, that not
one face seen in this production reflects the countenance of a
star. Excellent types, strong convincing action, dramatic ability,
natural movement and grace — all are seen here in true form.
Ruby DeRemer is the featured player. Only flashes of the pic1

STORIES

In

WANTED

Synopsis

Form

Only

Block "

(Goldwyn — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
REX BEACH'S "The Auction Block," produced by the Rex
Beach company and released through Goldwyn, is a type
of picture that none can avoid and all will enjoy. The title is a
power in itself, it is one of the best works of Mr. Beach. Nor
does it have to rely upon its popularity as a work of fiction for
its praises, as it adapts itself to the screen. There is the appealing note, ever present, its dominance standing ready to demand reserved attention. Through it all runs the vein of suggestiveness, but handled with such a degree of subtleness by
author, director and cast, that there is no loop-hole left for the
finer sensibilities of any one to accept this mute appeal, as in
any way, offensive. In " The Auction Block," the screen has
been given a production that will hold from the flash of the title
to the final dissolve. Not because it is a perfect production — it
isn't — but it has the touch of the human which even though it
may be the touch that some hold, should be reserved for fireside
discussion, nevertheless is human, and what is human and natural whether it displays the shortcomings of the human race or
its goodness, is, when dramatically portrayed, a subject to inspire
interest and afford entertainment.
The cast which Director Larry Trimble has assembled is, with
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Jane and Katherine Lee, William Fox Stars,
Fatty Arbuckle, Who Is
Pose for a Special Lobby Display
ture call for strong dramatic action from Miss DeRemer. She
is not an emotional actress but one who reflects the person of
Rex Beach's Lorelei Knight, with a true-to-life semblance. Miss
DeRemer is an excellent type for the part and gives a performance that assures an audience that she appreciates every moment
in the life of Lorelei Knight. Florence Deshon is rightly entitled
to second honors, and if wc sit in judgment with the purely dramatic as the decisive quality, Miss Deshon is entitled to first
honors. She reaches the high spots in dramatic action, is emotional not to excess, and idealizes the author's creation of Lilas
Lynn. Miss Deshon acts under the handicap of being always in
the disfavor of her audience because she portrays the villainess.
Lilas Lynn has reason to seek revenge and this fact should excuse her action. In the heavy character role Miss Deshon gives
an excellent performance and one that will stand as par excellence. Dorothy Wheeler is the one member of the cast who
overacts. Florence Johns in a minor role, does well. Tom Powers is seen in his usual good form. In the juvenile role Mr.
Powers gives a performance that will defy adverse criticism.
Walter Hitchcock registers in every flash. Alec Francis is a fine
type, acts with appreciation and scores in every scene. George
Cooper, seen in his usual portrayal of the " tough-guy," gives a
fine performance. Mr. Cooper has few equals in the portrayal
of the rough stuff. Bernard Randall is another excellent type
and does not have to rest for his laurels on this point alone. He
convinces in every scene and registers with every movement.
Charles Graham and Peter Lang are in minor roles. It is a noticeable fact that the types have been selected with certain known
characters in mind.
"The Auction Block" will register a good percentage wherever
shown. Seven reels of drama that will find response in the most
varied audience is shown. If cut to six, Mr. Trimble would have
given to the screen a better production. Nothing has been spared
in staging the production. Some of the sets used are wonders
for detail and justified extravagance. David Calcagni appreciates
position of camera and has operated the camera with the eye of
an artist. The lighting effects were in evidence. The technical
man was on the job.
" The Fair Barbarian "
(Lasky -Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
Barbarian," featuring
"The Fair
comedy isgoes,
picture Martin,
A S Vivian
It is full of spontaneous
excellent.

Motion

Picture

News

Engaged Making Comedy for Paramount. Enjoying a Sunny Afternoon on
California's Sunny Strand
humor, breezy subtitles and good quick-action, and because of
these merits so far surpasses the average five-reel light number
of
the dayBassett
that aiscomparison
is quite impossible.
Miss she
Martin's
Octavia
a most fascinating
character and
plays
the part with that fine degree of appreciation that stamps her
an actress of wide versatility. Here she is the fashionable, tomboyish, slangy American cousin who drops like a bomb in the
midst of the impossible quiet of an old English village and
startles the various town characters out of their very skins. Her
career is one shock after another to the natives and each shock
is a laugh for the audience.
The story is from the pen of Frances Hodgson Burnett, who
has given many gems to the screen, most of them of a more
serious nature. "The Fair Barbarian," aside from its comedy
and the lavish opportunities it gives to Miss Martin, contains
an interesting thread of plot that knits the various incidents together into a firm whole. It was prepared for the screen by
Edith M. Kennedy and directed by Robert Thornby, each of
whom have done their share of the work after a fashion that
leaves little or no room for improvement. .
The support includes an array of character comedy types.
Jane Wolff as an English aunt, William Hutchison as the minister
and Josephine Crowell as the conventional Lady Theobold contribute effectively to the comedy of the picture. The many remaining roles are filled by players of true ability.
So if it is comedy that patrons crave, just permit " The Fair
Barbarian" to lighten the screen before their eyes. It is high
in its class and it is wholesome, and with Miss Martin in the
title role should meet with great success.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Martin) takes leave of her father (G. H. Gel(Vivian
Bassett
Octavia
and her fiance, Jack Belasys (Douglas MacLean), to visit her aunt
dert)
succeeds in throwa backward
in of
(Janeing Wolff),
take ashedislike to her, but all
ladies This
the old town.
order. AllEnglish
generally out
the men capitulate, even the minister (William Hutchison). She succeeds
granddaughter of a sein engineering the romance of Lucia (Mae Busch),
(Al Paget), a manufacturer, to a successful
Burmistone
and the
vere old lady,
interference offered by divers persons. Up to this
despite
conclusion
time Captain Barold (Charlie Gerrard) believes himself in the good graces
of Octavia, but the sudden arrival of her American fiance serves to definitely alter his opinion, and Octavia departs, leaving the good English
people wondering whether they have been hit by a cyclone or an earth-

quake.
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Gordon

Laurence

Goes

to

Learn Flying Game
Gordon Laurence, sales promotion manager for the Greater Vitagraph distributing
organization, of which Walter W. Irwin
is general manager, has received orders to
proceed to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where he will receive preliminary instruction in the theory of flying,
the mechanics of airplane engines and
other branches of aviation, after which he
will begin practical training for his work
in the service of Uncle Sam. He has
been slated for provisional commission in
the Naval Reserve Flying Corps.
Mr. Laurence is one of the best known
of the younger men in the film business,
having been with the Vitagraph distributing organization almost from the day of
its organization more than two years ago.
Select

Makes

Office

Changes in Denver
It was announced last week from Denver, Colo., that Hugh Rennie has resigned
as manager of the Select Pictures Corporation in that city, and has been succeeded
by H. L. Knappen, well known in that territory, in the South and on the Pacific
Coast.
Mr. Knappen was formerly manager for
Pathe in Denver, and later served in the
same capacity for General Film in Atlanta
and the International in San Francisco.
It is announced that Mr. Rennie has begun his new duties with a trip covering
Utah as the manager of U. S. pictures in
the territory coverel by the Foursquare
Corporation of Colorado.

Moore

Manages First National in Washington
The exchange office of the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit in Washington, with
Tom Moore as its manager, is located over
the foyer of the Strand Theatre. A commodious suite of rooms has been constructed where the forces are already dofig excellent business. Mr. Moore reports that the Mme. Petrova feature has
a large advance booking, and that other
stars on the First National's program are
being sought as eagerly.

VjOhoGetsTftore
Attention

Laemmle

Here and There
Exhibitors of Omaha, Neb., heard last week
that Frank B. Rpdgers, national organizer for
the Motion
America, has beenPicture
namedExhibitors'
manager League
of the ofStandard
exchanges in Chicago.
In eral
Minneapolis
recently, E.exchanges,
H. Golstein,
manager of Universal
was genthe
guest ager
of there.
Ben InJudell,
Laemmle
Film
Service
manDetroit Mr. Goldstein appointed
C. G. Kingsley manager of the Bluebird office
to succeed \V. W. Drumm.
F. \V. Thiele has been appointed manager of
the Triangle Exchange in Omaha, Neb., to succeed George F. Bromley, who has come East.
Barney Rosenthal, ot the St. Louis Universal
office, was called to Chicago recently to confer
with salE.exchanges.
H. Goldstein, general manager of UniverFoursquare Pictures Corporationin Denver has
its offices there in full operation. The Princess
theatre there is taking its first two releases.
D. T. McElhinny, of the Fox road forces out of
Denver, has returned to the mile-high town from
a trip in Black Hills territory, and has departed
for a New Mexico journey. .
W. S. Rand, Denver manager for Goldwyn,
was last week in Idaho and Utah on business.

Clifford Announces

New

" Shorty " Film
In accordance with a statement made
relative to the " Shorty Hamilton Comedies," consisting of twelve five-reel comedydramas per year, the W. H. Clifford Photoplay Company now announces another release entitled " The Snail," a ChineseAmerican story. From its very beginning
and continuing through the entire unfolding of the tale, there is promised a rapidfire of action and mirth-provoking incidents with the star in the lead. There is
said to be an absence of the slap-stick
methods or the over-acting in order to get
a laugh.
The W. H. Clifford Photoplay Company
operates in its own studios and laboratory
and with every modern facility.
The marketing of the " Shorty Hamilton " series is being negotiated in the
Ernest Shipman offices, 17 West 44th Street,
both for the domestic and foreign rights.
Lewis

Finishes

Work

on

" Hidden Hand "
Sheldon Lewis, probably the best known
villain on the screen, who is at present
playing such a part in the Pathe serial " The
Hidden Hand," finishes work on this picture the first of the year. He plans taking a short rest before looking into the
various offers he has received. Mr. Lewis
has taken the heavy part in previous Pathe
serials. In the title role of " The Iron
Claw " he created a lasting impression,
while in one of the very first serials, " The
Perils of Pauline," he laid the foundation
for his present success.

Service Joins Universal in Chicago
E. H. Goldstein, general manager of
Universal Exchanges, returned recently
from a two weeks' trip to Minneapolis, Detroit, Indianapolis and Chicago. In the
latter place Mr. Goldstein achieved the consolidation of the Laemmle Film Service
and the Universal Film Exchange, and
saw the two factors housed under one
roof at 220 South State street, before returning East. I. L. Lesserman will be in
charge of the Universal office. C. R. Plough
will father Bluebird affairs and I. Van
Ronkel will handle Jewel products, and
Alice Howell comedies.
" Exhibitors in Chicago, through the consolidation of the Laemmle Film Service
and the Universal Film Exchange, .will, be
insured
the very finest degree of service,"
declared
change. Mr. Goldstein, commenting on this
Edison

Releases

Flagg

Social Satires
As announced in a previous issue of
Motion Picture News, the Edison studios
expect to release shortly a scries of onereel " social satires " to be known as " Girls
You Know," written and produced under
the direction of James Montgomery Flagg.
the artist.
The series will consist of twelve life
character sketches, each featuring a different type of attractive American girl personally selected for the part by Mr. Flagg
The first of the satires will be released
called " The
will be
on January
Screen
Fan." 2,Theandbalance
of the series are
to be released at two-week intervals, the
titles of some of which are " The Bride,"
" The Superstitious Girl," " The Man
Eater," "The Art Bug" and "The Blase
Simplex

in Cincinnati

Sold

by Dwyer Bros.
Dwyer
Miss." Bros, and Company, formerly
known as the Columbus Theatre Equipment Co., have opened a branch office at
631 Walnut street, Cincinnati. A complete
line of Simplex projectors and theatre supplies will be carried in stock to supply the
wants of exhibitors in Kentucky and
Southern Ohio. Arthur H. Fix, well
known to the trade in and around Cincinnati, will act as manager.
Thel/Oillun
WhoGetsTSWe

Attention

TAKE
TITAN

COMEDIES

IT

are the one

("Unquestionab y the best line of one-reel comedies ever filmed." — Halperin, Variety).
In addition to the patriotic phase of these pictures (a
fund realized goes to the American Military Relief
Association) there are several straight-from-the-shoulder, practical reasons why they stand AT THE TOP.
It's in the MATERIAL.
("Funnier and more artistic than any comedies
I have ever seen." — Jack Lait, Chicago Tribune).
Here is the material: The principals are the best talent available — such names as Raymond Hitchcock,
Ernest Truex, Josephine Harriman, Charles Grapewin. A high-priced, trained writer, Jo. Swerling, has
written all the scripts. A high-priced, trained direc
tor, Rex Weber, has supervised all the productions. A
Century Building

TITAN

FROM

PICTURES

ME

best bet of the exhibitor

high-priced,
trained camera-man has turned out all
the photography.
("Will make
one-reelers." — L.Albright, Motionhistory
Picture for
News).
We haven't sloughed anything because these are onereelers. There is as much care — as much thought in
these comedies as in the most pretentious of spectacle
pictures.
("Photography, direction, theme and execution
every Graf,
one ofChicago
the TITAN
comedies are superb."
—in Einar
Herald).
We're preparing to release. If you want to hear
more, just drop a line to

CORPORATION

CHICAGO
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December

Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

2p, 1917

Art Dramas, Inc.
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur) Horsley

5
5

Bluebird Photoplays
3. Theeau)
Raggedy Queen (Violet Merser- 5
10. The Door Between (Ruth Clifford). 5
17. My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
5
24. The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum) —
31. The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Mersereau)
—
7. My Unmarried Wife (Carmel Myers) 5
14. Face Value (Mae Murray)
5
21. Broadway Love (Dorothy Philips) . S
Universal Productions
3. Fighting Mad (Wm. Stowell, Helen
Gibson, Betty Schade)
5
10. The Silent Lady (Little Zoe Rae,
■ Gretchen
IS. Beloved
Jim Lederer)
(Priscilla Dean, Hasty S
Carter)
7.. 5
24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
5
31. The High Sign (H. Rawlinson,
Brownie Vernon)
5
7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Lovely)
5

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

10.
17.
24.
31.

(Special) Blue Jeans (Viola Dana).
God's
Outlaw
Bushman,
Beverly
Bayne),(Francis
Metro
An more),
American
Widow
(Ethel
Metro BarryThe Avenging Trail (Harold Lockwood), Yorke Film

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Mutual Film Corporation
5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
The Planter (Tyrone
12. (Special)
Power)
12. Betty and the Buccaneers (American) '
19. Snap
Judgment (William Russell),
American
19. Please Help Emily (Ann Murdock),
Frohman
26. The Mate of the Sally Ann (Mary
Miles Minter)
3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich)...
10. Miss Jackie
the Army (Margarita of Fischer)
17. New York Luck (Wm. Russell),
American
24. Her Sister (Olive Tell) Frohman..
31. Her Second Husband (Edna Good-

.s

Paramount Picture Corp.
3. The Eternal Temptress (Lina Cavalieri)
3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa)
10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke)
Fox Film Corporation
10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
(Special Features)
Reid)
Dec. 2. The Babes in the Wood (Carpenter17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin)
Corbin)
5
24.
Love
Letters (Dorothy Dalton)
Dec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
24. The
His Seven
Mother's
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)...
31.
Swans
Clark)
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
5
7.
Mrs.
Dane's
Defense
(Pauline FredDec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel Carerick)
men) 5
14. Jules
of the Strong Heart (George
Dec. 30. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) 5
Beban)
Jan. 6. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell) 5
14.
The
Spirit
of '17(Wallace
(Jack Pickford)
21. Rimrock Jones
Reid) . .
Jan. 13. Cupid's Roundup (Tom Mix)
5
Jan. 20. A Heart's Revenge (Sonia Markova). S
21. Blackton's The World for Sale
28. The
Widow's Might (Julian ElFox Standard Pictures
tinge)
28. The Hired Man (Charles Ray)
Nov. 4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara) ... 6
Nov. 18. Treasure Island
6
Artcraft Releases
Dec. 2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Kellerman)
—
(PARAMOUNT)
Dec. 9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar).
Lee)
7 Dec.
Dec.
31.
A
Modern
Musketeer (Douglas
Dec. 16. The Heart of a Lion (William FarFairbanks)
num) 6 Jan. 7. Rose
of
the
World
Ferguson).
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
7 Jan. 14. Dead or Alive (Wm.(Elsie
S. Hart)
Jan. 21. Stella Maris (Mary Pickford)
Goldwyn Features Corp.
Nov. 4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
6
Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
Nov. 18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy).. 6 Nov. 4. The Mark of Cain (Antonio Moreno,
Dec. 2. The Auction Block
6
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Dec. 16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh) . . 6
Sainpolis)
Dec. 30. Thais (Mary Garden)
7 Nov. 11. France
in Arms (War Film)
Ivan Feature Productions
Nov. 18. The Queen of Spades (Russian Special) (Mme. Shebueva, I. I. MozuMar. 18. Two Men and a Woman (James
kin, Mme.
T. I. Ivan, Mme. OrMorrison, Christine Mayo, Ruybe
lova),
Astra
De Remer, Guy Coombs, John
of the Secret Service (Irene
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold)
5 Nov. 25. Sylvia
Castle, Elliott Dexter, Susanna
June — One Law for Both
9
Willa, T. W. Percival, J. H.
Gilmour),
Astra
Jewel Productions, Inc.
Dec.
2.
The
Little
Patriot
(Baby Marie OsSept. — Come Through (Drama)
—
borne, Marion Warner, Herbert
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
—
Standing)
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
—
Dec. 9. Her Sister's Rival (Vera ColodoOct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic). —
naya, L.Russian
M. Coronova, V. A. PoOct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
lonsky)
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama).. —
Dec. 16. Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle,
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
Elliott Dexter, Edwin Hoyt, Frank
Dec. — K (Drama)
_
Sheridan, Reginald Mason, Ethel
Grey Terry) Astra
George Kleine System
Dec.
23.
Runaway
Romany (Marion Davies,
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Joseph Kilgour, Matt Moore, Ormi
Hawley, Gladden James), Ardsley.
Nov. 5. Two(Essanay)
Bit Seats (Taylor Holmes)
Dec. 30. Over the Hill (Gladys Hulette, J. H.
Nov. 19. Kill Joy (Essanay)
Gilmour, Daniel Mason, Wm.
5
Parke, Jr.), Astra
Nov. 26.
Gift o'Town
Gab (Essan
ay))
55
Dec.
3. Small
Guy (Essanay
Select Pictures
Dec. 10. The Dream Doll (Essanay)
5
—
The
Barrier
Metro Pictures Corporation
— The
Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and
Dec. 3. The Square Deceiver (Harold LockBert
Lytell)
wood), Yorke Film
5 Oct. — Public Be Damned (Charles RichDec. 10. Alias Mrs. Jessop (Emily Stevens),
_ man)
Metro
S Oct.
— The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

7
5
5
S
5
'

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
rich) 5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
55

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
y
6
g
5

Oct. Charles
— Over Richman)
There (Anna Q. Nilsson and 6
Oct. — The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
6
Oct. — Magda (Clara Kimball Young),
5
Oct. — Scandal (Constance Talmadge); 5
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady).. S
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmaddge)
5
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young). 5
Dec. — The Honeymoon
(Constance Talmadge) 5
Jan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady —
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes
(Clara Kimball madge) —
Young)
—
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance Talmadge) —
Triangle Distributing Corporation
Dec. 2. The Sudden Gentleman (Wm. Des- mond) s
Dec. 2. The Ship of Doom (Claire Mc- Dowel ) S
Dec. 9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Dec. 9. The
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy 5
Stewart)
Dec. 16. Because of the Woman (Billie Bennet ) s
Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt).. S
Dec. 23. Without Honor (Margery Wilson. 5
Dec. 23. Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart). 5
Dec. 30. The Gown of Destiny (Alma Ruebens)
s
Dec. 30. Framing Framers (Charles Gunn) . . 5
Jan. 6. Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas) 5
Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Jack Richard- son) 5
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
Jan.
13. The
Law'sGunOutlaw
(Roy(Texas
Stewart)..
Jan. 20.
Woman
Guinan)... . 55
Jan. 20. Mr. Butterfly (Darrell Foss)
5
Jan. 27. Evidence (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Jan. 27. Real Folks (Jack Mulhall)
5
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

5.
12.
19.
26.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

3.
10.
17.
24.
31.

Vitagraph
V-L-S-E.
The
FeteredCampb
Woman
(Alice Joyce,
Webster
ell)
I Will Repay (Corinne Griffith,
Mary Maurice, William Dunn)
The
Grell Mil
Mystery es)
(Earle Williams,
Miriam
Who
Goes
There?
(Harry)Morey,
Corinne Griffith
The
Tenderfoot
(William
Carol Holloway)Duncan,
The
MarriageWallace
Speculation
(Mildred
Manning,
MacDonald)
...
In the Balance (Earle Williams)...
When
Men Alfred
Are Tempted
(Mary
Anderson,
Whitman)
HisGladys
Own Lesl
People ie)
(Harry Morey,

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Wholesome

Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special Children's Cast), Juv
His feet,
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Oct. 15. Shall We Forgive Her (June Elvidge, Arthur Ashley)
Oct. 22. Tne Dormant Power (Ethel Clayton)
Oct. 29. The Burglar (Carlyle Blackwell,
Madge Evans, Evelyn Greeley) ...
Nov. 5. The Maid of Belgium (Alice Brady)
Nov. 12. The Adventures of Carol (Madge
Evans)
Nov. 19. Easy Money (Ethel Clayton)
Nov. 26. Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
Dec. 3. The Awakening (Montagu Love and
Dorothy Kelly)
Dec. 10. The Good for Nothing (Carlyle
Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley) ...
Dec. 17. The Tenth Case (June Elvidge)
Dec. 24. The Volunteer (Madge Evans and
Henry Hull)
Dec. 31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)

5
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. 14. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaian
Islands, No. 2.
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. 5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Valley).
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 19. A Trip Through Japan, No. 2.
Dec. 26. Beside the Glimmer Glass.
DITMARS
OF NATURE "
Nov. 19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 24.
31. The
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
9. His Smashing Career
2 C
23. Damaged — No Goods
2 C
6. Shadows of Her Pest
2 C
13. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances
Parks
2 C-D
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
Hygeia at the Solito (Chet Ryan, W. L.
Rogers)
2 D
The Skylight Room (Jean Paige, Carlton
King)
4 D
One Dollar's
(Chet Ryan, Fran- 2 D
cesWorthParks)
The Last Leaf (Mildred Manning, Bernard
Siegel, Patsy De Forest)
2 D
Two Renegades (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers)
2 C-D
Whistling
Dick's
Christmas Stocking
(George
Cooper,
Adele
De
Garde)
The Fourth in Salvador (Chet Ryan, W. 2 C-D
Rodgers)
The L.Clarion
Call (Walter McGrail, Alice 2 C-D
Terry)
2 D
ESSANAY
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
The ("THE
Long Green
Valli,
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't Lose Your Coat
2 C
Star Dust (Margaret
Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
Up by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film-Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Hard Luck
1 C
The General
1 C
A Depot Romeo
1 C
Make Your Eyes Behave
1 C
Lunch
«
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick 1 Sc.
Lake Louise
1 Sc.
Banff National Park
1 Sc.
The Great National Industries of Canada.. 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C
A Jitney Elopement
2 C
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 R
FALCON FEATURES
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
Grey)
4 D
Brand's
(Kathleen Kirkham, R. 4 D
HenryDaughter
Grey)

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

His Old-Fashioned Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
Mollie McConnell)
4 D
Zollenstein (Vola Vale,
Monroe Salisbury) .. 4 D
SAIS)
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2 D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
("THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE " WITH TRUE BOARDMAN)
Through Fire and Water
2 D
A Bushranger's
Strategy
The
Stranger at Dumcrieff
22 DD
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM
BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot
and AND
the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The Onion
Magnate's
Revenge
The
Bath Tub
Bandit
11 CC
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
.. A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective'sSmugglers
Danger
The Railroad
11 DD
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
Too Much Alike
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1C
He's
How InIt Again
Worked
11 CC
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge) 1 C
Pals
1 C
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
1 C
A Bargain, $37.50
1 C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1C
On the Love Line
1C
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
1C
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Laundry
11 CC
Peaceful Mix-Up
Flat
Cheating His Wife
1 C
A Bathtub Marriage
1C
KLEINE
BICKEL COMEDIES
A Suit (GEORGE
and a Suitor
1C
Nearly
a
Husband
11 CC
Some Statue
SELIG
The Law North of 65
2 D
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1D
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1 D
The Witness
Rustler'sforVindication
21 DD
The
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1C
A Harem Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
1 C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too MuchHoliday
Elephant
His College Proxy
1 C
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
Inter-Allied Films
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed.

Kleine Exchanges
ESSANAY SERIES— DO CHILDREN COUNT?
(Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D
Aug. 8. The Little White Girl
2 D
Aug. 15. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The Kingdom of Hope
2 D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
1 C
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
1 C
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas 1 C
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
1 C
Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
Monday, December 24, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 156 1 Top
Thursday, December 27, 1917
CUB — Jerry's
Ovey) . . . . 1 C
STRANDBest Friend
(BILLIE(George
RHODES)
Dec. 4. Just Kidding
1 reel
Dec. 11. Putting One Over
1 reel
Dec. 18. Little Miss Fixer
1 reel
Dec. 25. Mary's
l reel
Monday,Boomerang
December 31, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 1
1 Top
Jan. 1. Her Awfuul Fix
1 reel
Serials
Dec. Death)
3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2 D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express, No. 14 (Unmasked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1 C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
1 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 7. Susie Slips One Over
1 C
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1 C
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav.
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Dec. 3. Episode 6. The Flight of the Fury. 2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 7. Hearts in Torment 2 D
Dec. 17. Episode 8. Walls of Gas
2 D
Dec. 24. Episode 9. Struck Down
2 D
Dec. 31. Episode 10. Wires of Wrath 2 D
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4.MACK
Episode SENNETT
15. The Round-Up
2 D
COMEDIES
Nov. 4. Pullman Bride
1 C
Nov. 18 Are Waitresses Safe?
1 C
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1 C
Dec. 16. That Night
1 C
Dec. 30. Taming Target Center
1C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Oct. 28. Adirondack
Trails ;Skyscraper;
Jewelry andBobby
Personality; A Potato
Bumps, Chef, by Earl Hurd.
Nov. Hints.
4. Harvesting
Timber; Uncle
Sam's
No. 4. toWarHousewives,
The Fireless
Cooker;
Goodrich Dirt at the Training
Camp.
Nov. 11. Most Beautiful of Far Eastern Arts;
Farming for Furs ; Putting Volcanoes to
Work.
Nov. 18. Straw Weavers of the Tropics; Uncle
Sam's the
Hints,
5, How
Preserve Bobby
Eggs;
Over
JumpsNo.with
Army toTractors;
Bumps at Fido's Birthday Party.
Nov. Trench
25. TheTorches:
World's TheGreatest
GasolineMounted
Engine. Police;
(Continued on page 4597)
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses o f Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Friedman Enterprises
Birdland Studies.
American News Weekly
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
Horticultural Phenomena.
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels
Navy activities.
Cosmofotofilm Company
Frohman Amusement Corp.
American Standard M. P. Corp.
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
Hall
4 reels
Jack
Helen Conness
Arnold, Marie 6 reels
May
Jonah Day
C..1S reels
reel Liberty
May 5.7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
ShotwellSherrill,
and Robert
The
Black
Spot
4
reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel Victoria Cross
4 reels
Conquest of Canaan
S reels
On 18
4 reels God's Man
May 14. The
9 reels
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels His Vindication
5 reels
7 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel I Believe
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
Creative Film Corporation
General Enterprises, Inc.
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
5 parts The Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail).. 6 reels
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . .6 parts
Dixie Films
The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Anti-Vice
Film
Company
Is Any Girl Safe?
S reels Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..S reels
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
Just a Song at Twilight
5 reels
Gold Medal Photoplays
Argosy Films, Inc.
Frank P. Donovan Productions
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels
July — Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk) . . 1 reel
Where
Get That
Stuff
AbsintheD'ye(King
Baggott),
Universal Re- 5is ue 5reels
— Butting in Society (Lou Marks)... 1 reel
Golden Features
reels Aug.
Aug. — After Her Dough (Lou Marks) .... 1 reel
1 reel
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross) . . 1 reel A Bit of Life
Arizona Film Company
Aug. — His Dirty Career (Lou Marks) 1 reel
Grand Feature Film Company
Should She Obey
— reels Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel
Rex Beach on the Spanish Main
5 reels
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) 5 reels
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
S reels
Arrow Film Corporation
— His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian) . . . 1 reel
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....5 reels
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels Sept.
Sept.
—
At
the
Barber's
Ball
(Lou
Marks).
2
reels
Sept. — Was She to Blame? (in prep.).
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
— In and Out (Tammany Young) 1 reel
Features
The Barrier
9 reels Sept.
Sept. — His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
Duesen
and
Pearl
Shepard)
2
reels
Bernstein Film Production
D. W. Griffith
Ebony Film Corporation
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels A Natural
9 reels
Born Shooter
1 reel Intolerance
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Frank Hall Productions, Inc.
Bluebird Extraordinary
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
(A. H. Jacobs. Prod.)
Clifford)
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) — reels
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
The
Bar
Sinister
— reels
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Trooper 44
S reels
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Hanover Film Company
Mother o' ford,
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
ClifElmont Feature Film Co.
Ruby La Fayette).
— reels
People vs. John Doe
6 reels Maciste
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Brenon Productions
God's
Law
6
reels
William
S.
Hart
Lone Wolf
7
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Enlightment Corporation
The Cold Deck
5 D
The Two Gun Man
5 D
Enlighten Thy Daughter
7 reels
Empty Pockets
7 part
parts
JULES BURNSTEIN
Eugenic Film Company
Hawk Film Corporation
Shame
7 parts
Birth
6 reels
Monster of Fate
— reels
Cardinal Film Corporation
European Film Company
Herald Film Corporation
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
6 reels
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels Around the World in 80 Days
Century Comedies
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
Exclusive Features, Inc.
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
7 reels The Battle of Gettysburg
Balloonatics
2 reels Where Is My Father?
— reels
Automaniacs
2 reels
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5 reels
Export and Import Film Co.
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Robespierre
— reels
Ivan the Terrible
— reels At the Hippodrome
Front with the Allies.Film Co.
Benjamin Cahpin Productions
(CHAPTER FEATURES CORP.)
Historic Features
Fairmount Film Corporation
My Mother
2 reels
7 reels Christus
8 reels
My Father
2 reels Hate
Myself
2 reels
Flora Finch Film Co.
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
The Call to Arms
2 reels
War Prides
2 reels The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and
Christie Film Company
Milton Sills)
7 reels
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
Inc.
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
The
Maid
reel
Trial.
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
The Milky Way
1 reel On
His Last Pill
1 reel Charles Chaplin.
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
Skirts
1 reel July 9. Cows and Caws.
Whither
Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel July 16. Submarine Chasers.
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel July 23. Cheese Tamers.
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel Aug.
July 30.6. Janitors.
A Chemical Calamity.
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Aug. 13. As Prospectors.
Cinema Distributing Corp.
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Fort Pitt Corporation
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
The Italian Battlefront.
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
Claridge Films, Inc.
The Birth of Character
5 reels
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Fox Film Corp.
The Heart of New York
5 reels
Enlighten Thy Daughter
— reels
(Standard Pictures)
The Spy.
Clune Productions
Ivan Film Productions
Ramona
8 reels The Honor System.
One Law for Both
8 reels
Eyes of the World
9 reels Jack and the Beanstalk.
Babbling Tongues
6 reels
The Conqueror.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Camille.
Juvenile Film Corporation
Chariotte.
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
World War in Kidland
1 reel
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
The Frozen Warning.
A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Fraternity Films, Inc.
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
Corona Cinema Company
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reels Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Chip's
Rivals
1
reel
For Sale, a Daddy
1 reel
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Chip's
Carmen
2
reels
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). S reels
(Continued on page 4597)
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels
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Motion
" The

|Pusiness
Wferin^s
Upper or lower sprockets for
Powers and Simplex, $1.75 each.
Intermittent sprockets, $2.00 each.
George A. Buckley, Plttsfleld, Mass.
?OR LEASE — Moving Picture
Theatre fully equipped, in business
section of Staten Island. Moderate
terms. Weinstock 720 West 181st
St., New York.
FOR SALE— 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 reel features, with posters, in first class condition. Big A Film, 145 West 45th
street, New York City.
WANTED: First class, reliable
pianist, must be thorough musician
with moving picture experience.
30 miles from New York. No SunNews.day work. Box 98, Motion Picture
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS]
Now At Your Disposal Bass
Tested
and Guaranteed.
Used TJniversals ; latest models,
complete with 50 mm. Tessar
F; 3.5 lens $225. Universal
Pan and Tilt tripod; list $90;
slightly used, $50 Ernemann,
$85; Urbans, $75; Prestwich
Professional,
$110. Write or
Wire.
Get complete list and catalogue.camera
America'sheadquarters.
motion picture
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
108 North Dearborn St.
Chicago, U. S. A.

Capacity
and Art
Laboratories
Capacity T\s\ closely
related toQuality.
O u r Capacity is
small, — this means
that every job gets
full attention and
that every foot of
work is personally
inspected by our
Superintendent.
This insures Quality. Therefore, we
guarantee satisfaction.
ART LABORATORIES
316 East 48th Street
Murray Hill 6973 Edmond Kuhn, Sup!.
Office:
Bryant 8324
1476 Broadway
NEW YORK

Hand

of the Hun

"■"THE HAND OF THE HUN" was produced in Italy under
A the direction of Giovanni Pastrone, who was responsible
for " Cabiria." The North American rights are controlled by
Harry Raver. It is in four reels.
The opening reel is devoted to straight dramatic work, showing
the interior of a household in Italy and its occupants waiting
patientsly for news from their loved-ones at the front. An old
man, his daughter-in-law and a youngster are shown. The long
expected letter comes and while the old man reads it, the description which his son, at the front, gives of the happenings, is portrayed in pictures. He tells of the heroism of a little Italian boy
in defending his mother against the attacks of the Germans. The
youngster at home gets an inspiration from the recital of the
deeds of the little boy at the front and goes to the nursery and
arrays his toy soldiers in battle array.
Tired from play the youngster falls asleep and dreams of the
battles between his toy soldiers.
Here, the producer has made the youngster's dream serve as
the basis of the action of the remaining three reels of the picture.
The toy soldiers are endowed with life, the Germans on the one
side and the Allies on the other. They prepare for war. Trenches
are dug, guns are set, the air squadron is shown, the use of
poisonous gases, and the dropping of bombs from the aeroplanes —
all enacted in miniature with hundreds of toy soldiers, come to
life, and engaging in all of the hazardous pursuits of war. The
youngster dreams and his dreams become a reality.
As a novelty, this production should interest any and all audiences. A process similar to the ones employed in animating cartoons, has been used, but the animation and the drama have been
combined in this production and herein lies the novelty. The
action is life-like, the miniature settings are marvelous for their
true proportions and perspective and the effects obtained in reproducing the action on a battle field, are due praise.
The cast is composed of foreign artists. Allesandro Bernard,
Ernesto Gemelli and Teresa Margoni, three members of the cast
which enacted " Cabiria," are seen in this production. Gabriele
Caruso, a youngster of about twelve years, is an artist before the
camera and is due high praise for his work in the straight dramatic scenes of this production.
Some beautiful exterior scenes, taken in the mountainous region
of Italy, are shown. The photography is clear. The production
is recommended for the program of small-town and big-town
exhibitors. It is a corking good feature for the children and
will be enjoyed by the grown-ups.
Dollar Saved
F is not only a dollar earned, but it's
An Earning Dollar
All supplies for" the M. P. Theatre at fairer
pricesIT thanPAYS
you'll TO
pay elsewhere.
DEAL HERE
Send for Price
"N"
INDEPENDENT
MOVIEList SUPPLT
CO.
6th Floor 729 7th Are., New York

THE WEST

N exv s

ADVERTISERS
BY
PRODUCTS

"

{Harry Raver — Four Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley

A

Picture

COAST

CAMERAS
Bass Camera Co
4596 )
Burke & James
4596 V
CARBONS
National Carbon Co
4611
Speer Carbon Co
4605
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Cooper-Hewitt
Elec.
Co
4609
Edison Lamp Works
4606
Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co. . 4596
FILMS
Art Laboratories 4596
Eastman Kodak Co
4608
Evans Film Mfg. Co
4608
Empire City Film Co
4608
LENS MANUFACTURERS
Crown Optical Co
4604
LOBBY DISPLAY
Newman
Mfg.
Co
4622
MISCELLANEOUS
A. B. C. Film
4596
Automatic
System
4596
Barker Bros
4611
Big A Film Co
4596
Brookins Co
4623
George Buckley
4596
Cahill-Igoe Co
4618
Motion Picture Directory Co. 4610
Radio Mat Slide Co
4604
Universal Motor Car
4623
Louis Weinstock
4596
MENTS
MUSIC
& MUSICAL INSTRUAmerican
Photoplayer
Co 4618
4622
Bartola Musical
Inst. Co
Echo Music Co
4614
Forster Music Pub., Inc 4614
Arthur Siebrecht
4618
Vandersloot Music Pub. Co... 4618
R. C. Young Music Co
4618
PROJECTION MACHINES
De Vry Corp
4604
Enterprise
Optical Co
Co
4599
Precision Machine
4625
Nicholas Power Co
4624
Lewis M. Swaab
4610
SUPPLY DEALERS
Amusement Supply Co
4610
Independent Movie Supply Co. 4596
VENTILATING
Typhoon Fan Co
4622
lran^^rteK
Automatically supplies only inch voltage as arecurrent
require*.
No watte of
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St ., Cleveland .Ohio, U.S.A.
We EXPORT Filing all over
the Globe.
What have yon to offer?
Only
sidered.honorable business conLet ns hear from yon.
A. B. C. FILM CO.
145 W. 45th Street
New York

Service Plus— to Readers
Circolation Plus— to Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT

Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

WANTED:

EXCHANGE

MANAGERS

whose rec-d
men understan
ing who
enterpris
EFFICIENT
tion,
ords bearand
investiga
film merchandising and who have every
qualification, by an established and responsible
film distributing organization, for positions at
several important operating points.
Write, stating frankly what you know and what
you can do. Tell all, and omit camouflage. No
confidences will be violated. Prompt consideration given all responses. Box 16, care of Motion
Picture News.

UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed,
better results,
at half the
Write for 6 new feature*
Burke & price.
James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago
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(Continued from page 4595)
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden
Spoon
Mary
Some Barrier
11 CC
His Trial
1C
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed.
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
King Bee Comedies
June 1. Back Stage
2 reels
June 15. The Hero
2 reels
July 1. Doughnuts
2 reels
July
Rival
Aug. 15.1. Cupid's
The Villain
22 reels
reels
Aug. 15. The Millionaire
2 reels
Sept. 1. The Goat
2 reels
Sept. 15. The Fly Cop
2 reels
Oct. 1. The Chief Cook
2 reels
Oct. 15. The Candy Kid
2 reels
Nov. 1. The Hobo
2 reels
Nov. 15. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Secret Treaty
5 reels
Lincoln Motion Pictvtre Company
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. .. 32 reels
reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Marion Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and Night) 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies.... 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov.
19.
An
Account
of
a
No-Account
Count.
1
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 CC
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplifht Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter
—
Mo-Toy
Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy Gets the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In Jungle Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
A Trip to the Moon.
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.
Dolly Doings.
School Days.
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
55 reels
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
The Whip
8 reels
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmy the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Photoplay Magazine — Screen Supplement — Onereel releases, giving intimate interviews of all
the stars. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earle Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels

The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Sturmer)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Weavers of Life
5 reels
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6. reels
Selig Special
Bewar. of Strangers
The Ne'er-Do-Well
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
Who Shall Take My Life?
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis

7
8
10
—

reels
reels
reels
reels

7 reels
10 reels

Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Signet Film Corporation
The Masque of Life
7 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reels
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Ultra Film Co.
A Day at West Point
West Is West
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The
Secret
45 reels
The Bishop's
Lottery Man
reels
The Marriage Bond
5 reels
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Margarita Fischer)
4 reels
Hell
Girl
57 reels
Come Morgan's
Through
reels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
6 reels
The Pursuing Vengeance
5 reels
The Price of Her Soul
7 reels
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6 reels
The Slave Mart
5 reels
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels
RELEASES IN
SHORT SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 4594)
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, December 23, 1917
The Seven Pearls, No. 15. " The Seventh
Pearl "Bary),
(Mollie
King, Creighton Hale, 2 D
Leon
Astra
The (Doris
Hidden Kenyon,
Hand, No.
5. " Lewis,
The AirArline
Lock Pretty,
"
Sheldon
Mahlon Hamilton), Pathe
2 D
Bashful (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels, Harry
Pollard), Rolin
1 C
The Pearl of the Atlantic (Colored), Belle
Isle, Picturesque Brittany (Trav.) and
Strange Fresh Water Insects (Colored),
Educ
Split Reel
Katzenjammer
Kids,
"
Fast
and
Furious
"
(Cart.),stoneInternational,
and Indiana Lime(Educ), Industrial
Split Reel
Wednesday, December 26, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 104
1 top
Saturday, December 29, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 105
1 top
Sunday, December 30, 1917
The Hidden Hand, No. 6. " The Flower of
Death "Pretty,
(Doris Mahlon
Kenyon,Hamilton),
Sheldon Lewis,
Arline
Pathe. 2 D
The Eighth Annual Round-Up, Pendleton,
Oregon
3 top
Argus Pictorial, No. 4
1 Ed.
Step Lively (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels,
Harry Pollard), Rolin
1 C
Rocky Mountain Park (Combitone), Earle 1 Trav.
Katzenjammer Kids, " Peace and Quiet "
(Cart) ; " Making
the Comic Section,"
International,
Ed
Split reel

Wednesday, January 2, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 2
Saturday, January 5, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 3

1 top
1 top

Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
6. Matrimonial Breaker
1 C
6. His Day of Doom
1 C
13. A Straight Crook
1 C
13. A Marriage Not
1 C
20. Their Indian Uncle
1 C
20. The Price of His Head
1 C
27. A Butler Bust-Up
1 C
27. Too Many Husbands
1 C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Jan. 6. His Hidden Shame (Max Asher,
Dora Rogers, Alice Davenport, Alatia
Morton, Marianne Delatorre) 2 C
Jan. 13. His Punctured Reputation (Wm.
Franey, Dale Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milt
Sims)
2 C
Jan. bon,
20. Dimples
and Dangers
GribDora Rogers,
Frank (Harry
Bond, Claire
Anderson)
2 C
Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Asher)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday. December 31, 1917
NESTOR — Busted Hearts and Buttermilk
(Hayward
Mack, January
Roberto 2,
Wilson)
1 C
Wednesday,
1918
L-KO — Carnivals and Cannibals (Merta
Sterling, Al Forbes)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly Saturday,
No. 5. January 5. 1918
UNIVERSAL
No. 52. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 34 (Shipping date, December 29).
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAI Overboard
(Twelfth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Treachery (Sixth
Episode Monday,
of "The January
Mystery Ship"
2 D
1918 Serial).
NESTOR— Cave
Man Stuff 7,(Gale
Henry,
William Franey)
1 C
Wednesday, January 9, 1918
L-KO — Torpedo Pirates (Hughie Mack) 2 C
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 6.
Saturday, January 12, 1918
UNIVERSAL
No. 53. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS—
No. 35 (Shipping
date, January
5). Issue
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — New Enemies
(Thirteenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— One Minute to
Live (Seventh Episode of " The Mystery
Ship " Serial)
2 D
Vitagraph

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

BOBBY
CONNELLY SERIES
5. Bobby to the Rescue.
12.
Country
Adventure.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife.
26. Bobby the Magician.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
Dec. 3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Hororrs.2 parts
Dec. 17. Epi. 15. Out of the Flame 2 parts
Dec. 3. Spooks and Spasms.
BIG V COMEDIES
Dec. 10. Frauds and Free Lunch.
Dec. 17. Noisy Naggers and Nosey Neighbors.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Dec. 3. A Family Flivver (Edward Earle,
Agnes Ayres).
Dec. 10. Paging Page Two (Edward Earle,
Agnes Ayres).
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Dec.24. The Oak (First Episode) (Wm. Duncan, Carol Holloway).
Dec. 31. Loaded Dice (Second Episode) (Wm.
Duncan, Carol Holloway).
Favorite Film Features
Dec. 3. The Golden Pathway (Mary
Charleson, Jane Fearnley, Naomi
Childers, Maurice Costello, Robert
Gaillard, Brinsley Shaw)
2 D
Dec. 3. His Little Page (Norma Talmadge,
Leo Delaney, Van Dyke Brooke). 1 C
Dec. 10. Mrs.
Melodrama
(Flora
Finch,Bingle's
Kate Price,
James Lackaye,
Hughieliam
Mack, Humphrey)
William Shea, Wil- 2 C
Dec. 10. Tim Grogan's Foundling (Norma
Talmadge,
Costello, Van Kate
Dyke Price,
Brooke,Helen
Courtnay
Foote)
1 D
Dec. 17. The Call (Edith Storey, E. K. Lincoln, Gladden James, Ralph Ince).2 D
Dec. 17. No Sweets (Flora Finch, Kate
Price, Hughie Mack, Charles
Eldridge)
1 C
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
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UNHONORED

CRAFTSMAN

HERE'S
a man w"e ne^er
Given no publicity

Though

ma)) ache

Ever watching through his "peep"
Into darkness broad and deep
Save

where

penetrating

Lights the screen
Toiling ever

ray

as bright as day

on his feet

In the blinding glare and
Threading
TW

heat

film in a machine

projects it on the screen

Keeping
Cleaning

carbon

lights aglow

after ever? show

Looking out for censor's seals
Or rewinding all the reels
Mending
Blamed

breaks bj) clever patches
for laboratory scratches

Unseen is the part that's his
This unhonored craftsman is
THE

MOVIE

OPERATOR
ALVIN

II

i

flickering or break
his tired arms

iif
I
Ig

see

Working on so you may v"iew
All the movies that are new
Without

—

RICHARD

PLOUGH
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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CHOOSE
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MOTION
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CHOOSE

PICTURE

NEWS-

PROJECTOR
YOUR

HELP

buy labor on one standard
YOU
only— ABILITY— to deliver
the service you want.
Then

we say: " Choose your Projector as you choose your help."
Mere possession brings neither
profit nor satisfaction. You want
projection Service — A Machine
that will do the greatest amount of
work for the least expenditure of
money, energy and time.
If this is the basis of your choice,
MOTIOGRAPH
must command
consideration.
Write for Literature

Perfect projection with small upkeep cost has always been the
principle
behind MOTIOGRAPH CONSTRUCTION.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL
MANUFACTURING
CO.

Its SERVICE
every user.

Chicago, Illinois
Western Office: 833 Market Street
San Francisco, California

is spoken

of by

564-572 W. Randolph Street
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ABOVE illustration shows a leak-proof tank for use in film labora-

"PILM
measuring
machine. Capacity
is 10,000
can eliminating
be reset to zero
atiwill;of
■*sprocket
stops immediately
after film
passes feet;
through,
any error
footage.
,
attractive
set of brass
frames
will
brighten your
lobby
atby. tract theand
passer-

'T'HIS Pop Corn Machine is practically automatic; requires little
attention and is a money maker for
many theatres where it is now installed.

'T'HIS
-*- fromdevice
A. C.produces
current. a D. C. arc with all'its advantages

'T'HE above shows a program
printed in three colors; ample
room on the inside for your entire
week's advertising.
bill. Also enough room for
local

"plBRE
carrying case,
made ofinlined
sizes metal
to accommodate
any
number
reels.

N enclosed film rewinder, approved by the National Board of
L Fire Underwriters,

Motor. The A.lever
PROJECTOR
C.
as shown in the illustration provides a wide
speed range.

TXCAX DESCENT lamp house with lamps
for use on projection machines.

"GVLOOR
Mats and
and give
Runners
made ofMade
remnants
selected
sole leather. Can be used on
both sides
long wear.
in all ofsizes
and shapes.

NOTE — You will no doubt want some of these useful accessories in your business. We shall be glad to send you the price and the names and addresses of
firms selling these articles. Address your letter to Service Dept., Motion Picture News, Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue,-New York.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Artcraft Pictures Corporation, I want to say that we appreciate
the co-operation of the operators as well as that of the Motion
Picture News, and we stand ready at all times when called upon
to do our share of anything necessary and consistent to the attaining of the object of the National Anti-Misframe League.
It is the earnest desire of our company to perfect to the highest
degree the caliber of the service rendered to the exhibitor in
I SECTION

OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWSl

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
••
Technical Editor

every particular.
One of the most important things that we can accomplish is
to give the exhibitor, regardless of the size of his community
and theatre, films in good condition.
Although we have tried to establish an efficient Film Inspection
Department in every exchange and our exchange managers receive daily reports as to the condition of all films at each exchange, most of this work is of little value unless we receive
the full co-operation of every operator who exhibits our pictures.
We believe that all exhibitors should encourage their operators.
We wish to extend our gratitude to the operators comprising
the National Anti-Misframe League as well as the Motion Picture News in this enterprise, and we pledge them our hearty supVery truly yours,
port.

N. A.-M. F. L. and Exchanges
LAST week letters were sent out to the exchange
managers of the various large exchange systems
calling attention to the National Anti-Misframe
League and the strength which it is assuming in the industry.
Three replies from these letters have come in. They
show that the endeavors of our organization are appreciated and that the co-operation which we are lending to
improve the physical condition of film has a definite value,
which was inevitable.
The first two of these letters to be received are
printed below :
December 10, 1917.
Mr. E. K. Gillett,
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh avenue,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Gillett: I have for acknowledgment your esteemed
favor of the 6th instant in reference to the National Anti-Misframe League.
The improvement of service to exhibitors, and through them to
the public, is indeed a step in the right direction. To have a
paper of the importance of Motion Picture News take this up,
and obtain the co-operation of operators of America in the movement, assures its success. There is no doubt that it will eradicate some of the difficulties which have been experienced in the
past and which still exist today in the exhibition of motion pictures.
In speaking for the exchange managers of the Paramount and

(Signed) A. Lichtman,
General Sales Manager,
Paramount Pictures Corporation.

December 10, 1917.
Mr. E. Kendall Gillett,
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh avenue.
My Dear Mr. Gillett : The writer was very happy to receive
your letter of December 6, and learn of the good work being
done by the National Anti-Misframe League.
We wish to state that the New York Exchange of the General
Film Company will gladly co-operate with the operators so that
their film will be in as perfect condition as possible.
Since the 1st of November we have added four inspectors to
our crew, and will at all times adopt any method which will tend
to improve conditions.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) P. A. Bloch,
Resident Manager,
General Film Company.
There is no need of comment. The letters speak for
themselves. The men who sign the letters would be glad
to receive complaints direct if there are any to be made
against their exchanges, or they can be made through the
National Anti-Misframe League as in the past.
There is real progress and we feel sure that exchange
managers of all the various systems will co-operate just as
enthusiastically as have those from whom letters have already been received.
E. K. Gillett.

4602 (Accessory)

An Automatic Change-Over Signal
THROUGH the efforts of the National Anti-Misframe League,
and by the co-operation of its members, marked improvement in the condition of films has become manifest in recent
months, but the removal of misframes and the elimination of bad
spots are not the only self-imposed tasks which confront the
careful operator who desires to produce a flawless performance
on the screen. A source of great annoyance to the operator
who takes pride in his work is the punched and mutilated condition in which the ends of the films of multiple-reel subjects
are frequently found.
This practice of punching holes, or making scratch marks,
near the end of the film is, as is generally known, indulged in
by careless operators who desire some readily visible signal which
will apprise them that the reel being projected is nearly run
through the machine— this being the cue to " change over " from
one machine to the next. The punch mark evil has assumed such
extensive proportions within the last year that numerous methods
have been proposed for notifying the operator when a reel is
about concluded, and very numerous indeed have been the requests from managers and operators for the publication of some
method of accomplishing this end without sensible damage to the
film.
5)

The Society of Motion Picture Engineers, at their New York
meeting in October, adopted what is probably the best changeover signal that can be devised, i. e., concluding each reel with
a sub-title and commencing the succeeding reel with the same
sub-title. From his cue sheet and a strict observance of the
screen, the operator then knows when the end of a reel is imminent, and by starting the other machine the identical sub-titles
are momentarily superimposed on the screen while the first projector is unobtrusively stopped. The practical value of this suggestion of the Engineers is self-evident, but as it will probably
be some time before the suggestion is adopted by all laboratories
and producers of multiple-reel pictures, we are prompted to submit to operators and other readers a description of an automatic
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mechanical (or electrical) device whereby the operator may be
notified, at any desired distance from the end of a reel, that the
reel is nearing its conclusion.
The device consists, roughly speaking, of a small electric light
globe mounted on the projector mechanism or near the lookout
port of the projection-room. The globe is controlled by the film
in its passage throught the projector, and may be caused to light
up momentarily at any desired instant during the running of a
film, through the medium of a shallow notch cut out along the
extreme edge of the film. No originality is claimed for the device
to be described, as it has been long employed on the Duplex positive printer, and is reproduced herewith through the courtesy of
the Duplex Machine Company. The device can be constructed
by an operator or mechanic of average ability, and may be installed on several standard makes of projection machines. It is
shown diagrammatically in the annexed figure, in which A represents the device as attached to the mechanism at the back of the
aperture plate (between the aperture plate and projection lens) ;
B is a view of the device as it would appear from the film side of
the aperture if the aperture plate were removed; C is a section
of film showing the manner in which the edge is to be notched
in order that it may operate the device (and light the globe momentarily) asthe film traverses the aperture plate. In Figures A
and B like reference letters designate like parts of the attachment.
Referring, therefore, to Fig. A, an L-shaped metal arm a is
pivoted to the mechanism at one side of the aperture plate by the
screw b. At the lowest extremity of the arm a is a hardened steel
boss c which bears against the edge of the film strip in its passage
across the aperture plate. The arm a is normally (when no film
is in the machine) forced up by the spring d to the position shown
in Fig. B, but when the edge of the film strip is in contact with the
boss c the arm is maintained in the position shown by Fig. A. In
the figures, the distance F represents the full width of a standard
cine film, although it is drawn slightly oversize to facilitate the
description.
At the top of the mechanism, or in any convenient location, is
mounted a plate e, of rubber, fiber, or other insulating material,
and attached to the insulating plate are the binding-posts / and g.
From the binding posts / and g, wires are run to any convenient
source of electric current, and to one of these wires a small
incandescent lamp / is connected as shown.
Returning, now, to the arm a, it will be noted that it is provided
at the uppermost extremity with a metal contact point h mounted
in a piece of insulating material i. By further reference to Fig. A,
it will also be seen that the binding post g is provided at its
lower end with a metal contact /. To complete the mechanical
arrangements, the contact point h (on the arm a) is connected to
the lower end of the binding post / by the wire k.
If, now, we take the film to be projected, and cut a shallow,
curved notch along the edge as shown by Fig. C (where n is the
notch), it is apparent that when the notch n comes into contact
with the boss c (which bears against the edge of the film) the
arm a will be momentarily released and will be forced upwards
by the spring d, so that a contact will be made between the metal
contact points h and j. The lamp / will therefore be lighted for
an instant, giving the operator his change-over signal, and the
length of time which the lamp remains lighted will be governed
by the length of the notch n, in the edge of the film.
The device will also be put into operation if the boss c comes
into contact with other notches, or places where the edge of the
film is torn away, but can do no harm to the torn edge of the
film as it is round and very smooth. It is also assumed that a
competent operator will watch the performance with sufficient
attention that he will know when the reel is nearing its close, and
will, therefore, not be misled by other accidental flashings of the
signal light.
It might further be objected that notching the edge of the film
is bad practice, and we go on record as certainly opposed to any
mutilation or injury of films ; but if shallow-curved notches (as
shown in 'he drawing) are used, it will be found that the film does
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not suffer any subsequent deterioration at these points. We have
examined valuable negatives, notched in this manner, which have
been run through printing machines some hundreds of times
with no breaking down of the film around the notches.
Suggestions for the Operation

of Mazda

C

Motion Picture Lamps
BY L. C. PORTER
Edison Lamp Works of Gen'l. Elec. Co.
introduction of the Mazda lamp as a light source for
moving picture machines means steadier pictures of better
color value, lower operation cost, less wear and tear on machines
and films, a cooler operating booth and much simpler control.
To obtain these advantages, however, it is highly important that
the new equipment be correctly set up. Once the Mazda lamp
and its accompanying optical train are properly set in relation to
1 each other, no further adjustments are necessary throughout the
life of the lamp.
The optical train consists of the objective lens, the aperture
plate, the corrugated condenser, the Mazda lamp and the spherical
mirror. The centers of all of these devices should be on a straight
line starting at the center of the spherical mirror and terminating
at the center of the motion picture screen.
When the machines are shipped from the factory the con! denser, aperture plate and objective lens should be in proper align|ment. There are adjustments in three directions on the lamp
holder and mirror holder, allowing these elements to be also
brought into line. If, however, for any reason, the various
elements are not properly lined up they may be put in place
as follows :
Install the Mazda lamp and place its filament opposite the
center of the convex face of the corrugated condenser and 2^4"
back from the edge thereof. The corrugated face of the condenser should be about 7" in back of the aperture plate. Light
the lamp by means of the switch on the control device supplied
for the lamp. Do not use the switch on the lamp housing to
light or extinguish the lamp. There is a special protectve device
in the control equipment operated by the switch thereon. If this
is not used short lamp life may result. Turn the rotating shutter
so that one of the wings is nearly half way across the face of
the objective lens. A very faint image of the corrugations on
the condenser will now appear on the motion picture screen. It
is fairly easy to tell if the center of this image is in the center
of the lighted screen. If it is not, move the condenser until it
becomes so.
If difficulty is experienced in observing the image the result
may be accomplished as follows :
Let one man, provided with a piece of dark glass, place his
head in the light beam about 10 feet in front of the projector and
look through the dark glass directly into the objective lens. The
observer's head should be in such a position that its shadow falls
on the center of the lighted part of the motion picture screen.
Looking into the objective lens through the dark glass, the corrugations on the condenser become clearly visible! An assistant
should then move the condenser until these rings are concentric
with and centered in the objective lens. With the condenser
properly lined up by either of the above methods, the next thing
to do is to focus the lamp.
This is accomplished as follows :
Set the lamp with its filament approximately 2l/2 inches back
of the edge of the condenser and opposite thet center thereof. A
circular spot of light will be thrown onto the aperture plate. The
lamp should be moved up and down by the adjustments provided
for this purpose until the width of the spot of light above the
top of the center of the aperture is exactly the same as that at
the bottom. The lamp should then be similarly adjusted sidewise. In making either of these adjustments care should be used
to see that the plane of lamp filament or broad face is parallel
■with the face of the condenser. Turn the mirror to one side or
place an opaque screen between it and the lamp. Next, place one
wing of the rotating shutter in front of the objective lens. An
image of the lamp filament will appear on this wing. Move the
lamp forward and backward until this image becomes sharpest,
i. e., where the individual turns of the filament coils show up
most clearly.
THE

This will be the correct operating position for the lamp. The
next move is to adjust the mirror.
Proper adjustment of the mirror is very important. With correct setting it will add to the screen illumination between 40 and
60 per cent. To set the mirror proceed as follows :
Turn the mirror so that the plane of its face is parallel with
that of the condenser and adjust the height until the center of
the mirror is opposite the center »f the condenser and the center
of the lamp filament. Move the mirror forward and back until
the spot of light projected on the aperture plate by the mirror
becomes the same size and coincides exactly with the spot projected by the condenser. Next move the mirror sideways or
rotate it slightly according to the type of adjustment provided
until the dark spaces between the filament images on the rotating
shutter are filled with light. This setting is very important because should the filament images reflected by the mirror fall on
the filament coils themselves instead of between them, not only is
much of this light lost but also the life of the lamp may be shortened due to overheating. The use of an opaque screen quickly
inserted and quickly removed between the lamp and mirror, will
make its effect as observed on the shutter, more evident.
If the lamp housing contains two or more lamps and a single
mirror, all of the lamps should be focused first without the mirror and then the mirror set to the last lamp. After this setting
the first lamp should be swung back in place. If for any reason
the mirror images do not exactly fill the spaces between the condenscer images of the lamp filament coils do not change the mirror setting, but move the lamp slightly sideways until the desired
result is obtained.
If preferred,
focusing' lens
of the
mayshutter
be doneopen.
by
removing
the objective
andlamp
withandthemirror
rotating
The images of the filament coils will then appear on the motion
picture screen. This method of focusing probably results in a
slightly more uniform screen illumination of not quite so high
an intensity as if focusing were done on the shutter.

jSfx&iCon. of A&emlling J)ence.
in.ji2a.ce in «. Projecting JPTacAinc

If one is to line up quite a number of machines time may be
saved by having a simple mechanical device made for this purpose. The device consists of a straight rod (A) pointed at each
end. A section of a cone (B) of such a diameter that its center
will fit snugly into the objective lens jacket after the lens tube
has been removed. This cone-shaped piece also has a hole
through it fitting snugly to the rod (A). A tapered rectangular
piece (C) is also provided to fit snugly into the aperture plate.
This piece also has a hole in it fitting rod (A) snugly. A cylindrical plate (D) is provided with a good substantial shoulder
bored to fit rod (A). These parts may be made of steel or
wood, preferably steel. In using them remove the lens tube from
the objective lens and insert cone (B) in the jacket. Insert rectangular block (C) in the aperture plate and pass rod (A)
through them. It then becomes a simple matter to place the
center of the condenser against the pointed end of the rod and
thus centering it perfectly with the aperture plate and projection lens.
The plane of the condenser is made parallel to the plane of
the aperture by placing disc (D) on the end of the rod and having the face of the condenser touch the disc on its entire circumference. If desired, the mirror may be similarly centered before
the condenser is put in place.
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Mazda

Watch

the

Crowd

if you have any doubts as to the value of
the best obtainable projection equipment.
While some persons like one kind of pictures,
and some prefer another, the theatres where the
crowd continues to go regularly are the ones
where the pictures are always evenly illuminated
with the details sharply defined.

lenses give that uniformity of illumination and
clean-cut definition.
Although a lens may seem a small thing in
size and cost, it is a big thing in its relation to
your box office receipts.
The Marlux costs no more than any
good lens, and gives better results.
Ask your dealer, or write direct to
CROWN

OPTICAL COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

RadiO ^#Iat

SLIDE

Mr. Exhibitor!
Radio Slides enable you to effectively co-operate with the
government in keeping the
public informed as to what
service and sacrifices are most
important in the successful
prosecution of the war, and
what efforts on the part of
those at home will be of the
greatest value to those " over
there."
Fdr Sale by all Leading Dealers

RADIO

Radio Slides
can be written
on any typewriter like a
letter.
$1.75 Box
of 50

For Sale by
All Leading
Dealers.

Send for Sample — Take No Substitute.
MAT
SLIDE CO., VH^SSSt^

Previewing
or Screening
Film
at your convenience with
THE DE VRY PORTABLE
M. P. PROJECTOR
Operates at the touch of a button
Motor Drive
Size 17" x 17" x 7" over all
Majestic Sandusky;
Theatre, Detroit;
Schadeby —Theatre,
Empire
Weighs but Twenty Pounds Used
Takes Standard Size Reels Theatre. Detroit, and many film manand Film
ufacturers and exchanges.
THE DE VRY CORPORATION, 117 North Fifth Atc", Chicago, III., U. S. A.

Picture

New.

Projection Demonstrated at
Edison Studio
THURSDAY evening, December 13, was the occasion of s
special meeting of the Illuminating Engineering Society, a
the Edison Studio, Bedford Park, N. Y., the object of the meeting being the presentation of a paper on " Motion Picture Projection with Tungsten-Filament Lamps," with a subsequent demonstration of these new light sources for motion picture projection
The papers which formed the feature of the evening were prepared by Mr. J. T. Caldwell of the National Lamp Works, Cleveland, O. ; Mr. A. R. Dennington of the Westinghouse Lamp
Works, Bloomfield, N. J.; Mr. J. A. Orange of the General Electric Research Laboratory, Schenectady, N. Y., and Mr. L. C. Porter of the Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.
An informal dinner was served in the studio; during which the
guests were surreptitiously photographed by a battery of movie
cameras stationed in the flies. Afterwards a member of the Edison producing staff regaled the audience with a series of anecdotes illustrative of the film directors' joys and sorrows.
The feature of the evening, the paper on the Mazda projection
lamps, was next in order, and as printed copies of the complete
article had been furnished to all present, Mr. J. A. Orange merely
recounted and emphasized the principle items which it dealt with.
It is hardly necessary for us to reprint the paper, as a great deal
of its contents has already appeared in the Projection Department in the recent articles by Messrs. Burrows and Caldwell, of
Cleveland. Following Mr. Orange's remarks came the demonstration of Mazda projection, which was studied with interest by
the many motion picture technicians present.
A picture said to be 15 feet wide was projected upon an aluminized screen from a distance of 90 feet. The light source used
was an Edison 750 watt lamp operating on A. C. ; the machine
a Power 6B, and the lens a yi size objective of presumably 4 inch
E. F. The screen results showed very satisfactory brilliancy and
opinion was about equally divided as to whether or not the Mazda
lamp was a satisfactory substitute for the arc lamp in motion
picture projection. While we considered the demonstration very
satisfactory as regards screen brightness, we consider that the
Mazda equipment is not in the first rank of projection light
sources until it can achieve satisfactory screen brightness with
projection lenses of smaller and more rational effective apertures
than those at present advocated. By this we mean that there are
sound and readily demonstrable grounds for prejudice against extra-aperture lenses when the E. F. is less than 6 inches.
A most deliciously mirthful and exciting feature of the demonstrational projecting was the exhibition of an utterly ludicrous
film taken at less than half normal speed of the guests while
they were innocently eating dinner. This comic masterpiece of
cinematography put all of the spectators in the necessary good
humor to proceed with the discussion of Messrs. Caldwell, Dennington, Porter and Orange's paper, which came next in the order
of the evening's business. The remarks made upon the paper
were of a slender nature, and the various comments were replied
to by Mr. J. A. Orange. Many of those present would have discussed the paper and demonstration but for the lateness of the
.hour, and some interesting written discussions will doubtless accompany the paper upon its publication in the I. E. S. Transactions.
In spite of the inclement weather the trip to the Edison Studio
and the Mazda lamp demonstration proved interesting to all who
were fortunate in being present.
New

Lamp

Westinghouse

Catalogue of Industrial
Motors
THE second of a series of catalogues of industrial motors has
just been distributed by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company of East Pittsburgh, Pa. This is known
as Catalogue 30 and covers the company's complete line of direct
current motors and generators, for industrial service.
It contains complete description, rating and dimensions for
type SK commutating-pole motors, various modifications of type
SK elevator motors, reversing planer motor equipment, type
CD motors, headstock equipment for woodworking plants, types
SK and CD motor generators and arc welding equipment. Much
new information is given, especially on such subjects as arc
welding, headstock equipment, motion picture service and»battery
charging service.
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NECESSITY
is the
National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge

|

A V a motion picture operator who has the interest of his pro■«*
fession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
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MOTHER

SPEER

OF

INVENTION

ALTERNO
FOR

CARBONS

A.C. WORK
AND

SPEER

HOLD-ARK
FOR

CARBONS

D.C. WORK

Are not only two of the latest
inventions of the Motion Picture
Roll of Honor
Leon P. Vars
Providence, R. I.
Robert Teeson
Camas, Wash.
Joseph Breen
Troy, N. Y.
Joseph D. Mitchell
Vienna, Ga.
L. D. Chapman
Elgin, Nebr.
A. O. Hansen
Vancouver, B. C.
John R. Foster
Vancouver, B. C.
William Tenney
Vancouver, B. C.
Joseph Lowdon
Vancouver, B. C.
William Woolridge
Vancouver, B. C.
J. E. Schmidt
Vancouver, B. C.
Roy Geldart
Vancouver, B. C.
Samuel W. Haigh
Vancouver, B. C.
Wm. J. Clayton
Vancouver, B. C.
J. W. Roberts
Vancouver, B. C.
J. F. Boothroyd
Vancouver, B. C.
Robert D. Freeman
Vancouver, B. C.
R. G. Pollock
Vancouver, B. C.
C. B. Starr
Vancouver, B. C.
J. H. Lucas
Vancouver, B. C.
C. L. Kerr
New Westminster, B. C.
James W. McGibbon
New Westminster, B. C.
John N. Bloom
Primghar, Iowa
George W. Sailer
Hartford, Conn.
H. J. Campbell
Hartford, Conn.
F. L. McKiel
Tyler, Texas.
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Industry, but also a necessary
means whereby your projection
can be vastly improved
fected.
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PARAMOUNT
ALTERNO

1
I
630
26

Total Membership to Date

656

ESSENTIAL
HOLD-ARK

ADVANTAGES
CARBONS

Permanent Arc
Longer Life
Perfect Crater
Minimum Adjustment
Hard Core and Metal Coating
Elimination of Projection Difficulties

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

When ordering specify whether for
alternating or direct current. Each
style has a special duty to perform.
Substitutions
or attempted alterations
are
costly.

Member's name
Home address
•
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in this
| information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so, many
having merely given their names and name of city, without any
street address, making it impossible for the post office to deliver
the letters addressed to them.
Camp McClellan Installs Simplex
Two more Simplex projectors have been added to the projector
equipment of Camp McClellan, thus making six Simplex projectors now in use there.
Better to read fifty advertisements

FEATURES—
CARBONS

Perfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
Noiseless Operation — Brilliant Illumination.
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.

1

Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded This Week

and per-

Write today for descriptive literature
"THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE"
1
J
g

SPEER

CARBON

COMPANY

ST. MARYS, PA.

than to miss the one YOU need.
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A

Lamp

Pictures

that

means

and

Operating

Picture

New

better

Decreased

Costs

IT'S not often that yon can improve the
quality of your pictures and at the same time
lower your perating costs. But that's just
what this new Edison Mazda C Lamp does.
The focus is permanent. The light is of an
even intensity — no flicker.
There is less heat ; the absence of all carbon ash
means less wear and tear on machines and film
(carbon and carbon troubles are eliminated).
The results are better pictures, a better show.
And don't forget that operating costs are greatly reduced by a marked reduction in current
consumption. Get in touch with our nearest
distributor. Send for Bulletin containing full
information.
Edison

Lamp

Works of General Electric Co.
HARRISON, N. J.

Partial List of
NEW YORK
United Theatre Equipment Corp.
729
Seventh
Ave.
Independent
SeventhMovie
Ave. Supply Co.
Chas.729
Beseler
Co.
131 E. 23dBOSTON
St.
A. T. Thompson
15 Tremont
United
Theatre St.Equipment Corp.
129 Pleasant St.
Phil. PHILADELPHIA
Elec. Co., Supply Dept.
132 So. 11th St.
United
1233 Theatre
Vine St. Equipment Corp.
Williams.
Brown St.& Earle
918 Chestnut
ATLANTA
Southern
Atlanta,Theatre
Ga. Equipment Co.
DALLAS
Southern
Theatre
1315 Main
St. Equipment Co.
PITTSBURGH
United Theatre Equipment Corp.
940 Penn OMAHA
Ave.
United Theatre Equipment Corp.
13th and Harney Sts.

Distributors:
United
TheatreCLEVELAND
Equipment
314 Columbia
Bldg. Corp.
CINCINNATI
United
115 W.Theatre
7th St.Equipment Corp.
E. E. Fulton Co.CHICAGO
3208 Carroll Ave.
DETROIT
Erker Bros. Optical Co.
511
N.
Grand
Ave. Corp.
United Theatre Equipment
409 Peter Smith Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS
United Theatre Equipment Corp.
16 N. 7th St.
KANSAS CITY
Kansas City Mach. & Supply Co.
813 Walnut DES
St. MOINES
Kansas
Utica City
Bldg.Mach. & Supply Co.
ST. LOUIS
Erker608 Bros.
Olive Optical
St. Co.
SAN FRANCISCO
G. A. Metcalf
117 Golden Gate St.
1

EDISON

MAZDA

C
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The Distribution of Light Intensity in
Photographic Images
(Continued from last week.)
THE exact decrease in illumination at increasing distances away
from the axis has been calculated by Dr. H. Harting1 for
various degrees of obliquity, and as these data are of interest to
students of photographic optics, and are also applicable to certain
phases of optical projection, we reproduce Dr. Harting's table
Dr.H.Hart

trigs Evaluation
Zcos+

cc

JCOS^CL
jser cent.
fOO.O

o° 38.5
S° 3tJ
87 J
78.0
G7J

cc

focal-plane, we find that it is diminished in still other ways besides
those which we have previously considered, and we now return
to the instructive paper of Dr. Zschokke, as the details of his in\estigation of the factors influencing the rapidity of lenses are most
interesting to study.

of

cc.

Icos^cc
-per cent
S6.2

CC

Icos^cc
Jber c?nt.
3.Z
e.z
/.¥

30°
3S° Z5T.0
/7./
¥0° /0.8
Vf°

60°

20°
65-°
°
5
Z
herewith.
The various angles a represent only one-half° of the
actual angle of view, and this table
70 why the
50° emphasizes the reason
S°
7
edges of negatives photographeds-°with wide-angle lenses are frequently much underexposed — sif the central portion of the image
has received just the right exposure. With a Busch " Pantoskop "
(angle of view 110°), for instance, the edges of the image receive
only about one-tenth the exposure of the center, while with a
Goerz Hypergon " (angle of view 140°) the edges of the image
receive only about 1 per cent of the axial illumination. It is there-

fig. 9
Dr. Zschokke says :
'" Another factor comes into play in the case of actual lenses,
and this is the partial cutting off of the rays of oblique pencils by
the lens mount. This is shown by Figures 7 and 8. In Figure 7
are shown the cross-sections of two pencils of rays traversing an
ideal lens. The cross-section of the axial pencil is, of course, a
circle, while the cross-section of the oblique pencil is an ellipse.
Fig. 8 shows, however, the case of an actual lens, and the drawing
was made from actual observation. In this case (Fig. 8) the
cross-section of the pencil of rays parallel to the axis is still a
circle; but it is no longer the diaphragm which limits the crosssectional area of the oblique pencil. As Fig. 8 shows, the lens
mounting does this, with the result that the cross-section of the
oblique pencil has the shape of a cross-section of a bi-convex lens."
Dr. Zschokke has devised an apparatus which enables him to
record upon a photographic plate the exact shape and relative size
of the cross-sections of pencils at various degrees of obliquity
(from the axis), and this apparatus is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 9.

Ftg.iO.

fore readily apparent why some sort of an equalizing device, such
as the rotating star stop of the Hypergon, is required when working with extreme wide-angle objectives.
Continuing our study of the intensity of the illumination at the
1 " Optisches Hiilfsbuch iur Photographierende," Berlin, 1909.

"The objective to be examined
is first focused for infinity, and
Fi3.ll.
a metal screen T (Fig 9), pierced
with a row of small holes, is
placed at the customary position of the ground-glass, or focusing
screen. Through the medium of a special centering device (a rack
and a pinion presumably. — Ed.) it is possible to bring the first of
these small holes right in line with the axis of the lens, and the
other holes are so spaced that they correspond to half-angles
of field increasing by 5 degree intervals. Behind the hole Lm, which
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is on the axis of the lens, is placed a source of light. The rays
which traverse the small aperture L™, fall upon the lens as a
parallel pencil of rays. Continuing through the lens they reach
the photographic plate P and the exposure thus made gives (upon
development) the size of the cross-section of the axial pencil, i.e.,
EASTMAN
FILM

The

result of highest

materials

and painstaking
ufacture isshown

in

grade
man-

the

re-

sults on the screen.

Identifiable by the words "Eastman"
and "Kodak"

EASTMAN

the
aperture
lens. The
and
sizesworking
of oblique
pencils ofaretherecorded
in a cross-sectional
similar manner;shapes'
the light
source, in this case, being placed behind one of the small holes
away from the axis (La, in the drawing) and the photographic
plate tilted to the corresponding degree of obliquity (30° in this
instance), so that it receives the rays at normal incidence. The
cross-sections of pencils traversing a lens at various degrees of
obliquity from 0° (for the axial pencil) to 40°, as recorded by Dr.
Zschokke's apparatus, are shown in Figs. 10 and 11; the photographs representing the forms of the luminous pencils passing
through the " Dagor " lens at full aperture / 6.8 and at / 15.5
respectively."
The experimental results of Dr. Zschokke, as represented in
Figs. 10 and 11, will serve to prove that the illumination of the
photographic plate is considerably equalized by the use of a small
stop in the lens. It is stated in all treatises on photographic optics,
and also in many lens makers' catalogs, that even illumination over
the entire plate may be secured by stopping down the lens, but as no
explanation is given of how this is brought about, we may be
permitted to digress for a moment to demonstrate the action of
small stops in equalizing the intensity at various parts of the
image.

on the film margin.

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

N. Y.

If you are interested in securing better results and more prompt
service in the DEVELOPING and PRINTING of your productions you will be interested to know that EVANS is in a position
to assure both.
We combine modern facilities with years of experience, which
together with the personal interest taken in the work we do
assure you of the utmost satisfaction.

In Fig. 12 we see two pencils of rays of equal cross-section
incident upon a lens. Assuming, for the moment, that the
diaphragm is wide open, we note that the axial pencil A — A is
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
transmitted at full intensity, while the oblique pencil O — O can
not traverse the lens at full intensity because part of its rays are
416-24 West 216th Street
New York City
intercepted by the outside of the lens mount on one side (shown
Telephone— St. Nicholas 3443-44
by dotted lines), while an additional part of the rays of the same
oblique pencil are intercepted by the inside of the lens mount at
the other side (also shown by dotted lines). The largest part of
the oblique pencil which can pass through the lens, even when
Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting
no stop is inserted, is, therefore, the section bounded by O' — O'.
Now, we see that we can insert a very small stop S — S and still not
O' — 0\
oblique
the stop
further portion
any insertion
intercept
although the
of this of
small
has pencil
cut down the
—
axial pencil to the size A' — A', which, it will be noted, is identical
I
Titles
pencil O' — 0'.
with ofthewhyoblique
section (ortheintensity)
in cross
This
is, therefore,
explanation
the illumination of
Domestic Foreign
the image-field is rendered more even by the use of small stops,
but the intensity is, of course, not perfectly equalized from
center to edge. This is shown by Dr. Zschokke's photographs,
Figs. 10 and 11, and it will also be appreciated that we cannot
absolutely equal intensity from center to edge of a wideexpect
Inc.
,
Empire City Film Laboratories
angled (photographic) image, since the illumination decreases with
increasing obliquity of the image-forming rays in proportion to
New York
345 West 40th Street
the fourth power of cosine o.
(To be continued next week)
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Metal

Carrying

Cases

Manufacturers of Portable, Asbestos and Sheet
Metal Motion Picture
Booths, Metal Slide Carriers, Film Reels, Film Cans,
Film Cabinets, Carrying
Cases, Metal Re-Winding
Tables, Racks and Shelves.

440-442
439-441
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Brothers

News

A Cine Camera of 800 Feet Capacity
The cameraman engaged in regular production work often
wishes for a camera of greater film capacity than the customary
400 foot professional instrument, and while cameras of large
capacity are perhaps not needed for the majority of scenes, there
are times when one could certainly keep right on photographing
with advantage to the length of 800 or 1,000 feet.
Appreciating this fact Mr. Jackson J. Rose, cameraman for the
Commonwealth Pictures Corporation of Chicago, has had his
Bell-Howell camera equipped with 800-foot film magazines, and
as Mr. Rose's camera has numerous other special attachments we
requested him to prepare a description of the outfit for Camera
Department readers.
This, Mr. Rose has kindly supplied, and we will therefore let
his letter tell the story, reference being had to the accompanying
illustration :
" To begin with I will give you a little biography of myself.
Until recently I was with the Essanay Company for the past seven
years as their feature camera man and have worked with over
twenty-live different directors. I have photographed over 225 productions.am
I now with the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation,
Chicago, and have just completed the ' Frozen Warning,' featuring Charlotte (the great woman ice skater) which will be on the
market very shortly. I mention the above biography merely to
substantiate the statements that follow regarding the improvements on my camera.

Approved Fibre Lined
Metal Carrying Cases For
Shipping Films. All Sizes
For Any Number of Reels.
The Strongest and Best on
the Market.

Sharlow

Picture

Company

FORTY-SECOND
FORTY-FIRST
YORK
CITY

ST.
ST.
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| IT HAS PAID OTHERS.
IT WILL PAY YOU
| to investigate our system of selling machines on
| the PARTIAL PAYMENT PLAN.
We will sell you a latest type MOTIOGRAPH, SIMPLEX or
s STANDARD Moving Picture Machine on a SMALL PAYMENT
| DOWN, BALANCE on MONTHLY INSTALLMENT.
Write today for information and catalog.

|
|
1
i

[ AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY I
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving: Picture Trade.
1 Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Edison and Standard Machines, 1
Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and Everything
Pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres
Third Floor, Mailers Building:, Corner Madison Street and
=
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
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IMPLEX
Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
but far superior to any other. We are exclusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland.
Motor Generators and General Supplies
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
We are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
machines with tools made by the factories. No other
concern can offer better service than we. Try us.
1327 VINE STREET
Lewis M. Swaab
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
DISTRIBUTOR

" I use a Bell and Howell camera, and the photo shows a few of
my improvements, although I have had more put on since the picture was taken. My camera is now equipped as follows : 800 ft.
magazines with two of the ordinary spring belts put together and
crossed, so as to make take-up easy. They are crossed in that
manner, because in using an 800 ft. magazine, the take-up is very
hard toward the last 200 feet, but by arranging them in this
manner, one belt loosens the film, while the other takes it up.
" My 6-in. and 3-in. lenses are equipped with sun shields that
have a thread on the inside, so additional sections may be put on
or taken off as the diaphragm stop demands.
" I have the ordinary Bausch and Lomb Diaphragm attached to
my 2-in. lens, to cut round corners, and also a full equipment of
the Goerz Vignetting outfit. The arm which is attached to the
tripod is longer than the average, thereby enabling me to ' spot in 1
from a needle point ; also by using the sliding eccentric attachment
' spotting in ' may be done from the sides instead of the center.
" My 32 mm. as well as all other lenses are accurately scaled off
by single feet from 4 to infinity, which does away with the necessity of focusing. I always measure the distance with a steel tape,
thereby eliminating any chance of out of focus pictures.
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" I also had all of my lenses scaled off by single feet from 4 feet
to infinity, on the back of the lens collar, which corresponds with
side markings, and a sight mark on the camera enables me to
change focus with my left hand while grinding with my right, and
also to note the change from the rear, without changing hands as
is now done when changing focus while grinding.
" The magnifying barrel is threaded so it can be unscrewed from
the camera, when absolute marking is necessary on the ground
glass, in making dissolves.
" I also had a large gear with a handle put on the shutter control
button, by which I can make any length dissolve.
I use a Bell and Howell Studio tripod which ensures rigidity at
all times. It is equipped with end stops and two levels.
I trust that I have not bored you with this lengthy letter, and
assure you that I will be only too glad to be of service to you at
any time, as I am a subscriber to the News and enjoy reading it."

HERE
-The K-B

A.

Entire

for making
Equipment
your
Weekly. own

— How many times
have you wished for
this outfit at a price to
fit your needs?
WRITE TODAY FOR
PARTICULARS

Installation

C.

Camera

— An

KAHN & GREENFIELD'S remodeled New Mission theatre,
San Francisco, Cal., which has just recently reopened, now
has a seating capacity of 3,000. One of the very interesting innovations isthe operating room on the main floor, with a large
plate glass window in the rear of it, so that the theatre patrons
may walk around and view the Simplex projectors in operation
from a large foyer back of the booth especially designed for this
purpose.

WHITE

IS!

-The Tilting Top Tripod
-The Stineman Tank

Cooper Hewitt Lights in Great Demand
DURING the past two weeks the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company have closed contracts with four producers for full
studio lighting equipment as follows : one in New York City ; one
in Fort Lee and two on the West Coast. Notwithstanding the
factory's working overtime deliveries are rather slow.
One producer ordered part of his Cooper Hewitts shipped by
express and the bill was $1,250 — but he saved two weeks.
Over a hundred studios now depend upon Cooper Hewitts —
the perfect photographic light.
Frisco Has Novel Simplex

IT

724-738 S. Broadway

SPECIAL

Require No Change

in Lamp

Los Angeles, Cal,

CARBONS

Fixtures

Give Pure White, Noiseless Light
To get the benefit of the pure white, noiseless light given by the new White A. C.
Special Carbons, no expensive change in lamp fixtures is necessary. All you need to do is
to install these new carbons in the place of the old ones and you have that pure white light
which gives perfect screen definition.
The operation with these carbons is so quiet that operators have frequently been convinced that direct current must have been used. In the trade they are known as " the
carbons which change alternating current to direct current."
Let us send you a booklet describing the advantages of this new
carbon in detail. It will highly repay you to read it carefully.
FOR

D.

C.

OPERATION

For long throw, direct current operation, which is so common today, there is no carbon
that gives the results which are obtained with Silvertips. This carbon used as a negative,
insures a steady, non-flickering light which gives perfect pictures.
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio
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Christmas

Is Not

Every

Picture

News

Day

IT is with particular pleasure that we note an ever increasing tendency on the part of
Orchestra Leaders throughout the country to use a better and higher grade of music
wherever opportunity presents itself.
Judging from innumerable programs which reach our office constantly, the days of the
common " clap trap " musicians, which
becoming a thing of the past.

have ruined public taste for years, are rapidly

" Christmas is coming " — every Motion Picture Theatre in the world will present, if
not several, at least one " Christmas production," every exhibitor is trying to make a " Specialty "(in trying to offer his patrons something exceptional) for the Christmas Holidays.
We all know that the exhibitor is making special efforts for this occasion — " How
about us Musicians? " Are we also trying to give the public something that does not cling to
every-day " clap trap "?
What Christmas Compositions have you got in your library? Have you any at all?
Have you realized the fact that your boss is advertising a " Christmas Production," and that
the public expects that your musical accompaniment take the place of the spoken word?
Do you know that music in the motion show provides atmosphere and establishes
mood, and that your music program infuses the mute action of the motion drama with
the life of tone and harmony?
We of the Motion Picture News have realized this fact that Christmas is not every
day.
Our Music Department in this issue contains everything for this occasion.
Read the Music Review and provide for this special occasion by obtaining the right
music if you do not possess same.
With a Merry Christmas to all my friend Musicians, I You
am, rs truly,
THE

Musical Review of Latest Compositions
1 — " Snowflakes Song " and " Christmas Chimes." Two
• exceptional songs of rare tonal beauty. Two songs
which in years to come will attain the same popularity as
"Adeste Fidelis " or other famous Christmas songs. (Published by Vandersloot Music Co., WiUiamsport, Pa.)
— " Just a Little Empty Stocking," Christmas song, by
Charles Bishop. A pretty little Christmas song, easy
and very effective — it is an entertaining novelty and never fails
to make a very successful performance for the public. (Published by the McKinley Music Co., Chicago, 111.)
— Four pieces from the suite, " The Christmas Tree "
(arranged by Gaston Borch), by W. Releikoff. 1.
"March of the Gnomes."
2. "Silent Night"
3. "Dance of
the Chinese Dolls." 4. "Dance of the Clowns." (Published
by G. Schirmer.)
— "Christmas Dreams" (Waltz), by Bach. A novelty, in
which favorite Christmas songs are introduced with surprising effectiveness. (Published by Carl Fischer, New York
City.)
— " Sunday Morning Chimes " (Reverie), by Klickman.
A novelty, with wonderful chime effects in the piano

MUSIC

EDITOR.

Suitable for "Christmas Productions"
part — most appropriate for scenes of pathetic character. (Published by Frank K. Root & Co., Chicago, 111.)
"Christmas Chimes" (Reverie), by F. W. Vandersloot. One of the most appropriate and beautiful compositions for Christmas scenes and Christmas pictures; arranged with chimes effect. (Vandersloot Music Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
— Andante Appassionato, by Soro Enrique. A broad cantilena piano melody, sonorous, intense and richly colored harmonically, with a fine development and climax. It is
a number the full-toned beauty of which makes it most grateful to play and one which listeners will enjoy. (G. Schirmer
Edition.)
— " Dream Chimes" (Intermezzo), by E. Wyatt. A
melodious composition opening with a 4/4 Andante
Moderato, followed by a Valse Lente movement of exceptional
tonal beauty; the next movement is a 6/8 Allegretto Giocoso.
The entire number is cleverly arranged, with bell and chimes
effects, and is most appropriate as an opening number for
Christmas pictures. (Published by Ed. Schubert, N. Y. C.)
— The McKinley Music Co. is also publishing a series of
Christmas songs under the title of " Cathedral Gems."
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"MISSOURI-WALTZ

For Piano

Popular

Waltz

-

-

-

For Orchestra

-

\ \ and Piano

25c

For Orchestra

- Full and Piano

35c

Forster

Music

509

30c Per

Publisher,

So. Wabash
CHICAGO,

Copy

Inc.

Avenue
ILL.
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TWO

STRIKING

SONGS

My Hawaii, You're Calling Me
The big Western ballad hit; over 200,000 copies sold.
A great Fox Trot.
After

The

War

News

I — "The Pleiades," Concert Study in C, by Homer BartI -s lett. A finely sonorous piece of piano work, sufficiently
difficult to justify its sub-title, yet, because of its andante
movement,
the reach
of' most with
players.
There
is a
broad
melodywithin
and rich
harmonization
majestic
breadth
of movement.
(G. Schirmer Edition.)
1A — The Vandersloot Music Co., Williamsport, Pa., is also
' publishing the following numbers, suitable for Christmas productions: 1. "Garden of Dreams" (Reverie Serenade),
by Lincoln; 2. "Harbor of Dreams" (Reverie), by Shannon;
3. " Cradle Time " (Reverie), by Shannon; 4. " Garden of Memories "(Reverie, Serenade), by F. W. Vandersloot; 5, "Garden
of Flowers" (Reverie, Serenade), by F. W. Vandersloot; 6.
" Love's Melody " (Reverie), by Shannon.

The World's Greatest
and
Most

Picture

Is Over

The most stirring war song on the market. Going
over big everywhere.
A fine one step.
Songs 1,1c each. Orchestrations 25c each.
ECHO MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
(FROM COAST TO COAST}
145 West 45th Street, New York
Peoples Bank Building, Seattle, Washlnptou
The entire edition consists of religious songs — most appropriate for the holidays. (A list of these songs will be mailed
to you on request.)
1 A — "Vesper Chimes" (Reverie), by Lincoln. This number
I is unquestionably one of the greatest emanations of the
pen of this gifted composer. It is most appropriate for
Christmas productions and we believe it indispensable to the
musician who is striving to play the proper music for the
,film. (Published by Vandersloot Music Co.)
IfI —think
"Willow
by Sousa.
We ondo this
not
it isBlossoms"
necessary (ato legend),
write any
comments
number. Sousa composed it and that's enough. (Published
by T. Harms & Francis Day & Hunter, N. Y. C.)
11 — "A Sleigh Ride Party," by Michaelis. A jolly, lively
number, which is specially suited for performances during Christmas. (Carl Fischer Edition.)

IT — The McKinley Music Co., Chicago, is also publishing
-J the following numbers: 1, "Jingle Bells" or "Children's
Sleighride," by Fearns; 2, "Jolly Jingles" or "Song of the
Sleighbells," by Sawyer; 3, " Hurrah for Good Old Santa
Claus" (song), by Sawyer; 4, "The Story Santa Claus Told"
(song), by Sawyer; 5, "Hurrah, Hurrah, for the Christmas
Ship " (song), by Sawyer.
Fifteen Minutes in the Land of Romance." A suite of
16 " four
standard concert numbers. Illustrating romance
from its lighter to most serious conception in consecutive musical form. (Obtainable from J. W. Stern, 102 W. 38th St.,
N. Y. C.
1*7 — " Fifteen Serious Minutes." A suite of three numbers.
/ Illustrating the most serious screen requirements in
music. Two of the numbers have effective harp accompaniment which can be played on organ in absence of harp. (Obtainable from J. W. Stern.)
IO — "Supplication," by McKee. An unusually interesting
U orchestra number, in a splendidly effective arrangement.
It opens with a melodious 4 4 "andante cantabile introduction," followed by a cello movement of exceptional musical
treatment, and ends as a violin solo most appropriate for dramatic situations. (Published by M. Witmark.)
1Q
by Charles
Huerter.A Asweet
number
whicha will
s — fit" Melody,"
in well with
any program.
melody,
fine
arrangement and a favorite which always takes; most appropriate for pathetic and dramatic situations. (Published by the
Boston Music Co.)
OA — "Fifteen Minutes of Regal Splendor." A suite of four
^<vy numbers, each number expressing a different musical
temperament befitting the requirements of a photoplay costumed in regal fashion. All four numbers are melodious,
while maintaining the majestic in music. (Obtainable from
J. W. Stern, 102 W. 38th St., N. Y. C.)
21 — " Pathetic Andante," by Paul Vely. A rich, deep, melodious composition that can be effectively worked out;
most appropriate for situations of a pathetic character. (Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg., N. Y. C.)
11 — "Impressions of the Orient," by Otto Langey. Three
captivating numbers which will appeal to every orchestra
leader: No. 1, "Among the Arabs"; No. 2, "A Chinese Tea
Room"; No. 3, "Persian March." (G. Schirmer Edition.)
1 O — " When Shadows Fall." A beautiful and melodious
£3 Reverie, adapted from the concert ballad by Rrost and
Keithley. (McKinley Edition.)
1 A — "Adagio Cantabile," from "Sonata Pathetique," by
£i Beethoven, arranged by Irene Berge. A wonderful orchestra arrangement of this fine work. It will add class to
your program. (S. M. Berg's Edition.)
1C — "A Russian Pansy" (Flower Song), by Otto Langey.
Once in a decade some composer is really inspired to
write a wondrously beautiful melody, but only once in years
is such a beautiful theme born. . " This is the once." " A Russian Pansy " is a most valuable addition to any musician's
library and is most appropriate for picture playing. (G.
Schirmer Edition.)
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all My Heart and Soul," by Ernest Ball. A won26 — " Withderful
expressive moderato movement, by a composer of
international reputation; it is a dramatic narrative most appropriate for scenes of reminiscence. (Leo Feist Edition.)
" The Rainbow March," by Louis Maurice. A striking and
27 — effective
military march most appropriate for military
scenes, and opening for News Weeklies. (Leo Feist Edition).
Songs," by Allen Gregg. An expressive melody
28 — in" Twilight
a class by itself; most appropriate for love themes and
scenes. (Stark Music Co., St. Louis.)
" Polly with a Past "(Valse de Salon), by Louis Maurice.
29 — One
of the finest musical accompaniments for reception
and banquet scenes of the modern society drama. (Leo Feist
Edition.)
" Reflections " (Waltz), by G. Foster. For garden scenes,
30 — reception
scenes, and scenes of happy outdoor life; this
composition can not be surpassed. (Published by W. O.
Quincke & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.)
31 — " Liberty Lads " (March), by Lee Orean Smith. The title
■ of this composition signifies the purpose; it is a national
flavored number which will assure applause, no matter how
often you play it. (Leo Feist Edition).
32 — " Over There." At Leo Feist's you will also find the following hits recently published: 1, " My Red Cross Girlie,"
by Morse. 2, "It's a Long Way to Berlin," by Flatow. 3,
" Homeward Bound," by Meyer. 4, "I Don't Want to Get
Well," by Jentes. 5, " We'll Knock Heligo-out of Helgoland,"
by Morse. 6, " When We Wind Up the Watch on the Rhine,"
by Thompson. 7, " When There is Peace on Earth Again," by
Lewis, Crawford and Santly.
33

— Watch for our Music Review in the next issue.

The
Need

Not
—

What and When to Play
wise musician is like a live retailer in any commercial
line of business — both make a specialty of handling the commodities that are properly exploited and advertised by the producers. Sometimes it costs a little more to get hold of these
goods, but the results approximately always justify the additional
expenditure. The sagacious popular publisher figures on spending
a certain amount of money on every song. He knows that he
has to create a demand for his wares before he can look for
profit, and he usually begins by exploiting his publications through
the theatrical world. If a song does not show up well after being
tried out by vaudeville performers, the song is shelved, with the
publisher and staff concentrating their attention on something
else. Before a song has any value to the average picture pianist
its success is practically assured; the publisher has already spent
many dollars advertising it in trade journals and in the incidentals
entailed by keeping the singers properly supplied.
It is almost an impossibility for a publisher to force a poor
song on the public. He might sell fifty thousand copies of a poor
song by spending large sums in advertising, but the returns
would not justify it, and no wise publisher would attempt it
more than once. One of the biggest popular publishers in the
business tried it a year ago. He spent $10,000 advertising a song,
which sold just one thousand copies. It cost him just $10 to sell
a copy for which he received seven cents. To continue with this
method would soon put a publisher out of business. So when
you see a publisher keeping after his song you can rest assured
it has hit the public's fancy, and is the kind that your patrons
will like — the song has appealed to the average lover of light
music. And if it appeals to the average person in New York
or Chicago, it will have the same effect on the average person
in any part of the country. Live musicians and dealers have
reasoned this out for themselves, just as the cigar dealer has
done concerning certain brands that are well advertised, and as
a result the live musicians keep adding to their stock the numbers, vocal and instrumental, they see properly advertised. " Missouri Waltz," now being featured all over the world, became a
hit because it had merit, which many could not see in the beginTHE

Manager
Pay

on

The

Tax

music —

TN

response to numerous inquiries regarding our attitude in the matter of taxable
music, we have decided and do hereby announce that we shall not exact an additional fee for the public performance of our publications, but that payment of the
purchase price shall be considered to include the performing fee. In other words,
possession of a G. Schirmer publication implies a license to perform it anywhere, at
any time, as often as desired, without any liability.
✓
G. Schirmer (Inc.)
S
Music Publisher. S
For Orchestra the following series are included:
1. The Galaxy of Orchestra Music.
5. Special Series.

^
4>
/ _^<£>
String Orchestra.
y
^sC^>N°'
Incidental
Motion Picture Music.
>
^
Concert Albums.
*
* '
Dance Album.
+
^

2. TheMusic.
Miscellany
of Orchestra
6.
7.
3. Dance Music.
8.
4. Song Orchestrations.
9.
For Piano or Organ:
/ ^
All music contained in our Piano and Organ catalogs is also free f w
from tax.
✓
W
Send for complete catalogs, prices and free sample Violin parts S ^ ^, £P

3 East 43rd

G. SCHIRMER,
Street
NewYork//
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.
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Look at the " News! "
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ning, and also because the publisher had sufficient faith in his
judgment to keep after it through all channels of publicity.
Too many small publishers start on a shoe string and expect
others to roll up a fortune for them. Most of them complain
about the phonograph companies sidestepping their numbers. The
phonograph companies are in business to make money, and they
have no desire to stock themselves with records of songs that
will never sell. The record makers expect the publishers to do
their share in creating a demand. Of course, there are times
when a song is so good, one put out by a small publisher, that
the phonograph companies make records, knowing that it will
sell on its merits, but such songs are far and few between, like
springs on a desert. When a publisher has a good number he
should get behind it, and when he does he won't have much to
camplain about. Fortunes are made from songs, but it takes a
great deal of work and some money to gather the fortune.
Whether it be songs or shoes, it takes money to make money.
And when real money it put behind a real song the musicians
throughout the country get the benefit of it. They do not have
to experiment like the publishers, but they are handed something
for which a demand has already been created.
At the present time some small publishers are making the mistake of trying to capitalize on the Red Cross Society by issuing
songs having to do with the Red Cross. There is a law on the
statute books that prohibits the use of the name Red Cross or the
cross itself for advertising purposes in any form, and all publishers, large or small, will do well to consult the Red Cross before
investing money in Red Cross numbers.
E. M. Wickes.
" NEARLY MARRIED "
(Goldwyn Production)
(Reviewed on page 4224)
Theme: Illusion (2/4 Moderato, Intermezzo Characteristic),
by Bustanoby
1 — " Your Voice Came Back to Me," Song (Frank K. Root Ed.)
until — T: "Every wedding requires a bridegroom."
— " Vanity " (Allegro Caprice) by Jackson until — S : Dickie escapes
in 2automobile.
3 — Galop to action until — T: "Oh! That Mendelssohn Wedding
March."
4 — " Wedding
" fromof "Police
Midsummer
delssohn until — SMarch
: Interior
Court. Night's Dream " by Men5_" When Shadows Fall," Reverie by Keithley (Frank K. Root Ed.)
until — T: "Ready for the Honeymoon Express."
6 — "Pastel Menuet " (Allegro Giocoso) by Paradis until — T: "I'll
get7 —him
to bail
Theme
untilhim
— S out."
: Interior of Police Court.
8 — "By the River" (12/8 Characteristic Romance) by Norse until— T: " I didn't marry him."
9 — "Dramatic Recitative No. 1" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "I
know you love me, Harry."
<
10 — Theme ff until — T: "In the cold light morning."
11 — Gavotte and Musette (Allegro) by Raff until — T: "Convinced
that Betty's future, etc."
12 — " The Vampire " (A Dramatic Theme) by Sol. P. Levy until
— T: "And promptly at 6:30 p. m."
13 — Theme until — T: "So they both spent a perfectly," etc.
14 — "Dawn of Love" (Melodious Allegretto) by Bendix until — T:
" Where is my sister."
15 — Galop to action until — T: " Nightfall somewhere on the Hudson."
16 — " Evening Breeze " (Characteristic Allegretto Idyl) by Langey
until — T: "We hardly go, etc."
17 — Theme until — T: "This is Harry's car."
18 — "Dramatic Agitato No. 1" by Henry Hough until — T: "Mr.
Doolin, our landlord."
19 — " Le Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until — T: "We've forgotten
to put the cars, etc."
20 — " Heavy Mysterioso No. 1 " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: " I have
a room which I was."
■^ote. — Ad. lib. Tympany Rolls during exterior Storm Scenes.
21 — "Petite Serenade" (6/8 Allegretto) by Horton until — T:
" Fire, Fire, the garage is on fire! "
22 — Hurry for fire scenes until — T: " You can never explain, etc."
23 — Theme until — T : " There comes that crazy Irishman."
24 — Hurry to action (for general use) until * * * END.
"THE LOVE CHASE"
Theme: Love Theme (Dramatic), by Herzberg
1 — " Gavotte " by Gossec until — S : Interior of office.
2 — "Melody" (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T: "Donald
Bruce spelled Romance."
3 — Theme until — T: "That night Donald made, etc."
4— " Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — S : Duel.
5 — Continue to action until — T : " So far candidate, you have."
6— "Dramatic Agitato" by H. Hough until — T: "And too quickly,
7 — " In Lovers' Lane " (Characteristic Intermezzo) by Pryor until
T:etc.""Neither his expulsion, etc."
8 — Theme until T: " Back in his rooms, etc."
9 — "Dramatic Theme" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Look here,
you're
free, etc." Maestoso" by E. Ascher until — T: "With his ro10 — "Dramatic
manze,
etc." Sweets" waltz (Harry von Tilzer) until — T: "The day
11 "Stolen
before their steamship, etc."

Picture
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12 — "Dramatic Recitative" by SoL P. Levy until — T: "We are
13 — "Dramatic
Tension" by Reissiger until — T: "Then something
gathered,
etc."
went
14 — wrong."
"Dramatic Agitato" ff by H. Hough until — S: "After the
15 — Theme until — T: "The sleepy little kingdom."
16 — "March Grotesque" (Characteristic) by Boccalari until — T:
" Then the Prince arrived."
March" (Maestoso) by Eilenberg until — S: Interior17 —of"Coronation
bedroom.
fight."
18 — " Rosine," Intermezzo by Warde (Vandersloot Ed.) until T:
" Never was there a more handsome, etc."
19 — too
Repeat
Grotesque" (same as Cut No. 16) until — T:
" It's
late " toMarche
back out."
20 — Ad bylib. Fanfare calls (Announcing arrival of the Princess) until
followed
21 — "Maximilian" (Overture-Maestoso) by E. Ascher until — T:
" Down with Prince Arno."
22 — " Dramatic Maestoso " by Loraine until — T : " Riot scene — in
23 — ofHurry
by Rob. Edwards until — S: Bomb explosion.
front
palace."
24 — Effect " Explosion " until followed by
25
—
"
Dramatic
Agitato " by H. Hough until — S : Escaping in automobile.
26— Galop to action until *****
END.
"THE CO-RESPONDENT"
(Jewel Production)
Theme : " Garden of Dreams," Reverie by Lincoln
(Vandersloot Edition)
1 — " Land of Dreams " (Idyl) by Driffill until — T: " And now let us
leave
New York."
2 — "La
Lisonjera " (Caprice) by Chaminade until — T: "Ann's
Aunt
Abigail." with Me," Hymn, until — T: "She's my own sister's
3 — "Abide
4— Repeat "La Lisonjera" by Chaminade until — T: "At it again!
Love
stories, until
etc."— S : " Ann near letter-box."
5 — Theme
6— "Vanity" (Allegro Caprice) by Jackson (Schirmer Edition) until
— child."
T: " Mr. Van Kreel's flirtation maxims, etc."
7 — Continue pp until — T : " The one thing that reconciled, etc."
8 — "isOh,
Babe!"Piano
(Fox Cue)
Trot until
— McKinley
Ed.)playing
(Important
S'otcCity
—
This
a direct
— T: Stop
that sinful
Music."
,
9 — Silence until — S : Girl again begins to play. ,
10 — Piano improvise on " Hymn " (Important Note — It uould be
auntil
great
to play tothewindow.
Piano as an imitation of Chimes pp)
— S :effect
Girl —walking
11 — Silence until — S: Girl again at piano. ,
12 — Piano to action (Very Important Effect — Watch carefully action on screen, particularly how girl is playing) until — S: Girl with
young man in garden.
13 — Short 3/4 Intermezzo until — S: Close up of handwriting— on
14 — "Canzonetta" (6/8 And.) by Pirani (Note — Watch for railpaper. road effects and steam ivhistle) until T: "Her home life was un15— Theme until— T: "It's all right, Ann. I have arranged every16 — "Love's Sweet Unrest" (Intermezzo) by Myddleton until — T:
happy."
" We represent the National Detective Agency."
view.
17 — "Dramatic Tension No. 1" by Reisiger until — S: Railroad in
thing."
— Silence — with ad. lib. Railroad effects — until — S: Girl leaving
the18 house.
19 — Repeat "Dramatic Tension" Cue No. 17, with ad lib. Railroad
effects
until — T:Andante
"Ann's byfirstPaul
day Vely
in theuntil
great
20 — Pathetic
— T city."
: For several days
Ann21 — haunted,
etc."— T : " Ann was a born reporter. (
Theme until
22 — Short rest, " Neutral Scene " — Organ improvise until — T: " Miss
Grace Spotswell, social parasite."
23 — "Valley Rose" (Ballad," Branon Ed.) until — T: "Send Carson
to 24interview
Kreel."Agitato" by Becker to action pp or ff until — T:
— "Moderato
" Mr. Craig Stevenson, etc."
25 — " L'Adieu " by Favarger until — T: "The Ledgers divorce
26 — Prelude to "Eva" by Massenet until — ...
T: "Were m some jam,
etc."
27
—
Theme
until
—
T:
"Remember,
Ann,
I'm
relying on you.
28 — Silence until — S : Woman at piano.
story."
— S: Close up — of Ann's visiting card.
action untiluntil
29
30 —— Improvise
Reverie by toVieuxtemps
— T: " You say you came for news.
31 — Continue ff until — S: Interior of Ann's room.
32— Theme until — T: "We're holding up the next edition."
33— Serenade by Widor pp (Important Effect — Watch for Teleroom.
editor'swin!"
entering
S: AnnKreel,
phone Bells, etc.)
34 — Theme
until —until
T: —"Van
you
don't
„
fight
the
After
S:
—
until
ff
or
pp
action
to
Agitato
—
35
• when Van
Kreel and Editor leave office.
END.
36— Theme ff until *****
"THE

SUDDEN GENTLEMAN"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 4040)
Theme: "Sweet Revery" (Melodious Moderato), by
Tschaikowsky
|
from "II Trovatore " by Verdi until — S:
Chorus"
"Anvil
—
i
I
I Blacksmith with his mother.
(6/8 Allegretto) .by. Horton
Serenade"
=| this2 — is"Petite
wonderful,
etc."
_ until — T _: Lad,
I
3—" Echoes from Ireland" (Characteristic Overture) ^by Schlepe1 grell until — T: "Louise Evans, motherless stepdaughter.
4— " Schelm Amour" (Intermezzo) by Eilenberg until— T : As
1
I attorney's
etc."
jnillllllllllKlllt
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S — "Melody"
(4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T: "Five milII lions?
I understand."
..
I 6— Theme until — T : " You misunderstand me."
1 new7 — Lord
" Babyof Sweetheart
"
(6
/8
Allegretto)
by
Corri
until
—
T
:
The
the Manor.
| 8— "Capricious Anette " (Moderato) by Borch until T: "This
| is 9Louise."
— Theme until — S : Count buying books.
10 — "Caressing Butterfly" (4/4 Allegretto) by Barthelemy until —
T: 11"As
a dinnerto companion,
— Continue
action until etc."
— S: Carry smoking his pipe.
12 — "Souvenir"
possession
seized. Waltz by Carson (Howley Ed.) until — T: Her last
13 — " ofDramatic
change
time. Recitative No. 1 " by Sol. P. Levy until— T : The
14 — Theme until — T: "I think you've made a little mistake."
think you ve made a little mistake."
1 5 — " The Vampire " (A dramatic theme) by S. P. Levy until — T :
" Hearts of youth."
16 — Theme until — T: "The smart set gathers for a frolic."
17 — "Vanity" (Allegro Caprice) by Jackson until — T: "Isn't it
doll, I haven't heard, etc."
18 — "Love Song" (Moderato) by Puerner until — T: "I forgot,
sir,19—theContinue
telephone,ff etc."
until — S: The fight.
20 —ing "sympathy.
Dramatic Agitato No. 1 " by Henry Hough until — T : Seek— Love Song (Dramatic) by Flegier until — T: Not provided for in
the21 book.
22 — Pathetic Andante No. 1 by Paul Vely until — T: " Caminette
framed up that affair."
23 — Dramatic Tension No. 1 by Reissiger until — S : The fight.
No.24 —20)Repeat
until — "S:Dramatic
After theAgitato
fight. " by Henry Hough (same as Cue
25 — Theme until *****
END.
" THE SHIP OF DOOM "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 4040)
Theme: "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy
"A Musical
the1— Golden
Day, etc.Scene" (Characteristic) by Ziegler until — T: And
2 — Theme until — T: The Elder Sister, etc."
Vampire"
She3 — is"The
to marry
me. (A Dramatic Theme) by Sol. Levy until — T:
"Dramatic Agitato" by Hough until — T: I just found it under
the4— cliff.
5—tin is" going
Ein Maerchen
away. " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until — T: Mar6— Hurry, by Becker, until — T: For them that go down.
7— Storm Furioso to action until — T: The Jessie A. Hall.
8— Dramatic Tension by Andino until — T : Bully Haynes, the mate.
9— " Le etc.Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until — T: You are authorized to
perform,
10 — Theme until — T: The tropic night.
11 — "Dramatic Tension No. 1" by Reissiger until — T: Four bells,
and12 —all's
well.
Produce
effect (strike four) followed by
13
—
"Rustles
of Spring" (Dramatic Agitato) by Sinding until — S:
The fight.
1415 —— Furioso
"Hurry"to by
Lakeuntil
until
— S:Desolation.
Ship is burning.
action
— T:
"Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: Boys, there's land
over16 — there.
17 — "Dramatic Andante" by Ascher until — T: The lottery of death.
18 — "Prelude"
everlasting
mercy. (Heavy Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T: The
tion19 —of" L'Adieu
Martin. " (12/8 Dramatic) by Favarger until — T: The damnawill20 —be "Ave
done. Maria" (Dramatic Andante) by Ascher until — T: Thy
21 — Theme until— T: The miracle.
22 — " Pastel Menuet " (Allegro Giocoso) by Paradis until * * *
END.
" THE GIRL BY THE ROADSIDE "
(Bluebird Production)
Theme: "Dawn of Love" (Melodious Moderato), by Bendix
Opening: Atonement (Dramatic Andante) by Zamecnik.
T: " I amtermez o)afraid
we're up against it " " Martinique " (Moderato Inby Gottschalk.
S: "Cloud Scene" "Dramatic Tension" by Funck.
T: "My name is Pendleton. Continue to action.
T: "The world of make believe." Theme.
T: "Good Night, Little Sister." Storm Furioso.
S : Interior of office. " Among the Roses " (Andante) by Lake.
T:
Bach. "Take this to Mr. Pendleton." "Dramatic Mysterioso " by
S: "The Fight." Agitato to action.
T: "Why do these men want you?" "Moderato Agitato" by
Becker.
nik.T: "We'll hear the lady's story." "Ecstasy" (Allegro) by ZamecT: "May I speak to one of your prisoners." "Andante Cantabile " bv Tschaikowsky.
T: —" Watch
Will youforcome
to theeffects.
jail?" " Le Retour" (Allegro) by Bizet,
Note
railroad
T
:
"
That
night
on
the
boat."
" Les Sylphes " (Valse Lente) by
Bahmann.
T:
"While
the
jailers
slept."
"Three Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo) by Herman.
T:
"The
home
of
Bud
Ralston."
"Love Song" (Dramatic) by
Flegier.
T: "Why did you run away?" Theme.
T : " Get this off quietly." Continue ff .
T: " Cartwright proves, etc." Piano solo to action.
T: "Mr. Atkins wants you." " Albumleaf " (4/4 Moderato) by
Kretschmer.
T: "Go with him." "Mysterioso" to action.
T: "Keep out of this." Hurry to action.
T: "It may comfort you to know." Theme until * * * END.
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" THE REGENERATES "
(Triangle Production)
Reviewed on page 3861
Theme: "Dramatic Recitative No. 1," by Sol. P. Levy
I bell1— ringing."
"Valley Rose," Ballad (Jeff Branen Edition) until — S: "Church
| 2 — Produce effect — Followed by
I 3 — "After Sunset" (Dramatic Moderato) by Pryor until — S: "Ex| terior scene near church." Note: Watch Church Bell-Ring.
4— Organ improvise to action (Church Scene) until — S: "Interior of
I bedroom."
5 — " Home from the Club " (Characteristic) by Laurendear until —
1 S: "Interior of church." Note: "Home from the Cluh " opens with
I the old Song, " We won't come home 'till morning."
Organscene."
improvise to action (Church Scene) until — S: "Flashback
; to 6—former
I 7 — Theme until — S : " Exterior scene — near church."
to action
(Church Scene) until — S: "BeginI ning8 — ofOrgan
Part improvise
2," " Interior
of room."
9 — "Ein Maerchen" (Dramatic Fantaisa) by Bach until — T: " MonI day10 —morning."
" Romanze " (Dramatic) by Karganoff until — T: "Sir, I wish
| permission, etc."
11 — Theme until — T: "Destiny's tangled, etc."
12 — "Pathetic
by Paul Vely until — T: "Month after
§ month
flings itself,Andante"
etc."
13 — " Just as Your Mother Was," song (Harry von Tilzer Ed.) un| til — S : Girl at piano."
14 — Piano improvise to action until — S: " Girl reading letter again."
I 15 — Silence until — S: "Girl begins to play."
16 — Piano improvise to action until — T: "When you are sane, etc."
" Just as Your Mother Was " (same as Cue No. 13) unII til —17 —S: Repeat
"Dan
cing."
18 — "Slippery Hank," One Step (Vandersloot Edition), until — S:
| " The
fight." to action until — S: "After the fight."
19 — Hurry
20 — "Garden of Love" (Caprice) by Ascher until — T: "I saw a
| woman insulted."
21 — Theme until — T: "Morning's announcement."
1 22 — "Dawn of Hope" (Dramatic) by Casella until — T: "One by
| one of the laws."
I 23 — "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic) by Grieg until — T: "Some one
|i is 24waiting
— Themeto see
untilyou."
— T: " Send that child away."
I 25 — Continue pp until — S : " Interior of Chinese store."
\ 26 — "Chinese Allegretto" by Winkler until — T: "Life's illimitable
I emptiness."
I • 27 — " Cavatine " (Dramatic Moderato) by Bohm until — S : " Interior
I of church." Note: Tympany Rolls ff during short fights.
| 28 — Organ improvise to action until — T: "Year's frolic on, etc'
I 29 — "Sweet Jasmine" (Moderato Allegretto) by Bendix until — S:
| " Grind organ in view."
1 30 — Organ to action, imitation of grind organ until — T: "We are
= going to a great castle."
31 — "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until — * * * END.
" THE GREAT WHITE TRAIL "
(Hoffman Foursquare Production)
Three themes are necessary for this production.
White Trail Theme: "Springtime Overture," by Ziegler
I " Love Theme " is " Broken Melody," by Aug. van Biene
" Baby Theme " is " Baby Sweetheart," by Corri
I — "White Trail" Theme until — T: "The Rev. Arthur Dean, etc."
f
2 — Continue pp. until — T: " One cloud had been, etc."
\
3 — Baby Theme until — " Change of scene to Father standing alone
I in room."
4— Love Theme until — T: " George Ware foregoes his first impulse."
5 — "Musette" (4/4 Allegro non troppo) by Offenbach (for String
Orchestra only) until — T: "George! George! dear, you are mad."
6— Continue ff. until — T: " Cast out by the two inhuman beings."
I
7 — Love Theme until — T: "A few months later."
\ " Charles
8 — " Romance
of a post."
Rose " (4 /4 Moderato) by O'Connor until — S :
near lamp
9 — Mysterioso to action until — T: " It was all a terrible mistake."
10 — " Dreams of Devotion " (Heavy Dramatic) by Langey until —
\ 1': "By such simple things, etc."
II — "Dramatic Andante" by Ascher until — T: "Thirteen years
during which, etc."
12 — Orchestra Rest of about 7% minutes (organ improvise to action
until — T : " Where the trail begins."
13 — White Trail Theme until— T: "Still following the faint clue."
\ 14 — Continue to action until — T: "One month later."
15 — " Legende " (9/8 Moderato) by Friml until — T: "Near the end
\ of the trail."
16 — "Dramatic Adagio No. 43" by Borch until — S: "Interior of
I Room (George is saved)."
f| months
17 — "It
was a Dream" (Song) by Lassen until — T: "As the
pass.
18 — Love Theme until — T: " The Rev. Arthur Dean remembers, etc."
19 — Piano improvise to action (barroom scene) until — S: "The
I fight."
20 — Ad
ff. Tympany Rolls for about 10 seconds until — S: "Exterior
Ice lib.
Scene."
21 — Orchestra Rest (about 10 minutes) until — T: "The bad man
I lures, etc."
= 22 — Hurry to action (Note shots) until — T: " Jimmie on the trail."
| 23 — White Trail Theme until — T: "Hello, Santa Claus, waiting for
| the Parson? "
I 24 — "Lullaby" (Lento) by Kjerulf until — S: "Room on fire."
I
25 — Hurry to until — T: "The world is small indeed."
I
26 — Baby Theme until — T: "Where duty calls."
|
27 — " Finlandia " (Fantasia) by Sibelius until — S : " The fight."
I
28 — Long Hurry or " Classic Galop " (lasting about 5 minutes)
Shots) until
far of
is itroom
to —theoldGreat
Trail?"
=\ (Note
29 — Silence
until —— T:
S : "How
" Interior
man White
near wall."
=1
30
—
Baby
Theme
until
—
T
:
"
The
Moving
Finger
writes,
31— Continue ff until *****
END.etc."
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Jack Silverman Joins " Reeland "
ANNOUNCEMENT was made this week that Jack Silverman,
pioneer salesman of Magazine Program of this city had
completed arrangements for future connections with Reeland Publishing Company, Inc., of ISO Lafayette street. Mr. Silverman has
severed all relations with Magazine Program and he believes that
he will have a much wider field. He has a wide acquaintance
among the exhibitors of the country and he is expected to bring
a large number of new clients to the already important list of
Reeland, a clever program that is supplied to dozens of houses.
Mr. Silverman is a real live wire with a big command of ideas.
In order to be in the heart of the motion picture district he will
shortly open an office uptown.
THE GREAT PATRIOTIC HOME SONG HIT
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Song 15c
Band 25c
Waltz 15c
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c
P
V
I Wonder How Wjth
The Palriotic
Old Vers
Folks Are At Home
ioo (>|s ^
A
I
Companion to
T
c
BtCH AT DEARBy SnmeOLD CompoMM
HOME SWEET HOKS *J"
F.UOi.hi'°
R
T I VICTOH RtTOHD N° *M.ll
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VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Pa.
MOVIE
PIANISTS
Join our
"
Movie
Club."
entitles
you to everything we publish for one year$1.00
(Vocal
and Instrumental).
ARTHUR M. SLEBRECIIT & CO., LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

General

Picture

News

Comments

FREDERICK KNIGHT LOGAN, composer of "Missouri
Waltz," and " Blue Rose Waltz," is coming from his home
in Oskaloosa, Iowa, to play Santa Claus to about thirty poor
kiddies in New York City. The Christmas party will be held at
the Hotel Majestic on Christmas day.
Gilbert & Friedland are receiving many complimentary letters
from picture musicians concerning their new ballad, " Are You
from Heaven?"
It is an ideal number for quiet and romantic
situations
in photoplays.
Jos. W. Stern & Co. report that their war songs, " When the
Moon Is Shining," " I'm in the Army Now " and " Send Back
Dear
Daddy to Me " are becoming real favorites with military
musicians.
In " They Go Wild Over Me " Fisher & McCarthy have a
fine number for comedies and comedy-dramas. They have just
issued an " Alsace-Loraine " number that looks like a winner.
The orders coming in for " We'll Knock the Heligo Out of
Heligo Into Heligoland" convinces Feist that he has another
big hit.
Fred Vandersloot's " Christmas Chimes " is now being featured
by thousands of picture musicians.
THE

RISE OF JENNIE CUSHING
(Artcraft Production)
(Reviewed on page 3857)
Theme:
" Dramatic Recitative," by Sol P. Levy
1 — Silence until — S : Organ Grinder in view.
2 — Organ — Imitation of Organ Grinder until — T :
The less said
about
3 — " Gramma."
Menuet No. 2 " in G — by Beethoven, until — T: "Listen to me,
4— " Electric Galop,' ' by Wohanke until — T: "The Grist of the
1 So for three
you
" Romance" (6/8 Allegretto) by Rubens untillaw,5— kids."
Milles."
years
the Reformatory."
6— "Love's
Melody" by Shannon (Vandersloot Edition) until — T:
" Jennie took charge of the Doanes."
7— "Bonds of Love" waltz by Roth until — T: "Miss Carrie's
8 — Theme until — T: "Mary's story was simple."
9 — Orchestra Rest Organ Improvise until — T: " For a year Jennie
nephew."
10 — " Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: " The portrait progressed but slowly."D'Amour " (Melodious) by Saar until — T: "As
11 — "Chanson
fought."
though
inspired,
day."fruits of inspiration."
12 — Theme untilday
— T:after"The
13 — " Rosine," Intermezzo by Warde (Vandersloot Ed.) until — T:
" In distant America."
14 — Continue to action until — T: "The fame of his brush, etc."
15 — Orch. Rest, Organ Improvise until — T: "And then something
16 — " Morning on the Zuyder Zee " (Characteristic) by Kriens until
—happened."
T: " From the encounter there came, etc."
17 — "Serenade" (3/4 Mod.) by Karganoff until — T: " Donelson,
your
18 — poor
Thememother,"
until T:etc. "Turning naturally to old paths."
19 — "Dying Poet" by Gottschalk until — T: "Her Alma Mater."
20 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "Primrose Farm
in 21human
blossom."
— "Stray
Sunbeams" (Novelette) by Hattfield until — S: "In22 — Continue
terior of room." pp until — S : Flashback to exterior.
23 — Continue ff" until — S : Elsie re-enters the room and sees Don.
24 — Silence until — T: "Yes, Don, I was afraid."
25
— T : "*******
He was gone."
26—— Theme
Continueuntil
ff until
END.
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"Greatest

March

Song

of

the

Season"

That will touch the heart of every true American I

BERLIN"
OLD
INTO
PERSHING
FOLLOW
"WE'LL
R.
C.
YOUNG
MUSIC
CO.
Single copy 15c; Band arrangement, 24 parts 32c; Orchestration, 10
Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.
parts and Piano 25c. Professionals send Program and stamps.
^iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

THE

BART

OLA.

Mr. A. W. Moore, who is building the $200,000.00 Forest Hill Theatre, Newark, N. J., said the Bartola is
far superior to any other musical instrument He bought one of our biggest ones. Write for Catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, III. Factory, Oshkosh, WisBe sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Front and Interior View of the Alhambra Theatre, Ogden, Utah
Scowcroft Becomes Virtual Owner of Alhambra
ANNOUNCEMENT has just been made of a transaction by street, between Fifth and Sixth. It occupies a plot 75 by 167 feet
which Albert Scowcroft, Ogden capitalist and president of and was constructed of concrete and steel, making it thoroughly
the Ogden Pictures Corporation, becomes virtually sole owner
fireproof. Over five thousand lights are used on the front of the
of the Alhambra theatre, the largest motion picture house in house, making it stand out as one of the best illuminated theatres
Ogden, Utah, and also one of the finest show houses in the West.
in the countrv.
The principal owners of stock in the Alhambra Theatrical Company who have released their stock to Mr. Scowcroft are Charles
Zeimer and Harry A. Sims, two of the original organizers of the
company.
Mr. Scowcroft declined to discuss the details of the transaction
involving new ownership of the Alhambra except to say that
the matter was largely one of an exchange of stocks. He added
that he had planned to bring other interests into the business
and would reorganize the Alhambra Company at an early date.
In addition to the theatre, the company's interests include a
motion picture supply concern which serves the entire intermountain region.
The Alhambra theatre was erected less than two years ago at
a cost of approximately $200,000. W ith a seating capacity of
2,100 persons it is the second largest motion picture theatre in
Utah, the American theatre in Salt Lake City having a slightly
larger seating capacity. The Alhambra is so admirably situated
as to site that the architects found it possible to provide twenty
exits, with which the house has been emptied in three minutes
with every seat occupied.
In addition to every modern feature as to equipment, the house
is provided with a full section Kimball organ costing $20,000 and
a complete stage equipment that permits of staging the largest
road productions. H. E. Skinner, manager, is now furnishing
the complete Paramount-Artcraft program.
Imperial Makes a Fine Record
FIVE years of the greatest success is just being closed by the
Imperial theatre, San Francisco. The house, which is owned
by the Chicago and San Francisco Amusement Company, is under
the able management of J. A. Partington.
The house is in the heart of the business district, on Market

Interior Imperial Theatre, San Francisco
There are 1,600 seats, the orchestra chairs having been supplied
by W eber & Co. and the loge chairs by Peck & Hill. The interior of the theatre is finished in blue, gold and old rose, producing a most charming effect.

4620
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Latest model cream enamel Simplex machines are used for the
throw 120 feet to a Diamond Crystal screen. Three operators are
employed. The lighting system is indirect, the building heated
with steam and the mushroom ventilating system employed.
The lobby is a particularly attractive part of the theatre, being
25 by 40 feet and equipped with twenty frames for holding cards
and photos. No posters are used in the lobby under any circumstances, the effect being simplicity and dignity.
One of the big features of the Imperial is the twelve-piece
orchestra and big Kimball organ.
The Imperial used Paramount and Artcraft Pictures for week
runs. There are seven shows a day of seven reels each. Ten,
fifteen and twenty-five cents is charged in the afternoon and
fifteen, twenty-five and thirty-five in the evening. The theatre
used newspapers and billboards for advertising.
Columbia Fine Phoenix House
COLUMBIA THEATRE is the largest and finest in Phoenix,
Ariz., costing in the neighborhood of $50,000. A three story
reinforced concrete building patterned from the famous Corinthinian architecture. The front entrance is solid marble with real
mahogany frames for displaying photos, one sheets,, etc. The
upper part of the lobby is art glass beautifully arranged with lights
behind it. In the evening when the lights are lit to the patrons

Picture

News

make a big hit with the ladies. Settees and chairs are provided
for the company.
On the second floor which is the first landing is another rest
room ; it is always cool and nice for those who are fatigued to
stop and rest and talk while waiting. There are three rooms in
front on this same floor that comprises the office of the Phoenix
Amusement Company.
Another flight of stairs and one is in the balcony which has
300 seats and nicely arranged so every seat is valuable.
The booth is situated in the center of the house at the top of the
balcony and is twelve feet wide and about thirty feet long. This
booth is large enough for four machines, a dissolver, spot light
and rectifier. At present we are using one Power's 6B machine
and a late Simplex, one dissolver and a spot light, which is controlled byone rectifier. The distance to the screen is 80 feet; our
picture is 14 feet 6 inches by 19 feet 9 inches projected on a
screen that is leased from a firm in Los Angeles.
The lower floor has a capacity of 700 seats and the chairs are
equipped with spring seats upholstered in Spanish leather and
finished in Circassian walnut ; they are large and comfortable with
plenty of space between seats.
One big feature of this theatre is the ventilating system. When
the thermometer registers 120 degrees on the outside with this
cooling system in operation the mercury never gets above 82 or 83
degrees inside. This system is installed in the basement about
50 feet from the front, 4 feet wide and full width of the building.
This tapers off and when it gets to the top it is about 2 feet high
and 12 feet long on each side ; this is the air chamber. In the
center of this hallway is an opening which lets the air through
and under the floor. The opening is 9 feet high and 12 feet wide
leading under the false floor where the seats are. Coke about
three inches thick covers the entire opening, and at the top a water
pipe is laid with holes to let the water drip equally down over
this coke so when the air is sucked through this opening it is not
only purified but cooled at the same time. Directly under each
seat is a three inch hole and this air is constantly forced by a
pressure under every seat on the lower floor and the foul air is
forced out through domes built in the ceiling of the auditorium by
a 7 foot fan run by electricity.
The music is furnished by a three-piece orchestra.
This theatre is now under the management of Edward J. Cooper,
a theater man of wide experience, who at one time operated a
string of houses in Colorado and who most recently came from
southern California where he managed several of the large houses
in that territory.
Dailey Out for Business

otherwise known as
DAILEY,
F. ey,"
ME
JA
n Dail
" TyphooS
of the
n
hoo
Typ
Fan Company,
r
is off on anothe of his

V

Exterior of Columbia Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz.
it makes a rich effect as the lights are all hidden and there is
none to blind the eyes.
The inner lobby is a large picturesque place in which we display
large paintings and potted plants, and the floor is covered with a
fine green Brussels rug. This answers the purpose of a rest
room. The stairway leads on each side of the room to the balcony and one each side are two large mirrors six feet high, which

Jas. F. Dailey

AS

flying trips, this time covering Philadelphia. Washn, Baltimore and Allentown, ingtoPa.
From present indications
it looks as though all the
theatres which the Government iserecting at the
several army cantonments
will be cooled and ventilated by the Typhoon
Cooling System.
" Typhoon Dailey " is
right on the job. If he
keeps
the going
pace atofwhich
he hasupbeen
late
he will have Charley
Schwab looking after his
laurels as the country's
" Star Salesman,'' which
is going some.

New House to Replace Marietta Theatre
the result of the destruction by fire of the Hippodrome
theatre, Marietta, O, is to have a handsome new vaudeville and motion picture house. Work will be started just as
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soon as the ruins of the burned building can be removed. The
Hippodrome, which was owned by the C. & M. Amusement Company, which controls four houses in Marietta and Cambridge,
was burned early Saturday morning, November 24. The building
and its contents were almost an entire loss, the only things saved
being fifteen reels of pictures and a few costumes belonging to a
vaudeville company then playing at the theatre."
Manager O. J. Seybert, who was at the scene of the fire shortly
after the alarm was spread, was responsible for the rescue of
the only effects saved by the company. Seybert succeeded in
breaking in the front door of the theatre and then crawled into
the second lobby, where the picture reels were stored. By reaching through a broken glass in the second lobby door he drew
forth the reels, which included one Triangle feature, one Paramount feature, and one Burton-Holmes travellogue.
The total loss was about $25,000.
One
HERE
in
character

of Orleans Better Neighborhood Houses
is an example of the better class of neighborhood houses
New Orleans, a city famous for the number and the
of its community theatres. The Ideal, under the management of M. Marx, has built up a high-class trade that yields
a fixed income because of the regularity of the patronage.
The Ideal is located at the corner of Dryades and Cadiz streets,
and is an attractive frame structure. It seats 450 people in comfortable opera chairs. It is splendidly ventilated during the long
New Orleans summers and steam heated in winter.
As a general proposition each picture is shown but a single day
and the performances are given only in the evening, except on
special occasions when there is an additional matinee. The theatre

Ideal Theatre, New Orleans Neighborhood House
is equipped with two Simplex machines, and has modern appointments throughout.
Triangle, Metro, Vitagraph and most of the super pictures are
shown at the Ideal, such productions as " Civilization " and " The
Battle Cry of Peace " having been seen there. In fact, on some
occasions Mr. Marx has been able to get the first run showing in
New Orleans of a number of big pictures, and the fact that he
uses the daily and Sunday papers to advertise his house keeps him
well in the limelight.
Handsome New Theatre for Racine
ANNOUNCEMENT is made that the Arthur Friedman Company, which has so successfully conducted the Palace theatre, Racine, Wis., has leased a new 2,000 seat house now in course
of construction on Lake avenue, between Fifth and Sixth streets.
This is in the same block with the Palace. The latter theatre will
be continued under the same policies as at present.
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Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers
who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately ; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News." 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Arc Controllers
Advertising Novelties
Brass Rails
Building Materials
Cameras
Camera Lenses
Carbons
Chairs Upholstery
Chair
Change
CondensersMaking Machines
Converters and Transformer!
Developing and Printing
Developing Materials
Developing
DisinfectantsTanks
and Perfumes
Economizers and Rheostat!
Electric Signs
Elevators and Escalators
Exterior Lighting
Film Cabinets
Film Carriers
Film Cleaners
Film Dyes
Film Stock
Fire
FloralExtinguishers
Decorations
Gas
Engines
Heating
Heralds
Interior Lighting
Interior Telephones
Lithographs
Lobby Display
Metal Ceilings
Motors
Mural Paintings
Musical Instruments
Paints
Perforating Machines
Printing Machines
Programs
Projection Booths
Projection Lenses
Projection Machines
Projection
Machines (Home)
Reels
Rewinders
Safety Exit Locks
Screens
Slides
Stage Settings
Studio Lights
Ticket Selling Machines
Ticket Taking Machines
Uniforms
Ventilating and Fans
Vacuum Cleaners

in theGentlemen:
above lists.Please send me descriptive matter on the subjeots marked
Name

Theatre
City
State

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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TellTheTruth
BRITISH COLUMBIA

ying to "put one over" on your patrons in your advertising
doesn't
in the long
to do?
He has nopay
information
on lm run.
picturesBut
— he what
simply ismustan getExhibitor
up hit advertising
the
bestis way
heonecan,wayandoutfill— itIf full
ofwant
"hot toair'*advertise
to attractyourthepictures
multitude.
There
only
you
and
your theatre intelligently, subscribe for

By of
the $10,000
organization
of the
Theatre the
Company, with a ofcapital
stock
and head
officePeople's
at Vancouver,
two
Victoria theatrical businesses
has been changed. Theproprietorship
new company his
been organized to acquire and take over the Variety Motion
Picture theatre
Nicholas, and the Royal Victoria theatre, now
now operated
being
operated byby Wthe P.Dominion
Theatre
Ltd., and all assets
and liabilities of W. P. Nicholas and the Companv,
Dominion Theatre Company.,
CALIFORNIA

"Screen
Opinions"
The Independent, Comprehensive
Reviewing Service
Endorsed by
Mr.
F.
J.
Rembmh,
Shtlbyville,
Indiana.
Mr. George
Spoor, President
oj theChicago,
Eiianay lllinoit.
Film Co.
Ascher
Bros. K.Klcine,
Theatrical
Enterprises,
Mr George
President
of the Kltine
System.
and High Class, Conscientious Exhibitors all over the country.
Write In for Full Information
Cahill-Igoe Co. Chicago
117 w: Harrison St- the home of'CICO products
THEATRE
MAILING

AND
LIST

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
■0 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 2003 Randolph 3
425 ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
NI4
Addressing
Mtrttigraphing
Printing Typewriting

"NEWMAN"

BRASS
FRAMES
AND RAILS
Mr. Exhibitor
:—
Don't you realize that not alone does
" NEWMAN " stand
for QUALITY, but also
ORIGINALITY
?
We are Originators of every conceivable
style of frame in which to properly display
POSTERS AND PHOTOS.
YOU notwill
WHY
now?eventually use brass frames.
Get our Latest Catalogue.
It is yours for the asking.

The Newman
Mfg. Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Established 1882
Frames, Easels.
Canadian
Representative
— J. T. Canada
.Malone, Rialto
Theatre Bldg., Montreal,
Rails, Grills, Signs,
PacificSanCoast
—
G.
A.
Metcalfe,
Choppers, Kick
Francisco, Cal.
Corner Unit Hinged Frames
Plates, Door Bars

TYPH
I TYPHOON OON
FAN COMPANY

A large theatre building, modern in every way, will be erected immediately at Los Angeles Harbor by N. O. Anderson, owner of the Anderson building. Property owned by O. B. Sadler, which lies adjacent to
the Anderson building,
was purchased yesterday
this purpose. The
purchase price was $22,500. Anderson will use for
this property,
together
with a lot located in the rear to erect his new theatre
which will
have
aforseating
capacity
of
1,000.
Sadler
acquired
this
property
four
years
ago
$17,500.
Work
on
the
new
Hamblen
motion
picture
theatre
on
Park
street,
near
Encinal avenue, Alameda, is progressing satisfactorily
will in all
probability be ready for occupancy early in the Spring.andThe
building
represents an outlay of $50,000.
The new Liberty theatre, Fresno, was opened last week under most
auspicious circumstances. Messrs. Keech and Beatty, directors of the
Liberty Company, sent out invitations broadcast, the result being an overcrowded house. Mayor Toomey delivered a speech, welcoming out of town
representatives
of the motion picture industry of whom there were a score
or more.
ILLINOIS
Herrin's new motion picture theatre, The Hippodrome, was opened recently and Manager
nearly a third
the city'sreports
population
during theforopenevening.
ing day.
John ofMarlow
2,740 attended
paid admissions
the
A Chicago concern is planning the construction of a motion picture theatre
at Belleville, and while a site has not yet been definitely decided upon, the
eastern end of town near Main street is the locality generally favored.
INDIANA
The new Princess theatre at Rensselaer was opened a week ago under
the management and proprietorship of Robertson and Viant. The seating
capacity of the improved house has been increased to 350, and at both
afternoon
on the
day every seat was occupied
and scoresandof evening
patrons shows
could not
be opening
accommodated.
MAINE
The Strand theatre building at 565 Congress street, Portland, is being
a two-story
and ^.f
addition ^y-and£ being
for
aenlarged
tVi^fitf**
o*- a^ /.^e.
tiAn
_ mntinn
motion bynii-tn,.**
picture
theatre brick
at
cost
ofsteel
$100,000
Reevesremodeled
will be the
manager of the new house.
MASSACHUSETTS
Architects Funk and Wilcox, 120 Boylston street, Boston, are preparing
plans for a theatre and office building to be erected at 1410 Massachusetts
avenue for the Harvard Square theatre and Realty Trust.
MICHIGAN
A. H. Proksch of Iron River has been awarded the contract to remodel
the
Odd Fellows building on West Iron street, Negaunee, for motion picture
theatres.
MISSOURI
Construction work on the new theatre to be erected in St. Louis on the
site belonging to the Yore estate will be commenced early in the new
year. The structure will be grouped with the Orpheum theatre and the
Statler'
at Ninth Trust
and St.Building
Charlesat streets
Washington
and the Hotel
new Mercantile
Eighth,andLocust
and St. avenue,
Charles
streets. The Yore plot adjoins that of the Orpheum theatre and is directly
across the street from the Mercantile Trust Building. The leases for this
site were arranged by Gibson & Ketchum and R. King Kaufmann, real
estate officer
vice-president
the Mercantile
conjunction withand
Williams
& Bland,ofrepresenting
the Trust
FederalCompanv,
Hotel andin Real
Estate Company. The proposed theatre will have a frontage on Eighth
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street of 132 feet and on St. Charles street of 127 feet. The site includes
60 x 127 feet belonging to the Yore estate and 70 xl27 feet on Eighth
street, adjoining on the north the Victoria Building at the northwest corner
of Eighth and Locust streets, held by George T. Riddle, president of the
Franklin Bank, both of which are to be acquired by the Federal Hotel
and Real Estate Company under 99-year leases. The lease of the St.
Charles street corner, which is held in eskrow by the Mercantile Trust
Company, executor of the Yore estate, specifies an annual net rental of
$10,000.
MONTANA
If no unforeseen obstacles occur, the Marlow theatre will be completed
and ready for occupancy about the first of February, according to A. B.
DeKay, superintendent of construction. The exterior of the structure has
been completed and good progress is being made on the interior. A force
of lathers have started putting on the lath, and electricians are wiring the
building, which is being done in accordance with the latest approved plans
as recommended by the board of fire insurance underwriters. Material for
the heating plant has arrived and is being installed. The millwork for
the interior finish is being prepared at the mills and will be shipped shortly.
Until it is definitely known when the Marlow will be ready for occupancy,
plans for the formal opening will not be made.
NEBRASKA
Gothenburg's
new
Sun
theatre
was opened
to the
a week ago,
when between 1,500 and 2,000 people
witnessed
the public
two performances.
Nate Desky of Burush, Colo., is owner, and Harold N. Desky is manager.
This theatre has a seating capacity of 800, and is equipped with one of
the latest designed pipe organs.
NEW JERSEY
The Mutual Picture Theatres Company of New York has taken a long
lease on the Majestic theatre on Monmouth street, Red Bank, near the
railroad station. The theatre is owned by William K. Kelly of Newark,
formerly of Red Bank, and the lease of the theatre permits the remodeling
of
building
to suit the ideas of the lessees. The lease ' also contains
an the
option
of purchase.
NEW MEXICO
A contract was let this week to an Amarillo firm for the new theatre
which is to be erected by Messrs. Hurley and Hawkins on the lots
purchased by them, fronting Main street, Tucumcari, to cost more than
$30,000, and will be modern throughout.
Work will commence as soon as possible, and it is expected to have
the new theatre finished within a few months. This will be another
big boost toward putting Tucumcari in the city class.
NEW YORK
Buffalo architects are preparing plans for the proposed two-story theatre
building, to be erected at Main and Elm streets, Lockport. It is planned
to construct a building worth $60,000. High class road attractions will
be played in addition to motion pictures and vaudeville. The architects
at work on plans are Lewis & Hill and Esenwein & Johnson.
lots have
leased ontheatre
the Ehler's
farmstores,
front, the
Middle
Island,of
to Several
be occupied
by been
the Harvard
and six
erection
which will be commenced as soon as weather conditions permit.
The Sheers Amusement Enterprises have bought the plot, 60 x 119,
on
the north
of Corona avenue, 95 feet east of Hampton street,
Elmhurst.
for side
an airdrome.
PENNSYLVANIA
William I. Snyder, of Pennsburg, had a successful opening of the
new Liberty Motion Picture theatre, in East Greenville, on Thanksgiving.
Matinee and evening performance were given.
WASHINGTON
Dr. H. M. Johnson is breaking ground for a new building on South
Toppenish avenue for a film house. He intends transforming his present
show building into a theatre for road shows. He has also bought the
Miller building, on South Toppenish avenue, from W. M. Miller of
Prosser.
WISCONSIN
The new theatre building now being erected on the Baker Block property, Racine, has been taken over by the Friedman Company, on a
long-term lease.
The theatre will be one of the most modern and up-to-date in this
section of the country, and will be thoroughly equipped for the presentation of theatrical performances of every nature. It will have a
seating capacity of between 1,500 and 2,000.
According to the plans, the amusement-loving people of Racine and
vicinity have something good in store for them. It is expected that
the new theatre will be completed early next Spring.
Plans for the material improvement and enlarging of the Palace theatre,
Kewanee, are now completed and involve the removal of the stage and tht
setting tionalback
seats. of the curtain to provide accommodations for seventy-five addiDr. W. C. Beecroft has awarded contracts for the erection of a new
motion picture theatre on East Mifflin street, Madison, near the post office.
The building will cost about Ill$100,000.
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Sets

Extensively used for moving picture work,
stationary and traveling shows, circuses,
carnivals, etc.
Smooth, flickerless light.
Send for Bulletin No. 26
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CO., Oshkosh, Wisconsin
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Just

for once:

Remember

yourself

Yes, it's all right
At this season of the year, when the spirit of giving permeates the
very air you breathe, it is all right to be liberal, to give out of the bigness
of your heart, and to the extent that the bigness of your bank account will
permit.
But
There's such a thing as overdoing it— forgetting that you have duties
toward yourself as well as to others, and thereby reducing the prospects
of your being able to give liberally next year.
A

new

name

on

your

list

To guard against that, suppose you add your own name to your list
of beneficiaries, and consider just what you ought to give yourself.
Give

judiciously

Of course you will exercise the same care as in making selections for others, and will give yourself something useful, something that
endures, something you will always be glad to have received.
A

suggestion

If it isn't too late, if you are not already enjoying its benefit and
profit, suppose you give yourself Simplex Projection?
Answers

the

Specifications

Nothing could be more useful; its perfection endures; you will
always be glad to have acquired it; and it will help make you more
capable of giving next vear.
Others

liked

it

The shining lights of the Industry would agree with our suggestion.
They gave themselves Simplex Projection, and it proved a large factor
in the winning of fame and fortune. You will like it for the same
reasons.

He can do most for others who

has done the right thing for himself

hePrecision Machine (qJnc.
317 East 34th: St - NewYork
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